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AND PETIT Marx Bros, at Rialto This
)RS ARE DRAWN Week End in'Room Service'

. A romance that blossoms in an atmosphere of bland double-dealing, wild
Grand Jurors For 1939 and hilarity and shoestring promotion
Inrors For the January Term
methods, is the boy-meets-girl theme
counterpointing the merry Marx Bros,
l.the Cass County Court
mania in "Room Service," feature atAnnounced This Week.
traction at the Rialto Theatre Saturday and Sunday evenings.
An« Miller and Frank Albertson
ion of the grand jury for
.the petit jurors for the enact the romantic leads in the picr term of the Cass county ture, with Miss Miller as an employee
court was announced a few of the hotel where most of the hectic
by C. M. Skipton, clerk of action occurs, and Albertson as the
ingenuous author of the play which
rict court.
Ipgrand jurors will report for Groucho Marx Is trying to produce—
1
at 10:00 a. m. Jan. 24, while if he can find a backer.
Faced by a huge bill he has run up
at jurors are to report to the
at the hotel for himself and the twen|t 9:00 a. m. Jan. 30.
J. A. Murray of Logan will ty-two members of the cast, Groucho,
\ over the term. It will be with Harpo and Chico as his aides,
array's first assignment since 'jmjas on a desperate campaign to hold
elected in the republican land- the cast together, obtain a theatre,
fall. He formerly served secure financial backing and get the
show> launched before his troubles
district bench.
catch
up with him.
jurors follow: Gail Burke
ank Kopp of Anita, Clyde Drag- How- the campaign turns out makes
Walter McMahon of Wiota, for the hilarious climax of "Room
blen of Massena, EC. C. Schuler Service," which promises to be the
ftrl Fore of Griswold, W. J. Marx's biggest hit to date. Lucille
ank 0. Miller, Irwin Pellett Ball tops the supporting cast of this
Pont of Atlantic and Russell RKO Radio Picture.
In addition to the feature, the proill of Lewis,
gram
will include the regular news
jurors follow:
reel;
a
Terry-Toon cartoon entitled,
Uorine Adams, Nettie Budd,
"Village Blacksmith;" and the Robert
Ames and Lyle Redburn.
|atic—W. 0. Aldrich, Mrs. T. A. Benchley miniature, "How to Watch
r Clyde Cox, Clark Hagan, John Football."
Tonight—The Big Night.
id, Hans C. Hansen, John
Drama
and romance in the life of
Hansen, Frank Kjar, M. A.
r, Charles Layton, Mrs. M. N. a struggling young physician are en|, Owen Mayberry, John Mol- tertainingly blended in "Young Dr.
JMrs. Clarence Moon, Milo Hub- Kildare," feature attraction at the
|C. R. Palmer, Fred Paulson, Rialto this (Wednesday) evening.
Lew Ayres is excellent in the title
. Sondag, James Voss and Mrs.
role,
with a uniformly fine cast featurIWalter.
ena^—Glen Westphal, Charles ing Lionel Barrymore, Lynne Carver,
, Mrs. Harold Mills and Mrs. Nat Pendleton, Jo Ann Bayers and
Samuel S. Hinds.
lAnstey.
old Weaver,
Ernest The story of "Young Dr. Kildare"
I presents an ambitious interne in a
And Frank Boggs,
Borland—Harold Wohlenhaus, ' metropolitan hospital, in love with
f Parcher, Stella Chester, Henry his boyhood sweetheart: back home.
ft and Mable Breckenmaker. I He wins the interest and friendship of
-HraohfcSnyder,-Albert L. ! a veteran surgeon, portrayed brilj|v Lester Pelzer, Peter Peter- ^liantly ty Barrymore. However, the
8s Miller, Byron Kewin and young doctor encounters difficulty in
, his profession, first when he protects
l-Ellis.
'
1 D. Marker iind Dick Woh- a fellow interne who fails to save the
life of a prominent politician and
again when he disagrees with a superior in the matter of a diagnosis. The
WALKER-RAY.
grim drama that exists in the emergAdair Walker, daughter of ency ward of a great hospital, the
ntd Mrs. Ted Wlalker of Anita, tense lives of those who work there,
ill Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs. and the tender romance of the strugI* Ray of Atlantic, were united gling young interne, mingle effectiveriage on Sunday evening, Dec. ' ly in this novel story of modern life.
|t the courthouse in Savannah, I On the program for this evening
with Justice Hayward officiating, will be a miniature entitled, "Sea Mel"rer-accompanied by the bride's ody," featuring Ted Fio Rito and his
|sister, Miss Alyce Walker, and orchestra with Rita Oehman and MuzGross of Atlantic. The bride zy Marcellino.
known in Anita where she has
Burke Bros, of Anita have purchased
lived, and has been a member
ke Senior class in the local high 1 the livestock business owned and opol. They will make their home crated in Massena for many years by
Atlantic where they will have the Ryan Vetterick. The business will
be managed by Roy Parker, who with
wishes of many friends.
his family will move to (Massena this
Borge Jones and wife visited a week. Ludell 'Hagan and family are
| days last week with relatives 1at
also moving to Massena where he
ridge, Iowa. Mr. Jones is the has employment with them.
manager of the Iowa Electric
Millage Jevy for taxes in Guthrie
land while he was gone his son,
er, looked after the electric work county run about the same in the
towns of that county as in Cass county
towns. Millage levy in the Guthrie
|W. Petersen of Ft. Madison, Iowa, 1 county towns for the year 1939 are
[been appointed a restaurant and as follows: Stuart, 05.39; Panora,
inspector by Mark Thornburg, 56.326; Adair, 54.536; Casey, 51.69;
secretary of agriculture. "Wal- Guthrie 'Center, 51,64; Bagley, 50.636;
IPetersen, as he is known to his Yale, 49.866; Menlo, 48.816; Bayard,
pds in Anita, is a son-in-law of 40.766; and Jamaica, 29.636.
and Mrs. J. C. Jenkins. He started
Mrs, PeBofe M. Greenleaf, 65, wife
iuties as an inspector in southof
Dr. W. S. Greenleaf, Atlantic phyern Iowa this week.
sician, died at her home in Atlantic
be will of the late Mrs. Rosale last Thursday following a heart athas been admitted to probate tack. She had been ill several months.
Cass county district court, with Her husband and a daughter, Mrs.
Rogge named as executor. By William W. Allender of Iowa Falls,
|terms of the will, all property, survive. Born at State Center, she
real and personal,/is divided had lived in Atlantic and Massena
|lly among her five children, with since 1886. Funeral services were
ations made that debts owed held Sunday afternoon.
by. two children shall be deducted
A friend of the editor tells this
i their share of the estate.
one:
A farmer went to town and
L. Butler, 68, a member of the was able to hire a couple of WflPA
ke & Butler clothing firm in.At- boys for a few days' work. On the
c, died at the Larson hospital in way out to his place, the party passed
Monday of a heart attack. He a turtle crawling along the road. One
prominent in Masonic circles. Mr. of the fellows. asked what it was.
was stricken while on a Rock ".Don't you know.?" snorted the farm• passenger train en route to Des er scornfully, '"why that's a W P Aer
BS Christmas morning and was at work." A mile or so farther on
d to the Adair hospital. He a jack rabbit dashed down the road
his way to spend the holiday ahead of the car, going at full speed.
[.his'son-in-law and daughter, Mr. "I don't suppose you know what that
4rs. H. D. Ripley, in Des Moines. is either, do you?" the farmer asked.
Monday it had been thought he "Oh, yes," replied one of the boys
ecovering. Also surviving is his in the back seat, "that's a farmer
a sister of James Broadfoot of /rushing to town to cash his allotment
check."
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Miss Zella Dorsey United RE-ELECT
in Marriage to Frank Kramer

HAWLEY
LYNCH CHAIRMAN

Miss Zella Dorsey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Dorsey of this city,
and Frank Kramer, Jr., son of Frank Cass County Board of Supervisors
Kramer, "Sr., of Altus, Ark., were
Organize For the Year Tuesday;
united in marriage at 9:30 o'clock last
Newly Elected Officers and
Friday morning at St. Mary's CathDeputies Sworn Into Office.
olic dhurch in Anita. Rev. Fr. M. J.
O'Connor officiated at the marriage
service, and Tom Keeler of Des Moines
Meeting Tuesday for the first of a
Bottle GWC — Each
played the wedding march and sang,
series
of organization sessions, in"Ava Maria." The church was deccident
to
the first of the year, the
orated beautifully with ferns and
Cass county board of superviors reflickering tapers for the event.
The bride and groom were attended elected Hawley Lynch of Atlantic as
by Miss Eula Garlock and Wesley chairman.
Only one ballot was taken. Mr.
Garlock and little Jannes King was
Fresh Roasted — Fresh Ground
Lynch,
who is, serving his second
trainbearer. William Metz of Wiota
Briardale at 25c — Tall Corn at
year
as
chairman of the board, rewas master of ceremonies and Leo
Bongers, Jr. and Vernbn Neiens were ceived two votes. One vote each was
The Best Is Cheapest!
cast for William Wohlenhaus of Cummass servers.
49-lb. Sack Briardale
The bride's gown was of white cut berland, F. W. Wiese of Marne and
velvet made with a train and high Mike Metz of Wiota. Upon motion
GWC Nut Margarine
stand up collar and finger tip sleeves. of Mr. Wiese and seconded by G. E.
The
gown buttoned down the back Eshelman of Griswold, the election
A Fine Spread — Pound
with tiny pearl buttons. , The bride was made unanimous.
Preceding the election of a boardalso wore a long white tulle veil and
Tall Corn Brand
carried-a bride's bouquet of tailsman chairman, a number of county officers
2-lb. Quart Jar
roses. The groom was attired in a and deputies were sworn in by Miss
Jennie M. Ward, retiring county auddark blue suit.
They included
Supervisors
Briardale — The Finest Packed
Miss Garlock was attired in a blue itor.
Lynch,
Wohlenhaus
and
Wiese;
Treasnet formal, and carried "a bouquet
Quick or Regular — Large Tube
of roses; Mr. 'Garjock wore a navy urer Fred W. Herbert; Deputy Treasblue suit, and the trainbearer was urer Gene Newlin; Auditor Milo E.
Hand Picked Michigan Navy's
gowned in a light blue taffeta dress. Hubbard; Deputy Auditor L. A. Breelou
"At Dawning" and "I Love You Truly" ing; County Attorney Roscoe S. Jones;
were rendered as solos by Miss Bea- Sheriff P. P. Edwards; Deputy Sheriff
Briardale Evaporated
trice Scholl, who wore a wine colored Merrill B. Parkinson; Engineer Henry
velvet dress. Mrs. Dorsey, mother of C. Laub; Recorder Emil Pelzer; Depuwith Vitamin D — 4 Large Cans
the bride, was gowned in a blue printed ty Recorder Anna McGrath; Deputy
Clerk of Courts Boyd M. Cambridge.
satin dress.
Hie Complete Household Soap
A three course wedding breakfast Coroner W. W. Kitson and Clerk of
Large Package
was served to sixty-five guests fol- Courts Cecil M. Skipton, who were
lowing the wedding ceremony. The not in attendance at the mass cereGenuine Santa Clara's
breakfast was served in the dining mony, were sworn in later in the day.
room of the Church of Christ by the Bonds of each county officer were'ap2 Pounds
members of the K. J. U. club. The proved. Appointments of deputies
dining room was decorated in green also were sanctioned.
Mr. Metz is the only democrat holdCrisp
Heads
at
and white with white candles in silver
LettUCe Quality Fine
ing
a major county office. Swearing •
holders on the tables. A silver candelin
of
the officers was the last official
abrum was on the bride's table. Following the wedding breakfast, the guests act of Miss Wtord, who fell victim
accompanied the bride and groom to to the republican landslide at the last
the Dorsey home on Rose Hill Avenue general election and who served 16
to cut the wedding cake and to view years as auditor. Miss Ward also
the elaborate display of presents. The served nine years as county superinI cake was cut by the bride, and Mts. tendent of schools.
The supervisors, as a token of
Farmers in approximately half of
Farm and Home Week, greatest of Pat 'Flesher of Atlantic assisted in
esteem, presented Miss Ward a beauIowa's counties should receive their all short courses at Iowa State College, serving it to the guests.
AAA acreage allotments early in Jan- Ames, will be held Feb. 13-18, a week , Present from out-of-town for the tiful gold Eastern Star ring. Wouary, O. D. Klein, chairman of the later than usual this year, according wedding were Mr. and Mrs. Pat Flesh- men employes of the courthouse gave
state agricultural conservation com- to R. M. Vifquain, chairman of the er of Atlantic; Mr. and Mrs. George the retiring auditor a pretty houseshort course committee.
mittee, announced this week.
; Buckner of 'Fontanelle; Mr. and Mrs. coat. Miss Ward has not announced
All allotments should be in the hands
The new dates were selected in the Herb 'Dorsey of Griswold; Mr. and her future plans. George Alexander,
of farmers and landlords early in hope of evading the ice and snow that Mrs. Bert Miller of Mt. Etna; and the retiring deputy auditor, also has
not announced his future plans.
February, Klein said. This means that has so frequently marred the week in t Mrs. Nelle Dorsey of iBarlan.
Mr. Breeling, who retired as treasfarmers will have a better opportun- previous years. Past records show I The bride, born and raised in Anita,
ity than in any previous AAA program that ice and snow in Iowa usually have has many friends here, and is a grad- urer after serving six years as printo plan their farming operations so been at their worst from the last of uate of the local high school. The cipal in that office, is the new deputy
that they can receive maximum bene- January to the middle of February, groom since coming here has formed auditor. Mr. Breeling also was deputyfits, he pointed out.
which was just long enough .to catch a small acquaintance, and those who county treasurer seven years. These
Last year, due to slowness of Con- Farm and Home Week.
| have met him are well pleased with are the only major changes in the
gress in putting the final touches to
Plans for' the short course already his personality. Mr. and Mrs. Kram- personnel at the courthouse. Mr.
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, it are well under way. The major part er are now at home to their friends Newlin, who served as deputy treaswas not possible to give farmers their of each day's program will be dedicat- in an apartment on the second floor urer under Mr. Breeling, continues in
acreage allotments in many cases un- ed to a specific topic. Monday will of the building occupied by the Chester that office under Mr. Herbert, who is
the retiring Atlantic city clerk.
til small grain had been sown and be Country Life Day; Tuesday, Corn- ' A. Long furniture store.
The report of Supervisors Wiese
Hog day; Wednesday will be devoted
conT planters were clicking.
and
Lynch, appointed to count the
Albert
Secress
and
wife
drove
to
County committees are busy han- to sheep, horses, small grains and
cash
in the various offices, was subSchleswig,
Iowa,
Sunday
morning
farm
management;
Thursday,
beef
and
dling applications for corn loans at
the present time, Klein reported. In- dairy cattle, soils and forage crops where they visited until Monday af- j mitted and approved by the board.
dications are that the total amount will hold the spotlight, while .Friday ternoon with friends. Mr. Secress' The Anita Tribune, Atlantic Newsof corn sealed in Iowa this winter and Saturday will feature the Rural formerly owned a barber shop in Telegraph and Griswold American
were selected as the official newswill be the second largest in history. Young People's Assembly. Programs Schleswig.
papers for county printing for the
Preliminary estimates have placed the for the homemaker will run currently
M. M. Burkhart and wife were called , year 1939.
figure at around 130 million bushels. with the program for the men.
to Lanark, 111., Sunday by the death j Owing to the great amount of busiThis rush of sealing work has preAll of the noon mass meetings are of her uncle, A. A. Lutz, who passed
t ness coming before the board, the
vented some county committees from to be broadcast over WOI. Two of
pushing ahead at full speed on the the major speakers have been ob- away Saturday afternoon. As a girl meeting Tuesday was adjourned for
allotment work. Other counties, how- tained to date. 0. E. Baker, senior Mrs. Burkhart made her home with a further meeting today. Next Monday, Jan. 9, the board will hold a
ever, have their "listing sheet" pror economist, United States Department Mr. and Mrs. Lutz.
meeting with the assessors of the
cedure well underway and expect to of Agriculture, will address the Mon' Mrs. Elizabeth McMullin, a teacher county.
notify farmers as to their individual day noon mass meeting on "America's
in the schools at Hastings, Iowa, spent
acreage allotments shortly after the Stake in Rural Life." G. I. Christie,
Sunday and Monday visiting with
A meeting of the town council was
first of the year.
president of the Ontario Agricultural friends in Anita. Mrs. McMullin a held Tuesday evening.
Present plans call for each county College at Guelph, Canada, will be the
number of years ago lived in Anita,
to hold a 2-day school for township major speaker on Tuesday's program.
her late husband passing away here
Instructors in the Anita schools,
committeemen about the time the in- He has not yet announced the topic
, eight years ago.
who spent the holidays at their pardividual allotments are ready. The of his noon address.
ental homes and at distant points,
purpose of this school will be to faSpecial features of the week will
At her home on Chestnut Street returned to their duties here Monmiliarize the committeemen with the be: Three one-act plays by rural
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Azel day.
All of the college students,
details of the "docket" for the 1939 groups; Black Hawk County Women's
S. Ames was hostess to the mem- who were in Anita for the holidays,
farm program. Then the committee- Chorus of 30 voices; the Little Interbers of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. have returned to their studies.
men will contact every farmer to ex- national Livestock Show, staged TuesOther guests besides the members
plain just how the program will apply day night by the student Block and
were Mrs. Henry Maduff, Mrs. Albert
Fourteen member of the W. W.
Bridle Club of the Iowa State College; Karns, Mrs. Carl Shultz and Mrs. Dick
to his farm.
club enjoyed an all day meeting and
the corn show, with entries of 10,000 Dement. High score at bridge was
covered dish dinner last Thursday
C. C. (Tiny) Heckman, wife and ears expected; and the farmer's live- held by Mrs. Elmer Scholl.
at the home of Mrs. Groyer Darlingdaughter, Consuella, and Lyle Red- stock judging contest to be held Frinorthwest of the city. iPollowing the
burn and wife were New Year's day day.
Highway patrolmen of Iowa have dinner the afternoon was spent so'Further details may be obtained by just finished a big chore. In addivisitors in Indianola at the home of
cially. The next meeting will be
Mrs. Heckman's parents, Gus Kuster writing to R. M. Vifquain, Chairman, tion to tljeir regular duties the patrol- held on Jan. 12 with Mrs. Roy
Short Course 'Committee, Agricultural men were assigned to make a complete
and wife.
Derry.
Hall, Iowa State College, A.nps, Iowa. inspection of the approximately 2,Bridgewater waterworks bonds, to500 school buses operating in the state.
The seller of seed corn is not retaling $11,200, were sold a few days
Carrie Harris, wife and two childr The buses were checked as to lights, sponsible if the corn doesn't do well,
ago to the W. D. IHanna company ren, Paul and Eldon, of Campbell, brakes, seating facilities, entrances according to the verdict of a Clarke
of Burlington for a $6 premium and Cal., are in Anita for a few weeks' and general condition. Reports on the county district court jury. Ray JHepa four per cent interest rate. No visit with her brother, Attorney Chas. inspection were made in triplicate, ner sued Clarence Carder for damcontract was let for digging the well E. Walker, 'and with other relatives one copy going to the bus driver,
| ages because seed corn which Carder
for the new water system, when con- and friends. The Harris family are one to the local board president and
had sold him was not adapted to
tractors withdrew their bids because formerAesidents of the Anita com- the other to the state motor vehicle
that section. He claimed it did not
of the uncertainty of the weather. munity, moving to California a year department. It was the first complete
ripen properly. The jury held for
The well will be dug by local labor.
ago last fall.
check ever made of Iowa school buses. the defendant.

ANITA, IOWA

Values For Friday-Saturday

Pancake Flour
Coffee
Flour
Oleo

B

S£™atafc 13c

Peanut Butter
Oats

3 p nds

Milk
Oxydol
Prunes

15c
$1.45
19c
25c
19c
13c
21c
17c

Acreage Allotments to
Farm and Home Week to
Be Ready By February Be Held Feb. 13 to 18

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

These Were Among Highlights in the Year's News

March J7—Spanish insurgent armies drove
forward Into Catalonia
April 8—Blum's French cabinet resigned.
April 10—Edouard Daladler formed new
French government.
April 16—President Benes of Czechoslovakia announced amnesty for 4,000 political
offenders.
.
Great Britain and Italy j'Bned •?ree.m£"t
for peaceful settlement of all their differApril 19—Plot against King Carol of Rumania by Fascists foiled.
April 22—Japan paid United States $2,214.000 to settle Panay incident.
April 25—Anglo-Ireland agreement signed,
settling tradedisputes.
"April 28—Great Britain and France agreed
to pool their armed forces In time of war.
May 8—Hitler arrived in Rome for conference with Mussolini.
May 4—Dr. Douglas Hyde made president of Ireland by acclamation.
May 11—Fascist revolt in Rio de Janeiro.
Brazil, suppressed
May 12—League of Nations council Informally recognized Italy's conquest of
Ethiopia.
May 13—New anti-Nazi government for
Hungary formed by Bela Imredi.
May 21—German and Czech troops massed
along the frontier.
May 22—Germany promised Czechoslovakia would not be attacked.
May 30—Japanese bombed Canton for
three days, killing 800 persons and Injuring
1 400

March 18—Tornadoei In ieven «UtM
MeaVc2h'24-Ten killed In plane cra«b In

kl

1

° March ,SO-/rornadoei
gj,™"^}. ' ^^
*******
vn.cm.ri Ml
ta
state, killed
In Anatolia. Turexplosion at Grundy. Va..
kl

4

e

May l-N iSeteen killed in crash of Italian

Mayeli'o—Seventy-nine miners killed by
explosions In Derbyshire. England.
May 16—Hotel flre In Atlanta. Ga.. killed
Air liner with 9 aboard lost in California
mountains.
..
May 28— Excursion steamer Mandalay
sunk- by collision off Staten Island; S2S
Sa

june 10—Eight army flyer§ killed by
plane crash near Delavan. 111.
June 14—Great Yellow river flood in China
killed 150.000.
^
,
June 19—Forty-six killed and many Injured in train wreck near Miles City, Mint
July 2— Destructive storms, floods and
earthquakes in Japan.
July 14—Italian airliner fell In sea; 20
July

19 — Destructive ' earthquake

In

Eleven men killed by Baltimore water
tunnel explosion.
July 24— Forty-two killed when airplane
crashed In crowd at Bogota, Colombia.
Aug. 14— Thirty-three die In German, Mexican, English air crashes.
Aug. 15-Nine die as plane falls Into Rio
de Janeiro harbor.
Triple navy airplane crashes at Camp
Kearny, San Diego, kill eight.
Aug. 22—More than 100 persons killed and
117 Injured in train wreck In India.
Two killed and 49 Injured In worst New
York subway train crash in 10 years.
Two French bombing planes collide near
Lyon. killing six.
Aug. 23— Frank Hawks, famed flier and
holder of speed records, dies with companion in plane crash at East Aurora, N. Y.
Aug. 24—Two planes collide over Omorl,
Japan, crashing Into iron foundry and killing 28, Injuring 130.
Aug. 31—One hundred killed In typhoon
that hit Tokyo.
Sept. 1— Eleven killed In Quebec by disasters caused by floods.
Sept. 4—Ten killed in plane crash In London suburb.
Sept. 6-3!undreds die as flre and flood
sweep Japan.
Count of Covadonga, eldest son of ex-King
Alfonso, bleeds to death following an auto
accident in Florida.
Sept. 11— Four killed in plane crash near
Danville, 111.
Sept. 21—Hurricane rips east coast; 861
dead; loss $300,000.000.
Mississippi river flood* factories, drivel
out lowlands residents.
Maj. Gen. Oscar Westover killed In plane
crash in California.
Sept. 29—Twenty-seven killed In tornado
at Charleston, S. C
Oct. 3— Richard T. Crane m, former diplomat, killed in hunting accident In Virginia.
Oct. 11— Twenty-one persons dead as forest fires raged near Minnesota-Ontario border.
Oct. 29—Fifty-six lives lost In fire at
Marseilles, France.
Nov.
19—Army bomber, traveling 200
miles an hour, crashes hi rain, killing seven.
Nov. 22— Hundreds' burled by avalanches
in British West Indies.
Nov. 29—United Air lines plane crashes In
sea off Point Reyes, Calif.; five drowned.
Dec. 1— Twenty-two pupils and driver
killed as train demolishes school bus near
Salt Lake City.

NECROLOGY
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-
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forbld3

(George

DISASTERS

"

Bert i

heroine.
clnA,1m-.6fInTrer0"nd'"Char«««
Aug. 11—Mrt. Walter p.
ot automobile magnate.
Aug. UT-David Edstrom. Sw,
of

al

'June 4—Japanese continued bombing of
Canton, killing hundreds.
June 11—United States government took
steps to discourage sale of planes to Japan.
July 2—Japanese bombed Swatow, south
China port, killing many.
July 4—Chinese ah- base at Nanchang
raided and wrecked by Japanese bombers.
July 14—Manchukuo protested Invasion by
Russian troops.
July 19—King George of Great Britain
made state visit to Paris.
July 25—Japanese occupied KluWang.
China, key to Hankow defense.
Aug. 1—Russian planes Invade Korea and
•hell Japanese.
Aug. 7—Russia rejects Japanese terms,
offers counter plan.
Aug. 11—Russia, Japan, reach truce In
Manchukuan border conflict.
Aug. 24—Reichsfuehrer Hitler pledges'the
Inviolability of Hungary in meeting with
Admiral Horthy. Hungarian regent
Aug. 26—Hitler demands powers force
Czechs to submit to him.
Aug.
27—Britain warns Hitler against
attack on Czechoslovakia.
Sept 1—Mussolini orders out all Jews
who entered Italy since the World war.
Sept 4—France masses troops at Maglnot
PERSECUTION—The world taught m new home for the wondering Jew, driven from -Germany, Ciechoilotaki, line.
Sept. •—Polish police wreck 173 orthodox
md Italr, battled by Arab, in the Holy Land. FLOODS—Raging torrent* iwepl California in the spring, Texat in churches; kill many.
the
summer, New England in the autumn. POLITICS—Primary and general election* in every Mate of the union
Sept. 9—Britain again warns Hitler
f
attacking Czechs.
fSttiy^,^'on ?" ""to"0' affam and brought Republican gain* in many sections. AGGRESSION—Germany'i against
11—Czechs and Nazis riot in SudeAdolf Hitler marched through Au$tria and Czechoilovakia, Japan marched through China and fought with Russia tenSept
territory.
on the Siberian border.
Sept 12—Hitler defies Britain and France
in speech.
Sept. 14—Czech troops smash civil war
May 12—Three billion recovery spending
Oct. S—Two bandits hold up two bank In Sudeten territory.
bill passed by house.
employees at Ottawa, m.. and escape with
Prime Minister Chamberlain flies to
,_ May 13—Enactment of naval expansion $80,000 in cash.
Germany to see Hitler.
bill completed.
Oct. 6— A. F. of L. votes to continue asJapan pledges armed aid to Hitler.
May 16—Senate passed bill creating aero- sessments for fight against C. I. O.
Sept IS—Four-power peace parley planned
nautics authority.
Oct. 10— United States Supreme court re- as result of Prime Minister Chamberlain's
May 17—Pennsylvania Democratic pri. fuses to review conviction of Tom Mooney. conference with Hitler.
Sept. 16—British and French cabinets conmaries resulted In defeat for C. I. O. can- serving sentence for bombing in San Franfer on Czech situation.
didates; Gov. G. H. Earle nominated for cisco in 1916.
13—Green re-elected president of A.
Sept' 18—Britain and France yield to
senator and C. A. Jones for governor. Re- F.Oct.
of L.
Hitler's demands.
publicans renomlnated Senator Davis and
Oct. 14—Gustay Humrich, army desert- ' Sept. 20—Czechs accept partition.
named A. H. James for governor.
pleads guilty to being a German spy.
Sept. 21—Poland and Hungary demand
May 21— Presbyterian church general as- er,Oct,
17—Dr. Eduard Benes. former presi- slices of Czechoslovakia.
sembly voted predestination sections out
dent
of
Czechoslovakia,
accepts
invitation
Sept. 22—Chamberlain and Hitler discuss
of confession of faith.
to become visiting professor at the Univer- peace plan.
May 25—Dr. A. E. Morgan.flrst witness city
of Chicago.
Czech premier and cabinet resign.
1 ta
ft ^SWf^S? , «l«l»t tato TVA, accused
Sept 25—President Roosevelt sends peace
David Lllienthal and Harcourt Morgan of op&ed
appeal
to Hitler.
deceit and dishonest management
Sept
26"
--.._
26—Chamberlain
pledges Britain to
May 28-rLlllenthal arU Harcourt Morr
enforce
yielding of Sudeten area If Hitler
gan heard in denial of A. E. Morgan's
Oct 20-XJntted States Indicted 73 as WPA will not make war.
charges and counter-attack.
grafters in New Mexico.
Hitler warns Czechs he Is ready to flght
Bloody labor riots in Detroit and Akron.
8°J- .¥~;Sya*S:h.9.ur H" we°t into effect for Sudetenland.
May 27— President Roosevelt let tax bill
Oct. 28— Big Utilities pledge two billion dolSept 27—Roosevelt sends second plea to
become law without his signature)
lar expansion with federal aid.
Hitler, proposes European parley.
May 31—Supreme court denied rehearing
Nov. 7— President Roosevelt sent congratSept 28—Hitler calls four-power peace
of stockyards case, rebuking Secretary Wal- ulations to Soviet Russia on Its twen^flrst conference, Including Great Britain, France
birthday.
lace and Solicitor General Jackson.
and Italy as last effort to avert war.
Jan. 1—Admiral H. P. Jones. U. S. N..
Nov. 8—Election results: R
President signed bill creating 20 new fedSept 29—Conference agrees to all Hitler's
eral Judges.
demands; Germans take immediate posses- retired.
Jan. 2— Roland R. Conklin. New York
sion ot Sudetenland. Czechs submit.
Government reorganization bill shelved
Jan. 2— Postmaster General Farley's anNov. 9—Rise In stocks and heaviest trad- . ?e9t 3°—perman troops begin march capitalist.
nual report showed "net surplus" of more by congress.
Jan. 8—Henry M. Dunlap. noted hortitog^slnce
Oct
21.
1937,
follow
election
reinto Czechoslovakia.
June 3—Senate passed the three billion
than 12 million dollars. ..
in Champaign, HI
Czechs get new demand from Poland. culturist,
Jan. S—Congress opened regular session recovery bill.
Jan. 11—Robert B. Harshe. director ChiNov.
10—
CoL
Fulgencto
Batista,
dictator
Czechs cede territory.
June Q— House ousted Representative of Cuba, welcomedto Washington.
and received President's annual message. Jenks.
cago Art Institute.
Republican,
of
New
Hampshire,
and
Oct
4—Premier
Daladler
given
dictaSupreme court upheld federal power loans seated Alphonse Roy. Democrat.
Jan. 16—W. H. Pickering. Harvard uniNov. 12—Ladles GarmentWorkers' union. torial powers by French chamber ol depu>
and grants.
versity astronomer.
ties.
June 14—Senate passed the wage-hour act. 2HLOOO
N
1strong, withdraws from C.. I.. O..
Jan. 4— Representative Lester Hill nom5
5—
Cfrand
Jan. 19— Dr. W. K. Boyd, historian, at
ury
indictments
returned
4 Chicago
j —
June 15—Congress passed flood control in
President Benes of Czechoslovakia resigns. Durham.
inated for senator from Alabama.
N. C.
97 persons and firms
Oct. 6—British forces kill 50 Arabs In new
Jan. 6—President's budget message re- bilL
with
conspiracy
Jan. 25— William Slavens McNutt, playthe
price
of
milk
and
Palestine
clash.
June 16—Congress passed relief and ice cream.
vealed larger deficit, smaller revenues, and pump-priming
bill and adjourned.
House of commons endorses Chamberasked a billion for national defense.
Jan. 27—Charles A. Corwln. artist. In
lain's deal with Hitler.
June 20—Eighteen persons indicted In
Associate Justice George Sutherland of New
York
as
German
spies.
Oct. 7—Powers bar plebiscite in Sudeten- Chicago.
Supreme court announced his retirement. ,
Feb. 3—Armando Valdes, eminent Spanish
June 24—President by executive order exland; .give Hitler area without vote of novelist.
Jan. 10—Resolution for war referendum tended
civil service to all government emamendment to Constitution buried by house. ployees
Nov.
17—Reciprocal trade agreements
Feb. 7—Harvey S. Firestone, rubber mag
not
exempted
by
statute.
Oct. 8—Nazis stone palace of Cardinal nate.
Jan. 11— Indiana Supreme court outlawed
•
Great Britain and Canada
July 6—Dr. A. E. Morgan sued for rein- signed with
Innitzer at Vienna, injuring the cardinal
marriage mills of state.
™ ""V-J8—Attorney General Cummlngs anct 1
Ch les r port 20
statement
as
chairman
of
TVA
Jan. 12—House voted to widen President's
.iS
i
&~
J
t.
S
£°°
Japanese
July 7—President Roosevelt began trans- noimced resignation from cabinet, effective slain hi three-day battle near Tein.
power to cut appropriations.
speechmaking tour.
Oct.
12—Germany demands $43,000,000
• I?' 1
T
'
Jan. 15—Stanley F. Heed, solicitor gen- continental
Nov. 19— Roosevelt recalls Hugh R WilJuly 14— President reviewed battleship son,
. historian,- in
eral. appointed to Supreme court by Presi- fleet
Boston 2fr~John °ambassador to Germany.
at
San
Francisco.
dent Roosevelt.
eb
Mrs
Irene
Navy contracts for three new battleships.
Howard
Hughes
and
four
others
comOct.
14
—
Hitler
demands
Britain
limit
air
.5
?tr
Rucker
Sheridan
Jan. 18—House appropriated billion and
PhUip H Snerldan
round-the-world flight started July 10
force to fraction of Germany's
a half for Treasury and Post Office de- pleted
iMton
"
- & WalS:
c
6
e many arre
setting record of three days, 19 hours 14
partments.
„=°» ii i ~F
£
sts labor leaders
eb
w
" -EU
- Halford, former ediJan. 20—Comptroller of the Currency J. minutes.
not i£lZnag"?tors ta ?.ew wave of unrest.
July 15-r-Elmer F. Andrews, New York
to
F. T. O'Connor resigned.
Nov. 29-Capt. Ross T. Mclntyre, White wl?hCin
appointed
^administrator
of
wage
and
hour
Jan. 21— Federal court of appeals at law.
US
Damed 8ur eon
March
1—
Gabriele
d'Annunzio,
Italian
Uie
navl
'
S
general
of
Chattanooga upheld TVA competition with
Secretary Wallace asked 31 per cent cut in
atriot
private power companies.
Nov. 30—Grand Jury investigation of graft
wheat
acreage.
DUke
Kent
made
House passed 553 million navy approa
1 nst overn r Ear e ot
AiStr'aUa7"
°'
Governor of
July IB—Douglas Corrlgan of Los Angeles
S?e»n
,P ordered
S
l
Pennsylpriation bill.
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14 ,,others
McDou aU
made solo flight from New York to Dub- vania
com lete contr
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Homer
Jan. 22—Sixteen oil companies and 30 lin,
e - veteran carP
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Ireland,
in
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approved
plan
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share
of conspiring to violate Sherman anti-trust to July
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strike-bound
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> t **th Germany
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Jan. 25— Senate confirmed appointment of plant.
°r board for abuse of authority.
'
"teO lawFive
officials
and
12
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in
Stanley Heed to Supreme court.
Cham
Mrs. Elma Lauer. wife of New York Suconspiracy case at Madison, Wls
'
March
28-Col.
Edward
M.
House.
In New
Jan. 27— Robert H. Jackson nominated for oilJuly
y
Pfeme court Justice, Indicted for smuggling
20—
Government
began
anti-monopoly
solicitor general.
against chief movie companies
slaDec.
er 7-Anna M. Hahn. Cincinnati poison
Jan. 28—Presldent sent congress a pro- suit
£ ' electrocuted at Columbus? Ohto?
wo
rltis
July 22— Federal court of appeals in Chilted St tes
gram to strengthen national defense.
Planes set non-stop record of
r C ' ^ryifor
? ambassador to Chi- i vE ~ne B f !j
set aside finding of NLRB in Fansteel n»
ly
na recalled
conference
Jan. 31— Supreme court upheld labor cago
'
" from Eg^Pt to Australia
opera
corporation
case.
c
board's power to make investigations.
; "—President Roosevelt announces
July 25—Puerto Rico nationalists tried to «i
Feb. 1—Housing bill finally enacted.
plan to deed Hyde Park estate to gownH mtt rettre<1
assassinate
Gov.
Blanton
Winship.
nt
to
se
(
e
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a
'
'
'
Feb. 6— A. F. of L. expelled United Mine
r\ec 1,, £
' ge Burns
memorial
to himself
Aug. 1—Justice department announces InWorkers and two other C. I. O. unions.
Gray Barnard
i 2~Ge
S? on smuggling
- ol B"ras
and Mof American Medical associa- i.?
len. pleads
guilty
charge.
Feb. 10— President asked congress to ap- vestigation
tion
on
charge
of
anti-trust
law
violation
propriate $250,000,000 for relief
Dec.
16-F.
D.
Coster.
Tieaof
of
McKesson
Aug.
2—
New
Dealers
defeated
In
Virginia
Feb. 14-Farra bill anally enacted by and Missouri Democratic primaries.
4 Bobbins drug firm, revealed as exconvict
al
am
congress.
£',,Ph"1ip Muslca- Indicted ta huge
„ Aug. 3— William C. Dodge, former New ™ ,?ie kUlB
passed 25 mUUon
York district attorney, linked with James S£ J 'rt ,«Sreir- Three brothers of Cos°
arrested on
Hines in policy racket charge.
Feb. 18— Five United States army planes J. President
Roosevelt heads T>ack home ^ ~
completed 6.000-mile flight to Buenos Aires. after
r
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e
s
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n
of
Anna
M. Hahn
nt
fishing cruise in South Pacific
po ison slayer made
Secretary Wallace fixed marketing quotas
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'
Public. Si
Turkey.
' to0nu become's President of
Aug. 6— Majority Leader Alben W. Bark- which
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to
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Germany
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sculptor
with
foreign
power
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Feb. 23— Bituminous coal commission re- Chandler.
Aug. 11— President Roosevelt asks defeat r-ifr3inlnls?'a"on §ra»ts Indefinite credit to
voked all fixed prices
to
of Sen. Walter F. George in Georgia speech
Chirfa against gold held in U S
Senatepassed $250,000.000 relief bill
Twenty-six passenfer German plane
Dec. 21—Inquiry reveals use of large part
Feb. 26—Spy ring selling United States
non-stop from Berlin to New York
of drug fraud millions for nation-wide lobby
military and naval secrets to foreign gov- flies
Aug.
12— Tom Gh-dler. Republic Steel
Four medical associations and 21 physiernment smashed; two men and one woman president,
- 'amoi« b^« builder.
blasts C. I. Q.. National Labor cians
• nested.
Indicted on restraint of trade charges.
Relations
board
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congressional investigation of his two fel- committee.
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United
States
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American
low directors.
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un-Americanism.
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feat
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Sen.
Millard
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March 11— President told TVA directors chat" on social security's third birthday
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to compose their differences or resign
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retired
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Aug. 18—Pauline Palmer,
can artist
•
Lord Haldon, 42. penniless Bnnlsh.
and World war veteran, in Lnn n Ml
Aug. 17-Adotoh Lewlsohnr- ° '
llonaire investment broker
throplst.
Aug. 18—Thomas
R. Heath
«<..«.*«url1lA
»AKMB .A mar._v_a
— »«i,

Sppt. IS— Pauline Frederick star ,
and screen, to California: ' Ur 0| '

OcL 10-George W. Lederer. the.w
eaw
producer. In New York.
Oct. 12—Grand Duke Cyril ,,,,
claimed czar of Russia, in P a -' **

Barrett

-

.

Harry StUwell Edwards, Georgia
6 ,
In Macon. Ga.
'

Oct. 27—Alma GluCK. opera star, b I

Robert Woolsey, comedian, in
Turfey Nov. . 20—Queen Maud of Norway
London.

Nov. 27—Rear Admiral Edward B
retired, in Baltimore.
Dec. 10—Professor J. W. Garner nnt
science authority at the University o
Dec. 13—Gaston B. Means. supers*.
responsible for the Lindbergh ransom™
in Springfield, Mo.
Dec. 20—Warren T. McCray, formers
ernor of Indiana.
Dec. 21—Mrs. Helen Shepard, |
Jay Gould, in MargareUviDe. N.uaU
Y

SPORTS.
Jan. 1—California beat Alabama b I
dena Rose Bowl game
Jan. 21—Jim Braddock whipped
Farr In New York.
Jan. SO—Max Schmellng whipped 1
Foord of South Africa in Hamburg.
Feb. 20—Escobar of Puerto Rico i
world bantam weight title by
Jeffra.
Vic RonchetU of Chicago won
skating championship.
Feb. 23—Heavyweight Champion
Louis knocked out Nathan Mann in I
York.
Feb. 26—Glenn Cunningham set
record for "metric mile" at 3:48.4. •
March 3—Glenn Cunningham ran mftl
4:04.4. world record.
*
March 11—Max Baer whipped Too
Fair in Nev^York.
March 21—Chicago area Golden
boxers defeated New York team.
April 1—Heavyweight Champion JoeL
whipped Harry Thomas in Chicag
April 4—Henry Pldard won the
gold tournament at Augusta, Ga.
•
April 13—Chicago Blackhawks won Stt
ley cup and world's hockey champions!
April 16—Max Schmeling whipped f
Dudas in Berlin.
i
May 7—Lawrin. owned by H. C. Ml
of Kansas City, won thfe Kentucky Dt* I
May 18—Chicago area Golden CMl
boxers defeated Burqpeart team, 5toI f
May 28—Charles Yates of Atlanta. Ill
won British amateur golf title.
May 31—Henry Armstrong. Los ««.•
won welterweight title from Barney 11
In New York.
I
June 4—British golfer* defeated Ametl
team for Walker cup.
June ll-Ralph Guldahl retained i
open golf
title.
V
•
American Wightman cup tennis leant!
feated British team.
'
June 18—Beatrice Barrett won
western golf title.
June 22—Heavyweight Champion
Louis whipped Max Schmellng of Ger"
challenger, in one round.
,,.
June 27—Navy won the Poughk«p«|
regatta.
July 2—Helen Wills Moody won
don tennis tourney.
•
of 194*0 1*~Japan c"weled Olympic gin«|
July'is—Paul Runyan won ProteaH"!
golf championship. •
'
July 26—Al Hostak knocked out Fn
-teele at Seattle, winning middle
Aug. 2—Sammy Baugb, all-time ouU
**Jg passer, signs three-year contract v<
Washington Redskins pro football team. ,.
Au9
f^A^t.......,* rnanaSW II
Aug. R__IUTI*»|M«
._
Cocbrane.
Detroit Tigers, oumiased.
Ml
Aug. 17-Henry Armstrong becomes «|
fighter
In
ring
history
to
hold
three
i
ut es a
i
jL same time.
Aug. 27—Capt C. BIT. Eyston drivea
fe IS? 3*5-48 mph, for world record.
..Patty Berg won Women's Western
championship
Aug. 31-£ollege Ali-Stors defeat
ington Redskins, professional football
pions. 28 to 16.
Sept. 3—Jacqueline Cochran wins -- .
"ophy race at Cleveland, flying 250 rap»j
s>ept. 4—Tony Levier wins Ore
race at Cleveland, flying 290 mpb.
Sept. 5—Roscoe Turner wins Thpm
trophy race at Cleveland: flying 283.41i
U.. S. Davla cup tennis team ---""
manager
-•"— ••—«— —j
SepF. IS—John R. Cobb speeds 350 mp»>
»« new auto record.
, ...I
Sept. 16—Capt O. E. T. Eyston set» "••
auto speed record of 367.5 mph.
J
Sept.. 18—Yankees win pennant in Aiwi
cann league.
loam.*.
•
•
I women's c M l
Sept. 24-.Pat
oclaw
plonship of United States Golf assocwjjji
Sept 26-J. Donald Budge succesJ«|
defended tttie as tennis champion
Marble regained champto
croAlice

,wn in United States tennis tournam«jl
Gabby Street f&ed as •"»"»«' OI •
Oct.

league pennant.
Oct. 2—Perry defeats Barnes to
s,gned J-jl

as.'ffssstt

traight games.
.
°«- 10-Burleigh1 Grimes flred as m
Sft "it BropklX" IJB«ebaU team •
itnl
?'- ??—Leo>t>urocher named mao««
I
baseball team.
, , rnatlo ull
3 _ e a u .
catcher, voted most valuable player w I
National league.
A s*l
Nov. 2-jfmmy Foxx, Boston red $ I
V8l able player
"
*"
t
h
a
y Blade8 named manaB"
the
St.
Louis
Cardinals.
na «i
NOV
' - r « « Haney named mana8«
tenni,

lampionship. " "
loo^-i
Nov.
27—Dr. Eddie Anderson, '" ctt
coach at Holy Cross, appointed to> * rs,i
M Tubbs as head coach at the um
of Iowa.
piith-1
Nov. 28—Monty Stratton. While ^"[dcut I
er. loses leg as result of hunting •"• jl
Nov.
29-Trustees of the Un' v b er zu>
Illinois defeated plan to oust BUP
i
as football coach
, sa
Nov. 30—Tony Musto knocked "" {.
McDonald in the sixth round In <-" ,,,(i|
Dec. 1-Gabby Hartnett signs t"
the Chicago Cubs hi 1939.
.viua^l
Dec. 6—Chicago Cubs trade %
rid I
Jurges and O'Dea to Giants for B «
Mancuso and Lelber.
,.atcii*
Dec. 21—Luke Sewell. White Sox
sold to Brooklyn.
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THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

Friday-Saturday Specials
CHEESE, Wisconsin Long Horn, pound
19c
.SYRUP, amber, 1/,,-gallon
29c
RICE, Blue Rose, 2 pounds
10c'
DRIED PEACHES, pound
14c
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
17c
OATS, quick or regular, large package
18c
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart j a r . . . .33c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 4 packages.... .17c
LAUNDRY SOAP, Crystal White, 6 bars
23c
by government of their principal competitors—remain the same. There can
Published Every Thursday by the be no real prosperity in America so
long as an industry which spends a
billion a year for supplies in normal
W. F. BUI>D
Editor times, which employs hundreds of
thousands of well-paid workers, and
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$150 on which we depend for the transM not paid in advance
$2.00 portation of the great bulk of the proEntered at the post office at Anita, ducts of our farms and factories, can
look forward to nothing save increaslows, as second class- mail matter.
ing deficits.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 5, 1939.
The political problems affecting the
public service industries are similarly
SALVATION IN NEW UNDERunsolved. There has been much talk,
STANDING.
for instance, of "accords" and "concilThe year just closed was a moment- iations" whereby the federal governous one, not only for the United States ment would modify its socialization
but for the entire civilized world. It program of subsidizing publicly-owned
was a year of crises, of dramatic and gas and electric systems. But there
far-reaching changes in the structure has been no definite action. Such
of governments and peoples. By the agencies as the TVA continue their
narrowest of margins, a world war astounding policy of refusing thirdthat seemed certain was averted. Yet,party arbitration of the prices to be
at the same time, major, though un- paid for private properties they wish
declared wars are in progress on two to purchase, and to hold the threat
of the continents, brute force has be- of building duplicate plants and transcome the principal weapon of modern mission lines over the heads of utilities
diplomacy, and there can be no real which refuse to sell at prices which
stability in the world, no permanent would entail serious losses to their
rest for the nerves of the troubled bond and stockholders. As a result,
billions who inhabit it, so long as this utility spending remains at low ebb
and this great industry, which could
is true.
'Coming home to our own country, do so much toward revitalizing Ameri1938 opened with business declining ca, must mark time, while its owners
on every hand, and with depression and workers wonder what an unpredeepening. At the year's end, one of dictable future will bring.
A cloud of price-boosting legislathe sharpest improvements in business in our history was registered t'on hangs over that field in which
over a period of five months, and the tne consumer is most directly involved:
immediate prospects favor a continu- retail distribution. The mass distriation of this trend. Some of the bution agencies of the nation, which
grave differences between industry- have made such notable strides in reat-large and the national administra- i ducing costs of almost every necessity
tion seem to be nearing reconcilement. ' and luxury of life, are under attack.
The inevitable deduction to be made , Should these agencies be destroyed,
from the important off-year elections as some extremists in congress and
in November is that the thinking of elsewhere seem to desire, the effect
the electorate is turning toward the { wi" De to reduce the standard of livconservative side.
Spokesmen for , '"g °f every one of those millions of
manufacturing industry publicly ex- | families to which the budget problem
press confidence. All this is highly j 's an ever-present worry. Here, then,
encouraging. It gives great cause for 's another great issue, directly affecthope that,$ depression a decade long 'mS "s all, that must be settled before
may be at last nearing its end. But,national stability can become a fact
even though this is true, it would be instead of a hope.
folly to overlook, or to underestimate,
The related pr.oblems of debt, taxathe many vital and unsettled problems tion and fiscal policy are likewise a
that the American people still face.
drag on progress.' Though we are now
Our largest single industry, rail- carrying the heaviest tax burden in
roading, finds its condition growing our history, the national debt goes
steadily worse. Better business dur- steadily higher. Investors are frighting recent months has naturally re- ened, money needed for industrial exsulted in some increase in railroad pansion cannot be obtained in adequate
traffic. But the basic difficulties facing amounts—and again depression is
the lines—rate problems, excessively furthered. The average individual
stringent regulation, heavy taxation, does not yet realize that when a treasand direct and indirect subsidization ury check is signed in Washington it
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MORE USABLE W

MIXTURE

TRY THE
ONLY GASOLINE WITH

"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

Alcohol

Prestone

Lubrication For Your Winter
Service on Inside Hoist

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA
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is" in effect' drawn against his own PROCEEDINGS OF
saving's and income.
In spite of our vast expenditures
Court House,
for relief, in spite of improvement in
Atlantic, Iowa,
business, little if any dent has been
December 1, 1938.
made in the number of the unemThe Board of Supervisors of Cass
i ployed. Not until private business
y, Iowa, met at nine o'clock a. m.

PETERSEN'S GR0GERY
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
t
LARD, pure kettle rendered, 2 pounds ....... . 19c
SHORTENING, Jewel, 1-lb. carton 16c 4-lb. pail . 5gc
PEAS, early June, fancy sifted-, 3 No. 2 cans . . . .34,,
SOAP, Quick Naptha, 10 large bars ........... 32c
LYE, High Test, 3 cans ...... . ..... .......... 22c
CAKE FLOUR, Swans Down, large package. . . .24C
SYRUP, dark or light, No. 10 can ..... ........ 59(,

on but a few of the great domestic as read.
problems that confront UK. We may I The following bonds were approved
take heart from the progress we have [ f o r 1939:
made in the year just closed, but I James Sorenson, Justice of the
we must bring new understanding to ! Peace, Brighton township, $500.00 and j
bear if we are to make needed progress |W. A. McKee, Justice of the Peace, i
Grove township, $500.00.
in the future.
Moved by Metz, seconded by Wiese,
to pass the following resolution:
NOW A N D THEN.
RESOLOTION.
WHEREAS Edgar Howard and
The first session of the new congress
starts this week. Already it is being Ruth Howard, wife, and Cloyd Kim3.60 Gerald Sheets, rodman
stated that new legislation is to be of- ball and Alice Kimball, wife, are now Clarence Osier, labor
57.70 tline Taylor, salary
I
within
Cass
County
and
are
likely
W.
E.
Proctor,
labor
fered that will seek to fasten New
9.00 Don Wilkinson, assisting enDeal theories on to the country. A | to become county charges and said j Ralph _Pierson,_ labor
gineer
.................
]fl
Oren
Rush,
labor
25.50
great part of this legislation is in- | parsons should be prevented from
52.55 Wagner Filling Station, gas
7
tended to increase authority at Wash- j acquiring a, settlement in Cass Coun- F. W. Schuler, labor
Delford Smith, labor
23.75 Wheeler Lumber Bridge and
ington and to take it away from the
Supply Company, supplies. 215
22.50
state. Many prominent New Dealers j NOW THEREFORE being it re- Virgil Schrader, labor
2l53.T»l
47.25 F. S. Chamberlain, insurance
from time to time have asserted in solved by the Board of Supervisors August Wagner, labor
21/75 Forshay Loan and Insurance
effect that the old doctrine of states' J of Cass County, Iowa, that a notice Herbert Wagner, labor
Agency, insurance ____ , . 258.Hl
Howard
McDermott,
labor
..
"
16.50
rights has gone by the board, and that , to depart shall be served upon the
..
66.43 Don Savery, J. P. fees ____ 11.3d
henceforth everything must be en- j said Edgar and Ruth Howard and Morgan Cullen, labor
6.93 Dr. W. W. Kitson, fees
gineered by the experts at Washing- i Cloyd and Alice Kimball, and the Joe Cullen, labor
95.00 A. Mi Acker, clerk
........
ton.
Hence we have had the NRA, Chairman of this Board is directed Charles Daugherty, foreman.
52.00 Emert A. Adams, trustee
the AAA, the TVA and many other ; anc] ordered to sign such notice on Earl Devore, patrol
Anita Tribune, printing ____
pieces of legislation which tend to • behalf of this Board and deliver the i Harry Edwards, transporta97.00 Dr. George A. Alliband, medibuild up centralized control. The doc- j same to tne sheriff of Cass County, | tion
50.50
trine of states' rights, they have told ; Iowa, for service.
cal care . . ,
.............. 19.81
H. R. Listen, labor
us, belongs back in the Horse and j The Chairman put the above reso- Harold Maas, patrol
49.25 R. C. Bailey, soldiers relief
Buggy age, before the time of stream- ! lution to vote and the votes being Jim McLaren, patrol
50.00 G. S. Becker, trustee
.....
uo
lined trains, airplanes, and four-lane i all in the affirmative, the resolution C. B. Perrin, grader
51.00 W. S. Beebe, hog
........
highways—especially before the era j was declared adopted.
Ralph Querry, labor
52.15 Mrs. W. F. Bichel, services .
of college professor control at Wash54.10 Werner Blunk, trustee .....
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Eshel- Russell Symonds, labor
ington.
man, to re-employ Henry C. Laub j Robert Whitaker, labor
_ 50.70 Fred Brahms, trustee .....
In view of all this new fangled : as County Engineer for the ensuing | Vic Anderson, labor
52.88 L. A. Breeling, subsequent
theory it is interesting to note what ; year at a salary of $2,000 as provided | Herbert Spear, labor
28.35
taxes and cleaning time
the High Priest of the New Dealers, in contract.
Lawrence Ward, labor
54.00
lock safe
Mr. Roosevelt himself, had to say back
Ross South, labor
55.35 Asa-Brown, trustee
Motion carried.
in 1930 when he was at the other end
52.20 Burroughs Adding Machine
On motion and vote the W. P. A. Glenn Comstock, labor
of the line, serving as the governor Garden Project No. 165-72-8037 for Zeno Lang, labor
54.00"
Company,
servicing maof a state rather than as chief execu- 1939 was authorized in the amount of John Bacon, labor
52.50
chines and ribbon
ml
tive of the nation. An excerpt of a $2,447.12 of which the County spon- Frank Bannister, labor .... 53.10 Walter C. Burnside, trustee
speech made more than eight years sors $650.00.
20.tt|
W. E. Wise, foreman
125.00 Georgia Byrne,* mileage —
ago was recently quoted as follows:
Motion carried.
J. D. Adams Company, parts . 52.13 Arthur Christensen, fox boun"Let us remember that from the
On motion and vote the resigna- \ Calvin Antrim, material
ty
;.;
25.49
very beginning differences in climate, tion of C. A. Demick for the short i Arnold Hardware, hardware .
14.59 Ray Coker, care of assembly
soil, conditions, habits and modes of term as constable in and for Atlanroom
Atlantic Sheet Metal Works,
living in states separated by thousands tic was accepted,
board of
repairs
5.00 Archie Conklin,
of miles rendered it necessary to give
carried.
health meeting
Audubon
County,
fuel
9.00
1.091
the fullest individual latitude to the
The suspension of Nettie B. Acker- i A-W Company, parts
5.86 D. C. Coon, fox bounty
individual states. Let us further reman
The Balbach Company, supCumberland Telephone Commember that the mining states of the
Lots 1, 2 and '3, Block 101, Atlantic
plies
pany, toll calls
5.51
Rockies, the fertile savannas of the
amounting to $19.52 was allowed.
Barnsdall
Refining
CorporaMaTy
Curry,, assisting Jn resouth, the prairies of the west, and
tion,
gas
8.40
corder's
- antf- 'atfdltSPs ofThe
following
rebates
were
allowed:
the rocky soil of the New England
fice
states have created many problems Trustees of Massena Township, $2.14, Barton-Warner Co., wires.... 145.35
24.72 Gene Dajaghenbaugh mileage. 123j
and introduced many factors in each tax placed on property used for ceme- W. S. Beebe, gas
J.
A.
Billingsley,
repairs
..
3.35
E. A. Denham, trustee
if
tery;
John
Campen,
Franklin
Townlocality, which have no existence in 1
others. It must be obvious that al- ship, $3.00, poll tax; Chas. L. Brewer, Orlo Billingsley, repairs . . . 3.05 Joe Eblen, C. W. P. laborer.. J
_ 85.00 Educational Music Bureau,
most-every new or old problem of Franklin Township, $3.00, poll tax; Wm. Bintner, labor
49.49
supplies
Ill
government, must be solved, if it is to L. K. Nichols, Anita, $11.12, error Bojens Hardware, supplies .
Bootjer & Bond, supplies ..
18.44
P. P. Edwards, transportabe solved to the satisfaction of the in assessment.
40.46
tion,
board and care of
people of the whole country, by each ' The following claims were allowed Boseck Oil Company, gas ..
prisoners, criminal invesi and the Auditor authorized to write Central Iowa Sand & Gravel
state in its own way."
1
Company, supplies
140.49
tigation and expense '.
395$
Times do change, and so do poli- warrants for the same:
tics.
j Herbert Cooley, labor
$ 2.00 j Cit y of Atlantic, current ..
58.77 Employers Mutual Casualty
Company, insurance ..
1204.fi |
\ John Dill, foreman
79.60 !Coast to Coast Store, pliers ..
.81
1
The jobless man is one of the sure Leslie Dorsey, labor . . . .
4.00 jc- R - l- & p- Railroad, freight 814.26 G. E. Eshelman, committee
results of democratic supremacy.
Henry Eggerling, labor
work and mileage ..........
52.00 !DeeP Rock Qil Company, oil. 50,27
50.50 ! Orville Eshelman, hauling .. 2.00 Frye Maufacturing Company",
Charles Gipple, patrol
New York is quite a state. They Harold Heeren, labor
50.05 ' Farmers Elevator, gasoline . 27.40
supplies
20.WI
4.921
have deer hunters in the Adirondacks Ray Johnson, saw
„.
2.50 j Federal Land Bank, R. O. W.. 2.50 Ginn & Company, textbooks..
and dear hunters on Broadway.
4.001
I Joe Metz, patrol
50.50 i Fuchs Machinery & Supply
Thos. Gittins, trustee
| Howard McDermott, patrol .
24.001 Company, supplies
3.90 W. E. Gerlock, trustee . . .
With some people, graft appears to Thomas Rathman,. labor . . . .
Griswold
American,
print3.20 ! Fullerton Lumber Company,
be a chronic ailment, far beyond the Carl Rathman, labor
243.1»l
ing
50.35, supplies
147
power of the most violent remedies. : Norman Smith, patrol
38.551
50.00 \ Gasoline Alley, gas
57.52 June Hamm, mileage
; Harold Smith, labor
53.50 Green Bay Lumber Company,
Hammond & Stephens ComIf you must be a grouch and grow- Mervin Taylor, labor
15.9
50.00' supplies
pany, supplies
504 41
ler, be thorough in your efforts, and Archie Van Aernam, labor
4.00
E. E. Hastings, trustee
51.60
Hansen
&
Company,
supplies.
64.50
then everybody will know your heart Peter Bornholdt, patrol
4.00 1
50.75 Kenneth Hays, mechanic . . . 150.00 A. A. Hayter, trustee
is in the work.
4.00
, Louis Bartles, labor
Roy
Herbert,
trustee
12.70 Economy Oil Company, oil . . .
4.01
' Harold
Higley
Chemical
Company,
8.50
Hoegh
Oil
Company,
repairs
What the state of Iowa needs most Tom C
25 00
41.651
supplies
,
'
and gas
616g
is less new laws, and more rigid en- „. , . „
Richard
Kagen,
labor
32.10
Hoffman
Transfer,
freight
20
Mrs.
Clair
Holldorf,
juror
..
forcement of the measures that are
Wm. Grulke, Jr., labor . . . .
48.75 Robert Hill, rodman
57'5o Carl Holland, trustee
now on the statute books.
E. S. Holton, attorney fees
I *;>ed Gnilke ' t )atro '
52.10 Henningsen Construction Co
57.75
rental
A remarkable fact of the recent con- I Joe Herbert, labor
115.&0 Houghton iMifflin Company,
94.60 Arnold Ihnen, kerosene
gressional election is that no sitting Clyde Hill, patrol
books
1.62
Henry
Kuhl,
labor
26.00
Interstate Machinery & Sup'
republican member was defeated. Only
M. E. Hubbard, bailiff and
4i3
12.00 ply Company, supplies
democrats and radicals lost their seats Martin Laurstm, labor
assisting treasurer
366.06
26.50 Iowa Culvert & Pipe Company
in the national House of Representa- hrnest Long, labor
Hutchins Printing Company,
lives.
, Al ' KUst L ""K- labor
44.00
pipe
3g(J Q(,
supplies
i .L M Lamberty, labor
39.00 Iowa Electric- Company, 'serIowa Blind Products, supTh
f
,i
I he fellow who goes to church and i .auile Mcl-adden, labor . . . . 18.00 vice
plies
106.39
occupies seat space, and soaks up the
h
8
lab r
3 4
J yCe Lumber
Iowa State Psychopathic Hosi°
T
p^r-'
""'
°
°°
°
Company;
Lewheat, and enjoys the singing and the Boyd Phillips, labor
25.00
is, material
pital, transportation
5.87
speaking, but never thinks about drop- Gail i-rall, transportation . . 100.00 King Electric Company " mu '
4.001
J. C. Jacobsen, trustee
ping in a nickel, dime, quarter, half, Albert I'elzer, labor
50.00
tor
33.92 J. W. Jordan, trustee
or a dollar, to help pay running ex- Maurice I'elzer, labor
27.40 Lamberty Service Station
Maryatt Karstensen, fox bounpenses, is certainly most nrmly "sot" •'• A - Peterson, labor
40.00
kerosene
;.
ty
.60
in the idea that "salvation's free." : < > r a Range, labor
50.00 Henry C . Laub, salary
..['
198.43 Willard Keller, delivering bal51.50 Linke Chevrolet Company,
lots
We nave DiLt-u wonaerea when we
39.50
repairs
Klipto
Loose Leaf Company,
pass a farm house with shingles old S. J. Spicer, laboV
1.50
28.00 p,.ank M Liston ' s' ' • • •
supplies
and dry, with a chimney barely topV
5.10
KJ. Weatherby, foreman":.
73.40 V wVYTc' ™
14G.41
ping the ridge of the roof, whether Thelm Warren, labor ..
154.89 Koch Bros., supplies
2820 M • ! , « . ?
"' gas
3.00
R. N. Krogh, hauling leaves
that farmer has the most common of <;. E. Wan-en, labor
'. .'.
S M l k e Ma''de^ sign . . . . . .
6.00
all tools for the fighting of fire, a K. A. Rlaiu-hard, labor
W. F. Kuesel, trustee
States Utilities Com46.50
pany, rent and tolls
ladder long enough to reach that roof. Tom Conroy, foreman
11205
4.24 Wm. Lamberty, fox bounty
ui.u.> jj L. Nettz, expense
Laurel Book Company, books
Not long ago while in a farmer's yard Je.sse Cranston, labor
50.00
17.54
Hawley Lynch,
committee
a workman asked the owner for his Hay K. Clark, labor
50.00 ( Northwestern Bell Telephone
ladder to reach the roof. The farmer Bert Ellis, labor
work
and
mileage
•iflIn ' n Com P any - re"t and tolls .
130.72
JO-50 P. A. oesterich, parts
had no ladder, and he drove into the Ross Kppeltiheimer, patrol
C. E. Malone, P. M-, post5.50
51.50
yards of four neighbors before he Frank Kllis, labor
Sidles Company, supplies
age
24.34
50.60
found a ladder. At the start of a
Shrauger & Johnson, parts
Massena Echo, printing 22.05
roof fire, for several minutes a pail , C,eor e Korayth, labor
P Malone> haulin
Matt Parrott & Sons ComK
a'sol"'
*
176.00
7.« I
1>elbert
dem
of water will smother the flames, but Eldon Jenkins, labor
pany, supplies
°
' assisting en9.'00
gineer
after that there is no method of fight- J. L. Jenkins, labor
Mike Metz, committee work
9 QO
43.55
ing fire in the country. Thousands Gule Knoke, labor
Sinclair Refining
and mileage
4.00 '
51.50
grease
of dollars worth of property have
Aage
Mikkelsen, trustee
Fred Kri-inger, .trana'porta8.19
ittfl
been saved by the use of a ladder and
Standard Bearing •ompany,
Ralph D. Milford, clerk
tion
1. 00
100.00
a pail of water. Have you that ladder, Max Miller labor
supplies
J. 0. Moon, trustee
...........
.jj.511
1.37
5.75
Mr. Farmer ?
Muriel Morgan, stenographer
47.00
oil,
271.76
(Continued on Page 8)
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
BIG

TOP

^•^•"oui

By ED WHEELAN

Things look bad for "Silk" Fowler, ringmaster, who caused the elephant
anger by having pepper put into her \vater.

EFUS!N6 TO GO OM \MftH HER ACT. ALTA
THE CHIMPANZEE AT'FLjP" AND BRCKE
FROM "WE. RIMG- -

At^ymANPr^

SDMETOlHOr

AT ONCE TO K

VWAT6 HAPPENINQ/NOW

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Her Ardor Is Slightly Dampened

SO HAPPY,
HIVES-STOP
THE CAR AT THE
GROVE OF
NEAR THE
>f COUNTESS
STATUE

GONZALES
GONZAUES

TENDER UTTUE
FELLOW, LOVE IS
ALL - STRIKE AT.
MY FLUTTERING
YOUNG
HEART

11724

S'MATTER POP— Laugh at Hi* Own? Lotta Folks Do

By C. M. PAYNE

Get out your wool scraps \
put them to work in this afgk
It's worked in strips—done rt
large hook and quick to
it's saving of Wool whether i,
are used or not! Make this t
ure afghan. Pattern 1724 ifa,
directions tor afghan and pint
illustrations , of. afghan v
stitches; materials required;)
or scheme*!' photograph of '<
of ^afghan.
Send 15 cents "in-stamps ore
(coins pitffecred} for this f
to The Sewing Circle, Need.
Depi., 82 Eighth Ave.,
Please write your
dress and pattern number

Everchanging Crowd]
The failures are the ev_.
ing crowd. The flukes are \
terers and the quitters.-Vani
burgh.

AThre* Days'

•••v-^r-.--.-^-^^^

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L. MOHTLEY

There! Take That!

POP~,Robin Wants Fair Play
ILL GIVE FIVE DOLLARS TO
ANYONE IN TME AUDIENCE

By J. MILLAR WATT
N>/HO'LL DO TMI5 ./

When Troubles Are Or
Sweet ia the remembta
troubles when you are in sa
Euripides.

YOU'LL TAKE- THAT
VILD ANIMAL OUT OF
RING

COMFORT
Along fhe Concrete
"I suppose it is love of country
that impels our friends to run for
office."
"I can't be quite sure," answered
Farmer Corntossel, "whether it is
love of country or hatred of work."
The Last Word
Young Bragger— My grandfather
built the Rocky mountains.
Unsympathetic Listener -^ Aw
that's nothing. Do you know the
Dead sea? Well, my grandfather
killed it.

CLAR

A Bachelor
Mrs Sharp <sharp]y)_And what
would you have been now il it
weren't for my money?
Mr Sharp (mildly)-A bachelor Providence Journal.

'ANod
•no^h'S
munom.
j»»""r,, 0Hot«
a
ttty^Stiffi
im««b«n«.*5"
[ , e r,i«
sSas.»«?Srf

A Bit Worried
Proud Yankee-Yeah. I sure be
long to New York.
Englishman-J-m glad to hear it
U b on ed u
iBulletin.
,, ^ *
y*u —Phila

HOTEl

•SSFA^c^J
Food. ••w^';1
* oo«.ffi
n
f r t

aaat* *-^^
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(Continued from Page 4)
j Louis Moss, mileage ---- . .
i Sam Murray, trustee . . . . .
!I I. D. McAfee, trustee
......
J F McGovern, sessions and
"
I V. D. McMartin, trustee
Herman Newman, trustee
Wm. Nimm, trustee
.......
Myrle Pellett, salary
......
E. J. Perley, hoard of health
meeting
.........
........
Wm. Pedersen, fox bounty .
Perkins Bros. Company, supplies
....................
B. C. Pond, trustee
Esther Reeves, salary
Louis V. Kiedeman, fox bounty
H. f . Robinson, trustee
Maxine Rowley, salary
Wm. F. Sandhorst, trustee .
Wm. Seharf, board of health
meeting
.................
Genevieve Schuler, salary . .
Forrest Slocum, fox bounty.
Ernest Smith, trustee
......
M. W. Smith, trustee
Herbert Spear, labor
State Auditor, examiners'

5-80
4.00
4.00

Maduffs Food
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

THURSD A Y-FRIDA Y-SATURDAY SPECIALS I
4.00
4.00
4 OQ

- j
8-°°

7

L0()

1.00

.58 i
4.00,
30.00

2.00
4.00
67.50
4.00

Butter

27c
49c
Corn Meal
9c
Matches 6 BOX canon I8c
Soda
Crackers
lKx&CtiSB I4c
Bacon Squares
14e
Frozen Herring
lOci
cloth Eag

1.00
65.00
1.00
4.00
1.40 isther Reeves, salary
4.00, Pine Dairy
3.00
J. S. Chamberlin, insurance
5.00 , D. H. Ramsey
16.65
I Roland, Peacock & Baxter
Domestic Animal Claims.
Carroll
Drager, 6 lambs and
581.72
Steinbeck
Grocery
27.48
fees
2 ewes
Harry Steffens, labor
6.00 Sub-Division of Aid to Blind. 36.06
7.50 Thrifty Food Store
. 2 0 0 4 6 Lester Suplee, lamb . . . . . .
Burt Stone,, printing
Turner
Bros
«'1«.26 J. E. Amdor, heifer
Wilbur Sunderman, board of
health meeting .'.
1.00 University Hospital
1-00 John H. Arp, shoat
Vital Statistics, fees
35.50, Grace Ury
10-00 Russell Hines, 4 Iambs ...
Solite with Ethyl. (premium priced)
Standard Red Crown (regulsrpriced)
4.00. Wagler Funeral Home
70.00 A. T. Holste, 4 hogs . . . . .
Wm. Wahlert, trustee
Stano/ind . . . . . (low priced)
6.50 J. W. Jordan, ewe
I
Waters
Grain
Company
Jennie M. Ward, freight and
12.50
W. Karns, 2 lambs ...
7.97 Elmer Watson
A.
postage
Harry
W. Koehrsen, steer .. uj
4.00
Letha
Watson
...,(
30.00
Harley M Weber, trustee ...
I Dr. M. B. Weir/V
49.50
Session and Mileage Claims,
J. H. Welch Printing Com6.50 lawley Lynch
pany, supplies
21.59 Dr. R. B. Weir
5.45 Mike Metz
West Iowa Telephone Comi Welch Shoe Company
F. W. Wiese
pany,
toils
.
.
.
"
19.40
Mrs.
Savilla
Weston
29.00
G E T T H I S S P E C I A L WIMTCR GASOLINE F R O M Y O U R S T A N D A R D O I L D E A L E R
;H, Wohlenhaus
West Publishing Company,
1 Dr. Agnes R. Wilder
176.95
books
10.00 Wilson Cash Grocery
13.75 G. E. Eshelman
21.00
.72 Atlantic Auction Company
On motion and vote the
Western Union, telegrams ..
1.85 journed to Dec. 29th.t or on ul|
4.00 Bailey Feed Company ..
R. A. Wilson, trustee
t-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
is that man who seeth his brother's Carl Wiuff, supplies
1.20 Chairman.
,
3.06 Ralph Berg
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + need and siysplieth it, seeking his own Fred Wollenhaupt, trustee ..
4.00 Gregersen's Drug Store
25.54
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch, |
t Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. -f in another's good" (p. 518).
4.00 Chas. Locke
9.00
S. W. Woods, trustee
Chain
+ - 4 + -f-f + + 4-f + + > +
Attest:
[
Session and Mileage Claims.
F. W. Wiese, committee work
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Church School at 10:00 ft. m.
Jennie M. Wai
5.00
ana mileage
104.75 Hawley Lynch
LUTHERAN MISSION AT
Classes for all ages. Prank H. Osen,
County Auditel
6.70
W. H. Wohlenhaus, commitG. E. Eshelman
January 7, 1909.
CHURCH OF CHRIST.
superintendent.
5.70
tee work and mileage .. 105.40 Mike Metz ...
Rev. Theo. Hoemann.
At Greenfield on Thursday, Dec. 24,
Morning: worship at 11:00 o'clock.
5.65 NOTICE OP APPOINTMENT!)
Harry Harmsen, fox bounty.
1.00 ', F. W. Wiese
occurred the marriage of Miss Prances
A meeting of the ladies aid society
EXECUTOR.
W. H. Wohlenhaus
6.80
Divine services Sunday afternoon at WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR
Kopp and Chas. A. Baier.
will be held at the church Thursday.
On
motion
and
vote
the
Board
adFUND FOR PROVISIONS,
L. R. Galiher and Fred Chinn are A 15c dinner will be served at noon.
2:30 o'clock. Sunday School follows
journed to Dec. 19th or on call of In the District Court of the
CLOTHING AND MEDIfilling their warehouses with new imthe
services.
Instruction
class
meets
A meeting of the missionary soof Iowa, In and <For Cass
Chairman.
CAL AID.
plements, in contemplation of a busy, ciety will be held at 2:30 o'clock Fri- every Wednesday afternoon.
In the Matter of the Estate of
(Signed)
Hawley
Lynch,
Adel Clay Products Comprosperous season.
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Rogge, Deceased,,
Chairman.
pany
173.75
4
We have heard no complaint from J. A. Wagner. Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister
To Whom It May Concern.
Attest:
39.50
•f Dr. .George A. Alliband . . . .
+'
METHODIST CHURCH
the merchants as to the holiday pat- will be the leader.
Jennie M. Ward,
Notice is hereby given that
Atlantic
Building
Supply
Com+
Arthur
V.
Long,
Pastor.
•f
ronage. Some of the stores employed
The annual meeting of the congreCounty Auditor.
undersigned
has been appointed
pany
334.83
as high as twelve clerks.
gation will be held at the church on • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f +
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Election 'Cleanup' Suggestions
Leave Vote-Buying Loopholes
By Joseph W. La Bine
EDITOR'S NOTE—Wbn opinions »»
txprtafd ia thtit column*, ther tr» tiott
of th» n«ws fatlyst. mni not neceistrily
at the n«wsp*P«r.

Politics
Since the dim day when America's first pprk barrel was burst
open, politicians have legally or illegally used lederal funds to further
their personal ends. Pork-barreling
was simple, and usually honest,
when it involved no more than a
U. S.-sponsored post office, highway
or bridge. But since 1933 the oldfashioned pork barrel has been supplanted by relief projects, building
up huge payrolls among unemployed
people who will cast their votes
not necessarily for the right man,
but for the man who will protect
their jobs. Three square meals a
day have a far greater vote-getting
appeal than any miscellaneous favor a congressman could pull from
the pork barrel.
In an election year, political
abuse of relief funds becomes a paramount danger. Therefore congress
received no jolt when Texas' Sen.

SENATOR SHEPPAED
Recommendations were easier.

Morris Sheppard offered his committee's report on campaign expenditures. Skipping lightly over the
routine fact that some campaigns
cost nothing while .another (that Of
Ohio's Robert P. Taft) cost $159,451.37, the committee outlined results ol relief-politics inquiries in 18
states. Sample allegations:
Kentucky. Gov. Albert B. ("Happy") Chandler collected about $70,000 from state employees whose salaries came partly or wholly from
federal funds. His successful opponent, Sen. Alben W. Barkley, received $24,000 from federal employees, but his campaign manager denied all but $2,000.
Pennsylvania. WPA state highway work cards were issued to high
school children, who returned to
their classes without doing any
work.
> Tennessee. Federal employees
were solicited for contributions;
WPA labor was used to repair private roads.
Illinois. In Cook county, 450 men
were added to state highway crews,
70 of whom did no work other than
canvass their respective precincts.
No criticism was directed at former WPA Administrator Harry
Hopkins, nor was action taken
against any candidate.! The pathetic
truth is that no individual officeiker could be singled out without
ipping open an unwholesome, futile
ivestigation. Instead the commitcontented itself with 16 suggests for cleaning up elections, most
which would provide loopholes,
of which could be enforced withinterfering with private rights,
imple suggestions:
Prohibition against political
.tributions by relief recipients and
' lation forbidding relief officials
influence votes.
!2) Legislation limiting individual
itributions to candidates, pretting corporation donations and
ring complete reports of camcosts.
0> Consideration of legislation to
all political contributions by
I workers illegal.
most applauded recommenition called for curtailment of the
igressional franking (free mail, _; privilege. This recalled the
.annual report of Postmaster GenJames J. Farley, made a few
r
s earlier, which pointed out that
ol the franking privilege was
a large part responsible for the
it office department's deficit.

'international

policy of refusing to consort economically with Germany, Italy or
Japan. But when Governor Montagu Norman of the Bank of England went to Berlin, and when Prime
Minister Neville Chamberlain visited Italy, each carried plans for stimulating British trade with the two
dictator states. Meanwhile, Britain
has extended China credits of only
$2,500,000, compared with U. S. credits of $25,000,000.
Though Britain may some day be
forced into a life-and-death battle
with both Germany and Italy, she
is willing to overlook this possibility
for the sake of her foreign trade.
The theory: That every effort must
be made to keep the hard-pressed
German and Italian buyers solvent,
otherwise British export to these
nations will decline and debts owed
British commercial interests will
not be paid.

White House
Before congress opened, President
Roosevelt's critics believed his rising enthusiasm for rearmament was
merely a cloak to focus public attention away from last November's
election defeat. By shouting for
larger army-navy appropriations,
by keeping silent as a sphynx on
every other subject, the President
was expected to build for himself a
storm shelter until the torrent of
congressional criticism had passed.
But rearmament turned out to be
a recognized national problem and
Mr. Roosevelt turned out to be a
smarter psychologist than his critics expected. It remained for his
speech on the state of the Union to
sound the keynote. Its essence: The
U. S. is beset by threats from dictator nations, therefore we must rearm and take sanctions against aggressors. But .rearmament is also
an internal proposition, therefore we
must set our house in order and defend ourselves with social and economic reforms. Some reforms already made (social security, farm
legislation, labor act) need "machining down." Others (governmental reorganization, transportation)
are still to be made. On spending:
"It does not seem logical to me, at
the moment we seek to increase
production and consumption, for the
federal government to consider a
drastic curtailment."
Congress did not need long to figure out that if military rearmament
would cost real money, internal rearmament would be even more expensive. When the budget message
was delivered their figures were
verified. The President's budget requests: $8,995,000,000. The expected
income: $5,669,000,000. The net deficit for the fiscal year: $3,326,000,000. By June 30, 1940, when the
year ends in a burst of political
campaigning, the administration
will therefore have a public debt of
$44,458,000,000 to explain.
As congress dove headlong into
its six, seven or eight-month task
President Roosevelt-may have been
surprised to learn his initiating utterances won more public acclaim1
in France and Great Britain than a
home. Definitely on the defensive
for the first time since 1933, he faced

HAMILTON FISH JR.
He offered

a comment.

an independent congress and a very
wary public which hoped he appre
ciated the magnitude of his actions
And while London and Paris ap
plauded the strongest official U.
statement yet made against dicta
tors, Berlin and Rome sang the nex
stanza in the international hymn o
hate which has now reached ai
alarming intensity.
At home, little comment wa
forthcoming. A sample, from New
York's Rep. Hamilton Fish Jr.:
"True to his devotion to internationalism and the League of Nations, (Mr. Roosevelt) urges collective security and military alliances
of democracies. I do not believe
that congress will scrap our tradiuimal foreign policy of peace for
one in which we would quarantine
and police the world with American
blood and money."

January 1 found the u. s. and
Great Britain invoking then.tow-tariff trade pact, designed
rnarily to stimulate business, but
ajso to furnish a strong "white man's
front" against dictator states A
few days later Britain made a
Strong show of enthusiasm over
President Roosevelt's anti-dictator
Fifteen yeas'-old Gloria VanderW|
Speech (See WHITE HOUSK). But
»J lias $4,OU'J,000 in the bank.
irthese two signs indicate a policy ••pent $jj.!i;) last y e a r , an accounting
in
ls),.
w
"" " action" between Washl u c k ' s surrogate's court
sou} London, several other
by 'Britain hardiy fit into C Phillip [.^'parallel action" would
b adoption of the U. S.

I-aKollette, defeated
governor <,l • li-i-imsm, has left on
a "look-Mi (i
visa t 0 England,
(

' C i m a n y and Sweden.

War-torn China's biggest boast is
er constantly growing national
unity, a product of necessity that
las made Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek the strongest Chinese ruler
in modern history. But despite this
well-publicized unity, China has not
been able to make much of a showing against her Japanese invaders,
ndeed, foreign military observers
find Tokyo's paper-thin front lines
so vulnerable that they say 30,000
American, British or French troops
could put the enemy to rout. But in
Jap-occupied territory are 270,000,000 civilians and 1,250,000 armed

WHAT to EAT and
:. Houston Goudiss Suggests the Part Played by Diet
In Helping to Prevent the Common Cold

however, that the teat
piece of advice that can be
regarding diet Is to eat me
ly of well balanced meals.

By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

TATISTICS compiled over a period of years indicate that
^ during the months of January and February, the number
of colds and other respiratory infections continually mounts.
Usually a peak is reached in late February or early March.
It is during the next eight or ten weeks, therefore, that, in
the light of past experience, more adults will lose time from
heir work and more children $
will be absent from school, as channels ol physical existence, as
a result of colds, than at any t passes from the body through
other period during the year. he lungs and skin, as well as

Don't Overeat

In addition to partaking ad\
quately of the protective foods
those who ate endeavoring to plan
a program of living that will heln
to prevent the common cold should
likewise guard against overeating
One should also do everythi™
possible to avoid coming hi direct
contact with persons who hav«
colds.
Through a routine of correct eating and sound habits ol hygiene
the homemaker can
way
toward helping her
toprevent colds. Remember that here
especially. •n.potfroC prevent!^
is 'worth perhaps Aon than
pound ol cure!

hrough the kidneys and the large
intestine.
The Tremendous Corf of Coldi
It has been estimated that colds
Significance of Vitamin A
cost the United States more than
Nutrition authorities are frea billion dollars a
year. That figure, quently asked, "Is there any speof course, is only cific food .substance that may be
an estimate. It said to b6 particularly helpful to
merely attempts to preventing colds?" or "Is it true
Questions Anawered
gauge the dollars ihat vitamin A is especially valuand cents lost in able in combatting colds?"
Here is one answer to both queswages; and in the
Mrs. L. A. C.—No, it is not es.
tions:
scientists have found evimoney spent in an
sential
to include an egg in the
dence
that
vitamin
A,
which
oceffort to overcome
colds. It does not curs most abundantly in milk and school child'* breakfast, provide
take into account other dairy products, and to he receives an egg in some form
t h e discomforts green, leafy and yellow vegeta- during the day. An ample, and
that may be caused bles, helps to keep the epithelial easily digested breakfast might
GENERALISSIMO CHIANG
by
this
common
complaint. Nor cells of the mucous membranes to include fruit, cereal with milk,
«»
Time to Hop bluffing.
does it allow for the possible after- good condition, so that the natural toast and milk to drink.
defenses are preserved.
guerrillas whose spirit of national effects of a neglected cold.
One of our outstanding nutrition
Miss C. M.—Yes, it Is true that
unity is still not strong enough to
authorities
has gone on record as molasses contains' calcium. The
Inspire a sudden, inevitably successCausa and Cure Obscure
ful attack.
No scientists today are willing saying that to his opinion, at least amount in a tablespoon and a halt
Better than the national unity to state what causes colds or how four times the amount of vitamin has been compared to the amount
argument is the theory that smart they may be cured. Large num- A required for apparent health of this mineral which can be obGeneral Chiang has been staging bers of clinical and laboratory may, bring a good return to tained from one and one hall cupi
of diced carrots.
performed health protection.
a fake show of Chinese nationalism, tests have been
It is important to remember, C—WNU—C. Houston OoudlM—1139—4S.
offering a good front at the expense throughout the world in an effort
of his wavering government. Though to discover why we catch cold.
Chungking headquarters are over- Numerous records have been
run with nepotism, corruption and made concerning colds in men,
inefficiency, many abuses have been women and children, as scientific
tolerated to make the outside world workers have patiently and perthink China is strong. In the end sistently tried to investigate the
General Chiang wangled handsome cause of colds. They have soughl
transfer pattern of 14 motifs, rangloans and credit arrangements from even one clue that might help us
ing from 3 by 3 inches to 3% by
both the U. S. and Britain, proving to outwit this common enemy!
15 inches; materials needed; colot
the stunt was working, at least
schemes.
Various theories have been adtemporarily.
To obtain this pattern, send U
vanced. Many have been discardNot anticipated, however, was the ed, and others have been considcents in coins to The Sewing Cirwalkout of one-time Premier Wang ered sufficiently plausible to incle, Household Arts Dept., 259
Ching-wei, who celebrated New vestigate further. There is one
West 14th St.. New York, N. Tf.
Year's by reaching peace terms point on which many authorities
Please write your name, adwith Japanese Premier Fuminaro agree: that is a belief that a cole
dress and pattern number plainly.
Konoye. Long a silent bulwark ol is. caused by a germ so smal
China's Kuomintang (Nationalist] that it cannot be seen by the most
party, Mr. Wang reportedly mel powerful microscope.
at Hongkong with Japanese agents
It has been suggested by a num
and reached terms which would her of competent observers thai
make him China's head man, leav- whenever the weather becomes
ing General Chiang out in the cold damp and raw, and wherever
Terms: (1) China should open dip- crowds of people gather together
lomatic relations with Japanese pup- the cold germ may find victims
pet state, Manchukuo; (2) China among those whose resistance is
should agree to economic "co- low.
operation" with Jap^f; (3) China
should adhere to ^HiJap-Italo-Ger
Jut Ftfliff Staid OlntUMi IKo«Prevention Rather Than Cure
man anti-Communist agreement
Though we may not know pre
a* Ua FfttHUtiif Upr
(4) China shc/ld accept Japanese cisely what causes a cold, no.
garrisons wrme the anti-Communis how to cure it once we have been
pact was in force.
stricken, we can and should help
Interpretations of the Wang de to build up bodily resistance, so
Pattern 6237.
1. To MM atla and
marche have come thick and fast that we develop strong reserves
dlwsnfUtmd aAnyone who can do simple butIn Tokyo, happy Japanese thought i against the unknown cold germ
4«earf**t«k»2
tonhole stitch (that's all cutwork
meant a breakdown of the Kuomin and any others lurking about.
is)
can
have
lovely
linens
such
tang and the spotlight of publicity on
Inasmuch as a program for
China's internal troubles. With Chi- building up bodily resistance is as these. Here are a number ol
ang weakened, Japanese puppet >ne which encourages greater motifs suitable for those smaller
states would no longer seem point- health and longevity, it is a pro- useful linens—scarfs, towels, pilless. In Shanghai, still Chinese de- jram which all forward-looking low cases and tea cloths. Begin
Pattern 6237 contains a
spite its Japanese ownership, ob- lomemakers should put into ef- now.
2. If Throat I* raw
servers thought the Wang declara- fect for their families.
tarn ooH, ensk tut
tion was a well-tuned Jap move to
Pershing Touched by
counteract U. S. and British credits
Helping to Build Resistance
to General Chiang.
Such a program should include Thought of Fellowship
With the die cast, General Chiang proper food, normal elimination,
no longer -saw need for hiding his adequate exercise and sufficient
Visiting the base hospital at
troubles. From Chungking came rest and sleep so as to avoid faword of a wholesale purge from the tigue. Just as food plays an im- Tours during the war, general
Kuomintang of some 200 peace par- portant part in helping to promote Pershing came upon a fine-looking If* Ike Way Innsftnd* EDO* to
tisans.
Expelled was Deserter growth, maintain health and in- soldier sitting up in bed, and E»»eDUc«nfortclC*ldsandSot«
asked him where he was wounded,
Wang, charged with having attempt- crease
chances lor longevity, meaning to inquire as to the naed to gain support from military so doesthe
above
a stellar role in ture ol his wounds. He replied: The
leaders in Szechuan and Yunnan the battleit tohave
fast
icud
often
prevent
colds.
"Do
you
remember,
sir,
just
provinces.
ton throat
from
diBcomfort
where the road skirts a small
The Right Food a Strong Weapon grove and turns to the left across accompanying colds.
Miscellany
it. Then— seer mar doctorThe well balanced diet, as I a wheatfleld and then leads up HeTry
probably wffl telj you to conFor the first time in its history have
previously stated, is one that over a hill? Well, there, BUT."
tinue with the Bayer. Aspirin b»New York's Sing Sing prison has is built,
first of all, upon a firm
"He was clearly describing the cause H acts BO fast t6 relieve disexecutions every week during Jancomforts of a cold. And to redan
uary. Total lor the month already foundation of the protective foods advance south ol Soissons," said fever.
—milk, eggs, fresh fruits and General Pershing. "Ol course, I
scheduled: 10.
packed^
vegetables. These are the foods was not there at the time but it
This simple
• U. S. correspondents returning that are richest in minerals and touched me that he should feel scientific author
from eighth Pan-American confer- vitamins—substances which help that I must have been very close planted the use
ence at Lima, Peru, have reported to regulate body processes and to him."
PerfcapB
in easing cold
censorship, intimidation and spying help to guard against deficiency
the easiest, m<
.,"Wayy*t
unlike that ever before seen at a diseases.
snreyoug"t
discovered. But
*
Pan-American assembly.
BAYER
Aspirin.
GreaHJIessings
There should be adequate pro• Army participation in the U. S. tein to allow for the demands of
We
can
be thankful to a friend
navy's three-month Atlantic fleet growth and to help repair wornmaneuvers has been cancelled be- out body tissue. There should be for a few acres, or a little money;
cause of friction, army officials enough bulk or cellulose to help and yet for the freedom and coma run, DOZEN m
claiming the exercise offers little promote normal elimination. And mand of the whole earth and lor
the great benefits of our being,
vaiue lor its officers and men.
there should be a sufficient our life, health and reason, we
amount of water and other fluids- look upon ourselves as under jio
Fool Lores Fool
Aviation
for water flushes the countless obligation.—Seneca.
A tool always finds a greater
• $
In 1937, as head of the U. S. mariCool to admire him.—-Boileau.
time commission, Joseph P. Kennedy urged construction of smaller
ocean vessels as protection against
Items of Interest
the day when seaplanes would speed
mail and passengers from Europe
Why ace J.nden's
to the Housewife
to America. Test flights had already been underway a year, and
lemons?
——<—————_____
the Kennedy prediction has now
Save Coal.—Put a lump of chalk
been sustained by announcement
Sandwich Fillings —
that Imperial Airways of London on the fire. The chalk gets red bines well with
_
hot,
throws
out
a
great
heat
and
will start weekly transatlantic servtage
cheese
chopped
dried
nuts
times.
or
ice before next June. Forerunning can be used many
that helps contribute to
• • *
fruit to make sandwich fillings
21-hour passenger service between
•
*
.
your alkaline reserveTo
Cream
Butter.—Remove
butSouthampton and Montreal, four
40,200-pound flying boats will make ter that is to be used in making .Use for Leftovers. _ Leftover
two flights each way every week cake from the icebox about one
On first flights the boats will carry hour before you start mixing in8,000 pounds of mail and 18 passen- gredients. It will then be much
MIHTHOt CdUttH »ipM
it.
gers, though only mail will be trans- easier to cream
»
*
•
• * *
ported until the schedule is thorStep Saver—A working surface
oughly tested. Still to be announced
Care
of
Steel
Wool.
are plans for next summer's trans- with cupboards above it to the left
atlantic travel by U. S.-operatec of the sink, so dishes may be put
Pan-American Airways. Air France into the cupboards as soon as
Trans-Atlantique will start in 1940. dried, saves many steps in the
kitchen.
&!*_* Eh«*«*«tf_-MBifelV_»M _«*_** «•__.

_*
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Lovely Cutwork Easy to Do

RELIEVING COLO
DISCOMFORT THIS WAY!

AROUND
the HOUSE

IKSVIIIN

LUDEN'S
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HIGH SCHOOL NEWS.
Declamatory Contest For
Second Place Winners.
A declamatory contest for those
winning second place in home contests
•was held Tuesday evening at Cumberland. Schools participating were
Cumberland, Wiota, Massena and Anita. Those representing Anita were
Marilyn Kohl, Virginia Offenstine and
Carol Dement.

NOXIOUS WEEDS MOVE
INTO MORE COUNTIES

FACTS AND FUN

JANITA

European bindweed and five other
noxious weeds have spread relentlessly
, (By Tillie)
nto new Iowa counties during the
last 3 years, threatening to increase
It was Mr. and Mrs. Bill Steele
even further the average farmer's from down Betea way whom remem5250-a-year weed bill and challenging bered me during the holidays and
the power of Iowa's improving control kindly sent the generous portions of |
program.
roast turkey . . . two large servings
These facts are reported by E. P. . . . one each of light and dark meat,
Sylwester, Iowa State College exten- seasoned and prepared as only "Ma"
Pre-Registration
sion plant pathologist, who has just Steele knows how.
For Second Semester.
completed a weed survey of every
• * *
Pre-registration for second semester county in the state.
Lew Ayres — Lionel Barrymore — Lynne Carver
There
wasn't
any name attached to
courses took place before vacation.
Creeping Jennie, or European bind- the hand printed and original greet- \
IN AN AMAZING STORY
Letters containing the required and weed, has spread into seven new counelective subjects were sent out. Stu- ties since the 1935 weed survey, mak- ing card that accompanied the sealed ,
dents made out their schedules and ing 70 counties which are now wrest- pint bottle labeled, "Yuletide Cheer,";
received a few days before New!
their parents signed the letters. This ling with this "puttie weed No. 1." |IYear
,g but j have my suapicions.
Also Ted Fio Rito and His Orchestra in "Sea Melody"
procedure made it possible to arrange In addition, it is believed to be presa second semester schedule and to ent in most of those counties in which haven't broken the seal on the containDorset, daughter of >Mr. order the necessary books in advance. it has not yet been officially identified. er but the liquid in the little glass
jug has the famUJar color and appearI. C. Dorsey, was united in
The new, counties are Ringgold, Keo- ance of a very cheap grade of coffee.
Semester
Ends
Jan.
13.
|to 'Frank Kramer, Jr., of
kuk, Mills,' Montgomery, Adama, Lu• * •
The first semester ends on (Friday, cas and Cass. Every county in westat St. Mary's Catholic
It's
just
a
little
a year since
Anita last Friday morning. Jan. 13. Semester examinations will ern Iowa except Union and half those l received the miniover
at ure bottle of
be given on Thursday and Friday, in eastern Iowa are now infested with
catsup . . . a gift from that group
Jan. 12 and 13.
this weed.
sy Rose Crawford i/spendof famous cooks in Anita . . . that
Most widespread of all is Canadian valuable and highly esteemed gift botwith relatives in Des Two Basketball Games
thistle, which infests every county in tle, too, still remains unopened . . .
At Exira Friday Night.
the
state.
j carry it jn my purse as a magical
The high school basketball teams
Leafy spurge has moved into six charm to ward off the ^^ man
ou think of coal, think of go, td Exira Friday evening for first
" Grain Co.
All our coals and' second team games with the boys new counties-Dubuque, Adair, East j rm afraid fchat pint jug of ..Yuletide
st in their class. Phone basketball teams of that-school. We Pottawattamie, Mills, Montgomery and cheer,, is too ]arge to hook on a
Pocahontas. Perennial peppergrass cha)n and hang around my neck as
Iowa.
tf
hope a good delegation of fans - ac- ict
oH in
in seven
covon new
n/awr counnrtiir>_
.
_
_
•
.
is rmwr
now T»AT^rtlT
reported
a charm piece and my purse is to
companies the teams.
ties-Wright,
Clarke,
Fremont,
(Mont-,
,
.
.
smal for two bottles
so gma rll
faorhees, wife and two child•Mr. and Mrs. Esal Carr and fam- gomejy, East and West Pottawattamie, l use it as an ornament and set it on
i Jean and Robert, were here
|Mtoines to spend New Year's ily were guests at the A. F. Choate Monona and Woodbury.
the shelf of my new whatnot.
Russian knapweed has been identi* • *
home of his cousin, Guy home New Year's day.
field for the first time in two new
and wife.
Somebody who is hard up for someMrs. Nellie Eneix leaves this week counties-Page and West Pottawat-] thing to do> ig Bending anonymous
iJL Carlton, a guest, held high for Eagle Gtove, Iowa, to spend a tamie. Quack grass has spread into jletterg to highly respected citizens
meeting of the Original few weeks with her son, Roy H. Eneix Page county and horse nettle into | of this town> atcuaing them of being
Franklin county. Sow thistle is still j dishonest . . . members of the famillast Wednesday afternoon and wife.
htmted to 15 counties.
iea being accused by y^ writel.i have
ne of Mrs. Fred Mi. Sheley
The
number
of
counties
reporting
lived
here a]1 their HveSj their statua
Bert
Beebe
and
wife
of
Lewis
spent
fain Street. Other guests
j in this community is regarded with
W. T. Biggs, Mrs. H. A. Tuesday in the city with her mother, noxious weeds are:
Canada thistle, 99; quack grass, 81; strong approval and the families have
Myloe Robson and Mrs. Mrs. R; D. Vernon, who is in poor
horse
nettle, 78; European bindweed, jlong been considered by all acquaint- I
health
with
a
heart
ailment.
h of Iowa City, who was
70; leafy spurge, 22; perennial sow, anceg to be upright( honeat and sinthe city.
Byron King and wife have arrived thistle, 15; perennial peppergrass, 20; ! cere.
at the home of her parents, Otto Eden and Russian knapweed, 10.
•The spread of these weeds durand wife, southwest of the city, from
They live on Rose Hill Avenue and
Selleck, Wash., where they have been ing the past 3 years emphasizes the their front door is equipped with one
living the past year. The first of need for effective county weed con- of thosc famous patented night locks
March they will move onto the farm trol programs with responsibility cen- j
that.g as fooi proof and i n f a iHble
occupied the past year by Roy Powers tralized in county weed commission-j as the mechanical locking device on
and family.
ers," Sylwester says.
.
I a government mint . . . a contrivance i
"Of 57 counties which still have ithat when you,re out> and the door
township weed commissioners, less , Siam3 shut* you stay out, if you have
than half have active weed control jforgotten to change the night time
programs and 32 have no programs. | combination.
"Of 34 counties which have shifted j Recently the lady of the house . . .
to the county weed commissioner plan i scantily arrayed in a night robe,
since that p!an was made optional by I stepped out on the f ront porch f or the
the Iowa weed law, more than two- j Sunday morning paper . . . slam . . .
thirds have active weed control pro- the door was no longer ajar . . . the
| n jght lock was on ... fearful of calling
Due to the death of our husband grams."
Seven counties, Sylwester says, have ]the neighbor's attention, the lady in
and father, Andrew Thiele, we will
offer for sale at public auction at our no weed commissioners, while one, distre8S hesitated to call the other
farm, located 7 miles northeast of vests its control program in its county sleeping members of the family . . .
Also Terry-Toon Cartoon; Miniature and Late News
apprehensive but determined, she
Atlantic, 2 miles north and % mile road patrolmen.
draped herself with the latest edition
west of Wiota, 4 miles southeast of
Mrs. Arthur V. Long, wife of the
of the Sunday morning newspaper
Lorah, on
new Methodist minister, is confined
and hoofed it around to the back door,
Lynn Zastrow of Farlin, Iowa, spent
Miss Ruth Johnston, who is attendto her home with the flu.
where she was less conspicuous to ing high schooi in Greenfield, visited Sunday and Monday with friends in.
in the eity last week with her father,
Anita.
J. C. Jenkins and wife are home from the public view.
commencing at 12:00 o'clock
Earl Johnston; and with other friends.
a visit with their daughter, Mrs. J. W.
Wellington A. Drewelow, wife and
At his home northeast of the city j R u t h is R member of the girls bask«tPetersen and husband, at Ft. Madison.
Sunday evening, Lester Suplee enter- ! ^ tfiam m the Greenfield high achool. two children, Betty and Robert, of
5 HEAD OF HORSES
Black mare, 6 years old, weight
Omaha spent Saturday night and New
William Crawford, Jr., a clerk in • tained about fifteen neighbors and,
1400; bay gelding, 4 years old, weight the local postoffice, spent New Year's , friends at a pinochle party. Late in j Troy Rhody and wife of Petersburg, Year's day in the city, guests at the
1600; black gelding, 3 years old, weight day and Monday with relatives and '. the evening a lunch was served.
m., spent the holidays in Wiota at Joe Vetter home.
1400; bay mare, 2 years old, weight friends in Des Moines.
j
the home of her parents, Supervisor
Warren Jordan, wife and daughter,
1100; black gelding, smooth mouth,
| Sugar, 10-Ib. bag
- .. . .50c and Mrs. Mike Metz. William Metz,
Janice,
and their son-in-law and
Fred
Kauer,
a
long
time
resident
of
j
Corn
Flakes,
Opal,
box
9c
student
at
Maryville,
Mo.,
and
weight 1500.
a
Anita, is reported to be seriously ill pork and Beans, Opal, large can. .10c Mike Metz, Jr., of Iowa State col'.ege, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Osen
of Shenandoah, left last Thursday for
29 HEAD OF CATTLE with pneumonia. He is being cared i Victor Flour, 49-Ib. bag
$1.19 were also home for the holidays.
7 milch cows, mostly young and for at the home of Mrs. Anna BenWrightstown, N. J., to visit Mr. and
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
to calf early in spring; 3 stock cows; son.
Clyde A. White and wife visited Mrs. Clarence Osen and family.
one fat cow; 6 coming 2-year-old
j On Tuesday afternoon of last week,' here from Saturday until Monday with
heifers, springers; one Shorthorn bull.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burke enter-' Mra Raymond Lantz entertained her his sister, Mrs. W. R. Cryer and husThe above cattle are all roan Short- tained a group of relatives and friends ( music pupi , s at her home on West band Mr and Mrs. White are now
"For years I had constipation, awful
horns anfl are as fine a bunch of breed- at a 5:00 o'clock dinner New Year's Mftin street The afternoon was spent living in Fremont, Neb., where he is
Ea9 bloating, headaches and back pains.
] ing stock as can be found in the coun- day at their home on Wtest Main ' piaying games, and a lunch was served' employed in the mechanical departAdlerika helped right away. Now, I eat
bananas, pie, anything I want.
ty. Also 11 calves, mixed sex, sired Street.
by the hostess. During the afternoon ment of the Morning Guide, a daily saiuaice.
ISwfelt better?1 Mrs. HabelSchott.
by Hereford bull. You'll like them.
. , ~T~7
TT":
^T/
j • each pupil
played a piano selection.
newspaper published in that city. Anp
A girl baby weighing 7% pounds
_^
»
| other former Anita boy, Roy Deeming
was born Saturday morning to Mr.
HOGS
18 HEAD
At her home on Maple Street last ,s a - so employed in the same office.
At all leading druggists.
14 head of Spotted Poland China and Mrs. Edward Niemand. Mr. Nie- Thursday evening, Mrs. Maurice Tur- j
gi'.ts; 3 stock hogs; spotted Poland mand is proprietor of Edward's Cafe,' ner was hostess t o x the members of I
formerly known as Bell's Cafe.
| the pinochle ciub. Besides the memChina boar.
_
. ~~ISmith,
TT janitor
: ~. of
7~n.
A •» bers rpresent,' other guests
Francis
the Anita
, _. were Mrs.
HAY AND GRAIN
school
building,
is
a
patient
at
the
Chas.
Campbell
and
Mrs.
Dick Dement.
50 bushels shelled corn; 200 bushels
h
ear corn; 100 bushels oats; 50 bushels Atlantic hospftal, where Friday af- «* -core at pinochle w as held by
Mrs Albert
'
*"arnsground feed; 50 bushels barley; 40 ternoon be submitted to an operation
i,
iladies
itons ensilage; about 20 tons oat hay, for • the removal of his
, • appendix.
i
• He
i I The members off ,.,_
the ,Lutheran
is0 reported
to be bgetting along nicelyvN j ; aid society entertained
, . ^ - jtheir
i u husbands
- u u j
bean hay and alfalfa.
\*

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
"Young Dr. Kildare"

SAT.-SUN.

IAN. 7 & 8

-

learance

LE

Closing Out
Sale

LUCILLE MIL
ANN MILLER
FRANK ALBERTSON

of
sctrical
Friday, January 6
mnces
at
Neatly
educed
Wees

Constipated?

ADLERIKA

iis is Your

jpportunity!
at Our Off ice
Ask Any
Employee.

MINERAL BLOCKS AND ALL
PURPOSE MINERAL
THE FARMERS COOP.

MACHINERY
Consisting of spreader; hay loader;
side delivery rake; mower; disk; pulverizer; corn planter and wire; cultivators; 7-ft. drill; gang plow; sulky
plow; walking plow; wagon with box;
wagon with rack; surry, 4-section harrow; hay rake; weeder; grab fork;
tools and miscellaneous articles too
numerous to mention.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Iowa
lectric
Company

Consisting of piano; living room
set; rockers; side board; china closet;
range; heating stove; beds; springs;
mattresses; ice box; ward robe; kitchen cabinet and many other articles.
TERMS:—CASH.
Lunch on Grounds by Joe Mailander

EMMA J. THIELE
LEONA THIELE
A. J. Cruise, Auct.

Lud Nelson, Clk.

Avery StepheT^oTi, farmer living j »nd families at a party last Wednessoutheast of Anita, was badly injured • day evening at the home of Mr. and
abput noon lust Wednesday while j MM. Chris 3. Petersen on Chestnut
blasting stumps at his farm. He | Street. Among the thirty people pressuffered a lacerated ear and his hand , ent were Rev. and Mrs. K. R. Jensen
and shoulder were injured. Several', and three children of Atlantic.
stitches were required to mend his
~
~
T~T ,, t ,
B
""
'
An all day meeting of the Mutual
ear
i Benefit club was held at the home
Boyd HaTrls~an<rciai-a Gross and! °f Mrs - Chas. jewett northwest of
son, Maynard, were dinner guests one the city last Thursday. Present were
day last week at the home of 'Mr. twelve
' "' members and one visitor, Mrs.
Lester
Hendricks of Marshfield, Wis.
and Mrs.. Earl Kile in Guthrie Center. ,
They were accompanied home by j A covered dish dinner was served
Edith Casey, who spent a few days! during the noon hour. IMrs. Clarence
at the Harris home southeast of the' Mattheis, who was celebrating her
birthday, was given a present by each
city.
'member. During the afternoon ofAnderson Bel], local plumber and ficers for the club for the ensuing
windmill man, is a patient .at the year were elected as follows: Mrs.
Atlantic hospital, where he is being L. L. Dorsey, president; Mrs. Francis
given treatment for diabetes. For Kelly, vice president; Mrs. Clarence
several days his condition was yery Mattheis, secretary; Mrs. Mont Luserious, but latest reports from the men, assistant secretary; Mrs. Will
hospital state that he is resting Stockham, treasurer; and Mrs. 0. N.
Pierce, reporter.
easier.

C. F. OARROW, Manager

LOCKERS
To those who haven't spoken for a locker box for
the coming year, we extend an invitation to come in
and inspect our locker plant.
We have just installed 40 new boxes, so you can
have your choice of boxes:

. , ,
,f> ... «*

Now is the time to get in and save the expense
of canning.

Miller's Market
"WHERE QUALITY COUNTS"

THE ANITA tHIJBtJNE.

Poise Begins
WHO'S With Proper
Care of Feet
NEWS
By PATRICIA LINDSAY

THIS
WEEK
IUEL F. PARTON
3RK. — Once, at an alfend in Guayaquil, this resn young and indiscreet,
tivolved in an argument
•with certain of
C. O.
the . native citizenry, who int S. A.
slated that North
(•
Americans
ate
; meat. Your correspondonly enough Spanish to
dto trouble, and was using
to that end when Dr.
ristle, once of Philadela student and practitionpical medicine along the
it fever ports, appeared.
|ed the excitement and
\- countryman much embnt and possibly a broken
.was like magic, the way
everybody: down. They
I trusted
him and he was
hority1 on everything from
nal relations to beri-beri.
flay, it seemed almost
, news to read in a disLima that it was an
doctor and not a
. who, possibly more
' other one man, has in_ ct and good will for
otry, down around and
; equator. With a numher American doctors,
i D. Long, of the United
iPnblic Health service,
carrying on a fight
the. bubqnie plague,
i, chagres fever and other
1 curses in Ecuador, Brai, Chile and other counj holds decorations from
|doien ,! South American
Is.
He and his col. have served only in re|to specific requests for
|rvices, and the sum of
Dirts. has been to allay
i dispel prejudice and
rstanding and promote
,, relations.
/
ong, 64 years old, quiet,
^assuming, is a typical
^professional man, whose
TI was Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
jraduation from the med|l;, of the University of
jia, %e entered the nationealth service, became its
rgeoh, and, assigned to
ies, won eminence in
in his work in saniQ. fighting disease. In
.j loaned to. the Chilean
; for a similar encounter

pOU'VE seen them, perhaps you
•» are one of them. Women smartly dressed limping along with tortured expressions on their faces, or
surreptitiously slipping off their
shoes for a few moments of foot
easel All their poise destroyed, all
facial beauty sacrificed for shoes
that are in fashion..
HI fitting shoes are the chief offenders to foot health. It is appalling how few women have good
feet, and rare is she with beautiful
feetl Wrong lasts have deformed
them, and constant constriction in
leather since infancy has weakened
their muscle tone.
Look at the shoe you are wearing,
it is run down badly at the heel;
if the lining is worn through, the

Slipping off your shoes lor a lew
moments of loot ease destroys
poise and sacrifices facial beauty.
toe scuffed or the sides bulging it is
a safe bet 'that you are not fitted
correctly.

Your Shoe Tells
The Story

To begin with, a good shoe has a
straight inner line which keeps the
big toe straight and prevents a bunion from forming. It should be wide
enough to give your toes ample
room for gripping when you walk,
and the heel should allow good posture as well as comfort. Learn
whether you should wear a long
vamp shoe or a short vamp shoe.
Choose a model with strong arch
support and don't let style or color
influence your purchase. Just any
shoe which is pretty, te the wrong
philosophy—in fact that is flirting
with ruined health.
For general wear, I advocate a
heel no higher than one and threequarters inches., The pretties, with
heels three .inches or more, shoulc
be kept for times when you are not
depending upon your feet to get you
there! Or for dancing.
^writer's observation of
Ignorance of foot care Is another
lerican. countries, paroffender to foot beauty. Regular
. instances of civilized
treatments by a registered podiafair dealing and retrist, or a chiropodist, are strongly
native traditions and
commended if you have the means,
i, once tfce fear of predotherwise you must learn to exerhad been overcise your feet at home, daily, and
effective where all
give them a pedicure at least once a
including our most
week. Walk around bare footed or
offerings of official
sandal shod, as frequently as possible, and whenever you can (without
drawing attention) sit with your feet
|ew York aquarium gets resting higher than your body. Up
f African .fish which have on a table or the back of a chair.
O Bell Syndicate.—WNO-Servlc*.
ie.ads and bigger brains
to their size than any
_ _ . .other .creatures
?. ffafingrbelow the PriHINT-OF-THEj-DAY
"tWith mates. T h i s
t Brain makes t h e m
Importance of Sleep
skittish a n d
jeem to get them anything,
There's much wisdom in the adthey manage to keep out vice of Kitty Carlisle, lovely singla and frying pans. These ing star of the stage and screen:
|flrst ever brought to this "Enough sleep and not too much
alcohol—and you can keep your face
looking 18 right up to the day you
tcharles M. Breder Jr.
are 35."
go to Africa as soon as
By way of taking her own medito check- up on their I.
cine, Miss Carlisle averages nine
ancient Egyptians rehours sleep a night. She is equally
protected them, in the
religious in her exercise and has deat their huge brain cavveloped her own method for specific
i inhabited by the souls
exercises.
men. Doctor Breder
"When I do an exercise that
study of their intellimakes
me sore, then I know I've
* any, in relation to their
hit the right muscles for that spot,"
brain, might be enlightshe explains.
One of Miss Carlisle's favorite exJrBreder was a boy icthyol- ercises is designed to benefit the
jNewark, where the family arms and shoulders. You place one
|to find the bathtub full of clenched fist in the palm of the
sticklebacks. In his ex- other hand and then hold the hands
for a biologist's job in at chest level, elbows out at either
•ies bureau, he confounded side. Push against resistance and
» and beat out Ph. D. en- force the hands first to- one side,
the competition. He was then to the other.
director of the Aquarium
As for keeping the waistline slim
ears and became director and the tummy flat, here's the exSo.
ercise recommended by this star:
Lie on the back on the floor with
Breder is said to rank
hands braced at either side, and
r scientists. He Is 40
flop both feet back over the head.
iold, a fragile, clericalKeep the knees straight, legs ton, with blue eyes and
gether, and slowly lower the feet
. But his appearance
back over the head until the toes
>«ve. On the Bichard
are on the floor. The trick is to
Marsh expedition, to
lower
the legs very slowly, and if
jCunaque river country hi
you can do that you are not so rusty
Panama, in 1924, in
on exercise after all. Return to the
*. L. Baer of the
original position and repeat the exinstitution lost Us
ercise three tunes.
r Breder came
swimmingly, with no
Largest and Smallest Counties
'ever or beri-beri and
The
largest and smallest counties
ew Ash. its name,
in the United States are San Bercan qiM>
h£r
*
Breder,
is
h
nardino county, Calif., with 20.175
"Jy type, flve-sixteenths
square
miles, and New York county
the fish.
(Manhattan borough). N. Y., with
22 square miles, respectively.

IMPROVED -~
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson
By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.

S

Dean at The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
• Western Newipaper Union.

Lesson for January 8
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of ReQglous Education; used by
permission.

PETER COMMENDED AND
REBUKED
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 16:13-25.
GOLDEN TEXT—Thou art the Christ, tha
Son of the living God.—-Matthew 16:16.

"What think ye of Christ?"
This question, which Was asked by
Jesus Himself (Matt. 22: 42), is the
touchstone that tries men, and
churches, organizations, and movements. The answer to it determines
character, condition, and destiny.
As we study the life • of Peter and
see how he responded to the question of Jesus, let us not fail to apply
the truth to ourselves and to those
to whom we minister. This is indeed
I. A Crucial Question (w. 13-16).
With His crucifixion now only six
months away our Lord in preparation for it is about to make a more
definite claim to Messiahship, and
thus to establish the truth in the
minds of His disciples. He therefore asks this all-important question about Himself.
First, it is a general query,
•Whom do men say that I am?"
The answer (v. 14) indicates that
the common opinion concerning
Christ was a very high one, He
had made an impression on the
people of His time, and this has
been true down through the ages.
Even those who do not believe on
Hun admit that He was "the ideal
representative and guide to humanity," or the person before whom
"everyone would kneel." But beautiful tributes to His "character and
leadership are worse than meaningless .unless they lead to a personal confession of Hun as Lord
and Saviour.
The question becomes personal as
He asks, "Whom do ye say that I
am?" That .question no one can escape. We cannot refuse to answer.
Neutrality is impossible. Whatever
we do or say, or do not do or say,
is a decision.
Peter's answer is really the sum
and substance of Christian doctrine.
He recognized Him as the Messiah,
the fulfillment of all Hebrew prophecy, and as the Son of the Living
God, the Redeemer and Savior of
men, the One in whom centers all
Christian faith.
n. A Divine Revelation (w. 1720).
Peter had been ready to be taught
by the Holy Spirit, and therefore
made a confession of Christ which
was not conceived in the mind of a
man but was a conviction born of
the Spirit of God (cf. I Cor. 12:3).
Upon Peter's confession, which
was thus really a divine revelation
of the person and work .of Christ,
the Church is established, Christ
Himself being the chief cornerstone
(I Pet. 2:7) with Peter himself as
one of the apostles built into its very
foundation (Eph. 2:20).
Note that Christ calls it "my
church." It is His Body, and He as
the Head rules over it. The gates
of Hades, that is, the wicked powers of the unseen world, while they
now seemingly have great power
against the Church, shall not ultimately prevail. We have a victorious Christ.
The giving of the keys, and the
authority to bind or loose have been
variously interpreted. It would
seem to be clear, however, that this
was not intended to be any personal
power to be used by Peter, and
quite evidently not to be transferred
by him to others. It was rather the
authority to admit, ^ten into the
kingdom of God as they fulfill His
provisions for entrance, and to declare that those who do not enter
by .way of Christ must be forever
barred from its sacred precincts.
m. The Shadow of the Cross (w.
21-25).
The cross of Christ casts its shadow over the little group as Jesus
begins to show to His disciples
(v. 21) what He is to suffer as the
Saviour of the world. The city of
Jerusalem exalted to heaven by its
opportunities and privileges is to
be the place where He is to be
nailed to the tree. "Where roses
| ought to bloom, sin has often planted thorns." Peter in an outburst of
affectionate folly tries to hinder
Christ from going to the cross, and
becomes for the moment the servant of Satan. He "meant well,"
but it is not enough to have good
intentions.
The cross of Christ calls for the
cross of the Christian (v. 24). Note
well that this does not refer to little
acts of so-called "sell-denial," but
rather to the denial of self. It means
that self-will is set aside and 'God's
will becomes paramount in the life
V. 24). It means the abandonment of selfish motives and desires,
the losing of life for Christ's sake.
Thus only do we find the real fulfillment of life (v. 25).

WHAT to EAT and WHY
C. Houston Goudiss Discusses the Diet of Expectant
Mother. Some General Rules for Wise
Eating at This Important Time
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

^DISTINGUISHED writers and sociologists, both here and
J abroad, have concerned themselves in recent years with
the writing of a Children's Charter and a Baby's Bill of
Rights. These efforts are commendable because they demonstrate a forward-looking attitude . . . a genuine attempt to
better the lot of the next generation. Indeed, they represent
concerted effort to do for«
children in general what the entire period the baby grows
mothers have always tried to tremendously, even though almost
do individually for their own half of the weight of the new-born
child is added during the final
children.
two months before birth.
Before a Baby Is Born
But not every mother realizes
what all nutritionists know—that
to a not inconsiderable degree, the
very foundations of
good health for the
child are laid down
before he is born.
For it has been
well said that good
nutrition for the infant begins with
good nutrition for
the mother.
Unfortunately,
many people, even
in this enlightened age, still cling
to superstition and old wives' tales
when it comes to choosing the
proper foods for those important
months before a baby is born. •
Some Common Fallacies
As a result, some expectant
mothers overeat, frequently of the
wrong kinds of food; others do
not take enough of the foods that
are required to maintain top
health for the mother and build
the baby's body soundly; while
still another group believes such
antiquated notions as the idea that
a woman may eat whatever she
"craves" during this period.
In view of the fact that recent
nutrition work .has given us more
knowledge than ever before of how
and what the expectant mother
should eat, dietetic errors during
this period are particularly deplorable.
Building Better Babies
Every expectant mother should
be under the care of a physician,
and usually he gives specific advice concerning the foods that
may be eaten and those that might
better be avoided. But every
woman will be a better mother
if she understands something of
the functions and fate of foods,
with particular reference to this
period.

Recent investigations also indicate that the prospective mother
is best able to maintain her nutritional reserve if the amount of
protein in her diet is carefully
calculated. It is desirable likewise that the protein be of the
highest quality.
Milk is even more important in
the diet of the expectant mother
than in that of other adults—not
only for its protein, but because
of its minerals and vitamins. As
rule, • the expectant mother
should take a quart of milk a day,
whereas the usual diet for adults
calls for a pint of milk daily.
Minerals and Vitamins
In addition to requiring protein
to help build tissue for her baby,
the expectant mother must have
a generous amount of minerals.
Calcium and phosphorus are required especially for the formation of the baby's bones and teeth.
Construction begins on all the
teeth before birth, and at birth, all
20 of the first set are completely
calcified within the jaw.
Besides providing the necessary
minerals to help construct bones
and teeth, it is also important to
include in the prospective mother's diet an adequate supply of
vitamins. Vitamin D is essential
if the calcium and phosphorus are
to be utilized properly, and it has
also been indicated that vitamins
A and C are likewise most important at this time.
The mineral iron is also re-

Building Materials
It is important to pay special
attention to the amount and kind
of protein that is eaten, since over

AROUND
THE HOUSE

Scorch Marks.—Bicarbonate of
soda is useful for removing scorch
marks from white silk. Make into
a paste with cold water and leave
on the stains until dry.
* » *
Hints to Carpenters. — When
driving nails into hard wood touch
the end of the nails with lard or
tallow, when they will be found to
go in much more easily.
• • •
Beautifying the Hands.—After
using lemons, don't forget to wipe
off your hands with the skins.
They will remove all stains from
For God to Decide
There are those who say, and that vegetable paring and soften and
continually, that life is too short. whiten the skin.
That depends. What are you doing
To VVbip Evaporated Milk.—
with it? For some things it is; for
others it is not. In any case, it ia Evapori ted milk can be whipped
not for us to make any declaration by this method: Cover can with
on that point. God knows whether two inches of cold water, bring to
it is, or is not, too short. And it is boil and boil for five minutes.
safe to leave that matter with him. Then cool and chill the can thoroughly, pour milk into cold bowl
—Christian Conservator.
and whip with a cold beater.

Adequate Bulk or Cellulose
It is most desirable that enough
bulky foods be included in the diet
to help maintain regular health
habits.
This requirement should be taken care of automatically if generous amounts of fruits, vegetables
and whole grain cereals are consumed. For in addition to their
minerals and vitamins, all these
foods likewise supply bulk ^irhich
aids in promoting regularity.
The wide use of fruits and vegetables will also help to build up a
liberal alkaline reserve, which
helps to safeguard health during
the period of gestation.
If 'all these factors are taken
into consideration, the expectant
mother will not only help to preserve her own health, but will take
constructive measures to give her
baby the blessings of a sound start
in life. Then as the healthy, contented infant grows into the
healthy, happy, active toddler,
and later becomes the healthy,
well-adjusted school boy, the
mother can indeed be proud of
her handiwork!

Questions Answered
Mrs. S. D. L.—It is true that
nuts furnish protein similar in
quantity to that found in cream
and top milk. Nutritionists do not
agree, however, that the protein
is the complete equal of milk protein in quality.
Miss E. D. M.—Yes, in most of
the foods containing vitamin G,
this vitamin is associated with vitamin B. White of egg is the only
food in which it is definitely known
to date that vitamin G occurs
without vitamin B.
<t>—WNU—C. Houston Goudiss—1939—44.

Indoor and Outdoor Ideas

Don't Overeat

Generally speaking, the same
foods that are required for a wellbalanced diet under ordinary circumstances are the ones that will
best serve the needs of mother
and child during the months before a baby is born. There are,
however, certain modifications of
the diet that may well be taken
into consideration.
First, a word about the amount
of food consumed: It is not necessary to eat more than is required
to satisfy the normal appetite, in
the belief that large quantities of
additional food are needed. Nutritionists have demonstrated that
the energy requirements of the
expectant mother increase only
during the last three months of
gestation. Thus, it is not necessary to increase the caloric intake for the first few months,
though toward the end of the period a gradual increase in caloric
intake may be made under the
direction of the physician. It is
advisable, however, to emphasise
that the character of the additional food consumed, as well as the
amount, should always be taken
into consideration.

quired in significant amounts and
this may well be obtained from
eggs, dried fruits, whole grain cereals and' green leafy vegetables.
Ct has been found that the thyroid
gland is unusually active in the
expectant mother. And hi those
sections of the country where the
drinking water and soil are deficient in iodine, physicians frequently recommend the use of
some food such as iodized salt.

E of these designs gives you
four gay little extras to freshen up your dark dresses and suits
—an accessory set comprising a
fitted jacket, a soft, roomy bag, a
tailored ascot scarf and a pair of
those new boxy-figured gloves.
The other is a practical house
dress, so comfortable and so goodlooking that you'll want it for
shopping and runabout as well as
for home work. Make the frivolous accessory set—make the useful house dress 1 Both are ea.sy,
and you'll enjoy them both!
Four Matching Accessories.
It wilk make your clothes seem
like lotsViore, if you vary them
with bright accessories in just the
colors you want. Don't be afraid
to tackle the gloves. They're easy,
with the detailed sew chart included in your pattern and so
smart!
Lots of women who
haven't sewed any more than you

have are making their own, with
this design. . Choose flannel, jersey, or suede.
Slenderizing House Dress.
This is such a trim, tailored
style, with darts at the waistline
for slimness, and a gathered bodice to give fullness over the bust.
The,-skirt has an action pleat for
greater comfort. The plain V
neckline, finished with edging, is
very becoming. All in all, this
dress fits so well and looks so
well that you should have it in flat
crepe or polka dot print as well as
in tubfast cottons like calico, percale, gingham and linen.
The Patterns.
No. 1652 is designed for sizes 36,
38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52. With
long sleeves, size 38 requires 4%
yards of 35-inch material; with
short sleeves, 4% yards; 2Yt yards
of edging.
No. 1643 is designed for sizes 14,
16, 18, 20, 40 and 42. Size 16 requires 1% yards of 54-inch fabric
for the jacket; % yard for the
gloves, with % yard contrast; 1%
yards for the scarf and % yard
for the bag.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1020,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.
® Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

M»d Meat Curing
l*£i <• Made Easy"

MARK

Every rougher is a public enemy. Don't spread germs. Cairry wiOj

you Smith Bros. Cough Drop*. (Black or MenthoL) Cost only 5f.

SnfthBros.CoughDrop$aretbeoiiJydrop$contaimngVlTftMIHA

This is the vitamin that raises the resistance of the mucous
membranes of the nose and throat to cold infections.

IOUR TOlDll—1JOUR STORES

Our community Includes ttw Cum homes surrouudiog the town.
The town stores are there for the accommodftion
and to serre the
,—r-j of our farm homes. Thentrchaott who »dt««lsl.u»pecial»" are mer
chanUwhoarasaM they can meet all competition iq bo^ qu«Uty and prices.
mf
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Quintuplets at Rialto
CLAIMS FOR Dionne
IDON TAXES Theatre in "Five of a Kind"

BRIARDALE GROCERY
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Supervisors Attend to Many RALPH R. SUPLEE
Important Business Matters DIES IN CALIFORNIA

The meeting of the Cass county
The Dionne Quintuplets are big
oard
of supervisors for the first meetgirls now, singing, dancing and ei^
ANITA, IOWA
ng of the year, held last week in the Well Known Anita Man Dies in Long
ie by, Auditors in Different tertaining just like grown-up littfe
.upervisor room at the courthouse' in
Beach Hospital Where He Had
ladies. In their latest picture, "Five
nties in Not Allowing
1
Atlantic,
was
a
busy
one.
The
busiof
a
Kind,"
feature
attraction
at
the
Been Patient Ten Days; Body
t For Moneys and Credits
ness transacted the first day was carRialto Theatre Saturday and Sunday,
to Be Brought to Anita.
Basis For Claims.
ried in a news story in last week's
they graduate from the roles of their
Tribune.
previous productions and emerge as
Setting of wage scales and apointreal little troupers.
Ralph R. Suplee, 60, a native of
nd claims,. amounting to
ment of various county employes dur- Cass county and a resident of Anita
One of the real high lights of the
idred thousand dollars and
ing the coming year took quite a lit- nearly all his life, died in a hospital
picture ^nd the big thrill for moviepar back at 1934, are being
tle time of the supervisors. Practic- at Long Beach, Cal., at 3:40 o'clock
goers is to see these famous youngupayers with supervisors
4 Varieties — Fresh From the
ally all of the employes on the pay- Saturday morning. Shortly after gosters actually performing a vital part
70 Iowa counties,
roll last year were rehired.
in a high-speed, .'big city action roBurch
Ovens
—
Pound
ing to Long Beach with Mrs. Suplee
are based on alleged
The following banks were named last fall to spend the winter, he bemance. In addition to the rendition
ors in not deducting from
depositories for county funds: At- came ill and ten days preceding his
of their vocal and dance numbers,
GWC Cut Green Stringless
get requirements the tax
lantic State bank, $200,000; Whitney death entered the hospital for treatthey broadcast on the radio and are
2 No. 2 Cans
jived from monies and cred- transported to New York for a perLoan and Trust company, $200,000; ment for a diabetic condition. His.
it, county is one of the coun- sonal appearance in a Broadway audAnita State bank, $125,000; Cumber- condition was of such nature, accordlich the auditor's office did
Fine Ripe Texas Seedless
land Savings bank, $125,000; Farmers ing to. word received in Anita, that
itorium via nothing less than teletaxpayers the credit. The
Savings bank at Massena, $125,000; physicians after consultation decided
Dozen
vision.
finding this deduction was
Griswold State bank, $125,000.
"Five of a Kind" furnishes real
that an operation which they expected
the state legislature in visual evidence of the growth and
As provided by Iowa law, $150 was to perform upon him, could not be
Very
Sweet
Fancy
Florida
has 'been held valid by the development of Mlarie, Yvonne, Emelie,
appropriated for the teachers institute, done in his weakened and critcial conEach
erne court in a test case, Annette and Cecile.
A resolution was passed naming dition. He was being given treatment
ie court's decision was that
Sheriff P. P. Edwards and Deputy in- an effort to build up his system,
The exceptional cast surrounding
lust refund taxes illegally these modern misses is headed by
Sheriff Merrill B. Parkinson as of- but the ravages of the disease were
Swans Down — Lg. Pkg.
f through such an error. So JetuTHersholt, Claire Trevor and Ctfficial agents of Cass county for the too much to overcome.
to this decision, Cass coun- BBT Romero, with Slim Summerville,
purpose of serving • notices of the ex- Ralph Reid Suplee, a son of the
ers can file their claims for Henry Wilcoxon, Inez Courtney, John
piration of the right of redemption late William Suplee and Mrs* HenCalifornia
Sunkist
Navels
fids with the board of sup- Qualen, Jane Darwell and Pauline
on tax sale certificates owned by the rietta Suplee, was born on a farm
Dozen
county.
Moore in the supporting cast.
near Anita on March 9, 1878. His
the total levy for taxes The program in addition to the
Tom iGonroy was re-elected W. P. A. whole life was spent in Anita andlis year is 49.829 mills, and feature will include a news reel, a
foreman at $90 per month and all on farms in the Anita community.
Wheat FlakeS c"fal Bowl For Only
| credfc of 1.806 mills f or, ^J" ^homal
other W. P. A. foremen are to receive On Feb. 20, 1908, he was united in
carpet, "Isle
"nd credits, the net levy will. of p]etLa}aen and
40 cents per hour. Three assistant marriage to Miss Maude E.,Wells.
new Walt Dis•mills.
engineers were rehired at a salary of
ney cartoon, "Brave Little Tailor."
After his marriage, he and Mrs.
GWC Bartletts in Rich Syrup
are being prepared by in$105 per month. They are Donald Suplee made their home on a farm
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xpayers, organizations and
Wilkinson, Kline Taylor and Delbert for a number of years, retiring about
In addition to the evening shows
fjbpresenting' individuals, and
Odem. Eighteen road operators are Jtwenty yearg 8go when they purchased
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working hours, with the exception of , Jee for a number of years ^ spend
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snow removal or emergency, was set the winters in southern California,
iri gathering claims is the ^h'le *he -how wifl .tart at 2:00
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—
6
Box
Carton
at 10 hours from April 1 to Dec. 1} He ig gurvived by the wife; hia aged
.., ' o'clock, you will be able to see a
Research Bureau,
and 8 hours from Dec. 1 to April 1. mother; Mrs. Henrietta Suplee of Aniers in Des Moines. 'J. C. complete show if you are in the theaThere will be eight road patrolmen em- 'ta; one sigter( Mfs mrmie Campbell
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by
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The
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start
Quality Fine — Crisp Heads
|is head of the bureau. Acployed at $90 per month as per the of Anita; find ff)Ur brothers> Frank
Each
Rockwell, 79 counties have at 7:15.
hour schedule as stated above. Wages of Payettei Idaho> win of Long Is_
George O'Brien Picture Tonight.
in their levies since the
for an extra single man was set at land> j^ _ j^g of Mitchell, Neb.,
Adventure and romance along the
Bed in 1933. Not all coun25 cents per hour and the pay for and Harry of Anitad, made the error every Mexican border form the theme of
an extra man and team wasfixedat| The message of the death of lMr.
"The Renegrade Ranger," feature at6ver.
40 cents per hour.
Suplee to friends and relatives in
t preparing claims is Louis' traction at the Rialto this (WednesWages of the bridge crew, Vic An- Anjta wfts quite a shockf for when
tefTlMioines tax consultant day) evening, with George O'Brien in
derson, Lawrence Ward, Frank Ban- he ]eft here ,aat fftll for California
and
chairnian of the state the starring role, and 130 other good
Herbert Spear, was set at he appeared in perfect health. The
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lessment and review. He reasons why you should attend.
P
month. Additional help for ^j^ hag enjoyed the friendshipr of
"Are high protein concentrates
Obedience Lodge, No. 380, Ancient
T
gathering claims in 40. »>« story deals with the exploits needed in the dairy ration this year?" Free and Accepted Masons, and Colum-) the bridge crew will receive 40 cents .
Mr Supiee for many years and we
_ estimated that about 70 '.«* a Texas Ranger in the pursuit and "What is the feeding value of light bia Chapter, No. 127, Order of East- per hour. W. E. Wise was re-employ- neyej. ^^ ft better man He ^g
Ive made the errors. Both capture of a pretty fugitive from jusoats?" "How about minerals?" "What em Star, held a joint installation of ed as the bridge crew foreman at a the goul of honor in all of his deal_
the Taxpayers Research tice. Sent out to arrest a Mexican girl
newly elected and appointive officers , salary of $125 per month.
mgS) cieaniy m njs ^jiy \^&r a fine
is the outlook for dairying?"
A
preparing the claims on \ona murder charge, the officer is soon
resolution was passed authoriz- type of citi!Ben and neiehbor.
These are some of the questions at the Masonic Temple Tuesday ev-!
__ basis. For some claims, plunged fadp a bitter three-way strug- which will be discussed by dairymen ening. A 6:30 o'clock dinner preceded «*g County Auditor Milo E. Hubbard
Christian Science services were helcT
||0 per cent, and for others gk between his prisoner, her power^ Beach Monday morning,
^ and
of Cass county at the dairy feeding the installation ceremonies. A large to write salary, pension, freight, exful
local
enemies,
and
a
former
Rangct smaller fees.
and management meeting which will number of members of the two lodges press and postage warrants on the the ^j^,,,, wil] be 8mpped from there
Murrow, chairman of the' « who has become one of the girl's be held in Atlantic at the Pullman and several visitors were present for las* secular day of each month as proarriving here Saturday
Thursday;
vided b Iowa law
•d of assessment and review, i followers.
Hotel, according to Dale E. Bush, the dinner and the installation.
V
morning.
Services
will be held in Ani.
, statement a few days ago ' How he succeeds in bringing her in,
Officers installed by the Masons for i Th* following supervisory commit- ^ Monday afternoon.
county agent. The meeting will begin
K he stated that taxpayers despite heavy odds, and in proving
tees were
appointed:
at 10:30 a. m. and close at 3:30 p. m. the ensuing year were Raymond
"
m call on agents or or- her innocence and capturing the real
Misg Vera B Ho£)k ]ocal registrar
on Wednesday, Jan. 18. Floyd Arnold, Laartz, Worshipful (Master; Cecil G.| School loans—W. H. Wohlenhaus
„ to file their tax refund criminal, makes the gripping climax
Mike Metz.
Extension Dairyman of Iowa State Budd, Senior Warden; Solon A. Karns,
of vita] statistics, reports that during
"These taxpayers can file of this up-to-date story of one of the
County farm—G. E. Eshelman and the ye&r 193g she recorded 36 births
college, will be present to lead the Junior Warden; Ed. L. Newton, Treasclaims just as easily as country's oldest and most picturesque discussion and explain the ways of urer; W. T. Biggs, Secretary; Lloyd Mike Metz
and 24 deaths in Grant and Lincoln
else can do it for them," law-enforcement agencies.
getting the most out of this year's Harris, Senior Deacon; Fred G. Boren, I Courthouse—F. W. Wiese, W. H. townships.
. "Doing it themselves, of
O'Brien is cast as the hard-ndmg
Junior Deacon; Ross Lewis, Senior , Wohlenhaus and Hawley Lynch.
means they avoid paying a fee Ranger, and Rita Hayworth, clever feeds.
Kenneth Hayes was re-employed as
Carlton Hansen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
"Although supplies of grain are Steward; Lyle Scholl, Junior Steward;
• person acting for them."
| young Spanish-American actress, is plentiful and prices are relatively low and John Scott, Tyler.
county mechanic at a salary of $150 vie Hansen of Atlantic, has been apof the counties in the state the feminine lead. Ray Whitley,Royle,
Tim | dairymen have the problem o balancElective and appointive officers for Per month. The county's compensa- pointed as an assistant file clerk of
f
the
Star chapter installed into office tion insurance was awarded to the the Iowa house of representatives,
ing their home grown feeds in order
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and
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have
the
oone, Story, Buena Vista, Cer- J*«ai nan ana uucio VII«=K
- Nelson insurance agency of 'Charles McBride of Massena is one
to get the most satisfactory results," for the coming year were Mrs. Zella
lo, Decatur, Mahaska and Keo- principal supporting roles.
Robinson, Worthy Mtotron; Fred G. Atlantic.
of the doorkeepers appointed by the
says
Mr.
Arnold.
In addition to the feature there will
Boren, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Scotte
Elmer Watson was rehired as stew- house.
Anyone
who
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the
be a musical entitled, "A Western
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ger air travel under the title of "TransOther topics to be discussed are: Koob, Treasurer; Mrs. Ruth Soper, Watson was re-employed as cook at change of the West Iowa Telephone
America."
_____
Minerals in the dairy ration; the ad- Conductress; Mrs. Hattie Wiese, As- the county farm at $30 per month. Co., had the misfortune Monday to
suits l*ve l>een filed at the 1 Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Robson enter- ] visability of chopping or grinding sociate Conductress; Mrs. Jeannette Mh-. and Mrs. C. C. Morrison were close the door of the office safe on
cferk'a office for the Jan- 1' ^^3 a iarge group Of friends at cards roughages; the importance of quality Weimer, Chaplain; Miss Hallie Mae selected as nurses at the county farm her left hand, crushing the little
] finger.
- • in roughages; and the comparative Koob, Marshal J' Mrs. Carrie Reynolds, at $60 per month.
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value of different high protein feeds
L. Smith, executor of the nonie northeast of the city.
and commercial feed mixtures com- Mrs. Fannye Scott, Ruth; Mrs. Myrtle assistance board were appointed by the , A telegram was received here about
|of Albert B, Smith, is plainLaartz, Esther; Mrs. Gwendolyn Bor- supervisors. They are Charles Dona-' noon Tuesday by Harley Miller from
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be.
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demand
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and
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pending word from Mr. Miller. Last
other note action, E. B. Mor- Of the city. On account of the illness mendations.
pin; and .a Past Master's pin was rehired as janitors at the courthouse. Wednesday morning, James and an
plaintiff against Earl Stone, Of Mrs. Williamson's grandfather, John
Virgil Schrader of Cumberland was older brother, Jesse, 16, with a younger
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Worshipemployed
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1
9c sale we
for the young couple at their own til Jan. 21, the greatest
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Young's 5c to $1.00 ful Master during the past year.
evine of Atlantic is suing Ar- home. A very pleasant evening was | have ever put on.
J wold was hired as a caterpillar oper- The boys stopped at the west end
Itp
ristensen of Wiota for $114 in enjoyed by those present, and refresh- Store,
ator.
filling
station, arid soon the youngest
BASKETBALL
el mortgage action. He asks ments were served at a late hour.
A resolution was passed limiting brother was sent on to school. Jesse
ORIENT vs. ANITA
Friends of Miss 'Mary Louise Duthie,
nent on an automobile and 250
_
•
• 7:30 P. M. each supervisor to $160 on any pro- and James then started hitchhiking
TUESDAY, JAN. 17
i of corn.
! The secret marriage of Miss Mildred daughter of Vernon
ANITA GYMNASIUM
I ject without approval of the board, west on highway No. 6, and that was
State
Home
Econom,cs
senior
suit involving the lease of 239 Streibich, niece of Mrs. Laura BuerADMISSION: lOc, 15c, 25c
Five trucks were purchased*- One the last seen or heard of them until
college
at
Ames,
were
guests
at
a
I[-.of
• land
,
.
.
,
«
»
»
,
u
ti
j>
T
i._
Dntir
near Griewold, C. M. kin and a granddaughter of John KoW,
i
truck
each was purchased from the the telegram came Tuesday noon to
is suing Clarence Rabe, et al., and Boyd Williamson, son of Mrs. five-pound party at Ames a few ev- IMrs. Evelyn Faulkner, who makes following Atlantic concerns: Atlantic 'Mir. Miller. Up to the time the Tribenings
ago
announcing
her
engage16.
! Bertha Williamson of Strasburg, Colo.,
Chemical her home in southern California, came i Implement company, Linke Chevrolet une went to press no word had been
i was announced a few days ago. The ment to Robert Milford,
son
of
Mr. and to Anita 'Monday evening to spend company, Henningsen Motoj company, received about Jesse,
Engineering senior,
[second follow-up meeting of the ceremony was performed last Nov. 5 Mrs. Paul Milford of Atlantic. The a few days with friends, and to at-j Ed. Gushing and J. M. Opper.
tareau ladies in Lincoln No. 1 by a justice of the peace in Carroll. guests were entertained at the home tend to business matters.
Monthly salaries of deputies and clerk in the auditor's office, $100;
Id at the home of Mrs. Howard The bride, who has spent most of her of Mr. and Mrs. Ben H. Kenfield,
clerks were set as follows: L. A. Breel- Maxine Highley, clerk in tho clerk's
on Tuesday of last week, the life with her aunt and grandfather, is formerly of Anita. Little old-fashMrs. B. D. Forshay was hostess to ing, deputy auditor, $126; Gene New- office, $90; Myrtle Pellett and Maxine
being an all day affair, with well known in the community north ioned ladies In pastel taffeba dresses the members of the Friday bridge club lin, deputy treasurer, $126; M. B. Rowley, assistants in the relief work,--d dish dinner at noon. Six-' of Anita. The groom for the past disclosed the names of the couple on at her home on Chestnut Street last' Parkinson, deputy sheriff, $126; Boyd er's office, $78 each; Ray Coker courtJfdies were present and they dis- year has been employed on the Row ribbon streamers leading to tiny nose- Thursday afternoon. Guests, besides Cambridge, deputy clerk, $126; Anna house janitor, $95; R. N. Watson, asI the second lesson, "Illness Pre- farm. They will continue to make gays that banked the box of candy the members, were .Mrs. M. M. Feller McGrath, deputy recorder, $125; Har- sistant janitor, $75.
Measures in the Home." Mrs. their home on the Row farm, where and concealed ring. Cigars were and Miss Vera B. Hook. 'High score ry B. Cavenaugh, clerk in the treasAll offices in the rourthouse are
'earce will be hostess to the they will have the best wishes of passed to friends at Hughes Hall.
was held by Mrs. Henry Maduff.
[ urer's office, $90; Jeanette Squires, now open, during the noon hour.
at the February meeting. I their many friends.

Values For Friday—Saturday

Pickles GWC Lar&e Dilk—Quart Jar 17c
19c
Cookies
25c
Beans
33c
Grape Fruit
Tangerines
Ic
25c
Cake Flour
19c
Oranges
X

Pears
Corn
Matches
Lettuce

19c
22c
25c
19c
Sc

Dairy Feeding School to Masons and Eastern Stars
Be Held in Atlantic
Hold Joint Installation

Actions Filed For
Term of Court

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,
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i TOWNSEND PLAN PERMANENT
MASONS PLAN BIG MEETING
IS SHOWN BY THE RECORD
IN ATLANTIC ON J A N U A R Y 23

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

PETEKSEN'S GROCERY

Carl H. Claudy^TWashington, D. C.,
In bringing Louis C. Silva, transacWE
executive of the Masonic Service As- lions tax authority, from Hawaii to aid
PHONE 300
sociation of the United States and Townsend plan proponents .n gather ng
We
Deliver
Phone 29
author of a group of Masonic plays, data to prove their case before the
SPECIALS FORJFRIDAY AND SATURDAY
will be the guest of honor at a Grand 76th. congress, the movement founded
Useful Premiums With Chocolate Cream Coffee
Master's District Fellowship meeting by Dr. Francis E. Townsend wgmfted
to be held on the evening of Mon- to the world that it is here to stay,
Regular or Drip — Once Used, Always Used
day Jan. 23, in the high school gym- This fact had been recognized from
1-lb., 2-lb. or 3-lb. Glass Jars, pound . . . .28c
nasium at Atlantic. In addition to inception of the movement by its naDILL PICKLES, quart jar
13c
Save Coupons and Get Valuable Premiums!
an address by Mr. Claudy the Pioneer tional leaders. The Townsend organPlayers from Pioneer Lodge, A. F. and i z ation has withstood internal squabSTARCH, gloss, 2 1-lb. packages
15c
SOAP POWDER, Peterson's Special, fancy tumbA M of Des Moines, will present bles which would have wrecked any
MILK.^l small cans
13c
ler free with every 3-lb package, only . . , . . .35C
one of his plays, "Greater Love Hath other organization for only one reaNo Man " The meeting will open son—it stood four-square for recovery
RAISINS, Thompson Seedless, 2-lbs. ... ........ 15,.
SYRUP, amber, 5-lb. pail
29c
promptly at 7:30.
j and aid to the aged and would not be
BUTTER, fancy creamery, pound ............. 26c
The meeting is being sponsored by | swayed from its purpose.
GRAPE FRUIT, dozen
29c
Pymosa Lodge, A. F. and A. M. of ( A meeting of the local Townsend
Free Handy Cast Iron Skillet With Every 49-lb.
NAPTHA SOAP, Clover Farm, 3 giant bars . . . .10c
Atlantic. The committee on arrange- <l club will be held this (Wednesday)
Sack Gold Medal Flour at $1.79 per sack
ments, assisted by the Iowa Grand evening at the Wm. Petit home, and
BOWL CLEANER, Clover Farm, with brush . . .23c
Lodge, is contacting every subordi- anyone interested, as well as members,
nate lodge in southwest Iowa advis- is invited to attend,
PRUNES, medium size, 2 pounds
17c
ing the membership of the opportun- j The local Townsend club expects to
A covered-dish' dinner was enjoyed I
Donald Inhof e, who has been in New
ity of enjoying a double feature pro- have a weekly message in the TribKLEENEX FACIAL TISSUE, 200 sheets
13c
at
1:00 o'clock last Wednesd•ay after.
Jersey
for
several
months,
returned
Jt
gram—hearing the executive secre- une.
noon by eleven members of the j0ii,l
to
Anita
last
week.
tary of the national Masonic Service '
Dozen club at the home of Mrs. K
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Association and also witnessing a i
forty ? , And when the boss forgets
•Mrs. George Parkinson, who had Kaminky northeast of the city.
presentation of one of the most popu- j
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, been at the home of her son, Bert afternoon was spent socially by
to come home from town at the aplar of his group of plays.
|
January 3, 1939.
ladies.
Published Every Thursday by the pointed hour, who will be the errand
There are ten men in the cast o f ' The Town Council met in regular Parkinson and family, at Galesburg,
boy and deliver the club trays and
III., while Bert underwent an opera"Greater Love Hath No Man," all
session with the following members tion, returned home Tuesday.
baskets at the neighbor's house on
The teachers of Lincoln township I
members of Pioneer Lodge No. 22 of ,:
resent:
W. F. BUDD
Editor time?
met
last Thursday evening at schc
Their
presentation
of
P
Des Moines.
'Mayor Darrow and Councilmen
Hum . . . if I'm not badly mistakNo. 4 with Miss Margaret PiKg
An
all
day
meeting
of
the
Original
!
the
group
of
Masonic
plays
has
been
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 en ... after one or two more club
Burke, Dement, Howard and Kopp.
Sunshine club was held last Thursday hostess. The main part of the pro. I
If not paid in advance
$2.00 meetings along route 16, the women | outstanding in Masonic circles and
Absent, Councilman Petersen.
j they are in constant demand for apat the home of Mrs. Wilbur Heck- gram was a report by Miss June Hij.1
(Minutes of previous meetings were
Entered at the post office at Anita, will have this tense situation well in j pearances before .Masonic lodges of the
man northeast of the city, with thir- ris of her trip to Colorado and Cafr|
hand, and likely they will have a word
read and approved.
The
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
| Iowa jurisdiction.
teen members and two visitors, Mrs. fornia last summer.
or two to say in deciding who will haul
The folio-wing bills were allowed
served a delicious lunch. The
Atlantic
is
one
of
three
cities
sePeter
Janss
and
Mrs.
Guy
Fulks
of
THURSDAY, JANUARY 12, 1939. cream away from their back doors.
leett'd for addresses on his western.' and ordered paid:
Atlantic, present.
A covered dish meeting will be held, on Feb. 9 at No.|
Corporation Fund.
Davenport
being
1
tour,
Grinnell
and
dinner
was
enjoyed
during
the noon 9 with Miss Evelyn Huddleson aj|
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
< Raymond BHirke, option . . . . $ 200.00
Southwest j
the other two.
hour,
and
the
ladies
spent
the
after- hostess.
A
ta Lumber
Company, opnoon quilting for the hostess. The
'Mary J. Marsh to Phoebe McMullin, Masons'Took'upon th7comlng affair , ™
tion
100.00
next meeting will be held Jan. 19 at
A miscellaneous shower Was 1
lot 7 block 2, Whitney add to Anita, | as the outstanding Masonic event of Solon A. Karns, salary
40.00
the home of Mrs. Chas. Huff.
Friday afternoon at the home of MR. I
and e2 lot 6 in Mrs. J. B. Allen's sub the year for this section of the state. George L. Bills, salary and
(By'Tillie)
div of n2 se4 ne4 sec 28-77-34, Anita,
Cynthia Blue for her granddaughter,!
killing dogs
61.00
THINGS TO WATCH FOR.
Mrs. Dallas Davis of Audubon, ait-|
L.
Larson
of
Harlan,
who
owns
the
It was the boss himself who told subject to life estate, $1.
Fred Exline, salary
60.00
Mary J. Marsh to Edna Nichols, e2
cent
bride. Hostesses were Mrs. B
farm
occupied
by
Nels
Andersen
5
me ... that the Anita Lumber Co.
10.00
Oar-less, automatic lifeboat made C. F. Darrow, salary
uses approximately 300 pounds of lots 7 and 8 and n2 lot 12 Allen's sub of aluminum which works by a sys- Ernest Burke, 11 meetings...
11.00 jmiles northwest of Anita, and who also •Mrs. D. L. Spiker, Mrs. William Stock.]
wire a year, wiring small orders of div of n2 se4 ne4 sec 28-77-34, subject tem of levers and can be operated ' Alfred Dement, 12 meetings.. 12.00 ' owns tne stock and equipment, will sell ham, Mrs. Chas. Jewett and (Mrs. Lafe I
stock and equipment at public sale Koob. Thirty-one guests were pres. I
lumber to car fenders . . . this court- to life estate, $1.
12.00 the
with greater ease than present boats.; R. C. Howard, 12 meetings.
Mary J. Marsh to Edna Nichols, all
esy to their patrons costs the lumber
10.00 I n e x t Monday, with Frank Barber act- ent including two out-of-town gues'ti,
Special pillows for feeding babies, ] A. J. Kopp, 10 meetings...
equity in e2 lots 9 and 10 in Allen's
company twenty dollars a year.
which has a bulge in the middle to j Andy Peterseit, 12 meetings. 12.00 ing as auctioneer and C. E. Parker, Mrs. Cynthia Hansen of Atlantic mil
sub
div n2 se4 ne4 28-77-34, subject
* * *
clerk. The sale includes 9 head of Wrs. Ruth Ridenour of Adair. ik\
give the baby needed support and Iowa Electric Company, hall
Am I the only one who sees a to life estate, $1.
is said to eliminate gas pains, that 1 lights .. /
.'...".
4.47 i horses, 36 head of cattle, 15 head of afternoon was spent socially, and iviti I
Mary J. Marsh et al to Phoebe McHampshire sows, alfalfa and oats hay, games and contests. Many lovely pres- j
striking resemblance between Mrs.
! West Iowa Telephone ComMullin,
lots 2 of 12, 2 of 14, 2 of 15, 2 nemesis of infanthood.
Joy and Mrs. Blue ? . . . and does any19.67 and a f u ^ I"16 °* f.arm machinery. Mr. ents were received by the guest of]
i
A
new
electric
shaver
to
sell
for
'
pany,
rent
and
toll
......
i Larson has rented the farm to Victor honor. A two course lunch was served |
one else notice the similarity in the of 16, 2 of 17, 2 of 18 and lot 2 of 19 $20, including durable metal case, un- Tribune Publishing Company,
9
4Q'
Olsen of Hamlin for the corning year. by the hostesses.
tone of voices and facial expressions in Allen's sub div n2 se4 ne4 28-77-34, , breakable glass mirror and a remov- i printing
.................
of Mrs. Chas. Heck and Mrs. George subject to life estate, $1.
able
wall
rack.
j
Light
Fund.
!
Edna Nichols to Leonard Marsh, e2
Miller? . . . and don't you think Mable
Moisture-proof face powder.
; Iowa Electric Company, street
'
lots
7 and 8 and n2 of lot 12, all equity
Trimmer has a very distinct type of
:
A
new
movie
cycle,
following
suelights
...................
66.30
beauty, that harmonizes beautifully in e2 lots 9 and 10, al) in Allen's sub cess of review of Irving Berlin's songs
Sewer Fund.
i
div of n2 se4 se4 ne4 sec 28-77-34,
WE SOLICIT YOUR
with her charming personality?
contained
in
"Alexander's
Rag
Time
J.
M.
Redburn,
labor
......
2.80
Anita,
$1.
* * *
No further business appearing, a
George B. Garside to Samuel B. Band;" already planned for early proThe Adair high school student who Garside, ne4 sec 14-75-34, $1.
duction is a George Gershwin caval- mofion to adjourn carried.
refuses to acknowledge his German
j
Solon A. Karns,
Walter M. Storer and Elmer H. cade.
descendancy claims . . . his mother is
Vest pocket opera glasses with ex- j
Town Clerk.
Storer and wives to Celestia A. Storer,
Danish, his father German . . . thereceptionally
wide
view
for
sporting
—
n2 ne4 and se4 ne4 sec 7-76-34, except
events.
I Roscoe Wagner of Clinton, Iowa,
fore he is an American Hybred.
1 acre for school, $1.
¥
*
*
Low-priced cash register, with new was a week end visitor in the city
w tri
SPECIAL CERTIFICATES ARE
safeguards
against pilfering.
his parents, J. A. Wagner and
; >
That ambitious cream hauler, who
Fourteen members of the Sunshine
w)
Carnations of the icebox variety fe- 'He came here from Des Mloines
REQUIRED
over a period of time, has patiently Dinner club and six visitors were
and assiduously worked up an excellent guests last Friday at the home of suitable for men and women, available where he had been on business.
cream route through this territory, Mrs. John Pearce southeast of the in college colors; the florist's contriIssued While You Wait, or Promptly Filed With the
Mrs. Lyle Redburn, a recent bride,
isji't any more depressed about losing city.
A 1:00 o'clock dinner wasbution to football gayety.
County Agricultural Committee.
A new auto body and fender was the guest of honor at a miscellanhis job, after 12 years of good and served by the hostess, and the ladies
coua snow
er. Friday evening at the
faithful service to the company, than spent the afternoon piecing quilt straightening- tool that delivers' 125
blows per second and which is
is ex- home °f Mrs ' Wavne Jewett, hostesses
are the patrons whom he has so con- blocks for Mrs. Pearce.
pected
to
supercede
the
use
of a being Mrs. Jewett, IMrs. Azel S. Ames,
scientiously served these many years.
Mrs. 'Dick Dement and Blanche Dar''Already1' considerable murmurings
Hollis Perrin, south of Corning, hammer.
(Since 1894)
r W
A "hideaway" bar for offices, with ° ' The evenin<? was spent with
are heard among the irate customers has been doing some trapping this
aliftig the route.
fall and winter. Recently he found compartments to hold 65 bottles of different games and contests with Mrs.
Glen Highley and Mrs. Albert Karns
•If he's taken off the route, who will a catch in one of his traps that had liquor and glasses for 32 guests.
prize
winners. The honoree was the
Additions
to
frozen
food
lines
will
Staridaicr«nk tempermental gasoline engines him puzzled. It had many of the
PHONE 137
ANITA, IOWA
and balky washing machines on Mon- characteristics of a skunk but was include Kosher meats, and bread, cake recipient of many beautiful and useprotection
ful
gifts.
Mrs.
D.
R.
Donohoe
of
day mornings, or start the stalled car somewhat larger. Its fur was long and other fresh bakery products.
Extensive use of aluminum in sea- Walnut was an out-of-town guest.
or pull the family bus out of the ditch, and silver-gray with a tinge of black.
en friend husband is missing- from But strangest of all, if it really was going vessels following successful Late in the evening a lunch was
serve
the hostesses.
d
premises? Who will help chase a skunk, was the fact that it had completion of tests at Newport News
stubborn sow and her 10 young absolutely no odor. Perrin believes on a portion of a ship's hull made
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
back into the lot, or help get the it might have been a skunk which of a l u m i n u m alloys and submerged
i out of the garden fohen the men had been in captivity and its per- for three years in salt water.
STATEMENT OP THE CONDITION OF
Sealed bids will be received at the
Its are plowing corn over in the back fume glands had been removed.
of
the
Auditor
of
Cass
County,
A baby daughter arrived at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Davis Atlantic, Iowa, until 2:00 P. M., on
Organized under the laws of Iowa, located at Anita, In the County of
northeast of the city Saturday even- January 1G, 1939, for furnishing the
Lass at the close of businesB on the 31st. day of Dtecember, A. D. 1938.
ing. Mother and daughter are doing following lumber items:
201,373 ft. B. M. Douglas Fir
nicely.
Lumber.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
..................
S236.744-83
66,200 ft. li. M. Creosoted
; The Rite-Way Lunch Co., with headUnited States Bonds and Securities
....................
69*800.00
Southern Pine Lumber.
quarters at Marshalltown, Iowa, have
TRY THE
7,000 Lineal ft. Creosoted I'ine
taken a five year lease on the piece
Piling.
of ground across the alley south of
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
Overdraft SeCUrit''es (exclusiv e of items 2 'ami' 3) ' '. '. '. '. '. '. 26,215.^
the Anita Oil Co. station. This com-. Bids will be opened at the abova
oflfu e
pany, who owns many sandwich sh^ps
' promptly after the time for reBanking House, Furniture and Fixtures ........... ....... ' 3 000.00
in Iowa, will erect a bxiilding on the c e l v ' n K same has closed,
Due from banks and bankers, cash and cash' items' '.'.'.'.'.'.'. 151,502.30
lot in the next few weeks. They
A certified check or cashier's check
tluj a m ( )
Total Resources
specialize in lunches and serve what '"
unt of $1,000.00 drawn on
is known as the "Made-Rite" sand- a SD ' vent - lowu bank, made payable to
LIABILITIES.
wich.
, the County Auditor, shall be filed with
Capital
:
--c— Stock-Co,,,,,,,,,,
—,^,. -v.uiiKiHui
• oRnnnnn
! ea(-'h bid, which in case of bidder re$
Surplus Fund
Tr1™?
40,000.00
: A. L. Harris was the guest of honor ceiving the award, should he fail to
at a birthday dinner last Sunday at execute a contract and file a bond
10,849.08
his home southeast of the city. A so- within ten (10) days after the accial afternoon was spent by those in ;• ceptance of his bid, shall be retained
attendance. Those present were Mr. by the County as liquidated damages,
and Mrs. Carrie Harris and family of A C. P. A. financial statement must
Certi»e,te>1
| Campbell, Cal; Mr. and Mrs. Merritt be filed with the County Auditor not
446,846.52
1 Harris and family of Mound City, Mo; i later than 4:00 P. M., January 13
j Mr. and 'Mrs. Faye Harris and son, j 1'JMU.
Specifications 'and proposal
j Billie, of Orient; Mr. and Mrs. Claude i forms may be seen and may be seTotal Liabilities
I Spry of Wiota; Mr. and Mrs. Henry | cured at the above office or the office
1
State of Iowa ca« County, ss.
Limbaueh of Fontanelle; Miss Russia j of the 'County Engineer. The board
Harris of Iowa City; Mr. and Mrs. Clif-1 reserves the right to waive technisolemnly' 8 wear twr;v,:K?^Pre?ident. <* the bank above named, do
ford Harris and Van Harris and son, calties and to reject any or all bids.
to the best of my
je and belief,
Terry, of Adair; Mr. and Mrs. Gene
All proposals filed sha'l be filed
H. C. Faulkner, Vice President.
Taylor and daughter, Remie, of Nevin- on the form furnished by the County,
Sworn to
and subscribed in my presence by B. C.
ville; 'My. and Mrs. Earl Sivadge and sealed and plainly marked; proposals
Faulkner, this
— — j v,
January, 1989.
family of Stuart; and, M'rs. Delores containing any reservations not pro(Seal)
v, . '
Harry Swartt,
Billingsley and son of Massena. Thir- vided for therein may be rejected.
Notary Public in and for Casa County.
Attested
By:
ty-eight people were present. Carrie
January 6, 1939.
A. R. Robinson,
Harris and family accompanied Miss
Board of Supervisors
H. L. Bell.
Russia Harris to Iowa City, where
of Cass County.
ANITA, IOWA
~
Denne,
she is teaching, and from there will
By M. E. Hubbard,
Directors.
go to Wapello, Iowa, for a short visit.
It
County Auditor.

Friday-Saturday Specials

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

I

FACTS AND FUN

Forshay Loan and Insurance Agency

ANITA STATE BANK

MORE USABLE GAS MIXTURE

.

"CLIMATIC CONTROL

Alcohol

Prestone

Lubrication For Your Winter
Service on Inside Hoist

CALL 244

. W. Shaffer & Son

-

'
2037500

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

PERSONA

Altm, big "bull" elephant, on a rampage, chases "Silk" Fowler, her mortal
enemy. Will Jeff Bangs thoot?

JEFF BANGS,OWNER OF THE CIRCUS
WA3 AFRAID ALTA VOULD INJURE
SOME OF THE AUOIENCE -

<3ASPED ASTHEV 8AV» A
SUM GIRL RUNNIfWrT&WARW
THE IFURIWCD BB*3T-

- IT'S THE-

ONLY WAV /
in

/

From Your Local
O'DEA WNANCE"jyi
GOODS
© Frank Jay Markey Syndicate. Inc,

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Vincent Is Gassed by Mistake
SHOULD
SURPRISED
DOESN'T

AIN'T YOU HAPPY,
PINTO? YOU'RE
,
GONNA GET A NEW '

STILL NOTICE
ANY ARO/AA ON
A\E. ANDREWS?

WANNA
WMIN|X1M

PAPA!

BEGGING u
YOUR PARDON

SURPRISED?

Depends on That
"Is it true that it is bad,
have a black cat following;,
"Are you man or mouse'"
Boy's Life.

« Frank Jay Marker Syndicate, Inc.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Ye», Money Is Good for Discontented Faces

Sweets for Slenderizing
Jane—How did Smithson
all his money?
June—O, he invented a cho.
late bonbon with lettuce center k
women on a diet.—Stray Sto;
In the recent high winds,
the Chicago Tribune, an el.
fat man whose toupee blew i
chased a Pekinese for two I
before discovering his mistake,]
That Choked Feeling
For her birthday, little Path.
been given a ring, but, mucU
her disappointment, not one ott
guests at tea noticed it. All
she could bear the indiffen
no longer.
"O, dear," she exclaimed.
so warm in my new ring!"Stories.

Beware Cougb
MESCAL IKE

By s. L. HUNTLEY

Nothing Like Amusing the Dog
ALL
RlSMT,
EAT 'EM _. WE
JEST PLA.VS

1

OFTH MARkETL _
=S5"~J| \WU\UST MR. GUJTZ.
IS HOME TO

from common coldr

relief now*
troubloM

. wrrw

be brewtag'iapt you cannot
to take a^jance wi
goes i
^ o . - ! !
and aids nature to soothe andwl
tne inflamed muoous menuwi
and to, looeeBTand expel ga»|
laden phlegm.
v•
E^lf other remedies have!
dant.be dtooaVued. try -

by S. U HunU^r. Trait Mark »««. W. g. p,t.

POP— Pop's the Goat
YOU'D BCTTER LEr ME DRIVf

By J. MILLAR WATT
YOU HOME, .

SMALL I PUT
VOUR CAR ?

OLD MAN/

Along the Concrete

CAR?

I HAVEN'T GOT
A CAR/

greater to men'than those
merely dread.—Livy.

ASK THE OTHER BOY

Little Gordon had arrived home
from school with a cut lip and
black eye.
"Dear me!" exclaimed his mother. "Do you mean to say you've
walked through the streets like
that?"
"I had to, mum," grinned Gor
don. "You see, there wasn't room
for the two of us in the ambulance."
—Stray Stories Magazine.

Bearing Injuries
It costs more to revenge i
than to bear them.-Wilso^

Standing Him Off

Friend— You can't cheat old Fa
ther Time.
Man—No, but some of the women
drive a mighty close bargain with
him.
Early Riser
Judge— Have you ever been up before me?
Accused— I don't know. What time
da you get up?
Kitty—Don't you believe that
years teach us more than books?
Katty—Well, you ought to know.
dear.

«K»arjw«

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

SCHOOL NEWS.
FG FT
Second Semester Courses.
| Name
1
With the beginning of the second Alexander
2
semester there will be some changes Godwin
1
in the high school subjects. American Hrath
L'
literature follows business english and Powers
0
grammar, social problems takes the Finnerty
0
place of economics, business arithme- Lnviand
0
tic succeeds geography, and biology j
—
Total
follows agriculture. Business law is
Exira 18 — Anita 7.
another subject offered the second
Name
FG FT
semester.
0
A new course, business practice is Flint
1
0
being given to the advanced commer- Crawford
1
2
cial students. This consists of part Mclntyre
0
time instruction and part time em- Hansen
0
1
ployment in some of the business es- Bongers
0
0
tablishments and offices of the town. Hagen
0
0
The purpose is to give the pupils some Karns
0
0
practical experience under real life Lantz
0
0
conditions and to give them an opportunity to decide whether they wish to
Total
2
3
continue in this line of work" or not.
Name
FG FT
The plan is working successfully in Smith
3
0
other schools.
j Jessen
1
2
Suggested types of wo/-k are: sten- Meurer
0
1
ographic, salesmanship, advertising,! Layland
1
1
bookkeeping, clerking, helps with' Christensen
2
0
store management and decoration, lin- Jensen
0
0
otyping, and other phases of business.' Arciaux
0
0
The co-operation of the business ' Anderson
0
0
men is asked in helping to provide Christensen
0
0
necessary practice. The students will Finnerty
0
0
spend an hour a day in the stores or
offices assigned to them. Any person
Total
wishing to secure the services of one
of the students please contact the Grade News.
school at once.
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SAFETY COUNCIL WILL
PROMOTE SCHOOL PATROL

FROM OUR OLD FILES

j

The Iowa state safety council toHEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
P F ; d a y announced a plan to promote
2 (he establishment of school-boy paJanuary H, 1909.
0 trols to help pupils across dangerH. L. Bell has gone to Colorado on
0 ous intersections near schools when
a business trip.
1 children are arriving or departing.
Hayes Redburn has been appointed
4 ! "Owing to a constant demand for
0 such material and apparent difficulty j town marshal by the mayor
The past two weeks have been most
! ifi obtaining it," according to a coun"' cil letter to county safety council excellent weather for the harvest of
I presidents, the safety council arrang- next summer's ice supply.
Joe Garside was in Omaha last
PF ed to obtain at factory cost patrol
0 belts, rain coats and hats.
The week where he had a large shipment
0 equipment will be passed on to any of sheep on the market.
W. T. Slater and wife were in Cum3 local group at factory cost, Phil H.
3 Sproul, executive secretary of the berland one day last week to attend
the wedding of their niece.
2 council, said.
Mrs. Theo. Benham has purchased
0
The familiar white belts over the
0 shoulder identify school-boy patrol- the residence property opposite the
0 men to motorists, who are able to depot, formerly owned by J. A. Stark.
! watch the boy patrolman as he gives
Frank Barber has purchased the
8 the right-of-way to children cross- rjr. \v. S. Rofe farm north of Anita,
PF ing the street. The school boy pa- | recently purchased from the Doctor
2 trols have also proven effective in } by Homer Kirkham.
4 keeping children from jay-walking,
George Mallory has sold his resi2 running into streets and playing in dence property in northwest Anita,
3 the streets.
consisting of dwelling and one acre
4
The safety council has urged es- Of ground, to Homer Kirkham for
0 tablishment of school boy patrols, but $500.
0 in many instances the schools themSixteen banks of this county have
0 selves or other groups have sponsored been made depositories for county
1 the organization of patrols.
The ' f u n d s by order of the board of sup0 new move is "not intended to inter- j ervisors. Both banks in Anita were
fere with any group desiring to spon- • name d as depositories.
16 sor the organization of school boy | ,Main Street in Anita is quite a
patrols," the council letter said, but lonely place after 6:00 o'clock, the
; merely as an aid.
merchants having all agreed to close

.

—'

First Semester Ends Friday.
The first semester ends on Friday,
has
Jan. 13. Semester tests will be given room Thursday afternoon. A grocery
intendent of music and drawing in
on Thursday afternoon and Friday of store unit has been begun by first BURNS ARE FATAL IN
the Anita public schools, made vacant
this week.
grade pupils. They are correlating,
MANY INSTANCES by the resignation of Miss Sue Snider.
The semester tests in the high school, reading, arithmetic, social science and ,
will be ninety minutes in length. Reg- art work in carrying out this project. I Did you know that of all patients Miss Hamilton entered upon her duties
ular classes will not be held during The children enjoy their experiences' admitted to hospitals for treatment Monday of this week.
On Wednesda
test days. Students having an average as store keepers, customers "and de- of severe burns,' from 5 to ~30 "per
y- Dec - 23 > at the Meth"
d St
arsona e m Ati
of 90</r or above in the subject and livery men. Pauline Henderson cele- cent die of their injuries And are! ° ' P
^
^ic, occurred
85% average in deportment are ex- brated her birthday Tuesday. Pauline you aware of the fact burns stand
™»rriage of Ho™er E.
nd m
from tests.
™ Elizabeth Wheatley. FolHenderson and Donald Turner were fourth in numerical importance among
W ng the ceremonv
Report cards will be sent out on the Absent a half day this week due to colds, the causes of accidental death, being ° '
they left for
following Wednesday, Jan. 18.
The second grade has started having outranked only by automobile fatal- Mortlach, Canada, near which place
Mr. Bowen will have charge of a
car races in numbers. The children ities, falls and drownings.
Three-School Declamatory Contest.
640-acre
wheat farm in conjunction
are divided equally on sides, each side
Burns may be classified according
On1
with M. S. Wheatley, a brother of
of A.
the bride.

Maduffs

irket

WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

THURSDAY---FRIDAY---SATURDAY SPECIALS

1(Mb Cloth Bag

Sugar

Sfc*»Ji_•***»I
UattTieai
n _ J£ M,A m*

-

Quick or Regular
Large Size
No. 1 Creamery

49c

«A i
lOQ
4^ ^

Diiner
Pound
*oc
Soda
Crisp
Crackers
i£t^
I4c
Matches . g?S& 18c
Frozen Herring SfilSSMMOe
Bacon Squares s"gPa^red 13c
CLOSING OUT

As I intend to quit farming, I will sell at public Bale at my farm,
occupied by Nels Andersen, 4 miles north and 1 mile west of Anita,
1 mile east of Highland church, 4 miles south and 6 miles east of
Brayton, commencing at 12:00 o'clock, on

Monday, January 16
the following described property:

9 - HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 9
One team of black geldings, 4 and 6 years old, weight 3200; 1 bay
mare, 5 years old, weight 1600; 1 roan mare, 4 years old, weight 1500;
1 iron grey gelding, 3 years old, weight 1300; 1 smooth mouth mare, j
a good worker; 3 yearling colts. These horses were raised on this |
farm and all are sound.

36 — HEAD OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE - 36
Ten Hereford and 3 Short Horn cows and 7 2-year-old Hereford I
heifers, all in fine condition, and all are bred to a purebred Hereford
bull; 7 yearling steers and 6 yearling heifers; 3 suckling calves—these |
are Herefords.

in which there is trythema or redness I
land and Massena. The individuals
, H " "" „ &"
of
the skin affected. Second degree f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
-f
who met in this contest were second
15 —HEAD OF HAMPSHIRE SOWS-15
/' ^ r-n* "T*" !" burns are those in which there is
place winners in their local contests.
Bred to Hampshire boar, and due to farrow in (March.
\
™
* [ redness and the formation of blisters.
In the Oratorical division Lois Stud' sh)v,- , u u , Third degree burns vary in severity I "Life" will xbe the subject of the
grad™cltlze
*
" P ^ had
Six Tons of Baled Alfalfa Hay.
Three Tons of Baled Oats Hay
ley of Cumberland place first with the
| Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
the SUbj6Ct
Colds
and Five Tons of Loose Oats Hay;
reading, "World Crisis and Christ;"
.
'" but include all degrees of charring Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Jan. 15.
and of the skin and deeper tissues.
and Marilynn Kohl of Anita second
The Golden Text is from Proverbs
Shaffer,
In general scalds are more seri- ! 12:28, "In the way of righteousness
with "We, the People an^ Peace."
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
off
club,
read
a
ous than burns due to dry heat, and j is life; and in the pathway thereof
In the Dramatic division, first place
°
McCormick-Deering
F-12 Farmall tractor; McCormick-Deering j
for health
are responsible for the worst destruc- I there is no death."
was awarded to Esther Pigg of Cumtractor
cultivator;
2-bottom
tractor plow; Ideal manure spreader; 8- J
:, Mi!o
tion of tissues. The depth of the burn
berland who read "Eyes;" and second
I The Lesson-Sermon comprises quofoot McCormick-Deering binder; new Never Fail hammermill; Mac;-;
Hagen
and
an individual suffers is relatively not ! tations from the Bible and
place to Virginia Offenstine of Anita
Harris hay loader; McCormick^Deering side delivery; McCornwH
missed school be- as important as the extent of skin
who read, "Passing By On the OthChristian
Science
textbook
Deering 6-foot mower; hay rake; hay sling; McCormick-Deeri,ng «• I
of illness since vacation.
surface involved. The outcome is
er Side."
and Health with Key to the Scripfoot disc; 4-section harrow; harrow evener; McCormick-Deering ganj
Miss
Byrne
visited
the
fourth
more unfavorable when a greater area j tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
In the Humorous division Carol Deplow; John Deere walking plow; 2-row cultivator; single row cultto-1
of skin is affected.
ment of Anita placed first with the
I One of the Bible citations reads:
tor; harrow cart; McCormick-Deering corn planter with 120 rodsoij
The causes of burns are innumer- i "And this is the record, that
reading, "Soapy Water;" and Ted
wire;
low down seeder; 2 wagons with boxes; spring wagon; hay rack;
rt work. The fifth graders able, and the majority of such inFletcher of Cumberland second with
tank
heater;
pump jack; 40-foot endless belt; 3 feed bunks; 2 hog
writing letters to a fifth juries are received through careless- s in
"Can't I Ma."
troughs; complete line of small tools; 3 sets of good harness;
He that hath
grade
class
in
Alaska.
They
hope
to
ness in the home. Parents should
The critic judge was Miss Irma
other articles too numerous to mention.
he that hath
get interesting answers. Fifth graders take every precaution to see to it
Ellis of Atlantic.
God
hath
not
life.
(I
are making plans for radio programs that their children are kept away
TERMS:—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing I
i,
for an English project. They will from hot stoves; smokers should make
Anita Plays Orient Next Tuesday.
from the premises.
'
The next home basketball game elect an announcer, newscaster and re- it a practice to extinguish all sparks
•will be Tuesday, Jan. 17 with Orient. porter. This group will make plans from cigarets when they are finished;
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
"Because Life is God, Life must be
As Orient has a good team, a good for the programs. The fifth and sixth housewives should take care when
grades saw the slide movie entitled, dry cleaning with inflammable fluids, eternal, self-existent. Life is the
game is in store for you.
"Covered Wagon Days" and "Daniel and all homes should be checked for ever-lasting I AM, the Being who was
and is and shall be, whom nothing
County Tournament Pairings.
Hoone" Tuesday afternoon.
IMiss defective wiring regularly.
can erase." (p. 289.)
Pairings for the County Tourna- Brown and the Normal Training class
'The treatment of burns depends
FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
ment which will be held Feb. 1, 2, 3 visited a reading dramatization les-upon the severity. For burns of minor
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
and 4 in Atlantic was announced this son Wednesday. The sixth graders who degree, the immediate application of
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST >
;, week.
received pins for having at least three cold water or ice will mitigate the
Ray gwartz, Pastor.
-f
In the upper bracket first round gold stars in the clean-up campaign pain; but in severe and extensive +
nesday) evening at the home of M*r.
It's here. The big money ^
; play-offs will be Cumberland vs. Wiota were Max Biggs, Beatrice Darrow, burns, the treatment is directed not + + + + + + + + + + + + + and Mrs. C. W. Garlock.
Sunday
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
Merle
event of the ye«r< At Young's Bet
and Massena vs. Atlantic seconds. In Carol Carlton, Maxine Dinkey, Mary only to the relief of the burned area,
A meeting of the Home Missionary $1.00 Store. Jan. 14 to 21, inclusive.
the lower bracket Lewis meets Anita Kelly, Darlena Lett, Shirley Linfor, but toward the prevention of shock, Suplee, Superintendent.
Society will be held at 2:00 o'clock
Church
services
at
11:00
a.
m.
and Griswold drew a bye.
Phyllis Pratt and Devana Woodall. In the subsequent complications in the
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
The time of these games will be the fifth grade Gerald Tibken, Blaine internal organs, exhaustion and inDonald Dorsey and family
Mrs. H. H. Turner, with Mrs. F. D.
Evening
worship
at
7:30
o'clock.
announced at a later date.
rented and have taken possession'
Biggs, Irene Carlson, Lola Chadwick, fection.
Weimer as leader.
the residence property in South An*
Dorothy Millhollin, Helen Garlock and
I Anita Loses Two to Exira.
formerly the home of the late M
Jack Highley were presented with pins. FEDERAL STATISTICIAN
Ralph
Hanscom,
wife
and
two
child+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Anita lost two games to Exira last Miss Taylor is reading "Heidi Grows
ren of Red Oak were Sunday visitors Mary Marsh. Mrs. Edna Nichols"
ISSUES FARM REPORT + Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor.
^Friday evening on the latter's court. Up," a sequal to "Heidi," written by
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + in the city, guests at the Frank R daughter, Virginia, have taken P
: Following are the box scores:
A slight upward trend in prices resession of the property vacated by*
Johanna Spryries for opening exerChurch School at 10:00 a. m. Mitchell home.
Exira 18 — Anita 17.
cises.
ceived by Iowa farmers was shown on Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
~
Tamily.
Name
FT PF
Elizabeth Arnett was absent part Dec. 15 for most grain crops but the superintendent.
Twenty-five friends and relatives
(Hofmeister
1
1 of the week due to a cold. Gail Rhoads prices on livestock and livestock proInhofe
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. were entertained at a miscellaneous
0
2 and Allan Kelly are patrol officers ducts remained about steady accordLett
A
meeting of the ladies aid society shower for Mrs. Harold Simon last
1
2 this week. The seventh and eighth ing to the farm price report released
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Roe
0
1 graders are reviewing for the semes- today by the Cooperative Federal- will be held at the church Thursday. the groom s mother, Mrs. Henry Simon,
A
15c
dinner
will
be
served
at
noon.
Budd
0
See us for tank heaters. Fan
4 ter tests.
State Crop Reporting Service through
southwest of the city. Hostesses were
Offenstine
1
Coop.
3
the office of Leslie M. Carl, Federal
Mrs. Simon, her daughter, Miss Iva
Mclntyre
_.o
0
0
Come to Young's 5c to $1.00 Store Agricultural Statistician.
CompariMae Simon, and Mrs. Claude Graham
FOR SAVB:-^JMly cards,
LUTHERAN
MISSION
AT
+
next week and see some of the big son of this year's Dec. 15 prices with
a
auter
of
the
honoree.
Decorations
lc.
Tribune office, Anita.
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST.
+
. Total
7
13 bargains for 9c. Jan. 14 to 21. Itp those for Dec. 15, 1937, shows a conI+
Rev. Theo. Hoemann.
+ were in pink and white. Contests
Delivered daily, milk and
siderable drop, with the exception of
w
f™ :!nj0yDed duri »t' the afternoon
also
cottage cheese on Friday
milch cows, beef cattle, veal calves,
with
,Mrs.
Ross
Smith
Mrs.
Glen
and
Divine services Sunday afternoon at
and eggs, the latter group making a 2:30 o'clock. Sunday School follows , Soper prize winners. Mfcny beautiful Saturday. Same at Maduff1'
ph
slight gain.
the services. Instruction class meets .gifts were received by the guest Qf Market. Falconer's Dairy
The sharp drop shown for hog prices every Wednesday afternoon.
honor. At the close of the afternoon
FOR RENT:—SO-acre farm;"""
and the four cent increase in corn
a lunch was served by the hostesses
provements.
Chas. "Bartley.
prices, shown this month as compared
TO ANY DOOR IN YOUR HOME - A
with last month reduced the Iowa corn- | +
G«t your harness oiled and rep
METHODIST CHURCH
+
hog ratio from 21.2 for Nov. 15, to +
now, before spring work starts.
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f
FULL-LENGTH MIRROR — THEN YOU
17.6 for Dec. 15. However, the Dec.
ped to give you good and satisf
CAN ENJOY THAT LAST MINUTE
15 ratio is still four-tenths of a point I Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
service. Paul Henderson.
CHECK UP OF YOUR APPEARANCE
above the ratio shown on Dec. 15 last McDermott, Superintendent.
PELCO egg mash—the best for 1 '
year. The average ratio for 1938, 'Morning services at 11:00 o'clock
FROM HEAD TO FOOT
STOCK
REMOVED
Fanners Coop., Anit
which stands at 18.8, is with the ex- ' Sermon subject, "Being Open Minded."
ception of the year 1926, the highest I Young people will meet at 6:00 p. m
BUY ANITA
on record.
j for covered dish dinner, a social hour
PHONE 400 ANITA
SEE
| and a time for planning work.
WE PAY THE CHARGES
It cost Cass county $14,687 for the j Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock
DEMENT IMPLBMEN1 CO.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
care of patients in state institutions ( Subject to be discussed by the pastor
ANITA RENDERING
FOB SKELGAS RAWduring
the
year
1937.
Of
this
amount
WAYNE OIL HEATEKS.
SERVICE
will be, "A 'Historian Writes About
PHONE 2-0 FOR COAL YOU KNOW
the county has been reimbursed $2,- Jesus."
STOCK TANK
Harper Dorsey, Manager
036 by estates and relatives.
The choir will practice this (WedWANTED:—Your dead
Ph. 184 Anita—we nay phone
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DEAD

ROBERT SCOTT

FREE

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Weekly News Analysis

Kennedy-Bullitt War Forecast
Justified by World Situation
By Joseph W. La Bine—
EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions in
txpressfd in tbest columns, they *rf ta<a»
ot tb» news imlyst. tad not acctsstnty
of the n«wipjper.

International
When U. S. foreign envoys make
then- rare appearances in congress,
it is usually to advise house and senate committees on .foreign affairs.
But two days before President
Roosevelt gave congress his unprecedented defense proposals (see below), two top-ranking U. S. ambassadors walked into secret session
not with the foreign affairs committees, but with a committee on military affairs. The ambassadors: Jos-

berlain-Mussolini conversations will
lead to another "Munich" peace
conference, but certainly not to general European peace.
HUNGARY
Last November's Italian-German
commission settled a boundary for
Czechoslovakia and Hungary, but
neither nation liked it. Since January 8 a series of border incidents
has kept both nations aflame, each
holding the other
responsible.
Czechoslovakia has offered terms
for truce, but Budapest refuses until Prague pays for damages, acknowledges responsibility for attaoks and punishes individuals responsible. The outcome of this
squabble Is unpredictable, but Germany may well step in to help the
Czechs since the Reich wants the
border city of Munkacs to be retained in Czechoslovakia's Carpatho-Ukraine. The town is important in Berlin's program of fortifying Carpatho-Ukraine in preparation for a German drive into Russian Ukraine. Meanwhile there is
war on the Czech-Hungarian frontier.
JAPAN
"Britain and the United States are believed to be aware that should they resort
to lerioia economic pressure against
Japan, Japan would have sufficient determination and preparation to resort to retaliatory measures against their mainlands
and dependencies."

This war talk came from Japan's
Foreign Minister Hachiro Arita in
answer to measures Great Britain
and the U. S. had already taken to
MESSfctS. KENNEDY, BULLTTT
combat growing Japanese dominaft looked like cold-blooded truth.
tion over the Orient. Because Tokyo
eph P. Kennedy, home from London, has closed China's "open door" in
and William C. Bullitt, home from violation of the nine-power treaty,
both London and Washington have
Paris.
Though committee room walls sup- given China financial support. Meanposedly have no ears, it was learned
that Messrs. Kennedy and Bullitt
thoroughly frightened their congressional audience with the following
opinion on European affairs:
Great Britain has favored "appeasement" of Italy and Germany
because neither she nor France
have adequate arms. So intense is
British appeasement sentiment that
London would permit Germany to
build an airbase in Canada rather
than revert to war. But since
Czechoslovakia's "sellout" at Munich last September proved that one
appeasement leads to another,
France has determined to stop this
policy. Therefore France will not
concede to Italian territorial demands, knowing that in war Great
Britain must come to her aid and
that Russia, hi turn, must aid the
democracies.
Crux of the Kennedy-Bullitt opinion: That further appeasement, as
advocated by Prime Minister Chamberlain, will only delay the eventual
JAPAN'S HACHIRO ARITA
showdown and make war even more
He threatened a U. S. invasion.
critical when it comes, which will
probably be within the next few while the U. S. has completely
months. The U. S. will not be drawn stopped the sale of war materials
to Japan.
into this conflict immediately.
Minister Arita's statement, apIf this was propaganda for Presi- pearing
in Tokyo's Fascist newsdent Roosevelt's long-range national paper, Nichi
Nichi, is the most wardefense program, committeemen like gesture yet made against the
swallowed it hook, line and sinker. U. S. What equalized the threat,
And well they might, because the however, was a similar gesture
forecast appeared to be cold-blooded made against Russia by Lieut. Gen.
truth when measured in the light of Rensuke Isogai, Japanese chief of
that day's news from abroad. It all staff in Manchuria. Said he; "We
looked like war:
do not want war . . . But the Soviet
authorities have shown no sign of coTHE BIG FOUR
operation. Instead they are stjrengthAs Prime Minister Chamberlain ening their military works and releft London's Victoria station for his inforcing their armies in Russia and
appeasement visit with Italy's Pre- the Far East."
mier Mussolini, unemployed demonstrators booed him and shouted /'Ap- AT HOME
pease the unemployed, not MussoliChecking the above news with
„ nil" Between London and Dover, Bullitt-Kennedy statements, conI where he crossed the channel, Mr. gress was in fine shape to discuss
Chamberlain might have reflected U. S. defense measures. Tenneson the advisability of such a course. see's Rep. Andrew J. May of the
Hitler was clamoring for submarine house military affairs committee
|; parity with Britain; Italy was popped up to urge military training
fighting the Spanish civil war and for 300,000 CCC boys. He also asked
. yelling for concessions from France; four-lane superhighways down Atboth .Germany and Italy were prop- lantic and Pacific coasts and across
lagandizing about British "atroci- the gulf states.
fties" in Palestine.
Next day the President sent conEn route to Rome, the Chambcr- gress his defense message, well
llain entourage stopped in Paris to pared down from the multi-billion
|(1) show Germany and Italy that figures originally bandied about
""ranee and Britain stand together, Washington. The total extra, emernd (2) assure France that Musso- gency appropriation request: $552,could not induce Chamberlain 000,000, half of which should be
bring pressure for French con- spent before the next fiscal year is
essions to Italy. After two hours over. Presidential arguments, few
of tea drinking, a spokesman an- of which were needed, pointed out
nounced Chamberlain would tell that the U. S. is relatively no better
Mussolini that France agreed to prepared today than in 1917, when
consider concessions on "second- it took a year from the war declaraary" questions. These are (1) the tion date for American troops to
k : status of 100,000 Italians in Tunisia ; reach a major engagement.
(2) control over the Djibouti-Addis
Items in the proposed outlay
Ababa railroad; (3) administration $300,000,000 to increase army air
of the French-controlled Suez canal. corps up to 3,000 fighting planes'
As for himself, Chamberlain expect- $110,000,000 for "critical" items of
ed to tell Mussolini he refused to war equipment; $32,000,000,000 for
mediate between France and Italy, industrial mobilization; $8,000,000
or grant belligerent rights to Spain's for improved seacoast defenses'
General Franco so long as Italian $44,000,000 for stronger Atlantic and
troops are fighting the war.
Pacific naval bases; $21,000,000 for
But Chamberlain also knew he more naval planes; $10,000,000 for
must speak softly, for only a week civilian pilot t r a i n i n g ; $27,000,000
before the Anglo-French alliance for adequate Panama canal dehad suffered a severe blow. At fenses,
Berchtesgaden, Polish Foreign Minister Joseph Beck had deserted his Politicana
Drench all/ance to And greater seBecause Massachusetts slatecurity with Germany. Moreover, house custom diH-reos the governor
meant that Poland would be shall have private, nunstop'elevator
to block any Russian effort rides, the operaUir whi^ecj rjew
and Britain. Tempo- Gov. Leverett Saltonstall past a
Fr
danger in the east, group of employees on their way
,the
axis was ready to to lunch. Said the governor: "Pick
on democracies.
them up in the future. I like to
prediction: That Cham- ride with people."

Agriculture

Classes Need N
Not Detract
From Beauty

Under Secretary Henry A. Wallace, the U. S. agriculture department's "original objective" has
been increased consumption through
one method or another. Last summer came announcement of a new
method, a "two price" plan for
By PATRICIA LINDSAY
boosting domestic consumption of
farm products. Under this arrange- 10ME beauty authorities stress
ment the U. S. would subsidize man- 3 eye make-up if you must wear
ufacturers, whose products would be eyeglasses, but I stress hair \styling
sold at a below-normal price to low and lip rouge.
\
income families.
In the first place, if youf eyes
FirstA objections came from manufacturers and retailers, many of are so weak that constant use of
whom thought the plan would cur- glasses is necessary, the less you
tail free enterprise. Then congress- ;amper with them the better. The
men turned a cold shoulder, sug- simplest care of daily bathing with
gesting difficulties in getting the a reliable lotion, and healing drops
special purchase privilege in the prescribed by your occulist, should
hands of people deserving them. As be the extent of your»fussing. Plenty
congress got underway it became of rest and 'eye exercise, of course,
certain that Mr. Wallace had but no mascara nor eye shadow nor
dropped the plan entirely, though penciling.
Touch up your brows, yes,, and
still clinging to the "original obkeep
them trim. But do not pluck
jective."
Announcement was made that them to a thin line. Many physiconferences are being held with cot- cians offer the opinion that too freton manufacturers to encourage the quent plucking of the eyebrows
lowest possible prices for mat- weakens the eyes. So you see?
tresses to be sold to low income
families. Grapefruit will be similarly "merchandised." Said Mr.
Wallace: "We want increased consumption . . . We will use any
Put on your glasses and sit bemethod to obtain it. We hope we fore your mirror. Comb your hair
can get the trade (processors and softly around your face. Change
distributors) to do specific things to your regular part. Experiment.
shave costs to the limit."
In most cases, hair brought down
• Via London, U. S. farmers have softly over the ears, fluffed a bit to
learned that the agriculture depart- fall out on the cheek, just below the
ment proposes to reduce American ear shaft of the glasses, is the most
wheat land from 81,000,000 acres to flattering.
55,000,000 acres, resulting in total
But if you are the sleek type, and
wheat plantings of 65,000,000 acres comb
your hair back from your
even if some growers do not co- face, then
you must accent your
operate. This news came from the
lips to detract from the frames. Full
international wheat advisory com- lips
of rich color, not too deep,
mittee's conference, where 21 nadoes
a lot for you.
tions had sent envoys to study
Sleek or feminine hi hair style,
schemes for export and import limitations. As the sessions got under- the manner in which you rouge your
way, a discouraging note appeared lips is most importarft. Try two
in the International Institute of Ag- lip sticks. The lighter color for the
riculture's report. Wheat available upper lip, the deeper tone for the
for export in the year ending next lower lip. Liquid Up rouge painted
July 31, the report said, was 1,140,- on with a fine brush and a steady
000,000 bushels, against a world im- hand, is the most lasting, ft takes
a little practice to apply it well, but
port demand of 540,000 bushels.
it is worth the effort in the end.
Keep your hair glossy, with daily
People
At San Pedro's Terminal island care, and nicely set. Keep your
correctional prison, where he was skin clear and your teeth sparkling
transferred from Alcatraz, Al Ca- white; your brows trim and your
pone was said by a guard to be lip coloring intact and I can vouch
that your eyeglasses will be hardly
"screwy as a bedbug."
• In Vienna, Jewish, persecuted noticed.
II you fee) the desire for some
Dr. Salomon Frankfurter, 80, rejoiced that the U. S. had elevated eye make-up rely on vaseline or a
his nephew, Harvard's Felix Frank- reliable eye oil with which to lightly massage your lids and lashes.
furter, to the Supreme court.
They glisten and give some depth
to the eyes, and are also beneficial.
Races
Less evil than that of any other
high Nazi is the reputation of Dr.
Hjalmar Schacht, president of Germany's Reichsbank. In appearance
more a business man than a politiA rule she teaches is: "Watch
cian, Dr. Schacht is the Reich's No. your health. Sleep, exercise and
1 contact with foreign commercial irink water. Too many women in
interests. When it came time to this country are below par. Nothpeddle » Germany's 600,000 Jews ing reveals your character to people
abroad, Chancellor Hitler turned more quickly than the expression
naturally to Dr. Schacht, knowing you carry, your voice and your state
he was the only high Nazi whose ut- of health.
terances on the Jewish problem
"If you are physically below par
would get a hearing abroad.
A cold business man as well as a you may have a nervous disorder
diplomat, Dr. Schacht could be de- which should be taken care of, but
pended on to evolve a Jewish plan otherwise you should be able to keep
which would work to the Reich's well by eating proper food at regufinancial benefit. Early invJanuary, lar hours, getting eight, nine or ten
at London, he announced the plan: hours of sleep, and by exercising
Part One. Within the next three in the fresh air and sunlight.
"Don't always complain of being
years, 400,000 of the Reich's 600,000
Jews would be shipped abroad, the tired and of things making you nervremaining 200,000 to be retained as DUS. If your health is good you are
common laborers. The 400,000 emi- not nervous, merely cranky, anc
gres would leave by installments, people soon discover it. If your
heads of families going first. For health is poor do something abou
aged and infirm, Germany would it."
Strong words, aren't they? And
guarantee satisfactory provision.
Part Two. World Jewry would here are some more well worth diraise a $2,500,000,000 . loan, "se- gesting and particularly suited to
cured" by Jewish property in Ger- the growing girl.
"Don't count on being only beauti
ful. You can overestimate the appeal of a beautiful foot, a tiny waisl
or long lashes. Cultivate wit, hu
mor, tact, genuineness. Pay atten
lion to your posture, carriage and
gesture. Develop gentleness of ges
ture, a pleasing manner. Be yield
ing in your dealing with others, neV
er dictatorial, never too aggressive
And above all things be particula
about your personal appearance
Dress neatly, appropriately, and
with an eye to the decorative. Nev
er, never be overdressed!"

Concentrate on
Hair and Lips

Health Essential
To Charm

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS
WEEK
YORK.—Dr. Robert H. GodN EW
dard, experimenting with rock-

ets for the last 24 years, and steadily making progress, has had as his
goal the peneDr. Goddard
tration of the
Hat Both Feet
higher
atmos-

On Thi* World

many, funds to be used for sending
poor German Jews abroad. The
loan would be serviced by increased
German exports, tp be paid for in
free foreign exchange. World Jew
ry (which Nazi Germany regards
as all-powerful in democracies)
would decree greater use of German export items.
Still master of the situation, the
Reich can apparently force Jewrespecting nations to choose between
accepting the plan or tolerate fur
(her persecution. For Germany, the
Schacht idea provides for disposition of 400,000 "undesirable" citi
zens whose property will be confiscated. Most important, it offers a
way to break the world boycott on
German goods. But where Jewry
can raise $2,500,000,000 is another
problem.

the
Phere-catapulting
P°.fi:
ble

of messages across the ocean, and
sundry scientific inquiries to which
he has thought his unique gunnery
might supply the answer. Although
much Jules Vernish stuff has been
written about his "rockets to the
moon" and about shooting people
across the Atlantic in a few minutes, he has been an aloof and patient scientist, intent on seeing only
what he sees and not making any
handsome promises.
So far as this courier knows,
the suggestion by Maj. James
R. Randolph that rockets may
replaee heavy artillery, for longrange bombardment of cities, is
the first official recognition of
their possible use in warfare.
He specifically cites the work ol
Doctor Goddard, at a time when
Doctor Goddard is piling up
new patents and getting some of
his biggest starters under control. It is also the time when
the tiny, motored plane, evolving from the toy, and controlled
by radio, is absorbing the interest of the army experimenters
as a possible bomb-dropper.
At Roswell, N. M., financed by the
Daniel Guggenheim foundation,
Doctor Goddard has a unique desert
laboratory with plenty of elbow
room and sky room. He now has a
gyro steering mechanism on his
rockets, by which they may be accurately aimed. He has gained 30
per cent in range over his best shots
of two years ago, and is now forcing
his rockets to a speed of 700 miles
per hour.
His most valuable contribution
to rocketeering, noted by Major
Randolph, is his continuous flow
' ot power, instead of the single
initial explosion. Gasoline and
oxygen, mixing and exploding
as they issue from a tail nozzle,
give steady propulsion.
Doctor Goddard,. an amiable, unassuming, baldish man, began his
rocket experiments at Clark university in 1914. He is a physicist, absorbed in pure science, admitting
that we might hit the moon with a
rocket if we wanted to spend that
much power, but so far he keeps
down to earth on immediate and
specific problems—and makes progress.
IT DOES begin to look as though
scientists will be the loudest of all
when "Beulah Land" rings out at
the next siiigfest. Once upon a
Church and
Test Tubes Are
Teaming Up

looked
wwily
whenever a man
°f s c i e n c e
opened his
mouth, because so many of them
were arguing against a hereafter.
But Sir Richard Gregory, with his
It is just as permissible to assume
that another world awaits habitation of an exalted type of humanity
as it is to believe in the eternal existence of individuality," is only the
latest of many to hit the sawdust
trail.
Emeritus professor of astronomy, Queens college, London, is
one of his present distinctions,
a
? «. * 8 also a fo»™er editor
of the magazine, Nature. The
stars have been his chief guide
for most of the years since he
was born in 1864. BOW much
their lessons helped him to his
knighthood, 1919, and his baronetcy, 1931, is a question. But
certanly, along with hi8 t™
knowledge* interest in heaven
Uiey must take responsibility for"
Us chief books, -The Vault of
Heaven" and "Discoverv «r th.
Spirit of Service of Science'"
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He mixed diplomacy and business.
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Care of the Hair
Not all women can afford the luxury of having their hair done by a
professional every week. But with
a little practice, you can do a professional job yourself.
Cleanliness of the hair is the flrst
requisite. This means a good shampoo at regular intervals. Then
choose a hairdress that you can handle yourself. Stay away from anyUnrig elaborate or extreme Thai
requires a really professional touch I
If you want curls, make them
tew and substantial. The trick
combs that curl and comb at the
same time are a big help. For
grooming, the maker of one of these
combs has a quick drying lacquer
that makes an excellent setting fl u
id. The bottle has an atomizer Der
mating you to spray the lacquer
where you want it.
This lacquer helps tremendously
with the new high hair-do Sorav
it on the stragglers at the back oi
your neck and comb them flat Youi
hair will stay in place for a lon»
\

appeared as the J ohn ^ gJ^J
tecl
Cannon Cure
"w>fracy, he
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Down Throats

its
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immediate

cure for the il

Useless by Itself
A pea is mightier than «»
sword, but, it needs two aid*
brains and ink.
Public opinion is the great.
est cork, on free speech; not
any law.
When you see a man doing ty
very best, get out of his way
It Would Be Well—
If the mind could reject poisJ
as the stomach frequently doe
History repeats itself, pa
tlcularly the/worst history.
The world is full of time.
it. An auto accident can happij]
in two seconds.
Saddler, but Not Wiser
A fool and his money are soot]
parted, but that does not give 1
judgment and discretion.
Pope said, "Man is the _
jest and riddle of the world;"._
it is likely to be a different nil
who is each.

It's Early Worm That
Get the Bird's Smile
John and his twin brother]
George had been paying a g
deal of attention to the very pi
girl at the dance. And at last Jok|
managed to get her to himself to]
a few minutes/
"Mary," he sajd earnestly, >i
ery morning you are my fintf
thought."
Mary looked up at him]
"George says so, too," she n»|
mured.
For a moment John lookelj
blank, then his face lit up.
"Ah," he exclaimed, "but 1 g«t|
up an hour before he does."
And she favored him with ij
smile.

OFCOW:
"Many doctors advise
building up alkaline
reserve when you have ra^,
a cold. Luden's help to £f»,V,
do this."
fin *K>» "

, KM
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DORA STEINBERG,
r, Baltimtrt

L tf DEN'S
MENTHOL COUGH DROPS

As Your Self-Control Is
"You can never :have a greatetl
or a less dominion than that ova|
yourself."—Leonardo da Vinci.

Afflictions and Grace
.
Extraordinary afflictions <"*!
sometimes the trial of extraor*!
nary grace.

NERVOUS?
Do you fed BO nervoui you want to octMBj
Are you crow and irritable? poyou**"
thaw dearat to yout
. „
U your nero«are on edge and y<£'
you need a good general system to"" 1
Lydta E. Pinlduuft'B Vegetable Comp""
For over £0 yean one woman has w»
other how to go "smiling thru" with reu
Pinkham's Compound, ft helps nata* b
up more phytiealraatotMc*andthua£ ^
calm quivering nerve* and lewen diaco"" „.
from annoying ivmptonu which oiw»>
company female functional dfaorden. ^
Why not give It • chance to help VJ
Over one Million women have wrii
reporting wonderful benefits from t m*
Compound.
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>st WWtteri Constitution Was
Framed in America 300 Years Ago
1

^

•

anuary 14, 1639, Representatives from Three Connecticut Towns Assembled «t Hartford
\nd There Adopfed the "Fundamental Orders" That Provided a Model for the Federal
institution Under Which the United" States Is Now Governed.
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
» Waitern H«w»p«p«r Union.

Adoption of the "Fundamental
Orders of Connecticut* January
14, 1639"—(From the mural
painting by Albert Hertor to the
Gonneetlcnt Supreme court, Hartford). The figure seated at the
desk Is supposed to he Roger
Lndlow; the speaker, facing forward, Is Reverend Thomas Hooker; and the one standing, facing
Hooker and holding his hat, is
John Haynes, Who 'was chosen
first governor of Connecticut under the "Orders."
Preamble of the "Fundamental Order* of Connecticut."

pHREE hundred years ago this month, a little group of
English colonists in America gathered together and
^adopted, for the first time in the history of the world, a
en constitution, springing from the people and creating a
lent for. them. It contained no reference to a "dread
|eign" or a "beloved king"— it quietly assumed that the
had a right to rule themselves/
ovided for a legislaassembly, called the
the hard rule of the united church
|ral Court, whose memand state in Massachusetts. One
man, particularly, who dissented
were elected by the
from this rule was Rev. Thomas
ile, while the executive
Hooker. "Herein of ye fame of
f judicial functions of the
Cohightecute River, they had a
Irnment were exercised
hankering mind after it" says a
contemporary chronicler. So in
, governor and six magis1638 Hooker and a congregation
or assistants, also
of
more than 100 set form for the
part of the General
Connecticut valley, arrived at the
; and elected by the peosite of Hartford and there made
their settlement.
t. Such was the "FundaWithin a year the new colony
jtal Orders of Connectiof
Connecticut had more than
!' adopted at Hartford on
800 people gathered in the three
iiary 14, 1639.
towns of Windsor, Hartford and

der it, according to one his"Connecticut was as abely a state in 1639 as it was
?' and it formed the basis
charter of- 1682 which rein force until 1819.; But
important than that is the
[that it served as the basis
he federal Constitution which
nation, the United States
nerica, would adopt 140-odd
i later.
r, as another historian points
'it .will be noticed that this
nal Constitution of Connecti1 certain similarities to the
nt Constitution of the United
s, inasmuch as the indivMuof the town was recognized
he one hand and the main
of the people on the other,
our national system both
States and the whole people
[represented. It is an intertact that in the federal
ention of 1787 the comproin accordance with which
.national1 arrangement was
upon was called the 'Concut compromise.' " First Settlement.
an undejstaaatng, of .this
|nc document, it to necessary
back, a few years In, New
* history, v:|n. jfiso :•'*&
i comnahy had/ granted
|Connecticut country to the
I of Warwick, who turned it
Ito Lord Say and Sele, Lord
and others,
John Winthrop, son of
ssachusetts governor, actthe proprietors of Cont. established a colony
, the mouth of the Connectilyer and named it Saybrook
BU- honor. A few years later
et settlement was founded
ew Haven. Meanwhile, how, emi?rant» from the older
l o f Massachusetts Bay colgan swarming into the
wi part of what is now Con.Ration waa mainly
dissatisfaction with

Wethersfield. Although nominally under the control of Massachusetts, it soon became evident
that the people of Connecticut
had "a hankering mind" after a
government of their own.
Trained for Law.
One of the colonists of Windsor
was a lawyer named Roger Ludlow, born in Wiltshire in 1590,
educated at Balliol college, Oxford, and admitted to the Inner
Temple in London in 16^2. Having
become a stockholder in the Mas8B,chusetts'Bay company in 1630,
he was appointed an assistant to
Gov. John Winthrop. In March
of that year he sailed for New
England.
\
Ludlow took a leading part in
founding j Dorchester where he
held several offices such as land
commissioner and justice of the
peace. In 1884 he was elected deputy governor and disappointed at
not being chosen governor, he
resolved to leave the colony and
go to Connecticut. As one of the
prominent settlers of Windsor he
was placed at the head of a commission to -make laws for the
.'oitvtnai town. In
when - Hartford,
Windsor and Wethersfleld were
set apart as ar cotony he was
madeJwad of the-.pisoviaional government to serve for a year.
He presided at the first court
of magistrates which convened in
Hartford in. March, 1636, and in
the same year was elected deputy governor and was re-elected
several tunes. Upon the reorganization of the government in
May, 1837, he waa chosen a magistrate and hi 1838 was regularly elected as governor.
By the, beginning of 1639, it
was generally recognized that
Connecticut was definitely out
from under the control of Massachusetts, and "on her own." So
the colonists began thinking of
organizing a more permanent
form of government. The result
was .the drafting of the "Funda-

mental Orders" which was adopted at the historic meeting in
Hartford on January 14" of that
year.
"It has been customary to ascribe the general character and
content of the Orders to Reverend 'Thomas Hooker of Hartford_
who preached before the General
Court on May 31, 1638, a memorable sermon on the text, Deuteronomy 1:13, which is presumed to have presaged the Orders," says George M. Dutcher
in the introduction to a pamphlet
on "The Fundamental Orders of
Connecticut," published for the
Connecticut Tercentenary commission by the Yale University
Press in 1934, "The legal phrasing of the Orders on the other
hand indicates the work of one
trained not in divinity but in law.
So far as is known the one individual at that time resident in
the three Connecticut river towns
who possessed such training was
Roger Ludlow of Windsor, to
whom it may be presumed that
the actual authorship of the Orders should be credited. To what
extent Hooker and Ludlow may
have conferred and co-operated,
and what contribution if any was
made from other sources can
only be pure surmise."
Since the settlers of Connecticut called upon Roger Ludlow to
write their Constitution for them,
it would have been only Just that
they should have elected,bun the
• first governor to rule the colony
under it. But they didn't. They
passed him by and elected John
Haynes, Ludlow'a "evil genius,"
to use his own words.
DisappoWed Again.
Bitterly disappointed over this,
Ludlow, accompanied by several
of his friends and their families,
moved to Unquon which waa renamed Fairfleld. Then, M a
crowning indignity, he was forced
to apologize to the assembly for
"undue haste" in taking up lands
i there.
In 1646 the assembly requested
him to frame a body of laws for
Connecticut and, by adding U
articles from the Massachusetts
"Body of Liberties" to 63 that
were new, he produced what is
stin known as "Ludlow'a Code"
and what ha» given him the title
of "Father of Connecticut Jurisprudence." In 1648, 1691 and 1653
Ludlow was a commissioner to
the congress or council of the
United Colonies and held various
other offices of responsibility and
trust.
However, his impetuous nature
repeatedly led him into trouble
with the authorities and finally,
declaring that he would no longer
live in Connecticut, he sold out
his interests and sailed with his
family to visit his brother in Virginia. A short time later he removed to Ireland where Oliver
Cromwell entrusted to him the
administration of justice and the
determining of claims to forfeited lands in the county of Cork.
His career came to an end sometime before 1668—the exact date
of his death being unknown.

Although the phrasing of the
"Orders" indicates that it was
the work of a man trained in
the law, as Roger Ludlow was,
the preamble was probably the
work of Reverend Thomas Hooker. It "said:
"Forasmuch as it hath pleased
the AOmlghty God by the wise
disposition of his divine providence so td Order and dispose of
things that we the Inhabitants
and Residents of Windsor, Hartford and Wethersfield are now
Cohabiting and dwelling tat and
nppoa the River of Conecttecotto
and the Lands thereunto adjoining, And well knowing where a
people are gathered togather the
word of god. requires that to
mayntayne the peace and Union
of such a people there should be
an Orderly and decent Government established according to
God to Order and dispose of the
affayres of the,people at aO seasons as occasion shall require.
Doe therefore associate and conJoine ourselves to be as one Publike State or Comon welth, and
doe for ourselves and our Successors and such as shall be adjoined to us at any time hereafter enter into Combination and
Confederation together to mayntayne and preserve the liberty
and purity of the gospell of our
lord Jesus which we now profess, as also the discipline of the
Churches which, according to the
truth of the said gospell is now
practiced amongst us, As also in
our Civil affaires to be guided
and governed according to such
lawes Rules Orders and decrees
as shall be made Ordered and
decreed as followth:"
Not only was the world's first
written constitution produced in
Connecticut by a lawyer but the
Nutmeg state also claims the
distinction of having had the first
law school in America. A few
years ago a house on South street
in Litchfleld, Conn., and a little
building adjacent to it were established as a permanent memorial to Judge Tapping Reeve,1 the
founder of the school, and Judge
James Gould, who later helped
to conduct it.
x
Tapping Reeve, a graduate of
the College of New Jersey
(Princeton) in the class of 1763,
settled in Litchfield in 1772, began the practice and teaching of
law, and built a home. Judge
Reeve conducted the law school

Women Must Star Dust
Utilize Their Iflt'iaWesternlear
Watch Cagney Go!
Natural Gifts ifif Sleeping
Producer»
By PATRICIA LINDSAY

SOMEONE has said, "No beau*•* ties are born, all are made."
tad what hope and encouragement
to all women lie in that statement!
True it is that few of us are born
leautiful but persistency in making
he most of what Nature endowed
us with does make us attractive,
tad after all, it is the interestingooking woman 1.today, rather than
he pretty-pretty , who is recognized
md toasted as the modern beauty.
The woman who has developed her
natural gifts by being beauty-loving
and beauty-seeking.
Gone are the days when one's earnest devotion to good looks was
frowned upon, or when doctors
voiced their disapproval of cosmetcs. Today it is considered a woman's duty to society to be as lovely
as possible and leading physicians
believe strongly that the healthy,
normal woman should keep astride
of her times and make herself most
attractive.
No matter what your age, your occupation, your circumstances, you
owe it to yourself as a woman, and
to those around you, to make the
most of your feminine heritage,
lusbands and children alike unconsciously dote on wives and mothers
Who have not allowed themselves to
>ecome duds. Proud is the child
who can produce a personable mother to show his friends and schoolmates.

T

Walter Wanger will tempt you
soon with "Stage Coach," starring
Claire Trevor and
John Wayne, Louise
Platt, John Carradine, Donald Meek,
George
Bancroft,
Thomas \ Mitchell
and Andy Devine,
with John Ford as
director. The picture
was shot at Kernville, Calif., and the
story is one of those
things in which an
odd assortment of Claire Trevor
characters is thrown
together under unusual circumstances. Wanger borrowed John
Wayne from Republic at no small
cost; incidentally, it was John Ford
who discovered Wayne some seven
years ago, when the young man was
working as a prop boy.
Cecil B. DeMille gives you "Union
Pacific," history from a movia angle, but history for all that. Darryl
Zanuck contributes "Jesse James,"
which, if it even faintly resembles
the stage play of that name, reBut in seeking beauty, I do not cently done in New York, should
advocate spending the rent or gro- make you cheer.
cery money. -on expensive treatments or a flossy wardrobe. No inAnd you'll see James Cagney In
deed. If you can afford such lux- 'Oklahoma Kid" by courtesy of
uries well and good, but don't enWarner Brothers. It
courage frowns and wrinkles and a
is said that his chardistorted mind by fretting over what
acterization is based
you cannot have. You can exeron "Billy the Kid,"
cise your body into a pleasing figand that's interesture just as well in your own home
teg. Years ago, beas you can in a costly studio. Curfore Hollywood had
rent newspapers and magazines ofwhipped up interest
er sound advice on meticulous
in young Mr. Cag{rooming and body care, so there
ney, he was just one
s little excuse for you to moan
more of New York's
because you have not the whereactors, doing pretty,
withal for frequent visits to beauty
well, but wanting to
salons.
James Cagaey do better. Mary Mo
Every woman's budget, however,
Call Jr., now one of
should allow for occasional visits to Hollywood's best scenario writers,
a reliable physician to check her learned that one of the major comgeneral health and diet, and also panies was about to do a picture
based on the 'life and adventures of
BUly the Kid, and she and her hutband did all they could to persuade
the governing powers that Cagney,
a friend of theirs, was just the boy
for the part.
He didn't get it. Hollywood didn't
know him, which was their bad luck.
Now he has his chance.

-But Don't
3e Extravagant!

JOHN HAYNES
First governor of Connecticut
under the "Orders."

not in his own home but in a1
small building which he had
placed in his front yard, to the
left of the entrance gate and the
house itself. He used this building as his law office because,
even before he formally established the school, so many students came to "read law" with
bun that it was more convenient
to have a separate building. In
1784, when the law school was
founded, it was this building that
housed the first classes.
In 1798 Mr. Reeve, then a
judge, was joined by James
Gould, a graduate of Yale in the
class of 1791, and they conducted
the school together until 1820,
when Judge Reeve retired.
One of Judge Reeve's earliest
pupils was his brother-in-law,
Aaron Burr. John C. Calhoun
was one of five future cabinet
members who received their legal education at Litchfield. Many
senators, "members of congress
galore" and judges "by the dozen" also were trained there. In
addition there were some who
later made their reputations outside the law,' among them the
educator, Horace Mann.
The Litchfleld law school is
said to have played an impor
tant part in the interpretation ol
law in the young republic until
the school passed out of existence, when the establishment oi
law schools in connection with
the colleges made private institutiqns no longer necessary.
The original law school building has undergone many vicissitudes since it was first established as such in 1784. It continued to be used for classes until the school was closed in 1833
In 1846 it was moved bodily
through the streets of Litchfleld
from South street to West Hill
to be used as the resident of Henry Ward, a printer and poet.
Forty years later new% owners
made such large additions tha
the original structure became al
most unrecognizable. In 1906
however, a descendant of a grad
uate of the school restored it to
its original state, and, in 1911, i
was taken over by the Litchflelc
Historical and A n t i q u a r i a n soci
ety.

I— By Virginia V»l«
HIS begins to look more
and more like a Western
year, so far as the movies are
concerned. Glorified Westerns
these new ones will be, with
the big studios offering you
good casts, stories and sets,
with A-l directors handling
the whole thing.
/

Myrna Loy epitomizes the charm
for which women should strive.
An arresting, smiling personality,
an interest In her work, and a
piquant beauty enhanced by
scrupulous grooming.
for a few good cosmetics—specific
aids for ailing skin or hair and
those necessary to preserve personal daintiness. To these, every woman has a right—they assist her mentally.
But just as pertinent as cosmetics
to a woman's loveliness is the right
approach to living. Gracious
thoughts and characteristics, an active interest in something other than
herself and her home, a desire to
be an inspiration to society, rather
than a burden. Such attainments
certainly enhance the charm any
woman creates by being pleasing to
look at.

Speaking of actors who aren't appreciated brings up the young woman known professionally as Elsa
Lanchester, and otherwise as Mrs.
Charles Laughton. If you meet a
motion picture producer kicking
himself around the block you'll
know that she is the reason.
For "The Beachcomber," made
by Laughton independently, with the
two Langhtona in leading roles, had
no more than begun Its showing in
New York in late December than
everyone began to rave about Elsa
Lanchester's performance. She had
everything! And Hollywood, when
she was there with her husband,
gave her no chance to do anything
but the bride in "The Bride of
Frankenstein" and a couple of bits.
Better see "The Beachcomber"
when it comes your way; It Is being
mentioned as one of the best of the
year.
Not a few of our best movie stars
are envying Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell these days. For since they
broke with Warner Brothers they
can accept those tempting radio oflers that they used to turn down,
regretfully, because the studio
wouldn't let them accept.

Jack Haley was busy enough to
suit him before "The Wizard of Oz"
came into his life, what with doubling in movies and radio. Now he
Igures that he'll have to spend exactly one month out of the next
three on making up for 'his role of
The Tin Woodman" in the screen
version of the Frank Baum story;
three hours a day to put make-up
If you are truly concerned about on, three to take it off—231% days
her beauty you cannot fail to keep altogether/
her mind active and growing. What
nonsense to allow her to concenLawrence Tibbett is preparing to
trate on make-up 1 Teach her'simple commote from New York to Hollydaily groomings. Fill her day with wood and back again this winter.
small duties and childish pleas- He's been signed for that now radio
ures. Let her growl Every child program—known generally as "The
loves to be read to. Every child Carole Lombard-Gary Grant proloves to paint and draw pictures. gram"—but he la also scheduled for
Think up new activities that will frequent appearances at the Metroteach her to be self-relia/it and pro- politan Opera House, where he is
gressive.
one of the biggest draws. So he win
There is no beauty as appealing flit back and forth, with practically
in all the world as a child's beauty no spa^re tune except while he's
It must be held sacred. It must flitting.
'
not be scarred by stupid parents
who (eel that artificial beauty aids
ODDS AND ENDS-CWIie Chaplin
can possibly make their child more lay* that he positively will talk in hu
attractive!
new picture, which will be • burlesque
Body health, skin health, mental on tht Hitler dictatorthip . . . If ha
Health are the goals to be reached mafcet the picture <u slowly at he hat
Help your child by concentrating torn* other*, there's danger thai the Eutcene will have changed >o comon those She will grow to lovely ropean
that it will be ancient history
womanhood, happy in the knowl- pletely
. . toretUk Voung't titter, Polly Ann,
edge that her parents were wise par- .hat
an important role in Monogram'i
ents who did not sacrifice her youth "Sky Pirate." first of a teriet of ti*
needlessly.
"Tailtpin Tommy" feature,

Keep Child's Mind
Active

* B*u SvnaicuM.-WNU Uervtc*
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Mrs. E. W. Holmes left Sunday
for Des Moines to spend a few weeks
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Wilma Thorpe.
R. W. (.Mick) Forshay leaves Friday for New York City to attend a
called meeting of the executive committee of the National Association of
Insurance Agents.

ANITA

Town Crier Elour, 49-lb. bag
$1.49
Victor Flour, 49-lb. bag
$1.19
Pears, Peaches, Pineapple, No. 2'/2.20c
Pork and 'Beans, Opal, large can. .10c
SCHAAKE'S STORE.

On account of unseasonable weather,
we have too large a stock of merchandise,
our lines,* we
• • • ' . • * . ' and to •reduce
.
are offering a big discount on all

and
Other items throughout the store
will also be sold at a reduction from
regular prices.

Sale Starts Saturday

Hardware
ANITA, IOWA
lllllllllllllllllllll
r _naster

George Smither was in
4oines Saturday where that evenattended the "Jackson Day"
at the Fort Des Moines hotel.
ISmither accompanied him to Des

Edwin Garside and wife leave Friday for southern California where
they will spend a few weeks. They
will make the trip by auto and will
travel what is known as the southern
route.

GREAT NEW
WINTER GAME

No riddle, no puzzle, no trick to playing Zig-Zag. It's
science—thescienceof "streamlined" reading, according to well-known eye experts. You can make your
own test in just a moment. Nor is there any riddle,
puzzle or trick to the easy, fast winter starting you're
sure to get out of Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline. It's
science—the science of Spec/a/ Winter Blending—
that makes your Conoco Bronz-z-z start up mighty
fast and use up mighty slow. You can make your own
sure test in half a mordent, starting from z-z-zero
with Conoco Bronz-z-z-z. Fill your tank today at
Your Mileage Merchant's... that's right— Mileage!
Now/ down below, follow the arrow*. The first
time you may be slow at Zig-Zag. Every time,
you're sure to start fast with Conoco Bronz-z-z.

ltd. 4th. 8»t tfak dtp-or intin **-«ad when you trr the
oat oae,ooteyoQi tape

•urn

tounuunentt Plqtr with

part.

The members of the Double Eight
lub enjoyed a 7:00 o'clock covered
dish dinner last Thursday evening at
he home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Scholl northeast of the city. The
evening was spent playing bridge.
Carl H. Miller, a guest, and Mrs.
Guy Steinmetz held high scores.

No riddle, no puzzle, no trick to playjng Zig-Zag. It's
-accord .reading "streamlined" of science the—science
ing to well-known eye experts. You can make your -s
f .riddle any there is Nor .moment a just in test own *
C puzzle or trick to the easy, fast winter starting you're *\
f It's .gasoline Bronz-z-z Conoco of out get to sure *
Q, science—the science of Special Winter Blending— \
/• mighty u£ start Bronz-z-z Conoco your makes that*'
C fast and use up mighty slow. You can make your own *\
f z-z-zero from starting .moment a half in test sure*'
Vwith Conoco Bronz-z-z-z. Fill your tank today at~\
IMUeage—rifrt that's... Merchant's Mileage Your V

TONIGHT-The Big Night
GEORGE O'BRIEN
In a Thrilling Western Drama

"THE RENEGADE RANGER"

Sat-Sun. Matinee Sat.
JAN. 14-15

2:OO P. M.

A meeting of the P. T. A. in Lincoln No. 2 was held one evening last
week. A short business meeting was
held, followed by a program presented by the pupils of the school under
the direction of their teacher, Miss
Anna Aupperle. Refreshments were
served by the patrons of the district.
At her home on West Main Street
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Raymond Lantz was hostess to the members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club.
Other guests besides the members
were Mrs. Fred M. Sheley, Mrs. Ed.
F. Carlton and 'Mrs. Fannie Young.
High score at bridge was held by
Mrs. George F. Shaffer.
A meeting of the Friendly Circle was
held last Wednesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Wilbur Dorsey. Besides
the members present, there was two
visitors, Mrs. Frank Barber and Mrs.
Charles R. Robson. The ladies gave
a stork shower for Mrs. Elwood Jensen and embroidered tea towels for
the hostess. A lunch was served late
in the afternoon.

The Square Deal 4-H club met at the
home of Frank, Charles and Jack
Denne last Thursday evening with
thirteen members and sixteen visitors
present. The meeting was called to
order by the vice president. Richard
Richter gave a report of his trip to
The Jolly Four club met at the Ames. Earl Kirk was the speaker
home of Miss Agness Lindblom on if the evening. At the close of the
Rose Hill Avenue one evening last meeting a lunch was served.
week, and high score at pinochle was
Eleven members of the Union club
held by the hostess. Refreshments
ind
five visitors enjoyed an all day
were served at the close of the evening.
meeting last Wednesday at the home
if Mrs. James T. Brown on East Main
street. The visitors were Mrs. Ray
Johnson, Mrs. C. A. Robison, Mrs.
Wm. Duff, iMrs. John Dill and Miss
!ayle Johnson. A goose dinner was
served during the noon hour by the
hostess, and the ladies spent the af^ernoon quilting.

HERE-TRY IT

Jfartc •etoMl

,Mr. and Mrs. Karl Kaminky entertained » group of seventeen friends
t a pinochle party last Friday evenng at their home northeast of the
ity. High scores were held by Miss
Mary Jane Kopp and Claude Holiday.
A lunch was served by the host and
lostess.

R1ALTO THEATRE

Mrs. Hattie Wiese and her daugh,ers, the Misses Mildred and Clara,
were hostesses last Thursday evening
at a miscellaneous shower for Mrs.
Dell Ray, a recent bride. Sixteen
juests were present and they spent
the evening playing bridge. Prize
for high score was won by IMiss Jean
Dement, with the low score prize going
to Miss Kathryn Weimer. A pink and
white box, containing many beautiful
gifts, was presented to the guest of
honor. A lunch was served by the
hostesses.

8 1
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Also Mickey Mouse Cartoon; Miniature; Late News
Mrs. Ethel Woodard of Des Moines | Our bargains are too numerous to
visited in the city a few days last mention. Come and see for yourself,
week with her mother, Mrs. Flora V. Young's 9c Sale. Jan. 14 to 21, inUp
elusive.
Stone.
C. S. Ford of Guthrie Center, manWhen you think of coal, think of
ager
of this division of the Iowa Electhe Kunz Grain Co. All our coals
are the best in their class. Phone' trie Co., was a business caller in the
city last Thursday.
tf
48, Anita, Iowa.
At her home on East Mlain Street
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Marie
Shaffer was hostess to the members
o^ the Quilt club. The ladies spent
the afternoon socially and with handwork. A lunch was served by the
hostess.

Mr. and Mrs. John Gilliam of Menlo
are the parents of a 7-pound girl
baby, born last Thursday. This is the
first child in the family. Mrs. Gilliam
will be remembered as Lena Grote,
daughter of 'Mr. and iMrs. John Grote,
farmers living southwest of Anita.

The members of the Contract bridge "My Skin Was Full of Pimples
and Blemishes from Constipation"
club were 7:00 o'clock dinner guests says Verna Schlepp: "Since using Adlast Thursday evening at the home lerika the pimples are gone. My skin
of Mr. and Mrs. Leo V. Bongers on is smooth and glows with health." AdNorth Chestnut Street. Following lerika washes BOTH bowels, and relieves constipation that so often agthe dinner the evening was spent gravates a bad complexion. At all
Miss Helen Barnholdt and Mrs. playing contract bridge.
leading' druggists.
Claude Graham were hostesses at a
miscellaneous shower for Mrs. Harold
Simon, a recent bride, at the Harry
Barnholdt home southwest of the city
last Wednesday evening. Forty friends
were present. A color scheme of
green and white was carried out.
Contests were enjoyed with Mrs. Ray
Morgan, Mrs. Albert Morgan and Mrs.
Harry Barnholdt prize winners. A
'C, F. DARROW, Manager
lunch was served and the honoree
received many lovely gifts. M'r. and
Mrs. Simon will make their home
after March 1 on a farm IVa miles
southeast of Anita.

GREAT OLD WINTER STARTING

nocoProductsAreSold at Barnholdt Service Station

MINERAL BLOCKS AND ALL
PURPOSE MINERAL

THE FARMERS COOP.

Mr. and iMrs. Oiin Bissell of Fernald, Iowa, spent a few days the last
of the week with his mother, Mrs.
R. N. Bissell, after spending the fore
part of the week with Mrs. Bissell's
parents in Blockton. Saturday the
Bissell family were all at home to
help celebrate their mother's birthday,
and in the evening a few friends were
entertaind at a party. "The evening
was spent playing cards and Chinese
checkers. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon 'Westfall and son
of Wiota; Mr. and Mfrs. John Roots
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Marion
Lund and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Wendell Mathes of Pontanelle; and
,iMr. and Mrs. Clair Bissell and son
I Mr. and 'Mars. Olin Bissell returnee
to Fernald Sunday.

LOCKERS
To those who haven't spoken for a locker box for
. the coming year, we extend an invitation to come in
and inspect our locker plant.
We have just installed 40 new boxes, so you can
have your choice of boxes.
Now is the time to get in and save the expense
of canning.
/

Miller's Market
"WHERE QUALITY COUNTS"

THE AKITA-TRIBUNE.

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS

JOVEO
UNIFORM JIlTERNATIONAL

Jlsk Me Jlnother

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

IST. D. D.
lnitttute
•) Western M<twspap«r Union.

£

RuthWyeth Spears

Lesson for January 15
— , ---- texts Mw-«m— —— -. by., International
R*UClouc Education; used by

PETEB SEES CHRIST'S GLORY

IUEL F. PARTON
LESSON TEXT— Matthew 17:1-9. 14-18.
GOLDEN TEXT— 7?* beheld Us glory, the
u of the only btBotten of the Father.
YORK.—This writer, en- glory
_ Frederick Jagel of —John 1:14. ,
Wan Opera at luncheon
the name of Christ can
day, quizzed him about beServicB-*ln
but ah empty formality,
his season at andnothing
disappointing experience of
:Star
Buenos
Aires, one'sainability
really to help anyone,
from which he unless
it is backed bjt, a vision of
tJCvMi*
r
e
c
e
n
t
l
y
re'Export
t u r n e d / He the Saviour in all His glory. To
whose life we are studying,
ral penetration of South Peter, came
such an experience as
might be more effective there
went wil&^he Lord to the Mount
trade and diplomatic mis- he
Transtgttrltion. We cannot
which he is inclined to be- of
duplicate
that day of days in his life
a't getting anywhere. in any physical
sense, but we may,
hiss long had yes we must, withdraw to that quiet
we were a nation place where we may spiritually see
money-grubbers, Him whose we are and whom we
•hie performance In serve asTour transcendent Lord.
s, he believes, will be our
I. A Vision el Glory (w. 1-8).
of export., He Said he
1. A mountain-top experience (w.
the Argentines most gen- 1-3).
and appreciative hosts.
Too much of the daily life and
| they find you haven't an walk of Christiana is in the valley.
ace In your cuff and yon
We need now and then to come up
-, up to their standard of
to the high places where we may be
they, wear their
spiritually renewed. Jesus is ready
on their sleeve.
__ us as He did the three disto take
otally, Mr. Jagel's singing -ctaies up into a high mountain
laudiences weep, but no one apart"
' We may not be able to
him ever feels sorry for •move our bodies, but our spirits
le is a businesslike, compact may soar to sublime heights with
dte, formerly. an actuary Him. There H« will reveal Himi Mutual Life Insurance com- self hi all His glory*.
bng before he took his perch
2. A mistaken attitude (v. 4).
Did red plush aviary, where,
Whether Peter was confused by
he still hits high C.
the remarkable experience, or if it
actuary, young Mr Jagel, was
but another expression of his
other careers, began to
1
tendency to talk when
his own career. He tossed unfortunate
rarice job out of the window, he should be quiet, we do not know.
But he is a representative of those
backet, sang hi movie who
the supreme blessing of
I up and down Broadway and such miss
priceless moment by trying
I to all and' sundry'that he to tellaClod
what should be done.
Voice./ He studied with PortaNew York and with Cala- Had Peter's suggestion been ac| Milan. Making his operatic cepted by our Lord there •would nevMilan, in "La Boheme," er have been any redemption for the
dolfo's high C with a biul's human race. Sin and, sorrow would
at greatly improved Italo- have reigned supreme in the earth,
relationa. He sang for while he and his brethren enjoyed a
sons in Italy, before making season of fellowship with Moses and
' York debut as Radames, fellas and their Lord.
vember 8, 1927. He knows "3. A divine testimony (w. 6-7).
God spoke and scattered the conroles, and 26 of them he
' offhand and on the slightest fusion of men's thinking by declaring the deity of Jesus, "This is my
ition.
beloved Son," and His supremacy,
the precision and clarity
"Hear ye him." We live in days of
tan trained in business, he
theological and philosophical confuof the" superiority of
sion. We struggle in. vain to resolve
i American competitors
the moral chaps which has resulted
specialty of quld-proe economies. Hence, from 'erroneous teaching by any
arguments or by the devices of men.
of "cultural penetraLet us appeal to the Word of God.
n't just Ivory tower stuff.
It is plain, powerful, "sharper than
Hnll ^onkl sing as
a two-edged sword."
L Mr. Jsgel can talk in4. A glorious result (w. 8, 9).
: trade, he, too, would
"They saw no man save Jesus
Metropolitan.
gel thinks we have the mak- only."
n. A Call to Service (w. 14-18).
grand musical renaissance
Service should never precede
ntry, with talent, teacha fine national appreciation vision. Vision is given as a preparation for service.
enhanced by the radio.
1. A needy soul (w. 14, 15).
We live in a world of such desable white magic of John
once enabled me to perate need that even the confirmed
jrself four aces against an- "all's well with the world" optimists
kings, which, of course, are beginning to see that their roserevived faltering colored glasses cannot make them
'Say*
hopes of the ex- oblivious to its sin and sorrow. The
istence of kindly boy was sick,; his father was in
elves with whom despair; and these two things just
Uft'rSo'
Mr. Mulhbliancl about sum up the need of most of
in and whom he could humanity.
2. Impotent Christian workers
in behalf of his friends,
one of the cleverest magi- (w. 18, 17).
The man brought his son to the
the country—the cleverest,
none-too-seeing eye—pub- place where he had a right to exi book, "Beware Familiar pect help—to the followers of Christ.
' in which he banishes all But he found them without faith to
I; and makes all magic just help him. Little wonder then that
l dexterity and technique. It those around them were still in pera debunking book; He verse unbelief. We who profess to
door open for faith in follow Christ, and especially those
lit, if you think you have of us who say that we are His servB, but, as to prevailing mys- ants, should be ashamed of our im<f, he reduces it to fraud or potent gestures toward our needy
Self-deception, aided by fellow men. There is power with
God, Ipower in prayer, power hi dejresight.
,
old school books and was a voted and faithful service to Christ
of dramatics and industrial Let Us claim itl
Columbia universityVbefore
3. The omnipotent Saviour (v. 18).
a full-time magician and 'Jesus spoke, and the demon desident of Society of Amer- parted. The absolute supremacy of
lagicians. He has performed our Lord appears not only on the
ptured in about 40 countries.
mount of glory, but shines even
•body, anywhere, ever had
more brightly in the valley of need.
^fun. He likes to shepherd
Words do not suffice to describe
: or five friends through a
Hun, and yet we must by both word
ay turnstile, with one nlckand life proclaim Hun to the world
" _ It reissue from the as its living Lord and Saviour.
i time and click through
4. A glorious result (v. 18).
man. That brings the
"The child was cured from that
dealer roaring from his
very hour."
Mr. Mulholiand hands
Here is no partial solution, no
half-dollar, the wayfar"hope to help you" effort to meet
ke their train, and then
man's need. Jesus met the boy's
Baler finds he has an alumfull need and at that very hour. Just
[*£ with a rabbit in a silk
so we may tell the sinner that he
it. He nsnally.jcreanis
may come to the Saviour with the
his heaj af «iost the
full assurance that his sin. will be
But, in ^eh Tease, the
put away, and that by faith he will
y already has its fall
become a child of God.
of sound nickels.
above poker hands, it
Seventy Years' Capacity
at a luncheon table of five
Therefore
thus saith the Lord of
Mr. Mulholland sent
Because ye have not heard
BW deck of cards and asked hosts:
fjshuffle them and deal four my words, behold, I will send and
all the families of the North,
It couldn't have been a take
saith
the Lord, and Nebuchadnezaeck. It was thoroughly
the king of Babylon, my servMr. Mulholland never zar
ant, and will bring them against
e cards
li!n
- standing
with ^4
his this land . . . Moreover, I wiU
rnedo a faw
ffeet away>
from them the voice of mirth,
awir a word. The hands fell take
ea, the orders apparent- and the voice of gladness . . . and
sjlently from the back of these nations shall serve the king
of Babylon seventy years.—Jeremiah 25; 8-11.

TPHERE seems to be no corner
••• in the bouse where the decora*
tors' art is not applied. Closets
used to be drab and dreary places
but now they are bedecked hi
scalloped shelf edgings, gay garment bags and bright hat boxes.
Dresser drawers are also perking
up. Tune was when a clean newspaper was put in the bottom of a
drawer every so often, and the
date of the one removed proclaimed how long it had been
since this housewifely task had
been performed. Now, we make
pads to fit the drawers. We scent
them with our favorite sachet and
find infinite joy in their soft colorings.
Machine quilting is /just the
thing to give the pads the stiffness
and body they require so that
they will lay.flat in the bottom of
the drawer and not wrinkle up.
Glazed chintz in a plain soft blue
with darker blue bindings is used
for the pads made to fit the chest
of drawers shown here. .Thin muslin is used for the Backing and
sheet wadding for the padding.
When all three layers of material
haye been cut the right size, baste
them together. The first row of

The Questions

basting is run diagonally across
the center and then the rows are
spaced about six inches apart as
shown. Here also is a sketch of a
machine quilter in operation. It
is merely a foot with an indicator
attached. The end of the indicator
runs along each previous row
stitched making an accurate
gauge for the spacing of the quilting. After the pads are quilted,
bind the edges as shown.
NOTE: Mrs. Spears' Book 2—
Gifts, Novelties and Embroidery,
has helped thousands of women
to use odds and ends of materials
and their spare time to make
things to sell and to use. Bookl—
SEWING, for the Home Decorator, is full of Inspiration for every
homemaker. These books make
delightful gifts. Mrs. Spears will
autograph them on request.
Crazy-patch quilt leaflet is included free with every order for both
books. Books are 25 cents each.
Address Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, HI.

IT'S fun to sew during the long
* whiter evenings, when you use
these simple patterns, each including a detailed sew chart, so
that you can follow them with no
trouble, and listen to the radio at
the same time. Right now, the
stores have grand" bargains in fab-

Sympathy Is Precious

Tell your troubles to one who
will listen, if you are asked.
A chiseler is a born cbiseler.
Cheating in one situation means
cheating hi all. Sometimes we
think that deceit is the deadliest
of the deadly sins.

1. The dollar.
2. Sun spots are solar cyclones
in which hot gases are cooled by
expansion.
3. A cathedral is the seat of a
bishop.
4. The Hague (seat of the court)
and Amsterdam (legislative).
5. The 180th meridian, hi the
mid-Pacific.
6. There is no prince of Wales
at the present time.

will be pretty, this summer, in
crisp cottons, too.
Three Pretty Aprons.
Make this dainty, useful set of
aprons now, and have it ready
when spring weather arrives and
people begin to drive up unexpectedly for meals. You'll enjoy
having the aprons right now, too,
when you serve refreshments to
your club. This set is a nice party
prize, and a gift idea for your
friends who are brides-to-be. It includes two practical pinafore
styles, both made so that they cannot slip off your shoulders when
you have your hands in the dish
water. Also, a sweet little frilly tiearound. Choose dimity, linen, percale or dotted Swiss.

34 requires, for apron No. 1, 2

yards of 35 inch material and 12
yards of braid. For apron No. 2,
2Vt yards of 35 inch material and
9 yards of braid. For apron No. 3,

Consider Your Influence

The worst prison the world has
to offer is enforced association
with a circle of narrow minds.

The Answers

The Patterns.
No. 1657 is designed for sizes 10,
12, 14, and 16 years. Size 12 requires 17s yards of 39 inch material for long-sleeved blouse; 1%
yards for short-sleeved blouse; M>
yard for contrasting collar and 1%
yards for skirt.
No 1639 is'designed for sizes 32,
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 and 46. Size

The designation "Public Enemy
No. 1" has done much'toward taking the self-conceit out of criminals who thought they were daring heroes.
The right angle from which
to approach a difficulty Is the
try-angle.
Charity seems cold when one
gives,because he ought to instead
of because he likes to.

had that we really cared for,
we did not criticize. That is
why we had them.

1. To what coin of the United
States did the Spanish "pieces of
eight" correspond?
2. What are sun spots?
3. What marks the distinction
between a cathedral and an ordinary church?
4. What are the two capitals of
Holland?
5. Where is the International
Date Line?
6. Who is now the prince of
Wales?

Sew for Now and Spring

Debunking the "Heroes"

Others do much toward making
your lite, and you are equally influential in that of someone else.
The only friends we ever

A General Quiz

1% yards of 35'inch material and
3 yards of pleating.

rics, too, so it's certainly the time
to get some sewing done. You
can make such pretty things, and
save so much money, by doing it.

Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1020,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.

Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.
e BeU Syndicate.—WNU Service.

Two-Piecer for Girls.

Here's a charming dress that
girls hi the 10-to-16 size range will
love for. school, and it's so easy
to do that those who like sewing
can make it themselves. . The
basque blouse hugs hi (by means
of darts), to make the waist look
small. The skirt has such a pretty flare. Both can be worn with
other things. Choose wool crepe,
flat crepe, silk print or moire. It

NO ONE IS
IMMUNE TO
ACID
INDIGESTION

About London

Travelers in London have one
profound cry against the house
numbering. They not only will
find the odd and even numbers
scattered along side by side, but
when they are separated they will
probably find No. 85' opposite No.
2 and No. 15 around the corner.
Nobody in London seems to mind
this condition.

But Why Suffer? Here's
how you can "Alfatfoe"
anytime-anywhere-th«
easy "Ptiittip*"'way!
WHY SUFFER from headaches,1
"gas," "upsets" and "biliousness'
due to Acid Indigestion—when now
there is a way that relieves excess
stomach acid with incredible speed.
Simply take two Phillips' Milk of
Magnesia Tablets at first sign of
distress. Carry them with you —
take them unnoticed by others.
Results are amazing. There's no
nausea or "bloated'r feeling. It
produces no "gas" to embarrass you
and offend others. "Acid indigestion" disappears. You fed great.

Get a bottle of liquid "Phillips'"
for home use. And a box of Phillips'
Milk of Magnesia, Tablets to carry
with you. But—be sure any bottfe
or box you accept is clearly marked
"Phillips'" Milk of Magnesia.

PHILLIPS' MILK OF MAGNESIA
* IN LIQUID OR TABLET FORM

Instinct and Intelligence

Instinct perfected is a faculty
of using and even constructing organized instruments; intelligence
perfected is the faculty of making
and using unorganized instruments.—Henri Bergson.

How Women

in Their 40's
Can Attract Men
bar
change (usually from 38 to 68), who
ibe'U loae bar appeal to men, who worriaa
•bout hot Bashes, Ion of pep, dtay apella.
upaet nerves and moody spells.
Qet more fresh air, Shrs. sleep fed tt yon
need at good general system tonifi. tsJkB JjQfdla
EL PjnkhuB'B Vegetable Compound* 9*<i*>
ttpiMtiln jof tfosMn. It helps NsttaiVoQUor
up phyrfeal resistance, thus helps give more
vivacity to enjoy life and assist calming:
jittery nerves and disturbing symptoms that
often accompany change of Ufa. WELL
WOKTH TRYING!

Every Opportunity

A man must make his opportunity, as oft as find it.—Francis
Bacon.
relleTea

COLDS
first day.
Headaches
and
Fever
dne to Calda

LIQUID, TABLETS
SUME, MOSS DROPS
to SOmlnmtM.
Try •**-lfy-ltar-« Wostferfsd

And P. A.'s "crimp cut" to roll faster,
firmer, easier. No bunching, no spilling
TABRY BOMANO (above, right) adds: "J want my
Ll 'makin's' smokes to be rich-tasting but without
harshness, and that's just the way I get 'em with
Prince Albert-mild, fragrant, and extra tasty.
What's more, P. A. rolled smokes hold their shape.
They stay rolled -and stay lit too."
You'll find that Prince Albert smokes cooler
because it's specially cut to burn slow. That means
mellower smokes without sacrificing ripe, rich taste.

CUT YOURSELF IN ON REAL SMOKING
JOY-YOU DON'T RISK A PENNY
Roll yonneU 80 swell cigarette! from Prince Albert If you
don't find them the finest, tastiest roll-your-own cigarettes you
ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco
in it to u» at any time within a month from this date, and we
will refund full purchase price, plus postage. (Sfoiuci) E. 3.
Beynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina
.J.

fin* roll-yonr-own cigarette* |B •re»y 2-om.
tin of Prface) Albert

• now A

IMOKE

Makes • tHfferenea
taplpMtMlP.Jl'a
AsMrioa'a favarite
pipe tobacco

)LVME FIFTY-SIX

ACTIONS FOR listen, Darling" Comedy
'JANUARY COURT of Romance in a Trailer
Jay Was Last Day to File Cases
^Coming Term of Cass County
listrict Court Which Opens
at Courthouse on Jan. 24.
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There will be a matinee at 2;tiO
o'clock Saturday afternoon. The
ticket window will be open from
1:45 to 2:30. Yon can see a complete show if you are in the theatre1 by 2:30.

BRIARDALE GROCERY
ANITA, IOWA

FACTS AND FUN
(By Tillie)

PARTIAL CREDIT
ON TAXES UPHELD

A few days ago I had the pleasure Attorney General Rules Monday That
of listening to the procedure of an in- State Board of Assessment and Recresting boys' 4-H club meeting, held
view Can Withhold Part Payat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Merle
ment Homestead Credit.
Denne.
"Listen, Darling," which comes to
The eldest son has belonged to the
the Rialto Theatre Saturday and SunSquare Deal club for the past year
urday was the last day for filing
Atty. Gen. Fred Everett held in an
day evenings, featuring Freddie Bar)ut I never had the opportunity to
for the January term of the
opinion
Monday that the Iowa state
tholomew and Judy Garland, is a rollisten in on any of their meetings
ounty district court, which opens'
board of assessment and review has
licking comedy of adolescent youth.
until
just
recently.
J4 at the courthouse in Atlantic
Milk
Briardale Evaporated
Adapted from Katharine Brush's
About the time the business meet- the right to withhold partial payment
Judge J.' A. Murray of Logan
IflllK
4 Large Cans
magazine story of the same name, it
ng is in progress, the invited mothers of homestead tax credits if revenues
ng. Numerous actions were
deals with the exploits of Wo memthat attend with their families are fail to meet expectations.
before the deadline.
The board recently notified county
bers of the younger generation who
usua'.ly in the kitchen, buttering sandMarie I. Mundell of Cumberauditors that only one-half of the
take it upon themselves to find a suitwiches
by
the
dozens.
The
boys
that
suing her husband, Percy W.
able husband for the mother of one
oelong to these clubs are the grow- estimated 25 mills credit should be
ell, for a divorce on grounds
when 1939 property taxes
and run into an amazing set of comRaisinS Thompson Seedless — 2-lb. pkg. 1()C ing, out-door lads,, of the farm and allowed
Bertion. According to the petiplications in so doing.
just such boys have a bottomless pit are paid. Thus, a person paying
|the Mundells were married at
Mary Astor plays the mother and
sometimes called a stomach, so the taxes in full will receive only half
y, Mb., on J>ec. 31, 1928. PlainTexas
Seedless
P
«••*•%
A
f?*»it
the prospective suitors are portrayed
mothers attending, have little time of the homestead credit at that time.
eges in the petition' that her
In cases where taxes are paid hi
by Walter Pidgeon, Alan Hale and
to pay close attention to the speakers
deserted her on June 7,1934.
two
installments, the credit will be
Gene Lockhart.
of the evening until the food problem
|a result of an automobile-truck
allowed
on the first installment. When
,1 The story of "Listen, Darling," will ; DL-fc.,. or Peach Compote — Fine Ripe Fruit 1C _
is solved for about 30 trays.
on two miles east of Anita on
the
second
installment falls due, credit
Hcavv Syrup
Svrun — No. 2'/
2«/,2 Can
Can
13C
jinn Heavy
The other evening after hearing the
delight the hearts of hundreds of tra& [ real
k highway No. 6 on the evening
will
-be
allowed
in an amount to be
er enthusiasts since it is in the family I
guest speaker and a report given by
, 4, E. R. Wilson of Anita names
Briardale
—
Fresh
and
one of the boys, I now readily under- set later by the board. It will be
trailer that Judy and Freddie "kidnap"
Kuhl of Atlantic defendant in
Miss Astor and set out in \ pursuit
stand why fathers of 4-JJ1 lads never based upon the condition of the homeuage suit. 'Plaintiff is seeking^
fuss nor fume about escorting their stead credit fund.
of the elusive eligible male.
pent of $206.11 for damages to
Also a refund will be made at that
Either
Plain
or
Chocolate
sons to the far side df the township
Eight-year-old Scotty Baskett is the
uck.
time
to taxpayers who paid their
to attend evening meetings. It aponly "menace" in the .story, -but he
Flavored - Can
P. Waters of Wiota is being
taxes
in full and received only half
pears, the dads leisurely sit back
makes up in childish ingenuity whatcredit.
Ifor $379.01 by M!rs. Mary B.
quietly and listen and all the while
...
.
.
...
ever he may lack in size. As
Cheese and Mac. Dish
ett in a promissory note action. .,
,
,
, . . .,
The opinion, written by John E.
the leader and the guest speaker are
.. f , .
'.
. ..
thrower of monkey wrenches into the
M"ulroney, assistant attorney general,
an attachment action involving
,.
**
•
-ji
a *±
employed
in
the
art
of
showering
prac, __„
,
_ . machinery of love, Scotty is said to
Bse of a 239-acre farm near Gris- , • ' , , . .
,
tical farming knowledge on the heads held that the board's order will not
„ „ TT ,
.
.
_,
be well nigh) unsurpassed.
,C. M. Hughes is suing Clarence
__ , , .
,,
,
T ,
of the future farmers of our country, interfere with preparation of tax lists
f
Vim
Judy Garland sings three numbers
now under way in the counties.
they are quietly absorbing a few re^
«,"• ^,1 of* A
-. is
• namedj ^ j^,,
™ the picture,
"The Bumpy
Road to
C. Me,nhold
Anita
^ Went
^ stringg
of
freshing sprinkles of information for
Goodriah, a well known Anita
AppleS Idaho Winesaps — 10-lb. sack 49c themselves when it so happens to fall man,$1. E.i£ confined
*3A*:t « , ff^^iMy Heart," and "Ten Pins in the
to his home by illness,
mtfiledby the Ralston Purina ' „ p^^i „.„.
^
„.,.,
*„„„„
Migg Agt£)r
and
Aa
thejr way.
and'
is
under
the
care of the family
ny. The same plaintiff is suing,
'
A bouquet of orchids to Robert physician and a trained nurse.
/>_,_„_,_- California Navels — Sweet and
Nymand for $203.75; Clyde m
MbCrory, the affable and ambitious \
$275.40; Ray Odem, $1,083.50;
young man who is the present leadThe lease on the local Standard Oil
The program for Saturday and Sun
B. Jones, $359; and G. H. Wel- day evenings will include two minia'
er of the Square Deal boys'* club j Co. station, just west of the post of217.
Grant and Lincoln townships. In flee, has been given to Kenneth Turtures besides the feature and a news
Fresh Radishes — Lettuce — Cauliflower — Celery of
S;»n account action, Dr. J. T. reel. One of the miniatures is
his hand lies the partial responsibil- ' ner by the company, effective Feb. 1.
is suing Alfred Wiechman Terry-Toon cartoon entitled, "Houseity of wisely leading the group, moral- The station for a number of years
Green Peppers — Carrots — Turnips
17.00.
| wife Herman," and the other minia
ly, physically and spiritually.
has been operated by Merle Robison.
er H. Smith, et al., are plainRichard Richter was chosen to re- Jack Mitchell will assist Mr. Turner
is a sports reel by Ed. Thorgerist E. S. Soper, et alv seekpresent,the Square Deal club at the in the operation of the station.
entitled, "Winter Sports."
oages of $1,200. Plaintiffs al-,
boys' annual Short Course held the
—
Tonight.
fendants failed to honor con- [
last week in December at Ames. His
W. A. Linfor, local republican workof the liveliest and
or lease of a 200-acre farm near
report to the club about his exper- er, has been named assistant superof film entertainment of the cur
iences and adventures while attending intendent.of inspection of bonded ware•rent season makes a one night stan<
R. MeDaniel is suing J. H, at the Rialto this (Wednesday) even
Funeral services, with Rev. Thos. the different sessions at the State houses by the state commerce commis• The Anita liquor store established
|for $1,300. Plaintiff alleges ing. It is "Block-Heads," starring
^.~D7xon"of
"the Congregational churchi' college was one of the high lights sion. Announcement of Mr. Linfor's
another new record for sales during
lie defendant failed to fulfill the ever popular Stan Laurel and OI
the month of December, when total officiating, were held at the late home j <* the recent meeting. He related appointment was made this week by
, to sell to him moving picture iver Hardy.
sales brought in $3,908.48, a daily in Anita at 2:00 o'clock Monday af- his thrilling experience of swimming Ban- Keshlear of Shenandoah, chairat Cumberland and iMassena.
"Block-Heads" starts with a tangy average of $150.36 for the 26 days ternoon for Ralph R. Suplee, 60, who ' »» the huge indoor pool, his visit to man of the commerce commission. Mr.
,g to the petition, the defend-' brJ^mirth and ends
a whirl that the store was open for business. passed away at a hospital in Long ' radio station WOI, and in detail he Linfor starts on his duties Feb. 1, at an
P
lud .November sales, which set a high re- Beach, Cal., on Saturday, Jan. 4, death told about the intensely interesting annual salary of $1,680.
,*°
"S
£,
^
u
wind
o
f
insanity,
o
n
e
o
f
for $2,500 but never hon- icrous finales that has ever graced a
cord up to December, were $3,125.78, being attributed to cancer of the tour through the conservatory and
he contract.
stomach and liver. The remains, ac- horticulture building, where all kinds
Raymond Laartz and wife, Lloyd
Laurel and Hardy picture. Inter a daily average of $142.08.
ence Havens is being sued for spersed are rare gems of comedy an«
Companied
by
Mrs.
Suplee,
arrived
in
°f
tropical
and
native
plants
thrive
Hams
and wife and Byrl Root and
.
,
Total sales at all liquor stores in
by the Harlan Produce comfresh ftnd fre
Anita
Saturday
evening,
and
were
'
^d
bloom,
and
where
experiments
wife
drove
to Des Moines Monday
the state for the month of December
A promissory note forms the
j in the fruit and vegetable world is afternoon where they evening they atwere $1,502,665.57, compared with taken to the home
Lfor the action.
zipg &long ^ ft
Music for the services was furnished being carried on at all times. The tended the Paycheck-Ettore prize fight
freshing Acti(m
spontaneity
and the players ' November sales of $1,035,405.67. Store
Id W. Kunze, administrator of
apparent enjoyment.
| No. 1 in Des Moines led the 170 state by the deceased's nephew, Rex Suplee, i 0™ outstanding specimen of all the at the Coliseum. The fight was won
fcstate of Rosa C. Kunze and
Laurel impersonates America's man owned stores in sales for the month, of Almena, Kan., and Mrs. Raymond ' growing plants to catch most boys by Paycheck in the sixth round of a
lid Kunze, is plaintiff against of
whose most recent ex- with a gross of $91,383.02; while the Lantz, accompanied at the piano by ' attention, was the flowering and fruit- scheduled ten round bout. Others
er F. Kunze, et al., in a suit to
front pages of the lowest sales were at Eldon with $1,- Mrs. Hansine Johnson. They sang, ' ^ bamma plant, thriving in the from Anita who attended the fight were
Postmaster George Smither, Claude
;!a title, to farm property,
country's newspapers. Hardy, once 299.32. 60 stores shower smaller "In the Garden" and "His Eye Is On Veen house.
more educa
Dick told about
anda Wheatley, et al., are suing
- Smither and O. R. Buckner.
buddy, -hastens to invite the sales for December than the local the Sparrow."
J. Knop for three-sevenths
Burial was made in Evergreen ceme- tional tours and lectures he was pribut his wife store.
due from a 320-acre farm
from whom do we inherit? By
ideas. Wjth domestic bickDecember sales at other stores in tery with Louie Kaufmann, Glen '. vileged to attend during the three day
What
' Marne. • Plaintiffs allege in the
and misinterpreted friendships this part of the state were as follows: Soper E. S. Holton, H. C. Faulkner,' stay at the school. For a 13-year-old what means do we inherit?
lion that the defendant rented the throwing the pair into a welter of Atlantic, $9,165.82; Red Oak, 6,185.35; Fred Scarlett, Chas. Hettinger, S. G. lad, Dick did a very thorough job of characteristics are most apt to reapwithout their consent.
Jewett and G. M. 'Chaffee of Atlantic taking all the listening group at the on
pear in children? These questions
mirthful woe,
and Hardy mud- Harlan, $7,853.45; Manning, $4,385.51;
! 4-H meeting with him, in his well
heredity were answered in the lesI Laartz is being sued for $612.15
fa
inimitable Adel, $5,892.51; Audubon, $5,583.44; acting ab pallbearers.
I delivered travelogue.
sons presented to the Women's Home
es by Ralph Milford. An auto& {mny concluaion.
Stuart, $4,062.92; Winterset, $3,983.80;
|jle accident on Aug. 29, 1938, on
! In our cities, the youths of today ' *«>*" ?rouP on Tuesday at the home
WHEATLEY--LETT.
Splendid support is given by Patricia Avoca, $5,014.21; Griswold, $1,632.04;
of Mrs. Floyd Gissibl. Included in
road three miles northeast Ellis, Minna Gombell, Billy Gilbert and Villisca, $2,103.15; Corning, $4,146.26;
have the privileges of many super- the
Miss
Eloise
Grace
Wheatley,
21,'
d
educational
features,
such
discussion was a study of behavior
Atlantic forms the basis for this , ^ i n l a y s o n .
vised
an
Greenfield, $3,433.63 and Walnut, $2,daughter of iMVs. Truman Grover of as t h e Y M C A. Boy Scouts, etc., tendencies and the importance of en, Plaintiff alleges that an auto!•_ .
eyening wil, j
124.08.
Atlantic, and Arthur H. Lett, Jr., 22,' but we find the facm lads' recreation vironment to get the most from beredile, driven by Miss Carrie Hupp
20-minute musical entitled',
itv
Miss Evel n Hollen also
y
demon|owned by Mr. Milford, collided (<Men
Francis Smith, Anita school janitor, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Lett, in a more limited fleid. The organ- ; Sr.,
of
Anita,
were
united
in
marriage
clubs
has
solved,
to
Crated
how a child's table and chair
ization of 4jR
his car.
•
^^
was
dismised
Saturday
from
the
At;
Stevens
and
Doris
Weston;
also
a
Fitzof
gtarring
Kenneth
.
could
** made at home and showed
rge W. Adam* of Avoca is suon «Maderi8_isle lantic hospital where he had been a Saturday evening at Maryville, Mo. a certain degree, the educational and a
sample child's table and chair avail- Chintz, et al., for $7,601.00 in
Romance
patient following an operation for ap- A single ring ceremony was performed recreational problems for a few of the able
at
om
by Rev. W. S. Incley of the Presby- | farm boys. Those fortunate in befurniture stores. The last
lit in which plaintiff alleges the, *
pendicitis.
home
terian
chuTeU.
Mrs.
Incley
played
the
'
i
ing
to
the
clubs,
gain
an
extensive
9rojoat
lesson on this course will
ong
ndants illegally took possession on
FREE—Kelton lady's wrist watch.
be
»iv^n %t thejiome of^Mrs.^Cart
20, 1936 of some drilling equip- , jewels, rectangular watch. Ask us. . Miss Feme Wollenhaupt of Masp- wedding march and sang, "I Love acquaintance and friendship over a
Moore on T
The topic of
"" " 31. rr""~
sena has gone to Des Moines where You Truly." Witnesses were Miss wide territory and these boys interests,
which he left at Adair. At the Robertg Produce.
It
be, "New Ways in
discussion
will
Iterm of court, Mr. Adams sued ,
:
she will serve as secretary to Senator Evangeline Wheatley of Atlantic, sis- jyou may be sure, are all in common,
Baby
jfRock Island railroad and Mr. | jirs. S. W. Clark has rented her Frank Pelzer of Marne during the ses- ter of the bride, John Bruner of Adair, tne;r farnl projects. It may be pigs, j
Miss
Elsie
Nelson
of
Atlantic
and
ives,
colts
or
sheep,
but
whichever
tz for the same sum but the residence property on Elm Street to sion of the legislature.
ca
a dull boy, and all play pnd no work
Max Denney of Massena.
^ , j be_
it may be, the boys not only work wU, mftke Jftck ftR
was dismissed "without preju- Anker Sams and family, who will take
Bert Willison, a former well known
up an interest in their own club Ueve Jf Jftck wfts giyen ftn opportun.
' by attorneys for $he ,. plaintiff possession in a' short time. The propFrank Pelzer of Marne, state sena- group, but a certain amount of con- r they had presented evidence.
ierty was the home of the late S. V. farmer of the Anita community, was
ty fco become ftn act-ve 4 _ H dub mem
tor
from the Cass-Shelby district, has CCrn i8 bestow d pon a members
recently
elected
Worshipful
Master
of
Earl E. Smith, wife of a Metheny.
her and a project with which to work,
" "
, "
_ r names the
the Masonic lodge at Norwalk, Iowa. been named a member of eight sen- Bffiliated
per living near Wiota,
he naturally will have the advantage
T
"
ate
committees.
He
was
named
chairier Theatre~cpjporation defendMiss Mary Storbeck, daughter of j Mr. Willfson, who has lived on a farm
over the non-member in learning
fin a suit to collect $270 offered Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Storbeck, started-, near Norwalk for a number of years, man of the important tax reduction'
and when to work am
committee. Other committees to which j
"Bank Nighf. attraction at the her duties as first grade teacher at js a son-in-law of J. F. Gissibl.
he
was
appointed
follow:
agriculture,
i
theatre in Atlantic.
/the Grant school in Atlantic Mlonday
to
i . A well kept record book is a boy's
Harley Miller and wife returned compensation of public officers, county i
her petition, Mrs. Smith alleges morning. Miss Storbeck, who with
joy and pnde and that record book will
home
Saturday
evening
from
Fayette'
and township affairs, labor, public
I her name wa^ called for the her parents and sister, Miss Burndette,
vjlle,
Ark.,
where
they
went
to
get
on the night of last Jan. 11. She moved to the old Ira Ruggles farm
that will soon captivate dad's interest
is that 'she applied for the sum south of Anita last spring from At- their son, James, 13 years old, who ran and public schools.
moments.
as well as that of his son. When a
away
from
home
the
week
before,
anager Clifford R. Lindblad but lantic, has had special primary tramI've been told it is astounding the boy ^ sit down beside dad and bot|,
State motor vehicle department of-James and an older brother, Jesse, 16,
[her request was not honored.
, ing at Simpson college and for the
number of farm parents whom take
j heads together and figure
past five years has been teaching who left Anita together, became sep- ficials reported Monday 1,740 auto- no interest in the organization, even put tne r
and
mobile drivers licenses were suspendabout son's possessions as
arated
in
Paris,
Texas.
From
Paris
meeting of the Anita P. T. A. in Cass county, two years in the
ed in 1938, compared with 1,855 in when their children earnestly desire wen as dad»s> it brings father and
James
went
to
Fa
yetteville,
where
he
een postponed from Jan. 19 to rural schools and the past three years
was apprehended by social welfare 1937. T. Harry Vicker, commissioner a membership in the clubs. What ' 8on closer together and gives both a
iday evening, Jan. 26. A meet- at Marne. While at Marne, Miss
of motor vehicles, said 975 licenses little I have been, heard and have firmer grip on farm life. A happy
[of the Parent Education group Storbeck had charge of operettas and workers when he asked for something were, revoked last year, compared with taken part in, I'm 100 per cent for
DOy is a contented boy and the farms
to
eat.
Albert
Karns
accompanied
be held Tuesday, Jan. 24, at 2:30 all music in the school, in addition
802 revocations in 1937. Licenses it and I hope more parents will in- need more contented boys.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Miller
to
Fayetteville.
in the normal training room of to teaching the primary grades. In
\yjtn the cooperation of the parof 923 persons were suspended or vestigate and get behind this 4-H
|»igh school. Topic for aiscussion, college she was a member of the No word has been received by the
parents about Jesse, but is it thought revoked in 1938 following conviction movement and help push it forward. ents> tne leaders and the club boys,
We'll Vote." Leaders will be band and orchestra, was active in
As the old proverbial phrase goes, ' a 4-H club can be a great asset to.
that he is still in the vicinity of on driving while intoxicated charges,
. W. Forshay and Mrs. Fern intramural athletics and Y. W. C. A. that
|nn
increase
of
207
over
1937.
"All
work and no play makes Jack • any community.
Paris,
Texas.
ard.
I work.

Values For Friday- Saturday

Gelatine Dessert Bria1^Savors 14c
Potatoes

lrish

cobblers - Peck 29c

urape rruit

Fluffy — Mb. ceuo Bag

cooks in 9 Mm. -Pkg.
English WalnutsCalifTi^ She11 35c
Uranges

Juicy

_ 2 Dozen

Anita Liquor Sales Set Services Held Monday
New Record in December For Ralph R. Soplee, 6(
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Fullerton Lumber Company,
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
supplies .
................
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Green Bay Lumber Company,
Court House,
supplies
.................
December 29, 193ft.
Hansen & Company, supplies.
We
Deliver
Phone 29
Atlantic, Iowa,
Vic Hansen, repairs
.........
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Kenneth Hays, labor
.......
County, Iowa, met at nine o'clock George Henningsen,
rental
a. m. in adjourned session with all
and cement
..............
members present:
Robert Hill, rodman
........
JOHNSON'S FLOOR WAX, H-lb. free with
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike Hoegh Oil Company, distil1 pound
69c Metz, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese late
.....................
arid W. H. Wohlenhaus-.
Hoffman Insurance Agency,
KRAUT, No. 21/, can, 2 for
19c
Minutes of December 19th read and
premium
................
approved
as
read.
Iowa
Electric
Company,
serRED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
On motion and vote the Auditor was
vice
.....................
authorized and directed to transfer any Jobes Tire & Electric Shop,
TOILET PAPER, Clover Farm, 4 rolls
25c
budget appropriation not otherwise in
supplies
.................
GRAPE FRUIT, dozen
29c
use to the amount of deficiency in the Dr. C. R. Jones, A B C solubudgets for the various offices.
tion
.....................
MATCHES, fi-box carton
19c
The quarterly report of P. P. Ed- Joyce Lumber Company, Atwards, Sheriff, as well as the annual
lantic, supplies
...........
PINK SALMON, No. 1 tall cans, 2 for
25c
report was approved.
Joyce
Lumber
Company,
Grisf
The following bonds were approved:
ORANGES, medium size, 2 dozen
25c
wold, supplies
...........
F. W. Schuler, Assessor, Noble Town- Wm. Kohlscheen, gas
.......
CRACKERS, 2-pound box-.
15c
ship, $500; Boyd D. Bailey, Assessor, 'Henry C. Laub, salary and
Washington Township, $500; T. L.
mileage
.................
Smith, Assessor, Grove Township, J. W. Luke & Son, gas ---$500; W. E. Proctor, Assessor, Pleas- H. E, Marlowe, hardware . . .
is to produce results. The history
ant Township, $500; Oliver E. Pelzer, C. P. Meredith, hardware . . ..
of the industrial safety movement is
Published Every Thursday by the an inspiring example of what intelli- Assessor, Brighton Township, $500; Middle States Utilities ComDon Savery, Justice of the Peace,
pany, tolls
...............
gent, consistent organization work can
Atlantic, $500; Edward Wagner, Jus- H. P. .Mlalone, hauling
......
achieve. In twenty-five years, deaths
W. F. BUDD
Editor due to accidents in the factories and tice of the Peace, Massena Township, C. W. Needles, hardware . .
$500; William Watson, Clerk, Lincoln H. L. Nettz, supplies
.....
plants of America have decreased 44
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
Township,
$500.
Northwestern
Bell,
rent
and
per cent—in spite of the obvious fact
If not paid in advance
$2.00 that in this period manufacturing
On motion and vote Hawley Lynch
tolls
........
............
and
F. W. Wiese were appointed to Owatonna Tool Company,
Entered at the post office at Anita, methods have become immensely more
tools
....................
Iowa, as second class mail matter. • complicated from a mechanical stand- count the cash in the Treasurer's ofpoint. Industry's safety engineers fice and Mike Metz and W. 'H. Wohlen- Delbert Odem,
salary and
THURSDAY, J A N U A R Y 19, 1939. don't guess—they know what hazards haus in the Auditor's, Clerk's and Remileage
.................
exist and how they can eliminate them. corder's offices at the close of busi- O. W. Shaffer & Son, repairs.
KRASCHEL'S IDEA AND
They have done an epic work in mak- ness December 31, 1938.
Sidles Company, supplies . . .
WILSON'S ATTITUDE.
ing the American workman safety I The rebate of Arthur P. Anderson, P. A. Smith, labor
........
Soldiers' Exemption in Atlantic for Sorensen Harness Shop, reconscious.
The elements most in contrast in
An organization is precisely as vital $15.20; the suspension of tax for Lena
pairs
...................
the final message of former Governor
to
highway safety—our Number 1 un- Jensen, Atlantic, Lot 6, Block 117 Standard Oil Company, gas
Nelson G. Kraschel and the inaugural
amounting to $24.18 and the refund
and oil
..................
address of Governor George A. Wilson solved safety problem of today. Orof Carl H. Shultz, Anita, error in Grerald Sheets, rodman . .....
were their views on the basic organ- ganization means unceasing, fullyplanned work in a dozen different di- delinquent tax, were allowed.
Standard Supply Company,
ization of the state government.
The
following
claims
were
allowed
rections.
It
means
an'
unremitting
supplies
.................
Kraschel boldly advocated a one man
......
dictatorship under which all state of- "gospel of safety" campaign directed and the Auditor authorized to write Kline Taylor, salary
United States Rubber Proficers below that of governor 'would straight at every motorist and pedes- warrants for the same:
$ 73.20
ducts Company, supplies .
be appointed by the chief executive. trian. It means careful revision of John Dill, foreman
Henry
Eggerling,
labor
.
..
45.00 Voss Manufacturing Company,
traffic
laws,
with
a
view
to
standardThe former governor's appetite f.or
50.00
repairs
..................
personal power and aggrandizement ization and elimination of obsolete Charles Gipple, patrol
50.45 White Bros., hauling
.......
has been well known, of course, but structures. It means better law en- Harold Heeren, labor
50.50 Don Wilkinson, salary and
this bold statement caused even his forcement by police and courts. It Joe Metz, patrol
mileage
.................
closest associates to lift their eye- means education for school students Andy Miller, transportation . 105.00
28.00 Federal Land Bank, R. 0. W..
brows. They frankly wonder if Kras- by special, carefully-taught experts. Howard McDermott, labor . . .
50.35 Gasoline Alley, gas
.........
chel is thinking of two years hence It means stringent drivers' licensing Carl Rathman, labor
Norman Smith, patrol . . . .
44.50 L. O. Wheatley, supplies . . .
and if his very boldness will carry requirements.
Harold Smith, labor
52.40 Susie E. White, R. 0. W .....
him to leadership of Iowa democrats.! U A K°°A start has been made " and
47.00 Acres-Blackmar
Company,
Kraschel is reported to have said as the safety movernent seems now to Mervin Taylor, grader
Archie Van Aernam, labor .. 48.80
supplies
.................
the election returns came in Nov. 8,; be pr6Ssing ahead fast Its ultimate
SUCC6SS IS aSSUred if the pe
Peter Bornholdt, patrol and
Harold Albright, fox bounty . .
"Well, I've seen snake eyes before."
°Ple' whose
labor
51.30 Vic Anderson, labor
......
Governor Wilson's attitude -as evi-! 11 ™ 8 *? -"tf™1* -" the ba-ance. &ive
httle ff rt that is needed to c
Richard Eagen, labor
1.50 Raymond Arn, fox bounty . .
' denced by his inaugural reference to the rate
l °
°61.90 Atlantic
this same question stands out in I °Pf - To the Association of Cas- Fred Grulke, patrol . . . . . . .
Motor
Freight,
sharp contrast and helps explain the " aity a"d Surety Execut-ves must go Wm. Grulke, Jr., labor ...... 9.00 freight
..................
g r e a t Credlt for accident
widely divergent views of these two i
prevention August Long, labor . . . . . . . 5.50 At'.antic
News-Telegraph,
Rrnest Long, labor
2.75
administrations.
Governor Wilson activity in all fields.
printing
.................
Herbert Spear, labor
71.55 R. J. Bagshaw, trustee . . . .
said, "We want for the people of Iowa
Not only did the democratic state
31.95 Baker Manufacturing Comthat they shall be masters of their administration jump out and purchase Maurice Pelzer, labor
49.05
own households . . . that which the some 39 automobiles in the last few Albert Pelzer, labor
pany, supplies
...........
Ray Stevenson, labor
20.00 Dr. R. L. Barnett, examinadays of 1938, but it also purchased or
55.00
government should be left to the state contracted for office, commission and Harry Steffins, labor
tion
.....................
81.50 W. T. Biggs, Comm., soldiers'
. . . that which the towns or county institution supplies in quantities suf- Virgil Schrader, labor
units can best do should be left to ficient to last for years to come. As a J. M. Lamberty, labor . . . . 8.70
relief
...................
61.25 Bojens Hardware, supplies . .
them . . . we should restore their (the gesture of pique it was magnificient Joe Herbert, labor
5.40 Lenna T. Boots, session and
pioneer's) way of mutual helpfulness and typical. It may have been intend- Henry Kuhl, labor
35.55
. . . we should have honest adminis- ed to embarrass republican attempts j Jesse Cranston, patrol
mileage
.................
56.35 John Byers, trustee
tration of just laws, with fair consid- to consolidate and reorganize since | Bert Ellis, labor
.......
eration to every interest and every
0.
D.
Funk,
labor
21.25
Georgia
Byrne,
mileage
....
much of this equipment was purchased!
person . . . the government must be for departments which have been men- Gale Knoke, labor
22.70 R. W. Cockshoot, election extruly the servant of the people." tioned in reorganization plans. If, as Lloyd Lary, labor
6.00
pense
...................
Governor Wilson echoes the words the people of Iowa have indicated by j Paul Madden, patrol
21.55 Duro Test Corporation, bulbs.
"government for, by and of the peo- their vote, consolidation of services and H. H. Martins, labor
7.15 P. P. Edwards, transportaple" as inscribed on the walls of th»
P.
W.
Schuler,
labor
25.25
tion, serving notices, crimthe elimination of bureaus and com-1
statehouse, the direct opposite of
G.40
inal investigation, board and
missions duplicating each other's ser- | Wilbur Tanner, labor
Kraschel's one man government idea. vices is desirable and wise, here is dis- \ Oscar Thorn, labor
1.80
lodging prisoners
.........
H.
H.
Weaver,
labor
22.00
Dan
Eppelsheimer,
assistingplayed an orgy of last minute spending |
treasurer
...............
O R G A N I Z I N G FOR SAFETY.
by the outgoing administration that i A. K. Zimmerman, labor . . . 4.50
Ross
Eppelsheimer,
labor
.
29.35
Wayne
Erickson,
fox
bounty.
adds up to pure waste and utter dis- j
12.50
Organization is the vital element regard of even the fundamentals of I F. A. Blanchard, labor . . .
G. E. Eshelman, committee
45.00
work and mileage
........
in any accident prevention drive that common sense.
< August Wagner, labor . . . .
Herbert Wagner, labor
4.50 H. O. Ferguson, court reportMorgan Cuiten, labor
7.90
er
......................
Earl DeVore, patrol
41.50 H. Franklin, fox bounty . .
Charles Daugherty, foreman. 115.00 O. D. Funk, trustee
Harry Edwards, labor
117.50 Ginn & Company, textbooks.
H. H. Liston, labor
51.50 Griswold American, printJames McLaren, patrol
50.00
ing
......................
Harold JVtaas, patrol
TRY THE
46.00 June Hamm, mileage
i C. B. Perrin, labor
50.00 Higley Chemical Company,
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
i Ralph Querry, labor
supplies
.................
28.70
! Russe'l Syraonds, labor
50.30 'Walter Hi) yard, trustee . . .
! Robert Whitaker, labor
52.60 Hoffman Transfer, freight
Walter Anderson, labor . . . .
44.00 L. W. Holley & Sons, supW. H. Willoughby, labor . . . .
plies
..................
32.00
Tom Conroy, labor
105.80 M. E. Hubbard,
assisting
Adair County, concrete box . . 104.40
treasurer and bailiff . . . .
A-W Company, parts
2.90 I'nva Lutheran Home, care
! American
Auto
Salvage,
of West
................
j parts
fed Johnson, fox bounty
! Atlantic Implement Company,
Hoscoe S. Jones, commission
! material
12.29
(m fim>s and expenses . . .
Wm. Bintner, labor
87.00 G. W. Kirn, services
The Balbach Company, oxy''lias. R. Linn,
court re11.02
Frank Bannister, labor . . .
1598 'Hawley Lynch, committee
W. S. Beebe, oil
...........
work and mileage
Bob Bell, gas
.............
(
' E. Malone, P. M., postCentral Iowa Sand & Gravel
age
.....................
Company, sand and gravpl. 244.46
Mike Metz, committee work
C. H. & Q. Railroad, freight. 154.63
and mileage
............
C. R. I. & P. Railroad, freight. 189.40
Muriel JMtorgan,
assisting
City of Atlantic, current . . . .
64.74
county attorney
.........
Cities Service Oil Company,
Louis 'Moss, mileage
......
s
»»
..................... 129.40 N. D. McCombs, services
City Garage, repairs
......
2.50, M. B. Parkinson, transporNels P. Christensen, labor . . 130.00
tation
.............
C. W, Clar r dy Hardware, supMyrle PeUett, salary ..... '
P'ies
....................
3.03
Dr. M. T. Peterson, medical
Wilbur Deering, keys . . . .
ANITA,
services
.............
Economy Oil Company, keroRailway Express Agency,
2,55
express
..............

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Friday-Saturday Specials

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

MORE USABLE W

MIXTURE

"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

Alcohol

Prestone

Lubrication For Your Winter
Service on Inside Hoist.

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer &Son

7.52
93.16
47.17
1.00
153.25

84.98
62.50
3.98

8.00
217.88
38.S9

3.00
63.17

PETtRSEN'S GROCERY
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Useful Premiums With Chocolate Cream Coffee
Regular or Drip — Once Used, Always Used
Mb., 2-lb. or 3-lb. Glass Jars, pound. ...28c
Save Coupons and Get Valuable Premiums!
Chocolate Cream Coffee Will Be Served Saturday
LARD, kettle rendered, 2 pounds
I9c
OATMEAL, regular, 5-lb. bag
22c
TABLE-SALT, 10-lb. bag
22C
JELL, Butternut, it whips, asst. flavors, 5 pkgs.. .22C
MACKEREL, fancy California pack, 1-lb. can. .lOc
ORANGES, Sunkist, each at
: . . . . .lc, 2c, 3C
BUTTER, fancy creamery, pound
26c

35.45
3.14

Esther Reeves, clerk
30.00 Dr. C. R. Jones
Joyce Lumber 'Company
200.33 Rock Island Motor Freight,
1.1.00,
Delia
King .
1.79
freight
49.14
67.50 Dr. W. W. Kitson
51.01 Maxine Rowley, salary
17.25
65.00 Mrs. Fred Kuhr,
8.52 Genevieve Schjjler, salary ...
6.00
Kunz Grain Company ..
R. N. Watson, bailiff and care
6.50
of assembly room
48.50 Arthur Lee
29.9}
1.18
Lloyd & Meredith
13 ^
168.00 F. W. Wiese, committee work
Chas.
Locke
3^
and
mileage
109.10
3.86
Maduff's Food Market . . . „ > . ^
66.05 W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee work and mileage . . . . 107.80 Miller's Market
5'ffi
Andrew
Kaiser,
trustee
.
.
.
.
4.00
Missouri-Kansas
Chemical
139.10
Maryatt Karstensen, fox bounCorporation
49
i
ty
1.00 Hans -Moelck . N
1.51
Koch Bros., supplies
982.89 Wm. Moeller Dairy .
105.95 Laidlaw Bros., textbooks .. 3.73 Mrs. C. C. Morrison
J. O. Mountain
,
141.09 I
6.73 Lanagan Paper Company, supplies
25.50
Matt
Murray
....."...
23.77
McCullough Dairy
.
2.401
18.25 Laurel Book Company, textbooks
3.83- Dr. R. M. Needles
31.35
.50 Alvin Lehmkuhl, trustee . . . . 4.00 C. B. Parkinson <3rdcery
Otto Manke, Jr., fox bounty . 2.00 J. C. Penney Company ,
103.5? j
78.00 i
90.92 Fred Martens, fox bounty ... 2.00 Dr. E. C. Petersen
6.50;
65.00 Herbert Martens, fox bounty . 2.00 Dr. M. T. Petersen
John D. Martens, wolf bounPetersen's Grocery
13JJ-J
ty y
5.00 Phillips Petroleum .Company.
2.2T
67.45
Matt
Parrott
&
Sons
ComRamsey Dairy
1.2IH
95.00
pany, supplies
95.95 Reed's Grocery .... .\ .,
W.I
12.2
8.75 Austin McFadden, trustee ... 4.00 Wm. Rigga Grocery
New King Electric Company,
Roland, Peacock &' Baxter .. 119.6!
bulbs
92 Safeway Stores, Inc.
2.72
278.75,|
Wm.
M.
Nelson,
fox
bounty
.
2.00
Sauer & Dahlberg ......
7.651
23.00
C. S. Relyea Company, supSteinbeck- Grocery .-.
33.«;|
plies
, . . . 56.15 Stier Grocery
104.85
Louis
V.
Riedeman,
fox
bounSub-Division of Aid to Blind. 34.95'i
2.50
ty
2.00 Turner Bros
13.8} I
65.77
13.50 :
2.00 Felix H. Scott, fox bounty . 2.00 Grayce Ury
Elmer Watson
lO.M
25.00 Security Envelope Company,
supplies
21.42 Letha Watson
30.00
Dr. R. B. Weir
181.82 Silver Burdett Company, text3.09 j
books
6.51 Dr. M. B. Weir
1.00
30.59 i
16.00 'O. G. Whitney
18.68 Wm. Stamp, trustee
1.98 I
J.
H.
Welch
Printing
Com2.00
Dr. Agnes Wilder ...
108.2(L|
pany, supplies
20.04 Wilson Cash Grocery
J. Burnea
17.11
1.03 Western Chemical Company,
supp'.ies
91.32 Minor Outfitting Company
Session and Mileage Claim!.
294.02 Western Union, telegrams . . . 1.24
Hawley Lynch
4.00 Williams Electric Shop, supplies
86.35 G. E. Eshelman
<®
Young
Furniture
Company,
Mike Metz
5.» '
1.65
lamps
4,59 P. W. Wiese ...,
5.65
W. H. Wohlenhaus
&W
4.50 Atlantic Wholesale Grocery,
s°ap
2.70
On motion and vote the Boarf ad300.00 Hubert 'Babbitt, fox bounty.. 2.00 journed' to January 3rd. at 9:00 a. m.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
50.93 Dr.f W. W. Kitson, coroner
«s
'
13.35
Chairman3.50 Attest:
19.00 Pon Savery, J. P. fees
Jennie M. Ward,
R. L. Barnett, physician
16.00 Dr.fees
County Auditor.
.*X, 6.00
7.55
J. R. Larson, attorney fees . s 3.00
14.59 Tom C. Smith, attorney fees . 3.00 PROCEEDINGS OP THE
BOARD .QF SUPERVISORS |
Domestic Animal Claims.
51.06
Herman Eden, 4 pigs
23 10
Court House,
Piercy Forsythe, 2 ewes ...
18.00
Atlantic, Iowa,
Orlie Hudd'.eson, 1 ewe
4,gO
January 3, 1939
Rowley
R.
Pollock,
3
lambs
.
15.30
159.33
The Board of Supervisors of Cass j
L. M. Rork, 1 ewe
''6.2S* County, Iowa, met at nine o'clock |
14 40 A. M. with all members present:
10.00 E. 0. Russell, 3 ewes
WARRANTS
ISSUED
FROM
POOR
1.00
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, 0. EFUND FOR CLOTHING, SUPEshelman, F. W. Wiese, Mike Mete]
PLIES AND MEDICAL AID.
108.70
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
Dr. George A. Alliband
53.25
Minutes of D-ec. 29th were appi<> ve(l |
Atlantic Building Supply Comas read.
15.20
Pa°y
19.57
The report of the committee ap-1
1.00
Atlantic Hospital, Inc
166,95
4.00
pointed
to count;,the cash in the han
Atlantic Lumber & Coal Com12.11
of
the
several
offices at the close
pany
?8 2g
Atlantic Shoe Company . . . .
g jg business Dec. 31, 1938, was api>vov
45.13
and the report follows:
Atlantic Super Market
«M«- '
In
20.95

21.
100.94 Dr. R. A. Becker . . . .
Cash, checks and drafts on
158.50
7a»
8.00
hand
Dr. C. W. Blakesley . . ' i ' ' ' '
141*1
15.00 Clerk of the District Court.
.98 Bongers Bros
17.85.]
43.08 Recorder
Hreckenmaker's Grocery
7.50 Auditor
.77
Brown Shoe Fit Company
6.23
All business pertaining to l'i;!(1,• h»»Brown's Grocery
48.60 I >ng been completed on motion »-"
CH.OO Or. R. B. Chisholm
40.40 vote the Board adjourned.
Ernest Christensen
19.00
220.00
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch.
Christensen's Grocery
17.14
1.00
Christian Home Orphanage
••'
'
10.00 Attest:
Baking Co, l l l m n v '
Jennie M. Ward.
40.35 Continental
9.00
Dr. Wm. F. Crew
County Auditor.
5.00
8.00
rkonomy Shoe Store
10.44
l
farm home occupied by the
''amily Shoe Company
10.51 Charles Coughlin family, a mi k
150.00
Farmers Co-Operative (',„„'
pany
a half north of Cumberland, was
13.00 pletely destroyed by fire Sunday i
155.50
Farmers Elevator Ooimian
6.8C ing.
Farmers Lumber Company*'
6.00
39.73 1'ox Shoe Store
J
3.94
There must be something alt'*'
. O. Fudge
65.00 tive about the high school bin
108.20 Fullerton Lumber' ( :
i)lllpany'
23.00 at Collina, Iowa. Not long »^( the
.
Koy Gardner
5.50 superintendent's office -was broken'
32.50 Gordinier's Grocery
23.60 to and about $26, in cash wa
12.30
Department'store'
84.96 Sheriff C. V. McGriff was m>-'
u
10.00 Graham's
>- w. b. Greenleaf
9.21 and not long afterward » J'1''*'
Gregersen Drug Store
8.50 Gmwold MercanUle Company
6.87 under sentence at Winterset conf*
V
78.00 Dr. Harry Hall . . .
11.90 the Collins job. He had scan
1
Henderson's Dairy
" " 18.50 made his confession before the of- ,kl
14.75 Hoegh & Stirtz
12.60
were called back to Collins t» I
"
5.70 into another break-in at the 1'Howell's Store . . . ' " ' " " "
1.83 *}-•• H. A. Johnson
10.30 ing. This time three musical w45.00 ments were taken.

THE ANITA TRIBUTE.

Use
Thte rthroom

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
BUT BY THEN ALTA HAD NANA6«£Jb SBPHBR

" POOLER RACCD FRO^I THE EI.EPHANPS ATTACK , MVRA
PUSHED PAST WM SJRA>GMTT&«A5?S>STMEeMARfilNer*BULL

REMEMBE*

SAV.

DOWN

Four strands of string or
in three, colors or in black,
and a color warked in shell j,
make 'this durable rug. It's"
dieted in five parts—the
and four identical corner
that makes it easy to handle.
a loveljrrug for bathroom orl__
room. Pattern 6243 contains |]
structioris for making rug; fl
trations of it and of stitches;u
terlals heeded; color schema.
To obtain this pattern, send|l
cents in coins to The Sewing Qj
cle, Household Arts Departmw
259 West 14th St., New York, $
Please write your name,
dress and pattern number plain

p Frank Jay Markgy Syndicate, Inc.
^^

LALA PALOOZA
HWES, DUST OFF
THAT OLD LOVE
SEAT- I AIN'T

:USED rr SINCE
TfHAT SHERIFF
, FRO/A OKLAHOMA
COME COURTIN'
TEN YEARS AGO

By RUBE

Love Suffers a Slight Interruption

MAOAAA, U,
*CAME* IS
THE CORRECT
WORD

LOVE IS ALL BOSH AND Y HO
TOSH -TILLIE, JENNY, KATEJHUM
AND HORTENSE
ALL COST /*\E A
PRETTY PENNY

VINCENT!

HIVES, YOU'LL ]
HAVE TO

LISSEN
T'ME, SIS-

IF YA MARRY
GONZALES
HE'LL SWIPE
THE BUCKLES
OFF YA

SHOES

Six-Weeks' Song
When the Carnival comes I
Nice on the French Riviera, t
is a charming custom of lau
a new song 'whose
played daily by every
and street band until everyonel
whistiing or humming it. fl
IQng Carpival" dies the songc
too, and the following season
other takes; its place.

~^T» n*.-> ^3
9 rranfc J»y Mart»y 8y»dle«U, toe.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Pop Is All Set for It

FORTH88ECOMMC

ACID IIWGESTK
MESCAL IKE

One of Those Practical .Gifts

B, s. u HUNTLEY
KJOUI MEPETS
SOME.TMINJ'
OlGUT MICE

HITS
BILLTOUD
JEST GOT
-n-» LATEST

• // You Hoot Any of
.
Symptom* — omf 5aipee^|
tndigettlon a*
j.

No Time for Play

Quick. Ea»y
Way. It th» Trouble P
— Sec>oar Doctor

Huntley. Trade M«rfc R<|. U, «. P»t. O»w>

By J. MILLAR WATT

ISM T JACK
COMING DOWN!

NO1. HE'S VERY

BUSY

SHARPENING TV4& PHONOGRAPH

PARTY

TO-NIGHT /

TO-DAY

Q681& iH) IU***«#*M* Tz^jzzr ~~ t

take 2 Phillips' Milk of
Tablets, tb*e«act equivalent^
Results are «ma
and offend outers.
foe home use
Mflk of

PH1UPS' WIK OF
*IMUQUID 0« TABLET

Curse of Progress
f

I R

IT'S OOITK WJL

pu&v ouo

I IM MECJE--OM.
V

JIM

>*<?M'T M1KID-

"Look, here, waiter, is this peach
or apple pie?"
"Can't you tell from the taste?"
"No, I can't."
"Well, then, what difference does
it make?"

COURT OF APPEAL

aansaa.

Logical Deduction
Bobby—Just suppose you found a
dollar bill in your pocket. What
would you think?
Joe—I'd think I had someone
else's pants on.
Many Rctutaq
"Do you ever hear any more
about the money you lent the people
next door?"
"I should say so! They bought
a radio with it."

By GLUYAS WIUJAMS

•iisatt-

The Soft Speaker
"We should always speak gently.'
"If you have violated a traffic regulation it's absolutely necessary.
But if you're the cop you don't have
to."—Washington Star.

. FAVORITE PC!O(j#A/*,
HflVB
CACHO IMS1-O.LLED «V/ TWS"
OU It-l
<=

Natur*! Friendship
"There are no rules for «
»hip. It must be left to
We cannot lotce it any m orel
love."
"-1

BAD TASTE

MW s«tn wwwur
'
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ISO-VIS LEADS!

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

January 21, 1909.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
Horn, on Saturday, Jan. 0, to Mr.
und Mrs. Eli King, a 10-pound girl.
Seymour Mallory has gone to Texas
where he expects to spend a few weeks.
Measles are reported in the family
Brown Beauty
«A
of C. 0. Gipple, mid quarantine has
3-lbs....40c —Ib.
1*IC
seen established.
Miss Mary McEwen of Plover, Iowa,
ISO-VIS 10-W MAKES
3No.2'/ 2 Cans
2St
is a guest at the home of Fred C.
COLD STARTING EASIER
Chinn and family.
Pound Package
A. J. Ne'.son and family will move
THAN ANY OTHER OIL!
to the old John Carey homestead in
Lincoln township next month.
No. 10 Can
YOU CAN FREE YOURSELF from slarting
Chas. L. Wilson returned Tuesday
worry for the cold weeks ahead by changmorning from Chicago where he went
ing now to Iso-Vis 10-W motor oil.
with two car loads of choice cattle.
Even if you have an oil of winter grade
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
in your crankcase now, you're bound to
CHred
Chas. Karns Monday. Charlie is not
notice the difference after you change to
Iso-Vis 10-W. Actual tests prove it makes
yet decided as to what he will make
cold starting easier than any other oil.
out of the boy. Perhaps it will be
And there's more to it than convenience.
a Bryan republican or a Cummins
Oil that resists undue thickening in bitter
democrat.
cold weather—like Iso-Vis 10-W—gives
H. L. Bell returred Saturday from
instant lubrication on cold starts, proColorado, where he went on a busitects your engine better. And Iso-Vis
ness trip last week. He has purchased
10-W holds its body too, at engine runa half section of land thirty miles east
ning heat.
of Denver, near a new town, and is on
It's the safer, quicker, more carefree wina deal for more of the same kind of
ter motor oil. Change no-w, and enjoy il!
stuff.
J. L. Ayers has commenced an ac4 FINE MOTOR OILS
tion in the Cass county district court
ISO-VIS
QUAKER STATE
for $5,000 damages against C. L.
in cans 30c a qt.
in cans 35c a qt.
Herring and the Atlantic Automobile
in bulk 25c a qt.
POIARINE
STANOUND
Co., for injuries received in a.runaway,
Wash Dresses
Silk Dresses
Shoes
in bulk 20c a qt.
in bulk 15c a qt.
caused by his team becoming fright(Prevailing Dealer Prices')
Guaranteed fast colLadies' n o v e l t y !
Two groups, priced
ened at one of their automobiles.
®1939
or,
a
variety
of
styles,
'shoes; priced to cleat |
to clear; values to
Bert Wiese, Lincoln township farmer, has purchased the O. C. Hansen
sizes
14
to
44.
at
$5.95.
-AT STANDARD OIL DEALERS
bakery and restaurant, and will take
47c
possession about March 1. His broth$1 and
$1.99 and $2.99
sr,
Hugo
Wiese
of
Iowa
City,
-who
MONTANA REALTOR COMPARES
SOCIAL SECURITY TO PLAN s an experienced baker, will be asBLANKET SPECIAL
LADIES'6LOOMERS
sociated with him in the business, and
Jersey bloomers, small, med-J
Fovsyth, Mont.—A long article com- every effort vwill be made to please
66x80 part wool sateen bound
ium and large.
Eskimo People" as its January pro- paring the Townsend Plan and the So- their patrons,
Jv'ew Semester Begins.
blankets.
The new semester started Monday ject. The grade is working on its cial Security Act has been published in
15c
with new subjects offered and a few sand table scene which is composed the Forsyth Independent by L. WakeChildren's
sizes,
2 to 16
lOc I
$1.59
METHODIST CHURCH
new pupils.
of an Igloo, dogs, sleds and Eskimoes. field, successful real estate dealer and 4Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
For the first time a course in Busi- They have learned true poem, "Pun To Townsendite of this community. The 4ness Practice is being offered. It is Be An Eskimo," in language this article reads, in part:
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
hoped that practical experience may week. The class enjoyed the story,
"Social Security will take none of
be secured by the pupils as well as "Snow Children," which has been read the old folks off their jobs. The Town- McDermott, Superintendent.
giving assistance to the business to them during the story period. The send Plan will replace about four mil- iMorning services at 11:00 o'clock
Sermon by the pastor on the theme
houses.
captains of Races in Numbers this lion with younger folks.
DEPARTMENT STORK
The Sophomore girls are being given week are Charlotte Garlock and Dixie
'Social Security will make no jobs. Homemade Religion."
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA
'Epworth League at 6:00 p. m. A
the opportunity to have a second year Buttolph. The Chevrolets won over The Townsend Plan will put enough
course in home-making.
the Studebakers with a score of 18 money in circulation to make jobs for covered dish dinner and election of
ifficers.
The schedule has beer, arranged to to 10.
all under sixty.
Evening worship at 7:00 o'clock.
give as great a variety of opportunThe third graders have composed an
"Social Security will not give more
8:16).
A specialist told an Anita
ities to the pupils as possible, both original poem in language called jobs to professional men or industry. The pastor will discuss another reAmong the selections from the that he would be walking infivev
as to subject matter and extra-curricu- "Clouds." Each pupil will write an The Townsend Plan will give jobs to cent biography of Jesus, "The Jesus
Christian Science textbook is the fol- He is walking. When he got the b
lar activity.
of History."
,. .
individual poem on the same subject. all workers from bootblack up.
I lowinj?'
6
he had to sell his car.
Report cards will be issued Wed- The third grade has begun multipliChoir practice this (Wednesday) ev'
"Social Security will not give meris affimative, and confers
nesday, Jan. 18.
cation in their arithmetic work. The chants and factories any extra busi- ening
ning at the home
of
iMr.
and
Mrs.
,
harmony. All metaphysical logic is inMr. and ffltrs. Lyle Redburt hit-]
class has started diaries. Anita Gar- ness. The Townsend Plan will furnish W. T. Slater,
spired
by
this
simple
rule
of
Truth,
rented
an apartment on tt« sew*'
A. H. S. Plays Next Games Away.
lock and Arthur Milier are captains cash to do both.
which governs all reality. By the floor of the Odd Fellows buH4saj«
f
-f
-f
-f
+
The A. H. S. basketball boys will this week.
+
-f
-f
-f
"Social Security will not build any
play two games away from home durMiss Darrah's pupiis have directed homes for old folks.. The Townsend - CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + truthful arguments you employ, and they will use for light housetop!ing the coming week. On Friday they I most of their energy on reviews and Plan will build about a million modern
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
4- especially by the Spirit of Truth and
R. W. (lMick) B^orshay is in N
+ -f + -f + + - f 4 + 4 4 - f Love which you entertain, you will
will play Cumberland there and on tests this week. Gene Petersen was homes—thiftk of it.
heal
the
sick"
(p.
418).
York
City this week, where heimt-J
Tuesday, Jan. 24, Wiota there.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Merle
welcomed back to school after a severe
"Social Security will not decrease
tending a called meeting of the eie»J
case of measles. The fourth grade crime, insanity and suicides. The Suplee, Superintendent.
INFORMATION DESK.
Normal Training Examinations
tive committee of the National j
Church services at 11:00 a. m.
Citizenship club held a good discus- Townsend Plan will cut them in half
To Be Given This Week.
ciation of Insurance Agents.
Christian
Endeavor
at
6:30
p.
m.
sion on "Laws of Kindness." They because idleness and empty bellies are
Cellophane has been reduced in
The Normal Training girls of Anita have resolved not to say unkind things,
Evening
worship
at
7:30
o'clock.
the cause of most of them.
price 19 times since it was introduced
•will take their state examinations in do unkind acts, or to mistreat anyone.
Ben Kirkham, wife and three <
The K. J. U. club will meet at 2:00 in 1924.
"Social Security will not make the
Grammar, Health, Psychology and The fifth grade has made two new
ren,
Priscilla, Myrna and
o'clock
Friday
afternoon
at
the
home
big business pay its just share of tax.
Maine is the only state which Norwalk, Iowa, visited here
Geography on Wednesday and Thurs- winter safety posters this week. The
of Mrs. Earl Knowlton.
The
Townsend
Plan
will
collect
a
2
per
touches only one other state. Kentucky the past week* guests of her
day of this week.
sixth grade has taken up letter writ- cent tax from all in exact proportion
touches seven, but Missouri and Ten- Mrs. Carrie Reynolds, and Ben's |
ing in language.
to the business they do—like the gas
P. T. A. Meeting Jan. 26.
nessee each touch eight.
ents, W. F. Kirkhatn and wife.
The eighth graders have been mak- tax. That is fair and just and will f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
The January P. T. A. meeting will
Feeding schedules for the different
•f Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. 4
ing
"Evangeline"
booklets.
Seventh
make
plenty
to
pay
the
old
folks
and
be held on Thursday, Jan. 26. Due to
' j animals at New York Zoological park The farm bureau ladies of the'
the conflict with a county study cen- graders have been studying "The money to pay on the national debt.
Church' School at 10:00 'a.' m. I!Z ^"J^.evel* five minutes to dependent school, district held
"Social Security will not rid us of
ter for town teachers in Atlantic, this Courtship of Miles Standish." Miss
regular meeting Tuesday at the
Classes
for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
Hollen
reports
that
her
8:30
a.
m.
relief and the poor house. The TownT7 often referred„ to as "the
' of Mrs. Ann» Hansen northeast*
meeting has been changed from its
* inland,
superintendent.
arithmetic
class
is
progressing.
John
send
Plar^
will.
^
regular night. The program for this
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. land of a thousand lakes" actually ;he city. The meeting was an »
Williams and Albert Karns will act
"Social Security plans to have bilmeeting will be annonunced later.
affair, with a-.Jlanned dinner
A meeting of the ladies aid society has nearly 100,000 lakes.
as patrolmen next week. Eliminations lions piled up in banks (for someone
iPifteen years of U. S. Wars cost
in spelling will begin this week.
(Irade News.
to manipulate). Townsend Plan wil will be held at the church Thursday. 244,357 lives. Fifteen years of peace served during the noon hour.
Spelling will be added to the first
put the tax money all in circulation A 15c dinner will be served at noon.
CARD OP THANKS.
A Pilgrim Fellowship meeting for (1923-1937) saw 441,914 persons
grade curriculum this semester. The
every month.
young people will be held at the church killed in traffic accidents.
New Horn-Ashbough speller will be
"Social Security will only help
We wish to thank our many friends
In the square mi'.e area which is
at
6:00 o'clock Thursday evening, with
the text. The material will be sup- for their kindness and sympathy shown limited number to live. The Townsem
London's
business center, a stationary
pot luck dinner.
plied by the school; therefore, the pu- us in our recent bereavement. It Plan will help everybody to live a lot
See us for tank heaters.
auto occupies space worth as much
pil/will not be asked to buy any extra means more than words can express. better.
Coop.
as
$100,000.
Prices
at
the
rate
of
equipment. The first grade has com"Social Security will not end the deMrs. Maude Suplee,
$18,000,000 an acre have frequently
LUTHERAN MISSION AT
posed an original story, "The Corner
pression. The Townsend Plan will
FOR SAL%Jf»Uy cards,
and Other Relatives.
been paid for London plots.
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST.
Grocery Store," in language A copy
end it and restore real lasting prosIc. Tribune offlc*. Anita.
Some snakes have as many as 300
Rev. Theo. Hoemann.
has been made and posted on the disAmong those here from a distance perity.
pairs of ribs.
FOR SALE:—Dressed spring 1
play chart. The following first graders Monday to attend the final rites for
"Social Security fosters discontent,
Divine services at 2:30 p. m. Sunday | Around 10 per centxif the people of Mrs. A. J. Kopp.
have been neither absent nor tardy the late Ralph R. Suplee were Will communism or dictatorship. The TownW
. nelther sP«ak nor understand
this six-weeks period: Diekie ButtoVph, Suplee and son, Rex, of Almena, Kan; send Plan fosters contentment, peace in charge of Rev. George Griesse. He '
FOR SALE;—JQood alfalfa
English.
will be accompanied by his capella
Ronald IJorsey, Howard Gregersen, Max Campbell and wife of Des Moines; and democracy.
Phone
3 B 28.x Frank H. Osen.
Knitting, the history of which goes
Barbara Lee Bell, Elvin Hendricks, Harold Champion and wife and Guy
"Social Security will not feed, clothe chorus of-«ight male voices, who will back
tne 15th ce
dern e»
Wayne Johnson, Bonnie Christensen White of Menlo; M. C. White of Casey; and house one-third of our people in render two numbers. Do not fail to called ^ tne most »tury guilds, is
Ings, two acres;
"
resourceful and inBarbara Ann Pearson and Verda Mae Frank Libby and wife of "West Des real need and is not in accord with hear Rev. Griesse and his chorus. Sunpasture,
ventive method of fabric construction ground;
Hazzard.
Moines; and G. M. Chaffee and wife the golden rule. The Townsend Plan day School after services.
in
the
world,
being
made without
The second grade is having "The and B er t Retallic of Atlantic.
barn, water. -Bargain to vight
will do aty of them and is in accord
Itfl
loom or machine, without warp or
with the golden rule."
It
•Mrs. Elhora (Parker.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
wefet, shaped as it is constructed,
Pete Kuhl and 'His Seven Aces
patterned as whin, requires, and diMrs. Carsten Henneberg spent the
Vlded wlthou
furnish the music for a public""
"Truth"
will
be
the
subject
of
the
t
being
cut.
week
end
in
Des
Moines
visiting
with
You can still sell phony merchandise from a tent
at the K. P. hall In Anita on 1
her daughter, Ethel, and several Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of T t
^ ~
(if you move on tonight). But not if you stick in
the fellow
evening, Jan. 20. The public i s '
friends.
J
Christ,
Scientist,
on
Sunday,
January
•
,
°,,
.
who
car....
• T * 1 A a n ( i n l l i * i / , l , i. . _ • ( • .
nes a dull jack knife m his boot.
one place, have to live with the things you sell, and
22, 1939.
ed to attend—you'll
the people who buy your jroods. Nobody builds a
•Mr. and Mrs. Warren Jordan and
The Golden Text is from DeulerPortable Hwmnermill;
daughter, Janice, and their son-in-law onomy 32: 3, 4, "Ascribe ye greatness
business by selling once. When a man signs his
your farm to your satisfaction'-]
and
daughter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
^
unto
uur
God.
He
is
the
Rock,
his
name to his product, tells you his address, and backs'
14 on 24, (Massena, and
'
Osen of Shenandoah, are home from j work is perfect: for ail his ways are
his goods, they have to be good.
reverse calls. R. R.
Wrightstown, N. J., where they visited judgment: a God of truth and without
—
_:
^ _ _ ' _ . . . . . . --,
. ~ " --- "
]M
another son-in-law and daughter, Mr. iniquity, just and right is he."
You can buy our merchandise in confidence with
PELCO egg mash—the best ft' J|
and Mrs. Clarence Osen and family.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoSTOCK REMOVED
the assurance of a square deal at all times.
Farmers Coop.,
They also visited in New York City tations from the Bible and from the
BUY ANITA BREAD.
in the hope of seeing Mrs. Jordan's Christian Science textbook, "Science
brother, Charles Russell, who has head- and Health with Key to the ScripPHONE 400 ANITA
SBB
quarters there, but happened to be tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
WE I>AY THE CHARGES
DEMENT
IMPLEMENT
out of the city. They visited many
%
One of the Bible citations reads:
POE SKELGAS BAN 6 ** I
ANITA LUMBER CO.
ANITA RENDERING
places of interest along the seashore, "These are the things that ye shallWAYNE, OIL HEATE
SERVICE
which is seventy miles from Wrights- do; Speak ye every man the truth to
Everything to Build Anything—Always Dependable
STOCK TANK
Harper Dorsey, Manager
town. Clarence Osen is employed on his neighbor; execute the judgment of
a dairy and chicken ranch there.
truth and peace in your gates" (Zech.
WANTED:—Your ,dead
Ph. 184 Anita—we

Pancake Flour 3 ib. sack IQC
Kraut
Pepper
Italian Prunes
Oxydol
S5K
Bacon Squares

I3c
28c
I9c
25c
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Weekly News Analysis

Has Britain Ceased Appeasing?
Paris Has Reason to Doubt It
-By Joseph W. La Bine-

Public Works
Two of President Roosevelt's pet
projects have been the harnessing
of tides in Maine's Passamaquoddy
bay, and the digging of a ship canal
across northern Florida,
"Qubddy" was started several
years ago, much of the $7,000,000
original appropriation being spent
on preliminaries to the actual job.
When congressional opponents argued that Quoddy's power would
have no outlet because it could not
be transmitted profitably to New
England industries, a new appropriation was refused in 1936. Since
then the buildings have been used
byNYA.
Likewise a start was made on the
Florida canal, but last year con^TbdWTon"more fundsT We
arguments a^cuAAan
against »»•
it: That
cu£LUAicAii>a
****•• Florida's
*. «*•*»*• **
«*«ii+ industry
tmfliiatvw might
miffhf be
ha damaged
/tamncrojl by
hv
fruit
seepage of salt water; that it was

to EAT an*—
such an economical »wU1i;e 0!
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C. Houston Goudiss Analyzes the Food Values of Nuts; tein and of energy values. Th0 °"
„ _
—
__ ___ „ main rtioi.
as an alternative to meat, it is 01
Discusses Their Place in the Menu
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

advisable to allow them to rem"
pla<
milk or eggs.
*
It is Highly desirable, howev»
that homemakers and their f» '
lies regard nuts as a food and .
as a tidbit to be served at the » I
of a meal that is already nutriti?
on
ally adequate.
-

rent parity payments of $212,000,THERE is one food that can lay "Claim to being almost uni000, congress is to no mood to take
i versal. It is eaten with relish by people in almost every
the initiative. It may well be that
this indecision is responsible for requarter of the globe. It forms a main article of diet for the
vival of last year's McAdoo-Eicher
natives of some tropical countries, and is said to have been
farm bill, just reintroduced to house
Europe
important in the dietary of early settlers in America. I reier
and senate respectively by North
At Rome, British Prime Minister Dakota's Rep. William Lernke and
to nuts.
,
Neville Chamberlain had received Sen. Lynn J. Frazier. Its crux:
Mastication „,
Nuts, of course, are seeds. But unlike most other seeds Thorough
no reassurances but merely Benito Minimum co&t-of-production price
It is also important to c,
used »r
for *»*
food by
man, mey
they grow in a hard shell that does age the thorough chewing o{
Mussolini's threat to end the Span- levels would be established for douwd
Dy mari
ish war immediately by helping mestically consumed farm prodas this helps to make them n
not
naturally
- - open
» when ripe
x
Rebels against Loyalists. That done, ucts, while all surplus products
TViio forms
fnrmo a
n sealed
fipnlpd package
nflCkflffl serts . . . the fruit-nut combina- easily digestible. For children
This
D Duce would have his hands free would be dumped on world markets
butters are especially esr
which makes nuts easy to tion usually supplies a substantial
to press Mediterranean territorial for
f nf
19 and
Some nuts are also prepared.
whatever they would bring. Prostore,
and
comparatively
easy
"™
™""™
vitamins.
demands against France. England ceeds, less marketing costs, would
the form of meal or'pastes £
and France could choose between be returned to the farmer.
to keep.
these forms it is not difficult in,
Place
In
the
Menu
helping the Loyalists or keeping
Cost-of-production critics argue
Because of their content of pro- the digestive juices to penetrate
hands off and letting Mussolini win
tein and fat, nuts are frequently them, and nuts may be consM
the war. Since Chamberlain had that removal of crop restrictions
A Concentrated Food
would
glut
the
market,
drive
prices
may ered as easily digestible as otha
and _-,..
reportedly made no concession to
Nuts are a highly concentrated .compared
. . .with
. meats
.
K1_
of similar composition fit,
with
be used interchangeably
Rome, it was first thought a new down and force grain dealers to pay
food
and
provide
a
large
amount
interchangeably
with foods
cause they are highly concentrat
me te
make a s e dld
policy of non-appeasement was a large margin between the actual
of food value in a
a food
- They
& ? P™"
ed, as we have seen, it is also aA.
to serve at lunch su
dawning, inferring a Franco-British market price and the cost-of-produc^^^^M 8maU
te™even
- PP«r
small,. convenient
convenient or
visable
to include foods containin.
tion
price.
This
margin,
it
is
mainor even dinner.
dinner. uney
They are
are espeespeplump for the Loyalists.
form. Once they ciallv
od
would eventually be assessed
a generous amount of bulk or cd.
•lled
there
g°
when
combined
with
But within a few days some nega- tained,
are shelled, uicic
* «»— nr a carbohvdrate
. . -. .
against the consumer.
when nuts are included in
A- vegetables,
voootahlpn or
is very 'isAj.il
little waste
a carbohydrate lulose
tive results of the Rome conversamenu.
00 such
rice or noodles
tions were apparent. BacktoLonto using them. It to "
^
' a™
• - - suggest—'—-• made into croquettes, patties, and
don, Mr. Chamberlain paid no at- Taxation
has been
tention to a letter from Clement R ,• Two former U. S. treasury secreInward Guidance
ed, therefore,* that casserole combinations that conAttlee, Parliament's labor leader: taries, Andrew W. Mellon and Ogthey might profita- stitute a one-dish main course.
"It is obvious that the policy of non- den L. Mills, condemned the inIn a word, neither death nor ex.
bly appear to the
intervention (to Spain) has now be- equity of tax exempt federal, state
A Food—Not a Tidbit
ile, nor pain, nor anything of,thii
daily menu far
and local bonds. Since his "soakmore
frequently
Nutritionists are of the opinion kind is the real cause of our doing
the-rich" revenue proposal of 1935,
that nuts might well constitute a or not doing any action, but our
than they do.
President Roosevelt has fought tax
There are many larger part of the American diet- toward opinions and principles,exempt securities and one other undifferent
kinds
of
nuts, and they ary . . . chiefly because they are Epictetus.
popular exemption, that on federal,
vary
to
composition.
Some of
state and local employees' salaries.
them contain large amounts of
If these exemptions could be abolboth protein and fat. Others conished the U. S. government figures
tain a preponderance of fat, while
it would net eventually $300,000,000
a third group is starchy.
annually from government securiThe protein of many nuts has
ties, plus $16,000,000 from employ16, 18, 20 and 40. Size 14 requires,
been found to be rather similar to
ees' income taxes.
SENATOR GLASS
1%
yards ol 39 inch material for]
that
to
meat
and
fish.
In
fact,
"It won't happen again."
One day before the President ofshort-sleeved blouse; 2% yardi
most
nuts
are
classed
as
complete
fered this program to congress to unnecessary; that southern, Florida proteins, meaning that their profor long-sleeved. 2 yards of
a special message, he sent Treas- would suffer irreparable economic
inch material for the skirt.
tein
is
of
a
type
which
is
capable
ury Undersecretary John W. Hanes damages.
1661 is designed *or sizes 10,11,
both of supporting growth and reto pave the way before a special
This
winter
President
Roosevelt
14
and 16 years. With short ;|
pairing
worn-out
body
tissue.
senate committee. Said Mr. Hanes: has asked an economy-minded consleeves,
size, 12 requires 3% yardi
"The time for action has come." gress to revive both projects and
of 39 inch material; with long
The
Constitution's
Sixteenth appropriate $100,000,000 to complete
sleeves, 4 yards;;% yards for conComparison With Grains
amendment gives congress power to them. On Quoddy: " . . . The time
trasting collar and cuffs if desired,
Because they are somewhat
"lay and collect taxes on Incomes will come when there will be a joint
2% yards o^b^id.
,
from whatever source derived," agreement between Canada and the similar in nutritional character,
Send
your.'Drder
to
The
Sewty'j
nuts
have
been
compared
to
varitherefore the administration thinks United States for the joint developCircle Pattern Dept., Room 108,
statutory enactment rather than ment of the larger sized project ous grains. In regard to protein,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, R!
constitutional amendment will suf- which would utilize all tidal power however, they may be said to
LABOR'S CLEMENT ATTLEE
Price of patterns, 15 cents
fice. Later, after congress has spo- to that bay on both sides of the serve as a supplement to the proMr. Chamberlain ignored his letter.
coins) each.
ken, the courts can decide whether international date line . . . It is my teins of some grains.
come the means of insuring that the its action is constitutional. Argued
<D Bell Syndicate.—WNU Servica.
The high fuel value of many
thought that an appropriation for.
Spanish (Loyalist) government shall Mr. Hanes:
.
.
.
test
borings
and
.
.
.
a
small
nuts
is
due
to
their
fat
content.
be unable to provide for its defense
Tax exempt securities now per- experimental plant . . . would be Coconuts, pecans and walnuts are
Sun Down, Accidents Up
against aggression by a foreign
mit many large-income persons to justified." On the canal: "A Florida especially rich to fat, containing
power."
In Paris, where first news of escape income taxes entirely, there- ship canal will be built one of these respectively 50.6 per cent, 70.5 per
When the sun goes down, traffic;!
Chamberlain's alleged non-appease- fore they are unfair. The $65,000,- days . . . It is justified today by cent, and 64.4 per cent of fat. A
accidents go up. More than (9
few varieties, such as chestnuts
ment was greeted by demands for 000,000 to tax exempt securities now commercial and military needs."
per cent of all'fatal traffic accH
While the house rivers and har- and lichi nuts, so popular with
French assistance to Loyalist Spain outstanding (of which some $50,000,dents occur at iijghi» the Natiaul]
000,000
would
be
taxable)
is
so
forbors
committee
under
Texas'
Rep.
the
Chinese,
are
more
notable
for
as a self-defense measure, later
Safety Council ^ieports. Siniii
midable
that
it
discourages
investJoseph
J.
Manfleld
prepared
to
artheir carbohydrates. Like most
news from London brought a coolabout a third of tjici;driving is dou
tog off. The whispers: That Cham- ment to private enterprises involv- gue the proposal, Virginia's out- starchy foods, chestnuts are imat night, it estimates, the number
ing
risk.
Thus
industry
cannot
comspoken
Sen.
Carter
Glass
.spared
no
proved
by
cooking,
and
thereberlain had secretly agreed with
of traffic deaths-per mile is shot
Mussolini to let Rebel Spam win, pete. As for income tax exemp- words: "In 1936 the late Senator fore, are preferably roasted be- TPHESE pretty dresses will be three tunes as great at ni^fu
tions,
the
U.
S.
Supreme
court
has
Fletcher
of
Florida
came
to
me
fore eating. Fresh chestnuts con- * exactly as smart for spring as
constituting an additional appeasement at the expense of France. already set a precedent by ruling with tears to his eyes, saying his po- tain a little over 42 per cent and they are right now! So get a head during the daytirn*.
Whatever the cause, the Paris that salaries of such quazi-public litical future would be ruined if dried chestnuts a little over 74 per start on your sewing for the corn- In the past seven years, ni$
tog season by making them while accidents have increased 60 pet
chamber of deputies felt obliged to agencies as the Port of New York Florida didn't get the canal. He cent of carbohydrates.
the winter weather is keeping you cent to rural districts, the report
approve Foreign Minister Georges authority are subject to federal tax- asked me to vote for it, and like a
says, and only 17 per cent in cities. ,
old fool I did. But it won't
indoors so much anyhow.
Bonnet's declaration decreeing ation.
As might be expected, state and happen again."
Adequate
lighting and divided
Mineral and Vitamin Values
"hands off" to Spain.
Bloose-With-Skirt Fashion.
groups jumped into the fight
highways tend to reduce headlight
The
amount
of
mineral
salts
to
Meanwhile,
despite disastrous local
Here's
a
smart
design
that
you
nuts varies with the, type. Gen- will repeat tune and again in dif- glare and accidents, the council
losses to northeastern Catalonia, overnight. Argued the Conference International
Last summer oppressed China erally speaking, however, nuts are ferent fabrics for every season of said. Some states are experimentSpain's Loyalists felt their cause
begged the League of Nations to ap- considered a rich source of phos- the year.
was not defeated. Authoritatively
Blouse - with - skirt ing with new reflector button
prove sanctions against Japan. This phorus and a good source of man- dresses, like "all two-piece styles, placed along the side of the road
reported from Paris was the fact
was done, but only by resolution sug- ganese and of copper and iron, re- are much to favor right now, and to show the alignment of the highthat Loyalists had reached an ungesting that league members take quired for the formation of the this one is unusually smart and way on curves, hills and other
derstanding with the Vatican, aided
whatever action they saw fit. Noth- hemoglobin or red pigment to the becoming. The skirt flares from hazardous places.
by a growing Catholic opinion that
ing happened until a non-member, blood.
Rebel Generalissimo Francisco
a lifted, princess waistline. The
the U. S., began applying pressure
Franco may- be using the religious
Most nuts are considered a poor blouse, on classic shirtwaist lines,
issue merely as a cloak for his funagainst export of arms to Ja- source of calcium;'or at best only has bosom fullness and highpan. Great Britain followed suit to a fair source of this mineral which shouldered sleeves to make it
damental Fascist aims. Neverthesmall measure, but thus far the in- is required ,for helping to build more becoming.
less, Loyalist Spain still has much
ternational boycott has failed.
weaker friends than General Franteeth and bones. Two noted inMonastic Dress for Girls.
co, who continues to get aid from
Showing typical Oriental resigna- vestigators, however, determined
This is the success of the seaLots of peoplo think they can't be
both Italy and Germany.
tion to fate, China's Dr. Wellington as a. result of careful experiments
"regular" without frequent trips
;„ j ii Ai.
-~j~.~.«.«i,o, ">""—me
son—the iiiosi
most exciting of all new
Koo, ambassador to France, has tViD*
Pressing their current advantage,
that in adults the calcium of al- fashions-and it's the
th£«
tolhe medicina chert. "I Jus
ne eaeasiest
les t thm
again
broached
the
boycott
issue
to
Berlin and Rome are hastening dipdose up and get It over." they tell..
monds was
i™ in
i» «,..
,..--£,7-^
_, with
^ the
. dia«
was fairlv
fairly well ntili™i
utilized by
the
world
to
make
Geneva.
His
proposal:
That
an
inyou. But doctor* know they
lomatic victories to the east before
the body. It is not as well utilized gram. It hangs loose and straight
ternational "co-ordination commit- however, as the calcium of milk.
Britain gets around to calling a new
from
the
shoulder
yoke,
and
tee" be named to unify world action
four-power conference for European
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New Book on Franklin Restores
by RUTH WIETH SPEARS
Him to His 'Grand Dimensions'
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to tell you how much practiI help I have received from both
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explained many points that I
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nds.-A. D. W."
... : .... . t
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In His 800-Page Biography of tto Famous American, Whott. Birthday W» Celebrate on
January 17, Carl Van Doren "Rescues Him from the Dry, Prim People Who Have
Claimed Him as One of Them" and Tells What He Really "Did, Said, Thought and Felt.'
• weatern Newspaper Union.

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

'ED
'HIS year's celebration
of the anniversary of
Re
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T

birth should have a greater
significance to his fellowAmericans" than ever before.
Especially is this true if they
have read a biography of him
published recently.
Perhaps it would be more
fitting to refer to it as THE
biography. A great many
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the first time in three-quarters of a century a biographer
has undertaken to bring the
whole of his life, with all the
necessary details, into a single narrative long enough to
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(screwed hi place with L brackOrdinary metal curtain rods of'the man who was born 235
placed just under it for the years ago—on January 17,
is curtains and side- drapes. 1704.
plain valance should be .long The general outlines of Franktmgh to fit 'around 'the ends of lin's life, story is a familiar one
> board and should be about six to most Americans. They know
fches deep finished. It should of his boyhood in Boston, his work
^stiffened with an interlining of as an apprentice printer in the
loline, and an allowance should shop of his brother, James, and
e at the top for a tuck or his start as a publisher, at the
to be tacked to the board as age of 17, when James incurred
m. Be sure to save this les- the displeasure of the authorities
as it is not in either of the and young Ben had the task of
|bks offered below.
getting out the New England CouMOTE: Mrs. Spears' Book 4- raht.
Novelties, and ^Embroidery They are familiar with the
• helped thousands of women to story of his quarrel with his
odds and ends of materials brother, his going to Philadeltheir spare time to make phia, there to walk, down the
ngs to sell and to use. Book 1 street with a huge roll of bread
SEWING, for the Home Deco- under his arm and to be laughed
or, is full of inspiration for ev- at by pretty Deborah Read who
homemaker. These books later became his wife. Familiar,
ke delightful gifts. Mrs. Spears too, are the tales of his becoming
autograph them on request, foreman in the printing office of
are 25 cents each. Crazy- Samuel Keimer, his partnership
Itch quilt leaflet is included free With Hugh Meredith in publishing
every order for both books.
dress Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desbines St., Chicago, m.

FRANKLIN W LONDON
From » portrait painted by David Martin in London In 1707 and now
owned by the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arta.

also interested in politics and
public affairs—that he served as
clerk of the Pennsylvania assembly and afterwards as a member
of it; that he established the postal system in this country; that he
first planted the- idea of a union
of the colonies with his famous
"Join or Die" snake cartoon;
that he was indispensable to General Braddock in securing the
waggoners necessary for hauling
that leader's supplies on his disastrous expedition; that he went
to England to represent the colonies in the dispute over the
Stamp Act and thus started upon
the career as a diplomat which
was to bring him his greatest
fame.
And these are only a few of the
activities of the "many-sided
Franklin" which have been made
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FRANKUN IN PARIS
From a portrait painted In France by Jo»«ph-Sif rede DnplessU In 178S
and now owned by the New York Public Library.

the Pennsylvania Gazette and his
successful career as a printer and
publisher which enabled him to
retire from that business at the
age of 42.
In the meantime his career as
a, philosopher had begun—in his
"Poor Richard's Almanac.''
which spread his fame throughout the colonies, and in his formation o« the Junio, a club in which
he and hja fellows discussed all
manner of philosophical questions. Science next attracted him
and most familiar of all the stories about him is that which tells
of his interest to Leyden jars. For
that led to the famous incident of
the kite, the silk handkerchief,
the rainstorm and the charge of
electricity which ran down the
twine to the key tied on the
end of it. Of course, Benjamin
Franklin didn't "discover" electricity, but he dramatized it, and
when he wrote monographs on his
experiments Europe began to
take notice of this American colonial.
Americana know that he was

familiar to his fellow-Americans
mainly through his "Autobiography," which he began writing to
1771. But according to Carl Van
Doren, just because Franklin is
best known from his "Autobiography," he is too little known.
For, says this biographer,
". . . I n that masterpiece of
memory arid honesty he dealt
with his years as a rising tradesman and did not reach his more
memorable years as imperial
prophet, revolutionary statesman, cosmopolitan diplomatist,
scientist, wit, moralist, sage. He
never found time to carry out tne
history of himself as he intended.
But the materials which he would
have used still exist, scattered to
journals, letters, and miscellaneous writings through his manuscripts and his collected and uncollected works."
So Mr. Van Doren set himself
to the task of drawing these materials together and arranging
them "in something like the order he might have given them.
Nor are they mere raw notes for

a book. He seldom wrote a line
without some characteristic touch
of wit and grace. Most of these
materials need no rewriting to
make them match the unfinished
story they continue."
Although the biographer thus
makes his task sound simple, the
fact is that it was a monumental
one. More than 10 years have
elapsed between the time he
started this biography and its
completion. The very abundance
of the new material which his research unearthed added to his
difficulties, since it led to the
temptation to let his book run beyond a readable length. However, the completed biography of
more than 800 pages, "full as it
is, is a biography jcut with hard
labour to the bone?'
Not the least of the interest and
value of the book is the new material which the biographer mentions. Concerning it, he says to
the preface:
"Here first in any Franklin bi-^
ography appear (to part) his 'el-''
egy," recently discovered and ap-"~
parently his earliest writing that
has survived; information about
James Franklin's New England
Courant based on the file kept,
almost certainly, by Benjamin
Franklin; an analysis of the hundreds of sayings of Poor Richard
which Franklin left out of 'The
Way to Wealth,' thereby much
narrowing his reputation as a
maker and sharpener of adages;
various details of his business,
domestic life, and personal expenditures taken from manuscript account books and advertisements to the Pennsylvania
Gazette; a more exact discussion
than has thitherto been printed
of his surreptitious writings and
of, his 'Reflections on Courtship
and Marriage'; a critical examination of the kite-fly tog episode;
the narrative of Franklin's first
diplomatic mission, to the chiefs
of the Ohio Indians at Carlisle;
the lifelong story of his affectionate friendship with Catherine
Ray, with unpublished letters
from her; his campaign as a soldier, known to full only to readers of a single monograph; his
record to Pennsylvania politics
as shown in the executive and
legislative journals of the province; the insurance company's description of his house to Philadelphia; an unpublished manuscript to which he outlined his
programme of opposition to the
Stamp Act; a note on his meettog with Baron Munchausen and
Raspe his chronicler; a circumstantial account of the Grand
Ohio company from which Franklin hoped to make a fortune to
land speculation; his acquaintance with James Boswell; two
fables by Franklin published to
1770 but lost sight of• until 1936;
a comparison of two versions of
Wedderburn's attack on Franklin, one as printed by the British
government and one as remembered by Franklin's friends; the
neglected record of his activities
as chairman of the Pennsylvania
Committee of Safety; an unpublished letter to General Schuyler
written during the mission to
Canada; an accurate report of
the conference with General
Howe given directly from the
minutes; the amazing melodrama
of the British spies who surrounded Franklin to Paris; new translations of three of his Passy bagatelles, written by him, so far as
is known, only to French."

Although Franklin is Vest
known for his prose writings, for
his ability as a "malcer and
•Wtfiptttteif of adages," such, as
those which he put to his "Poor
Richard's Almanac," the fact is
that his writing career started
with a poem I It was an "Elegy
on My Sister Franklin" which,
Van Doren says, was "only recently discovered and is now first
mentioned to a Franklin biography. The precise date of the
elegy is still uncertain, as is the
name of the sister-in-law whose
death called it forth . . . "
The text of the elegy, as given
to Van Doren's book, follows:
Warm from my Breast surcharged with
Grief & Woe
These melancholy Strains spontaneous
* flow
Flow from a fav'rite Sister1! gad Pe' cease
Flow from the worthiest of the female
Race . . .
My deaf my much-loved Slsterl—O my
Friend
We in this World on nothing may depend:
For toon aa we esteem ourselves possest
Of every needful Thing to make us blest
Some Friend's Demise (like hers we now
lament)
Casual-Mischance, or tragical Event
Like an lirtrudent Guest will intervene
Frustrate our Hopes and mar our blissful
Scene.
Bow weakl how vain! how void all
. mundane Joys
A Medley fraught with Nonsense, Shew
and Noise
O what is Life which we so high esteem
A Bubble, Vapous, Shadow, Fleeting
Dream
From sordid Dust we sprang & surely
must
i
Or soon-or late" return to native Dust
What mortal Man even in his best Estate
All Vanity, Pride, Folly and Deceit . . .
Crowns have their Thorns and Opulence
Its Bane
And all our Pleasures their Alloy of Pain
All the Vicissitudes of Life declare
Uncertainty alone is certain here . . .
No sublunary Blessings long endure
And from Death's Clutches nought can
us ensure
Who o'er all Flesh maintains a sovereign
Sway
And Millions fall his Victims every Day
Nor Worth, Wit, Beauty. Wealth or
Power can free
From rigid' Fate's immutable Decree ...
Else might this worthy Saint whose wayward Fate
We now deplore have claimed a longer
Date
Of circling Years her Kin to serve and
bless
Enjoy her- Friends and Life's good
Things possess . . .
And tho* I humbly trust our Friend
deceas'd
Is wafted to the Saints eternal Rest
Yet her sad Exit maugre my Resolves
In Woe's profound Abyss my soul involves
*
With Sighs & Groans my lab'rlng Bosom
swells
„
And dawn my cheeks Griefs mournful
Stream impels
.
Mu Heaven forgive me If I ought offend
Whilst (bus I mourn my dear departed
Friend
Sure Heaven forbids not tor our Friends
• to mourn
'
Nor to bedew with Tears then- peaceful
Urn
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A General Qitii

The Questions
1. Was John Witherspoon the
only preacher who signed the Declaration of Independence?
2. Are there as many Indians in
the United States today as there
were at the time of the Battle of
the Little Big Horn?
3. Who was the first Roosevelt
to come to this country?
4. What is a digamist?
5. Is a knot or nautical mile
longer or shorter than a land
mile?
6. How much floor space is there
in the Merchandise Mart in Chicago?
7. Can a steamship whistle
cause icebergs to break off from
the Arctic glaciers?
8. When did women first color
their fingernails and wear them
long?
The Answers
1. Yes.
2. There are more Indians in
America today than there were
in 1876, the year of the battle.
3. According to genealogists the
first Roosevelt to come to this
country was Claes Martenzen van
Roosevelt, in 1640.
4. Anyone married legally the
second time.
5. The land mile is 5,280 feet;
the nautical mile is 6,080 feet, or
800 feet longer.
6. The Merchandise Mart contains 4,000,000 square feet.
7. The vibrations set up* in the
air by whistles have been known
to do it.
8. In the days of Salome and
Cleopatra, women stained their
nails with henna. Under the social regime of the Chinese empire,
fingernails' worn several inches
long and covered with gold cases
were a symbol of the aristocracy
who did not have to work with
their hands;
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FRANKLIN IN PHILADELPH A

From a portrait by Robert
Feke (?) or John Greenwood (?),
painted probably abont 1748 and
now owned by the Fogg Art Museum of Harvard university.
"These are perhaps the earliest
surviving words of Franklin, THE SIMPLE WAY .pictured
often brings amazingly fast
written when he had not yet final- above
from discomfort and sore
ly decided between poetry and relief
throat accompanying colds.
prose," says his biographer.
Try it. Then — see your doctor.
probably will tell you to conAfter reading young Ben's first He
with the Bayer Aspirin beliterary effort (it was probably tinue
cause it acts so fast to relieve diswritten when he was 17 or 18 comforts of a cold. And to reduce
years old), one can't help being fever.
grateful that he decided in favor
This simple way, backed by
scientific authority, has largely supof proseI
• * *
planted the use of strong medicines
in easing cold symptoms. Perhaps
In explaining why he has gone the easiest, most effective way yet
into such detail in this biography, discovered. But make sure you get
Mr. Van Doren says it is be- genuine BAYER
cause "Franklin led a detailed Aspirin.
life which in a general narrative
loses colour and savour. But the
chief aim of the book has been to
12 TABLETS
restore to Franklin, so often rePULL DOZEN Me
membered piecemeal hi this or
that of his diverse aspects, his
magnificent central unity as a
"From Within Us
great and wi^e man moving
We view the world with our own
through great and troubling eyes
of us, and we make
events. No effort has been made from each
the
world
us the
to cut his nature to fit. any simple world which we within
see.—W. M.
scheme of what a good man ought Thackery.
to be.
"Here, as truly as it has been
possible to find out, is what
Franklin did, said, thought, and
felt. Perhaps these things may W M WWV% V« have been sachelp to rescue him from the dry, W4f»cl A ClaW cetsfolly selling Inprim people who have claimed vention*, patented and unpatemed, since
1924. M you have a sound, practical inhim as one of them. They praise Tendon
for tale, write M unmedJateljr.
his thrift. ' But he himself admitted that he could never learn
.B.C.
frugality, and he practiced it no
longer than his poverty forced
him to. They praise his prudence.
But at seventy, he became a leader of a revolution and throughout
his life he ran bold risks. They
praise him for being a plain man.
Hardly another man of affairs has
ever been more devoted than
Franklin to the pleasant graces.
You find them announced in
"The dry, prim people,seem to
the column* of this) paper by
regard him as a treasure shut up
mnohqnta of our community
in a savings bank to which they
who do not foal they must k*«p
' the quality of Iheli znerchanhave the lawful key. I herewith
dlM or ths& price* under cover.
give -him back, in his grand diII is sofa to buy of the mermensions, to his nation and the
chant who ADVERTISES.
world."
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A meeting of the Townsend club
will be held at the Odd Fellows hall
on Wednesday evening, Jan. 26, at
7:30 o'clock.
Ed. L. Newton and wife returned
home last Thursday from a three
Weeks' visit in Cambridge, Ohio, with
their daughter, Mrs. Chas. Salmon and
family.

Our Big Discount ^ale on Stoves and Ranges, Besides Most Other Lines in Our Large Stock, Is Now
in Progress. If You are in Need of the Quality
Merchandise We Handle, It Will Pay You to Visit
Our Store. We dan Save You Money on Your
Purchases. Almost Every Item in Our Stock Is
Being Sold at a Reduction From Regular'Price.

ANITA

Mrs. Harold Winder of Des Moines
and her brother, Glen Barger and son,
of St. Louis, Mo., were Sunday visitors
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
T. Winder.
Butternut Coffee, pound
Folgers Coffee, pound
Corn Flakes, Opal
Victor Cake Flour, box
SCHAAKE'S STORE.

25c
25c
9c
16c

The members of the Bide-a-Wee
bridge club, with two additional guests,
Mrs. Dick" Dement and' Mrs. Carl
Shultz, were entertained last Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Guy' Steinmetz
at her home on Chestnut Street. High
score at bridge was held by Mrs. Glen
Highley.

ANITA, IOWA

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Laurel and Hardy
The World's Favorite Comics In

"BLOCKHEADS"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Sat.-Sun. Matinee Sat.

Lawrence Christensen has bought
the residence property belonging to
Floyd Dement, and located on ChestIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
nut Street, the consideration being
$950 and possession to be given March
Miss Patricia Williams, who is work3E—Coleman two-mantle lamp,
Mrs.|S. M, Gate of Elgin, Neb., is 1. The place is now occupied by Carl
ing, in Des. 'Moines, spent the week visiting at the home of her sister, Shultz and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Chris[us. Roberts Produce.
It
end in the city with her parents, Mrs. J. C. Calkins and family.
tensen will occupy the place as a home.
s. Axel Larsen is spending the Dr. P. T. Williams and wife.
in Underwood, Iowa, with her
'Miss Margaret Ann Melone, a stuA 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner
Leland Brown, a student at a busi- dent nurse at St. Joseph's hospital in was enjoyed last Thursday evening
Ir, Mrs. Roscoe Lowden and famness college in Des Moines, enjoyed Omaha, spent Sunday in the city with by the members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dina week end visit at the home of his her aunt, M!rs. Leo V. Bongers and fler and bridge club at the home of
{rs. Frank H. Osen and son, Reed, parepts, James T. Brown and wife, family.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Robinson, corto Des Moines Saturday morn- in Anita.
ner of Fifth and Maple Streets. BeIwhere they visited until Sunday
FREE—26-piece Rogers silver table- sides the members, other guests were
|ing with their sister and aunt, • Mrs. Donald Chadwick was hostess ware. Ask us. Roberts Produce. It Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott and Mr.
Bess Stalnaker and family.
to the members of the Susie Q club
Mrs. B. W. Robison, a patient at and Mrs. Bert C. Ramus. The evlast Thursday evening at her home
ening was spent plaiying bridge, at
ss Maude Bissell of Bedford, who on Rose Hill Avenue. The girls spent the Jones hospital in Atlantic for sevwhich high scores were held by iMrs.
teen visiting relatives in and near the evening with cards and Chinese eral weeks, was discharged Friday,
Raymond Lantz and Mr. Robinson.
and
was
returned
to
her
home
in
Anita.
ena the past we,ek, is spending checkers. A lunch was served by the
Her friends will be glad to learn that
days at the home of her sis- hostess.
At their home, corner of Main Street
she is recovering nicely from her re- and .Mars Avenue, last Thursday evenh-law, Mrs. R. N. Bissell, in LinFREE—14-piece "Golden Glow," cent operation.
Itownship.
ing, Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Budd
amber shade, Rosemary pattern, lunchA meeting of the Loyal Circle of the entertained the members of the LANB
•enty-one members of the Helping eon set. Ask us. Roberts Produce. It
Methodist church was held on Tuesday dinner and bridge club at a 7:00 o'clock
I club and five IHsitors, Mrs. Harry
j covered dish dinner. Additional guests
The Anita Literary Club will hold afternoon of last week at the home | were Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Forshay
«, Mrs. Otto Miller, Mrs. Worth
ain, Mrs. Henry Aggen and Miss a meeting at 2:30 o'clock Thursday of Mrs. Joe Vetter on West Main j and H. L. Bell. Following the diner Steinmetz, were guests last afternoon at the home of 'Mrs. Fred Street. Assistant hostesses were Mrs. 1 per the evening was spent playing
ay of Mrs. Frank Daughen- G. Boren. The program will be, "Our Harold McDermott, Mrs. Lester King, | bridge, at which high scopes were held
fch at her home southeast of the buerau of standards and how it keeps Mrs. Bert Ramus and Mrs. Eric Osen. by Mrs. Budd and Mr. Forshay. TravA covered dish dinner was served the homemaker," a message from a Present were thirty-four members and ; eling prizes were won by Mr. Bell and
on and the ladies spent the af- farm bureau member, - Mrs. W. R. six visitors. Following the business Lester Scholl.
on doing fancy work and quilt- Cryer. Roll call will be "An Out- meeting and a social hour, refresh"ments were served by the hostesses.
standing News Event of 1938."
|for the hostess.
A large crowd was present at the
regular meeting of the P. T. A. at
Highland school, five miles northwest
. of Anita, one evening last week. The
program consisted of a violin solo by
j Arnold Baier; a dialogue by Virgil
Elsberry, Homer Elsberry, Glaus WilAlso Terry-Toon Cartoon; Miniature and Late News
son, Norman Paulson and Katherine
Wilson; a human car by pupils of the
school; and an ocarina solo by Arnold
Baier. ' At the close of the meeting,
A 7% pound son was born last
FREE—Overstuffed chair and Ota lunch was served. Miss Katherine
'hursday
morning at the Larsen hos- toman in rust, green or wine colors.
Wilson is teacher of the school.
ital in Adair to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ask us. Roberts Produce.
It
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Duff.
J. P. Wilson has sold his residence
Gipple north of the city last WednesWhen you think of coal, think of property and acreage in the southeast
day afternoon, iMrs. Kenneth Gipple
entertained the members of the. Friend- he Kunz Grain Co. All our coals part of the city to Ralph Biggs, who
ly Circle club. Present were twelve are the best in their class. Phone moved to Anita a number of months
tf
ago from Massena.
members
and three visitors, 'Mrs. Mag- 8, Anita, Iowa.
The following rules and regulations regarding the registration time
gie Dement, Mrs. Dick Dement and
of licensing, transfers, storage and junking of motor vehicles will be in
George S. Daughenbaugh and daughThe Benton Future Farmers 4-H
Mrs. Louis Steele. The members held
effect until further notice:
boys held their regular meeting ter, Miss Cora, were here from Wiota
miscellaneous shower for one of club
r
their members, Mrs. Boyd Williamson, riday evening at the home of Glen Ipst Friday to spend the afternoon
visiting with friends. While here Mr.
a recent bride. A color scheme of Jates northwest of Wiota.
Daughenbaugh was a pleasant caller
green and yellow was used in decoraAt her home northwest of the city at the Tribune office.
tion for the home and in .the lunch that
was served by the hostess late in the ast Thursday, Mrs. Francis Kelly was
lostess to the members of the Mutual
afternoon.
THE PENALTY STARTS FEBRUARY 1, 1939.
Benefit club. Dinner was served at
A meeting of the White Cloud noon by the hostess to the thirteen
lira. Jag. Filler aays: "Gas on my stomTHE MINIMUM PENALTY IS $1.00 PER MONTH.
wan BO bad I couldn't eat or aleep.
P. T. A. was held last Thursday even- members present, and the ladies spent ach
GOB even pressed on my heart. Adlerlka
ON ALL CARS AND TRUCKS WHERE THE
brought
me quick relief. Now. I eat »a I
ing at the school house in Lincoln the afternoon quilting. Mrs. William wtah,,Bleep
One, never felt better.'"
Stockham,
who^e
birthday
occurred
township, with an interesting program
FEE IS OVER $20.00 THE PENALTY IS 5%
given under the direction of Mrs. Fred since the meeting before, was pre
PER MONTH.
Dressier and MTS. Frank Schwenke. aented a gift by the club.
At all leading druggists.
The program consisted of community
TRAILERS MUST ALSO BE RELICENSED
singing; a mock wedding; song by DanEACH YEAR.
ny Osen; instrumental duet by Margaret Pigg and John Sandhorst; spelling match by the school; vocal duet
by Margaret Osen and Peggy Porch;
piano selection by Yvonne Laartz; recitation by James Lund; song by the
school; and harp music by Billy Wat1. &• owners wishing to store their cars for 1939 and avoid paying
son. At the close of the program a
C. F. DARROW, Manager
penalty3h the event they wish to license their car^anytime durmg 1939
lunch was served by Miss Margaret
Pigg,
teacher
of
the
school,
and
Mrs.
may do so by RETURNING THE 1938JLICENSE PLATES TO THE
Harry Highley.
COUNTY TREASURER'S OFFICE BEFORE FEBRUARY 1,1939 Then

NOTICE!
To Automobile Owners
1939 LICENSE

Gas fias All Time
ADLERIKA

MINERAL BLOCKS AND ALL
PURPOSE MINERAL

STORAGE

if you wish to take your car out of storage any time during 1939, you
may do so by paying full registration, fee but without paying any penalties.
WE CAN NOTJUNK CARS UNTIL THE PLATES ARE RETURNED.
2. Cars that were in storage before 1939 are still in storage and nothing
will have to be done, as they will continue in storage until otherwise taken
care of.
If it is convenient for you to license your car early, please do so, and
help avoid that last minute rush.

F. W. HERBERT
TREASURER, CASS COUNTY, IOWA

THE FARMERS COOP.

The members of the Pinochle club
enjoyed a winner-loser party last
Thursday evening at the home of Mrs.
Carrie Reynolds. Hostesses for the
evening, composing those who h?ld
the lowest scores during the last round
of the club, were Mrs. Reynolds, Mrs.
Ben R. Gochanour, Mrs. Maurice Turner, Mrs. Solon A. Karns, Mrs. Tom
Burns and Mrs. Hansine Johnson.
Guests of the evening were the six
members of the club who held the
highest scores during the same period
and were Mrs. Albert Karns, Mrs,
W. F. Crawford, Miss Lulu Alvord
Mrs. Hattie Wiese, Mrs. Azel S. Ames
and Mrs. Chas. F. Karns. The evening was spent playing pinochle an<
each of the guests were presented a
gift. Mrs. Albert Karns and Mrs
Crawford tied for high score. A luncl
was served by the hostesses.

WHY NOT GET INTERESTED IN A LOCKER
FOR THE COMING YEAR.
We have some new ones, so you can get your
choice if you act now. Our rates are locker rent, per
year, $10.00; slaughtering beef, $1.00; slaughteringpork, $1.00.
Processing such as cutting, wrapping, freezing
and putting in your locker, Ic per pound dressed
weight.
Try a locker—we are sure you will like it and
save money on your meat bills.

Miller's Market
"WHERE QUALITY COUNTS"

THE AKITA TRIBUNE.

Soft Sl^ibg ¥echnique
Calls for Definite Fullness
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson
By HAROLD L.. LUNBQUI8T, D. D.

S

Dean of The Moody Bible Instituf
Utute
6 Westert Newspaper Union.

Lesson for January 22
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
permission.

PETER DENIES HIS LORD
LESSON TEXT—Luke 22:31, X, 54-62.
GOLDEN TEXT—Let Mm that tblnketh
he standeth take heed lest he fall.—I Corinthians 10:IS.

KEEty interest to seekers, of*
ie coveted "something differ- !
•' that adds zest to each season's
are the excitingly-new sil*
Ittes given to fashions through tell the story better than words.
styling technique that makes .The stunning coat is typical of the
new trend to fullness.) It is made
ss its theme..
versatile ways in which the of a rust-color wool in handsome
The definitely full skirt is
fullness is manipulated im- texture.
balanced with a soft blouse top
ses one. In some instances, which
has roomy sleeves gathered
are frankly full all around,
full
into
the wrist. A small muff
|red no doubt by the dirndl vogue and a hat
, has been having a successful the ensemble.of red fox complete
|for some time. The all-around
Very significant is this coat as to
led skirls will hold good among
nost fashions not only for mid- new color trends tor spring. In the
en and spring, but .their style early collections special emphasis is
itige will endure the "Whole •sum- placed on the importance of rust
through. Impressed pleats is shades and mustard yellows and
i a favorite method with design- kindred hues with jewelry accom| for acquiring
'desired fullness. paniments of amber topaz and like
, too, there4 is the circular-cut jstones. For immediate wear stylethat measures yards around alert women are selecting chic litem. It is getting lots of notice tle dresses tailored of sheer woolens
cially in the very hew petti- with a sophisticated simplicity
versions which are made to that abounds in dramatic details.
Rows and rows of shirring
a swish of taffeta or a splash
lute that repeats the pique neck- achieve fullness for the dress picwfaich finishes -off the- blouser tured., _This very high-style model
petticoat dresses are provid- by International is the type sure
big sensation on the new style to call forth compliments wherever
you go. Shirring at the waistline
ram.
achieves a. flattering dirndl. The
women who cannot stand for bodice
above the slim mid-riff corthan a certain amount of full- selet adds
a related soft touch. Horthe-new skirts that make par-. izontal
shirring on the sleeves gives
ar appeal show a controlled them that
casual "pushed-up" look
nept in that they are smooth that indicates
"last word" chic. Exhe back and hips with fullness
designing makes it a perfect
|ght to the front in gathered or pert
dress for a busy social calendar that
ed panels. In both day and carries
luncheons to informal
ng clothes this idea is carried dinners from
and the theater. The three
jewelled phis at the waistline are
matter of soft styling and in- individual. A soft kid bag, kid
ning fullness is by no means con- gloves and a simple felt hat with
" to the skirt but rather is con- face veil complete the costume.
titly worked throughout the cos- With her upsweep hair-do she wears
i so as to preserve continuity in small, clip earrings foregoing any
way. The smart coat ornaments at the V-neckUne.
; dress shown in the illustration
6 Western Newspaper Union.

Smart Plaid Coat

One of the most heartbreaking experiences we ha7e as Christians is
to find that one in whom we have
had every confidence as a true and
faithful follower of the Lord, has
denied Hint by going out into almost
unbelievable sin. Often it seems
that those who, like Peter, have had
the loftiest and most inspiring fellowship with the Lord, and who
speak with the greatest ease about
His love and grace, turn to the
most reprehensible of sins.
Lest any unbeliever who reads
this begin to gloat over the failures
of Christians, let him be reminded
now of his own sin' which needs his
attention, and' of the fact that
though Peter fell, he arose again to
victory and usefulness. May it also
be said that none of us has any
right to a "holier than thou" attitude toward a brother who has fallen. "Let'hini that thinketh he
standeth take heed lest he fall" (I
Cor. 10:12), and let him in brokenhearted sympathy help to restore
his stricken brother "in the spirit of
meekness: considering thyself, lest
thou also be tempted" (Gal. 6:1).
I. Sifted but Not Destroyed (vv.
31, 32).

WHAT to EAT and WHY
C. Houston Goudiss Reports Some Current Knowledge
of Vitamin G, a Substance Essential to
Growth and Normal Nutrition
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

A NUMBER of the vitamins have been discussed in these
columns
from
time
to_ time.
The
latest findings
of nutri-•
i_
i. _
_ _ * . _ • _ .^
« _ _ it
*1 1
"
..
tionali science
have
been
related,
together
with
suggestions
made by outstanding authorities concerning Ihe amounts of
different vitamins required to help maintain top health.
So far vitamin G has not been discussed specifically. Yet
a knowledge of some of the functions and sources of this
vitamin should be possessed^
by every homemaker. For' know that in many ways, the food
eminent authorities are of the requirements of experimental aniare comparable to those in
opinion that it has a far-reach- mals
man, it would be distinctly to our
ing influence upon health.
advantage to meikg sure that we

r\

Possible Effects on Longevity
The avowed objectives of modern nutritional scientists are to
help humanity to enjoy happier,
healthier and longer lives. If any one
vitamin could be
said to have more
influence than any
other on longevity,
the distinction most
certainly would be
accorded—so
far
as present knowledge is concerned
—to vitamin G.
'Extensive laboratory
experiments
>y investigators who are. paramount in their field seem to
cate that vitamin G has a pronounced effect upon the maintenance of health and vigor at all
ages. It has been demonstrated'
with experimental animals that a.
liet containing more vitamin G
ban is required for normal
growth resulted in greater vigor,;
postponement of the onset of
senility and a comparatively short
>eriod of the mental and physical
nfirmities we usually associate
with old age.

Pleated Vogue to
Repeat Triumphs

Flounces Return
With a Flourish

! plctur
« df a charming
wlnter
?«
- *****
nwtttrbuttons add
a fund
note

Source! of Vitamin G
Because vitamin G is closely associated with vitamin B, some
lomemakers occasionally confuse
Ehe two. -This is not surprising,
inasmuch as it was Some years
following the initial recognition of
vitamin B that scientists established beyond a doubt that there
was more than one growth-promoting vitamin.
Subsequently,
they learned that while the substance, later named vitamin G,
was frequently found in close association with vitamin B, such
was, not always the case.- For example, vitamin G is known to occur without vitamin B hi egg
white.
Milk, Meat, Eggs, Greens
The richest sources of vitamin
G are the concentrates of yeast,
yeast extract and wheat germ. Al-

Satan, who is a far more powerful
O—WNU—C. Houston Qoudlss—1939—to.
spiritual being than most folk think,
is actively interested in tempting
the Christian. He uses many clever
.devices.
Although he is not
possessed of divine powers, he does
have supernatural cunning and
knows the weakness of each one of
us. He knew the boastful selfbroidery. Both will be very smart
for spring, when feminine fashion*
assurance of Peter and was ready
Effect on Digestion and Nerves
are all the rage.
to tempt him at that point. Jesus
Laboratory experiments have
knew this, and even in this dark
Three Pretty Aprons.
hour shortly before His crucifixion also indicated that when there is
This
set will come in -mighty
He takes time, to warn Peter, and i shortage of vitamin G, digestion
handy when company drops in unis
usually
unpaired.
In
this
rewith His warning'to give the asexpectedly for meals, or when you
surance that though it was to be spect, a shortage of vitamin G has
serve
refreshments to your club.
slightly different effect than a
tried, his faith was not to fail, and
Make several sets for gifts, too—
that he was to be restored to- fellow- deficiency of vitamin B. A defibridge prizes, tokens for brides to
ship and service when he "turned nite lack of \vitamin B causes an
be, and so on. All three of them
again," which is the correct trans- abrupt and complete loss of appefit exceptionally well, so that they
tite. Withholding vitamin G aplation for the word "converted."
protect your frocks without adding
pears
to
affect
the
desire
for
food,
II. Self-assurance and Disgraceful
a bit of bulk. Each requires so
so
that
experimental
animals
conFailure (w. 33, 34, 54-60).
little material that you can make
Peter was sure of himself and of sume only about two-thirds as
them from remnants left over
his consecration to the Lord. A much as they would normally
from house frocks arid daytime
man who stands in that place is in take.
cottons..
A
form
of
nervous
depression
grave danger. It is not long before
The Patterns.
we find Peter, apparently presum- may occur when the diet is low in
No.
1659
is designed for sizes 12,
ing on his own ability to stand fast, vitamin G for any protracted
14, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14 reauires
length
of
time.
Other
unfortunate
consorting with the enemies of
4% yards of 39-inch material; 2%
Christ, warming himself by their consequences may be a decline in
yards of embroidery or lace bandfire. Someone'iias suggested that the health of the skin. Studies
ing.
with
animals
indicated
that
when
the great spiritual problem of our
No. 1595 is designed for sizes 34,
the
vitamin
was
withheld,
not
day is not the conflict between the
36,
38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size
Church and the world; nor is it to only did a loss of weight occur,
36 requires: for No. 1, 1% yards of
determine how the Church can best but there were other sighs of nu35-inch material with 6 yards of
serve hi the world, but rather what tritional failure. These included
braid; for No. 2, IVfe yards of 35an
inflammation
of
the
mouth,
a
to do about the world which has
inch
material with 5Vi yards of
gotten into the Church. How did loss of hair, a thickening and in ¥ ONG winter evenings, when braid; for No. 3, 1% yards of 35worldliness get into the Church? some cases, a cracking and scal- *-* you're home a lot anyhow, of- inch material, with 11 yards of
The members brought it there after ing, of the slfin.
fer a splendid time to get some braid.
they had gone out and warmed themsewing done. You'll enjoy it, when
Send your order to The Sewing
Vitamin
G
and
Healthy
Eyes
selves at the world's fire, and fellowuse these simple designs, each Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1020,
Studies with a variety of experi- you
sniped with the world in ungodly livaccompanied by a step;by-step 211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
mental animals resulted in the sew
chart for the guidance of be- Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
ing.
startling
disclosure
that
on
diets
The denials made by Peter seem
ginners. So start right now.
coins) each.
lacking
vitamin
G
the
health
of
almost unbelievable in the life of
© Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
With
Bias
Skirt*
one who had been in immediate fel- the eyes was distinctly affected.
Not only was there a loss of
The swirling dress with bias
lowship with the Lord and who had
seen His glory. We have here a hair around the eyes, but the eye- skirt is fashion news—decidedly.
revelation of the fact that "the heart ball developed a whitish appear- It's so simple, and so lovely. The
is deceitful above all things and des- ance which was determined to be tiny waist, the square neckline,
the puff sleeves and rippling skirt,
perately wicked; who can know it?" cataract.
Pleat it I And again fashion says (Jer. 17:9). We agree with Dr. WilAt present, scientists are not all have the romantic charm of
pleat it, which is exactly what de- bur M. Smith: "This is of the Dev- prepared to say whether these lab- an old-fashioned portrait. Make, Larger yields . . . richer feed . . .
signers are doing for spring. Only il. This is humanity sinking to the oratory findings may be confirmed this of flat crepe, silk print or thin more fertile soil with NOD-O-GEN
this time the pleatings are more so lowest plane of base ingratitude. clinically. But certainly when we wool and trim it with lace or em- Inoculator. Easily applied to cloven,
than ever. That is the pleated mood This is shame Upon shame." One
alfalfa, other legume seeds. Spend
permeates the whole scheme of might have hoped that one dertial
pennies, reap dollars. Ask your Seed
Dealer or The Albert Dickinson
things from neckline to hemline.
would bring quick and sincere reCompany, Chicago* Illinois.
In the newer fashions it is not only .pentance, bu$ instead it leads the
Items of Interest
the -skirt that is pleated, but the way to a second and to a third.
whole thing, including blouse top There seemed to be nothing that
the Housewife
sleeves and just as like as not a could stop Peter, until "the Lord
pleated bolero is added.
turned and looked" at him. This
The use of pleats is taking on a suggests the only effective way to
Heat the Coconut. — Before' Baking Potatoes.—Potatoes will
decidedly designful flair. The versa- deal with backsliders. Argument
In Discipline
tile way pleats are being handled is pleading, even shaming them, will breaking a coconut, heat it in a >ake more quickly if, after peelDifficulty
is but another name
clever beyond words. You see most do no good. We must bring them to moderate oven. Crack it and the ing, they are wiped dry and for discipline.
smeared over with dripping beunique touches especially in blouse the place where they meet their shell will come off easily.
* * *
fore being put in the oven.
styling such as pleats brought down Lord.
* * *
When
to
Add
Salt.—Salt
should
from each shoulder to tie in a soft
m. The Look of Love and a Bro- never be added to stews, soups
Cleaning Tapestry.—Clean tapknot at the girdle top. Surplice ken Heart (vv. 61, 62).
pleats that cross from shoulder to
What was in the look of Jesus is and boiled meats until after estry-covered furniture by rubshoulder finishing in a bow at the perhaps best expressed by Alexan- they're cooked. If put in at first Ding it with hot bran, reheating
waist-line with pleated streamers. der Maclaren: "It spoke of Christ's it toughens the fiber of the meat .he bran as it gets cold. Have
two dishes of bran going, one to
Much of the, charm of the newer knowledge, of Christ's pain, of and takes out *the*juices.
•
ae using and one to be in the oven
print frocks lies in 'the fact of their Christ's love."
When Papering.—It is well when nesting.
lavish and unique pleatings.
The backslider needs first of all to papering
* * *
room to remember
realize that the Lord knows all that large apatterns
and
dark
colLarger
Windows.—A
small winabout his denials and sin. He has
will make it appear small- dow may be made to look larger
been hiding things from his family ors
while a plain or striped paper, by setting the curtain rods beyond
and friends, denying accusations, er,
if
a
hue, will give an impres- the casing on each side and using
trying to cover up his guilt. Let him sion light
the draperies of a material heavy
of increased size.
Healer/law
now
abandon
every
such
effort.
* * *
Of all things, guess what's comenough so that the casing will
Jesus
knows
all
about
it.
B U T C H E R I N G BOOK
ing! It's flounces on your new
Fighting Oil Blaze. — Never not be seen through the material.
The second thing to be realized is throw
frocks. Yes'm flounces old-fashioned,
water
on
blazing
oil.
It
now new-fashioned flounces. The that he has added to the pain and will only spread the flames.
idea of flounces has been taken up sorrow of his Lord. For a believer Earth, flour or sand will exby designers with a will and if you to turn away from Him is no light tinguish the fire, but if these are
would be "first" in fashion you matter, to be casually deal^ with. not at hand a thick rug or curtain
take your cue. right now and select He needs to be deeply conscious of should be thrown on the burning
for your newest gown one of the the wounding of the heart of the oil.
* * •
smartly flounced versions. The Lord, as well as of the damage done
flounce trend is as apparent in day to God's people and His cause in the
For
Scratched
Furniture,—The
dresses as in evening floor-length earth.
best remedy for scratched furniBut
above
all
it
was
a
look
of
It's good teaie to teliere a cough due to a
party frocks.
is a mixture of beeswax anc
love. The Lord deals in tenderness ture
cold with Smith Brother* Cough Drop*.
turpentine,
the
former
melted
in
with the backslider. While he never, the turpentine until it is as thick
Choice for Evening
Soft Bros. Ctugh Drops are the
or will condone sin, He loves as sirup. Pour a little onto i
The stiff silks being used for eve- can sinner,
and especially does He piece of woolen cloth and rub i
only drops cuta.no* VITAMIN A
ning gowns axe tulle* faille and taf- the
love the one who belongs to Him well into the scratched part. Then
feta, while moire and grosgrain are but
Tata
U tha Tltaadn that talDM.dw (distance
who has gone astray. What • polish quickly with dry flannel and
the choice for stunning afternoon gracious
of th» mucou aMBbrimM of tin no»*
Lord
we
do
have)
and thwatto'CoM Ihroctloo*.
MARK
dresses.
the marks will almost disappear

AROUND
.he HOUSE

aids had such a'gbod start this
their style momentum is carright through., into the midand earjy spring style pic-^
A coat like the one shown
i*.^- Prove a' real Jo? during
taming months. The plaid it,
V"-,.green an<* brown. The
wndings of plain green en-

do not lack for adequate amounts
of vitamin G.

most equally weH supplied with
this vitamin are liver and kidney.
Muscle cuts of meat contain vitamin G, but in lesser amounts than
liver and kidney.
The vitamin is also, found in
young green plants, and it is interesting to note that the vitamin
is formed during the growth of the
plant and decreases with maturity. The amount of the vitamin
has been found to vary with different parts of the same plant. In
broccoli, the flower buds are said
to contain only half as much as
the leaves, while the stems contain even less. Among the greens,
turnip tops and beet tops have
been found to be unusually rich.
Investigations indicate that weight
for weight, they are twice as rich
as eggs, though eggs ere considered a good source.
Homemakers will be glad to
learn that beating does not appear
to destroy vitamin G. Canned
foods are therefore as good a
source as though they had not
been processed.
Milk must not be overlooked.
For all practical purposes, and
chiefly because of the amounts in
which it is consumed, it is probably our most important source of
the G vitamin.
One thing is certain. Homemakers should strive—not for
diets that are merely adequate in
vitamin G ... but for a surplus
to help build high resistance. One
authority has advised a ration that
contains four times the amount
considered absolutely necessary.
The surplus should help to provide a heaostart toward the goal
of buoyant health.

Lovely and Simple Designs
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ANITA LADY "The Citadel" Coining to
WES FRIDAY NIGHT Rialto Saturday-Sunday

BWARDALEGROCERY

"The Citadel," A. J. Cronin's dramatically powerful story of a young
i. Adelia W. Calkins, 83, Widow of doctor who barters his ideals for
worldly riches, comes to the Rialto
he Late 3. C.. Calkins, Pauses
Theatre for a two-day showing on
Away at Home Here. Funeral
Saturday and Sunday, with a matinee
Held Sunday Afternoon.
at 2:00 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
With superb portrayals upon the
part
of Robert [Donat and Rosalind
Jrs. Adelia W. Calkins, 83, widow
Russell
in the principal roles, the
late J. C. Calkins, died quite
picture
has
already been classed as a
pectedly at her home on West
tribute
to
its
author, to the medical
Street about 9:00 o'clock last
craft
and
to
the
art of motion picy evening. While she had not
feeling well for several days, tures. Recently cinema critics o?
was able to be up and around the New York City newspapers voted "The
: most of the time. She had Citadel" as the best picture produced
in failing health for the past during the year.
A dramatic love story is unfolded
in
the account of the young surgeon
irs. Calkins was a daughter of the
Mr. and Mrs. Luther P. Frost, who struggles among the miners and
day residents of Anita. She marries a humble schoolmistress.
born at Iowa City on March 17, There is agonizing suspense when he
and came to Anita with her . descends
.
.into
. ..a mine that
. has colla

lold Dairy Feediqg School CASS COURT OPENS
in Atlantic Last Week TUESDAY MORNING

"Dairymen have two ways to inrease
their profits," said Floyd ArANITA, tOWA
nold, extension dairyman of Iowa January Term of the Cass County DisState college, who had charge of a
trict Court Now in Session at
airy feeding and management meetCourthouse in Atlantic. Petit
ng held at the Pullman hotel in AtJurors to Report Monday.
antic last Wednesday.
'One method is to get more for
he product sold by educating the
CU1_J n-A»~:M~ GWC—Multi-Gyro
The January term of the Cass counonsumer to realize the value of dairy ty district court opened Tuesday at
>roducts and by improvement of qual- the court house in Atlantic, with Judge
ty so as to increase demand. The oth- J. A. Murray of Logan on the bench.
El-v..*. Briardale — No Finer at
method is to decrease the cost of A fairly heavy docket awaits the
riOUr
Any Price —Package
production on the farm," Mr. Arnold court.
explained. He went on to say that
The grand jurors went into session
Briardale — It's Still the "Fresh,he records in cow testing associa- Tuesday, and the petit jurors are to
est Thing in Town" — Pound
tions in Iowa last year showed that report for service at 9:00 a. m. next
cows which pproduced -200 pounds of Monday. Drawing up of the assignmtterfat a year used 23 cents worth ment of cases and routine business
Tall Corn — Select Pink Alaska
of feed for each pound of fat, while matters occupied the attention of the
Mb. Tall Cans
the cows which produced 400 pounds court Tuesday. Today (Wednesday) is
a year used 19 cents worth of feed default day.
Barmettler's Chocolate Fig Bars
per pound of fat on the average. This
Petit jurors for the term are as
Pound
difference of 4 cents in production follows:
„
.
.
ents when a small child. She | *«^J£_^A^^™*
cost could be likened to an increase
eneath
Anita—Corine Adams, Nettie Budd,
* ff ?, t^?1; There.'8
to young womanhood here and J
r^~~~\ OMAR — With Wheat
of 4 cents in the price paid at the Gladys Ames and Lyle Redburn.
drama when he deliberatelyJdynanutes
July 25, 1880, was united in mar- sewer that has been spreading disease
Cereal Embyro Added — Pkg.
creamery.
Atlantic—W. 0. Aldrich, Mrs. T. A.
to Jay C. Calkins. After their <but
. . whlch
... autho
. . .ties
. . ref .ae to
"It is poor business to own a cow Browllf CIy(le c^ ciark Hagan, John
age
thejr
located .on the farm I winirA
"
\
Briardale — Quick or Regular
°
"
capable of producing 400 pounds of i Hammond, Hans C. Hansen, John
move.
he west edge of Anita which rebutterfat a year and only feed her, A R Hansenj Frank Kjar, M. A.
Large
Tubes
'Cronin's moving story has become
ned their home through life. Mr.
so that she produces 200 pounds," Kluever, Charles Layton, Mrs. M. N.
j
-in v 01 -man ' even more dramatic on the screen,
alteration, but because
Mr. Arnold pointed out.
ins passed away Feb 21 1930,1
GWC
—
Fine
Quality
Leffler, Owen Mayberry, John Mpla heart attack that he suffered i - ..
,, ,
, . ...
..
The essentials of a good dairy ra- gaard, Mrs. Clarence Moon, Milo Hub_.
-, .
j ' of the added power of visible action,
Large
Size
Bottle
asleep.
Two sons, Berme and. _.
. .
, . ,.
,. ,. .„
v
tion are: Balance of nutrients, var- bard C. R. Palmer, Fred Paulson,
.
.
' . , ,,.
Donat is outstanding as the disilluie. were born to Mr. and Mrs. .
.
, .
, ... _
„
ietji, bulk, succulence, palatability and, LeOn'ard Sondag, James Voss and Mrs!
'
•• , ..
, -^ .
' sioned young doctor and Miss Russell
California
Santa
Claras
ins, and they are left to mourn ,
*., . *
,
- ,
low cost. Dairymen were urged to Helen Walter.
.
• . mother,
..
...t. ,has
Very Fine 40-50 Size — 3-lbs.
nassing
of, ',
their
with
. the best
.. .. role
• ., of _her
, ,career
_. . as
,
v
feed an abundance of good quality
Massena—Glen Westphal, Charles
~ B
' h i s sympathetic wife. Ralph Richardthey made their home. She
roughage and grain in proportion to Cornell) Mrs. Harold Mills and Mrs.
Strained
—
No.
5
Pail
at
50c
jalso survived by one sister, Mrs.
production. The following grain mix- , ^y_ ^_ Anstey.
actor's, appear as fellow doctors with
1-lb. Jar at
Gate, of Pierce, Neb.
ture was recommended where the dry j Wiota—Harold Weaver,
Ernest
Donat and their performances are exuring her long residence here Mrs. cellent. There are more than one
roughage is good quality legume hay, Maas an<j Frank Boggs.
(tins made many friends and had a hundred speaking parts in the cast.
National — Pound
4 parts corn and cob meal, 3 parts; Cumberland—Harold Wohlenhaus,
acquaintance among the people
ground oats, 1 part bran, and ,1 part Esther Parcher, Stella Chester, Henry
"The Citadel" is one of the most
he community. In her younger popular novel in years, having topped
cracked soy beans. If the dry rough- Bredehoft and Mable Breckenmaker.
she took an active part in the the list in America and abroad since
age feed consists of non-legumes, the, Griswold—Harold Snyder, Albert L.
Fine Crisp Heads — Each
al affairs of the town. She was its publication about a year ago.
amount of cracked soy beans in the Rudig, Lester Pelzer, Peter Peterve through life in church work,
above ration must be increased to 3 sonj ROBS Miller, Byron Kewin and
The 'program besides the feature
for the past twenty-five years and a news reel, will include an Our
or 4 parts.
< Mirjam Ellis.
Texas Seedless —Dozen
been a follower of the Christian Gang comedy entitled, "Aladdin's
Mineral feeding was recommended
Lewis—C. D. Marker and Dick Wohnee faith.
particularly
if
little
or
no
alfalfa
or
lenhaus.
Lantern."
hristian Science services were held
bran is fed. The mineral mixture reTonight a Big Night.
commended was 40 pounds steamed
A 7-pound girl baby was born last
lie home on Sunday .afternoon
at
. ,
. A vivid cross-section of life in a
bone meal, 40 pounds finely ground Friday morning to Mr. and Mrs. Elo'clock, and were in charge of ^^ communit ,„ dramatically relimestone and 20 pounds salt.
wopd Jensen at their home northwest
Custer, a Science reader from vealed in «A Man ^ Remember;'feaSorghum silage ranks slightly be- of the city.
Interment was made in turing Anne Shirley, Edward Ellis,
low corn silage as a dairy feed accord*
een cemetery with iFred Heck, Lee Bowman and William Henry, and
ing to Mr. Arnold. It is less valuable Slightly more than three inches of
Civic leaders are discussing plan- ...,.,
Bear, W. F. Crawford, A. R. the main attraction at the Rialto this
A table of marriage and divorce
Oscar Lindblom and Chester ('Wednesday) evening.
statistics from Iowa counties recently to build a large community hall in' per pound than corn silage mainly be- snow fell here Monday. The lowest
Wiota.
cause it contains more moisture, due temperature over the week end was
acting as pallbearers.
The story revolves around the hec- compiled shows that the Cass county
According to tentative plans, the to increased yields per acre. How- two degrees above zero recorded early
clerk's
office
issued
768
marriage
litic career of a smaft town doctor who
illment at Iowa State college
building will be used for high school' ever, the total nutrients produced is Sunday morning.
dedicates his life to the welfare of censes during the past five years, and
winter, over 6,000, is 500 larger
basketball games, community plays, often greater.
that
during
the
same
period
95
divorces
his fellow men, most of whom place
BASKETBALL
a year ago.
dances and other events. It is pro- The care of the dry and fresh cow
were
granted
by
the
Cass
county
disIsmail value on .his services because
EXIRA vs. ANITA
posed to construct the building on the and of the new born calf were other FRIDAY, JAN. 27
their short-sightedness and penny- trict court.
7:30 P. M.
onna Mae is the name of a 7% .
.
topics which the dairyman talked over.
In 1938 there were 138 licenses to high school grounds.
ANITA
GYMNASIUM
girl baby, born last Saturday, I-**"* prop, n, les.
A federal grant will be sought to The meeting was under the auspices i
Anne Shirley and Lee Bowman, as wed issued in Cass county, while 14
ADMISSION: lOc, ISc, 25c
ning to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
help finance the frame structure. Ac- of the Cass county farm bureau.
gupply
divorces were granted.
rell at their home northwest of the
John
Five year totals of other counties cording to civic workers, the building j
! hRay
at his
me inVinall died from a heart attack
las
long
been
needed.
The
high
school
in
southwest
Iowa
were
as
follows:.
• Granville Bates, Harlan Briggs and
gymnasium is inadequate to take care
Adair, 381 licenses; 67 divorces.
f. f
i. according, to word received here by
fl
t their home east of the city Prank M. Thomas have prominent
Audubon, 264 licenses; 32 divorces. of the crowds attending basketball
Made Safer tO Handle relatives Tuesday morninb. His wife
Saturday evening, Mr. and Mrs. supporting roles.
Dallas, 1,171 licenses; 181 divorces.games. Wiota consolidated school has
_
was the former Maude Dorsey. „ Thirty
rtey R. Pollock entertained the
The program this evening will mbeen represented by winning teams
Guthrie,
777
licenses;
142
divorces.
The
greatest
improvements
in
farm
years ago he played baseball in Anita.
nbers of the H. and O. club. The elude the Leon Errol comedy, 'Stage
Madison, 414 licenses; 59 divorces. for several years and at nearly every machinery including all types of
Ining was spent playing pinochle, Fright." Leon's wife cures him of
her home last Friday afternOon,
The number of marriage licenses game fans are turned away in large equipment from tillage to power im{which high scores were held by the aversion to her being on the stage.
v plements, will probably be made in
in those counties in 1938 were as numbers.
Everett B. Luman and Alvin
of the Friday
One plan under consideration is to the continued development of safety
IM. 0. Trailer of Marne has been follows: Adair, 72; Audubon, 50;
ersen.
club.
Guests,
besides the members,
secure
a
federal
grant
and
for
citizens
I named as investigator by the Cass Dallas, 247; Guthrie, 115; and Madidevices to protect operators.
were Mrs. A. R. Kohl and Mrs. Ed.
of
the
community
to
provide
the
bal,.„ destroyed the Jensen hatchery county board of social welfare, and, son, 76. Divorces were:
Since the advent of tractors and F. Carlton. High score at bridge
Exira last Wednesday morning, his appointment has been approved Audubon, 10; Dallas, 33; Outnrie, ance of the funds through popular j power take-off popularity in recent wag
held by Mrs R w Forshay.
subscription.
hsing damage estimated at $13,000.' by the county board of supervisors. 19; and Madison, 12.
years, the number of serious accidents
blaze started from an overheated Mr. Trailer, a republican, succeeds
FREE—Kelton men's wrist watch, caused by machinery has risen to
A founder's day party was held
Lloyd Klever, wife and son, Gary,
'e in the front of the building. Herman Aldag, a democrat, who has
10 karat rolled gold case, curved to alarming proportions, recounts J. B. last Wednesday afternoon by the memof
Exira,
enjoyed
a
Sunday
visit
in
structure, owned by Harvey Jen- held the position for the past few
Anita at the home of her mother, Mrs. fit the wrist. Ask us. Roberts Pro- Davidson, head of the Agricultural bers of Chapter EZ, P. E. O., at the
I and his father, was partly insured, years.
tf ' Engineering Department at Iowa State home of Mrs. C. H. Johnson on Chestduce.
Hattie Wiese and family.
entire contents, including storage
—
—
J College.
nut Street. Twenty-one members were
eries and several incubators, were
Chris Farrell, John Faga, J. *Ted
Effective Sunday, Feb. 5, the retail i Davidson says that manufacturers present and most of them were atAccording to a news story in the
Tibben and F. J. Thielen, Audubon
Chicago Tribune a few days ago, John stores of Anita are inaugurating a are cognizant of the growing agita- tired in colonial costumes. At 1:00
township residents, have been drawn
W. Nichols, a former Anita boy and new plan by keeping their respective tion f o r safety devices and are at- ' o'clock a three course luncheon was
meeting of the K. J. U. club was as petit jurors for toe next term of
a graduate of the local high school, places of business closed on Sunday, tempting to work together in remov- served, followed by a short business
Audubon county district court,
Friday afternoon at the home
was elected a second vice president For the past ten years or more, stores mg danger spots from farm machin- meeting and program. The program
s. Earl Knowlton, hostesses heopens in Audubon on Feb. 14,
of the Continental and Commercial in Anita have remained open Sunday ery before each state passes laws included an original sketch depicting
Mis. Knowlton, Mrs. Prank Lees, jonn Schlater, from the same townthe history of the P. E. O. sisterhood
• formating corrective safety codes.
National Bank of Chicago, at the an- mornings.
s. Paul Henderson and Mrs. Frank ahipi ^\\ act as a grand juror for
Mrs E S Holton
nual meeting of the bank. The .Con- - '
During the last few seasons manutkins. Besides twenty-one mem- .tne year,
An all day meeting of the Original
tinental is the largest bank in the
facturers have been active in enclos-' The regular meeting of the Anita
Sunshine club was held last Thursday
United States west of Chicago
P. T. A. will be held in the
of accidents, Davidson says. Fenders school auditorium at 7:30 o'clock
Phair is a step-son of Mrs.
wltonof AniteandMrs.MaxiWby
.
the engagement of
east
of
the
city.
Eleven
members
of
now shield the
wh< 8
Mra. Prank Kramer, a re- of Kenmore, N. Y., to Ronald Reed and a nephew of L.
f ' ~me trac: Thursday evening. The program will
were present. A covered dish din-tor models have™*
hooded engines and include several selections by the high
Anita.
|t bride, was presented a gift by of the Colgate Rochester
ner was served during the noon hour,
others have enclosed transmissions school girls' glee club; a clarinet duet
| club. Following a social after- school, Rochester, N. Y. While a
Representative G. T. Kuester of and the ladies spent the afternoon
a lunch was served by the hos- student at Drake University m Dee Cass county has been named on a socially. The next meeting of the and power
by Miss Esther Ruggles and Miss
! Moines a couple of years ago, Ronald
club will be held Feb. 2 at the home ' The latest trend in the safety move- Rathryn Weimer; a trombone solo by
Bes.
!
of Mrs. John Baylor.
!ment P°ints toward the development Misg Marilyn Kohl; and an address
served as a
Masonic
play,''Greater
Love
Hath
church
of
Christ
in
Anita.
' of safety devices which form an in- by Rev Arthur V. Long on the theme,
They
include t»e*
agriculture,
_
„
.
i
i
«J
Mninna
1 nCV
llltiuuc
A\,W.««*~,
Man," was presented' Monday ev- graduate of the Elliott high school and Momes.
j
appropriaMr. and Mrs. A. A. Miller, a well tegral part of the machine. Thus, "Character Through Religious Conw at
»t the
«,„ high
1,5-v. school
.»i,««i gymnasium
o^miMmium is
f. a son of *Mrs.
M™ Grace
ft™,.* Reed
ReedofofGrant,
Grant, ways and means, elections, a p p i v
tions, schools and textbooks, roads and known Anita couple celebrated their when safety devices are removed, the trol." Several rooms in the school
[Atlantic by members of Pioneer Neb ( and a former resident of Elliott, highways, consolidation and coordina- 60th. wedding anniversary at their machine becomes inoperative.
building will be open for inspection.
home
on
East
Main
Street
Saturday.
Danger
points
are
also
being
marked
"ge, No. 22, of Des Mbines. Only
insurance,
Mr. «»•».»«-.—
and Mrs. Harley -Miller have re- . tion of stateu,, agovernment,
That evening a number of relatives with suitable labels, Pavidson finds, i Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Gissibl enter..ucra OJ
nbers
of lne
the oraer
order were
were present..
present. .JMU.
h<,Tidrv
i author of the play, Carl H. Claudy ceived word from their son, Jesse, 16,; an d animal husbandry.
called to help them observe the event.
Extensive education, emphasizing tained the members of the H. O. club
""ashington, D. C., and Raelff Ot- that he is in San Antonio, Texas, and
pl.arc^uTTis~now is session in Present from out-of-town were Mr.' carefulness in handling the newer, at their home southeast of the city
of Davenport, Grand Master of that he has secured fountain work
Federal
. jurorg
. - .
and Mrs. Claiide Kitelinger, Mr. and more powerful farm equipment, may last Wednesday evening in honor of
•Masons, were present. Consider- at a drug store in that city. Jesse Counc.l
^
^ reported for service Mrs. Keith Kitelinger and Kenneth prove to be a powerful weapon in the their 28th. wedding anniversary. Othcrowd was
younger brother,• James, W,,i T,,o«H»v were Altrea uemeiii,
Kitelinger of Brayton; Mr. and Mrs. fight to decrease the number of deaths ers present besides the club members
Dement uof Anita;
s^^^^^ the
".^ weather
weutner a large crown
wnn Band
uu «a jv—e-d_^B>™t. Among
those
Anita
ran
home three weeks ago
Otto Garnett of Mfenlo; and Miss and serious accidents on the farm, were Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gissibl
of Atlantic; Carl
4 a-juvJllK
HIUQC from
JLX Vill
i*»a«w*»
4 * * « « *away
- * * - - r f from
•
, j | Tu^JJ
>^^^^B>v,,):
_
..
. . ,Lloyd
, . _ . , James
, __ was„ npicked
;»b-o^ ,,n
1. Baiiey "*
tiding were Raymond
Laartz,
up hv
by the
the social
social Koy
I and Mr. and Mhrs. Edgar Petersen.
of Cumberland; and John Hall of Gris- Wheelock of Exira. A pleasant ev- ; Davidson believes.
r *w, A. N. Cron, Ed. L. Newton,' welfare office in Fayetteville, Art.,. wold.
Petit jurors, who are sup- ening was spent by those present, at j The number of injuries and deaths The evening was spent playing pino0.1
l»es McCosh, Philip McCosh, Edwin and was returned home by his parents posed to report today, are Frank E. the close of which a lunch was served, \ from all causes on the farm reaches a ' chle, at-which high scores were held
&
•erickson, H. A. Gill, Dr. F. 'D.' who went to Fayetteville after him. Miller of Anita; Clyde 'Crozier of which included two wedding cakes, ap- ] peak in July, August and October,. by Mrs. Russell Knop and Lyman
™r, Ross I*wis. Dr. P. T. WJ1- The card received by Mr. and oars. Cumberland; Orlo Dean of Griswold; propriately tjecorated, and brought by I tapers off in September, November and Wahlert. At a late hour rofreshfirst , --• £"- .
». Solon A. Karns, C. G. Budd, Miller a few
few days
days ago
ago was
was the
ine ,».
the two granddaughters, Mrs. Garnett'; December, reaching the low point from 1 ments were served by the bust and
'- Budd, Fred Schoil, Lyle Scholl, information they had received about, Lee 8^ Mag
and Mrs. Keith, Kitelinger.
I January to June.
' hostess.
man
Scott and Fred Kuehn.
* Jesse since the bpys left Anita.
•

'{;

Values For Friday-Saturday
oaiad uressing whipped — FUU Quart

Oats
Catsup
Prunes
Honey
Peanut Clusters
Lettuce

19c
14c
23c
19c
17c
8c
29c
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Davenport Monday night

THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, JANUARY 26, 1939.
FROM JOHN C. NASSER.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

PETERSEN'S GROCERY

Arcata, Cal., Jan. 15, 1930.
Dear Mr. Budd:
Atlantic, Iowa,
A year has almost gone by and as
January 3, 1939.
PHONE 300
niy subscription needs renewing, 1 will
Phone 29
We Deliver
Board of Supervisors reconventake this opportunity to write you a
I the outgoing Auditor, Jennie
letter, and also enclose a money order
administered the oath of
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
for another year's subscription.
e incoming officers as io\I just want to mention a few facts
KRAUT, Jack Sprat, No. 2 can. 8c No. 2l/2 can. nc
about our trip out here. Our total °ws:
from the Third and
mileage from Anita to Arcata was
PEACHES, Clover Farm, 2 No. 2y2 cans
35c
districts, whose bonds were
BUTTER BEANS, Jack Sprat, No. 2 can, 2 for.. i9c
2,779 miles. We drove as far south
to be on file in the Clerk's ofSALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
29c
as Tulsa, Okla., and then straight fice—Hawley Lynch and W. H. WohPINEAPPLE, crushed, buffet can, 3 for
23C
west on highway 66. We had a very
WHEATIES, package
10c
PEANUT KRACKLES, P. & G., full pint jar... 2ic
nice trip with good weather all the
way.
PINK SALMON, 2 No. 1 tall cans
22c
JEWELL SHORTENING, 4-pound pail
49c
'
The vicinity in which we live is **£*£
w. Herbert,
Bounty
DREFT,
large
package
and
one
mayonnaise
set.
,2g
COCOA, Glendale, 2-pound can
19c
called the Arcata bottom. It is three '
c
miles wide and five miles long. The
Peker,
FLOUR,
Silk
Finish,
guaranteed
or
money
reRED CUP COFFEE, pound
17c
ocean forms the boundary on one
funded, 49-pound sack
side and the coastal mountain range (
CANDY, chocolate drops, pound
lOc
on the other. The land in this botSheriff, P. P.
torn is considered very fertile and is "H Parkinson.
TOMATO SOUP, Clover Farm, 3 cans
20c
occupied by dairymen. Some of the' County Attorney, Roscoe S^ Jone .
be prevented from acquiring a
Atlantic State Bank, Atdairy work is done on a smaller scale ' Moved by Wiese seconded by EshelPRUNES, medium size, 2 pounds
17c
settlement In Cass 'County
lantic
$200,000.00
than others depending on the acreage ™an that Hawley Lynch be re-elected
Whitney
Loan
&
Trust
NOW THEREFORE being it
of the dairy. Land is very high priced,' Chairman for the year 1939.
Co.,
Atlantic
200,000.00
resolved
by the Board of Super.
selling for $300 an acre, and rent is
Mtrt«m carriedoak, shagbark hickory, hackberry, os- from $20 to $25 an acre. The main 1 The Beard certified Lew* Archie
Anita State Bank, Anita. 125,000.00
visors of Casu County, I owai tha j
age orange (hodge), cottonwood, red crops are beets, peas, vedge, carrots Doling as resident of Cass County
Farmers Savings Bank,
a notice to depart shall be served
Published Every Thursday by the pine, western yellow pine and white and hay, which is fed to the-cattle, i and recommended his admission to the
Massena
125,000.00
upon the said.Richard Garrison
pine. Both seedlings and transplants
Cumberland
Savings
and Floyd,: Lund and Edwin Flynn
All the roads are paved with a few Soldiers' Home at Marshalltown.
Bank, Cumberland ... 126,000.00
and the Chairman of this Board
exceptions, but are narrow on account1 On motion and vote the following
•
n
,
™
S2.00
to
$6.00
per
thousand.
W. F. BUDD
Editor
Griswold State Bank,
ia directed and ordered to sign
of the price of the land. Coast high- bonds were approved:
The trees are supplied by the state (
Griswold
125,000.00
F. W. Herbert, County Treasurer;
such notice oiiT behalf of this
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 forest nursery at Ames under proFor the Recorder:
Board and deliver the same to,
jven the nanle of Redwood M. E. Hubbard, County Auditor; RosIf not paid in advance
$2.00 visions of the Clarke-McNary act. In ,
&y
^ gan j^^ Coe S. Jones, County Attorney; E. H. Atlantic State Bank, Atthe Sheriff of Cass County, l owa ,'
^ gan pagS( Ore. , Pelzer, County Recorder; C. M. SkipbeginsGrantg
Entered at the post office at Anita, order to obtam the trees fanners agree and runs
for service.
lantic
5,000.00
to provide full protection from live- Jfc .g g
gcenic drjve fnm
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
;, tol)f clerk of the District Court; P. P. For the Clerk of 'Court:
The Chairman put the above resj.
stock and agree not to resell or give
^Edwards, Sheriff; Henry C. Laub,
Atlantic State Bank, Atlution to vote, and the votes being aj
THURSDAY, JANUARY 26, 1939. them away, nor to use them for wind^ gthe highway
about 5Q
20,000.00 in the affirmative, the resolution mi
part of
wasmUes
constructed County Engineer; Dr. W. W. Kitson,
lantic
.
. the
., Redwoods,
„ ,
, and, in
. some County
rvmnt-v uoroner,
rv>rnnor- tioya
RnuH M.
M Pamhrido'e
«breaks,
. , » shade,
• _ ornamental or street- I through
^amonage, For the Sheriff:
declared adopted.
tree plantings.
! places is quite dark. Some of the Deputy Clerk; Anna MeGrath, Deputy Whitney Loan & Trust
The following claims were allowed
Not less than 1,000 trees will be
. trees are 300 feet high and have a Recorder; Lester Breeling, Deputy
Co., Atlantic
5,000.00 and the Auditor authorized to writs
shipped on each order.
Auditor; M, B. Parkinson, Deputy For the Auditor:
I diameter of 10 to 30 feet.
warrants for the same:
Farmers who have land unsuited
We
live
four
miles
from
Arcata,
a
Sheriff;
Gene
F.
Newlin,
Deputy
j
Atlantic
State
Bank,
AtForshay Insurance Agency,
(By Tillie)
to cultivation can provide for future town of 2,300 souls. The business Treasurer; Thomas W. Bailey, Lin-;
lantic
5,000.00
insurance
$
steady income from that land by esI'll bet ... Mrs. Joe Vetter has the tablishing woodlots that will yield an- section is built around a small park. | coin Township Assessor; P. I. Apple- j Motion carried.
June Hamm, transportation
factory here man, Justice of the Peace; Edwin j Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
is a large
prettiest and neatest kitchen in town
es, lumber and I that employs 400 to 500 men and wo- | Pardee, Brighton Township Constable; j Eshelman, to set aside $150.00 from the for Darling
. . . Mrs. H. L. Rhoads can make cofon the kinds I men. Arcata also has the only state Fritz C. Proehl, Union Township Con- j County Fund for the Teacher's Insti- Southwestern Petroleum Co.,
fee as good as it smells . . . Mrs.
grease
that :ivill do best on the sites J teachers' college in northern Calif or-j stable; H. F. Jahnke, Cass Township
tute Fund as p^y^ed by law.
Merle Denne can put an extra yum,
C.
S. Camp, J. P. fees
may be, secured from the
i nia. We are 12 miles from Eureka,' Constable; Floyd A. Blanchard, Road . Motion carried.
yum, in chocolate pies . . . Mrs. Earl County Agent.
Moved by Wiese, seconded by MeU, I
Stone's white cakes are something very County Agent Cites Advantage Feed- which is built along Humboldt bay.! Patrolman.
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Metz, to adjourn until 9:00 a. m. January]
This
city
has
15,000
population
and
|
On
motion
and
vote
the
following
special.
to Mme the Atlantic News-Telegraph,
4th., 1939.
ing Balanced Ration to Milk Cows,
has an inde endent
P
broadcasting sta- ( appointments were made and appro v- the Anita
and the Griswold
Motion carried.
Milk pails are fuller and cream
Jim Ball, a baker at Osceola, Iowa, checks larger when balanced rations tion which has a contract with the ed:
American as the official newspapers
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
I N. B. C. network.
has obtanied a patent on a new vaAuditor's Clerk, Jeannette Squires. f or 1939.
Chairman.
fed to the dairy herd, declares
riety of cake pan and an original j j)a;e E. Bush, county agricultural j Deer hunting and fishing are two
Treasurer's Clerk, H. B. Cavenaugh. j Motion carried.
Attest:
; popular sports in the mountains close
cake recipe . . . the delicacy when' agent.
M. E. Hubbard,
Clerk of the District Court's Clerk, j
RESOLUTION.
1
by. A 30-pound salmon was caught Maxine Highley.
County Auditor. '|
baked in. the specially patented pans
]
WHEREAS, under the proviIllustrations of what happens when
is called "Bridge Cake" , .'. when a balanced ration is substituted for in Mad river, which is close to the
'Custodian of Court House, Ray; sions of Chapter 347 of the 1935
CARD OF THANKS.
served each slice of cake contains a an unbalanced one are given in the dairy. We have had quite a few Hal- Coker.
Code of Iowa, Cass County has
different colored imprint of the bridge month,y report of
,
ibut
dinners.
j
Assistant
Custodian,
R.
N.
Watbecome the Purchaser of certain
Iowa cow testWe wish to thank our neighbors j
i So far this winter we have had nice Son.
suits . . . for instance, in the center' ing associations.
tax certificates, and
and friends for your acts of sympathy 1
of the first serving 'of cake, a club
I
weather.
The
rainfall
hasn't
been
as
Engineer's
Assistant,
Don
Wilkin;
In the 'Howard county association
WHEREAS, under the proviand kindness extended us during our I
turns up, the next slice contains a a herd was switched to a balanced heavy as last year. The temperature son.
sios of Chapter 348 of the 1935
recent bereavement, the death of <nf\
diamond, and so on.
ration in December and in one month's : Christmas day was 50 above. The j Engineer's Assistant, Delbert Odem. Code of Iowa, it is necessary that
mother, Mrs. Adelia W, Calkins.
A few weeks ago one of the novelty time the production j
total
amount
of
rainfall
to
date
is
j
Engineer's
Assistant,
Kline
Taylor.
d
10
Cass
County
appoint
an
attorney
also wish to thank those who assistedcakes was received in Anita at the cent. In the Kossuth No. 3 associa- 16.56 inches.
| Clerk in Treasurer's Office, Dan Ep- or agent to make service of nowith the funeral services.
Earl Knowlton home, Mrs. Knowlton tion,| the tester checked results from
We do not see many Iowa cars in ' pelsheimer.
tices of the expiration of the
B. C. Calkins
being a sister of Mrs. Ball. Years ago . feeding a ba,anced rati(m thro h one this section of California, but I did j Steward County Farm, Elmer Watright of redemption upon the perP. W. Calkins.
Mr. Ball was employed as a baker in full year with results on the same have the pleasure a short time ago ' S0n.
sons in possession and owners of
an Anita bakery.
of
meeting
Mr.
Moore,
who
spent
his
W.
P.
A.
Foreman,
Tom
Conroy.
herd for a year when it was not fed
the real estate covered by said tax
THANKS.
* * *
Bridge Foreman, W. E. Wise,
a balanced ration. The balanced ra- boyhood days on the old Barber farm
certificates,
Recently an Adair Sunday School tion raised the average production per near Anita. Perhaps you know him. j County Mechanic, Kenneth Hayes.
I wish to thank my friends fw*
BE IT THEREFORE REteacher of a beginner's class was hor- cow from 286 pounds to 330 pounds,
We enjoy getting the Tribune, so! On motion and vote the quarterly
cards, letters and flowers sent m»
SOLVED that P. P. Edwards and
rified when one of her tiny tots swore and the total income of the herd over wishi " g y°U a hapPy &nd ProsPerous reports of C. M. Skipton, Clerk, and '
while a patient at the hospital
M. B. Parkinson be and each of
at. her, but as the lesson progressed, feed costs was raised $320.
Jennie M. Ward, Auditor, were apiyear ' l wil1 dose'
Francis L. Smith'
them
are
appointed
as
agents
of
thp teacher's indignation was turned
Your Friend,
| proved. The yearly reports of CounDairymen agree that a good ration ]
Cass
County,
Iowa,
for
the
purpose
to. amusement, when she asked how must be palatable and properly bal-1
John C. Nasser, ty Superintendent, Georgia Byrne and
THANKS.
many of 'the little boys and girls anced as to the proportions of proJames Sorenson, Justice of the Peace, of serving notices at the expira<.P
oD^n
«,n
,
tion
of
the
right
of
redemption
OF
PROBATE
OF
WILL.
helped their fathers and mothers, and
I sincerely wish to thank all ^
were approved. The annual report
, carbohydrates, fats, minerals and
on tax sale certificates owned by
the same wee little 3-year-old smiled vitamins The ration must also have State of Iowa,
who so kindly retnembewd we durof the Cass County Farm Bureau was
the County.
ana quickly replied, "I do, 1 help my
approved.
ing my recent stay at the hospital'
variety, and in this respect the rule ]n District Court No. 4678.
daddy haul manure."
by WohMrs. B. W. Robison.
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
is to provide two kinds of roughage To A]1 Whom It May Concern:
to adopt the
•8 guesses where the little lassie and three kinds of grain.
resoluMetz, to hire 18 road operators at tion.
| You are heveby notified> thal an
lives and whom she tags about all
The farm bureau ladies of L
A ration which many dairymen pre- instrument of writing purporting to be a salary of . $110 per month, their
day.
Motion carried.
No.
4 held their third follow-up
aximum da
fer for winter feeding is composed
and Testament of
of Ralph
composed the
the Last Will and
Ralph the
";
^ ™^K hours, with
On motion and vote
exce tlon of
ing at the home of Mrs. Thomas
snovv j-emoval
of
four
parts
corn,
three
parts
oats,
R.
P
Suplee> deceased> dated November
I just read in one of the recent
Bailey southwest of Anita last Wed-;
set at 10 hours' ^^^ ™* paSSed:
••
' (when the rough- 5th., 1920, having been this day filed> J™^*""*'
farm papers that by chemical treat- - conslsts
.f
RESOLUTION.
nesday afternoon. Fifteen ladies were]
to D< • 1st, and 8
opened and read, the 1st. day of r°m Pn
ment sawdust may be transformed
WHEREAS, Richard Garrison
present and they spent the afternoon
hay February, 1939, is fixed for hearing hours from Dec. 1st to April 1st.
into a nourishing food for cattle and
"
and Floyd, Lural and Edwin Flynn,
Motion
carried.
discussing
the lesson on heredity- A I
proof of same at the Court House in
are now within Cass County and
the
close
of
the meeting a lunch v
Moved
by
Metz,
seconded
by
Wiese,
Atlantic, Iowa, before the District
are likely to become county
The highest
to hire 8 road patrolmen at $90 per
herd
served by Mrs. Bailey and Mrs. M N l |
DeLambertsen.
oats
as
above
and
all these many years and we've been one part cracked soybeans, in addi- A. M., of the day above mentioned Bintner, truck driver,
under this
all persons interested are hereby no- *"'"""•'•
pouring cream and sugar on and eattion to plenty of good alfalfa hay and ulied and required to appeai. an/ghow ^edute.
ing for breakfast.
Vote resulted as follows:
S1 K<?
* * *
f.
,*
' cause if an y they have, why said inAyes:
County
Farm
Bureau
Wo<»ss
(
o
u
n
t
y
f
a
r
m
Bureau
WoI
s t r u m e n t should not be probated and
Those 30 men from the Anita vimen's Chorus.
Metz, Wuhk-nhaus, Wiese and
allowed as and for the Last Will and
| cinity who attended a board meeting'
Lynch.
The
Cass
county
farm
bureau
wodeceased.
Tcatament
of
said
in Exira the other day certainly chose
Nays:
Dated at Atlantic, Iowa, January
an appropriate place to assemble be- men's chorus meets every Saturday
KshtSman.
afternoon
from
2:00
to
3:00
o'clock
24th.,
1939.
fore the meeting . . . an undertaking'
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
Motion
ciirried.
ut
the
city
hall
in
Atlantic.
1
(Seal)
C. iM. Skipton,
parlor . . . a group of strange but
Cass county women who enjoy singOn motion anil vote the following
Clerk of District Court.
cheerful appearing and somewhat conpay WHS established:
j
i ing anil music are urged to join the
fused farmers, a'.) assembled before
group and attend the rehearsals.
Extra
single
man,
25c
per
hour
and
Gerald
(
B
u
d
)
Fowb'.e,
son
of
Mr
a mortuary was all that was needed
i
and Mrs. R. K. Fowble, suffered a man and team, 40c per hour,
to interrupt the quietude of the peaceTEACHERS' E X A M I N A T I O N S .
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Woh-'
sprained ankle Saturday evening when
ful hamlet.
he fell from ii cement step in Walnut, lenhaus, to set the pay of the Bridge'
It's reported a number of merchants
Ieacners examinations for county jowa
Crew, Anderson, Ward, Bannister a n d '
and innkeepers left their places of certificates will be given at the counSpear, at $90 per month.
|
business to walk past and scrutinize ty superintendent's office, Wednesday,
Heh, heh, heh. Folks here is a
Motion
carried.
i
the assemblage of figures . . . one Thursday and Friday of this week. H
rich one. Two little girls were talkMoved by Wiese, seconded by Kshel-'
native drove his galopy past the small
ing. One said, "Our family is very man, to rehire W. E. Wise as fore-i
crowd and glared . . . not satisfied
FREE—Griswold silverlike double exclusive. Is your family exclusive?"
man of th« Bridge crew at $125.001
-with the first glimpse . . . he turned .skillet. Ask us. Roberts Produce, tf
And the other little girl said, "No per month.
his car around, rolled the window
we ain't exclusive. We never done
Motion carried.
down and gave them the second stare.
Robert Chadwick of Atlantic was a nothing to be ashamed of."
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
caller at the J. N. Potter home Sun• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f day afternoon.
A man was taken on as a stage- Conroy at $90.00 per month and all
-»•
FARM BUREAU NOTES.
+
hand at the theatre. He was duly in- other W. K A. foreman at
40c per
-f Dale E. Bush, County Agent, -f
The regular P. T. A. meeting of , stalled in his new position, and as hour.
• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - ^ - f - f - f i Grant No. 3 was held at the school j instructed, put in an appearance on
Motion carried.
Application Blanks For Clarke-McNary bouse northwest of Anita on Tues-j the opening night.
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
Trees Now Available.
day evening of last week. Enter- I
Now then!" shouted the stage Metz, to employ Don Wilkinson, DelCounty Agent Dale E. Bush has tamment committee for the evening , manager as the clock struck eight,
just received a supply of application was Mr. and Mrs. C. O. G-ipple and "All is ready. Run up the curtain." bert Odem and Kline Taylor, Engineer's assistants, at $115.00 per month.
blanks which farmers may use to ob- Mr. and Mrs. John Wheatley. The proThis was too much for the new
Motion carried.
tain trees for woodlots, reforestation, gram consisted of community singing, man.
Moved by Metz, seconded by Wiese
or erosion control, he announced, this songs by Mr. and Mrs. Mont Luman
"What are you talking about?" he to designate the following bank deand C O. Gipple and a reading by askeil
•week.
surprise.
up the cur- positories
Trees available include green ash, Mrs. Luman. At the close of the tain! I'm a stage hand, not a ' a s follows:
white elm,' red elm, black locust, red program a lunch was served.
squirrel!"
For the Treasurer:
ANITA, IOWA

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

WE DELIVER

Friday-Saturday Specials

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

IFACTS

AND FUN

MORE USABLE fiM MIXTURE

Alcohol

Prestone

Lubrication For Your Winter
Service on Inside Hoist

CALL 244

W. Shaffer & Son

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

ole Family
BIG TOP
HAVING KNOCKED MVRA DOWAJ

LOOKS
'&UU-' IS
NELPIN' MVRA
ONTO HIS
HEAD, MISTER
BANDS'!'.

C*KaN<£ HlS-MAt> R06VA AFTER THE
ALTA NOW KNEELED POWN AND RAISED THE.
.At-NOST UNCONSCIOUS &RL vWlTM
s

OH. ALTA, VOU'VE RUINED
EVERYTHING I! THEyiO.

ty GET RID
OF vou NOW i

'&UTCH-SNVDCT!
v S
,,
OF TUB OTHER OOvl/N S TP FOLLOW VtiK-

G<X*>NES&,VM NOT
HURT. AUHO I SUES5
MOMEfcTT
THE SHOCK '.' AWA N*B
W.UFT „
SET MOVJHS, OLD filRL S

For Bilry'ir Safety .-KP
handles ol kettles on
turned toward the back
.* • • '
Cleaning Warlas8.~.App
gar on a cloth to the st
isinglass on stoves. With
rubbing, the stains will co

© Frank Jay Markey Syndicate.

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Vincent Horns In Again

TONIGHT SEN5R
GONZALES BREATHES HIS
MESSAGE OF LOVE-YOU
GALS CAN UNDERSTAND
WHAT'S IN MY

/NOW, SIS, DON'T
GET EXCITED V
LEMME GIVE
v ? YATHE REAL
A
LOWDOWN
? \ O N GONZALES-

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS

A CHANCE,
WILL YA ? WE
OUGHTN'T TA
FIGHT - WHAT
WOULD MAMA
SAY? __
HERE'S
x

-~^ WHAT!

c

For Coffee'Stalns._Remov
fee stains from table 1^
glycerin. Apply glycerin •
stand three or four hours 6n•
stain disappears.
» * *
Use for Old Christmas
When you are through witf
Christmas cards, the childfl
enjoy cutting, pasting and i
.rating them.
• • •
Save STonr Back—
buy a stove with a w
face over a low oven or a I
oven, it may pay to rent
that bending requires Jtour
SB much energy as standing.

-*S)

1

^~r «LT

^ — —' -^

mmi

-»^«

Ask Your
r Fii

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—S-th! ThatW Cartoonist'* Secret!

ipl

^flfriEfS!

MESCAL IKE

Br

s. L. HUNTLKY

Well, Now We Have That Straight
TAlNfT
AM-OLDEST

I HEAR. TEU- EMORY

suuoae.

, mother iWfriave a few p

AND vow usr wi wsa

HOU 1MB WRST-HMt SOU

even

r __ation—n
otuly gentle for youngsun.
Many diSdren like
the noMrform—tiny f
fiavoted tablets .that
candy. Each tablet
e^^l^ple^ea,^-^
_ JT

•

> :-m '/M •

l»t

«L!II«

A:

one can

POP—Youthful Scientist
WWAT IS TMC MOST
PCCULIAft
OF WATCR ?

By J. MILLAR WATT
VWtN YOU
WASH IT
.
IT GKTS DIRTVf

•Hfc»M W

«INM»

*IN UQOID Of

What's What
Boogy—Money isn't even
Woogy-Maybe not, but <
thing te nothing without it.

1M//WS

INE

KTROLEOM

Curse of Progress
MKtCV Mt/ THOSE HOOP
ORGCSU tUMC TAK6W Uf> TWC

U: Mo«se--i OOMT KWOW

Ite IU. fUT TWt RB«r of
THE OUESTS WHEW
TWBV

EXPLAINED
A tourist at breakfast at the pic
t;uresque inn asked the proprietor:
"Is it true that the duke of Welling
ton once stayed at this inn?"
"Quite true," replied the propn
etor. "He slept in the very room
you had last night, and, what is
more, he used the very same bed."
"Ah," said the tourist, "now I
know why he was called the Iron
Duke."—Tit-Bits Magazine.
Revenge Coming
"Jeepers!" quavered the high
school lad, "I'm gonna be initiated
into Etta Rho Dent t'night an' I'm
scared stiff!"
"Why?" asked a chum.
" 'Cause two weeks ago1 I sold
my second-hand car to th fraternity president I "—Washington Post.
Beyond Bis Means
"What, you own a whole row of
up-to-date house* and haven't got
one te live in yourself T"
•"That's so. You Me, I've raised
tM rent «e much that X can't afford
te pay it."—Stray Storiet Magazine.

;

•.,j^_v;)i:j;*ifefe.»i: :^i.-.- •• -i

Place of Ajnus
Let amusement fill up t»
of your existence, but
great spaces thereof.-i

AD ON

Among, the-wise
before the mouth.

J
tiafto business a$' 1

to growiog crop*.
.

«

t.

Jt

"

«f
•»«>»«» jnfIM '^*^
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SCHOOL NEWS.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

I In the House of Representatives
j Jan. .'!, 19.'i9, Mr. Hendricks introduced]
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
gave
a
demonstration
before
the
study
, the following bill, which was referred ,
Honor Roll—3rd Six Weeks.
group of the P T. A. Tuesday a f t e r - , to the Committee on Ways and Means,
Freshmen.
January 28, 1909.
A Bi
I
"
First Honor Roll—Geraldine Fowble, noon.
1
Miss Lena Young will finish the
The
fourth
grade
has
been
workTo
provide
for
and
promote
the
Sue Hagen, Ruth Holladay, Gladys
„.. -a Swiss project. They a r e ' general welfare of the United States' term Of school at Lincoln Center,
Holland, Betty Jean Karns, Thelma ,.,H on
designing
clothes for Heidi in art class.! by supplying to the people a more lib- j made vaCant by the resignation of
Pieper, Eldred Petersen and Richard
The
fifth
grade has been sponsoring eral distribution and increase of pur- I Miss Charlotte Holmes,
Richter.
Second Honor Roll—Mildred Breen, a radio program as an English pro-' chasing power, retiring certain citizens j peter \v. Anderson has purchased
| from gainful employment, improving; a 160-acre farm west of his homeVirginia Darrow, Grace Dinkey, Mary' ject.
employment. stead in Lincoln township, which will
Lou Kuehn, lona Morgan, Beulah; Posters illustrating proverbs in and stabilizing_ gainful
.

Maduff s Food
DELIVER

IRSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIA
^/l** &•«•«*'» I Quick or Regular
«»
t/aimf*al
Large Size
4$

Peanut Butter
^
i«
23
H<m k<d
Navy Beansor SPAGHEm
£ife 17,

Neiens, Virginia Pratt, Carol Sams, i "Poor Richard's Almanac" were made for other citizens, stimulating agricul- j^ occupied this year by his son, Earl
Ilene Lackey, Max Falconer, Robert in observance of Franklin's birthday, tural and industrial production and Anderson and wife.
Qn March 1, Fred C. 'Chinn and
Heckman, Duane Karns, Charles Mil- Jan. 16 by the sixth grade. They general business, and alleviating the
witnessed two movie slides on "Daniel hazards and insecurity nf old age and ' f am ii y will move to the Dr. H. E.
ler and Dale Rourick.
Boone" and "Covered Wagon Days." j unemployment; to provide a method Campbell residence property, at presSophomores.
The seventh grade is studying the whereby citizens shall contribute to the ent occupied by Chas. 'Morgan and
First Honor Roll—iMarie Burns,
Soda— Fresh & Crisp
farming
conditions in South America, purchase of and receive a retirement' f am i] y .
Carol Dement, Mary Jane Kopp, BarThe eighth grade is studying in- ' annuity; to provide for the raising of J Judge Wheeler, who is presiding
bara Rhoads, Betty Weaver, Kathryn
the necessary revenue to operate a a j the present term of district court,
Weimer, Richard Duthie, Boyd Fal- surance and taxes.
continuing
plan therefor; to provide j refused to accept the jurors drawn
coner, Clarence Holland, Billy MillholAnita-Orient Games.
for the appropriation and expenditure ' f rom tne lists returned by the elecJin and Harvey Scholl.
Second Honor Roll Helen Aggen, 1 Anita split a twin bill with Orient of such revenue; to provid^ for the jtion boards of the county, and ordered
Harriett Dorsey, Marilyn Hayter', | last T«esday evening the first team j proper administration of this Act; to { a new deal.
Mrs. Augutsa Simon returned TuesMabel Highley, Elaine Petersen, Doris ' wi n nin K by a 25 to 16 score and the ^ provide penalties for violation of the
It
day from Harlan, where she was
Scholl, Lauren Beaver, Merle 'Moore second team losin ^ 18 to 15( A c t ; and for other purposes.
Anita 25.
called last week by the serious illness
and Richard Young.
Name
FG FT PF j A meeting of the Townsend club j Of ner daughter, Mrs. Tena Kohl,
Juniors.
CLOSING OUT
1
2
2 ' will be held tonight (Wednesday) at wnom sne reports as slowly regainFirst Honor Roll—Marion Bartley, Hofmeister
1
Inhofe
5
1
•
the
1.
0.
0.
F.
hall.
ing her health.
x
Marjorie Hendricks, Marilyn Kohl, Vir0
Lett
2
3!
E. E. Eastman, the new proprietor
ginia Nichols and Charles Denne.
1
1
1! Mrs. George Jones was in Guthrie of the Lowell Hotel, with his wife
Second Honor Roll—Cathryn Curry, Roe
0
Budd
0
2
Center Friday to attend the funeral and little daughter, arrived in the
Evangeline Lindblom, Margaret Porch,
0
1
1 services for Mrs. Mary Mount, an aunt. city last evening from Omaha, and
Mary Jean Reeves, Betty Sams, Vir- Steele
0
0
0 Mrs. Mount, 90 years of age, had been will take possession of the hotel propginia Schlater, Frank Budd, Leonard Mclntyre
0
Crawford
0
0
in good health 'up to a few days be- erty 'Monday morning.
Crozier, Charles Krause, Leland Lantz
As I am going to quit fanning, I will sett at public sale, at i,
Hansen
0
0
0 ; fore her death.
and Ralph Stone.
Savage Bros., who for several years
residence, on the old Ole Thompson place, 2% miles southeast ta
Wjota, 9 miles southwest of Anita, Vt mile east of County Road fc|
Seniors.
have been engaged in the lumber and
a
Total
11
3 JO PROCEEDINGS OF THE
i commencing at 12:30 o'clock, on
First Honor Roll—Beulah Bornholdt,
C al busineSS itl Anita have di8
sed
ROARn OF
'
Orient 16.
BOARD
OF SUPERVISORS
SUPERVISORS 1 of° their interests to their
,ocalP°
man.
Ida Bornholdt, Jean Dement, EvangeName
FG
FT
P
F
j
line Dressier, Ruth Garlock, Amy
ager, E. W. Holmes, who is now in
Court House,
3
2
Knowlton, Virginia Mach, Jeannette Peters
possession of the business.
Atlantic,
Iowa,
the following described property:
.1
0
Robson, Argyle Stone, Gladys Turner, Smith
That it pays to raise good stock
January
4,
1939.
0
3.
Alyce Walker, Duane Bowen, Robert G. Kitt
The Board of Supervisors of Cass was demonstrated by the prices which
Robbins
0
0
9 - HEAD OF HORSES AND MULES - 9
Crawford and Donald Mclntyre.
i
County,
Iowa, met pursuant to ad- prevailed at the joint public sale of
Woolsey
0
0
1
One bay gelding, 6 years old, weight 1700;'1 brown gelding, ij
Second Honor Roll—Virginia Bartjournment with all members pres- W. A. Suplee and W. A. Bailey last
1
1
years old, weight 1800; 1 roan gelding, 9 years old, weight 1700; 1 Uj|
ley, Allene Christensen, Margaret B. Kitt
week. A 9-months-old colt sold for
' ent:
gelding, 2 years old, weight 1300; 1 smooth mouth black geldinai
0
0
Peters, Esther Ruggles, Doris Wat- Hensten
I Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike $182, and a team of work horses
weight 1400; 1 brown saddle mare, smooth'mouth, weight 950; 1 maul
kins, Frank Denne, Earl Miller and
mule, 10 years old, weight 1500; 1 span of smooth mouth mules.1
j Metz, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese brought $460.
Total
5
weight 2400.
*
Jack Roe.
l a n d W. H. Wohlenhaus.
The Anita Flouring Mill that has
Anita 15.
for
sometime
been
owned
by
Jesse
Minutes
of
January
3rd
were
read
Glee Club Work.
Name
FG FT
10 — HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE -IT
McElfresh, Sr., was sold this week to
and approved as read.
0
0
The high school glee clubs have Crawford
One red cow, fresh in March; 4 yearling'steers; 2 yearling heitI
On motion and vote the Auditor Adam Haist, Jr., who immediately
4
started work on some special numbers Mclntyre
2
ers; 1 yearling White Face bull; 1 yearling Black Angus bull; 1 cattl
,
.
was
authorized
to
write
warrants
for
disposed
of
a
half
interest
to
John
1
for a music contest to be held the Steele
0
officers and appointees on the last Schaake, and the business will be
first part of Mar^h.
Bongers
1
1
0
6 HEAD OF HAMPSHIRE SHOATS, Vaccinated]
secular day of the month, pensions, conducted in the future under the
Hansen
0
It it is possible to reach a moderate
0
'
express,
freight,
postage,
etc.,
as
profirm
name
of
Haist
&
Schaake.
degree of perfection, we plan to enter Flint
.0
0
13 Dozen White Rock and Leghorn Chickens.
I vided by law.
the following events: girls' glee club;
Motion
carried.
3<fO Bushels of Yellow Corn.
Total
6
boys' glee club; and mixed chorus.
31
The following committees were ap- +• CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
Orient 18.
p o i n t e d by Cnair
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
-f
Basketball Here Friday.
man Hawley Lynch: +
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
Name
FG FT pFi
School Loan—W. H. Wohlenhaus and ^ - - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
Anita plays Exira on the Anita Seed
2
One Farmail tractor and cultivator; 1 Little Genius tractor pter.l
2
and 'Mike Metz.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Merle
floor Friday evening, Jan. 27. There Pipplings
one 10-foot McCormick-Deering disc, with tractor hitch, nearly new;!
0
0
2<
one 4-section John Deere harrow; 1 John Deere endgate seeder; 1 Hayes!
County Farm—G. E. Eshelman and Suplee, Superintendent.
will be two games.
Haworth
0
0
si Mike Metz.
corn planter, with 80 rods of new wire; 1 wagon with box; 1 portable I
Church services at 11:00 a. m.
Hensten
1
0
2'
gram elevator, 32 feet long; one 10x14 brooder house; 1 Hudson brood-]
Anita Faculty Attejnds
Court House—F. W. Wiese, W. H.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
McKinney
5
0
er stove, 1,000 chick size, new last spring; 1 bob sled; 1 walking pin;']
l|
Study Center in Atlantic.
Wohlenhaus
and
Hawley
Lynch.
Evening
worship
at
7:30
o'clock.
1 cultivator; 1 set of harness, nearly new; some small tools; andottef
Mitchell
o
0
The Anita faculty attended a dinner
article too numerous-to mention.
An all day meeting of the ladies
On motion and vote Kenneth Hays
and lecture at the Atlantic high school
Total
8
2
8 was renired as County Mechanic a t ' aid W'U be held today (Wednesday) at
TERMS:—CASH. All articles must be settled for before moraf I
last Thursday evening. All the town
$150.00 per month.
'the home of Mrs. Elmira Rickel.
from the premises.
teachers in the county were present. Anita-Cumberland Game.
Motion carried.
The Christian Endeavor is sponsorA 6:30 dinner was served in the cafeAnita nosed out Cumberland in the
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Woh- ing an amateur contest for Friday,
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
teria room by the homemaking depart- last minutes of play last Friday ev- i lenhaus to let John R. Nelson write Feb. 10.
ment. Following the dinner, Dr. Nor- ening on the Cumberland floor by a tne compensation insurance policy for
ton, principal of the Training School 31 to 22 score. The first team game j employees of the county,
of the University of Nebraska, gave was the only one played, due to over
Motion carried.
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
John Wm. Jensen, Auctioneer.
- ". G. B. Parker, Cl«t I
a very interesting and helpful talk an hour delay in the starting of the
The quarterly report as well as + Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. -f
on "Character Education," using the game caused by electric trouble.
the yearly report of E. H. Pelzer, + + + + + + + + + + + + +
theme, "Seeing Beyond Facts."
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
Anita 31.
County Recorder, was approved,
Name
FG FT pp | On motion and vote the following Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, of thy wings."
A meeting of the Eastern
P. T. A. Meeting Thursday.
4 salaries were set:
superintendent.
Offenstine
3
2
The
Lesson-Sermon
comprises
quochapter
was held Monday evi
The January P. T. A. meeting will Inhofe
6
1 , Elmer Watson, County Steward, Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. tations from the Bible and from the
1
be held Thursday evening, Jan. 26, at Lett
2 $950.00 per year. Mileage, $10.00 per
0
1
A meeting of the ladies aid society, Christian Science textbook, "Science
7:30 at the school house.
Mrs. iMary Platt, 75, died
month.
Roe
0
4
will be held at the church Thursday, and Health with Key to the Scripmorning
at the home of her s<
Budd
4
Letha
Watson,
cook,
$30
per
month.
0
1
A 15c dinner will be served at noon. ) tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Grade News.
Platt,
in
Massena. Mrs. Platt 1
Hofmeister
1
0
Mr. and 'Mrs. C. C. Morrison, nurses
0
A Pilgrim Fellowship meeting for | One of the Bible citations reads:
The following first grade pupils Bongers . . .
been
in
failing
health several
1
0
2 at County Farm, $60 per month.
the young people will be held at the , "Though I speak with the tongues of
have been neither absent nor tardy Steele
o
0
L. A. Breeling, Deputy Auditor, church at 7:00 o'clock Thursday ev-; men and of angels, and have not char- and seriously ill the past week.
0
this six weeks period: Dickie Buttolph,
had lived in the Massena con
ening.
.,$125 per month.
ity, I am become as sounding brass,
Ronald Dorsey, Howard Gregersen,
more than fifty years.
Total
11
9 14 Eugene Newlin, Deputy Treasurer,
or a tinkling cymbal. And though I
Barbara Lee Bell, Elvin Hendricks,
I $125 per month.
Cumberland 22.
have the gift of prophecy, and underWayne Johnson, Bonnie Christensen,
Name
FG FT PF M - B. Parkinson, Deputy Sheriff,
LUTHERAN MISSION AT
stand all mysteries, and all knowBarbara Ann Pearson and Verda Mae Drenner
1
1
i $125 per month.
CHURCH OF CHRIST.
+ , ledge; and though I have all faith,
Hasgard.
D. Eblen
2
Rev. Theo. Hoemann.
2
Boyd Cambridge, Deputy Clerk,
+ so that I could remove mountains,
The second grade has started a B. Hair
o
4 $125 per month.
•*•+
+ + +„ + + + +
r-;
•
+ > ! and have not charity, I am nothing"
J
health campaign as a Citizenship pro- Arnold
0
1
Anna McGrath, Deputy Recorder, Divine services Sunday afternoon at (I Cor 13-1-2)
See us for tank heaters.
ject. Each child was given a wash- Jarvis
5
2 §125 per month.
Coop. "
2:30
o'clock.
Sunday
School
follows
i
Among
the
'
selections
from
the
up chart to take home. At the end C. Eblen
0
3
Gerald Sheets, rodman, $3.00 per
Christian Science textbook is the folof four weeks, honor roll pupils will
FOR SALE:—Tally cards,
• day.
I lowing:
be given awards. Those receiving
re.
Tribune office, Anita.
Total
6
13
Robert BUI, rodman, $2.50 per day.
an "A" in spelling the third quarter
i "With one Father, even God, the
Extra help, $2.50 per day.
Dick 'Wilbur and His
were Charlotte Garlock, Dixie But> whole family of man would be brethFREE—Ash stand, beautiful baked
METHODIST CHURCH
Harry Cavenaugh, clerk, $90 per
furnish the music for a public <
tolph, Joan Highley, Sheila Howard, black enamel. Ask us. Roberts Pro-' month.
+
:
ren;
and
with
one
Mind
and
that
God
'
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Janice Kelly, Roberta Mclntyre, Muryl duce.
J . or good, the brotherhood of man would at the K. P. hall Friday eveningtf
!
I Jeannette Squires, clerk, $100 per
Rathman, Jerry Sheumaker, Russell
i month.
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold 1 ^J^f* ^th, and have We can make you an att!
umt
of
Wilson and Patricia Gill. Those who
y
"meipal
and spiritual pow- price on any kind of
William Lantz of Cumberland, a son
Maxine Highley, clerk, $90 per McDermott, Superintendent.
were neither absent nor tardy during of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Lantz of Ani- j month.
er
which
constitute
divine Science" Farmers Coop., Anita.
Morning services at 11:00 o'clock. (p. 469).
the first semester were Roberta Mcln- ta, and a former resident of this comSermon by the pastor on the theme,
Pellett, statistician, $78
«*"•
tyre, Donald Kelly, Gail Forte, Eugene munity, is a patient at the Jones
JS, Saturday Febn
HOUSE
"Do we really want to know God."
FREE—Genuine steer hide bill fold, 4, at th> Ada|p3ales Barn.
Rasmussen, Muryl Rathman, and Jan- pital in Atlantic, where Friday morn- j Maxine Rowley, stenographer,
Epworth League at 6:15 p. m.
1Ce
'- ( with zipper compartment for change offering of "native horses.
J~ , . ,
l m g he submitted to an operation for per month.
. creajion and discussion
Ask us. Roberts Produce
The third grade C.tizenship club appendicitis.
tf
Ray Coker, custodian, $95 per month, livening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
<FOR SALE:—Baled timothy W\
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msto1 wil1
R. N. Watson, assistant custodian,/" >
'
discuss another re-1 Miss Vir^ir,; D
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Des Moines west and
cent biography of Jesus, A business i i
mile south of
V 3 ted her parents, J. N.
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by lnan a PI'roaches Jesus."
wife,
ir
church.
l
You can still sell phony merchandise from a tent
the Week end
Wiese, to appoint Chas. A. Donahoe,
'h"''r practice this (Wednesday) t >v'
here b
the
(if you move on tonight). But not if you stick in
Opening in Cass county f° r
Atlantic; Mrs. S. W. Woods, Griswold I e,ni"B at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
*
e
Kric (>Ken
Olson
and
Nada
Farkins route. If interested get
and Mrs. Lenna T. Boots, Marne, as
one place, have to live with the things you sell, and
rand.
with Earl Garrett, Atlantic.
members of the Social Security Com- The ladies aid society will serve «
the people who buy your goods. Nobody builds a
mittee
for
the
year
1939.
'
•
!!>(.•
dinner
Friday
noon,
Jan.
27.
business by selling once. When a man signs his
Portable Hammermill; g' in
(Motion carried.
The pot luck dinner and cleaning of
your farm to your satisfaction: 1
name to his product, tells you his address, and backs
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by h tllu ''ch by the Loyal Circle has
his goods, they have to be good.
14 on 24, Massena, and
Wiese, to hire Virgil Schrader as ueen postponed until Feb. 3.
reverse calls. R. R.
Elevator man and J u h n Wallace as'
You can buy our merchandise in confidence, with
caterpillar operator.
FELCO egg mash—the bestf« r j
the assurance of a square deal at all times.
»
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4
Motion carried.
STOCK REMOVED
Farmers Coop.,
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Metz,
"Love" will be the subject of the
to adjourn until 2:00 p. m. January
BUY ANITA
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
5th., 1939.
PHONE 400 ANITA
8KB
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday J u n uary
Motion carried.
WE PAY THE CHARGES
DEMENT IMPLEMENT CO.
(Signed)
. ANITA LUMBER CO.
Hawley Lynch,
FOR SKELGAS
^
ANITA RENDERING
The Golden Text is from Psalms 36Chairman.
WAYNE OIL HEATE
Everything to Build Any thing—Always Dependable
Attest:
7, "How excellent is thy l ovim , ^
SERVICE
STOCK TANK HEATER*
M. E. Hubbard,
Harper Dorsey, Mana^r
ness, O God! therefore the children of
County Auditor.
men put their trust under the shadow
WANTED:—Your dead
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Public Sal
Thursday, January 26
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Star Dust Anniversaries During 1W Recall
f Pick of the New Crop
[Tone Takes VpN.Y.

The Fame of the Chouteau Family

v

[Kerrigan Stilt Leaving
first of Line, Born 190 Ye«r« Ago, Helped Found the CHy of St. Louis; Another, Born ISO
. By Virginia Vale;
Year* Ago, Was Head of the Company, Organized 100 Years Ago, Which Played an
YOU don't believe that
Important Part in Making St. Louis the "Fur Capital of the World."
li'Motion pictures are your
entertainment," but that
really good pictures can
_ e under that heading,
It'll be interested (I think)
nowing which ories an exhas selected" as the best
ie new crop..,
he expert is W. G. Van Schmus,
baging director of the Radio City
»ic Hall, in New York. Mr.
Schmus is on a spot, always,
ors to New York, as well as na,, troop to his theater. He can't
[them go away saying that the
tor was good but why in the world
| he select that picturetogo with
-shering to the new year with
bpper Takes a Trip," do-starring
stance Bennett and Roland
ng, he picked "There's That
nan Again," (Melvyn Dbuglas
Virginia Bruce), to follow it.
"Trade Winds," (Frederic
i and Joan Bennett), "The
man Votes,'* (John BarryVirginia Weidler), "Gunga
(Gary Grant, Victor McLag'Douglas Fairbanks Jr.), "Made
(Each Other," (co-starring CarLombard and James Stewart),
[)ve Affair," (with Irene Dunne
.Charles .Boyer), and "Stage
ch" (with Claire Trevor, John
yen, Andy Devine, John Carraand Louise Platt).
ach film is scheduled for a
:'s run. The theater accommo, i an audience of more than 6,000
sons; the picture is shown five
es a day. It has to be good,
seel

Chontean's Trading Station Near Kansas City (A part of the sculptural friexe OB Kansas City's new
city hall).
. ,
the American Fur company.
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
1839—In this year was organIONG the anniversaries to be celebrated during 1939 are
ized a new company under the
several connected with the famous family of Chouteaus.
firm name of P. Chouteau, Jr.
& Co., and it became the greatest
In fact, there are so many of them and so important was
fur-trading company in American
this family in the historyjrf the West that it might not be amiss
history. Under its banner the
to call this a "Chouteau Anniversary Year."
Chouteaus extended their operaThe first of the line, born
tions as > far South a*'the "Cress
ranchot Tone ,bpbsTup all aver
Francis Gesso Chouteau, FrederTimbers of Texas, as far north as
York these days; leaving Hbl- 190 years ago, helped found a
ick Chouteau and Cyprian Chouthe Falls of St. Anthony in Mincertainly didn't mean leav- city that was once the "Gateteau. Five years later, the Misnesota and as far west as the
limelight. He is appearing way to the West." Another,
souri Fur company was absorbed
Blackfeet country in Montana.
i stage in a new play, doing •
by John Jacob Aster's American
born 150 years ago, was the
They also engaged in trade over
Fur company/
head of the company, organthe historic Santa Fe Trail.
1819—In this year a branch of
1849-On October* 10 of this
ized 100 years ago, which
the American Fur company was
year
there died in St. Louis
played an important part in
established in St. Louis under the
Pierre
Laclede Chouteau, "whose
making that City the "Fur
general direction of Samuel Abinfluence, covering a forty-year
bott.
The
Chouteaus
and
others
Capital of the World.'
period, practically/controlled the
who had been connected with the
There are other anniverdestiny of the Osage nation, in
old Missouri Fur company then
trade, policy, and dealings with
saries, too—for "years endbecame interested to the Amerithe government.'.' But if Pierre
ing in 9" seem to have been
can and were given favored poChouteau, Sr. was a powerful
constantly recurring dates in
sitions in the new'firm.
forjbe in an Indian nation, he left
Pierre Chouteau, Jr. and his
the history of this family.
a son to carry on his work who
brother,
Francis,
traveled
Arranged chronologically,
was an even greater force in the
throughout the present states of
American nation.
here are some of those dates:
Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska,
1749—In September of this year
For Pierre Chouteau, Jr., beestablishing trading posts and
there was born to M. Ren* Aucame the best business man of
acquiring the business of local inguste Chouteau and his wife Mine.
the entire dynasty. VFor 50. years
dependent traders. They estabMarie Thercse Chouteau in the
he was an economic power, keeplished trading posts along the
French city^of New Orleans, a
ing, «breast of tiierapldlJ'r changOsage river and on^the MisaUson to whom was given; (his faing times to hold hist place. It
sippi "from Keokuk to St. Paul.
thet's name, Rene Auguste Chouwas he who foresaw the importAmong
the
posts
which
they
FBANCHOTTONE
teau. Rene Auguste Chouteau
ance of steam to navigation and
established was one on the Kaw
is said to have been cruel to
transportation on the Missouri.
(then known as the Kansas) river
; of radio .work, and recently Sr.
his
wife,
whom
he
had
married
Pierre served as a member of
about
20
miles
from
its
mouth*
: honors with Abe Lyman and
she was only fifteen years
the Missouri state constitutional
which was selected to be the seat
Foran as a celebrity at the when
So they separated.
convention in 1820. His business
of a general agency for the comof the International Casino's old.Living
in New Orleans at that
pany. Pierre Chouteau's original
operations were extensive and
lay'Night Informals," dedicat- time was a thifty-eight-year-old
foreseeing. He foresaw the doom
hut, built in 1821 about three
celebrities.
merchant named Pierre Laclede
of the steamboat and the increasmiles below the present site of
Ldguest who fell in love with MaJ. M. Kerrigan arrived in rie_Therese Chouteau. Historians
rood eight years ago he said disagree as to succeeding events.
he'd stay long enough to play Some say that she simply went to
|fllm role he'd been engaged for live with Ldguest (or Laclede, as
then he'd go back to Ireland. everyone knew him and as he wan
Iwas then one of the Abbey play- later to be known to history),
He's still in Hollywood, (a while others insist that there was
i hi "The Great Man Votes" was some sort'of civil marriage, demost recent bait), and still spite the fact that M. Rene Authat, as soon as he can get guste Chouteau was still living.
ay, he'll go back to Ireland.v
At any rate she bore Pierre
Laclede four children, all of
iward Small is in favor of giv- whom took the name of Chouteau.
; new people a chance in his pic- One of them, born in 1758, was
es. It was he-who brought Robert given his father's name, Pierre.
In 1763 the French governor of
at to this country to appear in
he Count of Monte Cristo," and Louisiana granted to Laclede and
the exclusive right
ently he made Louis Hayward a five associates
N
in "The Duke of West Pomf." of trading, for eight years, with
[his current production, "King of all the Indians in the vast MisFur traders "coraelilng" up the Missouri.
Turf," starring Adolphe Mem souri river valley and authorized
it's 15-year-old Roger Daniel him to build trading posts in that
ing importance of the railroads.
Kansas City, was washed away
gets the big break. With radio region. Laclede organized a fleet
He was one of the original inby a flood in 1826 and he rebuilt
stage tempting movie stars to of keelboats and.flatbpats which
corporators of the Missouri Paon higher ground in what is now
interest hi motion picture- he loaded with supplies and in
cific railroad in 1849 and also of
known as Guinotte's addition to
sing, it's a wise producer who August of that year started up the
the Ohio & Mississippi railroad
Kansas City. This marked the
spot talent and cultivate it— Mississippi with a force of about
in 1851. In addition to his va30 men and boys, two of whom
beginning of Kansas City as a furput it under contract!
ried business interests he was a
trading center, a role which, in- '
py the way, in "The Duke of West were his stepson, Auguste Choupatron of the arts, sciences and
cidentally, it maintains to this
nt" you'll see spme old-timers— teau, who appears to have been
literature.
day.
MacLaren, William Bakewell Laclede's chief lieutenant, and his
son, Pierre Chouteau.
These interests at frequent inIn 1827 Frederick Chouteau
Kenneth Harlan.
In December they reached the
tervals took him away from St.
established a trading post in
Louis—to eastern cities, to Engwhat is now Douglas county,
41 of the music that Frank R. French village of St. Genevieve
land and to the Continent.,' He
Kan., and three years later
lite, organist on Dr. William L. where they expected to spend the
lived for many years in/ New
moved it to the present site of
jlger's "Getting, thtv Most Out of winter. But being unable to find
York city but at the end became
Valencia on Mission Creek. Al"" sprogram, writes, for the Stid- there a house large enough to
back to his native city of St.
though part Osage, Frederick
hymns must stand up under shelter his supplies, Laclede was
glad to accept the offer of the
Louis. There he died on SeptemChouteau lived much of his life
White's "24 hour test."
ber 8, 1865. With his death, the
among the Kaw Indians. His
hen he writes a pew hymn tune commandant at Fort de Chartres
greatness of the Chouteaus bebrother, Cyprian, married Nancy
• White plays it "twice on the or- to store his goods there. A little
gan to decline.
Francis, daughter of John FranThen if she's able to play it later he took Auguste Chouteau
cis, hereditary chief of the ShawDescendants of the Chouteau
memory the riexi day White with him and set but in a canoe
nees and lived with that tribe. It
family are still numerous in the
sure that the public will re- upriver. They went as far north
as
the
mouth
of
the
Missouri
rivwas through such ultimate relaUnited States. But none of theni
ber the tune without any eftions as these that the Chouteau
is as outstanding as old Auguste
But does he make allowances er, then drifted down the "Father
brothers established themselves
or Pierre Laclede or Pierre, Jr.
the fact that Mrs. White prob- of Waters" 17 miles until they
reached
a
high
wooded
region
rissolidly with the Indians and
But their fame is secure.
' has an unusual memory?
ing from a limestone bluff.
profited thereby in their trading
The Chouteaus built towns,
"This is the place, Auguste,"
AND ENDS — Joan Fontaine
operations.
erected forts and developed new
said
Laclede.
And
thus
St.
Louis
<»M» «*/ fa • thoutand;
systems of transportation, amass,
1829—On February 24 of this
*' oj Gimjra Din" numbers about was founded.
ing
large fortunes for themy«ar
died
Auguste
Chouteau,
the
1789—On January 19 of this year
A .**' *• to* /«»«fo fa "
selves while serving their govpioneer, in the city which he as a
a6ric/ Hooter hat « private Ml* was born in St. Louis, Pierre
ernment in pushing back the
lad of fourteen, had helped found.
number, but thit hoUof "P«, ** Chouteau, son of Pierre Laclede
frontier and maintaining peaceHe had also founded a "dynasty
'"*1 itto*> "wnr fiend* that Chouteau. At the age of fifteen he
ful relations with the Indians.
*• w«U 6« in |A. 'phon, book became a clerk for his father and
of, fur," for by this time the
They were sharp diplomats, usChouteaus were becoming the
uncle
in
their
fur-trading
operaneighbor* i* Arkwu in
ing the arts of diplomacy on red
dominant force in the fur trade of
J? keef> «A« right vocal infliction* tion* which resulted in the organman. and white alike. They imthe
West.
They
became
ever
ization of the MiaBQUri Fur comprinted their name indelibly upcomZ* "** • • ' «*«r»» nin 180f. Associated with him
stronger to 1834 when Pierre, Jr.
""•*» for- Ait yw Inon the history ef the West. They
and his associates purchased
da company were his four
were Empire Bulldera.
John
Jacob
Aster's
interests
In
brothers, Augustus P. Chouteau,

The founding of the Missouri
Fur company, which marked the
real beginning of the Chouteau
family in the epic of the fur
trade, was the direct result of a
'trip made up the Missouri river
by an expedition led by a Spanish trader named Manuel Lisa.
When Lewis and Clark returned
to St. Louis in 1806 from their
famous expiring expedition into
the West, Lisa talked with them
and became inspired by their
tales of the riches in furs which
could be harvested in that far
northwestern country where the
Missouri flows close to the Rocky
mountains. So in the spring of
1807 he set out for the Indian
country with a small party of
trappers and traders who spent
the winter on the Yellowstone,
hunting, trapping and trading
with the Crows.
"The following summer found
Manuel Lisa back in St. Louis,
flushed with the success of his
prosperous venture and dreaming of greater things to come,"
says the chapter on "Traders
and Trappers on the Great
Plains" in "The Lure of the
Frontier" (Yale University
Press, "The Pageant of America").
"Excitement ran high
among the principal men. of that
frontier town. Listening to Lisa,
one after another decided to jdin
the enterprise which was duly
incorporated under the name of
the St. Louis Missouri Fur company. On the records appear
most of the leading citizens of
St. Louis: Manuel Lisa, William
Clark, who had helped to blaze
the trail across the continent,
Pierre Chouteau, Sr., Auguste P.
Chouteau, Reuben Lewis, and
Sylvester Labadie. To this list
other names were added: Pierre

TO BRING RELIEF
FROM COLDS
Tbb Staple Way Eases
tola trithtauhe Speed

1. To ewe pels and Z. If lfcreat • raw
discomfort and re- from eeld, ene* sad
dace tent take 2 dlaaolve * Bayer
Bayer Tablet*— Tablet*iaHfl***of
drinkaglaBSof water, water... gargle.

Use Genuine BAYER Aspirin—
the Moment Your Cold Starts
The simple way ^pictured above
often brings amazingly fast relief
from discomfort and sore throat
accompanying colds.
Try it. Then — see your doctor.
He probably will tell you to continue with Bayer Aspirin because H
acts so fast to relieve discomforts
of a cold. And to reduce fever.
This simple way, backed by
scientific authority, has largely snpplanted the use of strong medicines
in easing cold symptoms. Perhaps
the easiest, most effective way yet
discovered. But make SUM you get
genuine BAYER
Aspirin.

A

What to Remember
Friendship consists in forgetting
what one gives, and remembering
what one receives.—Dumas.

A medal symbolising loyalty 4o
Us Interests was Issued by the
Choutean Far company of St.
LonlS to friendly Indians of the
Northwest In IMS. The medal
was of silver, 396 Inches in diameter, and bore on the obverse
side a bast of Pierre Chouteau
and the legend, "Pierre Chouteau, Jr. ft Co., Upper Missouri
Outfit." .On the reverse side
was a crossed tomahawk and
ealnnutt and clasped hands and
the wrordinr, "Peace and Friendship."

A Three Days'Cough
IsHo.Your
Dangerf
nutter bowr ^
tni.
getreUef nowwith
beJbwwSFand you cannot i
to take a-chancer^
teas poteB tbanC
goes riant to the-*.-——.
_.
and aids nature to soothe aad_L_-the inflamed mucous membranes
and to. loosen and expel gennladen phlegm.
Kventf oiBerremedleshafelafled,
dont be discouraged, tryXJramnuN
Bion. Your druggist la authorised to
refund your money if yon are nob
thoroughly satisfied with1 the benefits obtained. C-'fini'Ml* "" IB one
name on
and youH get the genuine produc
and the relief you want

^^&£»i

Menard and William Morrison of
Kaskaskia in Illinois, Andrew
Our Will
Henry of Louisiana and Dennis
Our will determines, not our inFitz-Hugh of Louisville, Ky. The
Spaniard, Frenchman and Eng- tellect.—Edmund Waller.
lishman, reflecting in their vary
names the history of the Louisiana country, united to exploit
the rich fur country of the Upper
y
Missouri."
Early the next year the company sent its first expedition up
the river.
It consisted of 150
Here'* good advice for a woman during her
men who1 took a great quantity chang*
(usually trom 88 to 62), who lean
of merchandise in their boats to •he'lfloaa her appeal to men, who worries
about
hot
flashes, loss of pep, dbsy sptfls,
be used in establishing along the upset nerves
and moody speUs.
river several posts where tradGet more fresh air, 8 hn. sleep and U yon
need
a
good
general
system tonlo take Lyota
ers were left in charge. Late E. Hnkham's Vegetable
Compound, made
in October the main body of the especially /or toomn. It helps Nature baud
up
physical
resistance,
thus
give more
expedition went into winter quar- vivacity to enjoy We andhelps
assist calming
ters in the Crow country where jittery nerves and disturbing •yrnptomsthal
accompany change of IK*. WEtL
they carried on a profitable trade often
WOETH TRYING
4GI
with the Indians and also secured many valuable pelties by
Overburdened
trapping for themselves.
A dying man can do nothing
In the spring of 1810 a large easy.—Franklin.
party headed by Andrew Henry
pushed on to the Three Forks
of the Missouri, where they
planned to establish a post in the
heart of the Blackfoot country.
But disaster overtook this post
for in April a war party of
Blackfeet swooped down upon it,
when most of the trappers were
away, killed the five men who
had been left in charge and carried away the horses, guns, ammunition and the packs of furs
which they had labored so hard
to accumulate. But despite many ALWAYS 0«MKV
QOKKREUEF
misfortunes the young company
FOR ACH)
saved the capital it had invested
INDIGESTION
and even made a small profit.
It suffered from other vicissi4—39
tudes of fortune during the War WNU—N
of 1812 but it managed to survive them, although reorganization after reorganization of the
company followed. As the years
passed, one by one of the original founders dropped out—all exHay "Warn of DUordered
cept Manuel Lisa, who had acKidney Action
tive , direction of its operations
Modem lite with its hurry and worry.
Irregular habits, improper eating and
from the end of the war until
drinking—Its lie* of exposure and inleohis death hi 1820. His successor
tlon—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
was Joshua Pilcher, a worthy
over-taxed and fall to niter excess add
subordinate of the great Spanish
and other Impurities Iroro the life-giving
- blood.
trader. In, the summer of 1822
You may suffer nagging bickicht,
more than $25,000 w.orth of furs
> headaeheTdtesiness. getting up nighM.
I
.
leg
., pain*, swelling—{eel constantly
were sent down the river.
I tired, nervous, all worn out. Other sign*
I
of
kidney
or bladderdisorder msyb*
Eight years later he gave up the
business and the career of the
'/Uw*iSttH't'pMi.
D£M?S h«Jp the
;
• kidney* to get rid of excess poisonous
Missouri Fur company came to
—"~*fc TnW ^t9 UkUsMPviQ vO HaV)
an end. As previously stated, it
let and tend ,to reljev* lrrlt»• pain It causes. Manygrmtewas succeeded by the firm of P.
Chouteau, Jr. and Co., which
was destined to enjoy a greater
prosperity than the pioneer company had ever known.

How Women
in their 40 s
Can Attract Men

Backache

DOAN'SPILL

\
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Stores
to Close on Sundays
Effective Suriday, February 5, the retail stores
of Anita will keep their respective places of business
closed on Sundays.
We, the undersigned merchants, ask, the cooperation of the public in helping us to observe the plan,
by not asking us to sell any merchandise on Sunday.

Briardale Grocery
Clardy'sHardware
Chester A Long
Miller^ Majket
Neffs Hardl^
Roe Clothing Co:

.. .__

r:~"""

'• ~' "" "

'

"

"" *—'

Attorney E. S. Ho'.ton returned home
the last of the week from a business
trip to Newcastle, Wyo.
Victor Flour, 49-lb. sack
$1.19
Post Toasties, box
lOc
Pork and Beans, No. 2'/2 can . . . .10c
Corn Flakes, Opal, box
9c
SCHAAKE'S STORE.

ANITA

The Home Guards of the Methodist
church met Saturday afternoon with
Faye Hendricks. Present were eleven
members and one visitor. The lesson,
"The City I Would Build," was lead
by Miss Hendricks." Following the lesson the girls enjoyed a social time
and a lunch.

TONIGHT-The Big Night

At their home on Chestnut Street
last Thursday evening, Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Dement entertained the members of the Double Eight club at a
7:00-o'clock covered dish dinner. Mrs.
Dement and Harry.Swartz held high
scores at bridge, which was the diversion of the evening.

"A Man to Remember"
;' .
.
=
Sat-Sun. Matinee Sat.

Crawford's Grocery
Golden Rule Store
Maduffs Food Market
Petersen's Grocery
Schaake's Store
Young'§ 5c to $1 Store

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Keller and sons
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Mailander and
daughter of Wiota were in Anita last
Wednesday to help their mother, Mrs.
P. C. Pedersen, celebrate her birthday. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Keller and
Mrs. C. Stormer of Atlantic were also
present to extend congratulations.

Hill

Edwards, a Des Moines mail
Mrs. Augusta Simon is home from
Joe Vetter, a student at Creighton
Announcement was made this week
, spent Monday in the city with a visit with her daughter, Mrs. M. S. University in Omaha, spent Saturer, Mrs. N. A. Neff and hus- Wheatley and family,'in Menlo.
day and Sunday in the city with his of the secret marriage of Miss Hazel
Rich, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
parents, Joe Vetter and wife.
Rich, farmers living southwest of AniHarry Osen and wife of Harlan
D. Weimer and wife were spent Sunday at the home of his parMrs. Emma Burns has gone to ta, to Joseph Brumbaugh, son of Ira
Moines last week where they ents^ Frank H. Osen and wife, north- West • Liberty, Iowa, to spend a few Brumbaugh of Tabor. The nuptials
the annual meeting of the west of the city.
weeks at the home of her daughter, took p'.ace at Papillion, Neb., last Nov.
21. The newlyweds will make their
Veterinary Medical association.
Mrs. James C. Carey and family.
home in Atlantic.
Meldon Petersen and Miss Adele
osing out sale will be held Oldaker of Exira were Sunday visitors
The American Legion and Auxiliary
Five ladies were present at the
ay, Jan. 26, at the Glen Chris- in the city at the home of his par- will hold a joint meeting, at 8:00 o'clock
follow-up
meeting of Lincoln No. 3
[ farm 2% miles southeast of ents, €hris J. Petersen and wife.
Friday evening at the I. O. 0. F. hall.
at
the
home
of Mrs. Merle Denne
Articles listed for sale inAuxiliary menibers are requested to
head of horses and mules,
Miss Mary Jane Bear, an employe take a Valentine in a stamped en- last Friday afternoon. The lesson
discussed was, "Making the most of
I of cattle, 6 head of Hampshire of the Meredith Publishing Co. in Des velope.
heredity and training the appetite."
poultry, 300 bushels of corn, Moines, spent Sunday with her par[full line of farm machinery. ents, Lake Bear and wife, in Anita.
A 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner A lunch was served at the close of
was enjoyed last Thursday evening I t h e meeting. The next meeting will
for the sale appears in today's
held at the home of Mrs
- Lester
Mrs. M. M. Feller was in Marshall- by the members of the LANB dinner *?
King.
town Saturday to see her sister, Mrs. and bridge club at the home of Mr.
[members of the Union club Carl D. Little, who is ill and is a and Mrs. Chester A. Long, corner
The farm bureau ladies of Benton
uests last Wednesday of Mrs. patient at a hospital in,that city.
of Third and Locust Streets. Other
and Franklin townships met at the
[Shannon at her home, corner
guests besides the members were Mr.
home of Mrs. 'William Ballensiefer,
and Maple Streets. Present
The members of the Evening Din- and Mrs. Glen A. Roe and Mrs. Hannortheast of Wiota, last Tuesday. Nine
ven members and two visitors, ner and-Bridge club were guests Tues- sine Johnson. The evening was Spent
members were present for the all day
ster Scholl and Mrs. Robert day evening at a 7:00 o'clock covered playing bridge, at which high scores
session. Following the pot luck dinner,
-At noon a covered dish dinner dish dinner^at the home of Mr. and were held by 'Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Miss Evelyn Hollen, countjfc home
pyed and the ladies spent the Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner on West Main F. Budd, and traveling prizes were demonstration agent, gave the lesson
pn quilting for Mrs. P. W.Street. The evening was spent play- won by iMrs. Budd and M. M. Burkon "Behavior Tendencies and the Iming bridge.
hart.
portance of Environment to Get the
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NOTICE!
To Automobile Owners
The following rules and regulations regarding the registration time
of licensing, transfers, storage and junking of motor vehicles will be in
effect until further notice:

1939 LICENSE
THE PENALTY STARTS FEBRUARY 1, 1939.
THE MINIMUM PENALTY IS $1.00 PER MONTH.
ON ALL CARS AND TRUCKS WHERE THE
FEE IS OVER $20.00 THE PENALTY IS 5%
PER MONTH.
TRAILERS MUST ALSO BE RELICENSED
EACH YEAR.

STORAGE
1. Car owners wishing to store their cars for 1939 and avoid paying
penalty, iri the event they wish to license their car any time during 1939
may do so by RETURNING THE 1938 LICENSE PLATES TO THE
COUNTY TREASURER'S OFFICE BEFORE FEBRUARY 1,1939. Then
if you wish to take your car out of storage any time during 1939, you
may do so by paying full registration fee but without paying any penalties.
WE CAN NOT JUNK CARS UNTIL THE PLATES ARE RETURNED.
2. Cars that were in storage before 1939 are still in storage and nothing
will have to be done, as they will continue in stprage until otherwise taken
care of.
If it is convenient for you to license your car early, please do so, and
help avoid that last minute rush.

F.W.

TREASURER, CASS COUNTY, IOWA
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RJALTO THEATRE

Most from Heredity." This was the
third lesson of the ladies' farm bureau
course. The next meeting will be held
Feb. 7 with Mrs. Maurice Coomes.
A meeting of the literary society
of Benton school No. 7 was held one
evening last week. Following the
business meeting, a program in charge
of Ernest McDermott and Robert Saxton was given as follows: Iowa Corn
song by the school; talk by Patrolman
King of Adair; rhythm band numbers;
recitation by Rita Ann Smith; duet
by Naomi Richter and Marcella Retz.
The program committee for the next
meeting are Harold MoCrory and Roscoe Porch and the lunch committee,
Mrs. William Richter and Miss Betty
Burns.,

Anne Shirley and Edward Ellis
IN AN AMAZING STORY

JAN. 28-29

2:OO P. M.

"A DOCTOR KNOWS WOMEN!
"Pathetic, Glamorous,
Dangerous... I've
Met Them All!"

A KING VIDOR Production
:

with

Ralph RICHARDSON • Rax HARRISON
Emlyn WILLIAMS
SCI.MI PUy by In Dalrympl*. Frank W««d. Elisabeth
Hill • Additional Dialogue *y Emlyn William*
B»«d on th« novel "Th« Citadal" by A. I. Cionin

ALSO OUR GANG COMEDY and LATE NEWS

When you think of coal, think of
FREE—Cedar chest, genuine Tenthe Kunz Grain Co. All our coals nessee red cedar. Ask us. Roberts
are the best in their class. Phone Produce.
tf
48, Anita, Iowa.
tf
Miss Patricia Williams was home
The walls and ceiling of the room from Des Moines, where she has emoccupied by the Bongers Bros, drug ployment, to spend the week end with
store have been covered with Nu-Wood, her parents, Dr. P. T. Williams and
which gives the place a very attractive wife.
appearance.
Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Needles entertained
the members of the Contract
Fred Arnburg and Richard Duthie,
Mrs. Bernice Jensen and son, Larry
whose birthdays occurred on Tuesday, Dearii returned to their home at Green- bridge club at their home on Rose
Hill Avenue last Thursday evening.
Jan. 17, were honored at an oyster | fleld Sunday> after a few days' visit
supper held Tuesday evening at the' ith her par ents, M. J. Peters and Following a 7:00 o'clock dinner, the
evening was spent playing contract
Arnburg home. The participants in- w jf e
eluded Mr. and Mrs. Arnburg and litbridge.
tie son, Vernon 'Duthie and son, Mrs.
At her home on Rose Hill Avenue
Isabella Duthie, 'Mr. and Mrs. J. S. last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. R. M. DON'T SLEEP WHEN
Woods, Mr. and 'Mrs. T. W. Arnold Needles was hostess to the members
GAS PRESSES HEART
and Nadine, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur' Of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club. (Miss
If you can't eat or sleep because
Martin, Elmer Martin, Charles Martin Minnie Forshay, a guest, held high gas bloats you up try Adlerika. One
55j1 and Awilda Martin, Mr. and 'Mrs.! score. Other guests were Mrs. B. D. dose usually relieves stomach gas
on heart. Adlerika cleans out
Royce 'Martin and children, Mr. and Forshay, MVs. R. W. Forshay and pressing
BOTH upper and lower bowels.
Mrs. Zort Brown and baby daughter, Mrs. Leo V. Bongers.
At all leading druggists.
Karen.
The young people of the Congregational church held their first Pilgrim '
Fellowship meeting at the church last
Thursday evening. 'Fifteen were present for the 6:30 dinner and the meeting. Officers were elected as follows:
Robert 'Crawford, president; Jean Dement, vice president; Virginia Offenstine, secretary and treasurer; and
sponsors, Rev. Thos. B. Dixcm and
Mrs. R. W. Forshay. Reed Osen was
appointed program chairman for the
next meeting, and Virginia Nichols,'
Donald Mclntyre and Peggy Porch,
entertainment committee.
A large crowd was present at the
P. T. A. meeting last Thursday evening at Grant township school No. 2
northeast of the city. The program
as i for the evening was as follows: oneact playi "Murder in the Air," by
Virgil Reynolds, Lloyd Reynolds, Mrs.
Frank Neighbors, Mrs. Lloyd Reynolds, Charles Robson and Ida Robson; a short negro play by Charles
S5 i Robson and Virgil Reynolds; a tap
55 dance by Mrs. Ralph Neighbors; and
551 a safety talk by Patrolman Charles
53 Cole of Adair. Following the pro5SS' gram a lunch was served by Mrs.
521 Neighbors and Mrs. Will Van Aer""* nam. Miss Helen Kopp is the teacher of the school.

MINERAL BLOCKS AND ALL
PURPOSE MINERAL
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

WHY NOT GET INTERESTED IN A LOCKER
FOR THE COMING YEAR.
We have some new ones, so you can get your
choice if you act now. Our rates are locker rent, per
year, $10.00; slaughtering beef, $1.00; slaughtering
pork, $1.00.
Processing such as cutting, wrapping, freezing
and putting in your locker, Ic per pound dressed
weight.
Try a locker—we are sure you will like it and
save money on your meat bills.

Miller's Market
"WHERE QUALITY COUNTS"

THE ANltA TRIBUNE.

Mothers
IMPROVED'
WHO'S BackSeckt in UNDAY I
Modem Life. SCHOOL Lesson
NEWS
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

THIS
WEEK
IUELF. PARTON
YORK. — Pushing along
L Jim OHtua, an old deiert
at twenty mites «outh«a»t
pah, many years ago, this
. '•;" , scrivener was
letrdfmtd alarmed by the
t.Ticket a p p r o a e h of
j. Old Jim, who seemed
• everything, reassured me.
|s that young feller Key PittHe's runnin' around hi that
rattletrap automobile of his
" to get up a telephone cornJust kickin' up a dust^-that's
all. No peace for anybody
here."
£ Pittman roared on through
ewood, to set up his hew
hone company, sluice a tidy litfcrtune out of that and sundry
ventures, and to become
lan of the foreign relations
dttee of the United States sen|He backs up, the President.
shoot a man when you
starve him to death?" says
Pittman, indorsing the hint
^'financial sanctions" against
rid outlawry in the Presi" ;'s address. He readies his
amittee for action.
[•Nome, Alaska, Mr. Pittman
• a charter member of the
Men's club, organized at
sard's bar. Years later, Ole
Tex Rickard's partner, reT the club in Tex's northern
in Goldfleld. I believe Mr.
ban's affiliations were with the
la club, down the street,
> was a highly : esteemed alumthe ^Alaska chapter and he
enthusiastic '."sourdough"
ig in his financial and political
rises. Since 1013, Nevada has
[sending him regularly to the
has; been steadily against
Ar*4hai Isj against strongJapanMe trade and miliv
"" '
'
*jn^:ti(ite' as
Weil np in

'&;&• the
;'s

militancy
pejve,first in -thedirection

~>y,v.;-W -;..", ; ; ' '

Mississippi, educated in
s.tpracticing law in Seattle,
__nan landed in Dawson,
with a Canadian dune hi
et. He manned a unilateral
.; for a few months before he
appointed district attorney.
London and Rex Beach found
i « rich pay streak of copy.
son of a Buffalo dock workiojne of nine children, who had
wars in his youth and
his lifetime, has sought
ways to end
them, was influlGef« ential in bring:
m
Nation
& about the
truce in the New
paxicab strike. He is the Rev.
John Peter Boland, chairthe unique New York State
Relations board since June,
During his incumbency, New
'has attracted the attention of
ation in its Industrial media-

By PATRJCIA LINDSAY

BUlla Burke has kept her youthful
charm and beauty although she Is
the mother of a grown daughter,
also In the movies.
•
questions—"How did you bring up
your daughter?" "What happened
to you while she was growing into
an adult?" "Do you keep yourself,
up in appearance?" "Are you a
woman your daughter .and husband
are proud to exhibit?"
Those are poignant questions. It
takes steady nerves for most complaining mothers to answer.
Let us assume that during the
time when daughter was growing
up, mother had no easy time of it.
She had a lot of work to do and
money was scarce. She sacrificed a
great deal to give daughter nice
clothes, a good schooling, and a
healthy life. All right. Her mother
love dictated. She enjoyed doing
that.
Of course she hoped, and righttolly •expected, that when daughter
did grow up she would be grateful
for this loving care. Perhaps daughter, during her difficult teens is, or
was not, gratfefuL Perhaps she had
been thoroughly spoiled. Perhaps
for yean she expected mother to
do all she did do because mother
never took; the trouble to train
daughter to be grateful. All that
happens.

Important Deiails
To Watch

Character Made
Her Beautiful

man. wakened
him by Whacking his feet with
It was really opporknocking. .The policeman,
appened to speak German,
I him into a carpenter's job,
eiore long, he was buying and
« hotels with the faoiUty of a
handling
bitf|djng blocks. That
e
only time h£ ever slept out.
st May, his wife, Maria
wr, bought the 30-story
W Lincoln for $7,000,000
tooling u over into the
in leg* than six months.
» a linguist, ha? made a
?' a? a fashion expert and
tor decorator.
r> who had
W?50 when
bum more than 500 teneifrm ' m 1925> had "«>re than
£ buildln 8
*

HCW-* SEW

"When I first looked into Jehny's
beautiful eyes," Bill told me, "I
knew I had to marry her. She's
the most gorgeous creature in the
worldl"
What Bill ha,d really seen in Jen
ny's eyes was a person of charn
and depth of character. She had
made the most of herself. Her
grooming was meticulous and she
selected her clothes with great care
And she certainly had done a Io
with that plain little face which th
Creator had given her. But tha
wasn't all. She had let her grand
sense of humor (often an Ugl;
Duckling's compensation!) carry
her through life with colors! She
lived happily, kept herself busy an<
proved to all the ugly ducklings tha
not being beautiful is no handicap
'if you face facts. For Jenny go
her man, and a mighty nice man
at thatl
• Ball SvndloaM.—WNU S«rvlc«

MRS. SPEARS: -With
the help of Book 1, I have
iust made a slip cover for a wing
:hair. I never would have tried
it if your directions had not been
so clear. I am now planning another slip cover and draperies
which I would like to trim in
fringe. Will you please show me
with a sketch how I should sew
the fringe?
Also should the
draperies and chair match?—M.
J. N."
'
* i
This reader evidently agrees
with the Chinese proverb, "One
picture is worth a thousand
words." So here are the sketches
showing how to apply fringe in
the seams of slip covers and also
for an edge finish. The raw edge
of the material in the lower sketch
(v. 11).
is turned to the right side and
Peter had led the disciples in a fringe is stitched over it.
fruitless fishing expedition (vv. 2,
If figured draperies are used,
3). There may have been some unbelieving self-will in his "I go afishing." It may also have been the
Safe Winter Driving
need of food on the part of the
disciples who Rad not yet been sent
Safe counsel for bad driving
forth to preach. But in any case weather,
to police ofthey caught nothing until they went ficials andaccording
safety engineers, is
to work at the Lord's'direction.
"when in doubt, use tire chains."
Useless and pathetic is the effort
This warning was issued with
of the Church to win men to Christ winter driving conditions prevailexcept as He directs and blesses the ing, following a recent revelation
work. He knows when, where, and by the National Safety council
how we ought to fish for men. Let which said: "One fifth of all the
us seek His guidance rather than people killed in traffic accidents
suffer the * disappointment which in the United States throughout
goes with man-directed campaigns the entire year die in November
and "drives." As a matter of fact, and December alone!" Police aswe need more divine directing and sert there is even a greater perless human driving.
centage of personal injuries and
H. Fellowship With the Lord (vv. property damages directly trace12-14).
able to snow and ice.
'i There are' some' folk who seem to
Because of the conceded safety
think that following Christ is a dole- advantage of tire chains on snow
ful matter, devoid of every pleasant or ice, police and safety engineers
contact. Jesus never taught any this year are urging their use
such thing. He attended weddings when necessary in the interest oi
and dinners even in the homes of public safety, and because they
those despised lay men. Remember provide the most positive anti-skic
that He always did it for their spir- and traction yet developed.
itual good, not merely for His own
The contest board of the Amerenjoyment; and that He always ican Automobile association, in ofbrought the gathering up to His own ficial test No. 3143, conclusively
spiritual level, rather than stooping proved the greater margin oJ
to any worldly or wicked standards safety and stopping ability proHere we find Him with a glowing vided by tire chains. Vividly ilfire upon which fish is broiling and lustrating their imperative neceswith bread ready for the hungry sity on snow or i<5e, the AAA test
fishermen. It is just like Hun thus showed that chains, on rear
to meet in most delightful and satis- wheels only, stopped a car in 45.1
fying fellowship those who serve per cent less distance than when
Him. Draw up to the fire, Christian no chains were used, and in 66.i
friends who are standing afar off. per cent less distance where
You may be so timid that, like the chains were used on all four
disciples, you will not dare to call wheels.
Him by name (v. 12), but if you
will come you will find that the
precious fellowship will soon warm
Hard Work
your heart.
m. Feeding His Flock (vv. 15-17).
v
Many (perhaps most) after-dinner
In
every
line
of activity ninespeeches and conversations yield lit- tenths of the prescription
for
tle profit. Here is an occasion when success consists of plain, everysuch was not the case. One wonders whether we would not be wise day, honest hard work.
No amount of talent will free
to take the suggestion and turn our
thoughts and those of our dinner a man from the necessity for
guests to spiritual things. Surely it hard work. You can have as
much success as yon like, but
should be so among Christian
you've got to be willing to pay
friends and hi a Christian home.
price in the only coin that
Three times Peter is asked to de- its
passes current in the market
clare his love for Christ. Such a
where success is spld —hard
public confession was quite in place,
work.
before the man who had thrice deHard work alone will accomnied his Lord is restored to a place
plish remarkable results. But
of leadership. The words "more
hard work with method and
than these" (v. 15), indicate that
system will perform seeming
Jesus was asking of him a high
miracles.
measure of devotion. It is no more
than He has a right to expect of us
The expression of love to Chris'
means practically nothing except as
it manifests itself in service. We
like PeterVare to be diligent about
feeding His nock, whether they be
the young and inexperienced lambs,
or the mature sheep of the fold.
Observe that we are to catch the
fish (the unconverted) and feed the
flock (the redeemed). Sometimes
it seems that we are trying to catch
the Christians to forward some
scheme of advancement, and failing
to win the unconverted, because we
are feeding them spiritual food that
belongs to the flock of God.
IV. Following Christ to the End
(vv. 18, 19).

The Christian (and surely the
Christian worker) is to glorify God
even by his death (v. 19). What a
Significant reply John Wesley made
when his followers were criticized:
"At any rate, our people die well."
Peter was to go on to the end, knowing that he faced martyrdom for
Christ.
But we are not only called to die
like Christians, we are to live for
Him. When Jesus "had spoken this,
he saith unto him, Follow me" (v.
19). Just as we said that the Church
needs more divine directing and less
human driving, so we say that the
crying need of the Church now is
not more leaders, but a greater host
of faithful followers of Jesus. Will
you, because you love Him, follow
Hun in life and death?

The Yukon river mining camp
at Circle, Alaska, is but half a degree below the Arctic circle and
its winter temperatures run to 10
and 50 degrees below zero, but its
householders stay warm as toast.
Circle hot springs is the answer.
he best effect is obtained if not Virtually every structure in the
more than one slip cover in the town is being heated by natural
oom is of figured material. Plain hot water.
Hp covers may match one or
more of the colors in draperies,
ug or wall paper.
NOTE: Now is the time to give
your house a fresh start. Crisp
ew curtains; a bright slip cover;
a new lampshade; or ottoman will
!o the trick. Make these things
•ourself. Mrs. Spears' Book 1—
SEWING, for the Home Decorator, shows you how with step by
tep, easy to follow sketches. Book
-—Gifts, Novelties and Embroidery, will give you a new interest
or long winter evenings. It conains complete directions for making many useful things. Books
are 25 cents each; if you order
loth books, Patchwork Quilt LeafAcknowledging Faults
et is included free; it contains 36 It is a greater thing to know
authentic stitches illustrated in de- how to acknowledge a fault than
ail. Address: Mrs. Spears, 210 to know how not to commit one.—
S. Desplaines St., Chicago, 111:
Cardinal de Retz.

Ruth Wyeth Spears

TITTOMEN who can pride them" selves on betag modern mothLesson for January 29
ers, never find it necessary to take
a back seat even though theij:
daughters may be extremely beautiful and talented.
When mothers complain to me
PETER DECLARES HIS LOVE
that their daughters push them in
the background (whether it be in
LESSON TEXT—John 21:11-19.
GOLDEN TEXT—If ye love me. keep my
the home or out socially) I take
commandments.—John
14:15.
time td write,them.a long personal
letter to help them out of their diffi"Lovest thou me?" This is the
culties. I do, even, though perhaps question
our Lord asked Peter. It
I shouldn't, ask them rather pointed
comes to us today. Do we love our
Lord? It is a simple question, but
also a very searching one. "We
may know much, and do much, and
profess much, and talk much, and
work much, and give much, and go
through much, and make much
show in our religion, and yet be
dead before God from want of love
. . Ther,e is no hie where there
is no love . . . Knowledge, orthodoxy, correct views . . . a respectable moral life—all these do not
make up a true Christian. There
must be some personal feeling toward Christ" (J. C. Ryle)..
The instructive story, the center
of which is Peter's declaration of
love for Christ, presents a picture
of a life of true devotion and service
to the Lord we love.
I. Fishing at Christ's Command

You and I know that sheer materials are a nuisance for they do
not permit the slightest carelessness 1 Our straps must never be
pinned 1 If we wear more than one
.strap they must look as one through
our blouse. A slip that is the least
bit mussed will look untidy, and
any 'slip should not show through
fStop them before they get
the side closing of your dress! Nor
¥' Is bis formula, as he
should a slip show beneath the hem
i the pope's encyclical, adof your dress. The only way to
priests to "go to the
shorten a too long slip is to hem it
Infman." When he was anover—never, never knot the strap.
te his present post, he
Cut out toes in shoes are most
from his parishes of St.
comfortable and serve as much
and St. Colnmba, with the
needed ventilators for the feet but
of his bishop, the Rev.
they are, hard on stockings I When
A, Duffy of Buffalo. He
you wash your hose be sure to scrub
profoaudly Inter«rt«d In
the toes well for how shocking to
Ides of labor mediation
see.a soiled toe peeping out from
studying for the priestyour shoe!
fat Rome* He urges reguSpeaking about shoes—they mus
^meetings between employers
be
aired frequently. It is a good
employees and continuous
idea to shake in the shoe a little
constructive effort, rather
deodorant powder once a week and
emergency action when
leave it io over night. Before wearcomes.
ing brush it out. That helps to keep
.
your feet fresh.
Here's to more careful grooming I
the young German imnigrant. Ma* J. Kramer,
I m New York; and slept on a
bench, 4ie had no VDon't Dis-

tNightttick

By HAROLD L, LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Initltute
of Chicago.
6 Western Newspaper Union.

Heat at Arctic Circle

P. A/» the rtai
thing In tasty
pipe-smoking too

More than Double Mileage
More Traction • 4 Great Features
You get much more protection from these great tire
chains—and much more value for your money. Official tests prove more than double mileage, plus greater
safety,better stopping power, easier starting on ice and
snow. The best buy in tire chains because of 4 WEED
AMERICAN features. (1)
Bar-Reinforced cross
link8.(2)Weedalloy-a
tougher metaL (3) Patent-.
ed Lever-Lock End Hooks
—positive fastening. (4)
Side chains welded and
hardened to resist wear.
Ad for
WEED AMERICANS
I/MUMof Defter occojtorjr sfore
service ftafioM
AMERICAN CHAIN * CABU
,
COMPANY, INC
UUKWOIT, CONNECTICUT

Prrou

LARRY KURRIEL holds up
one of those easy-rolling,
extra-tasty P. A. smokes
he's talking about. He goes
on: "Out of every Prince
Albert tin, I'm getting
around 70 of the mellowest,
smoothest 'makin's'.smokes
ever. They're so noA-tottm'
and fragrant that I &nou>
P. A.'s better tobaccol"
Prince Albert's specially
cot, too ("crimp cut," we
call it) to roll quick and
trim-to smoko slow, cool.

70

fine wU-your-own
4it*Nttwi in every
2-0*. tin of Prince
;
Albert

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

tar
Smart Claire Trevor
The Beadle la a Fox!
Marg Wins Over Dad
. By Virginia Vale
>LAIRE TREVOR'S experi-> ence shows plainly that it's
fwise movie actress who has a
idio contract up her sleeve. If
b hadn't all signed and sealed
,r that "Big Town" program
ith Edward G. Robinson she
ght still be making B pic[ires for
--- 20th Cehtuiy-P6x.
-.

Happy Birthday" Ha^ But Little
Meaning for Man Whom Americans
Honor on February 12 Each Year
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
• We§t»raN«w«p«per Union.

O

NPEBRUARY12 Americans everywhere will
join in celebrating an
event which took place 130
years ago—the birth of Abraham Lincoln. On that day they
That's what she was doing when ;will recall many a familiar
ie was given the rather small role
"Francie" in "Dead... End," the story about the man whose
ildwyn picture. She played it mag- career began in a little log
cently, everybody raved about cabin in Hardin. county, Ken„ performance^-and then she went tucky, on February 12, 1809.
ck to her own, studio, and into B But the chances are that the
ctures again.
^
couldn't persuade Darryl majority of them will rememanuck that she ought to break ber him best as the "Man of
vay from the type of thing that Sorrows" who was Chief
had been doing for his company. Executive of their nation
last May, she stepped out. She
s convinced that, as a free lance, during one of the most criticould get the kind ol picture cal periods in its history—
ork that she wanted. If she the Civil war years of 1861-65.
buldn't, she'd do without it. After
Such being the case, it
there was always that radio
seems appropriate to inquire
iilary, rolling right in!
onc thing that she wanted, and '"How was this date, which is
|>t, was the leading feminine role now a red letter day on
"Stage Coach." One thing that America's calendar, celedidn't want, and didn't take,
s a long contract with Warner brated during that period?
folhers. One more thing that she Was there any general obanted very much and took was servance of the President's
larriage, last July, to-Clark An- birthday and was February
ews. He directs that radio pro- 12 ever a 'happy birthday'
am that has played snch an'int- for Abraham Lincoln during
uit part hi her life.
those years?"
It is doubtful if February 12,
|Ever since they told Cary Grant
at he'd be the beadle on that new 1861, was a "happy birthday" for
radio show entitled him, for on that date he was en
"The Circle" he's route to Washington to take up
been asking other his duties as President of the
people if they knew United States of America. Perwhat it meant. He haps "the Disunited States"
be a more accurate desigdoes (he looked it would
up
immediately,) nation.
Confederacy Organized.
_hut he's gauging
For, six weeks after his elecother people's intelligence by their re- tion South Carolina had passed
plies. First he que- its Ordinance of secession. Durried the other star ing the next month Georgia, Alaperformers on the bama, Mississippi, Louisiana and
'Grant program — Ronald Florida had followed the PalmetColman, C a r o l e to state's lead. On February 4
nbard, Lawrence Tibbett,. Grou- representatives from these states
and Chico Marx and Robert had- met at Montgomery, Ala.,
nett Dolan. His private quiz and organized the "Confederate
'ogram brought out an amazing States of America."
Five more, Texas, North Caronount of misinformation. One girl
feid a beadle was something that lina, Virginia, Tennessee and Arjmg on a necklace. And everyone kansas, were almost certain to
as disappointed when they heard join the six that had already departed from the Union. The fua beadle is just a herald.
ture course of three "border
Maryland, Kentucky and
[Hal Roach has given his daughter, states,"
as well as the northern
largaret, a full-fledged dramatic Missouri,
state of Delaware, was
lie in "Captain Fnry."
That slave
doubtful. And always ,in the
larks a victory for 17-year-old Mar- background loomed the threat of
Vet. Her father didn't want her a fratricidal war between the
be an actress, so she went put North and the South.
got minor roles in pictures ' Ever since his election his mail
|ade by other producers. She also had been filled with threatening
35 in a night club. He finally letters and by the tune he
jive in, and now she is happy, and' reached
Philadelphia
Allen
I set to play an Australian settler's Pinkerton's secret service men
feughter who provides romance for had uncovered such indisputable
bhn VVarburton in the picture. .
evidence of a plot to assassinate
IFrom Jean Hersholt, who is pres|ent of the Motion Picture Relief
nd, comes a story on the "Screen
|uild Show," which is broadcast by
i every Sunday 7:30 to 8:00 p. m.
ern standard time. Practically
of Hollywood's famous folk, as
ell as many of those behind the
penes, are contributing their servles to it.
I They receive no salaries for
eir work. ,The money (which ornarily would go to the artists,
liters, producers and technicians
i turned over to the Motion,PicRelief fund. , It will be used to
Mid a home for the aged and needy
the motion picture industry.
On February 23, 1863, Brady
[Be sure to listen to this program
you want to hear your 'favorite again trained his camera on the
reen stars; they are all booked features of Abraham Lincoln and
gave us this jpicture of the Presiappear sooner or later.
dent in repose but reflecting a
[Nelson Eddy, whose marriage to soul weary of two years of war.
rs. Ann D. Franklin, former wife the President-elect that unusual
Sidney Franklin,
precautions were taken to safe|»otion picture proguard his entrance into the nar, recently
tional capital. As a result, the
as a surprise
story was spread by his enemies
^studio officials, is
.that "the Prince of Rails sneaked
' a vacation
into Washington like a thief in
that coffee
the night." Never before nor
fogram. That is*
since has a President-elect enI you caU making a
tered the capital under such cirpncert tour taking
cumstances.
[vacation! He wJU
* * *
f turn to it later in
But if February 12, 1861, was
|e year.
a day of anxiety for Abraham
|Whiie he is gone
Lincoln, February 12, 1862, was
Nelson
Eddy
onald D i c k s o n
even farther from being a "haphis place. He made several py birthday" for him. He had
PPearances on the program last failed to avert a war and in the
r m l ' Dickson is one of the few first test of arms with the ConpRortant
singers who have come federacy the Union forces suf16
top by the radio route. He fered a disastrous defeat at the
singing regularly on a radio Battle of Bull Run, At the Battle
ogram when he was signed by the of Ball's Bluff, he lost one o*f his
T^un 8an
°Pera company; be- oldest and dearest friends, Col.
Dd,,.?
« *° Jocal operatic E. D. Baker, after whom Lincoln
"auctions in Cleveland, Ohio.
had named the son who was
buried in Springfield.
The "Trent Affair" almost intoeil
Hollywood concern* volved the nation in a war with
n n
England and a scandal in the administration of the war department made it necessary for him
to permit Simon Cameron, secretary of war, to retire from his
cabinet. His appointment of Gen.
George B. McClellan as commander of the Army of the Potomac had proved a disapoomt-

This photograph of Lincoln was
made by Mathew B. Brady, the
great Civil war photographer, on
February 27, 1860, and Lincoln
often said that this picture and
his speech at Cooper Union in
New York city had made him
President. In it the people of the
North saw a sad, wise, determined man who would do nothing
rash and yet would defend their
Union.
ment, because "Little Mac" refused to move against the enemy.
"While harassed by this inaction and obstinacy of McClellan,
Mr. Lincoln was plunged into a
bitter private sorrow," writes Ida
M. Tarbell in her "Life of Lincoln." "Early in February his
two younger boys, Willie and Tad,
as they were familiarly known,
fell 'sick . . . When he saw them
suffering and when it became evident, as it finally did, that Willie,
the elder of the two, would die,
the President's anguish was intense. He would slip away from
visitors and cabinet at every opportunity, to go to the sick room,
and during the last four or five
days of Willie's life, when the
child was suffering terribly and
lay in an unbroken delirium,
Mr. Lincoln shared with the
nurse the nightly vigils at the
bedside. When Willie finally died,
on February 20, the President
was so prostrated that it was
feared by many of his friends
that he would succumb entirely
to his grief. Many public duties
he undoubtedly did neglect. Indeed, a month after Willie's
death, we find him apologizing
for delay to answer a letter because of a 'domestic affliction.' "
* • *
It is probable that February 12,
1863, came nearer being a "happy birthday" for Abraham Lincoln than the two previous ones
had been. The victories of Grant
in the West and Farragut's capture of New Orleans were partial
compensation for the disasters in
the East—the failure of McClellan's Peninsula campaign, Pope's
defeats at the second Battle of
Bull Run and the horror of Fredericksburg. The failure of Lee's
invasion of Maryland and the result of the Battle of Antietam had
made it possible for Lincoln to
issue his Emancipation Proclamation. Although for a time
this proclamation seemed to have
a bad effect on public opinion in
the North, it gave the war a new
meaning and forecast the eventual defeat of the Confederacy.
The Tide Turns.
Early in 1863 it became apparent that the tide of success had
turned strongly in favor of the
Union and this fact probably
made Lincoln's birthday in this
year a happier event than it had
previously been. Incidentally this
year marked the first celebration
of Lincoln's birthday of which
there is any record. It is contained in the reminiscences of
William H. Tisdale, written a
few years before his death in
1930. He says:
"The first birthday anniversary
of Abraham Lincoln I remember
occurred February 12, 1863. At
that time I was on duty at the
White House, and had been for
some six months previous, as the
President's orderly—as confidential messenger or dispatch bearer.
"There was no country-wide
observance. In the early evening
a small company assembled for
his birthday party, a few especially close to him, and a few women
friends of Mrs. Lincoln. His son,
Robert, a young army officer, arrived, and all sat down to a quiet
but happy dinner.
"Just before the birthday feast
began one of the Negro boys
came to me with eyes wide with
astonishment, urging me to see
what was being taken to the President. And following him I saw
a turkey—a monstrous big bird.
Some admirer in Pennsylvania
had sent it." • »
February 12, 1864, found another year of sadness added to the
life of Abraham Lincoln. True,
the high tide of the Confederacy
had ebbed from the shell-torn
slopes of Gettysburg and, with
the surrender of Vicksburg, "the
Father of Waters rolled unvexed
to the sea." But in the East
there was still a stalemate, successive calls for volunteers had

failed to provide enough men to
continue the struggle and the
Federal government was forced
to resort to the draft, which resulted in the bloody "draft riots"
in New York city. Nor were
these military problems, the only
ones that added to the burdens'of
Abraham Lincoln.
Not only was there dissatisfaction in the North with his conduct
of the war, but there was dissension in the party which had elected him and it was no secret that
men high in the councils of the
party were making plans to defeat him for Denomination. First
they approached Hannibal P.
Hamlin, the vice president, to be
their candidate but he refused.
But Salmon P. Chase, his secretary of the treasury, was not an
unwilling listener for he had been
Lincoln's rival in 1860. All
through the winter of 1863-64
Chase carried on a voluminous
correspondence in the interests
of his candidacy and no doubt the
possibility that Lincoln might be
repudiated, by his party before
his work of saving the Union was
finished and the task entrusted to
a lesser man overshadowed his
birthday in this year.
Chase Resigns.
However, his birthday was
scarcely past when a too zealous
supporter of Chase issued a circular calling upon the country to
organize in the secretary's behalf. Chase was placed in such
_ an embarrassing position that he
felt called upon to resign from
the cabinet and when the legislature of his state demanded hi the
name of the people and the soldiers of Ohio that Lincoln be renominated, the Chase boom collapsed. Another such boom,
which resulted in a convention at
Cleveland that nominated Gen.
John C. Fremont, had little better success. So when the Republican convention met, it was a
foregone conclusion that Lincoln
would be renominated.
That did not mean, however,
that he would necessarily be reelected. For the Democrats nom-

Knitted Rag Rug to
Make in Soft Colors
By RUTH WYETH SPEARS
ERE ii news for those who
have been writing me for
more rag rug designs. A special
Rug Leaflet has been prepared for
you. It will be included free upon
request with yap order for the
two books offered herewith.
If
you already have these two useful
books, send 6 cents in stamps for
the Rug Leaflet.
Wooden knitting needles %-inch
in diameter are used for this rug.
Cut or tear the rags %-inch wide

H

1 MGOii/H
fiftCCN
2 BLUE
3 DARK
6REEN

The charge that Lincoln "stole
into Washington" is refuted by
the words of the noted historian,
Benson J. Lossing, who, incidentally, was born on "Lincoln's
Birthday" in 1813. Lossing interviewed Lincoln in 1864 and in his
diary, under the date of December 4, says:
"I called on President Lincoln
knit them in strips 10 inches
with Congressman I..N. Arnold of and
wide, changing colors every 10
HI. at 9:30. Met him in the Cab- inches
cutting the material
inet Council Room alone. He en- close to by
the
and sewing a
dorsed on the Permit of the War new color to needle
it.
Department, his recommendation
When three strips have been
of me, to the courtesies of all
public offices in the Service. At knitted with the colors arranged
my request he gave me an ac- as shown here, sew them together
count of his journey through Bal- on the wrong side with heavy cartimore to Washington, as follows: pet thread. Use a crochet hook of
about the same size as the knitting
Arrived in Philadelphia.
needles for the edge of single cro"I arrived at Philadelphia. chet.
.J
'
NOTE: Be ybur own decorator.
Agreed to stop over night, and on
the following day hoist the flag Make new draperies; curtains;
over Independence Hall. In the slipcovers; bedspreads and dozens
evening there was a great crowd, of other things for every room.
and I received my friends. I re- Mrs.. Spears' Sewing Book No.
ceived a message from Mr. Judd 1—"SEWING, for the Home Decoof Chicago, a warm personal rator," shows you exactly how,
friend, asking me to come to his with step-by-step illustrations.
room. I went, and found there Book 2—Gifts, Novelties and Emonly Mr. Judd and Mr. Pinkerton, broidery, shows you how to make
the latter a detective whom I had fascinating things from odds and
seen in Chicago. He had been ends and will save its cost many
employed for some days in watch- times. Books are 25 cents each;
ing or searching for suspicious if you order both books, the Rug
or expected suspicious move- Leaflet is included FREE. Adments in Baltimore, in connection dress: Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Deswith my passage through, the plaines St., Chicago, 111.
time of which was known from
public announcement.
The President's Salary
"Pinkerton informed me that a
plan was prepared for my assassination. He knew of the plan,
The salary of the President of
but was not sure the conspira- the United States is set by law at
tors would have pluck enough to $75,000 a i year with an additional
execute it. He wanted me to go $25,000 for traveling expenses. The
with him right through to Wash- wife of the President is allowed
ington that night. I didn't like $25,000 a year for housekeeping
that. I had made engagements expenses and can usually obtain
to visit Harrisburgh, and go from further appropriation if more is
there to Baltimore, and I wished needed. The government pays the
to do so. I made arrangements, salaries of head butler, housekeephowever, with Mr. Judd for • me er, valet and wife's secretary. The
to return to Philadelphia the next President's wife has at her call
night, if I shall be convinced there several young officers of the army
was danger in going through Bal- and navy, known as social aides.
timore the next day. I told him
that if I should meet at Harrisburgh, as I had other places, a
delegation to go with me to the
next place (thru Baltimore) I
should feel safe and go on. When
I was making my way back to
my room through crowds, I met "Like lemons, Luden's
Fred Seward. We went together
contain a factor that
to my room and he told me that
helps contribute to your
he had been sent at the instance
alkaline reserve. I preof his father and General Scott to
fer Luden's."
inform me that their detectives
EDNA RIGGS,
. Ltcturer, Lot A*ftla
in Baltimore had discovered a
plot there to assassinate me.
This photograph was taken in
.the last months of Lincoln's life.
They knew nothing of Pinkerton's
Here is a face scalded by time,
movements. I now believed such
MENTHOL COUOH DROPS
the face of the "Man of Sorrows."
a plot to be in existence.
"The
next
morning
I
raised
the
inated Gen. George B. McClelflag at Independence Hall, went
lan, declared the war a failure,
All for All
on to Harrisburgh with Mr. Sumand denounced various acts of
No man for himselT, but every
ner,
(now)
General
Hunter,
Ward
the President as "usurpation
H. Lamon and others; met the man for all.—William Booth.
of extraordinary and dangerous
Legislature and people, dined and
powers not granted by the Conwaited until the appointed time
stitution" and demanded that
for me to leave.
"immediate efforts be made for
"In the meantime Mr. Judd had
a cessation of hostilities with
so secured the telegraph wires Da you feel so nervous you want to screamT
a view to an ultimate convention
you cross and irritable? Do you acold
that no communication could Are
of all the States, or other peacedearest to you?
pass to Baltimore, and give the those
able means, to the end that at
If your nerves are on edge and you feel
ju need a good general system tonic, try
conspirators knowledge of the
the earliest practicablev moment
ydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
Emade
change in my plans.
peace may be restored on the
wpeciaily for women.
For over 60 years one woman baa told anbasis of the Federal union of the
Lincoln's New Hat.
other how to go "smiling thru" with reliable
states."
Compound. It helps nature build
"In New York some friend had Pinkham's
up more physical resistance and thus helps
McClellan turned out to be an
calm
quivering
and lessen dlscomf orta
presented me a new beaver hat, from annoyingnerves
unexpectedly strong candidate,
symptoms which often acin
a
box,
and
in
it
had
placed
a
company
female
functional
disorders.
partly because he repudiated the
Why not give It a chance to help YOTTT
soft wool hat. I never wore one
Democratic platform by announcOver
one
million
women
have written in
in my life. I had this box in my reporting wonderful benefits from
Pinkham'l
ing himself in favor of peace,
room. Having informed a very Compound.
but only on terms that would prefew friends of the secret of my
serve the Union. For a time
movements, and the cause, \ put
the issue hung in the balance.
on an old overcoat that I had with
Wingless Love
Then Sherman's capture of Atme,
and
putting
the
soft
hat
in
Friendship
is love without hia
lanta proved that the war was
my pocket, I walked out of the wings.—Byron.
not a failure and had much to
house at a back door, without
do with turning the tide in favor
exciting any special curiosity.
of Lincoln, who won by a large
Then, I put on the soft hat,
electoral majority.
and joined my friends, without
* * *
being recognized. I was not the
By February 12, 1865, it was
same man. Sumner and Hunter
clearly apparent that the end of
wished to accompany me. I said
the war was in sight so it was
no, you are known, and your presprobably the happiest birthday
Fatal to Thought
ence may'betray me. I will only
that Lincoln had known during his
Incessant scribbling is death to
take
Lamon
(now
Marshall
Lafour years in the White House.
mon of the District of Colum- thought:—Carlyle.
We do not know whether there
bia), whom nobody knows, and
was any celebration of the day in
Mr. Judd, Sumner and Hunter
relieve*
the Executive Mansion, as there
felt hurt.
was in 1863, but we do know that
"We went back to Philadelphia
there was a "birthday gift" given
Oral d»7.
on that day, even though Lincoln
and found a message from PinkHeadaches
erton, who had returned to Baltiwas the giver rather than the reand Fever
ceiver of it.
more, that the conspirators had
«•• to Cold.
held their final meeting that eveIn the files of the war departIn 80 minute*.
ment are preserved, among
ning, and it was doubtful wheth-a WwdorM LUtae*
many such telegrams, orders and
er they had the nerve to attempt
notes from Lincoln, one which
the execution of their purpose. I
• The best place
was signed on February 12, 1865.
went on, however, as the arrangeto start your shopIt is addressed to Major-General
ment had been made. It was a
ping t o u r is in
Hooker at Cincinnati and reads:
Special train. We were someyour favorite easy"Is it Lieut. Samuel B. Davis
time in the depot at Baltimore.
chaii, with on open
whose death sentence is commutI heard people talking around,
newspaper.
ed? If not done, let it be done.
but no one particularly observed ftblts ft habit ol reading the adverttieb luJhU PM>er every week. They
Is there not an associate of his
me. Thus I arrived, unexpected•»• you tune, energy and money.
also in trouble? Please answer."
ly in Washington."

TRUE!
LVD EN'S

NERVOUS?

COLDS
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TAX REFUND Tyrone Power and Loretta
SUIT AGAINST CASS Young Starred in "Suez"

When the savage black simoon
roars in from the Sahara to provide
8.58 Is Asked By Louis H. Cook a climax of terrifying power for
"Suez," audiences at the Rialto Thea)es Moines Who IB Acting as
tre Saturday and Sunday will witrustee For a Large Number
ness a spectacle and experience an
of Cass County Taxpayers.
emotion the screen has never been
able to capture before.
Twisting, torturing, destroying—the
nbers of the Cass county board
devil-wind
of the desert'is one of the
Ipervisors, Hawley Lynch of Atproduction
miracles of the spectacuMike Metz of Wiota, F. W.
lar
story
of
Ferdinand de Lesseps and
of Marne, W. 'H; Wohlenhaus
the building of the great canal that has
umberland and G. E. Eshelman
Sriswold, have been named de- become the jugular vein of the world.
Darryl F, Zanuck, producer of many
ants in a $2,403.58 tax refund
of the screen's most memorable pic| brought by Louis H. Cook of
,toines, in behalf of a number of tures, has're-created on the screen
the stupendous effort of de Lesseps
county property owners, for
he has been named trustee, to tear two continents apart and join
the Mediterranean with the Red Sea
es or the number of taxpayers
that ships might sail the desert.
;Cook represents were not set
A canal half a mile long, 100 feet
in the lengthy petition which
deep and 150 feet across, was dug
filed at the county clerk's office.
by movie crews in the American desIge J. A. Murray of Logan, who
ert near Yuma, Arizona, for scenes
esiding over the January term
in the film. Other dramatic sequences
Cass county district court, has
were filmed on a 20-acre desert conan order setting Feb. 8 as the
structed on an abandoned golf course
s;for\a heating on the petition,
on the 20th Century-Fox lot. Royal
claims are based on an alleged
... ,
• IAOJ
j courts of Europe and Egypt were
auditor's error in 1934 a n d . . . . . . ,, ...
. . . . £• \.v i.,. j
built for the film, which is highlighted
; in not deducting from the anby the romantic story of the loves
'; budget requirements the tax to
that drove de Lesseps to the realizaDerived from monies and credits.
tion of his dream.
t is one of the many counties in the
Tyrone Power interprets the flam•in which
i.- v the
ti. auditors
j-t.\j office
m did
.IM
ing heroic role of the canal builder,
"
stellar honors with Loretta
and

BRIARDALE GROCERY
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Iowa Electric Co. Sends SEVERAL DIVORCES
Questionaire to Customers

GRANTED BY JUDGE

Electric users in Anita received
through
the mails today a questionaire
ANITA, IOWA
from the head office of the Iowa Elec- No Indictments Returned by Grand
tric Co. in Cedar Rapids, regarding
Jury, and Petit Jurors For the Jancertain phases concerning the estabuary Term Ordered Not to
lishing of a municipal electric plant
Report Until Notified.
in Anita. The Iowa Electric is the
public utility furnishing electricity
to the town at-the present time.
GWC
Five divorce decrees were granted
RaisinS '
Seedless — 2-lb. Package JJc
The utility company would infer by default this week in the Cass counby the questionaire that the proposed ty district court by Judge J. A. Murmunicipal plant cannot be constructed ray of Logan, who is presiding at the
Tall Corn — 3-lbs.
A&IA
TaJl
on_
under the rates as advertised by the January term of the local court.
Oliee Fresh Roasted
Roasted —
— Fresh Ground ^C town
council at the time of the elecThose granted divorces were Mrs.
tion
last
November, and that the peo- Ethel Seymour Madsen, 17, of Atlantic
American
ple of Anita should insist on a definite vs. William Madsen; Andrew Madsen
2 Pound Box
schedule of rates before any contract of Elkhorn vs. Mrs. Johanne E< Madfor a plant or distribution system is sun;'Mrs. Gladys Rasmussen of AtlanGinger Snaps — Oven Fresh
let.
tic vs. Carl N. Rasmussen; Mrs. Marie
Pound
Following is a copy of the ques- I. Mundell of Cumberland vs. Percy
tionaire :
W. Mundell; and Mrs. Bernice Hud*.
Large Size Paper Shell
To the People of Anita:
son of Atlantic vs. J. Lester Hudson.
Pound
Before the election held a short time All of the decrees were granted on
ago on the municipal plant question, grounds of cruel and inhuman treatyou were told that the rates of the ment.
California Navels — 2 Dozen
proposed plant would be 10% lower
Mrs. Rasmussen was granted custhan the present rate schedule of the tody of two minor daughters, Jean
With Every 49-lb.
Iowa Electric Company. Since the and Betty Rasmussen, alimony of $25
You Get One 5-lb. Bag
election, the Mayor and Members of per month and a town property. No
the Council have opened negotiations alimony or minor children figured in
GWC
with our Company for the purchase the other cases.
Breakfast - 2-lb. Can
of our existing distribution system,
The grand jury adjourned without
but we do not think we should sell returning any indictments.
H. C.
until we are assured that users of Schuler of 'Griswold was foreman of
— »/2-lb. CakeJSc electricity in Anita who have loyally
the jury, other members of which
befriended us with their votes and were Frank Kopp and Gail Burke
Briardale
support will have a rate in the future of Anita, Russell Marshall of Lewis,
Package
as low as they are now paying. De- Clyde Drager of Wiota and W. J.
velopments in the meantime indicate Knop and Frank 0. Miller of AtlanGWC — Sliced or Halves
and has been held valid by t«,
matinee at 2:0fl o>dock
that construction of a plant under tic.
No. 2«/2 Can
a lower rate schedule may be impossupreme court in a test case. |
The program
afternoon.
Petit jurors, originally ordered to
|e supreme court's decision was
^ ^ ^
sible and it is quite probable that even report for service 'Monday morning,
Fine Solid Crisp
'counties must refund taxes
fileg,.Farmyard
higher rates must be charged.
ca
were notified Friday not to report
2 Heads
collected through such an error s
^ „ ^ cartoon shows fun
As a-pot«!ntial customer of the pro- until further notice, as the court was
ccordmg to this decision,
Cass .
,j
,,.
.
u-i.it.
posed municipal plant, we know that experiencing difficulty in securing
^
„* * :. i .
in an old wor.d tarm in wmcn tne
Solid Pack Texas
taxpayers
. . , , . , . .is a duet
j •. ubetween
i.
*.
you are seriously concerned with the cases to try,
\, - , can...file., their
. claims
, . highlight
a rooster
No. 10 Can
le refunds with the board of * "
rate you will pay, and we, therefore,
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to
the maintenance deof "Spring Madness," feature attrac- southwest Iowa, were last week made
ent rf the Iowa highway com.
tion at the Rialto this (Wednesday) defendants in a $5,000 damage suit was seen in Washington this week nouncement by the town officials, becounty, through County At-1' evening. With splendid characteriza- filed in the Taylor county district court in the appointment of United States ( fore any wantract is let, of the rates migsion
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through Cass
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sugges1938, by Judge R. E. Hines of picture is gay, modern, and enter- custody and filed charges against him
require 67 new highway
icounty
will give him an important say in \ tions for improvement in service
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an, ruling Mathias Voggesser and tabling from start to finish,
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ludubon county and returned there, gutj CoHege Springs, Lenox, Mount
The Wiota Merchants, Cass county the Standard station in Anita, it has
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Values For Friday-Saturday
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Kraft's Cheese
Cookies
Pecans
Oranges

ChocolateBriardale
Breakfast Wheat
Peaches
Lettuce
Blackberries

2 £±Tfi«

49c
lOc
19c
25c
Free

15c
19c
15c
47c
19c

Seek Damages From Two Congressman Ben Jensen
State Highway Patrolmen on Important Committee

ty Appeals Voggesser
Case to Supreme Court

Iowa State Safety Council
Outlines Basic Program
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Highway 2 to Become
Highway 92 After Feb. 1

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Weekly News Analysis

White House

Plain Face Is
Challenge to
Personality

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS
WEEK

This year's congress was adverCrotnngtht R0ad
tised as highly independent, probPJERE'S the modern
ably ready to fight any proposal
coming from the White House. But
part of the ancient
poser:
within three weeks after congress
opened President Roosevelt had apWhy does a pedestrian crOS5
road—at the wrong piace s U
parently introduced the bulk of his
and I
By PATRICIA LINDSAY
legislative program and could exwithout looking?
pect favorable action on most of it: «T CAN'T understand it," wailed a
That's what the National Saf i.
Defense. His $552,000,000 emercouncil is trying to 6nd out aft
* stupid mother to me, "Jenny is
gency two-year program is moving so plain and her two sisters are so
an examination of its re *'
slowly but certainly, aided by war beautiful! I only hope some man
which
proved that at least a tv
Germany promitei to let
clouds over Europe and Asia.
of the pedestrians killed i n tr\
will see something in her and marry
Poland there in Pra-Uk»
Social Security. Broad revisions her. I'll have no trouble getting the
areas >and 40 per cent of thT
ntalan cocquett.
and extensions will probably be ap- other two married but Jenny is gokilled in cities were crossing
By LEMUEL F. PARTON
proved, though congress may de- ing to be a problem!"
places other than intersection,s
mand
an
accounting
on
the
huge
soIn 1837, the loss of iife r '
Jenny heard her mother and she
Germany demands ChechoEW YORK.-Mrs. Ella A. Boole,
cial security reserve fund.
GERMANY
slovakia join German.
these
classifications mounted „ vet
just
laughed.
"It's
too
bad
I
am
so
the
iron
chancellor
of
prohibiItalc-J*p anti-Ckmmunlrt
Reorganization. Defeated last year plain," she said, "and if no man tion, goes into action again, with the 5,60fr mark.
°
'
'
by Republicans and insurgent Dem- will marry me when I grow up I'll Sen. Morris Sheppard of Texas and
O-SLOVAKIA
ocrats, governmental reorganization be a nurse!" Jenny was 15 then.
several other faCrossing Paths
is again being broached in the
mous old-time
Five years later I saw Jenny Mrt.E.A.Boole
Hungary join* anti-cornhouse .by Missouri's Rep. John J. again. Her mother h.ad written that
As ships at sea, a moment i
dry
leaders
who
munUt pact under Nail
Cochran. Since this year's anti- Jenny was to be married and her Gird» Sword in think they see a gether, when words of greetinnl
administration bloc is bigger than two pretty sisters (still not mar- DryComeback
new and arid must be spoken; and then awatl
1938's, reorganization is probably ried!) were to attend her. I was day dawning. A triend of this writ- upon the deep;—so men meet ill
doomed for failure.
Italy wln« JngoaUvian
amazed at this turn of events.
er, scouting material for a maga- this world; and I think we shod!
Public Health. Already introfriendship by mediating in
When I stepped off the train there zine article on a trip through the cross no man's path without haflJ
diipute.
duced is the national health program was Jenny with frank lovely eyes Middle West, says the drys are com- Ing him and if he needs give C1
bill,., to be paid for jointly by states smiling me a welcome. Her rather ing back like an army with banners. supplies.—Henry Ward Beecher
and the U. S. First year's federal angular figure was becomingly at- Too many saloons, too much coappropriation would be about $50,- tired in a simply cut sports frock educational
elbow-bending,
too
EUROPE'S "WALL OF NEUTRALITY'
000,000. Eventually the total annual and her long straight black hair had many tangles between barleycorn
Map shows hote Eider and Mussolini have built eastern European alliances cost to state and federal governbeen cut and waved. Now short and automobiles, too much cutting
to protect themselves from Russia while pressing new demands against France and ments would be $900,000,000. Aided
curls haloed her plain face giving
corners to meet heavy tax and
Britain. (See EUROPE.)
by growing public health conscious- it the most fascinating piquant ex- of
license costs—all this, and more, is
ness,
the
bill
is
expected
to
pass.
miles long and 100 miles deep. For
pression.
rallying the drys for a return enEDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions arc
Railroads. The White House has
newly inaugurated President Pedro
From that first moment it was gagement, say the above and other
expressed in them columns, they ar« tips*
Aguirre Cerdo, reportedly Fascist introduced no bill, but has given its fun to be with Jenny, to listen to her detached observers.
of the news analyst, and not necessarily
of the newspaper.
Dent, it presented the worst initia- blessing to railroad relief measures wedding plans, to meet her young
The massive and. deliberate
tion under fire ever experienced by introduced by California's Rep. friends and to watch her easy, deMrs. Boole is 80 years old and
any Western hemisphere chief exec- Clarence Lea and Montana's Sen. lightful poise. "The Ugly DuckEurope
looks much less. In N«JW York,
utive. Total fatalities, which prob- Burton K. Wheeler. Since rail relief ling's certainly made good," I murExcept for Spain, January found ably will never be determined, run is an established need, not a politi- mured, and was curious to know
she addresses the luncheon ot
all Europe immersed in an ominous from 8,000 to 11,000. Injuries run cal question, it is being justified on what she had done during those five
the state W. C. T. U., commemocalm broken only by occasional un- into even more thousands. Faced the bases of national defense, public intervening years.
rating the centenary of the birth
der-cover whispers among democra- with a stupendous reconstruction job safety and national economics.
of Frances E. Willard, founder
It
seems
that
at
an
early
age
cies on one side and dictators on which will require several years,
of the W. C. T. U. Her firmly
Monetary Powers. The White Jenny realized that beaux and parthe other. Europe was a theater Chile will probably need all outside House will probably be granted con- ties and indulgence of whims were
set spectacles with gold bows,
and Spain was its stage. By the financial assistance -available to tinuation of the treasury's currency not going to be hers easily, because
her crown of abundant white
end of the month the play on Spain's., stave off national calamity.
hair, the stern godliness of her
stabilization fund, which reportedly she lacked the beauty her sisters
stage was definitely approaching its
features all are as they were.
netted a neat profit last year, and had, so she struck out for a life o:
climax because Fascist-subsidized Congress
Nothing whatever has been rethe presidential power to further de- her own and went to college. There
Rebels had put the communistic
pealed hi Mrs. Boole's person
value the dollar, which congress she concentrated on school affairs
Last
summer,
Rep.
Martin
Dies
Loyalist government to flight at Bar- and his committee on un-American- does not think has been abused.
or ideas.
as
ardently
as
on
her
studies
and
celona. This marked the beginning ism unearthed dirt concerning Har- Only stumbling block is that stabiliof Loyalist Spain's end, soon to leave ry Bridges, west coast labor leader zation fund operations have been se- soon won an enviable place in the
For more than 50 years she has
both Italy and Germany free to who is not a naturalized citizen but cret, which congress does not like. hearts of her classmates. Not ex- been fighting alcohol. With her huspecting much from life without efpress new demands against Britain nevertheless guides the destinies" of
the late William H. Boole,
Communications. Not vital, but a fort she matured into an unselfish, band,
and France.
many American laboring men as an White House fetish, is interest in the thoughtful person and through pastor of the Willett Street Methodist church, she waged war against
The reason for this embarrassing unofficial mogul of John Lewis' C.
communications commission study, quite unconsciously devel- the
Bowery dives, away back in the Neutralize excess afomacU
situation is that Europe's democra- I. O. This put Madame Secretary federal
which
President
Roosevelt
would
oped
her
personality.
It
was
at
a
cies have followed a policy of non- of Labor Frances Perkins on the like reorganized this session. His
eighties. She had come from Woosschool
dance
that
Bill,
her-groomintervention in Spain, declining to spot, because the Dies committee purposes: To improve FCC's legal to-be, met her.
ter, Ohio, an alumna of the Uni- acfcfc to wake up feeling We |
admit that non-intervention is really claimed Harry Bridges was an alien
versity of Wooster, where, immedia million
a disguise for the now-discredited and a Communist, that he advocated framework and administrative maately after her graduation, she To relieve the effects of oyoindnl-c
chinery.
If
congress
gets
time,
this
policy of dictator appeasement. Re- overthrowing the government by
•had taken up her life-work-for pro- gence — escape "acid indigestion"-'
will probably be approved.
gardless of the moral issues rehibition. From 1909 until 1919, there next day — do this: Take 2 table- :
Taxation. Legislation to permit
portedly involved in Spain's War,
was no important piece of anti-liq- spoonfuls of Phillips' Milk of Mat
reciprocal taxation of federal, state
London and Paris must now realize
uor legislation in which she did not nesia in a glass of water— AT
No,
the
girl
over
30
who
has
let
and municipal bonds and salaries, herself down must pick herself up. participate.
that their mistake has not been the
BEDTIME.
now exempt, is apt to be adopted Perhaps she has to begin with thinkrefusal to side with Loyalists against
While you sleep, this wonderful .
in the face of strong state and mu- ing. She must think she is needed,
In 1925, she became national
the Rebels, but rather their permitalkalizer will be/ sweetening your j
nicipal
opposition
to'
the
bond
expresident
of
the
W.
C.
T.
U.,
stomach . . . easing the upset-tediaj |
ting Germany and Italy to aid the
•that she is good at her work, that
emption feature.
and nausea . . . helping to bring I
and, in 1931, world chairman.
Insurgents. The result is that Fasthere is a job for her some place.
back a "normal" feeling. By mom- J
During the prohibition years and
cist nations now control Spain.
Then she must make herself just as
ing you feel great.
in the preceding years of strife,
France is therefore surrounded on
Labor
lovely looking as she possibly can
Then-1- -when you wake — t
three sides by potentially hostile nashe was the head of the com', Last year Homer Martin, presi- within her means.
2
more tablespoonfuls of Phillips!
tions, while the Mediterranean bebined prohibition board of stratdent of C. I. O.'s United Automobile
Any girl can exercise herself back
Milk of Magnesia with orange juice, |
comes predominantly dictator^onegy,
shrewd,
resourceful,
tireWorkers of America, quarreled with to health, put color in her cheeks
That is one of the quickest, simtrolled.
less. Fittingly, her citadel is
his vice presidents. President John and a sparkle in her eyes. She can
plest, easiest ways to overcome to
Spain's war is not finished, but it
still a little Van Wert, Ohio,
L. Lewis of C. I. O. stepped in, ap- pamper her hair by brushing, shambad effects of too much eating, smokhas been sufficiently localized to
hedge-bordered house, set down
pointing Vice Presidents Sidney Hill- pooing it at home, drying it in the
ing or drinking. Thousands use IL
free Mussolini's hands for other purin
Brooklyn,
holding
its
middleman and Phillip Murray as media- sun. She can keep her clothes clean,
But — never ask for "ml
suits. Almost every competent .Euwestern
ground
far
in
the
enemy
tors. But 18 of U. A. W.'s 24 board neatly mended and, if her funds are
magnesia"
alone — always
ropean observer has predicted a
territory. As does Mrs. Boole,
members were anti-Martin men and very low, rely on an inexpensive
new crisis following Barcelona's colstill standing firm and unshaken
early last month they voted to strip collar and cuffs to freshen the one
lapse and the whispers throughout
in her flat-heeled shoes.
him of power. Reason: Mr. Martin dress she wears job-hunting.
PHILLIPS' MILK OF MAGNESIA
Europe have backed up that prehad been consorting secretly with
She must approach each prospecdiction.
* IN LIQUID OR TABLET fORM
Harry Bennett, personnel director tive employer with a feeling of asMost important foundation work
for the Ford Motor company, only surance, an eagerness for the job TN THE last 14 years, Dr. Donald
for the new Halo-German demands
non-U. A. W. auto manufacturer. and make him feel she is capable, •*• A. Laird of Colgate university has
Patience Brings Peace
is the assurance that any resultant
C. I. O. chieftains thought Mr. Mar- experienced and a person he needs written 14 books and 500 articles,
Patience
to be the
conflict will be localized. This means
but
has
inspired
J. PARNELL THOMAS
many more than attribute of ought
tin was playing for personal control to have around. It can be done—
the man who loveij
,
peventing huge, mysterious Russia
California also spoke up.
that.
He
has
over the huge Ford labor vote.
you older girls—but if you don't take Novel Ideas
from aiding Britain and France.
been heaven's peace.—Paul Painleve.
The upshot has been C. I. O's re- yourselves in hand your future is
Therefore Rome and Berlin have force and that he had made dispar- fusal
of
Dr.
Laird
blessing to the
recognize Mr. Martin as not rosy. Just think of the thouquietly established a solid bloc of aging remarks about the President head to
make-up man,
of U. A. W., followed next sands of girls over 30 who are hold- Rate Display
"neutral" states reaching from the of the U. S.
needing a snapday
by
Mr.
Martin's
resignation
ing
down
jobs—how
do
you
suppose
Secretary
Perkins
has
failed
to
Baltic to the Adriatic (see map),
py little box to dress a page. As
they do it?
from
C.
I.
O.'s
executive
board
with
give
Dies
committeemen
what
they
which will stand as sentinels against
Even if
Dr. Laird retires, to engage in re® Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
charge that Mr. Lewis has "perBqnttbe _
Russian aggression while Italy and consider a satisfactory answer. Her the
search
at
the
callow
age
of
41,
here
sonal
ambitions
and
a
dictator
comEton. Tour
Germany turn their backs to face claim: That a court ruling is now plex." The outcome of this scrap
are just a few of his stimulating
pending on whether membership in
France and Britain.
findings:
Communist party is a deporta- will be settled at a Martin-sponsored
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Europe Rushes to New Crisis
As Loyalist Spain Is Crushed

By Joseph W. La Bine—
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INSURANCE NEEDED
BY BUSINESS

MEN

PETERSEN'S GROCERY

The Townsend Recovery Plan is compulsory business insurance which forces
(By Tillie)
) all business conducted in the United
PHONE 300
WE DELIVER
We Deliver
Phone 29
Oh, a mouse . . . quick, call Beulah States to protect itself against depresand bring her to the house . . . some- 1 sions caused by the destruction of its
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
THURSDAY—FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
body close the bedroom door and throw 1 market due to lack of purchasing
COFFEE, Sun Up, fresh roasted and ground,
a rug over the cold air register . . . power. The forced spending clause in
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
regular or drip, pound
' I4
if the vermin would only run down the proposed law insures business that
NAPTHA SOAP, Clover Farm, 5 giant size bars. 19c the hot air register, I'll bet I could the amount which it pays will be reMARSHMALIA)WS,
fresh,
pound
V;
make things warm for it ... grab turned in the increased sales of its
MATCHES, 6-box carton
19c
CRISCO, 3-lb. can
59
a weapon, the broom, the stove poker product.
POTATOES,
good
cooking,
peck
The
Plan
also
will
abolish
the
fear
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
14c
25P
or anything you can find . . . hey, you,
of
a
penniless
old
age
from
all
peoSALAD
DRESSING,
P.
&
G.,
pint
19c—quart.
29c
over there, slam that door . . . it's
SYRUP,~Clover Farm golden, 5-lb. pail
29c
ple
and
make
them
feel
at
liberty
to
OATMEAL, Quaker, regular or quick, large tube IQP
headed for the pantry.
1
CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
15c
Darn, now we are in for it ... of spend and to enjoy the fruits of their
COUGH DROPS, F. & F. Mentholated, 3 loc
course, one of the lower cupboard doors labor as they live and bring up a future
packages only
jg
GLO-COAT, Johnson, V2-pint free with pint
63c
<
are ajar . . . just a crack but large 1 generation better educated and better
FLOUR,
Mother's
Best,
no
better
flour
made,
fitted
to
take
the
place
in
industry
enough for a mouse to enter . . . might 1
49-lb. bag
$1.49
as well get busy and unload those which is vacated by the retiring old
lower shelves . . . is Beulah here? . people. Business is thus assisting in
. . . bring her close by, so she can ' the improvement of the employees it
nab the mouse when *I scare it out will require in the future operations. PROCEEDINGS OF THE
R. B. Johnston, Justices of the P£
. . . get out of the way, here it comes ! Business can also feel that it has in
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS and Joseph Burma, Mayor, were
part,
helped
pay
the
debt
which
it
. . . ah, going, going, gulp, gone.
proved.
Court House,
Beulah knows all about the tactics owes the old people for the fine job
The following; claims were
they
have
done.
It
Atlantic, Iowa,
of a mouse when cornered and she,
and the Auditor authorized to
plete reporting of all cases this being an efficiency expert in the art
January 9, 1939.
year.
FLOWER GARDEN SCHOOLS
The Board of Supervisors of Casa warrants for the same:
of mouse catching, knows all about
Published Every Thursday by 'the
i
HELD IN CASS COUNTY
Assessors, l day Session and
County, Iowa, met at 9:00 a. m. in
Jack Martin of St. Louis, Mo., is the holds when she tackles.
Boyd Bailey ...-.
*
*
*
adjourned
session
with
all
members
Homemakers who wince when they
enjoying a visit in the city at the
Thomas W. Bailey
5-501
Now, in case you are not acquainted cut flowers for the house because it present:
W. F. BUDD
Editor home of his grandparents, Chester
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike Bruno Behrends
with Beulah, I'll make her known. spoils the effect of the flower garden
A. Long and wife.
jj'jjl
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
Metz, F. W. Wiese, W. H. Wohlenhaus J. A. Breckerbaumer
She is a very efficient old Mother cat, should try a new plan this year.
Ivan
Brown
t,,
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Carol Carlton celebrated her llth. more intelligent and refined than are
The flower garden as such and a and G. E. Eshelman.
Chas. ICornell
'''' J
birthday anniversary Friday by en- most felines and she happens to be regular cut-flower garden may be
Minutes of January 5th were apEntered at-the post office at Anita,
Otto B. Hansen
^
tertaining her teacher and eleven girl one of the rare specits which is worth planned separately, John B. Winger, proved as read.
Iowa, as. second class mail matter.
L.
H.
Hayter
'»
5
friends at a party at the home of her ! her weight in gold. She is so old, florticulturist in the Iowa State college
At 10:00 a. m. the Board met with
Ted
R.
Jensen
»,
6
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1939. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. j her teeth are worn down to the gum extension service told Cass county the Assessors of Cass County.
^j
Sheley.
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by J. B. Jipsen
line and it's rumored she lost an upper homemakers in a series of meetings
5' '
MEASLES ON THE RAMPAGE.
and lower tusk in the Spanish-Ameri- which he conducted last Wednesday. Wiese, that the following number Oliver E. Pelzer
F.
L.
Possehl
Sunday evening about forty neigh- can war . . . in spite of her age and
6
of days be allotted for assessing;
With measles approaching a major bors and friends, with well filled bas- ! infirmities, she can still slay a rat It is frequently much more practical
5^
Atlantic, 154 days; Anita and Gris- W. E. Proctor
to
grow
cut
flowers
for
the
house
in
epidemic stage in Iowa, the state kets, surprised Ed. F. Carlton at his as neatly and quickly as the average
George
L.
Riggs
jjji
wold, 46 days; Cumberland, Lewis
health department asks parents of home northeast of the city, the oc- fence walking crooner, half her age straight rows, like vegetables, instead and Massena, 26 days; Wiota, 15 days; F. W. Schuler
5^3
children who have this disease to co- casion being in honor of his birthday . . . in fact, she is such a rustler she of in formal beds. Thus, they are
Ben Skow
(jj
Marne, 16 days; Townships, 36 days.
operate with health officers in pre- anniversary. Cards and games fur- continues to catch food for Tommy, easily cultivated and it will not be
T.
L.
Smith
Motion carried.
venting spread by keeping these child- nished the entertainment of the ev- Bill Robinson, Susie and Emma, all full necessary to rob the formal beds in
^
|
On motion and vote the Board pur- J. R. Stuhr
order
to
fill
the
blue
pottery
bowl
ren away from others.
ening, after which a delicious lunch grown kittens.
Allan
Vetterick
$$
chased
one
Monroe
Adding
Machine
for the dining room table,
Through the middle of January 290 was served.
Minnie Watson
5.00
It so happens . , . I'm not a dog
Mr. Wingert recommended the fol- from the Monroe Calculating Machine
case reports were received by the deG. H. Welton
ijj
A covered dish dinner was enjoyed or a cat lover and as far as I'm con- lowing annuals for cut flowers: corn- Co. at a total price of $202.50.
partment. For the same period last
Z.
L.
Wright
53
cerned,
I'd
just
as
soon
all
such
aniThe
following
resolution
was
passed:
flower or bachelor's button, scabiosa,
year there were 85 cases, and during during the noon hour by the members mals kept their distance^. ~~. . I preHarley O. Yarger
5.40
larkspur and sweet peas. For garden
RESOLUTION.
the entire year more than 5,500 cases of the Jolly Dozen club at an all day fer to admire babies. A dog or cat
Session
and
Mileage
Claims.
effect he recommended orange flare
meeting held last Thursday at the
WHEREAS, Mabel Carroll, Dewey Hawley Lynch
were reported.
5.0)
in the house? . . . no siree, not in cosmos, calliopsis, zinnia Hnearis, pehome
of
Mrs.
Rowley
R.
Pollock.
OthCarroll and Leonard Carroll; Nick, G. E. Eshehnan
Department physicians state, "In a
my
house,
but
on
rare
occasions
I'll
measles epidemic the sick child is the er guests, besides the members, were confess, I have relented, and Beulah tunias, ageratum, verbena, Santa Bar- Laura and Alice Kaufman; Ralph Carr Mike Metz
5,10
danger point. Through him suscept- Mr. and Mrs. Myloe Robson, Mrs. Rine- has, come in for a short time, but of bara poppies, annual phlox and vinca and Jeannette Carr are now within F. W. Wrese
5.55;
roses.
Cass County and are likely to be- W. H. Wohlenhaus
ible children acquire the disease if hart Knop and Mrs. Felix Scott. A course Beulah is a very special cat,
«#'
Flowers suitable either for garden come county charges and said perthey are exposed. When children are social afternoon was spent by the not the snoopy variety.
Moved by Metz, seconded by WoV
effect
or for planting in cutting rows
ladies.
in the company of one who is ill,
If it were possible for me to love were zinnias, snapdragons, marigolds, sons should be prevented from ac- lenhaus, to adjourn until 9:00 a. E
measles frequently jumps from one
quiring a settlement in 'Cass Coun- Monday, January 16th.
A program in charge of Mr. and animal pets, I could like Beulah a
child to another, missing only those Mrs. Walter Wise and Mr. and Mrs. j wee mite but I still prefer babies double annual gaillardias, caryopteris, ity,
Motion carried.
annual anchusa, nasturtium, Mexican
who are immune.
NOW
THEREFORE
being
it
re(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
around
the
house,
they're
much
more
Archie Worm was given at the P. T. A. I
sunflower, blue salvia and Unwin dwarf
solved by the Board of Supervisors \
"Though the infected child may be meeting of Grant No. 4 last Wednes- interesting.
Chairman.
dahlias.
of Cass County, Iowa, that a notice Attest:
* * *
well enough to have his playmates day evening. The following program
M. E. Hubbard,
visit him, should be denied this pleas- was given after a short business meetHeavens to Betsy, was that another ! Rex Miller, an employee of the to depart shall be served upon the
County Auditor.
ure until he has recovered. It is the ing: song, "Howdy-do," by members | mouse? Is the house full of them , Hoxey Fruit Co. in Des Moines, spent said Mabel Carroll, Dewey Carroll,
responsibility of parents to isolate the of the committee; community singing, and where are they coming from? ! the week end in the city with his | Leonard Carroll, Nick Kaufman, Laura
On Thursday of this, week, Mrs,
child and to comply with placarding 'The More We Get Together" and i That one ran for the bed room and ! father, Carl H. Miller.
Kaufman, Alice Kaufman, Ralph Carr
Edith Mattheis will hold a puWic safe
rules." Where there are susceptible 'Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here;" j straight for the closet . . . gosh, and
and Jeannette Carr, and the Chair- at her farm 6% miles northwest of
children in the home, convalescent recitation, Philip Worm; selection by that door, too, is ajar. Doesn't any- i Miss Ruth Parker, stenographer in man of this Board is directed and
Anita. The sale will include 4 ted
measles serum or immune blood may the Crawford family orchestra; play, body around here close doors anymore ? | the Kent Martin law office in Atlantic, ordered to sign such notice on behalf
of horses, 16 head of cattle and some
be used to give them temporary im- What became of the false teeth," Now we are in for some real fun. ; visited Sunday at the home of her of this Board and deliver the same
farm
machinery. Frank Barber wH
munity and protection from the one Mr. and Mrs. Wise, Mrs. Worm and Hunting for a mouse in that closet ; parents, C. E. Parker and wife.
j to the Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa,
be
the
auctioneer and C. E. Parker]
,iyho is ill, according to the depart- Harley Wise; recitation,
i for service.
Winona would be like looking for a needle
will
be
the
clerk.
A meeting of the Mutual Benefit , The Chairman put the above rement. This serum is processed from Worm; reading, Mrs. Wise; vocal solo, in a hay stack. There is only six
the blood of recovered patients and Robert Crawford; reading, Blanch j shelves across the south end and those club was held last Thursday after- solution to vote and the votes being
A fuse on the high line that car-J
is prepared in the department's se- Worm; vocal number, Marie Wise and ; shelves, dear me, starting with the noon at the home of Mrs. Clarence all in the affirmative, the resolution ries electric current to Lyman, Cum-J
I).
Mattheis
northwest
of
the
city.
rjim center. It is also used to lessen Robert and Billy Crawford; play, "The [ top one and coming on down, they're
was declared adopted.
berland, Massenfi, Grant and
t|e course ( of the disease.
new hired man," Walter and Harley j stacked with hats, bedding, household Present were eight members and one ' The following bonds were approved: water, went out 'Friday evening
The last major measles epidemic Wise and Archie and Philip Worm; j paraphernalia and folded wearing ap- visitor, Mrs. Frank Roberts. A cov- Glen H. Welton, Assessor, Franklin the towns were.in darkness for at
swept the state in 1935 when 20,000 and a vocal number by the trio. Fol- j parel from outside wear, clear down ered dish dinner was enjoyed during Township; Bruno Behrends, Assessor, fan hour. The trouble was loea
csases and 150 deaths were reported. lowing the program refreshments were to the skin . . . besides there's all the noon hour and during the after- Union Township; John J. Brecker- by the Griswold employees of
A|; peak in the present epidemic is served by Mr. and Mrs. Jens Holland | the clothing hanging on the hangers noon the ladies worked <y\ tea towels baumer, Assessor, Cass TownshipIowa-Nebraska Light and Power Co. I
for the hostess.
expected in April. The health de- and Mr. and Mrs. Andersen. Miss for five members of the family
. Allan F. Vetterick, Assessor, Victoria here, but they could not throw on tl» j
partment is depending upon parents, Evelyn Jensen is teacher of the ' we haven't very many clothes to wear,
I Township; J. R. Stuhr, Assessor, Ani- current until the trouble man, sent out I
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
health officers and physicians for com- school.
! but when I take all the clothing out
ta; Otto B. Hansen, Assessor, Pymosa by the Iowa Electric Co. was hearfl
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
of that closet at one time, it looks
, Township; L. H. Hayter, Assessor, from. He finally showed up af^l
like enough rags to polish the Queen
Court House,
; Grant Township; Ted R. Jensen, As- inspecting the line for several rail»|
Mary.
Atlantic, Iowa,
sessor, Massena Township; A. H Goes The current could have been put ba*|
! No, Beulah is not going to be put
January 5, 1939.
sling, Constable, Pleasant Township- sooner but the men were fearful the»l
! in the closet and that's final . . . no cat
The Hoard of Supervisors of tass and Harry B. Cavenaugh, Treasurer's
might have been a 'break and a li««jj
! in the closet . . . if I take time now County, Iowa, met at 2:00 p. m. in Clerk.
man was repairing the line.—GriswoUj
to unpack that small room, I'd be, until adjourned session with all members
'The reports of J. C. Jenkins and
American.
midnight repacking it. Everything present:
has a place and everything must be
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike
fitted into its proper place to make Metz, C. K. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese
As I am moving to a smaller farm, I will sell at public sale, at
room for all the junk.
and W. H. Wbhlenhaus.
my residence, 5V 2 miles northwest of Anita, 7 miles northeast of
Wiota, '/2 mile south of Highland church, commencing at 12:30
This late in the evening, perhaps
Minutes of January 4th approved
o clock, on
setting a trap or two and trusting to as read.
luck would be easier on the nervous
The bonds of A r t h u r L. Wright,
system than turning a closet into a Constable, and H. L. Nettz, Justice
TRY THE
topsy-turvy disorder.
of the Peace, were approved.
the following described property:
; On motion and vote a lumber letting
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
i I'm not afraid of mice, no, that is was set for January 16, 193!) at 2:00
4 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 4
if I have plenty of room to turn around p. m.
On motion and vote the Board agreed
:
and
see which way the mouse is headed
One black mare, (i years old, weight 1350; 1 bay colt, coming 3
S
?''!', w J' i K h t 130°; l ba Y mar e colt, coming 2 years old, weight
for, but going into that dark closet, to limit the expenditure of each sup; 1 black mare colt, coming 2 years old, weight 1000.
all by myself, and shutting the door ervisor t,, $150 on a n y one Im)ju(.t
while looking for it, would be quite without approval of the Board.
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Woha task with only a flash light to work
16 — HEAD OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE — 16
with. Trying to stir up a scared lerihaus, that the Board of Supervisors
.
Two milch cows, one fresh now, and the other fresh in April; 5
heifers, coming 2 years old; 5 calves, weighing 400 pounds; 3 calves,
mouse into revealing it's hiding place purchase one International truck, one
weighing 300 pounds; 1 White Face bull 2 years old
with one hand and holding a torch Chevrolet truck, one Diamond T t r u c k ,
with the other . . . well, how could one Dodge truck and one Ford Station
I kill it if I did find it.
i Wagon at a total price of $4,0-!ij.(i5.
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
Motion carried.
My creed has always been, living
One Web hay loader; one 6-foot mower; one 3-section harrow;
1 Bloom power ear corn crusher; 1 dump rake; 1 sulky plow- 1 New
Session and Mileage Claims.
with a mouse in the house, is like
Century cultivator; 1 wagon; one 0-foot stock tank; and other articles
;
Hawley
Lynch, 2% days ..$ ];).;,()
harboring
an
elephant
or
a
hippopotatoo numerous to mention.
mus, there just isn't room for the two M i k e Metz, 2'A days and milei age
of us.
1
SEVERAL NEIGHBORS WILL I N C L U D E SOME LIVESTOCK
If I close the closet door, it can't V. W. Wiese, 2 >/a days and
THAT I COULD NOT (JET THE DESCRIPTION OF.
get out, and sooner or later it will ; mileage
L'i.15
have to eat, so just for this time, i ('•• K. Eshelman, 2Ms days and
TERMS:—CA$B.
All articles must be settled for before removing
14 ,, 0
I'll try and be peaceful and perhaps I mileage
froB) the premises.
*
I can lure the beastte into a trap with W. H. Wohlenhaus, 2'/i days
and mileage
14 3Q
some fresh bread and butter.
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
On motion and vote the Board ad
P. S. Hurrah, it worked . . . I
^
trapped it ... but I haven't found journed until 9:00 o'clock January
y
'
where those two miserable little crea- 1939.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch, '
tures entered into my peaceful dwelling quarters and if I don't find the
Chairman.
; Auctioneer
FRANK
Attest:
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
secret passage soon, I suppose the'
M. E. Hubbard,
dilemma will be repeated,
County Auditor.
ANITA, IOWA

Prim Toilet Paper

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing: Co.

Public Sale
Thursday, February 2

MORE USABLE

CONTROL"

Alcohol

Prestone

Lubrication For Your Winter
Service on Inside Hoist

Mrs. Edith Mattheis

GALL 244

- W. Shaffer & Son

THF ANTTA

Cross Stitch and
Crochet for Li

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
BIG

TOP
_ * v*

By ED WHEELAN

Calmed by Myra La Belle, the big elephant goes on with the act. The show
i» gaved, but "Silk" Fowler says she must goj

1

^",^01^ <3mER CL0^NS RAN AFTfeR ALTA AMD MVBA
MET* FLIP"/SUP' SKOOKlt * JUST UCAVINS- THF ARENA ~

«\r ON " t=np" xw' BRiNCr -svrooKie
\wrrn y\ ~ vve GOTTA <SNE MVRA SOME

\_2^TGET- HURRY!),

'"01WK OPlT.'SILK"- THANHS To
%RA WE'RE; GOING TO GET .,
AV&VMJnH HTA SECOND TIME?
LISTEN - 1MB AUWENCt

HERE.3tm THAT
,
CRAZV'^ULL* HASTWED
1
I -TWICE TO MLLME AN
'

KEEP ON
AROUND-, MVRA, AM'
vwe'LL ALL MELP

START\N&TO APPLAUD

SHE'S -NCST GOING- TO
6ET ANOTHER CHANCE
tx> you
UNDBR&TAHD
-WAT ?.».'

MAKE (T LOOK
L>KE A REAL- .
SJ-1OV/.'.'

ffx <SCOP GIRL, MVRA
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Pattern No. 1872.
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LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

A Suprise Greeting

LALA, YOU'RE THE LAST
WORD TONI6HT-A
BIG A\AN
IS COMN1 TO CRUSH YOU IN
HIS ARMS AN' CLAIM
YOU FOR HIS OWN

SENSf? GONZALES,^
HEY,
WE MOOST HAVe /^ PROFESSOR
OUR YACHT
2EERO, LALA1
DONE IN PLAIN
MARRYING
MAHOGANY WIZ
-NOT
A RED SMOKEYOU!

AND

KEEP
LOOK OUT
YOUR/
FOR HER
HANDS
OFF THE SUSPICIOUS
SILVERWARE BROTHERHE MAY
BE CLOSELY
NEAR

Use th^ cross stitch and en
on scarfs, towels and pillow
and have linens you'll be proud
Pattern 1672 contains a trZ
pattern of eight motifs -van*
from 5 by 13% to 3% by 1% jJ
directions and chart for the]
crochet; materials required' i
trations of stitches.
'
Send 15 ceats in coins for i
pattern to The Sewing Cmti
Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth A»|
nue, New York, N. Y.
*
Please, write ^our name,
dress and pattern number

ay Itartey SyndlcaU, Inc.

S'MATTER POP—What Zebras Are For

By C. M. PAYNE

vtOMrfoitinlndn
nrtikiJBq*
TiMits-diUi
RapntliJl

bom.

2.HttoMtl«rMrtnm

MESCAL IKE

Br

eadiBnaiutitr-mtaatifo.
Just by Way of Suggestion

s. u HUNTLEY

Start* to E«M Pain and DimM
udlSortThroat Accoof»jir
CoUs Ahaott Instadl]
The simple iwiy pictured abwt
often brings anuuongly fast ™"
from discomfort an3 sore tta*t
accompanying colds.
Tiy it l|5in—see {/our «»•,
He probably will tell you to COIK]
tinue with the Bayer AspinnM-j
cause it acts so fast to relievecis-l
comforts o! a cold. And to redn«|
fever.
.
This simple way, backed
scientific authority, has larg
supplanted the use of strong roe
cines itt^ easing cold symp
Perhaps thb easiest, most eflechfll
way yet discovered. But make soil
'
'genuine
Aspirin.

v/;N\/'

^Copyright, by S. L. Huntley.)

POP— Big Money Talks

^<M^'^^^H'^H^HMI^B***^M^M«N«MVi^

jy J. MILLAR WATT

"~

NO! i WOULDN'T

FIFTY MILLIONS !

CMANG& PLACtS
RIGHT MOV VITW
ANYONE VITH
A MILLION .
/
DOLLARS/

-^

15°,rORUTABtBTtS '
2(0

.»/•„

Personal Mastery
He that vrould govern ou
Irst should be master of hi) '
Massinger.

/or
BETTY'S IDEA

Curse of Progress

"Silence!" exclaimed the teacher,
as she was writing on the blacfc
board.
Unfortunately, little Betty did not
hear her.
"I say," she said, pointing to Betty, "do you know what silence is?"
The little child thought for a moment.
"Yes, miss. Silence is what you
don't hear when you listen for iU"

BtfY YOUR CAR

From Your Local

'

O'DEA FINANCE l

Obliging
Grocer—Then you don't want no
cranberries?
Customer—No; I've changed my
mind. I see your cat is asleep in
those cranberries.
Grocer—Oh, that'll be all right, I
don't mind waking the cat up.
City Cameo
"And why did you leave your last
situation as secretary?"
"Because I wouldn't let my chief
kiss me."
"Thafa a pity, because in other
respects you seem as if you'd suit
me admirably."

MtKovdK
Ambi
f**n
*..•••. • i

riljji rry mind
liy «JR\S we only

_
I cn't
oran
krokftn.
• •a «,»«„.„

star•ted
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Maduffs Food
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

February 4, 1909.
"Old Bi'.l" Steele made another
THURSDAY---FRIDAY---SATURDAY SPECIALS
shipment of cattle to Chicago last
week.
The little 3-year-old son of Mr.
and 'Mrs. Roy Taylor is quite ill with
pneumonia.
Another 80 acres has hern sold off j
^%
and Tomatoes
the Townsend farm north of the city |
3 No. 2 Cans
for $62.50 per acre.
j
On account ofthe severe storm and
Chocolate Covered Cherries
blizzard of last week, the rural caror Plain Choc. — 1-lb. box
riers were unable to make their trips
on Friday and Saturday.
One of the brick dwelling in South
Anita was almost unroofed last Friday by the high winds. The house
6 Box Carton
is occupied by Alfred Gilley and family, who have been absent from the
Open Kettle Rendered
city for several weeks.
Pound
One of the results of the blizzard
of last Friday and Saturday was the
finding of a horse frozen to death in
T. J. Bell's pasture; and when found,
the animal was still standing, surrounded by a large snow drift, with
his nose stuck in the air. The horse
belonged to Oliver Pierce.
At the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Smith, north of j
3 FINE O AS O 1I N E S
the city, on Tuesday evening, Feb. 2,
Solite with Ethyl, (premium priced)
(All 1938 Seed)
occurred the marriage of Miss Anna j
Standard Red Crown (regular priced)
Smith and Calvin F. Darrow of Fon-]
Staooliod
(low priced)
SWEET CLOVER —Yellow and White
tanelle. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. P. A. Rickel of the Anita
TIMOTHY
ALFALFA
Christian church, and was witnessed
by a number of invited guests.
RED CLOVER
The high winds of last week made i
an almost general cleaning of the |
We Will Hold Your Entire Order Far a Small
windmills throughout this vicinity, and j
S E T T H I S S P E C I A L WINTER CASOLINC FROM Y O U R S T A N D A R D O I L D E A L E R
those that were not blown down, were
Down Payment.
so badly damaged they might just as
ANITA LITERARY CLUB
well have been. During the past two
HOLDS MUSICAL PROGRAM days more than twenty orders for
THE WORLD-FAMOUS LUENEN
windmills have been placed with L. R.
The program at a meeting Tuesday
Galiher & Co. As a result of the
evening of the Anita Literary Club storm, Dennis Peavce lost ten head
Anita, Iowa
Phone 158
held at the home of Mrs. Leo V. of good cows, one fine steer, and a
Bongers was presented in the form
purebred bull.
of a study of music appreciation. A
James Morgan has been selling off • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
There's a scarcity of resid
short statement regarding the comHigh School Auditorium
some land from what used to be the + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + erties to rent in. Anita.
poser's life was given by Miss Almeda
E. W. Blakesley farm in northwest •f Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. +
Nieth. Each of the following comAnita, and the prices he is receiving f - f - f + - f - f + 4- + + + + +
It la reported that Georg
poser's musical works was illustrated
does not indicate that Grant township
Church School at 10:00 a. m. has taken the office of clerk
by special numbers:
real estate is in danger of becoming Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, bon township, to fill the
February 11, 12 and 13
Bach—-"Oh, Savior Sweet," Double
dead or worthless property. Mr. Mor- superintendent.
term of Will Krause, who
Quartette, Miss Nieth, Miss Hilda
gan closed a deal this week with
to a farm east of Dexter.
Morning
worship
at
11:00
o'clock.
Hiatt,
Miss
Dorothy
Darrah,
Mrs.
TICKETS
A meeting of the ladies aid society
F. D. Weimer, Sidney Larsen, Chas. Schuyler Walker from Audubon county who purchases 50 Vz acres, for which will be held at the church Thursday. At her home on North
Special Matinees Saturday and Monday
H. Hartley, A. B. Stone, William
he
pays $10,100 or $200 per acre. Mr. A IBc dinner will be served at noon.
Street last Wednesday after
Crawford, with Miss "Winona Kyle as
Students 25c
Adults 75c
Morgan
has
refused
an
offer
of
$225
A meeting of the missionary so- Leo V. Bongers was hostt
accompaniest.
Evenings and Sunday Matinee
Handel—"Verdant Meadows," Dou- per acre for ten acres more.
ciety will be held at 2:30 o'clock Fri- members of the Original bi
guests were M
50c — 75c — $1.00 — $1.50
ble Quartette,
• f - f - f - f - f - f - ^ - f - f - f - f - f - f day afternoon at the home of Mrs. Additional
Maduff,
Mrs.
R. M. Needles
Haydn—"Glorious
Things
of
Thee
*•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+ , Wm. Wahlert- Rev. Dixon will be
Evening Performances Sunday and Monday
Minnie Forshay. High scor
Are Spoken," Double Quartette.
the
leader.
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Mozart—"Sweet Bells,"
Double
No meeting of the Pilgrim Fellow- by Mrs. Maduff.
"Spirit" will be the subject of the
Write For Reservations to
Quartette.
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
When you wake up the morning,
The Passion Play Headquarters — Atlantic, Iowa
Schubert—"Impromptu," piano solo Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, FebruAnd you feel all in,
by Mrs. Russell Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Myloe Robson enterary 5, 1939.
tained a
With
a big busting headache
Mendelssohn—"Spring Song," piano
The Golden Text is from II Cor. 3:
number of relatives at dinner
!
That
aches like sin,
solo
by
Mtrs.
Eric
Osen.
17,
"Where
the
Spirit
of
the
Lord
i
Sunday
in
honor
of
the
46th.
birthday
8;
Mrs. Max Petersen was taken to the
Carl H. Daubendiek of Marcus, Iowa,
With
your
collar wilted down,
Schuman—"Traumerei
and
Romanthere is liberty."
i anniversary of Ed. F. Carlton, father
Atlantic hospital Sunday for medical was a business caller in the city the
of Mrs
And
your
hat jammed in,
za,"j?iano
solo
by
Mrs.^Flora
V.
Stone,
j
L|sson-Sermon
comprises
quo-'
Robson.
The
Carlton
and
The
treatment.
last of the week.
..XT.-.
,, _piano
= - _ - solo
--i- uby
-- t a t i o n s from the gib[e and from the Fred M. Sheley families were guests. And you think of yourself—
Chapin—"Nocturne,"
"What Adamphool I've been,"Wilfred Martin and wife were dinner i Mrs. D. L. Spiker was hostess FriChristian Science textbook, "Science!
guests o'f Mr. and Mrs. Myloe Robson [ day afternoon to a number of lady ! Wagner—^'Elizabeth's Prayer," vo- and Health with Key to the Scrip-! A meeting of the H. O. club was You've been drunk—
By gravy! you've been druni!
held Saturday evening at the farm
Friday evening, celebrating 'Mrs. Rob- friends at a bridge party at her home 'cal soio ^ Mrs" Adams tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
home
of
Mr
and
Mrs
DwBussy—"Clair
DeLume,"
violin
son's birthday.
on Rose Hill Avenue. High score was
One of the Bible citations reads:'
- Everett B. LuThe editor of a country n
"Whither shall I go from thy spirit? man southwest of the city. The evheld by Mrs. Lake Bear. A lunch was solo by Miss Marie Gundrum.
At the close of the musical pro- or whither shall I flee from thy pres-' ening was sPent Paying pinochle, at received the following query:
At her home southeast of the city served by the hostess.
jgram, Mrs. Bongers discussed "Music ence? If I ascend up into heaven, thou ! which hiKh scores were held by Mrs.
"Can you tell me what the weat»|
'Friday, Mrs. Merritt Steele entertained
thirteen members of the Sunshine club [ Miss Marjorie McLaughlin enter- appreciation and its relation to child art there: if I make my bed in hell, I Frank Petersen and Floyd Gissibl. At will be next month?"
In reply he wrote, "It is
and sixteen visitors at a 1:00 o'clock tained the members of the Jolly Four life '"
behold, thou art there. If I take the a 'ate hour a lunch was served by the
nost and
that
the weather next month will'
dinner. The ladies spent the after- tlub at a pinochle party Friday even- j
wings of the morning, and dwell in
hostess.
very much like your subscription"
noon sewing carpet rags for the hos- ing. High score was he'.d by Miss
Miss Erma Smith left Sunday f or j the uttermost parts of the sea; Even
tess.
Nora Harris. Following the pinoch k a two weeks' visit with friends at there shall thy hand lead me, and thy George Graham and wife and Char- The inquirer wondered for an "
games, a lunch was served by thhe Joliet and Chicago, 111.
right hand shall hold me' (Psalms ley Graham, wife and daughter, Betty what the editor was driving »*•>
A 1:00 o'clock covered dish dinner hostess.
139:7-10).
Marie, were in Ames Sunday to at- ie happened to think of the
was enjoyed last Thursday afternoon
Ben Underwood, a coach in the high
Among the selections from the *fn^ tne futier&l services for Charles 'unsettled." H« went in the
by twenty-five members of the S. O. S.
Ten members were present at a school at Tipton, Iowa, was a business Christian Science textbook is the folPeyton, 6-months-dld son of day and squared: his account.
club at the home of Mrs. H. L. Rhoads meeting of the Friendly Cidjfe last caller in the city Saturday. Mr. Un- lowing:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peyton, who
east of the city. During the after- Wednesday afternoon at the mrhie of derwood is owner of the local billiard
"The belief that Spirit is finite as ' Passed away at 2:00 o'clock Saturnoon the ladies sewed carpet rags for Mrs. Elmer Jensen north of the city. , parlor.
well as infinite has darkened all his- jday morning following a short illthe hostess.
The ladies spent the afternoon with I
tory. In Christian Science, Spirit, as ' ness- The D°y was a grandson of
games, contests and quilting. Late, The members of the Susie Q club a proper noun, is the name of the ! Mr- and 'Mtr8- George Graham and a
Lincoln No. 2 held their regular in the afternoon a lunch was served were guests last Thursday evening of, Supreme Being. It means quantity j nePhew of Charley Graham
FOR SAUBlrr-Ifcily
lc. Tribana offlc«, Anita.
JP. T. A. meeting- Friday evening. Fol- by
bv the hnsf.ess.
i MVs.
Crver at her home, cor- j' and
nnH quality,
mmlitv and applies
onniSoo exclusively
*,«,.i,,»;.._i._ tto
_I
.—.
'
hostess.
Mrs. Robert Cryer
lowing a short business meeting, the
ner of Third and Maple Streets. The , God" (p. 93).
Am prepared to build brooder hoi
following program was presented:
A meeting of the Friendly Neighbors girls spent the evening playing piat a reasonable price. Melvin Gr
community singing; vocal duet, Gena- club was held Thursday afternoon at nochle. High score was held by Miss
veve and Margaret McAfee; reading, the home of Mrs. Andrew Petersen on j Maxine Stager and low score by 'Miss
METHODIST CHURCH
We can jnak**you * attra
Marvin Scholl; accordian music, Jor- West Main Street, hostesses being Lucille Henderson.
price
on any kind of
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Voss Manufacturing Co
dan Jeppesen; a skit, "Betsy's Burg- Mrs. Petersen, Mrs. Russell Adams,
Farmers
Coop., Anita.
"IF IT'S MADE OP WOOD
lar," Herluf Jeppesen and Raynor Mrs. Ruggles and Miss Goldie WatAn all day meeting was held TuesChurch School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
WE CAN MAKE IT" '
lJ Saturday,
HORSE
Holland; vocal duet, Dale McCrory kins. Seventeen members were pres-' day by the farm bureau ladies of McDermott, Superintendent.
|
«02-4 E. 3rd. St.
'gales Barn. A
4, at the
and Worth Chastain; and music by ent to enjoy a social afternoon. Late Grant and Lincoln townships at the 'Morning services at 11:00 o'clock.,
horses.
offering of
HARI
the rhythm band of the school. The in the afternoon a lunch was served i home of Mrs. Carl Moore west of Sermon by the pastor on the theme,
•
SWAN
next meeting will be held Feb. 24.
LAWYER
the city. A large number was pres- "Assuming Responsibility."
by the hostesses.
<FOR SALE:~~Baled timothy
ent including Miss Evelyn Hollen, Cass
Young people's rally at the Metho- * E&8t S'Xth Street ~ Phone 214 baled millet. - Vtrgfl Elsberry, \
county home demonstration agent, dist church in Atlantic. Several are
mile south of H
west and '
who discussed the fourth lesson, j going from Anita. Those desiring
church.
'Mother and Baby Care." A planned j to go, get in touch with Gayk- John- Settlement
You can still sell phony merchandise from a tent
0{ E8lateg
dinner was served during the noon son.
BOc buya 600 sheets of type"
(if you move on tonight). But not if you stick in
a Specialty
Paper, size 8%xll inches, at the
hour.
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
one place, have to live with the things you sell, and
one office.
Rev. C. L. Thomas will be the guost
KENT MARTINA
the people who buy your goods. Nobody builds a
speaker.
LAWYER
^
Portable HammermiH;
business by selling once. When a man signs his
Choir practice this (Wednesday) 602 Chestnut Street
Phone 216 your farm to your satisfaction, cl
evening at the church.
name to his product, tells you his address, and backs
14 on 24, Maesena, and will "
The Loyal Circle will have a J>0 t
his goods, they have to be good.
reverse calls. R. R. Arensna-ier
Funeral HOBle
luck dinner and clean the chuirh on
rlfH
' ~
You can buy our merchandise in confidence, with
Friday.
STOCK REMOVED
FELCO egg mash—the best i
. .
Phone 89
Eat.
1866
the assurance of a square deal at all times.
Farmers Coop., Anli
Ambulance Service

Butter
Prunes
Corn,

26c
15c
23c

ISc
17c
18c
lOc

Wheat Hearts

Matches
Lard

SEE US FOR PRICES QN THl
FOLLOWING SEEDS

BURKE BROS.

PASSION PLAY
ATLANTIC, IOWA

WANT ADS

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

DEAD
FREE

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
Everything to Builtf Anything—Always Dependable

PHONE 400 ANITA
WE PAY THE CHARGES
ANITA RENDERING
SERVICE
Harper Dorsey, Manager

4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + Roland
4Uay Swartz, Pastor.
-f
+ -*- + + + 4- + + + 4 4 4 . + All calls
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Merle
Suplee, Superintendent.
Church services at 11:00 a. »,>.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.

""'"

Peacock &
Directors

BUY ANITA BR:
SEE

DEMENT IMPLEMENT C<*
FOR SKELGAS RANG**
WAYNE, OIL HEATE
STOCK TANK
WANTED:-s.Yo«r dead
Ph. 1£4 Anita—we pay phone <
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Weekly News Analysis

—

Isolation vs. Internationalism:
Senate Debates Foreign Polity
By Joseph W. La Bine—

THE PRESIDENT'S VISITING FIREMEN*'
The conference uxu secret, but someone spoke.
EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions *r*
•xprcsMd in this* columns, they m thos*
of the new* «n«/y«. tad not ntcesstrily
ol tht newspaper.

Defense.
In dealing with today's international situation the U. S. government has its choice of two methods.
Any citizen may hold to one or the
other method with equal righteousness :
*
(1) Strict neutrality and isolation.
Europe's affairs are no business of
ours. We should have no arms secrets, no secret alliances; all U. S.
activities should be strictly aboveboard because secrets are undemocratic and tend to create public
doubt about the government.
(2) The antithesis. In 1939 one
hemisphere's problems are anothy
er's. If the institution of democracy
is worth saving we must join other
nations in aggressive combat
against dictators. This need not
mean war, but constitutes economic
and military favoritism to one group
of nations, with sanctions against
others.
In post-World war history, not until the current winter have these
two contrasting foreign policies
found such ardent champions as to
cause a marked rift in Washington.
Champions of the latter (favoritism)
are President Roosevelt and administration leaders. Opposed is practically every Republican senator
and congressman, plus a formidable
bloc of insurgent Democrats. That
this difference of opinion is partly a
reflection of political animosity is a
foregone conclusion. Administration
forces favor internationalism as expressed in Secretary of State Cordell Hull's reciprocal trade treaties;
contrariwise is the traditional Republican tenet of high tariff walls
and the isolation that inevitably accompanies them.
This winter's foreign policy battle got its real start when a bombIng plane crashed in California,
bouncing out a representative of the
French air ministry whose presence
hi the U. S. had previously been kept
secret. The subsequent revelations:
That President Roosevelt had approved sale of U. S.-made warplanes
to France, though army secrets
were being carefully guarded from
all foreigners. A few days later the
senate's military affairs committee
constituted itself a body of visiting
Bremen (tee photo) to call on the
President and get the real facts
about a rumored V, S.-French military alliance.
The secret President Roosevelt reputedly told his visitors was so
choice that some anonymous committeeman blurted to the press the
minute the conference ended, which
bespeaks the futility of any administration attempt at sharing its military secrets with congress. The
alleged secret: That the U. S. is
following a policy of selling arms to
"independent states" as opposed to
dictators; that the U. S. will give
Britain and France every assistance
but troops in case of war; that the
"frontiers of the United States are
in France."
If a vote were taken, most people
would sympathize with the President's foreign policy, i.e., to help
Britain, France and China against
Japan, Italy and Germany; to improve trade and political relations
with South America, where dictator
states are attempting to gain sway.
But for the President to speak openly of his purpose brings the situation into a shockingly sharp focus
for the first time.
The net result will probably be
open congressional revolt against secret alliances, against favoritism in
military exports and even against
the President's emergency defense
program, which many legislators
think is unjustified in view of the
tax burden it would create. Tossed
in along with other subjects of re•Front row. left to right: Illinois' J. Hamilton Lewis, North Carolina's Robert R. Reynolds, Oklahoma's Josh Lee, New Hampshire's H. StyJes Bridges. Varment's Warren 8- Austin, South Dakota's Chandler
Gurney, Texas' Morris Sheppard (committee chairman), Cplorado'a Edwin C. John•on, Utah's Elbert D. Thomas. Back row,
_ ma'» Lister Hill, Indiana's
llnton, Kentucky's M. M. Logan.
{•'•.•*.'; JB. Schwartz.

sentment will be a broadside against
the treasury's highly-secret stabilization fund, which congress fears
is being used to further monetary
agreements with Britain and
France.
In the end a cumbersome, loudvoiced and highly opinionated congress may find itself incapable of
taking a constructive hand in foreign policy. Though rightfully indignant over a Pan-Democracy alliance because future Anglo-French
friendship is problematical, > Massachusetts' Sen. David I. Walsh
summed up the entire exasperating
situation quite well: "In God's
name, who are we (the U. S.) to
determine where truth and justice
exist? When we attempt it, we will
find ourselves in trouble."

Treasury
Depressions hatch pension plans
and this winter's congress is deluged with panaceas to make the
U. S. safe for old people. Believing
most such plans (like Townsendism)
to be impractical, the administration has offered congress its own
ideas via proposed amendments to
the social security law.
Biggest amendment is that calling for a start on old-age benefit
payments in 1940 instead of 1942,
annuities to be based not on payroll taxes actually paid out on wage
rates. Hence the social security

TREASURY'S MORGENTHAU
Social security it costly.
board would simply make believe
that benefit recipients had been paying taxes throughout .their adult
lives instead of a 'mere four
years. Other proposals would (1)
provide supplementary pensions for
aged wives, (2) help widows and
orphans of social security's insurees, and (3) enlarge the program to include farm laborers, seamen, servants, domestics and selfemployers.
Starting hearings on this program, the house ways and means
committee was startled to learn
that more social security would cost
tremendously more money, so much
in fact, that Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr. was reported stroking his chin perplexedly. Morgenthau figures:
(1) It would cost $1,000,000,000 a
year more than at present.
(2) Social security's hoped - for
1980 reserve of $47,000,000,000 would
be cut to $7,000,000,000, meaning
that the U. S. must find from
$1,250,000,000 to $1,500,000,000 new
annual taxes to continue financing
the program.
If the above details bother the
committee, still more trouble will
hatch when California's Rep. Bertrand W. Gearhart asks abolition of
the present payroll tax and substitution of general revenue levies for a
pay-as-you-go social security. Since
tjie government must already levy
extra taxes to pay interest on funds
it is borrowing from social security's reserve fund, Mr. Gearhart's plan has attracted many
congressmen who think it is fallacious to tax the public for borrowing
funds the public has already beer
taxed for via social security. Ii
the Gearhart plan is adopted, general »revenue taxes must be h/kec
$1,000,000,000 a year at present (under the unamended social security
act), twice as much in 1'JoO, four
times as much in 1930.

Europe
After a nation wins so many victories as Nazi Germany has won in
the past 12 months (Austria, Czechoslovakia, Spain) it can practicably
adopt a "peace" policy and continue
,o win concessions from weaker
lowers, who thereby gain the priviege of sighing with relief. In Ger-1
many's case a "peace" policy is the
more practicable because the Reich
must consolidate the past year's
jains and pay temporary attention
;o repairing its internal structure.
How permanent Europe's "peace"
will be is conjectural. But following Chancellor Hitler's half-threatening, half-conciliating speech before the Reichstag, most of the continent was able to settle back while
the wiseacres drew a prediction
from the hat. The prediction: That
a peace era is dawning with Hitler
at the reins, during which Italy will
win territorial concessions from
France, and Germany will regain
her war-lost colonies. Moreover the
Reich will probably wheedle a trade
treaty out of Britain and—most dangerous of all to permanent peace—
a military-economic peace with Russia. Point-by-point:
Russia. Thoroughly scared by the
chance that Germany will dominate
a Pan-Ukrainian movement in south
Russia, the Soviet is ready to come
to terms with Hitler. In exchange
tor surrendering his Ukrainian plans
Der Fuehrer could tap Russia's endless supply of foodstuffs. The possibility is confirmed by Izvestia,
Moscow Communist organ: "Should
Germany extend a hand to Russia,
it will not remain floating in the
air." The gravest consequences
might result from such an alliance,
for Russian resources and manpower, coupled with German ingenuity,
could throw a dictator scare into
the entire world.
Colonies. Most of Germany's former colonies are mandated to Britam. Hitler's speech demanded their
return and the next day Prune Minister Neville Chamberlain told the
nouse of commons he would not
discuss colonies with Germany without "an agreed and ample measure
of disarmament." This showed Mr.
Chamberlain is nevertheless willing
to return the colonies, and since
the Reich's conquest is already almost complete Hitler should have
no objection to a temporary arms
reduction.
Trade. Hitler's speech declared
he Reich "must export or die."
Text day Robert Spear Hudson of
the British overseas trade department said he believed "there is
>lenty of export trade to go around."
ilore important was the announcement that German and British industrial representatives will soon
meet at Duesseldorf to consider
'mutual trade and economic problems."
Italy vs. France. Hitler promised to aid Italy-fa case of war, obviously referring to Mussolini's territorial claims against France. Since
jferman-British relations are reaching an amicable stage, Britain
would therefore not be prone to aid
France against a German-Italian
combination. Hence it can be prelicted that Italy may get her share
n the Suez canal, plus ownership
of the Djibouti-Addis Ababa railroad.
Trend. Having boxed its way into
position of dominant European
power, the Reich is now ready to
press its pants and assume a role
of respectability.
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By PATRICIA UNDSAy I

loathe careless „,
MENIn fact
1 think that L°°

I
»l

mi5

inclined to be more fastid
than we are about
Several Important Factors us
That statement will pr0uaD,
<« avalanche of mail contra*
Must Be Considered.
me. WeuVanyway, men do
By C. O. Dosuln, Poultry Extenrtem Spectal- sweet-smeUJng, tidy ta our
* U* Pennwlvanla State CoUege.
and noticeably well-groomed
WNU Service.
isn't too easy to keep it
Flocks of White Leghorns laying a It
flower,
or TA,
crisp looking
„,
50 per cent or better should con- A..X&
IAA*
«
tube leal.
It *._*__
takes_
sume at least 25 pounds of feed per rituals.
100 birds daily at this season of the
year.
Size of bird, type of house, heated or non-heated, rate of production
and use of lights are all factors
which must be taken into consideration when figuring feed intake. Unless birds eat large quantities of
feed they cannot -maintain body
weight and produce heavily.
Some poultrymen make a practice
of feeding their birds all the scratch
feed that they will eat at night and
about half that amount in the morning. Fresh mash is usually fed each
day. Increased feed intake can usually be obtained by stirring the
mash in the feeders with the hand
each time a trip is made through
the building. The use of a fleshing
mash or fleshing pellets at noon each
day will also increase total feed consumption.
Some poultrymen make a practice of dabbing paint on the plumage
of a few birds so they can be readily
identified. These birds are then Fresh as /fhc French cou_.
weighed at frequent intervals so as from which aha comes is
to keep a check on the weight of Annahella, whbse exquisite <
the flock.
ness 1* one roi her greatest <

By LEMUEL F. PARTON
EW YORK.—John F. Stevens
was self-educated as an engineer. Therefore, he was an eclectic
and readily made use of a retired
murderer
ac111UA
Ut^A *.» to
«** —
—
FamedEngineer complish a desVied Murderer perately important end, reTo Attain End gardless
of the
lack of engineering precedent. He
is now 86, one of the greatest of
American engineers, the first engineer in charge of planning and
building the Panama canal, recently
awarded the Hoover medal by the
American Society of Civil Engineers
at its eighty-sixth annual meeting in
New York.
The murderer who camfe in
handy was a Montana Blackfoot Indian. Jim Hill's new railroad, westbound from St. Paul, was rather
impulsively started. It ran slapbang into the impenetrable watt of
the Rocky mountains. There was
an Indian legend that there was a
pass over the divide, along the
course of the Marias river. Mr.
Stevens, a young engineer for the
railroad, talked to the Blackfeet
about it. There was such a pass.
They knew all about it. But not all
of Jim Hill's wampum could bribe
them even to point in that direction. This Marias pass was the Good Care and Feeding
dwelling place of evil spirits, of
sorcerers, of dreadful demons, and
Thwarts Shipping Fever
all who went that way lost either
Greater protection during shiptheir lives or their reason.
ment and careful management imMr. Stevens mushed over the
mediately after live stock arrives on
mountains with the thermomethe farm will lighten losses from
ter at SO degrees below zero and shipping fever, says Dr. W. L. Boyd,
found no pass. But, by chance,
Missouri university farm, veterinarhe found a wanderer hi the wilian.
derness, a Blackfoot driven out
En route to the farm, either by
by his tribe because he had
truck or tram, live stock is subject
killed a man. The i"^>a" had
to many hazards—irregular feeding
been bavin; a difficult time. A
and watering, and bad weather
few devils and monsters, more
among them. This applies especialor less, meant little to him.
ly to young stock, which may suffer
They made a deal. The story of
serious loss in vitality. Regular
their days-on-end scramble to
feeding and watering plus protecthe roof of the continent through
tion against the weather will make
five feet of snow and bitter cold,
the stock less likely to contact the
with Mr. Stevens sleepless as he
fever.
kept an eye on his homicidal
Care and feeding of the animals
guide, is one of the classics of
once they are on the farm is the
the conquest of the wilderness.
second important "ounce of preThey found the pass, and their
vention." Feed them a balanced
return was another desperate
ration, and don't attempt to get
adventure. But soon the scream
them on full feed too soon, cautions
of locomotives was crying down
Doctor Boyd.
the demons, who, presumably,
moved on.
The use of vaccines and serums
When the Panama canal was pro- for the prevention and cure of shipjected, John F. Stevens fought ping fever should be attempted only
through, against weighty opposition, by trained veterinarians. To expect
the lock principle against the sea- favorable results from vaccines,
level plan. The engineer in charge, they should be administered soon
from 1905 until he was succeeded after the animals arrive.
by General Goethals, he flattened
all the demons of disease and disHouses Need Litter
order which had licked De Lesseps.
General Goethals rated his work as
Litter serves a triple purpose in
among the greatest of engineering the laying house. It serves to keep
achievements. He was minister the floor warm, it helps to keep the
plenipotentiary to the Soviets hi house dry, and it provides mate1917, remaining six years and re- rial in which the birds can scratch.
Public Works
and rebuilding their rail- It is therefore necessary to have
Created in 1933, the public works organizing
the floor littered for the pullets. The
administration pays 55 per cent of roads.
most satisfactory Utter is highly ablocal-sponsored construction projects. Scheduled to expire in 1940, [)R. VANNEVAR BUSH, testify. sorbtive and will not pack. Various
PWA still has $1,SOO,QOO,PQQ in proj- *^ ing on the patent system before materials are used such as straw
ects on file and would like to become the national economy committee at peat, and oat hulls. These materials
a permanent agency to combat un- Washington, is the inventor of are placed on the floor of the poul
try house to a depth of about !
employment and centralize federal
inches; when straw is used ii
relief projects. Soon to be offered is
an administration bill embodying Machine Downs "thinking ma- should be applied to a depth o
this program. No special annual Human Thinker chine." It is as 6 to 8 inches.
appropriation will be asked but con- ...
.
big as a sawmill
gress will get data to show the ne- that solves problems "too difficult
In the Feed Lot
cessity of creating a "permanent for the human brain." It works nicePotatoes
to be fed to pigs should
financial reservoir" of $1,000,000,- ly, and Franklin institute awarded
be cooked for best results.
him a medal for it.
000 a year.
One can think offhand pf a lot of
Purebred pigs gain a third faster
vexing problems that might be
Transportation
than scrubs, and on a fifth less feed
tossed
into
its
.hopper
these
days.
With fairs on both east and west
up in congress, dealing the an- for each pound of gain.
coasts this summer, U. S. railroads Set
swers
war and peace, national
figured most vacationists would take defense,onrelief
For best results in curino lhe
and a balanced budgin one or the other, might even take et, it ought to save
a
lot
of
money?
in both with a little incentive. Just
hours before slaughtering
Dr. Bush, former vice presi« * . 6'
announced by the Association of
dent of Massachusetts Institute
American Railroads is a "grand cirDisease bacteria hold
reof Technology, became pvesicle" fare plan which bids fair to
unions in uncleaned poujirv
is es
dent
of
the
Carnegie
institution
boom 1939 passenger travel. The
and
on
contaminated
ranges
on January 1 of tola year. He is
scheme: Beginning April 28, a perone of the most distinguished
son in any point in the country can
fc-ggs with a large amount of thick
mathematical
physicists in
travel to both New York and San
albumen poach better andI
standMm
America.
A
tall,
genial,
bespecFrancisco expositions and back
longer under storage u.Blana "P
tacled
scientist,
with
a
slightly
home at. a total coach fare of $90.
stoop** and somewhat string
First class fare is $135, plus space
figure, with untamed hairrhe
charges.
leads reporters quite out of their
of
depth. His metallic cerebration
was Just one of many of his interesting devices and discoveries, Including, particularly, reCUCUm
ber family caUedd Hlhe
How the wind is blowing . . .
search in the transmission of
vegetable
pear.
TEMPTATION—To lure 4,000
electric power, to which he has
hunger strikers "back home"
made notable contributions.
from their protest against corn
The son of, a distinguished Boston
beef hash, California's San Quen- clergyman, he romped through advise agricultural '
tin prison set out coffee—with
Tufts, Harvard and M.I. T., picking Massachusetts state c
cream and sugar.
• •
ip three degrees in three and oneREFUGEES—New York's Rep. iialf years, thereafter teaching at
Tennesse
Samuel Dickstein is drafting legare
mated to
islation to open Alaska to Euro8,600
On February 19, 1936, addressing year's time by
pean refugees, a move recently
their own
he New York Patent Lawyers' as bed mattresses
suggested by German Jew-bait•ociation, he was severely critical
.
ers.
•f the American patent system for
About one-third of n ,
MANGANESE—The price of
Is "appalling fixity and lack ol the United States d 6 farmerrs in
Arkansas manganese, "starch
daptability." At the current com eggs in one bas ket bnu .PUt a»
ve an
for steel," has reached its highniitee hearing, he commends it but side business or
°ut( )l m T
est point in years, thanks to Euwth meager news reports are out
. "'dustnai income.
ropean rearmament.
'f their context, and Dr. Bush doubtSome people h»ii
that scrubs
DRILL—"Squads right" is beV
ess could defend himself against of purebred
ing omitted tentatively from new
of inconsistency.
pedigree,
given a
ConsolidntedI New. Ftutuie,.
U. S. army drill regulations.
occur in
Scrubs
WNU Service.
us
breed,
stock.
purebrer

N

Men's FavoJ

to

a

O& uM. BC9F9G11*

quenfly and more thoroughly.
must think to apply a deodoi.
powder or liquid under our ana,!
our feet and across our backs |
there is where you perspire). L
floral scented colognes help to 1
us cool and the alcohol which I
contain plays a part in
daintiness.
But more than that we ban)
be ever so careful about
fresh underthings and hose
day. If you haven't an
supply you must form the _
of rinsing yours out each night

fob-Hunting
Girl Over 30
Has Competition

T UST this week a girl over 30 c
J to me in sheer desperation. S
needed a job and couldn't get o&e|
"I am a secretary,"
"with eight years, of experience h
and there. I'm not keen about s
retarial work, put I'll take any/
I simply have get to work! YeM
ery place I apply they more or'«j
tell me they want a younger f"'
What shall I do?"
Her plight is a common onetoI
girls over 30 who, married or stoptTj
find it necessary to seek empr'
ment this summer. When indui
slackens, Jobs become scarce i
applicants for the jobs increase.
It is quite obvious why the youfl
er girl is preferred. She astaj
smaller salary, she is more <
trained to the work, she hasj
home ties to,distract her
the day, 'and usually she is
attractive because she is abouti
years younger! All in all she is r
competition for the older girl
If the girl who sought my
vice had asked me for a job I«"
not have given her one. Whyii
of all she had let herself grow'
couraged. I know it isn't eaflj
show enthusiasm when your sm
ach wants food and your room*
is due. But where will she g«J
showing her troubles to a
tive employer? He has his
will hire good spirits more <
than experience. He doesnt
to look up from a knotty
and see, a drab, djsheartew
draggfajf 4herself'around r
does hef Tm not keen about
retarial work," she had said
that's just too bad if she job as a secretary! Who is
hire her knowing she will h
interest in her work? Not a

Martyr Type
Has No Place
«T\QN'T

enjoy

—

*•' pressed," is the advice
Richard Mather Boardman g»
women.'espeoteliy woman over
"Almost nbthing is unP*
enough to upset one's peace P'
if,you look at it squarely, we
enjoy life, for living is fun. J
make it hard for yourself an*
those around you. How mu
are inclined to worry over pro"
which never materialize! » ° .
overcome every difficulty by g
step at a time."
This is the philosophy
Boardman practices. And
reached -prominence by I' a
very rules she teaches the ^
girls who flock to her "'n"e
York school. Though a „ j(al
er several times, she has the ^
and alertness of a woman n
years and she carries on a D .
cial life along with the running
large institution.
™
Her progress has not been |(j|
of roses. She has met dim
which would have floored "«
woman, but her approach to
been positive—never
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NEWS.

Anita Loses Two to Wiota.
Gail Burke spent Sunday with
Anita met the fast W5ota basket- friends in Omaha.
ball team on the Wiota floor last TuesJoe Vetter, a college student in
day evening. Wiota had a scoring
last
week.
Some
of
these
rules
are:
Advanced
Omaha, spent Saturday and Sunday
streak
in
the
first
half
which
put
them
drink milk every day; get plenty
nemaking Course.
in the .city at the parental home.
new subject, second year Home- of sleep; sleep with windows open; well in the lead and gave them a
49
to
24
victory.
Anita
regained
is being taught this semes- brush your teeth every day; eat plenty
Mrs. Roy Taylor and Mrs. E. C.
sophomore girls and others of fruit and vegetables. They brought their confidence in the second half Dorsey were in Davenport last week
the direction of Miss Buchanan. good health pictures to school and and scored 18 points to Wiota's 19. to attend the funeral services for the
unita to be studied,are: Hu- under each picture placed one of these Anita's second team also lost to late Ray Vinall.
Relationships, Child iCaws and health rules. These pictures were their hosts in a closely contested game
by a 16 to 14 score.
Edward Niemand, wife and children
lining, Home Nursing, Every Day placed around the room.
Anita 24.
returned
home Monday morning' from
and
Consumer-Buying.
The
Citizenship
club
of
the
third
liners
Name
FG FT PF a few days' visit with relatives and
ur new library references include:, grade held a demonstration meeting
0
0
2 friends at Chambers, Neb.
,g Together in the IFTamily"— before the stury club of the P. T. A. Hof meister
8
0
4
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN and LEW AYRES
es; "The Girl and 'Her Home"Tuesday afternoon. Margaret Shaf- Inhofe
.0
1
3 Merle Robison and his mother, Mrs.
In a Glowing Youthful Story
rilling and Nicholas; "Children fer, the president, conducted the meet- Lett
.1
0
1 Chas. A. Robison, spent Sunday in
Family'1—Anderson; "Child ing. Margery Rhoads, the secretary, Roe
.1
0
3 Des Moines with their brother and
and Training"—Fargre and An- read the minutes of the previous meet- Budd ..:...
Offenstine
.0
1
4 son, Thorle Robison and family.
These youngsters. Love Joy
on; "Spending the Family In- ing.
Bongers
..
.0
0
1
"—Donham; "Twelve Hours of Spry, Anita Garlock, Bobby Pratt,
Town Crier Flour, 49-lb. sack . .$1.39
.1
0
riene"—Meredith; "Good Manners" Leola Neiens, Eldon Hagen, Louise Mclntyre .
Victor Floor, 49-lb. sack
$1.19
Steele
.0
0
el/eari; "It's More Fun When You Neiens, Arthur Miller and Billie BrookOatmeal, Quaker, large tube
18c
ner, discussed the topic, "Dangers of
the Rules"—Pierce.
Pineapple, Pears, Peaches, can . . 20c
Total
.11
19
Snowballing." ' 'For the program at
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
anize Journalizm Class.
Wiota 49.
this meeting Alanna Forshay gave
Name
FG FT PF
class in Jounttllism has been the address of welcome; the following
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dorsey are
9
and discus- people read their original poems: iMar- Freese
3
1 the parents of a,6% pound boy, born
nized for instrui
3
1
2 to them on Jan. 24. (Mrs. Doraey
'of phases of journalism helpful vin Barber, Mary Katherine Bongers, Kauffman
6
3
2 is the owner'and operator of the Vanbublishing a sdtaolnewspaper. The Danny Osen, Jean Brodersen, Frank- Lambertsen
0
0
2 ity Beauty Shop, located in the ofd
nbers of tha-"Anita^H-Lites" staff ie Parker, Jack Ruggles and Dolores Morgan, R
2
0
1 Citizens State Bank building.
a few others make up the class Gregersen; Milo Buckley read a short Mlailander
0
0
0
ch is under the direction of Miss story and Orin Burns led the group LeRette
0
1
0
A covered dish, dinner was enjfcyed
hweg.
in saying the flag salute. Miss Brown Bolte
0
1
0 at 1:00 o'clock last Thursday afterhe high school newspaper has op- and the Normal Training girls visited Ostrus
DRIVEN BY THE LOVE OF TWO WOMEN . . . HE FACED THE
0
0
0 noon by twenty-three members of the
a very interesting extra-curricu- the third grade arithmetic class Thurs- Ehrman
Byers
0
0
Helping Hand club and eleven visitors
] activity to the students. ,In order day morning.
FURY OF THE BLACK SIMOON . . . TORE CONTINENTS
at the home of 'Mrs. Dale Dressier
|t the student may derive the greatThe fourth and fifth grade have
APART . . . THAT SHIPS MIGHT SAIL THE DESERT!
Total
,20
8 southeast of the city.' The afternoon
benefit from this,publication, he been studying letter writing and adwas spent by the ladies embroidering
1st be trained and instructed in dressing of envelopes in English this
and quilting for the h'ostess.
nalistic writing. This class will week. A bulletin board display of Anita Wins Over Exira.
Anita defeated Exira 14 to 12 on the
[tivate a desire for improvement correct addresses written by the fourth
At her^home on Rose Hill Avenue
1 progress of-the paper, and it will grade, and envelopes received from icme floor last Friday evening. The
under classmen to carry on suc- people have made this work interest- game was decidedly defensive for both last Friday afternoon, 'Mrs. Henry
Maduff was hostess to the members
lully another year.
ing. As another phase of the work, teams. Anita was in the lead at the of the Friday bridge club. Additionend
of
the
first
quarter
4
to
2.
D«rwe are making address books and
al guests were Mrs. Ed. F. Carlton
Riding Hood Brings Victory.
filling them with addresses of our ng the second quarter Anita made
he principal feature of the'pep friends. Courtesy rules for letter another four points while Exira scored and Mrs. Harold Champion of Menlo.
;ing for the \Exira game was a writing have been written by the only one free throw having a 8 to 3 High score at bridge was held by
Mrs. B. D. Forshay.
»
which gave the Anita high fifth grade. The fourth grade is advantage at the half.
version of "Red Riding Hood." enjoying geography and have comThe last half turned out to be a
A 7:00 o'clock covei«ed dish dinner
;reat amount of hilarity was evi- pleted a study of continents. We are story book finish." Exira taking
as the following characters now taking a long trip up the Congo ;he offensive scored 5 points the third was enjoyed last Thursday evening
by the members of the 2-1-2-1-2 Amed on the stage:
river in Africa. ' The children are quarter tieing the. score at 8 and 8. ner and bridge club at the home of
Red Riding Hood," the team, Helen very interested in the simple huts The fourth quarter was really a conMr. and (Mrs. Cecil G. Budd on West
en.
in which the natives live. They are test. Both teams were in the lead Main Street. The evening was spent
'he Mother," A. H. S., Mary Jane constructing huts and modeling ovens, several times. With less than a minplaying bridge, at which high scores
i.
ute to play Anita scored a basket and
kettles and baskets out of clay.
were held by Mrs. Harold McDermott
he Grandmother," victory, Kathfree throw which' made the score
and A. R. Robinson.
"Ivanhoe"
was
read
this
week
.in
Weimer.
at the end of the game 14 to 12.
connection
with
the
sixth
grade
hishe Wolf," defeat, Richard Duthie.
The Anita second team lost 20 to
N. H. Johnsen, wife and two childA 20* Century-Fox Picture wHh
he Woodcutter," cheering squad, tory study of knighthood days. Reid 11 in a preliminary game.
ren,
Kenneth and Sylvia, of Elkhorn
Wilson
was
absent
three
days
due
hard Young, Merle Moore and HarAnita 14.
spent Sunday in the city, guests at
Spectacularly
to a foot injury. Mrs. Bryan Parker
Scholl.
Name
FG FT PF the home of Mrs. Johnsen's sister,
produced by
and
Mrs.
Merle
Wilson
were
visitors
0
0 Mrs. Chris J. Petersen and family.
Mclntyre
1
[leader—Barbara Rhoads.
Darryl F. Zanuck
Thursday afternoon. A post office Inhofe
0
3 Other .visitors at the Petersen home
oa the magnifi3
project was started Wednesday. Max Lett
de News.
cent scale only tin
3 Sunday were Meldon Petersen, Miss
0
1
screen at It* gnatdiss Brown and-her Normal Train- Biggs, Charles Wilson, Robert Peter- Roe '...
2
2 Adele Oldaker, Chester May and wife
J. Edward Brbmbwrg • Joseph
f girls visited the first grade Arith- sen, Jack Highley and Gene Petersen Budd . . .
2
0 and Robert May, wife and small son
Schildkraut • Henry Stophemon
were
on
the
construction
committee.
tic class Tuesday morning. Social
0
3 of Exira.
Bongers
Sidney
bdy booklets entitled, "Our Family,". Stamps were made Friday from paper
Nigel Bruce
re been started by the first grade tape. Virginia Johnson, Lola Chad- Total
5
4 11 ' The regular meeting oi the local
pdren. Pictures with correspond- wick, Helen Garlock and Mary Ann
Exira 12.
Townsend club was held last Wednesstories are being prepared for Kelly gave reports on the history
Name
FG FT PF day evening at the I. O. 0. F. hall.
Dind*d by Ala* Owen
unit. Mrs. Raymond Gregersen of the postal service from early Egypt Alexander
1
0
3 Twenty members were present. , The
Ited the first grade room Tuesday ] and Greece through the pony express Godwin
a
0
0
3
j annual election of officers was' held
lernoon. 'Playground captains for to today's universal postal union. Pos- Heath
0
2
4 ] and the following were re-elected:
week are Dickie Buttolph and ters illustrating various snow scenes Powers
3
2
0
George Wild, president; Chas. H. BartALSO MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON and NEWS
were made on black construction paper Finnerty
bbara Ann Pearson.
0
1
ley, vice president; Miss Lulu Alvord,
pail Forte celebrated his birthday with white chalk.
Layland
0
0
secretary; and Miss Lucy Galiher,
sday. He remembered his class The seventh grade is studying com- Kirk
„
1
1
treasurer.
•
"ChLa*
JLUlDa Brown
A^XUWJi and
caiAU
*i^i.
• »»x,»^.*w» discounts
»-•.».— —•-- — in
-— arithmetic. They
~
treats.
Miss
her . mercial
When you think of coal, think of
R. W. Forshay was looking after
nal Training girls visited the are making a regional agricultural
17
Total
Farm bureau ladies of Grant Nos. the Kunz Grain Co.
All our coals business matters in Des Moines Moni "grade number class this week. J map for the bulletin board. The eighth
Anita 11.
, 6 and 7 held an all day meeting Fri- are the best in their class. Phone day.
second grade boys and girls made ' grade patrolmen for the week are Gail
Name
FG FT PF! day at the home of 'Mrs. Rowley R. 48, Anita, Iowa.
tf
0
health rules for citizenship class Rhoads and George Millhollin.
Crawford
1
2
; Pollock east of the city. Fourteen
Evan F. Reynolds of Kansas Cfty,

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
"SPRING MADNESS"

Sat-Sun. Matinee Sat.
* FEB. 4-5

[If You Want Your Watch to
Give You Good Service Take
It to a Good Repair Shop
WE ARE THE ONLY JEWELERS IN THIS TERRITORY HAVING
[TWO WATCHMAKERS. WE GUARANTEE EXPERT WORK[ MAN SHIP AT REASONABLE PRICES. ESTIMATES GIVEN FREE.
LOW SPECIAL PRICES FOR THE FIRST TEN DAYS IN
FEBRUARY.
ALSO- SEE OUR ELGIN WRIST WATCH SPECIALS
FEBRUARY 1 TO MARCH 18.

HUTqiWON JEWELER
Atlantic, Iowa

ANITA RETAIL STORES TO CLOSE
ON SUNDAYS
We, the undersigned merchants, ask the cooperjation of the public in helping us to observe the plan,
[by not asking us to sell any merchandise on Sunday.
Effective Sunday, February 5, the retail stores
« Anita will keep their respective places of business
dosed on Sundays.
ROE CLOTHING CO.
CRAWFORD'S GROCERY
GOLDEN RULE STORE
MADUFFS FOOD MARKET
PETERSEN'S GROCERY
MARKET
SCHAAKE'S STORE
HARDWARE
YOUNG'S tic to $1 STORE

BAKERY

GROCERY
HARDWARE
-HESTER A. LONG

Flint
Steele
Hansen
Karns
.Lantz
Hagen

0
1
1
0
0
0

1
1
1
0
0
0

2:00 P. M.

j members and one visitor, Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Wayne Jewett, a guest, held Mo., visited here over the week end
i Petersen, were present, and a planned high score at a meeting of the Pinochle at the Chas. F. Karns home.
2 luncheon was served during the noon': club last Thursday evening at the
hour. During the afternoon a dis- home of Mrs. Azel S. Ames on ChestMrs. Dosha V. Scholl spent the week
! cussion was held on the third lesson, nut Street. Mrs. Carl Shultz was end with her daughters, the Misses
® i "Behavior Tendencies and the Import- also a guest.
Freda and Jane Scholl, in Stuart.
i ance of Environment to Get the Most
Total
3
5
8 From Heredity."
Harry Dorsey and wife of IndepenExira 20.
dence, M'o., visited in the city Friday
Name
FG FT PF| The members of the Bide-a-Wee with relatives and friends.
"For years I had constipation, awfu]
They
bloating, headaches and back pains.
Jessen
2
0
' bridge club, with one guest, Mrs. Dick stopped here while on their way home gas
Adlerika helped right away. Now, I eal
sausage, bananas, pie, anything I want.
Smjth
0
1
Dement, enjoyed a 1:00 o'clock lunch- jfrom Davenport, where they had been
Never felt better." Mrs. Mabel Schott.
1
Kirk
3
0
eon last Wednesday afternoon at thej^. 0 attend the funeral services for the
1
Layland
0
0
home of Mrs. Carl C. Mlllard on West Ilate Ray Vinall, a brother-in-law of
Christensen
3
1
Main Street, the occasion being a ' jfa £>orsey.
At all leading druggists.
Meurer
,-0
0
winner and loser party of the club.
Payne
1
0
The ladies spent the afternoon playing bingo and bridge, and the six
10 ladies who were high scorers durTotal
9
ing the last round of the club were
County Tournament This Week.
each given a prize.
The Cass county basketball tournament will be held in the Atlantic high
Fourteen members and Mrs. Dean
Wednesday, I Armstrong, a guest, were present at
school gymnafeium
Thursday, Friday and Saturday even- ]an Bll day meeting at the country home
ings of this week. Schools to be re- i of Mrs. O. L. Saxton southwest of AniC. F. DARROW, Manager
presented by boys are Anita, Atlan- ' ta last Thursday. A 1:00 o'clock dintic, Cumberland, Griswold, Lewis, ner Was served with Mrs. Roy BornMassena and Wiota, while girls' teams holdt and Mrs. Harold Smith assisting.
will compete from Cumberland, Gris- j Following the dinner the business
wold, Lewis, Massena and Wiota.' meeting was held; roll call was answerPairings for the tournament follow:
ed by "Miscellaneous Happenings;"
Wednesday.
and a social time completed the af7:00—Cumberland vs. Wiota (boys). | ternoon. The next meeting will be
8:10—Griswold vs. Massena (girls), j held F*. 9 at the home of Mrs. Nora
9:20—Atlantic vs. Massena (boys). McDermott.
We have started a new year with our locker sysThursday.
tem, and it has been most gratifying to note the rePaul Steele, Anita high school sen7:00—Anita vs. Lewis (boys).
sponse we have had with renewals for next year.
Si iff1—Lewis vs. Cumberland (girls), jor and a son of Mr. and Mrs. William
To those, who haven't a locker box we would sug9 : 20—Winner Cumberland-Wiota vs. Steele, farmers living southeast of
gest
you come in, inspect the plant, rent a box while
Anita,
won
the
grand
champion
ribbon
winner Atlantic-Massena (boys).
we still have a few choice ones left, and get the habit
and the service club trophy in thg
Friday.
7-.30 Winner Griswolcl-Mla'ssena vs. junior division of the Adair county
to save on your meat bills. We are confident you
corn show at Greenfield last week.
Wiota (girls).
will like it.
8:40 Winner Anita-Lewis vs. Gris- Paul's 6-ear sample was declared the
best in the show by M. A. Hauser,
wold (boys).
corn show judge. Eighty-one samSaturday.
ples of corn, both open pollenated
8:00—Girls' championship game.
and hybrid, were entered in the show.
9;10—Boys' championship game.
1 Ulll^lldjll

WGLO

OWi

T^>V«

UU1. * M 1 ^

W11V

Constipated?

ADLERIKA

MINERAL BLOCKS AND ALL
PURPOSE MINERAL
THE FARMERS COOP.

Rent a Locker Now

Miller's Market

Verle Davis of Corning and J. H. The grand champion 6-ear sample
England of Essex will be the referees, Shown by Paul was open pollenated.

"WHERE QUALITY COUNTS"

lor Is th& Major Theme in
Spring Song of fashion
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

CLARION notes loud and
ear the\ spring song .of,
tion rings out the message Jl; I
he importance of color lot'
ling modes. That which la /
to prove a dramatic
program starts, out in :j
eason with handsome
ens that are being tailored
ngly into smart suits and
Ambles, also topcoats as
active as ere the -light of
[lion shown upon. .
! you are impatient to don color
do not have to wait for the
I arrival of spring, neither are
[called upon to travel to sunny
= to wear one of the new bright
! outfits, for at this very roo|it fashion-alert women are acng tailleurs of flashing, dashf gay wool weaves that forecast
I color-glory of suits, ensembles,
ses and coats that will enliven
[style scene throughout the cornmonths.
arly spring tweeds "say it" irstibly via plaids and stripes, that
superbly colorful. Playing up
pit woolens in trios is1 one way
owingenthusiasm for the new
elty stripes, plaids and checks,
instance* a atripe, a plaid
check and a plain are so interfcted in color values as to make
costume such .as any
of fashion might covet.
he tailored suit of plaid woolen
he foreground of our illustration
jjoftest shades of rose and green
wool' jersey blouse of dusty
: would sound a triumphant high
bratura note under a fur coat in
clime where the thermometer
sists in registering low or with
tt accessories it will prove ideal
la southern cruise.
from Paris comes the dramatic
ensemble shown to the left in
group. Lucien Lelong creates
i style-significant costume of mulilored stripe tweed. The blouse
n green Jersey enhanced with a
liant studded belt.
oncoming rush for •plaided or
" woolens is modishly told in

Bows and Beaux

the two attractive models shown in
the background. Crossbar plaid in
blue and white imported tweed
makes the topcoat and jacket for
the costume shown to the left with
matching blue monotone skirt.
Bright yellow, red, blue and a natural beige blend harmoniously in
the beautiful plaid topcoat of imported tweed at the right. It is lined
with matching blue silk crepe.
The task that fashion sets before
the designer of smart wool outfits
for spring is to so inter-relate colors,
that combined make a harmonious
individualized entity of then: own.
It is not beyond the bonds of good
taste to combine a stripe, a plaid
and a plain. In fact, the working of
novelty woolens in trios is one of
the smartest newest* moves among,
designers who notably lead in costume art.
The dominant note1 in early spring
fashioning is, as it has been for
some time past, the contrast jacket and skirt two-piece suit. The
stripes and plaids and nubby wool
weaves that go to make up these
youthful suits are more fascinating
than ever. In stylizing these popular numbers designers are making
a big play on pockets. Sometimes
the front of the jacket is fairly plastered with innumerable decorative
ag well as~ useful pockets.
Newest among woolens in use for
spring are diagonal stripe effects
such as a gray wool with wide white
stripes running diagonally across.
Prospects are that we will be seeing more of stripes this season than
ever.
• We»tern New«paper Union.

Neckwear Means
Accessories Also
Neckwear, doesn't mean just pique
and batiste.or organdie collars.
Neckwear: (at least the items sold
at neckwear counters) doesn't
mean just pique and batiste or organdie collars. Neckwear in the
modern interpretation of the word
means ruchings, embroideries, stiff
little Buster Brown collars, Irish
lace collar and'cuff sets, little bows
for your neck, with little lacy pockets to match. Neckwear may be in
velvet with mother-of-pearl flowers
and jewels: It may be of grosgrain
ribbon or of chiffon, or it may be
of velvet ribbon or of taffeta, satin,
lame or kid. It may be an elaborate
sequin bolero or it may be a wee
jacket of ruffled net. At any rate
neckwear is a most featured theme
for spring.

I* takes a bow or more tb catch
feau. with bows at her waist,
•reis sure to be beaux to the fore
• the girl in, the portrait dress as
. see here pictured.
Naively
[Ped off the shoulders, the dress
•lack velvet has as its only adorn« a soft gold kid belt which was
'Uy designed by Criterion tb
t,_ 7e ,1.ts richness. Note the tiny
bti ? ^ ^ 'round, adding'a soisticated air to this girdle of gold.
w» velvet, hat with its twin
^carries out the theme of this
gown.

Squirrel Sets Off
Spray of Orchids
For night wear, one of the more
delicate pelts should be chosen.
Squirrel will set off a spray of
orchids like nobody's business. In
undyed squirrel look for clear gray,
untinged with brown, and a close
even pile. "Flank" squiml is usually dyed brown, and costs less than
gray.
ff_
Old-FuBbioned Slips
Slips have gone old-fashionedcamisole tops with lace beading and
baby blue ribbon. Lace ruffles and
ribbon decorate the bottom of the
slip, too.

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAYl
CHOOL Lesson

S

notable for its energy value; its
calcium, phosphorus and iodine;
and as a source of vitamins A
and O. Other canned , seafoods
that are sold in volume include
tuna, sardines, shrimp and
Lesson for February 5
clams. Canned crab and lobster
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts semeats and oysters are also to be
lected and copyrighted by International
A PRESENT-DAY nutritionist might easily quarrel with the found upon the shelves of most
Council of Religious Education; used by
permission.
V .traditional distinction between flsh, flesh and fowl. For grocers, together with other vaPETER PREACHES AT
of seafood, some packed in
the
flesh of fish, cattle, swine, sheep and poultry is commonly rieties
PENTECOST
tomato sauce.
referred to as "meat;" and the nutritive values of all these When using canned salmon and
LESSON TEXT—Acts 2:12-18, 36-41.
foods
properly'may be considered together. Their composi- other kinds of fish that have been
GOLDEN TEXT—Not by might, nor by
power, but by my Spirit, satfli the Lord of tion is very similar, consisting principally of protein, water put into the cans before cooking,
hosts.—Zecbariah 4:8.
and fat, with' the chief variation occurring in the fat content. it is advisable to conserve the
juices which cooked out during the
They
also average about one*
We need a revival. With one acsterilization process, as these concord leaders of the Church agree per cent of minerals and con- Some varieties that are notable tain valuable nutrients.
By HAROLD L. LUNDQUISll. D D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
* Western Newspaper Union.

C. Houston Goudiss Touches Upon the Food Values
of Fish and Shellfish; Shows How They Can Help
to Improve Nutritive Quality of the Diet

on that point although they may differ widely on other matters. Social and civic leaders agree. One
prominent government official recently said that the only hope for
the world in this hour of conflict
and confusion was a return to the
Christian faith of our fathers: He
was but one of many outstanding
men who have expressed such a
belief.
How may such a revival of faith
toward God (with its. quickening of
the believer and the resultant salvation of sinners) be brought about?
Certainly it is not, in the power of
man to produce it, although he does
have a vital part in surrendering
himself to God's plan and purpose
so that He may work again in the
midst of His people. Our lesson for
today clearly indicates how God
worked on Pentecost, namely,
through a Spirit-filled people, pro-"
claiming His own, Word, with astonishing results following. Will not
God work in the same way today if
we only give Him a chance?

tain some of the vitamins in in this respect are salmon, herring and sardines. It is agreevarying amounts.
able as well as economical to ob-

I. An Amazing Spiritual Experience Cw. 12, 13).
Read the first 11 verses of this
chapter and you 'will learn of the
coming of the Holy Spirit upon the
disciples—as the rushing of a
mighty wind, in tongues of fire, and
in the ability to proclaim the Word
of God to all men.
There is no use talking, about another Pentecost as though God
needs to repeat that marvelous day.
But the essence of what occurred
on Pentecost is the deep need of
both individual Christians and of the
Church today. In .much (one is almost ready to say most) of our
Christian work there is not only a
failure to recognize the'Holy Spirit,
but what appears to be an actual
ignoring of Hun. One of the great
experiences of literally thousands of
students who have come under the
writer's care during the years is
their sudden understanding of the
fact that the Holy Spirit is a person
—yes, a convicting; regenerating, directing, and energizing member of
the divine Truiity, working in and
through man. •
O. An Effective Spiritual Message
(w. 14-18, 36. See also vv. 19-35).
The characteristics of a real gospel message are found here. First
of all there must be a Spirit-filled
preacher. He may be a minister or
he may be a1 layman, but if the
Spirit of God is upon him, there
will be the right kind of message.
That message will not he an essay, book review, or dissertation on
social or civic problems, but an exposition of the Word of God. Note
that Peter preached and interpreted
prophecy — a subject which no
preacher should neglect—but that
he did so not for the purpose of having a sensational sermon subject,
but in order to reveal the glories of
the person and work of Christ—a
lesson some preachers need to
learn.
The manner of preaching is also
important. Peter was definite, earnest, bold, and decidedly personal
in his preaching. A man who is
speaking in the energy of the flesh
should beware of such marks upon
his preaching, but a Spirit-filled man
should rejoice in the holy boldness
and assurance which the Holy Spirit
gives. He will be delivered from
any temptations to bef extreme or
unkind, but will at the same time
be led to say those things which
will prick the hearts of people and
cause them to turn,to Christ.
in. An Appropriate Spiritual Result (vv. 37-41).
We often say that there is very little old-tune conviction of sin today,
and alas, it is all too true. It is not
even the privilege, of many spiritually-minded preachers who present
a true gospel to see such a response
as Peter saw on Pentecost. But
that does not mean that the Spirit is
not working.
God does not hold^us responsible
for outward evidence of results. He
does hold every teacher and preacher responsible for faithful discharge
of his sacred stewardship. That includes more than the public ministry of teaching a Sunday School
class or preaching a sermon. It
means that the individual's life is
right with God—no trickery, no dishonesty, no double dealing with God
or man; a life yielded to the control
of the Holy Spirit. Next comes diligence in study of God's Word, and
a willingness to proclaim its whole
truth without (ear or favor, in season and out of season.

The Living Word
Christ is the Living Word; so it is
the Word of God that has come
from God, and has come into this
For Winter Wear
world, and by which all and every
A white chiffon blouse banded operatipn of God is effected. Where
with black val lace is shown in one the Word ol God is received thi
collection for wear with a black soul is begotten of God.

Calot with Earmuffs
"' ver calot, favorite of
the country over, rewu»ter embellished with
id. warmly lined
flannelette. The
faille suit
worn up or down.

Varieties of Shellfish

Clams, oysters, shrimp and scalain vitamin D by serving seafood,
Fish vt. Other Flesh Foods
>ecause fish supplies so many lops differ somewhat from other
There is a wide variation among other valuable nutrients at the forms of seafood, chiefly in that
the different kinds of fish in the same time.
they contain some carbohydrates.
amount of fat they
They have very little fat. Oysters
contain. In genare rich in iodine and they might
Rsh Is Universally Available
eral, fish have less There are perhaps more varie- be compared to the glandular orfaf and more water ties of fish than any other type gans, such as liver and kidney,
than other forms of of first-class protein food. A gov- as a source of three vitamins, A,
meat. Their tissue ernment bulletin has listed 40 B and G.
fibers are also rinds besides smoked and salted
shorter, w h i c h fish and the various shellfish.
Place of Fish in the Diet
makes for ease of
Thus the use of fish provides
The
important contribution
digestion. In many rniple opportunities for varying of all most
forms of fish is their procases, thejr flavor :he menu. Moreover, though fish teins, which
as we have seen may
• is less pronounced s more perishable than other flesh be used interchangeably
because there are 'oods, it is available today in ev- those of beef, porky lamb, with
fewer extractives. ery town and hamlet, however re- and poultry. The iodine of veal
seaFor this reason, flsh is considered mote from the waterways.
foods
and
shellfish
is
also
exless stimulating, and that is also No matter where she lives, the tremely important, and in some
why it is often served with some lomemaker can choose from - a varieties, the content of vitamins
sort of sauce, or with a lemon wide variety of canned, dried, A and D. The more fatty fish, ingarnish to point up the flavor.
smoked, salted and quick-frozen cluding mackerel, salmon, eels,
The proteins of flsh are regarded as equally useful, with other
forms of meat for helping to build
and repair body tissues. Most lean
fish are richer in minerals than
fatty fish; in this respect, they
resemble lean meats.
Salt water fish are notable as
a source of iodine, required for
the proper functioning ^of the thyroid gland. It is desirable that
this mineral be included in the
dietary to help prevent simple
goiter.

Ish. And both transportation and
refrigeration have been so imJroved that fresh-caught fish are
distributed far inland.
The quick-frozen fish should be
landled as carefully as fresh flsh,.
kept under refrigeration, and
used within a reasonable time after purchasing. Canned fish, naturally, requires no refrigeration,
and a supply can always be kept
on hand both for everyday use
and for emergencies.
The most important canned fish,
in terms of the amounts packed
The Cattle of the Sea
and sold, is salmon. This flavorThe most significant difference some fish is an excellent and ecobetween fish and most other flesh nomical protein food which is also
foods is that with the exception of
certain shellfish which are produced under government regulation, "crops" from the sea are
neither planted by man, nor cultivated by him.
Unlike the farmer or the cattle
map, the fisherman gathers his
"harvest" without the previous effort of sowing seeds or cultivating
plants; without the necessity of
providing shelter or fodder.
To a man or woman who has
never enjoyed the experience of
catching fish for dinner, the sea
may suggest nothing but an expanse of blue-green water. But
to those who are familiar with the
habits of its denizens, the sea is a
fascinating place . . . teeming
with life. It contains many forms
of vegetable materials, of which
seaweed is the best known. These
provide food for the lower forms
of animal life which inhabit the
waters. They, in turn, are eaten
by larger creatures. In the final
analysis, all forms of animal life
in the sea, as on land, are dependent for their sustenance upon the
sun, which stores up energy in
green plants.

herring, catfish and shad are comparatively rich in energy values.
The fuel value of cod, flounder,
perch, smelts and haddock, which
are low hi fat, and halibut and
whitefish which have a moderate
amount, may be increased through
the use of a rich sauce, or they
may be cooked in fat.
Taking into consideration its
food values and economy, and
when the preserved forms are utilized, its ease of preparation, the
homemaker who desires to feed
her family well should serve flsh
or shellfish, in some form, much
oftener than once each week!
C—WNtJ—C. Houston GoudiBB—1939—W.

Fashion News in Patterns

Rsh as a Source of Vitamin D
The sun is concerned, too, with
the production of vitamin D, as it
is by means of sunshine that our
best source becomes available.
Fish liver oils are the richest natural sources of vitamin D. This
vitamin is necessary for the proper utilization of calcium and phosphorus in building strong bones
and sound teeth. We prize highly
the liver oils of the cod, halibut,
salmon, swordflsh and tuna for
their fine amount of this precious
vitamin.
The body oils of certain fish are
also valued for their vitamin D.

AROUND
THE HOUSE

|T'S
fun to wear the new styles
1
flrstJ To have something decidedly smart and refreshingly
different before everybody else
starts to wear it. These patterns
bring you ideas for new styles that
are right up at the top of fashion's
preferences, just as pretty and becoming as they can be! You don't
need a lot of sewing experience to
work with these designs. Each includes a step-by-step sew chart to
guide beginners.
The Petticoat Dress.
If you want something just as
youthful and flattering as it is excitingly new, make yourself the
charming petticoat frock. The
skirt is cut with an exaggerated
flare, so that you can wear a real
petticoat under it, or sew in petticoat ruffles, for rustle and charm.
Above the doll-waist, the bodice is
gathered over the bosom, and has
a crisp little frill that simulates
the line of a bolero. High-shouldered sleeves complete its Victorian charm. . The whole thing
does nice things to your figure,

and it's just about the most seductively feminine fashion you can
choose. Make it of taffeta, flat
crepe or silk print.
*- Skating Suit With Hood.
Whether you ice or roller-skate,
this is the thing to wear! And
since the skating silhouette will be
very smart for spriiig in sports
clothes, too, you'll want a runabout outfit made with this same
pattern, later on. The fitted,
high-shouldered jacket, buttoned
straight up to the throat, is excellent style for street and sports
wear, as well as the swirling skirt.
If you make this suit to wear for
ice skating or in a cold climate,
line both skirt and jacket of wool.
The Patterns.
No. 1669 is designed for sizes 12,
14, 16, 18 and 20. With long
sleeves, size 14 requires 4% yards
of 39 inch material. With short
sleeves 4% yards. Requires 4Vi
yards of pleating.
No. 1673 is designed for sizes 11,
13, 15, 17. Size 13 requires 1V«
yards of 54 inch material foe longsleeved jacket, 1 yard for shortsleeved jacket. 1% yards of 54
inch material for the skirt and %
yard for the cap. To line jacket,
IVt yards of 54 inch material; to
line skirt, 1% yards; to line cap,
% yard.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1020,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.
O Bell SyodlcaU.—WNTJ Service.

Large Pillow Cases. — Pillow
cases wear out quickly when they
are too small for the pillows
forced into them.
• • *
Washable Pictures. — Pictures
for children's rooms can be made
washable by covering them with
white shellac.
* • •
Use Honey. — Fruit cakes,
steamed puddings, cookies, and
candies made with honey stay
moist a long time.
* • •
Remember Your Feet.—When
MARK
you put cream on your hands at TRAD
night rub a little into your feet,
It's fed maonen to cough la public places. Keep Smith Brother*
too, to keep the skin soft.
Cough Drop handy! (Two kiods-Blfck or Menthol-jo* 5tf.)
• • •
For Baby's Safety—See that
rickety furniture is removed when
This is tb* vitamin that raise* thV resistance of die mucous
baby starts to walk, as he will
membranes of th« note *a4 throat to cojd infections.
hang onto any article within reach
and it may topple over on him.
« • •
nr
Smooth Commeal Mush. — To A gi i/ 4ft M 4-f tt A *f • Q readers should always remember
**.««,y.jfri
jtl'O
VF,
%fl
that
our
oanwaunity merchants cannot
keep cornmeal mush from being
afford to advertise a bargain unless it
lumpy, mix the dry meal with a
«* rod bargain. They do advertise barlittle cold water before adding the
gain* and such advertising means money
hot water.
saving to the people of the community.

FIFTY-SIX

Shirley Temple at Rialto
139 CO-OPERATORS in "Just Around the Corner"
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BRIARDALE GROCERY
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TWO ANITA MEN
TAKENBY DEATH

There's so much to laugh at, so
(By Tillie)
much to love, so many things to take
ANITA,
IOWA
Corn Producers Who Hold Their away and remember in Shirley TemJanuary 1939 will be remembered John Row, 83, and Charles Kahl, 69,
939 Corn Acreage Within the
ple's new picture, "Just Around the
as the warmest January since 1912 and
Answer Final Summons; Funeral
a month of unusual weather condiAAA Allotment Are Eligible / Corner," that even the most glowing
Services For Both Men This
tions,
but
we
have
a
hankering
for
comment
can't
do
justice
either
to
to Receive Parity Payments.
(Wednesday) Afternoon.
some more such atmospheric actions
Shirley or other members of the cast.
in February. Can you remember anYou'll simply have to see it for yourother January in Iowa when there
CORNKIX—
owa corn producers who hold their self at the Ria".to Theatre on SaturPOTATOESDeath entered two farm homes in
was no frost in the ground and farmday
and
Sunday
evenings,
or
at
the
corn acreage within. ,the AAA
With every 2 pkgs. of
NO. 1 Cobblers, these ers did'"spring" plowing . . . or did the Anita vicinity over the week end
tm«nt for 1939 will be- eligible matinee Saturday afternoon.
Wheaties yo\i receiye
are fine large potayou ever see live grasshoppers crawl- and claimed the lives of two men.
"Just Around the Corner" finds
eceive farm parity payments pro1
pkge.
Corn
ing
around in "green" grass when, the John Row, a- long time resident of
Shirley
in
her
happiest
role,
one
which
toes,
for in the congressional approtemperature
neared the 70 degree this community, passed away at 4:45
allows her an occasional outburst of
Kix for only...
100-lb. bags
lotion at the last session.
mark
the
second
week of the new a. m. Monday, and Charles Kahl died
that
mischievious
humor
Which
is
said
he Iowa AAA committee has reyear?
.
.
.
and
who
can remember an- at 1:30 p. m. Sunday.
to
be
so
characteristic
of
her
irrepresed instructions for handling the
WHOLE
WHEAT
FLOUR—
John Row.
other
Iowa*
January
that when you
[ity or price adjustment payment sible spirit- outside the studio.
FLOUIUTall
Corn,
John Row, a son of the late David
wanted to make ice cream for dessert,
Among
those
who
share
in
all
this
ugh some of the details have not
5-pound
'you had to make a trip to town to and Sarah Row, was born at Bedford,
241/,-lb.
fun are Charles Farrell, as Shirley's
settled as yet
purchase the ice instead- of harvest- Ohio, on Nov. 11, 1855. He grew to
bags
at
sack
dications now are that winter Dad; Joan Davis, as lady-in-waiting
young manhood at Bedford. Leaving
ing it out of the stock tank ?
to
a
kennel
full
of
Park
Avenue
|eat payments, will be. made fairly
* * *
there he came to 'Cass county and was
as compliance has been checked pooches; Amanda Duff, a promising
CRISCO—
PINEAPPLE—
employed for several years by the
The
setting
of
17
chicken
eggs
young newcomer to the films, as the
/this program.
Pure vegetable
GWC
matched
Mrs. Elva Dorn set New Year's day late Pet6r Hopley on a farm in the
girl
with
whom
Tan-ell
is
in
love;
brn payments cannot be started
hatched a week ago last Saturday and Lewis vicinity.
shortening,
slices,
ore late summer or early fall af- Bert Lahr, as Joan's chauffeur sweetIn February, 1876, before he was 21
now Mrs. Dorn, with the help of Old
3-pound
can...
heart; and the inimitable Bill Robin, No. 21/2
| completion of a check of comBiddy, is successfully rearing 16 early years old, he purchased the farm north
son,
who
does
a
new
dance
routine
cans
ce in July.
of Anita where he lived at the time
garden "weeders."
OATS—
rate has not been definitely with Shirley.
* * *
of his death. On July 9, 1880, he was
The
picture
opens
with
Shirley
reWished but it is expected that the
Briardale
quick
or
united
in marriage to Miss Melvina
RAISINS—
Junior,
the
youngest
son
of
the
at payments will be near or at turning home from a boarding school
Enfleld
of Lewis. Mr. and Mrs. Row
Albert
Karns
family,
was
listening
to
.
regular,
Thompson seedless,
maximum rate of 12 cents a to find her architect Dad down on his
the family discuss illness and acci- made their home on the farm until
,
large
tube
..
luck.
Having
invested
all
his
money
2-pound
and corn at around 6 cents
dent insurance
the family was 1920, when they purchased a residence
in'a great slum clearance project, work
ushel.
package
debating
how
certain
companies pay property in Anita and moved here to
he parity or price adjustment pay- on which has .been suspended for lack
POPCORN—
given amounts in case of serious ac- make their home. Mrs. Row passed
of
additional
capital,
Farrell
has
given
Jits in Iowa are expected to incidents and a company paying up to away on Nov. 22, 1923. In 1932 he
Jap Hulless,
KRAUT—
the total of AAA cash in the up his penthouse and taken a base$500 for the loss of toes . . . Junior returned to the farm, remaining there
,
shelled,
GWC,
in connection .with the 1939 ment room in the same apartment
was
intently listening, and following the rest of hia life.
5 pounds ...
, no finer packed,
iam by some 15 to 18 million building. Once the biggest paying
He is survived by one daughter,
the
subject
closely, but not wholely
: bringing 'the total of all AAA tenant in the building, he is now one
.
2
•
Mrs. Laura Buerkin, and one grandcomprehending
at
last
curiosity
tnents on this year's program to of its humblest employees.
SALMON—
overpowered him and he abruptly broke daughter, Mrs. Boyd Williamson, whoNo. 2y2 cans..
The reason, he explains to Shirley,
estimated 45 million dollars.
up the discussion by asking, "Say have cared for him since 1935 when he
1-pound
tall
cans
lie total amount will depend on the is because of what is happening to
Mother, what does the insurance com- suffered a paralytic stroke. He had
Uncle Sam could fix
pink,
SHRIMP—
ant of participation, of course, Uncle Sam.
panies do with the toes when they get been bedfast shjce last May. Another
each
the details of the parity pay- everything—-if orfy people would help
daughter, Mrs. Rose Streibeck, prei Briardale, packed unthem?"
* • *
hts tend to make the 1939 crop him.
ceded him in death.
der
supervision
of
U.
Shirley naturally assumes that her
gram more attractive than had
Funeral services will be held at 2:00
Andy
and
Art
Petersen,
the
proprieCATSUP—
i S. Food and Drug Act,
Dad is referring to the fabulously
originally expected.
tors of the Anita Oil Co., specialize in o'clock this (Wednesday) afternoon
o-1
Briardale;
nstead of having to participate in wealthy Samuel Henshaw—who is
first class servicing of cars, but con- »t the Methodist church, with Rev.
• N
tall cans
I large bottle.
\ program and comply with acreage ''Uncle Sam" to her playmate, Btennie
ditioning cars is only a part time job Arthur V. Long officiating. Interment
btments in both 1938 and 1939 to Bartlett, and to the lovely Amanda.
for the men . . . they have another will be made in Evergreen cemetery,
Jigible, the payment will be made I So she conspires with Bert Lahr, Joan
specialty, conditioning broken toys!
Charles Kahl.
e 1939 cooperator/ Even though; Davis and Bill Robinson to poken a
. . . the kids about town find Andy : Charles Kahl, 69, farmer living 2%
1
bi
overpknted his allotment in 1938, g benefit show m the basement of
and Art their best friends.
miles north «f Anita, died at his home
lean get thelmyment if he holds ! ^ apartment house-and "Uncle
• * *
Sunday afternoon. He was discovered
is to be the bene
"
Two more worthy benefactors who in a critical condition lying on the
bin the 1939 allotment.
iSa.m"
bllowing is the text of the AAA fici*ry!
put smiles on youngsters' faces are floor of his barn by Lafe Koob, Anita
The state motor vehicle department Carl Millard and Pete Christensen, the real estate agent, who called to see
Miss Evona Myrtle Knowlton, 42,
The newspapers* get wind of Shiraction on eligibility:
ley's show, which is a tremendous died at 9:00 o'clock last Thursday has reminded Iowa motorists that they two local blacksmiths
Carl and him on a business deal. Mr. Koob
"In order to be eligible for a
success, and what follows provides a morning at the home of her parents, must obtain new drivers licenses this Pete are both voluntary skilled work- called C. O. Gipple, a neighbor, who
rice adjustment payment on a
thrilling and completely satisfactory Mr. and Mrs. 'Fred Knowlton, in At- year. The Iowa law specifies that men in the art of handling tools, nails went to the barn with him, but be|ommodity, a person must have
lantic. Death resulted from pneu- censes will expire on June 30 of each and bolts when a child's toy is in need fore medical aid arrived, Mr. Kahl
climax for everyone concerned.
interest as a landlord, tenant
monia from which she had been suf- dd-numbered calendar year.
The
program
will
include
the
reguof immediate repairs.
j died. Coroner W. W. Kitson of At- •
|r sharecropper in a farm (1)
T. Harry Vicker, commissioner of
fering
for several days.
lar
news
reel;
a
Terry-Toon
cartoon
*
*
*
i lantic was called, but he decided no
or which an acreage allotment
She was1 born in Anita on Nov. 21, motor vehicles, said about 1,250,000
entitled, "The New Comer;" and "MenI miss Die's clever sayings each inquest was necessary, placing the
las been established under the
tal Poise," a Robert Benchley minia- 1896, grew to young womanhood here, rivers licenses are now outstanding, week in the Tribune . . . did you know death as acute alcoholism.
1939 agricultural conservation
and moved to Atlantic with her par- [e said there probably will be sim- there was a rifle range under a busi- ! Mr. Kahl was born Jan. 21, 1870,
ture.
Irogram; (2) on which the acreents in 1936. Her father is a carpen- lification in the application forms ness block on Main Street?
two on a farm five miles southwest of
"Annabel Takes a Tour."
ke planted to sucH commodity
ter by trade and is a brother of Earl or the new licenses.
modest
sisters,
Eula
and
Ruth
Garlock,
Walnut, the son of Hans and Anna
When
a
live-wire
press
agent
talks
for hacveat in 1939 is not in exKnowlton of Anita. She is survived
Although no decision has been made appeal to me as possessing a charm- Kahl, and spent most of his early
ess of the acreage allotment; and
a glamorous film star into participats to requirements for renewal, Vicker ing type of -beauty that reflects from life around Walnut, later going to
ing iri. his hare-brained stunts on a by the parents.
13) in which such commodity was
Short services were held at her late aid he thought only new applicants eyes, smiles, words and deeds . . . ' Oklahoma where he lived for thirty
personal appearance tour, things hapWanted for harvest in 1938 or
home at 1:00 o'clock Saturday after- nd drivers who have figured in ac- some of these days soon, a large excep- years. He purchased the farm where
1939."
pen—and provide the hilarious basis
noon • with Rev. Lawrence W. Bash, idents or had stubs removed from
It is expected that one inspection Of 'the new film comedy, "Annabel pastor of the Atlantic Church of heir licenses for violations would be ttonally fine Amaryllis bloom-will ap- he died a few months ago, and moved
pear in Mrs. Frank Weimer's south onto it about Christmas. He was never
j fields for compliance will be made Takes a Tour," starring Jack Oakie Christ, officiating, after which the re- equired to take driving teats.
window . . . this week two hyacinths, married.
for the soil conservation and and Lucille Ball, and the feature atmains were brought to Anita where
a pink and a white, will brighten her
Surviving are seven brothers, Ernest
price adjustment payment. It is traction1 at the Rialto this (Wednesthe main rites were held at the Church
east window.
of Hancock; Julius and Wjlliam of
ssible that both payments will be day) evening.
of Christ, with Rev. Thos. B. Dixon,
' Atlantic; August, Herman and Henry
de by the same check although j With scenes laid principally in a pastor of the Congregational church,
See
the
famous
Passion
Play
at
of
Walnut; and Fred of Marne; also
remains tor be seen. There are iarge eastern city, the story presents officiating. She was a member of
Atlantic, February 11, 12 and 13. three sisters, Mrs.' Emma Ebigel and
obstacles in the way .of com-, Oakie as the enterprising publicity the local church. Burial was made
Prices, 26c to $1.68. A stage show-— Mrs. Katie Wagoner of Davenport and
ig the two payments and they man, Lucille Ball as the fiery screen in Evergreen cemetery.
Minnie the Manikin, posture prin- not a picture show.
It \ Mrs. Lizzie Fizer of East Moline, 111.
be made separately.
star engaged on the personal appearcess for 4-H girls, is coming back
--| Funeral services will be held at 2:00
|ln event of two separate checks, ance tour. In a frantic effort to pubto Iowa, Miss Evelyn Hollen, Cass
Raymond
Dorsey
has
sold
his
cafe
o'clock this (W/ednesday) afternoon
parity or price adjustment pay- licize the star's appearance at a loca!
county home demonstration agent, an- that he has operated the past year at the Roland, Peacock & Baxter funnt probably will come ahead of the theatre, the press agent conceives
nounced today. Minnie, the paper to Art Beaver, from whom he pur- eral home in Atlantic, and burial will
i conservation payment. The latter various wild stunts, including having
doll used last year b"y Miss Ella Gard- chased the place. 'Mr. Beaver took be made in the Walnut cemetery.
tl be 9 cents a bushel on the normal her arrested, falling through a trap
ner, federal extension service, to show >ossession Monday afternoon.
pld on each acre in ,the corn allot- door on the stage, and getting her
At the monthly session of the Cass posture slumps and bulges, has a new
Mrs. Wm. Duff has rented rooms
while the parity payment will romantically involved with a foreign county board of supervisors last Wed- «xt this year—"A lot of it's in your
BASKETBALL
for light housekeeping at the .home
about 6 cents.
j tjtled author.
nesday, a resolution was passed ap- head, girls."
WIOTA vs. ANITA
of Mrs. Rachel Millhollin.
(Landlords who comply on one farm \ Complications arising from these propriating $3,000 to the Cass county
The mental aide of posture will be TUESDAY, FEB. 14
7:30 P. M.
|11 not be penalized on their parity mad ideas serve their purpose by at- farm Bureau as provided by law. In emphasized in the third annual series
ANITA GYMNASIUM
Earl Brown is a patient at St.
nents for that farm even though tracting attention to the actress, but order to secure aid from the county of posture training schools, Miss HolI
ADMISSION: lOc, 15c, 25c
Joseph's hospital in Omaha where he
overplant on other land. This their personal affect on the star and ;he farm bureau must have 200 or len said. Although Miss Gardner will
is receiving treatment for injuries rediffers from the procedure in ner would-be love affair provoke ex- more members.
review physical aspects, she will parR. W. Forshay, local insurance ceived a few. days ago in an automonneetion with the regular AAA soil cjting moments,
The board will meet with township ticularly emphasize posture from the
servation payments. Each farm
jn the supporting cast are Ruth trustees at 10:00 a. m. Feb. 13 to ap- standpoint of personality and mental agent who is chairman of the Rural bile accident near that city.
agents committee of the National As- j
fit is measured for compliance on its Donnelly, Bradley Page, Ralph Forbes, prove township road building pro- attitude.
sociation of Insurance Agents, was in
A small Kaze at the home of Mrs.
merit? and stands alone as far Frances 'Mercer, Alice White and Don- jrams during the next year.
One leader and one 4-H girl will Des M'oines last Friday where he at- Laura Campbell in Des Moines one
l the parity payments for the owner aid MacBride.
John Dill and Charles Daugherty represent each girls' club in the countended the first of a series of educa- day last week did a little damage to
operator is concerned.
| The program this evening will in- were employed as road patrolmen in ty, Miss Hollen said. The county
er will the "provision to pay clude the musical, "Styles and Sniiles," the first district at $90 each per club committee will be special hos- tional meetings scheduled for Iowa, the house and contents. Raymond
The purpose of the conferences is to Bohn'mg went to Des 'Moines to help
one landlord more than $10,000 featuring Virginia Verrill, Charles month.
tesses and will be in charge of ar- develop capital stock fire insurance clean the walls and woodwork.
William Haspers of Mapleton was rangements.
soil conservation payments have King, Harrison & Fischer and Marion
justness through public relations ac- i
affect on the parity payment. Darnels; also the Edgar Kennedy awarded the contract for cleaning and
This meeting will be held March 21 tivities. Iowa is divided into 16 zones, i Stanley Wood, farmer living berepairing typewriters at the county from 10:00 a. m. to 3:30 p. m. at
me of the insurance companies have COmedy, "Beaux and Errors."
and meetings will continue in the state tween Anita and Wiota, had a mirotested the $10,000 limit but they
courthouse at $12.50 each.
the city hall in Atlantic. All girls' for the next two months.
aculous escape from death last Thursset the full amount- of parity
Among those from Anita who went
4-H clubs in southwestern Iowa will be
day afternoon in a timber on his farm.
WALL PAPER.
menta regardless of the law as it to Omaha last .Friday evening to witrepresented at the meeting and 200
The annual election of the Indepen- While crossing a ditch, one of the
stands.
i neaa the Johnny Paycheck and Art
4-H girls and their leaders will at- dent School District of Anita will be horses of a team which he was drivSpecial prices on our spring wal
rm producers will apply for the Oliver boxing contest wer* Mr. and
tend.
held on Monday, March 13. Two di- ing, slipped and fell.
The wagon
rit
v Payments on a form pretty jfrs. Cal F. Darrow, Mr. and Mrs. paper, Prices lower than mail orde
rectors will be elected for the full crushed down on the team and driver,
catalogues,
along the same lines as they
C. Dorsey and I. W. Joy.
Kenneth Turner, who recently took terms of three years to fill the places Mr. Wood suffered a dislocated shouldBongers Bros.
tf '
-—
eviously have applied for soil con- (
over the management of the local now held by Dr. F. D. Weimer and OT and painful bruises when he was
The county treasurer's office sole
"vation payments although it is
According to information obtainei Standard Service Station just west Dr. G. M. Adair, whose terms ex- pinned under the wagon and trampled
'bible that they will have to make 4,150 automobile license plates and
at the office of County Recorder E. H of the post office, is holding a formal pire. Nomination papers for candi- by one of the horses. One of the
'arate applications for each pay- 484 truck plates before the first day
opening on Saturday of this week, dates for the two directors' positions, animals was'killed. Neighbors, hearTl t i li I .. -_
. __ .
t i . i _ A.!^.^ n K not* Pelzer, a number of oil leases hav
Pnt
this year.
of February,
at• which
time a 5 per
been recorded on Cass county land at which time he will give a 1-pounc with the legal number *of 'signatures, ing Mr. Wood's cry for help, rushed
cent penalty was added. The ^ sale
Most of the leases are on farms i can of vacuum packed coffee to every must be filed at the office of the sec- to his rescue. He was taken to the
P1- A. Neff went to Des Moines this this year was more than 200 plates the southeast part of the county, al customer who purchases $1.00 or more retary, Joe Vetter, not later than Jones hospital by Glen Christensen,
rn
>ng to spend the day at the an- ahead of the same date a year ago though a few leases cover ground i of Red Crown or Solite with Ethy 12:00 o'clock noon on Friday,. March where he is reported to be recovering
"' noting of the Iowa Hardware More than 5,300 automobiles were the southwest part of the county.
gasoline.
3, ten days preceding the election, 'nicejy.
l
Association.
"
licensed in Cass county last year.

Values For Friday-Saturday
$1.69

15c

69c

5Sc

22c

19c

17c

25c

17c

lOc

18c

Former Anita Lady Dies Drivers' Licenses Must Be
in Atlantic; Buried Here Renewed Again This Year

t-H Posture Training School
to Be Held on March 21

Supervisors Make $3,000
Grant to Farm Bureau

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
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SCHOOL NEWS.

PETERSEN'S

IGrinsteacl miss school this week be-;
Study Reading Methods.
WE DELIVER
PHONE 300
On Thursday evening the grade •au.se of illness. The children have j
We Deliver
Phone 29
teachers, together with Supt. Feller >ren examining snow flakes this week j
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
and Miss Kyle, met in the Normal and free hand drawings of them have
been
made.
Donald
Turner
and
Carol
j
Training room for a study of reading
PANCAKE FLOUR, Dixiana ors P. & G.,
Porch
are
the
playground
captains
this
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
methods.
i 3-Ib.bag
• • • • • • • ...I2c
m
Miss McKinney presented a discus- week.
The
second
grade
welcomed
Mary
PRUNES,
Santa
Clara,
40-50
size,
3-lbs
-23c
TOMATO SOUP, Clover Farm, 3 cans
19c
sion on summary of the state requirements for content subject, empha- Katherine Sams as a new pupil in their ^
PEACHES, large fancy yellow Muir, 2-lbs
29C
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
jrade. The second grade boys and;
sizing the four major skills.
MATCHES,
6-box
carton
17c
The last unit of study was a panel girls have been making stories about j
SALMON, red steak, No. 1 flat can
25c
TOILET SOAP, Coco Castile hardwater, 3 bars.. IQC
discussion on work type reading con- the weather. Some of the children!
ducted by Miss M'cKinney and Miss drew some interesting pictures for 1(
OATS, Clover Farm, large tub<5
17c
GRAPE FRUIT, P. G. fancy luxury, 3 No. 2 cans.39c
their stories. The children in the
Brown.
CORN or GLOSS STARCH, Marco, 2 1-lb. pkge. I5c
second grade were very much pleased (
SYRUP, amber, 5-pound pail
29c
with
their
new
readers,
"The
New
Work Starts on School Annual.
COOKIES, fancy, very special price, 2-lbs
27c
SEEDLESS RAISINS, 2 pounds
16c
The staff for the school annual has Science Story."
The third grade pupils are keeping
Fresh Vegetables and Fruit Alwajos at Your Call
been selected. Work on this project
SODA CRACKERS, 2-pound box
15c
wi'.l begin at once. Details will be an- a weather chart for the month of FebPOTATOES, Cobblers, No. 1 extra good, peck. .25c
nounced later. Supt. Feller, Miss Hiatt ruary. Each day they record the
and Miss Buthweg are the faculty ad- atmosphere readings, appearance of
and Review, use tax
LETTUCE, large head
«c
the sky, direction of the wind, and PROCEEDINGS OF THE
visors. The staff is as follows:
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Hawley Lynch,
transportawhether
it
is
fair,
rainy
or
snowing.
Editor, Donald Mclntyre.
tion
The
third
grade
citizenship
club
gave
12* j
Associate Editor, Marilynn Kohl.
Court House,
Session and Mileage Claims.
a demonstration meeting for Miss
Activity Editor, 'Marion Bartley.
Atlantic, Iowa,
Hawley Lynch
their Scout Troops. For this reason,
5.00
Associate Editor, Bvangeline Dress- Brown, the Normal Training girls
January 16, 1939. G. E. Eshelman
and Supt. Feller.
if for no other, America has every ier.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Mike Metz
['
_
Published Every Thursday by the right to be proud of its Boy Scouts.
grade is interested m c
y j
met in adjourned sesSports Editor, Lawrence Hofmeister, The fourth
F. W. Wiese
'
_ _i •
_1
,i_ „„ ,,.u irtU wi iMi«_ '
** *
Associate Editor, Marjorie Hen- a new reading chart on which minia sion with all members present:
W.
H.
Wohlenhaus
649'j
ture books that they have read are
INBREEDING OF HOGS.
dricks.
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike
Moved by Metz, seconded by
posted.
They
are
studying
the
EskiW. F. BUDD
Editor
i Manager, Beu'ah Bornholdt.
Metz, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese to adjourn until nine o'clock
The advent of hybrid seed corn has
mos in geography. They made an
Wohlenhaus.
Assistant
Manager,
Jack
Roe.
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 made it unnecessary for the bulk of
Eskimo boy and learned in that work; "Minutes of January 9th were ap- 1, 1989, orxm c«U of Chairman. ""'
Artist,
Merrill
Lett.
If not paid in advance.
.$2.00 corn growers to select seed corn types
Motion carried.
<
dress. In English they
Typists, Jeannette Robson and Alyce how Eskimos
.
.
,
...
.
.,
..
I
proved
as
read,
(Signed)
Hawley
Lynch,
are studying and writing invitations. f ^ ,„„_;„„
Entered at the post office at Anita, and samples. Hybrid corn will not Walker.
approved:
reproduce itself in a satisfactory manChairman.
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
Business, Robert Crawford, Virginia They made attractive invitations to a Charles C. Corne'.l, Edna Township Attest:
ner. A big per cent of Cass county's Offenstine, Billy Scholl, Jean Dement Valentine party. The fourth grade are
M. E. Hubbard,
Assessor; F. L. Possehl, Benton TownTHURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1939. corn acreage next spring will be plantenjoying a new set of work type readand Charles Denne.
County Auditor \
L.
Riggs,
sh
Assessor
ed with hybrid seed. The producing
ing books, "Facts and Fancies," and a ' 'P
:
Grove
Township
Assessor;
Harley
BOY SCOUTS 29 YEARS OLD.
of hybrid seed must be left to the Anita Goes to Finals.
NOTICE Ol? APPOINTMENT Qpj
most interesting set of science books.
Yarger, Massena ^Assessor; Fred
McEXECUTRIX.
i professional seed corn producers as
Y¥ t: a
l e proud
1,1 uuu to
tu
l l l l > l Uklw-^: «*
l»^v» ;
_
~
, ,
We
are
introduce
a new
The Anita high basketball team
The Scouts will celebrate a birthday ( t f, e process is too involved and remember
to
the
5th.
grade,
Robert : Dermott, W.ota Assessor; M. W. Sm.th
made an impressive stand at the Cass
Township Clerk; W. E WIK, In the District Court of the Stattj
this week—the 29th this time—with j qu i res too much time for the avercounty tournament in Atlantic the last Sams.. The Normal Training girls,, Brid e
a message that "Scouting Carries On age farmer, who must depend upof Iowa, In and For Cass County.
Miss
Brown
and
Supt.
Feller,
visited
•
g
Foreman; Burt Stone Justice
of the week to be turned back only
of the Peace; Elmer Watson, Steward In the Matter of the Estate of R
American Ideals;" ideaJs of service ( on the professional producers for
a
long
division
class
on
Tuesday,
Jan.
of
and co-operation, tolerance and relig- ( his Beed.
Last year was a favor- by the Wiota team.
Co""* Farm; August Wagner,
R. Suplee, Deceased.
The Anita boys played their first 31, in the fifth grade. We would be '
ious obligation and homage to the aD i e year f or hybrid corn. PerRoad
Patrolman;
Verne
H.
Randall,
To
Whom It Mfey Concern:
glad
to
have
them
again
after
we
have
game of the tournament with Lewis
responsibilities and privileges of par-' haps not every season will be as favorNotice is hereby given that tie
worked more on this type of problem. Constable.
Thursday.
Anita
set
the
pace
by
ticipating citizenship. It is a wel- abie. With norrnai rainfall and growMoved by Wiese, seconded by EsheJ- undersigned has been appointed and
fifth grade are anxiously lookcome portent for the future of Amer- ing conditions perhaps open-polinated scoring a basket during- the first ten ingThe
man to
forward
to
reading
their
new
set
appoint Verne H. Randall has qualified as Executrix of
ican democracy that more than a mil- corn will be superior. Time will tell. seconds. The score at the end,of the
Constable of Grove Township.
estate of Ralph R. Suplee, late of Can
of
silent
readers,
"The
Whys
and
first
quarter
was
11
to
5
which
showed
lion and a quarter men and boys are But the hybrid business is not stopping
Motion carried.
County, Iowa, deceased. All
Wherefores."
that
Lewis
was
not
to
be
easily
denow active members of a movement with corn alonei it is entering swine
The semi-annual report of Wm. T. sons in any manner indebted to saii'J
Miss Brown, and the Normal Trainfeated.
Anita
retained
their
lead
B
s
which, although founded to capitalize \ rajs;ng. Extensive experiments are
throughout the game and, the final ing class visited the Oth grade Thurs- i 'gg . Soldiers' Relief Commissioner, deceased or his estate will make pay-1
on the love, all boys have for adven- being carried on by Iowa State colwas
day for an arithmetic lesson on deci- '
approved.
ment to the undersigned; and thoaf
ture in the out-of-doors does not fail ]ege at Ames> and twe,ve other co]. score was 30 to 15.
mals. Lola Chadwick has been absent ; Moved by Eshelman, seconded by having claims against said deceased j
In
the
semi-final
game
Friday,
Anito provide practical ways for helping ieges in the middle west, and it may
ta p'ayed Griswold. The Anita boys several days, due to flu illness. A ! Wiese, to approve the appointment or his estate will present t h e r e i n '
of M
them fulfill the obligations felt by be that the hybrid hogs will replace
- °- Trailer as investigator for manner and form as by law required,]
had the score doubled throughout the postmark map of the United States
every genuine American.
those now in Cass CQUnty feed
is being made. Postmarks from twen- tlie Board of Social Welfare of Cass for allowance and payment.
game. The final score was 40 to 21.
Scouting has succeded in becoming ' If hybrid corn can be made disease
The winning of these two games ty-two states have been placed on the County.
Dated this 6th. day of February,]
a part of the American boy's world j resrstant and yield better, perhaps placed Anita to meet Wiota in the map thus far. Shirley Linfor, Beatrice ' Motion carried.
A. D., 1939.
because it is a program of action plus the same cycle of inbreeding will pro- finals Saturday evening. The fast Darrow, Gene Parker, Leveda Chris- ! On motion and
vote the Board
Maude E. Suplee,
idealism. So it has a two-fo'!d ap- duce a like result in hogs. Farmers Wiota team defeated them 44 to 16.
tensen, Helen Garlock and Mary Kel- agreed to pay Geo. Henningsen $1.00
Executrix
of said estate.
peal, demonstrated by its growth in will watch the result of the swine
After the games Saturday night, ly -were contestants in the spelling per cubic yard rental on cement mixer By E. S. Holton,
I
popularity each year, in many sec- ] experiment with interest.
trophies were presented to both the contest Wednesday afternoon in Miss and other equipment used for cojnerijtil : Attorney fop. said estate.
tions limited only by lack of leaders
boys' and girls' teams of WiotaV The Hollen's room. Elaine Biggs, Charles work.
or adequate funds of extension. MeasMr. and Mrs. C. A. Baier were host j tournament basketballs were presented Smith, Gerald Tibken, Shirley Linfor : At two o'clock P. M., time set for
See the famous' Passion Play at
ured in terms of boys who want to and hostess to members of the. 4-11 to the runnerup teams which were
and Carol Carlton gave reports of the receiving bids for lumber and piling, Atlantic, February 'it, 12 and 13.
be Scouts there is still much room f our leaf clover club Thursday at an Cumberland girls and Anita boys.
Universal Postal Service,
Prices, 26c to $1.68. A stage starsix bids were opened.
for growth. Measured in terms of all day session with 25 present The
!t
sixth
grade
have
just
finished
tbX
Moved
by
Metz,
seconded
by
Wiese,
not
a picture show.
results produced the Boy Scouts of iadies pieced quilt blocks. The men Grade News.
study of the "Crusades," and aVe to accept; the low bid of the Wheeler
America has already paid any debt piayed various games including ChinMatthew L. Murray, 64-year-old AtThe first grade pupils are making starting the "Exploration Period" be- Lumber Bridge & Supply Co.
due the American people for the op- ese checkers. Mrs. Leland Taylor Valentine decorations for their room.
lantic well digger, who was fatally
ginning with "Marco Polo Travels." , Motion carried.
c
crating charter granted it by Congress ( serves as president and Mrs. James Patriotic art work is on display comThe arithmetic class of the seventh : Moved by Eshelman, seconded by injured one evening last week \vte> j
many years ago.
Brawdy as secretary of the club. A memorating George Washington and grade have been studying all types Wohlenhaus, to return the certified his automobile collided headon m
In our own community now there cafeteria dinner was served. Those Abraham Lincoln. Both reading classes
blinding snow storm with one driven
of interest. Fishing lands all over checks to the unsuccessful bidders,
are men, part of the 8,400,000 who present were Mr. and Mrs. James in the first grade have finished four the world has been the topic for dis-' Motion carried.
by T. A. Harmsen, farmer
have been included in the Scout fam- Brawdy, Mr. and 'Mrs. Charles Perrin, primers and are ready to start their cussion in Geography class.
nortnwes
On
motion
and
vote
all
county
dit °f Atlantic, on the Westily since 1910, wha believe in the Paul Hanon, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Basal text reader published by the
iSecond atreet
The spelling contest winner
rect
relief
clients
owning
cars
were
*oad in Atlantic,
principle-that "Once a Scout, always Hinton, Mr. and Mrs. Gweldon Han- Elson Book Co. Cleo Grinstead celeGretchen Daughenbaugh. Gretchen is ordered to store cars or show bill of the flrst auto totality in Cass couna Scout" and who are doing their sen, Mrs. Kate Kordick, Mr. and Mrs. brated her sixth birthday on Tuesday, twice winner of the contest, the first sale for same.
ty this year.
best to extend and interpret in prac- Leland Taylor, Mrs. Bruce Wilbourn, Jan. 31. She remembered her class- I time being in the seventh grade. Here
Motion carried,
tie* the concept of wvic and moral Mrs. Les Lilly and Mrs. Glenn Fussel- mates with treats. We are sorry to j she is again so "Good Luck" to you
, ,, .
, .
Miss Evelyn Huddleson entertained
responsibility that came to them in ' man.
following
claims
were
allowed
the
teachers of Lincoln township »t:.|
have Bonnie Christensen and Cleo'.Gretchen. The eighth grade arith- and "the" Auditor
write her school, Lincoln No. 9, last Thursclass have been studying "mea- warrants for the
day evening. Seatwork and patterns;
were passed around to the teachers.
^^ I Mexican war.
' insane fees for
A book review was made out on
Harold Roe
$ 27.67 Business of Life?'' After the boaHarr B
CLUB PRESIDENT'S "LETTER TO
y - Swan, attorney fees. 265.00 ness meeting, a delicious lunch ««3
=
FARLEY TO REACH F. D. R. (!eo. Henningsen, rental
93>0
served by the hostess. Tin1 nes{
Frank Eblen, expense
573.00° meeting will be held on March 2 at
~g ' Altoona, Perm.—A message by C. L. Eat her Reeves, salary
30.00 NO. 7 with MJ8S Heien Rrause, the]
:EE Nonemaker, president of Club No. 2 of State B°ard of Assessment
teacher as hostess. '
== this city, urging that the democratic ',

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.
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| ROBINSON'S BIG 10 DAY 1
|
OPENING SALE

party throw it's entire weight behind
I
THURSDAY, FEB. 9 TO FEB. 18
the Townsend plan, will reach Presi- '
()<>n(.
Roosevelt and important legislaI Over 200Hems Specially Priced. Don't Miss It, Come Early. | tive leaders.
j
i2-(l'l\ f.ALVANIZEI) I'AILS

16c
UOI.LKU SKATES
V A C l . ' l i M I1OT1LE

URii' COFFEE M A K E R
IMKA1> BOX
CANNISTER SET
MIXING BOWLS

39c
SHEARS
BUTCHER K N I F E
DISH PAN
BOWL SETS
OIL MOP
WASH BOARD
FLASHLIGHT
SEE

SPECIAL

8J85

9c
SAUCE PANS
DIPPERS
M I X I N G BOWLS
I'UDDING PANS
FLOUR SIFTERS
W R E C K I N G BARS
K N I F E and FORK TRAY
C A N V A S GLOVES
PAPER SHADES
COOKIE JARS
CAKE PANS
MUF'FIN PAWS
STAIR TREDS
FRYING PANS
COOKIE SHEET
2 FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES
2 DISH CLOTHS
60 MARBLES
MOP STICK
18x36 FLOOR MATS
60 CLOTHESPINS

H E A V Y 5-GAL. OIL CANS

69c

99c
12x48 IRONING BOARD
ELECTRIC TOASTER
ELECTRIC IRON
SANDWICH TOASTER
HAND SAW
MEDICINE CABINET
3-TINE FORK

89c
FAMILY SCALES
GAR ACE VISE
ALARM CLOCK
ROLL ROOFING
WATCHES

SHOWING
DEXTER WASHERS, MONARCH RANGES, THERMOGAS STOVES."
Liberal premium offer with each _of theae items sold during our sale.

OBINSON HARDWARE CO.
ST.

ATLANTIC, IOWA. (Eggers Bldg.)

PHONE 426

This was pledget) by James A. Far- '
=. le y- democratic national committee '
=S chairman, in a letter to Mr. Nonemaker, •
== Mr. Farley wrote in answer to Mr. '
— Nonemaker's recommendation that the!
SS democratic party, in order to main-1
S= , t a i » it's strength, get on the Town- \
;= send band wagon.
I
EE i "' want to sugest to you that the'
Sir greatest blunder the administration!
•EE ma(l <-' w«s when it tried to crucify Dr.
= Fram-is K. Townsend and the TownS5 sen(1 P'an," Mr. Nonemaker wrote Mr.
z=: Fai-ey. "If the new Congress does
== not adopt the Townsend plan, the dem= ocratic party will be doomed to de:=: feat for years to come."
~E: "The Townsend plan is the pnly plan
:=Z that will ^et us permanently out of
=E lh i« depression and prevent it's recur== I reiice. '1'he Social Security Act is
j==.°n]y a racket and the people know
:;

as I 1!- Urodersen, wife and daughter,
SS| Hedvvig, and Mrs. Louise Holloran
==| l > f l > e "i s l >n were Sunday visitors at
SESlthi' home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Broder= sen.
Mrs. Clara Grimm, widow of the
late Thomas Grimm, died at her home
in Des iMoincs a few days ago. The
== remains were taken to Runnells, Iowa,
for burial. Years ago Mrs. Grimm
was a resident of Anita.

MORE USABLE
TRY THE

ONLY GASOLINE WITH

CONTROL"

Alcohol

Prestone

Lubrication For Your Winter
Ser
vice on Inside Hoist

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE^

oe Family

un

CANVAS GOODS

ByEDWHEELAN

A Bit of Embroidery
For Small Son's
THE CLDM/NS DANCING AND SHOUTiKS AHEAD Of- HEP.
ROPE THE SU&DUEt> ALTA AROUND THE A(?0MA -

THAT'S
.
WEEP TIPPING VOOR HAT To
"
USfcH TO

SHOW ONCE J
BULL'.ALTA,
GOlHG TO BE.

r
\
(vow)
^.^

I ,0

By BOXn W¥ETH 8rEAM• I) EAR MRS. SPEARS'-'pages of embroidery
in your Booh 2 have inter
greatly. I can never r
from time to time how to
feather stitching, it is
the way you show how to
each kind of stitch, and ! ti
your book often. I have a
son now four and a half
old, and have always e
making his clothes and tr

By RUBE GOLDBERG
LALA PALOOZA

Tea Is Served

NOW 2AT Z1SS
TRCtoBLE-WAKING
BROTHER HE )SS
KICKED OUT ZE
^T. ROAD SHE

IT'D

V_ <Z^

CLEARER
IF YOU'D
GET OUT, TOO

GEM, BESIDE
^ ROMANCE
YOU THE STARS HAVE SHE IS
NO BRILLIANCE, THE S ZE BAG

IS CLEAR

WHAT
PERFECTION!
YOU AND I
ALONE ON j
A NIGHT
\
LIKE THISy

J ,

GONZALES
YOU THE SWEET
ONE - YOU
ALWAYS,SAY THE
RIGHT THING TSK TSK-I'LL
RING

e mak Jar tUrkqr Synilcate, toe

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— You May Look Different to Other Folks

MESCAL IKE

Or Left So Soon

B, s. c HUNTUJY

them with little touches of
broidery. Do, you think he is
old for this? B. H."
You still have a year on
you keep the suits smart and
ish. I am sketching an ei
ered trimming idea for you
The thread should match the
of the trousers. Mark an
for the embroidery with penc
at A. Work over this with
chain stitches as at B; then
larger chain or loop stitches
at C and D.
Mrs. Spears' Sewing Bod
Gifts, Novelties and Eml
ies, contains 48 pages of
step directions which have
thousands of women. If
home is your hobby you will
want Book 1-SEWING, for,
Home Decorator. Order by
ber, enclosing 25 cents for
book. /If yo» order both, a
quilt leaflet with 36 am
patchwork stitches will be ii
edfree; Address Mrs. S]
S. Desplaines St., Chicago,

MOTCIESFJII

From
» bottto of

AMI.INS

By J. MILLAR WATT

PQP— Beyond Question

I D«O THAT

1 PASSED MY
DRIVING TEST,

AFTERWARDS .'

Bfttkgronntl -

,

The flowers of rhetoric11«»
acceptable when backed
evergreens of truth
Macaulay.

Beware Coi
)D

^ B«U «yndle«(«.-WNV BOPVIM

ROSES, SHORT STEMS?

Curse of Progress

JUST BBIU«
MB A (SLAV*
Of MILX,

PARKING ASSISTANT
"I'll have," said the snooty young
Ireshman to the student waiter,
"two eggs, boiled exactly 3 minutes
and 10 seconds; toast, buttered, and
pe sure it's not too hard; coffee,
with cream, but not too much
cream—"
"Yes'ro," bowed the waiter. "And
what special design would you like
on the dish«S?"—Washington Post.

JMJ& *t EvU
All that we send into
of others cornea bac»
own.—Edwin Markham-

Silenced
Quack doctor (to rural audience)
—Yes, gentlem«n, I have sold these
pills for the last twenty years and
never heard a word of complaint.
Now, what does that prove?
A Voice in the Crowd—That dead
men tell no tales.—Santa Fe magazine.

wwLAftS

Humane Act
Landlady—I see your cup of tea
on a chair, Mr. Boarder. A peculiar
place to put it!
Mr. Boarder—Not at all. It's so
weak I put it there to rest.—The
Mentor.

1MOIC

THK ANITA

SEE US FOR PRICES ON THE
FOLLOWING SEEDS

•f
+

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 9, 1939.

FARM BUREAU NOTES.
Dale E, Bush,
County Agent.
'

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Maduffs

arketl

WE DELIVER

Holstein Breeders Plan District
PHONE 239
Meeting.
February 11, 1909.
Holstein breeders in Cass and neighMan Wilbourn has returned from
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
boring; counties will meet on Tuesday,
Feb 14 at 8:00 p. m. at the farm South Dakota, and is looking for a
(All 1938 Seed)
bureau office, County A K cnt Dale K. . '«"" !" Sood old Cass count >'SWEET CLOVER — Yellow and White
Bovee Bros
Bush announced today.
" who have takc " »"
agency
here
for
Velie automobiles, has
This meeting is one of ten being
TIMOTHY
ALFALFA
sold one of the machines to E. M.
held over the state. The primary
purpose" of this district Holstein meet- Kohl.
j
RED CLOVER
ing is to lay plans for the district
A. A. Miller and wife returned last,
Holstein show and other Holstein ac- week from an extended pleasure trip
We Will Hold Your Entire Order For a Small
tivities for 1939. For the last four and^ visit with relatives in Ind.anaj
years, district shows have been held a"d Ohio.
.
Down Payment.
throughout the state and have at- \ The board of supervisors have ordtracted wide attention.
i ered a new bridge bui:t across TroubleLast yea,- 148 breeders exhibited *°™ creek north of the Benton cen477 cattle at ten district shows. The ter school house, to cost $1,600.
or Sable
winners in each district arc eligible
At the annual meeting of the Ladies
Anita, Iowa
Phone 158
to compete in the state show. This Cemetery Association held at the town
1
year's state show will be held at hall Saturday afternoon, Mrs. B. D.
} Cedar Rapids, Aug. 14 to 18.
I Forshay was e'.ected president for the
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Burke, Dement, Howard, Kopp and j Arthur Winters of Council Bluffs, ensuing year.
Petersen, for the purpose of discus- 'chairman of this district, says that 1 W. E. Kelloway is a might busy
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, sing specifications of proposed Muni- i i n addition to making plans for the ! man these days; all his time being
January 16, 1939.
NOTICE OF APPROPRIATION OP THE CONSOLIDATED
j 1939 show, officers will be e'.ected taken up in looking after the feedcipal Light Plant.
The Town Council met in special
TAX.
It was moved by Burke and second- : and committees appointed for the ing of 325 head of cattle and 400
session with the following members ed by Dement, that the meeting ad- ! ensuing year. The location of the head of hogs, which he is getting
present:
journ to Tuesday at 9:00.
j 1939 show will also be determined ready for the April market.
'The Council of t& Town of Anita, of Cass County, Iowa, will ml
Mayor Darrow; Councilmen Burke,
Ayes:
j a t this meeting and he urges every; In response to a telephone mes- March 6, 1939, at 8:00 P. M., at the Clerk's office, at which Zl
Dement, Howard, Kopp and PeterBurke, Dement, Howard, Kopp breeder in the district to attend.
j sage received from Massena Sunday jand piace interested persons will be heard for or against the apprmfcj
sen.
and Petersen.
Last year a judging contest and afternoon, Officer Howe Mallory ar- j tjon of the Consolidated Tax which has been, levied in accordance »| I
Moved by Dement and seconded by
Motion carried.
Holstein field day were held in con- rested a young girl and kept her in sectjon 6217 of the Code, which amount is $3,800.00 together with «tj
Burke that Clerk be instructed to conSolon A. Karns,
nection with the show. That provided custody until 'Constable Root arrived mated receipts from other sources amounting to $700.00.
tact Carleton D. Beh Co. and Young
Town Clerk. an opportunity for dairymen to be-: and took her back to answer to some |
lt is proposed to appropriate said Consolidated Tax in the fol]0<
and Stanley, Inc., for. meeting or
come better acquainted with other charge that had been filed against! ra tj 0:
'
'
meeting with the Council as soon as
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
men in the Holstein business and to her, the nature of which we did not; Genera] Fund
possible and special meeting be called
compare their cattle with their neigh- j learn,
Improvement Fund
as soon as date is set for appointClerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, bors.
Grading Fund
ment.
January 31, 1939.
1
Farm and Home Week Opens Monday
Sewer Fund
Ayes:
The Town Council met in adjourned
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+ Light Fund
at
Iowa
State
College.
Burke, Dement, Howard, Kopp session with the following members
+ 4 -f + 4 > 4 + -f 4 -f +
There will be more than 3,000 Iowa
and Petersen.
present:
"Soul"
will be the subject of the Les- \
Total
No further business appearing, a
Mayor Darrow; Councilmen Burke, farmers and farm wives in Ames next son-Sermon in all Churches of Christ, |
week
for
the
annual
Farm
and
Home
j
Other funds of the municipality will be expended for the purposes i
motion to adjourn carried.
Dement, Howard and Kopp.
S ntist on Sundav Februar
^
'
'
y 12' out in the budget previously published in accordance with the
Solon A. Karns,
No business appearing, a motion Week, weather permitting, predicts 1939.
R. M. Vifquain, who has been chairLaw.
Town Clerk. to adjourn carried.
The Golden Text is from Isaiah 25 : j
man
of
Iowa
State
college's,
short
(Signed)
C. F. Darrow,
Solon A. Karns,
9, "Lo, this is our God; we have i
course committee for 17 years.
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Town Clerk.
I The program is packed with a va- waited for him, and he will save us: Attest:
I
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa,
| riety of subjects. Farmers interested this is the Lord."
Solon A. Karns,
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo-'
January 17, 1939.
in crops and soil problems will find
Clerk.
ADMINISTRATOR
c.
t.
a.
The Town Council met in special
something listed to attend on that tations from the Bible and from the; ==r==
Christian Science textbook, "Science :
session with the following members
In the District Court of the State subject from the time the program
and Health with Key to the Scrip-, ciety."
present, Mayor Darrow, Councilmen
opens
Monday,
Feb.
13,
until
it
closes
of Iowa, In and For Cass County.
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Burke, Dement, Howard, Kopp and
I Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
In the Matter of the Estate of W. G. Saturday noon, Feb. 18.
Petersen, for the purpose of conferOne of the Bible citations reads: Discussion by the pastor on "SatisSpecial
themes
will
be
woven
into
MoFarland, Deceased.
H..L. Hoffman,; Expert, Minneapu.
ing with Carleton D. Beh in regard
each day's program. Monday will be I "* Iove the Lord' because he hath fying Human Needs."
Minn., will demonstrate without chart
To Whom It May Concern:
to financing Electric Light Plant and
"Perfect Retention Shields" mil
Notice is hereby given that the "Country life day." Tuesday, "Corn- heard my voice and my supplications, j Choir practice this (Wednesday) ev- his
prepare proceeding incident thereto.
I will -walk before the Lord in the [ ening at the home of Dr. and Mrs. F. lantic, Iowa, Wednesday, Feb. 22, i
Hog
day."
Wednesday
will
be
deundersigned has been appointed and
the Park Hotel. From 10 A. Elf
It was moved by Dement and secland of the living" (Psalms 116:1, 9). D. Weimer.
has qualified as Administrator c. t. a. voted to sheep, horses, small grains
;
4 P. M. Please come early,
onded by Burke, that Carleton D.
Among
the
selections
from
the
The
Woman's
Home
Missionary
Soand
farm
management.
Thursday,
to
of the estate of W. G. McFarland, late
by appointment.
Beh of Des Moines be retained for
Your physician will tell you ad
of Los Angeles, California, deceased. beef and dairy cattle, soils and forage Christian Science textbook is the fol- ciety meets Thursday afternoon at 2:00
the fee of $1,000.00 to handle all
j o'clock at the home of Mrs. Albert this serious condition. Any ruptL
All persons in any manner indebted crops. On Friday the main event for lowing:
bond proceedings, printing, Attorneys
"Life is the law of Soul, even the' Karns. Mrs. Jas. B. Herrinlan will allowed to protrude is dangerou]
to said deceased or his estate will farmers will be the "Tanbark Derby"
My "Retention Shields" will bi
opinion in regard to the proposed
law
of the Spirit of Truth, and Soul be the leader,
livestock
judging
contest.
make payment to the undersigned;
your
rupture under any condition«
issue of approximately $100,000.00
Homemakers will have a varied pro- is never without its representative, j The covered dish supper and social exercise and work. They are sanitaT
| and those having claims against said
Man>s
4% Municipal Electric Light Plant
gram of talks on home management, i
individual being can no more for the young people has been post- waterproof and practically in*s6n*J
Revenue 'Bonds, and Mayor and Clerk | deceased or his estate will present fashions, cooking, lighting, parlia- jdie nor disappear in unconsciousness ' poned until Thursday, 'Feb. 16.
ible. Navel Ruptures and those fa- [
j them in manner and form as by law
than
lowing abdominal operations, especialbe authorized to enter into contract
mentary
procedure
and
child
develop-j
_
can
Soul,
for
both
are
immortal";
A
meeting
of
the
Loyal
Circle
will
required, for allowance and payment.
for said services.
(P- 427).
be held next Tuesday afternoon at ly solicited.
Dated this 7th. day of February, ment.
Ayes: *
Do not wear trusses that will enThe
Iowa
Rural
Young
People's
As-'
the home of Mrs. Glen Roe. Mrs.
A. D., 1939.
Burke, Dement, Howard, Kopp
f + + + 4 + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 Maurice Turner will have charge of large the opening and don't ntjlw
sembly
will
convene
on
Friday
and
R. E. (McFarland,
the children. Many satisfied clienli
and Petersen.
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 the program.
in this community. No mail orda.1
Administrator c. t. a. of said estate. Saturday.
Motion carried.
+
Thomas
B.
Dixon,
Pastor.
-f
j
Each day's program will open with
HOME OFFICE: „. i
By R. Kent 'Martin,
A motion to adjourn carried.
305 Lincoln Wdg, Minneapolis, Mtaj
a morning general assembly—one for j
Attorney
for
Administrator
c.
t.
a.
Solon A. Karns,
Church School at 10:00 a. m.! ,
men and one for women. At noon
4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
Town Clerk.
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, j +
nationally
known
speakers
will
appear
Raymond and "Elton Gr
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
The Robinson Hardware Co., who
superintendent.
at
mass
meetings.
In
the
afternoon,
farmers
living just south of Aitol
are opening a new store at 325 Chest- [
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. |
****
added ten head qf purebred Hoist*!
nut Street in Atlantic, are holding a ' the men's program will be broken into
at
10:00
a.
m.
Merle
A meeting of the ladies aid society i
milch cows a few days ago to tb«|
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, big 10 day opening sale starting a number of departmental events.
Superintendent.
will
be held at the church Thursday.
Special
features
of
the
week
will
January 30, 1939.
large
herd of milch cows.
Thursday. They have over 200 items
Church
services
at
11:00
a.
m.
A 15c dinner wi:
' be served at noon.
The Town Council met in special specially priced for the event. An ad be: the Iowa Corn and Small Grain j A meetin
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
.
£ of the Men's Brotherhood
Glen A. Roe, wife and son, J
session with the following members in today's Tribune calls your atten- Show; the "Little International" Live- i wil1
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
be held at 7:3
stock
show,
to
be
presented
by
college
'
° o'clock Sunday
spent Sunday in Des Mbines with
present, Mayor Darrow, Councilmen tion to some of the opening specials.
students; three one-act plays by rural, evenin£ at the home of H. A. Gill.
Mrs. Soren Sandbeck, who has been brother, Lloyd Roe and family,
A Pilgrim Fellowship meeting, with
groups; the Black Hawk county woalso attended the afternoon meeting'
luck supper, will be held at the m poor health for a number of weeks, the Iowa Retail Clothiers' Associsti
men's chorus; and the Farm and Home a
and
is
able
to
be
6:30 o'clock Thursday evenWeek banquet Thursday evening.
house most of the
Cass County Sheep and Wool Growers
time.
Intermediate Christian Endeavor
to Hold Annual Banquet.
The annual Cass County Sheep and' W ' U meet at the church Allowing the
Elmer McFarland a son of n,
Wool Growers' banquet and meeting' C'°Se °f sch°o1 Priday afternoon. A
W. G. McFarland has been here
FOR SALE:j-Tally cards,
will be held at the Pullman Hotel pOt luck sup P er wil1 be serve°past week looking after business mat- lc. Tribune office, Anita.
in Atlantic on Friday, Feb. 24, start+ + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ters pertaining to the estate For a
ing at 6:30 p. m.
Am prepared to build brooder
The testimonials we received last spring, they'd
+
LUTHERAN MISSION AT 4 number of years Elmer has been loA very cordial invitation is extended
at
a reasonable price. Melvin Gi
cated
in
Honolulu,
but
returned
to
insist on their chicks getting the balanced ration posI. O. O. F. HALL.
to all those interested in sheep to at- »
,Los Angeles when his father passed
I
Rev.
Theo.
Hoemann.
sible only if you feed ROBERTS SPECIAL MIX
Small piano. Only f68 left to 1
tend the meeting.
'
' away.
CHICK MASH.
Continue the payments. Can be i
C. W. McDonald, Extension Animal + + + + + + 4 4 4 4 4
Divine services will be conducted at
in Anita. Write Critchett Piano1
Husbandman from Iowa State college,

Size
Oranges Medium
D™,.
2
Peanut Butter 2-»>Hand Soap

o*\ '

23c
23c
19C
L.Vg
Hi-Test — 3 Cans
20c
Yellow or White
Corn Meal
5 Pounds
9c
Ffsh
Salmon
— Pound
ISc
Whiting
Fish Very Good Eating —
10c

BURKE BROS.

RUPTURI

4- + + + 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 J

If Hens Could
Read—

Let us show you—HERE AT OUR STORE—just
why it makes a difference to your chicks to get this
balanced ration.

Roberts Produce
Phone 15

We've Been in the Fuel Business Long Enough to
Know That All Coal Is Not Alike
A coal to measure up to our standards, must be
more than just coal—it must be high in heat giving
qualities, clean and dependable.
An order entrustd to us assures you of 2,000 Ibs.
of fuel satisfaction. We invite you to
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

ROBERT SCOTT
ANJTA'LUMBER CO.
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

WANTT^ ADSj

Des Moinea,
,
will be present to discuss the manage- at* 2,A/?'
,°; P" hal1 Sunday afternoon ATLANTIC
ment of profitable farm
flocks
j
-:3° ° clock - Sundav Scho°' after «**-AWIlt
DANX3E with Duke Winger ai
A. V. Brady, Secretary-Treasurer servic( j s ' You al>d your children are
lnvlted
orchestra
Friday evening, Fobof the Iowa Sheep and Wool Growers'
'
K. P. hall. Admission 26c per 1
Association, will discuss the wool 4. 4. A A A ^ ~ I I ~
marketing program.
WOOD
Last call pa fcee soaps put out'
METHODIST CHURCH
WE CAN MAKE IT"
Reservations for the dinner must _
...
...
^
the J. R. Wtojfyjjf Co. Get in
Arthur
V.
Long,
Pastor.
«02-4 E. 3rd. St.
be made at the farm bureau office T ^.
at one* wita.S6^:Garrett, local
on or before Feb. 22 or with Joe Law- i ^ r - u ^ ^ T ^ * * * * * * *
kins dealer, Atlantic, Iowa.
ton of Lewis, E. G. Pont of Atlantic, •' Mt
'*• f°? " "' "^
Mt De
tf,
ermott
F. I. Northup of Lewis, Floyd Blank:
^
' Superintendent,
'FOR SALE:— Riled timothy h»y*
Phone 214 baled millet. Virgil 'Ebberry, 1 "
- .
inship of Cumberland, or Clarence' ^™f y ™
*
»*•
™*-\Pastor on the theme,
Acker of Atlantic.
'
*
mile south of Hig
west and
Old Fashioned Religion."
church.
P
George F. Shaffer and wife and
"'
lme
BOc buys 600 sheets of type*
and Land
Lindblom "*leader of the
Harry Swartz and wife drove to KanTitle Opinion13 » Specialty
dlSCUsslon on
The Ca8e
Paper,
size 8%xll Inches, at the i
"
Against
Sosas City, Mo., Sunday morning to
ane office.
see Sam Lamborn, a brother of the
ladies, who is seriously ill at a hosLAWYER
Portable Hammermill; grindi»8
E02 Chestnut Street _
pital in that city.
Phone 216 your farm to your satisfaction; P*w
14 on 24, Mbssena, and will »
The young people of the Anita and
reverse calls. R^JR. Arensmeier
Wiota Catholic churches have organr
STOCK REMOVED
ized a young people's club with a toPELCO egg m«tIi-M;he be st f» '
tal membership of nearly 100. The
Farmers Coop.,
lance Service
purpose of the organization is to bring
BUY ANITA BREAD.
PHONE 400 ANITA
about a closer relationship and more
WE PAY THE CHARGES
coordinate interest in the respective
All calls answered
'
SEE
parishes. The first regular meeting
DEMENT IMPLEMENT COANITA RENDERING
of the club will be held in Anita on
FOB SKELGAS BANfi**
SERVICE
'Wednesday evening, Feb. 15. Rev.
WAYNE OIL HEATEKS.
Harper Dorsey, Manager
M. J. O'Connor is moderator of the
STOCK TANK
club.
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Business

more thai
r-r|iI/.worth
T rr*" wore
As counsel for a New York state
v
^"^'^A^.fcCV
legislative insurance committee,
one ta wire and the other is
Charles Evans Hughes made a
La Fontaine.
name for himself in 1906 uncovering
what he thought to be irregularities.
The chief Hughes fear: That insurance company resources were so
It's a style you'll
ders.
as to make conservative, re--By Joseph W. La Bine—large
right now, in thin wool, a pretty
sponsible management increasingly
print, or flat crepe-and later on,
illegal Irish Republican army. While difficult. The Hughes remedy: Fedfor summer, in such cottons as
EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions nre
eral
supervision
of
insurance
investfirst arrests were being made and
gingham or linen.
expressed in tftex columns, they «r« thast
special guards were assigned to the ments.
of th» news latlyst. »nd not aecessirilr
No. 1683 is designed for sizes 8,
Since 1906 Mr. Hughes has risen
at the newspaper.
king and queen, Irish Prime Minis8, 10, 12 and 14 years. Size 8
to
the
U.
S.
Supreme
court
and
may
ter Eamon de Valera found occasion
requires 2% yards of 39 inch mahave changed his mind. At least
to regret the incident.
terial,
with 1% yards contrasting
Spam
Far from a terrorist, Mr. de Va- nothing has been done about it and
for applique and bands. •
Germany and Italy would not lera has won amazing concessions the vast insurance fund has quadNo. 1670 is designed for sizes 34,
have aided Rebel Spain if they had for Ireland by using much gentler rupled. Whereas Mr. Hughes sug36,
38, 40, 42, 44 and 4«. Size 36
gested
limiting
new
policies
to
no aspirations in the Iberian penin- tactics than the extremist Republirequires 4 yards of 39 inch matesula.
Nor, presumably, wouldcan army advocates. Today Ireland $150,000,000 a year per company,
rial with short sleeves; 4% yards
Rebel General Francisco Franco is known as Eire, having become an some now write $2,000,000,000 a year.
with long sleeves.
Today
there
are
$110,000,000,000
have accepted Fascist aid if he did independent state associated with
Send your order to The Sewing
not expect to repay that favor. the British commonwealth only for worth of policies in effect and inCircle Pattern Dept., Room 1020,
surance investments cover a surThese simple facts are being ig- certain minor purposes.
British
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
nored by France and Britain, who overlordship is gone except for far prisingly wide field. Samples: GovPrice of patterns, 15 cent* (in
now hope to woo the Rebels away North Ulster, which is largely Eng- ernment securities, $4,500,000,000;
coins) each.
from their Rome-Berlin connections lish Protestant as opposed to the railroads, $3,000,000,000; farm mort» Bel) SyndlcaM.-WNU Service.
to make a peace which would save Irish Catholicism of southern Ire- gages and corporation securities,
the defeated Loyalist cause. It is land. Main purpose behind the Re- $2,000,000,000; state, county and city
hoped thereby to end the war im- publican army is British withdrawal bonds, $1,500,000,000.
t Into the Night
If 'this 'business was worth invesmediately, giving General Franco a 'from Ulster. Mr. de Valera also
The
party was dreadfully dull,
partial victory when he could wants this but he believes in saner tigating 23 years ago it is even
and the guests were sitting round,
more
vulnerable
today.
Just
startachieve a complete victory through
looking and feeling very bored.
tactics.
ed in Washington is a 12-month probe
The hostess, in an attempt to inWhile soothing London's nerves by by the temporary national economic
fuse a little pep into the proceedasking laws to crush the illegal committee, headed by Wyoming's
ings, said, brightly: "Well, what
army, Mr. de Valera probably found Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney and betshall we do next? Does anyone
himself blushing with embarrass- ter known as the "monopoly inERE'S a very new and prac- know a really good game we can
ment when P. T. Kelly, an independ- vestigating committee." Chiming in
tical kind of every day dress
ent senator, arose to "regret that is William O. Douglas* Securities for you, and an adorable party play?"
Jatt BkSanTfott Get Cenah,
"Well," a normally gay young
the ultimatum sent by the Republi- and Exchange commission. Perti- frock foi little girls.
BAYER AtpMn. You Wif
man
suggested,
"1
know
a
decenl
nent
question
marks
include
(1)
can army to the British foreign sec. Bsttsr in m Hurry
Little
Girl's
Party
Frock.
what
influence
insurance
investguessing
game.
How
do
we
play?
retary had not been sent by the
You can make your small Well, first of all I go out—and
ments exert on U. S. money marIrish government."
The
ample
way pictured
kets, banks, railroads, etc.; (2) how daughter so happy (and do it so everyone spends the rest of the often brings amazingly fast
insurance executives are chosen; easily) by making her this basque evening trying to guess where I've from discomfort and sore 1
Relief
(3) possibility of interlocking direc- frock with the rippling skirt and
accompanying colds.
It is paradoxical that this year's torates between insurance firms and contrasting bands. Bright little ap- gone!'
Try it. Then—see your dotty
anti-administration congress should utilities.
He probably will tell you to
pliques bloom all round the hem
be the first to admit that federal
tinne with the Bayer Aspirin
Though the monopoly committee of the very full skirt—hearts or
relief is a permanent fixture. But has often reiterated that it is not tulips, whichever you prefer. Tafcause it acts so fast to relieve
comforts of a cold. And to
this does not mean that the White hunting witches, and although Mr. feta, silk crepe, organdy or bafever.
House and Capitol Hill are agreed Douglas maintains he only wants to tiste are pretty materials for this.
This simple way, backed..
on how relief should be handled. j bring the Hughes report up to date
Button-Front Day Dress.
scientific authority, has largely mi
No sooner had the nation recovered
planted the'use of strong mediciaa
This is a new type of dress that
the shock of congress' indeWHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? from
in easing cold symptoms. PdujL
you'll
feel
particularly
well
in,
pendence
in
slashing
$150,000,000
(Shoemaker, Chicago Daily Newt)
the easiest, most effective way m
and wear endlessly for shopping
from the relief deficiency bill, than
discovered. But make sure you gill
and
runabout.
It's
very
nice
to
relief
again
popped
into
the
head& few more weeks' fighting on the
lines:
your figure, because it has tucks
Madrid-Valencia front.
'Emergency.' As President Rooseon the shoulders and' just above
The likelihood of a complete Loythe waist, to fill out the bustline. ALWAYS
alist surrender is evidenced by an velt signed the reduced deficiency
QUKKREUEF
The skirt is slim over the hips
apparent breakdown in morale, appropriation he begged congress to
FOR AND
restore
the
$150,000,000.
Reason:
and slightly flaring. The sleeves
coupled with internal squabbling.
INDIGESTION
An army of 200,000 government "In my opinion an emergency now
are smartly upped at the shoultroops allowed itself to be routed exists." The President said WPA's
out of Catalonia. Next day Loyalist alternatives are (1) to slash 1,000,President Manuel Azana plumped 000 reliefers from the rolls by April
for unconditional surrender while 1 or (2) to oust from 1,500,000 to
Premier Juan Negrin boasted he 2,000,000 via week-by-week reducwould continue fighting. Mean- tions from April 1 to July 1. Since
while, in southeastern Spain, Loyal- ach WPA client presumably has
ist Gen. Jose Miaja was a virtual ependents, the President thought
dictator hi his own right, ignoring t was contrary to "human decenboth Senors Azana and Negrin. :y" to leave from 4,000,000 to 8,000,Whether he wanted to surrender or 100 Americans stranded.
continue fighting was anybody's
'URA.' The house received a bill
guess.
:rom Virginia's Clifton A. Woodrum
Britain and France could hardly which would completely upset the
expect General Franco to jump at a administration's relief apple cart,
peace offer from such badly-tattered creating 'URA' (unemployment reopposition, but they did. It was ief administration). The bill's lightCHARLES EVANS HUGHES
reliably reported that Anglo-French ly-camouflaged purpose is to give
The tins are now quadrupled.
interests were offering to supply congress complete voice over refunds for reconstructing Spain if ief, hamstringing the White House.
Franco would oust German and Stipulations: (1) halving the Presi- there, is a good chance of new legisproviding federal regulation
Italian influence. So anxious were dent's 193JMO budgetary relief re- lation
the British that they sent a cruiser quest of $2,266,165,000; (2) abolish- over all interstate insurance busi
This would supplement stat
to carry Rebel Spain's envoy to the ing WPA and creating 'URA' which ness.
now in effect.
Loyalist island of Minorca, where would report monthly to congress; supervision
Adding
to
their discomfort is the
a surrender was asked and won.
3) providing for congressional alloby Montana's Sen. Burton
In return for these gestures, Gen- cation of relief funds to individual demand
Wheeler that insurance comeral Franco offered little to the two state agencies; (4) giving the Pres- K.
panies take a greater hand in helpgreat European democracies who dent $120,000,000 a year to spend ing reorganize U. S. railroads. The
refused him recognition until all as he sees fit; (5) attempting to Wheeler charge: That present inLoyalist hope was gone. His prom- divorce politics from relief.
surance company negotiations with
ise: To remove foreign troops,
'Off Again, On Again.' Created in carriers feature repeated conceswhich does not necessarily mean 1933, PWA is soon to expire. But sions to investment bankers at the
removal of foreign influence. Ex- Secretary of the Interior Harold L. expense of bondholders. But if rail
pected daily is recall of the old [ekes has urged creation of a per- aid presents as many obstacles as
Bourbon dynasty to Spam's throne. manent PWA to prevent future de- insurance men claim, the probable
Probable ruler will be big, sportsolution of this problem will not be
loving Prince Jaime, not a sufferer
a federal whipping post for insurfrom haemophilia (bleeding) like so
BMBIAII*
ance companies but revision in the
many Bourbons. Highly grateful to
railroad reorganization statute.
the man who restored his throne,
ftff«*
Prince Jaime would be more than
Treasury
T n i l f t l •• A • BMM Ouuriploo rmc. drl«"j
willing to let General Franco rule*,
Statutory limit of the U. S. public
as premier, a la Mussolini.
debt is now $45,000,000,000, which
Mt >•_*•*** k«*"^
will be reached when and if conVatican
gress approves President RooseWithin 18 days of a pope's death,
velt's new budget. (Current debtthe Sacred College of Cardinals
About $39,700,000,000). When conmust meet in Rome to elect his
gress convened last month it was
successor. Locked in secret conrumored the administration would
FlRESTONE triumph* againl This tto»
clave at the Vatican during late
ask to raise the debt limit another
with the new Firestone Champion, the tire
February and early March, these
$5,000,000,000. To congressional fisprinces of the Roman Catholic
cal experts who questioned him
that sets the safety standards fo* 1939. This new
church will name a successor to the
about the U. S. financial outlook,
tire provides a combination of safety feature*
late Pope Pius XL Attesting to the
Secretary of the Treasury Henry
never before built into a tire. It Is a completely
futility of prediction was; the last
Morgenthau Jr. explained that it
election, on February 6, 1922, when
might be a good idea to raise the
new achievement in safety engineering*
Pius—only nine months a cardinal
debt limit. Said he: "I would not
«P«ience gained on *J
—was elevated over the heads of
be worried to see it (the debt) go
e world and in the
many more favored candidates.
to another $4,000,000,000 or $5,000,«M*wfeave *"•*?{
a revolutionary new typToUord
000,000, which is the present budget,
Provide, amazingly greater
Favored candidate this time is
strength.
This
ouwandm
and we are going to have to ask
Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli, papal sectread which azures much
congress, if you vote this money,
** ""* of a thicfceMM^fcer, d
SECRETARY ICKE8
retary of state who serves as tembody
and
Gear-Grip
tread,
to
Increase
the
treasury's
borrow"Off
again,
on
again,
gona
again
.
.
."
porary pope during the interim being power." Mulling over this adtween Pius' death and the election
completely new standard, of
of his successor. Though he con- pressions. Says he: "American Vice, congressmen "decided th£ ofmileage.
safety, silent operation and
fesses a longing to lead the con- growth has been an 'off again, on ficial request, which will come from
templative life of a monk, Cardinal again, gone again Finnigan' . . . the White House, may precipitate
Pacelli has the excellent record of We owe it to our people to protect another feud between spenders and
papal diplomat that qualifies him them . . . from the strains and conservatives.
extra layers of Safety-Lock cords under
%"*^!^ ^tures of <3ttm.Dipping,
for the job of pope in a year like stresses of an economic system
the hUtory of tire building has there be™
u and Gear-GriP tread design. Never in a
which . . . periodically has hurtled
1939.
against the dangers of blowouts, P^r^nZkidd^^^ combination to protect you
Only stumbling block to Cardinal off the track. A program of 'timed''
Pacelli's election is the growing be- or 'balanced' public works . . .
GANDHI
—
Mrs.
Kasturibhai
Call on your nearby Firestone Dealer c"*
A
lief that a non-Italian might make would act like a gyroscope." For
Gandhi, "faithful, silent" wife of
Auto Su ol
equip your car with a set of new Firestone Pi,am tOne
P V "^ Service Store an*
more headway in settling the cur- proof Mr. Ickes pointed to PWA
India's
Mohandas
K.
Gandhi,
has
lon
rent European turmoil. Though the allotments last June, when the fedtafety proved on the speedway for your Zl^; P Tires—the only tires made which ^
been arrested for participating in
position traditionally goes to an Ital- eral reserve jndex stood at 77. By
»on on the highway.
a civil disobedience campaign.
October
the
index
had
risen
to
97,
ian, it is recalled that in 1922 the
FLEGENHEIMER
—
Mrs.
ArSpanish Cardinal Merry del Val lee and by November to 100.
thur Flegenheimer, wddow of
early balloting.
New York's late policy racketeer,
5.25-17.
Miscellany
6.00-18. $lfc.5o 5.25-17. tu.,o
Schultz" Flegenheimer,
5.50-16.
Great Britain
In Harrisburg, Pa., State Rep. "Dutch
6.25-16.
4.50-21.
5.50-16.
testified she saw her husband in
5.50-17.
6.50-16.
Last January 13 the British for John J. Baker proposed a $50 "baby
5.50-17
conference
with
James
J.
Hines,
4.75-19.
5.50-17.
6.00-16.
eign office received a mysterious bonus" for needy mothers, "not to
Tammany
leader
who
is
accused
6,00-16
5.00-19.
6.00-16.
6.00-17.
/'ultimatum" demanding withdraw increase the population but to make
of selling protection.
6.00-17.
5.25-17.
a] of English troops from Irelanc sure mothers can depend on proper
MOONEY—Mrs, Rena Mooney.
5.25-18.
medical
attention."
within •four days. Three days later
wife of Calilornia's ex-Convict
jan exploding .throughout • In Cleveland, Safety Director
Tom Mooney, promises to fight
~ lies and between subse Eliot Ness claime<| 80 per cent of
her husband's reported attempt
Scotland Yard was serious traffic violations are comVa divorce her.
Ility with the mitted by WPA workers.
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160 Years Ago They Celebrated
Washington's Birthday -What
a Riot That Turned Out to Bel

' Two "Happy Endings1
• Another British Girl

• Tex Ritter Shuns Horse

• By Virginia Vale
> H E Y ' V E been having
"happy ending" trouble
'Idiot's Delight." In the
, the hero and heroine
gp'ared to die together. But
t didn't seem to work out
well when the picture was
^viewed, so another ending
is prepared, to be used if
.er pre-release audiences liked it
fcer than the original one.
Slow that Vivien Leigh is sched'l to shoot into stardom (if "Gone,
the Wind" turns out well for
,„ some of the pictured in which
appeared in England will be refled again over here,
leanwhile we have the .word of
jue Westmpre, the demon mafce|man, that another girl from the
isles will "burn up HollyHer name fa Maureen
ra, for screen purposes; to real

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
¥»'
•W Weitarn
Newspaper Union.
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RE
,RESENT-DAY
visitors
to Williamsburg, Va.,
wil
will find there numerous
reminders of the fact that
George Washington was a familiar figure on its shady
streets in the days when it
was the colonial capital of the
Old Dominion. But few of
them realize, perhaps, that
Williamsburg was also the
scene of the most riotous celebration of his birthday in
the history of this country,
even though Washington was
not there to witness it. Yet,
such was the case, and that
celebration took place just
160 years ago.

The first public celebration of
Washington's birthday had been
held the previous year—in 1778.
Washington was then with his
army at Valley Forge and, since
Pennsylvania had accepted the
new calendar (revised by Pope
Gregory to 1581 but not adopted
by England until 1752) the celebration was staged on February
22, the same date which we observe. Incidentally, Virginia ignored the new calendar until after Washington's final birthday,
which he celebrated at Alexandria in 1799 on February 11, his
real birthday according to the old
calendar. So George Washington,
while he was living, was a man
with' two birthdays a year!
Our knowledge of the Valley
Forge celebration is obtained
I it's Maureen Fttssimmens. She from Washington's expense acj from D^dio, t» W yean old, counts which were first published
k is the afceovery of Erich Pom- by John C. Fitzpatrick, chief of
discoverer of Marlene Diet- the manuscript division of the LiShe Is worklnr to London to brary of Congress, in 1917. They
i new Charles Langhton picture, show that he distributed a gratuInn" as Lauffaton's lead* ity of 15 shillings to the band of
Procter's Fourth Continental Arflady.
tillery.
Serenade at Valley Forge.
Hitter, Monogram's singing
ffboy, is on a two months' person- "The army knew that he liked
[appearance tour, with four mem- music and this knowledge cari of the musical unit used to his ried Procter's artillery band (it
res. They are traveling by car, was nothing but a drum and fife
Tex to his trailer, and expect corps) tramping through the ice
top in 52 towns before they re- and snow of that dreary winter
to the'studio and another se- to 1778, to Valley Forge, to serei of westerns.
.
nade their general on his birthday," writes Mr. Fitzpatrick to
t's to be a new hair cut for his book, "George Washington
i ladies, named for Ina Claire; it Himself—A Common Sense Biogbe launched with tons of pub- raphy Written From His ManuOf course, Miss Claire has scripts," published to 1933. "It
'kind of hair that will take and was a gesture of affection which
any kind of hair-do, and can brought the ragged musicians
i it whipped into shape by an some of the very few silver coins
three or four times a week, left to the purse of the Commandeven every day, which makes er-in-Chief."
gs tough for her imitators.
As a matter of fact these "very
few silver coins" were later reGeorge Baft's departure from paid for Washington's expense
ramount was not exactly unex- accounts show that he charged
cted. It came as a result of his this amount to the government
sal to play the lead in "Magnifl- as a legitimate expense, just as
Fraud." Lloyd Nolan has he charged the tips he always
tied the habit of stepping into the gave to servants to the houses
that Raft doesn't want, so Which he used as headquarters
did, it this time. Last August, during the Revolution for the "exRaft refused a role to "St. tra trouble" his presence caused
Blues," the same thing hapned.

Christopher Wren Ball on the campus of the College of William and
Mary. In front is the Lord Botetort statue and a cannon of Revolutionary
war days.
quarters Washington chose Middlebrook, N. J.
In December he set out for
Philadelphia whence Martha
Washington had Journeyed from
Mount Vernon to meet him. On
January 6, 1779, they attended a
ball to honor of the seventy-third
birthday of Benjamin Franklin,
who was then serving as ambassador to France. Concerning this
party, Franklin's daughter, Mrs.
Richard Bache, wrote to her father:
"I have lately been several
times invited abroad with the
General and Mrs. Washington.
He always inquires after you to
the most affectionate manner,
and speaks of you highly. We
danced at Mrs. Powell's your
birthday, of night J should say,
to company together, and he told
me it was the anniversary of his
marriage; it was just 20 years
that night."
' .
On January 18 Washington attended a banquet given by congress to honor of the French minister and during the remainder of
his stay to Philadelphia he sat
twice for portraits. One of them
was by Du Simitiere, a French
painter, but the other is more famous. It was painted by Charles
Willsbn Peale who depicted him
at the Battle of Princeton.
On February 2 Washington and
Martha set out for Middlebrook
and there on February 22 his
birthday was Again the occasion
for a public celebration. It was
a similar affair to the onetoValley Forge the previous year and,
since Martha was present, it was
evidently a very decorous one.
Far different, however, was the
celebration "of the event down at
Williamsburg. The students at
the College of William and Mary
had prepared a subscription paper to ask contributions for a big
birthday party honoring the distinguished Virginian, who was
commander-in-chief of the forces
fighting for American liberty.

salute in honor of General Washington.
Soon afterwards a lieutenant
appeared with a platoon of soldiers to claim the cannon. The
celebrants made him welcome,
carried him into the Raleigh and
supplied him with punch to drink.
But this hospitality could not dissuade him from his purpose—he
had been sent to get the cannon,
by force, if necessary. When a
certain Colonel Innis, who was
one of the sponsors of the celebration, declined to give them up
the lieutenant reported the matter to Captain Digges, his. superior, who to turn notified Governor Henry of the situation.
The governor told Captain
Digges to use his own Judgment
to handling it. Thereupon, acqording *to the diary of David
Meade Randolph, one of the William and Mary student celebrators:
"In the pride of his power, with
60 men, he (Captain Digges)
drew up to form;,and demanded
the cannon at the point of his
bayonetl Innis Btept up to Captain Digges, and shaking his cane
at him, swore that he would cane
him, if he did not depart instantly with his men!
"This enraging Digges—he said
that if the nieces were not surrendered he would fire upon the
party. Innis repeating his threat,
ordered Finnic to charge the cannon with brick bats: the mob to
the street, and the gentlemen of
the ball, re-echoing,the order.
"The pieces were soon charged
with brick bats: Innis all the
while firmly standing by the Captain at the head of his men, daring him to fire I After some delay,
the Captain retreated with his
men; and the evening closed with
great joy."
But that wasn't the end of the
affair by any means. The next
day Colonel Innis was arrested
and arraigned before the Hustings court for riot. In the courtroom he was confronted again
by Captain Digges. Hot words
passed between the two men and
To this desk came a touching stoagain the colonel threatened to
about a Cocker spaniel named
"cane" the captain. Colonel Intady," given to Tommy Riggs
, nis' anger abated, however, when
Rudy Vallee a year ago. Acthe court released him and he
ding to this little tale from the
walked triumphantly out of the
representative, 'the dog alcourtroom with the "friends who
ays listened to the Riggs Saturhad shared the honors of the prenight air shows. It began to
ceding night"—so the Randolph
ne in a corner when a dog chardiary assures us.
er was totrpduced on the proram, not knowing that the dog
Honored by French.
The next Washington's birthday
played;by Brad Barker,
an
an|celebration of which we have
imitator.
"' : " •' V ' ',
any record occurred during the
nd, ran the story, a doctor friend
last year of the Revolution. Count
Biggs' claimed that, when
wa
Rochambeau, commander of
Judy" died the next day, •* «
Washington's French allies, was
ecause of "the nearest thing to a
to the habit of honoring his sovken, heart that ne had ever seen
ereign on his birthday and as a
an animal."
gracious gesture he prepared to
(That doctor should have consulted
do the same thing for Washingelevator boy to Biggs' apartton. Accepting February 11, in^ hotel, who confided to me the
stead of February 22, as Washct that the dog died of distemper.
ington's birthday, Rochambeau
at distemper doesn't make a
wrote from his headquarters at
aching little story for press
Newport, R. I., on February 12
ents.
as follows:
"We have put off celebrating
[Got any hobbies? Dave Elman,
that holiday till today, by reason
Interior of toe historic Ralelfh Tavern, as restored by Colonial
ductor of "Hobby Lobby," deof the Lord's day and we will celres that, according to statistics, Wull.msbuVfVln1, with funds provided byJobn D. *™*«****f'£
ebrate it with, .the sole regret
T«», ,r . . p* uje coUege of William and Mary held theli
We of modern man is prolonged •
0)Bt your excellency be not a witto
several years through totelliness of the effusion and gladness
pnt use of leisure time in cultivatof our hearts." So the celebraTheir enthusiasm was somewhat
g them. If Elman himself doesn't them. He felt justified to doing
tion was held on February 12 and
dampened when Gov. Patrick
ok out he'Jl need something more
since he never received any
the "effusion and gladness of our
Henry refused permission for the
a hobby to: prolong his. .Since salary from the government
hearts"
took the form of a holicelebration
to
be
held.
Even
. of his "Hobby Lobby" guesu while serving as commander-inday for all the French troops, a
though the cause was a worthy
nve in New York before Monday chief of the Continental army.
parade and the firing of a salute
one, he "could not think of any
ornong, he works from nine o'clock
With the precedent of observin honor of the American comkind of rejoicing at a time when
flnday morning until at least mid- ing the birthday of the "Father
mander.
our
country
was
engaged
to
warl
IBM Monday nigflt interviewing of His Country" (he was first
Twelve days later Washington
with such gloomy prospects." *-em and preparing the material called that to a German almawrote from his winter headquarhis broadcasts.
But
the
irrepressible
collegians
nac, published at Lancaster, Pa.,
ters at New Windsor, north of
went right ahead with their pre,plate to 1778) thus established at
West Point, to the French genarations
and
a
grand
ball
on
the
..ODDS
ENDS-Gpbriel HeaUer Valley Forge, it was natural that
eral as follows:
night of February 22 was given
Met , that ht could git wther gutoi his army should hold another cel"The flattering distinction paid
to the historic Raleigh tavern,
»>, th, PtojM- i,)^ oMrod M
to the anniversary of my birth•7 /wtener, „ f^ Utmtey rftf . . . ebration the next year.
the
scene
of
so
many
important
In November, 1778, Washington
day is an honor for which I dare
« along (ofcfc fa maouwmju ol
social events in old Williamsnot attempt to express my gratiGone With ifo Vindf Han come. put his army into winter quarters
burg.
Some
time
during
the
evetude. I confide in your ExcelOut Falter Connoll) at various places on either side
ning
a
party
of
hilarious
students
ugned long wo, won't b* ii< of the Hudson river to keep an
lency's sensibility to interpret my
found
unguarded
two
cannon
be«ui; hit option* wTirM and he'u eye on the British commander,
feelings for this, and for the
longing
to
the
Virginia
militia
Sir Henry CJUnton, who had evacobliging manner to which you are
and
dragged
them
to
the
Raleigh
mak uated Philadelphia and occupied
pleased to announce it/'
to
climax
the
evening
by
firing
a
ce/£T*r>* **" *" **"'
New York. For his own head• Western Newipapac Union.

How did Washington celebrate
his birthday after hi* great task
of winning freedom for his country was ended? In 1783 he resigned his commission to the
army and retired to Mount Vernon, hoping to spend the rest of
his days as a Virginia planter.
Characteristic of his simplicity
and Jove for the soil is tins entry to his diary during 1785:
"Tuesday, February 22. Removed two pretty large and full
grown Lilacs to the No. Garden
gate, one. on each side, taking up
as much'dirt with the. roots a»
could well, be. obtained . . . I
also removed from the Woods
and old fields several young Trees
of the Sassafras, Dogwood and
Redbud to the shrubbery on the
No. side of the grass plot." Thus
the hero of the Revolution celebrated bis birthday — planting
trees!
Birthday Was Moving Day.
But even more prosaic was his
celebration of his first birthday
as President ot the United States,
says his diary for "Monday, February 22, (1790). Set seriously
about removing my furniture to
my new home. Two of the gentlemen of the family had their
beds taken there and would sleep
there tonight."
This "new home" was the first
Executive Mansion, the ,McCombs house on Broadway. New
York.city, and the mind of the
first President of the United
States on that historic birthday
was occupied, not with the affairs of state, but with the homely details of placing and arranging furniture. However, there
was evidently a reception of
some sort to his honor at that
time for he records, somewhat
naively, on February 23: "Few
or no visitors at the Levee today, from the idea of my being
on the move."
Although Washington was loath
to encourage any celebration of
his birthday, since it might
smack of homage to royalty, his
people were eager to honor him
on that occasion. Especially was
this true after the seat of government was moved from New York
city to Philadelphia.
In 1795 a ceremonious function
was held to the capital to honor
of the President's birthday and
the following year an even more

Finest Needlework
In Exclusive Design

Pattern 1841
It's the accessories in a home
that make it beautiful. Fulfill your
ambition for a delightful homeit's easy when such lovely designs are at your command. This
oval doily—suitable for centerpiece, buffet or luncheon set—
measures 18 by 36 inches, the
other doilies 12 inches and 6
inches. Made of string, they work
up easily. The richness of the design will give you pleasure. Pattern 1841 contains directions for
making doilies; illustrations of
them and of stitches; materials
required; photograph of section of
doily.
Send 15 cents in stamps or coins
(coins preferred) for this pattern
to The Sewing Circle, Needlecraft
Dept., 82 Eighth Ave., New York.
Please write your name, address and pattern number plainly.

"Luden's, like hot lemonade, contain * factor
that helps contribute to
your alkaline reserve."
ARTHUR BARTELS,
AtthOe Dtndor, Nttt Ygrt

LUDEN'S
MINTHOL C6UOH DKOf»

Two Examples
When you see a good man, think
of emulating him; when you see a
bad man, examine your own
heart.—Confucius.

How Women
in Their 409s
Can Attract Men
•boot hot flashes, lota of pep, dinar spells,
npwt nerves and moody spells.
Get more fresh air, 8 bra. deep and If you
need a good general system tonic take Lydla
EL Pinkhanra Vegetable Compound, made
ujneiaUf for womm. It helpa Nature build
up ptadeal resistance, thus helps give more
vTvJdty to enjoy life and assist calming
jittery nerns and disturbing aymptomathat
often accompany change ot life. WEU.
WOETH TRY&GI

Portrait of Washington painted
by Charles Willson Peale in Philadelphia shortly before his birthday celebration at Middlebrook,
N. J., February 22,1779.
Vital Partisans
elaborate one was given. FitzModerators of opinion are often
patrick says of it: "The church- useful but the glory or the shame
bells rang, the light horse, artil- belong to partisans.—Harper.
lery and light infantry seized the
opportunity to turn out in full
falters*
strength, to show off their new
uniforms, and artillery salutes
were fired. Congress, the state
flrctday.
officials, the clergy' and others
Headaches
visited the President to pay their
and Fever
respects and to the evening the
UOUID. TABLETS
««•*<! CMUU
Assembly gave a ball, which' the UU.VB.NOil
In SO mlnatea.
DROPS
President and Mrs. Washington Iky "««MB>Tta«"-« Wialirtil UdMt
attended, which was, Dunlap's
Advertiser reported, 'the most
Without Progress
brilliant display of beauty, perLeisure without books is death,
haps, ever exhibited to this
burial alive.—Seneca.
city/ "
Soon after the Revolution
closed and even before Washington became President, his Virginia friends instituted one cele, oration of his birthday which
lasted for many years. This was
the "Birthright Ball," first held
to Alexandria and attended by the
hero of the Revolution whose diary betrays his great fondness
for "routs" and who never failed
6-39
to attend one of these functions. WNU—N
Washington's last birthday, to
Love's Reflection
1799, was marked by the marriFor love reflects the thing beage of his beloved adopted daughter, Nellie Custis, who requested loved.—Tennyson.
him ty wear the splendid new uniform of General of the Armies Of
the United States, an office that
had been created for him the previous year. Instead, the general
presented her with the magnifithe Blood
cent white plumes from the uniif Harmful Body Waste
form and appeared at the wedding clad to the uniform to which
he had won his greatest .fame-cue old Continental buff and blue.
Beneath his arm was a faded
cocked hat with a simple ribbon
.
.
cockade, a reminder of those stir., _ e b e , attacks ol dlsalness.
. --- . up night*, •welling, puffln«es
ring days when he was waging
Sn*TilM> «••-•. »•*« of nervooa
his fight for the liberties of his
' '
aa of pep and strength.
? kidney or bladder tUscountry.
- w B t o g , «»•>«» « »«>
Just aa simple and unassuming
as this, gesture was his comment
to his diary for this, his last birthday.
He merely wrote: "The
Revd Mr Davis and Mr Geb Calvert came to dinner and Miss
Custis was married at Candle
light to Mr Lawrence Lewi*."

COLDS

Watch Your

Kidneys/

DOANS PILLS
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Announcement Special
Vacuum Packed
Coffee
or more purchase of Red Crown
or Solite with Ethyl Gasoline
on

Feb. 11
We are offering this special to the people of Anita
d vicinity as an announcement that we have taken
the local management of the Standard Station,
ated just west of the post office, and to show you
at we will appreciate you? patronage throughout
e coming year. We promise to give you prompt
d courteous Standard Service at all times.

Fred F. Joy and wife of Churdan,
D. L. Spiker and wife were at ElIowa, and his mother, Mrs. Isabel! Joy, liott last Friday to attend the funeral
who is spending the winter with her services for a niece of Mr. Spiker,
granddaughter, Mrp. Glenn McCall, in who died Wednesday in Omaha.
Bagley, were Visiting with relatives
and friends in Anita Monday.
Miss Mary Agnes Bongers, a student at St. Joseph's Academy in Des
Miss Jane Dement, who recently Moines, spent the week end in Anita
finished a commercial course at the with her parents, Leo V. Bongers and
American Institute of .Business in Des wife.
Moines, has been given employment
at the State Finance Co. in the capiMrs. Ada Maggard of Creston and
tol city. iMSss Dement is a daughter Miss Beas Millard of Corning were
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dement of visitors in Anita the past week at
Anita.
the home /of their brother, Carl C.
Millard and wife.
At their home northeast of the city
last Friday evening, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Elaine Smither, who has been
Sterling Sorensen entertained a group working in Des 'Moines for several
of friends at four tables of pinochle. months, has returned to Anita to
High scores were held by Mrs. Nellie spend a few weeks with her parents,
Petersen and Albert Paul. Late in the Postmaster George Smither and wife.
evening refreshments were served by I
the host and hostess.
Forty friends and neighbors attend'
' I ed a charivari for Mr. and Mrs. Louis
A meeting of the Girl Scouts was R°bison, newlyweds, last Thursday
held last Thursday evening at the evening. The couple returned the day
home of Miss Isabel Shaffer, daugh- before from a honeymoon trip and are
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George !F. Shaffer. now at their new home on the Laartz
Mrs. Azel S. Ames and 'Miss Christina • farm southwest of Wiota.
HoCen, Scout sponsors, were present.
At her home on Rose Hill Avenue
Following the business meeting,
1&St Wednesaa
y afternoon, Mrs. George
social time and lunch were enio'v d
F. Shaffer was hostess to the memby the Scouts.
bers of the Knot-a'-Kare bridge club.
The Loyal Circle of the Methodist Additional guests were Mrs. Neil Johnchurch held a farewell party for the son, Mrs. Azel S. £mes and Mrs. Fred
C. W. Garlock fami'.y at the church G. Boren. Hig'Ji' score was held by
dining room Tuesday evening, with a Mrs. M. M. Feller.
6:30 o'clock covered dish dinner. A
Miss Lois Duthie, junior student
social evening was spent by those in in home economics at Iowa State
attendance. Mr. Garlock and his fam- college in Ames, has been appointed
ily are moving to a farm near Nor- council member of the Campus 4-H
walk, Iowa, the first of March.
club. This organization is planning

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
JACK OAKIE

and LUCILLE BALL

IN THE SEASON'S GAYEST SHOW

"Annabel Takes a Tour"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Sat.-Sun. Matinee Sat.
FEB. 11-12

2:OO P. M.

THIS BIG BEAMING PICTURE
IS A STORY FOR US ALL
.. .when Shirley in her innocence
identifies the gruff old gentleman,
upstairs as our national "Uncle
Sam" .and rushes to save him from
rhe troubles she's heard he's in!

a reception for all women attending
A farrowing house and a few near- i the annual Farm and Home week proby outbuildings at the Lloyd Klever' gram Feb. 12 to 17 who are interested
farm home near Exira were damaged ' in 4-H work.
by fire one morning last week. One i
sow, in the farrowing house where the I Leon G. Voorhees of Oklahoma City,
blaze had its origin, was killed and , Okla., spent a few days in the city
another received minor burns. An oil' the past week on business. Mr. Voorheater had been upset by one of the hees is president of the Anita State
hogs after the latter had torn down ! Bank and also has banking interests
a partition separating the stove from in Oklahoma City. As a boy and
the remainder of the building. Mr.' young man he lived in Anita, but for
Klever is a son-in-law of Mrs. Hattie the past fifteen years has made his
Wiese of Anita.
•
i home in Oklahoma.
iriff P. P| Edwards of Atlantic
A meeting of the Townsend club
Ian Anita visitor Friday morn- will be held this (Wednesday) evening
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Buttolph are
The Grant township teachers held
at the home of George Wild.
the proud parents of twins, who were their regular meeting one night last
L. Peacock and daughter, Miss
The condition of S. E. Goodrich, born to them at noon last Friday at week at school No. 7, with all seven
spent the week end in Sioux who has been seriously i}l for a the Atlantic hospital. The stork left teachers present. Seatwork was ex[with their daughter and sister, number of weeks, remains about the a husky girl and b.oy whose combined changed and plans were made for the
weight totaled nearly 13 pounds. The spelling and declamatory contests. It [
I John Serdinsky and husband.
same.
girl, who has been named Diane was decided to have the township elimLorene, weighed 7 pounds and 3?& 'nation contests on Friday afternoon,'
ounces, while the boy, who has been March 10 at No. 9. After the meeting j
HOWARD TISSUE
named Danny Dale, tipped the scales refreshments were served by the hos-)
at 6 pounds and 10% ounces. There teas, 'Miss Eula G<arlock. The next
AS SNOW'SOFT AS DOWN
are, two other children in the family, meeting will be held at No. 9, the
Dixie, 6, and Dickey, 6. Mr. Buttolph school taught by Miss Marie Breen.
6 Rolls 4Qc
is the local manager of the West Iowa
L;--i?WThe first quarterly meeting of the
BONGERS BROS.—Anita, Iowa
Telephone Co.
year of the Stuart Deanery will be
held at Greenfield Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock. Rev. P. J. O'Leary,
pastor of St, John's Catholic church
at Greenfield, is in charge of general
arrangements for the day. Mrs. Joe
Kopp of Adair is president of the
Also Terry-Toon Cartoon; Miniature and Late News
Deanery council. Mrs. Kopp recently
announced the appointment of committee chairmen for the year which
included Mrs. John Schaake as program chairman, and Mrs. Frank Kopp,
When you think of coal, think of
Petitions are being circulated in
shrines in the home.
the Kunz Grain Co. All our coals Audubon county protesting selection
are the best in their class. Phone of dark red brick for the new courtj Ray Johnson has rented the resi- 48, Anita, Iowa.
tf
house building to be erected in Aududence property on Rose Hill Avenue
bon.
Those sponsoring the protest
l now occupied by Merle Wilson and
Robert Scott and wife were in Des move state that a lighter shade would
j family, and will take possession the Moines last week where they attended be more attractive and in all ways
j first of Miarch at which time the the state convention of the Iowa Lum- more desirable than those upon which
;' Wilson family will move to a farm bermen's Association.
the supervisors have decided to use.
; northwest of Anita. The Johnson
i family have been living in a residence
The members of the Double
| property on East Main Street, which club enjoyed a winner and loser party "My Skin Was Full of Pimples
iind Blemishes from Constipation"
j will become the home of Jas. B. Her- last Thursday evening at the home
Verna Hchlepp: "Since using AiiI riman and wife. Henry A. Karns and of Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Howard says
lerika the pimples are gone. My skin
j family will move to the property that on West Main Street. A social ev- is smooth am! glows with health." Ad\ has been the home of Mr. and Mrs. ening was spent by the club members lerika washes BOTH bowels, and reconstipation that so often agHerriman for a good many years.
following ft 7:00 o'clock covered itish lieves
gravates a bad complexion. At all
dinner.
leading drug-gists.
A capacity crowd attended the
P. T. A. ,held at Grant No. 9 Friday
j evening. The program was prepared
i by Mrs. Carl Moore and Ralph Rich.. . and again in 1939
j ter.
A play, "Pa Has a Vit" was
!
presented
by Mr. and Mrs. Richter
people everywhere are saying,
j and Mr. and Mrs. Moore. Other num1 bers included a mock wedding, a negro
I play by Fred Possehl and 'Mrs. Smith,
j and musical numbers by Mrs. Russell
Adams, Barbara Rhoads and Naomi
C. F. DARROW, Manager
Chevrolet oufteUs all others because ChevRichter. Mrs. C. B. Christensen was.
rolet out-values all others! That's the
holder of a lucky number in a drawverdict of discerning buyers in all parts of
i ing for a bed spread. Lunch was
the country, and it will be your verdict,
| served by a committee composed of
too, when you weigh the many extra-value
I Mrs. Richter, Mrs. Lowenberg and
features Chevrolet is offering. Modem
Mr. Henriksen.
features—important features—exclusive
Miss Clara Mae Lowenberg, daughfeatures like Vacuum Gearshift*, Valve- A QiniMl ftMwt VoliM
ter of Mr. and Mirs. P. W. Lowenberg
in-Head Engine, New "Observation Car"
of Anita, has been named a member
Visibility, ^Perfected Knee-Action Riding extremely low prices! Only Chevrolet
We have started a new year with our locker sysof the honor students' group of the
Systemf, «nd Tiptoe-Malic Clutch— fea- gives so much for so little, and that is why
tem,
and it has been most gratifying to note the reCommercial Extension, Omaha, busiturea available nowhere else at such —"Chevrolet's the Choicel"
sponse
we have had with renewals for next year.
ness college, according to word reDm
lyo»
M*b
only.
To
those,
who haven't a locker box we would sugceived
from
the
school.
Miss
Lowen> nil
«««*« ««"» »•'•
berg received her diploma recently
gest you come in, inspect the plant, rent a box while
after completing a secretarial course.
we still have a few choice ones left, and get the habit'
Her average grade was 90 in all subto save on your meat bills. We are confident you
jects, which included business correswill
like it.
pondence, business English, shorthand,
typewriting and secretarial studies.
She has been employed for the past
two months at the Intermediate Credit
Bank in Omaha, but resigned this week
ANITA, IOWA
PHONE 244
to accept a position with the Farm
QUALITY COUNTS"
Securities Administration in Atlantic.

urner Standard Service
' Kenneth Turner, Proprietor

CHEVROLET

"CHWROLETS m CHOICE.'"/

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
•* FARM SEEDS

THE FARMERS COOP.

Rent a Locker Now

O. W. SHAFFER & SON

's Market

•'F*1S:'.
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It's Time for Spring Sewing

IMPROVED — ' ---UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

WHAT to EAT andWHV

ments. An undernourished child
usually tires easily and is disinclined to exert himself. The
food may be adequate as to quantity, but not as to quality. For
example, a diet that is too highly
Lesson for February 12
concentrated, contains too little
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS
bulk or cellulose, may cause a
and Scripture texts aetendency to faulty elimination.
••-"-ted by International
NE
of
the
ways
by
which
her
community
judges
a
Education; used by
This, in turn, is frequently rewoman's success as a mother is by the health and well- sponsible for lassitude. The remPETER HEALS A LAME MAN
being of her children. It they are energetic, rosy-cheeked edy is often a simple dietary
LESSON TEXT—Acts 3:1-10; 4:8-12.
normal boys and girls who have a high resistance to infec- change—the addition of a salad to
GOLDEN TEXT—Then Peter laid. Silver
the daily diet; or possibly the
and gold have I none; but such as I have tions, such as the common cold, and if they display the good
use of stewed dried fruits in addigive I to thee.—Acta 3:6.
dispositions that we usually associate with buoyant health, tion to a fresh fruit or fruit juice
Is Christianity on trial? Answers then the verdict of friends and neighbors is usually that of a daily. Of course, the child should
also have two servings of vegetawould differ, depending on varying job well done.
points of view. Assuredly Christ is
To help her children main- vide warmth and protection bles besides potatoes, one of
not on trial. He is the Son of God tain top health and vitality; a against dampness', without con-which should be of the green
leafy variety. Also a quart of milk
and the only Saviour of men, and
striction at any point.
we are "on trial" as to our attitude mother must constantly be
Two layers of wool, such as daily; breads and cereals, at least
toward Hun. It is also certain alert to the various factors that provided by a woolen sweat- half of which may preferably be
that the true Christian faith is not that help produce this ideal er and playsuit are considered the whole grain variety; an egg
on trial. Even the liberal and so- estate. And at the same time, preferable to one too-bulky gar- daily or at least three ,or four
called modernistic leaders confess she must likewise be on guard ment. Feet and hands should, of weekly; one serving, of meat, fish
or chicken, and another serving
that it is the only faith that has
be well protected.
of a protein food, such as cheese.
proved itself in the crucible of daily against the common condi- course,
Don't Overheat the House
tions that may contribute to Only
Some form of vitamin D should
experience.
a little less serious are be included in the diet of young
There is a sense, however, hi lowered resistance, especially the consequences
of dry, over- children, especially during the
which Christianity as a whole is on fatigue and improper diet.
heated indoor air. It is unfortu- winter months.
trial. The Church which professes
Winter Hazards
nate that so many people keep
to represent Christ on earth has
It is also most important that
It has been said that tat winter their rooms entirely too warm in
failed most miserably at so many the
children follow a daily routine that
body
is
on
trial—and
this
Is
winter.
This
not
only
widens
the
points that the world is looking at it
as true of ehudren gap between indoor and outdoor includes plenty of time for sleep.
with the same cold suspicion with
as of adnlts. Ex- temperatures, but may be ex- And for younger children a daywhich the Church was viewed in the
tremes
of tempera- tremely irritating to the delicate tune nap is usually advised.
time of Peter. The question which
tore
require
ad- membranes of the nose and Children Need Healthy Mothers
one can feel on every hand even
justments
on
the throat. Most authorities consider
Mothers must give attention to
though it is not asked in words, is,
part of the body,, an indoor temperature of about 68 the children^ health. But let them
"What have you that will meet the
fend In most parts degrees Fahrenheit satisfactory.
give some consideration to their
unprecedented need of the individuof the country,
own. The tired, nervous mother
Is Your Child Laxy?
al—the social order—the whole of
children are called
We often hear mothers complain is very apt to transfer some of
humanity?" There is a sufficient
[{'•ripen constantly to that their children are lazy in her own fatigue and nervousness
and a satisfying answer, but it is
switch their envi- cold weather
and they seem to her child. So In arranging your
not found so much in the temporal
ronment . from a to have less pep and energy than child's rest periods and diet, in
realm as hi the spiritual. We have
boose which Is all in other seasons. If by that they looking after proper habits of
something to offer that is better than
too frequently over- mean that their children are elimination, make sore that Mothsilver or gold—the salvation which
heated to an outdoor temperature less active, it may be that this er, too . . . and better still every
is
found
in
none
other
than
Jesus
You can get these winsome spun
that may be below freesbtg.
can be attributed in part to the member of the family . . . folrayon crepes in delectable mono- Christ, our Lord.
While cool, outdoor air is stim- bleak, shorter days that do not al- lows this same sound health proI.
Better
Than
Silver
and
Gold
tones or in prints that are so lovely
ulating to children in normal ways invite outdoor play. Bat gram.
mere word pictures fail to describe (3: 1-8).
A proper approach to the
health, some children withstand sometimes a child displays such Q—WNU—C. Bouiton Ooudlia—1938—49.
The lame man had long since it much less successfully. This is a reduction in his activities as to
al spring sewing program them. On your fabric sight-seeing
i wfll be Staged in countless tour be on the lookout for prints that abandoned hope of anything more particularly true of those who are appear indolent; Then the motholds, we know of no gesture stylize a flight of snow white birds than the corns that he could beg as improperly nourished; who are er must seek the physical or emo|will so inspire, to hurry and against a sky. of peachbloom pink or he sat at the temple gate. He is over-fatigued or suffer from poor tional factors that may be reng as to take a day off and a seashell motif on a lime green typical of our hardened and cyni- circulation.
sponsible. For true launess sug; sight-seeing. We make the background and you will thus sense cal age which is interested only in
When it is very cold outdoors, il gests a body that Is not functionban that at just a mere the charm and beauty of the new what it can get in cash, and in what is wise to have children come in ing normally.
that money will buy. Even Chris- from their play periodically to
of the new textiles with spun rayon crepes.
Quito possibly the child's diet is
Softer to the touch than all wool, tian people seem to have forgotten warm up. And if a child appears not meeting his bodily requirerefreshing departure from
rid, in the way of texture, pat- yet cozier than cotton by far is an that "a man's life consisteth not in to suffer from the cold unduly, il
tigs and colorings,' you will feel Imported material that -looks like the abundance of the things which is wise to have a physician check
stirring to cut and to baste and feels like a. million, yet it can he possesseth" (Luke 12:15). "
up on his health.
be sent to wash with a carefree God has for us things far better
Guard Against Frostbite
i sew., : , ' ''••. • ' • • ' • • • • .
Iff Yoar Sow, Scnfcto
[this day and age when won- mind for the 'fabric has been san- than silver and gold—deliverance
Over-exposure, must be avoided,
Cooes fit* a feld-~Yoa Can
forized-sbrunk.
See
to
the
left
in
from
the
power
and
penalty
of
sin,
are being performed in the
particularly in cold, damp weath- rturel Traffic Accidents Increase
OfteaCtt Fist toief this Way
the
picture
a
nousecoat
made
of
this
glad liberation from the limitations er. For under these conditions,
textures and weaves, it beTraffic accidents in the rural
absolutely imperative that new flannel (half wool, half cotton) of spirit which hold us down and doctors warn, there Is always a districts are mounting by leaps
man who.would sew suco^ss- which is lightweight as thistledown. make us content with the paltry danger of frostbite. They say that and bounds. Since 1924, the Nanust know materiails. This is This'"particular smart plaid fabric alms of men. Where are these whenever the temperature falls tional Safety council says, motor
things to be found? In Christ. How below 8 degrees Fahrenheit, chiltrue tii regard to wash tailors to perfection. .
To the righfcm-the illustration un- are they ministered? Through His dren should not be permitted to vehicle fatalities have increased
a revelation as to
172 per cent. In cities over 10,000
i- achieving in the way usual charm is expressed in a quaint faithful servants. Peter and John play outdoors. If they do, the cold population they went up but 30
dirndl
dress
of
flowered
cotton
popwere
the
kind
of
men
who,
though
™,__._!ge, color-fast-boilmay act upon the tissues so that per cent.
£ tones and,tints and farthe way lin—one of the dependable modern busy, had time to pray (v. 1). If part of the body is deprived of Its Of course, the council points out,
paves of entirely new origin, cottons in that it does not shrink out you know 'men or women like that, blood supply. This is most likely a large part of this increase may
for example the new spun of fit when washed. It is trimmed Cultivate their friendship, look in- to occur in the fingers, toes, nose be the result of much-increased
[fabrics that are as lovely and with Czechoslovakian embroidery tently to them in faith (w. 4, 5), re- or ears which thereupon become rural travel. But most traffic auiite in texture as imagination and buttons, in authentic Czech de- ceive their help (v. 7), and above frozen. The combination of wind thorities believe, however, that
sign. Wear it over shorts and cum- all, believe in their Christ (v. 6), and and low temperature is especially
tive.
when en route to active you will receive that which is bet- dangerous and frostbite frequently the more favorable city record
ask to see these fas- merbund
can be traced to the more effecsports,
or
as a full-time daytime ter than silver and gold.
new spun rayons take note dress. Either
occurs at temperatures up to 14 tive traffic control measures in
way,
it
is
perfect
with
God
healed
this
man's
body,
but
degrees Fahrenheit when there Is municipalities.
'ftlous colorings • that
matching bonnet.
what is more important, He healed a strong wind.
refresltingiy different from itsYou
In 1937, the loss of life to traffic
will
find
a
bolero
costume
L nm. Many-of the beauti- made of gingham (faithful standby) his spirit (v. 8). We need that kind
Mothers should be on guard accidents in rural districts and Bayerfere?
TabUta — Ma to V, kUa* of
and inotifs for design are much to your liking. Why not enter of healing for the spiritual cripples against frostbite when the tem- cities under 10,000 population was driakatfaaeaf
water, vater... gusto.
of
our
day.
The
weak-kneed,
lameto fine Chinese porcelains it on your sewing list, for this twoperature is below 24 degrees Fahr- 27,400. In cities over 10,000, there
Jutt
Make
Sure You V*e
ankled, and spirit-darkened individin subtle soft blues and
however, and at all times were 12,100 killed.
is easy to make, so why not uals in our churches and communi- enheit,
Genuine
BAYER
Atpirin
' yellows, lime greens, peach- piece
during
the
winter,
see
that
chilWhile collisions with pedestrians
up a reliable pattern and have ties need the touch of God. Perhaps
pinks and cherry blossom look
dren
are
warmly
clad.
This
need
The
simple
way
pictured
above
constituted
the
major
fatal
acciit in readiness to wear this spring you may be used to bring them His
You'll love these new wash with
not mean that they are so bundled dent problem in cities, rural dis- often brings amazingly fast relief
dainty
blouses?
The
model
message of deliverance and power. up as to preclude the possibility tricts had their greatest,difficulty from discomfort and sore throat
that are so handsome •
centered in ,the_ , ?f is in blue and
II. Wonder and Amazement (3: of active play. Suitable clothing with collisions between two or accompanying colds.
s do-«
white CheckL The
i flared for
Try it. Then—tee gear docfojv
consists of garments which pro- more motor vehicles.
8,
10).
He probably will tell you to conThe long-sleeved bolero
sated to an anticrease process fullness.
It
has
been
suggested
that
one
of
tinue with Bayer Aspirin because
has wide revers and exposes
' fthancea them from the Jacket
it acts fast to relieve discomforts of
cuffs of white pique caught with the weak points in the ministry of
Some of the large
a cold. And reduce fever.
mother-of-pearl links. Match- the modern church is the lack of
This simple way, backed by
crepes combine ing gingham trims the rough straw such miraculous deliverances from
ayjentific authority, has Jargdy
rest fabric (spun rayon) with sailor hat she 'has in her hand.
sin as those which caused the unsupplanted the use of strong medi! the oldest (pure linen).
believers of a generation or two ago
• Weitero Kinrapaptr Union.
cines in easing cold symptoms. Pec
to look with wonder on the ministry
haps the easiest
of the Word. After all there is no
wayyetdiscovend.
testimony just like that of a reBui jet genuine
BAi
deemed and transformed life. Men
may argue with our philosophy,
of it in practically no time; it's a
question our theology, but a rediagram design that you can comdeemed"
life
is
a-walking
testimony
13*0*1 isTAaurrs'
U\you see >'a glimpse 'of lacy 'frou- in a community that no scoffer can
pete in a few hours. And it's
XVULL DOOM «e
frou peeping from under her neat refute.
easy to work in that you won't
little afternoon dress of silk crepe,
>e satisfied with less than half a
are two reactions recorded
'do not make tiur mistake of saying inThere
dozen. Wide armholes, a darted
the
context
of
our
lesson
which
"Pardon ma lady, your petticoat
BUT Y00B CAR
waistline that looks slim, a skirt
the possible attitudes of men
is showing." If you do milady is reveal
with sufficient width, all assure From Your Locul Dealer
toward
such
experiences.
Some
of flaaaoa aak htm to eee n*.
apt to airily reply. "Sure, that's the
reedom for action. It's easy to It It'a » matter
OMNMiml Flew to MM Tm
amazed and believed in Christ.
intention." Yes'm it's only too true, were
put
on,
too,
as
well
as
to
iron,
beO'DEA
FINANCE
hated the cause of
petticoats are in fashion and further- (4:4). Others
cause it buttons down the front.
(4:16, 17) and they cast the
more the so-termed petticoat dress Christ
Percale, calico and gingham are
preachers
into
prison
(4:1-3).
Did
that is causing so much excitement this discourage them? No, indeed.
Though* at Sventide
good materials for this.
» fasMmVraalm is axrtualir etyted They knew that they owed aHegianae
Life's evening win take its charTailored
Bolero
Dress.
so as to reveal a tantalizing glimpse to God rather than man (4:1ft 20),
front the day that preceded
Even without the sleeveless bo- acter
of itairffl.
It.—Washington
Irving.
and consequently used their very'
lero, this dress is a charming
Aaotheft sensation jaa the dress trial as an opportunity to proclaim
style for runabout and street
program is the new flounced silhouHI. The Pre-eminent Saviour (4:
wear. The darted waistline makes
ette. Fashion is flouncing everyu look slim and supple. A scal8-12).
thing that will gracefully yield to
loped closing, edged with braid or
Note here again that the speaker
flouncing. Daytime skirts rise tier
ainding, and puff sleeves narupon tier done in a restrained way was a Spirit-filled man. That is
rowed into the arm by shirring,
while soft afternoon and evening the absolute prerequisite to effective
complete the effect of youthful
frocks are widely flounced in the proclamation of the truth. Observe
charm. Make this right now of
good old-fashioned now very new- also the care with which Peter
flat crepe, silk print or thin wool.
makes known that he and John are
fashioned way.
Then repeat it later hi summer
to have no personal credit or glory.
cottons; it's a design that you'll
They "have some'thing there" that
use many, many tunes.
might well be applied to presentday religious activity when many LJERE'S a practical, slenderizNo. 1615 is designed for sizes
m
n* j»er Jewelry you will be
men must either have all the glory, .*• •* ing dress that large women 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48 and 50.
« you are up to the mogo off and start a hew work will thoroughly enjoy for their Size 36 requires 4% yards of 35The vogue of open toes and open or
style. The revival of this
where
they can have it.
days of housework. And inch material, with % yard for
gem is important fashion heels has reached such a state that
Let us make much of the clear abusiest
i
new
it
will
be
difficult
before
many
trim
bolero frock that's cuffs in contrast.
. f^ J
amber jewelry reteaching concerning the person and gay and little
No. 1674 is designed for sizes 12,
weeks
to
find
even
an
Oxford
which
fresh
as a spring mornuntold beauties. The colors
of Christ which is found in ing, just the thing
14, 16, 18, 20 and 40. Size 14 reAffinity ol Friendship
supplies good foot coverage. Shoe work
for
shopping,
rrom
golden
yellow
to
rich
these verses, particularly stressing
le
Friends follow the laws of di5V4 yards of 39-inch matemahogany tones. The love- styles for spring have been placed His place of absolute pre-eminence business and general wear. They quires
with 3% yards of braid to vine necessity; they gravitate to
sparent quality of the stone on exhibition and indicate that as the one and only, and, at the are so easy to make that even be- rial,
trim.
each other.
pumps
and
Oxfords
as
well
as
san"'"
effective in the new
same time, the all-sufficient Saviour ginners will enjoy working with
Send your order to The Sewing
dals
expose
the
toes
and
the
back
The leav
these
easy
designs—each
of
which
e» and *°of mankind. Let us not forget that
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1020,
flowers
b»t y 8hade
are formed of the heels.
"there is none other name under includes a step-by-step sew chart. 211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.1 lAtW^-m^lHJMaS
Comfortable Qouse Dress.
In ?i
<* aor veined amheaven given among men whereby
of patterns, 15 cents (in
Protect Feet
This dress is so easy to make ,Price
yo,,n ge wPlcture
very up-towe must be saved" (v. 12).
each.
man
Robust
weather
calls
for
ruggtd
that you'll turn out half a dozen corns)
twith ?
enhances her
SNOW-WHITE PITROUUM4E1U
« Bell Syndicate.—WHO Service.
footwear.
*rth amber flower Jewelry.
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E. GOODRICH, 67, "The Great Waltz' Comes
[DIES HERE FRIDAY to Rialto Saturday-Sunday

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 18

Allotments Established By CASS FARM WOMEN
Cass County Triple A

HAVE NEW LESSON

Magic melodies of Vienna amid a
Clair D. Becker, chairman of the
dramatic, romantic story of the musiCass
County Triple A committee, reANITA,
IOWA
Known Anita Man Passes Away cian who was the voice of the gayest
ports'
that all 1939 acreage allotments Miss Evelyn Holton, Home Demonstrafter an Extended fllneBs; Funeral
city in the world, brings Luise Rainer,
and appraisals for Cass county farms tion Agent, Holds Training Schools
Fernand Gravet and Mliza Korjus,
Services Held, Sunday at
have been established and farm opin Different Parts of County
Viennese opera star, to the screen
Congregational Church.
erators and crop share landlords have
at the Rialto Theatre Saturday and
For Home Project Leaders.
been notified by mail. The township
Sunday evenings with a matinee at
committeemen will attend a two-day
alman E. Goodrich, a well known 2:00 o'clock Saturday afternoon, in
ORANGES—
TOILET
TISSUE—
training school this week, and immedWays of safeguarding health and
hong time resident of Anita, passed "The Great Waltz," drama of the life
GWC 1000 sheet rolls, iately afterward these men, three the well being of mothers and infanta
California navels,
ky peacefully .about 8:30 o'clock of Johann Strauss.
from each township, will arrange to
3
were presented by iMiss Evelyn Hollen,
Not only the physical Vienna of the
sweet and juicy,
Friday morning at .his home on
meet with the farmers of their townhome demonstration agent, to heme
period
but
its
spirit
are
caught
in
the
for
2
Street after an extended illship at a central place.
project leaders in training schools the
romantic story of the Waltz King's
At that time they will have availdozen
life
and
loves.
Strauss's
waCtzes
and
CAKEE1LOUR—
.Iman Brastus Goodrich, a son
able a map of each farm and the past two weeks. The lesson on "New
Ways in Mother-Baby Care" was the
operetta
airs
are
presented
in
spec[the late Dudley and Hannah Van
You to can have beau- allotments and possible payments for last in the series of five which Cass
PUMPKIN—
Goodrich, was born at Dubuque, tacular sequences in the Imperial Opeach
farm
and
will
work
out
in
detail
tiful cakes with
County farm women have been studyon April 7, 1871, and from a era, the Dommayer Casino, grand ball
with the individual how he can plan
GWC
solid
pack,
Briardale,
sequences
and
the
court
of
Emperor
his 1939 crops so as to participate ing in the child development course.
ttily of eleven children, all have
Franz
Josef.
Thrills
are
provided
by
package ......
in the program. Mr. Becker states The meetings were held in the difceded him in death with the exthe
Revolution
in
the
days
of
'MetterNo.
Zy
cans..
that the interest now shown would ferent townships as follows: Jan. 31,
2
ition of on^J0rotheV,_Butler. 'Goodnich.
Romance
abounds.
indicate a higher percentage of the Grant and Lincoln townships at the
of Extra.
ORANGE SLICES—
home of Mrs. Carl Moore; Feb. 1,
The
story
deals
with
the
composer
county's farms in the program in 1939
?hen a child 10 years old he came
Brighton and Washington townships
BACON
SQUARES—
True
orange
flavor,
from
the
time
he
lost
his
position
than participated in 1938.
I Cass county and made his home
er
at the home of Mrs. Will Grulke, Jr;
as
a
bank'
clerk
and
turned
to
music
The
notices
in
regard
to
the
time
the Highland vicinity northwest
P .
'
Armour's Best,
(Feb. 2, Edna and Union townships at
pound ........ '
and place of the township meetings
lAnita. On Jan. 30, 1897, he was to his final honors in the Emperor's
per
court.
His
marriage
to
the
sweetwill be mailed to all farmers by the the home of Mrs. Carl Pollock; Feb. 3,
Red in marriage to Ethel Moody
Noble and* Pleasant townships at the
pound
middle of this week.
(ser at 'Maquoketa, Iowa, who is heart of his youth and his subsequent
CORN
FLAKES—
home of Mrs. L. R. Hall; Feb. 7, Beninfatuation
for
a
brilliant
opera
star
; to mourn his death. In 1913 Mr.
ton and Franklin townships at the
who
sends
him
back
to
his
faithful
A
meeting
of
the
Mutual
Benefit
Krispy
fresh,
Mrs? Goodrich moved to a small
MACKEREL—
club was held last Thursday at the home of Mrs. Maurice Coomes; Feb. 8,
large package.
age southwest of Anita, later mov- Wife,', forms the plot against which
home
of Mrs. Mont Luman northwest Massena and Victoria townships at
dazzling
spectacle,
ballets
and
other
Pacific coast, prime
t to the present home in this city,
of
the
city with' eleven members pres- the home of Mrs. Louie Steele; and
glamorous
incidentals
bedeck
the
bestlman Goodrich was an earnest
fresh,
TOMATOES—
ent.
Dinner
was served during the Feb. lO, Pymosa and Grove townships
loved
music
in
the
world.
1 consistent Christian, and attended
1-lb.
noon hour by the hostess and the at the home of Mrs. Henry Bell.
Gravet,
French
star,
plays
Strauss,
Extra
standard
pack,
ularly the services at the local
Diet and care of the mother greattall cans
ladies spent the afternoon with conGWC,
egational church. A continuous appearing throughout the story as a
ly influence the well being of both
tests
and
handwork.
young
man
until
the
final
scenes
where
2 No. 2 cans . .
dent of this vicinity for two gen-.
the mother and child said Miss HolItions endeared him to a large circle he appears during "old age, the Strauss
CATSUP—
Bill
Bross,
son
of
John
C.
Bross,
edilen.
The lesson included an analysis
friends and acquaintances, He was]best known to the world. Luise RainLIMA
BEANS—
tor of the Bridgewater Times, has of food elements necessary and mether is appealing and powerfully draGWC,
a good,' dependable man thatj
bought the Massena Echo from Noel ods of obtaining them. A foundation
Mme. KorFine quality,
14-ounce
mil be missed by all who knew;™ 8 1C
B. Senny, and took possession Mon- diet was studied in this connection.
the greatest
GWC,
and especially by those who JUS> c
bottles .
There is a wastage of maternal
day. The deal does not mean a conin the world, has a fine flair for
2 No. 2 cans . . .
' him best. A life such as his
lives
due to controllable causes in
solidation
of
the
two
newspapers,
as
..comedy, is beautiful and makes Carla
ot die, there was so much good
both will be published separately as child bearing, and our country lags
the singer, a
MACARONI—
sed that it will live on forever,
before. Mr. Senny, who had published! behind 25 of the largest nations of
EGG CASES—
uneral services were held at-2:00
the Echo for a number of years, has the world. Two-thirds of all maternle picture is outstanding.
or Spaghetti,
Humpty Dumpty,
bock Sunday afternoon at the Conal deaths are said to be preventable
not announced his future plans.
Symphony orchestras of 90 pieces,
12-dozen
Briardale,
pgational church, and were conduct- augmented by rare Stradivarius and
with proper medicail and nursing care.
size
3 packages ..
the pastor, Rev. Thos..B. Dixon.
Chaa. and Merle Robison have taken Proper medical care during pregnancy
Amati violins, are recorded through
sic for the services was furnished
I a lease on the corner piece of ground ', includes and the importance of mothers
nine separate sound channels in the
A. B. Stone, who sang "Going
where the Record office building form- ! nursing infants were discussed by
largest recording task in screen hisne," and a duet, "Abide With Me,"
erly stood, and will erect a building Miss Hollen. A scientific attitude
tory. So perfect is the recording that
for a gasoline service station. At a toward the health of the mother will
single instruments stand out in the
Mrs. Mora V. Stone at the piano,
special meeting -of the town council be well repaid in an improved physical
big group. Choruses of 100 'voices
1
tient was made in Evergreen
j Monday evening, they were given per- '. condition of. mother and infant, as
figure in opera sequences and in the
' mission to cut the curb to make well as ability of the mother to propetery with J. H. Hill, Oscar Lindsinging of "Tales of the Vienna
Meeting in special session one day
e
f h qU r t th A ita UqUOr
Glen Porch, Roscoe Blue, D. L.
,
°
_
°
/
.
l
"
.
into the lot. Construction | erly nurse her baby.
J
!
T
Woods" and other songs lyricized by last week, the Cass county board of store during the month of January driveways
wQrk Qn ^ gtation wU, ^^ Jn
, i The all-wool garment next to the
r and G. A. Johnson acting as
Oscar Bammerstein II.
Albertina supervisors pased a resolution recom*- was about $1,500 less than during the . . ..
j baby's skin has been discarded for garUbearers.
.
Rasch presents a brilliant ballet in the mending that six miles of county road month of December, according to the,
' ments containing only a small per
3utH>f-town relatives^ here for the
ftl
"Q," in Lincoln and Franklin town- monthly report of the Iowa Liquor
Falls in the home proved more fatal cent of wool or the more comfortable
nces were Butler Goodnch, Roy| ,£_ —^^ J?,, „,_
The program will also include the
and wife, Earl Heath and wife regular news reel and an Our Gang ships, be graded and bridged with Control Commission. Sales for Jan- to lowans than motor vehicle accidents cotton garment with plenty of wool
funds appropriated by the federal uary were $2,489.59, a daily average durfng the ftrgt u months rf 1938> for outer weftr Ligts rf materiais
•rea wn^mure ».m. w^«=, ,». « comedy entitled, "Football Romeos."
government in 1937 for the improve- of $95.75. December sales were $3,of the
statistics division and articles needed for the minimum
; Preston Barter and fanuly of,
«Mysteriou8 Mr Moto,, Tonight.
ment
of
the
farm-to-market
road
sys908.48.
January
sales
at
all
the
state
of
the
state
health department showed and more adequate layette was demonjlantic; Earlid Barter, wife and son
Murder in the Limehouse bar; the
stores amounted to $929,558.13, com- thls week During that period fa,ls strated to the women Patterns for
IWiota; and Dale Barter and Emile > gray, sinister silence of a. shrouded tem.
The resolution will be presented to pared with December sales of $1,- claimed 462 liveg as compared with a kick-proof blanket and front openIrter of Brayton.
London night; a League of Assassins; the Iowa State highway commission 502,665.57.
The most ing infants' dresses were prdvided for
41g f rom motor vehicles.
a melody of death; Scotland .Yard and the United States bureau of pubFifty liquor stores in the state unusual death reported was that of leaders in passing on the lesson.
lerlin Holland, Norman Hofmeister,
baffled; Mr. Moto himself marked for
When showed smaller sales during January a woman who walked in her sleep ! Leaders present at the training
•itt Dill and Earl Beaver, Jr., stu- murder—these elements build up to a lic roads and improvement.
congress appropriated a gigantic sum than the local store. Store No. 1 in out of the house and fell into a well.
schools will relay the information to
nts at Iowa State college in Ames,
thrill and chill, sit-on-the-edge-of- two years ago for improvement of Des Moines headed all stores for the •
_
other women in their communities
home to spend -the. week end your-seat mystery thriller in "Mysterthe_ farm-to-market road system, $43,- month with sales of $47,463.29, while i Four young Anita people, Russell through a series of study group meetrelatives and friends.
ious Mr. Mtoto," starring Peter Lorre, 000 of this grant was ear-marked for the store at New Albin with sales Holland, 'Billy Scholl, Miss Carol De- ' ings,
and feature attraction at the Rialto Cass county., Due to the tardiness of $725.46 was at the bottom of the ment and Miss Betty Weaver, escaped I
this (Wednesday) evening.
of the Iowa legislature in passing list.
I injury about 10:45 o'clock Sunday ev- ;
"Mysterious Mr. Moto" is based on legislation to match state and county
mm
i Ann
January sales at other stores in ening when the car in which they j
the character created by J. P. Majv funds, with the federal sum, for im- southwest Iowa were as follows: At- were riding sideswiped another ma-1
ADO?e l"jf
quand in the Saturday Evening Post, proving the secondary roads, no work lantic, $6,129.99; Creston, $6,816.99; chine on highway 65 four miles north j
[lowa farmers received a 1537,000- a»d the story is enacted by a stel-) has been done on this project in the Red Oak, $3,610.50; Harlan, $5,547.85; of
of Des
Des Mtoines. The
The young folks jj wiota Feb 1j~^vo hundred percash income in 1938—the secono lar cast including Mary Maguire, Hten-'-1 state.
Shenandoah, $4,774.16; Hamburg, $1,- were returning to Anita from Ames song a~ttended "^'"^ h"ere"sundaV
It is estimated that it will cost ap- 692.41; Adel $4,101.17; Audubon, $3,- at the time of the accident and were , eyening. honoring the membera of the
ghest cash return figure in 8 years,' T Wilcoxon, Erik Rhodes and Harold
proximately $35,000 to improve county 588.27; Stuart, $2,962.61; Winterset, riding in a car being driven by young wiota conaoljdated school b , and
va State College agricultural eco- Buber.
bmists estimate in the January is- j The program this evening will in, road "Q-" It is the opinion of the $2,677.30; Avoca, $3,346.75; Griswold, Holland. Occupants of both machines girls> basketball teamg who recently
of the Farm Outlook. This is elude three miniatures. One will fea- board that it would be much wiser to $1.007.40; Glenwood, $1,627.37; Vil- escaped- injury but both cars were won the CQ
championships. Supt.
ell over the $513,000,000 mark of ture Lew Lehr and his kindergarten improve one stretch or secondary road lisca, $1,250.51; Corning, $2,809.34; quite badly damaged.
Joseph
J.
O'Connor,
Coach Arnold
in "What Every Inventor Should' than to split up the grant five differ- Greenfield, $2,404.72; Malvern, $1,-'
Christ
and
Sponsor
Doris
Logan, also
Know." The others will be from the ent ways in each supervisory district. 751.23; and Wblnut, $1,222.36.
The annual meeting of the Oak were honored.
[The increase was made in the face
However, the board decided to deduct
Ridge Telephone Co. was held a few
lower prices resulting from in* 1
Following the banquet a program
from the first district, of which Mike
Passing Parade.
days
ago at the Oak Ridge school
STONE--NAGEL.
ased marketings and lower -conwas
presented and included talks by
Metz of Wiota is the supervisor, funds
,
I house northeast of Anita. The meet- Attorney Tom C. Whitmore of Atlantainer demand. Agricultural conserWALL PAPER.
appropriated from the county for this
Miss Argyle Stone, daughter of Mr. ing was called to order by President
ption payments are included in the
Howard J. Fitzgerald, superintype of work. In this manner, the and Mrs, A. M, Stone of this city, Levi Walker, and various reports were tic,
"'•'""""•
f i Nagel,
VT i son of.ff iMr.
T»« andi Mrs.
TUT I readi by
i Secretary
n
.
*»r-n
-rx
*
*
ft
cenaent
or he Walnut schools, and
come
figures.
Special prices on our spring wall other four districts will share, on an andi Jack
Will Davis. After
contrast to* the Iowa farmer's. paper. Prices lower than mail order equal basis, in the farm-to-market Clyde Nagel of Stuart, were united in the usual business was attended to, the John King, superintendent of the
and formerly of Wiota,
una.te, position, tbe cash, income catalogues.
road improvement program. It will marriage on Sunday, 'Feb. 5, at Rock- election of officers for the coming Numa schools
i j i i ^ - i
. «
vocal
duet
by County Supemsor
farmers for the nation as a whole j tf
Bongers Bros.
probably be a year or two before the port, Mo. The ceremony was per- year was held with the following re- i
Mined
approximately a billion dol$43,000 appropriated by the federal formed at the Lutheran parsonage suits: Levi Walker, president; Dan ""•"••"•""•"» •-«"»««""»" «"• ««=
1
Ton-mile taxes, totaling $27,115.46 government will be available for coun- •1.1. n. o
n
11 officiat<K • * Davis,
n • vice
• president;
-j J «7-n
• sec-iI committee,
with the Rev. ™
D. rL. »*
McConnell
Will r,
Davis,
. ™, . . [ .and
. . Sherm
. .. Beebe.
collected from motor carriers during ty road "Q," it was stated.
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this
is
the
nrst
time in the historv
J
ing, and was witnessed by the bride's retary and treasurer; and Charley | , .,
.
[Larger marketings' were largely reparents and her brother, Lowell Stone, Graham, lineman. Will Schlee was. °f th6 C°Unty tournament «»t one
onsible for the higher cash farm January have
99 counties of
BASKETBALL
and the groom's sister, Miss Virginia elected as a trustee to take Joe Swine- school has won both titles the same
ie in Iowa.
year.
lear, chairman of the state commerce
ANITA
vs.
CASEY
Nagel of Stuart. Following the cere- heart's place who has been a trustee
[As
consumer the Iowa farmer Commi8gionj 8nnounced this week. The
FRIDAY, FEB. 17
7:30 P. M. mony the bride and groom, with her for a number of years,
The SOS club held their regular
ioa0 gleater total bUying P°W1r taxes collected are divided among the
parents and brother and his sister,!
1938 than in 1937 because of his co|mtleg fa a
meeting last Thursday at the home
porti()nate basis acDelmar Lattig, 25-year-old son of Qf jjjrs
motored to Savannah, Mo., to visit
AN1TA VB. DEXTER
ater income. But the "per mat", ^^ to the ton.mUes Of travel in
Denne southwest of the
^
7:30 P. M. her aunt, Mrs. F. E. Schaefer and Mr. and Mrs. Dana Lattig of Macks- j c j ty
of his products was ^ regpect to the total for the entire TUESDAY, FEB. 21
dish dinner was
ANITA GYMNASIUM
family. Since the announcement of burg, lost his right leg in a grue- > gerved at 12.3o'and the"afternoon ..„,
lower.
state. Cass county's allotment was
the marriage was made, the bride some accident a few days ago while gpent tieing comforters and hemmin( ,
ADMISSION: lOc, 15c, 25c
are the Iowa cash farm $323.82.
and groom have been receiving best he was sawing trees with a buzz saw tea towels
figures for the pasj; 9 years
wishes and congratulations from their near Macksburg. As one of the trees 1
At
the
Cass
county
clerk's
office,
The last will and testament of the
all except the last are ofAmputations-'of the Bureau of Jato W. G. McFarland, who died a Mrs. Enge. Wiechmann Christensen many friends. The bride is a member fell, it struck Lattig, pushing him into j At a special meeting of the town
— of Atlantic has filed a suit for divorce of the senior class of the Anita high the whirling blade. He was rushed council Monday evening, an ordinance
few weeks ago in Los Angeles, Gal.,
^cultural Economics:
has been probated in the court there ' against her husband, Andrew Chris- school. The groom is employed in a to the Winterset hospital, where doc-, waa passed to repeal a certain section
4734,000,000
'tensen, alleging cruel and inhuman grocery store at Stuart.
tors
found it necessary to amputate of the ordinance that relates to the,
1.1930
. 634,000,000 and a transcript has been filed in the 1 treatment. According to the petition,
•
the leg. He also received a compound : regulation, license and sale of beer.
193}
clerk
of
the
district
court's
office
in
. 430,000,000
i the Chris tensens were married in AtThe members of the Friday bridge c fracture of the left leg by the blow, j By repealing that section of the orI193J!
. 306,000,000 Atlantic. By its terms all property, ! lantic on Jan. 22, 1935, and separated club, with Mrs. M. M. Feller and Mrs. j Delmar's parents are former residents j dinance relating to beer, it is now
P9S3
both
real
and
personal,
is
left
to
the
. 306,000,000
recently. In addition to the decree, Azel S. Ames as guests, were enter-! of Anita. 'His father was a son of the j permissible to grant as many licenses
. 420,000,000 widow, Mrs. Ellen McFarland, during plaintiff asks custody of a minor son, tamed last Friday afternoon by Mrs. | late C. J. Lattig, pioneer farmer and, for the sale of beer in Anita as the
. 494,000,000 her life, and after her death it is to Raymond Don, permanent alimony of R. W. Forshay at her home on Chest- business man of Anita, and his mother' council wishes to. Heretofore the or. 561,000,000 go to their son, Elmer McFarland. •$30 per month and $75 for attorney's nut Street. High score was held by was the former Laura 'Dorsey, a sister [ dinance permitted but three licenses
193?
Elmer has been appointed administra.' 613,000,000
Mrs. Fred G. Boren.
I of E. C. Doraey, local livestock dealer,! for the sale of beer by the drink.
l'J38
fees.
. 535,000,000 tor of the estate.

Values For Friday-Saturday

15c

19c

17c

lOc
lie

19c

17c

19c

Board Seeking $43,000 January Liquor Sales at
Grant to Improve "Q" Anita Store Off $1,500

Farm Income Is

Wiota Community Honors
County. Basketball Champs

THE AMTA TRIBUNE,

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16. 1939

SCHOOL NEWS.

PETERSEN'S

Anita Loses Two Games.
PHONE 300
WE DELIVER
Anita lost two games to Massena,
Phone 29
We Deliver
on the latter's court, Friday evening,
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
the first team losing by a 26 to 17
score »nd the second team, 24 to 14.
SYRUP, Pennant, approved by the American
THURSDAY---FRIDAY---SATURDAY SPECIALS
Following are ihe box scores:
Medical Association, light or dark, 10-lbs... .55,,
Anita 17.
PF
FT
Name
FG
COMPLEXION SOAP, Clover Farm, 4 bars and
LARD, pure leaf, 4-lb. pail........
43c
1
2
Inhofe
3
/
perfume
19c
1
SWEET CORN, standard cream, 3 No. 2 cans.. .ij)c
1
Mclntyre
1
1
2
OATS, Glover Farm, large package
17c
Lett
0
JEWELL SHORTENING, 2-lbs...23e 4-lbs. 45C
1
1
Roe
0
BRAN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 boxes
25c
2
0
OLEO, Jack Sprat, pound
Teachers Have Valentine Party.
19c
Budd
°
2
0
Misses
Baker,
Buthweg,
Hiatt
and
Bongers
0
COCOANUT,
fancy
long
shred,
i/
-lb.
pkg
SALAD DRESSING, quart
32c
2
13c
1
2
Kyle entertained the members of the Hofmeister
0
TOILET
TISSUE,
Fort
Howard
fancy
crepe,
0
0
MATCHES, regular size, 3 boxes
lOc
faculty and Mrs. Feller and Mrs. Offenstine
1
3 rolls
22c
Boren at their home last Wednesday
PORK AND BEANS, 4 cans for
19c
evening. The theme of the party
Total
5
7 10
MAZOLA
OIL,
bring
container,
pint.
15c..quart.29
C
Massena 25.
MARSHMALLOWS, 1-lb. cello bags
15c
centered around St. Valentine. ConFG FT PF
Name
tests and games took up the major
CRISCO, 3-lb. can
53c
2
4
part of the evening. Miss Hollen Stakey
*
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Application of'Marion Pearson
captured the most prizes.
Platt.
2
1
2
POTATOES, cobblers, 100-lb. bag
$1.69
Class "B" bear permit was on
Whitney....
3
2
3
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, read by the Glerk after which it
Grade News.
Seney
2
0
2
February 6, 1939.
The first grade children have been Yarger
moved J>y Burke and seconded by ]£ j
2
0
3
INCOME FROM LIVESTOCK
The Town Council met in regular ment, that application be
memorizing patriotic poems. Mrs. Jensen
0
0
0
MAY BE LARGER IN 1939 Weimer Pearson surprised the first Arp
0
0
0 session with the following members and permit be granted.
Published Every Thursday by the
graders with Valentine and birthday
present:
The roll was called and the vote
Farmers will get lower market treats in honor of Barbara Ann's birthMayor Darrow; Councilmen Burke, was as follows:
Total
10
5
14
prices for their livestock and live- day.
Dement, Howard, Kopp and PeterAyes:
Anita 14.
W. F. BUDD...
.777/Editor stock products this year, but 'they
The second grade had a Valentine
Name
FG
FT
PF
sen.
Councilmen Burke, Dement aij
will probably pocket more money and box and enjoyed a party on Tuesday
The minutes of previous meetings
Howard.
Offenstine
1
0
1
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 at the same time give the consumer
afternoon. Dixie Buttolph modeled Hofmeister
Nays:
0
0
1 were read and approved.
v
If not paid in advance
$2.00 cheaper meat, eggs and dairy proher birthday cake in clay during free Steele
The Treasurer's report was read and
3
1
2
Councilmen
Kopp and Petersen.
ducts than in 1938.
activity period. It had seven candles. Crawford
Entered at the post office at Anita,
0
1
0 approved.
Motion
carried
and the Clerk fa
The reason—larger Supplies of liveThe Valentine box in the third grade Bongers
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
The following bills were allowed and instructed to issue permit.
0
1
stock and livestock products on farms, is a miniature house of red and white.
ordered paid:
Hansen
0
0
Application of Marion Pearson j
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1939. says Lauren K. Soth, Iowa State ColThe first, second and third grades Flint
Corporation.Fund.
1
1
1
a
cigarette
permit was on file and mil
lege extension agricultural economist. listened to a radio program Friday
Karns
0
0
0 George L. Bills, salary and
by the Clerk after Which it was mm
A meeting of r Obedience Lodge, No.
Larger marketing, Soth believes, afternoon,
$ 61.00 by Dement and seconded by
Lantz
0
0
1 killing dogs
380, A. F. & A. M!., was held at the will more than offset lower market j Jean Porch is program
chairman
Fred Exline, salary
60.00 sen, that application be approved aidl
Masonic temple Tuesday evening.
prices and give the farmer a bigger of the Citizenship club of the fourth
Total
5
4
9 C. F. Darrow, salary
10.00 permit granted. •
40.00
Massena 24.
Solon A. Karns, salary
A meeting of the Rose Hill Circle cash income than in 1938—provid- grade. Great interest is being disThe roll was called and the vofcj
played in reading activities.
12.60
Name
FG FT PF Chas. E. Walker, salary . . .
was held Monday afternoon at the ing consumer demand holds good.
was as follows:
The fifth and sixth grades listened McKee
Figures released by the Bureau of
1
0
3 Solon A. Karns, mileage .
10.00
home of Mrs. Henry Maduff, hostesses
Ayes:
4
0
1 Iowa Electric Company, hall
being Mrs. Maduff and Mrs. Donald Agricultural Economics show that: to the "American School of the Air" Jensen
Burke, Dement, Howard, Kopp]
Eighteen per cent more hogs were Wednesday afternoon. The program Byrd
Chadwick.
Twelve members were
0
2
0
1.71
lights
and Petersen.
1
0
0 0. W. Shaffer & Son, gas ..
present and they spent the afternoon farrowed last fall than in the fall was of the "New Horizon" series, en- Arp
2.32
Motion carried and Clerk instructed]
socially. A lunch was served by the of 1937. A 21 per cent increase over titled "Land of the Dragon Bones."
Johnson
2
0
2 Raymond Dorsey, refund . . .
12.50 to issue permit.
The
Normal
Training
girls,
Miss
the spring far-rowings is indicated
hostesses.
j Wollenhaupt
2
0
3 , Tribune Publishing Company,
Application of Raymond DorseyftfJ
Brown and Supt. Feller visited the I Hord
this spring.
1
0
1; printing
2.70 refund on one quarter of cigarette!
seventh
and
eighth
grade
Arithmetic
Ladies in Lincoln No. 4 held a
Greenwalt
0
0
Seven per cent more cattle are
0 : J. P. Christensen, labor and
license-was on file and read by I
follow-up meeting on "New Ways in on feed in the corn belt, and because classes.
Williams
0
0
0
supplies
5.90 Clerk after which it was moved hy|
Mother-Baby Care," at the home of of the plentiful corn supplies these
Warsaw
0
0
0 Faulkner Insurance Agency,
Burke and seconded by Kopp, tbt]
Mrs. Lloyd Wood last Friday after- are being fed to heavier weights and P. T. A. Meets Thursday.
Shields
0
0
0 1 truck insurance
5.00 refund be allowed.
A meeting of the P. T. A. will be
noon, with sixteen members present. a higher degree of finish than in
Anita Lumber Company, maThe roll was called and the vote wuj
held Thursday evening at the school
9 women present that afternoon have 1937-38.
Total
11
10
terials
10.42 as follows:
....
house. The high school band will
a 100% record in attendance at all
Bongers Bros., supplies . . . .
Poultry flocks are 5 per cent larger give a concert from 7:46 to 8:15 which
.n Ayes:
the follow-up meetings. Following a
Casey and Dexter Here.
Wagner Filling Station, gas.
,.
.
i was
_ l than
a year ago,,' and, spring hatch3.60
Burke, Dement,.- Howard,
discussion
of* 4.1.
the ilesson, a ilunch
.
will be followed by a program on
Anita will play Casey high school
ings are expected to be greater than
Light
Fund.
and Petersen.
served'by the hostess.
"Safety." Patrolman Cole of Adair on the local floor "
in 1938. Egg production in DecemCompany,;
1.63
Motion carried and Clerk instructed!
will give a talk and two essays, written ing and Dexter next
The H. O. pinochle club met with ber was 10 to 15 per cent above a by local high school pupils from the There will be both first and second
to issue warrant for $12.50 for reftnij
66.30 of license.
Mr. and MVs. Lyman Wahlert at their year earlier. Dairy production con- higher group of winners, will be read. [ team games.
! F. W^ Stager, bulbs
30.91
home east of the city Saturday ev- tinues to be about B Per cent higher,
AppropriationaJfor tlu> Consolidi
ening, with Mr. and Mrs. William
Sheep on feed are 5 per cent fewer:
Fire Fund.
fund
were set, up, after which it \
of the U. S. A; also Lincoln's Cettys- Anita Volunteer Fire DepartWahlert and James MeCosh as visit- than a year &%° for the whole counmoved
by Burke and seconded by Peterburg address. The first two are not' ment, repairs and supplies.
33.24 sen that appropriations for the Conors. High score was held by Mr. ! try and about the same in Iowa- but
breedin
entirely legible but the latter is very! Councilman Dement introduced Or- solidated fund be published ts by bv
McCosh, with Mrs. Rowley R. Pollock
£ flocks are just as large. Size
plain, with all the pencil corrections i dinance No. 82 and moved its adopas runner-up. Low score was held of the spring lamb crop cannot be
provided and date of hearing set'"
as Lincoln corrected it. In the library j tion. Councilman Petersen seconded
by Mrs. Rhinehart Knop. Lunch was predicted since it depends much on
(By Tillie)
March 6, 1939, at 8:00 o'clock M
weather
conditions
at
lambing
time.
'
are many early paintings and etchings j the motion to adopt,
served at midnight.
The roll was called and the vote
Facts about Washington, D. C., dis- and the floors and domed ceilings are I The roll was called and the vote
was
as follows:
Lawrence Christensen was pleasantThe Parent-Education group will closed by Mrs. Florence Wahe Bott, a inlaid with marble tile, set in rug and i was as follows:
Ayes:
picture
design.
Some
of
the
marble
ly surprised at his home in the north- meet in the Normal Training room of former Anita resident and who will
Ayes:
Councilmen Burke, Dement, Hoi
•west part of Anita on Tuesday ev- j the school house next Tuesday after- be remembered as a daughter of Mr. tiles are but one-third inch in size.
Councilmen Dement and Howard.
ard,
Kopp and Petersen.
George Washngton's home and tomb j Nays:
ening of last week when a number noon at 2:30 jj'clock. Topic for dis- ; and Mrs. John Wahe, former residents
Motion carried and Clerk instruct»|
of relatives called to help him cele- j cussion will be, "Whose Quarrels Are of this community. Mrs. Bott is aare 16 miles from the capitol, across ;
Councilmen Burke, Kopp and to have same published.
btate his birthday anniversary. The These?" Leaders will be Mrs. Albert filing clerk in the application depart- the Potomac river in the state of Vir-'
Petersen.
'Moved by Dement and seconded bj;|
evening was
spent
playing cards,
j
, .fol- Karns and Mrs. W. F. Hendricks. Fol- ment and cancellation division at the ginia, and the drive along the water's | Motion defeated.
t _,
lowed by the serving of a lunch, Pres- B lowing the meeting, the past presi- national capitol city. .She was trans- edge to Mount Vernon is landscaped ' Application of Edward E. Niemand Howard, to adjourn to Feb. 13, 1?
at 7:30 o'clock P. M.
eKt from out-of-town were Mr. and ' dents of the P. T. A. will be honored f erred from her Kansas home to Wash- all the., way. The holly, ivy- vines,' for Class "B"
— beer
— » " - * t permit
' v . i * » i i i , was
vvcia on
yil
All ayes.
Mrs. Martin Christensen of Atlantic, at a tea in the Domestic Science room, ington a few weeks before Christmas. magnolia trees and many other plants file and read by the Clerk after which'
Motion carried.
In her letters to the home folks, she stay green all winter. In Washing- it was moved by Kopp and seconded
Solon A. Kams,
has related some of her interesting ton s home is the same bed in which by Petersen, that application be apTown CleriJ
i visits to a few of the historical places he died wvth original quilts and can- proved and permit be granted.
CLOSING OUT
of interest in that city; also a few
The ro11 was
called and the vote was
Mrs. Ernest Burke, a. guest helil
A driver's license costs $3.00 in as follows:
; casual remarks about the large eastern
;
high score at a'meeting of the Origin"
Washington and when applying for the
! city.
Ayes:
bridge club at the home of Mrs. HanT
The District of Columbia covers an license, you give your name and adCouncilmen Kopp and I'eter&en.
ress
n
C, Faulkner on West Main Strei
area of 70 square miles. The site ^ - ' due time, a patrolman pays
Nays:
Wednesday afternoon. Other
of the city proper is an admirable one, > you a v ' sit to see 'f you really live
Councilmen Burke, Dement and
were Mrs. Robert Scott, Mrs.
' surrounded by a circle of hills and at the state(i address. If you move,
Howard.
you must n o t j
Gill, Mire. George Smithei- and Mftj
comprising a rolling plain with here
fy the vehicle depart-'.
Motion defeated.
As I intend to quit farming, I will sell at public sa'.e at my farm,
ment w i t h i n
George F. Shaffer.
and
there
irregular
eminences
that,
72
hours.
They
get
you
'
2 miles east of Wiota, 5 miles southwest of Anita, on highway 6,
commencing at 12:00 o'clock, on
provide beautiful and advantageous comin K and going in the capitol city
positions for various public buildings. Ianti there is verV slight opportunity
The city contains many magnificient ^ol escaPe when implicated in a trafstructures of which the national cap- fie violation.
the following described property:
The city is famous for its public
itol, a building crowning Capitol Hill
and costing $25,400,000, is one of the school system, and all teachers are
2 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 2
most beautiful public edifices in the required to possess a degree.
TRY THE
One bay mare, smooth mouth, weight 1600; 1 roan mare, smooth
world. It covers an area of over
Most everybody smokes, young and
mouth, weight 1400.
okl> male anli
3% acres, is 751 feet in length and h a b i t u
female. If you havon't
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
ated the use of the weed, you
350 feet in width. The grounds sur32 — HEAD OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE — 32
are an
rounding the capitol comprise 50 acres
Seven milch cows, some fresh now and others to be fresh soon;
and are divided into the east and west
2 stock cows; 2 2-year-old heife^; 15 spring calves, extra good; 4
grounds. They form a beautiful specA LOVE LETTER.
purebred Angus calves, 3 heifers and 1 steer; 2 bucket calves.
imen of landscape gardening and are
adorned with statuary and fountains.
A dashing young man who was
73 — HEAD OF HOGS — 73
The botanical garden in the .District dead in love
12 Hampshire Tried Sows, to farrow about April 1; 1 Spotted
wrote his little bunch
of Columbia is a veritable jungle of of
boar, extra good; 60 winter pigs. All these hogs are vaccinated.
^sweetness a letter as follows:
tropical
trees
and vines. Dur, , plants,
,- ,
,
"Dearest, my love for you is stromr
ing
the
holidays
there
were 7,200 poin- er than coffee or the kick of
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
settas blooming at one time. The var- \ When I think of you mv heart n^'
John Deere manure spreader, new; John Deere corn planter, new,
with 80 rods of wire; John Deere endgate seeder, new; John Deere
,ous plants grow in profusion with u,, and down like my mother's churn
8-foot grain binder; John Deere high wagon with triple bed; John
narrow paths leading in and out of dasher and visions of doubt creep over
Deere 14-inch stag gang plow; John Deere 2-row cultivator; John
the dense growth. Entire rooms are nly sou , u n t i | , fee, , jke an
Deere 1-row cultivator; John Deere 4-section harrow, with folding
given
over to the growing of ferns, [ board made full of holes bV'JI cheese
draw bar; hay rake; harrow cart; hay rack, new; John Deere low
,.
.
cactus,
foliage ttnd to ^° rfff» uVi i»nj»£j c* ._ — j . r _
rack wagon, nearly new; Sterling disc; Tower surface cultivator; Sand,.,
J°y K
wich corn elevator with hoist and power jack; Emerson mower; 16and trees growing to a heighth of me like
young goats over a slable
inch walking plow; buzz saw; 20-bushel self feeder; hog troughs;
30 or 40 feet.
roof. 1 feel as though I could
hog oiler; tank heater; Mellotte cream separator; Sol-Hot brooder,
The congressional library, establish- myself with my boot strans t lift
J.OOO-chick size; numerous chick feeders and ( waterers; and other
,u
articles too numerous to mention.
ed in 1880, now ranks as the largest height of a church steeple. A
library in the world, containing 5,- Img swimmeth m a mud puddle
mud
so
TERMS:—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
220,794 printed books and pamphlets;
do I swim in a-sea of delightfulness
from the premises.
1,368,479 maps; 1,160,044 pieces of when you are near me. My heart os
music; and 638,645 prints. More than dilates like a shaker in
&UNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
a fannjn "
600 employees work there. It is one mill, and my eyes stand open like
of the most complete*libraries
,, „, in exist;
cellar doors in a country town if
ence, covering every field of knowledge, my love is not reciprocated I
n
Among the outstanding documents on pine my life away like a u
C. E. PARKER. Clerk.
display are the original Declaration ' bed bug, and you will catch ° IS ° necl
cold
of Independence and Constitution of \ my grave."
Presents Educational Program
on North American Indians.
An educational program is to be
presented on the North American
Indians Friday, Feb. 17, at 1:00 o'clock.
Chief Broken Rope and four full
blooded Sioux Indians in colorful regalia will depict Indian ceremonies,
dances and customs. They will explain
the Indian costumes, war weapons
and many other things of interest.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

FACTS AND FUN

Public Sale
Thursday, February 23

CONTROL

Alcohol

Lubrication For Your Winter
Service on Inside Hoist

LAURA DORSEY

GALL 244

W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
mF TnP
D1V» 1 \Jr

ByEPWHEELAN

"SUk" Fowler is determined that Alta lhall die, after she attacked him. He
threaten* Jeff Bangs, owner of the circut

r SAID

I'rA BOSS OF1MS OUTTlT.
"SlLK^'ANtJ YOU Of? NO
ONE. ELSE IS (3OING- To
TELL ME HOW TO RUN IT
OR VjJrWfO DoV DO

- I GET
TWAT, BUT

you

THAT e

60IN<3- To
OF THAT" E>ULL". AUTA,Cf!
ELSE I'LL. HAJE TO SPEAK
MV UTTLE RECE ABOUTDEAR
BROTHER. SILAS, AND
UIHEN I START,
PULL
PUNCHE-S,

AH, YOU YOUNG LOVERS
ARE INDEED LUCKY7.5 NEW AAOON SHE IS
PERFECT FOR ROMAMCE
TONIGHT - I 5Ef4. A BRIDE,
I HEAR ZE
WEDDING
MARCH

this

it afterward. At least
the pedestrians fatally
rural districts areTtruck ,
walking, along the roadW
cording to figures of the- ?y>
Safety council. And
third* ofthese their backs to ^,4,,
In many places, Si«
being bunt parallel to t
ways to segregate motor
destriaa traffic, but
where they aren't yet

s^es'AU. RIGHT AJOV/ - TAKE)/ FAVRA

HER COT ANI> ST& \UiTH HER

2—At night, carry a light
3*-Wear light clothing',
least some article of Pwt
that's white, to make it eukri
the motorist to see you
4~Walfc6nthe shoulder of)
road instead of the paver,
where possible, to keep from,
ing cars into the path of or
traffic.
. ., .

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA Professor Zeero Gets Closer to the Stars
GONZALES, /AY
LOVED ONE - VINCENT
WON'T BOTHER. US
ANY AVDRE-HE IS
OUTA THE
HOUSE

Walking
IT'S an
the

1

THAT'S
ABOUT ENOUGH
OUTA YOU,
ZEERO!

Life Is Time
Dost thou love'.'life? Then don
lor that's the i

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— OoJ Whatta Sock

We»keiu
least- *tangth
braak what
MESCAL IKE

ur s. L. HUNTLBY

Thing and Then Another

, MISS 5ALLV,
COUUDVUM
A
AFTVE.DOUUXR
1

9U.AM ms

POP—Hustling to Get Nowhere
DRIVE

US ROUND

THE

By J. MILLAR WATT
PARK

A PEV TlMtS !

Just
On« cannot be Just if one in
humane.— Vauvenargues.

AND STEP OM IT'
A
.
HURRY/

Forgettfaf those things tbsti
behind I press on.

THOUSANDS will be —--^ r
«> knoir whtr« co VP^'wl
. atvf.^tj^iat tip* «nd 6UW}
•adU.bMdflSrBSCcar>tely.
NEEDED PLUCK

Curse of Progress

Mrs. McBride—Before we were
married .jrqu often washed there was ;
some brave dead you could do ig
show your love for me.
|
McBride—Yes, dear, and I would
do it now.
Mrs. McBride-—Then, tove; go
down Into the kitchen and give
Bridget a week^s notice.

&$

'*®&A
:«*»»•

Bidden Series
Mrs. Meeker—Dear, what's the
difference between direct taxation
and indirect taxation?
Meeker—The same as the differ
ence between your asking me for
money and going through my pockets when I'm asleep.—Pathfinder
magazine.
Cautions
Mother was poking about in the
shrubs when she suddenly called
out:
"Look, Junior! Here's a little
green snake I"
"You better look out," cautioned
Junior, "it may be just as danger
•us •« a ripe on«."

to
u«r

o.t
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Maduffs Food
WE DELIVER

fcket
PHONE 239

February 18, 1909.
A daughter was bom to Mr. and
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
Mrs. Frank Lees on Feb. 2.
Snappy Hot
A daughter was born to Mr. and
Quart Jar
Mrs. Mike Tierney last Tuesday.
During the recent storm, William
No. 1 Creamery
Steele lost a 2-year-old colt valued at
Pound
$200.
Thompson Seedless
There is a fine new baby out at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Willi2 Pounds
son, born last Friday.
Sam Jewett and family have taken
possession of the farm home recently
Brown Beauty—Favorite of « A \
purchased of J. H. Sanny.
JN. N. Jones of Griswold is a canThousands-~34bs.40c~ lib. 1*IC|
didate for appointment to membership
Fresh Soda
on the State Board of Control.
2-lb.Box
During a recent period of ten days,
the force of workmen at the Gus HunOpen Kettle Rendered
ter blacksmith shop put on 700 horse
Pound
. ..."
shoes.
On account of the extreme cold
weather, there will be no services at
ORDlNAiNCE NO. 82.
any of the Anita churches Sunday evening.
AN ORDINANCE. TO RE
At the regular monthly meeting of
H. L. Hoffman, Expert, Minneapolis* SECTION .FOUR (4) OF
the board of education held Monday Minn., will demonstrate without charge
evening, Val. Wiegand tendered his his ^'Perfect Retention Shields" m At- NANCE NUMBER SEVENTY^!
resignation as a member of that body, lantic, Iowa, Wednesday, Feb. 22, at EN (77), OP THE ORDINANCES^
Hotel. From 10 A. VL to THE INCORPORATED TOWN
to take effect upon the ejection of his 4theP. Park
M. Please come early. Evening! ANITA, IOWA, RELATING TOl
successor.
by appointment.
Solite with Ethyl. (premium priced)
Your physician will tell you about REGULATION, LICENSE
William Steele returned Monday
Standard Red Crown (regular priced)
this
serious condition. Any rupture SALE OP BEER.
from Chicago where he had several
Stanolind
(low priced)
to protrude is dangerous.
cars of stock on the market, and allowed
•BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUlJ
My "Retention Shields" will hold
struck a good price. On his way your rupture under any condition of CIL OP THE INCORPORAial
home, he stopped off at the old home exercise and work. They are sanitary TOWN OF ANITA, IOWA.
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Mustard
Butter
Raisins
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26c|
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14c
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RUPTURE

-w,rH STANDARD

Turner's Standard Station

C. C. Heckman—Tank Wagon

Special Price on

Semi-Solid Buttermilk

For the Rest of This Month
Felco Chick Starter and Grower

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
!
DIRECTORY

THE FARMERS COOP.

A coal to measure up to our standards, must be
more than just coal—it must be high in heat giving
qualities, clean and dependable.
An order entrustd to us assures you of 2,000 Ibs.
of fuel satisfaction. We invite you to
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
ALWAYS

or her estate will present them in
manner and form as by law required,
for allowance and payment.
Dated this 13th day of February,
A. D., 1939.
Frank Barber,
Administrator of said estate.
By Hobart E. Newton,
Attorney for said estate.
Mrs. J. B. Jordan and new son,
Jon Leroy, who live northwest of
,. Anita, are reported to be getting along
nicely at the Jones hospital in Atlantic where the infant was born last
- Friday morning.

KENT MARTIN

PV

LAW

*ER

Chestnut Street

DEAD

STOCK REMOVED

FREE

50c buys 600 sheets of tyPe
paper, size 8%xll inches at
Phone 215 ane office.

_

s^ & o^iii::^
Eat 1866

Portable Hwmnermill;
your farm to your satisfa
Phone 897 14 on 24, Massena, ami 3
reverse calls. R. R. Are" "
Ambulance Service
BUY ANITA BREAD

PHONE 400 ANITA
WE PAY THE CHARGES
ANITA RENDERING
SERVICE
Harper Dorsey, Manager

Minor OutfittinT

Furniture

'

SEE
DEMENT WIPLEMEN1 CO.
FOR SKELGAS K.
WAYNE OIL HBA

STOCK TANK
WANTED:—Your c
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay
/

Weekly News Analysis—

Nazi, Argentine Trade Plans
Threaten American Program
By Joseph W. La Bine—
EDITOR'S NOTE— Whm opinions *n
•rpnaed in thm columns, they trt that*
of the news mnflrn, and not neceuiri/y
at tht imnptptr.
•,

Trade
Today's high pressure international salesmanship runs counter to the
reciprocal trade program of U. S.
Secretary of State Cordell Hull. Devoted to the cause of low tariffs
and "most-favored-nation" pacts,
Secretary Hull's idealistic and honest efforts must compete with such
devices as the German barter plan
and a series of multi-colored trade
ideas which emerge annually Irom
congress' halls. This month Mr.
Hull saw his beloved program
threatened on several fronts:
Argentine. Of all South American
governments, that at Buenos Aires
is least friendly with the U. S. At
Lima's Pan-American conference
Argentina spoiled President Roosevelt's "continental solidarity" declaration by charging that the disgraceful policy of "dollar imperial
ism" was still rampant. But the
real roots of this dislike are commonplace things like hoof-andmouth disease, drouth and depression.
An agreement was reached in 1935
providing for U. S. import of cattle
from Argentine sections not infected with hoof-and-mouth disease.
But congress failed to ratify it.
In 1937 drouth and temporary U. S.
prosperity forced heavy imports
from Argentina.
This business
dropped with a thud in 1938's recession, far faster than Argentina
curtailed her imports from the U.
6. Result has been a trade unbalance and subsequent strengthening of Argentine exchange control
against the U. S., encouraged by
Germany's increasing willingness to
swap machinery for Argentine foodstuffs. This sentiment reached a
climax with Argentina's declara-

imment for the loan price. Domestically
consumed products
would sell at not less than the loan
price. With surpluses the U. S.
would attempt to recapture its lost
oreign markets.
Significance. Though world economic; satisfaction must be a preude to permanent world peace (an
important principle in the Hull program), each nation seeks to further
ts own admittedly selfish interest
with self-preservation as a justiflcaion. Still to come is the showdown
in which nations will decide whether
world problems will be settled via
economic treaties, at the expense
of selfish aims, or via force, at another kind of expense.

Trend

How the wind is blowing . . .
[ MOVIES—Historically taboo,
motion pictures may now be
shown in Vermont on the Sabbath under local option.
KNEES—No clothing which exposed the knees could be worn
in Provincetown, Mass., under an
ordinance which was passed,
then withdrawn because no record was kept of the vote.
POKER—U. S. card manufacturers report more women now
play poker, also fhat it may supplant bridge as No. 1 card game.
MEDICINE—James B. Conant,
Harvard president, recommends
one eight-year course to replace
two current four-year courses for
physicians.

Defense

Goal of Honetty

Europe
In modern Europe no month is
complete without its crisis. January's crisis was Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain's visit to
Rome. February's was the fall of
Barcelona and its decisive implications. In March the crisis will again
center on Spain if three signs mean
anything:
(1) Germany and Italy have
helped Spain's Insurgents win their
battle thus far, France and England siding with Loyalists because
they were anti-Fascist. Today, with
Loyalists on the run, Britain has
granted de facto recognition to
Gen.
Francisco Franco's Insurgents, encouraging France to fall
in line. Obviously a policy of expediency, the Anglo-French overture
is accompanied by financial offers
to help rebuild Spain. In wooing
Franco, Paris and London will positively arouse the Rome-Berlin axis
to new wrath.
(2) Combined British home fleets
will maneuver around Gibraltar in
March, just as Germany completes
its most thorough mobilization since
last autumn's much-feared troop
concentration. Meanwhile Italy is
doubling its garrison in Libya (adjoining France's African Tunisia) as
an admitted step in retaliation
against reputedly increased Tunisian garrisons.
(3) Closer conformation of AngloFrench policy is seen in London's
declaration to help Paris hi event
of war, also in Britain's de facto
recognition of Insurgent Spain while
awaiting official French action.
Such parallel policies, coupled with
the bold British decision to spend
$1,000,000,000 more on armament,
illustrate how Europe's two de-
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erial, plus % yard of contrasting
material and 2% yards of edging.
Spring Pattern Book.
Send 15 cents for the Barbara
Bell Spring Pattern Book, which IB
now ready. Make yourself attracive, practical and becoming
clothes, selecting designs from the
Barbara Bell well-planned, easyo-make patterns.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1020,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price' of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.

COLD
IS WAY!
Jut Follow Slaplo DlncHitt Below-,
lU Us* FKt-A«U| Hji, -

ID Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
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[SAFETY TALKS
Most Hazardous Occupation
N/IOST farmers probably would
-* scorn the use of industry's
steel-toed safety shoes, hard hats
to protect their heads from falling
objects, and goggles with unbreakable lenses to ward off sparks
from the grindstone and splinters
from the wood-cutting power saw.
If this be true, it may possibly
account for agriculture ranking
first as the most hazardous of
occupational enterprises.
The National Safety council reports that of 19,500 fatalities in
occupational accidents during
1937, agriculture, or farm accidents, contributed 4,500. Trade
and service industries were responsible for another 4,500 accidental deaths. All other industries
experienced fewer accident fatalities during that year, the council
said.

iy

1655—This is a particularly
NO.youthful
design in women's

sizes—nice for afternoon parties
and general wear, too. The bodice has gathers, to give you a
nice bustline. The lifted waistline
is slenderizing. This dress wil
be pretty in Sat crepe, silk print
or thin wool.
No. 1681—Here is a practical
house dress that you will enjoy
having in wool or flat crepe, too
It has nice princess lines, and the
scalloped closing, cut over at the
side, gives a generous lap so tha
you need no fastening on the skirt
For home wear? make this of lin
en, gingham, percale or calico.
AUTO FINANCING
The Patterns.
No. 1655 is designed for sizes 34
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size 3
rean of experience aid; fair
plan the payment* »a
requires 4y4 yards of 39-inch ma the n«t ' you
er XJSED CAB jn bay.
terial.
No. 1681 is designed for sizes 34
AT LOW COST
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size 3
Aoootnm wnoom ASYWHIBI nr IOWA
requires 4% yards of 35-inch ma lift? toeort Sti««% DIS MOIItn, U.

Last December President Roosevelt's arms expansion program had
more foes than friends in the stillto-convene seventy-sixth congress.
Two months later it had more
friends, thanks to clever White
House publicity maneuvers and a
Lot of saber-rattling in Europe. The
house passed 367 to 15 an administration bill to spend $376,000,000 extra on defense the next two years.
(Same day, Great Britain voted
about $1,000,000,000 more for arms.)
Chief features are boosting the
army's aviation force to 5,500 first
GEN. JOSE MIAJA
line planes and making the PanHi* 500,000 ogcriiuc 1,000,000.
ama canal impregnable. Certain of
passage was the Vinson naval expansion bill to spend $68,000,000 on mocracies are drawing closer together and preparing to meet the next
naval air and submarine bases.
Probably
But there was little unity in this totalitarian demands.
new strength. Closely allied to re- these demands will be Italian terriarmament is the problem of U. S. torial claims against France, commilitary alliances with other de- ing immediately after the Spanish
mocracies, since the threat that in- war.
Meanwhile that war has gone
spired American rearmament is the
same threat that makes France and merrily on its way as Gen. Jose
Britain jittery. After a California Miaja finds himself practically the
air crash revealed U. S. manufac- boss of Loyalist Spain's civil and
turers were selling military planes military branches. With an estito France,, after President Roose- mated 500,000 unenthusiastic solvelt denied telling a senate military diers under his command, General
affairs committee that U. S. "fron- Miaja recently heard that his friend
ARMOUR'S PRESIDENT CABELL tiers are in France," the White General Franco was about to
He didn't want German harmonicas.
House-congress foreign policy de- charge against Valencia and Macame out in full bloom. Ques- drid with 1,000,000 men.
lion that imports from the U. S. bate
tions: (1) Shall the U. S. keep its
must be reduced to the level oi foreign policy secret? (2) Is Pres- Labor
1935-36. Faced with a 40 per cenl
Roosevelt risking involvement
In Washington John L. Lewis
slash in exports, Secretary Hul ident
in war through secret international could peek at the calendar for
may be forced to dangle juicy trade deals?
March realizing it probably held the
plums before Argentina's eyes, seAfter a week's debate there pre- fate of his Congress for Industrial
riously endangering the rest of his sumably
were no longer any secrets Organization. At the core of troureciprocal program.
about either the French deal or the
Germany. Barter trade like Naz: administration's foreign policy. Ac- ble is United Automobile Workers
Germany's is allowed in the U. S tual cause of the rumpus was ap- of America, torn during January
provided it does not interfere with parently removed, but not congres- when President Homer Martin
simultaneously resigned and was
the "most-favored-natipn" plan. Bu sional resentment.
booted from C. I. O.'s executive
artificial currency devices like Ger
Thundered California's Sen. Himan payment for U. S. goods with ram Johnson-. "No epithets applied board. Reason: U. A. W. under"trade marks" (good only for pur- to senators or newspapers will re- lings thought Mr. Martin was conchase of Nazi goods) are taboo. lieve the situation of its secrecy niving for personal control of Ford
Mid-February found U. S. lard . . . There is resentment among Motor company's heretofore indeprices low and likely to drop still the administration that anybody pendent labor vote, while Mr. Marmore when the spring hog run should ask the facts. But if there tin thought C. I. O. was turning
communistic.
Now split in two
starts. Meanwhile Germany hunfactions, U. A. W. opens a progered for fats. Putting two and two
Martin convention hi Detroit during
together, German trade experts beearly March, and an anti-Martin
gan contacting midwest packers to
parley in Cleveland March 27.
swap lard for machinery.
First victory was scored by the
; Though the Reich apparently proMartin faction when property of U.
gressed on two deals, most packers
A. W.'s Plymouth local (Detroit)
"turned their backs, uninterested.
was pulled from court custody and
| Recalled was the experience of one
returned to Martin cohorts. Still
which arranged a swap deal
pending is a replevin suit instituted
ith Germany several years ago,
by anti-Martinites.
to find itself burdened with seval thousand Nazi harmonicas,
To rumors that he might lead U.
pical was the comment of R. H.
A. W. into alliance with William
iell, president of Armour and
Green's American Federation of
ipany, who dismissed the'bid by
Labor, Mr. • Martin answered with
iply stating that "the big packan emphatic negative. Daily win
! houses are not interested in barning public support from such Lew, but in the sale of products
is henchmen as Sidney Hillman
rket rates." Next day packand Philip Murray, Mr. Martin
| were pleased to note that lard
stands a good chance of emerging
were selling up, but Mr.
not only as undisputed head of U.
A. W., but as leader in a C. I. O.
could not fail to note that the
conservative movement.
program had made a mite of
BB in his bailiwick.
itfilhire. Crux of the "costPeople
SENATOR JOHNSON
iuction" {arm bill now before
In Moscow, Secretary Earl Brow
He
resented
White
House
resentment.
BS is that domestically conder of the American Communist
ffuined products shall have a mini- comes a war it will not be fought party hailed President Roosevelt,
•mum price. All surpluses would be by the President alone . . . "
Cuba's Col. Fulgencio Batista and
'"dumped abroad for whatever they
Facts themselves are startling. Mexico's President Lazaro Carwould bring. Whatever the bill's Faced with U. S.. military orders
• merits, Mr. Hull presumably re- under the new defense. bill, plane denas as opponents of Fascism.
Ivltards it as an artificial trade bar- manufacturers already have their • Breaking a bottle of champagne
liTier ^ ^e field oi agricultural hands full with export orders. Start- to dedicate an aquacade at New
iytrade, which would be reflected in ing with $25,000,000 in 1938, plane York's World fair, Swimmer Elea_,-_ branches of commerce.
If exports have roughly doubled an- nor Holm was cut by flying glass
|$£0pt^t-production" fails, the state nually, approximating $200,000,000 • One hundred and two years old,
" ._' ent must still hurdle a sec- this year. In the past eight months Banker Edmund J. Reardon of Cam
jliew^ jfarjn measure which would France and Britain have ordered bridge, Mass., celebrated his birth
I governmental loans on three 1,200 ships. Chief congressional day by staying away from the office
}•*£;••
crops
(cotton, wheat, corn) wonder is which orders will get £ Having too many other responsiBt : to three-fourths the precedence, U. S. or foreign. Mean- bilities, President Walter S. Gifford
^f*;
•ice"—-an amount higher while aircrttft firms are reluctant of the American Telephone and Tel•v current market price. to expand their plants to satisfy egraph company, will resign as a
" ' • '^.tben be expected to production requirements which may director of the United States Steel
ygi oVer to the gov- be only temporary.
corporation April 3.
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The very spriM tod root of hon.
esty and virtue lie in the felicih,
of lightning on good education Z
Plutarch.
"~~

O'DEA FINANCE

2. if Ttiratt If rav
from cold, rank «d

fc'« the Wtjr IfcoBModc Know to
Eue Discomfort ofCoU* and Son
Throtl Aceoupftorinf CoUi
The simple way .pictured above
often brings amazingly, fast relief
from discomfort and sore throat
accompanying colds.
Try it Then--tee your doctor.
He probably will tell you to continue with the Bayer Aspirin because it acts so fast to relieve discomforts of a cold; And to reduce
fever.
This simple way, backed by
scientific authority, has largely supplanted the use of strong medicines
"in easing cold symptoms. Perhaps
the easiest, most effective way yet
discovered. But make sure you get
BAYERAspirin.
- * « •
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CAR OWNERS everywhere are
acclaiming the extra blowout protection
and non-skid safety of the new Firestone
Champion Tire. And automobile
manufacturers, knowing its outstanding
performance, have adopted it for their
new 1939 models. On every hand you
hear, "It's the most effective tire we have
ever had on wet pavement and in mud'
and snow!" It's the hit of 1939!
'The Firestone Champion Tire is a
completely new achievement in safety
engineering and the result of a new and
revolutionary means of locking greater
safety into the cord body of a tire. This is
accomplished first, by the use of a new
type of tire cord called "SaferyrLock," in
which the cotton fibers are more
compactly interwoven to give greater
strength. And then the fibers in each
individual cord, the cords in each ply
and the plies themselves are all securely
locked together by a new and advanced
Firestone process of Gum-Dipping, which
provides amazingly greater strength—and
greater strength means greater safety.
the added strength that makes
possible the use of the new thicker,
tougher, deeper Firestone Gear-Grip
Tread, which provides remarkably longer
non-skid mileage. This sensational new

5.25-17. »13.95
5.50-16. 13.90
5.50-17. 13.95
6.00-16. 15.7O
6.00-17. 16.1$

S£r2S7vTl
DippJ^Tlrei on my ca»"

tread is called "Gear-Grip" because of its unique
design which has more *than three thousand
sharp-edged angles that grip the *pad with a
your „
Firestone Dealer or Firestone
Auto Supply and Service Store equip your car
a 8et of new Firestone Champion Tires, the
tires made that are safety-proved on the
for your protection on the highwayH
Have

Timtoiu HIGH SPEED

•ve^BM^^MHHHMHMMMHHHHV^^"^^^^

?lr*$tottt CONVOY

6.00-18. »16.50
6-00-18.814.85
6.25-16. 17.55 5.50-16.
12.50 6-25-16. 15.89 4.50-21. *S.XO 5.50-16. »10-45
6.50-16. 19.35 5.50-17.
4.75-19.
5,50-17.
6-50-16. 17.40 5.00-19. 9.0O 6.00-16.
7.00-15. Z0.40
6.00-16. 14.15
7.00-15. 18.10 5.25-17.
7.00-16. M.oo 6.00-17.
6.25-16.
14.55

7-00-16. 18.90 5.25-18.

9.6*

6.50-16.
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English Immigrant B0y
Who Became a Great American

[ot Intended
or Children
PATRICIA LINDSAY
mothers write asking
5lich questions as these:
you believe in permanent
for young children?"
y child has a very pale face.
'she goes to parties should I
'her cheeks?"
> younk daughter likes colored
jlish. She Is only nine. Should
her wear it?"
J once in a while I get a
tlon which makes me gasp^"I
my child, who is now five
old, to have a perfect comn when she grows up. Should
her a facial once a week at
parlor?"
S course, my answer to all, of
questions is "No—Definitely

Edward Dickinson Baker Held High Office in Three States of the Union, Became Known as
"One of the Greatest Orators of Modern Times," Served Gauntly in Three Wars and
finally Gave His Life in Defense of the Country of His Adoption.

iihild should be allowed to grow
an adult, unhampered. Her ten,.air can be ruined with intense
land harmful lotions; her skin
be marred for life by creams
were made for aging beauty,
fag in beauty; and how horrible
: at a young child with lacnails or rouged cheeks I
| you wish your child to grow
beauty be watchful over the
amentals of a healthy body and
See that she is fed the -foods
I will nourish her. Foods that
[strengthen her tiny bones and
. Foods that will keep her skin
as a dew-kissed petal.
ush the darling's hair regularvay from' the scalp with a brush
kept sterilized and used for
ery own. Keep her scalp clean,
rashes and* dandruff. Try
scover a natural wave in her
and press it between your finwhile it is damp to encourits curl.
i

• Wtitwn HmnpftPM Union.

Rescuing the body of Colonel Baker at the Battle of Ball's Bluff. <FXMB u» p.inun» by P. o. o. D«I«T.>
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

F

EBRUARY 24 is the anniversary of the birth of a great
Ainerican .who, para4o3dc^Jly, .was not an Ainfij^in at all
—at least, not by birth. He was born in England, but he
held
high office in three states of the Union, wore the American
at mother failed to .do* was
uniform
in three of our wars and finally gave his life in defense
|i She neglected herself, in. 6r> shower daughter with much—, of the country of his adoption.
i she didn't need. When, daugh;. They-caUedhim "A Modern 4
Iras at the going-out,age, she Knight Errant," for he was a
nois. Two years later "Abe"
[other mothers who were atLincoln took his seat beside
yery
gallant
and
courageous
1ve, whocould speak on current
"Ned" Baker In the lower house
i and books, who were more or soldier. They called him
of congress. When Lincoln's sec[companionable to their own "The Gray Eagle" because
ond son was torn in 1846, he
hters.
By '•' comparison her of bis "long, gray hair, eyes
named him Edward Baker Liner fell.short. Didn't she? Yes, of fire, noble forehead and
coln in honor of his friend.
doting mother failed to keep
By this time the United States
rn. Her offspring outshines finely chiseled features." He
was on the verge pi a war with
has been described as "one
Mexico. Baker immediately returned to Illinois, making the trip
it these, disappointed mothers of the greatest public speakin the record time of six days,
do, now,that their daughters ers of modern times" and
raised a regiment of volunteers
a, is to spend much more th^y said of one of his
and marched to the Bto Grande.
-that it" wis'the
When congress assembled Colo>nfw"Shk^
nel Baker obtained a leave of abbfauty treatments most eloquent delivered by
sence, hastened to Washington
aget wfll stand for tliem an American since Patrick
; out daughter's ordinary Henry closed with his immor-

h Neglect
|ver Justified

Those will restore self-

store self-assurance get ac- me death!' "
spmethjlng, preferably local,
His name was Edward
will bring you out of the Dickinson Baker.
into social activity. • Read Baker was the son of an Eng, magazines, go to movies. De- lish
Quaker and his wife who lived
a personality—because you on the Isle of Wight. Later the
[drowned -yours in your daugh*! family moved to London and
I, Don't blame her. She is, there a son was born on February
g and youth is ruthless! Win 1I 24, 1811. He was named Edward
' own self esteem back and it Dickinson Baker in honor of one
ot be Wag before people will of his uncles, a British naval ofying, "Alice should be attrac- ficer who fought at the Battle
talented, just look at her of Trafalgar. Another of his unerl"
cles was Lord Somerville.
I® Bell Syndicate
When the boy was five years old
the Baker family moved to Philadelphia, the "City of Brotherly
[INT-QF-THE-DAY
Loye" founded by the Quaker,
William Penn. There the father
died while Edward was still a
Be Kind to Tender Skins
and he supported himself and
Bin soap and water is the most boyhis younger brother by working
ble of all skin cleansers, but as
a weaver. When they grew
are some skins that do not
young manhood, the two brothsatisfactorily to this method to
ers emigrated to Illinois where
eaning.
^
Baker began the study
he women, Hod that when they Edward
of
law
in
the little town of Springoap.and water oi» the face there
on ,the Sangamon. ;•
[tendency to drynVss and itch* fieldThere
the 20-year-old lawyer
Sometimes a slight rash wfll met Southern-thorn
Mary Ann
1
ar for a day or so.
Lee,
a
23-year-old
widow
|>men whose skins react in this two children. They marriedwith
in
ner should avoid standing under 1831. TW» next year Baker left his
hower, ' and even for the tub, bridi to marcl» away to war—as
it is advisable to coyer the a volunteer in the Illinois troops
|and neck with aNjream or vase- raised to resist the "invasion" by
A generous coat of vaseline
Black Hawk and his Sac
[repel all steam and water. Chief
and Foxe warriors, Although he
soap and watar art used, it had no oppoftultiSty to distinguish
be at a time when tiiert is himself in that brief and ingloriritation. The water should b« ous "war,!' Baker did form a
never hot.
friendship .which was to be an
a wash cloth or complexion important factor in his later cato wash well around this nose reer. It was with a tall, gangling
nouth, as well as the face and militia captain fr°m New Salem
After a few momenta r«- named Abraham Lincoln.
tne soap with cpp{ water
.-'five y&*jr' 'late*' these two
pn apply a good smooth cleans- friends— "Abe" and "Ned" they
«am-one with a good oil base, called each other—were both
serving in .the. Illinois legislature
has an Wt^ or. soap at Vandalia a*' Whig -representaand from that time on
removing the cleansing tives
their careers were closely linked.
a good tissue cream.
With Stephen Logan, they were
leaders in a little group, known
— Century Ice Cream
famous Jogiah Wedgwood, as the "Springfield Junto," which
party councils in
ceramic maker , of the dominated Whig
!
lUraois.
After serving one term in the
' H»fc
and again on
h
legislature, Lincoln retired to his
•
»*ta*
tt*t
«ven
. , de8Mrt »•• *»»»»• law practice in Springfield, but
aeci«* 'or making it was Baker rose a step higher by being elected to the state senate in
1840. Four years later the two
friends were rivals for the Whig
, —•— UVMU, muva ma nomination for representative in
ice cream. Washington. congress and Baker was the successful candidate. He defeated
his Democratic oppofltent in the
election, thereby becoming the
only Wbi< congressman from Illi-

^ **#MM, <*#**.
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COL. E. D. BAKEB
and appeared on the floor of congress in full uniform (the only
case on record up to that time)
where he made a plea for money
and men.
Baker Goes to War.
He entreated the partisans in
congress to cease their "mutual
criminations and recriminations." "What matters differ^
ences of opinion'about the origin
of the war?" he pleaded. "Send
our soldiers aid, comfort, succor
and support. Action! Actionll
ACTION!! 1!" He secured action,
resigned froni congress two days
later, overtook his regiment on
the march from Vera Cruz and
fought with distinction in every
engagement on the route to Mexico City. When Gen. James
Shields, leader of the Illinois
troops, was wounded at the Battle of Cerro Gordo, Baker, be?
c)un* c<»ftm$(nder of ttui brioato
and led it during the remainder
of the war.
Returning to Illinois at the
close ot the conflict, Baker moved
to Galena. According to one story,
he did this so he would not be a
candidate for re-election to congress against his old friend,
"Abe" Lincoln. If that is true,
it was an uDoecessftrjr gesture,
for Lincoln realized that^Ws «<wstituents were dissatisfied with
his record in congress and declined to make the race again.
Baker was re-elected in 1848, but,
becoming interested in the project of a railroad across the Isthmus of Panama, he declined a
renomination in 1850.
Baker moved to California In
18S1 and soon became a leader
of the bar in that state. On* of
his most famous cases was the
defense of Charles Cora, an Ital-

ian gambler* who had killed General Richardson, United States
marshal. Baker's address to the
jury, "brilliantitelojiuentj impMsioned," won an acquittal for his
client, but it also led to Baker's
social ostracism for a time by
some of the "better citizens."
When the new Republican party was organized Baker became
a member and candidate for the
Republican nomination for United States senator. He won the
nomination but lost the election,
partly because of the prejudice
against him as « result of the •
Cora case. . Then word came
from Oregon that a Republican
leader was needed there and he
moved to that new state.
Elected to Senate.
In the campaign of I860 he was
elected to the senate by a coalition of Republican and Douglas
Democrats. But bis greatest victory during this campaign was to
carry Oregon and California for
his old friend "Abe" Lincoln, .candidate for President. In OregonLinooln won by only 300 votes,
in California by only 614 and the
fact that he won at all was a
tribute to the eloquence of Baker.
When Lincoln was inaugurated,
it was Baker who introduced him
to the throng of people gathered
in front of the capital—an honor
which no one else sought at a
time when sedition filled the air
and there was even danger of
assassination. Taking his seat
in the senate, Baker became the
most effective orator and leader
in supporting Lincoln's administration in dealing with the problem of secession of the southern
states.
When Fort Sumter was fired
upon, he went to New York to
deliver an address in Union
square on April 20, 1861, and
thrilled the immense crowd there
with his appeal for the preservation of the Union.
He did not remain in the senate
long, however. For the "Gray
Eagle," old. war-horse that he
was, wanted action. Lincoln offered him a commission as brigadier-general , but he declined it
and asked only to be made colonel of a regiment which he would
raise. Although the men were
recruited in New York and Philadelphia, it was called the First
California, in honor of the state
of his adoption. During the time
he was raising this outfit, he
again appeared on the floor of
congress in his uniform, thus giving him the distinction of being
"the only man ever to address
both houses of congress in uniform."
"Father" Baker.
Finally his regiment was ready
for service and, he led 4t,to Foetress Monroe. His 'paternal appearance and kindness to his
men, although he remained a
good disciplinarian, won for him
another nickname by his men—
"Father" Baker. His career in
the army was almost as short as
had been his service in the senate. At the Battle of Ball's Bluff
on October 21, 1861, h« was tn
command of a brj^sde ^Dd^ e^r
posing himself to the hottest fire,
fell mortally wounded while leading a charge.
They took his body back to his
adopted state of California and
buried it in the famous Lone
Mountain cemetery. Years late?
it was moved to the presidio
burial ground near San Francisco's Golden Gate and his grave
will pera shrine for thousands of
Americans who attend the exposition there this year.

Among the many eloljuent
speeches made >by Baker- there
are thrc«^whlc1i' <re-outotandBig.
One," known: as tKe "AwtoSan
theater speech," was delivered in
San-Francisco in 1860 and is credited with swinging California for
Lincoln in the' crucial election in
PERSONAL
that year. In it he said in part:
"We live in a day of light. We ••*••• •mlbljr! LOM up to 7 lb«. w««klr.
Chart and information
live in an. advancing generation. _ . .
'. Wtn«, C»nt»n. S. Dak.
We live in the presence of the
whole world. We are like a city
set on a hilt, that cannot be bid.
PHOTO FINISHING
The,prayer» and tears and hopes
WIN
CASB for bMt aim of th« month.
and sighs of all good men are Roll*9t»
developed, S print* and 2 enlargement* 3Bo. If«pnnU 3c each. OEPPEBT
with us, of us, for us.
"As for me, I dare not, I wfll STUDIOS. Dipt. O-U. On Heine*, Uwa.
not, be false to freedom. Here,
many years long gone, I took my BEAUTY CULTURE SCHOOL
stand, and where in youth my
feet were planted, there my
manhood and my age shall
march. I am not ashamed of
WrflttodatforrKSgCMatot
' SU-U-llKWaM SL.DM HgtoM. b.
freedom. I know her power. I
glory in her strength. I rejoice
in her majesty. I will walk beOPPORTUNITY
neath her banner.
"I have seen her again and
FARMER WANTED
again struck down on a hundred Tobandleour formfeed bugiiieuinhiiboaieloeftl*
ty.
Good
paying proporitfcm for man with farm
chosen fields of battle. I have acquaintance.
Product has excellent background
seen her friends fly from her. I and edit readily.
It will pay you to write Dave
have seen her foes gather around Peck. Saleraanager. 319 B. 4th SL, De» Moinea,
her. I have seen them bind her
to the stake. I have seen them
give her ashes to the winds, re- Tot Will Welcome
gathering them that they might
Friendly Calico Dog
scatter them yet more widely.
But when they turned to exult I
have seen her again meet them
face to face, clad in complete
steel and brandishing in her
strong right hand a naming
sword red with insufferable
light."
"Talking Like a God."
Of the demonstration which followed, a historian writes:
"Cheer after cheer rolled from
side to side, from pit to dome.
Even the reporters were swept
away in the frenzy and left their
desks and tables to fall in with
the shouting multitude: A young
fellow just come of age—afterward famous as Bret Harte—
leaped upon the stage and frantically waved an American flag.
He's made to be hugged—you'll
"Another reporter ran out into date to part with him once you've
the- street gesticulating wildly finished him. But you can rest
and cried: 'Come" in! Come in! assured the one who gets him—
The old man is talking like a whether he's to be toy or mascot
god!' "
will welcome him. Calico and this
• • •
pattern that's easy to sew is all
Almost as famous as this Cali- you
need. You'll want to make
fornia speech that "left its im- a whole
litter of them! Pattern
print upon the history of the 6203 contains
a pattern and direcWest," was the speech which he tions for making
dog; materials
delivered in Union square, New needed.
York; on April 20, 1861. It be- To obtain this pattern, send 15
gan:
in stamps or coins (coins
"The majesty of the people is cents
preferred)
to The Sewing Circle,
here today to sustain the majesty Household Arts
Dept., 259 W. 14th
of the constitution, and I come,' a St., New York, N.
Y.
wanderer from the far Pacific,
to record my oath along with
yours of the great Empire state."
Further along in the speech he
uttered these often-quoted words:
"Fellow citizens, what is this
country? Is it the soil on which
an a natural
we tread? Is it the gathering of
familiar faces? Is it our luxury, choice, becMse they
and ppmjp, and pride? Nay, more contribute to your
than tn*jie, is it power,' and •Ikmlloe reserve when
you here scold."
might and majesty alone?
M.SOUTHAKIX
"No, our country is more, far
more than all these. The country which demands our love, our
courage, our devotion, our heart's
blood, is more than all these. Our
country is the history of our fa- MINI HOI COUOH DROPS
thers—our country is the tradition of our mothers—our country
At Peace
is past renown—our country
Where there are laws, he who
present pride and power—our
country is future hope and des- has not broken them need not
tiny—our country is greatness, tremble.—Alfieri.
.glory, truth, constitutional liberty—above all, freedom forever I
These are the watchwords under
which we fight; and we will shout
them out till the stars appear
in the sky, in the stormiest hour
of battle."
A Pledge to Fight.
The address closed thus:
"And if from the far Pacific a
voice feebler than the feeblest
murmur upon its shore may be
heard, to give you courage and
hope in the contest, that voice is
yours tflday. And if a man. whose
haii* i» gray, who is well-nigh
worn out in the battle and toil o:
life, may pledge himself on such
an occasion and hi such an audi
Choice of Evils
ence, let me say, as my las
The lives of the best of us are
word, that when amid sheetec spent in choosing between evils.—
fire and flame I saw and led the Junius.
hosts of New York as they
charged in contest on a foreign
soil for the honor of the flag, so
again, if Providence shall will it,
this feeble hand shall draw «
sword never yet dishonored, not
Headaches
to fight for honor on a foreign
and
Fever
soil, but for country, for home,
«i»
la
for law, for government, for constitution, for right, for freedom,
for humanity—and in the hope
that the banner of my country
may advance, and wheresoever
that banner, waves tfiere glory
may pursue and freedom be established."
The third of Baker's greatest
speeches was delivered in the
United States senate in reply to
Senator Judah P. Benjamin of
Louisiana (who, like Baker, was
English-born and an American
by adoption), who claimed that
the southern sUtes>h1w^e right
to. se^B^e fr^m ttwHUnion. To this
claim Baker hurled defiance in
these words:
"I deny that this union is a
sompact between sovereign states
at all ... There is but «n« sovereign and that is tb» people.
ptoMf ttMtmnt
The state government is its creaMRtbcWdiwy*
aowbodywuu.
tion; the federal government is
Y» bid
its creation; each supreme in its
sphere; each sovereign for its
•purpose; but each limited in its
authority, end each dependent!
uoon delegated power."
>
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pS. Feller and wife of Elgin,
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Grinstead are
W. A. Linfor, an employee of the
f spent the week end in the city the parents of an 8% pound boy baby state commerce commission, was home The farm bureau ladies in districts
1 and 2 of Massena township held
, home of their son, M. J*. Feller born to them Saturday.
to spend Sunday with his family.
a follow-up meeting on Mother-Baby
care last Friday afternoon at the home
'Mrs. R. M. Needles has gone to
Ten women of district No. 1', Lin- of Mrs. Carl Brown with nine members
|. W. R. Cryer has gone to Illi- Canton, Ohio, to visit her parents coln tqwnship, held an all day meetpresent. The discussion of the les60 visit her children, Max Cryer and other relatives and friends.
ing last Friday at the home of Mrs. son was led by Mrs. Louie Stee'.e
amily, »* Morris, 'and Miss FlorWm. Bangham, with a planned dinCryer at Joliet.
Miss Hallie Mae Kooh visited the ner being served during the noon hour. and Mrs-. Lloyd Harris.
past week in Adair with her sister, During the afternoon a discussion was
The W. W. club was entertained
members of the 2-1-2-1-2 din- Mrs. Ronald Ridenour and husband.
held on the follow-up lesson on "New at the home of Mrs. Nora McDermott
[ bridge club, with Miss Lucille
Ways in Mother-Baby Care."
northwest of the city last Thursday
as a guest, enjoyed a 7:00
Mrs.
George
Smither
and
Mrs.
Joe
8
afternoon.
Thirteen members were
."covered dish ditinei last Thurs- Vetter, who have been entertaining at 1 An all day meeting of the Jolly
vening at> the home of Mr. and a series of afternoon card parties, held Dozen club was held last Thursday present and also two visitors, Mrs.
1 G. Boren on Chestnut Street, another party on Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Peter R. Peter- Dean Armstrong and daughter, Miss
PETER LORRE and MARY MAGUIRE
.vening was spent playing bridge at the Smither home with guests sen east of the city. Present were Belle. The next meeting will be held
hich high scores were held by present for four tables of bridge. Prize eleven members and two visitors, Mrs. with. Mrs. Harold Smith on iFeb. 23. In a Thrilling Mystery Drama
['A- R- Robinson and <J>r. R. M. for high score was won by Mrs. Fred Mary Reed and Mrs. James Reed. A\
A pinochle party was held Saturday
Bes.
M. Sheley and prize for runner-up noon a covered dish dinner was enevening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
went to iMrs. W. T. Biggs. A lunch joyed and the afternoon was spent
Leonard Bailey in Lincoln township.
farm bureau women of Grant was served by the hostesses.
socially by the ladies.'
High
scores were held by Henry Simon
7 held an all day follow-up
and
MSss
lona 'Morgan while low score
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment
ng one day last week at the
Mrs. Otto Miller, at her home south
A get-together ~of amateur radio honors went to Wm. Morgan and' Mrs.
of Mrs. Merle Turner south- of the city last Thursday, was hostess operators of this section was held Fri|of the city. Present were ten to the Thursday, Kensington club at day evening at the home of .Mr. and Orville Morgan. A lunch was efijoyed
ers and four visitors, IMrs, -WS1- an all day meeting when eight mem- 'Mrs. Azel S. Ames in Anita. Those following the cards games by those
IWahlert, Mrs. .Floyd Gissibl, Mrs. bers and one guest, Mrs. Harry Riggs, present from out-of-town were Mr. present.
: Scholl and Mrs. Melvin Gissibl. were in attendance. Several husbands and Mrs. Charles ,Nord, Mr. and Mrs.
A miscellaneous shower was held
anned dinner was served during of the members also attended. Mrs. Gerald Sutton and Mr. and Mrs. LeonSunday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
oon hour, and the afternoon was Warren Jordan will be hostess at the ard Woolsey of Atlantic and Mr. and
by the ladies in discussing the next meeting on Feb. 16 when roll Mrs. Walter Elleby of Audubon. The Louie Esterhold, southwest of the city,
i lesson on "New Ways in Mother call will be responded to with "Imita- time was spent in discussing matters for Mrs. Louie Robisyn, who before her
marriage was Josephine Comes. Many
iBaby Care."
tions."
of interest to amateur operators.
beautiful gifts were received by the
guest of honor. Assisting hostesses
CEEDINGS OF THE
were Mrs. Tom Coughlin and Mrs.
sell Symonds, Road Patrolman; Chas. several offices.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS J. Dougherty, Road Patrolman; James
The following resolution was passed: Richard Maas.
E. McLaren, Road Patrdlman; Paul T.
Resolution.
A farewell party was held Monday
Court House,
Spies, President, Cass County Farm
Whereas, Roy and Esther Weinheimevening
for Sam Huddleson and family
Atlantic, Iowa,
Bureau.
er, Jack Thomas and Anker Sams, are
who
are
moving in a few days to
'February 1, 1939.
Moved by Metz, seconded by Wiese, now within Cass county and are likely
|e Board of Supervisors of .Cass to appropriate $3,000 to the Cass to become county charges and said a farm north of Cumberland. Fifty
y, Iowa, met in adjourned session County Farm Bureau as provided by persons should be prevented from ac- neighbors and friends were present
to enjoy an evening of cards and
all members present: Hawley law.
quiring a settlement in Cass county,
Chinese checkers. Lunch was served
h, chairman, Mflce Metz, F. W.
Motion carritsd.
Now therefore, being it resolved by
at
a late hour and a gift was presented
e, W. H. Wohlenhaus and G. B.
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by the Board of Supervisors of Cass counto
the family by those present.
nan.
Wohlenhaus, that Feb, 13, 1939, be set ty, Iowa, that a notice to depart shall
minutes of January 16th. were for the Board of Approval meeting at be 'served upon the said Roy and EsthMrs. Laura Dorsey is holding a
loved as read.
10 A. Ml., and that the Auditor be in- er Weinheirher, Jack Thomas and An- closing out sale at her farm two miles
i motion and vote Wm. Hasper of structed to notify the chairmen of the ker Sams, and the chairman of this
east of Wiota on Thursday, Feb. 23.
MI LIZ A
r
i/uiau
rciirinnJLF
ro»»«»*»r»
eton, Iowa, was awarded the con- Township Trustees to that effect.
Board is directed and ordered to sign In the sale will be 2 head of horses,
3 clean and service the typeMotion carried.
such notice on behalf of this Board and 32 head of cattle, 73 head of hogs,
at the court house at $12.50
Moved
by
Wohlenhaus,
seconded
by
deliver the same to the Sheriff of Cass and a full line of farm machinery.'
Machine. ;
Metz, to pay John Dill and Charles county, Iowa, for service.
withi)
Frank Barber will be the auctioneer
HUGH
J
LIONEL
; following bonds were approved: Dougherty $90 per month and Armelda
The chairman put the above resolu- and C. E. Parker the clerk.. An ad
! Camp, Justice of the Peace; R. Welch, clerk for County Attorney, ?25 tion to vote and the vote being all in for the sale appears in today's TriIhnston, Justice of the P«ace; Mrs. per month.
the affirmative, the resolution was de- bune.
in "Blue Danube And Cast vf Thousands!
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TONIGHT-The Big Night

"Mysterious Mr: Moto"
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FEB. 18-19

2:OO P. M.

RAINER (iRAVET KORJUS
HERBERT • ATWILL

And Look What's Coining Soon!!!

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS
THE FARMERS COOP.

Why Not
Rent a Locker

specified.

County Treasurer.

March 9 at the school house, The
patrons and teacher, Miss Pigg, will
welcome visitors.

's
Market
"WHERE QUALITY COUNTS"
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LEMUEL f. PARTON
YORK.— At the old beanery
the hired help in the New
orld building, a few years
here was quite a stir and
stew of ambiBook tion. Swapping
r Through dreams,
one
Ivertised Maxwell Anderson was going to
i play; Louis Weitzenkorn had
tie idea; big, jovial Phil Stdng
itten 16 novels, to the quite
erable indifference of all pubK but Mr. Stong said all this
1st a little practice workout
i promised to deliver later on.
saturnine James Cain
[it he might have the making
bok or two hi his system, but
(tie about it. Young, whippy
Nichols, a demon reporter,
as an engineer, had a writeer neatly blue-printed. Paul
. burned ' up by social, injus; going to write a few plays
ar the lid off things in geni Burman, whom Pnil Stong
carry around in his pocket,
Ding to be a bell-ringing nov• Destiny presided over
I beanery. The above playbis, novelists and Hollybig shots probably could
bought, the then sinking
with their collective re.__ of today—although Mr.
p, after trailing two or three
Broadway plays, 'now to
voluntarily In the someundramatio federal wage
as its assistant director.
: news; of this chronicle is
IT. Burman has been honored
& Southern Authors award for
ntly published novel, "Blow
andirig." This is the highest
award in the gift of the
i whichi non-fiction -also was
His previous books include
bboat Round the Bend,"
| became Will Rogers' last
plav^-arid several other Misyarns. He has more or
la personal 'copyright on river
iurman once told me how his
ras almost sidetracked. He
i World; to become an author

•~

iierThe fragrance of freshi in a shop window de... reason and he-shot the
;..%%:
buns. Back in his
r
|bund a letter from a
. saying they liked his
^Uf^tt»:Mist,'^which they
; for nionths, and which he
up as lost. Would he
consult them on a mijf He would, but lacked
nd.seen a pretty girl in a
studio. He didn't know
i he told her his troubles,
similarly situated, but
him to three two-cent
Hevr*!sed a nickel on
a stationery -stare;, saw
tor :«pd get not only -abpt * big hand on his
naturally, he returned
irrled the pretty girl, who
Olnstrated his books
traversed, not only- his
ver, but Damascus, the Sa|desert, Bagdad and 'other
mother4odes of literary
ateriaC

' " ». '
SHATTUCK GATES, silray and semi-corpulent,
and decisive, is a
whose Wall Street office
;looks put over
Salute 4he" House of
tcher in Morgan and the
WprW New York Stock
exchange, and
(sands of small mining men
I down the Rocky mountain*
sending him congratula-
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SUNDAY
CHOOL Lesson
• WerteratfewipaperUnion.

Lesson, for February 19

What to Ert and Why

to

HOW SEW

C. Houston Goudiss Give* $ome Timely Hints on
How to Keep Up Fuel Value of Winter Diet;
Discusses New Methods for Quick Baking
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

]V/fIDWINTER weather calls to: energizing7breakfasts to
* get the day off to a good start . . . energizing midday
meals to help keep children and adults functioning efficiently
... energizing, but easily digested, evening meals to satisfy
bodily requirements without over-taxing the: digestive system.
In addition to the need for supplying meals that are adequate as to energy values and other nutritional requirements,
the homemaker has two other
important factors to consider; develop finicky appetites and
she must satisfy the appetites strange food habits. They may
of various members of her wish t6 go to school without breakpractice which must be
family ... and she must keep fast—a
discouraged as it may lead to unwithin her food budget.
demutrition from which "nerves"

MUSLIN
CARDBOARD

AT

BEVERAGE: ALCOHOL AND ITS
SOCIAL PERILS

j^SSON TEXT—Amo« 6.M. r Peter j.u>
fepU)KjI matT-Jt Is good neither to eat
wan, nor to drink wine, nor anything whereby thy brother stumbleth.—Romans 14^.

"Hazards in the use" of alcohol in
a machine age'V-this is the topic
assigned for our lesson today.. It is
a good one and worthy of the careful thought of every intelligent citizen. With automobiles alone killing over a hundred persons a day,
and the obvious connection between
alcohol and death on the highway,
we might say much about the folly
of trying to cut down traffic accidents while we are licensing more
and more "taverns" along the h>ad
to fill the drivers with the destructive stuff.
,
There is much that might be said
about the social havoc that is being
wrought by alcohol. It is bad enough
that a man, pays 25 cents for a
drink, but even worse, that he gives
25 minutes of his life for each indulgence. But the -liquor industry
covers that up under a mask of festivity, making booze look like a desirable adjunct to congenial and successful living. It does not picture
the bleary eye and the babbling
tongue of the drinker, nor does it
present the broken-hearted mother, the devastated home, the ragged
children, and the empty cupboard.
Liquor is one of America's major
problems. Let us face k
The Scripture portions assigned
for our" lesson rightly emphasize
fundamentals, the first being a call
to awake from a false sense of security, the second emphasizing that
this is a spiritual battle, and the
third pointing the way of victory as
being in holy living.
I. Foolish Security When Surrounded by Danger (Amos 6:1-6).
Surprise attack is always effective." Satan would lull us all to sleep
in the assurance that "God's in his
heaven—all's well with the world."
God is in heaven and it is certain
that ultimately He will reign over
all, but just nowv the world- Is in
the hands of the Wicked" One (I.
John 5:19).
The people of Amos' day, to whom
the message was addressed, had
come to the-point where prosperity
had-'r|»de them at ease j*fceS*they
should have, been actives; foolishly
secure when they should have been
sacrificially serving their fellow
men who were in need. The picture is astonishingly up-to-date. Today in our own land the Gold Coast
andthe slums rub elbows, but few
of those who have plenty are concerned about those who have not. In
the eyes of most people the purpose of gaining possessions is to relieve one from the necessity of work
and to enable one to evade life's
responsibilities.
America needs to awaken to its
dangers, and we repeat that not the
least of these is the liquor question.
We. must either win a victory over
h, or it will destroy our people.
n. Spiritual Warfare—While at
Peace with God (I. Pet 2:11, 12).
"Fleshly lusts, which war against
the soul" (v. 11) are the object of
serious concern on the part of every
sincere Christian. There is a battle
on, and the enemy of our soul
knows how to make the abuse of
the normal impulses and appetites
of man his strong ally. The rush of
modern life, the increasing use of
stimulants, both natural and artificial, the very luxury in which many
live, these' things tend to give the
flesh and its desires undue prominence, and not infrequently cause
even God's children to fall into sin.
, We are called to a holy warfare.
Hut that,.does.-not mean that We
live in a constant turmoil. We are,
after all, pilgrims and strangers in
this w6rld.\ Our citizenship is in
heaven (Phil. 3:20) though we live
on earth. In, me heart we have
peace, and that enables us to fight a
good fight against the world, the
flesh, and the devil.

m. Doing «b» Witt of God in a
Setf-wtOed World a. Pet. 4:1-5).

.Essentially4fcere<ate two opposing
•principles operative: in the lives of
,men—we eJSxer t«j» controlled by
God's wi£, prtor JWlfcjrill. The flesh
is really man's personality controlled by his own self-will.. It results in the kind of life described in
'<H>overy from
verses 2 and 3. When a man be.However, mnc, ______
comes a Christian he should move
* comes from the small over into the will of God.
Such a man may be regarded as
men o* the West tor Ids
ul efforts for a fonrstrange, but as a matter of fact,
import tax on for- men will recognize his godliness
(see I. Pet. 2:12). Dr. Will H.
. miner's miner and no Houghton tells of "a soldier who
9>r industrial ca^ain^tbfc ultimately was made a Christian be« President of aTfBW.OOO,- liever through seeing his companoration For every^Ue <rf ions make fun of another soldier,
h which he may ride in who was a believer in Christ. The
Connecticut today, he has thing that impressed him was the
fact that though they made fun of
S
nng mining
operations in this man, they left their money in
" ' H e l aM.I.T., his possession for safekeeping!" Do
. s t o n . . His dosl we have that kind of a testimony?
"timekeeer shift
When He Doesn't Worry
His Satanic majesty .never worries atout the man .who b*u come
to ihe tfe&otoston tb*t rtfuwe is no
deyfl.

Breadstuff*—The Staff of Ufa
One of tier greatest aids is bread
In various forms. Breadstuff*, or
other foods made
from grain, are undoubtedly the largest single Item In
the dietary of the
Majority of people throughout the
world. They appear In some form
at almost every
meal. And they are
also highly satisfactory as a between-meal lunch
for rapidly (rowing school children.
Breadstuffs are notable for their
energy values and for their ease
of digestion. They contain some
protein and /minerals, and under
some circumstances, they may
also carry other significant food
values.
Bread and rolls combine well
with milk, cheese, butter- and
meat. They make good eating and
give a comfortable feeling of satisfaction afterwards. Such simple
combinations as bread and cheese,
or rolls and milk, are highly effective in satisfying hunger. And
they go a long way toward meeting nutritional requirements.
A Notable Food Team
Nutritionists have a high regard
for the combination of bread and
milk. Breadstuffs are generally
regarded as a most .economical
source of energy and protein in
the diet. Milk is our most nearly
perfect food. And the proteins of
milk supplement those found in
the grains of which bread and rolls
are made.
Children especially should consume some form of bread, toast,
or well-baked rqjlsat every meal.
These easily digested foods supply
the fuel values that most active
youngsters require in abundance.
Bolls and bread with a well-baked
crust have the additional advantage of encouraging thorough mastication.
• During adolescence, the energy
requirements are especially high.
Boys sometimes eat more than
their fathers, and it is desirable
that the extra'calories be provided
in the form of such easily digested
and wholesome foods as breadstuffs. This is also an advantage
to the homemaker, from the point
of View of economy, as breadstuffs
rank as one of our most reasonably priced foods. Adolescent
girls, on the other hand, frequently

may develop.
Adolescents Like Variety
One way to help growing girls
to be energetic is to encourage
them to eat some form of bread at
every meal. This will help to keep
up the fuel value of the diet at
very little expense.
Mothers must, however, guard
against loss of interest in breadstuffs by various members of their
families, as a result of monotony.
Luckily, there is no reason why
this should occur in any home.
For it is possible to provide breadstuffs in such a variety that the
same kind need not be served
twice in succession within the
space of one or two weeks.
You can add variety to the diet
by preparing bread from graham,
whole wheat or rye flour, Rolls
can be made from plain or sweet
dough. Some of the more popular
are Parker House rolls, sandwich
rolls, finger rolls, cinnamon buns,
butterscotch rolls and pecan rolls.
A New Leavening Agent

Some homemakers may feel
that it is too costly to purchase
such fancy breads outside the
home. And they may feel that
they cannot spare the time required for home baking. Such arguments might have been valid in
the past. But not any more!
Recently a new kind of yeast
has been developed which makes
it possible to prepare a variety of
hot breads at home—more quickly
than ever before. Thus, home baking follows the trend of the times
and becomes quick-baking:.
One reason why modern homemakers have been reluctant to
make bread and rolls at home, I
believe, has been the difficulty of
obtaining a leavening agent that
was both quick-acting and possessed good keeping qualities.
Yeast is the most satisfactory
leavening agent for bread and
rolls. Heretofore, only two types
had been available. Fresh, or
compressed yeast, and dried
yeast. Both of these products are
composed of yeast plants combined with cereal.
Fresh yeast has a higher moisture content, however, and because of this, spoils rapidly.
Hence, it must be purchased fresh,
kept well refrigerated, and useld
within a few days. Dry yeast
keeps several weeks at room temperature and has, therefore, been
regarded as more practical. Its
great disadvantage has .been that
it acts less quickly, owing to the
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"pHE other day a letter came
•*• with an unusual request. "I
have made so many useful things
by just following the pictures in
your Book 1—SEWING, for the
Home Decorator; and Book 2—
Gifts, Novelties and Embroidery;
I wonder if you could tell me some
way to use empty cans?"
Fortunately we haye a very long
memory. There came to life the
picture of a fat little girl sitting
on a small footstool inra very Victorian parlor while her Great Aunt
rocked and visited. And there
was something about that footstool
—yes it had cans inside. The cans
were filled with sand to make the
footstool heavy. The cover was
red carpet with handles of the
carpet material at the ends. So
fact that some of the yeast plants
are destroyed during the drying.
Keeps and Is Quick-Acting
But nowadays homemakers can
buy a new kind of yeast. A new,
fast, pure yeast that combines the
keeping qualities of dry yeast with
speedy action.
This product is a dry yeast that
comes in the form of small granules. It softens promptly in water, and is then ready for use.
Moreover, it keeps its strength
and activity for several weeks, so
that it can be kept on hand at all
times.
fiomemakers can bake whenever it is convenient. And what
delicious bread and rolls they can
make. Such wholesome combinations as prune bread, combining
both white and whole wheat flour
with seeded, uncooked prunes . . .
refrigerator rolls, coffee cakes,
raisin bread, wholesome raised
doughnuts, waffles and buckwheat
cakes.
It cannot be denied that bread
is one of the oldest foods known to
man. But just to prove that even
our most basic foods may be improved—along comes this revolutionary yeast to provide a leavening that is more satisfactory than
ever before, perhaps, to homemakers all over, the country.

we saved six cans. We substituted
a piece of upholstery material for
carpet, and here is a step-by-step
sketch of the footstool we made.
It is a great success.
Now is the time to give your
house a fresh start. Crisp nqw
curtains; a bright slipcover; new
lampshades; or ah ottoman will do
the trick. Make these things yourself. Mrs. Spears' Book 1—SEWING, for the Home Decorator,
shows you how with step-by-step,
easy to follow sketches. Book 2—
Gifts, Novelties and Embroidery
will give you a new interest for
long winter evenings. It contains
complete directions for making
many useful things. Books are 25
cents each. If you order both
books, a crazy-quilt leaflet is included FREE; it illustrates 36
authentic embroidery stitches in
detail. Address Mrs. Spears, 210
S. Desplaines St., Chicago, HI.

Little Man Found More
Trials Were to Come
A big man and a little man were
having an argument on the bank
of a canal. They got very hot
about it. At last, the big man
said, "I could pick you up and
throw you across the cut."
The little man replied: "You
couldn't. I bet you a dollar you
couldn't."
The big man said, "Done,"
picked him up, whirled him round,
and pitched him right into the
middle.
The little man scrambled out,
and said: . "Where's my dollar?"
The other replied: "Dollar be
blowed. I'm going to do it If I
stay here all day." .

There Are Two Ways
to Get at Constipation
Yes, and only two ways-be/ore
and after it happens! Instead of
enduring those dull, tired, headachy days and then having to
take an emergency medicine—why
not KEEP regular with Kellogg's
All-Bran? You can, if your constipation is the kind millions have
-due to the Jack of "bulk" In
modem diets. For All-Bran goes
right to the cause of this trouble
by supplying the "bulk" you need.
Eat this toasted nutritious cereal every day-with milk orcream,
or baked Into muffins—drink
plenty of water, and see if your
life Isnt a whole lot Jsrlghter!
Made by Kellogg's In Battle Creek.
Sold by every grocer.

O WNU—C. Houston Ooudlu—1939—SO.

TRAD

MARK1

Don't cough in public places. Carry with you Smith Brothers Cough
Drops. They soothe and check irritation. (Black or Menthol, 5#.)

Sn^Bro«.C<MghDrep$arethe(HibdropscontainingVITAMINA
This is the vitamin that raises the resistance of the mucous
membranes of the nose and throat to cold infections.

M1ET ?ET£ KRISS—HAPPX ROU-youR-owN6R!

1

PETE KRISS LOOKS HAPPY just
thinking about that grand Prince Albert
smoke he's about to'rolL "There it a tobacco,"
says Pete. "Prince Albert's got rich, mtttno
taste and grand aroma,'bnt that's not afl..."

2

"LOOK HOW P. A. SNUGGLES down
in the paper and levels off right. No
spQUnY sUtin*, or blowjn' Mound. That's
Prince Albert's special cut It lays the way
yoirwant it for/o«t rolling..."

3

"NOW THIS IS WHAT I CALL •
neat, firm 'makinV cigarette," Pete
goes on. lAnd, believer, it'll smoke every
bit*s good as it looks. P, A. aureghes a tool,
mtn-lntrning 'makfnV smoke every tune I "

INCE ALBERT
SURE HAS WHAT
It TAKES TO GIVE
RQLL-yOUR-OWN

fin* roU-jroor-own eif •
**•!*•* !• mrmry 2-<w.
Un of Prtuc. Albert

SMOKERS
REAtJOV-FUU
SMOKIN'f

4

"YES SIR I" SAYS PETE, taking
that first mellow, tatty puff. "Prince
Albert is 'way ahead on rich taste without
harshness. Mighty easy on the pocketbook
too. Around 70 smokes from that 2-oz. tin."

Try this money-back offer-TODAY!
bU ywmir 80 nrall dfrnUwfa* MMM Aft*t. V jo* *•*

«• •Kb rrl««e

)tuME FIFTY-SIX
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TAKE BIDS Joan Crawford at Rialto
ON LIGHT PLANT in 'The Jhining Hour"

GROCERY

Sheriff Edwards' Car Hits'
Snow How Near Hassena

LENT BEGINS TODAY
IN CHRISTIAN WORLD,
/ '•

Joan Crawford returns to the screen
While en "route to Fontanelle Sheriff
as a talented dancer in her new picP.
P. Edwards of Atlantic and Fred
ANITA, IOWA
29 Set as the Date on Which ture, "The Shining Hour," feature
Pringey of Cumberland were slightly Observance of Lent Is in Commemoraattraction at the Rialto Theatre Sat> Town Council Witt 'Meet to Reinjured about 10:30 Thursday morning
tion of the Traditional Forty Days
urday and Sunday evenings, -with a
when the former's automobile plowed
| ceive Bids For Construction of
Christ Spent in the Wildermatinee Saturday afternoon.
into the rear of a snow plow in a
Municipal Electric Plant.
ness After His Baptism.
The picture is an adaptation of the
snow storm on highway No. 2, a
York stage success by Keith
mile east of Massenet. Both men,
OATS—
howeVer, escaped with minor bruises.
OVALTINE—
be town council will meet on Wed- iVinter. Appearing with Miss CrawIn commemoration of the traditional,';
:ord
are
Margaret
Sullavan,
Robert
According to the sheriff, both ma- 40 days Christ spent in the wilderness \
ay evening, March 29, at which
Briardale,
Chocolate
or
regular,
chines were traveling eastward at the after His baptism, the observance of
bids will be opened for the con- Young, Mtlvyn Douglas and Fay
large
per
time of the mishap. Sheriff Edwards Lent will begin today (Wednesday)
tion of a municipal electric light Bainter.
package
can
stated that, as he attempted to pass for Christians throughout the .world.
The
story
is
an
appealing
combiipower plant and distribution systhe'
snow plow, he was blinded by
nation
of
Broadway
gaiety,
with
the
Devout Christians will lay aside their
jtfor the town of Anita, at a cost
CRACKERS—
COOKIES—
the sheet of snow being kicked up. usual habits for this penitential season
seceding $110,000. A notice for lights and music, contrasting with the
Burch Saltines,
The snow plow, owned by the Iowa and practice self-discipline by the gosChocolate
Imeeting appears in today's Trib- tranquillity of a mid-western farm.
state highway commission, was being pel rule of prayer, fasting and alma
Briefly, it is the account of a charmfresh and crisp,
marshmallow,
operated by John Daugherty and Fran- giving.
ing
dancer
who
marries
a
grave
young
2-lb.
power plant building is to be
fresh,
"cis Jennings, who escaped injury.' The
farm
expert
for
security
and
peace
The word Lent conies from the Aned on the lota between the Millard
bdx
per pound ____
front end of the Edwards machine was glo-Saxton "lencten," meaning the
ksmith shop and the Lake Bear rather than for love.
somewhat damaged. The snow plow spring season.
When he takes her into the cold
SPAGHETTI—
ige.
.. . . •
TUNA FISH—
was not damaged.
heart
of
his
Kansas
family,
her
difIn the middle ages meat, eggs and
bhtractors submitting bids will inGWC,
GWC light meat,
The sheriff was severely shaken up, milk were forbidden during Lent, not
the construction of the power ficulties begin. A younger brother,
3
as was Mr. Pringey, who also suffered only by ecclesiastical but by civil law.
i/2-pouhd
17
building, walks and drives, also falls in love with her and she is atminor cuts and painful bruises. He This rule was enforced until the reign
tall
cans
tracted,
to
him.
His
wife,
a
coucan
..........
*•*f installation of two Diesel engines
was
taken'to a Cumberland doctor's of William IH.
plete with electric generators, ex- rageous and unselfish girl, is heartoffice for medical attention.
WHEATIES—
broken.
'A
dour
spinster
sister
is
COFFEE—
All the faithful, clergy and laity
s, accessories, auxiliary equipment
Both men were en route to Fon- in the twelfth century, put themselves
bitter
and
unrelenting.
In
this
preThe
breakfast
of
Briardale,
piping. The engines are to have
tanelle to view a cattle-loading chute, in the position of penitents and had
champions,
' fresh store ground,
bined capacity of either 560 or dicament, the dancer is helplessly
valued at $50, which was abandoned ashes placed on their foreheads ^before
er
trapped
as
the
play
of
human
emo.h. p. The bids will also cover
P
1
Ap
on a county road two miles northeast
The Roman 'Catholic church con•installation of electrical equip- tions reveals the ' good and bad in
package
tvC of that town. The chute is owned mass.
pound . . . .
all
of
them,
herself
included.
tinues this custom today.
within the power plant consistby James White of Cumberland and
Miss Crawford plays a superb role
Virtually all Protestant churches
bf switchboard, bus structure, cable
WHOLE WHEAT
FLOUR—
was
stolen Sunday night, Feb. 5, from >keep the name but have discarded some
as
Olivia
Reily,
the
dancer.
Margaret
wire; and also the construction
CEREAL—
Fletcher Chapel. The -stolen vehicle of the practices of Lent.
Briardale,
distribution system for serving .Sullavan is remarkably fine as the
Briardale,
was returned to the owner. The thief ^Catholics this morning will begin
for better bread,
sister-in-law and Robert Young, as
[town.
5
has not been apprehended.
observance of Lent with the blessing
49-lb.
ayment for the improvement will her young husband, presents his usAuthorities are investigating the and distribution of ashes. The fastual
outstanding
performance.
Melsack
w*»
sack . . . i . . .
imade from the earnings of the
possibility that the chute was pilfered ing of Lent is followed in the Cathit and power plant by the issuance vyn Douglas gives a strong characterby live stock thieves for raids on olic church by all who have completed
PRUNES—
[delivery to the contractor revenue ization to the role of the bewildered
farms. However, no live stock has their twenty-first year and have not
bridegroom
and
Fay
iBainter
brings
Sunsweet
tenderized,
Macaroni and cheese,
i bearing'interest at the rate of
been reported stolen in this section in yet begun their sixtieth.
per
2-lb.
| per annum, which bonds will beher wealth of. stage artistry to the
recent weeks.
The rules of fasting are detailed
part
of
Hannah,
the
spinster
sister.
i solely upon the plant and equipbox
package
......
by
the Catholic church and the esThe
story
ends
on
a
happy
note,
PETERS-HAMILTON.
Jt purchased, and will not constitute
sence
of the fasting consists, in takfollowing
spectacular
scenes
of
a
fire
LETTUCE—
eral obligation of the town or be
PEANUT BUTTER—
ing
only
one full meal a day.
which
results
in
near-tragedy.
In
Miss Velma L. Peters, daughter
able in any manner by taxation
Large solid
Tall Corn,
her
blind
rage,
Hannah
fires
the
new
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
J.
Peters
of
this
under no circumstances will the
heads,
Farm bureau women of Lincoln No.
quart
city, and Ira Hamilton of Stuart
i be in any manner liable by reason home built for the newlyweds. Judy,
3
held
a follow-up meeting last Thurseach
jar
...........
the
sister-in-law,
rushes
into
the
burnwere united in marriage Saturday
(the failure of the net earnings
day
afternoon
at the home of Mrs.
evening in Greenfield, the ceremony, , . _ , ^ .v • i
*
sufficient for the payment there ing building, deliberately intending
,
j
\
T
,.
r,
„
Lester
King,
but
due to the
to leave the way clear for her husbeing performed by Justice George
7"
f inclement
XT
- • j is
• well
n ,
Van >•
Camp. «™.
The bnde
known !weather only'three members were pres* ,
successful bidder is to start >and and the dancer. But Olivia
. ...
,
, ,
,. , ,„
ent. These ladies have a perfect attendgoes
after
her.
in
Anita
where
she
has
lived
for
a
,
^
rm.
\
on or before April 15, and is
, of, years, and.'up to
. two
, m ,„_!,„
The lesnumber
weeks ]!ance record for the season.. _
The- shock of the incident brings
the plant complete inside of
i
j at* Edward's
wj _i> Cafe.
f t '. son discussed was "New,„„„,,',,
Ways in
them all to their senses and with
ago was employed
| ^months, barring unavoidable dewas
A
that comes realization. 'Both couples
Za^Sl^;^
*"*
Gaylord C. Noblitt, a son of Mr. their home near Stuart, where |he has served by the hostess.
Fire of unknown origin destroyed
are reunited and. Hannah's bitterf.
ness is destroyed by the searing fire the general store owned by Audrey and Mrs. G. C. Noblitt of Atlantic, employment on a farm.
was
married
at
8:00
o'clock
last
FriHavens at Berea early last Thursf complete understanding.
An engrossing story, the acting of day morning. Mr. Havens, who with day evening at the Southwest Church ; Commencing this week- . 3c Sale at
Itp
one of the most brilliant casts seen Mrs. Havens was entertaining friends 3f Christ in Los Angeles, Cal., to young»a store.
Aiaa Nancy Lee Lambers, a native
.
at
their
home
east
of
the
store,
looked
on the screen in. some time, and the
A meeting of the American Legion j Funeral services were held Sunday
ay afternoon .Rev, Harold G. fine direction of Frank Bbrzage com- out of .a window of his home about laughter of California. The bride
|heim was introduced to the mem- bine to make a compelling, heart- 1:00 o'clock.and saw flames breaking iressed in white satin was escorted Auxiliary will be held Friday afternoon afternoon at 2:00 o'clock at the Metjhof the Anita Lutheran Mission stirring entertainment out of "The out of the roof of the store. The [own the church aisle by her father, at 2:00 o'clock at the home of Mrs. odist church for the late Elmer Edook charge of the services here. Shining Hour."
blaze had gained such headway that who at the lower step of the altar Herbert Bartley.
ward Elsworth Sands, 70, who passed
—
. Belsheim in his introductory ser- In addition to the feature there the volunteer fire fighters could not gave her in marriage to Mr. Noblitt. j
away Friday in Kansas City, Mo. The
stressed the importance of the will be a musical miniature starring stop it and the building and contents The bride was attended by three i Cass county people living in south- services were conducted by'Rev. Ari ern California will hold their annual
; to«,the people of today. He Judy Garland; a Disney cartoon en- were a total loss. The building was xridesmaids.
thur V. Long, the pastor, and burial
Following
the
ceremony
a
reception
picnic on Sunday, April 2, in Bixby was made in Evergreen cemetery.
ble, Cod's
d themie,
<Sod's Word, is "the titled, "Donald's Golf Game;" and owned by (Mrs. Isaac Brown, Sr., and
was not insured. Mr. Havens had wass given at the home of the bride's ,\ Park, with a 1:00 o'clock dinner.
• effective means for the establish- the regular news reel.
Deceased was the husband of Annie
insurance to cover part of his loss. r*hf: 7^1^iS T^lfS11 Mr. and Mrs. Carl Millard spent Sun- M. Stuart, a daughter of the late Mr.
ed churches today and the only
Tonight—The Big Night.
that had been received were opened. day at Carbon, where Mrs. Millard and and Mrs. Virgil Stuart, residents, pf
I foundation for the churches of toThe contrasting personalities of Estimated loss to building and conGaylord is a former Anita boy and
tents
was
placed
at
$2,000.
This
is
- i Anita many years ago, and a nieci of
ow.'
Brian Donlevy and Wally Vernon are
her father, Ralph Boham, were
ev. Belsheim is a graduate of Con- the basis 'for some of the hilarious the third store; that has burned at s a graduate of the local high school. ed guests at a family birthday
.' H. G. Stuart, a well known Anita
jjlia college in St^Paul, Minn., and comedy in "Sharpshooters," feature Berea. The others were owned by
i, man. He is survived by the wife
pleted hs theological •'studies at attraction at the Rialto this (Wednes- Bert Maxwell and Frank 'Harris.
~
while 'Mr. Boham's birthday was on ; and one sister, Mrs. Florence Roberts,
a large tire manufacturer. Among
ordia Seminary in St. Louis, Mo., day) evening.
who lives in Ohio.
the guests at the wedding was DonaldFeb. 18.
_
The early part of Mr. Sands' life
spring. Since graduation Rev.
Brian plays the part of a typical,
Crandall, son of Leslie Crandall of j Mrs. Chris J. Petersen and daughter, was spent in railroad work in Mexico
sheim has been assisting the pas- newsreel cameraman with ice in his,
Anita.
I MSss Otellia, were at Bxira Monday ' and the United States. From 1923
of the Lutheran churches in and veins and troubled by nothing, but
Gaylord and
and his bride are
are now
now at evening ^ attend a miscellaneous to 1930 he was associated with a,
and Ft. Dodge.
WaHy is a nervous wreck from the
home to their friends at 2276 West ghower for Miss Adeie Qldaker, who j brokerage concern in Kansas City, re[Since the Anita Lutheran Mission gunfire and narrow escapes they have
Dr. F. D. Weimer and Dr. G. M.
will become the bride of Meldon Peter- | tiring from the company on account
has a resident pastor, the time gone through. In one scene, as they Adair, whose terms as directors of 23rd. Street in Los Angeles.
sen on Feb. 26. Meldon is a son of Of illness. He was born in Trimble^
divine services has been changed, go about dressing in their hotel room, the Anita Independent School District
BASKETBALL
Ohio, on July 13, 1869.
i Mr. and Mrs. Petersen.
nday School will begin at 9:8C a waiter appears with their break-.
expire this spring, will be candidates
LAST HOME GAME
{the morning and, will be followed fast. As he lays the dishes on * for re-election, petitions bearing their
ANITA vs. GRISWOLD
WALL PAPER.
Everett Hansen has rented his resiDivine Services beginning at 10:30 table, the wind suddenly slams the names as candidates having been filed
7:30 P. M. dence property and acreage on East
FRIDAY, FBfe. 24
vices are being held at the present door with a resounding crash, and in the office of the secretary SaturSpecial prices on our spring wall
ANITA GYMNASIUM
Main Street to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
in the I. O. O. F. hall. Rev Vernon lets out a scream and dashes day by Lake Bear, another member
a er
ADMISSION: lOc, 15c, 25c
Odem, who will move here from a ' P P - Prices lower than mail order
sheim extends a hearty welcome into the closet at his right. What of the board. School election for the
farm
south of Atlantic where they I catalogues
>11 who have no church affiliations follows is worth walking miles to Anita district will be held on MonBongers Bros.
Ralph Hawks, a well known Anita haye Uved for ^ pagt thifty y€ara,
tf
Attend these services.
day, March 13, and at the' election man, is a patient at the University. Mr ftnd Mrg Odem are the parenta
see.
Byron Wagner of Cleveland, Ohio,
Featured in the cast are Lynn Ban, two directors will be elected for full hospital in Iowa City, where a few j
jortshoj. Chas.
4rs. Arthur A. Armentrout,. who John King, Douglas Dumbrille, C. three year terms. A candidate for days ago he submitted to an opera- of Mrs Gmmar H
visited
in the city last Friday at the
and famiiyi who
been
south of Atlantic but formerly Henry Gordon and Sidney Blackraer, director to have his name printed on
home of his parents, J. A. Wagner and
tion.
living in the Hansen property, are
de her home in the Anita com- The program also presents a John4 the ballot must have his nomination
The annual banquet of the Knights ™>ving into the house on the farm
nity, submitted vto a major opera- ny Downs and Dixie Dunbar musical paper filed in the office of the secre
The members of the Highland bridge
at the Jones hospital in Atlantic entitled, "Once Over Lightly," a story tary not later than noon on Friday of Pythias and Pythian Sisters was east of Anita where Roquel Falconer
held at the K. P. hall Monday even- ana Wle tav« been livin*' Bndr the! club were guests Friday evening of
iay morning.
of two barber colleges that make a March 3.
ing, with more than 100 people in Falconers will take possession of the ^ and Mrs. Harlan Gittens at their
. . . musical comedy plot by a close shave.
Place now occupied by C W. Garlock home northwe8t of the city. Other
Blwood Jensen received an injury to
ft Terrytoon car1,048 books were circulated from attendance. A covered (dish dinner and
eye and other head bruises
served
at
6:30
o'clock,
and
the
familV- ™* Garlock family are guests besides the members were Mr.
,
"Gandy Gtoose in the Frame the Anita library during the month was srv
* noon Monday. The accident
„'
of January, according to Mrs. Cora evening was spent with a program, moving to a farm near Norwalk, Iowa.; and Mrs. Milo peteraen and daugh, ter, Donna Jean, of Harlan. High
when he lifted the hood of
cards .and dancing.
Stoodt, the librarian.
_
The
kitchen
at
the
Jerry
Redburn
8Cores at bridge were held by Mrs.
:car to investigate motor trouble,; wfei
,6 on her to the school that
u
J.
B.
Wingert,
Floriculturist
from
home
on
Chestnut
Street
was
damLamftr Gardner and Ralph Curry. Late
some
manner
the
oil
cap
to
**
"°
'
,
.
th
Tillie, who writes "Facts and Fun'
t
she teaches, Miss Helen Kopp had the
motor was blown off, hitting him -e —= — — to ^
— ^^ haa ^ tl}88ling Iowa State college, will be in Cass aged by fire last 'Friday morning. in the evening a lunch was served
he fnn<»
T* ;„ «a««J «Vo+ Vio rvinv imaim"""
JM.VWIBJ •
o
. . . .
_ i j . _ _ l . -< 41..» a,.
county today, to give perennial flower Jerry had built a fire in the kitchen by the ^^ ftnd hostess.
tha
the
- J*?^
flu,gro^ng he,P, Miss Evelyn Hbllen, range, and a few minutes after go-,
this week
weeR with
™n
._£
£,£
the sight
of the eye. * ^ ^ • »"£"£ ^ce^g'an ugly cut on this
. . an
.- attack
1~ iof the
1—
i the forehead.
±r U fhlrt^'e8rwTt borne demonstration agent, annouced ing to another part of *e house, The Benton township spelling concolumn. She hopes
the first of the week. The meetings, heard what sounded to him like an test held last Friday was won by
ps. Robert Howard, Mrs. Carl LindSteele,
well
known
farmer
j
again
next week:
will be held in two different parts of explosion in the kitchen. Rushing to Marcella Retz, 13, an 8th. grade puand Mrs. Glen Lindblom enter- a- company
-mimny 01 yo^ng'ladiea at living southeast of Anita, was a blue j The marriage has been announced the county as follows: 10:0ft a. m. the kitchen he found the room on pil at school No. 7. Second place
oward home on West Main Street ribbon winner in the Iowa Com and j Carrie
^^ Fisher
^
of near Walnut and to 11:30 a. m. in the assembly room fire and full of smoke. He turned went to Naomi Richter, 13, also an
uesday evening of last week at Small Grain Show at Iowa State co- ; " ^a'^hay "Of"^iota wbich occurred of the court house in Atlantic and 1:80 in a fire alarm, but with the aid 8th. grade pupil at the same school.
l
'cellaneous shower for Miss Agnes lege in Amee last week. A thousand . £
Rockport, Mo. The bride p. m. to 3:00 p. m. at the home of of neighbors had the blaze under con- The teacher of the school is Miss
'Worn, who will become the bride entries and 10,000 ears of com were ; , • ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ w j ^ ployd Blankm8hlp near Cumber- trol before thefiremenarrived. Mr. Betty Burns, daughter of Mr. and
Johnson in a short time. The judged in the annual show sponsored j w
Wa]nut and the groom is a son land Coiored slides will be used show- Redburn thinks that a curtain in the Mrs. Tom Burns, and who was Iowa
'ing was spent with different games by the Iowa Corn and Small t)'ra|"'" ^ l t e .^^ and Mra. Chas. Marshall ing which perennials are suited to this kitchen caught fire in some »ian- atate spelling champion in 1933. These
contests, and a lunch was served Growers Association during *arm^ana
^ ^^ ftnd Anita communities. soil and climate. Anyone interested in ner, and dropping on a kerosene can, girls :wfll represent Benton township
st e
hostesses. The guest of honor Home Week at the college.
^ J" - and Mra Marshall are at home the meetings are invited to attend caused the contents of the can to at the county spelling contest in Ate
explode.
i-ecipient of'many beautiful won first place in the class for t h e l^ w ^ their ' friends in "«/iota.
Either at Atlantic or Cumberland.
lantic in March.
^
useful presents.
'longest ear of corn.

Values For Friday-Saturday

33c

19c

15c

29c

21c

^

,

29c

19c
8c

Store at Berea Destroyed Former Anita Boy Married
By Fire Last Thursday Friday to California Girl

Lutheran Mission to
Have Resident Minister

Nephew of H. G. Stuart
Buried in Anita Sunday

Weimer and Adair Named
For Re-Election as Directors
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1939.
Standard
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS nndoil

PETERSEN'S

3
Harry Steffins, labor
-°V
R.
A.
Sweet,
furnace
20.0T)
Court House,
E. Schroeder, kerosene
3.81
WE DELIVER
Atlantic, Iowa,
PHONE 300
Standard Blue Print Company,
February 1, 1939.
43 64
Phone 29
supplies
'
(Continued From Last Week)
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
66.44
The annual report of Don Savery, Glenn Taylor, hauling
Justice of the Peace, was approved, j U. S. Walker, dirt
303.58
ALASKA SALMON, 1-lb. tall cans
i0c
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
The refund of Nels Johnson on Sold- Wagner Filling Station, gasCOFFEE, Night and Day, 1-lb. bag
i4c
55.46
oline
iers Exemption of $1.40 and rebate
2.00
of Frank A. Watkins, Soldiers Exemp- ' Lawrence Ward, labor
fej&ty CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
ELECTRENE, makes your washing easier and
tion of $24.01 was allowed.
j Wheeler Lumber Bridge &
whiter, saves your clothes, medium 40-oz.
$OILET PAPER, Fort Howard, 3 rolls*
23c
The following claims were allowed. Supply Company, lumber.. 1016.96
package 39c, and large 70-oz. package for.. ,59C
and the Auditor authorized to write G. H. Wiechman, repairs ..... !-25
SSALMON, No. 1 tall pink, 2 cans.
22c
warrants for same:
| Wilkin Machine Shop, repairs 11.97
DWARFIES, wheat mix, large package.
i9c
James Brown, hauling ....... $ 1-25 . Wilson Concrete Company,
TUNA FISH, Messina, per can
^
15c
BACON
SQUARES,
Swift's
Special,
pound...
,12
51 65
C
Jesse Cranston, patrol
......
10.00! pipe
.....................
PALMOLIVE TOILET SOAP, 4 bars
23C
RED SALMON STEAK, flat can
25c
John Dill, foreman
.......
73.60 ; George Wyman, hauling ..... 61.43
Charles Dougherty, foreman.
84.80 Highway Drainage District
FLOUR, Mother's Best, 49-lb. sack
$1.39
PRUNES, large size, 3 pounds
,
25c
No. 1, reimbursement ...... 38.79
Harry Edwards, transportsFLOUR, Silk Finish, 49-lb. sack
$1.19
110.00 Woodward & Gates, material 2.66
SOAP, Clover Farm laundry, 3 giant size bars. . .10c
Fvank Ellis, labor
.........
33.00 Linke Chevrolet Co., truck. . . 784.70
! Fred Yocom, supplies
164.78
Henry Eggerling, caterpillar
PEAS, standard, 2 No. 2 cans
19c
5
operator
-0° D. J. Lee, labor
33.20 George Scarlett, bounty
1.00
12.08
OATS, Clover Farm, quick or regular, large pkg.. 17c Andy Miller, transportation . 105.00 Whiter Anderson, labor
44.50., Genevieve Schuler, labor
65.00 Joyce Lumber Go
13.13
14
Claude McFadden, labor . . .
-00 , Tom 'Conroy, labor
3.80 Frank Shepard Company, litMaryatt Karstensen ....
12.00
Howard MtDermott, labor ..
27.00 William Farmhals, labor . . . . 8.00
10.00 J. W. Kim*
42.80
Johnnie Nelson, labor
3-90 j William Roberts, labor
26.00 Silver Burdett Co., books
5.54 Mrs. Delia King
ceased, who was about 78 years old,
31.00
j C. E. Parker, posts
2.81, w. H. Willoughby, labor .,..
88.50
5.00 Dr. W. W. Kitsbn
will be buried in Council Bluffs.
37,45
( Mervin Taylor, labor
5-00 , Glenn Comstock, labor
26.10
4.00 Arthur Lee
Published Every Thursday by the
52.39
n
Archie
Van
Aernam,
labor
-20 John Bacon, labor
23.40 Ernest A. Smith, trustee ....
4.00 Lewis Cash Grocery
SPREE COST TWO MEN A
58.27
1-80 Zeno Lang, labor
10.80
15.00 Chas. Locke
TOTAL OF $375 IN FINES A. K. Zimmerman, dragging .
16.00
2
40
Vic Anderson, expense
Ross South, labor
7.20 Frederick Switzer, trustee . .
4.UO Maduff's Food Market . . .
76.62
W. F. BUDD
Editor
1 Howard McDermott, labor .. 7.20 Geraldine Terry, bounty
1.00 Miller's Market
An evening's spree last Friday cost Arrow Contractors Equip5.00
ment Company, shovels .
H-22 Lawrence Ward, labor
4.5.0
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 L. H. Lange and Clarence Doty, log
4.00 Hans Mbelck
Atlantic
Implement
Company,
Vic Anderson, labor
4.50
If not paid in advance
$2.00 buyers who have been working near
6.00 Wm. Moller
R TM Wotoft-n hfliliff
truck
869.57 Herbert Spear, labor
3.15
4.00 Dr. E. C. Montgomery . . .
Massena,
a
total
of
$375
in
fines
for
Entered at the post office at Anita,
A-W Company, supplies . . . 401.36 ( Henry C. Laub, mileage
40.80
intoxication
and
assault
and
battery.
.75 J. O. Mountain
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
j r>on Wilkinson, mileage . . . . 2.05
The two men drove into Bridge- Atlantic Lumber & Coal Com20.00 Harry F. Mueller . . . . . .
3.00
pany, supplies
252.73 Delbert Odem, mileage
1;30
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1939. water and, in parking in front of
James McConnell .......
J. H. Welch Printing Com9.92
Gerald Sheets, labor
76.00
the Herrick Cafe, hit a post. Lou Atlantic Sheet Metal Worksr
93.58 MtCullough Dairy . . ;
3.60 j
repairs
5.34
^
Robert
Hill,
labor
62.50
Poster, Bridgewater nightwatchman,
Dr. J. P. McGowan
West Publishing Company, di20.00 i
p j Appleman, J. P. fees
13.50
warned them to be careful and Lange The Balbach Company, oxyp-pet '
10.00 Dr. R. 'ML Needles
25.50 j
gen
22.54 Don Savery, J. P. fees
11.00
struck Foster knocking him uncon.72 V. D. Nutt
Western Union, telegrams . .
14.71
:
Barnsdall
Refining
Company,
i
R.
B.
Johnston,
J.
P.
fees.
.
.
.
3.50
scious.
C. B. Parkinson . . .
F. "W. Wiese, committee work
33.70
gas
' 8.34 j Anita Tribune, printing
103.35
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Sheriff M. L. Lydon and Deputy Don
142.00 J. C. Penney Co. . . . ,
21.70
1.30
i Atlantic Laundry, mops
Foster of Greenfield were notified, took The Baum Iron Company, sup1.33 Dr. E. C. Petersen
R R Wiese stamps
81.25 I
plies
35.98 \ Atlantic News-Telegraph,
the pair into custody and confined
February 25, 1909.
4.00 Dr M. T. Petersen
R A Wilson trustee
8.50 j
117.641 printing
115.17
them
in
the
Adair
county
jail
Friday
'
Bojens
Hardware,
supplies
James Morgan h^s sold another 40
W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
Phillips Petroleum Co
1.80
|
W.
J.
Baughman,
labor
162.75
j
Dr.
R.
C.
Bailey,
soldiers
re106,85 Red & White Store
acres off the north end of his farm to night.
work and mileaee
Boseek
Oil
Company,
gas
and
I
Vief
400.00
In a hearing before Justice of the
H. J. Ruhs at $125 per acre.
4.00 Reed's Grocery
53.90 j
00 1 S. W. Woods, trustee
oil
36.92 Henry Bissell, Jr., trustee
On last Wednesday night occurred Peace George Van Camp Saturday, N e l s P
1 Warrants Issued on Poor Fund For
Wm. Rigga' Grocery
24.50
65.00!
Lenna
T.
Boots,
session
and
" Clmstensen, labor
the annual banquet of Logan Lodge, each was bound over to the grand I
Provisions, Clothing and
Sam's Market
34.46
3.75!
I mileage
No. 190, Knights of Pythias, and to jury on a charge of operating a motor j City of Atlantic, current and
Medical Aid.
Sauer
&
Dahlberg
6.12
labor
....................
136.45 John E. Budd, atlas books . . . 50.00!
.
say it was a howling success is put- vehicle while intoxicated. In addition
o 0^ , „
• T>
-i
Dr. G. M. Adair
20.00 Slocum Co.
7.00
3.24
Georgia
Byrne, mileage
..... naKn
25.50 >.,.„.
_ , , ............
,,
na „- '
to this he fined Lange $60 for assault City Garage, repairs
ting it mildly.
Ade
Clay
Products
Co
......
78.2J
Steinbeck
Grocery
29,501
Ed. Gushing,
repairs and
! Callaghan & Company, books 10.00
Miss lona Turner was voted the and battery and $25 for intoxication.
86.00 Stier's .Grocery
278.98
truck
repairs
1.94
Doty
was
fined
$25
for
an
intoxicadiamond ring at the medicine show
Co.
..
17.94
36.31
Sub-Division of Aid to&lind..
J.
H.
Chadwick,
hauling
...
r, wolf bounty and
last Saturday evening. The contest tion charge.
Atlantic
Canning
'Co
22.75
H.
D.
Turner
6.501
hauling
fox
7.00
was good natured, friendly and thorAfter the hearing before Van Camp,
Atlantic Hospital, Inc
225.75 Turner Bros
13.001
57 31
Deep
Rock
Oil
Company,
oil
.
- i Albert H. Cron, fox bounty.. 1.00
oughly interesting.
the pair were taken to Adel by Couni Atlantic Mill & Elevator
9.75 Grace Ury ...
12.5D
' Ralph Cron, fox bounty
1.00
Through a business deal, W. K. ty Attorney "Waldo Don Carlos and Economy Oil Company, keroAtlantic
&
Pacific
Tea
Co.
..
308.23
j
Walnut
CJrove
Products
Co.
..
72,44
[
sene
3.06 Mary €urry, labor
7.50
Carey and M, P. Conway recently came Sheriff Lydon and tried on a county
Brown's Grocery
43.00 Waters Grain Co.
Farmers
Elevator,
coal
and
Otto Eden, trustee
2.00
into possession of the west and» north attorney's information charging them
Bullock & Sons
27.39 Elmer (Witaon
11.® I
supplies
27.41 p. p. Edwards, sheriff, crimistreets livery stocks, which will be with operating a motor vehicle while
J. Burnea
3.85 Dr. M. B. Weir
54.00i
Fullerton
Lumber
Company,
nal investigation and exsold at public auction on Saturday of intoxicated before Judge E. W. DingCash Coal Co
6.75 , Welch Sfcoe Go* ....
coal
and
lumber
141.62
pense,
transportation,
servthis week.
well.
Dr. R. B. Chisholm
22.48 L. O. Wheatley ...
, | Gasoline Alley, gas
38.68 j ing poor notices and board
James Morgan closed a deal this
Judge Dingwell fined them $300
Green
Bay
Lumber
Company,
and
lodging
prisoners
270.70
Christian
Home
Orphanage
..
10.00 Dr. A. R. Wilder
18*
week for the 160 acre farm in Lin- on these charges and suspended $150
Ern
- Eppelsheimer,
n__Jr-,.;L-- labor
,-u- . . . .
est Chnstensen
19.00 (Wilson Cash Store
an ,-„
coal
and
supplies
195.89
Dan
62.50
coln township, formerly owned by of Lange's fine and $175 of Doty's.
Dr. Wm. F. Crew
4.00 (Yarger Grocery ...'..
46.25 j
3.00 c^;] Erickson, bounty
5.00
S. P., James. The price paid was
The two men paid the $375 in fines Fred Grulke, labor
Mrs.
Chas.
Drake
10.00
'
Brvin
E.
Zellmer
...
v.
44.M':
Gate
City
Iron
Works,
bars
i
.
.
Eshelman,
committee
G E
$81.25 per acre. Grover King and and were released.
/
Eckenfels
Shoe
Repair
2.25
.
R.
B.
Zink
2.6D )
and nails
-177.37
work and mileage
118.30
family will occupy the farm the comEconomy Shoe Store
9.47
Bud Goold
Session
and
Mileage
Claims.
41.80
R
p
Uy
quarantine
seroy
anco
(
ing year.
In honor of their birthdays, Ella;
>
Mrs. Dora Edwards
10.00 Hawley Lynch
5.00
; vices
1.00
A telegram received in the city and Maurine MtDermott entertained Henningsen Service Station,
Family
Shoe
Store
18.77
Mike
Metz
5.7» j
14.09 Fidlar & Chambers, supplies.
15.44
today announced the death of John the school children of Grant No. 6
5.65
Farmers
Co-Operative
Co.
13.00
F.
iW.
Wiese
Hutchins
Printing
Company,
; Dr. L. M. Getz, veterinary
M. Stnither at the Old People's home and their teacher, Miss Virginia Neary,
6.80 j
Chris
Fuglsang
2.30
W. H. Wohlenhaus
170.60: services
/
-,
.
87.70
in Council Bluffs, to which place he at a party at their
home from 3:00|; supplies
Lumber
Co
26.30
G.
E.
Eshelman
6-»l
15.82
was taken several months ago. De- to 4:00 o'clock last Thursday afternoon.! Marion Hansen, hauling . . . . 47.03 Ginn & Company, books
Roy Gardner
Moved by Metz, seconded by Eshel3.24
V. S. Hansen, repairs
1.68 Thomas Gittins, trustee
4.00
F.
L.
Gaylord
man,
to adjourn until 9 o'clock, Feb. |
2.50
Frank Howard, hauling
84.46 Griswold American, printing. 126.73
Gordinier's
Grocery
24.60
13,
or
on call of chairman.
Independent Oil Company,
june Hamm, mileage
......
56.60
as
Graham's Department Store.. 94.49
Motion
carried.
^
B
8.07
p.
w.
Hanton,
soldiers
relief..
200.00
CLOSING OUT
Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
9.30
(Signed),
Hawley Lynch,
Iowa Electric Company, serLee Harris, bounty
5.00
Chairman.
Griswold Mercantile Co
20.15
vice
232.32 A. A. Hayter, trustee
4.00
Attest:
Dr.
Harry
Hall
ig.50
Iowa Machinery & Supply
Russell Helton, bounty
1.00M. E. Hubbard,
Dr. W. C. H«ers
11.50
Company, supplies
96 D. 0. Herbert, premium .
380.00
County Auditor.
I Henderson Dairy
25.90
Gregersen Drug Store, supCompany,
Higjey
Cnenl j cal
' Highley's Grocery
6.80
plies
3.79
Mrs. Harry H. Huff was brought
supplies
123.46
L. M. Hodges
2.00 home a few days'ago from the lo«» j
Henningsen Motor Company,
Hillyard Sales Company, supAs I am going to quit farming, I will sell at public sale, at my
Hoegh Oil Co. .
truck
859.25
1.80 Methodist hospital in Des
p'.ies
53 81
farm 4 miles east and 2 miles south of Anita, 4 miles south and 1
' ; Hoegh &. Stirtz
i*.*<V»
Joyce Lumber Company, At2fl where
•
n »*v,*t she
011*2 had
XICEU been
UWAA a
*» patient
j«*v»—•--- for «
A.
H.
Hosfelt,
session
and
mile west of Adair, on what is known at the Ode Wortman place,
lantic, supplies
G6.05
Howell
s
Store
.
p COuple of weeks following an op
10
3
mileage
32.40
beginning at 12:00 o'clock, on
'
Joyce Lumber Company, Lew14.83, tion for gall bladder trouble. She |
Joe Johnson, bounty
1.00 Iowa State Penitentiary . . . .
is, supplies
33.69
n3.25 j te reported to be making a very
Roscoe S. Jones, mileage
18.75 Dr. H. A. Johnson
Jobes Tire & Battery Com1
378.55 .isfactory recovery.
A. J. Karstens, trustee . . . . . . 4.00 »r. C. R. Jones
pany, repairs
51
°Karstensen,
bounty
1.00
the following described property:
King Electric Company, reCora Kelloway, labor
10.00
pairs
48.56
Koch Bros., supplies
398.01
supplies
1.92
Lloyd & Meredith, supplies . 20.15
One horse, 8 years old, weight 1500; 1 grey mare, smooth mouth,
Mrs. Raymond Lantz, labor . . 5.00
J. W. Luke & Son, supplies . 54.17 Laurel Book Company, books. 9.55
; weight 1750; 1 bay horse, smooth mouth, weight 1650; 1 gr^y horse,
|Smpoth mouth, weight 1400.
Lyman Mutual Telephone
Hawley Lynch, committee
Company, tolls
6.00
TRY THE
work and mileage
147.10
! Dale Lynch, license
2.00
Fred Martens, bounty
4.00
i C. E. Malone, P. M., postage . 104.50
ONLY OMOLINE WITH
Seven milch cows, all heavy in calf, and some fresh by date
Mlassena Independent TeleBale; throe 2-year-old heifers, with calf; one 2-year-old steer; 1
Matt, Parrot t & Sons, supplies 90.07
17.60
phone Company, tolls . . . .
arling steer.
Mrs. Clifford Metcalf, labor. . 8.75
12.24
Mens Reformatory, supplies.
Mike Metz, committee work
2.56
Meyer Service Station, oil . .
and mileage
107.75
Middle States Utilities, tolls .
Monroe
Calculating
Machine
Ten brood sows and five shoats.
Miller-HasselbaU'h Company,
Company, contract
Jiti.OO
supplies
152.01 J. W. Morgan, trustee
^USHBLS OF SEED OATS. 200 BALES OF RED CLOVER
4.00
H. P. Malone, hauling
184.00 \y. H. Morton, services
HAY. 75 BALES OF ALFALFA HAY. 75 BALES OF
H6.50
P. Melchiors & Sons, parts .
1.60 Louis Moss, mileage
STRAW. 100 .WHITE ROCK PULLETS.
19.45
John Miller, hauling
92.70 Alex McGaffin, bounty
2 00
Nelson Auto Service, repairs.
68.81 J. F, MeGovern, session and
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
New Market Coal Company,
| mileage
One John Deeie 10-20 general purpose tractor; 1 John Deere 147.00
supplies
41.75 y J 0 hn R. Nelson, premium
inch tractor plow; 1 John Deere 10-foot power binder, practically new,
250.00
1 disc; 1 Case gang plow; 1 mower; 1 hay rake; 2 single row cultiNorthwestern Bell, rent and
j H. Neumann, trustee
4.00
toll
vators; one 2-row cultivator; 1 good 4-section harrow; 1 hay rack
»
134.67
p. H. Osen, trustee
4.00
and wagon: 2 grain wagons; 2 sets of harness; 1 hand corn sheller;
J. M. Opper Company, car .. 700.30 ! Ado'.ph Paul, repairs
450
one 2-hole, feed chopper; 1 road drag; 1 water tank; 1 big stock pump;
W. H. Pierce, royalty
83.93 p
Bros.. supplies
aunnlW
1 John Deere corn planter; 1 walking plow; 1 McCormick-Deering
er kin s Bros.,
4(;'71
Perkins
cream separator; one 1934 Pontiac coupe, in good shape; one 1931
Railway Express Company,
j Klan O. Peron, bounty . .
1.00
V-8 truck, 1*6 ton capacity, with box and stock rack; some hous«express
5-21 Earl Piearson, bounty . .
1.00
'hold goods; and other articles too numerous to mention.
Right Away Tire & Battery,
Ronald Piearson, bounty
2.00
repairs
177.43 : Rand McNally & Co., books.
TERMS:—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
.'i4.82
Robinson Hardware, supplies.
58.66 Esther Reeves, clerk
;.
from the premises.
30 00
Shrauger & Johnson, supplies 22.05 C. S. Relyea Company, supA
LUNCH WAGQN WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
Sidles Co., supplies
50.66
plies
79.00
Sinclair Refining Co., gas. . . . 26.44 Alfred Rhodes, bounty
2.00
P. C. Sorensen, repairs
7.11 Willard Rhodes, bounty
1 QQ
Herbert Spear, labor
3.00 Louis V. Ritdeman, bounty. . 2.00
Standard Bearing Co., parts.. 9.19 R. E. Rippey, soap
i 50
Auctioneer. *
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
Standard Supply Company,
Rock Island Motor Freight
supplies
316.97
freight
ANITA, IOWA

Crawford's Clover Far& Store
We Deliver

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

blic Sale

Friday, February 24
4 Head of Good Horses

USABLE

"OMMC GONHOL

15 Head of Hogs

Alcohol

nipone

Lubrication For Your Winter
Service on Inside Hoist

CALL 244

$>m

»JL CHANDLER

0. W. Shaffer & Son

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Tuftod towels for
That Colorful Ac
By BOTH WYETH SpEA
MRS. SPEARs "

By ED WHEELAN
VEAU

After saving the show by subduing the enraged elephant, Myra taints from
the excitement.
HOW SI&IOKE, BUTCH FAINTEP"

GOSH - MAVBE
SHE'S frEAlLV HURT,

VPU EVER MENTION
ABOUT

A PIECE Op HIS

DOC

Home Decorator has
been a life saver for me
turned to it for help whe
things for every room
«<«»«• •»• West room
would like to use yellow
n it up. -What color
ombined with this? My
fecta must be accomplish^
spare minutes rather than

COME To HER
ESSlN'-Tfe^
AT ONCE I!

f=e U/ON'T
NMORTH A
PLUGGED AJICKEl-

SSSggfl

© Frank Jay Marker Syndicate. Inc

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA -Vincent Is Taken for a Ride
LOOK, SIS-YOU'RE
AIN'T YOU GOT \ ACTIN* LIKE A
ANY RESPECT, SCHOOL-GIRL
LOVE ? \ WITH 6ONZALES

EASY, WV SWEET
THINK OF YOUR

'M ONTA YOU, Y " ANDT VERY
EIGHT-BALLU HIVES. TAKE WEU-,
SISTER ) AND MAROON
ALONEj LANCAULET

« Fran* Jtr Uarker Syndlcat*, Inc

By C. M. PAYNE

SWATTER POP— Ever Been Cured of Applesauce?

MESCAL IKE

B, *, i. wnm*r

AJvJ1 A.
WO8OEP.- iVe HAD TO

EA«S

-rw'

sive materials, so I would at
ciate a helpful hint alone
s
line.—M. S."
If you really want to make i
yellow guest room smart
'ouches of brown to add chan
ter. I have sketched an ideal
you here. Mark your mat
with little dashes about six in
apart and then make the la**
as shown. For the bedspread t
verse the color scheme, usingV
ow tassels on brown mate"
Several rows of the tassels,,
make a border for spread or <
ains instead of an all-over i
if desired.
Now is the time for all of j
:o give our houses a fresh _
Crisp new curtains; a bright i
cover; new lampshades; 01;
;oman will do the trick. :
these things yourself. Mrs. l
Book 1—SEWING, for the
Decorator, shows you how
step-by-step, easy to
sketches. Book. 2,. Gifts, Nov
and Embroidery, will give ^
ti- intereTat. It, contains
plete directions, for making i
useful mingss Books are 251
each. It you Crd^r both
crazypatch quilt leaflet is in
FREB; it illustrates 36 autl
embroidery stitches in detail J
dress Mrs. Spears, 210 S. "
plairiesvSt, Chicago, 111.

Good, Clean Shooting, Pa

AKJ1 TV4' VJtU<(MS
BCNS A«E A <3AMS OP
VMHAT
IKJTD EVER*
AW' THEM -TVE UCKEQ
TW' \WMUL BUMCH

rTWew TMAR!
TMAR!S 'Pries'*

. \NUO .

,

-rwES£ MERE FEUERS OP tu' FOLKS i RUM
AROONlO VW\TH OP

ocrr vurm
AU_ OP 'EM _

The Limit
First Neighbor^Mrs.
across the way to very mq
Second Neighbor—Yes, she t
stops to listen when two
meet.
>

iCopyrlfht, by S. L. HunUcy.l

POP— A Man Who Never Learns
VHAT IS A BIGAMIST,
POP
7

By J. MILLAR WATT
A MAN

WHO KEEPS MAKING
TM& SAMEMISTAKE .

SNOWWH

TUB End CJoonts
If weU tbou hast begun, go
it is the end that crowns us, I
the fight.—Herrick.

ATkree Days'Co

IMPORTANT

Curse of Progress
MOWKSV--1
TMOUSKT 1 MM) A
DOU-.BR BiU- IN MV POCKET
AMD HEBB IT'S. OtJCV A

Noticing young Tommy Tucker
sauntering leisurely along around
supper time, a friend of the family
hailed him:
"Aren't you afraid you'll be late
tor supper, Tommy?"
"New," said Tommy. "1 got the
meat."
Telling Nursie Plenty
Nursemaid—Baby won't go to
sleep—shall I sing something to
her?
Mistress—No, nurse, try persuasive methods first.—Philadelphia
Bulletin.
Childish Candor
Auntie—Well, how did you enjoy
the ride on Uncle John's shoulders?
Sandy—Oh, it was quite nice, but
1 had a ride on a real donkey yesterday.—Syracuse, Post-Standard.
Futility
"What's the matter with Bobby,
crying so loudf"
"H* Mas Just dug a hole and wants
to brine it to th* houae."

55u«ant.

—J. M. Barrio.

SAL

I

rdi<|

COLI

r**J

SHOPPING

to to.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON
PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND
PROPOSED FORM OF CONTRACT
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A
In the District Court of the State
MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC LIGHT
of Iowa, In and For Cass County.
PHONE 239
WE DELIVER
AND POWER PLANT AflVD DISIn the Matter of the Estate of Ralph
TRIBUTION SYSTEM; AND THE
R. Suplee, Deceased.
TAKING OF BIDS THEREFOR
To Whom It May Concern:
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATUKDAY SPECIAL
BY THE TOWN OF ANITA, IOWA.
Notice is hereby given that the
«% ^
No. 1 Creamery
undersigned has been appointed and
has qualified as Executrix of the
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
Pound
i£ DC
estate of Ralph R. Suplee, late of Cass the Councii of the Town of Anita, Iowa,
Sweet and Juicy
County, Iowa, deceased.
All per- jCagg County, State of Iowa, will meet
2 Dozen
sons in any manner indebted to said jat tne Town Hall in Anita, Iowa, on
•
deceased or his estate will make pay- jtne 29tn day Of March, 1939, at 7:30
or SPAGHETTI 4 M
WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT OUR MEYER'S HYBRID
ment to the undersigned; and those L^ck p. jf. at which time and place
2-lb. Package
NO. 8 MADE AN EXCELLENT RECORD IN THE SOUTH HALF
having claims against said deceased the Councji does propose to adopt
OF IOWA.
or his estate will present them in j planS( specifications, and form of conGold Bond or Royal
manner and form as by law required, tract and to receive bids for the con49-lb. Bag
for allowance and payment.
MEYER'S HYBRID NO. 8 won MEYER'S HYBRID NO. 8 yielded
struction of a Municipal Electric Light
Dated this 6th. day of February, and Power Plant and Distribution Sys,
the medal for the highest yield- 13.4 bushels more per acre than
A. D., 1939.
ing hybrid grown in the llth dis- the average open-pollinated corn
tern with all necessary requisites at a
Maude E. Suplee,
trict.
in the south half of Iowa.
maximum expenditure of $110,000.
Executrix of said estate.
Said proposed improvement in general
By E. S. Holton,
In the south central section with 67 hybrids entered MEYER'S
is as follows:
Attorney for said estate.
HYBRID NO. 8 had the highest percentage of erect plants and only
Construction of power plant building
4 hybrids had a higher acre yield.
including
equipment foundations,
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
walks,
drives,
etc.
ADMINISTRATOR C. T. A.
In the southern section MEYER'S HYBRID NO. 8 yielded 14.9 bu
Provision and installation of two
Salmon or Sable — Pound
per acre more than the average open-pollinated corn and only 2.98 bu
In the District Court of the State Diesel engines complete with electric
per acre less than the beat hybrid entered in this section.
generators, exciters, accessories, auxof Iowa, In and For Cass County.
Whiting
In the Matter of the,Estate of W. G. iliary equipment and piping. AlterVery
Good
Eating — Pound
Iowa Hybrid No. 13 also made a good record in both
McFarland, deceased, G. E. McFar- nate proposals will be received on the
sections of the test.
following
sizes:
land, Administrator c. t. a.
Open Kettle Rendered
Alternate A—Two Diesel enTo Whom It May Concern:
2 Pounds
MEYER'S HYBRID NO. 8
$6.00 and $7.00 per bu
gines having a combined capacity
Notice is hereby given that the
Iowa Hybrid No. 13
$-1.00 and $5.00 per bu
of not less than 665 h. p.
undersigned has been appointed and
has qualified as Administrator c. t. a.
Alternate B—Two Diesel enof the Estate of W. G. MoFarland, deYoung & Stanley, Inc., of Muscatine, •f -f -f -f -f *.;.*..+ + -f -f i
gines having a combined capacity
ceased.
Iowa, by making a payment of $25.00. +
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
of not less than 550 h. p.
All persons in any manner indebted
Installation of electrical equipment A refund of $25.00 will be made to all
MANAGER
WtNTERSET, IOWA
ASST. MGR.
to said deceased or his estate will within the power plant consisting of those who file a bona fide bid in their
"Christ Jesus" will be the subje
SALESMEN FOR CASS COUNTY
make payment to the undersigned; switchboard, bus structure, and all own name with the Town Clerk, pro- of the Lesson-Sermon in all Church
and those having claims against said cable and wire.
vided said plans and specifications are of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday,
deceased or his estate will present
•Construction of a distribution sys- returned within 30 days after date of ruary 26, 1939.
them in manner and form as by law tem for serving the Town of Anita, hearing. A refund of $15.00 will be
The Golden Text is from Colo
required, for allowance and payment Iowa.
made to all others taking out plans 3:16, 17, "Let the word of
thereof.
All in accordance with the plans and and specifications, provided same are dwell in you richly in all wisdom; *»]
Dated this 8th. day of February,specifications now on file in the office returned in good condition within 30 And whatsoever ye do in word or <
A. D., 1939.
days after date of hearing.
do all in the name of the Lord J«
of the Town Clerk.
G. E. McFarland,
C. F. Darrow,
giving thanks~tcTGott and the Fat!
All
proposals
and
bids
in
connecFOR RENT:^ unfurnished rooms;
A. R. Kohl and wife were in Des
Administrator c. t. a.
Mayor.
by him."
tion
thereVith
shall
be
submitted
to
water and lights. Enquire at Tribune. Moines Monday, where they attended By R. Kent Martin, His Attorney.
the Town Clerk of said Town on or < Attest:
The Lesson-Sermon comprises i
the annual meeting of the Grocers
Solon A. Karns,
tations
from the Bible and from I
before
the
time
,
herein
set
for
said
|
Mrs. Joe Vetter and Mrs. George Wholesale Co.
Tuesday Mr. Kohl NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
Clerk.
hearing.
Christian
Science textbook, "Scia
Smither entertained another group of and Raymond Lantz attended the
ADMINISTRATOR.
and Health with Key to the Sci
All proposals shall be accompanied
ladies last Friday afternoon at a ser- meeting.
In the District Court of the State of by a certified check in an amount f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
ies of bridge parties they are giving.
One of the Bible citations
I wish to take this opportunity to j Iowa, In and For Cass County.
not less than that called for in the 4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
Sixteen ladies were present at the
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
-f "And, behold, two blind men sitl
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
Jennie
specifications and shall be forfeited >
home of the former and they spent thank all my friends and patrons for
Barber, Deceased.
if the bidder neglects or refuses to t - f - f - f - f - f - k - f - f - f - f - f - f by the way side, when they heard t
the afternoon with bridge. Following the business extended me during the
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Merle Jesus passed by, cried out, sayi
enter into a contract and to furnish
the bridge games, a lunch was served 13 years I was engaged in the feed To Whom It May Concern:
Suplee,
Superint*ident.
Have mercy on1 us, O Lord, thou i
and
produce
business
in
Anita.
I
also
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
the
unbond
after
his
proposal
shall
have
j
by the hostesses.
Church
services
at
11:00
a.
m.
of David. So Jesus had compa
wish to announce that I have accepted j dersigned has been appointed and has been accepted.
No evening services Sunday.
on them, and touched their eyes: i
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Simon were a position as salesman for the W. B. qualified as Administrator of the EsAt said hearing, the Council will
Young folks are to meet at the immediately their eyes received i
pleasantly surprised Saturday at their Wyat & Son Memorial Co. of Sac City I tate of Jennie Barber, late of Cass consider plans and specifications and
farm home six miles southwest of the and hope I can be of real service to County, Iowa, deceased. All per- proposed form of contract, the same church at 1:30 Sunday to go to At- and they followed him" (Matthew 2
city when about sixty neighbors and you in this line. C. H. Bartley. It sons in any manner indebted to said now being on file in the office of the lantic to attend the young people's 30, 34).
deceased or her estate will make pay- Town Clerk, reference to which is convention.
friends called to spend the evening, the
Among the selections from
As
has
been
their
custom
for
a
i
Ladies aid holds an all day meeting Christian Science textbook is the i
occasion being a farewell party before
ment to the undersigned; and those j made for more detailed and complete
the Simon family moves to a farm number of years, the Legion Auxiliary having claims against said deceased description of the proposed improve- today (Wednesday) at the home of lowing:
Mrs. Almira Rickel.
northwest of Anita. The evening was delivered dinners today in honor of or her estate will present them in ments.
"In healing the- sick and sin:
Washington's
birthday
to
Anita's
only
manner
and
form
as
by
law
required,
spent with different games and conJesus
elaborated the fact that
At said time and place, the said
tests, and at a late hour a lunch was civil war veteran, A. Bishop, and to for allowance and payment.
^ - - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f healing effect followed the undent!
Council
will
consider
bids
for
the
purDated this 13th day of February, chase of the existing distribution sys- + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f ing of the divine Principle and of I
served. Mr. and Mrs. Simon were two veterans' widows, Mrs. Almira
+ Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. + Christ-Spirit which governed the i
given a lace tablecloth by the self- Rickel and Mrs. Henrietta Suplee.A. D., 1939.
tem in the Town of Anita, Iowa.
Boxes of candy were sent by the
invited guests.
Frank Barber,
poreal Jesus" (p. 141).
At said time and place, the said
Auxiliary to A. D. Bullock of AtChurch School at 10:00 a. m.
Administrator of said estate. Council will also consider bids for
lantic and Mrs. B. L. Ccarlett of By Hobart E. Newton,
the furnishing of electrical energy for Classes for all ages. Frank H. Oaen,
Casey.
Attorney for said estate.
the use of said Town. It is estimated superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
that
the needs of the Town will reGlen A. Roe, who a few months ago NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
The ladies aid society will meet
quire approximately 500,000 KWH per
purchased the farm in the northwest
ADMINISTRATOR.
Thursday at the home of Mrs. J. A.
year.
part of" Anita tenanted by Oscar LindAm prepared to build Brooder hou
STOCK REMOVED
Wagner to quilt.
At
said
time
and
place,
the
Counblom and family, will take possession In the District Court of the State of
A meeting of the Pilgrim Fellowship at a reasonable price. Melvin Gisi
cil will also receive and consider any
Iowa,
the first of (March, at which time he
For Cass 'County.
will be^ held at the church Thursday
SPECIAL BEOOD SOW St.
and his family will move onto the In the M$ter of the Estate of Charles objections to said plans, specifications i
PHONE 400 ANITA
evening, with a pot luck dinner at 6:30. At the Adair Sales Barn on Sab
place. The Lindblom family will
Kahl, deceased, Herman Kahl, Ad- and form of contract made by any
WE PAY THE CHARGES
day, Feb. 25. A good offering of i
interested party.
ministrator.
move to the Booth acreage in the
J
ferent
breeds.
ANITA RENDERING
north part of the city where Henry To Whom It M'ay Concern:
Payment for said improvement will \
LUTHERAN
MISSION
AT
+
SERVICE
Karns and family have lived for a
Notice is hereby given that the un- be made from the earnings of said
FOR SALE:~Early Ohio poU
I. O. O. F. HALL.
-f
number of years. The Roe residence dersigned has been appointed and has Municipal Electric Light and Power
Harper Dorsey, Manager
+
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor. + 66c per bushel. Phone 16 R
property on Maple Street will be oc- qualified as Administrator of the Es- Plant as provided by Sections 6134-dl
Joseph F. Vais, Anita.
cupied by Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Nichols. tate of Charles Kahl, deceased.
| to 6134-d7, inc. and Sections 6134-fl to
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
All persons in any manner indebted '•• 6134-f3, both inclusive, of the Code of
Fancy new crop tested and
Divine worship at 10:30 a. m.
to said deceased or his Estate will! Iowa, 1935, by the issuance and delivery
cleaned Iowa and Illinois grown
Confirmation class meets every Wedmake payment to undersigned, a n d , to the contractor of revenue bonds nesday afternoon.
Clover and Timothy, $6.90 per b
those having claims against said de-: bearing interest at the rate of 4%
60% to 65% clover. Pay only $1
ceased or his Estate will present them ( Per annum payable semi-annually,
bushel now, 'balance at seeding
in the manner and form required b y , which revenue bonds shall be a Jien !
+
METHODIST CHURCH
-f Malone Seed Company, Atlantic,
law for allowance and payment there- solely upon the plant and equipment'
+
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f
FOR RENT:—Six modern
of.
purchased and shall not constitute
+ + + + + + + - f « - . » . + 4. 4, heat, light and water furnished.
Dated this 16th day of February, general obligation of said Town or
/
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold a room per month, and possession I
A. D., 1939.
be payable in any manner by taxaMcDermott,
Superintendent.
or before March I. Second door s
Herman Kahl,
tion, and under no circumstances shall
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. Ser-of school house. iMDra. Anna Porch.
Administrator.
the Town be in any manner liable mon by the pastor, "Why Pray."
—
By R. Kent Martin,
by reason of the failure of the net j
*
Small piano. Only $68 left to I
Epworth
League
at
6:30
p.
m
Dis
His Attorney.
earnings being sufficient for the pay-! cussion will be led by
Misg Agne8 Continue the payments. Can be t
ment thereof. The form of bond and
in Anita. Write Gritchett Piano J
Lindblom
on
"Our
Problems
"
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl went to Stuart the maturities shall be outlined in the'
3t
Evening Worship at 7:30 0-dock Des Moines,
'Monday to spend a couple of days with specifications.
Contractors will be '
by the pastor on "Pitcairn's
her daughters, the Misses IFreda and paid for their work by revenue bonds ' D.BCUBBion
FOR SA$SP-2 good work
Island."
Jane Scholl.
Payments will be made on the basis
or would factor sows, brooder hfl
Choir practice this (Wednesday) evC. F. DARROW, Manager
of monthly estimates as outlined i n 1 emng
or seed. oats, jf Jjj; Enapp.
.t the horn, of Ml, and
Harold Wilkinson and wife, who the specifications,
Russell L. Adams.
NEW CROP TESTED
have been making their home the past' The successful contractor shall f u r The official board of the church has Highest available quality at the I
year with her parents, Henry Robson niah a performance bond in an amount
'
" est possible price. It will P
and wife, have moved to a farm near of 100% of the contract.
j
Menl
to see us before you buy. Ked
that
the
debt
°! The work shall be commenced on or
We've Been in the Fuel Business Long Enough to
Alsike, Sweet Clover, Alfalfa—
j before April 15, 1939, and shall be
Know That All Coal Is Not Alike
othy, BluegrasB, Brome Grass,
A P. I. A. meeting was held last completed within four (4) months -if
Grass, Rape seed, pasture m "
Thursday evening at Grant school No. ter the date of starting, subject only
A coal to measure up to our standards, must be
6 northeast of the city, with a large to unavoidable delays.
Sudan, Millet, Certified Atlas
more than just coal—it must be high in heat giving
crowd in attendance, The following
and Hybrid seed corn. Malone
The Council does hereby reserve the
program was given: community sing- right to reject any or all bids ami
qualities, clean and dependable.
Weimer and Company, Atlantic, Iowa.
A R if, M
ing led by Mrs. Russell Adams; vocal enter into such contract, or contrails,
of U
the project
Portable Hammermill; g r ' n i n
An order entrustd to us assures you of 2,000 Ibs.
"""
solo, Mrs. James Reed, Jr; a.^p'ay, as it may deem to be to the Lest men of
your
farm to your aatiafftction
of fuel satisfaction. We invite you to
"Pa Has a Fit," Mr. and Mrs. interest of the Town.
14
on
24, Massena, and
James Keed, Jr., Gail Heckman and
By virtue of statutory authority a
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW
The Honiu ( i u a n l
reverse calls. R, R.
Miss Virginia Neary; dance and a preference will be given to produce
choral reading by the pupils of the and provisions grown, and coal pro
BUY ANITA EH!
achool under the direction •of Miss duced within the State of Iowa an 1
SEE
Neary, the teacher; selections by the preference will be given to Iowa domes
DEMENT IMPLEMENT
Heckman orchestra; vocal solo, Mrs. tic labor iu the construction of sai,i
'Weimer's
home.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
POR 8KELGA8 RANfi»|
Adams; and a selection by the traveling improvements.
The
ladies
aid
u-.n
WAYNE OIL
sextette. A Junch was served by the
Plans BI,d 'specifications are now
V
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
at noon .
dincomm.ttee, and Leonard Rork won on file in the office of the Tow
STOCK TANK
rh
the card table given away.
Clerk. Copies may be obtained from ' "'-'WANTED:—Your, dead
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
EXECUTRIX.

The Iowa State
Yield Test Results
Have Been Released

Maduffs Food
Butter

Oranges
Macaroni

i4c

Sunklst Flour
$Us
Pennant Flour 49.ib.Bag $1.19
Oysters Extra Lar*e
43c
Lard

Clarence Meyer

I

lOc
23c

Levi Preston

Farmers Coop., Anita
Clarence Newman, Adair

DEAD
FREE

Special Price on

Semi-Solid Buttermilk

For the Rest of This Month
Felco Chick Starter and Grower
THE FARMERS COOP.

ROBERT SCOTT

WANT ADS

4-i.

WHO'S
Thousands of WorW's Fair Visitors
Swarm to Magic Island that Has
NEWS
Been Built in San Francisco Bay
THIS
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
WEEK I

crossing the harbor entrance
with the longest single span ever
erected.
So the two visions—airport and
world's fair—were merged. Each
plan speeded and supported the
other. .Early in 1936, while the
two bridges were still building
and the "clipper ship" air traffic which brought Asia within
days, not weeks, of America, was
passing from the exploratory
stage into regular airmail flights,
work on the new airport began.
. United States army engineers,

T WAO^l? New'!paPer umon.
T WAS the morning of February 18.

By LEMUEL F. PARTON
W YORK.—The WPA^barrel
isn't like the widow's cruse of
N
oil in the Bible. They expect to be

scraping the bottom by next June.
Who gets flred
]VPA Trouble and when is a
Shooter Find* naturally
disKellefinCloadt
tressing Pfobn
lem,, f a l l i n g
main i y on Dean BrimhaUj troubleshooter and handyman for the
wpA who looks and talks like Sinclair'Lewis and who used to hunt
bears in Utah. Officially, he Is dt
rector of the section on employment problems of the WPA, and
just now these problems loom up
like the peak range of his native
Rocky mountains.
Ax-grinders, angry congressmen, onion disputants, "kickers,
fixers, Utopians, andv what not
see Mr. Brimhall, And,; when he
isn't taking this rap, he is experting and editing administration outputs on labor relations
and employment, matting surveys on relief technique, or flying
in his own plane to some spot
where employment Is ebbing. A
trap-drummer is Just snoozing
along compared to Mr. Brimhall. Merely getting a bear by
the tail was never like this. For
relief or nerve tension, he hops
into his plane now and then and
makes a getaway In the clouds,,
which seems like a nice" idea:
Reared in the Church of the Lat[ter Day Saints—his grandfather
I trekked west with Brigham Young
I-he was one of a group of twelve
lUlah business men, Marriner EcIdes among them, .who craved New
[Deletion for some of their ideas.
i d them are still active. On
[the side, he still maintains a live
purest in four different concerns—
I at airplane company, a railroad
fctmpany, a lumber business and*
leitensive real estate' interests.: OgI din is his home town;
He hauled coal to pay for his
education at BHgliam ifonqg
university, and one winter nS
maintained his family nicely
with a shotgun, hunting Ifcrgw
and small game. UUdeT HeKeen Cattell• • at' Colombia oud*
versity, W's'tefiW^BriaSl. '
al psycholojy wJd/late^feiBirht
that subject at 'Columbia and
Brigham Yoong. tie saw the
Wrights make their first European %ht aii* W baa been interested in flying ever sinceflying and hunting. On every
week-end and holiday he's high
in the sky, his plane poised and
pointed toward his beloved
Rockies. But there seems to
be no likelihood of bis doing a
"wrong-way Corrigan."
He says he still coulct get a living
jwith a shotgun, but instead of his
liun he has to shoulder the troubles
lot citizens less versatile.

Since daylight throngs had
been streaming toward San
Francisco's famed Ferry
building on Market street or
making their way across the
huge bridge that connects
San Francisco and Oakland
with rocky Yerba Buena
island. Soon the causeway

KLAND-^hown here under iihunlnation are the arched waters of the
Moon
"" »«« ¥—• *> «>e background is the Tower

over which they were hurrying from Yerba Buena toward
their objective, a little island
300 yards away, was packed
with people.
Eight O'clock!
The "Portals of the Pacific,"
the gates between the huge pyramidal towers, swung open and
the crowd surged, forward for
their first views of the wonders
giat lay beyond those portals.
Within four hours more' than 200,000 people were swarming over
the bland—Treasure Island, it's
Twelve o'clock!
High up in the Tower of the
Sun a 44-bell carillon poured out
a flood of melody. Then while a
mixed chorus of 500 voices sang
a hymn of joy, muted trumpets
sounded ar» invocation of thanksgiving and. prayer. A few moments later, over the radio loudspeakers came the voices of California notables—Gov. Culbert L.
Olson, Mayor Attgelo Boss! of
San Francisco and Leland W.

ever held, the on& at San Erancisco has innovations in architecture, illumination, -exhibits
and .special events which make
previous expositions seem quaintly archaic. But in one respect,
it is absolutely unique. That is
its site—a man-made island set
down in the middle of one of the
great harbors of the world and
flanked by the two greatest
bridges hi the world.
The story -of this truly magic
.island, which now stands where
but three years ago boats plied
the blue waters of San Francisco
bay, sea fowl swam and fishermen cast their lines, is one of
the real romances of American
initiative, ingenuity and engineering achievement. That story
began less than 10 years ago
when progress in aviation indicated that San Francisco was
destined to become the "air
crossroads of the Pacific." To
achieve that destiny she must
have a suitable airport.
In 1931 the San Francisco junior chamber of commerce sur-
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EVERYTHING IN CANVAS
AM n* or eat tor pHetg— £MfaaofM FOXM

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE TO LADIES

Be«uttfal Phfflli Procka or Smocka, »D
ai««e— SS.COvaloe*

FREE TO BOYS AND GIRLS

Appliqued Quilt

I
--*
... —».. year, .the
|0n lt» Chaplain o c c a si on a 1
|nffi . .
prayer* by the
pfficial chaplain, the ReV. Ze Barry
Thome Phillips coat the governlr
nent $420 a prayer. Now the rate
w each will be about $16, as Mr.
Pl
"ll.ps gets $1,680 a year/
The change
was
f

K^^/i^^

CANVAS GOODS

Wrtlt teiatfar itlaUt
mn JBrTlT. tw IprtiH U.. aHMsUHli. Wm.

ITHE United States
senate, posI sibly "standin1 in, the need - of
payer," does away with piece-work
•supplication an4 puts praying

'or Neely, _
__
will be opened 'b?
«very calendar d*V
only on "legislative" days a to
he past. The latter ate » flcion by which
may
"ee itself*frdi
as eflecOvelyi

Phonograph Records
!.»<• Popular Phonograph Record*. Barffln Prfc«i. Details, write MALBNTOS
BROS.. M4S-D BoIIepKhlno AT*., CbUac*.

ISLAND SENTINELS-Deslgners of the light standards
near the main entrance of the Golden Gate International[ «po«lttoiii have
made the* to conform to the general lines of the tall palm trees. At the
left is one of the Elephant Towers flanking the main entrance.
Cutler, president of the exposition—with brief messages of welcome.
o Twelve-thirty.
For a moment the loudspeakers were silent. Then . . "The President of the United
States!"
From: the other/ side of the continent came the voice of Franklin
D. Roosevelt.
When his message was concluded, tw6 world-famous soloists Jed the chorus to a moving
anthem of prayer and thanksgiving, accompanied by a 100-piece
band and the carillon. Then as
the last notes of the anthem
faded away, cannon roared out a
21-gun salute to the Chief Executive of the nation and from
all over the island brilliant daylight fireworks exploded in the
v
And thus was the 1939 Golden
Gate International exposition
opened to the world!
• • •
Like every other world's fair

veyed 14 possible airport sites
and the final choice of the experts was the Yerba Buena
Shoals. They lay just north of
Yerba Buena island, mid-point of
the, $80,000,000 Bay bridge which
was then being planned, so that
nq more centrally located site,
fronvthe standpoint of.'the. entire ^
Bay area, could be imagined.
An airport there would be only
4.7 miles from San Francisco's
downtown district and 7.3 miles,
via an arterial boulevard, from
Oakland's center of population.
Records showed only 142 hours
of fog annually for the past 45
years and the steady prevailing
winds were gentle—both essential elements for an airport.
Meanwhile San. Francisco was
planning a world's fair in celebration of the future completion
of the two greatest bridges in
the world. She was building the
$80,000,000 San Francisco-Oakland Bay bridge, longest and
most costly anywhere, and th«
(33000,000 Golden Gate bridge,

financed -with $3,803,800 in WPA
funds, sponsored .by the exposition company, began assembling
their dredges. Eleven of these
huge machines—a fleet of nine at
one tune—began pumping black
sand from the floor of the bay
and sluicing it through' pipelines
over Yerba Buena shoaL Around
the shoal had been built a sea
wall nearly three and a quarter
miles long and containing 287,000
tons of quarried rock.
Largest Man-Made Island.
By the tune the work had been
completed 20,000,000 cubic yards
of sand had been compacted
within the seawall. From a natural depth of 2- to 26 feet below
water, the shoals had risen to a
height of 13 feet above the tides
making a 300-acre rectangle of
land—the largest island ever
built by man! It is a little more
than a mile long, nearly twothirds of a mile wide and is connected to the shore of Yerba
Buena island by a causeway 300
yards^opg and 37 yards wide.
This causeway is the key to the
island's remarkable accessibility,
for across it are six lanes of
highway to link the island into
the traffic streams of the Bay
bridge. Four ferry ships supplement these highways in transporting, at the peak rate of 53,000
hourly, the millions who will visit
the exposition this year. Three
of these ferry slips, on the San
Francisco side, will land the
crowds from San Francisco's
Ferry building on Market street,
discharge them into a ferry terminal building which, with the
slips themselves, cost more than
three quarters of a million dollars. The fourth ferry slip is on
the Oakland shore of the island.
Highways that have been constructed as a part of the general
transportation plan take into account the dual function of Treasure Island as an exposition site
and a future airport. The army
engineers who built the system
across Yerba Buena island did
it along novel lines. Three traffic lanes are of permanent construction for airport utility.
Gigantic Hangars.
Hardly had the water drained
from the island's advancing sand
fill, when construction began on
three buildings that will survive
the glitter of the fair to endure
as airport facilities. One is the
$900,000 reinforced concrete air
terminal building to serve the
fair as administrative headquarters ; its permanent use will find
it equipped with complete facilities including passenger, mail
and express terminals, restaurants, offices, public observation
galleries and meteorological towers.
The others are two gigantic
hangar buildings, each 287 by
335 feet on the ground and 78
feet high, built of steel and concrete, costing $45Q,000 each. For
these buildings exposition engineers applied' a new design to
hangar construction — "cantilevered walls" which actually
aid, by their weight, in 'supporting the roof load.
During the fair these structures will serve as the Palace of
Fine and Liberal Arts, and the
Hall of Air Transportation. Later, as airport facilities, their
huge 200 by 40 foot doors may
be heightened at centers to 65
feet to accommodate the rudders
of airplanes greater than any
now known. All other buildings
on Treasure Island are of temporary construction, for removal
after the exposition to provide
clear airport runways.

Above is shown one of the picturesque Towers of the East on
Treasure Island.
An ancient walled city is the
basis of the exposition's structural scheme. In the spacious
central Court of Honor stands
the 400-foot Tower of the Sun,
which is only 57 feet in diameter
at its base but which competes
in height with the lofty towers
of the Bay bridge nearby. From
it radiates phalanxes of exhibit
palaces, each from 400 to 900
feet long and about 200 feet wide.
They are spaced by broad concourses—Court of the Seven
Seas, Court of Flowers, Court of
Reflections, Court of the Moon,
Court of Pacifica, Treasure Gardens—names which characterize
their symbolism.
Ail of them are windowless for
display uniformity under constant illumination and have been
built according to a so-called
"Pacific" style of architecture
which combines the new and the
old. Ancient mystical Oriental
forms have been blended into
long horizontal lines, setback
pyramids and masses characteristic of Malayan, Incan and Cambodian treatments. The elephant,
mammoth beast, of Far East
pageantry, is a predominating
decorative note, crowning as it
does the pyramidal entrances
that flank the "Portals of the
Pacific."
The color scheme of the exposition buildings includes 19 different shades characteristic of
both the rare shades of California
wildflowers and the variegated
hues of the Orient. The basic,
plaster body color is a yellow
ivory which has been designated
"Exposition ivory." Along witn
it will be seen these: Old Mission fawn, Pdgoda yellow, Pebble
Beach coral, Santa Barbara
taupe, California ecru, Evening
Star blue, Polynesian brown, Sun

E*

Color for your bedroom 1 Use
gay scraps for the lilies, and outline and single stitch for .accent!
Pattern 1721 contains accurate
pattern pieces; diagram of block;
instructions for cutting, sewing,
and finishing; yardage chart; diagram of quilt.
Send 15 cents in coins for this
pattern to The Sewing Circle, Nee*
dlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth Avenue,
New lYork, N. Y.

PAIN HAft MM
IN
Ing muscular
Do what thonaands do
agony of Oiuacu*
bif achesandpain
with Hamlins Wli
ft oh tUocougbly. F

paw of stiff, achy imtocle*,-give
-

The Ablest One
The winds and waves are al
ways on the side of the ablest navgators.—Gibbon.

How Women
in Their 40's
Can Attract Men
Here's good advice for a woman daring her
change (usually from 38 to 62), who lean
•he'll loee her appeal to men, who worries
•bout hot flashes, lorn of pep, dlDy ipeUa,
upset nerves and moody spell*.
Get more fresh air., 8 nra. sleep and If yon
Deed a good general system tonic take Lydia
E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound, made
tapeciaUu for women. It help* Nature build
up physical resistance, thus helps give more
vivacity to enjoy lite and assist Aiming
Jittery nerves and disturbing symptoms that
often accompany change of life. WELL
WORTH TRYING!

Most Commendable
My best praise is that I am your
riend.—Southerne.

OLD FOLKS
Hem !• Amazlno Rollof tor
Condition* Du* to Sluggish Bowel*

Design of the three-cent Golden
Gate Exposition stamp which
was placed on sale at San Francisco on February IS, the open- Without
ing date of the exposition.
K not a&Ut&M. return
refund tha purohu*
of Dawn yellow, Hawaiian em^TO-NIGHT
erald green, Santa Clara apricot,
Imperial Dragon red, Death Val- ALWAYS CAHRT^, QJfflffiglJg
ley mauve, Pacific blue, Ming
FOR ACID
Jade green (light), Ming Jade
INDNESTION
green (dark), Southern Cross
blue, Del Monte blue, China Clip- WNU—N
fr-59
per blue and Treasure Island
gold. These colors 'are reduced
to half-tones or less on exteriors,
to avoid the garish under night
illumination which increases the
intensity of the basic color.
By turning their huge buildings
May wmm «f Diaovdend
"inside out," almost literally,
' Kidney Aetion
stylists have achieved a cement
Modem Uta with IM harry utd worry.
hkbtt*. «mprop« emUn« and
stucco that bathes the buildings*
-It* risk of ttponir* and" nf««and tall walls in a radiant golden
~ ~ ~ hesvnr sttaJn on tb« work
11
glow, sparkling with prismatic
- •; "HP
•"?.flltw
"*' *°oxeen
k* " "!add
and
t»U to
colors, day or night. It's done
and other ImpwiUw from th* ltf«-ftvin»with vermiculiter-a mica-like
Yon nay laffer nanlnf Ixeksch*,
substance. Exposition stylists
hMdach*Tdisaln«sj, titfln« up nights.
found that this material, applied
to wet stucco, reflects light in a
million scintillating gems and
makes the wells _glow and glitter
with live fire.
Statues, panels in relief, great
murals and paintings are used
to glorify the courts and basic
buildings. Nearly al) the outstanding western artiste and
sculptors art represented then.

Backache
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NEWS.

Porch, Ruby Robison and Billy Shaffer
BABY CHICKS HATCHING
were guests of the Normal Training
EVERY MONDAY.
class last Wednesday morning in an
Platie your order now for New
,
Center.
Hampshire Reds, White Rocks, Barred
enjoyed by all. Evangeline Dressier Arithmetic demonstration class.
The fifth grade has given some time Rocks, Austra White and Leghorns.
" senior Normal Training girls and Lawrence Hofmeister read their
L ~A their critic, Miss Brown, attended essays on "How Can Iowa's Highways to taking notes in English class which Also sexed Austra White Pullets and
k
s t«dy center held at Greenfield Be^Made Safer" and Patrolmen Cole they have found very helpful. -They Cockerels^
Rasmussen Hatchery
and King of Adair spoke and answered have an interesting reading chart,
Tth? morning Dr. J. Dale Welsch, questions on highway safety. A movie "What Are We Reading." Different
Anita, Iowa
type stories are checked such as aniProfe,sor of Speech, Coe college, gave on "Accident Prevention" was shown
mal stories, fun stories, adventure
Come in and see the bargains we
L explanation of the speech lesson to the P. T. A.
tales and fairy tales. Thus far ad- have for 3c at Young's Store.
Itp
VinR out the steps.. The teachers
venture tales are much in the lead,
der guidance have been able to cor- Sectional Tournament.
Sheriff P. P. Edwards of Atlantic
,t about 90% of the speech difficulties The sectional tournament will be with fairy tales second. Through this
"n'on.medical cases. Miss Marion held in Atlantic on March 1, 2, 3 and 4. chart t^ey have found all six types was an Anita visitor Monday morning.
iley of Coe college gave a demon- The Anita boys play Cumberland at of stories are in outside reading. HisMrs. Floyd Dement visited Sunday
tory students are studying changes in
ation of this speech lesson using 7:10 Wednesday evening.
American life after the invention o f , a"d Monday with her daughter, Miss
•th frrade pupils. In the afternoon
the steamboat, railroad and telegraph. Jane Dement, in Des Moines.
\Vplsch spent his time interpreting Grade News.
In the sixth grade Language class,
Mrs.
W.
F.'Hendricks,
Mrs.
Weimer
igpeech Training," the new bulletin
Tom Bailey and wife entertained
L the state department, and the speech Pearson and Mrs. Chet Turner werestudents are getting experience in their friends,
Mr. and Mrs. Verl
giving
reports
from
the
use
of
notes.
welcome visitors in the first grade
, to the teachers.
dinner at their
room Tuesday. The Normal Training All Valentines had to be stamped,
farm
home
southwest
of the city.
addressed
and
mailed
in
the
post
ofg e Essay Winners Anno
girls have been teaching arithmetic
f The essays selected on How \fcan to this grade for practice. A list of fice in the room before the party Tues- The Neighborhood pinochle club
Iowa's Highways be Made Si
safety rules for coasting and skating, day. •Games were played and a short met at the home of/Mr. and Mrs.
Tarvey which are posted on the bulletin board, program given. Refreshments were Ben Brodersen Saturday evening. Mrs.
,re written by Jack Boea
entered ,have been made. Imogene Benson has' hear1>shaped cookies and candies. Sixth Clifford Kearns had high score and
Scholl. These essays
the county contest. Evangeline been absent from school this week due \ £raders are interested in figuring their Mrs. William Heckman low score.
' rate of reading. A good pupil should
Hofmeister to illness.
essler and Lawren
Late in the evening a lunch was
honorable
mentioi
m
The second grade has enjoyed read- read from 200 ^o 250 words a minute. served.
After
a
discussion
of
the
sugar
beet
ing and telling stories about Lincoln
j n Class Gets N
The farm bureau women of the
and Washington. This grade presented industry, a large chart with sixteen
[The Latin class has fubscribed for the program for the Parent-Education pictures were put up. These pictures Anita Independent School District held
L "Acta Diurna," a Latin newspaper group last Tuesday. All pupils took showed the stages of growth and pro- a follow-up meeting Tuesday at the
Lblished three times a week in Tor- part. The program consisted of "George cess of manufacturing sugar.
home of Mrs. Floyd Keasey north of
|nto, Canada. This newspaper makes Washington's Wonder" by nine boys;
Both the seventh and eighth grade the city. The ladies spent the after\ possible for the students of Latin dramatization story telling of Wash- classes are reviewing for tests. The noon discussing the fourth lesson,
,et practice in sight translation on ing^on and Lincoln; flag salute and spelling champion and Miss Hollen are "New Ways in iMother-Baby Care."
rent world events.
poems in keeping with the season. drilling both morning and evening.
W. T. Biggs and wife and Mrs.
Pupils who received their health pins Patrolmen for this week are Billy
Weeks Tests This Week.
Boren
and
Billy
Parker.
Floyd
Dement were in Des Moines
this week in the Health Campaign were
| This week ends thefirstsix weeks
Sunday and Monday attending the
Patricia Gill, Sheila Howard, Joan
iriod of the second semester. Tests
anual state meeting of the American
Anita Wins From Casey.
be given on Thursday and Fri- Bighley, Roberta Mclntyre, Eugene
Le ion and
Auxiliary. John
Rasmussen, Muryl Rathman, Jerry
The Anita high school basketball j ^
Report cards will- be sent out
Sheumaker and Russell Wilson. These team won a thrilling game from the", Mehlmann and wife and Guy SteinUt Wednesday.
v
pupils have done all their health chores Casey team on the local floor last metz attended the meeting Monday.
for
four weeks.
Friday evening by a score of 25 to 24.
Attend Play Day.
Mrs. Lake Bear, a guest, held high
The
third grade are studying main Anita held an 18 to 7 advantage at score at a meeting of the Knot-a-Kare
[Saturday the G. A. A. play day was
|ld in Atlantic. Five towns, Harlan, topics in Language. They have en- the half which Casey overcame. With bridge club last Wednesday afternoon
[Horn, Greenfield, Kimb'allton and joyed picking main topics out of para-, 25 seconds left, Inhoft sank a basket at the home of Mrs. George Smither
, were each represented by six graphs, and the sentence that does which gave Anita their one point mar-j on West"Main'Street."'other „___
The Anita seconds lost their; besides the membera> were Mrs L
, of the G. A. A.;'.; "There'were not1 belong in a paragraph. This group gin.
i girls from Atlantic and they has also enjoyed stories about the game by a 20 to 14 score.
I Hofmeister, Mrs. J. C. Jenkins, Mrs.
Anita 25.
the reception committee and silkworm and its work. Each pupil
j Joe Vetter, Mrs. Carl Millard and
F
Name
FG FT
lepers as well as .taking part wrote a^etter to Billy Metheny last
1 Miss Elaine Smither.
week. He is now going to school in Inhofe
5
0
Oj
[the various sports. .
2 j A large company of neighbors and
1
0
lie girls did not compete as a the country; Danny Osen, Milo Buck- Mclntyre
3 i friends called Tuesday evening at the
ley
and
Jean
Brodersen
were
sent
to
Lett
5
1
jfcool team, but were divided into
M. N. Lambertsen home southwest of
:
1 0
; color teams. Virginia 1«%rtley the Normal Training room Thursday Roe
the
city, the occasion being a surprise
morning
where
they
were
taught
an
Budd
0
0
9 three games of Beck Teiyjis; Marj on Mr. Lambertsen who was celebratBongers
0
0
Kohl's team won both of their arithmetic lesson by these girls.
ing his 50th. birthday anniversary.
The fourth grade was quite thrilled Hofmeister
0
0
leyball games; Amy Kijbwlton and
The
evening was spent socially and
when
Supt.
Feller
invited
them
to
see
ret Peters were on the* teams
with
games and contests. At a late
1
12
the
Lincoln
movies.
They
had
been
Total
12
won one. volleyball and one
hour, refreshments were served.
Casey 24.
iketball game; Doris Watkins' team reading a series of Lincoln stories and
Name .
FG FT PF
L their basketball game; and Jean- .felt quite well acquainted with the
A meeting of the K. J. U. club
0
0
Kellenberg
0
characters
portrayed.
This
grade
enRobson won a game of 'Deck
was held Friday afternoon at the
1
Tracy
4
joyed
their
Valentines
last
Tuesday,
nis and was on a team which had
home of Mrs. Henry Karns, hostesses
2
following a story telling of the origin Wilson
3
victory in volleyball.
1
j
being Mrs. Karns, 'Mrs. Anna Chris1
0
of Valentine's day. The subject of Slater
te^nsen and Mrs. Ivadel Rhoads. Pres0
the Safety First Club this week is Seeley
.0
IT. A. Has Safety Program.
ent were nineteen members and ten
0
3
f'Safety" was the subject for the "Safe Sidewalks." Donny Mitchell is j Blackmer
visitors and they spent the afternoon
0
0
bruary P. T. A. program on Thurs- program chairman. The club pledge Hanley
hemming
tea towels for Mrs. Rhoads.
evening. The high school band is, "We proritise to do all we can to
A
lunch
was
served late in the af10
Total
a half hour concert which was stop accidents from happening." Jane
ternoon.

PLAYERS

LAST CALL FOR
started the I* Half
there', till time to

CSLrt still tun* to change your foUp

.today Merchant Mileage

Your Mileage Mffchant today

Mark Ktud Z'i-Z*i KMiog
time—or wtimate lit Fl«cc. 2nd.
3rd. 4th.
FLAW*

TDOOBM1K

Thii Midi tourntaifntt CbooM
the &t-Z*t Champ by mtnfr
lag ill icorei youVo been M»taB,

HRSTCAUfO*

L. L. Chandler is holding' a closing
out sale at his farm home four miles
east and two miles south of Anita
on Friday of this week. The sale includes 4 head of horses, 12 head of
cattle, 15 head of hogs, hay, straw
and a full line of farm machinery.
W. E. Clark will be the auctioneer
and C. E. Parker the clerk. Mr.
•handler has rented the Frank Choate
acreage just southwest of Anita, and
will move his family there the first
of March.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Briaii Donlevy — Lynn Bari — Wally Vernon
In a Story of Camera Daredevils

"SHARPSHOOTERS"
Also Musical Miniature and Terry-Toon Cartoon

Sat.-Sun. Matinee Sat.
FEB. 25-26

2:OO P. M.

JOAN ...AS YOU LIKE HER!
Gay... glamorous... dancing on men's heart*! The
year's finest star cast... in
the year's most exciting
love drama I

But I'm1 your
bnthfr ! wife
. . . and (Mf
-must M<f I"

AN

MB1VYN

DOOGLAS
B1WTEE

A IBANK BOBZAGS Production
SciMa_Rty by IBM Haifa and OgdwtMuh

Also Mickey Mouse Cartoon; Miniature; Late News
Wash cloths, dish cloths, stocking
Mrs. Louis Martin of St. Louis, Mo.,
caps, ear muffs, and over 50 other is visiting here at the home of her
items for 3c at Young's Store.
Itp parents, Chester A. Long and wife.
The H. O. pinochle club met with
Mr. and Mrs. iMelvin Gissibl at their
home south of the city last Wednesday evening, with 'Mb-, and Mrs. Merle
Turner as visitors. High score was
held by Alvin Petersen, while low
score was held by Rhinehart Knop.
Lunch was served at midnight.

When you think of coafJ^fRink of
the Kunz Grain Co. AH our coals
are the best in. their class. Phone
48, Anita, Iowa.
tf
Joe Vetter, a student at Creighton
University in Omaha, spent Saturday
and Sunday in the city with his parents, Joe Vetter and wife.

A 7:00. o'clock covered dish dinThe members of the Jolly Dozen
ner was enjoyed last Thursday evMrs. Paul Barber entertained the ening by the members of the Double club and their husbands called at
members of the Friendly Circle club Eight club at the home of Mr. and the home of Mr. and Mlrs. Henry
one afternoon last week at the Frank Mrs. Guy Steinmetz on Chestnut Kuehn northeast of the city last WedBarber home north of the city. Pres- Street. Besides the members, other nesday evening, the occasion being in
ent were eleven members andfivevis-guests were Miss Blanche Darrow honor of the 50th. birthday anniversitors, Mrs. Maggie 'Dement, Mrs. Glen and Carl H. Miller. Following the ary of Mr. Kuehn. The evening was
Steinmetz, Mrs. Laura Buerkin, Mrs. dinner the evening was spent play- spent with different kinds of games,
Lloyd Reynolds and Mrs. L. L. Dorsey. ing bridge, at which high scores were after which a lunch was served from
Mrs. Steinmetz became a member of held by Mrs. Elmer Scholl and Mr.the well filled baskets taken by the
guests.
the club at this meeting. The home Miller.
was decorated with Valentines and a
color scheme of red and white was
carried out. A lunch was served late
in the afternoon by the hostess.

-you .imply folio* the «to«
ofiumpi^backattbe^of
and get** fterted *&*-* *****
time* Nor tfjtt you try getting started
15 different tfaneV*** y** "*•*•
cold and ttoert't Conoco Brow-*-*
your_
Blond to •ttfe^re •"* *««;
*•
jump*

ANITA

CONOCO

'MIUCMAMT
f ROM YOU*'

fnocoRroductsAffeSbtdatBarnhoIdt Service Station

The members of the LANB dinner
and bridge club enjoyed a 7:00 o'clock
covered dish dinner last Thursday evening at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
G. M. Adair on North Chestnut Street.
Other guests besides the members
were Mrs. Louis Martin of St. Louis,
Mo., who is visiting in the city, Mlrs.
Hansine Johnson and Mr. and Mrs.
Earl S. Holton. At the bridge session in the evening, high scores were
held by iMrs. Martin and Walter F.
Budd, and traveling prizes were won
by Mrs. iMIartin and Lester Scholl.
The annual Cass County Sheep and
Wool Growers' banquet and meeting
will be held at the Pul'.man hotel in
Atlantic Friday evening at 6:30 o'clock.
C. W. McDonald, Extension Animal
Husbandman, will discuss the management of profitable farm flocks and
A. V. Brady of the Iowa Sheep and
Wool Growers' Association will discuss
the wool marketing program. Reservations for the dinner must be made
at the farm bureau office; with. Joe
Lawton of Lewis;. E. G. .Pont of Atlantic; F(. I. Northuj! of Lewis; Floyd
Blankinship of 'Cumberland; or Clarence Acker of Atlantic.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS

THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

'

Why Not
Rent a Locker
Miller's
Market
QUALITY COUNTS"

THE ANITA TRIBllNE.

Star Dust
Tyrone Off the Air-

AMERICANS

loan Signs for 5 Years
if Fan Gets New Illusions
1

Historic Footrace
'HEN Capt. John Whistler arrived on the shores of Lake
Michigan in 1803 to build a, military
l-Fort Dearborn of tragiernemlone of the subalterns in Wfl
mand was his son,vIJeut. WilWhistler. YoungJVMstler was
e than six feet tall and famous
E, his strength, and endurance.
A frequent visitor at. Fort Dearam was a young Pottawatomie
iief the champion runner of the
ibe' Believing that, .Lieutenant
histler was just the wan to spoil
, Indian's record, the officers at
e fort proposed a five-mile footrace between the two men to which
(hey readily agreed.
The race was a thriller. At the Joan Blondell has tied up her
art the Pottawatomie sprang'into future again, so far as making
movies is concerned.
, lead and held it tor almost the
She's signed with
distance. But near the end
^Columbia to make
Whistler managed to close
two pictures a year
gap between them and by a
for five years, and
il burst of speed plunged across
starts the ball roll. finish line several' yards ahead
ing with "Good
his rival.
Girls Go to Paris,
[The race had an exciting sequeL
Too," originally
iring the War of 1812 the same
scheduled for Jean
jttawatomie chief, who waa now
Arthur. It's said
i ally of the British, sent a chalthat Columbia wantge for a hand-to-hand combat
ed to borrow her for
,ih Whistler or any other officer
t h a t o n e some
Joan
> soldier hi the American army.
months ago, and
Blondell
istler promptly accepted. It was
that Warner BrothI that no firearms were to be ers' refusal to lend her was at least
partly responsible for her winding
... fight began. -Whistler dodged up her contract.
i tomahawk that was hurled at
i and closed in on his opponent.
"Snow White and the Seven
u j Indian stabbed at him with his Dwarfs" will be retired from ciring hunting knife but missed. Then culation the first of April, after
lieutenant's sword finished the breaking' records In every Important city all «ver the world, and will
probably be re-issued again about
An American Mandarin
this time next year. It cost $1,700,Taiping rebels had almost 000 to make, and will gross about
| overthrown the Mancbu dynasty eight million. It played In 41 counFifteen of the eighteen tries, and was the first sound picinces had been, captured wten ture to be translated Into a "talking
ck T. Ward, a 28-year-old book" for the blind. And "Dopey"
• from Salem, Mass., quit his got more fan mail than all the other
offered to put down the characters pat together.
" they would pay him
i for each city recaptured.
When Madeleine Carroll paused
|The rebels were knocking at the recently
in New York on her way
[ Shanghai v?hen;the:Manchu from Europe
agreed to young Ward's lywood sheto Holshati and allowed hin> to train his tered
one movie
army. He recruited his men fan's illusions. The
among the human "derelicts movie - mad girl
• the
^
went to a smart
m the discijpiine he' had night club, and dur1 as a soldier in the -French ing the course of
during the Crimean war.
the evening noticed
in, at the head of $00 men, and a rather buxom
a pistol in each hand, he or- young lady who
an attack on Sungkiang, held danced every dance
000 rebels. His men fought with great enthusi! to hand on the top of the .city asm. She had on
Madeleine
ad held it by tossing over the rather dismal'lookCarroll
of Taiping 'soldiers. In 24 ing gun-metal colored
hose
and
very
flat
shoes,
reManchu re-enforcements arWhen the battle was over, ported "the movie fan. Decidedly
1 had only 128 men left and 100 not smart. But her hat was an uni were wounded. But he had copyable French bicorne, and the
his first $75,000 and a wide collar of her suit marked it as one
of the latest efforts of a famous
tion as a military leader.
Be continued to fight, successfully French modiste. _
~ ! the city of Singpo by outma- Suddenly the rather buxom young
ering 20,000 Taiping rebels. lady smiled, and the movie fan
they again threatened Snang- wilted. She had recognized Miss
. he drove 10.00Q of tnem back 10 Carroll—and had learned that movie
"• with a force of only 2,500. stars, when left to their own dehe took the city of Quanfuling. vices, aren't always as smartly
as they are on the screen.
'd was made a mandarin and dressed
Incidentally,
the next Carroll picJ «me spread throughout the em- ture is "Cafe Society,"
the one
e- Soon he was able to increase after that is called "Air and
Raid," and
'.well-trained array to 6,000 men, is the story of two young
people
""- piling up a ,huge, forturi.
ad been wounded five times, caught in a city in the war zone.
September, 1802, in a battle
Hollywood has to be awfully careI Tseki, he was hit for the sixth
" and killed. The Chinese ful about these war pictures. In
ned him as a national herb and "Idiot's Delight," for example, Esaat mm in the Temple of Confu- peranto was used instead of Italian,
French or German, just to avoid
Sungkiang.
the danger of angry protests from
* * . • ' '
foreign governments. When it was
Eskimo Heroine
done as a play no such precaution
s
«ence attempted to find was taken.
^
in

abitWVialand)

When fame begins to come to a
radio performer it certainly comes
fast. Kay Kyser, the orchestra
loader, wasn't particularly well
known even so recently as a year
age. Now he's, so well established
at the .top of 4ho ladder that wher
he signed recently to appear wftt
his band at a New Terk movie
boose the contract called for a sal
«ry of 82,600 a week—so all-time
bleb.

k ArntV''"li ^

* <*
f Arctic. The experiment proved
it revealed to the .world
" heroism of Ada Blackjack,
ui be remembered as the
\ courageous woman of the Es-

Want to know what sort of thing
is likely to trouble big executives?
It seems that there \tore weeks of
huddles over the title for Raymond
Paige's new program. It was to be
called V100 Men and a Girl," and
Paige had 100 men hi his band,
and the girl was Hildegarde and
everything was fine. But Universal
owned the titler-remember the Pic"
ture by that name?
Eventually
him. Then somebody thought up "99 Men and
a Girl," and after more indecision
They because that was pretty close to
the original it was cleared.
no longer hold a
ODDS AND ENDS — Phil Baker's

passed but

and
ed

Ad
Pele

Courage, that
a

ipontor hat never teen either Baker or
the out of hit radio program, so the
broadcast it to be thiftfd to Honolulu
y«r a linw . . . Edgar Guest and Andre
KottelaneU, the orchestra leader (and
husband of Lily Pont) are collaborating on a tang.
9 WMlcrn Newipuper Union.

I

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By Virginia Valto —

be no more TyJ. rone Power on the radio,
by order of his boss, Darryl
Zanuck, production head of
Twentieth \ Century-Fox. Mr.
Zanuck made this announcement as a result of protests from theater exhibitors
against too many appearances of screen stars on radio
programs. Mr. Zanuck stated
that he had no quarrel with
radio, but that the stars were endangered because it was so difficult
to get adequate material for those
weekly appearances, especially
since it must be new.
So Tyrone, recently elected lung
of the movies by some 22,000 newspaper readers, had to go off the air.

Elmo Scott Watson

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

Lesson for February 26

Moreover, each type of nut has

C. Houston Goudiss Helps to Answer the Question: a distinctive taste, and walnuts,
peanuts, brazil nuts and pecans,
What to Eat During Lent?
for example, each make a thorBy C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

A CLERGYMAN friend of mine once remarked that in his

Lesson subjects and Scripture texts se- •^* opinion, Lent lasts far too long. He had reference, I beSSicn'S? cS^hte£V totertlSonSl
nmluira! s»«»«tou» Education: used by lieve, to the fact that In a swift-moving age, people might

PETER IN SAMARIA
8:14-28.

——-" -~---'—ww»w» jmt uujr. Bud eat;
—, come, bay wine and inflk without
money and without price.—Isaiah 53 ?i!

be more apt to keep Lent faithfully, if it terminated in a
shorter period than 40 days.
Many homemakers, I feel sure, would echo his sentiments, but for a rather different reason! Numbers of them, I
know, find the six weeks of Lent the most troublesome of the
entire year. Their difficulty.
lies in planning meatless And it helps to balance the menu
meals that satisfy hearty ap- —in two ways. First, the proteins
petites.' Afld since the weath- of cheese supplement those found
er is often bitterly cold in late in wheat from which macaroni
are made. Secondly,
February and early March, products
cheese
contains
a substantial
families usually seem hun- amount of fat, which
teams well
grier, and harder to satisfy, with high carbohydrate* foods,
than at almost any other such as any of those made from
the cereal grains. Cheese may
season.

oughly delightful dish, with a flavor quite different from the
others.
Most homemakers will also want
to use eggs more frequently during Lent, because they are so
readily available and easily prepared. This is commendable, because besides being a fine source
of protein, eggs rank next to milk
as a protective food.
Only a few of the many possibilities for Lent have been suggested in this brief review. But
surely they give a hint of the many
good and nutritious foods a homemaker can choose on those days
when she plans meatless meals.

Commercialism certainly should
have no place in the Christian
.Church. But in an age that will
even commercialize a man's love
for his mother, it is small wonder
that the great holy days of the
Church—Christmas and Easterhave become the special object of
proBt-seeldng purveyors of everyQuestions Answered
thing from hats to whisky. New
Year's day. Thanksgiving day,
Mother's day, Father's day, any day
Miss E, W. B.—Just to show you
also be combined with vegetables, that'foods
at all, becomes just another opporwhich are seemingly
to make another balanced food dry may contain
tunity to take a man's money, waste
large amounts of
A Chance for Variety
team.
The
cheese
contributes
prohis time, and possibly to destroy
water—bananas, about which you
Lent
does
challenge
the
hometerns,
energy
values,
and
minerhis soul. It is high time that intelli- maker to exercise imagination and
ask, have been found to average
als, while the vegetables are an 74.8
gent folk make effective protest
per cent water, and sweet
Ingenuity. But it al- outstanding source of cellulose or potatoes
against such perversion of sacred
72.6 per cent vgater. ,
so
provides
a
golden
bulk,
as
well
as
vitamins
and
minthings.
C—WNU—C. Houston GoudJLu—1B3B—fil.
erals.
opportunity
to
get
The Scripture lesson for today
out of a menu rot,
tells of one who went so far as to
if yon happen to be
try to buy the power of God for- monone of those people Don't Overlook Nuts and Legumes
ey, that he might use it to get gain
Legumes are one gronp of vegewho follow a set
for himself, failing to realize that,
Why do Luden's conformula most of tables which are high in energy
the power of God is a gift and to be
the year. It may, values. They also contain protein
tain an alkaline factor?
used only for His glory.
likewise, offer a which is suitable for repairing
I. Spiritual Power—the Gift of
Dried
chance to make worn-out body tissue.
God (w. 14-17).
beans, peas and lentils may theresome
significant
The Holy Spirit who is the third
savings in your food fore be used as a main dish at
person of the blessed Trinity had
Lenten meals, replacing both
To help build up your
budget.
called Philip, a layman, and sent
meat and potatoes. There are
alkaline reserve when
Most
of
us
feel
that
meat
makes
him forth to preach in Samaria. the meal. And it cannot be de- many varieties of ready-cooked
yon have a cold.
Men and women were converted, nied that its savory extractives beans on the market, packed in
and when the church at Jerusalem give it a most appetizing and in- both glass and tin. And dried
heard of it, they sent Peter and triguing
But there are a lima beans are particularly wellJohn to give counsel and help to the number offlavor.
other
foods
con- suited to being made into cro- MINTHOL COUOH DROPS
new converts. Through the laying tain proteins of equal which
quettes, patties, loaves, chowders
biological
on of hands these received the gift value. Furthermore, nutritionists and ragouts.
Good for Naught
of the Holy Spirit even as we now
that it is desirable to obtain Nuts are another possibility for Too good
great things and
receive Him the moment we believe hold
protein from a number of different Lenten meals that should be con- too great forforgood.—Fuller.
on Christ.
sidered by every homemaker.
sources.
That
is
because
different
What a glorious truth it is that protein foods contain varying They, too, can be used for crothe believer is indwelt by the Holy amounts
of different ammo acids; quettes and nut loaves, as well
Spirit (I Cor. 6:19). Thus even the and by eating a variety of protein as souffles and casserole combihumblest believer has in Hun the foods, we can-best obtain a wide nations. Nuts can be combined
One who redeems man, gives grace assortment of these "building with vegetables for a main-course
for holy living, and empowers for stones" of the body.
dish . . . with fruit for dessert.
service. The greatest power in all
In the form of nut butters, they
the world is consequently available
make a nourishing spread for
For Meatless Meals
to every true and yielded believer.
luncheon sandwiches.
Gone then are all excuses for weak
Fish comes to mind, first of all,
and careless living. Gone is every as a main dish for the meal that
ground for claiming that one can- does not include meat. For those
not serve God. The power and who are far from the source of
grace are His, and He gives them supply of fresh-caught fish, there
to His followers as a gilt. Christian are the quick-frozen varieties, the
friend, are you giving the Holy dried and salted fish, such as fin.Spirit of God liberty to infill and nan haddie, shredded codfish 'and
block cod, and 27 types of canned
use you as He will?
n. Spiritual Power—Not for Sale fish and shell fish.
Canned salmon is one of the
(w. 18-24).
, Men who put their trust k\ money least expensive of all protein
are prone to think that one can buy foods. And so many things can
anything. They say with Walpole, be said in its favor that one na"Every man has his price." But tionally known food authority rethey are wrong. There are men ferred to it as the most nutritious
and women in the world who can- animal food that could be had for
not be bought, and it is even more children over six. It is a notable
certain that the best things that life source of minerals, especially calcan give a man have no price tag cium, phosphorus and iodine, and
on them—a mother's love, friend- contains vitamins A, D, and G.
ship, fellowship with God, the Holy
Cheese in Many Forms
Spirit's power—these among many
others are not for dale.
Cheese is another splendid
Simon, a professed believer, rec- source of protein that should be
ognized that these followers of Je- used more freely, not only during
sus had a great power which he Lent bat throughout the entire
thought to buy for his own business year. It is high in energy values.
as a magician. His was a very gross And in addition, it contains the
and blatant effort to do what many milk minerals, calcium and phoshave done in the Church, and are phorus, and is a good source of
doing today, by more skillful and vitamin A. Cheese is so flavorsometimes by under-cover methods. some that it adds zest to any
There are those who by holding the meal at which it is served. And
purse strings seek to control the it certainly should interest the
The regular use of Quaker State Motor
message of the preacher, or who use homemaker with an eye to thrift.
Oil means more miles of care-free driving.
their financial influence to obtain For a little goes a long way. It
This
u made possible because Quaker
control of church organizations and is, therefore, an ideal food around
State is pate . . . odd-free. Each atop of
institutions^
Their efforts are which to build nourishing, appetizdoomed to ultimate failure, but the ing and economical meals.
oil is rich lubricant... possesses maximum
present harm they do to the cause of
heat and wear routing qualities. Choose
Christ is appalling. Many a church
Add-free Quaker State now and your car
and pastor would be far better off Macaroni, Spaghetti and Noodles
will run1 better, last longer. Quaker State
Cheese
is
especially
good
when
if they could rise up and say with
Oil Refining Corp., Oil City, Pennsylvania.
Peter, "Thy money perish with combined with such foods as macaroni, spaghetti or egg noodles. It
thee."
m. Spiritual Power—for Testi- affords a pleasing flavor contrast.
mony (v. 25).
Peter and John set the Samaritan believers a good example by
HOW ABOUT YOUR
permitting the Spirit of God to use
them to testify and preach the Word
"MAKIH'S" TOBACCO?
Of the Lord in, many villages. The
TASTC • MILPMUS • BUY.
Holy Spirit does "not speak of himMLUNQ • nUOWMCE • COST
self," but guides the believer "in
Prince Albert?* cBoIc*. rjpe tobacall truth" (John 10:13), and His
co I* "no-frite" trMU4 for «rtroprimary ministry is to glorify Christ
mtUmo waootlweM. And P. A. U
(John 16:14). It follows that the
"crimp out." to roll quick, fan.
outstanding mark of a Spirit-born
•oy. If•» I**, tin tao-you get
and Spirit-filled believer is his dennokM, mad lot* of 'tmt
sire to speak of and to glorify
Christ.
<%"»**** b
Such a testimony will be "not in
ewij 2-ez. Urn of Mm Mbtrt
words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth" (I Cor. 2:13), and will bear
AT TOBACCO goes into Gna
fruit for eternity.
Marshall's rollin' papers? "Prince
Albert, and only Prince Albert!" ho
A Common Adversary
8aya."Here'a why: With P. A.'a special
Much contempt and hatred tocut, I can spin 'em up quick,
wards erring humanity would be
trim, and neat And P. A. has the
averted — and instead compassion
ripe, rich taste that could only
would be excited—if we kept concome from extra-choice tostantly in mind the humbling
thought that we have the same combacco. "Yes, sir, there's no other
mon adversary! Indeed, such realtobacco like Prince Albert.Try it I
ization would elicit prayer in lieu
of caustic criticism.
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The Word Chance
By the word chance we merely
express our ignorance of the cause
of any fact or effectr-not that we
think that chance was itself the
cause.—Henry Fergus

P. A. HITS THE TOP
Iff PIPE-JO? 7001
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Two Americans Have Been Called
President - for - a - Day" But Their
Right to That Honor Is Doubtful

ELMO SCOTT WATSON
ITTTY CULTURE .SCHOOL By
* Western Newspaper Union.
V
TINETY years ago this
Mme.KENNIWcSg

JSED_CARD
ATTENTION

Car Dealers

.igora Fills Needs
In Blouse of Bolero

I X^ month the United
*:'V States had a President
for one day—that is, it had if
you believe the inscription on
a statue which stands -in
Plattsburg, Mo. His name
was David Rice Atehison and
the statue was erected in 1928
because many Missourians
believed that he was entitled
to the distinction of being
listed among the Chief Executives of the nation even
though that claim to fame is
based up on a technicality.
Here is how it came about:
^Technically, President James
K. Folk's term of office expired
on March 3, 1849, and, according
to custom, his successor, Gen
Zachary Taylor should have been
taaugurated on March 4. But
March 4 came on a Sunday and
because, of this fact Taylor did
not take the oath of office until
Monday, March 5.

According to the familiar story;
based upon' a contemporary
statement in the Congressional
Globe, on March 3 George M.
Dallas, vice president under
Polk, announced in the senate,
over which he was presiding,
."The close of my official term
being near at hand, I conform
to an established and convenient
practice by withdrawing from
the deliberations of this body."
Thereupon Senator Thomas Hart
Benton of Missouri moved that

Pattern 6285 •
, is all the rage and you,
|can be right in style with the
b of your knitting needles. If
I glamor you are after, make
I bolero, so lovely for evening
at any season; use white,
; or a pastel shade. The:
K, with its smart'ribbed ef> is just the thing for wear
:r a suit. Pattern 6285 cohs directions for making blouse
I bolero in sizes 12 to 14 and
) 18; illustrations of it' and of
hes; materials needed*
• »•-,
i obtain this pattern send .15
s in coins to The Sewing CirHousehold Arts Dept., 259
114th Street, New York. N. Y.
THOMAS W. FERRY
2ase write your ;name, ads and pattern number plainly. ms colleague, Senator David R.
Atehison, be appointed president
p interested in helping others to of the senate pro tern.
health, write us today. It will
Since the terms of President
you. Viavi, 701 Empire Bldg., Polk and Vice President Dallas
s Molnes, Iowa.—Adv.
expired on March 3 and the term
of President-elect Taylor did not
Maliciousness
begin until March 5, when he was
thou as chaste as ice, as inaugurated, it has been contend' as snow, thou shalt not ea- ed that Atehison was legally
6 calumny.—Shakespeare.
President for that one day, Sunday, March 4, 1849, even though
he was not sworn in. This claim
was based upon the presidential
succession act, passed in 1792,
which provided that in case of
the death, removal, resignation
or inability df both the President
and the vice president, the president of the senate should act as
President until "the disability be
removed or a President shall be
elected."
^-aarsagttai
An early edition of the Biographical Congressional Directory, 1774-1911, backed up this
claim by saying about his election as president of the senate
pro tem "This office made him
President of the United States
during Sunday, March 4, 1849, as
Evil Punishment
the offense' inspires General Taylor was not sworn
into office until the following
day,"-and the official Missouri
manual for 1928 declared that he
was "technically President of the
United States until after the formal inauguration of President
Taylor March 5."
Not Legally President.
However, a later edition of the
Directory took the distinction
away from him by eliminating
any reference to his having been
"President for a day." It says
, Jwmtli
that he was "re-elected president
iQ th» _T;T'
pro tempore of the senate March
??fSW^
4, 1849, but this falling on Sun_w&{
day, he did not qualify until Mon-* ^AR7T
day.
March 5, 1849, and was
therefore not legally president
pro tempore on Sunday, March
4." Therefore he was not legally
President of the United States,
either.
Most historians support that
view of the matter. They base
their opinion upon the provision
in the Constitution which requires
that the President's oath of office
shall be taken ''before he enter
upon the execution of his office"
but not "before he shall become
President." John Marshall, famous chief justice of the Supreme court, once declared that
"the term of the actual President will expire and that of the
President-elect commence at 12
to the night of the third of
March." Therefore James K.
Polk was .President until midnight. March 3, 1849, and on

DAVID R. ATCHISON
the stroke of that hour Zachary
Taylor became President even
though he did not take the oath
of office until two days later.
Atchison's friends Claimed for
him not only the honor of having
been President for a day but also
that he was "the only President
who had never been elected to
either that office or the vicepresidency; the only President
from a state west of the Mississippi river and the only President
who never signed his name as
such." The claim hi regard to
the vice presidency is somewhat
more valid than that of "President for a day." It was based
upon these factst
When Franklin Pierce became
President in 1853 Atehison was
still a member of the senate.
William R. King, who was elected vice president with Pierce,
died in Cuba before he could be
sworn into office and act as presiding officer of the senate. Atehison was chosen president pro
tempore, which made him presiding officer of that body and as
such was "acting vice president." As for the statement that
he was "the only President from
a state west of the Mississippi"
that, of course, was no longer
valid when Herbert Hoover was
elected in 1928.
As a matter of fact, Atehison
had a career distinguished
enough to guarantee his being
remembered, even without the
claim that he had been "President for a day." Born at Frogtown, Fayette county, Kentucky,
on August 11,1807, he was named
for David Rice, a pioneer Presbyterian minister hi that state,
because his father, a man of
strict religious convictions, hoped
the boy would become a clergyman. However, young Atehison
chose to become a lawyer and
studied for that profession.
A Famous Senator.
Admitted to the bar in 1830, he
began practicing in Liberty county, Missouri, and at the age of
27 he was elected to the state
legislature. When he was 33 he
was appointed judge of Platte
county and within the same year
he was appointed United States
senator. For 14 years, from 1841
to 1855, he was one of the bestknown members of the upper
house of congress. Upon his retirement from public life he devoted his time to agriculture and
died in Clinton county, Missouri,
January 26, 1886.
Despite the fact that the "President for a day" distinction has
been given to Atehison and a

sas^E

sJSf

^X-,£j
Y1

ZACHARY TAYLOR
monument erected to him mainly
because of it, he was not the
only man for whom that claim
could be made. In some respects
it could more justifiably be applied to Thomas White Ferry, a
United States senator from Micnigan, when a situation similar to
that of 1849 arose in 1877.
When Vice President Henry
Wilson died in November, 1875,
Ferry was chosen president pro
tempore of the senate and as
Budf was "acting vice president."
He presided over the Hayes-Tilelectoral contest at toe «*-

sence of President Grant, he furtoer discharged the duties of his
temporary office by formally
owning the Centennial exposition

at Philadelphia on July 4, 1876.
Grant's term of office expired
at midnight on March 3, 1877.
Normally, his successor, Rutherford B. Hayes, would have been
inaugurated at noon on March 4.
But again March 4 fell on a Sunday so Hayes did not take the
oath of office until Monday noon,'
March 5. So by the same process of reasoning which gave
Atehison the distinction of being
"President for a day," Ferry,
who was "acting vice president"
was also a one-day President. At
least one dictionary of American
biography makes the assertion
that Ferry was "President of the
United States for the time intervening" between the end of
Grant's term and Hayes" inauguration.
So if you are one of those who
believe that David R. Atehison
of Missouri was "President for a
day" you should accord ,the -same
honor to Thomas White Ferry of
Michigan!
Again it may be said that the
man thus honored needs no such
dubious distinction to make him
memorable. For Ferry, like Atehison, had a distinguished career. He was born in Mackinac,
Mich., June 1, 1826, the son of a
Presbyterian minister who had
established a mission to the In-

Even though authorities on con
atitutional history will not allow
David Rice Atchiion and Thomas
White Ferry the distinction of
being "Presidents for a day,'
By BUTE WYETH SPEAB8
they probably will admit that
there was another man who has ««r)EAR MRS. SPEARS: The
*-* leaflet on making Rag Ruga
a right to that title IF the claim
to made with certain reservations. that Just came with your two
His name was Samuel Johnston books is most interesting to me,
and he came from North Caro- and I thought you might like to
know about a rag rug that I made,
lina.
"Never heard of himl" you ex- and added more rows to from time
claim. Probably not, but the to time.
"I save the best parts of old
fact remains
that he was sheets and dye them different colan American ors; then tear them into one-inch
President for strips. I have a power machine,
just one day,
July 9, 1781—
but, let it be
added immediately,
he
was
"President of the
United States
Wtt TMCflRST
ROWOFANOVML
in C o n g r e s s
RVS AS IONS A3
Assembled" or
THCOIFFCRCKICC
RAW
Samuel
"President of
BITWKNTHE
EDGES
LENGTH AND TW
Johnston
the Continent- OFRAS
WIDTH
OF THE
„
al
Congress STRIPS
FIMSHCORUe
Under the Articles of Confedera- BE TURNED
tion." And that is very different
from "President of the United so I run these through it turning In
States of America."
The Articles of Confederation the raw edges. The stitching
were adopted by the Continental strengthens the strips and makes
congress on November 15, 1777. them firm and neat for braiding."
If this letter inspires you, I have
They did little more than put
a sketch here showing how
into definite written form the made
principles on which the new na- o start your room size rug. M
tion, brought into being by the ou are not quite that ambitious,
Declaration of Independence, had you will find many ideas for
rugs in the leaflet offered
theretofore been conducted. But, smaller
at least, they were a start toward below.
NOTE: Now is the time for all
a framework of government.
Two days later these articles of us to give our houses a fresh
were sent to the various states start. Crisp new curtains; a bright
with a plea for their speedy adop- slipcover; new lampshades; or an
tion. Some of the states assent- ottoman will do the trick. Make
ed to this readily enough, some hese things yourself. Mrs. Spears'
ratified the articles with certain 3ook 1—SEWING, for the Home
reservations, while others, led by Decorator, shows you how with
-Maryland, held back until their step-by-step, easy to follow
views in regard to disposing of sketches. Book 2—Gifts, Novelwestern lands should be agreed ies and Embroidery, shows you
-to. Finally on March 1, 1781, the low to 'make fascinating things
Maryland delegates to congress, rom odds and ends and will save
John Hanson and Daniel Carroll, ts cost many times. Books are
placed their signatures on the !5 cents each; if you order both
>ooks, copy of the new Rag Rug
document.
At this time Samuel Hunting- .leaflet will be included free. Adton of Connecticut was President dress Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desof the Continental congress, hav- plaines St., Chicago, 111.
ing been chosen to that office on
September 28, 1779. There was
no new election of a President
when the articles were finally
ratified on March 1 and on July
6 President Huntington gave notice to his colleagues that the
state of his health would no longer permit him to serve in that
office.
Declined the Honor.
So on July 6 congress chose as
his successor Samuel Johnston of Jlajrfy Follow TbesaEisyDlrBettooj
North Carolina. Evidently John- toEisatkePatandDlsawfoilMri
ston didn't care for the honor,
for on the following day he of- Son Tbroit AccMpuytog Colfe
fered his resignation, offering
"such reasons as were satisfactory," according to the contem1. To MM pun mi
porary record,, and his resignadUeomfort art redact
tion was accepted. Thus he beImr tikt 2 Biyw
came the "President for. a day"
T«bM»-*tokiglm
of the Continental congress and,
of water. Ripiit to
in accordance with the manner
in Which such officers signed documents (although there is no record that he signed one) was
"President of the United States
in Congress Assembled."
2. irthraatltnw
On July 10, the day Johnston
fmmnU, crash aod
resigned, Thomas McKean of
dlssoba 3 Baysr
Delaware was
Tdtots ID
chosen President of congress a n d
served
until
John Hanson
was elected as
THE SIMPLE WAY pictured
above often brings amazingly fast
his successor
relief from discomfort and sore
on November
throat accompanying colds.
5, 1781. HanTry it Then —see your doctor.
son was electHe probably will tell you to coned for a deftinue with v the Bayer Aspirin beinite term of
cause it acts so fast to relieve disone year and
comforts of a cold. And to reduce
served
from
fever.
John Hanson
This simple way, backed by
November 5,
scientific authority, has largely sup1781,
to November 4, 1782. Because of this„ planted the use of strong medicines
easing cold symptoms. Perhaps
fact and because it is said that in
the easiest, most effective way yet
the Articles of Confederation, discovered. But make sure you net
"the first Constitution of the genuine BAYER
United States," did not come into Aspirin.
effect until his election, the claim
has been made that John Hanson, rather than George Washington, should be regarded as 19 FOR 12 TABLETS
FULL DOZEN 2fe
the "first President of the United
States."
This theory was pretty effecForce of Habit
tively demolished during the
Great is the force of habit; It
Washington bicentennial celebra- teaches us to bear labor and to
tion in 1932 when the Carnegie scorn injury and pain.—Cicero.
Institution of Washington issued
an article by Dr. Edmund C. Burnett of the institution's division
of historical research which bore
Why do you use Luden'a
the title of "Who Was the First
for your cold, Maty t
President of the United States?"
After considering all the evidence in regard to Hanson's right
to be considered the first President, Doctor Burnett says:
"The evidence is conclusive
They offer reliefs-plus
that no president of the Conan alkaline factor!
tinental congress, by whatever
name it may be designated,
whether 'the congress,' as it first
called itself, or 'the United States
in congress assembled,' as it
MIN1HOL COUOH DROPS
came later to be called, was ever
President of the United States.
9—39
And this is true for.this h£st of WNU.-N
reasons, among others: because
no such office as President of the
United States existed until it was
created by the federal constitution, framed in 1787 and adopted
Must Be GOOD
in 1788.
"There is therefore only one
to 6e
rational conclusion that can be
Consistently
Advertised
reached, and that is, that George
Washington was the first President of the United States."
BU> ADVERTISED GOODS

A Braided Rug That
Grew Up With Family

HOW TO RELIEVE

RUTHERFORD B. HATES
dians on the island of Michillimackinac.
The father later
moved to Grand Haven, Mich.,
.where he acquired extensive
holdings of timberland and engaged in the lumber business.
Young Ferry grew up under
frontier conditions in that region
with little opportunity for securing an education. For a time he
was a clerk in a store in Elgin,
111., then returned to Grand Haven to work for his father and
brothers in the lumber business.
Showing an aptitude for politics,
he was elected a member of the
board of supervisors and county
clerk of Ottawa county on the
Whig ticket when he was only
21 years old.
Two years later he was sent
to the state legislature as a Republican and in'1856 to the state
senate. Four years later he was
Michigan's "favorite son" for
the nomination as vice president
and running mate with Abraham
Lincoln but he lost out to Hannival Hamlin of Maine. When his
term in the state senate ended he
returned to the lumber business,
although for eight years he was
a member of the Republican
state central committee.
A Lincoln Escort
In 1863 Ferry was appointed
to represent his state on> the
board of managers of the National Soldiers' cemetery at Gettysburg .and the following year he
was elected to congress.
He
served as a member of the congressional committee which accompanied the body of the martyred Lincoln to Springfield, 111.,
for burial and in 1866 he was a
delegate to the loyalist convention in Philadelphia where he further increased his reputation by
his able speeches.
Elected to congress three times
as a representative, he was later
advanced to the senate where he
served two terms.
During Ferry's service in the
senate he was chosen president
pro tempore and after the death
of Vice President Wilson was
"acting vice president" which,
as previously stated, led to the
claim that he was "President for
a day" between the administrations of Grant and Hayes. He
was a candidate for re-election to
the senate in 1882 but his efforts
to win a third term resulted not
only in his defeat but also in disaster to his lumber business
which finally was placed in the
hands of a trustee.
After this double disappointment, Ferry went abroad and
spent three years in travel. He
resumed his business operations
upon his return but failed to recover his former prosperity. He
never married and lived with an
aunt until his death in Grand
Haven on October 14, 189<J.
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Hardy Family Goes West
in Latest of Film Pictures

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 20

Anita Teams Won County MAYOR
Championships in 1926

HAS TWO
OFFICIALS TO NAME

When the Hardys go Wild West in
Since the recent county basketball
the wide open spaces, Judge Hardy
tournament held in Atlantic, at which
ANITA,
IOWA
of Fiction, Non-Fiction faces the serious problem of keeping
first place honors were won by the One Person For the Board of Trustees
barge Nu
'^Juvenile Books Added to Lo- his energetic family properly corraled,
boys and girls' basketball teams of the and a Member of the Library Board
but with his usual wisdom and undercal Library For the Benefit of
Wiota. high school, there has been
Must Be Named by Mayor Darstanding he manages to settle Andy's
more or less discussion whether any
Who Enjoy Reading.
row in Next Few Weeks.
troubles, prevents Marian from makother school in the county ever did
ing a hasty marriage and solves the
the same thing by winning both chamRICE—
pionships the same year.
SALAD DRESSING—
large number of new books have perplexing legal difficulties of an old
(Mayor C. F. Darrow in the next
sweetheart in "Out West With the
At least once before, another high
ved
at
the
Anita
public
IIei
Briardale
fancy,
GWC
double
gyroen rec
few
days will appoint a member of
school in Cass county won both the
the past few weeks, and Hardys," feature attraction at the
2
the board of trustees for the town
arv during
whipped,
Rialto
Theatre
Saturday
and
Sunday
boys and girls county basketball tourCora Stoodt, the librarian, says
of Anita. The appointment'Will be
pounds
quart
........
nament, and that school was Anita
reading public have shown their evenings with a matinee at 2:00 o'clock
for the full term of six years, from
Saturday afternoon.
with its teams during the season of
Leciation by keeping most of the
April 1, 1989, to April 1, 1946. The
This,
the
fifth
of
the
Hardy
pictures,
1925-26. On Saturday, Feb. 13, 1926,
RAISINS—
PEAS— ,
oks in circulation. During the month
appointment
is for the place now held'
the Anita boys won the county cham(January, 1,048 books were circulated follows them through another actionGWC
garden
run,
GW<£
seedless,
by
George
F.
Shaffer. The other two
filled episode of their colorful doings,
pionship when they defeated the Masnong the lovers of fiction. Some of
2-pound
trustees are Robert Scott, whose term
replete
with
hilarious
comedy,
human,
sena
boys
by
a
score
of
27
to
12.
he new books now found in the library
expires April 1, 1941, and Chester A.
bag
No. 2 cans..
heart-warming pathos, trials and tribPrevious to this game, the local lads
L listed below.
ulations. It brings new laurels to
defeated' Cumberland by a score of Long, who serves until April 1, 1948.
'
Fiction.
The duties of the trustee's KSs been
the
favorites
millions
of
motion
picFLOURr11 to 10, and Atlantic by a score of
CORN—
"All This and Heaven Too," Field.
to look after the municipal .prater
ture fans have come to know and
28 to 16. Boys on the Anita team
GWC
evergreen
Briardale
will
end
"Rebecca," Du Maurier.,
works sytem, but it is reported'from
l6ve, Lewis Stone as the Judge, Mickey
were Archie Worm, Glen (Jake) Lindreliable sources that the same trustees
cream,
llThjs Was Sandra," Van Slyke.
your
baking
worries;
Rooney as Andy, Cecilia Parker as
blom, Max Walker, Lawrence Jewett,
.-The Fathers," Tate.
' • '
will handle the affairs of the munici3
'
49-pound
Marian, Fay Holden as Mrs. Hardy,
Ruben Louden and Olaf Hansen.
"The Mandrake Root," Ostenso.
pal electric plant after its completion.
No.
2
cans...
sack
—
The
same
evening,
thirteen
years
«Mr. Despondency's Daughter," Par- Sara Baden as Aunt MSlIy, Ann RuthSome time prior to July 1, Mayor
ago, the Anita girls came home with
erford ,as Andy's "steady" girl friend,
Darrow will be called upon to appoint
ish.
a beautiful plaque 17x21 inches in size
Polly, and Don Castle as Dennis Hunt,
CHEESE—
BROOMS—
a member of the library board, the
t Must End," Price.
that proclaimed them as the girls
Marian's Carven boy friend.
term of Mrs. J. A. Wagner expiring
"Tomorrow's Promise," Bailey.
Our
Leader,
Mt, Hope, soft cutting
champion basketball team of Cass
It also introduces a new guest star
"Noise of Their/Win^;" iKantor.
at that time. The library board is
a
fine
quality
Longhorns,
county. To win the championship the
in Virginia Weidler, eleven-year-old
composed of five members, and the
"Malice of Men," Deeping.
girls defeated.Lewis, 24 to 14, in the
frozen-faced comedienne, who gives
broom
at
...
pound
term of office is six years. Other
"Here I Stay," <5oat»worth.
finals. Previous to this game, the
one of the picture's top performances
members of the library board are
«Song of Years,'' Aldrich.
<^local girls won from Wiota in a three
as
Jake
Holt,
the
Corniest"
cowgftl
Mrs. F. D. Weimer and Mrs. George
"And Spring Came on Forever,"
CHOCOLATE
SYRUP—
minute overtime period by a score of
in Arizona, who pins Andy's ears
Denne, whose terms expire July 1,
ich.
STARS—
8 to 7, and also defeated Cumberland 1941, and Mrs. Earl S. 'Holton and
GWC
corn,
back when he gets too cocky. Also
! "Swift Waters," Pa*menter.
11 to 6 to reach the finals. Girls on
A fine eating milk
new to the cast are Gordon Jones,
white or amber,
Mrs. Raymond Lantz, who serve un' "Start of the:'Boi»a'f i^kine^ - :
the
Anita team were Evelyn Dean,
Ralph Morgan, iNana Bryant, Tom
chocolate,
No. 5
til July 1, 1943.
i "And Tell of Time;" KreyB.
Gladys Rathbun, Marion Dougherty,
,
Appointments made by the. mayor
pound
........
pails
1 "Remember the End,"-THrnbull. Neal and Anthony Allan.
Bernice Lewis, Loui,se Trumbull, WeGiven an adventurous background
to the board of trustees or library
j "To The Market Place," Flemming.
nonah Forshay and Arlene Fish.
of modern-ranch life, the Hardys goboard must be confirmed by the town
Beyond the Reef," Holton.
MARSHMALLOWS—
For several weeks following the
OATS—
to-town when'they are invited to the
council.
i "Without Charm -Please," Hauck.
I' championship games, the trophies proranch of Dora and Bill Northcote.
Fresh and fluffy,
Briardale quick or
I "The Buccaneers," Wharton.
vided by the Cass County School
Dora was a former sweetheart of the
Wilbur Dallinger of Atlantic has
Briardale,
regular,
1Q
i"Men Are Like Street Cars," The
Masters' Club, who sponsored the tour- secured a position as traveling audiJudge, who, has read that he is an ex1-pound
......
large tubes.... * *'**
rimer's.
nament, were on display in a show tor of the gas tax division under the
pert on water rights -and asks him to
"Heart Specialist," The Lorrimer's.
window at the office of Or. C. E. state auditor. He succeeds Sam Childs
aid her in a battle over a river that
"Stag Line," The Lorrimer'B.
Harry.
Cauliflower
—
Carrots
—
Radishes
—
Green
Peppers
is essential- to her ranch. Andy imof Atlantic.
"Home For Christmas," Douglass.
Later the boys "team entered the
mediately clashes with Jake, who
New
Potatoes
—
Celery
—
Lettuce
—
New
Cabbage
"Christinas -Days," Lincoln.
sectional tournament at Stuart. In
J. A. Wagner and wife were in Atproves that she is a better "man"
"Big Show," Cooke.
this
tournament were the teams from lftntic Monday afternoon to attend the
than Andy by out-riding him, out"Vein of Iron," Glaasgow.
the high schools in Adair, Cass, Guthne ^^ servicea for Earl F. Townsend,
shooting and out-roping him. Marian
Non-Fiction.
and Madison counties. Anita won the
falls in love with the handsome ranch
WQrId war veteran alld a for.
tournament by defeating Stuart, 17 to ^ &^dent
"March To Quebec," Roberts.
of Atlantic and Anita,
mer
foreman, Ray Holt. The Judge suci "Northwest Passage," Roberts.
16; Adair, 30 to 11; Greenfield, 19 to who died Tn^^y morning at the
ceeds in ironing out these difficulties
"Trending Into (Maine," Roberts.
; and Guthrie Center, 22 to 15. The Veterana hospltal in Des minea. He
but fails to settle the water rights
"Alone," Byrd.
Farmers
who
are
planning
to
obtain
team
was presented a beautiful bronze wag ft gon of ^ne late Daigy Townsend,
tangle until Mrs. Hardy comes to his iFigures released this week by the
"Life of Christ," Gaine.
trees
from
the
federal-state
Clarkeplaque
by the Iowa High School Ath- a we]1 known Anita man forty yearg
Old
Age
Assistance
Commission
of
rescue. It all ends gayly and happily.
"Benjamin Franklin,'? Van Doren.
McNary
nursery
at
Ames
for
woodletic
Association.
ago
The program will include the regu- Iowa show that 435 Cass county citiLater at the district tournament in
"Andrew Jackson," James.
lar news reel, also the Pete Smith zens were given old age assistance 1 lots, reforestation or erosion control
"Science For the Citizen," Hpgbien.
during the month of January and the plantings should fill out applications Boone, the Anita boys were defeated ;While the deiivery of ma ij through
specialty, "Double Diving."
i "With Malice Toward Some," Halsey.
total amount received by the 435 was [at the earliest possible date, suggests by the high school team ^from Shen- the ^^ officea and raiiway maii
"Down on the Farm."
i andoah by a score of 24 to 20.
"The.Greenwood Hat," Barrie.
vice is usually very fast, the Tribune
"Down on the Farm," latest pic- $8,876. This was an average of $20.40 County Agent Dale E. Bush.
Guy
Ramsey,
extension
forester
at
Probably the most outstanding ath- thig week received a copy of tne Stuart
"Listen, The Wind," Lindberg. .
per
person.
In
the
entire
state
durture in the Jones Family series, will
"Speaking of Change," Filene.
from Stuart, Iowa, that was
prove tothose who see it at the Rialto ing January, old age assistance checks Iowa State college, reports that while letic banquet ever held in the history
"Coming Victory of Democracy," this (Wednesday) evening, that even went to 50,863 persons. These checks more than three million trees are of the Anita schools was given on maiied from their office on Aug. 26,
llann.
in the comparative tranquillity of totaled $1,007,640, or an average of vailable, application blanks are com- Friday evening, April 16, to the cham- 1938 In justice to the local post >ofng in fast and the rule will be "first pionship teams of the Anita high
asjpned here,
"Second Book of IMlarvels," Halliborcountry life, the Joneses can stir up $19.81 per person. Cass county pay- ome, first served." He also calls school. Byrl Horswell, now living on fice> the delay was not OCC !
ftg ifc wag p]aced in our box upon
ments
were
slightly
above
the
state
more trouble, more fun and excitement
attention to the fact that tree plant- a farm near Armstrong, Iowa, coached arrival.
"Midnightron March 31st," Case. than all your neighbors put together. average.
"The Importance of Living," Lin- The hilarious story centers around
Aid given to the blind by the state ng time will soon be at hand and the boys team, and C. W. Garlock, who
utang.
Isaac Brown, Sr., who owned
of
Iowa during the month of January preparations should be made for set- was superintendent, coached the girls.
a corn husking contest which Dad
the
buildingoccupied by the Berea
"Christmas, In Art and Literature." Jones is called upon to enter after also ran into a sizablefigure.1,298
Ul
in8
°f ™\Tedl.trees
^^K
K, '
The^
members of^
the Original bridge
Clarke-McNary
may be obtain"Best Loved Poems, of American having boasted of his boyhood prowess. blind persons in Iowa were given fi- !?i
Wednesday af. store, and^ which was destroyed by
fire a couple of weeks ago, will rebuild
People."
of
Earl
The family is portrayed as usual, nancial aid during the month of Jan- ed at prices ranging from $2 to $6
the structure. Lumber is being hauled
per
thousand.
They
must
not
be
used
Juveniles.
by Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Rus- uary for a total of $30,087.48 for an
Holton on Mars Avenue.
to Berea now, and work on the struc"or
windbreaks
or
ornamental
pur"Journey of Tapiola," Nathan.
average
of
$23.18
per
person.
In
Cass
. members, other guests were
sell Gleason, Ken Howell, George
ture will commence as soqn as the
"Ezeikel's Travels."
poses
or
resold.
county,
eight
persons
received
aid
for
' Beulah Long Martin, who is visiting weather will permit. Audrey Havens,
Ernest, June Carlson, .Florence Roberts
Application blanks for obtaining
"Mr. Popper's Penguins."
I
Mrs. Dale Ulfers,
and Bill Mahan. Louise Fazenda and the blind during January and this
who owned the stock and fixtures in
"Cat Who Went To Heaven."
Eddie Collins have prominent roles as aid totaled $163.70 or art average of trees are available at the office of Robert Scott and Mrs. Walter F. Budd. the burned building, will open a new
County Agent Dale E. Bush.
"Once on Christmas," Thompson.
$28.48 per person.
Mrs. Bert Ramus had the honor of store upon completion of the builda hilarious romantic team.
Varieties which may be obtained holding high score at bridge.
"Silver Princess of Oz."
The program this evening will in• ing.
are black locust, green ash, American
"Heidi Grows Up," Spyri.
clude three miniatures. Edgar Bergen
elm,
red
elm,
red
oak,
black
oak,
"Hour of Enchantment," Snell.
McCarthy, movie operator for
~~
.
and Charley McCarthy will be seen in
shagbark hickory, hackberry, oSage Azel Ames, had the misfortune to up- ' D<™is O'Leary, a well known Anita
"While The Story Log Burns," Bur- "Pure Fued;" a sport reel entitled,
orange, western yellow pine, red or set his truck while returning to Anita ™an ™* ™ employee of the Rock la"Man's Greatest Friend;" and "Daily
Norway pine, jack pine and white after the show at Elk Horn last Sat- l«nd in Anita for the past forty-eight
"Tales From The Story Tellers' Diet of Danger," adventures of the
Thieves raided three Massena busi- pine.
Iurday night, according to a news story y««. severed his connection with the
douse," Burgess.
newsreel cameraman.
ness houses and the high school SatNot
less
than
500
trees
of
any
m the current issue of the Elk Horn company Tuesday evening as section
"Mrs. Penquin And The Yak."
urday night
and obtained loot esti- one species will be supplied and each
——
..
urcuty
11*6 »* v *••••*
The accident occurred about foreman, retiring on a pension. TuesReview
"Shen Of The Sea."
William G. Heckman and f a m i l y ! ^ &t approximately $200.
order must total at least 1,000 trees., i2 ^ miles BOuth of Elk Horn when the day noon, a large number of men who
"Dobry."
left this areek for New Virginia, Iowa,
The Farmers Savings bank was enA few acres set out to those trees truck skidded on a slippery spot in h«ve ^en associated with him at dif"Jumping Lions Of Borneo."
near winch place he has bought a 200- tered but nothing of value was reportferent times durin the years he has
*
"Moccasins In The Wilderness."
acre farm, and where they will make ed missing. Entrance was, gained by now may mean a steady cash income the road and overturned. Fortunately,
"Shadow Plays and Htow To Make their future home. The Heckman smashing a basement window and from marketable timber, fence posts Mr Mccarthy was not injured but the been section foreman, honored him at
truck was damaged considerably and * dinner held in the office of the depot,
hem."
family have made many friends here hammering .off the lock on the door and fire wood in years to come.
the
movie equipment which was loaded His successor as foreman of the local
"Dark Frigate," Haweu.
who wiUwish them well in their new which leads to the private office
WALL PAPER.
in it was badly scrambled and also section has not yet been natneaV
"ie White Stag," Seredy.
Drawers And files were ransacked.
home.
At the Farmers Cooperative elevaSpecial prices on our spring wall
Last Wednesday afternoon Miss
Art
The Misses Gladys Turner and P«g- tor, a door was pried open. The cash paper. Prices lower than mail order , ^
Petersen, Lloyd Harris and Byrl
(
&nd Mrjj Frank Schwenke en _ Marie Lindblom, Mrs. Anna Belle Rob•°t were in Des Moines Monday ev- O y Porch were hostesses at a mis- register was carried outside and rifled
catalogues.
! tertained a host of guests at a 6:00 inson and fflffiss Marie Wise enterwhere they attended the P«y- cellaneous shower at the Turner home of checks valued at $150. The thieves
tf
Bongers Bros, j 0>ciock dinner Friday evening at their tained a group of ladies at the Lindriz
Saturday
evening.
The
guest
of
honwill be unable to cash the stolen checks
P «
Chris J7 Petersen, wife and" children, h°n,e south of Anita the occasion Worn home at a miscellaneous showe,or, Argyle Stone Nagel, received many
At the Central cafe, operated by
J. A. Murray of ' Logan has ovely gifts from the thirty-three Mrs Ethel Van Meter, approximately Ansel Otellia and Ivy were at Exira marking their 25th. wedding anmvers- shower for Miss Agnes Lindblom, who
S^undlV to attend the we^tog of their ^y. They received many gifts and is soon to become the bride of Glen
omt«l Arthur
, t>. 0. Her. guests. Argyle has been a senior in
s taken from the cash register
son and brother, Meldon Petersen, and good wishes for twenty-flve more years Johnson.. Games and contests furthe Anita high school. The "
!landasPred c- Saemiach, all of
Miss Adele Oldaker. The young couple °* ™rried We- Those present were mshed the entertainment The gl fts
'
inheritance tax appraisers md the house decorations in
will make their home in Exira, where Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gilmaster and were presented to Miss Lmdblom m
«s county for an indefinite term. white, and refreshments also carried to
the groom is employed by the Green Daughter. Lenore. Mr and Mnu Willie . very clever way. She was invited
key.
. «• Shepard and Chris Moeljer out the same color scheme.
The robbery at the high school wa T, T K Co
Hlaines and son, Bilhe, and Mr. and to a miniature Standard oil station,
UllUc
are the retiring appraisers,
Darrell Slocum
y
'Mrs. Floyd Mallat, all of Greenfield; which was made by'Miss Wise. At the
Workmen have been busy the past, discovered by Su,An- iron door in the
week wrecking the frame structure on ;Sund ay m o m . . .
A snow storm from the west swept Mr. and Mrs. Etro Moore and sons, station she received a slip of paper
A Long, veteran furniture
eak-,across
this vicinity Monday night and Gene and Charles, Mr. and Mrs. Omer from a small doll dressed as an atJ
West
Main
Street
that
for
the
past
,nent
was
base
funeral director of this
disrupted traffic and communications Plummer and children, Bob and Wa,va, tendant, telling her of a treasure hunt
has
(OU on
l>" the
"•- loUj panel
pi...~- of
.
the
added a line of wall paper fortyflVe years has stood
s
hi s stuck.
from the Rocky Mountains to the Mis- and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Schwenke, and also that she must return to the
& new building for the^-. SuPt. _f|«^
hly ran8acked, but
and this week is holding
sissippi river. The snow began to all of Adair; Mr. and Mrs. Frank.station each time for a verse revealOf
the
municipal
electric
files
..
le to introduce the' hew
Will be erected. The build- jt h a t nothing of value was
fall here about 5:00 o'clock Monday Karas and daughter, Mrs._ Mablg ing t;he location of each gift. The
'k l" 'he people of the Anita trade
llll|
15. Nichols of Long Beach, afternoon, and the strong wind dur-' Schwenke and sons, Irvin, Charles, decorations, refreshments and favors
v Included in the stock is ing being-wrecked was original y built
l :
time in the city ing the night piled up big drifts on Ivan and LeRoy, and Lester Denney were carried out in a red, white and
by
the
late
Chas.
E.
Townsend
as
an
" '» 100 different patterns, and
j,a
-.
^
»Kf I lie siiprinl
with friends. Mr. all highways. Rural mail carriers of Massena; and 'Mr. and Mrs. Glen blue color scheme. Out-of-town guests
special --Isale 1-w
hie 1_
is V«fa»im»
Offering aaxiliarV shed for his lumber yard and
«o''
were unable to make their routes Tues-! Soper, Mrs. Soper and James Edgar were Mts. Maurice Boyle and Mrs.
watt
used
for
such
purposes
until
a
I
«o
^
oiw Ume was man8ger of
the low price of 2c
day, and the Anita school was dis-' and daughters, Millie, Ada Ruth and Ben Season of Earlham and Mrs. Gus
few
yeara
ago,
when
it
was
sold
to,™
,
,
ing
here
He
d
in
Anita
leav
in ew y
,
in
it
.
a
«
Hamann of Wiota.
I Regina, all of Anita,
missed for the day.
''ibune calling your attention C. E. Parker, who has been using it in
tilt l u1
as a place to hold community sales.
' ' paper bargains.

Values For Friday-Saturday

17c

$1.39

19c

25c

25c

49c

29c

435 Cass County Citizens Tree Applications Must
Given Old Age Assistance Be Made Immediately

Thieves Enter Several
Massena Places Saturday
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-Weekly News Analysis-

of Foreign Entanglement
Brings Return to Isolationism
-By Joseph W. La Blue
EDITOR'S NOTE— Whtn opinion trt

trpnutd in these columns, thgy ire than

ol tat anrt *nilyst, tad not ntceamrilr
of *i» ntwtp*per.

Domestic
Since President Roosevelt's
"quarantine" speech at Chicago in
October, 1937, U. S. public opinion
has veered sharply and outspokenly
against dictators, meanwhile making new friends for France, Britain
and China. Washington's traditional policy of isolation and neutrality
has well-nigh gone by the boards,
thanks to Nazi Jew-baiting, Japan's
threat to U. S. interests in China
and dictator inroads throughout
South America. Most heated U. S.
speechmaker against Adolf Hitler
has been Secretary of the Interior
Harold Ickes, whose tirades presumably reflect White House sentiment.
Long-awaited reaction against foreign entanglement took root only
a month ago when congress discovered the administration was sponsoring military plane sales to
France and Britain. Today the issue of isolation is growing by leap
and bound, not only as a question
of foreign policy but as a political
football headed for the 1940 presidential election. In less than one
late February week enough shots
were fired to constitute a definite
trend:
"Wicked Dictatorships." To Pittsfield, Mass., went William R. Castle, assistant chairman of the Re-

BEPUBUCAN CASTLE
Afore concentration, lest chatter,

publican national committee, once
U. S. envoy to Japan, later a
Hoover undersecretary of state.
Said Mr. Castle, before a 40 and 8
(American Legion) society: "There
is still so much work . . . to keep
this the best possible country . . .
that our officials would do well to
zonfine themselves to this task instead of spending so much time talking about wicked dictatorships and
the dangers of war. We certainly
want none of their philosophy . . .
but . . . il that philosophy is what
other nations want it is not for us
to attempt to prevent it."
Nye Again. An irreconcilable pacifist, North Dakota's Sen. Gerald P.
Nye saw red when he learned of the
French-British plane sales, rushed
to his office and drafted a bill. Its
gist: Military and naval officers
could bar export of any planes developed in the U. S. until they determined that the craft are not needed exclusively for American defense.
One reason for the bill was testimony that Mr. Roosevelt had ignored high military-naval officials
in making the foreign deal. Another reason is Senator Nye's fear
of an ultimate U. S. desire to sell
planes to Germany, Italy, Japan
or any other nation, thus producing
a "vicious circle." Next day it became apparent the "vicious circle"
had already been created internationally. A member of the civil
aeronautics authority reportedly
told the senate military affairs committee that Germany was willing to
sell fighting planes to—of all nations
—France.
Reasoning:
France
would thereby become dependent on
foreign plane factories, committing
national suicide in case of war with
Germany.
Foreign Trade. Among important
loans of the federal-sponsored Export-Import bank was one to China
for $25,000,000, financing sale of
1,000 trucks for obvious military use.
Fearful lest this constituted a dan-

PEACE?
RIOT,r- Resigning
because
France/failed to ratify a 1936
treaty granting the land independence, Syrian Premier Jamil
Mardam Bey touched off street
clashes.
REVOLT—While President Oscar Benavides was 'away Peruvian Interior Minister Gen. Antonio Rodriguez attempted to
seize the government, was slain.
REBELLION—Held responsible
for 220 deaths in eight months of
race rioting, Ba Maw's cabinet
was ousted in Burma, replaced by
a 'coalition government.
REPERCUSSION — Fighting
terroristic bombings by the outlawed Irish republican army in
ijire and Great Britain, Eire's
parliament authorized the death
>ena.lty for thg perpetrators.

gerous
commitment,
congress
thought twice when the Export-Import bank—due to expire June 30—
came up for two years' extension.
Argued Michigan's Rep. Jesse P.
Wolcott: "This bank can get us
into a situation which may involve
us in any European or Asiatic conflict . . . R is a dangerous thing
to have this power lying around."
Argued Ohio's Sen. Robert A. Taft:
The government shouldn't be In
the export business." Passed by
the house after vigorous debate, the
extension bill could expect a chary
reception by the senate.
Meanwhile the U. S. chamber of
commerce lifted its eyebrows over
a report that 25 American industrialists would join a British-German
cartel to regulate competition in
world markets and offset a threatened trade war. The state department knew nothing about it and was
far from enthusiastic.
But—. While one branch of U. S.
opinion obviously swung to isolation, another branch stuck out its
neck by virtue of a tong-standing,
thoroughly
accepted' American
creed, the Monroe doctrine. Illustrating how any U. S. interest in
South America leads to international complications in the world of 1939
were two developments: (1) The
civil aeronautics authority prepared
to fight German, Italian, French
and Dutch air services for supremacy in South America; (2) Dr. Raul
Ribeiro, Brazilian economist, offered U. S. capitalists a chance to
invest in a mining development project for his country, with possible
exchange of Brazilian ore for American-made munitions.

Asia
Japan's thinly veiled ambition
to drive westerners out of China.
Until this year the white man was
oppressed only insofar as he stood
in the way of Tokyo's marching
armies. But Japan looks covetously and angrily on such prosperous
developments as Shanghai's international settlement, Britain's Hong
Kong crown colony and France's
Indo-China. Already Hong Kong
has been isolated by Jap conquest
of Canton, her gateway to China.
More recently British territory
along the Hong Kong-Canton railroad was bombed. Farther south
Japan seized independent Hainan

ADVENTUROUS What to Eat and Wl
AMERICANS
By

Elmo Scott Watson
Machine Gun Maestro
men have to decide early
M OST
in life whether they want to

become soldiers of fortune or stay
home and make money in business.
Sam Dreben never could make up
his mind. But he was successful
at both.
His record was only ordinary in
the Philippine insurrection, the Boxer rebellion in China and the LaGuardia campaign in Honduras. But
that was because he hadn't yet laid
his hands on a machine gun.
In 1912, when Gen. Campa led an
uprising against the Mexican government, Dreben joined the rebels.
Near'Parral, when Gen. Campa'a
son was killed in front of him, the
rebels' morale broke and they began
to retreat in confusion.
Only pudgy Sam Dreben remained
calm. He sat at a machine gun and
covered the retreat with a constant
hail of bullets that permitted the
rebel troops to take up an orderly
position in the rear.
PREMIER mRANUMA
When the revolution was put down,
f* International Settlement next?
he crossed the border to El Paso
island despite an agreement with and -made a small fortune selling
France. This accomplished, muni- guns. But Huerta led an uprising
tions shipments into China through against Villa and Dreben decided
French Indo - China might be to go to the tetter's defense. Sitting astride his famous machine gun
blocked.
Latest and craftiest Japanese at Bachima pass, he held off the
plan is seizure of the Shanghai in- Huerta forces. Single handed he
ternational settlement, only non-Jap delayed them until Villa could rearea left in the city and an unwill- organize his troops and turn a reing haven for Chinese guerrilla war- treat into a victory. Then he reEurope
riors. In the past 18 months 88 turned to El Paso again and made
All European, crisis since 1930 political murders have been com- a half million dollars in Green Monhave been started by scheming Italy mitted there, most victims being ster copper stock!
Although Sam was rich and aland Germany. With Europe well puppet Chinese governmental ofon its way to another nervous break- ficers in Japanese pay. Latest vic- most 40 when we entered the World
down scheduled for mid-March, tims were Chen Lo, foreign minis- war, he enlisted. Leading a group
signs now indicate that Britain and ter for the Central China govern- of doughboys, he silenced a menacFrance, lovers of peace and the ment in Nanking, and Marquis Li ing German machine gun emplacestatus quo, may at least be blamed Kuo-chieh, grandson of ; China's ment in a battle near Etienne. Forty
Germans had to be killed before
—if not responsible—for the spring great statesman, Li Hung-chang.
crisis.
Life is cheap in the Orient and his mission was accomplished and
Underlying every potential Euro- loss of a few puppets would be Dreben killed 23 of them himself.
For that feat, General Pershing
pean development is the Spanish small for control of the Shanghai
war, whose early termination will international settlement.
Though himself pinned the Distinguished
leave Italy free to pursue Mediter- backed only by rumor, there is Service Cross on Dreben's already
ranean territorial demands against growing belief that Chinese mur- medal-heavy chest.
* « •
France. This, because a Franco ders may have been "planted" by
victory in Spam is an Italian vic- Tokyo as an excuse to march in
Lee Christmas
tory, giving U Duce more Mediter- and keep peace, conveniently setHEN
Lee Christmas was engiranean power. It would Jeopardize ting an important precedent.
neer for the Yazoo & Missisnot only France's colonies, but BritWhether true or not, the belief sippi railroad, he got into a scrape
ain's "lifeline" to the Far East.
jibes with retaliatory action taken
was sent to jail. His fellow
By now the Paris-London "axis" in Tokyo. Up before a turbulent and
trainmen
dynamited the building
has at least three reasons to de- meeting of the diet rose Lt. Gen. and got him
out. That's how his
cide on an aggressive course which Seishiro Itagaki, minister of war, to adventurous life
happened, literally,
may decide Europe's future:
declare he was "convinced of the to start with a bang I
(1) Unconfirmed but persistent necessity to take an effective measPursued, he stowed away on a
reports of French-Italian clashes on ure of self-defense" in the interna- ship
for Honduras. There was a
the Libya-Tunisia border (see map) tional settlement. Later, in extraor- war going
on when he got there and
jibe with announcements that Italy's dinary session, the cabinet placed he
joined the army. It was a wise
Libyan garrisons are being in- official approval on such action choice
of vocation—he was rapidly
creased. Tunisia is one French ter- when Premier Baron Kiichiro Hi- promoted
through every rant inritory specifically demanded by ranuma declared the terrorism cluding general.
Italy, unofficially.
Reports say "compels Japan to take fundamenhe went to Guatemala and
Fascist troops penetrated 'Tunisia tal measures to maintain peace and gotThen
into another fracas. No dynaat a spot 25 miles southeast 'of order."
miting was necessary this time,
the first French fortified zone, just
Meanwhile Premier Hiranuma
as Italy's Marshal Pietro Badoglio could see that his newest drive to however, as he shot the officer
visited Libya to inspect frontier close China's open door would meet and several members of the group
that were sent to arrest him. Then
stubborn resistance. From London the entire army was called upon to
came bitter protest against the capture him.
Hong Kong bombing. In Shanghai
Running through side streets, he
the international police redoubled saw the rear door of an unguarded
their efforts and prepared to resist armory open, ran in and barricaded
a threat on the settlement. To the himself. He found more than a thousouth, at lazy Haiphong, Indo-China, sand rifles, plenty of ammunition
France was angry enough to junk and many loopholes. He went
her Japanese agreement just as around the building for a day and a
Japan had junked it, opening her half, firing as fast as he could from
gateway to supplies for sorely one hole after the other. Not only
pressed Chinese troops.
did he give the impression that he
was more than one man, but he
Business
actually killed about 80 soldiers.
U. S, efforts to reconcile heavily
He didn't come out until, of all
taxed business have proceeded things, they offered him not only his
since "Uncle Dan" Roper was re- liberty but a commission in the
placed as commerce secretary by army.
Harry Hopkins. After initial promHe won 36 big battles in Central
ises Mr^. Hopkins settled back in America and even went so far as
LIBYA AND TUNISIA
silence for two months of study to to start a revolution of his own in
I* this the next battleground?
learn what made his heretofore in- Honduras—and won it. Later he
effectual department tick.
succeeded in getting into the United
forts. Meanwhile Rome reports inSome hint of more reconciliation States army intelligence service
dicate 1,000,000 men will be under was
contained in President Roose- with an assignment to Central
arms this spring.
velt's
pre-vacation remark that America. In 1923 he died peace(2) Germany has started mobilization for annual war games, ac- business need fear no more taxes. fully in a hospital in New Orleans.
hint was found in the speech
companied by renewed grumblings More
Varmint Killer No 1
against "war scares" by western of Secretary of War Harry Woodring, who stepped from his mili- |_|E HAD keen eyes,
democracies.
slead
(3) Chancellor Hitler, Premier tary shoes to tell the Democratic * J nerves, infinite patience and
Women's
National
council
that
he
Mussolini and Generalissimo Franknew no fear; it was natural thl,
co are scheduled to meet soon for a hoped soon to see an end of "spend- Ben Lily should love big game hunting
and
taxing"
if
private
business
decision on Spain's future, and, pre- will take the initiative.
ing. But it was only because he be
sumably, the future course of an
came one of America's most dn.
Even
before
Secretary
Hopkins
enlarged European Fascism.
pendable hunters that he was em
left
for
Des
Moines
to
make
his
Viewing these three developments "policy speech," Washington knew ployed by the United Spates b.oloei
the British parliament has approved pretty well what an obviously re- cal survey to kill mountain lions
an extra $2,000,000,000 armament vitalized commerce department inBen began to hunt in Loui siana
appropriation, starting a new inter- tended
when he was a child not much taller
to
do.
Main
points
in
the
national munitions race which
than the length of his rifle Latpr ?
Prime Minister Chamberlain admits Hopkins program: (1) Develop the life he took Theodore RooseUh
heretofore
unimportant
business
admight "lead to the bankruptcy of visory council; (2) promote re-em through the Louisiana canebrakes
every country in Europe." At the ployment to slash WPA rolls; (3) on a hunting trip. Then he trailed
same time London has agreed on
big game in Mexico, up m the Y
plans for an expeditionary force to study taxes and their effect on busi kon and in the distant wilds nf
ness;
(4)
attempt
to
succeed
where
help France in case of war. MeanCanada. He even got to the jungles
while both London and Paris have the labor department had failed, in of Africa before working for the LI
settling
the
feud
between
the
Amerbeen making desperate last-rninute ican Federation of Labor and the ernment in Arizona.
efforts to win Franco.
He worked in the Blue river ^
of Industrial OrganizaGerman-Italian reply to these Congress
tion of the White mountains of
tions.
"warlike threats" will probably be
Arizona protecting cattle from iio,«
to hold their troops in Spain until
and bears. Ben worked all V p'*
People
France grants African concessions.
•round, traveling on foot w ,th noth
Thus perplexed, London and Paris
Tom Mooney, recently pardoned mg but dogs for companionship
must either use a whip lash, there- labor leader, has been admitted to
In the Apache forest reserve Bin
by provoking a new crisis, or per- a San Francisco hospital.
Lily stalked and killed rrTrl ^
mit the most serious blow to demo- • Capt. Fritz Wiedemann, Adolf 50 mountain lions and two sco"
cratic prestige thus far inflicted. If Hitler's personal adjutant and new •>lub-foots" besides The mountab
they planned the latter course there German consul to San Francisco, stock owners ngure that each roT
would be Jittle justification for to- has as his announced purpose the mg hon destroys $5.000 worth L
day's frenzied rearmament.
cattle each year.
"promotion of good will."
» Wertcro Newspaper Union.

Advice to Homemabrs bn How to Feed Families Dur i
Coldest Days of Winter; Essential Nutritive,
Values Described in Terms of Everyday Foods
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS
^TOWARD the end of winter we sometimes exn^r;
1 some of the coldest weather of the entire season T 1
peratures remain below freezing for days at a time T h •
is often raw and penetrating, and blustery winds mat ^
seem as if man is being persecuted by nature.
",
Moreover, this trying weather comes after months of -?h
and often sunless days c . . days which many people nav
h '
spent in overheated houses *-—
•—•
«i
and without sufficient exer week . . . for their
cise. So it is no wonder tha mins A, B, Q, and WMit!
the body is on trial . . . fight These may be alternated
ing to maintain health . . . tc yellow vegetables which
ticularly notable for
avoid the colds and other re- A. Don't overlook
spiratory diseases that are so are inexpensive;
prevalent. This is, perhaps, one
w
season when food has a mightier a substantial,
the vitamin for which
power than at any other time to cially
prize, oranges,
influence physical well-being.
and tomatoes.
Food Your First Defense
Include a salad at dinner,

In general, women seem to b
more aware of the power of foot
than men. This is
fortunate, becaus
they are charge*
with the solemn responsibility of determining w b a
foods their families
shall eat. Since the
right food sometimes makes the
difference between
sickness and health
their husbands and
children are th<
unhappy losers if they fail to rec
ognize the need for even one es
sential food substance.
Occasionally the homemaker's
task is made more difficult by
men-folks who pooh-pooh the idea
that meals should be planned sci
entifically, and who point out tha
generation after generation sur
vived without a specific knowledge
of nutrition.
People who hold this view fail
to take into consideration tha
many of our ancestors consume*
a satisfactory diet without know
ing it.
Safeguarding Health
They should realize also that one
can suffer from dietary deficiencies and live ... though he may
not live well! A man can exist
upon much less than the amoun'
of iron required for norma
health . . . but he probably cannot escape secondary anemia. He
may be able to get along on a
meager supply of vitamins . .
but the chances are that his vitality will be greatly diminished. And
he will face the constant threat oi
disease that follows in the wake
of lowered resistance.
Nothing is more foolish than to
suppose that what a man eats is
entirely his own business! It is a
matter of grave concern to his
wife and children. For it has been
suggested that fully one-half ol
the illnesses of the American people may be traceable directly, or
indirectly, to dietary deficiencies.
Let no man, therefore, twit his
wife for trying to feed him correctly !
Time for Good Eating
But don't imagine for a moment
that correct eating and good eating cannot be synonymous. It is
true that there is no time of year
^._?orrlct e?tine is more imit is also a
time of year
These are the days when breakfasts must be especially hearty
• • - t o satisfy keen appetites to
provide generous amounts of fue°
or energy values. That means ce
3 8

" ' " S°me

mal individuals to eat some
food daily In cold weather, ares* i
it generously with salad dressS
for extra fuel value.
*
Dessert may be pie, pudding or
gelatin. The choice depends MA
ly upon the other foods served «t
dinner, partly upon the
to be served at the third „«
the day. But .here is a good
eral rule to follow. Serve a ,raiu
dessert at one meal—and a not I
ding containing milk at the otto I
Of course, the fruit need not bt
served plain unless yon wist I
Fruit pies are splendid for cold!
weather meals/fruit and gelatin]
combine nicely, and fruit may b«l
incorporated in cakes, as in app]
sauce cake.
Rounding Out Day'i Nutrition

Whether the (third meal of th,,
day is lunch or supper in youtl
household, it should round out the!
day's nutrition. H you need to
get more milk into the diet, let]
your lunch or supper include i]
cream soup. If you haven't served i
eggs previously during the day, I
choose a souffle or a dish contain-1
ing creamed eggs. A starchy!
food, a salad, a dessert and a bev-J
erage will complete a meal that
both satisfies the appetite and]
meets nutritional requirements. I
It Is not difficult to obtain (nil
day's quota of minerals, vitamins,
cellulose, protein, carbohydrates]
and fats. These substances i»j
to be found in delicious, wholt-j
some foods. An yon need to »
member is not to serve too mad
of one food and too little ofsfr
other. /
Let the balanced diet be youri
ideal—and cold weather will prov*
a tonic instead of a possible men-j
ace to health!

Questions Answered
Miss K. P. D.—Fatty foods have
several important -functions in the

diet. They are a concentrated
source of fuel; some of them are a
jood source of vitamin A; they
improve

flavor

and

texture i n .

cookery; and they help to prevent
lunger because they slow down
he emptying time of the stomach.

lowever, they are highly concentrated, and should be combined

with other foods,.

O—WNU—C. Houston Ooudlsa—1S38-SI

Common Sense
About Constipation
A doctor would tell you that the
best thing to do with constipation
la get at its coweTSnat way you
don't have to en&ure It first and
try to cure it aftenrard-you can
avoid having S.
Chances an you wont have to

source of bulk or c e s e
health

look far tor the causa If you eat
the super-refined foods most
people do. Moat likely you don t
Ret enough "bulk"! And "bulk
doesn't mean a lot of food, I*
means a Wn* of food that isn't
consumed In the body, but
leaves a soft "bulky" mass in tne
Intestines.
If this 4s what you lack, try
crisp crunony KeUogg'B All-Bran

for breakfast. It contain* just tbe
"bulk" you need.
Bat All-Bran every day, drink
plenty ot water, and "Join the
Regulars." Made by Kellogg's in
BattteCweEioMbyet^y grocer.
i- • •

\^

—S

i
a n n
it should be wel-KV' "ight'
safeguard health J J ad petizin
' l° help
to make it so enjoy abl P
«}
be digested efficiently ^ " ^
" should be built «St. of
around a protein food:
***
f ^
fresh, canned or
meat;
fish; cheese, chicken qulck-fr°zen
gdish
or a casserole 0 f h P a n t e gbaked
'
beans. There should63
K *
food such as i'fj r "
energy
wlu
tatoes, rice ml
'e pothough freSCuy'Sca°r n°0d1^
bjned with the 7rSn " be comv
cheese
or bbeef
" f ^ ' .as in
a"et macaroni °I
y and

stew For

casionally sei"ve ba£as.^e. oc1
b
hey rank as an „
ananas.
f od
"'so contribute in?"?
°
'
=>'" and vitam! n r P ° rtant
two of them
either'

Vegela

SHOPPING

Wes-one
canned. «n*n4i ta ftto

3K
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store

PETERSEN'S GROCERY

this graph the pupils are given a picSecond Six Weeks Period Begins.
.. WE DELIVER
PHONE 300
ture
of their spelling grades. The
This
week
marks
the
beginning
of
Phone 29
We Deliver
meeting
of
the
third
grade
Citizenship
the second six weeks of the second
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
semester. Several new units of work club dealt with the "Life of George
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
will be taken up in the various classes. Washington." Stories of the life of
RICE, choice Blue Rose, 3 pounds: ............ _ J(fc
The American Literature class will Washington were read by Billie BrookRED CUP COFFEE, 2 pounds
29c
make a detailed study of the short ner and Jack Ruggles.
BUTTER, A No. 1 fancy creamery, Exira or
The safety First Citizenship club
story,
America's
contribution
to
literStuart, pound
............................
LAUNDRY SOAP, Clover Farm, 3 giant size
28c
of the fourth grade met Thursday. The
ature.
bars
lOc
FLOUR,
Silk
Finish,
49-pound
sack
...........
$1
19
The Sophomore English classes are meeting was in honor of Washington.
The
program
consisted
of
a
drill,
reciFLOUR,
Mother's
Best,
49-pound
sack
.........
$
writing personal essays. They will
139
MACARONI, bulk, 2 pounds
15c
soon read the classic, "The Lady of tations, story and quotations of WashBANANAS,
A
No.
1
firm
and
yellow,
3
pounds
.
.i9
c
ington. We have been busy reviewing
WHEAT PUFFS, 2 packages
15c
the Lake."
KRAFT
CHEESE,
American,
2-pound
box.
.
.
49c
and
taking
tests
this
week.
Original
The American History class begins
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar. . .31c
the unit "Growth of Industry in the safety signs have received attention
COFFEE, Chocolate Cream, 1-pound jar ....... 29C
in our English class this week.
United
States."
CRACKERS, salted, 2-pound box
15c
LETTUCE, fancy, 2 heads for . .. . . ....... ....... 15(,
The fifth grade is having a penmanThe members of the General Math
CARROTS, fancy California, bunch ............ 5(,
class have been busy making and de- ship contest by rows. The best speciOATS, Quaker, quick or regular, large box
19c
men
from
each
row,
each
day
is
exsigning Chinese checker boards.
LETTUCE, large head
8c
In Homemaking classes, the first hibited on the bulletin board. Thus
year group is to begin the luncheon far Helen Garlock, Lola Chadwick and
ORANGES, sweet and juicy, 2 dozen
25c
THANKS.
unit; second year class, children's Gerald Tibken have been in the lead.
We find a new phase of our arithmetoys. They are making cloth toys.
I wish to thank the neighbors.
Freshmen English classes are read- tic quite interesting. It is fractions.
friends
for the cards, letters '
We have learned to recognize proper
ing "Ivanhoe."
der construction at the earliest posflowers
sent
me while a patient
Typing I classes are taking ten and improper fractions and mixed
sible date.
the hospital, also other acts of kift
numbers.
We
can
add
simple
fractions
minute
tests.
Some
are
writing
at
Pnbfiabed Every Thursday by the
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
ness shown me.
March 4, 1909.
the rate of 45 to 50 words per minute. and mixed number. Some very interChairman, Board,of, Supervisors
Mrs. Harry Huff.
Bert
and
Hugo
Wiese
have
taken
esting
reports
have
been
given
in
The Shorthand class has been transCass County, Iowa.
possession of the Hansen Bakery,
English
class.
We
are
learning
to
take
scribing
three
minute
letters.
SevW. F. BUDD
Editor
I, M. E. Hubbard, Auditor in and
Irvin W. Joy,.-wife and~daugh(
notes and use notes in giving reports. which they recently purchased.
for Cass County, Iowa, do hereby eral in the class are writing 98-99%
Miss
Gladys, were at Winterset
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
It required most of two days for
The fifth and sixth grade finished
certify that the above and forego- papers dictated at 70 words per minute.
day
where
that,afternoon they
If not paid in advance
$2.00
The Social Problems class has just their animal and bird soap carvings George W. Marsh, carrier on route No. tended the wedding of MSss Joy
ing to be a true and exact copy of a
completed a unit on recreation. At Tuesday. We are sorry to lose Bea- 1, to make his trip last Monday.
holm, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Entered at the post office at Anita, resolution passed and approved by the
Before 8:00 o'clock last Saturday
the close they took part in a Student trice Darrow, Reid Wilson and Helen
Board
of
Supervisors
of
Cass
CounIowa, as second class mail matter.
Fairholm, and T. Collins. The
ty, Iowa, at its meeting held on Feb. Option Poll sponsored by the Scholas- Garlock, who are moving out of the | morning, Andrew Wiegand sold and is a niece of Mr. Joy. The local (._
district
the
first
of
Mbrch.
In
obI
delivered
four
sets
of
new
harness.
tic magazine. The purpose of this
THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1939.
7, 1939.
poll is to secure information in re- servance of Washington's birthday, I Chas. Ragan has moved out on his pie were accompanied home by A.]
M. E. Hubbard,
gard to the recreational interests of booklets were made containing the im- j f a r m , and S. D. Fulks and family Joy, who had been visiting a few (
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
County Auditor.
with relatives in "Wraterset
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
The project, or projects, herein de- the average high school pupil. They portant facts of his career, and an ap- i are occupying his residence property
scribed are hereby approved with the are now about to complete their study preciation lesson of the picture, "Wash- ' in town.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
Court House,
understanding that the State Highway of homemaking and marriage and will ington and Lafayette." Iowa History j Samuel G. Hansen of this city and
ADMINISTRATOR C. T. A.
Atlantic, Iowa,
Commission assumes responsibility close the unit with the study of the and Geography are being studied by j Miss Margaret Welch of Coon Rapids
February 7, 1939.
family budget.
the sixth grade the last 12 weeks. were married recently at the home of In the District Court of the SU
The Board of "Supervisors of Cass only for carrying on the work in the
The World History class is ready "Huckleberry Finn" is being read in the bride's parents^ and are now at
of Iowa, In and For Cass
event
that
suitable
state
legislation
is
County, Iowa, met in called session at
opening exercises. Pupils who have home to their many friends on the In the Matter of the Estate of W.<
enacted
to
meet
the
requirements
of
°
****
™** '»*
l-.OO p. m. with all members present.
f Eur Pe
° at the Con«ress of Vienna, been neither Absent ^nor^ tardy this ; Hansen homestead in Lincoln townMcFarland, deceased, G. E. McF
The minutes. of Feb. 1st were read the Federal act and that the project i °
six weeks are Devona Woodall, Charles ship.
land,
Administrator c. t. a.
or projects will meet with the ap- P. T. Girls PreseTTpToor Show.
"
"'" """"""""" "'"""" ^'~''~
and approved as read.
Smith, Carol Carlton, Gladys Rose, I At the home of Mrs. Augusta Simon, To Whom It May Concern:
proval
of
the
Bureau
of
Public
Roads.
The following resolution was read:
Twelve Freshmen and Sophomore Beatrice Darrow, Maxine Dinkey, ByNotice is hereby given that
Iowa State Highway Commission. | gil.,s presented an attractive red, white ron Christensen, Jack Highley, Johnny a few miles northwest of Anita, on
RESOLUTION.
, Wednesday evening, Feb. 24, occurred undersigned has been appointed ,
The Chairman put the above reso- and blue scarf drill at the Dexter
Rasmussen and Gene Petersen.
WHEREAS, the Congress of the lution to vote and the votes being
; the marriage of Guy Smith and Miss has qualified as Administrator c. t'l
________.......^ game on Feb. 21. The drill consisted
United States has appropriated funds ! an jn the affirmativeTthe "resolution
j Marie Simon. Rev. Chas. S. Lang of of the Estate of W. G. McFarland, 2
of marching and formation work with Anita Loses to Dexter.
to assist in the construction of a ' was declared adopted.
I the United Evangelical church ofQ- ceased.
display of the colors. The demonstraThe Anita basketball team lost to
secondary system of highways, and
Session and Mileage Claims >/2 Day. tion ended wjth a star formation. Miss Dexter last Tuesday evening on the ciated, using the ring ceremony. Mr.
All persons in any manner in
WHEREAS, a certain portion of the Hawley Lynch
, and Mrs. Smith will make their home to said deceased or. his estate
$ 2.50 Baker, physical training instructor, di- local court by a 28 to 21 score.
said Federal appropriation will be Mike Metz
"3.20 rected the girls.
' on a farm belonging to the groom's make payment to the undenig;
The Dexter team kept in the lead
available for such work in the State ! W. H. Wohlenhaus
father, Simon Smith.
and those having claims against ai|
by
several
points
the
entire
game
alof Iowa as soon as suitable state G. E. Eshelman
'..'.'.'.'.
4.20 Begin To Think of Graduation.
•
At the Methodist parsonage in At- deceased or his estate will pn
though
in
the
fourth
quarter
their
legislation has been enacted, and
F. W. Wiese
3.15 j The senior class is beginning to margin was cut to three points at lantic on Thursday, Feb. 18, with Rev. them in manner and form as byl
WHEREAS, The Board of Super. A. E. Griffith officiating, occurred the required, for allowance and
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Metz, | make plans for graduation activities. one time.
visors of Cass County desires to se- to adjourn until Feb. 13th., or on call The class chose its announcements this
marriage of Miss Minnie, daughter of thereof.
Anita 21.
cure for said county any funds that', of Chairman.
'Mr.
and Mrs. C. T. McAfee of this
week. The senior play committee is
Dated this 8th. day of Feb
Name
FG FT PF
might accrue to said County's credit
Motion carried.
city,
and Charles Snyder of Hurley, A. D., 1939.
busy reading plays. The play is to Lett ..
.
2
0
3
under such legislation, and
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
be selected and cast soon.
Inhofe
3
G. E. McFarland,
2 So. Dak. After a two weeks' honey2
WHEREAS, the Federal rules and
Chairman.
moon with relatives in Wisconsin, the
Mclntyre
0
Administrator
c. t«. ]
0
1
regulations require that only the more Attest:
Work On School Annual.
young couple will be at home to their By R. Kent Martin, His Attorney.
Roe
i
1
M. E. Hubbard,
1
heavily traveled portions of the secondWork and plans on the school an- Budd
on a farm the groom owns near
o
>
.
I *>UUU
0
County Auditor.
0 friends
ary road system shall be included in
nual are progressing nicely. The edi- gongers
Hurley.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF|
0
0
0
said Federal Secondary system, and
Rev. Harold G. Belsheim, pastor of torial staff is busy on page make up, Hofmeister
ADMINISTRATOR.
2
2
2 THIEVES TAKE STRANGE
WHEREAS, due consideration has the local Lutheran mission, has rent- and the business staff have been busy
been given to the information as to jed rooms for Hght housekeepin at
getting advertising. The advertising
i
THING NEAR CORNING In the District Court of the State <
Total .
volume of traffic, developed in the the home of Arlo Christensen on M le
sales to date are $56.00.
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
Dexter
28.
State-wide Highway Printing survey, i street
i It was learned last week that fifteen In the Matter of the Estate of Jei
Name
FG
FT
PF cases of dynamite, owned by Adams
NQW THEREFORE BE IT REGrade News.
Barber, Deceased.
Zike . . . .
..6
1
2 county and kept in storage in a specSOLVFJD that the Board of SuperThe regular meeting of the NeighThe following pupils have had a
To
Whom It May Concern:
Wilson
..
.
.1
0
0 ial building at the county farm, had
visors of Cass County, Iowa, on this borhood pinochle club was held Sat- perfect spelling grade for six weeks:
Notice is hereby given that the <
. .0
1
1 been stolen, relates the Corning Free
7th day of February, 1939 recommends urday evening at the home of Mr. and Barbara Lee Bell, Qaile Carlson, EI- Lee
dersigrned has been appointed andt
. .1
0
2 Press. As a matter of safety the stortn&t th4; following project, or pro-j Mrs. Robert A. Wilson northeast of vin Hendricks and Dean Kama. The Shepherd
qualified as Administrator of the 1
Harris
5
0
3 age building is located in a field a conjefete, be first considered by the State the city. High score was held by Kansas
"
'"
. . test
. . was given
primary
reading
tate 'of Jennie Barber, late of
Highway Commission and the United j Mr. Wilson and low score by Wilbur in this grade this week. This was a new
s.derable distance from the farm build- County, Iowa, deceased. All
Total
.13
Stttes •Bureau of Public Roads for Heckman.
experience for the first grade children,
mgs at the county home. County sons in any manner indebted to '•
improvement under said -Federal ap, but they enjoyed it. A March poster Anita Wins From Griswold.
employees who use the dynamite in deceased or he^ estate will m*te
propriations:
One of the freakiest basketball ac-1 has been started by the first grade,
Last Friday evening on the local road work or blasting tree stumps> ment to the undersigned; and
Project No. . (1) Grade and
cidents of the season was that which Each pupil is working out his own
court
Anita turned back a scrappy have had no occasion to visit the stor- having claims against said dec<
bridge. County Trunk Road Q.
put Betty Kennedy of the high school j ideas, and originality and individualage house for nearly a month and or her estate will present them i
Commencing at the N. W. corner
girls' team at Earlham on the side- ity is being shown in the posters. Alice Griswold team by a 39 to 16 score.
therefore ,t is impossible to state just manner and form as by law requ~"
Anita
led
throughout
the
game
and
SW% corner, Sec. 22, T 76, R 35,
lines; The Earlham girls were play- Neiens, Verda Mae Haszard, Gaile
showed a very good defensive and when the dynamite was taken. The for allowance and payment.
thence east five miles, thence north
ing at Dexter. As the game ended ] Carlson, Ronald Dorsey, Howard Greg- offensive attack.
Dated this 13th day of Febr
f
one-half mile, thence east one mile
a spectator who had been sitting in j ersen, Elvin Hendricks, Donald Turm e fr m the
Anita 39.
A.
D., 1939.
*K
u
*
"
°
to intersection of Primary Road
the gallery climbed over the railing i ner and Bobby Sisler were neither abName
pf; FT PF although ,t might have been
Frank Barber,
148.
and dropped to the floor. He landed sent nor tardy this period.
«b e to drive a truck
Mclntyre
g
9
0
Administrator
of said
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLV- accidentally on Miss Kennedy's foot.
The second grade spelling chart Inhofe
r.
0
1
By Hobart Ei Newton,
ED, that the State Highway Com- She was rushed to a hospital where : shows a big improvement this six Lett
2
0
2
_:i_
•_•_.
.
..
^
mission be requested to proceed with it was found the bone had been splint- \ weeks. Jhe pupils
Attorney for said estate.
receiving
one ihun-I -^.Budd
0
0
the necessary surveys and plans on ered in one toe, the large toe dis-! dred in spelling have a red star placed Roe
j
0
2
such work, in order that the improve- i located and the nail torn from a n - ' after their name on the chart. The Bonders
g
0
;s
ments recommended can be placed un- other toe.
boys and girls are working hard to Hofmeister
3
1 i
make the chart improve each six Hansen
.0
0
0
weeks. The car races in numbers are Flint
.0
0
0
^^^^^^^^^™
j * i *' „
I
—
more interesting each week. Our captains this week are Jerry Sheumaker
TRY THE
Total
19
11
and Patricia Gill. Scorekeeper is
Griswold 16.
Donald Adams.
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
Name
FG FT PF
•Margaret Shaffer celebrated her Scott
0
2
1
birthday Monday by bringing treats Carlisle . ,
4
1
to school for her teacher and each pu- Makepiece
1
2
pil in the third grade. The third grade Schuler . .
0
2
pupils were given the Kansas Primary Hobsen . . .
0
1
Reading Test this week. This tests Roberts . .
0
1
the pupil's ability in word reading, Seeley . . .
0
0
sentence reading and paragraph read- Braden . .
0
0
ing. For the past six weeks the third
grade have kept a spelling graph. By
Total
.5
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HOKUSABLE W MK«
CONTROL

YOUR WATER

Sf/PPl/fS

Buy Now On MEW

EASY PAYMEMT

LONG TERMS
Install a Dempster Water System and pay
as you enjoy it.
DEMPSTER Water Systems and pumping
equipment for defy or ehallow wellt—Electric
Motor or Engine driven.
«
A size for every home
and farm. Famous fbr
efficient, economical operation.
DEMPSTER Pumps,
Windmills, Towers,
Stock Tanks, Cylinders, Pump Jacks,
Cop Leathers, Casing.
(MMEIM for details of Easy Payment Plan on all water supplies—even
faiflndff coat of drilling the well.
(i<*)
ENQUIRE OF

B. W- ROBISON
PHONE SIS

ANITA, IOWA

Miss Evelyn Hollen, home demonstration agent, gave the fourth lesson
in home project course at an all day
meeting last Wednesday at the home
of Mrs. Louie Steele, north of Massena. The leaders from Victoria and
Massena townships were present. A
planned luncheon was served at noon.
The members of the Union club
met last Thursday at the home of
Mrs. Cynthia Blue. Dinner was served
at noon by the hostess. Besides the
members present, other guests were
Mrs. Rachel Millhollin and Mrs. A. A.
Miller of Anita and Mrs. Marie Davis
of Audubon. The ladies spent the afternoon quilting.

Bert Johnson and wife moved t h i s
week from the farm north ,,f lmvn
where they have been living to « f a n ,,
GV,
u nnles .southwest of Anitu
— u where
v"e i e
Henry Simon and family have been
living.
"
The Helping Hand ciulj of |,i m . ( ,, n
township met Thursday at the h(1|lll .
of Mr*. Edwin Prederickson f o r ua
all day meeting with twenty me m b ( .,x
and four visitors present, The visitors were iMa-s. Carl Moore
Gunnur Hjortahoj, Mrs. Hmr'y\°"'*n
and MisH Amber Steinmetz. At ±
U covered dish dinner was enjoyed
the laches spent the afternoon e
broidenng tea towels f o r the ho

Alcohol

Prestone

Lubrication For Your Winter|
Service on Inside Hoist

GALL 244

Shaffer &Soflj
ANITA, IOWA

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIF
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
AFTO? MV(?A HAD R\DOeN .ALTA AROUND THE
, SHE FAINTED AS SHE V44S E»EWCr
CDNGRATUIATEO &V THE. CLOWNS MBAN THE
BULL'S" RAMPA6E?

FFVM MINUTP-S LATER JEFF &AN&S
RUSHED IN -

MEAN
KNOCK HER
SHE 3UST COlttt>W
STOP HSR
RUSH

"SILK-

OM-H -tR
WHERE
WHV, DOCTOR

-YES, BUT UNCLE
NOT
GOW&TOBLAM6

WERE

ALTA - VDU'RE
/MC7T CJO1N6 T&

WONDERFUL -

-N

,TPS KOO ." \
,1 RE MEMBER/

SAVED- THE
A SECOND TIME THANKS A

LET'SHKSHOOT ME*.

MILLION,

HONEV

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Plenty of Air and Scenery
VJNCEN1
HERE'S WHERE
SHE MA
AVADAM TOLD
GONZALES,
ME TO LEAVE
IT'LL BREAK
UP OUR HOME

I AGREE WITH YOU, ¥^l WAS IN
MISTER VINCENT- I LOVE'ONCE,
AT BEST, LOVE »S \ HIVES-BUT
ALL BOSH I I BROKE
AND TOSH-/ OFF OUR
LEMON OR / ENGAGEMENT
SUGAR?/ WHEN SHE
' ASKED ME
GO TO WORK

MADAM SAID FOR YOU
TO WEAR THIS
SCARF, SIR,
INCASE IT
GOT A BIT
CHILLY

GOOD-BYE, SIR
AND GOOD
LUCK

LOOK
AFTER HER
HWESSHE'SONLY
A CHILD
AT
HEART

'9 Trade Jw Ibtkcr Bn61c*M. be.

S'MATTER POP— Try Her With Red, Then

MESCAL IKE

By C. M. PAYNE

location in the
T
make or break your r0l
Therefore, descriptions on
when seeds are
plan of the rock
carefully worked out
Creeping plants, f or
should be allowed to

ins

Erect planfe may
nss
allowed to droop over the
rocks, or they inay be
the top of the bank or WaU
In smaller Crevices
plants with rosettes of {
short31flower^rtalks are
Of !^ «««3ten or bedding
should be eliminated
eration for the rock
advised by Gilbert
expert.
True rock garden p ante
less than 10 inches taU. Use
low-growing annuals and De
als that grow among rocks in i
native haunts—those that be
by nature among stones.

SAFETY TALKS1
Can It Be the -innate
•"THERE'S something about i
•* era climate ~ i But p.
Motatain and Pacific Coast i
bers of commerce will file an i
dignant disclaimer that the
mate had anything to do withii,
The National. Safety council's n
port on 1937 shows a solid block]
11 western states, excepting l
had higher accident death
for the year than any other ^
of states in the country. Wash
ton, Oregon, California, Id
Nevada, Arizona, Montana, H,
tning, Colorado and New Mexio
in each of these states an avei
of more than 100 persons, per 1
000 of population, suffered
dent deaths'in 1937. Utah t
escaped the "100 or more" |
"with an average ol 99.4.
Florida (chambers of comn
please note) and Delaware
the only other states with an i..
age of 100 or more accident deal)
per 100,000 of population
year. Florida's average was!
and Delaware's 105.7. Nevt.
average of 137.8 deaths was I
highest reported by any st
Rhode Island's average of 1
deaths was the lowest.

ea«0 Eradicate,—gyp amfe«,
^^*^^^-^^*^*m*m*^*m+

By s. t. HUMTLEY

Bird* of a Feather

oeeAuse PEOPIE ASE
SAV\VJ«, HE MARRIED

HER. FQHMFB

Profitable Beckoning
It is in general more pr
to reckon up our defects thasu
boast of our attainments.-Cariy"

POP— A Confession No Matter-How He Answers

ByJ. MILLAR WATT

ME- SAID HE COULD

3 ASKE-0 HIM IF HE HAD
GIVEN UP SWEARING /

ANSWER
ANV QUESTION WITH
YfcS
OR
t
NO '

Thoogfat and Learning,
Learning without thought « i
bor lost; thought wimout lea'
ing is perilous..—Confucius.

SALVI

COLO!

Curse of Progress
S««V. MVOTU5---

WHEN THE.
VX3U-AQ BU.\-% USED TO

BE Btaaea --SSEMS LIUB
we oar MORE POH
e>u_

KNEW WHAT HE WANTED
Sportsman—I want to look at
some mirrors.
Storekeeper—Hand mirrors?
Sportsman—No. some that 1 can
see my face in.
The Scoundrel
Father—When he proposed didn't
you ask him to see me?
Daughter—Yes; and he said he
had seen you several times, but that
he loved me just the same.
Some Feat
Mrs. Harris (to visitor)—Yes.
Mary is studying German and algebra. (To Mary) Say good-morning to the lady in algebra, darling!

FREE SPECIM
for 3O days

55 Cash Cr edit Fie«
l*yktU,AV

WONDER TONIC
«trf

POULTRY MEDICINE
Sold on . money back
for 2S y««M. See local
mail u> $2.00 to
pallon WONDER
TONIC *i« express
WONDBI

Real Woe
Small Son—What does the agony
column mean, dad?
Father—The racing results, my
boy.
Not Quite Perfect
"I don't smoke and I don't drink."
"No bad habits at all?"
"Yes—I tell lies!"

,|

a» $3.00 gaUon purchase oil

fh« dothw ywi we«r.

Itod out about these new
in tut A«wsMpet.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON
PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND
PROPOSED FORM OF CONTRACT
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A
MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC LIGHT
(By Tillie)
AND POWER PLANT AM> DISWE DELIVER
PHONE 239
Only Wolverine Shell Horaehide Work
Shoes have both soles and uppers of this
TRIBUTION
SYSTEM;AND
THE
If you hear Albert Karns going
amazing three-ply Shell leather—tanned
•oft and pliable by the exclusive Wolaround town "clucking" to himself, be TAKING OF BIDS THEREFOR
THURSDAY---FRIDAY---SATURDAY SPECIALS
BY THE TOWN OF ANITA, IOWA.
verine tanning process. Come in. Try
not seriously concerned . . . Albert
^^
• •
_
_
^« _
on a pair. No obligation.
isn't wholly trusting the old hen with
Large Box
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY
GIVEN
that
the 10 wee babies that hatched durthe Council of the Town of Anita, Iowa,
ing the recent snow storm.
* * »
Quart Jar
Cass County, State of Iowa, will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Garside, south- at the Town Hall in Anita, Iowa, on
SHELL HOBSEHIDe WOBK SHOES
Quick or Regular
west of town, are caring for 440 thrif- j the 29th day of March, 1939, at 7:30
ty White Leghorn babies . . . the! o'clock P. M. at which time and place
Large Size
chicks now are over a month old and! the Council does propose to adopt
Corn
or Gloss
are well feathered . . . Art and Leona' plans, specifications, and form of con3 1-lb. Packages
plan to get the baby chicks out of. tract and to receive bids for the conthe way early, to make room for a ' struction of a Municipal Electric Light
TJbck of turkeys they expect to raise ' and Power Plant and Distribution Systhis summer . . . they have six or tern with all necessary requisites at a
Wisconsin Full Cream
maximum expenditure of $110,000.
Seven adult turkey hens.
Pound
» * *
Said proposed improvement in general
I have been informed by a reader , is as follows:
Salmon or Sable — Pound
t C«
ARCH SUPPORT
Construction of power plant building
of this column that another "picture"
. •'
"2 r« ^ •
in Anita worth making a trip to see, including equipment foundations,
are the blooming plants in Anna John- walks, drives, etc.
Provision and installation of two
son's south window.
LEATHER HEEL
* * *
Diesel engines complete with electric Young & Stanley, Inc., of Muscatine, ourselves; we are his people, and
The Main Street merchant who hied generators, exciters, accessories, aux- Iowa, by making a payment of $25.00. sheep of his pasture. Enter i nto i
himself off to the nearby rural sec- iliary equipment and piping. Alter- A refund of $25.00 will be made to all gates with thanksgiving, and into
RUBBER HEEL
tions some weeks ago to collect a few nate proposals will be received on the those who file a bona fide bid in their courts with praise: be thankful u
own name with the Town Clerk, pro- him, and bless Ms name" < Psalms^
accounts long past due, came back I following sizes:
vided said plans and specifications are
to town with the pockets in his jeans |
*
•
Alternate A—Two Diesel enas
empty
as
a
last
year's
bird's
nest
\
returned within 30 days after date of
gines having a combined capacity
Among the selections fr 0m «,
USKIDE SOLE
. . . yep, he returned with empty
hearing. A refund of $15.00 will be Christian Science textbook is the tt
of not less than 665 h. p.
pockets but strange to say not empty
made to all others taking out plans lowing:
Alternate B—Two Diesel enNOW IS THE TIME TO GIVE YOUR WORK SHOES A GOOD OILhanded . . . when he arrived back in
and
specifications provided same are
'Wan is the. family name f or
gines having a combined capacity
ING.
COME IN AND USE OUR KIT.
town he stepped out of his car and
returned in good condition within 30 ideas,—the sons and daughters off
of not less than 550 h. p.
proudly toted into his place of busidays after date of hearing.
All that God imparts moves inac
Installation of electrical equipment j
ness . . . the sole substance of the
C. F. Darrow,
with Him, reflecting goodness
within
the
power
plant
consisting
of
I
entire afternoon's achievements . . .
Mayor. power" (p. 616).
switchboard,
bus
structure,
and
all,
a spotted cat.
Attest:
cable and wire.
* * *
Solon A. Karns,
Construction of a distribution sysSelling for CASH and Selling for LESS.
Speaking of spotted cats reminds
Clerk.
LUTHERAN MISSION AT
me . . . once upon a time, I was told tem for serving the Town of Anita,
I. O. O. F. HALL.
Iowa.
.
that all tri-colored cats are of the
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
R*v.
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
All in accordance with the plans and
female species.
,
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
+
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
+
You are further notified that if
specifications now on file in the office
* * *
+ Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. +
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
said real estate includes your homeof the Town Clerk.
A
week
ago
Friday
.
.
.
the
mornState of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
+
4
Divine worship at 10:30 a. m.
stead, that unless you plat and reAll proposals and bids in connecing after the snow storm . . . the
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Confirmation class meets every Wd
cord the same within ten days aftion
therewith
shall
be
submitted
to
Bankers Life Company, Plaintiff.
ter the service of this notice, I will sleepy six-year-old son came down the the Town Clerk of said Town on or Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, nesday afternoon.
stairs and peered out the north winW. A. Huss, et a!.,' Defendants.
Sunday School teachers meeting!
cause said homestead to be marked
before the time herein set for said superintendent.
dow
just
as
the
sun
was
peeking
above
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. 2:30 o'clock Saturday afternoon;
out, platted and recorded as provided
hearing.
the eastern horizon
the lad stood
To W. A. Huss, et al.
Pilgrim Fellowship meeting at the the parsonage.
by law and the expense thereof shall
All proposals shall be accompanied church Thursday at 7:00 o'clock.
spellbound for several moments, amazYou are hereby notified that by be added to the costs in this case.
by a certified check in an amount
virtue of a Special Execution to me
A meeting of the missionary soDated this 18th. day of February, ! ed at the glistening panoramic scene not less than that called for in the
j reflected on a gleaming snow covered
directed by the Clerk of the District 1939.
ciety will be held at 2:30 o'clock + CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRISTJ
earth
not entirely aware of the specifications and shall be forfeited' Friday afternoon at the home of +
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
P. P. Edwards,
cause of the phenomenon, he called if the bidder neglects or refuses to j Mrs. Harry Gill. Mrs. Alpha Nelson + + + + + + 4 - 4 4 4
of Bankers Life Company and in rem
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa.
excitedly, "Mama, come here quick and enter into a contract and to furnish ' will be the leader.
against W. A. Huss, et al., and the
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. 1
By M. B. Parkinson,
see, there's a lot of those little bugs bond after his proposal shall have i
hereinafter described real estate for
Suplee,
Superintendent.
Deputy. with lights in their tails, out here in been accepted.
j
the sum of Twenty-Five Thousand
Church services at 11:00 a. in.
+ + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
At said hearing, the Council willi +
Six Hundred Seventy-iFive and 78-100 MANY BOYS APPLY FOR
j your flower border."
METHODIST CHURCH
4
* * *
consider plans and specifications and +
Dollars ($25,675.78), I did on the 18th.
ADMISSION TO BOYS TOWN >
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4 IOWA PLATES FOR 1940 TO
It would be well if you haven't proposed form of contract, the same + + + + 4 4 4 4 4' 4 4 4 4
day of February, A. D. 1939, levy on
BE ORANGE AND BL
There was 1,341 applications for ad- i too much planned for next Sunday now being on file in the office of the i Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
the property of the said W. A. Huss;
According to reports from
Amelia M. Huss; Leroy IM. Linder- mission to Father Flanagan's Boys'! morning to drop around to the Meth- Town Clerk, reference to which is! McDermott, Superintendent.
man; Mary Linderman; W. U. Ham- Home at Boys Town in 1938, according odist church at about 11 a. m. to hear made for more detailed and complete Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. Ser- Moines the Iowa Motor Vehicle i
mer; Vinnie R. Hammer; N. P. Chris- to the home's annual report which was the special music which is being pre- description of the proposed improve- mon by the pastor on "Ideals That partment has arranged for a chani
ments.
in automobile 'plates for 1940.
tensen; Gertrude B. Christensen; Noel just released. A total of 335 boys I pared for the church hour services.
Use Us."
P. Christensen; Atlantic National were cared for at the famous Boys} Mrs. Russell Adams, a talented
At said time and place, the said! Epworth League at 6:30 p. m. Dis- color scheme will be orange and I
Bank, Atlantic, Iowa; Atlantic State Town home during 1938. They came voice instructor, has charge of the Council will consider bids for the pur- ; cussion on "Making Our Place in This is a decided change
plates of the past few years.
Bank, Atlantic, Iowa; Cass County, from thirty-one states and Canada and choir and under her competent super- chase of the existing distribution sys- j Society."
vision, some distinguished voices have tern in the Town of Anita, Iowa.
Iowa; Earl R. Kirk, Administrator of represented 24 nationalities.
numbers
for the past few years!
Union Young Peoples' Service at
Homeless boys led the list of boys i been brought forth and are now bethe Estate of Noel P. Christensen,
At said time and place, the said 7:30 p. m. in commemoration of the been blue on white or white on i
deceased; the following described real admitted to the home. Lack of facil-! ing harmonized in delightful and sat- Council will also consider bids for j World Day of Prayer. Sermon by The contract for furnishing the ]
ities forced the authorities at the J isfying sacred music.
estate, to-wit:
has been awarded to the !
the furnishing of electrical energy for'
home to deny admittance to 1,2071 The sermons Rev. Long has been the use of said Town. It is estimated Rev. Swartz on "Let Us Put Our Love formatory at Anamosa where
The North Half of the SouthInto
Deeds
and
Make
It
Real."
Everyfor his congregations are that the needs of the Town will re-!
of the 1938 applicants. Practicallypreparing
i
east Quarter of Section Thirtyplates have been made for sev
one is invited.
all of the boys cared for by the home i \46ry special and the desire to return quire approximately 500,000 KWH per !
five (35) and a part of the
years.
Choir
practice
this
(Wednesday)
last year were total charity cases.
j each Sunday morning for tjte. worship year.
Southwest Quarter of Section
evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs
hour has become so illustrious that
(Mrs. Mike Metz of Wiota is sp
Thirty-six (36) described as folAt said time and place, the Coun- W. T. Slater.
Mrs.
D.
R.
Donohoe
of
Walnut
visited
j
each
Sabbath
morning
finds
the
Methlows: Commencing at a point
cil will also receive and consider any i A covered dish dinner and quilting ing the week in Muscatine with 1
in the city the first of the week with i odist church pews well occupied.
on the West line of said tract
daughter, Mrs. Troy Rhody and f«
relatives and friends.
I If you are not a member of another objections to said plans, specifications ' at Mrs. Ed. Newton's today.
523.8 feet South of the Northand form of contract made by a n y , Epworth League Social Thursday ily, and making the acquaintance.!
church denomination, plan to be there i interested party,
west corner thereof, thence East
her new granddaughter.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF next Sunday morning, but take heed,
evening at the church basement beon a line parallel with th« North
Payment
for
said
improvement
will
ADMINISTRATOR.
ginning at 7:30 o'clock.
don't be tardy or you might have to
line of said Quarter 440.4 feet;
A couple- of, mighty hunters
be made from the earnings of said
The plans for the God's Acre prosit
on
the
front
seat.
thence South on a line parallel
In the District Court of the State o f ,
Municipal Electric Light and Power gram are gradually being worked out. county officials worried for a
with the West line of said QuartIowa, In and For Cass County.
!
Plant as provided by Sections 6134-dl i Within the next few days the com- at Malvern, (Mills county, unti!
INFORMATION DESK.
er 200.6 feet; thence East on a
In the Matter of the Estate of Charles i
to 6134-d7, inc. and Sections 6134-fl to ' mittee will be ready to ask for pledges started making inquiries. The <
line parallel with the North line
of County Auditor E. A. Schade 1
Kahl, deceased, Herman Kahl, Ad-' According to one source, a honey 6134-f3, both inclusive, of the Code of We are expecting to li
quidate our
of said Quarter to the East line
ministrator.
i bee must travel about 100 miles, on jlowa, 1935,' by the issuance and delivery debt with this program.
almost swamped recently with
of said Southwest Quarter; thence
To Whom It May Concern:
! the average, to produce a single spoon- Jto the contractor of revenue bonds
turned in for bounty by the
Father and Son banquet March 9
South along the East line of said
Notice is hereby given that the un- ! ful of honey.
j bearing interest at the rate of 4% , with R. C. Coulter, Iowa's ace G-Man young men. The pair brought i
quarter to the Southeast corner
dersigned has been appointed and has ] A block of steel weighing less than Per annum payable semi-annually, '
625 heads one weekend, 384 mo«J
as the speaker. Plan to bring your
thereof; thence West along the
qualified as Administrator of the Es- a pound at sea level, near the equator, j which revenue bonds shall be a lien
week later and two large gunny a
son or a son and come. Tickets can
South line of said quarter to the
tate of Charles Kahl, deceased.
full a few days later. The pair <
will weigh more than a pound if car- solely upon the plant and equipment ;
Southwest corner thereof; thence
All persons in any manner indebted ried to the polar region and less than purchased and shall not constitute a '
questioned and it was discovered i
North along the West line of said
to said deceased or his Estate will the original weight if taken to moun- i general obligation of said Town or
were killings the crows in
quarter to the place of beginning,
make payment to undersigned, and tain heights.
| be payable in any manner by taxa- ! * * •
wattamie
county. The Mills
T7 + «.«. attorney went
all in Township Seventy-seven
those having claims against said deWhen commercial gold mines were iton> and under no circumstances shall
into action and
SCIENCE.
I hunters got 30 days each.
(77) North, Range Thirty-four
ceased or his Estate will present them opened in the jungles of Bolivia, wages tne Town be in any manner liable
(34) West of the 5th. P. M.,
in the manner and form required by meant so little to the native laborers by reason ,of the failure of the net
(containing 197.40 acres) Casa
law for allowance and payment there- that their white employers decided to earnings being sufficient for the pay
•County, Iowa;
of.
pay them in ice cubes—something they men t thereof. The form of bond and
and will offer the same for sale
Dated this 16th day of February, | had never seen—for overtime work tn e maturities shall be outlined in the
to the highest bidder on the 20th. A. D., 1939.
performed. And, sure enough, the na- specifications.
Contractors will be
day of March 1939, at the hour of
Herman Kahl,
FOR
lives were delighted.
i paid for their work by revenue bonds
10:15 o'clock A. M., at the North
Administrator.
Under the British social sec/irity Payments will be made on the basis
Tribune office^, Anita.
door of the Court House in Atlantic, By R. Kent Martin,
system, pensions are paid to some 500,- of monthly estimates as outlined in
You can get NUTRENA chick
County of Cass and State of Iowa.
His Attorney.
000 elderly persons who still hold down tn e specifications.
The Lesson-Sermon
at
the Farmers Coop.
good jobs.
j The successful contractor shall fur tations from the B
Out of each 100 American families, n'sh a performance bond in an amount Christian Scien e
WANTED:—Hay bailing. See C.\
27 have two members; 45 have three of 100% of the contract,
Parker or Ross Lewis.
Health with
or four members; 19 have five or six
The work shall be commenced on o •
by
Someone by mistake placed
members; and 9 have seven or more before April 15, 1939, and shall b'
sugar in wrong car. Owner can I
members.
: completed within four '(4) months -J
same by paying for this adStanford university, in California, tei' the date of starting, subject o ' l "
is situated on a 1,500-acre tract of to unavoidable delays.
iCHZCKS—day old and start'
land a mile from the nearest town,
The Council does hereby reserve
Rocks, New Hampshire Reds and
n
TO BUILD THAT NEW BROODER HOUSE OR
Palo Alto. As there is no municipal tfht to reject any or all bids • 1
tra Whites. The place to get ^
organization, the many problems of C!lle<' into such contract, or contra"?.
ADD A NEW FLOOR TO YOUR OLD BROODER
Rasmussen's Hatchery, Anita.'"
as
order, fire control, water distribution,
it may deem to be to the { >*'
HOUSE WHILE CARPENTERS ARE AVAILetc., are entirely in the hands of uni- interest of the Town,
50c buys BOO sheets of tyP
ABLE.
versity auhorities.
By virtue of statutory authority
Paper, size 8%xll inches, at the
&
Until Grand Coulee dam came along, preference will be given to r I
ane office.
.%
the great pyramid of Cheops, weigh- uni1 provisions grown, and coal°' "^
BUY ANITA BBBAIX
ing 7 million tons, was the biggest duced within the State of Iowa '-"""i
H()NE
structure ever bult by man. Grand preference will be given to Iowa do ""
«0
'
SEE
Coulee, when finished, will weigh 23 tic labor in the construction of' '"^
*«
DEMENT IMPLEMENT tu
ANITA LUMBER CO.
S
million tons.
improvements.
FOR SKELGAS RANCH*
ANITA
RENDERING
Plans
and
specifications
No Chfjge
For^att
Estimate
of
Your
Job.
WAYNE OIL HEATER*
Miss Patricia Williams of Des Mioines on file in the office of tl
i, 3$* ,iS (Jt
'
-,
STOCK TANK HEATflt
spent the week end in Anita.
Clerk. Copies may be obtained
WANTED:—Your dead
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay

FACTS AND FUN

SEE THAT SHELL

wou

Specials Through March
Men's and Boys' Work Shoes

1000 Mile Horse Hide Shoes

$3.95

Shell Horse Hide Shoes

.

$3.25

Extra Soft Horse Hide Shoes

$2.95

Calf Skin Shoes

$1.98

Maduffs Food Market

Oxydol
Mustard
Oatmeal
Starch
Bacon Squares ***&__

Roe Clothing Co,

THIS IS THE OPPORTUNE TIME

ROBERT SCOTT

FREE

19C
I0c
ISc
20c
12c

THE ANTTA TRIBUNE.

Weekly News Analyst*

W O M E N
Papal Election Thought Retort
In the" News . . .
RUSSIA'S NADEJDA KONAgainst Dictator Interference STANTINOVA
KRUPSKATA,
By Joseph W. La Bine—'
EDITOR'S NOTfc-WJ.« opinion! ««
•xpratwtf it ttttt column*. <Acr «• tAow
«/ On taw* outfit, mat act otcttstril?
et (A* mtwipiptr.

Religion
As Eugenic Cardinal Pacelli, Pope
Pius XH was Vatican secretary of
state and an important mediator in
many a European squabble. His
two most notable achievements
were (1) leadership in the World
war settlement attempt of Pope
Benedict XV and (2) consummation
of the concordat that brought peace
between the Vatican and Italy. His

POPE pros xn

Despite Count Ciano and Germany.

most difficult job was negotiating a
treaty with Protestant Russia in
1929, a feat that won him the red
cap of cardinal when Pietro Gasparri retired in 1929.
When Pope Pius XI died last February 9, Secretary of State Pacelli
Immediately became camerlengo,
interim chief of the Roman Catholic
church until the college of cardinals
could name a successor. Internationally better known than any other
potential candidate, Cardinal Pacelli's name was immediately bandied
about as the most likely successor.
This, despite his confessed longing
to lead the contemplative life of a
monk, despite rumors that his selection would be none too welcome
by totalitarian Germany and Italy.
If Cardinal Pacelli had never admitted anti-dictator sentiments,
Italian Foreign Minister Count Ciano's newspaper, II Telegrafo, lost
no time pointing out that a Pacelli
appointment would be unwelcome
in Rome. In Germany another
newspaper, Das Schwarze Korps,
chimed in. At the Vatican, German
Ambassador Carl-Ludwig Diego von
Bergen told the college that his nation was "assisting at the elaboration of a new world," and that "the
papacy without doubt has an essential role."
Though conceivably unrelated to
these events, Cardinal Pacelli's elevation to the papacy might be in
direct retaliation against two governments which saw fit to interfere
with church affairs. A further possibility is that the Rome-Berlin axis
erred diplomatically to such an extent that the college of cardinals
felt obliged to appoint an experienced statesman who could deal
with Herr Hitler and Signor Mussolini.

ing estimated budgets, compared
with the current fiscal year:
1BJ9HW
U3t-l>
Army . . . $ 803,685.000 S 83*800,000
Navy
. . .
7m.33S.405
HMaS.OOO
Aviation . . 1,103,133,800
871^19.000

si.eajeo.ooo
Not included is Some $285,000,000
going for civilian defense, bringing
the total armament outlay to more
than $2,900,000,000, or more than the
government will spend for all other
purposes combined. Specifically:
Amy. Standing at 563,700 (a new
peace-time high), various army
units will be boosted by about 185,700 during the coming fiscal year.
Increases are planned both at home
and in colonies.
Navy. Fearing German U-boats,
English, Australian, South African
and Hong Kong ports will be secured against submarines and minelayers. Canada may purchase a
naval flotilla leader to head its fleet
of six destroyers. Six new motor
torpedo boats are being shipped to
Hong Kong. Planned construction:
20 fast escort vessels, two battleships, one aircraft carrier, four
cruisers, 16 destroyers, 30 smaller
craft.
Aviation. Personnel will rise from
106,000 to 118,000, four times the
1934 total of 30,000. By March 31,
a total of 1,750 first-line planes will
be ready, with production paced at
500 a month against an estimated
600 hi Germany. Within a year the
air ministry expects 2,840 first-line
planes.
Civilian. Fifty million civilian gas
masks, 1,400,000 "toy" gas helmets
for babies and 1,300,000 masks for
children are on the list. Some
127,000,000 sandbags are on hand,
with 200,000,000 ordered. Special
electrical equipment is planned and
"crisis" organization is being completed.
* • *
Der Tag, whose fear is responsible for this preparation, meanwhile
remains at flirting distance. Points
of potential trouble between France
and Italy over Mediterranean demands have grown more prominent.
Italy has repatriated her nationals
hi France, ousted French newspaper men, won Polish allegiance
away from France and hastened
mobilization. One new garrison is
reportedly established at Genoa,
only 150 miles from Nice. Meanwhile Spain emerges in clear focus
as the new center of European balance.

IW> WtlH COTTON BWTNO^
WITH GLAZED

AMERICA'S MRS. FRANKLIN

D. ROOSEVELT resigned from
the Daughters of the American
Revolution, reportedly because
that organization refused Washington's Constitution hall as a
site for the recital by Marian
Anderson, Negro contralto.
ENGLAND'S DUCHESS OF
WINDSOR, AMERICA'S MRS. t* r\ EAR MRS. SPEARS: I have
CHARLES A. LINDBERGH, dis*-* been thinking that with slipcovered to be neighbors in an covers used so much, one could
exclusive Parisian section just make a chair out of plain lumber
off the Bois de Boulogne.
and cover it. Perhaps you could
publish something like this in the
paper. D. M."
Labor
Those who are not so clever
For two years labor's ill-starred about driving nails, may want to
dove of peace has sought a resting call on Dad or Young Son to help
place, hovering over the battleground of John Lewis' Congress for with making the simple chair I
Industrial Organization and William have sketched here. The metal
Green's American Federation of La- angles and straps to strengthen
bor. This month, for three reasons, the back may be bought at any
the dove hovers nearer earth. But hardware store along with' the
there is still no indication that peace nails and screws. When the chair
will come via mutual consent; a is covered in two tones of chintz
more likely solution is victory for with edges of back and seat piped
the A. F. of L., thanks to growing in the darker color, it is really
anti-C. I. O. sentiment welling up very smart. It is especially usesince Homer Martin split the United ful in a bedroom or hall. If covAutomobile Workers during Janu- ered in the right colors, it will
ary. The three indications of a also look well in the living room.
showdown:
Mrs. Spears' Sewing Book 2,
Supreme Court. The much cussed Gifts, Novelties and Embroideries,
national labor relations board, al- contains 48 pages of step-by-step
legedly pro-C. I. O., was rebuffed directions which have helped
in three Supreme court decisions thousands of women. If your
which effectively banned the sit- home is your bobby you will also
down strike. Specifically, the two want Book 1—SEWING, for the
major decisions ruled (1) that Chicago's Fansteel Metallurgical corporation could not be compelled to

Home Decorator. Order by number, enclosing 25 cents for each
book. If you order both books,
copy of the new Rag Rug Leaflet
will be included free. Those who
have both books may secure leallet for 6 cents in postage. Address Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, HI.

TIPS to

(jrardeners

W*» it
"A furmjr thing happened tom,
mother in Berlin."
"V
"I thought you said you mrt
er
born in London."
»

Know Your Herbs
ERBS are becoming more
popular each year because
they are easy to grow and help
make everyday dishes more appetizing and flavorful. Here are
important facts about the more
important herbs which you can
grow in your backyard garden:
Anise—Seeds used to flavor
bread, cake, cookies, candy;
green leaves good for flavoring
salad.
Borage—Leaves and flowers
give unusual tang to fruit drinks
and are good salad garnish; blossoms good cut flowers.
Caraway—Seeds used to flavor
bread, cake, cookies, cheeses, AUTO FINANflMr
baked apples.
Chives—Young leaves eaten like
onions, or cut up to flavor soups
'
and salads.
Dill—Seeds and leaves used for
making dill pickles.
LOW COST
Sage—Excellent In meat and Aooorora AT
wnooia JumraiBi iy ion .
poultry dressings.
1117 LMMt CtoMl DBS MOINEMk]
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Relief
Everyone knows relief costs much
more today than in 1929. Everyone
knows, too, that President Roosevelt's dream of an $80,000,000,000
national annual income may mean
little even if it does come true,
since increased governmental costs
would eat up the profits. How
much relief costs have gained, how
much national income has dropped,
is shown in reports of the social
security board. (See graph*).
But far more impressive were
facts not shown in the report, namely, that a noticeable share of 1938's
DIVIDENDS,
INTEREST

14.49&
COMPENSATION
TO EMPLOYEES

Europe
Britain's chief reason for backing
down at Munich was unpreparedness. Subsequent appeasements
have grown noticeably smaller as
1928 INCOME: $78,574,000,000
rearmament was sped. In January,
Relief coit only J per cent, or $48,Prime Minister Chamberlain gave 000,000, at thoum by tiny piece of "fie."
nary an inch at Rome. In February he openly announced plans to
aid France in war and to win the
new Spain away from Fascist domiDIVIDENDS,
nation. Shortly after General FranINTEREST
co's government was recognized the
army, navy and air ministers
12.89&
stepped before parliament to outline
how their share of Britain's largest
budget since the World war (more
COMPENSATION
man $5,000,000,000) will be spent.
TO EMPLOYEES
How army, navy and air expenses
will mount is shown by the follow-

FORECAST
BY THE D. 8. TREASURY—
March income tax collections of
$425,000,000, considerably less
than the $723,000,000 collected
during the same period of 1938.
BY VIENNA AUTHORITIES—
Release of former Chancellor
Kurt Schuschnigg, held in custody by Nazis since March 11
1938.
BY ROME SOURCES—A meeting between Reichsfuehrer Adolf
Hitler and Premier Mussolini.
BY NO. 2 NAZI HERMANN
GOERING—An increase in German population from 80,000 000 to
100,000,000.
BY MANHATTAN POLITICIANS—Continued leadership in
Tammany by James J. Hines,
even though sent to prison for
conviction in rackets conspiracy
case.

widow of Nikolai Lenin, early
revolutionist leader and educational leader, died on her seventieth birthday at Moscow.
JAPAN'S EMPRESS NAGAKO
gave birth to her seventh child,
a girl, five days before her thirtysixth birth-flay.

1938 INCOME: $64,184,000,000
Relief cast 5.8 per cent, or $3,724,000,000, not including administrative
cotta. Since total income uxu imaller
than 1929'j, percentage for relief it actually larger than shown in "pie."
national income came not from private initiative but from government
aid. For example, even the $3,724,000,000 total relief expense was included, as was $57,000,000 spent for
war veteran payments. Emergency
subsistence payments to farmers
are also counted in.
Darkening the picture still more
are estimates that total relief costs
would have mounted to $4,468,800,000
instead of only $3,724,000,000 had
federal, state and local administrative costs been included. Moreover,
since 1938' s national income was
more than $14,000,000,000 under
1929's, the growth of relief cost over
this period was bigger than shown.

DANIEL XOBIN
The peacemaker eschewed peace,

rehire participants in the notorious
1937sitdown, and (2) that NLRB has
misruled in charging a Cleveland
firm with unfair labor practices for
dealing with one set of organized
workers after failing to reach an
agreement with another set.
Since C. I. O.'s most successful
weapon has been discredited, C. I.
O. itself is thereby discredited. But
John Lewis' organization has already attained a big measure ol
success, so this effect is unimportant. - Greater by far is the blow to
NLRB's prestige, to be reflected in
congress during the next few weeks.
Wagner Act. C. I. O. has stood
pat against amending the labor act,
and well it might, since most NLRB
decisions have been favorable.
Chief sentiment for change has
come from A. F. of L., which lost
prestige by NLRB decisions, and
employers, who claim the act discriminates against them. Adding
its voice is the public, which apparently dislikes the idea of giving
NLRB jurisdiction which traditionally has belonged to the courts. Revision of the Wagner act is the No.
1 certainty of this year's congress,
probably stripping NLRB of its
power and establishing another
tribunal more to the liking of conservative elements. How C. I. O.
would suffer, how A. F. of L. would
gain by this move, is strikingly obvious.
Peace Talk*. Encouraged by court
rulings and public sentiment, A. F.
of L. could afford to accept President Roosevelt's current labor
peace bid, with reservations. Hope
of the administration is that labor's
two factions will settle their dispute in conference, precluding a
fiery congressional debate over
Wagner act changes. But Mr
Roosevelt had not counted on such
independence as that of William
Green and Daniel Tobin, A. F. of L
stalwarts. Appointed a delegate to
the peace talks, Mr. Tobin refused
to attend on the excuse that he had
too much work. A more logical
reason is that Mr. Tobin, famed at
a peacemaker, failed to see e
chance for harmony. It was re
called that at last autumn's Hous
ton A. F. of L. convention he ar
gued for arbitration "provided the
points do not involve fundaments
laws of the organizations." Thi
same feeling of futility probably lei
Mr. Green to demand that senat
labor committee hearings on th
Wagner act be continued, not pos
poned until after the conference
Recognizing a good chance for co
gressional victory, A. F. of L.
probably willing to junk the pen
talks and play every card while t
tim« it ripe.

IN EVER before in our experience has a tire
met with such instant and unanimous approval
as the new Firestone Champion Tire. It's tho
Safety Sensation of 1939! Our customers have
started a word-of-mouth campaign
that is making this the biggest
selling tire we've ever had. Motor car
manufacturers have been so impressed
by its superior performance that they
haveadopted it for their 1939 models.
Why? Because the Firestone
Champion Tire is an entirely new
achievement in safety engineering.
Stronger Cord Body. This
is accomplished first, by the use
of a completely new type of tire cord
called "Safety-Lock,'? in which the
cotton fibers are more compactly
interwoven to assure cooler running
and provide greater strength. Then,
the fibers in each individual cord,
the cords in each ply and the plies
themselves, are all securely kcktd
togitber by » new and advanced
Firestone process of Gum-Dipping
which provides amazingly greater
strength. And greater strength
means greater safety.
Mow Non-SUd Mileage. The n
construction provides the extra strength
the new, thicker, tougher, deeper
which delivers remarkably longe
sensational new tread i> called '
unique design — it has more thanTi
which grip the road with a sure-footed
skjdding and assure a safe stopi

«• Tlr* wffAli

of itt

tO

*"&"
Prote« against

Let your nearby Firestone Dealer Or F
Supply and Service Store equip votr L v ^ Auto
Wllh
Firestone Champion Tires - //, L
* Dew set °*
m<tde
safety-proved on the speedway for Vnor JL. .
that are
lJ°r your protect,™ on the highway

yire$toneoHAMn 0 r

Should • Wowoui
occur dw exclu»«'<
Firestone SaTetr
Valv* holds suficienJ
air in the inner
compartment t«J
the our until
^•B^ ' •upport
»uppo«the
it is brought (p * •«4W
sue «*rtti.
stop.
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HAVE YOU SEEN
OUR CHICKS?
,

We have 500 New Hampshire Reds, two weeks
old, and our death toll is still zero. Hard to believe
e

starter and grower on the market, and we invite you
to see its superiority. Come in.
We have a complete line of Brooder Stoves Chick
Feeds, and Dr. Salsbury's Poultry Remedies.

Roberts Produce
Phone 15

***-^
JAndy Miller and wife, who moved
, Adair last fall, hifore rented rooms
the Merle Robison home and will
ake their home here as soon as Mrs.
iller is able to leave the Jones hosin Atlantic, where she must uno another operation.
•Harry Hockenberry, wife and daughT, Thelma, and 'Walter Hardwick,
ife and baby of Exira were Sunday
sitors at the C. W. Hockenberry
me southwest of the city. Harry
brother and Mrs. Hardwick a
i of the local man.

Dale infers and wife went to Des
Moines Friday where they visited over
the week end with relatives and
friends.
At their home on Elm Street last
Thursday evening, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Swartz entertained the members of the
Double Eight club, and one other
guest, Carl H. Miller, at a 7:00
o'clock covered dish dinner. At the
bridge session following the dinner,
high scores were held by Mrs. A. V.
Robinson and Elmer Scholl.

IOWA HEADLINE NEWS TO
The basement room occupied by
BE SHOWN AT RIALTO Underwood's pool room has been enlarged, and a "snooker" table will be
The transition that is taking place added.
in Iowa is shown clearly in the new
film released as a special pictorial-news
Thorle Robison, wife and children
feature for Iowa theatres, called of Des Moines spent Sunday in the
"Headlines of 1938." The compilation city with his parents, Chas. A. Robof selected newsreel highlights from ison and wife.
every section of the state reflects the
Miss Mary Jane Bear, who is worktrends in the news with some suggestion of what can be expected during ing in Des Moines, spent the week end
1939. This news feature will be shown in the city with her parents, Lake
at the Rialto Theatre in Anita on Bear and wife.
Wednesday evening, March 8.
Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Brodersen and
The newsreel review of Iowa's year,
made possible for lowans through the children of/Denison were Sunday visitcourtesy of DeKalb Quality Hybrids, ors at the home of his brother, Ben F.
contains pictures of the Maytag and Brodersen and family.
Sioux City strikes, the political year
Mrs. Max Sperry and children of
in Iowa, sensational criminal cases
Lewis spent the week end at the home
of the year includng the Honeymoon
of their parents and grandparents,
Bandits, Perry Counterfeiters, and LeH. L. Rhoads and wife.
Mlars Kitchen Cabinet mystery.
The farm year and increased pasPostmaster George Smither was off
senger traffic on Iowa's rivers are duty several days the last of the
but a few of the more optimistic week while he remained at home to
phases of the state's 1938 news includ- nurse an attack of the flu.
ed in the forty or more better known
newspaper stories in the summary.
Chas. Dressier and wife end W. F.
A special section in "Headlines of Budd and wife were Sunday visitors
1938" satirizes some of the more amus- at the Fred .F. Joy home in Churdan.
ing antics of the year in the state. The ladies are sisters of Mr. Joy.
Among sports shorts are the high
Oliver Roberts was in Audubon
school basketball championship game
between Diagonal and Rolfe, Iowa Sunday to attend the funeral services
State's triumphs in the Big Six, and for his grandfather, W. S. Roberts,
Iowa University's new coach, Eddie 73, who passed away Thursday morning following a stroke suffered MonAnderson.
The feature attraction on the pro- day.
gram for the evening will be, "The
While coasting at her home Sunday,
Mad Miss Manton," starring Barbara
Betty Jane, 10-year-old daughter of
Stanwyck and Henry Fonda.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Masching, had
the
misfortune to run into a barb wire
Dr. G. M. Adair, wife and daughter,
Gael, visited Sunday afternoon in Des fence. She received a bad cut on the
Moines with his sister, Miss Margaret head that required several stitches to
i close.
Adair.

Two hundred farmers in 15 of the
16 townships of Adair county have
signed applications for membership
in the local rural electric cooperative.
More farmers are signing up every
day and it is expected that 250 will
have signed applications by the end
of this week. When 250 applications
"have been signed it will be possible
C. E. Parker, wife and daughter,
to locate the power lines and then Miss Ruth, went to Polk City SunI couple of transients hailing from concentrate on securing members along day morning to visit their daughter
as City tried their hand at eol- the line.
and sister, Mrs. J. W. Darr and hus; junk in Corydon, Wayne counband. iMIr. Parker a'nd Ruth returned
i recently and "got the gong" in
The members of the Susie Q club home that evening but Mrs. Parker
t ways than one. The pair hauled were entertained last Thursday even- remained there for a week's visit.
collection to Des Moines and ing by Miss Maxine Stager at her
1 to sell it to a junk .dealer. The home of Main Street. At that time
Lincoln No. 6 held their fifth P. T. A.
g, it developed, was off the bell a surprise birthday party was held meeting of the year Friday evening,
Rock Island locomotive. Also for Mrs. Donald Chadwick, who was with the program under the direction
mt were other parts of the bell given a nice present by the Susie Q of Cecil Taylor and Raymond Kluever.
i lot of bearings and pipes. The members. The rest of the evening was An interesting talk was given by a
had been stolen from a :loco- spent playing cards. Miss Mary Hen- patrolman from Council Bluffs on the
itive in a railroad yard at Corydon. derson held high score and Mrs. Robert subject of drivers' licenses. At the
collectors went back to Corydon Cryer low score. The next meeting •;lose of the meeting a lunch of doughI "got the gong? again to the tune will b£ held at the home of Mrs. luts, sandwiches and coffee was served
ys each.
'ty Mrs. Jesse Taylor and Mrs. Kluever.
Chadwick.

|The members of the Evening dinner
bridge club, with Mr. and Mrs.
ster Scholl as guests, • enjoyed a
o'clock covered dish dinner last
liiirsday evening at the home of Mr.
1 Mrs. Ross Kohl on Walnut Street.
Mowing the dinner, the evening was
at playing bridge.

In order to induce you to see our beautiful new Spring Wall
Papers we are going to put on sale until our supply is exhausted—ONE PATTERN ONLY at

PER SINGLE ROLL |CLOS|NG OUT

BORDER 3C PER YARD f Our Entire Stock of
One room lot to a customer
None sold to children

I
1938
J
B«BCP
i WALL rArtn
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border and ceiling6 complete for I
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SALE GOES ON IMMEDIATELY

A. LONG
ANITA, IOWA
•HI

The JONES FAMILY
IN THE SEASON'S GAJEST SHOW

"DOWN ON THE FARM"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment
^^™

-- j _ ..,.

-
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___
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Sat-Sun. Matinee Sat
MARCH 4-5

2:00

P. M.

THAT ALL-AMERICAN HARDY
FAMILY IN A BRAND-NEW,
GRAND-NEW LAUQH-LOVEAND.THRILL ADVENTURE!
KNDT makM the Wild
ri Wwt wildw.. .Marion
lov*-luw«t* a buckin' cowboy... Judge Hardy «ni•muts iix-«tiootin' jniUo*
... in the laugh-crammed,
excitement-packed "topper" of all Hardy picture*

Louis Suplee of Mitchell, Neb., visited in the city a few days the past
week with his mother, Mrs. Henrietta
Suplee, and with other relatives "and
friends. He came here from Omaha
where he is staying while his wife is
a patient at a hospital following a
major operation.
At her home on Locust Street last
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Floyd Dement was hostess to the members of
the Bide-a-Wee bridge club, also three
other guests, Mrs. W. T. Biggs, Mrs.
Fred G. Boren and Miss Vera B. Hook.
High score at bridge was held by
Mrs. Azel S. Ames.

A 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner
was enjoyed last Thursday evening
by the members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dinner and bridge club at the home of
Mr. and 'Mrs. Raymond Lantz on West
Main Street. Other guests were Dr.
SS and Mrs. G. M. Adair. The evening
551 was spent playing bridge at which
high scores were held by Mrs. Fred
G. Boren and Cecil G. Budd.
The literary society of Benton school
No. 7 met last Tuesday evening. The
program was in charge of Roscoe
Porch and Harold McCrory which inaai eluded music by the orchestra; a
-55 p'ay by Carl Moore, Madeline Moore,
55 Ruth Richter and Shirley Richter; the
555 "Benton Breeze" newspaper, by Loyal
55 Possehl; and a short play by Kathrine
as Wilson, Homer Ellsberry, Glaus Wil-~- j son and Virgil Ellsberry. RefreshS5S | ments were served. At the next meet-•*•'• i ing each member will furnish a number for the program. Mrs. 0. E.
Saxton and 'Mrs. Lloyd Smith are on
the refreshment committee.

| Borders to Match 3c-5c

12-ftxlS-ft room, as low as $1.42. i

TONIGHT-The Big Night

Dale Kuster, a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gus Kuster of Indianola, Iowa, is a
patient at the Iowa Lutheran hospital
in Des Moines, where the last of the
week he submitted to an operation
for the removal of his appendix. Dale
is a brother of 'Mrs. C. 'C. Heckman
of Anita.

Other bsautjfiil patterns at 5W-71 * Give'Away Prices .
ft Q m KitVe'ifi
• i 11 I Come quickly while se- J
8-9-10-12J-15-17JC per single roll. | lections are compiete I
Think of it, we furnish sidewall, | as these bargains won't

RIALTO THEATRE

ALSO PETE;SMITH ;

3CIAETY & LATE NEWS

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller have
returned to their home in Anita from
a vacation trip of several weeks in
the southern part of the United States.
Mrs. Edna Nichols and daughter,
They visited a number of places of Miss Virginia, and Miss Jean Dement,
interest and report that business con- spent Sunday with friends in Audubon.
ditions in that section of the country
are rather slow at the present time.
When you think of coal, think of
the Kunz Grain Co. All our coals
IMiss Marie Breen and the pupils at are the best in their class. Phone
Grant No. 9 held a farewell party 48, Anita, Iowa.
tf
Friday afternoon for the pupils leaving the school March 1. Those leaving
A meeting of the Pinochle club was
the school are Richard, Doris, Dolores, held last Thursday evening at the home
Laidley and Leonard Jorgensen, Shir- of Mrs. Tom Burns, corner of Third
ley Ruth and Gail Reeves and Willa and Locust Streets. Besides the memDean Carr. One pupil, Glen Chandler, bers present, there was one guest, Mrs.
will enter the school, making an en- George F. Shaffer.
Mrs. Hansine
rollment of 13 students.
Johnson held high score.

BARGAINS
2C

ANITA

Robert Cutts, 19, of near Shenandoah, Page county, is under the care
of an Omaha brain specialist following a freak accident. The youth was
taking something from the trunk on
the rear of 4his car when the heavy
55 trunk lid fell, and struck him on the
55; back of the head. He felt all right
5551 next day and went into town. As
55 he sat in a restaurant he became
55 very ill and found he could not see
55 clearly. Ife was taken to a doctor,
55 who sent him on to Omaha. The doc55 tor found that some injury was press«3 sing on the optic nerve and thus
impairing the young man's vision.

Seven members of the Friendly
Circle and one visitor, Mrs. Fred
Claussen, wefe entertained last Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Harry Johnson at her home north of the city.
The ladies spent the afternoon hemming tea towels. A lunch was served
by the hostesses.

Mrs. Manda Larsen of Elkhorn is
spending the week in the city with her
son, Sidney Larsen, and also with her
brother, Frank Mardesen and family.
A covered dish dinner wa"S enjoyed
durirfg the noon hour last Thursday
by the members of the Jolly Dozen
club at the home of Mrs. Harold
McDermott northeast of the city. Present were twelve members and one
visitor, Mrs. James Reed, Jr. The
ladies spent the afternoon socially.
A meeting of the Friendly Neighbors Circle was held last Thursday
afternoon at the home of IVJrs. P. T.
Williams, hostesses being Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Cecil G. Budd and Mrs.
Arthur Petersen. Twenty-five members were present and they spent the
afternoon playing different games and
contests. At the close of the meeting, a lunch was served by the hostesses.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS

THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

Have You Tried Our Frozen
Fruits and Vegetables?
WE HAVE PEAS, CORN/LIMA BEANS, STRING
BEANS AND BROCCOLI; ALSO PEACHES
AND STRAWBERRIES.
GIVE THEM A TRIAL —7 WE KNOW YOU
WILL LIKE THEM.

Miller's Market
QUALITY COUNTS

^-aM"a^^a^^^»

Dust
WHO'S Star
+ Brushing Off Old Scripts
Courting Our Neighbors
NEWS +
*k Got Breaks; Now Stars
By Virginia Vale —
THIS DEMEMBER
"June Moon"?
*V It's going to return to the
screen probably as "Lover
WEEK Come
* » • • • to
• Me,"
- - - with NelBack
son
[^LEMUEL F. PARTON
Itrw YORK. — Secretary Hull
Imay or may not have noticed
L veloz and Yolanda, ^dark, suave
f eraceful American dance team,
Yiust
brought back from Europe
BJ
.
the carmagnole,
cert Bring which, when the
p Step With peasants begin
MM** -JW&JLS
»r. They say they saw the vili warming up the old dance, in
and France, and that
ghtful citizens were uneasy. It
tpposed to have paced the first
tic rhythm of the French revoluNobody knows just how it
d but, when it gets going in a
side bistro or on a village
you'd better hunt for cover.
! their story and they stick
iese Umber young 'New
ers are probably/topi In
__ as a dance team, and
,t said to have been paitt more
i their European trip than any
dancers, past or present.
they first, teamed up in
Frank Velox bought a
tuxedo and borrowed his
white vest, which was
i big for him. YoUnda Casi borrowed a pink ballet skirt
1 slippers from a friend. The
pen were much too large
I she had to staff them with
fpaperr They'had much in
. and could keep in. stop
each other, but not with the
They lasted oae week
were fired from the next 14
i before they began to click.
was an accountant for an opompany, 20 years old, when,
dance hall, he saw'the 16-yearMtnda making heavy weather
a hard-working partner. 'He
and said, "Listen, fumbledon't be afraid to loosen up—
this."
it was the. beginning of a
tire friendship. They won
[prizes together, around the
halls, before their first
tonal engagement. They
now had about five year*
ie box-office stratoBphere,
as yet, no arttirltis setin.
' • •-'-•' •!••;•'.- ;"*"' '••'.&•>-•> any hint of war-mongering,
tfng over the carmagnole,
[say their enlightened public
mderstand
this is just a folk
(
and won't start' any trouble.

her best one;. There may be a new
"Show
-ow Boat."
Boat." In fact, most ol your
old fa
favorites will be back, for Hollywoodd is playing safe and brushing
off many of the scripts that brought

MILIZA KORJUS
fihe public to the box office once
upon a time.
Given different directors, stars
and sets, they'll practically be new
pictures.
When yon see "Captain Fury,"
(with Brian Aherne, Victor McLagten, and Jane Lang,) yon will see
special dances that are authentic of
the hectic period of American colonization in which the story is laid.
Too old-timers will recognize Betty
Blythe as She wife of a colonial
secretary; she is one of the stars
of the silent screen who still likes
to appear before a camera occasionally.
There'll be old fashioned dances
in "Wutherine Heights," too. The
dance director who's responsible for
them is Jack Crosby, who once was
a cowboy, and then was a railroad
fireman.

boom years, Cameron

do the same for Virginia Grey.
Metro Is going to give her a chance
at it/at least. And since the original version appeared in 1928, a new
screen audience has grown up who
won't feel homesick tor Joan when
they see the 1939 one.

The European market for films
may_be shot to pieces, but the LatinAmerican one is more important
than ever. Movita, the Mexican
actress who was last seen in "Rose
of the Rio Grande," will have the
same sort of role in "The Girl From
Rio," and will sftg songs in both
English and Spanish.
RKO is whipping up "The Girl
From Mexico" with Lupe Velez as
*
••
the Star. No doubt all the other
M most vigorous expounder
companies will blossom out with
of thrift and
pictures intended to please our good
'seems to be the first time he neighbors in South America before
ver scolded the youngsters. the year is over.
eu
his youth, he was an
boy m
at $3 a week ^ an _
Kay Francis will appear on the
Personnel work through the air in a full length play for the first
<- A He says, "Trouble time in March. She has made few
in the past, but may
Icont T nd we can exercise broadcasts
turn
to
radio
more frequently if she
t?m° 1 "tfuenw over the
• "me of our nation's youth," sticks to her decision to turn her
back on the movies.
' year Miss Nadia BoulangMany a radio star can thank a
.fragdelittle Frenches! lucky break for the boost that
I composer, student, critic and brought success. Lanny Ross is
°f music, was the first wom one of them. Ten years ago be
wanted to Join NBC's legal staff.
Again
They told him they were looking for
phony orchestra. singers, not lawyers. He auditioned
Boston newapa- as a singer, and to his amazement,
*ith
.. pers marked the was engaged., He's never returned
•isrL^0^ *W*tfaI to the law.
ve as Miss BouGabriel Heatter leaped into nagala concert of tional prominence as a commentator wheiyhe handled the Hauptmann
not
merely trial, although he'd been doing an
- excellent job long before that. Paul
Whiteman -just happened to hear
°f hercha
audience a
! «cteristic, Joan Edwards Bulging one day in
-like sweep of her a music publisher's office, and engaged* her to sing with his band.
Mark Warnow was a violinist in an
to
orchestra that accompanied Morton
George
He
to
Downey. One day the leader was
ill, and Warnow substituted for him,
°
with the result that Downey insisted
that he conduct all his broadcasts
from that time on.
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Just Nonsense

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD
Bean ot

• Weitern Newspaper Union.

trasting for collar; 2% yards of
braid to trim.
Spring Pattern Book Beady.
Send 15 cents for the Barbara
Bell Spring Pattern Book. Make
yourself attractive, practical and
becoming clothes, selecting designs from the Barbara Bell wellplanned, easy-to-make patterns.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1020,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) ea'ch.

Lesson for March 5
If*?00- "ubJecU and
Scripture texts M.
cSS^n8* Reneiou
aSfflS111*^ tWjtaterSSSonS
permUatoii
" Education; used by

Eddy as its star, and perhaps• with Miliza Korjus apPETER PREACHES TO
GENTILES
pearing opposite him. This is
just one of the old pictures
L^ESEr*018
.
that will bob up before long
N iTEXT— Look unto me, and be
"ved, .Jrthe ends of the earth: tor I
in new versions. "Morocco,"
none elae
22
"^
-—Is«lah
for instance, the first picture
that: Marlene Dietrich made "God is no respecter of persons."
in this
__ country, with Gary Sometimes one wonders whether
Coope:r ;as her leading' man. many of His /people know about that
Most- of us think that it was also glorious attribute of the Godhead.

"Dancing Daughters" made a
, personnel director of the
York
rk stock exchange, was de- star of loan Crawford, and may

the then supposedly "flaml'« Aiurml W" youth. NOW
"•Angel he's g l o o m y
ny About about the oniGenerafion coming genera. ,
tion. He says
•» the era of sloppy work."
is cutting corners and bunLl°bs.
• genial and energetic Mr.
nimble fend efficient,
in build, somewhat leas
Md m
*' height, lias been
agel of youth for the 22
0* Ms service with «he ex, hi touch With thousands
h school •ttdetts-a«4
atorsi all over the country.

VED "~~~
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

One thing is evident, that very few
care to practice this divine principle. Just now the world seems to
have gone entirely berserk in its
proclamation of race superiority.
Along with undue and improper recognition of wealth and position,
there has always been in the1 hearts
of men a measure of prejudice
against other races. These hatreds
seem now to have been fanned to
a flaming intolerance of such as
are not of what some regard as
their own superior race. The more
definite this intolerance, the more
unlike God people really are. Let
us weigh ourselves in the balances
and see if we too are found wanting.
I. "In Every Nation" (w.. 30-35).
Peter was a Jew, and God now
used a vision to teach him a muchneeded lesson regarding the carrying of the gospel to the Gentiles.
The Jews were (and still are—let
us remember it) God's chosen people. However, they were not chosen for their own comfort, convenience, or glory, but that they might
be channels for the outflowing of
God's blessing to all nations.
Cornelius was typical of those in
every nation who are ready for the
preaching of the gospel. He was a
God-fearing, righteous man, but
none the less .in need of redemption. God brought this man who
was ready to receive the message
together with the man Peter who
was prepared to preach it, and the
result was salvation.
Whatever it may be that keeps
us from carrying the gospel to all
nations, we ought to recognize as unchristian, and put it aside. It may
be race-prejudice, for it still persists; but it may be an equally deadly indifference to the needs of others. Let us, like Peter, go to them
and open our mouths (v. 34) to proclaim Christ.
H. "Good Tidings of Peace" (w.
36-43).
The death of Christ for their sins
(v.' 39), His resurrection from the
dead for their justification (v. 40),
the coming judgment for sin (v. 42),
and remission of sins in His name—
these are the essentials of Peter's
message. Note how plain is the
truth. Jesus has come and has
wrought redemption for all who will
believe. Now we must choose whether we want Him to be our Judge
or our Redeemer. It is a case of
"either—or." Either He is your Saviour, or He will be your Judge.
"God sent not his Son into the
world to condemn the world; but
that the world through him might
be saved. He that believeth on him
is not condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned already,
because he hath not believed in the
name of the only begotten Son of
God" (John 3:17, 18).
The proclamation of this message
of redemption was never completed,
even "while Peter yet spake these
words, the Holy Spirit fell upon
them all" (v. 44). Blessed interruption! Would that we might have
more like it in our churches and
Bible schools,
m. "The Holy Spirit Fell" (w.
44-48).
Notice that He came upon "them
which heard the word" (v. 44). Book
reviews, political addresses, discussion of civic or social problems will
not bring the result. Forums, clubs,
discussion groups, unless they have
for their subject the Word of God,
need not expect anything like this
to happen. But preaching of the
Word of God concerning the person
and work of Christ, whether it be
in a home (like that of Cornelius)
or in the great cathedral (and thank
God some of them do have such
preaching), will result in some
soul finding Christ, and receiving
the Holy Spirit.
It is worthy of note that these believers gave evidence of their newfound spiritual life by magnifying
God, obeying His word, and testifying to others. It is to the credit of
Peter and his companions that they
recognized the workings of God's
grace in the lives of these Gentiles.
May we also be quick to see, appreciate, and encourage every true
gospel work, whether it be among
our own people or with some other
race, whether in our church or in
some humble cottage. "God is no
respecter of persons."

Revelation Must Speak
Let Reason count the stars, weigh
ODDS AND ENDS—This year's win- the mountains, fathom the depths—
ter carnival at Dartmouth college will the
employment becomes her, and
sate Walter JFanger some money; ket
lending a crew of technicians to record the success is glorious. But when
plenty of it for background material for the question is : "How shall man be
his picture, "Ifinter CariuvaT . . • Sam just with God?" reason must be siuel Goldwyn uu'fi tue a large cast of un lent revelation must speak; and he
known playert in, "Thirteen Co Flying,
will not hear it assimilate*
uihich will,bo- bated on the recent crash
elf to the first deut, Cain; he
of the Britith flyinf boat "Cavalier
not kill a brother, h» certainly
• Weatero
himself.-Henry MelvilL

Sergeant (drilling squad):
"When I say 'One,' stand at
attention; at 'Two' jump in the
air; at 'Three,' come down
again."
Visitor (being shown his
host's collection of butterflies):
"It must have been a terrible
blow to you when the poor
things died."
We know a chap who's so
swollen-headed that he's joined
the army to let the world see
him.
Postcard from a friend vacationing in Florida—"Having a
fine time; wish I could afford

e Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

Man's Effort

Ifa&WOC
Offspring of Imagination

'M'0.167&—A very flattering dress
•^ is this with braid used to emphasize the bust fullness, with the
effect of a bolero, and with a
graceful, rippling skirt. Make this
tiny-waisted charmer of thin wool,
flat crepe or silk prints. You'll
enjoy having some cottons like
this, too, in the summer-time; it's
a pattern you'll frequently repeat.
No. 1505—The little dress with
the sleeveless bolero is a perfect
style for girls from four up to
twelve. The full skirt, the round
balloons of sleeves, the high neckline, are just as becoming as possible! In challis, in gingham, in
dimity—this dress will be charming, and a dress-up version in taffeta will go smartly to parties.
Material Requirements.
No. 1672 is designed for sizes 14,
16, 18, 20, 40 and 42. Size 16 requires 3% yards of 39-inch material and 5 yards of 'braid.
No. 1505 is designed for sizes
4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.. Size 6 requires 2% yards of 35-inch material without nap; Vt yard of con-

Scandal is when you don't know
as much as you can guess.
Happy the man that reaches the
top who still has one ardent bosom
friend' to cherish.
- Homely women never believe
that a pretty girl can be sensible.
When the men wore knee trousers not a one of them tried to
show just a little more knee.

It Is Your Debt
Every time you know a compliment is deserved, pay it. Why
be stingy with good will?
It makes a man admire a woman's intelligence to see how easily
she can tell the front end of her
new ^hat.
One cannot draw the water from
a deep well witlv, a short rope.

With Regrets to Follow
When one passes an evening
wisely he gets his .satisfaction out
of it by thinking about it next
morning; but when he spends his
evening in folly he thinks he is rewarded right there and then.
A good idea kept to yourself is
worthless—passed on to others it
becomes a valuable asset.
Enough is what would satisfy us
—if the neighbors didn't have any
more.

ASK ME
ANOTHER f
The Questions
11. What is the largest room in
any building in the United States?
2. Which is the oldest industry,
tanning or pottery?
3. How many islands are there
in the Philippine group? ,
4. Why is the twelfth month of
the year called December when
decem means ten?
5. How many miles ol highway
are there in the world?
6. Where is the largest cotton
plantation in the United States?
7. Are sapphires always blue?
8. Which is the correct form,
anyone's else, or anyone else's?
9. How many godchildren has
the president of France?

Art is the effort of man to express the ideas which nature suggests to him of a power above
nature, whether that, power be
within the recesses of his own being, or in the Great First Cause
of, which nature, like himself, is
but the effect.—Bulwer-Lytton.

LUMBAGO?

If you are stiffened up with miserable
lumbago, get Hamlina Wizard Oil Liniment at once. Rub it on thoroughly.
Feel ha glowing warmth ease muscular
pain, bring blessed relief. Pleasant odor.
Will not stain clothes. Sold on moneyback guarantee at all drug stores.

RELIEF!
AUTO FINANCING

O'DEA
FINANCE
Offer Utelr yean •( experience and (air
^StfSSS $50 to $1000

AT LOW COST
AOOOCHTB WBLOOKB AjmramBM nr IOWA
HIT Locmt StrMt, DBS MOINKS, IA.

COMFORT

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information
on Various Subjects

highways in the world, with almost
4,000,000 in the Americas and more
than 3,500,000 in Europe.
6. The 60 square miles owned
by the Delta & Pine Land Co.
of Scott, Miss.
7. No; some are red, green,
white, violet or yellow. However,
the name sapphire is usually restricted to the blue variety.
8. Anyone else's is the correct
form. In pronominal expressions
in the genitive construction "else"
usually takes the genitive inflection.
•
9. President Albert Lebrun has
become the godfather of 1,600 children since his offer to assume that
relationship to every fifteenth child
born to a French family.

HOTEL

CLARK
in Downtown
LOS A N G E L E S
r .offering of
pleasure bent, the
ark
makes an tyeal "base
ai well u a restful "
endoftfaedar'>"campalcn." Good
Food, naturally. And moderate
chanei, ai well as for room accommodation*, give final lunlficaiM
to afinrin* word—COMFORT.

*tas?wi

ROOMS

555
BATHS

Single from $2.SO
Double) /rom$3.SO

Fifth and Hill
P.O.B,MOUUSS, Manager

The Answers
1. The Goodyear Zeppelin dock
at Akron, Ohio—55 million cubic
feet. It is so large that sudden
changes of temperature cause
clouds to form and rain falls inside of the hangar.
2. Most authorities agree that
ancient man learned how to treat
hides long before he discovered the
secrets of pottery.
3. There are 7,083.
4. December was the tenth
month in the Roman calendar. It
has retained its Latin name.
5. There are 9,600,000 miles of

A LAW

MARK
There ought.to be a law against people who cough in public Don't
do it. Carry Smith Brothers Cough Drops with you. Just 5t a box.

TRAD

Smith ftw-CoughDropsaretteodydropseorrtainlngVITAIIIHA
This is the vitamin that raises the resistance of the mucous
membranes of the nose and throat to cold infections.

NOW WHEN IT COMES
TO'MAKIN?SMOKES.

•99

ERNEST SELCKE tote other* In on hit way off
getting tastterT mellower "maklnV dgarettei
n

ivro TWO ways about it," he
•!•' says, "that good crimp
cut Prince Albert ia a joy to
•»»//, a joy to roll, and
there's extra smoking joy
in its mellow, ripe, risk
taste," Juat try Prince
Albert, gentlemen—see why
"makin's" smokers say:
"There's no other tobacco
like Prince Albert*

TO

fbM roll-yoar»owa
d**Mtu»la *Mqr
2.«* tin ol PrinM AUmt

SMOKE

yOLUME FIFlPY-SIX

_ANITA>

WOMEN PLAN "Snbmarine Pairol" Coming
ACHIEVEMENT DAY to Rialto Saturday-Sunday

Mention the term "navy picture"
and most movie-goers immediately
, County Farm Women Planning a think of super-dreadnaughts heaving
Public Home Economic* Exhibit
m the ocean swells to the strains of
"Anchors Aweigh." They think of
and Program to Be Held in Atgold braid and hallowed tradition and
lantic Friday, March 31.
the splendid young men of the Naval
Academy.
All this is very fine; it is good draFarm women of the county are
matic
material. But it is probably
a public home economics
iibit and program for Friday, March neither as fine nor as dramatic as
Mrs. Elmer Smith, county home the great story, "Submarine Patrol,"
feature attraction at the Rialto Thea•oject chairman, announced today.
tre Saturday and Sunday evenings,
"Achievement.
day,"
which
[The
the close of the home project with a matinee at 2:00 o'clock Saturday afternoon. "Submarine Patrol,"
dy m Child Development will be
while based on the most heroic chap"Foundations
of
Physical
on
Mental Health," subject of the ter in the whole history of naval warfare, is no more a typical "navy pic_ar's activity.
I Each of -the fourteen townships par- ture" than "Alexander's Ragtime
/ in the home economics pro- Band" was a typical "mntical."
According to director John Ford,
im will plan a booth exhibit, de"Submarine
Patrol" tells the incrednstrating an approved child care
studied during the year. The ible story, for some strange reason
will be scored by iMSss L. overlooked until now, that has lain
jldred Wilson, extension specialist neglected in the Navy's archives for
some twenty-odd years. It is the
home furnishing.
[Home economics extension exhibits story of America's wartime "Splinter
iron counties at the Iowa State Fair Fleet"—those tiny, oft-ridiculed, woodiis fall are being selected at acbieve- en patrol boats, designed to clear the
U-boat infested lanes of the Atlantic,
jent days all over the. state.
and
some of them manned by the sor[Exhibits will be on display in the
hall at Atlantic by 10:00 a. m. riest crews of civilian odds and ends
ever to board a fighting ship.
[luncheon will be served at noon.
From every walk of life they came
he special number on the afternoon
ngram will be a panel discussion on —taxi drivers, social registerites, soda
[ Care Problems." Women from jerkers, farmers—expecting a soft
nt townships will participate berth aboard the sub chasers, for no
one thought the "Splinter Fleet" would
\&e discussion!
see
any real action. And then, sudatured on the afternoon program,
denly,
they were steaming out of
i the township .selections, which
I consist of playlets, dejnonstra- Brooklyn Navy Yard under secret
i and music, will be the county orders, to face an ordeal by fire such
women's chorus of 30 voices. as men seldom encounter even in warchorus, organized since Febru- time—and men they proved them,1938, plans to participate in the selves to be!
Handsome Richard Greene is seen
'ct chorus tournament for state
competition this spring. The, in the role of the young social regis-
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BRIARDALE GROCERY
ANITA, IOWA

Values For Friday-Saturday
CHOCOLATE
STARS—
Pure milk chocolate,
per
i ij
pound
IIC
FLOUR—
^gain this week you
can buy Briardale,
sack
Jpl.ulf
PEANUT BUTTER—
Tall Corn,
quart jar
LUX TOILET SOAP
LUX FLAKES, package
RINSO, package
LIFE BUOY SOAP
CAKE FLOUR—
Better cakes are made
wjth Briardale,
package
RICE—
Briardale Blue Rose,
whole grain,
iA
2 pounds
* "*•

ORANGES—
California navels,
heavy with juice,
2
dozen
PICKLES—
Tall Corn
sweets,
quart jar...
MACARONI—
Briardale brand,
3
packages

25c

25c

3 bars 20c
lOc and 25c
lOc and 24c
3 bars 20c
KIDNEY BEANS—

Briardale dark reds
or lima beans,
No. 2 cans ____

9c

Kraft American,
2-pound
loaf
..........

LETTUCE
CARROTS
RADISHES
Head 8c
Bunch 5c
3 Bunches lOc
TOMATOES
CAULIFLOWER
Pound 15c
Head 19c
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Crop and Feed Loans Now MAYOR
Available For Farmers
Application for emergency crop and
feed loans for 1939 are now being received at the Farm .Bureau Office in
Atlantic by William L. Owens, Field
Supervisor of the Emergency Crop
and Feed Loan Section of the Farm
Credit Administration.
The loans will be made; as in the
past, only to farmers whose cash requirements are small and who cannot
obtain credit from any other source.
The money1 loaned will be limited to
the farmer's immediate and actual
cash needs for growing his 1939 crops
or for the purchase of feed for livestock.
Farmers who can obtain the funds
they need from an individual, production credit association, bank, or other
concerns are not eligible for crop and
feed loans from the Emergency Crop
and Feed Loan Section of the Farm
Credit Administration. The loans will
not be made to standard rehabilitation
clients whose current needs are provided for by the Farm Security Administration, formerly known as the
Resettlement Administration.
As in the past, farmers who obtain
emergency crop and feed loans will
give as security a first lien on the
crop financed, or a first lien on the
livestock to be fed if the money borrowed is to be used to produce or
purchase feed for livestock.
Where loans are made to tenants,
the landlords, or others having an
interest in the crops financed or the
livestock to be fed, are required to
waive their claims in favor of a lien
to the Governor of the Farm Credit
Administration until the loan is repaid.
Checks in payment of approved loans
will be mailed from the Regional
Emergency .Crop and Feed Loan Office
at Omaha, Nebraska.

APPOINTS
SHAFFER TRUSTEE

Present Members of Waterworks Board
Will Have Supervision of Municipal Electric Plant According
to Action of Town Council.
George F. Shaffer, a member of
the board of trustees for the town
of Anita since the establishing of
such officials for the town six
ago, has been re-appointed by Mayor
C. F. Darrow for the full six year
term beginning April 4. The appointment was made Monday evening
by Mayor Darrow at the regular
monthly meeting of the town council
and the appointment was confirmed
by the council.
The duties of the three trustees for
the past six -years has been the supervision of the municipal waterworks
system. At the council meeting Monday evening, it was decided the same
trustees would have charge of the
municipal electric system that the
town is to build. The appointment
of Mr. Shaffer places him .on both
boards, and Mayor Darrow appointed
the other two trustees, Chester A.
Long and Robert Scott, on the electric board for the same length of time
that they still have to serve on the
waterworks board. Mr. Long's appointment is for four years and Mr.
Scott for two years. Both appointments were confirmed by the council.
Rex MSUer, who is employed in Dea
Moines by the Hoxie Fruit Co., spent
Saturday and Sunday in the city with
his father, Carl H. Miller.

The farm debt advisory board and
the farm security board will hold a
joint meeting next Monday in the
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. F. Karns, a old high school building in Atlantic.
well known and long time couple of
"irunder'thrdirectiorof Miss !terjte f10 j°ins "p aS,?hief fngineer>
Anita, quietly celebrated their 46th.
tssie Bell of 'Wiota.
! and who promptly falls in love with
The remains of Fred Denton, 73, who
Nanc
Ke
a
wedding
anniversary Tuesday at their died at his home in Council Bluffs,
y "y < P™»«™8 newcomer
[Another special feature on the pro- '
aome on East Main Street.
films) wh<«e father is the sfapper
where he had lived for many years,
am will be the choral reading by
of
a
mutations
freighter
which
Greene's
were interred in Evergreen cemetery
i group of women who have par-1 ,. .
, .
Cecil
Denney
has
purchased
the
u m
in Anita last Wednesday afternoon.
in thaV project under the'**
.' "«?ed *? c°nvoy acr08!,the
Atlan ic
<tion of Miss Zaneta Eager of
* " Others m the cast are PresStreet, the home of the late Frank Deceased was an uncle of Clyde Pollock, well known Lincoln township
Mrs. James Anstey of Cum-' ^__?^1 GTe°_r5C
The Anita high school activities banJohn N. Burkhart, prominent ship-, Bontrager for many years. He bought farmer. He is survived by the wife
'and is the chairman1" of the prothe
r
ert from the Hom
quet is scheduled for Tuesday evening, per of Alamo, Texas, president and
P °P y
* Owners and a son, Claude Denton, who made
', Henry Armetta,
Loan c r
is the local' director of the
general
manager
of
the
Burkhart
Fruit'
°
P<>ration,
P*y'™B
$750
for it. his home with his parents. Forty
March
21.
This
banqeut
is
for
the
recmer, Douglas Fowley, J. Farrell
ognition of achievement in the school's & Vegetable Co., and long time repub-, Mr" Denney and his familT ta»k
Donald and Maxie Rosenbloom.
years ago the deceased was a resident
music recognition test. will be
extra-curricular activities.
Letters hican leader in the Rio Grande Valley, I sesslon last Friday, moving here from of Lincoln township, residing on a
In
addition
to
the
feature
the
proticipated in by the farm women
a farm
where
°f the
gram, will include the regular news will be awarded in football and basket- announces the organization of the Alfarm five uniles, southwest of Anita,
they have been
have studied "Half-Hours IFrom
living for several
ball,
emblems
in
declamatory,
and
recamo "Thomas E. Dewey for President" (
i reel • and the Terry-Toon cartoon,
While living here, a baby born to
ears>
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An interesting program has been m Sman
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Approximately 25,000 Iowa farmers,
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j starred with Miss Stanwyck in this and moving pictures of some of their day we declared ourselves independ- for at the home of a sister in Stuart
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games. The public is invited to attend ent of the tyrannies of Santa Ana, the Roy is a former resident of Anita and
ing day" March 1, according to an
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estimate made by Rainer Schickele,
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School to Hold Activities Former Anita Man Heads
Banquet on March 21 "Dewey For President"

Estimate 25,000 Iowa
Farmers Moved March 1

Karl H. Yon Wiegand Says
Hitler Foresees His End

J
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C O I M I L PROCEEDINGS.

FACTS AND FUN

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa,
February 13, 1939.
The Town Council met in adjourned
session with the following members

(By Tillie)

We Deliver

Betty Jean Karns and Beulah Neiens j
Dam)w; Counci i me n Burke,
collect miniature charms . . . the girls | ^
Howard, Kopp and Petereach have about 100 of the tiny trinkets |
. . . I think Jeannette Weimer has SenCouncilman Howard introduced Or- j
the most contagious smile in town ! dinance No. 82 and moved its adop. . . Mrs. Lee Nichols' hobby is wash-1 tion. Councilman Kopp seconded the
ing dishes and she prefers the task i
motion to adopt.
of washing rather than the drying | The vote was as follows:
. . . when that tiny bundle from |
Ayes:
heaven arrives in about six weeks at |
Burke, Dement, Howard, Kopp
a farm home near Anita, it's going j
and Petersen.
to be a great big surprise to a host o f !
Nays:
close friends and neighbors of the |
None.
family . . . my husband doesn't un- j The mayor then declared the moderstand why the Tribune prints such ,
tion carried.
trite as appears in this column.
j Councilman Dement moved that the

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
v._

COFFEE, Green Cup, with tumbler, pound
23c
CORN, GREEN BEANS, TOMATOES, PEAS,
No. 2 can, limit 4 cans, 1 can each, 4 for
25c
PEACHES, No. 21/0 can, 2 for
25c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, assorted flavors,
4 packages
19c
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
17c
RICE, Blue Rose, 4 pounds
19c
JELLY BIRD EGGS, 2 pounds
25c
POTATOES, Cobbler, Minnesota, 100-lb. bag. .$1.69

PETERSEN'S
WE DELIVER

PHONE 300

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
BEANS, Michigan navy, 4 pounds ............. I5c
FRUIT PRESERVES, strawberry-apple, 4-lbs. .49C
COFFEE, Jack Sprat, drip or reg., 25c value, Mb. igc
CAKE FLOUR, Softasilk, look for ad in window 27C
SODA CRACKERS, daintily salted, 2-lb. box. . . .i5c
JELL, Butternut, 5 packages assorted and
cup and saucer, all for ........... .
2gc
PEACHES, sliced or halves, fancy, No. 10 can
LARD, pure open kettle rendered, 3 pounds
26c

Celery, Head Lettuce, New Cabbage and Radish

! ru i es be suspended and Ordinance No.
Last week s Tribune ads proved
.
, _ j fi_0i
.,
.
,,
,
. , .. . ., i 82 be Hplaced upon its second 0and final
there is really an honest family in the readings. Councilman
..
WHEREAS, proposed plans
.,
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
v
Kopp ..^.^-nAaA
seconded
community . . . if you have for- <
ncations and proposed form Of L I
the motion to suspend the rules.
gotten . . . the ad was about the j
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, tract for the construction of a c °j
The roll was called and the vote
sack of sugar being found in a car'
February 21, 1939.
plete Municipal Electric Light
was as follows:
"All things come to him that waits;" . . . it would have been a very simple j
The Town Council of the Town of Power Plant and Distribution Sj
Ayes:
that is, if you have the patience to matter for the party to have taken
Burke, Dement, Howard, Kopp Anita, Iowa, met pursuant to the for the Town of Anita, Iowa, PrePublished Every Thursday by the wait long enough.
the sugar home and it would have j
rules of said Council, in special ses- pared by Young & Stanley, Inc.,
and Petersen.
been easily explained to everybody's;
sion, on call of the Mayor, at the gineers, for said town, has
Nays:
"Blest be the tide that binds," pro- satisfaction as to the mysterious ap-1
time and place designated in the ceived and filed with the Town Clerk|
None.
W. F. BUDD
Editor vided it dosn't bind so tight that it i pearance of the sugar in the car
Whereupon the mayor declared the call, a copy of which, signed by and
but when somebody throws a package : rules suspended and Ordinance No. 82 j the Mayor, had been personally served
stops free circulation.
WHEREAS, in connection w
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
containing ladies' peach colored rayons i
.
.- .
, „_ .--v,
of the Council a posed construction of
placed
upon
its
second
and
final
readon
each
r
r
complet
If not paid in advance
$2.00
__.
Some of the members of the present '
. trimmed in ecru lace . . . size
sufficient time before said meeting, Municipal Electric Light and
lngs
legislature
appear
to
be
at
a
loss
to
medium
.
.
.
in
the
rear
seat
of
your,
'
Entered at the post office at Anita,
called and the vote ' and service of which had been duly Plant and Distribution System
The ro11 was
know just what to do.
i
car and vou Hon'r fmH thp narkao-P I
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
said Town, under Sections 6134-di,
!"'
?±/!!L
LL
£
2?for>°n
the
second
and final readings accepted by each member.
<
| but your wife does
The
meeting
was
called
to
order
by
Section 6134-d7, and-Sections 6131
There
are
those
who
appear
to
i
resulted
as
follows:
THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1939.
some fast and fancy explanations j
the Mayor, and the roll being called, to 6134-f3 inclusive, of the Code i
thoroughly enjoy the "dark brown especially if your wife is several sizes i Ayes:
taste" as a regular diet.
Burke, Dement, Howard, Kopp there were present, C. F. Darrow, Iowa, 1935, it is necessary to
SPRING TIME IS CLEAN-UP
too large for the garments . . . so |
] Mayor in the chair, and the follow- a time and place of hearing
and
Petersen.
TIME.
It seems hard to break the ties says the man living west of Anita i Nays:
ing named Counciimen, Ernest Burke, plans, specifications and proposed foS
who had such an experience last !
that
bind
a
fellow
to
a
special
qualAlfred Dement, R. C. Howard, A. J. of contract, and for taking bids j
None.
April showers and May flowers are
ity of graft that brings in good and summer . . . and he didn't use the < Whereupon the mayor declared Or- Kopp and Andrew Petersen.
connection therewith; and
not far away.
That means spring substantial returns.
Tribune want ads.
The Mayor read the call and redinance
No.
82
duly
adopted
and
pass*
*
*
WHEREASr-itHB-necessary to i
cleaning time.
ported that service thereof had been lish notice thereof; now therefor
ed.
I've
heard
of
hitch
hikers
who
If you deal with a thief, you might
And spring cleaning shouldn't mean
Application of Edward E. Niemand duly made and accepted.
IT IS RESOLVED by the
reasonably and naturally expect to get i "thumbed" rides to distant regions .
just shaking out the rugs, washing the
robbed at the first, and each s u c c e e d i n g ' • - • the less exclusive individuals who !f.or CIass B °eer_ licens_e being on I Proposed plans, specifications and Council of the Town of Anita,
curtains, and dusting that little-used
Dement and, proposed form of contract for the as follows:
opportunity presented.
"hooked" or "mooched" transportation fil8' !t was ™ved
spare bedroom. It should mean a defSection 1. That the 29th day ij
to reach a destination, but the very seconded by Kopp, that application ! construction of a complete 'Municipal
inite, planned program for putting
The last car bound for g'.ory-land ] ultra latest incident to happen in these ! be aPProved and the Clerk instructed j Electric Light and Power Plant and March, 1939 at 7:30 o'clock P.
property in apple-pie order, not only will have on board a most interesting parts, were the two local men . . . a \ 1° »8Ue Class B ' iermit to Edward j Distribution System for _ said Town at the Town Hall, in the Town i
1
to improve its value and appearance, bunch of mixed passengers; and many truck operator and a passenger i
prepared by Young & Stanley, Inc., Anita, Iowa, is- fixed as the
! E. Niemand.
but to help prevent that dread destroy- of them will probably have never i "blowed" themselves to the city.
engineers, of 'Muscatine, Iowa, pur-and place of hearing on plans,
The vote was as follows:
er that strikes when we least expect figured on getting transfers at the
suant to previous direction of this ideations and ^proposed form of i
Drexel Chadwick's truck, loaded! Ayes:
Burke
it—fire.
' Dement > Howard, Kopp Council, were received, and it was tract for construction of a comple
last switch.
with catt'e, took a tempermental streak :
and Petersen.
Trash-filled outbuildings are perfect
moved by Councilman Andrew Peter- Municipal Electric Light and Pow
- ;
—
—
. . . west of Oakland . . . in the early j xr ana
State checkers working for the state ' hours of the ccldest
Nays:
incubators for fire from a carelessly
i sen, and seconded by Councilman R. C. Plant and Distribution System ioj
{
f h I
.„ g. ht
None.
dropped match or cigarette. Check aud.tor s office audited the books of , year
| Howard, that said proposed plans, said town and of taking bids in <
and not a
fi
over fireplaces and chimneys—from I the Osceola school district recently in I The big red and white behemoth
The mayor then declared the motion j specifications and proposed form of nection therewith.
now on, such incidental heating units . five days. It is reliably reported that irefused to budge un]ess sornebod
carried.
i contract be placed on file with the
Section 2. That the Mayor
will be used more and central systems the same job took state checkers four ,,b,ew hot air>, •„ to the gag ^
Councilman Dement introduced the , Town Clerk.
Town Clerk are authorized and i
less. As warm, sunny days come, be weeks last year.
(I understand it was "red hot air"', followine resolution and moved its' The Mayor put the question on the ed to give notice, of said hearing
especially careful to keep grass cut
on several occasions) . . . sometimes I ad°Ption- Councilman Petersen sec- ( motion and the roll being called the publication of -Said '-notice
Eaves-droppers tell us there is nothand fields clear of debris. Never burn
j following named Counciimen voted: week for two consecutive weeks ill
one "blow" would sail them up hill ionded the motion to ad°Pt
The ro was called and the vote was
brush when there is a wind and have ig so disgusting and
Ayes :
j and down dale for several miles and !
"
'
Anita Tribune, a newspaper pu
in case matters get beErnest Burke, Alfred Dement, in Anita, Iowa, and of general i
R. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and culation in the Town of Anita, fo<
CTOU
Py
to intelligently hear and understand °'°™ to navigate
Burke, Dement, Howard, Kopp'
Andrew Petersen.
Above all, go through the house
Ver a kno11
and also in the Des Moines 1
the conversation going on in the next °
'
and Petersen.
Nays:
from cellar to attic on an inclusive
By taking turns at huffing and j
a newspaper published in Des Moto
Nays:
None.
"junk-disposing" program. Those old
puffing into the gas tank, the two men
Iowa, and of general circulation i
None.
newspapers and magazines you've put | It is more satisfactory to do your : succeeded in floating the loaded truck Ii
Whereupon the said proposed plans, the State of Iowa; the first publ
«arefulry away and will never look at own praying rather than delegate' across the river and almost within' Whereupon the mayor declared the specifications and proposed form of tion of which in .both newspap
again—that broken furniture that be- .that duty to someone else, unless i t : s'ght of their destination . . . as if resolut'°n adopted as follows:
contract were placed on file with the shall be at least thirty days pn
1
- other fellow is •i comprehending their desirous motive,!
- I
RESOLUTION.
longs to the worst period of design— should be that the
Town Clerk.
to the time of said hearing.
those odds and ends of "gay nineties" I better acquained, and more intimately j the sputtering motor of the truck I WHEREAS, written request has
Councilman Ernest Burke introduced
Said notice shall be in substantit
been
filed
w
s
clothing—that jumble of worthless, in- and influentially associated and con- ; 'ghed and died,
!
ith the Town Clerk of and read the resolution next here- the form as the notices given
ffammable knicknacks in the hall clos- nected at the throne of grace.
Hot air and hot words failed to i t h e Town of Anita - Iowa. by Charles inafter set out and moved its adop- public hearing oh Plans, Specific^
ets—get rid of them all. Give them
revive
the sulking mpnster . . . the A ' Robison and Merle Robison for, tion, seconded by Councilman R. C. and Proposed Form of Contract
t
to a charitable organization or the
Wedding anniversaries are being ' two occupants completely "blowed out" ! P ermiss i<>n to build, erect and main- Howard; and after due consideration
jbnkman. And you'll materially re- quite generally observed and celebrat- blew up and called another truck to tain a K asolin e filling station in the of said resolution by the Council the construction of a ItunicipJ *"
duce the chance of a fire hitting your ed throughout the entire country, and haul the cattle the remaining few Town of A n i t a UP°" the real estate the Mayor put the question upon the trie Light and Power Plant an
tribution System and the taking I
home.
the editor is here reminded that twen- ' blocks.
described as Lot 7 in Block 10, and , adoption of said resolution, and the
therefor by the Town of Anita, to
* * *
• WHEREAS, said request further roll being called, the following named
A nurnber of progressive communi- ty-five, thirty, forty and in some in-1
Passed and approved this 21st t
ties carry on general spring clean-ups stances, fifty years, seems like a long' We hope that the meteorologist asks Permission of said council to Counciimen voted:
c u t the cui
of
February, 1S39.
'bing for a distance of Ayes:
each year as a civic function. Park- time to live with one woman; but knows his business who recently preC. F. Darrow,
a
roxin
iately 30 feet north and 50
ings are tended and beautified, fences what must it be to have to stick ' dieted that there will be an abundance PP
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement,
feet west of tne
intersection of Main
repaired, and old firetraps are torn to one grouchy, dyspeptic, rheumatic of moisture this year . . . in fact, the
R. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and Attest:
Street
and Locust Street in said
down. Fire departments and other old man for that length of time, j predictions insinuate there might be
Andrew
Petersen.
Solon A. Kams,
:
municipal bureaus cooperate and dian over abundance of moisture for town.
Nays:
Town Cle»1
It
seems
almost
impossible
that
the
„_
.
thig
section
of
the
g
for
NOW
THEREFORE,
BE
IT
RFrect the drives. The result is a more
None.
No
further
business
appearing.
baby
boys
and
girls
of
fifteen,
twenty,
.
and summer months of 1939
SOLVED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL
attractive and safer town—and a town
Whereupon, the Mayor declared said motion to adjourn carried.
and
twenty-five
years
ago,
are
the,
O
THE
Whose residents may feel proud of it.
have about lost our faith in ^
INCORPORATED TOWN resolution'duly"adojTted
AN
Solon A.
'TA, IOWA:
Every community which doesn't do bright young people, and in many " all weather signs, prophecies and prer
Town
That Charles A. Robison and Merle
that now should think it over—and stances, the proud, happy and honored dictions'" . . five summers of heat and
Robison
papas
and
mammas
of
the
present
had
a
tendency
to
dry
'«'
and
they
are
hereby
g.ven
•start the idea going around. It pays
drought has
dividends in dollars as well as less day; making homes for and moulding u p and shrjve , the conceptive f a i t h permission to build, erect and maincharacter and reputation for genera- power of our mind
tain a gasoline filling station upon the
tangible values.
tions that are to come. How swiftly
We are no longer able to compre- '
estate described as Lot 7 in
the sands run—how fast time flies.
bend the meaning of a prophecy pre- "'ot'k l l ) 11 the Town of Anita,
loua
Every owner or occupant of town dieting an over abundance of moisture l!1-: 1T
the
sight
of
seared
fields
and
'
'''I'RTHKR RESOLVED (.hat
property in Anita should make a specai(l ( a
crops . . . the haunting remembrance ""'"
' harlfs
" >"ir.s A. Robison and
*
and Merle
ial effort to clean up around his prems
1
.
,
n.
jof
gaunt
and
thirsty
stock
has
burned
K"'"
""
hi
permitted
'
•- "
ises just as soon as weather condi• IK - a
so
deeply
into
the
minds
of
the
farm"
'"''
distance
of
approximately
ions will permit, and endeavor in
Ul U H
"<>rth and 50 feet west
ivery way possible to improve the ap- ers of this section that it will take ' l 11'
an
over
abundance
of
rain
over
a
long
' ' intersection of Main Street
oearance of the street on which he
period of time to wash away the mem- a " '''"-'Ust Street,
ON
ives. A nice, clean town is a genories
of the past few years.
PASSED AXD APPROVED this
SAN FRANCISCO BAY erally scarce article, and there is no
l-'fth day ,,f February, 1939.
reason
why
Anita
should
not
be
first
FEB. 18 to DEC. 2, 1939
C. F. Darrow,
James Elliott Cook, known in Madn the foreranks with both feet.
ison county as Ed 'Cook, died at the
Mayor.
You'll want to see all the glories of this magnificent specTangled up in the mild controversy : state penitentiary at Fort Madison, A t t e s t :
tacle. Rising on man made
Solon A. Karns,
over the alleged diversion of funds', when he fell from a second story
Treasure Island, one of the
to finance a system of farm-to-market window he was washing. He was
Clerk,
most beautiful settings in
by Dement and seconded bv
roads is a difference of opinion over I sent to Fort Madison on a first degree
World's Fair history, the
Golden Gate Internationa]
the method at arriving on a common murder charge for the killing of IVti-rsen to adjo um to Feb. M
Exposition will be the goal of
M.
ground. Governor Wilson campaigned | Charles Driscoll. Driscoll had marevery western traveler in 1939.
Solon A. Karris,
vigorously with a farm-to-market ! ried the girl who was a former sweetTrain travel is fast, comfortplan in his famous 10-points and the heart of Cook and they had two childTown Clerk.
able, economical and convenentire republican administration is ren. One day Driseoll had gone to
ient. All main line Rock
C O I ' N C I L PROCEEDINGS.
frankly determined to create such a Van Meter and catching a ride home
Island trains are completely
air-conditioned.
secondary road program. Newspapers arrived sooner than he was expected.
Clerk's Office, Anita, I,, Wi
in some sections of the state have Cook was at the home and in the
Plan now to tco and have your
February 14, 1939.
attacked the method. As a matter quarrel that followed, Cook shot Dristicket routed Rock Island.
The Town Council met in adjo urned
of fact the mechanics of the proposal coll twice, killing him instantly. At session with the following
Ask Rock Island Agent for complete
nu'Mibers
constitute
the only point in argument. the inquest, Mrs. Driscoll tried topresent:
travel information or address
shield
Cook
saying
he
shot
in
self*
Factions opposed to use of primary
< Mayor Darrow; Counoilmen Burke
C. C. Gardner, G. A. P. D..
At the trial she turned Dement, Howard, Kopp
road funds in any amount to a second- defense.
am] Peter '
721 lioetut Street,
ary road program allege betrayal of state's evidence and Cook was con- sen.
Dea Motoefl, Iowa.
county road bond pledges and dangle victed. Attempts have been made to
No business appeal,ng a motion to
a boogey-man o^ lost federal aid be- parole Cook, but the people in the adjourn carried.
fore those who\feupport the current neighborhood of the Driscoll home
Solon A. Karns,
prevented it.
proposal.
Town Clerk.
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USABLE GAS' MIXTUM

TRY THE
ONLY 8ASOLINE WITH
"OMMI1C CONTROL"

Alcohol

Prestonej

Lubrication For Your Winter]
Service on Inside Hoist
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Fun ror the Whole Family
ByEDWHEELAN

Jeff Bangs learnt why A.U«. the elephant, went on her rampage during the
shorn

WE'LL HAVE TO TALK
.AHA AFTS?WAW)$,MVPA '

3CFP BANGS LEFT THE PRCSSING -TfeMT,
HE F&JND

BUT*UNCLE
SHE'S

PONE ABOUT HER VtB CANT RtSK KESPlMft
A CRAZY 'BULL' \wrtH
THE SHOW,
DEAR .'!

AN/ MORE
THAN I

IP I \VERE
I'D &p EASV ON ANV
HASV
ABOUT /UTA S

AN i

VMV.
WHAT Dp
MEAN.
DOC

USED

JACKSON BROUGHT
THACT
&f?AG<3.Tb THB HOS.PITALV/A40N A VUHILE A60
HE SAID HC HAP 3U6T

. .
TO PO HER ACT IN A FEV/ MINUTES
CANT BEAT.
—
UTTLE GAL
NERVE.'!

ALTA BtO\») SOME
WATER IH HIS FACE - T
FOUND
BUNDED BV
&LACK
PEPPER

HOUSEHOLn

STARTER

STEP ON IT, Jim- / MAYBE HE
DONT LIKE
[ ESCAPED
LOOKS OF 1 FROM THE
THAT GUY A
WACKY
WARD

I'M ALL WORW
OUT TRYIN'
TO GET
SOMEBODY
TO STOPHOHUM

DEMON ROLLED

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Hitch-Hiking Made Easy
GIODAR
EDGAR

BABYCHKKS^PI

SIS CERTAINLY
DIDhPT FORGET
NOTHIN' - SHE
MUST EXPECT
ME TO STAY
HERE ALL WINTER

SM your AM! <feo7«r or
MS MMB MT NOINKIS COV

Oldest to Greatest
So greatly did the German I
peror, Frederick the Great
mire George Washington thatl
sent him his portrait with thei
scription, "Prom the oldest i
era! in Europe to the gre
general on earth."

How Women
in Their 40's

e Frank i*f Uuk» bndittta, bo.

S'MATTER POP-. Dealers Should Stock These!

By C. M. PAYNE

Can AttractMem
IS "PLENT-/

>&,
TJuT S/E-R.S SMALL

foTmtoliU Comvomd.uk|
rtHWBt It hrim Katun ^dil
Mbtee^ thvlUiM fffiSil
•niogrffi* ud iviit cttoiHl

Formidable Foe
Formidable is that enemy;
lies hid in a man's own bre
Pubilius Syrus.

MESCAL IKE,

wan

By s. L. HUMTLEY

...iffCmiTOKOfl

Time Out

Good «a squill* ctolotoa otoat-

HE

6ive IT

we LET

A 1FLY
OAIL,

WIM BAT.1

wnr nfintag 'eneM wabu <mr
all ite ImportiM. which, to tin p*
nod* centoc «H •» obiectJooallt,
iMving XMtagg's Pwiccied TatilM
Carior OU^dadM. taneleu, EASK
TO TAX& fa&Mnagth. olvo^ d»
pMdatd^ OM d bettl* ol KeDjgi'i
PKtoetod todor Jor g«nfliol '<™lJ
UM. DtaMDd oxnoln* KeUogg'i Fet.
l«d^^.«oe^>| ao «»coU«d "lea*
IMI" rabMttotc Sold ot all dntg
•tow* In 3V4 ox. .teflnsry-etaW
bottl^-onjy ttc a bottle. Appnnd
bf Good HovMlMCping Bureau.
l'i"M~

i**5*

"PyrUhl. by «. t. HUattey.l

POP— Real Fish-House Punch

By J. MILLAR WATT

SAY!

'
A Serious Mind
Out of suffering comes the i
DUB mind. '

T S&BVtO OUT THE
AQUARIUM INSTEAD OF
TH& PUNCH .'

KILLS

UCE-

Helpless Laws
What can lajra do without i
ala?—Franklin.

SALV!
relieve*

Q

Curse of Progress

WHEN THBSE
WEREM'T SO
WEU- CW, THEV USED
TO PUT OUT CPUMBS
— BUT
S1NCB TWEV
INTO A 8IT OP
VK

FOBCOTTEN AU_
ABOUT

COLDS
price

Instructor—You say in this paper
that you know the connecting link
between the animal and vegetable
kingdoms. What is it?
Student—Stew.—Telephone Topic*
Too Macb Already
Teacher—Why are wars objectionable?
Pupil—Because they make history.—Halifax Herald.

dlKr13

YOUK

Lucky
"Did the doctor take your temperature?"
"I dunno. Ail I've missed so far
is my watch."
Back on the Payroll
"Did that star footbalJ player
graduate last year?"
"No, he renewed his contract for
another year."—Houston Post.
Hoarse Voice
Nit—Why do you speak so hoarse?
Wit-J was talking through a
screen dowr and it strained my
voice.

T

•

(3)

*wm«6*«ro/"!

WOE to Hip -ft

fetJL**

fer*

HAD
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ANITA TRIBUNE,

FARM BUREAU NOTES.
Dale E. Bush, County Agent

THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1939.

ITEMS OF mm

G. A. A. Girls Make Reports.
-Members of the Anita G. A. A. met
Friday at 1:00 o'clock in the gymnasium.
At this time the following reports about activities of the Atlantic
play day were given:
Volleyball, Margaret Peters.
Ping Pong and Indoor Horseshoe,
Amy Knowlton.
Luncheon and Songs, Marilyn Kohl.
Deck Tennis, Virginia Hartley.
Basketball, Doris Watkins.
After the program several girls tried
their skill at the basketball test for
accuracy. Doris Scholl made the best
score.

Maduff's Food Market!

FROM OUR OLD FILES
YEARS AGO

McKinney and the pupils are planning Agent Urges Care In Obtaining Seed
a sand table scene for this unit. The
Samples For Tests.
March 11, 1909.
Kansas primary reading test was given
When sending samples of small
W. E. Clark has taken charge of
to the second grade last week. The grain to the Iowa State college seed
second grade and Miss McKinney are Faboratory for purity and germina- the west end livery barn.
sorry to have Russell'Wilson and Char- tion tests, make certain the samples 1 L. R. Galiher went to South Dakota
lotte Garlock move away.
submitted accurately represent the last week on a business visit.
|
The third grade welcomed a new entire seed lot, County Agent Dale ; On account of the blizzard, the four
pupil, Cleo Plowman, this week. We are E. Bush cautions Cass county farm- rural mail carriers were unable to
sorry to lose Anita Garlock from our ers.
; make their trips Tuesday.
;
room.
The pupils are keeping a
"Unless each sample is properly! Ed. Ackerman and Maude Cibert
health chart during the month of taken, the report may not indicate of this city were married by Justice
March.
Each row gets - credit for the true value of the entire seed Presnall in Atlantic last Saturday.
|
clean hands and fingernails, clean supply."
! The present March blizzards are
teetch, clean face, neck, ears, general
Dr. R. H. Porter, head of the lab-' little, if any, different from those that ;
appearance and a clean handerchief oratory at Ames, suggests the follow- 1 have visited this v i c i n i t y in all formeach day. The winning row will be ing methods of obtaining samples: , er years.
Activitiy Banquet.
granted a special privilege at the end
Where there are not more than 10, The spring moving is about finished,
The annual activitiy banquet for the of the month. The following people bags of seed, take one or two samples and many people are becoming ac-,
school year is to be held on (March 21. appeared before the meeting of the from each bag, either with a regular quainted with and accustomed to their
All activities of the school will be rep- Citizenship Club on Thursday: Dolores
sampler or by hand. If by hand, take new surroundings.
|
resented at the banquet.
Gregersen, Mary Katherine Bongers, a sample from near the top in the cen-; At the school election Monday, Ed.,
Orin Burns, Alanna Forshay, Leola ter and as near the bottom as pos- j L. Newton and J. L. Carey were re- j
David Riley Earl to
Neiens, Love Joy Spry and Eldon sible. Then mix all the small samples ; elected without opposition as directors ,
Present Program.
Hagen. Margaret Shaffer read a let- together thoroughly and draw a sample for the full terms of three years.
I
David Riley Earl, makeup artist ter to the club from Billie Metheny, for the test.
Mrs. M. C. Hansen has been elected QOJ of Israel." (Matthew 15:30, 31.). NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
reader, impersonator and interpreter a former pupil of the grade. Milo
Where there are more than 10 bags, delegate from the local lodge of Py- j Among the selections from the
ADMINISTRATOR.
of literature, will present a program Buckley celebrated his birthday Fridraw samples from every second, third,! thian Sisters to the annual convention Christian Science textbook is the folof the writings of James Whitcomb day by bringing treats to his teacher
In the (District Court of the
fifth or tenth bag, depending upon the ! which meets in Sioux City some time iowing:
State o
Riley on Wednesday afternoon at the and to each pupil in this grade.
Iowa, In and For Cass County
"Every day makes its demands upon
size of the lot. Mix the samples and , in August.
school house. Mr. Earl comes from
The fourth grade finds their geo- draw one sample for the test.
Contrary to an occasional rumor U8 f or higher proofs rather than pro- In the Matter of the Estate of
the "Hoosier" country, therefore he raphy lessons interesting because they
Kahl, deceased, Herman Ks
When the seed grain is in bins, | that floats about this community, the f esg j on3 of Christian power. These
knows the people and dialect of the can compare their lives with the peoministrator.
sample with a trier or probe. Samples ! Tribune is authorized to state that j p roo f s consist solely in the destrucpeople of the Riley writings. His pro- ple of Africa, Alaska, Arabia and
may be taken at different depths and j there is no indebtedness on the Chris- t j on Of s j n ( sickness, and death by the To Whom It May Concern:
gram is full of humor combined with Norway. They have found out that
Notice is hereby given that the
n different parts of the bin. The j tian church property in Anita.
power of Spirit, as Jesus destroyed
the proper amount of pathos.
climate and weather causes us to more samples which are taken and j A farm near Atlantic that was sold . tnem.» ( p . 233.)
dersigned has been appointed and
live so differently. The fourth grade mixed, the more representative will j at auction last week for $63.50 per
qualified as Administrator of the
Honor Rolls.
has made some interesting posters be the single sample taken for analy- acre, and purchased by Phil Smith,
tate of Charles Kahl, deceased.
Freshmen.
showing the season of the year and sis.
LUTHERAN MISSION AT
'
] formerly of Massena, was this week
All persons in any manner i;
First Honor Roll—Geraldine Fowble, its sports.
I. O. O. F. HALL.
Each sample of small grain sent; sold through the M. P. Conway agency
to said deceased or his Estate"
Sue Hagen, Ruth Bolladay, Gladys
We are very sorry to have Helen for inspection should weigh at least for $90 per acre. Cass county real
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
make payment to undersigned, .
Holland, Betty Jean Karns, Max Fal- Garlock leave our small 5th grade
pound. If barley is to be tested j estate still continues to be "good
those having claims against said j
coner, Billy Watson and Alice Peters. group. She promises to write to us 'or pearling or disease, at least two leather."
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
ceased or his Estate will present t_
Second Honor Roll—Mildred Breen, soon and tell us all about her new quarts should be sent.
T. T. Saunders and wife are now
Divine worship at 10:30 a. m.
in the manner and form required!
Grace Dinkey, Yvonne Keasey, Mary home. This grade enjoyed a radio
Confirmation class meets every Wed- law for allowance and payment I
The minimum weights of other seed residents of Anita, having moved here
Lou Kuehn, lona Morgan, Beulah program Wednesday afternoon by the samples are:
last week, and have taken possession nesday afternoon,
of.
Neiens, Thelma Pieper, Robert Heck- American School of the Air. The subTimothy, bluegrass, clovers, alfalfa of the S. N. Wagner residence prop-!
Dated this 16th day of Febn
man,
Duane Karns, James Miller, ject was "Haunts of the Garilla." and seeds of similar size, 4 ounces.
erty in East Anita, recently purchased ' • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f 4 A, D., 1939.
Eldred Petersen, Harold Petersen, Dale Guest speakers were explorers of the
METHODIST CHURCH
Flax, rape, sudan grass, sorghum, by George Scholl. This property con-,
Herman Kahl,
Rourick and Richard Richter.
Belgian Congo. We enjoyed writing Dromegrass and seeds of similar size, sisting of several acres of ground was •f
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Administrator.1
Sophomores.
conversation, that we imagined would ! ounces.
formerly owned by an old time and j • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - * By R. Kent Martin,
First Honor Roll—Marie Burns, be spoken between ourselves and Rip
honored citizen, A. J. Earl, now of j Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
4-H Record Book Contest.
His Attorney.
Carol Dement, Mabel Highley, Mary Van Winkle, if he should come back
I McDermott, Superintendent.
The National Camp record book con- Milo, Mo.
Jane Kopp, Barbara Rhoads, Betty and see our telephone. This provided gest for 4-H boys and girls is being
j Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. We
OLE SAYS.
Weaver, Kathryn Weimer, Richard us with an interesting English period, sponsored again this year by the Des • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f + welcome the high school chorus to
Duthie, Boyd Falconer, Billy Millhollin *fbr we feel Rip would have had much Mtoines Register and Tribune.
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + ! this service. Special music will be
There are many things and
and Harvey Scholl.
to say about it.
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
•f sung by this group. Sermon by the sons I do not care for but I
Winners of this contest will have
Second Honor Roll—Helen Aggen,
The "Good Will Club" of the 5th the opportunity of representing the
•f pastor on "Being Christians Against draw conclusions because I cam
Elaine Petersen, Clarence Holland, and 6th grades elected Virginia John- 4-H club members of Iowa at the
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
; Odds."
ways see something good in
Merrill Lett and Merle Moore.
son to fill Beatrice Darrow's place as National Camp to be held in WashMorning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Epworth League at 6:30 p. m. with Many of my ,best friends have i
" Juniors.
secretary. The program topic was ngton, D. C., in June with all exChristian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
another discussion centering around veloped from those whose first I
First Honor Roll—Marjorie Hen- "Charles Goodyear" and the one-hun- penses paid.
Evening worship at 7:00 o'clock.
"Our Every Day Problems."
pearance were negative to me.
dricks, Marilyn Kohl, Virginia Nichols dredth anniversary of his discovery
* * *
The morning sermon will be, "The, Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock
All Cass county 4-H'ers having long
and Charles Denne.
of the vulcanization process of rubber. time record books to enter in this Meaning of Communion." For our with a discussion by the pastor,
There is so much good in then
Second Honor Roll—Marian Hartley,
The sixth grade enjoyed dramatiz- contest should get them up to date, evening worship we will speak on some I Choir practice this (Wednesday)
of us and so much bad in thel
Mary Jean Reeves, Frank Budd, Ralph ing "The Prize Zinnias," a comedy
including the club program and record topic of interest to all. If the Lord ' evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. of us, that it behooves none oil
Stone and Charles Krause.
in two scenes, Wednesday and Thurs- book for 1939, and leave at the farm is willing, there will be special music Eric Osen.
to speak about the rest of us.
Seniors.
day in reading class. The 5th and bureau office in Atlantic by Saturday, at both services. Make a special I Father and Son banquet Thursday
* * *
First^Honor Roll—Beulah Bornholdt, 6th grade took a trip Friday to the
effort to attend God's house at least evening at the church at 6:45 o'clock
March 25.
Nothing
depresses
me more
Jean Dement, Evangeline Dressier, post office as a finish to their pro- Iowa Yield Test Bulletin May Be Had once on the Lord's day. Be like the The boys' glee club from the high
|
catty
remarks
about
people
ort'
Amy Knowlton, Virginia Mach, Mar- ject. They found the letter canceling
Psalmist of old when he said, "I was school are going to sing.
Iowa's whether I care for them on
From Agent.
garet Peters, Jeannette Robson, Gladys machine very interesting.
Copies of the 1938 Iowa Corn Yield Slad when thev said - let us go into head G-JMan is going to be the pllli
- Stings of the jealous tongue
prinTurner, Alyce Walker, Duane Bowen,
Test Bulletin, published by the Iowa j t h e house of the Lord." Everyone cipal speaker. Make your plans early me far worse than bodily inflict
Robert Crawford, Donald Mclntyre
Agricultural Experiment Station, may ls welcomej to come. . Tickets may be obtained • . . and they are so habitual i
Anita Loses in Finals
and Jennie Nelson.
now be obtained from the county farm
of Sectional Tournament.
Ladies aid meets all day Wednesday at the parsonage or at the office necessary. Who can possibly
Second Honor Roll—Virginia BartThe Anita high school basketball bureau office, says County Agent Dale at the home of Mrs. Almira Rickel. ! of Dr. C. H. Johnson.
happiness constantly blustering i
ley,
Allene Christensen, Jack Roe,
team
went to the finals of the Class E. Bush.
4 - 4 - 4 - -f 4- + 4- -f -f 4 + + + ' The Woman's Home Missionary this, that and the o t h e r ? . . . "
Ruby Peacock and Lawrence Hof"The bulletin will be of value to any
y m
e e s Friday
r a y
meets
A division of the State Sectiona:
meister.
+ S11°
°d!ty
^em°^ at what person can be the least
CHURCH
™«CH *
farmer
who plans to buy hybrid corn + CONGREGATIONAL
T
* the home of Mrs. George Denne, at happy listening to them?
basketball tournament held at AtlanPastor.
nn „!„!
i i —i,.
T o
o.nn
. . . .
2:00
o clock,
* * V
tic on March 1, 2, 3 and 4. The first for seed next year," Mr. Bush says, j
Grade News.
"because
it
gives
official
figures
on
Th6 Methodist radio h
Church
I
believe
in
tending to my
A safety project has been started game was played with Cumberland
at 10:00 a. m. i
°ur comes
how many common hybrids performed j
Sunda
y afternoon over sta- business, unless I am under
in the first grade room. The children Anita winning by a 23 to 18 score
Classes
for
all
ages.
Frank
H.
Osen,
in this territory."
tions WOW KS
'
'
0 and WMT at 3:00 authority of a superior. What otl
have organized a "Be-Careful-Club" The second game on Friday evening
superintendent.
Comparative figures on yield, moisand have listed some objects and aims with Walnut resulted in a 32 to 15
Morning worship at 11-00 o'clock ! °'clock- Bish°P Oxnam has charge do is entirely their own affair
ture
content,
lodging
resistance,
perwhich are on display on a reading win for Anita. In the final game
' | ° f _ the servicecentage of dropped ears, etc., are in- Sermon theme, "Visualization."
A meeting of the Pythian
chart in their room. A miniature high- Saturday evening, Atlantic defeate(
Ladies aid serves a 15c dinner at
, committee "» charge of the
cluded.
noon Thursday.
, God>s Aere Program will begin this was held at the K. P. hall "
way has been constructed on the floor Anita by a 30 to 18 score.
Textiles For "Dressing Up"
In the first game with Cumberlam
with various stop and safety signs
Pilgrim Fellowship meeting at the *"* tO teke PledSes- We ask your evening.
Girl's Room.
placed at dangerous crossings. The on Wednesday evening, Anita did no
J
yc
T
-i
4.
u
j
•
«.j
•
,,
church
evening
with aa pot
nnt heart y co-operation.
t
Textiles
to be used m "dressing up" i luck
, . ,. Friday
""'b witn
Louis Steele submitted to a
children take turns being policeman, have an easy victory. Anita was in
•
n
'ii
u
i.
jj
u
iC
•
dinner
at
6:30
o'clock
,
"
-• a girls room, will be studied by the
™_ ,. , „
<-IUCK.
.
mppHnonf
tu
T
,
,
operation
Monday morning a
the
lead
the
entire
game,
but
Cumbermotorist and pedestrian, and dramatize
Ine M e n s Brotherhood meets Sun™
° he Townsend club will
4-H leaders and girls on March 9
Jones hospital in Atlantic.
many of the safety rules they have land was never far behind. Anita lee
day
evening
at
the
home
of
H.
L.
evening
at
when Miss Florence 'Forbes of Ames
previously discussed. The first grade Cumberland 7 to 5 at the half.
of Mr. and Mrs. Jas. B. HerBell. We are hoping to have Rev
The members of the Epworth 1
The semi-final game was played on meets with them at the council room Keedy, pastor of the Congregational!
on East Main Street.
children welcomed a new pupil, Merle
of the city hall in Atlantic.
of the Methodist church held a ]
Plowman, to their room Monday. 'He Friday night with Walnut. Anita go
This study will include treatment
Roy Parker and wife of Massena and in the church basement last Thufl
has been attending a country school off to a bad start in the first quarter
o do ck.
of
windows for different types and
Mlss Ruth Parker
We
near Casey. Mrs. Ben Bell visited the which ended with a 3 to 2 count. Compl.ming , |adle,.
were evening with twenty members
ing back with added strength, they location, methods of hanging curtains
primary room last Wednesday.
their ent. The evening was spent witl
ferent contests and games, and at
The second grade has as their pro- boosted their lead to 14 to, 5 at the
to use, materials for dresser scarfs,' .
close a lunch was served.
ject during the month of March the half and 24 to 12 at the end of the
mg
be at the home
dressing table covers, pillows and bed. ,
of Mrs.
Dutch people. They are reading the third quarter.
A
W a g n e r Sundav
spreads.
if'
'
- They are
"Dutch Twins" for story period. PicThe winning of the Walnut game
The discussion of improvised f u r - : !J°Pmg to have Mrs - Elbert Reed of
tures of Dutch scenes have been placed entitled Anita to play in the fina niture will conclude the meeting.
! ^ h e n a n d o a h . who is assistant moderaon the bulletin board. Some of the game Saturday night with Atlantic
._
j tor of the state conference.
children have brought wooden shoes the winner in the other bracket of the
Plan to attend church regularly
(Miss Delores White, who is working
FOR SALE:—Tally cards, 2 for
"IP IT'S MADE OF WOOD~
to school for the other children to Class A division.
Anita showe<
during Lent.
in Des Moines, spent the week end
WE CAN MAKE IT"
Tribune office,, Anita.
see. To acquaint the children with strength against Atlantic, but failec
at the home of her parents, Bruce
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
the Netherlands and its people they to score on numerous occasions. At+ + + 4 4 - 4 - 4 4 > 4 - 4
Youcan*etNUTRENAch
White and wife, southeast of Anita, i
a^re correlating the various subjects lantic held an 18 to 8 advantage at
.1
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
at the Farmers Coop.
with the study of Holland.
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BUY ANITA BREAD-

WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Sugar
Butter

10 lb cloth Bag

--

Pancake

49c
26c

ftjivM

Tomatoes «*«* \
Corn, DAaC
reas and
3 NO.
3 cans 23c|

BA*A* tftAC Northern Grown Cobblers <M PA
rOtatOeS for table or seed - 100-lbs. $ 1 .59
Sweet and J

sw*»M*yAc
Oranges

2
Dozen
Oysters Extra Lar*e —

I

o<a
23c]
45c

A

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
Voss Manufacturing;

HARRY B. SWAN
• Holton, .

THIS IS THE OPPORTUNE TIME

TO BUILD THAT NEW BROODER HOUSE OR
ADD A NEW FLOOR TO YOUR OLD BROODER
HOUSE WHILE CARPENTERS ARE AVAILABLE.

KENT MARTINA

DEAD

STOCK REMOVED

Osborne-Tomlins^T

FREE

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
fl Charge For an Estimate of Your Job.

Minor Outfitting
Radi

WANTED:—Your dead
Ph. 184 A.nita—we pay

-Weekly News Analysls-
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European Crisis 'Postponed ;
Delay May Be Fatal to Axis
By Joseph W. La Blue—I
EDITOR'S NOTE—IT*.o ofiB/on* «r*
•Xfriuit Im tketf talaaua. tbtj mr» tko*f
W the mtm* uuSfft. mod met mtcnuiilf
W the

Domestic
In 1787 the constitutional convention wiped out trade barriers between states. Since then financially
pressed commonwealths have sought
to protect their own. tradesmen and
taxpayers . from competition with
non-residents by licensing, inspection, labeling and a host of similar
regulations. By 19S9 the barriers
have grown so high that Secretary
of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace
claims it causes an incalculable economic loss to the nation. Forwarding a report by the bureau of agricultural economics, Secretary Wallace made these charges:
(1) New York city's inspection
requirements bar milk and cream

stronger power the last 30 days.
One idea of the crisis-to-come has
been offered by Journal Des Debate,
conservative Paris newspaper. The
alleged plan, which Berlin described
as "ridiculous and laughable": Fascist states (Germany, Italy and Japan) would diffuse trouble for democracies throughout the world,
part of that campaign being Tokyo's
recent seizure of Hainan island to
defiance of France. Other troubles
would include Italy's Mediterranean
demands and agitation against Britain in already troublesome Palestine
and Syria. This done, and mobilization completed, Adolf Hitter would
make a "great speech" setting
forth ultimatums, shocking the
world next day by making "territorial security" marches into Holland and Switzerland. This done,
London and Paris would be given
then* choice of capitulating or
watching Holland and Switzerland
remain under Nazi domination.

Housing

SECRETARY WALLACE
He teould hurdle the barrier*.
from points west of the New York
and Pennsylvania state lines, thereby raising prices on the metropolitan market.
(Z) Trucking "wars" thrive in
Arizona, Kansas, Oklahoma, Wyoming, Colorado, Georgia, Missouri,
Maine and South Dakota, where restrictions are imposed against
trucks from neighboring states.
(3) Many states virtually bar
produce of other states by establishing unique trading, labeling and
packaging regulations, quarantines,
embargoes and "a bewildering maze
of ...
other impositions."
Though the administration has
thus far left remedial action up to
states themselves, there is little reason to hope that 48 individual legislatures can work out a nation-wide
system, or labor hand-in-hand to
solve a problem in which each has
a selfish interest. But federal intervention is broadly hinted to the
Wallace report, one phase to cover
interstate commerce of motor vehicles. The proposed plan: A vehicle properly registered to its home
state and with the interstate commerce commission would'be exempt
from further registration.

Europe
The Ides of March brought disaster for Julius Caesar. The same
Ides were scheduled by European
observers to bring 1039 disaster to
England and France via (1) conclusion of the Spanish war, (2) Italian
territorial demands against France,
and (3) a subsequent impasse to
which London and Paris could
choose between appeasing the
Rome-Berlin axis or going to war.
The two major hitches to this
schedule came to Spain, where Loyalists did not capitulate as expected
following the surrender of Barcelona, and to the Vatican, where Pope
Pius XI died. Obviously Italy could
not free her hands for demands
against France until she could withdraw troops from Rebel Spain. The
pontiff's death brought a respectful
pause to diplomatic warfare, coupled with international conjecture
over the choice of his successor.
Whether the axis ever had a
"plan" for March is questionable,
but certainly the natural course of
events would have brought a crisis.
Today's most moot question to Europe is whether the unforeseen delay
may not weaken the Rome-Berlin
position.
Speeding rearmament,
forcing Germany into world trade
submission, pledging aid to France,
Great Britain has emerged a much

Briefly
Opposed, double movie features, by the National Motion Picture Research Council.
Scheduled, to start May 12,
non-stop pickup and delivery airmail service in 55 Pennsylvania,
Delaware, West Virginia and
Ohio towns.
Predicted, for slevation to the
college of cardinals, Msgr. Stephen J. Donahue, administrator
of the archdiocese of New York.
Woo,
by India's Mahatma
Gandhi, a rqajor political victory
by his four-day "fast unto death."
R0Mp*ed, by Nad Germany,
an «4nier order curtailing Jewttcipation in business, ne-

t*Wi,b)r labor shortage.

Despite federal stimulus, home
building has remained at low ebb
since 1929, providing a good index
of the times. In 1937 a hinted uptrend was cut short by Arising material costs and labor troubles. But
by the current spring U. S. housing
has reached such deplorable shape
that renewed building activity is inevitable.
Some idea of the industry's expectations has been voiced by L. Seth
Schnitman, consulting economist
and member of the army industrial
college, who predicts the greatest
residential building volume since
1929.
Activity for the first three
months of this year is 75 per cent
greater than during the comparable
period last year, representing total
expenditures of $325,000,000.
Housing experts agree the initial
stimulus was given by New York's
Bowery savings bank, which recently cut about one-seventh to the interest rate for mortgage money on
Federal Housing administration insured home mortgages. Picked up
by other New York banks, then
spreading westward across the
country, the plan has given impetus
to investment building operations.

ADVENTUROUS
AMERICANS

Most Americans do not realize
that the bulk .of New Deal reform
measures have been adopted to one
form or another. But practically
everyone realizes the cost of reform has been tremendous, that the
public debt now stands at $40,000,000,000, that the treasury has a current deficit of $2,200,000,000. With reBy
form achieved, President Roosevelt
is willing to join conservatives to
Elmo Scott Watson
two mutually desired ambitions, balancing the budget and helping business get back on its feet.
Chief arguments concern the
Tegleg' Smith
method. New Dealers, whose proOR an example of chilled steel
gram is voiced by Secretary of Comnerve, consider the case of Thommerce Harry Hopkins, would reas L. Smith. He and his P«ta«f'
move oppressive taxes and hope Jim
Cockrell, were trapping to the
that the resultant boom would swell
federal coffers, balancing the budg- Green river country of Wyoming in
et without eliminating "necessary" the 1820s when Smith fell over a
activities. Most businessmen and cliff and broke his leg. R was not
many congressmen would take an an ordinary fracture. The bone
was shattered and a piece of it proadditional step—economy.
Total 1939-40 budget estimates are truded through the flesh. Prompt
$8,995,000,000, creating a new $3,326,- action was necessary to prevent
300,000 deficit and zooming the pub- blood poisoning.
"Guess we'll have to cut 'er off,
lic debt smack against its legal
debt limit of $45,000,000,000—unless Jim," said Tom Smith, calmly.
Their only instruments were a
congress raises the limit. Far from
willing to raise it, or even to ap- three-cornered file and then- hunting
prove the new budget, congressional knives. Cockrell used the file to
Republicans have found strong sup- make a saw of Smith's knife. Then
port to rebellious Democrats. Then* Smith took his partner's knife, cut
spokesman is Mississippi's Sen. Pat through the flesh, tied up the arHarrison, who came out for a fiat teries, sawed the bone, seared it
10 per cent budget cut and a warn- with a red-hot iron and sewed up
ing: "The country's credit is good the stump.
When the wounded leg healed,
and I don't think we have reached
the debt danger point, but the stop- Smith made a wooden leg for himself
look-and-listen sign is up . . . A lot and thereafter he was known as
of this emergency stuff could be cut, "Pegleg" Smith. Before the acciand I'm to favor of cutting."
dent he had been a famous horseSenator Harrison has already man. Now there was all the more
reason for going mounted and the
found support to two studies:
BrooUngs. Surveying the new gov- wooden leg apparently made little
ernmental reorganization bill (to difference to his horsemanship.
At any rate he became the most
consolidate and abolish executive
agencies for the sake of economy successful horse thief on a large
and efficiency), Washington's thor- scale to the history of the West. He
ough-searching Brookings institution spent most of his time organizing
claimed it was ill-conceived, that no expeditions into California to rob the
economies would result. Of 132 Spaniards. He and the famous Jim
agencies listed for reorganization, Beckwourth made one foray into the
only 54 require legislative authority, land of the dons that netted them
and no legislation is necessary un- 3,000 head of horses I
But when California came under
less congress wants to "give the
President authority to make laws the Stars and Stripes it changed the
by executive order." Suggestions: habits of "Pegleg." "I won't never
(1) Prune all present-activities "rig- steal from my fellow-Americans" he
orously;" (2) develop a "more con- declared virtuously. Temperance,
however, was not among bis newly
sistent" program.
National Economy League. Rea- acquired virtues. He ended his
son for this survey was that "before days, a victim of strong drink, to
lasting recovery and increased em- San Francisco to 1866. <•
• • •
V- ployment can be a reality . . . all
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England
From mid-May to mid-June, Great
Britain's King George and Queen
Elizabeth will be guests of the North
American continent on a junket
which most good Americans regard
as a simple, friendly gesture. But
as travel time approaches, the royal
expedition is meeting with far more
distracting bogeymen than Toronto's Dionne quintuplets, which are
being shipped 180-miles under protest to curtsy before their queen.
From June 8 to 11 the royal party
will visit the U. 8. Because the
entire journey was planned last winter to the heat of international chatter about "democratic solidarity,"
more than one anti-Chamberlain
writer has tried to place the prime
minister to a difficult position. A
sample, by one Peter Howard to
Lord Beaverbrook's Daily Express:
"Now the royal visit puts Chamberlain himself on trial. If it succeeds
Chamberlain goes up. If it fails he
goes down."
What Englishmen mean by "success" or "failure" of the American
visit was finally brought into fairly
close focus, but it still remained a
doubtful quantity. Probable meantog: The visit will "fail" if U. S.
citizens get the impression that King
George and Queen Elizabeth are
making a begging expedition to gam
American aid to pulling England's
chestnuts out of the European fires.

Defense
Six thousand airplanes would effectively darken the sky. Nose to
nose, they would reach 45 miles;
wing to wing, 52 miles. To build and
maintain 6,000 planes, plus personnel and equipment, would cost about
$300,000,000. Authorization for such
a U. S. army air force has already
passed through congress and the appropriation will follow close on its
heels. This done, American aviation will be to good shape. But even
today both army and navy boast
new accomplishments:
Army. Principal delight of Maj.
Gen. H. H. Arnold, chief of the
army air corps, is the five-man,
twin-engined, high speed "Airacuda," designed by 34-year-old Robert
J. Woods after he "consolidated1
the ideas of 500 army experts and
45 civilian engineers, draftsmen and
engineers. Features of the Airacuda: Tremendous cruising range,
two anti-aircraft cannon, four machine guns and aerial bombs which
explode like anti-aircraft shells
when dropped near enemy planes.
General Arnold's opinion: "It's the
most striking example of airplane
development of the past year, anywhere to the world.
Navy. In choppy Carribean seas
some 600 navy planes—one-third the
entire force — recently provided
"eyes" for U. S. battlewagons solving Fleet Problem XX. One rpectator, President Roosevelt, watched
the conduct of these planes and reportedly asserted the U. S. had naval air forces as good or better than
any other. Said Adm. William D.
Leahy, chief of naval operations:
"The performance was the best I
ever-saw. They carried out their
mission without an accident."

SENATOR
Time to

doubts about national credit must be
removed. The plan: Reduce next
year's deficit from $3,000,000,000 to
$500,000,000. Comparative budgets
(000,000 omitted):
Lean*
Expenditure President's
B,d..,t Budget
Reflet
(1,040
Public works ... 1.131
700
Social iecurlty . 928
928
AAA
SM
500
Defense
1,320
1.320
Interest .."
1,050
1.025
Veterans
539
539
All other
1.293
875

8.T-

431

'iw
"»
'iia

Total
*8.fl85
$7,287 |U08
Receipts
5,669 '6,142
Net denclt ...3.328
1,149 .'."
•Assumes business improvement from
pared budget

A Perilous Journey

APT. RANDOLPH B. MARCY
halted with his party of 40 soldiers and 25 mountain men at the
junction of the Uncompahgre and
Gunnison rivers on his way to For)
Union, N. M., to 1857. "Me no guide
you over San Juan mountains to
winter time," declared the old Ute
Tndlan chief.
Cant Marcy had orders to join the
forces of CoL Albert Sidney Johnston near Salt Lake City with animals and supplies. The orders said
to proceed without delay so there
was nothing for Captain Marcy to
do except proceed. In spite of the
Indian warning that none of the
men would get through Cochetopa
pass alive, the party left December
11 for Fort Massachusetts near the
present Fort Garland.
Four days later, when they
reached the mountains, winter's
fiercest storms were raging. Snow
swirled and beat against their faces.
It piled to deep drifts and hung
heavily on the legs of animals and
men. The cold became intense"
Captain
Marcy's detachment
pushed on, although animals fell
dead to their tracks and men had to
abandon equipment. Before they
reached even the summit of the
pass their rations were exhausted
and they had to eat the flesh of the
mules as the animals died.
On January 12 couriers'from a
relief party arrived and announced
that help was close at hand. Shortly thereafter aid came. So starved
were the men that Captain Marcv
issued strict warnings to eat sparuigly.
His orders evidently were only
partly obeyed as one man died from
oyereating-the only fatality in one
of the most trying adventures of
American history.

Star Dust

Smart, Slim Wai

+ Censor Comes to Bat
r^ steeu v«
flare-skirted
that looks
if 'Borop' Arrives via Air
a narrow
rows of
By Virginia V«le
school s
T'S an ill censor that blows dress of8
no picture some good. War- tiste, with

* Appeasement of Isa

I

ner Brothers' "Yes, My Darling Daughter" is the latest
ncture to profit by censorship.
\od anyone who saw the play
of the same name on which
the picture was based is likely
to suspect that the movie
moguls who were responsible for
the film rather hoped that a little
censorship, though a daojff"™
thing, might result to plenty of free
publicity.
New York's state censor board
obligingly banned the picture.
Whereupon the department of education's board of regents even more
obligingly lifted the ban, and the
public rushed to the theater where
the picture was finally shown, eager
to see what all the fuss was about.
In fact, so much interest wai
stirred up to this darling daughter
that the theatrical producer who
produced the original play is said
to be considering reviving it.

Some ef the women who read the
books of the "Five Little Peppers"
series when they were children win
be escorting their grandchildren to will be equally pretty for „
see those young Peppers on the up, in taffeta or organdie
'
screen. The series of nine books velvet or ribbon trim,
Slenderising Lines.
has been bought for Edith Fellows.
No. 1686—A lovely dress for a.
Isa Miranda was so upset when noon parties is this new one \
she lost the title role to "Zaza" to a princess skirt, v-neckline .
Claudette Colbert that she was jabot trim. Every detail jj'
ready to give up and go home to signed to make you look slimn
Italy. But when the picture was The bodice fits beautifully, thai
released she had reason to thank to darts on the shoulders and j
ers above the waist. And of c
nothing could be more sle
ing than a skirt like this.
flat crepei small-figured si]
georgette or chiffon for thfc
sign.
The Patterns.
,. No. 1691 is designed for sizes!
6, 8, 10 and 12 years. Size
quires 2% yards of 35-inch ;
rial, with 7 yards of braid or i
bon to trim, and 2% yards:
for belt.
Np. 1686 is designed for sizeil
38, 40,42, 44, 46, 4$, 50 and 52. £
38 requires 4% yards of :
material; with 1% yards of«
Send your order to The !
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 10j
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago,!
Price of patterns, 15 cents
coins) each..
O Bell Syndicate.—WNU Servlct.

Labeled Kings
ISA MIRANDA
her lucky stars that the cast didn't
include her name.
Now Paramount is making it up
to her by giving her a grand chance
to the re-make ef "Hotel Imperial,"
and has also booked her for
'Tempted," which should prove to
be something extra-special. And la
belle Miranda thinks America is a
swel} place and is taking steps to
become an American citizen.
When Baron Cal von Ripper spent
seven months tn a concentration
imp he probably didn't believe
at It would ever do him any good.
wow that experience stands him in
good stead. , RJEONpathe has engaged him toaeTln an advisory
capacity for theirforthcomtoF featoe jenrth picture, "Unknown Pa-

In Nprtheai Queensland,,
iia, the chief*, or "kings," c
of the aboriginal coast tribes i
brass plates suspended from I
neck by 6halBB.. In each case t
plate is engraved with the "id
ly" title of the wearer, and i
name of the tribe—usually i
bering from twenty to a 1
persons—over which he ""iff*]
Great pride is taken in ' "
name-plates, though in
cases the claim to kingship
rather dubious.

C JLf TOR OH]
EAST TO TAK1
It's MwavrlffK by a new and w»
luuonarr .PWOBe*. that old row*
medicine), castor oil. to now made »
tually odoriMM. tartrtew and eat
to tote. OllPgg's Perfected W*J

Color Od-ithe nom* oolUt l l M d
and purMt M cwtor
i»UMxr*ea
<*
druygMs. Potetable, fuU-«irengtb, » i
lidenl, always faeth. IniM «tt **
logg't Perfected -accept no »
called IcntelMw" substitute. *w .
KUlogg's Perfected handy-only ZW
a bottl,. but" what a **»•*•*
quality! Approved by Good Hou»
keeping Bureau.

«
. g rainsIor
Moore's

bother »«me a pr.ctically a

So potent are economy's new
friends that the administration may
well find its cautious business-wooing program a boomerang. Wading
half way across the pond of conciliation when opinion favored a complete passage, Mr. Roosevelt has
been left behind and confronted with
The Scholar-Builder
*>'
charges of insincerity because Har- I N 1798 Gabriel Richard, a French And of course she is
bobry Hopkins—the man who started
priest, arrived to Detroit, whose
his program—would need business' muddy streets were lined with 1OB
11WNU—N
support to win the 1940 nomination. huts and shacks housing its 1 20C
inhabitants. But most shocking of
Sin's Hand e
all to Pere Richard, who had been
"Sin has many tools, but
a teacher in France, was the utter
is the handle which fits them
ack of educational opportunities for
—Oliver Wendell Holmes.
the
children
of
the
village
MARSHAL HENRI PETAIN
With what funds he had, he found
The "hero of Verdun" emerges
from retirement to serve France ed private schools and began a cam"
in another crisis. paign to establish public schools
Now 82, Marshal Music was lacking, so he gave the
Henri Petain has people their first organ, brough
been named am- piece by piece on pack horses al
bassador to new- most 1,000 miles through the wjJder
ly reorganized In- ness. He succeeded to getting r£
surgent Spain in troit its first public library
After broadcastine fn- tw
*™ yea
He made a journey to Washington and thirteen w
° ™
an obvious gesture to win Gen. to get federal funds for other Sol
word ?'
?' .».» |vvo lr
too. sjMttove) tvery word
[iMoVthe objeetiw.orwhicM"a on
Francisco Fran- ects and brought a printing m-0
co's friendship by with him when he returned wm
•treatment for functional
wor rr
established the first new8par£
*
•nd for mlief o* the P«i»
emotional appeal. itin he
Michigan.
"ytpe.
Many
years
ago,
M. Petain
In the election of 1823 Pere Ri K_
as instructor in
was chosen delegate to concjW
the French war college, Mar- ard
ron lh
shal Petain instructed Spain's ! \ ie Michigan territory wh^h
new iron man, himself a famous included all of Wisconsin and W,
of Minnesota and a srna11
«,* i
Twentieth century militarist. part
Later, in 1925-26, Marshal Petain strip of Ohio.
When the Asiatic cholera
joined forces with Franco in lead"» c"y ta 1832- p«* Rich*
ing the expedition that defeated ited
the sick and c
Abd El Krim. Riff leader in Morocco. Petain also went to Ma- thought of himself. He "died
tember 12. the last victim
..L .ree P>ctore» . . .
drid and negotiated an agreement epidemic,
ltar
and leaving
. « ~fh. Life of
with /the 'governor of Premier many monuments
of
Prim* de Rivera.
"
"*" <*« «•
ment
• »«*»» aemmw Ul0^
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9<> Occurred the Death
'The President Nobody Knows"

• S/i loan Goes Doric
Jlr

if"1*

Directors Who Must In
By Virginia Vttle -*—'
[ICKEY RODNEY'S brief
Many Important Measures
stay in New York was a
fesson for older and more exerienced screen stars,; who By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
Jilt when they are faced by a t (nHHE President Nong list of dates with, taterI body Knows!"
Bewers. Mickey saw folks
•*• That title could be
the newspapers and given, and not inappropriateLgiiy talked to them. He ly, to an American who died
for 65 years ago this month. He
Ened autograph books
of fans. He dashed about was Millard FiUmore, 13th
going to theaters, hearing
bands (that was one of the President of the United States,
[£« he specially wanted to do but he has been the subject
bile in New York) and dropi of fewer biographies and less
in at Madison Square Garden space is devoted to him in the
"a hockey game,
encyclopedias and dictionckey is quite a frinsleUa, yon aries of biography than has
rf. He plays the trtanpet, fcreme, piano and drains* He abo been the case with any other
nposes sont>-"Have a Heart" is of our Chief Executives. So
latest. Recently Mickey and the average American knows
i Durbln were honored by the very little, if anything, about
Picture Academy of Arts
Science "for their significant him as a man oras a President.
Yet he was one of the most
in bringing to {he
i the spirit and personification interesting characters who

ever

occupied

of oustanding importance in
American history.
FiUmore was born in a log cabin on a farm hi Cayuga county,
New York, a few mUes southeast
of the little city of Moravia, on
February 7, 1800. Opportunities
for an education were limited hi
the primitive schools which existed hi that region and which
young FiUmore attended less than
three months of each year. There
were no newspapers or magazines
available and his father's "library" consisted of only two
books—the Bible and a coUection
of hymns. In fact, it is said that
young FiUmore never saw a history of the United States nor a
map of his country until he was 19
years old I
When FiUmore was 15, he was
apprenticed to a wool carder and
clothier and with his first wages
purchased a small English dictionary ' which he studied while
attending the carding machine.
By the tune he was 19 he had
resolved to become a lawyer. His
term of apprenticeship had two
more years to run but he 'made
an arrangement with his employer whereby he agreed to relinquish his wages' for the" last
year's services and also promised to pay |30 for his time.
Next he made an arrangement
with Judge Wood of Moravia, a
retired country lawyer, by which
he was to receive his board in
payment for working in the office. ,He began "reading law"
under the judge's direction, and,
to supplement his |ncome, he
taught school a part df the tune.
By 1823 he had learned enough
law to be admitted as an attorney
by the court of common pleas of
Erie county, even though he had
not completed the course of study

leaving Hollywood for his brief
'-"on, and "The- Hardys Ride
is also ready for release.
t Hardy picture* will go on f orp, apparently.
Bennett likes the way she
she dUdn't'flnd it out 'until
saw herself in the black wig
[wore Tor "Trade Winds." -And
le all over the country: wrote
er saying;thflt.they .preferred,
[roth dark hair. xSo^heTj don
.again for "The Man in the
Mask," in Which she's slated
|a leading role.
i » rare director who ean re» temptation to stay out of
»n pictures. Sometimes they
r a hit, but usoeJtty tWy're josi
is m mob gcanm. rlFlt^f.'*- what
I B . DeMille did in^'/ttie Crane pat on a Jtelmet and
_ . ate and whooped 'WiS- with
I«tt« extras. He^lnWcl
|r^sequences of "Union Pabis friends whofooked

^JSMilif1

Inf L K°stter -PtaJw* « «J«a« »
•whs pictures
so that his mothl urr,ague' could see him. Wit
fc
Wyler held e^ glass of-punch
> "ie party sequence in "Jezeeights," in the cojrtume of a
«hire squjre> j«»t walking into
^ene and walking off again.
is doing very well
was finished word got
ShC Wa8
fern,.
*lvto« « f»n<l
a ce

" , M the feminine*Iead,
Adoiphe Menjou.
Offers
Pour in from pther »tu•««'•««• Picture

Statue' «f FUlmore In Buffalo, N. Y.
usually required. The influence
of several leading Buffalo lawyers,, whose .confidence he had
won, was mainly responsible for
that,
, •' '
Fillmore's lather was then living hi Aurora and he went there
to begin practice. He won his
first case and for doing so was
rewarded with a fee of $4! But
more important than that to his
future career was an event which
took place in 1826.
During his term as an apprentice, he had met and fallen in
love with a young schoolteacher
named Abigail Powers. They became engaged before Fillmore
moved to Erie county but he was
so poor that for three years he
.coukLnpt afford to travel the 150
miles to see her. In February,
1828, he Journeyed at last to Moravia and they were married in
the home of her brother, Judge
Powers. Then FiUmore took his
bride back to the home he had

House .nd

• Wutwn Nmrapapcr Onion.

the White

ou'll be seeing him in "Huckle- House and during his PresiFinn," which he finished be- dency occurred several events
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ABD FILLMORE

built for her with his own hands
and they began their struggle to
live on the meager earnings of
the young lawyer.
To help her husband continue
his studies, Abigail Fillmore went
back to school teaching. In 1827
FiUmore was admitted to the bar
as a full-fledged attorney-at-law
and the next year he was elected
to the state legislature. At that
tune the anti-Mason excitement
was at its height and Fiihnore
was sent to Albany as the representative from Erie county of that
wing of the Whig party: In 1829
he was granted the right to plead
before the state Supreme court
and the next year he was reelected to the.legislature.
FiUmore distinguished himself
by drafting tHe bill, passed in
1831, which abolished imprisonment for debt hi New York. The
next year he was electedtocongress and after serving one term,
retired until 1836, when he was
re-elected. He was again returned to Washington in 1838 and
1840 but declined a renomination
in 1842.
In 1847 he was elected comptrolfer of the state of New York
and in his annual report for 1848
suggested the establishment of a
national bank, with 'the stocks of
the United States as the sole basis upon which to issue its currency. Out of this suggestion
grew eventually our present system of national- banks. During
this samie 'year FiUmore again
entered the arena of national politics. Conspicuous for his antislavery views, he was chosen by
the Whigs as their candidate for
vice president and running mate
for Gen. Zachary Taylor in the
campaign of 1848.
By virtue of his election to that
office Fiihnore presided over the
United States senate during the
Cheated debate in the session of
' 1849-50 over the slavery question.
Angered by the bitter language
used by the senators, FiUmore
made a forcible speech announcing his determination to maintain
, order and declaring that he would
rescind the rule, established by
Vice President Calhoun in 1826,
which deprived the vice president of authority to call senators
to order. Instead of resenting
this encroachment upon their
procedure by an executive order,
the senators cheered FiUmore at
the conclusion of his speech and
directed that his remarks be entered in full on the pages of the
senate journal.
FiUmore presided with equal
firmness during the exciting debate over Henry Clay's "omnibus bill" which dragged on for
weeks. Then the controversy
ended abruptly when President
Taylor died on July 9, 1850, and
Millard FiUmore left the senate
to take up his new duties as President at the other end of Pennsylvania avenue. In accordance
with his wishes, the severest aimpUcity marked his inauguration.
FiUmore faced one of the most
difficult tasks ever undertaken by
a President. Already the United
States was a "house divided
against itself" over the issue of
slavery and his conciUatory ppUcies won him the condemnation
of both sides and the wholehearted approval of neither. Due
to the fact that his party was in
the minority in both houses of
congress, many wise measures
which he recommended failed to
pass. However, the United States
is indebted to him for cheap postage for the extension of the national capitol, the cornerstone of
which he laid on July 4, 1851; and
(or extension o/ contemporary
knowledge of the West through
various exploring expeditions
which he authorized.
Even more notable than domestic affairs were the international relations developed during
the Fillmore administration. He
sent Perry on the famous expedition which opened the ports of
Japan to the world and established diplomBtic relations with

that country. Carrying out a
strict policy of non-intervention
in the affairs of foreign nations,
he used stern measures to suppress filibustering expeditions to
the Latin American countries and
with equal firmness exacted from
other countries respect for our
flag.
But so unpopular did he make
himself with the anti-slavery element in the North by his signing
the biU which admitted California, thus virtually abrogating the
Missouri Compromise, and more
especially by his signing the Fugitive Slave law and his attempts
to have it enforced, that the
Whigs denied him a renomination in 1852.
During all his career as a
statesman in Washington, his
"right hand" had been his wife,
who has been described as "perhaps the most 'remarkable of the
wives of our Presidents" and
"the wings by which her husband soared so high." Finding
the White Rouse destitute of
books when she became the
"First Lady of the Land." Mrs.
FiUmore prevailed upon her husband to obtain an appropriation
from congress for a library in
the executive mansion. So the
famous coUection of books hi the
'White House today is a perpetual memorial to Abigail FiUmore.
Mrs. Fillmore died soon after
the inauguration of her husband's
successor—on March 30, 1853. A
year later their only daughter
also died and in 1856 the lonely
ex-President took a trip to England where he received numerous
attentions ,from Queen Victoria'
and her cabinet ministers. Returning to the United States the
next year he became a "third
party candidate" for the Presidency when he was nominated
by the American or "Know Nothing" party. In the election he
received the electoral vote of only

ABIGAIL FILLMORE

one state, Maryland, and after
that retired from public life to his
law practice in Buffalo.
In 1858 he married again, this
time a widow, Mrs. Caroline C.
Mclntosh. As the first citizen of
Buffalo, he was frequently called
upon to welcome distinguished
visitors to his city, including
Abraham Lincoln when he was on
his way to Washington in 1861 to
become President. Re helped establish the Buffalo_Historical society and, although he took no
active part in the Civil war, he
gave his support to the cause of
preserving the Union.
FUlmore died in Buffalo on
March 8, 1874, and was buried in
Forest HiU cemetery in that city.
His fame somewhat eclipsed by
that of another President whom
Buffalo had given to the nation—
Grover Cleveland—, it was not
until recent years that its citizens honored him by erecting a
statue of him within its boundaries.
But it is different in the little
city of Moravia. It is prouder of
the fact that it can caU Millard
FiUmore its own than of the fact
that it was the childhood home
of John D. Rockefeller. Old timers there will tell you the tradition of how the ambitious young
lawyer, not yet 21, first attracted
attention by his delivery of a
Fourth of July oration which
caused some of his hearers to
prophesy that he "would make
his mark and perhaps become a
judge." Apparently, though, no
one was so brash as to predict
that he would become President
of the United States)
They wiU show you the oldfashioned home on Smith street,
marked by a tablet erected by
the D. A. R., which tells you
that "In this house the thirteenth
President, Millard FiUmore, and
Abigail Powers were married on
February 5. 1826." And they wiU
take you outside the town to a
scenic spot which bears the name
of Fillmore Glen, now a state
park, where rushing streams that
come tumbling down flower-studded, forest clad slopes and flow
across green-carpeted meadows
keep fresh the memory of Millard Fillmore. For in Cayuga
county, at least, he is not the
"President Nobody Knows"!

^SAFETY TALKS
What Arm You Going to Doft
IT DEPENDS on whether you're
going to kill someone or just
injure him.
If the automobile accident you
may have next week is going to
do a lethal job, the chances are
your car will strike a pedestrian.
On the other hand, if only nonfatal injuries are inflicted, it's an
odds-on-bet that you'll bump
smack into another motor vehicle.
National Safety Council statistics for 1937 show that when •
traffic accident produces a fatality, the collision is between a car
and a pedestrian in 39 per cent
of the cases. Collisions between
two motor vehicles produce 29
per cent ,of the fatalities with
other types of collisions contributing smaller numbers to the total.
However, the Council says, it is
collisions between two or moremotor vehicles mat produce the
bulk of non-fatal injuries— 63 per
cent or 725,000 cases to 1037. Cot
lisions between a motor vehicle
and a pedestrian produce the next
largest number of non-fatal injury
cases— 25 per cent or 335,000
cases.
In 1037 traffic accidents killed
15,400 pedestrians and 10,300
deaths occurred as the result of
collisions between two or more
motor vehicles.

Falls in Fillmore Glen state
park, near Moravia, Dr. ?.
A few years ago there came to
light hi the musty files of the
state department at Washington
a document which was an interesting echo of the foreign policy
of President Fiihnore. It was a
letter which he sent hi 1851 to
Seyed Syeed Bin, sultan of Muscat, at Zanzibar in protest
against the Sultan's closing the
harbors of his country to American commerce. Written in the
flowery style of the Orient, the
letter pictured the United States
with, all the extravaganza of an
Arabian Nights' Tale.
The letter opens with President
FiUmore explaining that he is
Chief Executive of the 31 United
States of America, and enumerating each of the states. The
message, the President says, he
is sending by an officer of high
rank in the United States navy,
on the "steam ship Susquehanna,
one of the many hundreds of
ships belonging to this great nation, which now float over all
Tfe Stapte W«y Emt
seas; bearing to aU nations'offers
of peace and good will and serving also as means of defense and
national power."
Of the size of his country the
President tells the Sultan:
"From the region of ice which
bounds the United States on the
north to the flowery land of the
orange on the south is a journey
of 100 days, and from the eastern shores, which receive the
first beams of the rising sun, to
those on the west, where rest his
setting rays, is 150 days' journey,
and this immense country is not
a sandy waste, but filled with
populous cities, traversed by
mighty rivers and crowned with
tofty mountains. By railroads or
in steamboats the citizens of this
immense country pass from one
place to another with Inconceivable rapidity.
Use Genuine HATER Amm"From the seat of government
the Moment Tear ColdStarii
at Washington I send my commands hi a few minutes by the The simple way pictured above
Lightning Telegraph, to all parts often brings amazingly fast relief
of the United States; and they from discomfort ami sore throat
are 'obeyed. I speak of these accompanying colds.
Try it. Then—tee paw dodor.
things not for the sake of boasting; but hi the Spirit df Friend- lie probably will tell yon to conwith Bayer Aspirin because it
ship and Peace, and that you tinue
acts »o last to relieve discomforts
may know that all parts of this of.
a cold. And to reduce fever.
country are open to you and your
This simple .way, backed by
Ships and your people for the scientific authority, has largely suppurposes of Commerce and planted the use tuttroog medicines
Trade. I shaU welcome hi all in easing cold symptoms. Perhaps
our ports the Ships which bear the easiest, most effective way yet
discovered. Bat make sure you get
your flag.
BAYER
Haying thus extended full hos- genuine
Aspirin,
pitality to the Sultan's ships the.
President then chides his "Great
and Good Friend" for not being
so generous.
"How can you think to be Just," ami. DOZEN
the President writes, "that while
we open so many hundred ports
to you, you should wish to confine
Dangerous Play
us to a single port, or prevent
Men are apt to play with their
our ships from going to aU parts healths and their lives as they do
of your dominions. Great and with their clothes.—Temple.
Good Friend, this cannot be.
Free trade everywhere is desirable, for so can the various productions of different countries
best be distributed throughout the
Do Luden's do mor*
world. I hope the traffic of our
country with yours is mutually
than relieve?
beneficial. I hope it wiU continue
and increase."
"The flag of this country," he
says, "was treated by you and
Yes, their added alkayour people with disrespect,
therefore, Consul Charles Ward
line factor helps build
1
left your court. In this matter he
upyour alkaline reserve.
acted rightly and I approve his
course. He has shown me your
letters in which you promise to
Usten to my wishes. If I send
MINTHOL COUOH D«OM
another Consul to Zanzibar, I expect that he shaU be treated with
equal honor as the consuls of othMore Opportunities
er nations, and that the Sag
A wise man will make more
which he hoists, and which is his opportunities than he finds—Lord
protection, shaU have the same Beaconsfleld.
honors paid to it. as the flags of
the most-favored nations. In
these respects I ask for no superiority over other nations, on
the part of United States, neither
can I admit any inferiority."
With these business matters
out of the way, the President returns again to pleasanter affairs.
He commends and C9ngratulates
the Sultan on his enlightened suppression of the slave trade, elaborately extends his best wishes
and promises to write him frequently. The letter ends thus:
"I have caused the great seal
.
of these United States, the signal
IMDUESTIOM
of truth and stamp of hope* to be
placed on this letter by the officer who is entrusted to hold it,
and to use it on great and solemn
occasions.
"Your good friend,
OPVERTISBMBNTS Me your guida
"MILLARD FILLMORE."
"By the President
r? V SiRjjfn Uvln»- ™"r bfin« roa
tpd»»'i NBWS tboot the food 700 eat tod
Daniel Webster,
th« ctotha you WMT.-And the pUce to
Secretary of State."
Had out tbowtbtM n«w thing* it right

ACTS FAST
BRING

UESTION
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We Are Proud
I of the chicks we are raising. 500 New Hampshire
Reds, 3 weeks old, death loss still zero. These chicks
are being fed ROBERTS SPECIAL MIX CHICK
STARTER. You are making a mistake if you don't
try ROBERTS CHICK FEEDS. Superior quality
at low cost. You can buy it at Maduff's, Kohl's or
Petersen's, and at

Roberts Produce

[ \Ve Are Dealers Far KOZY HOUSES and Carry a
1
Complete Line of Poultry Equipment.
*
4<"»*«'4<H^K»:~XK^^

THANKS.

T

Miss Mary Jane Bear, who is working in Des Moines, was home to spend
w ish to thank my neighbors and the week end with her parents, Lake
[ends for the many' cards, letters Bear and wife.
other acts of kindness .shown me
a patient at the hospital.
Ramona Ann, one of the triplets
Mrs. Max Petersen.
born a year and a half ago to Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Workman, underwent
county meeting: of the American an operation Saturday morning at
and Legion Auxiliary will be the Atlantic hospital for the lancing
; Griswold at 8:00 o'clock Thurs- of an abscess on her neck.
evening. Several members from
Evan Reynolds, wife and son, Evan,
tita are planning to attend.
of Kansas City, Mo., spent Saturday
Merlin Holland, a student at Iowa and Sunday in Anita with her parents,
college in Ames, has a light Chas. F. Karns and wife. Miss Marack of scarlet fever and is under garet Alice.Joy, who had been visiting
jarantine in the' University hospital. at the Reynolds home in Kansas City
fc is a son of Carl Holland) well knownfor a couple of weeks, returned to
lita farmer.
\,~
Anita with them.

JH F O R T H O W A R D T I S S U E
WHITE AS SNOW SOFT AS DOWN

101

6 Rolls 49c
BONGERS BROS.—Anita, Iowa
'HEAVY DUTY OILS, 15 gallons... .40c per gallon
UNALINE OILS, 15 gallons
45c per gallon
UNA PENN 100% PENN OIL,
15 gallons
:
,
55c per gallon
30-lbs. PRESSURE GREASE, in galvanized
half bushel
$2.25
10-lbs, PRESSURE GREASE, in galvanized
pail . . . . . . .
$1.00
Large Galvanized Funnel, with strainer
55c
All Oils and Greases Carry Your Satisfaction or
Money Back Guarantee.
All Grades of Gasoline, Kerosene and Distillate.

Dement Implement Co.
Phone 59

Anita, Iowa

OMAHA TRIBE OF YESSIR
Edward Niemand, owner of EdTO BE IN ATLANTIC MARCH 16 ward's Cafe, has had a new neon sign
placed in front of his cafe.
Anita business men have been invited to attend a banquet given for memMrs. Carrie Reynolds spent the
bers of the Omaha Tribe of Yessir by
week end with her daughter, Mrs.
Atlantic business men on Thursday,
Ben Kirkham and family, at Norwalk.
March 16. The Tribe of Yessir, an
Omaha Chamber of Commerce comClifford Johnson has gone to Chermittee, will arrive by special train at okee, Iowa, to accept a position as
4:00 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
assistant manager of Gamble's Store
Made up of business and profession- in that city.
al men, the group has visited more
than fifty towns and cities in NebrasWhen you think of coal, think of
ka, Iowa and Missouri during the past the Kunz Grain Co. All our coals
seven years. A delegation of Atlan- are the best in their class. Phone
tic business men will meet the good 48, Anita, Iowa.
tf
will Tribe at the station. They will
then march up town in a body and the
Merritt Dill and Earl Beaver, stuTribe will disband to call upon the dents at Iowa State college in Ames,
various merchants.
were home to spend the week end with
A dinner will be served for the visit- relatives and friends.
ors and their hosts at 6:25 p. m. at the
Legion Memorial building.
Among
Joe Vetter, a sophomore at Creighthe Omahans present will be Dan B. ton University • in Omaha, enjoyed a
Butler, mayor of Omaha; Paul N. Wie- week end visit in Anita with his parmer, Big Chief of the Tribe of Yessir; ents, Joe Vetter, Sr. and wife.
Francis P. Matthews and Jesse L.
A. Hagen and family have rented
Haugh, president and vice president
of the Omaha Chamber of Commerce. a suite of rooms in the Homer Kirkham
The Omahans will bring, in addition property, corner of Fourth and Elm
to the speaker, an entire program Streets. The property on West Main
of musical and humorous entertain- Street where the lHagen family have
ment. The famous Tribe of Yessir been living has been purchased by
E. G. Losee from Rock Island, 111.,
"ritual" will also be presented.
Invitations for the Atlantic dinner who with his family have moved here
are being extended to representatives to make their home. The property
of the following Iowa communities: was formerly owned by Gus Kuster
Anita, Adair, Audubon, Avoca, Bray- of Indianola, Iowa.
ton, Cumberland, Dewey, Elk Horn,
Carl H. Daubendiek of Marcus,
Elliott, Exira, Grant, Griswold, Guthrie Center, Hamlin, Hancock, Harlan, Iowa, general manager of the West
Hopley, Kimballton, Lewis, Lorah, Ly- Iowa Telephone Co., was visiting with
man, Marne, Massena, Morton Mills, friends and looking after business
Oakland, Villisca, Walnut and Wiota. matters in the city last Thursday.
The Omaha warriors will board the The West Iowa recently purchased
special train for home "about §:30 p. m. the Jefferson Independent Telephone
Reservations for the dinner can be Co. at Jefferson, Iowa, and Carl is
made with W. Dean Vogel, secretary spending a great deal of his time
of the Atlantic Chamber of Commerce. there where he is supervising the
rebuilding of the exchange.
Ed. Sheumaker, 71, of this city,
Miss Beatrice Scholl, a student at
entered the Atlantic hospital SaturDrake University in Des Moines, spent
day as a medical patient.
the week end at the home of her parMiss Jane Dement was home from ents, Elmer Scholl and wife, northeast
her work in Des Moines to spend the of Anita. Accompanying her here for
week end with her parents, Floyd the week end visit were two Drake
classmates, Miss June Clift of RockDement and wife.
well City and Miss Lois Marquaidt
A baby girl was bora Feb. 24 to of Rochester, .N. Y. Harry Paul, also
Mr. and Mrs. Max Cryer at their home a Drake student, came here Sunday
in Morris, 111. The father is a son morning to accompany the girls back
of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Cryer of Anita. to Des Moines that afternoon.
G. 'M. DeCamp and wife are spendMiss Mary Agnes Bongers, who is
attending school at St. Joseph's Acad- ing a couple of weeks at their home
emy in Des Moines, came to Anita in this city, while he is taking a vacaFriday evening to spend a couple of j tion from his work with the state highdays with her parents, Leo V. Bongers way commission. Garrett is working
in the Council Bluffs community and
and wife.
'Mlrs. DeCamp has been spending the
A meeting of the Girl Scouts was winter with him. About the middle
held last Thursday evening at the home of the month Mrs. DeCamp will go
of Mildred Parrott. Present were to Brownsville, Texas, to accompany
twenty-three members, the captain, her father, James Morgan, back to
Mrs. Azel S. Ames, and the leaders, Anita after spending the winter in
'MSss Christina Hollen and Miss Betsy the south. On their return from the
Rose Crawford. The evening was south they will stop in Burlington,
spent with the regular business meet- Iowa, for a few days to visit with
ing and a social time, followed by their daughter and sister, Mrs. Bruce
the serving of a lunch.
Engle and family.

The only
low-priced car combining

at LowestCosf
*»l
«**t

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-TheBigNight
BARBARA STANWYCK and HENRY FONDA
In a Thrilling Mystery Drama

"The Mad Miss Manton"

Sat-Sun.
Matinee
Sat.
MAR. 11-12
2:OO P. M.

UNDAUNTED!
A MOTLEY CREW OF CIVILIAN ODDS AND ENDS
... UNTIL DANGER DEFIED THEIR MANHOOD . . . AND
MADE THEM THE MOST FEARED AND HEROIC OF ALL!

John Ford climaxes his
Award-winning career
with this

sweeping

drama of the famous
"Splinter Fleet", tiniest
craft ever to see action!

ALSO TERRY-TOON CARTOON & LATE NEWS
Miss Anna Aupperle is a patient! Mrs. Anna McCosh is home from
at the Jones hospital in Atlantic where [ Salem, So. Dak., where she has been
she submitted to a major operation spending several months-.iwith relaa few days ago. She is reported to tives.
be getting ajong as well as could be
Mrs. Max Petersen was brought
expected.
home a few days ago from the AtlanRobert Nelson, who has been in the tic hospital where she had been a
j employ of the state highway com- patient for several weeks following
mission and has been working near a major operation. While her condiCouncil Bluffs, is in Anita to spend tion is showing improvement, she is
a few weeks with his mother, Mrs. still confined to her bed.
Alpha Nelson, and with other relatives
The Square Deal 4-H club held their
and friends.
recent meeting at the home pf Billy
At her home on West Main Street King with twelve members and thirlast Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. F. D. teen visitors present. The business
Weimer was hostess to the members session was in charge of Junior Polof the Knot-a-Kare bridge club. Other lock, vice preident. County Agent
guests were Mrs. Carl Millard, Mrs.Dale E. Bush of Atlantic was present
Dale Ulfers, Mrs. Lake Bear and MYs. and gave a very interesting talk.
Joe Vetter. High score was held by At the close of the meeting, a lunch
Mra. Bear.
was served.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

It takes th» be»t In motor «ar deslfjn, engineering and manufacturing tq g|v« the bert In motoring results. Today, as always,
Chevrolet brings Vow the best In modern motoring at the lowest

'*W<

cost In purchase price, operation and upkeep. See this cor ot
your Chevrolet dealer's-fodoyl

to satisfied with anything but the bestBUY A CHEVROLET!
—•

A «W**Al_ MOTOIIC VALUE

' "••••••••••^••••WM^™**^" '* •• '

YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER

O. W. SHAFFER & SON
PHONE 244

ANITA IOWA

'

Have You Tried Our Frozen
Fruits and Vegetables?
WE HAVE PEAS, CORN, LIMA BEANS, STRING
BEANS AND BROCCOLI; ALSO PEACHES
AND STRAWBERRIES.
GIVE THEM A TRIAL — WE KNOW YOU
WILL LIKE THEM.

Miller's Market
"WHERE QUALITY COUNTS"

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
IMPROVED ™-~"UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
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"LEMUEL F. PARTON

The Redoubtable
Mme. La Compt

PETER DELIVERED FROM
PRISON

JEW YORK.-I8 the "czar" on IN THE Tear 1734 a daughter was
(his way out? Before end since * born to fhe La Flammes, a GOLDEN TEXT—Prayer wai made without ceasing of tha church unto God tor
Deration of Judge Landto and Fjrench tamfly Uving at St Joseph him.—Acta
IliS.
i Hays we have hired benevolent en Lake Michigan. While she was
autocrats,
hi •tffl a little girl, her parents moved
"Prayer Changes Things," says a
! Ump times of stress to Mackinac and there she grew up popular
"More things are
and confusion, and married her first husband, wrought motto.
by
prayer
than this world
but now the New M«tte de Saint* Ange.
dreams
of,"
is
another
much-used
York city- hotel
In 1765 Sainte Ange took Us wife quotation. Still another is, "Satan
„,„, hires, instead,.an ••Jmpar- to the site of the future city of Chi- trembles when he sees the weakest
fchairman," with labor concur- cago where they lived for several saint upon his knees." We say the
s as he will represent bojh ein- years. After a time she became fa- words, but bow often we fail to
TS and labor. Is.thia a prece- miliar With th« .language of the practice the truth. Prayer seems to
or is the title Just a euphe- Pottawatomiei and other tribes, be such an interesting topic for disi for "czar"?
studying their character and acquir- cussion, and yet so seldom do we
granite-faced, tight-lipped Ed- ing a great influence over them.
really pray. The teaching of God's
1 p Mulrooney gets the ompir- When Sainte Ange died, his widow Word and the testimony of thou. .ob, at $23,000 a year. He also moved to the French village of Ca- sands of His children down through
[now entitled to his $8,000 yearly hokia on the Mississippi She soon the centuries, yes, even our own exsion, as a former police commis- married again, this time to a Ca- perience, demonstrates that the
er, withheld while he held pubgreatest power for good that we can
lofflce. In 1933, he became chalr- nadian named La Compt. During wield is prayer. God give us grace
the
Revolution,
the
CahoUa
villagi of the state alcoholic beverage ers, whom George Rogers Clark had to use it in our daily walk and Ufa
rol board, and later state com- won to the American cause, were and for His glory!
moner of correction, from which in constant danger of attack by the I. Prayer for a Prisoner (v. 5).
he will resign to accept the
Indian allies of the British, as were The members of the early Church
lei post.
the American settlers in the early knew what to do with their probHe started pounding .a beat
days of the Territory of Illinois.
lems and troubles. They prayed.
i West street forty-eight years
Many tunes Mme. La Compt The same solution is available towhen Theodore Roosevelt
was awakened in the dead of night day. Whatever else we may do by
police commissioner. He
; hit the headlines by resen- by Indian friends who urged her to way of planning and working, it
seek safety hi St. Louis. But, in- must follow prayer if we are to sucwomen and children in a
stead of fleeing, Mme. La Compt in- ceed. We really cannot do anything
nail boat when the fflocum
id. As a "waterfront flatvariably set out alone to meet the else until we have prayed.
Troubles may be a blessing if
»" he was known as a "cop's
hostiles and dissuade them from
always having his mind
their purpose.
Sometimes she they drive us to our knees. Peter
& bis work.
stayed with them for days before was in jail for the gospel's sake.
became police commissioner she succeeded. More than once the Prayer had been made for his deBO. He gave his men orders fearful villagers of Cahokia, armed liverance, and yet the last night
[shoot to kill, and set shotgun and ready for an attack, saw a had come and he was still not free.
patrolling the city. He* strange procession coming out of However, his friends prayed on. God
up the racketeers. a lot, the woods—a band of warriors with had given them faith to believe and
jwhen he was switched to the their war-paint freshly washed the conviction that they should contoy liquor control job in 1933, away and humbly obeying the or- tinue in prayer for him. Under such
|wd was out that certain anti- ders given them by the tall white circumstances we must never cease
to pray, even though the very "zero
1, anti-cop elements had desired woman marching ahead of them I
[transfer and helped bring it
After rearing a large family of hour" has come. "Man's extremity
children, Mme. La Compt was wid- is God's opportunity."
8, his reddish hair is turnowed again. Again she was mar- n. Deliverance by God (w. 6-10).
brindle. His ferrety eyes
ried, this time to an American
God does answer prayer. Some
al a penetrating alertness
named Tom Brady. She outlived presumably brilliant folk would have
| mind. He looks a • great deal him for 30 years and died in Ca- us believe that prayer is merely a
) General Penhing. It would
hokia in 1843 at the age of 109 years. subjective experience, a sort of spir• • •
m unlikely that anybody In
itual exercise, which does the indii hotel business here will be
vidual who prays certain good, but
A
Monument
to
Failure
the umpire any backGod or changes
T ONG'S PEAK, the highest hi Cpl- never reaches
How would they explain
*-' orado, is not only a memorial things.
to its first American discoverer, what happened to Peter, and the
•EWS reports from Havana are Maj.' Stephen H. Long, of the -En- hundreds of thousands of other def^that, when Colonel Fulgencio gineers Corps of the United States inite prayer answers throughout the
'a, Cuba's strong man, visited army, but it is also a monument to centuries?
The answer in Peter's case was
o, he was regarded by some a great failure.
so
remarkable that even he thought
.
.
of
his
conservaB
In 1819 the United States govern- he was only dreaming. Apparently
iBanneu tive supporters ment
was preparing to send a great God gave His persecuted servant
eat on Lett as having gone army into the Upper Missouri counsweet sleep that night, while He
lofBatuta *T« •»>, *»»e try to establish a military post to kept
Peter's friends alert in prayer.
.
"wrong side of protect and extend the fur trade.
Itracks." There was particular The expedition was also expected to But when Peter found himself outMeasure over his fraternizing add to the scientific knowledge oJ side the prison he knew something
k President Cardenas of Mexico, the West and Major Long was di- had happened.
There are many interesting things
[business representation at his rected
to take with bun a group of to note in this incident. Observe
"ne-home ceremonies was con- •dentists for this purpose.
that what Peter could do for himnsly lacking. He , told the
With a small and inadequately
God did not do, but what Peter
.of cheering workers that supplied force, he crossed the plains self
_ PKal does not wish to respect to the base of the Rockies and spent could not do, God's angel did. Note
also that when God works, the spir•desires and rights of the people, some time exploring that region.
itually unenlightened know nothing
"suiting confusion wfll work
When he returned he made a re- of it. The guards did not know
its own aspirations."
port that was destined to become what had happened until morning.
* is one of several reeent
famous for its inaccuracies. "In re- Consider also that the angel took
«hat the one^me eanegard to this extensive section oi
as far as the open street, then
" barter, Imek lfrprivate the country," he wrote, "we do not Peter
left
him
to himself. God may meet
Waiter who!
-•• '
hesitate in giving our opinion that a1 special need by miraculous interit is almost wholly unfit'for cultiva- vention, but that does not mean
tion, 'and of coarse uninhabitable by .that from then on we are to live by
« people depending upon agriculture constant miracles. There are many
downfall of Maehado to
for their subsistence."
practical and precious spiritual
"* M«J, he reuiured fine
More
than
any
other
man,
perlessons which we may learn from
pfler" i
haps,
he
was
responsible
*fr
fixing
these verses. ^
a*ve
upon the maps of the United States
m. Results of Answered Prayof that time the words "The Great er (w. 11-17).
American Desert" and those words
God does not answer prayer or
retarded development of that coun- perform
any of His mighty works
try for nearly half a century.
simply to make people marvel or

' .;•'*': . * . * • '
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VIRGINIA MOON of Memphis
V Tekm.. waa IB years old and golag to achool to Ohio when the Civil
War broke out. She immediately
asked for passage through the Union
lines to Tennessee end was refused
So, when the Union flag was first
raised, on the school grounds, she
shot every *1af out of it, one by one
The results were immediate aix
most favorable-rshe was expelled
from school-end sent home to Memphis, which was Just exactly wha'
8he wanted.
She was,not only a good markswoman--** was pretty and selfconfident. Her beauty and other
charms enabled her to become en
gaged to 10 young Confederate army
recruits, all at the same time. This
wasn't very honest, she admitted
yean later, but •it made the young
soldiers feel good and didn't make
her feel bad.
As the war went on, Gen. Sterling
Price appointed her special agen
and she carried dispatches and
other information back and forth
fron^UnlOn to Confederate territory
Several times she was arrested bj
Northern soldiers, being acquittec
on one occasion but found guilty and
served short sentences on others.
She was the only Confederate
woman spy whose unusual caree
did not end with the war or with
spying. At the age of TO she be
came a roovje actress in Hollywood
She appeared with Pola Negri and
Mary M^es Miftter and other prom
jnenr stars before her death m
Greenwich Villttg. »t the age of 81
m Ifiw«0*DM Union-

to add to someone's comfort. It is
true that He does thus manifest His
loving consideration for us, and that
men do marvel at His greatness,
but there are other purposes in the
workings of His grace and power.
In this case the first result was
the freedom of His witness. He had
been in prison and that was for
God's glory; now he was to be free,
and that too was to be for His
glory.
Then, His deliverance was a great
testimony, not only to those who
were praying in the upper room, but
to God's people down through the
ages. Answered prayer is one of
the great testimonies to the Christian faith.
Fellowship resulted from Peter's
liberation. He went at once to meet
with his fellow believers. Although
he did not tarry long with them, he
did share with them his remarkable
experience, and admonished them
to tell the others. If God has done
something for you, share the good
news with your brethren.
Service also resulted from this
answer to prayer. Peter was not delivered that he should go about the
city boasting that he was too strong
for Herod's jail. Nor was it merely
that he might go from place to
place to lecture on his unusual experience. He was set free to go
about his normal life of witnessing
for Christ. We are "saved to serve."
The normal expression of a life in
Christ should be service for Him.
God delivers us from trouble, sorrow, even death, that wemayaerw
Him.

to EAT and WHY
In other sections, brown eggs are
C. Houston Goudiss Recommends Generous Use of in greater demand, and therefor*
sell at a higher price. There Is
Eggs; Shows How This Protective Food
no Justification for attaching any
Importance to the color of the
Helps to Balance the Diet
sheD..
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS
Avoid "Same Old Thing"
NY experienced homemaker knows the many cookery
homemakers tell
uses of eggs. Indeed, she is likely to feel that she could meOccasionally
that some member of their
not keep house without this indispensable ingredient, which family doesn't like eggs. It is
a French chef once described as "the cement that holds the true that some people have an alcastles of cookery together." It is true that we should have lergy to eggs, that is, they cannot
eat them without having some: abto do without some of our most delectable dishes if eggs were normal
reaction. But more often,
not available to use as thickening, leavening, coating, binder, any antipathy
to eggs is due to
clarifier, stabilizer or garnish.
the fact that they have been
But even ittore significant than sential substance included in the served in fhe same way, day in
and day out There is no excuse
their contribution to good daily diet.
for
for eggs are so versatile
cooking are their splendid nu- Eggs are one of the few foods thatthat,
they may be served in dozens
naturally containing vitamin D,
tritional values.
Sometimes called the sunshine vi- of different ways, and in some
tamin. And it has been deter- dishes, their identity can be enmined that they are rich in vita- tirely concealed.
A Notable Protective Food
G, which is required for "Sunny side up" may be the
Eggs rank next to milk in that min
health
and vitality at all ages. most popular method of preparing
group of mineral—and vitamineggs. But don't get into a menu
rich foods that we
rut, whether you are serving them
Raw
Eggs
vs.
Cooked
call "protective."
for breakfast, dinner, lunch or
They contain sub- Eggs are one of the foods that supper. Cook them soft. Cook
stances that are digest most satisfactorily, about them hard. Transform them into
very efficient for 97 to 98 per cent of their protein omelets and souffles. Scramble
growth and devel- being digested and absorbed. them, plain, or dressed up with
opment. And in the Moreover, the thoroughness of, di- cheese, diced bacon, frizzled dried
opinion of nutri- gestion does not seem to be af- beef or sausages.
tionists, they are fected by the method of cooking,
more nearly inter- and a hard-cooked egg, when well
Eggs for Lenten Meal
changeable with mastipated, is as completely di- As a main dish for a Lenten
mils than any oth- gested as one that is soft-cooked. meal, hard-cooked eggs may be
er food.
Raw, egg white on the other hand creamed and served alone, or
Eggs are among is not as completely utilized as combined with cooked vegetables
the first foods to be added to the when slightly cooked. This shows or fresh or canned fish. Use them
milk diet of infants. And home- the fallacy of the old-fashioned as a binder in croquettes and loaf
makers who desire to give their idea that raw eggs were more mixtures, as a coating for deepfamilies
well-balanced
meals desirable for invalids than cooked fried foods.
should provide an egg daily for eggs.
Since eggs admirably suppleevery individual.
ment the food values of milk,
This requirement can be repuddings made from milk and
Brown Eggs vs. White
duced, if necessary, to four eggs
eggs are an ideal dessert for chilSome
people
have
an
idea
that
weekly. But luckily, as we head
dren, and help to balance the diet
toward spring, eggs become more the color of the shell has a bear- of adults.
Custard pies, fruit
plentiful, and lower in price. And ing upon the nutritive value of an whips and cakes are also delightegg.
In
certain
parts
of
the
counit is usually possible for every
ful dishes that bring to the diet
family to obtain a full quota of try, bomemakers will pay a pre- the protective values of eggs.
mium for eggs with white shells.

A

this splendid food . . . so rich in
the elements that help to build
muscle, bone and blood.

©—WNTJ—C. Houston Goudiu—193»—fl»

A Fine Body Builder
Eggs contain proteins of high
quality, and their proteins seem
to be particularly well adapted to
building body tissue. That is one
reason why this food is so desirable in the child's diet . . . so
useful in constructing the diet for
adults who need "building up."
It also makes eggs a logical
choice as & main dish for Lenten
meals.
It's interesting to note that the
proteins of the white and yolk of
an egg are quite different in their
properties. Egg white is almost
pure protein and water, while the
protein of the yolk is composed
of a different assortment of amino
acids, or building stones.
The yolk also contains fat . . .
hi a finely emulsified form, so that
like milk fat, it is comparatively
easy to digest. And it is the yolk
which is highly prized for its
rich store of minerals and vitamins. It is therefore considered
the most important part of the
egg for young children, and the
white is often withheld and only
the grated yolk given.

Rich in Iron and Phosphorus
Eggs are notable as a source of
iron and phosphorus. Iron la
necessary for the formation of the
hemoglobin or red pigment of the
blood; and the iron in eggs is
valuable for this purpose. Phosphorus is the mineral that pairs
with calcium in building teeth and
bones. It also plays an important
part hi regulating the neutrality
of the blood. The phosphorus in
eggs occurs in a form that is particularly well adapted to the needs
of the growing body.
Four Important Vitamins
As our knowledge of vitamins
has Increased, nutritionists have
urged that eggs be accorded a
wider place In the diet, for they
supply four of these vital factor*—
vitamins A, B, D ,<a*«d G. They
are an important spttrce of vitamin A, which promotes growth
and helps build resistance to disease. The appetite-promoting vitamin B occurs in lesser amounts
than A, but its presence helps to
increase the quantity of this es-

36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52.
Size 38 requires 5 yards of 39 inch
material. 1% yards of edging.
Spring Pattern Book.
Send IS cents for the Barbara
Bell Spring Pattern Book, which
is now ready. Make yourself attractive, practical and becoming
clothes, selecting designs from the
Barbara Bell well-planned, easyto-make patterns.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Boom 1020,™
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.
• BeU Syndicate.—WNU Service.

FIRST SIGN
OF
^O.!««.—The belted dress with

iring ikirt and braid trims
has shirred shoulders and a gathered bodice to give pretty fullness
over the bust. Braid is used to
accent the gay, youthful lines of
this dress, which will be charming In thin wool, flat crepe or
print.
Bodice Gathers.
No. 1«7».—If you take a large
size, yon will find the dress
wMh lifted waistline and circular
skirt extremely becoming, and so
smart for afternoonnfc parties. It
fits beautifully, ^h> ft to gathers
on the shoulders and above the
waistline, and to the smooth,
slim hipline. Choose faille, flat
crepe, chiffon or gaorgette for this
lovely design.
The Pattens.
No. 1684 is designed for sizes
12, 14, 18. 18 and 20. Size 14 requires 4H yards of 39 inch material. 17% yards of braid.

Firry's D A T E D Sei.s

Whan tk« firat Md-aad-*llTer
Faryy'* Sa*d* display* appear,
•prac i» just around the earner—
and ••ftian-glaaafaMC tlm« I* hat*.
Take ttrt sjiMMWMrk oat of «ardating Onto year. To halp you,
tanry'a Slaed* paat riaid teat* for
vitality mm* cenainatW each jr«ar
bafa** Mac prfeVtad. THEN
KA£H PACKET IS DATED. Thia
data is yonr aaturanoe of lira,
vigorous aaadfl.
B* am
aaad packet* *M
far Saaaon ltt«."
Sabatthi
lyourloaaldeah)
display of Fatjry'a Seed*. Many at
No. 1679 is designed for sizes I eant*. ALL SELECTED FOR
YOUR LOCALITY. Fmy-Mone
Saad G*., •••£ gmnMn, Detroit and
SanTkanelaoo. Send for 1939 Horn*
Garden Catalog.

Needlework at Its Finest

FERRY'S

towels, pillow cases. They're
bound to attract attention. Pat*
tern 1960 contains a transfer patSEEDS
tern of 18 motifs ranging, from 1
by 3 inches to 2 by IS Inches;
Over-Modesty
materials required; illustration
Too much modesty sinks to a
of stitches.
Send IK cents in coins for this weakness. <
pattern to The Sewing Circle,
Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Please write your name, address and pattern number plainly.
SMOW*WHITI

First Sight
Patten No. IBM.
Cutwork's just
buttonhole
stitch! And even if you've never
tried it. you'll And these simple
designs so lovely on seerfs,

SHOPPING

TQM

• Tha bait place
to start you ihopping tour ii la

From the very first instances of
perception some things are grateahair.wUb an open
ful and Others unwelcome to
them; some thlftg that they in- llakaahabtt
cline to and others that they fly nmta ta, {htripapK ataxy w**k.,Th*r
WM, «
from.-&ocko.
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IAL RITES HELD "Sweethearts," Technicolor
FOR IRA RUGGLES Film, Herejhis Week End

A new Jeanette MacDonald and
Nelson Eddy and a new warmth, color
i,neral Services Held Friday After- and comedy Bpirit in musicals makes
noon at Methodist Church For Long itself manifest in "Sweethearts," fifth
co-starring musical of the famous singAnita Resident Who
ing team, and the feature attraction
Last
Wednesday.
Died
at the Rialto Theatre Saturday and
Sunday evening, with a matinee Saturday
afternoon at 2:00 o'clock.
lira Ruggles, 68, a resident of the
Technicolor
has given both singers
rite community for the past half
a
more
vivid
personality, while the
ntury and a well known man, died
up-to-the-minute story devised for
last
Wednesday
at
his
out noon
Chestnut Street following them by Dorothy Parker and Alan
illness that" kept him bedfast the Campbell from the Victor Herbert opweeks preceding ^his death. Mr. eretta provides the stars with comedy
ries was a familiar figure on characterizations which should win
streets of Anita up to. a few them legions of new followers.
In "Sweethearts" Miss MacDonald
ars. ago when he developed rheutlsm, which kept him close to home and Eddy portray two Broadway musfit left his body in a very crippled ical comedy stars who are husband
and wife in private life. Their quarndition.
[Deceased was a son of the late John rels, temperamental outbursts and
Id Maria Ruggles and was born in jealousies, together with their joint atBarren county, Iowa, on Oct. 7, 1870. tempt to outwit a producer who wants
came to Anita with his parents to prevent them from accepting an
[hen a boy 14 years of age. The offer from Hollywood, make for a
nily located on a farm at the south comedy -which is rich in laughter and
of Anita where the deceased at the same time replete with beautiBW to manhood. On Aug. 29, 1894, ful' and original song and dance prewas united in marriage to Miss sentations.
Miss MacDonald and Eddy prove
tel!a Willison at the home of her
themselves
as skillful in modern rolea
•ents south of Anita, and immedieiy following their marriage they as in their past costume successes and
ated on a farm 1% milea south offer a musical feast in their singing
the lovely Victor Hterbert songs;
i Anita which remained their home f.mon
1 two years ago When they retired »
* them "Sweethearts," "Every
moved to Anita to make their ^er Must Meet His Fate," "Pretty
as a Picture" and "On Parade."
The
[Besides the wife Mr. Buggies is
supporting cast is one of the
rived by seven children, ;Claude best' ^h^og in its imposing linesuch
well-known performers as
Slea of Van Meter, Clarence Rug-'"P
Mrs. Evangeline Disney of ,**«*. Mor*an in the rol.e of the
^.A, Mrs. Bertha Edwards of scheming but laughable producer, Ray
; Smith, A*k., Mrs. Oma Gotten- ! Bol*er who dances Wlth Mlsa MacDonr of Durant, Harold Ruggles of «ld and a]f 'm»ol° numbers, Florence
a, 111., and Mrs. Alice Holland Rice- as Mlss MacDonald's secretary.
ta. He is also survived by one- Mscha Auer, Herman Bing and Reg.
»ther, John E. Ruggles of Anita.'ina" Gardme\
grandchildren are also left to I .. The director has done a magnificent
ourn the death of their grandfather. ** of blendjn* » sparklmg
[Funeral services were held at 2:00 «nd •PKtaenlar song and dance numIclock Friday afternoon at the.Meth- bers to makf °,ne of the most entel>
iist church with Rev. Arthur V. Long, *«™ £?*"*• «. th(
pastor, officiating. Music for the 1 V
^'Tj *« B»IL
„,
vices was furnished by Mrs. Joe I A special added attracts for the
r, Mrs. F. D. Weimer, Chas. <H. ' Saturday and Sunday program » the
krtley and Rev. C. L. Thomas, ac- Pe«almWalt Disney's "Ferdinand the
technicolor, which has creatnpanied at the piano by Mrs.. Eric; ed a
». They sang, "Old Rugged Cross,",
sensation in every secton of
the
oing
>ine Down the Valley"
«>™^- , You11 want, to se? ?*
Valley' and "In the i
several
times, as many claim it is
den." Interment was made in
i funnier than "Three Little Pigs." A
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Petit Jurors For April
Court Term Are Drawn

Briardale's

G-MAN SPEAKS AT
FATHER-SON DINNER

vClerk of the District Court Cecil
M. Skipjan has announced drawing
of petit jurors for the April term R. C. Coulter, in Charge of Des Moines
of the Cass county district court at
Office of the Federal Bureau of Inwhich Judge Whitney Gilliland of
vestigation, Gives Interesting
Glenwood will preside. The term
Talk About Work of G-Men.
opens on April 4 and the petit jurors
are to report for duty at 9:00 a. m.
April 10.
"The high chair and not the electric
Saturday, March 25, is the final date
chair is the place to save the American
GWC
Country Boy
for filing suits for the term.
child" was the statement made Friday
MATCHES—
CORN—
The jurors:
evening by R. C. Coulter, head of
6-box
Evergreen,
Anita—Margaret Faulkner and Madthe Des Moines office of the Federal
eline Knowlton.
carton
4 No. 2 cans.
Bureau of Investigation, who was
Atlantic—Elwyn Bailey, E. R. Brillspeaking
before a crowd of about 125
GWC
Tall Corn
hart, John Carlson, Mrs. Elsie Enfield,
fathers and sons who were attending
Floyd Daughenbaugh, A. C. Knudsen,
TOILET TISSUE—
FLOUR—
a Father and Son banquet in the
Wayne Gaines, Mrs., L. V. Graft, Earl
24y24b.
dining room of the Methodist church.
Lang, Mrs. Lloyd McCord, Horace Nel1000-sheet rolls
sack
"More than 20 per cent of the major
son, "Henry McCrory, Mrs. Gene Newcrimes committed in the United States
lin, Nelse Quist, Peter Stolley, Fred
GWC
GWC
are done by boys and girls under
Studyvin, Fred Walter, Harley WarSALAD DRESSING—
21 years of age," said Mr. Coulter,
ren, Tom Wheeler and James WilliamQuart
"and the place to correct this evil
son.
is the home."
jar
6 cans
Bridgewater—A. B. Cole.
'During his talk Mr. Coulter told
Cumberland—Mable Buckley, Harry
of
the organization of the federal
Devore, Henry W. Mattheis, Nettie
Proehl, Harold R. Spies, Hilary Stud- bureau in 1908, of the bureau's office
ley, Averille Thompson and Claude in Washington, D. C., where more
than 10,000,000 finger prints are on
1 Kite FREE with purchase of 6 packages at 29c Waggoner.
*ederal men are
Griswold—Anna Almonrode, Rosa j
Carlson, Harry Carlton, Mrs. John on the trail of criminals when a
Briardale
Briardale
Hall, Velma Hayes, Maud Moon and major crime is reported to any of
the 42 division offices of the bureau.
MILK—
-Harry Stone.
CAKE FLOUR—
Lewis—Gladys McCaskey and Bert Agents working for the bureau in all
6
offices total 465 men, and are men
Upson.
package
i«fC
tall cans
between the ages of 23 and 35 years.
Marne—John Nichols.
To qualify as an agent a man must
'Massena—Earl
Babbitt,
Clarence
Tall Corn
GWC
posses certain moral and physical qualFollman,
Mrs.
Garner
Thompson
and
PEAS—
TUNA FISH—
ifications,
must have had at least two
Mrs. E. W. Van Meter.
per can lOc;
percanlSc;
QQ_
years in a law school or three years
6 cans
«J«H.
6 cans
as an accountant, and a 14 weeks
course of training at the federal school
of the bureau in Washington.
For a Complete List of Briardale Food Stores
Preceding the talk by Mr. Coulter,
Specials—Read the Handbill.
a dinner was served the fathers and
(By Tillie)
sons by the ladies of the church. AtFresh Celery, Lettuce, Radishes, Tomatoes, Carrots,
If the birds' songs are signs of i tornev E- s- Holton acted as toastCauliflower, New Potatoes, Peppers, and
spring, then spring is just around the ' master of the evening and introduced
Texas Seedless Grape Fruit.
corner . . . one day last week, on a the speaker as well as others who
bright, warm spring-like morning, a appeared on the program. A toast
meadow lark perched on the highest to «ie sons was given by M. M. Fellimb of a tree near the house and ler, superintendent of the local schools,
sang so loud I heard the song above and a' toast to fathers waa riven by
the clatter I was making while doing the 4-year-old son of Mr. Feller. Num.the breakfast dishes . . . I was so erous sm%s> **& Rev. Arthur V.
The spelling and declamatory con- pleased with the serenade, I dropped , Lon£ leading, were rendered by the
About forty grade students, representing the rural and town schools tests for the rural schools of Grant the dish towel and hastened to the assemblage, and the boys' glee club
from thc hi h
ff school favored with
of Cass county, will take part in the township were held Friday afternoon door yard where I could see and hear
county spelling contest to be held in at school No. 6 northeast of Anita, to a better advantage the songster several selections.
j
the Atlantic high school auditorium sther Rork, a student at No. 1, taught pour forth his voice in song.
on Saturday, March 25, according to y Miss Helen Kopp, was first in both ( When the song ended, I walked sionally and on her rare visits she
Miss Georgia Byrne, county superin- ral and written spelling contests, toward the orchard . . . watched and would sit in a certain shrub and in
s Smither, Otto Miller, Chris
nd Paul Holland of No. 3, taught listened for a time to a variety of her peculiar fashion, scold with all
tendent.
"Peck's Bad Boy With the
olland, A. A. Hayter and 'William
In addition, pupils from a number y Miss Hazel Van Aernam, was birds calling back and forth to each her might. Oh, yes, we know it was
All the thrills of the big circus, the
kngham acting as pallbearers.
color and excitement are captured with of schools will compete for honors econd in both contests. The words other in their own various twitterings the same mother wren—birds like
exceptional realism in "Peck's Bad Boy in the grade school declamatory con- ere pronounced by Mrs. Carl Moore,'. . . occasionally one would take time human beings form habits and have
LINDBLOM--JOHNSON.
nd judges were Mrs. Clifford Kearns | to utter a few notes of a song as they distinct characteristics which distirtWith the Circus," feature attraction test to be held the same day.
nd Mrs. Vincent Lowenburg.
' hopped and fluttered among the trees guish them from other members of the
The
declamatory
contest
will
open
Miss Agnes Lindblom, daughter of at the Rialto this (Wednesday) evenIn the declamatory contest, Ella an( j shrubs.
j same family.
at
9:00
a.
m.
with
Miss
Byrne
in
Jlr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Lindblom of ing.
ilcDermott of No. 6, taught by Miss >
* * *
* * *
charge.
At
1:30
p.
m.
the
spelling
pita, and Glenn R. Johnson, son of
Expert performers, trained animal
irginia Neary, was first in dramatic, j Birdg have aiways been an interThe other wren nest under the eaves
contest
will
be
conducted
by
Dr.
Roy
ir. and Mrs. Ray Johnson, also of acts and a corps of able technical adnd Betty Moore of No. 7, taught by | egting and absorbing subject to me. of the front porch has been for years
ita, were united in marriage at the visors were employed by thefilmcom-Eaton of Omaha. Winners in the spelliliss Eula Garlock, was first in hum- t neyer tire watching them build their one of our greatest enjoyments during
ing
contest
will
compete
in
the
state
of the bride's parents at 12:30 pany to achieve this remarkable atmosphere. A complete circus show, contest in Des Mloines on a later date. rous. The judge was Miss Winona homes and rear their young. The the summer months. It is so near
rclock Sunday afternoon.
Anita will be represented in the iyle, principal of the Anita high three sons have foen taught from the front door, we were able to watch
Preceding the ceremony Miss Marie comprising the spectacular Escalante
babyhood that a bird's nest is a bird's, the parent wrens build their nest,
county
contest by Gretchen Daugh- chool.
Jndblom and Clifford'Johnson sang, high-wire balancers, the noted Pina
i home—it is something to study and watch the Mr. bring the Mrs. the
enbaugh,
last
year's
winner
of
both
I Love You Truly," accompanied by family and the colorful Liberty horse
ST. PATRICK'S DANCE.
j watch, but never to touch or go too choice bugs and worms while she was
tos. Arthur V. Long. Lohengrin's' act and a variety of sensational ani- oral and written contests.
near. They too, are finding the birds brooding her eggs, and then the fun
"edding March was used for the pro- ' mal performers, is seen in the picture.
The Gypsy ^Sweethearts, an all-girl interesting neighbors.
I to see who would be the first to hear
ssional. Mrs. Long also played "11 "Peck's Bad Boy With the Circus"
rchestra, will play at the K. P. Hall
* * *
that "queer squeeky noise which was
«ve You Truly" softly while the brings to the screen Tommy Kelly in
n Anita, Friday, March 17. Come!
Occasionally
on
still
days
we
can
'
so
familiar to our ears—that noise
«remony was being read. Rev. AT- his first picture since his debut in
of a cock pheasant down always told us there were new babies
u«
hear
Imr V. Long read the ceremony in the "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer,''
f
The members of the pinochle
club
pasture, where for the at °ur nex* door neighbor's home.
Sales at the Anita liquor store dur- .ere enterUined ***»»*•* -enwe of the immediate families, j Ann Gillis, also of "Tom Sawyer'
w fcww ..-oons, he j»nd his mate have
It was always an exciting morning
* bride wore a lovely street dress fame, has the top featured role, with ing the month of February totaled
up housekeeping somewhere among around our house on the day thfe baby
"
Besides
dusty rose silk crepe and carried Edgar Kennedy, Benita Hume, Spanky $2,494.58, according to the monthly
the tall weeds and shrubs. Frequently i ^ens started out on life's journeys
bouquet of red roses. (Miss Gayle ,'McFarland and Louise Beavers in im- report of the Iowa Liquor Control
er
Lake
Bear
Mrs
Georee
Smither
Mrs
^ ventured out •into
the \ alone. th*»
One
thing certa.n, the cats
Commission. This was a daily aver- _j&Ke .Dear, iurs. \reorge oirui/ncr, ivira. l«st <"»<»»
pohnson, twin-sister of the groom, was! portant characterizations.
„ , , • ' •
j inl•in ' arusnfHnv in A i*rnn»rv <vr qnma
V n * r fi f*\A iirViak^k UFA amfkfl
QLHrll l> LUC Uttjr 111 tt K l ttllttl j \*1 BUlllvJ
en hav
Cecil
Budd,
Mrs.
D.
L.
Spiker
and
°P
field
where
we^spied
him
P«
y
«
'b
' only attendant of the bride. She! The program this evening will in- age business of $108.46 for the 23
dress of Persian rose silk crepe elude three miniatures. "Cafe Bendez- days the store was open during the Miss Geraldine Cleaver. Mrs. Hattie -trotting around, and heard ^^ i*^™^*™^^^**
can-ied a bouquet of yellow tea vous," is a musical starring Osnins month January sales at the local Wiese had the honor of holding high Anally call back to hamate. Never , w«ns rtould they, happen to fly
I once have we been fortunate enough downward.
oses. Carl L. Lindblom served as & Lessy, Jack Arthur, Arminda and store amounted to $2,489.59.
| to see the mother hen with her brood, j
I the Ridoodlers; a Fitzpatnck Travel- Total sales at the 170 state owned
an for ^ Johnson.
Leland
A.
Roe,
wife
and
son,
JunPerhaps some day when Mr. and Mrs. \ Last summer, about the time the
Following the ceremony, a delicious talk, "Jaipur—the Pink City;" and stores during the month of February
or,
visited
in
Anita
the
last
of
the
become a little more acquainted, they ; first brood was ready to fly away
were
$923,400.57,
a
small
decrease
r was served to the guests. Af- , "Athletic Oddities," an Adventure with
t
from the $929,458.13 taken in for week with his brother, Glen A. Roe will venture a little farther away one of the tiny birds became entangled
the dinner Mr. and Mrs. Johnson | the Newsreel Cameraman.
liquor during January. As in the and family, and with other friends, from the banks of the ditch and the m a horse hair and hung itself. All
for a short honeymoon. After j
WALL PAPER.
preceding month, February sales at The Roes live in Fredonia, N. Y., where tall vegetation which conceals their members of our family were as much
h 15 they will be at home in
has employment with a large seed home-then we will be rewarded with concerned as the wrens themselves.
the Des Moines store amoutmg to
tlantic.
It was the mother wren's intense
Special prices on our spring wall $4789158 were the largest of any company. Since the middle of October, a glimpse of the family.
*
*
*
scolding that called our attention to
paper.
Prices
lower
than
mail
order
M|
of the state owned stores, while New Leland and his family have been
s Sarah Norton of Atkinson,
Before
spring
does
really
come
to
the
sad accident. Somebody had to
b
Albin was at the bottom of the list raveling through most of the southern
• was a recent visitor in the city catalogues.
Bongers Bros.
states, where he has been booking stay, we must put up several more take the responsibility of cutting down
tt
with sales of $716.47.
^ bur sisters, Mrs. Chas. Ragan
February sales at the other stores orders for the company. He has a wren houses. Two great calamities the lifeless body and I was the one
' M«. Anna Porch.
,
wife
and
son,
Gail,
Ernest Burke,
in southwest Iowa were as follows couple weeks' work for the company befell the two wren nests near the who performed the task. The parent
»r. C.TAIU. and Dr.. F. D. spent Sunday in Harlan w^h their Atlantic $5,750.00; Creston, $6,676.08 in Minnesota, before they return home, bouse last year. A big bull snake wrens were at hand scolding and
i crawled up into one and killed two screaming at the top of their voices.
«">«r were re-elected directors of son and brother, Ray Burke^nd family^ Can oil $0,476.92; Red Oak, $3,662.76
Car, oil,
_ _ ^ _ shenandoahi $4>
The
members
of
the
Knot-a-Kare
baby birds and fatally injured another Soon after the tragedy the wrens left
e
Anita Independent School District
~
"
,w r
bridge club enjoyed a 1:00 o'clpck before we could slay the intruder, their home and only returned occasionr
lfe
$1,477.87;
Manning
F
'"« terms of three years at the
C. F. Darrow *f "
""J/Mr
k
$3,452.36; Audubon luncheon last Friday at the home of Both Mr. and Mrs. Wren frantically ally to set on the telephone wire and
" ' election
of the district Monday Darrow and„ wife of- this
c.ty and
Mrs
- — •"«« uo. LIU? UlBkriCb wuiiuajr
, , , „!;,.
wfn
°n. They were unopposed for Margaret Owens of Atlantic we"
MM; Stuart, $2,638.42; Winter Mrs. M. M. Feller on. Chestnut Street, called to us but it was some time scold everybody who stepped out on
"••"*tion. 51 votes wore cast.
I Des Moines Friday to see the
$25'W20; Avoca, $3,123.16; Gris the affair being a winner-loser party before we realized that all was not the porch,
• » •
land aunt, Mrs. L. W. ( H u u >
.12; Glenwood, $1,506.51 of the club. Besides the members well at the wren house. When w.e
( Ul
present, other guests were Mrs. Dale' went to their aid, we had a very , We still think perhaps the wrena
'" >ty Recorder Emil H. Pelzer of Eldora, Iowa, who is a patient, wold.
' U l l s that his office has been swamp- in a Des Moines hospital.
j
$2,250.14; Malvern, $1, Ulfers, who has become a member j difficult time to save a part of their accuse we human creatures as the ones
of the club, and Mrs. C. H. Johnson. family. They reared the remaining responsible for the sudden disappear1 VVulnut, $1,192.95.
The ladies spent the afternoon play- two babies of the first brood of the ance of their baby. (We can only hope
James Scunlon of Mason City is i ing bridge, at which high score was summer, but instead of rearing a that they or some members of their
"•' "f instruments filed so far this sufficiently from a major o^^
held by Mrs. Raymond Lantz. Each second-brood as they had on previous family will forget or forgive and
more than 600 larger than at performed at a hospital in Omaha to Anita to .s>«" d a few we<*s wit
Kain
Mitchell, Neb.
« time a year ago. The in-'return to her home in MiU-heii.
«««». ™
of the winners during the past ses- years, they left, I presume for happier move into one of our wren houses
M| . St.ulUon is a forme
»> "lings is attributed to corn Mw. Suplee is a. daughter of m*. I
^ o). Ijilieolrt township, wher sion of the club was presented a gift' surroundings. Not too far, because that will be for rent, because we will
I'liillls, l
by the losers.
.
f
' the bossy mother bird returned occa- greatly miss them if they don't.
" 'w loans and bringing up to'Almira Rickel of Anita, and a *o I ' n l i ; t n - o r a good many years.
iluu- i 1'•«••* on real estate.
'twin sister of Mrs. Fauna Suplee-

State Wide Food Sale
March 13 to 18
16c

25c

59c

33c

TOMATOESNO. 2 can

55c

Briardale Gelatine Dessert

35c
55c

FACTS AND FUN

County Spelling Contest Grant Schools Hold Spelling
to Be Held on March 25 and Declamatory Contests

February Sales at Anita
Liquor Store $2,494.58

l/l n

^VrvSilSSl.!*. L^n^r-— «*

* V^IJ J i g
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TRISUXB. THURSDAY, MARCH 16,

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
RED CUP COFFEE, pound

15c

GREEN CUP COFFEE, with glass, pound
MATCHES, 6-box carton
TOILET PAPER, Prim, 6 rolls
POTATOES, Minnesota Cobbler, peck
RAISINS, 2-pound package

23c
19c
25c
25c
17c

CRACKERS, M. B. C. soda, 2-pound box
OATMEAL, Quaker, large package
PINK SALMON, 2 No. 1 cans

15c
19c
25c

SCHOOL NEWS.
Normal Training Girls Meet.
The Normal Training club met at
the schoolhouse last Wednesday. After
a short business meeting, a reading
on "How to Beautify the Schoolroom"
was given by Mary Jean Reeves. Miss
Brown then explained the art of basket weaving. Each girl wove a basket
from reeds which was provided. All
enjoyed this activity, including the
guest of the evening, Miss Kyle.
After the baskets were completed,
the girls gave special honor to Miss
Brown, who was celebrating her birthday. A large birthday cake' was
presented when lunch was served.

Activity Banquet Will
Be Held March 21.
The Activity 'Banquet, which honors the football and basketball teams,
declamatory winners, and gives recognition to the "High Lites" staff, annual
staff, musical organizations, cheer
leaders
and spelling contestant, is the
Clerk.
Moved by Alfred Dement and |big event for Tuesday, March 21, in
Published Every Thursday by the seconded by A. J. Kopp, that written our school.
A t ' this time letters and emblems
extention agreement of option offered
by Ray H. Burke on Lot Three (3), are to be awarded. An interesting
W. F. BUDD.
Editor Block Nineteen (19) and written ex- program of toasts and musical numtention agreement of option offered bers has been planned. The speaker
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
by Anita Lumber Company on Lots of the evening will be Jim Yeager,
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Four (4), Five (5) and Six (6), Block head football coach at Iowa State
college, Ames. After Mr. Yeager's
Entered at the post office at Anita, Nineteen (19), be accepted.
address,
moving pictures of some of
Ayes:
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
Alfred Dement,
R. C. Howard, the Iowa State 1938 football games
THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1939.
A. J. Kopp and Andrew Petersen. will be shown. Parents are urged
to attend, and the public is invited.
Absent:
PRtociS
COU.N
1EDENGS.
Ernest Burke.
P. T. A. Meets
Motion carried.
Clerk's Office,-AnW, Iowa,
The six year term of George F. Thursday Evening.
The March P. T. A. meeting is to
March 6, 1939,-'
Shaffer expiring April 4th., 1939, on
The Town -Gettncifinet in regular the Anita Waterworks board, the be held on Thursday evening at 8:00
session with the following members Mayor appointed George F. Shaffer o'clock. The program will consist of
present:
to succeed himself subject to the ap- a panel discussion on Mental Health
by the Social Problems class. This
Mayor Darrow; Councilmen Dement, proval of the Council.
Howard, Kopp and Peterseh.
It was moved by A. J. Kopp and will be followed by a musical program.
Absent:
seconded by Andrew Petersen, that
Will Present Music Prograjm.
Ernest Burke.
Mayor's appointment be approved.
Ayes:
On Tuesday evening, March 28, the
The minutes of previous meetings
were read and approved. ,
Alfred Dement,
R. C. Howard, i musical organizations will present a
A. J. Kopp and Andrew Petersen.; program. Groups participating are
The Treasurer's report was read and
Absent:
the girls glee club, mixed chorus,
approved.
Ernest Burke.
group from junior high, orchestra,
The following bills were allowed
senior band and junior band.
Motion carried.
and ordered paid:
Much time and preparation have
Corporation Fund.
The 'Mayor announced his appointGeorge L. Bills, salary and
ment of the following as a board of been spent in interpreting and memorkilling dogs
$ 61.00 three trustees for the management! izing the numbers. The vocal organFred Exline, salary
60.00 and control of the Municipal Electric i izations will give the same numbers
C. F. Darrow, salary
10.00 Light and Power Plant of Anita, Iowa, j as they will present at the music conSolon A. Karns, salary
40.00 and asked the Council to approve and test to be held at Oakland on a later
confirm the same as follows:
date. Be sure to set this date aside
Iowa Electric Company, hall
lights
1.29
Robert Scott for the two (2) year for music night with the A. H. S.
term.
Dement Implement Company,
gas
4.26
C. A. Long for the four (4) year tion of the members thereof as provided.
Farmers Coop., coal
14.55 term.
vided by law.
Section 7. That said Board of
Kenneth Turner, gas and kero| George F. Shaffer for the six (6)
Section 3. That the appointees Trustees shall have all of the power
r
sene
1.05 yp» term.
submitted to the Council by the 'Mayor
f-fWhereupon Councilman R. C. How- are hereby approved and confirmed and authority in the management and
Des Moines Register, publish
control of the Municipal Electric Light
notice
'.
30.38
introduced and read the follow- as follows:
and Power Plant as by law provided.
Tribune Publishing Company,
ing Resolution and moved its adop'Robert Scott for the two year
Passed and approved this 6th. day
printing
47.45 tion; seconded by Councilman Anterm.
of March, 1939.
C. W. Clardy, supplies
.93 drew Petersen; and after due considC. A. Long for the four year
C. F. Darrow,
Kunz Grain Company, coal . 13.92 eration thereof by the Council, the
term.
Mayor.
Mayor put the question upon the i
Light Fund.
George P. Shaffer for the six
Attest:
motion and the roll being called, the | year term.
Iowa Electric Company, street
Solon A. Karns,
lights
66.30 following named Councilman voted:
Section 4. That the compensation
Ayes:
Councilman Alfred Dement intro! for each of said Trustees is hereby
On motion and vote the meeting
duced andf read the resolution next
Alfred Dement, R. C. Howard, ftxed in the sum of ?62<50 per year
A. J. Kopp and Andrew Petersen.' Section 5. That each Trustee shall adjourned.
hereinafter set out and moved its
Solon A. Karns,
Absent:
adoption.
furnish an official bond in the sum
Town Clerk.
Ernest Burke.
Councilman R. C. Howard seconded
of $2,500.00 which shall be approved
the motion to adopt.
Whereupon the Mayor declared said by the Mayor and filed with the Town
Mrs. Eva Hill of Gregory, So. Dak.,
After due consideration, no objec- motion duly carried and said resolution Clerk
is
spending the week at the home of
adopted
as
follows:
tions or corrections being made, the
Section 6. That successors shall her mother, Mrs. Agnes McCosh, and
Mayor put the question upon the
RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING
be appointed and vacancies on said with her brothers, Phil and James
adoption of said Resolution and the
BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR
board shall be filled as by law pro- McCosh.
roll being called the following named
MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC LIGHT
Councilmen voted:
AND POWER PLANT.
Ayes:
WHEREAS, the Council of the
Councilmen Alfred Dement, R. C. Town of Anita, Iowa, did heretofore
Howard, A. J. Kopp and Andrew legally call a special election for the
Petersen.
purpose of submitting to the electors
Absent:
thereof the following proposition:
Ernest Burke.
"Shall the Town of Anita,
(Whereupon the Mayor declared said
Iowa, place the management and
Resolution duly adopted as follows:
control of its electric light and
RESOLUTION.
power plant in the hands of a
1. That the Town of Anita, Iowa,
Board of Trustees ?" and
shall appropriate the estimated revWHEREAS, said election was legally
enue from the Consolidated Tax Levy held and conducted on November 4,
made in accordance with Section 6217 1938, and a majority of the qualified
of the Code of Iowa, for the several electors of said Town, voting thereat
T\umP Winter-fouled oil. Whatever you do, drain
funds as provided' by law and that voted in favor of the aforesaid prop•L* and refill now with something But drain and
said estimated revenue shall be and osition; and
refill
with Conoco Germ Processed oil and then
by this resolution is appropriated in
WHEREAS, the Mayor of said Town
your engine'8 OIL-PLATED. Then it's got more than
proper ratio and set aside for the has submitted to the Council his apswell fresh oil down in the crankcase—it's got
use of each of the several funds as pointment of a Board of Trustees for
provided by law as follows:
another big plus all the way up... It's got fresh
the various terms as follows:
GENERAL FUND
$3350.00
Robert Scott for the two year
surfacing...OIL-PLATING. That comes from the
IMPROVEMENT FUND . . .
50.00
term; C. A. Long for the four
actual union of this patented oil direct with inner
GRADING FUND
50.00
year term; and George F. Shaffer
engine surfaces. Conoco Germ Processing gives this
SEWER FUND
50.00
for the six year term; and
oil so much "power of attraction" that it cannot
LIGHT FUND
x 1000.00
WHEREAS, it is deemed advisable
drain down and leave engine parts bare, though
2. That the provisions of the Res- by the Council that it establish said
your car stands by the hour or speeds by the hour.
olution are declared to be necessary ( Board of Trustees pursuant to said
as in the preservation of the best in- election, fix the salaries of said TrusNever all Spring and Summer, with Germ Procterest of the Town of Anita, Iowa, tees, fix the amount of official bonds
essed
oil, can your engine suffer rasping "dry starts"
and 'shall take effect and be in force of said Trustees according to law
...not
with every square inch always oiled in
from and after its adoption by the and approve and confirm the apadvance
by drain-proof OIL-PLATING. Nor will
Town Council as provided by law.
pointees made by the Mayor for said
'
C. F. Darrow,
four
to
five
thousand revolutions per minute whirl
Board of Trustees; now therefore
Mayor.
FT IS RESOLVED BY THE TOWN
away this implanted OIL-PLATING. It stays on.
Attest:
COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF ANIIt helps the oil-level to stay up. Your OIL-FLATED
Solon A. Karns,
TA. IOWA:
engine and Germ Processed oil will both be giving
Clerk.
Section 1. That there is hereby
you plus mileage. Change today to Your Mileage
' I, Solon A. Karns, Clerk of Anita, created a special Board of Trustees
Merchant. Continental Oil Company
Case County, Iowa, do hereby certify to be known as the "Board of Elec-

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing: Co.

PETERSEN'S GROCERY
DELIVER

Grade News.
PunisiF.
snn
WE DEf.lvpn
PHONE 300
The first grade playground captains
for t h i s week arc Howard Gregersen
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
and Barbara Ann Pearson. Janet Sue
Johnson, Bonnie Christensen and DickPEANUT KRAKLE, P. & G., 16-oz. net
I9c
ie Buttolph have been absent the past
OATS,
Mother's,
with
cup
and
saucer,
Ig,
pkg...
2sc
week clue to illness. A Holland proPOTATOES, Dakota Cobblers, cooking, 15-lbs.. 25C
ject is being worked out in our sand
table and art work classes. Stones,
PRESERVES, P. & G.,, pure, Strawberry, Red
which correlate with this subject are
Raspberry or Boysenberry, jar
25C
being read. The children have made
SUGAR, with grocery order of $1.00,10-lbs. . . . 45c
many interesting posters of the Dutch j
people. In Citizenship class our Safety j
BACON SQUARES, sugar cured, pound
12c
Club is progressing nicely. The folCOFFEE,
Paxton
Gas
Roasted,
2-lb.
jar
or
tin
.
.
.
49c
lowing officers have been elected: president, Dean Karns; vice president,
PASTRY ROLLS, fancy, none better, carton 6. .isc
Janet Sue Johnson; secretary, Elvin
Fruits and Vegetables In Season.
Hendricks; patrol captains, Ronald
Dorsey and Carol Porch.
The second grade has been talking
of the different signs of spring. They
yesterday.
OLE SAYS.
have made a chart containing the
* * *
signs for each child to read. The boys
There was a time, not so many
People in this vicinity, no
and girls are learning to read the cal- years ago, when the old mill, with its recall buch experiences at Lewi;doubt I
endar with the Dutch scene. Each pond and mill race, was the object of Mount Etna.
child has his turn saying the days of beauty, as well as practicality. Withthe week and months of the year. Each in the radius of forty miles, families
The streams that
morning the day of the week is made. journied, bringing their wheat and above places with theirsupplied tin I
"ches
The third grade is going to begin other grain to be transformed into
been dredged. Practically a coupl eo
working with beaver board this week. flour and meal, while pa, ma and the
dry river bode? I wonder if those*.I
They will use coping saws to cut ani- kids, waiting their turns at the mill,
sponsible ever feel that changjl
mals out of the beaver board. Miss picniced and gossiped beneath the
Mother Nature's clever pattern
Knowlton read a letter to the third great spreading elms, and cast line,
the earth's machinery has been
grade pupils from Anita Garlock.
hook and sinker for the idling bass great instrument in bringing on owl
The fourth grade is studying the and catfish within the silvery depths
recent periods of drought.
Netherlands in Geography. They find of the mill pond.
• • * *
they can correlate this study with art,
* • •
I shudder when I think of
reading and other activities. They are
The murderous age of today has might happen in the next twentyl
working hard on multiplication with
blotted the old mill into a romatic years. After aD, I'm not yet thify'l
two-figure multipliers.
past—to the younger generation, a and I can remember when there wertl
The fifth grade received a nice letlegend; to those who remember—and few cars, no radios, and airplainwJ
ter from Helen Garlock. The class
decided to write letters to her at once. there are many who do remember— and I have spent many a delightful
Several are on the sick list this week, a great mound in the graveyard of outing by the ^ld mill stream.
but we are glad that they are nearly
all back again. In penmanship, we
have been concentrating on the "sentence." We find the art of writing
is complicated and quite a lengthy
discussion may be had when one
studies the sentence as a whole. We
BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR CHICK STARTING
are doing nicely with fractions and
OR GROWING MASH.
have learned how to borrow in subtraction of fractions.
These chicks were put into our electric battery j
The sixth graders have had vocabwhen
they were one day old and nofc given a two
ulary study in language this week.
The Explorations in Iowa of Lewis
weeks start as some tests are conduct
and Clark, Pike and Albert Lee have
These chicks are being fed "FELCO" starting
interested the history class.
The
mash, an Ames State registered formula feed. Our I
names of Iowa counties are being
memorized. Dutch scenes, in connecidea was to give "FELCO" a real tough test, to
tion with the study of Holland, were
show you it has quality. That was the reason for j
made on paper plates.

SEE OUR

starting one day old chicks and also confining them;
in as small a space as possible.
Before you buy your chick starter or grower seel
our chicks and see what "FELCO" is doing for
them.

We are positive that we have a better feed on the
market today and at a price that is belp,w them all.
This is due to the fact we use ingredients that is
practically all raised in this community and we mix
it here according to the formula, arid above all we
GUARANTEE" ^ "FELC«" ^ '»
Come in and let us explain our BAG RETURN
"FELCO™'

THE FARMERS COOPC. P. DARROW, Manager

More than "making the motions"
when you change to

OIL-PLATING

the above to 1>e a true and correct tric Light and Power Plant Trustees
copy of resolution passed and adopted of the Town of Anita, Iowa."
by the Town Council on the 6th.' Section 2. That said Board of
day of March, 1989.
Trustees shall take office and become
Solon A. Karns,
effective immediately upon qualifica-

CONOCO GERM
PROCESSED OIL
Your Mileage Merchant

Conoco Products Are Sold in Anita

'

at

Barnholdt Service Station

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young

HIS TALK \AinH "POCWr-ee.CJEFF BAHfitS

'HUNTED UP'SPEED" JACKSON SUM .BOSS,
LISTEN ; SPEED. COME
AN'AH WANTS

fl ~K> MV TENT RIGHT
THE 6HOW NJANT TO HAVE A TALK
VMTH

-BUT ARE VA
SURE
GO THRU'

rr, ?

MVRA

ATTtNTON FEED

MISCELLANEnng

PONT VADRRV AE>OUT
ALL
RIGHT - ANO THANKS
A LOT R3P HELPING
OUT XHHALTA

Writ* far KJAB'S MONTR?^
BULLETIN, A completei SJi'
dtee. Sava
'
COMPANT

you.'!
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LALA PALOOZA —Vincent Is Quite tin Inventor
HELLO, WHAT'S
THAT? LOOKS
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MOTORBOAT
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THERE

USEDfCAR DEALR^

V^THIS'LL TAKE MORE WORK
THAN I DONE SINCE I WAS
A EJOUNCER IN CASEY'S
BEAN6RV BEFORE LALA
CAME INTO TH
BI6 DOUGH-BUT
GOTTA
SAVE HER
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PHO^O FINISHINGl
WIN $1*L_
Roll5 devek
meats 25c.
STUDIOS. D«

• rnok In KHMr «mdle«tt. Inc.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER .POP— For a Moment Things Looked Bad!

- • bert film of the i
« prints and J ei
int« 3c each. GEPfJ
O-U. Dei Molnei, I

GrairikfriiH.-V^jrir: large. Bushel by c
collect 91. Bnihel Sweet Seedlessif
and QzaoftrvtttL80. Pink Grapefru...
1C. O. T>teM*. 8a«U, Grower, benu,l

Well Remembered
One of tfie stories Earl Ba!
Ukes to tell about himselfIsaafe F. Marcosson in his i
niscencea, "Turbulent YeatfJ
relates to an incident which t
pened shortly after he
premier the first tune. Amaflri
ognized him on a train and s
"You are Stanley Bal
aren't you?"
"Yes," was the reply, i
upon hia. lefiew traveler i
"We' were'at 'Harrow
together* What are you <
—Kansas City Star. •

MESCAL IKE

The Noble Experiment

B, s. L. HUNTLEY

If interested in helping often]
vital health, write us today. ItT
pay you.' Vlavi, 701 Empire r
Des Monies, Iowa.—Adv.
Destitute
He who has lost confidence (
lose nothing more.—Boiste.

POP— Proof Enough
HERE'S A MAN -

By J. MILLAR WATT
A HUNDRED AND THRCt
- NEVER TOUCHED
ALCOMOL INI
HIS LIFE'

SO TOTAL ABSTINCNCt
ISN'T FATAL,
AFTER

ALL!

PUT AN ELASTIC ON IT

Curse of Progress

"Yes, madam," the postal clerk
said, "this parcel will be all right.
But, as a matter-ef fact, yvu have
put three cents too much in stamps
on it."
"Oh, dear," the oW lady replied,
"how awkward. I do hope it won't
be sent too far."
,

Sh-h!

Here is Vienna's latent joke:
One Viennese to another—How
are you, eld ohap?
"Marvelous, thanks."
"It's quite all right, we are not
on the telephone, you can tell me
the truth."
Second the Motion
Prof—What is your idea of civilization?"
Student—It's a good Idea. Some
body ought to start it.
Conservation
Soda Jerker—Say, why doncha
use the other straw, too 7
Customer— What for? 1 haven't
emptied this one yet I
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SEE THAT SHELL

Butter

ymaj. HOBSEffiDE WOBK SHOES

Specials Through March
Men's and Boys' Work Shoes
1000 Mile Horse Hide Shoes

$3.95

ARCH SUPPORT

Shell Horse Hide Shoes .

$3.25

LEATHER HEEL

Extra Soft Horse Hide Shoes

$2.95

RUBBER HEEL

Calf Skin Shoes . . .

$1.98

USKIDE SOLE
NOW IS THE TIME TO GIVE YOUR WORK SHOES A GOOD OILING.
COME IN AND USE OUR KIT.

Roe Clothing Co.
Selling for CASH and Selling for LESS,
A meeting of the Anita Literary
Club will be held at 2:30 o'clock Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Fred M. Sheley on East Main Street.
The annual election of officers will
be held, and the program will be
under the direction of Mrs. W. T.
Biggs, Mrs. Sheley and Mrs. F. D.
Weimer.

WHEN YOU BUY
CHICK FEED
You expect a feed mixed FRESH—a feed containing
health building, disease Desisting ingredients such as
cod liver oil, buttermilk, etc., rich in vitamins every
chick needs. You get all this AND MORE TOO in
ROBERTS CHICK MASHES. It develops chicks
- into pullets weeks sooner, gives them strong, healthy
disease resisting bodies, which is needed in a profitable flock.
Don't look for premiums in Roberts Feeds. We
save the cost of these and pass it on to you, because
our price is right.
Insist on Fresh Feeds—Get Roberts Feeds

Roberts Produce

Kohl's — Maduff's — Peterson's — Bell's Produce
Reed's Store, Wiota — Norway Center Store

HEAVY DUTY OILS, 15 gallons... .40c per gallon
UN ALINE OILS, 15 gallons
45c per gallon
UNA PENN 100% PENN OIL,
15 gallons . . . ' .
55c per gallon
30-lbs. PRESSURE GREASE, in galvanized
half bushel
$2.25
10-lbs. PRESSURE GREASE, in galvanized
pail
$1.00
Large Galvanized Funnel, with strainer
55c
All Oils and Greases Carry Your Satisfaction or
Money Back Guarantee.
All Grades of Gasoline, Kerosene and Distillate.

Dement Implement Co.
Phone 59

pound

10 lb Cloth Bag

"-

WOLWRINE

11

Mrs R M. N'fp'Hcs returner home
> Sunday from a month's visit w i t h
SCIENCE.
•f ' relatives and friends at Canton, Ohio,
"Matter" will be the subject of the and other places in the
WE DELIVER
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
PHONE 239
A ^^ oVlo^~cWred dish dinner
j
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, M"arch ^ enjoved i acl Friday evening by
the members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dmner
19, 1939.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
) h p h n m p of ,[r.
Thee Golden Text is from Exodus 20:
of
R R o n i r i s o n , corner
7, "Thou shall not take the name of
No. 1 Creamery*
_
A^M
S t r p p ( s _ n p ? i d r s the
the Lord thy God in vain; for the
Lord will not hold him guiltless that
c n t i o t h er guests were
|
taketh his name in vain."
Mrs. C,. M. DeCamp. The
•
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo,'as spent playinp bridge, at
tations from the Bible and from the which high scores were he'.d by Mrs.
Northern Grown Cobblers d» 4 Cft|
Christian Science textbook, SClenCe Harold McDermott and Mr. Def.mp.
for table or seed - 100-lbs. $ 1 .59
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
SALE NOTICE.
SHERI
One of the Bible citations reads:
"And Jesus went about all the cities gtate of I(nva (- a?s County, ss.
and villages, teaching in their syna-1
gogues, and preaching the gospel of Evelyn Faulkner, Plaintiff.
the kingdom, and healing every sick- ^ Victoria Roth, et al., Defendants.
*%
~1, **«.*» Soda—Fresh & Crisp
2-Ib. Box
ness and every disease among the peo-:
•
pie" (Matthew 9:35).
j To Victoria Roth, et al.
Open Kettle Rendered!
Among the selections from the
You are herehy notified that by
Pound
Christian Science textbook is the fol-1 virtue of a Special Execution to me
-ing.
i
directed
by
the
Cierk
of
the
District;
lowing.
If God had instituted material laws ' Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor,
to govern man, disobedience to which of Evelyn Faulkner and m rem,
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
would have made man ill, Jesus would ' against Victoria Roth, et al., and the ,
BOARD OF SUPERV
not have disregarded those laws by ' hereinafter described real estate for
—•
healing in direct opposition to them the sum of Seven Thousand Nine Hun-, gtate of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
Court House,
and in defiance of all material condi-' dred Forty-One and 39-100 Dollars ,
Atlantic, Iowa,
tions" (p. 227).
($7,941.39), I did on the 9th. day , Bankers Life Company, Plaintiff.
February 13, 1939
of March, A. D. 1939, levy on the ( w A Huss> gt ^ Defendants.
The
Board
of
Supervisors of i
+ + + + + + + 4. + + + + +! property of the said Victoria Roth ; ' '
_
.
County, Iowa, met in regular <
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + and Bernard Roth, her husband; Ralph ' TQ w A Russ . Ame\\a M. Huss; Leroy with all members present:
•f' Richter and Ruth Richter, his wife
Linderman; Mary Linderman;
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Q. j
-f Barbara Richter Joy and Fred Joy,
W. U. Hammer; Vinnie R. Hammer; Eshelnuin, Mike Metz, F. w.
N.
P.
Christensen;
Gertrude
B.
Chris' Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
her husband; Kathryn Richter Bell
and
Wohlenhaus.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. and Fred Bell, her husband; Lewis
tensen; Noel P. Christensen; AtlanThei
« of February 7th i
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m. Richter and Ollie Richter, his wife;
tic National Bank, Atlantic, Iowa;

Maduff's Foodi Market!

Only Wolverine Shell Horsehide Work
Shoes have both soles and uppers of this
amazing three-ply Shell leather— tanned
soft and pliable by the exclusive Wolverine tanning process. Come in. Try
on a pair. No obligation.

An all day meeting of the Original
Sunshine club was held last Thursday
at the home of 'MJrs. Myra Turner, with
ten members present. A covered dish
dinner was enjoyed during the noon
hour and the afternoon was spent socially by the ladies. The next meeting
of the club will be held March 30 at
the home of Mrs. Faye Petersen.

ANITA TRIBL^E, THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1939.

Anita, Iowa

QUALITY PAINT at
CUT RATE PRICES
MONARCH, 1007o Pure House Paint, gallon.. .$2.80
GLOSTONE, Semi-Gloss, quart
80
Full assortment of colors — Buy your paint here
and save money — Come and see for yourself.
Act Now!

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
WE BEAT MAIL ORDER COMPETITION

23C
49C

Peanut Butter ** *** 23t
Mustard
Crackers
14d
Lard
lOi

approved as read.

Evening worship at 7:00 o'clock. J Harvey Richter and Emma Richter,
Atlantic State Bank, Atlantic, Iowa;
At 10:00 A. M. the Board of I
The morning sermon will be, "The his wife; Anna Richter Imrie and
Cass County, Iowa; Earl R. Kirk, proval, composed of one member
value of the church to a community." , Dave Imrie, her husband; William C.
Administrator of the Estate of Noel lected by the Board of Trusteei]
If you do not value the church as an j Richter and Myrtle Mae Richter, his
P. Christensen, deceased.
asset to the community, come and hear j wife; H. L. Bell, Administrator of the You are hereby notified that by each township, met with the
why it is the leading institution in Estate of Nicklaus Richter, deceased, virtue of a Special Execution to me visors to consider plans for 1939 J
work.'
the following described real estate,
your town.
directed by the Clerk of the District
Moved by Walter Burnside andij
The evening sermon will be, "Can j to-wit:
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor onded by W. E. Gerlock, to
The
Northeast
Quarter
(NEiVi)
a Christian have fun?"
of Bankers "Life Company and in rem the plans for construction wort I
of Section 25, Township 77,
These sermons will be of value to
against W. A. Huss, et al., and the local township roads for 1939 ail
North, Range 35, West of the
all, young and old. If the Lord wills,
hereinafter described real estate for termined for -each township.
5th. P. M., Cass County, Iowa,
we will have a special pianist and
offerThe
^e"to"»!«!?»
-urn of Twenty-Five Thousand
Motion carried.
singer from Des Moines to conduct the and will
Hundred Seventy-Five and 78-100
Moved by Wbhlenhaus, secon
to
the
highest
bidder
on
the
10th.
music and give us a special message
day of 5*19397* the l o u r o f '. Dollar, <?25,675.78), I did on the 18th. Wiese, to appropriate $699.85 i
in song.
o'clock A. M., at the North day of February, A. D. 1939, levy on the Poor Fund for 1939 to rein
The K. J. U. club will meet at the 11:00
door
of
the Court House in Atlantic,' t h e P™perty of the said W. A. Huss; the State Fund for aid to blind. ]
home of Miss Lena Schaake Friday
County
of
Cass and State of Iowa, i Amelia M. Huss; Leroy <M. LmderMotion carried.
afternoon.
You are further notified that if man ! Mar V Linderman; W. U. HamThe following bonds were ap|
said real estate includes your home-, mer ; Vinnie R- Hammer; N. P. Chris- Harley M. Weber, Clerk;
tensen
'. Gertrude B. Christensen; Noe Rathman, patrolman; Archie
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + stead, that unless you plat and re-'p
cord
the
same
within
ten
days
afChristensen;
Atlantic Nationa Lynch, truck driver and Charted
4- Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor, -f
Bank
> Atlantic, Iowa; Atlantic State pie, patrolman.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + ter the service of this notice, I
Atlantic, Iowa; Cass County,
The rebates of Walter
Church School at 10:00 a. m. will cause said homestead to be Bank,
l o w a Earl R Kirk
marked
out,
platted
and
recorded
asj
;
' Administrator of poll tax, $6.00 and Oscar
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
the
provided by law and the expense'
Estate of Noel P. Christensen, dog tax, $2.00 were allows!
superintendent.
thereof
shall
be
added
to
the
costs
'
deceased;
the following described real
The following claims wen
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
estate, to-wit:
nd the Auditor authorized
Ladies aid meets at the church on in this case.
Dated this 9th. day of March, ;
The North Half of the Southwarrants for the same:
Thursday. 15c dinner served at noon.
east Quarter of Section Thirty- Hawley Lynch, transportaPilgrim Fellowship meets Thursday 1939.
five (35)
and a part of the
P. P. Edwards,
evening at the church with a 6:30
tion
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa.
Southwest Quarter of .. Section
o'clock Pot Luck supper.
sther Reeves, salary
Thirty-six (36) described as folBoard' of Approval claims for
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
lows: Commencing at a point
•f
ion and mileage:
+
on the West line of said tract
METHODIST CHURCH
ohn 'Pearce
•f State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
523.8 feet South of the NorthArthur V. Long, Pastor.
Wm. Wahlert
+ + + + + + + + + + + + 4
W. F. Kuesel
Leon G. Voorhees, Plaintiff; H. L. Bell, west corner thereof, thence East
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
on
a
line
parallel
with
the
North
sty Smith
Substituted Plaintiff.
McDermott, Superintendent.
line of said Quarter 440.4 feet;
Wm. Grulke
Victoria Roth, et al., Defendants.
Church worship at 11:00 a. m. Serthence South on a line parallel
Roy Herjbert
mon by the pastor on "The Living To Victoria Roth, et al.
with the West line of said Quartihas. H. Pitsenberger
God," with special music by the choir
er 200.6 feet; thence East on a
You are hereby notified that by
Alvin Lehmkuhl
under the direction of Mrs. Russell L. virtue of a Special Execution to me
line parallel with the North line
Wm. <F. S»ndh6rst ..
Adams.
of said Quarter to the East line
I directed by the Clerk of the District
Herman Newman . •
Epworth League at 6:30 p. m. Gayle Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor
of said Southwest Quarter; thence
Wm. E. Gerlock
Johnson will be the leader of the dis- of Leon G. Voorhees, Plaintiff, H. L. South along the East line of said
B. C. Pond ..cussion on "Choosing a Life Work." Bell, Substituted Plaintiff and in rem i quarter to the Southeast corner
J. W. Jordan
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock, against Victoria Roth, et al., and the
thereof; thence West along the
Walter C. Burnside
with a sermon by the pastor on "The hereinafter described real estate for
South line of said quarter to the
Henry Bissell
Prayer That Helps Us Live." This is the sum of Two Thousand Four Hun- j Southwest corner thereof; thence
Walter Hilyard '.
the opening discussion in a series of dred Forty and 90-100 Dollars
North along the West line of said
Session and Mileage Claims.
sermons on the Lord's Prayer.
($2,440.90), I did on the 9th. day | quarter to the place of beginning,
ilawley.
Lynch
1
Choir practice this (Wednesday) ev- of March, A. D. 1939, levy on the
all in Township Seventy-seven
Mike Mete?
ening at the home of Mr. and 'Mrs. Al- property of the said Victoria Roth! (77) North, Range Thirty-four
F. W. Wiese
bert Karns. Anyone who will be able and Bernard Roth, her husband; Ralph ' (34) West of the 5th. P. M.,
W. H. Wohlenhaus
to entertain the choir on practice Richter and Ruth Richter, his wife; i (containing 197.40 acres) Cass
G. E. EBhelman
•
nights kindly get in'touch with Mrs. Barbara Richter Joy and iFred Joy, I County, Iowa;
Moved by Metz, seconded by
Eric Osen.
her husband; Kathryn Richter Bell and will offer tV,P *<,
*
i man, to adjourn until March
The Woman's Home Missionary So-1 and Fred Bellf her husband; ^,to ^l[.^ ^ «™e for sale on call of Chairman,
ciety meets Thursday afternoon with Riehter and 0,,ie Richteri his w i f e . ' d a y of A ., 1939
™ ™ 3rd'
carried.
1
Mrs.
George
Denne.
Hawley
(Signed)
M™ n™.n«nn«.
Harvey Richter and Emma Kichter', 10:15 o'clock A. M., at the
Chaii
The Methodist radio hour is broad- ; h i s w i f e ; Amm Riehter ,
and door of he Court H''
J
the Court House in
i Atlantic, Attest:
cast every Sunday afternoon at 3:00 D ave
M. E. Hul
o'clock over stations WOW, KSO and jter ai
County At"'
"*
WMT.
Bishop Oxnam has charge of pj j Bell, Administrator of the : 7" T tT™' "Otlfied that
Sai
s ld
,f Nicklaus
Ni,kl»,, s Richter,
Ri,>^, deceased
, , „ , . , . „ , * «*1 «tate includes your homethese broadcasts.
I Estate of
The new Methodist hymnal has been lhe f 0 n o w i n g described real estate stead, that unless you plat and rein use in our church for some time. ; to-wit•
cord the same within ten days afi Several new copies are on hand. If {
ter the service of this notice, I will
The West Half ( , W l ; )
cause said homestead to be marked
Northwest Quarter ( N W '<)f ) ^
: you wish to dedicate one to the church
(
>
f
1
FOR SALE:—Thatchers
see Mrs. C. H. Johnson.
Sec.tion 19 Township 77
out platted and recorded as provided
The Epworth League will have a Range 34 _ Wes(. of thg ^ _ ^ ' by law and the expense thereof shal and Fulgrum seed oats. Frank
covered dish supper and social Thurs- Cass County, Iowa
'
be added to the costs in this case.
'FOB SALJBU^-White Oak
j day evening at 6:30 o'clock. We hope j and wil , offe; the ' same fm .
this
-Hli. day of March Oak posts' well seasoned
;to have our Ping Pong table ready to the highest bidde]. on ^ ^ 1939.
of
for use
p
:_Team
'
ida y of April 1939, at the hour r'f
- 1'. Edwards,
Early returns from the God's Acre 10.45 oVlo(,k A M at t|u,
"
Sheriff of C ass County(
program pledges are very encouraging. dool. of th(J Cour(. ^^ ^
' "™
Anita.
uu
% M. B. Parkinson, ment Implement Co.
If you have not made your pledge, C o u n t y of Cass and gtat
'
'
Deputy
iHBLL0; FOLKS! Real ba
kindly have it ready for the solicitors You are further noli of Iowa,
'd
that
if
Stvteftibioks »t the Amta
when they call.
I said ,.ea, eslate melu(ll;s
_'our h,,,„,._
A meeting of the Home Guards steud, that unless you plut
10 fw Chicks with each «
-,„ I
will be held Saturday afternoon at (.ord the same w i t h i n u 11 '
"'taken from the hatchery
.
'lays ufCUSTOM''HATCHING o
2:30 o'clock at the home of Charlotte te|. the service of
notio-, i
, Belle Koob.
IALTY.
Bring eggs w
will cause said homestead tn h,.
Anita Hatchery, Anita,
marked out, platted and m-onl,.,! a!
STOCK REMOVED
provided by law and the i-xpc,i M ,
WAITED:—-Hay bai'"">'
LUTHERAN MISSION AT
thereof shall be added to the c,,!^
Parker
or Ross Lewj^
I. O. O. F. HALL.
in this case.
J;HONE
400
AN1TA
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
60c buys 600 sheets of tjl
Dated this 9th. day
1939.
''HE'CHARGES
paper, stee 8%xll inches * .J
AN1
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
P I* ir i
'«'A RENDERING
ane office.
Divine worship at 10:30 a. m.
Sheriff of Cass County I,
Confirmation class meets every WedBVY ANITA
By M. B. Parkins,,
or seyi Manager
nesday afternoon.

DEAD
FREE

Ph. 184 Anita-we pay !'h"

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Easy Filet Crochet
For Baby's Carriage

Congress

Weekly News Analysis

Europe Watches Tiny Ruthenia
For Next Step in German March
•

By Joseph W. La Bine—'
POJ.AND

Q BERLIN

0 WARSAW

GERMANY

'CZECHIA'

SLOVAKIA

Qcrman "protectorate?

-Independent* *«•
(rated brHMeraal
Mnniljr pra-Hul.
PopolM* cfcifwd old

«l»unUec\bytbe
Populace >nti.N«L

Pattern No. 6071.
Filet crochet with this Mother
Goose figure, is just the thing for
baby's carriage. The lace stitch
Mts off Bo-Peep and the lambs
gambol on the plain mesh portion.
A color note is added by drawing
• ribbon through' the beading
formed around the oval. Pattern
8071
contains instructions and
charts for making this set; an illustration of it and of stitches;
materials needed.
To obtain this pattern, send IB
cents in coins to The Sewing
Circle, Household Arts Department, 259 West 14th Street, New
York, N. Y.

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS
Improving; Old Potatoes.—To
improve the flavor, add a little
sugar to the water in which old
potatoes are boiled.
* • •
Clean Vacuum Bag.—No more
than a pint of dirt should be allowed to accumulate hi the bag
of a vacuum cleaner.
* * *
Laundry Tip.—Before you put
new. curtains into the washer, soak
them in four tablespoons of salt
to each four cups of water.
* * *
Washing Delicate Things.—If
you are washing small articles, or
thin baby dresses or other delicate things, put them into a pillowcase or sack and tie it with tape,
then place it hi the washer.

To make motor oil pure,
to deliver to the motoring
public only the richness of the
finest Pennsylvania oil has
been Quaker State's standard
of quality for twenty-five
years. You will find, as have
millions of other car owners,
that the regular use of AcidFree Quaker State will make
your car run better, last
longer. Quaker State Oil
Refining Corp., Oil City, Pa.
Retail price

CARPATHOUKRAINE
BkkrfifhtlitiiUav
t!oobrHan««T.wtkh
would annride common
PoUih-Bunacim bor.
der «nd paBOr/ block
Ocrmtnjr'l drirt t« tnt
Ukraine.

AUSTRIA
HUNGARY
lm»t «A» »t t. c mama

./ RUMANIA
tr-

THE DISMEMBERED CORPSE OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Mr. Chamberlain wasn't interested in the funeral.

Said Virginia's Rep. Clifton Woodrum house economy leader who was
ousted as head of the rehef subcommittee: "I have not changed my belief that the amount appropriated
was sufficient to carry WPA through
the year. However, I am open to
President Roosevelt,
who has 'repeated his request for
$150,000,000 more WPA funds: 1 ne
responsibility . . - rests . . . witn
congress."
TT q
Spending is toe woe of most U.S.
senators and representatives yet
toe early March economy bloc which
threatened to wreck administration financial plans has already
reached an amazingly effective
stalemate. Reasons: (1) by placing responsibility for an economyinspired business slump on congress
shoulders, President R°os*ve"
washes his hands of toe consequences, thereby causing constituent-wary legislators to backwater,
(2) both the President and congress
realize that while toe legislative
branch will fight new spending proposals, the White House can similarly exercise veto power over antiNew Deal legislation. Facts of toe
impasse:
Debt. Mr. Roosevelt is willing to
drop his request for a boost in toe
public debt limit from $45,000,000,000
to $50,000,000,000. But toe alternatives, offered by Secretary of the
Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr., are
little more inviting: (1) increase
toe bond limit over its present
$30,000,000,000 to be reached by September 30; (2) borrow funds for toe
treasury through Reconstruction Finance corporation or other agencies
not falling within toe general budget's scope; (3) issue $3,752,000,000

er made the most of overnight developments.
Slovakia revolted
against Prague. Carpatho-Ukraine
declared its independence and was
immediately gobbled up by Hungary
and Rumania. Remembering that
Europe
iismarck once said "he who conDied, at the age of 20, Czechoslovakia;
rols Bohemia is master of Europe,"
'torn of World war opportunism, suc- Germany forced what was left of
cumbed a victim of its own unnatural Czechoslovakia (Bohemia and Mounity.
ravia) into the Reich. Slovakia was
Adolf Hitler might place that in- granted "independence." The opscription on toe national tombstone eration having been successful, the
of a nation he snuffed out. Partial- patient died as expected; Czecholy he would be right. But Czecho- slovakia was no more.
slovakia's "unnatural unity" might
In Memoriam. Only a few days
lave become natural had not the earlier London and Paris were
flames of discontent been fanned by boasting that dictator appeasement
Berlin and Vienna. Immediate was ended, that democracy's star
cause of death was a Slovakian in- was rising and totalitarianism's falldependence movement, but good in- ing. Prune Minister Chamberlain
ternational physicians • look behind and Home Secretary "Sir; Samuel
the immediate cause to make their loare even proposed a disarmament
post i mortem decision, finding that parley, showing their blissful ignoCzechoslovakia's death agony con- rance of the situation. When Prague
forms with diagnoses made through- collapsed, France and Britain blandout its short life:
ly declared it was no concern of
Birth: On May 30, 1918, Czecho- theirs because (1) the Czech guarslovakia was born at Pittsburgh, antee had never been ratified and
Pa. Attending physician was Thom- (2) anyway, this was "internal disas G. Masaryk, a modern George ruption," not "unprovoked aggresWashington who pooled toe causes' sion."
of two depressed peoples. Until toe
The real reason was far more
war Czechs were dominated by Aus- cunning, though it could be intertria, and Slovaks by Hungary. What preted only as a continuation of
could be more natural than a the modern Anglo-French disinclijoint independence declaration? nation to face issues squarely. EuThough Czechs dominated toe ne- rope's democracies realize that Italy
SECRETARY MORGENTHAU
gotiations, shrewd Doctor Masaryk would never push her Mediterranean
His alternatives were uninviting.
foresaw trouble if Slovaks were mis- demands against France without
treated. Said toe Pittsburgh pact: German help, and digestion of his
"Slovakia shall have its own admin- new conquests will keep Der Fuehr- in notes and bills, all that remains
istration . . . parliament . .
er busy for some time. But—most before toe $15,000,000,000 limit is
courts. The Slovak language shall important—Germany moved its the- reached on these types of securities
be official . . ." But not until ater of activity away from western White House insistence on one
November, 1938, did German pres- Europe and toward the borders of course or toe other indicates toe unsure force toe central Prague gov- hostile Russia. France and Britain likelihood of shaving expenditures.
ernment to grant Slovaks an auton- forlornly hope Hitler will march
Taxation. Though repeal of capiomy which had been denied because blindly into the Ukraine, engaging tal gains and undivided profits levies
"changing conditions" demanded a Russia in a war which might spell is a major congressional aim this
solid national front. Another ex- death for both Naziism and Com- session, the normal tax rate must
cuse: May 30, 1918, was a U. S. munism.
then be boosted unless a substantial
national holiday, hence toe pact was
But both Hitler and Russia's Jo- budget slash is effected. The new
not binding.
seph Stalin are probably too smart burden would fall most heavily on
Illness. Pride may keep the pa- to invite such chaos. Even as Hitler toe smaller 153,000 firms out of some
tient from admitting his ill health,
200,000 corporations which pay fedbut sometimes toe body builds physeral taxes. One of toe few alternaical resistance to a point where toe
tives is to lower income tax exempailment becomes unimportant. Slotions, which would mean political
vakia's autonomy cry has been toe
suicide for congressmen.
Czech nation's headache for 20 years,
Relief. Though $750,000,000 in debut meanwhile both Slovaks and
ficiency funds were voted in FebruCzechs found enough mutual delighl
ary to maintain WPA until June 30,
in their newly won democracy
toe President has twice requested
keep toe autonomy movement wel
restoration of toe remaining $150,under cover. Even this novelty
000,000 on pain of discharging l,20oican wear off, however, and by 1931
000 workers. White House estimateCzechs, Slovaks, Sudeten Germans
If toe $150,000,000 is not forthconv
Ruthenians, Hungarians, Poles
ing, 400,000 must be dropped April
Ukrainians and Rumanians eacl
1, another 600,000 May 1, another
found cause to complain of racia
200,000 in June. This would also
discrimination. This was toe era
have major political repercussions.
of national unity, when Adolf Hitler
was "rescuing" all good Germans
Miscellany
from foreign flags, and when Poland
Probably lost by Chicago Jews
Hungary and Rumania followed toe
their vote in Chicago's mayoral
leader. Throughout last summer
election April 4, which is observed
Berlin fomented dissension among
strictly by orthodox Jews as the
Sudeten Germans in toe Czech bor
first day of Passover.
derlands. At Munich a defeatec
Prague government—deserted by
DICTATOR STALIN
London and Paris—ceded Sudeten
Whither Hitler after Prague?
land. A month later Poland and
Hungary each took their share, bui marched into Prague the eighteenth
LUIGI CARDINAL MAGL10NE
debilitated Czechoslovakia soon re- Communist congress was meeting
gained its feet. One successful med- in Moscow. Dictator Stalin sent a
The new, 62-year-old papal secicine was autonomy for both Slo- prominent Ukrainian delegate to retary of state is a lifelong friend
vakia and Ruthenia, which gave the platform with this unpleasant and one-time classmate of the
the patient rest if not recovery. An- message: "Whoever dares . . . cut former Eugenio Cardinal Pacelli,
other was toe Munich pledge by our frontiers will be destroyed like
w h o appointed
a mad dog. Fascist ringleaders
Britain and France:
him after being
"His majesty's government . . . send secret agents to our country
elevated to the
and toe French government have . . . But let them know that we will
post of Pope Pius
annihilate
them
like
loathsome
entered into the (Munich pact) on
XII. Ordained in
creatures."
the basis that they stand by toe of1901 in his native
Careful observers see one of three
fer . . . of Anglo-French proposals
Italy,
Cardinal
solutions,
listed
in
order
of
likeliof September 19 relating to an inMaglione immehood:
(1)
Hitler
will
reconcile
difternational guarantee of toe new
diately entered
boundaries of toe Czechoslovak ferences with Russia via a trade and
the Vatican's dipstate against unprovoked aggres- military pact holding fearful implilomatic service
cations
for
world'democracies;
(2)
sion."
going to Switzertoe
entire
Russ-German
issue
will
land in 1918 and
Death. (See Map). That Adolf Hit- be dropped, blocked by Polish-HunMaglione
to Palestine in
ler hopes eventually to control Rus- garian-Rumanian unwillingness to
1920 as archbishop of Caesaria
sia's rich Ukraine is no secret. Since surrender Ruthenia as a German
Munich his overlordship in Czecho- path to toe east; (3) a middle-Eu- His first nunciature was in Switz'
slovakia has aimed in that direc- rope campaign will be started to erland but it was in France that
he gained such appreciation that
tion. Both Slovakia and Carpatho- nationalize all Ukraines, inevitably
he won the Grand Cross of th^
Ukraine (Rutoenia) held toe father leading to a Russ-German war.
Legion of Honor. In 1935 W h P n
of their autonomy in high regard,
created a cardinal, he received
willing that he should build toward People
his biretta from the hands of the
the day when German troops could
Discovered, at work in an Eng- French president. Since then he
use Czechoslovakia as a corridor to
has been in Rome as head of th!
the Ukraine. But one weak state is lish motor works, 22-year-old Grand
easier to handle than three young Duke Vladimir, claimant to the Rus- congregation of the council H
upstart nations, hence Hitler pre- sian throne. Reason: "Russia will appointment to the papal'
secretaryship is considered s
ferred autonomy to independence. need our practical experience."
He also hoped Hungary would dare • Selected, as U. S. ambassador to mflcant of t*e Vatican's contta
not grab Ruthenia to get its common Russia, Laurence A. Steinhart, now ued strong position concerning
border with Poland, since this might ambassador to Peru, succeeding Jo- talitarian states, since the It
seph Da vies, who was shifted to Bel- government has registered
block the Ukraine drive.
pleasure over toe appointment
Always an opportunist, Der Fuehr- gium last May.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Wften opinions *r*
•ipnmd in thea column*, thej mt» tbost
of th* D*WM matljst, tnd oat atcccuri/r
oi tb» nmptptr.
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ADVENTUROUS
AMERICANS

General \
Questions
1. What was known
history as '^ward's
2. Where in the

By
Elmo Scott Watson

word
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A River Is Their Memorial

WAY back in 1739 Pierre and
A
Paul Mallet, Canadian traders,
heard of the wealth of far-away
Santa Fe where, it was said, the
Spanish senors wore silver buttons
on their clothes and the senoritas
had silver heels on their slippers.
So they enlisted six other venturesome Canadians and after a long
ourney by boat and pack train, arrived in the New Mexican capital.
The Spanish governor was friendly but there was a law against
free trading. So the Mallets started north, crossed the headwaters of
the Canadian (called the Colorado
jy the Spaniards because of its, red
waters) and followed up the Purgatoire to its junction with the Arcansas. There the party split up.
Three of the men, who were homesick, started overland for Canada
and eventually reached Montreal
safely.
The Mallets, accompanied by two
others, went down the Arkansas and
the Mississippi to New Orleans,
where they reported their explorations to Bienville, the governor,
whose efforts to find a route to Santa Fe had been unsuccessful He
engaged them to guide another expedition led by Andre de la Bruyere,
a royal officer, who was to ascend
the Mississippi and Arkansas to the
mouth of the Canadian, which the
Mallets correctly guessed arpse
'less than 40 leagues from Santa
Fe!"
When the Canadian dwindled
away to a mere brook hi central
Oklahoma, Bruyere sat down to wait
for it to rise, instead of' buying
horses from the Osages to transport
his goods, as the Mallets advised
bun to do. But it was a dry year
and, after waiting six months, Bruyere went back to New Orleans. The
Mallets returned to Canada, where
they disappeared from history, but
today the Canadian river is a 760mile-long memorial to the two
brothers "whose wanderings rank
them on a par with La Salle."

the length ofa ,
6. Who is the youngest m. i
0* the present congress? "*
7. What is the amount of
ca's total income?
The Answers
1. The purchase of Alaska
t, On parts of the Isth,L
Panama, which turns i
such a manner that the
the canal farthest west
the Atlantic.
3. Lucre is from the Latin]
crum, meaning gain.
5. The whole body of
als born about the same
a generation, and by e
the term is applied to the
covered by their lives.
6. Lmdley Beckworth, of Ti
who. is 25 years old.
7. The department of coi
reports that Americans
$64,200,000,000 in various
income in 1938.

HVMr Son, Scratch
C-att^fTMiaCoH-Y
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Klondike Kate

LI ER neighbors in Bend, Ore.
•* know her as Mrs. John Matson,
or "Aunt Kate" Matson, but to old
sourdoughs who mushed over Alaskan trails during toe gold rush days
of '98, she always has been and still
is "Klondike Kate." The daughter of
a Seattle judge, Kate Betts spent
X.VI
most of her early life in a convent.
Then a reverse in toe Betts family Barer TableUL— fcto fa's?*"!
fortune took her from behind its MkBglMMfinfer. w*ttr...fBK|
walls and started her on her career
JattMake Sure You U*\
of adventure.
Genuine BAYER Aspirin]
She was in Seattle when toe stampede to Alaska started. She joined The simple way pictured
toe gold rush and finally found her- often brings amazingly fast i
self in rip-roaring Dawson City. from discomfort and sore ''
colds.
There she became toe belle of the accompanying
it Then —see your i
bars and a favorite of toe bearded HeTry
probably will tell you t<
prospectors who came to town eager tinue, with Bayer Aspirin becaw
to spend money after their struggles it actofast to relieve discomforaa
to gam a fortune from toe frozen a cold. And reduce fever.
soil. They showered their nuggets
This simple way,
upon "Klondike Kate"_she often scientific authority,
made as much as $150 a night by supplanted'the use of strong i
in easing cold symptoms.
singing and dancing for them. Once cues
the easiest
—
a miner gave her $750 in "dust" haps
waraetdiscoyered.
simply for toe privilege of sitting
B
and talking to her.
But like many others, she brought
httto of her money back to toe
States with her when toe boom days
were over. Finally in 1933 she reIflHJL
T L « a letter from '0-year-old
John Matson, who had known her
in toe Dawson City days and who
Meaning of Poverty
wanted to marry her. The marriage
Poverty does not mean the
took place in Vancouver B C session
of little, but the nonl
Then she settled down in the little session of
much.—Antipater.
Oregon city, no longer the fa!
mous "Klondike Kate," toe toast of
Alaskan gold camps, but
Kate to toe home-folks
* * *
1

First Into Anta

TPHEY tell ta" '-'
tions in the muarctic. None of

^-•spRSata-j,
adventure is the stanrtawJ
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Comedy or Tragedy
The world is a comedy to
who think; a tragedy to those
feel.—Horace Walpole.
KILLS
LICE

••p*vfl*,;.-fi

time was only 50 *!, , Up UntU tha»
s.ze of the saflboa t « A 10ng-haU «
inal winner of the fi^f " "" °ri«
Cup race in 1851
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DASH INI

iEAD ON

Omnipresent Duty
A sense of duty pursue us .
It is omnipresent, Uke the
J
Daniel Webster.
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ANITA TRIBUNE.

jet Crochet Design
For Choir or Scarf

A Giant of American Commerce
Celebrates Its 100th Birthday
n March 1639 William c u

j

D

SAFETY-TALKS
Mitchievout Hand*

* • » ' . . . •

e Western Newipaper Onion.

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

Pattern No.
his graceful bowl of filet crest roses is set off by the K
Jtch. The design is lovely tat a
lair set, scarf ends, or buffet set.
pttem 1830 contains directions
charts for making this set;
^rations of it and of stitches;
aterials required.
nd 15 cents in coins for this
era to The Sewing Circle, NeeDept, 82 Eighth* Avenue,
York, N. Y-.
.'lease write your name, adess and pattern number plainly.

PERSONAL LIBERT!
iMERICA live* in the heart «{
every min everywhere who
a to find • refcion when, he will be
I work oat hi* dettfay a he
a."-IToodrotB IFttton. -

S£

Desire to Bide
ambition of the average
son today is to ride in the dart
than to help pull it."—
gerW. Babsooi . , .
. . . • ; : • -

<. . I

•

.

.

.I'.'

' .. '

BET
f yMd«;^vMM^..
»« fefale soil withl«OliO-CaN
~ ator. Easily applied to clover*,
, other legume ..feeds/ Spend
aiw, reap doUan. Aak your Seed
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Thoughtless Words
[Words without thought never to

A HUNDRED years ago
/A
the ailing son of a New
z
*• England widow had an
idea for a new business.
Equipped only with a large
leather bag, which he carried
in his hand as he traveled by
train and steamboat, he started his enterprise.
Today that business has
23,000 offices, uses 10,500 vehicles in its operation and
employs 57,000 men who cover 213,000miles of railroads,
20,000 miles of water routes,
33,000 miles of air lanes and
10,500 miles of motor roads.
The young man who started
all of this was William F.
Harnden and his hew enterprise was the express business.

Harnden was born, in Reading,
Mass., August 23, 1813, the son
of a poor man who was unable
to give him little, if any education. While very young he entered the furniture factory of his
cousin, Sylvester Harnden, and
there learned the trade of cabinet-making. Then his father died
and young Harnden was called
upon to support his widowed
mother.
In, 1634 he entered the employ
of the Boston and Worcester railroad as a conductor and was in
charge of the first passenger train
run in New England. Later he
became a passenger clerk and
ticket master for the same railroad but after five years in railroad work was so exhausted by
the long hours—IB hours- a day—that he gave up his Job and went
to Mew York for a visit
'There he met a transplanted
Bostonian, James W. Hale, agent
for \» Providence-New York
steamboat and operator of a reading room and news service. Hale
told Harnden that he had frequent requests for some one to
do errands in Boston and suggested that a service of this sort
K>rtunities for profitable worfc ifronV^
young fellow would organize it.
Impressed with the idea Harnden
made a contract for express service with the superintendent of the
Boston and Providence railroad
and the manager of the John W.
Richmond, a steamer plying between Providence , and New
York. Then he advertised in a
Boston newspaper on February
23, 1839, that he would run an
"express car from Boston to New
York and vice-versa four tunes a
week."
As a matter of fact, this "ear"
was the large leather bag which
he obtained and his none-toostrong back and hands to transport it. But the public didn't
know that, and by March, 1839,
he had enough packages to start
operations.
A Successful Venture.
The venture. was such a success that Harnden acted as his
own messenger only a few
months. Then he had to have assistance. He established a clerk
in an office on Wall street hi New
York since brokers' remittances
and messages soon formed an
important part of his business.
Next he established an office in
Boston, took his brother, Adolphus, into his employ to act as
messenger between the two center** and th« second year opened

an agewar M J^f?1!*18-
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When the steamship business of
the Cunard company between
Boston and Liverpool greatly
stimulated the express business,
its success suggsflted to him the
extension of his service overseas.
So in 1MB he formed a partnership with Dexter Brigham Jr.,
his Hew York Meat, under the
name of Harnden and Company.
That same year was marked
by a peesettal teagedy to Hamden's K*ev Wl««n Commodore
VaBderWK>,sttain«r, the Lddnfton, caught fire and burned in
Island sound on January
roden was
one of i<wr wrapif, Whert h*
lx>dy was washed aahor«, 148 letters were found in the pouch he
was carrying and were dried out
and maifediTtMffMjOOO in money
-and other valuables he waa carrying were lost, however. Oaeoi
New England's important financial institutions owned $12,000 of
the lost funds but, fearing to rum
Harnden's business, never
pressed its claim.
The extension of Harnden s
business into Europe changed the
character of it somewhat. When
offices were first established in
the principal cities of England
and France and later in Ireland,
Scotland and Germany, their
principal business was handling
emigrant fund* between Europe
and America. But soon they were
handling the emigrants them-

WILLIAM G. FARGO

March, 1939—Young WllUam F. Harnden starts bis express business.
(From the painting by Robert E. Lee.)

selves. Planning to expand his
business in America by helping
people secure the undeveloped
lands in the West, he carried on
an active campaign for immigration into the United States, using
large ted posters to proclaim the
resources and opportunities in
America.
To aid the company's traffic in
"human expressi" Harnden secured special rates and privileges on the Enoch Train line between Liverpool and Boston and
also the exclusive use of certain
boat lines on the Erie canal. It
is estimated that more than 100,000 emigrants were billed through
from their European homes to
new homes in the Middle West.
The inevitable result of Harnden'a success with his new venture was to bring competitors
into the field. One of these was
Alvin Adams, an orphan boy from
Vermont who came to Boston at
the age of sixteen to make his
fortune. He sought it hi vain for
20 years—as, a hotel clerk, family grocer and produce merchant.
Then in 1840 he joined with P. B.

WILLIAM F. HARNDEN

Burke to form Burke and Company to compete with Harnden
and Company.
Boston, however, looked upon
Harnden as the originator of express service and gave him most
of its business. Burke soon became discouraged and retired
from the firm. But Adams, the
alert, aggressive Yankee, was
convinced that he could make
good and persisted.
By 1843 Harnden and Company's European ventures had
ted them to neglect their American business and Adams quickly
turned this fact to his own advantage. At first Adams and
Company (formerly Burke and
Company) had confined its operations to New Yerk, Connectiout and Massachusetts. When
Harnden sold his Philadelphia
branch to Hatch and Bartmt,
Adams expanded his southward
to Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington and during the next
decade began covering the South
along the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts.
Harnde* died o» January U,
1845, after B fiwe-year struggle
with tuberculosis and the two
narte of his company's business,
the domestic and me European
branch, were separated and sold.
Eventually the American domestic business dropped his name
and became known as Thompson, Livingstone and Company.
This company, which changed its
personnel and name several
times, began extending its operations westward and southward
until it came into competition
with Adams and Company.
The European branch or the
Harnden company kept its name
until 1851 when unwise investments resulted in its ruin. Then
the name of the founder van-

ished from the express business,
although his son, William H.
Harnden, was for a short time an
employee of one of the new companies that came into /existence—
Wells-Fargo and Company. Eleven years after Harnden's death
a memorial was set up over his
grave in Mount Auburn cemetery
near Cambridge, Mass., .bearing
the inscription "Erected by the .
Express Companies of the United
States in the Year A. D. 1866."
Thus they paid tribute to the "father of the express business"-but,
aside from this, little public recognition has ever been given the
pioneer in this giant of American
commerce.
Meanwhile the Adams company
had been reaching westward as
well as southward and eventually reached California via Panama. The territory which it now
controlled was the most densely
populated and most developed industrially of any.in the United
States: Consequently its business
expanded enormously and by the
early fifties -Adams and Company
was the best entrenched express
company in its'territory.
In July, 1854, it was able to buy
out its principal rivals, including
the former Harnden company,
and it was reorganized under the
name of the Adams Express company with a capital of $1,200,000.
The express business had come
a long way hi the. 15 years since
young William F. Harnden had
started it with his one leather
bag!
Competition Begins.
Successful and powerful as the
Adams Express company was,
this did not prevent new competitors coming into the field.
Many confined their operations to
the limits of their own city and
the collection and delivery of
small merchandise Ln it. Others
had agents or connections in several towns or cities while still
others served all the principal
trade centers in one state or in
several states along a particular
trade route.
By 1860 five companies were
the acknowledged leaders hi the
business—Adams, the American,
the National, the United States
and Wells-Fargo and Company.
Because Adams was so well entrenched on the north and south
routes along the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts the other companies were
farced to'seek new territory.
The part played by the express
companies during the period of
westward expansion, both before
and after the war, is too well
known to need much mention
here. Included in that epic is
the story of the famous "Pony
Express" and many a thrilling
yarn of adventure with hostile Indians and highwaymen while the
stage coaoh lines were In operation.
Along with the development of
our railroad system came a development of the operations of
the express companies until July,
10118, when the seven large' express companies were consolidated as a wartime measure under the name of the American
Railway Express company. After
the war, the unified company was
permitted to continue as a private enterprise. On March 1,
1929, the company was taken over
by the railroads and renamed the
Railway Express agency.
Then came the air express division of Railway Express. An
agreement was later signed in
July, 1934, with Pan-American
Airways for international express, and the first shipment under the new system left Oakland,
Calif., for Latin America on August 7, 1934. The next great
boost for air express came' on
February 1, -1936, when 22 of the
nation's major airlines joined.

IV/f AYBE he picked up the habit
about the time he couldn't
resist pulling .the pig-tails of the
girl who sat ahead of him in grammar school. But even though they
were more chivalrous in their
school days, adult man (and woman) has a lot of trouble keeping
his hands and fingers out of mischief.
The National Safety council reports that of all accidents suffered ,
during 1937 by persons who were
at work, 33 per cent were hand
and finger cases. Legs and feet
were injured in 24 per cent of the
occupational accident cases. The
human trunk was injured in 19 per
cent, or the third largest, number
of cases.
Other parts of the body and the
frequency with which they were
injured: arms, 11 per cent; bead
(other than eyes), 6 per cent;
eyes, 2 per cent. The council said
general accidents accounted for 8
per cent of the cases.
1VJ

k L'
narnden Began Carrying Package* in a Large Leather Bag and
That Marked the Beginning of the Express Business Which Now Employs 57,000 Men
Who Cover More Than 275,000 Miles of Railroad, Motor, Air and Water Routes.

Famous in the annals of the
West is the name of Wells-Fargo.
The men who made it thus were
Henry Wells,-b'orn in New Hamp^
shire December 12, 1805, and William George Fargo, born hi New
York May 20, 1818. Wells got his
start in the express business as
an agent for William F. Harnden
and in 1841 formed a partnership
with George Pomeroy to operate
an express business between Albany! and Buffalo.
The venture was not a success
and suspended operations for a
time. Then it waa resumed with
the assistance of Crawford Livingston under the name of Pomeroy and Company's Albany and
Buffalo Express. In 1842 William
G. Fargo became a messenger
for this company and that
marked the beginning of the association of the two men which was
destined to make both of them
famous. After, a number of reorganizations and consolidations of
the various express companies
then in existence, Wells-Fargo
and Company emerged hi 1852 to
operate between New York and
San Francisco,, carrying gold and
silver but of the West and taking
supplies into the gold regions.
Since there were no railroads
then in that part of the West,
Wells-Fargo carried their valuable parcels on stagecoaches and
these treasure coaches soon became the prey of highwaymen
who inaugurated the "stagecoach
hold-up" which has become such
a familiar Wild West tradition.
In 1857 the United States governnient asked for proposals from
the express companies to transport, the mails across the continent and WellsFargo organized the Overland Mail company which carried mail, express matter
and passengers
by stage from
St. Louis,
through New
Mexico and Arizona to Los -An«eles and San
Francisco. Then
came the discovery of gold in
Colorado. From the Missouri river 2,000 miles westward to California was a stretch of almost unknown wilderness without a single
permanent settlement except the
newly founded Mormon colony in
Utah and a few posts established
by the United States army. But
where gold was, men, supplies
and news must go.
So a stage line, called the Central Overland, California and
Pikes Peak Express company,
was established by the freighting
company of
Russell, Majors
and Waddell to
o p e r a t e between St. Joseph, Mo., and
Denver, Colo.
At that time
there was a
mail route from
Sacramento to
Salt Lake City
operated by
Ben Holladay, Ben
and another between Sacramento and Salt Lake,
run at infrequent intervals by
John Hockaday. Both of these
enterprises were absorbed by the
new express company which, under the leadership of W. H. Russell, conceived the daring idea of
establishing a regular fast mail
route over .the entire 2,000 miles
between St. Joseph and California. Thus 'was the famous
"Pony Express" born.
When the Overland Telegraph
company was completed in 1*82,
the usefulness of the Pony Express was at an end. Meanwhile
its success and the threat of war
hjkd,eau0id
Wetts-Fargo to transfer'1 its Overland Mail company
from the southern route to the
central route. So Wells-Fargo
bought up three stage lines between Salt Lake City and Sacramento, and consolidated them
all into one. From 1806 to 1869
it continued to run a stagecoach
mail, express and passenger
service, from St. Joseph to Sacramento despite the perils of blizzard and hostile Indians.
When the Union Pacific railroad and the Central Pacific met
at Promontory Point, Utah, hi
1869 to form a transcontinental
railroad, Wells-Fargo sold out its
stagecoach business and reverted
to its former role of express anc
banking company and in 1870 became the dominant express company in all the western territory

Improved Oration
It is a thing of no great difficulty to raise objections against
another man's oration—nay, it is
a very easy matter; but to produce a better in its place is a
work extremely troublesome.—
'lutarch.

Seasoned Retirement
A foundation of good sense, and
a cultivation of learning, are required to give a seasoning to reirement, and make us taste the
)lessing.—Dryden.

MUSCLES FELT
STIFF
AND SORE

Got Blessed vv1
From Pain
anne, chest, back
or•boulder* fed stiff and son
WbardQilLUimetotai "
Rub it oatharauibly.

:

'
Through Trials
"It is a true saying that a man
xiust eat a peck of salt with his
Iriend before he knows him."—
Cervantes.

ESTIOM
era never seem to have
cold, Ethel.

r

NSWER
PethapsI'm just lucky.Bnt
I always use Ludea's at the
first sign. They contain an
alkaline factor, yon know.

LUDEN'S &
MINTHOL COUOH DIOPS

Up to Soul
Accuse not nature, she hath
dona her part; do thou but thine I
—Bacon.

NERVOUS?
DayovfMlMMrrcrasyaawinttoic
AM you CM mod inttabbl Payoa
tbo« donct to jrcraT
U jroor BOTH «i« on/tottd jrw M
n toale, tqr
Coapoaft

Qreat Stimulator
Nothing great was ever achieved
without enthusiasm.—Emerson.

SALVE
Milan*

COLDS
ktaUtO-TABLKTSi

price

•^JoA "

10C*25C

0

YES!

You find th«m announced 'in
th* ooltifnjM of this pap«t, by
nwaohante of our eommunitjr
who do not {Ml ,th*r must bwy
th* quality of thtir tnwchandls* of th*ir pxiot* under oo**r.
It i> saf* to buy of th* IMC*
chant who ADVERTISES.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, MARCH 16,1939.
Melvin Jewett, wife and son and
Art Taylor and wife of Des Moines
spent {jtanday with friends in Anita.
Robert Nelson spent the week end
in Iowa City with his brother, James
Nelson, a student at the State University.

ANITA

Miss Margaret Adair and John Baker
of 'Des Moines spent Sunday in the
city, guests of Miss Adair's brother,
Dr. G. 'Ml Adair and family.
The Susie Q Club met at the home
of Mrs. Donald Chadwick last Thurs- |
day evening. The evening was spent
playing pinochle, at which Mrs. Robert
Cryer held high score and Mrs. Chadwick low score. A birthday gift was
presented Miss Maxine Stager. A
lunch was served by the hostess.

BEAUTY-judge for yourself 1
E N D U R I N G ECONOMYproved by 13 yeir record!

The regular P. T. A. meeting of
Lincoln township school No. 4 was held
at the school (Friday evening, and
| in spite of the bad road condition,
twenty-five people were present. A
short program was presented by Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Wood and daughters,
Lucille and Bernett, and the teacher,
Miss Oler. A lunch was served at
the close of the program.

VALUE—^Jam-packed with itt
FEATURES-«cores of'em!

PRESERVATION OF FOOOSoo other refrigerator in
the world keeps'
foods looking and
tasting better and
retains more of the
health-giving'ritamins longer than
does the new 1939
General Electric 1

finest flavor

and provide the

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Tommy Kelly

Edgar Kennedy

In The Big Show of Fun and Thrills

"Peck's Bad Boy With the Circus"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Sat.-Sun. Matinee Sat.
MAR. 18-19

General Electric'* new
adjustable Interior, sliding
shelves, stainless steel
super-freezer, Quick-Trays, Interior
lighting —and the sealed General
Electric Thrift Unit, fojned coldm a k i n g mechanism that has
forced-feed lubrication and oil
cooling that give quiet operation, low current cost, long life.

At her home northwest of the city
last Thursday, Mrs. William Stockham was hostess to the members of
the Mutual Benefit club at an all day
meeting. Present were eight members and three visitors, Mrs. Victor
Olsen, Mrs. Paul Barber and Mrs.
Roscoe Koob, Mrs. Olsen becoming
a member of the club at the meeting.
During the noon hour dinner was
enjoyed and the afternoon was spent
socially by the ladies.
At her home, corner of Third and
Locust Streets, last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Chester A. Long entertained the members of the Original
bridge club. Additional guests were
Mrs. W. T. Biggs, Mrs. G. M. DeCamp,
Mrs. W. >F. Budd, Mrs. A. R. Kohl,
Mrs. M. M. Feller, Mrs. Robert Scott j
and Mrs. Beulah Martin, a daughter
of the hostess who is visiting in the
city. High score at bridge was held
by Mrs. Fannie Young.

ALE

in VICTOR HERBERTS

In Magnificent • TECHNICOLOR
......
"
.

NK MORGAN • RAY BOUSER
7FLORENCE RICE . MISCHA AlfER
^ HERMAN BING • KGJMtD GARDNER

'iday, March 17
ERAL THOUSAND FEET OF
PINE DMENSION LUMAND
ROOFING.
URGE AMOUNT KINDLING

AUCTION €0.

ber & Clark, Auctioneers.

Mrs. Frederick Possehl entertained
the members of the W. W. club at her
neatu
(Bert Willison and wife of Norwalk,
At the recent meeting of the Anita dome southwest of the city last ThursIowa, were in Anita last Friday to P. E. 0. chapter, officers for the en- day.
A 1:00 o'clock dinner was
attend the funeral services for his suing year were elected as follows: served with Mrs. J. H. Trimmer and
brother-in-law, the late Ira Ruggles. Mrs. R. W. Forshay, president; Mrs. Mrs. Loyal Possehl as assisting hosPlus the Extra Special Attraction
Raymond Lantz, vice president; Mrs. tesses. There were ten members presSixteen members of the Union club Harold McDermott, treasurer; Mrs. ent. During the afternoon Mrs. J. B.
and one visitor, Mrs. Solon.A. Karns, Carl iM'illard, recording secretary; Mrs. McDermott was in charge 01 the prowere guests last Wednesday at the Eric Oseri, corresponding secretary; ;ram. A spelling match was held
A Greater Sensation Than "Three Little Pigs."
home of Mrs. Tom Burns. Dinner was Mrs. Joe Vetter, chaplain; and Miss with Mrs. Frederick Possehl winning.
You'll Want to See It Several Times.
Betsy
Rose
Crawford,
guard.
The next meeting will be held at the
served during the noon hour, by the
1
hostess, and the ladies spent the afIj home of Mrs. Lloyd Smith on March
LATEST NEWS EVENTS OF THE WORLD
ternoon quilting for Mrs. P. W. LowA meeting of the Helping Hand 23. IMrs. Loyal Possehl will have
enburg.
club was he'd last Thursday at the charge of the program.
home of Mrs. Howard Gissibl southAt the home of her parents, Mr. east of the city. Besides the thirteen
Fred Weatherby of Adair was in
Ira Hamilton and wife of Stuart
and Mrs. Ben R. Gochanour, last members present, other guests were
the city Friday to attend the funeral were Sunday visitors at the .home of
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Dick De- Mrs. Dave Ogle, Mrs. Bernard Houchservices for his cousin, Ira Ruggles.
her parents, M. J. Peters and wife.
ment entertained a nunjber of friends in, Mrs. Merritt Steele, Mrs. Arthur
iMr. and Mrs. John L. Atwood are
When you think of coal, think of
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
at bridge. The guests included the Barnholdt, 'Mrs. John Pearce and Miss
the parents of a daughter, weighing the Kunz Grain Co. All our coals
members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge Reba Barnholdt. A pot luck dinner
nine pounds, who was born to them are the best in their class. Phone
March 18, 1909.
club, Mrs. Carrie Reynolds, Miss Lulu was enjoyed at noon and the ladies
spent the afternoon sewing.
H. C. Faulkner and wife were Sun- March 7 at the home of her parents, 48, Anita, Iowa.
tf
Alvord and Mlrs. Fred G. Boren.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Briles, in Atlantic.
day visitors at Adair.
Mr. and Mrs. Chet Largent of CheyLots in the east part of Evergreen
A boy baby was born March 9 enne, Wyo., are the proud parents of
cemetery, recently platted, are finding
to 'Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Battey at a baby girl, Audrey Eileen, born Feb.
I ready sale.
their home in Fredericktown, MV>. Mrs. 25. Mrs. Largent is a daughter of
~| Fred Eodine is taking care of Dr.
Battey is the former Ruth Herriman, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stauffer of Pine
H'. E. Campbell's horses, and doing
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jas. B. Bluffs, 'Wyo., and former residents of
the driving for him.
Herriman of Anita.
Anita.
John E. Ruggles is in Kansas City,
Mo., this week, taking an inventory
of several proffered jobs.
Andrew C. Trimmer will go to
Billings, Mont., April 1, to look at
the country, and may conclude to
locate there.
j
James Lees was over from Guthrie
Center last week on business eon-f|
f^
•••
*^
=5 nected with the transfer of his real
estate interests here.
C. F. DARROW, Manager
Ed. Wlagner and wife, who recently
disposed of their business interests
in Massena, are spending the week
with relatives in Anita.
R. C. Pratt and family moved to
town last week, and are occupying
the residence property recently purchased from J. C. Jenkins.
F. O. Worthing has placed an order
for a car load of Colfax mineral
water, which ought to supply the deWE HAVE PEAS, CORN, LIMA BEANS, STRING
mand of Anita citizens for a few
minutes.
BEANS AND BROCCOLI; ALSO PEACHES
Francis D. Kohl and wife have moved
AND STRAWBERRIES.
from Harlan to the Simon home north
of Anita, and Mr. Kohl will look after
GIVE THEM A TRIAL
WE KNOW YOU
the management of the farm the comWILL LIKE THEM.
ing year.
Roy Barnholdt has resigned his position at the D. R. Donohoe barber
shop, and the first of the month will
go to Billings-,.Mont., where he has
a position offered him. His place
"WHERE QUALITY COUNTS"
at the Donohoe shop has been taken
fi= by H. A. Briggs.
'

Notice To
erty Taxpayers!
'•:*"". ..>

' Dwethy PMwr ami AIM CMNpMI
Dlrccttd by W. C.VAN OVKC II
by HUNT STJtOMBKRO

"Ferdinand the Bull"

1:30 P. M.

1

2:06 P. M.

NELSON EDDY

1

CLOSING OUT

Spanky McFarland

Cass county wool producers who
sold their 1938 wool through the Iowa
Wool Growers' Association, will soon
receive a final payment on their wool
amounting to 4 or 5 cents per pound,
County Agent Dale E. Blush, said Monday.
According to a letter received
by Mr. Bush from A. V. 'Brady, secretary of the State Wool Growers' Association, final payments on the 1938 wool
are to be made early in April.

petaturt and

The*
humidity keep

RIALTO THEATRE

•

A penalty of thrtee-fourths of one
Per eerit per month will attach on
the first•. y half
of 1938 property tax
' •" '
-if unpaid on April 1, 1939.

F. W. Herbert
TREASURER OF CASS COUNTY, IOWA

FROM OUR OLD FILES

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS

THE FARMERS COOP.

Have You Tried Our Frozen
Fruits and Vegetables?

Miller's Market

r

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS
WEEK
LEMUEL F. PARTON

^~^^™™«ss«iisBSi

f Oaten.
=====

Leston for March 19
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of the trouble, many people erroneously blame the food itself!
Medical men have* frequently
noticed that people often develop
gastric disturbances when they
suffer financial reverses, and continue to suffer from them until
their financial condition improves
—a striking demonstration of the
Importance of banishing fear and
worry I

C. Houston Goudiss Rev«ats Several Reasons Why
Food Sometimes Disagrees; Warns Against
Eating When Tired or Worried
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

Pe
°?la hav*' *• ^ort^ate habit of
warning
friends
and
acquaintances against this or that
PETEB EXHORTS TO CHRISTIAN
food, on the ground that it is "difficult to digest," or "is
"*** «5Pecl«Uy K «aten at
combtaa
**•*
«& with the wrong
°r
are best
Christians are not only "the left alone, is to wonder how
Scientists have established that
jallfd of Jesus Christ," butare also they manage to find anything
"called saints" (Rom. 1:8. 7). Peter to eat!at all, In view of the the stomach is capable of reacting
to almost every emotion and senhad the same thing in mind when
be (la v. 9 of our lesson) says mat many good foods they con- sation that is experienced by men
and women. Thus, hew yon eat
w* are thereunto called." Let us sider taboo!

YORK.—Lester P. Barlow,
Remperamental inventor of
, and other war weapons, resaid he wasn't going to congress with his
torGftt
bad news about
Bomb the devastating
,R«ord.d SE*8g!f
"put bun in the
he tried to tell the house naval •remember that when we are tempt', committee something last ed to say that we "do not profess to
But his stdry get* ;tatb the J» saints." "Dr. James TDenney
I via Senator Bemett (C. TO parked how odd it would
who relays to MaJ. "Gen. H. wok to see in the Ne* Testament
d the news of the bomb, as the statement, 'I don't pretend to
„__ it from Mr. Barlow, and be a saint.' It would be tantamount
, the general what about it. The to saying, 1 do not take the call
Ck>d very seriously and I do not
Jral tells of army reports that «f
to live up |o it.' When God
[German bombs in Barcelona profess
every human being within tails, our answer Is not a matter
^ange of a quarter of a mile." of indifference and . . . not a matter of presumption, 'It is not a
U. S. A. was supposed to life for which we volunteer, or on
used about S3M,OM,OM which we adventure of our own moof Barlow bottom and tion, or which wet have to carry
s hi the World war. through our own resources; it is a
weeks ago* the Senat* life for which we have a divine
„_ him S592,719 in royalties summons, and. that summons is our
• the wartime use ofijUs pat- Justification' " (Arnold's CommenHa is a prottfle ^ '
tary). All .believers are called to
' consulting engineer for l_. live a consistent, powerful, useful
L. Martin Co., of Balti. Christian life, and God makes such
builders of bombing a life possible.
He describes the new
I. Living for Christ (w. 8-12).
nan bomb as truly horrenTo live for Christ one must be
, basically a combination of
born again into the position of a
i oxygen and carbon, but true believer. Peter was not , so
i other ingredients, such as foolish as to urge that his readers
nesium and aluminum. He try to live a Christian life without
i he can just about match first being born into the family of
i his L. O. X. bomb.
God. He therefore lays a foundation
his exhortations by discuss11932, he offered to President ing for
in
the
early chapters of' his
;r a simple button-pushing rig epistle the atonement
of Christ and
i would wipe out a city hun- the position of the believer.
Then
of miles away. Even with he gives specific instructions to cericking of Senator Frazier of
groups, leading up to the genk Dakota, he failed to get the tain
eral plea for Christian life and testiment interested and was said mony.
i offered his device to Russia 1. Among brethren (v. 8). Knowmany. Later, he had other ing what Christ has done for us, it
nting 'encounters in conwell be assumed that all of
, offering, among other things, might
us
who
are His followers would love
Vproof battleship, on whose one another
and do nothing but that
B heaviest projectile would which would promote Christian fel(st the pat of a powder-puff.
lowship. But human nature pre-*—^, * '• .
vails even in the Church, and someGiuseppe Creatore, times displays its worst side there.
smoke from a cigar as Hence we need to consider this in-.
as Vesuvius, makes a stmction of Peter that we cultivate
I comeback, as he nears 70, to unity, sympathy, and love among
the brethren.- Observe that this is
lore Comes ___
_^
not- just a pious platitude which we
! in Opera complete satis? may take or leave. It states our
'Mosses faction. T h e obligation to .one another as ChrisBronx recently tians. Whatever others may do or
[rated its 300th birthday with a say, let us be clear that we have
plash of 40-cent grand opera, obeyed this word of God.
Ikl>Signer Creatore finding in "2. With unbelievers (w. 9-11).
something in the range of God has called us to live peaceably
iic energies., The opera with ajl men. We will not cure
will be permanent, ftaan- evil by returning for it more evfl.
I and weather permitting, If our ungodly neighbors or fellow
i supplemented by a series of workers mistreat us by word or
Tic concerts.
deed, we are not to retaliate in
We are to control our tongues
a band conductor, Signer kind.
much we need to learn that
tow used to earn «s much —how
lesson.
We are not to be tricky
M0»
a night. -:flfli73r
'•"
and
deceitful,
not to look for atfght,
of
itsW, and then, fat
but to seek peace, x
.^eonaBettosA^ar^
8. For our own good (v. 12). What
bands of the New Tork
blessed
assurance we find here for
Jtelfcf
fc
*'—
the believer. The eyes of the Lord
tU baton
are upon both the good and the
evil hi the world. He knows. Con.
aider also the promise of "blessing" in verse 9, of seeing "good
days" in verse 10, the assurance of
peace hi verse 11. It is not only
honoring to God, but good for us
to live as^ Christians.
H. Suffering for Christ (w. 13-18).
Peter was writing to those who
were bearing bitter persecution beTwo days cause they followed Christ. PerHammer- haps some were tempted to say
A contemporary of then as they do now, ''If there really
became one of thaoomv. is a God, if Christianity amounts to
famous bandmasters, anything at all, certainly believers
would not be permitted to suffer at
-by the depression, 'it is to the hands of enemies of Christ."
Let us be clear that being a Christian in no way exempts us from
1 1
the
common experiences of human" ?" "^ the United
nor does it assure us that we
es bttgm to exchange cobk- ity,
will not have to 'bear persecution
y are reau
e
y « "»* and suffering. But (and here is a
<' r ,
Carlota, the British point
of greatest importance), we
Who ar- are able
tn rived
meet such difficulties in
re- the nameto of
Christ without fear
c e n t l y , not or discouragement,
for God is with
averse to favor- us.
1., Not afraid (w. 13, 14). The
martyr spirit has not died out in the
earth, and there are those in our
day who stand unafraid before dictators and rulers who would destroy
them because of their loyalty to
Christ. "Be .not . afraid."
2. Not discouraged (w. 15-17).
fii1*"11--*'!-*
The one who/ knows God's Word
(and every Christian ought to know
it) can give answer (v. 15) concerning hi* faith. Note that if we are
punished for our own wrongdoing
we may well be depressed, but if
we meet persecution with a clear
conscience (v. 16) we need feel no
discouragement.
3. Not alone (v. 18). The path
ome
one of the •may
be dark and difficult, but one
Political sa,lons of thing we know, our Leader, Christ,
: the
walked an even darker and more
s„ mewh,
?h
«* intransiroad. He it is who is now
eart. Her visit desolate
with us, yes< in us. Remember that
"Christ also- -hath once suffered"
(v. 18) and go otJ yoor way in vie-

«*. the ^ssr^fjs.

TIPS to

INTERATIONAL

UNDAY

Certainly there is no objection to
food as the topic of conversation.
It is so basic to
•good health that it
should be uppermost in the mind
of every individual
who desires to promote physical and
mental efficiency.
[/And it is also natural f<jr a person to
be guided by past
experience in determining what he
should eat, and
what it may be advisable for him
to avoid.
But it is a grave mistake for
one person to warn another
against any food or combination
of foods on the ground that It win
cause digestive distress. For the
truth of the matter Is that under
proper conditions, a normal,
healjthy person should have no difficulty in digesting almost any
food that has a. place hi the wellbalanced diet.
Food Dislikes Often Unfounded
S once met a woman who fold
me that her contented-looking husband could, and did, eat most everything 'cept horseshoes. Menu
planning was simple for her! And
how different from the problems
of the home-maker who must try
to reconcile her menus, both with
the food dislikes of various members of the family, and with the
foods that they declare they can't
eat, for fear of digestive distress.
It is true, of course, that individuals differ .greatly, and occasionally a food that can and should
be eaten regularly by most people, will cause distress in an individual case. But that is no indication that the food will have
the same effect on another person, and it is misleading either to
proffer or accept advice of this nature from friends.
It may be that the victim has
an allergy to the food in question
—that he reacts to it differently
than the majority of people. But
there is also the possibility that
the prejudice exists because of
some previous distress, caused,
not by the food itself, but by the
circumstances under which it was
eaten.
;•••
Perhaps a clearer understanding of some of the mental and
physiological factors influencing
digestion would dispel many of
the bugaboos that cause people to
avoid various, wholesome foods
and food combinations, and to
warn others against them.

Never Eat When Tired

Almost any food may cause distress when one is suffering from
fatigue. So it is unwise to sit down
to a large meal when exhausted
from too much physical or mental
work. A brief rest before eating
will put the body hi much better
shape to receive and assimilate
the food.
Then, if the meal is served hi
pleasant surroundings, and if the
food is flavorful and^well cooked,
the chances are that it will be digested satisfactorily by all normal
individuals.

becomes quite as important as
what yen eat. And any food, or
combination of foods consumed
when you are tired, worried or
angry, may e»s*e acnte distress,
whereas the same food, when eaten at another time, may be digested without the slightest disturbance.
This indicates the folly of Jumping to the conclusion that you
can't eat this or that, and shows
that one is scarcely justified in
warning friends or relatives to
avoid certain articles of diet.
There is a large amount of evidence that fear, anger or anxiety
have the effect of diminishing the
gastric secretions, and further, of
arresting or slowing down the
movement of the intestines.
If food is eaten under these conditions, it may remain stagnant
in the alimentary canal, with the
subsequent formation of gases and
decomposition products. But instead of recognizing the true cause

Be Tranquil at Mealtimes

In view of the faet that tranquillity of mind Is essential to the
proper utilisation of food, homemakers should remember never
to discuss unpleasant subjects at
meal times. Don't nag the children about eating, or choose that
time to discuss their lapses from
discipline. Don't talk about
finances or take up real or fancied
grievances with your husband. Let
such matters wait until the meal
has been digested.
If these suggestions were more
generally followed, it is almost
certain that we'would hear much
less'conversation about foods that
cause distress, much more wholesome talk about the pleasures of
the table.
e—WNU—C. Houston Ooudlw—1939—84.
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OARDENERS want flowers foi
***• house bouquets, for beautiflcation of the yard, or both. To
be certain of an abundance of
flowers for cutting throughout the
growing months, however, the
gardener need plant packets of
only three or four of the following flowers:
Annuals—snapdragon, aster, calendula, calUopsis, candytuft, car*
nation, bachelor button, cosmos,
dahlia, larkspur, annual lupin,
marigold, nasturtium, salpiglossis
and zinnia.
Perennials—columbine, coreopsis, gaillardia grandiflora, perennial lupin, •pyrethTum (painted
daisy) shasta daisy and delphinium.
For earliest bloom, the following are recommended by" Gilbert
Bentley, flower expert: CalUopsis
and candytuft among the annuals,
and coreopsis, delphinium and
pyrethrum among the perennials.
For late-blooming cut flowers,
grow zinnia, marigold, gaillardia,
snapdragon, aster, cosmos and
dahlia.

Choosing or Doing
There is always something to
do if we are willing to do it, and
dp not insist on doing something
else. Many think there is nothing
for them to do because they are
more eager to choose their work*
than to do it. There is a share of
life for everyone; there is work
for every hand.
-

•

- "\

To Check Constipation
Get at Its Came!

weaving by drawing out the fabric
threads as for hemstitching. Each
step as shown here in the diagram.
Either linen or mercerized embroidery thread may be used.
Sewing Book No. 2, Gifts, Novelties and Embroideries, contains
48 pages of step-by-step directions
which have helped thousands of
women. If your home is your
hobby you will also want Book 1—
SEWING, for the Home Decorator. Order by number, enclosing
25 cents for each book. If'you
order both books, copy of the new
Rag Rug Leaflet will be included
free. Those who have both books
may secure leaflet for 6 cents in
postage. Address Mrs. Spears, 210
S. Desplaines St., Chicago, PL

«« F)EAR MRS. SPEARS: I had
*** been wanting some really
handsome'velvet roses to pep up
an evening dress. I was thrilled
to find in your Book 2, instructions for making them from materials I already had.
"I thought you might be interested in a luncheon set I have just
finished. It was planned to go
with a set of blue dishes. There
are four mats and a long runner
in medium blue linen with bands
of old fashioned needle weaving
in darker blue across the ends.
Just two edges of the napkins are
banded with the weaving."
You who have pink dishes might
like to try the same idea in tones
of rose. Use a rather coarse linen. Prepare the work for the

Flowers for a Purpose

^

HOW SEW

CUP-AND PROW OUT ffOHC THREADS

Lrardeners

If constipation has you down so
you feel neavy, tired and dopey,
it's time you did something about
It And something more than Just
tokmgapnyslc! Yott should «et
at the CBKM of the trouble.
;If you eat Hie super>reflned
food moat people eat, the chances
BBS the. difficulty • Is Btannle—wnf
.don't yetenouah "fcttl*." And
"butt" ttoesntfiean heavy food.
It's a Wnd of food that tart conBtanadtajUm body, but leaves a
H this common form of constipation Is your trouble, eat
KaUogg's AU-Bran for breakfast
every day and drink plenty of
water. AU-Bran tot a medicine
tiow cereal. And It win help you
not only to get regular tart to keep
regular, day after day. Made ,•—
ojr every grocw

Remtmbcr-wbea ran take • Smith Bratfaen
Cough Drop yon s*t Vltamio A-extra!

Smith Bros. Cough Drops are the
only drops contain*OTMHINA
ThU is die vitamin that nine the
of the mucous nemhtaaesvf i
and throat to cold i

WATCH GEORGE WOOP QOSEIY AS HE ROLLS UP HIS JOy-SMOKIN

1

1

THE "MAKIN'S"! Ready
with the paper, ready with
the tobacco! And look at what he
rolls-yes, sir, Prince Albert!
His name is George B. Wood
(insurance) and he says: "Start
vrith Prince Albert and you're all
set. I got a yen for P. A. and
you're about to see why..."

2

LAYS RIGffTI P. A. snuggles right down in the paper,
pinches up tight, thanks to its
"crimp cut." "I'll say it rolls firm
and neat," says Wood. "It's the
eaaiest-handling'makin's'tobacco
I know of. That special cut helps
Prince Albert to smoke cooler
and taste mellower..."

3

ROLLS RIGtyT! It's so easy
to get the "hang" of rollM'
'em if you use P. A. The picture
can't show how quickly Wood
twirls up his "makin's," but It's
only a matter of seconds. "And
speakin* of taste," he says, "well.
Prince Albert has more taste —
more smoke-joy - and no bite."

4

READY? GO! Look at that
smile on George Wood's face
as he lights up his mellow-smoking "malrin's" clg rette. "Show:
me a man with a P. A. tin peeking out of his pocket," he says,
"and I'll show you a real contented smoker who's enjoying a
smooth 'makin's' cigarette."

cv^.ri.ht. 1M». B. J. mjaold. **"»•

PRINCE ALBERT
SURE STANDS
OUT FROM THE
CROWD. IN EASX
HANDLING
MILDNESSALL-AROUND
SMOKIN'JOy

PONY FORGET
OFFER STIU OKN
RoU yoorMir SO *w*H clnr*tt«t Iran Prfac*
Alton. If you don't And tlum tk* fin*«t, t«U•»* roU-vour-owa ctanttra you wrw unolnd,
ntura tto podnt tin vlth tht n«t el too tobacc* In it to u* at any tiara witUa • month
from thU date,, «nd w» vffl nfafad loll purch... prte«, plu« pontBC*. (SlgntJ) R. J.
Rvynokk Tobacco C*. Wfautoa-Salom, N. C.

SO MIU> M

. SO JFRA*HANT

VOLUME FIFTY-SIX

11TA LIGHT
•TTING
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For Everything"
at Rialto Saturday-Sunday

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 23

Iowa Electric Co. Submitting
New Proposition to Anita

LAUNCH PROJECT
FOR WPA IN CASS

Orson Welles'recent radio skit describing the invasion from MarsA number of petitions are in circul,n Council Meets on Wednesday Ev- which, unexpectedly for Mr. Welles
ANITA, IOWA
lation in Anita this week in which
n j ng , March 29, to Receive Bids . became one of the big newspaper
the signers are requesting the town 133 WPA Laborers Are Now Employed
stones of 1938-is said to have an
council to call a special election for
For the Construction of a Muon the New Secondary Road Imuproarious parallel in "Thanks for
the purpose of submitting to the
nicipal Electric Plant.
provement Project Which Has
voters of the town an ordinance that
Everything," feature attraction-at the
Opened in Cass County.
reads substantially as follows:
Rialto Theatre Saturday and Sunday
"An
ordinance
authorizing
Iowa
evenings,
with
a
matinee
Saturday
Lxt Wednesday evening, March 29,
ECectric Company of Cedar Rapids,
LETTUcfe—
town council of Anita will meet afternoon.
PEANUT BUTTER—
One hundred thirty-three WPA labIowa, its successors or assigns, within
The victim of the hoax in this case
Solid crisp
|receive bids for the construction
orers are now employed on the new
Tall
Corn
brand,
the town of Anita, Iowa, to construct,
i municiipal electric light and power is not the American public, but a single
heads
2-pound
reconstruct, maintain and operate an secondary road improvement project
nt for the town, at a cost not ex- individual, Jack Haley, who wins a
which has opened in Cass county, acelectric light and power plant, and a
jar
...........
ding $110,000. At a special elec- nation-wide contest to select Mister
cording to C. F. Fountain, WPA area
APPLES^
system for the transmission, distribu, held last Nov. 4, the town coun- Average Man. Haley proves to be
engineer, whose offices are in Atlantion and use of electrical energy, in- tic.
Fancy Winesaps,
|was authorized by the voters of worth a fortune to the promoters of
NAVY BEANS—
7
cluding the right to build and operate
firm and good color,
pta to take such action. The power the contest, who use him as a human
Superceding four previous road proFancy
hand
picked
a high potential electric transmission
barometer
to
test
public
reaction
to
n t building wjll be erected on the
jects, this new program is designed
Michigan's,
line
to
and
through
the
town,
and
between the Millard blacksmith everything from a brand of cigarettes
pounds
J«/C
to provide work for the majority of
providing a schedule of rates and the
per pound .....
to the kind of hats women ought to
i and the Lake Bear garage.
the Cass county men who have been
installation and operation of a street
'ontractors submitting bids will in- wear.
"certified" by the relief office as bePRUNES—
lighting system."
When a foreign diplomat offers a
FLOUR—
the construction of the power
ing in need of employment.
One section of the proposed ordiSun Sweet California,
it building, walks and 'drives, also half milli°n dollars for a survey to
To make this road project possible,
Are
you
using
nance sets out a schedule of rates.
j installation of two Diesel engines determine the average man's attitude
large size,
the
federal government has allocated
Briardale? <
Monthly residence rates are to be
blete with electric generators, ex- toward a possible war, Adolph Menjou
$281,700, of which $245,900 will be
2-lb.
package..
6.5c for the first 30 KWH, the next
49-lb. bag..
s, accessories, auxiliary equip- and Jack Oakie, Haley's astute prospent to pay the salaries of the labor30
KWH at 5.5c, the next 30 KWH at ers, while $35,800 will be used for
moters,
decide
to
put
the
issue
up
to
; and piping. The engines are to
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE
4c, and all over 90 KWH at 2.9c, with
CANDY—
! combined capacity of either 550 their unsuspecting guinea pig.
materials and supplies. Cass couna minimum monthly bill of $1.00. ty, through the board of supervisors,
From
Texas
tree
Menjou arranges to have Haley laid
65 h. p. The bids will also cover
Wonder Chocolate
Monthly commercial or power rates
has pledged $119,760 as its share of
installation of electrical equip- up with an imaginery illness, and
ripened fruit,
drops,
vanilla
centers,
to
be 6.5c for the first 50 KWH, the
the project. Most of that sum is for
Lt within the power plant consist- fires his peace-loving soul with fake
No. 5 tins
per
next
50
KWH
at
5.5c,
the
next
50
headlines announcing that
equipment, equipment rental and ma| of switchboard, bus structure, .newspaper
ca1
fl/«
pound
IVi. KWH at 4c, the next 150 KWH at terials and ^supplies.
Istid wire; and also the construction war has been declared. Haley's reCOFFEE—
3.4c, and the balance at 3c per KWH,
The principal work embodied in this
distribution system for serving'action is completely pacifistic until,
with a minimum bill of $1.00.
des
ratio
Fresh
roasted
and
new project, Fountain explained, is the
("town.
~
"
I'*™ P« n. Menjou stages a phony
CAKE
FLOUR—
The proposed ordinance also provides surfacing of 10 miles of "secondary
'ayment for the. improvement will broadcast announcing the bombardground to suit you;
You too can have
for a flat rate of $65.00 per month roads and the resurfacing of 404 miles
ment of thc easteri
made from the earnings of the
» seaboard. Mister
Briardale, 23c; 1 C
which would cover all costs in connec- of roads. It is estimated that 10,000
beautiful cakes with
tand power plant by the issuance ' Avera^e Man's response to this news
Tall Corn
1«>C
tion with the installation, operation cubic yards of rock or gravel will beis said to
ive
Briardale,
[delivery to the contractorsrevenue
»
"Thanks for Every•s
and maintenance of the street light- used for the surfacing work and apthin
one of the
package
i bearing interest at the rate of
&"
funniest comedy
mg system. In addition the Iowa proximately 20)000 cubic yards for the
HONEY—
annum which bonds will be climaxes ever filmedElectric Co. would be required to re^ j resurfacing
Fancy extracted,
j solely upon the plant and equip-1 Among others in the cast are ArMINUTE TAPIOCA—
build the present residence street) Pifteen M wooden brid
are ^
leen lWh la
Stpurchased, and will not Constitute
« n, Tony Martin, Binnie
No.
5
C
A
2
lighting
system
and
equip
60
open
type
,
be
removed
and
20
new
wood
brid
sral obligation of the town, or Barnes- George Barbier, and Warren
pails
DMC
packages
overhead fixtures with 100 watt lamps win be constructed. Approximately
Hvmer
able in any manner by taxation,
- William A. Seiter directed.
which wou.d burn all night. The util- 10i400 rods of fence win be removed
| under no circumstances will the In addltion to the feature, the proity company further agrees to install and teset to prepare the right_of
New Potatoes — Radishes — Cauliflower
be in any manner liable by gram wil1 include the Robert Benchley
Celery
a new boulevard street lighting sys- for the establishment of permanent
min a
n of the failure of the net earni ture, "Opening Day;" the Terrytern, with 28 300-watt electrqlier type grades cleari and nbbin
Toon cal
Carrots — Parsnips
*oon, "One Gun Gary in the
i being sufficient for. the payment
ornamental lighting units in the three ationg wffl precede the constructlon of
I Nick of Time;" and the regular news
of.
business blocks and on East and the new permanent grades.
and specifications are on file reelWest Main Street 12 200-watt overRock for the surfacing is being obJoe K Brow n v iw[
he office of Solon A. Karns, town ,
" ^ ^ Tonight.
head ornamental luminaires.
tained at a quarry three miles west
Joe E B
Ik. Top rates to be charged eke-' SeWom ***
- «>wn been as
The utility concern also agrees in of Lewis. The average haul to the
users are included in the sped- eener°ua with hilarity as in "Flirting
the
proposed ordinance to furnish all dump ia estimated at 15 miles, Fountions. Monthly reaidence rates are With Pate'" feature attraction at the
energy consumed for muni- tein stated
Bialto thia
:ed at 7c for the first 30 KWH,
(Wednesday) evening. It
I cipal water pumping purposes at 3c
Other items of work included in
Loans to enable low-income farmers
The first half of taxes payable this per KWH.
ext 30 KWH at 6c, the next 30 is a side-splitting, rib-tickling comedy
this project are the cleaning and paintto
participate
in
the
1939
agricultural
year at the office of the county treas- The Iowa Electric Co. further ;
at 4c, and all over 90 KWH at concoction which moves with pace and
ng ot gteej bridges; construction of
n a minimum monthly bill of tempo and ™"»*«» to eaven the conservation program will be made by urer are due and will become delin- ' agrees, if they are granted the ordi- concrete culverts and bulkheads and
lau ht r
quent
on
April
1.
Monthly commercial rates are
e * with a goodly sprinkling of the Farm Security administration unnan e> that Within 6ight m nthS Rf
°
°
' installation of 2,000 ditch checks along
der terms of an agreement recently
On that date a penalty of three- ter the effective date of~such ordinance, "h'e'
[for the first 50 KWH, the next 50 thrillsAs the
aras
d
H at B.Bc, the next 50 KWH at 4c,'
h s« manager of a vau- completed, announces Clair D. Beck- fourths of one per cent will be ap- to have constructed and ready for
next 150 KWH at 3.4c, and all deyille troupe stranded in South Amer- er, chairman of the Cass county agri- plied On the first of each succeeding operation in the town of Anita, an The Rose Hi:, circje held their
300 KWH at 3c The commercial ica> Brown Proves once more that he cultural conservation committee.
month that the taxes are still un- auxiliary and standby generating plant recent meeting at the home of Mrs.
st master of fun clown prince
Loans wil1 be made only to farm
paid, a s.milar penalty will be added, of an installed capacity sufficient to Joe Rydl ^ nineteen members and
also carries a minimum monthly is
Pf
'
"
of
hilarity and an athlete of no mean ers who cannot get loans from local
SUpply the Clectric SCrVice demand
$1 00 This is the same rate
one visitor, Miss IsabefteRhoads, presand who meet the fo1
credit
- least the first half payments by the within the town.
the 'lowa Electric Co. is now skiIL
ent. The afternoon was spent socially.
night of March 31 to avoid pen-'
At the close of the meeting a lunch
?ing Anita users, and while the The star has been given one of the , lowlne
alty.
'
council intends to allow a 10% most caPable casts ever seen on the i l- Fa>™ers who without such a
was served by the hostesses, Mrs. Rydl
County Treasurer F. W. Herbert Will
M
ount from these rates if accounts 8creen ^^ him' Jt includes Leo • loan would be unable to participate
and Mrs. Neil Johnson.
Paid by th^ 10th. of the month Carrillo, Bteverly Roberts, Wynne Gib- ln the program became of mabihty received a communication a few days
win* service it will nnf h*> necfes- son, Steftl Duna, Stanley Fields, Leonid to finance the purchase of materials ago from the State Board of Assess- j
The members of the Neighborhood
O
TIVC IV WUi UUb WC W»»CO
__
__
___
T..J-1™
__________
1-«»«,T «n4va/^llifA/1
ment and Review to the effect that he
necessary to
carry
out *l»rt
the required
pinochle club were guests Saturday
tir
James R
to allow the discount if the earn- Kinskv and Charles Judels"
. , .
is to allow the full year's Homestead
Sharon, associate di- evenjng of Mr find Mrs
soil-building practices.
thl evenl
rector of
of the plant do not warrant it.
*
lf mdude"
fcheir
Exemption
credit
to
all
persons
paying
the
venereal
disease division
northeast of
2.
Farmers
whom
the
county
AAA
'• specifications also carries a guar- Charle mima*ures' E d r B B r g n a ...
.
, , , both thefirstand second half of their of the Iowa state department of health, ~"; Begideg
__ _ memberSi other
_
ee to the bond holders of a monthly
y McCarthy will be seen in All committee recommend from the standtaxes.
| will discuss the Iowa campaign against guegts wen} Mrg Earf Knowlton and
|»t lighting bill amounting to $65.00, American Drawback;" "Penny's Pic- point of character and integrity.
This rescinds the instructions given svPhlhs and the hygiene of repro- <<Buck,, Knowlton ffigh gcores were
3. Farmers who agree to use the
duct
' i 4 c per KWH for watej pumping nic'" is the title of a Pete Smith
'on, April 6, at 8:00 p. m. m the held by Mrs. Reams and Mr. Knowlton.
specialty; and "Pilot Boat," a Reelism full amount of the loan for the pur- about the first of the year that the
the city.
last half exemption was not to be local high school auditorium, Mrs. P. T.
_
chase
of
materials
to
be
used
in
Tie successful bidder is to start completes the program.
Williams, program chairman of the A number of farm bureau ladies
carrying out approved soil-building allowed because there might not be Anit
on or before April 16, and is to
enough money to allow it in full, i
a Literary club, announced today. of Qrant flnd Lincoln townghips met
BIGGS-NELSEN.
practices.
1
the plant complete and ready for
The new order is based on the bill
Parents especially are urged to at- Saturday afternoon at the home of
4. Farmers who have not executed
in a period' of four months,
Miss Marilyn Biggs, daughter of jand &&ree not to execute an assign- recently passed by the legislature and tend this meeting which is open to Mrg L j Hofmeister in Anita to
T
mg unavoidable delays.
the public. At the meeting Dr. Sharon make plans for achievement day to
>Mr. and Mrs. George Biggs, and Ed- ment of their paym ent other than to signed by Governor Wilson, transfer- wil1
ring money from the State General
explain the nature of the talks be held jn Atlantjc March 31 Miss
7
son of Mr and Mr8
C.
which he is
-pound boy baby was born at the e s
" ln mar
'.
mar
were
unlted
Fund
to
the
Homestead
Exemption
to give the following day Eveljrn ,Hollen of Atlantic, home dehospital in Adair last Friday Nels
^ ^ C.
^' Nelson,
"
Loans will not exceed 60 per cent
to the high school students.
Fund.
monstration agent, met with the ladies.
«
to
Mr
ami-Mr*
T*i>
Scholl
***&
at
3:00
o'clock
last
Wednesday
i
p
imate
maximum
farm
of the ap rox
Dr
ernoon to Mr. and Mrs. Leo Scholl.
The maximum exemption which may
- Sharon has been active in the
' been named Galen William
afternoon1,'«t the parsonage «i ...«= paymen t
syphilis campaign in Iowa since its
At their home, corner of Third
^ named Galen William.
^^ ^g^ in Atlantic, with the . * f nterest w i l l be 5 per cent, and thebe allowed is 25 mills.
Ihe
inauguration several years ago. He and Locust Streets, Monday evening,
directors of the Anita Irtde- Rev. lAwrence W. Bash reading the loans are to be repaid when the 1939
has had special training in syphilology Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Long enMUSICAL PROGRAM
'dent School District met Monday marriage service. The mother of the ACP paymen t is made by the AAA.
I
and has spoken on this subject in tertained a number of friends at a
HIGH
SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM
"ing and organized for the year bride and* the father of the groom p urt her information may be obtained
| cities and towns over the entire state. 7:00 o'clock dinner. Following the
TUESDAY, MARCH 28
electing Lake Bear president. Sup- were the witnesses. The newlyweds from the county A AA office, the coun'• In recent months he has appeared dinner the evening was spent playing
8:00 P. M.
^tendent and teachers for next year plan to make their home on the Nel- ty agent or the local office of the FSA.
for the most part before high school bridge, at which prizes for high scores
EVENING
OF
ENTERTAINMENT
elected at a later meeting.
sen farm southeast of Anita.
—_—
audiences.
were won by Miss Lucille Buchanan
"
'
WALL PAPER.
Mrs.
Williams
said
that
it
is
his
and Walter !F. Budd.
Anita
was
well
represented
at
the
,
M. Eden, 48, a' farmer
Noel B. Seney, former editor and
state high school boys' basketball tour- policy to appear before the parents
Special
prices
on
our
spring
wall
K five miles .northeast of Cumber- publisher of the Massena Echo, has
nament held at Drake field house in the evening before he talks to the
Mrs. Ida M. Bornholdt, 67, a resiA
died from a heart attack at his purchased and taken possesion of the paper. Prices lower than mail order
Des Moines last Thursday, Friday and high school group to give them an dent of Cass county nearly three
catalogues,
• Sunday afternoon. He was a Vindicator. «t Tingley, Iowa.
Bongers Bros.
Saturday. Some of the local fans at- idea of what he will include in his score of years, died unexpectedly of
ler
tf
of otto Eden, well known
—-r—
.
remarks.
a heart attack Monday afternoon at
tended all the games.
ner
"ving southwest of Anita. I The Misses .Lois and Mary Louise
A girl baby weighing 8% pounds
This meeting is endorsed by the the home of her brother-in-law and
—_ ' •' ;•;
'Duthie,.M4a»,Isabell Biggs, Merntt
At a meeting of the Cass County local doctors and the Cass County sister, Mr. and Mrs. David Snyder,
was born March 13 to Mr. and Mrs.
Dittman, 81, a native of Dill, Norman
.-.-,,.- Hofmeister .and Earl Jesse Comley of Casey, The child was Schoolmasters c'.ub a few days ago, the Medical Society.
! in Atlantic. She is survived by four
father of twelve children, Beaver, students at Iowa State college
the home of Mr. Comley's dates for the 1940 county basketball
children, one of them being Roy Bornlent of the. Atlantic com- in Amea, are visiting here this week born at
Mrs. Troy Comley, tournament were set for Jan. 31, and
Richard H. Stuhrman, wife and holdt, farmer living southwest of
nearly a half century, died with relativeB and friends during a parents
Feb. 1, 2 and 3. Atlantic is to be children of Des Moines spent Sunday Anita,
in Anita. '1
of a paralytic stroke at short vacation of the school.
represented by any team they choose afternoon and evening in the city, i
daughter of
HOCK Sunday morning at his
to enter. G. G. Knipfer, principal guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
At her home southeast of the city
Anita man.
ln
the countj|,^wt;'towni He
Mrs. Mildred E. Campbell of Atof
the Atlantic high school, was ap- Joe Vetter,
last
Saturday afternoon, Mrs. Howard
divorce
suit
for
s
'""therof Fred'Dittman, a well lantic has filed a
Mr
and
M''
Henry
Mailander
and
pointed
manager
of
the
1940
meet.
:
Gissibl
was hostess to a company of
against her husband, Ephrim H. Camp
_-, f Holyoke> Colo.,
° w " Aniu man. \
The Parent Education group of the forty-five ladies at a miscellaneous
bell. She seeks the decree on grounds son, Leo .Kayn, ^ ^ y ^ ^^
Mrs. Evelyn Brownlee of Atlantic, P. T. A. will meet at 2:30 o'clock shower for Miss Helen Kopp, who
anul
1'. Becker, 76, a well known of cruel and inhuman treatment
-ownsville,
Texas,
where
they
:
at
the Cass county clerk's office, has Tuesday afternoon, March 28, in the will become the bride of Melvin Daume
from
Hi
few
s euu
'% farmer for many years, cording to the petition, filed a
have been spending the winter. They filed a suit for divorce against her normal training room of the high on April 16. The ladies spent the
lerk's
home in Atlantic Sunday days ago at the Cass county c
•jr at th» home of Mrs. IMail- husband, Richard Brownlee. Plaintiff school. Topic for discussion will be1, afternoon with different games and
- -contests. The house was decorated
in colors of green and white. Late
in the afternoon a two course lunch
..
was
served by the hostess. The guest
lur
. t
of Clajj. jj( Becker, chair- of a minor son, Gordon _ Camp e: ,
return to Colorado about ^ried in Omaha on Sept. 27, 1932, and , Betsy Rose Crawford will be heard in of honor received many useful and
the
f
5
L
Cass county agricultural U, temporary alimony «
» Am ,, ,.
separated last Feb. 22.
Ia flute solo.
beautiful gifts.
committee.
'permanent alimony of $50 per i

Values For Friday-Saturday
8c

$1.39

Offer FSA Loans to Help First Half of 1938 Taxes
Farmers in AAA Program Now Due and Payable

on Venereal Diseases

t

n

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
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SCHOOL NEWS.

Receive Commercial Awards.
The cortfmercial students, under the
Phone 29
We Deliver
direction of Miss Hiatt, have received
j several awards this year. A Progress
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
Pin is awarded by the Gregg Co. to
those showing skill in writing shortMILK, Clover Farm, large can
6c
hand. Those who received pins were
Beulah Bornholdt, Ivy Petersen, VirCOFFEE, Green Cup, with no-nik tumbler
23c
ginia Bartley, Jean Dement, Doris
PEACHES, Clover Farm, sliced or halves,
Hagen, Amy Knowlton and Jeannette
No. 2y2 cans
17c
Robson. For writing another shorthand test in which one shows remarkPEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
21c
able ski'.], a certificate of membership
FLOUR, Mrs. Lanes, 49-pound bag
99c
to the O. G. A. (Order of Gregg Arwas given. Beulah Bornholdt
COFFEE, Red Cup, per pound
17c i| tists)
received this certificate.
A test in typing is also given by
VANILLA EXTRACT, Glendale, 8-ounces
19c
) the Gregg Co. Anyone writing th'e
JELLY BIRD EGGS, 2 pounds
25c I test perfect and showing skill in arTOILET PAPER, Fort Howard, 3 rolls
23c I rangement may become a Junior member of the O. A. T. (Order of Artistic
CARROTS - RADISHES - LETTUCE - CELERY
Typists). Those receiving a certificate
of membership were Letha Mae Saxton, Duane Bowen, Jean Dement, Vernon Neiens, Amy Knowlton, Jeannette
riment.
Robson, Lyle Kuehn, Alyce Walker,
* »' *
Billy Scholl, Ivy Petersen, Beulah
Pushed Efery Thursday by the
I read in a recent magazine, article
Bornholdt, Ross Offenstine, Lowell
that twelve of Charlie Chaplin's early
Kuehn and Ruby Peacock.
comedies are being prepared for reIf a club of ten or more papers are
W. F. BUDD
Editor lease to theatres in the near future.
submitted,
one from this group is
* * *
chosen a prize winner. Jeannette RobSubscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
Sounds to me as if a batch of bakery
If not paid in advance
$2.00 officials B. B. D. (big boys in the son received this recognition and was
given an O. A. T. emblem.
Entered at the post office at Anita, dough) had a convention somewhere
A competent typist test may be
and . resolved
to
the. ^
public
^ , for
. awards.
, Those
mr.
-±- forty
* ,.
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
.,
. .make
„
""- uonce
"tc ' taken
writing
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I FACTS AND FUN
(By Tillie)
And now you can buy a new tasty
invigorating vegetable drink—carrot
juice
the ad says tasty and invigorating, but I'll let you be the
judge.
The writer of this column is very
grateful to somebody for a large silver
and gold colored box of candy . .
thank you.
* * *
How to get waited on in a store
when you are in a hurry . . . wrap
sharply on a glass show case with
a coin . . . freely sample the cookies
and candies . . . eat bananas and
throw the skins on the floor . . . pick
up an armful of ^erchandise and walk
toward the door . . . don't pinch the
cocoanuts •— pinch the peaches anc
pears.

xx

. .

w rds
than five
°
nobody but big *dough heads would be errors
received R Competent
responsible for disturbing the quiet Certificate
The certificate winilerB
v
and
antique
' TIT »
j T T. ^
A i
. , .peaceful
, ,. repose
.. of , twelve
. «""4uc
were Alyce Waiter and Ivy Petersen.
ight
and
dizzy
films
that
died
a
natrr,,
...
»,.
, per minute
• .
, .
Those writing fifty words
ural death years ago.
... ,
.,
,
, , ,
with less thanfiveerrors are award,,
. ,
^. ,. , _,
; ed gold Competent Typists pins. The
T>1 WJf" Charl ' es fil"!s are re "pin winners were Amy Know^on and
eased the boredom of watching some- Beu]ah Bornholdt.
body of the silent screen get splattered
n the mug with a couple of custard Hold Girls Class
pies wont be half bad, if the theatre Basketball Games.
showing the ancient, whimsical photoThe girls' basketball class games
play will provile ushers with custard got underway Tuesday evening with
pies (the kind I bake) to bash every- a we;, fought c]ean cut game between
body in the beezer seeing the picture the Juniorg and Seniors The Juniors
whom d,sturbs the audience by read- | offered fine resistance though the Senmg aloud or who insist on hashing ior maidens kept a decided lead and
over the picture as to what will happen WQn lg to 1Q

The next game with the lower
classmen as contestants "upset the
There is nothing which makes me dope" so to speak with the Sophomore
gnash my teeth and wish for a dozen lassies a bit drowsy and the 'Freshies
or so over ripe eggs to hurl, than to! WQn by a 14 to 9 8COre.
have somebody near me at a movie: Wednesday evening, with the windiscuss pro and con all the minute ners opposing, the Seniors held the
details of a good show, or tell all Freshies and came through by a 20
the neighborhood gossip between lulls, to oTictoryT With'the'Josing teams
the floor, the Sophies waded in, and
Is this the open season on skunks? in a snappy comeback trounced the
It must be, they're certainly coming Juniors ig to 4 Howeveri several of
If you have formed the habit of out in the open the past week or so the better Junior p,ayers djd not par.
manicuring your finger nails with your . . . one neighbor claims they have t j c j pate
teeth instead of using pa's razor, you become so tam^one came up on^ the . Thursday evening> the Junior high
can break yourself of the unpopular porch and chased the dog
a fam- girls met the Freshies, but they were
habit by using your eyes, your head ily or maybe a couple of families wiped out in a 20 to 0 score. The
and a lot of determination, says Mrs. have taken Up residence under our Seniorg played the Sophomores in a
Nora ideaver . . . and she should cob shed . . . we see one or two of swift.moving ganVe> ending with a
know . . . she is an authority on the them every day but they are peaceful „ to „ victory for the upper clasg.
sujbject . . . Mrs. Cleaver was a nail
so are we
and unless they men.
ntbbler from early childhood until just become like Hitler and try to take
Captains for the five teams were
recently,. . . she abruptly broke her- possession of the house
then war
se$f of the habit after watching a man will be declared immediately and we'll,
standing in line waiting his turn to fight to the finish.
mail a package at the post office go
through the antics of clamping his
Harley Nash and wife of Clarinda
teeth on a finger nail and yanking off spent Saturday night and Sunday in
ry particle of nail attainable from 8 the city, guests at the home of her
fingers and 2 thumbs . . . Mrs. Cleaver cousin, 'MVs. Carl Millard and husrerolved from that moment on she band. Other guests at the Millard
would break herself of the odious habit home Sunday were Ralph Boham and
or know the reason why. Now after wife, Ralph Brown, wife and children, ]
four months she is still loyal to her Colleen and Ralph, and Harold Boham, j
resolution and has alienated her desire wife and daughter, Darlene, all from
of-finger nan's to more desirable nut- Carbon.

PETERSEN'S GROCERY

a, follows: Junior High, DolHe Mae
Baylor; Freshmen, Ethel Lett; Sophomores, Adabelle Simon; Juniors,
Virginia Nichols; and Seniors, Doris
Watkins.
The Senior girls have bowed to only
two defeats in their high school pames.
They were trounced by the Senior girls
of '36 and lost in a neck to neck combat
to the girls of '37 with a 5 to 4 score.
All in all, the girls did justice to a
fine sport.
Miss Gretchen Budd refereed all
but the final game, when Miss Baker
was in command of the whistle.

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
EVAPORATED MILK, Borden's Silver Cow,
3 large cans
' 9(1.
ROLLED OATS, regular, made by Quaker Oat

Co., 5-lb. bag ... CAKE FLOUR, P. & G., guaranteed, net weight
2%pounds, box
COFFEE, Break-0-Morn, 2 1-lb. packages
APPLES, fancy Winesap, peck (12-lbs.)
JUICE, Pineapple and Grape Fruit, P. & Q.,
2 No. 2 cans
'
WOOL SOAP, pure floating, 3 Ig. bars and skillet
LARD, pure home rendered, 3 pounds

P. T. A. Meeting Program.
On Thursday evening the P. T. A.
held its regular monthly meeting: in
the gymnasium. After the business
meeting a program was presented,
which included a panel discussion by
four pupils from the Social Problems
class on the subject of Mental Hygiene; and music appreciation under
the direction of Miss Nieth. She was
assisted by a double mixed quartette,
and by Mrs. H. 0. Stone, and Mrs.
Florence Osen as soloists.
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HAVE YOU SEEN
OUR CHICKS?

.? The chicks we are raising, which are now 5 weeks
X ; old and our death loss is still zero, were started in
X a battery brooder, on ROBERTS SPECIAL MIX
X CHICK STARTER. These are not the only success£ ful ehicks being fed ROBERTS CHICK FEED. If y
| you will come in we can give you names of several £
X th,at are having the same success with our feed.
I
_ In the past three years WE have started 1,906
| chicjts on this feed and our death loss has been 13.
X These chicks have been raised as you would raise
| them at home.
| We don't ask you to experiment with ROBERTS f
| SPECIAL MIX CHICK FEEDS. We have been i
X selling them for the past 8 years. Our formulas
* are all tested and proven before we sell them to you.
Our prices range from $2.15 up. All our feeds are
guaranteed.
When you start your chicks, get FRESH feed.
Insist on Roberts Chick Starter.
ASK THE PEOPLE THAT HAVE FED IT!

Roberts Produce

Kohl'6 — Maduff's — Petersen's — Bell's Produce
Reed's Store, Wiota — Norway Center Store
Berea Store
•x-x-x-X'<~x~:~x~>'X~i>

22C

j«
3^;
39J
2^
27,
26c

of the musical groups to the sub- and division of decimals n
Max Sigtsa
district contest at Oakland, April 1.
the winner
first prize in ft contest heM by «J
Grade .News.
Good "Will' club.
Johnson!
The first grade pupi'.s have made Johnny Raannuseh
booklets entitled, "Our Family." Pie- Kelry also received a _
small
tares of every member of their fam- St. PatrfajkYday was observed
ily have been pasted on separate pages by a short period of stories,
and during language class the children reports appropriate to the day. Alle
are composing stories for each picture.
Select Senior Play.
Christenwn,ift norrtaltraining stufc
The Senior play, "Girl Shy," has Artistic covers for their booklets have observed and taugrht in the sixth m!
been cast and rehearsals will begin been made. Esther Ruggles, one of reading class.
*'
this week. This play is a comedy the normal training girls, has been
At their home southwest of the
with a college setting and contains observing the first grade reading class
plenty of humorous situations to make this week. Bobby Sisler celebrated Saturday evening, Mr. and Mrs. N.(
his seventh birthday last Tuesday by Morgan entertained at five tables'(
a very enjoyable entertainment.
bringing treats for the children. Sev- pinochle. High score was held
eral first graders have been absent Mrs. Otto Eden. Late in the .
County Spelling Meet.
Gretchen Daughenbaugh will repre- the past few days due to colds.
a lunch was served by the host:
After the second grade read a story hostess.
sent Anita at the county spelling contest to be held in Atlantic on Satur- about the spinning wheel, Joan Highday, March 25. We wish Gretchen ley brought her spinning wheel to
school. The children enjoyed this
the best of luck.
very much. The children have enA-?- .•-. •'.,#
Musical Program.
joyed day modeling of Dutch shoes,
A musical program which will be Dutch people, pails, windmills, wooden
presented Tuesday evening, March 28, shoes, tulips and other things conwill consist of the following numbers: nected with their Dutch study. The
Merry Widow Waltz, Orchestra.
models are on display. James Denney
Torchlight March, Orchestra*
has enrolled in this grade. This makes
Tap dance, Marie Burns.
eleven boys and eleven girls in our
SAN FRANCISCO BAY!
Morning Praise, Junior Hjgh.
grade.
The Scissors Grinder, Junior High.
FEB. 18 to DEC. 2, 1939
The third grade have been using
Poet and Peasant, Junior Band.
their new readers, "Science Stories
You'll want to see all the gloMarch On, Junior Band.
for Grade Three." Their language
ries of this magnificent specTo a Wild Rose, Girls Glee Club.
tacle. Rising on man made
work has dealt with tbe duties of
Treasure Island, one of the
Hark! Hark! The Lark, Girls Glee host, hostess and guests. Jack Rugmost beautiful settings in
Club
|gles celebrated his birthday ThursWorld's Fair history, tie
Remember How Thy Creator, Mixed day, March 16, by having a birthday
Golden Gate International
Chorus
Exposition will be the goal of
I party after school to which he invited
every wektero traveler in 1939.
Kye Song of Saint Bride, Mixed his teacher and all pupils in the grade.
Chorus.
The fourth grade is beginning a
Train travel is fast, comfortEvening Idyl Reverie, Double Quar- magazine project for the spring
able, economical and convw
tette composed of Amy Knowlton,! son in English class. LloycTfcenney ••• • .„ ienfc,-; •'.Letha Mae Saxton, Martha Crawford, was welcomed to this grade the past '* 'IsIaMair-conditioned.
B-ilhe Boren, Richard Young, Robert'week.
Plan now to go and have your
Heckman, Colonda Christensen and
The fifth grade are learning new
ticket rooted Bock Island.
Helen Turner.
things about quotations in English
Coin' Home, Boys Glee Club.
class.
They havs recently studied Ask Rock lalandr Agent for
travel information or address
The Bells of St. Mary's, Boys Glee common and uncommon abbreviations.
Club.
C. C. Gardner, G. A. P. D,
Raymond Denney is a new .member
Victor Herbert's Favorites, Senior of this grade. Lola Chadwick, who
721 Locust Street,
Band.
De* Monies, Iowa.
has been on the sick list, is back to
Raggy Trombone, Senior Band.
school again.
The proceeds from this program
The sixth grade are studying parts
to help defray
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The only
low-pricedrcwcombininq

All That's Best at Lowes
You can pay more-but
you can't get
more quality!

Cnevro.et brings you ,He outstand,ng quality
day-including Exclusive Vacuum Gearshift, Body by Fl h
Knee-Act,on R.d.na Sys,e,n*-at the lowe$t „., ^ ^^ ^
Drive fhb car-be more comfortable phys.cally-and be

'

**^

because of the big savings I
Don't be satisfied with anything but the besf-

SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER

O.
W. SHAFFER
PHONE 244
PHOMc- 0,1x1

N GATE
IONAI

SHIP and
TRAVEL

.-

XKK~X«XK~XKK~XK~XKK^~X^K«****

WE DELIVER
DELTVPtt

PHONE 300

*

*-il\

C^T

SON
ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

By ED WHEELAN
MVRA NOW PUT ON HER Act
IN SPITE OF HEP TgRRlFXINGr
EXPERIENCE WITH ALTA.
THE ELEPHANT

FINALLY MYRA'S
WAS. LbWEREP TO HER
AS SHEBAL6MCED ON THE VIIRE

/
( AIONE TtO
I &UT I'M UP HERE
A MOW

COMES
THE WORST
PART OF |T,
-FUP"
1 WISH SHE
HAD TAKEN
KV 'LUCK/

F

*WK"WA>il

°&s/iLL MVRA BE ABLE TO MEET
TUESE SUPREME TESTS OF
AlER^JE AND SKILL ?

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Professor Zeero I& Still Hungry
COUNTESS, I
3ITED MISTER
ON THAT

RNE, HlVtfS
YOU 'CAft
TAKE HIM
LONELY MOUNTAIN
PILLOW
, AS YOU
TOMORROW
INSTRUCTED

7

AH, GOOD EVENING,
HIVES -NOW ZAT
,PROFESSOR
VINCENT HE IS
ZEERO
<3ONE 2E WAY FOR
ZE ROMANCE SHE
IS CLEAR
(MUNCH-MUNCH)

IMOOST KEEP BE66IN6 YOUR
ZE LOVERS IN
PARDON, SIR CONTACT WIZ
THOSE SQUABS
ZE FAVORABLE
ARE FOR
TOMORROW'S
StARS
DINNER
(MUNCH- j
MUNCH )J

MEANWHILE
VINCENT REACHES
HOME IN HIS
SPEED WAGON

couaty. Good
ft* reliable nu,, w
farm experience.
'
Wrtt>P.O,B«x 96, Cedar R,p|^

STARTER

DEMON ROUED
CmCKS or PI
Easily]
WT PmOUClii CO, Da|
.

—

OjPgORTUNITY
FARMER WAf

~7

Producti ha« excellent h
. It wtU

CAR DEAI
S'MATTER POP—No. Pop Wouldn't Wish It

By C. M. PAYNE

DuleTs OTerlM°
^'^"•"•w WQv*

ftfl

'

Cher, I
^oteJTa
iHD BDSDiq

Mm sun

How About Your1.

MESCAL IKE

ar s. L. HUNTLEY

Maybe Pa Should Write a Letter
CXJES WE •
I-UXVETOPUT

Does HE ssw

IN HIS K1IO6MAME AKJf

MO, JUST MIS'?
CHRtSTIAM
MAME AKJO

MJW WAKJT HE
SHOULD PUT IM BQIH
MIS PJRST AM' HIS

HIS ADDRESS:

CANTT WRITE:

«MKn»«S J TMWKMt
THt MOST WsnBHTK
KUAJOCD AND
GKWTLCSTMAM

AMD iua41 \MOMD6A

IP YOU know all the i
* wealing rubbers when it n
red 'flannel undies in tbei"
and if you don't sleep i
you probably take pidtfl
care of your health. HI
about your safety?
The National Safety cotsi|
ports that from the age
years to 21, accidents
persons (both sexes) thanaql
ease; from the age of threer
to 40, accidents kill more r
than any disease.
Among males of all
heart disease claims i
tuns than accidents-301.6 dl
ery 100,000 males die of heutj
ease each year while acr~
kill 119.8. Among the li
diseases rank above act
a' cause of fatalities. They]
heart v disease, cancer,
hemorrhage,
pneumonia
chronic nephritis.

j°Wrt*. fr fc.L. Burttes.r
^^^^^^^"^"^^•^•^•^^^••••^aiMaM

POP-The Result Being the Same

By J. MILLAR WATT

, QUICK!
THGR&S A CUSTOMER !
TURN OUR BUSIN&SS
CHART UP THE OTHER

... from '

cms-Ton

Ul. d»p«ndolU.

V/AV'

«o dill*""11

Curse of Progress

0

SELF-CONSCIOUS JOHNNY
Teacher—Johnny, now you have
in front of you the north, on your
right the east, on your left the west;
now what have you behind you?
Small Boy—A patch on my pants
—I told mother you'd-see it.
Different Evidence
The doctor was questioning the
new nurse about her latest patient.
"Have you kept a chart of his progress?"
The nurse blushing, replied: "No,
but I can show you my diary."
Discovery
Bill—I forgot my umbrella
morning.
Harry—What made you remember you'd forgotten it?
Bill—I missed it when I reached
up to put it down after the rain.

Why, Grandpa
Grandpa—In my day, my dear,
young ladies knew how to blush.
Modern Miss—ReaUyT Do tell me
what you told them!

Power of Son*
He Who Sings scares
lroes.-.HCervantes.

Na W
Backac

THE
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A meeting of the Anita Literary.
Club
was held last Thursday afternoon
f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
>
• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f at the home of M'rs. Fred M. Sheley
"Reality" will be the subject of the on East Main Street. Mrs. A. J.
I Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of Kopp presided at the business session.
! Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March The program, under the direction of
Mrs. W. T. Biggs, Mrs. Shelcy and
' 26, 1939.
The Golden Text is from Philippians Mrs. F. D. Weimer, was as follows:
Toppers, 2 and 3 piece suits, that feature every
4:8,
"Whatsoever things are true, roll call, "Something about Ireland
new style trend, expertly tailored and fashioned, in
whatsoever things are honest, what- or a household hint;" and a sketch
soever things are just, whatsoever of the life of St. Patrick by Mrs.;
the season's most fashionable fabrics and colors.
things are pure, whatsoever things arc Carl Millard. In the games that
I lovely, whatsoever things are of good followed, prizes were won by Mrs.
| report; if there be any virtue, and if W. R. Cryer and Mrs. George Jones. |
there be any praise, think on these At the close of the meeting, refresh-.
ments were sedved.
things."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo(The Best Flour Money Can Buy — None Better)
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
tations from the Bible and from the
In Silk, Bemberg, Nub Spun, etc.
Christian Science textbook, "Science State of Iowa, Cass County, PS.
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Evelyn Faulkner, Plaintiff.
One of the Bible citations reads: Victoria Roth, ct al., Defendants.
"The works of the Lord are great,
sought out of all them that have pleas- To Victoria Roth, et a!.
You are hereby notified that by j
ure therein. The works of his hands
are verity and judgment; all his com- virtue of a Special Execution to me
The latest patterns
A wide selection in
Brown Beauty— Famous For
mandments are sure. They stand fast directed by the Cierk of the District
in ladies' novelty the clever new styles,
its Flavor — 3-lbs. 40c - lb.
for ever and ever, and are done in Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor
shoes, in black, blue
A large variety of
all
the
new
spring
coltruth and uprightness" (Psalms 111: of Evalyn Faulkner and in rem
and Japonica—kids,
styles in a bright
2, 7, 8).
against Victoria Roth, et al., and the j
patents, gabardines. ors.
array of colors.
Among the selections from the hereinafter described real estate for
Christian Science textbook is the fol- the sum of Seven Thousand Nine Hunlowing:
dred Forty-One and 39-100 Dollars j
"Let us learn of the real and eternal ($7,941.39), I did on the 9th. day j
and prepare for the reign of Spirit, the of March, A. D. 1939, levy on the ;
kingdom of heaven, the reign and rule property of the said Victoria Roth •
of universal harmony, which cannot be and Bernard Roth, her husband; Ralph!
lost nor remain forever unseen" (p. Richter and Ruth Richter, his wife; j
DEPARTMENT STORE
208).
Barbara Richter Joy and Fred Joy, I
her husband; Kathryn Richter Bell
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA
and Fred Bell, her husband; Lewis
LUTHERAN MISSION AT + Richter and Ollie Richter, his wife;
•*•
I. O. O. F. HALL.
+ Harvey Richter and Emma Richter,.
•*•
Rev.
H.
G.
Belsheim,
Pastor.
•*•
years, has just entered into another
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + his wife; Anna Richter Imrie and
WE HAVE ADDED A COMPLETE LINE OF
five year lease with Mr, Chapin for
Dave Imrie, her husband; William C..
S,unday School at 9:30 a. m.
the premises. David is a successful
Richter and Myrtle Mae Richter, his
BEAUTIFUL PATTERNED LINOLEUM RUGSj
Divine worship at 10:30 a. m.
farmer, and seems to know how to dig
wife; H. L. Bell, Administrator of the '
Confirmation
class
meets
every
Wed9x12 SIZE $4.59 AND UP
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
the money out of the soil.
Estate of Nicklaus Richter, deceased,
'Monday evening a bunch of baseball nesday and Friday afternoon.
the following described real estate,;
Adult confirmation class meeting
March 25, 1909.
fans got together-and started prelimto-wit:
!
On Tuesday evening Harold Ziegler inary arrangements to organize a lo- every Monday evening at 8:00 o'clock.
The Northeast Quarter (NEV4) |
On Sunday, March-U2, the Anita
entertained a company of twenty cal baseball club for the coming seaof Section 25, Township 77,
Lutheran
Mission voted to organizefriends at progressive five hundred.
son. At present it is the intention
North, Range 35, West of the
"Billy" Watson marketed forty head of the organization to confine the club a Lutheran Ladies Aid. A committee
5th. P. M., Cass County, Iowa, '
WE DELIVER
; PHONE 239
of fine hogs with Anita dealers last to local players this year. Last year, of seven women of the Mission will and will offer the same for sale
meet
on
Thursday
evening
to
assist
Friday, for Which he received a little more than $1,000 was paid out for
to the highest bidder on the 10th. |
the pastor in drawing up a constituless than $600.
players.
day of April 1939, at the hour of .
tion
to
be
proposed
at
the
first
meetSHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
It has been twenty years since
all in Township Seventy-sei.
ing of the aid which will be held next 11:00 o'clock A. M., at the North!
Anita had licensed saloons. At that
(77) North, Range Thirty.fM
door
of
the
Court
House
in
Atlantic,'
At her home on Cherry Street last week.
State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
time we had five of them besides two Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. W. T.
(34) West of the 5th. P. _,
County
of
Cass
and
State
of
Iowa.
|
Many women have served in an inwhisky drug stores.
(containing 197.40 acres) to]
Biggs was hostess to the members of dispensible manner toward the extenYou are further notified that if
The young people of Berea gave the Knot-a-Kare bridge club. Besides
County, Iowa;
said real estate includes your home- , Bankers Life Company, Plaintiff.
sion
of
God's
kingdom
here
upon
Miss Eleanor Patterson a surprise the members, there was one other
and will offer the same foi
stead, that unless you plat and re-! W. A. Huss, et al., Defendants.
on the evening of St. Patrick's day, guest, Mrs. Herbert Bartley. High earth. The services rendered to Christ cord the same within ten days af- ;
to
the highest bidder on ....
and to the early Christian church by
that being her birthday.
score at bridge was held by Mrs. M. M. the many women of the New Testa- ter the service of this notice, I To W. A. Huss; Amelia M. Huss; Leroy day of April 1939, at the boirj
M. Linderman; Mary Linderman;
B. F. Parker, a well known farmer Feller.
ment, have been recorded in the Bible. will cause said homestead to he!, W. U. Hammer; Vinnie R. Hammer; 10:15 o'clock A. M., at the!
living northwest of Anita, was killed
marked
out,
platted
and
recorded
as
door of the Court House in.
The women of the church of today orlast Thursday night when struck by
Robert Stuhr, son of J. R. Stuhr of
provided by law and the expense N. P. Christensen; Gertrude B. Chris- County of Cass and State
ganize
a
Ladies
Aid.
This
is
done
! tensen; Noel P. Christensen; Atlan- You are "'further notified if]
a train about two blocks west of the Anita, was . a winner in the creative
so that by their united efforts they thereof shall be added to the costs
depot.
tic National Bank, Atlantic, Iowa; said real estate includes yoni
writing contest sponsored by Phi Mu
in this case.
W. R. Spence has let the contract Gamma, national speech arts sorority may accomplish more for their God
Atlantic State Bank, Atlantic, Iowa; stead, that unless you plat i
Dated
this
9th.
day
of
March,
for the erection of a dwelling house at Drake University in Des Moines and their church. If you wish to 1939.
Cass 'County, Iowa; Earl R. Kirk, cord the same within ten i.
on his lots on Maple Street. The recently. Mr. Stuhr was winner in the work for such a purpose, then you
Administrator of the Estate of Noel ter the service of this notice, 11
P.
P.
Edwards,
structure will be 26x30 feet, and two poetry division for the poem, "Forare cordially invited to attend the
P. Christensen, deceased.
Sheriff
of
Cass
County,
Iowa.
cause said homestead to be
first meeting next week. Visitors are
stories.
You are hereby notified that by out, platted and recorded as pn
An Iowa Community Sing."
The
always
welcome.
F. 0. Worthing has let a contract award, a book of poetry and plays,
virtue of a Special Execution to me by law and the expense thereof w
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
to George Dilts for the erection of a was presented to him by Carl Sanddirected by the Clerk of the District be added to the costs in this ca»|
new dwelling on his lot on Chestnut burg, famous Chicago poet, at a reState of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor
Dated this 4th. day of
Street. His present residence will be ception given by the sorority in his f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f
+
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
-f Leon G. Voorhees, Plaintiff; H. L. Bell, of Bankers Life Company and in rem 1939.
moved to the vacant lot east.
honor. A senior in the college of +- + + + 4- + + + + + + + +
against W. A. Huss, et al., and the
P. P. Edwards,
Substituted Plaintiff.
Trial jurors, for the April term liberal arts at Drake, Stuhr is majorhereinafter described real estate for
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Sheriff
of Cass County, 1
Victoria
Roth,
et
al.,
Defendants.
of the _ district court in this county ing in journalism. He is a member
the sum of Twenty-Five Thousand
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
By
M. B. Parkinsoul
have been drawn, and eastern Cass of Sigma Tau Delta, English and creaSix Hundred Seventy-Five and 78-100
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m. To Victoria Roth, et al.
Drf
county will be 'represented by J. ft. tive writing fraternity, Sigma Delta
Dollars ($25,675.78), I did on the 18th.
Evening
worship
at
7:30
o'clock.
You
are
hereby
notified
that
by
Trimmer, Chas. Rodgers, B. F. Carver Chi, honorary journalism fraternity,
day of February, A. D. 1939, levy on
Our Sunday
School had
a„ big
^
_„ _
"»t, in•••
-- a
— Special
•—•(j'l-i^ juj Execution
A^AtrC U LIU II to
C.U me
nlG
virtue of
and Chester Wagner.
Delta Phi Alpha, honorary German
the property of the said W. A. Huss; *• CONGREGATIONAL CHUBCBI
crease
last
Lord's
day
and
we
hope
it
directed
by
the
Clerk
of
the
District
D. C. Reed, who has occupied the fraternity, English club and is managAmelia M. Huss; Leroy Mi. Linder- + ThQmaa B. Pi»>n, Pwtor.
can
continue
to
do
so.
The
youth
of
Court
of
Cass
County,
Iowa,
in
favor
,
H. T. Chapin farm in Lincoln township ing editor of the Drake Times-Delphic,
today are going to be our church of Leon G. Voorhees, Plaintiff, H. L. man; Mary Linderman; W. U. Ham- 4 - - f - f 4 | f 4 - - f - f 4 ' + +
continuously for the past nineteen campus newspaper.
members of tomorrow, so let us do our Bell, Substituted Plaintiff and 'in rem mer; Vinnie R. Hammer; N. P. ChrisChurch School at 10:00
part individually to enlarge the Sun- against Victoria Roth, et al., and the tensen; Gertrude B. Christensen; Noel Classes for all ages. Frank B. <
day School.
hereinafter described real estate for P. Christensen; Atlantic National superintendent.
The ladies aid will meet Wednesday . the sum of Two Thousand Four Hun- Bank, Atlantic, Iowa; Atlantic State
Morning worship at 11 00 o'«
all day at the home of Mrs. Almira dred Forty and 90-100 Dollars Bank, Atlantic, Iowa; Cass County
Pilgrim Fellowship meeting at I
Rickel.
< $2,440.90), I did on the 9th. day Iowa; Earl R. Kirk, Administrator of church Thursday at 7:00 o'clock.
of March, A. D. 1939, levy on the the Estate of Noel P. Christensen,
* j property of the said Victoria Roth deceased; the following described real
METHODIST CHURCH
CalLfor Wayne's Introductory Certificate which
estate, to-wit:
is goodjfor 25c on the first bag of WAYNE'S STARTThe North Half of the SouthER you-buy; also one chick feeder FREE with each
east
Quarter of Section ThirtyChurch School at 10:00 a. m. Harold ^".bSf K ** "1 ^ J°y' five (35) and a part of the
ofrStarter.
FOR.SALE:—Tally cards, 2 f«J
cDermott.
Snnerint^dpnt
""
^"band;
Kathryn
Richter
Bell
McDermott, Superintendent.
Southwest Quarter of Section
and I-red Bell, her husband; Lewis
L<?Wis
Tribune
office, Anita.
'Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. Ser- ^^l 7™™^"™*'
Thirty-six (36) described as folALSO A FULL LINE OF MILLER'S
mon by the pastor on -Bread and God." I H a r v t v ^™" ^f' ^ Wlfe;
FOE SALE-.-White Oak
lows: Commencing at a point
There will also be special music. AtJ S"Se AA™
** ^T?
^^
Oak posts, well seasoned. C. E.
>>
CHICKEN
FEEDS.
on
the
West
line
of
tract
na
I
m
r
i
e
said
;
tend church somewhere next Sunday. I DL
'• " .K"***
and
,: •'. ' '
623.8 feet South of the NorthFOB SAWS:
Epworth
League
at
6:30
p.
m.
wi^i
^"
'''^tl
^"^
™n.
Rich- west corner thereof, thence East
C$ME IN AND SEE OUR CLOVER SEED
M yi
Richter hl
per bushel. Phone 25 R 16.
a discussion centering around Jesus' £ , ' , A'^
' * wife;
life and ours.
-' ^ ^ dministhitor of the ; on a line parallel with the North
BEFORE YOU BUY.
FOR SALE:—Spartan two
line of said Quarter 4404 feetEvening Worship at 7:30 o'clock. lht '7 N ' ckl " U8 Richter ' de«»<*d,
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Dance to the music of Pete t
Choir practice this (Wednesday) ev"" '
i Cass Countv Iowa
and His Orchestra at th? k '.,
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f r Sale
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COATS
SUITS
DRESSES

March 23 to April

Sugar

Sunkist Flour ?*• $1.25

SPRING DRESSES

Seed Potatoes

$2.98 to $5.98

Hats

Garden Seed
Onion Sets

Blouses &
Sweaters

Oranges

$1.98-$2.98 $1 to $1.98

--

Royal Flour

$6.95 to $12.95

Shoes

10 |b

3 5c

packages i QC

BW l '

l SS»jracy 23c

f*ol*A Crimif
Swansdown 4%n
V>Clllt? r IVUI Large Package 4C3C

$1 to $1.98

Brooms 5 ^ ExtraSusp<*feired 29
Bacon Squares *M 12c
Wheat Hearts &Fffie 17c]
Italian Prunes. No.iocan 29c|

The Golden Rule
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Maduff's Food Market

Wayne's Chick Starter

; ./r; v+ srm > : ";™~ *±
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BURKE BROS.

QUALITY PAINT at
CUT RATE PRICES

DEAD

ROBERT SCOTT

FREE

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Weekly News Analysis

Politics

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS
WEEK

ADVENTUROUS
AMERICANS

Ftench

Smart politicians never count
chickens before they hatch. But neiBy BOTCH WtETB
ther do astute political observers
forget that it is a nigh-well impossiMima*
ble job to bounce a favorite from
klephone,
nne. "The h
the saddle. Although more than a
HNCfea are finished.
year remains before Republican and
*•*» over them, but r £31
Democratic parties hold their nomi••uwn *«*
By
nating conventions, New York's ReFrench
publican District Attorney Tom
»"Yes,'^^^l
Dewey and Texas' Democratic Vice
.I.1*aiml
J*
to cover
r rhssi
An*. %.. . •
Elmo
Scott
Watson
President John Nance Garner have
emerged definitely as men of the
hour,
Garner. Sometimes disgustingly Unlucky North Pole Seeker
MEMEt
independent to President Roosevelt,
N OCTOBER 25, 1933, an autoBy LEMUEL F. PARTON
city. pro-Nni,
the vice president has led a powermobile in Washington, D. C.,
ceded toQemumyin
EW' YORK.—When James D.
ful
Democratic
revolt
this
session
of
struck down and killed a 71-year^Id
exchange for LithRoss was appointed by the
congress and today controls approx- man who, for 20 years, had defied
Her voice trailed off in ,
uanian economic
imately
as,many
house
and
senate
President
as chief of Bonneville, the couraged tone as if there .
"advantace*."
DANZIG
the
numerous
pitfalls
of
death
to
votes as the White House. Though
world, in Octo- lust too many difficulties <J
Free city, needed fay
frozen North and who once jus* biggest dam hi theber,
V.U.S.S.R.
70 years old, he holds the favor of the
1937, it was
Germany to clow
missed
sharing
in
the
honors
or
of
Emil
Hurja,
astute
party
analyst
BonnemtteChiet
believed
in some
g»p between Pru«*U
RUMANIA
who has indicated there is little discovering the North pole. He was Soothe* Hottile quarters that his
Here Hitler prene*
B. Baldwin.
chance Garner can be bounced from Evelyn
•» '
•*
i
selection would
Baldwin first went beyond the Power
People
^arpen ^ ^
menttomake nation
favor hi 1940. The chief Garner opArctic
circle
in
1893
as
meteorolo•nother"protector.
ponent is Postmaster General
agreement between the administra•te" like Slovakia
James Farley, whose vote-seeking gist with Capt. Robert Peary's sec- tion and the power companies. Toand
ond
expedition
to
Greenland.
On
a
efforts have been confined to east
that Mr. Ross has
and northeast states while Mr. Gar- previous expedition. Perry found day it appears
rather than provoked hosner concentrates on the Southwest- what he thought was a "royal road allayed,
The utilities rate him,as
Many Democrats can see nothing to the pole," via Independence bay. tilities.
"reasonable."
has been
Baldwin suggested that a better the bete noir ofBonneville
more natural than a union of these
HUNGARY
\
western power detwo forces, one for President, the route lay through Kape basin. But velopment.
PR NA
This writer hears there
RUMANIA
V other for vice president.
< °Peary decided otherwise. Ironical- is now a better
chance for two-way
Unpredictable as his father, Tex- ly enough, when Peary did make his appeasement than at any tune in
as' Elliott Roosevelt gave politicians successful dash to the pole, several
past..
a puzzle by announcing that Mr. years later it was by the very route the Mr.
EASTWARD THE MARCH OF EMPIRE GOES
Draperies for French doow.
Boss, for 20 years head of
which
Baldwin
had
suggested.
Garner is "in the driver's seat, well
A week'* supply of conquest* and objective*.
the
municipal
power
developbe
solved. But they all
In 1897 Baldwin was en route to
in the lead as a likely Democratic
of Seattle, has human
solved. The sketch shows u
(2). Neutrality legislation expiring candidate for the presidency in accompany the famous Andree bal- ment
traits which perhaps account for
EDITOR'S NOTE—Wata opinion* an
how it was done. The curtain"!!
May 1 permits "cash and carry" 1940." That Son Elliott holds White loon expedition to find the pole when
izpremd in the** eofamoi, tkej n» thota
bis
expedient rather than doc- was placed on hooks near ttot.
House
favor
for
this
remark
is
seAndree,
suddenly
favored
by
good
sale to belligerents of anything but
ot tk» atw* wu/rrt, tad not «c««cri/r
trinal trend. No mere doctriof too otwtffper.
of the door frame and extended!
war materials. Nevada's Sen. Key riously doubtful. Franklin Roose- weather, decided to start, without
naire would amuse himself by
good 7 inches over the wall
Pittman has asked that munitions velt prefers not to run again in 1940 waiting the arrival of Baldwin's
keeping a copper ball in the air
each side of the doors. The<
be placed^ on the allowed list. Utah's but will do so unless the party ac- ship next day. On July 11. the illEurope
with no visible means of support
tains were sewed to rings
Sen. Elbert Thomas would give tbe cepts another man who will and can fated Andree sailed away, never to
It is easier to hoot at a boxer from President power to designate an agthey were in place, they <x,u,
be heard of again until 1930 when a —Just because he loves kilowatts
and likes to see them work.
outside the ropes than within. If gressor nation and forbid shipments
both the (hooks and the sides i
party ol Norwegian explorers found
the average U. S. citizen were an to it.
He was a consulting engineer for the door frame, and allowed I
his skeleton.
Englishman he would be far less
But this narrow escape from the New York power authority doors to be opened.
(3). Washington's Sen. Homer T.
critical of a government which es- Bone has offered, with bi-partisan
death did not daunt Baldwin. In and the St. Lawrence seaway, a conNOTE: These curtains
chews war even if it means loss of support, a bill to tax profit out of
1898 he was second in command of sultant for PWA power development lined and had a pleated heai
prestige. But after eight months of war. The plan: Gi^atly increased
the Wellman expedition which and later a member of the SEC be- They were made from the ste
a "foreign policy" which is more tax rates would be imposed in case
reached the then "farthest north" fore tbe President made him the step sketches in Mrs. Spears'!
concerned with immediate conven- of conflict, lowering exemptions and
of 81 degrees and 30 seconds be- Bonneville boss. As a boy, he rode 1; SEWING, for the Home Dec.
ience than permanent direction, the imposing surtaxes on highest brackfore turning back. Baldwin then set his bike from Chatham, Ont., to New tor. Book 2—Gifts, Novelties i
most peace-loving Englishmen are ets ranging up to 93 per cent for
off with several companions and dis- York city, to learn pharmacy. /He Embroidery, is also full of i
now beginning to believe Prime individuals. Corporations would be
covered new land, named Graham got a job as an apprentice chem- cal, money saving ideas thati
Minister Chamberlain might have taxed 100 per cent on net incomes
Bell land.
ist, but pestling seemed piffling, so help you. with your Spring i
achieved greater results with no over 6 per cent of their adjusted
In 1901 he made his supreme at- he hit the long grind back to Chat- Summer sewing. Books are i
more risk by holding to a steady declared value.
tempt to reach the pole with the ham—but he kept on pedaling. He cents each; if you order t
course.
Baldwin-Ziegler expedition. It failed headed up through Edmonton to the books, leaflet on how to make I
(4). Within 15 minutes, both senate
From the Czech crisis last Sep- and house passed the $358,000,000
because his supply ship did not ar- Alaska gold-fields, and, when dry Rugs is included FREE;
tember until mid-March, Mr. Cham- emergency defense bill, authorizing
rive in time and only good luck pre- land failed him, he made his own Mrs. Spears, 210 S. DesplaineiS
berlain's "appeasement" cries grew 6,000 army planes, stronger Pan»
vented the entire party from perish- boat and pushed on. In Seattle, Chicago, EL
progressively weaker as Britain and ma canal fortifications, bigger seaing. Before he could finance an- years later, he helped design the
France strengthened their defense coast and inland defenses, bettet
other expedition Peary discovered first municipal power plant.
U interested in helping otheni
against possible aggression from army equipment and more effective
the pole and Baldwin's career as an
vital
health, write us today. Iti
Dictators Hitler and Mussolini. By hemispherical protection.
explorer ended.
America is naturally en- pay you. Viavi, 701 Empire I
March 1 tbe two democracies were
1
vious of Capt. Harold E. Gray, Dec Moines, Iowa.—Adv.
strong enough to suggest dictating White House
Tenderfoot Triumph
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT
who will be at the controls when
terms to the Reich, whose economTP
EVER Americans deserved the the Yankee Clipper, huge PanHow to raise U. S. price levels is
Gamer in the iriveft teat.
Purpose «f Panlshmeit
1
ic position had grown intolerably one
title
"tenderfeet," it was the
of
the
administration's
biggest
weak. Then, overnight, all sem- problems. Republican laymen, and
The
object of punishment ij»
of emigrants, led by John Bidblance of "policy" collapsed. The many Democrats, contend a re- carry out his New Deal philosophy band
vention from evil; it never«H
well,
which
left
Missouri
in
May,
John
Garner
would
not
be
apt
to
Wo Step to Fly takes off for its
impulsive to good,events, in sequence;
trenchment of federal spending do this.
1841, for the West. They had heard Air Leviathan night across the made
Mann.
. (1) Hitler grabbed Czechoslovakia, would do the trick. But the White
Dewey. New York's district at of the riches of California but knew
Atlantic.
It
ia
whose boundaries were guaranteed House places more faith in Marriner torney
lost the governorship to pop- nothing about the country they must
last autumn by France and Britain. S. Eccles, federal reserve chairman, ular Herbert Lehman by less than cross to gain their promised land. now trying a few preliminary crowMr. Chamberlain said it was no and Sen. Key Pittman, Nevada sil- 1 per cent of the popular vote last Once they reached the Great Salt hops around New York harbor.
Captain Gray, it seems, bad a
concern of his.
ver advocate. Even these two "doc- fall, but the mere fact that he lost— lake, they believed they could float
system, in qualifying for this
(2) Two days later Mr. Chamber- tors" find themselves at odds, how- and that a few weeks earlier his down rivers that were supposed to
stellar role in aviation. First
lain suddenly whipped about-face, ever. During a recent public debate case against James Hines had been flow to the Pacific. So they took a
P?*"^**?"!*"^*,,
he became a licensed airplane
accusing Hitler of dishonesty and they outlined these two opposing tossed from court—cost Mr. Dewey big supply of tools to build boats
mechanic; then he qualified as
unwarranted aggression.
paths to the coveted price level.
much popularity. But since last No when needed.
an aeronautical engineer, a
(3) Russia, for 15 years unwelPittman. Favors currency infla- vember old guard Republicans h«v
Guided by Thomas Fitzpatrick,
master mariner -and a radio
come in British circles, was asked tion, "since government billions dropped from the picture. More- the fur trader, and Father De
technician; after all, he took
to join London in a pact to "con- have completely failed to raise the over, able men like Michigan's Sen. imedt, the missionary, they reached
diplomas in metereology, seasult" in case of future German ag- price level." Believes federal re- Arthur H. Vandenberg have shown South pass in Wyoming safely.
manship, international law, adgression.
disinclination to run. Realizing a Chen, despite warnings against trymiralty law and business admin(4) Britain reversed its course
candidate must be found soon, G. ng to cross the desert of the Cenistration.
again and made no protest when
O. P. voters have unofficially settled ral basin, they turned off from the
Hitler occupied Memel, whose ownThat seems to be about par for the
on Dewey since he "came back" to Oregon trail and headed southership by Lithuania was guaranteed
lad who would be a skipper on one Compound.
convict Hines on the rackets con- west.
by British-French signature of the
spiracy charge. Whereas a mid- Soon they were in a bewildering in u e new leyiathai»s of the air
Memel statute.
February poll by the American In- country of salt plains. Food and AH this, and many years of hazard(5) Britain backed down on its
stitute of Public Opinion gave Dew- water supplies ran low. Cruel mi- ous flying over the mountain wilderTest of Gentility
pact with Russia, refusing any
ey only 27 per cent of the popular •ages lured them on. But some- ness of Mexico and Central America
The
final
test of gentility I
stronger measure than the useless
Republican vote, a month later he low they managed to survive and bring Captain Gray to the ripe old
ability
to
disagree
without I
"consultive" treaty.
had jumped to 50 per cent.
age
oft
33.
He
left
college
in
his
reach the Humboldt river in Nedisagreeable.—>Anon.
second
year
at
the
University
of
Iowa
The substance of these disjoined
vada. They followed it to the Huma
events is that Britain's "appeasePeople
Doldt Sink and turned south to the and was aloft for the first time at
ment" policy has given way to no
Resolved, by Michigan's new Gov. Carson river. By the time they
policy at all. It can well be doubted
Lnren D. Dickinson, that no official reached the Walker river they were
that London sincerely hoped its Rusbusiness will be transacted on the forced to kill the last of their oxen
sian overtures would have more
Sabbath.
Six weary months after leaving
LEE PIERSON, head
than a temporary jolting effect on
Missouri they reached the rich San
Export-Import
bank, apGerman territorial ambitions. For
Joaquin valley. Theirs had been an
to rate an assist in the Nazi
Britain still wants nothing to do with
epic journey. For the success of put-out in Brazil. The big
credt
Moscow; in fact, the fondest Tory
the Bidwell expedition pointed the
dea 1 to clear
hope is that Germany and Russia
Pierton
Assist*
way
for
the
first
thin
trickle
of
.'
«*
COL. VLADIMAR S. HDBBAN
will eventually lock horns, fighting
emigration to California that began In Nazi Put-Out
Though
a
Slovak,
and
although
the
two
out the issue of Naziism versus PITTMAN (LEFT) AND ECCLES
afterwards and reached its
Hitler has made Slovaks inde- soon
In Brazil Game countries, is
Communism to the ruin of both.
high
tide
in
the
Golden
Days
of
'49
The doctor* did not agree.
pendent of Czechs, Col. Hurban
» • *
accepted
Britain will be happy so long as
as a goose-egg forwidely
has so much dislike for Germany
the Reich.
Hitler drives eastward, confining his serve board's periodic increases and
Bad Boy of the Mayflower
and Hungary, and
,1hlW *n* e?erfetic Mr. Pierambitions to such objectives as Dan- decreases in reserve requirements
so much pride in
^ MONG the Pilgrim Fathers who
zig, the Polish corridor and Ruma- have had a bad effect on business.
late Czechocame over on the Mayflower
Eceles. Against currency infla- the
nia, ultimately reaching into tbe
s
l
o
v
a k nation,
was John Billington, accompanied
Russian Ukraine to invite war with tion. Partially agrees it would help
that he refused to
by his wife and two sons, Francis
the Soviet. This conclusion is inev- raise price levels, but fears new
surrender
the
^JohnJIr- Early in that historic
money
would
not
be
put
to
use.
itable because the most concrete reAnother's -~
Czech
legation
in
sult of Mr. Chamberlain's umbrella "Lack of opportunity to get a profit
I had no shoes and comp
Washington
to
the
self,
playing
in
the
famil'/s
waving thus far has been a French- is the principal impediment to reuntfl I saw a man who i
German ambascabin with his father's fowli n f i
British military pact to aid Switzer- covery today."
feet.-rArabian Proverb.
sador.
Born
in
piece,
he
fired
the
weapon
close
to
Whether the White House could
land, the Netherlands and Belgium
the Carpathian
an open keg of powder. "Only the
pull a definite monetary program
against German aggression.
mountains,
he
Lord s mercy saved the ship and
from such an exchange of theories knew
Magyar op- Col. Vladimar the entire company from bem B
is
doubtful.
But
there
are
indicaCongress
pression as a 8. Durban
blown to pieces," writes a nio,,^
tions that the ideas of Mr. Eccles,
child. Becoming
historian of those days
Europe's Czechoslovak and Me- famed advocate of spending, hold
a soldier, he went to Russia 30
After the Pilgrims had settled
mel crises (tee EUROPE) have favor. President Roosevelt told his
brought quicker, more definite re- press conference that he refuses to years ago to accept a professor- Plymouth, young Johnny So! into
ship in the czar's war college. another scrape. He wandered off
action ia the U. S. than most people cut U. S. spending until private enWhen the World war broke out into the woods one day by himself
realize. Last January, when Presi- terprise guarantees jobs. Neither
dent Roosevelt made timid sugges- will he favor repeal of "deterrent" he and 70,000 other Czechs joined When he failed to return a p a r , v
the Russian army. During the set out to look for him Aft e r *
tions that the present neutrality law taxes, apparently, for he has mildly
should be changed, a terrific up- denounced advocates of a slash in revolution these Czechs made week's futile search, it was learned
movement to Vladi- that he was in an Indian vl ]] age ,Q
roar ensued. The same uproar re- the federal budget. But since Mr. their historic
where the group collected miles south of Plymouth.
turned when he asked a special Eccles is on record as favoring gov- vostok,
to send Hurban to WashingHis mother shed tears Of
$358,000,000 defense appropriation a ernment action to "remove impedi- funds
ton. There he joined Dr. Thomas tude when friendly Indians b,,,,,
few weeks later. But the new Euro- ments to the encouragement of pri- Masaryk
««w entrepot to
South
in founding the Czech him back, but some of the P,ip r
pean situation has brought a re- vate capital," White House and Ec- nation. After
OB
the
government
were
"sorely
vexed"
because
he
markable show of inter-party soli- cles do not jibe.
In
was
established
he
returned
to
all this bother
darity, admittedly temporary, but
Neither do White House and Sec- Washington as Czech military atson was
he came by his trouble
strong enough to give France and retary of Agriculture Wallace jibe.
tache, later going to Egypt as mg honestly for his father Was „ °
Britain a strong moral support and Defending an unchanged AAA for
charge d'affaires, to Sweden as kind of m an . ln fact Joh « «*•
warn Reichafuehrer Hitler that he 1939, Mr. Wallace told the house ag- minister, and in 1936 back to
in Los
ion senior, has the unenviable 'ri,8
u not wanted on the western hemi- riculture committee that industrial
Washington as minister.
His unction a! being the first pert
came
in
sphere:
recovery was a prerequisite to farm
greatest accomplishment here hanged ir, Plymouth colony
°"
(!>.. Undersecretary of State Stun- recovery, and that industrial activ- was consummation of the Czech- quarreled
with —In 1938.
ner Welles received both Democrat- ity should be increased 40 per cent
U. S. trade treaty last year, now comin. waylaid
o,
as
speedily
as
possible.
Then,
he
ic and Republican praise for his
abrogated under Hitler's "protec- .lown. For this willful njurdel fy the
diplomatic piotett against Hitler's said, farmers will secure their just
torate" regime.
flame and notorioua evidence
as
share of the total national income.
seizure
WM h
Eto,*Pi™£»i-KKO of Mr.
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Britain Drops 'Appeasement
But Policy Even Weaker Now

By Joseph W. La Bine—
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"Virginia Dare Sttone" at

For

College Recalls Romantic Story of
The "Lost Colony of Roanoke

,1 is'yours if you use No.
,
make
it. The button-downn
- i s extremely ,.popu' This dress, too, has lines that
r, ,miir neure look slim and
fchfuT The skirt is sum over
f1 Juh'ehfm.
h DS high atThe
**shirred
•,Watet' bod&
1
and wide-shouldered, sleeve*
you a softly rounded look.
, e y this dress of flat crepe, silk
Inter sheer fabrics.
Three-in-One Frock.
borp's a clever design that
F = I™ three different fashions
fone! First of all. No. 1685 is
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THE BAPTISM OF VIRGINIA DARE (From an old wood cut.)

IMS

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
© Western Newspaper Union.
harming little kimono-sleeved'
:k with a flattering, tiny waist.
*»~ recent announcement that Brenau college at GainesI with it comes a little bolero
ville, Ga., has acquired as a permanent possession the
you can wear with other
enigmatic "Virginiar Dare Stone," which purports to tell
too) ani, a* 'tie-around
cirt, fastened with a bow the fate of the "lost colony of Roanoke," has revived interest
the front. Wear it any one of once more hi one of the most fascinating mystery stories in
e ways—alone, with the bo- history.
*
~
, or with both the bolero and
ered of a daughter in Koanoke,
This
stone,
which
was
found
fen-skirt. For this, Choose silk
and the same was christened
k flat crepe, taffeta, thin wool, last year on the east bank of
there the Sunday following and
I combinations of two contrast- the Chowan river in eastern
because Jhis child was the first
North Carolina, bears on one
I fabrics.
Christian born in Virginia, she
The Patterns.
was named Virginia."
side an inscription which is,
. 1717 is designed for sizes 34, in effect, an epitaph for VirThat is absolutely all that is
, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. With
certainly known of her. The rest
ginia
Dare,
the
first
English
; sleeves, size 38 requires 4%
is supposition/plus legend.
•3 of 39 inch material. With child born in America, and
Between 1584 and 1587 Sir Walher father, Ananias Dare,
r t sleeves, 3% yards. 1
fto. 1685 Js designed for sizes 14, since it says that they "went
118, 20 and 40. Size 16 requires hence into Heaven in 1591."
yards of 35 or.39 inch fabric
} the dress; l%Vards for the Also on this side is a request
;ro; 2% yards for the apron- that the stone be borne to
Gov. John White of Virginia
••'•'' .",•-' • • '
rt
|New Spring Pattern ,&.ok. v so that he might send aid to
115 cents for Barbara Bell's the coleny.
ing Pattern Bock! Make your
other side of the slab has
i smart new frocks for street, I a The
, message inscribed in Eliza.time and afternoon, with these > bethan
and signed
nple, carefully planned designs! with the characters
initials
E.
W.
D. (preE chic, it's easy, it's economical,
Eleanor White Dare,
I sew your own. Each pattern sumably
daughter of .Governor White and
eludes a step-by-step sew chart mother <*f Virginia Dare) which
I guide beginners.
tells how the colonists went up
end your order to The Sewing Albemarle Sound and into the
_cle Pattern Dept., Boom 1020, Chowan river soon after White
I W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111. returned to England for supplies
ice of patterns, 15 cents (in in 1587.
its) each.
,
'
In four years, the message says,
® Bell Syndicate.—WHP Service.
they were reduced in number to
24 by sickness and death at the
hands of hostile Indians. Finally
in 1591 the savages killed all but
seven of the remaining colonists
and they were buried on small
bills near the river. '
VIRGINIA DARE
The story on the stone is logFrom an old woodcut In "North
ical enough, according to histoCarolina Illustrated" in Harper's
rians who have examined it. But
New Monthly Magarine, 18S7.
acceptance of its information as a
final solution of the famous myster Raleigh sent out three expeditery must await corroborative
tions to colonize Virginia but they
evidence.
failed to become permanent setAuthentic or Hoax?
tlements because they were composed entirely of men. Raleigh
Is the "Virginia Dare Stone"
finally realized that something
an authentic relic of the "Lost
else was needed—women and chilColony" or is it another hoax?
dren. So the expedition which he
Opinion on that point if divided.
sent out in 1587, headed by John
Some believe that there is quite
White, who was to be governor
its much reason for regarding it
of "The Citie of Raleigh in Viras genuine as there is for acceptginia " included 17 women and
ing
as
authentic
the
"Sir
Francis
H HE U MA l K
i • '.
children. Among them were
Drake Plate" which was found
White's daughter, Elyoner White
out in California a short time beDare and her husband, Ananias
fore the discovery of this stone.
I
Well-Trained Mind
Dare, destined to be the parents
Others believe that this stone
[This is a proof of a well-trained
of the first English child born in
"a, to rejoice in what is good was "planted," as was the lead
what is now the United States.
to grieve at the opposite.— plate, which was found in WashBecause of trouble with his
ington, D. C., in 1924. This plate,
ero.
about the size of an automobile
crew White was not able to take
?he colonists to a location on
license tag, bor» the inscription:
Chesapeake Bay as instructed.
Dare
Instead he stopped at Roanoke
Died Here
Island in search of 15 men left
CapUf Powhatan
betod the previous year by Su1S9V
Richard Grenvule, leader ofanThe discovery of this plate and
other Raleigh expedition. Alter
£ landed White decided to rewith it several other articles, supmain on Roanoke Island for a
posed to be the personal property
Ume at least and set about buildof Vlr,guiia,Dare,:arpu8ed a great
deal of interest at the time. But
ing a town.
it soon died down when an exReturns to England.
amination of the "relics" by exThen followed the birth of his
perts showed that the whole thing
granddaughter and soon afterwas a hoax.
,,
waris White decided to return
The "Virginia Dare Stone may
^ Fncland He started on August
turn out to be another fake. But,
27 leaving 120 settlers at Roaneven so, it can not detract from
oke Wher"he arrived in England
the interest which Americans will
he found that country busy with
always have iri her story, compreparations to resist the Spanish
pounded, as it. is, of a very small
Armada. His fleet of vessels was
Armaua
government and
amount of fact and a larger mass
Is u eoentiil
of legend. The fact part constiwhen he' allsenfbled another it
tutes one of the briefest bits of
w^driven back by pirates near
to buaineM at U "ln to
biography in all American history.
It is composed of this statement
„ w*o not until 1590 that he
cropt, b j« the
of her grandfather, Gov. John
able to obtain passage to
in the arch of
White, in a letter to Sir Walter
ca This was on a privateer
neei.
of
three vessels sent out to
B
ing.
'SflBth (August, 1587) Elyoner
"rev upon Spanish commerce
Let ill
(Eleanor), daughter to the goverAfter a series of adventures with
nor and wife to Ananias Dare,
J£ enemv. thev finally reached
one of the assistants, was dehv-

I

Roanoke Island at night and were
cheered by the sight of smoke
rising and a fire glowing through
the trees. When they reached the
shore at the north end of the
island they blew- trumpets
and
sang familiar English1 songs.
But instead of the joyous welcome which they expected to receive, they were greeted with silence. They found only the footprints of the Indians who had
fled at their approach but on a
tree was carved the letters C R O.
Pushing on to the site of the
"Citie of Raleigh" they discovered that the houses had been
taken down and the place enclosed with a high palisade. On
one of the posts at the right side
of the entrance' was carved the
word "Croatan" and inside the
fort were "many bars of iron,
two pigs of lead, four iron-fowlers, iron locker shot, and such
like heavy things, thrown here
and there, almost overgrown with
grass and weeds." But there was
no other sign of the colony.
No Distress Sign.
Before leaving, White had instructed the colonists, if they decided to move, to carve their
destination on a tree, adding a
cross if they were in distress. The
absence of a cross from the tree
and the post on which they found
the carved words gave White hope
that his people were still living.
Croatan Island was the site of a
village of Indians whose chief,
Manteo, had been to England with
the first Raleigh expedition and
who was friendly to the English.
It was situated on Pamlico Sound,
according to a map drawn by
White, or it may have been the island of which Cape Hatteras, N.
C., is now a part.
But when White urged the captain of the privateering fleet to
send a party to Croatan his request was refused. Their supplies
were low and the Captain was
anxious to resume his operations
against the Spanish. Later Sir
Walter Raleigh sent no less than
five' expeditions to search for his
"Lost Colony." But the seas were
swarming with Spanish privateers
and there ia no record that any
of the ships reached Croatbn.
When the first permanent English settlement was established at
Jamestown, Va., in 1607, a party
was sent out to try to learn the
fate of the colonists. They gathered conflicting stories from the
Indians. One of them was that
the colonists had lived peacefully
with the Indians for a while. Then
they were all suddenly slain by
orders of Chief Powhatan. Another story said that all except
four men and two boys were •
killed while still other versions
indicated that one girl was
spared. From these versions
sprang the legends that have
grown up around the name of
Virginia Dare.
For more than a century the
vicinity of the ill-fated colony was
unexplored and its fate accepted
as an unsolved mystery. Then
in 1709 John Dawson, an English
explorer, visited the Hatteras Indians who had gray or blue eyes
and were familiar Nvith the art
of reading, in that they knew
that the English "could make paper speak." These Indians were
less than 100 in number and it
was believed that they were descendants of survivors of the Koanoke Colony who had been assimilated into the Indian tribe
living on Croatan Island.
Was Virginia Dare one of the
survivors and did the blood of
the first English child born in
the United States flow in the veins
of this mixed race? No one knows
for sure and it is probable that
no one will ever know.

Knit Oval Rag Rug
In Various Colors

Among the legends that have
grown around the name of Virginia Date is the one which says
that mother and daughter were
among the survivors of the Lost
By RUTH WYETH SPEARS
Colony, that the Indians gave
O
MANY of you have asked for
Mrs. Dare the name of the White
the rug leaflet with the books
Doe and her little girl the name
of the White. Fawn and that she offered below that I am sketching
was beloved by a brave young still another interesting rug for
chief. After the White Fawn's you here. Keep it for your scrap
death her spirit assumed the book, and be sure to order the
form of that graceful animal and leaflet to add to your collection
at tunes lingered fondly around of rug ideas.
Cut or tear the rags % inch
the place of her birth, often gazing wistfully out over the sea. wide and use knitting needles tt
The legend also has her slain in inch in diameter. Knit the oval
that form by her lover who had center first. Cast on four stitches
been persuaded that the enchant- and increase one at the end of
ed arrow he used would restore
her to him in the flesh he had
known and adored.
Did She Escape?
That Virginia Dare may have
been one of the survivors is indicated by William Strachey,
secretary of the Jamestown colony, in his "The History of TraEDCtS J ^—SEW
vaile," written in 1612, concernARRANGE EVENLY
ing the events that occurred in
WITH SAFETY PINS
Virginia in 1608-10. In the first
1 GREEN
2WJ
volume of that work he says:
3
DARK R05E
"At Peccarecommek and Ocha4 MEDIUM BLUE
nahoen, by the relation of Ma5 BROWN
champs, the people have houses
built with stone walls, and one each row until the depth of the
story above another, so taught work is 4-inches, then knit evenly
them by those English who es- for 10-inches. Bind off one stitch
caped the slaughter at Roanoke, at the end of each row until you
at which time this, our colony, have four stitches left. Bind these
under the conduct of Captain off. The diagram gives the dimenNewport, landed within the sions and colors for the bands that
Chesapeake bay; where the peo- are sewn to this center oval. Cast
ple breed up tame turkeys about oh seven stitches to start each
their houses . . . and where, at band. For the outside band, start
Ritanoe, the Weroance Eyanoco with color 3. Knit 7-inches, then
preserved seven of the English cut the fabric strip and sew color
alive, four men, two boys and one 4 to it. Continue. Use a large
young maid, who escaped the crochet hook and fabric strips to
massacre and fled up the River crochet around the oval and the
Chanoke (Chowan). This young outside edges of the bands. Sew
maid may have been Virginia together with double carpet
Dare, who, at the time men- thread.
tioned, would have been about
Note: Mrs. Spears' Sewing Book
21 years of age."
2, Gifts, Novelties and EmbroiderIf she did survive it is possible ies, contains 48 pages of step-bythat she may have grqwn up step directions which have helped
among the Indians and married
of women. If your home
one of them, thus giving some thousands
your hobby you will also want
basis for the legend cited above. is
Book 1—SEWING, for the Home
Another legend describes her as Decorator. Order by number, ena beautiful girl whom the magic closing 25 cents for each book. If
of a rejected suitor changed into you order both books, copy of the
a white doe and the silver arrow
Rag Rug Leaflet will be inof another warrior restored to new
cluded free. Those who have both
human form.
may secure leaflet for 6
That legend of the white doe books in
postage. Address Mrs.
and the silver arrow, or, as some cents
210 S. Desplaines St., Chi.
versions have it, the silver bul- Spears,
let, has survived all the years, cagu, 111.
and is known from Maine to Florida. It was' probably the inspiraDown to Business
tion for Bryant's poem, "The
Whitefooted Deer," of the old"I cannot understand," said the
time school reader.
Still another version of the young man, "why you permit
story forms the basis for Mary your daughter to sue me for
breach of promise. You remember that you were bitterly opposed
to our ^engagement, because you
said I wasn't good enough for her
and would disgrace your family."
"That, young man," said the
girl's father, "was sentiment.
This is business."
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THE MAID OF MYSTERY
Statue of Virginia Dare by Miss
Louisa Lander.
Johnston's novel "Croatan" who
accepts the theory that the colonists were adopted into the Hatteras tribe and amalgamated
with them. She makes Virginia
Raillery
Dare the heroine of her story.
Raillery
is
discourse in favor
She shows the despondent col- of one's wit,aagainst
onists, apparently deserted by the nature.—Montsequieu. one's good
mother country, beset by hostile
Indians, falling in with the proposal of the friendly Hatteras
Indians and abandoning their settlement to go with the natives
to their own villages.
Virginia is reared among the
Croatans, later is captured by another band of Indians, who look
upon her as a goddess, is rescued
Btetfi good advice lor • woman durlnc bar
chang* (usually from 88 to 62). who lean
by her sweetheart, Miles Darling,
•hVH loaa bar appeal to man. who wonia
and they return together to Croa- •bonk hot flaahe*, Ion ol pep, dlny •pell*,
opaet nervw and moody •pella.
tan town, which they regard as
Get man twin air, 8~W aleep and U you
need a good ceneral ayitem tonic tain Lydla
their real and only home.
E. Ptnkham*a Vefetable Compound, mad*
Statue's Romantic History.
uttctaUt far WMMM. It help* Nature bund
up phytTeal natcUnoi, thai helpe five mare
Besides being the inspiration
vlvadty to enjoy Ufa and asaiat ealminK
for Bryant's poem "The Whitelittery nerra and disturbing •ymptonathat
often accompany change oi life. WELL
Footed Deer," Virginia Dare was
WORTH TRYING'
also the inspiration for another
poem, "The White Doe," by Mrs.
Frugality
R. R. Cotton. That in turn, was
the inspiration for a statue which,
Frugality embraces all other
itself, has had a romantic his- virtues.—Cicero.
tory. It was carved in Rome in
1860 by Miss Louisa Lander. On
its way to America, the ship
bearing the statue was wrecked
off the Spanish coast. For two
years the figure lay in the ocean's
depths. Then the vessel was
raised, the statue recovered and
taken to New York.
A* .*£_ IJ£|A &A ^AfM MVvtt m^^^SuS^^^
While on display there it was
nearly destroyed by fire. In her KEEP CLEAN INSIDE!
will, Miss Lander bequeathed it
to the North Carolina Hall of
History in Roanoke where it was
finally placed a few years ago.
This statue called "The Maid
T^iGTl.idHidKh.Po^^'o.
of Mystery," shows Virginia Dare
I TEA CO.D«*.40,BHx>Uy«.H.A
grown to womanhood and the
costume, such as there is, is decidedly a Grecian or Roman type
rather than the Indian type which
she probably wore. For if she
ever grew to womanhood it was
while she was a captive among
^VERTlSEMENTS mre your guid*
to modern Urlo*. Ther bring you
the Indians, or an adopted daughlodiy'i
NEWS (boat we food you e«t »nd
ter and the wife of an Indian the cloth*!
you wear. And the puce Jo
chief—that is, if we accept the find one about
thete new things U right
legends!
in this newtpaper.

How Women
In Their 40's
Can Attract Men

NEW IDEAS

a
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IVER^ONE SAYS-

flY HOW THOSE CHICKS ARE GROWING."
i Yes, they are doing fine. Today (Wednesday,
March 22) they are just 15 days old and we have not
lost a one. Pretty good for being confined in close
quarters, is it not?
Come in and see our chicks and prove to yourself
that FELCO FEED IS ^LL FEED.
*
In FELCO STARTING MASH we have spared no
expense to makes the best feed that can be made. No
high priced items added for sales effect, just the necessary things, but we have put in as much of those
things as is needed and just a little extra margin for
[safety.
. • ". . _ .
We build additional protein from powdered milk
hich is the most valuable protein food obtainable.
guar tef tteyou can take baby chicks off
&iid plap them on FELCO STARTER
•any
v other f<
ith no bad dreCte because it is better feed, contains
>l0re milk and less fibre so do not let that keep you
rom feeding the best starter that has ever been offered to you.
YES! WE WILL TAKE YOUR EGGS AT
TRADE PRICE.

HE FARMERS COOP.
C. F.' DARROW, Manager

you think of coal, think of
W. H. Wagner and wife, who have
[Kunz Grain Co. All our coals been spending the winter in Florida
the best in their class. Phone expect to leave there this week on thei
return trip home.
•Anita, Iowa.
tf
,e Vetter was home from his school
Mrs. John Faulkner and two child
k at Creighton University in Oma- ren, Jan and Kent, of Rock Island; 111
o spend the week end with his par- are spending the week in the city a
the H. C. Faulkner home.
i, Joe Vetter and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton,
land Brown, a student at a 'Des
„ commercial school, spent the well known and long time couple o
tend at the Jxorne of his parents, Anita, quietly celebrated their 48th
wedding anniversary Sunday at thei
s T. Brown and wife.
home on Bast Main Street.
ecil Scholl and wife, Mrs. A. V.
The fire department was called t
rey) Robinson and Mrs. Elmer
|1I drove to Des Moines Friday to the Jake Lindblom home on Walnu
j the day with Mr. Robinson, who Street last Wednesday morning to ex
J the Iowa Lutheran hospital, where tinguish a small roof fire. The blaz
taking treatment- for stomach started from sparks from the chim
ney.

A meeting of the Townsend club will
Joe Kopp and wife, living on a farm
e held Friday evening at the R. H. near Adair, were visiting with Anita
<antz home.
'riends Friday.
Arnold Eilts, who has employment
Miss Winona Kyle, principal of the
with the Farm Security Administra- Anita, high school, spent Saturday and
ion at Sioux City, was home to spend Sunday with relatives and friends at
unday with his parents, Henry Eilts ^"airfield, Iowa.
nd wife.
Mrs. Henry Broendel of Newhall,
The Odd Fellows hall has been clean- owa, is spending the week in Anita
d and repapered during the past week. with her daughter, Mrs. Albert SeTie hall, besides being used by the cress and husband.
edge, is also the home of the Anita
Mrs. Everett B. Luman returned
tUtheran church.
lome Friday from a few days' visit in
A. J. Allen, wife and daughters, Lu- Des Moines with her daughter, Miss
ille and Grace, were here from Coun- Florence Robinson.
il Bluffs Sunday to spend the day
Workmen started grading operations
with their daughter and sister, Mrs.
Tuesday
on the lot where C. A. and
loyd Keasey and family.
Merle Robison will erect their new
Ten members of the Friendly Circle gasoline service- station.
and one visitor, Mrs. Maggie Dement,
Were guests last Wednesday afternoon
of Mrs. Glen Steinmetz at her home
north of the city. The ladies spent
he afternoon embroidering quilt blocks
'or the hostess. A lunch was served
at the close of the meeting by the
lostess.
Guy McDermott of Springfield, 111.,
visited here a few days the past week
with his sister and brother, Mrs.
Earl S. Holton and Harold McDermott,
and with other relatives and friends.
Guy is a former resident of the Anita
community, leaving here about fifteen
years ago, and his visit here the past
week was the first time he had been
here during that time.

ANITA

The Misses Lois and Dorothy Mclntyre of Des Moines were in Anita
o spend the week end with their parents, W. H. Mclntyre and wife.
Mrs. Louise Hardersen is home from
Fontanelle, Iowa, where she has been
spending the winter with her daughter, Mrs. Will Baler and family.

The W. H. M. S. of the Methodis
church met at the home of Mrs. George
Denne last Thursday afternoon. Mrs
Fred Dittman was the leader, Mrs
'B. W. Robison had charge of th
enigmas, and Mrs. Arthur V. Long
gave the lesson from the study book.
Visitors present were Mrs. Andrew
Wiegand, Mrg. L. K. Nichols, Miss
Lucy Galiher, 'Mrs. James T. Brown
and Mrs. Kenneth Turner.

WITH SELECTIVE
AIR CONDITIONS I
Provides the most practical
method for food preservation
at low cost. No other refrigerator keeps foods looking and
tasting better longer than does
the General Electric of 1939.

6-E THRIFT UNIT

Remember G-E has built
more staled refrigerating
mechanisms than any
Other manufacturer. Get
a G-B—its forced-feed
lubrication and oil cooling assure quietness,
low current cost, long life.

;TRIC

Sat-Sun. Matinee Sat.
MAR. 25-26

2:OO P. M.

The members of the H. O. pinochle
club were entertained Saturday evening by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peterson
at their home north of the city. Other
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Faye Peterson. The evening was spent playing
pinochle at which high score was held
by Rowley R. Pollock, with Mrs. Floyd
Gissibl runner-up. Low ncore was held
by Floyd Gissibl.

ON HIGHWAY 6 — WIOTA, IOWA

G-l THRIFT UNIT

Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

BURKE BROS.

USED CARS

SEE!

"FLIRTING WITH FATE"

WAYNE'S CHICK STARTER

FOR QUALITY

Sealed-in-Steel

The Public Funnyman No. 1 in

and Mrs. Walter B. Inhofe.

BEHNKEN

The adjustable interior of the
beautiful new all-steel cabinet.
1
The new cold-storage compartme
nt, new stainless steel super-freezer
with removable shelf,newsliding shelves.
The Quick-Trays with^asy release of two
°r more cubes at a Hme. And the many
other proved features that make this
General Electric "the buy of your Hfel"

IOE E. BROWN

W. F. Budd and wife were Sunday
visitors at the Glenn McCall home in
Bagley. Accompanying them home
was Mrs. Budd's mother, Mrs. Isabel!
An all day meeting of the H. H Joy, who had been spending the winter
club was held last Wednesday at the in Bagley and in Churdan with her son,
home of Mrs. Rachel Millhollin on Fred F. Joy and family.
Chestnut Street. Besides the mem
The K. J. U. club met at the home
bers present there were four other
of Miss Lena Schaake last Friday
guests, Mrs. L. H. Laartz, Mrs. John
afternoon, With twenty-five -members
Dill, Mrs. James T. Brown and Mrs
and nine visitors present. After the
Cynthia Blue. The husbands of th
business meeting, games were enjoyed
members were guests at dinner. A
by those present. Lunch was served
social afternoon was spent by the
by the hostesses, Miss Schaake, Miss
ladies.
Velma Parker, Mrs. Gussie Lowenthal

SEE

1

TONIGHT-The Big Night

Mrs. E. W. Holmes returned home
the first of the week from a few
weeks' visit with relatives at Des
Moines, Indianola, Guthrie Center and
Atlantic.
J

„ The members of the LANB dinner
and bridge club were guests last
Thursday evening of Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Scholl at their home south of
the city. Additional guests were Mrs.
Beulah Long Martin and Carl H.
Miller. A covered dish dinner was
served at 7:00 o'clock, and the evening
was spent playing bridge.
High
scores were held by Mrs. Martin and
Mr. Miller, and traveling prizes were
won by Mrs. Walter F. Budd and Chester A. Long.

beautiful new 1939 General
•i- Electric has everything you want
-everything, you need in a refrigerator. Built by the world's largest electrical manufacturer, it is jam-packed
with value, features, convenience—
and is priced lowe.r than ever!

RIALTO THEATRE

daddy of'em all!

You have a right to expect a good
used car when you buy at Behnken's.
We te'.l you what we know about it.
You buy it knowing that satisfaction
is assured. 'This is the reason our
customers come back year after year.
Before you buy a car anywhere, stop
in and see our stock. We have over
20 used cars, one of which is bound
to be the one you want.
1039

Ford V-8 UeLuxe Tudor, 3,500
honest miles, like new.
1938 Ford V-8 Standard Tudor, black,
18,000 miles.
1938 Ford V-8 Standard Coupe, black,
with radio.
1937 Ford V-8 DeLuxe 4-door, with
radio.
1930 Ford V-8 DeLuxe 4-door, with
heater.
1930 Chevrolet Standard Coach, like
new.
1929 Model A Ford Coach—two of
these.
1930 Model A Ford Coupe.
1930 Chevrolet Roadster.
1929 Plymouth Coach.
1928 Chevrolet—two of these—your
choice at $30.
i
1936 Ford V-8 L. W. B. Truck, stock
body and grain sides, complete,
will sell permit and insurance
with truck.

Also Terry-Toon Cartoon; Miniature and Late News
WAYNE'S CHICK STARTER
BURKE BROS.

Lester _ Scholl was an Omaha business caller last Thursday.

HEAVY DUTY OILS, 15 gallons... .40c per gallon
UNALINEOILS, 15 gallons
45c per gallon
UNA PENN 100% PENN OIL,
15 gallons
55c per gallon
30-lbs. PRESSURE GREASE, in galvanized
half bushel
$2.25
10-lbs. PRESSURE GREASE, in galvanized
pail
$1.00
Large Galvanized Funnel, with strainer
55c
All Oils and Greases Carry Your Satisfaction or
Money Back Guarantee.
All Grades of Gasoline, Kerosene and Distillate.

Dement Implement Co.
Phone 59

Anita, Idwa

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

Have You Tried Our Frozen
Fruits and Vegetables?
WE HAVE PEAS, CORN, LIMA BEANS, STRING
BEANS AND BROCCOLI; ALSO PEACHES
AND STRAWBERRIES.
GIVE THEM A TRIAL
WE KNOW YOU
WILL LIKE THEM.

Miller's Market
"WHERE'QUALTTY COUNTS"

WHO'S

NEWS
TH1S

now, the Civil Aeronautics
rity certifies Mr. Fairehild's
soo-horsepower "in-line" -«nwhich, he says, has more powr its weight than any other.
everal years, Mr. Fairchild has
i pioneering the "in-line" enas against the radial type of
nations. In 1936, he Mid 20
to the Greek government,
it was later reported, found
highly satisfactory. His enis about one-third the size of
engine.
_,
father, the late George W.
began his business
eer on $8 a week, invented
dial telephone, the eompntscale, and the adding mar
He wanted his son to
e a Junior executive of
ational Business Machines
ration. The young man,
ver( was interested mainly
cameras. At 17, joe had ina revolutionary flashlight
nera, and, at 21, a radial
camera.
organized Fairchild Aerial
ys and in 1924 carried through
r camera survey of New York,
six-mile camera of his iriventhich was a pioneering exploit
tfield. ,
1927, he had corraled several
in the Fairchild Aviation
, had Igor SJgorsky buildand soon unveiled the
bin monoplane in the United
'

Harvard at the start of the
, he was rejected for miliservice because of physical
comings, later remedied In
Intent on war' duty of
e kind, he brought out an
al camera for war use,
rpleted Just before the ArmiHe is typical of a numof free and adventurous selfers in Uncle jSajn's indastrind technical establishment
can be rounded up in ease
ble^* refutation of the
belief that only the
step can yield efficiency.
notable moving picof recent appearance have
portraits rather than cariThey also have shown a
teend away from
the star system
I* and a new rellHigh ance on coherent
form in. the picsthe
a whole. Chastened by hard
>
films are taking .thought
dding cubits to their stature.
bystander hears much talk of
g moving picture renaisnot in any splendiferous outbut in a new infusion of creintelligence Into the industry
longer tether for the fame.
focus here is "Stagecoach,"
ne hi New York with gensalutations by reviewers,
note that, with a no-star
> » natural-bora horse opera
Seen conjured..into an taby the deft artis
ohn Ford, director, aiid DudNichols, scenarist. . They
scored, jointly. m "The
eane" ana "M* Informlts™» Mm to commanded
te hu-Uier trewl toward almand artistte integrity, and
'rom overemphasis, the
occnpattoSTalsease

or off the lot.

> ora

™
^^ O'Fearna, in
Maine, 44 years ago
8 picture
directors see
the wortd
about them
h « to what fcey record
F had the same idea, insisting
st
observed intently
n *V^
and long enough, his line
alt
st
FoL
o St?°,
°kea self-recording.
»
his p,
observes, studies types
be-

working for
he
*« »>, fe7fc5
Sterns. When
an

apt to

is
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UNDAYI
CHOOL Lesson

By REV. HAROLD L. 1AJNDQU1ST.
Dean of the Moody Bible Institute
_ _
of Chicago.
• W««tem Newspaper Union.
_

By Virginia Vale

w YORK.— Young Sherman M.
Fairchild inherited about $10,0 and the money took wings—
round the night spota, but In
aviation enterPoobHu prises which
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HENE MARKEY, the 20th
VJ Century-Fox producer,
may have thought that Metro
made a m i s t a k e w h e n it
abandoned "I Take This Woman" as Hedy LaMarr's second American-made picture.
Certainly he liked the idea of
aking that woman, to be his
awful wedded wife. Oddly enough,
there's a strong resemblance beiween the new Mrs. Markey and the
irst one, Joan Bennett, as Joan appears ta her brunette wig in "Trade
TOnds." And there'll probably be a
resemblance Jn the setting of "Trade
winds" and the next picture in
which Hedy JLaMarr stars—"Lady
a* *?» Tropics," fa which Robert
Taylor wffl be her leading man.
.TbJta Durtness of tracing resem.
graces can cp on and on forever.
DM timers can try to find one between the glamorous Hedy and that
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to EAT and WHY
set the effects of a too highly con-

C. Houston Goudiss Shows How the Right Foods Can centrated winter diet. Very often
hat feeling of lassitude, mistakenHelp to Guard Against Springtime Debility
y called spring fever, can be overBy C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

HE gap between winter and spring has always been recT
ognized as a trying period. Work seems a burden, tempers are short, appetites are poor, and little enjoyment is
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PETER INTERPRETS CHRIST'S
SUFFERINGS AND DEATH
Peter
l:"-23: 2:20-25.
GOLDEN TEXT—For Christ also hath
ll e wl for ital
81 tor
?
?
S
l
J
'
°»
I"
*«being
unjust, that he might bring us to God,
Pttt to death In the flesh, but quickened by
the Spirit— I Peter 3:18.
ni

derived from meals.
,
Just as the daily tide of human vitality is at a low
ebb during the hours before dawn, so does the annual tide
of health reach a low ebb in the weeks that mark the end

of winter and the official be-<$>
ginning of spring.

reals, dried fruits, lean meats and

Bodily reserves have been green leafy vegetables.
Green vegetables cannot be emA witness is one who knows by gradually depleted until many

come by adding to the diet a larger proportion of these naturally
laxative foods.
It's also desirable to take an
adequate supply of fluids to help
lush the system of waste. In addiion to a generous amount of water, there should be a pint of milk
daily for every adult, a quart for
every child, and fruit juices in
abundance. Orange juice, graperuit juice, pineapple juice and tomato juice all supply vitamins A,
B and C, and their refreshing fruit
acids have a beneficial effect upon
the appetite.

ihasized too strongly, for they
personal experience about that con- children and adults suffer
cerning which he testifies. Certain- from lassitude and fatigue end somewhat to be crowded out
ly no one could speak with more pro- that cannot be dispelled mere- of the winter diet by the starchy
Exercise and Fresh Air
and fatty foods which provide
priety or assurance concerning -the
Two
more splendid antidotes for
ly
by
getting
a
good
night's
more
heat
and
energy.
And
Insufferings and death of Christ than
vestigations with children have he let-down feeling that comes at
Peter. As one of the inner .circle, sleep.
demonstrated that when vegeta- his season are moderate exercise
he, with James and John, was with
bles and fruits are limited, there and fresh air. The proner use of
Jesus on almost every important
The Best Spring Tonic
s a certain sluggishness of blood he muscular system is important
occasion. He was on the Mount of
A generation ago it was be- tarnation. - Green vegetables hot to »health and vitality, yet many
Transfiguration, and with the Lord
hi the garden of Gethsemane. He lieved that sulphur and molasses, only supply Iron In significant people go through the winter takand sassafras tea amounts, bnt their iron has been ng far too little exercise.
witnessed His trial and hi all prob- would
overcome 'onnd to be especially well ab- In general, you will eat better,
ability His crucifixion. He was first
springtime debili- sorbed from the digestive tract. sleep better, feel more alert and
at the empty tomb. Furthermore,
ty. Homemakers
at the same time more relaxed, if
he could speak as one who had in
dosed their famipou make a point of getting out
a moment of weakness denied the
Eat
More
Greens
lies with a variety
Into the open every day.
Lord and who had come by way of
of so-called tonics,
Right now it is most important
doubt and despair back to his faith
Sleep, sunshine, fresh air and
hi a frantic effort to provide large amounts of dan- the right food—these are Nature's
in the Saviour. It is not only apto put color into delion greens, spinach, kale, tonics I
propriate that we should study Pepale cheeks, to chard, watercress, lettuce and C—WJTO—C. Houston Ooudlu—1938—M
ter's words on this subject but it is
soothe irritable jreen cabbage. Serve a cooked
also the greatest possible theme
nerves, to over- ?reen vegetable at one meal each
with which to close our three-month
come that tired day and a generous green salad
study of the life and work of Peter.
feeling.
at another.
For all that he was and all that he
We know today why their efforts Top the salad with fruit, if you
did, can be explained only by his
met with little success. For we want to add more minerals and
faith in a redeeming Christ.
learned what they could not vitamins . . . segments of orange
I. Christ—the Saviour (I Pet. 1:17- have
know—that the best possible tonic or grapefruit, slices of banana or
23).
a carefully chosen diet rich hi pineapple, or a mixture of apple
It is highly important that we is
minerals
and vitamins.
and celery.
meet the flood of smoothly phrased
In
those
days,
the
science
of
These fruits also supply imporrecognition of our Christ as the Master which at the same time denies nutrition was in its infancy. Vita- tant minerals and vitamins, and
'Him as dying Redeemer. Hence mins were still undiscovered, and like the green vegetables, they
there was much that we had not leave an alkaline ash following diwe stress
1. A redemption by blood (w. 17- learned about the role of the min- gestion, and therefore help to
HEDT LA MARK
20). This is a subject that all those eral salts in regulating body proc- maintain the acid-base balance of
glamour girl of an earlier day, Bar- who know God and "call on him as esses. No wonder mothers grasped the body.
DISAPPOINTING ctandt of vegetable! «nd flower* may b«
bara LaMarr (surely there couldn't Father" (v. 17) approach in that at any mixture that promised-to
caused by ieed» that have behave been a thought of Barbara in reverential attitude which we call put roses back Into the cheeks of
Plenty
of
Bulk
Required
come too old to produce firstthe mind of the person who suggest- the "fear of God," which is not a their anemic-looking children.
There
is
still
another
reason
clasi crop*.
How lucky we are today! For why green vegetables and fruits
ed "LaMarr" when the lovely Vien- cringing fear but a loving reverence.
It it difficult for gardener* to
nese Mrs. Markey was choosing a In that spirit we should proclaim science has taught us what we should be consumed in liberal
distinguish between "stale"
that apart from the shedding of should eat to belp increase pep quantities. These foods, along
name for her American career!).
seeds and seeds in their prime,
Christ's blood there can be no re- and vitality, and build rich red with whole grain cereals, provide
To help you, <M Ferr/t Seed
blood.
And
modern
methods
of
mission
of
sin.
Money
and
other
Believe It or not, Merle Oberon material things can only purchase transportation, refrigeration, food an abundance of bulk or cellulose
packett are dated. Bnt first,
had her face washed with kerosene other material and corruptible preservation and packaging, have which is necessary to help proFerry's Seeds mast pass rigid
the other day. The same flung haptests for germination and
Our redemption could be made the necessary foods easily mote regularity. They tend to offvitality.
pened to Laurence Oliver and things.
available.
It
merely
remains
for
bought
only
by
the
precious
blood
'When baying your seeds,
David Niven, and all hi the cause of of the sinless, divine, and eternal the homemaker to acquaint herlook for this year's date-mark,
art. Not that the makeup man had Son of God, Jesus Christ (vv. 19, self with the nutritional needs of
"Packed for Season 1939." It's
anything against them. Kerosene,
on the back of
when mixed with paraffin and heat- 20).2. A life of faith (w. 21-23). The her family.
every packet in
ed slightly, provides a quick-drying- faith and hope of the Christian are
, your local dealer's
Enriching the Blood
spray whieh dries white, so that he "in God." We do not trust in the
convenient display
who gets sprayed looks as if frost arm
The
blood
is
frequently
impovof flesh. Our assurance is not erished by the time spring puts in
of Ferry's Seeds.
had appeared on hair, eyebrows and in man
or his devices. The gather- an appearance. That is not sureyelashes.
ing of riches, the increase of arma- prising, for in many households
Give Flowers a Break
. Sead Co.,
ments, the acquisition of new terriS*»d Cromr», Detroit
With the cops and robbers cycle tory by fair means or foul —let fool- the winter diet contains a prepon•nd S*a FruaUao.
Sand for handjoma
waning, motion picture producers ish men who know not God rejoice derance of carbohydrates and r\ON'T put an added burden on
Home
Gatdan **--«»|T»',
fats,
with
far
too
few
of
the
pre*-* your flowers by asking them
are certainly taking to playing cow- in such assurances of safety, but our
cious minerals and vitamins. It to grow in conditions to which
boys and Indians in a great big way. faith is in God.
is often deficient in iron, the minare not suited. Flowers are
Paramount has three big westerns
FERRY'S
This life of faith is not an inactive eral that is required for the for- they
like
races
of humans. Some thrive
scheduled for this spring and sum- thing,
a
settling
back
into
a
commation
of
the
hemoglobin
or
red
in warm, moist climates. Others,
mer—"Geronimo," "Buffalo Bill" fortable but effortless appreciation
and "The Lives of a Texas Ranger," of God's great gift It leads to obe- pigment in the blood, and in cop- through the centuries, have beSEEDS
a sequel to "Texas Ranger." dience to the truth; fervent, un- per, which is required for the come accustomed to intensive
•SE FERiri 8AIDEH SNAY—HOHproper
utilization
of
iron.
cold.
There's going to be a premium on feigned love of the brethren; purity
POttOHODS, NOH-STUHIHB. ECONOMICAL
Certain flowers, for instance,
Inasmuch as 3 per cent of the
Indians hi the Hollywood studios, of Iife'(v. 22). Being born again
may
be
grown
successfully
in
blood
cells
are
destroyed
dally,
11
first thing anybody knows.
means living in newness of life in Is obvious that unless adequate comparatively cool, semi-shaded
Christ.
amounts of Iron-rich foods are locations. If you have such spots
Nobility of Virtue
Muriel Wilson, formerly known as
n. Christ—the Example (I Pet. available to replace them, the in* your yard, don't plant your
Virtue is the one and only nobil"Mary Lon" on radio's "Showboat" 2:20-25).
zinnias or petunias there.
number
will
soon
become
subprogram, recently received a gift
Christ is not our example in the normal. Moreover, it has been Any of the following will prove ity.—Juvenal.
thai; moved her to tears. It Is *., sense that we are to attain to eter- found that many minor disturb- more
satisfactory, according to
crocheted tablecloth depleting a nal life and joy by an imitation of ances of the body cause a loss o!
A. Joy, flower expert: An
scene from "Showboat," and was His life. That would be manifestly Iron, and that mild infections are Harry
nuals
—
balsam, clarkia, coleus,
designed and made by a blind impossible, for we would have to be- a common cause of iron' loss.
nasturtium, pansy, calendula anc
woman.
^
gin where He began—He was withThus, individuals who have' been vinca; perennials—English daisy
Why are Luden's like
out sin. But we "all have sinned consuming a diet that is barely campanula, columbine, myosotis,
lemons?
There's a man in California who, and come short of the glory of God.' adequate in respect to iron may sweet William and viola.
if he could be granted the wish near- We need a Saviour, not an example, find themselves on the borderline If you live in drouthy sections
est his heart, would ask that Cecil as far as redemption is concerned. of iron deficiency following an in or if your flower beds are on
B. DeMille decide to broadcast a Having been saved by faith in His fection.
well-drained soil in full sun, try
play with a, good wind storm in it. blood, we are ready to look upon
Both contain a factor
the following: Annuals—abronia,
The man is Charlie Forsyth, sound Him as our example.
that helps contribute to
Iron-Rich Foods
ageratum,
alyssum
procumbens,
effects expert who officiates on Mr. .,1. Our suffering (w. 20, ,21). One
your alkaline reserve.
arctotis,
calliopsis,
candytuft,
Every
homemaker,
therefore
DeMille's Radio Theater, and he has of the serious problems of life is suf- should make a determined eflor cosmos, four o'clock, lupin texentwo dozen new wind records that fering, and as' we suggested, last
include plenty of iron-rich foods sis, petunia, portulaca, sunflower
he wants to use. During the recent week, being a Christian does not to
fa
her menus. These foods in verbena, and zinnia; perennialsCalifornia windstorms he worked all grant us any immunity. If we sufelude
liver, eggs, whole grain ce- coreopsis and hollyhock.
MINTHOl COUOH DKOPS
night making records of the wind fer because of our own sin, we
whistling through cracks in his must expect to bear the result pagarage and through the shrubbery tiently; but even above that, when
around his house. They are the first we find ourselves suffering for wellauthentic wind records Forsyth has doing, we are to glorify God by
been able to make, and he won't be bearing it patiently for Christ's
happy untU he uses them.
sake. Nothing is a stronger testimony for Christ than a true ChrisLanny .Boss celebrated his tenth tian spirit in time of trial and soranniversary on the air by giving a row.
2. The suffering of Christ (w. 21luncheon to which he invited ail the
Other men who have been on the air 25)! Our minds turn to Isaiah 53 and
rattoa In vrary poclnt
for ten years or more and suggest- Psalm 22, as well as to the Gospel
tin of Ptinc* Albert
S GOT FRAGRANCE
ing that they form a club. Every- narratives, as we think of our Lord's
body was delighted with the idea, suffering. As we read the words,
AND
RICH
TASTE.
SMOKES
W>toCharity Mutts
bat since then Lanny has sometimes "Christ . . - suffered for you," we
MILD—'COOL. SPECJALLVCUT
wished that he'd never thought up join the saintly expositor of the
TOO— IT ROLLS SO BASK
the plan. He has been deluged with Word who fell upon his face sobletters of protest from women all bine "For me, for me, He bore it
YES SIR, PRINCE ALBERT
over the country and the only way all for me." How can anyone reMEASURES UP IOOX
1ect Him? How can you, unsaved
out was to form an auxiliary.

>^>f TIPSto

(jrardeners

LUDEN'S 5'

Five years ago Shirley Ross made
her screen debut as a bit player in
a picture starring Lee Tracy.
Imagine what a thrill it was for her
when she was engaged to appear
as his leading lady on a Silver
Theater broadcast.
ODDS AND ENDS-Alier hi, Thur,
day evening broadcast* Felt* Kn»gA/
makes a be* line tor on Armenian rettatavnt and a plate of ihith-kebab . . .
At reheanub Kate Smith disrupts the
men in the band by feeding them ham,
buxger* . . .Benin-to tee "Stagecoach
~ituill probably prove to-be one o\ tne
pfew** released this year.

reader of these lines, any longer
turn this loving Saviour away?
These are trying days for the
souls of men. In many parts of the
world Christians are tastmg the bitter cup of persecution. The day
may come when we must meet the
same fate, and even now we know
what it means to bear the scorn of
unbelievers Shall we become fearful or embittered in our hearts? No.
"consider him that endured such
contradiction of sinners against himself lest ye be wearied and faint in
your minds. Ye have not yet re«iVtf.d unto blood, striving against
"?' (Heb. 12:3. 4). But He dldl
Wcisderful Saviourl

M

EET Charley Martin,
folks. He rolls his own
"makin's." Likes quality
"makin's" smokes—and geta
'em with Frinca Albert in his
papers. Try some Prince
'Albert yourself - today I

SO MILD . SO TASTY. SO mMNMNT
V

AND TRY SON! PRINCE
ALBERT IN YOUR HPE TOO!

70LUME FIFTY-SIX
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Gable and Shearer Have
| ACTIONS FOR
APRIL COURT TERM leads nlfai Delight"

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 24

Miller's Market Sponsoring
low! News Flashes at Rialto

ANITA GIRL WINS
SPEILINGCONTESTS

Any analysis of the pictorial adapStarting tonight (Wednesday) at the
tation of Robert E. Sherwood's PulitANITA, IOWA
Ural New Actions Filed .For Coni- zer prize play, "Idiot's Delight," feaRialto Theatre, and which will be a
ng Term of the Cass County Disspecial attraction at the theatre every Gretchen Daughenbangh Wins Boths
ture attraction at the Rialto Theatre
Wednesday evening, will be "Iowa Oral and Written Contests and Will
Saturday and Sunday, with a matinee
trict Court Which Opens in AtNews Flashes," sponsored by 'Miller's
Saturday afternoon! establishes it as
lantic on Tuesday, April 4.
Represent Cass County at State
Market of Anita.
one of the most engaging adult enand Interstate Contests.
Tonight
you
will
see
the
American
tertainment features to have reached
the
screen
in
years.
Bandmasters
Association,
directors
and
aturday was the final day for filing
composers of world-wide reputation,
Cast in the starring roles are Clark
, for the April term of the Caas
Gretchen Daughenbaugh, 13-year-old
holding their first meeting in history
,ty district court, .which opens at Gable snd Nbrma Shearer, while Eddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carmel
STRING BEANS—
west of the Mississippi, to honor Karl
GRAPE FRUIT—
court house in Atlantic on Tues- ward Arnold, Charles Coburn, Joseph
Daughenbaugh,
and an eighth grade
Greet! stringless,
King, Fort Dodge bandmaster and
Texas seedless,
,.April 4, with Judge Whitney Gil- Schildkraut, Peter Wiles, Laura Hope
student of the Anita schools, won
writer
of
over
200
band
pieces.
MusicCrews and Skeets Gallagher make up a
Colorado pack,
96 size,
nd of Glenwood presiding.
lovers from everywhere attend the both the oral and written spelling
6 cans
Afferent actions filed at the county splendid supporting cast. Upon the
16
for
........
.convention
concert, to pay tribute to contests at the county contest held
shoulders of Burgess Meredith, playing,
's office follow:
—
King, who leads the Fort Dodge band in Atlantic last Saturday. This is
s. Alice Leeper of Cumberland is the role of a fervid apostle of peace
CORN—
HONEY—
in one of the feature selections on the the first time that any contestant
j,g her husband for a divorce. In and sanity, is placed the burden of
has won both contests for two years
Country
Boy,
program.
Fancy
extracted,
in Cass county.
jjition to the decree she asks custody mouthing the vicious indictment of
7
Spring fashions for milady also apNo. 5
AA
|our minor children, Marjorie, Hazel, martial madness and war. His speeches
Gretchen was coached by her teachNo. 2 cans...
pails ......... t«7L pears in the Flashes. With spring in er, Miss Christina M. Hollen, who has
old and Jerry. According to the are masterpieces.
the air, what to wear in the Easter
"Idiot's Delight" brings Gable and
jjtion, the Leepera were married in
parade finds delightful solution in the faculty of training spelling chamLARD—
irrison county on Jan. 12, 1926, and Shearer together in a casual love afCHEESE
—
chic tailored and costume suits—a pions, and by fi. D. Forshay, local
fair in an Omaha hotel. Their paths
ated on Feb. 6, 1937.
Armour's
pure
leaf,
Kraft American,
woman's best friend. The wardrobe insurance agent and business man.
Dr. Roy Eaton of Omaha conducted
E. Weatherly is being sued for part, years elapse, and the scene shifts
opens the way to tailored success in
the contest. Gretchen will represent
[ivorce by his wife, Mrs. Edna S. to a hotel just across the Swiss bordclassic
charm,
with
softer,
more
femCass county at the Des-Moines Regisatherly of Lewis. The petition er. Gable has been touring Europe
inine appeal.' Jacket suits present
ter contest in Des Moines on April
that the couple was married with a troupe of show girls, the fronrhythmic harmony as their circular'
PEANUT BUTTER—
POTATOES—
22,
and at the Interstate contest to
Sac City on Sept. 26, 1917, and **"! ™ whlch are closedskirts swing in the spring tempo, i
GWC,
be held in Sioux City on April 28.
Cobblers,
last Feb. 27. Mrs. (Weatherly of Gable and Shearer come together
Beige costume suit is topped off with!
quart jars,
asks custody of three minor again. Shearer is now a phoney coungood sound eating
tiny hat and columinous veil—coy,; Miss Daughenbaugh, who was calm
tess,
exotic
consort
of
a
munitions
bdren, Marvin, Marjorie and Frank2
for
.........
stock,
comely and come-hithery. Yes, the • and collected all through the stiff contest, spelled the hard words in a rapidtemporary alimony of $100; per- manu*ac*««. a part played, by Edcall of Easter will not be unanswered
27
pounds
____
rd Arnold>who is tar el
nent alimony of $100 per month ' "*
* y responsible
this year, .top any year, so long as' fire manner and also in clear tones,
never faltering. '
I attorney fees of $100.
|l°r the war that is about to e^ulf
fashion hope springs eternal in mi-,
HOW
they
love
it
;
EU
pe
Gable is sure she ia the
APRICOTS—
Betty Wolfe of Cumberland hurled
another suit involving marital' . ™ '
lady's heart.
r l he met ln Omaha and
1 8
Blue
Cross,
At\
a
real
challenge to the champion. .FifTommy
Tucker
brand,
le, Wallace P. Knight of At-' f
'
P ^ **&
7 cans . . ...... tUL
No.
10
4A
A girl baby, weighing 7V 2 pounds, teen minutes of the toughest kind of
is plaintiff against Mrs. Luella h e r ' n cat *** mouse fashion> and
passed between the Anita
fright The Knights were mar-' Wltjh womanly wle "he !««• him on
cans ......... t«/i» was born Saturday evening to Mr. and competition
and staves hlm offl
and
Cumberland
girls. A worried look
BLEACH—
'Mrs.
William
Kirkham,
Jr.,
at
their
,
lit Maryville, Mo., March 9, 1937, i ,
appeared on the face of Pronouncer
home
north
of
the
city.
She
has
been
separated on Decr28 the same1 Alwaf .the ™n*ce of war han^s
GWC, should be in
TOILET TISSUE—
, the petition recites.
I over all m the hotel. The crash
named Sharon Kay, and is the second Eaton. He had nearly exhausted his
every home,
GWC 1QOO sheet,
comes
lanes from an a a
supply of tough words. The little
child in the family.
a real estate foreclosure action,'
- *
^
dJ <*»t airS.quart
port bomb a great ca ita1
13-year-old Cumberland miss tripped
| Federal Land Bank of Omaha is
P ' °PP°rtunbottles
........
ty
e ap e the aven ln
rolls
........
"Kf
C
on
"minutiae."
Gretchen promptly
faoff against Guy Shepperd, et al. ! * f ,
& g carnage
spelled "inseparable" correctly and the
red a11 except Shearer
whom
intiff asks judgment of $9,342.60 " °^
>
defending champion again wore the
New Potatoes — Carrots — Celery — Lettuce
I foreclosure on-an 80-acre f arm' Arnold desevrt8; Gable> scornin« es'
crown.
cape goes
to e wlth ner> wno
of Atlantic
|
'
Cauliflower — Radishes — Cabbage
ow admit£ that she
the
rl from
j Miss Wolfe is the daughter of Mr.
a suit on account the Atlantic "
'
;*»»
#
(By Tillie)
Tomatoes — Shallots
j and Mrs. Arthur Wolfe and is a pupil
ber and Coal .company is suing °amah*' As bu"tin* bombs <reaf
ner McDermott, et al., for $1,- h yoc, <Jable and Shearer, miraculously
I have never played a game of of Miss Jennie Gerlach. Gilbert Lacy,
saf
m e ach others arms reahze in
Chinese
checkers, but I have done some 12, son of Mr. and 'Mrs. Gilbert Lacy,
Plaintiff also asks a lien on *
fl
a
fierce
flame
of
love
that
they
are
trick rope jumping in my time . . . I Sr., and an eighth grade pupil at
arm north of Atlantic. The suit
the
only
sane
persons
in
a
world
run
have never pulled the trigger of a Union township school No. 7, won seclives the purchase- of building maloaded gun, but once upon a time I ond in the written event. He is a
for a new home which was by idiots.
caught two rats at once in a jump pupil of Miss Mary .Chester, i
(rtructed on the farm.
, . "Idiot's Delight" is an intimate love
8to
In a spelldown between young Lacy1
Mrs.
Henry
K.
Bissell,
85,
died
at
The
annual
Womens'
Home
Project
trap which gave me a surprising kick
, a note action, Nora Burgner, ex™
The
program
will
include
the
reg^.,.«..»,;U..
, 4:00 o'clock last Wednesday morning Achievement Day will be held Friday . . . I have never been up in an air- and Miss Wolfe, for the right to comof the „„,«.»
estate „*.
ofV Elizabeth
ular news reel
in the city hall auditorium in At- plane or a balloon, but I have been pete in the interstate event, each coun> also an Our GanB at her home in Massena, following
bier,, is ruing"°Noble Wasmer"of
comedy
entitled,
"Practical
Jokers.
several
weeks'
illness
from
flu
and
lantic,
down underground into the subterran- ty being permitted two contestants, the
sold for $611.10.
complications.
Her
condition
had
imj
The
fourteen
township
exhibits
will
ean passages of a large and pic- boy was declared victor. Miss Wolfe
(hrs. Josephine Trailer of Atlantic
Tonights—The Big Nite.
l oved when on Monday she suf
be
based
on
the
(Child
Development
turesque
cave . . . I have never tasted will represent the county in the Omaha
aintiff in a divorce action brought
The struggles of a factory girl to P '
'
,
'
fered a
Study,
"Foundations
of
Physical
and
a
highball,
a spiked cocktail, cham- World-Herald event on April 15.
her husband, Clark M. Trail- reach the heights as a great dramatic
heart attack.
Mrs Blsse
wh se maiden name
Mental
Health."
Declamatory Winners.
pagne,
white
mule or applejack, but
a state highway patrolman. The actress, her experiences in a typical Iwas Nancv
'
"'
°
, „,
Jal
By a tally of five to four, the boys
tion states that the Trailers were dramatic school, and her battle of
* Skinner, was born | The morning program will open I have drank the cool and refreshing
ied at Guthrie Center on June 1. wits and emotions with a wily antag- at Rock ^land, 111., on ,Peb. 26, 1854, at 10:00 o'c.ock with inspection of the waters of a mountain stream, high up edged out the girls iri the first three
nd separated on Dec. 10, 1937. onist are unfolded with power and the da«*hter «* Mr- and Mrs. Onn exhibits to be followed by a recog- in the mountains of Colorado . . . I places in the annual county rural
tiff asks divorce on grounds of compelling human interest in "Dra- Skinner- and ™* ™™* there > n / n i t i o n ceremony and a music memory have never tasted caviar, but once I school declamatory contest which was
held Saturday morning in the audiate too many dried apples.
1873 to Mt Blsse11
and inhuman treatment. In ad- matic School," feature attraction at Lincoln
'
' They cafme J?-°°^
* * »
torium of Atlantic high school.
to the decree, Mrs. Trailer asks the Rialto this ( Wednesday ^evening,
townsh.p Cass county, 65 , Features of the afternoon program
vears
and after
Ladies!
If
you
are
a
rag
rug
Two pupils of Miss Leona Tibken
e
°dy of three minor sons, Merrill, with Luise Rainer and Paulette God*bere *j W1
" lnC chorus
"Umunder Ythe direction
number
of
years,
moved
to
Massena
women's
at
Franklin township school No. 3,
maker,
have
Mrs.
Harry
Highley
show
|ies and Eugene, and alimony of dard offering stellar acting portrayals,
township.
They
retired
from
the
farm
of
Miss
Bessie
Bell,
numbers
by
the
looa
Raasch, 13, daughter of Mr. and
you
the
newest
way
to
sew
carpet
per month.
. The backgrounds of the story are
30 years ago and moved to ^ choric reading group directed by Mrs. rags . . . she sews them the neatest Mrs. Arthur Raasch, and Curtis Osanother divorce action, Bruce varied, interesting and lavishly mount-1 about
Massena. Mr. Bissell died on March ( James Anstey, talks by Joe Lawton, and in the quickest way I have ever trus, 14, son of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
wenneker of Adair is named de- ed.
farm bureau president, Dale E. Bush, seen them sewed—no bulky seams, no Ostrus, captured first place in the
ant by his wife, Mrs. Arlene White
In addition to the outstanding per- j23> 1937'
Surviving are two daughters, Mrs. county agricultural agent, and repre- frayed ends, no muss, no fuss . . . dramatic and humorous events, reivenneker. The petition recites formances of the two stars, the cast| Lulu Edwards and Mrs. Sadie Piearsentatives of the county girls' 4-H Mrs. Highley's daughter, Josephine spectively.
the couple was married at Adel benefits by the fine work of Alan Mar- son of Massena, and three sons, Hen- j clubs,
Bailey, happens to be an ardent rag
Harold Kunze, 12, son of Mr. and
kov. 7, 1937, and'' also states that shal in the male lead, Lana Turner,
ry of Massena, Alva of Corning and
A panel discussion on "The develop- rug hobbiest too. Her collection of Mrs. Edwin Kunze, and a pupil at
had never lived together. Cruel Genevieve Tobin, Anthony Allan, Henment of physical and mental health"
re
inhuman treatment is alleged ry Stephenson and Gale Sondergaard. *rank
° services
° ' were held at 2:00 will be led by Mrs. R. A. Lorenzen. braided and crocheted rugs (the dif- Bear Grove township school No. 9,
Funeral
ficult and tedious method of making was awarded first place in the oratorplaintiff.
On the program this evening there
m. Friday in the Methodist church Mrs. Herbert Smith, Mrs. Roscoe them) are exceedingly beautiful. Her ical competition. He is a pupil of
Metropolitan Life Insurance win be a Lowell Thomas 'Magic Car- ; P
L. C. Hall of- Jones, Mrs. Frank Pop and Mrs. Thos. keen sense of color combinations has Miss Frances Way.
[>Pany is suing William Holaday, pet entitled, "Viking Trails;" also a at Massena witn *e
Burial was in the Massena Bailey are the other menvbers of the been an aiding factor in her ability
Bl
Winners of second and third places'
- for ?95.76 in a landlord's at- Passing Parade, "Story of Alfred
panel.
to hook up a few handful of carpet follow:
cemetery.
action. The suit involves Nobel."
The program will close with a tea. rags into real objects of art.
leasing of a 160-acre farm near
Oratorical—Keith Kirkman, Victoria
WALL PAPER.
Mrs. Elmer Smith, county women's
* * *
8s
WILSON-McAFEB.
township, second; Ronald Nolte, Grove
I ena. in a oonveraion suit filed
home project chairman, and Miss EveA few weeks ago Ed. Newton tried township, third.
Special prices on our spring wall lyn Hollen, home demonstration agent,
onjunction with the case, the same
from
early morning until late afterMiss
Inez
Wilson,
daughter
of
Mr.
—..
„..„ Massena
™»»™.. Grain
^.....
. , paper. Prices lower than mail order are in charge of arrangements. All
"~
suing
Dramatic—Ella Mae McDerniott,
B the
noon to telephone a family living- a
Pany for $96.75. Plaintin* alleges and Mirs. Robert A. Wilson of Anita, catalogues
women "in the county who are inter- few miles out in the country . . . cen- Grant township, second; Arlene ShavBongers Bros.
petition that the Massena con- and Merle McAfee, son of Philo
tf
ested are invited to attend.
tral about rang all the rural telephones er, Lincoln township, third.
Purchased grain which was un- McAfee of Emerson, Neb., were united
Farm
bureau
women
of
Lincoln
Humorous—Tommy Casey, Victoria
8
off the walls on the line . . . Ed. wore
R. H. Campbell has returned to
lien fr0m Holaday
I i n marriage at 8:45 o'clock last Wednesday evening at the parsonage of |Anita f,.om southern California, where township will display a child's desk out a pair of shoes pacing the floor township, second; Betty Moore, Grant
at achievement day in Atlantic Fri- between calls . . . he was positive the township, third.
e
town council meets in special the Congregational church, the cere-1 he had been visiting since last fall.
day, and Grant township women will farmer and his wife were at home and
ion
Pch this (Wednesday) evening at mony being performed by Rev. Thos. He is v i s i t i n f f a t the home of his show an emergency baby bed and
1
The Methodist, 'Congregational and
he expected them to answer the teletime bids will be received and B. Dixon, brother-in-law of the groom.|daughter , Mrs. Henry Kuehn and
baby layette.
Church of Christ churches will hold
ne
phone
eventually
.
.
.
when
eventide
<l for the construction of a muni- Witnesses were the groom's sister, fami ; y .
began to descend over the city, com- union services in Anita next week.
light and power plant Mrs. Dixon,.and the bride's brother
According to the report of the di- passionate friends hied Ed. out to the On Tuesday evening, the services will
Mr
'
vision of old age assistance, 433 Cass country . . . M!r. and Mrs. Farmer be at the Congregational church with
Dodge,
county residents were given assistance had been in the house practically all Rev. Arthur V. Long in the pulpit;
to
Anita
Saturday
to
visit
over
For the present the newlyweds will came to Ai
during the month of February. They day and when the bewildered farmer on Wednesday evening, Rev. C. L.
make their
their home
home with
Hall, a stepson of the late make
with the bride's par-' Sunday wi
received $8,827, or an average of strode to the telephone to see what Thomas will deliver the sermon at the
nar
> W. stone, and a resident of the enta, as the groom has employment. Rev. H
$20.39.
8 blind pensioners in the the trouble might be, he found his hat Church of Christ; and on Friday ev|»>nunity south of Anita many years on the Crawford farm across the road Anita
county received $163.62 for the month, hanging on the receiver and it had ening the services wi!l be held at the
accompamPassed away a few days ago at from the Wilson farm.
Lehmann of Hmdford, who remained for an average of $20.46.
lifted the hook so that the rings failed Methodist church with the sermon by
(
•**• 'olo., according to word re,
"
.
to spend the week with
Rev. Thos. B. Dixon.
to come in.
M
hi'i-c by friends. He was 75
Adair county virtually has been de- in Anita
Harry
C.
Lauridsen,
45,
Exira
jcided on as one of the counties in friends.
farmer, was killed last Wednesday
Who is the lady in Anita that visits ; Officials of the Iowa Electric Co.
'which a co-ordinated effort will be
en
yield
contest
for
when
a
delivery
truck
in
which
he
the
beauty parlor every day? . . . she filed in the office of Mayor C. F. DarA
* u^ eight persons killed Sun- made this year to work out an ideal
ed
today
for
Cass
was
riding
collided
with
an
autohasn't
combed her own hair for over row Monday a petition bearing the
li)3!>
twin-motored Braniff Air- land use program. Federal
mobile which officers said was driven a year . . . somebody told me Mrs. signatures of 137 Anita voters. The
plane crashed and will cooperate* in the project.
~ interested in entering this by Charles Smith, Des Moines sales- Carl Daubendiek of Marcus, Iowa, a petition requests the town council of
L
W taking off from the muni- would be the only county in Iowa , Anyone .should .make application at man.
Smith, who was knocked un- former Anita resident, is now crochet- Anita to call a special election for
""''Port in
in Oklahoma
OklaliriM. City,
r-5*,, Okla.,
r»vi«. for
*~, such
O.W.K a« project.
«™wt One county m contest
tljureau office immediately. conscious in the accident, suffered a ing a rug that when completed will the purp6se of submitting to the voters
Vlls
ra!
«eorgUt Sheldon, a dftugh- each state will be seated to work the
.„ be in competi. deep forhead cut. Lauridsen's son, measure 9 feet in diameter . . . Mrs.
of Anita a franchise ordinance that
> ^ —' .
.« .
A a A t h e ; 1 nose i n i « « " t>
' < > f .Mri- ...«,i »«v
Mra. nIW.
R. Shephard. out. a unified
program. on.,.
The AAA,
the,
the
county
as well as the Emmert, escaped injury. Thg two Merle Denne hasn't contracted the would give the utility company a right
I Hast i,,'.
Iowa, and a sister of soil conservation service, the e x t e n - . t i o n
,i u .uti m to determine who were pulling onto highway 71 near spring fever as yet—she has the early to maintain and operate an electric
Mitchell of Emerson, sion service and the farm security state
Iowa can raise the Exira when the accident happened. garden planted . . . the farmers in light and power plant in Anita if apthe
Mitchell is a daughter-' administration will cooperate in t h i s ,
otf of a given ten acre Lauridsen is survived by another son, this neighborhood are finding chinch proved by the voters of the town at
most
t
"' Mr. and Mlrs.. Frank. R. Mit-'work, which will seek to e l i m i n a t e ,
two daughters and his wife.
bugs by the millions in their fields.
such special election.
Amta
'conflicts and contradictions.
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Snap-On Too;s Corporation,
3.14
supplies
2.00
Herbert Spear, license
Standard Bearing Company,
Court House,
12.03
Atlantic, Iowa,
bearings
PHONE 300
WE DELIVER
March
1,
1939.
Standard
Oil
Company,
gas
Phone 29
We Deliver
301.94
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
and oil
County, Iowa, met in regular session Standard Tar Products ComSPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
107.25
with all members present:
pany, supplies
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
Hawley Lynch, Chairman; Mike Tropical Paint & Oil Com132.45
13c
Metz, F. W. Wiese, G. E. Eshelman
pany, paint
PEANUT BUTTER, Glendale, pint jar
15c
110.25
and W. H. iWohlenhaus.
Glenn Taylor, hauling
5c
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
The minutes of Feb. 13th were ap- United States Rubber Comc
3.28
proved as read.
pany, supplies
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
33c
2.00
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by August Wagner, license
C
55.46
Metz, to buy bridge hardware from Wagner Filling Station, gas.
7c
LARD, 1-lb. packages, 2 for
19c
15.60
the^Fullerton Lumber Co. of Griswold Waters Grain Company, coal.
5c
at a price of $149.75, which was the Wheeler Lumber & Bridge
TOILET PAPER, Prim, 6 rolls
25c
619.27
low bid.
39c
Company, lumber
COOKIES, plain and frosted, 2 pounds
35c
Motion carried.
Wisconsin Motor Corporation,
10c
23.94
On motion and vote the following
parts
JELLY BIRD EGG CANDY, pound
lOc
5.20
resolution was passed:
Woodward & Gates, supplies.
, • i• '
.
• ..'., j . • ' - • • ' ' ,
•• ' .
109.13
RESOLUTION.
George
Wyman,
hauling
CLEANSER, Clover Farm, 3 cans
13c
WHEREAS, Mrs. Mable Pigsley and Dean Prall, supplies
2.50
Walter Schuler and wife, Esther, are Henry C. Laub, mileage .
34.00
CLOROX, quart
19c
Win. Pedersen, bounty
6.00 ffigley Chemical Co.
72.00
now within. Cass County and are likely Gerald Sheets, labor
Perkins Bros., supplies
5.68 Hi-Why Pood Center
114.2
to become county charges and said Robert Hill, labor
63.00
Howdr* Store .
C. S. Relyea Company, sup10
persons should be prevented from ac- Lyle Sorensen, labor
10.00
plies
21-«« Or* £•
5.0
quiring
a
settlement
in
Cass
Coun4.45
Don Wilkinson, mileage . . .
There is more danger of a sensi......
Esther Reeves, clerk
30.00. Dr. H. A. Johnsoii
126.71
ty,
40.95
Glen Comstock, labor
tive character being eternally damned
H. C. Robinson, trustee
4.00 Dr. C. R. Jones . . . .....
384.8
NOW THEREFORE being it re- John Bacon, labor
32.45
Published Every Thursday by the than temporarily damaged.
Fred
Rothe,
bounty
3.00 Joyce Lumber Company, Atsolved by the Board of Supervisors Zeno Lang, labor
26.10
lantic ..,......_____
Row, Peterson & Company,
29.2'
3.60
As cheap as rakes can be bought, of Cass County, Iowa, that a notice Pete McDermott, labor
Joyce
Lumber Company, Lewbooks
3.16
v
3.40
W. F. BtJDD
Editor no one can afford to be without one | to depart shall be served upon the Tom Conroy, labor
is
.
William F. Sandhorst, trussaid Mrs. Mable Pigsley and Walter Ross South, labor
13.ft
this spring at cleaning up time.
34.43
4.00 Delia King . . . . . . . . . . [ ] ]
tee
and Esther Schuler, and the Chairman Walter Anderson, labor . . . .
28.01
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
82.00
Dr. W. W. Kitson
Don Savery, attorney fees and
There is no "dream of ambition" of this Board is directed and ordered William Farmhal, labor ...
43.2
If not paid in advance
$2.00
6.00
Kunz Grain Company
J.
P.
fees
19-50
that will be the least degree real- to sign such notice on behalf of this William Roberts, labor
16.5
81.50
Frank Shepard Company, citaLarkin Shoe Company
Entered at the post office at Anita, ized, without the putting forth of Board and deliver the same to the W. H. Willoughby, labor . . .
5.5:
80.00
tions
2.00 Lee's Drug Store
effort with that object in view.
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa, for ser- Gene McMullin, labor
32.51
6.00
Ernest A. Smith, trustee
4.00 Lloyd & Meredith
' 13.0]
vice.
1.00
Leo Wissler, labor
That occasional chant, "Oh, Promise
THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 1939.
Estey Smith, trustee
4.00 MaduflPs Food Market
The Chairman put the above resolu- John Dill, foreman
754
9.60
Me," is being worked over time and tion to vote and the votes being all
M. W. Smith, trustee
4.00 J. H. Marshal) & Son
1.8
10.80
s quite likely to be productive of in the affirmative, the resolution was Chas. Daugherty, foreman ..
NO GOLD IN RAINBOWS.
Standard Oil Company, supMassena Grain Company
18.70!
100.00
Harry
Edwards,
hauling
.
.
.
.
an increased bunch of pin-headed pre- declared adopted.
plies
-72 Minor Outfitting Company
4&81J
7.50
Will Grulke, labor
The editor of the Newhall, Cali- varicators for the present season's
Frederick C. Switzer, trusHans Moelclc
The following bills were allowed and Robert Whitaker, labor
4.81
7.00
fornia, Signal recently made this signi- mrvest.
tee
4.00 Dr. E. C. Montgomery
the Auditor authorized to write war- Andy Miller, labor
90.00
ficant statement: "A business man
Registrars of Vital Statisrants for the same :
McCuIlough Dairy
2.20
August Wagner, labor
Towns and communities where the Atlantic Implement Company,
told us yesterday that he gave himtics
31.75 Dr. R. 'M. Needles - . . . . . . . ' .
54.05
Anita
Tribune,
printing
.
.
.
self just two more years and then people want and talk good roads, from
R. N. Watson, bailiff
33.00 The Pantry
supplies
.................
77.91 Atlantic
News - Telegraph,
he was going to invite the state and one year's end to another, and yet A-W Company, parts
Harley
M.
Weber,
trustee
4.00
......
420.80
C. B. Parkinson & Son
50.01
printing
government in to run his business and sit down and do nothing towards hav- Atlantic Lumber & Coal ComDr. Frank D. Weimer, veteriJ. C. Penney Company
2.00
Hubert Babbitt, bounty . » .
to make their own levies out of their ng their wants supplied, should expany, material
..........
158.44
nary services
11.10 Petersen'a Grocery
pect to brouse around in mud, hub- Audubon County, expenses . . 133.00 Dr. R. C. Bailey, soldiers' reown deficits!"
Western Chemical Company,
Dr. E. C. Petersen
800.00
lief
There's as much truth as cynical deep.
The Balbach Company, supsupplies
105.74 Dr. L. B. Petersen
Henry
Bissell,
Jr.,
trustee
.
.
4.00
humor in that. We have had ten
plies
....................
16.88
J. H. Welch Printing ComDr. M. T. Petersen
Werner Blunk, trustee
4.00
If all the money paid for fake The Baum Iron Company,
years of depression, broken by spaspany, supplies
561.27 Phillips Petroleum Company .
4.00
modic intervals of a little recovery. advertising schemes could be spent in
bolts
................
____
19.23 Fred Brahms, trustee
F. W. Wiese, committee work
Pine Dairy
We have been told over and over by legitimate newspaper advertising, the W. S. Beebe, gas
..........
26.27 Emil A. Brehmer, trustee &
and mileage
105.49 Reed's Grocery
quarantine service
3.10
men high in government that a bal- average business man would not be Earl Beech, supplies
.......
134.53
James Winston, trustee
2.00 Wm. Riggs Grocery
Asa
Brown,
trustee
4.00
long
in
finding
out
that
he
is
receivlanced budget without further increasDick Bell Insurance Agency,
W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
* Roland, Peacock & Baxter ..
es in taxes would shortly be attained. ing the full measure of benefits as a
premium
.................
8.10 Bureau of Educational Rework and mileage
98.60 Slocum Company
search, tests
6.62
And we have witnessed government result of less money invested.
Bojens Hardware, supplies . .
40.95
Fred Wbllenhaupt, trustee .. 4.00 Smiley's Music Store
Walter C. Burnside, trustee .
4.00
expenses constantly grow, not lessen
Raymond Brown, piling ..... 160.56
S. W. Woods, trustee
4.00 Steinbeck Grocery
Property owners in Anita should J. S. Chamberlain, premium .
Georgia Byrne, mileage
14.25
—and .the national debt soar to un37.95
•
Verna
B.
Woods,
O.
A.
P.
sesSubdivision of Aid to Blind.
catch the spirit early, and proceed C. B. & Q. Railroad, freight .
Albert H. Cron, bounty . ..
1.00
dreamed of levels.
474.99
' sions and mi'.eage
25.00 Grayce Ury
E.
A.
Denham,
trustee
to use a liberal supply of paint on jNelg p Christensen> labor '
4.00
65.00
It is argued that, the United States
I Ernest Zellmer, trustee
2.0d Wagler Funeral Home
the buildings about their premises, Cities Service Oil Company,
Des Mbines Sanitary Supply
could, if necessary, carry and eventi
Dr.
'W.
W'.
Kitson,
coroner
Dr. A. .Weaver
and keep up the reputation the town
Company, supplies
gas
66.79 !
ually amortize an eighty or hundrec
j fees
16.56 Dr. M. B. We?r
already enjoys for being one of the City of Atlantic, current .
P.
P.
Edwards,
Sheriff,
trans61.77
billion dollar debt. Perhaps it could—
j Harry W. Shaffer, refund... 2.00 Dr. R. B. Weir
best looking along highway No. 6.
portation, serving notices,
Coast to Coast Store, supplies.
.66
if the people are willing to lower their
Warrants Issued From Poor Fund For L. O. Wheatiey
25.001
criminal
investigation
and
„
..
. .,
Ed Gushing Garage, truck .. 847.13
standard of living, in order to pay
Provisions, Clothing and
95.351
Revenues from the sale of beer pro- T „ „, , . . , ..
Dr.
A.
R.
Wilder,
expense
and
board
and
more and more of their earnings anc duced about $1,200,000 annually f o r ]\J" H" Chadwlck' hau'lnS -- 123.75
Medical Aid.
4.001
Dr. H. K. Williams
R j &
164.75
. £ii/\J.£itJ
freight
296.29 !' _ lodging prisoners
,
,
T-»
i
t •
i
'' - *
" * • • « ' • • • • *wOlllUt»U. 11
(Tig
e111*.
wages to government. Perhaps it , i
Dr.
George
A.
Alliband
112.90
Dr.
P.
T.
Williams
12.001
i
the state. For several years this has
^
Pete Eisel, trustee
c,u
4.00
could—if business and industry are been
Haon
a 1 Is\ft«i t-nrl
+/\
f i-irtst
f/\
«*nvtln na
• !»««. tlT" "C^—._ _ 1 _ 1
i
Atlantic Building Supply Co. 155.87 Wilson Cash Store
15.451
allocated
to
aa fund
to
replace
60.00
12 92 """ "' Eppelsheimer, labor .
simply to stagger along on a hand to public moneys lost in closed banks. Cooks Rexall Store, supplies .
Atlantic
Canning
Company..
9.75
: G. E. Eshe'.man, committee
Session and Mileage Claims.
mouth basis, buying only what is This lost treasure once totalled about Deep Rock Oil Corporation,
275.70 Hawley Lyncn
5.001
132.30 Atlantic Hospital
44 86' work and mileage
oil
absolutely needed to keep plants runAtlantic Sheet Metal Works..
J o h n J Euken
trus
.61 Mike Metz
5.701
$20,000,000
but
has
been
gradually
De
.
l
Lubrication
Company,
'
|
'
tee
4.00
ns
0i
5
ning.
-<>§l
1.80 F. W. Wiese
liquidatedj through the years
until
it
„_..„„
...
i Roy L. Fancolly, trustee
4.00 Atlantic Square Deal O i l . . . .
6 80
1
1
1
g i coat;
O u . i £ __
We have heard so much of taxation is now down to somewhere between p
Bailey Feed Company
„,
,.,
,
" Insurance
3.55 W. H. Wohlenhaus
Loan
&
6
39.23
oe
-70
in recent years that many of us $2,000,000 and $3,000,000. In studying conomy
^ °^e> s °^s •
68.00 G. E. Eshelman
Agency, insurance
.......
16.80 Dr. R. L. Barnett
'
'
I
.
.
j
Farmers
Co-Operative
ComOn motion and vote the Board adhave becameJjored with it. But that's the problem of expensive leases a n d '
3.00
Punk
4.00 Dr. R. A. Becker
15.75 W E Gerlock
- trustee
journed
until Monday, March 13th.i|
th* worst mistake we can make. "Your
Ralph
Berg
trustee
2.00
cramped statr office-space, Governor I Fullerton Lumber" Company,
' i ' '
'
••••
4.00
or
on
call
of Chairman."
* job, your'home, your business, your Wilson he.d many quiet conferences
Bongers
Bros
31.64
Ginn
&
Company,
textbooks.
Griswold coal
15 02
10.79
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
investments, your savings—taxation with Acting Comptroller C. Fred PortBrown
Grocery
49.60
' ; Thos. Gittins, trustee
{ Fullerton 'Lumber ' £ mpany
4.00
Chairman.
and fiscal policy will vitally affect er. Mr. Porter estimates that income j
Brown
Shoe
Co
7
94
Griswold
American,
printing
Massena coal
4J 8g
Attest:
Breckenmaker
them all. We've been criminally care< from beer will complete liquidation! Gagoline ^ Hey>
18450
's Grocery
15.40
and supplies
M. E. Hubbard,
gas
116.78
;
leas in permitting taxes and debt to of accounts in closed banks within
YY
ru e
Sons
17.98
County Auditor.
106
72
'"
£"
lk
>
trustee
2.00
rise without question—and we're going the next fifteen or eighteen months. Gasoline Alley, Atlantic, gas.
504.88
i Listen L. Hall, court reporter. 138.82 Butler's Grocery
Iron
Works,
supto pay the bill.
Lou Camblin
i c oq
Thus an annual fund of $1,200,000] p]jes
782 86 ^ u n e Hamm, mi'.eage
Fourteen members of the Union!
27.20
m
Government can retrench and cu can be made available for a building nBud
, , „ ,,
Cash
Coal
System
6.75
123
80
^
Hasper,
cleaning
typeclub
and one visitor,, Mrs.. Lloyd Har-j
•
,
.
.
„
-•* j -c ^ i • i i.
-^u
Goold,
„
r
( hri8ten
costs and start toward a balancec fund if the legislature approves, with- ~
,
~
i writers
«"' Grocery
........
212.98 ris, were guests last Thursday at the
246 .77 ;
,
.,
,,.
Green DBay TLumber Company,
est Chnste
budget—if public opinion forces the out new taxes and without robbing . suppljes
56 42 E. E. Hastings, trustee
"sen
........
20.00 home of Mrs. Chas. Campbell at '
4.00 p''"
p
George
e
issue. It's up to us all.
some other fund or department.
i Ha nsen & Company, 'supplies'. 101.96
H ™ingsen, cement .
"'™'*" H °™ e 0 r Phanage..
10.00 all day meeting. Dinner was serrvedj
50.50
;
Herbert, Treasurer, jury
-. William F. Crew
........
36.25 during the noon hour by the hostess,
j Hoegh Oil Company, gas
4.80
Oiebo'd Grocery
14 69
fees
afterIM o.
********** Hoffman Transfer, drayage . .
66.70
25.05
and the ladies''
Mrs.
Chas.
Drake
.'
7
o
O
Herbert, trustee
X Marion Hansen, hauling . .. 121.05
4.00
quilting for the hostess.
Mrs. Dora Edwards .
^ 0Q
Carl Holland, trustee
)»* Henningsen Construction Com•1.00
Dr. D. S. Egbert
.'
25Q
Mrs. Lloyd Smith was hostess to
j«
pany, rent
61.50 Holley School Supply ComElim
Lutheran
Children's
X Frank Howard, h a u l i n g " . . . .
99.22
Pany, supplies
the members of the W. iW. club at her]
21.52
Home
X Independent Oil Company,
: Hutchins Printing Company,
240.00 home southwest of the city last Thurs#•«
Family
Shoe Store
X
gas
18.46 supplies
4.43 j day. A 1:00 o'clock dinner was served
70.81
J c
Farmers Co-Operative Co.
^ ^ v- This is What every poultry raiser WANTS
;»; Interstate Machinery & SupJacobson, trustee
6.50. with Mrs. William Richter and -Mrs>
4.00
Koy Gardner
ply Company, parts
10.39 Roscoe S. Jones, mileage and
4.50
Anna Possehl as assisting hostesses.
fA^D GETS when they feed ROBERTS SPECIAL I Iowa Electric Company, ser;
LeRoy Gillan
postage
2.00 Thirteen members were present. Mrs21.40
Graham's Store
MIX CHI€K STARTER. This reliable feed has been ? vice
266.09 J - W. Jordan, trustee
Loyal Possehl had charge of the pro4.00
won
A
I>r. W. S. Greenleaf
"4" 10
SOl(J in this Community Only ONE YEAR, and SAT- ;l) Itasco Alloy Company, sup- J- Karstens, trustee
gram with contests which were
4.00
Earl
Gregersen
Drug
Store
plies
28
H. M. Kirk, veterinarian
5.90 by Mrs. Anna'Possehl and M i s
ISFIED USERS ARE ASKING FOR IT AGAIN |! Koch
° Dr.services
Bros., supplies
219.82
25.50 Stone. The next meeting will be
:i, r >.KO Griswold Creamery
Mercantile Co.
THIS YEAR, because they know it will do every- $ Joyce Lumber Company, coal. 20.96 Klipto Loose Leaf, supplies
26.10 I April 6 at the home of Mrs
4:1.66 Griswuld
Mrs. MmM
Dr. Harry Hall
Lindsey
Machine
Shop,
reW.
F.
Kuesel,
trustee
.
.
.
.
thing we claim for it. ROBERTS SPECIAL .MIX |
4.00
27.50,
Smith, and 'Mrs. Grover Darlmc *' I
(
Henderson
Dairy
pairs
10.64 'lenn lackey, fox bounty
1.00
10.80 ( have charge ' of the program
CHICK STARTER contains every vital ingredient, |
J. W. Luke & Son, supplies . 129.09 GA l v i n I^ehmkuhl, trustee . . . .
4.00
important in the life of your baby chicks. We y B. j. Lee, labor ...'.'.
26.40
is, fox bounty
1.00
1 yOU tO give it a trial. Sold On a money-backMri
IK U
ask
|
Mi'.ler-Hasselbalch
Company,
Hawley
Lynch,
committee
"- give it a trial. Sold on a money-back *
" "°"° °'" ^—'""
" work
parts
530.29
and mileage
HEAVY DUTY OILS, 15 gallons... ,40c per gallon
(
., guarantee. ASK FOR IT AT YOUR DEALERS ... Motor Vehicle Department,
'- K- Malone, Postmaster,
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

PETERSEN'S

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

TAPIOCA, Minute, quick cooking, package
WHEAT PUFFS, large package, special at
WHE ATIES, flashlight with every 2 packages. 2l
GRAHAM CRACKERS, honey flavor, 2-lb. pkg. 25
CORN, creamed, standard pack, No. 2 can
PORK & BEANS, Jack Sprat, can.
COFFEE, Break-0-Morn, 3 pounds
'
CANDY BARS, new stock, 3 largevbars
SUGAR, with every $1 grocery order, 10-lbs....

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

V /

iv

RAISE MORE CHICKS
HAVE EARLIER BROILERS

f
X
?
i
X'
?
?
i
t

UNALINE OILS, 15 gallons
UNA
15PS00%™NOIL,

whose names are listed below. Priced from $2.15 up. •{• use tax
85.12 postage
*
90.00 Otto Manke, Jr., bounty . . .
¥ j. o. Mountain, labor
122.00 Metropolitan Supply (•„,„.
WE HAVE A CAR LOAD OF GENUINE i H. P. Malone, hauling
106.65
pany, supplies
X John Miller, hauling
SEMI-SOLID BUTTERMILK ON TRACK, AT AN •\' Nelson Auto Service, parts . . 33.13 M i k e Metz, committee work
86.55
«n<l mileage
ATTRACTIVE PRICE. ACCEPT NO SO-CALLED X H. L. Nettz, supplies
i
Northwestern
Bell
Telephone,
Ralph
1). Milford, quarantine
SUBSTITUTE. GET SEMI-SOLID BUTTERMILK
rent and tolls
120.33
services and trustee
IN THE BIG YELLOW BARREL WITH NAME
P. A. Oestereich, repairs ...
11.50 M'onroe Calculating Machine
Maurice Pelzer, coal
6.89 ! Company, adding machine
PRINTED ACROSS THE HEAD OF BARREL.
W. H. Pierce, royalty
148.57 J. O. Moon, trustee
Chester Proctor, supplies ..
2.98 Louis Mass, mileage
Railway Express Agency, exi Sam Murray, trustee
press
8.54 j J. D. 'McAfee, trustee
Sacks Bros., chassis
25.00 V. D. McMartin, trustee
Schroeder Garage, kerosene. . 10.16 William M. Nelson, bounty
Produce
Shames Body & Radiator ComH. Newman, trustee
Store
pany, repairs
12.50 Wm. N i m m , trustee
Sidles Company, supplies . 199.27 Adolph Paul, repairs
2.65 J. T. Pearce, trustee
•X-:~X-* P- c- Sorensen, repairs

Roberts Produce

Kohl's — MaduflPs — Petersen's — Bell's
Reed's Store, Wiota — Norway Center
Berea Store

30-1

45c per gallon

, 55c per gallon

^.PRESSURE GREASE'/in galvanized ^
4.00
1 !•,..-!<)
4.00
4.00
4.00
.'i.OO
4.00
4.00
5.00
2.00

Large Galvanized Funnel, with strainer . . . - . 55c
AH Oils and Creases Carry Your Satisfaction or
Money Back Guarantee.
AH Grades of Gasoline, Kerosene and Distillate.

DementTmpiement
Co.
1 honp su
. . . .
Anita, Iowa

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE

_. *A**, M
High «W£Uty

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Younj
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
THE TPAPeZE, MVRA WP MANV

Mw. eNDws ev HAHSING- BV HER HCEI&
Biff /*wvj CAME THE BIGGEST THRILL OF ALL

(fiH£TRAPeze WAS lOUICRCP ANB
THE RWASOL THROWN UP TO HER. '
H)Al A MOMBNT rro THE THUKDCROUS
APPLAUSE OF THE MULTiTUBC...

SMC HAD 3UP\PCD FROM THE
SWINGING TRAPEZE.LANDING
SAPC1.VOUTHefW \N|RE

WOW -THAT GIRL
A
THINK OF HER
DOIN& THAT

.THAMS TO MVRA.^E
CAM TURN -ALTA'8
AfTWNOOM AWb
INTO SOME S

HOUSEHQTn

SADDLE HORSF.
URUIS
April J7
222* *"•"•<

"••••SMI

.AGENTS
C KrwL >•) U.tk., 5 r .Jlr.l,. I.,.

BE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —A Real Work of Art
SHE'S FALUN' FOR
HIS BOLONEY LIKE
ATEN-STRIKE
A BOVVUNG

OUR LOVE RIVALS THE
ART OF THE AGES-IT
ISAVORE
BRILLIANT THAh
THE COLORS ON
THAT RNE OLD
MASTERPIECE

ALLEY -. i

60TTA SNEAK
IN ,WHEN SHE
AINT
UOOKIN*

IT IS MORE
BEAUTIFUL
THAN THE
PERFECTLY-ROUNDED
CURVES ON
THAT GREAT
WORK OF
SCULPTURE

GET ON TO
YOURSELF,
HES
GJVIN'
YATHE

TIPS

NEEDLE!

ardenei
Frank fa K*tk*r BndUM*. Ue.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— IJke Telling Your Pel GHR to the Comic. Editor

MESCAL 1KB

B, s. L, HUNTLBY

You Have Something There, Sheriff

Plant Seeds Carefully
\}17HEN
vegetable and II
vv
seeds purchased from i
table firms do not germin
they should, it is safe to a.
that conditions are not fav
lor growth, or that seeds werel
planted properly.
Therefore; it is of greatesfl
portance to plant seeds accod
to directions- on the packets.]
tremety small seeds must
ered only lightly with soil, i
ing |0 Harold N. Coulter, <
We'expert.
The will to grow is
seeds, but they have their lid
tions. To plant a tiny seed,]
the petunia, under an inch d\
is like burying a man under i
story building and asking I
push it away.
Heavier, larger seeds, of a
may be planted deeper.
and cucumbers may bet
with three-quarters of ani
a full inch of sofl. Peas nil
sprout vigorously and mql
planted from an inch to aulj
and one-half deep.
Many successful home
ers actually cover peas ai
with an extra half-inch of scB|
er they begin to push
This protects them from
and also helps keep weeds i

. ..READTHH

ICopyrUhl. By a L. HunUey.i
* '
•

POP— The Highest Point of Argument
WERfc'S

SOM&TWING

YOU

CAN'T ARGU& ABOUT!
AREMT THOS&
MOUNTAINS

By J. MILLAR WATT
ONLY THE
TOPS OF
TUIEM .'

Do you knBWlb»ra U now oroilidk
Kellotf* PwrfKMd Tcntelow CoMj
OH. M revolutionary in to pmilTWj
p la MflUy d*vold ol cosloi tone-4
odor. So «o*y to lake.
.j
Mod* by tto new ezcliuivi pi*
•M oi Spcnow K8llo<j<3 <8><lS°*
Inc. (world'a laigwt reUnon of «4»
tahta odU). tte origtoaton ol lo*
IMS ooxtor oil*
i
COM Sft wxw them otdinaij co*«i
oil. but ob. fcow dMtownJ!
•
in^rt on Xvllogfl'* Failedea.«»
botll<l
only In nanny-Moled
^:™JJ
In bulk. On* •«•—»« "— -r"j
cwpt no aubMltul* 01 you willM ° .
appointed. Aw»w«d by G^f1*!
BQMOU.

EILOCC;

WIGH?

Fear in Life
The worst sorrows in
not in its losses and mist
but its fear.—A. C. Benson.

Curse of Progress
nE'/<jeV££l
\.VE
COf*e
WE
fU-Wsffo
<*/OAJO£t1

aCf>OS3 /) f^EJ-LA /A/ XI ^f>O~T
WHAT" HE'S
TH/MMZM'
aBfXJT

ABSENT-MINDED
"What are you looking for?"
"My vest."
"You have it on."
"Oh, sure I have. If you hadn't
told me I would have gone home
without it."

By GLUYAS WIUJAMS

Fmit ol Courtesy
A good deed is never
who sows courtesy
*
ship.—Basil.

Well, Who Would?
Teacher—What is the plural df
hippopotamus?
Boy—The plural of hippopotamus
is h-i-p-p-o—Oh, well, who'd want
more than one, anyway?

Looking Backward
Ding—So your grandfather is
sure-enough old-tuner?
Dong—Yes. He says he can remember when baking powder outsold face powder!
Correct Answer
.Teacher—Bobby, do you know
on which aid* your bread is buttered?
Bobby-—It doea»'t matter. I always eat both sides.

WNU—N

ItAflllUS
ADVERTlSi

^n

?«*S^ «-<M*Tw«Mifi;^? CKT -tu
RWjRNSAKpritor

• B<ll towiuu. 1m

saaafibL SSsS-SSfr-

"^

«—

Wayne's Chick Starter

SCHOOL NEWS.

Maduff's Food Market

The boys and girls have been interested in learning the Roman numbers
WE DELIVER
PHONE 239]
to 12. They are anxious to learn them
Call for Wayne's Introductory Certificate which
so they can tell by the clock the time
is good for 25c on the first bag of WAYNE'S START,„ go
go to bed and come to school. Ruth
to
Garlock has been observing and teachER you buy; also one chick feeder FREE with each
ing in this grade this week.
bag of Starter.
Berdette Woods observed and taught,
in the third grade last week. The fol- j
Music
Contest
This
Friday.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF MILLER'S
The musical organizations of the lowing pupils appeared before the,
CHICKEN FEEDS.
A. H. S. will attend the sub-district Thursday meeting of the Third Grade |
music contest at Oakland on Friday Citizenship Club which was conducted I
by president Margaret Shaffer: Bilhe
and Saturday of this week.
COME IN AND SEE OUR CLOVER SEED
Brookner, Jack RuggleS, Arthur MilThe
groups
entered
»re
Girls
Glee
BEFORE YOU BUY.
Hub at 3:00 p. m., Boys Glee Club ler, Margery Rhoa'ds and Frankie
at 7:00 p. m., and Mixed Chorus at Parker.
The fourth grade has been study8:40 p. m., all on Friday.
ing the Hutch people. They made an
To Play Baseball.
interesting study of it in geography
Anita, Iowa
Phone 158
The Anita high school boys have class. In free periods and art class j
decided to play baseball this spring. windmills and paper Dutch boys and j
Baseball hasn't been played in the girls have been made. They wrote j
school for quite a number of years. a travel experience in the Netherlands
BALANCED RATIONS ARE
A squad of about thirty boys have and made a booklet. An attractive
BEST FOR DAIRY HERD
come out for this sport and they will bulletin board display of tulips and
>e instructed by Coach Fred Boren.
mounted on black backgrounds has
•Milk pails are fuller and cream
without understand- WEED CONFERENCES TO
The following games have been been made. Our Safety-First club has
checks larger when balanced rations
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Error is unreal because untrue,
HELD IN IOWA FROM
scheduled :
a spring program. Rex Turner is the ^ ^ ;__
are fed to the dairy herd, according
seemeth to be and
April 14— Massena here.
chairman in charge this week.
j
to Dale E. Bush, county agricultural
A series of district conference!
April 1, 1909.
If error were true, its truth
April 24 —Cumberland there.
agent.
The fifth grade has received a second i would be error) and we should have weed eradication will be held in
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. M. Blakesley are
April 25 — County Tournament at
Illustrations of what happens when the proud parents of a boy baby,
letter from Helen Garlock. We have j & seif.evident absurdity—namely, er- from April 3 to 14.
,ewis.
a balanced ration is submitted for born March 25.
The conferences, which will be]
been taking Problem Progress Tests . roneous truth" (p. 472).
May 12— Casey there.
an unbalanced one are given in the
and Testing Progress Tests in arith-j
county weed commissioners,
W. K. Carey of this city has purMay 1C— Adair here.
monthly report of Iowa" cow testing chased a 320-acre farm within two
metic this week. We are quite well
supervisors and county agents I
associations.
LUTHERAN
MISSION
AT
be held jointly by the Iowa's
miles of Guthrie Center.
pleased
with
the
results
and
practical3rade News.
In the Howard county association
I. 0. O. F. HALL.
college extension service and]
Mrs. Nellie Richards of Chadron,
Janet Sue Johnson celebrated her ly the entire class had either an ex- -f
a herd was switched to a balanced Neb., visited last week at the home
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
-f
United States Department of
sixth birthday last Tuesday by having cellent or good ranking.
ration in December and in one month's of her mother, Mrs. J. S. Johnson.
culture.
The
sixth
grade
has
had
perfect
a party for the first grade. Her mother
time the production jumped 10 per
Old Bill Steele is getting so good >rought ice cream and cake for all. attendance this week. Shirley Linfor j Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
The schedule of conferences i
cent. In the Kossuth No. 3 associa- lately that his wife lets him carry
Divine worship at 10:30 a. m.
follows:
Recently an Omaha newspaper printed had a birthday last Wednesday and
tion the tested checked results from her pocketbook, with money in it, a
April 3, Red Oak; April 4, i.
a picture of Dean Karns and Dickie brought treats to school for the class, j Confirmation class meets every Wedfeeding a balanced ration through part of the time.
ton; April 5, Fairfleld; April 6,<
Suttolph with the rhythm .band. The Large colored pictures of Iowa's most nesday and Friday afternoon,
one full year with results on the
Royce E. Biggs and Fred Luxford >oys have acted as grade cheer leaders common songbirds arc on display on! Adult confirmation class meeting Rapids; April 7, West Union;
same herd for a year when it was not went to Omaha last week where they
at several pep meetings. Gladys Tur- the bulletin board. A discussion was '. every Monday evening at 8:00 o'clock. 11, Denison; April 12, Spencer; j
fed a balanced ration, the balanced passed the required examinations, and
13, Mason City and April 14, -\
ner is doing some practice teaching in helds on birds, eggs and nests. The
ration raised the average production have enlisted in the United States
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
sixth graders placed the most importthis
grade.
Wayne
Johnson
and
Paulper cow from 286 Ibs. to 330 Ibs., and navy.
+
METHODIST CHURCH
+
P. A. Stover,.from the Cedar I
ine Henderson are playground cap- ant bodies of water, rivers and cities,
the total income of the herd over
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f office of the Iowa Electric Co., i
There will be no vacation between tains this week. In handwork class and all countries on an European +
feed costs was raised $320.
4 Anita business caller Monday.
the winter and spring terms of the many colorful Easter posters have map Thursday at the" completion of • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
Dairymen agree that a good ration Anita public 'schools, on account of
Church
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
Harold
seen made to decorate the room.
their study of Europe. Free hand
.
must be palatable and properly bal- having two weeks' vacation during the
posters were made Friday showing the ; Mc°"m°"' Superintendent
The
second
grade
have
been
enjoyMr. and Mrs. Rex Maas are]
anced as to the proportions of protein, holidays.
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. We proud parents of an eight pound]
ng poems and stories about robins. various sports boys and girls enjoy
carbohydrates, fats, minerals and vitare celebrating this day as Family baby, born to them at their
Miss Faye Jenkins, daughter of Mr.
amins. The ration must also have and Mrs. J. C. Jenkins, was takenThey have written stories about them. in the spring.
Pew day. The families are asked to near Massena early Monday
variety and in this respect the rule' seriously m Friday night with appensit together. Sermon by the pastor She is the second child in the fai
OLE SAYS.
• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f j on, "The Day of Triumph." There
of thumb is to provide two kinds of dicitis, and on Sunday submitted to
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f will also be special music appropriate
roughages and three kinds of grain. an operation.
Every person has a pet of some
Indications for extensive
Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor, -f to Palm Sunday.
A ration which many dairymen
If the millinery loving ladies of sort, whether alive or still. Dogs, f
pation
in the 1939 agricultural <
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-fi
prefer for winter feeding is composed, Anita and ^ c i n i t y did not see and get
Choir practice this (Wednesday) ev- servation program continue, O.j
cats,
ponies,
rabbits,
et
cetera,
are
Church
School
at
10:00
a.
m.'
of four parts corn, three parts oats, just what they wanted at the three
I ening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Klein, chairman of the Iowa,
one part bran and (when the rough- openings last week, it was certainly common pets among young and old; Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, | HaroW McDermott
tural Conservation Committee,!
age consists of legume hay) one part jno fault of the local dealers in this objects of attraction, such as plays, superintendent.
An Easter cantata ^.^ ,<The
concerts,
and
similar
affairs,
fill
up
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock Thorned.Crowned King>,, win be iven Reports from county offices forjj
cracked soybeans. If non-legume hay ( part i c ular line of goods.
time for a great many; hobbies of
week ending. March 17,
Nex Sunday Palm Sunday we will, by ^ choir on ^^ gund
is fed the beans should be increased
E M. Crane> who purchased a large
countless variety are taken up by want to attend church in order that j
sign-up of 91.8 per cent. Orfl
three or four times.
tract of land a few years ago near others.
Everyone is cordially invited to attend farmers contacted by townslijs
The highest producing herd in De- Aberdeen, So. Dak., disposed of his
we might prepare our minds and hearts !
* * *
The Epworth League will have a mitteemen, 84,544 signed upui|
to commemorate the resurrection of!
cember was receiving a grain mixture holdings this week, and will leave for
parly
Thursday evening at 7:30 o'clock 251 rejected the "Farm Pla1
I guess I'm classed among the "Jack our Lord and Savior on Easter day. j
of four parts com, two parts oats | Aberdeen in a few days in connection
in the basement of the church.
of
all
trades—master
of
none"
group,
The Anita churches are to observe ,
and one part cracked soybeans, in ad- ^ with the transfer of the property,
We want to have the canvass for the
dition to plenty of good alfalfa hay Mrs. c. M. Blakesley and son, Gail so far as the above is concerned. Al- Holy Week with union services o n : God's Acre program finished by Palm
and silage.
went to Atlantic today to spend a Ihough I don't make over live creatures Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday
Sunday. We would like to be able to
few days with her daughter, Mrs as most people do, I dream of the e nings, April 4, 5 and 7.
announce at that time that we have
A meeting of Columbia Chapter,
time
when
I
may
be
able
to
possess
We are asksing mem bers and friends
A. M. Worthing, after which they
a purebred collie and a riding pony of the congregation to make their ! fone °ver ° ur S°al. It is encouraging
No. 127, 0. E. S., was held Monday
Speed Queen and Dexter
will go to their new home near Thayer
evening at the Masonic Temple.
of my own. Some eleven years ago ' pians to be home Sunday afternoon to note the fine co-operation that the
Herbert
Hartley. Location,
Iowa. Miss Evangeline will remain
receivd
and our thanks
I accidently got hold of some travel ' Apr il 2, to receive their callers from sollclt°rs
in
Anita
until
the
close
of
the
presImplement
Co.
Way back in 1857, according to an
go alike to those who have solicited
literature from the national parks of the church.
Anita man who says, the story is ent school year.
our country. So fascinated was I in
HELLO FOLKS! RelT
Our Pilgrim Fellowship meeting and and to those who have pledged.
true, President Buchanan named IsaDuring Holy Week on Tuesday, Wed- in started chicks at reduced
Miss Elaine Smither has gone to the wonderful description and pictures choir practice will be held at 7:30
iah Johnson postmaster at Cummon,
nesday and Friday nights there will at the Anita Hatchery, Anita, lofflj
Nevada, Iowa, where she has securet that I took up travel literature as o'clock Thursday evening.
111. The postmaster received the usual
stenographic work with a large oi a hobby. Today I have enough to fill
The ladies will meet to quilt Thurs- be Union Services. Announcement
FOR SALE;—White OalT
instructions that he was to mail a
a steamer trunk and am still collecting. day afternoon at the church.
will appear elsewhere in the paper.
company.
Oak
posts, well seasoned. C. E. I
quarterly report to the president. Not
Not only do I possess material from j <r nis year we are to observe Ho , y On the Thursday night before Easter
knowing just what was expected of
this
country,
but
every
continent
and
A reader asks for a definition o:
we will celebrate Holy Communion at
FOR SALE:—Cobbler and
him, Postmaster Johnson sent as his the word, totalitarianism. Totalitar all the major islands on the globe Communion on Thursday evening, our church.
~
-f^l'iii. 6.
*'•
i^asLci will
w i l l have so much
April.
Easter
Ohio
potatoes, suitable for seed. C.J
first report: "Dear Sir: Be'in red are among my collection. With my more meaning for us if we participate lMiss Helen Dement>
Underwood.
quired by the instructions of the Post that controls every act and idea of imagination and my hobby I have
: _ f Ql. T
,,
Office to report quarterly, I now here- a citizen. It dictates what religion roamed the entire world. It's remark- in this Feast of Love.
FOR SALE OR TRADE FOR I
Remember
our
sacrificial
offering
'
°
!
was
n
A
m
with foolfill that pleasin duty by re- the citizen should adopt, how he should able what one can do with a few
'"
STOCK:—Studebaker sedan,
for
Easter
Sunday
morning.
May
ft
"
*"*
porting as follows. The harvesting vote, how he should conduct his busi- penny post cards.
and extra good motor. Neff s
be an offering that represents a £„.
has been going on peerty and most ness or farm, and what his family life
ware, Anita.
ume self denial on our part.
of the nabors have their cutin done. should be. In other words totalitarDown home
. no one knows but
Wheat is hardly an average crop, on ianism owns the soul and mind and myself where .
One extra good used gas
The members of the Neighborhood
I have a pet waterrollin land the corn is yallerish and body of the citizen. It is the wholly fall, so tiny, yet in imagination so
washer and two extra good used
wont turn out more than 10 or 15 centralized government.
trie washers. Herbert Bartley.
tremendous, where I have found many
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
bushels to the akre. The health of
.
,
hours of consolation alone with my
FOR SALE:—Small piano.
the community is only tolerable, and
The celebrity was placed next to j thoughts.
Mrs. Wilbur Heckman northeast of the
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
een in Anita. Only ?69 left to pay.<;
cholery has broke out about 2 1-2 miles a very talkative and inquisitive maidcity. High score at pinochle was held
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
from here. There is powerful awak- en lady, who bored him excessively
by Robert A. Wilson and low score tinue the payments. Also have
Thus the dreamer 1 puts forth his
Christian
Endeavor
at
6:30
p.
m.
piano. Only out 4 months.
ening on the subject of religion in with her questions.
by Mrs. Clifford Kearns
fantastic thoughts. Think what you
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
chett Piano Co., DesMoines
the Falls naborhood, and many souls
"Tell me, won't you, what wasmay, but I enjoy them.
Ladies aid
will•• meet
- ......
•""-<• at
a," the
«•"<= church
Liiim-n 1 TT *«•««»/*
are being made to know their sins are your greatest ambition as a child,
WANTED:—Hay bailing- See&l
41
forgiven. Miss Nancy Smith, a mere and have you attained it?" she asked Miss Margaret Halloran of Denison today (Wednesday) for an all day A1LANTIC
Parker or Ross Lewis.
meeting.
«^__ _
nabor, has twins the day before yes- him.
was a Sunday visitor in Anita at the
terday. One of them is supposed to
The celebrity looked at her sadly home of her sister, Mrs. Ben F. BrodI have taken the agency for •
be a seven monther, a poor scrably and said, "'Madam, I regret to say ersen and family.
brooder stoves, guaranteed to_
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
thing and won't live half its days- I have never attained my boyhood
you; 30 days free trial. Also H
OF WOOD
+ + + + + + + + +
Charles, small son of Mr. and Mrs.
This is about awl I have to report ambition."
famous chicks, $3.00 and UPWE
CAN
MAKE
IT"
'
Unreality" will be the subjec
A. V. Robinson, is a patient at the
ect of
for the present quarter. Give my
"And what was it?"
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
before you buy.
"Madam, my great ambition was Atlantic hospital, where Monday ev- the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches
regards to Mrs. Buchanan. Signed,
Isaiah Johnson, Postmaster, Cummon, to throw an egg into an electric ening he submitted to a mastoid op- of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, April 2. 1
HARRYB^WAN"
The Golden Text is from Proverbs !
Ramblers are playing a
eration. Mr. Robinson, who had been
fan!"
111."
LAWYER
"Remove far from me vanity
taking treatment for stomach ulcers
gagement
at the K. p. hall
4_E.rt_Sixth_street - Phone 214
and
give
me
neither
i at the Iowa Lutheran hospital in Des
poverty
March 31.
Moines, returned home the last of the nor riches; feed me with food
HELLO FOLKS! Bring
week and accompanied his son to the venient for me."
for custom hatching to the
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quohospital to be with him during the
iHatchery'Wednesday,
tations from the Bible and from the
operation.
_Title^Opm,ong a Specialty
duced rates.
Christian Science textbook, "Science
for
and
Health
with
Key
to
the
S
MONARCH, 100% Pure House Paint, gallon.. .$2.80
Don't forget our
LAWYER
for the?
lures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
cleaning is two garments
GLOSTONE, Semi-Gloss, quart
80
One of the Bible citations readsof one. We pick up
"Beloved, believe not every .-pint
Full assortment of colors — Buy your paint here
Monday, Wednesday and F<"
but try the spirits whether 'they anOsborne-TomfiriKKX
call
and work at Mrs.
and save money — Come and see for yourself.
of God: bet-ause many false prophets
STOCK REMOVED
* o^'C1ley's. Adair Cleaners, Adair,
are gone out into the world. We are
Act Now!
of God: be that knoweth God h.-areth
FOR SALE OR
in
us; he that is riot of God heareth
DeLuxe Chevrolet coup*'- •OS*'
PHONE 400 ANITA
not us. Hereby know we the s p i r i t
condition; 1032 Chevrolet
WE PAY THE CHARGES
ic'hof truth, and the spirit t>f (-,-,-,,,-" H
trunk; 1930 Chevrolet c«
ANITA RENDERING
John 4:1, C).
evenings and SundaysANITA LUMBER CO.
SERVICE
Among the selections from the
O. W. Shaffer'A Son, Amu*Harper Doraey, Manager
Christian Science textbook is the f,,|
WE ^BAT MAIL ORDER COMPETITION
Minor
Outfitt
Furniture, BUY ANITA BREAD
lowing:
"Error is the contradiction of Truth
WANTED:—Your
,hon« i
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay P
ichool Board Entertains Faculty.
The Anita school board and their
wives entertained the members of the
faculty at a dinner Monday evening
at the school house. The setting and
decorations were in keeping with
spring and Easter.

Continues Until
Saturday light
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fatriotiiirt, Strife, Achievement
Marked Our First U. S. Congress

^•T^jjSSS ^xirs
System and Fmanaal Stabslly, and Sat New Nation on Road to Liberty and Progress
•—rWNU B«rvle«).

By RAYMOND PETCAIBN

> Y HORSEBACK, by stagecoach, or aboard the
jing coast-wise, sailing
[vessels of the period, there
liourneyed, just a century and
|e half ago this year, some
Ifour-score men, representing,
[every state then in our fed|eral Union.
'
They were the newly-elected members of the first-congress of the United States,
their way to the opening
ession whose sesqui-centenr
America now observes.
Among those travelers were
ny whose names -were' illusous, then as now. There were
ames Madison and Jarn.es Mone destined to become Presl'ts of the United States. 'RichHenry Lee, Robert Morris
Charles Carroll,, signers rf
Declaration of Independence,
re included in their numbers;
were also Rufus King, Roger
ierman and Pierce Butler, who
id helped write the federal Conititution.
Later they were to be joined
such noted patriots as George
'ashington, our first President,
id Thomas Jefferson and AlexHamilton, members of the
1 cabinet of the republic then
the making.
i
But great or small, famous or
;cure, all were headed for the
objective—the freshly-refured federal Jtmilding in the
•ishing city of New York.
•e they would represent the
>le and the states in the new
legislature; meeting una unique and, as yet, untried
ititution.
;o years earlier a convention
Philadelphia, had written, that
ih-making charter to replace
Articles of Confederation
had proved but "a rope of
id." Recognized today as one
the greatest state documents
all time, our federal Constitum was then regarded more as
outline of government; a
:eleton to be clothed with flesh
blood, and to receive the
h of life."
make this Constitution funcm; to establish under it a seand enduring republic; to
e that government of, by,
for the people would work,
the responsibility confrontig those first members of qon•ess as they journeyed to the
'ning session back in the early
mths of 1789.
A Discouraging Picture.
id while they jogged over rutroads or through rough wilirness trails, undoubtedly they
lected, those early legislators,
the discouraging conditions
der which they would meet.
to any thoughtful man there
is then grave cause for pesm. At home, freedom, it is
ie, had been won; but the specof state and national bankptcy, civic disorganization and
•owing lawlessness cast their
loom over the land. The naterritory of .865,000 square
had a population of less
>an 4,000,000, and much of the
mntry through which their
jorses plodded was still uninhab• To the north glowered the
at of England^ to the south
menace of Spain. In the west
ked a fierce Indian foe, and
the east sailed the navies of
at powers whose friendship
as never quite certain.
spread thfe picture as
embers of the'< -first United
:atcs congress met uv the spring
1789—cheered and sustained
|Jy by a faith in the new" Conititution
that had thrust upon
ie
m such towering responsibili5s. How wejl .they met that
andate; how faithfully'they perwmed
their duties; how concluve
'y they demonstrated that the
6ople could and should rule is
"ested by their achievements.
ft «e ls a Partial record of what
•" hrst congress accomplished:
.v£opt4e.d an«i submitted to the
"on the BiU of Rights. Now
tegral part of our Constituflrst ten
«rr?^ not
amendments
om
."„.
y an tioqUent
the most sigroflcant nastatement of personal lib« tolerance and of the safe" and privileges of the comlsh d
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A J?af 3Lf1^*?11™*1 °1tte Ftat Congress of the United States for
April 6, Hi»9, dying the electoral vote and certifying the election of
President George Washington and Vice President John Adams.
whole people . . . the peaceful
arbitrator in all questions touching the extent and sway of constitutional power . . . the great
moral substitute for force hi controversies between the people,
the states and the Union."
Enacted financial measures,
conceived by Alexander Hamilton, which lifted both the nation
and the states out of a morass
of debt and bankruptcy caused
by war and unstable government,
and set the country firmly on the
road to prosperity. "He smote,"
said Daniel Webster of Hamilton
and, his measures, "the rock of
national resources, and copious

GEORGE WASHINGTON
streams of wealth poured forth.
He touched the dead corpse of
public credit, and it stood forth
erect with life."
Imposed, "for the payment of
the debts of the United States and
the encouragement and protection of manufactures," a tariff
on imports—thus introducing not
only a .productive and enduring
source of'revenue, but a perennial political-economic issue
which has persisted to this day.
Provided for and fixed the site
of our present national capitalthen an undeveloped tract along
the Potomac, now the impressively beautiful city of Washington.
They also enacted:
Measures providing for patents
and copyrights, for the naturalization of aliens, for a decennial
census, the admission of new
states, a national banking system, a mint, and our decimal
system of coinage.
Legislation encouraging and
protecting American shipping so
effectively that within a few
years the Stars and Stripes floated in every commercial port and
on every navigable sea.
Acts and appropriations providing for the salaries of federal officials, (including congressmen
themselves) as well as for other
' 'operating expenses'' necessary
to the young republic.
But above all, they established
a sense of security; a confidence,
at home and abroad, in the new
nation and the new ideal in government it represented.
when
they ended their sessions, the fog
of doubt and despair that had
shrouded the great American experiment waa largely dispelled.
Th» sun of hope and cheer shone
more brightly over the new land.
These wonders had been
worked neither quickly or eas-

ily. Actually the first congress of
the United States got off to a
late start. It had been called for
March 4, 1789, and, technically,
began on that date; but delays,
due largely to rough roads, made
the necessary quorum in both
houses impossible until early
April.
Once convened, the congress
sat through three sessions, and
in two cities—the first session in
New York, from April until September 29, 1789; the second, also
in New York, from January 4
until August 12, 1790, and the
third in Philadelphia, from December 8, 1790, until adjournment on March' 3, 1791.
Conflicting Policies.
Nor were its works accomplished in that perfect harmony
which their ultimate success
might suggest. Bitter were many
of the discussions, and caustic
some of the personal attacks that
marked the debates. During its
sessions were fought issues that
introduced many of the great
party controversies which were
to rise and fall throughout the
whole future political history of
the nation. The conflict between
adherents of a strong central government and those who would
have power reside in the states—
Federalist vs. Anti-Federalist;
Hamilton vs. Jefferson—actually
created and consistently influenced our two-party political system.
But the inspiring pageant that
dramatized the beginning of our
federal government thrust into
the background for a while all
those lurking difficulties.
This
was the -inauguration of George
Washington as President of the
United States.
Under the Constitutional provisions of that period, the counting
of the electoral vote for President had been the first important
duty of congress.
Washington's selection was a
foregone conclusion, and the
count confirmed popular approval. He received 69 votes, representing the whole number of electors castiftg ballots. Votes for
the second candidate, who was to
be vice president, were more
scattered, but John Adams had
been chosen.
It is interesting to observe on
the list of those for whom electoral votes were cast the now
famous name, Lincoln! This,
however, was Gen. Benjamin
Lincoln, a hero of the Revolution.
More than 70 years were to pass
before Abraham Lincoln was
nominated and elected under conditions vastly different but
scarcely less serious to the future
of our federal union.
On March 3, 1791, the first congress of the United States came
to a close in historic Independence square, Philadelphia, where
the third and final session had
been held. Effectively it had fulfilled its mission; devotedly it
had supported and made of the
Constitution a living force; dramatically it had launched on the
seas of progress, a new and noble
Ship of State.
How that ship bore, through
later storm and calm, the growing nation to a glory of prestige,
of expansion and of liberty and
well-being for its people unrivaled elsewhere on earth, remains today one of the grandest
«pics in all history.

Probably never since has
America witnessed Bo colorful
and significant an inauguration as
that which made George Washington President.
His journey northward from
Mt. Vernon had been a continuous ovation. His route was virtually strewn with flowers; his
short passage through every community was made the occasion
for songs and speeches of affectionate tribute. In New York he
was welcomed with pageantry
and acclaim.
Such was his enthusiastic welcome. Soon he learned, as has.
each of his successors, that the
criticisms and the headache*
were to come.
So, too, did congress. Few, if
any, of its important measures
passed without the strife which
we have grown accustomed to expect on Capitol Hill today.
Even over the title with which
the President should be addressed congressmen wrangled.
Some, with the forms of royalty
still in mind, wanted to refer to
him as "His Highness"; others
as, "His Mightiness." Senator
Ellsworth, of Connecticut, protested, for , example, that the
plain title "President" was too
common. There were, he explained, "presidents of fire companies and of cricket clubs."
Something more impressive was
desirable.
But the majority denounced
titles as dangerous, arrogant and
even "idolatrous," and finally the
simple constitutional form, "The
President of the United States,"
was adopted.
Dispute Over Tariff.
Probably the first and most
lasting legislative antagonisms in
congress were roused by the early tariff measures. In offering
them, James Madison proposed
specific rates on certain articles
such as tea, coffee, sugar, molasses, wines, and spirits; an ad
valorem tax upon other imports,
and various tonnage dirties.
But few liked the .measures as
a whole.' The manufacturing districts wanted protection against
rival products made with cheaper labor abrpad. The South and
other agricultural areas objected
to high rates, protesting that they
would bear the burden. Proposals to tax the importation of
slaves aroused bitter debate between North and South.
Heated discussion occurred on
the proposal to tax rum—some
of it not dissimilar to arguments
heard during our recent prohibition period. One member insisted that, in effect, it asked citizens to "drink down the public
debt." When an advocate urged
the tax as a method of promoting temperance, an opponent
pointed out that they were legislating on "revenue, not morals."
But finally the measure passed,
including levies on rum. Soon itwas yielding some $200,000 a
month—a welcome and encouraging income.
Equally bitter was much of the
debate over the financial measures proposed by Hamilton to
raise funds and to meet the total
indebtedness incurred during the
war. The debts, both state and
national, amounted in all to about
$80,000,000—then an imposing figure, however meager it may
seem when compared to the billions of public indebtedness created during recent years. The
problem, moreover, was complicated by the fact that many of
the certificates, bonds and promises-to-pay issued by the earlier
government had been sold by
their original holders at discount
to speculators.
Briefly, Hamilton proposed:
first, to fund the national debt by
giving the holders of such paper
new Federal bonds in exchange;
and, second, to have the federal
government assume the debts of
the states. Violently were such
suggestions opposed by members
who felt the plan benefited the
speculator at the expense of the
patriot, and by representatives of
those states which had small
debts and, therefore, feared discrimination against their constituents.
Sound Finances.
But the proposals carried, firmly establishing confidence in the
credit and fiscal soundness of the
new nation—then, as now, the
true foundation of happiness and
prosperity for the people.
Passage of the National Bank,
the Mint and Currency Acts further increased the availability of
credit and money, thus quickening the young republic's march
toward prosperity.
Over salary and appropriation
measures there also raged spirited discussion. Economical as
those expenditures sound in .these
days of reckless spending, they
then evoked frequent storms of
criticism.
To the President was accorded
an annual salary of $25,000, which
he accepted reluctantly; to senators and representatives a compensation of $6 for every day of
attendance, with mileage. The
secretaries of state and treasury
received $3,500 each; the postmaster-general and the attorneygeneral, $1,500; the chief justice
—John Jay—$4,000, and the other
Supreme court justices, $3,500.
Appropriations for the departments, civil list, etc., were similarly modest. To this determination that the people's money
should not be wasted, that sound
economy should rule; historians
attribute much of the fiscal success of the new govi»rnm«>nt

What to Eat and Why
C. Houston Goudiss Discusses Beverages of Various
Kinds; Explains Their Role in the Diet
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS ,

C^OOD and drink are inseparably linked in any considera* tion of the nutritional needs of man. It is, therefore, in
response to a fundamental need that we include some kind of
beverage in every meal, no matter how simple or how elaborate the food may be. For primarily, beverages contain
water which is as necessary to the human body as air.
Approximately two-thirds of
the body is composed of water. simple cookies, makes an attracIt is found in the muscles, in tive snack.
the brain tissue, in the various Mothers will find it convenient
organs such as liver and kid- and economical to utilize for tills
beverage crystals which
neys, and even in the bones. purpose
come in a variety of fruit flavors.
Every cell in the body is de- These make wholesome, refreshpendent upon water for its ing beverages at a minimum cost;
the amount of sweetening may ba
proper functioning.
Body's Need for Liquids
This precious fluid acts as a solvent of food materials and makes
possible their digestion and absorption. Since it is an
essential constituent of the blood, it
helps to transport
nutrients to every
cell—this function
a l o n e requiring
about 10 pounds of
water in constant
circulation. Finally, it helps to eliminate waste products from the body through the
lungs, skin and kidneys.
The daily losses of water from
the body must be replaced regularly or the consequences may be
extremely serious to health. It
has been shown that headaches,
nervousness and indigestion may
result when the intake of fluids is
diminished below normal requirements.
Beverages Classified
' The quantity of water needed by
each person varies with the dietary emd with the season of the
year, much larger amounts being
required when the temperature is
high. But it is generally agreed
that everyone should consume several glasses of water tlaily, in addition to. the water obtained from
Foods, chiefly fruits and vegetables. Part of the need is met by
milk, and by coffee, tea. cocoa,
Fruit juices and various other
fruit-flavored drinks which add
pleasure to mealtime, serve as
wholesome, between-meal pickme-ups, and provide a gracious
method of extending hospitality to
guests.
Aside from milk, which belongs
in a classification by itself, and
fruit juices which are consumed
chiefly for their minerals and vitamins, beverages fall into two
groups which overlap somewhat:
:hose that are refreshing and those
that are stimulating.
Refreshing Beverages
The refreshing beverages include fruit juices, fruitades and
carbonated drinks, such as ginger
ale and sarsaparilla. They are effective hi quenching thirst and
their appetizing flavors encourage
the drinking of generous amounts
of water. They also contribute
energy values to the d.iet in proportion to the amount of sweetening used in their preparation.
Fruit juices are most frequently
served as an appetizer at breakfast, lunch or dinner. Fruitades
are useful as between-meal drinks
and when entertaining. Children
like to display their hospitality to
friends and this type of beverage,
served with a few crackers or

Jiffy Knit Skirt and
Blouse That's Easy

determined by individual preference; and they are so easily prepared that children may do the
mixing themselves.

Stimulating Beverages
The stimulating beveragea are
coffee, tea, chocolate and cocoa.
When made with milk, chocolate
and cocoa are rich in nutritive
values, though their fuel value varies with the product used. Chocolate is much richer hi fat than
cocoa, and products labeled
"breakfast cocoa" usually contain
a larger percentage of the natural
cocoa fat than products simply labeled, "cocoa."
The food value of coffee and tea
depends entirely upon the cre*m
or^milk, and sugar with which
hey are served. However, they
have an important place hi the
dietary because their flavor and
aroma add greatly to the enjoyment of other foods and they giv«
comfortable feeling of wellbeing.
The stimulating principle in
hese beverages is known as cafein hi coffee, and thein hi tea.
Doctors may forbid coffee because
of some abnormality hi health
which makes a stimulant undesirable. Bat competent, authorities hold that flu effects Of the
moderate use of eoffee by normal
Individuals may be disregarded.
Neither coffee nor tea, however,
should be given to children. Fingjt,
lecause they do not need stimutSj and second, because the use
of these beverages will tend to
reduce the consumption of raffle
which is so important to their nutritional welfare.
Guard Against Stateness
The subject of coffee has been
investigated from many angles by
competent scientists, whose findngs should be of interest to homemakers. The flavor and aroma of
coffee are derived chiefly from a
volatile oil, which is developed
during the roasting process. But
has been established that this
substance is rapidly lost from the
coffee upon exposure to air. Moreover, each pound of coffee contains about two. ounces of fixed oQ
which may become rancid in the
presence of air. These changes
occur whether the coffee is ground
or in the bean.
Since stale, flavorless eoffee
may have an adverse effect noon
appetite, it Is important to bny a
irodnot that is protected against
he air, or to choose one that is
freshly roasted. The homemaker
should also buy coffee hi small
quantities so that it can be used
up quickly once it is opened. After
the coffee has been made, there
may be a further escape of its
iavor and fragrance with both
icat and steam. That is why cofee should not be allowed to stand,
mt should be served the moment
t is made, and why it should not
be reheated.
Tea also deteriorates when it is
stored for long periods. It should
herefore be bought in small quanities and kept in air-tight conainers.
e—WNU—C. Houston Goudlu—1839—M.

To Correct Constipation
Don't Get It!

Pattern No. 6019
Large knitting needles and some
Shetland floss make this jiffy knit
a delight to novice or expert. It's
knitted round and round in stockinette stitch, beginning at the neck
and working down. Stunning sunburst detail all-around the neck,
smart raglan sleeves and snug
ribbing at neck and wrists . . . all
easy to do and quickly finished.
The plain knitted skirt, smartly
flared, completes the costume. In
pattern 6019 you will find complete
instructions for making the blouse
shown and a skirt in sizes 16-1E
and 38-40; an illustration of the
blouse and of the stitches used;
material requirements.
To obtain this pattern, send II
cents in coins to The Sewing Circle, Household Arts Dept., 25!
West 14th St.. New York. N. Y.
Please write your name, ad
ress and pattern number plainly

Why let yourself in for all the
discomfort of constipation—and
then have to take an emergency
medicine—U you can ovoid both
by getting at the catue of the
trouble?
IT your difficulty, like that of
millions. la due to lack of "bulk"
In the dtet, the "better way" Is to
eat Kellogg'a All-Bran. This
cnmohy toasted oereal-a natural food, not a medicine-has Just
the "bulk" you need. If you eat It
every day, It will help you not only
to get regular but to keep regular, month after month, by the
pleasantest means sou ever knew I
Eat All-Bran, daiift drink plenty
of water, and "Join the Regulars."
Made by Kellogg'a In Battle
Creek. Sold by every grocer.

\ mODERHIZE
Whether you're planning a party
or remodeling a zoom you should
ftlUtf At tulviTtittmtmlt... to learn
what'* new... and cheaper... and
better. And the plan to find out
about new thing) i« right here la
nrapaper. It* columns ar«
with important
you should' scad :regularly.
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elco Chick Mash
Whv not use the
best for le'ss money and at the
u
-Tyou
are getting? Use a feed
Lame
time
know
whatlyou
are
am
"a"
-i i—- » lar

SH^H,$S2K*sr> i eiy

Iowa. Our FELCO formula developed by them
-'been tried and proven over a period of 11 years.
tfLCO must be good in every way to have stood the
£ THOUSANDS OF BAGS OF FELCO ARE
'FD EVERY YEAR. Join the parade on FELCO
^ED
Know that you are .getting FRESH,
EAN, RELIABLE FELCO FEED.

Have you in the past years on feeding other than
FELCO STARTING tyASH^fed one-half pound of
nash per bird and developed a chick to one-half
nnund in 15 days? If not, change to FELCO
CARTING MASH NOW;
You cannot ifcffdrd to feed other than FELCO.
Before you buy y6ur~chick starter come in, SEE and
(NOW.
PAY TRADE PRICE FOR YOUR EGGS
WHEN YOU BUY OUR FEEDS.

HE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager
.:.•':'•'','.

{ex Miller of Des Moines spent
ay and Sunday in Anita.

i

»

WAYNE'S CHICK STARTER
BURKE BROS.

Hulled or Ground
15c per 100 Ibs.
s,

(Called For and Delivered on
Amounts of 75 to 100 Bushels
or

12c per 100 Ibs.
llf You Bring Them to Our

|Anita Milling Co.
Anita, Iowa

George Schwenneker, wife and son,
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl spent the
Lynn, of Osage, Iowa, were Anita week end in Stuart with her daughvisitors Saturday.
ters, the Misses Freda and Jane Scholl.
Quality and price considered, you
Miss Jane Dement was home from
can't do better for your wall paper her work in Des Moines to spend the
needs than at Chester A. Long's, tf
week end with her parents, Floyd Dement and wife.
Wendell Scott and wife of McClelland, Iowa, spent Saturday night and
Rev. W. C. McKinley, pastor of the
Sunday with relatives and friends in Noble Center'Evangelical church, and
Anita.
Mrs. McKinley, were recent visitors
with Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Johnson.
Corwyn Dorsey, who has employment in Des Moines, spent the week
Mrs. Beulah Long Martin, a guest,
end with relatives and friends in held high score at a meeting of the
Anita.
Friday bridge club at the home of
Mrs. Robert Scott last Friday afterMrs. J. W. Darr of Polk City visited noon. Other guests, besides the memhere a few days the past week at the bers, were Mrs. M. Cohn of Omaha,
home of her parents, C. E. Parker and Mrs. Dale UHers, Mrs. M. M. Feland wife.
er and 'Mrs. Lester Scholl of Anita.

ANITA

When you think of coal, think of
Mrs. Louis .'Martin of St. Louis,
the Kunz Grain Co. All our coals to., a guest, held high score at a
are the best in their class. Phone meeting of the Original bridge club
48, Anita, Iowa.
tf
ast Wednesday afternoon at the home
H. L. Bell drove to Cedar Falls of Mrs. Eric Osen on Chestnut Street.
Friday to spend the day with Mr. and Other guests, besides the members,
were Mrs. John 'Faulkner of Rock
Mrs. C. M. Parker, former residents
of Anita. From there he went to Island, 111., Mrs. M. 'Cohn of Omaha,
Iowa City where he spent Saturday and Mrs. Henry Maduff of Anita.

TONIGHT-The Big Night
LUISE RAINER and PAULETTE GODDARD
IN AN AMAZING STORY

"DRAMATIC SCHOOL"

Sat-Sun. Matinee Sat.
APRIL 1-2

2:OO P. M.

IT'S THEIR GREATEST
TRIUMPH TOGETHER!
Clark as a honky-tonk sonfl-and-

and Sunday with his brother, D. C.
If you are in the market for wall
dance man ..'. JVonna as a phoney
Bell and family.
countess, once "a lady in tights"...
paper, drop in at Chester A. Long's
and see his large stock.
tf
Their love story is as thrilling as the
Mr.'and Mirs. Frederick Possehl are
astounding climax of ii
the parents of a girl baby, born to them
At her home northeast of the city
dramatic background I
at their home southwest of the city last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. E!mer
last Thursday. She weighed seven Scholl was hostess to the members
pounds at birth and has been namec of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. Other
Karen Juanita. This is the thirc guests, besides the members, were
daughter in the family.
Mrs. Dick Dement, Mrs. Ralph Curry,
Mrs. William Stockham, Mrs. Fred G.
About 3:00 o'clock Friday afterBoren and Mrs. Ed. F. Carlton. High
noon, the engine of the extra west score was held by Mrs. Herbert Bartbound freight train No. 2604 was de ley.
railed on one of the side tracks north
of the depot. The engine plowed up
The literary society of Benton school
the earth along the track for several No. 7 held its last meeting of the
yards. A soft track was blamed for year last Wednesday evening. The
the mishap.
business meeting was conducted by the
president, Frederick Possehl. The folR. W. (Mick) Forshay leaves this lowing program was given: darky
evening for Hollywood Beach, Florida, skit by Mrs. Lloyd Smith and Paul
to attend the mid-year meeting of the Richter; a duet by Marcella Retz and
National Association of Insurance Arvis Saxton; a guitar solo by JeanAgents. He is a member of the execu- ette Meyers; a skit my Kathryn Wiltive committee of the association and is son and Norman Paulson; a cornet solo
also chairman of the' rural agents by Leitha Mae Saxton; and a song
committee. Mrs. Forshay is accom- by Jack and Bob McDermott.
panying him on the trip.
WAYNE'S CHICK STARTER
production of
At their home on Rose Hill Avenue
BURKE BROS.
last Friday evening, Dr. and Mrs.
R: ;M. Needles entertained the memA meeting of the P. T. A. of Grant
bers of the 2-1-2-1-2 dinner and bridge township school No. 6 met one evenclub at a 7:00 o'clock covered dish ing last week. The following prodinner. Following the dinner the gram, under the direction of Fred
with
evening was spent playing bridge, Kuehn, Mrs. Nvilbur Heckman and
EDWARD
CHARLES
JOSEPH
at which high scores were held by Henry Kuehn, was given: community
-Mrs. A. R. Robinson and Dr. Needles. singing; dramatic reading, "The Lie,"
by Ella Mae McDermott; piano solo
Bu*d en The Theatre Guild'* SUge Hit
'Mrs. C. A. Smith of Rockyford, Al- by Mary Lou Kuehn; violin numbers
Screen Plmy by Robert E.Sherwood
berta, Canada, is in Anita for a visit by Henry Kuehn, Fred Kuehn and
with her mother, Mrs. Nettie Mcln- Wilbur Heckman; a piano solo by
tyre, and with her sisters and broth- Lowell Kuehn; a spring game; and
Produced by Hunt Sttomberg
er, Mrs. R. U. Cooper, Mrs. L. J. the Battle of the Sexes. Lunch was
Hofmeister and W. H. Mclntyre, and
of the meeting.
with other relatives and friends. As Miss Virginia Neary is teacher of the
a young girl Mrs. Smith lived in Ani- school.
ta, but has been gone from here more
An all day meeting of the Jolly
than thirty years.
Dozen club was held last Thursday at
The members of the Helping Hand the home of iMrs. James Reed, Jr.,
club enjoyed an all day meeting last northeast of the city, with twelve
ALSO OUR GANG COMEDY and LATE NEWS
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Floyd members and one guest, Mrs. James
Gissibl southeast of the city. Present Reed, Sr., present. During the noon
were twelve members and six visitors, hour a covered dish dinner was enMrs. Melvin Gissibl, Mrs. A. A. Hay- joyed, and the ladies spent the after'Come in and see our large line of
Mrs. Andy 'Miller, a patient at the
ter, Mrs. Cecil Scholl, Mrs. Frank noon with needlework. Also during
Jones hospital in Atlantic for several wall paper. Some priced as low as
Peterson, Mrs. Lyyman Wahlert and the afternoon officers for the coming
weeks, submitted to a major opera- 5Vic per roll. Chester A. Long. tf
Mrs. Merritt Steele. A pot luck din- year were elected as follows: Mrs.
ner was served during the noon hour Harold Giles, president, and 'Mrs. Ster- tion a few days ago.
Mrs. Axel Larsen is home from a
and the ladies spent the . afternoon ling Sorensen, secretary. This was
Charles Lynn is the name of a visit with her sister, Mrs. Roscoe
1 sewing carpet rags and hemming dish the last regular two weeks meeting | 10_poun(i boy baby, born March 22 Lowden and family, in Underwood.
of the club until fall, but committees to Mr. and Mrs. Royce Bissell at
' towels for the hostess.
The members of the pinochle club
were appointed to plan different en-1 their home near Cumberland,
were guests last Thursday evening at
tertainment for the summer months.
Vic Oils and wife and Miss Imo the home of Mrs. B. R. Gochanour.
iMr. and Mrs. James Bruner, resid- Mardesen of Des Moines spent Sun- Other guests, besides the members,
ing on a farm 1% miles east of day in the city at the home of the were Mrs. R. R. Arnett and Mrs.
Anita, had a miraculous escape from ladies' parents, Frank Mardesen and L. J. Hofmeister. High score was
serious injury or possible death a wife.
held by Mrs. Albert Karns.
few days ago when their automobile
plunged through a guard rail at the
junction of U. S. highway 6 and
55J71 at the Atlantic cemetery. Mr.
SSS Bruner failed to make a turn onto
55 highway 6 while traveling northward
55 on 71. When the automobile came
55 to a halt, it was suspended and rest55 ing on the radiator. Mrs. Bruner
55 suffered a dislocated left thumb and
55 Mr. Bruner's chin was lacerated. They
C. F. DARROW, Manager
55 were able to return home after being
55 given first aid treatment at the At55 ' lantic hospital.

BROWNS

ARNOLD • COBURN • SCHILDKRAUT
SLMU&CE BROWN

Notice To
Property Taxpayers
A penalty of thr^e-fourths of one
per cent per month will attach on
the first half of 1938 property tax
-if unpaid on April 1, 1939.

F. W. Herbert
TREASURER OF CASS COUNTY, IOWA
Illllllllllll

RIALTO THEATRE

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS *

THE FARMERS COOP.

At their home near Adair a few
days ago, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kopp entertainexl at a cooperative dinner and
canned fruit shower honoring their
niece, iMiss Helen Kopp, whose marriage to Melvin Daume of Adair will
take place on Saturday, April 15.
Dinner was served at 12:30 to fifty
relatives.
The house decorations
were in yellow and white, and contests
formed the afternoon's entertainment
with Mrs. Louis Schmidt as prize
winner. Guests were the families of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kopp of Anita,
Mr. and Mrs. John Daume and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Mangledorf of Adair,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kauffman and Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Schmidt of Massena,
Mr. and Mrs. John Burg and Mrs
Kate Kordick-of Bridgewater and Mr
and Mrs. Henry Baier of Greenfield.

Have You Tried Our Frozen
Fruits and Vegetables?
WE HAVE PEAS, CORN, LIMA BEANS, STRING
BEANS AND BROCCOLI; ALSO PEACHES
AND STRAWBERRIES.
GIVE THEM A TRIAL
P WE KNOW YOU
WILL LIKE THEM.

Miller's
Market
"WHERE QUALITY COUNTS"

I

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Fabrics, Lqce, Color
fried Headdress for Bride
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

Lesson for April 2
by International
ation; used by

SAUL BECOMES A NEW MAN
LESSON TEXT-Acta 9:1-13. 17-19.
GOLDENJTEXT-JTherefore if any man
be in Christ, he la a new creature: old
ttdncs are passed away; behold, all thlngi
are become new.—n Corinthians 5:17.

SAFETY TALKS
'P«<f*ftfrian Fault?
'T'HE National Safety council has
* charged pedestrians with a
for traffic accidents that killed 39,large share of the responsibility
500 persons in 1037. Of this total
15.40& were pedestrians.
In "Accident Facts," a statistical review of 1937, the council
said: "Many pedestrians show utter lack of caution in their use of
streets and highways. Combined
state reports for 1937 show that in
67 per cent of all fatal pedestrian
accidents the pedestrian either
was violating a. traffic law or was
acting in an obviously unsafe manner. In non-fatal accidents pedestrian faults appeared in 69 per
cent of the cases."
The council described such
things as jay-walking, failure to
observe traffic lights, drunken
walking, walking with instead of
against traffic on rural highways,
crossing streets in the middle of a
block as "pedestrian faults."

.%**

V
BATTERN DEPARTHENT
new as tomorrow morning 1 The
dress, even without the bolero, is a
real charmer, with its high neckline, flaring skirt and tiny, tiny
waist. Tailored enough for day:ime, and yet appropriate for aftsrnoon parties! too. Thin wool,
flat crepe or silk print are pretty
materials for this.
The Patterns.
No. 1716 is designed for sizes 36.
38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52.
With long sleeves, size 38 requires
5 yards of 39-inch material; with
short sleeves, 4% yards.
No. 1705 is designed for sizes 12,
14, 16, 18, 20 and 40. Size 14 requires 4% yards of 39-inch material, and 1% yards of ribbon for
bows. To line bolero takes 1%
yards.
Spring and Summer Pattern Book.
Send 15 cents for the Barbara
Bell Spring and Summer Pattern
Book, which is now ready. Make
yourself attractive, practical and
becoming clothes, selecting, designs from the Barbara Bell wellplanned, easy-to-make patterns.
Send your order to The Sewing
SN'T the dress with paneled
skirt and lifted waistline (No. Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1020.
1716) a lovely thing for larger 211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
women to wear? It's so simple, Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
so soft and slenderizing, with a coins) each.
ID Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
bodice that fits perfectly, because
the shoulders are shirred and the
waistline gathered. Make this of
silk crepe, georgette, chiffon or
flat crepe. Wear flowers or a jeweled pin at the becoming, deep vneckline.
For slim figures, the bowtrimmed bolero frock, (No. 1705)
is particularly flattering, and it's What Caesarism Does
Nero was a kind of imbecile.
What was to be gained by persecuting the Christiana? But then
A Quiz With Answers most of the Caesars were lacking
Offering Information in judgment.
Travel has another virtue beon Various Subjects
sides broadening the mind. It
accustoms one to being annoyed.
The animal stands 19% hands or
The Other Sounds Highbrow
6 feet 6 inches high.
"Earning one's bread by the
8. As of March 31, 1917, just
before the United States entered sweat of one's face" may not
the World war, the money in cir- sound so poetic, but we believe it
culation totaled $4,172,945,914; the is correct.
Looking back, how many
amount in circulation on Novem"new eras" came up to the exber 30, 1938, was $6,786,994,297.
9. With the recent additions of pectations of those who anColombia and Venezuela, the nounced them?
number of American embassies Wouldn't It Though?
has been raised to 19.
Speaking of happenings never to
10. The largest bunch of grapes be forgotten —sleeping on a bed of
of which we have a record was real roses would be unforgettably
exhibited at a county fair in Po- memorable.
mona, Calif., in 1934. It is re- In a big family of youths none
ported to have weighed 112 of them can own anything. They
dwell in a state of communism.
pounds.

The conversion of Saul is admittedly one of the outstanding events
in Bible history. When two brilliant English lawyers, Lord Lyttleton and Sir Gilbert West, set out to
disprove the truth of Christianity,
they selected the ressurretion of
Christ and the story of Paul's conversion as the focal points of their
proof. Working independently, they
then came together to compare Sam Offered Inducement
notes and found that they had both As Well as Guarantee
become Christians since they had
become convinced of the truth of
Sambo wanted to be a junk dealthe Scriptures.
er, but he had no money. So he
The two events may well stand went to the village banker to see
together as evidence for Christian- if he could borrow some capital.
ity, for only on the ground of regenThe banker listened to the Neeration can the change hi Saul be gro's story and learned that he
accounted for, and only on the as- required $100.
surance that he met the risen Christ
"Don't you think you could
on the Damascus Road can we ac- manage on less?" asked the bankcount for his conversion. This is a er.
great lesson, let us make the very
"No, suh," replied Sambo. "A
most of it.
horse and wagon would cost dat."
I. A Bold Persecutor (w. 1, 2).
"Well, I must have some guarAs our lesson opens we find the antee for the money. What can
brilliant and zealous young Jew, you offer?"
Saul, "yet breathing out threatenSambo thought for a minute.
ings and slaughter against the dis"Well, suh, Ah could have youah
ciples of the Lord." The persecu- name painted on de wagon."
tions hi Jerusalem had practically
wiped out the church in that city
with queenly grace. Its artful soft but had scattered the disciples
styling brings skirt fullness to the abroad, and thus the witness had
front in latest approved manner. Its been spread. The death of the godform-fitting midriff accents a slen- ly Stephen, to which Saul had given
der waistline as is required of fash- his approval, had only increased his
ions today. The heart-shaped neck- determination to destroy those who
line and the high shouldered full- were "of the way" of Jesus. LookThe Questions
at-top long fitted sleeves are signifi- ing for new fields to conquer, he
carries with him to Damascus letcant styling details.
1. How is 12 noon designated?
2. Is there a vice president in
No matter how entrancing her ters from the high priest at Jerugown, a bride fails at looking her salem, giving him authority to im- case his office is vacated?
3. What is the Spanish Main?
prettiest if her headdress and veil prison the followers of Christ. But
4. How far can a tarpon leap?
do not flatter. Here again is fash- on the way he meets Christ Himion indulgent to the spring bride, in self, and is stricken to .the earth.
5. Is an amendment as much a
n. A Convicted Shiner (w. 3-9). paift of the Constitution as the
that the new fantasies of tulle and
Stricken down by a brilliant heav- original articles?
flowers and lace include every possible type, suited to every individu- enly light, he finds himself talking
6. Who was called the "Dictaality. Best of all, in the modern way to the .Lord Jesus. He hears from tor of Letters"?
of doing things there is no fuss or His holy lips the solemn indictment
7. What is the largest horse in
flurry at the last moment to get the of those who persecute God's peo- the world?
veil pinned into shape by nervous ple—"Why persecutes! thou me?"
8. How does the amount of monled" fingers, for that has. been He who lays unkind hands, or untrue ey now in circulation in the United
taken care of in advance by spe- accusation upon God's children had States compare with the amount
ciausts. All that is requlreel ol the' best beware, for so closely is our when the United States entered
bride-to-be is to take 'her milliner Lord identified with His. people that the World war?
into confidence long before the hap- when they suffer, it is He who bears
9. How many embassies does
py day or the consulting adviser in the hurt.
the United States have now?
In a single sentence the Lord dis- 10. What is the largest bunch of
the wedding bureau where you are
supposed to come and ask questions, poses of the persecuting zeal and grapes that has ever been grown
as established nowadays in all high- the sinful skepticism of this proud in this country?
class establishments. If it is a pe- young Pharisee, and Saul enters
riod type, or a youthful ingenue into Damascus not as the haughty
headdress, or a stately coronet, if it persecutor, but as a man trembling
The Answers
be a simple inexpensive piece or a and astonished at his own sin. He
1. According to the U. S. Naval
most elaborate one let your needs spends three days shut in with his observatory. 12:00 m.
Drastic Cure
•Headed hi Wrong
be known and*1 by some magic, it's own soul and God, not seeing, not
2. No. The Constitution does
Bloofus—So you cured your son
"Has the laundry made a miscaring
to
eat,
losing
all
consciousthere before your very eyes.
not make any provision for the take?" asked Brown. "This shirt of his wildness by an operation?
The various types of headdress ness of earth, but entering into com- filling of the vacancy.
Obfuscus—Yes, I cut off his alis so tight I can hardly breathe."
shown in the little inset pictures munion with God. By God's grace
3. The northeast coast of the
"Yes, it's your shirt all right," lowance.
the
old
life
is
pulled
up
by
the
are typical new trends such as are
mainland of South America.
replied his wife, "but you've got
Might Help
available in shops and specialty de- roots as it is displaced by the new
4. Louis L. Babcock, eminent your head through a buttonhole."
"This is the third fly I've fished
partments that cater to seekers of Bfe in Christ Jesus.
authority on tarpon, has noted
out of my soup," said the diner,
m. An Obedient Disciple (w. 10- horizontal leaps of 22 feet.
bridal array.
The average man will spend testily.
e Western Newspaper Union.
12).
5. Yes, it is.
as much time telling stories
"Would you care for a sieve,
Ananias was the "I am here,
0. Voltaire.
about his dog as a woman will sir?" asked the waiter.
Lord" type of Christian to whom
7. Brooklyn Supreme, a Belgian about her first baby.
the Lord can confidently commit stallion, weighing 3,200 pounds, is
His important business. All we the largest horse in the world
Considerate
know of him is what is contained
"Could you let me have—er—a
in this chapter, but it is a very
Here !• Amazing Relief for
banker's reference, sir?" said the Condition*
beautiful and enviable record. God
Due to Sluggish Bowel*
house-agent,
negotiating
a
sale.
is able to work directly on any hu"Just
a
formality,
you
know."
man soul and accomplish His end
• "I could," replied the client,
(as He did with Saul on the Damas"but it would only distress you."
cus Road), but His usual manner of
box of NB from your
working is through faithful human
Mike the test—tttea
Perfect Heathen
• box to us. We will
agencies. One wonders how much
Mrs. Watts—How is the girl I
would be accomplished for God if
NO PLACE FOR POLITICS
recommended to you going on?
every Christian were as willing and
Mrs.
Spatts —I left her to ALWAYSCAMItY
ready as was Ananias to do the Ci T KNOW of oo more contemptible
QUICK RELIEF
Lord's bidding in seeking out and
thing than lo talk politica to a poor straighten things up before the
FOR ACID
helping a struggling soul. The man or woman seeking relief."—Mayor minister called, and she never
INDIGESTION
even dusted the Bible.
greatest of all Christian leaders, the F. H. LaGuardia, of New York.
apostle Paul, was led out into his
life of loyalty and service to Christ
by a humble layman. Repeatedly
God's Word by precept and example stresses the vital importance of
personal work on the part of laymen and women. The leaders of
Read Cliff Baggs'tip on this special-cut,
Christian work during the coming
generation are now in the Sunday
•xtrcT-tasty tobacco ho u«e» for hfe "rnaklnV cigarettes
School classes of our churches, perhaps in a little wayside chapel ui
the country, in the village church,
O ^wonder "makinV
in the mission or'settlement house,
smokers
ray: "There's
ITDOESNTSPH10UT
or in the great city church.
no other tobacco like
IV. A Converted Brother (w. 17THE ENDS OR BUNCH UP
Prince Albert." It's this
Among the
19)
definite imway -Prince Albert in
The fears of Ananias that Saul
-EASY TO ROLL-MORE
pressions conchoice, ripe, and fragrant
might still be a worker of evil (y.
RICH TASTE/TOO. SURE —
veyed by ap13) are soon overcome by God's
—better tobacco to begin
parel collecassurance that in the prayingSaul
I MEAN PRINCE ALBERT/
with. Prince Albert is
tions in leadHe had prepared for Himself a
"crimp cut," too, for fast,
ing couturier
chose^ vessel" (v. 15) to bear the
easy rolling, and for slow,
salons is that of the importance ol gospel to the Gentiles and to kings,
cool smoking. Roll-yourhandsome plaid wools made up into as well as to Israel.
stunning topcoats or jackets. Paris
owners everywhere agree
It is interesting to observe that
designers especially favor huge Saul knew nothing of that subtle
on Prince Albert as The
plaids. Per example, Creed designs hypocrisy known as being "a secret
National Joy Smoke.
a multi-color plaid coat with very believer " for at once he made open
unusual pockets to replace the hand- confess^ of his faith I" baptism
SO MILD* SO TASTY
bag as you see here pictured. The Ind "straightway he Preached Christ
SO FRAGRANT
tailored sailor by Rose Valois tunes to the synagogues that he is the
smartly to the chic of this handsome Son of God" (v- 20).
coat. If it is a Jacket suit that claims
your interest consider it in terms of
Secret Prayer Life
a handsome plaid wool as pictured
It is possible for a Christian to
Prince Albert
at the top. This costume, also a
torun more for the Kingdom
is
good goin* in
Creed model, achieves perfect an• y a faithful secret prayer
S^pl^Htfgiytflpfl'.ftfUlttfloWf*^ MOiHMt
pipe* too
a WBoplwted.sklrt and • dark red
B.
without
silk blouse.

I

Sayit

NATE indeed is the i»ridewho is planning a lovely
I wedding, in that fashion is
down arbitrary rules in
.._.• of bridal array but rathhncouraging fancy-free indiI choices.
[departure from stereotyped
nal dress is particularly evi1 in the matter of color. The
bride who has secretly
1 the idea of an eye-appeali tint for her nuptial gown
a instead of traditional white,
the joy of finding that
sdo come true.
' successful color technique
i part of designers robes the
land her maids m the same
[or, as the ease may be. In
nt intensity of the same color,
along this lineis pale
|satin for the wieddmg gown
bouffant dresses
st net in a trifle deeper
1
The bride either wears white
"i or carries roses in the pink
gown, while the attendants'
are of deeper hue.
[to the styling of the gowns,
ient runs high in f avoir of full1 types with quaint, fitted bod[or hiplength basque effects.
is a pronounced flair this
! for exquisitely sheer weaves
bride and maids, such as
ette, mousseline de soie, or
' sheerest type.
[to lace for the wedding gown
|«er a favorite the more so
"
in that enthusiasm for
general throughout aH
ndom. The gown pictured fits
springtime wedding scene

>sy Dress Late
iprice of Fashion
>es and plaids in taffeta, in
pepe, in printed linens in thin
to glamorous cottons are sell,s fast as the yards and'yards
Buires for a fuU-at-the-hem, skirt
*>e measured off. These skirts
•usually gathered in jpeasaiitl«t the waistline. ToJ» sure
">use u, inevitable and what a
- of charm and romance the
I bouses do tell! Together skirt
I blouse are providing the big
f«ion in the spring pageantry
"ion.

porion Hair-Dos
rag New Bonpets
th the revival of Victorian halr««e comes a group of bonnets
aing an open or cabriolet style
t
!"?,med with plain taffeta rib^w'th matching gloves; smallI an
*n* C5*rin« «*» ^ °' the
a tied under the chin,
with veils having embroidhuttiT8; and coal-scuttle bonI jutting
forward, in fine straws
1
P'que.

'ith Vivid Shades
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dressmaker

with
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stuff, or
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

iRestora^ri of the Garden at
Monticello, Thomas Jefferson's
\, Will Begin This Spring

Monticellb, the home of Thomas Jefferson, third President of the United States.
, ELMO SCOTT WATSON
© Western Newspaper Onion.

•^HERE'S a new "restoration" program on in
Virginia. This time it is
bt an entire town, as was
at Williamsburg, hisJric Colonial capital, nor .a
Aiding, as was the case of
»law office of James Mon'; at Fredericksburg, but it
none the less interesting
lr it is to be done at one of
> great patriotic"silTin'es of
nerica j— Monticello; near
.arlottesville, the home of
iomas Jefferson, author of
> Declaratibn Of Independand third President of
e United States.
Tie restoration, at Monticello is
t of Jefferson's garden which
g since disappeared and it will
[made possible through the rejnce of Garden week in Viri, when more than a Hundred
_jus estates, \ most of which
! privately owned, are.,opened
/the public by their owners.
|The week of April 24 has been
t aside for this event, which is
Id under the auspices of the
irden Club of Virginia, the ornization that is sponsoring the
'.oration of the Monticello gar. Each' year thousands of
jarden lovers from every part of •
merica flock to Virginia for the
ferden week event, when the
jolonial gardens not open to the
lie at any other time are

den Club of Virginia, and Mrs.
Delos Kidder.
The restored Jefferson garden
will include some three acres
known to the committee as the
east garden and will include replacement of all the trees known
during Jefferson's lifetime.
Plans call for long elliptical
paths, bordered with plantings of
native wild flowers and evergreens, because Jefferson was interested in determining the decorative possibilities of using wild
materials which he considered
more beautiful than formal arrangements usually found in the
pretentious gardens of Virginia.
One of the m6st interesting features of the restoration will be
the replacement of the two fish

A Herd of Pigs 'Saw America First' When
They Toured' With De Soto 400 Years Ago

o* >

Four hundred years ago this
year a herd of pigs went on a
"See America First" tour: Unlike later tourists who go because
'they want to, these early "tourists" went because they had to.
They were driven and they probably went none too willingly. Be
that as it may, the record of their
cross-country journey from the
Everglades in Florida to the
Ozarks in Arkansas, through a
thousand wild and hostile miles
of forest, prairie, mountain, flood,
swamp, snow and summer heat,
is one of the most amazing in
American history.
In 1539 Hernando De Soto, who
had been made governor of Cuba
so that he might use that island
as a base of operations hi conquering and colonizing Florida,
arrived in Tampa bay with nine
vessels. On board were 600-odd
soldiers, 350 horses and 13 hogs,
the latter being for the use of
the colonists he planned to establish on the Florida peninsula or
beyond.
Heading northward from the
bay, De Soto's expedition
marched slowly onward in an
amazing arc of zigzags which resulted hi its touching at least seven and perhaps 11 of 'bur present
southern states, traversing mountains and the great Mississippi
river, before the weary survivors, riding in boats of their own
wilderness manufacture, and clad
principally in the skins of wild
animals, were finally to reach
safety to Mexico four years later.
An Amazing Sight.
, At the start of the expedition
to Florida and Georgia, apparently on into both the Carolines,
and seemingly over the mountains to somewhere near Chattanooga, the moving column must
have been an amazing sight.
First came the armored cavalry
to its glittering splendor; behind
limped the infantry, sore alike
from battles and blisters; while
somewhere between or around
the two scampered a squealing,
reluctant treasure of pork—the
rapidly multiplying herd of hogs
v
—and its herders. And from the
hilltops and forests along the way
peered savage eyes that had never before beheld horses, or pigs,
or firearms, or white skins, and
that sometimes visioned the rider
and his Horse together as a single
shining animal.
„
Sometime* the party was well
fed by friendly or frightened Indians; sometimes it was halfstarved '—. one such occasion,
seemingly somewhere in Georgia,
finally compelling apparently the
first dressing'and serving of pork
in the present continental area
of the United States (1540). Even
then, however, each man was allowed only half a pound of meat
per day, to sustain him until more
grata, nuts, or roots were found;
for in general the rapidly growing reserve of pork was still bebor
ing
saved,
"with
for the
colony
thatinfinite
De Sotolahoped

t
» oiCharlottes' for»« president of the Oar-

From the Chattanooga reg on
the expedition ' a p p a r e n t l y
marched southwest into central

hown by their owner*. A small
is collected and this .money
s to the restoration fund of
he Garden club.
The plan to restore Jefferson's
garden at Monticello came about
this way: Fiske JKimball, auhority on early American architecture, unearthed the original
efferson drawings, now pre*
e
rved in the Coolidge collection
the Massachusetts Historical
oci
ety, while serving on the resoration committee of the ThornPS Jefferson Memorial Foundan, owners of Monticello. Over
.'°ng period of years the committee, consisting of Dr. Edwin
Betts, professor of botany at
University of, Virginia, and
onsidered the foremost authoron Thomas Jefferson' as a
Milton L. Grigg, Chare architect; R. T. Halsey
the Metropolitan museum, New
'ork, and Dr. Charles Moore of
»;e Fine Arts commission of
Washington have been aiding Mr.
pmball
put together the informaP" essential for the restoration.
U to the
!
meticulous notes
drawings of every.-detail of
n's full life and its work,
^earthed
by various researchers
no
hUed into the restoration pate c
ter n
°mmittee announced
J L y that U ta now/ Prepared
embark on "the most faithfully
"
possible in
awin

gs for the garden resre
b
?*bein
*» wrried
*»arch 8tU1

T\ «

,John8<»». CharlotteBville
Execution
rf the work
'
Perkin

-

ponds, small oval pools, the size
of which Jefferson carefully computed on the basis of the average
annual rainfall and the amount
of water which this would yield
to keep his fish in fresh water.
In carrying out the research it
was found that Jefferson wrote
in praise of the splendid ideas for
garden development in a now
rare volume published by Thomas Whatly in London in 1777. A
copy of this volume was secured
and it was found that the garden
as executed at Monticello was
described in almost minute detail, the description apparently
influencing Jefferson so favorably
that he adopted most of Whatly's
recommendations for what was
considered the ideal garden.

eventually to found.

Alabama; then northwestward
across the state of Mississippi.
In each of these sections a desperate battle was fought with the
red men, whose teeming straw
village the Spaniards set afire to
each;case (winter of 1540-41); but
to the end the invaders lost in the
flames not only a collection of
pearls, the only riches so far obtainable, but also most of their
ammunition, saddles, and clothing, and many horses, and all but
100 of the hogs (the herd had recently numbered 500).
After a 30-day delay for buildtog boats to cross the Mississippi,
the expedition began a year of
wandering to Arkansas (perhaps
entering Missouri and Oklahoma,
too), finally returning to the
banks of the Mississippi with the
plan of building ships to return
to Cuba for reinforcements. Here
De Soto died, however (May,
1542; three years after the landtag at Tampa); and the hog herd,
now increased to 700, was auctioned off among his men, who
thus ate pork much more often,
but started observing religious
holidays!
De Soto's successor, Moscoso,
at first abandoned the plan of a
voyage by sea to favor of the
supposedly easier land march to
New Spain (Mexico). The sum-

HERNANDO DE SOTO

mer was, therefore, spent to a
westward trek which apparently
reached halfway across northern
Texas. But the approach of autumn on the seemingly limitless
Texas plains sent them trudging
back to the Mississippi to begin
building ships. They used the
shawls of the Indian,women for
sails and turned into spikes and
anchors their firearms, their captives' chains, and such.bits and
stirrups as remained. The remaining hogs and most of the surviving horses were turned into
meat for the voyage.
After a desperate 16-day battle
with hostile river Indians to
their much swifter canoes, and
after six weeks of feeling their
way around the Texas coast, 311
hairy beings clothed and shod in
deerskin and claiming once to
have been Spaniards reached the
shelter and welcome of a Spanish
settlement on the Panuco river
near the site of modern TamDico.

Among all the homes of great
Americans which have been preserved as historic shrines, Monticello is unique. It not only reflects the personality of'the man
who lived in it and loved it so C. Houston Goudiss Offers Practical Help in Planning
much but it is a monument which
Thomas Jefferson literally erectMeals That Avoid Hidden Hunger; Illustrates
ed to himself. He himself selected its site—a wooded peak at
Right and Wrong Methods of Menu Building
which he, as a young man, gazed
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS
long and often across the Rivanna
river from his boyhood home at A GENERATION ago, homemakers approached the probShadwell. He determined to **• lem of feeding their families with but two objectives:]
establish his home on the "Little
to put weight on their children and to send adults away from
Mountain" some day.

Upon the death of his father the table with their appetites appeased. If the child failed
he inherited the landed estate to gain satisfactorily, or if his teeth were crowded and subwhich lay along both sides of the ject to decay, he was said to "take after his Uncle Abner"
Rivanna river and to 1770 he be- or perhaps to have inherited*gan clearing the summit and preparing for building. But there the poor teeth of his maternal to one meal; the failure to include
was much to do before actual grandmother. -And if adults adequate bulk by way of fruits,
construction could be begun. The were chronically tired or suf- vegetables and whole grata cerewhole apex of the mountain had fered from "nerves," that, als; and the massing to one meal
of too many foods that are high to
to be removed. When this was
done there was left an eliptical too, was blamed on circum- fat.
The following menu, for examplane upon which the buildings stances that had nothing to
ple, contains more protein than
were to be located. The place do with the diet.
was named Monticello, meaning
No one had ever heard of hid- necessary, and too little bulk, yet
to Italian, "Little Mountain."
den hunger! For nutritionists had it is typical of the dinners served
Hamburger
In the fall of 1770, the dwelling
not yet startled the to many homes:
at Shadwell burned, so that buildworld by demon- Steak, Baked Beans, Potatoes,
ing began to earnest at Montistrating that food Stewed Corn, Custard Pie.
Since both meat and baked
cello, beginning the establishmay satisfy the apment of an entirely new homepetite and yet fail beans are rich to protein, they
stead upon this wild and almost
to feed . . . that may well be served at separate
inaccessible site. But true to his
the absence of mi- meals, as indicated by either of
vision, the owner ignored the
nute amounts of the following combinations: Hammuch easier and cheaper process
minerals and vita- burger Steak, Creamed Potatoes,
of replacing the old dwelling
mins may be re- String Beans, Lettuce Salad,
where were still the other numersponsible for a long Fresh or Cooked Fruit. Or, Baked
ous buildings that were then estrain of deficiency Beans, Stewed Tomatoes, Cabbage
sential to a plantation—barns,
diseases w h i c h Salad, Custard Pie.
In the first menu, the beans, pomills, slave quarters and storcause untold misage houses of many kinds.
ery and are responsible for men- tatoes, corn and pastry are all
high carbohydrate foods. To protal and physical inefficiency.
Self Made Architect
vide additional bulk, as wen as
At that time there were virtuto reduce the amount of carboPlanning Meals Scientifically
ally no architects to the country
hydrate, it would be advisable to
Today
we
know
that
a
definite
and few skilled workers to the
serve a green vegetable such" as
building crafts. So Jefferson took relationship exists between food string beans, and choose fruit inup the study of architecture and consumption and bodily activity, stead of pie for dessert. It is asarchitectural drawing. Guided and that normal individuals can sumed, of course, that eggs would
by his inherent appfeciation of usually control body weight by be given in some other form durthe essential elements offinecon-regulating the amount of fuel ing the day.
struction, he taught himself so foods in the diet. We know that
Since baked beans contain both
well that he became his country's minerals and vitamins play a pow- protein and carbohydrate, "we omit
outstanding architect of the pe- erful part to building and main- potatoes in the third menu, and
riod. He made vast numbers of taining sound teeth as well as serve a food rich to vitamin C—
drawings for his home and healthy nerves; and that we can the tomatoes, and add a bulky
worked out the last details for build resistance to disease, defer raw vegetable by way of the salad.
old age, and even lengthen the
every part of the structure.
More than that, he selected the span of life by choosing our food,
It's Balance That Counts
stone and timber used in the not merely for its appetite appeal,
It
requires no more time or efbut
for
the
qualities
that
contribstructure, looked after the construction of the brick and the ute toward what nutritionists term fort to prepare nutritionally correct meals than those which lack
nails made by his own servants, a balanced diet.
balance, nor is it more expendevised advanced and ingenious
sive. For elaborate meals can lack
contrivances for comfort and con'The Balanced Diet
venience, designed the decoration
Every
modern homemaker balance, if they are deficient "
of the interior and personally se- therefore owes it to her family not minerals, vitamins and bulk, \
lected the furnishirjgs and orna- to plan meals at random, but to those- composed of such si
as bread and milk,
ments. He not only planned but take into consideration the seven foods
fruits may provide
gave personal supervision to the factors that science has deter- stewed
abundance of the protective sublaying out of the various build- mined to be essential for top stances
which satisfy the hidden
togs on the estate, the gardens, health. These include: protein hunger of
the body.
the walks and the roadways.
for building and repairing body
My plea to hememakers is to
Though architecture was only tissue; carbohydrates to produce
a hobby with Jefferson, today he quick heat and energy; fats, a give less thought to the preparais acclaimed a great architect. more compact form of fuel; min- tion of elaborate recipes, and
The exterior of Monticello is to erals, which serve both as build- more thought to supply tog the food
the Doric order of architecture. ers, and as regulators of body values that will create abundant
The interior is to the Ionic style. processes; vitamins A, B, C, D, E health and vitality. In that w|jr,
A portico, the full height of the and G, which act as regulators, I believe we shall take a real step
house, with stone pillars and steps and help to prevent the various de- forward to human progress.
projects 25 feet. It is a brick ficiency diseases; water, which
mansion 100 by 100 feet, with serves as a vehicle by which food
Questions Answered
white pillars, cornices and balus- is carried to the tissues, and celluMrs. T. L. D.—The alkaline or
trades surmounted by a dome, lose or bulk, required for the norstanding to the midst of a lawn mal functioning of the intestinal base-forming foods include ve^e*
tables, most fruits, nuts and milk.
overlooking river, woodlands and tract.
Among the foods which have been
fertile valley, with a view of
found particularly effective as
mountains to the west and of long
A Day's Food Plan
extending coastal plains to the
The various food essentials will body alkaHnizers are bananas, apeast.
be supplied if the three daily ples, oranges, dried beans and
meals include a quart of milk for potatoes.
Hidden Staircases.
The appearance is of one story every child, a pint for each adult, O—WNU—C. Houston Gaudiss—Ifl3»—SI
and entering the hall one is still which may be served as a beverdeceived, for Jefferson disliked age, with cereals, in soups, sauces
staircases to such an extent that or made into desserts; an egg
he shut them all up to closets. daily, or at least,three or four
The hall shows only a gallery on weekly; one serving of meat, fish
which the bedrooms open. In the or chicken, usually at the main
dome itself Jefferson planned a meal of the day; a second protein
billiard room, but a law was food, such as cheese, baked beans
passed by the state before it was or nuts, usually served at lunch
to
completed, forbidding the game or supper; two vegetables besides
potatoes,
one
of
which
should
be
and so it was left in an unfinished
state. The wings of the house end of the raw, leafy variety; two Ferry's DATED Seeds
to octagonal projections; the servings of fruit, and at least one
northern one containing the din- servtog of a whole grain cereal.
By adhering to this plan, you ONLY those vegetable ,ani flower
ing room, tea room and two
will
help to supply your family varieties capable of growing: most
guest rooms, the southern forming Jefferson's private suite, sit- with the necessary proteins, min- productively in your . locality are
ting room, library and bedroom. erals, vitamins and cellulose. Fuel offered In your dealer'* display of
Under the dome on the west is foods may be added by way of Ferry's Seeds. By constant testing,
the great drawing room, famous breadstuffs, macaroni, rice and Ferry-Morse scientists knot* what
for its parquette flooring of na- other cereals; butter or margarine these varieties are. So, this climate
is an old story to Ferry's Seeds.
tive woods and its pillared por- and the fats used to coo&ing.
As an additional safeguard for
tico.
Most notable of the architec- Common Errors in Menu Planning yon, all Ferry's Seeds most pass
tural features of the house is the
Common mistakes in menu plan- rigid tests for germination and vihiding away of all signs of kit- ning are a concentration of too tality each year before packaging.
chen, laundry, stable and the many proteins or carbohydrates Then each packet is dated. Look
many workshops necessary on a
for this mark—"Packed for Season
plantation of that period when
1939"—when baying your seeds
almost every article in daily use
this year. Yon
was manufactured on the estate
know they'll grow.
by servants and slaves. The
sharp declivity of the mountain
made it possible to have these
• ••rry-Mor>«
Sood Co., Sood
offices all at a lower level than
Growers, DotFOli
Chill Candles. — Thoroughly
the house.
md Sa FrattlMO.
A tunnel from the basement chilled to the refrigerator, wax
So>d for Homo
leads right and left to one-story candles will burn slower and last
Gardn Catalog.
pavilions, used by the slaves. By longer.
UioForry'iGardu
* * *
Spray for offoetho
this contrivance dishwashers,
lu«ct coatrol.
Cutting Cooking Time. — The
cooks, butlers, maids, troops of
slaves with wood for fires, cans cooking time of hominy grits,
of ashes, pails of hot-or cold wa- whole-grain cereals or rice can
ter did their work without dis- be shortened by soaking over
turbing the tranquillity of the night to water to cover.
* * •
family and their guests. An oddPaper Paddings.—Carefully arity contrived by Jefferson is a
dumbwaiter for hoisting wine ranged newspapers make good
from the cellar, with a capacity paddings under fiber rugs and
mattings, because the dirt which
of but one bottle.
Monticello, undoubtedly the fin- sifts through may be easily rebest place
SHOPPING •to The
est mansion in that section of moved with the newspapers.
start you stiop* • *
Virginia, cost its owner, accordping tour Is in
you favorite easyA Spotless Tub.—Baths can be
Ing to his account books, about
ohair.withaaopen
$7,200. The ornamental stone made spotlessly clean if rubbed
newspaper.
was brought from Philadelphia to with a cloth dipped in paraffin be- Make * nnbit of leading
the advertisefore
washing
them
in
the
usua
Richmond by water and hauled
ments In this papei every week. They
way, while lemon juice and salt Con save you time, energy and money.
horn Richmond in carts.
will take off "drip marks."

Tills climate Is an

OLD STORY

AROUND
THE HOUSE

FERRY'S

SEEDS

Tour
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"Stand Up and Fight" at
Rialto Stars^aUace Beery
Combining the punch of "The Crowd
Roars" with the vigorous drama of
ructi°n of Municipal \EIeettic f'The Bad (Man of Brimstone," the new
outdoor drama, "Stand Up and Fight,"
Lght and Power Plant Divided
co-starring Wallace Beery and Robert
\Among Foiir Companies on
Taylor, comes to the Rialto Theatre
Total Bids of $94,013.95.
Saturday and Sunday, with a matinee
Saturday afternoon.
Unique in that it combines authen! town council, meeting in special
last Thursday, received bids tic historical background of a period
let contracts for the .construe-' and locale hitherto untouched in motion pictures with the sort of rapidOf a municipal electric light and
fire pace that made the Westerns of
plant
for
Anita,
including
a
T
silent days so .perennially popular,
for
the
generating
plant,
the
ding
"Stand
Up and Fight" seems likely
of electric generators with
Jliary equipment, electrical equip- to be the forerunner of a cycle of
ft for the power plant, and the con- stories of the kind, so sure is its hold
on audiences who demand motion above
of a distribution system.
several" bids were received all in their motion pictures.
• t h e plant complete, the council Taylor's role of the bankrupt young
1 their engineer, Mr. Stanley", after Maryland aristocrat shanghaied into
analysis, decided to divide the going to work for the stage coach line
among four different com-. is a happy choice for it gives him an
The contract for the brick opportunity to combine romantic apding including Walks and drives peal with the he-man type of chargiven to the Jensen .Construction acterization which won him laurels
in "A Yank at Oxf6rd" and "The
• Des Moines for $18,680.
a bid of $44,365, the Worthing- Crowd Roars." Beery's role of the
hardboiled, often unscrupulous man| Engine Co. was awarded the conager
of the Bullet Line is another
for two Diesel engines, comnatural,
a typical Beery part played
. with electric generators, excitto
the
hilt
and comparable with any
accessories, • auxiliary equipment
of his finest work.
| piping.
' _' : ;:
For Florence Rice the feminine lead
eonstruction-of-a- distribution
Is
a sure augury of great success
for serving the town-went''"to
to
come for she handles this, her
G. W. Jones Electric Co. of Kanfirst major assignment, with a sure
[City for $25,578.98. :
fith their bid of $5,400, the Elec- touch and appealing charm. Never
[ Motor Co. of Cedar Rapids was has^.she been photographed to greater
advantage than in the hoopskirts and
the contract for the installaelectrical equipment within bonnets of the 1850's. Comedienne

BRIARDALE GROCERY
I

ANITA, IOWA

Values For Friday-Saturday
BLAck
RASPBERRIES—
Michigan black caps,
No.lOcans63c;
No. 2 cans ____
CHILI-ETS—
Mexican style,
3 cans.....____
COFFEE—
fall Corn, fresh
roasted, fresh ground,

GRAPE FRUIT—
Large Texas seedless,
per
dozen
BORAX—
20 Mule Team,
1-lb. package..
MACARONI—
or Spaghetti,
Briardale cello bag,
per
11
/»
pound
* *l»
PICKLES—
Tall Corn sweets,
quart
9C*»
jar
£JC
MACKEREL—
Van Camp or Booth,
1-lb. tall cans, 1A
2 for
13C

39c

NUMBER 25

Cantata Sunday

160,976
IOWANS
IN
Evening
1939 AAA PROGRAM

An Easter cantata, directed by Mrs.
Russell L. Adams, will be presented
by the choir of the Methodist church
at.the church on Sunday evening at
8:00 o'clock. The different numbers
on th? program are as follows:
"Let the Righteous Be Glad," opening chorus by choir.
"He Chose the Cross of Shame,"
alto solo, Mrs. Joe Vetter.
"There Was No Other Way," men's
chorus.
"Betrayed," tenor solo with choir,
Dale Ulfers.
"The Thorn 'Crowned King," soprano
solo, Mrs. Russel L. Adams.
"Let Him Be Crucified," bass chorus
of choir.
"Alas! and Did My Savior Bleed,"
women's trio, Miss Eula Garlock, Mrs.
F. D. W«imer and Mrs, Carl Moore.
"They Laid Him Away," soprano
solo with choir, Miss Lucille Buchanan.
"Have ;Faith in, God," tenor and
bass duet, Dale Ulfers and Eric Osen.
"He Is Risen," bass solo with choir,
Rev. Arthur V. Long.
"Glory in the Garden," soprano and
alto solo, iMiss Almeda Neith and
Mrs. Joe Vetter.
"Jesus Lives," quartet and choir,
Mrs. Bert Ramus, Mrs. F. D. Weimer,
Chas. H. Hartley and Rev. C. L.
Thomas.
"Praise Ye the Lord," final chorus
by choir.

O. D. Klein, State Chairman, Reported
Monday That 88.7% of Farmers
Contacted In Iowa Had Signed "Intention Sheets."

A total of 160,976 Iowa farm producers have signified an intention of
participating in the 1939 AAA farm,
program, O. D. Klein, state chairman,
said Monday.
He said that of the 181,371 producers contacted by local committeemen up until last week eridr 88.7
per cent has signed "intention sheets"
indicating their cooperation this year
in the farm program and AAA allotments.
The count stood at 160,976 fannpound
ers willing to participate this year
and 20,395 opposed to the program,
RAISINS—
with nearly 50,000 yet to be heard
Thompson seedless,
from.
21t
County and township committeemen made a drive last week to compackage ...... iut»
plete as much of the canvass as
possible since oats seeding and other
SWANS DOWN—
farm work now is being started and
Easter egg tints,
this is regarded as the critical time
er
P
1 Af*
in deciding the fate of the farm propackage ...... 1UC
gram
in Iowa for 1939.
NEW POTATOES—
Four counties' have completed the
Florida Red Triumphs
canvass of producers with the follow4
Kraft American or
ing percentages indicated as particiVelveeta,
pounds
pants this year:
Floyd, 85 per cent; Guthrie, 78; Ida,
i/o-lb. package.
At a meeting of the board of direcSUPER SUDS—
tors of the Anita Independent School 85> and Lvon' 88With each large pkge. District Monday evening, Supt. M. M. TYie largest percentage of particiDATES—
pating farmers in any county reportyou buy you will re- Feller, who has been the head of the ed
Sugar rolled, nut
to date is story
lower plant consisting of switchlocal
schools
the
past
year,
was
recounty with 2,232
ceive
lOc
pkge.
stuffed,
regular
1A
63
Charies Bic
rd and B rt n
I, bus structure, .cable and wire. 11 *;
Y°
* °
elected for another year at a salary reported ready to go along with the
for
only
25c
package
...
*
vC
four contracts -amounted
to MacLane are as villainous as could be
:
of $2,200. He received $2,000 for the AAA this year and only 16 opposed,
nc The
m. cost
-L. ' of
* a..'-I
'i.~ where
t.
wished, of . a. ."heavy,"
Rosei.95.
the lots
*! Clinton
..
. ..
present year. All the other teachers ! T"6 canvass of the farmers of this
mond embodies all the pathos of the
Jpower plant building will be erectis more than 90 per cent comCauliflower, Radishes, Strawberries, Asparagus, in high school and the grades were county
Negro slave, and Charles Grapewin,
6
sto be $1,900, engineer's fees are
re*-elected
for
another
year
at
their
P^*
John Qualen, Robert Gleckler and othCucumbers, Celery, Carrots, Shallots,
nated at $5,000,-and with attorpresent salaries.
j Pocahontas with 1,873 to 50, Wright
ers lend memorable support.
Lettuce,
New
Cabbage
'with 1,919 to 106, Ringgoldj 1,558 to
fees and other incidental exIn addition to the feature the proIra Gissibl was pleasantly surprised 31, and Shelby, 1,783 to 78, continue
is, it is estimated- the total cost
gram will include the regular news
Saturday evening at the home of J. F. to show heavy majorities in favor of
also the Walt Disney cartoon,
Gissibl southeast of the city when a the New Deal farm program.
of $105,000. At the
[Bollywood."
number of relatives and friends called '
election 'last fall, the council
11. • j "i, ~ ••*-••'- j. t I • Gene Autry Picture Tonight.
to help him celebrate his birthday. I Robert Nelson has again entered the
authorized tby the voters of Athe, a "
, j /
» «• i.*
t. t
*
j
x .... 1 * «/wi .<• «.•
Surrounded by a topflight cast of
I
The evening was spent playing cards, employ of the state highway commisto spend up to $111000 for IheL
and comedy favoriteSi ^
I followed by the serving of an oyster sion and for the present will work
.trucbon of the plant
I Autry'and Smiley Burnette enact their A lecture not before heard on any The Anita Literary Club is sponsor- supper. Those present were Fred at Coon Rapids.
'. four bids accepted by the counMasonic platform in Iowa will be ing a health program which will be Kuehn and family, Floyd Gissibl and
ivere the lowest received for the
background*and the resultant given at the Masonic Temple in At- given in the high school auditorium f am ji V| Lyman Wahlert and family, i
Roy Duff is confined to his home
ftruction of the municipal plant - £
m(wt thoroughl entertainX
lantic on JVIonday evening, April 10, on Thursday evening at 8:00 o'clock. Melvin Gissibl and family and Edgar with complications following an attack
la
- complete or a combination of
^ which ^ crack pair hag ap_ by Dr. P. B. Cleaves of Cherokee. The club strives to present a lecture petergen and family.
. of the flu and is under the care of
/,
, , ...
„, 'peared. The film is titled "Rhythm His subject will be "Evolution of the each year on some vital issue, the,
' the family physician.
'elve concerns had bids onfile*f
^ „ ftnd }g ^ feature
meeting always being open to the
Mr. and Mrs.' Hiram G. Hdghley, a |
Ritual."
Solon A. Earns,.town clerk, for attractkm >t fte Ria,to thia-(WednesDr. C'eaves is well known to the public. This year the services of Dr. well known Anita cpuple, celebrated, A 5-pound boy baby was born about
-ent parts of the,municipal plant.
. eveni
JMOas.ons of this state as a speaker, James P. Sharon, associate director fifty years of wedded life with a f am- 11:30 o'clock Tuesday morning to Mr.
bid on the plant complete,, Autry .g ft '
fw prettjr Peggy
and is at present Junior Grand Ward- of the venereal disease divisfon of ily dinner at their home on West and Mrs. Paul Kelly at their home
le others were for the distribution
protect her inter.
the Iowa state department of health, Main Street Sunday. Present to help in the southwest part of the city.
en of the Grand Lodge.
D,esel engines, building, and t
hen rival „„,.,,„„ attempt to
:
This is the second of a group of have been secured and he will discuss them celebrate the day and to enjoy ,
pr accessories. Besides the four^ wrest a rodeo franchise away from three important lectures being spon- the Iowa campaign against venereal a pot luck dinner were Mrs. Loren : The town council at their meeting
*ssful bidders, other concerns re- her Silver Saddle ranch. There are sored by Pymosa Lodge No. 271 at diseases.
| E. Bruce and children of Council Monday evening referred the petition
pented with bids -were LFWrbanks,
The lecture of Dr. Sharon is en- Bluffs, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Rhoads of the Iowa Electric Co., asking for
action thrills, rodeo Atlantic, and is a part of a state-wide
& Co. of Omaha, Neb; L. E.
the audience gasping series of thirty meetings arranged dorsed by local health officials and and children", Mr. and Mrs. Glen High- a special franchise election, to the
of Demote, lowu; Electric for breath> £urioua rides, and naturally, through the Masonic service com- by the Cass County Medical Associa- ley and children and Mr. and Mrs. town attorney for an opinion,
pment Co. of De8 Moines; Bush- geyeral so
tion. Preceding the talk of Dr. Sharon, Harry Haghley and daughter of Anita,;
from the inimitable Gene mittee of the Grand Lodge.
' Engine Co. of St, LouiSriMto;
d Sm51ey
The final lecture of the group will Dr. R. M. Needles of Anita, president and Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Sperry of j W. H. Wagner and wife and her
r-Beesemer Corp. of Mt. Vernon,
.
{ sister, Mrs. F. J. Patten of Adair, rebe given at Atlantic on Tuesday even- of the Cass County Medical Associa- Lewis.
po; Universal Supply & Machine
turned to their respective homes last
miniatures. One will be ing, May 16, by Dr. Theodore N. Lewis tion, will give a short talk on "Com- j
"f Tulsa,
week from the southern part of the
from the <Crime Doesn't Pay series of Sioux City, whose subject wilt be munity Health."
Work of Pittsburgh, Kan; and en
,,Money to j^.,, . LoweU "A Great Decision."
The lecture is free to the public,
United States where they had beeru
der & Johnson, Inc. of iHumboldt, ^^ magic carpet> ,,My8tic siam.»
spending the winter.
All lodges within reasonable driving and it is the desire of the Anita
«•"»• '"_'""' ™ *"•"——(
distance have been invited, and those Literary Club that a large crowd at-i
and the latest Iowa news flashes.
on the building and distriburesident Masons whose membership tend the meeting.
The April term of the Cass c o u n t y J o h n Fanner °f Moline, 111, visited
system will probably be started
If you are in the market for wall is eisewhere will also be welcome
district court opened at the court', here over the week end with hia Par'
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THE ANITA TRIBUNR

-Weekly News Analysis-

Europe
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ADVENTUROUS
AMERICANS

Few observers doubt that Adolf
Hitler's ambition is restoration of
he pre-war Hapsburg and Hohenollern empires. Most agree, also,
tiat his next step will be capture of
he Free City of Danzig (now under
League control) and the adjacent
orridor which is Poland's only outet to the Baltic sea. That GerBy
'resident's original budget, but many will get these concessions
EDITOR'S NOTE— When opinion* «r«
ossed in anyway, was a $250,000,000 without a fight is further evident
upruwd In then columns, tbtf «r« than
Elmo Scott Watson
rant for parity payments. But no ecause Danzig is already 90 per
of (&• nnr* «n«/yrt, tad not ncctasirilf
at tbt •«np«p*r.
inancing was provided, and the ent Nazi; Poland, moreover, aplouse seemed economy bent. Rath- arently recognizes her futile posiT than resort to unpopular process- ion and is ready to move into the
Defense
A Frontier Paul Revere
ing taxes the house voted against German orbit rather than join a
By LEMUEL F. PARTON
AMES WATSON WEBB was the
On January 1, 1936, Japan >arity, winning disfavor of the po- rrench-British-Russ alliance permitscrapped her 5-5-3 naval treaty with ent farm bloc and a victory for the ting Soviet troops to cross her soil. - famous editor of the New York
EW YORK.—There is an Anthony
the U. S. and Britain. Subsequently 'resident, who insists extraThough German Ambassador Courier and Enquirer who also bad
Edenish flavor about the way
an arms race started on both land budgetary needs must be met with Hans von Moltke has assured Po- a career as a politician and diploUndersecretary
of State Sumner
and sea, precipitated each time Der definite taxation. Agriculture leadmat.
But he deserves more honor
Germany in the
Fuehrer or II Duce made an ag- ers hoped the senate would restore
for a daring exploit which he per- Welles denounces
.,
a b s e n c e oi
gressive step. In the U. S., even parity; even so, an embarrassing
formed as a young man on the Illi- Our Welle* No
Secretary
Hull,
loud-mouthed congressmen were situation apparently lay ahead. With
nois frontier. The scion of an old
Flop
in
Pott
of
and
there
is
an
loathe to think of defense in. terms no money, glum dirt farmers saw
New York family, Webb ran away
of actual invasion until self-right- only one way to pay of? the governfrom home at the age of 17 and went
eous Germany swiped Czecho-Slo- ment loans on which they have
to Washington where he persuaded
vakia and Memel. Two weeks later >ledged 81,000,000 bushels of wheat,
John C. Calhoun, secretary of war, Welles himself. He is tall. He is lean,
congress got down to talking cases, ["he way: To default, making the
to give him a commission in the •le has a wee, precise mustache, and
why nobody has picked him in a
passing an unprecedented $513,188,- U. S. the world's largest wheat
army.
.
000 army appropriations bill hi jig owner.
In October, 1821, young Lieuten- best-dressed poll is a mystery. Hia
time after war talk like this hi the
ant Webb was sent to join the garri- long, big nose is perfectly cut, too,
(2) Cotton.
Another rejected
senate:
son at Fort Dearborn. In the mid- and not a hair is out of place in the
amendment
called
for
$60,000,000
"to
Oklahoma's Thomas: "Every nadle of the winter John Kinzie, the binning pompadour that roaches
domestic markets and subtion must be ready every moment develop
Indian agent at Chicago, reported jack from a domed forehead.
sidize foreign exports." This obvi. . . to defend itself."
to the commander that the Sioux
ously referred to the plan President
This is not, however, to hint
Utah's King: "The only possible Roosevelt broached a few hours earand Foxe Indians were plotting to
that the undersecretary is anydanger is from Japan, and . . . lier: To spend $15,000,000 between DANZIG AND POLISH CORRIDOR surprise and massacre the garrison
thing less than 100 per cent
Japan is beating her head against a now and August 1 by paying proNext on Hitler's list?
at Fort Snelling the next spring.
American. He was bora hi New
stone wall in China. Even if Ger- ducers $1.25 a bale (on 8,000,000
Colonel
McNeil immediately
York City 46 years or so ago.
.and of Germany's good intentions,
Dales) for releasing their govern- tfazi press notes like these sound called for volunteers to carry the
President Roosevelt's own Groment-held loan cotton for sale on suspiciously like the start of another news of the plot to Fort Armstrong
ton and Harvard shaped him,
the world market. Though the 1939 campaign:
(near Rock Island, 111.) so that word
and he is at home hi four or
crop will otherwise swell governfive clubs that insist on looking
Field Marshal Goer ing's Essener could be sent up the river to Fort
ment-held surpluses to 13,000,000 National Zeitung: "Polish attacks Snelling. Lieut. Webb offered to
up candidates hi the Doomsday
Dales, congressional economy appar- on Germans (in Pole territory) are make the journey. Accompanied by
book of the Revolution of '76.
ently won. Said Virginia's Rep. Clif- an intolerable strain on the German- a sergeant and a Pottawatomie
His church, naturally, is the
ton Woodrum: "We might as well Polish treaty of friendship—democ- guide, he set out early in February.
Episcopal church, and his home
repeal the budget and the account- racies pull the strings!" (Similar
He intended to go first to the
now is understandably hi historing act, and let pandemonium and allegations regarding German mi- post of a French trader on the
ic Maryland, where two sons
chaos reign."
'
norities preceded recent Nazi inva- Rock river and there secure a Winare no doubt also preparing for
Meanwhile, far in the future, sions in Austria, Sudetenland and nebago guide. But when he reached
Groton.
the post he found the Winnebagoes
southern cotton farmers saw relief Czecho-Slovakia.)
The .diplomatic gauntlet that he
in the revolutionary "cottonless"
Deutsche Diplomatisch-Politische holding war dances. So Webb and
cotton developed at Texas A. & M. Korrespondenz: The paper advised the sergeant cautiously circled ran to reach his present post exiollege's experimental college. Said Poles to continue collaborating with around the camp and headed tends back to 1915 and Tokyo. Betimes he has been much in South
to produce an over-large, oil-rich
ermany and not to listen to "for- toward Fort Armstrong.
seed without detracting from the eign sirens" lest the results not be
The weather was bitterly cold and America. He has been first assistgrade of the lint, the new product advantageous." The "foreign si- the two men faced the danger of ant since 1937 to Secretary Hull.
made farmers wonder if cotton rens" are obviously ^France and perishing in the raging blizzard. Bui
couldn't be raised exclusively for oil, Britain, whose failure to back up in spite of this they reached Forl
of Carl Sandburg's songs
whose price is fairly constant.
protection promises the past year Armstrong in safety. As a result oi (~\NE
v
-' runs: "I have led a quiet
will undoubtedly force Poland to their trip, the commander at Forl
Transportation
seek German mercy.
Snelling so reinforced his post thai youth, careful of my morals; I
the Indians did not dare attack and shall have an old age full of vice
SENATOR LUNDEEN
Among other things, U. S. rail. .
and quarrels."
v
a possible massacre was averted.
He favored Hitler technique.
roads blame high taxes, bad busi- Labor
Youth m D
Peace So it goes ^y
•
•
*
ness and unfair competition from
The unhappy plight of U. S.
And Quiet; Now Walter Bren
many should defeat England, I other media for their present plight. employer-employee
relations may be
A Safety-Minded
haven't the slightest idea that would Labor blames the railroads them- due either to (1) the
In Rum and Riot nan,v . making
Wagner
labor
Adventurer
endanger us."
distinguished
selves. Most people blame a mixact, or (2) American Fed- *"pHE Colorado river was referred film career playing alikable
old repIndiana's Minton: "Germany ture of geographical, economic and relations
of Labor's battle with Con- •*• to as a "mysterious monster" robates. Hollywood pegs him as the
might obtain Bermuda or part of political factors, in which every- eration
gress of Industrial organizations. until Maj. J. W. Powell made the successor to Will Rogers, and four
Canada."
body's hands are partially soiled.
an impatient school teacher, first authentic survey of its canyons Rogers pictures are being readied
Minnesota's Lnndeen: "Then let When railroading reached a crisis Like
both
congress
and the White House in 1869. It lured many daring ad- for him.
the United States seize Bermuda last autumn and congressional aid have resolved to
end this squabble, venturers to their death both before
and Britain's West Indian posses- became imperative, a flock of pana- the White House by
He is a personable young man
A. F. and after his first expedition/
sions to force payment of her war ceas arose ranging from the Hast- of L.-C. I. O. peacesponsoring
of 40, but, in "Barbary Coast,"
talks, congress
debts. Andrew Jackson set a prece- ings "postalizing" plan to the sub- by amending the Wagner
Strangely
enough,
Powell
was
"Kentucky," and such earlier
act.
dent in collecting a debt from stantial bills of Montana's Burton K.
scholar and not an adventurer by
films
as "Smilin' Guns" and
When
April
11
was
chosen
startFrance by threatening to seize Wheeler and California's Clarence ing date for senate committee hear- purpose. Even when he made his
"The
Lariat Kid," he came
French territory in this hemi- F. Lea. Both management and lasuccessful
journey
down
the
river
ings on Wagner amendments, labor it was his methodical precisenesi
through/ handsomely as a tough
sphere."
pressed then: particular cases peace talks were in full bloom. But
old-timer, and now that's his
Indiana's Minton: "That would bor
and after two months of haggling so strong are the workingman's feel- rather than engineering or navigatticket. He likes it, and, living
be adopting the technique of Hit- the issue seemed little nearer a so- ings about the proposed changes that ing ability that brought success.
these roles, becomes a sage,
ler."
The
Colorado
descends
an
average
many a peace advocate thought of more than eight feet each mile
homespun old codger given to
Having boosted army funds $52,- lution.
The latest voice is that of Joseph
might have been delayed and makes this drop by a series o:
offhand, David Harum apho987,000 over the current year's ap- B. Eastman, interstate commerce hearings
until labor's warring factions either rapids. It rages through canyons
risms. I have heard of similar
propriation, congress had next to
make up or draw swords.
occupational trends in Hollyconsider navy news from the White
perpendicular walls that often
To amend the Wagner act,' con- with
wood. He says he is growing
House. Admitting Japan's secret
tower
several
thousand
feet.
gress can pick from four sets of proold happily.
naval program was one reason,
Powell never ran into anything
posals, all opposed by C. I. O., three dangerous
President Roosevelt approved two
when he could avoid it.
He first upped himself as an oldof them submitted by coherent fac- Being a geologist
45,000-ton super super-battleships to
and not a naviga- ster by lying about his age to get
tions
with
special
interests:
cost $95,000,000 each, bigger than
tor, he beached his boat and sent in the war. Gassed in France, he
(1) By Massachusetts' Sen. David men
any yet conceived and capable o:
along the cataract walls to re- lost all his teeth and got a rasp in
I. Walsh, obviously favored by A. F. connoiter
squeezing through the Panama cana
the rapids ahead before his voice, which also helped. He
of
L.,
which
opposes
all
other
prowith two feet to spare on either side
he^attempted to descend them. Pow- raised pineapples in Guatemala,
posals:
Curtail
the
national
labor
One good reason: By showing tha
relations board's power to invalidate ell's methods were so successful made money, lost it in Los Angeles
the U. S. is able to out-arm any
union contracts; require NLRB elec- that he is one of only a few who real estate, and then crashed the
other nation, Japan might be forced
tions by craft rather than by in- ever made expeditions down the Col- films. Bora and reared in Swampback into a limitation treaty.
scott, Mass., he is a master of the
dustrial units; permit employer pe- orado without losing a single life.
Present U. S. strength includes
He traveled the Colorado from the quaint western and southwestern
titions
for
elections;
permit
appeals
15. capital ships (one nearing obGreen river in Wyoming to Virgin idiom.
in representation cases.
solescence) ranging from 27,000 to
canyon below the Grand canyon
(2) By Nebraska's Sen. Edward bringing back the first authentic in33,000 tons. Six more are authorR.
Burke,
and
supported
by
the
poized. Britain has 15 capital ships
this writer was doing a
about that natural wonder. \VHEN
T
tent, strike-weary National Associa- formation
in the same category, plus the 42,
short
turn helping build the
Although
he
was
a
professor
of
tion of Manufacturers: Require that geology at Illinois Wesleyan univer- Panama canal,
000-ton Hood and nine other boats
he fell in with
NLRB
have
representative
from
launderway. Last Japanese report
sity and had had no navigating ex- Jamaica Negro water boy, a sort oi
bor,
management
and
the
public;
(hi 1936) showed 10 capital ships,
perience before his first venture, he
outlaw deduction of union dues from designed
none over 33,000 tons, and three unboats that became models
pay envelopes; outlaw "coercion" for Colorado
der construction.
Vague rumors
river work.
Jamaica Boy', so swampers,
by
either
employers
or
unions;
essince then indicate about five new ICC'S COMMISSIONER EASTMAN
Major Powell was a paradox—a Idea of Canal
who was wortablish
code
of
"unfair
labor
pracsuper dreadnaughts of excessive tonA guiding hand?
man whose motto was
ab Ut
toe
tices" for unions as well as em- cautious
nage. Treaty or not, both Britain
canaK
being
too
-"**
°
"safety first" and yet he was one of
and the U. S. feel obligated to main- commissioner, who told the house ployers; forbid strikes unless a ma- America's greatest adventurers.
tain a 5-5-3 ratio even though the interstate commerce committee thai jority of employees approve; require
world's third largest sea power sets "the government must at least as all union officials to be U. S. citi'King' Strang
Yes bans,
the pace.
sume leadership and apply some zens; permit transfer of "unfair lahugely
form of compulsion." Whether Mr bor practice" charges from NLRB to [N 1847 James Jesse Strang—and
Eastman's will be the guiding ham federal district court.
the first two names are in the
Agriculture
remains
to be seen, but his com
(3) By Oregon's Sen. Rufus Hoi- proper order!-led a colony from
Though the house approved an ments were
least clarifying. After man: To split NLRB's duties. Ad- Voree, near LaCrosse, Wis., to the
$816,513,000 agriculture appropria- attacking theatapparent
reluctance to ministrative and investigatory pow- Beaver islands just west of Travtions bill ($499,500,000 of which is for consolidate, or co-ordinate
as "waste er would be vested in a labor rela- erse bay in Lower Michigan. There
soil conservation benefit payments) ful practices," and after refusing
to tions commissioner. Final decisions he set up a "kingdom" over which
the measure was far more signifi- recognize any benefits from greater
would be made by a nine-member he ruled with an iron hand He
cant for two exclusions:
to increase rates, the ICC labor appeals board.
was a picturesque figure with his
(1) Parity. Not included in the freedom
member outlined a few high points
(4) By Kentucky's Sen. M. M. Lo- flaming whiskers almost as red
for rail recovery:
gan, supported by the National the kingly robe he wore.
Not only aid he dispense rus own te canal for
(1) The government should give Grange and other farm groups: To
wen
concessions in taxation and relie. extend exemption of agricultural cruel brand of justice to the peonle
connection with grade crossing workers under the Wagner act to in his colony but he constantly mad*
How the wind is blowing . . . in
elimination and reconstruction o processors and packers of farm war on the Irish fishermen on the
WEALTH WESTWARD—Fleeing bridges over navigable waters.
mainland and oftejn pillaged their
produce.
a day to »5,0< '
• '
European war scares, $56,204,000
homes. Finally he became so bold ?1
(2)
Elimination
of
rate
conces
the possibly vulgar
in gold—largest consignment on
that
President
Fillmore
issued
a
sions to the government would save Miscellany
record—arrived in New York on
warrant for his arrest on a charge careers in this day
about $7,000,000 a year.
Figured, by New York's Rep. of treason for setting up an inde
the S. S. Manhattan.
(3) All important forms of trans Bruce Barton, that the stock market pendent government within the Unit
MATURING UNIONISM — In
1938, U. S. labor strikes dropped portation should receive "equal am usually gains when President Roose- ed States. For some unknown rea
50 per cent and union member- impartial regulation," preferably velt goes fishing or vacationing, usu- son he was not found guilty and re
under ICC direction.
ally falls when he goes on a speak- turned to his "kingdom."
ship hit a record high of 8,000,000.
While the house sped passage of a ing tour.
But his downfall was not lone , n
Reason given by the labor department: Transition in management- bill to facilitate voluntary rail re • Willed, by the late Chicago Jew, coming. He made a law that ail
terms, sheriff
^ y , lor K
organizations, Mr. Eastman pointe Harris Goldman, that his 32-year- women were to wear short skirt, records, we if' c° °ommissioner of
employee relationship.
c
mi
out that creation of a new reorgani old Congregational daughter will re- with baggy bloomers. When Mrs
"d comptS",
O f°™ s«oner
er of
FARM HEADACHE—More than
zation court would delay rather than ceive one-seventh of his estate (val- Thomas Bedford refused, her hn!
City.
New
York
40 per cent of the $7,632,000,000 facilitate matters. His alternative
band
wan
flogged
for
upholding
,£,
ued
at
from
$300,000
to
$500,000)
if
U. S. farm income for 1938 went
5
Give ICC charge of reorganization she marries in the Jewish faith with- refusal This was a fatal mistai
" U l n the last office in
m7 ~ —"'
for debts and taxes, agriculture
For Bedford and another nTa
duties.
in
a
year,
that
otherwise
she
will
department figures show.
. byt the
nad been flogged at ^he same time
receive only $5.
him down
EARNINGS DOWN — Standard People
• Scheduled for, congressional ap- waylaid their hated monarch and
this $35,000
Statistics company reports the
him He was taken back to die
Douglas Fairbanks, ex-movie star proval, the highly controversial gov- shot
" intrusion
net 1|W8 income of 1,898 corporaof his wounds at Voree and the n P ,
has
been
ordered
to
return
$72,18
ernmental
reorganization
bill,
comthe
tion* was 42 per cent under 1937's
Pie
of
his
"kingdom"
were
drive
refunded by the U. S. on income tax promised to remove most of last away from their island by the in fectively Tito*'the U'if Wat
—
effigure.
e
Unlte
year's objection.
payments in 1927-28-29.
d St
States
Habitants of the Michigan mainland maritime com mi "' _
« Western New*paper Union.

Congress Speeds U. S. Defense:
Okay Army Bill,Plan Big Ships
-By Joseph W. La Bine-

-

N

_MUSIC_
£L3£"AB«o

USED CAR PEALED]
'ATTENTION'
Used Car Dealers

. to WMLiBuick,
,OHs,Ponttac andvariS
lways at lowest wholesale
OP*N HVHNIN09 AKD
MURPHY AUTO SALES

Gay Fruit Motifs'

Here's ybur chance to i
to the kitchen in the simplest!
stitchery. Do the large fnull
applique or outline stitch andj|
the cross-stitch (4 and 8-to
inch) give the finishing ti
Make them for the bride-to-be I
here's fair warning, you'll wanUj
:ep them yourself! In part
3T<$tJfirwUl find a transfer]
tern:-'o£li|lirmotifs averaging*'
10 inches tod the applique patt"
pieces; color 'suggestions; matt
al requirements; illustrations • i
•titches used.
To obtain this pattern,
cents in coins to The Sewing (
cle, HflUWhold, Arts Dept,
West Mto; St., New York, N. Y.

5i2^5" SSf-Kis

Trend

--XZe^'r*

' Man's Measure
Men are respectable
toey respect—Emerson.

How Women

in their 40's
Ca« Attract Men
.

..'.-

_._ /Inrtol >• I

HEW
«« your guido to
'They bring you today • *
•bout the food you; « < ; ,
clothe, you wear, the • °
vUt «nd the home you ' lio<
Ff-W-Bi everywhere ore
out new «nd•.Interesting V
,
place to
*
thing. U

.

filled with Important
«bidl you Ifcould read.

m..^.^..^-.^-......^-.

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
33c
EASTER JELLY BIRD EGGS, pound
lOc
POWDERED SUGAR, 2 pounds
lie
CATSUP, Clover Farm, 2 8-oz. bottles
15c
COCOA, Glendale, 2-pound can
18c
SOAP, Clover Farm Complexion with wash
cloth, 4 bars
19c
CAKE FLOUR, Clover Farm, large package
20c
DILL PICKLES, Glendale, quart jar
14c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 4 packages
19c
Radishes, Lettuce, Cauliflower, Strawberries,
Carrots, New Potatoes.

SCHOOL NEWS.

are diluted at the rate of % gallon
of oil to 50 gallons of water.
Peach leaf curl was a serious disW. P. BUDD..V
Editor ease in southern Iowa last year. A
spray composed of 3 gallons of liquid
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 lime sulphur or 8 pounds of the dry
If not paid in advance
$2.00 lime sulphur to 50 gallons of water,
applied before the buds . begin to
Entered at the post office at Anita, swell, will control this disease. Care
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
must be taken to spray the peach
trees before the buds begin to swell,
THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1939.
as spraying after that time will not
control the leaf curl. disease. If San
>SPRAY *CARD SERVICE TO BE
OFFERED, AGAIN THIS YEAR Jose scale is present on the trees, the
quantity of lime sulphur must be
Spray card service will be made raised from 3 gallon to 6 "4 gallons
available again this year to all fruit per 50 gallons of water.
growers in Cass county who desire
Both red and black raspberries are
this service. Dale E. Bush, county subject to anthracnose, which is easily
agent, said that last year 40 orchard- letected this time of year by the
ists requested the service from his of- ] grayish spots on the canes. Black
fice.
raspberries are usually the most seVariations in weather conditions verely attacked.
from season to season have a direct
A spray of liquid lime sulphur at
influence on the damage likely to .he rate of 3 gallon in 50 gallons
be caused from apple scab or codling of water will control the disease, promonth, the two most destructive pests viding it is applied after the buds
of apples.
jreak and before the leaflets have
Reports on these weather conditions reached a length of % inches. Sprayand their effect on fruit diseases and ng black raspberries once will not coninsects are collected throughout the trol anthracnose, but the application
season by Iowa State college ento- of the dormant spray and the applicamologists and pathologists. This in- tion of a pre-blossom spray, plus two
formation is compiled and forwarded sprays after the fruit is harvested, will
to the county agent's office by S. W. control the disease.
Edgecomb, extension horticulturist,
Mr. Bush points out that spraying
•with suggestions as to the time and is effective only when the sprays are
method of control for the various in- applied thoroughly at the right time.
sects and diseases.
Spraying is plant insurance against
Mr. Bush advises that the following fruit disease and insect troubles.
dormant sprays be applied at this •For free spray card service, get in
time.
touch with the county agent's office.
For apples, apply a dormant spray
if scale insects are present on the
THANKS.
trunk or main limbs of the trees. A
T wish to thank all my neighbors
spray composed of 6'/4 gallons o1
lime sulphur to 50 gallons of water and friends for the many cards, letis^recommended. Dry lime sulphur ters and flowers received while a
may be used instead of the liquid, at patient at the Jones hospital.
Lewis Steele.
the* rate of 12 to 15 pounds.
Oil emulsion or miscible sprays can
Joe Vetter and wife spent Sunday
aljjp be used to control scale insects
on-, apple Jsrees. The manufacturer's with friends in Des Moines.

Tribune Publishing Co.

PETERSEN'S

Louise Nciens, Arthur Miller, MarPHONE 300
DELIVER
gery Rhoads and Jack Ruggles. 1 ne
pupils will be granted some special
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
privilege as a reward.
The fourth grade pupils are writing
APRICOTS, fancy cellophane packed, 2-lbs. . . . 30.
letters to be sent to Charles Robinson
PEACHES, evaporated, Ig. yellow muirs, 2-lbs. 29c
who is in the hospital recovering from
TOASTIES, large package. .... ..;,...
a mastoid operation. We miss Charles
very much, but we are happy that he
OATMEAL, Jack Sprat, reg. or quick, Ig. tube. .
B doing satisfactorily. The fifth grade
COOKIES,
v
\^\S\J**.M.M-*>->I fresh
** ~— fromJ ~oven,
• —» 2-lbsi.
»«v—~
* . ......... £SJc
is learning about singular and plural
ELECTRENE, giant package 59c large pkg. 30"
nowns in English.
PEACHES, PEARS, PINEAPPLJ2, Jack Sprat, '
Easter posters were made in the
fifth and sixth grades with water
O
u. f-'72
• - - .^- - - - . _ •69
3 ix
No.
2i/2 vc***u
cans
C
paints. The sixth grade reading class
SPICES, Jack Sprat, pure spices, $ caiis
dramatized "The Strider" and "The
SALTED PEANUTS, fresh packea,,l^-oz
Fire Spirit." A class magazine is
to be a project during April. An exGarden Seeds, Onion Sets and Plants at Lowest Price
hibit of 'Mexican articles is to accompany the fifth grade's geography study
of our southern neighbor.
The seventh grade finds the study ?EDERAL WOOL LOANS TO SB Homes'.' . • ,j.
"There will be no red tape nor(
of
transportation very interesting in AVAILABLE TO IOWA FARMERS
Six Weeks Tests This Week.
papers to sign in connection with t
connection
with
geography.
The
This week ends the twelve week
Government loans on wool will be making of these loans," Brady
period of the second semester. Six eighth grade is studying land measurelyailable to Iowa farmers again this dared. "If *ool is shipped in,
ments
in
Arithmetic.
weeks tests will be given on Thursday
rear, according to word just received check for the fall amount Of
afternoon and Friday of this week.
SPRING FRIES FOR EASTER
County Agent Dale E. Bush from government loan "will go out b y ,
jy
Report cards will be sent out on WedROBERTS PRODUCE
A.
V. Brady, secretary of the Iowa mail. If a grower brings in his'i.
nesday of the following week.
Sheep and Wool Growers' Association. wool, he can see the wool graded \
Miss Kathleen Prather, an instructor
Loans will be on practically the take his check back with him."
Girls Do Practice Teaching.
in the Council Bluffs schools, spent
same basis as last year, Brady said.
The Normal Training girls are do- Sunday evening with Anita friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith
ing practice teaching at various
Loans on % and (%, blood staple Sunday dinner guests the Misses 1
schools. Bernette Woods taught last
Mrs. Nellie Eneix is home from ; which includes most of the Iowa Smith and Kathryn McNerney
week at Lincoln .No. 4; Esther Rug- Eagle Grove, Iowa, where she spent wool) will be 18 cents per pound. In
lantic and Mir. and Mrs. Robert Cn
gles taught at Grant No. 6; and Mar- a few weeks with her son, Roy H. addition, the grower will retain a
of Anita.
garet Peters, Grant No. 9.
Eneix and wife.
beneficial equity in his wool and, any
advance in price obtained by the NaMiss Isabelle Biggs is one of tl»|
The fire department was called to ;ional Wool Marketing Corporation
Grade News.
37 senior Home Economics students!
We have pussy willows on display in the home of Earl S. Holton on Mars when the wool is finally sold will be at Iowa State college in Ames
the first grade room. The children Avenue about 5:30 o'clock Monday •eturned to the grower.
are doing their, "practice teachin
have learned several songs and poems afternoon to extinguish a grass fire
this spring. Thirty-seven women, t
The
wool
growers'
association
has
about them. We welcome Bonnie that had gotten out of control.
most since 1929, are supervised teaci-l
been
designated
as
the
official
agency
Christensen back to our group after
Two regular size articles for the for making these loans. In order to ers in Home Economics this quarts,!
an absence of several weeks due to
price of 1 plus Ic. Your chance to obtain a loan, a wool grower must This is necessary for a state teach-]
sickness.
The second grade is interested in double the quantity at regular prices take or ship his wool to the wool ing certificate. Miss Biggs is teach.]
story problems. They are anxious plus a few pennies. Wednesday, growers' association warehouse at Des ing in the Ames public schools.
to be able to tell whether they are Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April
to add or subtract. As the Easter 19 to 22. Bongers Bros., the Rexall
season is nearing, we are enjoying Drug Store.
I
Easter stories and poems.
The Neighborhood pinochle club me1
Cleo Plowman celebrated her birthday, March 25. She brought treats with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith at
to school for her teacher and each their home northeast of the city Satpupil in the third grade. The follow- urday evening, with Mr. and Mrs. Pete
ing pupils were winners in the health Knowlton as substitutes. Mrs. Knowl
chart contest conducted by the grade ton held high score, while Mrs. Smitl
C. F. DARROW, Manager
during the month of March: MHlo had the low score. A lunch was serve(
Buckner, Alanna Forshay, Danny Osen by the host and hostess.

Mixed Chorus Rates Superior.
At the sub-district music contest
held at Oakland Friday and Saturday,
Anita musical organizations took the
following ratings: Girls Glee Club,
good; Boys Glee Club, excellent; Mixed
Chorus, superior.
We feel very proud of these ratings
as this is the first time that our music
department has taken part in contest
work. Anita competed with six other
schools in the mixed chorus event,
and was the only school to receive
a superior rating. This rating entitles
the group to advance to the district
music contest to be held at Harlan
on April 13, 14 and 15.
The groups represented at the contest, as well as their instructor, Miss
Neith, are to be congratulated on their
very splendid work.

should be followed in the
THE ANITA TRIBUNE directions
use of these sprays. Uasually they
Pobfehed Every Thursday by the
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SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS

THE FARMERS COOP.

RUPTURE
H. L. Hoffmann, Expert, Minneapolis, Minn., will demonstrate without charge his "Perfect Retention Shields" in

;

Atlantic, Thursday, April 13

at the Park Hotel from 10 A. M. to 4 P. M. Please come early.
Evenings by appointment.
Your physician will ti\\ you about this serious condition. Any
* rupture allowed to protrude is dangerous.
My "Retention Shields" will hold your rupture under any condition
:
of exercise and work. They are sanitary waterproof and practically
indestructib'.e. Navel Ruptures and those following abdominal operations, especially solicited.
Do not wear trusses that will enlarge the opening and don't neglect
the children. Many satisfied clients in this community. No mail order.
HOME OFFICE: "
:
• 305 Lincoln Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Miller's Liquid Hog Medicine
Gives Results
COSTS 4c PER MONTH

Statistics show that out of every 100 hogs that die
from disease, about 90% of them die from Necrotic
Enteritis, Intestinal Infection, Scours, and Irritation
from worms. DONT CONFUSE OUR MEDICINE
WITH SO-CALLED remedies. There is a difference and we prove it. Miller's Liquid Hog Medicine
must give results or your money refunded.
This is the same medicine that is advertised over
KMA every week day evening.
A trial size bottle costs you only 25c. Try it today.

Roberts Produce

Anita, Iowa.
Insist on Fresh Chick Feeds
Get Roberts Feeds

New Diamond 760 In contrast, ordinary
does not break down oils fail to provide
or sludge. Hence, its long-lasting complete
action U Free-Rolling lubrication as they
... like ball bearings do break down, form
...like millions ot lit- sludge and crankcase
tl«r balls ot oil rolling residue which have no
unhampered against lubricating value . . .
each other and against which retard the rollthe metal surfaces. ing motion of the oil.

•

,Aik your Diamond D-X d««Ur to <Um' onstnt* th« principle of froe-Rolllna
k. "B»II Bearing Action*... it !i convincing,

<* ot hardest »ervice. -

money-back guarantee.
TINENt' i CORPORATION

1-F

.NOW, FARTHER THAN EVER
DIAMOND DOC PRODUCTS ARE DISTRIBUTED IN THIS TERRITORY BY:

and md

ANITA

'AHEAD OF

DE"

THE ANITA TRIBUNE^

Have Lovely
^JXEL tun-sleeved"
:drefc <I721) fa a
taiarmlng, fashion tor
parties, club meetings a
:.t«*K,It-doe, nice gnj
figure, because the bodice
ered into just enough funtfae^igh waistline £a&
summer around the
over the diaphragm.

ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
very smartest styles 0

TELUTVieM THAT WE MAC* A
MISTAKE TDDAV \NTRVINGOUT TV/O NEW ACTS WITH
ALTA AND FOUND THAT THEy
BOTH WERE A LITTLE TOO
REALISTIC. - IN FACT.THE
AUDIENCE Dlt>Air KNOVJ
JUST HOW TO TAKE THEM
— Sd HEREAFTER TWESE

HERE'S THE PLAV.tXJN ! I N
WANT VOU TO GO TO BOTH
PAPERS IN TOWN AT ONCE

AND SEE THE cny EDITORS

OR SOMC ONE IN
GNE THEM SOME" SPECIAL

copy ON THE CIRCUS ."

ACT. WATCHED THE CLOWNS
IT WONT
LON& MO^,
EU.'SKOOKIE"

— VOU

NVOSPERT^.UL

HCfiETSAKtCK
OUTOF OP.NIW
(T WASON:

ACTS SHALL BE E-LIMIMATED.
GET IT. DON ? THE OLD ALIBI
v
'oi> HHNSk• — S T U F F

_ieP wpeEtfr*By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Vincent Can Sleep Anywhere
HIVES, CARRY MY LAZY
BROTHER TO HIS ROOM- ,
TAKE ALL HIS CLOTHES\) VERY
AWAY-LEAVE HI/A /—^ WELL,
NOTHING BUT {—-^l COUNTESS
• «^
HIS PAJAMAS

[VJ**

I

f ivyv AFRAID,

/AY CREAM PUFF,
LET US SIT IN THE
PATIO WHERE THE
FLOWERS SHALL
BE THE ONLY
WITNESSES
TO OUR
LOVE

I WAS \
STICKIN' \
MISTER VINCENT,
MADAM'S ROMANCE ABOUND I
JUST TO
WILL LEAD TO
HEAD OFF
NOTHING BUT
THAT GUY
MISFORTUNE
GONZALESHO|-HUM^'

OH,
GONZALES,
AIN'T YOU
THE SWEET
ONE r-

W>>
y$

»!

1721l

SOD—the button-front
ery day wear. It has wide
ders, a flaring skirt, and
ting is all by means of
darts that draw in the
and fill out the bust. F

wH
19 Frank Jay Marker Syndicate, In*.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—'Transportation Note

V1WTATT4/V
"33 I N 6.
3>IN A

MESCAL

E

Full Recovery

B, S. L. HUNTLEY

FI-VUR!

FI-YUR!

nice "materials for this
The Patterns.
No. 1721 is designed for
36, 38, 40, 42, 44 and 46.
takes 4% yards of 39 inch
One yard ^gmg
for net
No/lB701sr designed for
36, 88. 48r42, 44 and long sleeves, size 36 reqi
yards of 39 inch material
short sleeves, 4 yards.
NewSpring-Summer Pattern
Send 15 cents for Barbara
Spring-Summer Pattern
M'^IT^ smart new frocks (or
daytime/and afternoon, wittyj
simple, carefully planned d '
If. chic, It's easy, it's <
to sew your own. Each f
includes a step-by-step i
to gujde beginners.
Send your order to TfcS
Circle Pattern Dept., "
211 W^ Wacker Dr.,
Price of patterns, 15
coins) each.

« Bell Syndlcate.-wmiswl*!

Keeping at It

Kw? FFYUR!.

MAK»K>- SETX1+4 A,
AROUNJD
YELLIlsJ

v HOVWS

FI-YUR

Perpetual pushing and i
ance put a difficulty out of o
nance, and make a seem&
possibility give way.-JeranjI
lier.
!

Tiny won't
...iflCASTOBi
Good«Id wlloH. castor oO,«lk
lipld rtondfcy to
"
waUM

oU

POP-- Robin Lets Politenesc

arcome Temptation

By J. MILLAR WATT

1— aco»p» no

YCS, I WAS/

I HOPE VOU WERE

today tor

A MAN
OPPCREb ME A
LARGE- PLATE,OF
MON&Y —

-AND I SAID.
' NO, THANK

labitUutA Sold at
I In 9M ox.

ELLOCC
<Ito Great Need Sg»J
An Worn cannot m*
headway in a
er

WHAT DID SHE MEAN

Curse of Progress
AttVS ITEM:- "/) FBM(\l-e SCHOOL. IH&T(tUC.T&R ADV/SFS <..-);'••
P/CK O I-IUSBAUD 0V MS ffE4D/fJ& " fneOe'& WHAT': <
TO HAPPEN TO THE ASPiaitja BCf/OEGPOOM
WHEfiJ H& ' 'fVJ'H

"Say, Ma, can't you tell fairy
tales?" asked Bobby, just turned
nine.
"No, son," his mamma grimly
said, "they're more in papa's line."

ro BE GLAD

TD MABPTV VOO
608, IP VOU OIDW

KEAO THO^e HORRID
WESTERN STORIES/

Of a

Thri sincere alone can i
sincerity.—Carlyle.

Careless

"Is he a reckless driver?"
"Say, when the road turns the
me way he does it's a coinci. ice."—Philadelphia Bulletin.
It Happens Too Often
r—Waiter, there's a button in
T.

W.
cal e.

"I'm
"You
vised w\.
daughters.

(ex-printer)—Typographir; it should be mutton.
mily Model
made man."
icky. I am the ref a wife and three

Sell-ConfidenM
Teacher—If you added 39 and 20,
what would you get?
Oliver—The wrong answer every
time.

BSsnasisar" £»~

h Your
Kidney!

w^
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTYVEARS AGO

Maduffs Food Market]
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

April 8, 1909.
Chas. Smither has purchased a resTHURSDAY---FRIDAV---SATUHDAY SPECIALS]
taurant in Massena, and as soon as the
invoice has been taken, will take possession.
B D. Forshay, vice president ot
the Citizens Savinps Bank, has been
confined to his home several days by
illness.
.
At the regular meeting of the Anita board of education, held Monday
evening, Ed. L. Newton was elected
AU Flavors
~4
president for the ensuing year.
On Wednesday, March 24, at the
Methodist parsonage in Atlantic, occurred the marriage of Charles Croxton and Miss Mary Hardersen, the
Large Crisp Heads
ceremony being performed by Rev.
Shenton.
•J ** M* ff Sugar Cured Fancy Tenderized
John Pine and wife of Audubon
HBIUS
% or Whole ~
county have moved to Anita from their
farm, and have taken possession of
the Frank E. Carter residence property, recently purchased from C. M. Among the selections from the Thursday evening at our
SPRING CONDITIONING SERVICE
Blakesley.
Christian Science textbook is the fol- 7:30 o'clock. Members and
Anita took two firsts in the declam-1 iowjng. "A sinner is not retormed the churcjt are invited to share i
"* • YOUR CAR is Many Standud Oil Dealers are equipped to check and
atory contest Friday evening in Adair mereiy jjy assuring him that he cannot service.
probably being slowed down by winter oil. thoroughly service your car at the ten important points
indicated below, including: 1 Radiator 2 Spark Plugs
between speakers from the Anita and be ft sinner because there is no sin.
The official board, the Sunday j
Ybur Standard Oil Dealer will drain out that 3 Crankcase 4 Transmission 3 Differential 6 GasoAdair high schools. James Carey TQ put ^own tne tilaim of sin, you board ang, the solicitors for the
dragging oil, flush the crankcase and refill line 7 Battery 8 Chassis Lubrication 9 Tires IO Lights.
won first in the dramatic division and mugt detect ;t) remove the mask, point Acre program will meet 'Monday e
with fresh, sturdy Iso-Vj»—Standard's preWhen all of this is done you'll have a car that performs
Henry Dieatrick first in humorous. Qut the illusion, and thus get the ing; April 10, at the church
mium quality motor oil. Iso-Vis is the leader "like a million dollars" at very low cost. Stop in today.
Lester Corlett, a former resident ^ victory over sin and so prove its o'clock. Be sure and plan to
of the Standard Oil line, by a strong margin.
of
Anita, was recently married to a junreality ( p . 447).
4 F I N I MOTOR OILS
Moderately priced, it is an outstanding
most
worthy young lady at Broken j
NOTICE OP APPOINTMENT |
BO-VIS in cans 30c a qt.* QUAKER STATE in cans 35c a qt.1
Bow,
Neb.,
and we learn that h e h a s j
value. Give your engine the easy action
ADMINISTRATOR.
-inbolk25caqt.« STANOUND . , . in bulk 15c a qt.«
engaged in business for himself, all
and full protection of this long-lasting oil. POUHNIinbulk20caqt.* (Prevailing dc»lcr prices. )*?
LVTjiERAN MISSION AT
of which will be good news to his
In the District Court of the State J
I. O. O. F. HALL.
many friends in Anita.
I.
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. George j
In the Matter of the Estate of Adi
W. Preston accidently fell backwards
Calkins, Deceased.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
one day last week from a chair, strik- Divine worship at 10:30 a. m.
To Whom. It May Concern:
ing his head on the floor, and immed- Confirmation class meets every. WedNotice is hereby given that
iately went into spasms. A doctor was nesday and Friday afternoon.
undersigned has been appointed i
Miss Mary Forshay of Des Moines
The 'Misses Freda and Jane Scholl
A. A. Armentrout, forrrer Anita summoned, and we are pleased to re-1 Adult Confirmati0n class meeting has qualified as Administrator of (
was a week end visitor in the city of Stuart were Sunday guests of their farmer but now living near Atlantic, port that his condition is much im-1 every Monday evening at 8:00 o'clock. Estate of Adelia Calkins, late of (
proved.
Ladies aid will meet at the home of County, Iowa, deceased. All
with her grandparents, B. D. Forshay mother, Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl.
entered the Jones hospital in Atin any manner indebted to saidi
Mrs. Anker Sams on Thursday
and wife.
lantic Saturday as a medical patient.
ceased or her estate will make •
Attorney Earl S. Holton returned
noon
at
2:30
o'clock.
•f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
Leland Brown was home from his home Sunday from a business trip to
Art Riley, wife and daughter, Mar- f Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. + There will be special services Friday ment to the undersigned; and
school work in Des Moines to spend Newcastle, Wyo. He was accompanied jorie, Mrs. Anna Sankey, and Miss
evening at 8:00 o'clock. A girls' sex- having claims against said d«
the week end with his parents, James on the trip by Mrs. Holton and Dr. Doris Sankey, all from LuVerne, Iowa, • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f tette from Immanual Lutheran church or her estate will present them i
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
T. Brown and wife.
and 'Mrs. R. C. Bailey of Atlantic.
manner and form as by law:
visited in the city Saturday night and Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, of Adair will
quired,
for allowance and payment]
Sunday with Bert C. Ramus and wife. superintendent.
Dated
this 4th. day of April, A. I
Mr. Riley is an uncle and Mrs. Sankey
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
1939.
METHODIST CHURCH
the grandmother of the local man.
On Easter Sunday, as we commemPercy W. Calkins,']
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
orate the resurrection of our Lord,
V
Administrator of said e
At her home on Maple Street last shall we plan to attend the morning
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Flora V. worship service.
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold By Hobart E. Newton,
Stone entertained the members of the
Attorney for said Estate.
ThVunion "services Wednesday ev- j McDermott, Superintendent,
Quilt club. The ladies spent the af- ening will be held at the Church o f ! Church worship at 11:00 a. m. Specternoon doing their own handwork. Christ with Rev. C. L. Thomas as! ial Easter service with Easter music
Ross Warner, farmer
If your roof leaks, you may arrange for a new
Late in the afternoon a lunch was speaker, and on Friday evening at SUng by Mrs> Russel Adams and Miss miles southeast of Anita, isi
served by the hostess.
the Methodist church with Rev. Thos.' Almeda Neith- and a chorus from the quite ill with kidney trouble.
one which is leak proof, and pay for it out of your
B. Dixon as speaker.
\ P rimar y department of the Church
Miss
Lois
Duthie,
a
daughter
of
income.
The missionary society will meet at SchooL Sermon by the pastor on
The story is told of a
V. J. Duthie, has been elected vice 2:30 o'clock Friday afternoon at the I "Conce™ing Immortality."
er,
after having a medical ex
president of the Home Economics club home of Mrs. B. D. Forshay, with! Sunrise Service Easter Sunday in her room, wrote the followingn
mornin
at
6:3
at Iowa State college in Ames. She Mrs. Raymond Lantz as leader. This
S
° o'clock, in charge of to the parents of a certain little b
will be installed into office April 18. will be our thank offering meeting. the vounS People. After a half hour's "Your little boy, Charles, shows»
At the present time the Iowa State
The ladies will meet to quilt Thurs- idevotional period, breakfast will be of astigmatism. Will you please i
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Home Economics club is the largest day, and will serve a 15c dinner at served in the basement of the church, vestigate, and take steps to
college club of its kind in the United noon.
Family Day was commemorated in it." She received a note in reply 8
No Charge For an Estimate of Your Job.
States. It has more than 1,080 memThursday evening, at 7:30 o'clock our churcn on Palm Sunday. Over 55 ing, "I don't understand exactly i
bers.
promptly, we will observe Holy Com- families were represented. ..Mr. and, CharleS has been doing, but I
munion. This service will only be a Mrs' Andrew Wiegand were the oldest wholloped hint tonight, and you
half hour in length and will give the couPle Present. They have been mar- lup him tomorrow, and that ought \
people ample time to attend the lee- ried. 64 vears- Mr- Wiegand will be help some."
ture at the high school auditorium, j87 in Mav and Mrs- Wiegand is 86.
Let's remember our Easter sacri- Three couPles were present who had
ficial offering that will be received been married less than a year,
during the Easter morning worship ' Union Holy Week services are being
service.
| held this week by the Church of Christ,
the
FOR SALE:—Tally cards, 2 for'
-—;—;—
j
Congregational church and the'
A A A
:
, Methodist church.
Tribune office, Anita.
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + ! Holy Communion will be celebrated
HELLO [FOLKS! R«al ba
+
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
-f i
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +'
in started chicks at reduced
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
i
at the Anita iatchery, Anita,
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock, i
'FOR SAjf!:— White Oak
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m. j
Oak
posts, well seasoned. C
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
Topic for morning worship will be,'
If your calves are scouring,
FOR SAL^:—Good corn pi"
UP I
"The Second Kingship," or the "Signif- iUse Watkins Liniment according
Anna Benton, Anita.
icance
of
the
Resurrection."
In
the
evto the directions I'll give you
Th« biggest selling 1939 model car In America—and more than
Dance at tins :K. P. hall m
ening the sermon will be, "How We
when I call.
that—the biggest selling car for seven out of the last eight years I
on Friday evening, April 7, «
Obtain Salvation."
i
For over 70 years, this grand
music of Al Binder and His Orche.
Everyone should attend God's house '
product has been a family standApril 9 in commemoration of our Lord's
by because of its many uses,
Thursday - Friday resurrection.
This day proved the
such as treating colic and bloat
Cinnamon Roll5
spiritual kingship of Jesus. If you do
m stock, and for human use in
18c a Dozen
not belong to any church, don't stay
reducing the pA, of simple
Anita JBalcery
at home, but pick out one of your
aches, strains and bruises Keep
choosing and attend.
tw« bottles on hand all of the
FOR SALE:—Small pia«>' C"°
It's faster on, the getaway . . . It's better on the hills . . . and a
The ladies aid will meet a the
een ih'Anita. Only $69 left to pay.^
time one for the house and one
much better all-round performer . . . than other cars In Its field.
j church all day Wednesday.
for the barn.
tinue the payments. Also have f
I'll be calling on you soon with
piano. Only otfl 4 months. Write
a complete line of the famous
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+
Watkins products, including barSPRING FRIES FOR
gain* on needed items which will
1
ROBERTS PRODUCE
"Are Sin, Disease, and Death Rear"
save money f o r you . w
,.
j will be the subject of the Lesson-Ser
my call. It will pay you
BABY CHICKS—Hatching
bcluilv* Vacuum O«ar*hMt • ttew A*re-Str*an Styling, N«w Bodl.i by Flthar •
"ion in all Churches of Christ, Sdi-n
to I
Longer Kldlng-BaM • Ch«vroUf• tamou* V<dv«-ln-H»ad Six • Perfected Hydraulic Brakci
a week. Don't forget where
list, on Sunday, April 9.
EARL GARRETT
• N«w "Observation Car" VUlMlty • Perfected Knee-Action tiding System with Improved
BETTER chicks. Rasmussen*
The Golden Text is from E x u ( , u g
"•W.TUuSL
AUantic,Iow.
fhodtproof Steering (Available on Master Do luxe moaeb only) • Tiptoe-Marie Clutch.
ery, Anita, Iowa, of course.
15:2«, "I am the Lord that
thee."
"'"•'""
60c bays 600 sheets of typ
The Lesson-Sermon comprise ,,„„
paper,
Bice 8%xll inches, at
tations from the Bible and fro,,, , he
one
Christian Science textbook "Sen
and Health with Key to [he S,,••''*
HELLO POLKS! Brine >° u ,
tures"
by
Mary
Baker
Eddy
fpr-custom hatching t(\ Lie'
Dollar for dollar, feature for feature, car for car, It, gives you
One of the Bible citations ,.,. a(is .
(Hatchery
Wednesday. uv'
' more for your money than any other car In Its price
STOCK REMOVED
Know ye not, that to who,,, ve
duced rates.
range—thanks to Chevrolet's volume leadership.
> MHIUL MtMl VU.UI
yield yourselves servants to oU y h | .
FOR SALE OR
servants ye are to whom yu '", |
PHONE 400 ANITA
jD«Luxe Qhevrolet coupe
whether of sin unto death h"""f
"* P AY THE CHARGES
Condition; 1982 Chevrolet
obedience unto righteousness''
trunk; 1980 Chevrolet f
now being made free f r o m s j,,
ANITA RENDERING
Evenings and Sundays.
become servants to God, ye |, UVl .
ANITA, IOWA
PHONE 244
4 W. Shaffer & Son, Anita,
fruit unto holiness, and the I.M||
Harper Dor:'ae y- Man;
ager
lasting life" (Romans 0:16, •••',
WANTEDt'-Your dead
Ph. 184 A»lt»-we pay

Butter

No 1

- ET ry

Bananas

24c

Marshmallows

17C
15c

Radishes

10c

27c

-ovui,
\\

Turner's Standard Station

C. C. Heckman-Tank Wagon

Your Bedroom Is No Place For
a Cold Shower

ROBERT SCOTT

The only
low-priced car combining

All Thats Best at Lowest Cost"

IN SALES

Calves Scouring

IN

IN VALUE

DEAD
FREE

O. W. SHAFFER & SON
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Weekly News Analysis

17. S. Survey Seeks Explanation
For Small Business Ailments
-By Joseph W. La Bine
EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions *re
•ipressed in these columns, they ire those
ol tae new* antlytt, and not necetstnly
at the newip*per.

Business
Most of America's 4,000,000 small
business men nowadays make little
profit, can raise little capital, cannot widen their markets nor improve their competitive positions.
[Whatever the cause, the problem is
so' serious that an even half-dozen
credit-loosening measures are now
pending in congress. Realizing that
unscientific action would be blind
staggering, Harry Hopkins' revitalized commerce department recently asked amendment of one such
measure to direct it "particularly
to the vital needs of small business enterprises" and provide research facilities.
The earliest step in this direction
started last fall when Wyoming's
Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney began
surveying U. S. business development with a $500,000 appropriation
and his so-called "monopoly" committee. Thus far successful in finding business' pulse, the O'Mahoney
committee has been given another
$600,000 to find what's wrong with
the pulse.
Announced simultaneously by Securities and Exchange Commission-

SEC'S JEROME FRANK
(yMahoney funds, Jaycee probers.

ions committee which is headed by
Virginia's Carter Glass and has a
onservative majority. Chief nonDartisan question mark is whether
tate and municipal relief setups
may not handle relief funds so
amateurishly as to force an evenual return to closer federal supervision. Another question mark: If
ongress supervises relief allocaions by states, will pork-barrelling
esult?

Europe
Since Memel fell to Germany,
Europe's four great powers have en;aged in unprecedented diplomatic
warfare. The French-British drive
to encircle Italy and Germany
with arms, thus preventing further
aggression. Italo-German counternove is to thwart encirclement. So
lighly perfected is this warfare that
Trance and England have marked
off their sectors of activity, London
working with Poland and Russia in
he north, Paris with Rumania, the
Balkans and Turkey in the south.
North Europe. Poland is the key
nation in Britain's campaign,
:hough Russian adherence to a Stop
rlitler bloc is far more vital to the
British cause. But' Poland will not
allow Soviet troops to cross her soil,
which means that Russia cannot aid
the anti-aggression bloc until Hitler
swallows more territory and
reaches Russia's frontier.
Traditionally a fence-straddler,
Poland has signed a mutual defense
xeaty with England only after makng important reservations. With a
;hird of her border already facing
5ermany, Poland gains new hostile
frontiers if the three Baltic states
(Lithuania, Latvia and Esthonia)
accept Hitler's "protection." Moreover, Poland's friendship with Hungary is threatened because that nation refuses to burn her fingers on
a Stop Hitler drive. Rumania, the
only remaining neighbor, has agreed
to make the Polish-Rumanian military pact operative- against Germany as well as Russia, but Rumania is too far away and too completely under Germany's economic
thumb to offer much help. Thus
Poland's fence-straddling can be
appreciated, especially since the
mild defensive gestures she has
made thus far have been enough to
make Germany threaten to denounce the 1934 Nazi-Polish friendship pact.
Sooth Europe. Of the Balkan
states, only Rumania has received
attention from both France and
Britain. The latter nation has offered help in event of German aggression, while France chimed in
with an important trade treaty.
Main French efforts have been
aimed at solidification of Jugoslavia,
Greece and Turkey into an antiItalian Balkan bloc. Bargaining
was started with Turkey to keep
open the strategic Dardanelles and

Spain
Though recognition by the United
States again placed Gen. Francisco
Franco's Spain in the good graces
of international society (all other major powers had previously recognized the Nationalist government)
the war-torn Iberian peninsula still
faces a tremendous task. Franco's
sole ineffectual international gesture
as a European power has been to
join Germany, Italy and Japan in
the anti-Communist pact. Having
thus shown European democracies
his heels, the tired generalissimo
could turn to more pressing internal
problems. Among them:
Order. Though Spain needs manpower to rebuild, many moons will
pass before unemployment will be
solved. Still breathing in their second wind after 32 months of war,
discharged Spanish soldiers will not
readily bow to anything less than
military law. Franco's answer is
expected to be a 1,000,000-man army
until early 194d.
Health.
Substantiated reports
from Madrid tell of a scurvy-like
disease sweeping former Loyalist

ADVENTUROUS
AMERICANS
By

Elmo Scott Watson

territory, caused by, lack of fresh
fruits, vegetables and milk. Its medicine chest emptied, short of bandages, iodine, salves and medicines,
Spain has sent hurry-up orders to
cope with the sorriest physical plight
an enlightened nation has suffered
in modern tunes.
Housing. Though intent on restoring shell-pocked Catholic churches
hi Madrid and other former frontier
points, Franco faces a far greater
carpentry job in placing roofs over
several hundred thousand ex-Madrilenos who fled the capitol in war,
returning in peace to find their metropolis a shambles.
Revenge. Most Loyalist leaders
like Gen. Jose Miaja fled Spain after
hoisting the white flag of surrender.
Two notable exceptions were Gen.
Segismundo Casado, war minister
of the defense council, and Julian
Besteiro, a moderate Republican
who took no active part hi the war
except to'supervise feeding women
and children during Madrid's twoyear siege. Humanitarian or not,
Senor Besteiro was arrested and
court martialed along with General
Casado.
, Finance. Before the war Spain's
gold reserve of $740,000,000 was exceeded only by the U. S., Britain
and France. Also on hand were vast
hoards of silver. By April, 1938, the
U. S. federal reserve bulletin reported Spanish gold had dropped to
$525,000,000, and by this month as
General Franco entered Madrid, nobody apparently knew where any
Spanish gold might be. One vague
hint was that Marino Gamboa, a rich
Loyalist-sympathizing Filipino, had
moved most of it to Mexico and
thereby insured the solvency of Loyalist refugees. Meanwhile Nationalist Spain held an empty bag.
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* Deanna Stays Deanna

if Bouquets for McCarey
if Clothes Make the Guide
By Virginia Vale
'
EANNA DURBIN seems,

D

to be the current heroine

of moviedom, because of her
performance

in

"Three Smart Girls Grow
Up." A lot of people who
N 1821 Capt. William Becknell set liked "Three Smart Girls"
out from Franklin, Mo, with four were pretty sure that they
companions to trade with the Co- wouldn't like this sequel; sequels
ans. Near the moun- have a way of being disappointing,
manche Indians.
ftey met a party of Mexicans especially in the movies.
who told them of Mexico's success- Then along came Universal with
ful revolt against Spain and invited the announcement that in this one
them
come
Santa— Fe to trade.
their money-making little star
U1CIU to
IU u
u i i n . to
-« ~
,,
Although Becknell had only a small turned glamorous. That made evamount of merchandise, he disposed erything much worse. If Deanna
of it at a great profit. So when he was going in for slinky gowns and
returned to Missouri, he had no diffi- false eyelashes even the critics who
culty in getting Franklin citizens to had always liked her were going to
invest more than $5,000 in another use barbed adjectives, and urge
their readers to stay far, far »way
trading venture.

JULIAN BESTEIRO

1

DisM^ttve Initials
Ditcher

Star Dust

excellent

'A humanitarian wot court-martialed.

er Jerome M. Frank is an SECsponsored survey to be conducted
with O'Mahoney funds by 561 chapters of the U. S. junior chamber o;
commerce. SEC will "drench itsell
with facts" on such problems as (1)
needs of small business for capita
financing; (2) sources of capital and
various financial channels through
which small business may obtair
financing; (3) factors which prevent
small business from obtaining capital.
While "Jaycees" got their survey
underway, SEC was already working on a dozen special surveys
Among them: Omaha, to find problems of local industry in prairie
JUGOSLAVIA
states, where business has been af
fected by droughts; Birmingham
where southern industrial development possibilities will be studied
Fall Riyer, Mass., a typical New
England region where business has
been lost via depression and in
creased competition from other sec
tions; Denver, a typical mountain
state section; Detroit-Toledo, a typGREECE
ical area with high degree of busi
ness activity.
Fifty-mile Strait of
Quickly dismissed by Mr. Fran]
Otranto where Italy could
was the possibility that his SEC
bottle up Jugoslavia's
might be to blame, since registra
outlet to Mediterranean
tion requirements for small securiif she controlled Albania.
ties issues were liberalized a year
ago with no resultant increase in
securities borrowing by small business. Starting out without any
ITALY'S COUNTER MOVE
"preconceived ideas," investigators
Who bosses the Mediterranean?
i
will not try to pin responsibility on
banks or anyone else until the eight- Bosphorus so that French-British
week probe is completed and find- warships could protect Rumania in
the Black sea. In exchange, France
ings tabulated.
was reported willing to give Turkey a 10,000-square-mile district in
Relief
Alexandretta, Syria.
Growing with other anti-adminisBut Italy replied quickly by
tration congressional sentiment has threatening seizure of King Zog's
been resentment against relief ex- tiny Albania, which would give him
penditures.
President Roosevelt a key foothold on the Balkan peninwas warned last December that he sula. Controlling the narrow Strait
might expect an investigation this of Otranto (see map), Italy could
session. Though economizing legis- block Yugoslavia's outlet to the
lators agreed to vote deficiency Mediterranean, a threat which bid
funds (to last.until July 1) before fair to explode France's plans. At
tearing WPA apart, they lopped the same time Italian and German
$150,000,000 off the original $875,000,- troops moved steadily into African
000 deficiency request. When the Libya in anticipation of a drive
White House asked that the cut be against Tunisia. When all was said
restored, rebellion had reached such and done, it was questionable whethheights that Mr. Roosevelt was er France still controlled the Medilucky to get $100,000,000 of it.
terranean.
Thus freed to tackle WPA itself,
Recapitulation. After three weeks
a 12-man relief sub-committee went of "encirclement" d i p l o m a c y ,
to work under Virginia's economiz- France and Britain have still to
ing Rep. Clifton A. Woodrum. Fa- catch their biggest and most vital
vorite among suggested remedies fish, Russia, and have gained halfoffered the eight Democrats and hearted military agreements with
four Republicans is a measure pro- only three nations, Turkey, Poland
posed by Mr. Woodrum himself, to and Rumania. In a pinch any of
turn relief administration over to them might collapse.
states and municipalities, the U. S.
to concern itself chiefly with allo- Miscellany
cating funds. Aimed partly to wipe
Total U. S. expenditures for the
out WPA's huge field organization,
the bill would also knock $500,000,000 fiscal year's first nine months ($8,from President Roosevelt's budget 764,353,436) exceeded income <$4,estimate 0* $1,734,000,000 for relief 390,177,312) by $2,374,176,124.
• Ninety-five per cent of the voters
during the 1939-40 fiscal year.
If reported favorably and ap- in Europe's tiny Liechtenstein (popproved by the house, Mr. Wood- ulation, 12,000) have signed a prirum's measure will get a warm wel- vately circulated declaration recome from the senate appropria- jecting union with Germany.

j\';, • •

'Father' of the Santa
Fe Trail

Accompanied by a party of d"
men, Becknell set out for Santa Fe
the next spring. When the caravan reached the Caches on the
Upper Arkansas, he made a momentous decision. Instead of continuing up the Arkansas into what is
now Colorado, then going south by
way of Taos, he decided to attempt
a short cut. It would take him
through an unexplored country but
it would avoid the long and circuitous mountain route of his first trip.
Counting on finding springs or
streams along the route, the party
took only a two days' supply of water. At the end of that time they
were in a desert country, suffering
the tortures of thirst. In their extremity they first killed their dogs
to drink their blood, then cut off
their mules' ears for the same purpose.
Near the Cimarron river they discovered an old buffalo bull. They
killed him and drank the water from
his stomach. By this time Becknell
had enough of the "short cut."
He led his party north until they
struck the Arkansas and, following
that stream, arrived at last at Taos.
Despite their failure, the route
which Becknell had tried later became a favorite one for many trading parties and he is remembered
as the "father" of the Santa Fe
trail.

People
Killed, in an automobile accident,
27-year-old King Ghazi I of Iraq,
succeeded same day by his threeyear-old son, Crown Prince Feisal.
• Introduced, by the duchess of
Windsor to Parisian society, the
"peeping petticoat," whereby several inches of white flounce show at
the bottom of dresses.
• Released, on $35,000 bail pending
an appeal, New York's Racket Fixer
James J. Hines, recently convicted
of conspiracy in the late Dutch
Schultz's policy ring.

DEANNA DUBBIN
from theaters where those three particular smart girls grew up.
But along came the picture, and
there has been dancing in the
streets. The picture is swell, and
Deanna isn't "glamorous," she's
just herself. It's a picture that everybody ought to see.

Pattern 1947
Being personal is the distind
thing with linens and personal.
cessoriea today. These alpha
mainly 'in lazy-daisy stitch
most effective in black or g
and a color or in two shadesi dJ
color. You'll want to put
everything! They're so qu
embroidered even that you™
of twelve Would enjoy doing i
Pattern 1&7 contains a trani
pattern of two 2V4-inch and t
1%-inch alphabets; directions!
placing initials; illustrations
stitches.
Send 1$ cents in coins for <
pattern to \ The Sewing Cir
Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth i
tme. New York, N. Y.
Please write your name,
dress and pattern number pig

CASTOR on
TO
U't news whin, by a new and rm]
lutionary process, that old
medicine, color oil, U now mad»a»|
tuaUV odwitM. tasteless and i
to tote. Kellogg/s Perfected Ta
Castor Oil—<he tame of this n«w*'|
and purest of castor oils—sold hi
refinery-sealed 3t& o*. bottlei at d I
druggists. Palatable, .full-strengii, A]
Relent, always fresh. Insist on UI
logg's Perfected —accept M »|
called "tasteless" substitute.
Kellogg's Perfected handy-onlrtfl
a bottle, bull'what a dillerena 11
Duality! Approved by Good HM> I
keeping Bureau. •••

Our hero this time is Leo McCarey,
director-producer, who also die
The First Land Agent
a turn as writer for "Love Affair.'
A FTER the Revolution, New The picture is one of the best that
** York, disregarding the right of has come out of Hollywood in a long
the Iroquois Indians to the land long time. When you see it, you
south of Lake Ontario, ceded 6,000,- might pause and think of how very
000 acres to Massachusetts who bad it might have been, were it not
promptly disposed of these lands so expertly done. With a couple o
to Oliver Phelps and Nathaniel Gor- not very good actors in the roles
ham, for a million dollars.
played by Irene Dunne and Charles
In 1786 Phelps left Massachusetts Boyer, with a run-of-the-mill direcSinews of Virtue
with a party to explore the vast ter- tor, it could easily have been a B
Good company and go
ritory which he had acquired. After picture.
are the very sinews olr
a 130-mile trip through what was Several bouquets should go to Me course
tue.—Izaak
Walton.
then a wilderness, he reached the Carey for his work on the writing
shores of Canandaigua lake where end also. His movie career begat
he called the Iroquois to a council. with writing, yon know. Hal Road
For two days the negotiations pro-- suggested that he become an actor
ceeded smoothly. Then the great and he replied that he'd rather beSeneca orator, Red Jacket, arose. come a writer. Within six months
He recalled the sufferings of his he was a studio executive; then he
dwnrt to yont
people during the Revolution, and directed Laurel and Hardy and those
V yow Hem* we on
stirred his auditors up to such a Charlie Chase comedies (or five
fury that the little group of white years, and in 1936 he directed "Hagmen began to fear for their lives. gles of Red Gap" for Paramount
Fortunately for them, another and was all set for big tilings.
chief named Farmer's Brother halt- "Love Affair" was developed out
ed the council until their passions of an idea of his, with Miss Dunne
died down and the next day a satis- and Boyer in mind for the picture.
factory treaty was concluded. Then Don't miss it!
Phelps began surveying his land
Compound*
into tracts, called ranges, and subdividing these into townships six If you liked "The Citadel" you'll
miles square. Thus he became the be glad to know that "Vigil in the
Tranquil Mind
pioneer in the system of land sur- Night," by the same author, has
been bought as a starring vehicle
We think a happy Ufe COB
veying used in this country.
In 1789 he achieved another dis- for Carole Lombard. A romantic in tranquility of mind.—L
tinction. He opened a land office drama, it tells of the love and sacin Canandaigua, said to have been rifices of a young woman who wants
the first in this country for the sale to save her sister, a student nurse,
of forest lands to settlers, and thus from the results of
moment of
carelessness which leads to the
helped settle western New York
» • *
death of a hospital patient.

a

Adventure After Death

VICTOR TREVTTT was a native Jack Berch, one of NBC's handof New Hampshire, who at the some young baritones, recently disage of 14 ran away from home and covered that clothes are more imbecame a printer in Chillicothe, portant than he thought. With sumINSECTS
Ohio. By the time he was 20 he
had been in the army and had many
FRUIlH
close calls in the Mexican war
He emigrated to Oregon Citv
Politics
Ore., in 1854, became territorial n HA,was on U* way through 'the
fll st floor
:corridors to the elevators
Since Mrs. Harry Hopkins died printer, newspaper man and
two years ago, motherless Diana,
aged seven, has been cared for
Th« Lie Smothered
by her father and by President and
Dalles City and opened a tavern
Truth 'tramples on the
Mrs. Roosevelt. Father Hopkins to
catered to prospectors As the
on water.—Cervantes.
has bounced about the U. S. for that
town
he opened two more tav
years, coming from New York to erns. grew,
Soon he was one of its lead
become what Republicans call mg citizens
and was sent to th P
"crown prince" of the administra- state capital to
serve as senator
tion, first as WPA director and later
When he returned to Dalles Citv
as secretary of commerce. With- he found that the free spending era
out home roots, Mr. Hopkins began was over and his taverns were
rummaging for some in February longer profitable. This led him tn
when he went speechmaking in his gambling at which he made a con There she
°" **
native Iowa, a gesture critics siderable fortune. He died on Jan
thought might be a bid for the 1940 uary 23, 1883, but this was only „,«
presidential nomination.
start of another adventure.
Hence the press was skeptical
He had made arrangements to hP
when he announced his home ad- buried
on Memaloose island th
ior the summer
dress would henceforth be Grinnell, burying ground for one of the n'eieh could be listed
"Turn about is
Iowa, where he had just been boring Indian tribes. Burial i n fh n fair play." „1
named a director of Grinnell col- same ground with a white man was Whiteman. ley once replaced Paul
lege. The Hopkins explanation: He considered "bad medicine" bv th!
was motivated only by a desire to Indians. The day after Treviu
ODDS
establish a home for Diana.
was buried there, all who had rela
If a political significance can in- lives in the Memaloose graveyard "Live,
deed be attached to the move, it is .lug them up and buried them on the Cory Coo,
that Mr. Hopkins would stand a con- mainland. Today, amid the scat
siderably better chance of winning lered bones of Indians who have no ' Hurricane" j
<"»<* Jon Halt,
the 1940 nomination as an lowan Jescendants to remove them th "Canal Zone"
/vifar to*«*«r fa
pp
«« O'Brien will
than as a resident of New York,
where his political following is nil.

tailor s

'
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Mrs. R. N. Bissell spent the week
end in Fernald, Iowa, with her son,
Olin Bissell and wife.

GET

'Come in and see our large line of
wall paper. Some priced as low as
6%c per roll. Chester A. Long, tf

FACTS AND FUN
(By Tillie)

ANITA
R1ALTO THEATRE

About this time each year, the boss
Joe Vetter, local insurance agent, and I go 'round and 'round and get
attended € district meeting of Hlawk- nowhere discussing the subject of
eye insurance agents in Red Oak last buying baby chicks.
The boss claims there's no profit
Friday.
in raising chickens . '. , he insists an
A son weighing 6 pounds and 9% old hen does nothing but eat tier head
ounces was born early last Thursday off and that if a flock of hens are kept
i
morning at 'the Atlantic hospital to over winter, and if an accurate feed
cost is kept, the returns from the
Mr. and Mrs. William Claussen.
eggs' can't possibly pay for the cost
Mrs. Isabelle Dougherty returned of the feed.
I say emphatically, it does pay to
to her home in Anita Sunday from
THE SINGING COWBOY IN
^
ibl.,
Meadville, Pa., where she had been raise a flock of chicks . . . not too
spending the winter with her daugh- many, because it does not pay to .crowd
ter, Mrs. Marian Horton and family. poultry, and too, we often find the
While gone Mrs. Dougherty spent a average poultry house a sadly neglectAlso 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment
couple of weeks in Olean, N. Y., with ed building.
B£TwSfc«d /°*
We
keep
farm
accounts
at
our
Mrs. Louise Trumbull McKay and
I CHICK STARTING
home but for some reason, taking an
family.
FEEDS
hour or so off at the end of each
"!*'•.
The members of the LANB dinner year to accurately check up on the
and bridge club enjoyed a 7:00 o'clock cost of feeding the hens and figuring
covered dish dinner last Thursday ev- the returns from the eggs, cockerels
ening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. and culls, seems such a waste of time
Walter F. Budd on East Main Street* to the bookkeeper of the family, who
& fc DARftOW, Manager
Other guests were Mrs. Beulah Long insists the figures would^all be in the
Martin and Miss Lucille Buchanan. red. True, it is impossible to estiThe evening was spent playing bridge, mate the feed the hens devour when
at which high scores were held by they live off the corn pile or eat with
PRING FRIES FOR EASTER
Mrs. Emma Broendel has returned Mrs. M. M. Burkhart and Lester Scholl the hogs, but the number of eggs the
ROBERTS PRODUCE
to her home, in Newhall, Iowa, after and traveling prizes were won by Mrs. average farm family Uses in a year
a pleasant visit in the city with her Chester A. Long and Mr. Burkhart. would be astounding if they were
an) Dean is the name of a daughter, Mrs. Albert Secress and
enumerated, and if the eggs used are
(pound boy baby, born last Ttturs- husband.
The Merry Meeters bridge club of not counted, it is impossible to put a
morning at the. Laraen hospital
Wiota were guests last Thursday af- value on them. So I've always considerlair to Mr. and fflfirs. Glen (Jake)
L. K. Nichols, a general 'igent'for ternoon of (Mrs. Mike Woodall at her ed the eggs used for home consumption
plom. He is the third child in the the Central Life Assurance Associa- home in Anita. Besides the members, would balance the cost of the feed the
• and the first boy.
tion of Des Moines, will have his there was one guest, Mrs. Harold hens eat away from the poultry house j
office at the Fbrshay Loan and In- Simon. At the bridge session, Mrs. feeders.
| penny wise. Visit the Rexall surance Agency.
A couple of years ago, after one of
Harry Bornholdt held high score and
Store during their ORIGINAL
also won the traveling prize, Mrs. Emil our usual discussions, the year's acFrom 250 bargains purchase Mrs. Ella Worthing, who had been Retz was runnerup, and a door prize count books were brought out and I
us for 'the price of 1 plus Ic. spending several months with her went to Mrs. Claude Graham. A demanded an accounting. Yes, the}
day, Thursday, Friday and Sat- daughter, Mrs. Roy Lantz and fam lunch was served by the hostess. The hens had returned a profit of approx|r, April 19 to 22. Bongers Bros., ily, in Woodbine, Iowa, returned to next meeting will be on April 13 at imately $100 above all costs. The
all Drug Sto^e.,
it
in Anita Sunday.
bookkeeper claimed there was a misthe home of Mrs. Graham.
take somewhere^ hens never made a
profit for any farmer. Yes, where
was the hundred dollars, there wasn't
a thing to show for it, as it had been
spent a little each week for groceries,
gas, clothing, etc. The small weekly
egg checks must be stretched and
made to go as far as possible and
because there is never enough egg
money to buy the many necessities
to supply the needs of a thriving family of five, it does appear from certain
view points that the hens fail to make ]
a profit.
Many farm wives still hatch all
their chicks with hens and have successful hatches, but my old hens prefer to stage "free for all bouts" in :
the setting house nests, and when the i
time comes for the eggs to hatch,
the eggs have been mostly broken
and the remaining eggs left in the
nests are usually in such a condition
they fail to hatch.
It seems such a lot of cash to pay;
out at one time when one goes to the
hatchery and buys four or five hundred baby chicks. They're so tiny
and frail and if adverse weather conditions set in for several days or if
disease attacks the flock, a great deal
ALSO MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON and NEWS
of hard work and money is lost in a
very short time.
I
This is the first time for a number j
Lloyd Klever, wife and son, Gary,
of years that I have failed to order j Albert Secress and wife drove to
Des Moines Sunday morning to spend of Exira spent Sunday in the city
early
chicks,
but
for
various
reasons
• Before you buy a new cookstove be
I have tried to keep my enthusiasm the day with his sister, Mrs. W. L. with her mother, Mrs. Hattie Wiese
and family.
sure to see the display of 1939 Hotsquelched. I resolved not to raise, Albaugh and family.
very many or very early chicks. I've j
point Electric Ranges. Electricity is the
shunned all hatcheries, shied away
last word in cooking fuel and the new
from my neighbors' early flocks, I've
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF
swore off on ever again setting hens,!
ranges will quickly show you why.
I'll not sit up nights with a temper- •
mental incubator. There is so much
Beautiful new models in all porceOrganized under the laws of Iowa, located at Anita, in the County of
hard work and expense attached to i
lain enamel with acid - resistant tops
Cass at the close of business on the 29th. day of March, A. D. 1939.
the raising of chickens. Each year (
it becomes more and more difficult to
and work surface. New 5-Speed
RESOURCES.
raise poultry. Besides the old prevaLoans and Discounts
..................................
$265,418.40
[) Select-A-Heat Calrod and Directional
lent diseases which all poultry raisers
United States Bonds and Securities
....................
40,300.00
must combat each season, new malad- !
Heat Oven giVe greater scope to your
Securities Guaranteed by U. S. Government as to Interest
ies crop up each year and take a huge
and-or Principal
..................................
20,000.00
cooking skill.
toll.
Bonds and Securities (exclusive of items 2 and 3) ...... 12,527.17
The present egg and poultry prices
Overdrafts
.....................
.....................
296.72
:
'.um-rj-M ebrfear&tvJue headliner of OUtpoinft
are not very encouraging for this !
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
..................
3,000.00
6">at line of modern »tii#rio range*, BuiH-to-tru-Ooor...
time of year, and at the present time j
Due from banks and bankers, cash and cash items ....... 138,697.20
'"" porcelain enamel, Directional Heat oven...all surface
"•IKS a,e nmr s^Speed Seleot-A-Heat Calrod*. And many
I'm not so sure if I care for any baby'
Total Resources
...................................
$4&0,239.49
chicks at all. Whoa! Whoa! Back
up, I most forgot, I'm vaunting the ;
LIABILITIES.
Buys end installs an Electric
boss' side of the chicken debate.
j
Capital Stock— Common
...................
$ 25,000.00
Range in your home.
Oh well, If I'have waited too long
Surplus Fund
.............................
16,000.00
40,000.00
to place my order with a hatchery for j
Undivided profits (after deducting expenses) 2,872.69
spring chicks, I may find myself i
Reserved for contingencies
................
10,000.00
12,872.69
SELECT-A-HEAT CALROD
chickenless this spring and this would j
Individual deposits subject to check ....... $235,067.96
New 5-Speed Select-A-He«t
be an excellent time to test out the •
Savings deposits
........................
41,412.72
Calrod gives you a choice at
boss" theory if chickens are a payTime certificates of deposit
..............
148,269.32
cooking heats from HighDemand Certificates, Certified Checks, Cashing proposition or not.
Speed to Simmer or Warm
ier's Checks and Unpaid Dividends ---- 2,596.49
427,346.49
with a turn of the switch.
Quality and price considered, you j
Other Liabilities (Suspense Account)
......
20.31
Improves cooking methods. Cuts costs.
can't do better for your wall paper
THE EMBASSY
_____
Total Liabilities ..................................
$480,239.49
needs than at Cheater A. Long's, tf .
Modem In style «nd m>thod.
DIRECTIONAL HEAT OVEN
State of Iowa*, Cass County * as.
Complete In every detail Big
Big, roomy oven with top and
Miss Joan Faulkner, who is attendWe, H. C. Faulkner, Vice President, and A. R. Robinson, Asst.
oven with auper-«pa*d •mokabottom beat controlled by one
Cashier, of the bank above named, do solemnly swear that the forele*8 broiler. Pull porcelain. .
ing an art school in Chicago, is spend•witch. Improves baking and
going statement is full, true and correct, to the best of our knowledge
ing the week in the city with her
roaiting" results. Duo-Speed
and belief.
parents,
H.
C.
Faulkner
and
wife.
>.
H. C. Faulkner, Vice President.
Broiler gives a great new
*E THRIFTY • BE MODERN
A. R. Robinson, Asst. Cashier.
flexibility and better flavor to
Investigate the low coat'of electric
At her home on Rose Hill Avenue
broiled steaks, chops and fowl.
cookery. Ueere' bill* ehow it coete
Sworn
to
before
me
and
subscribed in my presence by H. C.
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. R. M.
Faulkner and A. R. Robinson, this 1st. day of April, 1939.
than moat people think.
Needles entertained the members of
Harry Swartz,
the Knot-a-Kare bridge club. Other
Notary Public in and for Cass County.
(Seal)
guests, besides the members, were
Attested By:
Mrs. Fannie Young, Mrs. Fred G.
H. L. Bell,
Boren and Mrs. Beulah Long MarGeo. Denne,
Directors.
tin. High score was held by Mrs,.
W. T. Biggs.

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Gene Autry
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

of Gtoi&3us Wools
e Top Fashion for Spring
BfOJERIE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
UKIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

Lesson for April 9
!?£*• "a? Scripture ^^ „,
JgWrlghted by International
Religious Education; used by

PAUL PREACHES THE
RISEN CHRIST
LESSON TEXT—Acts 13:16. 23-31. 38-39;
Corinthians 15:18-22.
• »»«•.
.GOLDEN
TEXT—But now Is Christ risen
0
S ™. ™ *«ad, and become the Brsttrults
of them that slept—I Corinthians 18:20.

From time immemorial man has
stood questioning at the close of life,
somehow feeling that (as Tennyson
expressed it)
Thou wilt not leave us in the dust;
Thou madest man, be knows not why;
He thinks he was not madetodie:
And thou hast made him; thou art Just.

But nowhere in nature was there
written the assurance that death did
not end all. In fact it was not until
Christ won His victory over death
that there was any real certainty
that there was life beyond the
grave.
Christianity is the only faith that
rests upon the resurrection of its
founder. Other religions point with
pride to the monuments. at the
graves of their founders. Christianity alone presents an empty tomb.
Since only God can give life and
Jesus by His own power raised Hunself from the dead, we have the
right to the glorious claim that
Christianity is the one true faith—
a victorious living faith.
Resurrection truth
I. Makes the Preacher Bold (v.

UP-TO-DATE wardrobe withit a chic new suit? It just
ieing done nowadays. -All
im has gone .wildly, deliriit-mad this spring—which is
As to the new plaids, stripes and
as to "what to wear" at
checks they play havoc with anj
ediate moment.
that fashion is in a mood tradition that a suit or coat is supyou as you have never been posed to be modest and conservabefore should count a lot "in tive.
Suits of checked, striped or plaid„ this spring.
The
it plays big in the gloriflca- ed woolens have, revolutionized the
e new suits is the superbly mode, in that they are a far deand intriguingly textured parture from the classic navy or
ibrics that challenge design- black monotones of yore. The fad
turn out a pageantry of suits that the plaid skirts are pleated also
the matter of variety and gives them the spring "look." See
id charm outrivals all pre- the nifty plaid suit to the right in
iwings so far as we of the the illustration. It typifies the new
trend perfectly. It is of imported
it generation are concerned.
new tweeds are captivating, tweed in soft yellow with crossbar
the soft coarse meshy of brown, (smart color combination
it are so eminently patrician this season). The pleated skirt
now-sb-stylish:neufral oat- stamps this suit with unmistakable
ies, and in the smart honey- chic. The pleats are stitched down
or in subtle grays that so 'around the hips for smooth slenderto discriminating taste. izing Ijjje. The single-breasted Jackif these .natural toned tweeds et observes every rule of the game
with multi-color which in matter of swank detail. Brown
them even more alluring. It's suede sports hat with a wide scoop
':e of genius to buy a new brim and brown alligator bag bee ensemble which includes speak utmost chic.
jacket and long topcoat for
As to the fetching little dressmak[many-piece interchangeable er jacket suit it is with us in such
ration, together with a collec-numbers it would take an alert mine
blouses, measures up to to keep tally of the number that
requirements for almost any pass a given^moment at a given
« event. Then, too, later on point, for the jacket suit is omniit can be worn as a wrap present in the style parade. The
ity summer frocks,
new Jacket1 twosomes play up color
are illustrating just such a combinations in amazing variations.
(see the figure seated). Black wool crepe for the skirt
it is beautifully tailored of topped with jacket in pale yellow
Tted tweed in soft heather with blact piping describes the
; model .centered in the
It has. a straight adrfcand
shoulder detaiirThe shoul- group. New details are the softly
lapels of the topcoat dupli- rolled collar, high pockets and outse of the suit, Thf,suit side tucks around the waist. A wide
is a one button type, The brimmed Breton sailor with a quil
|hat is in a
veiled across the crown is Jaunty and very
eak the fem
of the flattering to the wearer.
e Western Newspaper Union.
mode.

fs and Veiling
3 Omnipresent
~«1 veiling are that lomnl-

Of Silk Shirting

- in the mUliriery mode the
jave to sight through yards and
I of veiling to discover the hat
I To radiate the spirit <fc spring
N a bright green vett ove?
lr» Sac£or "•** straw: Green
pe the "last word fe chic."
"he Proper-thing to match the
your veil to your gloves and
iccessories. You wfll like the
Pte made all o« veiling. They
Ppeahngiy feminine- aad in.
pquisite colortags they luhe
P>g most charmingly. The all'
hat (most often a little
made of
iifn
listed strands of
un
c: s or layer upon layer. To
we there are long.streamer
me veiling to ti~ - • • • - • • «
provocative grace.

Vogue Steps
Fashion
Front
flambo
?«>t«
in v
to
gay prlli

now

16).
Barnabas and Paul had been set
apart by the Holy Spirit and by the
Church for missionary work, and on
their first journey had reached Antioch in Pisidia. In the synagogue on
the'Sabbath day they were asked to
speak to the people. Paul arose in
holy boldness 'and called upon them
to hearken to him. What is the important message which gives this
preacher such assurance? The resurrection of Jesus Christ. It is true
that the sermon he gives presents
much other information as it logically and tactfully leads up to its
high point, but that point is the
resurrection arid the redemption
which it assures.
n. Makes the Gospel Clear (w.
23-31, 38, 39).
Reviewing Israel's history, Paul
declares that of the seed of David
God had "according to his promise
raised unto Israel a Saviour,
Jesus," but that they slew Him.
Now, if that were the end, we would
indeed be "of all men most miserable" (I Cor. 15:19). Our hopes of
salvation, with Israel's hopes, were
bound up in Christ. But a dead
Christ could save no one, not even
Himself. We must have a living
Christ. Had Paul's message stopped
there it would have been a hollow
mockery. But wait, what is it we
read? "God raised him from the
dead" (v. 30). Blessed truth! Glorious foundation for the proclamation of the gospel so aptly epitomized in the words of verses 38 and
39. Now it is clear that we have a
victorious, living Saviour and a gospel to, preach that is the "power of
God unto salvation to everyone that
believeth" (Rom. 1:16).
Makes the Future Certain (I
Cor. 15:19-22).
Man comes to the years of maturity and suddenly faces the shocking
fact that the life to which he gives
so much, for which he labors and
sacrifices, is but for a brief span of
years, perhaps at the most "three
score years and ten, and if by reason of strength they be fourscore
years, yet is their strength labor
and sorrow" (Ps. 90:10). He sees
that friends and loved ones must
part at the grave. Is this the end?
The answer to thdt question comes
to us today from the empty tomb Jn
the garden through the words of
Paul. Listen to their majesty—rejoice in their beauty and assurance:
"But now is Christ risen from the
dead." Hallelujah! And that's not
all, He has "become the first fruits
of them that slept" (v. 20), which
means that all those who are asleep
in Jesus will be brought forth in
due season.
The resurrection of Jesus transformed the grave (as a friend of
mine expresses it) from a dark hole
in the ground where hope ends, to a
highway, going down, it is true,
through the valley of the shadow,
but lighted by the victory of Jesus
over death, and bordered on both
sides by Easter lilies. Thus is
"brought to pass the saying that is
written. Death is swallowed up in
victory"—a victory that makes us
"steadfast, unmoveable, always
abounding in the work of the Lord"
(I Cor. 15:54, 58). It is Easter. Christ
is risen! Let us rejoice!

n

ha, «gue ls *• navy vogue
P Ped to
,
*• fr0"*- Suits
g y deviwd
acket8
accompanyingJtwleros
re neatty taUoreU
°
accessories may

It's your .play I And why not pla;
in a sports dress of purple sil.
shirting striped in white, with self
touches color simulated reptile belt, as here
white.
pictured? Speaking 0* silk for sport
frocks, here's another suggestion. I
you select a dress of dull-surfaced
nubby silk neft io the new- olive
the. rough straw green and off-White color, you will
with a
be an set; Complement this with a
on its
separate lumber jacket'top.

*

God's Garden

God Almighty first planted a garden- and indeed it is the purest of
human pleasures. It is the greatest
refreshment to the spirits of man,
without
tout which
wnicn buildings
uu"""*5^ and
""— rpalaces
v..*.~~^_^oo handiworks;
handiworks: and
but gross
and a
•re L--..
man
shalj
ever
see
that,
when
ages
man
grow to civility and elegancy men
•ome to built stately sooner than to
«rden finely, as if gardening were.
the greater perfection. — Franci*
Bacon.

TIPS to
ardeners

Ruth Wyefh Spears

Helping Seeds Along
'"PHE first step toward insuring
* germination of seeds ii proper
planting.
In exceptionally dry
weather, however, even properly
planted seeds may not germinate.
It is advisable in such a case to
II. OR/W
prepare the dry soil for the seed.
AROUNDA
Water freely, as though you had
a crop growing. Allow the water to
DIME
soak in and when' the soil has
/-BLUE GINGHAM
good moisture content, begin your
STRETCH
planting. You must be careful,
3VER
CARDof course, not to plant in wet,
BOARD
muddy soil.
Excessive rainfall, on the other
BEFORE
hand, may make the soil so moist
FRAMING
as to cause rotting of planted
seeds. If they have not germinated within a reasonable length of
time after planting, a few of them
should be dug up and examined.
If rotting is indicated, another
planting must be made.
While few vegetable seeds require special treatment to assist
germination, numerous flower
seeds can successfully be treated,
according to Gilbert Bentley, flower expert of the Ferry Seed BreedEmbroidery by Mary Ann, age nine."
ing Station.
He advises as follows: Nick V/t ARY ANN was named for her
embroidery thread. Outlines
the seed coat of lupin, mbonflow- 1 -1 grandmother, who at the ageized
for
flower
designs were made by
er and morning glory; remove the of nine, made an elaborate sam- drawing around
coins and the flowrough outer coating of nasturtium, pler of embroidery stitches. Ev- ers were embroidered
shown
momordica, castor bean and sand eryone thought it would be nice if here. Stems were done as
in outline
verbena; soak canna, lily, job's the modern Mary Ann could also stitch and leaves in groups
of
tear and sweet pea seeds in wa- do a bit of hand work to be framed straight stitches.
ter for 12 hours before planting.
and kept. We here report, thanks
From the many attempts on that
to a series of rainy afternoons,' piece of gingham, two flower
this was actually accomplished.
Reproach of Heart
groups had almost as much life
Mary Ann's mother started the and charm as the. modern Mary
A man's first care should be to project with a rather large piece Ann, age nine. These were neatly
avoid the reproaches of his own ol blue gingham; a pair of em- framed and lend a gay note at
heart; his next, to escape the cen- broidery hoops and some odds and each side of an old mirror.
sures of the world.—Addison.
ends of bright six strand mercerNOTE: Book 1. Gifts, Novelties
and Embroidery, gives full instructions for ninety embroidery
stitches with many sketches showA Quiz With Answers
ing ways to use them. You and
your children may have,, happy
Offering Information
hours with this fascinating hand
on Various Subjects
work. Book 1, SEWING, for the
Home Decorator, contains 48 complete lessons for making slipcovThe Questions
The Answers
ers, draperies, bedspreads and
many other things for the house.
1. What is the highest denomi1. The $5 stamp is the largest.
Books are 25 cents each. If you
nation of II. S. postage stamp now
2. Los Angeles—Figueroa street order both books, crazypatch leafused?
—27.5 miles long.
let, reviving interest in this old2. In what city is found the long3. Unexpressed comparison; ex- time hand craft, is included
est street?
FREE. Address, Mrs. Spears, 210
pressed comparison,
S. Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.
3. What is a metaphor? A
4. Montague and Capulet.
simile?
5. Its 100th anniversary.
4. What was the family name of
6. It is the lighthouse at NaveRomeo?; of Juliet?
sink, N. J., which uses 9,000,000
5. What anniversary will base- candlepower.
ball celebrate this year?
7. Silver springs in Florida has
6. What is the most powerful a registered volume of flow of
lighthouse in the United States?
801,000,000 every 24 hours and is
J
7. What is the largest flowing conceded the largest.
spring in the world?
8. The first wireless distress call Let Us Add Courage
8. When and from where was at sea was sent from the East
Confucius recommended five
the first wireless call at- sea sent? Goodwin lightship in the English moral virtues—humanity, justice,
9. What are the largest guns on channel on January 23, 1899. The order, prudence and rectitude;
U. S. battleships?
old C. Q. D. signal, was used. The none of which is likely to accom10. Which five universities in the crew of the R. J. Matthews, which plish much without a stout heart.
United States have the largest had run aground, was rescued.
One of the mistaken virtues is
student enrollment?
•9., The 16-inch guns which will candor in the wrong place.
be used on the new battleships,
If one earnestly wants to be a
the Washington and the North gentleman he can be one. The
Carolina, are the largest and most rules are plain.
powerful guns on any war vessel That's All We Ask
in the world. These guns will hurl
Laws cannot change human na2,100-pound
projectiles
35,000
Like the Chicken, We—
ture, they can but, at best, change
yards.
human behavior.
[T
BEGINS to look as though •»10. New York university, New
The world owes no man any1
York
city,
37,677;
University
of
maybe we humans are second
thing who does not serve it.
California
(Berkeley),
25,530;
Colcousins to the chickens when it
may be an idealist;
lege of the City of New York, butEveryone
comes to crossing the road.
none should be a zealot. A
Of 7,250 pedestrians killed dur- New York city, 23,306; Ohio State zealot is a nuisance.
ing 1937 in traffic accidents that university, Columbus, Ohio, 17,411,
occurred in cities, says the Na- and Columbia university, New
tional Safety council, in its 1938 York city, 17,544.
edition of "Accident Facts," 85 per
cent were struck while crossing
the road.
About 2,900 persons were injured
fatally while crossing a street
I
somewhere BETWEEN intersections. Approximately 3,260 met
their death at intersections. Either
they were crossing the intersection with the traffic signal, against
A GUARANTEE
the signal, diagonally, or were
crossing an intersection at which "OIVE enlerpriae a chance and I will
there was no traffic signal. Dead^"^ give you the guarantee of a haply and tragic work at the cross- py and prosperous America."—(/. S.
Senator Joiiah W. Bailey.
roads I

o

ASK ME
ANOTHER f

UncUPkilC

SAFETY TALKS

Q

UICK
UOTES

THANKS, I DO
ENJOY A MILD
CIGARETTE

-AND I GET A
BIG THRILL FROM
CAMEL'S RICH,
RIPE FLAVOR
TOOI

ANITA
FIFTY-SIX

IEAT WANS TO
BE
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Jane Withers in "Arizona
Wildcat" Coming to Rialto

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 26

FACTS AND FUN

169,620 IOWANS
IN AM PROGRAM

Law and disorder come to the West
(By Tillie)
with Jane Withers and Leo Carrillo in
ANITA,
IOWA
minent Preparing to Take
Have you peeked into the leaf 3.1 Per Cent of Farmers Contacted
"The Arizona Wildcat," feature atclusters of your lilacs lately ? If you
traction at the Rialto Theatre Saton Sealed Wheat After April
Are Planning to Co-Operate, Reppinch them open carefully, you can
urday and Sunday evenings. There
According to Instructions
15
resenting 73.6 Per Cent of
see the flower buds just ready to burst
will be no matinee Saturday.
Received by State AAA.
AH Farms in the State.
out
of
their
tiny
green
enclosures.
. This is the type of picture Jane's
APRICOTS of
PILLSBURY'S
In a very few days the violets, timber
admirers like to see her in, and evBLACKBERRIES—
BRAN—
phlox and many of the early spring
vernment is preparing to erything one could ask for in the line
he ogo
flowers
will be poking their heads up Indications continued to point to a
Tall
No.
1
cans,
very
A
pure
health
bran,
delivery on the wheat sealed in of action has found its way into "The
to the warm sunshine. The early • high percentage of Iowa producers
fine
quality,
'
1A
Arizona
Wildcat,"
and
a
faster
paced
large
i
Q
in connection with the AAA
pumila iris will be a riot ofparticipating in the 1939 farm pro,each
*VC.
package
* *'*• spring
loan, and borrowers who wish film has not been seen in a long time.
purpte
and blue within a very few \ gram, O. D. Klein, state AAA chairIdeiiver the grain in payment of. There isn't a moment's let-down from
days. The buds of the apricot trees and man, reported Monday afternoon,
c
beginning
to
end
and
every
time
you
loans may do so after April 16,
CORN—
LARD—
a few varieties of early plum trees are j A total of 169,620 farm producers
upon authorization of the county blink your eyes something happens.
Extra
standard
pack,
Armour's
Star,
showing streaks of white through the i have signed a declaration of intention
committee. The statp AAA Gold missing from the mine! The
bursting gemmules. If you look ) to go along with the AAA farm pro6
cans
GWC
47c,
2
stagecoach
stuck
up!
A
whole
town
nittee has received instructions
closely, the elm trees are in full j gram this year while 22,843 have re3
1-lb. cartons..
LrdingB the liquidations of the wheat **ot UP!, The sheriff in cahoots with
Bra
b'.oom.
Soon, spring decked out in her ' jected the program, he said,
the crooks! There's enough fun and
cans
glorious and colorful tints will appear | This represents 88.1 per cent of the
excitement
to
make
a
dozen
pictures.
MATCHES—
esent indications are that farmin our do.or yards, and all we will farmers contacted who are planning
borrowed on their wheat and Jane is seen as the adopted daughGWC,
have to do to admire her welcome re-1 to co-operate in the program this
PEACHES—
be ter of Leo Carrillo, who had been a
it
6-box
carton..
turn for another season, will be to year or 73.6 per cent of all farms
A
fine
California
amoua outla
w ln Mexlco
i an, opportunity to purchase back, *
stand still, peer out over the land- > n the state.
cling,
[grain rather than making actual , J6*™5; ' '^ * *«* of crooks'
The report on Iowa is incomplete
scape and drink in the beauty near
LIMA BEANS—
No. 10 cans...
vfrv of the grain
headed secretly by the sheriff himself,
however,
and no statement has been
at
hand.
GWC, or Briardale
has so little wheat under seal ^ a .^ipment of gold and kill
* » *
filed as to 38,000 farms in Iowa.
kidney beans,
Klein said that a recent ruling by
IS so
SO widely scattered that de-j three men in doing it, Jane decides
HONEY—
Does anybody know where any na1 1 lts hl h tlme she and Carrill
No. 2 cans....
carload
lots
will
be
very'*
"
*
*
°
in
tive pussy willows are still growing? i the AAA made it necessary for proClear
extracted,
d
bit. Loans in the state total ° something about it. They do, and
A few years ago, in the early spring- ducers to sign a declaration before
Its
*he most entertaining film in
r $82,405 and involve a little more ,
time, this specie of shrub willow with May 1 in order to be eligible for AAA
SPINACH—
jars
its long slender branches covered with ; payments this year.
120,000 bushels.
" W«.
2
Wlthers •IS
excellent and Leo
He also said that landlords ownloan price for Iowa averaged
the tiny silky catkins was a very
No.
2
cans....
amHo glves
of hls flneat
common
sight
along
the
roadsides
and
ing
more than one farm in a county
e under 60 cents a bushel and ?01
°™
TOILET
TISSUE—
the terms oi the Joan, bor-f ™^3' * fine «>PPortin* cast
creek
banks
in
this
locality.
A
few'
must
file a request for inspection of
GWC 1000-sheet,
CLIMALENE—
n may settle the loan in " «3, * »"*»«»** Pauline Moore, W.Jliam
sprays
of
pussy
willow
branches
were
»H
their
farms if they expect pay3
principal and interest, by de-,?^' Henry Wilcoxon Douglas
Really softens hard
always a welcome decoration in every ment this year.
rolls
ring the wheat held under se*l. F^ley and Etienne Girardot
home in early springtime. Now those
This provision applies to institutionwater,
1A
fcrrowers who deliver their wheat ' In addlt,lon *° the feature the provery first "flowers" of the season ap-' *I landlords who have not had inspeclarge
package.
*vV,
pear to be nearly extinct. I've searched tion requested by tenants of all farms
[be allowed a credit of 1 cents *ram ™U lnclude a .?WS,™ A \
CORN STARCH—
hel for storage of the grain and, Terry-Toon cartoon entitled, "The Owl
through several nursery catalogues owned in a county. It will affect inBOWLENE—
GWC best quality,
and fail to find either the French or surance companies, banks and other
they repurchase the wheat, and th« *™* Cat," and the Pete
Large
native varieties listed among the corporations.
will be allowed an additional Smlth sPe«alty, "Heroes at Leisure."
can
shrubs.
Perhaps the prolonged
Requests must he filed by Dtoiy 1
1-lb.
packages.
u bushel in lieu of selling com"Charlie Chan in Honolulu."
drought has proven detrimental to the to insure payment of benefits to such
n, or 8 cents in alL
Having solved murder mysteries in
plants in the nursery rows as well as landlords on this year's program and
plan of handling the liquida- London, Paris, Egypt, Shanghai, at
Genuine Red River Valley Seed Potatoes—
the shrubs in their native state. A the provision is expected to force an
wheat loans is Signficant be- the race track, the opera, the OlymRed Triumph — Ohio — Cobbler — Warba
few years ago I started several cut- immediate decision regarding partici> it may tend to answer some of piCS) on Broadway and in Monte Cartings of- the pussy willows in jars of pation by many of the firms,
| questions regarding the sealed iO( Charlie* Chan returns to his own
Frost
Proof
Cabbage
and
Bermuda
Onion
Plants
water
and when they were well rooted, If all farms already have been or
of which there is a volume .in home town in the latest of his adj
I
set
them
in the shrub row, but this are to be included in the program
far larger than the total of ventures, "Charlie Chan in Honolulu,"
particular plant requires an abund- by signing of intention sheets before
at.
to solve the most baffling mystery
ance of moisture and after a couple May 1 by tenants, landlords owning
i present indications are that de- ne has yet encountered.
of years of dry weather, the cuttings several farms in a county will not
will be asked on the 1937 corn
"Charlie Chan in Honolulu," feaave U fi
Anita
*Stftra
^9
7fiO
90
«
P shting for existence.
need to file a request. The intention
f under seal Ui 'the state, provided, ture attraction at the Rialto this
nUIld UlUIC <p£,fU3.£3
. * *
sheet is in itself a request for inlourse, the market price continues (Wednesday) evening, presents Sidney
A
lady
living
on
West
Main
Street
spection.
$106.51 was the average daily busiconsiderably below the 57-cent Toler in the role of the famous Or- James Pilmer, 83, former well known
. . , . : , , .
' , very kindly presented
me .with
•,
, .a very
price.
iental sleuth. In the supporting cast Anita man, passed away at his home ness at the Anita liquor store for the ,
T,
9x12 Linoleum Rugs
.
„*
M
i.
-„.....,:__
..
*
clever
wren
h»use.
I'm
indeed
extv of March, according to figures
plans have been made as yet are Phyllis Brooks, Sen Yung, Eddie in Atlantic last Thursday afternoon, month
$4.59 and Up
ceedingly grateful to her, because the
kerning the 1938 corn under seal Collins, John King, Claire 'Dodd, I after an ilmess Of only four days, released this week by the Iowa Liquor
»^«
Maduff's Food Market
ise is going to replace
I most of the folks present at "the Gteorge Zucco, Robert Barrat and Death was attributed to complications' Control Commission from their office Qne of tho
those ill-fated wren dwellings
Mrs. Anna McCosh left this mornnodity loan conference in IDes Marc Lawrence.
of illness, due to his advanced age. in Des 'Mbines. The store was open recently Wr te bout A
ing for Salem, So. Dak., to spend a"
° "
es several weeks ago agreed that
program this evening will have Born March 24, 1856, in Polk coun- for business 26 days during the month, [h Use s
«,.„ amounting
«
» to
„ $2,,..,- °
. , 1 , t ° be , a.,dellg^Wul few weeks with her sister, Mrs. Jennie
government should plan to take t},e colored cartoon, "Jitterbug Fol- tVj Iowa> tne son Of Mr. and iM'rs. with total„ sales
sseS3
February sales were $2,- P°
'°" f°r a11 the famllv ' H.ere- Houck. She was taken to Salem by
rery
Hoo-" the Robert Benchley
Benchlev miniature.
m..-i;_ Pilmer,
t>;i^ot- v,;=
ery on the 1937 corn.
miniature, Philip
his enr'.v
early hn
boyhood was 769.29.
,tafore all of our wren houses have
nepheWj phmp McCogh
Better take the corn before the
Hour For Lunch;" the Pete spent there, where he was married to 494.58.
' been very modest and inconspicuous
Total
sales
for
the
month
of
March
get it," was the advice of one Smith Specialty, "Double Diving;" Anna McCosh. Following their marapartments, such as shingles 'nailed
Norman Wagner returned Monday
commodity loan supervisors and jowa News Flashes.
riage they moved to a farm near at the 170 state owned stores amounted across corners, baking powder and to his studies at the State University
he conference.
__ Mrs. Pilmer preceded him in to $995,063.35, compared with $923,- cocoa cans, etc.
Anita.
;n iowa City, after spending the
400.57 for the preceding month.
talk now is that the govern- George Smither and wife returned |d€ath jn 1394.
We've
conceived
the
idea
that
wrens
Easter vacation in the city with his
March sales at other liquor stores
it will be ready to take delivery nome Sunday evening from Moline, Qn Aug 2g, 1907, at Correctionville,
to swinging parents, J. A. M
he 1937 corn by Aug. 1, 1939, and m., where they were called by the lowa, he was married to Ethel May in this part of the state were as ^ J^Vew'house "wm"b7~se°is no indication to date that death of her cousin, William Beck- Ridgley. They moved to Mount Ver- follows: Atlantic, $5,838.84; Creston, curely fastened under the eaves of
Mrs. J. T. 'Monnig and three childducers will be given an opportunity strom.
non, So. Dak., where they lived for $7,145.00; Carroll, $6,888.23; Red Oak, r""' """"T"
;
ren,
Philip, Mary Modestft and Jack,
porch.
buy back this corn.
1
—
eight years before locating in Atlantic. $4,065.50; Harlan, $5,241.46; shen. theIffront
the weather remains favorable of Ottumwa, stopped in the city Tues|owa has about 17 million bushels
Dr. G. M. Adair, wife and daugh- H« is survived by his widow, and ndoah, $5,510.52; Hamburg, $1,619.71; ni haye gome morning giories climb- day to visit friends while returning
1 corn under seal and this total ter, Gael, drove to Iowa City Sunday four grandchildren by the former mar- banning, $2,942.13; Jefferson, $6,- . the tralHg before lon&> right Qn home from fln Easter vacation
- be somewhat larger than that morning to spend the day with Mrs.
. B. F. Forrester of Mitchell, 51.34; Adel, $3,970.95; Audubon, $3,relatives at Neola.
^
jen over by the Commodity Credit Adair's sister, Mrs. Lulu Gotch and)
Max Reed and Gail Reed, 16.06; Stuart, $2,680.77; IWinters'et,
x - m sure Mr. and Mrs. Wren, when
Harve F. Ulfers and wife of Persia
in connection with liquidation daughter, Miss Jane
also of Mitchell, and Leslie Reed of 2,678.68; Avoca, $3,342.74; Griswold, ^y*rrturn"f«m~fteTouthiand",'won't
, fc farther after jnspecting and Mrs. R. M. Stuart of Des Mtoines
rf
Minnesota; three brothers, Philip B, 1,040.38; Glenwood, $1,653.20; ManiU
: 1937 loan last fall.
a, $1,023.52; Villisca, $1,255.02; Corn; were week end visitors in the city
ana are not complete for liqui- M. C. Hansen and wife of St. Joseph,
" CYV 6lil"
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dale
of
St.
the 1937 corn loan but
the «*"-,
Mo., «•«""
came to
Anita ~.~ '
'"g the
&uj the
<~ """"
, i of Atlantic, W. K. nimer 01 OL. ng, $2,796.11; Greenfield, $2,295.45;
itionship between the price of corn noon to spend Sunday with hui moth-,
Osceola, $1,962.76; and Walnut, $1,- ] gee Creston honor its championship Ulfers. Mr. and Mrs. Ulfers are the
Mrg AHce Hood
the loan price makes it apparent er, Mrs. O. C. Hansen, and with other Ohar
. . Carter
. . . of. 47.95.
basketball team in Iowa News Flashes parents of the local man and Mrs.
of Massena, Mrs. Belle
Largest sales for the month was afc the Ria,to this evening.
Stuart the mother of the local lady.
the situation is going to have relatives and friends
Cupertino, Cal., and Mrs. Agnes Mcat store No. 1 in Des Moines, amount- .
|t>e met.
G. M. DeCamp, Ben Wilson and Cosh of Anita.
member 01
of ti.
thea »,.«»Congre- ng to $51,758.38, while at the bottom ; Fred Dittman and wife, their daugh- Mrs. George H. Nelson of San Diego,
pnless corn goes up appreciably
employees of the state | He was aa memoer
sensationally within the ne*t few
£S»Tand now work-gational church and of the Atlantic )f the list was New Albin with sales ter. Miss Lillie Dittman, and Leslie 'Cal., was a visitor at the home of
f $696.22.
| Crandall spent Sunday in Des Moines Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Denney one day
ths, the government is going to .
Rap-1 Masonic lodge
—
! at the homes of Dr. J. W. Macklin and last week. IMrs. Nelson and Mrs.
lng on a
17 million bushels of 1937 corn
end
Past Matrons of Columbia Chapter, Q era j d Kirkwood.
I Denney are sisters, and Mrs. Nelson
|Iowa.
, ids, were
No. 127, Order of Eastern Star of
j was in Iowa, being called here by the
ha j.
. ,
i- toro V1B1I>
visit relatives and friends
gregational church in Atlantic^ the Anita, have organized a Past Matron ' Miss Margaret Biggs, who is em- death of her nephew, Arnold Nelson,
he odds are against any reseating
"^
^^
1
extension on this old corn although
EXTRA! EXTRA! There are big Rev. c. William Bast officiating. In- club, with membership open not only ployed as a stenographer at the of- who was killed in a tractor accident
"ay of keeping some of the 1»38 bargains for everyone at your local terme nt was in the Massena cemetery. to Past Matrons of the local chapter flce of the Knutson Construction Co. at Exira.
i on the farms undoubtedly will Rexall store during the Rexall ORIG—
but to a'ny other Past '.Matron living in Kansas City, Mo., spent the week
.
I Sought ! INAL One Cent Sale. Two for the
n this territory. The first meeting end in the city with her mother, Mrs. The Cass county board of super_
._----—
!
1 1 1
2 5 0 barwas held a few days ago and officers Ruby Biggs, and with her brother, visors at their recent meeting passed
•*• Rachel Millhollin, a well known P»ce t^hoot'from" Wednesday,
a motion to purchase four 40-foot I-I wish to announce to the people 'or the ensuing year were elected Max.
£ woman, has been ill the past B™**> dj-e ^
A u
beam bridges from the Gate City
as follows: Mrs. Lafe Koob, presiThured
of
Anita
and
vicinity
that
I
have
I* and under the care of the fam- 19 to 22.
5' T^
Seventeen members of the Helping Iron Works in Omaha. The spans,
Bongers Bros., the Rexall purchased Disney's home-made ice dent; Mrs. Eld. L. Newton, vice presiIPhysician.
It
each, will be placed in
Drug Store.
cream parlor just east of the Rial to dent; Mrs. Walter F. Budd, secretary; Hand club and four guests were en-' costing
ladies ^eatre, and .hat I wUlapprecia e and Mrs. Robert Scott, treasurer. Reg- tertained last Thursday afternoon by the first, second and fourth districts.
the Cass county district court
——-- ,
patronage. Besides ular meetings will be held on the first Mrs. John IH'jortshoj at her home south Following are weed commissioners for
^d.y morning, Mrs. Arlene
The Anit* Lutheran
Monday afternoon of each month. of the city. The guests were Mrs. the first supervisoral district: Grant,
pwenneker was granted a divorce aid was o^zed^last
William Bangham, 'Mrs. A. A. Hay- William Wahlert; Benton, Warren JorI
wil
^
' l«r husband, Bruce Schwenneker temoon afr the .home c
h ndle Disn ey's ice cream,
Cars
driven
by
Loren
Beaver
of
ter,
Mrs. Gunnar Hjortshoj and Miss dan; Franklin, Abel Karsten; and Lincall
to
make
your
'
and was given the right to Sams, with the election of
t() have yoll
Anita and Father Flavin of Mfassena Anna Steffens. The ladies spent the coin, John Pearce.
e, Arlene White.
, vice a c a n t a n , ,
collided head-on on highway No. 148 afternoon embroidering tea towels for
-at the south outskirts of Anita about the hostess. A lunch was served by
A meeting of the W. W. club was
*aroM 0. Disney of Atlantic, owner president; Qfrt. Albert E. Secrea., sec- j
' «»« Past two yeara of Disney's retary; and Mrs. Sams, treasurer, ue-,
f.onle-y of Council Bluff! 5:30 o'clock last Friday afternoon, the hostess at the close of the meeting, held last Thursday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Elmer Smith southwest
;-•««, ice cream shop located in sides these ladies, other charter mem-.
the city with her It is reported that young Beaver was
hui
on
his
way
home
from
school
and
in
A
meeting
of
the
Sunshine
club
f Anita. There were 13 members
o
l<iin g just east of the -Rialto bers are Mrs. A. C. James, M,,. JJeo spent Sun y
fiat
attempting to -pass another car on the was held Friday at the home of Mlrs. present and the business meeting, in
">. has sold the*lace to A. L. Rathburn, Mrs. Worth Cha.u, MM. uncle, H.
and wife spent Sun hill drove into the path of Father Ben F. Brodersen with all members charge of Mrs. William Richter, was
I"5*'', who comes here from Stuart. Rose Dreier, Mrs. Peter Andersen, ^
at the home Flavin's car, dust from the car he was present and two visitors, Mrs. Clifford fallowed by a program under the di<• has been engaged
— - in, the Mrs. C. G. Hayter,
„
UJr., Mrs.
linedOrvilto
Mrs. day in the cuy
cer
apt twelve Ghristensen, Mrs.
v business
buBinwB-for-flw
'for-the past
Mrs. H—Henry ltOL
'«"•"•' ' ,' f his brother, Frank Watkins am attempting to pass obscuring the vi- ; Kearns and Mrs. Merle McAfee. Pur- rection of Mrs. Grover Darling. The
•" = - his store
^ that -he owned- Gerald
- ""^
'— iMWg.
Jens
born and grew t sion. Father Flavin accompanied by ing the noon hour a covered dish din- rest of the afternoon was spent sowa
7- ««»ing
Sheumaker,
Mrs.
'K
Je"» HoLiano,
»°"*^; "i
»" od
and M«. Mary fam.Iy.
f i v e&
1
in
Anita, and for th 'Father D. D. Dower of Cumberland ner was served, and the afternoon cially 'and with hand work. The hostess
'
year at (Howe, south of Menlo, Mrs. John Rathman
,,.aH»v
n.u.sday,
were on their wAy to Adair at the time ! was spent by the ladies embroidering served a lunch. The next meeting
>w
Mr:
and
Mm,
BossJensen.
At
the
meeting
•-ens ago. Mr, and MT8. JKOSS- Jensen.
«.t <-»" "
°
. - , Das t nine y e u i = »»- made his horn
of the accident. All escaped with ! tea towels for the hostess.
Mrs. will be held with Mm. Frank Smith
two daughters, Helen and lone, Mrs. Edward E. Niemand was a_ vis - ^ ^^ (; . tyi Mo-> h re he j, th
Research barber shop
minor cuts and bruises, but both ma- j McAfee, a recent bride, was given a on April 20, and Mrs. O. L. Saxton,
"'oved to Anita and wijl make or. The next meeting of the aid will
^ ^ Kesearcn
chines were damaged quite badly, 'present by each member of the club, 'will have charge of the program.
f1'; home in an apartment at the A. be held on the first Thursday m M a y , ^ ^ ^ ^ Uo,mea St>
l
at the home of 'Mrs . J. P. Chnstensen.
« residence.

Values For Friday-Saturday

19c

19c

44c

9c

19c

19c

23c

James Pilmer Dies Thursday March Liquor Sales at
at His Home in Atlantic
«f * Wtv .».
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ANITA

TRIBUNE,

THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 1939.

R. C. Howard, A. .1. Kopp and
Andrew Petersen.
i
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
Nays:
March 29, 1939.
!
None.
Whereupon the Mayor declared the
The Town Council met in special
PHONE 300
session at 7:30 P. M. for the purpose resolution adopted as follows:
Phone 29
We Deliver
of adopting plans, specifications and
RESOLUTION.
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY^
form of contract and to receive bids
WHEREAS, this is the time and |
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
for the construction of a Municipal place set by resolution of this c o u n - j
PINEAPPLE, crushed or tid bits, buffet can, 2 f 0r is5c
Electric Light & Power Plant and cil for the purpose of holding a pubGRAHAM CRACKERS, fancy, Mb. and kite
FLOUR, Mrs. Lane's, 49-lb. bag
95c
Distribution System with all neces- lic hearing on the a d v i s a b i l i t y of
ready to
fly
'<«..;
1Q
COCOA, Hershey, Mb. box
12c
sary requisites at a maximum ex- , constructing and erecting a municipal
penditure
of
$110,000.00.
BLEACH,
large
bottle,
very
special
2
qt.
bottles
??
electric
light
and
power
plant
and
disJELL POWDER, Clover Farm, assorted, 4 boxes. 15c
Mayor C. F. Darrow called the tribution system and to consider plans
JELLY,
Brimfull,
strawberry,
raspberry
and
CHEESE, Shefford's, 2-lb. box
39c
meeting to order.
and specifications and forms of congrape, 14-oz. glass.
.
POTATOES, Cobbler, northern grown, 100-lb.
Roll was called and the following tract in connection therewith and to
COFFEE,
Sun-Up,
fancy
Santos,
any
grind,
lb
i
members were present:
bag
$1.49
'consider all proposals, offers or bids
CRISCO,
large
3-lb.
can..,
......^
^
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, R. C. in connection with the furnishing of
PORK and BEANS, 2 No. 2V, cans
15c
SALMON, fancy selected Alaska pink, 2 cans 'j
Howard, A. J. Kopp and Andrew Pet- i electrical energy at wholesale to the
!
COCOA, 2-lb. box
17c
ersen.
BEANS, Michigan navy, 4 pounds^
';'}
town of Anita, Iowa, and to receive
Moved by Alfred Dement and and consider bids or propositions for
NAPTHA SOAP, Clover Farm, 4 giant size bars. 15c
seconded by Ernest Burke that due the sale of the present distribution
PEAS, No. 2 standard, 3 cans
25c
to the inability of Town's Engineer system located in the town of Anita,
to be present at the meeting, that
Lettuce, Celery, Strawberries, Radishes,
Iowa, and
the meeting be adjourned until March I WHEREAS, due, timely and legal
Ayes:;
Cabbage and Cauliflower
30, 1939,'at 10:30 o'clock A. 'M., at notice has been given by publication this resolution.
SECTION 7. That the Town Clerk
Burke, Dement, Howard
which time all objections to the pro- as by law required of this meeting,
is hereby authorized and directed to
and Petersen.
posed project will be heard and all
Nays:
and
keep a written record of all
bids
and proposals submitted in con- I WHEREAS, the council has fully .^
Say ye of him, whom the Father
ha<J at t h j s meeting in con.
None.
hath sanctified, and sent into the' nection therewith will be opened and | considered and discussed the question ; nection with the said improvement,
•Motion
carried and Council adiou
!
Published Every Thursday by the world, Thou blasphemest; because I j read.
of the advisability of making the said ! ^.^ ^^ shM contain a
ed and met as Board of Health
The
Mayor
put
the
question
and
said, I am the Son of God? If I
improvement and has fully considered of a,, bids and propositions offered
No business appearing thereun,
do not the works of my Father, be- the vote was as follows:
all proposed plans and specifications
it was moved by Dement
Ayes:
^
^^
W. F. 3UDD
Editor lieve me not. But if I do, though ye
name Qr nameg of ftny
seconi
submitted and all proposals, bids or wjth
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, offers submitted in connection there- son or persons appearing as objectors by Howard, that ^e adjourn as
believe not me, be'.itve the works: that
with
a
brief
statement
of
such
obR. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and with.
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 ye may know, and believe, that the
No bids for purchasing jections, which record along with this of Health and convene as a Bo
Review.
Andrew Petersen.
If not paid in advance
$2.00 Father is in me, and I in him" (John
electrical energy at wholesale were resolution shall be inserted in the
Ayes:
Nays:
10:36-38).
received. No bids were received for j
Entered at the post office at Anita,
of
None.
Burke, Dement, Howard,
Among the selections from the
I the sale of the present distribution
Passed and approved this 30th. day
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
and Petersen.
Christian Science textbook is the fol- i Whereupon Mayor Darrow then de- j system of the Iowa Electric Company
of March, 1939.
clared the motion carried and the
Nays:
lowing:
THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 1939.
within the Town of Anita, Iowa, nor
C. F. Darrow,
None*
"Jesus of Nazareth taught and de- meeting adjourned to March 30, 1939, was any proposal made by them or
Mlayor.
at
10:30
A.
M.
monstrated man's oneness with the
Motion carried and Council
any other person, firm or corporation
Attest:
Solon A. Karns,
Father, and for this we owe him
vened as Board of Review.
for the sale of e'.ectrical energy at
So?on A. Karns,
Town Clerk.
endless homage.
His mission was
wholesale to the said Town. No obMoved by Kopp and seconded
Clerk.
both individual and collective. He did
jections to the proposed electric light
Dement,
that E. Burke be elected i
(Seal)
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
life's work aright not only in justice
and power plant and distribution sysChairman of the Board of Review.
Moved
by
Ernest
Burke
and
secondto himself, but in mercy to mortals,
tem, or to any bids or proposals ofAyes:
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
ed by R. C. iHowad, that we adjourn.
—to show them how to do theirs, but
April 15, 1909.
fered were made by any person, eithDement, Howard, Kopp and
March 30, 1939.
The Mayor called the roll and the
! er orally or in writing.
ersen.
Fred C. Chinn was in Des Moines not to do it for them nor to relieve
The
Town
Council
met
in
adjourned
vote
was
as
follows:
them of a single responsibility" (p. 18).
last week on business.
Motion carried.
session at 10:30 A. M. Mayor C. F. I NOW THEREFORE, BE IT REAyes:
The millinery stores are about the
Darrow called the meeting to order. j SOLVED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL
Moved by (Dement and seconded I
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement,
only business places in town these «• CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
Roll was called and the following OF THE TOWN OF ANITA, CASS
R. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and Howard, that we adjourn to Tues<
days that are busy, aside from Satur- +
COUNTY, IOWA:
April 4, 1939 at 7:30 P. M. at I
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
-f members were present:
Andrew Petersen.
day.
SECTION 1. That the plans and
«• + + + + + + + + + + + +
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, R. C.
Clerk's office.
Nay!;:
H. L. Moore has sold his residence
Howard, A. J. Kopp and Andrew Pet- specifications now on file with the
Ayes:
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
None.
property in West Anita to' Nelse
Town Clerk be and the same are
ersen.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Dement, Howard, Kopp a n d :
Whereupon the Mayor declared the
Johnson, who takes possession in thirChristian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m. j Mayor C. F. DarrQw then called for hereby adopted; and the proposed motion carried and the meeting adersen.
ty days.
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock, jany objections that were on file. form of contract now on file with journed.
Nays:
While fooling around the business
Do not stop going to church since j There being none on file he then called the Town Clerk is hereby adopted.
None.
Solon A. Karns,
end of a strange mule one day last Easter is past as Christian living is for any objections from anyone presSECTION 2. That this Council
'Motion
carried.
Town Clerk.
week, Ed. Allanson got tagged with something that should be a daily priv- ' ent. There being no objections, it was does deem it to be for the best inSolon A. Karns,
both hind feet, but the injury was ilege. So let us try and make every , moved by Alfred Dement and second- j terest of the Town that the proposed
Town Clerk I
COUNCIL
PROCEEDINGS.
not sufficient to put him out of com- day an Easter Sunday as far as our ed by A. J. Kopp, that bids be op- ' construction of its Electric Light and
mission.
ened and read.
' Power Plant and Distribution System
attendance is concerned.
Town Ha ll, Anita, Iowa,
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS,
District court is in session with
The Mayor put the question and be made in accordance with the plans
April 3 1939
Judge Woodruff on the bench. This
the vote was as follows:
and specifications and form of contract
The Town Council met in regular
Clerk's Office, Anita, Ji
is the new Judge's first appearance
LUTHERAN MISSION AT + • Ayes:
April 4,1939.
868510
WHh
the
f
llOWing
members
in this county in this capacity, but
I. O. O. F. HALL.
+
K- r
ipresent:
"
°
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, "TECTIoTf
bhCHON 3. Th
Thatt no objections
The Board of Review met kii
he seems to be giving universal satRev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
-f
R. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and having been filed, the council deems j Mayor Darrow; Councilmen Burke, journed session at 7:30 P. M.
isfaction.
+ ••• + + + •»• + + + + + ; + + ;
Andrew Petersen.
it to be to the best interests of the j Dement, Howard, Kopp and PeterPresent were Ernest Burke, I
Easter Sunday was a day of threatSunday School at 9:30 a. m.
' Nays:
Town to proceed with the construction ' sen
man, Alfred Dement, R. C. Hoi
ening rain, high winds and other disDivine worship at 10:30 a. m.
I
None.
and A. J< Kopp.
turbances, but not until about 10:00
Confirmation class meets every Wed- i The Mayor then declared the mo- I Power Plant and Distribution System.
( Absent, Andrew Petersen.
were
read
and
approved.
o'clock in the evening did the rain nesday and Friday afternoon.
; tion carried.
j SECTION 4. That the Council havThe Board continued the reviei
The Treasurer's report was read and
begin to fall, winding up with quite
Adult confirmation class meeting', The bids were then opened and read ing duly considered all bids and proof the assessor's books. It was mowl|
approved.
a snow storm.
every Monday evening at 8:00 o'clock. after which it was moved by A. J.
posals made in connection with said. The following bills were allowed by 'Dement and seconded by Kopptol
A new drugstore will be opened
Kopp and seconded by Andrew Peter- i improvement and such consideration j and ordered paidadjourn to April 5, 1939, at 7:30 P.«|
in Anita in the Sears building by Dr.
sen, that the meeting be adjourned having been made in accordance with |
Corporation Fund
Ayes:
METHODIST
CHURCH
-f
C. I. Wainwright and Miles Lowell.
to 'March 30, 1939, at 7:30 P. M.
the plans and specifications herein ' C. F. Darrow salary
Dement, Howard and Kopp.
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f
10.00
The fixtures have already been pur"The Mayor put the question and the adopted and the following proposals : Fred Eriine ' salarv
•
»
•
•
»
•
•
»
•
•
»
•
•
»
•
•
»
•
•
*
•
*
•
»
•
•
*
•
•
«
•
4.
Nays:
60.00
chased and the new firm expects to
vote was as follows:
j having be en considered by the Coun- George I, Bills, salary and
None.
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
be. ready 'to open for business next
Ayes:
j
d
l
as
the
most
advantageous
proposMcDermott, Superintendent.
killing dogs
Motion carried.
,
62-00
week.
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, als and to the best interest of the Solon A
Solon
A.
Karns,
Church
Worship
at
11:00
a.
m.
SerT
n.
.,
.
Karns,
salarv
f
40.00
iWOiam P. Barrett, wife and baby
R. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and Town, the following
proposals are Ernest Burke 10
Town Clerk.
of( Kellogg, Iowa, arrived in the city mon by the pastor on "After Easter
10.00
Andrew Petersen.
j hereby accepted, to-wit:
'
'
Saturday afternoon. "Bill" could only W h a t ? " Also special music.
11.00
Nays:
Proposal
in
the
sum
of
Eighteen
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Sunday afternoon the young people
R. C. Howard, 11 meetings
stay until Sunday afternoon, but BerNone.
11.00
Thousand Six Hundred Eighty
A.
J.
Kopp,
11
meetings
tha and the baby will remain for of the church will attend a meeting
11.00
The Mayor then declared the mo"
Clerk's Office, Anita, Io'
several weeks, visiting at the home in Atlantic of the Mlethodist young tion carried and the meeting adjourn10.00
April 5, 1939.
people of Cass county. Our group is
of Val. Wiegand and family.
ed to March 30, 1939, at 7:30 P. M.
Moines, Iowa, for Section 1 of said
' ' M" P°stThe Board of Review met in
age
W. E. Kelloway, who has been to furnish the program from 6:30 to
Solon A. Karns,
1.26
plans
and
specifications.
„
journed
session at 7:30 P. M
|
Iowa
7:l!0.
We
wi'.l
meet
at
the
church
at
feeding quite a large amount of catC mpany
Town Clerk.
Proposal in the sum of Forty- i lights
°
'
Present were Ernest Burke, Chair-1
tle and hogs the past few months, 1:30 and take a covered dish along
1.07 man, Alfred Dement and R. C. Ho*|
Four Thousand Three Hundred
' f a r m e r s Co-Op., coal
7 63
shipped out twelve car loads last for supper. If you can go, get in
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Fifty-Five
($44,355.00)
Dollars
ard.
. D e s 'Moines Rubber Stamp
week, and has several car loads for touch with Miss Gayle Johnson.
made by the Worthington Pump ! Works, seal
Absent, A. J. Kopp ami Andre»|
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
shipment this week. All his shipTown Hall, Anita, Iowa,
5.75
and Machinery Corporation of i Tribune Publ
P,,Wi v,^
Rev.
Thomas
will
bring
the
message
Petersen.
ments have been matte to Chicago.
March 30, 1939.
Buffalo, New York, for the pro- I
*h'ng Company,
The Board completed the reviewing
printing
H. W. Chehock, superintendent of if nothing interferes.
The Town Council met in adjourned
31.42 of the Assessor's books after «hie«|
posal identified as Section 2—AlThursday
there
will
be
an
all
day
the Anita schools the past five years,
session at 7:30 P. M. Mayor Darrow
West Iowa Telephone Com
ternate B of said plans and specit was moved by Howard and seem
pany, rent and toll
was re-elected to the same position meeting of the Woman's Home Mis- called the meeting to order.
21 2Q
ifications.
ed
by Dement, that April 17,
by the board of directors for another sionary Society in Council Bluffs. It
Roll was called and the following
nce
Proposal in the sum of Five I Xt'cv ^ & ^^
at 7:30 P. M., at the Town Hall I
year, but declined the election owing wi 1 be the 36th. annual district con- councilmen were present:
Agency,
compensation
inThousand Four Hundred ($5set as the time and place for >'"*"
surance .
to the fact that he had asked that vention. The regular meeting of our
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, R. C.
400.00) Dollars made by Elec49.48
society
will
be
held
next
week.
of
Board of Grievance.
his salary be raised from $900 to
Howard, A. J. Kopp and Andrew PetFund.
Motor Company of Cedar Rapids,
Friday evening the young people ersen.
Ayes:
. ,,
$1,000, which the board refused to
Com
Iowa, for Section 3 of said plans' ! ^^
'»"y. >*reet
are going to Wiota and spend the evdo.
'
Alfred Dement and R. <' 110"'1
Report of C. iM. Stanley, Engineer
and
specifications.
66.30
ening there with the young people on the tabulation of bids, was read
ard.
''"ire Fund.
Proposal in the sum of Twenty- ! K
from the Methodist church. There is and any 'objections thereto called for. [
shay Loan
Motion
carried.
& Insurance
Five Thousand Five Hundred Sev- 'I °''
A motion to adjourn carried
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + to be an entertainment and a box sup- There being no objections the CounAgency,
fireman
tnty
Eight
and'
95-100
($25,insurSolon A. Karns,
•*•
Thomas R. Dixon. Pastor.
-f per. We will leave at 7:30 from the cil entered into general discussion of
ance
578.9!-)) Dollars made by G. W.
75.00
church. If you are not listed as the various bids.
Town CU'i'l
It wa
-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
! Jones Electric Company of Kani secChnrch School at 10:00 a. m. going, get in touch with Miss Maxine
It was moved by R. C. Howard and
V
Burke,
that
•(
sas City, Missouri, for Section (
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, Daughenbaugh.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMKM «
seconded by Alfred Dement, that
, Attorney, appear for
;
4 of .said plans and specificaThe
new
Methodist
hymnals
are
on
the
ADMINISTRATOR.
superintendent.
McMillan Construction Co. and yni' vacating of streets ar
tions.
alleys in Vicl
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. now available at the church in case versaJ Supply & Machinery Co. be
'"-y Park.
All in accordance with plans
In the District'Court of the State'
The ladies aid will meet at the that you know of someone who would returned
| Ayes:
their $5,000.00 certified
i
and
specifications as adopted and
like
to
dedicate
one
to
the
church.
ltu
church Thursday, and at noon will
Iowa, In and For Cass ( '° u n t >:' J
check.
''ke, Dement,
| w h i c h plans and specifications are I
Kopp
a
In
the Matter of the Estate ot A" I
serve a 15c lunch to the public.
The Mtoyor put the question and the
'Hl Petersen.
Harlie and Malvern Cue of Atlantic
j made a part of this resolution !
Nays:
Calkins, Deceased.
vote was as follows:
were visitors at the Cecil Denney
j by reference thereto the same
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
To Whom It May Concern:
Ayes:
!
None.
home
in Anita one day this week.
j as though more fully set forth
that th«|
+
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
-f
M
Notice is hereby
Ernest
Burke,
Alfred
Dement,
i
»Uon
carried,
They
are
brothers
of
Mrs.
Denney.
|
herein
and
in
accordance
with
the
•*• + + + + + + + + •»• + + +
R. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and
undersigned has been
j proposals listed above which are i '''"e annual report 1 l| n- Board of has qualified as Administrator o
"Doctrine of Atonement" will be
i
Andrew Petersen.
I ni.stees of
G. A. Johnson and his sisters enmade a part of this r-.-rolution by
Al U W
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in tertained George C. Johnson of iDexEstate
of
Adelia
Calkins,
late
oi
Nays:
!::...
"
^erwork
8
»» n-ad and approved
reference t h u e t o .
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on ter, Hada Johnson of Cedar Falls and
None.
County, Iowa, deceased. A H P^
SECTION 5.
'"f a n n u a l report ,,f
Sunday, April 16.
in any manner indebted t» s
,
The Mayor then declared the mo- j hereby rejected
Mrs. Harvey Dickson and children of
MM
'
y nil apM
The Golden Text is from Romans Menlo Sunday for the day.
tion carried.
ceased or her estate will '""^
'
h
e
Mayor
the,,
„,„„;,
| by authorized and directed to retu'r
5:11, "We also joy in God through
Councilman Andrew Petersen intro- certified check of such bidders
ment to the undersigned; "'"
had I,,.,.,,
our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we
A meeting of the Jolly Neighbors duced the following resolution and
his office having claims against sau! ^
>elll 10ninK hi
l
SECTION 6. That the Mayor ami ' !
"' " ra a
f
have now received the atonement."
c'ub was held last Wednesday after- moved its adoption. Councilman Alspecial elec- or her estate will present t
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo-' noon at the home of Mrs. N. Swan- fred Dement seconded the motion to Town Clerk a r e hereby authorized Z lr i, r "' ' '"""*»* > <' > I'H. lo wa Elec- manner and form as by ''
instructed to enter into and execute
'' Kapi c , Iowa, quired, for allowance and P»> "" ^ „,
tutions from the Bible and from the son northwest of the city. The ladies adopt.
" * "f
cussioii
written
contracts
on
behalf
of
S ak!
Christian Science textbook, "Science spent the afternoon embroidering tea
'8C
The roll was called and the vote was
Dated this 4th. day of AP'"' •
said p e t i i i , , l ( •'» the Mayor
Town with said respective contractors ( ' h a s
; nd Health with Key to the Scrip- towels for the hostess. Late in the as follows:
""
"
'
i
t
y
Attorney
Walk,.,
1939.
for sttld respective sections of said
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Ayes:
afternoon a lunch was served by Mrs.
Percy W. r a l k ; "
>'.V Hu _'"' "" "Pinion.
plant and distribution system as
One of the Bible citations reads: Swanson.
Ernest Burke,
Alfred Dement,
'""'
seconded
by
Administrator
off B
awarded under section Four ( i ) of
" "'Mourn a
«
Council
By
Hobart
E.
Newton,
a
li'.ard o 1
Health.
. Attorney for said EstaU
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

PETERSEN'S

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

Fresh Vegetables and Friiit in Season

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing: Co.
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
ALLWGHT,
BOyS. SET.
REAt>y F
OUR BU
f
HRE" NUMBER

THE MOUSE
HAS BEEN

SAVE MV
PETS.TDO

'AS-THERE
Gces

OL'

N

JUMP'

I—V SAVt

TO THE

MUSIC

RESCUB-

^

STARTEgTO.,,

NET:

DEMON ROLLE

Shorn*!

B

lrf

*5vB!2S«

OW PRODUCTS CflJiJJ

"ED

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —The Library h Full of Romance
LOOK. /AY LITTLE
HONEY,
YOU
FLOWER, WE CAN FIND;
HAVE
PRIVACY IN THE
SUCH
QUIET CORRIDORS
ORIGINAL
OF THE LIBRARY
IDEAS!

THE WORDS OP
LOVE WRITTEN
IN THESE
THOUSANDS
OF BOOKS ARE
COLD NOTHINGS
COMPARED
TO WHAT
I A/A
ABOUT
TO SAY
TO YOU

OH,
GONZALES,
YOU TALK
SO
FANCY

IN A FOMENT
THE PAGES OF
ROMEO AND JULIET,
AND ANTONY AND
CLEOPATRA WILL
TURN GREEN
WITH ENVY

YOU'RE L50
.
LITERARY!

'Slassi
&su£/

KEEP MOVIN'. YOU
BOZOS-WE FOUND
THIS PLACE FIRST' Jlg^
\—^ef<l
Rg^ifrts

SAFETY T;
""

!•

At the Crossroad, j

t Jiy Mt^cty 8rnaie»U. toe.

«*t

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Sank With All on Board!

MESCAL IKE

SADDLE HQRgp

„, s. L.

TPHE "dirty work at thec
* roads" of fable and sto
a- counterpart in the pad
modern autornobile accid
The National Safety COM
ports that in 1937 about I.
__cent otlfl]LinjQry accidenlai
les occurred at intersec
In rural areas, bom.
about 24 per cent of the I
accidents occur at intersec
The council said 52 peri
the intersection accidents fl_
voived two motor vehidejl
eight-angle collisions.

Breaking the News Gently
:

C»*J X30 1MASOJC M6W

=i6KnNa vunuB«rns-

General KnowledH,]
It is 'easier to knowi
general tban man
La Rochefoucauld.

<«ES WWEM KKMMVCOO

SWjRRITftTNtfJl

tm

OH, i SUPPOSE
MAAMED ONES DO

, Peaceful Silence
Silence is a great peacf
—Ixragfellow.

PAIN IN
POP— Preparedness
WHAT'S THE IDEA OF
THE SMITHS TAKING
L6SSONS IN SPANISH

J. MILLAR WATT
VELL TWEYVC ADOPTED A
SPANISH BABY -

T CXPCCT TM&Y
TO KNOW
IT SAYS

WHCN IT BCQINS
TO TALK !

wpW»rta L—

,

M pnanDt wanning >
HAMLIN5

i'ZARD Oh
ilNlMENT
,

| A l t A C h L b ;^

Higy
wrtr-w
Curse of Progress
WE
LOOKING
FORWAQD TO
TH' DKV
WHEN Al_L
RftD)O SETS
WILL. BE
EQUIPPED
WITH
SOME SOHTT
OF A.
GAD6ET
WMERHBV

WE CAN
TALK BACK
TO TH'
ANKJOOMCER

--(VMD NOW WE'D
LIKE TO H^AQ.
VA/HAT CKJO RADIO
AUDIENJCE H6« TO
SAV ABOUT OUR
PROGQAM—

Clever Men
Clever men are
re not the

QUALIFIED SORROW
Mike—What's the idea of wearing
a mourning band on your left lei?
Pat?
"'
Pat—Me mother has passed away.
Mike—But why on your leg instead of your arm?
Pat — Well, she was me step
mother.
Remiss
Vicar (benevolently)—And what is
your name, my little man?
Small Boy-Well, it that ain't the
limit! Why, it was you that christened mel—Pittsburg Gazette.
Blame the Printer
"Waiter! I've found a needle in
ray soup!"
Waiter r "Beg pardon, sir, typographical error. It should have been
a noodle."
Why Worry?
Father—Ned, why are you always
at the bottom of your class?

Ned—It doesn't really matter
dad. We get the lame instruction
at both ends of the ciasi.

am;

THE
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Maduffs Food Marki

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
WE DELIVER
•
PHONE 239
March 13, 1988.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
County, Iowa, met in adjourned sesTHURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS I
sion with all members present:
No. 1 Creamery
** .
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike
Metz, G. E. Eshe'.man. K. W. Wiese
Pound
44-C
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
!
Minutes of March 1st wen- approved
10-lb. Cloth Bag
as read.
'
•The following road patrolmen bonds
Fresh and Crispy
,
i
were approved:
Joseph W. Metz, Harold V. Smith,
/**i*n DAAC and TOMATOES
Mtervin Taylor, Virgil Schrader, Otto
C. Dreager, Clyde Hill, John Wallace,
Jesse Cranston, Henry Eggerling, Paul
Df*«»hAC
Halves or Sliced
Madden, Harry Steffens and Kenneth
Hays, 'County Mechanic.
I
f*l* ******
No. 1 FuH Cream
The yearly report of Dr. R. C.
Bailey, Soldiers' Relief Commissioner,
was approved.
SEED POTATOES, all kinds, northern grown
The rebates of Harry T. White,
100-lb. bag
.$1.15 And UD
Anita for $24.01, Soldiers' Exemption
PERFECTED KNEEEXCIISIVE VACUUM
and
Frank
L.
Forsyth,
Pleasant
TownACTION RIDING SYSTEM
6EAKHIFT
ship, Soldiers' Exemption, $11.80 were
Chevrolet is first in sales because it's first in
On Moifer D. Lux.
modflt only
approved.
said Board.
styling— first in acceleration— first in hillOn motion and vote J. S. and Anna
•Dated this 13th day of March, A. D.,
climbing — arid first in value in its price rangel
Bickett were granted an extension of
their school loan of $500 at the rate
M. E. HUBBARD,
Again the people of the nation are awarding Chevof \W< interest.
County Auditor, Cass County
rolet first place in motor car sales!
NEW "OISERVATION
On motion and vote the following
Iowa.
Aud the reason they are buying more Chevrolets
MR" VISII1LITY
resolution
was
passed:
The
following
claims
were allowed
than any other make of car is that this new Chevrolet
and the Auditor authorized to write
RESOLUTION.
gives them more of all the things they want in a
,,1,^,,.^^, a.. Sheriff's
—
motor car, at lower coat.
WHEREAS,
Deed -has warrants for the same:
been issued pursuant to foreclosure Fred Dahlberg, painting . . . . $ 72.00
Visit your nearest Chevrolet dealer today! See,
sale to the State of Iowa, covering George Henningsen, rental .
36.60
drive and buy the nation's fastest selling motor car
the real estate hereinafter described, Earl Lang, painting
52.80
and the nation's biggest dollar-value!
for the use and benefit of the Per- Esther Reeves, salary
30.00
Owned by
manent School Fund, and
Tom Wheeler, painting . . . . .
52.80
NORTH ORIENT HORSE CO,]
WHEREAS, said real estate should
'Domestic Animal Claims.
be offered for sale and sold, and should Lee C. Johnson, 2 ewes
9.00
Will Make the Season in
ffw Only low-McMf Car
prior to said sale be appraised as R. E. Kluever, hog
12.00
provided by law and that said ap- LeRoy A. Krause, 1 lamb ..
7.20
"ALL THAT'S BEST AT LOWEST COST!"
praisement should be made by the Alex IMcGamn, 6 ewes
26.00,
City Council of the City of Atlantic, Frank Orton, 1 ewe
4.05
in which said property is located, ! Martin Hofmeister, 1 ewe .. 4.50
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RE- E. D. Rinker, 2 ewes
10.80
This horse was second pri»|
SOLVED by the Board of Supervisors C. W. Garlock, 1 ewe
6.60
Percheron Stallion at the Ion|
of Cass County that the County Aud-!
Session and Mileage Claims.
State Fair in 1937 and 1938.
PHONE 244
ANITA, IOWA
5.00
itor of Cass County issue to the City Hawley Lynch
For further information, seel
6.70
Council of the City of Atlantic, the Mike Metz
5.65
L. H. Laartz, Anita, Iowa.
city in which said real estate is lo- "• " • wiese
W. H. Wohlenhaus
practices of people noticed lately; also! cated, to-wit: C. R. Jones, Tim Mor£
told what they learned from the safety j rissey, F. J. Tuck, Albert Christensen,'
Metz
b ,Wiese>
talk and cruiser last week. This week Henry Reese and Frank Grulke, a cornthe highest bidder on the 8th. i
has been spent in reviewing and tak- j mission to appraise the following deof May, 1939, at the hour o f !
or on call of 'Chairman.
District Commercial Contest.
ready for distribution around the first ins tests. Our dental thermometer' scribed real estate, to-wit:
o'clock A. M., at the north d
Motion carried.
The district commercial contest is of May. Be sure to give the business has gone up ten points. As a satisNorth 75 feet of West one-half
the court house in Atlantic,
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
to be held at Corning on April 22. commmittee your order now.
factory report is received the tern°f Block 7, Crawford & Merriams
of Cass and State of Iowa.
Chairman.
The amateur and novice typing and
perature
raises.
j
Addition,
City of Atlantic, Cass
Attest:
You are further notified tilt |
novice shorthand departments are be- Grade News.
Fifth and sixth graders who have' County, Iowa
M. E. Hubbard,
The first grade are interested in new
said real estate includes yourl
ing represented in this contest., „ f
not been absent or tardy are LeVeda directing them to appraise said real
County Auditor.
stead, that unless you plat
Six people from each of these classes bird booklets. Pictures are being col- Christensen; Dorothy Millhollin, Elaine , estate and make their report to this i
cord the same within ten dipd
have been chosen as contestants. Three ored of various birds and stories writ- Biggs, Byron Christensen, Jack High-; Board pursuant to the provisions of ;
SHERIFF'S
SALE
NOTICE.
of each six will enter the contest and ten about them. Safety pictures have ley, Johnny Rasmussen, Max Biggs, \ Chapter 232 of the 1935 Code of Iowa '
the service of this notice,li
the remaining: three will act as the been drawn and sent to C. A. Long Carol Carlton, Maxine Dinkey, Mary as amended.
cause said homestead to be i
j State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
substitutes. The students chosen are: in appreciation for the educational Ann Kelly, Phyllis Pratt, Gladys Rose,' Be it further resolved that the Coun-'
out, platted and recorded as ]
Novice Typing—Virginia Nichols, safety cruiser which he was responsible Devona Woodall and Helen Turner, ty Auditor shall give at least forty , General Americ*n Life Insurance by law and the expense thereof*
Virginia Bartley, Marilyn Kohl, Rob- for bringing to the school. Parents Byron Christensen has a perfect record days notice of the time and p'.ace' Company' a corporation, Plaintiff.' be added to the costs in this ca&]
ert Crawford, Marjorie Hendricks and of first grade children are respond- so far this year. In the Iowa Dental of the sale of said real, estate as pro- Chns B' Cnr'stensen, et al., DefendDated this 3rd. day of
ing nicely to the dental check-up pi
Donald Mclntyre.
ants
1939.
program contest the sixth grade is , vided by said Chapter 232 of the Code [
"
Amateur Typing—Beulah Bornholdt, gram being carried out. The honor roll
P. P. Edwards,
ahead of the fifth. The following °f 1935 of Iowa as amended and that
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is
mounting
s
steadily.
Amy Knowlton, Ruby Peacock, Ivy
To Chris B. 'Christensen and Lillian
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the
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for
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time
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Petersen, Jeannette Robson and Letha Those having perfect spelling papers
Louise Christensen, his wife; Jones
By M. B. Parkinson,
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of
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lene Lett, Gene Parker, Gene Petersen, County Court House at Atlantic, Iowa,;
Beulah Bornho'.dt, Doiane Bowen, Jean tolph, Elvin Hendricks and Dean
You are hereby notified that by
John Rasmussen, Lola Chadwick and at ten o'clock A. M. on the 1st day
Dement, Amy Knowlton and Jeannette
virtue
of a Special Execution to me
Highly.• Virginia
Johnson, wDe- of *May,
1939.
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FOR SALE:—Tally cards, 2 for I
gene Benson, Cleo Grinstead, Pauline party. Elaine Biggs, Gerald Tibken graph, official newspaper in Atlantic, Companv
and Mary Ann Kelly were on the pro- Cass County, Iowa, two weeks; also
' a corporation, and in rem Tribune office, Anita.
Practice Continues on "Girl Shy."
Henderson and Carol Porch.
against Chris B. Christensen, et al.,
The second grade boys and girls and' gram committee,
j said notice shall be posted in
The senior play cast, under the diIhe seventh
rade are
and the hereinafter described real
HELLO FOLKS! Real ban
e
continuing places, two of which must be
rection of Miss Kyle, is progressing- Miss McKinney sowed oats in the' °
1
1 estate for the sum of 'Fourteen Thous- in started chicka at reduced
their
study
of
land
transportation.
Atlantic.
very well on their play "'Girl Shy." sand table. They are axious for them
j and Seven Hundred Thirty-Three and at the Anita Hatchery, Anita,
NOTICE OF SALE OF
They are about to complete the second to come up, so they can watch them ' Gretchen and Miss Hollen are conSCHOOL LAND.
! 55-100 Dollars ($14,733.55), I did on
act. The play will be given April 28. grow. Muryl Rathman brought the tmumg their spelling work. The eighth
•FOR SALE:—White Oak and 1
grade
has
been
studying
formulas.
Notice is hereby given that the the 3rd. day of April, A. D. 1939, Oak posts, well seasoned. C. E. W
oats for them to sow. Friday afterlevy
on
the
property
of
the
said
Mixed Chorus to District Contest.
undersigned will offer for sale at
noon this grade enjoyed an Easter
Ira Hamilton and wife of Stuart public auction to the highest bidder,
B. Christensen and Lillian
The Mixed Chorus will represent party. Some of the pupils have enFOUND:—aibsonic pin. Owner 0
Christensen, his wife, Jones have same by paying for this i
Anita at the district music contest joye(i go j ng into other rooms to say spent Sunday in the city at the home subject to the provisions of Chapter
Eckmanunemical
ChemicalCompany,
Company,
at Harlan on April 13. The group is or read April stories and poems for of her parents, M. J. Peters and wife. 232 of the 1935 Code of Iowa ^ —>K—, ^...mi
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An interesting meeting of the fourth ness of heart from your husband when
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and the material has been sent to the grade Safety First club was held this he is hungry and tired—feed the
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•Weekly News Analysis-

Axis Adopts 'Confusion? Plan
To Force More Concessions
-By Joseph W. La BineEDITOR'S NOTE—Wbtn opinions tn
fxpnufd in thtft column*, tbtr *'» taa*»
ef tbt taw* tntlrtt. and not ntctatrilj
of th* ntw*p*pff.

Europe
Almost forgotten by war-mad
Europe this month has been little
Albania, whose conquest by Italy
really started the cauldron boiling.
While Benito Mussolini quietly made
the tiny Balkan state part of King
Victor Emmanuel's monarchy, Europe became a frantic checkerboard
of moves and countermoves in which
harried France and Britain seemed
badly outmaneuvered. Biggest news
came from the Balkans, where
democracies concentrated on Grecian friendship while Premier John
Metazas quavered under threats of
Axis invasion if he continued hobnobbing with Britain. Finally, al-

from Rhodes and other islands of
the Dodecanese group, Italy could
strike at either Greece or Turkey.
Northeast Europe. Poland, fearful
of invasion yet jealous of her independence, risks German invasion
from north and west as the price
for a military pact with Britain.
Also to the north are Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, tools of the Reich
and potential points of invasion into
Poland. Likely sources of trouble
here are Danzig, which seeks annexation by Germany, and the Polish corridor, where Germany wants
to build a highway from its "mainland" to isolated East Prussia.
Western Europe. Mysterious German troop movements have brought
reinforcements on both sides of Belgian, Swiss, Dutch and Danish frontiers, any of which might be crossed
fa a brisk German coup. Less likely is a strike against France, which
would precipitate a general war.
Result. Though forced by public
opinion to stiffen, Mr. Chamberlain's
government still hopes to woo Italy
from the Axis and make peace by
appeasement. Mr. Chamberlain will
not declare war, which is the only
alternative to a stronger foreign policy if the government would remain
fa power. This failing, parliament
has become so hostile that Anthony
Bden, ex-foreign minister, is an excellent bet to succeed Mr. Chamberlain when the next crisis arrives.

Domestic

GREECE'S METAXAS
Britain wot nice, Italy even nicer,

though British Prime Minister
Chamberlain offered a weak "guarantee" of protection to Greece and
Italy, Premier Metaxas took pains
to proclaim joyfully that Italy promised to respect the Greek frontier.
This, he said, symbolized a "new
period of Italian-Greek relations,"
but it was merely symbolic of how
lesser European states, one by one,
are bowing to the Axis rather than
accept doubtful "protection" from
France and Britain.
By mid-April the post-Albanian
crisis had subsided but another was
plainly in the offing.
Newly
strengthened, Italy and Germany
are expected to jab soon at any of
20 possible points, confusing the
democracies so badly that all dictator demands will be granted.
Among possible attack points:
Spain. The civil war is over but
Italian troops are still arriving in
defiance of the Italo-British Mediterranean pact. The excuse is a "victory parade" on May 2, but shrewd
old Field Marshal Henri Petain,
whom France named its first envoy
to 'Burgos, has returned in disgust
to explain that he was snubbed and
treated insolently, and that General
Franco is a tool for the Axis. If
this is true, Italy or Germany could
attack France's southern border,
British Gibraltar or French Algeria
from bases in Spain.
Mediterranean. Gaining nothing
by howling for French Tunisia in
northern Africa, Italy has changed
her tactics, reverting to silence. But
several German troop trains have
passed through Italy bound for
Italian Libya, potential operations
base for a Tunisian campaign.
Balkans.
Italo-German thrusts
converge here, focused on Rumania,
Greece and Turkey. Docile tools of
the Reich, Hungary and Bulgaria
have massed troops on Rumania's
border, threatening to strike if King
Carol gets too friendly with Britain.
Yugoslavia is neutralized, surrounded by Hungary, Bulgaria and Albania. From the latter point, and

Trend
How the wind is blowing . . .
AVIATION — Round-the-world
airplane tickets, placed on sale
for the first time, are priced at
$1,785 for a trip requiring 14 days,
including 11 overnight stops.
SHIPPING—A total of 165 vessels, aggregating 678,000 gross
tons, are under construction in
U. S. shipyards, compared with
105 ships weighing 389,000 tons
last year at this time.
EXECUTION—Maj. Edward J.
Dyer, retired U. S. army officer
.suggested before the Washington
Society of Philosophical Research
that euthanasia (mercy killing)
be adopted for aged indigents,
hopelessly insane and diseased
persons, children born as monsters and first degree murderers.
Justification: "One of the Ten
Commandments might be modified."
CATTLE—Because eggs bring
only 11 cents a dozen, A. W.
Ellsworth, dairy farrqer at Hurd,
N. D., is feeding his cattle eggnog,
raising the "milk-fed"
standard.

Taxation
Time was when the ambitious U.
S. mother wanted her son to be a
banker. But nowadays the hand that
counts money keeps far less of it.
Today's ambitious mother should tutor her son (or daughter) to enter
the motion picture industry. At
Washington, the house ways and
means committee received its annual list of top flight U. S. wage
earners and their salaries for 1937,
disclosing that Movie Magnate Louis
B. Mayer led the pack with $1,296,503 ($1,161,753 as production executive for Loew's, Inc., $134,750 as vice
president of MetroSoldwyn - Mayer).
Second place went to
Loew President J.
Robert Rubin, $651,123; third, Publisher
William Randolph
H e a r s t , $500,000;
fourth, Loew's N. M.
Schenck. $489,602.
Of 63 salaries topping $200,000, an
even 40 were reportLouis B.
ed by movie workMayer
ers. Highest paid
cinema star: Greta Garbo, $472,499.
Highest paid radio star: Maj. Edward Bowes, $427,817. Highest paid
industrialist: International Business
Machines' Pres. Thomas J. Watson,
$419,398.
One consolation for bread-and-butter workers is that the more a man
makes, the more he pays the government. Sample: More than $800,000 of Louis Mayer's $1,296,503 probably went out fa federal taxes. On
net incomes of $50,000, the government gets 17.7 per cent, or $8,869;
on $1,000,000 it gets 67.9 per cent, or
$679,044. Often heaped atop this
levy is a state income tax, like
New York's, which ranges from 2
per cent of the first $1,000 taxable
income to 7 per cent of all taxable
income over $9,000.

In New York marine underwriters
boosted war risk insurance.
The
treasury announced $365,436,000 in Pan America
gold fled to the U. S. in March,
In late March Argentine officials
while $49,000,000 more arrived fa reputedly
that Nazi
two mid-April days alone. At Rome, agents werediscovered
their counMussolini Mouthpiece Virginio Gay- try. Papers undermining
unexpectedly
printed a
da wrote fa a caustic editorial for facsimile of the letter Germany's
his Giornale d'ltalia: "The United Buenos Aires embassy had written
States should heed timely advice to the Berlin foreign office, saying:
before those European nations (Italy
"We are able to annex Patagonia."
and Germany) which have been Hardly
willing to surrender a rich,
chosen as targets by America, are unworked
section comprising oneforced to occupy themselves fa the third of Argentina's
territory, police
same spirit with American internal
dug
for
dirt,
soon
discovering
a wellaffairs." Back fa Washington from
Warm Springs, where he had prom- organized chain of Nazi centers diised to return next fall "if we don't recting the work of German agents
Alfredo
have a war," President Roosevelt throughout the nation.
heard two cabinet officers (Hull and Muller, chief agent, was arrested
Morgenthau) warn that a European and charged with plotting against
war is likely unless effective curbs the state's security. More raids inare placed on Nazi-Fascist threats land disclosed more Nazi commuto the world economic structure. nities, and after three weeks' probWhat his seemingly casual remark ing it became evident Germany had
intended, the President later ex- probably committed a blundering
plained was that "we" meant not tactical mistake.
Reasoning: Alone among the
larger South American nations, Argentina has favored German barter
commerce. The rest of Other
America has eschewed it, knowing
that Nazi .political and military
agents worn hand fa hand with Nazi
tradesmen. Having discovered a
Nazi threat to its security, Argentina is already clamping down on
German imports, ready to join her
neighbors fa a solidarity declaration.
Thus the Patagonian incident fits
perfectly with President Roosevelt's
often-experienced dreams of PanAmerican unity.
Meanwhile, several
thousand
miles away, Ecuador is worrying
over the chance that Germany may
seize the strategic Galapagos islands, which lie 1,000 miles southwest of Panama, and which California's Rep. Edward V. Izak recently wanted the U. S. to purchase
as a naval base.
VlRGINIO GAYDA
He offered advice to the U. S.
the U. S., but western civilization.
It also gave "positive direction to
public thinking" on the European
situation.
While a Gallup poll was reporting
that 65 per cent of the U. S. population favored boycotting Germanmade goods, congress was busy creating a foreign trade program that
would fight the Reich with its own
weapon, namely, barter. Its gist:
The U. S. would trade wheat and
cotton surpluses for such strategic
materials as tin and rubber. Since
neither Italy nor Germany can furnish tin and rubber, the U. S. would
be joining the Stop Hitler bloc economically by dealing primarily with
Britain and the Netherlands. Moreover the move would jibe with
"cash and carry" neutrality—being
debated simultaneously fa the senate—because the barter plan would
give "nations which have control of
the seas" access to American supplies as provided by the controversial Pittman resolution. Britain and
France are those nations.

People

Aviation
Some 4,100 miles southwest of San
Francisco and 3,250 miles northeast
of Australia, just south of the equator, are Canton and Enderbury islands, the former named for a Massachusetts whaler wrecked there to
1854. Both islands went officially
unclaimed until March, 1938, when
President Roosevelt saw them as a
vital link in U. S. defense and a logical base for trans-Pacific aviation.
When Great Britain disputed the
claim it was announced last August
that both countries would use the islands for commercial aviation, but
not until recently was a formal
treaty signed. Its 50-year provisions:
U. S. and British administrators will
reside there, exercising powers to
be determined by consultation;
American interests will build an airport, to be used by British aircraft
in return for a fee.
Pacific aviation is boomed by the
pact, for Canton and Enderbury lie
only 1,850 miles from Hawaii, directly on the route a ship would take
to Sydney, Australia. Canton boasts
a quiet lagoon nine miles long and
three miles wide, ideal for planes.
But aviation to the contrary, many
a congressman was dubious when
asked to ratify the treaty. Reason:
If Britain were involved in war, an
attack on British property in the'pacific might force the U. S. to defend
the islands, thereby getting its own
feet fa the international puddle.

Dropped, at his own request,
Thomas R. Amlie, former progressive Wisconsin congressman, from
consideration as a member of the
interstate commerce commission.
Reason: Congressional reticence
over confirmation.
• Sentenced, in New York federal Miscellany
court for smuggling, Mrs. Edgar N.
At Memphis, Tenn., juvenile court
Lauer, wife of a New York state authorities played host to a 16-yearsupreme court justice.
old Mississippi farm girl who said
• Chosen, as "American mother for she (1) had never seen an electric
1939," Mrs. Elias Compton of Woos- light; (2) had never talked over a
ter, Ohio, mother of Nobel prize win- telephone; (3) didn't know Frank
ner. Dr. Arthur Holly Compton; lin Roosevelt was President; (4) had
Massachusetts Institute of Technol- never seen a Christmas tree; (5)
ogy Pres. Karl Taylor Compton; had never eaten an ice cream cone:
Lawyer Wilson Martindale Comp- (6) had never seen a motion pic
ton; and Mrs. C. Herbert Rice; mis- ture; (7) had never been highei
sionary and wife of the principal of than the second floor of a building
a college fa India.
and never heard of an elevator.
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ADVENTUROUS
AMERICANS
By

Elmo Scott Watson
Gabriel Arthur, Wanderer

By LEMUEL F. PARTON
TN THE spring of 1673, Capt. Abra1 ham Wood of Fort Henry (now
EW YORK.—On August 2 of this
Petersburg) in Virginia sent James
year, Dr. Gustavus Adolphus
Needham, a South Carolina gentle- Eisen will be 92 years old. It was
man, and a lad named Gabrial Ar- his research that established, so far
thur into the Southern Appalachians
without author!to trade with the Cherokees. They Dr. Bum at 91 t a t i v e chalwere warmly welcomed but later Still Detoet Into lenge,, the Chal_
•
_*
A •hAX««d«k
Needham was murdered by a treachPart and Future ice of Antioch
erous Occaneechi brave.
ixo the
M-tw "oldest
»^ »*•*.**»
The
me Cherokee
uneroKee chief
\iinv- promised
*•»«—"—— survivfag record of the faith of the
Arthur to escort him home the fol- Apostles." The chalice was exhib*
lowing spring. In the meantime he ited during holy week at St. Thomtook Arthur to a village of friendly as Episcopal church, New York,
Mohetons on the banks of the Great with the conjecture that its inner
Kanawha. Returning from this visit cup may have been the beginning
the Cherokees went out of their way of the legend of the Holy Grail. In
to attack a village of Shawnees. In a book published fa 1926, Doctor
the battle which followed the Eng- Eisen established the use of the
lish lad was wounded twice by ar- chalice fa the Church at Antioch not
rows and taken prisoner by the later than the end of the first cenShawnees.
tury of the Christian era.
Because he had long hair, the
At the age of 85, Doctor Eisen
Shawnees suspected that their caplearned
to decipher cuneiform
tive was not a Cherokee and when
inscriptions, to write a treatise
they scoured off the accumulated
on Mesopotamian cylindrical
dirt they were amazed at his white
seals, or glyptics. In 1936, he
skin. When he told them, by sign
published 15 volumes summatalk, that he would return to trade
rizing his research fa legends «f
with them if they would release
the Holy Grail, and is now at
him, they promptly sent him on his
•work
on studies of early porway to the Cherokee country.
traits of Christ and the apostles.
Reaching the town of his former
His eyesight and hearing are
friends, he set out for Fort Henry
still good and he puts fa a full
the following spring accompanied by
working
day.
18 Cherokee laden with furs for tradDoctor Eisen has published more
ing. Narrowly escaping death at the
hands of the hostile Occaneechies, than 150 books covering his amazing
Arthur reached his home after one range of inquiry fa a half-dozen sciof the most eventful experiences that ences, including studies of earthprobably ever befell an English lad works, fig culture, archeology, anof his years. He had penetrated far- cient grass, portraits of George
ther into the Ohio country than any Washington and geological, zoologiof his fellow-Englishmen but history cal and botanical subjects.
Born fa Sweden, he was a frail
does not record whether or not he
lived to see his people triumph over child, unable to attend school, frei
Quently fa the
the French in their contest for that u _*.• n
Horticulture la country, with
rich land.
* * *
Modern Field
tutors w h o
Of
the
Scientist
stimulated his
America's 'Prime Minister'
scientific interI N 1736, Christian Priber arrived ests. In the University of Upsala,
1
in the Cherokee Indian village of he wrote a thesis on earthworks
Great Tellico in what is now east which attracted the attention of
Tennessee. He had left hi South Charles Darwin. His correspondCarolina everything he owned ex- ence with Darwin put him fa touch
cept some books and writing ma- with Alexander E. Agassiz, the
terials.
American naturalist, and, when he
Priber soon won the friendship ol obtained his doctorate fa 1873 and
the Indians by
-« adopting
—i—-o their
—••-" dress
«»«>-oij removed to America, the two men
and mode of living and insured their formed a long and fruitful associafurther confidence by marrying the tion. For 40 years, Doctor Eisen
daughter of Moytoy, chief of the was on the Pacific coast, working
tribe. Then, as one of their own, at times with the late 7 " ~
he taught the redskins to read and bank on plant research,
write.
Last year, the California
Having won their deep respect
Academy of Science honored
and encouraged their dependence
him as the founder of the state's
upon his plans, he staged an imgreat fig-growing industry.
pressive ceremony.
While war
Smyrna figs frequently had been
drums thumped, he, the mild-mantaken to California, but there
nered teacher, short in stature, unwas no yield. Doctor Eisen
impressive i n a p p e a r a n c e ,
studied this problem and
"crowned" the tall and stately Moyreached the conclusion that the
toy "Emperour" of the "Kingdom
failure was due to lack of ferof Paradise." Diplomatically, he
tilization.
Male trees were
created other titles for the lesser
brought over and California bechiefs and there was a colorful ceregan gathering fig crops.
mony as they paraded before the
The
chalice, which had been found
throne of their "emperour." But
the ancient ruins of Antioch fa
most important of all, was Christian fa
1910 and placed in the Louvre, fa
Pnber's own appointment as Paris,
was brought to this country
prime minister."
in 1914, to safeguard it during the
His next step was his undoing He war. Doctor Eisen's conclusion was
sent an "official" communication that it had been made by a great
from Great Tellico, capital of the Roman artist, AppoUodorus who
Cherokee "kingdom," to the gover- lived from 50 to 120 A. D.
nor at Charleston telling him that
Doctor Eisen's avid scientific
the English must leave America studies
on, unabated, into
Not because they took him serious- his tenthcontinue
decade. He is a bachelor.
ly, but because they feared French
has ranged farther into the
influence, the English military au- None
past, while pressing eagerly into the
thorities captured America's only future
in his zest for knowledge.
prime minister" and kept him prisoner m Frederica. Ga., until he
died.
QN A cotton patch in the higl
• » *
mountains of North Carolina a
Schermerhoorn's Ride
lad leaned on his hoe, and fa his
Listen my reader and you
imagination, followed out fa thl
O. the midnight, rid,
Gyroscope Aids S? the U = 15
PAUL REVERE didn't have such
a hard time of it in April 1775 {#***«••*• Valle* & £
when he rode 15 miles on the best Whirl to Wealth low. One day,
u
turnpikes in the colonies to be the
" did follow
inspiration for Longfellow's famous
poem. But when Symon Scheme?
n>
he nieht Of
ffi°Q°n
T lfrom
February"
1690, rode
Schenectadv
N v
to Fort Orange Ulbany), he made
the most courageous ride in Amen
n
can history.
"
of
Symon was in the village of SchP $4 961 398 for
?2 949 860
' '
nectady on the night it was de the year before '
stroyed by the French and Indians
He knew that the small garrison ot
M men could not resist very | 0 n B
and that the attackers, flushed bv
victory, probably would go on to
Fort Orange for more plunder
It was bitter cold and the sno*
was coming thick and fast Although
wounded in the thigh, he seized „
Czar's navy in * Chased to«
stray horse and started the 20-mii,.
eastern 2p
*S
" '"'
ride of warning. Schermerhoor
scopes. He '„ £? U U
rode for six hours plunging througi
it
™* rang "j ?"*?* .P
one
drifts that were impassable a r P «
the
epics
of
f
A
'
*
reft Am
hours later. In spite of his woun!
terprise
" «*can
and the severe weather and the fa
that he passed many farm hous P >
where others could have taken ove,
the
ins mission, he kept courageously o ,
until he reached Fort Orange ,
Poration ln ~U28 "' «* Sperry
front of the gates, gasping warnin
m !" u
'e grand panianH became one of
>e collapsed.
'
m
avia
" °fhe
«<».
The severe conditions under whir-, He s ays he £t
^
" by
ne made his ride are shown by £ thinking of today
lts dem
ands,
tact that the French and Indian father th an Of v,U. d^a
*ere M nable to cpntihue their fora whei«- He
e^"
t y <"
en
sc
L _ had ,Ci1
rnontn«*
«>„
h°0lfag
" he trailed
ea
valley.
train fa, thf
a
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heart-shaped,
neckline of NoYl726 i

1719
charming and as flattering as c.
be! The pointed basque bodiesd
minishes your waistline to
tically nothing, and the
shouldered sleeves and _
skirt accent the slender youth"!
the silhouette. Make this
dress of silk crepe, taffeta i
prints, and see if it
you many compliments!

Spring-Summer Pattern

Send 15 cents,.for the
Bell Spring anoTSummer Pal
Book, which is now ready.
yourself attractive, practical i
becoming 'clothes, selecting
signs from the Barbara Bellw
planned, easy-to-make pattens,']
The Patterns.
No. 1719 is designed for siztti
38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52.S
38 requires 4% yards o f ;
material; 4% yards of braid,
No. 1726 is designed forda|
14, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14 t
yards of 39-inch material'
yards of pleating or ruffling.
Send your order to Thef
Circle Pattern Dept., Room!
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, II
Price of patterns, 15 cents (
cdins) each.
O Bell Syndicate.—WNU Sento.
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in Their 40's

Can Attract MM
Han't good advice for » woman
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Beyond Help
The gods : cannot help
who loses opportunities.
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•The Mpf Eventful Horse-Race
In Mittory' Run in Oklahoma
Just
50 Years
Ago This
Month
" '~i
'
-

A part of the crowd of 50,000 that massed on "The Line

awaiting the signal to make the "Run.'

By ELMO SCdTT WATSON
O Weitern Newspaper Union.

,

MFTY yealrs ago this month occurred "the most eventful
horse-race in history."
On April 22, 1889, an army of more than 50,000 Amerians from nearly every state in the Union had gathered along
he borders of a long-forbidden territory. At noon came the
which sent them on their mad rush into the Promised
and and when a new day dawned they were already busy
tansforming a wilderness into a land of cities and farms.
[ Never before had America
witnessed such a scene and
tion setting the date of the opening on April 22, 1889.
is not likely that it will
Like wildfire the slogan "On to
ver see it again. But out of
Oklahoma" again swept through
dust and confusion and
the <country and the prospective
rmoil of that day arose a
homeseekers, now clothed with
commonwealth and Ok- •
legal powers, began everywhere
to assemble for the grand rush.
homa, "the land of the red
Two million acres hi the Unasople," added a new star to
signed lands were surveyed and
he American flag.
staked into quarter sections and

: of this historic horse-race
or "the run," as they refer to
in the Oklahoma of today—is
> age-old story of a land-hungry
-pie. Soon after the Creek and
ninole Indians, assembled in a
teat Indian council at Fort Smith,
. in 1866,- ceded their lands
: of the ninety-eighth meridio the United States governent, the agitation for opening
country to white settlement
Harted.
a few years came the railads and in their/ wake the
Iboomers." Between the two
here was a close connection, at
east in the initial stages of the
povement.
1870 the M., K. & T., the
•st railway to enter the Indian
ferritory, began laying ..tracks
touthward from the Kansas'1 borIts construction was rushed
33 the Cherokee, Creek and
hoctaw nations, and thence
Jcross Red River into Texas. The
& P. (Friscp) built its line
cross the Shawnee and WyanHotte reservations, entered the
Iherokee nation and affected a
[unction with the M., K. & T. at
finita in 1872.
. •
The Boom Begins
In 1884 the Santa Fe line began
building straight through the cenT of the territory from north to
uth. This, fine, completed, in
7, passed directly through the
oveted "unassigned lands" and
Is coming was the last clarion
pall to homeseekers.' The big
boom—the irresistible cry for the
Pew lands for white colonist&rpwelled into a national demand.
I The outstanding figure among
[the "boomers" was Capt; David
Payne, who had been a scout
'ring the Indian wars on the
outhern plains in the sixties and
Seventies. As early as ifiSO Payne
[led a colony to the North Canadian river and attempted a settlement near the present Site of
Oklahoma City. He was arrestand his colonists conducted
* across the border. Within
|a month Payne was back with
lanother colony, which met the
•same fate.
I But he never relaxed his efliorts. Colony after colony was
[organized under his leadership
land pushed across the! forbidden
I borders, only to be met by the
I Bayonets of Uncle Sam's soldiers.
Payne was finally indicted by
| federal grand, jury, but his
[death at Wellington,,Ran., in the
[midst of another fortoajd -inbve|»ent, removed^ tnil'raflustrious
[captain of the "boomers" from
Iwe scene. His work was taken
and carried on by William L.
[Couch. The last invasion, was
I m the fall of 1885, when.douch
iwas placed under arrest, and his
[People removed from the territory.
I By this time the federal authorities at Washington were bell!"nmg to 8et busy. BUI after
authorizing the'opening was
~'ed and defeated. At last
bitter
tin u V aIndians
.flSbt, participated
r H,
and Indian agents,
cattle barons and special interest lobbyists, thA Oklahoma bill
l;a.s.sed the house In February,
. failed hi the senate,, finally
!!„.»• tacked on as a rider to the
Indian appropriation bill and bea aw March 5. 889. Iresid
«»t Harrison issued aTroclama-

townsites.
Detachments of cavalry *were
deployed to patrol the borders of
the new lands. Registration offices, were opened at Guthrie and
Kingfisher. Arrangements were
made with the railroads to run
as many trains as possible into,
the new territory on the day set
for the opening.
The Great Day Dawns
A graphic account of what
took place on that historic April
22 is given by Carl Coke Rister
in his book, "Southern Plainsmen," published recently by the
University of Oklahoma Press.
He writes: '
"The morning of the eventful
day dawned bright and clear. For
many miles along the northern
boundary of the land to be opened
thousands of homesteaders were
camped, and hundreds of others
were coming in hourly. Soldiers
patrolled the southern side of the
line to keep back any overly ambitious contestant, yet a majority
of those who were present accepted such restrictions without complaint and a spirit of good cheer
and friendly banter seemed to
prevail. Still, as the morning
wore away, the waiting people

over their laboring mounts, were
strung out across the prairies or
they raced side by side, and their
loud oaths, laughter and shouts
accentuated the thundering hubbub.
"Along the southern boundary
of the land to be opened the confusion was ahnost as great. Thousands of contestants had congregated at Purcell and at other
points on the southern bank of
the Canadian river.' This siltfilled river was an effective barrier which made the work of patrolling soldiers easy. Several
days before the opening, desirable crossings were located, and
before the start was made long
lines of horseback riders followed
by vehicles were' opposite Purcell, on the north bank of the
river.
A Tense Moment
"A short tune before the starting
signal was to be given Lieutenant Adair of the Fifth cavalry, mounted on a white horse,
took his station on a hill where
all could see him.
The atmosphere seemed to be charged with
excitement and tenseness as the
watchers saw him lift a bugle to
his lips; and it is reported that
even before the notes of the instrument were heard along the
south bank, reckless horsemen
were plunging into the turgid waters of the stream, making for
the opposite bank, and that vehicles, in some cases loaded with
families and household effects,
wer,e following closely behind
them. Some of the vehicles mired
in the quicksands, but the drivers unhitched their teams, mount• ed their favorite horses and continued the race. Within an hour
the prairies on the northern side
of the river were covered with
excited homeseekers, some pegging down stakes on then- claims,
some engaged in heated controversies over priority rights, and
some speeding on to other sites."
No less an amazing spectacle
than this epic "run" was the
sight which followed immediately, of towns springing into exist-

A view of the town of Guthrie a few days after the " Run."
became restless, and long before
the time came to start they were
arranging themselves in une
along the boundary.
"A signal officer, with a flag in
one band an4 a bugle in the other
sounded the note which sent thousands in a mad headlong dash
towards ttw south: and other officers stationed at intervals along
the boundary relayed the signal
down the line. The din and confusion which followed is indescribable. Many horses hitched
to vehicles became frightened
with the sudden noise and clamor
and broke away in runs, overturning vehicles and spilling their
contents on the prairies; a choKing cloud of dust enveloped the
racers making it difficult for one
to see another and thereby imperilling the lives of heedless, contestants; the speeding trams
disgorged their
shouting" and ex..
UUtglUgCU
w«=" »"—
ulttog passengers, who were sent
sprawling on the ground or who
struck
smic* the
ww earth
«»»•«• running
•-•—--• low
1 horseback riders, leaning

ence on the prairie overnight. It
is said that within two hours
after the homeseekers
had
crossed the Canadian, a townsite
company was laying out the municipality of Lexington, not more
than a mile distantfrom Purcell.
That night Guthrie was a'tented
city of 15,000 population and Oklahoma City had more thanlO.OOO.
All in all more than 100,000 people had entered Oklahoma on
that historic April 22.
Not all of them stayed. Thousands became discouraged when
thev failed to establish claims or
became involved in quarrels,
ftehts and litigation over the land
"hey wanted. For them the
Promised Land proved to be only
a mirage, so they drifted back
to their old homes in other states
But many more thousands did
stav and, enduring all the privations of life on the last frontier,
thev helped build the commonwealth of Oklahoma. Today as
They join in celebrating the golden anniversary of their state,
they look back upon their work
and call it good.

An interesting picture of the
stirring scenes which preceded
the "run" is given in the followbig newspaper dispatches:
INDIAN TERRITORY, April
19, 1889.—Within three days the
peaceful prairies of Oklahoma C. Houston Goudiss Explains How Food Can Make You
will become the arena for the
Fat or Thin; Offers Tips on Gaining Weight
most picturesque race the world
ever has seen.
Long cavalcades of canvascovered wagons, have been arrivO NEARLY every adult, weight is a matter of great coning at Fall Creek all day, where
cern. Thin people step on the scales in the hope of finding
temporary headquarters of the inrushing hordes of settlers has that they have gained a pound or two. Fat people sometimes
been made. Tomorrow, permis- weigh themselves several times a day, trusting each time
sion will be granted by the gov- that the arrow will point to a slightly lower figure. In many
ernment for settlers to cross the cases, the reason for this absorbing interest is vanity—a
Cherokee Strip ,to the edge of
Oklahoma, so that settlers from desire to look better. But the real objective should be to
the north will have the same attain the weight at which one<
show as those now established at feds better, for few people all the available nutrients dan be
Purdell station.
realize that to weigh neither utilized. At the same tune, these
The line as far east as Arkan- too much nor too little is one active people tend to burn up fnore
sas City is patrolled by soldiers,
of. their food for energy, so it is
and special guards have been de- of the best possible aids to not surprising that they fail to
tailed to watch every bridge and buoyant health. Moreover, the store body fat, unless the diet ii
ford. Guards on the Santa Fe secret of weight control for especially planned to meet their
lines will not permit any passen- normal individuals lies in the needs.
ger to alight within the unopened
kind and amount of food conterritory.
Concentrated Foods Desirable
sumed.
An Unnamed Town
The
well balanced diet, with its
The science of nutrition teaches full quota
This town is unnamed. Its
of minerals and vitastreets are formed by wagons. us that all body fat originates as mins is basic to good health foi
surplus
fuel
Its population numbers fully 18,all. But in order to produce a
that is, food which gain
000 people, roughly dressed, all
in weight, the diet of indihas been consumed viduals belonging to 'the slender
armed and all alert for the bugle
over and above the type should be composed of easily
note on April 22, which opens the
Immediate require- digested foods, which can be utiterritory where no law prevails.
ments of the body lized by the body with a minimum
Very few women are in the
machine. It there- of effort; and it should, include
train. Fakirs who spread their
fore follows that hi generous amounts of concentrated
green tables on every vacant
general the prob- and highly nourishing foods.
spot, and in every available,
lem of* gaining or
shack, are reaping a harvest
Included hi this classification
losing weight is are eggs, cheese, cream, buttei
from thek games with which set• concerned with an or margarine, bacon, bread, cere- •
increase or reduc- als, cream soups, custards, ic«
tion hi the total cream,
rice and tapioca puddings.
fuel value of the diet.
The addition of- two or three
glasses of milk to the reguShortage or Surplus of Fuel
lar meals will be found useful in
Those who find it difficult, after increasing the fuel value of the
30, to avoid taking on excess diet. Muk also belongs in the
pounds must learn to reduce the reducing diet, but there it is used
total fuel intake. Otherwise, they to replace other high caloric foods.
may find themselves burdened Fruit juices will 'be found useful
with a mounting surplus of fat, on stimulating the appetite of thost
.which not .only destroys beauty, who desire to gain; and the fuel
but impairs health, and tends to value of these beverages may be
decrease both mental and physi- increased by the addition of milk
cal efficiency'. On the other hand, or cream.
those who feel that they must
struggle to keep their weight up to
An Extra Meal
normal . . . who declare that
Very often it is possible to get
they simply cannot gain, no mat- extra nourishment into the diet
ter how much they eat, should >y way of a light Junch in midacquaint themselves with the morning, mid-afternoon or bothhigh-caloric foods and make a per- provided . it does, not interfere
sistent effort each day to eat a with the appetite for the regular
little more than enough to meet meals. This may take the form of
their needs. If a gain is achieved, fruit Juice and crackers; malted
the result will be well worth the milk; cocoa, egg nog or plain
effort. For just as overweight is milk. A between-meal snack is
a handicap to health and efficien- regarded as especially desirable
T
MERRITT
GEN.
cy, so have nutritionists observed lor thin people whose work is fatiers while away the time. Here that physical efficiency may be tiguing. It will help them to susone sells a prize package soap; definitely decreased when the tain energy and prevent them
there one has a patent medicine; weight falls more than 10 per cent from coming to their regular
another offers hurriedly written below the average for one's height. meals too tired to enjoy or profit
It is often said that it is easier by food.
maps of Oklahoma, on which the
most desirable places for settling to lose weight than to gain it, and
in many cases this is true. For
are said to be shown.
Importance of Rest
Saloons have their share of the overweight person who con- Since thin people have a tensistently
cuts
down
the
fuel
value
faro and stud poker. Only last
dency to tire quickly, they are adnight a young fellow turned back of the diet,.should, under normal vised to get plenty of rest. There
home, because he had nothing circumstances, be able to reduce should be long hours of sleep at
left with which to pay his regis- gradually, comfortably and effec- night, and nutritionists have also
tively. But the individual who is observed that the food is apt to
tration fee for a claim.
The crowds are increasing ev- underweight often has a small ap- be better utilized if a short r«st
ery hour. Hotels, such as they petite and therefore has little de- is taken before meals.
are, were filled to capacity sev- sire to eat the increased quantieral days ago, and tonight men ties of food that are required hi
Questions Answered
are asleep on the bare ground, order to gain.
Mrs. G. M. P.—Liver contains
near their wagons. Blankets are
Influence of Body Build
four vitamins, A, B, C and G,
at a premium, for although the
Nutritionists have observed that though the vitamin C is mostly
days are very warm, the nights
are chilly, and many fights have many people who find it difficult destroyed in cooking. It is also
to gain have a tall, slender type notable as a source of the bloodresulted over lost covering.
Shacks which serve as saloons of body build. It has been deter- bunding mineral iron, and of copare a bedlam of snores, clinking mined that hi people of this type, per, which is necessary for the
glasses, and coarse conversation. the digestive tract is usually short- proper utilization of iron. Muscle
One blue-eyed, middle-aged man er than hi those having a stocky meats are considered a significant
just finished exhibiting his ex- build. Moreover, they tend to be source of vitamin G, and contain
pression of humor on a sign more tense, more active and of a some vitamin B. Perk has a conwhich he took from his wagon, more nervous temperament. As a siderably higher content of the B
"Chinch bugged hi Illinois; cy- result, the passage of food through vitamin than lamb, mutton or
cloned hi Nebrasky; whitecapped the digestive tract may be so rap- beef.
hi Indianny; bald knobbed in Mis- id that it leaves the body before 8—WNU—C. Houston Qoudlu—U38—SB.
soury; prohibited hi Kansas; OKLAHOMA OR BUST."

T

Merritt's Report
WASHINGTON, April 19, 1889.
—Reports filed today by General
Merritt in the Indian Territory
state that every precaution is being taken by military authorities to prevent violence on the
part of boomers hi their alleged
attempts to delay settlers on the
day of'the Oklahoma opening.
Bridges are being guarded, and
soldiers are posted everywhere
in the territory." Indians in" the
Cherokee strip were reported in
an ugly frame of mind over the
encroachments of settlers along
the north boundary of the territory.
ARKANSAS CITY, KAN, April
21,1889.—We newly arrived newspaper men have given the barbers a holiday, boycotted, the
bootblacks, scorned boiled shirts,
and stiff hats, discarded suspenders, buckled on our belts and
climbed into long-legged boots,
which are as pliable as a straitjacket. Nevertheless, our tender
feet plainly can be seen through
our'stirrups. Sun-dried boomers
shout all sorts of ironical advice
as we pass by on' our unruly
mounts, and cowboys persist in
challenging us to a race. Falling
back to let us go ahead, they
leap forward and as they whirl
by us, they lash the tails of our
already fidgety mustangs, and we
hang on by grasping the saddle
horn with both hands, while our
sombreros sail away. From the
menagerie we had planned to
stage, we have become the roaring circus of the camp . . .
(From a dispatch by James Morgan to the Boston Globe.)

By c. HOUSTON'GOUDISS

HOW-SEW
Give your house a fresh start
with new curtains; slipcovers,
lampshades and other smart new
touches which you will find in
Book 1, SEWING for the Home
Decorator. Book 2, Gifts, Novelties, and Embroidery, illustrates
ninety embroidery stitches and
many ways to use them. They are
25 cents each; with each order fox
both books, Rag Rug Leaflet is
included FREE. Address Mrs.
Spears, 210 S. Desplainea St., Chicago, HL
<<r\EAR MRS. SPEARS: My
*** living room is looking very
smart and gay; the clear sketches
go how ta fit. and make slipcovers
in your Book 1, SEWING, for the
Hpme Decorator, have been a
great help.
"While shopping hi a drapery department I found some braid 1V«
inches wide in bright blue, green
and red. I was so attracted by it
that I had to find a way to use it.
The result is a chair covered in
plain blue glazed chintz with green
seam bindings and the blue, green
and red braid around the cushion
and the bottom ruffle. It is very
stunning and everyone admires it.
My problem now is keeping my
slipcovers firmly anchored in
place. How should this be done?'
Here is a sketch of the chair
that was inspired by a shopping
tour. I have also sketched
method that is often used by professionals for anchoring slipcovers.

Why Let Yourself
Get Constipated?
Why endure ti
phuthe
dajwdnetor
inevitable trips to . oneet, If you oan-ocoM both by
getting attheooma of the troubled
If your conrapattan. like that
of *pHH«flT,"Tir^i«»"Bt lack of
"bufiFtaThe diet, the "better
raT'Is to eat Kellogg'B All-Bran.
Thte orunohy touted breakfast
cereal Is the ounce of prevention
that'll worth a pound of emergency relief. It helps you not only
to get regular but to Keep regular,
day after day and month after
month, by the pleasanteat means
you ever (new.
Bat KeUogg'a AD-Bran every
day, drink plenty of water, and
•eo if you float forget all about
constipation. Made oy Ke
in Battle Creek. Sou by
grocer.
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The fire department was called to
the Fred C. Chinn home on Maple
Street Friday morning, when members
of the fami'.y discovered the basement
full of smoke. The pipe from the
furnace to the chimney had fallen
down.

G£T

Albert Secress and wife spent Sunday with friends at Schleswig, Iowa.
Before moving to Anita they made
their home in that town for several
years.

ANITA

Miss Mary Agnes Bongers, a student
at St. Joseph's Academy in Des Moines,
The Neighborhood pinochle club met was home for a few days the past
Saturday evening with Mr. and Mrs. week to visit her parents, Leo V.'
Ben Brodersen. Mrs. W. H. Heckman Mongers and wife.
held high score and Mrs. Brodersen
A meeting of all those interested
low. Mr. and Mrs. Pete Knowlton
R ONLY
n
playing baseball on the Anita town
were
guests.
Late
in
the
evening
..,
WITHMCU
lunch was served.
earn this season, will be held at the
1004B. JAG OF
north side barber shop Thursday evenA meeting of the Neighborhood Cir- ng at 7:30 o'clock.
cle was held Monday afternoon at
t H«««T.
the home of Mrs. H. U. Shannon, hos- Raymond Wagner of Jop'.in, Mo.,
tesses being Mrs. Shannon, Mrs. Nellie spent Saturday and Sunday in the city •
CHICK MASH
lichards, Mrs. C. A. Robison and Mrs. with his parents, J, A. Wagner and i
Robert Cryer. The ladies spent the wife. He was accompanied here by j
|( Minimi." !••*,
• Ota* yourehidu th»
I
CHICK
afternoon socially. A lunch was served Dick Harrison, also of Joplin.
>y the hostesses.
'
• ^ . » ••""••»*"•• Hiyvre...
Miss Vivian Perrin of Melbourne, I
VOodbsjMMra,! -8*v« work «nd
The Square Deal 4-H club met last Iowa, Henry Dillar of IDes Moines and i
gUMBWQHC* {MMLtllVldnpW, •••y, f IkUiitv O T B B T I U M
' r«oongadcalKuMiui Way.
I kHItH STARTING
Thursday evening at the home of Ella Corp. Virgil Perrin of Ft. Crook, Neb., I
1
ccrnc
tJUt Mtr ixflnt July 1.1939.
and George McDermott northeast of were week end guests at the home of
'a- r-ii-iii-•-:.%-•'••' •
_ %
rteua
the city, with nine members and seven Mr. and Mrs. Orville Christensen.
visitors present. Speaker of the evening was Rev. Arthur V. Long, pastor 'Charles Robinson, 8-year-old son of,
of the Anita Methodist church. A Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Robinson, was
lunch was served at the close of the brought home Friday from the Atlantic hospital, where he had been a paC. F. DARROW, Manager
meeting.
tient following an operation for mas-!
A meeting of the H. O. pinochle toid trouble. 'He is recovering nicely
club was held Saturday evening at the from the operation.
home of 'Mir. and Mrs. Everett B
Luman southwest of the city. The Harry C. Faulkner, wife and daughevening was spent playing pinochle ter, Miss Joan, drove to Ames Satur|ln order to induce yon to see our beautiful new Spring Wall Papers we at which high scores were held by day morning to spend Easter Sunday
\orng to put on sale FRIDAY and SATURDAY, APRIL 14 and 15, FOR Mrs. Rhinehart Knop and Lyman Wah- with Ben H. Kenfield and family. Joan
) DAYS ONLY, or until our supply is exhausted, ONE PATTERN ONLY at lert. Low score was held by Mrs returned to Chicago from there SunWahlert.
f day after spending the week visiting'
her parents in Anita.
At her home northwest of the city
last Thursday afternoon, 'Mrs. Max What a soap bargain! You'll want
One Room Lot to a Customer
None Sold to Children
Walker was hostess to the members a half dozen cakes of Oatmeal Soap
)ther beautiful patterns at 5Vic, 6c, 7'/2c, 8c, 9c, lOc, 12'/2c, 15c, 17'/2c of the Mutual Benefit club. Presen at 2 cakes for lie. Just one of the
teingle roll. Think of it, we will furnish sidewall, border and ceiling were thirteen members and Mrs. Cleo big bargains on the Rexall ORIGINAL
[ilete for 12-foot by 15-foot room, as low as $1.42.
Reeves, who became a member at this One Cent Sale. Wednesday, Thursmeeting. The afternoon was spen day, Friday and Saturday, April 19
socially and with different games and to 22. Bongers Bros., 'the Rexall
It
contests, followed by the serving o: Drug Store.
ANITA, IOWA
refreshments by the hostess.
A 7% pound son was born at the

FEATURES
lIMl.

PELLETS,
S^SSS: \
"""

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Sidney Toler — Phyllis Brooks — Sen Yung
In a Thrilling Mystery Drama

"Charlie Chan In Honolulu"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

SAT.-SUN.

APRIL

15-16

HE FARMERS COOP.

[ALL

BARGAINS

2t Per Single Roll—Border 3c Per Yard

CHESTER A. LONG

Army Post hospital at Fort Des
Moines on April 4 to Mr. .and Mrs.
Burtram Suplee, according to word
received by relatives in Anita. He
has been named Gary Lee. The father
is a son of Mrs. Fauna Suplee of
Anita and is a private at the army
post.
At her home four miles south of
the city last Wednesday afternoon,
Mrs. Lester Scholl was hostess to
the members of the Original bridge
club. Additional guests were Mrs.
H. U. Shannon, Mrs. Robert Scott
and Mrs. Beulah Long Martin. High
score was held by Mrs. Harry C.
Faulkner.

^WITHERS

LEO CARRILLO
PAULINE MOORE • WILLIAM HENRY
HENRY WILCOXON • DOUGLAS FOWLEY
ETIENNE GIRARDOT
Directed by Herbert I. Lmd»
AuoclanPretfMwJolmSlOM ' Scrawl Play by lonyTrim and
•From a* original U*o by FwaiHykwdl.Alb«t lay

A 20th Century-Fox Picture

The members of the Bide-a-Wee
bridge club were guests last (Wednesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Wayne Jewett on 'Chestnut
Also Terry-Toon Cartoon; Miniature and Late News
Street. Other guests were Mrs. Dick
Dement, Mrs. Albert Karns, Mrs. Ruby
Biggs, Mrs. Lyle Redburn, Mrs. Carl
Shultz and Mrs. Carrie Reynolds. High
score at bridge was held by Mrs. Guy Jack Aldrich, a student at the 'Miss Mary Forshay of Des Moines
American Institute of Business in visited here a few days the past
Steinmetz.

See the 1939 Headliner
Today there are two types of ranges — two
types of fuel. And most ranges are good. You
must make a choice between the types of fuel
as well as. the kind of range. Be Thrifty! Be
Modern! Learn about the great strides that
have beerr made by Hotpoint Electric Ranges.
Electricity is the last word for cooking. Buy a
range that will be modern for years to come.
New S-Speed Select-A-Heat Calrod gives
you any cooking heat from High-Speed tP
Simmer, or Warm with a turn of the switch.
Improves cooking methods. Cuts costs.
Come in now and see the beautiful new 1939
Hotpoint Electric Ranges. Learn for yourself
how new features, advanced improvements
and low electric rates for cooking make Hotooint the range you will eventually own.

Big roomy oven with top and
bottom heat controlled by one
switch. Improves baking and
roasting results. Duo-Speed
Broiler gives a great new
flexibility and better flavor to
broiled steaks, chops and fowl.

THRIFT COOKER
A6-qt.
nt tatt
kettle , installed
in the
^ ^^
stews, boils, roasts and
cooks complete assorted
meals without mixing individual flavors. Costs no
more to operate than the
kitchen light

day

Buys a n d , Installs an
Electric Range in
your

Home.

Des Moines, is spending the spring
A fire which might have proved vacation at the home of his parents,
very disastrous did some damage at c:&ir Aldrich and wife.
the Robinson hardware store in Wiota
> , _ , « , ~
*. ^
„ „- , . , . . ,„ ,
,
Sydney Maduff, a senior at the
at 9:30 o clock last Wednesday morn- _,
! T
,,.
TT .
„, , ,
. , , ,
,,
State University
J in Iowa City, spent
ing. The b.aze started from a blow • tn
.
. , ,•
.
,torch, m
. the
,, back
u T room. A
A bucket,
k, i * e Easter vacation with. his parents,
f
'
,brig-ade
. , hastily
i . - i formed
r
j and
j soon had;
v. j ' Henry
J Maduff and wife, in Anita. He
'
. . .
,
. ,
rr,u
..i. was accompanied
here by Miss "eggy
r
the fire under control. The
south,
'
. ,
, . , , ,
, ,
Ginsberg of Baltimore, Md., also a
window was completely destroyed by , _ t .
* t u _ _ _ .. '
.'
student at the State University.
the flames.

week with her grandparents, B. D.
Forshay and wife, and with other
relatives and friends.

I
Mten, you have lucky days coming.
James Morgan returned home last
,
,,
.,,
m
i Buy razor blades, shaving creams,
Thursday from Brownsv.lle, Texas, i
»
'
*
•
lotions, tooth pastes, and 250 other
where he had been spending the win- j
bargains at le each when you buy
ter. His daughter, Mrs. G. M. De- ]
! one more of the same items at the
Camp,
went to Brownsville
a few weeks
w*™
.„„.„...---..-.-»aj.
ice _ Wednesday> Thursday>
ago to accompany him on the trip Friday
* , and
/ , Saturday,
„
,„„ April
A n p i l ,„ f n „»_
19 to 22—
home. Returning to Iowa they stopat Bongers Bros., the Rexall Drug
ped at several places for short visits
It
ore
and spent a few days in Burlington
'
with their daughter and sister, Mts.
Bruce Engle and family.

Andrew J. Nelson, a well known
Anita man, has returned to his home
in this city from Woodman, Colo.,
where he had been in the Modern
Woodmen sanitarium since July of last
year in the interest of his health.
His many friends will be glad to
learn that his physical condition shows
quite an improvement.

A meeting of the P. T. A. in Lincoln No. 2 was held recently at the
school house. A short business meeting was held, and the rest of the
evening was spent playing Chinese
checkers. A lunch was served by Mr.
and IMrs. Verl Adams and Mr. and
Mrs.-Worth Chastain. The next meeting will be held on April 28. At this
meeting each family in the district
will furnish some number on the program, and a pot luck supper will be
served.

A family gathering was held Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mlrs.
Wayne Bullock in Atlantic to observe
the birthday of A- D- Bullock, who
was 93 years old the next day. For
many years Mr. Bullock was engaged in the general mercantile business in Anita, and following the death
of Mrs. Bullock three years ago, he
has made his home with his son. Mr.
Bullock, a civil war veteran, is the
last surviving member of Meade Post,
G. A. R., of Anita, which at one time
boasted a membership of more than
sixty civil war veterans. Mr. 'Bullock
enjoys good health for one of his
years.

The members of th? Pinochle club,
with Mirs. George F. Shaffer and Mrs.
Neil Johnson as guests, were entertained last Thursday evening by Mrs.
Hansine Johnson at her home on Rose
Hill Avenue. High score was held by
Miss Lulu Alvord.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

See America's Two Great Fairs
TRAVEL FROM COAST TO COAST
on one

"GRAND CIRCLE" RAIL TICKET
Round Trip Fares on Sale Daily Starting April 28th
$90.00 in coaches. Limit 2
$135.00 in Pullmans. (Berth extra.)
months from date of sale.
Limit 2 months from date of sale.
Your own choice of routes. Stop-overs anywhere. Start from your
home town—visit both the New York World's Fair and the Golden
Gate International Exposition on San Francisco Bay—return to
starting point.
PLAN NOW TO GO-HAVE YOUR'TICKET ROUTED ROCK ISLAND
Ask about our attractive All-Expense Tours.
Fares to either San Francisco or New York are correspondingly low.
See Rock Island Agent for complete travel information
or address
C. C. Gardner, G. A. P. D., 721 Locust St., Des Moines, la.

THE ANITA TRIBUTE.
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(jrardeners

IATTERN

Fertilizer Usage
QARDENS can't go on produc^ Ing excellent flowers and
vegetables year after year without
an application of fertilizer now
and then. -Because stable manure
is difficult to obtain, a complete
commercial fertilizer recommended by your dealer will prove most
satisfactory. Before applying fertilizer, however, give consideration to a few simple, practical
hints.
First, be cautious! Neve apply
fertilizer recklessly or over-abundantly. Don't be like the man
who saw a neighbor get good results from a sparing use of fertilizer. He proceeded to apply 10
times as much; but expecting 10
times as good results—but his garden proved worthless.
Broadcast the complete fertilizer over the soil 10 days before
planting, using about three pounds
per square rod. Three or four
weeks after planting, if the garden
seems a bit backward, apply a
side dressing. Sprinkle fertilizer
lightly alongside the rows, about
six inches from the plants; then
cultivate. Apply only from one
to two pounds per square rod of
garden.

EPARTH ENT

TEXJVAccordliig to the grace
YORK.—Just a year ago, «
of n
God which Iss given unto me. as a wise
pffl H Hays noted a possibly m M e r u e ^ I lave laid theT foundation!
Stable tendency of .the movies- and another bulldeth thereon. But let every
^escapism." This led Jo
suggestions that
"Onward, Christian soldiers,"
[ Hay* N°w he , was sucaffer of
cumbing, tp the says the well-known hymn, thus'expressing the truth that Christianity
tademoni* JJ*
is engaged to a relentless warfare
intelligentsia. That all against the world, the flesh, and
o v , but here is Mr. Hays the devil. Those who conceive of
lover,
frankly proclaiming himself a their relationship to Jhe church as
nonist. Our somewhat con- a convenient and comfortable sotive dictionary is a bit vague cial .arrangement, with a bit of
[it, but, in his rough-'outlines, spiritual flavor but no responsibility,
emonist seems to be one who haw none of the- Spirit oif Christ,
or of His bondservant Paul, whose
in fairies.
, ,
life we are now studying. Phillips
,._ annual report as president Brooks was right when he said, "If
Motion Picture Producers & Christian faith does not culminate
utors of America, Mr. Hays' to the effort to make Christ known
SMART button-front dress
[with satisfaction, the Tecord- to all the world, that faith appears
that you'll want in street mafice success of "Snow White to me to be a thoroughly unreal and
terials like wool crepe, flat crepe
fce Seven Dwarfs," and is hap- insignificant thing; destitute of powand silk prints, as well as in
tt "there are still a number of er, and incapable of being convinchouse-keeping cottons; is No. 1723.
bonists left In the world.". ingly proved to be" true."
Simplicity itself, it has lines that
I is no disparaging or invidious
are very flattering to the figure.
The constraining love of Christ
'nee to non-eudemonists, but, sent Paul and his co-workers pressThe princess skirt makes your
Hays also reports with tog on from Cyprus to Antioch to
waist and hips look slim; the
cation that • there are no Pisidia, to Iconium, to Lystra, and
tucked and gathered bodice gives
and no "social significance" to Derbe. Joy and sorrow, fellowa nice rounded bust line. It's just
now White," it is perhaps a ship and hatred came and went, PREPONDERANT SENTIMENT
absurdly simple to make—a patiference that such black: witch- but the witness for Christ went on.
tern you'll use time and again.
11
i the dramatic antithesis.
A FTER one hundred and fifty years,
A Stock of Aprons.
Our lesson can best be considered
notwithstanding expansion of terWith a busy summer coming on,
as a study to contrasts.
[tacticing law to Sullivan,
ritory, enormous increase in population
you'll need a fresh supply of pretthe homespun, sagacious
I. Belief and Unbelief (w. 1, 2).
and profound economic changes; dety and protective aprons, and
____ was.no rising young
"Multitudes both of the Jews and spite direct attack and subversive influhere's
a new pattern (1622) that
nonist. That came later. He
. , . Greeks believed." What joy ences; there is every indication that the
gives you three different ways to
however, a rising young
that must have brought to the vastly preponderant sentiment of the
make them. Two pinafore styles,
nblican politician and a
preacher. "Unbelieving Jews" and American people is thai our form of
and a dainty tie-around, they are
erian elder, one of the
Gentiles with "minds evil affected" government shall be preserved." —
all full and flaring, so that they
Charles
Evans
Hughes,
Chief
Justice
of
inner-circle technicians
—how sad such a result made
look smart as your frocks. GingIndiana party* tournaPaul's heart. The same division the United States.
, where prof esslonal standprevails today. There are only two
i and scoring are Ugh. That - kinds of people to the world, the
' bun inevitably to* what
believer and the unbeliever.
A Quiz With Answers
nen of bis earlier- day
n. Popularity and Persecution
Offering Information
call "political prefer(v. 4).
and, as postmaster gen"The multitude was divided,"
on
Various Subjects
in President Hatdtag's
Paul knew all about that, so does
he exercised political
every faithful teacher and preacher
of wide range, and peneof the gospel. Paul and Barnabas
meaning nothing: one who denies
The Questions
were thus made ready for the exreal existence.
1. How does electricity produce
3. Ninety-six feet.
[seventeen years now, he has perience which they were to have light in an incandescent lamp?
4. Telephone calls originating hi
1 the moving picture industry. at Lystra where, the healing of the
2. What is the derivation of the
Washington, D. C., now reach an
A round of eight crippled man first brought them word nihilist?
h Oat,
average of 1,000,000 per day.
3. How high above sea level is
"silents," when worship as gods/ and then bitter
5. Daniel Webster.
t'BiW
he left,his cab- persecution. Few temptations are Lake Champlain?
more
appealing
to
the
Christian
6. The circulation of the blood
4.
How
many
telephone
calls
a
inet
post,
and
i Handle
of the listener.
now about 29 worker than popularity, and possi- day are made in the national capi7. The rate is $9.00 for a threelies putting out highly TO- bly none is more treacherous. Let tal?
minute call when the ship is within
5. Who was called the "Exfilms—no wonder he be- us labor to please God, not men,
1,500 nautical miles of New .York
> fairies. He doesn't like to and when men give us false acclaim pounder of the Constitution"?
and $18.00 when it is over 1,500
Ued "czar," preferring just let us like Paul urge them to "turn
6. What causes "the noise of the
nautical miles away..
"Bill," if there is any call for from these vanities to the living sea" in conch shells when held to
8. When the praying mantis is
(v. 15).
"ormal salutation. Hearing God"
the ear?
m. Boldness and Caution (w.
stealthily waiting to seize another
up hi an address, or even
7. How much does it cost to teleand smaller insect, he balances
. talk, one could understand 8, 5, 6).
phone from a ship at sea?
The persecution at Iconium only
himself on his hind legs, and holds
could be a eudemonist, as
8. How did the insect called
his front legs in 'the peaceful,
the founding fathers or made the messengers bold to their praying mantis get its name?
folden attitude of prayer. He looks
Hadium of our liberties, purpose to stay on (v. 3), giving
9. How much is spent annually
as if he were praying, and this
; this or that, but he usually testimony to God's grace. The for public education in the United
is how he got the name praying
such oratorical bets with a Christian worker need not be afraid States?
mantis.
: like this: "And, after all, it of the devices of evil men so long
9. The latest figures available
The Answers
wouldn't work." Thus he as God leads him to stand his
are $2,232,235,236 in continental
1. By heating the filament of the
ed as what might be called ground. Christian testimony calls
United States for the fiscal year
for Courage! But wait, to verses 5 lamp.' As soon as the filament
natic eudemonist.
1935-1936. In addition, $1,317,383
and 6 we find the preachers fleeing becomes hot enough it becomes
his county seat town, he
was spent for federal and territo another city. Is their courage luminous.
rited his father's land-law
torial schools in Alaska
gone? No. They are exercising
2. It is from the Latin nihil,
A fragile man, with
God-given Judgment and caution.
liinp and outstanding
"Sometimes it is needful to fling
i he has the mannerisms of
away your life for Jesus; but if it
ntry lawyer, and he-wins
can be preserved without shirking
opposition, as he used to
duty it is better to flee than to
' s, with a winsome and
die ...
A voluntary martyr is a
smile. He is at times
suicide . . . Heroic prudence should
hemist, as well as a euever accompany a trustful daring,
'st—insisting, for inand both are best learned to c<Jmthat censorship Is meremunion with Jesus" (Alexander
Pnnee
['seU-regulatibn."
Several
Maclaren).
ago, he was worrying beIV. Death and Life (w. 19, 20).
the movies were going
The persecution at Lystra culmicigarettes — easy to roiT
oehist." "
- •
nated to the stoning of Paul and his
i, Indiana, is still home being left for dead. Some believe
Mr. Hays and he is the that he really died and had the
favorite son, in spite of his glorious experience recorded to II
Corinthians 12:2-5 before he was
pgical flare-up. ..
raised by God from the dead. Be
that as it may, God miraculously
brought the dead or apparently
|OULD
be
fine
il
we
had,
a
•h register which would ring dead man to full life and vigor, and
prophecy when it'was on he went to the city of Derbe.
• in. About a year and a half Those of us who belong to Christ
ago, George and serve Hun', should recognize
ersmith
Messersmith, that our very lives are to His
1
I Hitler ,
assistant secre- blessed hand. Our purpose should
tary of state, be to glorify Him, whether by hfe
Early
former consul- or by death.
V. Advance and Return (w. 21at Berlin, called Adolf Hitnext moves as clearly and ac- 23)
The work of God is not completed
fhl 8 8 ! spielef for an old-fash- by the pioneering (forward thrust
JOHN DURKIN, busy hotel man,
|barn dance. He turned to to
I stepped outside with a friend
de artm
into
the
strongholds
of
Satan.
That
nf P
?nt a precise statewho
snapped this photo of him with
is necessary, and just now
hinn at der *»ehrer; had on work
his pocket tin of Prince Albert.
men are desperately needed to do
Rd.
now
fully
validated
and
»Tve been enjoying P.A. for 5 years
a
- Naturally, it-got little at- such work to heathen lands. Womrow," Durkin says, "and for easy
en
shame
the
men
by
their
willingbecause it was obviously in.
rolli'n' taste, and mildness nothing
ness to go where missionary boards
beats P.A." Well, that's what you
can only send men, who are all too
expect from a finer grade of tooften lacking.
bacco, "crimp cut" for rollin' 'em,
°pinl011
On the other hand, there is no
i Mr
mid treated to remove tongue-bite.
'
more important work than that ol
Try a pocket tin as a starter —
confirming and establishing new
an
„„,.
d everything
you'll never know how good P. A.
Christians to their faith. Paul and
ut
*H
? ° ai««iy. He Barnabas were not making a reis in a "makin's" cigarette unless
«d his mind. When Dr.
you try it. No risk-just take hold
treat.
They,were
courageously
reEinstein suffered certain
of the iron-clad money-back offer.
turning to the .stoning and the
«es ,n jetting his passSee reminder at right,
hatred of the cities they had
Messersmith was unserved to order to give counsel and
encouragement to the believers.
P^SVU stralgStened ont
Note that they ordained elders, evicn
- mf , J R«»»evelt npped
dently consummating some form oi
wtais^r to Austria:
church organization. Sometimes
one becomes so tired of Intricate
P. A. tastes
•is
was for 14 years church machinery that the tendency
1
mighty choice
of
the
'Delaware
befor entering the consular rfeS^w^nSrbettcrd
in a pipe too

ASK ME
ANOTHER f

I SA^ THERE'S
NO OHHER TOBACCO
LIKE PRINCE ALBERT FOR
GETTING ALLTHE SMOKING
JOV THERE IS IN A
'MAKING CIGARETTE

,

c n<0

°

in our th<"idfff and acting.

ham, percale, broadcloth and linen are nice materials for aprons
like these.
The Patterns.
No. 1723 is designed for sizes 34,
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size
36 requires 4% yards of 35-inch
material and % yard for contrasting collar, if desired.
No. 1622 is designed for sizes 32,
34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44. Size 34
takes, for apron No. 1, 2% yards
of 35-inch material and 6 yards of
braid. For No. 2, 2% yards, and
% yard contrasting; for No. 3, 2%
yards, and 1 yard pleating or ruffling.
Spring and Summer Pattern Book.
Send 15 cents for the Barbara
Bell Spring and Summer Pattern
Book, which is now ready. Make
yourself attractive, practical and
becoming ^clothes, selecting .designs from the Barbara Bell wellplanned, easy-to-make patterns.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.
« Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

AROUND
THE HOUSE

Twenty-fiveyearsofsfientific
research made it possible for
Quaker State,in!914,to produce the only motor oil which
successfully lubricated the
hottest running motor of its
time . . . the Franklin Aircooled engine. Twenty-five
more yeart of research enables
Acid-free Quaker State
Motor Oil to meet the most
difficult problems of lubricating the 1939 models. Insure
the performance of your new
car! Use Add-Free Quaker
Stoteregularly. Quaker State
Oil Refining Corporation,
Oil Gty, Pennsylvania.

When Heating Milk. — Put a
spoon or pie funnel into the sauce
pan, and when the milk boils it
will not run over the sides.
* * *
Removing. Paper Labels.—You
can readily re!move the paper
label from a bottle if you wet the
label and hold it near the flame
of the stove.
* * *
When Painting.—A handful of
hay placed in a bucket of water,
which should be changed every
few hours, will help to absorb the
smell of fresh paint.
* * *
On the Davenport.—A row of
cushions along the top of a davenport hides the top of this piece of
furniture and often spoils its proportion.
* * *
Soda for Cleaning.—Baking soda
will keep your refrigerator clean
and sweet at all times. Whether
it is an electric, oil, gas or ice refrigerator, clean it inside and out
with a damp cloth sprinkled with
baking soda, or wash it with a
baking soda solution, a handful to
a basin of water.

Retattprxe
tft per quart

DRINK
HOT WATER
-but
IOOMR the euiaiia wa»t«
To your dolly cup oi hot water, add th»

"juice" oi the 10 herbs in Gariield Tea and
you not only "wash out" Internally—but
loosen the hanMo-aelat wastes which cuna
to the lining, undigested. Oartteld Tea
makes hot water tastier to drink. Mild.
I THOROUGH, prompt.
IOC 6 25c at druggists.

FREE!

GOOD MERCHANDISE
Con Be CONSISTENRY Advertised
•

BUY ADVERTISED GOODS •

grand for "niakiin'
with the real tasl
fine roll-your-own cigarette* in every pocket
tin of Princ* Albert

£0 MILD
SO TASTY
SO

FRAGRANT

PONY FORGET
Twr oat tM» coupon •» your
MuMer to w*. Prtac* Albert
far (or* •* year dMuWi

OFFER STILL OPEN!
. RoO youn«If 30 well cigarette* from
Prince Albert. If yon don't find them the
finest Ustieit roll-your-own cigarette*
yon ever smoked, return the pocket tin
with the rest of the tobacco in it ton* at
•njr time within a month from this date,
and we wjll refund full purchase price,
pro* postage. (Sifnui) R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company, Wlruton-S&lem,N.C.
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WOMAN DIES
OF HEART

'Honolulu/' Musical Fun
Show, at Rialto This Week

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 27

lelen Kopp and Melvin
Daume United in Marriage

MAX RHOADS DIES
AT AUSTIN, MINN.

It Is a perfectly safe bet to wager
A very pretty wedding took place
anyone you know that he can't keep
ANITA,
IOWA
Saturday morning in St. Patrick's
j0hn Rexroade, KB, Dies at Home his feet out of motion through the
Catholic church at Massena when Miss former Anita Boy Passes Away After
showing of "Honolulu," feature atout Midnight Last Thursday.
lelen J. Kopp, daughter of Mr. and
Few Months Illness With Cancer.
traction at the Rialto Theatre SaturMrs. Frank Kopp, became the bride of
[funeral Held Sunday AfterBody Brought to Anita For
day and Sunday evenings.
Melvin Daume, son of iMr. and Mrs.
noon ;at Methodist Church.
Funeral Services and Burial.
The tap dancing by Eleanor Powell
Fohn Daume of Adair.
PINEAPPLE—
FLOURrand the music that accompanies it
Promptly at 9:30 o'clock, to the
GWC matched slices,
The best is cheapest,
strains of Lohengrin's wedding march,
Irs. John Rexroade, 68, a resident are both so likely that nothing less
Max Rhoads, 23, a son of Mr. ano*
Briardale,
the bridal party attended by Miss VErs. H. L. Rhoads, farmers living
e Anita community for the past than a cigar store Indian or an Eskimo
No. 2Vo cans'
™C
49-lb. bag..
Frances Way as bridesmaid and John east of Anita, died Tuesday, April .
years, died at her home about totem pole could resist the urge to
beat
rhythm.
Kopp, brother of the bride, as best 11, at Austin, Minn., death being.
ght last Thursday from a heart
COOKIES—
COFFEE—
man, with little Burdeen Robson as aused by cancer. He had been: in
She was not feeling well, and In addition to Miss Powell this new
Burch's butter
Tall Corn, Iowa's best
flower girl, took their places at the al- poor health for a number of months
restless in bed, arose and was musical mirthpiece has the versatile
Robert
Young
in
an
amusing
dual
tar. Rev. Father Flavin pronounced preceding his death.
cookies,
coffee
value,
g by a window when she colthe words that made them man and
1-lb. box
3 pounds
1 and fell from a chair to the role and the irrepressible George Burns
Deceased was born and grew to
wife.
A doctor was summoned by and Gracie Allen of screen and radio
young manhood in this vicinity, and.
The bride was lovely in a gown of two years ago was united in marriage
PORK and BEANS—
CATSUP—
f husband, but she died a few mo- fame. A splendid supporting cast
features Rita Johnson, Clarence Kolb,
white satin and silk lace of princess to Miss Dolores Morgan,- daughter
GWC,
bright
red,
GWC
fine
quality,
later.
. ..
Jo Ann Sayers, Ann Morris, Willie
style with high neck, fingerstrip sleeves of W. L. Morgan of Anita. Theijr
3 tall
8. Rexroade, whose, maiden name
Fung,
Cliff
Clark,
Edward
Gargan.l
and a train, wearing a long veil of married life was spent in Austin where
May Roscoe, was born at Reeds
14-oz. bottles..
20-ounce cans..
tulle held in place by a crown of orange he was employed in a clothing store. *•
ling, Minn., on April 28,1871, and Eddie Anderson, Sig Rumann, Ruthl
blossoms. She carried a bouquet oi
Hussey,
Kealoha
Holt
and
Edgar
Besides the widow, he is survived
he time of her death was aged
COCOA—
CORN—
pink roses. Her only jewelry was a by his parents, three brothers, Leland,
Dearing.
I years, 11 months and 16" days,
GWC extra standard,
GWC Breakfast,
gold cross and chain, a family heir- Donald and Russell, at home, and two
Eleanor Powell again proves her
IFeb. 10,1899, at Muscatine, Iowa
loom. The bridesmaid wore a beauti- sisters, Isabel, at home, and Mrs.
title
as
the
world's
most
accomplished
2-lb.
[was united in marriage to John
ful gown of pink satin, an embroid- Laverne Sperry of Lewis, also the
feminine
tap
dancer
in
three
spectaccan
No.
2
cans.
oade, and a short time after
ered net, with a corsage of roses an<] maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
marriage, they moved to Cass ular numbers, "Hymn to the Sun," an
sweet peas. She wore a white hat, H. G. Highly of Anita.
imitation
of
Bill
Robinson's
famous
LETTUCE—
SALMON—
Lty and located on a farm a short
The flower girl •wore a blue lace dress
stair dance, and a number done with
Funeral services were held at Austin
nee southeast of Anita, which
Fresh crisp
Pink Alaska,
and carried sweet peas. The groom Thursday afternoon, after which the
the aid of a skipping rope. In all
! remained their home throughou
2
heads,
wore a navy blue suit as did the besl remains were shipped to Anita, arrivof them Miss Powell reveals the re• married life.
each
tall
cans
man.
markable talent which has brought her
ing here Friday morning. At 4:00
bides the husband, she is survivec
The wedding march was played by o'clock that afternoon another serinto the front ranks.
ne sister, "Mrs. Enoch Wilkinson
Mrs. Cecil Taylor. Mrs. Frances Kopp vice was held at the Long funeral
SOAP—
GRAPE JUICE—
The picture's outstanding song
i Moines, and two brothers, "Bert
mother
of the bride, played the organ home, with Father Woods of the
Crystal
White
Shurfine brand,
,|coe of
t Rush
u,.« City,
rs*,, Minn,,
*«„«. and
«nj numbers
are "Honolulu,"
_ „__,,.
.^ „„„.„„ "The
„_, Lead,,.o
and assisted her daughter, Mary Jane Austin Episcopal church officiating.
er Doesn't TLike . Music" and ((rpv
"This
laundry,
new style
1 "7^
irles Roscoe -of Madison, Wis.
and 'Frank and Edwin Kordick, sing Interment was made in Evergreen
Night Will Be My Souvenir," with
8 bars
pint
bottle
* • *[ee children by a former marriage
Leonard's Mass in F, with Veni Jesu cemetery with Leland and 'Norman
Andy lona's Islanders, most famous
ded her in death.
for the offeratory. John Burg actec Morgan, Max Way, Roy Parker, Royce
of all Hawaiian native orchestras,
uneral services were held at the . . .
., .. .. . ,,
. ,
as usher.
Asparagus, Shallots, Radishes, Cauliflower,
, ,. . . , . _ „„ , , , 0
| lending
to the musical
Bissell and Corwyn Wilson acting as
6 authenticity
hodist church at 2:00 o'clock Sun-'
, . » , , £ ,
,
Immediately after the ceremony, a pallbearers.
background ofT;he hula numbers.
Carrots,
Strawberries
| afternoon, with Rev. Arthur V.
bounteous three course dinner was
The many friends of the family
officiating,!^!^ interment was In addition to the musical comedy
served to the bridal party and 100 in Anita were saddened and shocked
features, there is a plausible story in
in Evergreen cemetery.
guests at the home of the bride's par to learn of ^he untimely death of
Frost Proof Cabbage and Onion Plants.
, „., , -a. * A v
i
"Honolulu," in which Robert Young
; word of the death jof this
splen'
' , , - .
ents. The house was decorated with Max Rhoads, who was born on a farm
w ,,
•
• ' •'• £" -it
i.' carries a dual role, first as a HollySeed Potatoes Are Exceptionally Fine This Season.
Iwoman was received with much
.
, .
assorted flowers. The many beautifu south of Anita on March 16, 1916.
, , , . ' • • ' * . , . • j TT ' wood movie star, then as a planter
by her legion of friends. Her
..
'
*,
and useful wedding- gifts adorned one Death always is tragic, but it is uneeds throughout life were not, °m Hawal1'
1
room.
usually so when it strikes down a
Bring Us Your Kellogg's Coupons For Redemption. entire
i,
., .,
. ,.. ,
,
The screen idol, weary of pubuc
The bride was born and has alway youth with the Great Adventure of
llazoned
to
the
world
but
were
done
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
—
n
n* «^>T,
. . . , . . . . .
v i . 'adulation, attends a Hollywood openthat lack of ostentation which .
'
. ,
, „„_,„,„
lived at the family home eight miles y^
him.
The old adage
I, .
,
.,
. ,,
ing. A crowd mistakes the Honolulu
southeast of Anita.
She attended j ,,the flM mn>t die and the young may
claims true goodness of heart. Mrs. , .
. .,
j M«v«, v;m
r
t
.
.f . - . .
, , , planter for the star and mobs him
Anita high school and graduated with ( die „ men death tekeg fte ftged(
ade and her surviving husband *
„,.
.
.,
,
. ,,, . ,
. ,, ,.
'for autographs. This gives **» gtar
«""•
the class of 1935. Since then she jwhose ufe hftg been Hvedf &nd who
upnght and respectable lives
.
, ,
with
,.
..•
,. . . V . .
_i. an idea and he arranges
;has successfully taught in the rural jhayc grown weary on the journey,
his community, , It is this sort double to exchange • places. Assured
| schools of this community. The groom [ ifc .g ,ike lying down to pleasant
[itizenry which forms the bone and of a vacation, the movie man sails
'W. C. Banning of Minneapolis, Minn., was born and has lived on a farm dreams; but when the Grim Reaper
of the republic, these people
Mrs.
Alfred
Dement,
president
of
the boat meets
V
u
Z obligations
£ ? of* their
A * f°r HonoMu and on
an extract salesman, is in the coun- in the Adair vicinity all his life. They
discharge
the
A
by Miss the Anita high school alumni asso- ty jail serving a 30-day sentence fol- are now at home to their friends on cuts down one in the fullness of
,
,* ,
„ ., a cabaret dancer, played
j
;
every day and who walk the
ciation, has announced the personnel
youth with the great horizons of life
_ a hearing held before Justice one of the Daume farms northeast still unexplained, it leaves us stunned
Irum paths of existence But for °^e'complications come in Hawaii of the different committees for the lowing
i people as Mrs. Rexroade, all that when he discovers that he has ac- annual banquet and entertainment' of Peace J. C. Jenkins in Anita Fri- of Anita.
and awestruck. There are so many
j
— I itu
have
T (J here
11GA C which
W1LKW1A is
*O Worth
VT V* **•* having
*««• V *»••&
•
j
things we can not understand, so
difficulties which which will be held in the high school day.
irvmnasium on Friday evening, May
The charge against Banning was
Miss Bernice Blakesley, daughter much we will never know. The symlid disappear, disintregrate and de- ^^^
include a girl and a charge of em- 19 Members of the committees are the theft of a watch from Miss Dora of Ed. M. Blakesley, was united m
But for this sort of citizenship
pathy of all in this community goes
unhappy situation
f HowsMcElfresh of this city. He was ar- marriage at 9:00 o'clock IMbnday morn- out to the bereaved wife, parents,
its influence, the institutions of ,
vt«««j
planter is aS
i
...
.,
f
.•
is straightened
'
Mrs. rested in Harlan Friday and turned ing at St. Joseph's Catholic church brothers and sisters of this splendid
(
republic would cease to function.
island and
induced
M, Mrs.} over to Cass county authorities, after in Carroll to Ray Willenberg. Mr. young man.
(is this which forms the abiding
all is as it should be.
Frank Kramer 'Mrs'w F. Crawford numerous reports had been heard of and Mrs. Willenberg will make their
«ndability and the eternal Solidity,
m Saturday and Sunday
a peddler appearing at various homes home in Carroll where he operates
An 8-pound boy baby was born
regular news
nation, these Mrs. Bexroades
and Mrs. Tom Burns.
the county and speaking in a the Carroll Cafe.
in
Sunday
morning to Mr. and Mrs.
Program
and
Entertainment—
Miss
jttered over the length and breadth ^ '^"^ ^ngTomedy' entitled;
—- Woodrow Wilson at their home in
Gretchen Budd, Mrs. W. T. Biggs, Eric threatening tone to persons he at- 1,
'the land, who live their lives at ,,Alfaafa,8 Aunt/,
Osen, Kenneth Gipple, Jerry Redburn tempted to interest in his wares. 1 Spring's budding flowers were bur- South Anita.
ce with their fellows and who do
Auto Racing Picture.
Miss McElfresh had reported that ied beneath glistening mounds of snow
ht because it is the only way they
auto
who have made and Mrs. L, J. Hofmeister.
the salesman appeared at her home throughout this section Monday, bringStarting Sunday, April 30, our store
Decorations—Miss Gladys Joy, Mlrs.
racing history on the nation's leading
while she was doing the morning ing needed moisture to the land. Snow will be open from 8 to 10 a. m., and
Merle
Robison,
Miss
Hallie
Mae
Koob,
he writer knew Mrs. Rexroade all
e many of the thrills in
washing and had taken a watch from here amounted to about two inches
and no stain of dishonor
^ Up o>Connor » feature Jack Long, William Crawford, Jr., the kitchen table. The watch was throughout the day, and melted as it the same hours every Sunday thereafter.
Miss Mildred Wiese and Miss Beth
was ever attached to
fell. However by Tuesday morning
^ Rialto this (Wted.
found in his possession.
Maduff's Food Market.
It
family name. This .good woman
Knowlton.
' the ground was covered with a white
Reception—Mrs. Ruby Biggs, Mrs.
her life in the faith of her ne^&^
' mantle.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Nichols, living
„„„ Edna Nichols, Mrs. G. M. DeCamp,
er, and believed in the creed In
south of the city, are the parents
and
Mrs.
Ivadel
Rhoads
and
Mrs.
Kathenne
Miss
ht by the Man of Sorrows. Who
i
D« II^IJ :~ A lU«»:«'
Dorothy Mclntyre, daughter of a 10-pound boy, born at 10:30
say that she has not gone to a
the love of Cecilia Main.
of
Mr
and
o'clock last Thursday evening. He is
Tickets—Solon A. Karns, R. W.
rd which awaits those who hold
daughter.
this city, has been elected primary the fourth child in the family.
1
(Mick)
Forshay,
Walter
F.
Budd
and
to the course and keep the faith?
The annual state Sunday School teacner in the Menlo schools for next
Merle Robison.
convention will be held in three sec- year a t a saiary of $90 a month,
|y she rest in peace.
Ed. M. Blakesley, a former Anita
drama is woven the mystery of the
Finance—Miss Vera B. Hook, E. S. tions this year, one section of which D oro thy has been attending school
man, was visiting with friends and
crash murders of famous drivers,
Holton and Harry Swartz.
will be held in Atlantic, April 24, 25 the past two vears at Drake Uni- looking after business matters in the
which O'Keefe solves.
and 26. Religious leaders of national vers ity in Des Moines, and will com- city Friday. Mr. Blakesley, a delinOthers in the cast are Nat PendleHere's good news. 'Four big days reputation will appear on the program
her course this spring.
quent tax collector, is moving this
ton, Addison Richards, Charley Grapeof "two for the price of one, plus as well as specialists in religious:
eek to Iowa City from 'Carroll, where
, Alan Curtis and Tom
education from various parts of Iowa. | ^ meeting of the Lutheran ladies e has been working on delinquent
one
S.
Four big days this week— The convention is for all who are a j,j waa neid iast Wednesday after- axes in Carroll county for the past
of Anita, died at his larm
farm home
^n be
F"-t "i
nome ^u
a Pitzpatrick
FitzpatricK Traveltalk
ir»v«wM». en-,
^ ,bargains.
^^
Frirfav and SatDe a
Uwest of Menlo on Monday even- £tad, "Singapore and Jahore;" the
V^J'T^'^™?^^, interested in the work of the church noon at the home of Mrs. Raymond "wo years. He will spend the next
[, April 10, death being caused Ed. Tnorgersen sport, "Hunting Dogs;» urday, M.fc e your p.™^work *o and its advancement. The convention Qregersen south of the city, with all ear working in Johnson county.
fm complications following an at- and
iowa
News Flashes, through you at Bongeis Bros., the nex
^ g is an interdenominational gathering members present. Two new members,
ami
owa
under the auspices of the State Coun- i Mrs. Arlo Christensen and Mrs. Ed.
The building occupied the past two
Store.
of pneumonia.
'courtesy of Miller's Market
cil of Religious Education. Mr. O. G. jorgensen, were added to the aid ros- ears by the Johnson Plumbing Shop
Jr. Houck was well known in Anita (
the Anita fire de- Herbecht of Des Moines is in charge ter ^ t tne dose of the meeting a
nd standing on the ground where
At cviiinv
a
he lived
as —
a ,-—..
young
man. For,
organization
of Cass
for the
— —
,
urgamzoikiuii
"± <-/•»•=.,
-— county
.
0
of the preliminary arrangements and ] uncn was served by the hostess.
he new municipal light plant building
he was' a section foreman for
. drf
for the control of can- partment i nday
re-elected for another the securing of convention talent. ]
will be erected, was sold at public
: Island in Atlantic, and before ™r under auspices of the Women's j officers
Robert Scott, chief;
The main session of the convention \ James McConnell, 77, a well known uction Tuesday morning to F. W.
They
pving to the home where he died, p^ Amy for Cancer Control, has j year,
assistant
will be held in the Mtethodist church ; resident of the Wiota community, died itager for $75. Workmen that afa few months in Anita. His been completed according to Mrs. F. N., B
and R. W. (Mick) Forshay, in Atlantic, though most of the co- ' a t his home there early Friday morn- ,ernoon started to wreck the 75-yearfor
treasurer;
the former.Anna
,HwViaftn of
PiBWold, chairman
„ „...._ Spear,
^r__., rpre- uoDSon
01 G
V«-IDWUII»,
v
f v To keep the
the Departments
department's operating churches will be used for jng following a heart attack. He had >ld structure, which originally stood
him in death, having passed t h u n t y > Mra. Hobson has appoint- ^™hto a fu ii quota, Claude
exhibits and meeting of special in- been in poor health since last June, in the site of the brick building ocNovember.
'' edj .mL
A n
membeisnip u^
mps as
hv last November.
iMts. A.
C. T«
James
as aa lieutenant
I vie Redburn and Aaron terested groups. The conference will, Du t his condition had not been con- cupied by Schaake's Store.
j
open with a mass meeting on Sun- j sidered critical in recent weeks and
Bell were
Mrs. Elmer Smith and daughter,
day evening, April 23, with an out- j his death came as a shock to the
partment.
afternoon,^ and burial was
Delma, narrowly escaped in a serious
standing speaker and will continue' com munity. Mr. McConnell was
in Evergreen cemetery at Anita.
accident Sunday afternoon when reAnitans win have an opportunity
While in the city last week, D. C. through Monday, "Tuesday and Wed-1 brother-in-law of Mrs. Ethel Budd of iurning to their home four miles
nesday.
An
attendance
of
1,000
dele1
Anita.
to see European royalty
on
Hell 'sold his residence property
southwest of Anita on highway No.
' ' it the'
The study group of the P. T. A 6 from the bus station in Anita where
mission to the day sessions will be
Claude Smither, the con- by ticket but all evening sessions will meet at 2:30 o'clock on Tuesday they had taken Miss Kathryn Smith
every day. Denmark's
r family, to
of Ames. They lost control of the
. i a U , B bein, $1,500. *r. Smither will be free. Overnight entertain- j afternoon, April 25, in the norma
car at the entrance of the driveway.
ment
will
be
furnished
all
registered
training
room
of
the
school.
Topii
»se
Ingrid,
,&-'' and his family will occupy it
the meeting.
Mr. Bell also rented another delegates desiring it by the Atlantic for discussion will be, "The Forwarc The car rolled over in the ditch which
!They will pass through
Stretch," and leaders will be Mrs was filled with water. Mr. Smith,
^ evt 'nth and eighth grade- examina- ably around*noon, en route frorn^ n - ^.^^ pl.opei.ty that he^owns, lo- people.
f
A. C. James and Mrs. Mike Woodal seeing the accident, rushed to their
on
Walnut
Street
and
tenanted
""" »r the rural students of Cass ha to Des Moines. The roya
L
Mrs. Gerald Eheumaker is reported The pupils of the fourth grade, di assistance. Mrs. Smith and her daughy will be held the first Thurs- are scheduled to leave Omaha ai ^, ,
n u m ber of the local school teachat
' s to Andy Peterson, who will move to be showftig satisfactory recovery rected by Miss Dorothy Darrah, wi ter escaped injury but suffered from
»(i Friday in May, according that morning, and will ^
11
'is' family into it after the close of from a major operation to which she demonstrate some phases of clas shock. The car was removed, undamannouncement made this week way No. 6 to Des Momes. M-'U b
aged, from the water.
room work.
submitted Saturday.
*'"• Georgia Byrne, county sup- way patrolmen will accomi-aio
fhool.
ant of schools.
i on the trip.

Values For Friday-Saturday

19c

25c

25c

25c

8c

Name Committee Members Peddler Gets 30-Day Term
For Annual AlumniBanquet For Stealing Watch in Anita

Sunday School Convention
to Be neia in Atlantic

S. Houck, Former
Anita Man, Dies at Menlo
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THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THURSDAY-FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar.. .29c
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
SEEDLESS RAISINS, 2-lb. package
15c
PINEAPPLE, 8-oz. tin, 3 for
25c
PEACHES, No. 10 (gallon) can
37c
PRUNES, medium size, 3 pounds
25c
POTATOES, northern Cobblers, peck
25c
LAUNDRY SOAP, Crystal White, 4 bars
15c
CHERRIES, red pitted, No. 10 (gallon) can
57c

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Published Every Thursday by the

Tribune Publishing Co.
W. F. BUDD

Editor

Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Entered^ at the post office at Anita,
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1939.
The hopeful person is to be commended, many times, even if aims and
ambitions are never realized.
The new baby who gets all the
choice play things of his elder brothers and sisters ought to be satisfied.
Members of the legislature, as a
rule, do not give as much attention
to petitions and remonstrances as the
ordinary jackass does to a horse fly.

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATOR.
In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
In the Matter of the Estate of Anna
M. Bell, Deceased.
To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned has been appointed and
has qualified as Administrator of the
estate of Anna M. Bell, late of Cass
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
in any manner indebted to said deceased of her estate will make payment to the undersigned; and those
having claims against said deceased
or her estate will present them in
manner- and form as by law required,
for allowance and payment.
Dated this 18th. day of April, A. D.,
1939.
H. L. Bell,
Administrator of said estate.
By John E. Budd,
Attorney for said estate.

A sweet temper that will remain
sweet in all kinds of weather and
under all conditions, is a rarety rarely
possessed by the general run of humanity.

Rev. Thos. B. Dixon, wife and children left this morning for Emerson,
Neb., to spend a week with her parents, Philo McAfee and wife. Rev.
*C. L. Thomas will occupy the pulpit
at the Congregational church Sunday
One or two fellows who are so anx- morning.
ious to get away from Anita and into
some other place more suitable to their
At her home on East Main Street
peculiar tastes, ought to cut the strings last Wednesday afternoon, 'Mrs. E. W.
and turn themselves loose without Holmes was hostess to the members
further delay.
of the Quilt c'.ub, with all members
being present. The ladies spent the
It's a mighty poor argument to use afternoon socially, and a lunch was
that because a man has no children served by the hostess.
attending school, he should be disbarred from- taking any part or interest
At a recent meeting of Anita basein school .matters. It often happens ball players and fans, Chas. Spry was
that the "fellow who has no children elected manager of the team for the
to educate, actually has, and really season. All interested in the welfare
does take more interest in school of the team, are urged to attend a
anii school work than many of those meeting at the Larson barber shop
who are at the head of a large family. on Thursday evening.

Wouldn't Raise a Baby on
Hamburger and Plain Water
But the poultryman who pays no particular at', tention to the ingredients contained in feeds which
he uses, is doing practically that to his baby chicks.
When you get your chicks you want fast maturing,
I strong, healthy birds with the lowest possible death
lloss and as few barebacks as possible.
^
We bought on Feb. 13, 500 New Hampshire Red
^ chicks, and at the age of seven weeks we still had 500
$ large, strong birds. These chicks at seven weeks,
7 averaged in weight from 2 to 2% pounds, and were
-without sun light from birth. These chicks were
7 fed exclusively on ROBERTS SPECIAL MIX
CHICK FEEDS. People have remarked how wonderful these birds have done because we do not have
.a=weakling or a bareback in the entire flock. These
same people are now using ROBERTS SPECIAL
MIX CHICK FEEDS and having equally good results.
All Roberts feeds are mixed fresh, and come to
you this way. Insist on Roberts Chick Feeds at
your local dealer listed below.
;

Roberts Produce

Anita and Audubon
Kohl's, MadufTs and Petersen's, Anita; Reed's, Wiota; Vorath's, Bridgewater; Proctor's, Lyman;
Parker's Store, Kenfield; Paulsen's Hatchery,
Guthrie Center; Norway Center Store; Berea
Store.

ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1939.

SCHOOL NEWS.
Receive Excellent Rating.
The Mixed Chorus received an excellent rating at the district music
contest at Harlan last Thursday. There
were five schools participating in this
event. Two superiors were given. We
congratulate Miss Neith and the group
for making this fine showing in the
contest.
Commercial Contest Saturday.
The commercial contestants will enter the district commercial contest
on Saturday at Corning. They hope
to retain the shorthand trophy which
was won last year. We wish the
teams and Miss Hiatt, the best of
luck, in realizing their slogan, "Keep
the cup."

O. C. A. (Order of Gregg Artists)
membership award was Riven to Jean
Dement. Ida Bornholdt received a
progress pin.
Practice Teaching.

The Normal Training; girls who are
practicing teaching this week include:
Allene Christensen, Grant No. (5; Evangeline Dressier, Grant No. i) and
Gladys Turner, Grant No. 1.
They observe the teacher in charge
on Monday and Tuesday, and then
take over all teaching responsibility
for two and one half days.
This actual teaching experience aids
greatly in solving real problems and
carrying out lesson plans they have
made.

PETERSEN'S GROGERyl
PHONE 300

DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURJ^
P & G 75 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
P&G Tomato Juice, 2 No. 113c 2 No. 219C No 5 91
P&G Pineapple or Grapefruit Juice, 2 No 2 9?c
'
^
P&G Tomato Catsup, 15-oz. bottle
Boysenberry
Preserves,
pure,
jar
.'.
$
P&G
P&G Peanut Krackle, 16-oz. jar17c 24-oz 1?
5
P&G Coffee, pound 25c 2 pouiuls . . . .
P&G Olives, stuffed or plain at i . lOc 15c 27C J?0
JJ
P&G Starch, corn or gloss, 2 packages .
J
P&G Cake Flour, 23,4-lb. package

Honor Rolls Announced.
Seniors.
the plant has never attained -any
SHERIFFS SALENOTlJ~
First Honor Roll—Beulah Bornholdt, great size . . . each spring when the
Jean Dement, Evangeline Dressier, little kittens start peeping out of State of Iowa, Cass County, „.
Amy Knowlton, Virginia Mach, Jen- their tiny buds, the children about
nie Nelson, Margaret Peters, Jean- town can't resist the temptation of General American Life ins
nette Robson, Gladys Turner, Alyce picking a few sprigs . . . thus the
Company, a corporation pi
Walker, Duane Bowen, Robert Craw- bush has been kept well pruned.
Chris B. Chriatensen, et al r
ford and Donald Mclntyre.
* * •
aritifc.•>•••-v"-.
Second Honor Roll—Virginia Bart- "Old Bill" Steele says "That transCalendar of Events.
April 21—Baseball at Cumberland. ley, Ida Bornholdt, Ruth Garlock, Ruby parent 'wave' on top of his head -is To Chris B! Christensen and
L
April 25-28—Achievement tests in Peacock, Lawrence 'Hofmeister and caused by one hair waving bye-bye> Louise Christensen, his wife j
ffl
Jack Roe.
the grades.
to another."
Hospital; Eckman Chemical
Juniors.
* * *
April 25-28—County baseball tourpany; and Cass County, iowa
First Honor Roll—Marjorie Hen- The other morning I was busy maknament at Lewis.
You are hereby notified that
dricks, Marilynn Kohl, Virginia Nich- ing sandwiches for three school lunches
April 27—Matinee of Senior play.
virtue of a Special Execution to,
ols,
Charles
Denne
and
Charles
Krause.
April 28—Senior play.
and while unwrapping a package of
Second Honor Roll—Marian Bartley, dried beef, a small inspection ticket directed by the Clerk of the Dish,
May 5—Junior-Senior banquet.
Court of Cass county, Iowa, in flvo
May 8-9—Academic tests in high Cathryn Curry, Mary Jean Reeves, fell upon the floor . . . the wee five
Frank Budd, Leonard Grower, Francis j year old picked it up and looked it of General American Life Insun
school.
Company, a corporation, and in „
Holland and Ralph Stone.
'May 9—School exhibit.
over . . . gazing up at me he asked, against Chris B. Christensen, et"
Sophomores.
May 12—Class night.
"Say Mamma, does this piece of paper
First Honor Roll—Marie Burns, say this meat is a hunk of Ferdinand?" and the hereinafter described
May 14—Baccalaureate.
estate for the sum of Fourteen Th,,
Carol Dement, Mab'.e Highley, Mary
May 16—Baseball, Adair here.
and
Seven Hundred Thirty-Three a
Jane
Kopp,
Barbara
Rhoads,
Betty
May 17—Commencement.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF 56-100 Dollars ($14,733.55), I did
Weaver, Kathryn Weimer, Richard i
May 19—Alumni banquet.
ADMINISTRATOR.
the 3rd. day of April, A. D. 19]
Duthie, Boyd Falconer, Clarence Hbl- j
Receive Commercial Awards.
land, Billy Millhollin and Harvey In the District Court of the State of levy on the property of the
'Chris B. Christensen and Li,
Tke commercial students, under the Scho'l.
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
direction of Miss Hiatt, have received
Second Honor Roll—Helen Aggen, In the Matter of the Estate of Adelia Louise Christensen, his wife, Ju
Hospital, Eckman Chemical Compa
more rewards this month.
Bernice Neiens, Elaine Petersen, MerCalkins, Deceased.
and Cass Cobnty, Iowa, the follow
O. A. T. (Order of Artistic Typists). rill Lett and 'Merle Moore.
To Whom It May Concern:
Senior members are Jean Dement, Ross
Freshmen.
Notice is hereby given that the described real'estate, to-wit:
The Southwest Quarter tf]
Offenstine, Ivy Petersen, Alyce WalkFirst Honor Roll—Ruth Holladay, undersigned has been appointed and
Northeast Quarter of Section 32; 5
er, Duane 'Bowen and Beulah Born- Max Falconer, Eldred Petersen and has qualified as Administrator of the
West Half of the Northwest;
holdt. A new junior 0. A. T. member Richard Richter.
Estate of Adelia Calkins, late of Cass
is Ida Bornholdt.
Quarter
of
the Northeast'
Second Honor Roll—Mildred Breen, County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
Quarter of Section 32; all ttej
Certificates for competent typists Geraldine Fowble, Sue Hagen, Betty in any manner indebted to said dehave been given to Wayne Flint, Don- Jean Karns, Yvonne Keasey, Mary ceased or her estate will make payWest' 'Half of the Southeast']
ald Mclntyre, Robert Crawford, Jean Lou Kuehn, lona Morgan, Beulah ment to the undersigned; and those
Quarter of Section 29,
Dement, Lyle Kuehn, Duane Bowen, Neiens, Thelma Pieper, Carol Sams, having claims against said deceased
South of the Right-of-Way of J
Ida Bornholdt, and a gold pin award Duane Karns, Charles Miller, James . or her estate will present them in
the Chicago, Rock Island and]
to Amy Knowlton.
Miller, John Peacock and Alice Peters. manner and form as by law rePacific Railway Company; fc|
West One-Fourth of the
quired, for allowance and payment.
THANKS.
I Dated this 4th. day of April, A. D., east Quarter of the Souttetl
Quarter of Section 29, eajfl
' 1939.
I wish to thank all my friends
one-half acre at the SouttaM
;
Percy W. Calkins,
for the cards and letters I received
i
Administrator of said estate. corner of said tract which fcl
while I was in the Larson hospital.
been used as a cemetery; all it|
i By Hobart E. Newton,
(By Tillie)
Mrs. Leo Scholl.
said land being: located in Tom-1
j Attorney for said Estate.
ship Seventy-Seven (77) North,
One evening recently, a lively and
An all day meeting of the Original interesting bridge game was in prog- We wisn to thank our friends for the
Range Thirty-Four (34) West of:
Sunshine club was held last Thursday, ress at a prominent home on Chestnut kindness shown us during the illness
the Fifth P. M,, containing 113S :
at the home of Mrs. Merle TurnerStreet . . . that is, the game was ex- °^ our son> Charles, also for the cards,
acres more or less, Cass county,
southeast of the city. Present were citing and entertaining to all present letters and gifts sent him while in the
Iowa,
eleven members and three visitors, with the exception of one guest, who hospital.
and will offer the same for sale
•Mrs. Floyd Gissibl, Mrs. Melvin Gis- appeared somewhat disturbed and ill
the highest bidder on the 8th.
^r. and Mrs. A. V. Robinson.
sibl and Mrs. CecH Scholl. During at ease.
•
--of May, 1939, at the hour of K
Services
the noon hour a covered dish dinner
Incessantly, she inhaled and exhaled Catholic were held at the Atlantic o'clock A. M., at the north door c
was served, and the ladies spent the audibly . . . squirmed about restlesscemetery last Thur 3 day af- the court house in Atlantic, Countjl
afternoon sewing carpet rags. The ly ... after a time the lady in dis- ternoon at 2:0° o'clock for Harold of Cass and State of Iowa.
I
next meeting of the club will be on tress left the bridge table and retired He"ry Mailander - infant son of Mr.
You are further notified that ifl
Thursday, April 27, at the home of to the kitchen . . . when she returned &nd Ml S Harold H Mail
' '
"
ander, farmers said real estate includes your home-J
Hving
Mrs. Rowley Pollock.
^^west of Anita. The child stead, that unless you plat and re-l
to take up her hand of cards, she apwas dead at birth the
peared more quiet and calm.
afternoon be- cord the same within ten days after |
Thus the story would have ended, f °' e ' Rev' M ' J" O'Connor was in the service of this notice, I
charge of the
services at the grave.
had the lady remembered to have recause said homestead to be mark«|
THE PERCHERON
turned quietly to the kitchen before
out, platted and recorded as provi*
STALLION
A meeting of Benton township by law and the expense thereof shall
bidding her host and hostess goodnight . . . but she was so comfort- teachers was held following the close be added to the costs in this ease. I
able and refreshed, she returned to of school last Wednesday afternoon
Dated this 3rd. day of Apnl|
her home unmindful of her earlier at school No. 7, taught by Miss Betty 1939.
Burns. The seven teachers in the
distress.
P. P. Edwards,
The next morning when the lady township were present and they disSheriff of Cass County, Iowa.
living on Chestnut Street was straight- cussed plans for play day in May and
By M. B. Parkinson,
ening up the kitchen and putting also made arrangements to hold a
Deputy.
2t
things hack in order after the party Picnic for the last meeting of the
of the night before . . . to her amaze- teachers to be held some day in that
Oliver Roberts was a Des
ment and perplexity she discovered a month.
business caller Tuesday.
practically new girdle behind the refrigerator . . . () ne guess and a telephone- call of inquiry was all that
was necessary to locate the owner
of the .strange pie-e of feminine raiCOMET 200960
ment.
* * *
Is recorded by the Pereheron SoI broke the tenth commandment
ciety of America.
into fragments, after I saw that c'usColor and Description: Black, pro- ter of ivy vases on Marjorie Ulfer's
longed star, right hand foot white. south wall.
Pedigree: Foaled March 27, 1928.
» • *
Maiiclie
McAfee
has a red geranium
Weight 2040. This stallion is a
sure breeder and his colts speak for I'looming in her south window that
themselves as to quality. Permanent she calls a rose geranium . . . it js
indeed a beautiful plant and is right',
certificate of soundness.
WITH EACH
f u l l y named . . . the bloom heads re'CO-IB. BAG OF
This horse was second prize Per- s'M.ible clusters of red baby ramble,eheron Stallion at the Iowa Stale- '•o.ses and the individual flower buds
Fair in 1937 and 1938.
before opening, have a similarity („
a ruse bud.
Will make the season of 1039 at
CHICK MASH
Anita, Iowa. Anita Phone.
Millard picked the li,. st
TERMS:—$2.60 at trme of service, garden flowers of the season that IV
CHICK
$10 when colt is foaled. $2.60 will heard about . . . the bed of P u r p l e
be added if not paid for within 30 1 urn,la iris in the M'illard yard g n , ws
OR
days from date of foal. All mares on a well drained and protected south
CHICK STARTING
will be retried and rebred if needed. ^.ope and the little plants burst ( ) U l
""' off,, .„„/„, ;„, ,
Care will be taken to prevent accidents m bloom several weeks ahead of (|u.
FEEDS
but will not be responsible should other iris borders in town.
any occur.
• * *
Grandma Scholl has a bush of |. Ussy
North Orient Horse Co. Willows
growing on her front ,, a ,k
Lew Laartz — Keeper.
mg and the shrub is now in
'
(
bloom . . . though many yea r s old
P. DARROW, Manager
State Spelling Contest Saturday.
Gretchen Daughenbaugh, county
spelling champion, and Miss Hollen,
go to Des Moines Saturday to compete
in the state spelling bee. Anita has
a splendid spelling record, and we hope
this year's record proves to be no
exception.

FACTS AND FUN

PELLETS,

THE FARMERS COOP-

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
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THERE'S
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THAT HIS MEN ARE HEVPiXSS
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USED CAR DEAI
HTENTIONe
Otttf Car Dealers

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —A Very Emphatic 'Yes

-- --

WfM"*CKj

ALL THE ROMANCES OF
HISTORY HAVE COME
C>6WN THROUGH THE
YEAI?S TO BLOSSOM
AGAIN IN OUR YOUNG

'•

N

HOW

OP«*

NIFTY!

*">08 AND 8DHDM
AUTOSAltt

{G\,

Lovely Bedspread oil
Filet Crochet SqucnJ

e Frank J*T IlMkty SywUc»U, Inc.

Extra lovely—this lacy
—but yours at no extra cosU,
that of this simple pattern aril
string used to crochet it. OM|
inch filet square, repeated, i
all this'loveliness! In

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Along Came a Fixer

Pattern No.

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L. HUNTLBY

No Finesse
DAD6UMMED
RACKET OOT
THAR/

cloth—use only four fond
doilie or an inset for a cttjjj
tern 1409 contains
• chart for making thil
shown and Joining it
variety of articles; illusti
it and of all stitches us
terial requirements.
Send IS cents in coins tel
pattern to The Sewing Circle;!]
dlework Dept., 82
New York, N. Y.
Please write your name^
dress and pattern number p

~X — >-..XX*.

^
ICopyrlght. by 8. L. Huntlty.,

^^^^^^*^><^*^>^**^^«^^*«*«*i»

POP— Customary Even if Not Necessary

By J. MILLAR WATT

STRANGE !

VUATS

THIS ROAD MASNT
RECJUIREO
DIGGING UP
THIS YEAR!

STRANGER
IS

IT WASN'T

,

DUG Up!

First Great Advantage
If a child admires and
•you, you .don't have to e
very much to influence ffl
havior.
Variety makes o» »P*™
much money as necessity.
Perhaps.we are happiest^
ning to soon "take We easj l

we would be if we did.
They
Him
The Hold
obstinate
man does DOI^,
opinions.
.3
People who never m«»!
eusMMemtogetaio"'"*
as tbom who do.
You can't keep a
down, but he may have^^
some other place to cr

Boring From Within
He who aspires to be .
his ,soul must expect w*
One of the most
POOE FELLOW

Curse of Progress

there's always a bright t

Jerry—I have traced my ancestry
back to an Irish king.
Pat — Sure that's aisy. What
chanst has a dead man to defend
himself.—Santa Fe Magazine.

1
ft&L^bTy?
"
away, anyhow.

Jt Works
"Tell me, my dear, how do you
manage to get the maid up BO early
in the -morning?"
"It was rather clever of me. 1
introduced her to the milkman."

Give a

Safety First
"My son wishes to become a
chauffeur. What do you advise?"
"Weil, personally, I wouldn't stand
in his way."—Pearson's Weekly.
Twe's Company
Teacher—Tell rne, is Oliver in the
habit of talking to himself?
Andy—I can't say. I never was
with him when he was alone.

' Gus— What would be your attitude
I kissed you?
Peggy—I'd close my eyes to it.

MAIN
UKOC Joe

indfood pr'«5.

K*A& wot w«w w*xc«. TORQK& UKCII
iSte*8u^3;
wh«t»n»Q'"»

i^iS^fc^&^kuiJ^

THE

ANITA TRIBUNE,
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FROM OUR OLD FILES

, + + + + + >•»• + + + + +
. r K N T R A L C H i m C H OF CHRIST*
4.
Kay Swartz, Pastor.

Maduffs Food Mary

* Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
WE DELIVER
PHONE 239
Morninu worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
April 22, 1909.
Kvening Worship at 8:00 o'clock.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIAL
'W. H. Armstrong has been ill and
The younp people will have a covunder the doctor's care the past week. ered dish lunch at 6:30 Sunday even10-lb. Cloth
Three new dwel'.ing houses have ing. Bring a covered dish and sandbeen commenced this week, with more
Corn or Gloss
wiches for yourself, Cocoa will be,
to follow.
furnished.
Tell your friends a n d ,
3 Packages
Indications are that Anita will be
to a good time of
1,,-inK
someone
just as baseball crazy this year as
Christian fellowship. Everyone is wel6 Box Carton
in former years.
come, young and old. We are forG. A. Johnson has sold his 200-acre
tunate to have a pianist from Ues
farm in Benton township to H. G.
Moines who has offered her services
Ruhs. Possession will not be given
to us so let us, as Christians, give her
ntil March of next year.
support. "Faith without
Medium Size — 3-lbs.
A gay party of young people were
work is dead" so let us do our part.
ntertained at the home of Miss Goldie
Ladies aid will meet at the church
Vatkins Tuesday evening, and a most
on
Wednesday.
njoyable time is reported.
K J. U. cluh will meet Friday
O. O. Conley has purchased a 75-foot
Open Kettle Rendered
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Oscar
ot on the corner north of Mrs. Mary !••"«,
.
nno.^A\
2 Pi "
Becker's residence, and has let the con- Lindblom. Each member ,s requested
ract for a two story dwelling house, to bring her favorite recipe,
ize 26x30.
•»• -f -f -f + +
A heavy haiJ storm visited this
+
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
icinity last Saturday evening, and for
a short time the ground was white
"Probation after Death" will be
with the balls of ice, some of which the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
were as large as hen eggs.
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Misses Lizzie, Anna and (Marie
There is a vast difference between EXPER !
Sunday, April 23.
Wiegand went to Des Moines last
IENCE
and EXPERIMENT!
The Golden Text is from Psalms j
,veek to see and hear Ben Hur at the 23:4,
"Yea, though I walk through,
uditorium. They also visited among
We offer our experience as an asset to you in sethe valley of the shadow of death,
friends at Indianola for a day, and
lecting DEPENDABLE BUILDING MATERIALS
I will fear no evil: for thou art
report a very pleasant trip.
most suited to your contemplated job. On this]
with me; thy rod and thy staff they
The services of one of the extra
comfort me."
basis we invite your patronage, assuring you
perators at the Rock Island depot has
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quosquare deal.
been dispensed with, and with the
tations from the Bible and from the
assistance of a helper to look after j
Christian Science textbook, "Science
the delivery of the mail to and from
and Health with Key to the Scrip,he post office, it is expected that the
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
cutting down of the working force will
One of the Bible citations reads:
be permanent.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
"For they that are after the flesh
The hope is that the time is not
do mind the things of the flesh; but
YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.
far distant when Anita will have a ]
they that are after the Spirit the
public school building of such material
things of the Spirit.
For to be
and proportions that will accommodate
carnally minded is death; but to be
the school population as it should be.
spiritually minded is life and peace. the parsonage at 2:30. Reports from
The old building, with its many adBut if the Spirit of him that raised , the convention held last week in Counditions, has long since outlived its
up, Jesus from the dead dwell in you, j cil Bluffs will be given,
usefulness, and should give place to
he that raised up Christ from the dead j The 74th annual State Sunday
a modern, up-to-date building.
shall also quicken your mortal bodies' School convention will convene next
by his Spirit that dwelleth in you." Sunday evening at the First Methodist
A meeting of the Friendly Circle (Romans 8:5, 6, 11).
Church in Atlantic. The convention
was held last Wednesday afternoon at
Among the selections from the' will continue through the 26th. Some
the home of Mrs. Frank Neighbors Christian Science textbook is the fol- ] of the outstanding educational leaders
northwest of the city with nine -memlowing: "Life is the origin and ulti-1 of the church will appear on the prors and two visitors, Mrs. Harley
mate of man, never attainable through' gram. You cannot afford to miss this
Warren and Mrs. Ray Neighbors,
I will sell'at public auction at i
death, but gained by walking in the ! exceptional meeting,
present. The ladies spent the afterpathway of Truth both before and j The majority of the expected pledges residence in the southeast pot]
noon piecing quilt blocks for the
after that which is called death" (p.; for the God's Acre Program are in, Anita at 2:00 o'clock, on
hostess, who served a lunch at the
but there are still several for whom
487).
close of the afternoon.
pledges have not been handed to the
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f committee. If yours has not as yet
Last Thursday afternoon a meetLUTHERAN MISSION AT
the following described
been turned in would you see to it
ing of the L. M. circle was held at
I. O. O. F. HALL.
that
it
is
in
the
hands
of
the
committee
3 rockers; 7 dining room i
the home of Mrs. Paul Hayter in
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
as soon as possible. Thank you.
Victrola; 2 bedsteads and matt
South Anita, hostesses being Mrs.

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Sugar
Starch
20C
Matches
or Brick
Cheese Kraft2 Cream
Pound Box
43d

nd
Ladles Hose ** •* *******
Extra

Lard

YOU'LL SWING our with a quiet, sweet-running car after this
spring conditioning service at your Standard Oil Dealer's.
He'll drain out winter oil and refill your crankcase with
fresh, sturdy Iso-Vis, Standard's premium quality motor oil.
But that's not all. Many Standard Oil Dealers are equipped
to give your car a complete check-up and servicing at the ten
important points indicated: namely, 1 Radiator 2 Spark
Plugs 3 Crankcase 4 Transmission 5 Differential 6 Gasoline 7 Battery 8 Chassis Lubrication 9 Tires 10 Lights.
4 FINI M O T O R

59<j

No Monkey Business—

OILS

ISO-VIS
in earn JOc a quart*
in bulk 25c a quart*
QUAKER STATE in cans 35c a quart
POIARINE . . . in bulk 20c a quart*
STANOLIND . . in bulk 1 Sea quart*
(Prevailing dealer pricesj *P/« Taxes

ROBERT SCOTT

Household

Saturday, Apr!

Turner's Station

C. C. Heckman

D. C. Bell of Iowa City spent last
Roy Duff, who has been in poo:
Friday in the city with his brother, health for several weeks, has been
H. L. Bell, and with other friends.
taken to the Veterans' hospital in De
Moines for medical treatment.
Miss Mary Jane Bear, who is employed at the Meredith Publishing
John Fisher returned to his horn
Co. in Des Moines, spent Saturday in Chicago Sunday, after a few days
and Sunday in Anita with her par- visit in Anita with his sister, 'Mrs
ents, Lake Bear and wife.
Harold J. Donohoe and husband.

Hayter, 'Mrs. Howard Lett, Mrs. M. J.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Peters and Mrs. Ted Grinstead. PresDivine worship at 10:30 a. m.
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f
ent were seventeen members and four
Confirmation class meets every Wed- + Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. -f
visitors, Mrs. Faye Plowman, M'iss nesday and Friday afternoon.
Sylvia Nelsen, Miss Ethel Lett and
Adult confirmation class meeting
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
Mrs. Ralph Hawk. A social afterevery
Monday
evening
at
8:00
o'clock.
Classes
for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
noon was spent by the ladies, after
Sunday School teachers' meeting on j superintendent.
which refreshments were served by
Friday evening at 8:00 o'clock.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
the hostesses.
There will be a "Get acquainted with
The ladies aid will meet to quilt
the Lutheran Mission" service on Sun- | at the church on Thursday and will
day afternoon, May 7, in the high serve a 15c lunch.
school auditorium at 2:30 o'clock. The
Observance of Arbor day has been
address of the afternoon will be given | postponed'untU a later date
by a guest speaker and special music! The Pilgrim Fellowship will meet
w,ll be furmshed by choirs from the at the church Thursday P evening at
neighboring Lutheran churches. We 6:30 o'clock for a pot luck dinner
invite you to attend.
Drive the tar with

EXCLUSIVE VACUUM
GEARSHIFT
Vacuum Booster Suppllai «O%
of tha Shifting Effort
Or/v* ffco cor with

NEW AERO-STREAM
STYLING

METHODIST CHURCH
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold

CHEVROLET'S FAMOUS
VAIVE-IN-HEAD SIX
Drive rfie cor with

Prove to yourself that Chevrolet out-accelerates, outclimbs and out-performs all other low-priced cars—just
as it leads all other makes of cars in sales!
Drive the leader . . . drive it in traffic . . . and convince yourself that Chevrolet out-accelerates all other low-priced cars—bar none!
Drive the leader. . . drive It on the hills . . . and get conclusive proof
that Chevrolet out-climbs all other cars in its price range!
Drive the leader . . . drive it on the curves, on the straight-away, on
rough roads . . . and satisfy yourself that here is the smoothest, steadiest,
safest-riding car you can possibly buy at or near Chevrolet's low prices!
There's a new Chevrolet waiting for you at your nearest Chevrolet
dealer's. See him — today!

CHEVROLET}
TMonly low-pricwl cor combining "AIL THAT'S BEST AT LOWEST COSH'

»

PERFECTED
HYDRAULIC BRAKES
Drive th* cor with

PERFECTED KNEEACTION RIDING
SYSTEM
(With Iraprovmd Shockproof Sfevrtngj
On Matter D« Luxe modelt only.

Drlv» th»
II

The pastor will lead this discussion' Among those from a distance who
as the opening study period in the ; were in Anita Friday afternoon to
group of lessons designed to give a attend the final rites f o r Max
Rhoads
clearer understanding of what it means w ere Mr. and Mrs. Cornelia
omellu T» D^J
'
^
>
.
Rhoads
the church.
j of Red Oak, Mrs. Loren Bruce ^
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock. children of Council Bluffs and
Mr'
with another sermon on a group of a nd Mrs. Forrest Sperrv d V
()
sermons by the pastor on The Lord's f Lewis.
IVayer. The topic will be, "Our Daily
^_
Choir practice this (Wednesday) evat the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jas. Li. Herriman. Anyone who would
I like to become a part of this group
is invited to come.
The Woman's Home Missionary S<>ciety will meet Thursday afternoon at

ARTHRms
Pain Promptly Relieve*]
Get in
tod.5.

A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

L di

O.W. SHAFFER & SON

PHONE 244

ANITA, IOWA

Dement and Mrs.
'„
at Vail, lowWiast Friday, whe»«

People, Discussion

with

NEW OBSERVATION
CAR" VISIBILITY

W. E..'$Iatk, Auctioneer.
Ernest and Gail Burke, Leo Bongers
and John Grant of Anita and Ray
Burke of Harlan attended a K. C.
Mrs. <EV;|),-. Weimer, Mrs. i
initiation and banquet at Corning Biggs, Mrs.XJEjrie Osen, Mrs.
Sunday.
Albert Karns

w Superintendent
Mrs. Blanche
attended th«; Southwest Iowa <"
Worsh,p at 11:00 a. m.Ser- Iowa, was in the city Sunday
mon by the pastor on "Keeping Com- 'attend the funeral services for ^ P. T. A. convention.
pany with the Highest." Also special , late Mrs. John RexroadT She was

NEW BODIES BY FISHER

Drive fh« tar with

severe,! quilts and pillows;
cupboard; size 18 Round Oak 1
writing desk; 2 tables; sofa; <
sewing machine; 9x15 congoleunii
9x12 Axminister rug; 2 card I "
clock; lawn mower; smoking
22-gange rifle; 2 tubs and washb
ice cream freezer; dishes; knives I
forks; meat grinder; canned
several fruit jars; 2 overcoats; aJ
of small tools; and numerous
articles.
Terms:—Cash.

*

. l ~o

«•*•» —•»•«
<

«'

Les Neal and His Kings of
will furnish the music for the (
at the K. P. hall Friday
FOR SALEr-White Oak •»
Oak posts, well seasoned-C^
Ib. GuaranK
BUG
kill leaf sucking, leaf eating
other insects. Your
Earl iGarrett, 306 West 7th.
i •>•
Atlantic, Iowa.

Hennebe,* of San Francisco,
-« ls visiting here with his parents
- Henneberg
Henneber arui w i f e , a j—^ '
relatives and friends. He nlans
to
and
i n I)es
'U' v»it friends
.
- - ^ o M^J
iUUillt
hicago during his fu r : ough
after
Introductory offer. ™" ' '
Viich lioe ,.,;n .. ,
""6",
will return to San Fr' '
lifts free with each sole i
w h e r c hc
is stationed with the^cdast April 27. Harold W. Thomas,
j artillery.
Shoe Fit Co., Atlantic, Iowar
U1
C

DEAD

STOCK REMOVED
PH

FREE

«NE 400 ANITA

HfcPA
ANI1

M Y A C I N today.

BONGERS BROS.
Anita, Iowa.

FOE SALE:—Tally cards, 2 faj
Tribune office, Anita.

* THE CHARGES

'A

KENDERING

SHUVICE

H

iWy, Manager

Friday and Saturday
With Every Dozen K°
% Dozen Cookies l'' e
Anita Bakery

(We wish to thank the AH'
for handling the fire at ou'
days ago in such a manner <
US very little inconvenientAdolph---_____
f
60c buys 500 sheets of
inches

'
'
one office.
WANTED:—Your dead
phone '
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay

—Weekly News Analyato

Science

17. S. Seeks Peace Safeguards
As Bulwark
in Case of War
•b

By Joseph W. La Bine—

In 1934 General Motors dedicated
its Chicago World fair exhibit at a
banquet where great industrial advances were prophesied, many of
which came true. This year General Motors has another exhibit at
New York's World fair. Giving another "prophecy banauet," Board
Chairman Alfred P. Sloan Jr. culled
statements from big U. S. corporation executives, forecasting everything from cities lighted by artificial
suns to fool-proof, self-parking automobiles. Other features of tomorrow:
Truck crops produced in soilless
"bathtubs"; television as vital as
radio; chemically produced fuels
and foods, with raw materials coming from farms; clothing so inexpensive it could be discarded when
soiled; automatic machinery to perform routine jobs; dustless, air-conditioned homes; daily plane service
from the U. S. to Europe at 500 to
600 miles per hour.
Most vital prophecy: Chemical
advances which will postpone oW
age.

Labor
SENATOR JOHNSON, STATESMAN LONG, SENATOR FITTMAN
H« didn't like

but he did like
(See CONGRESS)

hit proposal.

Broadly speaking, proposed revisions in the Wagner labor act would
cut the national labor relations
board's power and give judicial color to decisions involving employeremployee disputes. No. 1 reason
for such amendments is that employers charge NLRB has not only
discriminated against capital, but
against the more conservative
American Federation, of Labor in
favor of the newer and less orthodox Congress of Industrial Organizations.
Called to testify before the senate
labor committee, NLRB Chairman
J. Warren Madden protested so vehemently against employer charges
that committee members were rather certain he favored labor instead
of sitting on the fence like most
judges. Yet he gave figures to back
up NLRB's fairness claim. Exam-

ADVENTUROUS
AMERICANS
By

Elmo Scott Watson
•
The 'Old Pioneer'
A CENTURY ago newspapersi in
A various parts of the country freauently printed contributions signed
?-By an Old Pioneer." The man who
thus signed himself was one of the
most interesting characters in me
htetory of the West-John Mason
Peck/preacher, writer, teacher and
ed

or

Picture
Quick Stitch

Star Dust
IT

* Southing for Talent
if A Glutton for Doing
if Typical Actor at Four
I_ fjy Virginia Vale TF A stranger bobs up in your
1 town and begins asking
people to take screen tests,
don't be surprised; Just blame
it on Jesse Lasky, who began
making pictures way back to
the early days. ^ol>B\>ly
you've listened to his Gateway to Hollywood" on the air,
and perhaps you heard the
final result of that search
for movie talent-the selection of
Rowena Cook and Ralph Bowman
as the two fortunate young people
whose names will be changed to
"Alice Eden" and "John Archer,
with the leading roles in the picture,
"Career," as their first screen appearances under these names.

A°Yankee by birth. Peck arrived
in St. Louis in 1817 as a young and
zealous preacher sent out by the
Baptist church to Missouri territory.
Except for two or three years, the
remaining four decades of his We
were spent in traveling thousands of
Six other contestants were given
miles on horseback, preaching, contracts, and the search 'or new
exhorting, establishing schools,
for the screen will probably
churches and Bible societies, mak- faces
be taken up again by some of the
ing friends and giving counsel to big producing companies.
About
many a settler far removed from every so often this search seemi
civilization.
like a good idea to the movie-makAlso during this time he was
usually it is practiced lor »,
making an even greater contribu- erswhile,
with plenty of ballyhoo and retion to posterity. He was recording sults that
are anything but spechis observations and impressions ot
tacular, and very little in the way
the people and the country through of
real talent is brought into the
which he traveled. He interviewed
studios.
.. t
many frontier notables, among
Carrying it on with the aid 01
them the venerable Daniel Boone
and later wrote a biography of the radio, as Mr. Lasky has done, may
be the solution. Certainly there are
great Kentucky pioneer.
By the time of Peck's death in plenty of potential movie stars »
1857 his journals numbered some 53 our midst, and all they need is a
manuscript volumes which he willed chance to make good.
to a library. At the beginning of
Jean Parker seems to be the pubthe Civil war, the librarian went
away to fight and Peck's material lic's favorite actress for the roles of
was stored temporarily. When the the heroines of Gene Stratton PorJibrary was moved to new quarters ter's novels. She appeared recently
at the end of the war it was left
behind and eventually was acquired
by a paper mill and turned into
cardboard. Thus much priceless historical information was lost.
But despite this loss. Peck's life
had not been lived in vain. His
writings, published in the newspapers, had a great deal to do with
bringing settlers into Illinois and
Missouri and in establishing those
two commonwealths.
» * •

;
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the senate foreign relations committee, Bryn Mawr college's Professor
Charles Fenwick uttered one of the
month's most sagacious remarks:
"I do not think there is any such
thing as neutrality."
Europe
But plans persist, chief of which
Without waiting for Adolf Hitler's are: (1) Sen, Key Pittman's "cashspeech on April 28, President Roose- and-carry" principle under which
velt knew what reply to expect from any belligerent could buy aU the
us peace appeal. Benito Mussolini war materials it wanted, provided
lad already given the Rome-Berlin it paid cash and hauled them away
axis' answer in a speech at Italy's in its own ships; and (2) Sen. Elbert
.942 world fair ground. Though II Thomas' sanctions plan whereby the
thice publicly spurned Mr. Roose- President could designate treaty viocvelt's "Messiah-like message," he lators and cut off commercial relareminded listeners that Italy would tions with them.
Hot be sinking millions into a world
After a week's testimony, jittery
(fair if she planned war. This sound- committee members were less optied hopeful, but each day brings less mistic about a Utopian neutrality:
diplomatic leeway to an already On the Thomas plan, Utah's wizened
tense Europe:
Sen. William E. Borah commented
Mediterranean. Internationalized. it would lead us into war, in fact,
Tangier lies opposite Gibraltar. Ob- was a war in itself. Reasoning:
servers fear trouble because 40 Ger- Its "obvious purpose" is to cut off
Proper Watering
man warships are now making un- trade and starve a nation into subprecedented maneuvers in this area, mission, which is a choice trick of
p'ACH.year, more and mowj
also because Spanish Moroccan modern war makers. On the Pitt*-* deners are learning that (
troops are massed nearby and thou- man plan, California's equally wizdens should not be watered I
sands of fresh Italian troops are ened Sen. Hiram Johnson commentsprinkling.
landing in Spain. Cruising nearby ed it would make the U. S. an ally
Sprinkling usually moistens 1
are French and British warships, of such strange bedfellows as Great
Under
Five
Flags
surface
soil only and thus then
causing Europe to talk about the Britain and Japan. Reasoning: In
TI7ALPOLE ROLAND is believed
naturally come up there for i
"greatest naval battle of all times" wartime
"greatest
fi p twn
wartime, nniv
only thp
these
two nations
' " t o have been present at more
When the^ root system is i
off Spain's coast.
could reach U. S. ports for cashhistoric events and known persontrated near the surface
Another possibility: Powerful Por- and-carry purchases.
ally more historic characters than
more danger of injury by t
tuguese Fascists are rumored workIn the end, cash-and-carry held
any other American who is not faand if sprinkling is not i
ing for internal blowup of Dr. Olivi- most favor. Testified Breckenridge
mous in his own right.
stantly, plants will be quictyjj
era de Salazar's regime, uniting the Long, former ambassador to Italy
He served under five flags, with
fected by drouth.
entire Spanish peninsula under Nazi- and World war undersecretary of
the British, as a major in the TurkFascist domination without risking state: "I am thinking of what would
Many hours can be i
JEAN
PARKER
ish army during the Crimean war,
any international repercussions be best for the U. S., not what would L
holding the hose and dir
a
colonel
of
cavalry
in
the
Mexican
from an invasion. Thus would Ger- help any other country . . . Cashin "Romance of the Limberlost,"
Time of watering iijl
NLRB'S MADDEN
army, a general in the Chinese and was signed recently by Mono- spray.
many get Portuguese colonies in Af- and-carry . . . entails no sense of
Good start, questionable ending.
great
importance,
it ist
army under Li Hung Chang, a scout gram to do "Her Father's Daugh- considered more but
rica and the East Indies.
discrimination by positive act . . .
econonw|
With the western Mediterranean It more nearly approximates real pies: A. F. of L. and C. I. O. broke for Custer in the Civil war. During ter," by the same author.
water thoroughly early in the*
In such powder-keg shape, the stage neutrality and does not prevent de- even on cases which NLRB dis- the Crimean war he was an eyenoon or late in the afternoons
is set for another Munich.
velopment of industry in the U. S., missed or were otherwise settled witness to the famous Charge of the
the soil can then be thon
'Never
a
dull
moment"
seems
to
Balkans. Chief public German ac- upon which we might some day have without the board's aid; of 94 per Light Brigade and in India he was
soaked with less loss tome
be
Leslie
Howard's
slogan
these
present
at
the
"Relief
of
Lucknow."
tivity nowadays is to recoup eastern to rely."
cent of cases adjusted without
He knew the Duke of Wellington. days. Playing a leading role in ration.
Economic. Assistant War Secre- NLRB hearings, 42 per cent were
The most efficient method of*
Napoleon
III, Sultan Mejdid VI of- "Gone With the Wind" isn't enough
won
by
employers.
tary Louis Johnson outlined instanto keep him really busy, it seems, tering, according to WateBJ'
Turkey,
who
decorated
him,
and
taneous mobilization of manufactur(Simultaneously, Secretary o/ Labor
so he has signed with Selznick In- on, Ferry Seed Breeding Stat
ing resources in case of war. Pres- Perkins released figure* showing 1938 had braham Lincoln, who expressed his ternational to act as associate pro- vegetable expert, is to lay
ent status: Of 7,000 industrial items fewer strikes than any year since 1932. jratitude for Roland's leaving the ducer on "Intermezzo" and play the hose on the ground. Do tat«
needed by a marching army, con- Figures: In 1938 there were 2,772 strikes Chinese army to volunteer in the leading role as well. It is scheduled too heavy a flow of water, or
688JOOO workers, costing 9,000,- Jnion army. Roland went 20 miles
verted private factories could pro- involving
000 individual working days; in 1937 nto Confederate territory and re- to go into production early in May, will be a washing of soil and
duce all but 55 within six months, there
were 4,740 strikes, 1,860,000 workeri turned with the topographical maps and he is spending his spare timft posure ot roots. Let «* ]
the remainder in another six and 28,424,000 days' idleness.)
run slowly in one place
upon which the famous battle of on pre-production plans.
months. Present goal: To cache
Madden
sentiments:
"Employers
ettysburg was fought.
minutes to hall an hour.
supplies to last a 400,000-man army and employees are learning to live
There's an amusing; story going THE SUBSOIL MOIST.
At the age of 71, he volunteered
six months. Biggest problem: To together within the framework of
build reserves of 21 essential na- industrial democracy." But the next or servicerin the Spanish-American around about Sally Eilers' four*
tional-defense raw materials which day he spoiled a good impartial war and was rejected as being phys- year-old son, one that would indithe U. S. lacks, including aluminum, start by inferentially defending C. cally unfit. But 13 years later, at cate that he's losing no time tn
antimony, coffee, mica, manganese I. O. in a statement charging em- he age of 84, he was lost in the acquiring the typical actor's point
Canadian woods for 21 days without of view. Be made his screen debut
and tin.
favor A. F. of L. Again ood—and came out of it without any in "They Made Her a Spy," his
Meanwhile, Secretary of State ployers
plumping
for
pinkish
C.
I.
O.,
he
Cordell Hull reviewed four years of held an employer may not legally njury to his health. In fact, he mother's latest picture. And when
U. S. reciprocal trade in contrast call a union leader a "communist" ived to be more than 100 years old, he was shown some of the rushes he
SALAZAR AND HOMELAND
this war-worn adventurer spent demanded, like any actor greedy
(Map shows Iberian cities being visited to Germany's unorthodox barter because, in turn, courts have often >ut
for close-ups, "Where's more shoots
by German warships in current mystery system. His conclusion: From 1934 (but not as a general rule) re- us last days hi a poorhouse
Detroit.
of me?"
maneuvers. Also Tangier, international through 1938 the U. S. boosted comunions from advertising
cone which the Axis may try to seize.}
merce with trade-agreement coun- strained
an employer is unfair to orby 39.8 per cent; Naz.i trade that
'The American Traveler'
Seems hard to believe, but Major
ganized labor.
European losses suffered at Anglo- tries
with
the
same
nations
rose
only
1.8
JOHN LED YARD, Dartmouth Bowes' "Capitol Theater Family
French hands. With Turkey, Greece per cent. As an instrument of for** sophomore, paddled home hi a Hour" celebrated its 852nd week on
and Rumania apparently under dem- eign policy, reciprocal trade has People
canoe down the Connecticut river to the air recently. It's the oldest of
ocratic protection, Hitler has unsuc- been successful. Not so thrilling,
Accepted, by former Czech Presi- Hartford
in 1772. This was not only the broadcasts, and the Major decessfully invited Rumania to join the
were simultaneous reports dent Ednard Benes, leadership in a the first recorded trip of its kind- serves a few bouquets for the way
Axis powers. Shrewd Franz von however,
movement to restore Hitler disman- it started Ledyard on his career as he has handled it.
on
the
first
two
months
(January,
Papen, last Nazi envoy to Austria February) of the U. S.-British recip- tled Czecho-Slovakia from headquar"The American Traveler," who saw
before anschluss, has been named rocal
Multiply Faults
pact, showing U. S. purchases ters in Chicago.
more of the world, as it was then
Columbia is coming to the aid of
ambassador to Turkey. Meanwhile, of British
Not
to
correct
goods
had
'increased
while
•
Sailing
from
New
York
on
May
known, thun any other man.
all of us who have been complainin/r
Italy has won a reiteration of friendS, exports to Britain dropped un- 17, Fred Suite Jr., world-famous inHe went to sea and landed in Lon- about the short pictures t h a t w e make new
ship from Hungary's Premier Paul U.
last year. Explanation: U. S. fantile paralysis victim, to visit don at the time the great nBvi galor
Teleky and begun bringing Yugo- der
to sit through in order to see
exports in early 1938 were above Shrine of Miracles at Lourdes, Captain Cook, was preparing f or his have
slavia into the Rome orbit.
he long ones. They are preparnormal.
France,
despite
European
war
third
South
Sea
voyage.
He
w
«
on
Triple Entente. Countering these
ing a series of six, to be called
Military. Publicly booked to tes- scares.
berth on Cook's vessel as a corpural
moves is a new effort to perfect
of marines. Returning, he went to
an Anglo-French-Russian mutual as- tify before the house foreign afsubcommittee, exiled Col.
Pans and hobnobbed with Thorn ly helped the human race, although
sistance aid, stymied only by Polish fairs
as Jefferson, Lafayette and John
and Rumanian refusal to let Soviet Charles A. Lindbergh sprang a surcontemporaries thought
Paul Jones. Then back in America their
troops cross their soil. As a direct prise by jumping from his steamwere
slightly
haywire. The first w
he accepted Jefferson's suggestion
// you read Weekly News Analysis,
result of the new triple entente, em- ship to a desk in the war departe W0rk 0|
ment,
there
to
survey
all
aviation
that
he
explore
the
western
pan
*
*>*' Morthese
questions
will
be
easy:
boldened France has threatened to
,
who
discovered
anesthesia.
«r-l I
research
facilities
available
to
the
of
North
America
by
crossing
it
on
Identify: Breckenridge Long;
march if Germany seizes the Free
toot eastward to Virginia. This
Paul Teleky, OUviera^e Salazar,
City of Danzig by force.
But army. Well posted on Russian,
When Don
was in
n thee
Franz von Papen.
< meant going first to London cross
France knows no such thing will German, French and British air
E ast he went to Connecticut and SAWIPLE.
mg
Europe
and
Asia
and
takine
strength,
Colonel
Lindbergh
will
a
•
There
were
(more)
(fewer)
happen; Poland will be frightened
bought
himself
a
house;
Russian ship to the Vancouver K
help the U. S. expand its air facililabor strikes in 1938 than in 1937.
Into begging the Reich.to take it.
lands.
ties under the new defense bill.
• What nation plans a world fair
He started from London m r>P
Congress
in 1942?
cember. 1788, and reached Stock
Miscellany
• Name three strategic raw ma- holm uneventfully. He learned there
Self defense is a more basic tenet
Considered by the U. S., a govterials which the U. S. lacks.
of U. S. foreign policy than either
ihat he waa to cross the u u u „.
80me to
^ tim« to en- WNU—*l
• How may cities be lighted in
President Roosevelt's international- ernment commission to explore unBothnia by sled tout the ice route tn i™ th»t h
official
American
claims
in
vast
the future?
ism or congress' isolationism. How.'tussia waa not frozen over Far H
ever it may be accomplished, John Antartica, where Britain, Germany
• What famous transatlantic flier *ith waiting until spring to cross hv
S S
and
Norway
are
chief
contenders
in
Public wants (1) to keep out of fornow works in the U. S. War de:>oat.
he
decided
to
walk
aro.m^
eign wars, (2) to be prepared if he a race for potential raw materials.
partment?
IS
ihe gull instead-a 1.500 "?l
gets into one. Hence, despite op- • Planned for mid-summer release
trek through unknown country
• U. S. exports to Britain in
Although the feat seems , mpo
timism over the President's peace by the department of commerce, a
January and February, 1939,
appeal to dictators, congressmen, 1,000-page industrial survey containDie. he reached St. Petersburg °*
were (higher) (lower) than U. S.
growing crop
en weeks later. He conl
defense chiefs and tradesmen find ing data on all 3,000 counties, every
imports from Britain?
sledge across Russia until
themselves sizing up America's po- city of more than 10,000 population,
•
What
European
nation's
indeCatherine banished him as a r ,.„„
^
*"
litical, .economic and military pre- and 280 nation-wide industries.
pendence is being threatened unspy.
' c ncn
• Lost, by Pipo, hippopotamus at
paredness for a European war:
expectedly by Italy and Ger1
Shortly thereafter he starved n 8
Political. Under the neutrality act Madrid's zoo, 2,000 pounds during
many?
Let u. show y* ho*
trip
to
explore
Africa
but
di
ed °d
d
as finally amended, congress hopes compulsory fasting necessitated by
• What country owns Tangier?
lenly in Cairo, January 17 •to keep peace with the world. To the Spanish civil war.
.pplyittoyo^
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What to Eat and Why

[Omaha Turns Back the Clock to
70 Years Ago When North America
Was first "Spanned With Steel"

C. Houston Goudiss Gives Practical Advice on Feeding
Teen Age Child; Describes Some Special
Food Needs of Both Boys and Girls
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

B

W. M. Jeffers, president of the
Union Pacific, wearing the type
of beaver hat which will be in
vogue in Omaha during "Golden
Spike Days."

[The "Wedding of the Balls" at Promontory Point, Utah, May 10,1869, completing the first transcontinental
ad. Central* Pacific engine on the left, Union Pacific on the right.
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
O Western Newspaper Union.

, four days, April 26 to 29, Omaha, Neb., is turning back
the clock 70 years and visitors arriving there during that
time will probably rub their eyes in amazement. For they
[find that this modern American city has been transformed
j what resembles a frontier village
of three-quarters of a cenr
-ago.
hey will see the Union staCoupled, with this train will be
covered with logs to a
the Union Pacific's giant new
steam-electric locomotive and the
' ; of 10 feet to give it the
necessary modern baggage and
arance of an okUtime
Pullman cars to accommodate
bkade, and, els they cross
the motion picture celebrities
I Plaza in front of the stafrom Hollywood and others arriving from the West coast. Getll, they will be-greeted by
ting-off this train will be W. M.
[ill war-whoops from a
Jeffers, president of the U. P.,
of Brule Sioux Indians
Cecil B. DeMille, producer of
ose lodges are pitched
"Union Pacific," Joel McCrea,
Barbara Stanwyck, other memOn the courthouse
bers of the cast, and several
i they will find Another Inwestern governors. That night
i village and as they walk
the Easterners and Westerners
one of the principal
will meet at a huge banquet in
the Ak-Sar-Ben coliseum and,
s in the business secduring the next two days, they
i they will see a solid block
will see and take part in a series
buildings covered with
of historical parades, pageants,
"se fronts" similar to those
luncheons, banquets and other
rch lined Omaha streets
in 1869.
irie schooners and stage
'•&, instead of automobiles,
be parked along the curbs
here and there a picturesque
itiersman in his fringed buckl suit and fur cap lounging in
saddle as he passes the time
^y with bewhiskered citizens,
•ing tall beaver hats, or ogles
pretty girl dressed in crinohoopskirt and quaint, oldied bonnet. In fact, some
of Omaha's 200,000 people
be wearing the costumes of
during those four days.
"Golden Spike Days."
'Wen Spike Days," they're
'• and they commemorate
seventieth anniversary of the
it which really united these
States. It was.the driv°f the final golden spike when
eastward-building Central
ic and the westward-buildUmon Pacific met at Prom"y Point, Utah, on May 10,
to form the first transconal railroad.
Why, then,
I'd this celebration be held in
rather than out in Utah?
iere are several good reasons.
is that headquarters of the
l°n Pacific railroad are in
'aha and the history Q|. the
• has been bound up closely
the Nebraska metropolis
its twin-city-across-the-Mis'. Council Bluffs, Iowa, from
beginnings. Another,is the
that the world premiere of
new motion picture called
Pacific," based upon the
of the first transcontirailroad, will be held in
during the celebration.
g the celebration there
e another East-West meet. Omaha which is somewhat
"mscent
of the historic meet81
Promontory Point TO years
On Thursday.; morning,
•"- a special train wiU'arfrom the East bearing W.
"arriman, chairman of the
°f directors of the Union
. all other members of the
and a large number of
... ' industrialists. That aft'°n the old-time train used in
Pictu re "Union Pacific" will
the Union station.

a
'nt

Behind
horae
will
be
the 8ame

lron

I***-

U a replica of the
car used by Gerf. Qrendge
'
- who was fee chief

during

woods, a hewn tie, polished and
with a silver plate properly inscribed."
Hon. F. A. Fryth, of Nevada,
then stepped forward and presented to Dr. T. C; Durant, vice
president of the Union Pacific, a
silver spike, on behalf of the people of Nevada, with the sentiment, "To the iron of the East
and the gold of the West, Nevada
adds her link of silver to span
the -' continent and wed the
oceans."
Governor Safford of Arizona
next presented a spike made of
iron, silver and gold, saying:
"Ribbed with iron, clad in silver
and crowned with gold, Arizona
presents her offering to the enterprise that has banded the continent and directed the pathway
to commerce."
To these donors. Governor
Stanford, on the part of the Central Pacific, responded, "accepting with pride and satisfaction
these gold and silver tokens of
appreciation and importance of
the great work."
Maj.'Gen. Grenville M. Dodge,
chief engineer of the Union Pa-

EGINNING around the twelfth year in girls and the thirteenth year in boys, the rate of growth is greatly accelerated. Then children require large quantities of food to
'tneet the needs of their rapidly maturing bodies and they
usually develop huge appetites. Unfortunately, however,
they are often inclined to overlook the foods that are most
necessary to health, to eat at odd hours, and to stuff themselves with, rich coiiiDiii&tions^^BBiii*iiBiiiiHBaaaii>jMw«si*Misssissssjs«sH...M.>Mi,,WMM,0
that may severely tax the salads; .and protein can be added
digestive system.
by means of eggs, cheese, fish or
Mothers may find it exceed- chicken.
ingly difficult to deal with'
their offspring all through the Boys Need More Food Than Girls
There is a marked difference be'teens, when physiological tween
the fuel requirements of
changes are taking place 'teen age
boys and girls. Both
which mark the transition must have a well balanced diet.
from childhood to maturity. But the boys need many more
For along with the development of calories, and therefore should
his fast growing body, the child's have a mor*Kgenerous allowance

Closely associated with the history of the first transcontinental
railroad is the name of Abraham
Lincoln. It came about in this
way:
emotional life un- of highly concentrated foods which
In 1858 Lincoln visited Council
dergoes a pro- supply necessary fuel with a minBluffs on legal business for a clifound and disturb- imum tax on the digestive system.
They should have cereals in genent.
General (then Colonel)
ing change. The
Grenville M. Dodge had just reboy or girl who erous-size portions—and it's advisturned from making a survey for
was formerly ame- able to choose part of the cereal*
a railroad west of the Missouri
nable to direction from those retaining the bran and
river. General Dodge says: "He
suddenly exhibits a the germ. And they'll welcome
heard of my return from the surdesire for indet- nourishing desserts, such as cusvey and on the porch of the Papendence. .He be- tard, tapioca, bread and corncific House he sat with me for
comes jumpy and starch puddings.
two hours or more and drew out
irritable, and the
all the facts I had obtained in my
wish to direct his
Girls Warned Against Reducing
survey and naturally my opinion
own life extends
Girls, on the other band, may
as to the route for a railroad even to his choice of food.
become
fussy and try to cut down,
west. I thought no more of givMothers must mobilize aH the
ing this at the time than that pos- patience and forbearance at their radically on the fuel foods, wtth
sibly I might have given away command—must make It their sol- the foolish idea of keeping fashsecrets that belonged to my em- emn duty to see that their ado- ionably thin. This must not be
ployers in this work. In 1863 lescent -children have the foods permitted, because It may mutt
'while in command of the district they require for growth, for stam- in nnder-nutrition, which opens *he
of Corinth; I received a dispatch ina, and for building resistance to way to fatigue and nervousnew,
from General Grant to proceed disease. For the stress and strain and may lead to serious disease.
to Washington and report to the of adolescence will be far more In addition to wholesome, notrPresident.
easily weathered by boys and girls ishing food, 'teen age boys aid
girls should have plenty of rest,
"President Lincoln informed me who are properly nourished.
sunshine and healthful outdoor ei>
that I was sent for for a consulercise. And they also deserve the
tation in regard to the eastern
sympathy and deep understanding
Quality Important as Quantity
terminus of the Union Pacific railDuring the years of greatest of their parents.
road. He remembered the conversation with me on the porch growth, boys and girls frequently
of the Pacific House and under require more food than their, faQuestions Answered
the law he was to determine the thers or mothers. But it is eseastern terminus of the Union sential that the diet be well bal- Mrs. S. B. L.—Sea foods are a
Pacific railroad. Those who re- anced and of the highest nutritive rich source of iodine, fresh and
member that time know what value. It should include an abun- canned salmon, cod, crabmeat and
pressure was brought to bear on dance of easily digested energy oysters being especially notable in
the President to name this point foods, such as breadstuffs, pota- this respect. Fruits and vegetafar north and far south of Council toes, cereals and macaroni prod- bles grown near the sea also conBluffs. After a long conversation ucts, as well as liberal quantities tain varying amounts, depending
with me obtaining my views fully of the more concentrated fuel upon the iodine content of the waand the reasons for them, the foods, such as butter or marga- ter and soil.
President finally determined to rine. There must be an ample O—WNTI—C. Houston Ooudlsa—1B39—W.
make it on the western border supply of high • quality protein—
of Iowa."
which is furnished by meat, fish,
eggs, cheese and milk—to build
A "Pacific Union."
On July 1, 1862, President Lin- the new muscle tissue required to
coln signed the act to build the cover the lengthening frames of
Pacific railroad. It was not a the boys and help build the roundperfunctory procedure. He had ed contours of the girls.
advocated the passage of the
CUBE FOB UNEMPLOYMENT
act and the building of the road, Need for Minerals and Vitamins
not only as a military necessity,
«1~*HE only way to restore prosper
There
must
be
ample
amounts
but as a means of holding the of the various minerals—especial•*• ity in the United States U to core
Pacific coast to the Union. There ly calcium and phosphorus for the as far as possible the evil of unemployis no doubt but that the idea be- eeth and bones, and to help build ment. This can only be slene Hy speedhin^ this enterprise was for a sound, healthy nerves; iodine for ing up private agriculture, commerce
Pacific Union, which name re- proper functioning of the thyroid and industry to employ more people.
versed gives us the title of the ;land; iron for building increased Existing industry must be encouraged
to expand. Individuals must be enrailroad.
quantities of rich red blood. Every courdged to spend their own time and
Not only did Lincoln establish vitamin must be included hi the their own. money in developing new
the eastern terminus of the Union adolescent's diet to promote nor- enterprises and new products."—U. S.
Pacific railroad opposite Section mal health and development, but Senator Robert A. TafL
10 in the Territory of Nebraska, vitamin A is especially valuable
but he also fixed the other at this time of rapid growth, and
boundaries on the western end vitamin B is also required in libof the line which was being built eral amounts to meet the extra deeastward from the Pacific. By mands of increased activity and
the original railroad act the Pres- growth.
not for a sample I
ident was to fix the point where
the Sacramento valley ended and
A Quart of Milk Daily
the foothills of the Sierra Madre
began.
It is highly desirable that the
The chief engineer had desig- diet should include a quart of milk
nated Barmores, 31 miles from daily, because milk is such a
Sacramento as the beginning of splendid source of calcium and
the mountains. The Supreme vitamin A, as well as other necescourt decided the foot hills com- sary minerals and vitamins. If
menced at 30 miles from that children have been brought up
city. Several attempts were with a wholesome respect for this
made to bring this to the atten- master food, they will continue to
tion of President Lincoln but the drink it during their 'teens.
President's occupation with heavHowever, if they complain about
ier duties connected with the war taking it as a beverage,, mothers
prevented the action.
should see that it is supplied by
The time came, however, when way of cream soups and sauces,
it could not be longer delayed. with cereals, and in nutritious pudyou can distinguish between seed*
It was important to the railroad ding desserts, which can be en- Now
in their prime and seed* that may bo
company that the foot hill should riched with eggs, thus providing too old to produce a first-class cropl
begin as near as possible to Sac- additional proteins, minerals and Ferry's Seeds pass rigid tests for vitality
ramento. Senator Sargent claims vitamins.
and germination each year before being
the credit of moving the mounpacketed. THEN EACH PACKET is DATED.
tain from Barmores to Arcade
This date is your assurance of lin and
Fruits and Vegetables
vigorous seeds.
creek, a distance of 24 miles. He
relates the affair as follows:
Be sure your seed packets are marked
Fruits should be e^ten freely—
Lincoln was engaged with a at least twice a day—and the high- "Packed for Season 1939." Select them
map when the senator substituted caloric dried fruits, such as prunes from the convenient Ferry's Seeds disanother and demonstrated by it and dates, may be used to ad- play at your dealer's. Popular favorite*
and the statement of some geolo- vantage along with bananas, or- —many at 5c—and sew introduction*
gist that the black sjail of the val- anges, grapefruit, apples and oth- tOO. Au. TESTED AND DATED FOR 1939.
Send for Ferry'* Homo
ley and the red sojl of the hills er fresh fruits, as well as the
Garden Catalog. Ferryunite at Arcade. The President many varieties that come in cans.
Morse Seed Co., Seed
relied on the statements given
Cooked and raw vegetables
Growers, Detroit and
by him and decided accordingly. should be provided liberally—if
San Francisco.
"Here you see," said the senator, possible, at both lunch and dinner.
"my pertinacity and Abraham's Dressing cooked vegetables with
faith. removed mountains."
butter or margarine will increase
Apropos of Lincoln's connection their fuel value, and make them
with the Union Pacific is the fact more satisfying for hungry boys.
that several years ago Historian Girls, who are often finicky eaten
SEEDS
Leonard found in the records ol during their adolescent years, can
the department of the interior in usually be*tempted with crisp, raw USE rEIRT'S NEW-IDEA OAIDEN SPI1T—
Washington many papers which vegetables served in the form of UOHOHICAU NaH-rOISONOHS, MON JIAINIHB
he signed, one of them on a U. P
document only four months before his assassination. It is interesting to note that only upon
U. P. papers did he sign his ful.
Our community include* the frrm homes mrtooadiag the town.
name "Abraham Lincoln." On
_ The town *tore* ar* then ftp the accommodation and to Mm ft*
almost all others he wrote it "A people of oar turn home*. Tbt owrcaanti who adverdM "*p«daU" an JMV»
Lincoln."
chants who an mi* (hey can meet «U eompeddon in both quality aad pric

Plant for a CROP

The Old and the New—A modern Union Pacific streamliner and the
old-time locomotive, built hi 1862, which was used in the motion picture
"Union Pacific."
cific, responded for that company
festivities which have been arin a most happy manner. Mr.
ranged as a part of the celebraCoe of the Pacific Express comtion.
pany, then presented the officials
Such will be the highlights in
with a silver spike-maul with
the celebration of the event upon
which to drive the golden spike
which the eyes of the whole nainto the tie.
tion were focused when it took
All preliminaries now being
place 70 years ago. For that
completed, Samuel B. Reed, who
event special trains, bearing
had had charge of the Union Panotables from both the Atlantic
cific construction work, stepped
and Pacific coasts, were run to
forward, as did also J. H. StrowPromontory • Point, arriving on
bridge, who held a similar posiMay 10. At a signal from Edgar
tion for the Central Pacific. They
Mills of the firm of Ogden Mills
carried the laurel tie and placed
and Company of San Francisco,
it in its bed beneath the track.
who was master of ceremonies,
Governor Stanford, grasping
the two engines moved up to their
the silver spike-maul firmly in
assigned positions about 60 feet
his hands, then took-his position
apart. Drawn up along the north
on the south side df the rail and
side of the track were four comVice President Durant upon the
panies of the Twenty-first infannorth side. At a signal, Govertry with their regimental band to
nor Stanford struck the first blow
furnish music for the occasion.
and then Doctor Durant the secThe scene which followed is deond blow and the golden spike
scribed by L. O. Leonard, for
was driven home. At the same
many years historian of tne
instant the electric signal anUnion Pacific, as follows:
nounced
to the world the compleThe preliminaries completed
tion of the great enterprise. The
Edgar Milte stepped forward and
crowd cheered and the band
asked for attention, while the
played the "Star Spangled BanRev. J. Tod4 of Pittsfleld, Mass.,
tier *'
offered prayer. Next was the
The ceremonies and visiting bepresenting of the spikes for the
ing concluded the trains backed
ceremony.
off the scene and the crowd gradDoctor Harkness of the Sacraually faded away. By evening
mento Press in a brief speech
the scene was deserted and that
presented Governor Stanford with
night the coyote roamed over the
a spike "forged with gold from
locality, disturbing no one with
the mines of California" and also
his lonesome howl.
presented, "from her laurel

PLANT FERRY'S

DATE/* SEEDS

FERRY'S

OUR TOUHl-lJOUR STORES

THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1939.
Mrs. Elwood Jensen is a patient at
;he Jones hospital in Atlantic where
a few days ago she submitted to a
major operation.
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At her home on West Main Street
ast Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. F. D.
Weimer was hostess to the members
of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club. Besides the members present, other
guests were Mrs. Chester A. Long and
Mrs. Lake Bear. High score was held
by Mrs. Bear.

>:

>•*; fttf '<",

Save almost half what you usually
spend for drug store items. The
Rexa.ll ORIGINAL One Cent Sale.
250 bargains, and two for the price
of one, plus one cent. Four big days
this week—Wednesday, Thursdayr Friday and Saturday. Bongers Bros.,
the Rexall Drug Store.
It
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Electricity Sets the Pace
In Modern Home Cooking

'"

" *

»'l**.

The happy experience of over 2,200,000
electric range users proves that when
you get a modern Westinghouse
Range you, too, can enjoy all these
— and many other — electric cooking advantages:
•

i Better 009*1
Bult*.
-*•

.. COOK ELECTRICALLY

NO OTHER COHUW METHOD CAN HVE YOU
SUCH CLEANLINESS
Electric heat i» dean he«t.
Pots and pan* stay dean,
brigbt;lcitchcM keep dean
longer, with lew work.
And just look at a Wertinghoiue Range! Fed it*
gleaninB porcelain surface*, notice its rounded
comen wad its smooth,
Solid-Top Coroz Unit*.
Then youTl see why an
•easy rub with a damp
doth • keeps it spotless.

ANITA

Mrs. Henrietta Suplee had the misfortune to suffer a broken hip in a
fai!l at her home a few days ago.
On account of her advanced age, the
bone could not be set and she has
been suffering a great deal of pain
since the accident. . She is being
cared for by her daughter, Mrs. Chas.
Campbell.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Dennis O'Keefe — Cecilia Parker — Nat Pendleton
In The Big Show of Fan and Thrills

"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

SAT.-SUN.

GET SET FOR FILMDOM'S
BIGGEST SHOW!
Singl Shout I Laugh I Dreamy Hawaii
calls you... to the sweetheart of musical
hits) It's star-packed, song-filled,
laugh-jammed... the romantic colossus
of spectacle
with hundreds of hipswinging hula honeys 1

A meeting of the Anita Literary
Club will be held at 2:30 o'clock
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. D. L. Spiker. Roll call will
be, "My Favorite Wild Flower." Mrs.
George Jones will have a paper on
"A Plea For the Wild Flowers," and
Mrs. Fred M. Sheley wi'.l read a paper
on "Iowa Birds."

WMMn«heut%
Super Ov»n Bakes
bUcuHi In • mlnutM
from a cold-oven start.

APRIL 22-23

A 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner was enjoyed last Thursday evening by the members of the Double
Eight club at the home of' Mr. and
Mrs. Robert C. Howard on West Main
Street. Other guests were Mr. and
Mrs. George F. Shaffer. At the bridge
session following the dinner" high
scores were held by Mrs. Dlmer Scholl
and Alfred Dement.

Why put up with oldfashioned cooking another
day? Come in. Let'* talk
it over.

9RN-4250

EVERY

A 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner
was enjoyed last Friday- evening by
the members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dinner
and bridge club at the home of Mr.
ATTENTION MASONS.
and Mrs. Harold McDermott northeast of the city. Other guests, besides
A group meeting of Masons will be
the members, were Mr. arid Mrs. Dale
held in Anita on Thursday evening,
Ulfers. The evening was spent playApril 20. I urge all members of Obeding bridge, at "which high scores were
ience Lodge to be present.
held by Mrs. McDermott and Mr.
It
Raymond Laartz, W. M.
Ulfers. '
Pete Metz of Wiota was visiting Announcement has been received in
with friends and looking after busi- Anita of the marriage of George
ness matters in the city Saturday af- Karns and Miss Bernice Dittman, who
ternoon. He was a welcome caller at were, united in the bonds of wedlock
the Tribune office.
on April 8 at 'Clinton, Iowa, the former
- Herbert George is the name of an home of the bride. They will make
8.% pound boy baby, born last Thurs- their home in Elmhurst, 111., where
day to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Madren the groom has been employed for
at their home near Redfield. The a number of months. George is a
mother is the former Druscilla Karns, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kams
daughter of M)r. and Mrs. Henry Karns of Anita.
of Anita.
Eleven members of the S. O. S. club
and one visitor, Mrs. Guy Larette,
were entertained last Thursday afterOUR GANG
noon by Mrs. William Morgan at her
Comedy
home southwest of the city. A social
afternoon was spent by the ladies, and
LATE NEWS
Mrs. John Brumbaugh of Atlantic, a
recent bride, was given a pint and
pound shower. At the close of the
afternoon a lunch was served by the
Chester A. Long and son, Jack, were
The regular meeting of the Anita
hostess.
in Manning Monday, attending a meet- P. T. A. has been postponed from
ing of funeral directors.
Thursday of this week to May 9.
Robert Scott, manager of the Anita
Lumber Co., is spending the week in
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee,
a guest of the large saw mills in the j
south. About twenty-five lumbermen
of southwestern Iowa and southeastern
Nebraska left Omaha in a chartered
Only Wolverine Shell Horsehide Work
bus Saturday and will return to that \
Shoes have both soles and uppers of this
city next Saturday. Returning homej
amazing three-ply Shell leather—tanned
a stop will be made at the dam near ;
soft and pliable by the exclusive Wolverine tanning process. Come In. Try
Keokuk. A visit will be made by!
on a pair. No obligation.
the lumbermen to all the large saw'
mills in the south.

H O U S E N E E D S W E S T I NG H O U S E

i. Louisa Duff is a medical palat the Atlantic hospital. Mrs.
|has been in poor health for a
of weeks, following a severe
t of the flu.

NOTICE!
3MPT SERVICE: FOR THE.
40VAL OF DEAD ANI\LS. LARGE OR SMALL.
! PICK THEM UP PROMPTPHONE 257.
iGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

'The Anita firemen were called to
the A. Hagen home last Thursday
morning to extinguish a small roof
fire. The only damage to the house
was the loss of a few shingles.
The members of the Cpntract bridge
club were dinner guests last Thursday evening of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Maduff at their home on Rose Hill
Avenue. The evening was spent playing contract bridge.
Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, a guest, held
high score at a meeting of the Friday bridge club last Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Fannie
Young. Other guests were Miss Vera
B. Hook, Mrs. Dale Ulfers and iMrs.
M. 'Ml Feller.

POWELL

YOUNG

f Ott-PMMG
brings you more than an oil-chang
"Y"OU KNOW right off that the fresh oil
•"• needed in your crankcase today, isn't
to lubricate the crankcase. Either your
oil is in the bearings and up to the cylinder head every turn of your engine, or
your lubrication isn't 100%.
Now what's the chance for any of the
general run of oils to stay up while you've
parked the car, for instance? Just about
as much chance as there is for a geyser to
stay up all by itself I Then every time you
start, don't pistons get up to the top before
oil gets up from the crankcase? You kill
that risk by changing now to OIL PLATING.
The "magnetic action" of Conoco
Germ Processed oS-^patented—makes
OIL-PLATINO story on inner engine
surfaces throughout all your stops,
starts and runs this Summer. Your
Germ Processed oil keepsasteady
hold on the "FuU" mark, too,
as you'll Bee—by changing today to Your Mileage Merchant.
Continental Oil Company

SEE THAT SHELL

The members of the LANB dinner '
and bridge club held their regular |
meeting last Thursday evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Burkhart
in Atlantic. Other guests, besides
the members, were Mrs. Beu'.ah Long
Martin and 'Mir. and Mrs. Gaylord C.
Noblitt. A covered dish dinner was
enjoyed at 7:00 o'clock and the evening was spent playing bridge. High
scores were held by Mrs. Noblitt and
Chester A. Long, and traveling prizes
were won by Mrs. Lester Scholl and
Walter F. Budd.

CONOCO GERM PROCESSED OIL
jmmYow• Mileage Manhunt

^

"ocoTroducts Sold at Barnholdt Service Station

.The last meeting of the year for
the P. T. A. at Highland school northwest of Anita was held one evening
last week, with about fifty people in
attendance. Officers for next year
were elected as follows: Harlan Gittins, president; Forrest Smith, vice
president; Miss Katherine Wilson,
teacher of the school, secretary and
treasurer. The program for the evening included a reading by George
Parker; a song by Vernon Marsh; play,
"The Census Taker," Helen Possehl
and Katherine Wilson; songs by Gerald
Akers; debate, "Resolved that more is
gained from experience than books,"
with Vernon Marsh and Mrs. Wayne
Sisler on the affirmative side and
Katherine Wilson and George Parker
on the negative. At the close of the
meeting, refreshments were served.

WOL?

HOBSEHIDE WOBK SHOES

Specials For April
Men's and Boys' Work Shoes
1000 Mile Horse Hide Shoes

$3.95

ARCH SUPPORT

Shell Horse Hide Shoes .
*'

LEATHER HEEL

Extra Soft Horse Hide Shoes

$2.95

RUBBER HEEL

Calf Skin Shoes . . . ,

$1.98

USKIDE SOLE
NOW IS THE TIME TO GIVE YOUR WORK SHOES A GOOD OILING. COME IN AND USE OUK KIT.

Roe Clothing Co.
Selling for GASH and Selling for LESS.

tHE ANITAJTWBUNE.

WithlSiling Galore
Mood
By CHERffi NICHOLAS

IMPROVED'
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S
I

of Chicago.
• Western Newspaper Union.

Lesson for April 23
Councll dl Re
permission.

and Scripture texts sejffhted by Internationa]
lous Education; used by

PAUL WINS RECOGNITION
FOB GENTILE CHRISTIANS
LESSON TEXT—Actt 18:23-29; GalatUni
GOLDEN TEXT—A man is not Justified
by the works of the law, but by the faith of
Jesus Christ—GalaUans 8:16.

^ TIPS to
(jardeners
Care in Transplanting

Ruth Wyeth Spears
3BLACK AND 2

TRANSPLANTING is an imporPEACOCK BLUE
•*• tant activity in almost every
garden, but a gardener will save
time and possible disappointment
BORDER RUSTR
if he knows what should and wiiat
BLACK AND PEAshould not be transplanted.
The following should not be
COCK BLUE
moved:
Celosia, didiscus (blue
1
lace flower), four o'clock, hunnemania, and perennial sweet pea.
Because of their peculiar root
growth, these bowers are damaged, sometimes even killed, when
transplanted.
Flowers which may be transplanted with little fear of dam-1
age, as long as the moving is done'
properly, include ageratum, alyssum, snapdragon, aster, calendula, marigold, pansy, petunia,
pinks, salvia, scabiosa, verbena,
Canterbury bells, columbine, hollyhock, pyrethrum and viola.
There is a third division of flowers, according to Harry A. Joy,
flower expert of the Ferry Seed
Breeding Station, whose lives will
not be endangered by transplant- VES, a certain grandmother suring, but whose growth will be * prised everybody—even herself. She had always enjoyed
stunted. Both plant and blossoms making
hit and miss rag rugs in
will be smaller but earlier. Lark- cheery colors. Then one day her
spur, zinnia, phlox, nasturtium favorite grandson brought home
and bachelor button are in this the girl he was going to marry.^
group.
She was a bright young thing, and

Persecution from outside was
soon followed by what was even
more serious—difficulty within the
Church. If Satan cannot destroy
God's work hi one way, he cunningly triefe another plan. Although
the first council at Jerusalem (Acts
11) had decided that "to the GenACHOVALWS
tiler also hath God granted repentance unto life," the question did not
stay settled, for there were persistent Judaizing teachers who now
contended that even 'though the
Gentiles could be saved, they had
to come into the Church by way of
Judaism and first fullfill the Jewish
chattered away about color
rite of circumcision.
schemes for her new home.
I. A Serious Difference of Opinion
The living room and hall were to
—Grace Versus Law
t>e peacock blue and rust with
The story of how this vital and
black. So Grandmother got out her
fundamental question came up is
dye pot and her best wool rags,
found in the early verses of Acts
and she-mixed and she dipped, and
15. The entire future of the gospel
then she made five ovals of
ministry was in a sense dependent
the size shown here—3 black and
on the solution of this problem.
2 blue. She shewed these together,
Christianity is the only religious
around them came 4 rows of
has indeed conn
faith in the world that presents
Items of Interest then
rust; 2 rows of black next; then 4
" its own this spring. The
justification
by
grace
as
the
way
of rust; 1 of black; 4 blue; 2
jats are everything a spring
of redemption; all others follow
the Housewife black; then 8 rows of blue around
itmld be—the most refreshing(more or less) the path of salvation
the outside.
nglike hats that have 'graced
by works. The question now was:
|i's stage for many a season
When the wedding day arrived
Shall
works
of
the
law
be
mingled
romance in millinery has.
this
gift was a great surprise;
For
Stained
Tables.—Dressing
1
For
"Pump
Bumps."—If
you
with grace—can Jesus Christ alone
iBcaptured.
save men, or is salvation through tables often get stained with cos- iave "pump bumps" on your even Grandmother was amazed at
very ecstasy of spring
Jesus Christ plus something else? metics and scents. To remove icels, tape a covering of cotton or how handsome it looked at the
through the flowers that
How was such a serious' question to such stains, rub well with paraffin, gauze over them. Dust the tape foot of the stairs in the new house.
the pretty straws and
Women everywhere are using
be settled? Should argument and leave for a few hours, then rub nth talcum powder to keep it
the ribbons and fantastic { millinery scene this spring. The strife be permitted to "go on until with furniture cream and polish rom sticking to your stocking.
their leisure to make their homes
• • •
on colorful felts hat without a veil is the exception the stronger party prevailed? Bet- with a soft cloth.
more attractive, with slipcovers;
• • •
des, likewise through the rather than the rule. In arranging ter judgment indicated the desiraLeft-Over Batter.—Griddle cake curtains; bedspreads and lampveils
you
are
supposed
to
do
just
as
ce and immaculate lingerie
Better Bread.—Yeast and bak- latter is excellent for dipping shades. They are again taking up
bility of
r this season, and through fancy dictates, the more whimsical,
ing powder breads will be softer chops, cutlets and other foods to embroidery and handwork so that .
n.
A
Christian
Method
of
Settlemore erratic, the more altogeththey may beautify their homes
_ spring 'colorings, and the adorably
and more tender if the dough is be "breaded."
irresponsible so far as ment—Council not Controversy
* * *
and there is a revival of interest
allowed
to
stand
10
minutes
just
fall the final touch of charm er
There
may
be
times
when
it
bevia mists of frivolous following form and conventions, the comes the duty of the Christian before kneading.
Knitting Hint.—When binding off hi old time hand crafts.
smarter.
• * '•
veiling thai swirls and
Mrs. Spears' Book 1, SEWING
mitting use a larger size needle
Navy is classic, for spring suits, worker to take an uncompromising
cuts pretty capers coats
Removing
Fish
Smell.—One ta- ban you used for the main work. for the Home Decorator, and No.
stand
for
the
truth
of
God
and
reand
dresses.
The
navy
.blue
the entire picture. •>•
Gifts, Novelties and Embroidhat of chic peach-basket variety fuse to be moved, come what may. blespoon of vinegar added to the This keeps the edge from being 2,
ery, clearly chart the way for you.
. be as choosy as you, like shown below to the left in the pic- But certainly there should be no washing-up water for dishes that pulled top tightly.
If the old craft of rag rug making
» • *
your spring bonnet, ture is topped oft with a cluster of such spirit hi dealing with differing have been used for serving fish
you decide on one of the soft pink ribbon bows nestled to- interpretations of Scripture on the will help to remove traces of
Cotton Strengthens the Socks.— is your new hobby, you may have
and amusing elfish tall side the top of the crown. A sheer part of sincere and'earnest Chris- smell.
f you knit socks for the menfolk free Mrs. Spears' leaflet on rag
• • •
| that style the latest models navy veil is draped around the tian brethren. How much would
;ry knitting in a strand of ordi- rugs with your order for both
Prevent Those Patches.—Bed or nary cotton, together with the books at 25 cents each. Address,
her you declare in favor of crown with ends flying in the back. be gained in the Church today if,
ess type, whether, your hat This model is also available in other instead of magnifying differences table linen that is patched looks wool when turning the heels and Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St.,
and permitting personal desires far from attractive, but here's a shaping the toes.
of brim or have no brim fashionable color combinations.
Chicago, 111.
and ambitions to intervene, men tip for preventing linen from getner toques with pert bonBlack
hats
with
colorful
accents
1 veils are quite the rage) are an accepted mode for dressy were willing to sit down in the spirit ting to the must-be-patched state.
of Christ around the tables of Chris- When a small tear appears, place
it be a breton or Gibson spring
wear. The crown of the tian council and brotherhood, pre- the edges of the tear close togethor you choose, or if you are black felt
A Quiz With Answers
shown above to sided over and directed by the Holy er, then work lines of machinenough to want one of the the right, Wateau,
is sprightly decked with Spirit (see Acts 15:28).
Offering Information
stitching across it from left to
Paris-inspired bonnet chartreuse and fuchsia flowers. The
right,
placing
them
fairly
close
toat tie under the chin, no mat- big
The whole question was honestly
on Various Subjects
bow at the back is of stiff char|what direction fancy leads treuse
and carefully considered by the sec- gether. Turn the work round tuid
veiling.
i can't go wrong in fashion's
at Jerusalem, with the work more machine-stitching in
With her black lace afternoon ond council
/
that there was a vindication the opposite direction. This neat
across the southern end of ManThe Questions
dress Hildegarde, glamorous Amer- result
nattan island.
lin crowns is the postilion, ican radio songstress, wears a black of the preachers of God's grace. and very quickly worked darn
4. Yes. En route they merely
pictured in the 'group to the felt turban with bright Tuscan straw After presenting a plain disavowal is quite inconspicuous once it has
1.
What
is
the
speed
of
lightreport to the captain of the port
ve. This model in miniature brim as pictured below to the right of those who had troubled them and been laundered. It can be used on ning?
subverted then* souls (what a seri- thin places, too, thus preventing
attractive, blue featured hi the group.
2. What two European contem- of Guaymas, Sonora.
them from breaking.
ous
thing
it
is
to
teach
error
con5. It is from Boswell's "Life of
on) felt is trimmed with
porary
kings are brothers?
The newer shallow-crowned breJohnson."
tig plaid taffeta ribbon and tons stress forward moving slightly cerning God's Word!), the council
3. How did Wall street, New
6. Its name is derived from the
jjrer crisp blue veil. Plaids rolled brims higher at the back than being of one accord, gave recogniYork, get its name?
tion
to
Paul
and
Barnabas
as
men
hard, shining teariike seeds which
ppes have invaded the mil- front as pictured hi the inset below.
4.
Are
American
vessels
perbluish white porcelain
orld with great display. Hat This charming model is a Pixie who had "hazarded their lives for
mitted to enter the Colorado river resemble
and are used in making bracelets,
sets of striking plaids or green felt with contrasting veil and the name of the Lord Jesus" and
at
its
mouth
in
Mexican
territory?
necklaces and rosaries.
among the fetching con- ribbon band in navy. It is also were worthy of confidence and sup- Defective Cars in Accidents
5. What is the source of the quoat tune to the enthusiasm seen hi various other color combina- port.
tation, "Patriotism is the last refNo man should think more highly
(tor high color.
tions.
of himself than he ought. Humility COMPILATION by the National uge of a scoundrel"?
O Western Newspaper Union.
gs galore are enlivening the
is a Christian grace which well be- ^ Safety council of state motor
6. Why is a certain plant called
fits a sinner saved by grace. But vehicle accident reports shows Job's tears?
the Bible abounds with admonitions that 9 per cent of the motor ve
to honor one another, to recognize nicies in fatal accidents were re
The Answers
the laborer as being worthy of his ported as defective.
hire, to give recognition to those
1. The speed of lightning was
In non-fatal accidents defective
measured at the Empire State
who are over us in the Lord. The vehicles numbered 4 per cent.
The fussy "combining jacket" that brethren
at Jerusalem were
building in New York at 10,000
The council commented that
mother used to wear has been super- thoughtful and courteous enough to seems certain that mass statistics miles a second.
seded by a trim rubber cape which so honor and encourage Paul and understate the true importance o
2. King Christian X of Denmark
lias many other uses besides keep- Barnabas. We could well follow this problem. A careful study and King Haakon VII of Norway
Mtfhat'aontiiew,,
oi
Ing stray hairs from settling on a their example in recognition of
several years ago indicatet are brothers.
clean dress or blouse. Slipped on faithful servants of Christ in our made
3. From the fact that it follows
that vehicular defects were a
and 'off in a jiffy, it is ideal for re- own church or Community.
least a contributing cause in 1 the line of the palisaded wall or
pairing complexions- and for washstockade which was built in 1652
HI. A Momentous Decision—Sal- per cent of the accidents.
ing up at odd moments when there
vation
by
Grace
isn't time to disrobe.
The final decision of the council
One of the newest make-up capes
sent not only by Paul and Barnaon the market has a little pocket in is
but also by a committee from
the form of. a flower for holding hair bas,
a gracious gesture of
pins, powder puff, or comb. The Jerusalem,
soft rubberized fabric takes to soap fellowship. Courtesy is not out of
in dealing with even such difand water like a dish cloth, thus place
ficult
things as controversies on
making it possible to keep its deli- Christian
doctrine—in fact it should
cate pastel colors' flower-fresh.
be most in place in such a situation.
As a matter of record (a wise
procedure in such a case), a letter
was sent which, after addressing
the Gentiles as "brethren," rethe history of the matter
Each season this flower or that viewed
then, without mentioning cirflower is especially featured. Paris and
at all, puts upon the Genmilliners have turned, lilac-minded cumcision
tiles
"no
greater
than the
spring, either trimming with li- necessary things." burden
It fashion whimsy is to wear this
And what were
lac
clusters
or
hi
some
instances
bracelets matched to the
Those things which relate
toques and even tiny sailor these?
your nails. Flowers on a making
to purity of life cs those who were
hats
of
them.
Wear
a
lilac
spray
[velvet that are matched to on your dark, or light coat, it is one enjoying Christian liberty. The law
shades will make your of the popular flowers of the moment of Moses need not be kept as a
ground of salvation. They were
talk of the car<l table.
'fuchsia are matched to in fashion's realm. Carnations are saved by grace. But grace can
>iish, pale faun-pink buds also worn.
never be the cloak of careless livtag nor can liberty in Christ be
,v V? reS««y, tulip nails
Checked Costume
internreted as license to live in sin.
^ tulips. Winning liands
It
is
considered
smart
this
season
We are set free in Christ, not that
as well as at card table
to
have
at
least
one
Shepherd's
daint
we
sin, but that we may go
iI wrist
Jra°f aswith
y
orchids
checked costume hi the wardrobe. and may
pictured.
sin no more.
, .
Silk for Action
Blessed Day
«matlo Earrings
Washable and noncrushable silks
is the day whose morn£ltleearrings are a recent for active sportwear have been eni n g s a n c U n e d ! Successful is the
, y come in the form of dorsed by Paris.
whose first victory » WOT by
"
i* *e. day whoa*
Shell* for Lapels ar inade
M>n the top ot th.
Tlnyi bouquets o*flbweK8' e'
Pariw;
entirely of s6ellB-<aiid'rax'e to be
in- your. laoeL

AROUND
the HOUSE

ASK ME
ANOTHER f
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'Kentucky," Colored Film,
at Rialto Saturday-Sunday

MOTHER

NUMBER 28

BRIARDALE GROCERY

For the first time in the history
of the motion picture, the Kentucky
Gerald Sheumaker, 34, Dies Pol- Derby will be seen on the screen
'
a Major Op«rSfB»; Funm full natural color when "Kentucky," the 20th Century-Fox Techferal Services Held at Church
nicolor production featuring Loretta
of Christ Last Friday.
Young, Richard Greene and Walter
Brennan opens Saturday at the Rialto
Theatre for a two day -run.
s. Gerald Sheumaker, 34, died
In the many years that newsreel
,.e Larson hospital in Adair last
nesday morning, where she had companies have been filming the run! patient for several days follow- ning of the Derby, no shots have been
major operation. Her death made in anything but black and white.
The huge technicolor cameras have
as a shock to friends in Anita,
[t had been reported she was re- now captured every glint of brilliant
color to be found in America's prefering from the operation.
(rs. Sheumaker was born Olinda mier turf classic. With the aid of
ssen on a farm near Wiota- on race officials and stable owners, DiIjl 16, 1905. She grew to young ieetor [David Butler was given every
Unhood in that vicinity and on facility to make this one of the most
•ch 15, 1930, was united in mar- dramatic sporting events ever filmed.
"Kentucky," a romance of the Blue
to Mr. Sheumaker. Shortly
their marriage they moved to Grass country, is said to have capwhere Mr. Sheumaker has had tured the glorious tradition of that
• Filling! state> and a love a" fire and pride
is the glamorous theme of the story.

THIEF WANTED FOR
MURDER IN

FACTS AND FUN
(By Tillie)

My eyes might have deceived me
Man Serving 30-Day Sentence in Cass
. . . perhaps that's just a shadow on
County Jail For Theft of Watch
Bill Crawford's upper lip.
* * *
in Anita Wanted by Illinois
COFFEE—
GRAHAM
Am I the only one who noticed
Authorities For Murder.
Tall Corn,
CRACKERSthat strange but realistic ash tray at
fresh roasted, fresh
Paramount brand,
the Carl Moore party recently?, . . .
ground,
Sheriff P. P. Edwards was notified
fresh and crisp,
Lee Nichols has a sense of humor
worth a million dollars of anybody's Mfonday that William C. Banning, who
3 pounds ......
2-lb. box
money . . . Mrs. Ella
Worthing's is in the Cass county jail serving rf'
RAISINS—
MARSHMALLOWS—
smiles always leave a pleasant and 30-day sentence for the theft of a
GWC seedless,
lasting memory in my meditations watch from Mis* Dora McElfresh of
Briardale,
. . . and I've been told that Rev.Anita, is wanted in Wheaton, 111., for
2-lb.
fresh and fluffy, 11-,
Arthur
V. Long never forgets a face murder.
package ......
pound bag
IOC nor a name
once the individual beFingerprints were sent to Washingcomes established in his mind.
ton, D. C., last week by Sheriff EdCARROTS—
CAKE FLOUR—
» » *
wards after Banning was arrested at
Fresh California,
Briardale,
On
the
south
side
of
"Ma"
Steele's
Harlan and sentenced to jail by Justice
r
makes better cakes,
house, in a wann sheltered spot, is of the Peace J. C. Jenkins of Anita.
bunch
........
«Jta big yellow tulip in full bloom. The The prints were found to match those
package
ItfC
blossom was in such a hurry to be of the man wanted at Wheaton, and
DRIED PEACHES—
the first of the season, and beat Wheaton authorities sent word MonFancy Muir,
BAKING SODA—
the rest of its kinfolks, it almost day asking his return there.
per pound . . .
GWC,
forgot to grow a stem . . . in anSheriff Edwards said that Banning1-lb, package..
other sheltered nook in the Arthur had waived extradition, and the sheriff
Young and Richard Greene
TOILET
SOAP—
he is survived by the husband and **"***
Robinson garden, a very early riser has wired Wheaton authorities to come
are seen as the two young lovers
Lifebuoy,
MACARONI or
[children, Jerry Lee, 6, and
of the Trillium family, took a peek and get their prisoner.
who
are
born
to
the
traditional
en3 bars ........
SPAGHETTI—
( 1. Other survivors are the
at the landscape as early as March 25.
Banning is wanted under the name
Herman Claussen of Anita;N three mity between their families which
* * •
Briardale,
of
Joe Simko in Illinois. Just what
CHEESE—
Mrs. Emma Bajer and Mrs. has carried over since the Civil War.
The paragraphs which have recently murder charge is against him was
3
packages....
je TiDKen
mrs., [Walter Brennan, Academy Award
Mt. Hope soft cutting,
Tibken 01
of WW
Ani^a ana
and Mrs.
appeared in this column about the not learned by Cass county officials.
lia Peterman of Waterloo; and ]™r, also has a sizable role m the
per
GREEN BEANS—
window and outdoor blooming plants, It was learned, however, that he had
film
He
0
brothers, Fred, Rudolph and
'
P *™^ a testy old southern
pound . . . . ____ l*/t
Colorado, fine quality,
have brought more comments by way served part of a 20 to 30 year senClaussen of Anita, Carl, rmi- fntleman who knovrs more about
of the mail and telephone, than I tence in the Ohio penitentiary and was
12cans,89c,
PRESERVES—
id Otto Claussen of Wiota, and JorB? **" T116 ^ Ken*ucky' As
have received for some time. If you, paroled in 1936. A year ago he was
3
cans
Claussen of Brayton.,
ILoretta Younf» uncle Jf *he ™m> **
Briardale,
too, are a plant and flower lover, arrested in Los Angeles, CaL, for re,eral services were held at 2:00 f™ m Jhat 1S ***>*** to be the
please send in your contributions. turn to Illinois, but escaped from ofStrawberry
pure
fruit
FEEDING
OATS—
Friday afternoon at the Church *»*« Performance of his career
Plants, trees and birds are my hob- ficers who were taking him back. He
For
chickens,
,rist, with Rev. H. G. Belsheim, ' ™* fllm was adaPted from the fam'
bies, they are the subjects nearest has been at liberty since.
10 pounds
glass tumbler ..
ous book, "The Look of Eagles," by
of the local Lutheran mission, Joh
my heart and subjects I love to read
Banning, or Simko, was arrested for
ting. Interment was made in
" Taintor Foote, who colaborated
and write about.
the theft of a watch from the home
LB
* * *
We HaVe a Good Supply of Sugar For Those Who
of Miss Dora MWElfresh 'in Anita.
;reen cemetery.
|W
Tr T£>ttl !n I™**1** the
, .
•..•«_.
rtv
i
screen play. Darryl F. Zanuck was
In the "Iowa Oddities department" Dressed in laced boots and a short
whe knew 'Mrs. Sheumaker .
,
,
? ,.
, „
Wish
to
Purchase
a
Few
Bags
For
Summer
Canning.
in charge of production and Gene
of the Des Moines Sunday Register j overcoat, he has appeared as an ex[extend to the husband and other
Cash Only.
Markey was associate producer.
on April 16, there appeared an item | tract salesman at many homes in
lives their sincere sympathy. Why
The program for Saturday and Sunsubmitted by Maxine Stager of Anita, | Anita, Atlantic and other surrounding
•oman of her age, a mother of
day evenings will include the reguAsparagus, Shallots, Radishes, Cauliflower,
about a cottonwood tree that is grow- i towns, and in many cases spoke
J small children, with so much in
lar news reel, also the Walt Disney
Rhubarb, Strawberries
ing in the center of the road seven i roughly when his wares were refused,
[ahead of her, should be stricken,
cartoon, "Merbabies."
miles northwest of Anita. The tree j He took the watch from the table
mystery, has always been a
Tonight the Big Night.
was planted many years ago to mark in Miss McElfresh's home, right before
ery, and will ever remain a
Preston Foster, Tony Martin, Phyllis
a section lipe by Maxine's great her eyes, but she did not report the
;ery. But death is no'respecter
Brooks, Slim Summerville, Arthur
grandfather, J. A. Parker.
j theft for nearly two weeks for fear
• or place or persons. It comes,
Treacher and Bill Robinson have the
For various reasons, that tree now he might return,
tnes, after long- and lingering leading roles in "Up the River," feagrowing in the center of the road ji
ring; it comes to the aged after
ture attraction at the Rialto this
is indeed a rare oddity.
las become a burden and the
Election of a county superintendent,
William P. Turner, 63, died at his
(Wednesday) evening.
It has been many years since old,
have burned out its energies.
to be a hilarious combina- home in Blair, Neb., last Tuesday, for a term of three years and election John stuck that branch down in the
omes also to those in the flush
of three members of the county board
uaic; broad comedy situati<ms following a six weeks' illness from
mud where it took root and grew; and
health
of
youth,
of education will take place at a meet,
, and.
. . -.strength
, ,
• TTT
j and prison football, the fllm is a happy heart trouble,
cottonwood trees are soft wood trees i Edward T. Sheumaker, 71, well
devastating suddenness Words
^ from ^
of ^
ing of the school board presidents
and as a rule, short lived. The last! known resident of Wiota, died Sunday
He
was
born
in
Anita
on
June
but poor things in the hour of
f ._ __,_„
-.-_ i»*4...
of the county to be held in Atlantic
th
melodramas _.,.,. iU
their iofty
few
25,
1876,
a
son
of
the
late
Mr.
and
Amenta, insects and about
avement, but so far as words but solemn messages of social reform,
Atlantic hos-.
on May 9.
Mrs.
James
B.
Turner.
He
grew
to
fUngUS have de
ed man
fine
W
I suffice, we extend to the relatives and is in the opinion of many motion
The
meeting wui
will be
in the
the
^°y
y
° pit:al,. where
patient
ihe meeting
be held
held in
_. .. „he „had
_ . .been
...„_ a ,„„
. _
cottonwoods m this section.
young manhood in Anita, learning court
house
a short time. Death was due to a
[this young woman our deepest
beginning
at
10:00
a.
m.
,
adays
Trees along any roadway now
the
jeweler's
trade
here,
and
for
the
complication of ailments. He had
most sincere : condolence.
tion into a novel background for past 11 years had been engaged in Those attending will be the presi- |are a ^^ sight . . . how come Maxbeen
in poor health for some time.
he
dent s
in
comedy.
t
ine that tree is still standing?
the jewelry business in Blair. He is
_
Death
came on the day before his
Most of the action takes place with- survived by his wife, the former Pearl towns of the county, and the heads are sonle of oid John's grandchildren
|
72nd.
birthday.
in the walls of a mythical state peni- Goforth of Anita, and three sons, Max, of the rural school boards in each guarding it with their lives, or is the
| Mr. Sheumaker was born on April
j iocation of the family treasure too
tentiary, where the happy inmates Kenneth and Donovan, all of Omaha. township.
24, 1867, at Maquoketa, Iowa, the son
boast of a radio in every cell and Other survivors are three grandchildMiss Georgia Byrne is the present far from town for the W. P. A. boys ?
I of Andrew and Dixie Ann Sheumaker,
* * •
irnL-Andersoti, 69, of Gray, died g^es that are practically revolving ren, two sisters, (Mrs. Ruth Bowyer county superintendent, serving her i
' and came to 'Cass county with his
I, too, have an Iowa oddity to send
of Oelrichs, So. Dak., and Mrs. Edith third term. She will be a candidate
ut 4:00 p. m. Wednesday at St. .doors.
when a small boy,. They
! to the oddity department some day,!
. ,
hony-s hospital^ Carroll where
The P™gram will include the Terry- Arnold of Hot Springs, So. Dak., and for re-election.
t Wiota and that has been
Three members of the county board and it so happens the article will be hjg
been a patient since last Tues- Toon cartoon, "The Three Bears; also one brother, Edward P. Turner of
since. He was married to
1
of education will be named to sue- about my great grandfather who was
the "Story of Dr. Jenner."
Oelrichs.
Jane Cannon in Atlantic on
! March 16, 1890. Mrs. Sheumaker died
feath was from ,the. results of a-|
Following his marriage on Oct. 10, ceed Mrs. J. F. Tye of Griswold, Guy an early settler in Iowa.
GIRL SHY
Howard of Lewis and Mrs. R. L. Bar- ! Great grandfather (E. W. Linn) , on Aug. 18, 1933, and he had continued
attack which he suffered about
1900, he lived in a number of places
Senior Class Play
nett of Atlantic, whose terms expire, was a carpenter by trade and when to live in
a. m. Wednesday.
following his profession as a jeweler
April 28
The other three hold-over members the Iowa state capitol at Des Moines
and watchmaker, before locating in
was well known in Audubon
H. S. Auditorium
of the board are J. 'F. McGovern of was being erected,
. . he. was ,employed
., . , wn.ii his daughter, Mrs. Gertrude
nty where he lived most of his
Blair. Funeral services and burial
Atlantic, Mrs. Zola Bteebe of Lewis from the very beginning of the job. Woodall
Admission 25c
A breeder of Clydesdale horses,
were held at Blair.
and Mrs. Ed. Wagner of Massena. ; He helped build and lay the forms
Hg .g survived b
ej ht childre
Anderson won many blue ribbons
,,
,
,. . „ ,,of ,,_Election of the superintendent is into which the concrete was poured Mrg ^^ Tajr,or of wiota; Cecil
1
A
ortable
e P
nternational expositions affairs.
P
f / ^ Bounty by
carried out by the board presidents for the foundation work.
' Sheumaker of Wiota; Mrs. Hazel Hart. a former Audubon county been purchased for Cass county by
after candidates have contacted the
It was grandfather Lmn who con- kopf
the Cass county sheep and wool growAUanti
Leona
Qf
various presidents and placed their ceived the idea that each workman
• T .
i. T
T
' era
ers' aaaw
association
and is being operated
sheumaker of
m
m Louisa county, Iowa, June
- "
who wished to do so drop a personal Ro<;k
names in nomination.
gheumaker o£
his family moved to Nebraska "y
.
^
possession into the foundation as th.
of the association.
of Anita
Farm operators have until May 1
about three years and then reThe April term of the Audubon concrete was being poured. Some of
to
announce
their
intentions
in
regard
I
. , nf fv.p Briar- to
their intentions in regaru oounty district court opened in Audu- the men placed small tools some cut
«d to Iowa. Be lived in Audubon
T. ,.
to announce
*
from their closing,
closing, etc.. — —«...-»,-^ .a infancy.
and later moved to Cass coun-'
bon Tuesday morning, with Judge
- _buttons
. . . , fromT . their
j
j .i are 22 grandchildren and three great
.. I of the 1939 farm program
|«ear Anita. He lived at Ross for
Whitney Gilliland of Glenwood presid- Grandfather Linn dropped his pearl
dchildren
man,
is
a
patient
at
the
lowa
I
,
chairman
for
Cass
counAAA
i
Becker,
AAA
chairman
for
Cass
coun]mt 30 years and only this year
i _u_j ;n Tiaa Moines. where .BeCKer, n.n.«
ing. Among the cases noted for trial handled knife into the mixture.
One
brother, Eli Sheumaker, of
ty, reports that 85 per cent of the
to the Gray community. He
^
he aubmitted to
is one in which Keith Chadwick of
Meltonville,
Iowa; a sister, Mrs. A- S.
farmers
of
the
county
have
already
implement dealer at Ross.
an operation for a ruptured appendix.
Starting Sunday, April 30, our store BaYlentine~ofTtlantic7a half "brother",
farm plan for participa- Anita is suing Charles and Howard
Stonebraker for $15,000 damages, f,or will be open from 8 to 10 a. m., and gcott Bohl'ing| of Valentine, Neb.; and
t r u r - «« days following the opera-, signed
80n
Baker and was
injuries received in an auto accident the same hours every Sunday there- & ha]£ sister) M.gs Merle Sheumakeri
°f tion his condition-was very critical, tion.
No inspection for the purpose of a number of months ago.
i after.
of Seattle, Wash., also survive.
determining performance and payare h« w^e, two daughresting easier now.
'Maduff's Food Market.
Funeral services were held at 2:30
c
ments or eligibility for corn or wheat
and four sons. They are Mrs. ° *
Cass county was the first county
o'clock
Tuesday afternoon at the Methwill be made on farms
forTUTwhich
Lawson Of Gray;
Mrs.
Orville
returned home Monday I loans
Jegse
in the state to get wheat parity payA crew of men have been busy odist church in Wiota, with Rev. Ar«f,»
"
«J
trOBO JUUUOJ, A W W * ••-«
A*/**"" ••
j L
1
of Ross; Frank of Hancock; evening from Houston, Texas, where; lans are not executed by May 1, ments with the arrival of fifty checks the past week with the excavation
of Lewiston, Mont.; Glen of he ^ ^en aince the first part o f , except whel-e landlords have specifical- a few days ago at the office of the work on the lots where the building m™de V. Long officiating. Burial was
cemetery. Follow. Wyo.; and Dale Anderson Febn,ary. je8Se and a younger broth- ; ,y ^quested such inspection by letter, AAA in Atlantic. The checks totaled will be erected to house the generating his death, the body was brought
I Atlantic. Also surviving are 11 er jameBl sons of Mr. and Mrs. Har- he says.
$1,126 and were in payment for ap- ing plant for the municipal electric
daughter, Mrs.
^children and four sisters, they j ' jimer, ran away from home last' The f a r m plan f o r participation is plications made by farmers on April light plant. Pouring of concrete for ^^n™" Anita""^^ t?mrfor~the
ll
>g Mrs. C. O. Gipple of Anita; January
.. ' James returned home the^ form which shows the acreage al- 8. This county was selected as a the foundation will probably be start- funeral
t
8ervcea
leaving here, but lotments so il-building goal and maxi- trial county for setting up machinery ed in a few days.
- A. Caldwell of Audubon; Mrs.
. week
'
"
'
'
' - re" num payments, and'is used in working in the state office to handle the pay- \
i Johnson of Poison, Mont.; and jeB>ei' finding work in Houston
i Miss Patricia Williams, secretary to
,ut the farming system which is con- ments.
Harvey iDelahoyde of Omaha. !mained there until a few days ago.
Frank Beymer, editor and publisher L w p^Ume,. of the Electrolux Corfuneral services were held at Audu,- nf rh« Bidered best for the farm in 1939.
of the Avoca Journal, stopped in the poration in Des 'Moines, spent the week
appreciate the.cooperation
ot th^ Cooperating farmers who request
437 residents of Cass county were city Mbnday afternoon while returning en(j wjj.jj jjer parents, Dr. P. T. Wilafternoon, .
and inter,..„„
.
Ie0fthe;
was made in Evergreen cemetery local
issued old age assistance checks for home from a business trip to Des ijams and wife.
plant
luuui merchants
urc*w"»*«'o and
«-••— the peoi
*
irmnection icommunity in observing Sunday as a
p
"eligible for a wheat the month of March, according to Moines and made the Tribune office
We urge the people of allotment, a ^ ^ ^
nrliustment payment and wheat the monthly report of the state old a social call. Mr. Beymer has been \ Harry Greene of Avoca was a caller
day of rest.
^unty home owners and buy- the churches to thank the m
this loan regardless of what their plant- age assistance commission. They re- in the newspaper business at Avoca at the Tribune office Monday afterh
»ve borrowed nearly '$60,000 for their willingness to help in
of other crops may be. Likewise ceived $8,894, or an average of $20.35.; ever since they put water in the Nish- noon, stopping here while passing
requesting inspection who plant For the same month eight Cass peo-' nabotna river, and has given that town through the city. Mr. Greene, a mem"(?h the Federal' Housing 'admin-' program and also to urge the c-ontm
. . . £|ieir corn allotments are elig- pie were given blind pensions, the j a good, newsy newspaper. He was her of the state highway commission
ption insured .mortgages from 1934'observance of the Sabbath^
w
. joj. c.01.n price adjustment pay- checks totaling $163.70. In the state. accompanied here by EQarry Bckhardt for the past four years, leaves office
f" the first of .this
.this year,
year, according
according
Rev. H. G. B,lshe,m.
x
a
Rev.
Thos.
B
l»n annni,nn«-i—i
j
^
j-....
T?«v.
Thos.
H.
i»
""ts and corn loans regardless of 51,340 pension checks were issued of Avoca, a former deputy sheriff of the first of July when he will be suc"nouncement made a few days
i
Rev. Arthur V. I'<
ufir p i u ,itings of other crops.
tor a total amount of $1,018,762.
I Pottawattamie county.
' ceeded by "Rusty" Laird of Sidney.
fro m FHA headquarters in WashRev. Ray Swartz
•on.
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Will Turner, Former Anita County Superintendent to
Man, Dies at Blair, Neb. Be Elected on May 9

E. T. Sheumaker, Aged
Wiota Man, Dies Sunday

> Anderson, Well (Known

85 Per Cent Cass County
Farms in 1939 Program
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^UiltaTlnanciarRcport

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

: THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
RICE, choice Blue Rose, pound
5c
TOILET PAPER, Prim, 6 rolls
25c
CATSUP, large 14-ounce bottle
lOc
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
17c
SOAP, Clover Farm, giant naptha, 3 bars
lOc
MATCHES, 3 boxes
lOc
SUGAR, 10-pound cloth bag
52c
POTATOES, Cobbler, per peck
25c
RAISINS, 2-pound package
16c
Celery, Carrots, Cauliflower, Strawberries,
Lettuce, New Cabbage

RECEIPTS.
Prom April 1st., 1938 to
March 31st., 1939.
County Tax.
General Government
Other Recepits

$ 6,773.84
1,015.60

„ .,
Bonds Paul
*<; 1'• 000.00
rt
• i
L ,OO
Interest Paid . . . . . - • • • • •
(ti-

Municipal Industry Bonds
$ 1,(121.65
Total
Total

Miscellaneous.
|7,789.44 Refunds:
300.00
Refund
*
Office Receipts.
Business License
$ 190.00
300.00
Total . •
'
Beer License
650.00
Cigarette License
500.00 Grand Total of Expenditures
For Year Ending March
Fines, Fees, Forfeitures . . .
59.05
31st., 1939
114,120.14
Sale of Municipal Property
617.87
CASH TRANSACTIONS.
Rent of Municipal ProperFrom April 1st., 1938 to
ty
5.00
March 31st., 1939.
Refunds
291.50
Other Office Receipts
28.48
Cash on Hand April 1, 1938:
Available
? 4,264.96
Total
$ 2,341.90
Municipal Industries.
Total Cash
$",264.96
Water Works:
Add:
Rentals
$ 4,268.31
Grand Total of Receipts
Total

PETERSEN'SG]
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
BUTTER, fancy creamery, pound ...
2
CLEANSER, Crystal White, 3 cans only
SOAP, Crystal White, 9 giant bars
'i
JOHNSON WAX PASTE, 1-3-lb. free each lb. "g
ITALIAN PRUNES, No. 10 can
PEACHES, Brimfull, halves or sliced, No. 10 can 49! I
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, 3 large packages '25!
TOILET TISSUE, Lustre, 4 rolls
'ff\
SUGAR,, with $1.00 grocery order, 10-lbs. . . . . 'i4
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables at Lowest prices
LIST OF OFFICERS AND
GENERAL INFORMATION.

$12.00, term expires in 1940.
Andrew Petersen, Balary per M
$12.00, term expires in 1940.

Name of City or Town — Anite,
)F MUNICIPAL POSSR
great forces which nature sets in moIowa.
For Year Ending March
SIONS AS OP APRIL lsl., ^
Date
of
first
incorporatioa—
1875.
Water Works Total ...$4,268.31
tion. The utmost of' his genius, and
$14,430.33
3]st, 1939
Population (census of 1930) — 1106. Municipal Buildings:
Published Every Thursday by the his skill are expended in conforming Library Fines and Fees:
Number of acres in the corporaMiscellaneous
$
30.68
to nature's schedules. But with' all
Land and buildings
$ jc
Total To Be Accounted
his wit he can' do nothing toward
tion
— 1,000.
Furniture and other prop$18,695.29
For
Library Fines and Fees
OFFICERS.
W. P. BUDD
Editor changing them. Sometimes, considererty
80.68 Deduct:
ing these things, one is inclined to
Total
$
iMayor,
C.
F. Darrow, salary per Fire Department:
Grand
Total
of
ExpendiSubscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 echo the well known line, "Little man,
annum, $120.00, term expires in 1940. , Apparatus and other prop.
tures For Year Ending
If not paid in advance
$2.00 what now?"
Total
$ 4,298.99
Clerk, Sor.on A. Karns, salary per
erty
March 31st.. 1939
$14,120.14
1,500.01
Grand Total of Receipts For
annum, $180.00, term expires in 1940. Equipment of Streets and
Add:
Entered at the post office at Anita,
Workmen are busy this week pourYear Ending March
Treasurer, A. R. Robinson, salary
Outstanding
Alleys — Including Street
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
ing the concrete for the driveways
31st., 1939
$14,430.33 'Warrants
per
annum,
nil,
term
expires
in
1940.
Lighting Equipment ....
April
1,
1938
$
442.73
for the new gasoline service station
THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 1939.
Solicitor, Chas. E. Walker, salary Cemeteries
55
to be erected by Charles and Merle
EXPENDITURES.
Total .'.
$14,562.87; per annum, $25.00, term expires in Waterworks
97
{
Robison at the corner of Main and
From April 1st., 1938 to
SPRING IS IN THE AIR.
1940.
Libraries:
Less:
Locust Streets.
March 31st., 1939.
COUNCILMEN.
Warrants
Outstanding
Books, furniture and apDriving along Iowa's highways one
The members of the Birthday club
paratus
March 31st., 1939
? 200.00
Ernest Burke, salary per annum,
General
Government.
sees on all sides evidences that spring were guests Monday afternoon of
Parks:
$12.00,
term
expires
in
1940.
is in the air. Gradually temperatures Miss Vera B. Hook at her home on City Officials:
Total Deduction
$14,362.87 Alfred Dement, salary per annum,
Land and buildings
Salaries and Wages
$ 412.00
are running higher, there is a green Maple Street. A social afternoon
Cash on Hand March 31st.,
$12.00, term expires in 1940.
Printing
and
Stationery:
tinge to the grass, the days are longer, was spent by the ladies, and a lunch
1939:
Total
R. C. Howard, salary per annum,
Miscellaneous
,246.36
and everywhere is seen the manifes- was served by the hostess.
Available
$ 4,332.42 } $12.00, term expires in 1940.
SOLON A. KARNS,
Legal
Expense:
tation of nature's recurrent miracle.
—-i
A.
J.
Kopp,
salary
per
annum
Town
911.77
Miscellaneous
There is always something impressive
Mrs. John Hjortshoj, living two
Total
$ 4,332.42;
about the awakening of things after miles south of Anita, was one of the City Hall and Other Buildings:
the long sleep of winter. It never j 665 guests attending the banquet held
REPORT OF MUNICIPAL
347.43
'Miscellaneous
fails. When the earth, in its revolu- at H-otel Fort Des Moines last ThursINDEBTEDNESS.
tion around the sun, reaches those ' day evening in honor of Crown Prince Other Expenses:
WHITE AS SNOW»!
AS DOWN
189.00
Salaries
and
Wages
stations which bring: us nearer the Frederick and Princess Ingrid of DenJeneral Bond:
Miscellaneous
513.84
sun's rays, then spring commences mark,
6 Rolls 49c
Total Amount Outstandto show itself. Those who are prone
ing April 1, 1938 ....$10,400:00
Other Expense Total ...$ 702.84
RONGERS BROS.—Anita, Iowa
A closing out public sale of the John
to doubt some of the beliefs of ChrisAmount Paid During
tianity regarding the resurrection Rexroade personal property will be
Year
$ 1,500.00
Total
$ 2,620.40
can find an answer in the never fail- held on Friday, April 28, at the Rex»
Protection of Life and Property.
ing resurrection of nature after the roade farm, 1 mile south, 3 miles east
Amount* Outstanding on
death of the winter. There really is and '/2 mile south of Anita. 2 he8dip°'Iice Department:
Marcfi 31st, 1939
? 8,900.00
.$ 710.00
nothing much more remarkable or un- of horses, 7 head of good cattle, 23
Salaries and Wages
Municipal Industry Bonds:
;
Department:
;
believeable about the theory of hu- head of hogs, 80 chickens, 300 bushels
Total Amount Outstand167.52
'Miscellaneous
..
man resurrection than there is about of corn, 8 tons of millet hay, farm
ing April 1, 1938 ....$12,500.00
the resurrection we witness every machinery, household goods, and numAmount Paid During
Total
$ 977.5:
year. It is one thing man does not erous other articles. .
Itp
Year
$ 1,200.00
Health Department.
have to insure, this certainty of the j
The W. H. M. S. of the Methodist Sewage and Disposal Plant,
coming of spring. Those who prediAmount Outstanding on
Sewers:
cate their activities on the change church met at the home of Mrs. ArMarch 31st, 1939
$11,300.00
.$
12.40
Salaries and Wages
of seasons are never let down by thur V. Long last Thursday afterGrand Total Amount OutMother Nature. The schedule is al- noon. There were twelve members
standing on March 31st.,
Total
$
12.4C
ways carried out. Men's plans some- and seven guests present. Mrs. Alta
i)P ONVt
1939
$20,200.00
Street Department.
times go awry through failure of Pratt had the devotions and Mrs.
WITH EACH
other agencies to function according George Denne had charge of the enig- General Expense:
IOO-IB. SAG OF
VALUATION OF PROPERTY
Salaries and Wages
$ 759.0:
to prearrangement, but not so in re- mas. The report of the recent meetSUBJECT TO TAXATION.
Miscellaneous
178.74
gard to the plans of nature. And ing at Council Bluffs was given by
On Assessment of January 1, 1938.
FEATURES
there is nothing man can do to stop Mrs. Albert Karns and Mrs. Frank
• HUT?,
•U.L
Total
$ 937.7 Real Property
tfee season's changes, or to change the Weimer.
$433,208.00
.
CHICK MASH
Municipal Industries.
•bl*. tn«Ul »«L
Personal Property
59,089.00
•
Rooit-pioof,
flooi
Water 'Works:
Railroad Property
8,994.00
tn>«.
Salaries and Wages
$ 883.3: Telephone, Telegraph and
• Minimi. .• l,*d
1
Give y our chickith»
Betterments or Outlay ..
701.32
CHICK M4SH
riaht (tut.
Mttui*
Express Companies . . . . 13,105.00
them quickly into plump broiler*
Miscellaneous
2,522.79
or coniiitant productive Imn...
eood breeder*. Save work uid FOR
Total Taxable Valuation
gueiiwork. Feed the liraple. euy
Water Works Total
$ 4,107.49
CHICK STARTIHG
of AH Property (Execonomical Nutrens Way.
Electric Light Works:
nil alia expire! ,/ufy I, 1939.
cept Moneys and CredFEEDS
830.3D
Miscellaneous
:e Sure... Feed
its)
$514,396.00
Cemeteries:
Total Taxable Valuation
Miscellaneous
110.7C
of Moneys and CredParks and Bathing Beaches:
its
$195,230.00
Miscellaneous
77.40
Library:
Total Taxab:e Valuation
C. F. DARROW, Manager
Miscellaneous
of All Property
?709,fi.'12.00
Number of acres of agricultural lands
PARENT
Total
$ 5.490.8C
in corporation subject to road tax
STOCK
MANY
Genera) Bonds and Specials.
only, 394.12.
THAT COST
General City Bonds:
EARLY
Assessed
valuation of af*.$4.00 and $5.00
<• Bonds Paid
$ 1,700.0(
ricirltural lands in corEACH WHEN
CUSTOMERS
Interest Paid
559.54
porate limits subject to
THEY WERE
REPORT
road lax only
$29,585.00
BABY
General
City
Bonds
Number of mills levied on agricul'100%
CHICKS
TRY THE
Total
? 2,259.54
tural lands (for Road Tax only)
PULLETS
Municipal Industry Bonds:
1.2f> Mills.

fHE ANITA TRIBUNE

- Tribune Publishing Co.

GET THIS 36

'PEltETS,

Reduced
Prices
on
Pullets

95%
Guarantee
on
Sexing

THE FARMERS COOP

MORE USABLE W

MIXTURE

ONUT GASOLINE WITH

Pullets
Sexed
Last Year
Are Laying

We
Guarantee

Our
Chicks

90%

$1.00

THIS COUPON IS
GOOD FOR
On All Orders Booked Before May 1
ONE TO EACH CUSTOMER
NOT GOOD ON OKDEKS LESS THAN 100.

ANITA HATCHERY
ANITA, IOWA

PHONE 7

TAX LKVJKS.
Made in August, HK
FOR WHAT PURPOSE LKV1K1)
Consolidated Fund
City Road
Cemettry
Fire Maintenance
Library
Park
Bond Fund
JJond Interest Fund
Refunding Bond Fund
Water Bond
Total

"CtHUTIC DOOTBM"
I j ( > v y in

Mills
^ 04
.,5

A m o u n t i>f
Levies

r>(i».oo

(i5

y,,fi

cr(«Ji)O
j g,-

ICiK.ny
U'O'J.OU

r.ou.uo
:«w.ou
1,000.00

15.1)04

AMOUNT OF CASH IN BANKS A N D IN TREASURER'S H A N D S .
MARCH 31st., l»39.
Available and Subject to Chi^k
Name of Bank
,
Town
Anita State Bank
Anita, Iowa
,, "'" Unl
Cash in hands of Treasurer not deposited
v 4"
Total Cash in Banks and in hands of Treasurer. $4 •(•'',"
I Certify that above Statement represents the total Cash to
~ '"
the Credit of Anita, Iowa, as of March 3ist I'JS'J
A. R. KOU1NSON

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL244'

0. W. Shaffer & Sofl|
ANITA, IQWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEPWHEELAN

BIG TOP
BAVINS RESCUED
OF THE PETS.CHtE.
SKOOKIE" WO\U ORDERS
HIS MEN TO BREAK INTHE
FROiT OP TUE HOUSE.

WWYCHICKS -i

.MV POOR JLIL
PATS* - HURRV-

SAVE HER"
Gurterining Wine
T6 Increase
By EUTH WYETH SPi
^ READER living

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Gonzales Changes Hit Mind
AW SUGAR,

BUT, GONZALES,
MY LOVE, I
GET MARRIED FIRST REDUCE
RI6HT/KAAYSO I CAN WEAR
TODAY-NOWl ONE OF THE NEW
MODEL
WEDDING
GOWNS

we. MUST

NO, NO-YOU ARE ~">/r SAY
PERFECT, /AY ANGEL- } SOME
ANY CHANGE WOULD j MORE
BE LIKE ADDING r<1 POETIC
BRILLIANCE TO l/^ THINGS ,

r,

ON SECOND THOUGHT,
MY LITTLE BUTTERSCOTCH
MAYBE VOUAR6 A
FEW POUNDS
OVERWEIGHT

THE SUN 1 rSA LIKE THAT!

e ITuk itf KidMjr ajnidlcat*, Inc

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP^ Pop Is Handy, That Way

MESCAL IKE

an 8 foot ceiC
in the center of the w
are .Wo windows, each 6 £
and 3 feet wide. They
•oot apart and l foo
oot
Jelling. How s h o d

B» $. L. HUNTLBY

Local Improvements

these windows? Should thei
cover, the 1 foot space be..
them? How long should theyb
These questions are nice
definite and all dimension] i
given. A scale drawing was,!
a little larger than the one i
herfe; % inch to a foot
showed immediately that tie i
dows needed to look wider i
than higher. By framing i
with a valance and side diap,
the floor they are made intoag
of pleasing proportions.
' Give your own home
start with new curtains;
era; and other smart newt
which you will find in
SEWING, for the Home I
tor. Book 2. Gifts, Novelfei
Embroidery, illustrates » i
broidery stitches and
to use them. They are ID
each; with each order fal
books, Crazypatch Leaflet*
36 authentic embroidery sW«J
included FREE. Address,!
Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St,Q
cago, Dl.

.SOMHOKJE.

ICK
INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM
"JTVERYTHING that is rdly
*-* and inspiring is created to
Individual who can labor m («
Restriction is jostified only w w
It m«? be needed for the
erittence."—Dr. Albert
(Copyright, by 8. L. Bunttoy.)

POP— One Guega Is as Good as Another

By J. MILLAR WATT

MOW D'YOU KNOW
MV NAM& 19
BILL?

FAI? IS IT TO
MELSTON,
BILL

VELL, GUESS HOV
FAR

IT IS TO

|Y INSECIJ]

'

Tke Real Test
It Is much tarder to
with yourself than

Curse of Progress
WAl_, AFT6M

COUPL'A' PEATUDE PICTURES
A R_OCU a MOVIE

SOUNDS FAMILIAR
Joe—I was held up by two men
last night.
Bill—Where?
Joe—All the way home.—Providence Journal.

FOLKS NEXT DOOR

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

Ripe Old Age
•. Mr. Miller—If Shakespeare were
l alive today, he'd be looked upon as
a remarkable man.
Joe—I'D say so. He'd be 300
years old.
King David's Team
Teacher—George, who defeated
the Philistines?
George—Aw, 1 don't know. 1 don't
follow those bush league teams.

. ' Greater Flatter"
sl
Self-love
is the
terers.—Rochefouca

Music Appreciation
Jane—Did the audience show feeling when Joe sang?
Andy—Yes. They were all feeling for their hate.
Attachment
"Is Bliggins a book lover?"
"He must be. He never returns
May that he borrow*."

•iri-t'/Jx.^i-Alr,;., . :.'';.'.».-i.>''•;.,*

53**"
HE

*'?™w"-i' uvtx TOTHtMj i;«'tLAW'VE MWAV. HE

P

N
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GOLDEN RULE'S SPRING
^_j*-^_r^* *m ^Mm\*l ^|

i^^x .1 4a J k^JP

iw^Ai

A^M* ^ ^^

« • • « , .
• rtc on Needed Merchandise. Sale Ends Satu
Special Prices Prevail Throughout the Store. A Visit Will Convince You of the Saving^
^
T
Spring prints in a bright array

$2.98 to $5.98

9c yd.

WORK SHIRTS
SHIRTS

-

OVERALLS

46-inch first quality.
21 c yd.

Men's Economode, blue or grey, a
heavy grade chambray shirt.

MUSLIN
36-inch bleached. Limit 10 yards.
9c yd.

TOWELS
Cannon double thread, 22x44 inch.
23c

Sizes 14 to 17.

Spring and summer dresses in
suks, bembergs, nub-puns, etc.

of patterns and colors.

OIL CLOTH

TUBING
42-inch linen finished.
19cyd.

DRESSES

PRINTS

Stronghold 8-oz. 8 anfo r i Ze(U
alls, guaranteed to fit; wil,
shrink. A real savings.

49c

»8c pair

THE GOLDEN RULE DEPARTMENT STORE

Anita

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Maduff's Food

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

i

HONEVMEAD for CATTLE
HONEVMEAD for HOGS
HONEVMEAD'for POULTRY
HONEVMEAD
CORN SUGAR MOLASSES

BURKE BROS.
HOG BUYERS
ANITA

ADAIR

CASEY

MASSENA

April 29, 1909.
Frank Watkins has been installed
as helper at the depot.
Lester Bean of Casey is the new
man in Clarkson's barber shop.
Mr. and Mrs. William Steele of
Berea have a new 10-pound girl at
their home, and as might be expected,
"Old Bill" is aH but crazy with joy.
Royce Biggs and Fred Luxford went
to Omaha last week, from which place
they go to San Francisco to begin a
four years' service in Uncle Sam's
navy.
Tcter and Johnny Scott are two of
the busiest men in the whole country
this spring, having enough tile ditching to keep them busy far into the
summer.
A number of the local members of
the Woodmen lodge went to Berea
Saturday evening to assist in instituting a new camp of Modern Woodmen there.
W. K. Carey of this city has sold to
Brown & McCullough of East Buffalo,
N. Y., a team of seal brown horses,
weighing 3,490 pounds, for which he
received $G80.
Chester Wagner deserves many
thanks for the excellent condition in
which he keeps East Main Street for
three blocks, by the vigorous use of
the road drag.
In making excavation fot- a cellar
under his new residence, F. 0. Worthing's gang of men struck a, body of
water which indicates a perpetual
flow or fountain, that will have to
be tiled into Bull creek before work
progresses any further.
At the Catholic church in Wiota on
Tuesday, April 27, occurred the marriage of John H. Schaake and Miss
Mary A. Stager, both of this city, the
ceremony being performed by Rev. Fr.
McAlister in the presence of a few
intimate friends of the bride and
groom.
-f-f-f-f-f-f -f-f-f-f-f
METHODIST CHURCH
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.

Mrs. Clifford Kearns, Miss Beth
Knowlton and Sidney Larsen were
Des Moines visitors last Thursday.
Mrs. H. L. Rhoads is a patient at
the Atlantic hospital, where she will
probably submit to a major operation
in a few days.
At their home northeast of Anita
Saturday evening, Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Wilson entertained the members of
the Neighborhood pinoch'.e club. Other guests were M'r. and Mrs. Forrest
Wilson. 'High score at pinochle was
held by Mrs. W. H. Heckman and low
score by \Mrs. Clifford Kearns.

Relieve the Pain of

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to take this means to
express our most sincere thanks to
our many friends and neighbors for
the kindness shown us during our
recent bereavement, the death of Max
E. Rhoads. We also wish to thank
those who sent flowers and assisted
with the funeral services.
Mrs. Delois Rhoads.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Rhoads.
Brothers and Sisters.
CARD OF THANKS.
I wish to thank my neighbors and
friends for your acts of sympathy
and kindness shown me during my
recent bereavement, the death of my
beloved wife.
John Rexroade.

Quickly!
Safely!
To relieve the cuing puns of Rheunwlim.

Dewey Anderson of Ralston, Neb.,
was an over Sunday visitor with his
sister, Mrs. A. C. James and family.

BONGERS BROS.
Anita, Iowa.

The members of the Pinochle club
with one other guest, Mrs. Waynt
Jewett, were entertained last Fridaj
evening by Mrs. Albert Karns at her
home on Chestnut Street. High score
was he'd by Mrs. Chas. Karns.

Arthritis, Neuritis, Neuralgia, Lurqbsgo,
•nd Sciatica,, get quick-acting MVACIN.
Put up in ea&y-to-taku tablets, containing
no opiates or narcotics. Must give prompt
relief or your money will be refunded in
full. Clip this ad as a reminder to buy
M Y A C I N today. Economically priced at
SOc and $1.00.

No Monkey Business—
There is a vast difference between EXPERIENCE and EXPERIMENT!
We offer our experience as an asset to you in selecting DEPENDABLE BUILDING MATERIALS
most suited to your contemplated job.
On .this
basis we invite your patronage, assuring you a
square deal.

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.

COUNTY AUDITOR'S
OFFICIAL CALL
Of County Convention to Elect a
County Superintendent of Schools
and Three Members of the County
Board of Education, and Notice to
the Presidert and the Secretary of
School Corporation of the Time of
Holding Convention.
You are hereby notified that there
will be a Convention of School Presidents of the various School Districts
of Cass County, State of Iowa, held
at the Court House of said County,
in the 9th. day of May, A. D., 1939,
at 10 A. M. for the purpose of elect;
ng a County Superintendent of
Schools and three members of the
County Board of Education.
It is your duty to see that youi;
School District is represented at this
Convention by your President or in
his inability to attend, then by some
member of your School Board, selected by the Board as an alternate in
the manner prescribed by Sec. 4099,
Code of Iowa.
You will therefore govern yourself
accordingly.
Given this 26th. day of April, A. D.,
1939.
M. E. Hubbard,
County Auditor.
Deputy Sheriff M. B. Parkinson and
Deputy Clerk of Court Boyd Cambridge of Atlantic were business callers
in the city Friday morning.
Rex Weber, wife and daughter
Marti Jo, and Mrs. Weber's mother,
Mrs. Stella Musick, all from Council
Bluffs, spent Sunday with friends
in Anita.

•f

TEN DAY SALE
Starting April 27 and Ending May 6
Here Are Just a Few of Our Many Specials
10-lb. Cloth Bag

191
Cleanser Mohawk — 3 cans lOc
or P & G
Soap Crystal White
3 Bars
lie
Brown Beauty
Coffee 3-lbs.... 40c —Lb. 14cl
Bacon Squares
12i
Christian Science textbook, "Science PRESENT DRIVERS LICENS^
and Health with Key to the ScripEXPIRE THE LAST OF,
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
More than a million lowansl
One of the Bible citations reads:
"Be not deceived; God is not mocked: ing drivers licenses will be .,_.
for whatsoever a man soweth, that have new licenses after July l,
shall he also reap. For he that soweth licenses are issued for two years,!
to his flesh shall of the flesh reap expire June 30 in the odd nui
corruption; but he that soweth to the years under -provisions of state I
T. Harry Vicker, commissions]
Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life
motor
vehicles in the secretaijl
everlasting" (Galatians 6:7, 8).
Among the selections from the state's office, stated this weeks]
Christian Science textbook is the fol- plans are being made to take on j
lowing: "It were better to be ex- the anticipated rush for licewi
posed to every plague on earth than newals. \
He said he did not knon
to endure the cumulative effects of
procedure
would be followed Sty
a guilty conscience. The abiding conscious of wrong doing tends to destroy because the motor vehicle ie/aSx
the ability to do right. If sin is not is to become a division oftki
regretted and is not lessening, then it', state_ safety department
is hastening on to physical and moral bv tne kst legislature
Renewal ofVdrivers licenses iii
doom" (p. 405).
on application and payment ol
«- + + + + + + + + + + + + + 25-cent fee, the state waiving
+
LUTHERAN MISSION AT + examination relating to driving ill]
license is in good standing.
+ ,
I. 0. 0. F. HALL.
+ R*v. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
Harry., Kaskey of Duluth,
* + •*• + + + + + + + •»• + + +
spent
the week end in the city i
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
his sister, Mrs. Chester A. '
Divine worship at 10:30 a. m.
Confirmation class meets every Wed- family.
nesday and Friday afternoon.
A meeting of the American 1
Adult confirmation class meeting
Auxiliary will be held at 2:00
every Monday evening at 8:00 o'clock.
Friday afternoon at the home of I
There will be a "Get acquainted with
Millie Parrott.
the Lutheran Mission" services on Sunday afternoon, May 7, in the high
Miss Norms, Knowlton, a .
school auditorium at 2:30 o'clock. The nurse at Iowa Lutheran hospitf]
address of the afternoon will be given
Sunday• ,
Des Moines,
an «•»••
over —
uva
aiuiiusa, was a«
by a guest speaker, and special music itor in the city at the home of I
will be furnished by choirs from the parents, Earl Knowlton and wife
neighboring Lutheran churches,
invite you to attend.'
Mrs". P. T. Williams, Mrs.
Nelson and Miss Mattie Butler!
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
the delegates from the Co
^
ADMINISTRATOR.
church attending the state >
In the District Court of the State of School convention in Atlantic
week.
Iowa, Jn and For Cass County.
In the Matter of the Estate of Anna
M. Bell, Deceased.
To Whom It May Concern:
ANIMALS
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned has been appointed and
We will pick them o
has qualified as Administrator of the
estate of Anna M. Bell, late of Cass
promptlyCounty, Iowa, deceased. All persong
New steel water tig»|
m any manner indebted to said debody at your service.
ceased of her estate will make pay257
ment to the undersigned; and those
having claims against said deceased]
or her estate will present them fa
ANITA,
manner and form as by law required,
for allowance and payment

Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
McDermott, Superintendent.
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. You
are invited to our services if you do
not have a church home. Sermon by
the pastor on "Forgiveness of Sins."
Music and special music by the choir.
Epworth League discussion hour
from 7 to 8 p. m. The topic for this
week's discussion will be, "Some Highlights in Church History." The young
people of the church are urged to be
present on time.
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock
with a sermon by the pastor on "Forgive Us Our Trespasses."
Choir practice this (Wednesday)
evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Harold McDermott. Anyone wishing
to join the choir is invited to attend
The ladies aid will hold their spring
bazaar and Mrs. Dorn's division will
serve a good 26c dinner Friday in the
church basement. Those having do
nat.ons for the bazaar of fancy work
baked goods, flower bulbs, etc., pease
get them in us early as possible
Sunday afternoon representatives
from the Church of Christ, (: ongre
gational church and the Methodist
church will meet to plan further ,m
the Union Daily Vacation Bible School
to be held shortly after the 1)uhlic .
school has been dismissed.
The pastor wishes to take this on
Dated this 18th. day of April, A. D.,
portunity to express his appreciation iJoy.
to Mr. Budd for the generous am
H. L. Bell,
of space which he places at' the ,|is , . . A j»trator of said estate.
posal o f - t h e church for church notes" y John E. Budd,
FOR RENT:—Garden
Attorney for said estate.
The statement by the Ministerial A s '
or share. Mrs. iWVT-Jj^
socwtion published elsewhere l n , h "
FOR SALE:-White O.k «^
issue was also kindly p u | jlialu , ( , ,
editor free of charge
Oak posts, well seasoned^

DIE

The members of the Evening dinner
and bridge club enjoyed a 7:00 o'clock
"Everlasting
,
covered dish dinner last Thursday ev the subject f 1'uni.hmenr
*' '*
O
lhe L,
ening at the home of Mr. and Mlrs
all Churches of O.rM s "''"I""
Earl S. Holton on Mara Avenue. Other
Sunday, A p r i l :!()..
"'"' lst '
guests besides the members, were Mr
The Golden Text
and Mrs. 'M. M. 'Feller and Mr. and
Mrs. Chester A. Long. Following the earth do ri |,f"
"" "
K
the dinner the evening was spent
The
Lesson-Sermon
,,„„„.,
playing bridge.
*"<•"„ from lh e Hll) |e J

1

DEAD

STOCK REMOVED

FREE
PHONE 400 ANTTA
WE PAY THE CHARGES
ANITA RENDERING
SERVICE
Harper Dorsey, Manager

WANTED
permanent business
ity. Write VE-R Co,,

1118"

ish hi«

t

Friday andS» l u l l "' y
COOKIE t|)
lOc dozen
'! c " " «
Have you tried Our M»'£ l
Only 8c a K'» f Anita
WANTED;-Your df|
Ph. 184 Anita-we pay P""D

|A Lonig*0*$erved Honor Is Paid
At Lair to the Old-Time Printer
For His Part in Building America
B^

e Weitem

SCOTT WATSON
W«ww«P*r tJnloo.

RECOGNITION nas come
at last to a corps of
, - "forgotten 1 nWen," a
Lp of unsung heroes whose
btribution to the forward
:h of American civiliza„ has never been ade(itely acknowledged and
lored.
hey are the old-time printwho bent over dusty
-cases in dimly-lit shops
[ere they performed the
iltiple duties of editor,
nager, advertising solici, pressman, and oft-times
rier and whose courage
vision played so imporIt a part in the building of
lemocracy.
hey are the men who perned the back-breaking
r of "pulling" the old "G.
|ish." (handpress) on which
: papers were, printed;
frequently accepted
dwood, pumpkins, eggs,
iltry and a host of other
bmodities in lieu of money
! subscriptions; and who
er became rich except in
intangible reward of a
isciousness that -they aided
[building up innumerable
sperous American com-

•nils ancient Washington handpress will be used In the production of
a daily newspaper at Butter's Fort In Sacramento, Calif., daring the
Sacramento-Goldai Empire centennial and tinder the supervision of the
winner in the centennial's old-time printers' contest. Harry C. Peterson,
curator of the fort, is shown inspecting the old press, the exact age of
which has never been determined, tt bears the E. Hoe & Company's
factory number 3343 and is one of the few remaining presses of this
type known to be still in existence.

on the basis of age, appearance
and experience, speed and accuracy. One of the requirements
for entrants was that they must
have entered the printing trades
prior to May 1, 1888—60 years
ago. It was not required, hownities.
ever, that they remained continuhere are only a few of
ously in the trade. The judging,
in the finals will be on the folleft, but they can still
lowing basis:
good job of "sticking
1. Age of entrant, 30 per cent.
" As such they have
2.
Appearance and experience
the object of a nationas a typical old-time printer, 30
per cent.
3. Speed in "sticking type," 20
per cent.
4. Accuracy in "sticking type"
20 per cent.
The 26 winners hi the preliminaries, who are now competing
to the semi-finals for the honor of
representing .their region to the
grand finals at the Sacramento
centennial were announced by
Chairman Leatherman, as follows:
Henry Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.;
sponsored by Typothetae of Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles Frank Holden, Toledo,
Ohio; sponsored by Women's Advertising Club of Toledo, Ohio.
Louis E. Goodrich, Kansas
City, Mo.; sponsored by Advertising Club of Kansas City, Mo.
George S. Herndon, Colorado
KLES HENR* SMITH
Springs, Colo.; sponsored by Colquest which will come
orado Springs Junior Chamber of
Commerce, Colorado Springs,
i climax this month when
Colo.
honors will be heaped
T. A. Hayes, Blackfoot, Idaho;
;he old-time printer who
sponsored by Boise Advertising
typifies his fellows of
club, Boise, Idaho.
Charles A. Elliott, Indianapolis,
[ther generation — the
Ind.; sponsored by Indianapolis
pders and trail-blazers for
Typographical Union No. 1, Indift has become one of modanapolis, Ind.
America's major indusRobert E. Cart, Hammond,
La.; sponsored by New Orleans
Advertising club, New Orleans,
[ a nation-wide old-tune printl contest sponsored by CaliLa.
|ia's Sacramento-Golden EmBenjamin
Franklin
Waite,
Johnson City, N. Y.; sponsored
Centennial celebration, 26
by both the Syracuse Advertising
fans of the print shop have
Club of New York, and .the Scherged victorious in the pteliray tests, conducted by the adnectady Advertising club.
Frank J. Pickering, Chicago,
ding clubs in 26 major cities,
i more than 300 who compet111.; sponsored by the Chicago
Graphic Arts federation, Chicago,
In semi-final contests being
Bucted this month, this group
111.
|8 will be narrowed down to
David Oliphant, Chicago, 111.;
sponsored by the Chicago Fed[ men. One man will repreerated Advertising club, Chicago,
each of the five regions,
heastern states, Southern
111.
Robert Kerr, Toronto, Ontario,
s, Central states, Mid-westCanada; sponsored by the Adveritates and Pacific states. The
regional winners will"" be
Charles Willfght to Sacramento, Calif.,
liams o f St.
this month for the grand
Helena, Calif.,
s, scheduled by the Sacraentrant of the
po-Golden Empire Centennial
San Francisco
| the Sacramento Advertising
Advertising
[ f o r April 28.
club "sticking
«s final contest is to be held
ustoric
Suiter's
Fort
and
the
"; r will be crowned .-King of
id-Time Printers" at a cerewhich will honor the whole
ng
industry and all newss
' on the ninetieth anniver' of the founding of the West's
newspaper, the Placer
at
ie«ln
Suttw1" Fort on April
i«*9- In addition, the ."king
[Md-jime
Printers" will be
d
a $1,000 contract to suthe production of an old»ly newspaper at Sutter's
. during the Sacramento Genla' celebration. This unique
tising and Sales Club of Toronto,
Jcation wiU be printed on an
Ontario, Canada.
>nmgton handpress, one of
Will J. Hayner, Sutherlin, Ore.;
remaining presses of this
sponsored by the Girl's Advertisvintage
known
to
he
In
ence
ing Club of Tacoma, Wash.
The history of this
L. P. Kimball, Lakin, Kan.;
is
unknown,
although
ears
sponsored by the Wichita AdverR. Hoe & Company's
number 3343.
tising club, Wichita, Kan.
Charles Henry Smith. Avalon,
'nation-wide printers' conCataltoa Island; sponsored by the
»-s conducted under the diLos Angeles Advertising club. Los
£.-of Ch«irman Jack H.
Angeles, Calif.
president of .the
m
John Tainsh, Milwaukee. Wu.,
Advertising and
sponsored by the Milwaukee Ad»n co-operation with Irvertising club, Milwaukee. W«.
vc centennial's pubWilliam S. Grimes, Hot Springs.
N. M.; sponsored by the San Anwere Judged solely

tonio Advertising club, San Antonio, Mexico.
A. D. Garrison, Denver, Colo.;
sponsored by the Denver Advertising club, Denver, Colo.
J. Harry Drechsler, Baltimore,
Md.; sponsored by the Women's
Advertising Club of Baltimore,
Md.
Charles W. Williams, St. Helena, Calif., sponsored by the San
Francisco Advertising club, San
Francisco, Calif.
Fred A. O'Neal, St Louis,
Mo.; sponsored by the Junior Advertising Club of St. Louis, Mo.
Isaac R. Crow, Spokane, Wash.;
sponsored by the Advertising and
Sales Club of Spokane, Wash.
Ben F. Wood, Phoenix, Ariz.;
sponsored by' the Phoenix Advertising club, Phoenix, Ariz.
H. P. Wood, Neche, North Dakota, sponsored by Lincoln Typographical Union No. 209, Lincoln,
Neb.
Jourdan M. Thompson, San Diego, Calif.; sponsored by the San
D a v i d Oliphant of Chicago, 91 years
old and a printer for 79 years,
operates a job
press. '

Diego Advertising club, San Diego, Calif.
P. B. Watrous, Stratford, Okla.;
sponsored by the Business Men's
Club of Stratford, Okla.
Michael A. Mclnnis, Oakland,
Calif., sponsored by the Oakland
Advertising club, Oakland, Calif.
Many of the most colorful and
picturesque figures of the printing industry are among the 26
semi-finalists. One of them is a
true pioneer of the Golden West.
He is Charles H. Smith, 84-yearold business manager and coowner of the Catalina Islander,
published at Avalon on California's famed Catalina island.
Mr. Smith was born in 18S5 at
a small mining camp at Mt. Diablo, Calif., his parents ^having
come west in the gold rush, following James Marshall's epochal
gold discovery at Coloma, near
Sacramento, in 1849. He entered
the printing trade in 1869 at the
age of 14.
Mr. Smith was a co-founder of
California's Native Sons of the
Golden West, a fraternal organization, and counts among his
closest friends Frank C. Jordan,
the 80-year-old California secretary of state and dean of American state secretaries. As a child
Mr. Smith watched the building
of the state capitol at Sacramento on which his father was a
workman.
Another native son is Charles
Williams of St. Helena, Calif.,
who was sponsored in the contest
by the San Francisco Advertising club.
Another contestant who remembers historic events and historic personages is David Ohphant. winner in the preliminary
contest conducted by the Chicago
Federated Advertising club. Mr.
Oliphant is 91 years old and has
been engaged in the printtog
business for 79 years.
He
marched in the funeral procession of Abraham Lincoln and was
well acquainted with Stephen A.
Douglas.

$h« "oldest" and the "youngest" in the contest is represented
by 94-year-old Benjamin Franklin
Waite of Johnson City, N. Y.,
and 64-year-old Louis E. Goodrich of Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. Waite, who was named to
honor of Benjamin Franklin, the
greatest of all
American printers, was sponsored to the
contest by both
the
Syracuse
Advertising
Club of New
York and the
Sohenectady
Advertising
club. In spite of
his
advanced
y e a r s , Mr.
Waite is still
active to the B. F. Waite
daily operation
of his business, embracing all
branches of printing and the allied arts. He does job and book
work, magazines and lithochrome
work. He also publishes a newspaper. Life and Herald, and is
one of its principal writers and
advertising men. He is, in fact,
able to engineer a complete campaign. He is the oldest living
member of the International
Typographical union, and started
his career as a printer's devil in
1859 at Worcester, N. Y.
Mr. Waite counts among his acquaintances many famed business men and statesmen, including George Francis Train, of the
Union Pacific railroad, and Theodore Roosevelt when he was New
York police commissioner. He
also worked with Col. Franklin
Roosevelt, father of President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. He
was also associated with Andrew
Kellogg in development of off-set
printing on an old Rubel press.
The "youngster" hi the semifinals is Louis E. Goodrich, who
was sponsored
by the Advertising Club of
Kansas
City,
Mo.
He's a
mere infant of
- 64 years, who
Still works daily to display advertising composition on the
Kansas C i t y
Star where he
has been employed
since
L. E. Goodrich 1887. Mr. Goodrich served 16
years as "ad-alley" superintendent, having started his printing
career to 1875. Like Mr. Smith
and Mr. Oliphant, he numbers
many famous persons among his
acquaintances.
A printer for nearly 70 years is
Robert E. Carr, 86 years old, of
Hammond, La., the entry of the
Advertising Club of New Orleans.
Before coming South (he has
lived to Hammond for 50 years)
Mr. Carr worked to Chicago. He
established the Daily Herald to
Hammond to 1905 and operated
it for 12 years—or until the outbreak of the World war, when
newsprint soared to such a prohibitive price that the small daily
and weekly newspaper found it
difficult to operate. When the
Herald ceased publication newsprint was quoted at 26 cents a
pound, with restricted shipments.
The Herald for a time managed
to get sufficient supply to publish
daily, except Sunday, for a limited time. One weekly paper used
wallpaper for one edition, being
unable to get "just one bundle"
upon which to put out its issue,
jobs or operating presses. ">
Mr. Carr abandoned his daily
publication and confined his activities to his job printing plant.
He is still able to do a day's
work, putting to from sijt to eight
hours a day.
/
The entry of the Typothetae of
Philadelphia is Henry Shaw, 80
years old, who
started printing
at Millington's
in London, England, hi 1867
and remained
active u n t i l
1933. While employed in Paris,
France, he witnessed and contributed to the
building of the
Statue of Liberty which was
presented to the Henry Shaw
people of the
United States by the people of
France in 1885.
A contestant who looks like the
typical frontier editor is Ben
Wood, who
comes from one
of the "last
"frontier"- states
—Arizona and
who was sponsored in the
contest by the
Ad ver tising
Club of Phoenix, Ariz. He
can tell some
interesting tales
of the "wild and
woolly" days in
Ben'P.Wood''
ern old-timer is T. A. Hayes, the
entry of the Boise (Idaho) Advertising club. Mr. Hayes was
born to 1851 and started as an
apprentice printer in 1867. Despite his 88 years, he is still actively engaged in the business as
head of the Hayes Printing company of Blackfoot. tdaho.

C. Houston Goudiss Explodes Some False Notions
About Food; Warns Homemakers Against
Fallacies and Superstitions

I

By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

T HAS been well said that • little knowledge is a dangerous thing. This is particularly true of dietary facts, fcr
half-truths can be more misleading than lies.
There should be no place for half-truths, misinformation
or superstition in a matter so vital as the choice of food. Yet
.judging from the letters that come to my desk, thousands of
homemakers are being influ-<
enced, not by scientific knowlprovides such a variety of
edge, but by "old wives food
important nutrients concentrated
tales," and a multitude of in such a small space. Besides
fads and'fancies which there its fine quality protein, cheese is
is not a shred of scientific notable for its energy values, for
supplying the minerals, calcium
evidence to support.
and phosphorus, needed for teeth
Some food fallacies are harm- and bones, and as a source of
less. Others may be detrimental vitamin A.
to health. For they result in an
unbalanced diet that deprives the
body of substances needed to Don't Make Mistakes About Milk
maintain physical efficiency at the Not even milk has escaped a
variety of groundless superstihighest possible level.
tions. It is said to be "fattening"
when the truth of the matter is
Misinformation About Meat
that no food is fattening unless
Many common and persistent consumed in excess of bodily
fallacies concern the eating of needs. The food faddists say that
meat. It is wrongly fruits and milk must never be takcharged that light en at the same meal, for the
meats are more fruit acids will cause the milk to
wholesome t h a n curdle. Here is an outstanding
dark meats . . . example of the misleading effect
that veal is not of half-truths. For it is a physiocompletely digest- logical fact that milk is always
ed . . . that meat curdled in the stomach by the
is a contributing action of the hydrochloric acid!
cause to disease, Some people are afraid to eat
and many other
fruits because thoy
equally foolish no- acid-tasting
have the erroneous idea that they
tions. All these produce
"acidity" in the body, to
misconceptions are spite of their
acid taste, however,
in a class with the absurd ideas tnost fruits have
an alkaline ra acthat eating turnips will make you tion
following digestion.
brave, that lettuce is a cure for
insomnia, or fish a food for the My earnest advice to homemakers is to disregard all snfch
brain.
There is no evidence to support tads and fancies. Don't be guidkl
the belief that some meats are by hearsay advice. Eat a wide valess desirable than others because riety of foods in moderation. Leain
they are less completely digested. what constttntes a well-balance!
Tests show that the length of time diet. And make that your health
meat remains in the stomach va- ideal.
ries with such factors as the quan- *—WNU—C. Houston Ooudlu—imS—60k
tity of fat present, the method of
cooking, and the amount of chewing it receives. Bat there Is no
marked difference In the thoroughness with which the different kinds
of meats are digested.

UncltPk'd®

/
Other fallacies that continually Make It a Vacation
Erroneous Ideas About Cheese

crop up in my mail are the ideas
that cheese is constipating, and
that this good food is not completely digestible. Neither belief is in
accordance with the facts.
Numerous tests have shown that
when cheese is given a proper
place in the diet, it is usually well
digested. Moreover, it has been
demonstrated that there is practically no difference between
cheese and meat with respect to
ease of digestion.
As for the completeness with
which this food is utilized by the
body, studies made by investigators for the United States department of agriculture, demonstrated that on the average, about 95
per cent of the protein and over
95 per cent of the fat of cheese
were digested and absorbed!
Some few persons may have an
allergy to cheese just as they are
sensitive to a variety of other protein foods. But that is an abnormal reaction and has no bearing
on the use of cheese by persons
hi normal health.

Cheese Is Not Constipating
The mistaken idea that cheese,
is constipating doubtless arose
from poor menu planning. Cboese
is a highly concentrated food. It
enjoys the distinction of being the
most concentrated source of protein known. Because of this fact,
means containing cheese should
be balanced by the inclusion of
foods containing bulk or cellulose,
ksuch as fruits, vegetables or whole
grain breads. When these foods
are omitted, it is not the nresence of cheese, but the absence
of balk that is responsible for the
meal being insufficiently laxative.
Homemakers who have the interests of their "families at heart
will banish the notion that cheese
is either constipating or difficult
to digest when properly used.
They will give this splendid food
a regular place in their menus
and thereby provide valuable
nourishment at a most economical
cost. It is doubtful if any other

DIZZY DRAMAS

Most people grumble at a detour
instead of relaxing «n it.
We cherish seme of our prejudices. They are worthy ones.
The wise man studies others so
that he can learn from their mistakes and profit at their expense.
But Who Are the Joneses?
Ay the nations in naval armament act as if they are "keeping
up with the Joneses."
Does anyone want "equality"
with those whose speech and
manners exasperate?
A soft job may be one that you
have worked at so hard that you
know how to do it—soft.
And That Goes for Life
It isn't love altogether that
makes a marriage a success. It's
mixed with common sense.
Inefficiency usually lies In incapacity to observe closely.
A he man is right agreeable if
he isn't too assertive about it.

Correct Constipation
Before-Net After 1
An ounce of prevention Is worth »
pound of emergency relief. Why let
yourself suffer those dull lifeless
days because of constipation, why
luring on the need for emergency
meiictnes, when there nay be a
far better way? That way is to
KEEP regular by getting at the
cause of the trouble.
If It's common constipation, due
to lock of "bulk" ta the diet, a
pleasant; nutritions, ready-to-eat
cereal-Kellogg's AU-Bran-goes
straight to the cause by supplying
the "butt" you need.
Bat this crunchy toasted cereal
every day-wlth milk or cream, or
baked Into muffins—drink plenty
of water, and see if you doat forgot all about coiistipfitton. Made
bygeltogg's to Battle Creek. Sold
by every grocer.

By Joe Bower,

Now Playing—"SIT DOWN JOHN"
/ WHERE VA GOING
(\N\1H THAT CHAVR.

OVER TO THE TRAFFIC
COP, POKliS J
'

VJEU-, I'M GLAD
TO HEAR THAT

HE'S BEEN A FRIEND OF

-ylONG STANDING
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NEWS.
parts.
rcial Contest Results.
hool
was
represented
at
It's too bad when a charming man
, high sc

tensen has been ill with the measles
this week. It was an unusually' bad
dose for Byron because he had never
been absent from school s.ince he
started in the first grade. South
America is being studied in geography
class and the "World War" in history.
The sixth graders compared their
Palmer Method handwriting to the
American handwriting scale chart.
Free hand paper tearing of fruit objects was interesting for the pupils
during the activity period.
The seventh grade is studying communication in geography and reviewing in english. The eighth grade is
studying square root in arithmetic
and the World War in history.

Peter Greazel and wife, residents
of Iowa City for the past twenty
years, have moved to Anita and are
making their home in a property they
own on Rose Hill Avenue.
Mrs.
Greazel is the mother of the Hayter
boys.

ANITA

ercial contest held at Corn- gets a girl thrown at him until he
I't'saturday. Students partki- is girl-shy. Yet here is handsome
m the Novice typing division Tom Arsdale, played by Donald MlclnHarry Petersen and family have
Kohl, Robert Crawford tyre, graduating from college being
Hendricks.
The
team
moved
to the residence property on
Karjorie
a woman hater. What a contrast
WWnut
Street, recently vacated by
the
twelve
schools
that
to
his
roommate,
Oke,
Lawrence
Hof| ninth in
Claude Smither and family, who have
Marilynn won second .place I meister, who is faithful to more girls
. individual
=_.,;„•.,„.,, ranking
_«.;.
after
moved to the property on West Main
the
eed
Street formerly occupied by the PetjB5.70 words per minute. Glen- college. Does Tom shake off his shyersen family.
rated first in speed and Adair ness and get the girl of his choice?
accuracy,
It's a great mix up. The doors open
Preston Foster — Tony Martin — Phyllis Brooks
Chas. 'Croissant, living on one of
nnette Robson, Amy Knowlton at 8:00 p. m. so don't miss this big
the
McFarland
farms
in
Lincoln
townIn An Uproarious Fun Upheaval
ulah Bornholdt participated in evening of fun.
ship, had the misfortune to break
The
team
ranked
em typing.
Hugo Dahms a~hd wife of Schleswig, two bones in his left leg Friday
| in the eight schools. CarsonGrade News.
at the home while working in a field. The accident
|rst in speed and first in accuracy.
The measle epidemic has noticeably
Secress in happened when he got his foot caught
students in Novice ^shorthand cut the attendance in the first grade
Also Cartoon — Miniature — Iowa News Flashes
in a harrpv
Anita.
Knowlton,
Beulah
Bornroom
the
past
week.
The
planting
[Amy
land Jeannette Robson. The team of beans and corn in glass jars and
Miss Maxine Daughenbaugh was
Miss Mary Osen, an instructor in
d second in nine'schools, with an each stage of growth is being observed ;he schools at Yorktown, Iowa, spent home over the week end visiting her
ee of 98.16%. First place went through the sides of the glass with a the week end at the home of her parents, Carmel Daughenbaugh and
of 98.66%. great deal of interest. Bird booklets parents, Frank H. Osen and wife.
Iswold with an a.
wife. Mrs. 'Daughenbaugh returned
hough the girlsihisseid bringing have been made which consist of pic;o Des Moines with her to visit a few
back witfi'them by one- tures of birds common in this part of
Earl Beaver, Jr. and Merritt Dill, days with her mother, who has refa point, they are still eligible the country and stories corresponding students at Iowa State college in cently been in the hospital.
T the state contest which will with each picture. Attractive covers Ames, enjoyed a week end visit with
Earl Brown of Omaha visited in
May 13 at'Hotel 'Fort Des are being made for the booklets. In relatives and friends in Anita.
the city a few days the past week
s. The students who participated the dental check-up the boys and girls
s contest Saturday are to be com- are continuing to return satisfactory Butternut or Folgers coffee, lb. . . . 26c with his father, Grant Brown, and
$2.39 with other relatives and friends. He
nted on the work they did and cards. Many corrections have been Victor chick mash, 100-lbs
Victor
flour,
49-lbs
$1.19 has fully recovered from the injuries
Ihorthand team and ;iiss Hiatt made and our dental health therTown Crier flour, 49-lbs
$1.29 received a few weeks ago in an autowished the best of success in mometer now read 60 degrees.
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
mobile accident north of Omaha.
Itate contest.
Those receiving an "A" grade in
•
spelling in the second grade for the
Tom Murrow, Wife and two daughAt her home on West Main Street
hand Awards.
six waeks period are Dixie Buttolph, ters, Betty and Wilma, of Des Mloines last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Carl
Esterbrook Pen Co. of CamPatricia GiU, Roberta Mclntyre, Joan
V. J., sponsored a shorthand con- Highley, Jerry Sheumaker, Sheila spent Sunday in the city, guests at C. Millard was hostess to the memwhich some of the students Howard, Mary Sams, Muryl Rath- the home of his sister, Mrs. R. W. bers of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club.
. A letter has been received man, Janice Kelly, Sherre Daughen- Forshay and family. Mr. Murrow, Besides the members, other guests
' the company commending and baugh and Donald Adams. The den- an attorney, is a law partner of were Mrs. \Dick Dement, Mrs. Joe
Vetter, Mrs. Walter F. Budd, M!rs.!
atulating the students on their tal health roll is growing each day, Governor George A. Wilson.
Dale Ulfers, Mrs. Ross Kohl and Mrs. {
ent work. 'Meritorious certifi- Eugene Rasmussen hasn't been absent
The first game of the season for Frank D. Weimer. High score was j
|were awarded Beulah (Bornholdt, or tardy during the school year.
the Anita town baseball team was held by Mrs. Maurice Turner.
ornholdt, Alyce Walker, JeanThe following pupils have been played on the local diamond Sunday
| Robson and Virginia Bartley. placed on the third grade dental hon- afternoon, the local team losing to
Fourteen members of the Helping
Hand club and two visitors, Miss'
Adair
by
a
score
of
6
to
2.
Last
or
roll:
Margaret
Shaffer,
Alanna
Forng Contest Results.
week the business men of Anita con- Amber Steinmetz and Miss Anna Stef- '
fourteenth annual state spell- shay, Jean Brodersen, Mlarvin Barber
tributed a small purse to help the fens, were guests last Thursday af-'
Margery
Rhoads,
Orin
Burns,
Arthur
ee was held in the Consistory
boys get the baseball season started, ternoon at the home of Mrs. 'Frank |
Miller,
Danny
Osen
and
Mary
Kathng in Des Moines .Saturday.
for
which the members of the team Kopp southeast of the city. A gift I
were 102 contestants who par- erine Bongers. This grade enjoyed
was presented by the club to the in- '
are indeed grateful.
^
stories
read
to
them
by
Dixie
Buttolph
in the three hour written
fant son of Mrs. Leo Scholl, a mem- j
Patricia
Gill
and
Joan
Highley,
second
1st in the morning; and the four
Miss
Ruth
G&rlock,
a
member
of
ber of the club. A lunch was served j
grade pupils.
loral contest in the afternoon.
the graduating class of the Anita high by the hostess. The next meeting
The fourth grade took a trip across school, suffered a light heart at(tchen Daughenbaugh placed 7th.
of the club will be held at the home
I written contest and 14th. in the the U. S. this week in geography tack one day last week. Her father, of Mrs. John Mehlmann.
She received a $5.00 prize as class. They studied in detail the nat- C. W. Garlock, came to Anita to
A winner and loser party was held i
as one of the last eight in the ural regions, important cities, Yellow- take her to the Garlock home near
i contest. Gretchen will repre- stone National Park and made a com Norwalk, where the family moved sev- Monday afternoon by the members of;
IN TECHNICOLOR
|Cass county .at the Interstate parison study of each region. The eral weeks ago. It is thought she the Friday bridge club at the home.
in Sioux City, Iowa, Friday subject of the Citizenship club was will be able to return here in a short of Mrs. B. D. Forshay on Chestnut
"Safety at Play" and jjbeir motto was time to finish the school year and Street. Following a 1:00 o'clock lunch- :
week.
RICHARD
"Always Be Careful." • Several help receive her diploma.
eon the afternoon was spent playing
ful
talks
were
given
by
members
bridge, at which high score was held;
Class Play Friday.
A meeting of the Mutual Benefit by Mrs. Henry Maduff with Mrs. Fan- |
il Shy," a land slide of fun of the class. Ann Rhoads was pro
Birth, will be presented Friday gram chairman and everyone answerec tlub was held last Thursday at the nie Young as runner-up. Hostesses
WALTER BRENNAN
by the Senior class under roll call with the name of their fav- home of Mrs. Ralph Curry north- were Mrs. Forshay, Miss Minnie ForDOUGLAS
DUMBRILLE
• KAREN MORLEY • MORONI OLSEN
orite tree.
west of the city with thirteen members shay, Mrs. Fred G. Boren, Mlrs. Robert
ection of Miss Kyle,
DitKtxi by David Butler
A great deal of time has been spent and two visitors present. The visitors Scott and Mrs. Ethel Budd.
plendid cast.' composed of DonAssociate ProdunrGmMarioy • Sottn Play by lomar TrotH and John
tointof Foot. • From llw itory The look of Eagln" by John TaMor Fool*;
jlclntyre, Lawrence Hofmeister, on finding central ideas and writing were Mrs. L. C. McAfee and Mrs
Harold
Giles
returned
home
Friday
Forrest
Smith,
and
both
became
memtitles
for
topic
and
-summary
senCrawford, Gladys Turner, Ivy
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
en, Jean Dement,* Esther Rug- tences in both reading and eng-lish bers of the club at this meeting. The from Ft. Wayne, Ind., where his wife
Oarryl F. Zanuck in Chora* af Production
IVirginia Bartley, Alyce Walker, classes of the fifth grade. We find , ladies spent the afternoon embroider- is a patient at St. Joseph's hospital,
f Bowen, Evangeline Dressier and it is helpful in organizing material ing for the hostess. A lunch was following an operation for an abdomALSO MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON and NEWS
inal tumor. Mrs. Christeena Thomas,
(Richter will take the different and giving short talks. Byron Chris- served late in the afternoon.
a sister, lives in Ft. Wayne and as
soon as Esther's condition will permit, she will leave the hospital to
Glenn Holmes, wife and daughter,
'Mrs. Emma Burns is home from
recuperate at the sister's home. She
West Liberty, Iowa, where she had
Arlene,
of
Guthrie
Center
were
Sunis showing very satisfactory recovery,
day afternoon visitors in the city at been spending several weeks with her
which will be welcome news to her
the homes of Mrs. E. W. Holmes and daughter, Mrs. James C. Carey and
many friends in Anita.
family.
J. C. Jenkins.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
"UP THE RIVER"

SAT.-SUN.

APRIL 29-30

YOUNG-GREENE

Out-Accelerates-Out-Climbs
and OUTSELLS the Field!

THE PERCHERON
STALLION

No o t f r«"'

combln.1 all
famou*
VACUUM

Mrs. George Smither of this city,
accompanied by .Mir. and Mrs. Bert
Beebe of Lewis, was at Blair,. Neb.,
last Thursday to attend the funeral
services for their cousin, the late William P. Turner.

V. C. McCoy has been transferred
by the Fullerton Lumber Co. from
Ida Grove to Glenwood, Iowa, and is
now manager of their business in that
city. He and his wife moved to Glenwood last week.

Edward P. (Tad) Turner of Oelrichs, So. Dak., spent Friday in the
city with his aunt, Mrs. R. T>. Vernon,
and with other relatives and friends.
He came here from Blair, Neb., where
he had been to attend the funeral services for his brother, the late Will
Turner.

Mrs. Leo V. Bongers and Mrs. Henry
Maduff were in Des Moines last Wednesday evening to attend a musical
at St. Joseph's Academy, staged under the direction of Sister Mary Fidelian. Mary Agnes, a daughter of
'Mlrs. Bongers, appeared on the program in a number of vocal numbers.

».

*';Xwi.Ti*SiAP •*
B. rafftcw nti»A«»"e

COMET 200960 Is recorded by the Percheron Society of America.
Color and Description: Black, prolonged star, right hand foot white.
Pedigree: Foaled March 27, 1928.
Weight 2040. this stallion is a
i sure breeder and his colts speak for
themselves as to quality. Permanent
certificate of soundness.

10. MO P«AM VlMflLMION.
MOUNTIP UMPI«
PAW AT

all other low-priced cars— bar none .
. Chevrolet i, best! Because It

MISSION.

u. nnou*ATM euiteH
features. Chevrolet is best! Because it's
IS. DUCO HNUHU.

you money on purchase

ThtOiilyU)W.Mc.d

^tkeep'

Cor Combining

¥IOM»,

. .and «*•»

an

ol

r

°**

Important feature*.

"ALL THAT'S

AT LOWEST COST!

O. W. SHAFFER&S
ANITA, IOWA
PHONE 244

This horse was second prize Percheron Stallion at the Iowa State
Fair in 1937 and 1938.
Will make the season of 1939 at
Anita, Iowa. Anita Phone.
TERMS:—$2.50 at time of service,
$10 when colt is foaled. $2.50 will
be added if not paid for within 30
days from date of foal. All mares
will be retried and rebred if needed.
Care will be taken to prevent accidents
but will not be responsible should
any occur.

North Orient Horse Co.
Lew Laartz — Keeper. '

See America's Two Great Fairs
TRAVEL FROM COAST TO COAST
on one

GRAND CIRCLE" RAIL TICKET
Round Trip Fares on Sale Daily Starting April 28th
$90.00 in coaches. Limit 2
$135.00 in Pullmans. (Berth extra.)
munths from date of sale.
Limit 2 months from date of sale.
Your own choice of routes. Stop-overs anywhere. Start from your
home town— visit both the New York World's Fair and the Golden
Gate International Exposition on San Francisco Bay — return to
starting point.
PLAN NOW TO GO-HAVE YOUR TICKET ROUTED ROCK ISLAND
Ask about our attractive All-Expense Tours.
Fares to either San Francisco or New York are correspondingly low.
See Rock Island Agent for complete travel information
or address
C. C. Gardner, G. A. P. D., 721 Locust St., Des Moines, la.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL
FARM SEEDS
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

TIffi ANITA

WHp
NEltfS
THIS

IMPROVED'

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

BATTERNIY

« Western Newspaper Union.

waist. Sash bows, tied in the back,
draw it in snugly, and look gay
and pretty besides. For school,
choose gingham, calico or percale.
For parties, taffeta or silk crepe.
The Patterns.
No. 1672 is designed for sizes 14,
16, 18, 20, 40 and 42. Size 16 requires 3% yards of 39-inch material, plus 5 yards of braid.
No. 1722 is designed for sizes 6,
8, 10, 12 and 14 years. Size 8 requires 2% yards of 39-inch material, plus 1% yards of trimming.
New Spring-Summer Pattern Book
Send 15 cents for Barbara Bell's
Spring-Summer Pattern Bookl
Make smart new frocks for street,
daytime and afternoon, with these
simple, carefully planned designs!
It's chic, it's easy, it's economical,
to sew your own. Each pattern
includes a step-by-step sew chart
to guide beginners.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.

r

Lesson for April 30

Lesson subjects and

LEMUEL F. PARTON
YORK.—Not all the news
hese days has to do with fightfnd contention among the naOn a weekend run to Washington, t h i s
Wizard to w r i t e r found
111 to Grow
Brazil bpirowr...,;» ing Walter Ten*
Frttlt
nyson Swingle,
ca's 68-year-old' plant wizard,
-nique and friendly deal which
_bly will ring more cash regisIthan would Mussolini if. he
ved all the Balkans in one
w

all over the world, for 40
or more, Mr. Swingle has
•id enough new wealth with his
[conjuring to build 4, sizable
(fleet. Brazil, getting on Uncle
i cuff for $120,000,9<K)!, breaks
[dent among debtor nations by
diately getting, busy in a longeffort to set up a iavorafcle
[balance and get square with
t-import bank. She thinks
_gle can show her how to
Iniany things which we urgentd. Furthermore, she intends
ome entirely independent of
_ nations, not by ersatz or
[strong-arm economy, but by
iflc utilization of her natural
ces in soil and; climate. Mr.
r departs for Brazil with the
[on and co-operation of the
nent of agriculture. 'His exare paid by the Brazilian
nent.
og oil trees, robber and
will get Mr, Swingle's
Mediate attention.
Brazil
that, with some expert
. _ by Mr. Swingle, she
| bring all these through as
' able assets, in interest or
ation day. It looks to
{observer like a sunny break
i blizzard of sczetrball ecoi which has been sweeping
r the world. The above will
a starter.- Mr. Swini research will cover virtualhe entire range of Brazilian
(culture and forestry.
ative of Pennsylvania, a botaducated at the Kansas State
iltural college, he became an
ultural explorer" for the United States, govWorld
ernment in 1902
working in nearrch of
ev
«y fc
for U. S.
try in the world.
ought Egyptian cotton to Ariud Acala cotton to California,
piped establish the date industhe latter state. In Florida,
hieved" miracles of hybridizacitrus fruits. He added imrably to the knowledge of pol'on, hopped up the seeing
of the microscope, and, in
, German, and English, wrote
•itative treatises on plant
°gy, cytology, taxonomic botcitrus propagation.
His
[is widely international and he
(iber of every important set
society in his- field;
homespun American, lie Is
nbby as a sabnrban gardenxchanginc garden lore over
(back fenee with his Befeb.Bis export of , Idea* and
and cutttncs, bas yielded
more goodwill and tangitwealth thW oar exports of
> Inn, and his imports have
op into billions.

PAUL CROSSES INTO EUROPE
LESSON TEXT—Acts 15:38; 16:4-15 GOLDEN TEXT-And after he had seen
the vision, immediately we endeavored to
o toto Macedonia.—Acts 16:10.

Guidance is the moment by moment need of every man and woman, boy and girl. The whole of
ife calls for decisions, many of
vnich look quite innocent and unmportant, but upon which the desiny of an entire life may turn. Who
loes not recall the poef s lament
>ver the want of an ordinary horseshoe nail which resulted in the loss
of the shoe, which disabled the
lorse, whose rider was lost, with
the result that the battle went
against his people.
Since the great issues of life may
urn on the simplest of choices, we
need guidance at every point in life.
Phis need has been recognized by
hose who would make merchandise
of their neighbors. Quacks and
charlatans offer guidance by every
nethod, from reading the palm,
ooking at the-stars, or consulting
the spirits, to those smug enterprises which pose as spiritual and
alk much of prayer, but which do
not honor the name of Christ nor
recognize Hun as Redeemer and

RTH ENT

BRAID used to give the effect of
*•* a bolero is a chief charm of
this pretty dress, for street and
daytime. It accents the soft fullness of the bodice, above a tiny
waist and slim-hipped, circular
skirt. Make it of flat crepe,
checked or printed silk for now.
Later on, have it in gingham, linen
or batiste.
Pretty Basque Frock.
This adorable basque frock is
smart for both school and parties.
One of the glories of the Christian It puffs out so charmingly at the
fcith is that the believer is indwelt shoulders, flares at the skirt hem,
>y the third person of the Trinity, and hugs in to a small, pointed
the Holy Spirit Himself, 'who is
ready and willing to give divine
guidance in every detail of life from
;he smallest to the greatest.
We study today the coming of the
gospel into Europe, and that means
lirough our forefathers to America.
We consider what from our viewpoint was a crucial point'in the history of the Church. Thanks be to
The Questions
5od that His servant Paul was in
that hour obedient to the guidance
1. When does a breeze become
of the Holy Spirit. Observe that a wind?
the gospel came to Europe
2. How many miles does the
I. By Providential Hindrance (15: earth travel daily?
36; 16:4-8).
3. Does Yukon Territory belong
Not only the steps, but also the to Alaska?
4. How far can the human eye
stops of a good man are ordered of
the Lord. That is not an easy les- see?
5. Can anything be greater hi
son to learn. We may be as much
in the will of the Lord when all of width than in length?
6. In what year were the first
our efforts seem to be thwarted as
when they prosper. Let us not for- U. S. coins made?
7. Is Joan of Arc's home still in
get it.
Paul had set out on a second jotor- existence?
8. Does an elephant drink with
ney to carry out a follow-up campaign hi the cities where he had al- its trunk or its mouth?
9. Is it true that if a car going 40
ready preached. This was a good
plan and had God's blessing (see miles an hour strikes a solid wall,
v. 5). But soon we find that word it would strike with the same force
"forbidden" (v. 6) and then "suf- 10. Can earthquakes be prefered not" (v. 7). The Holy Spirit dicted?
began to close doors to the gospel
The Answer*
preacher. Now what? Shall he go
in in determined self-will? Or shall
1. When it blows from 7 to 38
tie become discouraged and embittered in his soul? No, let him wait, miles per hour.
2. On its annual trip around the
for God is guiding him by providential hindrance, which is soon to sun the earth travels about 1,601,644 miles daily.
be followed
n. By Divine Guidance (16:9, 10). as if it had fallen from a tall
The Spirit spoke to Paul in a building?
3. No; it is part of the Dominion
vision revealing the divine purpose
that the gospel should go over into of Canada.
4. One can see some objects
Macedonia. The Spirit leads in our
day, possibly not by visions, but by
Impelling inward prompting complemented and checked by the
teaching of Scripture and by providential circumstances, and a man
may know what is the will of God.
A word of caution is needed at
this point. Some earnest Christian
people go astray by projecting their
own desires and purposes into the
place where'they come to regard
them as the will of God, and thus
do themselves and others, and
1
years ago, it .appeared thai Christianity itself much harm. The
-HLogie Baird, the mop-haire three things already mentioned
tk inventor who took the lead in should agree—(1) the inner prompttelevision, was running sec- big of the Spirit, (2) the teaching of
j ond tq other in- God's Word, and (3) God's hand in
antf venters.
The our outward circumstances
.' Gray i postmaster gen
ID. Through a Faithful Witness
On rVdy «jal . r u l e d (vy. 11-44).
* against [him in The gospel came to Europe be
J the Marconi-Emi system for cause Paul and his fellow workers
Intish Broadcasting .corpora were faithful to then- calling. When
L«ut now his system is work God led, they went to Macedonia
^ London motion picture thea (w. 11, 12), where they sought out
M his representatives are here those who were in the place of
ptall it in several Broadway irayer (v.. IS). Paul spoke to them
about Christ (v. 14). It is one thing
to have a vision,, it is another thing
L - son of a Sebtttsb. country
Son, in an old tweed coat and
to be obedient to that vision (Acts
26:19). There are some who talk
""- he lived ueafferly in a
much of then- consecration to God,
but who give little evidence of it.
The little girl was right (though her
and a few magnets,
no results. When he •tmrtgrammar was wrong) when she
said, "It's better to walk your talk
"**«»* Us way through a
em, he went to bed. He
than to ta}k your walk."
oeen in bed a couple of
IV. Through a Receptive Heart
«, when, almost despairing,
(w. 14, 15).
*w a red •m»A* 4k_«._i. *CGod sent an obedient messenger
snggestc* a taketo the place where He had a prethe infra-red tone of
pared heart (v. 14). Space forbids
much reference to this godly, sucspectrnm. On February «,
. heflasheda jftton aeioss cessful business woman and housemother, but we do note that she
- -_ of the dark cellar of
not only received the Word of God
u
into her own heart, but at once
Hart, of Hartsdale, N. T.
herself to the task of passing
he1 old
days, his trousers wer? gave
it on. The first thing she could do
r ' ni8
hair
was
a
brush
heap
was to give aid and comfort to the
UaUy
lNol
nad one sock drooix messenger of the truth, and she did
IW
°*. as president of Baird that at once. Be assured that from
"• Ltd., he is' slicked up a that day. on she did all she could
according to, all* account* to prosper the gospel on Us way
11DB
a magnate. "Sunse through Europe and to the ends 01
the earth. Have we done likewise 7

<B Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
•i

^SAFETY TALKS}
The Care/ess Male
It appears that the male of the
species is more careless than the
female.
Of every 100,000 males in the
United States, 119.6 were killed in
accidents during 1937, reports the
National Safety council.
Only 51.3 of every 100,000 women
suffered accident deaths.

ASK ME
ANOTHER r

AROUND
.ho HOUSE

Items of Interest
to the Housewife

A Treat for Plants.—A little ammonia in the water once a week
when giving the plants their drink
will keep the soil sweet and the
leaves glossy.
* • •
Important Trifle.—A pinch of
salt added to hot starch will give
a high glow.
* • •
The Study Room.—Shiny surfaces, such as a highly polished
study table or desk, satin stripes
in wallpaper, and glossy paint for
woodwork, are hard on the eyes
and should be avoided.
* * *
Renovating Shades.—A coat of
flat oil paint will prolong the life
of window shades.
* » •
To Clean Aluminum.—To clean
aluminum kettles which have become discolored, rub them with a
cloth dipped in lemon juice, then
rinse in warm water.
* • *
Crystallized Honey.—Honey that
has crystallized may be brought
back to the liquid form by warming the container in moderately
hot water. The temperature of the
water should not rise above 140
degrees, or the honey will change
color and it will lose some of its

Thinning Lacquer.—When using
lacquer, neve'r thin It with turpen- /
tine, benzine or linseed oil. Even
a small trace of any of these liquids will ruin it. Use a commercial lacquer thinner instead.
* * •
Scorched Linens. — To remove
light scorches from linens, wet the
stained area with cold water and
expose it to the sun until the stain
disappears.
* * *
Reviving Serge. — Blue serge
suits can be revived by sponging
with vinegar and water before
they are pressed.

Certcin Truth
Give unqualified assent to no
propositions but those the truth of
which is so clear and distinct-that
they cannot be doubted. The enunciation of this first great commandment of science consecrated
doubt.—Huxley.

flavor.

* * •
Removing Dock Feathers.—To
remove feathers from ducks, first
pick them dry. This leaves a down
all over the skin. To remove the
down, wring out a large cloth in
boiling water and wrap it around
the duck for five minutes. Remove
the cloth and the down can be
wiped off easily with a dry cloth.

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information ;
on Various Subjects *

from an almost unlimited distance,
depending upon the size and
brightness of the object. For example, the sun is over 92,000,000
miles away.
5. No, length is always the longer dimension.
6. In 1793.

7. The house where she was
born still stands at Domremy, in
eastern France. Nearby are Jhe
Chenu woods where the voices
called her to her patriotic missiqn.
The dungeon at Rouen, where she
spent her last days, is also still in
existence.
8. Its mouth. It sucks up water
in its trunk and squirts it into its
mouth.
9. The National Bureau of Standards says that a car going 40
miles per hour, hitting against a
solid wall, would strike with a
force equivalent to falling from a
height of 52 feet—at least a fourstory building.
10. Some general trends of
crustal disturbances may be predicted, but no really workable system has been produced. The case
isn't hopeless, scientists concluding that "some day" fairly precise
predictions may be made after a
complete charting and study of
earthquake areas has been completed. That may take 50 years.

Add-Free, Quaker State Motor Oil is
• scientific achievement in motor oil
purity. Its fnaity insures that you need
never worry about motor troubles due
. to sludge, carbon or corrosion. Its extraordinary resistance to heat assures you
of full-bodied lubrication at any speed.
Be carefree this summer. Change to
Add-Free Quaker State today. Quaker
StateOilRefiningCorp.,OilCity,Pa.

NO, WAIT-THE BOXS WANT TO
SPIN UFA FEW "MANN'S* SMOKES FIRST

WITH PRINCE ALBERT!
CAN
YOU BIAME
THEM
^
for calling "time out" for this cool.
vrii

smooth smoking? As the Garner boys put it, "Prince Albert
is as mild as can be. " Bill (right) speaks up : "And rich-tasting,
too— so every P. A. smoke is &joy smoke."
IT
ADDS MARK GARNER (lqfl). "And yon
can roll your *makinV in the dark, the way that special
P. A. cut clings together." You'll agree Prince Albert is one
grand "matin's" tobacco. But you can't begin to enjoy its
cooler, mellower smoking in your "makin's" cigarettes until
yon try it Hence the reminder coupon below with the no -risk
offer on it Yes, go to your nearest dealer's and speak up for
the big red Prince Albert tin today.

And P.A/s got what it takes for joy in pipes tool
SO MILD
$0 TASTY
SO FRAGRANT

THIS bandy

NO-RISK OFFER STILL

STANDS OPEN
Roll yourMlf 30 «w»U clgarattoi
from Princ* Albert. If you don't find
them th« fInMt, Ustitttt roll-your' own cigiiMtt** you «v«r (molted,
return the pocket tin with the re«t
of the tobteco ia it to u* at any time
•wftUn •month from tai> date, Mid
w« will refund full purchase price,
l* portage.
(Signud)
J. Reynold! Tobacco Company.
. North Carolina

e

fine roll-your-own cigarettes In
•very pocket tin of Prince Albert

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
' ' • • .'•:•
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in April 30 New York Reveals
"the World of Tomorrow" to
Millions Who Visit Her Fair
SCOTT WATSON
|

PRIL30, 1789.

'

George Washington
^ stands on the portico of
deral hall in New York
and takes the oath of
e which makes him the
president of the United
tes of America.
matter how far-see, the Father of His Counmay have been—or any
er man who witnessed
It ceremony 150 years ago
is not likely that he could
L looked into the future
even dimly realized the
fatness which the new nawas to attain—in terriy, population, wealth, culai and scientific achievent, social and political
hgress.
kpril 30, 1939.
; is another historic occain the annals of New
...c City. For on this day
• gates to what New Yorkl believe is the greatest
Lrnational exposition of all
he are being thrown open
iousands of visitors—the
Lguard of an estimated 20
Uions who will see the New
[rk World's fair before it
ses.
nd significant of the changes
; have taken place in a cen/ and a half, these visitors,
ike those .who thronged New
's narrow streets for Wash.n's inauguration, will be
j to look forward Into the fu8 even farther than ISO years.
•the "theme" of 'this fair is
: World of Tomorrow."
of the theme spectacles
i fair is a model of Democ,,, designed by. Henry Drey, which deals in comprehene fashion with the possibilities
•nprovement in design of our
in the future. • In a brief
of six minutes a visitor,
lone of the two moving plat-

"The Farm of the Future," where more than 100 practical applications of electricity on the farm will be shown at the New York World's
fair. (From the painting by Leon Soderston.)
for the citizens of Democracity.
Outside, surrounding the city,
separated from it by a green belt
of farms and parks, are industrial towns—these decentralized
factory centers, where man
works and lives and depends on
the central metropolis only for
direction in his business and in
•his cultural activities. Democracity is a practical suggestion of
how we should be living today—
in a city of light and air and
green spaces. Stretching out in
all directions from the central
city are fine roads sweeping over
broad green belt areas and connecting the various industrial
towns with the metropolis.
Democracity will present the
general plan of the City of Tomorrow; details of our future
American living will be clarified
in many of the fair's individual
exhibits. In so far as the pros-

view of Democracity, toe dream eity of foe future which Henry
eyfuss has designed for the Perisphere exhibit In the Theme Center
' e New York World's fair. This photograph wits made from a model
than one-twelfth the size of the projected exhibit which measures
1
feet in diameter.
1

inside the Perisphere, can
down upon a representation
rs of life' in Democracity.
n
>e central city has a vast 1
Importation center where
Pan imers, limited trains, air3
and dirigibles come to a
1
terminal. The audience
ig
e a central city catering
i ^Ihon people with a work• Population
of 250,000, hone of
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to utilize land deProduce the fr«sh food

perlty of America always has
and probably always will depend
largely upon the prosperity of
her farm population, one of the
major exhibits is the "Farm of
the Future"—a practical working farm, with a farm house and
buildings, completely equipped,
with cattle, horses, chickens, in
fact every last thing one would
expect to tod on a farm, even
to the flower and vegetable garden near the house. And all of it
will be on less than one acre!
Electricity will do the work on
this farm, efficiently and economically. More than one hundred
practical applications of electricity will be Bhown-all under
working conditions.
The house is an attractive twoatory frame structure, with a tile
terrace. On one side is a flower and vegetable garden; appto
trees and elms make a picture-.
eaque setting for the house, and
maples to the pasture lot provide convenient shade for tne

cattle. At one end of the plot,
grouped for convenience and
efficiency, are the silo and barn,
and close by, the workshop and
horse shed; at the other end of
the plot, the poultry house, brooder house, greenhouse, hotbeds,
community packing house and
the orchard.
The fajrm house is" the hub
around which practically all activity on the farm centers—particularly the farm kitchen. And
what a kitchen this is! In it scientific planning is evident in the
location of each piece of equipment — designed to conserve
time, labor and footsteps.
The barn is complete and upto-date in every respects-proper
lighting and ventilation, drinking
cups, the latest type stalls, grinding and mixing of feed and pumping of water.
On one side of the barn are
eight tie-stalls for milking cows;
on the other, four box stalls, with
a pen of calves, a cow and calf,
and two bulls. These cattle are
to be supplied from famous herds
by the breeder associations:
Guernseys the first six weeks;
Jerseys the second, Holsteins the
third, Ayrshires in the last period of the fair. The top of the
barn—which would ordinarily be
a hay loft —is a room accommodating about one hundred people,
and will be used as a meeting
room for farm organizations and
others at the fair.
The workshop on the electrified
farm is completely equipped,
with electric forge, anvil, electric
drill, electric saw and a portable
electric welding outfit. With this
equipment in his workshop, a
broken casting or piece of machinery doesn't mean a trip to
town—sometimes when the farmer can least spare the time.
In the poultry house a complete
poultry unit is shown. In this
poultry house, some of the hens
will be kept in laying batteries
and some in the conventional type
laying house.
The incubator in the service
room of the poultry house will
have chicks hatching twice a
week so there will always be new
chicks to put in the battery
brooder, which is also in the
service room. Some of these
chicks will be kept in an electric
hover brooder in a separate
brooder house just outside of the
main poultry house. To complete
the installation, there will be an
egg cleaner and grader and latest
type candler; also scalding and
waxing equipment for removing
feathers in preparing broilers for
market.
Across a small court from the
Doultry house is the community
packing house. In the center is
a complete fruit cleaning and
grading system, electrically oprsc

Near the community packing
house is an apple orchard, with
a stationary spray pump for
aoraying and maintaining the
Eh If the trees. At the end
of the plot is a greenhouse, so
insulated that the only heat necessary in addition to that supplied by electric heating lamps,
controlled automatically by thermostats is the sun's rays through
tta£L ot the greenhouse which
[Tslanted to catch every bit of
sun Flowers out of season and
^n early start for garden plants
reenhouse are electric hotbeds
which also insure the starting of
den plants for sprihg
The soil used in plant
freed of weed seeds, insects, etc., through electric soil
sterilization.

If George Washington, who
was one of the most progressive
fanners of his day, could have
seen this electrified farm! And
speaking of Washington—the opening of the fair on April 30, the
date of his inauguration, is not
the only coincidence reflecting'
the association of our first President with New York City and its
fair. On Octobet 10, 1789, President Washington wrote in his
diary:
"Pursuant to an engagement
formed on Thursday last, I set off
from New York, about nine
o'clock, in my barge to visit Mr. <
Princes fruit gardens and shrubberies7"5t Flushing, on Long Island. The Vice President, Governor of the State, Mr. Izard,
Colonel Smith and Major Jackson
accompanied me."
On this and a subsequent trip
President Washington was searching for a plot of ground on which
to erect a national capital. "But
for some quirk of circumstance,"
Grover A.- Whalen, president of
the World's Fair corporation, has
said, "the site of this greatest of
expositions might have been the
capital of the United States."
Dominating Constitution Mall,
the central esplanade of the fair,
is the largest portrait statue
fashioned by mankind since the
Egyptians carved the figure of
Rameses . II out of rock in the
land of the Nile. The work of
James Earle Fraser, noted sculptor, this statue portrays Washington as he arrived in New York
for his inauguration.
Dominating the trees, buildings
and fountains of Washington
Square, from which his figure
rises 65 feet, the Father of our
Country appears to gaze across
two sculptured groups by Paul
Manship, the celebrated artist.
One denotes the passage of time
as it affects the human race. The
second group includes a gigantic
sundial with an 80-foot gnomon.
Washington seems to gaze-at the
18-story Perisphere and the 50story Trylon—his back to the 150
years of progress in the past as
represented by the Federal building, his face toward the future
as represented by the Theme
Center.
Standing solidly behind Washington and carrying out the patri-

What to Eat and Why
Houston Soudiif CoruicUrf tk« Question: How
Often Shall We Eat? Suggests That Some People
May Benefit by More Than Three Meals
By C. HOUSTON GOUOISS

O

NE of the questions I am frequently asked is whether or
not it's advisable to eat between meals. Any answer,
must take into consideration a number of factors. It is tru«
that many people experience a desire for food in mid-morning, mid-afternoon or before going to bed. Some begin to
nibble as soon as they feel hungry, and often they continue
to eat in excess of their needs. Others, trained to more selfrestraint, refrain from eating, because they have been brought
up with the idea that no food«~
should be eaten except at reg- ished, no matter how many meals
ular meals.
are consumed.
Unfortunately, it frequently The diet should be built first of
all around the protective foods—
occurs that neither procedure milk,
fruits and vegetable!,
s based upon actual food which eggs,
are such an important
requirements.
source of necessary minerals and
Consider the Day's Food Needs
In arriving at any decision concerning between-meal eating, the
day's ration should
be regarded as a
whole. If the foods
served at breakfast, dinner and
lunch or supper are
carefully
chosen,
with a view to
meeting bodily requirements, there
should be no need
for many adults to
eat between meals.
On the o t h e r
land, it should be borne in mind
hat dividing the day's food into
what we Americans so often call
'three square meals," is primariy a convenient custom. One reason that it has grown up over a
period of years is because it alows the maximum free time to
pursue our various occupations. In
number of countries, a fourth
meal is an accepted part of the
day's routine. . No Englishman,
'or example, would consider gong without his afternoon tea; and
workers pause in offices, stores
and factories, as well as at home,
'or a brief rest and welcome re'reshment.
How Many Meals?

In recent years, several scientists have advanced the idea that
some of ns may benefit by eating
more than three meals. At a leading university a few years ago,
two distinguished investigators
concluded that smaller and more
frequent meals would promote
general health and well-being for
many types of individuals. They
suggested lighter meals, but proposed as many as four, five, or
even six feedings a day.
Another well-known authority
has performed various experiments wnich effectively demonstrate that a light additional meal
in mid-afternoon, consisting principally of a milk beverage, increased the efficiency of workers
and helped to reduce fatigue.

Design of the three-cent stamp,
commemorating the sesquicentennial of the inauguration of
George Washington as first President of the United States, which
will be placed on sale lot the
first time at the New York city
post office on April 30, the open
ing date of the fair.
otic theme are four tall figures
which represent the foundation
strength of the government. Thei
are Freedom of the Press, Free
dom of Religion, Freedom of As
sembly, and Freedom of Speech
From this group, which has comi
to be known as "The Freedoms'
and which was sculptured b]
Leo Friedlander, came the inspi
ration for the historical threat
that is carried through the Mai
pattern.
,
To the north of the "Free
doms," the historical theme
continued through another 1,500
foot section of the Mall by the
grouping of the buildings and ex
hibits of 62 foreign nations aroun
the parade ground, or Court of
Peace, where the flags, uniforms
and costumes of all nations are
shown in various drills, pageants
and> other colorful spectacles.
This grouping also suggests the
strength the United States has
drawn from the infusion into its
population of liberty-seeking elements from foreign shores.
Numerous buildings and exhibits are dedicated to George Washington. The state of New Jersey has a replica of the barracks
the general used as his headquarters at Trenton, during the
stormy days of our struggle for
independence. Motion pictures
exhibited in the Federal building
feature Washington.
In line with the commemorative theme of the fair a copy of
Washington's oath of office, a picture of his inauguration ceremony on the balcony of Federal hall
in New York city, a bronze statue
of him, and wax impressions of
the seals he used are locked within the cornerstone of the fair's
imposing administration building.
Washington Perrine of Baltimore,
Md., closest lineal descendant of
the first President of the United
States, deposited these seals in
the cornerstone.

Relieving Late Afternoon Fatigue
Many people experience a tired
feeling about four o'clock in the
afternoon. During the working
day, they gradually utilize available food energy, so'that by late
afternoon, the supply may be
greatly reduced—along with both
mental and physical energy.
Here is a case where eating between meals is regarded as a decided advantage, provided the
food is carefully chosen. A glass
of milk and a few crackers, or
some other carbohydrate food, will
help to renew energy, relieve the
feeling of fatigue and bridge the
gap to dinner. It must be remembered, however, that the extra
meal should be composed of light,
easily-digested foods so as not to
destroy appetite for the following
meal.

vitamins. It must also supply protein for growth and repair, carbohydrates and fats for adequate energy, and sufficient bulk or cellulose to promote normal elimination.

Keep the Diet Balanced
Whether you serve three hearty
meals and forego eating between
times, or follow the plan of providing a mid-morning or midafternoon pickup, you should meet
the requirements for a balanced
diet. This, you will remember
from previous discussions, includes a pint of milk for each
adult, a quart for every child; an
egg for each member of the family, or at least three or four weekly; one serving of a whole grain
cereal;' one serving of meat, fish
or chicken plus a second source of
protein, such as meat, nuts or
dried beans or peas; two vegetables besides potatoes, one of which
should be of the leafy green variety; two fruits or one fruit and
one fruit juice.
©-WNU—C. Houston Goudlss—1838-«1.

^ TIPS to
(jrardeners
Changing Methods
/"CERTAIN garden p r a c t i c e s
^ widely followed a generation
ago have now been proved unwise.
Gardeners formerly allowed
vegetables to grow as large as
possible. According to Harold N.
Coulter, vegetable expert of the
Ferry Seed Breeding Station, this
practice gave a higher yield in
pounds, but very often lowered
the quality of the vegetables.
Some vegetables, of course, like
tomato, must be mature to be palatable; but carrots, cucumbers,
beets, summer squash, turnips,
radishes and others are more tender and tasty when not much more
than half grown.
To keep a regular supply of
vegetables of proper eating size,
gardeners are finding also that it
is advisable to plant oftener than
once or twice a year.
Few gardeners nowadays save
flower seeds. Fine flowers growing in the home garden often are
cross-pollinated by others of the
same species, making flowers
grown from their seed inferior and
untrue.

Grow Full Rows
Instead of stragglers!

Young Children and Elderly People
Children of certain ages, as well
as adults, may benefit by a schedPLANT FERRY'S
ule that includes an extra meal.
Very young children—in the toddler stage—are frequently given a
mid-morning feeding of orange
juice, or a mid-afternoon cup of
milk with one or two crackers. Bo cure about your garden seeds! Il'»
And some school children also easy to buy seeds in their prime—camake better weight gains if they pable of producing first-doss yields.
pause in the middle of the morn- Ferry's Seeds must pass rigid tests for
ing, or take an after-school snack, germination and vitality each year. Only
of fruit juice, or milk, and seeds in their prime are packaged, and
crackers.
each packet is DATED.
Aged persons often require more
Grow a better garden thia year by
than three meals. That is because planting Ferry's Dated Seeds. Select
large, heavy meals might overtax them from the convenient Ferry's Seed*
their digestions, and three light display at your dealer's. Exciting novelmeals do not usually provide ade- lie* to make your garden different, and
quate nourishment. For this reaflower and vegetable favorites.
son, nutritionists advise that they popular
have a light, mid-afternoon pickup Look for this date mark on each packet:
of a hot beverage and crackers; "PACKED FOB SEASON 1939."
and perhaps a cup of hot bouillon
rERRT-MORSESEEDCO,
before going to bed.

DATED SEEDS

S**d Croixri. D«trail Mid San tr**r
clioo. UM
Garden Spf'

Don't Overeat

Thus, it is evident that there are
numerous instances when there is
justification for departing from the
accepted routine. But it must be
remembered that as the number
of meals is increased, the amount
of food taken at each one should
be decreased. Otherwise, an undue strain may be placed upon the
digestive organs.
Then, too, no matter how the
day's food is divided, it must provide all the substances required
for sound nutrition. Otherwise, the
body will be improperly nour-

FERRY'S
SEEDS
These Advertisement*
Are a Guide Book
To Good Values
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"Huckelberry Finn" Opens
Friday ForJ-Day Run

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBfcR 29

Corning Collects Damages
From Utility Company

BUTTERFAT TAX IN
EFFECT 15 DAYS

Dreamy days on the Mississippi,
County Clerk Tunis Van Pelt of
thrilling adventure, comedy and
Adams county has received a check
ement
Exercises
Will
Be
Held
pathos,
written
as
only
Mark
Twain
jienci
in the sum of $10,231.10 from the One Cent a Pound on All Butterfat
could write of them, mark Mickey
Evening of May 17; SenLincoln office of the Iowa-Nebraska Marketed in Iowa For First Fifteen
Rooney's first solo starring vehicle in
Briardale
GWC
or class Busy With Activities
Light & Power Company, this sum
Days in May to Be Used to Fi"The
Adventures
of
Huckleberry
OATS—
PORK
and
BEANS—
of Commencement Time.
representing the amount due for the
Finn," feature attraction at the Riajto
nance Advertising Program.
Quick or regular,
judgment and costs in the damage
With tomato sauce,
Theatre for three days this week end,
suit won by the City of Corning
3 tall cans 25c,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
i the school year rapidly drawagainst
the Iowa-Nebraska Light &
package
6 cans
Collection of a tax of one cent a
The .picture has caught the full
a close the members of the
Power Company. $470.41 of the above
pound
on all butterfat marketed in
flavor
of
Twain's
whimsical
humor
Briardale
Tall Corn
amount represents the costs in the
class are very busy with the
Iowa during the first 15 days of May
and
deep
understanding
of
humankind.
MILK—
action,
leaving
'
a
balance
of
$9,760.69,
ent activities that go along with
COFFEE—
began Monday.
which will be paid by the clerk of the
hencement time.
This year's The adventures of the river boy who
Vitamin
D
added,
Fresh roasted, £resh
For the first time in history, farmaids
a
runaway
slave
in
an
attempt
to the treasurer of the City of
! is composed of thirty-seven boys
ground,
OQ- courts
ers will be taxed directly for a fund
to reach a free state; their travels
•girls, one of the largest classes
large cans
to finance advertising and sales of
3 pounds
uJ/t, Corning.
up the river on a raft; their advenThe payment made this week c'.oses
le graduated from the Anita
tures with the rascally "King" and
a long legal battle which has been one of their principal products.
Royal
Tall Corn
bl.
The tax is expected to raise between
"Duke," a pair of crooks, are all
j going on between the City of Corning
Senior class play was presented
GELATIN DESSERT
SWEET PICKLES—
$120,000
and $136,000 and will be
faithfully portrayed.
and the Iowa-Nebraska Light & Power
a large audience, at the high
Quick setting,
Whole,
expended for advertising and sales
The ranking comedy highlight is the
i
Company
since
1936.
After
the
favorI auditorium last Friday evening,
3 packages ____
quart jars....
absurd "Romeo and Juliet" performable vote upon the municipal light promotion of butter, milk and other
[this coming Friday evening the
dairy products.
ance with Walter Connolly as Romeo
I plant proposition in Corning, the utilKellogg's
POTATOES—
br-Senior banquet will be held.
Processors and distributors of dairy
and Mickey, in girl's clothes and
! ities company spared no effort and
night exercises will be held on
WHOLE WHEAT
Burbank,
products will aid in collection, but the
make-up, as Juliet. Dramatic highlegal steps to prevent thebuilding of
May 12, baccalaureate serBISCUITS—
tax itself will be passed back to the
seed or table,
lights are his exposure of the crooks
a municipal plant. Injunctions and
er
j on Sunday evening, May 14, and
producer
and be deducted from the
per
peck
to save Lynne Carver and Jo Ann
P
other court orders delayed the building
nencement exercises on Wednesamount due him for the milk or cream
Sayers, playing heiresses, from being
package
of the plant many months and as the
Sunsweet
levening, May 17. W. S. Rupe, robbed, and the sequence where Rex
marketed.
result of this delay, the city filed a
GWC
|r of the Tribune at Ames, Iowa,
PRUNES—
The tax will be collected only the
Ingram, as the slave, carries the boy,
damage suit again the utilities.
1
I be the commencement speaker.
first
15 days of May this year and next.
TOMATOES—
Large, tenderized,
bitten by a snake, back to medical
iChief grounds for the damage was
(alumni banquet will be held on aid, knowing it means his return to
2-lb.
|
Q
Red ripe,
97
I the fact that through legal steps, the
|jy evening, May 19.
slavery.
package
•*
^
C
3
No.
2
cans..
*•*'
i
power company delayed construction pay the tax, although the eventual
aid Mclntyre is president of the
The scenes, filmed on location along
| of the municipal plant, not only de- objective is to raise the price of butSKAT—
tr class, Jack Roe, vice presiPEACHES—
the Sacramento River, are beautifully
! priving the city of revenue from op- ter and other milk products.
j and Jean Dement, secretary and picturesque. The picture follows the
Butter in Storage is now at a record
California cling in
Takes off the dirt,
eration, but also delayed construction
level
for this time of year and produclurer. Class colors are maroon book with absolute fidelity. Locations,
per
halves,
while materials raised in price, mak1W
old, the American Beauty Rose settings, costumes and all details are
tion
has
been increasing with the recan
- i ing the plant cost more than origin- sult that the
No. 10 cans.,.
surplus has depressed the
i class flower, and the class mot- authentic to the period.
i ally planned. TJie case was battled
KRAFTS
DINNER—
Climax
market
to
the
lowest point, with a sinVe are at the foot of the ladder
i through the district and supreme
Mickey as Huck, is given the best
gle
exception,
in the last decade.
till climbing." Beulah Bornholdt opportunity for dramatic acting in
Macaroni and cheese,
WALL PAPER
courts with the final decision of the
'Co-operatives
and producer organiedictorian and Robert Crawford, his career and makes the most of it.
CLEANER—
takes only 9 minutes j high court awarding the damages to
zations
requested
the legislature to
atorian.
to make,
| C ~| the city.
He also has typical Rooney comedy
3
pass the law legalizing collection of
class is composed of twenty- moments. Rex Ingram, the Negro
j
Although
the
city
will
receive
$9,per package.. * «'*'
cans
girls and fifteen boys. The per- actor, who played "De Lawd" in
I 760.69 out of the check sent to the the tax for advertising and the plan
(el is as follows;
I county clerk, all of this amount will generally has support of the organ"Green Pastures," gives a compelling
1
Anderson, Virginia Bartley, performance. Walter Connolly and
Radishes — Cauliflower — Strawberries — Carrots
not be "net" to the city. Out of this ized producers.
Beecher, Beulah Bornholdt, Ida William Frawley provide much hiNew Cabbage — New Potatoes
! sum, the city must pay cost of attor- The administration of the fund will
holdt, Allene Christensen, ,Jean larious comedy as the two crooks,
I neys fees, costs of engineering inves- be under the sole direction of the Iowa
nt, Evangeline 'Dresser, Ruth and Elizabeth Risdon scores as the
tigation and other expenses in con- dairy industry commission, composed
Try Occident Flour For Better Baking Results
kck, Doris Hagen, Amy Knowlton, kindly Widow Douglass who befriends
nection with the suit. Until the city of 12 members. Nine are producers
., officals
a. i check
i. i 4.1.
and three are designia <Mach, Jennie Nelaon, Ruby tfae faoy
council., andj city
the,i of dairy
•* products
*
°
ted
matter
accurately,
the
exact
amount'
™
*
law.
The
three are Mark G.
ck, Margaret Peters, Jeannette, The program will also include the
which the city will net from the dam- Thornburg, secretary of
i, Esther Ruggles, Letha Mae
^ news ree,; algo the cartot>J1)
and Dr C Y Cannon and
., Helen Stone, Gladys Turner,; ^anted . No Master.»
ft
•i - 1 1 • • •
• i - • .- age
age suit
suit will
wiu. .not
.not be
oe known.
sngwn. .. _ . 1' 1 . _ '. .', _ '. . ' -?.. . . . . . . .
Walker, Doris Watkins, Duane j
^^ Breen picture Tonight.
r
Slaymakerkof Osceola,
who represent*
. .
Robert Crawford, Frank A particularjy enjoyable concoction
The annual meeting of the Cass ed the city in the damage, suit, has °^t™™™™_?^^ *;.™-_
Wayne Flint, Arlo Hansen, f humftn interest cornedV) drama and
Mrs. Meta Warncke, 78, wife of
has been employed as executive
lence Hofmeister, Jr., Donald mugic ls preaented in the latest Bobby Henry Warncke, passed away at her county Parent-Teacher association will filed a claim with the city for $1,720.35 clerk.
Ityre, Earl Miller, Vernon Neiens, Bfeen picturej
Wharf,, home in Wiota at 8:30 o'clock on the be held in the assembly room of the as fees for his services. The charges
ni<,ture.j "Fisherman's Wharf",
One of the difficulties with the dairyOffenstine, Ivy Petersen, Paur- featu^ attraction at the Rialto this I evening of April 25, death being due county courthouse this (Wednesday) are made upon a basis of $100.00 per man s market now ls that
day during the course of the trial and
ve**able
er, Jack Roe, Billy Scholl and (Wednesday) evening.
to complications that had kept her fternoon at 1:30 o'clock..
Following is the program to be the sum of $850 for taking the case i shortening and other substitutes have
Steele.
bedfast
for
several
weeks.
'The human interest is provided by
ven:
: through the supreme court. The en- ] rep.aced much of the butter formerly
a delightful father-son theme between
Mrs. Warncke was born in Germany given:
Call to Order-,Mrs. F. D. Weimer gineering firm of Young & Stanley of consumed, and this is especially true
IWran MiSSiOn HOldiDg
I Bobby and Leo Carrillo; the comedy | on July 17, 1861. sne came to
if Anita, president.
Muscatine have also filed a claim with in cooking and baking.
uvmu llllOOIVU aiviuiug
j^ Hen_. A —^ a *?„=)„« r.«n; and. United States when 23 years of
Pledge to Flag—Mrs. William T. the city in the sum of $250.16 for enBiggs, Anita, southwest district vice gineering services in connection with
I drama by Lee Patrick and . - _ ,
j the preparation of testimony during
be Anita Lutheran Mission will Tommy Bupp, and the music by,They settled in Adair county farm- president.
Welcome—Mrs.
Charles
Owens,
the original trial in district court.
jluct a special "Get Acquainted Bobby, who sings six songs combin-, ing there for thirty years and tnen
fackson
P.
T.
A.
president,
Atlantic.
These
two items, together with otheithe Lutheran Mission" service ing popular numbers with melodious moved to Atantic where they-resided
With the season at hand for the
Response—Mrs. Eric Osen, Anita minor expenses, will probably run
.unday afternoon in ihft high school tunes of the 'Mediterranean.
.-| until 1920 when they moved to Wio a
opening of parks and picnic grounds
P. T. A. president.
, the total cost well toward $2,000.
rftorium at 2:30 o'clock. Rev. A. O.
In the film, Bobby plays the adopted , where they have since made their
for summer visitors, Cold Springs
Community singing.
|ke, pastor, of St. Paul's Lutheran S0n of Leo Carrillo, jovial Sicilian , home. She u surv.ved by her husCommunity singing led by Mrs. Wil- ' Ross Kohl, proprietor of the Briar- State Park near Lewis will present
«h of Carroll, Iowa, will give fisherman who lives at the foot of band.
! dale Grocery, is reported to be get-, a changed appearance to those yisitFuneral services were held at 2:00 iam Zuck of Atlantic.
I address of the afternoon. The San Francisco's famous Taylor Street,
Presentation of Mrs. Lloyd Mum- ting along nicely at the Iowa Lutheran ' ing the park this spring,
o'clock Thursday afternoon at the
of Zibn Lutheran church in At- near the picturesque Fisherman's
funeral home in Anita, and ford, district president, Council Bluffs, hospital in Des Moines, where he has j Work has been under way during
pc and the Men's Acapella chorus Wharf, after which the film was'I Long
, been a patient for the past two ( t h e winter months at the park with
burial was made in Evergreen ceme- and other guests, will follow.
pt. John's Lutheran church north named.
j
A talk on "Aims, Ideas and Sug- weeks following an operation for a abqut 15 WPA workers busy on the
air, will furnish special music
The program this evening will in-. tery.
project and many improvements have
gestions" will be made by Supt. W. H. ruptured appendix.
e service.
I elude the Fitzpatrick travel talk.l
been made. The construction work
Tate of Atlantic.
he Anita Lutheran Mission was "Java Journey," in technicolor, and J?j|g
of a new bridge has been held up
Short talks wi'.l be made on the
' by Rev. Theo. Hoemann about the Pete Smith specialty, "
"Weather
pending arrival of funds from the
following subjects:
e
e ti
months ago. In the middle Wizards." Iowa News 'Flashes will
P
T
A
Mrs
j
ebruary, Rev. H. G. Bdlsheim was a .so be seen on this evening's program.
funds and time has also and
proTwo real estate foreclosure actions
by the Mission board to take
hibited work on the swimming pool.
"The Perfect Report," Mrs. R. W.
The twenty-third Interstate spelling
SOHWENKE--DBNNEY.
and three other petitions have been Forshay, Anita.
ge of the Mission. Cervices were !
The entrance to the park has been
contest was held in Hotel Martin at moved to the south of the old main
filed in the office of the Cass county
Anally conducted in the Church of
"The Record Book," Mrs. Frank
At 11
11 o
o'clock
morning, MaSioux City last Friday. Gretchen
{
At
cioc* Tuesday
*.«•«•» •»-'""•'•
~: 1 c:erk of courts,
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NEWS ANALYSIS BY JOSEPH

W. LaBlNE

Europe Veers Away From War
After Der Fuehrer's Speech;
New Peace Overtures Possible
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion!

i areexpressed In these columns, they

are those of the news analyst a nd not necessarily of this newspaper.)
rlfht.
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GOVERNMENTAL REORGANIZATION (SEE WHITE HOUSE)
"To make democracy work .. . to ensure . .. free government . . ."

EUROPE:
Prelude, Song, Postlude
Democracy was adamant one
week before Der Fuehrer gave
Reichstag and the world his answer to President Roosevelt's peace
appeal. By four days before speech
time Hitler had become adamant,
Britain and the U. S. cautiously
shifting their stand to show simultaneously that democracies (1) will
not, and (2) can be persuaded to,
participate in another Munich conference.
Britain showed appeasement inclinations by rushing her previously recalled ambassador, pro-Nazi Sir
Nevile Henderson, back to Berlin.
Next day, as Nazi Foreign Minister
Joachim von Ribbentrbp delightedly kept Sir Nevile waiting outside
his door, Britain indignantly inaugurated her first peacetime conscription and presented parliament with
a $6,213,000,000 budget (of which 47
per cent will go for arms). In the
U. S., Secretary of State Cordell
Hull warned Hitler to eschew more
conquests in favor of "peace before
war" via negotiation. Meanwhile
the treasury wooed Hitler's good will
by modifying its 25 per cent penalty
against German imports.
Poland prepared to defend her
borders at all cost. Rumania decided to avoid an anti-Nazi pact.
Japan fidgeted excitedly and complained she did not want war with
democracies despite her anti-Com-

ened" nations as Ireland and Palestine, which—according to Hitler—
have more to fear from English suppression than German aggression.
Point-by-point rebuttal:
(1) Mr. Roosevelt pointed to three
European and one African nation
whose independence has been terminated since 1936. Answer: What
is. "independence," anyway? Albania, Austria and Czecho-Slovakia
really had their "independence" terminated after the World war. As
for Africa, Mussolini's Ethiopian
conquest merely followed a precedence of aggression established by
France and Britain.
(2) Has Germany been aggressive? Answer: No, Germany has
kept peace since 1918, compared
with repeated U. S. intervention in
the world's wars.
(3) Has any nation the right to
wage war except in self defense?
Answer: No, and certainly the U. S.
did not enter the World war in self
defense, which gives Mr. Roosevelt
little right to speak of such matters.
(4) Can world problems be solved
via conference? Answer: Yes, theoretically; no, practically. Example is the League of Nations which
the U. S. shunned, thereby admitting the failure of peace by conference. Hence Germany followed U.
S. example and left the League. The
freedom of North America was not
solved by conference any more than
was the U. S. civil war.
For U. S. citizens, biggest news
of the speech was (1) a promise that
Germany intended no invasion, (2)
a supplication that President Roosevelt take the lead in world peace
efforts. For British, biggest news
was a very obvious/ bid for good
will despite denunciation of the naval
pact.
Fostlnde. Best opinion held the
two-hour harangue a conciliatory refusal of Mr. Roosevelt's appeal. Said
Kansas' Sen. Arthur Capper: "After
listening to Hitler, I still hope Europe's troubles can be settled by
peaceful methods." Informed observers left their loud speakers expecting both the U. S. and Britain
to make new overtures, confident
that war had been averted for the
nonce, but certain above all else
that Adolf Hitler positively holds the
European whip hand.

WHITE HOUSE:
Reorganization
SER NEVILE HENDERSON
Herr von Ribbentrop had fun.

mitern pact with Italy and Germany. The Balkans were apparently
a solid Nazi front. With Rome and
Paris waiting in strange silence, the
world finished its quavering prelude
to the most vital speech Adolf Hitler will ever make:
Song. Never a brief speaker, Der
Fuehrer took more than an hour to
lay foundation for a point-by-point
rejection of Mr. Roosevelt's peace
plea, a rebuttal he interlarded with
fine sarcasm. Biggest pre-sarcasm
revelations:
(1) Germany considers the AngloFrench-Polish non-aggression pact
unfriendly, therefore denounces its
10-year friendship pact with Poland.
But Poland can still have the treaty
Germany secretly proposed several
months ago, a 25-year friendship
pact contingent upon return of Danzig to the Reich and designation of
a pathway from Germany to East
Prussia through the Polish corridor.
In return, Hitler guarantees the Polish corridor and recognizes Polish
commercial rights in Danzig.
(2) Treaty or no, Danzig must be
returned to Germany.
(3) Hitler denounces the AngloGerman naval limitations treaty,
but will gladly discuss the problem
to prevent a naval race.
Highlight'of the rebuttal was that
Germany .will give non-aggression
promises to each of the nations allegedly "threatened," but that each
guarantee will be made individually
upon petition and on a basis of absolute reciprocity. Greatest rebuttal sarcasm concerned such "threat-

"Dictator" criticism notwithstanding, U. S. governmental reorganization is substantially a sound idea if
it promotes economy and efficiency
by lumping miscellaneous, isolated
and similarly functioning offices under a single administrator. Last
year's reorganization bill stumbled
partly because it might have given
an unscrupulous future President
too much power. Modified and
passed this session, it allows the
President six administrative assistants and permits him to draft reorganization plans which congress
must accept entirely or reject within 60 days.
Already submitted is the major
portion of Mr. Roosevelt's plan dee
chart above) designed "to make democracy work—to strengthen the
arms of democracy in peace or war
and ensure the solid blessings of
free government . . . " Three new
agencies (public works, social security, loans) will be managed by
three of the six new $12,000-a-year
administrative assistants, each of
which will have a $9,000-a-year assistant administrator. Lacking cabinet portfolio (the original plan contemplated new cabinet posts for security and work agencies), the new
administrative assistants will nevertheless be virtually of that rank.
Two more reorganization plans to
come will (1) shift bureaus from one
department to another, thus securing more logical classifications, and
(2) reorganize intra-departmental
machinery. Biggest contemplated
objective in the latter plan, since
dropped, was consolidation of all six
of the treasury's investigative units,
a step the President finally decided
might lead to a U. S. copy of Germany's Gestapo or Russia's Ogpu.

PHILIPPINES:
Problem Child
Less than a decade has passed
since the U. S. fought Philippine
independence demands, but tables
have a way of turning. Given congressional assurance of early freedom, Philippine President Manuel
Quezon hardly had tune to exult before Japan turned imperialistic,
swaggered into China and began
grabbing off every piece of unprotected real estate within Asiatic
waters. Since Japs already hold a
strong commercial position in Manila, moreover since even a doublestrength U. S. Pacific fleet might
not be able to hold the islands
against sudden attack, many Americans believe their nation should
leave the Philippines before getting
involved in war. Added impetus
is given by U. S. agriculture's resentment over concessions to Filipino sugar.
Sensing that the U. S. was anxious
to pull stakes, Manuel Quezon last
year appealed to President Roosevelt and won an administrationsponsored proposal calling for political independence in 1946, the 25
per cent tariff being-increased by
5 per cent a year _antil\wholly effective hi 1961. S^nce President
Quezon will not be able to attend
hearings this year, the bill is being
tabled .until next session. When he
does arrive, Mr. Quezon will be offered an even stronger deal which
members of the Senate committee
on territories and insular possessions have already accepted unanimously, albeit secretly. The deal:
If Filipinos will cut political ties
with the U. S. in 1942, current 25 per
cent tariff rates will continue until
1946 as under the administration bill.
Then rates will jump 10 per cent
annually until the U. S. washes its
hands of the whole affair hi 1953.
Still officially unannounced, the
substitute bill (suggested by Maryland's Sen. Millard E. Tydings) has
been hushed for fear Japan may
sail into Manila immediately, confident the U. S. does not care to
defend the harbor Admiral Dewey
stormed so heroically in 1898.

BOLIVIA:
Democratic Dictator
Forbears of Bolivia's 35-year-old
President German Busch came from
the country which supplied his baptismal name, but for two generations Busches have been loyal Bolivians. In 1935 German Busch
emerged from the Gran Chaco war
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AMERICANS
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Elmo Scott Watson

By LEMUEL F. PARTON
EW YORK.-Progressive educa-

N tion has been pushed around a
lot lately. The Bellwether Lincoln

school of New York has been backt r a c k i n g as
See What Came h a v e several
Of Leaving Chap other D a n i e l

derness. From the right came the
charge that they just let the youngsters fool around with toys and tools,
without rubbing in any real education.
Here's a field goal for the other
side. At the somewhat ultra Fountain Valley, progressive school of
Colorado Springs, the boy, David
Hare, scion of a highly placed New
York family, was given carte
blanche to build his education
around a $2 camera. The idea, as
in all progressive schools of those
few years back, was to give the
green light to any creative impulse.
But, at 22, here is Mr. Hare
with a New York exhibit of camera portraiture, with President
Roosevelt among his subjects,
and with famous artists and
photographers, including Arnold
Genthe, cheering him as the
"Leonardo da Vinci of the cam-

era."

Specifically, they agree

that young Mr. Hare has proved
indisputably that the camera not
only may be, but now is an instrument of the highest artistic
expression, and that he demonstrates an absolutely new method and medium of color portrait photography.

His three-lens camera allows the
superimposing of color images, in
the manner of the color-printing
process, and makes possible shading and emphasis in the service of
mood. His is the first and only color
portrait exhibit in the country. Artists and prominent society folk are
boiling with enthusiasm over Mr.
Hare's achievement.
He is a tall, shy, personable
young man, somewhat inarticulate, as he niters life through a
lens, and hesitant in any other
form of expression. As was the
young Lindbergh. There is the
same "We" combination here.
Whether he knows the prepositions used with the ablative or
whether he .stumbled across the
"Bridge of Asses" is not revealed.

r\ UT of the limbo of the past rises
^ "Ole Bill," Bruce Bairnsfather's
famous walrus-mustached cartoon
BOLIVIA AND BUSCH
character of World war days, to
His plan may work.
adorn recruit
with Paraguay to find his country's Time's Attrition ing posters begovernment in horrible shape. Marks 'Ole Bill' ing displayed
Friendly to labor and business, AndHis Creator throughout the
United
Kingboasting strong Catholic support,
Youngster Busch became provision- dom. Bairnsfather says his revised
al president in July, 1937, when Col. character reveals signs of age, but,
David Toro's "socialistic" state was for that matter, so does the cartoppled. Last May he was constitu- toonist.
The slow attrition of 20 years since
tionally re-elected, beginning a task
from which lesser men might have a slender youngster created "Ole
Bill," in a trench in Flanders, has
turned away.
Plagued by Naziism and Fascism, added to his bulk, had taken toll
bankrupt and facing possible revolu- of his thatch of wavy black hair.
tion if Bolivia's three Chaco war Bitterness came, too, as when he
parties (Liberal, Republican, Social- returned all his war medals to the
ist Republican) won the May legis- British government in protest
lative election, President Busch sur- against its treatment of veterans
Somehow, despite the wide
prised the world by announcing a
and varied exploitation of Billnew type political animal, dictatorbooks, lectures, a play, "The
ship to prepare for "a real democBetter Ole," a syndicated piece
racy."
and so forth—Bruce seemed to
Observers give German Busch a
get the short end of it all. He
good chance of succeeding. Having
is said to have received some
canceled the election, dissolved his
510,000 out of $500,000 earned by
congress and abolished constitutionhis black and white creation
al guarantees on the plausible asPutting on his own review*
sumption that restive Bolivia does
"CUo,» he lost $40,000, and after"
not deserve democracy at this mothat events Jed him straight to
ment, Colonel Busch is the world's
bankruptcy, liabilities $75,000
first dictator to (1) invite "patriotic"
assets negligible.
criticism of his regime; (2) reject
He was born in India of a Ions
his cabinet's resignation; (3) view
Fascism and Naziism "with pain," me of army forebears and began
and (4) promise an election five to life as an electrical engineer Of
eight months hence to let Bolivia recent years, what with lecturing
writing and drawing, life is said to
decide its own destiny.

An American Spahi
EW Americans have ever heard
of Marius Van de Wfeghe. He
stays pretty close 19 his tallow and
caustics, test tubes and chemicals
and other scientific apparatus in his
aboratory at a soap company in
Chicago.
You wouldn't suspect that Marius,
a young man of less than 40 years,
s an Ouissam Alaouite Cheriflen.
But that is what you are when the
Sultan of Morocco gives you a medal and says that's what you are.
Because Van de Weghe, while a
soldier in Morocco, displayed unusual bravery under fire, the sultan
knighted him. Van de Weghe was
a spahi in the Moroccan army right
after the World war. A spahi is a
cavalryman. During a fierce engagement with rebel natives, Van
de Weghe rode back two miles into
enemy territory to bring back the
jody of his slain commanding officer.
The kind of men the soldiers were
fighting were those who tortured
;heir live captives and mutilated
hose who were killed. Van de
Weghe's heroism prevented the natives from burying the body of his
commander with his head protruding to be eaten by insects.
But there is nothing of the hero to
Van de Weghe's present demeanor,
now that he is an American citizen
and the head of a family. Whenever anyone expresses amazement
that he would risk his life to retrieve a dead body he adds his own
amazement, stating that neither can
he understand how he happened to
do it.
• • •

Named\ archbishop of New York
to succeeoVthe late Patrick Cardinal
Hayes, MostNlJeverend Francis J.
Spellman, 48=yfar-old auxiliary bishop of Boston whose boyhood friends
at Whitman, Mass., remember him
as the town's best baseball shortstop and a better-than-average boxer. Forecast: That Archbishop Spellman will also be named cardinal at
the June consistory in Rome.
C. Appointed to the securities and
exchange commission, liberal Leon
Henderson, 44-year-old former NIRA
board man and WPA economist.
C. Silenced by Scotland Yard, Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, from telling
reporters about White House living
quarters planned for King George
and Queen Elizabeth during their
June visit.
C. Ousted from Rome, R i c h a r d
Mowrer, correspondent for the Chicago Daily News, for his "unfriendly" dispatches. Last November 20
another Daily News man, Frank
Smothers, was also invited to leave
Italy.

Audacious Robert Stobo
f^OUDINl was famous for his
ability to escape from almost
anywhere ; Sergeant York was noted
or his ability to capture enemies by
the wholesale; but in pre-Revolulonary days, Maj. Robert Stobo was
famous for both.
The French from Canada were
constantly arresting Stobo for supplying Washington with confidential
information about their plans Bu
regardless of where he was imprisoned he always managed to esAfter breaking out of a cell in
Quebec he paddled up the St La ™
i
? three c°™pani£l
day on the bank he

DELECTED for transfer from his
post as ambassador to Argentina
to the government of Gen. Francisco
r ranco in Spain, Alexander W. WedOur Ambassador olcl>
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Bolero Ensemble »«,.
f The bolero dress
skirt (1731) is one
Ply must have, It
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1557

street and afternoon wear wu
and extremely becoming, with!
slim-waisted silhouette, wide
vers and bow trims. Flat ere
silk print, georgette and street <
tons are good choices for this.
The Patterns.
No. 1557 is designed for sizes!
14, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14 requin
5% yards of 35-inch material' \
yards of ricrac braid to trim'.
No. 1731 is designed for
'Prince of Trinidad'
12, 14, 16, 18 and 20. Size 141
«« TAMES 1, PRINCE OF TRIN1- quires-6%
yards of 39-inch mate
** DAD," is an impressive title. al; 2%'yards
of ribbon for I
The holder of it was an American
who married the daughter of a Stand- New Spring-Summer Pattern I
Send 15 cents for Barbara 1
ard Oil company magnate. He presented her with the entire kingdom Spring - Slimmer Pattern
of Trinidad which they ruled togeth- Make smart new frocks for i.
daytime and afternoon, with
er with a firm hand.
simple, carefully planned desig
Trinidad was easy to rule, of It's chic, it's easy, it's econ
course, because Mr. and Mrs. to sew your own. Each _
r
James Harden-Hickey, the Ameri- includes a step-by-step sewi
can names of the rulers, were the to guide beginners.
only human inhabitants. Their subSend jour order to The
jects were the land crabs, sea fowl Circle Pattern Dept., Roou
and snakes with which the place 211 W. Wacker Dr.,
was infested.
Price > of patterns, 15
Trinidad is an island 700 miles »iris) each.
..
east of Brazil in the South Atlantic.
« Bell Syndicate.-WNU Serin, ,
Discovered by the Portuguese and
visited by the British, no power had
exercised active possession of it at
the time "Mr. and Mrs. James I"
went there and proclaimed themselves rulers in 1894.
But their reign over this small domain that reeked with the odor of
dead fish, ended in January of the
following year when the British sent
the warship Barracouta there to
take over possession.
This wasn't the first tune James,
Harden-Hickey was thrown out of a
country. He established a newspaper, Le Triboulet, in Paris hi 1878,
and was so obnoxious in his criticism of the republican government
that he was expelled from France
in 1880.
Contagions Laughter
There is nothing in the worldi
He died a suicide in El Paso Texas, in 1898, just plain James Harden- irresistibly contagious as lau
nickey, American citizen.
and good-humor.— Dickens.
• • •

have dealt more amiably by him.
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THURSDAY, MAY 4, 1939.

Moved liy Metz, seconded by Wiese
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
t h e County Auditor assiKri^ to
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS that
(• W Hancock of Lewis, lax salt
[vrtificato No. 113 of 1!)38. Public BidCourt House,
ders Sale, upon receipt of tax (Hit.
Atlantic, Iowa,
M o t i o n carried.
April 3, 1939.
PHONE 300
On motion and vote the following
WE DELIVER
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Weed
Phone 29
We Deliver
Commissioners
for
the
ensuing
County, Iowa, met in regular session
year were appointed:
with all members present:
Wahlert, Anita.
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike ' Grant—Wm.
Henton—Warren Jordan, Wiota.
Metz,
G.
E.
Eshelman,
F.
W.
Wiese
THURSDAY— FRIDAY— SATURDAY SPECIALS
Frank'.in—A.
Karstens,
Wiota.
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
TOMATOES, standard pack, 2 No. 2 cans . . . 15
Lincoln-John Pearce, A n i t a
Minutes of March 13th approved as
Pvmosa—Ralph
D.
M
i
l
f
o
r
d
,
AllanPEAS, Early June, select pack, 3 cans
"J
read.
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 large tall cans .......... 19c
Moved by Metz, seconded by Woh- ticBrighton-Austin McFaddrn, Marne.
PINEAPPLE, sliced or crushed, 2 No. 2fl/2 cans '45°
lenhaus, to rehire Miss June Hamm,
SEEDLESS RAISINS, 2-lb. packages .......... 15c
Washington— Emil Brehmer, AllanDirector of Relief, at a salary of
SALAD DRESSING, Miracle Whip .. .17C 27C 39
WHEATIES, 2 packages
.....................
21c
tic
$165 per month.
Grove—Emert Adams, Atlantic.
Motion carried.
PORK and BEANS, Heinz, oven baked, 2 cans 17°
CAKE FLOUR, Swans Down, package ........ 23c
Bear Grove—Asa Brown, Atlantic.
On motion and vote the following
Cass—Walter
Burnside,
Lewis.
SARDINES,
fresh pack, 15-oz. can, 2 for ... J
resolution was passed:
CLEANSER, Clover Farm, 3 cans ............. 13c
Pleasant—Herman Newman, GnsRESOLUTION.
COOKIES, oven fresh, very special, 2-lbs. . . 25°
WHEREAS, Minnie McKeane is now W
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jars. .31c
within 'Cass County and is likely to °N0Ve— Fred Wohlenhaus, Griswold.
COFFEE, Sun-Up, fresh roasted to you, pound 15
Edna-Walter Hilyard, CumberPEANUT BUTTER, Glendale, 2-lb. jar ........ 23c
become a county charge and said
party
should
be
prevented
from
acDILL PICKLES, quart jars
...................
14c
quiring a settlement in Cass Coun- Victoria—K. Hastings, Massena.
r ce
Massena—Henry liissell, Massena.
BUTTER, pound
.............................
24c
ty,
Union^Iohn
J.
Euken,
Cumberland.
NOW THEREFORE being it re-'
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by .
solved by the Board of Supervisors
Strawberries — Lettuce — Carrots — Flowers
of Cass County, Iowa, that a notice Wiese to buy from the Gate City Iron
47.93 Standard Supply Company
*<•»»
p Vl
to depart shall be served upon the Works' of Omaha a 40 foot eyebeam ' Zeno Lang, labor
Tomato and Cabbage Plants
supplies ......
bridge
for
4
t
h
.
district
at
$950
F.
0.
B.
R,o
South,
labor
_
47.03
SS
said Minnie McKeane and the ChairWallis
Anderson,
labor
Standard
Blue
Print
Company
p y
man of this Board is directed and county.
10.00
supplies
'
William Formhals, labor
ordered to sign such notice on behalf j Motion carried.
2.50
Glenn
Taylor,
hauling
Harley
Osier,
labor
Proof of Publication.
of this board and deliver the same ,
Vern Perdue,, labor
Universal Crusher Company
(Notice of Sale of School Land)
the wind whipped every last one of to the Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa, j
parts
'
them to pieces. Bad luck? No, I for service.
I In the matter of Cass county, Iowa, William Roberts, labor
89.60
I
F
D.
Simpson,
being
duly
sworn,
on
,
\v.
H.
Willoughby,
labor
.
.
.
VOBB
Manufacturing
Company
The
Chairman
put
the
above
resoPublished Every Thursday by the didn't bother to waste a second thought
mflTAi*ial
•- '
material
lution to vote and the votes being oath depose and say that I am the pub- Tom Conroy, mileage
36.00
about them. But I did have a streak all in the affirmative, the resolution lisher of the Atlantic News-Telegraph, Howard McDermott, patrol .
Station, gas.
2.00
of good luck. The little viola plants was declared adopted.
iy, coal .
| a newspaper of general circulation, Clifford Sunderman, labor ..
3.40
Wheeler Lumber !rjdge and
published
each
evening
except
Sun-;
Albert
Pelzer,
labor
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
W. F. BUDD
Editor Mrs. Cleaver gave me for my rock
S
U
day, in the city of Atlantic, Cass coun- | Harry Edwards, hauling ... 115.00 ™ , PP!X Company,
garden didn't take time to wilt, the Metz, to adopt the following resolu- ty, Iowa, and that the Notice of Sale Boyd Phillips, labor
12.00
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
tions :
I
hot, drying wind didn't bother them
of' School Land, a copy of which is Ralph Querry, labor
14.40 Fred Yocum, supplies
RESOLUTION.
i
If not paid in advance
$2.00
«J6.0U George Wyman, hauling
at all, they kept right on blooming.
WHEREAS, the following described hereto attached, was published in said ! Norman Smith, patrol
newspaper
once
a
week
for
two
sueAndy
Miller,
hauling
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
120.00
H. P. Malone, hauling . . . '
*
*
*
real
estate
to-wit:
i
Entered at the post office at Anita,
Don Save:
cessive and consecutive weeks, on the Alemite Company, supplies .
9.05
J.. P. fees . . . .
The East 14' 3" of the West
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
Friend Myrtie called the other momDr. W.
following dates: March 15 and 22,1939.; American Anchor Company,
Kitson, coroner
one-third of Lot Six in Block
7.00
F. D. Simpson.
fees .
cleaner
(Signed)
ing and said, "I have more flower
Seventy-one in Dickerson's AddiTHURSDAY, MAY 4, 1939.
Acres-Blackmar
Sworn to before me and subscribed ; Atlantic
Motor
Freight,
Company,
tion to the Town of Lewis, Cass
seed than I have room for in my
supplies
in my presence by the said F. D. Simpfreight
1-32
County, Iowa,
garden and I want to divide with
iMIarch, 1939.
A-W Company, parts
449.67 Emert-Adams, trustee .'.'.'.'.'.
was sold at public bidders sale as son this 23rd. day of'•"
you." LaVone and Winifred sent me provided by law on Tax Sale No. 109 ,
Lydia R. Otto,
Anita Lumber Company, supAmerican Legion Association
Notary Public in and for
rent ..;
plies
....................
38.47
great clumps of perennials which I of 1938, and
j
Cass County, Iowa.
Atlantic Lumber & Coal ComAnita Tribune, printing !" "
WHEREAS, the Town of Lewis, I (Seal)
didn't have growing in my border.
Return on Posting.
pany, supplies
............
611.84 Ira Arch, court reporter
Cass County, Iowa, had acquired a |
Next fall I may not be able to eat prior
Atlantic Sheet & iMJetal Works,
tax certificate which was f o l - j State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
Atlantic
, News-Telegraph,
(By Tillie)
my flowers, but I would rather have lowed by a tax deed of said real | I, M. B. Parkinson, Iteputy Sheriff | tin
.72
printing
from the Treasurer of Cass of Cass county, Iowa, do on oath de- The Balbach Company, supDr. R. C. Bailey, services .
Sorry friends, but I'm not super- my friends think of me when they estate
1.50 Mrs. A. J. Beebe, expense
plies
County, and
| pose and say that the within notice
see
flowers,
rather
than
be
reminded
stitious at all ... those two chain
WHEREAS, it is for the best inter- i came into my hands for service on the Barnsdall Refining CorporaBooneHBlank Book Company
21.50
supplies
.'
letters I received recently were tossed of me when they gaze at a cabbage ests of Cass 'County, the Consolidated 15th*. day of March, J939, for posting . tion, gas
head.
26.55 Lenna T. Boots, session and
School District of Lewis, and the Town and I do certify that on the 15th. day Baum Iron Company, repairs.
on the desk with several ads and im21.84
of Lewis, to make a compromise of of March, 1931), 1 posted the same at w. S. Beebe, gas
mileage
mediately forgotten. This morning
all taxes due Cass County as a result five pub.ic places in Atlantic township Big "4" Oil Company, gas and
Georgia Byrne, mileage . . ' . ' .
i
Bad
luck?
Gee
whiz!
I
can't
think
when I sorted the papers, I chucked
of said sale No. 109 of 1938,
I (City of Atlantic), Cass county, Iowa, oil
88.48 Farm Bureau, appropriation
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RE- one of which was at the Court House Bojens Hardware, supplies . 171.70 Otis Hi Conn, indemnity
them in the fire. As I watched the of a thing that happened that could
7.261 Mary Curry, labpr
letters curl up into smoke and ashes, | be classed as such. An old cow kicked SOLVED by the Town Council of j where the last district court was held, Bootjar & Bond, hardware .
the Town of Lewis, Cass County,! one at the American Legion Memorial Herman Brown & Company,
! Fred Dahlberg, painting . . .
I leisurely let my thoughts drift back 1 me over and I received a milk shower Iowa, that this Council recommend to Building, one at the Fulton Building,
t
_
_ A. Donahoe,
_
par s
7.20 Chas.
session ..
to the happenings of last week's busy j bath, but that's a common occurrance the Board of Supervisors of Cass! one at the City Hall and one at the Merritt Boggs,' hauling".'.'..'.
5.50 Roy"" DotsonTTwunty
I
at
our
farm.
I
was
lucky
it
was
the
County, Iowa, that all the taxes in-' Iowa Theatre on a telephone pole just Brown Shoe Fit Company,
working hours. Such a busy week, so
Walter E. Dotson, bounty ..
west of the theatre, all of said places
boots
4.04'R. W. Eaton, services . . . .
being in the City of Atlantic where LoU Cambiin,' plumbing . . . .
„„.„„ P. P. Edwards, Sheriff, no63.52.
early dawn and when day was ended, described real estate, be compromised the within described real estate is sit- Lloyd Carter, towing
2.50
tices, transportation, crimmade
riggin'
called
a
bow
and
landed
Ua
for the sum of $5.00.
there were still many duties yet un-^
/^' j.
„ „ ™ ,
i H - Channon Company, supinal investigation and ex: on a pile of box elder sticks that I
RESOLUTION.
(Signed)
M. B. Parkinson,
I pijes
finished. The chain letters, both alike,
3.01
pense, board and lodging
WHEREAS, the following described
was
informed
were
arrows.
Wasn't
Deputy
Sheriff
of
Cass
j
c.
B.
&
Q.
Railroad,'freight'!
485.50
prisoners
stated bad luck would come to me
real
estate
to-wit:
„
,
.,
,
,
County,
Iowa.
c.
R.
I.
&
P.
Railroad,
AtlanDan Eppelsheimer, labor . . .
within four days if the chain was much of an accident. I just consid- I
West One-Third of Lot Seven
bubscnbed and sworn to before me
tic freie-ht
924 41 O V. ' VnVialmnn
in Block Seventy in Dickerson's
broken, and there were the letters er myself lucky to have three healthy
this 15th. day of March, 1939, by M. B. C. R.' L & P Ra'ilVoadV Wio'ta',
I w?rk and mfleage
stalwart sons whom are capable of
Addition to the Town of Lewis,
06
Shenff
f
going up in smoke.
c^triX
^
°
^
:v435.80
K. O. Ferguso^cofrt'report:
M ™^"-.
Cass
County,
Iowa,
making such low cost toys to enterNels P. Christensen, labor
* * •
65.00
er
was sold at public bidders sale as
C. M. Skipton,
City of Atlantic, current . . . .
tain
themselves.
(They
will
have
to
65.16
June Hamm,. mileage
What episode happened last week
provided by law on Tax Sale No. 119
Clerk of District Court,
Cities Service Oil Company,
• Hammojui & Stephens ComCass County, Iowa.
that I might consider an unlucky inci- make another bow—it fell to earth, of 1938, and
gas
12.79
pany, supplies ".
I
know
not
where.)
|
WHEREAS,
the
Town
of
Lewis,
Oath of Appraisers.
C. W. Clardy, supplies
dent? Come to think about it, I
1.81 F. W. Hanton, soldiers' relief.
i1 Cass County, Iowa, had acquired a State
of Iowa,
Cass County, ss.
* » •
ate
iowa,
!
Gushing-Garage,
repairs
..
2.49 "Wim. Hasper, expense
doubt if one unlucky event marred my
prior tax certificate which was folWe, whose names are hereto ap- Central Iowa Sand & Gravel
Hufchins Printing Company,
If today, tomorrow, or next week, lowed by a tax deed of said real
bappiness during the week. The midpended, do solemnly swear that we are
Company, concrete
98 61
supplies
dle-between lad had the measles, but I some great calamity befell this family, estate from the Treasurer of Cass the duly elected, qualified and acting J. H1. Chadwick, hauling ' ' ' 21848 Jenktns-Fe:
County, and
;
I
would
not
for
one
moment
consider
members
of
the
City
Council
of
the
Ona
Clure,
towing
"
l'oO
didn't consider that unlucky. He would
WHEREAS, it is for the best interof had the measles whether I broke the breaking of a nonsensical chain ests of Cass County, the Consolidated and y that WP wfli '^^T^' I°wa> n°^ C1Ture' haulin £
'care '.
and that we will to the best of our D-A Lubricant Company 189-08 ' DrTcTRr
~
-Jones,'
- • medical
Roscoe S.
Jones,
commission
letter
the
source
of
the
tragedy.
Of
School District of Lewis, and the Town ability perform our duty as such mem- grease
the chain or not. I was lucky there
103 31
6Lt
and
mileage
weren't three boys sick at once an< the many such letters I have received of Lewis, to make a compromise of n n p tl f' t y COUncil a"d aPPra'sers Deep Rock Oil Company, oil' '.
59.45 Andrew C. Kaiser, trustee
all
taxes
due
Cass
County
as
a
result
under the foregoing appointment as Wilbur Deering, keys
that the ailing lad was not seriously in the last decade, all came to the of said sale No. 119 of 1938,
.75 Klipto Loose Leaf Company,
same ending. So far in my life, no
I supplies
ill.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RE68.80 R. A. Kuhl, services
I transplanted 75 cabbage plants am great misfortune has hesitated in my SOLVED by the Town Council of
C. R. Jones, Albert P. Christensen, Chris Drager] ' dragging
7.20 Earl Lang, painting
pathway for long, and if at some time the Town of Lewis, Cass County,
1.53 LePebure Corporation, supin my life I come face to face with
20.191 plies
some tragic incident, I'll not let my County, Iowa, that all the taxes inI Lincoln Joint Stock Land
thoughts dwell on a chain letter as cluded in Tax Sale No. 119 of 1938
274.74' Bank, unclaimed fee
„
rM.
E.
A
le
2
Atlantic
a lm
! y. gas
43.87 Junior - Linke, bounty
and subsequent taxes on the above
the source of the event.
°
County
• Iron Works, supHawley Lynch, committee
described real estate, be compromised
Report of Appraisers.
* » *
127.Z
for the sum of $10.00.
•
v
727.20
work and'mileage
To
the
Honorable
Board
of
F
4 BIG DAYS
Tra-la-la, tra-la-la, I'm happy and
btore, supplies . . . . 155.33 C. E. Malone, P. M.. postage. 137.4
RESOLUTION.
ors of Cass County,
Lumber Company,
j Matt Parrott & Sons, supW'HEREAS, the following described
why shouldn't I be. I'm lucky, treThe undedsigned "
»STARTS SATURDAY
of the
369.95
plies
City Council of the Citv of A t l n n Hn t i- u i," V
............
phes ...
................. 96,«
mendously lucky. I have two eyes real estate to-wit:
MAY 6th — OPENS 10:00 a. m.
aulin|
186 60 Mike Metz
Lot Six in Block Seventy-Ei^ht
tic, Cass County Iowa havL
h^n" ( r, P
' n
S.
.........
'
» committee work 133.
hav
to see the beauty which God has
in Dickerson's Addition to the
L
mileage
appointed to a p p r a e 'certam
lands
'
nil
" rUg St°''e' supCONTINUOUS SHOWING
created in all things if I but take
4 95 Miller
Town of Lewis, Cass County,
held by the State of Iowa for the H a n A r .............
v" ' '
'
' ****** ' Pierce Com SATURDAY and SUNDAY
Pany Upplles
Iowa,
67 89
Dan V r i b b o n s
time to seek; I have ears to hear the
use and benefit of the Permanent"
'Com
,
/
'
. . . . . . . . . . .i
sold at public bidders sale as School Fund, upon their oaths report
re a i s
'
P an y'
I Missouri - Kansas Chemical
song of the birds at twilight, and was
po
130 94
t
provided
by
law
on
Tax
Sale
No.
117
26c Bargain til 1:30
t hat they have performed that d u t v ( v
u '' •
...............
Company, supplies
the merry laughter of my sons while of 19'!8, and
mn8
Henningsen,
rental .. 194.10 J. W. Morgan,"trustee
to the best ,,f their ab ties and have
at their play; health, to carry on and
WHEREAS, the Town of Lewis, appraised said property as f oUowv
Company, kerosene.
3.98 Louis Moss, mileage . . .
m u ,,r« lnsurance Agency,
J. 0. Mountain, hauling
do the tasks cheerfully that lie in this Cass County, Iowa, had acquired a
C. & M. A d d . - N 7 5 ' W'A of
e
90
l o t 7- Atlantic, Cass Countv
J o h n H fr " • • / • • •
-88 James-McDonnell, milk .
pathway of living and which is the lowed by a tax deed of said real
Unty
John Hoffman, freight
1.43 John R. Nelson, insurance
Iowa-$r,5().oo.
'
inevitable necessity to happiness; and estate from the Treasurer of Cass
"
ouse riros., supplies
16.55 Peacock & Baxter, polish
- i c u i o n Hansen, hauling
215.33 Perkins Br<
sense enough to be thankful for the Countv, and
IB. C Pond
W H E R E A S , it is for the best intersmall and simple things of life.
d t h a t a sale of the entire Hawkeye Portland Cement
ests of Cass County, the Consolidated
v i i v Des
would
be
for
h ' v u n L - 14 ,
1 1
*•
"
•*«•«/v •L*GSt6!r Jtv&uG)
* * *
u
,,
•
t
interests
Frank
School District of Lewis, and the Town -•• tin- Permanent School Fund
m Com
r
of Lewis, to make a compromise of
For what more couid I ask?
Ol1
supplies
P an y.
all taxes due Cass County as a result .layTM^bTS 11 ^ t h i S 2 9 U l ,
285.85 Frank Ratzlaff, trustee
of
said
sale
No.
117
of
1938,
C. S. Relyea, supplies
Insist on fresh chick feed.
1
S
lit.
,
- - _ .. v ^ m i o w i i r i f i i
".n,' Mornssey,
- . A,««rt
tiy"^ rparts
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RECompany,
a ± v ^* ^
1.17 Esther Reeves, salary
FrankP .Chri.te
J. Grulk,! n s,.n.
ROBERTS Starter and Grower.
It SOLVED by the Town Council of
wa
Klectric
Company,
serM r n i y Recsi-.
I Mrs. J. P. T>e. expense —
the Town of Lewis, Cass County,
228.61 Genevieve Schuler. labor
A p p r a i s e r s and Members of
he T i r e * v i ' V • - • •
Iowa, that this Council recommend to
iC. W. Sutherland, bounty
tlif City Council of A f a n t i c
wnv tubef
'"
the Board of Supervisors of Cass
ass County, Iowa.
11.53 Wm. Tibken, bounty
Kt h Rl l s U p p l.-l e s
County, Iowa, that all the taxes ini Mi- I ollowing bonds were appri,,
379.77 Mrs. Ed. Wagner, expense
W , J ?,
cluded in Tax Sale No. 117 of 1938,
Muas, Peter Bornholdt am
kerr Sene
1.80 R. N. Watson, bailiff
°
and subsequent taxes on the above
36.21 Western Chemical Company
jj
described
real
estate,
be
compromised
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
226.22' supplies
.ill
for the sum of $5.00.
Middle States Utilities ComI'hc
quarterly
reports
of
P
P
K,i
Western Union, telegram
sfijo|
wholesale, delivered.
RESOLUTION.
"•''* Sheriff and M. E. Hubbard M pany, tolls
4.07 Tom Wheeler, painting
l0.oo|
W'HEREAS, the following described AA .u, ,d1i: t, or, were approved
'lliT-Hasselbaleh"co
I John H, Williams, bounty
I
•ompany,
We will pick up your dead
parts
real-estate to-wit:
363.38 F. W. Wiese, committee w" k Ig5|jl
East Two-Thirds (Except the
animals and give service.
209.94
and mileage
w r
East 6%') of Lot Seven in B'ock
Albert
» «
ott.. labor
T
, •
'^-.i. H.
11. Knop,
lYuun, lirnvc
32.00 W. H. Wohlenhaus, c o m m i t Seventy, Dickerson's addition to
Phone 257
l o w n s h . p , $2.00 for dog tax; A K \ i
Needles, supplies
5.19
tee work and mileage
j 05|
the Town of Lewis, Cass CounQ"iith, ('ass Township, $1220 f,,','. ^'"""Auto Service p a r t s "
37.21 R- R- Yates. supplies
ty, Iowa,
WAGNER FILLING STATION
W
K
n
g
EIee
• " < " • ' • s Exemption and H e n r i e t t a
'
t»<- Company'
|Zion Office Supply, s u p i — - •
g|
was sold at public bidders sale as ™p yi^ Lmco n Township, $32 nil ;,,,- "1 lairs
ANITA, IOWA
'"'
provided by law on Tax Sale No IT' M X i c r s K x e m p t i o n were allowed
46.65
WARRANTS
ISSUED
FR<»'
.
Tfl •
Bell Tele
of 1938, and
.
FUNT> FOR PROVISIONS. ( M
i no suspension of taxes for r ,,;
131.08
WH'EREAS, the Town of Lewis, •\- M c d r i t f on NT:, O f T j ( l t n aiu| ^
ING MND MEDICAL A U ^
Cass County, lowa, had acquired a
„„ ' Dr. George A. Alliband
'3.5!
prior tax certificate which was folI icrce, royalty
,o American Optical Co.
yj
ia«-7o
:||
lowed by a tax deed of said real ' K c f u n d s for K r a n k Pelzer f «.,
1Hb 7a
y
W I reston et al., ]{. '
'
'
i
Anita
Lumber
Co
;9«l
estate from the Treasurer of Cass
• • >n delinquent t a x a n d
,7«
a nn' Atlantic Building Supply
Countv. and
8 uo
| I ' . Blake of $1800
' , Atlantic Canning Co
.,&&
personal ,„•„
' Agency,' exWHEREAS, it is for the best inter- i'rt'' was allowed.
' 7.0!
1001 | Atlantic Hospital, Inc..
ests of Cass 'County, the Consolidated
Sufferer* from Rheumatism. Anhrais. NeuOn
motion
ami
vote
the
K a t h m a n , repairs .
•;,i
Atlantic Shoe Co
•
salari,.,
ritis, Sciatica, and Lumbago! M a L t I'lis
School District of Lewis, and the Town
Bridge Crew, Harm
1 A w a y Tire , Battery,
a n n iister
s t e r S|J1
maple, easy test. Get an mcx .t:is:ve
• 45 1 Atlantic Square Deal 0.1 < <"»
(
of Lewis, to make a compromise of Ward and A n d eew,
'
package of M Y A C I N toJay. Take tablctj
r s o n , were set' ,, s,'
*s and renairs
3.0S|
•)A(\ rji I pany
ai directed. If you don't experience pro:r.p:
al! taxes due Cass Countv as a result Per m o n t h fro,,, A p r i l 1st ,
,,
•>M
relief, return the balance of the table.s a n j
vli
Bailey Feedd Co
of
said
sale
No.
112
of
1938,
I hnmit Win stwriii
ber
1st.,
lill!!).
'
"
'»
50
our money will be refunded in full. The
^• j Baker Manufacturing Co.yerson
Son,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RETh
Jrmula for M Y A C I N was originally dis. l o w i n g claims wt-iv |l
a Q1 I D*. R. L. Barnett
covered In Europe, but is now uted by thouSOLVED by the Town Council of and th A u d i t o r authorize,! toa <
•andj of docto.s and hoapuals throughout
o'f J Dr. R. A. Becker
the
Town
of
Lewis.
Cass
County,
warrants
for
the
samethis country. Contains no harmful Rabitoinpany
POO,?' Beech Department Store.
Iowa, that this Council recommend to Oeravd Sheets, labor
formlng drugs and will not upset stomach.
Ut3 tfl
$
7'J
" l Ralph Berg
• v!r P"1"?0 ""'v i0c - Large economy
the
Board
of
Supervisors
of
Cass
and
Robert Hill, labor
size Jl.OO. Clio this ad as a reminder to
j D r . C. W. Blakesley
Q
Countv.
Iowa,
that
all
the
taxes
inbuy M Y A C I N today.
a 1
Don Wilkinson, mileage"
'1' Breckenmaker's Grocery
cluded in the Tax Sale No. 112 of 1938 Henry C. Laub, mileage
Alii Tiilnff • lifc,t Pristii
BONGERS BROS.
and subsequent taxes on the above Lyle Sorensen, labor
367 52' Albert J. Brown
Um BWMI • Mil liilw
Mrs. C. S. Brown . •
described real estate, be compromised Glen Comstock. labor '
Anita, Iowa.
repairs
l5."l
Brown's Grocery
;x|i
for the sum of $10.00.
John Bacon, labor
<o'lard Oil
66.35 Bullock & Sons ^
Kas
and oil

PETERSEN'S

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables in Season at Lowest P i I
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Theatre

THE GREATEST AMERICAN
EPIC OF
THEM

inddinHd(::rd'ohirh?,Lnan;; i89-02,Ra"d- -M<™*& ~ c°m"any

ALL!

NOTICE!

ARTHRITIS

Pain Promptly Relieved

Barbara Stanwyck
m Joel McCrea

r

'!

151.51

(Continued on
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ole

rteAtJTYCOLTUgp.

Mm. KENNEDY;

ByEPWHEELAN

BIG TOP
TWE CLOWNS' H\LARIOUS"FIRB~
ACT,-BANGS BROS- MAMMOTH SHOW" ENDgP
GOLLV,
•(AT WAS
[SOME SHOW.,
POP."

WOVM, "DOC *
HAT OVi-GCvNl

WRAM.IF

i£PHAHT ACT
BROUGHT CHIJ.LS
1

REALL«/
AM ACT
OR...

i TO MV SPINE.B /

CRACK/!!

MEAHVM1LE DON \WRKJHT, PRESS A6€NT TOR
TMC OLflTlT. WAS ALREADY UPTOWN
HELLO, MR. BENTON. HERE'S
A UTTLe STORV FDR THE
MORNIN& EDITIONS
ABOUT OUR SVONDERFUL,
TRAINED ELEPHANT.
ALTA , AN

•
i1 AUREAPy HAVE A
4. HOU) MAN/
e rv> VPMIlfllWv

, BECAUSE.v

HER TNAO
NEW ACTS ,

or

you COULP

VERV
TE

MI?. M/RKSHT;

^
CRICKS

USE ?.".

•1%
^
^TWaeAST^^^
\A/AS ^

CO., o«,|

COIMMERCIAL SCHQC
HlOa SCHOOL GRADUATES .
raduatlng class picture of if, , -.
naUtut* of Business it L , e Aaeila
sklng. Write A. I. B'., D« MO,"'<»J

Or^

/V

O-1'

Day-Evening Bolero
Done .in Jiffy
|
P
f

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Professor Zeero, Champion Check Dodger
PROFESSOR ViT
ZEER0, YOU
GONZALESMUST TELL
ZE MYSTIC
LALA TO
POWERS
MARRY ME
WORK BETTER
AT ONCE
ON A FULL
STOMACH

YOU ARE
SHE SAYS SHE
RIGHT
WANTS TO REDUCE
SENOR - I
FIRST, BUT
WILL GIVE HER
IT'LL TAKE
HER YEARS ZE OLD BAZOOLA
AND YEARS! BAZOOLA

I MOOST
IF WE WAIT TOO
LONG HER FORTUNE GO OUTSIDE
AND
WILL SLIP THROUGH
CONSULT
OUR FINGERS
ZE STARS

HEY, THE STARS
AREN'T OUT-IT'S
THREE IN THE
AFTERNOON

QUICK!

Fnnk Jay M*rk«y Syndicate, Inc.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—He Didn't Say Ye*, He Didn't Say No!

Pattern No. 6149

MESCAL IKE

Quite a Difference

B, s. L. HUMTLEY
WAX., WAU, VJAU!

AJKTT seeisi vuw
MOMTH

This bolero's got what it t
to make you the,star. Puffs
(so feminine!) and a lacyi
that rolls off your hook with a
ing speed! Use two strands otd
ton. Pattern 6149 contains di
tions for.making the Bolero,i
illustrations of it and of i
material requirements.
To obtain this pattern,!
cents in coins to The Sew
cle, Household Arts Dept,]
W. HttfSt., New York, N.Y.-.J
Please write your name,'
dress and pattern number i
Ladies. If interested in 1
otherp to vital health, write usj
day. It will pay you. Viavi, 70ir
pire Bldg., Des Moines, la.-

/SOOD OC MORT
BCT/, VUM .SWOR. HAVE
CWANK3E.D A U3T . ~
TM' LAST TlMe: \A.

UP;

Concrete Opinions
Those who never retract
opinions love themselves '
than they love truth.-Joub

COMFORT
POP— A Realistic Problem

By J. MILLAR WATT

YOU CAN TELL YOUR TEACHER
I CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY
TEN 'GALLON DRUMS OP
OIL -

-JUST TO SEE- MOW
MANJV PINT BOTTLES
THEY WILL FILL —

-AND NEXT TIME SHE
SETS YOUR. HOMEWORK
SUMS —

SWt

CAN MAKE- IT
WATER !

* HOTEt

CLAR
„,
LOS A NOll
V3tU aradloU^-WNU 8«rvlc«.

HELP WANTED

Curse of Progress
•THAT$
YOU MEAM
THEV'Rt 60m'
TD EUN TH'
BMP RI6MT

601 N' TO CUT THE ROAP
RI6HT WOUGH HERE.

Father—What do you want now?
Haven't I just set up your husband
in business?
Married Daughter — Yes, but
George wants you to buy him outl
Retort Courteous
Miss Prim—How do you like my
new walking suit?
Miss Sapp—Charming. I've always wanted one just like It ever
since I was a little girl.
Ob, la That It?
Betty—It's tough to pay 50 cents a
pound for steak.
Butcher—It's tougher when you
pay 30 cents.
Philanthropist
Sunday Morning Customer—Give
me change for a dime, please.
Druggist—Sure, and I hope you
enjoy the sermon.

Fifth and

WNU—N

MUM

^^ToitUTinK^.^^^
S.Wyeo»««dllll7 uicew^l

^c_.-««Dlewl'°,';
,/*l
.
SmMt
.p-to-the-minu" ^ a d v
11
current «*»»»• ',° as b^'"
.acntt M Closely .
n

Xes . . . Wbat!?
Sissy-boy Simpson — You must
think me a perfect fool.
Betty—Oh, no. No one's perfect.

wher« money b«X

!^:tV>;^'nV >'"ji.^!:v'.'i\vVKi>?i
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

We Pay Highest Cash Prices
for Cream, Poultry, Eggs

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Maduffs Food Market]

(Continued from Page 4)
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
J."~Burnea "~'.7.~ '.".'. - i .77.....
MM
WE DELIVER
PHONE 239
Butler's Grocery
f>-<"
Cash Coal System
13.50
May 6, 1909.
iv.n:>
Christensen's Grocery
It only lacked ten degrees of get10.00
Christian Home Orphanage. .
We give honest weights and tests. We invite you
7.60 ting down to zero last Saturday mornW. F. Crawford
to bring your produce here, because we guarantee
Dr. "William F." Crew
........
23.75 ing.
Diebold Grocery
...........
22.00
Tony Cant. 27, died at the home
satisfaction.
«
Henry Dimig
..............
99-84 of his brother, John Cant, Monday,
Family Shoe Store
..........
10.W
WE HANDLE—
Farmers Co-Operative Co ..... 25.75 .loath being caused by consumption.
Fullerton Lumber Co
.......
19-60 The little babe of Mr. and Mrs.
Tankage, Oil Meal, Shorts, Bran, Salt, Oyster
Roy
Gardner
..............
S-43 Clyde Smith of the Berea community
Shell, Concentrates.
Gordinier's Drug Store
.....
3-07
Gordinier's Grocery
........
66.50 has been quite sick the past week, but
WE GIVE—
Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
........
2.00 is reported some better.
Griswold Mercantile Co ..... 33.20
Free delivery service.
Miss AHa K. Harsh has been reGrossman Department Store. 11.10
elected
principal and Miss Zoe HamilOne cent above our cash price for poultry and
Dr. Harry Hall
............
26.2b
Henderson Dairy
..........
3.10 ton, music supervisor, for the Anita
eggs in trade.
Hi-Way Food Center ....... 183.07 high school for next year.
Hoegh & Stirtz
............
311.06
Lee Van Slyke has let the contract
TRY US THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED FEED Howell's
Store
............
30.30
Size 9x12
OR HAVE PRODUCE TO SELL.
Dr. H. A. Johnson
..........
4S.V5 to Chas. Goodpasture for the erection
Dr. C. R. Jones
............
296.20 of a residence property on a lot he
Joyce Lumber Co., Griswold.
13.13 owns on Rast Main Street.
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS.
Joyce Lumber Co., Lewis....
13.00
W A. Glines, a former hotel opera\ ~
•
•/,-..-•• - .-ff- ••*<:
Delia King
................
.11-00
Dr. W. W. Kitson
..........
44.75 tor in Anita and the father of Mrs.
Lee's Drug Store
..........
41-03 Jesse M. Deeming, was killed last
r,3.25
August Lembke
07.50 .veek in Cedar Rapds when he was every Monday and Thursday evening 'ROCEEDINGS OP THE
Lewis Cash Store . . . .
Anita and Audubon
4.19 struck by a street car.
Lloyd & Meredith . . . .
BOARD OF SUPERVI9
12150
Longview Store
......
;he Misses Hazul Trimmer, Daisy at 8:00 o'clock.
Insist on Fresh Chick Feed. Get Roberts Chick Feeds.
Y(i.r>2 Jenkins, Mayfred Stone, Mildred
Maduff's Food Market
Sunday School teachers meeting on
Court House,
10.13
Marne Elevator Co. .
5.1)0 Worthing and Faye Saunders formed Wednesday evening at 7:30.
Atlantic, Iowa.
Mrs. Mary Marnin . . . .
took advantage The Lutheran ladies aid will meet
(i.50 a merry party
Massena Grain Co, . .
April 17, 1939.
1 1.04 of one of the nice warm days last at the home of Mrs. Weimer Pearson
H. C. Mehlmann . . . . .
The
Board
of
Supervisors Of l
4.00
Miller's Market . ( . . . .
Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
County, Iowa, met in adjourned i
4.SO week for the enjoyment of a picnic in
Hans Moelck
........
9.44 the grove.
MoJler's Dairy
sion with all members present'
12.50
Dr. E. C. Montgomery
Lynn Robison, Glenn Campbell and
eighth grade pupils, next year's fresh- .Tames
P. T. A. and Exhibit May 9.
Hawley Lynch, chairman,
METHODIST
CHURCH
+
McConnell
9.92 Harold Blanchard of the Anita high
The May P. T. A. meeting will be men, a chance to see just what high Dr. R. M. Needles
Mete, G. E. Eshelman, F. \v. 1
20.75
Arthur
V.
Long,
Pastor.'
+
Oakland Rendering Co
20.80 school were the easy winners in the
held May 9 at 8:00 p. m. The in- school is really like.
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
debate with students of the Atlantic
Olson's
Grocery
225.94
stallation of officers will be followed
Minutes of April 3rd were i
Church
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
Harold
60.50 high school last Friday evening, the
C. B. Parkinson & Son.
by an all-school exhibit. The grades To Give Academic Tests.
as read..
91.45 judges in the contest being unanimous McDermott, Superintendent.
J. C. Penney Co
May 8 and 9 the Iowa Academic Dr. E, C. Petersen
and Normal Training department ex97.25
On motion and vote a resold,
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with
37.50 in their decision in favor of Anita.
hibits will be in each respective room. tests will be given in the high school. Dr. M. T. Petersen
was
passed to transfer $15,000 fa
9.00
C'.arence M. Parker, superintendent- special music and sermon by the pasThe high school exhibits will be in These tests are also known as "Iowa Petersen's Grocery ...
4.29 elect of the Anita public schools for or on "The Need of Quietness." At- the Emergency Fund to the
|
Pine
Dairy
the gymnasium. Parents and patrons Every Pupil Testing Program' These
Fund upon approval from the
19.58
Grocery ..........
md church somewhere Sunday/
are urged to attend so that they may are standard examinations
arc j Red & White Store
........
20.-SO the year 1909-10, was in the city
Comptroller.
............
- 38.45 last Saturday, looking after business Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. with
see the work and progress made dur- given in progressive schools aJkSover eed's Grocery
The bonds of J. B. Jipsen, As:
nother
discussion
period
^jm
"Some
William
Riggs'
Grocery
____
24.42
the state of Iowa. The stated/pufi'pose loland, Peacock & Baxter. . 50.00 interests and making a few brief calls.
ing the year.
and
S. W. Woods, Clerk, were api
itory."
Highlights in Church
is to motivate and encourage super- Sam's Market
.............
30.60 Mr. Parker, whose home is in Cedar
ed.
o'clock
Evening Worship at/8:00
G. A. A. Has Meeting.
ior scholarship in our schools.
auer & Dahlberg
.........
2.81 Falls, is well pleased with Anita and
Moved by Metz, seconded by'
43.53 the prospects for a successful school ith the discussion /by the pastor
Last Wednesday the Girls Athletic
'he Sisters of Mercy
......
lenhaus,
to buy one Scarifier
17.45 year.
Slocum Co
.................
entering around an/"Old Fashioned
Association held its monthly meeting. rade News.
29.50
teinbeck
Grocery
.........
the
Miller'Haaselbalch
Co. at a i
Reading achievement tests were Stier's Grocery
>ermon."
/
After the regular meeting, the girls
............
2.93
of
$150
F,
0.
B.
Cass
County.
Choir
practice
tjfis
(Wednesday)
evgiven
to
the
first
grade
pupils
last
played Hit Pin baseball with the sen41.84
Sub-lDivision of Aid to Blind.
Motion -carried.
........
6.70 f
week. These tests were in two divi- Thrift- Way Market
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
:ning at the ho ie of 'Mr. and Mrs.
iors victorious.
On motion and vote the folio
M.
Tomlinson
............
3.00
New
members
are
4 - - f - f - f - f - f + - f - f - 4 - + -i
ions, one on word recognition and
.. K. Nichols,
H. D. Turner
...............
6.50
resolution was adopted:
Junior-Senior Banquet Friday.
vocabulary, the other division was Turner Bros
"Adam
and
Fallen
Man"
will
be
velcome.
...............
13.00
The annual Junior-Senior banquet a comprehension test. In handwork ["win City Artificial Limb
RESOLUTION.
A party for the young people wi'.l
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
will be held this Friday at the school lass the chi'dren have been enjoying
2.2 all Churches of Christ, Scientist, be held in the church basement this
Co
.......................
WHEREAS, Cass County acqi
...............
10.00
house. The Juniors and their mothers making May baskets. Many attrac- Irayce Ury
Thursday evening at 8:00 o'clock. AH by foreclosure sale for the use i
20.00 on Sunday, May '
Slmer Watson
............
and Miss Buchanan are very busy this ive ones have been made and decor- Dr.
A . Weaver
............. 23.00 The Golden Text is from I Corin- young people are invited to attend. benefit of the Permanent School I
week performing the numerous duties ated in original designs. Most of Dr. M. R. Weir
............ 44.50 thians 15:22, "As in Adam all die
The Uniting Conference which takes the following described real
..........
5.31 even so in. Christ sha'.l all be made in the three branches of Methodism to-wit:
for this gala event.
the pupils who were out with the Welch Shoe Store
Wheeler
..........
3.00
Lot 7 and South one-half of W]
measles are fully recovered and back Mannette
began its work this week. This is an
Dr. A. R. Wilder . .
........ 84.30 alive."
Anita-Massena Game May 10.
in school.
8, Block 134, City of
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo epoch making meeting. It means tha
Wright's
Grocery
..........
121.72
The Anita baseball team will play
Session and Mileage Claims.
nations from the Bible and from th« the largest unification program in th<
Cass County, 'Iowa, and
The second grade has been enjoyMassena May 10. This game was
Hawlev Lynch
.............
5.00 Christian Science textbook, "Scienc
WHEREAS, said property iV
ing
the
picture
study
of
"Feeding
history
of
the
Christian
church
is
under
Met7,
................
5.70
postponed from an earlier date beand Health with Key to the Scrip way.
occupied by H. G. Dacken andC
Her
Birds."
Roberta
Mclntyre
celeF.
W.
Wiese
6.65
cause of rain.
6.80 tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
brated her seventh birthday last week W. H. Wohlenhaus
Official board meeting at the church' )acken, and that no rental hull
E. Eshelman
6.70
One of the Bible citations reads on Monday evening, May 8, at 8:00 aid for the use thereof, anil
and remembered her classmates with G.Moved
School Movies.
by Wiese, seconded by WohTwo movies entitled "Steel" and treats. The chi'dren have enjoyed lenhaus, to adjourn to April 17th. at "This I say therefore, and testif o'clock. The Sunday School board lie year of redemption has lonjs
in the Lord, that ye henceforth wal is invited to meet at the same time xpired,
9:00 o'clock.
(
"Trees and Men" will be given free making May baskets.
Motion carried.
not as other Gentiles walk, in th for business affecting both phases of
NOW THEREFORE BE IT 1
of charge at 9:00 a. m. today ('WedThe following names have been
(Signed)
Hawley Lvnch,
vanity of their mind, Having th our church work will be taken up.
OLVED by the Bpard of Sup
nesday). These are both educational added to the dental honor roll of the
Chairman.
understanding darkened, being alien
pictures and will gi/p the students third grade: Billie Brookner, Love Attest:
Parents please keep in mind the >f Cass County, Iowa, in regular i
M. E. Hubbard,
ated from the life of God throug date for the Union Daily Vacation ion, that the County Auditor of C
an opportunity to get first hand in- Joy Spry and Leola Neiens. ThursCounty Auditor.
the ignorance that is in them, be Bible School to be held from May 22 County be and he is hereby art'
formation on America's foremost in- day was Mary Katherine Bongers
zed and ordered to serve notice i
dustries.
birthday and she treated her classInsist on fresh chick feed. Get cause of the blindness of their heart. to June 2.
"Trees and Men" illustrates inter- mates to ice cream. Achievement tests ROBERTS Starter and Grower. It (Ephesians 4:17, 18).
The Loyal Circle will hold its an- he above named parties to quit'
Among the selections from th nual Mother and Daughter party at •remises and deliver them to thep
esting exhibits of the timber's journey were given in this grade last week.
Christian
Science textbook is the fo the church Tuesday, May 9, at 2:00 session of Cass County, Iowa, as f
to the mill, and the intricate machinNOTICE
OF
APPOINTMENT
OF
Miss Darrah was very well pleasec
lowing: "The eternal Truth destroys p. m. Please leave reservations with rided by law.
ery used to transform that timber with the results of the achievemen
ADMINISTRATOR.
what mortals seem to have learned Mrs. Albert Karns.
into lumber and pulp.
The following claims were '
tests taken in the fourth grade las'
"Steel" takes a motion picture cam week. A spring blackboard border In the District Court of the State of from error, and man's real existence
and the Auditor authorized t o '
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
as a child of God comes to light. Joe Rydl, Sr. and wife of Anita, Mrs. warrants for the same:
era into the very heart of the stee is being planned by this grade fo
industry—to its mines, its ore boats room decoration. In nature and Eng In the Matter of the Estate of Anna Truth demonstrated is eternal life. Joe Rydl, Jr. of Exira and Harry Wed- Fred Dahlberg, painting . - • • $
M. Bell, Deceased.
Mortal man can never rise from the emeyer and wife of Adair were Sunday Earl Lang, painting
trains, mills and to the very brinl lish classes, pupils have been study
To
Whom
It
May
Concern:
temporal
debris of error, belief in visitors with relatives in Walnut.
of flaming furnaces.
ing care, treatment and actual ex
Esther Reeves, salary
Notice is hereby given that the sin, sickness and death, until he learns
State Board of Assesment and
perience
with
pets.
Eighth Grade Visiting Day.
undersigned has been appointed 'and that God is the only Life" (pp. 288
Outstanding primary road bomds
Review, use tax
Achievement test results are verj has qualified as Administrator of the and 289).
Anita high school will observe
guaranteed by Cass county will be Tom Wheeler, painting • •
satisfactory
in
the
fifth
grade.
Th
Eighth Grade Visiting Day on Wed
estate of Anna M. Bell, late of Cass
decreased by $130,000 this week and
Session and Mileage
nesday, 'Mlay 10. Each eighth gradi children were very enthusiastic abou County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
over $10,000 in interest will be paid Sawley Lynch
the
Senior
Class
play
which
they
wer
rural student will be assigned to i
in any manner indebted to said de- *• CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST
^ to bond holders. Funds to handle MSke Metz
"Big Brother" or "Big Sister" fo: allowed to see Thursday afternoon.
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
ceased of her estate will make pay- •f
* these payments were received at the F. W. Wiese
Measles has caused the absenc ment to the undersigned; and those
the day's routine. A short assembl;
county treasurer's office Monday. They G. E. Eshelman
program will be presented and at noon of the following fifth and sixth grade having claims against said deceasec
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
pupils:
Blaine
Biggs,
Irene
Carlson,
a lunch will be served. The exhibi
or her estate will present them in
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. come from the primary road fund W. H. Wohlenhaus
Moved .by Metz, seconded by^
will be held over from the regula Johnny Rasmussen, Raymond Denney, manner and form as by law required,
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m. Cass county now has $960,000 worth
1
exhibit night and a baseball gam Lola Chadwick and Gene Parker. The for allowance and payment.
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock. of primary road bonds, having re.- to adjourn until nine a. m. '
the original $1,500,000 issue by or on call of chairman.
will be held during the afternoon be achievement tests were given a few
Dated this 18th. day of April, A. D.,
The morning sermon will be, "Dues duced
$540,000.
tween Anita and Massena. The pur days ago in this grade. Finger paint- 1939.
Motiprt carried.
Science and Religion Conflict?" There
pose of this project is to give rura ing was found interesting in art class.
'H. L. Bell,
] has been much discussion about science According to press reports from
(Signed)
Administrator of said estate. and religion, so if you wish to hear
Wheaton, 1.11., Joe Simko, 34, alias
the modern view and what a minister William C. Banning, is in the Wheaton Attest:/
John Brookner left Monday for By John E. Budd,
Miss Margaret Adair and John
M E. Hut-bad.
Attorney for said estate.
actually thinks about it, try and atBaker of Des Moines spent Sunday Anderson, iM:o., to spend several weeks
County An«8*|
jail after a preliminary hearing on
tend this service. The evening topic
in the city at the home of her brother, at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
NOTICE OF PROBATE OF WILL. will be something of interest to all. a warrant charging murder. Simko
Joe Vetter and wife drove to
William Jeffries and family.
Dr. G. M. Adair and family.
We are very happy to see spring is charged with the murder of George Saturday to. visit over Sunday,
Frank R. Mitchell, wife and son, State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
Clarence Birge and wife of Redding,
again and hear the birds sing, smell J- Corleas, 34, of Maywood, 111. He
their son, Joe, a Student at Cnll
In
District
Court
No.
4716.
Cal., are spending a couple of weeks Donny, drove to Hastings Sunday
the sweet odor of the blossoms an,| was ordered held without bail for
hearing May 4. Wheaton officers
in Anita, being called here by the morning to spend the day with their
to see things becoming
To All Whom It May Concern:
serious illness of her mother, Mrs. son and brother, Harold Mitchell and
You are hereby notified, that an inthe prisoner, who was serving
John Heck.
wife.
all supreme, by attending one
strument of writing purporting to be
30-day sentence in the Cass county
the Last Will and Testament of Charles
jail on a larceny charge under the
Workman, deceased, dated May 11,
name
of Banning for stealing a watch
•SALE:-Tally cards, n 1
We are planning a special musk-al
1926, having been this day filed, openfrom Miss Dora McElfresh of Anita Tribune office, Anita.
j
j
A
*u
m*v.
A
c
v,
i
Program
for
Mother's
duv
^o
ed and read, the 10th. day of May,, keep tMs in m j n d and ^ J- ;»
I he reports stated the body of Corles
and'
f u r t h - was found near Lisle, III,
1939, is fixed for hearing proof of er announcements.
•FOR
on Sept
same at the Court House in Atlantic,
15, 1938.
Oak port*, well
The ladies aid wi'.l \WM
There is a vast difference between EXPERIowa, before the District Court of
,ving !
church all day Wednesda
IENCE and EXPERIMENT!
Clyde Hilton and His sw "
said County, or the derk of said
will, furnish the music ^ •
Court; and at 9:00 o'clock A. M., of j i -f
We offer our experience as an asset to you in sedance at the K.
the day above mentioned all persons -f
L U T H E R A N MISSION AT >
lecting DEPENDABLE BUILDING MATERIALS
^~~~ viol
interested are hereby notified and re- V
J- 0. O. F. HALL.
+
. Anyone desiring P'»no the*
most suited to your contemplated job. On this
quired to appear, and show cause if i -f
K«v. H. C. Btlsheim, l' a «t,, r *
voice music lessons during
„ toucb'
basis we invite your patronager assuring you a
any they have, why said instrument j •f •* • * - + + + - » - 4 4 + + t ' +
mer
months, should get i! 30.
STOCK REMOVED
should not be probated and allowed
square deal.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. tii
Olin <J. Bif^ell, phone 4
as and for the Last Will and TestaDivine worship at lO.-.'iO a. „, |> ( .
FOR RENT:—28-»e.e
ment of said deceased.
(Theo: Hottmann will conduct u,, "*.V
PHONE 400 ANITA
Dated at Atlantic,. Iowa, May 1, vice, and special music w i l l („. fl"
pasture. C. H. Bartley'
WE PAY THE CHARGES
1939.
nished by the Girls Chorus f,- ( , m l"
50c .bnyfl BOO sheets of
(Seal)
C.
M.
Skipton,
ANJTA LUMBER CO.
maneul Lutheran Church of \, l v .'"
ANITA RENDERING
paper,
Clerk of District Court.
Confirmation class meets every'\v
SERVICE
YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.
one office.
By Boyd M. Cambridge,
nesday and I<>i<lay a fterno, m .
Harper Dorsey, Manager
Deputy.
Adu.t confirmation clas..

10 Day Sale
Continues Until

Saturday Night

Pabco Linoleum Rugs

Roberts Produce

$4.59 and up

SCHOOL NEWS.

No Monkey Business—

DEAD
FREE

ROBERT SCOTT

•Ph. 184

'A^i^
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NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH

W. LaBlNE

Mid-June Adjournment Fought
By Congressional Teace Bloc';
All-Summer Session Forecast
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion* are expressed in these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this ncwwpaper.)
____^^_^^_^^^^^_ Copyrlfht, 1839.

-

to small ones, also that federal revenues cannot be reduced. The only
Three Months to Go?
solution: Reshuffle taxes on big corLong congressional sessions hand- porations.
Relief. Rebel Democrats and all
icap U. S. business, but self-esteeming legislators also think their pres- Republicans are fighting the Presience in Washington helps stop an dent's 1940 relief budget of $1,750,impulsive President from sticking 000,000, partly for economy's sake
his foot into Europe's pie. When and partly because the White House
Alabama's Sen. John Bankhead of- insists on keeping WPA intact. Unfered a resolution scrapping contro- der several pending bills, WPA
versial legislation to guarantee June would be abolished and much of the
15 adjournment, there were enough relief load returned to states.
Labor Act. Modifications in the
objections to constitute a very vocal
"peace bloc/' Retorted Texas' Sen. Wagner act to pacify business were
Tom Connally: "Congress ought to promised before the U. S. Chamber
stay right here . . . until all danger of Commerce by Nebraska's Sen.
of involving the United States in Edmund Burke. By early May, alwar has disappeared . . . No one most a month of committee hearcan determine the question of war ings had netted nothing'not already
•or peace but congress, and I know known: (1) That A. F. of L. and
business oppose the present act; (2)
the people do not want war."
But war is only one of several that C. I. O. favors it.
major issues confronting a congress
Railroads. Though it is a major
which did little during its first four economic problem which almost
months, and which cannot hope to caused a national crisis last fall unadjourn with anything like a good til legislative reform promises
record before mid-August. Prob- stilled an employer-employee squablems, and their status:
ble, rail rehabilitation is well buried
Defense. Neutrality and arma- in committee. Some think the issue
ment are No. 1 issues of the No. 1 may be compromised in the interproblem. After weeks of testimony, est of a shorter session.

CONGRESS:

EUROPE:
Appeasement Again

TEXAS' TOM CONNALLY
"Congress out to stay rigfct here."

Moons may come and go before
the world knows exactly why Russian Foreign Minister Maxim Litvinoff "retired" at the crucial moment of Anglo-French-Soviet solidarity conversations. But there is every reason to believe French-British
treachery is responsible. The argument:
Russia sought an all-embracing
military alliance with the two democracies, meaning all three must
march if Adolf Hitler carried out
his threat to occupy Danzig in defiance of the Poles. But Britain and
France have never opposed German
occupation of Danzig; indeed a
growing appeasement bloc (allegedly including Prime Minister Chamberlain) has hoped the Reich would
satisfy its thirst by taking Danzig.
Thus the broadest pact France and
Britain would offer Russia was a series" of unilateral guarantees to Poland and Rumania, the Soviet to aid
only if the other two powers had already gone to the assistance of
those countries. Hence it was obvious that Anglo-French offers were
hesitant, half-hearted and a product
of necessity rather than desire.
Maxim Litvinoff's release was the
answer. Litvinoff is part Jew, hated by Germany for his anti-Nazi
and pro-League of Nations beliefs.
His successor, 49-year-old Premier
Vyacheslafl Molotoff, is a militaryminded No. 1 aide to Joseph Stalin.
Thus, the development Paris and
London fear most becomes significantly possible: A Russo-German alliance which would dominate
all Europe. Since Dictator Stalin
recently charged capitalistic powers
are trying to force Germany and
Russia into a needless war, and
since Hitler's latest speech lacked
its usual strong attack on the Soviet,

senate and house investigators seem
compromised on the administration's "cash and carry" neutrality
to permit arms sales to warring nations. Probable modifications: (1)
elimination of a clause forcing the
President to invoke neutrality within 30 days; (2) insertion of a clause
permitting continued shipping to
outskirts of a belligerent's territory if outside the danger zone.
Since England and France would
control the Atlantic in wartime, thus
being enabled to pay cash and carry off U. S. arms, the bill would
subtly answer Reichsfuehrer Hitler's
snub of President Roosevelt. But
Japan, Hitler's friend, could control
the Pacific, which neutralizes the
effect of neutrality.
Defense attention focuses on aviation, the President asking congress
for $206,502,500 to expand the army's
air corps and bolster Panama canal
fortifications. M e a n w h i l e , Col.
Charles A. Lindbergh has urged immediate expansion of aviation research facilities, in which the U. S.
now trails Germany, Britain, Italy
and France. As a result, congress
will probably get requests for more
aviation funds.
A third defense proposal: Nevada's Sen. Key Pittman urges extension of the U. S. coastal boundary from three to twelve miles,
thereby facilitating resistance to an
enemy blockade.
Social Security. Recommendations of the house ways and means
committee, headed by North. Carolina's Rep. Robert L. Doughton:
(1) a top limit of $3,000 wages subject to payroll contributions for unemployment compensation; (2) reVYACHESLAFF MOLOTOFF
duction of 3 per'cent unemployment
A change of policy, too?
compensation tax in states which
have built adequate reserve funds; this possibility is the more impor(3) payment of old age annuities tant.
starting in 1940 instead of 1942; (4)
Adding to democratic woe is the
liberalization of U. S. grants for aid Reich's notable success in neutralizto dependent children, creating a 50- ing all Scandinavia and the Baltic
50 contributory status; (5) exemp- states. Though Denmark, Finland,
tion from social security of students Norway and Sweden will probably
and nominally paid employees of refuse non-aggression pacts as sunon-profit organizations. Total es- perfluous, these countries have givtimated annual saving to industry en neutrality assurances and thus
and labor via the Doughton pro- helped crack the "encirclement"
gram: $825,000,000.
ring which Britain and France
Taxation/ Adjournment - b o u n d thought they had thrown around the
Sen. Alben W. Barkley predicts tax Reich. Lithuania's neutrality was
revision would necessitate an all- guaranteed at the time Memel went
eummer session, moreover says
it back to Germany, and other tiny
will do business no particular^ 1 good Baltic states (Estonia and Latvia)
to be kept in suspense a,bodt new are expected to fall in line.
tax possibilities. His forecast: That
In the Balkans, collapse of
the house will simply extend "nui- Russian-English negotiations would
sance" taxes and the undivided leave anti-Nazi Rumania,' Greece
profits levy, the latter expiring this and Turkey insecure, probably forcyear and currently yielding about ing them into the German sphere of
$56,000,000. This brought retort from influence. Observers believe the
Mr. Doughton, whose ways and outcome may now be German ocmeans committee has not aban- cupation of Danzig in return for terdoned hope of general tax revision. ritorial integrity guarantees to all
The problem: President Roosevelt the Reich's neighbors, which is exand his cohorts have agreed not to actly what Hitler offered in his
ehift the load from large shoulders Reichstag speech.

BUSINESS:
Chamber Complains
Early this spring President Roosevelt declined a bid to address the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce convention, knowing full well his New
Deal would be hung hi effigy. The
President's idea was right; after
five days of speech-making during
which New York's New Dealish Rep.
Sol Bloom was booed from the dinner table because he said business
men should be glad to pay taxes
for the privilege of living in a free
country, the schism between White
House and Big Business was wider
than ever.
Keynoted Chamber President
George H. Davis, Kansas City grain
man: "It seems that the greatest

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS
WEEK

concern is to create divisions between groups, to incite discord between management and worker, antagonism between 'Haves' and
'Have-Nots.' "
Followed Hugh S. Magill of Chicago, president of the American1
Federation of Investors: "I am convinced that the great body of prudent, hard-working men and women for whom I would speak are refusing to put their dollars to work
because they know from experience
that when debts are incurred they
must be paid if credit is to be maintained."
A good sample of several "programs" which chambermen will offer direct to congress, stepping over
the President, was the five-point
plan of Chairman John W. O'Leary
of the executive committee: (1) remove "uncertainties" caused by superfluous government control; (2)
revise dissension-creating
labor
laws; (3) revise tax laws to follow
the rule of revenue purposes rather
than reform; (4) stop needless
spending "to'bring approach" to a
balanced budget; (5) modify restrictive laws to restore flow of capital.
Chambermen presented t h e i r
plans to congress over the banquet
table. Announced as the convention
opened was a series of 26 dinners
in which representatives of various
branches of industry laid their complaints directly before well-fed congressmen and senators..

PEOPLE:
Latest Chapter
C. Most thoroughly bandied-about international rumor the past two
years has been that the duke and
duchess of Windsor would either return to England or visit the U. S.,
probably both. Latest chapter: On
leaving a Paris showing of the
American
movie
"Wuthering
Heights," the duke was overheare
to tell Son James Roosevelt: "Well,
we will be seeing you in New York."

POLITICS:
Farley Forecast Verified
A master politician, Jim Farley
called the turn in 1936 when hopeless Republicans carried but two
states in the presidential election
Recently the master spoke again
warning his Democratic colleagues
that 1940 will*bring a hard flgh
and that no landslide may be ex
pected. Verification of the Farley
forecast came but a few days late:
when the American Institute of Pub
lie Opinion, headed by Dr. George
Gallup, polled the nation to discov
er that 52 per cent expect Repub
licans to win in 1940.

Trend
How the wind is blowing . . .
MONET—Income payments to
U. S. individuals during 1939's
first quarter totaled $16,105,000,000, an increase of 2 per cent
over 1938's comparable period aggregate of $15,788,000,000.
BELIEF—WPA plans to cut
900,000 from relief rolls this summer to compensate for next fiscal year's reduced budget. Total
expected clientele on June 30
1940: 1,500,000.
N A M E S — S m i t h s , 418,000
strong, head "first 50 families"
on social security rolls, followed
by Johnsons, Browns, Williamses,
Millers and Jonses in order.
DRINK—U. S. coffee consumption is gaining at expense of cocoa and tea, 1938 imports reaching record volume of 1,987,127,018 pounds while cocoa dropped
from 619,050,789 pounds in 1937
to 453,090,547 pounds in 1938. Tea
import for 1937 r 95,000,000 pounds •
for 1938: 81.372,424 pounds.
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* Any More Eligible*?
* Unnecessary Request
* Good Screamer Works
By Virginia Vale
/-pHERE'S no telling where

1 the current wave of matrimony that is sweeping Hollywood will stop. Practically all
of the movie colony's famous

romances either have landed
their participants at the altar
EW YORK.—In the village of or will do so soon..

By LEMUEL F. PARTON

N

Woodbury, Ky., the son of a
Czecho-SIovakian immigrant was
commended by his teachers for his
excellent drawChurned Batter ings of ships at
And Latin; Now sea. He had
Churns Ocean, -ver^n any

liked them and had a good idea^f
what they looked like. Today, tooling the United States fleet of around
300 ships down into the Pacific, Admiral Claude Charles Bloch has converted his youthful artistic urge into
a vast and precise knowledge of
ships and their behavior—partfcularly fighting ships.

GEORGE H. DAVIS
"Division} . . . discord . . . antagonism."

Star Dast

Erect, ruddy and vigorous,
quietly emphatic, the 60-year-old
commander-in-chief of the fleet
is a rarely spotlighted personage
of tremendous responsibilities—
technical, naval and administrative—as he quietly moves from
Norfolk, not only his vast array
of battle wagons, but 60,000 officers and men, nearly 1,000
planes and all the gear necessary for maintenance, operation,
communications and fighting requirements.
On July 3, 1898, not long out ot
Annapolis, he was an ensign on the
Iowa when Cervera's squadron of
Spanish .warships made its historic
dash from Santiago harbor and was
destroyed by Admiral Sampson's
blocking forces. He was cited for
"meritorious service" in rescuing
Spaniards from burning ships of Admiral Cervera's squadron. In the
World war, he commanded the
transport Plattsburg and won the
navy cross for distinguished service.
During his 42 years' service on land
and sea, he has held many high
posts in the navy.

When Kate Smith celebrated her
ninth anniversary as a radio star
she sang the four songs that she
jresented on her initial broadcast:
•I Surrender, Dear," "By the River
St Marie," "Dream a Little Dream
of Me," and "Please Don't Talk
About Me When I'm Gone." When
making up her program for her first
Broadcast she put in that last numaer because she felt none too su^e
that she'd be a success on the air.

KATE SMITH

Too bad a fortune teller couldn't
have told her that she would lead
the popularity polls for years as the
possessor of the best voice in her
field.

The next time that you hear your
favorite screen heroine let out a
piercing scream, the chances are
that it will be Sarah Schwartz who
actually does the screaming.
She is Hollywood's prize screamer, capable of curdling any audience's blood when she really puts
her mind on it.
The other day Director James
Whale was making a scene hi "The
Man in the Iron Mask" in which
Louis Hayward, as King Louis XIV,
was about to be attacked by assassins as he rode along in his coach.
A good screamer was needed, so
'TpHE title of this particular article Sarah Schwartz was sent for, joined
x
may well be the effective slogan the milling throngs, and screamed
of the modern world and the end o: her head off when Director Whale
war if the words of Dr. Robert A. gave the signal. She's been doing
« . -.
„
, Millikan are to
sort of thing for years, and
Not Too Proud, be taken at that
works pretty regularly—earns more,
But Too Scared their face val- hi fact, than many a would-be singer
To Co to War
ue. Addressing who tries to make musical sounds.
a dinner of the
Merchants association in New York
It looks as if Bette Davis would
recently, the famous physicist said;
be receiving another "Oscar" when
"It was the fear of the bombthe Motion Picture Academy
ing of London and Paris that
Awards are handed out for this
prevented the beginning of anyear. "Dark Victory" is the picother World war last September
ture in which she turned in such a
The peoples of all countries, ingrand performance that even the
cluding the dictatorships, arc
people who never liked her work becoming more and more to the
fore are now dancing in the streets
realization that such another
and telling all their friends about it.
war can only bring death and
destruction to everybody _ the
Felix Knight, the young ten»r who
end of civilization, not the world
has
climked so far .and so fast as
domination which the demagoga
radio
star, is so enthusiastic about
ic leader promises."
his vocal teacher that he has estabAll Greek mathematicians to thi lished two scholarships, enabling
contrary, Dr. Millikan believes tha two young singers to work for a
Achilles will overtake the turtle year with Mebane Beasely
"He took me," says Knight, "with
That is, fleet-footed science has jus
about caught up with human stupid almost no yoice to speak of and
ity, in spite of the latter's long head shortly increased my range more
start, and, with its command of new than an octave." So now, each
energies will romp on by into the year, two more young singers will
the opportunities that Knight
6
"world of tomorrow," where there have
had.
will be no war or rumors of war.
If you listen to Jack Benny's Sun-

Every once in a while he para
chutes down from the stratosphere
companionship of Einstein Planck
Heisenberg et al, to bring a message
to the market place-always hope
ful and usually a roundhouse swine
at the demagogues and meddler
who cramp the scientists' style
He leaves wide open a zone of Di
vine intervention if anything Eop
wrong in the laboratories.
A Nobel prize winner, chairmar
of the executive council of thee r' ii
lnstitute
°' Technology D ' Smith
Millikan is an active liaison betw
the lay and scientific worlds
ing both that everything w i
out all right. Garnering^Tn
als and prizes, enjoying world
he would have a lot to lose
world crack-up. But his opti,, "srr
is doubtless no mere "wishfu
Ing
by

LJBSSOK TEXT—Acts 19 -i 8,10,
phetUni SS19-22
' ' ::

Of course, Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
rather startled the general public
ofchrist
with his selection of a bride; the
charming Mrs. Mary Hartford was
Christian Church ( that .
what would be called, in racing organization which
outward,1;
ilrcles, a dark horse.
resente-in the world the 2

As a boy, the churning was
bis household chore. His brothers, now Louisville physicians,
recall that he used to study his
Latin book while churning and
that he paced the "amo, amas,
araat" to the beat of the plunger. They teased him about that
and always found him ready for
a fight if the provocation was
sufficient. At any rate, studious,
reticent and artistic, he followed
his boyhood dream over far
seas.

Dr. Millikan is possibly the
world's most persistent champion of the social salvation inherent in scientific advance
and believes that bis runner will
break the tape ahead of "international wickedness, stupidity
and folly." He believes that machines make Jobs, rather than
destroy them, and that the only
way out is straight ahead.

PAUL
A PROVINCE

Perhapsthe lesson for today,
serve to stir up some of us to
responsibility of the Church
particularly of its individual!
bers, for an aggressive tesu
for Christ. Certainly paui
nothing of the defeatism
seems, to have laid its para,,
hand on present-day ChrisSJ
Our lesson finds him again maki
the rounds of the churches he 1
earlier been used to establish.
knew of their dangers, the te
encles to backslide, the need of n
life in the daily conversion of i
era, and he went about that t
with the flaming zeal of an i
gelist, with the tender compu.
of a pastor, and always with]
vision of the heavenly goal 1
him. Let us learn of Paul.
I. The Evangelist—Fearless i
Tireless (Acts 19:1, 8-10).
At Ephesus Paul did the woli]
an evangelist with such a ,_
for souls and such power from (I
that even his enemy,
testified (Acts 19:26) that "nota
at Ephesus but almost
all Asia this Paul hath pen
and turned away much
from their heathen worship.)
great opposition both in
gogue (YV'fj-and from the \
era of Diana (Acts 19:2
he also found that God had (
for him "a great door and eff«
(I. Cor. 16:9), and we read)
many believed and showed "
faith by destroying the
heathendom which were in
homes (Acts 19:19).
Are tile days of such eva _
gone? Since only the power o(|
can explain what was ace
by Pauk the answer would i
on the reply to the question,!
the power and purpose otjf
changed? Obviously the
"No.'V qod is the same,
we are reMy to meet His i
requirements He will move i
mighty 'power. Am I ready?
you ready?
H. Hut Pastor—Lover of
(Acts 20*17-21).
Having • completed his
through, Macedonia and
Paul is hurrying back to Jen
and not having time to stop ati
sus he sends if or the elders to f
him at Miletus, the nearest!
He recalls to-them the expe
which he has passed througU
them of the bonds and
which await him, but above i
wants to admonish and en
them to go on for Christ.
pastor Who has been true n>_ i
and faithful in his ministry, »
able to point to his own walk I
work among them as an exa
doing this in all humility, ri
shall we ask ourselves if we i
do tte same, or would we nei
blush in shame over our failureH|
Especially noteworthy is
reference to having gone
house to house as well as tea
publicly. The work of the
from the teacher's desk loses ra
of its savor and usefulness
backed up by personal
Some men who preach well,
themselves from pastoral w
the ground that they are ««
preachers, not pastors. Others
to do pastoral work but do not i
themselves to the work of tne» l
and so they say their calling"
of a pastor rather than a prr
Brethren, let us face that
honestly and perhaps we s&
that-we are simply taking t»
of least resistance. Paul had >
of that spirit. He preached
zeal and power, but he *w ,
from house to house, servu*.,
lord with all humility of mu
with many tears."
HI. Fellow Citizen in God's J
hold (Eph. 2:19-22).

.
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The evangelist and pastor» (
mia,ds his Ephesian convex.,
they have entered a
ship—"the household oi
haw become "fellow citizens
the eaints."
Some folk are called "
cause they like to join, e.
Bible.society, organization,
whatBOt. Well, here s the
fellowship of all, w h i c h " .
barrier ;of race, creed,^.^
tion,
sex,
wship'
whichag'e,
brings
us or
mo ft p
„
the eternal God Himself
"Join" if by faith you *
Lord' Jesus Christ as y- el
Saviour and thus e n t e . n , s

life. Will you iom °°
now?
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Come to Ani<;a Saturday, May 6, and Enjoy a Thrilling Ride
Behind This Team of Eskimo Huskies

Dr. P. T. Williams went to Des
Moines Tuesday morning to attend
,he annual meeting of the Iowa Dental Society.
Attorney E. S. Holton returned
lome Friday evening from a business
trip to Newcastle, Wyo. (H* was accompanied to Newcastle by H. P.
Baxter arid Clarence Minor of Atlantic.

ANITA

A meeting of the Highlanders was
leld Tuesday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Frank Miller on Maple Street.
The ladies spent the afternoon quilting.
A lunch was served by the
hostess.
Boys and Girls of Anita and the Community Can Enjoy a Sleigh Ride, By Getting Tickets From the
Following Places of Business.
\GNER FILLING STATION
KOHL'S GROCERY
MILLER'S MEAT MARKET
K U N Z GRAIN CO.
CHESTER A. LONG
SMITHER'S PRODUCE
CRAWFORD'S GROCERY
PETERSEN'S <JROC£BRY
GOLDEN RULE-WEPT. STORE
0. W. SHAFFER & SON
BONGERS BROS.
w

j,as. W. Hook and wife left Los
eles, Cal., the first of the week
ftheir home in Cedar, Rapids, Iowa,
lecting to stop in Anita'for a few
, upon reaching Iowa. They have
, in California since last fall.

STANDARD OIL STATION
ANITA BAKERY
ROBERTS PRODUCE
ROE CLOTHING CO.
ANITA OIL CO.
MADUFF'S FOOD MARKET
JEWETTS PRODUCE
ANITA STATE BANK
MOTOR INN
E. R. WILSON
THE ANITA TRIBUNE

FORSHAY INSURANCE AGENCY
DR. F. D. WEIMER
NEFFS HARDWARE
ROSSER'S CAFE
STAGER'S CAFE
CHRISTENSEN'S BLACKSMITH
ANITA HATCHERY
FARMERS COOP.
LOWEN'BERG IMPLEMENT CO.
BARNHOLDT SERVICE STATION
MOTOR SALES

'Mrs. C. C. Beckman and daughter,
Mrs. Nora Cleaver and daughter
Consuella, went to Indianola Friday Miss Geraldine, spent Sunday with
to spend a week with her parents, friends at Rolfe, Iowa.
Gus Kuster and wife. Mr. Kuster
is in poor health, suffering from ulcers
Dr. P. T. Williams, wife and son
of thq stomach.
John, spent Sunday in Omaha with
his brother, Max Williams and family.

MORE USABLE W

MIXTURE

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

EXCLUSIVE
VACUUM
GEARSHIFT

PERFECTED
HYDRAULIC
BRAKES

Vacuum Booitar
5
"ppll«t u
10% •!
"<• ShiMn, BUrt

KNEE-ACTION
RIDING
SYSTEM

of every day,
Somebody buys

(With Improved
Shodrproo/SfMffneJ
(Ol MK* Dl LUI

a new Chevrolet!

NEW
BODIES BY FUHB

V

PERFECTED

Every 40 seconds

»0-STREAM
STYLING .

•riib Mil)

NEW
"OBSERVATION
CAR"
VISIBILITY

CHEVROLET'S
FAMOUS

MVE-IN-HEAD
six

,..and the demand Is Increasing
day after day

CX W. SHAFFER & SON
PHONE 244

Bobby Breen — Leo Carrillo — Henry Armetta
In a Glowing Youthful Story

Rev. Thos. B. Dixon, pastor of the
Congregational church, is at Gary,
Ind., on business and will be gone
for several days. Services at the
church next Sunday morning will be
conducted by Rev. C. L. Thomas.
Mrs. W. H. Wagner was hostess
last Wednesday afternoon to the members of the Quilt club at her home
on Locust Street. The ladies spent
the afternoon with their own handwork. At the close of the afternoon
&, lunch was served by the hostess.
Mrs. A. H. Talbot, a long time
resident of Anita, is reported to be
seriously ill with cancer of the
stomach at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Clara Holt, in Des Mbines.
A niece, Mrs. Jesse Deeming of Anita, is in Des Moines helping to care
for her.

At her home north of the city last
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Boyd Williamson entertained the members of
the 'Friendly Neighbors club. Eleven
members were present and they spent
the afternoon piecing a quilt for the
hostess. A lunch was served at the
Mrs. Erwing Jeffry of St. Louis,
close of the meeting.
Mo., was a week end visitor in the
city with her mother, Mrs. C. E. Olin G. Bissell and wife of Fernald,
Shaffer, and her sister, Mrs. R. R. Iowa, were week end visitors at the
Arnett and family.
>
home of his mother, IMrs. R. N. Bis-!
sell, southwest of the city. Olin is'
At her home on Rose Hill Avenue
music 'supervisor in the schools at |
last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Henry
Fernald, and has been re-elected to
(Mladuff was hostess to the members
the same position at an increase in
of the Friday bridge club. Additional
salary for another year.
guests were Mrs. Hansine Johnson,
Mrs. G. M. Adair and Mrs. M. M.
Insist on fresh chick feed. Get
Feller. High score at bridge was ROBERTS Starter and Grower.
It
held by Mrs. Leo V. Bongers.
Ten members of the Original Sun-:
At her home on Chestnut Street shine club and two visitors, Mrs. Felix \
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. M.. M. Scott and Mrs. Lyman Wahlert, were;
FeCler was hostess to the members entertained last Thursday at the home i
of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club. Ad- of Mrs. Rowley R. Pollock east of the'
ditional guests were Mrs. Fanniecity. During the noon hour a covered i
Young, Mrs. B. D. Forshay, Mrs. Fred dish dinner was served. The ladies
G. Boren and Mrs. G. M. Adair. High spent the afternoon sewing carpet rags |
score was held by Mrs. R. M Needles. for the hostess. The next meeting
of the club will be held at the home
Burke Bros, are holdng a feeders' of Mrs. Rhinehart Knop.
meeting at the K. P. hall Thursday
evening, at which Howard Thompson
A meeting of the Anita Literary
of the Honeymead Products Co. of Club will be held at' 7:30 o'clock;
Cedar Rapids will discuss animal nu- Thursday evening at the home of
trition and new developments in mod- Mrs. M. 'M. Feller, at which time the
ern feeding rations from a practical newly elected officers will be installed.
standpoint. A free lunch will be The officers are Mrs. D. L. Spiker,
served at the close of the meeting. president; Mrs. A. J. Kopp, vice presiAll farmers are invited to attend.
dent; Miss Mattie Butler, secretary;
Mrs. F. D. Weimer, treasurer; and
director for three years, Mrs. A. A.
Johnson. The program for the evening will include roll call and papers
by Mrs. R. M. Needles and Mrs. P. T.
Wi'.liams.

"CLIMATIC CONTROL^

A

TONIGHT-The Big Night
"FISHERMAN'S WHARF"
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

MAY 5-6-7

IT'S MICKEY'S
GREATEST HIT!
He'll make you young
again... as you watch
him splitting a catfish
open.. .plotting against
the Duke of Bilgewater
and the Lost Dauphin
...tormenting and protecting Black Jim by
turns. Mickey is Huck
Finn... and you'll love
him as never beiore!

Chris J. Petersen, wife and children, Otellia and Ivy, were Sunday
afternoon visitors in Exira with their
son and brother, Meldon Petersen and
wife.

TRY THE
[ONLY GASOLINE WITH

NEW

RIALTO THEATRE

ANITA

' IOW

ADDED JOY
COLORED CARTOON
LATEST NEWS EVENTS

iMrs. Rachel Millhol'.in, who has
The regular meeting of the Jolly
Neighbor club was held last Wednes- i been in poor health for several weeks,
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. has gone to Guthrie Center to spend
f e w weeks with her
daughter, Mrs.
Isaac Swanson northwest of the city,,
V. iMahan.
with eleven members and two visitors,,
Mrs. Adam Krause and Mrs. H. Paulsen, present. 'Mrs. Krause and Mrs.' Butternut or Folgers coffee, Ib. .26c
Paulsen became members at this meet-; Victor chick mash, 100-lbs
$2.39
ing. The ladies spent the afternoon Victor flour, 49-lbs
$1.19
hemming- tea towels for the hostess Town Crier flour, 49-lbs
$1.29SCHAAKE'S STORE.
and with a guessing contest which was !
won by Mrs. Thomas Murphy. A lunch
The members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dinwas served at the close of the meetner and bridge club were 7:00 o'clock
ing.
covered dish dinner guests at the
CARD OF THANKS.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil G. Budd
on West Main Street last Thursday
1 wish to thank my neighbors and evening. Other guests were Mr. and
friends who came to see me while I M,fg John E Budd of Atlantic. Folwas in the hospital; also tho.se who lowing the dinner the evening was
sent cards and letters.
spent playing bridge, at which high
Mrs. Elwood Jensen.
score was held by Mrs.Raymond
Lantz and Fred G. Boren.
.NOTICE OF MEETING FOR ISSUANCE OF MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT
AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
I REVENUE BONDS.
i
The Town Council of the Town
of Anita, Iowa, will meet on the
Iflth. day of May, 1939, at the Town
Hall, Anita, Iowa, at 7:30 o'clock,
P. M., at which time and place pro- ]
ceedings will be instituted and action
taken for the issuance of $104,000!
Municipal Electric Light and Power :
Plant and Distribution System Revenue Bonds, for the purpose of paying the cost of constructing a municipal electric light and power plant j
and distribution system for said
Town.
At any time before the date of
said meeting, five or more taxpayers
may file a petition in the office of the
Town 'Clerk setting forth their objections thereto.
Solon A. Karns,
Town Clerk.

Lawrence Christensen and wife
went to Audubon Saturday to spend
Sunday with her sister, Mrs. Ernest
Mikkelsen and famt'y.
Jack Roe went to Lincoln, Neb.,
Friday where he spent Saturday and
Sunday with his cousin, John Spence,
a student at the University of Nebraska. Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Spence
of Atlantic and Mr. and Mrs. Roe
of Anita drove to Lincoln for the day
and Jack returned home with them.
The regular meeting of the West
Main Neighborhood circle was held
last Thursday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Frank R. Mitchell, with Miss
Dora McElfresh as assistant hostess.
Twelve ladies were present and they
spent the afternoon socially. A lunch
was served at the close of the meeting.

THOROUGHBRED PERCHERON
STALLION

—will be at my place, the Hansen property, on East Main Street in
Anita, this season.

Will Truck Horse to Your Farm
Anita — Phone 38

Horse may be seen at any time by those interested.

RAY ODRM, ANITA

Felco Chick Starter and Grower
the Best for Less
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Wash Ft&rics That Are
Fast Color, Non-Shrinkable

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

iy

I
SUNDAY
CHOOL Lesson

By CHERffi NICHOLAS

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D D
Dean ot The Moody Bthle Institute'
of Chicago
© Western Newspaper Union.

T

° SEW

RuthWyelh Spears

Uncl
If They Give Their BertMen should be judged, not by
what they do, but by how well
they do it.
When asked (or your opinion,
tell it short. It will weigh more.
Some people are way up in the
social scale because they are too
light to bring the scale down.
Bliss in Ignoring
A certain amount of ignorance
is necessary to the enjoyment of
our existence.
When yon envy the fellow with
a poll, get a little more push
into your system.
Who hears music feels his solitude peopled at once.
Rain Will Turn It Black
Whitewashing a ^nan's character doesn't wash it white.
Knowledge of our duties <•
often as important as the performance thereof.
If a tree is so crooked that it
makes a picture, some prim,
prissy person will want it cut
down.

Lesson for May 7
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Hefiglous Education; used by
permission.

PAUL WORKS A HARD FIELD
LESSON TEXT-Acts 18:1, 4-11; I Corinthians 2:1-5.
GOLDEN TEXT—I can do all things
through Christ which stpengtheneth m e —
Phillpplans 4:13.

"Sissy!" That one word uttered
with the depth of scorn of which
only a school boy is capable, is
enough to ruin the happiness of the
one toward whom it is directed.
The writer of these notes has a
manly son of eight years of age who
BACKING FOR
has many ambitions in his young
H
heart, but one great fear, namely,
POCKETS
that he may do something that will
mark him as a "sissy." It is a
commendable thing that boys
should feel that way, provided, of
course, that they are properly instructed in home and church so that
they know that real manly courage
does not mean being a ruffian or an
Pocket for dish towels.
ungodly person.
One could wish that more of that '"TWO pockets on the inside of step-by-step directions which have
Driving Ability
spirit were evident in the Christian * this pantry door are used for helped thousands of women. If "PHE National Safety council reChurch. We really have all too dish towels—the upper for clean your home is your hobby you will •*• ports that automobile drivers
many professed believers who are towels; the lower for soiled ones. »lso want Book 1—SEWING, for reach the peak of their skill and
"soft"—afraid of the hard blows of The pockets themselves are made the Home Decorator. Order by ability, after 20 years of age.
life. These people tell young folk from four dish towels with bright number, enclosing 25 cents for
Recent studies, said the council,
both by word and deed that Chris- red borders and are hooked onto each. With orders for two books indicate that drivers under 20
the
door
with
brass
rings.
All
the
tianity is a religion for the softwe include FREE, a leaflet of 36 years of age have the highest achearted and sentimental, when as a dimensions for cutting, and direc- authentic patchwork stitches. Ad- cident rate. This rate decreases
matter of fact it calls for all the tions for making are given here in dress, Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desquite steadily to the age of about
red-blooded vitality of the strongest the sketch. If toweling by the plaines St., Chicago, 111.
50, and then increases sharply.
yard
is
used,
3
¥4
yards
will
be
man and woman. Here is a place
required.
for the boy or girl, man or woman
who has a backbone and the spirit
These directions are not in eiof the pioneer. It is a great and ther Book 1 or Book 2, so be sure
A Quiz With Answers
ASK ME
glorious battle in which we are en- to cut them out for reference.
Offering Information
gaged. Paul knew it and lived it. Each of the books contains com_ - -ly-vrpTT I? "D
f
In the progress of his ministry we plete directions for making dozens
on Var/ous Subjects
J\
J\l
\J
1
rl
£i
£l
I
find him at Athens (Acts 17), where of other useful things for yourself,
a brilliant appeal to the philoso- your home and to use for gifts
8. Sicily, a department of Italy,
The Question*
|IS no wonder that smart cot- realistically flower-patterned In col- phers of that place brought little and bazaars. Many readers are
has a population of about 4,000,000.
and other wash materials ors that are breathtaking in beauty. result. From thence he comes to also making scrap books of these
1. What is meant by the Roar- The island has been colonized by
attained to 'dizzy heights of If there is one sort of frock more Corinth, one of the greatest and articles and when they are comvarious peoples including t h e
prestige, which is especially than another that will make a dainty most wicked cities of the day. Hfre bined with the two books, they ing 40's?
2. Who had the "face that Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans,
have a treasure house of ideas
[this season, for they are amaz- little maiden look her prettiest he meets a difficult task.
Saracens, Spaniards, French, etc.,
r lovely and versatile, and tune it is a dress of flower-printed sheer
I. Human Inability (Acts 18:1, 4- that have been tested by thou- launched a thousand ships"?
3. How fast could Walter John- in its history but the Sicilians of tosands of homemakers.
iery occasion, formal or infor- and to prove it the adorable child to 8).
day are regarded as Italians.
the left in the picture says invitingBook 2, Gifts, Novelties and Em- son throw a ball?
To call a man a "Corinthian"
4. Is there such a thing as a
-ever, their attractiveness is ly, "look at me!" She is wearing was to label him as a drunkard broideries, contains 48 pages of
double-jointed person?
means their chief lure, for a dress of fairyspun lawn, which, and a libertine. The town was really
5. Has anyone ever seen the
grand and glorious thing being pre-shrunk, will wash like a tough and Paul walked right into
other side of the moon?
most modern washables is dream, and what's more the beauti- that impossible situation to preach
6. What is the difference between
omise they carry of being both ful print is fast color, assured by the gospel. He naturally first went
a thief and a robber?
^
olor and non-shrinkable. Mod- the use of vat-dye. You can get to the Jews in the synagogue, but
7. How much oil does the Queen
|science has worked miracles these dainty, sheer lawns in the when he preached Christ they made
Mary burn?
i particular. Which should be newest color schemes, both in flow- short work of putting him out.
8. What is the origin of the
jculaily encouraging to mothers ered and conventional patternings. Rather we should say he very defSicilians, and are they Italians?
are outfitting'little daughter The shops show dresses made up initely separated himself from
[pretty new dresses for spring that are surprisingly inexpensive, them. Consider the graphic picture
ner. For peace of mind it and so pretty you will want several. in verse 6. But he didn't go far,
The Answers
Awkward
' necessary to demand, when
Which all goes to show the chic, he set up his testimony for Christ
"Mum, what was the name of
wash materials, the kinds the charm and the dependable wear- in the house next door, where God the last station?"
1. The streets of New York be|carry non-fade and non-shrink ableness of the wash materials that had a believer all prepared to re"I don't know. Don't bother me. tween Fortieth and Fiftieth, especially relating to the Tunes Square
go to make up the new showings. ceive him. The preacher of the I'm reading."
8844
! materials that go to make up By the way, had you heard that ging- truth may move, but he does not
"Well, I'm sorry you don't district.
2. Helen of Troy.
harming dresses pictured take ham is making style-high fashion run away from God's appointed know, because Jimmy' got out
3. A test made at the Remingjdded interest when you know news for spring and summer? Not place.
there."
In Anticipation
ton Arms Co., showed that Walter
I will not fade neither will they only are little girls wearing it with
Opposition was evidently keen,
forward to a pleasure
'• For everyday wear in class- their usual enthusiasm for this ever and as Paul came and went the
Applicant—I'm sorry I've lost Johnson threw a ball at the rate is Looking
also a pleasure.—Lessing.
and happy carefree hours attractive and colorful wash weave, leaders in the synagogue would Mrs. Bigwig's reference, but these of 122 feet per second.
4. No. Loose or stretched liga- day the shirtmaker dirndl but mother and big sister are order- probably meet him and make initialed spoons will show that I
ments give the appearance.
dress shown to the right ing tailored suits made of it, for known their plans to destroy him. worked there.
5. Inhabitants of the earth cann't help but satisfy the pride of fashion decrees gingham as fashion- This, added to the opposition of the
not see the other side of the moon,
: any little style-alert girl. It able to wear about town, at the wicked city, was enough to discourExchanged Tastes
Bde ol a sanforized-shrunk slub club and to bridge parties or wher- age any man. He had some results
"How
children's tastes do because the moon rotates on its
Bcloth in a smart triple Stripe ever you go during the active rounds (v. 8), but on the whole he had to change as they grow up!" com- axis at the same rate that it re^i with white collar and trim of the day. Gingham also is the struggle with the heartbreak of an plained the mother. "When my volves around the earth. Therei sleeves.
"pet" of the teen-age for party and impossible task. But the hour of two were small, Johnny loved sol- fore, it always keeps the same
man's extremity is the time of God's diers and Mary was mad on face towards the earth.
toping in wash-fabric sections prom evening frocks.
6. A thief is dne who deprived
brightly painted dolls. But now
t days is as refreshing an expeSpeaking of frocks for party wear, opportunity. There comes
II. Divine Encouragement (Acts Mary is mad on soldiers, and another of property secretly or
|e as walking through gardens when you go fabric-seeking be sure
Johnny runs after every painted without open force, as opposed to
*» with spring flowers. The to look over the showings of cloque 18:9-11).
a robber who uses open force or
doll he sees."
God
never
tries
His
people
bevoile
florals
especially
make
organdies.
[
violence.
C Western Newspaper Union.
eel just like that, they are so
yond their ability to bear. It is not
7. The Queen Mary uses approxShe Named It!
always given to His servants to have
"Why, Jane," protested the mis- imately 225 barrels of oil in a 24the assurance of success which
came to Paul, but in all probability tress, "that cake is as black as a hour day.
they do not face such staggering cinder. Did you cook it according
discouragement. In any case, those to my instructions?"
"Well, no mum," replied the
who have walked in the valley as
Chanel trims a superb dressy suit well as on the mountain top with culprit. "It's one of me own crewith applique of tiny ribbon ruffles, the Lord testify that He gives mations."
xttctotv. Cuts off all
around the collar, down the front, strength in the hour of weakness
level, nuking crossLeft,
Right
:,
and
prevents
wasning
to
all
those
who
trust
Him.
and around the lower edge of the
COMPLETE
"• ' cornrootaVt .
Mother—How
did
you
manage
to
jacket and sleeves. The jacket
F.O.B.MEMOTA
Paul was assured that no bodily
outer lever or
«W.O>, l*f nor atto install and opendoesn't meet, so a sparkling white harm would come to him and that break my plate, Betty?
n Cultivators, Knife
Betty—Well, you see, mother, ]
ingwtiiftraiii"
p^Jfy,
gilet shows at the front. The skirt he was not to think that he was
•wheel typo Rollers,
V-Harrow-Levefers. Wt
iterator*.
is slightly gathered and has a row alone, for there were many of God's threw down the towel and then I
i J. D. TOWER * SONS COMPANY 4O Statk Av*nu«
MKNDOTA, ILLINOIS
of ribbon applique down the front.
people even in that wicked city. found it was in my other hand.
From Molyneaux comes a suit that Safety and fellowship were thus ascombines a rose-colored box jacket sured, and none too soon, for alwith a skirt of soft brown. The most at once a bitter persecution
YOU SURE ARE
jacket has revere and pockets o/ broke out against him. Read verses
12-17. Note that the assurance of
brown.
God's protecting care does not mean
SOLD ON CAMELS !
that we shall escape trials and sorrows, but that we are to be kept in
the midst of them.
III. The Secret of Victory (I Cor.
This spring" the shape of a hat will 2-15).
be more important than its trim- 'Looking back on his ministry in
ming. Straws are spreading out,Corinth Paul writes of the secret of
enormous toims in odd shapes—pa- his successful work there. This is a
lettes, or shovels or fans. Others, passage that every teacher and
halo style, are tied on with ban- preacher of God's Word should
danas, mammy style. Doll hats—if prayerfully ponder. Eloquence, huyou stm like 'em—in straw with man wisdom, and self-confidence
I NEVER
stiffly starched veils; the inevitable may be the basis of success in the
things
of
the
world,
but
not
in
the
.fuhool girl sailor; felts, their crowns
REALIZED HOW
blocked in odd shapes; straws with ministry of the gospel. How well we
brims like j;oyal crowns, win au know that the most carefully reaMILD AND TASTX
soned and well-phrased message
be good. /
may be utterly flat and powerless,
while the stumbling utterance from
A SMOKE COULD BE
a heart full of the love and grace
,c°ntinues to addvinflnite
of God "becomes a fire and a
UNTIL I CHANGED
s H * ^ority
of print silk
searching and a burning, because
I desi,,n 811k
,,18 a fashionable PerHoly Spirit catches it up and
TO CAMELS
1! ,
***** » bayadere
One of the latest arrivals in the the
ent
18
bears
it upon the inner consciousrs
live^ - nT* 'U*hl& thisl domain of hats is the black felt sadThe
man
of men" (Morgan).
green
!?°° **** » *<*>
with rolled brim-the padre style ness
een
who preaches without his soul
and black as its color or
with very flat crown and slightly up,hNeovJJ Plating lends in- tur"ned"brim"on"each side. To re- atremble with the sacredness of his
task, his own unworthiness. and an
S
of corselet mKlvt^v lieve its severity and give it a <M appreciate of the power of God
tl feminine
feminine touch it « *ape mav be eloquent and learned, but.
- the colors, of the print tinctly
With a cyclamen-pink mesh veu
[which waist is made, with t gathered at the shallow crown to £e wUl accompli little for GodL . <* is a styling greatly emfall loosely over the face.
season.

^SAFETY TALKS

^\C2AVi\S^

Smiles

pke and Pleats

Ribbon Ruffles to
Trim Chanel Suit

* 11222

Hat Shapes Most

Important Item

you Ben AM/

Recent Arrival in
Millinery Realm
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Jesse James" Opens at
Rialto Friday For 3 Days

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 30

Anita Post Office Sells AAA
$13,256.25 Savings Bonds

ROLLS HIT
NEW PEAK IN IOWA

.Jesse James died with his boots on.
Secretary of the Treasury MorgenAnd when Tyrone Power came to play
thau
announced today that the total
[ Ten Days Will Keep Senior Class ;he most colorful outlaw of all time
sales of Savings Bonds through March 194,239 Farms Will Participate in 1939
n the production, "Jesse Jamee," he
sy With Class Night on Friday,
31,1939, aggregated in maturity value, Farm Program Which Represents
died" in the very same boots. This
accalaureate on Sunday and
is
more than $2,437,108,850, and that
Anglo
90 Per Cent of All Crop Land
production /is the feature attraction
Red Triumph
Commencement on May 17.
purchases have been made by approxin the State of Iowa.
at the RialtoTheatre Friday, SaturCORNED BEEFNEW POTATOES—
imately 1,564,60^ investors. The total
day and Sunday evenings, with a matper
Washed,
represents average purchases of $1,pound
next ten days will be a very inee at 2:00 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
957,525 far each business day since
10
pounds...
The enrollment of 194,239 Iowa
[ time for the senior class of the To*give-the re-enacting of the hisMarch 1, 1935, when these bonds were
farms
in the 1939 AAA program sur»ric
murder
a
doubly
authentic
flavor,
Queenia
Tall Corn
high school, with class .jiight
first placed on sale. Deducting bonds
passes
every other year's participaPower
was
"shot"
by
the
very
gun
TOMATO CATSUP—
PEANUT BUTTER—
redeemed, the maturity value of Saviges on Friday, May 12, baceation,
including
the totai participating
which
barked
out
death
to
Jesse
Jam*s
ings Bonds outstanding on March 31,
...te program on Sunday evening,
14-ounce
Pint
in
the
1934
corn-hog
program.
1939 was approximately $2,206,008,900.
neneement on the evening, of May at the hand of the traitorous Bob Ford
bottle . . . . . .
jar
This
was
the
conclusion
of O. D.
in
1882,
bringing
to
a
stormy
close
The total maturity value of purthe alumni banquet on May
Klein, state AAA chairman, following
a
career
of
outlawry
begun
16
years
Briardale
chases
for
the
calendar
year
1938
was
Tall Corn
the activities will be held at
$707,291,650, an average purchase for tabluation of final returns from' all
COFFEE—
high school auditoriunv and with earlier in 1866.
PEAS—
The
boots
were
obtained
by
Direceach business day of last year of of the counties in the state. . '
xception of the alumni banquet,
Fresh
roasted,
fresh
Tender,
large
size,
Out of a total of 227,086 farms
tor Henry King with the aid of Jesse
$2,334,300.
»gin at 8:00 o'clock. '
er
ground,
listed
in the state, only 32,553, or
James*
granddaughter,
Jo
Frances
P
Direct-by-mail and post office purBe program for class night, bac14 V4 per cent, are not to be in. the
2
pounds..
can
James,
who
acted
as
technical
expert
chases
from
Chicago,
HI.,
give
that
eate and commencement are as
on the production.
city the lead for the nation and for program, according to present indicaThe fatal-gun, an antiquated Winthe first class post offices. Chicago's tions, Klein said.
SHURFINE
BEVERAGES
Class Night.
A participation of 85.5 per cent of
chester percussion cap firearm, was
cash purchases for the period were
the
farms and 90 per cent of the crop
essional.
loaned to the producers by members
$33,813,900.
Root Beer, Strawberry Soda, Gingerale,
land in the state is shown on the basis
owning of the Class Queen, AJyce of Bob Ford's family located in the
Calumet,
Mich.,
leads
the
second
Lime Ricky, 3 large 32-oz. bottles
r, by the Class Cardinal, Jack little town of Pineville, in the Missouri
class post offices, with a cash pur- of present reports. This means that
('Plus bottle charge)
chase of $219,918.75. Horse Cave, Iowa farmers and landowners will
Oiarks, where Jesse and his equally
flutatory, Robert Crawford.
Ky., leads all third class post offices, have 22,700,000 acres covered by the
notorious brother, Frank, flourished
Orange Slice
Briardale
£rinet Duet, 'T>reain of the Shep- and where the motion picture was
having a cash purchase of $65,868.75. program.
CANDY—
CAKE FLOUR—
The corn sealing program, which
Allene Christensen and Jack filmed.
The fourth class post offices are
had
a direct effect on this week's
Fresh,
For
better
cakes,
led once again by Plemons, Texas.
Sharing star honors with Tyrone
gain
in participation in the AAA
per
sentation of the Key, by Senior Power in "Jesse James" are Nancy
per pound..
This town led its class in 1937 with
program,
exceedingly popular in
bdent, Donald Mclntyre.
package
* &*' a cash purchase of $58,500, and this Iowa this was
Kelly, Henry Fonda and Randolph
year,
final report on corn
iceptance by the Junior President, Scott. The film has been hailed as
year it tops its class with the extraMedium Size
loans shows.
GWC
jfaret Porchy ,
ordinary
amount
of
$99,637.50.
Production Chief Darryl F. Zanuck's
ENGLISH WALNUTS
lowans sealed 110,702,000 bushels
fledictory, Beulah Bornholdt.
FLOOR WAX—
Approximately 22,000 post offices
outstanding achievement. Nunnally
for,
loans at 57 cents, the Commodity
California,
ss Solo, "Three for Jack," Paul Johnson wrote the original screen play
throughout the country sell United
Paste,
Credit
Corporation report shows.
per pound...
ter.
.
•
; IStates Savings Bonds. The Anita
after more than two years' research
1-lb.
can
Total
amount borrowed was 63 milass Prophecy, Jeannette Robson. and served also as associate producer
office cooperates with the treasury delion dollars and a few scattered re\.unt Jemima," by boya' quartette,
partment
in
selling
the
bonds
and
durDREFT—
Dic-A-Doo
The program will include the reg.
probably will bring this total
ass Will, .Margaret Peters.
Try Dreft for wash- ing the year 1938 sold $13,256.25, ac- turns
PAINT CLEANER—
ular news reel, also the Terry-Toon
somewhat
higher. This covers only
cording
to
information
given
the
Tribon ebpin/" ,an4 "The Old cartoon, "Frozen Feet."
ing windows, medium
Put
it
on,
wipe
it
off,
the
report
on
1938 corn, however, and
une by Postmaster George O. Smither.
Senior vocal group.
Tonight the Big Night.
an
additional
17 million bushels of
size
15c,
per
Sales of bonds at other third class
mor Gifts, Jean Dement and Robert Montgomery and Rosaline
,
1937 corn is under seal in Iowa,
large
size
package
post
offices
in
Cass
county
for
the
year
e'ane Dressier.
Russell scamper through one of the
were as follows: Cumberland, $4,950; The sealed corn in Iowa continues
Phantoms, Senior band mem* most hilarious mystery comedies 01
to run nearly 50 per cent of the total
Arkansas Strawberries, Lettuce, Fresh Pineapple, Lewis, $412.50; and Massena, $9,206.25. of 227 million bushels in the United
the year in "Fast and Loose," feature
Tomatoes, Carrots, Radishes.
attraction at the Rialto this (Wed
Baccalaureate.
States. Illinois is second with 59 milMcLAUGHLIN-BAIER.
lion bushels or about half of Iowa's
essional, Miss Winona Kyle. nesd.ay) evening.
Montgomery plays the role of a
At the Methodist Episcopal church total.
ocation, Rev. JKijr Swartz.
young and happy-go-"lucky book deal
in Atlantic at 4:00 o'clock Saturday
ouvenir," Kathryn
afternoon, a very beautiful wedding Miss Mary Osen, an instructor in
fairest Lord Jesus," mixed chorus er who constantly-finds himself en
service was solemnized. Miss Mar- the schools at Yorktown, Iowa, the
Thos. B. tangled in one mystery or another, and
•ipture Reading,
jorie McLaukhlin, daughter of Mr. past two years, has been elected to
Miss Russell portrays his wife, wh
and Mrs. Ed. McLaughlin of Anita, the teaching staff of the Villisca
emember Now Thy Creator," shares in all his thrills and adven
Poppy Day will be observed through- Officers and committee members are became the bride of Frederick Baier, schools for next year. She will be
C
tures.
I chorus.
jj _
out the United States on Saturday, busy now formulating final plans for
Baier of
one of the teachers of the 3rd. and
Sermon, "The Timely_and the "Fast and Loose" takes you arm May 27, with the wearing of memorial the annual banquet and entertainment SQn rf Mr and rs. Herman
Re
.
Claude
W. 4th. grades and wijl receive a monthly
Lincoln
township
v
and arm with Montgomery and Mis
feliest," Rev. Arthur V. Long.
Russell into a great mansion of mys poppies in honor of the World War f the Anita high school alumni as- Cooper; pastor of the church( read the salary of $100.
slection, ladies chorus.
tery where eerie happenings jump dead, Mrs. William Linfor, president ociation. The annual affair will be gingle ring marriage aervice. The
nediction, Rev. Dixon.
eld in the high school auditorium
silk lace
The $15,000 damage suit brought
out from every darkened corner. I of the Anita Unit of the American n Friday evening, May 19, and thebride was attired in white
sessional, Miss Kyle.
Legion
Auxiliary,
announced
today.
creation and carried . bouquet of pink against Charles and Howard Stonetakes you in the rumble seat of thei
7 members of this year's graduat- '
Commencement.
Miss Doris Ekdahl and George
braker by Keith Chadwick of Anita
car as they race madly through th The observance wi'.l be led by the ng class-will be the honored guests. roses
\ ^^ brother of the groom) wepe at_ was dismissed in favor the defendant
Auxiliary
women
who
will
distribute
Recessional, Ensemble.
night to escape death from gangste
vocation, Rev. Arthur V^ Long. bullets. "Fast and Loose" is a SUM poppies on the streets during the day. The banquet wiH be served at 6:30 tendtmta. After the ceremony a wed- by Judge Whitney Gilliland in the
More than eleven million of the little 'clock by the ladies of the Metho- ding dinner wag served at the home of
he World Is -Waiting For the cure for 'that letdown feeling, I
Audubon county district court at Audu;ist church. A short program will the bride,s parents In Anita. After bon last Thursday. Chadwick, the
red
memorial
flowers
have
been
made
•ise," girls' glee club.
I
will lift you out of your seats.
a n of Honors—Scholastic
—
j
.
esentation
T .
I by disabled World War veterans work- ollow the dinner. The rest of the a short honeymoon trip, the young plaintiff, charged that he was seriously
„
_..»••
.
.
...
v.
v
i
j
Us
It is
vening will be spent socially, with
make their home on a farm
Certificates of high school ad-, • mystifying.
_ y riot* of* .
injured last June 10 when he was
fun. You should pu ing in government hospitals and in an alumni dance at the K. P. hall. coupe
is a
Hon.
poppy workrooms maintained by the
riding in a car driven by Howard
east
of
Anita.
"Fast and Loose" on your must se
Banquet tickets are being sold at
Auxiliary, said Mrs. Linfor. These
Perfect Day," Miss Almeda
Stonebraker. The judge took the case
list.
flowers are crepe paper replicas of the )c each, and every alumni member 'Mrs. Max Wilkerson of Des Moines from the jury and dismissed the acThe program this evening will in
pmmencement Address, "Looking elude the Pete Smith specialty, "Mar poppies which grew on the World War s entitled to take one guest. No one is spending a few weeks in Anita at tion after hearing the testimony of
but members of the association and the home of her aunt, MVs. Leo V. witnesses for the plaintiff.
vard," W. S. Rupe, Editor of
Flashei battlefields and among which the dead nvited guests will be permitted to Bongers and family.
and
wounded
fell.
They
are
recognized
Tribune,
throughout the English-speaking world attend. Any graduate of the Anita j
arinet Solo, "A Scene—in Aire,"
as the memorial flower for those who high school is entitled to membership' At the Rialto Theatre this evening
Roe.
n the association, a life membership you can see the royal welcome given
fell in defense of democracy.
sentation of Class, Supt. M. M.
Crown Prince Frederik and Crown
Plans for the local observance of costing $1.00.
er.
Plans are being made to feed at Princess Ingrid during their recent
Poppy
Day
are
being
completed
by
esentation of Diplomas, Lake
Poultrymen who are concerned over
, fpresident
.
A lecture of great interest at this the Anita Auxiliary Unit under the east 200, and members of the asso- visit to Iowa State college at Ames. their quality and marketing results
board w
of .
education.
ciation
are
urged
to
get
their
tickets
sponse, Donald Mclntyre, presi- period of world affairs will be given leadership of Mrs. G. M. DeCamp,
Geor e Jones
S
- local manager of the for their poultry and eggs and wish
.
.
.
'^
.
I at. . the
.
«••
•
/r*_«.«1«
A f Innf.l^ Unit Poppy chairman, aided by a as soon as possible. Tickets can be
Masonic
Temple i^»
in Atlantic
i of senior class.
secured
from
Mick
Forshay,
Harry
Iowa
Electric
Co.,
is bemg transferred to do something about it should atroudly as the Eagle," boys' glee on Tuesday evening, 'May 16, by Dr. large committee. Volunteer workers
to
Adair
the
first
of
June, and he and tend the meeting to be held in Red
• | Theodore iST Lewis, Rabbi of the from the Unit will offer poppies on Swartz, Merle Robison, Solon A. •Mrs. Jones win make that town their Oak on May 17 at 7:30 p. m., s.ays
Foday There Is Ringing," mixed Mount Sinai Congregation of Sioux the streets all day and will receive Karns and Walter F. Budd.
home
county agent Dale E. Bush.
;
City. His subject will be "A Great contributions for the Legion and Aux- At a meeting of the officers of the is being
built
in
Anita
is
ready
for
The Extension Service of Iowa State
alumni association Monday afternoon,
enediction, Rev. Thos. B. Dixon. Decision," and will deal broadly with iliary welfare and relief work among Solon A. Karns resigned as treasurer operation, Mr Jones will look after college, State Department of AgriculMasonic affairs as they are related the diaabied veterans and dependent
sessional, Ensemble.
ure and U. S. Bureau of Animal Inof the organization, and Harry Swartz service here ^ makm* daily trlpS
to those of nations and individuals, jfamiiies of veterans
to
Anita.
lustry
are cooperating with groups in
liss Mary Storbeck, first grade Dr Lewis is a speaker of rare poppies for distribution here have was elected to fill the vacancy.
each section of the state in holding
been ordered from the Veteran hosA Union Vacation Bible School, meetings to which producers, buyers,
her in the Grant school of Atlan- ability,
.„, _a seasoned world• ' traveler,
MOTHER'S DAY.
' — -* itai at Knoxville where disabled vetsponsored by the Church of Christ, latcherymen and others interested in
entertained the Dncolii and Grant and is closely identified with
importhers at a bridge party last Thurs-J ant civic and fraternal interests in erans have been given employment
Mottoes, candy, stationery and the Congregational church and Meth- poultry are urged to attend.
through the winter and spring making flowers for Mother's day. 25c to odist church will be held from May
evening at the home of Mr. and'his own community.
Discussions of poultry regulations
I 22 to June 2, and is available to all by officials of the State Department
J- P- Griffin in Atlantic. High! This is the last of a group of three the little flowers. They are expected $2.60.
than ever
Bongers Bros. ! children of the community. Committees of Agriculture, sanitation and managehonors went to Miss Wilma notable addresses sponsored by Ir- to be worn more generally
It
this
before
on
Poppy
Day
i from the churches have been named ment methods to produce market qualon and low score to Mrs. Clara ;mosa I^odge No. 271 at Atlantic,
Weather has been ideal the past to work with the different ministers ty poultry and discussions of reasons
"Aright. Miss Elsie Wendling throftgh' its arrangement with the
Atlantic and Miss Berndette Stor- Masonic Service Committee of the At a special election held at Wood- week for workmen who are putting in in formulating plans for the.school, 'or grades, and demonstrations of
r»«u Lodge.
^~
bine last Friday, the voters cast 663 the foundation for the building that The school will have three depart- grading will feature each meeting.
°f Anita were guests. Favors Grand
All lodges within reasonable driv- votes tQ 138 ne g a ti ve for a munic.pa will house the machinery for the ments, primary, junior and intermedAn opportunity will be given at the
miniature corsages.
ing distance have been invited, and ,lectric
..... light plant.
----*
municipal electric ligKt plant. Most iate.
end of each meeting for questions and
discussion of problems of producers,
s Ruby Peacock, a high school those resident Masons whose memof the concrete for the foundation
The large barn on the rear of the auyers and others in their marketing
Work is progressing nicely on the has been poured.
' and a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. bership is elsewhere will also be weiresidence lot at the Chaa. Campbell of poultry.
[L. Peacock, suffered two broken come. A capacity audience ia^ con- new gasoline service station being
this
most
unWhat
probably
would
have
proven
home
was completely destroyed by
built
by
Chas.
and
Merle
Robison
Participating as speakers at the
~ m her left arm just above the fidently expected for
All the driveways have been laid, the a disastrous fire in the business sec- fire shortly after 2:00 o'clock Tuesday meetings will be B. O. Browlee, Chief
and body bruises when the car U8Ual lecture.
was averted about 1:00 o'clock afternoon. When discovered, the in- Dairy and Food Inspector of the State
-driving
aKiaaea in
mthe
tne loose
loose,
,-— -. .. - s t pu mps have been installed, andtion
the
lvl ng skidded
-highway J in the north
At her home south of A m t o f • fishing of the office room will be Monday afternoon, when Vincent Kel- terior of the barn was completely Department of Agriculture; Df. Alva
of
- n^sJ^ .
few days.
ly, proprietor of the Anita Bakery,' enveloped by the blaze. A small L. Howard, Chief Veterinary Inspector
the city "Sunday afternoon'Thursday afternoon. Mrs. John Mehl-,
tu
m
went into the work shop of the bakery garage building just west of the barn in poultry of the State Department
'»ed over at the side of the mann was hostess to the ^
shortly after an oil stove which was and on a property belonging to
In the car ^hejp st ^ timfl Qf ^ Helping Hand club, ^seni
Vetter
of
Atlantic
wa
of Agriculture; Dr. John Wineinger
.
Mrs
burning, had sprung a leak and was Lulu Alvord was also burned. A large of the U. S. Bureau of Animal Inf
shooting flames as high as the ceil- bin of cobs in 4he barn 'was lost in dustry; E. E. Mason of the 'Poultry
this city andfflJBaB,^.^
Qf
ing. Grabbing the stove, he pulled. the blaze. The roof of the residence and Egg Dealers' Association; and
No lwalk( Iow, b;t botif^'otellia'Petersen, Miss Amber ^;^n/^' lttst week in Atlantic
it to the back door and shoved it, caught fire several times from flying A. D. Oderkirk, Extension Marketing
>> minor injuries The car,' metz, Mrs. Glen Soper and M, s Gun , o
X ^ R D Weimer rf Amta
out of the building. If Mr. Kelly | embers, but was soon extinguishec Specialist of Iowa State college.
^ Mr. Peacock, was .d*m-' n^r Hjortshoj. The ladies spent t^ ^ ^^ ^ for th
had
not discovered the blaze when he, by the firemen. Fortunately for Mr
Harold
McDermot
»l*htly. Not satisfied with 'atwrnoon sewing carpet « « •
Mrs.
were
and
Mrs
did,
in
another few minutes, the whole! Campbell, his automobile was standing Harold Mitchell and wife of Emerthe bone was knitting, Mia» broidering tea towels and •>""" ^ » Anittt , vice president,
*" taken to the Atlantic for the hostess. At the c.ose o f _ t n e ,
^ ^^ of AttantlC| secretar work shop would have been a roaring in the street at the time the fire son, Iowa, spent Sunday with his parents, Frank R. Mitchell and wife.
pital
inferno.
'broke out.
' by the attending meeting a lunch was s
and treasurer. ,
iMtehlniann.

Values For Friday-Saturday

25c

39c

15c

lOc

i

19c

17c

I

Saturday, May 27, Will Annual Alumni Banquet
Be Observed as Poppy Day Will Be HehUn May 19
-

Noted Rabbi to Address
Masons in Atlantic May 16
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Cass Ponltrymen Invited
to Meeting at Red Oak
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store

SCHOOL NEWS.

Junior-Senior Banquet.
The Junior class entertained the
Phone 29
We Deliver
Senior class at the annual banquet
last Friday evening. The setting was
Mexican. Various colors of decoraTHURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
tive paper and large Mexican figures
were the wall displays which gave
the atmosphere of Mexico. Bowls
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
of
fruit were predominating on the
CALUMET BAKING POWDER, large can
21c
tables and small potted cactuses were
SLICED BACON, i/,-lb. packages, per pound.. .23c
used as favors.
LAUNDRY SOAP, Clover Farm, giant size
The toast program was as follows:
bars, 7 for
25c
"M aking the Trip," Mhrgaret Porch.
"E ntering Old Mexico," Leland Lantz.
CREAMERY BUTTER, per pound
24c
"X ploring the Ruins," Jean Dement.
JOHNSON WAX, 1-lb. can with i/o-lb. free
69c
"I nteresting Sights," Fred Boren.
BLACK RASPBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) can.. .59c
"C liff Dwellers," Marilynn Kohl.
PEACHES, Cl&ver Farm, 2 No. 2i/> cans
35c
"A dobe Huts," Robert Crawford.
MATCHES, 6-box carton
.".
19c
"N atives," Evangel ine Dressier.
Musical numbers were a trombone
Strawberries — Lettuce — Carrots — Flowers
solo by Marilynn Kohl, a vocal number
Tomato and Cabbage Plants
by the Junior quartette, and a vocal
number by Allene Christensen.
Mexican dances were given by the
waiters and waitresses.
at her feet and learn. For, no matThe juniors, their mothers, and Miss
ter in what direction in life your
Pobtfahed Every Thursday by the pathway may run; no matter how Lucille Buchanan are to be congratulated for the success of the banquet.
many successes and failures may mark
your journey from the cradle to the G. A. A. Elects Officers.
W. F. BUDD
Editor grave—if you will keep ever before
The G. A. A. girls elected the folyou the lessons your mother taught, lowing officers for the 1939-40 school
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
you will fight the good fight, you year: president, Marilynn Kohl; vice
If «ot paid in advance
$2.00 will keep the faith.
president, Virginia Nichols; secretary,
Entered at the post office at Anita,
Adabelle Simon and treasurer, Marion
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
TAXING BUTTERFAT.
Bartley.
THURSDAY, MAY 11, 1939.
There is considerable objection on New Record System.
the part of some cream producers on
Accurate and complete records are
MOTHER'S DAY.
the recent tax of 1 cent per pound
becoming more important with social
There has been many things written on butterfat from May 1 to May 15 to security, unemployment insurance, old
create a fund to advertise Iowa dairy age pensions, and other social legislaand said about Mother's day and about products.
mothers generally, and it is difficult to
tion. The school has received a numIf the consumption of butter could
say anything on the subject of mothers
ber of requests for information conbe increased 1 pound per year per
and motherhood which is new.
cerning people who were in school
If there is one thing which saves person in the United States, the but- as early as 1895. Records in those
the race from disintegration and keeps ter surplus would be wiped out. Of days were meager and in most cases
it somewhere near to its ideals, it is seven high butter consuming countries, lacking in such essentials as birth
the sentiment which hinges.«bout the the United States ranks last.
data.
We quote the following average
institution of motherhood. There is
During the present school year a
something sublime, something so fine yearly consumption of butter per per- new record system has been installed
son per year:
about that sacred relation, that atby the N. Y. A. workers under the
New Zeland
38 pounds
tempting to analyze it is like treading
direction of Supt. Feller. All records
Canada
31 pounds
on ho!y ground, or disturbing the
of each pupil were brought together
Australia
29 pounds
peace and quiet of a sanctuary. The
and entered upon a folder which fits
Great
Britain
.
.
.
.
22
pounds
fine thing called mother love is as old
into a visable name file.
Belgium
21 pounds
as .the race. It is self-sacrificing, selfThe folder contains the following
Denmark
18 pounds
effacing, often enduring pain thoughtinformation: name, age, grade, adUnited States
17 pounds
lessly inflicted by the objects of its
dress, parent, and birth information
United States with the highest
affection, asking nothing in return
of the pupil; complete record of elebut the right to love and protect and standard of living of the countries mentary school progress (grades 1
serve. It was a fine conception which mentioned, has the lowest consumption to 8); attendance summary; record
originated the observance on the sec- ° _,Ut!'er' ,
of intelligence and achievement test
ond Sunday of May each year of a f.Cn.tl" °f the "cent T°Wa 1&W lay results; health record (grades 1 to 12)
day devoted to motherhood. It is a ' *e bu"er SUrplus to the fact that including vaccinations, tests and opsplendid testimonial to the ideals of the pe°P'e ln this countr y haven>t erations; activity records including
a great nation when men and women the money to bu y «*•
athletics, music, dramatics, journalcan lay aside their petty personal
°ne of the blg consumer Croups of ism, and clubs; personality traits
butter substitutes in Cas c
affairs for this one day, and devote
s °unty are through the grades and high school;
themselves to honoring and exalting ' t h e farmers themselves. At least that complete record of high school work;
the mothers of the land.
1 1S the observatlon °f grocers in this photograph of pupil; enrollment card
The lines of Kipling have been quoted Tnty- Farmers have been known to and class schedule.
and requoted many times, but they will iSe" their cream in town and take home
It is hoped that these records will
bear repetition. Said the great Eng- oleo or substitutes for their own tables. give a more complete picture of each
The manufactures of butter substi- i
lish poet: "If I were hanged to the
pupil's school work and be of value
Utes
spen great s ms of
highest hill, Mother of mine, Mother, .
*
"
to the student, to colleges and to prosm advertlsln
the
of mine, I know whose love would '
*
^ Products. It has pective employers.
fojlowmestill, Mother of mine, Moth-i evldently paid them wel1 or they
•er' of mine. If I were drowned in !wouldn>t continue such campaigns,
Loses :
the deepest sea, Mother of mine, Moth- I Tellln £ the world of the advantages
The Anita high school baseball team
f butter> lts health gmng
eipof mine, I know whose love would ' °ts
Pr°Perties. lost both games played with Casey
advanta es ir
come down to me, Mother of mine, I '
S
> cooking has been and Massena. Last Wednesday Casey
Mother of mine. If I were damned o f , ne K lected handed them a 12 to 9 defeat after
body and soul, Mother of mine, Moth- ' Advertlsln S has worked miracles for a closely fought game and on Monday
ei^of mine, I know whose love would the f r u i t &rowers in establishing bet- Massena defeated the local boys by
make me whole, Mother of mine, Moth- ' ter markets for their products. It the score of 22 to 6. Inhofe and
er of mine." It was the immortal has created demand where no demand Steele formed the batteries for Anita
Lincoln who said, "All that I am and exlsted - Tt is only lo&ical to conclude
all that I hope to be I owe to my ithat the advertis'"g of Iowa dairy
rnother." The finest words of tongue ! Products lf rl ^ htl y don* will create
and pen, the most elaborate vocab- better markets for those products.
Agriculture, the biggest business in
ulary in the world can not express
. wonderful fineness of this thing I t h l s country. is the most Poorly adverca&ed motherhood. It transcends the tlsed- The meat Packer« «« doing
puny understanding of men. It is a good J'ob of advertis'ng meat prosomething which bears a touch of the |ducts ' and yet the beef and pork Pr°diyine, an institution which links men I ducers have com^ realize that they
with the higher and noblers things. Ito° are vitall y interested in this cam>• Fortunate indeed is the man or P^n to create more meat eaters,
•women who can observe this Mother's
day by honoring a living mother. Be
you young or middleaged, high or low,
rich or poor, honor your mother on this
Mother's day of 1939, and give thanks
to your Maker that you are privileged
isanu.
to have her with you. More than this,
This is world's fair year and you
Mother's day should be every day in
will want to see one or both of
the year, not simply a season set
these
stupendous
spectacles.
aside for regaling her with sweets and
GOLDEN
fJATE
INTERNATIONAL
baubles in a perfunc-tory observance EXPOSITION on San Francisco Bay.
of the day. Your observance of MothYORK WORLD'S FAIR—the
er's day should be 365 days in the .NEW
world of tomorrow.
year, and should be marked by love
Low round, trip fares • and alland kindness and thoughtfulness durexpense tours to each individing the whole twelve months.
ual Fair.
In recent yearsq^he observance of
For carefree enjoyment there's
Mother's day has become somewhat
nothing to match a vacation
trip through the colorful West.
commercialized, and there has been
See
awe - inspiring
Carlsbad
inject«2d into it somewhat of a coarser
Caverns — the Rocky Mountain
note which has taken away much of
region of cool Colorado —
its beauty and significance. But the
the wonders of Yellowstone
National Park and many other
baaic and fundamental principle which
interesting places en route.
inspired the inauguration of such a
All main line trains are air-conday is true and strong in the hearts
ditioned.
Enjoy the comfort,
and minds of Americans.
economy, safety and speed of
One instinctively harks back to the
Rock I sand Service.
scriptural admonition, "Honor thy Ask Rock Island Agent for complete
travel information or address
father and thy mother that thy daya
may be long upon the land which the
C. C. GARDNER, G. A. P. D.
721 Locust Street
Lord thy God giveth thee."
Des Moines, Iowa
Wear a red flower Sunday if your

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

PLAN YOUR
SUMMER VACATION

mother is living or a white flower
if she has passed on, and be thank-j
ful that you were privileged to sii

in both games.
Grade News.
The first grade pupils have completed their work in their Laurel
manuscript writing. Mrs. Weimer
Pearson, 'Mrs. Merlyn Haszard and'
Mrs. Ben Bell visited the grade this
week.
Second grade pupils on the dental
honor roll are: Roberta Mclntyre,
Sheila Howard, Dixie Buttolph, Joan
Highley, Patricia Gill, Mary Sams,
Gail Forte, Loyal Anderson and James
Denney. In story hour the grade is
reading "Out Doors and In."
Danny Osen, Margaret Shaffer and
Margery Rhoads were the winners in
the third grade health chart contest.
A miniature park, similar to the city
park, was constructed for the exhibit
in the third grade room.
The children of the fourth grade
are interested in the study of cotton.
They have a cotton ball, miniature bale
of cotton and are composing stories
on cotton.
Colonial and other early schools
have been studied in the fifth grade.
An interesting account of "A first day
in a Hoosier School" was read. The
sixth grade had a theatre party on
May 5 to see "Huckleberry Finn."
Hobbies of the members of this grade
were displayed at the exhibit.
The seventh grade is studying the
Solar system in Geography. The
eighth grade is studying the metric
system in Arithmetic.

PETERSEN'
PHONE 300

DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY.AND SATURDAY
WHEATIES, champion breakfas* food, 2 pW 91
POPPED
7
j.
V/JL * jw*-' WHEAT,
» » .».•..•—»— — 7 2
— large
o packages
r ^ *™&^*** • • * .
CORN KIX, food value not found in other corn 9c
cereal, 2 packages
,.»...
MACARONI, 2-lb. pkg. & pkg; spaghetti free all
COFFEE, Sun-Up, no better: fjor the price, lb
COCOA, pure Amborcia, 2-lb. cart:
DILL PICKLES, quart ja|.
;GRAPE JUICE, pint bottle, ...
; j^
^-ly-VWfc'VT

T^TXT

.f jtsv.rl

vrnlltA

VlA4

-.J.V

' ' tfC

gram each day from 2:15 to 2:80 re- r**ti, »?dear, don't let it
cites his poetical readings from the, you, we all have been."
very depths of his soul and by hiaJ
expressions and comments, he is cap-. • Don. Turner, small son of M.
able of bringing smiles or tears to ^.;^:l^,-.i£;
the faces of his radio listeners.
an operation a few days ago f o r ,
removal of his tonsils.

FACTS AND FUN

Art Robinson's dog "Henry" is in
training for a government position
. . . he has mastered the art of sleeping -peacefully and contented on a
shovel.
.
• » •
The Albert Karns family are now
reaping their reward from the 1,000
tulip bulbs they planted last fall . . .
around their home on the corner of
Fourth and Chestnut Streets, their
yard is a fairyland of color.
* * *
The Dean Armstrong family have
a vegetable garden that is the envy
of the neighborhood.
* * *
Recently I discovered a new radio
program that I'm enjoying immensely.
I, who have never fully appreciated
poetry and have always considered
poems more or less a jumble of words.
I am finding the "Poet's Corner" from
station KFNF a delightful program
. . . Cap Malley who presents the pro-

«••

Bring Us Your Coupons on Soap and Super Suds

The radio weather forecasts have
predicted rain for Wisconsin for the
last two weeks and it is the wish of
all concerned that Veva and Helen
will arrive in time to rescue Sandra
from that quagmire swamp in the
Badger state before they become mired
themselves.
* * *
When the newly married Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Ulfers were driving down
the street to visit at the Bert Ramus
home the other afternoon, a hitchhiking wasp decided to go for the
car ride too ... the little moocher
wasn't content to quietly settle down
(By Tillie)
in a corner but. insisted on making
a couple of aerial surveys before
I have already seen the gift one alighting . . . coming to a quick deAnita high school lassie will receive cision, it sat down on Marjorie's neck,
for graduation from her boy friend
but sat a little too firmly . . . ar. . . it's a surprise . . . my, my, but
riving at the Ramus home, Marjorie
it's a honey.
stepped out of the car and rushed
* * »
up to a group of ladies sitting on
Those Forsythia bushes which have
i the lawn and gasped, "Oh, I've been
been blooming on the Buttolph lawn
I stung" . . . Roma Newton, suspiciousresemble four heaps of yellow gold
ly eyed the bewildered bridegroom and
from a distance.
soothingly remarked to the bride,
* * *
'Madeline Moore planted 19 packages
of flower seed this spring . . . if the
promised rains come, visualize her
garden this summer.

£*Vt«**.*l

Bill Dfcubendiek and~D^bert ««
ford, who are working f or the «T
Iowa Telephone Co. at Jefferson,,
visitors in the city Tuesday
noon.
For their last meeting of the schi
year, the Grant township teac]
held a picnic last Wednesday eve
in a timber northeast of Anita, \
of the seven teachers were present!
following a picnic supper, the
attended the Rialto Theatre in

_ woman wishes
to marry an old man-1
that's her business.
Our business is pick I
ing iip d^ad animals-1
large or small.
Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION |
. ANITA, IOWA

Why Leading Poultry and Hog
Raisers Prefer Semi-Solid Buttermilk
Milk is the ONE FEED for wfiieh there is NO'
effective substitute in feeding.
^
Semi-Solid Buttermilk contains lactic acid for intestinal health, lecithin for promoting digestion and
assimilation of other feeds, calcium lactate to furnish
a highly assimilable form of calcium, and butterfat, a
most digestible fat, plus other properties of butter-'
milk.
Semi-Solid Buttermilk is only clean, fresh buttermilk. Filler, skim milk or creamery residue is not
used.
Let us show you why Semi-Solid is worth more.
Sx^c?™6]^ s°-called substitutes. There is only
ONE SEMI-SOLID Buttermilk-^be sure you get it.

Roberts Produce

PART
unusu

A,a0
as
"The 2-in-l oil-change," automotive experts call it, because
...1st —It gives your engine
the change badly needed today—from Winter dirt and oil
to your correct Spring grade
of patented Conoco Germ
Processed oil... AN D 2nd —
Your engine thus gets the outand-out plus Of OIL-PLATING.
The exclusive Germ Process
gives this oil such an intense
"power of attraction" that it
holds to cylinder walls, bearings and piston rings as if

Plated there. Plating on the
bumpers, for instance, doesn't
fry up in the heat, fly off at
Parking. These same things
apply tO OIL-PLATING. So it

keeps your engine ready-oiled
for safe starting every time.
And it helps you get big p/ us
mileageM Summer from your
Conoco Germ Processed oil.
Good time right now to
change to Your Mileage
Merchant. C on ti nental ou
Company

CONOCO GERM PROCESSED OIL

HAVE YOUR
TICKET ROUTED

============

Conoco Products Are Solda lnin Anita
An,*7Tr^r
" -II
at Barnholdt Service Station

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
BIG TOP

PERSONAT

AEttl-FAT

S

P*ed ten» the boM Pfcnty »lx>ut *• «lej>h»nf § mistreatment.

EAVING- DON WR|«HT,THt PuB-LlClTy
LET US RETURN TO THE LOT -

T01.E ME TO

SEE vo' AFTAH

ALTA-

, AN'

" BRAGG
VtXJ

HEAH AH IS .'.'

Aii&pa'

HE WAS G»VIN'ALTA A
DRVNK FRUM A BUCKET,
AN' PEN SHE DOME BLOVJ
IT RIGHT SMACK IN HIS
t=ACE. !'• &OSS.DERE
WAS PEPPER IN C£T
WATAH - SHO' ^U

SR FEEDS

O rri«k JlJ U«rktJ Sr.JI

GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —A Pair of Shiners for Professor Zeero
PROFESSOR ZEERO
BUT, COUNTESS
\NMT TILL
IS LOSING NO TIME
LALA,ZE MVSTK: I FINISH
N6ETTM3 GONZALES,
THE
MY EXERCISE,
POWERS HAVE
AN URGENT
THE FORTUNE HUNTER, MEDICINE
PROFESSOR
MARRIED OFF TO LALA

BALL HIT
YOU IN
THE EYE

NOWZATI
HAVE NO MORE
EYES TO
LET US TALK

V WELL OF

MESSAGE

or Wrij.

Something Different in]
a Crocheted Chair 1

THE LINIMENT,
SIR

(S Fran* Iff lUtkcy SyndlcMe. Inc.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Genuine Eskimo Test

Pattern No. 1951

MESCAL IKE

By

s. L.

New Jail Scandal
GRACIOUS.' 50MEOME ,
.SHOULD DO .SOMETHIW&'

Capture spring with this
cissus chair set. It w *
up your chairs. Or if it's a i
you netKjL use the chair back I
scarf ends.
Pattern 1957 <
charts1 and directions for ma
set; materials required; ilta
tion of stitches.
Send 15 cents in coins for I
pattern to. The Sewing Circle, Nee
dlecraft Bent., 82 Eighth Ave
Newr York, U. Y.

ite STugglih Be
_

%»J

'JS1

_tfff#«
i box (or
POP— Better Than Medicine
UOV AM I DOING

By J. MILLAR WATT
MY BEST CUSTOMERS

YOUR DRUGGISTS BUSINESS
ANY UARM SITTING UERE-

ARG SAYING - (DN& LOOK AT
YOU

* ©

QUICKL,
FOM»|
Vate Aasomption
All aUencing of discussion a
assumption of infallibility.—>•
Mffl.

CURE

Curse of Progress
K\V 6KANP PATMER PLANTfeO
THATTREfc AHP NOW TO
OUT POVUM TO A\AK6 Y/AV
PIPE

Voice over phone—I can't sleep,
Doctor. Can you do anything for
me?
s"
Doctor—Hold the phone and I'll
sing you a lullaby.
They i Do atHBome
Teacher—Some fish swim long,
long distances. Can you name one?
Pupil—There's the goldfish that
swims all the way around the globe.

idneys.

Visitor — What make is your grandson's new car?
Old Lady—I think I heard him
say it was a Wow.
Unexpected Tom
"How is your wife coming with
her driving?"
"Not to good. She took a turn for
the worse last week."
•
Stffl at It
An historian says that women used
cosmetic* in the middle ages.
They jrtiU use cosmetics in the
middle age*.

fi%i®
••-vMto^to.. 'Mw. Cm

f
f

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4 4 . + 4

+ + + +

>

*

Maduffs Food Market

+ + +

••Mortals and Immorta'.s" will be
the subject of the lesson-Sermon in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Sunday, May 14.
The Golden Text is from II Corinthians 5:4, "We that are in this
tabernacle do Kroan, being burdened: not for that wo would be unclothed, but clothed upon, that mortality might be swallowed up of life.
The Lesson-Sonnon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"If ye then be risen with Christ,
seek'tho?e things which are above,
where Christ sitteth on the right hand
of God. Set your affection on things
above, not on things on the earth. Lie
not one to another, seeing that jje
have put off the old man with Ms
deeds; And have put on the new man,
which is renewed in knowledge after
the image of him that created him."
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
(Colossians 3:1, 2, 9, 10).
Among the selections from the
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa,
Christian Science textbook is the folApril 27, 1939.
lowing: "The spiritual man's conThe Town Council of the Town
sciousness and individuality are re- of Anita, Iowa, met pursuant to the
nections
or God.
uou. They
i,«, ..c
.... .......
flections of
are the
eman- rules of said Council, in'•**«•» «••
ations of Him who is Life, Truth and , sion, o^caH of tj.. Mayor, at the
Love. Immortal man is not and never |fo[ owing ^ a copy of which, signed
was material, but always spiritual by the Mayor, had been personally
served on each member of the Counand ete.nai
eternal" u(p. 336).
ana
cil a sufficient time before said meet. . x 4. 4. 4
4- -f -f ing, and service of which had been
accepted b;
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
April 27, 1930.
4Ray Swartz, Pastor.
+

WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

THURSDAY---FRIDAY--SATORDAY SPECIA^ |

Sugar 1WbButter
" ' t• * e 23c
Bananas * ^>
5c!
New Potatoes
23c|
Brown Beauty
Coffee 3-lbs.... .40c — Lb. I4c

Italian Prunes NO. »can 29C
Lard

BUTUSEjfafr? &ASOIM£.'
Unilormly brifflaat performance wherever you bay ll
—at home or on tour. @ livelier response—insunt, ample
power at your command on the start-up, in traffic, on the
hills. Q An abundance el smooth power—more of it than
any known automobile engine can utilize. Q Greater gasoline economy—even surpassing last year's Red Crown in
low cost per mile. © Higher anti-knock than ever before.

Company as surety.
BOnd Of Electric Motors , n m n

"LMftStt IoWa' ^ £?
SSLA.&£MS*&
Hartford*
cident
& Indemnity Company
i
aa

Bond'of G. W. Jones Electric
pany of Kftnsas City, Mo., in the,
sum' of -$26,*78.96 with the We
Casualty & Surety Company as.
ty; now therefore
IT IS TJBSOLVED by the Tm
Coundkof the Town of Anita, L
aa follows:
Section 1» That each of 001U „
ten contracts referred to in the i
a r i N I OASOLINIS . . . SOLITE WITH ETHYL
pricaf) STANDARD RED CROWN (r»i»J«r
amble of this resolution, and
/>r*W) STANOLIND (ha> frietf)
execution: thereof be and the st
To
are hereby ratified and approved, L.
Councilman
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
the Clerk of said Town is directed!
Anita, Iowa
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
enter copy, of each of said conhi
Dear Sir:
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
You are hereby notified that a in the records of said Town.
Section 2. That each of the u
We are having a special Mother's meeting of the Council of the 'Town
•traction bonds referred to in (J
day program for our morning worship of Anita, Iowa, will be held on the preamble Of this resolution be an
period. It will be composed of spec- j office, within" said Town, at 7:30 same are hereby approved
ial Mother's day hymns by the choir o'clock P. M., for the purpose of dered placed on file.
Passed and approved this 27th. j
and solos and trios by other members, considering and passing a resolution
TJ,
• itry and
j come and
A ratifying
and^^^
approving executed con-. of April, 1989.
If you ,-,
like music,
g^g ^
bonds in con
C. F. Darrow,
show honor to your mother.
nection with the construction of a
Mayoil
"We will have no evening service on complete Municipal Electric Light and Attest:
Solon A. Kama,
account of the baccalaureate service. Power Plant and Distribution SysTown Clert'l
tem for said Town; and for the transMay 13, 1909.
However, everyone is welcome to our
T. T. Saunders has recovered from morning worship and Christian En- action of such other business as may .It was moved by Dement andi
onded by Kopp, ..that certified <
come before said meeting.
a brief illness.
of successful bidders be returned.
Respectfully,
j deavor.
J. M. Broadfoot is hauling tile from j The K. J. U. club will begin WedAyes:
(Signed)
C. F. Darrow, Mayor.
Burke, Dement, Howard,
Anita to be used on his farm south nesday noon serving their 15c din- The meeting was called to order
and Petersen.
by the Mayor, and the roll_ being
Summer dresses in
of Berea.
Chiffon or service
A variety of styles
ner. Tell your friends about it, and ; called there were present, C. F. DarNays:
sheer,
Bemburg,
etc.
These
April
showers
appear
to
be
weight
in
the
season's
in white and colors.
None.
row, Mayor in the chair, and the
j come out to a meal for only 15c.
A large assortment
doing the business all right, notwithThe Mayor declared the motion e
newest shades.
following named Councilmen: Ernest
from which to choose
standing the delay in coming.
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f Burke, Alfred Dement, R. C. How- ried and the Clerk was instructed!
ard, A. J. Kopp and Andrew Peter- return said-: checks.
Sixteen complete Deere corn plant- | 4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
No farther business appearing,]
sen.
ers were sold to the farmers of this j + Thomas B. Dixpn, Pastor.
motion to adjourn carried.
Absent, none.
vicinity by L. R. Galiher & Co. last \+ + + + + + +'++ + + +
Solon A. Karns,
The Mayor read the foregoing call
Town CtekJ
Saturday.
. Church School at 10:00 a. m. and reported that service thereof, as
above
stated,
had
been
duly
made
and
Walter Smith and Miss Docie Soper classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, accepted.
Mrs. Amanda Cassill is rep
were united in marriage in Atlantic I superintendent.
Councilman Ernest| Burke, introduc- to be quite, ill at her home in Lta
Wednesd/y'by Rev. Griffin, pastor of
resolution township, where she has lived
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.. ed and read the following„ ___________
nd
ved
the Methodist church.
^ adoption; seconded by
The ladies aid will meet to quilt " UI ™?
many years.
\cllman
Andrew Petersen;
. 'Philip
,,
..B. PUmer
,
. of Des
. . Moines
, , was
, 'Iat the church
cnurcn on
on Thursdav
inursaay and
ana will
win p°
ter due
consideration
thereof and
by afthe
m
the
city
a
few
days
last
week,
look1
.
serve a 15c lunch
Coundl
Rayon or Batiste
White or colored in an
Knit or satin in
Council, hthe Mayor put the
Ross Kohl,' proprietor of the!
ing after his farm interests in Linwhite or flesh color.
in a variety of styles. assortment of styles.
upon the adoption of said resolution dale Chroceryj who has been a pal
and the roll being called, the followcoln township and visiting relatives
at the Iowa Lutheran hospital in
ing named Councilmen voted:
and friends.
+
METHODIST CHURCH
Ayes:
Monies for the past three weeks, |
Prof. Raymond J. Cornell, for two +•
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, reported to be showing satisfi
years past connected with the public
R. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and
recovery.
Andrew Petersen.
schools at Underwood, has been elect-! Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
Nays:
ed superintendent of the Wiota schools McDermott, Superintendent.
None.
Billy, the small son of Mr.
for the coming year.
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. SpecWhereupon the Mayor declared the Mrs. Paul Hayter, had the misfo
Chas. Morgan has traded his resi- ial Mother's day service with a recog- resolution duly adopted as followsa few days ago to receive bad!
dence property on 'College Hill to nition of the mothers present. SpecRESOLUTION.
The acc
WHEREAS, on the 29th. day of on his right hand.
Nattie M^vVay for a residence proper- ial music and a sermon by the pastor
March,
1939,
the
Council
of
the
Town
happened
while
he
was
playing
should be prevented from acquiring ty in Atlantic, the difference in cash on "iMiother."
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
of Anita, Iowa, did receive proposals
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS a settlement in Cass County,
payment of $400 coming to Uncle Nat- j There will be no evening service for the construction of a municipal a knife.
NOW THEREFORE being it re- tie. Mr. Morgan and wife will move on account of baccalaureate.
electric light and power plant and
solved by the Board of Supervisors to Atlantic in a short time.
Court-House,
P. W. Stager, well known
system for said Town;
Choir practice this (Wednesday) distribution
Atlantic, Iowa,
of Cass County, Iowa, that a notice
and
' cafe man, has workmen busy e
The
superintendent,
principal
and
evening
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
to
depart
shall
be
served
upon
the
April 22, 1939.
WHEREAS, the bid of the Jensen
The Board of Supervisors of Cass said Louisa Duff and the Chairman teachers from the Adair schools were, Wm, Richter. Anyone who likes to Construction Co. of Des Moines, Iowa, a four rooin cottage on one of I
County, Iowa, met in called session of this Board is directed and ordered in the c,ity last Saturday, and spent sing is invited to come,
for
*"- Section^ One ( I ) , Construction lots in South Anita. He expects!
at 1:30 P. M., with all members pres- to sign such notice on behalf of this
the
day
at
the
high
school
building,;
The
Woman's
Home
Missionary
SoK;J * nt li..
"""«"«tf and
ana the
me cottage to be completed by the
Board and deliver the same to the
ent.
bid of Worthington Pump & Machin- of June at which time it will I
Minutes of April 17th were ap- Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa, for feasting their hungry souls on the ex- ciety will meet Thursday afternoon ery
Corporation of Harrison, New
service.
proved as read.
cellent educational and industrial ex- at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. Jas. B. Her- T"--", for Section Two (2), Instal- offered for rent.
On motion and vote the following" The Chairman put the above reso- hibit of the Anita scholars.
| riman. Mrs. Oilie Yeater is to be
°iitw.°.dl«8el engines and the
lution to vote and the votes being
resolution was passed:
Abont $76 in cash was taken i
Electric Motors Company of
The Anita high score baseball team the devotional leader. This is also
RESOLUTION.
all in the affirmative, the resolution
a safe in the I. D. Cornett store]
WHEREAS, Louisa Duff is now was declared adopted.
won their two opening games. They. the occasion for the opening of the
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Metz, defeated (Walnut last Friday by a mite boxes.
within Cass County and is likely to
Bus Structure and the bid of G W Magsena Saturday night by bu
become a county charge and said party to approve the appraisers' report on
who btoke open a back door to
C < m p a y of
the pronerty described as N 76" WVz score of 8 to 4, and on Tuesday won • The Union Daily Vacation Bible
****** the building. The money was the o
f
r
of Block 7, C. & M. Addition to the from Exira by a score of 13 to 5.' School will be held May 22 to Juno
Con°
ion System were thing repetrted missing in the «
Town of Atlantic, Cass County, Iowa. Ross Kohl pitched both games for 2 from 8:30 . . untilll:W a m iSa^ted l^C^uS
a m
as
Motion carried.
that occurred some time after
Anita and Walter Budd was the The Church of Christ, Congregational df uheenied to.
. .be , to the
""^ best
"^»t in
Moved by Metz, seconded by Eshe!- catcher.
store closed Saturday night.
church and Methodist church
man, to adjourn until May 1st., or
on call of Chairman.
About. 300 people attended the i
Motion carried.
OLE SAYS.
junior and intermediate children might
----e>iiu ,
.
~. i«\,u aiiu
lilTcCbcQ
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
were
authorized
and
directed
ial
services of the Anita Lur
lnt
writ
ten contracts on beChairman.
To relieve the Acfiing name of RhffiffiiPtTn^
A real spring like air has pro- have the opportunity of learning of a ' v? i * , ?,
mission
which was held m tw
Arthritii, NeurltU, Neunlgia, Lumbuo,
Attest:
more well rounded life.
•nd Sciatic*, get quick-acting MY AC IN.
dominated the state the past few
We would ;Sra°Cfto";dand°Wn Wkh
school
auditorium
last Sunday^
M. E. Hubbard,
Put up in euy-to-teJco tmblttt, cpntalning
days. The birds are running around appreciate it if the parents would send b IHf3?AS_-"««ta«toI»».
no oputa or narcotici. Ifuit give prompt
County Auditor.
noon. Itev. A. 0. Bleeke of
e
lce
relief or jour money wOl be refunded in
to their Sunday «en duly executed by"the^StuS
in two-somes, the buds are bursting gc,L , "
based 0"
raD. Clio tnU ad u a reminder to buy
next Sundayr ^nifying their! » ^1^^ VSu^n! delivered the sermon
MYACIH today. Economically priced at
open
on
the
trees
and
the
Robert
Nelson,
who
is
working
near
is
man
is
c<
40c and ll.OO.
lost"
Red Oak for the state highway comsiKve
lhat
which
was
BONGERS BROS.
mission, spent Sunday in the city
Anita, Iowa.
with his mother, Mrs. Alpha Nelson.
all sorts of wild flowers.
. .
^ 1 : 0 0 a . m . At 10:05 the classes
* * •
Bond of Jensen
C nVene f o r stud
.
V' At 10:45 every. P«ny of Des
We need a good rain, and if we °
of
worship.. At U-.10
.
, . wUh 'National
don't get it soon, it -surely won't be
*18,680.00
FOB
befe ins with dism
any fault of mine . . . I gave Oswald
Oak port*, well
'
^al ,t| BoSd c? Trthin^to^P *'
U Th primar
childre
l
&
Um
a good bath, and rub dowh Saturday" "* '
f nmarv
y c h i l r n will have ' ^ine'ry ^rpVratToTof^^
for i
•FOB SALE:—Soy beans
There is a vast difference between EXPERand washing my car usually brings ^m"™? *"*,**? 8t.?dy. in ^ i ^"^jnj^pen.1 _8Um of ^«
all kinds. IVrmers Coop
lament ot the church. Kindly keen I
moisture.
IENCE and EXPERIMENT!
this notice of change of time in mind.
Saturday Only
(
We offer our experience as an asset to you in seAs the old saying goes: "If It
r
m
every dozen sweet io <
doesn't rain we'll have a long dry
lecting DEPENDABLE BUILDING MATERIALS
down pan rolls for on.)
LUTHERAN MISSION AT 4
spell." No doubt, but I'm not a +
Anita Bakery
most suited to your contemplated job. On this
*
1 0 . O. P. HALL.
trouble borrower. I hate such people.
basis we invite your patronage, assuring you a
+ Key. H . G. Belsheim, Pastor.
Anyone dwirinTpian0' I
square deal.
Last Wednesday afternoon, Mirs.
musjc lesson, during «
Sunday School at 9:30 a m
Edna Nichols and her pupils were
should get i" "
Divine Worship at 10:30 a m
pleasantly surprised at their school
Biasell,
phonej^
PHONE 400 ANITA
Children's confirmation class m
northwest of the city, when Mirs. Glen
for {48 •
Taylor arrived at the schoolhouse with Wednesday and Friday afternoon
"
WUl
sell
piano
WE PAY THE CHARGES
i, close
Adult confirmation class meets V
some home-made ice cream and cake.
anoe. Must be cash t
0.0°'
ANITA
RENDERING
day
evening
at
8:00
o'clock.
The occasion was in honor of the 14th.
Finance Dept.,
SERVICE
birthday anniversary of Dixie Taylor,
A meeting of the Mason lodge was
Harper Dor8ey, Manager
daughter of Mrs. Taylor.
aa
held Tuesday evening.
WANTED:-^^^
:ph. 184 Anita-we W ph°D

R£AZ>Y NOW AT STANDARD O/l

Turner's Standard Station

C. C. Heckman-Tank Wagon

GIFTS FOMflOTHER'S DAY
AND GRADUATION
Purses

Hosiery

(FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Dresses

$1

79c to $1 $1.98 to
Gowns & Blouses and $3.98
Pajamas Sweaters
Slips

$1 to $1.98 $1 to $1.98 $1 to $1.98

1

The Golden Rule

Relieve the Pail of

RHEUMATISM
Quickly! Safely!

.

tts£*&°&.&#

No Monkey Business—

+ + + +~^ TTTV4~f 4 - 4 - 4 .

DEAD

STOCK REMOVED

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.

FREE

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH

W.

LaBINE

Tax Revision Brought to Fore
By Administration Objection
Over Huge Farm Appropriation
(KDITOB'8 NOTE—When opinion* »r* expressed in these colnmaa, they
•n UMM* of the ncvn *aalrst «nd net aeoesurUy of (hto newspaper.)
Released by Western Ne-wvpapn Union.
-

CONGRESS:
Spend, Tax, Save
Excess spending was the complaint of U. S. Chamber of Commerce members at their annual convention. This has also been con- :
gress' complaint against President
Roosevelt. A few days after the
Chamber adjourned, Secretary of
Commerce Harry. Hopkins returned
from a Potomac cruise with the
President to radiate optimism, poohpooh the Chamber's complaints and
plump for another year's spending
as "essential."
Almost as he spoke the senate
passed a record agriculture appropriations bill which totaled 11,218,OQO.OOO (compared with the Prestdent's budget estimate of $842,126,.
091). Restored were $225,000,000 In
parity payments to grower* of
wheat, cotton, corn, tobacco and
rice, earlier shelved by the house.
Added was a $113,000,000 item for
disposal of surplus commodities, and
an extra $25,000,000 to the original
$34,984,000 estimate for a farm tenancy program.
If the senate thought Mr. Hopkins' spending plea meant a green
light from the White House, it soon
learned otherwise. At his press conference the President rebuked congress for breaking its promise to
levy new taxes to meet out-of-pocket
costs. Recalled was last session's
$212,000,000 farm parity appropriation for which no revenues were provided. Chimed in Secretary of the
Treasury Henry Morgenthau: "The
bill . . . disturbs me greatly. I
think that if they are going to add
. . . to the present deficit, it should
be up to congress to meet the increase . . . It's about time we began tapering off."
Probable upshot is that the farm
appropriations squabble will force
consideration this session of two issues treated superficially thus far,
namely, economy and tax revision.
Said Georgia's Sen. Richard B. Russell, floor leader for the farm bill:
"I am strongly opposed to singling
out the farm program as the only
one which must be reduced, or far
which we must levy new taxes . . .
I am willing to economize, but not
solely at the expense of the farmer."
Since the President opposes new
levies on small taxpayers, tax revision (probably the price congress

with Polish Foreign Minister Josef
Beck. Upshot was a lessening of
Polish suspicion. Next day the Soviet proposed a four-power (Russia,
France. Poland and Britain) mutual
assistance pact to safeguard European peace. Reason: Hitler's denunciation of pacts with Poland and
Britain have made a new "peace
front" imperative.
Vatican. Pope Pius XII, himself
• one-time ace diplomat, had his
papal nuncios to Britain, Poland,
France, Italy end Germany invite

"If* about time ..,"

must pay for its huge farm bill)
would likely mean a mere shakeup
of upper bracket taxes to secure
more revenue.
If the farm bill is any sample of
congressional economizing, this
cause will also go unsung until another year. Already having appropriated record-breaking army funds
under the new defense program, the
house coughed up $773,414,214 for
the navy, $17,015,212 more than the
President asked. Meanwhile a house
committee investigating WPA heard
Chicago's Mayor Edward J. Kelly,
New York's Fiorella H. LaGuardia
and other municipal chiefs testify
that congress must not curtail relief
spending this year lest city folks go
hungry.

\

Though U. S. political power
swings pendulum-like from conservatism to liberalism and back again,
there is a long-run trend to liberalsm. New Deal liberalism will probably be followed by Republican conservatism, but no alert Republican
>elieves his party can win by junking all New Deal reforms and going
>ack to the theories of Coolidge and
Joover days.
A good sample of progressive G.
O. P. thinking is that of Minnesota's
youthful Gov. Harold Stassen who,
according to Dr. Glenn Frank of the
larty's program committee, be-,
ieves something like this:
Republicans should accept much
of the New Deal's social legislation,
first auditing the New Deal's results
and soliciting constructive statements regarding G. O. P. philosothy on political and economic probema. Though believing farmers
'are ready to repudiate the New
Deal," Mr. Stassen warns that the
tatty cannot favor any individual
lique like farm, business or labor
groups.
Stassen on the 1940 convention:
It la very Important that delegates
represent genuinely and honestly the
sentiment of their states. They
should not just be a delegation
ricked by political bosses. Among
hem should be some youngsters,
some real farmers, real workers."

WHITE HOUSE:
XlanNo.2

VLADIMAR POTEMfflN
Poland grew lets suspicious.

Legalized by the newly passed
(overnmental reorganization bill,
President Roosevelt's No. 1 federal
shakeup (effective June 24) created
tew agencies for public works, lendng and welfare. Plan No. 2 folowed quickly, a roundup of longmisplaced bureaus whose abolition
ir consolidation the President bcieves will save $1,250,000 yearly.
Its most significant feature: Aboition of the unique national emergency council and transfer of its
major functions to the President,
in immense elaboration of ex-President Hoover's famed "secretariat,
NEC has been and will remain a
sensitive, nationally organized earso-the^ground device whereby the
Chief Executive can keep his finger
on the public pulse. Its 38 state
administrators will probably be retained. Its director, Lowell MeUettt
will probably be named one of six
presidential assistants with a "passion for anonymity."
Other changes (with former affiliations parenthesized):

those nations to a conference over
the Polish-German question. Though
shunned because (1) anti-Axis na*tions feared it would mean a new
Munich appeasement conference,
and (2) anti-God Russia was not
invited to participate in a discussion which vitally concerns her, the
proposal nevertheless ^brought one
possible ray of hope: Hitler and
Mussolini rejected it because they
believed the European situation not
sufficiently serious to endanger
To COMMERCE: Inland waterways
peace. The Vatican thought this commission (War); to AGRICULTURE:
Rural
electrification administration (inmight mean Hitler does not intend dependent);
to JUSTICE: Federal Pristo precipitate trouble right now.
on Industries, Inc.. and national training
school for boys (independent); to NAScandinavia. Foreign ministers of
ARCHIVES: Codification board
Denmark, Norway, Finland and TIONAL
(Independent, to be abolished).
Sweden apparently rejected profTo INTERIOR: Coal commission (into be abolished); bureau of
fered non-aggression treaties with dependent,
affairs (War): bureau of fisheries
Germany. Such pacts are still pos- Insular
(Commerce); biological survey (Agriculsible, but by their reluctance Scan- ture), and Mt. Rushmore memorial com(independent, to be placed in Indinavian states remain a bulwark mission
terior's park service).
of neutrality which obviously wants
To STATE: Foreign commerce service (Commerce); foreign agricultural
no truck with Der Fuehrer.
(Agriculture), and foreign servJapan. Often reiterated the past service
ice buildings commission (independent).
To TREASURY: Bureau of llgtfthouses
month has been Japan's reluctance
(Commerce, to be placed under Treasto turn its anti-Communist pact with ury's
coast guard); director general of
Germany and Italy into a military railroads and War Finance corporation
(Independent,
both to be dissolved).
alliance. Reason: Japan wants no
war with democracies, which would
Expected soon is Plan No, 3.
inevitably result if a new Russ-Brit- probably shifting jurisdiction over
ish-French-Polish entente were to deportable aliens from labor to jus
fight Hitler.
tice departments, and ironing oui
jurisdictional overlapping concernPEOPLE:
ing public lands.

Charlie Again

SECRETARY MORGENTHAU

POLITICS:
'OP Liberalism

One summer day in 1874 curlyheaded four-year-old Charles Ross
and his brother were taken for a
ride by two men who promised them
Fourth of July fireworks. Charlie's
brother was found a few days later
but Charlie himself was never found
despite 23 ransom letters demanding $20,000 for his release. The best
clue was lost when two burglars
were shot five months later on Long
Island. One, Joseph Douglas, gaspec
before he died that his dead partner had helped him steal Charlie
Ross.
Since then hundreds of abandoned
children have been identified as
Charlie Ross, but this spring a new
candidate arose hi Gustav Blair, 65year-old carpenter at Phoenix, Ariz
Blair claimed his traits and appear
ance resembled Charlie Ross. Lin
coin C. Miller, whose family rearec
Blah-, testified his (Miller's) father
had told him Blair was a kidnaped
child, that he had guarded the four
year-old child in a cave.
After deliberating eight minutes
a Superior court jury at Phoenix decided on the basis of this testimony
that Charlie Ross had been "found.
At 65, the horny handed carpenter
looked to radio and film contracts.

ASIA:
Up the River
Twenty-two months ago China's
capital was Nanking. Japanese aggression pushed it westward up the
Yangtze to Hankow, next backwarc
into Szechwan province and the an
cient walled city of Chungking. Play
ing a retreating game, Gen. Chiang
Kai-shek knows that the deeper hi
can draw Japan into his bailiwick
the easier will China's resistance be

Mth Approach of Warm Weather, C. Houston Goudiss
Advises Extra Care in Storing Foods in the Home
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

T IS the proud

of America's food i

d
to make slipco

«going to*A be ruined

letely baffles me]

which are
tances

TH«

any,
caul
with all their fine flavor ..
U -ymi-'are prepared to
Th7secretof this modern miracle is refrigeration. Vast many neatly fitted
of money have been invested in long trains of refrige* n^ :•!$ .type o! chair

iriadeVfor it? B. A '

.ted cars, thousands upon<
housands of refrigerated
rucks, refrigerated warehouses and refrigeration
equipment in stores. All this
las been done for a single
mrpose: to keep food fresh
md at its best until it reaches

... after it is delivered, and kept
here until the moment it is to be
used. Milk should never be allowed to stand at room temperaure for any length ot time. For
t has been demonstrated 'that
when it Is held at 40 degrees—an
deal temperature—before delivery, then allowed to stand at *
he home.
room temperature of 75 degreef
At ibis point the responsibility 'or an hour and a half, and again
hifts to the homemaker. And If •efrigerated, a rapid increase in
she falls down on her Job, then all mcteria occurs.
previous efforts to keep food free Other types of protein foods also
rom spoilage have been hi vain. present a favorable medium tot
Btomemaker's Responsibility bacterial growth when they :«e facings^rnay be
binding
» ' -v -7——n*
—~
**oV.VA
yj
used to
As guardian of her family's held at temperatures higher ffea* ——
where seat and back,
health, one of the homemaker's 50 degrees. These include meat, edges
arms and sun
m o s t important fish, meat broths, gelatin, costards at*ie<Mtt aroundare
so
tasks is to see to it and creamed foods. It Is advisa- 7"
*V§!^
««>y
of different lengths,
snaptr
that all food is safe- ble to keep these foods, as weU as ings
guarded
against the milk supply, in the coldest teners are generally more sati
tory than rippers. If snap tt,
contamination un- part of the refrigerator.
er tape is obtainable it saves t
til it reaches her
Fruits and Vegetables
to whip it to the long edges
table. This means
t h a t perishable Fruits and vegetables soon lose narrow frill for this chair «„
foods must contin- their moisture content unless they a curved line across the front i
ue to be refrigerat- are protected against warm, dry carving at the top of tlie
.
ed properly in the air; and they are likewise subject legs.
to
the
action
of
micro-organisms
You- 'can make slipcovers,
home. For only in
this way can they which Jesuit in decay. But when types of curtains and many o
be protected from stored in a modern refrigerator, things for your home with
he ravages of micro-organisms these mineral- and vitamin-rich help of Book 1—SEWING, ( O r(
which are always ready to attack foods can be kept in perfect condi- Home Decorator. Just follow t
!oods when conditions are favora- tion for considerable periods, thus pictures, and you learn tot
making it possible to take advan the lovely things you have
ble for their growth.
Two essentials are necessary for tage of favorable market offer- wanting for your home. Bo
satislactory food preservation hi ings.
is tor those who enjoy fancy i
the home. First, perishable foods
on useful articles for the
Guarding Against Mold
must be stored at a temperature As a rule, warmer weather also and useful poverties, to be;
of from 40 to 45 degrees Fahren increases the problem of combat- in spare time. Books are 25 c
heit—never at a temperature high- ing molds. For given moisture each; don't forget to ask
er than 50 degrees. Second, the and warmth, molds will grow on free leaflet on .patchwork qui
right degree of humidity must be almost anything. However, the when you order both books; .1
maintained. Too much moisture most hospitable hosts are acic leaflet if FREE with two to
will encourage the growth of bac- fruits, such as oranges, lemons, Address? Mrs, Spears, 210 S. I
teria; too little will dehydrate berries or tomatoes; sweets, suet plaines St., Chicago, 111.
fruits and vegetables and make as jams and jellies; bread am
them unfit for consumption.
meat. While molds are physioHome Care of Foods
logically harmless if eaten, they
Both requirements are met by definitely spoil the taste and apa good household refrigerator, pearance of food.
and the homemaker who appreci
Mold growths can be killed by
ates the importance of keeping boiling. They are retarded by the
foods sound and wholesome, wil dry circulating air of an efficien'
regard an efficient refrigerator as refrigerator. It is to allow for
an investment in good health,
air circulation that berries shoult
is especially necessary that the be stored uncovered—if possible
food supply be properly refrigerat spread out so that the air can
ed during the warmer weather o reach more than just the to]
spring and summer, in order to layer.
prevent the consumption of dishes Frequent inspection of all foot
&/*•*•,.•••*
Co*l
that may have become contami supplies, including those in the
^
nated without any marked altera bread box, and the prompt elimi
tion in appearance, taste or odor nation of any items showing signs
of mold, will help to keep it from
Highly Perishable Foods
Milk is often regarded as the spreading.
:' Jtegipy Defenders
most perishable of all foods, be
Constant vigilance on the part of
Truth; often suffers more b:
cause it is an ideal medium for the homemaker in caring for foods heat of its defende than
toe growth of bacteria. It is, there on hand will avoid a needless the arguments of its oppose:
Fore, essential that this splendid drain on the food budget and win
food be kept at low temperatures safeguard the health of every William Penh.
at all times. It should be put into member of the family.
the refrigerator as soon as possi
Questions Answered
Mrs. D. N. M.—In general, nuts
are rich in both protein and fat,
AROUNI)
and for this reason, they may be
used interchangeably with meat fa
THE HOUSE the
diet. They are also considered
a good source of vitamin B. ,
Refrigerator Deodorant Put a fc—WNU—C. Houston Goudis*—183S—OS.
piece of charcoal on one of the
shelves of the refrigerator. It acts
as an absorbent for all odors and
purifies the air.
' Isn't Trji»Why
* • •
Ton
Are
Make Shakers Work.—To keep
the metal tops of salt shakers from
corroding, cover the inside with
melted paraffins. While the parEqually
eat for lunch
affine is cooling the holes may be
Those who consent to
opened with a phi.
and those •who do it shall be
* • •
ished eaually.-Coke.
Hot Water Marks.—Should you
spill hot water on a polished table
CHAFED SKIN
and it leaves a mark, rub it gently with spirits of camphor and
Jfcta to your trouble,
finish off with a gentle rubbing of
furniture polish.
» • *
Easy on the Curtains.—Before
Revenge to Take
washing net or lace curtains, steen
the
To
forget
a wrong is
avermght in a-tub of cold water to
revenge.
which has been added half a cupful of ammonia. This draws out
the dirt without soap and rubbing
Next morning rinse the curtains
and squeeze through warm suds.
r

How Women
!ft Their 40's
Can Attract Men]

LINE,

CHINA AND HER CAPITALS
Japan it prepared to follow.

But Generalissimo Chiang did no
expect what happened next.
Into Chungking (normally 635,00
population) swarmed 1,500,000 refu
EUROPE:
gees, in itself a grave problem. Ther
one day 45 Japanese war plane
Peace?
swarmed over Chungking, droppin
History may relate that Edward,
bombs and demolitioners
duke of Windsor, helped avert a Eu- —By Democratic Statistician incendiary
than 100 in all. When th
ropean war in 1939 when he spoke Emil Hurja, that on basis of cur- more
smoke cleared China could cotm
from Verdun's battlefield "simply as rent standing Vice President Gar- 5,000
casualties, a ruined capital ant
a soldier of the last war" to ask ner and New York's Tom Dewey
temporarily blasted morale. Ger
that national leaders "renew their will win Democratic and Republi- many
and Britain found their em
efforts to bring about a peaceful set- can presidential nominations next bassies destroyed. For all concernei
tlement." Windsor's speech gave year, provided President Roose- it seemed best to move the capital
voice to a whisper already in the velt seeks no third term. Mean- on-wheels again, this time 150 mile
wind; within 24 hours the dove could
while, a Gallup poll gave Dewey northeast into Chengtu, whose nor
raise its head without risking de- 54 per cent of all Republican mal half million population will au
capitation:
votes.
tomatically double overnight.
Poland. To stop Germany from —By Washington gossip, appointPeace-loving Chengtu might we
seizing Danzig and part of the Polish ment of Francis B. Sayre, assistthis official invasion as
corridor, Poland needs Russian help. ant secretary of state, as Philip- regard
death
sentence.
General Chian
Britain's effort to line up the Soviet pine high commissioner to suc- probably hopes an off-the-river
cat
were blocked by (1) Prime Minister ceed Paul V. McNutt, Democratic ital may break his bad luck jinx
Chamberlain's wariness, and (2) presidential aspirant.
but Tokyo thinks otherwise. Despit
Polish hesitancy over letting Rus- -••Also by Washington gossip, British
protests that Chungking
sian troops cross her soil.
bombing was purely terroristic an^
mid-summer
resignation
of
RichStopping at Warsaw en route
C. Patterson, assistant sec- without a definite military objective
home from Turkey, Bulgaria and ard
of commerce, to enter ei- Nippon's warriors announced thei
Rumania, Russia's Vladimar p. Po- retary
ther utility field or motion pic- death planes were prepared to to
temkin, first assistant foreign com- ture industry.
low China's capital wherever it ma
missar, had • two-hour conference
roam.
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;oming j®ipitisH King and Queen
Recalls Visits to United States
By European Royalty in the Past
ELMO
ffl

SCOT* W/&SON

first of these journeys was
(i860 when Queen Victoria, who.
Is apparently the first British
[march to appreciate the imporjnce of building up a close conlet with America, sent her son
ertie," as he was known in
nily circles, to call upon her
fol subjects in Canada 'and also
[shake hands with the sons'and
ndsons of men who nad: re»lied against her stubborn
andfather, George III, 85 years
[eviously. Although "Bertie,"
kerwise Albert Edward, Prince
(Wales, was still in his teens at
time, he was a gay young

Then the prince entered a boat
on the Canadian aide of the river,
was rowed across, mounted the
wooden steps of the cliff and
stepped on the soil of the^ United
States as "Baron Renfrew," the
incognito which was preserved
while he was a guest of this country. New York city gave the
"baron" a tumultuous reception
with a torchlight procession
through the principal streets of
the city, a visit to Barnum's museum and a great ball at which
the crowd was so great that the
floor of the ballroom collapsed. A
crew of carpenters was called in
to re'pair the damage and fa their
hurry entombed a fellow worker under the new flooring. He wife
freed only after his frantic tapping beneath the floor revealed
his plight and threatened to break
up the party.
The prince next went to Boston
where there was another round of
gay parties fa his honor. There
he was introduced to Ralph Farnhara, 105 years old, a soldier who
had fought at Bunker Hill. He
also visited Harvard a few days
later and met Longfellow, Holmes
and other American literary notables. Pittsburg, Cincinnati, St.
Louis and Chicago were visited fa
turn with stops at various places
en route.
The prince finally got to Washington and went to the White
House to call upon his friend,
President James Buchanan, a
man of marked democratic traits
which were most attractive to the
royal visitor. As a relief from
the interminable handshaking
which was his fate fa the national
capital, the prince frequently
stole away from receptions to
play ten-pins fa a private bowlfag alley with Buchanan's charmfag niece and White House hostess, Harriet Lane.
Visits Washington's Tomb.
While the prince was fa Washington Buchanan accompanied
him down the Potomac to Mount
Vernon, the home of- George
Washington. Because of the
VH, when he was
prince's fondness for ships, the
nee of Wales. From a phototrip was made fa a boat and en
Jjph taken by Mathew B. Brady
route the royal visitor took the
•Washington in 1860. (Courtesy
tiller ropes and skillfully steered
^ L. C. Handy Studios).
the boat to its landing place. At
bde who entered with the greatMount Vernon the prince stood
| enthusiasm- into the social bareheaded before the tomb of
"l with which he was welGeorge Washington, and later
°d on this side of the Atlanplanted a chestnut tree beside it
fa tribute to the "greatest rebel
ta! ls and parties he was inof all time."
"gable and he refused to
To rest up after the round of
|ve them until the band had
social
events which had been givwed its last note. When emen to his . honor everywhere,
Prassmg
situations
arosei
he
"Baron Renfrew," at the suggesttrit
ated himself from them
tion of Buchanan, went to the fai an ease an<j savo^ ta]fe that
vorite summer resort of Wash^aied him to his flustered
ington society — White Sulphur
and hostesses. In Quebec,
Springs, W. Va. (then Virginia).
dancing with a crinolineBut, as it turned out, he didn't
acp-an...ned partner( i^
do much resting. For the entire
in the damoisell&'s
population of the resort turned
both of them instantly
out to greet him and plans were
upon the floor. But'his
immediately made to hold a
' dignity was not as much
grand ball at which the flower of
S Wefe Some of the
Southern society would be preUs M er
«>«•
Before
rL , l-a aid> he they couW
sented to the rojfal visitor. The
Iced hls
1° partner fise-ajfd
laughingly
gay young prince did nothing to
[M
^
discourage the party and while
s ed
arrangements were being hurris „ eaaffaj
rs r>Nthe
««*
,d*nce.- At
waiterg oyer.
edly made, he amused himself
by. riding about the countryside.
and
Nrve h t h e guest» we» rced
He attended the county fair
F jv ltheir
own food-an emerwhich'
was then an important
8
WhiCh
to
iy ever "™
t
event in Virginia. A great adI rify
e v e r o except«*"»«*
"Bertie "
mirer of horseflesh and beautiful
Arrive..
ladies, it Is little wonder that a
beautiful woman bareback rider
an adventure,
at the fair caught- his attention.
0
His hurried courtship of this tal° e amazement ol a
ented performer is one of White
»mng the banka of the
Sulphur's many gay traditions,
L *la8ara fall* ..ihe
daredev
and legend has it that the bare".
back rider rose to the pinnacle
. the
of her profession on the strength
<rf herHiannless but enthusiastic
flirtation with His Royal Highness.
As for the ball, the records are
meager but it was apparenUy the
most brilliant in the early history
of this famous resort. Fifty-nine

By

Elmo Scott Watson

Western Newspaper TOM*. ',

THEN King George VI.
and Queen Elizabeth
of England cffte* tiie
tiantic to visit the United
otes and Canada, tjSey #ill
ft only be following a globeotting tradition of British
Laity but they will also be
lazing a new trail for future
lonarchs of EripSttcL Ffrnwho were later to beEme kings, and lesser mem|>rs of the royal house have
hme to these shores but
fever before has a reigning
nglish sovereign paid a-visit'
North America. So there
unusual interest attached
their coming and with it
inevitable comparison to
(e American journeysof
to other sons of the HouseWindsor, both of whom
ie here as Prince of Wales
[id later ascended the Engthrone.
,

ADVENTUROUS
AMERICANS
'Old Put'

as

whue he
years later, another Albert Edward visited it. This Prince of
Wales later reigned briefly as Edward VIE! and then abdicated his
throne for the love of a beautiful
American and became the duke
of Windsor of today.
In 1919 this second Prince of
Wales crossed the Atlantic
and after a triumphal., tour of

The duke of Windsor, photographed at the Spring House in
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,
which he visited in 1919, when he
was Prince of Wales.
Canada, went to Washington
to renew his friendship with
Woodrow Wilson. The President
was very ill at the time and confined to the bed fa the White
House which had been used by
Edward VII when he visited
President Buchanan there. However, he'was received fa the Presidential bedchamber and an interesting account of that visit is
recorded fa Mrs. Woodrow Wilson's book, "My Memoir," published recently by the Bobbs-Merrill company. Like his grandfather, the Prince of Wales was
taken to Mount Vernon to visit
the tomb of Washington but, unlike his grandfather, who went by
boat, he motored there, accompanied by Vice President Thomas R. Marshall and Secretary of
State Robert E. Lansing.
Princely Resemblance!.
Just as there is an amazing similarity between the two princes
of Wales (as a glance at the pictures accompanying this article
will show) and a similarity fa
their temperaments and tastes,
there is also an interesting similarity in their visits to this country. Both were accorded tumultuous welcomes wherever they
went and both won the hearts of
Americana with their simple,
democratic manners. And like
his grandfather, the later Prince
of Wales also escaped from the
round ol gayety to rest at the
White Sulphur Springs resort.
In the case of the younger man,
however, there was no official incognito during his visit there. Officials of the Greenbrier hotel,
where he spent a three-day weekend recall that he merely expressed the wish to be left alone,
to be permitted to come and go
as he chose and toi have nothing
done in the way of official celebration. The prince spent his time
fa sport-golfing, swimming, rid
lug and hiking.

V/f OST Americans think of Israel
1TJ
Putnam as the New England
hero of two thrilling escapes. One
was during the French and Indian
war when a providential rainstorm
put out the fire which the savages
had kindled to torture him. The
other was during the Revolution
when he avoided capture by the
British by riding his horse at breakneck speed down a long flight of
stone steps. But these were only a
few of "Old Put's" adventures.
During his busy life he saw action on many fronts—from Montreal
in the north to Havana in the south
and from Boston in the east to Detroit in the west.^ They began in
1755 when he served under Sir William Johnson against the French;
they continued when he enrolled in
Rogers' Rangers in 1758, was captured by the Indians, sent to Canada
as a prisoner and freed by exchange
the next year.
Then he accompanied a British
naval expedition against France's
allies, the Spanish, in Cuba, where
tie was in the thick of the fight when
the English stormed Morro Castle.
He had hardly returned home
when Pontiac's war broke out in
1783 and he accompanied Colonel
Bradstreet on the expedition to
raise the Indian siege of Detroit.
to 1772 he was a member of the
Company of Military Adventurers
who visited the Lower Mississippi
and West Florida to look over lands
promised the Colonials who had
served in the French and Indian
war.
Nothing came of this so Putnam returned home in time to become one of the heroes of the Battle
of Bunker Hill.
* • *

KJNO GEOBGE VI
During the visit of Edward VH
to Boston, he made such a favorable impression upon the people
of that city^tthe very city which
had once been the i'hotbed of
treason" to his great-grandfather,
George III!) that the duke of
Newcastle, a member of his retinue, wrote back to England, "If
the prince remains here much
longer, there is the danger of his
being nominated to the presidency and elected by unanimous consent."
Although that is something of
an exaggeration, of course, the
favorable impression which the
royal visitor haH made upon the
American people was confirmed
by a letter which President Buchanan wrote to Queen Victoria.
In reply, the queen, according to
Laura C. Holloway in her "The
Ladies of the White House," acknowledged "her sense of the cordiality of his reception by the
President to a letter in which the
dignity of an official communication is altogether lost fa the personal language of a grateful
mother thanking a friend for
kindness done her first-born child
—it is the Queen's English employed to express the sentiments
of the woman." She wrote:
"Windsor Castle
"Nov. 19th, 1860
"My Good Friend:
"Your letter of th* 6th. ult. has
Navajo Bill
afforded me the greatest pleasTpHE
Navajoes
were holding a fire
ure, containing, as it does, such
kind expressions with regard to •*• dance. White men were not welmy son, and assuring me that the come at this important ceremonial
character and object of his visit so there were hostile mutterings
to you and to the United States among the young braves when they
have been fully appreciated, "and saw a "pale-face" looking on. Sudthat his demeanor and the feel- denly a young buck, his face disfags evinced by him, have se- torted with a frenzy of hate, dashed
cured to him your esteem and the >ut qf the circle of dancers and,
general goodwill of your country- >randishing a long knife, bounded
;oward the white man.
men.
But before he had tune to strike,
"I purposely delayed the answer to your letter until I should t lariat shot out from a group of
be able to couple with it the an- Indians near by, settled over the
nouncement of the Prince of 'pung brave's shoulders and jerked
Wales' safe return to his home. lim to the ground where he wasContrary winds and stress of soon trussed up so tight that he
weather have much retarded his could not move. The lariat had been
arrival, but we have been fully hrown by the great chief, Manuelicompensated for the anxiety o, and he had thus saved the life of
which this long delay has natural- his good friend, Dr. W. N. Wallace,
ly caused us, by finding nun fa otherwise known as "Navajo Bill."
Wallace served in an Indiana regsuch excellent health and spirits,
and so delighted with all he has iment in the Civil war, then went
seen and experienced fa his west. He landed in Portland, Ore.,
where he became a doctor and practravels.
his profession until tubercu"He cannot sufficiently praise ticed
losis
forced
him to go to Arizona.
the great cordiality with which There he became
acquainted with
he has been everywhere greeted
Navajoes.
fa your country, and the friendly theOne
a little Indian girl fell
manner fa which you -have re- into a day
and was badly
ceived him; and whilst, as a burned. campflre
The
skill
of the "white
mother, I am grateful for the
man" saved her from bekindness shown him, I feel im- medicine
a cripple and from that time
pelled to express, at the same coming
his position among the Navajoes
time, how deeply I have been on
secure. They adopted him into
touched by the many demonstra- was
tribe, gave bun a Navajo name
tions of affection personally to- the
he became a close friend of the
ward myself which his presence and
great Manuelito. It was that friendhas called forth.
ship which saved his life at the fire
"I fully reciprocate toward dance.
your nation the feelings thus
* • •
made apparent and look upon
The Mad Poet
them as forming an important
TTWO months before McDonald
•*- Clarke died he wrote this autobiography: "Begotten among the orange groves, on the wild mountains
of Jamaica, West Indies. Born in
Bath on the Kennebec River, State
of Maine, 18th. June, 1798. 1st. Love,
Mary H. of New Lo»don; last Love,
Mary G. of New York; intermediate
sweethearts without number. No
great compliment to the greatest
Poet in America—should like the
change tho'; had to pawn my Diamond Ring (the gift of a lady) and
go tick at Delmonico's for Dinner.
So much for the greatest Poet of
America."
If that sounds a bit "goofy" to
you, it's no more so than much of
the poetry he wrote. That's why he
was called "The Mad Poet." At the
beginning of the Nineteenth century
he was "constantly seen on Broadway,
his blue coat and military
bearing, enhanced by his marked
QUEEN ELIZABETH
profile, making him a conspicuous
link to connect two nations of and striking figure. It was his hobkindred origin, and character, by to fall in line with all the belles
whose mutual esteem and friend- of the city and to commemorate
ship must always have so ma- their beauties and worth in verse.
terial an influence upon their re- However well-meant these effusions
spective development and pros- on the part of the poet they were
annoying. His poems helped to supperity.
"The interesting and touching port him, but the number of ediscene at the grave of General tions and present scarcity show that
Washington to which you allude, he must have eked out the revenue
may be fitly taken as the type of necessary to supply his humble
our present feeling, and, I trust, wants, by subscriptions or the charity of publishers and friends."
of our future relations.
From 1820 to 184} he issued eight
"The Prince Consort, w h o
heartily joins in the expressions books of poems. Then the "Mad
contained in this letter, wishes to Poet's" adventure in living came to
be kindly remembered to you, a tragic close on March 5, 1842. A
aa we both wish to be to Miss policeman found him on the street
in a destitute and apparently deLane.
mented condition and took him to
"Believe me always
Jail for safekeeping. The next morn"Your good friend,
ing he was found drowned by wa"VICTORIA R."
ter from an open faucet I
• Weitern Newspaper Union.

Make These Frocks;
Wear 'Em Proudly
VX/TTH
pattern 1743 you can MO
TT
easily and quickly make a
graduation dress that's as fresh
and new as spring—the simple,'
charming kind in which your
daughter looks best I The bodice
is softly gathered above the tiny
waist, and a sash bow adds to it*
youthful prettiness. It will be1
sweet in taffeta, organdy, dimity
and silk prints.
Flattering to Your Figure.
Here in No. 1737 is a beautifully
designed smart dress that you
can simply live in, for afternoons'
and runabout. Gathers are adroitly used to give bosom fullness to'

slender figures. The skirt, cut high
n the front, flares into circular
ullness at the hem. So many maerials are appropriate for a dress
like this—flat crepe, silk print,
chiffon or georgette, for example.
~~!ach of these patterns includes a
step-by-step sew chart.
The Patterns.
No. 1743 is designed for sizes 11,
3, 15, 17 and 19. Size 13 requires
4% yards of 39-inch material.
No. 1737 is designed for sizes 32,
34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44. Size 34
requires 4% yards of 39-inch maerial without nap.
Spring and Summer Patten* Book.
Send 15 cents for the Barbara
Sell Spring fend Summer Pattern
Book, which is now ready. Make
ourself attractive, practical and
secoming clothes, selecting designs from the Barbara Bell wellplanned, easy-to-make patterns.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.
C Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

NERVOUS?
Do yon fed 10 net-rang yon want to ttroftml
» >»» «" «ndtartUWeTDo you .cold
oBB dMNBt to youf

U yaw nerves ue en edge *n4 yon feel
Bfljd » good general system tonic, try
LydU E. Finkham'a Vegetable Compound.
made ttpeciaUy for womn.
For over 60 yens one woman hu told another how to go "amiUng thru" with reliable
Piukham'a Compound, ft help* nature build
up more phyaieal resistance and thua helpa
calm quivering nerna and leann dlKomf orta
from annoying aymptoma which often aoeomnany female functional disorders.
Why not give It • chance to help TOUT
Over one mfflioa women ham written la
reporting wonderful benefit* from Pinltham'a
Compound.

Gird Misfortune
Yield not to misfortune, but advance all the more boldly against
them,—Vergil.

INSIDE INFORMflTIOH"
or l«dlc«stlon or CONSTIPATION
UANU mrntNAUY Mist MCM*P
SKIS promptly,
> cotisHsMMlsin.

At

* 29e and 1*«.

FREESAMPIE

Writetei
GwftoU Tea Ga,

GARFIELD TEA
WNU—N

19-39

UU/
I got my name
in the paper!
Only Newspapers bring the
news of vital interest to you
Headlines may scream of death and
di*Mter without causing you to raise
•a eyebrow. But if your son gets hi*
MUM in tho paper -1— that's real newtl
It Un't by accident that this paper
print* BO many atories which vitally
Interest you and your neighbors. News
of remote places U stated briefly and
interpreted. Local news is covered fully,
because all good editors know that tho
news which interests the readers most
to news about themselves.
Now to • good time to learn mot*
•boat this newspaper which is made
esyrHsHy tor you. Just for fun ask
yourself this question: How could m
git •lone without newspapers?

KNOW YOUR NEWSPAPER

THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THD1ISDAY, MAY 11, 1939.

0
THESE 8
ADVANTAGES OF

ELECTRIC COOKERY
See die new 1938 Hotpoint Electric Ranges.

Only in a Hotpoint
Range will you get all these
Advantages. Ask foi a dem-

C. S. Ford of Guthrie Center was
Glenn Holmes and wife of Guthrie
a business caller in the city Monday. Center spent Sunday with relatives in
Anita.
Miss Mary Jane Bear of Des Moines
spent Sunday in the city with her
E. E. Barnholdt, James Scan'.on and
parents, Lake Bear and wife.
Mrs. Marie Carey are home from a
trip to Missouri.
Arthur Lett, Jr. and wife have
gone to Elkhorn where they have emHenry Godlove, wife and two childployment on the Elmer Pedersen farm. ren, Arlo and Janice, of Norwalk,
Iowa, were Sunday visitors at the
Ralph Brown of Carbon, Iowa, has W. L. Peacock home in Anita.
been enjoying a visit in the city the
past week at the home of his aunt,
Frank Kopp, who has been in poor
Mrs. Carl Millard and husband.
ealth for a number of months, lias
een at Rochester, Minn., the past week
Fred F. Joy, wife and daughter, or an examination at the Mayo Bros.
Leatrice, of Churdan, Iowa, were Sun- linic.
day guests at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner in Anita.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Bellus of Jeferson, Iowa, stopped in Anita to
Miss Ruby Aupperle has returned pend the week end with Mrs. Bellus'
to her home south of the city after rother and sisters, G. A. Johnson,
spending several months with her •Irs. Gussie Lowenthal and Mrs.
father, Lew Aupperle, at Burlington, Frankie Morrical. They were on their
Colo.
way home from a trip to Missouri.
Block Salt, each
Salt, 100-lb. sack
Victor Chick Mash, 100-lbs.
Butternut or Folgers coffee, Ib.
SCHAAKETS STORE.

ANITA

.39c
The members of the Pinochle club,
onstration. Come in today.
60c with three additional guests, Mrs.
$2.00 luby Biggs, Mrs. Harold Donohoe and
1 FAST—Hotpoinfs Calrod unit
if world's fastest.
. .26c kfrs. H. R. Redburn,- were entertained
2 CLEAN—No smoke ot soot to
ast Thursday evening by Mrs. "Chas.
datfcen tone pots and pans.
Karris at her home on East Main
Dr. G. M. Adair, wife and daugh'3 COOt— NohtateseapntonlM
Street. High score was held by Mrs.
ter, Gael, drove to Des Moinea Sun- Albert Kama.
the room temperature.
day to visit his sister, Miss Margaret
4 ECONOMICAL-Select A.
Speed Caliod cooks faster - more
Adair. Mrs. Adair remained in the Miss Grace Dinkey was pleasantly
stalls an. electric efficiently
capital city for a few days' visit.
surprised at the home of her parents,
range 'ia your 5 BETTER RESULTS-Hotpoiot
tfr. and Mlrs. Robert Dinkey, last
home.
Electric Range is automatic.
At her home northeast of the city
Wednesday evening, the,occasion being
6 HEALTHFUL AND SAFE-No
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Harold
in honor of her birthday anniversary.
fumes or flames to injure health.
McDermott was hostess to the mem- The evening was spent playing games,
7 TIME RELEASING-Hotpoim
bers of the Original bridge club. Be- and at a late hour a lunch was served.
releases time— gives new hours of
sides the members, other guests were Miss Dinkey received a number of
freedom. <
Mirs. R. M. Needles, Mrs. M. M. (Tel- gifts.
illy cor8S MODERN— Streamlined styling,
~ everjr
ler, Mrs. Dale Ulfers, Mrs. Ed. CarP
smart modern design.
ton and Mrs. George Shaffer. High Lyle (Seney) Redburn lost his autoscore was held by Mrs. Earl S. Holton mobile by fire last Wednesday evenRANGES
ELECTRIC
ing on a country road northwest of
The regular meeting of fjiie Bide-a- the city. Alone -in-the car at the
Wee bridge club was held last Wed time, he had to break a window to
nesday afternoon at the home of Mrs escape from the burning machine. The
Glen Highley. Other guests_presen car caught fire after the rear wheels
in addition to the members were Mrs locked when Seney applied the brakes,
Walter Inhofe, Mrs. Harry A. Gill the machine turning over on the bank
Mrs. Dick Dement, Mrs. Carl Shultz of the highway.
and Mrs. Solon A. Karns. Mrs. El
mer Soholl had the honor of holding
Mrs. Ivadel Rhoads entertained SunDr. L. J. Oldaker and wife and their high score at bridge.
I Mrs. Stanley Chinn, who had been
day at her home on East Main Street
biting in the city at the Fred .C, son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
thirty-two relatives at a surprise
A meeting of the Mutual Benefi birthday dinner honoring her mothlinn home, left Monday for her home Meldon Petersen, were here from Exira Sunday to spend the day at the club was held last Thursday after er, Mrs. Bertha Lewis, also her daughWest Palm Beach, Florida.
noon at the home of Mrs. L. L. Dorsey ter, Ann Rhoads, whose birthday is
Chris J. Petersen home.
northwest of the city with twelve mem the same day as her grandmother
[Miss Beatrice Scholl, .daughter of
Leslie Bean and wife have rented bers and three visitors present. Th Those present were Mr. and Mrs,
and Mrs. Elmer Scholl, and a
ent at Drake University in Des the Harold Brehmer home on Elm visitors were Mrs. Paul Barber, Mrs Frank Colflesh and Mr. and Mrs
?s the past two years, has se- Street for the summer, while Mr. Elmer Jensen and Mrs. Wayne Sisler O. L. Spry of Des Moines; Earl Lewis,
a position on the "Wiota teach- and Mrs. Brehmer are with a road The ladies spent the afternoon piec wife and son, Ivan, of Casey; Howard
ing quilt blocks for the hostess. A Scott and family of Atlantic; Claude
grading gang in southern Iowa.
staff for next year.
the close of the meeting a lunch wa 'Spry and wife and Miss Muriel Lamserved.
bertsen of Wiota; Ray Sterner of
Omaha; Mrs. George Shaw and son,
A meeting of the ladies aid of th
Carl, of Lewis; and Mrs. Vina Spry
Anita Lutheran Mission was held las
and family and Ross Lewis, wife and
Thursday afternoon at the home o
daughter, Betty Jane, of Anita.
Mrs. Weimer Pearson, with ten mem
—will be at my place', the Hansen property, on East Main Street in
bers present. Three new members
RESOLUTION
Anita, this season.
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF
Mrs. Herman Baier, Mrs. Chet Turner
WilT Truck Horse to Your Farm
NOXIOUS WEEDS.
and Mrs. Phil McLaughlin, added their
Anita — Phone 38
names
to
the
aid
roster
at
this
meetTO ALL PROPERTY OWNERS:
Horse may be seen at anytime by those interested.
ing. The next meeting will be held
BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of
on the first Thursday in June at the Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa:
That pursuant to the provisions of
home of Mrs. J. P. Christensen.
Chapter 131, Acts of the 47th General Assembly, it is hereby ordered:
1. That each owner and each person in the possession or control of
any lands in Cass County, shall cut,
burn or otherwise destroy all noxious weeds thereon, as defined in
this chapter, at such times* in each
year and in such manner as shall;
I. I X C L U S I V I VACUUM
prevent said weeds from blooming i
GEARSHIFT.
or coming to maturity, and shall;
keep said lands free from such growth j
of any other weeds as shall render,
the streets or highways adjoining •
said land unsafe for public travel. 1
Noxious weeds shall be cut or otherwise destroyed on or before the fol- i
lowing dates and as often thereafter;
as is necessary to prevent seed production:
Group 1. June 1st., 1939, for
Leafy Spurge, Perennial Peppergrass, Sour Dock, Smooth Dock,
Sheep Sorrel.
Croup 2. June 15th., 1939, for
Canada Thistle, Russian Knapweed, Buckhorn, Wild Mustard.
Group 3. July 1st., 1939, for
Field Bindweed, WKd Carrot.
Group 4. July 15th., 1939, for .;
Horse Nettle, Perennial Sow
Thistle, Quack Grass, ButterPrint, Puncture Vine, Cocklebur.
2. That each owner and each perion in the possession or control of
any lands in Cass County infested
with any primary' noxious weeds in-,
eluding quack grass, perennial sow
thistle, Canada thistle, field bindweed,
lorse nettle, leafy spurge, perennial
fieppergrass, Russian knapweed, shall
adopt a program of weed destruction,
prescribed by the Weed Commissioner,
which in five years may be expected
to destroy and will immediately keep
under control such infestations of said
W39 Chev14. IXCLUSIVI BOX-GIRDSR
primary noxious weeds.
t quality
CHASSIS FRAME.
3. That aU weeds other than pri-ThVre'a a aiwct connection
ary noxioujj weeds, on all county
trunk and local county roads and bebetween
-, fh
tween the fence lines thereof shall be
16. HVPOID-OEAR RIAR AXLI
t all other make* of can in tales for tne
Chevrolet
mowed by the adjoining property ownAND TORQUI-TUBI DRiVL
nine year,-*mnt at the «te ofa car
of every twenty-four-hour day-because""
er to prevent seed production on or
every forty
17. DILCO-REMY STARTING,
the
before Ju^y 1st., 1939.
you all of theae modern features at
only
LIGHTING, IGNITION.
4. That if the owners or persons
low
*
in possession or control of any land
car that gives you the most
You want
and scores of other
in Cass County fail to comply with
the foregoing orders, the Weed Comimportanf features.
missioner shall cause this to be done
dealer— tafoy/
and the expense of said work, including costs of serving notice and
Evtry 40 •eeomfc of •very
other costs, if any, to be assessed
against the land and the owners thereSomebody buy* o new Chevrolet!
of.
5. That the County Auditor be and
is hereby directed to cause notice of
the making and entering of the foregoing order by one publication in each
of the official newspapers of the
County.
M. E. Hubbard,
County Auditor.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Robert Montgomery and Rosalind Russell
In a Laugh and Fun Thriller

"FAST AND LOOSE"

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
MATINEE SUNDAY 2:00 P. M.

... but to the simple folk who knew him, a
victim of cruel Injustlcel..'. and to the girl
who married him, a brave and gentle lover!

in TECHNICOLOR

THOROUGHBRED PERCHERON
STALLION

TYRONE POWER)
HENRY FONDA,
N A N C Y KELLY;
RANDOLPH SCOTT
HMO (Ml

StaSmMMnUte • LEstoanf
Brian Doalavy • John ton-nHs*1
DoMUMMk. total Russell- taut tann*
Directed by Mtnry KJni
AMcUtoPmtMi ut OrigHilSBmnw«i>Nn«lly JduwM
A Twwrttoth CMrtury-F« Pktiwr

RAY ODEM, ANITA

Of These

O. W, SHAFFER & SON
PHONE 244

ALSO TERRY-TOON CARTOON & LATE NEWS

SOY BEANS FOR SEED
ALL KINDS
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

MORE USABLE W MIXTURE
TRY THE
ONLY GASOLINE WITH

"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer &Son
ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA

rts/ Print^lrocks Go
1

Definilfy Pretty-Pretty
By.CHERIE NICHOLAS

WHAT to EAT and WHY

responsible for a feeling of lassitude and a lack of interest in
eating. Here again fruits and
vegetables are important. Together with whole gram cereals
and breads, they constitute our
most important source of bulk or
cellulose.
Get Plenty of Milk
Milk is another food that should
be used generously, because it
contains such a wide assortment
of protective substances. It is our
foremost source of calcium, which
is required for the teeth, bones
and for sound healthy nerves. And
it contains every known vitamin in
varying amounts.
If your family does not care for
milk as a beverage, make fre-

quent use of cheese which is essentially milk in concentrated
form. And use milk freely in
sauces and for making desserts.
It can also be incorporated in
nourishing cream soups, to be
served for luncheon or supper.
Follow the soup with a salad made
from crisp greens and including a
protein food, such as cheese, nuts,
or hard-cooked eggs. And top oft
with a fruit dessert. This type of
meal appeals to the appetite and
provides substantial amounts of
minerals and vitamins.
Salads Twice a Day
A crisp appetizer salad makes
a good beginning for the main
meal of the day. A combination of
watercress, dandelion greens, lettuce or shredded cabbage, with
fruit, or a small amount of a savory fish paste will intrigue the
most reluctant appetite. And when
the salad is served at the beginning of a meal, yon can be sure
that it will be eaten before the
hunger is satisfied.
"
Another way to get additional
vegetables into a meal is to mold
them in gelatin and serve as a dinner salad. Or an assortment of
fruits can be treated in the same
way and used as a combination
salad and dessert. If prepared
gelatin desserts are used, a wide
variety of color and flavor combinations can be achieved with very
little effort; and children will eat
them with relish.
You'll be surprised to discover
how quickly interest can be stimulated by serving familiar foods in
a new way!

ASK ME
71 TVT^\*t1TJft7"D
Jr\.lNJVjlrll!ill

A Quiz With Answers
Offeriag
Information
on Various Subjects

C. Houston Goudiss Gives Timely Advice on Planning
Meals for Languid Appetites
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

AS THE weather begins to get warmer, many families deT v,
.1 * fini?ky attitude toward food. They come to the
table with little appetite and claim that nothing tastes good.
Before you reproach them, however, give some thought to
the-4yPe of meals you are serving. Do they contain an
abundance of crisp succulent greens which tempt the eye
and the palate and furnish important minerals and vitamins?
Do they include juicy fruits with their refreshing flavors and
appetite-stimulating f r u i t «
acids? Have you cut down
recommendation that you include
somewhat on carbohydrates in
the diet adequate amounts of
and fats? Or are you still bulky foods. These are necessary
offering enough energy foods to 'help promote norm'al eliminaat each meal to supply the tion. If your menus contain too
fuel requiremen* of cold many highly concentrated foods,
irregular health habits may rewinter days?
sult. And that in itself may be

DICATED to
ss, to womanly
n, to romance, to the
i of life are the .fash* '
that holdjortk-tiitaj
._. It would almost
as if the new hats'
i had entered inspiracy to see how.
fcble they can- make worhanlook in distractingly lovely
nd furbelows, in fashion whimhat beguile, in colors radiant
bay together with aH the vainlittle details that bring to
(loom the endearing charms of
Fearer.
hions this spring and for sumfare of the pretty-pretty sort
(men delight in seeftg their
wear. The provocative colls, the daintiness of -frail rufimmaeulate touches that
about throat and wrist, the
and mystery of 'whimsical
[that half conceal, half reveal
' hery of her eyes^ the glamor
• jewels and amusing costume
pts, the loveliness of the flowers
ears—beaux and bachelors bethere's danger in them there
of fashion!
[here is one costume more than
ler that is essential to the "pie[ this season it is the gown of
ne, ever-nattering silk print to
a hat that rates higa in
r plays dramatic accompaniSee a trio of just such porin the illustration/ The>
I for all that is utterly feminine
Inarm-full in the current fashpene.
[is says "horizontals" as shown
right in the pretty-pretty
silk sheer featuring bands
ilistically colored flowers, full\ roses to be explicit, that conla dark ground alternating with
"wer bands in light monotone.
•M skirt, topped with a two[rosgrain thatjties in a bow,
wed to slim lines by means of
ngth side pleats. The horsesk that serves as « moat
and youthful hat is held in

place by velvet ribbon, with flowers
clustered over the hair, altogether
a picture that bespeaks the very essence of youth and beauty in fashion.
Color and charm from a Victorian
flower garden are recaptured hi the
purple and green silk print that
fashions the dress centered in fhe
picture. Shirred detail gives a softly flattering line to the bodice and
sunburst pleating in the skirt. The
two-tone grosgjpain girdle is accented by a nosegay of flowers repeating the theme of the silk prut.
Speaking of millinery that has
gone sweetly feminine, take a look
at the demure velvet-tied bonnet
which the young modern to the left
in the group is wearing. You can
tell at a glance that this quaint
model is inspired by the lines of the
bonnets of Civil war days. Which
goes to show that old fashions are
repeating in new fashions this season, which is really a striking characteristic of trends running throughout the entire gamut of present
modes. As to the charming dress
she wears it is made of a "sanitized" silk print as are also each of
the other frocks shown, this being a
new process that deodorizes and
keeps your materials antiseptic
(germ free and germ repellent).
The print glorifies a fuchsia color
theme. Pleating at the top of the
sleeves is released to puff the shoulders and .the skirt is cut with a becoming swing flare.
The printed silks fashionable for
evening wear are simply gorgeous,
the wallpaper-design flower motifs
are in some instances almost overwhelmingly enormous, achieving an
effect of imposing elegance. Another
important trend is toward rustling
plaid taffeta for formal party frocks.

A carefully chosen diet is an excellent remedy for the let-down
feeling that both children and
adults often experience at this
season. For science has discovered what food substances are
necessary to promote appetite and
digestion, to help maintain buoyant health.
Obtaining the Appetite Vitamin
We know for example that when
the appetite is poor, there may
be a deficiency of
that part of the vitamin B - complex
which nutritionists
call B,. There is
both experimental
and clinical evidence that this vitamin is essential
for the maintenance of a keen appetite. In addition,
it is also required
for the normal
functioning of the digestive tract,
so that it must be provided in sufficient amounts if food is to be
utilized to best advantage.
Among the foods which supply
this vitamin are whole grain cereals, bran, eggs, milk, peas,
beans, carrots, spinach and cabbage. It is also found in many
fruits, though usually in lesser
amounts. In general, a most satisfactory way to insure a liberal
intake of the appetite-promoting
vitamin is to include in the diet
generous amounts of whole grain
cereals, milk, • vegetables and
fruits. As these foods likewise
contribute many other necessary
substances, they rate a prominent place in the dietary.
Foods That Build Blood
It is also extremely important
that menus for finicky eaters
should be rich in iron. For this
mineral is necessary for the formation of the hemoglobin or red
pigment in the blood—and it is the
hemoglobin that carries purifying
oxygen to every cell in the body.
Iron-rich,foods include liver, eggs,
whole grain .cereals, dried fruits,
and green, leafy vegetables. I
have repeatedly urged the generous consumption of green, leafy
vegetables, and I cannot too
strongly emphasize their importance as a source of iron, as well
as other essential minerals; and
vitamins.
Keep the Diet Laxative
Another piece of advice that
warrants repetition is my frequent

The Questions

1. What is a party of lions
called?
2. What is the difference between a typhoon and a tycoon?
3. Does nicotine stain the fingers
yellow?
4. What animal skeleton is kept
in the bathroom?
5. Who was the author of the
phrase "entangling alliances"?
6. Which is correct, "Drive
slow" or "Drive slowly"?
7. Which is the darkest hour at
night?

^SAFETY TALKS
Driving Too Foot
THE 28 states which pubO Flished
fatal traffic accident

summaries for the year, 21 classified more drivers as "exceeding
the speed limit" or "driving too
fast for conditions" than were
charged with any other kind of
improper driving.
All 28 states combined, says the
National Safety council, in its 1938
edition, of "Accident Facts," reported about 18 per cent of the
drivers in fatal accidents and
about 9 per cent of the drivers in
non-fatal accidents were in this
category.

t

ALL SETl Watch Harry Cutler
roll up a smooth, mellow-smoking
"makin's" cigarette. And take special
notice of his tobacco-Prince Albert.
Harry calls extra-mild P.A. "A real
treat for any 'makin's' smoker."

.

A jewel flower piece will
entfare sea8W
»

Is Used
10
Trim Orgaridy
^HwS8'wUh—J-

u

"
d

The Answers

1. A pride.
2. The first is a type of cyclone.
A tycoon is an important person
in business.
3. No. Nicotine is colorless; the
yellow is^, tobacco tar.
4. Most people keep a sponge in
the bathroom, which really is the
skeleton of a very energetic animal, usually found by divers in
the sea.
5. Thomas Jefferson was the
author of the phrase "entangling
alliances."
6. "Drive slowly" is better English, although "Drive slow" is generally accepted as correct.
7. The Naval observatory says
that no light is received from the
sun when it is 18 degrees or more
below the horizon, and during
those hours there is no hour that
is regularly the darkest.
8. The Constitution provides for
this. Article II, section 3, says:
". . . he may, on extraordinary
occasions, convene both houses,
or either of'them . . . "
9. Your stepmother.
10. About five inches.

LETS GO! "See," Harry points
out right off, "Prince Albert's
crimp cut lays in the papern'flr/ii, without looseness, so's I can spin up plump
'makin's' cigarettes faster—and get a
smoke that burns slower, cooler too."

FOR

a B

8. By what authority may the
President of the United States call
an extra session of congress?
9. What relation would your sister's father's stepson's mother be
to you?
10. How long is the heart of the
average acjult?

6YDS.FU7WSREO -._
SittDS.BI.UE CHTOZ
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MWTRESS
ITCH THe VALANCE
70ANOtD8HEETOR
MUSLIN CUT TO FIT
THETOPOFTHE
6EOSPRIN6S-

glazed chintz with strong accents
of bright greenish blue. Both beds
required a valance that would not
be removed with the spread at
night.
Here is the flowered bedspread
and the small sketch shows you
how the valance problem was
solved. As my clever young hostess pointed out, this is really a
bright idea because the valance
and its foundation make a cover
for the springs in case they are
not the boxed type.
With the help of Book 1, you can
make many of the things you have
been wanting for the house. Book
2—Embroidery and Gifts, is full of
ideas for ways to use your spare
time in making things for yourself or to sell. Books are 25 cents
each. If you order both books, the
quilt leaflet illustrating 36 authentic embroidery stitches will be included FREE. Address, Mrs.
Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.
,

With Lofty Thoughts
Associate reverently and as
much as you can with your loftiest
thoughts. Each thought that is
welcomed, and recorded is a nest
egg by the side of which more
will be laid.—Thoreau.

SHOW-WHITE PETROLEUM JELLY
Free Truth
Truth never was indebted to
lie.—Young.

B in
-b

no rn in -Q
i r JL R

Larger yields . . . richer feed . „ .

more fertile coil with NOD-O-QEN
Inoculator. Easily applied to cloven,
alfalfa, other legume seeds. Spend

pennies, reap dollar*. Ask your Seed
Deajler or The Albert Dickinson
', Chicago. BlinoU.

e Western Newspaper Union.

new collections of lapel
include amusing themes as
i flower effects that are realuMul. In the former cate-;
fne cites bees, birds, animals,
»es, grotesque flguretUw; and
Its many of which trace their
to characters that appear
m Wonderland Stojiw:new flower sprayat'done ,j
Pb ln porcelain and varlbiis com
*s are veritable

6n

r
I

By RUTH WTETH SPEARS
A
SMART new house it was,
1
* and all the curtains and slipcovers were made by following
my sketches in Book 1, SEWING,
for the Home Decorator I But
when we came to the second floor
it was my turn to get a few
pointers.
The treatment of each of the two
principal bedrooms was quite different. One was very simple with
a lovely old quilt used for a bedspread; the other was in flowery

Hand Crocheted

lusing Variety
[In Lapel Gadgets

'<* that ?„

©—WNU—C. Houston Goudiss—1939—62.

Making a Practiced
Valance for a Bed

'MAKIN'S' CIGARETTES
THAT.fMNMEIASffR,
SMOKE S10WER,
Just right for the pig-tail crowdthia cunning suspender skirt, handcrocheted in sturdy pearl cotton.
Fashion-right in every detail, it has
such a grown-up air any little girl
will be thrilled with it. It is that
practical mother will be more than
repaid for the time and effort given
to^rocheting it. In fact, it will
prove a real joy and blessing m your
child's wardrobe—washes out in a
Jifly as spic and span as new and no
ironing required, is stylish as can
be, and with a fresh blouse each
day turns little daughter out smart
and as immaculate looking as if she
had just "stepped out from a band
box."

MI1MR I'LL TAKE
PRINCE ALBERT
ANY CV\y/

3

AND THERE SHE IS-rolled
slick as a whistle! "But," Harry
says, "the best is yet to come—that
mildness, mellowness, and good, rich
taste Prince Albert puts in every
puffl" (Pipe-smokerssay: "Ditto 1")

HERE'S YOUR REMINDER
TO TRY PRINCE ALBERT
ON THIS GENEROUS

MONtyBACK GUARANTEE
Roll younelf 80 «well cigarette* from Prince Albert.
If you don't find them the, flnett, taadnt roU-yourown cfoarettea you tnr amoked, return the pocket
tin with the rest of the tobacco In It to us at any
time within a month7 from tfal* date, and we wlU
refund full puichMe price, pltn pottafte. (Signed)
R. J. Reynold* Tobacco Company, Wbuton-Salem,
North Carolina

)LUME

FIFTY-SIX
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cLaglen, Fairbanks
Teamed in Kipling Story
A novel cross-section of ambitions
among four men serving with the
Fran- British Army in India, and the excit[Electric Co. Asking
ing adventures resulting from these
to Use Certain Streets and
aspirations, provide the basis of the
leys For a Higfr Potential
spectacular film, "«unga Din," which
jlectric Transmission Line.
stars'Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen
and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and the
voters will go to the polls feature attraction 'at the Rialto Thea.orsday, Jane IB, to vote on %e tre Saturday and Sunday evenings.
In this -screen version of Rudyard
on of granting the Iowa Electric
year franchise for tiia :use Kipling's beloved ballad these three
.ain streets and alleys^ for a are cast as sergeants in the Queen's
['"potential electric transmission Own Sappers and Miners, a regiThe notice for the special elec- ment stationed al a British colonial
i published elsewhere in today's outpost in the northern part of India.
Sain Jaffe plays the title role of the
native water carrier.
[contract has been signed by ofGrant harbors secret ambitions to
of the Iowa Electric Co. in
locate
treasure in this land of Rajahs.
they agree not,,.to bring any
tion against the town of Anita McLaglen's only joy in, life is to enconstruction of a municipal gage in physical combat with any or
light and power plant1 if-the all enemies of Her Majesty. In striking contrast is Fairbanks, a romanj of the town vote favorable on
[ing them the right to go through ticist, who yearns for the termination
i their high tension line. The of his enlistment so that he may
[tension line at present passes marry Joan Fontaine, a daughter of
gh Anita and if the company a tea company official. Simple but
pathetic is the golden dream of Gunga
anted the franchise it jvill not
essary for them to rebuild their Din, who longs for the opportunity
to forsake his heavy skin of water
ifter the municipal plant is in
for
a gun, to be a rugged soldier.
The lowar Electric Co.
The
varied aspirations of these four
fenes electric current to the town
companions
manifest themselves durta, and to do so must have
ing a dangerous campaign to crush
tension - line~|rpitt^ATdiiirj' to
a revolt among a band of murderous,
own.
religious fanatics, known as Thugs,
contract signed by the Iowa
and their thrilling experiences lend
ric Co. officials, they Are grantpower, color1 and suspense to this
town the right and privilege
screen recreation of Kipling's neveraching the wires of its local
to-be forgotten poem.
ution system upon the poles
In addition to the trio of stars,
transmission line. The ordiand to Jaffe and Miss Fontaine, the
upon which the franchise is
cast in "Gunga Din" also includes
specifically states that the power
Eduardo Ciannelli, Montagu Love,
ny, its successors or assigns,
Robert Coote and Abner Biberman
sell electric current to any of
in leading roles, .and a vast army
habitants of Anita.
of minor parts and combatants.
yor C. F. Darrow and all memIn addition to the feature the pro' the town council are favorable gram will include a news reel, also
granting of the franchise.
the Walt Disney cartoon, "Donald's
Lucky Day."
Tonight the Big Night.
An unusual "etermfli&iaogle" con>
posed of a spoiled heiress* a handsome
W. P. A. laborer and a fortune hunt(the beginning of the year 1939 ing nobleman, is responsible for the
jonded indebtedness of Cass coun- •entertaining romantic complications in
nounted to $112,000. Of this "Next Time I (Marry," feature attracnt there were $38,000 bridge tion at the Rialto this (Wednesday)
$4,000 road bonds; $29,000 evening. Lucille Ball, James Ellison
[bonds and $41,000 court house and Lee Bowman will be seen in the
Since the first of the year featured roles.
By the terms of a unique will, the
|treasurer has paid off $8,00<T
• and road bonds issued in 1920, heiress cannot inherit a vast fortune
|?8,000 bridge bonds issued in unless she marries an American citi$4,000 poor bonds are due Nov. zen. Since she is engaged to a foreign
139, and $8,000 courjt house bonds count, she hires a strange working
man to wed her and then seek a
PUB at the same time.
for bridge building in the divorce, but the scheme backfires
[of $30,000 and road bonds in when true love blossoms between the
pum of $10,000 were issued Jan. ' kissless newlyweds.
0. These bonds drew interest
The program this evening will inie rate of 5 per cent AH tort elude the Ray Whitley musical, "Prair0 of this issue have been retired. ' ie Pappas," and the Ed. Thorgensen
[part of the bonds were refunded ! sport reel, "Hunting Dogs." Iowa
the sum refunded the«jnterest News Flashes completes the program.
set at 4% per cent. There

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 31
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER'

Values For Friday-Saturday
Elbe
MACARONI—
2-lb.
package
GWC
SPAGHETTI—
With tomato sauce
and cheese,
3 tall cans
Red Triumph
NEW POTATOES—
10

19c

Shurfine
GRAPE JUICE—
Pint
bottle
Tall Corn
COFFEE—
Roasted daily,
3 pounds
WOODBURY'S
SOAP—
3
bars
(lOc bottle hand lotion
free)
Energy
LAUNDRY SOAP—
Giant size,
7 bars
GWC
GLASS CLEANER
AND SPRAYER—

JAMES REED
IN HARLAN CRASH
Local Farm Youth and Selma Christensen of Kimballton Killed When
Train Strikes Auto in Which
They Were Riding.

19c

James L. Reffd, 18, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Reed of Anita, and Miss
Selma Christensen, 17, daughter ,of
Mr. and iMrs. Marius 'Christensen of
Kimballton, lost their lives Sunday
night at Harlan when their automobile was struck at 10:45 o'clock at
the Seventh Street railroad crossing
by an eastbound Great Western passenger train.
Rupe,
editor
of
"the
Ames
pounds
£*Jl.
It is believed that the couple had
Tribune, delivers the commencement
Soflin
address at the graduation exercises attended the picture show in Harlan
for the class of 1939 at the high and were returning to Kimballton
CLEANSING TISSUE
school auditorium at 8:00 o'clock this at the time of the accident. Mr.
200 sheets,
evening. His subject will be, "Look- Reed is married and his wife and
2 packages —
1-year-old daughter survive. Mrs.
ing Forward."
Reed, with the baby, were visiting
Briardale
at the home of her parents near
MILK—
Lewis at the time .of the accident.
Large size,
The terrific impact of the train
4 cans
completely demolished the car and
threw both of its occupants across
GWC
Mrs. Elizabeth Talbot, 85, a suf- the street. (When the victims were
CRUSHED
ferer since last December with can- reached by trainmen, both were bareDILL PICKLES—
cer of the stomach, died last Fri- ly alive. Young Reed was found
Large, whole, 1Q
day1 at the home of her daughter, Mrs. under the auto, which had been
can
quart jar
* «JL Clara Holt, in Des Moines.
knocked about 35 feet.
Mrs. Talbot was bom March 15,
The conductor of the passenger
GIGGLE-ADE—
Fig Bar
1854, at 'Detroit, Mich., her maiden train picked him up and said, "There
The hot weather drink
COOKIES—
name, being Sarah Elizabeth Gant. is life here, the man is still breathmakes 4 gallons,
Fresh from the oven,
With her parents, she came to Anita ing." The girl died in a few seconds,
8-ounce
2-lb.
or
in a covered wagon more than seventy and the boy died in about thirty
bottle
package
£«JC years ago. On Nov. 18, 1872, sheminutes, but neither regained conwas united in marriage to A. H. Tal- sciousness.
bot, whd preceded her in death six
According to reports, Mr. and
TRY A NO. 10 CAN OF TALL CORN APRICOTS years ago.
Mrs. Ray Erret of Atlantic were the
Five children were born to Mr. and first people to arrive after the accident
This is not just the ordinary water pack of half
Mrs. Talbot, one daughter, Jessie, hav- and they said they noticed the signal
green and uneven small apricots, but a full sized,
ing passed away twelve years ago. The light was flashing and the crossing
matured apricot of selected fruit, and there is a very
surviving children are Mrs. Holt, Mrs. aell .ringing. The view of the track
great difference in water pack apricots.
Leona Martin of Los Angeles, Cal., is not obstructed.
Frank Talbot of , New Plymouth,
Young Reed's wife and baby had
Idaho, and Charles "Talbot of Jeffer- gone to Lewis Saturday evening to
sonville, Ind. She is also survived by spend Sunday at the home of her
five grandchildren and two great parents. Sunday morning Reed left
grandchildren. Mrs. Jesse Deeming Anita shortly after 9:00 o'clock and
of Anita, a niece, was with her in her spent a short time with his wife at
I last illness.
Lewis, leaving however before dinner,
ICommencement exercises for the
During the month of April, sales
Three years ago Mrs. Talbot broke
presumably for his home near Anita.
graduating class of the Anita high at the Anita Liquor store amounted up her home in Anita and went to
Relatives, so it is reported, do not
school will take place at 8:00 o'clock to $2,717.52, a daily average of $108.70 De8 .Moines to live with her daughter. enow where he spent the afternoon.
this (Wednesday) evening in the high^ or each of the twenty-five days the
Funeral services were held Monday
James Leland Reed was born June
school auditorium. The commence- tore was open for business. March afternoon at 2:00 o'clock at the Meth- 29, 1920, at Casey, and moved to a
ment address will be given by W. S. ales at the local store were $2,769.29. odist church in Anita ^th Rev. P, H. farm east of Anita with his parents
Rupe, editor of the Ames Tribune,
At the 170 state owned stores, sales Nickless, pastor of the Central Pres- when a small child. He attended
and members of the class will be or the month totaled $949,779.45, byterian church of Des Moines, offic- ligh school in Anita for a short time.
given their diplomas by Lake Bear, ompared with $995,063.35 for the iating( assisted by Rev. Arthur V. Later he attended high school in Atpresident of the board of education.
receding month. Des Moines store Long of Anita. Interment was made lantic but did not graduate, leaving
Class night was observed by the Mo. 1, as usual, led in high sales for in Evergreen cemetery.
school to be united in marriage to
graduates at the high school auditor- he month with a total business of
Dorothy Martins of Lewis on Aug.
ium last Friday evening and b&Cca- 551,275.95, while the store at Eldon
20, 1937.
laureate services were held Sunday with .sales of $701.92 was at the
Mr. Reed is survived by his wife
lottom of the list of stores.
\
evening.
and small daughter, both parents and
April sales at other state owned
Members of the graduating class
two grandmothers. The grandmothers
are Irene Anderson, Virginia Bartley, tores in this part of the state were ! Mrs Lucile
are -Mrs. Mary Reed of Anita and
Cochran of Iowa State Mrs. Theresa Burns of Casey.
Laura Beecher, Beulah Bornholdt, Ida as follows: Atlantic, $5,622.06; Creswill meet with the Home ProBornholdt, Allene Christensen, Jean on, $6,942.73; Carroll, $6,361.88; Red college
•Miss Christensen 'has been employed
ect
Oak,
$3,639.62;
Harlan,
$5,656.58;
J
county
committee Friday at the in Kimballton at the home of John
Dement, Evangeline Dresser, Ruth
Pullman Hotel in Atlantic to assist E. Jensen, a funeral director. She
Garlock, Doris Hagen, Amy Knowlton, Manning, $2,757.39; Adel, $3,760.17; them
in
outlining their plans for the attended high school at Kimballton
Virginia Mach, Jennie Nelson, Ruby Audubon, $3,327.61; Stuart, $2,259.72;
Peacock, Margaret Peters, Jeannette Winterset, $2,488.41; Avoca, $2,955.07; coming Home Project year.
and completed her freshman year. She
Mrs. Elmer Smith, county home
Robson, Esther Ruggles, Letha Mae Griswold, $963.81; Villisca, $1,160.68;
is survived by seven brothers and
Saxton, Helen Stone, Gladys Turner, Corning, $2,481.76; Greenfield, $2,- project chairman, states that all town- sisters.
They are Edith, Herbert,
ship
chairmen
will
attend
this
meetas onn
Alyce Walker, Doris Watkins, Duane 062.88; and Walnut, $1,156.15.
Harvey,
Norma,
Irwin, Gerda and Ed1, 1933, Cass county was
" »»••«• j
r
ing to choose the four lessons to
Bowen, Robert 'Crawford, Frank
mund. A half-brother and half-sister,
'lied to issue bonds to pay out„
was re.elected
be
studied
in
the
new
Child
DevelopDenne, Wayne Flint, Arlo Hansen,
Poor warrants. These bonds
ment course which was chosen by all Henry Mortensen and Mrs. John Larcountyluperintendent of schools
Lawrence Hofmeister, Jr., Donald
the women of the county. Sub-projects sen, also survive.
Mclntyre, Earl Miller, Vernon Neiens
The remains of Mr. Reed were
to be-studied will also be selected at
" .S of school bourd presidents of the coun- Ross Offenstine, Ivy Petersen, Paul
brought
to the Long funeral home in
•
this meeting and the complete proty at the-courthouse in Atlantic one Richter, Jack Roe, Billy Scholl and
Anita early Monday morning, and
Mrs. Eric Osen, president of the ject written
day
funeral services will be held at 2:00
Anita P. T. A., has announced the Thjg meetjng ig the first of the new
Paul Steele.
•payments
was unanimously electThe program for this evening is members of the different committees Rome p^.^
o'clock this (Wednesday) afternoon
,
ftn(
is
very
'"
' $5,000 and the last payment
Home Proj
ed by the group. No other candidates
for 1939-40 as follows:
made in 1944.
\
.
I seeking the office presented them- as follows:
' portant for a good organization this at the iMtethodist church. Rev. Arthur
Processional, Ensemble.
V. Long will officiate, and interment
Budget and Finance - Mrs. Fred f _ u > said Mrg Smith
ere are still outstanding $41,000
Invocation, Rev. Arthur V. Long.
will be made in Evergreen cemetery.
Boren, Mass "Christina Hollen, Harry
urt house bonds bearing 4% per 8elves<
Miss Byrne will now begin serving
"The World Is Waiting For the Gill and Chas. Young.
j
THREE DAY SURPRISE
Sunrise," girls' gJee club.
Program — Mrs. R. W. Fprshay, I
PAINT SALE.
year. $8,000 becomes, due in
Presentation of Honors—Scholastic Mrs. M. M. Feller, Miss Winona Kyle '
„„— in the r , .
19
40, 1941, 1942, and; $9,000 on
Three members of the county board and Certificates of high school ad- and Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister.
On Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
.
'?
>' - _
1 _ i. J.Un
1, 1943.
of education were also named at the m
misgion
_____ _
Membership — Mrs. C. H. Johnson the most amazing paint values ever
sg
roofVthe Mrs! Amelia King ' meeting. They were Mrs. Cass Was,,A Perfect Day," Miss Almeda and room representatives.
; offered this community. Paint for
West Main StrwtrWdwn- «» of Pleasant township, Mrs. James (
National Parent Teacher — Mrs, every purpose is included in this sale. Mrs. Henrietta Suplee, 94, passed
nre about 12:80 rf& fest Nichols of Edna township and Mrs. | Commencemen t Address, "Looking Lake Bear.
'Check your needs now and save money away at 7:30 o'clock Tuesday evening
Editor of
Hallie Huffstodt of Cumberland. Those j porward „ w. s. Rupe
Radio
—
Mrs.
P.
T.
Williams,
Mirs.
at these low prices. Don't let this at her home in this city, death being
ay afternoon. „„*»„ *,„...
.
,
boardare
are Mrs. J. r . ,
.Lafe Koob andffltyrs.F. D. Weimer.
Surprise Sale end without investi- due to infirmities of advanced age. A
mney 8et flr€ to th* shingles, retiring from the board
Tl.-lbune.
So[o 'A Scene—in Aire,"
Record Book — Mrs. W. T. Biggs, gating the wonderful paint values few weeks ago she fell from a chair
*ork of the AnitaiL depart- Tye of Griswold,, Guy Howard of
; ke
at her home, breaking one of her hips,
Publicity — M. M. Feller and Miss we are offering.
Jack
c Roe..
l't the blaze from doing much Lewis *"* Mr8' R" L" Barne" °f
Presentation of Class, Supt. M. M Ermine Brown.
and this left her in a weakened conBongers Bros.
It
lantic.
.
.
__
.
The county board of education IB
dition.
Health — Miss Jetta Knowlton.
Df Diplomas, Lake
Summer Round-Up — Mrs. Carl
Evelyn Hollen,, home demon-- composed of six members. Other hold- , presentation
After a good vigorous start on
She was born on Jan. 30, 1845, at
re
for Cass and Adair over members are Mrs. Zola^ Beebe
Millard and Mrs. Ivadel Rhoads.
Roberts Chick Starter, keep your Honeybrook, Penn., where she grew to
ent boal . do f education.
5 dl
'
Response,
Donald Mclntyre, presiStudy Club — Mrs. Albert Karns. 1 chicks growing on Roberts Growing young womanhood, and where she was
>ring the last 2% years, of Lewis, J. F. IMcGovern of Atlantic
of senior class.
Hospitality — Mrs. George Shaffer, Mash and grain.
It
married on Jan. 24, 1871, to William
1
farm
nd Mrs Edl Wa ner of
I*
resignation to the
»
'
«
.TTth*
b
the Eagle," boys' glee Mrs. Herbert Hartley, Mrs. B. W.
A. Suplee. Following their marriage
°aid of directors at their
At the meeting about all ot tne
./
|«*ul.r meetmg, ^..'jjpnen township school board heads^n^pres,- ^
Robison, Mrs. Ross Kohl, Mrs. AlFormal opening of the new gaso- they moved to Iowa, locating near Des
There Is Ringing," mixed fred Dement, Mrs. G. M. Adair, Mrs. line service station belonging to Chas.' Moines. In 1877 they came to the
u
position as extension dents of the boards in
lst
Harry Gill, Mrs. A. V. Robinson and and Merle Robison will be held Sat-! Anita vicinity.
Iowa State college, be- districts were present.
chorus.
Benediction, Rev. Thos. B. Dixon. Mrs. Jens Rasmussen.
urday, at which time a quart of ice, Eight children were born to Mr. and
!• Both wometfUiome; ' Miss Byrne met briefly before tn
RecessionaU^nsem^e.
cream will be given with each pur-' Mars. Suplee. Three of them, together
and girls' 4-H cl«1) work board «t the opening of the meet &
Gov. George A. Wilson will give chase of $1.00 or more of Phillips 66 with Mr. Suplee, have preceded her
Hie supervision of Miss and later appeared to voice nei b
reonre Hmit»« r - Harry C. Faulk the commencement address at the gasoline. The station is a big im- in death. The surviving children are
"th Cass and Adair cpun-' ciation of the action taken.
A. Karns, George F. Shaf graduation exercises of the Menlo provement to the appearance of the Mrs. Minnie Campbell and Harry Sup.
who is attending ner, Solon l!u''iis and E. C. Dorsey high school on Thursday evening. business section on East Main Street, lee of Anita; Frank Suplee of Payette,
Leland Brown,
"""Cement under 'be. leadspent Sunday f e r i Toin
Leach Lake, iMinn The governor is a graduate of the and is located on the lot where the Idaho; William Suplee of Almena, Kan;
left Sunday f">'
in
Menlo schools with the class of 1900. Record office building formerly stood, and Louis Suplee of Mitchell, Neb.
fishing
trip.
^'au accepte"rhe7res'ig- inlhe city with his parents, James on a week's
IT. Brown and wife.

led Indebtedness of
Eass County Is Reduced

rj"? ^-s* .ftjx - *- «

-

•9*|U

19c

29c

PINEAPPLENO. 2

29c

29c

?0°rth

29c

Mrs. Elizabeth Talbot, 85,
Dies Friday in Des Moines

19c

Commencement Exercises April Sales at Anita Liquor
WiH Be Held This Evening Store Total $2,717.52

Home Project Committee
to Plan 1939-40 Project

fame P. T. A. Committees
For Next School Year

f a thn ye r term at the meeting

^**«Mw

2<tr

Georgia Byrne
c iy Superintendent

the next two years,

— —"•

,

39c

••**.«*»*»

V »v»

••••»»«—

Mrs. Henrietta Suplee, 94,
Dies Tuesday Evening

4 . 1
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PETERSEN'SMOCEli

Town Haill, Anita, Iowa,
Mav 1, 1930.
T h P Town Council of the Town
f A n i t a , Iowa, met pursuant to the
,. W
WE
PHONE 300
E DEUvn*
DELiyp.p
,,,; of said Council, in regular sesPhone 29
We Deliver
sion.
T h e meeting was called to order
May 20, 1909.
bv
the Mayor, and the roll being
"Bill" Burkhart has gone to Lanark, called,
,.,„ were
..„. present, Mayor
there
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
111., to spend a few weeks with rela- Harrow; Councilmen Alfred Dement,
K C Howard and A. J. Kopp.
tives.
P
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
Absent, Ernest Burke and Andrew
There was work in the third deCREAMERY BUTTER, pound
24c
gree and supper at the Masonic lodge Pe Thfminute S of previous meetings
Tuesday
evening.
were read and approved.
COFFEE, Green Cup, with tumbler,-pound
23c
The Treasurer's report was read
Sunday was a beautiful day, full
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 4 packages
19c
SUGAR, with $lgr<
of sunshine and baltny breezes laden and approved.
following bills were allowed
LARD,
f .ARD. pure
Dure kettle rendered, IMbs.
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 large packages. 17c with the perfume of opening blossoms. andThe'
ordered paid:
Corporation
Fund.
The
little
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ICE
TEA
BLEND, 4uartjar and lemonade set
SEEDLESS RAISINS, 2-pound package
15c
Ed. McLaughlin has been quite ill George L. Bills, salary and
pitcher
and 6 gladses
62.00
j
PERK, the new granulated soap, large 23c
killing dogs
*
and under the care of the doctor the
60.00
Fred
Exline,
salary
package and one lOc package, both for
24c
10.00
past week.
C F. Darrow, salary
40.00 j
J. B. J. Lohner brought M. Madsen Solon A. Karns, salary
PORK and BEANS, Van Camp's, 2 20-oz. cans.. 15c
over with him from Exira last week Faulkner Insurance Agency,
I
!„
1O.OU
* PRUNES, medium size, 3 pounds
25c
bonds
to look at the old Bovee farm of 240
3.41
George Smither, postage ...
acres, now owned by William Bear, C. F. Darrow, refund on
Strawberries — Lettuce — Carrots — Flowers
2.55
maintain and operate a
and closed a deal between them at a
fines
:
electric light and powei•
Wagner Filling Station, gas
Tomato and Cabbage Plants
price of $100 per acre.
distribution system; the'
and
kerosene
•
•
•
A young team of fine five-year-olds
mum expenditure for *
Iowa Electric Company, hall
has been purchased by the Atlantic
2.28
lishment of such municipal
lights
trie plant and distnbubon
fire department for use in times of Matt Parrott & Sons, supthe antique collectors.
15.23
tern (exclusive of any
plies
fire.
The
price
paid
was
$500
and
In the dining room cupboard of the
Tribune Publishing Company,
the
committee
appointed
to
make
the
75.35
Pabliahed Every Thursday by the home is displayed a beautiful col-,
.
printing
Light Fund.
lection of fine old-fashioned dishes! Purchase thmks they struck a real
Iowa Electric Company, street
bargain.
each object a rare treasure
66.30
shall be paid solely and o
lights
•••••
The trustees of Evergreen cemetery
W. F. BUDD
Editor
of the earnings of M
Fire
Fund.
Tto Towtt Council Of th*
electric plant and
attached and each piece remarkably have made a trip over the walk lead- Forshay Loan and Insurance
the
of Aidta, Iowa, -•"
ing
to
the
cemetery,
and
have
given
6.00
system without the incurring _ ol
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 arranged to the best effect.
Agency, insurance on truck.
on
any-indebtedness
therefor
by
the
Sinking Fund.
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Many of the pieces of glass and orders for numerous repairs to be Anita State Bank, interest . . 223.82
Town of Anita, Iowa?
.
made. At some time during the sumdid ,„„„„„
provide .„.
for --=legal sufficient
Councilman R. C. Howard intro-, and ulu
. P. M.* at which time and place "j
Entered at the post office at Anita, porcelain have been presented to Mrs. mer jt is robable
*
*•
£ _—.1 J l«<k*iA«* an/1
of duced and read the resolution next!i UIiui_ timely
instituted
notice of said election ana ceedings will be
Hettinger by friends and relatives j '
P
-vv-u aim
aIM
f
and
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
hereinafter set out, and moved its jof tne time, place and purpose there*
Uan C e of 104
and many of the antiques are family the Permanent wa'k
P?JS:
T
1
Ll L
ht * >
adoption,
seconded
by
Councilman
f.
d
whole
distance
to
be
covered
not
later
o
an
ISSF ?. S ""id
THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1939.
possessions which have been handed
A. J. Kopp; and after due considerWHEREAS, said election was le'on System I
than next year.
down for several generations.
Bonds,
for
the
purpose of
ation
thereof
by
the
Council,
the
,,
ducted
on
the
4th.
he d atld con
payingt
J
It
seems
that
the
Anita
high
school
Mayor put the question upon adop- § o f November, 1938, from 8:00 costs of constructing a municipal^
Her collection of rare statues are
|
baseball
team
just
can't
keep
winning
tion of said reso'.ution, and the roll, o>cioc]< A M. until 8:00 o'clock P. M. trie- light and power plant and,
outstanding and the variety of vases
every game they play, and they ex- being called, the following named purauant ' to said call and to said tnbution system for said Tomvery choice.
"
='—- voted.
•-'-•»
f egal and sumcient notice given for -At any.time before the date,
pect to keep up the record through- Councilmen
four successive weeks by publication' said meeting, five or more tan»»
out
the
summer.
Last
Tuesday
on
Mrs.
Gus
Hamann
was
discharged
Alfred Dement, R. C. Howard Qnce each week in a iegai newspaper mayJUe a petition in the offic
(By Tillie)
Saturday from the Jones hospital in the local diamond they defeated Adair
and A. J. Kopp.
i published in said Town of Anita.and the Town Clerk setting forth
Absent:
; of general circulation therein, and said -"—•-•-- thereto.
I was told to ask Charles Hettinger Atlantic, where she had been a medi- by a score of 11 to 4. Battery for
Ernest Burke and Andrew Peter-. ele|tion was he]d on a day not less
Solon A. Karns,
Anita was Kohl and Budd, and for
to relate the story as to how it came cal patient.
sen
Town
,
„
,
,
,
.,
than
five
nor
more
than
twenty
days
Adair, Duffy, Schwehneker and Conabout that he decided to carve that
Whereupon the Mayor declared said • after tne ]ast publication of said
Arthur Bailey, wife and son, Robert don.
resolution duly adopted as follows,, notice> all in strict compliance with
handsome plate rack that now hangs
to wlt:
(law and the orders of said Council
on the breakfast room wall of his Arthur, of Omaha spent Mother's
day
in
the
city
with
her
parents,
Jesse
After
a
good
vigorous
start
on
RESOLUTION.
l a n d a majority of the qualified elechome.
Attest:
Roberts Chick Starter, keep your To fix a date of meeting at which it tors of said Town voting thereat
I didn't see that particular carving, Deeming and wife.
is proposed to take action for the voted in favor of aforesaid proposichicks
growing
on
Roberts
Growing
but recently I did have the privilege
Town (Ml
issuance of $104,000.00 Municipal tion and said proposition was duly
I wish to thank my friends and Mash and grain.
On motion and vote the
It
of viewing several other fine and inElectric
Light
and
Power
Plant
and
adopted;
and
Distribution System Revenue Bonds, j WHEREAS, March 29, 1939, was adjourned.
teresting objects that he had completed. neighbors for the help given me at
Solon A. Karns,
my
farm
while
I
was
in
the
hospital.
WHEREAS,
the Council of the Town fixed by the Council of said Town
Mrs.
Lena
Talbot
of
Council
Bluffs
He does his work neatly . . . his
.
.
.
.
.
.
TownCleikl
of
Anita,
Iowa,
heretofore
pursuant
to
as
the
time
of
hearing
upon
said
imItp
Roy Duff.
and Irvin Christensen and wife of
carved articles are all balanced and
Chapter 312 of the Code of Iowa, did provements and of the receiving,of
Stuart
were
in
Anita
Monday
afterCOUNCIL- PROCEEDINGS.
cut with great precision and care.
legally aall a special election fixing bids for the construction thereof-'at
Archie Cochran of IMIarshfield, Wis.,
A jack knife isn't the only tool s spending the week with relatives noon to atted the funeral services for the date and place thereof and did a maximum expenditure of $110,000.00
. ' Town Hall, Anita, loi
submit thereat to the voters and due, legal and sufficient notice
with which Mr. Hettinger has made and friends in this vicinity. He is he late Mrs. A. H. Talbot, who was legally
May 8, 1939.
of said Town, to be by them voted thereof has been given as required by
an
aunt
of
the
ladies.
Several
friends
an acquaintance . . , he's on the best a former resident of Anita, leaving
The Town Council met in
law; and
upon,
the
following
proposition:
from Des Moines of Mrs. Clara Talof terms with a set of carpenter's here about twenty-five years ago.
WHEREAS, pursuant to said elec- session at the call of the Mayg
Shall the Town of Anita, Iowa,
bot were also here for the services.
tion and said notice of hearing and The meeting .was called to order I
be empowered to establish, erect,
tools and has a knack of recondition.' of receiving bids, said Town has en- Alfred Dement, Mayor Protera. "
ing and refinishing old furniture into
Arnold Dressier, wife and daugh' i tered into contracts for the construc- roll was called and those present 5
useful and smart styles.
ter, Diane, of Des Moines visited in
j tion of the several sections of said Councilmeja R. C. Howard, A. J.
and Andtew Petersen.
I improvements as follows:
Sometimes he takes life easy and on the city from Friday until Sunday
Absent: Ernest Burke.
i Section 1. Jensen Construcsuch occasions he whittles trinkets with his father, Harry Dress'.er, and
Mayor .Protein Dement stated I
i tion Co., Des Moines,
and lets the shavings fall upon the his sister, Miss Evangeline Dressier.
ment served a lunch and a program
Iowa
$18,680.00 purpose of the meeting, after' "
State Commercial Contest Results.
floor . . . in the miniature collection
Councilman R. C. Howard intro
Saturday morning the shorthand was given for the freshmen and their Section 2 W o r t h i n g ton
and read- the contract pertaining j
Marilynn Marlene is the name of a
, .
.. ...
. , ...
Pump & Machinery Corp.,
is a design of a monkey cut from a
team, Jeannette Robson, Amy Knowl- guests during activity period which
Harrison, New Jersey .. 44,355.00 the Ordinance for Transmission Fn
peach seed, a link chain, a small wood- 6-pound girl baby, born Sunday evwas as follows:
ton
and
Beulah
Bornholdt,
with
their
chise and payed that the Mayor ij
Section
3. Electric
Motors
ening to Mr. and Mrs. (Claude Chapen ball within a square box, etc.
instructor, Miss Hiatt, went to Des
Musical number—Instrumental en- „ Co.-> Ceda£ R.aPids'Iowa. • • 5,400.00 Clerk 1 be authorized and instn
man.
The
child
was
born
at
the
home
Charles inherited his talent and
to sign .contract in behalf of
semble; Commercial demonstration—
Moines to the commercial contest.
Town.
.
his desire for a sharp knife and a of the mother's parents, 'Mr. and Mrs.
:
Although the girls did not rank Alyce Walker, Jeannette Robson, Amy
MO~. ^".'
""".T!". .T'.^.' 25 578.95
Councilman A. J. Kopp secoi
stick'from his ancestors . . . his fath- Herman Baier.
in the first three places, the only Knowlton and Beulah Bornholdt;
the motion.
er was a famous wood carver in
The roll was called and the
and
rankings which were announced, they clarinet solo—Jack Roe; tap dance ( Total . Construction
lowing- named councilman voted.
Germany.
Equipment
Contracts
.
.
.
$94,013.95
were not far down the list with an Marie Burns and Betty Karns; read-' am j
Ayes:
in addition thereto costs for said
-JlCharles isn't the only member of
ing—Lawrence Hbfmeister; play— improvement for procuring site and
average of 88.75%.
Andrew Petersen, A. J. Kopp«
the family that indulges in a fascinatOne interesting item was to learn "Sofapillio."
R. C. Howard.
i for engineering and legal fees and
ing hobby . . . his wife collects anNays:
i miscellaneous expenses will aggregate
that the Anita team ranked 1.34%
tiques . . .»:she doesn't confine her
None.
\the sum of $10,000.00; and
STOCK REMOVED
above the team which won over them Grade News.
Absent: Ernest Burke.
collecting to just one phase of anl
The
first
and
second
grades,
accom-'
WHEREAS
it
is
necessary
to
isby /z% in the district contest.
Moved .by Councilman R.
sue interest bearing revenue bonds
ticjues but ranges out to several varard and seconded by Councilman J
The contest was held at A. I. B. panied by their teachers, are going to
Sections
iations.
PHONE *400 ANITA
6134-di to Gisj-di'^'both^inciusive', drew Petersen, to adjourn to »
and that institution sponsored a thea- Keystone park for a picnic Thursday. and
fler emacutate home shelters sevOur
dental
honor
roll
has
mounted
to
Sections 6134-fl to 6134-f3, both 9. 1939, at 7:30 P. M., at the Clei
tre party in the afternoon for all the
WE PAY THE CHARGES
lncluslve of the
eral pieces of handsome antique fur'
Code of Iowa, to the Office.
contestants. Souvenir pencils were the 75% mark. Alice Neiens and a
Solon A. Karns,
ANITA RENDERING
niture and one red plush chair in parMiorio PI
i.
,
.
,
Kgrep-ate amount o f $104,000.00, payTown Clerk. I
also
given
to
each
student.
It
was
Mteile
Plowman
have
been
neither
able
from
the
net
earnings
of
said
SERVICE
ticular is a rare treasure.
absent
nor
tardy
the
last
six
weeks.
P'ant
and
distribution
system
and
sean interesting day for the girls, for
In her well kept home she has
cured by a
Harper Dorsey, Manager
Miss Ruby Peacock, Anita
Pledge of said plant
•besides the experience they received Mrs. Glen Porch and 'Mrs. Wayne
avoided the overcrowded and fussy
school.
senior, was discharged
._.. we,e
..... welcome
„.„.„„„ ¥visitors
« 1WIB lecellHy
. |ive]
. the
in entering the contest, they came Sis.er
game t(j the
respecti
recently,
fiver
t'h'f'sameTo
&?*"'
' --^"
stuffiness found in many homes of
day from the Atlantic hospital
in contact with schools all over the (*ro, Porch celebrated her sixth birth- tractors, their legal representatives
she had been receiving treatment I
(lHV i f l st
r u l a IT V\if Vi>-! n j-»I »>,» *„ — x,. nt"r ii cci CTTIQ fi\** f V»«. n.. .
t <•
day last !•I riday
by bringing treats ? assigns
for the purpose
ofj> viv^Aactjr'*
defraystate.
—
f u v UA
mg the costs of the construction of a fractured arm.
for her classmates and teachers
liasmussen celebrated
Receives Favorable Comment.
Mrs. Jesse Deeming returned W
In corresponding with one of her
.rthday last week and re- ferred to, and it is necessary to fix Des Moinefl Friday evening where"
professors at Teachers college, Colum- membei-ed his second grade classmates a date of meeting of the Council oJ
had been for the past two weeks
bia University, N. Y., Miss Hiatt men- with u,.als. After reading "A Visit ^ldf J°Wl.fi W,hich,,it I s
sisting with the care of her
to
the
tioned the business practice course
Mrs. A. H. Talbot, who passed i
which was offered in our school the brought some real cotton for the'boys ar^requlred"''^^^"01^ thereof
oTthe
that
morning.
C
o
IoW
1
ow
second semester of this year.
and girls tu see. We are sorry Muryl °T'^ /Q p'(, ,?i!!>;T*i therefore
The professor was interested to R a t h m a n has l,een so ill with measles
learn how such a course was organized and is unab',, to return to scboo, tbis ' Se^1^^^? %£&*£* I
and conducted in a small town the K-ii- I h e class wrote letters to her on the 17th. day of May, 1939 at tire
wishes to
size of Anita, and he asked Miss Hiatt d u r i n g language period.
Town Hall, within said Town at
for full particulars* Miss Hiatt's ar
»nn Burns celebrated his birthday piace° nrSe«Sin« fi^? ^."S "$
rt
woman wishes to man?
ticle concerning the course appeared
' vla - VK a Ko by bringing treats and actipn taken for the
this month in the National Business to school for his teacher and third *104.000.00 Municipal Electric iLht
old man—that's her bu«ne» .
er Plnnt nr
Education Quarterly. It was suppleclassmates.
«,>u,f W O
Many have been
"' ri:-t-:«--^—
'Onr bustaes* is pi*«JJ
mented with a note by 1'rof. Fork- absent due to measles.
s for the purdead animals, large or *
Pose
of
paying
ner commending such a course in a
. For prompt 'serv.ee'-"'
rum-tii grade class are glad to a municipal el
small community and praising the Hav, back several of their members !ilant and distribution"system1Ufor"said:
FILLING STATION
cooperation of the business men in who have been ill with measles and ToW£tio_ 2 „. .
ANITA, IOWA
helping to make the course a success. <'.arles H (1 l )in8On who is recovei,ng is hS° directed
re
to
Phone 257
' < > » > a mastoid operation. Plans are Proposed action for th^issuaS of
s a l d bonds
School Ends Friday.
b«'.ng made for a picnic this week. ,
. «*ting forth the amount
Final examinations will be- given
The f i f t h grade found a group of
to the high school on Wednesday
il geography cards very interand Thursday of this week. In order
"^ a basis for english reports
that reports and records may be comweek. More standard tests in
pleted, there will be no regular classes f r a c t i o n s have beers taken and all are
on Friday. Pupils in both grades either in ihe excellent or good ranking
and high school are to report at 2:30
I lie s i x t h grade studied the poem
Friday afternoon for report cards.
"Somebody's Mother," in language'
this week. They are also enjoying
Visiting Day a Success.
their study of Iowa geography,
The results of eightfi grade visiting
im-nic is being panned for the last
day were satisfactory. Twenty-one
of school. Beatrice Darrow
rural students were ushered through form
rn
"-''- Pupil, visited the room Monday
the daily routine by the freshmen.
Th
r travel bargains to «jl America
The seventh grade have been l L . ani
Visitors were met at the door by
ing poetry and reviewing for tes ts
a reception committee who directed The
eighth grade are reading "The
them to the gymnasium where they
Survey of the Ancient World," lea
registered and received name cards.
mg the preamble and studying
I At noon the Home Economics depart- constitution.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

SPECIALS FOR FRTOATr AND
BUTTER, Stuart fancy cre$tnierjr, lb....
SYRUP, Pennant, light or disapproved by th
.

•

H JT _.*3 £.«*•«* 1

G4%«*«**»«9 fjimm.

1»^1«

" .

**V.

rocery oraer, 10-lbs...

DRINKS, Jack Sprat; asst. flavors, 3 bottles
Fresh Fruit and Vegfit|Ate8 in Seasor
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SCHOOL NEWS.

DEAD
FREE

1
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Announcement

Open House
Robison Service Station
Saturday, May 20
Complete Line of
PHILLIPS PRODUCTS

1 quart of Ice Cream will be included with each $1.00 or

more Phillips 66 gas.
i •

Chas. & Merle Robison

PHONE 3

W

i

-

.-^

'—-----»vivu tJJ'Bt,
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Family
BIG TOP

EDWHEELAN

«$nk" Fowler, who i* retpotuJble for tb« elephant'* mfatreateent, come* to
the boti for »ihowdown.
"^

ON

MIGHT/ POND OES
CPHEtANT.ALTA.

VJHW ELSE.
SHOULD VCD

A LOT

OB TIMES WHEN HE
"THOUGHT /*O ONE
LOOK1N' "

HOPE

»'/*> NOT
BUT Vt)t) AND I ARC

DUE FOR A LITTLE
HEART-TO-HEART
TALK . AJ?EMT
?."-

VOU SAID IT.
'SILK"
- COMB
11
THAT'S
ALL

n

I PONT HAVE

TBLL MOV TWAT
VM HERE FOR A

A NUMBER

VJUAT DO yOU iMTeHD
To DO ABOUT
OF ALTA

'SILK*.'
HERE, HAVE
A FRCSM
CIGAR U

OF

£EEDS_

UOILED Oil
By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA — LaUx's Hope Chest Is Full
ZE CRYSTAL
BALL SHE SAY
^BAZOQLA BAZOOLADONOT DELAY

PROFESSOR

ze weootNG*

WONT THE GLASS
NO, NO,
BALL LET ME
' FRIENDTAKE OFF
ANY DELAY
JUST A
WOULD BE
COUPLA
DJSASTROUSE
POUNDS?

GONZALES /AOOST
MARRY VOU NOW
AMD TAKE-YOU PAR
AWAY FROM
YOUR SNOOPY

V ALL
/ RIGHTIrt-LMARR1
V NOW

l^ffyMppCT$ COL, Dts Mttoa

Premier Has Done tfa
Share of Work

LALA IS
CONVINCED
AND

GOES TO
HER

A photograph of the AUJ
premier with his wife and ineiri
children' appeared recently £,
Danistt newspaper.

HOPE
CHEST
TO LOOK
OVER
HER

TROUSSEAU

q Frank Xir Ibriwr Byixildte, lac.

SWATTER POP— Oops! There's a Flaw in the Scheme

By C. M. PAYNE

^ne title of the picture. 1M
the story below the scene wentt
to say: "Australia is a very i
populated country. The Er«,
government is therefore doinge
erythmg possible to promoted
onization, and excellent work '<
this direction has already
accomplished by the Austr«
prime minister (Mr. Lyons).
is seen here with his wife
children."
He should have the
award!

FAIR FLAX FOB ALL

C B»U gyMlc«t«.-WNU 8trvte«.

MESCAL IKE

., s. L.

*'O UR4ieomtry is great not I
^•Vdfcnwjority or the powerful n
It ii grnt--b«cait8e the minoriljiij
inflnential i
Senator Elbert D. Thorn*

A New Problem Presents Itself
Una R.lljf for
> to Slugglih

POP—What I* One Man's Hazard Is Another's Blessing

By J. MILLAR WATT

THE. ORDINARY MAN
CAM LIVE PERFECTLr
WELL VTTHOUT THE
APPENDIX!

Curse of Progress

V«Jer Retained
Valor is learned in the
lasts to the grave.

-BUT TO VDU SURGEONS
- 1 GATHER. IT

IS

•

INDISPENSABLE '

TEAFFIC SAMSON
father is a policeman.
Dave—IB he strong?
Douglap—I'll Bay he is I He holds
up the buses with one hand.

FROWTLAWN

GLUYAS WOUAMS

What a Bint
"What is home without a mother?" said the personable youne
6
man.
"Well," replied the sweet young
thing, "1 am tonight."
Worthless
Man (to druggist)-WiIl you give
me something for my head?
Druggist—I wouldn't take it as a
gift.
SUU Touchy
Operator—Number, please?
Ex-convict-Say, don't get funny
I ve been usin1 a name for almost
two weeks now [-Telephone Topics.

At Tines
Scallop-la insomnia catching?
Axtater_It is when your baby has

30 ui ;

.noticed

&<k
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4- 4DIRECTORIES.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
We are making up the 1939 te'.ehone directories. If any changes
r corrections are desired, please nojpot of the Lesson-Sermon in all
ify the telephone office this week.
WE DELIVER
PHONE 239
'churches
of Christ, Scientist, on SunIt
West Iowa Telephone Co.
day, May 21.
The Golden Text is from Isaiah
Dr. P. T. Williams spent Monday
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
n Des Moines with his daughter, Miss 58:10, "If thou draw out thy soul
to the hungry, and satisfy the af»_..«.•««»
'FirnundJUpe
_
'atricia Williams.
flicted soul; then shall thy light rise
Mrs. B. D. Forshay and Mrs. Fannie in obscurity, and thy darkness be as
foung entertained the members of the noon day."
he Past 'Matrons club at the home The Lesson-Sermon comprises quof the former Monday afternoon. Pres- tations from the Bible and from the
nt were 18 members and one visitor, Christian Science textbook,- "Science
Mrs. Mae Conley of Hollywood, Cal. and Health with Key to the Scnp-;
e afternoon was spent socially, tures" by Mary Raker Eddy.
smd a lunch was served by the hosOne of the Bible citations reads:
"I will greatly rejoice in the Lord,
Hardwater
my soul shall be joyful in my God;
4 Bars
C. W. Garlock and wife of Norwalk, for he hath clothed me with the garCenter Cuts
owa, were in the city Sunday even- ments of sa'.vation, he hath covered
ng to attend baccalaureate services me with the robe of righteousness,
Pound
or the graduating class of the high as a bridegroom decketh himself with
Cured—8-lb.
chool. Their daughter, Ruth, a mem- ornaments, and as a bride adorneth
ber of the class and who has been herself with her jewels" (Isaiah 61:10)
".1 for several weeks with heart
Among the selections from the
rouble, returned to Anita with them, Christian Science textbook is the folremaining here for commencement lowing'. "Soul is the substance, Life,
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
_
•"
Town Clerk
tonight and the alumni banquet Fri- and intelligence of man, which is InCouncilman Andrew Petersen ;„
Clerk's
Office,
Anita,
Iowa,
troduced the following Reso,ut*
day evening.
dividualized, but not in matter. Soul
May 9, 1939.
ito Action. Same wa
can never reflect anything inferior The Town Council met in adjourned moved
ed by C o a m a n Alfred
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION. to Spirit" (p. 477).
jession. The meeting was called to
RESOLUTION
order by Mayor Darrow.
Be
that a special elecNotice is hereby given that, in
The roll was called and those pres- toon be, aBd,Uie samei is hereby a
pursuance of a Resolution of the
ent
were
Ernest
Burke,
Alfred
Deto be held in the Town of A nit?
Town Council of Anita, Iowa, passed * CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
and adopted on the 9th. day of May, *> Thomas B. Diion, Pastor. -f ment, R. C. Howard and Andrew Iowa,.6* the 15th. day of June, 1939'
Petersen.
*
1939, authorizing and calling a spec- 4 . 4 . + 4 + . f 4 + + + + -f +
Absent: A. J. Kopp.
al election as herein, stated, there
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Councilman Alfred Dement intro- Saj^W'-H* ad°Ptio» of'«..
will be held throughout the said
Town at the various and regular Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, duced the following Ordinance and Ordinance No. 85, and that the Mayor 1
moved its adoption. Same was second* give nqtice>of said election by pub-"
>olling places therein, as hereinbelow
ed by Councilman Ernest Burke.
lication in, the Anita Tribune, same :
stated on the 15th. day of June, 1939, superintendent.
ORDINANCE
NO.
85.
Morning
worship
at
11:00
o'clock.
twing.-» newspaper of general tircu-1
a special election for the purpose
The ladies aid wi'.l meet to quilt AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING lation in the Town, for four conof enabling the legal electors of
said Town, to vote for or against at the church op Thursday and will IOWA ELECTRIC COMPANY, OP secutive weeks an.provided by law
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, ITS SUCOn call of roll, Councilman Ernest
the approval of Ordinance No. .85,
CESSORS OR ASSIGNS, WITHIN Burke,-Alfred Dement, R. C. Howard
which ordinance was passed and serve a 15c lunch.
THE
TOWN
OF
ANITA,
IOWA,
TO
Attend
the
Union
Vacation
Bible
and Andrew Petersen all voted "aye"
adopted by the Town Council of said
Town, -subject to its approval by the School which will be held from May CONSTRUCT, R E C O N S T R U C T , Nays: None.
MAINTAIN,
AND
OPERATJJ
A
Absent; A. J. Kopp.
electors as therein stated, on the 22 to June 2 daily. Everyone welcome.
HIGH POTENTIAL TRANSMISSION
15th. day of June, 1939, and is duly
The Mayor then declared this ResLINE UPON THE STREETS AKD olution duly passed and adopted on
recorded in the office of the Town
ALLEYS OF SAID TOWN AND this 9th. day of May, 1939.
Clerk of said Town, and which ordinance is in exact words and figures 4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f PROVIDING FOR JOINT USE OF
C. F. Darrow,
THE POLES THEREOF.
as follows, to-wit:
•f
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
Mayor.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE ATTEST:
ORDINANCE NO. 85.
TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING
Solon A. Karns,
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
OF ANITA, IOWA.
IOWA ELECTRIC COMPANY, OF
Town Clerk.
Section
One.
CEDAR RA'PIDS, IOWA, ITS SUCMorning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Councilman Ernest Burke introduced I
Permission
and
authority
is
hereCESSORS OR ASSIGNS, WITHIN
and read the following resolution and!
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
THE TOWN OF ANITA, IOWA, TO
by granted for a period of twenty- moved its adoption. Councilman R.C.J
Evening
Worship
at
8:00
o'clock.
SONSTRUCT, R E C O N S T R U C T ,
five (25) years from and after the Howard seconded the motion to adopt.)
We were very happy for the large acceptance of this Ordinance, as hereMAINTAIN, ANID OPERATE A
StM
After due consideration thereof by]
HIGH POTENTIAL TRANSMISSION group that turned out for Mother's in provided, to Iowa Electric Com- the Council,, the Mayor put the ques-1
LINE UPON THE STREETS AND
pany, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, its suc- tion upon' the adoption of said Reso-J
ALLEYS OF SAID TOWN AND day service. However, we shoulc cessors or assigns (hereinafter called lution, and the roll being called, tin
keep
in
mind
that
she
is
still
you
PROVIDING FOR JOINT USE OF
the grantee), to construct, recon- following named 'Councilman voted:
mother all days of the year, and at struct, maintain, and operate a high
THE POLES THEREOF.
Ayes:
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE tend God's house to worship wheneve potential electric transmission line
Ernest .Burke, Alfred Dement,!
TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN it is possible for you.
consisting of poles, wires, conduits,
R. C. Howard and Andrew Peter-1
OF ANITA, IOWA.
and other construction necessary or
sen.
Topic for Sunday morning service, incident thereto, upon, the following
Section One.
Nays:
Permission and authority is here- "No Detour to Heaven."
streets, alleys, and privates rights-ofNone, /
by granted for a period of twentyCOatmSB STMDUD Ott'S SOIk IHTIDAT
The K. J. U. club will meet at way within said Town of Anita, Iowa
Absent: A. J. J£opp.
•© 1939
five (25) years from and after the
to-wit:
Whereupon the Mayor declared said]
acceptance of this Ordinance, as here- 2:00 o'clock Thursday afternoon at
Commencing at the east corREADY NOW AT ALL STANDARD OIL DEALERS
Resolution "duly adopted as '-"~" '
in provided, to Iowa Electric Com- the home of Mtrs. Mae Workman.
porate limit of the Town of Anito-wit:
pany, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, its sucLadies aid meets all day Wednes- ta, Iowa, where the same is inRESOLUTION.
cessors or assigns (hereinafter called day at the church.
tersected by Main or Second
Whereas,
the Town of Anita, CW.I
the grantee), to construct, reconStreet, thence west on Main or
County, Iowa, has now purchased the!
struct, maintain, and operate a high
Second
Street
to
the
northwest
real estate described as follows, to I
potential electric transmission line • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f ^ - f - f - f - f - f
corner of the""intersectkm of Elm
wit:
•.".";-.'~
consisting of poles, wires, conduits, +
LUTHERAN MISSION AT -f
and Main or Sec'bn/j Street, thence
Lots 3, 4, 5, and 6, in Block
After a good vigorous start on
Mrs. Marie Carey and Mrs. Axe and other construction necessary or +
I. 6. O, F. HALL.
+ south across Main or Second
19, Town of Anita, Cass County,
Street, thence south and west on
Roberts Chick Starter, keep your Larsen drove to West Bend Sunday t incident thereto, upon the following + Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor, -f
Iowa.
,.
streets, alleys, and private rights-ofprivate right-of-way to the alley
chicks growing on Roberts Growing visit the grotto.
way within said Town of Anita, Iowa, + + + + + + -f + - f - f + + - f 4 which extends to First Street, and said real estate will be usedforI
municipal purposes and not subject!
It
Mash and grain.
to-wit:
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
thence west on said alley to First
to
taxation, and
.]
Mrs. Frank- Roberts has been con
Commencing at the east corDivine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
Street, thence west on First Street
(Whereas, in order that said wall
porate limit of the Town of AniChas. Talbot of Jeffersonville, Ind., fined to her bed at her home north
to
Linn
Street,
thence
south
on
estate-be
"ttampted
from
taxation
1
Children's confirmation class every
ta, Iowa, where the same is inand his sister, Mrs. Clara Holt of Des west of the city the past week wit
Linn Street to the east and west
for the year 1989 it is necessary that|
Wednesday and Friday afternoon.
tersected by Main or Second
Street lying immediately north of
Moines, spent several days the past blood poisoning in one of her hands
;he Auditor of "Caas County,
Street, thence west on Main or
Adult confirmation class meets Fri- the right-of-way of the Chicago,
je notified of such purchase in
•week at the home of their cousin, A trained nurse has been in attendance.
Second Street to the northwest
day
evening
at
8:00
o'clock.
Rock
Island,
&
Pacific
Railway,
that the^ Assessment Roll and Trans-j
corner of the intersection of Elm
Mrs. Jesse Deeming.
" ' " - • - - • - - 0](jjce be corred«I
thence west on the said Street
and Main or Second Street, thence
The regular meetmg of the Anita
to its intersection with Highway
4
south across Main or Second
No. '6, and thence west on HighSupervised recreation for the child- Literary Club has been postponed unStreet, thence south and west on
METHODIST CHURCH
•f
way No. 6 to the west corporate
private right-of-way to the alley
ren of Anita during the summer will til Thursday, May 25, at which time
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
•f
limit of the Town of Anita.
WN
which extends to First Street,
be sponsored by the local P. T. A. they will meet at the home of Mrs.
Section Two.
ANITA, IOWA:|
thence
west
on
said
alley
to
First
Members of the P. T. A. will take A. A. Johnson at 2:30 p. m. The
The grantee hereby grants to the
:
the Town Cle*l
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Harold
Street, thence west on First Street
of Anita, Iowa, so long as said be itad he*:isv fcteeby instructed to
turns supervising the p'ay grounds, program will include roll call and a
to Linn Street, thence south on
McD«rmott, superintendent. At 10:05 Town
transmission line shall be in operaLinn Street to the east and west
which will he on the school grounds. book review by Mrs. Carl Millard.
the classes assemble for study. At tion, the right and privilege of at- make'Wjitttak-mrtiflcation of such putchase- to the Editor of . Cass CounStreet lying immediately north of
10:40 every one but those in the be- taching the wires of its local distri- ty, It "
hereby
the right-of-way of the Chicago,
" ' author:
"•" "'"
all other ac
ginners and primary departments come bution system upon the poles of said and
Rock Island, & Pacific Railway,
said propertyi
line within said Town,
thence west on the said Street
together in the sanctuary for a wor- transmission
provided, however, that said attach- be, exempted from taxation as aiote-l
to its intersection with Highway
ship period.
ment and the operation and mainNo. 6, and thence west on HighChurch Worship at 10:45. This tenance of said lines shall not inand passed this 9th. da?|
way No. 6 to the west corporate
limit of the Town of Anita.
period will last until 11:10. Those terfere with the efficient operation of May, 1839.
maintenance of said transmlaC F. Darrow,
Section Two.
who feel it necessary to leave may and
sion line.
Mayor.
The grantee hereby grants to the
Section Three.
Town of Anita, Iowa, so long as said do so at this time. The sermon on
ATTEST:
transmission line shall be in opera- "The Greatness of God" by the pastor This Ordinance shall in no manner
tion, the, right and privilege of at- will begin at 11:10. There will also be construed to grant the Iowa Electric Company, its successors or asIt was moved by Ernest Burke
tachmg the wires of its local distri- ! be soecial
m,i*i<-c
mUS
signs, permission or authority to sell seconded by Andrew Petersen to
bution system upon the poles of said
„ ,P at 11:3
' '
transmission line within said Town, !
°.
electric current to the Town of Ani- journ.
HONEYMEAD USERS IN THIS
of
r to
provided, however, that said attach- j Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. with '
the inhabitants
Solon A.
TERRITORY:
said Town of Anita, Iowa
Town
rnent and the operation and main- the discussion led by the pastor on
Section Four.
tenance of said lines shall not in- ; "Hio-hiio.M
• lCnurc
^ iT T ,
gh ghts
m
terfere with the efficient operation ' " "
h History." i j »
WM. BANGHAM
NELS' NELSON
•
— "!«*«>
*«-**•* t w in
in full
j.im force
j.utvB
and maintenance of said transmisis invited to attend this dis-' ?nd effect ff°n\ and after its approval
LOUIS EISTERHOLD
DENNIS PEARCE
sion
line.
'
cussion and
id it is hoped that several „* A •t le?al electrs of the Town
WM. MCAFEE
Section Three.
„<? age will
-ii come for
. . . ^* Amta, Iowa, at aa ana/Mai
FRANK OSEN
A
special A!A»I.J
— AH„
regardless
of
this
r i w and
LES ROBINSON
called
Oak and Barf I
This Ordinance shall in no manner hour.
I for that purpose; the
ERNEST BURKE
be construed to grant the Iowa ElecPETE BEHRENDS
thisJ Ordinance by the
trie Company, its successors or asEvening Worship at 8:00 o'clock , ^
J. P. AUPPERLE
™" -~ filed with the
BRUCE WHITE
signs
permission
or
authority
to
sell
with
a sermon by the pastor "An uld
Old' loj" Clerk within 30 days from
FRED STUBTTELBERG
HANS THOMPSON
electnc
to the Town of Ani- Fashion Sermon."
<*«,,.
" You
v•
; and after „such
aporoval
. Iowa,current
_____
r, . . '
LEROY ACKER
JOHN EUKEN
ta,
or to any of the inhabitants trationed
o atter
of said Town of "Anita, Iowa.
j
>d our services.
FRANK KOPP
WEAVER BROS.
this
9th. day of May,
FOR;'BSE5Nit:~28-acre blue
-m.- ^ Section Four.
, Choir practice this Thursday ev- 1939.
JOHN GRANT
CLARENCE MORTIMORE
1 his Ordinance shall be in full force enintr at thph Vmmc
M-and jMrs•*,
ChM. H. Bartley.
'C.
P.
Darrow,
me
fnf Mr
MAX WALKER
LENA EARL
and effect from ana-after its approval FlE."c nOsen
°
°
Mayor.
R. R. POLLOCK
ATTEST:
ARCHIE WORM
by the legal electors of theT Town •, "
'
of Anita, Iowa, at a special election
Every year the Boone and Council
Solon A. Karns,
196, Anita, Iowa.
cabled and he'.d for that purpose; the Bluffs districts of the Methodist
HONEYMEAD IS DISTRIBUTED IN THIS
Clerk.
Custom Batching is our sp«j'
TERRITORY BY
Bring
your eggs Wednesday o r b
Town Clerk within 30 rial's from ls
^y 8 ' H to 14 years of age. This camp and Andrew Pe"tersen
voted "aye.1
and
after such approval, and its pub- , , heated
on „the shores of Lakp
AK
Nays: None
17. Anita
linntinn aa Krm:iJ,.A U,. 1
1•
""JVC rtnlication as provided bv law. ^^ iquabi near Com, Iowa. The camp
£bsent: A- J- Kop
Passed this 9th. day of
Counc,Iman R. (? Howard
1939.
a*, lasts from June 12 to June 17 with movedTtha't "the
t h e tot
r
ter sedan and 1928
C. F. Darrow,
i
-al expenses per boy amounting' «ading of Or,
Anita, Iowa
Phone 158
Fred
both in good
fercnt days
be ov.
Mayor,
j
to
only
$6.50.
Activities
*"—'
'
HP
ATTEST:
Ordinance
adopted
courses
in
religious
Adair,
low*.
band,
naSolon A. Karns,
Same
by
.
Town Clerk. i ture
. study - first a>d, . boating,„ swi m . A n r e w
m
Saturday „
mln
The polling places for said special
K. handcraft, and many
COCOANUT
R°LLS
Ernest
election shall be as follows, to-wit: | Free transportation is
i-OiJvTl n8.li
' apj-i
18c a Dozen
Howart
from the cam
The polls shall be opened at 8
all voted "aye.'
P' « you would like
Anita Bakery
, t o for

Maduffs

arket

Bananas

pound

Peanut Butter 2*
Pancake Flour 3-n>B.g
Matches
Hand Soap
Pork Roast
Picnic Hams

5c

23c

17c
I5c
17c

SSSS~3&V&

Turner's Standard Station
C. C. Heckman-Tank Wagon

HONEYMEAD
ROLL OF HONOR

WANT ADS

BURKE BROS.

ANITA LUMBER GO.
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

MARTIN'S BOUSE PAINT, per gallon

Dated this 9th. day of May, 1939
C. F. Durrow,
Charley
Mayor
ter, Betty Marie,
'ATTEST:
'
went to Airxw &
Solon A. Kama,
Town Clerk

«"•
by

spend the
family.

AT

TEST:

F. Darrow,
Mayor.
Solon A. Kama,

\
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12.00 per bushel. Chas ^ IJ1=
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U. S. Medical Group Hits Claim
That 40,000,000 Require Care;
Call Health Program Needless
(EDITOB'S NOTE—When opinions »re expressed in these columns, they
mre those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
in

Released by Western Newspaper Union.

(MEDICINE:
'40,000,000?
Basis for the Wagner bill now before congress is the claim that 40,000,000 U. S. citizens are without
medical care. If passed, the measure would provide federal subsidies
for care of the indigent sick,
amounting to $100,000,000 the first
year. Such socialization is strenuously opposed by the American
Medical association, which surveyec
local physicians of 747 counties in
37 states to disprove the government.
Forty million people constitute
roughly one-fourth the population.
Of 20,000 physicians surveyed, 17.00X
(or one-fourth the physicians in territories canvassed) reported free
medical service to 2,611,451 persons
each year, plus 1,909,713 hours ol
free hospital service each year. li
all physicians furnish free service
• on this basis, A. M. A. figured thai
10,000.000 of the 43,000,000 people
covered in its survey are getting
free service. On a nation-wide basis, multiplied by four, this wouW
mean U. S, physicians are already
taking care of the 40,000,000 needy
citizens Uncle Sam would help.
Possible, though unsubstantiated,
A. M. A. fallacies: (1) "Free" services may include those to solvent
patients guilty of the good old American custom of not paying doctor
bills; (2) not asking free services
(nor would they ask help under a
TJ. S. program) are thousands of
medicine's "forgotten men," towsalaried white collar workers who
can neither get relief nor pay doctor
and hospital bills.
Socialized medicine is one side of
the problem, but A. M. A.'s Presidentretect Dr. Rock Seyster of Wauwatosa, Wis., thought he knew a

Electric and U. S. Steel, whose
Chairman Edward R. Stettinius preceded Mr. Young to the stand. G.
E.'s chairman believes the excess
profits tax should be modified to
stop penalizing business.
With $2,000,000,000 in "nuisance"
taxes and corporate levies expiring

OWEN D. YOUNG
*fittralu« a ititnulant?

this year, congress is scurrying
around to replace them, remembering—but possibly revolting against—
the President's admonishment that
(1) total revenues must not be decreased, and (2) low income levies
shall not be boosted. Already circulating are plans to tap new tax
sources for $3,160,000,000 by looking
to liquor and tobacco; personal income, corporation income and manufacturers sales' taxes; tariffs, and
taxes on state employees and securities.

RACES:
Settlement?

A. M. A.'S 0R. 6URRBB
h it mU teorA
more basic side. Nationally known
as a brain authority, PreajdentSleVster pointed out that lOtiKo&SjSM
nation's 130,000,000 people bear in
their bodies seeds which may result occasionally in a feeble-minded
child. Holding that mental troubles
are the "greatest unsolved medical
problem," he gloomily commented
that medicine's strides in prolonging
life have cost "far more than the
goods are worth" if such protection
from sickness brings unwillingness
to battle against economic troubles.

CONGRESS:
Taxes
Most U. S. business men have an
opinion on why the nation is glutted
with idle capital. Their explanation: Too much federal spending
and excessive business taxes discourage new enterprise. By coincidence, Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney*s
temporary national economics committee began investigating this problem just after the senate passed its
huge farm bill, inciting a new congressional argument over economy
and tax revision versus early adjournment.
Though the senate junked President Roosevelt's Florida ship canal,
its farm bill spending spree gave
the house courage to pass the record $773,420,000 naval appropriations bill Tax revision apparently
has a green light from the White
House, but last January's antiEpending talk has been forgotten under pressure of 1940 elections. Net
gain: Nothing.
If this is a neutralizing factor,
General Electric Chairman Owen D.
Young discussed a greater neutralizer before Senator O'Mahoney's committee. Bis argument: Government
should remove threats and restraints to business, thereby making the administration's spending
policies effective in putting idle capital to work. Said he: "I do not believe rin . .n . ygiving a stimulant and
then "*utr ^' "'g it," ""»»"'"g that
spending should only be used to
boost lagging purchasing power.
Crux of Mr. Young's argument
against the undistributed profits levy
is that most industries must expand
witu earnings retained for that purpose, an ezperienc* of both General

During the World war anxious
Great Britain enlisted Arab aid with
a hasty, ill-reasoned promise of independence in Palestine. Britain
also enlisted Jewish funds by promising to make Palestine a homeland
for Jews. Twenty years after Versailles the bloody "holy war" which
has kept British troops busy in Palestine shows no sign of abating. Last
winter an Arab-Jewish conference
in London failed because delegates
refused to sit at the same table.
Confronted with more pressing crises in Europe, Britain finally decided to dictate a settlement
Released in London was a white
paper decision providing gradual relaxation of British overlordship between now and 1944, during which
75,000 more Jews would be allowed
to enter Palestine. Then, with population standing at 40 per cent Jewish and 60 per cent Arab, Britain
would try to get delegates together
to frame a constitution for the new
independent state.
Observers thought Britain's haste
to reach a settlement had precipi.tated.chaor. Since 20 years' experience have demonstrated that Jews
and Arabs win not live under the
same flag, it was quite obvious
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
might have made more permanent
peace by following the original plan:
Creation of independent Jewish and
Arab states separated by a British
neutral strip.

Last year's agriculture act requires quota elections on the quantity of wheat each grower may sell
when the supply reaches 1,021,000,000 bushels. At the same time, excess surpluses would justify lowering of acreage allotments. Only a
few weeks ago the bureau of agricultural economics predicted wheat
supplies' would reach 1,018,900,000
bushels by July 1, only 2,100,000
bushels short of the level at which
marketing quotas could be enforced
for 1940.
A good crop this season might
have driven surpluses over that
mark, giving the administration an
embarrassing job of clamping down
on wheat farmers during election
year. But unexpected dry weather
in the spring wheat belt helped Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace justify radical changes in the
department's original ^estimates:
Original July 1 carryover figure
was 275,000,000 bushels; Mr. Wallace
dropped it to 270,000,000. Spring
wheat was first placed at 200,000,000
bushels; Mr. Wallace made it 160,000,000. Total current year's crop
was'first placed at 743,900,000; Mr.
Wallace made it 704,000,000. Instead
of 1,018,900,000 bushels, Mr. Wallace
therefore got a July 1 total of 974,000,000, well under the mandatory
quota figure. To further placate rebellious farmers during election
year, he decided to let them plant
62,000,000 acres next year, 7,000,000
more than in 1939. Justification:
The 974,000,000-bushel estimate for
this July 1 is 47,000,000 bushels under last year.

WHITE HOUSE:
Menu
President and Mrs. Roosevelt like
simple food. When White Housekeeper Mrs. Henrietta Nesbitt translated into English several menus
served Britain's King George and
Queen Elizabeth during last-year's
Paris visit she discovered they, too,
liked simple food. Announced in
Washington was the "typical American" menu scheduled June 8 when
Britain's No. 1 citizens visit the No.
1 U. S. citizens:
Clam cocktail
Calve'* head toup
Broiled filet •/ founder
Muthroom and nine MUM
Sliced fonMtoei
Boned cmpon
Cranberry
Pea*
Buttered beet*
Suxet potato puff*
Frozen cheese md crest fatal
Uttph and almond ice cream
Coffee

Meanwhile the lady of British
Ambassador Sir Ronald Lindsay forwarded 1,300 invitations for the
garden party her husband will give
for the visiting sovereigns, leaving
13,000 other would-be guests sulking out in the cold.

ASIA:
Rebuff
Thus far self-righteous Japan has
met little resistance from western
democracies in such bold land-steals
as Hainan island and Canton. In
early May, Tokyo informed British
and American ambassadors that she
wanted greater voice in rule of
Shanghai's vital international settlement. A few days later she landed marines in the international settlement (Kulangsu) of Amoy after
a Japanese naval commander
charged his life had been endangered in a street brawl.
If Britain thought of following
precedent and bowing to Jap demands, the U. S. also iollowed precedent by setting Japan back on its
heels. Within 24 hours American,
British and French marines were
pulled ashore at Amoy, a gentle
hint which Japan's bluejackets accepted by bouncing back to their

SPAIN:
Manna From France
What happened to Loyalist Spain's
huge gold reserve is a perplexing
mystery, especially to money-hungry Gen. Francisco Franco, who
needs it to rebuild his war-torn nation. Part of Spain's gold rests in
U. S. banks, another—and largerpart in France. Rumor has it that
still more was shipped secretly to
Mexico to support fleeing Loyalists.
Several months ago France and
Britain hoped to woo Dictator Franco away from the Rome-Berlin axis
with reconstruction loans which neither Italy nor Germany could furnish. Rejecting direct Anglo-French
help, Senor Franco joined the Axis
and turned to international bankers.
Seen recently in Paris was Paul
Van Zeeland, former Belgian premier, internationally known economist and banker, sounding out private French hanking sentiment on a
UOO.000,000 loan to Franco Spam.
Planned by French, Dutch and
Swiss firms, one-fourth of the loan
would be underwritten in France,
where bankers have overridden government objections. Premier Edouard Daladier wants no truck with
franco Spain unless a permanent
neutrality agreement is extracted in
return.
Little does General Franco care
about Premier Daladier's attitude,
urarever. Thoroughly angry over
Spanish gold held in French banks,
equally angry over the 40.000
Basques who are drawing 15 francs
a day out of funds brought with
them from Spain, Franco would
;ladly borrow from private French
>ankers. He might even find it exledient not to repay the loan until
hese bankers talk their government
into returning Spain's gold.
. . •

What to Eat and

AGRICULTURE:
Looking Ahead

WHO'S
C. Houston Goudiss Describes the Role of Phosnhn
NEWS
In Nutrition; Tells Where to Obtain This
THIS '"THERE
are at least 11 different mineral salts «/h
1 essential to the structure or functioning of th u are
WEEK
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS

T-»._A

By LEMUEL F. PARTON
YORK.—An ecstatic young
N EW
newspaper woman, reporting

on Dr. Herbert Feis of the state department, averred that his dream„ _
lit eyes "reHu Eyes Reflect fleeted the soul
Poetry; Mind on of a young Shelbut the chances are that he is thinking of rubber and tin.
John Masefield had some such
thoughts in mind when he wrote
"Cargoes." This poet, however,
scans only trade balances, and his?
dreams are precise and statistical.
Dr. Feis is economic adviser to the
state department, and it was he who
schemed the barter deal by which
we would acquire needed rubber
and tin and get rid of the necklace
of millstones hung around Uncle
Sam's neck in the form of that
government-owned surplus of 11,000,000 bales of cotton.
The news from London is that
the barter deal is under way,
Prime Minister Chamberlain
having informed parliament
that negotiations have been
opened. Wheat also, wfll be included in the bargaining, as
England needs both wheat and
cotton as much as we need rubber and tin. Here may be a
working commodity axis, which
MachiaveUi so vehemently declared was always more, important in the long ran than any
political axis. And, incidentally.
Dr. Feis has read MachiaveUi.
He is a bold-over from the Hoover
regime, appointed to his present
post by Secretary Stimson, who was
impressed with the insight and- information in Dr. Feis' book, "Europe the World's Banker." He has
been used by the department in
clarifying confusion and in boilinj
down vague policies to definite procedure.
Dr. Feis is a New Yorker with
a Harvard Ph. D. He was professor of economics at the University of Kansas and the University of Cincinnati and director of research for the council
of foreign relations. Like many
men given to meditation, he
smokes a pipe, blows rings and
comes oat of the base with an
idea or hunch as sharply denned
as if it had been cut by a
lapidary.
PHILOSOPHERS getting on in life
are apt to think in T-time, as
contrasted with our workaday Tau
time, both of which are currently
A

HumanVartablet distinguished
Into Uniformity
British math...
ematician. Ttime, hke tea-time, is stretchaWe,
unlike the swingtime or springtime
of youth—all of which was expounded in different terms by the aging
Montaigne—and in this time zone
there may be written off, or at least
discounted, much imminent disaster; and somehow in this temporal
king's-x irresistible bodies may
meet immovable masses without
any bystanders getting hurt. I have
™5 wfc* oW gentlemen who carried their T-time in one pocket and
their Tau-time in the other.
Such is the 80-year-old (in Tau
time) Lucius N. Littauer wht«A
$3,000,000 Littauer eentaTdtXSJ
«* \t Harvard. His foundation was
established to "bring about a beUw
understanding among mankind."
It was Mr. Littauer who, as
a congressman from New York
sponsored and established the
United States bureau of stand.
ards. it worked out niceiy.
Uniformity in machine appUances and spare parts was
ily attained. Moving from
and adjustments, Mr.
ffiS
found human variables could not
,
e
metal variables. Hence his new
hnmiU 8Undards
'
•*
late
Caauncey M.
been honored by a

AMBASSADOR GREW

fl« MincereJ Japa* IB load.

own warships. At the same time
in Tokyo, U. S. Ambassador Joseph
C. Grew expressed his government's
phUanthro
views on
which he has given
"The government of the U. S is
constrained to point out ...
that
conditions in the Shanghai area are
. . . so far from normal . . . that
there is totally lacking a basia for
discussion looking toward an orderly
settlement of the complicated probHis father, a nativ* »i
*-ras involved."
lau, Germany, pass* co
Placing the shoe on another foot
a heritage rf V
the U. a ignored Japan's demands
perhap
Sor a greater measure of control in
the settlement's political and economic life, demanding instead that
Japan return to the settlement land
ying north of Shanghai's Soochow
creek.
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body. But of these, only four—calcium, phosphc
and iodine—require the careful consideration of th u '""* I
maker. That is because a diet which furnishes 7ri H
amounts of these four will automatically provide th quate
But when the diet is deficient^ any one of thesP f! erM

erals, disastrous consequences'
may result.

for yoimg women
/( w therefore of the utmott vie bones were deformed
a by
«*
importance that every homemak- ets in their earl* „„„!
A
er should know something o}
Diet
It was
their functions, and what foodt
that
supply them. In this article, we us
shall deal specifically with phoscontent is.high. Aj*
phorus.
also determined
Versatile Phosphorus
It has been said that if the bioff
raphies of the elements could be of available sunlight
written! that oi the realiza'tion that
phosphorus would which we now know
be the most, inter- to manufacture \
esting of alL That la closely related to the
because there art lization of .phosphorus.
14 different ways in
which compounds eaa be prevented,
'of phosphorus may diet eontat •
function in the
body. In fact, it is.
°e obtained
doubtful if any oth- from direct sunshine, but
er inorganic, ele- ttus is not available in
oil,
ment enters into
such a diversity, ol - -. -iJK?***
fortified"^
'
compounds or plays an important vitamin D concentrate wi"
this necessary substance.
part in so many functions.
Make Use of Sunlight
this mineral is indispensable for
As we approach the season whenl
an the active tissues of the body
and likewise helps In Mgulatiag the greatest amount of sunshiJ
the neutrality of the blood. It is is available, •homemakers shonHl
found abundantly in nerve tissue. see to Jt that not only the c$.|
dren, but every member of the!
Needed for Teeth and .Bones family
spend as much time
Its most significant rote, how- possible in the sunlight. This »
W1
ever, is to team with calcium in help to promote the proper utili»|
giving rigidity to the bones and tion of phosphorus and calcium;!
teeth. Approximately 90 per cent And both teeth and bones wffll
of the total phosphorus of. the benefit, as wefl as the general!
body and 99 per cent of the cal- health.
cium are found in the bones and
Where to Find Pbosphotw
teeth.
Both these minerals are repaired Eyeey homemaker should
la generous amounts, but almost oak* herself with the foods <
twice as much phosphorus as cal- supply phosphorus most abuoL.
cium should be supplied every ly, so that .she wfll be prepared!
day.
Moreover, children should include this mineral in the
have about one-and-one-haK times evety day. Egg yob and
'as much phosphorus as adults, to bean* areboth valuable so
meet the requirements for growth. of pfcospbaras. So are whole i
eereals mod lean meats, in farfi
The muscles and soft tissues,
have this a]
need phosphorus as well as the cereals sfltf -meats
are
rich
bones, and in the dietary of the phornr and deficient in in
child, they must share with the Whole grain breads sre call
lib
bones, the phosphorus that is pro- important for their phospbo:
vided by the food. Hence, the content. And on a percentage 1
greater need for this mineral dur- sis, efteese ranks very high ui|
ing childhood.
carrier of- this mineral.
Phosphorus and Rickets
Cocoa «Iso contains a large |
If a child's diet is deficient hi centage, though it must be nj
ered that, as a rule,
phosphorus or calcium, or If conquantities of cocoa are cotj
ditions are not favorable for their
proper absorption, rickets win oc- sumed at one time. Many ni'
cur. This devastating nutritional inclwtfng almonds, peanuts,
od'Awalhuts, furnish si,
disease may result to deformities
of the chest and pelvic bones, as cant amounts. ''And this mil
well as the more familiar bow is found in dried fruits sucji M
raisins, figs and prunes, and
tegs and knock-knees.
smaller quantities in
Investigators have spent many much
years in discovering how to pre- tables, 'such as spinach, cauliflo'
vent and cure this disease which er, string beans, carrots and b
has made life miserable for so sela sprouts.
many children and which has far- Milk suppli phosphorus, thouM
reaching effects that carry over not in such- generous amounts
into later life. For example, adults calcium,, However, if you M
who have bow-legs or a pigeon Ihe rule of a quart of milk
tor every child and a pint for
breast as a result of childhood adult,
you: wfll contribute matt
rickets, are always self-conscious, ally to the phosphorus and c
because of their defects. And
J
motherhood may be far more diffi- cium content of the diet.
«-WWtJ-C. Houston Ctou<JiM-W»-*

AROUND
HOUSE
For Shiny Linoleum.—Dissolve a
lump of sugar in the water when
washing linoleum or oilcloth and
a brilliant polish will result.
* • •
Burnt Aluminum.—If you burn
an aluminum saucepan when
cooking, boil an onion in it. The
burnt part will rise to the top like

Hems of Interest

An Appetiser.—Celery
with crabmeat salad can be i
for variety on an appetizer
>.
• • •
Keeping Linens Wbite.--St(
linens will not become yell"* ;
the inside of. the linen closet
painted a deep blue.

.Grease, on
often be removed from the .
by nibbfeg with bicarbonate
Heat Brown Sugar.-lf dark or 8oda aplied with a P*«* I
Ught brown sugar is too hard to
measure, heat it in the oven then
measure it quickly while it is soft with a small hand
Store it in the rerrigeraSr^or
bread box, where it wul remato
• * *
Prevent Soiled Cnrtafas^-Paint
Patent clothes pins the coloTof
your decorations hT different
rooms and use a pair to pin back

Only
Good Merc3ian<Ii*e
Be CONSISTENTLY AAverti
MVCRTntD GOODS

THEANITATWBUNE.

Mexicans Adds That
Smartness to Linen

[League of Reformed Drinkers,
Founded in '90's, Was Unique
AmoHJ American Organizations
.1
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Long-Haired Sheriff
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National convention of the Keeley League at Harrlsbnrg, Pa.

By EtMO SCOTT WATSON
. e W/wrteraMewapaper Union.-

MONG the many thousands of clubs, societies, associations, leagues, federations and the like which have been
organized in this country there once was one that was
dutely unique. It was composed exclusively of men who
been drunkards and at one time it had a membership of
;e than 30,000. Moreover it had auxiliaries in which the
res, mothers and sisters of its members were enrolled.
held national cpnven- "*
. attended by thousands
building in which Dr. Keeley had
his office.
[delegates and its national
. Oughton became interested in
I state officers were men
Keeley's researches and soon he
ed in politics, the profeswas assisting the doctor in trying
jis and literature. Instead
to compound the medicine which
would hold John Barleycorn in
being ashamed of the fact
check. Finally .in 1879 came the
it they had been drunkannouncement that they had been
PS, its members honestly
successful and that a cure for alnitted it, but they took
coholism had been found. At first
the people of Dwight were inde in the fact that they
credulous, but when some con1 conquered Demon Rum,
firmed drunkards around the
f(s John Barleycorn. And
town, to whom life had little to
i symbol of that lact they
offer, "took the cure" and. found
in the buttonholes of
that it worked, skepticism

liy the horseshoe? That was
jcause this league was founded
(a blacksmith shop in-the little
Ty of Dwight, m. And! thereby
|ngs the tale of the National
sley league and the man who
i responsible for its orgartizai—a "horse and buggy Doctor"
ned Leslie E. Keeley,
.
Born in Potsdam',% N, Y., in
"2, the son of an old-fashioned
jntry doctor, young Leslie
*ley came west ht the late 1850s
1 studied medicine for a time
er a Doctor lattlefleld in
irdstown, HI. In I860 he enid Rush Medical college in
|icago and was in his second
ar when the Civil war began.
) volunteered for service as a
Nica]
cadet and was assigned
J
'Jty at Jefferson Barracks,
I St. Louis. He was soon
Ne an assistant surgeon .and
peed in command of tfie medip staff there. Then he was pro|oted to surgeon and ordered
"active service as a brigade
dical director on the staff of
feral Wright's third 4ivJ»iWl of
" A r m y of the Cumberland.
hen the war ended young
'ey resumed his studies at
> and was graduated in 1866.
settled in the little corn belt
*> of Dwight, m., and became
fiuccessful country doetoir which
"! w his appointment as divi™ surgeon of the Chicago &
"railroad.
the Union army, 'Dr.
Kii...
become interested in
festigatmg the varioua effects

community in

was practicing regard1,';l

dre

«m«,;JW.

*pb»ei\l**3!sftte
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"snion
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drug stirV to th.

changed to belief in its efficacy.
Soon inebriates from the surrounding_ country were offering
themselves for treatment/
At the end of two years Keeley
was able to establish a small sanitarium, drawing 'his patients
largely from Chicago whose "gin
mills" were turning out more and
more drunkards every year. Requiring capital to operate his rapidly growing institute, Keeley entered into a partnership with
Oughton and Ma}. Curtis Judd,
who was engaged in the mercantile business in Dwight.
Keeley's plan of treatment for
alcoholism was an innovation.
Whereas the oldtime asylum for
inebriates was a place of horror
with its straitjackets and other
fonns of restraint. Keeley's institute was a place for voluntary
patients where they met the doctors on a basis/ of mutual concession of responsibility for a
cure. During the eighties further
research and experiments developed new methods of treatment
and by 1890 the institute began
to attract public notice.
The next year occurred the incident which led to Keeley's .becoming a national figure. Joseph
Medill, editor of the Chicago
Tribune, heard that a country
doctor was curing men of drunkenness. He sent a reporter to
Dwight. The newsman came
home and wrote up what he had
heard. Not convinced, Medill
sent another reporter. Dr. Keeley
said to Wm: "Please tell Mr.
Medill to send me six of the worst
drunkards he can find and in
three days I will sober them up
and in four weeks I will send
them back to Chicago sober men;
and, unless of .their own volition,
they will never seek liquor. At
any rate they will never have
need or -necessity thereafter."
MedUTs Experiment.
The challenge was met. Mr.
MedUl declared:
"I selected a half dozen of the
toughest products of alcoholism
which the Chicago saloons were
able to turn out. The experimental cases were sent down to
Dwight, one At a.time, extending
over a t»riod of several weeks.
And to due tifc»« they were all
.returned to toe, looking as if a
veritable miracle had been
wrought upon them. They went
away sots arid returned gentlemen.
•
"But I did not stop with the
half dozen specially selected
cases, but sent down to Dwight
a number of inebriate acquaintances to take the treatment.
When I had then become convinced that drunkenness was a
disease, the result of imbibing a
poison and that a medicine had
been "discovered which released
the victim from the irrepressible
thlrsi, and feat it restored the
man' to normal health of both
body and mind, I «lt «
to be .duly which I owed to
humanity to make known the
virtues of the Keeley cure as fast

and as far as it was in my power."
Newspapers throughout the
United States began writing up
the institute and soon the quiet
little town of Dwight was overwhelmed with visitors and patients seeking treatment. A boom
developed rivaling the scenes of
present-day oil discoveries. Soon it
had become the most famous village of its size in America and
the saying "gone to Dwight" became a familiar part of the argot
of the day.
As the demand for the treatment grew, it was found necessary to supplement the facilities
of the parent institute. A farflung system of branch institutes
in principal cities grew up, totaling at one time more than 60.
Dr. Keeley carried his treatment
abroad and institutes were established in London, Liverpool, and
other foreign cities.
The League Is Founded.
As more and more patients
flocked to this little city, an organization of "graduates" of
Keeley's institute was formed
who began to hold reunions to
proclaim then- victory over
Demon Rum. Out of this grew
the National Keeley league with
its 359 local lodges in every state
of the Union and its membership
that exceeded 30,000.
The members of the league had
qualifications for doing the most
effective kind of
temperance
work. 'Knowing the danger of social drinking they were able to

DR LESLIE E. KEELEY
caution the beginner and knowing the growth of the habit they
were well equipped, to admonish
the moderate drinker -to stop
while he could still control himself.
When Dr. Keeley died in 1900
at the age of 68, the work which
he had pioneered had made him
internationally famous. The town
of Dwight was known throughout
the continent. Dr. Keeley was
fortunate in that the value of his
discovery brought him public appreciation during his lifetime.
While the majority of those who
took the "cure" remained cured,
there were naturally some backsliders. Dr. Keeley himself said:
"I cannot give a man a moral
will His Creator does that. But
it he has not sinned away that
moral will entirely. I can help
him to say no!"
All things considered, he did
more tor the victims of inebriety
than anyone had before or since.
Moreover the change that has
developed' in the past half century in the attitude of society
toward the drinking man-of regarding him as a person afflicted
by a disease rather than as an
^regenerate sinner-is largely
S£ to the teachings of Dr.
K-t-iev Some time perhaps the
Social historians will "discover"
Jhto country doctor whose pio'" ring temperance work entitles
M£ to as much, if not more.
cSit than some of the politicians
whose names adorn the pages of
totory and the value of his conSbution to the nation's progress will be more widely recognized than it has been uo to now.

A. J. SMITH

One of the league's most famous presidents was Col. Andrew
J. Smith, himself a "graduate"
of Dwight, Colonel Smith introduced the treatment into the Soldiers' home at Leavenworth,
Kan., when he became governor
of the home and it was also administered at soldiers' homes at
Milwaukee, Wis., Hampton, Va.,
Los Angeles, Calif., and other
cities. Tn fact, at a time when
the soldiers in our army were
noted for being almost as harddrinking as they were hard-fighting, an institute was established
exclusively for the use of enlisted men at Fort Leavenworth.
• • •
Old-tuners still living in Dwight
remember Dr. Keeley as a man
of wide human sympathies and a
confirmed sense of justice. He
was a large man physically, over
six feet tall, of commanding presence, a natural leader who believed in equality and insisted
that the men who took the treatment should form in "line" without any distinction as to wealth
or social position.
The story is told of a wealthy
English nobleman who approached Dr. Keeley on the subject of getting private treatment
after arriving. He was mildly
and politely refused. He applied
again with the same result. The
third time he said:
"Dr. Keeley, I don't want to go
into line with the rest of these
people. I am a man of wealth
and family and will give you a
thousand dollars if you will administer me this treatment privately."
Dr. Keeley replied: "My friend,
I cannot do what you ask. But
never mind. Get right into 'line'
and if you behave yourself for
a couple of weeks, you will be
just as good as any of the other
patients."
• • •
The aims and purposes of the
National Keeley league, according to an article which appeared
in the American Journal of Politics in December, 1882, were
set forth in its constitution as follows:
"To further the cause of temperance among all people by curing the drunkard of the disease
of intemperance and preventing
the youth of the country, by education and example, from contracting it. To bind together in
one fraternal band, all who have
taken the Keeley treatment for
liquor or other diseases; to extend the knowledge of the Keeley
remedies; to establish state and
auxiliary leagues and by medical, moral and Christian methods, by the help of Almighty God
to discourage and annihilate the
use of liquor as a, beverage in
any way that may seem opportune, or the occasion may demand."

(COMMODORE PERRY OWENS,
^ born hi Tennessee hi 1852, went
to Texas in the early seventies and
spent 11 years there as a cowboy
before becoming foreman of a cow
outfit in New Mexico. He wore his
hair long—almost to his waist—and
carried his six-shooter on his left
side, the butt pointing forward. Old
timers in the Southwest were doubtful whether such a "show-off" had
"real sand."
They found out he did have when,
singlehanded, he killed three Navajo
Indian cattle thieves. Then the people of northern Arizona decided he
was the man to clean up the outlaws in their section and elected him
sheriff of Apache county to 1887.
He broke up a band of 16 cattle
rustlers after killing Dee Clanton of
Tombstone fame and two others and
capturing his brother, Finn Clanton,
leader of the gang.
But his greatest feat was his single-handed fight with four members
of the Blevans gang, one of the factions in the famous Pleasant Valley
war. In mis fight, which took place
in Holbrook, Perry killed three of
the four, including Andy Cooper, one
of Arizona's most dangerous gunfighters. It was one of the most
desperate encounters at close quarters in the history of the state, not
even excepting the famous fight at
the O. K. corral in Tombstone.
Refusing re-election as sheriff,
Petty "became a special agent for
the Santa Fe railroad, later express
messenger for Wella-Fargo and then
a United States marshal. He gave
up his man-hunting work in 1900
and became a business man hi Seligman where he died in 1919.
First in Yellowstone Park
\X7HAT
an adventure it must
vv
have been for the first person
who saw the Yellowstone I John Colter, who for. three years had served
in the famous Lewis and dark expedition, was the lucky .man. He
had just left the party and established himself with the expedition
of Manuel Lisa from St Louis who
traveled up the Missouri river to
trade with the Indians.
A fort was established at the Big
Horn and John Colter was sent
ahead to notify the red men. With
courage typical of that period, he
began his lone expedition into territory never before trod by even the
most courageous trappers and pioneers of the time.
Informed by the Indians that
ahead lay a territory that was bedeviled and that they would not penetrate it, his curiosity and his adventurous spirit impelled him to explore it He was well rewarded for
records show that, in 1808, he went
through and then completely encircled what is now Yellowstone national park.
Alone, he saw before any other
person, the boiling springs, towering
geysers and strange mineral deposits. Not only was he a pioneer
among white men, but more adventurous than even the red men, being
years ahead of them in risking existence in a land where the earth
trembled and groaned, spouted fire
and hissed steam.
When Colter returned, he told
such an amazing story of smoking
pits and the smell of brimstone that
the men of the fort laughed at him
and told others what they thought
were ridiculous stories of "Colter's
'Hell." It was several years before
anyone else had the courage to verify his discovery.
• • •

Pattern 6317
Mexico, land of excitement and
color, served as inspiration for
these fascinating designs for linens. Bright prints from your
scrap bag form the easy applique
patches while simple embroidery
adds the finishing touches. You
can turn out a delightful tea cloth,
towel or scarf quick as a wink I
Pattern 6317 contains a transfer
pattern of four motifs averaging
5% by 8% inches; patterns for applique patches; materials needed;
color schemes; illustrations of
stitches.
To obtain this pattern, send 15
cents in coins to The Sewing Circle, Household Arts Dept., 259 W.
14th St., New York, N. Y.
please write your name, address and pattern number plainly.

Plant
FERRY'S SEEDS
They're Dated/
Snos (row old, tool Part their
prime, fewer and fewer wffl germinate. Bat there'* a way to be MM
of cettfac wnjfc *eed*ia their prime.
Eaxfc year Feny** Seed* mut pas*
rigid tem for vitality and (enihw
tlon before betBCpacketed. That —*
for yaw 'protection— Mdk packet
fafeunf.
Be rare YOUB Mad packet* at*
narked "Packed for Seaion 1939."
Select diem fr*m the conrraiait
Ferry'* display at yottr dealer**.'
Popular fimrlte*
fnewfariradu
tioa*— flower
and vegetable
varietiee —
SKLJtCTKD JOB

Onr Brekea Ares
On earth the broken arcs; hi
leaven, a perfect round.—Robert
Irowning.

Just as do other organizations,
so did the National Keeley league
have its own publication. It was
called the Banner of Gold and it
circulated among the thousands
of graduates of the Keeley institute. An interesting feature of
this magazine was the poetry
which appeared in it, written by
First Arctic Explorer
nationally-known poets.
Indicative of the fact that
ENJAMIN FRANKLIN is famous
"gone to Dwight" was a by-word
for a long list of achievements
in the nineties is this poem by but one more should be added to the
Nixon Waterman which appeared list—that of patron of the first Amerin the Banner of Gold:
ican voyage of Arctic exploration.
SINCE PAPA'S BEEN
Early in the Eighteenth century
TO DWIGHT
the English parliament offered a reMy papa's awful happy now, and ward of 20,000 pounds to anyone who
A Turn Is Well
proved the existence of the fabled
mamma's Jiappy, too,
Northwest
Passage
to
Asia.
A
BritAs
turning
the logs will make a
Because my papa. doesn't drink
ish expedition set out in 1746 but fire burn, so changes of study a
the way he used to do;
L'
dull brain.
And everything's so jolly now— failedtofindit.
Then Franklin helped outfit the
'tain't like it use to be,
When papa never stayed at home 60-ton .schooner, Argo, which set
forth in 1763 under the command of
with poor mamma,and me.
It made me feel so very bad to Capt. Cfianea Swaine. Sailing la
March, the Argo encountered ice off
see my mamma cry,
And though she'd smile I'd see Cape Farewell, but finally succeed*
the tears a hiding in her eye; ed in entering Hudson's strait in the
But .now ahe .laughs just like we latter part of June.
girls and never cries a mite,
Here the ice packs were so high
And sings such pretty little songs that Swaine was forced to give up
—since papa's been to Dwight the attempt to penetrate further
You ought to see my Sunday westward and to turn back to the
dress, it's every bit all new; open sea again. He then carefully
It ain't made out of mamma's examined the coast of Labrador bedress the way she used to do fore returning to Philadelphia where
• For, id oaf town,.. mod towns
And mamma's got a pretty cloak he arrived in November.
like onrs dear across the country
The next year he made a second
all trimmed with funny fur,
. . . there'* • steady revolution
going on. Changes in dress itylet
And papa's got some nice new voyage of discovery in the same
•ad food prices . . . the rue of a
clothes and goes to church vessel. Again he was unsuccessful
hat Crown . . .the fall of furniand returned in October with the
with her.
ture prices—these matters vitally
My papa says that Christmas loss of three men. who were killec
affect our living... And the news
time will pretty soon be here, on the Labrador coast. But even
is ably covered in advertisements.
And maybe good old Santa Glaus though he'had failed, he had won the
• Smut people who like to be
up-to-the-minute in living and
will find our house THIS year. right to the title of ''First American
current events, follow advertiseI hope he'll bring some candy and Arctic Explorer" .and, as Carl Van
ments as closely as headlines.
a dolly big and bright;
Doren% Franklin's latest biographer
• They know what's doing in
He'll know where our house is says: 'Here were the beginnings «
America . . . and they also know
I'm sure—since papa's been a long chapter in the history
where money boys most!
to Dwight.
American'adventure."
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Mrs. Ruby Biggs and son, (Max,
THANKS.
visited in Ames over the week end
with their daughter and sister, Miss
We wish to thank the Anita firemen
Isabelle, a student at Iowa State col- and others who helped to keep the
lege.
house from burning when the barn at
our place was destroyed by fire.
Block Salt, each
39c
'Mrs. Henrietta Suplee
Salt, 100-lb. sack
60c
and Children.
Victor Chick Mash, 100-lbs
$2.00
Kellogg's Corn Flakes, box
lOc
Junior Hayter has gone to Des
Moines where he has secured emSCHAAKE'S STORE.
ployment in a Bolton & Hay cafe.
Mrs. Mary Wilson is spending the
Lloyd Klever, wife and son, Gary,
week in Omaha, a guest of Mrs. Bessie Saxtoiwand family. Saturday they of Ebcira spent Sunday in the city
went to Fella to visit the Tulip Fes- with her mother, Mrs. Hattie Wiese.
tival and Mrs. JWllson returned to
Mrs. Alpha Nelson returned home
Omaha with her.
the first of the week from a few days'
A weiner roast was enjoyed last visit in Iowa City with her son, James
Thursday evening by the Girl Scouts Nelson, a student at the State Uniat the home of Miss Gael Adair. versity.
Present were nineteen Scouts and
I wish to thank the Anita firemen
their leaders,\ Miss Christina Hollen
and
neighbors for their assistance
and Miss Betsy Rose .Crawford.
during the fire at my home last ThursAt her home on East Main Street day.
Itp
Mrs. Amelia King.
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. O. W.
Shaffer was hostess to the members
A birthday party was held Sunday
of the Quilt club. The ladies spent
at
the Levi Wfclker home northeast
the afternoon with their own hand
work and visiting.
A lunch was of the city for Donna Lou, daughter
served by the hostess at the close of Mr. and Mrs. Max C. Walker.
Among those present were Ross Walkof the meeting.
er and wife of Casey.
Mrs. Mae Conley of Hollywood, Cal.,
Lawrence 'Grassland, wife and two
is here for few weeks' visit with her
children,
Loraine and Ronnie, and
sisters, Mrs. Ella Worthing and Mrs.
J. W. Beaver, and with other rela- John Daugherty, all from Des Moines,
tives and friends. Mrs. Conley is a were Sunday visitors in the city with
former resident of Anita, her husband, their mother and grandmother, Mrs.
the late O. O. Conley having owned Isabelle Daugherty.
a grocery store here about twentyMrs. Thorle Robison and two childfive years ago.
ren were here from Des Moines the
Eight members of the Original Sun- past week to spend a few days with
shine club and two visitors, Mrs. relatives and friends. They were acMarinus Jensen and Mrs. J. N. Pot- companied home by Mr. Robison, who
ter, enjoyed an all day meeting last spent Saturday and Sunday in Anita.
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. RhineMrs. Fannie Young went to "Wapello,
hart Knop northwest of the city. Dur- Iowa, Tuesday where she will spend
ing the noon hour a covered dish din- a couple of weeks with her daughter,
ner was served, and the ladies spent Mrs. George Pratt and husband. Her
the afternoon making dish towels for grandson, Douglas McDermott, of
the hostess.
Schenectady, N. Y., will visit his

ANITA

s
A

At her home north of the city last grandmother in Wapello for a few
Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Merrill days.
Hamlin was hostess to the members
Faye McDermott, who is working
of the O. D. O. club. Besides the in the Herald newspaper office at
members present, there werefivevis-Lusk, Wyo., visited here a few days
itors and one new member, Mrs. Joe the past week with relatives and
Rydl, Jr. The ladies spent the af- friends. He was accompanied back
ternoon quilting. Mrs. Minnie Klem- to Lusk by his mother, Mrs. Nora
ish will be hostess at the next meet- MeDermott, who will spend a couple
ing of the club which will be on June 7. of months there.
The M. M. circle met at the home
A meeting of the Neighborhood
of Mrs. John Witte last Thursdaypinochle club was held Saturday* evafternoon with 17 members and four ening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
visitors present. During the business W. H. Heckman northeast of the city.
meeting officers for the ensuing year Besides the members present, other
were elected as follows: Mrs. Howard guests were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kuehn.
Lett, president; Mrs. John Witte, vice The evening was spent playing pipresident; Miss Mary Henderson, sec- nochle, at which high score was held
retary and treasurer; Mrs. Anderson by 'MTs. Robert A. Wilson.
Bell and Mrs. Donald Dorsey, flower
and card committee; and Mrs. Ross
Mrs. Ross Kohl returned home SunBrookner, reporter. At the close of day from Des Moines, where She had
the meeting a lunch was served by been for the past three weeks assistAfter a good vigorous start i
Roberts Chick Starter, keep your the hostess, assisted by Mrs. Hans ing with the care of her husband, who
chicks growing on Roberts Growing Christensen, Mrs. Paul Henderson and is a patient at the Iowa Lutheran
Mrs. Ross Brookner.
Mash and grain.
It
hospital following an operation for
a ruptured appendix. Mr. Kohl is
regaining his health, and will be able
to return home in a few days.
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iJames Scanlon, after a visit o f )
•-eral weeks with friends in Anita,
urned Sunday to his home in Mason
Ity.
j
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At her home on West Main Street
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Raymond Lantz was hostess to the members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club.
Besides the members, other guests
were Mrs. Fannie Young, Mrs. Fred
M. Sheley, Mrs. Robert Scott, Mrs.
C. H. Johnson and Mrs. Carl MOard.
High score was held by Mrs. G. M.
DeCamp.
Mr. and iMrs. Peter Greazel were
pleasantly surprised at their home on
Rose Hill Avenue last Thursday evening when a number of friends, withjH
well filled baskets, called to spend,!
the evening. At 7:00 o'clock a basket
dinner was enjoyed and then a social
evening was spent. Those forming |
the party were Rev. Arthur V. Long, |
wife and baby, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Bartley, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, Mr.
and iMrs. Jas. B. Herriman, Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Slater, Mr. and Mrs. Chester T. Winder, Mrs. George Denne,:
Mrs. Elva Dorn, Mrs. E. W. Holmes,'
Mrs. Ella Worthing and Mrs. Alta
Pratt. Mr. and Mrs. Greazel re- \
cently moved-from Iowa City to Anita to make their home.
Mrs. Otis Worthing of St. Louis,
Mo., yisjtqd iji the city a couple of
days last week with relatives and
friends, and on Thursday evening i
was the guest of honor at a family
gathering at the home of her sister-'
in-law, Mrs. Chas. F^ Karns. About :
forty-five relatives were present for
the evening including Mr. and Mrs.'
D. R. Donohoe of (Walnut and Mrs. j
Carrie Rasmussen of Des Moines. A ;
very pleasant evening was spent by
those present, and a lunch was enjoyed at a late hour. Mrs. Worthing
was accompanied here by her two)
sons, Solon Worthing and wife, and
Otis Hardy Worthing, also from St.
Louis. The latter son will remain
in Iowa for the summer and will
assist with the work at the Donohoe
cafe in Walnut.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
James Ellison — Lucille Ball — Lee Bowman
In The Big Show of Fen and Thrills

"Next Tinfej
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Sat.-Sun.

May 20-21

Boating lot battl* or
ready forlor«!..R«ck!•••, loyal, swag>
goring sons of tho
thundoring guns of
fighting battalionf in
India.i.Tho lustiest
devils that ever
manned a cannon or
plagued a woman's
heart!

• '

Stantoy ' . ',

. I.

GARY GRANT • VICTOR McLAGLEN
and
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.
with '• '

RKO RADIO'S GIANT
SHOW OF SHOWS I

llnckoroeoff
......
from o Oory by Sen Hechl ond Ctiorles MocArthur ScrMn flay by Joel Soyf* and Fred Giftol.

ALSO MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON and NEWS

THOROUGHBRED PERCHERON
STALLION
—will be at my place, the Hansen property, on East Main Street in
Anita, this season.

Will Truck Horse to Your Farm
Anita — Phone 38

Horse may be seen at any time by those interested.

RAY ODRM, ANITA

SOY BEANS FOR SEED
ALL KINDS
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

MORE USABLE

MIXTURE

TRY THE
ONLY QASOLINE WITH

"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer &Son
ANITA, IQWA
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THIS
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LEMUEL F. PARTON
YORK. — Radio, •Uidmobiles, airplanes, moving rid, and virtually all the ^h»
deal ten-strikes of toe ««*.£
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world's
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xairfe AjjQUl. m
brand new at the New-Sbrk
j's fair is television, whicJUook
W with a telecast at tneinaugr
[ceremonies.
bnlike Britata's gsrretjirren.
, John Logie Bairt, Alien B.
Mont, pntttag his ky'Btte OH
new televWatf-sefe eatoe
ag throogh the "ebamwls" to
i promistog yoOng^teejOil*
are grooved the** days.
of Rensseteer vayMtaH
__.- m im. he vk&&*
yed as a tube enftatifr with
Westtnghoose Wttl9&y to
omfield, N. J.,
_,_ he became chief
(the De Forest Radio
L But, when he eauftai the
evision germ, he dUjwt What .
I did, the only dntereBW bethat he holed op In a cellar
ead of an attte.
- *
vas in 1931 that He quty a good
play a hunch,' The hunch
|that the cathode ray was' the
in the flickering 'television
So he dived into his bajse, built his laboratory and stayed
jrground until he was ready 'to
up with a cathodeiray tube
i is pretty nearly the works in
sion.
1 1937, Mr. Da Mont rounded
{some capital and hnflt a siz>
two-story laboratory at
clair, N. 3., employing 48
By 1938, Paraindant piehad declared HaeTitta in
way, and, at l»j|EjfjBjMniat«,
Da Monfs entexjfrise was
aUy a snbsidlary'ot this eoration. That Is interesting In
of the fact that, In Engd, they already are.televistng
for the* nunttff7 picture
. It is Indicated that the
| Mont rig may be subject to
same development.
a

or Life of Child Star
U.S. Groceries to Europe
Virginia Vale
be a bit of faking about Principal Proauction's "Way, Down South,"
but it's hot the fault of the
producer, Sol Lesser. The
•tory of the picture is laid in
Louisiana; it deals with plantetiqn life in pre-Civil war
days. One of the high lights
of the picture is a sugar cane
festival, the autumn celebration that marks the completion of the harvesting season.
Lester ordered a freight car of LouIJUBS, sugar cane, and thought
thing* were all get, when the California bttrewi of agriculture stepped
in and stopped it at the border.
Seems that "foreign" cane can't be
brought 4nto th* state.
* So native cane from near Bakersfield will be used mrtead. it is
neither so heavy nor so tall as the
genuine^Louisiana article, but the
art director wffl take care of that.
Everything else about the picture
is genuine. Bob Breen and the 80oiece Han Johnson choir have been

EDWARD STARLING, who
lonfers with Albert Canning,
constable of Scotland Yard,
t guarding the British king and
,
...
queen on their
ne/eon-Ij*« idsit here, is an
fh to Guard American o f
*h Royalty ^tradition
the British like to think is
I of this country—a long, lean,
ed,, tight-lipped KentucMan,
sombrero, the guardian' of
residents, camera-eyed and a
pistol shot. Be will be there
[ their majesties go to the White
but he.will not be conspicuIe merges with the scenery
chameleon.
" "saved Clemencean's life
s the Paris peaoeggoVfarGnarding Woodrow Wilhe rode In an automobile,
pediately behind the "XI>" car. He saw an assassin
a gun. Rhoottoy from the
in a lightning draw, he
ked the killer's wrist.
the one man the President
obey, an advance man who
oration
editing menus, and; On occa[speeches, if they Indicate too
of a tax on the president's
uve energies.
, '
' M, he was a deputy
Bopkuuville, Ky. Ai

"

. President Thec4ore

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

SUNDAY)
CHOOL Lesson

EPARTH

Then He Isn't One

In this world it is impossible to
line in the front, can be adjusted prove to a fool that he is one. But
to just the snugness you want, be- he finds it out himself, sometimes.
cause it ties with sash bows in
A man who bas only $5 and
the back. Such a pretty dress, and gives
of It to charity Isn't
so easy to make,—of gingham, called half
a
philanthropist,
bnt why
lawn, seersucker or calico.
isn't be?
The Patterns.
The validity of a bronze statue
No. 1738 is designed for sizes 1, is seldom disputed.
2, 3, 4 and 5 years. Size 2 requires 2% yards of 35-inch materi- Fashion Is to Be Chic
Present ^fashions in ladies' hats
al, panties included; 2Vt yards of
ricrac. For tie strings of ribbon prove, that it isn't always necessary in feminine hats that they be
on bonnet, 1 yard is required.
No. 1740 is designed for sizes 32, sensible.
Bless the man with a light
34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44. Size 34
requires 5% yards of 35-inch ma- parse who still hath not a heavy
terial; 3 yards of braid or bias heart.
A rolling stone gathers no moss,
fold.
New Spring-Summer Pattern Book but quite often one that doesn't
Send 15 cents for Barbara Bell's roll accumulates nothing but mud.
Spring - Summer Pattern Bookt A Sage Said It:
Make smart new, frocks for street,
"Two children aren't a family,
daytime and afternoon, with these but just a replacement. It takes
simple, carefully planned designs! at least three to gain ground."
It's chic, it's easy, it's economical,
Studying books may not help one
to sew your own. Each pattern to get rich, but studying men does.
includes a step-by-step sew chart
to guide beginners.
Dominion of Reason
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
Temperance is the firm and
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, m. moderate dominion of reason over
Price of patterns, 15 cents (hi passion and other unrighteous imcoins) each.
pulses of the mind.—Cicero.

Lesson for May 21
and Scripture text* M• « dI by IntehiaUonaJ
Education; u«ed by

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL AND THE
HOME
C01JDMK BXT-Do not drink wine nor
trogJMMnk. thou. nor thy goni with thee.—

A home is more than a house, and
yet people live as though it were not
true. They build attractive houses,
fill them with comfortable furnishings, and think they have a home,
no matter how they mayJive. God
is forgotten, pleasure^becomes the
chief object in life, and money is
desired because it buys pleasure.
Intoxicants are freely used both outside and inside the home, apparently with no thought of their destructive influence.
Alcohol burned in a stove produces
heat, in an engine! it produces power, in a man it produces disgrace T ITTLE girls .will look so sweet
and disease, and in the home it pro- •*-* and feel so cool in No. 1738,
duces sorrow, suffering, and ulti- which includes .a simple little
mately destruction. Why should the frock, gathered onto a shoulder
decent and Intelligent people of yoke extended to cover the shoulAmerica supinely submit to the dev- ders—and a fetching bonnet to
astation of this juggernaut, the liq- shade the eyes. As you see from
uor traffic? What are you doing the diagram, this pattern is as
easy as possible to make, and evabout it?
The lesson for today presents ery little girl in your life should
three factors which make for happi- have half a dozen frock-and-bonnet styles like this, in different
ness in the home.
I. Loyalty to Family Standards. colors. Choose dotted swiss, lawn,
• 25 ttatr MJnlam Bbfel
linen or gingham.
• l.OOO oaUJo room*
(Jer. 35:5-10). ,
When the traditional standards of
Charming Apron-Frock.
a family are good and right in the
A practical daytime dress that
sight of God, they afford a worthy has a dainty look about it, as well
• QaM, ebon aaJeaol
rallying point for the younger gen- as a very figure-flattering line, is
• M>padtfeffironte
eration. The Rechabites were obe- yours in No. 1740. The fluttering
• AM Axtto In mir nom
dient to the instructions of their sleeves, set in at a scalloped,
forefathers. The prophet had sub- slanting shoulder line, are as cool
• Ca*te*i oaJDJalagBaem ftrHff
jected them to a test (not a tempta- and unhampering as possible. The
HonUno'. "/o*t VeMMUI fbod"
tion, for he did not expect them to princess skirt, cut to a high waistfall) in the presence of the' Jews
and in the great city of Jerusalem.
They were surrounded by the unacBOBBT BBEEN
customed luxury and .temptations of
city, and now the prophet tries
rehearsing for two weeks, so that the
them further by saying, "Drink ye
the American, Negro, spiritual mu- wine."
But they were not afraid to
%
A General Quiz
sic will have the true beauty and be thought
old-fashioned or queer,
charm of the Deep South.
Where to Spare
By Obeying
for they knew that the customs of
Better
spare
at
the
brim
than
When
you
obey your superior
their
fathers
were
good
(see
Jer.
The Questions
Peggy Ann Garner, a six-year-old 6:16), and they stood by them.
at the bottom.
you instruct your inferior.
native of Los Angeles, won out over
To depend on that which is good
1. Which is correct, "Share it
100 other children in tests to find
just the right child to play the part and noble in the past of our people between you" or "Share it among
of Carole Lombard's daughter in or family, is a sign neither of weak- you"?
nor ignorance, but rather of
2. Of what English king was it
"Memory of Love." She is inex- ness
wisdom
and strength. What kind of said that "He never said a foolish
perienced, but she has charm and family standards
will your boy and thing, nor ever did a wise one"?
her tests were good, so she was mine look back to?
What of the lit3. How many pieces to the avsigned up to appear with Miss Lom- tle baby who lay in his
buggy while erage motor car?
bard, Helen: Vinson and Katherine the young mother helped
hus4. How many persons are necesAlexander, starting, perhaps, on the band pick out the bottle ofher
whisky sary to constitutexa riot?
road to fame.'
in the store window which he then
5. What is the difference bewent in and bought? When I see
Of course, this matter of being a such things my heart burns within tween scissors and shears?
6. Which is the world's longest
movie star. Isn't half so much fun me against this wicked business
river.
for a child as other children are which destroys all of the finest in
7. What is the origin of notches
likely to think it la. Irene Dare, men and in their homes.
in coat lapels?
(another six-year-old) who Is workH. Accuracy In Daily Living (Eph;
8. What is the difference beIng in "Everything on Ice," can tes- 5:15-21).
tween
an alligator and a crocotify to that. She rises at 6:30 every
"The Greek word rendered 'cirmorning, practices skating until cumspectly' (v. 15) may be more dile?
eleven, then, has a ballet lesson for closely and simply rendered 'accuThe Answers
an boor. After ranch she bas a rately-' The thought given is that of
dramatic lesson, then another hour painstaking attention to details, un1. "Between you" for two peoof skating practice, although she is der a sense of their importance; a
an accomplished skater. Her span remembrance not only in general ple. "Among you" for more than
time is' filled with fittings for cos- but in particular of the duties of the twp people.
2. It was said of Charles n.
tumes and tests for halrdressing and Christian's walk" (Moule).
3. There are approximately 17,Every phrase in this section of our
make-up.
\
lesson is overflowing with meaning 645 pieces assembled in an avermotor car, according to Mill
Remember Aileen Pringle, you but we cannot here refer to them age
and
Factory.
all.
Note
the
temperance
applicafolks who went to the movies in the
4. In law, three or more persons.
tion.
The
man
who
walks
accuratedays of silent pictures? You'll see
5. The cutting blade should be
her again in "Girl From Nowhere," ly will be "wise" (v. 15) and will six inches before scissors can be
"be
filled
with
the
Spirit"
(v.
18).
One repair bill, due to faulty lubrication,
with Anne Nagel and Warren HulL
The inaccurate walker is a "fool" called shears.
can cost you mote than all die oil you would
(v. 15), and one of his follies may 6. The Missouri-Mississippi—
Douglas Corrigan, the wrong-way be
4,502
miles.
in being "drunk with wine" (v.
use of Acid-Free Quaker
flier, JWOtt; make another pietura 18). But there is far more in this
7. The notch is said to have origafter all, at least not for BKO. And passage. Spirit-filled people know inated through the rivalry of Genagainst
Eddie Cantor Is not to make "The the will of God and therefore re- eral Moreau with Napoleon, MoEvery drop of Add-Frte'Quoter State
Flying Yorkshireman" for that firm, deem the tune. They cultivate that reau's followers having devised it
Motor Oil is rich pure lubricant, scientiafter all. Both plans were just delightful spiritual exercise of home as a secret badge of their partifically freed of all impurities. Use thi* fine
cases of Displaced enthusiasm, ap- religion known as hymn singing. sanship.
8. The snout of an alligator is
parently.
^'
Have you tried that lately? Gather
carbon or corrosion. Quaker State Oil
the family o* friends around the or- shorter and broader than that of
Refining Corp., Oil Gty, Pennsylvania.
a
crocodile
and
the
teeth
are
set
Phil Baker Is probably one of the fan or piano. Turn off the evermost spoiled hosbsnds In the world. present radio for a few minutes. in the jaw differently.
When he and his wife travel In Eu- Open the old hymn book and sing.
rope she takes along a supply of Don't overlook thankfulness in verse
American groceries, because he 20, and then try that golden recipe.
doesn't like continental food.
Unity in the Home (Eph.

* which rooted Van tntoihe
JS? »ecret-«ew*et de.1913. In IBM, he behead of the detail, which
ess had authorised^ after
Rination o!

Jlsk Me Jlnoiher

MEANS LESS R

Another radio serial win reach
the screen before so very long. It is
"Hometown," heard over WLS,
which stars Lulu Belle and Skyland
Scotty, and-wjBl-be filmed by Re.
public Productions.

18

six feet tall; gaunt'«nd seWhenever a new enghwer is asjraying now. the better to rirned to the Charlie McCarthy prothe crowd.
gram he's Initiated with the same
gas> Don Amwh* and Edgar Berrecruit.
I. STEELMAN, the govern- cen polled It 0n the latest
ml
e
60 1 m
B»ey
stood
to
treat
of
a
«^^
1J
acL^ !? ^ato*,to *h*
achian soft coal dispute WSJ
blanket stiff," riding the lloand. while JhY engineer nearly
ww* wild trying to find the trouble.

Sew J°ds with the-

^ hoboes to gel

Our from Arkansas
°«pufe«

ODDS ANDSNDS-Th. CBS Hit P*
j
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juu
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weeuv* «
.. •
,
.
tdttoflm rigfclf for Maeterhnck .
but iOA Cmtwry-Fo* got t
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'A united family is obviously impossible where one member or more
gives bis time and money and very
life to booze. You know and I know
that it Just does not work. Think
of the havoc thus wrought not only
in the lives of the parents, but
particularly in the lives and characters of the children
Let Christ reign in the home and
there will be unity. Children will
realize that it is right to obey their
godly parents. They will honor and
cherish father and mother and God
will reward them for it (w. 2, 3;
also Exod. 20:12). But what is more,
fathers will be wise enough not to
provoke their children to wrath.
Much of the trouble in our homes is
etussdi by disobedient children, but
sometimes I think evw more of it
is caused by unwise parents. The
children need nurture and admonition but that can be done in kindness and with constructive results
S we seek the Lord's help. Father,
mother, let me plead with you that
you perrr.:i no interest in business,
social life, or even church work to
come between you and your fellojyahhj with your children. That is your
biggest job and your greatest opportunity.

I LET UP. LIGHT
UP A CAMEL
OFTEN! ( F I N D
CAMELS MILD.
BETTER FOR
STEADY SMOKING

FOR SMOKING PLEASURE AT ITS BEST

CAMEL

^».j^,JRII^<^
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"Tail Spin" Tells Thrilling
FOR CLA&OF 1939 Story of Women Fliers

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 32

Final Rites Held Thursday
For Mrs. Henrietta Suplee

DIPLOMAS GIVEN
TO 37 GRADUATES

Featuring some of the most specFuneral services for the late Mrs.
tacular flying ever see* on the screen,
nnual Banquet Held at High School and telling for the first time the story
Henrietta Suplee, 94, who passed away
at her home in this city on Tuesday Graduation Exercises Held Last Wed[Auditorium Last Friday Evening; of women of the sky, "Tail Spin," feaevening, May 16, from infirmities due
Mt. Hope
ture attraction at the Rialto Theatre
Awards Given to Alyce Walknesday Evening For the Second
GWC
to advanced age, were.held at 2:00
Saturday and Sunday evening, is reUM.EESE—
er and Robert Crawford.
Largest Class in the History
TOILET PAPER^o'clock last Thursday afternoon at the
ported to be a smashing romantic
Soft cutting,
of the Anita Schools.
1000-sheet rolls,
Methodist church, with the Rev. Arthur
melodrama of adventure.
per
pound...
3 rolls ........
V. Long officiating. Music for the
Alice Faye, Constance Bennett and
[More than 200 people were present
services was furnished by Mrs. Joe
Nancy
Kelly
are
starred
in
the
film,
t the high school auditorium last (FriPremio
Practically every seat was filled in
GWC
Vetter and Rev. Thos. B. Dixon, with
by evening to attend the annual ban- which tells the story of three women
the
spacious high school auditorium
BARTLETT
PEARSEVERGREEN CORN
Mrs. Eric Osen as accompaniest. They
Lt and entertainment of the Ani- fliers, the thrills that come with their
for
the
commencement exercises lastNo.
10
JO
sang,
"T^hispering
Hope,"
and
Rev.
3
high school' alumni association. split-second escapes and the heartJ
Wednesday evening, when thirty-seven
Dixon
sang
"Abide
With
Me,"
as
a
can
40C
cans
uests of honor were the thirty-seven throbs behind their spectacular lives.
solo. Interment was made in Ever- students, the -second largest class to
Alice Faye is seen in the role of
embers of the Class t>f 1939, Snpt
green cemetery with Merle Suplee, ever graduate from the Anita high
Briardale
California
Mrs. M. iMu Feller and Miss IWin- Trixie, who flies because she needs
Lester Suplee, Roy Suplee, Max Camp- school, received their diplomas.
COFFEE—
the money and because it's danger
Kyle, the class sponsor.
LEMONS—
A string and brass ensemble played
bell, Lloyd Harris Nand Sterling SorFresh roasted, fresh
. 7:00 o'clock dinner,was served she's after. Constance Bennett plays
the processional while the members of
300-size,
ensen
acting
as
pallbearers.
ground,
AT
209 people present by the ladies Gerry, society playgirl who takes up
per dozen .
Mrs. Suplee had been a resident of the class filed in diagonally from opthe Methodist church, Which was flying because she finds the sky's the
2 pounds
1«JL
the
Anita community .since 1877. She posite sides of the auditorium, meeting
Cllowed by the bustnet* session of place to hide from love. Nancy Kelly
was
the mother of eight children, three in the center/ and ascending to the
GWC
SHURFINE—
be association, the program and p is Lois, who flies because it brings
of whom had preceded her in death. stage in pairs, and marching to their
SALAD DRESSING—
'
luce. Maurice Turner, vice-president her closer to her husband, to whom
Root
Beer,
Gingerale,
One of the sons, Ralph R. Suplee, died places on the stage.
Whipped,
oc
Scholarships
were
presented
to
BeuE the association, presided at the busi- flying means so much.
Lime Rickey,
last winter while visiting in California.
In addition to the stars, "Tail Spin"
quart
jar
«J«JL.
lah
Bornholdt,
valedictorian,
arid
to
session, and Eric Osen acted as
The
surviving
children
are
Mrs.
MinFull qt bottle, t A
Robert Crawford, salutetorian. Those
ter of ceremonies during the pro- features a fine supporting cast headed
nie
Campbell
and
Harry
Suplee
of
plus bot. charge 1 "C Energy
n and introduced the different by Joan Davis, Charles Farrell, Jane
Anita; Frank Suplee of Payette, Idaho; on the scholastic honor role for having
Wyman»
Kane
Richmond,
WWly
VerLAUNDRY
SOAP—
bers.
-.....:....'.
•_:.,
William Suplee of Almena, Kan; and maintained a four year average of 90%
Johnson's
[Mrs. Alfred Dement, president of non, Joan Valerie and Edward Nor5 giant
Louis Suplee of Mitchell, Neb. She or better were introduced. This list inGL6-COAT—
. association during the past year,] ris. Roy Del Ruth directed the film
is
also survived by nine grandchildren cluded Evangeline Dressier, Jeannette
size bars....
1-3 pint free
Robson, Amy Knowlton, Virginia Mack,
unable to carry on the duties of j with Darryl F. Zanuck in charge of
and eleven great grandchildren.
Gladys Turner, Jean Dement, Duane
with pint can at
! office incident to .the banquet, .but production. Harry Joe Brown was asGWC
Bowen and Donald Mclntyre.
HOEGH-VAN AERNAM.
able to be present Friday everi-j sociate producer.
MATCHES—
GWC
Supt. M. M. Feller presented certid thanked the officers and dif- ' In addition to the feature, the proIn an .impressive candlelight ser- ficates of promotion and high school
6-box
PORK and BEANS—
nt committees for the splendid, gram will include a news reel; the
vice at the Oakhill Lutheran church admission to the pupils who finished
carton . . . .
i given MJaurice Turner, the j Ed. Thorgersen sjports reel, "Inside
3
Sunday evening at 8:00 o'clock the the eighth grade of the Anita public
Baseball;"
and
the
cartoon,
"Gandy
t, in connection with the
tall cans
marriage
of Erma Hoegh, eldest schools. Those who received certiGoose
in
G-Man
Jitters."
GWC
; and entertainment..
daughter
of
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Hoegh, ficates were Marcella Breen, Dolly
Michigan
i. M. Feller, superintendent of thp
FLOUR—
"Pacific Liner" Tonight.
residing west of Brayton, and Chester Mae Baylor, Mbry, Jean Steinmetz,
lita schools, spoke briefly and praised
NAVY BEANS—
A stormy romance that flowers in
The all purpose flour, Van Aernam, son of Mr. and Mrs. Faye Hendricks, Gretchen Daugheni local alumni association for their the shadow of man's tyranny on board
3
49-lb.
**- -*-»
Archie Van Aernam, residing near baugh, Eva James, Glada Parker, Gail
fork in connection with the local an ill-fated steamship, is depicted in
pounds
bag . . . .
Anita, took place. The attendants Rhoads, George Millhollin, Victor
J
•3.
.,"'"';
striking fashion in "Pacific Liner,"
were Myrtle Hoegh, sister of the Claussen, Robert Hagen, John Bear
|The address of welcome was given feature attraction at the Rialto this
bride, and Palmer Johnson.
| and Allan Kelly.
Just Received Another Shipment of Georgia
r Mr. Turner, and^the response was (Wednesday) evening. Victor McLagThe ring ceremony was performed! The commencement address was deen by Miss Jea,n 'Dement for the len and Chester Morris are co-starred
Tomato Plants.
>y the Rev. K. R. Jensen, pastor of, livered by W. S. Rupe, former ChauT
Musical numbers on the pro- in the exciting, drama.
St. Paul's Lutheran church in Atlan- j tauqna lecturer and now editor of the
Fresh
Strawberries,
Pineapple,
Lettuce,
Radishes,
•am included a song by senior girls' The gripping story concerns the contic, in the presence of 75 relatives arid \ Ames Daily Tribune. He spoke on
New Peas, Tomatoes, New Potatoes.
uble quartette composed of Doris flict between a ship's doctor and a hardfriends.
| "Looking • Forward" and pointed out
n, Amy Knowlton, Esther Rug- driving chief engineer who rules the.
(The church was decorated through- to the class that success is usually atis, Margaret, Peters, Virginia Bart- stokehold with a hand of steel. The
>ut in white bridal wreaths. The bride tained by perseverance and hard work,
, Letha Mae Saxton, Jeannette Rob- efforts of the physician and his nurse
wore a dress of blue lace with white In presenting the graduating class,
x
and AUene^^tetoitoraen; a-vocal sweetheart to halt the • spread of a
accessories and carried a bridal bou- Supt. iFeller .urged-'the members to
> by Miss\q|iii|g^;^Jyc*; Joy; a dreaded malady among the enginequet of yellow roses. Her bridesmaid continue their education along with
', by the senior boys' quartette corn- room crew in, spite of the engineer's
wore a dusty rose lace dress and car- their regular vocations or in institued of Junior H&fmeJster, Robert antagonism, lead to the dramatic com- Thomas Newell and his son, Joe 'The members of the Cass county ried a bouquet of red roses.
tions of higher learning.
•awford, Dona%||isihrfy^ ;aiha Paul plications of- the plot.
Newell, living north of Anita in Audu- agricultural conservation committee, Donald Nelsen of Atlantic, accom-! Lake 'Bear, president of the board
hter; a vocal splp by Sidney Lar- Besides the stars, the cast features bon township, were bound over to the Clair D. Becker, C. G. Hansen and panied at the organ by Mrs. Wilbert of education, then presented the diplaying his own accompaniment; Wendy Barrie, Barry Fitzgerald, Al- Audubon county grand jury a few days George Christensen, attended a dis-Hansen, sang, "I Love You Truly." • plomas, charging the graduates with
1 a saxaphone solo by Orville Chris- lan Lane and Alan Hale.
ago by Justice of the Peace Arthur trict meeting in Guthrie Center last A reception was held at the home the responsibility of living up to the
en. A high-light on the program
The program this evening will star Horning of Audubon.
Thursday. Representatives from sev«ti of the bride's parents for the im- high standards of the school. Donald
t battle of (the sexes, the two -Edgar Kennedy in the comedy, ''Maid The elder Newell was bound over counties were present.
mediate families of the bridal couple. Mclntyre, class president, gave the rebeing captained by Mrs. Rtuby to Order;" alsd Iowa News .Flashes, t on charges of "embezzlement of mort- A discussion of the various phases Mr, and Mrs. Van Aernam will go sponse for the class, stating that the
gs and H. P. Ziegler of Atlantic.
gaged property" and "false drawing of the farm program was conducted to housekeeping at once on the Pete members of the class appreciated the
Forshay acted as judge of the
and uttering of check," and his son on by John J. McLaughlin of Winterjset, Knutsen farm near Brayton where the educational opportunities which had
st, which was won by the girls
fieldman for the Iowa agricultural groom has a home ready for his bride, been given them by the community
the latter charge alone.
the Biggs team. The winners
j and that they would try to merit the
The Newells provided bond of $1,000 conservation committee. The county
NOTICE.
confidence placed in them.
Miss Be|h Knowlton, Miss Eula
office
is
preparing
for
the
first
check
on each charge. The bonds were
"•lock, IMiss Bejty Burns and Miss
After the recessional the many
of
performance
on
those
farms
for
signed
by
Mrs.
Mattie
J.
Everts
and
Union Memorial services will be
Owng to the extreme dryness of .
, ""l ™""»«" ""="'".,"•
T • i. *
^
mends off the graduates offered their
Osen, while the boys on the held Sunday evening at 8:00 o'clock E. V. Everts.
.
,
•
which inspection has been requested everything
erything I w:sh to warn the peo- Congratulati6n8.
gler team were Russell Bangham, at the Methodist church, with the folInformation on the charge first under the 1939 program. The com- pie of Amta against the danger of
Th<j
w beautifully decorated
named
accuses the father of dispos- mittee is beginning the preliminary
lowing program:
fire
and
ask
everyone
burning
-trash
the
occasion
by the Junior class and
for
N Miliard Ruggles.
Processional, "God of Our Fathers." ing of 15 head of yearling steers and work on establishing wheat allotments and waste paper to watch that their jyjj
E*
:
WinonavKyle introduced the
15 head of other steers while a mort- for 1940. This must be completed fire does not get out of control.
Invocation, Rev. Ray Swartz.
u
.,
I ,»«•
Members
of* ^
the graduating
class
fferent members of the graduating Song, "America."
gage on them remained unsatisfied. during the summer so that in the
C. F. Darrow,
:
were
Irene
Anderson,
Virginia
Bartley,
i and presented thein to the alumwinter
wheat
area
the
farm
operator
Scripture Reading, Rev. Thos. B. Information on the check charge acIt
Mayor.
i Laura Beecher, Beulah Bornholdt, Ida
association. For, a number of Dixon.
cuses the father and son of giving may know what his allotment is prior
The American Legion Auxiliary will o m o , Allene Christensen, Jean
the alumni association has preSong, "Recessional," Double a check to R. J. Meyer, cashier of to planting time.
D
"ted pins to the most outstanding
the Boone State Bank and Trust Co., MT. Becker reports that three per hold a meeting at 1:30 o'clock Friday ement, Evangeline Dresser, Ruth
Doris Hagen, Amy Knowlton,
| and boy in each graduating class,
'thereby securing a thing of value cent of the acreage allotted each coun- afternoon at the home of Mrs. G. M. vGarlock,
, Rev. Arthur V. Long.
'r^nia Macn, Jennie Nelson, Ruby
the winners of these awards this
Song, "America, the Beautiful" without previously having arrange- ty is to be assigned farms which did DeCamp. Nomination and election of Peacock
|
» Margaret Peters, Jeannette
were Miss Alyce Walker and
ment, understanding or funds with the not raise wheat during the three years, officers will take place.
Benediction, Rev. Dixon.
__
i Robson, Esther Ruggles, Letha Mae
pert iCrawford. : The pins were preExchange State bank of Exira, who 1937, 1938 and 1939. Allotments for
nted by Gail Bnrke, a nfember of
Mrs. Elizabeth Fuchs returned Sun- was the payee thereon, to pay the these new wheat farms will be estab- Thomas Bailey and wife were in Saxton, Helen Stone, Gladys Turner,
lished only upon written request made Omaha one day last week to see their Alyce Walker. Doris Watkins, Duane
^ association, and himself a winner day evening to her home in Odebolt, same when it was presented."
cousin, the 10-months-old daughter of Bowen, Robert 'Crawford, Frank
by the farm operator or owner. •
the award five years ago.
Iowa, after a week's visit with her
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Tompkin of Denne, Wayne Flint, Arlo Hansen,
[At the business session Maurice daughter, Mrs. Vincent Kelly and Memorial day dinner for the public
Galloway, Neb., and who is seriously Lawrence Hofmeister, Jr., Donald
at Congregational church, only 25c. It
was elected president of the family.
ill
at a hospital in that city.
Mrfntyre, Ear-1 Miller, Vernon Nolens,
ociation for the ensuing year, with
i
- • Ross Offenstine, Ivy Petersen, Paul
Mrs. Amelia King, whose house was
At her home on Chestnut Street
Jetta Knowlton, vice president,
j The marriage Sunday of George Richter, Jack Roe, Billy Scholl and
*«• F- Budd, secretary, and Harry Monday afternoon, Mrs. Isabel Dough- recently damaged by fire, has made a
Palmer 'Putnam, 52-year-old Holly- Paul Steele.
$5.00
donation
to
the
Anita
fire
departerty
was
hostess
to
the
members
of
"tzi treasurer,' '(Sw Burke was
Following is the program that will wood publisher, and Mrs. Jean Marie ,
,
_
^ted a director for, three years. the Birthday club. A social after- ment to show her appreciation for be given at 1:30 o'clock on Decora- Consigny James of Beverly Hills, Cal.,' Dr. Roy A. Lantz, wife and two
directors whose terms did not noon was enjoyed by the ladies, and their services.
tion day, Tuesday, 'May 80, from the was of more than passing interest to children, Dick and Jean, of Woodbine,
1
this year are Robert C. Howard a lunch was served by the hostess.
band
shell in Concert Park:
: some of the older residents of Anita. Iowa, visited Sunday with relatives
436 old age assistance checks were
" s. W. P. Crawf^a.
Music
by the Anita high school band. The bride is a daughter of iMts. Anita and friends in Anita.
issued during the month of April to
The
first
free
picture
show
of
the
•ts of the secretary and treasInvocation, Rev. Arthur V. Long.
Bruce Consigny and a granddaughter i
_
residents of Cass county. The checks
*r showed that 668 graduates of season in Anita took place on Tues- represented $8,918, an average of
Song, "America," Audience.
i of the late Senator James E. Bruce, i Tonight (Wednesday) will be a big
day
evening,
May
16,
and
will
continue
have joined the association
Reading, "In Flander's Field and an early day lawyer and banker of night for the members of the Knights
re its organization ijii lihe summer
America's
Answer," Mas Gladys Tur- Anita. Mr. Putnam was the husband of Pythias in the 10th. district of
|1926, and that a
ner.
of Amelia Earhart, noted woman flier, Iowa, when they assemble at Castle
comes on Tuesday there will be a free.
is about
Song, Mixed Quartette.
who lost her life when her airplane Hall in Anita to confer the Rank of
show that evening. Heretofore the;
Reading, "Lincoln's Gettysburg Ad- disappeared in a hop. across the Pac- Knight on a number of candidates.
alumni membenrfrdm a dislast WednesA picnic
Rialto
Theatre
in
this
city
has
always
j
Mrs. Mildred Porch Blake
the pupils and patrons of the dress," Robert Crawford.
ific ocean.
Knights are expected here from every
had a show on the evening of DecSong, Mixed Quartette.
Grove school three miles south
Miliard R.tRusritles of
_
.
,
f u a free
! lodge in the district, and among grand
oration day, but owing to tne 11
Address, James Lucas of Bedford, The Union Vacation Bible school lodge officers ^ be Ray ^^ of
L' *-'«**| J*uji» JUfuruwiy UIM»I»of Anita. During the noon hour a
show this year, there will be no show
ls R
[ R oss of Dallas Center; Russell
basket dinner was served, and the Iowa.
opened Monday at the school house Dea Moines, Supreme Vice 'Chancellor.
with an enrollment of 55. Mrs. Alpha |
______
_
Song, Mixed Quartette.
"" ' »m of Chicago; Norman at the local theatre.
afternoon was spent with different
Benediction, Rev. Thos. B. Dixon. Nelson has charge of the primary de- | Mrs. Harold McDermott was hosi.... — of
Ames; Miss
— «*.itioo,
juion PWricia
aro*i«-"»
.,
„ ,, i
oi; ., resident games. Miss Anna Aupperle, teachP'llatns
M; on Norma
»T. •
_
. ., __ Miss
„ . _ _ !< _ M*. Jane Oaddock 86, a
J"-. Miss
K*>wlton,
Following the program at Concert partment, with Mrs. Elmo Exline and tess Saturday afternoon at her home
Br »r the school for a number of years,
Park, there will be services by the Miss Marguerite Davey as assistants. ' northeast of the city at a miscellaneous
American Legion and Legion Auxiliary Rev. Thos. B. Dixon has charge of ' shower honoring Miss Virginia Neary,
Simon Casady, who makes his home at Evergreen cemetery, which will in- the devotional period. Mrs. Dale Ul- j whose marriage to Louis Spiker of
at the Occidental hotel in Atlantic, has clude a salute to the dead and taps, fers is superintendent of the juniors, I Grant will take place June 4. About
'S8ena; Corwin Wilson7- of 'caLv- at Upton, Wyo. The
filed a suit in the Cass county district also services for the unknown dead. with Miss Jetta Knowlton as assist- twenty-five friends were present in» P ZiegUr^atd CharS W. ^-ght to Atlantic wh
vices were
were held
held Sundaj
Sunday afternoon and court for $2,000 damages against the
Pkesiey of AAtlantic,
f,Bilf.
.
vices
ant. Mrs. Carl Miliard is in charge eluding Mrs. Martin Neary, Mrs. Einer
burial was made in the Atlantic ceme- city of Atlantic for injuries received
Due to an increase in postage sales | of the intermediate group, with Mrs. ] Henningsen and Miss Georgia Byrne
Mv
uy.tery. She is survived by five ch.lda fall last Feb. 19. Mr. 'Casady at. the Anita post office during the F. D. Weimer as assistant, and Rev. i of Atlantic. A social afternoon was
^ Ha^el^^Buddenly !
_ whUe
g a ren, Mrs. Daisy E. Gilbert and R. £ states in his petition that the fall past fiscal year, the salary of Post- Arthur V. Long in charge of devo- J spent by the ladies, and the guest of
.in. Park at W5S*V Caddock of Omaha, Earl Cudd k o occurred about one rod east of the master George Smither will be in- tionals. 'Mas Ruth Rugglea has the honor was presented with many beaua
Bother of Boy HalTcharles i Walnut, Edward Caddock of
corner of Third and Walnut Streets creased from $2,000 to $2,100 for the hand work in each department and all ' tdful and useful gifts. A lunch was
and
' 's located.
coming year.
Mrs. Ray Nichols of the ville, N. J. and the son at
groups have supervised pl-»y periods. ' served by the hostess.
cor
nmunity.
I she died.

Values For Friday-Saturday

19c

29c

59c
25c
14c

21c
19c

$1.29

Auduhon Township Men County Farm Committee
Bound Over to Grand Jury Attends District Meeting

Union Memorial
Sunday at Methodist Church

Program For Decoration
Day Has Been Completed

THE

ANITA TRIBUNE,

LETTS INVITE SANTA CLAUS
TO COME TO ANITA ALSO

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

THURSDAY, MAY 25, 1939.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

PETERSEN'S

(Guthrie Center Times.)
ITEMS OF THIRTY VEARSACO
Mayor C. H. Nelson received today
official notice of the approval of the
Phone 29
We Deliver
May 27, 1909.
town's W. P. A. sidewalks project for
H. C. Faulkner has purchased the ^
which application was made in April,
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
Area Engineer H. G. Rupener of building occupied by Hansen, Lage &
ICE TEA, fancy blend, ^Ib.. . .15c
Creston advised the town officials of Co.
LAUNDRY SOAP, Crystal White, 7 bars
25c
PEACHES, halves or sliced, No. 10 cans .
the approval of the project and allot-; D. R. Donohoe and wife leave next
CORNED BEEF, 12-ounce can
20c
SPREAD, cheese and butter, Jack Sprat, pke
ment of $8,980 for federal share of Monday for Spooner, Wis., to spend a
the work of constructing "sidewalks f e w days with relatives.
OLIVES, plain and stuffed. ..... .lOc, 15c 25r
*»ORK and BEANS, 2 No. 2y2 cans
17c
along public thoroughfares throughout j j. ps Doty, formerly in the hardPICKLES, sliced or whole. .. . ... . .10c, 15c 23c
DRINKS, Root Beer, Cherry Soda, Orange,
the town of Guthrie Center, Guthrie; ware business in Anita, committed
TOMATO
JUICE, P. & G., 2 No. 1 cans . .
°'
24-ounce bottles, 3 for (plus deposit)
29c
county, including grading, and per-1 su j c ide a few days ago at his store in
2
No.
2
cans.
.190
No,
5
can.
21
C
forming incidental and purtenant| West Liberty, Iowa.
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart size.. .33c
PINEAPPLE,
crushed
or
tidbits,
buffet
can
3 for
work."
There
will
be
another
general
movf
COFFEE, Green Cup, with tumbler, pound
23c
As announced at the time applies- j jng about along the latter part of next,
GRAPE FRUIT, P & G, extra fancy, 3 No. 2 can
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, 2 pounds
17c
tion was made, the government will' month, to make room for some of the
SUGAR, with $1 grdcerj order, 10 pounds.
pay 74 per cent of the cost of con- - newiy married people.
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, large size, 2 for.!7c
struction or replacing grade crossings | Warren Jordan marketed a large'.
Fruit and
Vegetables
in Season
PINK SALMON, No. 1 tall cans, 2 for
25c
•• i - . . . • : . '
*: •:.^'T'-i.- :- v.-» ;v ,;^V, •• A •'• » V •.
or sidewalks in front of properties, j d rove Of 250-pound hogs with JohnThe property owner or the town, as is<)n Bros, last Friday, for which he
Strawberries — Lettuce — Carrots — Flowers
the case might be, will pay the other received 7c per pound.
Leslie Hayes, wife and two children,
Joe Vetter and wife
Tomato and Cabbage Plants
26 per cent. No assessment will be ^e Berea baseball team, better
Leslie Jr. and Esther, of Walnut Gro^
levied "to cover the amount of federal, jjno^m as "Bill Steele's Colts," have
Mo., came to Anita Sunday to spend
over Sunday
funds expended on this project.
I organized for the season under the
a few days with their daughter and
Mae
Any property owner desiring to have management of David DeWitt.
'Mrs. Floyd Dement, Grand Senior
sister, Mrs. Earl Sampson and bus*
a
new
walk,
can
participate
in
the
Mrs.
Lillian
F.
Hayter
has
had
her
i
of the Iowa Pythian Sisters, attended
Harry G|;Panlkner, o A
K
band.
" Hfetiahed Every Thursday by the a district meeting of the lodge at Ma- project by making application either residence on Rose Hill Avenue remodGeoise Smither, E. C. Dorsey'c
to Mayor Nelson or one of the town elled, with new additions built on,
quoketa one day last week.
Millard Buggies, a member of the
council. 'Mayor Nelson advises that making it one of the most conveniently crew of the U. S. Si Utah, is enjoying Shaffer MjgTom Burns returned
Sunday fron^ a week's fishin
W. F. BUDD
Editor
Maurice Ross, wife and son, Gary, since the sidewalk project was an- arranged homes in the city.
a month's furlough, and is visiting, in Leach'Iike fa, Minnesota.
nounced, a great many applications
William Watson, accompanied Anita with relatives and friends. Milfishmg very ^sod, and brought
Svbacriptk*, if paid in advance.. $1.50 of Dallas Center came to Anita Fri- for the work have been made. Anyone : Mrs
by her son and two daughters, left
day
to
attend
the
alumni
banquet
that
lard has been in the navy about three a nice bunch. '
If Mt paid in advance.
$2.60
else
interested
should
speak
to
one
of
aftemoon
for
Ledyard,
Iowa,
FViday
evening. Mr. Ross returned home that
years.
' ••«;.•?.
filtered at the post office at Anita, evening but 'Mrs. Ross and the baby the town officials at an early date.
. Miss Louise Dittman, fifth
^
where
they
go
spend
a
few
days
Work
will
start
almost
at
once.
l»wa, as secoot class nail matter.
wjth relatives and friends.
remained over the week end for a visit
Miss Norma Knowlton, a
t«aeher;in the schools at Cody
William McCrory, who lives on the nurse at the'Iowa Lutheran hospital and Miss Anna Dhtman, a teacher!
at the home of her parents, Clarence
THURSDAY, MAY 25, 1939.
LOOPHOLE LEFT IN
Mattheis and wife.
C. B. Johnson farm in Lincoln town- in Des Moines, is enjoying a:three the^owler.'Colo., schools, are in An
AVOCA BEER ORDINANCE ship, and Miss Lola Walters, a daugh- weeks' vacation from work arid .-JB
for; a visit with their parents,
Clifford Johnson, an employee at
Mrs.
Dennis
Pearce,
a
guest,
held
ter
of
'Mrs.
O.
H.
Elliott,
were
united
visiting
in
Anita,
at
the
homes
(rit
Dittman and wife. They will ieaJ
tte Gamble Store in Cherokee, Iowa,
Recently the night marshal at Avoca
spent Sunday in the city with his par- high score at a meeting of the Orig- arrested a man as he left a short order in marriage on Wednesday of last her parents, Earl Knowlton and wife. .again in about three weeks.
inal bridge club at the home of Mrs.
ents, Ray Johnson and wife.
will -attend summer school at „
restaurant in Avoca with two bottles week at the Methodist parsonage in
Bert Ramus on East Main Street last
Miss Mary Osen is home from York- Wyoming; State-University in Larairi3
of beer in his hand. It was two o'clock Atlantic, with Rev. A. E. Griffith oftown, Iowa, where she has been teach- .and Anna at the State Teachers
Chas. Dressier and wife and her Wednesday afternoon. Other guests, in the morning, after closing hours ficiating.
Roy H. Eneix has disposed of his ing school the past year and will lege in. Greeley, Colo.
mother^ Mrs. Isabel! Joy, drove to besides the members, were Mrs. Dale for the sale of beer. When the case
Churdan, Iowa, Saturday where they Ulf ers, -Mrs. Fred G. Boren, Mrs. Rob- was called for hearing the attorney interest in the mercantile business of spend the summer with her parents,
visited over Sunday at the Fred F. ert Scott and-Mrs. C. JL Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Brown
for the restaurant man asked to see Lattig Bros. & Eneix, and hereafter Frank H. Osen and wife. Next year
she
will
teach
in
the
schools
at
Villisca.
Joy home.
the
business
will
be
conducted
under
tjieir
small son,'from Colorado, <
The W. W. club met at the country the ordinance book. The ordinance the ownership of Lattig' Bros. & Co.
ed injury shortly after 6:00 o'<
was in the book but unfortunately had
Albert Hjortshoj will be graduated last Wednesday' evening when :
A picnic was enjoyed on the school home of Mrs. William Richter northnot been signed by the mayor and the Roy will remain with the firm for
grounds Sunday by the patrons in west of the city last Thursday afterfrom
the Iowa school for the: dftaf er hoOBe; attached to their car slip
the preesnt, but it is probable that
clerk.
The
justice
of
the
peace,
bedistrict No. 4 of Lincoln township. noon. There were eleven members
at Council Bluffs Friday morning. His off the ^TOtnent near the J. H.
fore whom the case was taken, dis- he will accept one of the numerous
About 75 people were present for the present and six visitors, Mrs. Jack
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Hjortshoj, mer farm southwest of the city i
propositions
that
have
been
presented
missed the charge.
event which included a basket dinner Nyland of Kansas City, Mo., Mrs.
live on a farm two miles south of' Ani- turned >ver into the ditch along I
to him.
during the noon hour,' and a social Daisy Schwenneker of Eahoka, Mo., •Many towns might look over their
ta, moving there last year from At- pavement. Several windows in
afternoon with games and contests. and Mrs. A. Chapman, Mrs. Ralph ordinance books and see that the mayor
lantic. Albert has been a member of trailer were broken. The Browns i
OBITUARY.
The picnic was planned by Miss Lillian Richter, 'Mrs. Carl Milliard and Mrs. and clerk signed the ordinances when
the football and track teams at the , all riding hi the car and escaped i
Oler, teacher at the school the past Bert Ramus of Anita. The program i they were copied in the book. ApJames Leland Reed was born at deaf school for several years.
'jury.
year. Among those present from out was conducted by Mrs. Earl Smith, ! parently the fact they were published Casey, Iowa, June 26, 1920. At the
j
seems
to
have
no
bearing
if
some
wideof the district were the families of and at the close of the meeting a lunch
age of four months he moved with his
attorney discovers they are not „„_„* t
. , nOregon, where
,
Henry Simon, Harold Simon, N. 0. was served by the hostess. The next i awake
parents to central
.„. , ,
...
...
,
e they
i
signed
when
written
in
the
proper
I
.:„
•
,
.
„
,
A
f
llved
for
Morgan, Henry Eilts, Emery Oler, meeting will be held on May 31 with K.W.I,
-m...
i
.
i
!
eight
years.
Returning
book. There are many loop holes
Carl Rathman and Walter Rathman.
Mrs. James B. McDennott.
. . ..
, ,
Iowa they later moved to the farm
for people to slip out of when laws
northeast of Anita where they reEire ™oj
THcici6<
sided at the time of his death on
May 14.
FAT CATTLE PRICES ARE
LIKELY TO WORK LOWER ! On Aug. 20, 1937, he was united in
I marriage to Miss Dorothy Martin a
Scarcity has been the keynote of Lewis> and tc» this union one child
' the cattle situation this spring, re-' Ph>'llis Jeane, was born. Besides th<
| ports Lauren K. Soth, extension ag-' v"fe and daughter, he is survived by
Use 1 pound per 100 pounds of Ground Feed such as a combination
jricultural economist at Iowa State his Par«nts> Mr. and Mrs. James A
of ground Oats, Wheat or Barley. Ask us about it.
j College. 'Farmers are holding back Reed> an<} both grandmothers, Mrs
| a larger than usual number of cows Mary Reed °f Anita and Mrs. Theresa
PHEN-O-SAL TABLETS
[ and heifers for herd replacements this Bujns °f Casey.
There's no doubt about it! When it comes to drinking water mediFul
cines for baby chicks or older poultry, Dr. Salsbury Phen-O-Sal is in a
»eral services were held at 2:00
: year and this has decreased the slaughclass by itself.
o'clock last Wednesday afternoon at
ter supplies of lower grade cattle.
Meanwhile an unusually favorable the Methodist church, with the Rev
CAM - PHO - SAL
; feeding ratio has encouraged Corn Arthur V. Long officiating, and buna
for colds, and Brooder Pneumonia there is nothing better. When
Belt farmers to feed their cattle for was made in Evergreen cemetery.
sprayed1 regularly it brings quick relief. _,
a longer than usual period. Corn!
SEMI-SOLID BUTTERMILK
CARD OF THANKS.
I Belt farmers had 7 per cent more'
There is only one Semi-Solid Buttermilk. Do not be misled. Look
: cattle on feed on Jan. 1, 1939, than |
for the label on the top of barrel.
• on the same date a year earlier.
! We wish to express our heartfelt
:
to the many friends and
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE.
With Corn Belt farmers apparently
_a larger than usual proporho by their acts of
holding
CASH BUYERS OF POULTRY, EGGS AND CREAM
tion of their cattle for thTlIt/spring helped US in the loss of our husband
S D
and summer market, a sharp seasonal:
°
Mrs. Dorothy Reed.
increase in marketings of grain fed I
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Reed.
cattle is in prospect for the next few !
months. And slaughter supplies of
Miss
ANITA PHONE 15
AUDUBON PHONE 7
this type of cattle probably will be. Bluffs
larger during the summer than a year Anita
he Chas. Barber home.
. earlier. On the other hand, the pros- I
pect is for marketings
of
lower
grade
.
William Heckman and family of New
cattle to continue seasonably light for Virginia, Iowa, and Donald Heckman
the next few months. Because of the of Adel spent Sunday at the home
re-stocking which is taking p'.ace this ; of their parents W H Heckman
Kman
year, the total 1939 slaughter of cows wife.
' '
and heifqrs probably will fall below
the level of a year earlier.
TRY THE
In view of the prospects for inONLY 4ASOLINE WITH
creased marketings of high quality
cattle during the next few months,
prices of the better grades probably ,
will work lower during spring. If
fcoWW
farmers market as many fat steers
This is world's fair year and you
during the late spring and summer
»'" want to see one or both of
as now seems likely, this decline may
these
stupendous
spectacles.
develop into a rather sharp break.
Short supplies will continue to
San Francisco
strengthen the market for lower grade .NKW
YORK WORLD'S rF A I I > . L
w<
cattle. But cattle of this type will >rld of tomorrow.
AlK—the
meet increasing competition from hogs ! Low round trip
during the next several months. Lower '
grade cattle probably will show more
strength than grain-fed steers.
For carefree

PHONE 300
___^
WE DELIVER
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND

s
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE
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I Sargent Yeast Culture
Concentrate

There we
Hundreds of
Gasolines
but only
OJtff D-X

Roberts Produce

MORE USABLE fiAS" MIXTURE

PLAN YOUR
SUMMER VACATION

"CUMTIC CONTBOr

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Everett B. Luman and wife and Cecil
Scholl and wife were Omaha visitors !
Tuesday.
Chris Andersen and wife and Andrew Andersen and son of Hamlin
spent Tuesday visiting Jens Rasmussen
and family.
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A suit for divorce has been filed
in the Cass county district court by Ask Rock Island At-ent f,,r
truvel informat^, or
Norma Wall of Atlantic against her
husband, G. K. Wall. The petition
states that the couple was married
Moines, Iowa
in Cheyenne, Wyo., on Jan. 19, 1938.
Mrs. Wall asks custody of a minor
HAVE YOUR
TICKET ROUTED
child, Glen Edward Wall.

*
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
BIG TOP

ByEDWHEELAN

"SUV FowUr.^ke ringniuter. demand* that Alja, the elephant. be kffltd.

AIONN LISTEN, IttFr? 1 MO/HAVE BCCN
A &IT HOTHEADED* \tfHEN
It) SPILL THE BEANS ABOUT VtX0? lATE
I APOLOGIZE,

ALTA WAS HOW TRIED It) .
ATTACK METYflCe.NtARLV
UP THE SHOW
EACH T1ME« SHE'S NOT
ONLV A MENACE. T&.ME
e>UTTD ALL THE
PERFOPMERS AMO

YOU'RE
RK3HT.-SILK1:
AND A DARN

QR

'u

VMCtJ?STANl»N<3-,

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Asleep on the Job

8ABETTE IT LOOKS
IF YOU
LIKE THE JIG IS UP- ^^ ONLY
LALA'S SET ON MARRVIN*/ HAD
THAT TRASH BASKET, /%OMETHINC
GONZALES,
-zfOEFlNrTE
ON HIM,

MISTER

VINCENT

LOOK! rr WAS 1 BLOOT, BLOOT
USED

IVE GOT AN IDEA, SIRSENIOR GON2ALES IS
HAVING TEA WITH
MADAM NOW-LET'S
LOOK IN HIS
OVERCOAT FOR
SOME
CLUE

Of Mercerized String,
Using But One Square

SNAP OUT OF IT,

MISTER VINCENTYOU'VE 60T TO
SENO THAT

HI/A A WIRE HO HUM

® Frank Jay Hotkey S^idlciU, be.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—You Have to Know How to Equalize

IT

Pattern 6307

A LITTLE.

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L. HUNTLEY

That's A-Boot Enough of That

Think how your finest china will
sparkle on a filet cloth formed of
these luxurious squares—and what
could be more appropriate for a
dinner cloth than this choice grape
design? Crochet these 10-ir.ch
squares (smaller in finer cotton)
of mercerized string. Make a
scarf as well. Pattern 6307 contains instructions and charts for
making, the .square; materials
needed; illustration of square and
of stitches.
To obtain this pattern, send 13
cents in coins to The Sewing Circle, Household Arts Dept., 259 W.
14th St., New York, N. Y.

Calm Interchange
That is ,the happiest conversation where there is no competition, no vanity, but a calm, quiet
interchange of sentiment.—Dr. S.
Johnson.

POP— The Children'* Party Is Next Door

By J. MILLAR WATT

TROUBLE TO ANNOUNCE
MC ! I CAN DO IT

MVS&LP!

EC - AW .
GEE - AW
- AW '!!

Revealed Virtue
There is not any virtue the exercise Of which, even momen anly. *m not impress » n « w ^
ness upon the features.-RusM>.

CHAFED SKIN

OROLINE
SHOW-WHITE PEtROUUM JELLY

Fly Swatting Time

HAD OTHER MOTIVES

"I trust we shall be able to make
you feel quite at home," said the
hotel manager to the visitor.
"Don't trouble yourself," he replied. "I don't want to feel at
home. That's why I came here!"
Best He Could Do
Plain Woman (wishing to have
her portrait painted) to artist—Do
you guarantee satisfaction?
"No, madam," was the reply, "I
only paint likenesses." — Stray
Stories.

Without Feeling
Willie—My history teacher is the
meanest man I know.
Father—How is that?
Willie—He borrows my pen-knife
to sharpen his pencil to give me
bad marks.
Too Friendly
"Every time I want you, you're
engaged on the phone, Miss Blank!"
"They were business calls, sir."
"Well, don't address my clients as
darling in the future."

WNU—N

. Narrow View

He who never leaves his co
try is full of
do^

kache
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
"Ancient and Modern Necromancy,
Alais Mesmerism and Hypnotism, Denounced" will be the subject of the
WE DELIVER
^\
PHONE 239
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, May 28.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoTHURSDAY-FRIDAlr-SATURpAY SPECIAL
tations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
'
'
n _ *.»
- 'i . w».'*
^^i
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"Then was brought unto him one
possessed with a devil, blind, and dumb:
and he healed him, insomuch that the
Blue Ribbon Light or Dark
blind and dumb both spake and saw.
3-lb. Can But when the Pharisees heard it, they
said, This fellow doth not cast out'
devils, but by Bee'.zebub the prince of
the devils. And Jesus knew their
thoughts, and said unto them, Every
kingdom divided against itself is
brought to desolation; and every city
or house divided against itself shall
not stand: But if I cast out devils
by the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God is come unto you" (Matthew 12:22, 24, 25, 28).
ening at 8:00 o'clock at the home of
Solon
Among the selections from the Mr. and Mrs. Dale Ulfers,
The p
Christian Science textbook is the folWeiner roast Thursday evening at
lowing: "Sickness is part of the er- the city park for the young people
ror which Truth casts out. Error will at 6:30! Everyone is to bring weiners
not expel error. Christian Science and buns sufficient for his own needs.
is the law of Truth, which heals the
Covered dish dinner and quilting at
Dated; .this 9th. day of
sick on the basis of the one Mind or the church Friday noon and afternoon.
God" (p. 482).
Everyone cordially invited- to attend.
Remember the Boys' Camp to be ^ATTEST:
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f+.-f
Solon A. Kama
held at Coin, Iowa, on June 12 to 17.
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIst -f
Town ~
This means wholesome recreation and
•f
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
+
+• + + + + + + + + + + + + religious instruction for those who go. OLD AGE PENSION CHECKS
WILL BE FINGERPRH
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
NOTICE
OF
SPECIAL
ELECTION.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Iowa Social Welfare o
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
Notice is hereby given that, in nounced a few days ago that ^
Special board meeting Sunday morn- pursuance of a Resolution of the
ning July 1 all persons receiving
ing.
All members of the board are Town Council of Anita, Iowa, passed
sions and who are unable to
and
adopted
on
the
9th.
day
of
May/
requested to be present.
1939, authorizing and calling a spec- their names on the back of the i
Ladies aid meets all day Wednes- ial election as herein stated, there
will be Compelled to "finger
day, with a 15c dinner at noon.
will be held throughout the said
Town at the various and regular the checks -with three finger.
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f polling places therein, as hereinbelow This move is made to forestall!
on the 15th. day of June, 1939, geries. The recent legislature t_
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + stated
a special election for the purpose a bill authorizing this means of ft
•f Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. + of enabling the legal electors of
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + said Town to vote for or against tifying tho'se who receive
Church School at 10:00 a. m. the approval of Ordinance No. 85, Usually only one finger is i
ordinance was "passed and checks, but because of the fact L
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, which
adopted by the Town Council of said
superintendent.
Town, subject to its approval by the who get checks are so shaken
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. electors as therein stated, on the palsy they might blur the one ]
The Men's Brotherhood will meet 15th. day of June, 1939, and is duly three fingers will be used.
in the office of the Town
Strange, as it may seem it hast
at the home of Frank H. Osen at recorded
Clerk of said Town, and which or7:00 o'clock Sunday evening.
dinance is in exact words and figures found that .people have been s
ing the pension checks and foi.
The ladies will meet at the church as follows, to-wit:
ORDINANCE NO. 85.
the names of those to whom theyt
Thursday to quilt and will serve a
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING issued. The finger printing will <
15c lunch at noon.
IOWA ELECTRIC COMPANY, OP
The ladies will serve their annual CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, ITS SUC- inate the possibility of forgeries. 1
'Memorial day dinner at 25c.
CESSORS OR ASSIGNS. WITHIN who are able to write their
THE TOWN OP ANITA, IOWA, TO will not be asked to place their I
CONSTRUCT, R E C O N S T R U C T , prints on the back of the checks.
MAINTAIN, AND OPERATE A
LUTHERAN MISSION AT -f HIGH POTENTIAL TRANSMISSION
I. 0. O. F. HALL.
+ LINE UPON THE STREETS AND
OLE SAYS.
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor. -f ALLEYS, OF SAID TOWN AND
PROVIDING FOR JOINT USE OF
Iowa may appear to the
+ + + + + + ++ + + + + + + THE
POLES THEREOF
state
inhabitant as a rather aven
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
TOWN COUNCIL OP THE TOWJ country, covered with farms i
cultural influenced cities and towiaj
Children's confirmation class meets OF ANITA, IOWA.
Section One.
• * *
every Tuesday and Friday morning
Permission and authority is here
at 10:00 o'clock in the hall; and the by granted for a period of twentyBut just nose around a bit;
adult class meets every Monday and five (25) years from and after the be surprised at the magic wo:
acceptance of this Ordinance, as here of our fair state. State parks,
Thursday evening at 8:00 o'clock.
m provided, to Iowa Electric Com- and wilds, within easy reach of i
Vacation Bible School meets every pany,
of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, its sucmorning from Monday to Friday at cessors or assigns (hereinafter called cities and towns, fairly reeking w
8:30 in the hall.
the grantee), to construct, recon- historical charms; world's first ini
An out-of-doors service will be held struct, maintain, and operate a high tries and institutions.
electric transmission line
• • *
Sunday, June 4, in Keystone Park. potential
consisting of poles, wires, conduits
Dinner will be served by the ladies and other construction necessary or
Oswald has come in very hao
aid and the afternoon will be spent incident thereto, upon the following to transport me from my locale I
streets, aileys, and private rights-of- these places. Recently we've At
with games and contests.
way within said Town of Anita, Iowa
to the Ledges near Boone, the higj*
to-wit:
all-steel, double track railroad bri'
Commencing at the east cor+
METHODIST CHURCH
-f
porate limit of the Town of Aniof thV Northwestern, over the
ta, Iowa, where the same is in•*•
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f
IMkrinea river, the scenic Iowa
tersected by Main or Second
«• + + + + + + + + + + + 4
at Iowa/Palls, the parental home!
Street thence west on Main or
Church School 10:00 a. m. Harold
Second Street to the northwest
Ruth .Suckow at Alden, and the f
cor
MteDermott, Superintendent.
??!r . the intersection of Elm
city of Marshalltown.
and Mam or Second Street, thence
Church Worship at 10:45 a. m. with
• • *
south across Main or Second
a sermon by the pastor and special
There
are
interests
for
btreet,
thence
south
and
west
on
music.
private right-of-way to the alley
doesn't take much money to see w
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. with
which extends to First Street,
wonders. All you have to do is J»
thence west on said alley to First
a discussion centering around the
into the ear and go.
Street,
thence
west
on
First
Street
"High Spots in Church History."
to Linn Street, thence southon
Choir practice this (Wednesday) evLmn Street to the east and west
f£eliy<.lnS lmmediately north of

Maduff's Food Mary
Marshmallows ^^ i2i
r

Bananas
Corn Flakes
Malt
Bacon Squares

5c
I7c
49c
I2cl
18c
16c

No

Cheese
Pork Roast

Doing these things |s hh ,
ftss—that's wty he cut
do them for you »o thoroughly, skillfully, quicklr.

Stop at any Standard 00
dwriwr's for a five-minut*

SEE HOW EASY HE MAKES IT FOR YOU TO

'FREE CHECK-UP
HHin EXACTLY WHAT HE DOB: 1 Checks
tires and inflates to proper pressure. 2
Checks battery and fills with pure water.
3 Checks andfillsradiator. 4 Tests spark
plugs and lights. 3 deans windshield, rear
window and headlamps. HMM wrvkw an
hut, and atatOy ghnal 6 Offers expert
chassis lubrication. 7 Suggests a full supply
of lon&nriUaie Red Crown gg«nling, and
long-mileage bo-Vis motor oil

If S AMAZING HOW QlAcKwr ft Standard Oil dealer can check die
vital spots and send you away with new confidence in your car! * He
considers this complete Check-up service as part of tit business.
Accept it without hesjt&jon. And, because it's so important to
your own driving peace-ofcnud, you should ask for it HMO—
before you start off fo* your holiday trip.
, '

'

"'

i-V-:-;
• i' ;
3 »-,
'
"

..

•'

STANDARD 0

YOUR STANDARD 0!L DEAL

Turner's Standati i^tidh

C. G. Heckman-Tank Wagon

Miss Marie Wise, accompanied by
Paul Karns submitted to a mastoid
Miss Genevieve Wise of Atlantic, spent operation at the Atlantic hospital last
the past week with friends -in D'es Friday morning.
Mbines.
.
,
D. C. Bell of Iowa City was in the
city Saturday to pack his household
furniture for shipment t'b that city.
•He has rented his residence property,
occupied by a number of school teachers, to Andrew Petersen and family.

DEAD

STOCK REMOVED

FREE
PHONE 400 ANITA
WE PAY THE CHARGES
ANITA RENDERING
SERVICE
Harper Dorsey, Manageri .

'The members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dinner and bridge club jenjoyed a 7:00
o'clock covered dish dinner last Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred G. Boren on Chestnut
Street. Additional guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Lake Bear. Following the
dinner the evening was spent playing
bridge, at which high scores were
held by Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Robinson.

ANITA LUMBER CO.
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
MARTIN'S HOUSE PAINT, per gallon

n

wijjc wiui u

damp cloth
keeps it clean!

$2.80

v

Mrs. Elmer Smith has been spending the past ten days in Albin, Wyo.,
visiting her brother, Ralph Saxton and
family.
Mrs. Jack Nyland of Kansas City,
Mo., has been enjoying a visit the
past week at the home of her parents,
J. H. Trimmer and wife.
The Misses Esther Eilts and Mildred
Maas left Omaha Sunday evening for
Los Angeles, Cal., where they plan
to spend the summer months. They
were accompanied to Omaha Sunday
by Arlene Hamann, Lyle SchoII, Deland Morgan and Harold Maas.
The Thursday Kensington club met
at the home of Mrs. William Schaaf
northwest of Anita one day last week
with an attendance of nineteen members and two guests, Mrs. Grover
Darling and Miss Marcella Darling.
Mrs.
Schaaf had charge of the pro
gram and contest winners were Mrs.
Lena Earl and Mrs. Theresa Ehrman.
The next meeting will be on June 1
at the home of Mrs. Gertrude Stuetelberg and roll call will be answered
with "Your 'Favorite Vegetable."

%>

I --/IBs, :"
I '$£?'•'

Westinghouse

£&c$uc Range
Gives soups,
•tews, and other
alow-cooked
foods new flavor.

It's fast—bakes
biscuits in 8
minutes from a
cold-oven start.

MAKE ELECTRIC COOKING COST MUCH
LESS THAN YOU THINK
Banish your last doubt about electric cooking. 103
women
tested Westinghouse Ranges in typical
* --- s~n homes like yours. They kept accurate
reported certified facts on costs and results.
proved the remarkable performance and
economy of Westinghouse Ranges —
proved tjiat you, too, can

.^...^wg

IpiTAbSl

VACATION
AT

FOB S4LLE:—White Oak and 1
Oakpost^weUseasoned. C.E-P^j
FOB SALE:—Soy beans for «JJ
Section Two.
all kinds. Farmers Coop.
Toln 0fA±e htfeby Brants to the

iST,:—Q^ad between.
' 12»iobe. FinderpK

inform J.
•FOB" ffffl-Fj—-Spring fries.
196, Anita, Iowa.

is ° ur

AK-SAR-BEN

sion |fnaelnten^ce of ^ £—£
Section Three.

RACES
OMAHA

MAY 27 — JULY 4

L
ADIES' DAY
T u e s d o y a n d f^'
ADMISSION
GRANDSTAND 55C

. becti °n Pour'

Bring your «*gs Wednesday or
day. Phone 17, Anita
FOR SALE:—Thousands of t°*
and early and late cabbage ""
all season through.
Saturday O nl >'
CAKE DOUGHNUTb
18c a Dozen
Anita Bakery
60c buys 600 sheets of typ*
paper, size 8%xll i«ches' at tf
one office.

*,
•
, hgve'
in writin
"TCe. W «» ——
Cull your hens now.
^i
Town Clerk Tftmn SL eddays
. *»
and after such ann" i
equipment and experience to
U
good Job of culling and df
this 9th.
May, mussen Hatchery, phone
c

ATTEST:

- P. Darrow,
Mayor.

FOB SALE:-YeJl<nv fiel^
S2.00 per bushel. Chas. "":>

'

*<J

1
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The Royal Welch Fusiliers has
one of the most interesting histories of any regiment in the British army. It dates back 260 years
—to 1689 when, after the bloodless revolution of 1688 forced
^O. 1747: For Junior sizes. A
James II to flee to France, leadA
^ precious play frock, with
ers in the English parliament
snug, wide sleeves, basque bodice,
asked William of Orange, presihigh at the neck, and a very wide
dent of the Dutch republic, whose
skirt in the swirling skating silwife, Mary, was the eldest daughBy
houette. Included are tailored
ter of the deposed King James,
shorts, with a fitted yoke that fits
to ascend the throne of England.
SCOTT WATSON
slimly.
A perfect thing for outOne condition, was imposed upon
Elmo Scott Watson
door sports and summer daytimes.
the new ruler. The throne was
Make it of calico, gingham or perN THE historic field of
to be assumed in the name of
k
cale, and trim it with rows of ricMary but William was to adminYorktown in Virginia
rac.
Immortalized
by
a
Dam
ister
the
affairs
of
the
country.
there may soon" be
No. 1527: An ideal design for a
So the reign of William and BONNEVILLE dam in the Colunv
,te(j a unique niemotial.
Mary began. One of the first " Wa river perpetuates the mem- woman's street cotton. The plain
ill be a monument to the
acts of the new monarchs was to ory of an adventurous explorer who tailored skirt is topped by a narLdship of two groups o*
grant to the people of England, was both a great success and a
great failure. In 1832 French-born
the Bill of Rights.
Lclass fightin' men" who
Benjamin Bonneville of the
To protect the liberties granted Cant.
fbound together by more
United States army obtained a leave
to
his
people,
William
III
raised
i one tie of common inabsence to engage in a fur trading
immediately an army of 25 regi- of
on condition that he exst, the greatest of whibb
ments of foot (infantry). One of expedition
plore
the
traris^Mis'sduri
West and
Ith'at they have, stood'
these, the Twenty-third, was en- obtain information concerning
the
listed along the border counties Indians, the topography of the counjder to shoulder against
of
Wales
among
the
descendants
imon enemy. These two
and its economic possibilities.
of the ancient Britons who were try
ipsare the British army's
Two
later he set out at the
followers of the Welsh chieftains, head years
of a party of 110 men.
|al Welch Fusiliers and
Llewellen and his brother, DaCommercially his venture was a
jnited States Marines.
vid. It was first known as Her- complete
failure. He built forts in
bert's
Twenty-third'
Foot,
after
first time these flghtpoor locations that the fronLord Herbert of Chkbury, who such
called them "Fort Nonen served together was
raised the regiment, and his tiersmen Some
were so high in the
ears ago this June^-dur-cousin, Col. Charles Herbert, who sense."
mountains that they were cut off
first
commanded
it.
he famous Boxer Rebelfrom the outside by the first snows
Baptism of Fire.
in-North China, As'th^Bof winter. But his expedition was
When King William took the successful in that he explored the
lit of steady, aggressions
field with his new army against route through South Pass for wagon
st China by European
the forces of James II and his al- trains and mapped the passage of
an organization of
ly, Louis XIV of France, which the Columbia .river through the Casese patriots, who called
had been raised to restore the cade mountains. Moreover he was
deposed English king, Herbert's an able military leader for he did
nselves Boxers And who
Twenty-third Foot had its bap- not lose a single man during all
ht to preserve China for
tism of fire under the eyes of his perilous journey through the Indnese, raised the rally-'
King William at the Battle of the dian-infested wilderness.
cry of "Kill the foreign
Boyne on July 1, 1690. Its recAfter his return to the East he
ord of gallantry on that historic met Washington Irving at the home row sash belt, tied at the side.
!" and fell upon, the
field has continued unbroken for of John Jacob Astor and the result
communities in and
blouse is cut on basic shirt250 years. In recognition of its was the book "The Adventures of The
waist
lines, with a plain front panPeking. Many of the
services in Maryborough's cam- Captain Bonneville" by that famous
tiers were'-killed and
paigns against the French in the writer. The book was a "best sell- el, side fullness, round collar. Gay
early Eighteenth century, the er" of its time but it did not help little frills give it a feminine, sumfemainder were besieged
prince of Wales, later King Bonneville's Deputation greatly. He mery touch. For this, choose lin0
of
ae
1
Welch
he legation quarter of the,
*r nfViE?*!^^S "?,
^y*
FnsUien^Voffleers
en, gingham, dotted swiss or flat
George I, conferred upon the reg- had long overstayed his leave of crepe.
of the United States Marine Corps in memory of their service together
Jese capital.
•
iment the title of "The Prince of absence and when President Jackduring the Boxer Rebellion.
The Patterns.
en the news of this outbreak
Wales Own Royal Regiment of son reinstated him as a captain in
No.
1747
is designed for sizes
flashed to the world all the
Welch
Fusiliers,"
a
title
which
From August, 1937, until Febru1836
many
people
protested
that
rank of major general in the Manents whose (nationals
has been shortened to the better Bonneville should have been dis- 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19. Size 13 reary of last year the same Secbnd
rine corps before he was retired.
quires 4% yards of 35-inch mateinvolved immediately sent
known Royal Welch Fusiliers.
battalion of the Royal Welch and
missed from the service instead.
Before his death several -years
rial for the ensemble; 10 yards of
pitionary forces to China.
Like
other
British
regiments,
the Fourth regiment of the MaBonneville
proved
them
wrong
by
ago he suggested that the associthe Royal Welch have what they his conduct during the Mexican war. ric-rac.
irst objective was Tientsin
rines were stationed along Sooation of the Fusiliers and the Macall their "battle honours"— which won for him a citation for
>the foreign population with
chow creek, bordering the forNo. 1527 is designed for sizes 32,
rines, representative forces of the
names of the most conspicuous gallantry in action. In 1852 he be- 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42. Size 34 re900 sailors and,' soldiers
eign settlements of Shanghai to
defenses of the two leading debattles in which they served em- came commandant at Fort Vancou- quires 5 yards of 35-inch material;
I desperately trying to hold
guard British and American citimocracies of the world, be imblazoned upon their regimental ver which stood 30 miles down the 2V4 yards of pleating or ruffling.
against the onslaughts of
zens and property when the Japmortalized in a permanent mestandards. Among them are Co- river from the dam that now bears
is of Chinese fanatics. The
anese attacked that city.
morial and tha^t an appropriate
runna, where the fallen Sir John his name. He was brevetted a brig- Spring and Summer Pattern Book.
[attempt to relieve them
place for it would be at YorkRevolutionary Service.
Send 15 cents for the Barbara
Moore was "buried darkly at adier general in 1869 and died in St.
I when a column of' Ameritown.
The close association of these
Bell Spring and Summer Pattern
dead of night"; Lucknow, with its Louis in the spring of 1878.
ilarines and Russian troops
Gen. Richards' Speech.
• * •
two military units in 1900 and
Book, which is now ready. Make
memory of the Highlanders, the
i driven back to their base
again
in
1937-38
is
in
striking
conHis
suggestion was repeated
yourself attractive, practical and
MacGregors and the Campbells
erwhelming numbers of the
'A
Message
to
Garcia*
trast to the first contact of the
and given emphasis in an address
becoming clothes, selecting deand the thrilling rescue; Bleny. There the Marines were
made this year by Brig. Gen.
Fusiliers with American men-atheim, Inkerman, Ramilles, Wa- (~)UT in California lives an 82- signs from the Barbara Bell wellbreed by other Marines and
George Richards, United States
arms. That took place more than
terloo, Oudenarde and nearly a ^^ year-old retired army officer planned, easy-to-make patterns.
Iwere also joined by the SecMarine
corps
(ret.)
speaking
150
years
ago
and
they
were
then
score of others—all bright pages whose name was once on every
Send your order to The Sewing
fcattalion of the Royal Welch
American's/lips. He is Col. Andrew
before the annual meeting and
enemies instead of friends. For
in England's military history.
Dept
iers despatched vfrom Hong
Sf&^SJfcP
'' S°pm 1324,
Summers
Rowan,
the
man
who
cardinner
of
the
Society
of
the
Sons
the Royal Welch were among the
Although the Royal Welch
211 VT. -Wacker JJf., Chicago, Hi.
I under the command pf Maried
"a
message
to
Garcia."
of
the
Revolution
in
the
State
of
troops
sent
to
America
in
1775
served
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ADVENTUROUS
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Charming Patterns
For Cotton Materials
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Visit

Mrs. Clair Bissell are the Keith Bryant of Great,Bend, Kan.,
parents of an 8-pound girl baby, born has come to Anita ,to spend the sumto them May 16 at their home south- mer at the home of his aunt, Mrs. Alwest of- the city. She has been named bert Kama and family.
Eleanor Kay.
."

MS

Mrs. Daisy Schwenneker and son,
Max, of Kahoka, Mo., are spending Joseph P. Vais drove to Prague,
the week at the.home of her sister, Neb., Sunday where he spent the day
Mrs. William Richter and family. with relatives. He was accompanied
home by his wife and two children,
Raymond and Frances, who had been
Visiting there for a week with her
parents, Anton Ruzek and wife.
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FOR ONLY

Salt, 100-lb. sack
60c
Block Salt, each
39c
Victor Chick Mash, 100-lbs. ....$2.00
Butternut Coffee, pound
26c
SCHAAKE'S STORE.

NOTICE!

PROMPT SERVICE FPR THE
REMOVAL OP DEAD ANIMALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTLY. PHONE 257.

Othtr t r a t bargain* to all Amtrica

ANITA,

On Sunday, June 4, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph F. Garside, a well known farm
couple living nine miles south of Anita, will celebrate fifty years of wedded
life, and that afternoon from 2:00
to 5:00 o'clock will hold open house
to their friends.

SOY BEAfiS FOR SEED
ALL KINDS
THE FARMERS COOP.

WAGNER PILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

IOWA

A steak fry was enjoyed last Thura
day evening by the members of the
Contract bridge club at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. 1*9 V. Bongers on North
Chestnut Street.

C. F. DARROW, Manager
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R. J. Cornell, a widely known Des
Monies educator, will deliver the commencement address to the graduating
class of the Adair high school this
evening. He is a son-in-law of Mrs.
E. W. Holmes of Anita.
At her home on Chestnut Street
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Guy
Steinmetz was hostess to the members
of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. Mrs.
Ruby Biggs, a guest, held high score.
Other guests were Mrs. 'Dick Dement,
Mrs. Albert Secress and JMIrs. G. M.
DeCamp.
A meeting of the Mutual Benefit
club was held last Thursday afternoon
at the h'ome of Mrs. Harlan Gittens
northwest of the city with twelve
members and one visitor, (Mrs. Henry
Pau'.sen, present. The ladies spent the
afternoon making quilt blocks for the
hostess. Lunch was enjoyed at the
close of the meeting.

In Lastin
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& Respect and Appreciation of the Services of the Soldiers
of our Wars, this Page is Respectfully Dedicated to the Memory of
Their Sacrifices and Deeds of Valor by the Business and Professional Men Advertising Hereon.

In 1lonor of the Veterans of /Ul Wars Who
Are Li'ring in tlle Anita Vicinity
Bullock, Adnah D.
Bishop, Albert
Spanish-American War
Clardy, Chas. W.

Cassill, Lloyd
Christensen, C. B.
Coll, P. C.
Coon, K. A.
Crozier, Byron
Davey, Arthur
DeCamp, G. M.
DeMent, Floyd
Donohoe, Harold J.
Dorsey, Claude
Fowble, Raymond E.
Galiher, Dallas
Harris, Ernest
Harris, Earl

World War
Veterans

Meade Post No. 50,
G. A. R.

Anderson, Ingman
Allanson, Eugene
Atwood, Lloyd
Bartley, Herbert
Biggs, Wm. T.
Bills, George
Bongers, Leo V.
Broderson, Ben
Brown, Archie
Carlson, Carl A.

Henricksen, Wm. C.
Hayter, William
Hendricks, W. F.
Highley, Harry C.
Holaday, Faye
Johnson, Arlo
Kirkpatrick, Otis
Knapp, John E.
Larsen, Hans
Linfor, Wm. A.
Lowden, Orville
Mehlmann, John W.
Mikkelsen, Aage
Miller, Harley A.
Millhollin, Homer

McAfee, Lloyd
McCosh, Philip
McDermott, Harold
McDermott, Joyce
Parker, Bryan
Parker, Lafe
Parrott, Lee
Petersen, Arthur H.
Petersen, Arthur S.
Petersen, Edgar
Porch, Glen A.
Reed, James
Reeves, Cleo
Roe, Glen A.
Roe, John D.

Sams, Anker
Scholl, Roy
Shaffer, George
Shaver, Robert
Smith, Francis
Smither, George
Spry, Clarence B.
Steinmetz, <j!fl$KSwanson, Manning I*
Turner, Ch'ejjjjr R.
Vetter, Joe"~^77.
Wedemeyer, ":D. .
Williams, DrT.P, T.
Wilson, E. J4t.^>
Workman, Ray H.

In Memory of Civil, Spanish American and World War Veterans
Meade Post No. 50,
G. A. R., Deceased
Amarine, S. K.
. Alvord. C. S.
| Allen,, E. D.
,
Anderson, VfT,^
Briggs, James M.
Barber.Slyvester
Blood, Wm..O.
, Bartlett, 'CbetfAr D.
Baumgardner, John
Burnett, Ged. V.
| Biggs, Abe
Campbell, Hamilton

Cooper, Samuel F.
Cibert, Wesley
Chambers, James H.
Cline, James
Chapin, Henry T.
ealkinatlBussell W.
(JallisoTS,~3ames C.
Corlett, John
Culver, Ancel S.
Dilts. Daniel L.
Davis, T. P.
Deeming, George
Dubbs, Chas. F.
Eakins, William H.
Easterday, George

Failing, Charles M.
Fitch, Edward C.
Fitzgerald, Job
Fuller, Oren
Graham, C. W.
Gpodpasture, Abraham
Gates, John-A.
Gates, X)rlen F.
Gilbert, Eliel
Goforth, Geo. M.
Gordon, Zachariah T.
Harrison, Daniel B.
Henshaw, L. S.
Houck, Marshall
Huff. Capt. Chas. W.

Henderson, Joseph S.
Hyde, C. R.
Halsey, Milton W.
Hendricks, Gen. G. D.
Harrison, James
Herbert, Henry C.
Hemphill, Robert
Houck, Jacob
Hunter, John S.
Jones, Jeremiah P.
Johnson, J. R. *
Jones, David E.
Johnson, Charles B.
Jenkins, Milton J.
Kelley, John C.

Knowlton, John M.
Koob, Antone
Lantz, William
Levy, Levi M.
Lewis, Henry C.
Leymaster, Cornelius
Lighter, Henry C.
Myers, Delano
Mctcalf, Henry
Mallard, Quincy D.
Moore, Samuel
Minert, John
iioore, Seaborn
McVey, Nathaniel
McCosh, Nathaniel

Northup, C. Perry
Our, George F.
Overmier, Jacob J.
Peters, Julius
Parker, John A.
Robison, J. R.
Rickel, Rev. Park A.
Rexroade, Conrad
Ruggles, John W.
Rogers, Thos.
Robinson, A. R.
Rood, Dr. V. D.
Reynolds, Michael
Scarlett, B. L.
Sheley, James

Sears, Fred H.
Schoonover, A.
Smither, W. Thos.
Semelroth, Wm. B.
Smith, Patrick
Scoville, B. H.
Simmons, C. W.
Saunders, H. Clinton
Sedgley, Chas. W.
Spangler, Harrison
Smith, Rev. W. H. H.
Stauffer, Bertrand
Suplee, Wm. A.
Trego, Watson
Tabasinsky, M.

Turner, Isaac A.
Turner, Samuel C.
Weston, Wm. J.
Wagner, Benjamin
Winder, Thos. C.
White, William
\Vay, D. B.
White, Frank
Wainwright, V. W.
Wilson, Samuel H.
Young, William
Spanish-American War
Deceased
Hadley, L. P.

World War Veterans,
Deceased
Bartley,-Oscar H.
Curry, Glenn
Conley, Cecil
JJonohoe, Chas.
..,-.,Dougherty, Joe
Johnson, Henry
Miller, Sam
Petty, Clarence
Roe, Carroll H.
Story, W. Rolfe
Vernon, Royce D.
Von Blohn, Herbert
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FORSHAY LOAN & INS. AGENCY |
CHESTER A. LONG
f
DR. G. M. ADAIR
•'
•
Furniture
and
Undertaking
S
Office
Phone 225
The Best In Insurance
$
Phone
204
y
Residence
Phone 240
(Since 1894)
yX.x-:~X"X~xK~x~XrX-x~x-X"X~XK~x^^^^^
y
*
MOELCK'S DAIRY
$
DR. R. M. NEEDLES
BONGERS BROS.
Milk
and
Cream
Delivered
in
Anita
$
Office Phone 4
Flowers
and Potted Plants
J
1
Local
Beverage
Distributor
$
Residence
Phone 24
Phone 102
X~X~X~:~X~X^K~XK~:~X~X~:~X~:~XKK-XK~X^
*C.R. FALCONER & SON DAIRY |
DR. C. H. JOHNSON
ANITA ICE COMPANY
Milk
and
Cream
Delivered
in
Anita
£
Dentist
A. J. Karns, Prop.
Phone
87
$
Phones—Office
174; Residence 73 .
Phone 31

|
ANITA OIL COMPANY
Distributors of Diamond Products
Phone 186

•{*
?

T

| BARNHOLDT FILLING STATION
Conoco Gas and Oils
Phone 160

$
•»•

|
0. W. SHAFFER & SON
$ Mobilgas — Mobiloil — Mobilgrease
•!•
Chevrolet Cars and Trucks
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ROBERTS PRODUCE
17 Years of Helping the Farmer
Make a Profit — Phone 15

NEFF'S HARDWARE
A Complete Line .of Shelf and
Heavy Hardware
ANITA LUMBER COMPANY
The Voice of Quality
Always
mMPANY
COMPANY

IOWA ELECTRIC COMPANY
Anita, Iowa
Phone 124
Hello Folks!

ANITA BATCHERY
Quality Chicks

STANDARD OIL TANK SERVICE
C. C. (Tiny) Heckman
Phone 123

DR. P. T. WILLIAMS
Dentist
Phones—Office 177; Residence 214

STANDARD STATION
Tires and Batteries
Phone 8
4
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EDWARD'S CAFE
? MofllQ — Lunchs — Short'Orders
2
Ice Cream - Fountain Service
.&

FA BAKERY
_,-ww- D, K«lly, Prop.
Try a ioptof Gold Seal Bread
^K«HK~X^X»«*^<><><~X~X~X~X~X~X~X~X
LINDBIX)M;$ADIO SHOP
Everything • Electrical
Expert Radio Repair
4
**
| GOLDEN RUtl: DEPT. STORE
'i
"Best For Less"
Phone 47

%

v..

S
£
|

A.A.JOHNSON
Plumbing and Heating
Phone 12

• • %^..x.....x~x~x-x^~x~x^x^>-x~X'<~x^

T**WHITE FRONT COFFEE SHOP
F. W. Benning, Prop.
Meals, Lunches and Short 'Orders

!>!

ROE CLOTHING
"""
— CO.
—
Men's Clothing and Shoes
Phone 5
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MOTOR INN CAFE
R.. R.. Arnett, Prop. _
f

| WAGNER'S FILLING STATION
x Texaco Products — Havoline Oils
:|
Phone 257

We Serve All Kinds of Sandwiches

X
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KUNZ GRAIN CO.
Bert Ramus, Agent
Coal and Grain

WEST IOWA TELEPHONE CO.
L. D. (Hap) Buttolph, Manager
"Service First"

STAGER'S CAFE
Best Beer In Town
We Would Appreciate Your Patronage
Blacksmithfng - Plow Work
Acetylene Welding - Wood Work

ADAMS & CHINN
I
Complete Line John Deere Implements
Phone 149
LOWENBERG IMPLEMENT CO.
V. W. Lowenberg, Prop.
Full Line of J. I. Case Implements
XK«XK~:**<-:'<-C~X«<~X~X~X~X-X'-X«:«<-<~X><~X'<~:

l^LtA^^CKSMITH SHOP
West Main Street
Let Us Serve You
f,"f*"*
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FARMERS
COOP
™
» ™ ™ o ™™
Cal Darrow, Manager
Office Phone 49

ANITA MILLING COMPANY
CHADWICK BROS. TRANSFER
Local and Long Distance Hauling

BURKE BROS.
|
Dealers in All Kinds of Live Stock $
Feeds and Seeds
%

E. C. pORSEY
Dealer in All Kinds of Live Stock
Office Phone 94
|;$«-ONX»<"X-x~c^x-<"X~X"e"X">.
RASMUSSEN'S HATCHERY
The Hatchery That Has Served
Your Needs 7 Years

I

*
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1111105? IAJ jLjjis Summer's
'Lovely Lady' Fashion Trends
By' CHERIE NICHOLAS

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQmSTi D,. _D.
Dean at The Moody Bible Institute
Q Western Newspaper Union.

Lesson for May 28

Ruth Wyeth Spears
ou, CLOTH

Except That of Innocence
Ever since Adam fell, man has
been trying to get back to hii
state.
There cannot be Justice where
there is special privilege. Not
even when the privilege is so
small as to be allowed .to park
where yon like.

Lesion subjects and Scripture texts selected and coognrlfhted by International
CouncU of RaugiouA Education; used by
permission.

SCALLOPS

; THINKS IN WORLD TERMS
LESSON TEXT— Homani l-.l-lt
GOIiDBN TEXT— For I am not ashamed
of the gospel of Christ: (or It la the power
of God unto salvation to every one that beUevetn.—Romans 1:16.

"I see chaos . . . only one thing
will stop this coming chaos . . . a
sweeping spiritual revival. Unless
we have such a reawakening of religious forces we shall have a depression within the next 10 years
that will make the last one look
like a Christmas eve program." So
wrote a prominent business advisor
recently, as quoted in the Practical
Commentary. His view is shared
by others not only in business but
in governmental circles. Religious
Leaders, some of whom until recently were presenting glowing pictures
of the beautiful fellowship of the
peoples of the earth in a modernistic
faith which is far from the gospel,
are now either silent or prophets of
despair. Faithful witnesses for God
have long seen the' approach of this
day, and like prophets of old have
warned the people to turn to God.
God still lives. The good news of
the gospel has lost none of its redeeming. power. The Light of the
World is ready to shine in the darkness. Now is the time to preach
I. The Gospel (vv. 1-6).

f'S fashions that':ir%riiiv to
"lovely lady" tyf>es tfcat will
the spotlight: ditt'Ing the

••

Ing months. Which brings UB at
j to thethcm*!ofthfc story—lace,
jly lace! With the new styles goI in so enthUBiasticaJly for femi> prettiness In bat, gifliwn and acories, the logical answer needs
be lace, -as tas been the -an*
throughout the centuries of
is that have gone before. *
the craze for lace trims on
for billowy- masses of lace at
at and at wrist, with the return
e "baby waist" that is exquissheer and entrancingly . lace
:, with tailored laces for
t\e wear, with" sheer pleated
for dress-up wear, with picsque period frocks enchantingly
in lace, with lace playing a
le in boudoir fashions, with
essories even to 'gloves and bags
boutonnieres of lace, the cur; message of lace has become
) vast, too all-inclusive for words.,
iu just have to let the bigness of
t lace theme grow upon you as the
|geantry of present and coming
des pass in review.
important thing, to say about
era laces is that they are so
Tsatile in character that there's a
pe for every occasion no matter
at the challenge may be. For
matter it is not an exaggerasay that an entire wardrobe
I be planned of lace. 'There are
•ieUke laces for tailored use,
laces for- afternoon frocks,
of grand dame elegance for
aal evening wear, sheer laces of
bweb mesh that pleat up beauti'ly> two-way stretch laces for bath*
j_ suits and so on and so on without

Tbe illustration presents three distinct typfis of frocks fashioned oi
lace. A new medium for the tailored
sheer dress which win be found ever
so practical for summer wear, is an
interesting conventionally patterned
.twostone lajce as picturedJo the left
in the group. Bruyere designed this
dress which has a grosgrain ribbon
belt and two ribbon bows on the
shoulder.
Utterly feminine and charming is
the afternoon dress shown in' the
foreground to the right. Vera Borea
designs this lovely frock of a delicate but firm lave that delineates
big .florals with sheer mesh between
The ruffles around the; neckline and
on the sleeves are indicative ot Paris trends. In this dress of horizon
blue lace the ruffles lend a beguiling feminine note with no sug
gestion of fussiness. For summer
afternoon wear and Informal evenings, there is wide favor expressed
for pastel laces.
An interesting feature of sheer
afternoon lace frocks is that many
.are worn over, costume slips, in con
trasting color. Bark laces, very
sheer, are also worn over light foundation slips. The monotone effect
that demands a matching color for
the slip is equally good style.
The model in the center shows an
evening dress designed by Molyneaux. It demonstrates how pleasingly sheer lace yields to pleated
treatments. The straight-fitted
sheath skirt is finely pleated, and
the dramatic balloon sleeves are
likewise pleated. The deep square
decoUetage .is noteworthy.

responsiveness of lace to evmood of fashion'accounts for
> fact that designers are aicquirl the lace habit with an increasing
'husiasm as the possibilities reil the growing tendency of lace
ducers to supply a type for every

Pleated Skirt in
Summer Fabrics

Jsmart Rainwear

hat adage,
"preparei fo,r a rainy
I'vo, ne>*has
i118"11^ in the minds of
Ithe r alm
, 0|**»«»
W»n literally
fa8hion
L7
- The mode
a
o
n
^wterpretation
r i reflected o£ stvlish rainrl
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C Western Newspaper Union.

Paul knew himself as the bondslave of Jesus Christ, recognizing
that he had been set apart by God
for the exalted purpose of preaching the gospel. The word itself
means "good news/' that is, any
good news. But because there is
but one bit of good news m the world
entitled to • place of supremacy, it
has come to mean Che good news of
the grace of God in Christ Jesus.
Note the three points made by
PauL First, it is "the gospel of
God," good .news -from God. "Humanly speaking, from every reasonable standpoint, God can have only
one message for fallen, rebellious
men—a message of judgment and
death. If there is to be good news
from God, then God Himself must
undertake to change the relationship 'between man and Himself so
that He will be able to bestow His
richest blessings upon men. This is
the good news, that God is undertaking' to save* ifteu front the Judgment and doom that man deserves"
(Wilbur 14. Smith).
Then observe that this salvation
was prophesied beforehand (v. 2).
This gospel we have is not something suddenly prepared to meet an
emergency. It was prepared before
the foundation of the world (Eph.
1:4; Rev. 13:8). And in verse 3
we tead-lhatthc good news is "concerning his Son." He is the only Saviour and unless it is concerning
Hun that we are to speak, the news
is not good news.
H." The Gospel for the Whole
World (w. 7-16).

Religious cults nourish only where
conditions prosper them. "Buddhism, we are told, succeeds best in
warm climates. Mohammedanism
flourishes among people of low culture. 'The gospel of Christ breaks
through all barriers of geography,
climate and race, and has proved itself to be equally adapted to men oi
•all nations' " (LeRoy M. Lowell).
Paul was called to preach to
Greek and barbarian, to Jew and
Gentile, to the wise and the unwise,
to every living soul. What is more,
he regarded himself as a debtor to
them, and that is the spirit that
brings forth a sacrificial determination to make Christ known to the
ends of the earth. Let us recognize
that we too are in debt to the whole
world because we have the gospel
that men need. Then hi Christ's
name let us as honorable men and
women pay our debt. Perhaps some
who would not wait overnight to pay
the grocer for what he has delivered, have never felt the slightest
compunction about standing hi deb'
to all men for the preaching of the
gospel.

Cheerfulness is courtesy. It is
a social duty.
That Takes Gumption
Know where you don't belong
and keep away from that locality,
An old fool is disagreeable because foolishness in age is oat
of character.

AND PASTE

WINDOW
FRAME

If one gets no gratification out
of generosity,
of course he won't
practice1 it.

RED RICK
R
CREASE CURTAIN HEMS
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Is There Such a Man?

:

If a man can listen appreciatively while a girl talks about herself
instead of wanting to talk about
himself, he understands women.
If our ideals make us happy,
should we mind if they are illusions?

FROM
RIGHT
SIDE

Oilcloth Scallops and Bed Rick Rack.

««r\EAR MBS. SPEARS:. The can make many of the things you

*-* curtains I made from your
Book 1—SEWING, for the Home
Decorator, are so smart and modern looking that they have given
our living room an entirely new
appearance. Right now 1 need
an idea that will pep up my kitcb>
en windows. Everything is up to
date but the curtains. They look
old fashioned. The color scheme
is red and white, but please don't
tell me to use red and white
checked gingham because I have
done that before.—J. J?."
Alright, no checked gingham!
Sow .about some nice crisp dotted
swiss with the widest zed rick rack
jrou can find for the edge?. Then
make a border around the top and
•ides of the window by pasting
scalloped red oilcloth on the window frame, using wall gaper
paste: Cut the oilcloth in strips
first, then mortise the corners by
cutting. them on.the,bias. Start
marking the scallops at the corners, as shown here, making the
center top scallop wider than the
others. The tie-backs for the curtains may also be made of the red
oilcloth.
With the help of Book 1, SEWING, for the Home Decorator, you

It I* A

ThaPs War

The young wife was confiding
her troubles to her mother.
"Jack's inclined to.make a fuss
over trifles," she said. "Why, he
got quite huffy just because I used
his tennis racket to strain the potatoes."
ORDER IN COURT

have been wanting for your home.
Book 2—Embroidery and Gifts, is
full of ideas for ways to use your
spare time in making useful
things. Books are 25 cents each.
Enclose 50 cents for both books,
and leaflet illustrating 36 authentic
embroidery stitches will be included £'RK1£. Address, Mrs. Spears,
210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, IU.

ESSENTIAL LIBERTY
that «an give up essential
liberty to obtain a little temporary
tafety deserve neitber liberty nor safe*
ty."—Benjamin Franklin.

/
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The Questions
• 1. What is the difference between a bridge, a viaduct and an
aqueduct?
2. How many stars has the President's flag?
3. What is the origin of the
round table?
4. What is a wash-bear?
8. When a ship's clock strikes
five bells, what time is it?
6. Who are the cajuns?
7. Is it possible to impeach or
accuse any national officer?

A Quiz mth Aaswen
Offering

Information

on Various Subjects

8. Is it possible to stand at tin
North pole and walk any othei
direction than south?
The Answers
1. A bridge is usually over water, a viaduct usually over land,
such as a railroad bridge, but an
aqueduct is a conduit for carrying water.
2. There are four stars in the
President's flag.
S. Boswell traced it to a sailor's
custom followed when they entered into a conspiracy so as to
hide the identity of the first signer.
4. A raccoon.

5. ft is 2:30, 6:30 or 10:30 of
the night or day.
6. Descendants of the Acadians,
banished from Nova Scotia by
the British.
7. Yes. The Constitution provides for the bringing of the imFishy!
peachment by a member of the
Donovan and Flanagan were ar- house with the senate sitting as a
guing about their dogs. "This court.
morning," said Donovan, "I threw 8. No.
a quarter into the canal and my
dog fetched it out and put it in
Years in Moments
my hand."
"That's nothing," replied Don- At certain periods of life we live
ovan. "I threw a quarter into the years of emotion in a few weeks,
canal and my dog brought out a and look back in those, times as
on great gaps between the old life
fish and ten cents change."
and the new.—Thackeray.
Wrong Man

Joe got the job of unloading cattle at the docks. After only an
hour down in the hold, he appeared on deck covered with cuts
and bruises.
"Give me my cards," he cried
to the foreman. "I'm a stevedore,
not a toreador I"
Justice of the Peace—And do
yon promise to love, honor and
Words of doom: "You're next"
obey him?
—when
you're sitting in the denBride—I object to the promise tist's waiting-room.
to obey.
Justice of the Peace—Objection
Ouch!
overruled, answer the question.
Tuffy—What's the matter? You

Skirts and blouses are usually on
the wane by the time really warm
weather sets in and the lightweight
look as though you've been in a
suit usually is the only opportunity
fight.
Saddest Yet
for continuing this casual style. But
He—I can think of nothing sad- Manzy—Just had a tussle with
not so this year, at least if the promder than a man without a country. a dentist.
The Day's Duty
inence of spun rayon, linen and cotShe—I can. A country without a Tuffy—Who beat?_
Do today thy nearest duty.ton skirts are any indication.
Manzy—It ended in a draw.
W. Goethe.
man.
The pleated all-round skirt is especially good in summer fabrics,
which may account for the increased
popularity, and not only the skirt
departments but the blouse and
summer sweater departments are
preparing for much activity.
The practicality of the skirt and
blouse or sweater is undeniable. It m. The Gospel for the World's
is easy to have a number of changes Salvation (w. 16, 17).
at little outlay and there is less necessity of laundering than with a Paul was not ashamed to take the
gospel into the very heart of that
I CAN ROLTUP NEAT, FIRM
number of one-piece frocks.
ancient world, the magnificent city
'
/
HAKIM'
S' SMOKES IN PRACTICALIY
of Rome. Had he come with some
new
philosophy
of
life
which
had
no
NO TIME WITH PRINCE ALBERT.
Feminine Frills
power to transform men, he might
PA IS CRIMP CUT TO LAV RMMT
well have been ashamed, but he
On Shirtwaists knew
that what be had would meet
WITHOUT
SPILUNS. EXTRA MILD?
the deepest needs of humanity for
Sportswear is not being neglected, deliverance from sin and sorrow anc
IU SAV - fUCH-TASTIN* 100
even among the frills and ruffles ol eternal death. He knew that the
the majority of feminine clothes, need of the "up and out" was the
and the shirtwaist is making a con- same as that of the "down and out*
spicuous appearance, changed in —namely, the redeeming grace of
JOHN HOBGOOD (left, with tin) sun
Borne cases by the-addition-of pleat- God—the gospel which is "the powagrees there's no
other tobacco like Prince
ed and gathered fullness, but still er of God unto salvation to every
Albertfor»lllng1<nuddn'«"8mokesFASTER.
basically the same.
one that believeth" (v. 16).
In some instances this style to
PLUMPER. P. A. is extra eaty on your
should we who follow Christ
seen with additional color contrasts, beWhy
tongiM, too. It's choice tobacco, "no-bite"
so
timid
when
Paul
could
be
so
among them one shirtwaist dress bold? Certainly we should not speak
treated. Get P. A.'s joy in your papers nowl
with rose top and navy skirt, an- to men about this good news in an
ttVffMtti Mlk •. i. Bflta
other with a pink and white striped apologetic, "hope-you-won'troind'
top and pink shirt, and others solid attitude. Men need Christ. We know
Pastel shirtwaist frocks with con- Christ will meet their every need
HM roBfa-asting b r i g h t cummerbunds Let us not be ashamed to tell them
d
U
around the waist.
about Him in the home, to the
of
church, in the office, on the street, in
Pocket Interest
America, in China, in Africa, yes
P.JLsvts *•!••*••*•
Watch for peg-topped pockets in even to the very ends of the earth.
rat* to CMks-tar *•
daytime and evening skirts.

jst 160 Yets Ago the Doors of the Jail
In Historic Williamsburg, Va., Clanged Shut
rr
Behind One of "Most Hated Men in America
O SCOTT WATSON
re a June nioraiiig in the
arim Citizens of Wilmsburg, Va., out for a
along its elm-shaded
alks, glance curiously
procession that is plodup historic Duke of Glour street. In the center
e group of armed 'men
[two horsemen. They are
I in the uniform of British
ly officers but its scarlet
Ejance is now dusty and
el-stained. They ride with
ed heads, leaning dejectover their saddle horns
hich rest their hands,
closely together by
elets of iron.
are these two captives at
the passers-by in old Wilburg are staring? That one
e lead, who lifts his head
[enough to give back at them
dly contemptuous glance is
of the most hated men in
ica. For he is Henry Hamuntil a few months ago Britovernor-general of the Westutpost of Detroit. The Kenfrontiersmen call him the
Buyer General" because
believe he has been offering
ndian allies a higher price
calps than for prisoners.
companion is Capt. GuilLa Mothe, a famous
h-Canadian partisan leader,
[is held responsible for some
e scalping raids against the
ucky settlements. But his
days are over now, for
George Rogers Clark and
eroic band of Kentuckians
ged Fort Sackville in the old
town of .Vincennes and
Hamilton and his garrison
render, La Mothe, recently
ed from one of his .forays,
ong those who were taken
ners.
story of George Rogers
'S epic march / across • the
ned Lands" from KaskasVincennes and his capture
at post is a farnjliar one to
American. But the school
ries, always more concerned
the victor than with the van*
ed, while paying A well-deed tribute to Clark's prowess,
little to say about the subent fate of his adversary.
article proposes to tell the
rmath of Vincennes" beit is a chapter in the hisof Williamsburg, whose rerestoration to its former gloas the colonial capital of
nia causes thousands of
ricans to make patriotic pilages there every year.
Hamilton's Story
at "aftermath" can best be
perhaps, in the words of the
who experienced it—Hamilimself . In July, 1781, the exraor of Detroit sat himself
in his lodgings hi Jermyn
t, London, and wrote a long
t to his superior officer, Gen.
rederick Haldimand, govereneral of Canada. That rewhich is still preserved in
and, tells in detail how he
besieged by dark and his
ickians at Vincennes, how he
endered, how he and his men
sent as prisoners of war first
e Falls of the Ohio (LouisKy.) and then to Virginia.
hen continues:
the 26th. (May, 1779) A
Captain with a Guard
hed us from Beaver dam to
d, from thence to Cheswhere we remain'd till
lath. June, on which day an
er having a written order un|tne hand of the Governor of
• Province Thomas Jefferson
•taking me in Irons to Wilsburgh. I was accordingly
cuff'd. put upon a horse, and
servant not being suffered to
"wi me, my Valise was fast°eh.ind me—Captn Lamothe
order'd to accompany me,
"i like manner handeug'd
fatigues of the march navgated my blood to a viodegree
I had several large
?n my legs, my handcuffs
«o tight,
but were eased at
sl
>op on the road thus
s riding and sometimes
w
« wrived the ?d eve-

Palaoe

** **•

°*
hk d ^* w n * . «n

off 1 »°* even a cup of
offered
to us-During this
'On81d?«ble Mob gather'd
us, which
accompanied us
our
a •n*rrt, there we
«U, not ten feet
found flve

man C0uld

wmian bll
h«M«
»! 'K» Va., in which Gen. Henry Hamilton was
held prisoner for more than a year. (Picture taken before the restoration)

we were left to our repose for
that night.
"The next day we three were
taken out about 11 oClock, and
before a number of people our
handcuffs taken off and fetters
put on in exchange—I was honored with the largest which
weighed eighteen pounds eight
ounce—As I .thought opportunities
might not offer frequently, and
seeing some of the delagates
present, I took occasion while my
irons were rivetting to speak a
few words.
"I told them that the ignominious manner in which we were
treated without any proof of criminality, or any hearing, without
even a crime being laid to our
charge, was a reproach to those
only who could act hi that manner by prisoners, of War, under
the sanction of a> Capitulation—
That after a proceeding so unjust I was prepared for any extremity, but desired the persons
present to observe that punishment was exercised on us before
any enquiery had taken place or
any person who might have accused us being confronted with
us—some by their gestures ap-

GEN. HENRY HAMILTON
peared to feel for us, but no one
utter'd a word, and when our fetters were properly fixed we were
remanded to our Dungeon from
which the five felons were removed—The light we received
was from a grate, which faced
the Court of 20 feet square with
walls 30 feet high—The prison
having been built 60 Years it may
be conceived we were subject to
one very offensive convenience, in
the heat of summer almost suffocating, our door was only open'd
to give us water, we were not allowed' any candle, and from the
first to the Idst of our confinement we never could find that
the Governor or Council had order'd provision of any kind to be
made for us except Water with
which we were really very well
supplied.
"Having been by order of the
Governor (with the advice of his
Council) prohibited the use of pen
Ink and paper, or the converse of
any one but our Jailor we had no
employment but in our reflections ...
...
"August 31st.—Major Hay with
other Prisoners from Chesterfield
arrived at Williamsburgh, the
Soldiers were confined in the
debtors room, the officers 5 in
Number were put into the Dungeon with us which made the
heat intolerable.
"At eleven at night we were
obliged to alarm the prisoners in
the next cell who pass'd the word
to the Guard for the Jailor, our
Surgeon being on the point of suffocating an asthma to which he
was Subject having seized him
at this time with that violence
that he lostWsspuise for ten minutes, w« ha* tried by w a f t m g a
Blanket to draw some air thro
the grate but this was insufficient
and * he had not had presence
enough of mind to open a veto.
he would probably have expired,
tor the state of the air was such
hat a Candle witti which we, had
lately been indulged, would barely live if held at the top of the
Cell.
"The door of our Cell continuing shut for several days, the
poor-prisoners Young *"* °ld'
Men and Women offered to be
f

lock'd up and debarr'd the use
of the court, if we might be allow'd that liberty, which at length
we had.
"October 1st. — A Parole was
tendered us which having read
and duly considered we all rejected, as some people thought a
spirit of obstinacy rather than
prudence dictated on this occasion . . .
"As we had suffer'd already
from the simple assertions of obscure persons, one of whom was
John Dodge was well known by
several Virginias to be an unprincipled and perjured renegado
and as we had experienced the
unhumanity of the executive power, It plainly appeared that this
parole was offer'd from no other
motive than to lay us open to the
malice of the first informer, when
we should probably have been imprisoned as before, with the additional Stigma of having broken a
parole, which it was next to impossible to observe in all its
parts.
"October the 9th. The Soldiers
were sent from the Jail to the
Barrack, where being allowed to
cut wood a part was sent to the
Jail for us, and even the American soldiers on guard, tho' miserably bare of clothing themselves, used to spare a part of
their own fuel for the dressing
our victuals.
"On Christmas Day the Soldiers were march'd away to King
William County—The weather at
this time became so intensely
cold, that we could not rise from
the floor but continued day and
night in our blankets, The scurvy
began to make it's appearance,
and our legs to swell—The Jailor
then concluding we could not survive the severity of the cold in
our present situation, took us to
an upper room in the Jail, where
prisoners had formerly been kept,
this tho it had no window but an
open grate was more tolerable
than the Dungeon, we could light
a fire in the Chimney and by sacrificing part of our blankets to
stop the grated window and stuff
the cracks hi the cieling we made
a shift to endure in the daytime,
at night we were remanded to
our Dungeon.
His Captivity Ends
"August 1st. (1780) We were
march'd from Williamsburgh—
Major Hay and I sent to the Jail
at Chesterfield—Captn La Mothe
and Mr. Dejean some time hi last
October accepted the parole formerly recejected, the former
went to Hanover, the latter went
to Coll Clarke but what is become of him, I have not since
learn'd."
Thus the captivity of the "Hair
Buyer General" in old Williamsburg ended. The severity of his
treatment was due in large part
to John Dodge, whom Hamilton
calls an "unprincipled and perjured renegado" (a characterization, incidentally, which American historians indorse). Dodge
had been a trader in Detroit
whom Hamilton had imprisoned
for suspected disloyalty but who
managed to escape and return to
the East. Then, according to Milo
M. Quaife, in the book "The Capture of Old Vincennes" (published
hi 1927 by the Bobbs-Merrill company):
"Gifted with a fluent tongue
and a pliable conscience, Dodge
sought to revenge himself upon
his former adversary by representing to the Virginia authorities that Hamilton at Detroit had
been guilty of repeated violations
of the recognized laws of warfare
and of humanity. Relying upon
this highly untrustworthy testimony, Governor Jefferson declined to accord Hamilton the
treatment due an honorable prisoner of war; instead, he was
made the scapegoat of the now
odious system of warfare it had
been his duty to administer, and
was long treated as a common
felon; at length General Washington interposed his powerful influence in opposition to this procedure and Hamilton obtained his
exchange and was allowed to return to England."

Is History Unfair
In Recalling Him as
"Hair Buyer General"?
Not only does this distinguished
historian (Dr. Milo M. Quaife,
secretary of the Burton Historical Collection in the Detroit Public library) show that Hamilton
was very unjustly treated while a
prisoner at Williamsburg, but h«
also doubts if history has dealt
fairly with the Britisher in perpetuating his "Hair Buyer General" title. Four years ago the
Burton Historical Collection was
presented with the ledgers and
account books of Alexander and
William Macomb, fiscal agents
for the British government at Detroit during the Revolution. Nowhere in these records, according
to Dr. Quaife, is there any reference to the purchase of scalps.
In an interview with Dr. Quaife
which Ralph L. Peters of the Detroit News staff obtained at that
time, the historian said:
"I am convinced that Hamilton
hasn't been given a fair deal—in
more modern parlance, he hasn't
been given much of a break.
"Now I have no desire'to make
a hero of Hamilton. It is entirely
true that Hamilton, as lieutenantgovernor of Detroit, sent out Indian parties to attack the frontier
settlements. It is true that these
war parties committed innumerable outrages. Those are facts—
and they are terrible facts.
"But it seems only fair to point
out that, in sending out such parties, Hamilton was doing no differently than Montcalm, Sir William Johnson and many others
before him—and as others did after him without receiving the censure that accrued to him.
"There is De Peyster, for example, the man who took command at Detroit after Hamilton
had marched to Vincennes and
been captured by Clark. De Pey-

What to Eat and Why
C. Houston Goudiss Offers Practical Advice
Regarding First Meal of the Day; Some
Breakfast-Time Wisdom for Homemakers
By C. HOUSTON GOUDISS
IF THERE is one meal that can be regarded as more impor••• tant than any other, that meal is breakfast. It comes after
the longest fast and precedes a major portion of the day's
work. Thirteen hours elapse between a 6:30 supper and a 7:30
breakfast, and the body engine requires a new supply of fuel
before the daily activities are begun. Yet all too frequently
this first meal is inadequate in food values, and is gobbled in
haste . . . with
that may have a far-reaching eluded in some other meal during
effect upon health.
the'day. Bat cereal in some form
Men who set forth after •
meager breakfast are licked before the day's work
is started. They
never seem to get
Into high gear and
they lack the energy to perform their
tasks
efficiently.
Homemakers who
find themselves fatigued and Irritable
before the morning's work Is completed may be surprised to learn that
their lassitude is due to a skimpy
breakfast. And children who go
to school after an insufficient
morning meal cannot hope to
make gpod grades in their studies.
They fatigue quickly, find it difficult to concentrate and easily beeome cross. Moreover they are
upt to experience hunger pangs
during the middle of the morning;
and when it is time for the noon
meal they will either eat too much
or will have lost their appetite,
thus disrupting the entire food
program.

Starting the Day Right

Window of Hamilton's cell in
the restored Williamsburg jail.
ster continued to send out war
parties against the Kentucky settlements just as Hamilton had
done. The Indians committed outrages—but De Peyster has come
down to the present day as pretty
much of a popular figure.
"Hamilton and De Peyster
were not responsible for the raiding parties. They were acting
under orders. The responsibility
rests squarely on the king and
the ministry at home. Hamilton
and De Peyster were agents of
the government, discharging the
duties imposed on them.
"Indian warfare was a terrible
thing. I certainly have no desire
to condone it. Here was the situation, however. England and the
Colonies were at war. As far as
England was concerned, it was
a civil war, a rebellion. The
English wanted to hold the territory north of the Ohio. There
were but a few white soldiers
available—so they turned to the
Indians.
"In taking that action, no matter how much we may deplore it
today, the fact remains they were
doing what evecy civilized nation
has done through the ages—employing savage allies when they
were needed. As recently as the
World war, you will recall, the
major powers used native forces
to aid them hi battle.
"Jefferson included hi the Declaration of Independence an indictment of the king for using
'merciless I n d i a n savages'
against the colonists—yet the
Continental congress was not slow
hi making overtures for like employment of the savages.
"However the Indian warfare
may have seemed to the settlers
against whom it was directed, it
is wholly unfair for posterity to
single out Hamilton for peculiar
responsibility or infamy. Yet,
upon him George Rogers Clark
fixed the dreadful name 'the Hair
Buyer* and by this he remains
even to the present time.
"I have been able to find no
evidence, when. properly examined to show that Hamilton ever
bought a scalp. On the other
hand, there is evidence to show
that he made repeated efforts to
control the savage instincts of the
Indians. He denied, hi private
reports to his superiors, and to
Jefferson and others as well, that
he ever bought a scalp.
"Those are some of the reasons why I feel that Hamilton
was not as bad as he has been
pictured—that he hasn't been given a fair hearing."

It is therefore essential that
every homemaker recognize the
necessity for providing a substantial and satisfying breakfast. This
is not difficult to do; nor is it necessary to spend a great deal of
-time in its preparation.
When I hear such complaints as
"My family won't eat breakfast"
or "They're simply not interested
in food in the morning," I suspect
that the menus are dull and
monotonous; and perhaps members of the household have the bad
habit of sleeping so late that there
is no time to eat properly.
Both situations are easily remedied, and they are closely linked.
For if the breakfast menus are
made sufficiently attractive, it
won't be difficult to persuade
every member of the family to
rise a little earlier in order to
enjoy a substantial, unhurried
meal.
A Model Breakfast
A well balanced breakfast includes fruit or fruit juice; cereal;
an egg or bacon; bread or toast;
and milk, cocoa or cereal beverage for the children, with coffee for the grown-ups. The egg
or bacon may be omitted occasionally, for an egg may be in-

is usually the mainstay of the
breakfast menu, and there are
many kinds from which to choose
—both hot cereals and cold
cereals.

Hot or Cold Cereal
Some people have the notion
that cereals must be hot in order
to be nourishing. This is a fallacy.
For the nutritive value of a cereal
is determined by the grain from
which it is made and by the manufacturing process—not by whether it is hot or cold. It is desirable
to give whole grain cereals a
prominent place in the diet. This
rule can be followed even when
cold cereals are used. For there
are many nourishing ready-to-eat
cereals made from substantially
the whole grain. These appeal to
the palate because they are so
crisp and appetizing. And they
supply important minerals, a good
amount of vitamin B and some
vitamin G, in addition to energy
values.

A Cold Cereal Analyzed
It's interesting to analyze a popular ready-to-eat cereal, made
from wheat and malted barley.
We find a wide assortment of nutrients, including protein, energy
values, phosphorus for the teeth
and bones; iron for building rich
red blood; and vitamin B which
promotes appetite and aids digestion. It has been estimated
that a serving of this cereal—
three-fourths of a cup—with onefourth-cup of whole milk, will provide an adult with 7 per cent of
his total daily requirement of protein ? 11.5 per cent of his calcium,
11.2 per. cent of his phosphorus;
9.75 per cent of his iron, and a
total of 125 calories.

Vary the Method of Serving

To help make breakfast interesting, vary the cereal from day
to day. Or offer a choice of several kinds of packaged ready-toeat cereals and allow each member of the family to select the one
he prefers. Vary the fruit also.
And occasionally you may combine fresh, canned or stewed fruit
with cereals to make a "cereal
sundae." Further variation may
be introduced by using brown
sugar or honey in place of white
sugar. And on occasion the cereals may be baked into muffins,
waffles or pancakes.
It is also possible to serve the
eggs in many different forms—
poached, baked, scrambled or in
a plain or puffy omelet.
If these suggestions are followed, it should be a simple matHOUSEHOLD
ter for homemakers to serve
tempting wholesome breakfasts
QUESTIONS
that will send their families away
from the table well fitted for the
When Burning Vegetable Ref- day's activities.
use.—Put a handful of salt with
the i ubbish. This will prevent any
Questions Answered
unpleasant odor.
Mrs. S. C.—Yes, it has been ob• • •
served that there is a special susCoffee Stains. — Remove from ceptibility to dental decay during
silks or woolens by soaking them adolescence. This may be due to
in pure glycerine. Wash off in the fact that calcium and phostepid, soapless water.
phorus are required in such lib• • •
eral amounts for rapid growth.
Use for Lumpy Sugar.—Lumpy It's advisable to include these
sugar will make a simple syrup minerals in the diet in generous
good for sweetening if put in quantities, together with a liberal
water and heated. A few drops allowance of vitamin D.
Mrs. A. M. C.—Milk should be
of vanilla may be added.
• • •
the foundation on which every
Treatment for Linoleum.—Lino- adequate diet is built, for it conleum will last longer if, instead of tains the greatest assortment of
washing, you rub it all over with nutritive substances of any single
paraffin. This not only cleans, but food material.
preserves. No other polish will be C—WNU—C. Houston Qoudlu—1038—65.
needed.
• * •
Polishing Tip.—Wring out your
polishing cloth hi a pint of water
in which a piece of whitening,
about the size of a walnut, has
been dissolved. Use when dry.
This gives a splendid polish to
mirrors, brass, and chromium.
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VWEWTS THE SOAP
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Onee Country Newspaper Man
Now Presidential Possibility
By, FRANK PARKER STOCKBRIDGE
out to be a news-,
man," said the district
York county,
j| charted across his big,
'""" ced desk, over a couple
I of coca-cola. "Myfa-i
^editor ;and publisher
sekly^aper in OwossOj
inhere I was born and
|;-nay mother still lives;
led to stick type as a
&"
E. Dewey, the young
more Republican
fer as their presidenite for 1940 than any J
,,-the field, according to
'Important polls, took
sip of coca-cola and
/tfeniiniscently, as if re| hisfirstencounter with
Blouse. While he talked
youthful days in the
op I wa| trying to size
to discover the secret
J.-.F— rise from smallbbscurity to nationalto find a convincing anfcthe question many people
"Will Dewey do?"
man, born on March
ij'old enough to head a na'5,000,000 people?, He wiU
40 when the next Presiaugurated, in 1941.That's
younger than Teddy
was when he became
utive., It's three years
(than George Washington
he took command of the
army. But, on the othTom Dewey at 37 is 16
jer than WiUiam Pitt the
,was when he became
(lister of England. Mr.
echo with good grace
lous retort to a jeering o'pjffTbe heinous crime of be! man I shall attempt nei" ate, nor to deny." .
ewey's Background.
:'counts is not 'how many
[Iman has lived, but what he
i' with the years. That and
i started with. Which brings
|to Owosso and Tom Dewey's
nd.
i almost literally born a ReThere is more truth than
the famous lines from the
"lolanthe."

my" Hines, kingfish of Tammany
Hall. It took two shots to bring
down that big one; the judge who
presided at the first trial declared «
mistrial/because of a question Dewey asked a i witness. On a second
trial Hine's was convicted and Tammany's strangle-hold on New York
was broken.'
; Herbert. Lehman, .popular Demo-'
cratic governor, announced early in
1938 that he would not run for reelection. That "gave the Republicans some hope, but not too much.
Roosevelt had carried the state for
President in 1936 by more than a
million; Lehman for governor by
more than 650,000. The Republicans
nominated Tom Dewey for governor. Panic-stricken Democrats frantically prevailed on Lehman to reconsider, and he agreed to run again
as the only chance of saving the
state for his party. The Republicans won the legislature, but Lehman beat Dewey for governor by a
plurality of only 67,000, 1 per cent of
the total vote. Outside of New York
city Dewey's plurality was over
610,000. Tammany, the American
Labor party, the Democratic O'Connell machine in Albany and the
Communist party, which indorsed
Lehman and cast 105,000 votes, mustered enough adverse ballots among
them to elect Lehman by a narrow
.margin.
That campaign proved to all New
Yorkers and the rest of the nation
Tom Dewey's ability as a votegetter.

He did not dream then that he
was destined to tread the path of
politics and that his voice would
carry him a long way over that
rocky road. When he entered the
University of Michigan at 17 he
thought he was heading for a musical career. He edited the college
daily paper, naturally enough, but
the glee club was of more consequence to him in those student days.
In his senior year he began' to
glimpse something of the road
whereby men achieve greatness,
and added the first year of the law
school to his Tegular senior course,
at the same, time studying music,
singing in a church choir and running the varsity paper. That busy
year was 1923, when he got his B. A.
degree and sang a solo at the commencement exercises.
That spring he got something else.
He won a scholarship for a summer
course in singing in Chicago under
a famous teacher. Before the sumlittle boy or gal
mer was over his teacher advised
M*wcn, into thia world alive
him to head for New York; he had
" " -little Liberal
the makings of a grand opera star.
Conservative.
So Tom Dewey spent
the next two
1
r'a grandfather was one years in Columbia 'university law
ups of reformers who met school, studying voice and singing
at Jackson, Mich., and for a year in a church choir. As
cornerstone of the Repub- another "side line" he edited the narty. He was kin to Admiral tional journal of his college fraterJ.Dewey, of the same New nity.
And, incidentally, he was studying
„»' stock. He founded the
I Times and passed it on to politics, particularly the New York
|f George Martin Dewey Jr., variety, hi which he confirmed his
passed on the gospel of father's judgment on Tammany. Beto his son. Tom tween the urge toward a musical ca^got to know the party lead- reer and the ingrained pull of poli•his youth, intimates of his tics, the law was winning; it offered
/ho was postmaster of Owos- a gateway to the political life. Belocal Republican leader, sides, it offered a more certain lives fondly 'of such party nota- lihood for a young married man.
Gov. Chase S. Osborn and For in 1928, three years after gainIpseph W. Fordney, frequent ing his LL. B. degree in law, Tom
at the paternal home, and Dewey, was making good' in a big
conversation his admira- New York law firm and got mar' Roosevelt and Charles ried, to a girl from Texas whom he
.Hughes, crusading Republi- had met in his vocal classes. Franfbrmera of his boyhood. And ces Eileen Hutt, a grandhiece of
" i vividly his father's vehe- Jefferson Davis, had had a short
" Jan of Tammany Hall professional singing career before
, , ^ corrupt political ma- she became Mrs. Thomas E. Dewey.
If Thomas E. Dewey Jr., now seven,
||:the nation's history.
and his four-year-old brother, John
r-old boy didn't know it, Martin
Dewey, do not become opheaded for a political
radio or concert singers of
nat was to lead him to New eratic,
' to a battle to a finish renown, then there's nothing in heredity and environment. The Dewey
[Tammany.
hwBe%.cn3jr, jod country, are filled
folk who "knew him with music.
.
premember him as an active,
His Speaking Voice.
*tive boy, fond Of the out-ofAnd so is Tom Dewey's speaking
:;who peddled the Saturday voice.
a jury or a political
Post, worked on occasion meeting^Before
or
over
radio it has a
tiboririg farmers and built quality which the
reaches
people's
Bjque which makes him
Its tones carry conviction
J worker he is today. He hearts.
the speaker's sincerity and of his
enough to the soil to learn of
genuine love for people. Studying
i of farmers' problems, his face and its expressions I wonj;'acquire a love for the land, dered if the close^cropped, dark
is in his farm in mustache did not conceal a real
county, New York, 20-odd Irish upper lip, suggesting a strain
r oih F. ,D, R.'s home. He in the district attorney's pedigree
I his two little boys to grow up which might account for the power
' imething of the same free- to "charm a bird off a tree," which
the fields and streams that has been attributed to him.
. H e .has to maintain
I dropped a hint of that random
i-a modest apartment, on guess and—whisht! i—what do you
islarid, but hla hiart is think Tom Dewey said?'MMy mothhome; :60 miles: north of er's mother was a Corrigan from
town. _•
_. , • ' , • • , ' .
County Cork." That accounts for
Passion for Music.
many things, including the young
,.,,Je8 remembering Tom Dewey man's sense of humor, which is so
bright bpy .who sometimes sur- genuine that he can laugh at jokes
ijd his teachers by knowing more on himself as well as one on the oth•they*did;Owosso folk remem- er fellow. By the same token, the
lis pasilon for music. He was answer to the question, "Will Dewey
ys whistlinror singing or play- do?" must be definitely yes if it reome instrument His voice was lates to his ability to sway audif;fy nMjcJb even in childhood. The ences. No Republican candidate for
iamily; doctor who officiated at President, and I haVe heard all of
Prth and-Istoowpresident emer- them from James G. Elaine to Alf
irf- the Dewey-for-President club Landon, ever had such effective oraMe, home*town says that Tom torical talent, and I think of only
Km strong voice and used it vig- two Democratic candidates, Bryan
~7.,Som ^ moment he was and Franklin Roosevelt, to match
When .his voice changed at Jfom Dewey in vocal persuasiveness'.
^^waturity It turned wit to
What else hastDewey got?. It takes
tbariton«,of
unusual range, with more than « voice to make a Presia
want quality or timbre which dent, though some have tried for the
i people like to hear him sing. job With no other equipment. Def-

initely he has that elusive something
we call personality. Five feet eight,
about the same height as his idolized "Teddy," he gives the same
impression that Colonel Roosevelt
gave at his age, of perfect physical
fitness. Virility is stamped all over
the young man's broad-shouldered,
athletic figure, his thick, dark wavy
hair and eyebrows, the trace of
heavy beard that shows on his, closeshaven chin as the day grows older.
There is something reminiscent of
T. R. in the set of his jaw, the
bulging of the muscles when he sets
his teeth to clinch an argument.
The kindliness of his wide, brown
eyes is coupled with the determination and persistence which his
face shows, from any angle.
So far, so good. Tom Dewey's a
charming person, but how did he
get so far so fast? What has he
done? Glance at the record;
Became Famous Over Night.
Young Dewey, like young Charles
Evans Hughes, popped out of the obscurity of a humdrum law practice
to find himself famous overnight.
Like the present chief justice, he
won fame by fighting the people's
battles. In 1931 President Hoover
appointed George Z. Medalie United States attorney for New York
city. Mr. Medalie had met Tom
Dewey, had been impressed by his
knowledge of the law and his hatred
of the crime and corruption which
he saw all about him, and made him
his first assistant, in charge of the
office. Dewey likes to think of the
three' years he spent as the administrative head of the federal attorney's office, with a staff of 60
lawyers under him, as the time
when he was "chief counsel for Uncle Sam." In that period he handled
two-thirds of the big income-tax
suits, as well as criminal cases.
He went after the big racketeers
from the start. He proved his ability as a prosecutor by marshalling
the evidence against "Waxey Gordon," beer baron of the Atlantic
seaboard, and so presenting it before a grand jury1 and federal court
that the racketeer is now serving a
10-year term in prison. The whole
underworld was watching every
move in that case, and so were
the overlords of Tammany, under
Whose protection all rackets flourished, that they never *«gbt any.
thing" on Tom Dewey speaks louder
for his personal.character than any
encomium. The press and the legal
profession were watching the young
prosecutor, too, and New York realized that a new legal light had
blazed forth.
Second Call to Service.
With the change in the federal
administration, Dewey returned to
private practice and by 1935 was
earning $50,000 a year. Again came
the call to public service. A "runaway" grand jury of the state courts
threw the New York county district
attorney out of the jury room, took
matters in its own hands, and demanded of Governor Lehman that
he appoint Thomas E. Dewey a special district attorney to investigate
and prosecute rackets from which
politicians were prospering. The
governor demurred, but yielded to
pressure from the New York bar.
Tom Dewey went back to battle
against Tammany and crime. Again
he went after big game and brought
it down. In his two years as special prosecutor the record shows 73
trials of racketeers, big and little,
and 72 convictions.
By 1937 the voters of New York
decided they wanted to keep Tom
Dewey on the job. He was elected
district attorney by a huge majority.
One of his earliest acts in office was
to obtain the indictment of Richard
Whitney, Wall Street financier, who
pleaded guilty to embezzlement and
is now in Sing Sing, Then he went
after the biggest game of «11, "Jim-
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administrative ability. I found one
answer on his clean desk; he knows
how to delegate work and authority
in the largest organization of its
kind in the world, with 80 legal assistants and a still larger corps of
investigators, doing the vital job of
cleaning up New York's criminal
elements. He has cleaned out the
time-servers, hangers-on and political job-holders who formerly infested the office, filled their places with
hand-picked capable and loyal helpers, on whom he puts responsibility for all but the cases so big that
he has to take personal charge.
.When he does that he gives his
nights, days and Sundays to the case
until it is finished.
So here we are, toward the end of
1939, with the nominations only eight
months or so in the future, all the
polls of public opinion reporting Tom
Dewey the three-to-one choice of
Republican voters over each of the
other two leaders in the race, and
he .hasn't yet even declared himself
a candidate, hasn't any political machinery set up to pick up delegates,
hasn't even a publicity bureaur What
kind of politics is that?
It's new end-therefore puzzling to
professional politicians. Many who
have ambitions and preferences of
their own are more than slightly
alarmed. Some are demanding that
Dewey "come out into the open"
and tell the world what kind of a
Republican .he is and how he would
run the country if he were President. Tom Dewey isn't setting himself up as a target for the sharpshooting which would result from
his acceptance of that invitation—
not yet. Nor is he writing any
"take it or leave it" platform for
the Republican national convention.
But he has studied politics, national
politics, as well as he has studied
law. He showed me a file in a desk
drawer which contains as complete
an analysis of presidential campaigns as I could have drawn up
myself, and I thought I knew a lot
about the subject.
Dewey's Platform.
All Tom Dewey is saying now on
political issues is summed up in a
few words.
"I do not seek the support of the
reactionary on the right or the radical on the left. The natural course
of our institutions is down the middle of the road. During the past six
years sincere efforts have been
made to solve the problems too long
neglected. But the administration
of worth-while laws has struck a
snag. The federal government has
too often fumbled near the goal.
It has callously wasted public funds
for political purposes. The spirit
of hostility and quarrelling toward
business has kept millions of voters
out of jobs.
"I am of the Twentieth century.
We look forward and not backward."
That is the sort of thing "Teddy"
might have said in his day. It is
the sort of thing Tom Dewey would
write into the Republican platform if
he held the pen. What the country
needs, as he sees it, is honest, efficient administration of the laws,
not more laws.
That is liberalism in the true, oldfashioned sense of that much-abused
word.
,
Will Dewey do? Write your own
answer.
Decorative Gargoyle
A gargoyle is a decorative spout
projecting from a building to throw
the rain water from the roof. The
tern* is applied to the water outlets
in the form of lion heads upon the
cornices of Greek and Roman buildings, but it usually refers to the interesting Gothic examples carved in
the form of grotesque composite
monsters leaning far outward from
parapets and cornices. Those of
Notre Dame, Paris, are probably
the most familiar.

Form These Lovely
Lace Accessories

(RelMMd by Western Nwspaper Union.)

Lesson for October 29
Lesson nihfcct* and Scriptur* textt selected and copyrighted by International
Council at Reugioui Education; used by
permlulon.

BEVERAGE ALCOHOL AND
SOCIAL PROGRESS
LESSON TEXT—Micah 2:9-11; Luke SI:
29-31, 3449; I Corinthian* 6:8-11.
GOLDEN TEXT—Know ye not that the
unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom
at God?—I Corinthiani 6:9.

"International Temperance Sunday—October 29, 1939." Let us join
with people the world over hi making our protest against the sale and
use of intoxicating liquors. If every Christian would declare himself
on this matter now, there would be
a tremendous impact made on this
universal problem and notice would
be served on -the liquor industry,
on politicians, and on unbelieving
mankind that Christianity intends to
do something about it. We are far
too docile and quiet on such matters, when we ought to speak up for
God and for our country.
The lesson portions may seem a
little unrelated, but study of them
yields three important truths regarding the use of wine and strong
drink.

I. Lovers of Wine and Strong
Drink Destroy Their Nation (Mic.
Now people are asking if he has 2:9-11).
Administrative Ability.

THOMAS E. DEWEY

^^-T
IMPROVED
UHlFtiRM INTERNATIONAL

Pattern 2210
When medallions are as easily
memorized as these, there's no
excuse for not having a variety of
lovely accessories. And .it's all
accomplished by crocheting and
joining these simple medallions in
mercerized string or finer cotton.
Pattern 2210 contains directions
for making medallions; illustrations of them and of stitches; materials required; photograph of
medallions.
Send 15 cents in coins for this
pattern to The Sewing Circle, Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Please write your name, address and pattern number plainly.

That statement may surprise
some of our self-styled patriots who
like to wave the flag and speak
swelling words of devotion to our
country and who at the same time Hasty Regrets Follow
love their intoxicating drinks. Mi-! Hasty Conclusions
can rightly points out that his peo- |
•pie, ,had come to the place where
who had been climbthey chose men to be prophets be- ingJimmy,
came in for the second
cause they encouraged the people in timetrees,
within the week with his
the use of wine and strong drinks trousers
torn.
(v. 11). They must therefore expect
"This time you can go upstairs
the result which follows, namely, the
destruction of the home and of the and mend them yourself," ordered
the harassed mother.
nation (w. 9, 10).
;
Some time later she went upWe are all familiar with the claim stairs'
to see > how he was getting
that prohibition retarded the adalong. She found the trousers
vancement of our nation and that there,
but no Jimmy.
its repeal would bring a return' to
Puzzled,
came downstairs,
higher moral standards, reduce still lookingshe
for Jimmy. She nocrime, bring in prosperity, etc. The
as she passed, that the celfacts reveal that none of these have ticed,
come true. Crime has increased lar door, usually shut, was open.
by leaps and bounds under repeal, She went to the door and called
a situation so well known as to down loudly and angrily, "Are you
call for no proof. Moral standards running around down there withhave gone rapidly downward with out your trousers on?"
The reply came in a stern and
the free use of liquor. If you don't
believe that, ask a policeman what heavy masculine voice: "No, madgoes on in our taverns, or .just am, I'm reading the gas meter."
keep your eyes half open and you
can see for yourself.
Just now much is being made of
the many jobs which are supposed
to have been created by the liquor
industry. What are the facts? The
Christian Herald tells us, "A million
dollars spent for furniture would
When constipation bribe* On acid indiemploy 339 persons, spent for boots gestion, bloating, dizzy spell*, gas. cwted
tongue,
taste, ana bad breath, your
and shoes 336 persons, for home stomachsour
is probably loaded up with cerfurnishings 191 persons, for booze tain undigested
food and your bowels don't
just 96 persons." And remember move. So you need both Pepsin to help
that jobs making the stuff that de- breakup fast that rich undigested fo»d in
your stomach, andtaxative Senna to pull
stroys other jobs, are not worth hav- the
on those lazy bowels. So be
ing. The man who drinks is helping suretrigger
your laxative also contains Pepsin.
to destroy his nation.
Take Dr. Caldwell's Laxative, because its
Pepain helps you gain that wonII. Christians Do Not Drink, Be- Syrup
derful stomach-relief, while the Laxative
cause They Look for Christ's Return Senna moves your bowels. Tests prove the
(Luke 21:2ff-3t» 34-36).
: power of Pepsin to dissolve those lumpaof
undigested protein food which may linger
If we are not "looking for that in your stomach; to cause belching, gastric
acidity
and nausea. This is how pepsiablessed hope and the glorious apyour stomach helps relieve it of such
peajping of the great God and our tafig
At the same time this mcdlcina
Saviour Jesus Christ'' (Titus 2; 13), distress.
wakes up lazy nerves and muscles in your
we should consider whether any of bowels to relieve your constipation. So sea
how much better you feel by taking the
the .things mentioned in these verses laxative
that also puts Pepsin to work on
have gained control in our lives: that stomach
discomfort, too. Even finthe cares of this life, surfeiting, or icky children love to taste this pleasant
family
laxative.
Buy Dr. Caldwefi's Laxdrunkenness. But why speak to
with Srrup Pepsin at your
Christians about that? Surely, they ative—Senna
druggist today!
do not use intoxicants.
Sadly
enough, some do. Taking advantage
of the fact that the Bible speaks of
lost and Unjust
temperance
rather than tf absti- i That which is unjust can really
nence, they seek to justify an in- profit no one; that which is just
dulgence in these things which they can really harm n* one.—Henry
(and their neighbors) know is dis- George.
honoring to God and destructive of
their testimony and usefulness in
the community.
Christian, Jesus is coming again!
He may come today! In fact, the fig
tree (w. 29, 30), which is the nation
Israel, has long been shooting forth
new branches and bearing green
leaves. The indications are that
Christ is coming soon. Are you
ready to meet Him?
From Trivial Cawes
m. Drunkards and Other Sinners
In war events of importance are
Need to be Saved (I Cor. 6:9-11)
Being drunk is not a joke, even the result of trivial causes.—Caethough thoughtless people laugh and sar.
cartoonists and writers of jokes use
such unfortunates as their stock in
trade. Drunkenness is a foul and
sinful thing, classed by the apostle
Paul with the lowest of human vices.
Review the list as it is given in
verses 9 and 10 (and by the way,
notice that covetousness is mentioned there too) and place drunkenness in its proper classification.
Call it what it really is—sin, and
then call on the One who can save
from sin and then you will be
washed from your sin, sanctified,
and justified in the name of the
Lord Jesus (v. 11). In Christ there
,—that •will save rou many a
is hope for the drunkard. A spiritual
dollar will escape yon if
revival is the real answer to the
.
you fail to read carefully and
liquor problem. Let us seek to proregularly
die advertising of
mote it even as we at the same
• load merchants » » •
time give ourselves to an intelligent
and constructive battle against this
destructive force in the life of our
IN THISPmPEB
nation.

Pull the trigger on

PepsiiHze Acid Stomach Too
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Joan Crawford Has Lead
JOMEMAKiNG STDDY in "Ice Follies of 1939"

NUMBER 33

BR1ARDALE GROCERY

MRS. H. L. RHOADS
DIES 1NATIANTIC

FACTS AND FUN

Back to the type of role in which
'- (By Tillie)
she rose to. stardom comes Joan CrawAiding Habits and Character" Will ford in "The Ice Follies of 1939," feaThe old familiar adage, "you never Well Known Anita Farm Woman
Home Economics Study Nlext
ture attraction at the Rialto Theatre
miss the water until the well runs
Passes Away Following Major
Saturday and Sunday eVehfags.
Fall and Winter For Women
WHEATIESdry," is an ancient proverb but a true
PEANUT CRUNCH—
A
picture
designed
for
the
entire
Operation; Funeral Services
of County Farm Bureau.
one; yet another expression could
The breakfast of
The coarse peanut
family, "The Ice Follies of, 1939" has
Held Tuesday Morning.
^,
easily be patterned after that old
champions,
butter,
"everything." There are breath-taksaying,
"you
never
know
the
efficiency
large package.
pint jar
Members of the county home pro- ingly beautiful technicolor skating
of the town's fire department until
Mrs. H. L. Rhoads, a well known
committee met a few -days ago scenes for those who like pageantry
the gods of fire strike your home."
GWC
PEAS—
SALTED PEANUTS—
farm woman living east of Anita,
Atlantic with Mrs. Lucille .Cochran> in the films; a story with a HollySuch
an
incident
was
driven
home
Garden run,
Fresh,
stant state home demonstration wood background and with intimate
recently when the roof of the family passed away at the Atlantic hospital
2
cans.
6-ounce bag...
nt leader from the Iowa State col- glimpses into studio life; and original
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Must Plant Within 1939 Several Anita Automobiles
AAA ^Corn Allotments Ransacked By Thieves
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH

W. LaBINE

New Deal Will Seek Re-election
On 'More-of-Same' Platform;
Compromise Seems Impossible
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions »re expressed In these columns, they
we those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
_^________ Released by Western Newspaper Union. -

POLITICS:
Pronouncement
"You cannot expect this administration
to alter the principles and objectives jar
which we have struggled the past six
years!"

This was a campaign speech,
thought members of the American
Retailers association who heard
Franklin Roosevelt's first pronouncement of New Deal policy in
five months. Ordinarily such remarks are not surprising, but 1939
is a crucial legislative-political year
in which the groundwork is laid for
next year's election, and in which
White House and congress must
adopt and set hi motion the program
on which they will stand for reelection. The inevitable program:
More spending, no concessions to
business, no balancing of the budget.
A big national debt is nothing to
fear, said the President, because
part of it is offset by debts owed
to the government through loans
made on a "business basis" by federal lending agencies. Another part
is invested hi federally owned enterprises (like Boulder dam) which
will pay out over a period of years.
Generally speaking, he thought that
with national income increasing
steadily, a $40,000,000 debt would not
be big in relation to the country's
assets.
Mr. Roosevelt's speech proved a
meaty bone on which New Dealers,
conservatives and congress could
gnaw, a timely White House state-

$6,310,000,000 as against a direct
debt of $40,229,000,000.
Significance.
Mr. Roosevelt's
speech, resultant
congressional
spending, opposition to removal of
alleged business deterrents and a
rebirth of theorizing constitute the
absolute antithesis of any effort to
bring insurgent Democrats back to
the fold in time for 1940. There can
be no compromise; New Deal forces
will carry the 1940 convention by
forcing through a simple majority
nomination rule, or they will strike
out for themselves as a new party,
leaving insurgent Democrats to put
up their own candidate or Join the
Republicans.

LABOR:
Borrowed Leaf

N

NAVY:
Submarines

Checking its records after rescuers had brought up 33 live and 26
dead passengers from the submarine Squalls, the U. S. navy department could be both proud and
abashed over its record since the
first underwater craft failed to come
^up 25 years ago.
Reason for pride: Though 62 of
her 90. odd submarines are over'the
accepted age limit, the U. S. has
had no mishap since 1927 when the
S-4 sank off Provincetown, Mass.,
with a loss of 40 lives. Another
REPUBLIC'S TOM GIRDLES
source of pride: U. S. submarine
Matched C. I. O. for 2% million.
mishaps have been singularly fortunate compared with those of oth- hosiery makers to enter the latest
er maritime powers. Total loss of in a series of cross suits growing
life in five U. S. accidents is 139; out of the "Little Steel" strike in
in six British accidents, 217; three 1937.
As if to answer one suit,
Japanese, 215; two French, 106;
which demands $2,500,000 hi back
three Russian, 170.
and damages from Republic,
Reason for being abashed: Italy, wagesGirdler's
company retaliated
the world's No. 1 submarine power, Tom
by demanding $2,500,000 damages,
has experienced but one fatal acci- costs
attorneys' fees. Trebled
dent,;, that in 1928 when her F-14 hit under and
the
Claypool
act, the total suit
a destroyer.
runs to $7,500,000, which nobody exOne good reason for Italy's luck is pects
Lewis, or his steel workthat 83 of her submarines are under ers toJohn
pay.
age, four times more than the U. S.
values of the suit appear to
When all vessels being built or con- beChief
(1) neutralizing the damage
tracted for are completed, II Duce's claims
made against Republic by C.
eecond-to-none U-boat fleet will total I. O., and
(2) focusing national at129.
tention on ineffectual employeremployee relations at a time when
MISSOURI:
congress would just as soon adjourn
without amending the Wagner labor
Nephew Jim
act. Though he matched this setStone walls do not always make back
by signing up coal miners in
a prison. The walls of Alcatraz and
Terminal island which have held Al Kentucky's heretofore unorganized
Capone seven years did not stop his bloody Harlan county, John Lewis
syndicate from .ruling Chicago's un- healed no wounds by allowing 13,000
derworld. Nor will the 15-month employees to strike at Detroit's
sentence at Leavenworth facing Briggs body manufacturing plant.
Kansas City's "Boss" Tom Pender- Within 24 hours 65,000 workmen in
gast keep that hearty away from assembly lines dependent upon
VIBGINIA'S SEN. BYRD
Missouri
politics. Convicted for Briggs bodies were idle and the
"... inevitably lead to disaster."
industry wondered if
evading federal income taxes, Tom automobile
1937
had
returned.
ment which gave direction to a Pendergast finds himself back where
heretofore vague political picture: he started the day he inherited Kan- EUROPE:
Congress. A spending spree suc- sas City's political machine from
ceeded the once highly vaunted Brother Jim Pendergast. Today an- Parallels
economy campaign as house con- other -'Jim Pendergast—old Jim's
Some 30 years ago was born a
ferees approved the $1,218,666,000 son—is running the show while his fearsome triple entente designed to
uncle
languishes
in
prison.
agricultural appropriations bill carpeace. Its members:
Looking ahead, Missouri politi- safeguard
rying $338,000,000 in unbudgeted
Russia,
France
and Britain. Meangrants to farmers. Sentiment rose cians find that 1940 brings elections while Italy was joining the Austrohigh for a $500,000,000 public works for a governor to succeed Lloyd C. German alliance and Europe's powappropriation, providing funds for
er seemed hanging in the balance
another pump-pruning- program,
In 1939 the history that repeats'itwhich congressmen have found a
self has popped up-once more; Eufar more effective vote-getting force
rope's power division parallels that
for election years than the controof pre-World war days except that
versial WPA.
part of the old Austrian-Hungarian
New Dealers. Since Mr. Rooseempire is now independent. Italy
velt refused to alter his "principles
and Germany are bound in military
and objectives" for the 1940 camunity while France, Britain and
paign, New Deal theorists felt safe
Russia are once more aligned
in trying to sell unhappy U. S. busiside-by-side.
ness on the wisdom of accepting
Examining the new status quo in
the present relationship between
comparison with pre-war Europe
government and private enterprise.
observers
find the triple entente
e en
Turning economist for the moment.
^ , stronger now than then, Adolf
Secretary of Agriculture Henry A.
Hitler s trumpet-blasting to the conWallace urged that idle money be
trary. Devoid of colonies, befriendstarted moving again.
ed in Europe only by Italy and
Simultaneously, before the senHungary, the Reich is completely
ate's monopoly investigating comencircled by anti-aggression powers.
mittee, Assistant Secretary of State
If history repeats itself once more,
Adolf Berle Jr. not only scored idle
Italy may find imperialistic Gerdollars but suggested the U. S. do
many threatening her Mediterransomething about it. His plan: Junk
ean security and be forced to desert
our "obsolete banking machinery"
Berlin. A less likely repetition of
which leaves small business
history is the bogging down of Rus"starved," creating in its stead govsia s smartly-trained military machine, which collapsed utterly the
ernment-sponsored capital banks
last time it marched westward.
and government-insured loans for
JIM PENDERGAST
small business. Most revolutionary
Boa pro tern.
Berle comment: "The theory that
a bank must 'make a profit' today Stark (who, like all Missouri govhas ceased to be valid except in an ernors, cannot be re-elected), a senextremely limited case."
ator for the post now held by PenConservatives. A rebirth of spend* dergast-supported Harry S. Truman, How the wind is blowing . . .
JOBS-Of 100 universities and
ing and theorizing gave disgruntled 13 congressmen and a full slate of
colleges surveyed by Minneapolis'
anti-New Dealers a field day. Chief state officials.
antagonist was Virginia's DemocratOn good behavior Tom Pen- Northwestern National Life Inic Sen. Harry F. Byrd, who com- dergaat will be out of prison in 12 surance company, 63 find greater
mented on the next fiscal year's months, in time to plan defeat for demand for graduates than a
minimum total appropriation of Governor Stark should he seek Sen- year ago.
$10.000,000,000 (a peacetime high): ator Truman's post in the August
STAMPS—Coin-operated mail
"We have not been able to purchase primaries. Reason for vengeance: boxes which weigh letters, stamp
prosperity on borrowed money, and The governor was a Pendergast pro- them and drop them into a dethe continued effort to do this will tege who turned on his sponsor after pository for collection, are being
inevitably lead to disaster."
he learned about an alleged $440,000 installed at New York.
Mr. Byrd's chief complaint was payoff in Missouri's fire insurance
POWEK—Of 1,670.000,000 Ameragainst the President's minimizing rate compromise.
ican horsepower, 92.7 per cent
of the national debt. Granting the
Though he looks like the old man, constitutes transportation horsemoney is owed domestically. Mr. Nephew Jim Pendergast is not so power, installed exclusively to
Byrd thought most of it was held by astute as his tutor and can only be move people and goods.
banks, and consequently "the vast trusted to hold the machine together
FOOD—U. S. bureau of dairy
majority will be paying taxes to pay until next year. Last time he ran industry
scientists have perfected
interest to the small number of fam- an election, when Uncle Tom was a new food
article with two surilies owning (government) bonds." ill in New York during the 1936 plus products—skim milk and cull
Contradicting Mr. Roosevelt's claim vote, Jim won sweeping victories potatoes. These, with a little salt
that much of the debt is offset by throughout Missouri. But 256 elec- added, are made into wafers,
debts owed to the government, Mr. tion officials were convicted in the chips, sticks or croutons, and
Byrd figured that government lend- government's sensational vote fraud oven dried to crispness.
ing agencies have handed out only investigation which followed.

Trend

ADVENTUROUS
AMERICANS

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS
WEEK

In 1903 a Danbury, Conn., hatmaking firm sued United Hatters of
America for instituting a nationwide boycott when denied a closed
shop. After the U. S. Supreme court
ruled the boycott was a restraint of
trade under the Sherman act, a
$74,000 verdict was awarded against
the union, was trebled (as provided
by the Clayton act), but finally
dropped when a deputy marshal
found 10 years later that he could
collect nothing from the 197 laborite
defendants.
Last April 3 a federal court jury
By LEMUEL F. PARTON
awarded Philadelphia's Apex Hosiery mills a $711,932 judgment
]EW YORK.—The muezzin from
against C. I. O.'s American Federahis tower cries that he can't extion of Hosiery Workers for darn- actly say that everything is all right,
ages suffered hi a 48-day sitdown but it might be worse and it probastrike during 1937.
bly will be betEven as this case was being ap- Hu Restrained
ter. That would
pealed, Republic Steel corporation Optimism Hits be Col. Leonard
borrowed a leaf from hatters and A Cheerful Note P- ^s °f

Cleveland
allaying fears of a bear market, in his
monthly business survey, a periodic
voice as authoritative as any noontide bulletin from the minarets of
Cairo.
Colonel Ayres, vice president of
the Cleveland Trust company, was
a school teacher for many years,
and is the author of a book called
"The Measurement of Spelling Ability," one of about a dozen of his
books on educational subjects. He
has written a similar number of
books on business and finance, and,
in his entire range, from spelling
to selling, he has never overlooked
detail and he is no offhand prophecier—prophecy being his main line,
as contrasted to that of mere market analysis.
He has logged eight major depressions and eight cycles of inflation and deflation, 'and he gets
the feel of the thing, in about
the same way a good cook gets
the feel of a cook book. Be was
one of the few financial experts
who saw the 1929 blizzard coming, and said so. On October 3,
1928, he wrote: "The golden age
of American business has come
to an end."

Nobody was paying much attention to the muezzin then. He kept
on repeating that the condition of
finance was "thoroughly unhygienic," but the wind wasn't right and
the words didn't carry down to the
market place below.
A native of Niantic, Conn.,
Colonel Ayres was educated at
Boston university, later garlanded with a chaplet of honorary
degrees from other colleges. He
taught school at Rochester, N.
Y., and at Puerto Rico, and in
the latter engagement turned
his spare time to statistical research, with such success that
he became statistician for the
A. E. F. hi war days—hence his
title.
Previous to taking over the
banking post in Cleveland, he
was a director of education for
the Russell Sage foundation, and
he had rounded out his career as
an educator nicely before starting another in finance. In between the two work zones, he
wedged a book, "The War With
Germany," written in 1919.

[N THE depth of the depression, a
* group of Wall Street financiers
hired an economist to draft for them
a shock-proof and slump-proof plan
m

Sagacity Seems surplus funds,
Highly Plausible to assure them
.,
security in their
old age. After diligent research,
their adviser found that no such
plan was possible, but suggested as
an alternative that they put their
money in the keeping of some sagacious Chinese financier.
This writer recalled then that several of the shrewdest business men
in this country, including Edward
Bruce of the fine arts division of
the treasury department and the
ate William R. Murchison, had
learned about the care and nurture
of money from the Chinese sages of
the abacus, and now comes Richard
C. Patterson Jr., also schooled in
business in China. He retires as
assistant secretary of commerce to
take a private post.
Back from China in 1927 with
half Of his allotted span of 'years
still ahead of him and a sizable
fortune already in hand ha
wished to put in the rest of his
lire being socially useful He
was commissioner of corrections
of New York city until 1932
given a big hand for his effecUvenesa on the job.

shouldered dress''£th"\**l
down the scalloped th0H-bmt°H
braid used to give th
'"*
bolero. The circular
charming, animated
In batiste, linen or flat, to
a dreu you'll thorough,,
gniy
summer long.

By

Elmo Scott Watson
Fightin' Irishman
ARLY in the Nineteenth century
an Irish lad named Jimmy
Shields ran away from his home in
County Tyrone. The ship on which
he set out for America was wrecked
off the coast of Scotland and he
was one of only three survivors.
Undaunted by this experience,, the
boy set out again. An Atlantic gale
drove this ship upon a reef, off the
Carolina coast and Shields, who had
been aloft, was thrown to the deck
with both legs broken. The boat was
wrecked but by an almost miraculous chance he was rescued by a
passing vessel.
After recovering from his injuries,
he enlisted in the army and fought
in the first Seminole Indian war in
Florida, after which he headed for
the new state of Illinois. There he
made a living for a time by teaching French in the French village at
Kaskaskia!
Then he studied law, soon passed
the bar examinations and within a
few years was successively elected
representative in the legislature,
state auditor and justice of the Illinois Supreme court. At the outbreak of the Mexican war he raised
a regiment and fell desperately
wounded at the Battle of Cerro
Gordo.
Chosen United States senator
from Illinois he served for six years,
was defeated for re-election and
moved to Minnesota where he was
again sent to the senate. At the
outbreak of the Civil war he was
made a brigadier-general and was
again desperately wounded in battle. But he survived and was again
elected to the United States senate
—this time from Missouri. When he
died in 1879 Shields had the distinction of being the only man in American history who had served as senator from three different states.
• • .*
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Patriot and Painter

Slacks 8n-,
H you're planningTohh V e
of outdoor ton th?sV° * »J
«* course, you are) 5T er
»uit is an indfsptSieV
your vacation wardrobe TPhart
4
includes atopperwith U 13ga°jl

f:
(mi

1150

er» that flatter your figure well
cut, sUm-hipped slacks, and a boil
leto with wide revers that you caul
wear with' daytime frocks, tool
Denim, gingham, flannel or gabl
ardine are practical materials for!
this.
• . " '
The Patterns.
No. 1741 is designed for sizes It.
18, 18, 20,40 ad 42. Size 16 »|
quires 4% yards of 35 inch matej
rial with nap. Three yards i
braid.
No. 1750 is designed for sizes 111
14, 16, 18, 20 ad 40. Size 14 rel
quires 3% yards of 39 inch mate!
rial for slacks and bolero; %yard|
for topper.
Spring and Summer Pattern BoAJ
Send 15 cents for the Barbara!
Bell Spring and Summer Fatten]
Book, which is now ready. Mate!
yourself attractive, practical anil
becoming clothes, selecting del
signs from the Barbara BellweU-l
planned, easy-to-make patterns. I
Send your order to The Sewing!
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 132U
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, El
Price of patterns, 15 cents (i&J
coins) each.

QEN.
GEORGE WASHINGTON,
VJ
besieging the British in Boston,
wanted accurate drawings of the
enemy's positions. So a young Connecticut Yankee volunteered to get
them. He crept close to the British
lines and made sketches which
pleased the commander so much
that he made the young fellow a
colonel and his second aide-de-camp.
The young colonel next served as
adjutant-general to General Gates
and in 1778 accompanied General
Sullivan as a volunteer against the
British in Rhode Island. When this
expedition proved unsuccessful, he
resolved to give up soldiering.
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)
He went to London to study under
Benjamin West and soon became
the favorite pupil of that great
painter. When Maj. John Andre,
the British adjutant-general in
America, was caught and hanged as
a spy, the young painter seemed to
the British the logical man to be
used for reprisal. So they put him
in prison. Instead of protesting, the
PRIVATE PROPERTY
truculent young Yankee boasted
that he had been an aide to that '•\X7HEN • man leans up
¥r
"arch rebel." George Washington,
Iheforka of his own apple Iren,
and was proud of it.
no on« can talk communism to him. -|
Only the intervention of his paint- 17. S. Seiuaorfoth Lee.
er friends, West and Copley, saved
him from hanging. Lucky lor
Amen a
;i that they did! Otherwise
John TrumbuU might never have
lived to paint such great historical
works as "The Battle of Bunker
Hill," "The Signing of the Declaration of Independence," and ,"The
°f CornwaUis a* York—-

.— i i

i

•

How Women
in Their 40's

Can
i Attract Men

tt ssia«rA «tt

Franklin's Nephew

wMa^asuc
^"EavflMa'c

need,

newspaper he had established there
four years earlier, he wrote tohfc
sister, Jane Franklin Mecom: "That
island is reckoned one of the healthPatient Working
iest m the West Indies. My late
There is no great .chievjjjl
partaer there enjoyed perfect healS that is not the result of pa» J
for four years until he grew care- working and waiting.—J- u I
less and got to sitting tn '
land.

Just a year ago, he became a sort
of liaison officer between the department of commerce and the nT
lion's business. In this capacity £
urged a friendly get-together & an
"economic clinic/' as he thinks part
of our trouble is due to alack £
basic facts and sound undenXn?
ing of economic and business forces

'

„,,

'

ventures in
He served on the Mexican bor
Her and in the World war?" ±
""
*»? tatter,
annexing «v"
foreign
decorations
Smk.tJ

for

m
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

THURSDAY, JU>E 1, 1939.

Motion carried.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
The Quarterly reports of
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Watson
Steward at County Farm aiffl

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

SATURDAY IS OLD ROOSTER DAY IN ANITA
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
CATSUP, Clover Farm, 14-ounce bottle, 2 for.. .29c
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 large cans
19c
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, pint j a r . . . .19c
ROAST BEEF AND GRAVY, can.
19c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, assorted, 4 f or.. 19c
MATCHES,"6rbox carton
19c
NAPTHA SOAP, Clover Farm, 5 bars
17c
tOILET PAPER, Prim, 5c rolls, 6 for
25c
Strawberries — Lettuce — Carrots — Flowers
Tomato and Cabbage Plants

PETERSEN'S
GROCERY
WED
PHONE 300

E. f.I Pelzer, County Recorder, were.
Court House,
aP
Atlantic, Iowa,
Tne V foilowmg rebates, refunds and
May 1, 1939.
spensions were
allowed:
The Board of Supervisors of Cass suspensions
««=,-"""""-,,
1^=
County, Iowa, met in regular session R«bate«7rP™n^vo3°'dS'F1^e E
with al members present:
$3.10, Soldier's Exemption Els e a.

_ .^__^—^•^^^••^^•••^^^•^•••^^^^•j

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
ELECTRENE, makes washing easier, pkg.. 39C; 50,
SOAP POWDER, Petersen's Special, once tried
always used, 2,000-lbs. sold last year, 3-lbs. V
TOILET SOAP, Camay or Palmohve, 2 bars "vu
IVORY SOAP FLAKES, 2 large packages. £
MALT, Blue Ribbon, large can..
'£
MACARONI and CHEE|E DINNER, 2 pkgs.'. 'Z
BLACKBERRIES, Brimfull, fine for pie, No. 10,4^
KOOLADE, or Jack Sprat summer drinks, 4 pkg. j J
Try Our Cold Meats -*- Fme For Picnic Dinnets
SATURDAY IS OLD ROOSTER DAY IN ANITA

to adopt the following resolution:

s. -i

ray, Massena Independent, $3.34, Lowered Valuation.
««.•*„ T nf
scribed real estate, to-wit:
Suspension—Mrs. OMlae White, Lot
The North 75' of the West one4,
Block
65,
Atlantic,
$16.82.
half of Bock 7 in Crawford &
The following claims were allowed
Merriams Addition to the town
and the Auditor authorized to write
(now city) of Atlantic, Iowa,
same:
being school lands, under the provi- warrants for the same.
•ion of Chapter 232 of
Henry C.
..$ 18.00
sion
v* the
*.*~ Code~ of
-- Ii-j.^1..^
-- Laub,. mileage
..
18.55
1935, as amended, and
Don Wilkinson, mileage
49.95
WHEREAS, the highest and best. Kline Taylor, mileage
bid received by the County Auditor Russell
~ -" Ross,
"— 1labor
"V^T>
75.00
was for the sum of $715 cash by Gerald Sheets, labor
62 50
Werner .Slunk, board of
Hill labor
- H. J. Sorensen, repairs
D. O. Herbert, and
y t e w '
Scott?
labor
27
50 i Standard Blue £rint Company,
WHEREAS, said bid is equal to
'A /T>
26.25
blue prints
. - . « • « « - • **••' "• ses- 4.75
the appraised value of said real es- Kenneth Dougherty, labor
sion
andmileage
...
20.00
Standard
Bearing
Company,
Raiph Krohn, labor . . .
tate,
71,18 Fred Brahms, board oi'Ve'72.00
bearings
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RE- Walter Anderson, labor
6.00 Standard Oil Company, gas . 27S.22 view
SOLVED by the Board of Supervisors •William Farmhals, labor
$127.50 per acre.
44.00 J? -A. Breckerbaumer, asaesLuella Stbskopf, R. 0. W. .
Hans
Jepsen,
labor
•; Laverne, the 5-year-old daughter of of Cass County, Iowa, in session as- xj.'ai
The
Stanley
(Works,
supplies.
17.68 •sor
..
6.00
Harley
Osier,
labor
i^jr
VM»»"J
mf-ff—
.
.
.
sembled, that the bid of D. 0. Her2.00 |Bhin A, Brehmer, board Of rel
Pobtiahed Every Thursday hy the JStr. and Mrs. 'William Steele, met with bert of $715 cash for the followingVern Perdue, labor
2.50 Russell Symonds, license
View, bfl»ith and quaran£67
W. H. Willoughby, labor ...
68.00 H. D, Turner, coal
quite a painful accident last week by described school lands, to-wit:
4.80 Glenn Taylor, hauling
255.61 tine .......... ........
Tom Conroy, expense —
The North 75' of the West onegetting her hand caught in a clothes
110.00 Voas Manufacturing Company,
Asa Brown, board of review .
Harry Edwards, hauling
half of Block 7 in Crawford &
W. F. BUDD
Editor wringer.
stakes
_*?•!? Ivan Brown, assessor ..
Andy Miller, hauling .
Merriam's Addition to the town
330.31 Walter C. Burnside, board of . 111.8
4.55 George Wyman, hauling
Dr. R. A. Weston has finally decided
Albert Pelzer, labor
(now city) of Atlantic, Iowa,
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
..and health
16.00 i Wagner Filling Station, gas . , 143.68 .
to locate in Des Moines, and has been be and the same is hereby approved Ralph Query, labor
Georgia Byrne, mileage .
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Thomas
Rathman,
labor
33.50!
Wheeler
Lumber
Bridge
and
and
accepted
and
the
County
Auditor
27.3
at Little Sioux, Iowa, the past week,
28.00
Supply Company, lumber' .3032.78 Cass County Farm Bureau,
is authorized and directed to enter Harold Heeren, labor
Entered at the post office at Anita, settling up his business affairs and into
14.80 White Bros Transfer, parts
9.83 * appropriation
a contract on behalf of this Board Martin Laursen, labor
150.0
Columbia Wiping Cloth Com8.00 Wilson Concrete Company,
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
making arrangements to move to the for the sale of said land for $715 H. Don Wilson, labor
6.00
18.16
pipe
cash, and to certify to the State of Thelm Warren, labor
40.8
capitol city.
2.50 Wiota Oil Company, gas ... 14.49 Chfls. Cornell, assessor
THURSDAY, JUNE i
Iowa the sale of said real estate as Clifford Sunderman, labor ..
158
A new store building is being built provided by law for the issuance of American
Mary Curry>', assisting reWisconsin Motor 'Corporation,
Auto
Salvage,
1.53
2.11
corder
at Berea to replace the one recently a patent thereto by the State of Iowa,
parts
parts
E. A. Denham, board of reMotor
Freight,
| Yarger Motor Company, redestroyed by fire. Carpenters from and to deliver possession of said real Atlantic
view and quarantine
6.B3
8.25 j pairs
to the purchaser as of May 1,
freight
Anita are doing the work and Bert estate
12.50 J. P. Bagen, fox bounty ..
1939, and deliver abstract brought Carl A. Anderson, Inc., supi Wm. Grulke, Jr., labor ...
Maxwell expects to be ready for busi- down to date covering proceedings of
2.56 Otto Eden, board of review .
2.71! John Hoffman, freight
plies
1
A-W Company, parts
641.33 j Fred Yocom, supplies
80.58 Pete Eisel, board of tev\ew.
sale.
ness in about a month.
The Chairman put the above resolu- Atlantic Lumber & Coal Com14.00 Dan Eppelsheimer, labor and
i Don Savery, J. P. fees
Vern Cochran, son of Mrs. 'Cora tion to vote, the votes being all in
pany, lumber
605.71 P. I. Appleman, J. P. fees
16.00
polish
56.21
Cochran,
and
Mtiss
Eva
McNeeley,
June 3,' 1909.
the affirmative, the resolution was de- The Balbach Company, supi Emert Adams, board of reP. P. Edwards, sheriff, crimplies
10.16 \ view
4.00
inal investigation and exFour saloons in Walnut and five in daughter of W. H. McNeeley, were clared adopted.
On motion and vote the following Barnsdall Refining CorporaI Ira Arch, court reporter .. 171.90
pense, serving notices, inAvoca were closed last week by in- united in marriage at the home of the
resolution was adopted:
tion, gas
25.72 Atlantic
News-Telegraph,
sane expense and board and
bride's father on Wednesday evening,
junctions.
RESOLUTION
The Baum Iron Company,
j printing
47.10 lodging prisoners
.103.101
The Anita high school baseball team May 26, with Rev. A. F. Conrey of
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF
parts
2.20 ; Atlantic Wholesale Grocery,
G. E. Eshelman, committee
NOXIOUS
WEEDS.
W.
S.
Beebe,
gas
6.22
j
supplies
40.39
123.21)1
lost a 13-inning game to Atlantic the Methodist church officiating.
work and mileage
TO ALL PROPERTY OWNERS:
Bootjer & Bond, supplies ..
6.15 i Boyd D. Bailey, assessor .. 164.00 John J. Eukeiv, board of reTuesday afternoon by a score of 8 to 7.
During the storm Saturday evening,
BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Bojens Hardware, supplies .
16.181 Dr. R. C. Bailey, soldier's
view .......... .^.
The Tribune learns that Miss Ella lightning struck the telephone wire Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa:
Burroughs Adding Machine
relief
800.00 Roy L. Fancolly, board of reWilson, a member of this year's grad- running into the dwelling house o f j That pursuant to the provisions of
Company, supplies
4.02 Thomas Bailey, assessor . . . . 153.85
view
8.50 j Bruno Behrends, assessor
uating class, will enter B'oyles college Robert Wilson, a short distance south- Chapter 131, Acts of the 47th Gen- Merritt Boggs, hauling ...
155.80 H. O. Ferguson, court reporteral Assembly, it is hereby order- Herman Brown Company, sup31.2
|W. T. Biggs,
soldier's reer
at Omaha.
east of town, and did a small amount ed:
plies
36.72' lief
200.00 . W. E. Gerlock, board of reThe building occupied by the Tribune of damage to the building, and caused
1. That each owner and each per- Central Iowa Sand & Gravel
j Henry Bissell, Jr., board of re1 view
Company, concrete mix . . .
35.64 ] view
4 00 1
(Continued on Page 8)
is to have a cement floor, just as the inmates to sit up straight and take son in the possession or control of
any
lands
in
Cass
County,
shall
cut,
J.
H.
Chadwick,
hauling
..
330.311
soon as the workmen can get around notice of what was going on. The burn or otherwise destroy all nox- C. R. I. & P, Railroad, freight. 940.91 i
family dog appeared to get an over- ious weeds thereon, as denned in Roy Clure, hauling
to do the work.
335.04
The farm formerly owned by C. M'. dose of electricity, and turned num- this chapter, at such times in each C. B. & Q. Railroad, freight. 765.05
65.00 j
Felt of this city, and located 1% miles erous double action stunts before he year and in such manner as shall Nels P. Christensen, labor .
prevent said weeds from blooming City of Atlantic, current and
from Griswold, was recently sold for 1 finally lit.
or coming to maturity, and shall
water rent
93.56
keep said lands free from such growth Cumberland Telephone Comof any other weeds as shall render
pany, tolls
18.54
\ the streets or highways adjoining Daugherty Service Station,
said land unsafe for public travel.
oil
Noxious weeds shall be cut or other- Earl DeVore, license
wise destroyed on or before the fol-' ~
" Oil
"" Corporation,
~
Deer) ~
Rock
lowing dates and as often thereafter
oil
as is necessary to prevent seed pro- Economy Oil Company, oil .
duction:
A. N. Eaton Metal Products,
Group 1. June 1st, 1939, for
pipe
809.75
Leafy Spurge, Perennial PepperFarmers Elevator, gas . . . . 74.81
Sour Dock, Smooth Dock,
Farmers Cooperative Com§rass,
heep Sorrel.
pany, supplies
12.25
Group 2. June 15th., 1939, for
Federal Land Bank, R. O. W.. 2.50
Canada Thistle, Russian KnapFullerton Lumber Company,
weed, Buck-horn, Wild Mustard.
material
79.24
Group 3. July 1st., 1939, for
Gasoline Alley, gas
85.28
Field Bindweed, Wild Carrot.
J. A. Gates, supplies
10.21
Group 4. July 15th.; 1939, for
Bud Goold. hauling
298.20
Horse Nettle, Perennial Sow
Grahams Store, supplies . . 155.72
Thistle, Quack Grass, ButterGrant
Mutual Telephone
Print, Puncture Vine, Cocklebur.
^~... HII tolls
^^ j
79
Company,
SF1SCJAL PRICES FOR OLD ROOSTERS WILL
2. That each owner and each per- i Green" BaV Lumber' Company,
son in the possession or control of | supplies
15 61
BE PAID BY THE FOLLOWING
any lands in Cass County infested Hansen & Company, supplies
2423
with any primary noxious weeds in- Henningsen Motor Company
PRODUCE DEALERS:
eluding quack grass, perennial sow | gas . . .
999
thistle, Canada thistle, field bindweed, i Hutchin's 'printing 'Company',
horse nettle, leafy spurge, perennial j supplies
54 57
peppergrass, Russian knapweed, shall Marion Hansen.'hauling
33504
• adopt a program of weed destruction, Hawkeye Portland Cement
prescribed by the Weed Commissioner, I Company, cement
45 90
which in five years may be expected George Henningsen, rental' !'. 52'50
I to destroy and will immedmtely keep p ran k Howard hauling
299 52
under control
such
infestations
of
said
Independent
Oil
Company'
i; primary
nnmarv
TKYVKMIO
vuoo,lc
I
*
vv/iiiyttiiy
„
noxious weeds.
gas
3. That all weeds other than pri- Interstat'eMachinery'&Supl
J
n
S WeedS
e U ty
I3 Handn°HT
/ °"
^ and
°, Kbe-< Interstate'
P'y Company,
I trunk
local, county
roads
Oil supplies .
tween the fence lines thereof shall be I
mowed by the adjoining property own- Glenn 'Comstock,' 'labor

a
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
runs OF THIRTY runs AM

I

Saturday, June 3
Is Old Rooster
Day in Anita

Roberts Produce
Bell's Produce
Jewett's Produce
Smither's Produce
Rasmussen's Hatchery

MORE USABLE W

MIXTURE

TRY THE
ONLY GASOLINE WITH

"drome CONTROLWe Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Stepped

.

4- That if the owners or persons Ross South, labor
in possession or control of any land ] 0 wa ElectnV rnmr,'»n,', 'v, Q ' f '
in Cass County fail to comply with Io*a Electric SmZy' Guth
: the foregoing orders, the Weed Com- | rie Center h P »t
missioner shall cause this to be done I owa Sales Company' ' ' ' sun'
, and the expense of said work", itt'J > piies
Company, supcludmg costs of serving notice and i owa Machinery" &
other costs, if any, to be assessed; Comnanv n«rt«
a i n s t the land and the owners there- Haric? JohnZ, rental

10. in

B. That the County Auditor be and Koch Bros
is hereby directed to cause notice of Mary
Kinen e t a I R 'o"\V "
the making and entering of the fore- nertVha Krambeck"1 R O w ' '
going order hy one publication in each Limlsev Machme
Malhinl Sh
QU
of the official newspapers of t h e , pah/
°P' re°0n motion and vote the following' L'"^ts Chevr°'<* Company,
i resolution was passedi r il. > 'f '•*,' ' ' ','..',
RESOLUTION.
liIO# tuR d Son P f a uel —
WHEREAS Thelma Jones is now Massena Grain Company coal'
within Cass County and is likely to H. P. Malone hauline
.become a county charge and said•• Middle States Utilities toils"
party should be prevented from ac- Miller JHasselbak-h ComDanv
quiring a settlement in CaW Cpun-1 parts
«"pany,
ty*.
Monroe Calculating- Company,
BEING
! « . -NOW
. _ , , « - , ,THEREFORE
-,,
^
~ ~ . » . . - ^ » IT
* * * RE*»,.-!
vx)nnai;i,
contract
I SOLVED by the Board of Supervisors , Howard Mcl)ermott"labor ' '
of Cass County, Iowa, that a notice ' John Miller, hauline'
'
. rn rtdnft rr
ch:ill Ko c-^..«r j ..««« ^.1
»r.»
.
. ~
^
' to depart shall
be served upon the Nelson
Auto Service, parts
| said Thelma Jones and the Chairman John R. Nelson Insurance
of this Board is directed and ordered
Companv, premium
to
sign
such
notice fin behalf of this
L. i*»-LL*.|
Nettz, ITUS
gas
TJ
J
i l l *
--..« *H.
* . ^.j,
Board
and
deliver
the
same
to
the
Board and dehver the same to the Northwestern Bell'Telephone
serSheriff of Cass County,
Cmmtv Iowa,
I™- for
*„. „.
Company, tolls and rent
145.7:!
vice.
P.
A.
Oestereich,
repairs
The above resolution was put to
Tool Company,
vflte, and the votes being all in the Owatonna
ton's
affirmative, the resolution was de- Phillips 1'etroleum Companv
clared adopted.
pas
"
iMoved by Wohlenhaus, seconded Wilbur Pierce, royalty
by Eshelman, to pay Russell Ross Purity Oil Company, gas""
instrument man, $115 per month from Railway Express Agency, exApril 15, 1939.
press . . . .
Motion carried.
L. L. Reed, liirhts "
Moved by Metz, seconded by Woh- Rock Island Transit, freight.'
lenhaus, to buy three Laminated Wood Schroeder's Garage,- repairs .
Culverts from the Culvert Engineerine i1.. L
v-.. Sorenstn,
rwrensen, repairs
/• ,-•>
Co. for $1,375.00.
Sidles Company, parts . . . . ' , ' ; ]8J' 55

anti knock
Upper

nr

D-X and okh.r DIAMOND D-X
Distributed by

OIL COMPANY

Songs, Poems Wamo/1

BIG TOP

ByEDWHEHJVN

The bow odl« -SOkT FowW.ttaff.
OXJ6TD4IS' EJKAUSEOI6
SOWE PCCUUAR-TVMSfr IKt
YOUR. OWN ROTTEN
VtJO'VE
' ON "WE
ALMOST MADC A

USTCNTDME *OW,-«H.K"« I'M )

INNING TO UNDBSSTAHD THAT /

THERE'5 MDRft TO TUlS
ALTA'S RAV|PA<?ES THAN
APPEAR? ON "WE

I see THAT vou'vcETorr,

FAST-SIUC-

AS SOOD AS
S
"

VBLL,
HAVE you

BBAUTY CULTURE Sc»

Juvenile Bedspread
In Simple Crochet

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA _L0j the Poor Indian
VINCENT
STAYfeO
AWAKE
LONG ENOUGH
TO SEND
A TELEGRAM
TO HORACE
BLOOT, THE
DETROIT
TAILOR,
ASKING
FOR THE
LOWOOWN
ON 60NZALES

I'LL MAKE
ONE LAST STAB
AN'CAU.
LALA'S ROOM
ON THE
HOUSE PHONG

IT'S ME
AGAIN, S«SIVW EXPECTiN
SOME SPECIAL
INFO ON
GONZAl.es-

VINCENT,
ONCE AN' FOR
ALL, QUIT

MESSIN'UP ,
LOVE -LIFE!

Pattern 6334.
By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Ever Do This With Your Foot?

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L, HUNTLBY

The Fix
HE SCWS HES FIXED IT UP WITH
TU ROkKSOWS YOUKWoUM SO AS HE

.

(^'A.Wl

ACT" lh.1 COCTr— f

_^

A kiddle would love to own thlil
spread—and it's fun for a grown-1
up to make tool The center panel, I
with the children's prayer and]
all the fascinating juvenilefigures,I
is crocheted in one piece and the I
teddy bear border is done in three I
pieces—for easy handling. Sim-1
pie lace stitch sets off the letter-1
ing. Pattern 6334Contains instruo I
tions and charts for making the]
spread shown; illustrations ol]
spread and of stitches; material]]
needed.
To obtain this pattern send 15 J
cents in coins to The Sewing]
Circle, Household Arts Dept., 291
W. 14th St.. New York, N. Y.
Please write your name, ail
dress and. pattern number plainly.]
Ladies. If interested in helping!
others to vital health, write us to-l
day. It will pay you. Viavi, 701 En>|
pire Bldg., Des Moines, la.—Adv.!
Lost for Credit
He who hath lost his credit is|
dead to the world.

4t

m
KILLS
INSECTS
ROWERS'FRUITS

POP— Call for a Burglar

By J. MILLAR WATT

DID YOU SAY THER& V/AS
A DETECTIVE

ON THE-

^

WCLL,ASK HIM TO PIND ME

rt

Love In Common
Those who love the arts are all|
fellow-citizena.—Voltaire.

TRAIN?

.
Security of Fools
The wise too Jealous are, ioo»
too secure.—Congreve.

0

Cheerful News

TOO BAD, TOP BAD

D

Frances—Did you go to the football game?
Jim— Yes, but I got there too late.
Frances— What did you miss?
Jim—Why I missed seeing Tom
Black knocked senseless in the first
quarter.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD LEAGUE

An Idea
Ole—Did your lather complain
about my. staying so late last night?
Marg«—No. On the contrary he
<asked>me how I could be so thoughtless as to let you go to work without
any breakfast.
of out tow*

But Not Any Move
"I gave my wife a pearl necklace
tor her birthday."
'Why, my dear fellow, pearls
mean tears."
"I know they do. She cried till

It olwoy* pa?" *
th.

she got it."

So Wnatl!,
Diner—I see tips are forbidden
here.
Waitress—Lor' bless yer, Mum, so
was apples in the Garden of Eden.

SJJW IN BEP WITH HIS COLD H
1b 6ET UP AKD 60 OV/ER toVriE
BUf HE HftDN'f COUNTED OH fHE
Htt WHER hLOHG

not ofeold of

THE SPECIA^.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

THURSDAY, JUNE 1, 1939.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

CARD OF THANKS.

*

"——

' ' ' '" • • •

'-•'

^^^^^^fcl

Maduff'$ Food Market

We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for the acts of sympathy
and kindness extended us during the
sickness and after the death of our
mother, Mrs. Henrietta Suplee. We
also wish to thank those who sent
flowers and assisted with the funeral
services.
Suplee Children.

(Continued from Page 4)
Thomas Gittins, board of re4.00
view
Will Grulke, board of review
6.00
and hea.th
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
June Hamm, mileage . . . . . . SB'iJ!
Otto B. Hansen, assessor . . 158.20
F. W. Hanton, soldier's relief
250.00
1.00
T. A. Harmsen, fox bounty
e*««M'«*M4fi
Golden Ripe
E. E. Hastings, board of re4.00
view
|
Lester Scholl, wife and son, Billy, A. A. Hayter, board of re4.00
view
and H. U. Shannon and wife were
157.50,
H. Hayter, assessor
Sunday visitors at the M. E. Gafland L.
Roy Herbert, board of re4.00
home near Scranton.
C ** «*•%
Crystal White or P & ~
view
I
Hoffman Insurance Agency,
SOap
3 Bars
62.81
;
A county meeting of the American
premium
Carl
Holland,
board
of
reLegion and Legion Auxiliary will be
4.00
0 XVdO I
Large Package
held at Griswold Thursday evening, L. view
W. Holley & Sons ComLOT
at which time officers for the ensuing
pany, supplies
Center Cuts
Ted R. Jensen, assessor
loo.
year will be elected.
Jack Jobe,
board of rePound
4.00
view
•
'Miss Bedda Reninger of Council Roscoe
Open Kettle Rendered
S. Jones, criminal inBluffs visited in the city the first
vestigation and expense . 38.50
2 Pounds
I
of the week with her father, C. H. Andrew Kaiser, board of re4.00
view
Reninger, section foreman on the railSATURDAY IS OLD ROOSTER DAY IN ANITA
J. Karstens, board of reroad. Mr. Reninger expects to move A.view
4.00
his family to Anita in a short time.
5.00
Pete N. King, fox bounty ...
'W. F. Kuese!, board of re4
Anita Post No. 210, American Leview
-0° , H. W. Elliott
4.26 to-wit:
i-71- Family Shoe Store
9.88
gion, entertained the members of the ' Laurel Book Company, books .
Commencing at the east
....
...
., various ! Alvin
Lehmkuhl, board of reFox Shoe Store
12.26
porate limit of the Town 0
Auxilmry,
ministers
of- the
j
(
v ew
4.00 Fullerton Lumber Company..
48.85
ta, Iowak where the
churches, and members of the choir,' Hawley Lynch, committee
I Roy Gardner
2.80
tersected by Main „.
129.90 T. F. Gebbie
15.60
at the G. M. DfeCamp home Sunday j work and mileage
Street, thence west on
Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
4.15
Second Street to the
evening after the union Memorial ser- j *-"• *"'. Malone, P. M., postGregersen Drug Store
1.93
vices at the Methodist church. R«-' Mafsena'Echo,'printing
Dr. Harry Hall
16.00 and Main or Second Street i
freshments of cookies and ice cream Metropolitan Supply Company,
, J. G. Hayes & Company ...
.60
south across Main or 'i^~'i
supplies
85 ' Henderson's Dairy
£2,40
were served to the sixty guests.
Street, thence south wd Mond j
Mike Metz, committee work
| Howell's Store
1D.30 private right-of-v
138.80, iowa Lutheran Home
90.00
which extends
Miss Isabelle Biggs, Home Eco- „ and
, , mileage
,,.,. ,f ,
.
12.00
. , , . T
_. .
„
> Ra.ph Miller, wolf
bounty
.98
Johnson & Sons
nomics student at Iowa State college j Missouri-Kansas
Chemical ., _ _„ Albert
98,05
Dr. H. A- Johnson . .
Street, thence west on i,
in Ames and who graduates, in July,! Company, supplies
111.76 Dr. c. B. Jones
500.20
to Linn Street, thence south
0.
Mbon,
board
of
review
|
Delia
King
has
been
elected
as
an
instructor
in
30.00
»•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
-f
Linn Street to the east and
and health
5.00 Dr. W. W. Kitson '.'.'.'..'.
53.85
+ -f + -f + + + 4- + - » - - f - f + the high school at Ledyard, Iowa*
Street lying immediately
Louis Mass, mileage
14.40 , Dr. Welton H. Knarr
6.00
the right-of-way of the
"God the Only Cause and Crea- for the coming school year. She i j. Q. Mountain, Tiauling .. 105.00 ! Henry Kuehl '.
'.....'.'... 23.00
Rock Island, & Pacific ,«
will
teach
Home
Economics
and
DraSam
Murray,
board
of
retor" will be the subject of the LesKunz Grain Company . . . . . . . 13.66
thence
weat on the said
view
4.00 John Lang
son-Sermon in all Churches of Christ, matics and will receive a salary of
2.08 to.jte mtersectwn with High^
D. McAfee, board of reLee's Drug Store
51.47 No. 6, and thence west on High$115 per month. Isabelle is a daugh- J. view
Scientist, on Sunday, June 4.
4.00 August W. Lembke
69.57
way No. 6 .to the west corpng
The Golden Text is from Psalms ter of Mrs. Ruby Biggs of Anita.
Fred MdDermott, assessor . . . 64.40 Lewis Drug Store
4.15 limit of the Town of AnitT
Austin McFadden, trustee and
93:1, "The Lord reigneth, he is clothMaduff's Food Market .... 70.35
Section Two.
Application blanks for the new
board of review
8.00 Mauk'a Transfer
6.00
ed with majesty; the Lord is clothed
The grantee hereby grants to i
v
drivers'
licenses
have
been
received
by
j
PMcMartin,
board
of
reMayberry Food Market
238.70 Town of Anita, Iowa, so long as i
with strength, wherewith he hath
4.00 H. C. Mehlmann
27.76 transmission line shall be in
girded himself: the world also is stab- Sheriff P. P. Edwards, and to accom-j w™^. Nelson,' fox 'bounty'.'
9.00 •Miller's Market
8.00 tion, the right, and privilege
modate
those
in
this
community
in
F.
C.
Newlin,
board
of
relished, that it cannot be moved."
Minor Outfitting Company
15.30 taching the wires of its local uia
renewing
their
licenses,
he
will
be
in
j
view
*
»
.
.
.
8.00
Hans Moelck
4.80 button system upon the poles of (
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoa
Newman, board of reMoeller 'Dairy
4.80 transmission Tine within said Ti
tations from the Bib^.e and from the Anita all day 'Friday at the office of view
4.00 Dr. E. C. Montgomery
25.00 provided, however, that said att
Christian Science textbook, "Science the Forshay Insurance Agency. The Wm. j. Nimm','board'of'Vel
- -R.- -Mueller
- 1.00 ment and the operation and m.
i'Mrs. C.
and Health with Key to the Scrip- new licenses will be for two years, and i view
4.00 j McConnell Dairy
9.60 tenance .of said lines shall not,
a 50c fee is charged. The old license Ernest Odem, board of reI MWCuIlough Dairy
2.40 terfere with the efficient operatt
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
V W
4.00,r>r. R. M. Needles
92.05 and maintenance of said transm
when applying for iv ™ r\ • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • _
One of the Bible citations reads: must be produced
.„
,. ..
*
i *• HI Osen, board of review .
4.001 Nord's Grocery
212.71 sion line.
a
new
one.
AH
applications
for
renewPark
Hotel,
meals
to
jurors
.
"Now when he came nigh to the
6.63 c. B. Parkinson & Son
60.50
Section Three.
?ate of the city, behold, there was al of licenses must be made by July 5. > John T. Pearce, board of reA ™ J" C' Pennev Company
59.84
This Ordinance shall in no mam
I view
4-00 i Petersen Grocery
9.00 be construed to grant the Iowa 1
a dead man carried out, the only
A. J. (Tony) Kopp, local trucker' *j-H. Pelzer, expenses
•70 I pr. E. C. Petersen
98.15 trie Company, its successors or
son of his mother, and she was a
801
156.60 | Dr. M. T. Petersen
'.'.'.'.
27.75 signs, permission or authority to ._
widow: and much people of the city and a member of the town council, is perffjns 'Bros 'su^lf ^
4-03 ;j. C. Porter
6.75 electric current to the Town ofAai]
|L. L. Reed
was with her. And when the Lord in a hospital at Jefferson, Iowa, with H. A. Phillips Behoof Se'r33.30 ta, Iowa, or to any of the inhabil
bones in both legs broken, the result
vice, supplies
3.38 Wm. Riggs Grocery
24.43 of said Town of Anita, Iowa.
?aw her, he had compassion on her,
an accident near that city early last S?.^1*1 prjearj*m> fox bounty.
9.00 Sam's Market
39 60
Section Four.
and said unto her, 'Weep not. And of
„, ,
,
.
*
i Wuber H. Pierce, board of
1 Sauer & Dahlberg
'50 This Ordinance shall be in ful...
Wednesday
morning.
George
Scarj
iew
rev
he came and touched the bier: and
2.00
Steinbeck
Grocery
14.75
and effect from-and after its appr<
Pond,
board of rethey that bare him stood still. And lett, driving the Kopp truck, fell asleep B.y C.
I Stier Grocery
.'.'
2/71 by the legal electors of the T
ew
at
the
wheel,
and
the
driver
of
another'
i
4-°0 Subdivision of Aid to Blind . 81.91 of Anita, Iowa, at a special ele
he said, Young man, I say unto thee,
truck coming from the opposite direc- £C_,L; ^>osfe,ll!i assessor
158.44 M!rs. Joe Thraen
2 50 called and held for that purpose; t
Arise. And he that was dead sat ,. . . . . . , ,
,
i rrank Katzlaff, board of re(Turner Bros
IC'OK acceptance
of this Ordinance
up, and began to speak. And he tion in attempting to keep from crash- view
4.00 Turner Elevator
""
6 50 grantee in writing filed with
ing
headon
into
the
Kopp
truck,
sideEsther
Reeves,
clerk
'.
30.00 , Mrs. Grayce Ury
.'. 10oo Town Clerk within 30 days fn
delivered him to his mother" (Luke
swiped the cab. Mr. Kopp had his legs Lester Rhodes, wolf and fox
Elmer Watson
JQ 00 and after such approval, and its i
7:12-15).
A. Weaver
Win
as provided by law.
Among the selections from the hanging out the door, and they were ' Geo^ge^L.' Rigg's,' assessor '' 156.30 Dr.
Dr. M. B. Weir ...
37 BQ lication
caught
between
the
two
trucks.
Bones
O.
R.
Roberts,
board
of
rePassed this 9th. day of
Christian Science textbook is the fol:
1939.
t
4.00 Welch Shoe Company .. " '
6 45
lowing: "The blood, heart, lungs, in one leg were broken and the other H viewRol>
C. F. Darrow,
leg
was
crushed
so
badly
that
it
may
be
'
P'
inson,
board
of
reI
L.
O.
Wheatley
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
6477
cn
Mayor. |
brain, etc., have nothing to do with
5.00
,
Whitney
Grocery
...
"
"
<j
05
ATTEST:
Life, God. Every function of the impossible to save the limb. Scarlett Wm^tnte,' 'board' of
I Dr. Agnes R. Wilder
'
74'on
review
Solon A. Karas,
real man is governed by the divine escaped with only a bump on his head,
4.00 F. H. Wormley ..
\ "on
80
Town Clerk I
and
occupants
of
the
other
truck
esF.
W._
Schuler,
assessor
140.00
o—-•—
•
—:•
•--•-•
^Mind" (p. 151).
Session and Mileage Claims.
The polling places for said specii
caped with minor injuries. Kopp al- 5en ?ko.W' assessor
70^60 Hawley
Lynch
election shall be as follows, to-wit: i
-«o,i,,
™ 0 laid
i«;j up
„„ with
^fi, a„ broken
k_,,i
I.--., i; ^"lest
Mike Metz
ready was
hand,
view A. Smith, board of
•«•-»• •»••»••»• + •
Town Hall
4.00
The polls shall be opened at
Smith, board of reMETHODIST CHURCH
-f suffered a few days previously, when ! Estey
v ew
W.
H.
Wohlenhaus
....:.'::'
680
o'clock A. ML and shall close at I
*
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f an endgate on the truck crushed sev4.00 G. E. Eshelman
......
670 o'clock: P. M.
M. W. Smith, board of re•f + + + + + - f - f + 4 + 4 4 eral fingers.
by Metz,
Dated this 9th. day of May,
view and health
C F. Darrow,
or
Church School 10:00 a. m. Harold
T. L. Smith, assessor
TWENTY YEARS IN THE
Mayor, j
George Sperry, board of reMcDermott, Superintendent.
The
LIFE OF CUMBERLAND
ATTEST:
4.00
study period lasts until 10:45. The
Hawley Lynch,
Solon A. Karns,
I Mrs. Meda Sperry, assessor .. 111.10
worship for everyone begins promptly
Town Clerk.
Chairman.
™ ' Sjtone, printing
(Cumberland Enterprise.)
5.00
!
Attest:
at 10:45.
Suppose we say now and twenty
M. E. Hubbard,
of
w».
Church Worship at 10:45. Mrs. years ago. In other words how does
Robert Scott, Anita fire chief, i
County Auditor.
review
and
quarantine
7.20
_
Karns' class will have charge of the Cumberland stack up with 20 years A11an F. Vetterrck.'assessor .
Aaron Bell, Guy 'Hayter and
worship service, including special ago in so far as business is concerned ? jWm- ^htert, board of re- 154.80; NOTICE OF
ELECTION. Buttolph were in Ames one day
music. Sermon by the pastor.
week to attend a school for fin
4.00QQ
Notice
The
businesses
we
have
lost
during
R.™!*Watson','
bailiff
«
given
that, in
The Christian Youth Camp which the past twenty years stacks up about Wm. Watson, board of re„!„.-:-_ _ „ ^ at Iowa State college.
begins at Lake Ahquabi on June 12 as follows: One clothing store, 2 gar- [ view
4.00
and lasts until June 19 will be an ex- ages, one hotel, one jewelry store, one *f e^ M' Weber- board of reMr. and Mrs. Herman
e
cellent place for you to send your boy
4
living near Wiota, are the parents (
elevator, one bank, one drug store, one ' J. H™ Welch ' Printing ' Com'°°
if he is between the ages of 11 to 14. bakery, one harness shop, one shoe re- ! pany, supplies
18 67
a 9K pound girl baby, born May /
The Epworth League Institute is pair shop, one lumber yard, one under- ] 9; ^' Welton, assessor . . . . 157.90
The child has been named D«1(f<
being held at the same date at Indian- taker, one furniture store, one black- j gjf61"]",, Chemical Company,
Blanche. The Behrends have one c
ola for those who are 15 years of age
smith shop, 2 automobile dealers,! West Publishing" Company', 53'42
er child, a son, Bruce.
or older. Perhaps you know of some practically three good going lodges, one' report
' 10 00
m
one who will be able to go there. The doctor, one implement company, one p estem Union, telegrams
07 the a p p o v a l
total cost for each of these groups is variety store, 2 passenger trains daily ; View ' S ° n> b°ard °f
f\>»r1*
!
$6.50 per person.
4.00
b
and one freight train daily, one groc- Wiota Telephone ' ' Company
J- the TowTcouWSf
The young people of the church are ery store. This being correct we have to"s
33.05 '
° '-ts aPProv*l by
the
going to have a weiner roast at the lost 27 businesses if you can call them M"» ^; W '
SATURDAY IS OLD RO^S
. 0. A. P.
ony the
Q %n 0
session and mileage
DAY AT ROBERTS PBODUC^
city park Thursday evening at 6:30. such. Now lets see what we have gainWollenhaupt, board of
Come promptly so that we can have ed. One barber shop, one beauty par11
review
See ,the ;jufir'-'''fiilco electric W ich or
4.00
dinance is in
our games before dark. Everyone is lor, one chiropractor, one radio repair
>
*
Woods, board of reand figures
ilroHer at tW Farmers Coop.
aS
lo
con
to bring his own weiners and buns. shop, one filling station, one bus line.
400
^' J^-wit:
assessor
If you cannot come for the games then These figures are based on the year F.
:— Tally cards, 2 <
FOR
.
.
committee
ommee
,()
come about 8:00 o'clock and eat with
E
RIC
1918-19 the year that we came here.' workWo
and mileage
124 15 CEDAR p?P?n
COMPANY OF Tribune office, Anita.
us.
- Wohjenhaus, committee
According to these figures we are short W' HH.
FOR SAWS'—WhiteOak ^an
SB&'^JffiSr™H£
Ai5
1G
All day quilting and covered dish
TvvStfKf >^ ° NS, WITHIN
businesses in the past 20 years. Hazily O* YSSelTass'eaior" 126.80
Oak
posts, well seasoned.
TOWN
OF
ANIT,
IOWA,
TO
dinner at noon this (Wednesday) in the 21
110.50
If the next twenty years works out Zaiser's, supplies
basement of the church. Everyone is accordingly, what would we have left ? Ernest Zellmer, board of reFOR SALE:—Soy beans for
invited.
Figure it out yourself.
...vle-W and health
all kinds. Fanners Coop.

10 lb cloth Ba

Su&dr

~-

?

49 r

Bananas and T0
poundATOES 5c
Corn Peas
^
07
lie
19c
Pork Roast
16c
Lard
19c

Turner's Standard Station
C. C. Heckraan-Tank Wagon
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
+
Ray Swartz, Pastor.
-f
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
Ladies aid meets all day Wednesday,
with a 15c dinner for the public.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
•f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f
+ Thomaa B. Dixon, Pastor. •*•
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
At 7:00 o'clock Sunday evening, a
meeting of the Men's Brotherhood
will be held at the home of Frank H.
Osen.
A meeting of the Pilgrim Fellowship, with a pot luck dinner at 6:30
o'clock, will be held Friday at the
church.
A meeting of the missionary society
will be held on Friday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock at the church. Mrs. Thos.
B. Dixon will be the leader.

'Dr.R.B.weir...:::::;•••• 200

p. w. wi ..

PROTECTION

HOUSE
PAINT

THEN SNAP
YOUR F I N G E R S

AT

DECAY
AND

COSTLY
REPAIRS
•
IT'S

THE

POSITIVE
SHIELD
AGAINST

WANTTAD8!

•f
LUTHERAN MISSION AT +
4I. O. O. F. HALL.
-f
•f
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor. 4•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Divine Wbrship at 10:30 a. m.
Harry Piburn and wife of Shenandoah spent Sunday in the city with her
brother, Frank R. Mitchell and family.

Anita Lumber Co.
ROBERT SCOTT

Mrs. Oren Sullivan visited a few
days the past week with her daughter, Mrs. Glenn McCall and family,
in Bagley.

=

DEAD
STOCK REMOVED
FREE
PHONE 400 ANITA
WE PAY THE CHARGES
ANITA RENDERING
SERVICE
Harper Dorsey, Manager

WA

^w««-

r*i nrr»U¥XTy>

» «T^
CLOTHING
AND
MEDICAL AID
Dr. George Alliband
Atlantic Building SuDiilv
Atlantic Hatchery
. ""
Atlantic Hospital, Inc
Atlantic Shoe Hospital
Dr. R. C. Bailey .
Dr. R. L. Barnett
Dr. R. A. Becker . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' "
, Bongers Bros.
| John H. Brown
Brown Shoe Fit Company .
Bullock & Sons . . .
Lou Camblin
Albert Christensen
Christiaji Home Orphanage'
Dr. Wm. F. Crew
Economy Shoe Store
Dr. D. S. Egbert . . . ' . ' . ' . ' '
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NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W.

little Taxpayer Not Relieved
By Current Revision Program;
Higher Levies Seen Next Year
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are thos* of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
•

Released by Western Newspaper Onion.

TAXATION:
Relief?
In retrenching 1939, many states
have cut their budgets and many a
congressman has preached economy. But John Public has yet to
see his taxes cut; indeed, the millrun U. S. investor holding tax
exempt securities will be lucky if
such exemptions are not outlawed
next year. Reasons for neglecting
John Public are: (1) his taxes cannot be cut without adding to Big
Business' burden; (2) Big Business,
far from accepting such a burden,
has good reason to protest its present tax status. The only apparent
solution, federal economy, will go
by the boards this year as U. S.
expenditures for 1939-40 top the 193839 budget by
approximately
$1,000,000,000.
Four probable points of the current session's tax revision program
are: (1) re-enactment of "nuisance" levies expiring June 30; (2)
repeal of the undistributed profits
tax and substitution of a flat 18 per
cent levy ori corporations with incomes above $25,000 a year; (3) deduction of net business losses from

SENATOR CLARK
CAA was flying too high.

profits of -three future years instead
of one year, as at present, and (4)
.revaluation of capital stock every
'year instead of every three years.
Probable net result: Mere reshuffling of Big Business' burden and
maintenance of present federal expenditures, a situation which today
brings complaints like the following:
Anent Taxes. To the American
Petroleum institute, Standard Oil of
Indiana reported it employed 30,000
people in 1938, meanwhile paying
$97,485,205 in taxes. This was
enough to pay 48,742 U. S. employees a salary of $2,000 each.
Standard Oil's complaint: "A bust
ness operated by ... 30,000 workers is called upon to support even
more persons performing functions
of government."
Anent Expenditures. Democratic
Hopeful Bennett Champ Clark, middle-grounder, claims the one-yearold Civil Aeronautics authority already has a payroll exceeding the
52-year-old Interstate Commerce
commission, which regulates the nation's entire railroad system. Furthermore, to drive home his plea
for retrenchment, Senator Clark
found CAA has more employees
drawing federal pay than are employed by all the U. S. commercial
airlines which it regulates.

RELIEF:
Recommendation

•

«. Ohio's experimenting, badly pestered legislature has passed 82 relief bills since January, 1931, yet
still has trouble.
C. Monthly food grants for relief
vary greatly with the states' affluency, including: Atlanta, Ga., $6.70
per month; New York, $30.97; Mississippi, $2.91; California, $30.97; Arkansas, $4.82.
This startling picture of U. S. relief conditions was offered the house
appropriations sub-committee as it
began considering a $1,477,000,000
budgetary request for 1939-40. The
report came from the American Association of Relief Workers, which
reviewed conditions in 35 states and
two territories (Hawaii and Puerto
Rico).
Principal recommendation was
that federal grants-in-aid to states
be continued as the only means of
achieving a j uniform and adequate
system in a nation where reliefers
would otherwise prosper or starve
depending on their state's wealth.

AGRICULTURE:
Cotton Conference
Forgotten fact by most critics of
the New Deal's agriculture program
is that international wheat and cotton producti6n has raised tremendously the past 15 years, closing
the door against export of surpluses
without expensive government subsidies. Though regulated production
produces a vicious artificial circle
which upsets all natural commodity price levels, the blunt facts are
that even with restricted planting
in. the U. S., 1938 world wheat production set a new record of approximately 4,479,000,000 bushels, while
U. S. cotton exports are currently
at their lowest level in 60 years.
One possible solution is a worldwide co-operative scheme. Already
underway are negotiations for a
formal wheat conference at London
to draft an international agreement
authorizing export quotas and
eliminating price-cutting tactics
facilitated by government subsidies.
With 14,000,000 bales of old American cotton on hand when the current harvest starts, and with the
price to growers at 8.50 cents a bale
compared with the agriculture department's "fair price" estimate of
15.6 cents, a world-wide cotton
agreement is also in the offing. Next
September 5 representatives of 10
cotton-producing nations will meet
in Washington tor an "exploratory"
conference which may pave the way
for export quotas. Co-operating nations: Argentina, Brazil, Egypt,
India, Mexico, Peru, Sudan, Soviet
Russia, France and Great Britain,
the latter two for their cotton exporting colonies. Significantly absent from the list is Japan, whose
new cotton plantations in China
are wiping out another big U. S. export 'market.

ASIA:
Mongol

Buffers

Puppet buffer states are handy
weapons for nations which want to
fight without going to war. Other
nations use them for "shock" purposes, to bear the brunt of an attack which might otherwise hit close
to home. For 15 years both Japan
and Russia have used the onceglorious Mongols of Genghis Kahn

LAKE BOR,

C At Indianapolis a "Mr. Stinger,"
CENTER OF
his wife and nine children live in
TROUBLE.
three rooms of an old butcher shop,
so rat-infested he and a two-yearold baby have been bitten. Although
ill, "Mr. Stinger" must stay awake
nights to shoo off the rats.
C In 254 Texas counties reliefers
get no aid other than federal surplus commodities, and in one state
food grants are one-fifth the miniRUSSIAN-JAP CLASH
mum standard food budget preThey'll risk other peoples' borders.
scribed by the U. S. department of
as buffers against the Jap-Russ war
agriculture.
which has actually been waging in
Asia for the past seven years. Under Soviet tutorship has grown the
Outer Mongolian republic; under
Japan a puppet ruler leads Inner
Mongolia.
How the wind is blowing . . .
A sample of how such buffer naRELIGION—Sunday broadcast
tions can work was reported reof church services has been
banned by Germany, because cently from Tokyo. In the Lake
"radio is a government institu- Bor region south of Manchuli, Japanese troops reported 1,000 Soviettion and the government is not a
trained Outer Mongolian soldiers
'confessional' or church body."
RUBBER — Southern
farm charged Jap-Manchukuoan positions
chiefs predict idle Louisiana sug- while 200 Russian fighting planes
soared overhead. Always victoriar cane land will soon be planted
to "artificial rubber," which is ous (by her own reports) Japan
simply a mixture of sugar, tur- claimed 42 of the Soviet planes were
downed.
pentine and acids.
Still unnoticed as it has been since
HUNGARY—Increased Nazi in1932, the Russian-Japanese war has
fluence in Hungarian affairs is probably reached an even more seforecast following victory of Hit- rious stage than last year's Changler's party in the recent parli- kufeng hill incident. Reason: Acamentary election.
tivity centers on the Mongolian fronBUSINESS — Merchants' Assotiers. Both Japs and Russians disciation of New York reports in- like to risk direct border incidents
creased swing to five-day week
of their own, but will be less
for workmen.
squeamish about locking horns in
Mongolia.

Trend

PUZZLERS
Know your new? Answer all these
questions and you're excellent; answer
three and your good: (too, /<"r.° onf>
poor.

A Revival of
Sweaters Is On—Get B

Star Dust
if Unimpressed

Homefolks

if Do Swell Job in England

IE NICHOLAS

* Girls—Bob Preston!
By Virginia Vale

'

ECENTLY returned from
Sweden, a man who has
been connected with the motion picture business for some
twenty-five years made a firsthand report to this column on
the subject of Greta Garbo in
her homeland.
Her countrymen, he said,
a r e n ' t t r e m e n d o u s l y impressed by her success. They
like her pictures, go in droves
to see them, but they feel that of
course
she ought to be a success1. This U. S. senator will accept
the Republican presidential nom- just a case of home-town girl makination, bat if elected wouldn't ing good.
They are inclined to resent her
take a second term. Who is he?
2. What famous pianist was re- aloofness—they leel that she ought
cently forced to cancel the last to realize that they wouldn't dream
part of his American tour be- of intruding on her privacy, and that
she doesn't have to treat them as
cause of a heart attack?
she
does the movie fans of other
3. Floyd Roberts, racing at the
Indianapolis automobile speed- countries.
had several photographs of
way's Memorial day classic: (1) her,Hetaken
in the days when she was
set up a new record, (2) won for a hat model.
They were sweet,
the second year in a row, (3) was
rather simpery, giving no hint of
killed, (4) came hi second.
4. True or false: According to what she was to become.
a Gallup poll, the majority of U.
Apparently the best way to make
S. citizens believe the New Deal,
and not business, is delaying re- really good motion pictures is to
covery.
send an American picture-making
unit to England to do the work.
(Answer* at bottom of column.)
"Goodbye, Mr. Chips" is the latest
example of what can be accomARMY:
plished in that way, and it's one of

R

Recruits
Not since the World war has
Uncle Sam gone out of his way to
solicit new blood for the army. Regional recruiting officers took what
came their way, yet had no trouble
maintaining a small peacetime
force.
Now underway is a high-pressure
campaign to recruit or re-enlist
115,000 men during the next 12
months, necessitated by replacement and expansion needs of the air
corps and other branches of the
service.
Weapons include 18 recruiting stations on wheels, slogans, posters,
motion pictures and the radio. Biggest problem: To reach boys in
the country as well as in cities, since
better—as well as more—men are
the prune objective. Largest single
GREER GARSON
expansion is a prospective increase
of 25,180 men in the air corps, 17,000 the best pictures that has been reof whom the army hopes will have a leased In a long time. Metro sent
high school education to qualify its unit over, Robert Donat and
them for aviation mechanic posts. Greer Garson turned in beautiful
performances, Sam Wood did a
BUSINESS:
swell job of directing, and there yon
•re!
Middleman
Incidentally,
"Goodbye,
Mr.
Favorite butt of pro-chain store Chips"
presents us with a new
and pro-co-operative movements has glamour girl. Greer Garson has
been the wholesaler, who in popular flaming red hair and green eyes.
notion is excess baggage hi the U. S. Men ttiink she's gorgeous, women
distribution system. If the middle- aren't sure whether she is really
man could be eliminated, many be- beautiful or not.
lieve, a bar of soap or pound of cofThis is her first picture. She came
fee would cost John Public substanto Hollywood from England, where
tially less.
'
To test this theory, New York's she had appeared on the stage and
Twentieth Century Fund broke down done some work in television, exthe $38,500,000,000 which U. S. con- pecting to go to work at once. She
sumers paid in distribution costa for spent a year in waiting to go to
their merchandise during the peak work. She was seriously ill, with
year of 1929. Individual figures and spinal trouble.
She was sent back to England, to
percentages of the distribution cost:
do her first picture, and will probWholesalers ....(18%)$ 7,000,000,000 ably
be sent back again to do her
Retailers
(33%) 12,600,000,000 second,
"The Doctor's Dilemma."
Manufacturers (24%) 9,100,000,000
Transportation (23%) 8,800,000,000
Paramount thinks it has star maMiscellaneous ( 2%) 1,000,000,000
Basic conclusions were that whole- terial in a young man named Bob
salers did not earn excessive profits Preston—and the movies sadly need
in 1929 (groceries, 1.3 per cent; con- young men who are stellar material
fectioneries, 2.2 per cent; dry goods, right now, what with three heart*2.7 per cent), and that they remain smashers getting married practian essential link in the distribution cally in a bunch! The trio, Gable
Power and Taylor, will still be tremachine.
mendously popular, of course, but
many a girl who has liked their picNAVY:
tares is going to look about for an
Statistics
unmarried star to fill -UM^niche hi
Significant and fearsome is a U. S. her affections left vacarit by the
peacetime naval construction pro- marriage of one of them.
gram bigger than any in history.
So Paramount may offer such
With a $773,000,000 building appro- girls Bob Preston. He's made four
priation on its hands, with 74 ves- pictures so far (notably "Union
sels already underway, and with 23 Pacific") but he's had stage expenew contracts about to be let, the rience, in the stock company
fleet's current status is something launched by Tyrone Power's mother
like this:
in Los Angeles.
Type of
In com- Under con- ApproprlVessel
mission strucUon ated for
Battleships
15
6
2
Heavy Cruisers 17
1
'"o
Light Cruisers .. 17
8
3
Aircraft Carriers 5
2
"o
Destroyers
218
35....... 8
Submarines
87
12.... .. 'e
Auxiliary
107
12
'.3

Primary emphasis in the new program will be on capital ships, 15
such battlewagons already being in
service. On the way are two more,
the 35,000-ton North Carolina and
Washington. About to be started are
the South Dakota, Indiana, Massachusetts and Alabama. Two more,
45,000-tonners and larger than anything afloat, will be started under
current appropriations. None of the
eight battleships will be ready before 1945 or 1946L

Answers to Puzzlers
1. Sen. Arthur Vandenberg of
Michigan.
2. Ignace Paderewski.

3. Floyd Roberts, who won last
year's race, was Wiled this year.
4. False. According to Gallup
findings, 69 per cent think business is delaying recovery. But
63 per cent think the New Deal
is delaying U, too.

If you're a Kate Smith fan you'll
have to save a different hour f or
her broadcasts, beginning in October. When she returns from her
summer vacation she'll move into
the nine o'clock (Eastern Standard
Time) spot on Friday nights which
has been filled this year by Orson
Welles and his Mercury Theater
For four years she has been on at
eight on Thursdays, and as she rates
fifth among all shows in national
popularity surveys she doesn't have
to fear the other A-l shows that take
the air on Thursday nights.
ODDS AND E^DS~f^hen lhe it
Fonda, vacationed in New York lh J
rfidnl do mgh. club,, didn't let the pub
licity department tie Henry up for £„£
/«.-« interview, with the preu; //,ey "*
tvent to the theuter, night after night
.Vote lo young fingers-remember that',!,'
Metropolitan > Audition, „/ the Ai, mtl t*
r-aumed on October first . ]im /"" ,6e
D«n', brother, i,
'
n the "
t
durtng Bayer', 13 u,eek,
Helen Morgan

pOR those who crochet or knit
there is no lack of inspiration in
the new sweater fashions. The
models brought out this1 season fascinate with their clever new ideas
and their versatile styling which
tunes them to every occasion.
Now that the new hand-crochet
vogue is on you will be wanting to
crochet a sweater, for the vacation
wardrobe cajls especially for them.
You are supposed to wear sweaters
when you play and when you work
and it has come to be the fashion
to don a lovely evening sweater
when you go to parties. ,
The sweaters pictured were carefully selected for illustration because they reveal the latest trends
and because of the fetching "ideas"
that -give them an entirely new and
out-of-the-ordinary look. The knot
stitch (a very easy, simple and
"quick" stitch) is used throughout
the entire sweater shown to the
right. Simple in line and worked in
lightweight mercerized cotton, this
model sweater wiU be ideal to wear
under suit jackets on cool days and
you'll love it as a blouse-sweater
during the burning-sun days. Note
the cluster of crochet flowers around
the front of the neckline.
Centered in the picture is shown
a cool under-suit blouse handcrocheted of lightweight pearl cotton and featuring the popular pearl
stitch. It is easy to" crochet and
will give lots of warm weather
wear. The shoulders are unusual
in that they have slit openings fas*
tened with three glass buttons. And
if you don't think this clever shoulder treatment is flattering, just crochet the sweater exactly as pictured, put it on and await the
verdict of admiring friends.
1

Jingling Jewelry
Still Holds Favor

•ton I be much .lurprued
"°"' •<•»«<*
*«""«« *W.«M.N.-w.p|lpet

(BoieMCd by Western NewspapM ™

White for Evening

m
skirt in peasant fashion aSueves
fullness via yards and yards d ml
tonal gathered or pleated all amufd

Red
Accessory Fad
s e en
d h in Style News
leading fashion centers
A black evening fr!ck
shoes, and gloves »«*
makes a stiinnin* ni ^d con»««
your navy oHL S***' Witb
red ba/and ^JL^SS
T^ ,'
gloves. A few vpL wd ^ioe»Wn
680
are wearing Ted kM ^f e8"*
°pes
and
say they c!rr/th? ^?
'
«°
me8M e
definitely exp7esst if1" You
*
can
get black or whiL u
Piped ta
red « you
'

eSto^
dump down on "Lady" ol «/. ,, <*"•""•«

'H^*«^-6*.T.?fc,r%;/r,t'M™>:

. If you go in for sports (and
caurse you do, for the treS
more and/more toward frolic,
ta
.«£ be
¥** wanting
^ &**
°*
you'll
a light,
sweater Jacket, designed for
ity and comfort. Here's one s™
to the left in the picture, just |
sort you will appreciate and to
ure ,the .entire season and on i
fall and winter. It's crocheted i
ily and economically of hi
mercerized crochet cotton. U
your owi) color combinations,!
turquoise and ecru are pa
recommended for a nice „„.„
In this! model the front is work,
ecru with bands of turquoise!
ming the pockets, closing, c*.
and shoulders, while the back]
crocheted ia, solid turquoise.
design calls for unusually sL,
crocheting, using only the easyi
gle crochet stitch with altei
loops front and back for the,
effect.
The field of hand-crochet i
out beyond sweaters this season, j
you will take the time to
at fancywork departments youi
find that entire dresses are ' '
beautifully crocheted in me
cottons that come in delightful <
orihgs. There is. every en
ment in undertaking the
of a complete dress, chiefly 1
modern mercerized crochet i
have been so perfected they'
up without bulkiness or
weight, making the ideal .
for summer. The openwork oil
crochet makes it the coolest I'
you can wear on a torrid day.
Most important is the way 1
which the new crocheted frocks.]
and mold the figure. Dr
touches are stressed while skirts i
made to swing with the new "y
look."

hats

IT HASr«Jome to be
* to wear white without^*",
•lightest'suggestion of cow
eviSaing. In her lovely eve
seroWthe young woman
above .stresses the aUur
sans-color to a i^r
You'U be interested to.
the dress Is made of a n
linen weave for the «"»rJJ
bersotthe younger se ar
trigued with the idea of M ,
piques and Swisses and sucn
malfl they are wearing them ,
very most dress-up Parl ^
tiny ruffles that edge, tb» j,
dress emphasize the charm
plicity. The all-wrute idea j
taineel in the flowers she we
great play is being made j
chalk white, or frothy whj
celain white jewelry to
(
that it is worn with day (
frocks as well as * l t h '
turoe«
th

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

THE MANCHESTER (plustrated)Hotpoint's big value, built-tothe-floor electric range. Hotpoint
sayea for you three ways. 1. Uses
electricity for cooking with new
.efficiency at lower cost. 2. Saves
time; Cook* automatically while
you're away. 3. End* cause of
cooking failure*.
Calrod
Cooking UnK
Targets tfc«
Httt

7c

buys and installs an
electric range in your
home.

|Due to the extreme heat last Wedy, the pavement on highway No.
... miles northeast of Anita bulged
land cracked clear across. Also west
I Anita near the railroad school house
i pavement bulged and cracked half
by across.

WHEN ANIMALS
DIE $• - . ;

1 We will nifjjc Sjljfim up,
pr^ipti^^C-' v.'New steet^v&ter tight
| body at your service.
Phone 257
| WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

1. Calrod heat IB conducted
through bottom of pan into food.
There's no flame.
2. Calrod brat i> efficiently appUedior faster, thriftier cooking.
Utensils stay cleaner.
3. Calrod is accurately controlled. Five different speeds from
one switch.

Andy Petersen arid family movec
last Thursday to the D. C. Bell resi
dence property on Walnut Street
They have been living in the Jenkini
property on West Main Street.
Wheaties, box
10
Paxton Gas coffee, pound
22
Victor flour, 49-lb. sack
$1.2
Pork and Beans, No. If/2 can . . . 10
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
The members of the Knot-a-Kar
bridge club were guests last 'Wtet
nesday afternoon at the home of Mrs
Walter F. Budd, corner of East Mai
Street and Mars Avenue. Additiona
guests were Mrs. Chester A. Long an
Mrs. R. W. Forshay. High score wa
held by Mfrs. R. M.'Needles. Thi
was the last meeting of the club unt
next fall.

THURSPAY, JUNE I, 19S».

|W. T. Biggs and Harry Dressier
Carl Millard and wife were Sunday
enjoyed a few days' outing the past visitors with relatives at Carbon.
week at Spirit Lake.
A. J. Joy is home from a visit with
Duane Bowen, a member of this relatives and friends at Winterset.
year's graduating class, has secured
Lowell Knehn, who went to Cleveemployment at the Anita Lumber Co.
land, Ohio, a couple of weeks ago, has
Mrs. Eosetta Anderson left Tues- found employment, and expects to reday for Oakland, Cal., where she plans main there indefinitely.
to spend several weeks with her daughJohn K. Osen, wife and son, Lynn,
ter, Mrs. Myrtle Swafford and husband.
of Northville, iMich., are spending the
week at the home of his parents,
R. R. Arnett, wife and children and Frank H. Osen and wife.
er mother, Mrs. C. E. Shafer, went
A girl baby, weighing 7% pounds,
Hampton, Iowa, Sunday where
hey visited over Decoration day with was born early Saturday morning to
ilatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jensen at their
home two miles southwest of the
The monthly meeting of the Benton city.
Future Farmers 4-H club boys, which
William R. Cryer and wife and Mike
as to have been held at the home
f Bob, Mack and Jack McDermott, Beatz and wife returned home Sunas been postponed until sometime day from a week's visit with relatives
n June.
and friends at Smith Center, Kan., and
Beaver City, Neb.
The members of the Pinochle o!ub
Clarence H. 'McDermott of West
were guests at the home of Mrs. Carie Reynolds last Thursday evening'', Liberty, Iowa, and his son, Douglas
'he evening was spent playing piii- McDermott of Schenectady, N. Y.,
chle, at which high score was held were visitors in the city last Friday,
y the hostess.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott.
Lynn Robison, manager of a manuacturing plant at Kellogg, Iowa, visited in the city over night one day last
reek with relatives and friends,
/ynn is a former Anita hoy and a
graduate of the local high school.

Nate S. Newton, farmed living south
of Bridgewater, and a brother of Ed.
L. Newton of Anita, submitted to an
operation a few days ago at a hospital
in Des Moines for the removal of his
left eye.

'Many Anita people saw the huge
our-motored transport plane on its
rial trip across the United States
when it passed over Anita about 1:30
o'clock last Friday afternoon. The
plane carried 39 passengers and is
ne of the newest type transport planes.

Miss Maurine Turner, a teacher in
the Cumberland schools, is enjoying a
visit in Anita with her parents, H. H,
Turner and wife, before going to Des
Moines to attend summer school at
Drake University.

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
THE SINGING COWBOY IN

"PRAIRIE MOON"
^

.

Sat.-Sun.

—

June 3-4

Fred F. Joy, wife and daughter,
Leatrice, of Churdan, Iowa, visited in
the city for a short time Sunday morning, and from here went to Adair to
spend the rest of the day with her
sister, Mrs. Fred H. Bell and family.

Miss Christina Hollen, 8th. grade
ieacher in the Anita schools, and Junior Hofmeister, a recent graduate of
the local schools, left Friday morning
for Evergreen, Colo., where they have
employment for the summer. EverWilliam H. Karns of Macksburg,
green is a summer resort, and is lo- Iowa, is spending the week in the city
cated 25 miles northwest of Denver. at the home of his son, Henry Karns
and family. "Bill" is a former longA meeting of the ladies aid society time resident of Anita, but has been
of the Massena township Baptist gone from here for the past fourteen
church was held last Wednesday after- years.
noon at the home of Mrs. W. M. Garside, with sixteen members and six
M. C. 'Hansen and wife of St. Joseph,
visitors present. The ladies spent the Mo., visited in the city from Saturday
afternoon with their own hand work until Monday with relatives and
and visiting. A lunch was served by friends.
They were accompanied
the hostess.
home by his mother, Mrs. O. C. Hansen, who will spend a month with
Ninety-six neighbors and friends at- them.
tended a social dance one night last
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers was hostess
week at the Louis Pieper home northwest of the city, the occasion being in ; last Friday afternoon at her home on
honor of Junior Pieper's birthday an- i North Chestnut Street to the members
niversary and as a farewell party for , of the Friday bridge club. Guests
1
Robert Henneberg. Music for the were Mrs. Betty Wilkerson of Des
dance was furnished by Marvin Pieper Moines, a niece of the hostess, and
and the Ross brothers from Stuart. Miss Gretchen Budd, Mrs. Raymond
At the close of the dance a lunch Lantz and Mrs. R. M. Needles. High
' score was held by Mrs. Wilkerson.
was served.

DAREN'T

DRY
VEN if this camel holds records
for going-without-more-drink,
could he last if he had to start dry?
Your car and your engine oil can't
last either if you keep starting dry
this Summer.
You can't help it with any oil that
always drains down to the crankcase completely. But you can certainly help it by getting your engine

E

OIL-PLATED.

NEVER all down in the crankcase,
no matter how long you park, OILPLATING is lastingly close-knit to inner engine surfaces by the action of
Conoco Germ Processed oil —patented. Its strong "power of attraction"
fastens non-detachable OIL-PLATING
throughout your engine. Does chromeplating drain down? Neither does
OIL-PLATING. Therefore in advance
of starting, it's ready to slide every
working part into easy motion, without rasping dryness. And since
OIL-PLATING doesn't fly off or fry up
it helps your engine to shatter the record for going-without-more oil. That's
W hy to OIL-PLATE today with Conoco
Germ Processed oil, at Your Mileage
Merchant's. Continental Oil Co.

CONOCO GERM PROCESSED Oil
OIL-PLATES Y O U R ENGINE

Service Station

Miss Margaret Biggs visited in the
city over the week end with her mother, Mrs. Ruby Biggs, and with other
relatives and friends. Miss Biggs,
for a number of years has been employed by a large construction company
in Kansas City, but is being transferred to the company's office in Estes
Park, 'Colo., for the summer. She
left for Colorado the first of the week.

ALSO OUR GANG COMEDY and LATE NETVS

Miss Allene Christensen is working
iMfiss Marie Lindblom is spending the
as
a sales girl at the Ainta Bakery.
week
with
friends
at
Cherokee,
Iowa.
A meeting of the Anita Literary
Club was held last Thursday evenMiss Anita Conley of Council Bluffs
George Schwenneker and wife of
ing at the home of Mrs. A. A. John- was a Decoration day visitor in the
Osage, Iowa, were Anita visitors
son on Cherry Street, with twelve city with her uncle, H. L. Bell.
Monday.
members and two visitors, Mrs. Dora
Edwards and Mrs. Lafe Koob, present, j M;SS jane Gotch of Iowa City was
Miss Colleen Brown of Carbon is
Roll call was answered by '"My Fav- ' a week end visitor in the city at the spending the week in the city with
orite Book," and a book review on home of her aunt, Mrs. G. M. Adair her aunt, Mrs. Carl 'Millard and hus"The Moral Storm" was given by Mrs.' an( j family.
band.
Carl Millard. A lunch was served
at the close of the meeting.
Arrangements have been made for
Ted Edwards, wife and baby son,
'
_
the annual tour of county groups to
The engagement of Miss Peggy t iowa state college at Ames. Groups Ted Jr., visited in the city for a short
Ginsberg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.' f r o m Cass, Adair, Montgomery and time Saturday afternoon with his
Adolph Ginsberg of Baltimore, Md., i other counties in this district will make ! sister, Mrs. N. A. Neff and husband.
Thirty years ago Ted was a printer
and Sydney IMaduff, son of Mr. and tne trip on June 28.
at the Tribune office. He is now the
Mrs. Henry M'aduff of Anita, was
:
announced at a dinner party Sunday: Millard Ruggles, who had been, visit- owner of a commercial job shop in.
at the home of Mrs. MadufTs parents,' ing here with relatives and friends, left Storm Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Saltzman, in Coun-i Monday afternoon for San Francisco,
The American Legion Auxiliary met
cil Bluffs. Present were members of ( Cal., to rejoin the crew of the U. S. S.
.
the home of 'Mrs. G. M. DeCamp
the immediate families. Peggy and j Utah. Millard, who has been in the
Sydney met each other at the State ' navy three years, had been enjoying * r 'day afternoon. The meeting was
opened by the president, Mrs. Wi'.liam
University in Iowa City where both j a month's furlough.
A. Linfor, and the minutes of the
have attended school for a number of
Ed. Parker and wife of Portland,' previous meeting were read and apyears.
Ore., came to Anita Monday to spend proved and the treasurer's report was
The Benton Sunshine 4-H club girls' a couple of days with her brother, H. j read and accepted. Mrs. Harley Milmet at the home of Naomi Richter last | L. Bell. From here they go to Iowa j ler gave a report of the spring conWednesday afternoon. There were 12 City to visit another brother, D. C. j ference at Harlan. Several Unit
members present, including the assist- Bell and family, and will also visit a members offered their services to asant leader, Miss Marjorie Ballenseif- few daysvii). JRock Island with John sist Mrs. Azel S. Ames, scout leader,
er. Miss Evelyn Hollen, Mrs. Gun- Bell and family. 'From there they with the Girl Scout meetings during
ner Hjortshoj, committeewoman of will go to Lake Okoboji to spend a the summer. It was reported that
this district, and Miss Norma Odem short time with H. L, Bell at his cot- the tree planted in Concert Park in
were guests. Vera Anderson was tage. Mr. Bell leaves today for Oko-' memory of Mrs. Elvira E. Hyde was
j doing nicely.
selected as candidate for the county aoji to open his summer cottage.
office. Naomi Richter was selected
as the campaign speaker. During
the afternoon Delma Smith gave a
ta'.k on "Proper Dresser Drawer Arrangement." Mardelle Derry gave a
talk on "Courtesy in the Home." Music study was held with Miss Hollen
conducting preparations for rally day
which will be held June 6. After the
picture study, a recreation in music
C. F. DARROW, Manager
was enjoyed.
Refreshments were
served.

SOY BEANS FOR SEED
ALL KINDS

THE FARMERS COOP.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

!ver-Beldfea Dotted Swiss
Is Stylish for Little Girls
By GHERIE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
.
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAHOLO U iUNDOtnST, D. D.
Dean of Thai
•Uopdy Bffile Intututo.
_ _ . . of Chicago.
e Western Newspaper Union.

Lesson for June
4
te3rt
,by International
* •*•
Education; usedby

PAUL PLEADS HIS OWN CASE
TEXT—Ada 21:40-23:4; Mil*.
; 26:19-23.
GOLDEN TEXT— I have lived In an good
conscience before God until this day. _

(ORE and more fine cottons are
gaining recognition from the
yle viewpoint, i Fashion expredict triumphs galore this
summer for ginghams, -for.
of various types, for chamand because of {he empha[ placed on the importance of
i lingerie effects there is a speI rush for the most lovely Swiss
particularly the charming
and sprightly cloque organi that need little or no ironing,
the delectable shadow prints,
above all the beloved dotted
: and dotted voiles that seem
ttier than ever this year.
verybody is going to dress in
active cottons most of the time
| summer. According to crystal
irs that peer into fashion futhis will be the biggest, the
t exciting, the most style-reveal| year that cottons have ever
low for a word of warning to big
er and mother and grandma and
he elder cousins and aunts that
i to wear these beguiling cottons,
hey think they are to play the
F roles in the cotton parade, just
hem wait and see the sensation
the little folks will create in
P cunning cottons during the
g months.
ne has not dulled the charm of
adored standby, fine dotted
B. The right kind of dotted
Irs for mothers to buy for their
Ittren is the genuine Swiss types,
[tied-in dots of.which are fast
r, making laundering a very
Pie and absolutely safe proceto to get a foretaste of how irlovely little girls will look

Border Print

"They say. What do they say?
Let them say!" So reads the inscription over a doorway of one of
the great schools of England. What
does it mean? It bespeaks the confidence of a life lived so nobly that
the barbs flung out by wicked and
slanderous tongues may be faced
without fear, in fact, ignored.
The best defense against the attacks of men is the testimony of ».
good, life. Paul had lived such a
life, and consequently when the
hour came for nun to speak to his
own defense, he needed but to point
to the record. It is significant that
his enemies did not deny the facts.
They could only cry out, throw off
their garments and throw dust in
the air while they shouted, "Away
with such a fellow from the earth!"
(Acts 22:22-24). They did, indeed,
manufacture accusations against
him, but even the heathen officials
knew enough to throw these out of
court. The impotent rage shown
by wicked men when they run up
in their dotted Swisses and dotted against the consistent testimony of
voiles this summer, take a good a true Christian life is one of the
look at the three models illustrated, strongest of testimonies to the genImported dotted Swiss in rose pink uineness of faith.
At first glance the portions asmakes the charming and practical
frock for the winsome little miss signed for our lesson seem someto the left. Pin-tucked net and ruf- what unrelated though taken from
fled lace edging trim the collar, tha the same general narrative. A little
vestee panel and the puff pockets. study reveals a surprising unity.
A self fabric sash ties in a bow
I. A Matter of Conviction (21:40—
at the back.
22:4).
Many men and women have no
The ever-popular imported dotted
Swiss voile that works up so beauti- real convictions. They are Repubfully in little girl's frocks, is used licans or Democrats because their
for the choice little, dress which the fathers were, and often they have'
member of the young' generation not the remotest idea of what it all
centered in the picture is wearing. means. They are members of a cerFine smocking in bright rose-red tain denomination because they
decorates the attractively gathered were brought up in it, and have little
waist. This clever needlework, so knowledge of its teachings and no
gay and so chic, imparts a French definite convictions relative to them.
Paul was a Christian because of
air to the simple styling of the
frock. Short puffed sleeves and a strong personal convictions of the
young round collar are flattering de- deepest kind. He was reared in a
tradition which made him a bitter
tails and in excellent taste.
The important member of the persecutor of the .followers of Christ,
youngest generation seated to the and it was a personal experience
right in the picture, is wearing a of the regenerating grace of God hi
cunningly styled frock made o Jesus Christ which made him into
choice pink Swiss organdy wit! the bond slave of the One he had
large white embroidered dots. The persecuted. We need more of that
wide collar, the short puffed sleeves kind of know-so and say-so type of
and the front buttoned closing are faith. Joining a church as one
edged, with •white Val lace. This might join a social club means nothdiminutive society queen wears a ing—but following Christ in full and
pink satin hair ribbon to match the free devotion is everything.
little bow at her throat.
n. A Matter of Authority (24:14And here's a final choice bit o 16).
news in regard to what fashionable
Just as Paul's life was built on
little girls will be wearing this sum- faith which was inward, based on
mer. It is all about the adorable personal convictions, it was also a
sheer little shirtwaists styled in the faith that was Godward, based on
baby" type such as are sponsored the authority of His Word.
The
for grown-ups of sheerest batistes Jews might call it heresy, but Paul
and organdies or Swisses or voiles. stood on "all things which are writThey are lace-trimmed and hand- ten" (v. 14) ; he had a "hope toward
tucked to the queen's taste.
God" (v. 15), and "a conscience
® Western Newspaper Union.
void of offence toward God" (v. 16).
Those who ridicule Christianity
would have it that faith is really
credulity. They say we believe
things which we do not know to be
true, while hoping that they may
somehow prove to be so. A man
Even the sober-sides and plate who reads these notes in his homeJanes among us have a way of rele- town newspaper recently wrote to
gating the darker colors and more ask me if I was fool enough to beserviceable fabrics to temporary ob- lieve the things I wrote. The fact is
livion, while we revel in the airiness that we, even as did Paul, have the
and intoxicating brightness of the strongest of all foundations for our
cottons and sheers of the merry, faith, namely the Word of God.
mad spring and summer.
Men act in faith on the word of their
We caper into our dimity blouses fellow men—their very existence is
and chambray frocks, and plant the all bound up in that faith to men
gayest of inverted straw flower pots, whom they hardly know. They bewith cambric blossoms budding at lieve them, but they will not believe
the wrong end, on our unoffending God. I suggested to my correspondheads. Then, with a disdainful ent that he read I Corinthians 1:18sniff at the exotic musks and slum- 25 and 2:14.
brous sandalwoods of our last winChristian faith calls for a personal
ter's delight, we turn again to the belief, but that belief is not to any
floral scents.
word of man, but in the Word of
God, which abideth forever.
III. A Matter of Witness (26:19-

New Fabrics Are
Heartily Greeted

Play Up Dots in
Summer Fashions

Dotted prints are the rage. Such
an orgy of dots as are playing up
this season, eye never before has
seen, and such antics as these dots
tiny, huge and every size between
are playing! The novelty and ingenious effects achieved in dotted
patternings and eolorings baffle description. The new and popular
twin prints that reverse their colors are going strong as they give
p>essma£er* a chance to work ou>
'most ingenious combinations.

Tweed the Thing
For Travel Coat
H you are going to the New York
fair or the San Francisco fair a coat
of tweed's the thing for travel When
it comes to choosing the plaid or
the stripe woolen fashion bids you
"make it snappy." Choose just a
big^nd as bold stripes or plaids as
YOU Please. You will find a coat ol
CdPsome tweed your best friend
that will prove indispensable on your
crepe with flattering
trip.

in favor
patterning^
season are lasciaress pictured shows
designers work up
' new border prints.
rose
" ------

HOW* SEW
It Seldom Happens

The best news a pessimist can
hear is the coming true of one of
his predictions.
A mother can start her son in
his infancy to like her cooking,
but a bride has not that advantage with her husband.
When you feel sour and cross,
look at yourself in the mirror.
That ought to be a cure.

Distinctive Difference

Great minds run in the same
channel. But a channel is not a
rut.
Always behave so discreetly
that you will not regret putting
your name hi your hat.
Dictatorship may do something
for democracy yet—through the
reaction that results from them.

2BRI6HT BLUE
3 YELLOW
4 DARK GREEN
5 BRIGHT RED

A Prime Requisite

To influence people for good you
must believe in them.
We think American good sense
will bring the country through;
but can we be sure it is inexhaustible?

He Wouldn't Let Chance
Of a Lifetime Pass By
The hero of the story that has
been making the rounds is a
prominent businessman who had
the bad luck to be bitten by a mad
dog. He was n*3bed to the hospital for the Pasfeur treatment.
While the antirabies serum was
being prfpared, the attending physician noticed that the patient was
very busy making out a long list
of names, and be asked:
"Are those the names of the
people you wish notified if your
condition should become serious?"
"No," said the victim. "This is
a list of people that I'm going to
bite if I go mad."—Boston Post.

6 WINE RED

A Crochet Bag Rag
LJERE is another rug to add to
*•* your collection. It is not in
either of the books, or the leaflet
offered herewith.. Use wool rags
in strips %-toch wide and a crochet hook with %-inch shank. The
circles, squares and triangles are
joined with the crochet slips t itch.
The border is in) single crochet
with stitches added at the corners
to make it lie flat.
Circles: 1st row. Chain 3. Join.
Make 6 single crochet stitches in
circle. 2nd row. 2 s c in each
stitch. 3rd row. Change colors.
Add 1 s c in every 2nd stitch. 4th
row. Add 1 s c in every 3rd
stitch. 5th, 6th and 7th rows. Add
0 stitches spacing them differently than in preceding row. Change
colors at beginning of 6th row.

ASK ME
ANOTHER f

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information
OB Various Subjects

The Questions
1. What, is an alliteration?
2. Claustrophobia is the fear of
what?
3. Can anything that has been
done be undone?
4. What is the largest number
used?
5. What is the date of the flood
to the Bible?
6. Is brass mined?
7. What is the difference between being interested and curious?
8. Is there any soda to soda
water?
9. Are there any of the books of
the Bible to which God is not mentioned?
10. What causes clouds to be colored?

succession, as: "An Austrian
army, awfully arrayed, Boldly by
battery besieged Belgrade."
2. Confined spaces.
3. Try unscrambling an egg.
4. A yigintillion is the highest
figure listed to numeration and
consists of a numeral followed by
63 noughts.
5. According to Hebrew chronology, the deluge destroyed the
earth in 2348 B. C.
6. No. Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc, which are mined.
7. Being interested. means to
have attention aroused. 'Curious
is generally used to mean a desire
to learn that which does not concern one.
8. No. It is properly called carbonated water.
9. The words "God," "Lord"
and "Almighty" are not mentioned to the book of Esther, nor
The Answers
1. The recurrence of the same is the deity so much as alluded to
sounds at the beginning of two or to that portion of the Old Testamore words to a sentence to close ment. The deity is not specifically mentioned to the Song of Solomon, but that book is symbolical
and the deity is continually alluded to. "God," under one name
or another, occurs to all the other
books of the Bible.
5ormtimts I look out*
10. Iridescent clouds are produced to the same way as the
doors ttt nigXt
colors to the rings around the sun
And vwfevt, t. ntt of
or moon—that is, by the process
called diffraction, a modification
of, or effect on, light as it passes
And then
adjacent to any object. In a
cloud the minute water droplets
To ctttch tKe.
account for the coloring to a great
extent.
people? dreams.

With a Modem Air.
Squares: 1st row. Ch. 3. 1 s c.
to first ch. Ch. 1. Turn. 2nd row.
4 s c ch. 1. Turn. 3rd, 4th, 5th,
6th and 7th rows. 2 s c to 1st and
last stitch of previous row. 1 s. o
to each of the other stitches. Ch.
1. Turn. 8th, 9th, 10th, llth and
12th rows skip 1st and last stitch
to previous row. Ch. '. Turn. 13th
row. 1 s c in last switch of previous row.
Triangles. Same as squares
through the 7th row.
SPECIAL NOTICE; Effective
with this issue of the paper, Book
1—SEWING, for the Home Decorator, and No. 2—Gifts, Novelties and Embroideries, are offered
at 15 cents each, or both books
for 25 cents. Readers who have
not secured their copies of these
two books should send to their orders immediately, as no more
copies will be available, when the
present supply is exhausted. Your,
choice of the QUILT LEAFLET illustrating 36 authentic patchwork
stitches; or the RAG xtUG LEAFLET, will be included with orders
for both books for the present, but
the offer may be withdrawn al
any tune.
Everyone should have copies ol
these two books containing 96
HOW TO SEW articles by Mrs.
Spears, that have not appeared to
the paper. Send your order al
once to Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desplatoes St., Chicago, HI.

Our Education
(jOD educates men by casting them
upon their own resources. Man
learns to swim by being tossed into
life's maelstrom and left to make hit
way ashore. No youth can learn to sail
his life-craft in a lake sequestered and
sheltered from all storms, where othei
vessels never come.
comes through sailing one'i
craft amidst rocks and bars and opposing fleets, amidst storms and whirls and
counter-currents. Responsibility alone
drives man to toil and brings out hi*
best gifts.—Neicell Dwight Htilu.

THE CHEERFUL OTO&

Y

- ^

H

IVTC**HI»

Hainan Pity
Noble Character
More helpful than all wisdom is
one draught of supple human
Nobleness of character ie nothpity that will not forsake .us.— ing but steady love of good, and
George Eliot.
steady scorn of evil.—Froude.

23).

Inward, Godward, and now outward in witness— these are the three
relationships of Paul's good life. He
could plead in his own defense the
record of his life, for he had not
selfishly cherished a fellowship with
God which had lighted and warmed
his own soul and then left his fellow
man to sit in the chilling darkness
of sin. He was obedient to the
heavenly vision (v. 19), and
preached repentance, faith, and
good works to both Jew and Gentile
(v. 20), continuing to do so with
God's help even in the face of severe
persecution.
Some people are just so good that
they are "good for nothing." Such
men do not reflect the goodness of
God. Every attribute of God is an
active one. He is love and He does
love. He not only is good, but He
does good. His children should be
like Him. They are not saved only
that they may escape hell and enjoy
the peace of God. They are saved
to serve in the winning of others to
Christ. Let us covet such a good
life as that which Paul lived. Our
bewildered age needs the sanctifying and stabilizing influence of such
lives I

Let up —
Light up a Camel

VOLUME FIFTY-SIX

JUNE COURT TERM
OPENS
nmer Term of Cass County Court
["opens at That Time With Judge
3. J, Mantz Presiding; Numerous Actions Are 'Filed.

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 1939.

Wallace Beery at Rialto
in "Sergeant Madden"
Son of a Kansas City policeman,
Wahace Beery plays his first police
characterization in the title role of
"Sergeant Madden," story of the New
York police, and feature attraction
at the Rialto Theatre Saturday and
Sunday evenings.
With Beery typifying one t>f "New
York's Finest," Alan Curti3 appears
as iis son, a rookie cop who attempts
to win promotion by "smart" short
cuts and thus runs afoul of the law
he is sworn to represent. Then it
becomes the father's duty to put
a halt to the criminal career of his
own son.
Tom BroVn is seen as B«ery''s
adopted son who idolizes his fosterbrother but is true to the ideals of his
foster-father. And Laraine Johnson
is the Irish waif whom Beery makes
his adopted daughter. After she marries Curtis she finds herself unwittingly sharing the life of a criminal.
In the supporting cast are a host
of outstanding featured names, among
them Fay Holden as Beery's wife,
Marc Lawrence as racketeer "Piggy"
Ceders, David Gorcey of the "Dead
End Kids" PS a young petty thief,
Marion Martin as Gorcey's sister,
Donald Haines, Ben Welden and Etta
McDaniel.
Adapted from an original story, "A
Gun in His Hand," by William A.
UCman, Jr., "Sergeant Madden" was
given authentic backgrounds of New
York's lower west side- and pictures
in ,.detail, the_ work. of.,.the New York

BR1ARDALE GROCERY
Values For Friday-Saturday
Energy
LAUNDRY SOAP—
7
giant bars..
Armour's Star
BACON—
Sliced or chunk,

26c

Fresh New
CABBAGE—
Per
pound
Briardale CoffeeFresh roasted, fresh
ground,
jr
2 pounds
tO\»
Tall Corn, 3-lbs
39c
Assorted
COOKIES—

3lc
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Nebraska Woman Hired As
Home Demonstration Agent
At a joint meeting of the Cass
and Adair county farm bureau representatives Friday, applicants were
interviewed to fill the position of
home demonstration agent in Cass
and Adair counties.
Cass county farm bureau officials
regret very much that it was necessary to elect a new home demonstration agent because Miss Evelyn Hollen, who recently resigned to take
a position in the state extension office, has done a nice piece of work.
They take this opportunity of extending their best wishes to Miss Hollen
and wish her success in her new work.
Four applicants were presented for
the position and after studying the
credentials offered and interviewing
the applicants personally, it was unanimously agreed to hire the services
of Miss Mary Simons of Coleridge,
Neb. Miss Simons attended Iowa
State college and finished her last two
years at Nebraska State college where
she received her Master of Science
degree in Home Economics.
Officials of the farm bureau are
confident that the people in Cass county will enjoy working "with the new
home demonstration agent as they
have with Miss Hollen. Miss Simons,
who has a very pleasing personality
and much ability along the lines of
music and dramatics, will assume
active duty in her position on July 1.

COUPLE CELEBRATE
GOLDEN WEDDING
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Garside Observe Fifty Years of Wedded Life
By Holding Open House Sun- ,day Afternoon to Friends.

A Iar£e number of court cases have
Mri and Mrs. Joseph F. Garside,
,n filed in the office of the Cass
a well known farm couple living nine
un t y clerk of courts for hearing
miles south of Anita, observed their
district court.
,
fiftieth or golden wedding annivers[The June term of court, which will
ary
at their home Sunday, and duronly for default cases, will open
ing
the
afternoon held open house for
Atlantic Thursday, with Judge
pound
relatives and friends.
f j. Mantz of Audubon presiding.
Mr. Garside was born at Monmouth,
Michigan Black
[Three new divorce petitions have
111.,
on Feb. 18, 1863, and when five
filed. Helen Mackrill is seekyears
of age*c&
Per
a divorce from Henry Mackrill
fi
with his parents. In 1882 the family
"Griswold, the petition stating that
can
U«JC
pound
moved to the farm where Mr. Garside
were married in Red Oak on
and his wife now live. Mrs. Garside,
TCh 10, 1923, and now have six
whose maiden name was Minnie E.
BRIARDALE STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
nor children. Ada' Bornholdt is
Bartsch, was born at Prairie Du Sac,
eking a divorce from L. L. BornThis fine preserve is made from selected ripe
Wis., on Nov. 7, 1869. When a child
of Atlantic. They,were marstrawberries and pure sugar, picked from large full
three years old, her parents moved to
Jed in Highmore, So. Dak.; on Dec.
flavored ripe berries at their best.
Cass county, locating on a farm in
1911.
Emma E. Fuhlendorf is
Bear Grove township. Later the famPacked
in
thin
glass
tumblers
eking a divorce from Christy 6.
ily located in Massena township.
3 16-oz. Glasses Only 73c
JBhlendorf of Atlantic. A counter
On June 4, 1889, Mr. and Mrs.
lit lias been filed by Mr. Fuhlendorf.
Garside were united in marriage at
another action, Oliver Strutz,
Great Northern
the home of thevbride's parents in
Briardale
arles Strutz and Augusta SchlumMassena township. The first fourteen
BEANS—
MILK—
are named defendants in an inyears
of their married life were spent
3
Large size,
ition suit brought by the state,
on a farm in Lincoln township, and
pounds
2 cans
arging defendants with maintainsince then they have made their home
a nuisance in the building on
on
their present farm. They were
GWC TUNA FISH—
GWC
Jiestnut street in Atlantic by using
the parents of four children, two
Selected light meat,
TOILET PAPER—
i first floor for gambling and conhaving passed -away. A daughter,
per
1000-sheet rolls,
ting of a lottery. The petition
Mrs. Lillian .Highley, with her famx
can
10
rolls
the defendants be enjoined from j **£ ^^V^*
ily, lives on a farm across the road
her activity of this kind. Augus- behind the scenes to show the trainfrom the parental home, and a son,
Lux
Handi Rolls
The Anita Parent-Teacher Associa- Edwin Garside and wife, live on
| Schlumbohn is owner of the build- ing given. Val OToole, for sixteen
years a member of the department,
TOILET SOAPSTEEL WOOL—
tion is supervising a play ground for a farm south of his parents. Mir.
served as technical adviser.
21a rge
children here during the months of and Mrs. Garside have two grand3
|The action was brought by County |
Josef von Sternberg, who made his
June and July, and mothers will act daughters and one great grandorney Roscoe S. Jones who stated I
bars
packages
.
early reputation as a director of unas supervisors, aided by iMts. Azel S. daughter.
the lottery concerned in the ac-!
derworld pictures, directed "Sergeant
Ames, scout leader, and Miss Betsy
Mr. and Mrs. Garside are well
i was in the form of a "suit club." .
Madden," with J. Walter Ruben, who
New Peas—String Beans — Strawberries — Lettuce Rose Crawford, lieutenant, of the Girl known in the eastern part of Cass
> county attorney further said that
directed several of Wallace Beery's
Scout troup. The Eagle troup scouts county where they have spent almost
Pineapple — White Wax Onions — Tomatoes
intends to press action against
earlier successes, elevated to producer
will
help during June and the Red their entire lives. Both are in good
operating a pool on baseball
rank for this picture.
Wing troup during July.
health and are active in the social
In addition to the feature, the proChildren from 3 to 8 years will have life of the community in which they
[A suit for damages has been filed
gram for Saturday and Sunday eventhe play ground on Tuesdays, , and live. They have taken an active part
C. L. Hunsicker of Des Mioines
ings will include the regular news
children from 9 to 12 years old on j in the different branches of the Bapainst W. P. Hendricks of'Anita,
reel, the Walt Disney cartoon, "Society
Thursdays. The time will be from tist church located just east of their
$300 for damages incurred
Dog Show," and Good Neighbors,"'a
3:00
to 5:00 o'clock in the afternoon, home.
auto accident in Anita on
The checking of farms for compliDiplomas were awarded to 133 rural
Lowell Thomas magic carpet.
Mothers in charge on the different f A family dinner was held during
trch 6.
_
_ home.
school children of Cass county last ance with the 1939 farm program dates are as follows: June 6 and 8, the noon hour at the Highley
|J. H. Chadwick of Anita has filed
Tonight, the Big Night
Thursday afternoon at the conclusion gets under way this week in Cass j Mrs. Jens Rasmussen; June 13 and, Those present included the guests of
[suit for $190.89 damages against | The story two excitement seeking of the annual eighth grade promo- ^
ounty. Monday county committee- 15, Mrs. Russell Adams; June 20 and honor, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Garside,
Kennedy of Lewis. The suit newshounds would not write, forms tion exercises held in the Atlantic men, three from each township, at- j 22, Mrs. Glen Highley; June 27 and
Mable Highley, Mr. and Mrs.
i out of a collision on highway the basis for "Inside Story," feature high school auditorium.
end
ended a school of instruction in At- j 29, Mrs. Eric Osen; July 5 and 6,; Kermit Bailey and small daughter,
| six miles east of Atlantic, on May attraction at the Rialto this (Wed- Awarding of the diplomas by Miss anti
antic, and the checking started Tues- Mrs. Ivadel Rhoads; July 11 and 13, Mrs. William Bailey and Elwood Brown
nesday) evening.
Georgia Byrne, county superintendent lay.
Mlrs. R. W. Forshay; July 18 and 20, of Lewis.
|Other suits filed include:
With Michael Whalen and Chick of schools, followed a program that
Wheat and corn fields will be Mrs. Harry Gill; and July 25 and 27, | About 175 friends called during the
Joyce Lumber company of, Atlan- Chandler in the roles of two reporters included numbers by the Cass county checked for the final figures on these 'Mrs. G. M. Adair.
< afternoon to extend congratulations
lias filed an attachment action • who get up to their typewriters in rural choir, selections by the rhythm crops. A later check will have to be
I and best wishes. Friends and relatives
linst Lewis 0. Gilbertson.
mystery, and Jean Rogers as the band of rural pupils, and a talk by made to determine oats and soybeans
Mrs. W. R. Cryer is spending the were present from Anita, Atlantic,
| Federal Land bank of Omaha vs. cause of all the excitment, "Inside Elliott McClure, who is making a o be cut for -hay. Officials state week in Omaha with her aunt, Mrs.' Adair> Wiota, Massena, Briflgewater,
nma Thiele, et al., foreclosure on Story" gets off to a fast start and survey of bird life for the biological ,hat the work of checking can be j Clarence Gochanour, and with other Lewis, Griswold, Cumberland, Berea
property.
j maintains a terrific pace from be- survey in the vicinity of Lewis.
speeded up if farm operators will relatives and friends,
and Fort Dodge. Three were present
| Everett Button of Griswold Mer- ginning to end. There's an abundanceThe class this year was somewhat assist the committeemen, thus re,,
. , ,,.„
, , , .
who attended the wedding fifty years
Mrs. Andy Miltor, who had been a
Th
were Mrg LeRa ^
ntile company vs. Henry Mackrill Of action, comedy and romance.
smaller than the 147 who completed ducing the expense in connection with
at the Jones hospital since ], of Lewia> . 8ister of MTS_ Garsidef and
Griswold, suit on account.
| In addition to the above stars, a grade work at the promotion exercises he work.
and during
that time
[E. P. Borchardt vs. Arden H. Mills fine cast features Dougles Fowley, last June.
The remaining wheat parity pay. November,
. .
.
., — B^ ^ Garside
and
ments
will
be
made
after
this
check'
submitted
to
two
operations,
was able of
Atlantic, foreclosure on real es- John King and Jane Darweil.
Graduates from the townships in
t o leave the
property.
/
I The program this evening will have the northeast part of Cass county up to those who have stayed within'
h°sptal
a
few
days
ago,
visitors
were served light refreshSome and ls recuperating now at the home mentg by tfce Misseg Betty Weaver>
|G, C. Wyland of Avoca vs. George * number of miniatures. One will are listed below. All names marked their acreage allotments.
• Hardenburg, et al., suit on account.: be the Terry-Toon cartoon, "Cuckoo with stars are honor pupils, having wheat parity payments have already of ner Paints, J. C. Moorhead a"d , Bernadine Darrow and Mable Highley.
|Henry J. Stormer, executor of es- Bird;" another will be a passing pa- an average of 90% or more with no been made to those whose acreage wlfe > near Casey- She aeems *° be
this spring did not exceed the allot- • "covering her health but it will probNELSON-EBLEN.
of Oscar Stormer, deceased, and rade entitled, "Angel of Mercy;" fash- grade below 85%.
abl
be several weeks before she is
ace Stormer vs. Emma B. Beech, ion forecasts and Iowa News Flashes.
ment
made
last
fall.
j
y
Grant Township.
Miss Jennie Nelson, daughter of
The wheat parity payment was an able to return to her home in Anita'
»!•• petition in equity.
|
—
—
*John Curry, *Paul Holland, BerMr. and Mrs. Andrew Nelson of
[Ralston Purina company vs. Leslie
NEARY-SPIKER.
extra
payment
this
year,
figured
at
j
m***
nice Wheatley, Elsie Oler, Oscar MikAnita, and Hobart E. Efolen, son of
11 cents per bushel on the appraised
of Anita, suit qn note.
.72
Miss Virginia Neary, daughter of kelsen, Betty More, Hilda Scholl, Rex
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Eblen of Masyield
per
acre
times
the
alloted
acreI Metropolitan
Life Insurance
com.•uui.au AJII.C
Jiuunuwc win._T
. AfloTiH/- and Rourick, *Gail Reeves.
sena, were united in marriage last
'V of New York vs. Johannes Eilts Mrs. Emma L. Neary_o' ^J^™
age. A similar corn parity payment
Lincoln Township.
Saturday evening at the parsonage
Martha B. Eilts, et al., foreclosure ^ |PJj£. j^^ were united Norman Barnholdt, *Ruby Miller, is aiso being made this year for the
of the Methodist church in Atlantic.
The
Anita
community,
like
most
of
first
time.
This
will
foe
six
cents
arm property.
| s _ _iarrUge in m gingle ring ceremony Genaveve McAfee, Oarlene Richter,
R ev Claude C
er
tor of the
in
per bushel on the appraised yield the state and the mid-west, is suffer-' u ' i
] °°P - »"
0. Penquite,
ormed in Atlantic Sunday at 4:00 *Fern Schlater, Dean 'Coon, Dale Cron, times the acreage. The corn pay- ing untold damage from the drought, iC h"rclV read th<Lma™af?e ^"^'
A
Murray, snit on account.
Loraine Taylor, "Keith Bissell.
ment will probably not be made un-;' Total precipitation here during the ! Attendants were 'Mhss Maxme DaughBenton
Township.
by "the Rev. Richard P. Chambers.
til the middle of the summer. Only month of May was only .55 of an inch, enbaugh of Anita, a cousin of the
Don Rourick, Dixie Taylor, NorTheir attendants were Mrs. B. C.
those who have stayed within their Last Thursday a small shower measur- bride, and Clyde Chapman of MasHenningsen of Atlantic, the bride a man Blunk, George Rold, Lyle Esbeck, corn allotment will be eligible for ing .17 of an inch fell here during i sena. The bride was a member of
sister, and Virgil Spiker of Omaha, James Ehrman, Marcella Retz, Robert this extra payment.
the morning. Pastures, small grain • *.hl' ye"su ^»duftln» cl»88 of the
hi h
, brother of the groom. The bride was McDermott, Naomi Richter.
crops and gardens so far have suffered I Anlta
*
"h°o1- ^e ^wlyweds
h Ve
ne to
Franklin Township.
"
??
h<m«*eepmg on a farm
[According to the budget estimate attired in a two-piece biege suit witn
Supt. M. tyt. Feller and three high the most from lack of moisture, and
T
near MaBaena
Florence Euken, "Curtis Ostrus,
expenses for tha town of Anita for a large leghorn hat and aqua accesschool students, Charles F. Denne, corn shows the effects of the drought,
' year 1940, published in' today's aories, while the matron of honor wore •lona Raasch, Edward Eilts.
Frank W. Budd and Richard Duthie, although it is still time to make a
Miaa Mary Louise Duthie, who grad)Ur
>e, millage levy for next year a sheer print dress with a le^or"
went
to'Iowa City Monday where the fair crop if the needed rains come, uatea next Monday from the Home
Charles
Waters
of
Long
Beach,
Gal.,
b
* only 14.25 mills for each $1,- hat. The church was banked witn • visited here the first of the week three boys competed in the state Small grain is heading out but the Economics 8chool at Iowa state col.
1
assessment, compared witn a mill- floral display of peonies andi oranjf ^
scholastic contest at tne State Uni- stems are so short that it will be lcg<j in Amefi> has been
home
with friends. Twenty years ago Mr.
• levv this year of 16.00 mills. Es- blossoms for the ceremony, whicn
versity. Charles and Frank were in impossible to cut it with a binder, al- demonstration agent for Mbnona and
a
farmer
in
Audubon
Waters
was
expenses for the town next conducted by candlelight. Mrs.
the American history contest, while though some farmers feel they can Harrison counties, at a yearly salary
township north of Anita.
be |9,228 compared with an Shrauger of Atlantic played the
Richard participated in the world his- save part of the crop if they a r e b l e of
Her headquarters
be
im
*t«d expense of $9,825 this year. ding march on the church organ ro to secure the services of a combine. in Onawa. She is a daughter of
Sheriff P- p- Edwards of Atlantic tory contest.
officials are to be'commended lowing the nuptials, thirtyguests iK- was in the city last Friday and while
Hay and other grass, including alfal- Vern J. Duthie, a well known farmer
the
way they are handling town tended a reception at the Henningao I here filled out 459 applications for
George Jones and wife, residents of fa, have died out, and blue grass pas- living east of Anita.
nce
!
s, f or by their action the tax- home in Atlantic.
the renewal of drivers' licenses. He Anita for the past two years, moved tures and lawns are as dry as they
as far as town expenses are
The bride, a graduate of
will be in Anita again on the evening the last of the week to Adair where usually are in August. Practically
At the rural commencement exer1
they will make their future home, all clover seeding is dead. This com- cises for Audubon county next Friday,
"wrned, will save $1.75 on every high school in 1931,
Nor- of Tuesday, June 27, to assist people
assessed valuation on their Oak junior college and the
'of this vicinity with their applica- Mr. Jones is service man for the Iowa munity has suffered from lack of | Audubon township, north of Anita,
operty.
S. "•
tions for licenses. All drivers' li- Electric Co. in Anita and Adair, and moisture for the past four years, but j will have 15 graduates. They are
mal school at Madison
censes expire July 4, and unless re- as the company will cease operation this year it is worse than it 'has ever I Alfred Baier, Thomas Claussen, Bettaught for two
it will be necessary after in Anita as aoon as the municipal been since white man inhabited this ty Graham, Robert Hill, Thelma Klem^embers of the W. P. G. club four years m
—teache r newed,
for anyone wishing a li- plant is in operation, the company territory.
ish, Phyllis Larsen, Floyd Pieken,
P**wnt at their meeting Friday the past two years was
of
e
t~
take
the regular driver's li- thought it would be better if he was j 'We are not publishing this item Lorene Schlater, Leona Siedelrinann,
0
home of Mrs. W. £. Wagner.' at the railroad school n
^ cense
' guests were Mrs. Tom- Burns, Anita. The groom is • * ^ Mrise examination. If you haven't located in Adair now. The property for the benefit of local readers, as | Lorene Tibben, 'Myrna Tibben, Robert
s
'made application for a new license on Locust Street where 'Mr. and Mrs. they know the condition, but for those Wedemeyer, Leonard Wheeler, Lola
°'°n A. Kanw and Miss Vera of Technical high «J™' °
ge a t
sUre and see Sheriff Edwards on Jones have been living has been rented at distant points who are enquiring Wheeler and Leroy Pedersen. The
The hostess served dinner is employed at the QP
^ mak<j 'be
1
tne evening of June 27 at the office by 'Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Gipple, who' about local crop and weather condi- exercises will be held at the Memorial
o'clock, and the ladies spent Grant, where the
short wedding
have already taken possession.
afte moon with their own hand their home after a
'of the Forshay Insurance Agency.
1 tions.
building in Audubon at 9:30 a. m.
irk.
I trip.
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

Crawford's Glover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THUBSDAY---FRIDAY---SATURDAY SPECIALS
BACON, fancy sliced, pound
:
24c
LtARD, 1-pound package
lOc
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, pint jar... .19c
SUGAR, brown or powdered, 3 pounds
19c
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, large size
7c
CHEESE, Clover Bloom, 2-pound box
45c
TUNA FISH, Messina, halves
17c
PEACHES, No. 10 (gallon) can
42c
BLACK RASPBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) can. .63c
Strawberries — Lettuce — Carrots — Flowers
Tomato and Cabbage Plants
not classed as birds but are the
THE ANITA TRIBUNE are
order of mammals. If they have no
Published Every Thursday by the

Tribune Publishing: Co,
W. P. BUDD

Editor

Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Entered at the post office at Anita,
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 1939.

FACTS ANDFUN |
(By Tillie)
Boy, am I dumb when it comes
to figuring? . . . m fast week's column I made a mistake calculating
the number of years Pete Scott has
been with the Anita fire department
. . . I added an' extra ten years for
good measure to Pete's already 49
years of good and faithful service.
* • •
Oh, well, I'm only a human being
. . . we all make mistakes and I'm
not the only person who finds it
difficult to accurately figure an era
of time . . . not so very many years
ago, a golden wedding anniversary
•was celebrated in Anita on the 49th.
anniversary instead of the 50th.
* * *
Information Wanted Please.
Do bats build nests or homes ? They

nest, how do they ' care for their
young? Do they haVe a pouch to
carry their babies in the same as the
kangaroo and the opossum ? Or do
the young offsprings care for themselves soon after birth? Quite frequently, in the evening, we see the
queer bird-like animals flying in and
out among the trees and around the
buildings. On several occasions, they
have flown so low and close, we were
able to positively identify them.
Several years ago we discovered
one of the small creatures hanging
upside down behind the sliding door
of the corn crib. We tried to capture it by placing a jar over it, but
it had retired into such an awkward
place that it succeeded in escaping
before we could reach it,
I've heard they are unable to see
in the, sunlight, but that particular
one appeared uneffected . . . it took
to the air and sailed about for several moments before disappearing
from sight.
• • •

THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 1939.

As we watched them more closely,
we discovered they were feathered
airds. Unlike their bright, colored,
forked tailed cousins, the barn swallows, the chimney swallows appear
to be 'of a dull drab color, possibly
"soot" colored.
We have never seen either of the
birds perch on the chimney or in a
tree. They are always in flight when
we see them, and the only time they
seem motionless, is an instant before
dropping into the chimney.
* •* *
The last two late flowering locust
trees have just finished blooming1.
Just why these two trees were so much
later, has been sort of a puzzle, but
we've been delighted to have it so, as
it gave us a longer season to enjoy
the delicate fragrance and beauty of
the waxy white blossoms. This year,
the trees were all huge bouquets and
it so happened the weather was cool
and partly cloudy during the blooming
season, which was an aiding factor in
keeping the blossoms fresh for a longer time.
It has been many years since I've
seen so many bumble bees at one time,
but each day the locust trees were in
bloom, the bumble bees were busy
from early morn until late at night.
Another puzzling fact about the trees
was the lack of honey bees working
on the blossoms.
From all indications the bumble bees
did a thorough job of fertilizing the
blossoms, and it appears there will be
bushels of seed form on the trees
this season.
IOWA ELECTRIC CO. WINS
FRANCHISE IN MAQUOKETA
By a vote of 1,124 yes to 547 no
the citizens of Maquoketa, Iowa,
granted a twenty year franchise to
the Iowa Electric Co.' at a special
election on Wednesday, May 31.
The election was unique in that
the city of Maquoketa has owned
and operated a municipal electric
plant in competition with the Iowa
Electric Co. for more than fifteen
years. The municipal ownership advocates staged an intensive publicity
and propaganda campaign in an effort
to defeat the franchise. The people,
however, by an overwhelming majority expressed their approval of the
private company and their desire to
retain its service.

We have a pair of chimney swallows nesting in our furnace flue.
In the evening we watch them go
through their regular routine of stunt
flying and aerial acrobatics. Such
goings on you never did see.
At first we were uncertain about
Miss Virginia Mach leaves today
the identity of the birds and for a
time thought they were a pair of for Texas where she will spend a few
weeks with her father.
bats.
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INOTICE!
=

NEW

BOOKS AT THE
ANITA PUBLIC LIBRARY

"The Mortal Storm," Phyllis Bottome.
"The
Sisters," Myron Brinig.
j
"Forgive Us Our Trespasses,"
Douglass.
"Disputed Passage," Douglass.
"Wickford Point," John Marquand.
"A Rumelheart Must Roam," Delevan.
"Grandma Called It Carnal," Bertha Damon.
"Dithers and Jitters," Cornelia Otis
Skinner.
"Date Line Europe," Leonard Ross.
"Whispering River," Helen Topping
Miller.
"Tuesday Never Comes," Lida Larrimore.
"No Lovelier Spring," Lida Larrimore.
"Trail of Conflict," Emelie Lonng.
"Give Me One Summer," Emelie
Loring.
"Freckles Comes Home," Porter.
"Magic Garden," Porter.
"Mistress Anne," Bailey.
"Silver Slippers," Bailey.
"The Substitute Guest," Hill.
"All The Trumpets," Hazel Adair.
"Years Are So Long," Lawrence.
"The Patriot," Pearl Buck.
"To Ride The River With," Raine.
"Clear The Trail," Seltzer.
"Sleepy Horse Range," MacDonald.
"Flying U Strikes," Bower.
"Flying U Ranche," Bower.
"The Black Hunter," Curwood.
"Covered Wagon," Emersen Hough.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," H. B. Stowe.
"Show Boat," Edna Ferber.
"Understanding Heart," P. B. Kyme.

PETERSEN^S GROCERY
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIAL FOR FRIDAY AND SATURD^
SOAP CHIPS, Clean Quick, giant size
29
SOAP, Protex, finest soap for bath, 4 bars . 19°
OXYDOL, 1 large and 1 small package plus 1 bar
Lava soap, all 3 for
29
INSECT SPRAY, pleasant odor, will not stain
pint can
.25c Quart can ..... '4q
PORK AND BEANS, 2 No. 2U cans ...
\*
CAKE FLOUR/P & G, large package and bowl 2
PEACHES, halves or sliced, No. 10 can ...
oq
BACON SQUARES, sugar cured, pound .. S
LARD, Swift pure silver leaf, 2 |founds ....
JS
*> «* ^ I.*** from the

FARM BUREAU NOTES.
+ MteCrpiy farm lit 9:00 a. m
Dale E. Bush, County Agent. •*•
The Montgoniery county farm

Kill Grasshoppers Now.
According to County Agent Dale
E. Bush, steps should be taken immediately to control the grasshopper
nfestation which is present. To date
no great amount .of damage has been
done to the crops. However, they are
now very small and it will be a matter
of only a short time until damage will
be reported to the corn and other
:
crops.
The hoppers are closely confined to
;heir hatching ground which gives a
good, chance for a small amount of
poison spread at this time to give
an effective kill.
Children's Books.
Through the splendid cooperation
"Sidsel Longskirt," Aanrud.
of the Cass county board of super"Black Hawk's Trail," Bloom.
visors, it will be possible for farmers
"Bobbie and Donnie Were Twins," in Cass county to purchase poison
Brann.
bait at lOc per bag. Council Bluffs
"Boris," Darling.
will service Cass county and with the
"Father's Big Improvements," Em- joard agreeing to furnish transportaerson.
tion from Council Bluffs to Atlantic,
"Land of Little Rain," Fellows.
it will be possible to make the rate
"Circus Animals," Gale.
of lOc per bag.
"
'
"Picture Tales From Holland," Hart.
Monday, a mixing crew started mix"Youngest Rider," Hauck.
ing at the Atlantic canning factory.
"Ameriar-Anne and the Green This crew will mix until the supply
Umbrella," Heward.
on hand is exhausted after which
"Mielika and Her Donkey," Hoffman. bait will be brought from Council
"Little Girl With Seven Names,' Bluffs. The bait will be stored in
Hunt.
the old high school building and will
"Cheeky," Lau.
be distributed by the Cass county
"Snipp, Snapp, Snurr and the Big
farm bureau.
Surprise," Lindman.
Field inspections made by the coun"Laugh, Boy Laugh," Mathiews.
ty agent show chinch bugs in large
"Prancing Pat," Orton.
numbers. Since the small grain will
"Young Americans From Man;
soon be ready and will be taken from
Lands," Peck.
the field in a short time, the chinch
"Calico," Phillips.
bugs will soon move to new feeding
"Little Engine That Could," Piper.
grounds which will be corn. The farm
"Cha-ki-shi," Rhode.
bureau is anxious to cooperate with
"Young Birdmen Across the Confarmers who would like to make some
tinent," Russell.
effort in minimizing the damage done
"Squawberry Canyon," Rutherford.
by these pests.
"Dolls: An Anthology," Robinson.
"Running Eagle," Schultz.
Soil Conservation Tour.
"Red Top Ranch," Smith.
The governor of the State of Iowa
"Wilderness 'Castaways," Wallace. has set aside the week of June 5
"Andy and Polly,'" Wells.
as Soil Conservation Week. The pur"Coco the Goat," Wells.
pose of this, week is to make the public
"Ann Frances," White.
more conscious of the importance of
"Little House in the Big Woods," conserving one of our greatest reWilder.
sources, our soil. It has been rightly
Received By Donation.
said that all wealth is derived from
"Civilization Against Cancer," by the soil and it is important that we
Dr. Clarence Cook Little, Sc. D., from conserve it.
Iowa Division of Women's Field Army
According to County Agent Dale
1939.
E. Bush, there are three farms in
"Radio and Highway Atlas," com- Cass county designated as demonstrapliments of E. O. Fenton, Director tion soil conservation farms.
All
A. I. B.
farmersyand business men in Cass
j "Tennessee Valley," scenic resourc- county are invited to join a tour of
i es, maps and illustrations.
these demonstration farms to observe
I "Puerto Rico At Work," from the practices that are a step forward in
i Puerto Rican Trade Council at Wash- conserving soil and moisture. This
ington D. C.
tour will be held on Thursday, June

| To the Voters of
|
Anita:
I
I
I
|t
|
|
•

A "YES" vote on the approving
of Ordinance No. 85, on June
15,1939, granting Iowa Electric
Company a Franchise for a high
line through to Wiota, will be
greatly appreciated by the officials of the town.

_ fanners and business men i
attend their .tour that same after?
TWs will be of interest as their
servation work, has been carried 0,1
over a longer period of years thana|i.'I
Cass county. r
Vaccination School June 12
On Monday, June 12, at the
hall auditorium in Atlantic, star,
at 9:30 :a. m., a vaccination scl
will be held for farmers in the cm
ty wishing to take examinations im
permits to vaccinate their own lid
stock. Anyone interested may ™
ter at the farm bureau office in
lantic.
Miss Lois Needles, who had
visiting here with her brother,
R. M. Needles and wife, and
other relatives in Atlantic, left
day for Marshalltown, where
a nurse at the Deaconess hospital.
PROCEEDINGS OF THlF
BOARD OF SUPERVISOR
Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
May 15, 1939.
The Board of Supervisors of <
County, Iowa, met in adjourned!
sion with all members present: ' |
Hawley Lynch, Chairman,
Metz, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wies
and 'W. H. Wohlenhaus.
Minutes of May 1st were appi
as read.
On motion and vote no orders i
be issued to suburban grocery st(
or to stores 'hot delivering
which are County requisitions
paid for from the Poor fund.
Motion, carried.
The rebate and refund of E. i
Henningsen, Atlantic, for Soldia
Exemption, $10.14, was allowed.
The following claims were allow
and the Auditor authorized to
warrants for the same:
Geo. Henningsen, rental • • • $ 29.8
Esther Reeves, salary
M. E. Hubbard, County Auditor, postage
Session and Mileage Claims.
Hawley' Lynch'••>... ?•&''.
Mike Metz . .V.

F. W. Wiese
6J
G. E. Eshelman
W. H. Wohlenhaus
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Wo*
lenhaus, to adjourn until June 1st o
on call of Chairman.
Motion carried.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
Chairman. |
Attest:
„
., i
M. E. Hubbard,
County Auditor-

OLE SAYS.
It amuses me, as well as disgusts
me, to hear some people spouting off
about trivial matters, seemingly shocked to the utmost. Too many people
neglect their own affairs prying into other people's business.
* * *
The following argument, concerning card playing, was overheard reI eently:
Radical (versus cards) — "You
i won't ever catch anyone playing cards
] in my home. There's no cards to be
I found in Heaven."
j Other Party — "Do you play Chi. nese checkers?"
i Radical — "Yes."
I Other Party — "Well, then; do you
I suppose you'll find checkers in Heav
i en ? "

| Please Go to the Polls and VoteI
I "YES" on June 15,1939.
C. F. DARROW. I

Personally, I can see nothing wrong
i '» Playing cards, if carried out
i properly. Cards do afford an inter| esting pastime for many people. As
j for myself, I never did play a game
j of cards, or anything, without thinking about all the reading I was mi, S | ing, or some other occupation I might
be doing to show for my efforts.
It urks me to the boiling p o i n t
to hear people gripe continuously
over every little thing-when they
know they're millionaires, compared
to scores of others in the world I
wonder what the world would be like
without any catty jealous people

MORE USABLE

U

TRY THE
ONLY OASOUNE WITH

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer &
ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE^

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
BIG TOP

•*•.

«••

To Beautify

Tb* «lapfainf» fate U itUl in th* balance; meanwhile "Silk" Fowlef ihowt
his hand.

MOW SEE HERE,BCnW OF X?U, I
CON'T INTEND TO WSCUSS ALTA ANV
MORE TWK&HT " WO. KEEP THE "BULL
OUT OF THE 6WOW r&RTHE PRESENT
UNTIL I DECIDE MJHAT THIS \UHOLE TWIN* IS ALL ABOUT ! SO RON AION<S NOW
GO TO TVC (TARS AND (rpAE> COME
- I'VE STILL NVORKl

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Lala It Going to Take Just a Few Things
I'M AFRAID
IT'S
MADAM HAS
TRAGIC,
I WISH } HER HEART
rD SAY
BLOOT U. SET ON
WOULD
A GONZALES,
HURRY AN*
WIRE ME THE
LOW/DOWN
FROM
DETROIT

YOUR BREAKFAST, 1 ^MOT A
COUNTESS - DID jS WINK,
YOU SLEEP „—s BABETTELOVE KNOWS NO
REST - S6ND
HIVES TO ME
AT ONCE

DID YOU
SEND
FORME,
MADAM?

HIVES, I'M GONNA
ELOPE AN1 I'LL
NEED A FEW THINGSBRING UP ALL THE
TRUNKS FROM THE
STORE
ROOM

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Kids—in Case of Argument With Your Pop

Variety's the thing! Here's
collection of border and con
motifs to make your linens
expensive. Outwork's easy-ii
buttonhole stitch. Pattern it,
contains a transfer pattern of i
motifs ranging from 2% by
inches to 2% by 3% inches; ma
rials. required; illustrations
stitches: color schemes.
Send. 15 cents in coins for m
pattern to The Sewing Circle, Nei
dlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth
New York, N. Y.

AROUND
THE HOUSE

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L. HUNTLBY

That's Telling Him, Pa

•PS
vtwcr?

HOW/ MUCHMUCH OO

Hair Ettnt',—Lemon juice
to the rinsing water will b
preserve the color of fair hair a
also make it bright and
* '• *
Shellacking Chairs.—A coati
clear shellac over the seats'
rush-bottom chairs will greal
prolong their lives and keep!
reed from splitting.
* * *
Coffee Hint.—Should coffee i
be freshly ground, place the i
quired quantity in a pan
and s'
"'over a low heat for a1 moment t
fore infusing. The flavor will <
that of newly bought coffee.
* * *
To Clean Pewter .-Wdsh the a
tides in hot water with a
made of soft soap and powd
pumice stone. Then polish
a cloth or chamois leather.
Hot Weather Hint-Take
vantage oi the cool night air'
stay the Seat the next day.
all windows open in your
at night except those closed
safety. Early in the morning t'
all doors and windows and
this cool air in, and the hot
out.

POP— Some Just Keep Going Around
U> &

By J. MILLAR WATT
SOM& G&T TO TWE
TOP OP THE LADDER-

- OTHERS
GET
,
NOWHCRE.'

M

™ acffl
,ND|GESTK«]
i

Apiag Wisdom

Cunning is to wisdom as i
to a man.

ify
DIFFICULT DECISIONS

FORMALITIES
By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

r>j^l

v>/

"I thuik 1 shall make a few informal calls in Crimson Gulch,"
said the gentle stranger.
"Friend," said Cactus Joe, "don't
do it. Whether you're calling, raising or laying down, take my advice
and observe all the -formalities of
the game. The Gulch is conservative and dislikes anything sudden."
Safety First
Boy—And now, doctor, that I've
told you I am going to marry Ann,
there's one thing I want to get oft
my chest.
Doctor—You just tell me about it,
my boy.
Boy — A tattooed heart with the
name Mabel on it.

JU5f flS VWR FWHER HAS DISCOVERED VOU

/OTROLLIKG cEriifeR FIELD, AND HAS RECOMMENDED,

IF VOU KNOW WHAT'S 600D FOR VOU. V00R COMIM6
ALON6 VnfrtriDUf A SM6LE SECONDS DCLAV, A
' BALI IS Hrf YOUR WAV.

»«U (yndluu. tet.

Overlooked
Father—Now that you have finished college, my son, I've no doubt
that you've learned all about the
kind of work with which you intend
to earn your living.
Son—Pon m' 8«ul, Fathah, I
cawn't remembah of them teaching
me • thing about work.

BRITAIN WZAFTS
R.TWEEN
20 AND 71

ITALV BUSHES
6ECMAN NAVV
G3MPLET10N CfIN
WUNITIOAI FA(J90tS SPANISH WATERS

Your
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

MUST BE USING
ISO'VISMOTOR OIL"
'ITS THE WAY your oil levei stays up at 'full' that makes me think
vou're using Iso-Vis. That longer-tasting quality of Iso-Vis is one of the things
lhat has made it the most popular motor oil in the Midwest * Iso-Vis is
.npie-irtatea to make it a better, longer-lasting summer lubricant. Perishable,
carbon-forming portions are removed , . . ant wtou quart is removed
from every four quarts of distilled oil by Standard's special refining
processes. That's why Iso-Vis is such
4 PIN! MOTOt OILS
a fine anti-carbon-forming lubricant.
ISO-VIS
in cans 30c » qt*
No wonder it lasts so long." * If
—in bulk 2 5c a qt.'
OUAKIR
STATI,.
in
cans 3 ic a qt.
••on are not using Iso-Vis now, change
POLARINI
in bulk 20c a <Jt.*
to Iso-Vis the next time you need oil
STANOLIND
in bulk 15c a qfc*
Prevailing dealer prices. 'Pirns Taxes
...and see for yourself how it lasts;

YOUR STANDARD 011 DEALER MS /T

Turner's Standard Station
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION.
Notice is hereby given that, in
pursuance of a Resolution of the
Towri Council of Anita, Iowa, passed
and adopted on the 9th. day of May,
1939, authorizing and calling a special election as herein stated, there
will be held throughout the said
Town at the various and regular
polling places therein, as hereinbelow
stated on the 15th. day of June, 1&39,
a special election for the purpose
of enabling the legal electors of
said Town to vote for or against
the approval of Ordinance No. 85,
which ordinance was passed and
adopted by the Town Council of said
Town, subject to its approval by the
electors as therein stated, on the
15th. day of June, 1939, and is duly
recorded in the office of the Town
Clerk of said Town, and which ordinance is in exact words and figures
as follows, to-wit:
ORDINANCE NO. 85.

FLOOR
AND

DECK

ENAMEL
E A S Y TO A P P L Y

4

ECONOMICAL

«

W E A R P R O O F

4

GREASEPROOF

4

MOISTUREPROOF 4
QUICK

DRYING

4

m
.BEST FOR

YOUR

Anita Lumber Co.
ROBERT SCOTT
Dependable Always

C. C! Heckman-Tank Wagon

AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING
IOWA ELECTRIC COMPANY, OF
CEDAR RA'PIDS, IOWA, ITS SUCCESSORS OR ASSIGNS, WITHIN
THE TOWN OF ANITA, IOWA, TO
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
CONSTRUCT, R E C O N S T R U C T ,
MAINTAIN, AND OPERATE A
HIGH POTENTIAL TRANSMISSION
June 10, 1909.
LINE UPON THE STREETS AND
William Petit sold his farm northALLEYS OF SAID TOWN AND
PROVIDING FOR JOINT USE OF east of Anita this week for $85 per
THE POLES THEREOF.
acre.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
Percy Calkins has resigned his
TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN
position at the Bovee Bros, hardware
OF ANITA, IOWA.
st»re.
Section One.
Permission and authority is hereThe rain fall in this vicinity durby granted for a period of twenty- ing the past week has been unusually
five (25) years from and after the
acceptance of this Ordinance, as here- excessive.
in provided, to Iowa Electric ComBirch Ballentine has sold his Frankpany, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, its suc- lin township farm of 86 acres to
cessors or assigns (hereinafter called
the grantee), to construct, recon- William Nimm for $115 per acre.
"Bill" Burkhart returned home last
struct, maintain, and operate a high
potential electric transmission line week from a visit with friends at
consisting of poles, wires, conduits,
and other construction, necessary or Lanark and other places in Illinois.
Glen A. Roe will enjoy a two weeks
incident thereto, up"orithe following
streets, alleys, and private rights-of- vacation this week and next, and is
way within said Town of Anita, Iowa, spending most of the time at Aberto-wit:
dean, So. Dak.
Commencing at the east corThe north wall under the P. O.
porate limit of the Town of Anita, Iowa, where the same is inWorthing residence property near the
tersected by Main or Second
Congregational church fell in Tuesday
Street, thence west on Main or
night, the result of the heavy rain
Second Street to the northwest
fall.
corner of the intersection of Elm
and Main or Second Street, thence
Miss Nettie Steinmetz of Griswold
south across Main or Second
was in the city Tuesday, having just
Street, thence south and west on
returned from Dubuque where she
private right-of-way to the alley
which extends to . First Street,
attended the state association meeting
thence west on said alley to First
of registered nurses.
Street, thence west on First Street
While playing baseball with Bridgeto Linn Street, thence south on
water one day last week, Bill Steele
Linn Street to the east and west
Street lying immediately north of
had his nose badly injured; and the
the right-of-way of the Chicago,
nose forming the most prominent
Rock Island, & Pacific Railway,
part of Bill's features, we are all
thence west on the said Street
sorry for him.
to its intersection with Highway
No. 6. and thence west on HighAt a meeting of the business men
way No. 6 to the west corporate
Tuesday evening, it was decided to
limit of the Town of Anita.
celebrate the Fourth of July in Anita
Section Two.
The grantee hereby grants to the in the regular, old-fashioned way,
Town of Anita, Iowa, so long as said and committees were appointed to
transmission line shall be in opera- make the different arrangements.
tion, the right and privilege of atThe heavy rain of Tuesday night
taching the wires of its local distribution system upon the poles of said washed out a considerable portion of
transmission line within said Town, the Rock Island track from the school
provided, however, that said attach- house west of town to the- old Bill
ment and the operation and maintenance of said lines shall not in- Campbell farm. The water was never
terfere with the efficient operation known to have been so high in the
and maintenance of said transmis- vicinity of the Season farm, and
sion line.
much damage is reported.
Section Three.
This Ordinance shall in no manner
be construed to grant the Iowa ElecChas. Rodgers and wife, who are
tric Company, its successors or asmaking
their home in Galesburg, 111.,
signs, permission or authority to sell
electric current to the Town of Ani- with their son, Melvin Rodgers, were
ta, Iowa, or to any of the inhabitants visitors in the city for a few days
of said Town of Anita, Iowa.
last week. They were accompanied
Section Four.
This Ordinance shall be in full force here by their son.
and effect from and after its approval
by the legal electors of the Town
John E. Allen and wife of Long
of Anita, Iowa, at a special election Beach, Cal., enjoyed a visit from
called and held for thar'njiirpose; the
acceptance of this Ordinance by the Saturday until Monday with friends
grantee in writing filed with the in the Berea community. For a
Town Clerk within 30 days from number of years the Aliens lived on
and after such apprw
*nd
" its pub- a farm near Berea, leaving the farm
lication as provided
Passed this 9th.
May, 39 years ago to move to Atlantic.
1939.
Twenty-five years ago they moved to
C. F. Darrow,
Long Beach. Although getting well
Mayor.
along in age, both are enjoying good
ATTEST:
Solon A. Karns,
health.
Town Clerk.
The polling places for said special
Golden Rule Chapter No. 194, 0. E.
election shall be as follows, to-wit:
S., of Atlantic, observed Friendship
Town Hall
The polls shall be opened at 8 night Tuesday, with the chapters from
o'clock A. ML and shall close at 8 Anita, Cumberland, Lewis and Marne
o'clock P. M.
patricipating in the initiatory work.
Dated this 9th. day of May, 1989.
Those from the Anita chapter attendC. P. Darrow,
Mayor.
ing were Mrs. A. V. Robinson, W. M;
ATTEST:
Fred G. Boren, W. P; Mrs. Hattie
Solon A. Kama,
Wiese, Marshal; Mrs. Robert Scott,
Town Clerk.
Ruth; Mrs. Boren, Martha; and Mrs.
Miss Lucille Buchanan of St. Charles Glen Soper, Conductress; besides a
was an Anita visitor last Thursday. number of members.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

God the Preserver of Man" will
he the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
in all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
on Sunday, June 11.
The Golden, Text is from Psalms
:if>:(>, "Thy righteousness is like the
great mountains; thy judgments are
a great deep: 0 Lord, thou preservest man and beast."
'The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ
Jesus, who walk not after the flesh,
but after the Spirit. For the law
of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus
hath made me free from the law of
sin and death" (Roman 8:1,2).
Among the selections from the'
Christian Science textbook is the following: "The enslavement of man
is not legitimate. It will cease when
man enters into his heritage of freedom, his God-given dominion over
the material senses. Mortals will
some day assert their freedom in
the name of Almighty God" (p. 228).

Maduff s Food
WE DELIVER

PHONE239

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

SPECIALS

Bananas
5c j
Pork and Beans
25 1
Brow
Sugar
l&Srlere<1
Tapioca
43
New Potatoesa
Bacon Squares "R5*
Pork Roast
I6c
LET THE ROCK ISLAND
SIMPLIFY YOUR SUMMER,

VACATION PLANS

For carefree enjoyment there's
nothing to match a vacation
trip through the colorful West.
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f
See
awe - inspiring
Carlsbad •
4Ray Swartz, Pastor.
+
Caverns — the Rocky Mountain
4- + + + + + + + + + + + +
region of cool Colorado —
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
the wonders of Yellowstone
National Park and many other
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
interesting places.
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock.
This is world's fair year and you
will want to see one or both of
Ladies aid meets all day Wednesday,
these
stupendous spectacles.
with a 15c dinner for the public.
This Sunday will be the last time GOLDEN GATE INTERNATIONAL
your present pastor will be with you, EXPOSITION on San Francisco Bay.
YORK WORLD'S FAIR — the
so make a special effort to come out NEW
world of tomorrow.
for worship. There will be a basket
Low round trip fares and alldinner after the morning services
expense tours to each individas a general get-together for the
ual Fair.
pastor's farewell. Everyone is corAH main line trains are air-condially invited to come and bring your
ditioned. Enjoy the comfort,
basket of food. I would like to see
economy, safety and speed of
each person individually to say goodRock Island Service.
bye, but this is almost impossible. Ask Rock -Island Agent for complete
So if everyone comes to church Suntravel information or address
day and for the social gathering, I
C. C. GARDNER, Asst. Gen, Pass. Agt.
can see you then. I have enjoyed
721 Locust Street
working in the community and appreDjes Moines, Iowa
ciate all I have received while here.
It has been a privilege to work with
HAVE tOUR
island
you folks, and I hope and pray that TICKET ROUTED
the loyalty will continue and that
your present plans will be a success.
THINGS TO WATCH FOR.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
Silver lining, not for clouds but for
4- Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. 4- metal containers.
>• + + + + + + + + + + +
Wired television system for hotels
Church School at 10:00 a. mso that each room will have a teleClasses for all ages. Frank H. Osen, image receiver hooked up with master
superintendent.
receiver on top of building.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Following successful introduction
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at of self-gartered socks, manufacturers
the church with a 15c dinner served will soon offer double-cuff shirts with
at noon.
self-linked cuffs and self-buttoned
Pilgrim Fellowship meeting Thurs collars.
day evening at 7:00 o'clock at the
Electric extension cord which will
church.
stretch when required and then recoil to take up the slack, particularly
useful around the home.
4METHODIST CHURCH
A new ammornia sugar compound
4Arthur. V. Long, Pastor.
which when added in small amounts
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m to dairy products, fruit juices, bakery
Harold MtDermott, Superintendent. goods and coffee is said to keep these
Church Worship at 10:45 a. m. with perishables fresh for two months.
special music and sermon by the pasFrank Choate and Mrs. Mamie Maltor.
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. Busi- colm spent Sunday with relatives at
Fairfax, Mo.
ness meeting and preparation -for
attending the Institute at Indiano'.a
Little 5-year-old Marcia Redburn
beginning at noon on June 12. Those
submitted to an operation this mornwho are planning to go should let
ing for the removal of her tonsils.
Gayle Johnson or Maxine Daughenbaugh know not later than Thursday. Mrs. Ca~rrie Reynolds has gone to
Evening services for the summer Norwalk, Iowa, to spend a few weeks
months will be decided on at the morn- with her daughter, Mrs. Ben Kirking service.
ham and family.
The Boys' Camp at Lake Ahquabi
begins next Monday noon. ReservaCarol Kay, daughter of Mr. and
tions must be in the hands of the Mrs. Paul Heires of Carroll, is spendpastor not later than Thursday.
ing a couple of weeks in Anita with
The young people who want to go her aunt, ,Mrs. John Schaake and
to the picnic at Lewis Friday should band.
let Gayle Johnson know by Thursday.
James Eugene is the name of a
7 4 pound boy baby, born on May
4LUTHERAN MISSION AT 4- 30 to Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
+
I. O. O. F. HALL.
4
JUSt S Uth f
°
°
4- Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor. + Park
4 4 + 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 " 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - + .f. f
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
1. Sealed; bids will be
by the/ Auditor of Cass
his office in Atlantic, I0wa
2 o'clock P; M. on J Une 23
for the various items of const,
tion work listed below.
2. A certified check drawi,
a solvent Iowa bank, jn an
as set -forth in the proposal <
made payable to the County An,
shall be filed with each —
This /check may be cashed
proceeds'retained by the CG>™S
liquidated damages if the bidder!,
to execute a Contract and file
approved bond for the faithful
formance thereof, within ten te
after the acceptance of his bii
3. Plans, specifications and
posal fortes for the work may |
seen and may be secured at
office of the Cpunty Engineer.
of plans will be mailed on
on deposit of $6.00 per set.
4. All proposals must be i
the forms furnished by the
sealed and plainly marked.
posals containing any reservaiioi
not provided for in the forms
nished may be rejected, ant
County Board reserves the rig..
waive technicalities and to reject i
or all bids.
5. Bids will be taken for 181
cu. yds. of earth excavation !«
in Brighton, Noble and Edna
ships.
June 1, 1939.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
CASS
Harry C. Faulkner, wife and i
ter, Miss Joan, left Tuesday
ing for a month's trip to Caltfoi
While there they will visit the
at San Francisco, and will visit i
tives and friends at different
before returning home.

•v-jt

•

t

uripE;' .

-"'

DEAD

STOCK REMOVED

FREE
PHONE 400 ANITA
WE PAY THE CHARGES
ANITA RENDERING
SERVICE
Harper Dorsey, Manager

WANT ADS|
See the new, Felco electric ft
controller at the Farmers
FOR SALE:—Tally cards, 2 ftrj
Tribune office, Anita.
FOR .SALE.—White~0akand 1
Oak posts, well seasoned- C. E. r
FOBl SAL]?:—Soy beans for
all kinds. Faiffers CoQP-_
POljt'-SAEEi—75-lb. size
porcelain lined ice box. R»J
Piano, smaU late styl
paid, continue payments,
Box 288, Waterloo.
Will sell Tmy Apartment P J
Anita for $65 balance if taken at «1

THANKS.
I wish to thank my friends for
the cards, letters, flowers and personal calls while I was a patient
at the Iowa Lutheran hospital m
Des Moines.
A. R. Kohl.

Write or phone Baldwin P»"<>
Des Moines.
FOB SALE:—Four burner g
range with right hand ovea.
at this office.

THANKS.
I wish to thank my friends f o r
your many acts of kindness extended
me during my long stay in the |los
pital.
Mrs. Andy Miller.
Mrs. Ted Woodruff and daughter
Norma Sue, visited jn the city a few
days last week with her parents, Fred
C. Chmn and wife. Mr. Woodruff
came to Anita to accompany them

:

)(|

HELLO FOLKS!
for June chicks; hatches ' V l '
day and Friday. A nlta
Phone 7.
60c buy* 600 sheets of W
paper, size SKxll inches, at',,

Flash Ant Killer
15c
STORES

one office.
(Ml your hens now
musaen Hatchery,

t

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH

W. LaBlNE

Maze of Democratic Candidates
Plays Into Roosevelt's Hands;
May Compromise on 3rd Term
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
,^______________ Released by Western Newspaper Union. ___^______^_

POLITICS:
Plan?
Whatever his reasoning, President Roosevelt has shown political
wisdom in refusing to announce his
Intentions for 1940. But campaigns
and conventions must eventually
settle the Democratic party's political stew, and by early June campaign time .was so near that thirdterm talk was definitely in the picture. Enough other Democrats had
talked to give the voting public their
choice of two probable reasons why
the White House continued to remain silent:
Resolution, West Virginia's Sen.
Hush D. Holt began demanding that
the senate vote on his resolution forbidding a third term, yntil that
vote was made, Mr. Roosevelt could
hardly be expected to declare him•elf; if the resolution were passed
ttfter he announced his candidacy,
jthe President would go down in
history as a villain, not a hero.
Contrariwise, if the resolution were

SECRETARY ICKES
He doesn't like Mr. Gamer.

rejected, Mr. Roosevelt knew the
public would regard the rejection
as a vote of confidence from the senate, thus paving the way for renomination.
Confusion. Far more pertinent,
however, is another reason. While
Mr. Roosevelt keeps quiet, all other
Democratic hopefuls are scrambling
into the exciting political dogfight,
knifing each other in a way that can
never be expected to bring party
harmony.
First (and best liked) hopeful to
speak was Vice President John N.
Garner, whose friends announced he
would be "available." Within 48
hours he was pounced on by: (1)*
Secretary of the Interior Harold L.
Ickes, who called him by inference
a "know nothing, say nothing, do
nothing"; (2) Workers Alliance,
•which adopted a resolution condemning Mr. Garner as representing a poverty-stricken mass of people; (3) San Antonio's Mayor Maury
Maverick, former congressman,
who objected chiefly to Mr. Garner's age (70).
Meanwhile Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace had his name
added to a list of second choices
already cluttered with those of Postmaster General James A. Farley,
Indiana's former Gov. Paul V. McNutt and aging Secretary of State
Cordell Hull, who has long been
mentioned as a presidential possibility.
Immediate result was probably
just what the President wanted, a
recognition by many Democrats
that the Garner-Hull-Farley-Wallace-McNutt candidacies merely produced an utter confusion which
coulS^have but one logical solution

HEADLINERS
MAURICE GUSTAVE GAMELIN

This French general first came
to prominence during the Munich
crisis, though he
has been chief of
the army general
staff since 1931.
Now 66, he entered the World
war as a captain
and emerged as a
major
general.
His latest honor:
Commandership
of the combined
French land, sea
and air forces, an unprecedented
move to unify the government's
defense. The move had been expected, however, since General
Gamelin was in 1938 n&med chief
of the general staff of national defense, directly under Edouard
Daladier, premier and minister
of national defense and war. The
new task is one of co-ordinating
all French forces. Retaining generalship of French land forces,
the new commander will have as
air chief Gen. J. Vuillemin. Commander-in-chief of the navy will
be Admiral Jean Darlin, advanced from vice-admiral. Both
are under Gamelin's supervision.

at convention time: Junk them all
and nominate Franklin Roosevelt
again.
If this was not the case, observers
at least saw something significant
in Mr. Ickes' article in Look magazine, in which he plumped for a
third term. Extremely close to the
White House, the vitriolic secretary
of the interior was not likely to
make such a statement unless he
knew the President was at least
toying with the idea of running
again.

Patterns
Fashio

NEUTRALITY:
Co-operation
German domination over lesser
European nations need not only
mean dependence on the Reich for
peacetime manufactured goods. If
such was the case last year, Adolf
Hitler's aggression this spring added military domination to the already pressing economic leverage.
Reason: Already boss of Germany's
mighty Krupp works, Berlin captured the even mightier Skoda
plants when Czecho-Slovakia fell
before >the conquerer. Until then
southeast Europe's minor nations
(like Rumania, Greece, Turkey and
Jugoslavia) had Skoda guns and
shells to ward off the aggressive
Reich. Today Skoda munitions go
mainly to Germany and can be

coolest, ttnartest way
make yourself a dress
The skirt paneled fr ont

in

tt»l

flutter

from
shoulder-lihe, and thT
neckline is
voile. You'll be delfeM^llnei> *l
softness, coolness S^^ J
Three-Piece Sports EnSemh,
No. 1755 takes care
"'
things you'll r • •
*\«%

*MM«W

«»«***•«

OATMEAL MEAT PATTIES
So Reclpt Below.

FAIRS:
Attendance
Closer to large populations, New
York's World's fair would naturally
draw larger attendance than its rival at San Francisco. By June 1,
after running 3% months, the Golden Gate exposition reported attendance of 3,284,329. In one month,
from April 30 to June 1. New York's
turnstiles spun to the tune of 5,594,770.
More interesting to executives of
both fairs was the source of atCZECHIA'S SKODA WORKS
tendance, for local visitors add little
It may change U. S. policy.
to the prosperity of either San Francisco or New York. At the Golden bought by lesser nations only in exGate, a checkup of parking lots re- change for concessions.
vealed 85 per cent of visitors were
Aggravating the situation is the
from California. Of out-of-state vis- Anglo-French rearmament proitors, 55 per cent came from nearby gram, which demands domestic
Washington, Oregon, Arizona, Ne- consumption of all munitions provada, etc.
duced in those nations' plants.
Closest comparable estimate at Lesser countries get none.
New York came from the Goodrich
This forceful argument against
exhibit, which offered replica auto current
U. S. neutrality legislation
tags to the estimated 20 per cent was apparently saved for the crucial
total attendance which visited the moment. Not offered early this sesTransportation area. Judging from sion during house and senate comauto tag sales, 49 per cent of the mittee hearings, it was plumped in
fair's visitors were from New York. their laps unexpectedly by SecreOthers: New Jersey, 15 per cent; tary of State Cordell Hull just as
Pennsylvania, 6.5 per cent; Massa- the two houses seemed likely to give
chusetts, 4.5 per cent; Connecticut, neutrality an airing.
4.5 per cent. Only states not regisIt seemed a fairly sound basis for
tered on June 1: North and South changing U. S. policy, isolationists
Dakota.
notwithstanding. Since the Nazi
Though both surveys showed ear- government has become No. 1
ly attendance was localized, both source of military supplies, morefau:s also predicted mid-summer over since practically continuous
vacation season would bring visi- German mobilization -aggravates
tors, from afar.
the situation, Mr. Hull joined Nevada's Sen. Key Pittman in demanding repeal of the neutrality act's
AVIATION:
embargo provision.

milk and melted shortening. Combine with dry ingredients and mix
very lightly. Pour into greased muffin pans and bake in a hot oven (400
Lucky is the homemaker who has degrees) for approximately 20 mintucked away on her pantry shelf a utes.
package or two of oatmeal, and in
Vegetable Oatmeal Soup.
her recipe file a half-dozen clever
(Serves eight)
suggestions for using it in her
2 pounds soup bone (% bone, %
menus. For oatmeal is a quick
meat)
change artist, and with a little in2 tablespoons fat
genuity you can turn out a whole
2 quarts water
array of tempting, unusual dishes as
4 teaspoons salt
delicious to eat as they are inexpenVt teaspoon pepper
sive to eat.
2 cups tomatoes (canned)
For example, have you ever tried
1 cup carrots (cubed)
making light, flavorsome raisin muf¥4 cup onion (chopped)
fins w i t h oat% cup celery (chopped)
meal? Or h a v e
Vt cup oatmeal or 1 cup regular
you used oatmeal
rolled oats (uncooked)
in a thick, hearty
Remove part of meat from
vegetable s o u p
cracked soup bone, cut meat into
to give it that
cubes and brown lightly hi hot'fat.
"stick - to - thePlace meat, soup bone, water, salt
ribs" quality so
and pepper in soup kettle. Cover
much to be detightly and simmer approximately
sired for active
two hours. Cool, strain, and chill
families? Had you
sufficiently so that excess fat may
Competition
thought
of
using
(This provision stipulates that once
be skimmed off. There should be
Most huge flying boats like Pan- the President finds a state of war exists it to stretch the
6% cups of soup stock. Return stock
meat
budget,
by
American's transatlantic clippers in any foreign conflict, the sale of V. S.
kettle and add vegetables. Bring
making a little meat go a long way to
took two to three years for design arms and munitions is prohibitedj
to a boil, then slowly add oatmeaL
hi
meat
patties
or
meat
loaf?
You've
and completion. Last summer,
Best
anti-embargo argument:
Cover and simmer approximately
when the new clippers were already That it actually places the U. S. in used oatmeal for luscious, soft, % hour, or until vegetables are tenchewy
cookies,
of
course,
but
have
under way, San Diego's Consolidated a position of co-operating with Nazi
der. Soup meat used in making the
aircraft went to work on a stream- Germany in freezing out smaller na- you tried it for making the crust for stock may be cut in small pieces
a
delectable
apple
pudding,
or
have
tions
by
depriving
them
of
munilined, simplified, awkward looking
and added.
Serve with • finely
you substituted it for nut meats in a chopped
joat (see photo) powered by two tions.
parsley, if desired.
rich-tasting
torte?
On the surface less pressing when
2,000-horsepower, 18-cylinder, twinOld-Fasbloned Oatmeal Cookies.
You see, besides adding interest
row radial engines; capable of war scares have temporarily died
(Makes five dozen)
and
variety
to
meals,
and
doing
a
down,
neutrality
revision
seemed
cruising 300 miles an hour with a
% cup shortening
out of the question if congress is to first-class job of budget stretching,
1% cups dark brown sugar
consider tax revision, relief appro- oatmeal may be trusted to add a
priations and social security and large amount of low-cost food ener1% cups general purpose flour
% teaspoon salt
still adjourn by July 15.
gy to the diet. Oatmeal, moreover,
% teaspoon soda
is an excellent source of vitamin B,
3 cups oatmeal
mpdernly called thiamin. This vitaTRANSPORTATION:
% cup sour milk
min is absolutely necessary to enSurvey
able the body to transform food (es% teaspoon vanilla
Last winter congress ordered the pecially carbohydrates) into muscuCream the shortening and sugar
federal trade commission to survey lar energy. Thiamin stimulates the thoroughly. Sift together the flour,
the automobile industry for concen- appetite, too, and it helps in oversalt, and soda,
tration of control, competition, man- coming constipation, and acts as a
and combine with
ufacturer-dealer recommendation prevention of nervousness.
oatmeaL Add to
CONSOLIDATED'S BOAT
and pricing activities of local dealer
Here, then, is a brand new series
the creamed mix
Not graceful, but efficient.
associations. Inspiration: Sen. Jo- of carefully tested recipes, all oi
ture,
alternately,
O'Mahoney's monopolies in- which contain oatmeal, all of which
with
the milk.
cruising range exceeding present seph
vestigating committee.
will be family favorites in your recStir in the vaniltypes; ueating 52 passengers in
Just submitted, FCC's report both ipe box.
la. Roll out to %•
daytime, and sleeping 28 at night. praised and blamed the auto indusOatmeal Apple Torte.
Its size: 110-foot wingspread, 73- try. Chief praise was that, although
inch thickness on
(Makes eight servings)
a lightly floured board. Cut into
foot length, 22-foot height, 50,000- in 1938 there were only 11 manuCRUST:
2%-inch rounds with a floured cookie
pound weight. Most surprising fea- facturing firms and that three of
2 cups flour
cutter. Bake on a greased cookie
ture: an unexpected, ungraceful these (Ford, General Motors and
% cup oatmeal (uncooked)
sheet ai a moderately hot oven (375
"reverse clipper" cut at the stern, Chrysler) controlled 90 per cent of
% teaspoon salt
degrees) for about 10 minutes.
which sacrifices beauty for ef- sales, the public got its money's
1 cup brown sugar
ficiency.
Meat Patties.
worth. FCC found that "consumer
% cup butter (melted)
Consolidated lost no time dispos- benefits from competition in the
(Serves six)
ing of the boat.
Sponsored by automobile industry have probably
Combine the ingredients in the or6 slices bacon
American Export Lines, Inc., which been more substantial than in any der in which they are listed. Re% pound beef (ground)
operates 18 surface boats between other large industry studied by the serve one cup of this mixture for
V* pound pork (ground)
the eastern seaboard and Mediter- commission."
the top. Pack the remainder into
1 egg (beaten)
ranean ports, a subsidiary known
bottom of an eight-inch square
1 tablespoon onion (chopped)
Chief blame was that certain the
as American Export airlines will manufacturers impose "unfair and pan.
this summer make several transat- inequitable conditions on their dealFILLING:
lantic survey flights with the ship. ers, forcing them to accept con1 cup sugar
% cup oatmeal
Each of American Export's surface tracts favoring the manufacturer.
2 tablespoons cornstarch
% teaspoon salt
ships will maintain a floating weath- Recommendations: (1) less restricVt teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
er observatory and guard service tion, on dealers; (2) placing of quota
1 cup water
across the Atlantic.
1 tablespoon butter
requirements for dealers on a mi*
For Pan-American, just getting tual basis.
1 teaspoon vanilla
undei* way on a two-flights-a-week
2 cups apples (pared and chopped)
basis, Consolidated's flying whale TREASURY:
Combine the sugar, cornstarch
may mean competition.
and salt. Add the water and butter,
News Notes
and cook over a
As a Breakfast Food
BUSINESS:
June 15 is quarterly U. S. treaslow flame for
ury refinancing time. Only reabout 10 minutes,
Unanimity
financing this June is an offer to
stirring
frequentA sample day's comment in this exchange $426,554,600 in 1% per cent
ly. Cool and add
spring's week-after-week demand notes maturing next September for
the vanilla and
for tax revision as a means of aid- new five year, % per cent notes ....
apples. Pour the
ing business, and thereby stimulat- maturing June 15, 1944. No new filling over the crust,
and cover with
ing recovery:
money will be needed until Septem- one cup of crust mixture reserved
Gen. Charles G. Dawes: "The ber. Other treasury news:
for this. Bake in a moderately
business man is no longer taking C. During the first 11 months ot the oven (325 degrees) for about
disliked Sra *ec"* "kw «nd
things lying down. It is insane to 1938-39 fiscal year the U. S. operated hour. Serve warm with plain
believe that the government can do with a deficit of ?3/,240,467>092, whipped cream.
the job alone.
which will probably hit $4,000,000,Oatmeal Raisin Muffins
John W. Banes, treasury under- 000 by year's end on June 30.
J
(Makes 16-18 small muffing)
new cook boolr , . „ „ » • • "*" This
secretary: "The social reforms de- C. Secretary Morgenthau revealed
rec1 cup general purpose flour
u wc
sired by the people can be sus- I only 49 Americans had million-dolcoin
to
Eij>an,T~"TT*"""
*
*nta
in
4
teaspoons
baking
powder
tained and developed only by the lar incomes in 1937, compared with
% teaspoon salt
recovery of private enterprise, 61 in 1936. Yet 6,350,148 people filed
2 tablespoons sugar
which after all is the backbone of 1937 income tax returns, compared
2 cups oatmeal
"Feeding^aZr.-^^11 «** <*
federal revenue."
with only 5,413.499 in 1936.
%
cup
seedless
raisins
Walter B. Van Wart, Dallas steel «L Okayed by the senate was a meas1 egg
Old
executive: "If confidence is to be ure to remove the $30.000,000 limil
1 cup milk
Useful
revived and long-term business re- on federal bond insurance, though
comes in
3
tablespoons
shortening
covery promoted, punitive and in- the total debt limit of $45,000,000,000
Sift
together
the
flour,
woodwork
centive taxation policies should be (to be reached next fiscal year) re- der, salt and sugar
it is clean,
mains undisturbed
abandoned."
wall to protect
and the raisins. '£..«

When the Allowance
Is Low

fl

^HnH?- ?^t*
r^swa

to gRt out of'one pattern. Youc
make , with it a sleeveless
suit, a separate skirt that •__
forms it into a daytime dress, I.
a bolero that makes the dress inl
a little "suit! Just think whati
blessing that will be, when
come" to pack! And all three i
are just as smart and beco:
as they can be! Gingham, pen
linen and pique are practical 1
rics for this.
/ The Patterns.
No. 1758 is designed for sizes]
38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, SO and!
Size 38 requires 4% yards of i
inch material without nap.
No. 1755 is designed for sizes 11
14, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14i
5% yards of 35-inch material;!
yards of braid or bias fold.
Spring and Summer Pattern t
Send 15 cents for the
Bell Spring and Summer Pal
Book, which is now ready.
yourself attractive, practical!
becoming clothes, selecting
signs' from the Barbara Bell \
planned, easy-to-make pattern.]
( Send your order to The T
Circle Pattern Dept., Room :
211 W. Wacker tor., Chicago, I
Price of patterns, 15 cents
coins) each.
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)

The Better Way to
Correct Constipation
One way to treat constipation a
to cmtara It first and «i««
afterward. The other way l« »
2Sp*Tftarff*tt by getting rt» '
cawe. fio Why not save youneu
headachy day",

nont in Battle
by KWtote's
by erery grocer.

Troth Needs No Defense
The dignity pf truth
much protesting.-Ben

WULAU.FUES

D A I S Y FLY

WATCH
merchant, of
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not afraid of th
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>cret Clufcfermed by Six Fun-Loving Young
r
.Became One of Most Powerful
Orgpations
of 'Regulators' ' in U. S. History•
'
, ELMO SCOTT WATSON
•ased by W««*«* W«*«J*P*» 'tteloifc^

NE December evening
in 1865 six youflg inen
r were sitting: arciundthe
iplace in the law office of
ge Thomas M. Jones in
little town of Pulaski,
- idly gossiping about.
i affairs of the day. EventIv the talk turned-id .how
[life seemed in this little
M after the thrills and' exlernent they had known as
in the Confederate
rhat could they; Ao 'to
use themselves and help
j away the tirrie while adjtjng themselves to the
order of things? iSorne'
-it may have been Judge
lies' son, J. Calvin Jones,
; may have been any one
he other five, Capt/ John
I Lester, Capt. John B.
nedy, Capt. James R.
ve, Frank O. McCord or
hard R. Reed-suggested
they might organize a
club or society. In the
ence of any better sugjtion, they decided to go
ad with that idea. x
jie next evening they met
in Judge Jones' office and
a temporary organizaThey elected a chairman
a secretary, committees
i appointed to select a name
he new organization and to
up rules and a ritual for
(initiation of hew members.
they adjourned, to meet a
later to perfect their oration.
'.'
;
s was formed the famous Ku ,
: Klan ot the Reconstruction
a secret organization that
j at the same time lawless
flaw-preserving, that successf defied the might of the fedgovernment of the United
and that wrote into our
one of its most thrilling
bters.
I The 'Invisible Empire.'
[complete history of the Ku
E Klan would £11 volumes (it
13 of them to hold all the
nony given before the joint
ressional investigation of the
that began in 1870) but a
mt-day historian 'has cornfeed into one volume most of
[essential facts about it. He
nley F. Horn of Nashville,
, editor of the , Southern
Jberman, whose "Invisible
:e-The Story of the Ku
Klan, 1868-1871," based
i years of research, was pubId recently by the Hqughton
"a company. It is easy to
stand how difficult was his
[of piecing together the fragi of the story into an authen1 interesting narrative. For
an had no written records
the surviving Klansmen—
i years later when there was
any, reason to fear red-refused to talk.
"» objects of Jthe new socipeing purely amusement and
Ration all of the original
I and arrangements were deity on the burlesque and groMe side," says Mr. Horn in
napter on the origin of the
"The names ,"of the offi|as specified in the, report of
esu committee, were unusunique, the prime considon being to get as far as
[ble
away from familiar milor
political titles."
""- ? decided to call -their
place a "Den," .they
their chief officer a name
opnaie to that-4he "Grand
PPS-7 ' The next important of-.
^s called a "Grand Magi"
re was a "Grand Turk"
_all candidates for admisihe secretary was called
I t.rand Scribe" and there
I. vy° messengers called
l« Hawks" and two guards
" Lictors." Ordinary mem^
were referred to as
b WEB had no meaning or
jpcance,
being selected -arbir
I1* and solely for their weird
. „ supposedly
impressive
•'
wntes
Mr. Horn, "It
Ju
a no
| f f "ier local-secret aoUn
1nEg fnr
°ving youn« men
L inl0/, ™ ou«et for their
^nergujssuch.aBhas
1 hundreds of times in
•v'thout
any particular
In
all probab.ility it
attention
of the mem*
dlre
hels Asi(
cted along other
from the condi. . aff
«na,rsieftnd
Qther tector8
a
L. - the thina that caused
an to attract
to spread be' '*~> organizers
and

An illustration from Harper's Weekly for February 19,1868, showing
two army officers posing In Ku Klux Klan uniforms captured at Hnntsville, Ala.
to hear the sound of its sinister
syllables. Even the initials, in
their alliterative attractiveness,
were an asset."
Curiously enough, this name,
which was to help the society become historic, was chosen quite
by chance. In those days Greekletter fraternities .were .becoming popular in the colleges and
universities of the country so it
was only natural, perhaps, that
the founders of the Klan should
turn to the Greek vocabulary for
a suggested name. It was Richard Reed who first suggested the
name "Kuklos," from a Greek
word from which our "circle"
and "cycle" are derived. His
companions liked that name but
Kennedy, who had an ear for alliteration, suggested that another
"K" sound be introduced into the
name by adding the word "clan."
So, at first, it was spelled "Kukos Clan," then "Kuklux Klan"
and finally it emerged as "Ku
Klux Klan." Although there are

GEN. N. B. FORREST

various other versions of the origin of the name, this is the story
"as told by surviving charter
members and its authenticity
seems beyond question," declares
Mr. Horn. Just as the name of the organization was chosen by chance, so
was its official costume. Concerning it the author of "Invisible
Empire" says: "Bubbling over
with the excitement of their newfound plaything, the young members of the new Ku Klux Klan
decided to make a public manifestation of themselves; so, borrowing the familiar idea of the
easy Hallowe'en disguise, they
wrapped themselves in sheets,
mounted their horses and galloped through tha streets of the
little. town, greatly enjpying the
sensation -they 'created— particularly the alarm and dismay pi
the Negroes, to whose superstitious minds the sight of whitesheeted figures suggested nothing
but spirits risen from the grave
and who accordingly fled to theu
homes in panic-stricken terror
In a short time this terror that
was created among the Negroes
began to create considerable talk
woW Pulaski. "It was noticed
that prowling freemen who en
countered the ghostly horsemen

"* cur&sity
sonorto repeat, just

nocturnal prowlings of

of

those who seemed incapable of
using their new-found freedom
discreetly."
It must be remembered that
these were uneasy times in the
South. Its traditional social structure had been overturned by the
liberation of the slaves and these
freedmen, suddenly unrestrained,
were inclined to make the most
of their new irresponsibility, especially since they were encouraged by Northern Carpetbaggers,
who had swarmed into the South
to take advantage of its demoralized condition, and by Southern
Scalawags. It must be remembered, too, that for years the
dread of a slave insurrection had
been the secret fear of nearly
every Southerner. Now with disorders increasing the minor
transgressions of the newly liberated blacks seemed to be only
a prelude to something infinitely
worse. So anything which could
hold them in check and avert
that possible disaster was not to
be lightly dismissed without a
trial, at least.
The Klan's First Stage.
"But all this innocent frolic
and horseplay on the part of a
few small-town youths constituted merely the first stage in the
existence of the Ku Klux Klan,"
writes Mr. Horn. "Throughout
the winter of 1866-67 the Ku Klux
Klan outgrew the confines of Pulaski and Giles county. Also it
began to take on a more serious
purpose wherever it had been
established. It had grown out of
its swaddling clothes and, almost
before its organizers realized
what was happening, they found
it on the eve of branching out as
a force of regulation which was
to affect the destiny of the whole
South. Pulaski, however, remained the nerve-center of the
Ku Klux movement. Here was
dropped into the pool the pebble
whose ripples spread so far."
Just as Pulaski remained the
nerve-center, so did the state of
Tennessee become the "brain"
of the movement. This was due
largely to the genius of one man
—Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest,
known as the "wizard of the saddle," when he was leading Confederate cavalry during the late
war. He became the "Grand Wizard" of the Ku Klux Klan and under his direction the Klan was
used as the only weapon which
the prostrate South had left to
prevent itself from being ground
into the dust by the hatred of the
Northern Radicals. Then when
the control of the Klan began to
slip away from the original leaders and thieves and other desperadoes began to use its masks
and robes to cloak their own evil
designs, it was disbanded.
The story of all this turbulent
period Is told in "Invisible Empire" whose author concludes his
book thus:
.... v
"So lived and so died the Ku
Klux Klan. It made its name a
symbol of terror and desperation. There are today many thousands of Americans who think of
it as an indefensible gang of outlaws and murderers. But ask
any person who lived in the South
during that wild nightmare called
the Reconstruction and who saw
the Klansmen as they went about
their self-appointed, task, ask
such a one and from the light in
his eyes it will be easy to see
that the Klan in his memory is
clad in shining armor, sans peud
et sans reproahe."

VThe theory that the Ku Khnc
were Confederate ghosts was
readily accepted by the Negroes
generally as being entirely reasonable and credible, and when
the Klansmen started to making
moonlight visits of a regulatory
nature they took their cue from
this," says Mr. Horn. For instance, the leader of the Klansmen, after calling the Negro out
of his cabin, would complain that
he was thirsty and ask the black
man to bring him a bucket of
water. Usually he would bring
the bucket and a gourd dipper,
thereupon the ghostly figure
would throw the gourd aside and,
raising the bucket to his lips,
drain it to the last drop. (The
Negro didn't know, of course, that
the Klansman had a funnel inside his mask and from its end a
rubber tube ran down to an oilcloth bag under his flowing robe.)
Having drunk, the white-robed
figure would smack his lips appreciatively and exclaim, "My,
but that's good. That's the first
drink I've had since I was killed
at the Battle of Shiloh; and you
get mighty thirsty down there in
Hell."
A Standard Joke.
"This became the favorite and
standard joke of the Ku Klux
everywhere during those early
days; it was almost the hallmark of a Ku Klux raid—none
genuine without it," declares Mr.
Horn.
• But it was not the only stunt
which the Klansmen tried to
frighten the superstitious Negroes. Sometimes the leader
would put a false head, made oi
a gourd with a mask attached,
on top of his head and wear his
robe up over this false head. During the interview, he would thrust
the masked gourd at the Negro
saying "Here, hold my head a
moment." The terror which this
request inspired is easily imagined. Sometimes he would ask
the Negro to shake hands with
him and when the black man
reached out he would be met with
a hand made of wood and painted white so that it looked exactly
like that of a skeleton.
During one such visit in Mississippi the Negro was asked,
"Have you got a mattock?" Upon
replying that he had, he was told
by the ghostly visitor, "Well,
come along with me to the grave-

A rare Ku Klux broadside warning, printed and posted in Tuscafoosa, Ala.
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Lesson for June 11
A Scripture text* Mttd by International
Education; used by

PAUL SOLVES CHURCH
PROBLEMS
iSSSOW TEXT—l~CorlnthUns 1:14. 10.
11; 4:1441; Zlbmalonlaju 9:12-19.
GOLDEN TEXT—Only let your convent*
tlon be M it becometh the gospel of Christ
—Phllipplans i:J7.

Home Sewn Aids
To Summer Beauty
A DD variety and color, as well
^* aa smartness, to your summer wardrobe by making the
charming accessory set in gay
printed cottons like linen, pique or
gingham. It's very easy to doeven the gloves, which have the
new, roomy, blunt fingers. Your
pattern (IMS), includes a step-by'
step sew chart that tells you exactly what to da.
This princess dress for after*
toons is exactly what you want
or hot summer days. This style
1752) is refreshingly simple, and
t has a beautifully smooth, slim
figure-line, upped sleeves, and a
quare neckline dipped in the
ront to make it more becoming.

Victory over the destructive powers of sickness is achieved by an
orderly attack of the problem. The
doctor first makes a study of the
condition of his-patient, observing
not only the outward symptoms, but
the general condition of the body.
He proceeds to isolate and identify
the evil forces which are causing
the disease, and then he is ready
to apply his curative remedies and
procedures.
The Church is sick today even as
it was in Paul's day. We are in
need of the sound advice and the
effective example of "Doctor Paul"
and therefore do well to apply to
ourselves and to our churches the
lesson of today. As we do this honestly we may find in ourselves that
which is making our own church
weak and ineffective. Let us apply
the cure even though the process of
healing may be a painful one.
I. The Condition.

What's wrong with the Church?
The excerpts from the letters of
Paul which make up our lesson reveal three fundamental difficulties
which exist in essentially the same
form today.
1. False Teachers (Gal. 3). This
passage is a part of our lesson although not included in the printed
portion. It tells us of Paul's masterly dealing with false teachers.
Erroneous teaching and the substitution of the philosophies of men
for the Word of God are responsible for much of the trouble in the
Church. It is decidedly not a matter of indifference what your pastor
teaches, what your Sunday School
lesson helps teach, and what your
Sunday School teachers present to
their classes.
2. Divisions (I Cor. 1:10). Sometimes these occur over doctrine,
sometimes over church procedure,
but all too often over the most insignificant things. Frequently they
center around personal likes and
dislikes. Cliques and little closed
groups have no place in the Church.
Mad-worship in place of the worship
of God will also wreck a church.
3. Contentions (I Cor. 1:11). For
some unexplainable reason the people who love a fight seem to want
to do their fighting in the Church.
n. The Cause.
The internal troubles of the
Church cannot be blamed on its testimony or on its responsibility in
the world, and certainly not on its
Lord. The real cause of the
Church's problems will be found in
men and women who are not living
as they should.
1. The Contentious (I Cor. 1:11).
These are the fighters.
2. The Puffed Up (I Cor. 4:18).
They have an exaggerated idea of
their own importance.
3. The Disorderly (I Thess. 4:14).
Unruly and erratic folk trouble the
Church.
4. The Faint-Hearted (I Thess. 5:
14, R. V.). Timid and uncertain individuals limit and hinder God's
work.
3. The Weak (I Thess. 5:14). They
are feeble in spiritual insight and
power.

The frills at the neckline, sleeve
dges and foot of the skirt, make
tiis dreSs very feminine and flowr-like. And ifs so easy I The
dress itself practically puts itself
ogether, and the frills can be
ewn in, in no time! Linen, voile,
ilk print organdy or flat crepe
ire pretty materials for this.
The Patterns.
No. 1643 is designed for sizes 14,
6, 18, 20, 40 arid 42. Size 16 requires 2% yards of 36-inch material for jacket; % yard for gloves,
and % yard contrast; 1% yards
or scarf; % yard for bag.
No. 1752 is designed for sizes 12,
4, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14 takes 4V4
ards of 39-inch material; 4%
jrards of pleating or ruffling.
New Spring-Summer Pattern Book
Send 15 cents for Barbara Bell's
Spring - Summer Pattern Book!
Slake smart new frocks for street,
daytime and afternoon, with these
simple, carefully planned, designs!
t's chic, it's easy, it's economical,
o sew your own. Each pattern
ncludes a step-by-step sew chart
o guide beginners.
Send your order to The Sewing
ircle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
'rice of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.

Holograph Will
A will entirely in the maker's
own handwriting, duly signed and
lated but not witnessed, will be
leld valid, if in the court's opinon the maker's wishes are clear
and unmistakable, in Alaska and
.he following states: Arizona, Artansas, California, Idaho, Kenucky,
Louisiana,
Mississippi,
Montana, Nevada, North Carolina,
Sforth Dakota, Oklahoma, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Virginia, West Virginia and Wyoming.

yard. My headstone is so close
to my head I can't rest good in
my grave. I want you to help
me move it."
• • •
"It is particularly interesting
to observe the frequency with
which the unsung and anonymous
but prolific poets of the Reconstruction era were moved to lyrical composition in connection
with the rise and fall of the Ku
m. The Cure.
Klux," observes Mr. Horn. He
Diagnosis and location of the
then cites the case of a Carpetbag preacher, named Reverend cause of a disease is practically useA. W. Cummings, who became less unless a course of treatment ia
tax assessor and collector in carried out. Consider the steps in
Irritable? No ambition?
Spartanburg, S. C. When Presi- the treatment of the sickness of the Tlrsd?
Look at four watch—not* th» •-,„„
*••>»,
dent Grant sent Federal troops Church and then apply the remedy. time.
The urn* time tomorrow,
fXt
'
compart
haw
you
f**l
HIM
with
V?
1.
Remember
that
it
is
a
"church
to Spartanburg in 1871 to supth» way you do right nowl In
*^- .,press the Klan, the local news- of God" (I Cor. 1:2).
thimaantim*, itop «t your drug,
2. Recall and follow the true (ton «nd, tonight, drink • cup of Garfiald Tea.
paper, named the Spartan, printed the following "impious gibe" teaching of God's Word (I Cor. 4: Toalglit-"CleaiiUplinMiD-Feil Olftonnt TMomtJ
Low that Ut-down tollng. L«l Garfl.ld Tu claaa
at Reverend Cummings, which it 17).
away undigested waitei, Int.stinal "l.ft-ov.rt."
3. Receive grace and peace from Acri
called "A Reverend Gentleman's
gtnrly, promptly, thoroughly. Drink Ilk*
the Father and the Son (I Cor. 1:3). ordinary taa. lOc — JSc.
Evening Prayer":
4. Recognize those appointed by
Now I lay me down to sleep;
I pray thee. Grant, my body keep.
the Lord to be over the church as
Just let the soldiers round me stand
Leaders and te.achers (I Thess. 5:12And drive away the Ku Klux band.
16).
That I may have one night of rest
With consciousness of safety blessed.
5. Be ashamed of ungodly misAnd though my conscience sling no more,
behavior (I Cor. 4:14).
I think I may make out to snore.
Too Many Fools
A grateful song I then will raise.
6. Deal plainly with sin and disTwo fools in a house are too
Thy soldiers and thy grace to praise. order (1 Cor. 4:21). The knife of
Amen.
the surgeon may cause pain but it many by a couple.
When Gen. George Meade, the is often the way to healing.
victor of Gettysburg, was placed
7. Warn those who are unruly (1
in cpmmand of one of the mili- Thess. 5:14). The word of spiritual
tary districts in the South, he is- admonition is too often lacking in
sued a general order calling for the church.
Do you faal so narrona you want to scream?
8. Comfort and encourage the
the suppression of the Ku Klux
An you cross, and Irritable? Do you scolit
Klan and forbidding the news- fainthearted (I Thess. 5:14). Un- thoae dearest to you?
If your nerves are on edge and you feel
papers to print anything "fur- regenerate man has no patience
you need » good noanl system tonic, tr»
Lydla B. Pinlchanvs Vegetable Compound,
thering the Ku Klux cause." with such folk, but God does. A
made (specially /or wontn.
Thereupon some unknown poet note of encouragement needs to be
For ovar V) yean one •woman has told »nprinted in the Augusta (Ga.) Reg- stressed in these trying days.
ethar how to |o "smulnf thru" with reliable
PinkhanVe
Compound. It help* nature build
9.
Be
patient
toward
all
men
(]
ister and Chronicle the following:
up more physical natetance and thus help*
Thess. 5:15). If you feel that you
calm
quivering
narras and lessen dlscomf orte
GENERAL, ORDER NO. JO,721
from annoying symptoms which often acmust be impatient, be impatien
company lamato hmetional disorders.
Let every Ku Klux Klanaman heed
with your own faults. Patience is a
Why not (to It • chance to help YODT
The General Order of General Meade
Over on* mOUoo women ham written la
His Highness has received • fright
Christian virtue which has almos.
nDorUac wonderful betuflU from Pinkbam's
And can not sleep by day or night.
been lost in the dizzy, high-pressure
Compound.
He sees to every Southern man
ige in which we live. Let us
A member of the K,u Klux Klan.
And every time a ram's horn toots
jultivate it both in the church am
(Poor fellow) trembles In his boots.
'n the hearts of believers.

HowDoYou Feel?

NERVOUS?

Oh. dear I Oh, dear)
how they annoy him
Heaca blj order*1 to destroy 'em.
So let every Klansman heed
The General Order of General Meade;
And all observe this General Rul*.
Signed and (eajed by Meade
OAMPUOOL

GOOD MEICHJMDISE

Great Fortune
To be reconciled unto God, to poa,ess God's (avor and friendship, tc
oe at peace with God, is the great Gn At CONSISTENTLY A/rtrtW
j 'si (ortune, bliss and happiness
• BOY ADVIHTHtD OOOD« •
luman being can and on earth.
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BUDGET'

Miss Marion Hartley returned home
Roy Millhollin and wife of Omaha
Sunday from a few days' visit with visited Sunday in the city with his
her friend, Mfiss Allegra Lowden, at mother, Mrs. Rachel MSIlhollin.
Underwood.
•Mrs. Joe Morgan, well known farm-^payers will be heard for or against the following estimate of expenRey. Arthur V. Long, wife and er woman living west of the city, is
,, 8t that time. '
infant daughter, drove to Evanston, a medical patient at the Jones hosS
I.
°LON A. KARNS,
111., Friday where they visited over pital ifi Atlantic.
;
_..__
Town Clerk. Sunday with friends.
Mrs. Albert Secress is spending the
Mrs. Helen Paige of Williston, No. week in Newhall, Iowa, with her
Dak., is here for a few weeks' visit mother, Mrs. Henry Broendal, and
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Frank with other relatives and friends.
Petersen and husband.
I
m
John Brookner returned home the
P
Miss Mary Osen has gone to last of the week from a month's visit
a ao
> o
Wrightstown, N. J., to spend a few with his daughter, Mrs. William Jefweeks with her brothers, James, fries and family, at Anderson, Mb.
E
•o
i 33
Robert< and Clarence Osen.
£
Root >Beer, White Soda, Lime
Twelve members of Chapter EZ,
Rickey and Ginger Ale, 3 bottles.25c
P. B. O. of Anita, went to Griswold KelloggV; Corn Flakes, box
10c
last Thursday afternoon to attend Pork and Beans, No. $»/j can . . . l O c
a meeting of the Griswold chapter.
.$ 2100
660 $
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
$ 1000 ? 3500 % 4284 $ 4091
Visitors were also present from chapding
ters in Atlantic, Avoca, Oakland and
At her home on Chestnut Street
nprovement
Red Oak.
last
Thursday evening, Mrs. Solon A.
yer
•
12
Karns
was hostess to the members
ght
830
993
Mrs. Hazel McDermott and son, of the Pinochle club, also one other
netery
100
110
264 Randall, of Atlantic were Sunday guest, Miss Vent B. Hook. The eveni Equipment ..
20
126 guests at the home of Attorney and ing waa spent playing pinochle, at
Maintenance.
250
153
285 Mrs. E. S. Holton in Anita. Randall which high score was held by Mrs.
ary
•
25
500
615
123 had just returned from Iowa City Albert Kama.
*r Bonds
500
1000
1500
1515 where he is a student at the State
350
357
397 University.
Jerry M. •Cramlet, a long time resi1500
1500
2800
dent of Anita, suffered a light paralyI Interest
Mrs. Robert Scott, a guest, held tic stroke last Thursday evening at
400
475
645
ad Dragging ..'.
high
score at a meeting of the Bide- the home of Mrs, Mayme Peennan,
100
39
32
nd Refund • • • •
118
200 a-Wee bridge club last Wednesday where he has been making his home.
afternoon at the home of -Mrs. A. V.
TOTALS ....$9225 f 3645 *
$1525 $7700 $10013 $11471 Robinson on Third Street. Other Be has been taken to the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Isaac Swanson, near
guests, besides the members, were Brayton, to be cared for.
timated Taxes per $1,000.00 of assessed value, $14.25.
Mrs. Dick Dement and Mrs. Ruby
able Valuation (1088), $540,380.
Biggs.
Dr. G. M. Adair, wife and daughter,
meys and Credits (1938), $195,236.
Gael,
accompanied by 'Fred W. Her| Consolidated.
The Anita Luthern Mission' ladies bert, wife and daughter from Atlanaid met last Thursday afternoon at ^ic, drove to Iowa City Sunday to
Rathman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. 0. Gipple and wife visited from the home of Mrs. J. P. Christensen on attend the commencement exercises
nas Rathman, underwent a minor Saturday until Monday with their Crestnut Street. twelve members Monday at the State University. A
ation at the Atlantic hospital daughter, Mrs. Fred Richter and fam- and four visitors were pVesent. Mrs. niece, Miss Jane Gotch, was one of
Elmer Reimers became a member of the graduates.
urday morning. .
ily, at Sac City.
the aid, bringing the membership to
'aul White, a members of the
The members of the Original bridge
The Misses Awilda Martin, June nineteen.
club, with Mrs. 'Raymond Lantz and
camp at Leon, -was home to Harris and ( Frances Way left last
When the University of Iowa at Mrs. H. U. Shannon as guests, were
the week end with his father, Thursday evening on an extended
Iowa
City held one of its largest entertained last Wednesday afternoon
: White, and with other relatives vacation to the west coast.
commencements
Monday
morning, by Mrs. A. R. Robinson at her home,
friends.
Miss Adabelle Simon is spending 1,200 candidates for degrees or cer- corner of Fifth and Maple Streets.
Hiss Helen Dement, a student nurse a couple of weeks in Des Moines with tificates included Sydney L. Maduff, High score at bridge was held by
[St. Joseph's hospital in Omaha, her aunts, Mrs. Vic Oils and the son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry IMaduff of Mlrs. Fred M. Shele'y.
Anita. He received a diploma as a
(enjoying a three weeks' vacation Misses Imo and Nancy 'Mardesen.
Bachelor of Science in Commerce.
The Benton Sunshine 4-H club girls
her work and is visiting in
The Misses Mildred and Clara
held their regular meeting last Wedwith her parents, Floyd DeFred MdDermott and wife and nesday afternoon at the home of Miss
Wiese, Clark Wiese, Jack Mitchell
; and wife.
Claude
Spry and wife of Wiota drove Ann Mueller, with all members presand Herbert Hedy enjoyed an outing
is. George Morgan and daugh- Sunday at Lost Island lake in Palo to Des Moines Friday where that ev- ent. The club worked on plans for
ening they attended commencement rally day, and at the close of the
Miss Geraldine, left Friday for Alto county.
exercises of Dowling college which meeting, refreshments were served
Sir home in Holyoke, Colo., after
Miss Mary Agnes Bongers, who were held in the St. Ambrose cathe- by the hostess. The next meeting
[few days' visit in the city with
pr mother and grandmother, Mrs; had been attending school the past dral. Frederick 'MIcDermott, a son will be held June 21 at the home
C. Pratt, and with other relatives year at St. Mary's academy in Des of Mr. and Mrs. McDermott, was one of Miss Marcella Retz.
Mbines, returned home Friday to of the graduates.
I friends.
The Neighborhood pinochle club
spend the summer vacation with her
Frank Rhoads, who had been visit- met with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith
oger N. Potter, a junior law stu- parents, Leo V. Bongers and wife.
ing here with relatives and friends, at their home northeast of the city
: at the State University in Iowa
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers was in Oma- left Saturday for his home in Glendive, Saturday evening. Other guests bey, visited here over' the week end
his father, J. N. Potter, and ha one day last week to attend com- Mjont., where he is employed as a sides the member^ were Mr. and Mrs.
other relatives. From here he mencement exercises at Creighton maintenance man on ground lights for Pete Knowlton, Mrs. Ear] Knowlton
1
nt to Onawa to.visit his- aunt, Mrs. University for the nurses' class from the United Air Lines. He was ac- and Ted Rnowlton. High score at
N. Rawson, and from there will , St. Joseph's hospital. A niece, Mar- companied on the trip home by two pinochle was held by Mrs. Pete Knowlurn to Iowa City where he has garet Ann Melone of Des Moines, was of his children, Barbara and Gail, ton, while low score was held by
who will spend a few weeks with him. Mrs. Robert Wilson. A lunch was
(one of the graduates.
for the summer.
served late in the evening.

OF ANITA

iMrs. Henry Maduff entertained a
company of lady friends at a 1:00
o'clock luncheon last Wednesday afternoon at her home on Rose Hill
Avenue, complimentary to Mrs. Adolph
Ginsberg of Baltimore, Mid., Miss
Peggy Ginsberg, a student at the
State University of Iowa, and Mrs.
M. Coh.n of Omaha, who were guests
at the Maduff home for a few days.
Following the luncheon the afternoon
was spent playing bridge, at which
the prize for high score was won
by Mrs. B. D. Forshay.

Get more fun out of lifel Do less
work. Have more leisure time.
Get better cooking results —in
• kitchen that is always cool and
comfortable. Help yourself to the
many modern advantages over
2,300,000 electric range users
enjoy today. Get« Westinghouse
Electric Range!

_

-

—

—

Westinghouse Ranges are
Kitchen-proved! 103 women tested
them in their own homes. They
kept records, reported facts on
costs, results, features—proved
that Westinghouse electric cooking
means you can Cook Fast,
Coo* Better, Save Money.
Let us show you the proof I

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TaAMIaPIIT1 VL

IV

\T» 1 i

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Michael Whalen — Jean Rogers — Chick Chandler
In a Thrilling Mystery Drama

"INSIDE STORY"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Sat.-Sun.

J une 10-11

» the LAW!
'Big House" thrills!
Blasting drama oi a
cop who had to track
down his own son..*
a snarling, 3-time
killer!

with

TomBROWN • Alan CURTIS • Laraine
Scnra Plai b? Welli Root • Directed bj Joui In Siinkir)
Produced b; J. W1LTEB BDBEH

X-COPS DON'T LIVE
LONG IN PRISON!
I'd Jnrt b« found some day
. . . with my iaea in • pan oi
hali-pMlcdpotaioas.. .with
a kali* in my backl"

Also Mickey Mouse Cartoon; Miniature; Late News

(Mlrs. Joseph F. Vais submitted to
Mrs. Verna Ml White of Rolla,
an operation a few days ago for the Mo., has been enjoying a visit the
removal of her tonsils.
past week in Anita with her sister,
Mrs. Andrew J. Nelson and family,
Elmer Cron, 12-year-old son of Mr.' and with other relatives and friends
and Mrs. Walter Cron, was operated here and at Wiota.
on Monday afternoon at the Atlantic'
hospital for a ruptured appendix. He
Albert Wagner and three of his
is reported to be a very sick boy.
sons, Roscoe of Cint^n, Iowa, Raymond of Joplin, MP^, and Norman,
A meeting of the Helping Hand
Joe Vetter has returned home from a student at the State University
club was held last Thursday afterOmaha, where he is a student at in Iowa City, left Sunday on a week's
noon nt the home of Mlrs. George
Creighton University, to spend the fishing trip to Leach Lake in MinMiller southeast of the city. Present j
summer vacation with his parents, nesota.
were eighteen members and five vis- \
Joe Vetter, Sr. and wife.
itors, M'rs. Leslie Denney, Mrs. A. A.
Jerry L. Karns, wife and children
Hayter and Miss Mary Lou Kuehn
The W. W. club met at the home of Lorimor, Iowa, spent Sunday in
of Anita, Miss Faye Cook of New
of Mrs. James B. McDermott aputh- the city with his brother, Henry A.
York City and Mrs. Edna Laursen'
west of the city last Thursday af- Karns and family. They were accomof Petersburg, Va. The ladies spent; ternoon, with eleven members and one panied home by his father, W. H.
the afternoon embroidering tea towels visitor, Miss Marcella Darling, pres- Karns, who had been spending a week
and piecing quilt blocks for the hos- i ent. The business meeting was con- with relatives and friends in the old
tess. Mrs. Denney, a recent bride,
ducted by the vice president, Mrs. home community.
was presented a quilt by the club. Elmer Smith. Plans were made for a
At the close of the meeting a lunch picnic to be held June 25. A delicious
was served by Mrs. Miller. The : lunch was served by the hostess. The
next meeting of the club will be held • next meeting will be held June 15
on June 15 at the home of Mrs. Clyde with Mrs. Earl Stone, and Mrs. Roy
Pollock.
Bornhojdt will have charge of the
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
program.
wholesale, delivered.
At her home northwest of the

NOTICE!

city last Thursday afternoon, Mlrs.
Lamar Gardner was hostess to the
members of the Mutual Benefit club.
Besides the members present, other
guests were Mrs. 'Milo Petersen and
children of Marian, Mrs. Henry Paulson, Mrs. Peter Johnson and Mrs.
Bernie Jordan and children.
The
ladies spent the afternoon with different games and fancy work, and a
contest staged by Mrs. Harlan Gittens
was won by Mrs. Francis Kelly. During the meeting plans were made for
the annual club reunion which will
be held Thursday at Highland church.
At the close of the meeting refreshments were served by the hostess.
The next meeting of the club will
be held at the home of Mrs. Andy
Jepson on June 15.

, , AT LAST!
All Your 'Snapshots in Natural Colors
Amazingly beautiful!
,Roll Developed, 8 Natural
Color
Prints
for
only
Natural Color Reprints, 3c Each
Mail ad with film to
A-Natural Color Photo, Janesville, Win.

We will pick up your dead
animals and give service.

Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

MINERAL CATTLE BLOCKS
TO PREVENT BLOAT
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

Tip ANITA TRIBUNE.
A Quiz With
Ask Me O Answers
Offering

4*— Ruth Wyefh Spears
iWALLS-RUE TONE OF COUDR1CURTAINS AND CLUB CHAIRSTRIPED IN COLORS 1-2-3-4 VALANCE-4
DAVENPORT AND
BACKGROUND
WING CHAIR-COLOR 2
.ALL SEAM BINDIN6S-4

CBOCOLAXB SHYER CAKB
Be* -KeolM Btiow.

1 PATTERN
,4

I n f o r m a t i o n on
Various Subjects

Another •
The Questions
1. How many days in a fortnight?
2. Of what country are the following the emblem: the thistle,
the shamrock, the maple leaf, the
lily?
3. Which is heavier, a pint of
cream or- a pint of milk?
4. What is a counterpane?
5. Does an electric light bulb
shine or glow? '
6. Are a turtle and a tortoise
the same?
7r What does the title "Mona
Lisa" mean?
8. How many Shetland islands
are there?
9. Are passports required when
flying to foreign countries?
10. Where in the Bible does it
say that a woman should not
whistle?

3. A pint of milk. The cream
floats to the top of the milk.
4. A coverlet for a bed.
5. Qpth. Glow means to shine
with intense heat.
8. Strictly speaking, turtle
means members of the order
which live in water, and tortoise,
members which live on land.
7. Mona is an abbreviation for
madonna (my lady). Lisa is a
proper name.
8. There are more than a hundred, but only one-fourth of them
are inhabited. All are very small.
9. Yes.
10. There is no verse in the Bible
relating to a prohibition of a woman's whistling. The reference may
be to the old English proverb:
"A whistling woman, a crowing
hen is neither fit for gods nor
men." The origin is unknown.

The Answers

BRIGHT
ACCENT

1. Fourteen.
2. Scotland, Ireland, Canada,
France.

Perhaps the Darky's
Ducks Were Storks
A salesman was rattling along a
country road in Tennessee, when
he came to a ford. A Negro was
standing by the little stream
where some ducks were swimming. The salesman said: "Can
I get through the creek with this
car all right?"
"Yes, suh, drive right through."
The salesman, thus encouraged,
drove into the stream, only to find
that the water was so deep that it
flooded his engine.
The salesman turned and said:
"What do you mean by telling me
that I could drive through?"
"Well, boss, I never knew dat
water was so deep. It only comes
half-way up on my ducks!"

Bight Colors for Curtains and Slipcovers.
"T"\EAR MRS. SPEARS: I have
books for the present, but the of*-* your Book 1—SEWING for
fer may be withdrawn at any
the Home Decorator, and the di- time. Leaflets are six cents each
rections for slipcovers are so clear
when ordered separately.
in the sketches that I have deEveryone should have copies of
cided to cover my living room furthese two books containing 96 How
niture which consists of a davents Sew articles by Mrs. Spears,
port, a club chair and a wing
that have not appeared in the pachair. I would like, to have your
per. Send your order at once to
suggestions for colors for these
Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St.,
and for curtains."
Chicago, 111.
With this letter there was a detailed description of the rug in the
Who's Who in Moon
room. There have been a good
Is the moon inhabited? You
many letters of this type lately, so
I am showing you here how to would- imagine so if you read
"Who's Who in the Moon," comanalyze the colors, in a figured
piled and just issued by the Britrug and use them as a guide in
ish Astronomical society. In it
planning a room.
It is not important that the rug you will come across the names of
color scheme be followed exactly, 600 men and nine women. They
but do make a little chart of the are not, however, of moon-dwellrug colors as shown here at the ers, but of astronomers, explorers,
scientists, and philanthropists who
left. If you do not wish to repeat
have helped to map the surface of
the background color for your
the planet, work first begun in the
walls, use a pale tone of one of
the other colors. A stronger tone year 1645.
All the known high mountains
of any color in the rug may beand wide craters of the moon have
come your accent color.
been named. World-famous names
NOTICE: Book 1—SEWING for
as Copernicus, Plato, Kepthe Home Decorator, and No. 2, such
pler
are
side by side with Smith
Gifts, Novelties and Embroiderand
Williams.
Eleven persons livies, are now 15 cents each, or
ing today have achieved moon imboth books for 25 cents. Readers
mortality.
who have not secured their copies
of these two books should send in
their orders immediately, as no
more copies will be available,
when the present supply is exhausted. Your choice of the
like to <Jp to
QUILT LEAFLET illustrating 36
And vutcK my Kvn$ry
authentic patchwork stitches; or
the RAG RUG LEAFLET; will be
Fellow creatures Fee>d.
included with orders for both

Beyond Estimation
ron, raisins, and nuts with the V*
About the weakest of statistics
cup of flour which was reserved and
are those that purport to state
idd to the cake mixture. Add vanil,'t have good lack with my a. Bake 35 to 40 minutes in a modwhat crime costs the country per
king today." You and I have erate oven (350 degrees Fahrenheit).
capita.
trd homemakers say just
The man who wants to be
Chocolate
Silver
Cake.
ason enough perhaps lor our
good has less opportunity than
% cup butter
right down to cases today
the man who wants to be great.
1% cups granulated sugar
ding out Just what it la that
Skepticism sometimes saves a
2%
cups
cake
flour
[for good luck—or bad luckman
from being everybody's fool.
3 teaspoons baking powder
case may be in this cake
% teaspoon salt
Play the Game
[•business. - - - - - - - • •
1 cup milk
Don't ask, "Is life worth livit really Isn't a case of
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
ing?" You have been dealt the
[all, for the right proportions
4, egg whites
cards.
tight ingredients combined in
Cream the butter, add the sugar
Occasionally we meet a man
It way and baked at the right
who asks for only half a chance,
nperature eliminate luck en- and beat well. Sift the flour, baking
bat the majority prefer the
1 assure baking success not towder and salt, and add alternately
chances whole.
with the milk and vanilla. Beat the
nes but always.
It takes a good deal of wit to
egg
whites
until
stiff
and
fold
into
Information Pleftae.
perpetrate effective ridicule.
cake. Bake in two layers in a modyou own a measuring erate oven (365 degrees Fahrenheit)
t have you looked at it crit- 15 to 30 minutes. Top with chocoically to see ate butter icing.
whether or not it
Cocoa Cake.
has a rim which
%
cup
butter
extends
above
1 cup granulated sugar
the accurate cup
2 eggs ,
measure? If it
has a rim, do you 2 cups cake flour
4 tablespoons cocoa
measure the in• J.OOO outride now
Yt teaspoon salt
gredients just to
• Onfrlkloclaloloop. ..Ihtatim*.
IMi teaspoons baking powder
this point accuihafM and Jbaiiniu district
Mt teaspoon soda
rately; or clear to
1 cup sour milk
• Qnltt, c/eaa and oool
the top inaccu1 teaspoon vanilla extract
• Wo parking voiifee
rately?
Cream the butter and add the sug» Fnt Radio In mrf room
a always sift the flour once
ar slowly. Separate eggs, beat yolks
•flora,*] loeial program
re measuring?
/
and add. Sift the dry ingredients
• CaAterte and JMaftw Boom Mirfe?
i use a fine granulated sugar and
Hardlng-t "lot Wondirtal Food"
alternately with the sour
I think Til take tK» life.
Baking cakes? There. is a dif- milk add
and
vanilla.
Beat
the
egg
you know.
s ttay tfcke.
whites until stiff and fold in careTo Find Our Duty
i cream the shortening and fully. Bake in two layers in a modJust
choosing tke.
cake with a beating mo- erate oven (365 degrees Fahrenheit)
This truth comes to us more
experience.
I
jot a stirring motion?
Cor 25 to 30 minutes, or as a loaf and more the longer we live that
you level oft the teaspoon cake (at 350 degrees Fahrenheit) on what field or in what uniform
need.
R!Tt».»"
i of baking powder, salt or tor 40 to 45 minutes.
or with what aims we do our duty
rith a knife so as to be sure
A New Chocolate Cake.
matters
little,
or
even
what
our
are accurate?
• Our readers should always remember
duty is, great or small, splendid
4 ounces bitter chocolate
start the oven 10 to 10
that our community merchants cannot
or
obscure.
Only
to
find
our
duty
%
cup
butter
afford to advertise a bargain unless it
) in advance so it will .be uni1% cups granulated sugar
certainly, and somewhere, someis a real bargain. They do advertise barI hot before the cake is placed
3 eggs
gains and such advertising means money
how, to do it faithfully, makes us
2% cups flour
saving to the people of the community.
WNU Service.
good, strong, happy and useful.
use a small, inexpensive
Vt teaspoon salt
hermometer for securing ac3
teaspoons baking powder
loven temperatures if your
1 cup milk
jnas no oven heat-control?
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
' are some of the chief facMelt the chocolate over warm waattention to which helps ter. Cream the , butter and add
i success in cake baking. Try
'the sugar, slowly,
'ut in the group of favorite
beating vigorous'pipes given below. sl think
ly. Beat the yolks
e them and the recipes
of the eggs until
thick and add to
the sugar and
Lemon Cake.
butter mixture. Add the melted
butter
1
chocolate and mix well. Sift the
granulated sugar
flour, salt, baking powder, and add
MORNING/NOON, OR
/GEORGE w. LANGUEY (right) is about to
alternately with the milk and excake flour
tract, beginning with theflourmixaspoons baking powder
vTroll himself a neat, firm "makin's"
NIGHT,
PRINCE ALBERT
ture. Beat egg whites until they
poon salt
smoke-and
roll
it
fast,
for
that
Pripce
IS
PLUMB
FULL
are
stiff,
and
fold
into
cake.
Bake
in
milk
f
two eight-inch layers in a moderate
Albert he's smoking is "crimp cut." As
poon lemon extract
OF MELLOW
he says: "Prince Albert handles easier
butter and add sugar grad- oven (365 degrees Fahrenheit) for
RICHNESS
AND
about
30
minutes.
d well-beaten egg yolks and
because it holds together. No spilling or
Chocolate Gingerbread.
roughly.
TASTY
BOW
blowing around."
sift all
•% cup shortening
"You've got something there," chimes in
gredients
1 cup brown sugar
alterhis brother Jackson. "I call that choice tobac2 ounces chocolate (melted)
with the
co choice smoking in any man's papers."
2- eggs
extract,
1% cups pastry flour
Prince Albert is "no-bite" treated - right
and
3 teaspoons baking powder
with the
there with extra mildness and rich, ripe taste.
2 teaspoon* ginger
fixture. ,
, , -*
e
You're getting next to 70 cool, full-bodied
y,
teaspoon
cloves
beaten whiter „* «w
•'makin'a" smokes when you get next to the
Vt teaspoon salt
e as loaf cake in a mod*
% cup nuts (broken)
3BO degrees Fahrenheit)
big red P. A. tin. So don't wait. Treat yourself
*0 minutes.
% cup milk
to Prince Albert's princely smoking today.
Oil Spice
Cream the shortening and add the
AND P. A. SPINS UP
brown sugar very slowly, making
butter
"THE tobacco for us, too."
sure all lumps are removed. Ado.
rown sugar
FIRM-SO I SET A
£ chocolate which has been melted
plpo tarn say
over warm watered the eggs, weU
'
cake
flour
COOLER, SLOWER
aa
beaten. Sift the dry ingredients and
Poon soda
^alternately
with
the
"ilk..
Add
salt
SMOKE THAT DRAWS
the nuts, broken in small pieces.
Bake
as
loaf
cake
in
a
moderate
cinnamon
EASIER!
oven (350 degrees Fahrenheit) JU
Serve withwhipped cream.

Diirse You Can Bake

CHEERFUL CHERUB

MOT HOJEl

Advertised

BARGAINS

"TASTIEST
AND THE

SMOKES EVER.
I" THEY VOTE
• PRINCE ALBERT

RIGHT!

1

Get This New Cook Boo.k- „
Of course you can bake, and EJeaj

citron
raisins

meats
v
anilla extract
1 add 8U
««
Add.eggs'(weU

fino roll-your-own
cigBiottei in •r«7
handy pocket tin of
PrincoAlbort

tt?we
Ave
Scago919
andNorth
get a Michigan
postage prepa-d
well,

70

tft- copy of "Better Baking.

HO RISK o TRY PRINCE ALBERT
ON THIS MONEY.RACK GUARANTEE
*oU jrourMlf SO »w«U clfurcttM from Print* Albert. U you
don't Bad thun tb* finest* t«»H»it rpU-jour-owo cl(ar*tt»
you vnr cmolud, return tin Rocket tin with th» r*»t o( tho
tobacco In It to u» •>* «njr Urn* within • month from thb J»t«.
•»d «• will nfund full purcltH* price, phie poete.ce. (Signed)
R. J. Remold. Tobacco Co, Winiton-Sklem. North C«rolin»
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>ECIAL ELECTION "Wife, Husband, Friend,"
It ANITATHURSDAY at Rialto Saturday-Sunday

The gayety iT delirious, the wit
sparkhng and the comedy slambang
,,ita Electors WiH Cast Votes on the when lovely Loretta Young and de[question of Granting the Iowa
bonair Warner Baxter play the love
Electric Co. a Franchise For
game with a new set of rules in "Wife,
Husband and Friend," feature attracH igh Line Through Town.
tion at the Rialto Theater Saturday
and Sunday evenings. These two despecial election will be held in .lightful stars, with a host of favorite
nita on Thursday of'this week on the players, cavort through several reels
jstion of granting the Iowa Electric of catch-as-catch-can romance and
[J. of Cedar Rapids,.,Iowa, a 25-year wind it up with the funniest climax
nchise for the use of certain streets ever filmed.
1 alleys for a high potential electric The picture's opening finds Loretta
nsmission line. The polling place and Warner blissfully happy in their
1 be at the town hill, and the polls marriage. Loretta has loads of money,
jll be open from 8:00 o'clock in the a grand husband and a lovely home.
orning until 8:00 o'clock in the even- But, just like, a woman, she wants
one thing more. She wants to sing!
J£'
|The Iowa Electric Co., for years, has And, to make matters worse, she does.
Encouraged by Cesar Romero, her
nished electric .current to a number
music
teacher, and a group of well! towns in this Section of the state
I their high potential line now pass- meaning friends, Loretta makes her
through Anita, one of the towns debut on the concert stage in spite
at has been receiving service from of Warner's protests. The debut is
iem. Last fall Anita voted to ea- successful, thanks to her husband's
iblish a municipal unit, and the dif- seat-selling efforts, and she plans a
•ent contractors are busy now in- cross-country tour.
As if this wouldn't cause dissension
illing the plant, which will be ready
operation in a few weeks. The enough, Binnie Barnes steps into the
jlity concern also furnishes electric picture in the role of a beautiful and
ent to the towns of Adair and famous opera singer and discovers
ota, and the' franchise they are that Warner Baxter has, amoung other
king the voters of Anita to grant things, a magnificent baritone voice.
i at the special election Thursday, So he goes on tour! Now, with Lorlet them keep their high line on etta going one way and Warner goain streets and alleys, as they must ing the other, you'd never think they'd
• a high line from Adair to Wiota, get together.
| furnish the latter town with elec- Loretta Young and Warner Baxter
are ideal in the starring roles and
icity.
contract has been signed by of- every member of the cast which also
als of the electric company in which includes George Barbier, J. Edward
[ey agree not to bring any litigation Bromberg, Eugene Pallette and Helen
The
ainst the town of Anita in the con- Westley, does splendid work.
screen
play
by
Nunnally
Johnson
was
lion of the municipal plant if the
jople of the town vote favorable on based on the novel by James M. Cain.
The program will include a colored
nting them the franchise. The concartoon
entitled, "The Little Goldfish;"
o gives the town the right and i
vilege of attaching the wires of, a Lev Lehr miniature, "Muscle Maul| local distribution system upon the ers and a news reel.
"Four Girls in White."
!es of the transmission line. By I
, romance, thrills, chills and
anting the franchise, the utility!
are
expertly blended to make
:ern cannot become a competitor'
Girls
in
White," feature attrac[ the municipal plant, as it states
power company, its successors or; tion at the Rialto this (Wednesday)
signs, cannot sell electric current evening, one of the most satisfyingly
[any of the inhabitants of the city. entertaining pictures of the year.
Featuring Florence Rice, Una MerUayor C. F. Darrow and the memkel,
Ann Rutherford and Mary Howard
: of the town council are favorable '
title roles, and Alan Marshal
in
[the granting of the franchise, and
in
the
male
lead, the picture comes as a
I far as the Tribune can learn, there,
! worthy successor and companion play
no united effort in opposition to it.
to "Men in White."
"Four Girls in White" is a story of
— Misses Geraldine Cleaver and
great
drama, climaxing in one of the
jxine Taylor, of the local telephone
(change, enjoyed lan outing from most sensational "disaster" scenes
^nrsday until Saturday at Lake ever put on the screen, when a railroad
train leaves a bridge and plunges intoboji.
to the river to be submerged completehe Fullerton Lumber Co. of Mas- ly by the onrushing waters of a burst- asks judgment for $298.96 in a ing dam.
Others in the cast are Buddy Ebsen,
; filed in the Caas county clerk of
rt's office against Lewis Gilbert- Kent Taylor, Jessie Ralph, Sara Haden,
, Massena oil station operator. The Philip Terry, Tom Neal and little Joy
Rition also asks foreclosure of a me- Anderson, one of the screen's newest
fcnic's Hen against the defendant's and youngest dramatic finds.
The program this evening will in|ing station and property.
clude the musical comedy entitled,
a recent meeting of the Anita "Happily Buried," starring Anthony
board, it wa's voted to establish Allen and Rita Oehman; also Iowa
jkindergarten at the beginning of News Flashes.
school year next September. The
lergarten will be for children of
school age, and will be for two
irs daily. IMoss GretcbW Budd,
' teacher, will have charge of
kindergarten along with her other
$2,614.20 were the total sales durirk.
ing the month of May at the Anita
liquor store, according to the monthly
made by the
Control

GROCERY
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Spring Drought Is Broken
By Much Needed Rain

CASS 4-H GIRLS IN
AMES PAGEANTRY

Smiles wreathed the faces of everyone in Cass county as well as many
other sections of Iowa last Wednesday County Will Be Well Represented at
afternoon,
when a copious rain fell,
Outdoor Festival at Iowa State
O'Cedar
Briardale
breaking a serious spring drought
College Friday. Local Woman
FURNITURE POLISH
SALAD MUSTARD—
which had caused alarm to all. Up
to Act As Chaperon.
No rubbing,
9-ounce
to last Wednesday, this community
large bottle...
had
received
only
.72
of
an
inch
of
prejar
cipitation since the first of May.
(Polishing cloth free)
Democracy will be dramatized in
Kellogg's \
The rain Wednesday afternoon
a
spectacle of color, light, movement
GWC CORN STARCH
measured a trace over an inch, and
WHOLE WHEAT
and
music as a cast of 2,000 present
during the morning a shower brought
BISCUITS—
"Flag of On* Land,1' outdoor festival
.10
of
an
inch.
During
the
early
mornpackages . . . . IDC
15 biscuits,
ing hours Friday, this community re- of the 4-H girls' convention at Iowa
per
package..
Special
ceived another good rain that measured State college on Friday evening at
.40 of an inch, and several showers 8:00 o'clock.
ICE TEA BLEND—
NEW CABBAGE—
Divided into four episodes, the fesSaturday and Sunday totaled .40 of
V2-pound
|Q
Per
ol
tival will open on Clyde Williams
an
inch.
Again
on
Tuesday
morning,
package
1UC
pound
4*
rain measuring .60 of an inch fell in field with a twilight sing by about
1,500 4-H girl delegates in blue unithis community.
The rain Wednesday afternoon was forms. For the first episode they will
accompanied by a strong wind and march out on the field, and at a signal
some hail, and in some parts of the each of the 1,500 will unfurl a flag.
Buy
Receive
The second episode will depict the
county damage from wind and hail
American flag emerging from a meltwere quite severe.
At Massena colored glass windows ing pot into which county groups in
Use the extra pound, and if for any reason, the
in the Methodist and Catholic churches foreign costumes have merged the
were
severely damaged. The damage flags of their lands.
quality is not satisfactory, the 2-pound purchase may
Cass county 4-H girls who will take
to the Catholic church windows was
be returned for full credit.
part
in this episode are: Darlene Murset at $300. Near Berea it is reported
ray, Victoria Victors 4-H club; Gladys
that
some
of
the
hail
waa
as
large
as
SPRY—
Tall Corn
Jones, Washington Workers; Elinor
hen eggs.
Vegetable shortening,
SALMON—
At the Max Lynch farm, one mile Barnholdt, Brighton P. E. P.; Regina
3-pound
Select pink,
west of Berea, a large barn was blown Edgar, Massena Merry Maids; Marcan
away and dashed to pieces. Four garet Pollock, Glad Girls of Grove;
2 1-lb. cans...
horses and one cow in the building Darlene Mattheis, Happy Hustlers of
Anglo
GWC FLOUR—
at the time were unharmed. The farm Union; Marjorie Kuehl, Eldeen of
CORNED BEEF—
is owned by Mrs. Laura Campbell of Pymosa township; and Viola J6yce of
The all purpose
flour,
vww &*v
%*•*• •
Des Moines, and her loss was partly the Glad Girls of Grove.
' 12-ounce
49-pound
The 4-H privileges of living under
covered by insurance.
can
bag
Trees blown down by the heavy the Stars and Stripes-Heart, Hand,
wind blocked the road between Anita and Health—will be dramatized in the
Small Size
P.&G.
and
'Massena for a time, and cars were third episode, and the final episode will
LAUNDRY SOAP—
PEAS—
stalled on many roads because of the consist of choric reading of Daly's
7 giant
or
Extra tender,
heavy downpour. Small grain and "Flag o' My Land."
2 cans
bars
*'**+'
Frances Burnside of the Cass Clover
corn fields on many farms were dam4-H
club and Letha 'Mae Saxton of
aged by the hail, and hundreds o f ' th Benton
small
chickens
were
drowned,
accordi
*
Sunshine club will sing
Fresh Tomatoes, Peas, Carrots, New Potatoes,
in the special chorus.
ing
to
reports
reaching
this
office.
Strawberries, Lettuce.
Background for the festival will be
But with the damage suffered from
the wind and hail, the rain will more Provid!d bV L000 ™ral women memthan offset all loss, as a few more ' berS °f th* COUnty WOmen s ^o™*58days of hot and dry weather would
under the direction of Prof.' Tolbert
have rufned the corn crop.
MacRae, Iowa State college music
r
J- N. Potter, a resident of Anita department,
Plans for
the
past
year,
has
been
elected
sup-1
the festival are being
A
change
in
the
1939
Iowa
state
.
.
.
Charles W. McDermott, 82, prommade
.^ fMrs- Edith ^Barker, state
inent Wiota citizen who had resided fair schedule, calling for nine nights erintendent of the Marne schools for
; 4-H girls' leader, and Mas Fannie R.
in Cass county for the past eighty and eight days of exposition programs, next year,
:
Buchanan, extension rural sociologist,
including
an
extra
night
of
the
an-,
years, died at his home in that town
and Fred Scholl who will direct the pageantry.
at 10:30 o'clock last Thursday morn-' nual state fair rodeo, was announced
• went to Sioux City Monday to attend
Ruth Kuesel, newly elected 4-H girls
ing of complications incident to his today by exposition officials.
This year's state fair will open on the 96th' annual communication of county president, will be the votingadvanced age.
the Iowa Masonic
grand lodge. Mr. delegate. Other delegates who will
Mr. McDermott was a former mayor Thursday evening, Aug. 24, one night Laartz ia Wo
earlier
than
usual.
It
will
continue
«Wpful
Master of the attend will be Betty Johnson, Pleasof Wiota and has been secretary of
Anita Lodge
'
i ant Girla 4'H club' and Marie Stonner,
the school board there for a number through Friday night, Sept. 1, with a .
!
complete
program
on
the
closing
night,!
.
^
7
.
,
Bear Grove Brownies 4-H club.
T
n
of years. He had been in failing
T
as
instituted
for
the
first
time
Lt
*'
^
fT''
°™
£
^
' ""' GUmlBr Hj°rtsh°j °f Anit&
health for the past six weeks and
jHome-Made
Ice
Cream
Shop
for
a
wm be the official chaperon of Cass
bedfast two days preceding his death. year,
The annual Iowa state fair rodeo
Born Nov. 19, 1856, at Tipton, Iowa,
£
attend the
the son of James B. and Elizabeth Mte-ion last Wednesday evening. Mrs. c o n n
Dermott, he came with his parents
far
when he was two years old to settle 5 n d 6 agment a
' '
'
estival of light," and
on a farm three miles west of Anita. fireworksa
the cafe business, having been em- A. F. Zellmer of Atlantic; Miss MarHe farmed in this vicinity until 1910, an open air circus.
pl yed 8t different times in cafes nere
of evening nro
°
- Jorie Bsllenseifer of Wiota; Mrs. Carl
when he retired and moved to Wiota
Atlantic ftnd Oakland
Mr
°Su
da
nhrht
R°sser
bePollock of Cumberland; Mrs. Varel
to enter the insurance and bond bus- A
fore comin
n-7 when
u the
»u fair
* • "will
-11 feature
* i
VL.
K to Anita had been in
the ^^
McMartin^
of Massena;and Mrs.
Aug.
27,
the
^
grflcery business at an mland
rf ^.'
iness.
He was married to Isabelle Nordman first presentation of its musical ex-south of Stuart and ^ probab,y
on July 16, 1884. Mrs. McDermott travaganza, "Show of a Century." entef ^ grQCery b[lainesa again
Clifford Johnson and Miss Marie
died Dec. 25, 1933, and a daughter, The musical show will continue
Lindblom, who have employment at
Mrs. Piuma Bell, passed away in 1918. through the final Friday night, Sept. '
Cherokee, Iowa, spent Sunday with
Surviving are eight children, Mrs. 1. It will include a cast of more than [(fa L. Mll|CT
relatives and friends in Anita.
Zeta Bell, Mrs. Lucille Kloppenburg 200, special ' scenic settings, its own
Miss Doris Taylor of Audubon, 5th.
and Mrs. Lela Mae Poch of Atlan- orchestra and ballet, fair officials said, j
and 6th. grade teacher in the Anita
tic, Mrs. Stella Jewett of Burbank, The second week will also feature a
Miss Ida L. Miller, daughter of Mr. schools, went to Des Moines Monday
Cal., Fred and Howard McDermott complete change of circus attractions
and Mrs. Otto Miller, well known Lin- to attend the six weeks' summer course
and Mrs. Alma Jordan of Wiota, and and musical organizations.
"This will be the largest night show coin township residents, and Lester at Drake University.
Raich McDermott of Yakima, Wash.
— -- .are also nineteen grandchildren program the state fair has 'ever pre- Johnson, son of Mr. and ''Mrs. Jens JI T
sented," Secretary A. R. Corey said Johnson of Brayton, were united in I - - Stockham and wife, residents
of tnis
community for a good many
Funeral services were held Saturday today. "We expect this to be a grand marriage at the home of the bride's
year
for
state
fair
attendance,
and
parents
south
of
Anita
last
Wednesyears, have moved to Stuart where
afternoon at 2:00 o'clock at the Meththey will make their home until they
odist church in 'Wiota, with the Rev. are hoping to give the crowds the day evening at 8:00 o'clock. Rev. . can
find
for
business.
Arthur
V.
Long
read
the
double
ring
a suitable residence property
kind
of
entertainment
they
like."
Claude
W.
Cooper,
pastor
of
the
At! bank will quit business by Sept. 1.,
ceremony.
•
in
Anita.
store
»T^***
«.j.»..~—v
lantic Methodist church, officiating.
la letter sent to all depositors, C. C.
At the 170 state owned stores, May
Robert Crawford left today for
Miss Myrtle Hoegh was maid-of- 1 - T
-°k- cashier, says: f "The principal sales totaled $878,418.06, compared Burial was made in the Wiota cemeNorma
Grinnell
to
attend
the
youth's
conhonor,
and
Palmer
Johnson,
brother'
?
Wagner,
a
student
at the
1
we are quitting is because we with April sales of $949,779.45. Store tery.
ference of Congregational churches, of the groom, acted as best man. The , State Universlty ™ "wm City, is in
n
°t know what to do with your No. 1 in Des Moines, as usual, was nigH
An
9pend the aummar
vacation
At her home on Locust Street last The meeting is from June 14 to 21. bride was attired in a blue lace dress ! V*LL!°
•ney."
- j
of all state stores with sales during , Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Ethel Budd
and wore a corsage of talisman roses, w*h hlaj Parents' J'
»nd
the
work
and
Next Sunday, June 18, is Father's while the maid-of-honor wore a rose
totaling $8,918 were, distri- May totaling $48,709.59. Smallest, was hostess to the members of the
i the Wagner Filling Station.
•ing April to 436 Caas county sales for the month were $638.05 at Friday bridge club. Other guests were day. Remember him with a gift or a colored lace dress. Mrs. Long played
New
Albin.
card.
We
have
many
gifts
and
cards
the
wedding
march,
and
also
"I
Love
Mrs. Lester SchoII, Mrs. G. M. De"dents receiving old age assistance,
The Misses Marion Bartley and
You Truly" softly white the ceremony
board of social welfare an- (May sales at other stores were as Camp, Mrs. George Shaffer, Mrs. Wal- for your selection.
Weimer, representing- the
It
Bonger Bros. ! was being read. A reception at the Methodiat church of Anita> went to
this week. In Adair county, follows: Atlantic, $5,298.52; Carroll, ter F- Budd and Mrs. D. Fox of Council
Miller home, attended by the eigh- Qskaloosa Monday to attend the two
^eisons received $6,890, whale in $5,657.84; Creston, $6,595.37; Red Oak, Bluffs. High score at bridge was
Postmaater and Mrs. George O. teen guests present, followed the weeksj, meeting of ^ Iowa leader.
' county 185 people received $3,444.17; Harlan, $6,698.38; Shen- held by Mrs. B. D. Forshay.
andoah, $4,764.63; Manning, ,37.66,
Smither entertained fourteen guests nuptials.
ship tra,ning achoolr conducted by the
liw1 The tota^ distribution was Jefferson, $6,335.61; Adel,
,JTMJ;
On Wednesday, June 21, Cass coun- at a two course 1:00 o'clock dinner The bride graduated from the Anita Iowa Co^n of Christian Education.
I"- .949 to 51,479 lowans. For the
lnoi
>th, $165 was given to the Audubon, $2,967.56; Stuart, *W™*> \ ty 4-H girls a"d their leaders will at- Sunday at their home on West Main high school in 1933 and for the next ;The meeting J8 being held at William
b|
'nd pensioners in Cass county. Winterset, $2,168.26; Avc*-a. »-,<•> • ;, tend a 4-H conservation field day at Street. Bouquets of red roses and two years attended Iowa State Teach-, penn college
Griswold, $915.06; Vilhsca. »i.u- • • Pellett's Wild Life Preserve northeast ( baby breath decorated the table. Each ers college at Cedar Falls. She has
has
of Atlantic, starting at 1:00 p. m. G. guest received a special delivery letter taught school the past four yearjs,
Minerman of Exira has pur- CorningJ2.146.42; Greenfield, H.» •
A meeting of the Oak Ridge club
; R. Ramsey, extension forester from announcing the approaching marriage just completing a successful year in was held last Thursday afternoon at
*d from the heirs of the late Aug- and Walnut, $1,094.14.
the residence property on
Sunday, Ames, will lead a nature study hike, of Miss Muriel Elaine Smither, daugh- the Cumberland schools. The groom' the home of Mrs. William Kirkham,
tn
Raymond Barber
*t occupied, by'Welme,!; iPearparents,; assisted by Frank T. Tucker, local con- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Smither, to James has been engaged in farming north- Jr., northeast of the city. Besides
•" 'amily. Mr. and Mrs. Miner- night in the city
| the members present, there was one
Kuymoiid is ' servation officer. Frank Pellett, well Stanley Curtis, son of I. E. Curtis of west of Anita.
known authority on bees, will tell of ( Nevada, Iowa, the ceremony to take , Mr. and Mrs. Johnson will make gufst, Mrs. Kenneth King. During
"'' move here next October to Chas. Barber and
University
o
f
,
thtei
' home. For ft number of attending schoo
(ills the pul- , his experiences. A picnic dinner will1 place op July 20, 1939. After Sept. i, their home in the newly furnished the afternoon a miscellaneous shower
he
be held in the evening around a camp \ Elaine and James will be at home to farm house on the groom's farm. The was h^ld for Mrs. Leon Klemish, a rehas been associated with his
:r
fire which will be followed by a lecture their friends in Nevada where he op- best wishes of their many friends go cent bride. A lunch was served by
' Walter HdBnermAQ, in the Fairview, a country c h u u h b o
on "American Indians."
t erates a gasoline service station.
j with them.
»
I the hostess.
Motor Co. at Exira. He is
of Mrs. WifflMn mhlert. south of Corning.

Values For Friday--Saturday

59c

He

BRIARDALE VACUUM PACKED COFFEE
2 pounds 70c

1 pound FREE

29c

24c

$1.29

C.W.McDermott, 82, Long State Fair to Have Nine
Time Wiota Resident, Dies Night Programs This Year
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Johnson United in Marriage'
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, JUNE 15, 1939.
live contractors, their legal repreor c»^o.
assigns
the pur,1VCS
UJ
.." for
4-l,«
SPntatives
.BC of defraying the costs of the
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa, pose
nstruction
of
said
plant
and
system
CVllriii
,
f
con U»-HVM* v* "—- — j
May 24, 1939.
The Town Council of the Town of with all necessary requisites as nere-

COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

6

Crawford's Glover Farm Store

PETERSEN'S GROCERY

Anita, Iowa, met pursuant to prior inbefore referred1 to and it is necesPHONE 300
300
WE DEL
action of the Council, and to law, | wry to fix a date of meeting •^u»
Phone 29
We Deliver
for the purpose of instituting pro- Council of said lown at wiiicn
ceedings and taking action for the proposed to take action lor tne
SPECIALS FOB FRIDAY AND
of $104,000 Municipal Elec- suance of said bonds and to
THURSDAY-FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS issuance
trie Light & Power Plant and Dis-1 notice thereof as ——~i ^
BUTTERNUT JELL, assorted flavors, 4 pkgs
"'
tribution System Revenue Bonds, and
lltrSTARD, with paddle, 1 for lOc, or 2 for
lie
ICE TEA BLEND, green and black,
to transact such other business as action by the Town Council to authi
might come before said meeting. orize the issuance of $104,000 MuniCORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 packages
15c
SALAD
MALLOWS,
for
tasty
salads,
2
pkgs
'
"
lq
The meeting was called to order
Electric Light and Power Kanti
by the Miayor and the roll being called, cipal
SODA
CRACKERS,
Bite
0'
Biscuit,
2-lb.
pkg
'
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 large cans
19c
and
Distribution
System
Revenue;
2o
there were present:
Bonds of said Town for the purpose
C.
F.
D&rrow,
Mayor
in
the
chair,
GRAHAM
CRACKERS,
2-lb.
package
.......
"J
CHEESE, Shefford, 2-pound box
39c
and the following named Councilmen: hereinbefore stated has been duly pub-i
lished in a legal newspaper, printed
PORK and BEANS, with tomato sauce, 4 cans i9c
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, R. C. and
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
published wholly in the English
Howard and Andrew Petersen.
language and of general circulation
EGG NOODLES, P & G pure, 2 large packages '19!
Absent: A. J. Kopp.
PEACHES, No. 10 (gallon) can
39c
said Town at least ten days beThe Council investigated and found in
LARD, pure kettle rendered, 3 pounds ........ 26C
this meeting and no petition
notice of the proposed action of the fore
CANDY, soft chocolates, pound
lOc
setting
forth
objections
to
the
isTown Council for the issuance of
Lettuce, Cucumbers, Celery, Fresh Carrots, and
of said bonds has been riled
$104,000 Municipal Electric Light & suance
NEW CABBAGE, pound
3c
the office of the Town Clerk; and
Power Plant and Distribution System in WHEREAS,
New Potatoes, at Lowest Prices. Ask Us.
are presently no
Revenue Bonds, for the purpose of bonds or otherthere
SOAP, Crystal White, 7 bars
25c
obligations
of
.said
defraying the cost of constructing Town outstanding secured by or pledga Municipal Electric Light & Power ing the earnings to be derived from
Strawberries — Lettuce — Carrots — New Potatoes
Plant and Distribution System of said the operation of said municipal elec- «. municipal electric light and power | authorized shall each be
Town had, according to law, and as
Tomato Plants
and
light and power plant and distri- plant and distribution system of said '
directed by the Council, been pub- tric
Town;
and
is
not
a
general
oDugauon>
bution
system
and
the
net
earnings
Gfcrk.
with
the. se*F of said
ished on the 4th. day of May, 1939,
said plant and system will be but is payable solely and only out affixed and the interest
in' the Anita Tribune, a legal news- of
pay the principal and of the future earnings of said muni- thereto attached shall each
paper of genera] circulation within sufficient ofto the
e».J
revenue bonds as cipal electric light and power plant etnted with the signatures
refused offers of lucrative appointment said Town and that no petition set- interest
the
hereinafter
authorized;
now
thereand
distribution
system;
said
property
Town
Clerk,
or
a
facsimile
and confesses to no interest in elective ting forth objections to said proposed fore
purchased and the net earnings of and said officials are
Published Every Thursday by the office; In addition to the extensive law
municipal electric light and poWjthe Town Clerk, and that the is- IT IS RESOLVED by the Town said ilant
and distribution system are bonds .and .cou ns, and
practice which is the chief reason for suance of said bonds in said aggre- Council of the Town of Anita, Iowa:
Section 1. That there are hereby
ed to the payment hereof. This executed, said mds shall
his wish to retire' from the state com- gate amount as published, may now authorized
to be issued One Hundred
is not payable in any manner by
W. F. BUDD
Editor mittee, he has other business interests be authorized by the Town Council, Four (104) negotiable interest bear- taxation, and under rfo circumstances shall be by him registered a,
'Councilman
R.
C.
Howard
introincluding the farms which were his duced and read the resolution next ing revenue bonds in the aggregate Isj,all the Town be in any manner liar livered to the contractors inand
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
principal hobby until he turned to pub- j hereinafter set out, and moved its amount of One Hundred Four. Thous- ble by reason of the failure of the ment pro tanto for said improve,
If not paid in advance
$2.00 lie life. Convinced that state govern- adoption, seconded, by Councilman Al- and Dollars ($104,000), of said Town, said net earnings to be sufficient for ments.
numbered consecutively from One (1) for the payment hereof.
Section 4. That from and
Entered at the post office at Anita, ment had drif^d a long way from a^?Sft^
fccT'tbe to One Hundred Four (104), both
In testimony whereof said Town the delivery of any bonds
Iowa, aa second class mail matter.
Iowa tradition, Milroy urged his party Mayor put the question upon the numbers inclusive, in the denomina- by its Council has caused this bond under the provisions of this tesoh I
to view its responsibility as some- adoption
of said resolution, and the tion of One Thousand Dollars (?1,000) to be signed by its Mayor and attest- tion, the income and revenues Of th»
said bonds to be dated the ed by its Clerk, with the seal of said municipal electric. _ light and pow .
THURSDAY, JUNE 15, 1939,
thing "more serious than a three-ring!rol{ being called, the following named each,
First day of May, 1939,«each bearing Town attached, this First day of May, plant and distribution system of sail
Councilmen
voted:
circus". His confident presence ral- Ayes:
interest from and after the date 1939.
Town shall .be set aside into a
FLAG DAY, JUNE 14.
lied Iowa republicans of every faction
arate and special fund, and,
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, thereof until paid at the rate of
Mayor. as hereinafter otherwise provide*!
R. C. Howard, Andrew Petersen. Four Per Cent (4%) per annum payToday (Wednesday) marks thei into a determined crusade for an ad- Nays:
able
on
the
'First
day
of
December,
Attest:Shall be used in maintaining and oh|
1939, and semi-annually thereafter
Clerk.
162nd. anniversary of the birth of our ministration free of suspicion and
erating said plant and distribution I
None.
questionable
ethics.
on the First day of June and Decem(Form of Coupon)
system and after payment of
Absent: A. J. Kopp.
flag, Old Glory. When America chose j
ANITA, IOWA
proper and necessary maintenance I
•Whereupon the Mayor declared ber in each year; such interest to
her flag, she selected its red and white
It requires about so much of the said resolution duly adopted as fol- be evidenced by negotiable coupons No.and operation expenses shall, to the!
stripes from the colorful bands of the essence of disappointment to enable lows, to-wit:
attached to each bond; both principal On
1, 19—, the extent hereinafter provided, be used!
and interest payable in lawful money Treasurer of the Town of Anita,
iita, I<
Iowa, t<o pay the principal and interest ot I
rainbow and its stars and its blue field the average mortal to thoroughly enRESOLUTION.
of the United States of America at jwill pay to bearer out of the future the bonds as herein authorized. There]
To authorize the issuance of
from the heavens which through all joy the least of the pleasures of earth$104,000 Municipal Electric Light the office of the Town Treasurer in. earnings of the municipal electric shall be and there is hereby created]
eternity will endure. In the begin- ly existence.
and Power Plant and Distribu- the Town of Anita, State of Iowa, light and power plant and distribu- and there shall be maintained an at-l
ning the stars were arranged in varSaid bonds shall become due and tion system of said Town,
tion System Revenue Bonds.
count to T>e known as the electric]
the Town of Anita, in payable in their numerical order, as j Dollars, at the office of the Town light and power plant and distriba.1
ious shapes, among them the circle
Editing and publishing a country the"WHEREAS,
follows:
' Treasurer, Anita,, Iowa, for semi- tion system sinking fund, into vhidt]
of Cass, State of Iowa,
which signified that the Union would newspaper is a good deal like preach- is a County
municipal corporation duly or- Bonds Nos. 1 to 4, both inclusive,' annual interest on its .Municipal Elec- there shall be set aside from tkl
be without end; it also symbolized the ing the pure, unadulterated gospel. ganized and existing under and by $4.000 on the First day of December,! trie Light & Power Plant and Distrib- future
net earnings of the municipal
equality of the states.
ution System Revenue Bond, dated electric < tight and power plant and!
You can't begin to please everybody, virtue of the general laws and con- 1940.
Bonds Nos. 5 to 9, both inclusive, May 1, 1939, No.
distribution system such portion then-]
Many tributes in song, poetry and and the man who undertakes it, is stitution of the State of Iowa; and
the Council of the Town $5,000 on the First day of December,
of as will be sufficient to pay the!
prose have been written and dedicat- a fool, of few days, and full of of WHEREAS,
Anita, Iowa, heretofore pursuant 1941.
Town Clerk. interest upon and principal of ttef
ed to the honor of the Stars and trouble.
to Chapter 312 of the Code of Iowa,
Bonds Nos. 10 to 14, both inclusive,
(Form of Town Treasurer's Get- bonds hereby authorized as the same]
Stripes.
Travelers in other lands
did
legally call a special election ftx- $5.000 on the First day of December, i tificate to be printed on the back of become due, and it is hereby deter.]
i n the
I each bond)
Don't become discouraged and lose I ?
date and place thereof and 1942.
mined that so long as any of sail!
agree that Our Flag is the "fairest
-., •
J U T
- 1 1 . did legally
submit thereat t o t h e vot- Bonds Nos. 15 to 20, both inclusive,
TOWN TREASURER'S
bonds remain outstanding the amounts I
e
^sight" encountered abroad. Wilbur ffaith
in good old Iowa, simply be- ers of saia Town, to be by them voted
on the First day of December,
CERTIFICATE
to be so set aside into said sinking!
D. Nesbit sums it up in his "Your cause she happens to be a few days be-| upon, the following proposition:
1943.
STATE OF IOWA)
fund shall be not less than the M-|
Shall
the
Town
of
Anita,
Iowa,
Flag and My Flag" as follows:
hind time with her showers and sunBonds Nos/21 to 27, both inclusive, COUNTY OF CASS)
SS
lowing:
be
empowered
to
establish,
erect,
$7.000 on the First day of December, TOWN OF ANITA)
For the year ending November M
shine. There is not a single case on
maintain
and
operate
a
municipal
"Your Flag and my Flag
1944.
i This bond duly and properly teg1939
— $ 2,427
record where anyone ever starved to electric light and power plant and
Bonds Nos. 28 to 35, both inclusive, istered in my office as of the First
8,160
And how it flies to-day
1940
—
death in this Garden Spot of the world, distribution system; the maxi- $8,000 on the First day of December, day of May, 1939.
9,000
1941
—
In your land and my land
I
unless they were too cowardly to mum expenditure for the estab- 1945.
8,800
1942
—
And half the world away!
lishment of such municipal elecBonds Nos. 36 to 43, both inclusive,!
Town Treasurer.
9,600
1943 —
steal or too lazy to work. Iowa takes tric
plant and distribution system
Rose-red and blood-red
$8,000 on the First day of December, I There shall be printed in bold face
10,360
1944
—
care of her own, and a goodly portion
(exclusive of any gift or grant
1946.
1 type across the face of the bond the
11,080
The stripes forever gleam;
1945' —
of the balance of the world; even in
received from the government of
Bonds Nos. 44 to 51, both inclusive, following:
10,760
1946
—
Snow-white and soul-white
the United States or any agency
$8,000 on the First day of December,
the "short crop" year.
"This bond is not a general
10,440
1947
—
The good fore-fathers dream;
thereof) not to exceed the sum
1947.
obligation bond nor payable in
10.120
1948
—
of
$111,000.00
which
shall
be
paid
Bonds
Nos.
52
to
59,
both
inclusive,
Sky-blue and true-blue, with stars to MORE HOGS ON MARKET
any manner by taxation, but is
10,800
1949
—
solely and only out of the earn- $8,000 on the First day of December, payable only from the net earn10,440
gleam aright—
1950
—
THIS YEAR THAN YEAR AGO ings of said municipal electric 1948.
ings of the municipal electric
10,080
1961
—
The glorified guidon of the day; a
plant and distribution system
Bonds Nos. 60 to 68, both inclusive,
light and power plant and dis9,720
1952
—
without
the
incurring
of
any
inshelter through the night.
$9,000 on the First day of December,
Considerably more hogs will be
tribution system of Anita, Iowa."
9,360
1953
—
debtedness
therefor
by
the
Town
1949,
Section 3. That the bonds hereby
(Continued next week.)
marketed this summer than in the of Anita, Iowa?
•~ "Your Flag and my Flag!
Bonds Nos. 69 to 77, both inclusive.
summer of 1938 as a result of the and did provide for legal, sufficient $9.000 on the First day of December,
- And, oh, how much it holds—
and
timely
notice
of
said
election
and
18 per cent larger pig crop raised last
1950.
<• Your land and my land—
the time, place and purpose there- 'Bonds Nos. 78 to 86, both inclusive
fall, according to economists at Iowa of
$, Secure within its folds!
of; and
$9.000 on the First day of December,
State college.
WHEREAS, said election was legal- 1951.
.' Your heart and my heart
Farmers sold 12 per cent more hogs ly held and conducted on the 4th. Bonds Nos. 87 to 95, both inclusive,
<£ Beaf quicker at the sight;
v
under Federal inspection during the Iday. ?f November, 1938, from 8:00 $9,000 on the First day of December
; Sun-kissed and wind-tossed,
- ,
, ..
_ .
nVlnrlr P.
P M.
M 1P52.
o'clock A. M. until 8:00 o'clock
winter
marketing
season, October
i Red .and blue and white.
pursuant to said call and to said
Bonds Nos. 96 to 104, both inclusive,
and
sufficient notice duly given $9.000
Tb£ one Flag—the great Flag—the through April, this year than in the . legal
on the First day of December,
Qr
ur
same period a year ago. These are the j ^ f° successive weeks by publi- A i T U t j .
Flag: for me and you
cation once
k in a Ie a
The right is reserved to the Town
monthsr vwhen
??.ch_ w?*
e of
l
Glorified ,%ll else beside—the red and ho-™
, o V f the
j spring6 ^pig
5 cropp is ,i nev,spaper published
m said Town
of Anita, Iowa, to call and retire
be.ng
marketed.
|
Anita and of general circulation there.
white and blue!.
said bonds, numbered 36 to 104, inThe mcrease in the spring pig crop j in, and said election was held on a clusive,
in their numerical order on
tor your vocation travel comfort
*> "Your Flag and my Flag I
of 1938 over the year before was 13 ' • day not less tn^n five or more than June 1, 1946, or any interest paying
LOW FARES • CONVENIENT SCHEDULES
T To every star and stripe
date thereafter, all as hereinafter
per cent, so the increase in the number
EDWARD'S CAFE
. more
particuiarly provided.
'^The dtums beat as hearts beat
Phone
3
Anita Iowaof hogs slaughtered under Federal , ance with law and the orders of said , __
illtr uu/lus
Section 2. The
bonds an(
and coupons
r. And fifer shrilly pipe!
inspection accurately reflected the in- Council and a majority of the qua!- 1 hereby authorized shall bee inn form
orm
^ Your Flag and my Flag—
crease in the size of the pig crop. If . !£ed yect°rEl ?f ^ Town voting and recitals substantially as follows
thereat voted in favor of
o aforesaid except that the "
1^ A Blessing in the sky;
as to" ^
the'
marketings of hogs reflect the in-ij p p t t o and
was
optional
payment
in
the
first
para* Your hope and my hope—
crease in the fall pig crop equally ac-! duly adopted; and
graph of the form of bond shall be
,, It never hid a lie!
curately, the supply of hogs the re- WHEREAS March 29 1939, was Sntfted from bonds" n^tared" to
fiKed by the C u ci1 of saitj
Hciine land and far land and half the mainder of this marketing year up to
.. ..
° !} .
Town i 35, both inclusive:
world around
Bond)
September 30 will be 18 per cent larg- j i
OF AMERICA
Old Glory hears our glad salute and er than in the same period a year ago., bids for the construction thereof at
STATE OF IOWA
ripples to the sound!"
Cold storage holdings of both pork a maximum expenditure of $110,000
COUNTY OF CASS
and lard remain very light, the econ-' ?ffreJf
tai'fin'glven8^rSuhSby
MILROY TO RETIRE.
omists report. May 1 stocks of lard law; and
.
I POWER PLANT AND~
TRY THE
were slightly larger than those of t! onWHEREAS,
pursuant to said elec- 'TION SYSTEM REVFNWR
d
Although the republican state cen- May 1 last year and about the same f »n. . saidnotice of hearing and No.
tral committee will no doubt resort
vn of
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
again to an attempt to table the res- as the 5-year average. Storage hold- tered into contracts for the^onsftruc' of I ^°*
ings
of
pork
were
slightly
larger
than
tion
of
the
several
sections
of
said
to
pay^to
bearer
ignation when it is presented, it seems a year earlier, but 14 per cent smaller improvement as follows:
, inafter specified ithethe sum of hereCONTROL
One
certain, that State Chairman James H. than the 5-year average.
, *«*£> ^ J«^ <*"*™•
—oney
of
MiJroy of Vinton will retire from the
States of America on the
The economists expect that demand Iowa
$ig 680 00
committee at its next official session for meat probably will show little, if Section 2 Alternate
„ of December, 19—, or at
B—
the option of said Town before the
in Des 'Moines June 23. Milroy as- any, improvement for at least several j Worthington Pump and
last named date on June 1, 1946 or
sumed leadership of the committee months. Hog prices probably will ' Machinery Corp., Buffalo,
any interest paying- date thereafter
New
York
(Harrison,
New
less than a year ago and announced level off until about mid-summer. Jersey)
1 hirty days' notice prior to such
44,355.00 on
redemption date, as provided in the
that he would relinquish the post the After that some seasonal rise may Section 3 Electric Motors
resolution hereinafter referred to
day following the November election. occur as marketings are reduced, but
Company, Cedar Rapids,
interest on said sum from date
Iowa
5,400.00 with
He agreed, however, to remain as it probably will be small.
hereof, until paid, at the rate of
Section
4
G.
W.
Jones
Elecchairman of the committee until the
Pour Per Cent per annum, payable
Demand for lard and -pork in the tric Co., Kansas City, Misrst day of
republican administration was organ- British market may show some im9 K K 7 R Q * °n i
December, '1939
25,578.95 and semi-annually thereafter on the
ized and in office and until the 48th. provement during the summer if ecoFirst
day
of
June
and
each vooV
-™ December
^-i.c«iuer , n
General. Assemby concluded its work. nomic conditions continue to improve JIAL, Construction and
SUr
Equipment
Contracts
...$94,01395
render
of
t^
f^
"
Unlike'the democratic state central in that country. Foreign demand, and in addition thereto costs for said attached- b n t h n r ^ - c?upo?^
s here
.
t°
;mn.**MrAmA»if fn*. *>««„,,_;—„. _:.*._
j
**v.iiv,u, u JLIJ principal and interest
committee -where it is known several
*™ Payable at the office of the Town
factions struggle for control and a
ward offsetting the effects of larger miscelTaneous'expeiises'will aggregate StaTe^oT^o '" the T°Wn °f A n i t a '
chairmanship which Birmingham is hog
marketings on prices.
] the sum of $10,000, all to be paid
This hnn,T°;o •
j L
expected to vacate shortly, the repubby delivery of Revenue Bonds as of Anita iLl 'SSUed by the T <^n
pu
lican organization is without internal
visions of *??•' S!£nt to the P«>The Misses Gayle Johnson and Ruth - Jreinafter provided; and
both mrh.tv am f c4"dl to 6 '*4- ( i7,
dissension. Members of the republi- Ruggles are attending an Epworth WHEREAS, it is necessary to isPO
'
! Sections 6134-fl
fi/o4
can committee expect Milroy's suc- League institute at Indianola, Iowa, pursuant to the provisions of Sec- Code
Iowa, 1935, CandWin conform!
cessor to be chosen without any indi- this week.
, tions 6134-dl to 6134-d7, both in- ity 1
a
resolution of the Council
(elusive, and Sections 6134-fl to of said
cation of disharmony or diversion from
6
own duly pasged on the
Ross
A.
Comer
and
wife
of
Des
134-f3,
both
inclusive,
of
the
Code
the basic theme of the 1938 campaign
icty 01
-—
_^_ i (ion
"good government, open doors and Moines have been visiting the past of $104,000, payable from the
week at the Chas. Perrin home near earnings' of' said" plant and distribu- cent 8 maturitv ^"ik and date ' e*'flat top desks."
Beren.
Mr. Comer and Mrs. Perrin tion_fj«to»«d secured b a
^
^umbered from
j
Politics with Milroy has been more
ona^t^d
dis^ribuSn
y=!
^JSvTi.
iS3 ,»<">'
are
cousins.
8
or less a hobby. He ha» repeatedly
PU ^
and deliver the* same to the resnec- of defraying the cost of
''P°se
ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
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ole
BIG TOP

•••••I
ByEDWHEELAN

Myra La Belle resolves to speak to Jeff Bangs, circus owner, about "Silk"

Fowler's advances.

VMELL,HEINE'S MSUR
^LEEPER.MVRA!
SO STUBBORN, BUT /1 s^";
T OUF&% "WATS ' ' - • BUSINESS
CfOINfiii
TO HAPPcN
-TO ALTA"-

INSTEAD <3F UNOReSSINO, MVRA
WATTgP IN HER STATEROOM ft*
JEFF &AHG-B TO APPEAR* -

MVPA
-THOUSWT

SAM .TELL MR.BAN6STHAT
MU6T SEE HIM AT ONCE IT'S VEI?y IMPORTANT J

.'UNCLt 3EFr\ I

UP FOR you-

-MERC'S SOWEWNCr
I MUST 1K.L VtX>
V

THANK
HERE HE IS
AT LAST::

-The Truth at Last?

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Gonzales Can Change His Collar for the Wedding
eVERVTHING'S READY, GONZALES,
MY LOVE - HAVE AU- YOUR
TRUNKS PACKED - < S »<5H
I'LL STOP BY FOR YOU AT
EIGHT

Chamberlain's

OH, LALA, AAY
NIZE WORK
WONDER GRL,
BOY OUR ELOPEMENT
HER ZE
WILL SCORCH
OLD OIL
THE FRONT
PAGES OF ALL
THE NEWSPAPERS

HURRY TO ME,
INCLUDING
MY GRACEFUL
SWAN -EVERYTHING ALL YOUR
BILLS
I HAVE IN THIS
WORLD IS
YOURS

PROFESSOR ZEERO,rAFTER ZE
WAIT'LL SHE SEES J AlARRIAGE
MY LUGGAGE <f YOU WILL
ONE
\ HAVE A
COLLAR.V MILLION
COLLARS

By C. M. PAYNE

S'M ATTER POP— Anyone Can Try This

We .in. this country who A
make a practice of carrviJ
umbrella on all occasions „,
been somewhat puzzled about ]
Chamberlain's famous n
There must be some sin
cret behind it, we feel T. '
lighten us, a British correspon
reveals the following f ac t s
"Mr. Chamberlain's umbrella
actually a sword-stick, that £
say>, the handle can be puli^
and a thin rapier withdrawn fan
the Stem. Mr. Chamberlain is i
expert fencer.
"The ribs of the umbrella ca
be removed and-expanded at]
moment's notice into a wire
tanglement, behind which h
Chamberlain could take cover]
charged by cavalry. The
can quickly be converted L™
sandbag and used either for a 8
ing rest for the elbow, a pfflo,
when sleeping on the veldt, or i
a rifle rest.
"Dangling from the umbn
middle is a black tassel in v
messages may be hidden
dropped from an airplane u
all other communications fail."
We Americans have a repu,
tion 'for believing many things, I
—we doubt if we can swallow \
one I

All-Around Man Was
Worth the Money!

MESCAL 1KB

And How's the Folks?

B, s. u WUNTLEV

POP— Obeying Orders
(f

By J. MILLAR WATT
WILL, YOU STOP
MIMICKING

rou TOLD M& TO
ACT LIKC A
FOOL!

ME

The customer was being;
In a country town to which hen
a visitor, when the barber cut Mi|
The man was all apol<
placed a piece of tissue paper o
the gash.
When the.shave was finished!
customer—to the great surpriaj
the, barber—handed over a i
stantial tip.
"That's aU right," said the;
tim, with a smile of forgiv"I don't often get shaved H
man who deals in three trades!
"Three trades?" queried.f
puzzled barber.
"Yes," came the sarcastic |
ply_««bar.ber, butcher, and ]
hanger."

Miasktes Make Humble
The best of men and to»r
earnest workers will make en
of mistakes to keep them htf
Thank God'for mistakes ana
courage. Don't give u p * 1
count of mistakes.-Moody.

CHAFED 8K1H

LINE.

SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION

Cheerful News
HOUWW30D
STAR 6ETS A
DIVORCE.

(CIUEO AJ TOAW
CRUSHff AUTO

MOTWISty ARReSTED

Narrow Souled
It is with narrow-soulea
^ with narrow-necked jo
as
the less they l » v e ™ ^
more noise they make in
it out,—Pope.

O DIE IN
SlNCIPE PACT

Mi^

Izzy—What is the difference between ammonia and pneumonia?
Dizzy—Search me.
Izzy—Why, ammonia comes in
bottles and pneumonia comes in
chests.

Of

Linguist
Wifey—Why ( do you want me to
get my clothes in this place? We
haven't seen hardly any other shops.
Mr. Pfogy—Don't you see the sign
on the window? It says "Modiste."
That must be the French for "Modest." C'mon!
PLANE O2A-JHESHOMfcS

STRIKE aO5E6
PLANT- WIOOO
MEN OUT Of VAWRK-

LAOIESAIPOFWKT
CHUKCH TO SERVE

There's a Difference
Visitor—If your mother gave you
a large apple and a small one and
told you to divide with your brother,
which apple would you give him?
Johnny—D'ye mean my big brother or rriy litUe one?
Coming Oat Even
Husband—One more payment and
the furniture's ours.
Wife—Good I Then we can throw
it out and get some new stuff.

V

Today','

If MMwpeopw w f" tly !«--„-««

"*"•»• ?*ir?n^he^'ffia
Uon *oqM b« M?** ,7oo ii«f.

S^'£&£»&r&
a

**• .T!T* v~. m«v «un er -tuck* *-2

IMViTED BV FRIENDS ON A PICNIC VCU i
fHE\R. CPiR FOR AN IHfERMIHAR) mwi
E

C6V/ERIN6 WHEN if PULLS UP^S «f .«*,

fe^r^,'s^

•sS^^i

THE
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.

I FROM OUR OLD FILES

ANITA

TRIBUNE. THURSDAY, JL^NE 15, 1939

FARMERS ARE USING NEW
VACCINE ON HORSE MALADY

":^^ •'.--'•'-•• r ^2i 1 "'' ' •'

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

1. Sealed bids will be received
'Is the Universe, Including Man,
The Cass county farm bureau office
by the Auditor of Cass County at
is supplying farmers in the county Evolved by Atomic Force?" will be
his office in Atlantic, Iowa, until
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
with the newly developed chick em- the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
2 o'clock P. M. on June 23, 1939,
bryo vaccine for use in warding off in all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
for the various items of construcJune 17, 1909.
tion work listed below.
A little daughter was born Monday s'.eeping sickness among horses, on Sunday, June 18.
The Golden Text is from I CorinCounty Agent Dale Bush said this
2. A certified check drawn upon to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Deeming.
thians
8:6, "To us there is but one
a solvent Iowa bank, in an amount
week.
Mrs. C. T. Winder visited in Marne
The first 1939 outbreaks of sleeping God, the Father, of whom are all
as set forth in the proposal form, last week with Mrs. C. E. Thomas.
made payable to the County Auditor,
Anita will make a special effort to sickness, which killed an estimated things, and we in him."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoshall be filed with each proposal. pleasantly entertain all who attend 30,000 horses in the nation last year,
This check may be cashed and the the 4th. of July celebration.
are already being reported in the mid- tations from the Bible and from the
proceeds retained by the County as
Miss Esther Smither has returned dle western and southwestern states, Christian Science textbook, "Science
liquidated damages if the bidder fails home from a visit with claude Blake8.
according to word received here from and Health with Key to the Scriptures"
to execute a contract and file an ley and family at Coon Rapids
the American Foundation for Animal by Mary Baker Eddy.
approved bond for the faithful perOne of the Bible citations reads:
Sunday was a most beautiful day, Health. A number of cases have been
formance thereof, within ten days but in the late afternoon the weather reported in Iowa.
"And when he was entered into a
after the acceptance of his bid.
There was a considerable loss from ship, his disciples followed him. And,
man could not resist the temptation
3. Plans, specifications and pro- to pull the plug for a brief downpour the disease in Cass county last year, behold, there arose a great tempest
posal forms for the work may be | t ram.
but it is believed that if vaccination in the sea, insomuch that the ship
seen and may be secured at the
John C. Jenkins has sold his ice work can be completed before the out- was covered with the waves: but he
*• office of the County Engineer. Prints business to Andrew Johnson. The con- breaks gain much headway, last year's was asleep. And his disciples came to
of plans will be mailed on request sideration included the transfer to Mr. serious losses may be reduced material- him, and awoke him, saying, Lord,
on deposit of $5.00 per set.
save us: we perish. And he saith unto
Jenkins of the two vacant lots in ly.
4. All proposals must be filed on West Anita.
The vaccine should however be hand- them, Why are ye fearful, 0 ye of
the forms furnished by the County,
An effort is being made to open up led with extreme care, since it must little faith? Then he arose, and resealed and plainly marked.
Pro-a new" road "leading into"Anita*"from be kept at a temperature from 32 to buked the winds and the sea; and there
posals containing any reservations the west, that will strike the corpor- 37 degrees Fahrenheit to maintain its was a great calm" (Matthew 8:23-26).
not provided for in the forma fur- ation limits near the old Peters place, potency. It is usually kept packed in
Among the selections from the
nished may be rejected, and the now owned by T. IB. Rogers.
ice.
Christian Science textbook is the folCounty Board reserves the right to
'Farmers are being urged to protect lowing: "Jesus said: 'I knew that Thou
The C. W. MdDermott farm of 160
waive technicalities and to reject any
their horses against flies and mos- hearest me always;' and he raised
or all bids
acres, located west of Anita in Benton
quitoes, which are believed to be car- Lazarus from the dead, stilled the
townsni
5. Bids 'will be taken for 189,600
P- was sold last week to B- priers of the disease. According to tempest, healed the sick, walked on
allentine at
125
cu. yds. of earth excavation located' J|
*
P^ acre. Mr. Mc- experience of the past several years, the water. There is divine authority
in Brighton, Noble and Edna town-' £_e™ottl,and h's f a m l i y m a y ™ve
Texas where he has extensive real authorities say that outbreaks will , for believing in the superiority of
ships.
probably continue through the sum- spiritual power over material resistestate interests.
June 1, 1939.
J»
mer, until cold fall nights kill the ance" (p. 134).
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
insects.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
CASS COUNTY.
The virus which causes sleeping
sickness in horses is also said to be a + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f
I
wish
to
announce
to
the
people
of
Mary Wedemeyer, daughter of Mr.
cause for the same disease in human f Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. +
and Mrs. H. P. Wedemeyer of Grant Anita and vicinity that I have pur- beings.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
!
chased
Disney's
Home-Made
Ice
Cream
township, Guthrie county, was "Honor
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
j
Parlor
just
east
of
the
Rialto
Theatre,
Medal" winner at the rural 8th. grade
Chas.
E.
Thomas
and
wife
have
Classes
for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
graduation exercises held in Guthrie | and that I will appreciate a share of gone to Sedalia, Mo., for a visit with superintendent.
your
patronage.
Besides
first
c!ass
Center a few days ago. The winner 1
their son, Bert Thomas and family.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
must have the highest grades among fountain service, you will find the
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
place
well
equipped
to
furnish
you
the students graduating from the counSupt. M. M. Feller, wife and son, the church with a 15c dinner for the
ty's rural schools. Mary's average meals and short orders. Prompt and Kay, are spending a few weeks with public at noon.
courteous 24-hour service will be given
was 96.2%.
relatives and friends at Elgin, Iowa.
We will observe Rural Life Sunday
all customers by myself and those
at our regular morning worship serwho may be associated with me.
IMiss Alyce Wlalker returned home
It
Ivadel Rhoads.
the last of the week from a visit with vice Sunday. Town members of the
icr friend, Miss Shirley Rasmussen, church will be guests of country members at a dinner in the dining room of
Mrs. S. A. Stub and daughter, Irene, n Des Moines.
the church following the services.
and Mrs. Hal Guill of Harlan were
j visitors in the city last Thursday with
Mrs. Lester Duck and daughter,
STOCK REMOVED
their sister and aunt, Mrs. A. A. John- Joan, of 'Moreland, Okla., are enjoyLUTHERAN MISSION AT -f
son and husband. John Hansen of ing a visit in Anita at the home of
I. O. O. F. HALL.
+
Avoca, a nephew of Mrs. Johnson, was Mrs. Duck's aunt, Mrs. Dennis Pearce
PHONE 400 ANITA
Rev.
H.
G.
Belsheim,
Pastor,
-f
also here for the day.
and husband.
WE PAY THE CHARGES

DEAD

•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f

FREE

PROTECTION

HOUSE
PAINT

THEN SNAP
YOUR F I N G E R S
AT

i

DECAY
COSTLY
REPAIRS
•
IT'S
THE
POSITIVE
SHIELD
AGAINST

i.

,

Butter ™&arr 24C
Cabbage soiwHe«ds Pound
Matches

Potatoes

«B« Carton

taii

SMNMKP OIL DEALERS
Turner's Standard Station
C. C. Heckman-Tank Wagon

Zach Wilson and his daughter Mrs
Mable Wilkins, from Red O a k ' w e r e
Sunday visitors in the city at the home
of Mrs. Nellie East. Mr. Wilson is a
brother of Mrs. John Mallory am]'an
uncle of Mrs. East.

XT1"""118 39c

Old Idaho Russets, peck.. 29c

10

0-lbs...su3

1 11
Pork ChopscSntercnts
*te!!, 19c|
c
Pork Roast 1&S' i6c

Bacon

S^Cnred ^ 1

FORT MADISON EDITOR GAVE
STATE OF IOWA IT'S NICKNAME
To James G. Edwards, editor and
owner of the Fort Madison Patriot,
went the honor of giving Iowa it's
nickname as the "Hawkeye" state.
In the first number of the Patriot,
the bill which had been introduced
into Congress by the territorial delegate, George W. Jones, for division
of the Territory of Wisconsin and the
creation of a new territory west of
the Mississippi Rver to be named
Iowa, was published.
The editor wrote an article on the
subject. He said:
"If a division of the Territory is
affected, we propose that lowans take
the cognomen of 'Hawkeyes'; our
etymology can thus be more definitely
traced than that of the 'Wolverines',
'Suckers' and 'Hoosiers', and we can
rescue from oblivion a momenta at
least of the old chief."
This suggestion met with popular
favor, and Iowa from that day became
known as the "Hawkeye" state, and
lowftns as "Hawkeyes."
OLE SAYS.

w

The Misses Blanche and Yvonne
WiKiamson of Denver, Colo., are visiu
ing at the home of their brother, B 0 yd
Williamson and wife.

**•$",**"»>

ROBERT SCOTT
Dependable Always

THURSDAY—FRroAY-~SATURDAY

The Home Guards will meet Saturday for a picnic and its regular monthly program.
The official board of the church will
WE CAN MAKE IT"
meet at the church basement next
602-4 E. 8rd. St.
Monday evening, June 19, at 8 o'clock.
This is a very important meeting Of i
HARRY
BTSWAN
the board and all official —W-...UV.10
members are
are
LAWYER
urged to be present. Reports and < East Sixth Street
M.
on
business to come before the fourth —
—
~
"* 2"
quarterly conference will be taken up
at this meeting.

AND

Anita Lumber Co.

Maduff's Food Market

Not long ago, just outside one of our
Iowa cities of industrial renown, I
chanced upon a sight I had always
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
dreamed of, enacted and sang about.
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
i The roads forked and from the oppoA confirmation service will be held I site branch came a caravan of covered
at 8:00 o'clock Sunday evening, at wagons and horsemen. As they turnwhich time seven adults will be con- ed on to the main highway I felt a
firmed. They are J. P. Christensen, shivering thrill, for they were, without
Jens Holland, Vernie Liesner, Herman I doubt, a band of gipsies. ComplecBaier, George Baier, Mrs. Henry Roed i tions, almost negroid; brilliant clothand Mrs. Orville Christensen. The jing; independent. The gipsy in me
girls chorus from Adair will furnish i was stimulated—my longing to travel,
the music and Rev. Theo. Hoemann of i to see God's wonders, to leave this
Adair will de'.iver the sermon. Holy I madness they call "civilization" becommunion will be celebrated at this i hind. The incident was a surprise to
service, not only for the newly coni me because I was under the impresfirmed, but for those wishing to at- i sion that the modern gipsy traveled
tend. Announcement of your inten- i about in high powered motors, but
m should be made to the pastor on
it is a satisfaction to know that the old
Saturday afternoon or evening.
type gipsy has not escaped my eager
The adult confirmation class meets eye.
Thursday evening for their final in* * *
struction.
The peoples, known as gipsies, are
Sunday School teachers' meeting
i found in practically every country in
Friday evening at 7:00 o'clock.
the world, but are of eastern origin,
probably Hindu. These dark-skinned,
METHODIST CHURCH
-f | dark-eyed wanderers have obtained
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-t- | livelihood chiefly through trading and
'telling fortunes. They despise the
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m. rich and have often made themselves
pests through their sly underhandedHarold M'cDermott, Superintendent.
Church Worship at 10:45 a. m. The ness.
* * *
worship service and special music will
Because of their care free existence,
be in charge of the Loyal Circle class
and Rev. C. L. Thomas, the teacher of their romantic nature, and their colorthe class. Sermon by the pastor.
ful eye, the gipsy has been the source
Epworth League will meet at 7:00 of countless epics, operettas, operas
and poems.
p. m. for its discussion.
Evening worship at 8:00 o'clock.
A meeting of the Mason lodge was
Everyone is invited to attend our services.
held Tuesday evening.
The ladies aid society will have a

ANITA RENDERING
SERVICE
Harper Dorsey, Manager

^^^^^^

Land
Opinions a Specialty

^

LAWYER
602 Chestnut Street _

Phone 215

Osborne-Tomliii^r
Funeral Home

COUNCIL
Town Hall, Anita ]
May 17, 1939. '
of-Mit^IoWmttVyiT°'
CounSlJBc*ttle0-"-0r

ing
for

action

— «*. m"^

and taking

nicipal Electric L
enue Bond* and to tr/nS
other business as might cone
fore said meeting.
The Town CleHt Solon A. u,
bemg absent, Charles E. tyalkeTL

c rk ro tem of this
"nE£ was called"iS
The £
meeting
to,

by Mayor Darrow and the roll |
called there were presentMayor: C. P. Darrow.
'Councilmen: Alfred Dement R.f
Howard, Andrew Petersen '
Absent: Ernest Burke and i
Kopp.
'
'
The council informally discussedtl
proposed Municipal Electric LL
Plant Revenue Bond issue for
purpose of defraying the cost of c,
structing said municipal project.
Mayor Darrow called for all wii"
objections to said Municipal Eleu
Light riant Revenue Bond issue.
No written objections were on I
with the Clerk 'and none were i
or offered at said meeting, nor v.
any oral objections made or offa
against said bond issue at said i

ing.

It was moved by Councilman B.(|
Howard, seconded by Com
Andrew Petersen, that the
be adjourned until May 24th., 1

at 7:30 p. m.

The vote on said motion
as follows:
Ayes:Alfred Dement, R. C. Hoi
Andrew Petersen.
Nays:
None.
Whereupon Mayor Darrow da
the meeting adjourned until May 2
1939, at 7:30 o'clock P. M. at I
Town Hall.
Charles E. Walker,
Town Olerk pro teaj
NOTICE.
It is against the law and town <
nance to herd or pasture stock in I
public parks, and we ask anyone \
may be violating this ordinance I
atop the same at once.
It Anita Park Commissioners.
THINGS TO WATCH FOR.
Streamlined step-ladder that e
lapses automatically at press of I
button.
Soap, with no alkali in it, madeo
cocoa butter.
Electric toaster with moving
so that you can put slice of b:
in one end and it comes out the otl
end toasted.
Remote control airplane toy,
by rubbing a wand with a pie«J
wool and then touching the <"°
with metal leaf.
Novel costume bracelet cast
colored plastics with small recep'
for holding powder puffs, mirror,
powder.

WANTED5!
HELLO POLKS! Beal bargauuj
started cWckB this week. Ent*
contest todiy, .win the :p.uu
prize. Anita Hatchery, Anita, ^
phone 7.
See the new Felco electric
controller at the Farmers C<w
FOB SAliE:—Tallycards, 2 »J|
Tribune office, Anita.
FOR SALE:-WhTte~Oak and 1
Oak posts, well seasoned. C.
FOE SALE:—Soy beans - tfj
all kinds. Farmers Coop
FOB SALE:—Corn, at Kay
farm, 8% miles southeast^^
Fig Rolls and Prune R""*
20c a Dozen
Anita Bakery

Mrs. J. N. Potter spent a couple .„
of days in Omaha last week with
r ^
parents E. A. Newton and wife, and
while there made arrangements for
her daughter, Miss Virginia Mach to
enter the Methodist hospital next fall
for a nurse's training course

HELLX) FOLKS!
for June chicks; hatches eve.
day and Friday. Anita
Phone 7.
60c buys 600 sheets of W
paper, size 8V4xll inches, at tf
Radio*.

une office.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

Congressional Patronage Grab
Shoves Political Wheelhorses
Into Justice, Commerce Jobs

PUZZLERS
Know your new*? Answer all theie
questions aid you're excellent; answer
three and your food; two, fair; one,
poor.

Various

__^______^___ Released by Western Newspaper Union. __^______

An able economist, Republican
Willard L. Thorp was borrowed
from Dun & Bradstreet to be advisor in the commerce department's
bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. Next Harry Hopkins named
Republican Thorp chief of the bureau, but a patronage-minded Democratic congress turned him down.
This was Secretary Hopkins' first
conflict with patronage, but another
was destined soon in which Attorney
General Frank Murphy would also
learn about patronage. Up for simultaneous congressional consideration
came two appropriation bills, one to
give Mr. Murphy's department
$1,000,000 for Thurman Arnold's

ter and son-in-law. Although their
relatives seemed near agreement,
II Duce and El Caudillo were not.
Yet Franco's independence was not
comfortable.
Needing peace above all to reconstruct his nation, the generalissimo must nevertheless be imperialistic like other dictators.
This
means a strong hand in Tangiers,
which all good Spaniards demand
be regained from France. It also
means re-establishing Spain's lost
world prestige, necessitating an increased
influence in Spanishspeaking Latin America. This program plays right into the Axis'
hands, stimulating conflict between
Spain and the democracies and thus
assuring Spain's aid should Rome
and Berlin declare war.

TOPICS

By CHERIE NICHOLAS

CITES GOOD, BAD
POINTS OF SILOS

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)

CABINET:
Patronage

Borrow Front Victorian Era
For Quaint Summer Fr0ct

1. Arrow on the above map
points to Tientsin. What happened there recently to precipitate trouble between what two
nations? .
2. Wheat acreage allotments for
1940 are (larger) (smaller) than
in 1939.
3. Leaving Hyde Park, King
George VI gave President Roosevelt which two of the following
presents: Autographed photo,
tiny replica of the royal throne,
gold cuff links, one of Neville
Chamberlain's umbrellas, a gold
ink weU.
4. True or false: The new Jefferson nickel has been withdrawn
from circulation.

Types Analyzed
By Engineer.

By cTeTllEED
To the dairyman, an important
nuestion is: "How long will a silo
££'" The answer to this question
s found in a study of 170 silos made
by the New York state college department of agricultural engineer-

Advantages of the wood stave silo
are two: A low initial cost and the
fact that silage acid will not deteriorate the wood. The disadvantages: it may blow over any time
unless properly built and cared for,
it should be painted on the outside,
and hoops and guy wires must be
kept tight.
Square and octagon wood silos
have the same advantages and some
of the disadvantages. For this
EDUCATION:
type, in -addition, the silage requires better spreading and more
Consolation
tramping than in round silos.
Not since 1928 have graduating
Triple wall silos, similar to the
college students found jobs await(Answers at bottom of column.)
wood stave type, are giving satising them. Though this year's crop
factory service when properly built
of seniors will fare somewhat betand cared for. Concrete stave silos
CZECHOSLOVAKIA:
ter than 1938's, a decade of hard
will probably give service for 18 to
luck has revolutionized the gradu20 years with little, if any, care,
ate's outlook, made him glad to take Trouble Brewing
Contrary to popular belief, Ger- but among the disadvantages are:
any job, and placed an entirely difinitial cost, silage acid will
ferent interpretation on the signif- many did not annex Bohemia and high
corrode
and disintegrate concrete,
Moravia
when
Czechoslovakia
was
icance of a college degree. Sample:
making protection of the inside of
To the University of Chicago's 799 dismembered last March. More- the silo necessary every four or five
"I 1TTLE WOMEN" of today are
graduates, President Robert May- over, the new land of Slovakia reL* borrowing from the Victorian
nard Hutchins addressed this mained "independent," though well years.
era for their summertime frocks.
gloomy message: "We know now under Berlin's thumb. Outright anIngenue silk taffetas are being,
that graduation . . . does not carry nexation of all these lands was con- Study Shows Cost of
shown in neat little checks such as
with it the promise that the gradu- fidentially predicted by European
Hauling Cream to Plant were
worn by the fashionable miss
ate will ever be able to.earn a liv- observers in late May when Czechs,
The pound of butter on the dining of the polite and decorous yestering . . . We must recognize that their patience broken, apparently table
includes in its price & cost of years. These taffetas vie with tafyou may never make a nickel that began a passive resistance cam1.66
cents
for hauling a pound of fetized crepes, gaily sprigged with
paign
against
their
Nazi
overlords.
you
would
not
have
made
if
you
SENATOR McKELLAE
butterfat
from
farm to creamery.
By
mid-June
Czech
"Protector"
flowers in a coy and cunning manhad never come here, that your eduHe smelled patronage.
This cost feature was among those ner. Also to be seen this season"
cation will not hoist you by so much
newly stimulated antitrust drive, the as a single rung up the social
facts discovered in a creamery are many supple silk crepes in both
other to give Mr. Hopkins' depart- ladder."
truck operation *tudy conducted by plain versions and in printed stylized
ment $225,000 for employing a staff
B. W. Bartlett, assistant chief in ag- florals and geometries.
Then, to soothe parents who wonof experts to consult with business dered why their youngsters should
With these naive silks go winsome
ricultural economics, and G. W.
and industry.
Freemyer, assistant in agricultural leghorn bonnets, velvet bound and
be asked to waste four years, PresiNeither expansion plan called for
economics, college of agriculture, with a nosegay on top, the quaintHutchins offered the following
political wheelhorses, but Messrs. dent
University of Illinois.
ness added unto with petticoat rufleft-handed
consolation:
".
.
.
HighHopkins and Murphy must take er education should help the gradfles peeping from beneath full,
Co-operating
in
the
study
were
the
wheelhorses or nothing. Sponsored uate make intelligent use of the
owners and operators of 14 trucks graceful and animated skirts.
by Tennessee's Sen. Kenneth McKel- leisure which thoughtless engineers
hauling cream in central Illinois. Guimpes and fitted bodices do much
lar (who can allegedly smell pa- and a blind economic system have
Excluding labor, the average cost toward transforming the modern
tronage further than any other sevgiven
him."
a mile for operating the 14 trucks school girl, in appearance at least,
en men in congress) a proviso was
was 3.14 cents. Costs for gasoline, into her Nineteenth century counteradopted requiring congressional aptires, lubrication and repairs were part who was "seen and not heard"
proval for all men hired under eith- TREASURY:
about three-fourths of the total cost in the presence of her elders.
er appropriation at a salary of $5,000 Hoard
Speaking of present day styling
of truck operation.
or more. Almost incidental to this
India was the "sink hole" of preruling was the fact that congress
" Largest single expense item was details, necklines go high or low,
cut Mr. Murphy's bill from $1,000,- cious metals before the World war.
found to be gasoline which repre- sleeves more often than not are
000 to $300,000, and Mr. Hopkins' By mid-June of 1939 a cellar under7
sented 46.6 per cent of the cost of puffed, and bodices are softly fulled
Fort Knox, Ky., appeared to be the
from $225,000 to $133,500.
3.14 cents a mile. Tires, repairs with shirrings and smockings or else
Murphy grudge: To proceed with new sink hole, for there was kept
and lubrication amounted to 26 per are quaintly basquelike. Interest
detailed investigation and prosecu- much of the $16,008,915,000 which
cent of the total. Fixed costs were continues in the skating silhouette
tion of antitrust cases, Thurman Ar- represents 60 per cent of all the
relatively low because of the high rejuvenated by lingerie touches and
nold needs smart young lawyers world's monetary gold stock. Most
mileage for each truck which av- petticoat ruffles.
minus business or political con- alarming to financiers, who see gold
The basque bodice, full skirted sileraged about 36,800 miles over an
nections. One good reason is that becoming cheaper and cheaper, is
houette so important these days in
11-month period.
wheelhorses would instill New Deal- the fact that since January 31 the
the style picture, gives youthful
GEN. VLADISLAV PRCHALA
ism into the drive at a time when U. S. has absorbed more than one
charm to a neat silk print as shown
Newspaper Headlines
For "resurrection of the nation."
the administration needs business' and one-third times the world's estito the left in the picture. The print
friendship. Political lawyers are mated gold production for, 1939.
is in the new golden beige coloring
Show
Erosion
Problem
Konstantin
von
Neurath
got
Der
notoriously ineffectual, Mr. Arnold Reason: Europe's war scares.
which
with its neat small
Muddy streams, lakes clouded motifs together
On December 31, 1934, U. S. gold Fuehrer to send fearsome Heinbelieves.
introduced in its silk crepbn
rich
Himmler
of
the
Gestapo
to
with
silt,
and
newspaper
headlines
Hopkins grudge: Special assist- holdings were comparatively mild,
fabric, dates this dress unmistakaants created under the commerce totaling only $8,238,600,000. Har- Prague. Other reports had it that of floods and dust storms are al- bly of 1939 vintage. Thrilling news
German
troops
would
invade
Sloways calling attention to the erosion from Paris cited a revival of the
bill would work with business repre- monizing with mobilization, they besentatives directly on whatever gan zooming when Czecho-Slovakia vakia, incorporating the entire de- problem, said John Lamb Jr., su- lingerie fichu worn with silk prints.
perintendent of the United States
problems might be presented, a job mobilized against Germany last funct nation into the Reich.
Just as active, however, were soil erosion experiment stations in The crisp white organdy fichu and
obviously requiring men who have May ($12,915,100,000) kept rising unpearl-encircled cameo mounted on
been too. busy with- economic af- til Munich's conference ($14,511,200,- counter plans that reeked of adven- New York.
black velvet dangling from a cunfairs to meddle in politics.
000), slackened off during quiet Jan- ture and mystery. In Prague it
Research shows that fields care- ningly devised organdy "necklace"
uary ($14,682,000,000), then zoomed was whispered that anyone wanting lessly handled will lose a lot of wa- are flattering accents to this pretty
SPAIN:
during thiss spring's war jitters to to join the Czech "legion" being ter as run-off, he said. This runformed in Poland could enter the •off carries with it much fine topthe current $16,000,000,000 mark.
Friendly Relatives
Biggest loser is England, which coal, mines in Maerisch-Ostrau and soil, the loss of which is a permaLast March 17 Dictator Francisco since 1933 WAS shippedt$3,760,600(OOD emerge across the border. Hun- nent loss of capital investment.
Franco accepted a friendship;- nondreds of young men disappeared,
greatest loss of soil and washowing up in Poland where Gen. ter"The
aggression pact with Portugal, whose
usually ccynes when the growVladislav
Prchala
(who
commanded
mere moral support against the
ing crops need water the most, in
Czech troops against Hungary last July
Loyalists was slight compared with
and August."
winter) was forming a campaign for
the guns, planes and men of Rome
One
result of recent research, said
"resurrection of the nation."
and Berlin. Observers immediateLamb, shows that good farmWarsaw gossip said scores of for- Mr.
ly predicted a cast-iron military
methods are an important part
mer Czech officers have sailed for ing
pact with the Axis, but weeks
of
erosion
control. A good rotation
France, where they are forming
dragged into months until the world
special Czech legions controlled by with limestone and superphosphate
suddenly realized General Franco
French military authorities. The when needed to grow clover, and
would be no pushover; like a smart
spirit spread to Slovakia, which has clover residues turned under, will
politician he was playing both
learned its old Czecho-Slovakian leave the soil so it can absorb wademocracies and dictatorships for
nation was not so bad after all; a ter and grow good crops.
all they were worth, staving off an
reported 4,000 Slpvakian troops
Axis pact so long as possible.
Watch for Lice
crossed the border into Poland, folMid-June found Franco's brotherlowing three military planes.
in-law and minister of the interior,
Warm weather increases the poulThough much inspiration for these tryman's trouble with parasites.
Ramon Serrano Suner, visiting in
moves came from within Bohemia, Lice and mites are always more
Italy with persuasive Count GaleazMoravia and Slovakia, much also abundant when it is warm and extra
zo Ciano, Mussolini's foreign miniscame from the strong Czech or- precautions against them are necesganizations abroad. With 12 lega- sary.
tions and 70 consulates still open,
There are any number of materiwith such men as ex-President als on the market which, when put
Eduard Benes mobilizing world- on the birds or painted on the roosts
How the wind is blowing . . .
wide Czech sentiment for revival of will effectively destroy lice. Best
NEGROES — In 18 southern
the republic, Germany indeed had known are nicotine sulphate and soFOREIGN
GOLD
states, 58 per cent of Negro chila problem on its hands. Mean- dium fluoride, which can be secured
England's
Ion
U
heaviest.
dren between ages 6 to 14 were
while London and Paris feared Der from any drug store.
attending school in 1915-16. By
to the U. S., and which in the first Fuehrer might solve the problem
For mites thoroughly clean the
1935-36, the U. S. office of educafour months of 1939 sent $852,400,000. by casting out the Czechs as he had poultry house, remove and burn the
Vividly colorful and no-end excittion reports, this figure had inBut some of England's shipments the Jews. *
straw and spray with a mixture of ing is a stunning new bag. belt and
creased to 84 per cent.
have exceeded her national bank's
one part of coal oil to four parts of
PRESS—A ministry of inforgold reserve, indicating that forn soft
* white leather* embroidcrude oil. The oil is allowed to soak en, in
mation will be established soon
eign gold has first fled to London,
Answers to Puzzlers
into the wood before the birds arP ered m multi-colored threads to
in the British cabinet, theoretthen to the U. S.
returned to the house.
f rm
1. When Britain refused to sur«> intricate all-over pattern
°
ically having no power of censorFrance, which lost $934,000,000 in
render
four
Chinese
suspected
of
ship in peacetime but actually de1935, offers the only encouraging
killing
a
Japanese
official
in
stroying Britain's traditional free
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Splurge of Color

Trend

gown for a young lady of
age.
Polka dots flourish in the]
realm' this .season both for
and the younger generation.
dirndl influence in the skirt, 1
square neckline, the yoke 1
are details that combine toi
the drew of polka-dot silk
centered in the picture,
smart affair for the growing]
Very practical too, for the;
washes-perfectly.
Interest continues in the i
silhouette in skirts rejuve
spic and span lingerie touches!
petticoat ruffles. For the pretty |
tie-girl frock to the right in the;
ture the designer selects a i"
blue silk crepe with a stylized 8
print Fine eyelet batiste i
petticoat ruffle and it also edges!
square scalloped neckline. The
torial bonnet that tops this i '
dress is a newly accepted
this season for young girls.
Now a word in regard to |
dresses for sweet sixteen andl
about For dancing daughters,!
graduate girl, birthday party otl
tie flower girls who grace the
ding scene, silk sheers take I
limelight There are silk ge
mousselihe de soie, silk ma
and both plain and Printed'
silk chiffon, and if not selecfoll
sheer then let classic silk chiffon]
ankle or short length versions
your choice. These are in sucip
tel shades as peach, pink, aquM
phinium blue and of course
Skirts are always fall d
through smocking or ruffles flip
school simplicity or through Hi
and circular cuts for older
Necklines ape those of their i
with many heart-shaped and f

Dressy Ideas Are
Given New SI
Time was when a shoe was!
a shoe, but with every year «
become a more important IP.
your wardrobe, and this seasons
adopt details which once ***
only to dresses. Some of than"
tiny Jutting, wings sugges
lars, posed just above the
inlays and aPP^T^
body of the shoe take the
brief boleros. Folded down
around 'the tops of shoes
revers on coats, and m
ton details through the
dehtly are inspired by u»
treatment on dress and coat

Cotton Is Leader
In Summer Sty"

heat Country <*>***.& tot
with .bright color are maa
(
nis and golf. Garden^,,
really picturesque affars
party clothes for com
dances.
^ orpthe
Office togs of cotton are
answer to the p r a y e r ' i J
tive career girls, be'n
twosomes, usually
short-sleeved dress co
a bright print jacket and
for alternate use^^__
Gypsy Time Is Her'

with SZ oi!g«;-

scarfs and long f u l ^ '
flea, one can let ^f aSo&
soul have freereu^j^
Gray for Travel,
Aside from beinij
more important
traveUng coi

TirJE ANITA TRIBUNE.

His Painting of a Battle in the American
Revolution Became the Passport That Took
Hini Out of Danger in the French Revolution
ELMO SCOTT WATSON
.leased by Weitern New«p«per Union.)

N THE afternoon of
June 17, 1775, tt young
school teacher who had
sted in the Patriot army
outbreak of jthfe Revoon and become adjutant
a Connecticut regiment
tioned at Roxbury, stood
a hill there and gazed upa battle scene which he
s to help make immortal.
saw 3,000 British redcoats
"arch up Breed's .Hill. . . .
jtalions in an extended
"ont of men three deep, with
illey firing by platoons in
>gular sequence. He saw
[e 1,200 New England's milicrouching behind their
stily - erected fortifications
the hill, holding their fire
itil you can see the whites
eyes."He saw the long lines of scarletad men crumble under the
iurderous hail of lead, reel back
n the hill, then reform and,
[th bulldog courage,^ advance
more. He saw them beaten
again but once more they
e on—this time with bayo_. And because, the supply of
munition of the defenders of
hill was exhausted, this time
attackers were successful.
it their victory was dearly won
ey had lost 1,054 men killed
wounded, among them 89
missioned officers, as cornid to the Patriot's loss, of 420
and wounded and 30 prisTS.

Praised by Copley.
ears later this young schoolicher was to paint that memo?
ile scene and, by a strange
k of fate, this very painting
to save his life during a revoary struggle in another
For this young ConnectiYankee was John'Trumbull,
as a student at Harvard had
the praise" of the distin;hed artist, John Singleton
ley, for his skill at painting.
skill was soon put to good
When George Washington
•ived at Cambridge to take
imand of the newly formed
itinental
army
Trumbull
ed that he wished an accudrawing of the enemy's posiSo at the risk ot his life
pt close to British lines and
le sketches which pleased:hington so much that he apited Trumbull His second aideamp.
e young artist next attracted
attention of General Gates
when Gates went to Ticonga to assume command of
Northern department, Trumwent along as his adjutanteral with the rank of colonel
1778 he accompanied General
livan as a volunteer on his exition against the British in
Island. When it proved
iuccessful, Trumbull returned
Boston, resolved to give up
career as a soldier permaly and devote his life to
iting.
1
May, 1780, he sailed for
is where he called.on Benm Franklin and told him of
desire to study under the
t Benjamin West in London.
ed with a letteir of introduche went to London and West
him to work. '
en Major Andre, the British
utant-general in America, was
'ght and hanged, the young
'inter who had been an Amern
adjutant-general, seemed to
i British to be the logical man
[be used for reprisal. Trumbull
well have pleaded that
was little similarity beeen his case and Andre's, that
W£
»s in London oply as a paintaid that he was there by per'ssion of Lord Germain, the
uish foreign minister.
In!a
a, the truculent young Yankee
asted that he had .been aide to
£' 'arch rebel," George Wash'"". and that he was proud of
In an English Prison.
ru°mnhnnd in Tuthul Bridewell,
rmbuii
may have had some un7s! moments as to what his fate
pM be. But tf he did haye
™> he gave no sign and calmly
« on with, his painting. Meaniie. Ins Tory friends,lVest and
'•7. were working In his in'd after seven months
>n gaining his release.
ret urned to

tfe'|i»i l ,
America
• a^ ately but when hostilities
he went back to London
l
» work under Wegt.
speU
ttorv
°* Ua country's
Sh
Reived'
I, f^
"P011
"^ he
«*„ .Ta tne
idea of
commemo-

principal events of the

'on in a
s

'

His

first was the pic-

one he neivi
hurt

HgU .
|

v

owu,

vyv*'

Was
froma distance_

•afsb'V^ B»»ker HilL The
I Wei,. 8shua
Reynolds, visitFe anH udievi
^udio, saw this pic• ^ hlm
ng it
to be West's
IJrkT;
*• Pr alK
for ^ ^b

THE BATTLE OF BUNKER HILL
fFrom the painting by Jobs Tnunbull la tht Y*Ie An Gallery.)

compliment to the young American.
Thomas Jefferson, American
minister to France, also saw the
painting when he visited London
and immediately recognized the
genius of his compatriot. He invited Trumbull to come to Paris
as his guest and introduced him
to some of the leading French
painters and sculptors.
For some time Trumbull had
been planning to paint the most
important scene in the history of
the Revolution—the Signing of
the Declaration of Independence.
There in the home of its author,
and aided by that author's suggestions, he made the first
sketches of the picture. Returning to London Trumbull arranged
the composition so that he could
add the portraits of the signers
as the opportunity offered. John
Adams was just leaving his post
as ambassador to the Court of St.

JOHN TRUMBULL

James and his was thefirstportrait painted in. A few months
later the painter went back to
Paris and added Jefferson's.
Then the French Revolution
put an end to TrumbuU's work in
Paris. In October, 1789, both he
and Jefferson returned to America. Arriving in New York Trumbull found that the Constitution
had been adopted and Washington elected President. Here the
portraits of Richard Henry Lee,
Francis Lewis, George^ Clinton,
Lewis Morris and Roger Sherman were soon added to his canvas.
More Portraits Added.
The next spring the artist went
to Philadelphia where he spent
three months adding more portraits. During the fall of 1790
Trumbull was in Boston and New
Hampshire, painting the portraits
of John Hancock, Samuel Adams,
Robert Treat Paine, Josiah Bartlett and on subsequent visits to
Charlejston* S. C., Philadelphia,
New York and Boston added
others.
The end of Trumbull's great
project was almost in sight when
political troubles at home and
war abroad turned his interest
and the interest of his friends
from the arts to these more pressing problems. In 1794 Trumbull
was appointed secretary to John
Jay and accompanied him to
England to aid in the negotiations
which resulted in the famous
Jay's Treaty.
For the next
decade he was not a painter but
an American agent in Europe,
part of the tune as a commissioner carrying out the stipulations of that treaty.
At this point,, his painting of the
Battle of Bunker Hill comes back
into the story in one of the most
dramatic incidents in the We of
any artist. In 1797 Trumbull was
in Paris on his way back from
Stuttgart, Germany, where a certain Herr Muller had made an
ei graving of his Bunker Hill pictU
Robespierre was in power and
the Reign of Terror had stated
Suddenly the American painter
found himself on the suspect
Hat" (possibly because ot nis
Srt innegoJting the Jay tr.-g
which was very unpopular Jn
France) and not allowed to leave
me country. Trumbull appealed
to Talleyrand, the French foreign
minister, who was affable, enoug
but said he could do nothing r°r

him, adding that the Americans
must pay money for any favors
as a -nation that they got from
the French.
Appeals to Pinckney.

Nor could Charles C. Pinckney
of South Carolina, American
minister to Franc£ (who was
later to be credited with the immortal "Millions for defense but
not one cent for tribute 1" in reply to another French blackmailing demand) do anything for him.
In fact, he told Trumbull that
both of them were as likely as
not to find themselves in the Temple prison—and on the way to the
guillotine!
Then Trumbull decided to go to
see Louis David, his old friend
and fellow-painter.
David was
now a subordinate of Robespierre and, although Trumbull regarded him as much a murderer
as Robespierre, he regarded
David's* intercession as his only
hope. He found the French painter at the Louvre and was greeted
warmly. When David learned
that Trumbull had his Bunker
Hill painting with him he exclaimed: "That picture is worth
many passports I"
So he urged Trumbull to hurry
to his hotel and get the painting
(which was small enough for him
to carry under his arm) and then
come with him to the police prefecture. As they entered, everyone stood aside respectfully for
the "great Republican painter,
Dav^d," and gazed curiously at
his companion, the "notorious
suspect." Showing the picture to
the chief of police, David stated
that the American with him had
been in this battle against the
hated English and ended his voluble explanation with the declaration: "He is as good a Revolutionist as any of us!"
'His Blood Ron Cold.'

Although Trumbull later said
that it made his blood run cold
to hear himself described as the
same type of Revolutionist as his
friend (who had told him that it
would have been better for the
Republic if 5,000 more aristocrats
had been guillotined), he was
greatly relieved when informed
that he would be given a passport
out of France. He set out immediately for Calais so as to be
safely aboard a ship for England
before the police could change
their minds and have him arrested. He arrived there safely and
never again returned to France.
Trumbull was in England during the War of 1812 arid'then returned to America to finish his
painting of "The Signing of the
Declaration of Independence"

and three others—"The Surrender of General Burgoyne," "The
Surrender of Lord Cornwallis,"
and "Washington Resigning His
Commission." His last years
were saddened by illness and
poverty. Finally in 1831, he arranged with Yale college to give
that institution his unsold paintings for an annuity of $1,000 for
the remainder of his life, which
ended on November 10, 1843.
That is why the Yale art gallery is today one of America's
greatest patriotic shrines.
For
on its walls hang several of John
Trumbull's paintings, among
them, "The Battle of Bunker
Hill" which once served as a
"passport" out of Revolutionary
France.

Fifty: years after, Bunker Hill,
the corner stone of the monument
which marks the site of the battle
was laid. Lafayette was present.

Star Dust

But the outstanding figure there *k Winner: Virginia Vale
was Daniel Webster, then rising
to his heights as public speaker,
* Scouts Eye Graduates
who was chosen to give- the dedicatory address, which has be* Elbow Room for Grant
come one of the classics of
American oratory. From an eyeBy Virginia Vale
witness, Samuel Griswold Goodrich, we have this description of
APPARENTLY Jesse Lasky,
that historic event and the "man •*».. who Is now conducting his
of the hour":
The first time I ever saw Mr. second search for new faces for
Webster was on the seventeenth the screen, thinks that there, is
of June, 1825, at the laying of the something in a name—at least,
corner stone of the Bunker Hill something in my name. For he
monument. I shall never forget
his appearance as he strode, has chosen "Virginia Vale" as
across the open area, encircled the name which will be beby some fifty thousand persons— stowed on the girl who is selectmen and women—waiting for the ed as the winner of this nation"Orator of the, Day," nor the
shout that simultaneously burst wide talent quest.
forth, as he was recognized, car- The boy who wins will be called
rying up to the skies the name "Robert Stanton"—which makes me
of "Webster!" "Webster!" "Web- wonder il some man, somewhere,
who really is named Robert Stanster!"
It was one of those lovely days ton, wad as startled and exasperatin June, when the sun is bright, ed as I was over discovering that
the air,clear, and the breath of his name had been kidnaped, as it
nature so sweet and pure as to were. There ought to be a law
fill every bosom with a grateful against itl
joy in the mere consciousness of
existence. There were present
Freddie Bartholomew is no longer
long files of soldiers in their holi- a star. Metro has demoted him,
day attire; there were many as- and promoted James Stewart,
sociations, with their mottoed
banners; there were lodges and
grand lodges, in white aprons and
blue scarfs; there were miles of
citizens from the town and the
country round about; there were
200 gray-haired men, remnants of
the days of the Revolution; there
was among them a stranger, of
great mildness and dignity of appearance, on whom all eyes rested, and when his name was
known the air echoed with the
cry—"Welcome, welcome, Lafayette!" Around all this scene was
a rainbow of beauty such as New
England alone can furnish.
I have seen many public festivities and ceremonials, but never
one, taken all together, of more
general interest than this. Webster was hi the very zenith of
his fame and powers. There was
JAMES STEWART
grandeur in his form, an intelligence in his deep dark eye, a whose popularity increases with evloftiness in his expansive brow, ery picture he makes—and he's
a significance in his arched lip, making plenty of them these dag&.
altogether beyond those of any
other human being I ever saw.
These are the days when the girls
And these, on the occasion to
which I allude, had their full ex- who are graduated from high school
or college may be taking a screen
pression and interpretation.
test right along with their diplomas,
In general the oration was seri- without knowing it. Practically all
ous, full of weighty thought and of the major movie companies are
deep reflection.
Occasionally In need of pretty girls, it's said,
there were flashes of fine imag- and talent scouts have gone forth
ination, and several passages of to find them.
deep, overwhelming emotion. I
Of course, the very girls who
was near the speaker, and not
only heard every word, but I saw come out best in these informal
every movement of his counte- screen tests could probably go to
nance. When he came to address Hollywood and try hopelessly for
the few scarred and time-worn years to get into the studios.
veterans—some forty in number
—who had shared in the bloody
Remember Wesley Barry, one of
scene which all had now gathered the screen's first child stars? He
to commemorate, he paused a has been signed for a feature role
in "Stunt Pilot," the second in a
series of Monogram pictures based
on the "Tailspin Tommy" cartoon
strip.
He has been in the real estate
business for three years, and during
the last nine months has been sales
manager for a large realty firm in
Hollywood.
George Hicks, the NBC announcer
who has been down to the bottom
of the ocean and up in the clouds
for special broadcasts, and is to
cover the American visit of the king
and queen of England, has received
more than a thousand letters from
fans who enclosed blank sheets of
paper with the request that he get
the royal visitors to autograph them.
Hicks is ^he kind of man who
wouldn't make such a request even
for himself!
moment, and, as he uttered the
words "Venerable men," his
voice trembled, and I could see a
cloud pass over the sea of faces
that turned upon the speaker.
When at last, alluding to the death
of Warren, he said— "But ah,
Him!—the first great martyr of
this great cause. Him, the patriotic victim of his own self-devoting heart. Him, cut off by Providence in the hour of overwhelming anxiety and thick gloom; falling ere he saw the star of his
country rise—how shall I struggle
with the emotions that stifle the
utterance of thy name!" Here
the eyes of the veterans around,
little accustomed to tears, were
filled to the brim, and some of
them "sobbed aloud in their fullness of heart." The orator went
on:
"Our poor work may perish,
but thine shall endure; this monument may moulder away, the
solid ground it rests upon may
sink down to the level of the sea;
but thy memory shall not fail.
Wherever among men a heart
shall be found that beats to the
transports of patriotism and liberty, its aspirations shall claim
kindred with thy spirit!"
I have never seen such an effect, from a single passage; a
moment before, every bosom
bent, every brow was clouded,
every eye was dim. Lifted as by
inspiration, every breast seemed
now to expand, every gaze to turn
above, everyplace to beam with
a holy yet exulting enthusiasm,
It was the omnipotence of eloquence, which, like the agitated
sea, carries a host upon its
waves, sinking and swelling with
its irresistible undulations.

CecU B. DeMille always orders an
extra microphone on the stage
when Gary Grant is doing a play
on that radio theater program. The
extra microphone is used exclusively by Grant, who waves his arms
and gesticulates while performing,
and doesn't like to worry about accidentally striking the person beside
him.
Over a pelriod of two months The
Three Marshalls (Peggy, Jack and
Kay)
have had to change their
radio program five times because
the songs they submitted to the stations before taking to the air were
banned.
They couldn't sing "Hallelujah,
I'm a Bum"—it was thought to be
offensive. "My Heart Belongs to
Daddy" was all right if only Peggy
and Kay sang the lyrics; Jack could
play the music, but he couldn't sing
—network rulings reject the song if
it's sung by a man.
They couldn't sing "The Preacher
and the Bear" because the lyrics
contain the word "coon." "Shoot
the Likker to Me, Jive Boy," a jam
session favorite, could be sung only
if some word not suggesting an al.cqholic beverage was substituted for
"likker"—which in this instance was
used as a musical term.
ODDS AND ENDS—"Captain Fury,"
the first motion picture to be shown at
New York's "World of Tomorrow," is one
of the most old-fashioned melodramas
seen for a long time in the world of today
. . . Here's an inspired title for youths sequel to "Angels With Dirty Facet"
will be called "Angels Wash Their Faces'
. . . Mickey Rooney's going to England U
make "4 tank at Eton", this summer . .
Jack Benny's "Man About Town" may r*
vive the popularity of musical pictures.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Decorative Angels f or|
Sheets, Pillow Cased

Pattern 6348.
What could be more appropriate
for sheet and pillow cases than
these decorative angels in simple
stitchery! Just the thing for guest
linens. Perhaps you'll prefer the
iheery "Good Morning" and
'Good Evening." You can finish
off either design with the filet crochet edging.
Pattern 6348 con-'
tains a transfer pattern of seven!
motifs ranging from 4% by 16%'
inches to 3Vt by 9% inches; directions and charts for crochet; materials needed; illustrations of
stitches.
To obtain this pattern send 15
jents in coins to The Sewing Circle, Household Arts Dept., 259 W.
14th St., New York, N. Y.
Please write your name, address and pattern number plainly<
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BACK TO WORK
' I ^UE most important job for congress today is what il hat been
Tor the last six yean—to put America
back to work. This must be the watch*
word. Back to work for the unejiBack to work for idle capital
and empty factories. Back to work for
all to the task of creating a better world.
Only under an administration dedicated
to such a program can America once
more move forward."—U. S, Representative J. William Ditter.

THE
Irrt lonesome, rigHt
minute,'
lye got -tKe. blue*
y."
It
*,reel so race.

How Women

in Their 40's
Can Attract Men
Here*! good advice for a woman during her
chance (usually from 88 to 62), who lean
she'll lo«e her appeal to men. who worrie)
about hot flashed, lota of pep, dissy ipella,
upset nerves and moody spells.
Get man f reeh air, 8 nra. sleep and if you
need a good general system tonic take Lydla
E. Pinkham a Vegetable Compound, made
MpwioUv for wonwn. It helps Nature build
up physical resistance, thus helps give more
vivacity to enjoy life and assist *»lmlng
jittery nerves and disturbing symptoms that
often accompany change ot life. WEU>
WORTH TRYING!

Aid in Silence
When you have nothing to say,
say nothing; a weak defense
strengthens your opponent, and silence is less injurious than a weak
reply.—Colton.

BEACONS of
h—SATETY-H
• Like a beacon light oo
the height—the advertisements in newspapers direct
you to newer, better and
easier ways of providing
the things needed or
desired. It shines, this
beacon of newspaper
advertising—and it will be
to your advantage to follow it whenever you
make a purchase.
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5FACTS AND
"(By

TOMe)

tekcn a tornad
it9 rnooringa °

vered the -'

have

boat to China,
after
my guests
t bright colored wall vase which
. - .'- waa to S«ib the thing and
recently hung oh the south wall tear
it from its solid foundation, quickSen- er than scat I rushed the contents to
? living room, waa a gift.
j -was the only motive or the stove.
['S7i had for keeping the object.
Never, no never, will I ever ^^
out of style and of no earthly hang such a contrivance on my walls.
[except to catch dust. I've never Whenever I so desire to feast my eyes
admired artificial flowers, on a winter bouquet, I'll roll out8t
'fore the gift was never an ob- doors to the clothes line poles where
I especially treasured, but be- bittersweet grows and twines in their
lt was given to me, I kept the native state. I'll let the birds feast
et in use many years, each fall on the decorative berries instead of
acin? the old bouquet with fresh bringing them indoors to furnish houseet or strawflowers. J loathe ing for spiders. Til let old Mothw
fpractice of pounding nails- in walls j Nature take care of the dusting and
' woodwork, so the vase has been j cog web sweeping—she is a much beton a peg whet* once/upon a ter housekeeper than me. Now, while
a picture decorated the room. | I m trying to forget the embarrass-"
the vase was "hung too high ( mg incident,.I'll get busy and finish
[a balanced effect land often I've , my house cleaning and I'll bet a cookie
,tly wished that it would sometime I'll sweep down cob webs every week
.'"*'• thereafter.
; with a fatal acddjtat.;;
fell, that wish ca» W pass t)i«r
day. But, ah met tod late, tSe
Merritt Dill and Earl Beaver, Jr.,
ge it caused to my reputation as who have been attending school the
omemaker is far beyond restora- past year at Iowa State college in
1 had become BO accustomed to Ames, have returned here to spend
the ornamental contrivance in the summer vacation.
sual place, I had forgotten about
Norman Hofmeister, a student at
from all appearances, I failed
kve the bouquet the customary win- Iowa State college in Ames, came home
[bath the others had in the past. last Thursday afternoon for a short
ng house cleaning is being com- visit with his parents, L. J. Hofmeisa trifle late* this season and I ter and wife, leaving the next morning
I've been neglectful about in- for Evergreen, Colo., where he has emiting and sweeping down the cob ployment for the summer.
in the corners.
Bill Lambertsen, crack basketball
other evening friends called
player on the Wiota high school team
I were being entertained in the livlast season, received a badly bruised
Iroom. Casual remarks were made
right hand one day last week when he
a 4-H reward hanging on the
got it caught between a hay rope and
I near the vase% Oh dear, my eye
pulley while assisting with putting
t must be growing dim. I simply
up some alfalfa hay at the Maurice
der every time I think about it.
Coomes farm southwest of Anita. No
| guests couldn't help but see that
bones were broken in the hand or finirated" vase. How in the world
gers but one finger nail was torn out.
I have swept and dusted that
i every day without noticing those The regular meeting of the Neighand festoons gently swaying borhood Circle was held 'Monday afterhe breeze? The spider which con- noon at the home of Mrs. Maurice TurI those architectural ornaments ner on Maple Street, with Mrs. H. H.
ji't belong to a union. It had work- Turner, Mrs. Kenneth Turner and Mrs.
er time and for a long period of Paul McCarty as assisting hostesses.
-Present were twenty-seven members
tch tiny crimson berry of the bit- and three visitors, Mrs. William Bangt in the bouquet was dulled with ham, Mrs. Omar Wilkinson and Mrs.
•er of dust and bound to the wall Chas. Salmon of Cambridge, Ohio.
several feet of .grimy threads. The ladies spent the afternoon with
i leaf was held with yards of dusty their own hand work. At the close
MS. The vase itself was interwoven of the afternoon a lunch was served
a miles and miles of cob webs and it by the hostesses.

M!rs. Chester A. Long and son, Jack, Mrs. Worth Chastain is home from
and Mrs. G. M. Adair were Des Moines a few days' visit with her sister, Mrs.
visitors Tuesday.
Katherine Ntewcomb and husband, at
Milwaukee, Wis.
Mrs. Louise HoIIoran and daughter,
Miss Margaret, of Denison were Sun- William A. Lirtfor, an inspector for
day visitors at the home of their the state commerce commission in Des
daughter and sister, 'Mirs. Ben F. Brod- Moines, was in Anita to spend Sunday
ersen and family.
with his family.
Robert Nelson and Ben Wilson, emHarold Brehmer and wife, who are
ployed by the state highway commis- spending the summer near Winterset,
sion on a road project near Red Oak, were in Anita to spend the week end
were week end visitors with relatives with relatives and friends.
and friends in Anita.
Albert Marsh of Omaha has been
Mrs. Adolph Hagen is reported to visiting here the past week with his
be showing satisfactory recovery from sister Mrs. Mayme Peerman, and with
an operation to which she submitted other relatives and friends.
last Friday morning at the University
hospital in Iowa City.
Dennis O'Leary and his sister, Mrs.
Katherine 'Main, are enjoying a few
Chas. Peyton, wife and daughter, weeks' visit with their sister, Mrs.
Cheryl, and Ed. Neweland, all from Anna Lewis, at Wenatchee, Wash.
Ames, were Sunday visitors at the
home of • Mlrs. Peyton's parents,
Work is progressing rapidly on the
George B. Graham and wife.
building for the municipal electric
light plant and poles for the distribuMiss Jeannette Robson left Monday tion system will fell be set in a few
morning for Des iMtoines to enroll as days.
a student at the American Institute of
business. Miss Robson graduated from
Miss Ruth Johnston, who has been
the Anita high school with the class attending high school in Greenfield the
of 1939.
past year, is spending the summer
vacation in Anita with her father,
Miss Norma Knowlton has returned Earl Johnston.
to her work as a student nurse at the
Mrs. Harold Giles, who returned
Iowa Lutheran hospital in Des Moines
after a three weeks' visit in Anita at home recently from Ft Wayne, Ind.,
the home of her parents, Earl Knowl- where she had been a patient in a hospital following a major operation, is
ton and wife.
getting aong nicely.
Emmet R. Newton, who had been
visiting here -for a week with/this Root Beer, White Soda, Lime
Rickey and Ginger Ale, 3 bottles.Z5c
parents, Ed. L. "Newton and wif%v}eft
Tuesday for Corvallis, Ore., where he Pork and Beans, 3 Nto. 2l'/2 cans.. .25c
lOc
has accepted a position as a traveling Peas, No. 2 cans,
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
salesman for the Corvallis Lumber Co.
Azel S. Ames and wife spent the
week end in Kansas City, Mo., with
her sister, Mrs. Evan F. Reynolds and
family- Returning home they stopped
at Osceola, Iowa, to get their son,
Robert, who had been visiting his
grandmother, Mrs. Elizabeth Ames,
for three weeks.

Mrs. Leona Button and daughter,
Patricia, of Cedar Rapids are spending the week here with Mrs. Button's
sister and brother, Mrs. William Linfor and H?. L. Rhoads, and their families.

Raymond Laartz, wife and two
children drove to Grand Is'.and, Neb.,
I wish to thank my friends for your Sunday morning where they spent the
acts of sympathy and kindness during day with her brother, Albert Blattner.
my recent illness.
They were accompanied by her father,
It
Mrs. Harold Giles.
Fred Blattner and wife of Atlantic.
To my many friends who were so
kind to me during my recent illness,
I wish to extend my most heartful
thanks. Your kindness will never be
forgotten.
Itp
Mrs. Rachel Millbollin.

NOTICE!

Mrs. George Shaffer, a' gufest, held
high score at a meeting of the Pinochle club last Thursday evening at
the home of Mrs. Maurice Turner on
Maple Street. Other guests were Mrs.
Chas. Campbell of Anita and Mrs.
Chas. Salmon of Cambridge, Ohio. .

Sydney Maduff, who recently com=E pleted a course in Science of Commerce
~ at the State University in Iowa City,
555 returned to Anita Saturday and will
•SB spend the summer here. He has seES cured a position with a large concern
=•2 i in Chicago, and will start work next
5= fall.

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Florence Rice — UnaMerkel — Ann Rutherford
Mary Howard — Alan Marshal — Buddy Ebsen
In a Thrilling Story of Nurse's Life

"4 Girls in White"

Don't Miss This—It's One of the Year's Big Features

Sat.-Sun.

J une 17-18

LORETTA

WARNER

YOUNG • BAXTER
in

WIFE, HUSBAND
^ FRIEND
b«'

ibi*
bftr
1.001*

for

BINNIE BARNES
CESAR ROMERO
GEORGE BARBIER

J.EMBRQMBERG l^**?**
EUGENE PALLETTE
HELEN WESTLEY
Direct** by Gregory Rotoff
AMWfatorratovMfcnMi ft*,by)

A 20* CtMwyffM HCNM
Oorryl f. Zonvcfc hOn^ofMIK*M

Also Colored Cartoon — Miniature — Late News

Mrs. Will Fox and daughter, Lela,
were recent visitors at the home of
Twenty-six friends were entertained Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Johnson northat a birthday party for Mary Marcel- east of the city.
lia Redburn on Tuesday afternoon of
last week. Marcy, who was 5 years
Mrs. TH. C. Hutchison entertained
old, received a number of presents. the members of the Birthday club at
A lunch was served by her mother her home on Elm Street Monday afterand grandmother, assisted by 'Mrs. noon. A social afternoon was spent
Rita Carlson.
by the ladies, and a lunch was served
by the hostess.
Mrs. Effie BIakes!ey returned Sunday to her home at Red Cloud, Neb.,
Miss Mayfred Stone, a teacher in
after a two weeks' visit with relatives the Cedar Rapids schools for a numand friends in Anita. Accompanying ber of years, returned home the first
her to Red Cloud to spend the day of the week to spend the summer
were Mrs. Lake Bear and daughter, vacation with her parents, A. B. Stone
Mary Jane, Miss Lillie Smither and and wife. She returns to Cedar Rapids
"Bud" Mitchell.
again next fall.
The annual party given by Chapter
A covered dish dinner was enjoyed
EZ, P. E. O., for mothers and elderly
during
the noon hour last Wednesday
women, was held last Friday afterby
the
members
of the Union club at
noon in the basement of the Methodist
church, with eighteen guests present the home of Mrs. Ruby Biggs on Walincluding two mothers of P. E. O; nut Street. Thirteen members were
members. They were Mrs. R. C. Pratt present, also three guests, Mrs. Laura
and Mrs. Elmira Rickel. Miss Aldula Hewlett of Denver, Colo., Mrs. Verna
Stone, the oldest guest present, was White of Rolla, Mo., and Mrs. Andrew
presented with a bouquet of roses: Nelson. The ladies spent the afterFollowing a program, refreshments noon quilting.
were served.
The M. M. circle met at the home
of
Mtrs. Elmo Exline last Thursday
• The third annual reunion of the
afternoon
with fifteen members presMutual Benefit club was held last
Thursday afternoon at Highland ent. Following the business meeting,
church northwest of Anita. Thirty- a social afternoon was enjoyed by the
five people were present including a ladies. A lunch was served by the
number of visitors. The afternoon I hostess, assisted by Mrs. Ben Wilson,
was spent socially, with a lunch being j Mrs. Frank Watkins and Mrs. Ted
I Nelson. The next meeting on July
served. The club "was organized in
1915, and since its organization 97 I 13 will be held at the home of Mlrs.
people have held membership in it. Donald Dorsey.

To the Voters of
Anita:
A "YES" vote on the approving
of Ordinance No. 85, on June
15,1939, granting Iowa Electric
Company a Franchise for a high
line through to Wiota, will be
greatly appreciated by the officials of the town.
S

The only charter member still holding membership is, Mrs.jL. L. Dorsey.

The W. H. M. S. of the M'ethodist
church met at the home of Mrs. Fred
Dittman last Thursday-afternoon. Mrs.
Nellie Holmes led the devotions and
Mrs. F. D. Weimer had charge of the
enigmas. Officers for the ensuing
term were elected as follows: Mrs.
Nellie Holmes, president; Mrs. Wesley
Johnson, vice president; Mrs. Ollie
Yeater, second vice president; Mrs.
B. W. Robison, recording secretary;
Mrs. H. H. Turner, corresponding secretary; and Mrs. George Denne, treasurer. At the close of the meetting, a
delicious lunch was served by the
hostess, assisted by her daughters,
fj- the Misses Anna and Louise Dittman.

Please Go to the Polls and Vote |
"YES" on June 15,1939.
C. F. DARROW.

Z<ZZ«*

AT LAST!

All Your Snapshots in Natural Colors
Amazingly beautiful!
Roll Developed, 8 Natural OPColor
Prints for
only
feuC
Natural Color Reprints, 3c Each
Mail ad with film to
A-JVatural Color Photo, Janesville, Wis.

Flash Ant Killer
15c
ALL STORES
The Misses Beatrice and Marie Breen
have gone to Indianola to attend summer school at Simpson college.
Miss Jane Byers of Des 'Moines has
been visiting the past week at the
home of her cousin, Mrs. Floyd Dement
and family.
A number of relatives and friends
were entertained last Wednesday evening by Mr. and IMrs. Andrew Ntelson
at their home on East Main Street in
honor of M*rs. Nelson's sister, IMtre.
Verna White of Rolla Mo., who is
visiting here with relatives. A lunch
was served at the close of a social
evening.
Eleven members of the Original
Sunshine club held an all day meeting
last Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Ed. Anderson east of the city. Besides the members, there was one
visitor, Mrs. Helen Paige of Williston,
No. Dak. A covered dish dinner was
enjoyed at noon, and the afternoon
was spent quilting.

Young woman wishes
to marry an old man—
that's her business.
Our business is picking up dead animals—
large or small.
Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

MINERAL CATTLE BLOCKS
TO PREVENT BLOAT
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

ien

SoSl|s High in List
Of Summer Fabric Choices
NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

Ruth Wyeth Spears

By HAHOLD L. LUNDQUIST. 'D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute

(Released by Western ifawipaper Union.)
NUDtt FROM
M6HTTOUCFT

Lesson for June 18

UNDER gtt«nou>

OFTMMSWSNCCOLC
BWWMS)

Lesson subjects and Scripture texts sepernJsslon

THROUSH

Re

"'llou» Educatior^^aVd""^

PAUL WRITES PERSONAL
LETTERS
LESSON TEXT—n Timothy 1:1-6; Phile-

mon 1-7, 21, 22.

GOLDEN TEXT-Study to show thyself
approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the
word of truth.—n Timothy 2:15.

Why Start Outside?

who have not secured their copies
of these two books should send in
their orders at once, as no more
copies will be available when the
present stock is sold. Your choice
of the QUILT LEAFLET illustrating 36 authentic patchwork
Stitches; or the RAG RUG LEAFLET, will be included with orders
for both books for the present,
but the offer may be withdrawn
at any time. Leaflets are 6 cents
each when ordered without the
books.
Everyone should have copies of
these two books containing 96
HOW TO SEW articles by Mrs.
Spears, that have not appeared in
the paper. Send your order at
once to Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.

Begin the 'brotherhood of man
with the "brother" next to you
and spread it as you have the
opportunity.
One kind of "forgotten man" is
the one who neglected to think of
himself with any degree of intelligence.
Those who in a logical dispute
keep in general terms hide fallacy.

Our National Spirit
The national anthem makes us
get up and hustle in order to be
able to sing it.
Diligent work and religion go
well together. In the Bible there
are many exhortations to labor.
Truth crushed to earth will rise
again. A lie crushed to earth
goes on mumbling for years.

Letters—what interest we all take T^HIS idea is the result of an exn them! We go to town to get the •*• periment." A friend had a set
mail, or we stop our work at the fa- of sadly out-of-date white linen
miliar signal of the postman. Too drawn work scarves for buffet,
Her
ittle thought is given to the possi- serving and dining- table.
bility that our letters may be a dining room was being done over
weans of blessing in God's hand. with touches of turquoise blue
Paul has given us model Christian in the draperies and wall paper,
so she had the scarves dyed to
epistles.
Items of Interest
In considering our lesson it is dif- match. They were so effective
Scult to indicate specific verses, but that the simplest part of the
the Housewife
the reader can readily identify the drawn work design was copied in
truth taken from the lesson under coarse linen in various colors for
each division.
mats and scarves throughout the
For High Windows.—High winHome Paper Hanging.—Should
house.
I. Remembrance.
dows appear shorter if the hang- you decide to do some of your own
While
the
turquoise
scarves
Paul did not write letters which
ings are looped back with a slight wall papering, lay the rolls of pawere impersonal and distant in spir- were especially attractive, those curve and tied somewhat below per on the basement floor for a
it. The warmth of a loving heart, in golden yellow and a bedroom the middle.
few days before using. The paper
the refreshing recollection of past set in soft rose were also full of
* • *
will absorb enough moisture to
charm.
The
sketch
shows
how
the
fellowship,, a genuine interest in the
make it less brittle and more easidrawn
work
is
done.
If
you
are
Loose
Casters.—When
casters
joys and sorrows of his brethren
ly applied, and if you are a novice
put love into every sentence of his looking for something effective on furniture drop out too often, at paper hanging you will find
that is quick to make, here it is. remove them, pour melted wax in
letters.
anything that will make it more
We need to learn the art of writ- Just pull out the threads of the the holes and insert the casters easily applied is a welcome
linen
to
make
an
open
space
about
before
the
wax
hardens.
After
it
tag letters. Even so-called business
thought.
communications may often carry a an inch wide. The scarf may be has set the casters will not fall
* • •
touch of encouragement or inspi- hemmed at the same time the out- out again.
*
•
*
side
edge
of
the
opening
is
being
Tea
Towels.—Add
a little borax
ration.
Personal letters should
certainly be a constant medium of whipped. Just follow these
Classifying Dessert Lists.—Des- to the water when washing tea
keeping bright the flame of affec- sketches. No other directions are sert lists kept in the cookbook are towels. It removes dirt and greasa
tion between parents and children, needed. Use either linen or mer- a help in menu making, especially and makes the towels a good colbrothers and sisters, and Christian cerized thread in a matching when they are classified as or. It also acts as a disinfectant.
* » *^
color.
NEN is a magic word in the
friends separated by distance.
"hearty," "light," "quick," "good
NOTE: Book 1—SEWING, for for several days," "oven made,"
[fabric realm.1- The news on
Observe that the remembrance of
How to Recondition Sponges.—
i weaves for the coping months
Paul had to do with both personal the Home Decorator, and No. 2, and "for children."
Sponges that are left with soap
Novelties, and Embroidnost exciting. Paris cables all
* * *
still in them soon become slimy.
A smart daytime item is the se- and spiritual matters, and note how Gifts,
linens and the roster of GOU- verely tailored full-length coat of naturally and easily the two blend. eries, are now 15 cents each, or
After Washing Silver.—Stand sil- They can be reconditioned by
both
books
for
25
cents.
Readers
TS cited as favoring linens lends heavy imported natural coating There should be no need of being
ver in a jug of very hot water to soaking for 30 minutes in a mixdeiable weight to general pre- linen as pictured to the right in the offensively "preachy" hi writing letwhich a little ammonia has been ture of half vinegar and half wans for a forthcoming linen group. Keep in mind that this linen ters. The personal and spiritual inadded, and it will remain bright ter. Rinse out in warm water,
Cost of Fair
ner.
then in cold, and leave in the sun
is the new .non-crease type and that terests of our Eves should be so
much longer.
Latest estimates reveal the
e are no apparel needs which it launders successfully and eas- close together that we normally
* * •
dry.
...-v.vS
* • •
"• 2
be ratified with linen. For ily. You will appreciate what a and without effort can put them total cost of the New York World's
When Making Egg Sandwiches.
forth
as
one
in
spirit.
fair
1939
at
more
than
$155,000,000.
1 purpose and daytime wear much-to-be-desired possession
a
Left-Over Velvet.—Small pieces
—Scramble
the
egg
instead
of
boilOf this outlay $50,000,000 is being ing it. Not only are more sand- of velvet make good alternatives
dressed women are choosing coat of this type really is. It has a
n. Inspiration.
ag suits tailored of either |mall Peter Pan collar, four pockWho has not had the unforgetta- borne by the World's Fair corpo- wiches made, but they are more for the manicuring chamois.
or navy linen. Recently bur* ets with inverted pleats, bone but- ble experience of receiving a letter ration. The remainder is divided easily digested.
and bottle green linens have tons and bound button holes, also a just when its cheering word was by United States government,
* * *
added to the list. Worn with vent in back of the coat to give needed. Many a man has been saved $3,500,000; New York state, $6,500,Keeping Dried Beef.—Dried beef
se of the exquisitely fine and freedom 61 action.
from despair and possible destruc- 000; New York city, $20,000,000;
The dress to the left will prove a tion by such "a word fitly spoken" states and territories, $5,000,000; will keep better if stored in a covlingerie type now so fashionthese suits are about as eye- perfect treasure for informal wear. which is "like apples of gold in pic- foreign governments, $25,000,000; ered glass jar in the refrigerator
as fancy can picture— It is of sheer black linen with multi- tures of silver" (Prov. 25:11). "A exhibitors, $35,000,000; concession- rather than wrapped in parchment
or waxed paper.
with the new plaid gingham colored wool embroidered flowers word spoken in due season, how aires, $10,000,000.
at neckline and decorating the split good is itl" (Prov. 15:23).
sses too!
r
We enjoy receiving such letters—
hat with their newly acquired pockets on the skirt, the front full: resistance, there is no ques- ness of which is an important do we make an effort to write them
A Quiz With Answers
the absolute practicality fashion-correct detail. The open to others? Or do we excuse ourHabit of Immortal
With the non-crease as- crown poke bonnet is of matching selves by saying, "You know I am
Offering
Information
To
think
of today's work as a
such a poor letter-writer I" when the
given, gone forever is the linen.
on Various Subjects part of the infinite work is an imCentered in the group is a two- fact is that we are probably lazy or
bugaboo.
mortal's habit.—Edward Everett
piece spectator sports dress of im- indifferent to the needs of our
ng the linens fashion is high- ported pure linen. It plays up un- friends?
Hale.
this season there are most expected color combinations, which
whole having nothing to do with
•Notice
that
Paul's
inspiration
and
The
Questions
Live striped patterns and riot- are so definitely in the scheme of instruction to his friends revolved
the animal?
colorful floral .prints.. Dress- costume design for the coming sum- around two points—his constant
1. What is a Texas leaguer in
i in search ot something new mer. The skirt is of linen in the prayers on their behalf and his faithThe Answers
it dresses, see infinite; pos- fashionable shocking pink; the linen ful presentation of the teaching of baseball?
2. Who crossed the Rubicon?
> in the new embroidered In* jacket is chartreuse. Pink and blue God's Word. If we would follow his
1. A short fly that dropi i between
3. What is the difference be- infield and outfield, out o: I reach of
> Vivid sprawling designs, either embroidered flowers patterning it example we must first really pray
juted or embroidered on a natural have loose fringe petals, done in a and then study God's Word for our- tween a savage and a barbarian? both.
4. What would result if all the
background, fairly cry to be very novel way.
2. Caesar and his army.
selves before we shall be ready to colors
were
blended
together?
into jackets, and boleros to
3. Savage means untamed; barDress linens that go back to na- pass it on to others.
5. Among the 12 signs of the barian means the state between
' over natural linen dresses;
ture for their colorings are very
ip. Admonition.
>t
zodiac are four that represent ani- savage and civilized.
itmmcrmill open
orUb
too, chic 1*T>« '» are leading smart mis season. Hatural linen in
Scolding has no place in a letter,
m*k« regular weekly earning! of $50,
4. All the colors of the spectrum
.r night life all their own. For the open coarse weaves seems to but kindly admonition is quite in or- mals. Which are they?
$75, $100 ... and more. The exclusive
6. Is there any difference be- blended together give white.
wear natural pure crash lin«n be the season's pet.
der. Paul unproved every oppor- tween semi-conscious and semiMolasses Impregnator gives FORDS
5.
Leo
(lion),
Taurus
(bull),
Arinsertions of white Torchon
Many of the new petticoats are tunity to urge his readers to per- unconscious?
operator! a big "edge" over all porties
(ram),
Apricornus
(goat).
the matching Hn^n bolero made of fine handkerchief linen sonal piety, Christian fellowship, atable mill competition, as all farmer!
7. Why was it said that if Cleo- . 6. The first usually denotes gowith the lace, the skirt floor trimmed with eyelet embroidery tendance upon the means of grace,
know that feed mixed with molauei fat> and full, is but one of many with gay baby ribbon threaded prayer, and the study of God's patra's nose had been shorter the ing from the unconscious to the
tens stock quicker, keeps them healthier.
whole face of the world would conscious state. The reverse is
So, if intereited in a safe, sure profitentries of linen into the eve- through quaint beading.
Word. He also urged his young have
been changed?
the case in the other.
able year 'round business, write for full
mode.
(Beleawd by W««tern New«pap«r Union.)
brother in the Lord's service to "stir
8. How did the dandelion get its
7. To convey the idea that ii
particulars of the FORDS plan. You can
up the gift of God" which was in name?
purchase new outfits with as little as
Cleopatra
had
been
less
attractive
him. The influence of the world,
25% down, balance out of earnings.
9.
What
is
the
significance
of
the
she
would
not
have
enslaved
Juthe pressure of work, or some burMany valuable territories still open,
"Prospice/' the title of one lius Caesar and Mark Antony.
den of spirit might cause a man to name
WRITE TODAY,
poems?
8. From the French "dent de
M
Y
E
R
S
- S H E R M A N co.
bog down in the slough of despond of10.Browning's
A donkey-engine, though dp- lion," meaning a lion's tooth, re1401 E. l2thSt..Strcator, .
J
or of mediocrity. A letter from a
to the leaves of the plant.
true Christian friend at such a time ing a lot of donkey work, has in ferring
ecause of the revival of the
0. It is interpreted as meaning
might well be the means in God's fact nothing to do with a donkey.
and sheer lingerie "baby"
A Hard Master
Can you name four other hyphen- "Look Forward."
hand
of
renewing
holy
resolves
and
there's a "cami-cfaze" comated words, the first word of which 10. Pig-iron, dog-watch, horseHonor is a harder master than
of
stimulating
renewed
endeavor.
Do
m fashion hind. So be prethe law.—Mark Twain.
you think of someone who is waiting is the name of an animal, the chestnut, monkey-wrench.
do it now, buy your camifor
that
kind
of
a
letter
from
you?
-make it plural, for you win
IV. Co-operation.
more than one—in advance.
Friendship and fellowship are not
? dainty, little lace-trimmed
THE EXTRA SMOKING
one-sided. The very words demand
Mies are a necessary luxury,
1
the
existence
and
interaction
of
two
ond that out the first time
IN EVERY PACK**
personal beings. "A man that hath
wear your new peek-a-boo
friends must show himself friendly"
ingenious designers are cre(Prov. 18:24). Paul recognised this,
camisole-top costume slips
and when he wrote to Philemon he
are tne m
bi,yte
°s* Practical
gave him opportunity to respond in
loving obedience to a request while
,. bulk at the waistline, Ibeing
at the same time he showed the
I 'deal all-in-one garment.
highest degree of Christian consideration and coju-tesy toward PhileJ
ENJOY the smoking thrill...and
mon. The epistlfe is a "masterpiece
of persuasive tact and delicacy and
ECONOMY...of Camelieztra-mild, ripe-tastan enduring model of truest Chrising tobaccos. There is more tobacco by weight
tian courtesy" (Ellicott).
in Camels, compared to the average weight of
your milliner to show you the
No right thinking person is satis15 other of the largest-selling brands tested.
fled to be the constant recipient of
m lace-trimmed hats. Some
Besides, Camels burn flower than any other
the love and thoughtfulness of anoth- newest types have brims of
brand tested — 25% slower than die average
er with no opportunity to reciproO?K w'whiu» starched Venise
cate. The smallest child or the humtime of the others. So Camels give you the
"hers trim black, straws or
blest individual who must receive
'" narrow Val edgings or
equivalent of 5 EXTRA SMOKES PER
help wants to show his loving ap*erVeriy wide lace bows. In* the
PACK! On top of that, you get the mellow
preciation. A considerate friend will
91 611
can buy
goodness, the smoking thrill of Camel's cost:avsj aS
^
*°?
nd ^
therefore open such an opportunity,
bowiuetB of white linla
IMF tobaccos in * matchless blcod. PLEASURE
not
as
a
command
or
in
a
spirit
of
<* flowers. Wear one for A SK to see the new canteen bags
plus ECONOMY made Camel America's ciga"onniere and trun your navy A They are the latest. This black expecting something in return, but
rette No. 1. Why not yours too?
with the other. Pique patent leather canteen bag by David as an act of Christian courtesy.
smart as
design
,,
are also ithe well-known American ch
to "
God's Own Spirit
mils on hats.
er-adds a sophisticated t""dl '°
stunning tailored frock of shee,^be.ge
To believe, not because we are
wool and black coat. For anvery learned and can prove, but because
"TtJr*
**«* SWta
e new
£emin«
this bag » fitted there is a something in us, even
sm " .
wool sheers also spacious flatness
and convenientlychained
God's own spirit, which makes us
«ev^irt ben88"nes and moires
8tyled
3* a safe^d^ < able m feel light and truth as truth—this is
S«
^
with
fun
skirts
the blessed faith.—F. W. Robertpurse.
•• s toem • decidedly "new coin
scratch proof racer-gram calf.
PENNY FOR PENNY YOUR BEST CIGARETTE BUY
son
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ASK ME
ANOTHER r
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Blouse Asks
Camisole in Lace

Canteen Bag

5

ce and Lingerie
Touches pn Hats
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"Love Affair" Teams Irene
and Charles Boyer

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 36

Cass Farmers Will Visit GRANT
Ames College June 28

FRANCHISE
TO IOWAELECTRIC

Irene Dunne/ who hag been associSeveral auto loads of Cass county
ated with madcap comedy characterpeople will visit the campus of Iowa
nmittee Appointed at Meeting in izations in 'recent screen ' offerings,
State college in Ames on Wednesday, Public Utility Given 25-Year FranAtlantic to Determine the Inter' portrays a serious romantic role that
June
28, according to Dale E. Bush, chise to Use Certain Streets and
stands out as one of the finest perest in Cas* Countjr on a RurBriardale
county
agent.
Energy
Alleys in Anita For a High
formances in her brilliant career in
al Electrification Project
COFFEE—
Similar delegations from neighborGRANULES—
"Love Affair," co-starring Charles
Line By Vote of 140 to 5.
ing counties will participate in the
Fresh roasted, fresh
Large
Boyer, and the feature attraction at'$e
same tour.
Theatre Saturday and Sunday
package
Among the points of interest to be
Bow farmers in Case county may evenings.
J
145 Anita voters went to the polls
2 pounds
advantage of the Rural E\ectri(1
bar
Gypsy
Toilet
visited on the campus are Central
last Thursday and by their action gave
i Administration program to As a romantic team, Miss Dunne
building,
now
known
as
Beardshear
Soap FREE)
and,Boyer makes an ideal pair. The
GWC
the Iowa Electric Co. of Cedar Rapids
hall, the library, armory, chemistry
am electricity was explained by actress plays the part of a luxurya 25-year franchise to use certain
EVERGREEN CORN
GWC
old H. Beaty, extension agriculturbuilding, animal husbandry bams,
loving
beauty,
while
Boyer
is
seen
and alleys for a high potential
f engineer of Iowa State college, at
GARDEN RUN PEAS dairy building, pattern shops and streets
line
through
Anita. 140 votes were
as
a
notorious
Continental
bon
vwant
ieeting held in the assembly room
No. 2 cans ____
gymnasium.
2
cast in favor of the franchise while
the court house in Atlantic last and playboy. The pair meet on board
At
the
Agricultural
Engineering
cans
an ocean liner bound from Naples to
Tall Corn
building, visitors will inspect the new 5 votes were cast against it.
dnesday evening.
New
York
where
each
is
scheduled
to
SWEET
PICKLES—
two-way corn cultivator which makes By the terms of the franchise, the
he committee chosen at this meetPAROWAX—
marry into money.
Iowa Electric Co. grants the town of
it unnecessary to cross-cultivate.
. to determine the interest in Cass*
Quart,
For sealing,
This
common
bond
draws
them
toAt the meat laboratory, visitors will Anita the right and privilege of atjanty on a rural electrification projar
1-lb. package..
gether.
Their
casual
friendship
sudsee
where the students are given in- taching the wires of its local distriare as follows: H. R. Baldwin,
denly
ripens
into
a
warm
and
genuine
structions in slaughtering livestock bution system upon the poles of the
townahipY cTuurman; Paul
transmission line. The company a
romance,
although
neither
has
anyand cutting and curing meat.
Franklin township; Julius Nelnumber of weeks ago signed a conthing
to
offer
the
other
but
love.
'Many members of the group are
, Grove township; Otis Conn, Cass
OF EXTRA CHARGE
looking forward to visiting the radio tract with town officials, agreeing not
nship; and John Pettinger, Union A pleasing interlude on the pic(white
turesque Portuguese island of Madeira
— they I**)
—
^ftAH^fc ^^•••.^^•M *^^BE!!HJflK
station, where they will hear about to interfere or ask 'for any kind of an
nship.
adds a zestful touch to the story,
the new 400-foot vertical antenna re- injunction against the building of the
Hore than half of the counties of
Plllsbury's SHO SHEEN CakeFlour
municipal electric plant if the voters
which traces the development of the
cently installed. Some of the group
state have held meetings similar
tender romance up to their arrival in
will probably be interviewed over the of Anita granted them the franchise
[the one held here. Approximately
GWC
Fancy Mixed
for the transmission line through town.
New York. Here they decide to sepair.
bird of the counties to date have
SALAD DRESSING—
COOKIES—
The vote Thursday gives the Iowa
arate for six months while Boyer seeks
At
the
insectory,
experiments
on
plied to the R. E. A. for loans for
Electric
Co. the right to build the
Smoother,
richer,
Per
work. They give up luxurious prosnew methods of poisoning insects will
lancing construction work.
high
line
through here as follows:
creamier,..
pound
pects of their forthcoming marriages
be inspected.
Hr. Beaty explained that the averCommencing
at the east corto prove themselves worthy of the
quart- jar
Of special interest to the women
> cost of constructing a mile of line
porate
limit
of
the
Town of AniGWC
great love that has smitten them.
folk, will be the greenhouses and gar- ta, Iowa, where the same is inrural districts is about $1,000.
TOILET PAPER—
The sacrifices each goes through,
dens, the home economics building and
Briardale
cost, however, ranges from $800
tersected by Main or Second
1000
sheet
rolls,
coupled with an ill-fated accident to
the girl's dormitories.
Street, thence west on Main or
GRAPE
FRUIT
JUICE
[ $1,200, depending on various conthe girl on the day of their longThe men will visit the agronomy
4
Second Street to the northwest
ons. The money for construction
2
farm, dairy, farm, poultry farm, hor- corner of the intersection of Elm
awaited reunion, provide absorbing
rolls
: may be borrowed from the R. E.
No.
2
cans..
ticultural farm, alfalfa plots and an- and Main or Second Street, thence
dramatic moments. Believing she has
[ providing the local project is apBriardale
imal husbandry experiment farm.
been lamed, and torn between her
south across Main or Second
d, at not less than 3 per cent inAnyone interested in accompanying
love and what she now considers her
PECTIN—
Taps
Street, thence south and west on
est. It will be repaid by the local
this tour is requested to get in touch private right-of-way to the alley
duty, the young woman deliberately
For making jelly or
FLY SPRAY—
ciation or company sponsoring the
with the farm bureau office in Atlan- which extends to First Street,
disappears without permitting
preserves,
1A
Pint
jiject over a 20-year period.
to know of her plight—a plight which
thence west on said alley to First
can
per package... * "C tic as soon as possible.
tfr. Beaty outlined the usual pro- would make her a burden, not a wife
Street, thence west on First Street
ure in starting a rural electrifica- The story reaches a novel ending,
Miss Minnie Forshay has gone to
to Linn Street, thence south on
i project as follows: First a meet- preceded by a refreshing series of draFresh Peas, Cantaloupes, Tomatoes, Cabbage, New Excelsior Springs, Mo., where she will Linn Street to the east and west
|r, such as the. one Wednesday, is matic conflicts which heightens the
take treatment for a couple of weeks Street lying immediately north of
Potatoes, Lettuce, Cucumbers, Peppers.
at one of the sanitariums.
I to discuss the possibility of form- entertainment of the picture.
the right-of-way of the Chicago,
Rock Island, & Pacific Railway,
la temporary .organization to spon- Two tuneful songs, "Sing My Heart'
thence west on the said Street
W. T. Slater, William Petit and
the project. This group makes and "Wishnig," are sung by Miss
George Wild left Tuesday for Indian- to its intersection with Highway
mey of fanners-to determine howlx^uuie.. Appearing ,in support of the
apolis, Ind., to attend the national con- No. ft, and thence west on Highwill use the electrical enegy if j stars are Mana Ouspenskaya, Lee
way No. 6 to the west corporate
vention of Townsend clubs.
r lines are constructed. If inter- Bowman, Astrid Allwyn and Maurice
limit
of the Town of Anita.
is sufficient, the group will deter- Moscovich.
Ted
Benning,
proprietor
of
the
Reports
on
the
township
checkups
A
limited
number
of
jobs
are
availwhere the lines should be built
The program will include a musMiss Helen Dement, who is visitI how many customers it will have. ical miniature starring Phil Harris able for Cass county young men be- now being made to determine each White Front Coffee Shop, is confined ing in Anita with her parents, Floyd
i temporary organization then will and his orchestra, and is entitled tween the ages of 17 and 23, accord- farm's performance under the 1939 to his home this week and under the Dement and wife, entertained the mem>ly for a loan from the R. E. A. to "Romancing Along." There will also ing to an announcement made a few. AAA program are pouring into the j care of the family physician. He is suf- bers of former Hi-Lo bridge club last
days ago by Miss June Hamm, county Cass county agricultural conservation' fering from hardening of the arter- Friday evening at the parental home
«r construction cost..
be the regular news reel.
ies.
office at the courthouse in Atlantic.
welfare worker.
on Locust Street. Eight young ladies
ngineers of the R. E. A. will in"The Kid From Texas."
Township committeemen, who have
"We
are
anxious
to
enroll
a
number
were present including Mrs. Lawrence
the proposed project to deter- "The Kid From Texas," with DenThe
vacation
school
of
St.
Joseph's
been elected by the farmers in each
be whether it is1 feasible and can be nis O'Keefe as a cowboy turned polo of boys of as high a type as possible," community, are serving as reporters | Catholic church of Wiota and St Williams and Miss Ruth Parker of AtMiss
Hamm
said.
"We
are
especially
lantic. The evening was spent playcted to pay for itself over the. gtari is the current attraction at th<
for the checkup. All farmers who are Mary's Parish of Anita' which for the
ear period. After the B. E. A. | Riaito this (Wednesday) evening interested in boys just out of high found to have planted within their corn past two weeks, has been conducted in ing bridge, at which high score was
school whose parents cannot afford to
held by Mrs. Neil Johnson. A lunch,
i pronounced the project feasible—, Teamed with him is Florence Rice in
and wheat allotments will be eligible the Wiota school building, closed Sun- was served by the hostess.
IbabJy before the loan is actually • a rapid-fire story starting on a Texas send them to college."
day
morning
with
high
mass.
The
Although the CCC was originally for parity payments on these crops.
luted—a permanent association will range and leading, through the Long
was sung by Fr. Herman Bongers The county auditor's office has redesigned for youths on the relief rolls, The rate of corn payment is deter- mass
of
Jorganized. This organization will j js]and aoc$sA set to a Wild West show
mined
by
multiplying
six
cents
a
bush!
Ottumwa,
recently ordained to the ceived notice from state officials reit is no longer necessary for an appli!
ply for a charter, adopt suitable j Q'Keefe plays a cowboy who takes
The school was directed garding the agricultural land credit
cant to be on relief, the welfare head el by the appraised yield for the farm ;Priesthood.
b Sister Maric
flaws, elect directors and officers up polOi iearned from the news reels,
?
^^ and Sister
said. On the contrary, youths from and this is then multiplied by the acre- Immanuel,
assisted by Frederick Mc- law passed by the Iowa legislature
•Uraw up articles of incorporation:' jnva<jes Long Island, plays courtship borderline families not certified for age allotment for each crop.
during its recent session. The new law,
"he. Rural Electrification Admin-' to an heiress amid many comical comThe payment rate for wheat is 11 Dermott.
which goes into effect next year, prorelief are preferred.
tion is anxious to work with' potions, and winds up captaining
The enrollment period, lasting for cents a bushel. Parity or price ad- At a garden party a few days ago vides for an annual fund of $600,000
y agency or group interested in polo gamea between cowboys and wild six months, will begin early in July. justment payment applications will be
from which the state will pro rate re"'— electrical service to rural indjans in a Wild West show. Other I Casa county has not yet received a defi- made soon after the checkup on per- at 217 Welch Street in Ames, Miss fund payments on agricultural tracts
Lois iDuthie announced her engageat the lowest possible cost," p]Byers jn the cast include Anthony nite quota, but the welfare office ex- formance has been completed.
within the city limits of a town, which
Beaty explained. The loans may i ^Han, Jessie Ralph and Buddy Ebsen. pects to be able to handle up to ten
Farmers can help the checkup by ment to Charles Thomas of Akron, are subject to taxation for school pur•obtained by cooperatives organized, r^ program this evening will in- boys. Further information can be ob- assisting in the measurement of fields Ohio. Bright May baskets revealed poses. Application for payment must
Tarmers, such as is being considered clude the cartoon, "Mama's New Hat;" ! tained at the welfare office in the and supplying necessary information the names of the couple. Beneath a be filed with the county auditor before
bank
the five
tass county, or hy municipal power the p€te gmith specialty, "Radio courthouse basement at Atlantic.
P°und
to the farm reporters. They should
June 1, starting next year. Agriculcand rested in the bird bath
its, public power districts) and pub- jjams;» Bnd Iowa News Flashes,
also check their compliance foms with
y
™th the tural tracts are defined as all tracts
j
fraternity pin hidden in a pink car(utility companies that wish to ex- (
'
Cass county farmers operated 2,110 the reporters.
nation. Members of Theta Delta Chi of more than 10 acres, used primarily
for farming purposes.
cars and 175 trucks during 1938, acreceived cigars, Mr. Thomas is emcording to a report from the statistics
ployed by the Goodyear Tire and
department of the weather and crop
Rubber Co.
j bureau in Des Moines. In the state
Her does not need to. contract to' Final presidential approval of two i as a whole, farmers operated 217,335
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Howard
a certain amount of power, al- Cass county WPA projects for the ! cars and trucks, an increase of 4,000 3,000 full-grown bullheads have ertertained a number of relatives at
6h he probably will be charged a construction of highway maintenance ,' over 1937- Of these vehicles, 209,000 been placed in the streams of Cass their home on West Main Street at The large barn on the Harry C.
rate for electricity. Such sheds was received at the county en- were automobiles.
county by the county conservation dinner Sunday, in honor of Mrs. How- { Faulkner farm six miles southwest
is customary to cover a min- gineer's office at the courthouse in Atlard's father, James Quinn of Lenox, J °* the city and on the place tenanted by
commission.
amount of energy. As the use lantic a few days aero.
Sheriff P. P- Edwards will be in
A thousand fish were dumped into Iowa. Those present were Mr. Quinn, ' T<>n> Bailey and family was destroyed
' increases, the charge per
shortly after 7:00 o'clock Sun», which will house county Anita on the evening of Tuesday, June Troublesome creek, a thousand in Edward Quinn and wife and Ernest , by
out
hour decreases rapidly,
evenig, the fire originating from
driver's license ap- Turkey creek and the other thousand Quinn of Lenox; Ralph DeVoe,
uipment, will both be construct- 27 to fill
agreeing to use electricity
building tile, and each will have i plications. To get a new driver's liSeven Mile creek. The fish, ob- wife and children of Osceola; Richard j a bolt of lightning.
not be liable for the cost of the
basement. Total cost of the cense without taking an examination, tained from the state hatcheries, were Updike, wife and daughter of Bed- Besides the barn, which was a total
Mr
f construction or for the obligations work will be $20,358, with the federal your present license must be renewed spread along for several miles in each ford; William Quinn, wife and
- B»H«y lost nine head of milch
c
Pther consumers. The cost of the grant furnishing $12,670 and the coun- by July 4. Sheriff Edwards will be at of the streams.
daughter of Sharpsburg; Chas. Quinn, ' °ws, one horse, 15 tons of hay, 6 tons
I the office of the Forshay Insurance The conservation group also ex- wife and son of Clearfield; and Mrs. |°f straw, some harness and numerous
power line will, of course, be ty $7,688.
,
. . .
P'd by the association from the One shed, 36 by 104 feet m dimen- I Agency. More than 5,000 Casa res- pects to receive 500 pheasant chicks M. Dorn of Anita. Represented in farm tools.
8
of the power line..
sions, will be built just east of the idents have already made application soon to be brooded in the county, the gathering were four generations. Mr. Bailey had insurance to partialne R
ly cover his loss, as did Mr. FaulkThe birds will be released as soon as
E. A. will insist that enough present maintenance ahed, north of for new licenses.
A winner and loser party was held ner on the barn.
they are old enough to forage for
"«rs indicate their willingness to the Rock Island depot m Atlantic.
last Thursday by the members of the j Mr. and Mr». Bailey, undoubtedly,
James E. Foote of Logan, Iowa, themselves.
so that the project will be ?he other will be in district No B
sound financial footing and will five miles east of Griswold, ami will be and Mis3 Minnie Hauswirth of Have- The county conservation commission Friday bridge club. At 1:00 o'clock are fortunate that they escaped injury
lock, Iowa, were united in marriage is composed of a representative from * three course dinner was served at or possible death, as they were doing
to pay for itself in the required 36 by 88 feet in size.
a few days ago at Pocahontas, Iowa, each township in the county, and B Losse's Triangle cafe on West Main the evening chores at the time the
time.
!
B* the annual cost of opera- An all day meetinT^''' W. P. G. according to announcements received representative from each civic or- Street, and the afternoon was spent : barn was struck. They had milked
at the home of Mrs. Henry Maduff several of the cows when the storm
by friends in Anita. The groom ia ganization in Atlantic.
maintenance of the power
where bridge was the diversion. The came up, and had gone to the house
a
former
Anita
boy
and
is
a
son
of
upon numerous local conCass county residents bought prize for holding high score at bridge' to care for their children, the barn
Mrs. Maggie Foote. Following his
£tls> Mr. Beaty said that it prob- Street. During the noon houi. <"
graduation from the Anita high $451.93 worth of Christmas seals in was won by Mrs. B. D. Forshay, while being struck while they were in the
would be about $12 to $16 per
of
school in the spring of 1925 he took 1938, a report this week by the Iowa the consolation prize went to Mrs. Al- house.
''ne per monl#. This average
a course at a business college in Om- Tuberculosis Association shows. The bert Secress. The losers or hostesses I In Anita there was quite a heavy
includes insurance,
aha, and later passed a civil service state sale, according to the report, for the party were Mrs. Maduff, Mrs. wind and electrical storm, which was
The
afternoon
was
spent
boiu
of the loan, maintenance
examination
for work with the post totaled $108,000, a gain of 4 per cent Leo V. Bongers, Mrs. Ethel Budd, Mrs. accompanied by rainfall measuring
operation, liability insur- the ladies.
s
office
department.
For the past ten over the preceding year when the total Fred M. Sheley, Mrs. Robert Scott and 1.10 inches. The wind blew several
nd lhe
cost of energy consumed.
t*.
n. It was pointyears
he
has
been
a
city mail carrier. was ?98,068.72. The average per cap- Mrs. Fannie Young. Mrs. Elmer Cog- large limbs off of trees in different
fi
watt
hours
per
month.
H
t
' eure the average cost P«r
ed ont that a minimui.. °M° \
in Logan, where he and his wife will. ita purchase in Iowa was 4 cents, and ley of Great Falls, Mont., waa an out- parts of town, disrupting electrical
°uW be about $60 a year or
-'^ be Provided
-^ ' make their home.
mon
- ^8.3 flenta.in Cass county.
' of-town guest.
'service from 6:30 until 8:00 o'clock.
th, in return for which the hours m
of
about
?3.50
to
$3.7^
P*
womd receive 40 to 60 kilo-

Values For Friday-Saturday

25c

25c

•UIKOOI E-Z-8IIP HIXIRG SMM

15c

17c

19c

Cass Welfare Office Seeks Reports of Farm Checkers
Boys For CCC Enrollment Pouring Into County Office

County Receives Funds
For Two New Road Sheds

T*™^~^B

SSSSSja

3,000 Bullheads Placed
in Three County Creeks

Barn on Tom Bailey Farm
Struck By Lightning Sunday

',.-^:'.;:',-^;,s-.^;.;••- ,~.:i^ .
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COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

and provided by the Constitution and
laws of the State of Iowa and will

CrawforcLV Clover Farm Store

PETERSI

'DELIVER
CERY

(Continued from last week.)
visions of this resolution; and
PHONE 300
Such payments into said sinking as an
fund shall be made in equal monthly tain and -^ '"'"^ of the plant
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY"
installments on the first day of each trance on the P^P^,.^'security
UI
month,
except
that
when
the
First
and
system.
*oi:
'
™[
h ; d to
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
TOMATOES, standard pack, 3 No. 2 cans.
<>,(
day of any month shall be a Sunday of said bonds herein authom
or a legal holiday, then such pay-; be issued and ge coupons
CORN,
creamed
style;
3
No.
2
cans.
g
PRUNES, medium size, 3 pounds
25c
ments shall be made on the next sue- i atta^hed «Jien £ ^d and binding
CORN, P & G, fancy whole kernel, white or
ceeding secular day. Such sinking and declarecI to °e van a
.
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
fund shall be used solely and only; upon the real estate to be P"""^^ j
yellow, 2 No. 2 cans,
„
a d tne ln
m
and
is
hereby
pledged
for
the
pur•
"
.
?F°;!,
,r
f
said
bonds'
vl
r
pds
O
COFFEE, Sun-Up, finest coffee for the price lb i?
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
29c
pose of paying the interest on and , ed from the proceeds 01 saiu
principal of the bonds herein author-! hereby authorized, ^ch lien snwi
COFFEE, Chocolate Cream, re& or drip, lb. ?Q
LAUNDRY SOAP, 7 giant size bars
25c
ized to be issued. If at any time ; take effect immedia ely upon the de
POPPED WHEAT, large package.
"•**
a
there be a failure to pay into said livery of J V V - H r t v Tthe terms!
WHEATIES, 2 packages
21c
sinking fund the full amount above ; event of a default in.arty-of the terms
ORANGES,
small,
dozen.
.life
;
Large,
dozen'
'2?
stipulated, then an amount equiva-; of this resolution and-or the^ terms.
CORNED BEEF, 12-ounce can
19c
LEMONS,
Sunkist,
lar|e,Size,
dozen.
g
lent to the deficiency shall be paid , of the instrument ev^-""' «»
into
said
sinking
fund
from
the
net!
as
in
the
form
ol
TOILET TISSUE, Clover Farm, 4 rolls
25c
earnings of said plant as soon as j hereinafter set_out said hen may be
Fresh Peaches, BinyCilttlries,
Apricots, PlU7ns°
<•' '?wr'- - 1 " 1 • -' -»•'--—' •' *'
available and in addition to the enforced and foreclosed for the use
NEW POTATOES, Red Triumphs, peck
39c
and
Vc
amount otherwise required to be so, and benefit of all oonds ^H-H bv
set apart and paid into said sink- standing, V&^^oTlSafX
PRESERVES, assorted, pure, 2-pound jar
39c
ing fund. Any balance of the net] the laws of the s^te * "wa lor
earnings of said plant in excess of | the enforcement and foreclosure
The Mayor and Town
Carrots, Lettuce, Black Raspberries, Celery,
the payments hereinbefore specified I mortgages
Cabbage and Tomatoes.
soo
u deliver an instrument
shall be available to the Town as w.
as shall be a proper ^are or
such
lien
which
shall
be
in
substantialthe Town may from time to time
to which his bonds and coupons stall
the following form:
direct, and whenever the amount in ly THIS
be entitled from the purchaseiprfce.
INDENTURE
made
and
ensaid sinking fund is equal to the tered into as of the First day of May, Any remedy herein provided »
entire amount of the interest and prinPAYROLL CUTS.
1939,
between the Town of Anita, cumulative and in addition to any
cipal that will become due on all of Iowa,
a
municipal corporation, party other remedy now or hereafter .existA misleading, report relative to the the bonds outstanding, then no further of the first part, and Anita State ing at common law or in equity or
Published Every Thursday by the
payments need be made into said sink.,
~-«nVA
by constitution or statute either inIowa,
gradual cut in state employee person- ing. fund, provided, however, said Town Bank of Anita,
owa, a corporation
corpora
of or in connection witn and, sealeti on behalf
nel has been gaining wide circulation shall not be relieved from making duly organized and existing under dependently
Town bV authority of its
the provisions of this trust.
and
by
virtue
of
the
laws
of
the
further
payments
into
said
sinking
recently. It was based on a report thai
In case of default as aforesaid in the ell, and the said C. P a
W. P. BUDD
Editor "executive" and "elective" staffs hac fund in the event the amount of said State of Iowa, party of the second payment
of said bonds and-6r the in- SQlon A . Earns acknow e
K "*
sinking fund should be otherwise ex- part, as trustee for the holders of
thereon as the same mature,
of, said instruct
Subscription, if paid in advance..$1.50 be«» reduced by some 79 workers pended or rendered unavailable pend- certain bonds of the Town of Anita, terest
in such event the trustee by its
application to the payment of the Iowa, hereinafter described, WIT- then
If not paid in advance
.$2.00 'Elective" and "Executive" office con- ing
attorney or agents may enter into and
NESSETH:
interest
and
principal
of
said
outstitute but a small portion of the sevand take rpossession of all toe
That party of the first part for nnnn
„,,„.. „„„
standing revenue bonds, but payments
Entered at the post office at Anita, eral state departments and the choice in such event shall continue to be made and in consideration of the sum of j property hereby assigned, transferred
County, Iowa
of words was intended to mislead. The into
IIILU said
aaiu sinking
aiiuiiug fund
.LUIIU so
ou long
lung o&
i>uc One
^-•-•^ Dollar
^-«..^.» V($1.00)
, to
- - it in hand -paid and conveyed, or any part or parts
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
as the
Y
making entry upon any por* (My Commission Expires July 4 1939)1
bulk of statg payrolls are made up amount in such sinking fund is insuf- by said party of the second part, the thereof,
(SEAL)
* '
to meet the payment in full of i receipt whereof is hereby acknowledg- tion in the name of the whole, ana
THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1939.
of workers in boards and commis- ficient
may have, hold and use the same and STATE OF IOWA)
- interest
. . .
has =granted,
bargained
such
and. principal.
,' ed,
—, —
— conveyed,
, .- ,
sions which do not come under full
)
SS
Section 5. That so long as any or i and sold and by these presents does may operate and conduct said pro] *~
TAKE A VACATION.
republican control until July 1 and all of the Electric Light & Power grant, convey, bargain, sell, assign for the use and benefit of the"no|de» COUNTY OF CASS)
On this 26th. day of May A ]
transfer unto said party of the of said bonds. In order to effectjuate
it is here the heaviest reductions will Plant and Distribution System Reve- and
second part, its successors and assigns, such right of possession, the trustee 1939, before me a Notary Public
nue
Bonds
of
said
Town
issued
purAccording to the Iowa State Med- be made. The Board of Social Wel- suant to this resolution are outstand- the property of the said Town as shall have the right at any time either and for said County, personally
ical Society officers, you need a vaca- fare recently abolished eighty-nine ing and unpaid, said Town shall not follows:
before or after final decree in any suit peared <3eo. F. Shaffer, Robt
Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Block 19,
to foreclose this trust deed, to have a and Chester A. Long, to me
me pen
tion. Some of you need it more than county administrator jobs it consid- issue any other bonds or incur any
Town of Anita, in Cass County,
receiver, appointecTfor said property, ally known, who being duly „„
others, but the men whose business ered superfluous. The Highway Com- other obligation payable from the net
and such receiver may be an officer, by me did say that said persons t
Iowa.
earnings of the municipal electric
it is to look after your health say you mission has reduced maintenance per- light
Complete municipal electric
employee or nominee of said trustee. stitute all the members of the Boi
and power plant and distribution
light and power plant and disNo h61der or holders of any bonds of Trustees of the Electric Light
all need it. Whether you take it a personnel by 177 and is continuing the system of said Town except upon a
tribution system of said Town as
or coupons of aforesaid issue shall have Power Plant and Distribution S'
few hours at a time or a few weeks process. The Board of Assessment | basis of such other bonds "or obligaconstructed under contracts with: the right to institute any proceedings of the Town- of-Anita, Iowa;' .
it is up to you. You should give your and Review is pruning its staff in an tions being subject to priority of payJensen Construction Co. of Des
for the collection thereof or for :the the seal affixed to said instrum
ment of the herein authorized Municbody and mind a chance to rest and effort to drop seventy-five employees ipal Electric Light & Power Plant
Moines, Iowa, dated April 15,
foreclosure of this indenture or the is "the seal of said Board and
1939;
execution of the trusts hereof or the said instrument was signed and:
you'll have both of them longer. The by July 1. On Jan. 1 the State Aud- and Distribution System Revenue
Worthington Pump and Maappointment of a receiver or other on behalf of said Town by autL
itor's office listed 109 field checkers. Bonds as to both principal and interdoctors say:
chinery Corp. of Harrison, N. J., remedy, without first giving notice, in of the said i Board of Trustees,.
est.
This is the season of the year when The staff now numbers 64.
dated April 27, 1939;
writing to the trustee of default hav- each of ,the aforesaid members
Section 6. In the event said Town
Electric* Motors Company of
nerves, muscles and brains are nearing
shall elect to exercise-its right to reing been made and continued as here- said Board acknowledged the ere
Even
the
second
coming
of
Chnst
inbefore provided and by such notice tion of said instrument to be the \.
deem any of the bonds herein author- Cedar Rapids, Iowa, dated April
the breaking point from the work and
6, 1939;
will find~a few tardy men and women; ized, which by their terms ve redeemrequesting the trustee to so proce« untary act and deed of said Boat
worry
of
the
past
months.
There
is
G. W. Jones Electric Com- to enforce the lien hereby created and of said Town by it voluni
worry ox me pro ~ns. ,IKIC '^begging
ueeB B for Jjust a little more time, able prior to maturity, notice of such
only one successful treatment for such
''
redemption shall be given by mail at
pany of Kansas City, Missouri, and then only if at least a majority executed.
dated April 20, 1939;
thirt
30
da s
nor to
a condition and that is a recess from
in amount of the holders of the bonds
Harry Swartz, i
PlAjin
-stiwts and
and alleys,
alleva and
neatlv i|least
y
<
)
y
P
such
Clean streets
and neatly
redemption date> addressed to any
all pursuant to plans and specifica- then outstanding join in such notice
Notary
Public in and for ;i
the usual routine of life.
:
kept lawns, are a sure indication that known holder or holders thereof, and
tions prepared by Young and
and request to the trustee and a
•
'.-•• '••:. Cass County, lowivj
Vacation time is here and everyone somebody lives, or at least stays there. by publication of notice of redempStanley, Inc., Engineers, of Mus- j reasonable opportunity shall have been (My Commission Expires July 4,193
catine,
Iowa,
now
on
file
with
the
tion not less than thirty (30) days
should take advantage of it. When
(SEAL)
offered the trustee after receipt of
Town Clerk of said Town of Anisuch notice and request to^proceed
Passed and approved May 24,1
you start on your holiday and turn
About the only thing that will
ta, Iowa.
C. F. Darrow,
in its own name to exercise the powthe key on all business, be sure that a young woman to swear out loud is: fation withm the^State.
All of said property is more par- ers hereunder granted, provided such
you turn the key on all business'. to step on her foot that has the corn
Section 7. That the rates charged j ticularly described in said plans and bondholder or holders shall also first Attest:
by the Town of Anita, Iowa, to cus- : specifications and said contracts.
| furnish the trustee reasonable in- •-| •
troubles and anxieties. When you ^ tassel,
. - Solon A. Kartis;
tomers of the Electric Light and Pow-1 TO HAVE AND TO BOLD the demnity against costs, expenses and
Town Cleitfl
turn the key in the doors of your homes j
...
, , ,
er Plant and Distribution System, in- ! above granted property unto the party liabilities to be by the trustee in- (SEAL)
be sure that the key Iqcks in all the! We are glad we live in a land where eluding the municipality, shall be such of the second part, its assigns or , The high school or college graduate
On motion and vote the met
difficulties that ever arose there.
^ is not unconstitutional to give vent reasonable rates within the following i successors in trust, and for the benefit
adjourned.
the
to
your
feelings,
whether
the
grievance
maximum
rates
as
will
be
sufficient
to
j
and
on
behalf
of
the
several
holders
.
Don't pack up a lot of tuxedoes,
Solon A. Karns,
to the world, i
to be
.
.
.
.
i pay for tfie operation and maintenance' of the hereinafter described bonds, ls
Town Clerkl
costly hats and silks and satins; take ]s
or imainary.
of said plant and system and the prin- | their respective executors, adminis- a happy, successful individual. If he
along your old clothes, overalls, sweatP8
f
inteSt
n a l d r e e n u e trator
and
118 and
Harry Graham and wife of Red (
°as they mature.° The
-- a^?
each inholonng
such realizes that he owes the world for his
A •* is
• inhabited
• i. u-* j bonds
K
ers and housedresses and throw a
That the town of- Anita
as his . respective
. rr maximum • proportion
,
.
., . .
,
, j ^ _ j spent Sunday in the city, guests (
es that mav be
charged by the bears to the total issue of such bonds education, that he owes the world for?
fishing-rod in the trunk of your car. bv a generously inclined people is ^
.,
...
., , 4. 4.1. «
_ ' said Town of Anita to customers of as may from time to time be outstand- his spot in the sun, that he should be- Glenn Porch and family.
Give yourself an opportunity to en- evidenced
!
from the fact thai we are electricity, while the aforesaid bonds in£- ., , ,
, ,
gin paying that obligation by- becomjoy all of Nature's wonders and for- never lucky enough to escape the man pr any of them are outstanding, shall
Provided always, and these presents mg
;„
„ ,f ,
.,1 •,.•
•.
Mrs. Dosba V. Scholl spent
are upon the express condition that: wil1 a etusefu1' resPonslble citizen, he week end in Stuart visiting her daugi
be as follows:
get completely the problems which or woman who is working a graft.
RESIDENTIAL SERVICE.
WHEREAS, the said property above
£ along- If he succeeds, it will be
you may leave at home.
First 30 KWH per month @ 7.0c described is to secure the payment on his own power. If he fails, it will ters, the Misses Freda and Jane Schi
The
per
capita
cost
of
Iowa
governper
You who are housewives, teachers,
of said bonds and the interest there- be his own fault. The world only pays
doctors, lawyers, clergymen, farmers, ment in 1932 was $9.52 . . . in 1937. Next 30 KWH per month @ 6.0c
B. Brodersen, wife and daug
off on bills for
under
the
per
NOW THEREFORE, if the said'ere
Proven services rend- Hedwig, of Denison spent Friday!
to ?24
Business H nreii, laborers
muvrvns and
aiiu uiuiuivai.
*v had
ti»u risen
*it?~» vv
•?— . . children it
KWH per month
d.
@4'0c Town of Anita, Iowa, shall well and
should by all means realize that a ' n e w Iowa cigarette law a carton of
truly
pay
the
holders
of
the
aforecurred
by proceeding to carry out the city witfc. Jhfcir son and brothf
vacation once each year is a necessity illegal cigarettes would cost the of- j An over 90 KWH per month @ 3.oc said bonds, their executors, adminis- the request contained in such notice Ben Brodersen and family. They r
the state of Iowa per KWH.
to the well-rounded, healthful, useful fender $501.20
trators and assigns, the principal of Such notice, request, and indemnity accompanied honie by Jean Broders
through the Comptroller's office writes j Minimum monthly bill $1.00.
aforesaid
bonds m the sum of $104,000, may be required by the trustee as who will spend a. few days with 1
and happy life.
COMMERCIAL AND POWER
and
precedent" to 7he"ex~ec~ution
""1 also thee semi-annual interest conditions preceden
And when you return home sur- 5,000 checks evesy working day for
SERVICE.
thereon at the rate of Four Per of the nowpri
AnH tr-nct nf tv,i= ;„ grandparents.
powers
and
salaries,
expenses,
purchases,
etc.
.
.
.
First
50
KWH
per
month
@
7.0c
'
Cent
—
*-•<•
powers
and herein
trust of
this mcharged with change, rest, new life,
er annum, payable on the denture. Nothing
"contained
C. C. Heckman and wife and Lyjj
eijergy and a happy mind to find all Dr. Bierring's vital statistics says per^KWH. KWH
ay
of
June
and
of
December
shall
prevent
the
holders
of
bonds
TTTITTT
j.1
/-~, t- iPer month @ 5-Bc Iterest r/V^^r^i'S h!reb?.:_8,ecured *»» Proceeding in Redburn and wife drove to Des Mrthose things so easily adjusted which that homicides dropped to 33 in 1938 per KWH.
seemed too difficult to face at the time over the preceding year's 58 while
50 KWH per month
all
,
_ resouton adopted
attended a picnic at the state
u
of your departure, then you will know suicides declined from 440 to 418 . . . per KWH.
by
after a reasonabe
Next 150 KlWH per month @ 3.4c the" Town Council' of said~"fown
grounds^ for employees of the
that your vacation has been a real current federal debt total $40,354,546,f
afor
ne'gTcf
£
after
per KWH.
j May 24, 1939; then this
410.99 . . . your share $310.42.
success.
All over 300 KWH per month at 3.0c denture of Mortgage, ar
Wt
"
j per KWH.
I title and interest hereby
The,
no
Minimum monthly bill $1.00.
with Mrs. Heckman's parents,
ity as to the
MUNICIPAL SERVICE.

Phone 29
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MIXTURE

TRY THE
ONLY GASOLINE WITH

"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

service charge. "
'
, poses.
" "
"" """ pur - j1"** nor as to the validity of this I panied home by Cqnsuella Heck:
1
Waterworks Power, 4.0c per KWH., If default be made in the payment actaSwted^ert n^r
a^t?*""
,°? , who had been visiting with her gr
as to
Section 8. The bonds hereby auth-. of aforesaid bonds and-or the inter- and extent nfi£or se<
.<<he a,motl"t no-en^,
orized and from time to time out- est thereon as the same matures and ??ven » H th t
=unty hereby Parents.
U not
standing shall not be entitled to pri- said default continues for thirty davs liahl*' in »«» ™«, * EIsh\br
^
on
onty or preference, one over the the trustee may elect to, and upon thes Dart nf t£ fi f party>
? n«ach
r an
other, in the application of the net request in writing of the holders of rEi™ I
r$
? y- LET THE BOCK
earnings of said municipal electric not less than a majoritv in face valnp wiif,,i nereuiKler
' except for its own
e h en ce
SIMPLIFY YOUR SUMMER
light and power plant and distribu- of said bonds hereby secured and at
}!, " e e f - _
tion system or with respect to the the time outstanding, must declare refusal or ^"
r
off
VACATION PLANS
Trustee °
or
pledge of the property securing their the principal of said bonds then out- of any
to act as
payment, regardless of the time or standing at once due and payable to- trusteee
enjoyment there"
ter .
*
For. carefree
times of the issuance of such bonds,, gether with all accrued
accrued and
and unpaid
unLin
n™!* Trustee this indenture,, a sucn«
cessor
atch
a
»
,
UStee
b
nothing
to
match
.^.,u
oiiu
unr:-"'
-—''
it being the intention that all bonds interest and hereupon the wholfof Jhe^h
™V « appointed by
0
f 8ai
trip through the »lorf«!
of this issue at any time outstanding
outstanding the principal of safd bonds Togethe bonds outetanSin
*
TfJ
^
°
^
See- a^-inspirm
shall rank on a parity.
, with all accrued and
• ° utstandl ng at the time of such
™ unpaid inVre^
Caverns — the Eocky>
r
Section 9 The provisions of this ' shall at" once" bWome* due and payable shall hav P f,,n P W SUCCeSS
-"
—U
resolution shall constitute a contract although the time for maturity of tne
the sam
J,m»
1 ° ur ^ act° hereunder* region of cool
between
said*!,„Town
of iAnita
and
the said
bonds may
not then hav/ „ lnaliv
.,., nnmo/l
e as though
it had "«u
been
the .•• wonders of
y
een orieo
other i
nan
u«u«.
„* the
V,
!„ herein
:_ author_..ii
_:....,
"(}l- tnen nave ex- maliv
holdersn of
bonds
pired
National Park and many
>ed V,o™;_
herein _as "
TrusteeWHP'
88
WH
interesting places.
ized to be issued as may from time
In the event of default as afore- 'TOWTI nT^
!
EREOF, the
to time be outstanding and after the said, the trustee may with or with nrTUrt
If*;.. Iowa' Party
This is world's fair year *»&>
e Anita State
issuance of any of said bonds, no out written request by the bondholders Tni,t«
?
*
will want to see one or
,
change, variations or alteratwn of proceed in any court having jurisdi, aX™ I rrty-.°f the sec°nd Part, to
these
stupendous
«
g
lts acee
any kind of the provisions of this tion against party of the first nart" T<
* ll *
Ptance of said
i1

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

resolution shall be made until all of to obtain a decre/ of foreclosure Tie be el'. ?H

CaUSC<1 this

^denture to GOW)BN GATE »^<N tiJ< ""
n

said bonds issued hereunder and in- and conveyance of the whole
as of the
terest thereon shall have been paid part of the property hereby moH
in full. The provisions of this reso- gaged either in part or as an P t
TOWN OF ANITA IOWA '
lution may be enforced by mandamus | ty and may carry out other nroi-p'T
ty c- F. Darrow]
or injunction in any court of juris- ings authorized by law for collection
Mayor.
Attest:
diction. If any section, paragraph, of said bonds and coupons.
clause or provision of this resolution
The trustee is hereby appoint,,!
Solon A. Karns,
be held invalid, such invalidity shall the tiue und lawful attorney in fact
Town Clerk.
(SEAL)
not affect any of the remaining pro- of the party of the first ipart
( e(
visions hereof, and this resolution revocably and by way of
I.;
; '- V. Shaffer,
shall become effective immediately coupled with an interest in the
»l>t. Scott
na imupon its passage and approval.
and stead of party of the first part
,, arl
Chester
Long,
A.
Section 10. That the Town of to make all proper and necessary
B ard of
(SEAL)
°
Trustees.
Anita, Iowa, hereby covenants and deeds,
conveyances and assignments
agrees with the holder or holders of of property
sold under such f,,,',
Anita State Bank, Anita, Iowa,
the bonds herein authorized to be closures or other proceedings At
,,H „
Trustee.
issued, or any of them that may any sale made pursuant to the powers
X H. C. Faulkner,
from time to time be outstanding, hereunder granted or by judicial auth
Vl
(SEAL)
" President.
that it will faithfully and punctually onty any holder of any bond or bonds
perform all duties with reference to may bid for and purchase any proper STATE OF 10 W \ )
the municioal
, , . , .electric
, , . light
- . and power
• - j ty sold hereunder and inn thee ev,.
p.ant and distribution system required Of such purchase by him shall i COUNTY OP CASS)
On th,s 25th. day of May, A. D,

EXPOSITION on San* "I"
NEW TORE WORLD'S **>
world of
tomprrow.
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expense toura to

far S
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ditioned. Enjoy the
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE

Jo>

i'

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young

«. (

EXTRA l>OI,LARg_Mn
1

S?««»«? *fiuKE!fl %«! t

CIG TOP

ByEDWHEELAN

Jeff Bangs, owner of the circui, is amazed to hear that. "Silk" Fowler, hi»
ringmaiter, wants to marry Myr« L« Belle.

ELL, OUT \MITW
IT,MV(?A' «/HAT
IS IT VOU WANT
To Ttl-L ME

ITS ABOUT,"SILK",
UNCLE- -3EFF> I
HAVEN'T
Tt> A SOUL NCJT
EVEN HAL "

3U6T&EFORE THE SHOW
OPENCD THIS VtAfe ,'
ASVCED ME MARPy HIM !
AT F\RST I TWOUSHT HE
WAS CJOKtNG
SOON TOUND

7

" DO VtXJ
TO TtLL ME THAT "SILK
PROPOSEP
you?"
OLD

-WAT'S EXACTLV
TO1£> HIM, "UNCLE 3EFF.
ND fT MADE. HIM npO
HE'& SEEM DISAGREEABLE
ANt> NAStV To
ATon It Gregarious

WAS IN

&M&*

ta s

?«tude i.

m*i love takes

_

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Ready for *the Elopers

GAZOBBLING .
GRASSHOPPERS!

HOPE LALA
DONT PULL THAT
SECRET ELOPE/WENT
BEFORE I GET
WORD
DETROIT ABOUT
6ONZAL.ES' PAST

WHAT WOULD

HURRY, HIVES - WE
MUST PICK UP
SENOR 60NZALES
,-AT EIGHTT

.of

Thdie'a no use of bein« i,
wito-those who haven't kfgic.
"* an troublefai
ry. But worry is somethinr
I
cftnsUfnHonal.
^8I
Soccietimes an ounce of hint
worth a pound of advice.

MAMA SW?

box tot

QUWU
FORf

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Exclusive Rights Sale Coming Up!

A Full Life
I fear not death; I fear onlyJ
having lived enough.—Z

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L. HUNTLEY

In the Past Tense

POP— A Literal Demonstration of Pop's Financial Position

By J. MILLAR WATT

SOJZRY I CANT
L&ND YOU THAT
MONEY.

oe
it* four great, modem *»
wee

is removed fr>m the

to

duet an ofl that «/*«•"
need
RIGHT ON SCHEDULE

Cheerful News
PANPIT5 ROB EWNK.
EJfAPE IN AUTC7

FIVE PERSONS Wfc
IN HCTEC FUZE.

Patient—Say, doctor, pull this
tooth just as quick as you can! It's
been aching like tarnation ever since
last summer. I thought sometimes
I couldn't stand it.
Dentist—Why didn't you come to
me sooner and have it pulled?
Patient—I heard on the radio you
should go to your dentist every six
months, and I waa waiting for the
time to roll round.
No Substitutes
"What's the matter, child?" asked
mother, hearing small Molly cry.
"My new shoes hurt me, boo-hoo,"
answered Molly.
"It's no wonder. Look, you have
them on the wrong feet."
"Well, I haven't got any other
feet, boo-hoo."
Precautions
Patient—I /wish to consult you
with regard to my utter loss of
memory.
Doctor — Ah, yes — what-er — in
cases of this nature I always require
my fee in advance.

THE WORLD AT ITS WORST

GLUYAS W1MJAMS

QUAKER
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BATTLE LOOMS OVER ESTATE
OF LATE PERCY HALLOCKi

Binder Twine

FROM OUR OLD FILES

A court battle loomed this week
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
i over the estate of Isaac Percy Hallock, wealthy Brayton farmer and
June 24, 1909^
land owner, who died June 9 in a hosAnother heavy rain Sunday night;
pital at Rochester, Minn., following a
not much needed, but will do no spechernia operation.
j Mr. Hallock's will, dated Feb. 12,' ial harm.
1931, and leaving his property to his j Miss Florence Bailey will attend
and
niece, Miss Mary Curry of Atlantic, normal school at Cedar Falls during
and his nephew, Ralph Curry, living the summer.
northwest of Anita, with Mary Curry j J M. Cramlet has sold his farm
as executrix, was filed in the Audubon, north of the city to W. E. Clark at
county clerk of the district court's of- $75 per acre.
fice last week by Attorney R. W. Cock- John Steinmetz has sold his farm
for $100 per acre, but we were unable
j shoot of Atlantic.
' It was revealed Monday that Mr. to learn the buyer's name.
WATCH FOR OUR CIRCULAR!
J. A. Wagner has twenty acres of
Hallock's brother, C. K. Hallock of
Atlantic, has filed a contest to the will, pop corn under cultivation.. Last year
alleging that "the will is not the true his pop corn netted him about $20 per
will of Isaac Percy Ballock, but the j acre.
Anita, Iowa
Phone 158
same was induced by fraud or undue i L. C. Robison has sold his residence
influence or both, and that the said property on the southeast corner of
• • - — - . . . . .. •
.
•"'
.* •*>.•••' _
'•
^^™.|
decedent was taken advantage of and Third and Locust Streets to C. S. AlWE
DELIVER
239
induced to leave said inheritance con- vord for $1,025.
NOTICE.
Insurance Department of Iowa
•..vryafe
trary to his real wishes, and that he
N. C. Burkhart has sold his resiDes Moines
Complaint has been made to my
did not fully understand the objects dence property near the Congregationoffice that certain parties are loiterANNUAL CERTIFICATE FOR
of his bounty at the time of the exe- Ial church to William Cochran, the 49:13, "Sing, 0 heavena; and be^joyHoward Joy, wife and son
ing in the lobby of the post office, and
cution of said will."
) consideration being $3,200.
PUBLICATION
ful, 0 earth; and break forth "into of Ro^, Ark, arrived in A j
tinkering with the lock boxes. This
of the
The will was filed June 12 in Audu-1 Harold Donohoe is here from Spoon- singing, 0 mountains: for the Lord day to spend a few weeks
must be stopped at once, or you will Netherlands Insurance Company, lo- bon county, and estimates the estate er, Wis., and will visit a few weeks hath comforted his people, «nd will father. A., J. Joy, and with
get yourself in trouble not only with cated at Hartford, Connecticut.
at $60,000, including 700 acres of land with, friends. He may learn the bar- have mercy upon his afflicted."
atiyes and friends.
the local authorities but with the fednear Brayton.
ber trade at his brother's shop.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoiWhereas, the above named company
eral government.
Attorney Harry B. Swan of Atlan- Miss Ethel Glass, for two years a tations from the Bible and from the
Miss'Ethel 'Henneberg~7
Boys carrying newspapers are also las filed in the Insurance Department tic is representing C. K. Hallock.
teacher in the Anita schools, has re- Christian Science textbook, "Science nurse at the Iowa Lutheran
warned to take care of the wrappers of Iowa, a sworn statement showing
signed her position here to accept a and Health with Key to the Scrip- in Des Moines, is enjoying a <
and wire, and not throw them onto its condition on the thirty-first day of WATER EXPERT TELLS WHY
similar position in the Audubon tures" by Mary Baker Eddy. ,
from her work and is visitng ati
the roofs of buildings, or they will be December, 1938, in accordance with the
S. W. IOWA IS SHORT OF WATER schools at a higher salary.
home of her parents, Carsten
One
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
arrested. These papers and wire get provisions of Chapter 404, Title 20, of
berg and wife.
Miss Ethel Parker is attending norThe following article, from .the pen mal institute at Audubon, and has been "For other foundation can no matt lay
caught in the eaves when it rains, ;he Code of Iowa, relating to Insurance
than
that
is
laid,
which
is
Jesus
Christ"
causing much damage to property. lompanies; and whereas said Insur- of Tom Thorpe, who is an authority on engaged to teach the fall term of
During the night Monday,
ance Company has complied with the wells in Iowa, will be read with inter- school in the Lewis district in Audu- (I Corinthians 3:11).
C. F. Darrow,
entered the office of the Anita
Among
the
selections
from
the
aws of this State relating to insur- est by people who have experienced a
tf
Mayor.
bon township.
Christian Science textbook is the fol- her Co. and took $1.59 f r o r a ,,
ance.
shortage of water:
William
Cochran
has
sold
his
2801
lowing: "The testimony of the mater- drawer. The safe was tampered™
Carl Millard and wife spent SaturFarmers in southwestern Iowa, who
Therefore, in pursuance of law, I,
acre
farm
2%
miles
east
of
Anita
to
ial senses is neither absolute nor di- but the culprit was unable to open]
day night and Sunday with relatives Ihas. R. Fischer, Commissioner of In- are talking about digging'-irrigation!
Wiliam Ballenseif er and Ernest Burke, vine. I therefore plant myself un- Entrance was gained to the o
at Carbon.
surance, do hereby certify that said wells, wouldn't need such wells if they
who according to the terms of the reservedly on the teachings of Jesus, prying open a window.
Insurance Company is authorized to would take care of the water supply
A meeting of five charter members transact the business of Fire; Wind- and spend as much time and money contract are to get possession March of his apostles, of the prophets, and
A picnic dinner was held „„„
of the HI H. club, organized in Anita storm; Automobile Fire, Property conserving water as they have drain- 1. The price paid was $100 an acre, on the testimony of the Science of
at
the Guy Smith home northwest]
thirty-five years ago, was held Satur- Damage and Collision insurance in ing swamps and lakes and tiling fields or $28,000.
Mind" (p. 269).
the city, the occasion being in i
day at the home of Mrs. Rachel Mill- the State of Iowa, as required by in the past, says Tom W. Thorpe, gen- Harry Bovee and .Mercedes Findlay
of Mr. Smith's birthday. Those j
hollin on Chestnut Street, when Mrs. law, until the first day of April, 1940. eral manager of Thorpe Well Co., were united in marriage on Wednesday
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur!
afternoon
at
the
home
of
the
bride's
Millhollin, Mrs. Ed. L. Newton and
I further certify that on December whose firm is valiantly seeking to find
1. Sealed bids will be received holdt and family, Mr. and Mrs.]
Mrs. A. A. Miller, who are still mem- 31, 1938, the statement shows—
a suitable water supply at Oakland. parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. John Findlay,
east
of
Marne.
They
will
make
their
bers of the club, entertained two 1st. Total Admitted
by the Auditor of Cass County at Wheattey and family, Mr. (
Iowa's splendid highway system,
home
in
Anita
where
the
groom
is
other charter members, Mrs. Ella
his
office in Atlantic, Iowa, until Van Hartis and family, Mr. .„„ _
Assets
$1,786,536.41 Thorpe says is also another reason why
engaged
in
business.
Worthing of Anita and Mrs. MSae Con- 2d. Total Liabilities,
2
o'clock
P. M. on June 23, 1939, Roscoe Smith and daughter, Mr.«
Iowa reserve water supplies are low.
ley of Long Beach, Cal. A covered
for the various items of construc- Mfcs. Fred Simon, Mrs. John'.
Except Capital
493,252.59
"Tiling along the highways draws
ley, (Mire. Augusta Simon, Bill .
dish dinner was enjoyed at noon and 3d. Capital Paid U p . . . 400,000.00 the surface water from large areas,
tion work listed below.
and Ruby Simon, all of Anita; ]
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the ladies spent the afternoon socially. 4th. Surplus over all
2.
A
certified
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drawn
upon
assisting run-off and preventing the
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Two other charter members of the
a solvent Iowa bank, in an amount and Mrs. Jack, Bell and _
Liabilties
893,283.82 saturation of the surface ground area.
Sunday
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
club are still counted among ^he living 5th. Surplus as regards
as set forth in the proposal form, J. S. Befl of Wiota; Adam Ernst i
In fact, highways form a state-wide
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
but were unable to be present Saturday
made payable to the County Auditor, daughter and Miss Swinehart of
Policyholders
1,293,283.82 land drainage systeijt that is contriChristian
Endeavor
at
7:00
p.
m.
They are Mrs. Peter Greazel of Anita
shall be filed' with each proposal. LaVon and Cordelene Kroegh of B
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I buting to a serious sub-soil moisture
A special meeting of the Chris- This check may be cashed and the ton; and Mrs. Harold Brehmeri
who was ill, and Mrs. Rosetta Ander- have hereunto set my hand and affixed deficiency," Thorpe declared.
son, who is visiting in California.
my seal of office at Des Moines, this
Southwestern Iowa sub-soil has nev- tian Endeavor is being held Sunday proceeds retained by the County as daughter of Winterset.
liquidated damages if the bidder fails
15th. day of May, 1939.
er fully recovered from the 1935 and j evening.
CARD OF THANKS.
Ladies Aid meets all day Wednes- to execute a contract and file an
(Seal)
Chas. R. Fischer, .
1936 drought, he maintains.
day
to
finish
their
quilt,
and
a
15c
approved bond for the faithful per- We cannot express the inex .
Commissioner of Insurance.
"Right now a great many surface
r
formance thereof, within ten days ible—we do not know the words i
wells in southwestern Iowa are going dinner will be served at noon.
Insurance Department of Iowa
after the acceptance of his bid,'
dry and it is necessary to dig down 300
which to say what's in our heartsDes Moines
3. Plans, specifications and pro- just thank, all of you for youracti]
to 700 feet in order to get water from
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
posal forms for the work may be
a deep vein," he said.
love and friendship in the illne
ANNUAL CERTIFICATE FOR
seen and may be secured at the death of our wife, mother and i
Thorpe urged that highway tiling be •f Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor.
PUBLICATION
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f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
office of the County Engineer. Prints ter.
plugged so that when rain does come
of the
the water will not drain off too fast. Church School at 10:00 a. m. of plans will be mailed on request
H. L. Rhoads and Chili
Marine Insurance Company, Ltd., loDamming of creeks and rivers to pre- Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, on deposit of $5.00 per set.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Hig
cated at New York in the State of
superintendent.
vent fast run-offs would also aid in
4. All proposals must be filed on
New York.
Morning
worship
at
11:00
o'clock.
replenishing sub-soil moisture levels,
the forms furnished by the County,
THANKS.
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at sealed and plainly marked. ProWhereas, the above named company he believes.
the church with a 15c dinner for the
posals containing any reservations
We wish to thank the friends.1
has filed in the Insurance Department
Rev. W. E. Shugg and wife of Pasa- public at noon.
not provided for in the forms fur- made while in Anita the first of t
of Iowa, a sworn statement showing dena, Cal., were visiting with friends
nished may be rejected, and the week, and the boys at the
its condition on the thirty-first day of in Anita Tuesday. Rev. Shugg, about
December, 1938, in accordance with the thirty years ago, was pastor of the +
LUTHERAN MISSION AT -f County Board reserves the.right to garage, for the kindness ert
technicalities and to reject any us, and made our stay very pie*
provisions of Chapter 404, Title 20, of local Methodist church.
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or all bids.
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Insurance Department of Iowa
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of
earth
excavation
located
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Des Moines
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
in Brighton, Noble and Edna townlaws of this State relating to insurDenver, Colorado.
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A meeting of all the men interested
June 1, 1939.
THANKS.
Therefore, in pursuance of law, I,
PUBLICATION
in the mission will be held on WednesBOARD
OF
SUPERVISORS
Chas. R. Fischer, Commissioner of Inof the
day evening, June 28, at 8:00 o'clock.
We wish to thank our neig
surance, do hereby certify that said London Assurance, located at New
CASS COUNTY.
The confirmation service scheduled
and friends for their help during"
Insurance Company is authorized to York in the State of New York.
for last Sunday evening was postfire; also the. telephone operators^
transact the business of Automobile
poned until next Sunday evening, due William Kirkham, Sr. and wife Anita and Wiota for their go<'"
Whereas,
the
above
named
company
Fire, Property Damage and Collision;
to the inclement weather. The ser- spent Sunday with their son, Ben Kirk- ViCftS
Marine Insurance in the State of Iowa, has filed in the Insurance Department vice will be held at the Church of ham and family, at Norwalk.
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Bail<f|
as required by law, until the first day of Iowa, a sworn statement showing Christ, and Rev. Theo. Hoemann of
Mrs. W. T. Biggs is a patient at the
its condition on the thirty-first day of
of April, 1940.
Adair will deliver the sermon. Music
I further certify that on December December, 1938, in accordance with the will be furnished by the girls' chorus Methodist hospital in Omaha, where
provisions
of
Chapter
404,
Title
20,
of
Tuesday morning she submitted to an
31, 1938, the statement shows—
operation' for sinus trouble.
the Code of Iowa, relating to Insurance from the Adair Lutheran church.
1st. Total Admitted
Assets
$4,450,494.26 Companies; and whereas said Insur..
Keys made for all cars at
A baby girl, named Mary Norine,
| ance Company has complied with the
2d. Total Liabilities,
Wood Shoe Shop, Anita, IowaJ<lJ
+
METHODIST CHURCH
was
born
Sunday,
June
11,
to
Mr.
and
Except Capital
1,721,253.97 laws of this State relating to insur- +
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Mra. Ralph Miller at their home in
See the new Felco electric
3d. Capital Paid U p . . . 200,000.00 ance.
+ + + + + + + + + 4- + +
West
Union,
Iowa.
Ralph
is
a
former
|
Therefore,
in
pursuance
of
law,
I,
controller
at the Farmers Coop.
4th. Surplus over all
Church School classes at 10:00 a.
Liabilities
2,529,240.29 Chas. R. Fischer, Commissioner of In- Harold McDermott, Superintendent. Amta boy and is a brother of Tom
Miller. For the past two years he haa .,, FOR S,AI<E:—Tally cards, 2
I surance, do hereby certify that said
5th. Surplus as regards
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with
Insurance
Company
is
authorized
to
been
a member of the state highway Tribune office, Anita.
Policyholders
2,729,240.29
special music and sermon by the pas- patrol.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I transact the business of Fire; Wind- tor on "The Eternal Refuge."
HELLO POLKS! 10 Free
have hereunto set my hand and affixed storm; Automobile Fire, Property • Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. Dis
with each 100 taken from the
Billis
Claytor of Albin, Wyo., and
my seal of office at Des Moines, this Damage and Collision; Sprinkler Leak- cussion on "Christianity Since the
Bert
Steffen
of Jackson, Mich., were ery this week. Real b age;
Riot;
Explosion;
Aircraft
Prop15th. day of May, 1939.
Reformation."
started chicks. Enter our cont*^
the guests of honor at a picnic dinner
erty Damage;, Marine; Earthquake
(Seal)
Chas. R. Fischer,
the $25.00 cash prize. Anita
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock
Commissioner of Insurance. Insurance in the State of Iowa, as re- with a sermon by the pastor on "See- Sunday, which was held in Keystone ery, Anita, Iowa. Phone 7
Park. Present were the families of
quired by law until the first day of ing Mountains."
L A Gipple, Jfervey Gipple, Otto
FOR SALE:-White Oak an
Roger Jones of Guthrie Center was April, 1940.
Choir practice this (Wednesday) Schrader, Lud Shatava, Fern Gipple
I further certify that on December
an Anita visitor Tuesday.
Oak
posts,
evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs and E. K. Williams of the Bridgewater
31, 1938, the statement shows—
Red Star and Knock Out
EncOsen. All members and those in' and Fontanelle communities; Dewey
1st. Total Admitted
Assets
$8,165,096.69 terested in the choir are invited
Dunkerson of Greenfield; Mrs. Fred twine at the lowest m*** ft
A dinner for 25c will be served bv Richter and daughters of Sac City: Farmers Coop.
2d. Total Liabilities,
- —
the
third division of the ladies aid! R W Reyn ld8 wife and
Except Capital
4,239,500.34
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'
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Robert,
3d. Capital Paid Up ...
400,000.00 Bnday noon in the church basement and Mass Ruth Feilda of Omaha; ^
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farm, 3% miles
Everyone is invited. There will b e '
4th. Surplus over all
W.llis Gipple, John Rexroade, C, 0.
quilting
in
the
afternoon.
Liabilities
3,525,596.35
Fig Rolls and Pru"e
Gipple, Kenneth Gipple, Ed C. Worth
20c B Dozen
6th. Surplus as regards
ing, Charles Gipple, Mrs. Alpha Nelson
PHONE 400 ANITA
Anita Bakery
Policyholders
3,925,596.35 f
Lewis
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Gipple
and
Robert
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
WE PAY THE CHARGES
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I .+ + + + « - « - + + 4
Scott and wife of Anita. C. O. Gipple
4 ;
Started Chicks —
ANITA RENDERING
have hereunto set my hand and affixed
was the oldest person present, being
"Christian Science" wm b
Rocks
and New
SERVICE
my seal of office at Des Moines, this subject of the Lessonm his 74th. year, and little John Doug- Rasmussen
!„ „
Hatchery,
15th.
day
of
May,
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ROBERT SCOTT
Harper Dorsey, Manager
las, 6% month old son of Mr. and Mra
I Churches of r hrist ,
"
I (Seal)
Chas. R. Fischer,
Sunday, June 25
60c buys BOO sheets of W
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Dependable Always
Commissioner of Insurance. The Golden Text is f r o m
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Begins THURSDAY,
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we sold last season.
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NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBINE

Predict New Pact With Brazil
As U. S. Staves Off Nazi Bid
For Entree to South America
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of tote newspaper.)
p.i.a..^ by Western NewipApcr Onion.
-

PAN-AMERICA:
Hair's Breadth
Many years ago when the U. S.
clamped down on immigration, millions of Germans, Italians and Japanese turned to unexploited Brazil.
When Adolf Hitler came to power he
began a diligent campaign to Nazify
Brazil's Germans, just as Benito
Mussolini tried Fascifying Brazil's
Italians to the degree that Brazil's
Japs were natively loyal to Tokyo.
To Hitler, one of Brazil's major
charms was its unexplored iron deposits which might some day ^be
taken by military force. As a foundation German crews began
manning German airships from
German airports established in
Brazil, an expensive commercial
aviation venture which could never
pay out except in war. But one of
Hitler's mistakes was to barter
armaments and machinery for Brazilian coffee, which he then dumped
on the markets to obtain badly
needed foreign exchange, thus un-

out illegal combinations of manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, contractors and labor leaders. Once
ruch illegal groups are smashed,
ktr. Arnold thinks business paralysis caused by high costs will cease.
His allegations regarding the business industry:
'Producers of building materials
lave fixed prices either by private
arrangement or as the principal acivity of trade associations. Owners
of patents on building materials
lave used them to establish restrictive structures of price conxol, control of sales methods and
limits upon the quantities sold."
Regarding labor unions:
"In recent years they have frequently been used as the strong
arm squads for collusive agreements among contractors, refusing
to supply labor where the contractors' ring wishes labor withheld . . .
In other cases the unions themselves have refused to permit the
use of new products or new processes because of their fear that the
new method might make it possible to erect a new house with fewer
hours of labor than the old."
One joker in the campaign for
which Mr. Arnold is not responsible
is that he seeks to tear down industrial price fixing combines which resulted directly from an earlier, less
successful New Deal venture which
fostered collusion by manufacturers
and dealers, namely, NRA.

INTERNATIONAL:
Russia's Gain?
BRAZIL TO
PANAMA CANAl
900 Mf

AFRICA TO
BRAZIL,
1.800JMILES
SHORTEST
ROUTE BETWEEN
HEMISPHERES

FLYING UP FROM RIO
It could become a menace.

dermining world prices and damaging Brazil's coffee trade.
Even this blunder was almost
overcome, however. Early this
year a Brazilian commercial mission was about to leave for Berlin when the U. S. convinced Foreign Minister Oswaldo Aranha he
should visit Washington. Result:
Brazil gained a loan from the U. S.,
also received aid in developing her
resources and agreed in return to
begin servicing her payments to
American bondholders during the
current summer.
After this hair's breadth escape
came another. In May Gen. Pedro
Aurelio Goes Monteiro, Brazilian
chief of staff, was about to visit
Berlin for general staff consultations leading either to a co-operative understanding or a military alliance. Hastily dispatched to Rio
de Janeiro was Gen. George C.
Marshall, newly appointed U. S.
chief of staff. Result: Back home
in mid-June came General Marshall
with the bacon. On an American
cruiser he brought General Monteiro to Washington, where observers expected a military agreement
would soon be reached between the
U. S. and Brazil
The agreement's substance: The
U. S. could use emergency air fields
in northern Brazil, thus perfecting
the American plan to make an
American lake out of the Caribbean, with bases at Puerto Rico and
Guatanamo, Cuba, serving as miniature Hawaiias.
Simultaneously, the Atlantic Clipper's inaugural trip to Lisbon with
30 passengers and 12 crew members gave every layman an idea oi
transatlantic aviation possibilities
and their bearing on a U. S. pad
with Brazil. Should a European
power beat us to the draw, Brazi
might easily become an operations
base from whence bombers (after
crossing the Atlantic at its narrowest point) might work against the
Panama canal, Guatanamo, Puerto
Rico and even the U. S. itsell
(tee map).

BUSINESS:
Housing Doldrums
Most U. S. industrialists believe
government policy is holding back
recovery. But this belief is no!
universal, for a recent Gallup poll
showed public opinion well split on
the responsibility; business itself got
plenty of blama. A few weeks later
Steelman Ernest T. Weir admitted
he thought the "principal responsibility" for his industry's nine-year
losing streak rested on the shoulders of steel corporation management.
True or not, that charge gave
Trust Buster Thurman Arnold gooc
justification for probing deeper into
depression's cause. Most economists agree that the U. S. boom
when it comes, will begin with re
newed housing activities. Hence it
is to this field that Mr. Arnold wil
look first with his new $500,000 appropriation and enlarged legal personnel to "police" American business.
Basic idea of the justice depart
ment's drive is that a large, well
trained anti-trust staff should ferre

One hundred years ago a squabble between Japan and Great Britain would have caused no repercussions in Europe. But today's challenge of occidental rights in the Far
East is tied inseparably with Britain's efforts to perfect a military
alliance with Russia. Although
ermany has gloated over London's
failure both with the Russian pact
and in" the Orient, best guesses
are that not Germany, not England,
not Japan, but Russia alone will
have profited when today's international cauldron has ceased boiling.
Germany has tried in two ways
to hamstring the British. While
William Strang of the London foreign office is conferring with Dictator Josef Stalin, the Reich's ambassador to Russia has been ordered to work for a stalemate by
offering Moscow a commercial and
credit agreement. If Germany thus
joined western democracies in begging for Russia's friendship, it carried the begging to still greater
heights during the Jap incident by
shiging a siren song that went something like this: "Why should a
great power like you care to tie

WILLIAM STRANG
Germany ridiculed his efforts.

up with people like the British, who
can now be kicked with impunity
even by the Japanese?"
The Reich's second effort, obviously in desperation, has been to
push its projected military pact
wife Japan. Although Tokyo's ambassadors to Italy and Germany
both favor Jap participation in the
anti-Communist front, the foreign
office back home has shunned such
complications for good reason—Japan has enough ambitions anc
troubles in the Far East without
getting embroiled in Europe's woes
Moreover, both Russia and Japan
—bitter enemies—doubt the sincerity
of a nation which tries simultaneously to win the friendship of both
Hence observers predict consummation of the Anglo-Russ alliance
with Britain asking help in the Far
East as well as in Europe, thanks
to Japan's clamping down on Lon
don's interests in China. For Brit
ain this would be merely a last
ditch defensive alliance with
nation most Englishmen dislike
Russia would thereby gain British
support in her projected Far East
ern war with Japan, also winning a
comparatively free hand to expanc
westward by exercising Hitler-like
pressure on Baltic states like Fin
land, Latvia and Estonia. Out o
this, Britain may hope, will come
a German-Russian war in which Eu
rope's dictators will slaughter ead
other.

UKRAINE:
Incentive
Russia's rkh Ukraine ranges
from the Carpathian mountains of
central Europe almost to the Caspian sea, embracing 360,000 square
miles and populated by 83,600,000
Russians, Slavs and Germans.
Through its east and central part
run rich valleys of the Dneiper and
Jneister rivers, which for years
lave fed vast Russia. To the east,
in the Donetz river basin, lie vast
leposits of coal, iron ore and manjanese, ace cards in the deck of
any military nation.
If Adolf Hitler's fascination for
he Ukraine was once a puzzle, pubic interest has zoomed to such
(eights since he captured Czechoslovakia and thus made a path to
the east, that the Ukraine's resources are now public knowledge.
Even "Mein Kampf," which outlines
Der Fuehrer's plans for wresting
the Ukraine from Russia, revealed
far less than a new U. S. bureau of
mines study. Data:
The Ukraine's coal reserves are
72,300,000,000 tons; iron, 4,068,000,000
ons; ferruginous quartzite containing large iron percentage, 40,800,000,000 tons; manganese, 441,000,000
tons; lignite, 510,000,000 tons.
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TAXATION:
Profit Sharing
Last autumn a special senate
committee inspired by Michigan's
presidency-aspiring Sen. Arthur
Vandenberg began studying profit
sharing as a means of curing capi;al-lab6r trouble. The basic idea:
Industrialists would get tax credits
for sharing their profits or (if regarded in another light) would be
senalized if they did not share profis. Though pointedly socialistic,
the idea caught fire when one witness after another told how profit
sharing had worked successfully.
Soon Republican Vandenberg's idea
began looking good to his Democratic colleagues, Iowa's Sen. Clyde
lerring and Colorado's Edwin C.
Johnson, both of whom knew the
administration needed a clever card
trick to soothe tax-irritated business.
By mid-June Mr. Vandenberg had
ost the ball entirely, for Senators
Herring and Johnson issued the
committee's cautiously worded report. Its gist was that some "prudent experiments" in incentive taxation could be tried "in the spirit
of exploration." Points (with critcs* concensus in italics):
1. Exemption from all income
axes of the payments industrialists
make to employees from accumulated profit-sharing retirement funds
or annuities. (Good idea. Although it
mould temporarily make social security m
duplication, that agency would eventually
grow smaller as provision for old age returned to private hands.)
2. Issuance and sale of government profit-sharing bonds which
would be available only to profitsharing funds and would be issued
for the purpose of protecting investments by employees. (Good and bad.
Would discourage small private investment and small banking, meanwhile providing new source of money far. government spending. May be discriminatory. But
would alto loosen large private capital for
private investment J
3. Specific tax credits for increased
employment by companies following
other
than
capital-expenditure
work; similarly, reasonable exemption on such expenditures as plant
expansion. CGood and 6ad. Would
lower business taxes, but places capital in
At position •/ a child who will be praised
by a paternalistic government i/ he does
right and punished if he dots wrong. Pro'supposes that 'profit-sharing, thus far untried on • national basis, would be substantially • cure-all that would permit
drastic' reduction in "extraordinary'* government expenditures.)

Essentially a successful idea in
private application, profit sharing
will probably be boosted by both
Democrats and Republicans in the
next campaign. Chief issue (and no
one yet knows which party will take
which side) will be on the application of government incentive taxation. Said the report:
"One school of thought insists that
the taxing power should never be
used for either incentive or punitive purposes, and that one is the
complement of the other. The other
school of thought insists that we already have the punitive tax and that
—confronting a condition rather
than a theory—we should also have
the incentive tax, either as an offset
or a substitute."
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Three Boxes Make a Davenport Frame.
THERE comes a letter from a is to bind flat sheets of newspa*
••• reader who says: "Thanks for pers together and then pad this
the article telling how to make a base with cotton. Covering machair of lumber and cover it. I terial in a rather heavy, rough
wish there were more things that textured cotton goods in a plats
husbands and wives could do to- color or a conventional design w41
gether. I have made all the cur- harmonize best with the, modem
tains for our house and some slip- lines of this piece of furniture.'
covers, but this chair that we both
NOTICE A B O U T BOOK
worked on was much more inter- PRICES: Book 1—SEWING tor
esting."
the Home Decorator; and No. 2t
Here is something that looks Gifts, Novelties and Embroidambitious but is really simple. eries, are now 15 cents each, or
Anyone that can make three wood- both books for 25 cents. Readers
en boxes and then screw or bolt who have not secured their copies
them together, can make this dav- of these two books should send in
enport frame. The center box is their orders immediately, as no
made to fit an inner spring mat- more copies will be available
tress of any size desired. All the when the present supply is exother dimensions are given here. hausted. Your choice of the
One way to make the cushions QUILT LEAFLET illustrating 36
authentic patchwork stitches or
the RAG RUG LEAFLET, will be
included with orders for both
books for the present, but the of
fer may be withdrawn at an;
I
tune. Leaflets are 6 cents ead
when ordered separately.
Everyone should have copies o
these two books containing a tota
CLEAN GOVERNMENT
of 96 How to Sew articles by Mrs
GOOD POLITICS
Spears, that have not appeared in
the paper. Send your order a
««*T"*ODAY the extermination of or- once to Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Des•*• ganized crime is gradually pro- plaines St., Chicago, HI.

UICK
UOTES

Q

gressing from city to city. Its sponsors
are being exposed and driven from
power. The people have learned they
need no longer tolerate the furtive
alliance between the upper and the inder world. In high places it has been
learned that clean government can also
be good politics."—Thomai E. Dewey,
District Attorney of New York.

For the Humble
There are sweet surprises await
ing many a humble soul, flghtin
against odds in the battle of i
seemingly commonplace life.—
Henry Van Dyke.

ASK ME
r
I
The Questions
1. What was the Holy Grail?
2. What is meant by fiscal year?
3. Does the term dirigible refer
only to aircraft?
4. Do landing or starting planes
have the right of way at an airport?
5. Are the stars motionless in
space?
6. It has suction cups on its legs
7. What is the difference between a chuckle, a giggle and a
laugh?
8. Why don't ducks get wet?
9. A bale of cotton weighs how
miuiy pounds?
10\What is the difference between a buffalo and a bison?

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information
on Various Subjects

2. A year which starts at a designated date for financial figuring.
3. No. Dirigible means capable
of beirjg directed, as an automobile or bicycle.
4. Descending planes have
right-of-way.
5. No. If there is anything in
the universe that is actually motionless astronomers have not w
discovered it.
6. It has suction cups on its tegs
7. A chuckle is a small noise
giggling comes in short spasnu
and a laugh is everything.
8. Because of oil in their feath
ers.
9. A bale of cotton weighs 48
pounds.
10. Buffalo is the general term
The Answers
to many species of wil<
1. The platter or cup which, ac- given
oxen, including the bison
The
cording to legend, was used by American
buffalo may properly
Christ at the Last Supper.
be called a bison.

AVIATION:
Students
The world's undisputed No. 1 air
power, Germany, can train 65,000
airmen annually. By contrast the
U. S. has but 23,000 fliers of both
sexes and all ages. Worried lest a
war in the air find America unprepared, a training program will be
in full swing by October 15 designed
to teach 95,000 U. S. youths to fly
by 1944. Cost: $5,675,000 to train
15,000 in the next 12 months; $7,000,000 a year to teach 20,000 more annually until mid-1944.
Now underway hi Washington are
plans to offer "ground school" study
next autumn at 300 to 400 universities and colleges, followed by actual
flying. Students from 18 to 25 years
old will be accepted and the program will cost the U. S. about $325
per pupil.
Biggest fear voiced last winter
when the program was broached
has already been dispelled. To test
it the civil aeronautics authority
gave primary training to 330 students at 13 institutions, later granting private flying certificates to 173
of them. Though officials held their
breath, only one student was killed.

• If your dealer cannot supply y
send 20c wfatt your dealer's OHM)t.
far a Trial Package of 48 genuine"
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* EDGE
UEBERS

MajBMr.of Doing
.
That which snakes one man differ from another is not so muct,
what things he does, as his manner of doing them.-H. E. Manniflf.

The Unknown
. ,
No man has ever yet thorough
mastered the knowledge of n
self.—Goethe.

PENNY FOR PENNY
YOUR BEST CIGARETTE BUY
The extra smoking
In every pack equals
Camel* give yoa mot* for your dgarett*
money M •round! Ibeirff toon tobacco t>J
weight m Camel* compaivd to the averajp
of 15 ether of the 1ti&**W*8 brand*
other heaad tt*M4-25# *»«* <baa
yon
<9oh*fa* of %
PBR PACK/ Vheti 700 count in
eo*U* toUccoi, it all adds «P to Ametw»
frvorite dgarette-Omel»! Enjoy Camels
foe PLEASURE plus ECONOMY!

THE ciaARETTE OF
COSTLIER TOBACCO*

Venty Years Ago in This Palace in France

In so far as this article has listed >0 many provisions of the
Treaty of Versailles which Germany has not hondred, it seema
rather superfluous to mention an- ^f A Second Abe Lincoln
other, since it has to do with—of
all things!—a skull Article 246 Tk Kenny Wins Protester*
of the treaty says: "Germany
will hand over to His Britannic
Bums' Make-Ready
Majesty's government the skull
of the Sultan M'kwawa which was
By Virginia Vale —J
removed from the protectorate of
German East Africa and taken
VEN after the many porto Germany." And thereby hangs
trayals of Abraham Lincoln
this tale:
When the Germans began their that we have had on stage and
penetrations' of East Africa far screen, Henry Fonda has given
the last decades of the Nineteenth us, in "Young Mr. Lincoln,"
century, they met strong opposi- one that is different. He could
tion from certain Bantu tribes,
who were Wahabl Moslems. have walked through the part,
Among the peoples of Africa because by nature he had been
the Bantus are regarded as the fitted to play it. It would have
bravest and most advanced, and been no effort at all for him to
in the Mohammedan religion the look like Lincoln, with a little
Wahabis are the fanatical Puritan
help from the make-up man.
type and best fighters.,
But he gives such a superb perA Magic Charm.
that he seems really to
Beginning in 1870 the sultans formance
of the Bantus, leaders of this be Lincoln as a young man; he is
fierce Wahabi sect, fought the
Pattern 1824
German occupation of their lands
around Lake Tanganyika for
Can't you just see these towels
nearly 30 years. The last and
brightening your kitchen with
greatest of these was Sultan M'kheir gay colors? One for every
wawa who added a mystical note
day of the week. Use your brightto the native shrewdness and
est floss for figure and scenes and
courage of his predecessors. The
do the names of the days in the
word spread among his people
predominating color of the kitchthat he had a magic charm which
en. Your kitchen will be all the
would prevent his ever being capsmarter for this colorful set. Give
tured by his enemies.
hem as a shower gift and see
So the young Bantus flocked
what admiration your work will
to his standard, resolved to fight
arouse! Pattern 1824 contains a
to the death against the oppresransfer pattern of seven motifs
sions of the Germans.
averaging 4% by 7 inches; illusGerman soldiers found it dantrations of stitches; materials regerous to wander far from thenquired; color schemes.
posts lest they be wiped out in
Send 15 cents in coins for this
a Bantu ambush. Eventually,
>attern to The Sewing Circle, Neehowever, the German Mausers
dlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth Ave.,
wore down the resistance of the
New York, N. Y.
poorly armed Bantus. In the late
Please write your name, adnineties the sultanate, which had
dress and pattern number plainly.
held its own since 1870, found itHENRY FONDA
self on its last legs. M'kwawa,
who had convinced himself and shrewd and tender and kind, not yet
his followers that Allah would marked for greatness and for
never let him be taken, found tragedy.
himself cornered.
There are other excellent perWhat he told his followers is formances in the picture, notably
•nitw
WT
Sentinel Fcaruro
unknown. He had guaranteed he those contributed by Alice Brady,
could not be captured; he could Donald Meek and Richard CromTHE CORNERSTONE
make certain ^he would never be well. Put "Young Mr. Lincoln"
taken alive. So he committed sui- high on your list of the pictures
cide, believing it Allah's will But that you must be sure to see.
'T"HOSE who laid the cornerstone
of representative government in
he was not quick enough. The
he Federal Constitution, built wisely.
advance guard of Captain Von
Jpon that firm base they erected a
Prinz's Germans, headed by SerKenny Baker, of radio fame, has
reinforced by tbe four essengeant Merkal, came upon the won new laurels for himself on the structure
ials of democracy — free press, free
body before it could be spirited screen. When it was announced ipeech,
free assembly, free worship.
away.
that he would play "Nanki Poo" in Liberty has perished where these fundaSergeant Merkal had little the screen version of "The Mikado" mentals have been abridged or aboJthought of charms, of, magic, of there were loud protests from the shed."—James G. Stahlman, President,
the will of Allah. He was a mat- dyed-in-the-wool Gilbert and Sulli- American Newspaper Publishers Assoter-of-fact modern European. But van fans. What, they demanded, ciation.
the head had a definite value for would a crooner do with the role?
him, for the government offered He'd be, horrible, they declared, in
Flattery Betrays
6,000 rupees for the man who contrast with Martyn Green, Sydwould take M'kwawa, dead or ney Granville, and the other memNo species of falsehood is more
alive. He severed the head from bers of the celebrated D'Oyly Carte
the body, and preserved it in al- Opera company, who have concen- frequent than flattery; to which
cohol, as evidence that he was trated for years on Gilbert and Sul- ;he coward is betrayed by fear,
;he dependent by interest, and the
entitled to the reward.
livan products.
'riend by tenderness.
Feeling that the country was
Now
they're
acclaiming
him.
St's
now pacified, Captain Ven Prinz no surprise to the rest of the cast.
ordered his men to return to the After he sang his first selection, "A
nearest blockhouse for a rest. Wandering Minstrel," they realized
The sultan's head was locked in how good be was. Elizabeth Bergthe cellar of the fort.
ner, who was working on a neighyou feel so nervous you want to scream?
One night, when the garrison boring set, behind screens, prompt- Do
Are you cross and Irritable? Do you Mold
those dearest to you?
was sleeping, a handful of men ly gave orders that the screens were
your nerves are on edge and you feel
slipped, into the blockhouse, and to come down and work on her set youIt need
a good general system tonic, try
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound,
groped their way into the cellar. was to stop every time that Baker
made nptciaUjt for women.
They took the head preserved in sang. And those who protested that
For over 60 years one woman has told anhow to go "smiling thru" with reliable
its alcohol and made their way
was a crooner now agree with other
Pinkham's Compound. It helps nature build
out without disturbing anyone.
up more physical resistance and thus help*
Victor Schertzinger, the director
calm quivering nerves and lessen discomforts
Head Is Stolen.
who insisted on having Baker, that from
annoying symptoms which often accompany
female functional disorders.
the
lad's
not
a
crooner
at
all,
but
In the morning it was found
Why not give It a chance to help YOTJT
that M'kwawa's head and the al- a lyric tenor.
Over one million women have written in
reporting wonderful benefits from Pinkham'*
cohol were gone. In its place
Compound.
was a freshly severed Bantu
head. Perhaps it had belonged
David Niven may have lost out in
to an informer who had betrayed private life, when Merle Oberon beTime for Courtesy
the sultan's whereabouts to the came Mrs. Alexander Korda, but
Life is not so short but that
Germans.
he's doing all right in his profes- there
is always time enough for
Since then both heads have be- sional career. Assigned to appear courtesy.—Emerson.
deviled the Germans, one by its in "Whose Wife?" opposite Loretta
absence, the other by its pres- Young, it's stated by the producers
ence. The head of the sultan, that he has the most important
buried somewhere hi the terri- characterization of his screen catory, could be resurrected at any reer. "Whose Wife?" is an original
tune as a signal -for Bantu re- screen play by Gene Towne and
volt. The presence of the other Graham Baker, and Tay Garnett
loetM the OLINQINQ vastts
head gave color to the idea that will direct it—with those three top- -but
To your doily cup ot hot water, odd tb*
"lute*" of the. 10 herb* in Oorlield Tea and
the Germans were lying when notchers involved it's got to be you
not only "w**h out" Internal]}-—but
they claimed to have lost the good.
loosen the oard-to-oetat wattes which cUna
sultan's skull.
to the fining, undiAfter the World war, when Ger9**l*4. Oarftold Tea
Bob
Burns
has
a
method
all
his
man East Africa became Tan- own for preparing his material for
makM hot water Ca>"ei lo diink. Mild.
ganyika territory, a British manTHOROUGH, prompt.
Thursday night broadcasts.
date, the English wished posses- those
'«c « »c al dru«gl£u
He doesn't have a word ready at
sion of the sultan's skull. Per- rehearsal time—just runs through
haps they thought it would add to the "spots" with the guest stars
the native respect of their new and Bing Crosby and rehearses his
rule. Perhaps they wished to bazooka solo.
present it to the natives as eviAfter the rehearsal .he goes to a WNU—N
25-39
dence of British kindliness as
contrasted with German cruelty. dressing room, armed with his pipe
Good Manners
Anyhow, they had Article 246 and tobacco pouch. Two boors latGood manners are made up of
written into the Treaty of Ver- er he's ready. His script consists
of a few key, words Jotted down on petty sacrifices.—Emerson.
sailles.
But it turned out that the sul- the back of an envelope or a scrap
tan's skull was probably one of of paper—things like "Aunt Boo's
those reparations which Germa- mousetrap" or "Snauy's automony lacked the capacity to pay. bile," to remind him of what he
Evidence was taken among the wants to say. Probably that's the
soldiers who had beea present in reason for at least part of the inDon't Neglect them!
the blockhouse, and from the wid- formality of that program—somethat a great many people are
Katur« deatgMd tbe kidney* to do •
ow of Captain Von Prinz. All thing
to inject into other broadmarvelous JoVThelr task Is to keep tbe
agreed that the head had been striving
flowing MOM stream free ol an execs* el
toxic impurlttn. Tbe act of living—((/•
lost, was still buried in some se- casts, without marked success so
ti»A{—4» constantly producing waste
cret place in Africa, ready to be far.
natter the kidneys mint remove from
Ue Wood II good health la to tndure.
produced again when the time
Wben the kidneys fall to function aa
for revolt was ripe.
Nature intended, them Is reteation ol
ODDS AND ENDS—In "The Sun
waste that nay cause body-wide disIn 1920 the British appeared to Never Sets" Douglas Fairbanks Jr. shows
tress. On* nay suffer nagging backache,
be satisfied with the explanation. an astonishing resemblance to Clark
persistent headache, attacks ol dlislnesa.
getting op Bight*, (welling, puffins**
Yet 1in several cases the sultan's Gable . . . John GarfMd objected 10
under th« eye*—fert tired, nervous, all
skull bobbed .up unexpectedly to strenuously to making any more prison
won out.
disturb »the British parliament pictures thai George Rajt will replace
nay be further evidence o( kidney or
when some member of that body him in "20,000 Years in Sing Sing" . .
bladder disturbance.
The recognized and proper treatment
asked why Article 246 of the loan Crawford hasn't given up the idea
b • diuretic medicine to help tbe Udncjm
Treaty of Versailles had never of doing a musical play 04. Broadway . .
gtt rid of ex MS* poisonous body waste.
Tie* Pern's nil*. They h»ve had ««•
been complied with. It is doubt- Sigrid Curie will make boo picture* m
than forty y*»r» of public approval. At*
ful, though, if it is likely to come year lor Universal for five yean; rotten
wdtfatd tWoS8& over- In*** •*
up again. There are too many her far in "Algien"?
others vastly. more important to
(Released by Western NCWHHUMI UnusU
wopry about now!
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hese Statesmen, Known
as the 'BigO Four'"
' . . . . .
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igned the Treaty That Ended World War
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

N JUNE 28,1919, the Hall of Mirrors in the Palace of
Versailles near Paris, France, for the third time in its
history, was the scene of an event of world-wide sig[icance. Ori that date was signed the treaty of peace which
ded officially the/World war.
[In this same hall;on January 18, 1871, the King of Prussia,
pd of a conquering army, had been proclaimed Emperor
Germany-and there on
this independence shall be inalibruary 26 of the same year
enable, except with the consent
preliminary treaty of
of the council of the League of
|»ce concluding the FrancoNations." So read one of the parssian war had been
agraphs in the treaty. What
Jd. It ended that war, it - would be the thoughts of Kurt
Schuschnigg, former chancellor
ue, but those two events
of Austria and recently released
the foundations for anfrom a Nazi prison (or was he?),
er and greater war which
upon reading those words now?
to flame forth 43 years
"Germany . . . recognizes the
complete independence of the
er.
he authors of the Treaty of
sallies, signed 20 years ago
month, were known as the
Four"—Georges Clemenof France, David Lloyd
;e of Great Britain, WoodWilson of the United States
Vittorio Orlando of Italy.
had stated their desire to
! about a "firm, just and durpeace." In the light of what
happened since then, it now
extremely doubtful if they
d the right adjectives to
I word "peace"^-«specially the
one!
for 20 years later finds that
anything but "firm*' and
rable" and: that, according to
present head of the nation
ch had no other choice but to
e
Pt it, is because it was much
> than a "just" peace. Now on
twentieth anniversary of the
n
'"1 of the Treaty of VerU is not Inappropriate to
[jmine some of its provisions
see what their present status
The League of Nations.
w first of those provisions
'he Covenant of the'League
Rations.
The principal expo1
of that covenant, which was
pposed to be a guarantee
future wars, Vas Wood'Wilson, President of the Unit|s>tate?. Yet his country almost
^diaiely refused "to join it
lh
e passing of two decades
.. seen Japan and Italy, two
f« Bunders, leave it and Gera
later joiner, rteslgn ,from
h
« two principal weapons
league which were to en|l
-s decrees—economic and
,|0e
, ' v sanctions—have proved
impotent and today the
pgue- of Nations exists more in
'han in fact.
1
^cond and third provisions
_ lrof;aty dealt with the bounGermany and reassign°f European territories.
rai, lnce 8tul ha» Alsace^ but the Saar Basin is
frr^" *" sovereignty of
>s
It off Eip»staaPrussia.
*• Memel ***•
fc"
any
17e^
acknowledges and
P ct 8tric
e of
n !
Uy the independAustria-she agrees that

Czecho-Slovak state . . . Germany hereby recognizes the frontiers of this state as determined
by the principal allied and associated powers and the other interested states." Has Eduard
Benes, former president of
Czecho-Slovakia, now a lecturer
in the United States, learned
enough of our American idiom to
say "Oh, yeah?" if shown that
passage in the treaty.
No Fortifications?
"Germany is forbidden to
maintain and construct any fortifications either on the left bank
of the Rhine or on the right bank
of the Rhine west of a line drawn
60 kilometers east of the Rhine
. In,the area defined above,
the maintenance and the assembly of armed forces, and military maneuveis of any kind as
well as the upkeep of all permanent works for mobilization, are
in the same way forbidden.
Would Adolf Hitler's lips curl to
an ironical smile if you should
point out those paragraphs to
him? .
. ,
The military, naval and aerial
provisions of the treaty stated
that the German army was to
be limited to 100,000 men (Hitler
is said to have had 100.000 men
under arms during the Czech crisis and he occupied the Sudetentod with, 280,000). "U°iverhs*
compulsory'military service shaU
be abolished
be
abolished in Germany, said
the treaty.. (Each year . 500,000t
young 'Germans are being put
into uniform, according to reliable reports.) • .
.
German naval forces were_1m
ited to six 10.000-ton battleships,
six light cruisers, 12 destroyers
and 12 torpedo boats and the conXction o^acquisition oiIsota*
rines were forbidden Ask tne
German workmen who havebeen
building 35,000 and 26.000£n
ships and a whole fleet ol L-boais
about that provision!
"The armed forces of derma
ny must not include any, .ng-

the observance of that ciau
commanding

the routes between the North sea
and the Baltic were to be maintained. The fortifications and naval harbors of the islands of
Heligoland and Dune were to be
destroyed, and no new fortifications were to be constructed within 50 kilometers of the German
coast. Ask the captain of any
ship which steams past Heligoland whether or not any fortifications are noticeable!
With Herr Hitler repeatedly referring to the return of Germany's lost colonies, it is interesting
to read in the Treaty of Versailles this sentence: "Germany
renounces in favor of the principal allied and associated powers
all her rights and titles of her
oversea possessions." Look in the
Statistical Year-Book of the
League of Nations and you'll find
this table:
Colony
Ruanda Urundi
Tanganyika
Cameroons
Cameroon*
Togoland
Togoland
Souhwest Africa

Present Mandatory
Power
Belgium
Great Britain
France
Great Britain
France
Great Britain
Union of South
Africa
Japan

Pacific Islands
(Caroline, Marianne,
Marshall Islands)
New Guinea
Australia
Nauru
Australia
Western Samoa
New Zealand

"But," you say, "weren't Italy
and the United States both Allied
Powers during the war? How
come, then, that they aren't listed among the 'mandatory powers'?" The answer is, of course,
that Uncle Sam didn't want any
of the former Germany possessions. Italy did, and by the London treaty of 1015 had been promised "equitable" compensation in
the event that France and Great
Britain increased their colonial
territories in Africa at the expense of Germany. In 1919 she
wanted those two nations to
make good on their promise. But
it wasn't until 1925 that Italy obtained Jubaland from Great Britain and some unimportant "rectification" of frontier lines through
uninhabited wastes .from France.
And that's one reason for the celebrated "Rome-Berlin axis" of
today.
Of course, there are a number
of other items in the Treaty of
Versailles which aren't worth the
paper they're written on—
"scraps of paper" so to speak.
Altogether they add up to a treaty that in two decades has fallen
far short of bringing about the
"firm, just and durable peace"
which the "Big Four" believed
they had achieved when on June
28, 1919. they summoned into the
Hall of Mirrors German representatives, and said to them in
effect, "Here is the dotted line on
which you are to.sign."
Forty-three years after a peace
was signed at Versailles in 1871,
France and Germany were again
at war. Will history repeat itself and find them again at war
in 1961—43 years after the Versailles treaty of 1919? Or will it
come much sooner than that?
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THE ANITA >T*tIBCNE, THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1889.
Lyle Hayter of Chicago, 111., visited
A new oak floor has been laid hi the
in the city a few days last week with customer's part of the Anita liquor
his parents, C. G. Hayter and wife. store.
Mrs. W. P. Barrett is spending the Miss Maurine Turner has gone to Dea
eek in Milwaukee, Wis., with her Moines to attend summer school at
aughter, Mrs. Anita Theirbach and Drake University.
amity.
Sydney MadufF was visiting with
Robert Osen, who has been working friends and looking after business
t Wrightetown, N. J., for the past matters in Kansas City a couple of
ew years, is here for a few weeks' days last week.
isit with his parents, Frank H. Osen
Father Herman Bongers of Ottumnd wife, and with other relatives and
riends.
wa, Iowa, visited here a few days the
Initall • new HotDennis O'Keefe, Florence Rice, Anthony Allan,
past week with his brother, Leo V.
point Electric P^Otfi
A joint meeting of the American Bongers and family, and with other
Jessie Ralph and. Buddy Ebsen
I0d enjoy • wide
Legion and Legion Auxiliary will be friends.
pjw world of cooking
eld at 8:00 o'clock Friday evening
pleasure. Hotpoint
t the home of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Peas, Corn, Tomatoes, 3 No. 2 cans 25c
Electric Ranges are
Steinmetz.
Election of officers will Pork and Beans, 3 No. 2>!/i cans.. .25c
iety tuttanatict
take place.
Stock Salt, 100-Ib. sack
60c
Bananas, per pound
5c
Also Cartoon, Pete Smith Specialty and Iowa News
Thorle Robison, wife and two childSCHAAKE'S STORE.
-IMC MAfcCHESTEft (Illustrated)ren of Des Moines are visiting here and
Hotpoint'8 bigovalue, buih-tot Exira with relatives and friends, Irving Walker, who has made his
the-floor electric range at a pop.
while Mr. Robison is enjoying a vaca- home at Wrightstown, N. J., for the
ion from his work with the Des Moines past two years, is spending a few
Olcr price. PuU porcelain enamel
weeks in Anita with his parents, Ted
Street Railway Co.
All Select-A-Heat Calrod
Walker and wife, and with other relTMJto; over-size 6-quart Thrift
atives and friends.
Mrs.
Verna
White
left
Monday
evenCooker; Directional Heat Oven
ng for her home in Rolla, Mo., after
with .Automatic Temperature
Bert Thomas returned to his home
a few weeks' visit in Anita with her
Control and Duo-Speed Broiler
at Sedalia, Mo., Tuesday, after a few
ister,
Mrs.
Andrew
Nelson
and
husthree large utility drawers.
band, and with other relatives and days' visit in the city with his parents,
Chas. E. Thomas and wife. Hie was
riends in this part of C&ss county.
WIHNm CAUOD electric cookaccompanied home by bis parents and
ing unit c*eatetao"comburtim
Leslie C. iMiller, who'had been visit- brother, Don Thomas, who will spend
dirt IV It it farter than ever and
Calrod'i itanarkable efficiency
ng here a few days with his mother, a few days in Sedalia.
cuti fad cortt to new lows.
Mrs. Ray Workman, and with other
Mrs. A. V. Robinson, a guest, held
relatives and friends, left Tuesday
'or his home at Newark, N. J., where high score at a meeting of the Pinle is employed in the radio room of ochle club last Thursday evening at
the home of Mrs. Hattie Wiese, comer
the
United Air Lines.
buys and inof Third and Cherry Streets. Besides
stalls an electhe members, there was one other
Don
L.
Thomas,,wife
and
children,
tric range in
guest, Mrs. Dick Dement.
Carol
Irene,
Marvin
and
Kent,
of
your home. .
ELECTRIC RANGES
Boone, Iowa, are spending the week
Mrs. E." M. "Humphrey and Miss
in the city with relatives and friends.
Don is a linotype operator and at the Lillian Oler left last week for an expresent time is employed in the Boone tended visit with relatives and friends
at different places in the state of
County Messenger office.
Washington. Before returning home
At her home on East Main Street they will spend a few days at the
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Fred World's fair in San Francisco.
R. Mitchell, wile, and son, | Wayne Odem, wife and two children M. Sheley was hostess to the members
enjoyed an outing Sunday af Philip and Joan, of Creston spent Sun of the Original bridge club. Other Dr. C. H. Johnson, wife and daugh• Okoboji.
day in the city with his parents, Ray guests were Mrs. Milo Robson, Mrs. ter, Janet Sue, were at Hartcourt,
Odem and wife.
G. M. DeCamp and Mrs. RaymondIowa, last Thursday to attend the
alene and Nevadene Hopkins of
Lantz of Anita and Mrs." Elmer Cog- annual banquet of the Hartcourt high
andoah are .spending the week in
Mrs. Mary Biggs, aged Anita resi ley of Great Falls, Mont. High score school alumni association. The docwith their, grandmother, Mrs. dent, is ill and. confined to her bed a
at bridge was held by Mrs. Fannie tor is a graduate of the Hartcourt
MARIE OUSPENSKAYA
lie Malcom, at the Frank Choate the home of her daughter, Mrs. Myra
high school with the class of 1920.
Young.
I
LEE BOWMAN
Turner, in southeast Anita.
ASTRID
ALLWYN
At
her
home
on
Maple
Street
last
At her home north of the city last
man'* lort
MAURICE
MOSCOflCH
Miss Janice Seholl, who recently Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Glen Stein- Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Maurice
agalait aaolhtr
mau'i aoa»f — a
graduated from the business colleg metz entertained ten little tots and Turner was hostess to the members of
to
DI0
woman'i happlntu
Produced and
to lh» balaacfl
Dlr.ct.d by LEO McCAREY " p)^.
at Grand Island, Neb., has secure their mothers at a birthday party for the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. AddiSe»«n Hay by 0«lm.r Dov«i d«» Donald Ood«»
employment with the Coryell Oil Co her daughter, Marilyn, who was five tional guests were Mrs. Tom Burns,
1
'
*
at Lincoln, Neb. Janice is a daugh years old. The children spent the Mrs. Dick Dement and Mrs. Solon
PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
Also Phil Harris and His Orchestra
ter of Mr, and Mrs. Lester Schol afternoon with different games, and Karns. High score at bridg-e was held
BMOVAI, "OF DEAD ANIin the Miniature Musipal
•Marilyn was the recipient of a num- by Mrs. Guy Steinmetz.
, LARGE OR SHALL.
ber
of
presents.
Late
in
the
afternoon
"ROMANCING ALONG"
AT LAST!
The monthly meeting of the Past
I PICK THEM UP PROMPTAll Your Snapshots in Natural Color a lunch was served by the hostess. Matrons club of the Eastern Star
ADMISSION lOc & 26c
ALSO
LATEST
NEWS EVENTS
Amazingly beautiful!
PHONE 257.
Roll Developed, 8 Natural Of
At her home southeast of the city chapter was held Monday afternoon at
VAGNER FILLING STATION Color Prints for only fat) last Thursday, Mrs. Clyde Pollock was the home of Miss Aldula Stone on
Natural Color Reprints, 3c Each hostess to the members of the Helping Chestnut Street, hostesses being Miss
ANITA, IOWA
Mail ad with film to
Stone and Mrs. Nellie Eneix. A social Miss Gladys Joy left Sunday for
Harry A. Gill was in Sioux City a
A-N atural Color Photo, Janesville, WIs Hamd club. Present were sixteen mem- afternoon was spent by the Past Ma- Owensboro, Ky., to spend a couple few days last week to attend the an_ I bers and three visitors, Mrs. Dale Templeman and Miss Amber Steinmetz of trons, and a lunch was served by the of weeks with her cousin, Mrs. Marie nual meeting of the Iowa Masonic
grand lodge, Mr. 'Gill is a district
Biggs Powers and family.
Anita and Marlyn Perry of Atlantic. hostesses.
lecturer.
The ladies spent the afternoon emGus Hunter and wife of Mission,
Miss Margaret Adair and John
broidering tea towels for the hostess. Texas, are visiting in Anita with her
Baker
of l>es Moines spent Sunday in
Dr. Elmer Cogley, wife and three
At the close of the meeting, a lunch sister, Mrs. Joe Vetter and family,
was served by the hostess. The next and with other relatives and friends the city with their brother and brother- daughters of Great Falls, Mont., visitmeeting will be held at the home of here and in Atlantic. The Hunter fam- in-law, Dr. G. 'M. Adair and family. ed in the city a few days'last week,
guests at the home of Leo V. Bongers
Mrs. Fred Seholl.
ily are former residents of Anita, and
Edgar D. Vernon, wife and daugh- and family.
The regular meeting of the Mutual at fcne time MV. Hunter owned a black- ters, Vernona, Vernita and Sarah Ann,
The Square Deal 4^H club met at
Benefit club was held last Thursday smith s.h°P nere" They have made their j are spending the week in the city with
home
in
southern
Texas
for
the
past
the
home of Donald and Eldred
relatives
and
friends.
Mr.
Vernon,
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Andrew
a son of Mrs. Sarah Vernon, is fore- Petersen last Thursday evening, with
Jepsen northwest of the city. Besides thirty years.
man of the composing room of the 13 members and 11 visitors present.
the members, other guests were
Postmaster and Mrs. George O. Express, a newspaper at Monticello, Following the business meeting, an
MVs. Frank Roberts, Mrs. Elmer Roed,
Smither attended the dedicatory exer- iowa. His wife is a daughter of Mr. interesting talk was given by MatMrs. Herbert Cooley, Mrs. Peter John- cises last Thursdav at the new
thew Bintner.
Mrs
Cleo
P°st- '• and Mrs. Henry A. Karns.
son and Mrs. ,Martin . Roed.
.
. . . office building in Corning. One of I
,
i
Reeves won the contest presented by
,
it
'
~
"*"
„, , ..• spent. ; the speakers
on the program
J!
_, .waa: ^^ml^mllmil^^m^^^^m^^^^m^^^m
Mrs. Lamar Gardner. The ladies cno
I. P. Dawson, driver of Jim Farley's
Dart
of
the
afternoon
with
embroidery
....
p
LI.
, "stamp wagon," in which an exhibiwork for the hostess. A lunch was tion of U. S. postage stamps has been
served by Mrs. Jepsen.
set up. Mr. Dawson is taking the

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
"THE KID FROM TEXAS"

Sat.-Sun.

June 24-25

7cad;

OWA ELECTRIC COMPANY

CHARLES BOYEE

NOTICE!

There Is a Mistake in This Ad

BRONZ-Z-Z
AN-Z-Z-Z
LE-Z-Z-Z-Z

f

CONOCO

'Onoco Products Sold in Anita
at Barnholdt Service Station

At her home on Rose Hill Avenue ; wagon to the San Francisco fair for
Sunday, Mrs. D. L. Spiker entertained the summer.
number of
at dinner in hon- ^ w w club heU ^^ regular
a numoer
o relatives
e
or of the 80th. birthday anniversary
of her father, Albert A. Miller. Those meeting at the home of Mrs. Earl
southwest of the city last
of Anita; Mrs. Claude Kitelinger, Thursday afternoon. There were nine
Kenneth Kitelinger and Miss Lucille members present and Mrs. Merle
was a guest. The busmess
Wheelan of Atlantic; Keith Kitelinger,
meeting
was conducted by the presiwife and children of Brayton; and
Plans
George Garnettt and wife, Otto Gar- dent, Mrs. William Richter
were
made
for
a
picmc
to
be
held
nett and wife and Dale Husmann and j
25
at
Sunnyside
park
in
Atlantic.
wife of Menlo. Mr. Miller was presented a birthday cake by his grand- Refreshments were served by the hosdaughter Mrs. Otto Garnett.
*". Th* ™* raeetln« wl11 be h«Id
on June 29 at the home of Mrs. Anna
The members of the Home Guards ?ossehl, and Mrs. Harold Smith will
and their leader, Mrs. F. D. Weimer, have charge of the program.
were entertained Saturday afternoon
by Miss Pauline Gissibl at the home. Gilbert Jones had a 'narrow escape
of her parents, Howard Gissibl and 'rom death one day last week when he
wife, southeast of the city. Present accidentally came in contact with an
were twelve members and four visit- electric wire carrying 6,600 volts, while
ors, Mrs. William Steele, Joan Gissibl, working on the new distribution sysHelen Joan Weaver and Phyllis Barn- tem for the municipal electric plant.
holdt. At the business meeting, officers The accident happened near the Henry
for the ensuing year were elected as Karns residence on North Chestnut
follows: Virginia Johnson, president; Street. The shock paralyzed him but
Pauline Gissibl, vice president; Mlaxine a safety belt kept him from falling to
Sisler, secretary: Danny Osen, treas- the ground from the top of the pole
urer; George McDermott, mite box on which he was working. He was
secretary; and Ruby Robison, hostess brought to the ground by other workchairman. The lesson for the after- men. Mr. Jones is a son of G. W. Jones
noon was in charge of the retiring pres- of Overland Park, Kans., who has the
ident, Faye Hendricks. The hostess contract for the building of the disand her mother served a lunch at the 'tribution system for the municipal
electric plant.
close of the meeting.

The printer isn't to blame. See if you are a
good detective. Find the mistake, bring this ad to
our store, show us the correction, and we will allow
you 25c on any purchase of feed you wish to make.
Good only Saturday night, June 24.
BINDER TWINE
This is the same brand of twine we sold last year.
Let us have your order now.
We handle Dip, Mite Spray, Lime and Sulphur Dip,
Tankage, Oil Meal, Shorts, Bran, Soy Bean Meal,
and a complete line of concentrates and commercial feeds. Get our price.
Don't Forget Roberts Special Mix Feeds
Bring Vs Your Poultry, Eggs and Cream

Roberts Produce
Anita Phone 17

MINERAL CATTLE BLOCKS
TO PREVENT BLOAT
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. P. DARROW, Manager

THE ANITA TRlBUNfe.
IMPROVED""""
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

BATTERN

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for June 25
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts seated and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
permission. •

PAUL REVIEWS HI? LIFE
LESSON TEXT—Phillpnlans 1:12-14. 21'
M; 3:12-14; n Timothy 4:7, 8.
GOLDEN TEXT—I have fpught a good
flght, I have finished my course, I have
kept the faith.—n Timothy 4:7.

EPARTHENT
requires 3 yards of 35-inch fabric
and 2% yards of lace or ruching.
No. 1761 is designed for sizes 34,
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size 36
requires 6ft yards of 39-inch fabric with nap for the ensemble and
short-sleeved dress. With longsleeved dress 7% yards.
New Spring-Summer Pattern Book
Send 15 cents for Barbara Bell's
Spring-Summer Pattern Book!
Make .smart new frocks for street,
daytime and afternoon, with these
simple, carefully planned designs I
It's chic, it's easy, it's economical, to sew your own. Each pattern includes a step-by-step sew
chart to guide beginners.
Send your.order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (hi
corns) each.

KOOL-AID CREAM SHERBET
(Hade In Mechanical Refrigerator)
1 package Kool-Aid. 2 cups milk
any
flavor
1 cup heavy
1 cup sugar
cream

1—Dissolve Kool-Aid and sugar
hi milk; turn into freezing tray
and freeze % to 1 hour (until
slushy).
2—Whip cream (well chilled)
until stiff.
3^-Add partly frozen Kool-Aid
mixture to whipped cream and
whip just enough to mix well, but
keep cold as possible.
4—Return quickly to freezing
tray and freeze at coldest point.
Requires no more stirring. When
frozen, set control back to normal.
Makes over one quart. If desired
lighter, beat 2 egg whites fluffy
with 2 tablespoons sugar and fold
into above mixture before final
freezing.—Adv.

Self-examination may be a most
profitable experience if carried out
in the right spirit and for a good
purpose. It may be very humbling to look at one's experiences
and accomplishments in honest appraisal, but the very humility which
is thus brought about may be the
first step toward better things and
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)
may prove to be a real means of
blessing.
Paul, whose life we have been
studying together for the last three
Items of Interest
months, made a review of his own
life and experience in various places
to the Housewife
in his epistles. We cannot study A S YOU see from the diagram,
them all, but hi the brief portions * * the pretty daytime dress
before us we find that the apostle (1754) consists of just two pieces
Garnished Platters.—Cold meati Quick Polish
Dip knives it
had laid hold of those certainties to sew together. Then make the
without which life is largely mean- easy darts at the neckline and platters have twice the appeal boiling water, dry and polish immediately for a quick polish.
ingless and useless. He had found waistline, so that your dress will when garnished attractively.
• • •
• • •
victory over both himself and his be slim and softly full over the
For Grease on Carpet.—Rub in
circumstances. He was perfectly bosom, edge the sleeves and neckGrease op Marble.—A paste of
clear about his eternal destiny. He line with lace or ruching—and Fuller's earth and water spread powdered bathbrick with a piece
had a goal toward which his life there you are I Anybody can do it, on the grease spots on marble of soft cloth; leave overnight, and
STRAWBERRY-WHIPPED-CREAM ICE
was directed in earnest endeavor, and it's so attractive and comfort- and allowed to stand for a few brush out with a stiff brush.
* • *
.See Recipe Below.
and he had in view the reward able. Linen, gingham, batiste and days will entirely remove them.
Ribbon Ends.—Short ends of
which was to be his when he met lawn are nice materials for this. ' Wash off and polish.
* * *
old, Frosty and Delicious ' in the stiffly beaten egg white, and his God. What an excellent oppornarrow velvet ribbons can be utiCool, Comely Jacket Frock.
tour into freezing container of ice tunity we have to bring out the truth
lized profitably by cutting them all
Jelly
Glasses.—Glasses
used
in
If you're looking for an extremefreezer. Assemble the freez- as related to ourselves on this com> you remember how, as a child, cream
ly smart and pleasantly youthful making jellies should not be too the same length and tying them
T and cover. Pack with a mixture ing Lord's Day.
fearty just wasn't a party unless of three parts crushed ice and one
jacket ensemble in women's sizes, tall. Shorter glasses, such as the into bows. These bows are then
I. Living Above Circumstances 1761 is the pattern for you. Gath- regular commercial half-pint size placed one above the other against
i had ice cream? Do such child- part rock salt. Freeze.
(PhiL 1:12-14).
j memorieaveveh now create liters make the bodice just full are very satisfactory. Molds of :he front of a hat crown or, end
Cream-Less lee Cream.
Paul had been imprisoned for the enough, and the paneled skirt, cut jelly removed from them are not to end, around a brim cuff. You
appetite longings for that frosty,
(Makes 2 quarts)
gospel's sake. Did that stop him? to a high waistline, is beautifully as likely to break as those re- can use any color scheme, the
orsome dish—longings that send
% cup sugar
irighter the better, just so the ribNo, for he made the very guards slenderizing. The smart jacket is moved from taller glasses.
i hurrying to the kitchen to make
4 tablespoons' flour
DOH is all of the same width and
who were assigned to watch him the most flattering length—certain
* * *
a batch of your own favorite
1 quart milk (scalded)
;he bows uniform in size—or use
at his house the objects of his min- to make your hips look slim. Chifbn dessert?
Cleaning
Bronze.—Don't
wash
2 eggs (beaten separately)
istry and they, in turn, became mis- fon, georgette, linen or pure dye bronze ornaments with soap and hi the same way as a dress trimBomemade ice creams and sher2 teaspoons vanilla extract
sionaries of the cross. He sough' silk print are pliant fabrics in water. Dust thoroughly, using a ming.
are more popular than ever
Vt teaspoon salt
to win each one as he took his des- which this design looks particu- fairly stiff brush for the crevices.
now that effiCombine sugar and flour and ignated period of guard service and larly
cient modern ice
well.
Any very obstinate spots or stains
cream
freezers blend with scalded milk; then cook then sent him out as a testimony to
can generally be removed by rubThe Patterns.
over
low
flame,
stirring
constantly,
"the
whole
Praetorian
guard
and
to
make quick work
bing with a piece of cut lemon
No.
1754
is
designed
for
sizes
32,
intil
mixture
thickens.
Remove
all the rest" (v. 13, B. V.). What
of their preparadipped hi salt. Polish with a
34,
36,
38,
40,
42,
44,
and
46.
Size
34
tion. (You can rom flame and pour three table- a consistent and glowing Christian
chamois leather.
spoons
of
the
mixture
over
beaten
life
Paul
must
have
lived
day
by
• • *
freeze
smooth,
egg
yolks.
Blend
thoroughly,
then
day.
velvet; sherbets
For
Turnback
Cuffs. — When
Man Not So Smart
Not only were some of his Chrisand ice cream in add to custard mixture, together
making
turnback
cuffs
for a man's
5 to 10 minutes with salt and vanilla extract. Chill. tian brethren encouraged by his exThousands of years before man shirt, sew the smallest sized snap
Pour
mixture
into
freezing
containample
to
preach
the
gospel,
but
we
|!) And when the advent of torrid
began to have afternoon head- on the cuff about one inch from
calls for something special er of modern ice cream freezer. note in verse 15 that others, taking aches from trying to think, the the edge and at the proper place
WorJId Conquerors
Pour
the
stiffly
beaten
egg
whites
advantage
of
the
fact
that
Paul
was
ncourage appetites made indifon
the
sleeve,
and
you
will
find
turtle
had
a
streamlined
body,
The
real
conquerors of the world
by the onslaught of heat over and then assemble the freezer in prison, went out to preach just turret top, retractable landing this quite a time saver. The cuff indeed are not the generals but
and
cover.
Pack
with
mixture
of
to
show
that
they
were
as
good
as
these delicious treats come
not have to be tacked after the thmkers.—Sir John Lubbock.
three parts crushed ice and one part he, making their very preaching gear and a portable house.—Mo- will
eir own! v • > • . • • .
each laundering.
bile Register.
an
expression
of
their
envy
of
his
rock
salt.
Freeze.
re are some simple hints on
popularity.
Paul showed victory
Strawberry Whipped Cream Ice.
og freezer ice creams with a
over circumstances by thanktaf
- (Serves 6)
on of toand new recipes for
God that the gospel was preached
1 quart strawberries
•cfreshittgj frozen desserts—
A Quiz With Answers
even though it was done in a wrong
2 cups sugar
•Tl stww-wwn MTROUUM Jfuy
i which I've tested in my own
spirit.
Offering
Information
% cup lemon juice
i and found to be as practical
n. Facing Eternity With Joy
1 pint cold water
-are appealing: >
on Various Subjects
(Phil. 1:21, 24).
1
cup
whipped
cream
sweetened
i on MaUny lie Cream Freezer
To
Paul,
departure
from
this
life
with 1 tablespoon confectioners'
let €r0am.
would mean his entering into persugar
1. What is the Bastille?
3. Samuel Pepys.
[Follow directions in the recipe.
Mash the berries, add the sugar fect fellowship with Christ and un2. Where is the International
4. To ('Increase the evaporating
Scald freezing container, dasher and lemon juice, and let stand for limited service for Him. He theresurface of the body.
Date line?
fore
had
a
strong
desire
to
depart
| cover before using.
about an hour.
BEST HOTEL
3. What famous diarist wrote in
5. His Majesty's Ship.
[ Crush or crack the ice finely,
Add the water, and to be with the Lord. He would code?
6.
Cole
slaw
is
correct.
Cole
i Fill freezing container only %
and pour the mix- not, however, turn away from his
4. Why does a dog stick its means cabbage. Slaw is from the
I of ice cream mixture, to allow
ture
into the present privilege and duty. If it tongue out when it pants?
Danish slaa, meaning salad.
was
God's
will
that
he
should
abide
[expansion. . •
freezing containIt b alvwyt • plutura
•
7. The comptroller general of
5.
What
do
the
letters
H.
M.
S.
hi
the'flesh,
be
purposed
that
it
| Cover tightly,
er of an ice
to
flop* Hotel ROM.
the
Uhlted
States
holds
office
for
on
a
ship
of
the
British
navy
'djust the dasher so that the
cream
freezer. should be literally true of him that mean?
15 years.
turns easily and smoothly.
Assemble
t h e to live is Christ. If that be true in
8. The Westinghouse lighting of
6. Which is correct, cold slaw,
for year round comfort
Use three parts crushed ice to
freezer and cov- a man's life, then it must neces- or cole slaw?
the World's Columbian exposition
sarily
follow
that
to
die
is
gain.
The
ftac food end eicdlea*
[part,
rock,salt
arranging
in
aler.
Pack
with
a
k
7. What is the longest term of in 1893 was the first large-scale
ate layers, ,
. twice. . .y«t with rstt
mixture of three parts crushed ice reason men fear death is that in office of any government official? display of incandescent lighting.
.Turn the crank slowly and and one part rock salt. Turn the place of saying "to live is Christ,"
economy pf*»«illnf,
Where was the first large pub9. Greenland — 827,275 square
until turning becomes dif- crank slowly and steadily until the they say "to live is money," "posi- lic8.display
of incandescent light- miles.
mixture thickens (about five min- tion," "pleasure," or even "sin,"
10. In "The Challenge to Liberty"
in. Pressing Toward the Goal ing?
When the mixture is frozen (5 utes). Carefully remove the coyer
(In
9. After Australia, what is the Mr. Hoover says: "While I can
minutes, ^th a modern ice and the dasher, fill the hollow with (Phil. 3:12-14).
make no claim for having introThese are the words of the man world's biggest island?
i freezer), w^pf around the top sweetened whipped cream, cover
who
possibly was the greatest Chris- 10. Did former President Hoover duced the term 'rugged individucontainer 'With a cloth, and with wax paper, replace the cover
tian and Christian worker of all coin the term "rugged individual- alism,' I should be proud to have
ve
cover carefully, so that no and repack with ice and salt. Let time.
1
Was he satisfied with him- ism"?
invented it It has been used by
salt falls into the mixture.
stand for about three hours before self? No, the Spirit of Christ in
American leaders for over a hah1
Remove the dasher, and pack serving,
him
and
the
vision
of
the
goal
which
The
Answers
century in qulogy of those GodII the cream with a spoon.
Lemon Cream Sherbet.
he had not yet attained made him
1. A famous -French fortress, lat- fearing men and women of, honesty
Replace jthe cover, and dram
(Makes about 2 quarts)
whose stamina and character and
press on.
er converted into a prison.
'he water from the freezer.
% cup lemon rind (grated)
The
spiritually
minded
Christian
fearless assertion of rights led
2.
The
180th
meridian
passing
•Repack with'ice and salt. Cover
1 cup cold water
has no word of commendation for near the center of the Pacific them to make their own way in
i burlap bag or heavy paper
1 cup lemon juice
past success, he gives Christ the ocean.
life."
allow to "ripen" for about an
4 cups sugar
glory. He does not permit past
before serving,
2 eggs (beaten)
failures to hold him back, for they
[eppermlnt Candy Ice Cream.
have been put under the blood. He
5 cups milk
Pound peppermint stick candy
2 cups heavy cream
is not content merely to hold his
, quart thin cream
Put the freshly grated lemon rmd own, for he knows that to stand still
"sak the stick candy into pieces in a saucepan with the cold water. is to go back. Christian friends,
the cream over the candy and Bring to a boil and strain. To the let us by God's blessing and grace
in the reliquid add the lemon juice and the take a forward step today, and to?«ator
over
sugar. Stir well. Beat eggs and to morrow, and the day after, that we
ht
- Then pour
them add the milk and cream. As- may, like Paul, press on toward the
mixture into
semble the freezer and pack with goal to the prize of the high calling
freezing well
ice and salt. When the freezer is of God in Christ Jesus.
I'M ROLLING MX WlAKIN'S' SMOKES
an
ice cream
ready, combine the two mixtures for
Scripture speaks frequently of the
er. p a c k
the ice cream, pouring the fruit mix- reward which shall come to the
TWICE AS FAST, TWICE AS NEAT
three parts
ture slowly into the milk and cream. faithful Christian at the close of a
ie
ANP ENJOYING 'CM eXTRA-MILP,
1 d Ice to one part rock salt, Stir quickly, pour into the freezing life of holiness and service for
freeze.
Christ. It is no doubt commendcontainer, cover and freeze.
FULL-BODIES PRINCE ALBERT
wberry or Raspberry Preserves
able that Christians do not often
speak of their reward, for it should
SURE IS PRINCELY SMOKING)
Ice Cream.
Get This New Cook Book.
In this new cook book, "Easy En- be true of every servant of Christ
(Serves 6-6)
Pint coffee cream
tertaining," by Eleanor Howe, you u that the love of Christ should conteaspoon salt
find over 125 practical suggestions strain him. On the other hand, it
C
FRED L. WITHERS (Iqft) describes Prince
"P strawberry or raspberry and recipes for parties of every de- is important that we keep before us
Albert's "crimp eat" to a "T" when he says:
.Preserves
scription. Birthdaypart.es, picnics the fact that at the end of the road
"P. A. poors right, lays right, and shapes up
bine all the ingredients and buffet suppers, and parties for the there is recognition by "the Lord,
firm, full-rounded without spilling." Prince
"e mixture into the freezing bride—for all these and many more the righteous Judge," and that we
ner
Albert's "no-bite" process assures all the
of a modern ice cream. social occasions, you'll find unusua may properly look forward to the
rich, ripe body and grand aroma of its choice
receiving of the crown of righteousr Assemble the freezer and
r
tobaccos. Try P. A. today. (Prince Albert
ness from His hand. The life of
- Pack with fee and salt, using
the Christian has glorious meaning
and pipes are real pals tool)
Parts crushed ice to one part
*"**v. Frcczi*
from beginning to end, yes, and on
roB-your-own dcarattm to
( fine
through all eternity!
•nnr B«dk»tti»gf Print* Albert
Buttermilk Ice Cream.

AROUND
the HOUSE

MOROJLINE

ASK ME
ANOTHER f

S?

VALUE

WHICH "MAWN^TORACCO ROILS EASIEST
SMOKES MILDEST? JUST WE PRINCE ALBERT A TRX!

pineapple

ing

Union.)

A bedroom done in
fea
French
century
Frenc manner
beaten)
buttermilk, pineap- peacock blue and white in
and lernon Juice; Fold scheme.
1

Christ's Power
One of the undeniable miracles of
Christian history is the mystic power of the disciples of Christ to remain faithful to Him in spite of all
possible temptation! to desert
faith.

OuntaM. !•>.*->.

SO MILD

.wh.t~-a.w-.*. 0.

FIFTY-SIX

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1939.

18 NEW LAWS GO "Broadway Serenade" at
(TO EFFECT JULY 4 Rialto Saturday-Sunday
kt Many New and Revised Measures
sssed By Last Legislature Are
in Effect at That Time; Several in Effect on Saturday.

hundred and forty-eight laws
Ich go into effect on July 4, ground
[by the 1939 Iowa legislature, are
fierentirely new or modifications of
[ones, a check-up of statutes relied this week.
till other changes become effective
nrday, July 1.
i state begins its fiscal year and,
|the taxpayers' sorrow, will start
out $24,613,483 yearly approitions voted by the legislature.
hose bills going into operation
from such as the law permit; Tama Indians to be married like
r lo wans "with a preacher'n everyinstead of by the government
tmissioner; to the "anti-cigarette
.legging" act which will make it a
ishable offense for a person to be
ght with more than two packages
n-taxed cigarettes on Independence
and thereafter. •
fn and after that date also expectmothers will have to submit to
al disease tests, theatre owners
• able to show fight pictures for
[first time legally, and farmers will
permitted to set up voluntary soil
ervation districts.
state board of control will be
lowered to transfer inmates of
jr hospitals for Insane to county
if a specially designated comi) approves. Bait dealers supthe needs of Iowa fishermen
kve to pay a $5 license fee and
or each 100 feet of gill net in use,
speed boats in certain areas of
Okoboji will be limited to 10
i an hour.
. .
.„ „ . .
,
to

Taking its place at the top of this
season's musicals, "Broadway Serenade," starring Jeanette MaoDonald
comes, to the Rialto Theatre Saturday
and Sunday evenings. Not in recent
months has Miss MacDonald had the
vocal or dramatic opportunities that
this new production affords her.
.Rich in elaborate stage numbers,
tempered -with a good down-to-earth
story revolving about a girl who
climbs from singing in cheap night
clubs to musical comedy stardom,
"Broadway Serenade," contains every
conceivable element of entertainment.
The songs, sung by the star, range
in type from hits of the Gay Nineties,
through grand opera selections and on
to top tunes of today. "For Every
Lonely Heart," "One Look At You"
and "Time Changes Everything" will
be current sensations.
In his role of Miss MacDonald's
composer-pianist husband, Lew Ayres
demonstrates why he has been able
to leap to near stardom in a few short
months. His performance is real, sincere, and tempered with a sympathetic reserve which makes his teaming
with the star one of the happiest combinations to date.
Comedy is split three ways between
Prank Mbrgan, as a Broadway producer, Virginia Grey and Rita Johnson, chorus girls who vie for his attentions. An interesting third poimj
to the romantic triangle is provided
by Ian Hunter, and Al Shean, as the
old Bavarian cellist who befriends
Ayres, give an excellent character
portrayal.
In addition to the feature, the program for the two evenings will include
a, news reel and the Walt Disney
cartoon, "Practical Pig."
Tonight, the Big Night.
How a group of youngsters from
ten to twenty years of age, brought
together through loneliness, stealing
keep themselves from starvation,

BRIARDALE GROCERY
Values For Friday-Saturday
Velveeta
CHEESE—
For spreading,
V2-lb.

15c

package
Briardale
CAKE FLOUR—
Large
package
Tall Corn
COFFEE—
Fresh roasted, fresh
ground,
on
.3 pounds
»J«H.

19c

Kellogg's
CORN FLAKES—
Flavor perfect,
per package...

lOc

Columbus
PORK and BEANS—
Large can, lOc;
1-lb. can

5c

Carquinez
PEACHES—
Fine quality,
halves,
No. 10 can...

44c

For Your July 4th. Picnic
Olives, Pickles, Shurfine Beverages, Salad Dressing,
Cookies, Potato Chips, Ritz, Iced Tea, Bananas,
Lemons, Melons, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Plums,
i Apricots and Cucumbers.
Sunkist
LEMONS—
Per
dozen . . . .

33c

GWC

ICE TEA—

y2-ib.

33c

package . . . .
Special blend, i/2-lb. 19c

GWC
SWEET PICKLES—
Our best seller,
12-ounce bottle

14c

Shurfine
BEVERAGES—
Gingerale, Root Beer,
White Soda, 3 on^
32,oz. bottles.. wC
(Plus bottle charge)
Camay
TOILET SOAP—
bars
If C
GWC Ruf-Kut
PEANUT BUTTER—
16-ounee
jar

20c

The farm bureau, cooperating with
the extension department of Iowa
State college, is interested in placing
demonstration orchards in twelve
townships in the county. Four such
orchards have been laid out in the
county thus far.
Demonstration orchards are desired
for the following townships: Bear
Grove, Cass, Edna, Massena, Victoria,
Washington, Brighton, Noble, Benton,
Grant, Franklin and Lincoln.
The farmer cooperating in each of
these townships will receive the trees
free of charge and the orchard will
be supervised by the extension service
and the local farm bureau office. Help
will be given on spraying, grafting
and budding.
There is a definite need for more
small home orchards as they are assets
and aid materially in cutting down
living costs.
Farmers interested in this project
should contact the farm bureau office in Atlantic immediately.
Owing to the fact that the Fourth
of July comes on Tuesday of next
week, there will be no free picture
show in Anita that evening.
Hail damage to Cass county crops
amounted to $1,029 in 1938, according to figures announced this week.
The damage over the state last year
amounted to $1,599,000, a decline of
$300,000 compared with 1937.
Iowa automobiles will dress up in
1940 with a new color combination
in license plates, according to an announcement by Horace Tate, former
acting motor vehicle commissioner.
The 1940 tags will be an orange background with blue numbers', similar
to Pennsylvania plates this year. This
is the first time in more than six years
that Iowa has changed from a blue
and white color combination. Tate,
who placed the order for the 1940
plates, stated that the new colors had
been chosen because white had not
proven durable.

CORN PAYMENTS
EXPECTED IN JULY
Cass County Farmers Should Not Expect to Receive Their First Corn
Payments Under 1939 Program Before That Time.
Cass county fanners should not expect to receive their first corn payments under the 1939 soil conservation
program until late in July or early in
August, according to county agricultural conservation committee officials.
The first payment, to be the parity
portion on corn, will amount to 6 cents
a bushel on official yield total for a.
farm's individual corn acreage allotment if this allotment has been met.
The act permits payment of parityportion as soon as a preliminary check
has been made on corn acreage after
planting. Operators who are found
to be over their allotment by any part
of an acre will be disqualified for the
entire parity allowance.
AAA committeemen have begun
their inspection trip in this county,
and more than 1,200 out of 2,200 reports have been made. According to
word received here, forms for the payment are not expected to reach DesMoines until July, which means fhe
payment will not be made until fete
that month or early the following1
month.

Chas. Crolley, 71, Dies in
Atlantic Sunday Morning
Charles Crolley, 71, resident of Cass
county nearly all his life, died at 4:00
o'clock Sunday morning at the home
of his sisiters, Eliza Kate and Polly
Crolley, in Atlantic.
Death was attributed to a heart
attack. He had been in poor health
for about two weeks.
Mr. Crolley was born April 3, 1868,
at Des Mtoines, the son of John and
Margaret Crolley, and came to (Cass
county when young- He was married at Massena on April 12, 1898, to
Katherine Hogan and farmed in this
community until retiring and moving
to Atlantic in 1927.
He leaves as survivors nine children,
Robert of Massena, Richard of Los Angeles, Cal., Mrs. Ada Williams and
Mrs. Virgina Coulter of Atlantic, Mrs.
Delores Parkinson of Adair, and Louis,
Kathleen, Cecil and Dorothy, all of
Bakersfield, Cal. Three sisters living
hi Atlantic and six grandchildren also
survive.
Funeral services were held at 10:00
o'clock Tuesday morning at SS. Peter
and Paul Catholic church in Atlantic,
with the Rev. P. N. McDermott officiating. Burial was made in the Atlantic
Catholic cemetery.
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''^'^
and ******
the law,
are ****
finally
trapped
and
unwillingly delivered into virtual
slavery in a notorious turpentine camp,
is vividly presented in "Boy Slaves,"
Since Jan. 1, the Iowa Department
feature attraction at the Rialto this
of Agriculture has' collected and tested
(Wednesday) evening.
James Curtis Ostrus, 14, oldest son
Mrs. Peter Scott of .Cumberland was
What happens when the boys dis- of Everett N. and Ruth Lamborn elected chairman of the Cass County 1,500 samples of gasoline from sercover their status as prisoners and Ostrus, farmers five miles south of American Legion Auxiliary at the an- vice stations throughout the state acfutilely endeavor to secure aid from Wiota, died at the Atlantic hospital ^ nual meeting last Thursday afternoon cording to Mark Thornburg, State
Secretary of Agriculture. The dethe outside, leads to the thrilling cli- last Thursday morning.
in the assembly room of the court- partment has found it necessary in 36
s:
max of the picture which ranks as a
Curtis was born Feb. 25, 1925, five house in Atlantic.
cases to close the pumps until enough
iRMERS—Written notices of lease searching human document.
miles
south of Wiota, where he spent
Mrs. Scott succeeds Mrs. Clarence legal gasoline has been added to bring
ninations, by either landlords or
Anne Shirley heads the cast of the
jants, must be given before Nov. 1. film, with a group of eight lads, most his life and attended school. He Vetter of Atlantic, who was named the product up to the state speciftcavise the original lease continues. of them hitherto unknown to the graduated from the eighth grade at vice president for the coming year. tions. With a few exceptions, the lots
pUNICIPAUTIES — Policemen, screen, capably filling the other im- No. 3, Franklin township, and ranked >Mrs. Frank Pop of Cumberland was of gasoline not meeting specifications
as one of the honor students in Cass elected, secretary-treasurer.
have been competitive grades. Thornnen and minor officials in com- portant parts.
county.
He took an active part in
There was a good attendance at the burg states that under the law, gasoline
jsion cities may be paid twice a
Leon Errol will also be seen on the declamatory work in school and showmeeting, with delegates present from! ia "motor fuel." The motor fuel law
nth ,instead of monthly. City of- screen in the comedy, "Major Difed much promise in that line. He was Atlantic, Anita, Cumberland and fixes certain specifications or standi shall take office on the Monday ficultiea.»
The program will include
stricken at home with a cerebral hem- Griswold. Mrs. Kathleen Laird of! ards for gasoline before it can be sold
{wing election.
Iowa News Flashes.
orrhage Tuesday evening and was Sidney, seventh district committee' in Iowa,
pies of 12,000 or more population
•
taken to the Atlantic hospital, where woman, and Mrs. Rena Heft of Woodlevy a special 8% mill tax for !,«.,• u t
«
r v
he
remained unconscious until death. bine, district committee woman-elect,
Jorgen H. Peterson, 76, a widely
DASHER--SCHMEISER.
«P of the police department but Will Make DOTYCy 01 1ZLX
The immediate cause of his death was were present.
["known
business
man
of
Elkhorn,
died
! same time must reduce the g«n•»
D..---I., :n fminfa
Mund miHage levy a like amount.
ITCC ITOpeny ID lOHffly acute myeloid lukemia.
The auxiliary, Decided to hold jts 1 one day last week at his home in that The wedding of Miss Crystalle
H«
is
survived
by
his
parents,
Mr.
annual
party for the disabled veterans' town- MB? * he submitted to a major Dasher, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Municipal fire ' fighting equipment
—-—!> used outside the city limits
Sponsored by the State Tax Com, and Mrs. Everett Ostrus, a sister,at the Clarinda hospital on July 11.! operation at Omaha and after being Harry Dasher, and Orval Schmeiser,
i returned to his home May 12, was son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Schmeiser
mi3si
T» council's discretion.
™' a «""** » b«m* ""?*. °f Carol, 11, and a brother, Ronald, 9.
Refreshments were served at the
bedfast up to the time of his death. of Wapello, was solemnized at the home
3VERNMBNTAL CHANGES- Cass county by Robert Taft and Lyle Other survivors are the maternal close of the meeting.
He
was born in Denmark July 28, of the bride's parents near Casey at
grandmother,
Mrs.
P.
E.
Lamborn
of
oW state board of assessment and Sorensen, of Atlantic, of the Works
1862, and with his parents came to this noon last Wednesday, with the Rev.
™ goes out of existence and the; Progress Administration, *»"«=«*»" Adair, and the paternal grandparents,
country the same year, the family Alta M. Nichols of Casey, officiating,
state tax commission takes its , the amount of property in the.county Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Ostrus of Wiota.
| locating at Elkhorn. He is survived; using the single ring ceremony. A
*, empowered .to collect nearly that is now exempt from taxation, m- He was a nephew of Mrs. George F.
by nine children, four of them, Peter floral altar of banked ferns provided
.750,000 more taxes' annually than' eluding school, city, county and federal Shaffer and Mrs. Harry Swartz of
R., Arthur, Andrew and Harry, being the setting. Mary Ruth Dasher, sister
?20,000,000 in sales and income owned real estate, property of churches Anita.
Sunday evening, seven adults be- residents of Anita. He is also sur- of the bride, played the wedding march.
»ard.
i and other ^te10118 organizations when
Funeral services were held at 2:30
by the old board.
Powder blue shadow lace featured
for oil not used for revenue-producing
o'clock Sunday afternoon at the Meth- came members of the Evangelical vived by his wife, one brother, ninethe
costume of the bride and shq carteen
grandchildren
and
five
great
Lutheran
church
of
Anita
by
the
rites
odist church in Cumberland, with the
' in Iowa (should any wells P««. f«m and town lots taken
grandchildren. Funeral services were ried a bouquet of pink roses. The
of
confirmation,
the
services
being
held
b v the county for texes>
roperties
Rev.
Clarence
Wbllard,
officpastor,
i drilled) tro into effect
I
P
™
Al!-Action3?r1Se' arrest' Passed * federal lending agencies iating. Burial was made in the Nor- at the Church of Christ. The Luth-' held last Thursday afternoon at the groom was attired in a brown suit.
eran church requires before it will ad- ! Lutheran church in Elkhorn, with Following the ceremony a wedding'
sheriffs and peac., officers must by foreclosures of ™«**»> ™ way cemetery.
dinner was served to those present,
mit a person to membership, that they burial in the Elkhorn cemetery.
within sSTmonths instead.Most of the work will be done a^the
the immediate families of the contractbe
instructed
in
the
chief
doctrines
of
I
courthouse
where
the
records
are
on
veftrs
ing- parties.
the
Christian
religion.
Luther's
Small
may mortgage personal «•. The project is a state^de one
The bride, a former Anita girl, gradCatechism
which
contains
these
chief
to obtain govSnmenV loans. | ^nd Brown of DBB Mo.nes was a
uated from the local high school with
doctrines in a brief, concise, and yet,
'-called "speed traps" in small and already under way in
the clas of 1929, later attended school
comprehensive form, is used as one of
be abolished by a new min- tieaAlbert B. Gilbaugh, a resident of the books of instruction.
at Morningside college in Sioux City,
Friends in Anita have received word
the Anita community a number of
Rev.
Theo. Hoemann of Adair of the death of Gus Schueth, who and for a number of years has been an
A 6* pound
years ago, died last Wednesday night preached the sermon, choosing as his
instructor in the Wapello schools.
will be the new 1-t Thursday to
at his home near Graettinger, Iowa, text the words of Joshua: "As for me passed away a few days ago at the
Following a wedding trip through
law" which supercedes the
former death being attributed to infirmities and my house, we will serve the Lord." home of a sister in Denver, Colo. the eastern part of the United States,
£y lds isS
Death was due to a paralytic stroke.
** ™
'
ton-mile tax tevied on truck
of advanced age.
After the rite of confirmation had been Mr. Schueth at one time was the own- and Canada, they will be at home to
roth
*™ and substitutes a yeirly license D» y
Mr. Gilbaugh was born Dec. 16,performed wherein those who had er of a meat market in Anita, which their friends on a farm near Wspello.
from $16 to $286 according to
at Peoria, 111., and came with been instructed make a confession o f , waa iocated in the room now occupied
Mr and Mtrs. Eric Osen and sons, 1862,
of
| trucks.
Mrs. Philip Silsby of San Francisco,
Danny and R*ss*ll, Mr. and Mr.^Ever- his parents to Jasper county, Iowa, their faith in the words of the Apos- by tne Anita Hatchery. He left here
ett Baylor and son, Robert, ami wr. an<i when a small child. On Jan. 1, 1888, ties' creed aiid pledge themselves about four years ago to make his Cal., visited in the city the first of
on the Albert Rudig farm Mrs Ernest Burke and son, Gail,
the week at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
he was united in marriage to Clara faithful to Christ, Holy Communion home in Denver.
of Anita we« killed when guests at a 7:00 o'clock dinner
Chester A. Long. Mrs. Silsby, whose
E. Turner. From 1890 until 1900 he was given to twenty-one members of
maiden name was Cecile So per, lived
was
a
resident
of
the
Anita
community.
the mission, including the newly-conurday evening at the nui
Anita has had more precipitation in Anita when a young- girl. She is
Wednesday evening,
For
the
past
twenty
years
he
has
firmed.
and Mrs. Ray Burke in Harlan.
since the report made in last week's a daughter of the late Ira H. Soper.
lived near Graettinger.
ad
About three hundred people attend- Tribune. .90 of an inch fell here last
' P. Stone, a step-son of Mrs.
He is survived by the wife, seven ed the services, The girls' sextette Wednesday evening and on Thursday
v
- Stone, and a former Anita
Mrs. Harry A. Gill and Mrs. Edwin
children, seventeen grandchildren and from Immanuel Lutheran church
another shower brought .92 of an inch. Frederickson entertained the members
*as married Saturday evening
son, is reported to be—""^^y
one great grandchild.
lss
Adair furnished special music. Those Total rainfall in Anita since the first of the Past Matrons club of the Marne
Grace Ayton, according to
Funeral services were held Saturday confirmed were J. P. Christensen, Ver- of June is 5.59 inches, according to the Eastern Star chapter at the home of
a
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shot
wound
—•
'"Amenta received by relatives
lend
in Graettinger, and burial was made nie Liesener, Herman Baier, George report kept at the office of the West the former Tuesday afternoon. Other
s in Anita. The marriage
s
ing in the cemetery near that town. Pres- Baier, Jens Holland, Mrs. 'Henry Roed Iowa Telephone Co. This is the lar- guests were members of the Past
^ on y was performed at St. Peter's
she wa 8°
opal
ent for the funeral from Anita were and Mrs. Orville Christensen. Anoth- gest amount of rainfall in Anita in one Matrons club of the Anita chapter.^
church in San Francisco.
Wl11
Postmaster and Mrs. George 0. Smith- er adult instruction class will be or- month since June, 1935, when 7.12A so'cial afternoon was followed by
„
shoot
a
ca
'the
make their home in Los
er and Mrs. Effie Steinmetz.
ganized next month.
inches were recorded.
' les. where Gerald is assistant the bullet entering
the serving of a lunch by the hostesses.
eei
°f the Sperry Flour Mills Co. heart.
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: to be eligible for unemployment
fpensation benefits and those quittheir jobs will be deprived of a
|tion of their benefits unless, in the
shyer's estimation," they had
i cause for quitting.
nst important of the other laws
ning effective the Fourth of July
the persons they affect are as
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Farm Bureau Wants to
Plant Orchards in County

NUMBER 37

14-Year-Old Nephew of Mrs. Peter Scott Is New
Anita Women Passes Away County Auxiliary President

Confirmation Services Held
Sunday By Lutheran Mission

Albert Gilbangh Dies at
Home Near Graettinger
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Gus Schueth, Former Anita
Man, Pies at Denver, Colo.
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«.00
Merritt Boggs, hauling
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
92.92 j
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS J. H. Chadwick, hauling
32.50
Nes P. Christensen, labor.
C. R. 1. & P. Railroad, freight. 1935.46
Court House,
C R I & P. Railroad, Wiota,
PHONE 300
Atlantic, Iowa,
freight
219.B9
June
1,
1939.
Phone 29
We Deliver
97 68
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Roy Clure, hauling
42.20
county, Iowa, met in regular session jcity of Atlantic, current
.72
with all members present: Hawley, c]au(je Cassady, repairs
FRIDAY — SATURDAY — MONDAY SPECIALS
i«
Lynch, chairman, Mike Metz, G. E. Centra] iowa Sand & Gravel Co.,
PORK and BEANS, 2 No. 2% cans
17c
Eshelman, F. W. Wiese and W. H. sand
26.81
Wohlenhaus.
Deep
Rock
Oil
Co.,
oil
112.50
CHEESE, Shefford, 2 pounds
37c
Minutes of May 15th. were approv- Frank Eblen, channeling
224.00
SALAD DRESSING, quart jar and 4-ounce
ed as read.
Gasoline Alley, gas & grease.. 481.50
bottle French Dressing, both for
32c
.Moved by Metz, seconded by Woh- Gftte cjty j^n Works, repairs 1605.71
99
-22 C |
lenhaus, to divide construction money ' Bud Qoold, hauling
-°°
SANDWICH SPREAD, Clover Farm, 16-oz. jarMSc
as near equal M possible. Vote re- • Granatns> supplies
139.34
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 tall cans
19c
suited as follows: Metz, Yes; Eshel- G,reen g^y L Um ber Co. ma^39c
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-pound jar
25c
__..I
145.63
man No; Wiese, No; Wohlenhaus, iterial
-25
C
97.43
Yes; Lynch, No.
Marion Hansen, hauling
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
M
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Esh- Hangen & Co., supplies ..... 12.861
MARSHMALLOWS, 1-Ib. cello package
15c
elman, to hold letting for construe- , ^ Hoffmanj freight ....... 7.89
JELL, Clover Farm, assorted flavors, 3 packages. 14c tion -work on trunk roads E-l, E-2 ; jjome QJ] Co., gas .......... 148.80
61.70
and T-1R on June 23rd at 2 p. m.
Frank Howard, hauling
Carrots, Lettuce, Black Raspberries, Celery,
Caroline Alley
'Motion carried.
Hutchins Printing Shop, supfees
•
The quarterly report of C. M. Skip53.14
Dr. W, 3. Greenleai
Cabbage and Tomatoes.
John
Hoffman,
drayage
and
plies
4 fll
ton, Clerk of District Court, was ap- Henningsen Construction Co.,
GrtoTOld Mercantile Companyy
freight
75 46
proved.
D*. Harry Hall
Holley School Supply, suprental
'
The following rebates were allow- Gait Ihnen, R. 0. W.
1.00
.54
Hendersons Dairy
' "
plies
his decisions even when they began ed: Wm. L. Heckman, Grant township,
20.20 Grace Hully, board of review
Howells Store
Independent
gas.
^_-.
iiiue|sciiuY:iiu Oil
v«* Co.,
w., e »to doubt the quality of his justice, $10.43, soldier's exemption; and Elva } Interstate Machinery & Sup1041
5.00 Dr. H. A. Johnson .'.'.[
and health
Published Every Thursday by the even though the squirrels thought it Howard Dorn, Anita, $11.52, error in j
, Co ^ partg
............
35.44 H. D. Hully, board of health
1.00 Dr. C. K. Jonea
hunky dory.
valuation.
Iowa Culvert & Pipe Co., pipe 712.27 Jack & Jill Cafe, meals
3.47 J. C. Jenkins, Justice of peace
Doesn't this fable fit some present
Board convened as an equalizaElectric
fees
heat ...... 107.79 J. C. Jacobsen, board of reW. F.- BUDD
,
Editor day conditions, or does this writer tion board as provided by Section Iowa Machinery & Supply Co.,
4
P.
L- Appfeman, Jnstiice of 9.00
view
-°°
just imagine that?
7137 of the 1935 Code of Iowa, and
supplies
2.38 J. B. Jipsen, assessor
Peace fees
632.60
Subscription, if paid in advance.. $1.50
on motion and vote the following
15.84 Byron Jones, checking
• 8.50 Art Wright, Constable fees'.
If one-half the people knew even changes were made in the valuations Iowa Sales Co., parts
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Jobes Tire & Electric Shop,
Roscoe S. Jones, criminal exJoyce Lumber Company, At- Ui
one-tenth of what the other half were
2 60
18.36
Entered at the post office at Anita, really doing, there would be more as set by the assessors of the several
lantic
repairs
pense
townships; all other valuations re- Joyce Lumber Co., material.. 388.46
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
i J. W. Jordan, board of review 4.00 Joyce Lumber Company, Gristhan a fight.
maining as originally assessed:
Koch Bros., supplies
........
427.35
wold
N. Krogh, hauling
2.00
THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1939.
One Year
Colts:
Victoria
une
rear Old
UK, M>«
v,cw>rm Lindsey Machine Shop, repairs 10.76
M:
A Des Moines man wants a divorce
Raymond Lantz, labor.. 5.00 M. Karstensen
.........
township increased 12%; Amta de...... 195.88
Luke &
fue,
from his wife because she told him
Delia King
..........
T.
C.
Littlefield,
board
of
reTHE MONKEY AND THE CAT.
40%; Gnswold increased
j Lee> checking.
........
10.40
he looked like a billy-goat; and the creased
5.00 Dr. W. W. Kitson ....'.'.'.'.','.
view
15%.
Hawley Lynch, committee
Years ago there was a fable much probabilities are he will get what he
Year
Old
Colts:
C.
E.
'Malone,
postmaster,
postA. R. Kohl Grocery ...... [[
Ma8Sena
Two
work
and
mileage
117.90
repeated about the dog that was cross- is asking for. No man who looks township increased 18%; Bear Grove age
Vernon L. Kuhr ____ i ......
.................
'"'
,/,',..
ing a stream on a foot bridge. The like a billy-goat, has any business township decreased 8%; Victoria Massena Telephone Co., tolls .. 10.65 Matt Parrott & Sons ComLee's Drag Store
..........
7.44
dog had a bone in his mouth which with his wife.
Meyer
Service
Station,
parts.
pany,
supplies
15.96
August
>W.
Lembke
........
township decreased 8%.
he was carrying to a safe place to eat.
Middle
States
Utilities,
tolls..
.77
Mrs.
Clifford
Metcalf,
labor..
5.00
Lewis
Djrug
Store
.........
Three Year Old Horses: Massena
If a few of the tree limbs which
He saw his reflection in the mirrorJohn Miller, hauling
97.08 'Mike Metz, committee work
Dr. H, ifc Linton
.........
hang down low across many of the | township increased 10%; Atlantic inlike water and thinking it another dog
H.
P.
Malone,
hauing
110.00
and mileage
141.35 Lloyd & Meredith ........ '_'_
18% Anita increased 8%.
sidewalks
about
town
were
cut
off,
creased
with another bone better than his he
Albert J. Meyers, board of
Maduff'a Pood Market ......
One Year Old Mules: Massena Miller - Hasselbalch Company,
dropped his bone in the water. Them it would not only be an improvement township increased 20%.
3.00 Massena Grain Company ..
parts
58.83
review
he had no bone. According to Chapin to the appearance of the street, but
110.00 Miller-Bryant-Pierce, ribbons
7.50 Miller's Market
............
Two Year Old Mules: Pleasant J. O. Mountain, hauling
Hall, western writer, Dr. V. O. Watts, enable pedestrians to get up and down township increased 20%.
i Howard McDermott, labor... 9.20 Mtonroe Calculating Company,
Minor
Outfitting
Company
..
N W Bel1
assistant professor of economies at the street without having to get down
1.00 Missouri - Kansas Chemical
ribbon
Three
Year
Old
Mules:
WashingTelephone
Co.,
rent
Carleton college, has written a modern on their hands and knees.
and tolls
128.64 J. W. Morgan, board of review
4.00
Company . .
...............
ton township increased 10%; Masversion more applicable to the times.
C. E. Parker, furnace
18.00 xim Morrissey, appraiser
4.00 Moorman Mfg. Company . . . .
sena
township
increased
15%;
VicTHINGS TO WATCH FOR.
It follows:
Phillips Petroleum Co., gas..
63.00 Louis Moss, mileage
4.85 James McConnell
..........
toria township increased 15%.
A monkey caught a fish. A cat found
83.37 E. J. Mueller, bounty
7.00 (McCullough Dairy
Colored light device on autos which
Cattle in Feeding: Grant town- W. H. Pierce, royalty
some nuts. But the monkey preferred will indicate to traffic cojps at what ship increased 15%; Benton township,Harry R. Pollock, R. 0. W. ..
5.80
5.80 Lester
LesterMueller,
Mueller,bounty..
bounty
1.00 Dr. R. Ml Needles
nuts and the cat preferred fish. They speed moving vehicles are traveling. | increased 10%; Franklin township in-; Railway Express Agency, exV. D. McMartin, quarantine..
l-05jNels H. Nelson
therefore agreed to trade. The monpress
3.13 Ted Pellett, bounty
New fan which draws warm air out creased 30%; Union township increas
6-00,Art Nolte ....
key thought an even trade unfair be- ,of hot-air registers in hard-to-heat ed 25%; Bear Grove township in-, RiKht Awav Tire & Battery,
Perkins Bros., supplies ...... 13.01 Nord's Grocery
repairs
87.71 E. J. Perley, board of review
cause, he said, the fish weighed more jrooms
j creased 10%; Edna townsh
Olsen's Grocery
B H
4.83 anc| health
than the nuts. The cat, on the other j Batteryless flashlights with spring- ed 15%; Noble township increased - - Robinson, gas
5.00 I C. B. Parkinson
73.65 Charles<W. Pitsenberger,board
hand, thought the nuts weighed more ( operated electric generator which is 8%; Marne increased 50% Massena Robinson Hardware, supplies.
j J. C. Penney Company
than the fish. So they called in Judge wound up like a watch>
8
i M. W. Rogers, repairs
24.00 Of review and trustee
township increased 30%.
-°° I Petersen's Grocery ...
Fox.
6.00
Burglar alarm systems which sound
One Year Old Heifers: Cumber- Earl Rogler, rent
. E. Proctor, assessor
156.50, Dr. jj. €. Petersen ...
The judge balanced the fish in one a gong and fire tear bombs.
land increased 15%; Griswold increas- Shrauger & Johnson> supplies 59.50 jrranK natziair, Doara 01
I IDr. M. T, Petersen
hand and the nuts in the other. "The
Hy-Lo bridge with equipment that ed 20%; Masaena increased 20%. i Sidles Co., parts
79.72
health
Rapers Grocery
monkey is righ£," he said, "the fish is looks like Mah Jong, but played with | Two Year Old Heifers: Cumber- Skelly Oil Co., gas
185.63 Esther Reeves, salary
30.00 Red & (White Store .'!.!.!.. 1IB
j Standard Bearing Co., parts..
45.61 Lester Rhodes, bounty
heavier." And he took a bite of the same rules as contract except that land decreased 10%.
10.00 Reed's Grocery —
Peter
1.79 H. H. Sanny, bounty
fish to make it balance the nuts.
Sorensen, coal
each player has choice of a high hand
Cows: Pymosa township decreasWm. Riggs Grocery
Then the cat objected. The trade and a low hand to bid and play.
ed 5%; Massena township' increased Standard Oil Co., gas and oil 152.00 William Scharf, board of reSafeway Store
seemed to her more unfair than ever.
Paper plates with metal edges for 10%; Atlantic increased 12%; Cum- Standard Supply Co., supplies 122.15 view and health
5
-°° Martin J. Sorensen
The judge agreed that he had probably baking pies, said to do the job 15 berland increased 10%; Griswold in- U. S. Rubber Co., parts
19.31 Peter Scott, board of review..
3
-°°
i Sub-Division of Aid to Blind.
taken a little too much from the fish. per cent faster than will the time-1 creased 10%; Lewis increased 10%. ;Voss Manufacturing Company,
Harold F. Shrauger, supplies
6 61
H.D. Turner,.
35.60 Mrs. A. A. Smith, labor
So he threw some of the nuts to the ( honored pie tin.
One Year Old Steers: Brighton! material
6 25
GrayceUry ..
squirrels who had been watching.
A new artificial bait which looks ' township decreased 8%; Massena Wagner Filling Station, gas.. 181.23 George Snodgrass, bounty....
2.00 Joe Vetter ..
like
a
fish
swallowing
a
smaller
fish'
township
increased
20%;
Bear
Grove
West
Iowa
Telephone
CornBut now the monkey raised an upRalph F. Spieker, bounty
1.00 Waters Grain Company
roar and to quiet him the judge took j with plenty of hooks for the real fish township increased 25%; Victoria ! P an y> to!'s
19.23 Wm. Steffen, bounty
5.00 Elmer Watson
another bite of the fish. "That raises to bite on.
township increased 8%; Cumberland Wheeler Lumber Bridge &
Wilbur Sunderman, board of
Dr. A. "Weaver
A combination comb and nail file decreased 15%.
the value, of the fish," explained the
j Supply Co., lumber ........ 2449.90
review and health
!
5.00
B. Weir
judge. This seemed reasonable to the with the file partially embedded in the
Two Year Old Steers: Brighton IWilkin Machine Shop, repairs 6.70 C. W. Sutherland, bounty ...
1-00
j Dr. R. B. Weir
monkey, for he knew that reducing the back of the comb.
township decreased 25%; Massena George Wyman, hauling ..... 92.03 E. A. Sutton, board of review
I
O. G. Whitney
A new chemical for preservation township increased 25%; VictoriaRalph Krohn, labor
supply made thinge worth more.
........
20.00 and health
5<0
°,
Dr.
Agnes E. Wilder
But the cat objected that raising the of wood to enable the lumber industry township decreased 35%.
j R. H. Arensmeier, board of
Frederick C. Switzer, quaranI
Session and Mileage Claims.
to
meet
competition
developing
from
value of the fish had lowered the buyHogs: Brighton township decreas-' review
..................
3.00
tine expense
Hawley
Lynch
ing power of the nuts. So the judge other types of construction materials. ed 10%; Victoria township decreased Atlantic News-Telegraph,
Henry Taylor, repairs
2.35
Make Metz
A new slow acting poison for 35%.
. :'
! printing
had to throw some more nuts to the
.................
13.63 F. J. Tuck, board of review
P. W. Wiese
squirrels who loudly proclaimed the roaches that does not need to be scatThe following claims were allowed R. J. Bagshaw, trustee
8.00
and appraiser fees
9.00
G. E. Eshelman
tered; it's left in the can with the end and the Auditor authorized to write Burroughs Adding 'Machine
wisdom of the judge.
Bill Tucker, bounty
4.00
W. H. Wohlenhaus
And since the judge had both the punched in so the pests may eat.
warrants for the same:
Co., service contract
42.05 Registrars of Vital StatisMoved by Metz, second by Wo
Continued decline in proportion of Henry C. Laub, mileage...
fish and the nuts in his possession the
78.95 Georgia Byrne, mileage
21.65 tics, fees
35.75
haus, to adjourn until Monday, W*
monkey and the cat had to submit to rural population to total.
Don Wilkinson, mileage...
28.90 Calumet Cafe, meals
19.39 R. N. Watson, bailiff
3.00
12th., or on call of Chairman.
Kline Taylor, mileage
53.85 Albert Christensen, board of
Ira. L. Welch, board of review 5.00
Motion carried.
Robert Hill, labor
72.75
review
5.00 West Publishing Co., books., , 5.00
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch.
Gerald Sheets, labor
78.00 Nehs P. Christensen, labor. .. .
32.50 Western Union, telegram ..
.36
Chairman
Kenneth Dougherty, labor.
62.50 Cockle Printing Company, abP. W. Wiese, committee work
Attest:
T ,,
Gordon Scott, labor
62.50
stract
154.25
and mileage
166.65
M. E. Hubb
Zeno Lang, labor
115.65 Archie Conklin, board of reCounty
Auditor.!
F. H. Wohlenhaus, board of reGlen Comstock, labor
115.65
view .
r,i).UU
nn
'
4.00
John Bacon, labor
115.65 I^eRoy Cron, bounty
TRY THE
The Misses Lois
2.00 W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
Moin*|
Ross South, labor
115.65 Mary Curry, labor
Intyre
came to Anita from Des
2.50
work and mileage
130.60
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
Pete McDermott, labor
77.85 Dos Moines Sanitary Supply
Friday to visit their parents, ff.l
S. W. Woods, quarantine exWalter Anderson, labor
93.50
Mclntyre
and wife. Lois, who *« J
Co., supplies
25.25
Pense
1.60 ployed with the Northwestern
Tom Conroy, labor
5.90 N. J. DeVore, bounty
4 QO
Warrants Issued on Poor Fund For
William Farmhals, labor. . . . 15.00 Chas. A. Donahoe, session. . . 15.00
Telephone Co., returned to *"*'
Provisions, Clothing and
Hans Jepsen, labor
93.50 L. L. Durham, bounty
Monday. Dorothy, who recently S™1
4 go
Medical
Aid.
Jack Snyder, labor
5.00 Joshua Eblen, board of review
.'{.00 Dr. George Alliband
23 50 uated from Drake Univ^it),
W. H. Willoughby, labor
48.00 P. P. Edwards, sheriff, transspend the summer here. N'' N
Americen
Pearl
Button
ComRalph Query, labor
56.00
portation, criminal investitember she goes to Menlo to
pany
10.46
Harry Edwards, h a u l i n g . . . . 115.00
gation and expense, board
Anita Lumber Company
13.76 school.
Henry Kuhl, labor
36.00
and lodging of prisoners. . .
87.90 Atlantic Canning Company
(Otto Hansen, labor
16.00 Mabel Eichborn, services....
7.30
Andy Miller, hauling
125.00 G. E. Eshelman, committee 15.00 Atlantic Hospital, Ine
Natural
Atlantic Super Market
•
Chris Drager, dragging . . . . 6.40
188.78 AH Your Snapshots m NBIU'*'
work and mileage
Amazingly
beautiful.
,I
30.40
Dr.
R.
L.
Barnett
.
"0727
Mrs. Lena Gerlach, tools . . . . 12.00 H. O. Ferguson, court reportRoll Developed, 8 Natural £f|
Dr. R. A.Becker .
George Keffer, labor
56.36
1.50 Color
er
Printa
for °r'v
15.70
Dr. P. W. Beckman . ' . ' . ' . ' '
Atlantic Lumber & Coal Co.,
2,00
Fkilar & Chambers Company,
Natural Color K?PT>"\S'
Bonger Bros
material
81.68
Mail ad with film
35.97
supplies
UI
14.78 Breckenmaker's Grocery
al Color Photo, '-'
J. D. Adams Co., parts
23.78 , * ™ ' ' ;
0. Fudge, landscape 2«4.77 Brown Grocery . .
*
Anita Lumber Co., material. .
17.36 Joseph
0. D. Funk,
Funk board of review
*
Bullock & Son
A-W Company, parts
129.31 ' and quarantine
15.62
7.80 J. Burnea
The Balbach Co., supplies. . . . 9.47 Geographical Publishing Co.,
196.71
I>. R. B. Chisholm
Barnsdall Refining Co., gas..
37.25
news map
8.00
DIE
4.00 Christensen Bros.
Barton-Warner Co., supplies. . 12.32 Gretrersen Drug Store, sup21.68
:
Cooks
Rexall
Store
W. J. Baughman & Son, labplies
22.19
i ,
* "5.07
. \ f i »Dr.
' i . William
»v l.llatlJ F. (Yew
or
50.00 r^ •
6.00
Griswold
American,
pruning.
70.22.
H.
J.
DimiBaum Iron Co., supplies
3.14 Clarence Hamilton, bounty.
' New steel water t
,
197.80
n
7.00
Dunham
Beaver Handle Co., handles.. 18.60 June Hamm,
body at your serv ce
W. S. Beebe, gas and repairs. 14.86 Frank A. Hansen, bounty.
3.96
1.00
Bell Motor Service, repairs. .
.75 Henry Hansen, board of
2.50
WAGNER FILLIP
reBig "4" Oil Co., gas
54.45
ANITA, IOWA
ANITA, IOWA
3,00
Bojens Hardware, hardware.
10.50 Vic S. Hansen, board of review
5.00 Family Shoe Store
Bootjer & Bond, supplies. . . .
Phone 257
..........
7.01 F.W.Herbert, treasurer, juror
Lumber Company ;;

Crawford's Glover Farm Store

PETERSEN'S

WE DELIVER
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
FLY POISON, Sibert. 5c
Fly Rolls, 7 for
PASTE WAX, Wilbert, guaranteed, 1-lb. can
MATCHES, 6-box carton.
SUGAR, brown or powdered, 3 pounds
JAR RUBBERS, extra quality, 4 dozen .
JAR CAPS, Bell-Mason, per dozen
ANT KILLER, Flash, only ant killer, per can
LARD, Silver Leaf pure, 4-pound pail...
CRACKERS, fresh oven baked, 2 pounds..
Fresh Cabbage, Celery, Cucumbers, Lettuce and
Fresh Fruits.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

BORE USABLE

MIXTURE

"CUMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son

\

AT LAST!

WHEN ANIMALS

We wiM pick them
promptly-

Fun f
BIG TOP

ByEDWHEELAN

Jeff Bug* promUcs If yn that no luna wffl come to Alt*, die elephwt her
father trained.

TONIGUT *SILK" BRooawr UPTHC
SUBrtCCT AGAIN AND HlMTfcD
"WAT Vr I WOULD M««RX
HIM .HE WOULD LCTTHe
MATTER OP ALTA

Summery E

TUB REASON.
-UNCLE
VM

NOWMOU RUM

SHB'S A4OTA*WilER
THE BBOT AMD

DONE SOMETHING-

<*NTuesre>uu:
evep

tb ALTA TO
HER VWTC

NOIHM&
HAPPEN T&

V.
By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Gonzales Travels Light but Expect* a Heavy Return
HERE WE f VOO HOO, GONZALES!
* f^^f

•

' A

•**. * -

K - •• •

«««M«M»

•> •

WOW, ZEERO!
LOOK AT ALL.
THAT LUGGAGE!

WHY. GONZALES
ARE
ALL YOUR
TRUNKS?

SHE MUST
HAVE BROUGHT

GOOD-BYE, GOOD

\9UVW Die* www w « w .
...rtM9eu«)AFTER ZE WEDDING,
GONZAUES AND MB WILL OWN
ALL ZE TBONKS AND WE
LALA
NOZZING BUT ZE
EMPTY SUITCASE ,

DW5NT WANT

ALONG ever ~
SHE OWNS

rrant 3v Muk«r nradlette, DM.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Casual Sled Run With One Turn

Pattern 6381.
[T'S easy to be smart when ra
can turn out crocheted accpn.
series like these in no time The
hat of single crochet with chieroH
briin in pufl stitch-the roomy
bag to match—are accessories for
which you'll have endless m.
There's an adjustable band id
bade of the hat. Pattern 6381 COB.
tains instructions for making hat
and bag; illustrations of them and
of stitches; materials needed.
To obtain this pattern send 15 ,
cents in coins to The Sewing'
Circle, Household Arts Dept. 259 •
W. 14th St.. New York. N. Y.
Please write your name, address and pattern number plainly,

Life's Pages
The man who reviews his own
life from page to page had need :
to have been a good man indeed, i
if he would be spared the sharp j
consciousness of many talents nej- j
lected, many opportunities wast-?
ed, many erratic and perverted:]
feelings, constantly at war withi j
his heart, and defeating 1m- j
Charles Dickens.
Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

MESCAL IKE

Wet and Warmer

By S. L. HUNTLEY

Ladies. If interested in helpinj
others to .vital health, write i
day. It will pay you. Viavi, 701 Em-|
pire Bldg., Des Moines, la.—Adr, j
Law of Failure
Whoever yields to temptation!
subjects himself to the law of faltjj
ing bodies.—Horace Mann.

How Women

in Their 40's

Can•- - t Attract
Men
.,
•
.__LM
POP— The Answer
I

BOUGHT THEM A
BUTTER DISH
FOR THEIR WEDDING
VMAT SMALL I PUT
ON THE CARD?

By J. MILLAR WATT
ftttwy in^Mt^H «""—•'"-•

°«r$R^
[QI

Likes and Dislikes
Men love to bear of their pw<* .
but have an extreme disreliai w
be told their duty.—Burke.
I

FOR BUTTER -

ff-

D

Cheerful News
NEW WAVE OF
TEGfWS'M

CASHIER.
KPORTW /MISSING

D

Unnatural Evil
Nothhig leads to good w
not natural.—Schiller.
(reading) — Archimedes
leaped from his bath shouting "Eureka I Eureka!"
Teacher—One moment. What is
the meaning of "Eureka?"
" 'Eureka' means 'I have found

:

it." "

BOBBER 6ETS20hwopxeR
0V

His Choice
Judge Lynch—Have you anything
to say as to why you shouldn't swing
for this crime?
Condemned Man—Swingin' makes
me dizzy, yer honor. I'd prefer to
skip the rope.

OROLIN
^11*

Weak to
To b« prejudiced
weak^amuel Johnson-

"Very well. What had Archimedes found?"
"The soap, sir."
Precarious Seat
Mother—What was the matter
with Frank last night? He acted so
funny.
Mrs. Junebride—From what he
was able to tell 1 infer that the
cars were so crowded he started to
ride home on a water wagon and
on the way he fell off and was
stunned.

'HEATRASH

IN WCK DOOR CAILIK6 TO JUMW TO COMC BBCK

«**«O WW»rtW6 M06CK
Z ** ""^ W»H61iff PBH8,

m,

R£s )MrT

thli

..V. YOU toe,

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
July 1, 1909.

?$Sg^fs~|

STANDARD On

Turner's Standard Station
RECALLS OLD TIMES.

Ft. Collins, Colo-,
June 23, 1989.
Friend Walter:
The recent issue of the Tribun^i-fcOntaining the obituary of Charley McDermott brought back to me some
very old and pleasant memories. Fifty-six years ago this summer I worked
on the old homestead farm for Uncle
Jimmie (MeDermott. The children,
Charley, Jim, Jr., Vera and Eva, were
all at home and that was about the
liveliest corner on the Wiota road.
Vera was married in hay making
time and us haymakers had the pleasure of cleaning up what was ledEt of
the wedding supper, and there was always plenty. So far as I know now,

PROTECTION

HOUSE
PAINT

THEN SNAP
YOUR F I N G E R S

AT

DECAY
AND

COSTLY
REPAIRS
•
IT'S THE
POSITIVE
SHIELD
AGAINST

Anita Lumber Co.
ROBERT SCOTT
Dependable Always

C. C. Heckman-Tank Wagon

they are all gone, although for a number of years I have lost track of Eva.
Byron (Duke) Forshay is about the
only one left now who ran in my class
in the days of long ago, but at the
Iowa picnic in Los Angeles two years
ago, I met a lot of old-timers, mostly
a little younger than myself, and I
visited at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
E. E. Major, who loaned me the money
to build the first home I owned in
Anita.
1 am the last of our family but it
will probably not be many more years
until I too will rest in beautiful Evergreen cemetery. Fort Collins has
been my home for twenty-eight years
and I have lots of good friends and
love the mountains and pine forests,
but Anita is still the home of my
younger years.
With best wishes to you and any
inquiring friends, I remain
Yours truly,
H. L. Moore.

ORDINANCE NO. 85.

Twelve new busies were sold last
week by L. R. Caliber & Co.
Choice lots in the east half of Evergreen cemetery, recently platted, are
finding ready sale.
A. D. Bullock has purchased the
Lincoln township farm formerly owned by John L. Carey.
Fred Dittman was chasing real
estate deals around in the vicintiy of
Atlantic last Saturday.
Laartz & Kelloway of Adair have
purchased the livestock business formerly conducted by F. 0. Naylor &
Son.
Strawberries were never more
plentiful, and the home crop is supplying every demand, and at good
prices for the consumer.
Freeman J. Deeming has purchased
the vacant lot north of C. A. Thompson's residence property, and will build
a dwelling house sometime during the
summer.
Clarence M. Parker, who has been
elected superintendent of the Anita
schools for the next year, was married at Cedar Falls on June 19 to Miss
Nora Mae MaCoffin.
A large tent is to be pitched on
the square at Main and Chestnut
Streets, and seated, for the accommodation of the guests in Anita for
the 4th. of July celebration.
A horse belonging to L. W. Stone,
a Bear Grove township fanner, became frightened at an automobile nettr
Atlantic one day last week and dropped dead, simply scared to death.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
+• + + + + + + + + + + + +

Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
IOWA ELECTRIC COMPANY, OF
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, ITS SUCChristian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
CESSORS OR ASSIGNS, WITHIN
There will be a debate at the C. E.
THE TOWN OF ANITA, IOWAJ TO
CONSTRUCT, R E C O N S T R U C T , meeting on "What makes a better
MAINTAIN, AND OPERATE A teacher, one who stays for church or
HIGH POTENTIAL TRANSMISSION one who does not stay for church?"
LINE 'UPON THE STREETS AND
There will be a C. E. lawn party
ALLEYS OF SAID TOWN AND
PROVIDING FOR JOINT USE OF Friday evening at the home of Mts.
THE POLES THEREOF.
Fauna Suplee. Everyone welcome.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
Special music at the services SunTOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN
day morning. Come and hear our
OF ANITA, IOWA.
communion service. We have talks
Section One.
Permission and authority is here- on different chapters of the Bible and
by granted for a period of twenty- the teachings of our Lord Jesus Christ.
five (25) years from and after the
acceptance of this Ordinance, as here- The ladies aid -will meet all day
in provided, to Iowa Electric Com- Wednesday at the church, and will
pany, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, its suc- serve a 15c dinner for the public.
cessors or assigns (hereinafter called
the grantee), to construct, reconstruct, maintain, and operate a high
potential electric transmission line + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
consisting of poles, wires, conduits, +• Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. +
and other construction necessary or
incident thereto, upon the following + + + + + + + + + + + +
streets, alleys, and private rights-of- Church School at 10:00 a. m.
way within said Town of Anita, Iowa, Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
to-wit:
OLE SAYS.
Commencing at the east cor- superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock,
porate
limit of the Town of AniFads are peculiar things, yet I do ta, Iowa,
where the same is inLadies aid will meet Thursday at
not criticise them too severely for tersected by Main or Second the church with a 15c dinner for the
many are pitfalls for myself. If a new Street, thence west on Main or public at noon.
Second Street to the northwest
gaity comes along such as a loud garcorner of the intersection of Elm
ment, especially sport shirt, jacket or and
Main or Second Street, thence
pajama, you can count on my envious south across Main or Second
4LUTHERAN MISSION AT -f
Street, thence south and west on
being to be on the want list.
L O. 0. P. HALL.
-f
private right-of-way to the alley +
• » »
which extends to First Street, > Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor, -f
I will admit that the recent gold thence west on said alley to First
+ + + + + + + ++ + + + +
fish gulping derby was a bit far fetched Street, thence west on First Street
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
to
Linn
Street,
thence
south
on
but them for it. Not far behind is the
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
Linn
Street
to
the
east
and
west
jitterbugging, and if I were a bit Street lying immediately north of
A special meeting of all, both men
younger and had the chance, I dare the right-of-way of the Chicago, and women, who are interested in the
say I'd do a bit of the jitterbug myself. Rock Island, & Pacific Railway, Lutheran Mission, will be held at the
thence west on the said Street
» * *
its intersection with Highway hall Wednesday evening at 8:00
I never criticise clothes of women to
No. 6, and thence west on High- o'clock.
and resent being called upon for ad- way No. 6 to the west corporate
Sunday School teachers' meeting at
vice about such matters;, for it takes limit of the Town of Anita.
the parsonage Thursday evening at
Section
Two.
no one but myself to select my own The grantee hereby grants to the 8:00 o'clock.
apparel. What I wear is nobody's Town of Anita, Iowa, so long as said
business but mine—so there!
transmission line shall be in opera* * •
tion, the right and privilege of atMETHODIST
CHURCH
+
the wires of its local distri- +
Fads that have come and gone with- taching
bution system upon the poles of said +
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
+
in a season: Marathon dancers of 1929; transmission line within said Town, + •*• + + + + + + + + + + 4
"Tom Thumb" or miniature golf of provided, however, that said attach- Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
ment and the operation and main1930; tree and flag pole sitters of 1931; tenance
of said lines shall not in- Harold MeDermott, Superintendent.
yo-yo tops of 1932; jigsaw puzzles of terfere with the efficient operation
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. Ser1933; hog calling contests of 1934; and maintenance of said transmis- mon by the pastor. Everyone is insion
line.
"Scratch out the top name and send
vited to our services.
Section Three.
a dime" letters of 1935; Knock, knock, This Ordinance
shall in no manner
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. with
who's there?" of 1936; "Big Apple" be construed to grant the Iowa Elec- the discussion centering around "How
of 1937; "Jitterbug" of 1938; gold tric Company, its successors or as- the Bible Came to Be." Kathryn
permission or authority to sell
fish gulping of 1939. Wonder what signs,
electric current to the Town of Ani- Wteimer and Marion Bartley, who have
will be next?
ta, Iowa, or to any of the inhabitants just returned from the leadership
of said Town of Anita, Iowa.
training school in Oskaloosa, will lead
Section Four.
FARMERS DIGGING PONDS
in the discussion.
This
Ordinance
shall
be
in
full
force
FOR A WATER SUPPLY
and effect from and after its approval
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock
by the legal electors of the Town Sermon by the pastor.
Farmers who reside in the vicinity of Anita, Iowa, at a special election
of Winterset and other points in Mad- called and held for that purpose; the The fourth quarterly conference
ison county, have been solving the acceptance of this Ordinance by the wil meet this (Wednesday) evening
grantee in writing filed with the at the church at 8:00 o'clock All of
water supply by haying email ponds Town
Clerk within 30 days from
dug in places where water 'ftows after and after such approval, and its pub- flcial members are urged to be present
Any member of the church is w e l'
rains and by putting in a dam have lication as provided by law.
come
to attend.
Passed
this
9th.
day
of
May,
been able to conserve a supply of water
Choir
practice Thursday evening at
for their stock. Many of the ponds
C. F. Darrow,
the
home
of Mr. and Mrs. Eric Os,n
have been dug by the Frank Eblen
Cho.r members and those invested in
Construction Co. of Cumberland dur- ATTEST:
the choir are invited.
Solon A. Karns,
ing the past few months. The ponds
Town Clerk.
are of no particular shape or plan but
when a place is dug out and a dam
Clifford Johnson and Miss Marie Mrs. Mae Burkhart of Nebraska
placed in the right place water is held Lindblom, who have employment at City, Neb., was a Sunday vi^r ™S
and furnish plenty for stock. In mak- Cherokee, were Sunday visitors with «ty. a guest at the Joe Vetter home
ing the ponds a place has to be select- relatives and friends in Anita.
Bruce Engle,
ed where there is a hard bottom as the
returned to their
water will get away if the place where
K. F. Long of Williston, No. Dak., ^unday, after a few days' visit i,
the pond is placed is in porus ground. enjoyed a few days' visit the past
«ty w,th her father and e,, Jan *
week at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Morgan and Mrs. G sist
M n,
Leland Brown of Des Moines was a Frank Petersen and husband. Mr.
Mrs.
DeCamp
accompanied
J n"T
Sunday visitor at the home of his par- Long is roadmaster for a railroad at far
as Redfield where ,h
ents, James T. Brown and wife.
Williston.
day with relatives
* " 1>enl lh «

Anniversary Sale
Continues Until

Maduffs Food Market
WE DELIVER

,*HONE 239

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

Values For
Friday and Saturday
DRESSES
To help keep cool the
4th., choose one of our
sheer dresses — Voiles,
Bembergs, S h a d o w sheers, etc. Sizes 12-46.
$1 to $3.98
WASH
PANTS

SHOES
Sandals, Pumps and
Ties in whites and colors. Values you can'tj
afford to miss.
$1 to $2.98

HATS-

SHIRTS

Men's sanforized
slacks.

Whites and colors in the
season's newest styles.

Men's dress shirts, |
non-wilt collars,
sizes 14-17.

98c and $1.49

$1

89c

MIGHT NOT PAY TO BUY
CIGARETS IN NEBRASKA

Cigarettes are still cheaper in Nebraska than in Iowa, but it isn't advisable to try to bring home more than
two packages when you go across the
Missouri river.
For a carton may cost you exactly
$501.20 before your troubles are over.
The arithmetic used at arriving at
this figure is simple. The original
cost, $1.20 plus a fine of $500—$50
each for unstamped package of cigarettes.
The law providing for this large penalty on cigarettes not bearing the Iowa
stamp goes into effect July 4. However, it is now illegal to possess cigarettes without the Iowa tax stamps, according to M. W. Dailey of the state
cigarette and beer tax division office.
Dailey points out that the "little
fellow" who buys a carton or so in a
tax-free state and carries it home to
Iowa in his traveling bag is as vulnerable as the bootleg trucker—likewise
those who patronize mail order cigarette concerns outside the state's
borders.
The new law provides you can possess two unstamped packages, (20
cigarettes in each) but no more.
Officers need no search warrant to
enter your home or business place in
quest of bootleg cigarettes according to
Dailey. They also may search all
automobiles or other vehicles without
a warrant.

NOTICE TO DESTROY
AND MOW HIGHWAYS*

To All Property Owners in the 1
of Anita:
You are hereby notified that, m«
cordance with the provisions of (
ter 246 of the Code of Iowa, i
amendments thereto, the Board j
Supervisors of Cass County, In
at their recent meeting, adopted |
Resolution that all owners or
sons in control of real estate <
all noxious weeds' on the property!
the adjoining streets and alleys.
Should you fail to destroy all i
ious we^ds on- the property and I
adjoining streets and alleys, said r
of Supervisors will cause the
to be done and costs thereof
against said land, as provide
Chapter 246 of the Code of Iowa,
amendments thereto.
By Order of
_.
The Board of Supervis
By A. J. KOPP,
'Weed Commisw>ner> |
Dated June 27,1939.
Miss Kathryn Mardis left Sunday*
her home at Three Rivers, Mich,'
a few days' visit in the city at the!
of her step-sister, Mrs. R. W.
and family.

WANT ADS
BISMARKS
26c a Dpzen
Anita Bakery

HARVESTING OP SMALL
GRAIN WILL START SOON

According to many of the farmers
of this locality the harvesting of small
grain will be underway shortly. During the past week or ten days the grain
has been turning and will soon mature.
Most of the straw is short and a great
deal of work will have to be done with
combines. There is a difference of
opinion as to yield. Some fields look
like they will be good and others not
so good. The hail knocked the head*
off a lot of the grain and this will cut
the yield down a great deal.

DEAD

STOCK REMOVED

FREE

PHONE 400 ANITA
WE PAY THE CHARGES
ANITA RENDERING
SERVICE
Harper Dorsey, Manager

for all cars at
Shop,
See- tfce new Felco electric »
controller at the Farmers C«*
FOR SALE:—Tally cards, 2 Wrf
Tribune office, Anita.
LOST.-<Between Anita and
Rrunun farm, 100-pound bag
feed. Finder please return
Butler or Roberts Produce
HESS' TOY SPRAY,
to kill. 95c per gallon. Bouge"
Anita, Iowa.
FOR SALB:-Quick Meal ^
range; alao gasoline camp "[U
Flora V. Stone.
Red Star and Knock Out
twine at the lowest market
Farmers Coop.
Started Chicks —
Rocks and New
Rasmuasen Hatche

60c buys 500 **»*f<

paper, 8 ize8% X ll^ he3 ' a

one office.

*nfe ANITA

kt Important Events in U. S. History Had Their
Genesis in a Small Group of Red-Brick Buildings
That Stand in Independence Square, Philadelphia
BAI1«w~)PitCAiRN

losed W W«i««n New«?«P*r Union.)

SMALL group of redbrick buildings, simple
k-in design, standing
jist the green background

j mid-city park . . .
Jbove their sturdy waUs
tall skyscrapers. Chi
v side of the famous
re about them roars the
»ic of a bustling age. But
•the idea they represent,
fcould be obscured; and
[ to public consciousness
1 the myriad activities of
leat city.
,
.
It to this modest and hisI site turn today the eyes
[hearts of all men and all
Jons that love free govern\>i here is Independence
re, Philadelphia, with its
d-famous structures —
tpendence hall, Congress
Old City hall, and the
rican Philosophical So|r building.
|re is America's noblest
e. Here stands the inspirnbol of America's answer
[who thwarted free governin the past,, .to all who
nge it today;. .
in the troubled, year of
men realize, with a new
oignant sense of values, the
and enduring significance
historic site.:' Seldom, if
['•have more'visitors stopped
[to absorb its patriotic tries} Seldom have the historic
|f, the portraits jtf the Foundhe whole story of Liberty
[preserved aroused Wider naand international interest.
[.this is apparent not only at
endence square, itself, but
here, too. One of the most
• exhibits at the New York
d's fair today is the Pennsyl• building, which represents
tic Independence hall and
[in its displays, .the story of
pcan liberty and progress
Y the free government there
Mshed.
1 what a story! Its preface
ates by decades the Revolts theme runs through
whole history.
bg before the first hint of
lation from England, Inde-

Independence Hall (left) and Congress Hall (right).

in the long "Parade of Progress"
staged hi the separate buildings
or on the greensward of that famous square.
Independence Hall.

Here is the oldest, the most
venerated, of the historic structures in Independence square. It
was erected about 1732 as a statehouse for provincial Pennsylvania from plans designed by Andrew Hamilton, brilliant colonial
lawyer who won fame as the advocate of free speech and a free
press. In 1738 the provincial assembly first held its sessions
there, with Hamilton as speaker
and Benjamin Franklin as clerk.
Here, in 1755, the members of
the Pennsylvania provincial assembly asserted their refusal to
"make laws by direction." Here,
in 1757, they determined to send
Benjamin Franklin to England to
demand "redress of grievances."
Here, in 1764, the citizens of
Philadelphia protested the Stamp
Acts and declared that ho imposition of taxes against natural
and legal rights would be tolerated. Here, in 1765, more than 300
of the leading merchants of Philadelphia signed the Non-importation resolutions.
And here, in 1775, after the entire country had been goaded into
protest against British tyrannies,
assembled the famous Second
Continental congress.
It was in the now-famous Independence chamber of Independence hall that Richard Henry
Lee of Virginia offered, on June
7, 1776, the resolution declaring

s
&*•£&
i$W^*
l!-^>

Declaration Cbamber" In Independence HalL Here on July 4,
Mhe Declaration of'Independence and on lone 14, 1777, the first
Wean flag, were adopted.

nee hall was the capitol of
«ny dedicated, to political
on, religious tolerance and
* to all men. Long after
perty had been won it was
rostrum from which AbraLincoln, Wopdrow Wilson,
other national leaders
hed
their ideals of freedom.
1
°ur
greatest, richest store!
of national recollections.
nations, too, may boast
I Patriotic shrines. The great
I of Europe are studded
lihem. But usually they glo|the dead past of conquest;
Tctories
of strong captains,
ll
"e power of stern kings.
.Independence hall and InRence square tell a greater
J; They glorify the freedom
•we power of the common
the ideai established by
Bunders and preserved by
rations of valiant citizens. In
• w torn by doubts and fears,
l«and confident and serene
""cor, to all humanity, lightway toward peace and
n
ess and progress.
f Dependence
Square mon,K' ls not merely ojie historic
n
• °t merety a -famous
ground, it includes four
s
| - m each ol which were

wto venta

pro£oundl

y • •'«-

n"'^^elopment.
Its toeewwng are Mfcnportant
M
s>
tivl
. 0* them through
we
"enods were held pubplayed a dramatic
national epic.
°"ler in chronological
the notable steps

n great

that "These United Colonies are,
and of right ought to be, free
and independent States."
It was in this chamber, on July
4, 1776, that the Declaration of
Independence, which gave worldstirring expression to that resolution and to the whole cause of
human liberty, was adopted.
It was here that the Continental
congress appointed George Washington commander-in-chief of the
Revolutionary armies; that it
created the name, "The United
States"; that it adopted the design of the American flag.
It was here, in 1781, that congress received news of the final
victory at Yorktown, and, in 1783,
ratified the Treaty of Peace.
Then Independence hall, having housed the birth of a nation,
became the scene of its firm establishment as well.
In its chambers had been
adopted the Articles of Confederation. And when they proved
inadequate, when the nation
sought a "more perfect Union,
it was at Independence hall tnai
the Founders met to draft its
°So here, in 1787, they wrote the
Constitution of the United States
-America's firm guarantee that
"We, the people" should rule,
history's greatest and most ramous charter of free government.
Independence Square
while the provincial assembly
and the Continental congress enacted their stirring
dependence hall, t
plaVed a similarly
part on the wider stage of
pendence square.

Here, in Independence square,
they met to protest the Stamp
Acts; and, again, to forbid the
landing of the cargo from the
tea-ship "Polly."
Here, in June, 1774, they gathered to denounce the closing of
the Port of Boston, and to propose a congress of "sister colonies."
Here, on April 24, 1775, they
heard the news of the Battle of
Lexington and resolved " to associate for the purpose of defending
with arms their property, liberty
and lives."
Here, in 1775, they saw the
first Pennsylvania quota mustered into service with the Continental army.
And here, on July 8, 1776, they
assembled, thousands strong, to
hear the first public reading of
the Declaration of Independence
and to cheer its epoch-making
proclamation of the rights and
the dignity of man.

Liberty Bell Ever Has
Been 'Voice of Freedom
.And Herald of Victory*
Among all the historic relics
in Independence square none today fans the fires of patriotism,
none touches the hearts of visitors, like the Liberty bell. In
its presence they stand enthralled, like devotees at a shrine.
There they seem to hear again
the announcements of great
deeds and the tributes to dauntless men that it tolled through almost two centuries of our early
history.
Independence hall was the
"Cradle of Freedom." The Liberty bell was "Freedom's Voice
and Herald."
Throughout our colonial and
Revolutionary history, it gave the
call that convened the provincial
assemblies which battled for the
people's rights; it sounded the
summons that brought citizens to
Independence square for their
meetings of public protest and
action.
Boldly that eloquent tongue
proclaimed the early protests
against the Sugar and Stamp
acts in 1764 and 1785, the town
meeting which forbade the landing of tea in 1773, the closing of
the Port of Boston in 1774, the
first hostilities of the Revolution
in 1775, and the opening of the
Second Continental congress.
And then,\in July, 1776, it rang
the great message foretold in its
prophetic inscription—familiar to
all Americans today:
"Proclaim Liberty Throughout
All the Land Unto All the Inhabitants Thereof."
But its labors in the struggle
for freedom were not ended.
Throughout the Revolution—except for the brief period when
Philadelphia and Independence
square were held by the enemy—
the Liberty bell remained a herald of victory. On each July 4

Congress Hall and Others.

Independence
square
had
staged the birth of a nation. Now
it was to stage the second act
of our great American drama:
the task of organizing that nation
and setting it firmly on a course
of unprecedented expansion and
development.
Not in Independence hall itself
were these later events enacted,
but in the sister structures. Congress hall and Old City hall,
which flank the older statehouse
on either side.
To Congress hall moved the
First Congress of the United
States in 1790, at the conclusion
of its first two sessions in New
York. Here, in Congress hall,
both house and senate continued
to meet until 1800, when the new
Capitol of the United States was
established at Washington. Here
congress enacted the most important measures of our early republic. Here it debated the famous Jay treaty, and admitted
Vermont, Kentucky, and Tennessee into the Union.
Here, in 1793, it saw George
Washington inaugurated for his
second term, and later listened
to his famous "Farewell Address." Here, in 1799, it mourned
the great leader's death and
heard him eulogized in the inspired words: "First in War,
First in Peace, First in the
Hearts of His Countrymen." Here
John Adams was inducted as second President of the United
States.
And in Old City hall, during the
same ten years, sat the Supreme
court of the United States. Here
it handed down the first of the
decisions which throughout our
history have strengthened and
clarified the Constitution.
As Independence hall and its
two sister structures stand as the
symbol of our ideal of freedom,
so the American Philosophical
Society building, which shares
with them the famous square,
represents the beginning of our
national progress in science and
its material developments.
For here David Rittenhouse,
America's first astronomer, gave
to the world the results of his
studies. Here Benjamin Franklin thrilled his notable audiences
—and Europe as well—with his
reports on electricity.
Here
Benjamin West, the artist; John
Bartram, the botanist; Benjamin
Rush, the physician and chemist,
quickened the spread of learning.
Here 15 signers of the Declaration, and 18 delegates to the Constitutional convention—including
Washington, Franklin, Jefferson,
Adams and Madison—sat as officers or members of the Philosophical society.
Here were established the first
scientific society, the first important museum, the first notable
collection of manuscripts and
historic relics in the United
States. Here, in our earliest
days, was created a world-wide
respect for American science and
learning.
Here it was demonstrated that
free government and high human
development BO hand in hand.

Independence Hall.

it commemorated the anniversary of the Declaration; in October, 1781, it announced the surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown; in April, 1783, it proclaimed the treaty of peace and
the ultimate triumph of that
great principle of liberty to which
a new people had dedicated their
nation.
And in 1788 it announced the
birth of our republic, as it rang
to celebrate the ratification of the
United States Constitution, with
its inspiring assurance that "We,
the people" should govern.
The Liberty bell still served
the nation long after the capital
had moved from Philadelphia to
Washington. From its high tower in Independence hall, it continued to herald both glad news
and tragedy. Through many
years it pealed on Independence
day to celebrate the Declaration,
and on February 22 to honor
Washington's birthday. In 1824,
it sang a welcome to Lafayette,
then re-visiting the nation for
which hi youth he had fought.
And in sadder tones it mourned,
one by one, the deaths of the
Signers as the years took their
inexorable toll.
Then on July 8 of 1835, it sounded its final note. On that day
the Liberty bell cracked while intoning a funeral dirge for Chief
Justice Marshall, early and most
notable interpreter of the Constitution.
Now mute, but still glorious,
the bell is preserved, for all to
see, in the main corridor of Independence hall, overlooking the
famous square. And its message
remains unchanged. Still in eloquent symbolism it continues to
proclaim liberty throughout the
land and to the inhabitants thereof. Still, in July of 1939, it repeats the self-evident truths that
it announced so joyously in July
of 1776. Still it reminds America and humanity:
"That All Men Are Created
Equal—
"That They Are Endowed by
Their Creator With Certain Unalienable Rights—
"That Among These Are Life,
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness—
"Thai to Secure These Rights,
Governments
Are Instituted
Among Men, Deriving Their Just
Powers From the Consent of the
Governed."

CRAB SALAD

See Recipe Below.

Salads for Summer Meals
When the mercury soars skyward
and appetites are on the wane, nothing tastes quite so good as a crisp,
cool mixture of fresh greens, or
Fruits, or vegetables with a tart,
taste-teasing dressing.
Salads are summer favorites,
There's hardly a dish that's so sunpie yet so satisfying to make, and
there's such a pleasant way of making sure that we get the minerals
and vitamins we need!
Suggestions on Salads.
Salad ingredients must be clean
ana cold and crisp. Contrast is important, too—contrast in textures,
in flavors, and in
colors. Combine
crisp foods with
soft; sharp, pungent-fasting foods
with mild -flavored ones; and
pale, uninteresting looking foods
with foods that are vividly colored.
Make your summer salads as light
or as substantial as you please.
Find a few good basic recipes, and
vary them to suit yourself. Here
are some of my own favorites—
practical, everyday recipes that are
easy to prepare and serve, yet delicious enough for almost any social
occasion.
Summer Tossed Salad.
Dip edges of lettuce leaves in
paprika and arrange in salad bowl.
Add green pepper rings, cucumber
slices, radish roses and tomatoes,
cut lengthwise in eighths. Toss together with french dressing made as
follows: grate % clove garlic on two
tablespoons granulated sugar. Add
one tablespoon salt, one tablespoon
paprika, one cup salad oil and %
cup lemon juice. Shake vigorously,
chill, and shake again, before mixing with salad.
Festive Potato Salad.
(Serves 5)
3 eggs (hard cooked)
4 cups cooked potatoes (cut fine)
% cup green pepper (cut fine)
1 bunch green onions (cut fine)
% cup celery (cut fine)
V4 cup sweet pickles (cut fine)
1 cup mayonnaise-type salad
dressing
Salt to taste
Cut hard cooked eggs in slices.
Combine ingredients in order given,
reserving a few of the egg slices
for garnishing. Chill. Serve in
large bowl lined with lettuce. Garnish with radish roses and hard
cooked egg.
Crab Salad.
(Serves 5)
1 13-ounce tin crabmeat
% cup celery (cut fine)
V* cup sweet pickles (cut fine)
2 hard cooked eggs—riced egg
yolk
% cup mayonnaise dressing
1 head lettuce
1 tablespoon capers
Flake crabmeat and remove
membrane. Add
celery, sweet
pickle and egg
white (finely cut).
Mix with mayonnaise dressing.
Arrange on bed
of crisp lettuce
leaves and garnish with egg yolk
(riced) and capers.
Frozen Tomato Salad.
1 tablespoon unflavored gelatin
y4 cup cold water
1 No. 2 can tomatoes
1 cup celery and celery leaves
(chopped)
2 tablespoons diced onion
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon sugar
6 whole cloves
6 peppercorns
Sprig thyme
1 bay leaf
1 cup whipping cream (whipped)
% teaspoon paprika
Soak gelatin in cold water. Beat
tomatoes, celery, onion and all sea-

sonings in a saucepan and simmer
gently for about 10 minutes. Strain
and add at once to the softened gelatin. Mix thoroughly and chill.
When mixture begins to thicken, fold
in the whipped cream. Pour into
freezing tray and place in freezing
compartment until thick. When frozen, unmold and serve on lettuc«
with mayonnaise dressing.
Marshmallow Mint Salad.
(Serves 6)

1 package (¥4 pound) marshmallows
I tablespoon fruit juice
Peppermint extract
Green vegetable coloring
% cup mayonnaise
% cup mixed fruits (cut in small
pieces)
1 cup whipping cream (whipped)
Place marshmallows and fruit
juice in saucepan and heat over low
ieat. Fold over and over until
marshmallows are about half meltid. Remove from heat and continue
Folding until mixture is smooth and
fluffy. Cool. Then add peppermint
extract and green food coloring
(these can be omitted, if desired).
Blend in mayonnaise and fruits and
fold in whipped cream. Turn into
individual molds and chill in refrigerator until firm. Unmold on lacy
endive ring and garnish with a sprig
of mint and halved maraschino
cherry.
Cinderella Salad.

(Serves 6)
2 cups cooked lamb (cut in small
cubes)
% cup french dressing
2 tablespoons fresh mint
(chopped)
Ms cup cooked peas
Mi cup cooked carrots
2 cups shredded cabbage
Salt and pepper to taste
Place lamb in salad bowl, add
french dressing
and chopped
mint. Chill in refrigerator for one
hour. Then'add
remaining ingredients and toss together lightly,
adding additional
french dressing,
if desired. Gai'nish with strips
of green pepper and wedges of tomatoes.
Get This New Cook Book.

Who said that Father doesn't like
salads? Of course he does I To be
sure it's a sheer waste of energy
to make a fancy creation in the hope
of pleasing him, but there are plenty
of plain, substantial salads that he
likes. In her new cook book, "Feeding Father," Eleanor Howe tells just
how to please him with salads and
other of his favorite foods. Send 10
cents in coin to Eleanor Howe, 919
North Michigan avenue, Chicago,
111., and get your copy.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

French Provincial Style
Of Furniture Is Revived
French provincial furniture, now
that it is being revived, is sure to
be with us for a long time for it is
beautiful in itself, it is moderately
priced, and it can be combined so
well with early,, American styles.
Many women, who like a little variety in their rooms, will delight to
find that the simple, graceful chairs
of beechwood and of cherry in this
French vein mix perfectly with maple tables and chairs.
There are charming upholstered
armchairs, too, from which to
choose, and many handsome little
occasional tables, some of the tiered
variety, others with sunken receptacles for plants, and still others
for bedside use and for service for
afternoon tea or after dinner coffee.
Whether you are doing an entire
room or are merely investing in sj
piece or two you'll have no difficulty]
in finding charming furniture UJ
French provincial style.
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Twine
SEE

Roberts Produce
BUREAU OUTLINES
FALL GARDEN SHOULD BE
'WAY TO FIGHT HOG MANGE
STARTED AT THIS TIME

tfange is causing setbacks in about A midsummer day's dream for many
..fourths of. the herds of hogs on gardeners is a planting of vegetables
farms, reports B. L. Qnaife, that will mature for fall use.
ion
animal husbandman from
ns
From June 20 to July 15 is the time
, State college. '
to make such midsummer plantings,
greatest loss is occurring with says S. W. Edgecombe, extension horng pigs.. Pigs "'which areYjoadly ticulturist at Iowa State college.
ed with mangfc will
Vegetables which can be planted
i gain and manjpbf' theiri
late
are carrots, beets, Chinese cabbage
i runts.
'"•'&}•'• '
'• !- *nd parsnips. After Aug. 1 turnips
fo stamp out mange, bog raisers will do best, and about Sept. 1 is the
|st attack it energetically, Quaife best time to plant radishes, lettuce
, as the disease is very persistent and spinach. Sweet corn and beans
[easily spread in a herd.
will make good fall crops. Plantings
he most effective method of com- should be made a little deeper thari^n
|ting the mange parasite is through the spring.
, of s lime sulphur'dip. Quaife reCarrots and beets, when allowed to
nends a dip rapde by using 1 gal- mature in the cool wet weather of fall,
of liquid sulphur to 2? gallons are better for storage than those which
pater. Two dippings about 10 days mature earlier.
are advisable, although in se- Edgecombe says Chinese cabbage is
cases three dippings may be one of the best fall salad crops. It can
essary to clean up the skin. Dry be planted from July 1 to 15. It should
i sulphur may be used. If this is be planted directly in the field and not
3 pounds of the powder' should transplanted. If it is moved, satisdded to 1 gallon of water and so- factory heads do not form. After the
on mixed with 25 gallons of water. plants are 3 or 4 inches high they
[rime sulphur is ordinarily used cold, should be thinned so that they are 18
Quaife says it is more effective inches apart.
the dip solution is tepid when the
i are dipped. Pigs should be com- CHINCH BUGS DAMAGING
ely immersed in the solution. AcCROPS IN CASS COUNTY
ding to Quaife, spraying of pigs
Chinch bug infestation in Cass counot usually very effective.
i order to clean up the mange com- ty is quite serious according to 'County
ely, the walls of the hog house Agent Dale E. Bush. Field observaI all rubbing posts should be scrub- tions have shown quite a few acres of
with the lim<& sulphur dip. This corn completely destroyed and many
' be done with the mixture remain- more acres damaged. However, to
1
after the pigs have been dipped. date farmers have shown little interest in controlling these pests.
This loss can be prevented by the
llmer Cron, 12-year-old son of
and Mrs. Walter Cron, was dis- construction of creosote barriers to
ged last Thursday from the At- keep the bugs from migrating from
jtic hospital, where He had been a the small grain fields into the corn.
The recent rains will help to lessen
pent following an operation for
the damage done by chinch bugs but
endicitis.
they are still in large enough numbers
piss Helen Dement returned Sun- to do considerable damage.
Creosote for combatting these inj to her work as a student nurse at
(Joseph's hospital in Omaha, after sects may be obtained by calling at
iree weeks' visit in Anita with her the farm bureau office in Atlantic.
mts, Floyd Dement and wife, and Farmers must take their own containers.
other relatives and friends.

Miss Jean Culver of Audubon was
a week end visitor at the home of Mr.
'The examinations will be given to and Mrs. J. A. Wagner.
those interested in uniform county
teachers' certificates on June 28, 29,
Mrs. Raymond Dorsey has been
and 30 at the county superintendent's a medical patient the past week at the
office at the courthouse in Atlantic. It Jones hospital in Atlantic.
Everett Han sen was a week end
James Dixon of Johnston, Penn.,
Visitor with friends in Omaha.
spent Sunday in the city with his nephew, Rev. Thos. B. Dixon and family.
Miss Carol Dement is home from a
Visit with friends in Des Moines.
Mrs. Vincent Kelly and children are
spending the week in Odebolt with her
The July meeting of the town coun- mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Fuchs, and
cil will be held next Monday evening. with other relatives and friends.
Miss Margaret Adair and John Bak- R. D. Buttolph, wife and daughter,
er of Des Mfoines were Sunday visit- Carol Kay, of Kansas City, Mo., were
ors at the Dr. G. M. Adair home.
visitors in the city one day last week
The Misses Gladys and Helen Turner with his brother, L. D. Buttolph and
returned home Friday from a visit family.
with Mrs. Orley Vorrath at Fontanelle. Fred Joy, wife and daughter, LeatJerry (M. Cramlet, who suffered a rice, of Churdan, Iowa, and Mlargaret
light paralytic stroke several weeks McCall of Bagley were Sunday visitago, is able to be up and around again. ors at the Vern Dressier home south of
the city.
Mirs. Icyl Kramer of Chicago visited
in the city a few days the past week, Wendell Scott and wife visited here
a guest of her sister, Mrs. R. W. For- over Saturday night and Sunday with
relatives and friends. Mr. Sdptt is
shay and family.
manager of the Fpllerton Lumber Co.
Miss Jean Brodersen returned home yard at McClelland.
Sunday from a ten days' visit with
Thirteen members of the Union
her grandparents, B. Brodersen and
club
were dinner guests at noon last
wife, at Denison.
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Emma
Harry C. Faulkner, wife and daugh- Burns on North Locust Street. The
ter, Joan, returned home Monday from ladies spent the afternoon quilting.
a trip to the west coast and a visit
Peas, Corn, Tomatoes, 3 No. 2 cans 25c
to the fair at San Francisco.

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Anne Shirley and Roger Daniel
IN AN AMAZING STORY

"BOY SLAVES"
Also a Leon Errol Comedy and Iowa News Flashes

Sat.-Sun,

July 1-2

Junto trinfki ifdi »Hi
tk tnntaU* kriffiun «•
op** fan to <iri 1«i

Pork and Beans, 3 Nto. 2'/z cans.. .25c

Adam Klingback, wife and children Root Beer, White Soda, 3 bottles. .25c
25c
of Emmet, Idaho, are visiting at the Coca Cola, 6 bottles
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
home of her sister, Mrs. Allen Hayter
and husband, four miles southeast of
C. A. Pool and wife visited in Anita
the city.
one day the past week with friends.
Chester Turner and wife spent the Mr. Pool, a former owner of the local
week end in Kansas City, Mo., with bakery, is now engaged in business in
relatives and friends. Mrs. Edgar Stin- Des Moines, where he owns an internett and children returned with 'them est in a bakery.
for a visit at the Turner home.
P. B. Pilmer and J. A. Vinsel of
Mrs. Ruby Biggs was pleasantly Des Moines were visitors in the city
surprised on Tuesday evening of last Friday, and while here Mr. Pilmer
week when a number of friends held made arrangements to build a new
a picnic supper in her honor at the chicken house on his farm in Lincoln
home of Mrs. Jesse M. Deeming. The township, to replace one recently desoccasion was Mrs. Biggs' birthday. troyed by wind.

Ralph Calkins and wife left the
first of the week for their home at
Rockham, So. Dak., after a pleasant
visit in the city with his sister, Mrs.
J. A. Wagner and family. Mr. Calkins
lived in Anita as a boy, but for the
past thirty-two years has been in
An all day meeting of the farm the school teaching profession in
bureau ladies of Grant township was South Dakota.
held on Tuesday of last week at the
And For Further Entertainment We Offer
home of Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister in A. J. Kopp was brought home last
Disney Cartoon, "Practical Pig;" and News Events
Anita. During the noon hour a cov- week from the hospital in Jefferson,
er/id dish dinner was enjoyed, and the Iowa, where he had been a patient folPOPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 26c
ladies spent the afternoon hemming lowing injuries received in a truck
accident.
Bones
in
both
legs
were
tea towels for the hostess.
broken in the accident, and one was
PLAN REVISED SAFETY
BOOK FOR IOWA MOTORISTS Due to lack of interest by the older badly crushed and lacerated. It was
CHANGE IN
children, the supervised play ground feared for awhile that the one limb Bert Beebe and wife of Lewis were Carl Niemand and wife, who had
Sunday visitors at the home of her been spending a few days in the city
The state department of public safe- being sponsored by the Anita P. T. A. would have to be amputated.
mother, Mrs. Sarah Vernon.
with their son, Edward Niemand and
ty will reissue the booklet, "Make will be continued for smaller children,
M'rs. W. F. Hendricks entertained
family, returned Monday to their
| EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1939
Yourself a Safe Driver," Karl Fischer, according to an announcement made
state commissioner of public safety, Tuesday afternoon by Mrs. R. W. For- twenty little boys and girls at her home Miss Laura Millhollin of Des Moines home at Chambers, Neb.
Vew, convenient departure times
on East Main Street last Thursday visited in the city last Thursady with
said Monday.
i
[for Council Bluffs and Omaha
shay, P. T. A. president.
afternoon in honor of the 7th. birth- her mother, Mrs. Rachel Millhollin.
At her home on West Main Street
A preliminary order for 50,000 of
5:09 a. m.
1:57 p. m.
day
anniversary
of
her
son,
Elvin.
last
Friday afternoon, Mrs. Joe Vetter
the booklets has been placed with the John Burkhart, wife and daughter,
Miss Patricia Williams of Des
9:02 p. m.
1:32 a. m.
state printing board. The booklets Betty, left the first of the week for The children spent the afternoon play- Moines was a week end visitor in the entertained ten ladies in honor of her
EDWARD'S CAFE
are supplied to schools, clubs and in- their home at Alamo, Texas, after a ing different games and refreshments city with her parents, Dr. P. T. Wil- sister, Mrs. Gus Hunter of Mission,
Anita, Iowa Phone 3
Texas, who has been visiting here.
few days' visit in the city with his were served by Mrs. Hendricks. El- liams and wife.
dividuals.
Interstate Transit Lines
A social afternoon was spent by the
Revising and reprinting of the 70- sister, Mrs. Joe Vetter and family. vin received a number of gifts from his
friends.
page booklet is the department's first They came here from the eastern part
Miss Flora Brown, a student at the ladies, and a lunch was served by
of
the
United
States
where
they
had
State
University in Iowa City, is the hostess.
move in a public safety education
A meeting of the Friendly Circle
campaign, major details of which are spent a short time at the summer re- was held last Wednesday afternoon spending a couple of weeks with relsorts in Maine and several days at the
still to be worked out.
at the home of Mrs. Elwood Jensen atives and friends in Anita.
The booklet gives a digest of the law World's Fair in New York City.
with seven members present. A con- Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Smith and
of the road, instructions for obtaining
test
put on by Mts. Lars Christensen
and keeping a state driver's license, Mrs. Wayne Jewett and 'Mrs. Azel was won by Mrs. Harry Johnson. family of Indianapolis, Ind., are visitS.
Ames
entertained
a
company
of
ing at the homes of his brothers, Elinstructions on what-tb' do in case of
The ladies spent most of the after- mer and Frank Smith, living west of
friends
at
bridge
Friday
afternoon
at
accidents and other safety material
the home of the former on Chestnut noon embroidering for the hostess. Anita.
Street. Guests included the members At the close of the meeting, a lunch
DOG MADE LONG HIKE
W. T. Biggs drove to Omaha SunFROM WEST TO SEYMOUR of the Bide-a-Wtee bridge club, Mrs. was served by Mrs. Jensen.
day morning and was accompanied
Ruby Biggs, MTB. Dick Dement, Mrs.
The other day a limp anil half- Solon A. Karns and Mrs. Jerry Red- At their home south of Anita Sun- home that afternoon by his wife, who
starved Irish Setter made his weary burn. High score at bridge was held day, Mr. and Mrs. William Watson en- had been a patient at the Methodist
way into the town of Seymour. It by Mrs. Karns. A lunch was served tertained a number of relatives and hospital far several days following
friends at a 1:00 o'clock dinner, the an operation for sinus trouble.
was the same dog that had left by the hostesses.
occasion being in honor of the birthSeymour, on comfortable cushions
V. C. McCoy and wife of Glenwood
beside his master and mistress, weeks Boy Scouts from Anita are enjoying day anniversaries of Mrs. Watson and
John
Mehlmann.
Those
present
were
came
to Anita Saturday evening and
an
outing
this
week
at
Springbrook
before. It was the same dog that had
been left behind, in Lon« Beach, Cal., state park northeast of Guthrie Center. Mr. and Mrs. Mehlmann and son, Don- visited here over Sunday, guests of
when his master, Bert BraKR", be- Scouts forming the party are Billie ald, Mrs. Grace Eblen and children, Dr. C. H. Johnson and family. The
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Watson and McCoys are former residents of Anita,
came ill and left for home. At Mc- and Buster Miillhollin, Donny Mitchell,
children
and Charles Bliese. A soc- and while here he was manager of the
| ^-Conditioned SIPB-COMH Cook, Neb., Braggs died, and the body Billie Shaffer, John Rasmussen, Buddy ial afternoon was enjoyed.
OMAHA
Fullerton Lumber <k>. He is now
Bear,
Dunne
and
Junior
Karns,
Kenwas taken to Seymour for burial two
sfrote or fivfffc worrlw
manager
-of
the
same
company's
yard
months ago. The dog ran away from neth Roed and Buddy Broderson. Rev. The annual children's party sponMAY 27 — JULY 4
ONE
HOUND
TBIP
I r,T,
***
Long Beach people with whom he had Thos. B. Dixon and Rev. Arthur V. sored by the members of the P. E. O. at Glenwood.
Dal|
&ES MOINES 1.40 2.55
y Except Sunbeen left but nothing was known of Long accompanied the boys to the chapter for their children was held one
Dennis
O'Leary
and
his
sister,
Mrs.
OMAHA
1.55 2.80
this until he turned up at his home park Monday morning but will return day last week at the home of Mrs.
Katherine Main, are home from a
SIOUX CITY 3.40 6.15
after having crossed 2,000 miles of home today, and the Scouts will be
DAVENPORT 4.65 8.40 desert, mountain and plain. If dogs chaperoned the rest of the week by G. M. Adair on North Chestnut Street, three weeks' visit through the west,
LADIES' DAY
Tuesday and Friday
William Crawford, Jr. and Edward with Mrs. Adair and Mrs. Harold Mc- and a short stop at the San Francisco
I CHICAGO
7.40
13.35
could
talk,
this
one
could
wnte
"
book.
Dermott
as
hostesses.
The
following
fair.
While
in
the
west
they
spent
or
Ruggles.
F fares to other points, phone
program was presented by the fifteen several days with their sister, Mrs.
Bert Mlrsh~al^w^»f Omaha
EDWARD'S CAFE
ADMISSION
children in attendance: piano solo, Anna Lewis, at her home in WanatCounty
Treasurer
Fred
Herbert
has
have been enjoying a visit the past
a, Iowa.
i
ncluding
Alanna
Forshay;
vocal
solo,
Janet
Sue
ehee, Wash., and also a few days at
been informed that a new law regardweek with relatives and f^nds m
GRANDSTAND
Johnson, accompanied by Mlrs. Eric Mrs. Lewis' summer home near Spoing
the
registration
of
portable
cornthe Anita community.
shellers and portable mills will go Osen at the piano; recitation, Oren kane.
into effect July 4, replacing the law Burns; recitation, Dean Karns; piano
voided by the state supreme court solo, Margaret Shaffer; vocal solo,
last year. Under the new law trucks Danny Osen, accompanied by Gayle
with cornshellers mounted on them Adair at the piano; clarinet and flute
will be subject to a yearly registration duet, 'Betsy Rose and Martha Doris
fee of $15 and trucks with portable Crawford, accompanied by their mothSTANDARD LENGTH AND STRENGTH
mills mounted on them will be sub- er, Mrs. W. F. Crawford, at the piano;
ject to a $25 fee. These vehicles will vocal solo, Maurine McDermott, acMade in U. S. A.
then
be exempt from property taxes. companied by her sister, Ella Mae Mc6'/2 CENTS PER POUND
Owners of such equipment may reg- Dermott, at the piano. Following the
C. F. DARROW, Manager
ister it for one-half of the fee during program refreshments were served by
the hostesses.
the month of July.
Lloyd Klever of Exira spent Sunday with relatives and friends in Anita.
He was accompanied home by his wife
and son, Gary, who had been spending
a few days at the home of their mother
and grandmother, Mrs. Hattie Wiese.

BUS SCHEDULE
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Dement Implement Co.
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MINERAL CATTLE BLOCKS
TO PREVENT BLOAT
THE FARMERS COOP.

TBE AKITA TRIBUNE.

terjVlopd Expressed in
" Biting Sheer Cottons
By CHEWtE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

ATTCRN
quires VA yards of 35 inch fabric
for short-sleeved Jacket; % yard
for beret; % yard for bag and %
yard for gloves. A piece 1%
inches wide by % inch long for
glove insert.
No. 1742 is designed for sizes 36,
38, 40, 42, 44, 49, 48, 50 and 82.
Site 38 requires 4% yards of 39.
inch fabric without nap and %
yawl of lace or braid.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, m.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (to
coins) each.

Lesson for July 2

SOLOMON: A RULER WHO
BEGAN WELL
LESSON TEXT—I Ktagf 8:0-18.
GOLDBH njCV-Giv* tfamfore thy K..ant an undentauUna heart... that t may
discern batman faoi and b*l—I Kfefi S:».

^styled on period lines having a tiny
low-cut basque bodice with very full
skirt; banded to the deep garnet
orgaMdy. The matching bolero
tunes it to informal wear.
It's the fashion for dainty cotton
flTH the new emphasis on al- sheers to be made up in the sweet
i lure, romance and the sweetly simplicity mode with ribbons run
nine which is coloring every de- through yards and yards of bead[of the season's fashions, the ing and other cunning details that
are reminiscent of great, great
ng mode for summer becomes grandmamma's
day. See in the gown
exciting than it has been in
pictured
to
the
right
how entrancing' decades. Romantic traditions
("being revived, with endlessly ly this scheme of things is being
fading skirts billowing from tuned to current style trends. The
fitted basques or high bod- material for this fetching gown is a
smooth shoulders gleaming sheer cut-out embroidered Swiss or! quaint puffed sleeves and the gandy with fitted basque bodice and
puffed sleeves.
Deep
tiest of materials heralding a detachable
rose grosgrain ribbon bandings
| mood of enchantment.
where is this new influence show through the transparent weave
quaintly and effectively.
thrillingly interpreted than in most
The beautiful draping quality of
of delicate sheer imported Swiss
cloque organdy is stressed in
for picturesque" evening an off-shoulder
style for festive wear
Fine Swiss organdies, as shown centered
hi the picture.
ngly versatile in their effects A
fine star patterning with a tiny
Dishes, are ideally, adapted to eyelet
in each star is printed on a
prous styling,
Deceptively pale blue
background to make this
and delicate hi appearance,
dinner and evening frock
(combine practicality with their ingenious
its softly ' gathered off-theng daintiness, for these im- with
shoulder bodice and full sweeping
' cottons carry a permanent skirt.
finish which survives any
Among the hosts of lovely organer of tubbings or trips to the dies
and Swisses whose endearing
They may be depended "young"
charms are making such
to retain their original fre&h- definite fashion
appeal for summer
Und vitality indefinitely.
there's
nothing
prettier
to be found
ply beyond words are the cut- than the more-popular-than-ever
nbroidered organdies in geo- transparent organdies that are deland floral patterns which icately shadow-printed in subtle
s adorably youthful frocks when lace motif accented by use of
along simple lines that en- matching lace as trimming. Then
the charm of the fabric. A there are such delightful effects as
ne frock of the .sweet sun- an apple green permanent finish
type that uses cutout em* Swiss organdy in a floral shadowered organdy is shown to the printed bouquet patterning on a
M the illustration. Here deli- crisp, clear transparent ground.
with chic is achieved, plus a
Crystal clear organdies both to
'atic play on color via the strife pastel monotones sad deep tones
se of deep garnet colored or- are , beguiling for gossamer sheer
• embroidered ra a trailing dinner and evening gowns styled to
vine patterning as trimming emphasize the daintiness of this
•ep blue Swiss organdy sim- type.
embroidered. The frock is
(Released by Weitern Newipaper Union.)

Check Silk Suit

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS
Spun the Soup and Gilt—Use
very little-soap on gilt china.
• • •
Kant Food Spreader.—Supply
plant food to your garden from
the first. A kitchen colander ic •
handy utensil to use for spreading
the food.

• • •

Whipping Efr Whites.—Egg
whites beat easier when at room
temperature. Remove from refrigerator and let stand a while
before whipping.
• • •
'
Ineonspicuoas Paint—A "spotty" effect in a kitchen may result
if door knobs, hinges, door panels,
or parts of chairs are made too
conspicuous with bright paint.
• • •
To Make Meat Tender.—Meat is
often rough because it has not
been hung long enough before
cooking. To make sure of steaks
or cutlets'being tender, soak them
to olive oil for an hour or two before cooking.

Success or failure to life is de(Bell Syndicate—WOT Service.)
termined by the measure of • men's'
devotion to God and obedience to
the win of God. We speak new of
Knew His Peril
real success, not according to the
ideas of the .world. We are conA Texan was defeated ignomincerned with what a man is and what
iously when he ran for the' office
he does for God, not with what be
of sheriff. He got 85 votes out of
may happen to possess.
a total of 3,500, and the next day
An excellent outline taken from
he walked down Main1 street with
Fatal far Emphatit, by Dr. Eight C.
two guns hanging from his belt.
Moore, most effectively presents the
"You were not elected, and you
lesson.
have no right to carry guns," felL Wisdom Offered (v. 5).
low-citizens told him.
"Listen, folks," he replied, "a
Solomon had properly opened his SEVERAL, gay sets like 1762, toreign by going to Gibeon to offer a *•* eluding a fitted, broad-shoul- man with no more friends than
thousand burnt offerings beoaase be dered jacket, beret, gloves and I've got in this county needs to
"loved the Lord" (v. 3). Having re- envelope bag, win make a simple carry guns."
turned from his day of .worship, he wardrobe look like a lot morel
had fallen into a deep steep when It's stunning with your day frocks
God spoke to him saying, "Ask what and white skirts. Easy to make.
Wise and Otherwise
I shall give thee." It was an unusual Choose linen, gingham, pique or
offer, a kind of blank, check that sharkskin for this smart design,
the modern girl she's all
God gives only to those whom He which'reproduces the style of ex- theTeU
world to you—she'll reduce.
can trust to fill it out right, as Mao- pensive ready-mades.
Half of the world is keeping
laren suggests.
New Slenderizing Fashion.
secrets—and the other half is
INDIGESnOM
Large women who want a soft, trying to find them out.
Sometimes we wish God would
give us such an opportunity. "That pretty afternoon dress will find
The breadwinner's biggest
is just what He has done. He has 1742 extremely becoming, and it's worry is a family that wants
Patience Plods On
appeared to you not to dreams, but decidedly new and smart. The cake.
Though patience be a tired
to brdad daylight'and by His Son paneled skirt, with a graceful cirThe bashful lover is always
yet she will plod.—William
Jesus Christ has said as plainly as cular flare, is markedly hip- to hot water when trying to mare,
Shakespeare.
He could, Ask and it shall be given diminishing. The bodice fits nice- break the ice.
you." He has repeated it three ly over the bust because it's gathThe difference between the
times, saying, ask, seek, find. And ered under the smooth shoulders. moon
and the honeymoon is that
JPMDUO 6T6Dln*n And loan
then He has returned to say, "Ev- Loose* sleeves always look so pret- the latter is fullest only wben it
thnefntbla Olnlfiea nn£
eryone that asketh recelveth, and he ty and feel so cool. In voile, is new.
liable protection. Be fetependent and start roar own
that seeketh findeth, and to him that georgette or chiffon, this will be
EtulnMS. Dentlfti need
Some
people
don't
care
trained mm to do tbelr labknocketh it shall be opened." We your favorite for afternoon par- whether they're on top of the
oratory work. HUBBTf —
Bummer elautormlnvnow.
have no right "to say that Solomon ties.
world or not, as long as they
Writ* far tftnifl lo»
was more favored than we. We
No. 1762 is designed for sizes 14, can keep sitting.
nmmfr rattt
MOSINEIIC DENTM. UBS.
are more favored • than he. If we 16, 18, 20; 40 and 42. Size 16 rehave not, it is because we ask not.
If we lose peace and joy, happiness
and heaven, it is all for want of asking" (Joseph Hammond).
n. Wisdom Chosen (w. 6-9).

The noble and intelligent choice of
Solomon has been much admired
and rightly so, for he chose the
greatest gift that could come to any
man, "an understanding heart." He
might have asked for money or power, but with the lack of wisdom to
use them properly they would have
been a curse to him and to others.
Long life is but a continued blight to
a foolish man because it only extends the time of his folly. All
things to the way of possessions
must be .outside of a man, therefore they may be lost or misused.
But what; be is and what, he has to
his heart, these are what make a
man worth while. Solomon showed
the beginning of wisdom when he
chose, above all things, an understanding heart.

y

m. Wisdran Granted (w. 10-14).

There can be no higher word of
commendation than to say that a
man's choiee "pleased the Lord"
(v. 10). To have that attitude of
mind and heart which capreascs itself to words and actions so exactly
to conformity to the will of God
that the Almighty Himeelf is
pleased, is to be ready for God's
unlimited blessing. Soloraom asked
for wisdom, and because he received that gift from God, he was
ready to receive riches, honor, and
power. We may by God's grace
go the same way and take from His
blessed hand numberless gifts.
Note the qualifying word "if1 in
verse 14. Solomon failed God in
It is difficult to imagine the bustle
later years as king. The tragic
dress coming back into the style pic- his
results are written for all to read.
ture, but from signs that tell it is That way none of us should ever go.
not only coming but it's here. The The lesson is ' plain—faith takes
movement began with a disposition blessing from God; unbelief brings
among several Paris couturiers who failure and sorrow. Let everyone
advocated fullness brought to the that thinketh he standeth take heed
back in skirts—a fashion that is lest he fall.
widely accepted at the moment. DeIV. Wisdom Exercised (v. 15).
signers recently returned from the
When Solomon awoke from his
Paris openings say that the theme
has been taken up to such an ex- dream he showed his faith to God's
tent many dresses reflect the bustle promise and in fact demonstrated
influence to no uncertain terms via the wisdom which was now his posbig bows placed at the waistline and session, by returning to his capital
via hip drapery that terminates in a city, Jerusalem, to stand before the
bustle line at the back. For the ark of the covenant to reverent wormost part the bustle trend is con- ship, then to lead his people to a
fined to formal evening gowns al- public service of confession and conthough several afternoon flowered secration, which was followed by a
chiffons have taken on tiers of ruf- great religious feast which drew the
and "all his servants," the
fles at the back starting at the king
people of Israel, into a blessed unity
waistline.
before the Lord.
One could wish and pray that all
the rulers of the earth whether to
democracies or under dictatorships
might have the wisdom and humility
The idea of styling parent-and- of Solomon. The world is to utter
child costumes alike is as popular confusion and really confesses that
as ever. Some clever new versions it does not know the way out of its
turned out for this season include difficulty. It has not yet turned to
If rulers and people would
the skirt of many gores lor Dotn God.
upon their faces before Him to
mother and little daughter done in fall
and supplication, it would
a monotone weave or in the popular contrition
be long before we would see
stripes if you choose. Shirtwaists of not
dotted or striped washable crepe both spiritual and material peace
are tailored identically, size their and prosperity.
only distinction.
Make It Positive

Bustle Dress Is
In Style Picture

Mother-Daughter
Styles in Favor

r 8um
.Uored
»<"1 ta the cos*a
°*'*!* Print. The
' !*et as here shown is
pnntt for checks are the
w, with stripes to close
A silk auit trend also exa
Waves OB Shore
£ bengaltoe or moire
There's
a great wave movement
These are tailored with
function, in many in- in^e present silhouette trend seen
e
flounces
^edges
of the neat trim £ fullness,
e
flashed with silk braid Even the tailored suit
more feminine.

Scripture seems to make it positive that every soul has everlastingness, but Scripture also seems to
make it positive that for Jesus' kind
of everlastingness every soul has
cot to Qualify.

AND YOUR
OLD TIRE
GUM-DIPPED CORD BODY GIVES
PROTECTION AGAINST BLOWOUTS

GET OUR.
SCIENTIFIC SAFETY TREAD
GIVES LONG NON-SKID MILEAGE
See your nearby Firestone dealer or Firestone
Auto Supply and Service Store and equip your
car with the greatest tire bargain of the year*

LOW PRICES

j PORE YOU BUY

icoln the Wy President Ever Under Enemy's
Fire While Holding Office of Chief ExecutiveIt Happened at Fort Stevens Just 75 Years Ago

RESIDENT LINCOLN UNDER FIRE AT FORT STEVENS. (From the sketch by James E. Kelly in the
collection owned by Dr. George Hope Ryder of New York City, reproduced by courtesy of the United
i Army Recruiting News.)
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

as though we were going to do
something." "Mr. President," replied the
SVENTY-FIVE years ago this month a President of the
general, pointing toward Fort
I United State*stood on the parapets of a fort and heard the
Stevens, "if you'll just come
[bullets of enemy soldier's whistling about his ears—the
along down there with me, I'll
{case on record of a Chief Executive having that experience
show you one of the prettiest, little fights you' could wish to see."
ng his term of office. The President was Abraham Lincoln
Years, later, General Wright told
tie scene of his narrow escape from death was Fort Stevens
of the historic incident thus:
outskirts of Washington on July 12, 1864. It came about
"No sooner were the words out
lis way:
of my mouth than I deeply reof that year Grant
gretted having uttered them. I
sion of a great force of troops hi
fully realized that the President's
i his famous "hammerreserve. Then, Just as the Conlife was far too valuable to be
| campaign against Rich- federates started to deploy along
brought mto danger by any carea two-mile front for a concerted
which drove Lee back
less words of mine. But ft was
attack,
Wright
attempted
a
mag[Petersburg; ^r.,th,e first
too late. He not only accepted
nificent bluff.
my invitation^ b«" insisted upon
' it seemed certain that
A skeleton regiment of 400 men
accompanying 'me, notwithstandsburg was doomed and
of the Twenty-fifth New York dising all I could say to prevent
it fell the door to the
mounted cavalry, commanded by
him. He sent his wife back and
Captain Chamberlain, which had
al of the Confederacy
when I mounted the parapet,
just arrived from Baltimore,
there he was beside me, looking
1 be opened.
where it was being remounted
out upon the scene with a great
ng that Grant was not to
and reorganized after being out
deal of interest. The enemy's
n off by direct assault,
to pieces during the fighting in
sharpshooters were firing pretty
led to make a threatenVirginia, filed into the rifle pits.
closely, and I explained to him
toward Washington.
Suddenly they leaped out, and, that the place was entirely too
nt Gem Jubal A. Early and
yelling like demons, charged
dangerous for him.
\ picked men to the Shenanthrough the picket line, drove
* 'It is not more dangerous for
valley to sweep down upon
back the Confederate skirmishers
me than It is for you,' he re' gton from the north. Early
plied coolly.
ched Martinsburg, W. Va.,
" 'But it is my duty to be here
Grant became aware of
while it is your duty not to expose
vas taking place/ Immediyourself. Your position requires
the Union commander- orthis, and I particularly request
I small detachments of cavyou to remember it.'
linto the valley to harass
"Just then a sharpshooter's
T and delay him until he
bullet struck a surgeon who was
[bring the Sixth Army Corps
standing near the President and I
^ rescue of the capital. Next
became
really alarmed for his
tiered Gen. Lew Wallace,
safety and I have no doubt, a lit'as at Annapolis .with 8,000
tle excited, as I said firmly:
Bred-day men" to intercept
" 'Mr. President, you must realat Frederick.
ly get down from this exposed
eping up the Shenandoah, >
position. I cannot allow you to
crushed a small Union
remain here longer and if you re•commanded by Gen. Franz
fuse I shall deem it my duty to
I swung off to..Maryland
have you removed under guard.'
Its and bottled up another
" 'I suppose the absurdity of
|led by General Weber. On
4
niy threatening to put the Presi5 he crossied the Potomac
dent of the United States under
he next day captured both
arrest amused him, for he Smiled,
fstown.'and Frederick. On
looked at me quizzically and
he met Wallace's green
got down behind the parapet,
i on the banks of the Monowhere I provided him with an
land, although lie defeated
ammunition box for a seat, but
decisively and scattered
he wouldn't sit still a minute at
Wallace
partially
accomGEN.
JUBAL
A.
EARLY
j
a time and was constantly
his purpose of delaying
stretching up his long form
waders for a little while.
and recaptured the stone houses
to see what was going on,
karly began making forced
where the 'Gray sharpshooters
thereby exposing fully half of
tea. July 10 found him at
were
hiding.
Acting
as
though
himself to danger in spite of all
Grant's "Invincible Sixth Corps"
'"e,and the niprning of the
I could do; and thus he continw his cavalry reached Silwere backing them up, instead of
ued to bob up and down until the
on the outskirts of
a few thousand ineffective troops,
action was over, when he cheered
. with the main colthey completely fooled the invadlustily along with the rest and
lose behind.
ers and stopped their advance.
bidding us good night, got into his
gton was protected by
Early hesitated—and let slip
carriage and rode away home.' "
and 11 batteries on the
his golden opportunity to capture
Soon afterwards the whole Con.m12• forts in Anacostia; two
Washington and perhaps end the
federate
line moved forward but
Bridge and 10 forts and
war. As the forts increased their
counter-attacks from Fort De
"V batteries on the north.
fire he began ; to withdraw his
Russey drove the flanks in toward
these fortifications were
troops. A few hours later Grant s
Fort Stevens. Despite the hot
ted by deep rifle pits and
veterans of the Wilderness
fire poured into the Confederates,
vy guns, but Ma]. Gen.
marched into the capital. Washthey advanced to within a short
,,.G Wright, commander
ington was saved!
distance of the rifle pits before
Washington
defenses,
had
their lines broke and retreated.
That night there was heavy
th
an 3,000 men in his garUnder the cover of darkness,
skirmishing in what is now Rock
General Early withdrew his
Creek
park
and
Brightwood
with
[Early's troops approached
forces and crossed over into Virthe guns of Fort Stevens and Fort
'along the Seventh street
ginia at White's Ford into LouDe Russey still roaring defiance
force of Federal cavalry
doun county. His retreat was a
at the invaders. During the night
nt
to meet the invaders,
masterly one and accomplished
Early learned from his spies how
beaten back
with such skill that the Union
he had b*en fooled and. filed
forces were not aware of his withwith rag* aMhe thought of his lost
drawal until he was too far away
opportunity, he resolved to renew
to be overtaken.
the attack despite the arrival of
In recent years a reproduction
the Union reinforcements.
of
old Fort Stevens, whose valOn the morning of July 12 he
iant defenders saved the nation's '
again advanced to the attack, aftl"while wrlght hjid been
capital 75 years ago, was coner sending his sharpshooters forthe hospitals, in Washstructed by CCC workers and tod e
ward
to
open
fire
on
the
defend"8 very man who could
day a granite monument marks
ers of the forts. During the mornPut into uniform and
the spot upon which Lincoln stood
ing President Lincoln arrived on
mto service. The Union
as he watched the fighting. A
the scene in his carriage, accom1
bronze tablet on the monument
tad for '"J "*** these troops
panied
by
Mrs.
Lincoln.
As
Gen
^ th in full view of the
reproduces the historic scene of
eral Wright advanced to greet
lookout
July 12, 1864—the only time an
from f,o
».
moved
him, the President extended hi
American President was under
1 r '> fort and
I their
hand, saying, "General I - ™
combat fire while in office.
in
the
rifle
UP«M
ue
very glad to see you. flu*
"tly to give an impres(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

GEN. HORATIO G. WRIGHT
This bronze tablet was executed from a sketch made by James
E. Kelly, a famous sculptor and
artist of Civil war scenes. Early
in 1896 Kelly was in Washington
while his model submitted in competition for the proposed equestrian monument/of Gen. W. T.
Sherman was on display in the
war department. At that time
Wright, who had been retired
from the army was in,the capital.
Kelly had known Wright while
both were living in New York during the seventies and had made a
medallion portrait of him.
On January 17, 1896, the artist
accompanied the general to the
site of Fort Stevens near Brightwood, D. C., and there, under
Wright's direction, he sketched
the picture of Lincoln standing
on the parapet of Fort Stevens,
exposed to the fire of General
Early's sharpshooters. That picture, signed and dated by Wright,
is now in the possession of Dr.
George Hope Ryder of New York
city, owner of the Kelly collection
of Civil war sketches.
* • •
Later this sketch was made into
a finished drawing which was
used for the tablet erected on the
spot and dedicated on July 12,
1911. This finished drawing was
first reproduced in the- United
States Army Recruiting News, by
whose courtesy it is reproduced
with this article.
• • •
When Lincoln stood on the parapets of Fort Stevens and watched
the fighting, he little realized that
a fellow-Kentuckian, who was an
old political opponent of his, was
watching the battle from the other side. Yet such was the case,
for two of Early's divisions were
commanded by Maj., Gen. John
C. BreeMhridge, on« of the Dem*
ocratic candidates whom Lincoln
had defeated hi the presidential
election of 1880.
During the attack on Washington, Early and Breckinridge
made their headquarters at Sit

GEN. 1. C. BRECEINRIDGE
ver Spring in the home of Francis
P. Blair, famous as a member
of Andrew Jackson's "Kitchen
Cabinet" and editor'of the Washington Globe, which was established at Jackson's request as the
official administration newspaper. Blair and Breckinridge were
cousins and before the war Breckinridge had often visited hi the
Blair mansion at Silver Spring.
So he saw to it that Early's
soldiers did not molest Blair's
private correspondence, consisting of letters from Jackson, Henry Clay and other notables, which
had been left in the house. He
even had Blair's silver plate
transferred to another house for
safekeeping and sent a note to
Blair telling him what he had
done. However, the home of
Blair's son, Montgomery Blair,
postmaster general in Lincoln's
cabinet, did not escape so easily.
It was burned to the ground by
Early's soldiers.
There is an amusing story of
how they captured two gamecocks owned by the Washington
correspondent of Horace Greeley's New York Tribune. Although gamecocks are not the
most toothsome kind of chicken,
the Gray jackets are said to have
taken unusual delight in boiling
and eating the two which had
been owned by J'Old Horace's"
representative!
After Early's departure a volume of Lord Byron's poems was
found, in wjiich a Confederate soldier had written this rriesSage to
the President: "Near Washington, July 12, 1864. Now, Uncle
Abe, you had better be quiet during the balance of your administration. We only came near
your town this time to show you
what we could do, but if you go
on in your mad career, we will
come again soon, and you had
better stand from under. Yours
respectfully, The Worst Rebel
You Ever Saw. Fifty-eighth Virainia Infantry."

BAKED EGGS IN HAM NESTS
See Recipe Below.

Meals That Are Different
A slice of golden-yellow cheese
with a time-mellowed sharpness of
flavor is the perfect accompaniment
for a piece of rich, juicy, apple pie
—but all too often we forget that its
usefulness doesn't stop there. There
are so many varieties of cheese,
and so many uses for each, that
menu making with this versatile
food is fun.
There are rich, full-flavored
cheeses, cheeses with a tempting
sharpness of flavor, and delicate,
mild cheeses—cheeses to suit every
taste, and for every use, from appetizer to dessert.
Because cheese is high in food
value and comparatively low in
cost, meals built
around it are nutritious and economical, too. And
if you're feeding
a family that
wonH- drink mflk,;,
remember that
serving cheese is
an excellent way of getting more
milk into the diet, for most cheese
is concentrated whole mflk (or milk
which has been partially skimmed).
This group of cheese recipes,
which I've found temptingly delicious, will help you to plan meals
that are different and .very good to
eat. There are new flavor combinations—the sharp tang of mustard
added to the mellow taste of old
cheese, pungent chives with cottage
cheese,. and an old .favorite—ham
and eggs with richly flavored cheese
to bring out the best in both. These
recipes, which have been tested in
my own kitchen, are practical and
easy to use.
Swiss Cheese French Toast.
8 slices bread
V4 cup butter
4 square slices Swiss cheese
(%-inch thick)
3 eggs
3 tablespoons milk
% teaspoon salt
Dash pepper
Dash paprika
% cup butter
Remove crusts from bread,
Spread one side of each slice
of bread with
'creamed - butter.
Make sandwiches
of cheese and
b r e a d , firmly
pressing edges together. Beat eggs
and add milk,
salt, pepper and
paprika. Melt remaining butter in
a skillet. Dip
sandwiches in egg mixture and fry
hi hot butter. When golden brown
on both sides, remove from pan and
serve very hot.
Macaroni and Cheese.
1 cup macaroni (uncooked)
Vt cup grated cheese
1 teaspoon salt
Black pepper
2 tablespoons butter
V« teaspoon paprika
1 cup milk
2 teaspoons prepared mustard
Break macaroni in short lengths,
cover with boiling salted water, and
cook until soft (25-30 minutes).
Drain thoroughly, and place layers
of the macaroni, grated cheese, salt
and pepper in a baking dish. Dot
with butter. Garnish with paprika.
Mix the milk and prepared mustard
together and pour over the macaroni. Bake in a moderate oven (390
degrees Fahrenheit) about one-half
hour.
Baked Eggs in Ham Nests.
Baked or boiled ham
Eggs
English muffins
American cheese (grated)
Line custard cups with thin slices
of baked or boiled ham. Drop a
raw egg into each cup, and bake
them in a moderate oven, 325 degrees Fahrenheit, 15 to 20 minutes,
or until the eggs are done.
Split the muffins, toast them, then
sprinkle each half generously with

grated cheese. Return to a moderate oven, 325 degrees Fahrenheit,
to melt the cheese. Remove the
egg and ham nests from the custard
cups and place one on each muffin
half. Serve immediately.
Cheese Souffle.
(Serves 5)
1V4 cups milk
1 cup soft bread crumbs
1 tablespoon butter
% pound American cheese (sliced
thin)
4 eggs' (separated)
Vi teaspoon paprika
2 drops tabasco sauce
% teaspoon salt
Combine milk, bread crumbs, and
butter in the upper part of • double
boiler and heat. Add th» cheese,
and stir until the cheese ii melted.
Beat egg yolks until very light, add
paprika, and tabasco sauce, end
gradually stir in the cheese mixture.
Add salt to egg whitest beat until
stiff, and fold into a hot cheese mixture. .Pour into greased baking dish
and bake; in a slow oven (300 degrees'Fahrenhelt) for 1 hour and 19
minutes. Serve immediately.
Hot Cheese Dreams.
(Serves 4-5)
0 slices bread
6 slices American cheese
Vt cup chili sauce
.
8 slices bacon
Remove crusts from bread. Toast
one side of each slice. Ob the untoasted side place
a slice of cheese
and a tablespoon
of chili sauce.
Cut bacon slices
in halves and arrange two strips
of the bacon on each sandwich. Broil
until the bacon is crisp and brown.
Serve with small sweet pickles.
Tomato Jelly Salad With Cottage
Cheese.
4 cups canned tomatoes
% teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
1 bay leaf
% cup celery (chopped)
1 tablespoon onion (chopped)
4 whole cloves
2 tablespoons gelatin
% cup water
V4 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
Combine the tomatoes, salt, pepper, bay leaf, celery, onion and
cloves. Cook gently for 10 minutes
and strain. Soak gelatin in cold
water and add to the hot tomato
mixture, together with Worcestershire sauce, stirring well. Chill until set. Turn onto a large platter
and serve with cottage cheese with
chives in lettuce cups.
Get lour Copy of This New Book.
This clever, little book, "Household Hints," by Eleanor Howe, will
give you 350 simple, easy-to-use,
practical, tried and true helps for
everyday housekeeping. "How can
I substitute sour milk for sweet milk
in my favorite chocolate cake recipe?" "How can I wash my son's
wool sweaters without shrinking
them?" "What can I do to prevent
small rugs from slipping?" The answers to these and other puzzling
questions will be found in tills new
book. Send 10 cents in coin to Eleanor Howe, 910 North Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111., and get your copy
of "Household Hints."
(Released by WMtern Newqpaper Union.)

Appropriate Draperies
Linen, chintz and homespun draperies are appropriate hi a colonial
room, such as early American bedrooms where poster beds, patchwork quilts, hand-hooked rugs and
roomy mahogany highboys furnish
charm. Roottga furnished after the
Southern colonial manner in lovely Chippendale, Sheraton or Heppelwhite pieces need find damask or
satin draperies and upholsteries.
Scratched Furniture
If furniture becomes scratched
take a small paint brush, dip it into
iodine and paint the place marred.
When dry, polish with any good furniture polish.
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County Officials Check on
Patients at State Hospital
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was a daughter of the late Jeff Davis, so apparent. iHowever, a very ap- j year just to pay federal, state, and lo- ' tions jn southwest Iowa had a much
Carl Moore and husband.
preciable loss in the corn yield vwll cal automobile taxes. The statement heavier downpour, and at Avoca ther
and an aunt of Mrs. W. R. Cryer.
was made after study of official 1938 railroad bridge over the Nishnabotna
result in areas so affected.
(Wood and wife and Don
The 1940 census is to be taken as of
motor vehicle tax figures were released. river was damaged by the onrushSheriff Foss Davis, 43, of Jefferson,
ft Saturday for their home
Glen Porch, wife and children were Last year the average tax paid by the jng water in the river. A cloudburst
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condition as will adequately for comparison
the contents from damage.
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Cass Personal Property
Assessed at $1,

Chinch Bugs Damaging
Crops in Cass County

Spend $30,000 to
Advertise Dairy Products

Broken Into By Thieves

Days to Pay Auto Taxes

1940 Federal Census Will
Be Taken As of April 15

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBINE

POLITICS:
Decision

Defense Costs Zoom Skyward
As Army, Navy Start Tapping
Appropriations for New Year

FARM
TOPICS

Star Dust

Not in many a moon has the U. S.
* So On Through Life
seen a more popular politician than
James Aloysius Farley, who lifted
ir Rudy in Another Role
Franklin -• Roosevelt to the White
House twice, who thus lilted him* Ingenious Quiz Program
self from obscurity and who this
year or next must make the great- ROTATIONS MAINTAIN
By Virginia V»le
est decision of his miraculous caSOIL PRODUCTIVITY
reer: Shall he back the President
T BEGINS to look as if thbse
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
for a third term, thereby forsaking
girls who made "Four
his political friends who have left
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
Daughters"
what it was (with
Get
Higher
Yields
at
Much
the
New
Deal
standard?
Or
shall
_^______^_^__ Released by We»ten> Newspaper Union. _^__________^__
the
aid
of
John
Garfield), have
he desert,, thereby losing the supLower Cost.
port of Roosevelt men?
a life-time job. They appear
Either path may be suicide, and
again in the new "Daughters
best guesses hold that not even Jim By DR. HOWARD B. SPRAGUE
<x, » * - ,
^
^ ' ,
1
Farley himself knows which path to
Many experiments have been con- Courageous" with him, and will
•'-;;- ~s< xV'Vr- t
• ' , ><3 take. But this much every politi- ducted
during the last 50 years on shortly make "Four Wives." The
cian knows:
yields obtained with common crops studio had intended to have them do
:
Next year's Democratic conven- grown in different rotations as com- "Four Mothers" as the next of the
K£.-Jv<.«!SKv\ ..., ' *• •
-^
-^
S
tion must build its re-election plat- pared with continuous cultivation of series, but now the wives will come
form on the record of eight years one crop. The New Jersey agricul- first. Of course, they could go on
under Franklin Roosevelt, otherwise tural experiment station, Rutgers brever, becoming grandmothers,
the party has no leg on which to university, reports that higher yields widows, and then possibly "Four
stand. If Jim Farley is to desert were maintained at considerably
the President and seek a very logi- less cost with a good crop rotation
cal vice presidential candidacy for than even when liberal amounts of
himself under either Vice President fertilizer were applied to land plantJohn Nance Garner or Secretary ed to one crop continuously.
of State Cordell Hull, he cannot afAmong the various reasons for
ford to speak against his boss lest better
yields under the better crop
it undermine the party's only plat- rotations,
which include sod crops,
form. Neither can he speak in his is the more
maintenance
boss* favor, for that would stamp of soil organicadequate
matter. So important
him permanently with the New Deal is this factor and
the associated nistripe. For a man whose entire
content of the soil, that orfuture hangs on a network of friend- trogen
ships, any commitment before the ganic matter and nitrogen frequentPresident announces his decision ly serve as an adequate measure of
the soil's producing power. In the
would be fatal.
New Jersey corn-growing contests
Meantime the postmaster general of 1936 and 1938, it was clearly
is wasting no time building more shown that high yields per acre and
political fences for whoever can use low costs per bushel were obtained
HOESS HOMES AT HAMMOND, IND. (SEE HOUSING)
them—himself, the President or any only when there was a liberal supA 40-acre white elephant may become a national model.
of a baker's dozen potential candiJoseph and John Hoess divided a 40- dates. When he tells audiences his ply of organic matter.
DEFENSE:
The maintenance of soil humus
acre white elephant into one-acre party will win in 1940 on the RooseGALE PAGE
and nitrogen is much more convenSpree
homesteads, sized up Hammond's velt record, it means nothing.
ient and inexpensive when clover, Second Wives." Just see what you,
In 1922 the U. S. spent only $380,- workmen (who earn from $25 to $30
alfalfa, or other legumes are used the public, started when you ac000,000 for its army. By 1929 the a week and have neither savings PENNSYLVANIA:
or included in plantings for hays or claimed the three Lane sisters and
'dove of peace cooed so pleasantly nor guaranteed jobs) and decided
Titans'
Dream
pasture, than when grass alone is Gale Page in that first picture!
to
build
homes
for
them.
Each
was
that only $780,252,163 was needed for
In 1837 intrepid Pennsylvanians grown. One of the present-day proball defense—army, navy and coast to be a five-room house with two
guard. The upward swing in arms bedrooms, kitchen, living room and first thought of building a "South lems in intensively farmed regions
In case you're interested hi that
costs did not start until 1936, gained bath, costing $1,600 to $2,500 includ- Penn" railroad cut through the is to devise crop rotations which
strong impetus last year and ing land. Of each tenant they asked rugged Appalachians from Harris- will balance cultivated crops prop- picture Samuel Goldwyn has been
zoomed to unprecedented peacetime 10 per cent down and $25 a month burg to Pittsburgh. Fifty years lat- erly with the soil-improving sod making, bringing Jascha Heifetz to
heights hi the current congressional plus 6 per cent amortized interest. er two industrial titans almost did crops, or to find other means of re- the screen, the title has been
session. As the 1938-39 fiscal year Left to the occupants were painting, it, Andrew Carnegie because anoth- storing the organic matter which is changed again. "Music School" has
ended and military men reached for decorating, plumbing and fixture er line controlled rail traffic and being constantly depleted by every been abandoned in favor of "They
Have Music," which is going
new funds provided by a new year, installation, though all homes were "pegged" freight rates out of Pitts- plowing, cultivation or other worlgj
the next 1? months indeed looked wired. By this summer 36 of the burgh, William H. Vanderbilt be- ing of the soil. On some farms; to be a bit harder on the men who
40 homesteads were occupied, ten- cause the same railroad purchased land not cropped at present may be fit the names of pictures into thea
like record breakers.
Summing up the past year, Under- ants were eating out of their gar- a line which paralleled his New used to grow mulch crops which ter marquees.
secretary of War Louis Johnson told dens and were hard at work making York Central tracks along the Hud- may be added to the soil in place
of manure or other organic matter.
son. They, abandoned it in 1885.
readers of the Army and Navy Jour- homes out of houses.
When you see Brian Aherne in
This successful experiment might
By 1940 the 100-year-old dream
"Juarez"—if you haven't already
have gone unnoticed except for Ne- will be completed, not as a railseen him—you might pretend that
braska's Sen. George Norris, who road, but a four-lane, moderate-level Cherry Trees Yield
you're a movie mogul and study his
recently expounded its merits in express toll highway which uses
Heavily if Fertilized performance with the idea of of"
the chamber as a comparison with eight of the nine tunnels started by
Sour cherry trees have produced fering him the role of "Christopher
FHA and PWA projects. Said he: Vanderbilt's workmen, knocks the half
as much fruit when they Columbus" in the movie version'of
"The idea is to build a home for as tops of smaller hills and spans deep wereagain
fertilized annually with five that famous Italian's life. That's
little money as possible . . . We valleys. Total cost $63,000,000.
tons of manure per acre or 40( what Edward Small did.
should extend assistance to the lapounds an acre of ammonium sul- On second thought, maybe you'd
boring men and poorer classes who
phate containing about 80 pounds ol better not bother. For it would be
do not now own houses, but desire
actual nitrogen.
to own them."
a shame to do anything that would
Such is the report of Dr. Louis R take your mind off the grand picture
Next came a subpoena for Brother
Bryant, associate horticulturist, anc that Aherne, Paul Muni and Bette
Frank Hoess to explain his project
Robert Gardner, associate agrono- Davis made together. "Juarez" de.
this month before Sen. Joseph C.
mist, for the Colorado State Col serves all your attention.
O'Mahoney's temporary national
lege Experiment station at Fort Col
economic committee, which may
[ins.
recommend it as the basis for a
Increases in yield as great as 50
For a long time it seemed likely
national program to amend the 1937
per cent from annual applications o: that Rudy Vallee would be rememhousing act.
400 pounds of ammonium sulphate bered as the man who started the
Awaiting hearing tune, Frank
an acre or five tons of manure per "crooner" wave that swept over the
Hoess busied himself opposing a proacre resulted from increases in the country. Now it seems far more
posed $4,000,009 clearance program
amount of fruit set and matured. likely that he'll be famous as the
for Hammond and nearby Gary,
TRANSFUSION—Switching of Although these treatments gave in- fellow who discovered and develInd., both suburbs of Chicago.
His reasoning: Not only will tene- blood from one man's veins to creased yields, there was no sig- oped more celebrities than anybody
ment apartments increase conges- another's has improved tremen- nificant change in the size of in- else.
dously since 1492, when Pope In- dividual fruits. Soil moisture rection, but they also eat up in rent
Tommy Riggs, Edgar Bergen,
nocent VIII and three donors who ords indicate that the cherries were Bob Burns—they're just three out of
the
money
a
workman
might
use
UNDERSECRETARY JOHNSON
for easy payments on his own home. attempted to save his life all died not much larger th&i before they a list of more than one hundred
The army got to share.
in the first crude attempt. But were fertilized because of a short- radio celebrities who owe their
in one field where transfusion is age of water in the soil during the fame to the chance that he gave
nal that 703 new planes (heavy and MEDITERRANEAN:
most needed, saving" mothers' growing season.
medium bombers, pursuit, attack,
them.
Rebound
lives in childbirth, the process is
observation, cargo and training)
One year ago Turkey's Premier not used enough; 10 per cent of Livestock Thrives
had been delivered and that 763
Those quiz programs, hi one form
more had been ordered, most of Refik Saydam ruled a mediocre na- all maternity deaths result from
or another, seem likely to go on
them single engine pursuit ships. tion no more important to war- hemorrhages. Next September
In
Clean
Quarters
Upped 400 per cent under current frightened France and Britain than at Cleveland, the U. S. Congress
One economical way of protecting forever, which is bad news for all
orders were sound locators for anti- her inconsequential neighbors, Iraq on Obstetrics and Gynecology will live stock from disease and para- the singers whom they have crowdaircraft control; anti-aircraft artil- and Iran. But by early July of this summon physicians, nurses, hos- sites is to clean the barns and yards ed off the airways.
lery, 210 per cent; aircraft artillery, year the Turks were so solidly pital administrators and educa- thoroughly each year or oftener, acOne of the newest and most in140 per cent; anti-aircraft control locked with allies far and near that tors to stimulate more interest cording to Dr. O. V. Brumley, dean genious is that presided over by the
in
childbirth
transfusion.
both Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitdirectors, 130 per cent.
of the veterinary college, Ohio State two writers of mystery stories who
Journal readers also heard from ler frowned when they looked at
university.
sign their output "Ellery Queen"
the navy's paymaster, Rear Adm. the eastern Mediterranean.
The remnants of old straw stacks It's known as "The Adventures of
Ray Spear, that his extraordinary
First anti-Axis move by Turkey
furnish
excellent harbors for bac- Ellery Queen." Each week a mysexpenditures next year will help came following Italy's invasion of
teria
and
filth. Farmers who can- tery story is dramatized, with Mr.
U. S. industry: 40.6 per cent will Albania, which burst asunder the
not
spare
the
time to haul this straw Queen and four guest detectives lisgo for materials; 39.01 for labor. piffling Balkan entente. With Bulto the fields where it will help the tening. As soon as Queen knows
But what interested most taxpayers garia leaning Axis-wise and Yugosoil, should burn it in place as a who the murderer is he stops the
was how much America's defense slavia torn by a Croat-Slav feud,
play, and each guest is asked to
live
stock prevention measure.
spree would cost. Figures:
Premier Saydam made haste under
Mudholes used as hog wallows give his solution of the mystery.
ARMY
British tutelage to form a new muRegular appropriation
| 548,995,812 tual defense pact with Rumania and
help perpetuate animal parasites Then the dramatization is re1939 deficiency bill
119,380,287
and are no hindrance to the spread sumed and the author's solution
Extraordinary army bill
292,695,587 Greece, both of whom are now
RECRUITING—To man its of disease. These holes usually can given. It s lots of fun to follow from
Panama canal, new locks
277,000,000 ready to fight (1) a Nazi-Fascist inCivil pUot training
5.675,000
vast new arms expansion pro- be drained quite easily, and clean your own arm chair.
Civilian Conservation corps ...
295,000,000 vasion of Yugoslavia, or (2) a dicgram, the army must sign up water will keep hogs as cool as waCivil functions & works
305.188,51* tator drive starting in Bulgaria.
112,500 recruits in the next 12 ter mixed with mud, bacteria and
One of the radio stagers for whom
Next
in
quick
succession
came
Total
fl.843.939.200
months. Facilities: 400 recruit- parasites.
"•« programs hold no threats is
Turkish
pacts
with
France
and
BritNAVY
ing
stations,
including
18
on
mice, pigeons, and sparrows
Knight, who's Just had anRegular appropriation
f 773,420.Ml ain, the former in exchange for
wheels. Most men will go to the areRats,
1939 deficiency bill
36.700.000 French cession of the League of Na*" ^*w* *W10wHl Ol hi< cnn4VM jtt MM
carriers
of
some'
&nini&l
Hi
Shore establishments
54,000,000
air corps. They must be unmarHatay republic ried, in good physical shape and eases. No one holds any brief fop that half-hour preceding tt?*V«ifi
Strategic materials
100,000.000 tions mandated
Supplemental construction ....
12.100.000 (Syrian Alexandretta).
and mice, and the farmer must show. He appeared on it for one
Upshot of
from 18 to 35 years of age. En- rats
decide
for himself whether he has a guest appearance, something like
Total
| 976.220.141 these treaties was that western
listment is for three years.
84 weeks ant. »na k.. v.
*
greater interest in pigeons and soar
democracies gained control of the
COAST GUABD
PM
rows or in his Uve stock.
~
Regular appropriation
f 25,003.210 strategic Dardanelles and Bosporus,
1939 deficiency bill
1.920,078
Holes under Buildings should be
Expansion
14,473.000 gaining access to the Black sea to
UP
prevent the
help Rumania in case of war and
Uvftf
entry of
Total
$ 41,405.289 draw friendly Russia into the Medi
When taxpayers totaled these fig- terranean. Meanwhile came TurKfenced off from manure piles $
summer, partly f or a vacation!
ures they found defense costs had ish pacts with Iraq, Iran and Afbmg feed boxes and live stock q
partly to make sure ttot
risen considerably above 1929's ghanistan, while Egypt opened conters and the use of disinfectants w
hav
round out the clean-up campa?g^
mere $780,000,000. The total 1939- versations seeking Balkan aid
«P't loft their accents
could!) and the home
40 bill: $2,861,560,726.
should Italy invade Nile territory.
In desperation, Axis powers atSSStfi*
Butter Market
tempted to form a Balkan count sr
HOUSING:
block of Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and
SILVER—Under the senate
Hammond Plan
Hungary, only the latter of which
amendment to boost silver price
Biggest criticism of Federal could offer much help in war.
64.64 to 77.57 cents per
Housing administration homes is
Adding to Mussolini's woes ire from
ounce,
western miners predict
that they cost too much for the three western Mediterranean devel- 150,000 men
should get new jobs.
small wage earner. Likewise, huge opments: (1) Portugal's reaffirma- Many
mines, closed since silver
metropolitan slum clearance proj- tion of fidelity to its alliance with
lost its place beside gold as a move surpluses that kept DrW
ects merely add to a city's conges- Britain; (2) Spain's apparent insist- monetary
base, could operate profitably low and to increal
tion instead of following the future's ence on neutrality in a general profitably under
the higher price sumption by providing butter fn
inevitable trend to decentralization. war; (3) increased British n»val
lief families. The ta
but
cannot
make
C n
Last year at Hammond, Ind., four and military strength in the Gi- the 64.64-cent level. ends meet at sumption of butter as
°'
a
brothers named Frank, William, braltar area.
modity by relief
ies accountedfor million, of

I

g^^r,--

YOU'LL feel cool
smart, as well as
raw, in 1773, a J*
««• with fuH, t
paneled skirt,
In chiffon
tin
voile, itwlllS
eons and afternoon
r Comfort tor Tot
You can really make . w
•umnier wardrobe for „
from:thi.onr

i

Pictorialized

.

It includes, you see, a bonnet il
pinafore and a play suit that ml
folks can wear happily and coJ
fortably on the hottest day. Mabl
them 'of calico, seersucker, gigj
ham or linen, and trim themwiftl
rows of riprac braid.
The Patterns.
1773 is designed for sizes 36 a I
40. 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52. Sizei
38 requires 4% yards of 39 inch!
material with short sleeves. 4M
yards with long sleeves.
1766 is designed for sizes 1,
3, 4 and 5 years. Size 2 required
3% yards of 35 inch material, im
yards of ricrac braid to trim. .1
Send your order to The Sewing!
Circle Pattern-Dept., Room Ml
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, ELl
Price of patterns, 15 cents (inj
coins) each.
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)

S,trange Facts

I

•

Underseq Painters
9-Day Railroad
Thwarting Thunder 1

CEVERAL European arti
^ dressed in divers' suits i
using weighted equipment i
thick oil colors that do not ml
when in contact with water, hartl
painted pictures while standing oil
the bottom of the sea, sometime!]
50 feet below the surface.
I
The wprld's longest continuous!
railroad journey today is on thel
Trans-Siberian Express between
Moscow and Vladivostok, Russia. 1
Although the distance is only 5,8111
miles, the running time is 8 days!
and 21 hours.
'.
\
After 1* centuries, the house-J
leek, Semperwivuni tectorum, a
common evergveen plant, stunj

grown oh rpofs in many
of several European countriesi»I
protect^e.-.houses from thunder..!
About 50 yews ago, B wo*"!
of barbershops in New York cff
sold advertising space on
ceilings.—Collier's.

Warming Fire
,
Better a little fire that wtf I
than « big one that burns.^\
Bay.

THE

ANITA

TRIBUNE,

AROUND IOWA.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
GREEN CUP COFFEE, with glass, pound
23c
MATCHES, 6-box carton
-.-.
18c
LAUNDRY SOAP, Clover Farm, 5 giant bars. .15c
PINK SALMON, 2 tall 1-lb. cans
25c
TUNA FISH, Messena, M>s, each
15c
JELL, Clover Farm, assorted flavors, 4 for
19c
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
17c
ICE TEA, with spoon, quart jar
29c
Carrots, Lettuce, Black Raspberries, Celery,
Cabbage and Tomatoes.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Published Every Thursday by the

Tribune Publishing Co.
W. F. BUDD

.-

Editor

Subscription, if paid in adyance. .$1.50
If not paid in advance.
$2.00
(Entered at the poet office at Anita,
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
THURSDAY, JULY 6, 1939.
TOWNS AND PROSPERITY.

THE NEW CHAIRMAN.
Harry Swan, Atlantic attorney who
became chairman of the republican
state central committee last week folowing the resignation of James H. Milroy of Vinton, is accepted by Iowa republicans as assurance that the party's
announced policy of "honest, efficient
and economical state government" will
proceed as outlined in the 1938 campaign. Ordinarily a state chairmanship is an honor and influence much
sought by ambitious leaders but disrict members of the state committee
who met to choose Milroy's successor
luickly submerged personal interests
nd named Swan unanimously on the
first ballot. Although he is among the
newer members of the committee Swan
will have the unqualified support of
such veterans as Walker IHanna of
Turlington, oldest in length of service;
Thad Snell of Ida Grove, Dr. Geo.
Semis of Garner and Clyde McFarlin
of Mtontezuma. Iowa republicans view
the 1940 campaign with the confidence
,hat accompanies harmony and the
absence of factional differences.

THURSDAY, JULY 6, 1939.
INCREASE IN FARM SHOWS

DURIM; THE YEAR 1938-39

Ever go calling and find it difficult
138 farm shows applied for and reto locate the party due to the house- ceived state aid from the Department
number being blurred, faded or ob- of Agriculture during the fiscal year
literated ? In Pella, a member of the ending June 30, 1939, according to
high school band canvassed the town Mark G. Thornburg, Iowa Secretary
recently and secured work painting | of Agriculture. This number included
house-numbers on curbs. The money 82 farmers' institutes, 25 pouttry
was used to buy uniforms for the band. shows and 31 short courses.
Total state aid amounted to $19,026.Fletcher Hunt of Adair is possessor 66 during the year Thornburg reported
of a huge copper nugget, found on a _nd pointed out that this figure refarm northwest of Adair. Weighing presented only a part of the amount ex94 pounds, troy weight, the nugget pended since the local community usuis 10 inches long, 7 inches wide and illy contributes three or four times
5 inches deep. Ames geologists re- .he amount of state aid.
ported it one of the largest they had
The three types of shows are all
ever seen.
sponsored and conducted by local community organizations, Thornburg statA wrong-way alligator, who must
:d, and the officers serve without pay.
have wandered up the Mississippi inFunds on hand during the year were
stead of down, found his way into the
sufficient
to pay 85 per cent of the
Nishnabotna river near Shenandoah
recently and was captured by George amount authorized by state law. This
Knittle and Garland Reed of that city. compares with 80 per cent paid in
The 'gator was forty inches in length 1937-38 and 25 per cent in 1936-37.
The following table gives the number
and how he got into an Iowa river
of
shows and the amounts paid during
remains a mystery.
the past two years:
f 4,335.00
The Leo Bowlds family of Gilbert, 82 Farmers' Institutes
2,550.00
near Ames, was planning to enjoy 25 Poultry Shows
12,141.06
baked potatoes with their meal one 31 Short Courses
day recently. For reasons yet unMiss Marguerite Anderson of Gillett
known, one of the potatoes "blew up",
shattering into small pieces. The Grove, Iowa, was a recent visntor at
noise startled the family but no dam- the Chris. J. Petersen home in Anita.
age was done.
Warren county will celebrate the
dedication of its new courthouse with
a "whisker derby". A number of
communities have used this stunt to
promote centennial or other celebrations and the non-shavers find the
derby fully as satisfactory as a fishing trip.

BINDER TWINE

Dement Implement Co.
»**

MORE USABLE W

MIXTURE

TRY THE
ONLY OASOLINE WITH

"CtfllAIIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY^
BUTTER, select creamery, pound
„4c
SALMON, fancy pink, 2 cans
PUFFED WHEAT, large package
j!c
MACARONI, fancy, 2-lb. package
.*
SANI-FLUSH o r DRAINO, 2 cans.
. 4 3
COFFEE, Paxton gas roasted, l-lb..24c 2-ibs 47°
SUGAR, fine granulated, 10 pounds
" J;
RINSO, 1 large and 1 small package, both for' 29!
COOKIES, oven fresh; 2 pounds.
25
Place Your Order For Apricots For Canning
Mrs. Maggie Scholl has
Noland Musick and wife of Council
Bluffs came, to Anita Monday to spend mena, Kan., to spend a few
her son, George Seholl and
a few days with friends.
Robert Cryer and wife have
Miss Bernice Gilbaugh of <5raettinmovtjl
ger, Iowa, is enjoying a visit with rela- from the H. U. Shannon home to th.1
property recently built in South
tives in the Anita community.
by Frank Stager.
<Mrs. Sarah Vernon, who has been
in poor health for a number of months,
iMiss Jeannette Robson, . student*I
is confined to her bed again at her a Des Moines commercial school,
home on Chestnut Street. Mrs. Effie home to spend the week end with be, I
parents, Henry Robson and wife.
Steinmetz is staying with her.

The Board of Supervisors of Case bans.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
county,
Iowa, met in adjourned sesBOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Minutes of June 1st. approved ssl
sion with the following members pres- read.
ent:
Court House,
The Treasurer's semi-annual
Hawley Lynch, chairman, Mike
Atlantic, Iowa,
Metz, F. W. Wiese and W. H. Wohlen- was approved as follows:
June 12, 1939.

The prosperity of small towns as well
as individuals depend upon enterprise,
initiative and hard work, the same
principles which apply to individuals.
The coming of good roads has spellThe fact that age has nothing to do
ed the doom of many towns in Iowa,
with wanting to fish was proved when
when such towns accepted their doom
Mrs. Anna Rasmussen, 88, of near
as inevitable and refused to do anyAudubon got a permit this year to fish.
thing about it. Towns which accepted
the challenge and did something about
Folks who make mistakes can cheer
it are more prosperous today than beup—so
does 'Mother Nature. Mrs.
fore the coming of good roads.
Kate Honeyman of Clarinda found
Take for example- the towns of Wina small rose in her garden recently
terset and Oakland. Winterset is 30
which had the leaves growing out of
miles from Des Moines. Oakland is
JOB HOLDERS SQUIRM.
the center of the rosebud instead of
24 miles from Council Bluffs. It looked bad for these two towns within a
Jobholders, democrat and republican around and below the flower.
half an hour's drive of city competition. alike, squirm as the administration's
Ellis Eno's hobby of flying recently
But the merchants accepted the chal- economy program develops an unexwon
for him the honor of being named
lenge. They improved their stores, pected ruthlessness as it proceeds. The
they advertised their merchandise and economy axe has thus far shown little outstanding pilot at Chicago's amaservices, and the towns are better discrimination in party affiliation and, j teur air show. The racing events
towns from a business standpoint than platform orators notwithstanding, job- I were open to those interested in flying
they were before good roads placed holders of both parties seem to bleed as a hobby, not a business. Mr. Eno
city competition at their very back the same kind of blood. Differences of is a Fort Dodge resident.
opinion, influenced no doubt by indoor.
Life begins at 65 for the "oldsters'
Towns have personalities just as in- dividual inclination, have developed
of
Poweshiek county, who have f ormec
dividuals. There are dull, hopeless, dis over the actual payroll reduction in emcouraged towns, and there are bright ployees. Many cases are known where the Golden Recreation club, which
hustling optimistic and cheery towns employees released and so reported by is composed of people 65 or over. At
No one likes to trade in a towr^over one department have found temporary their first meeting, John Jones, 104
•which broods a discouraging, fatal asylum in another not yet under re- of Grinnell was the oldest person pres
publican administration. Pro-Wilson ent. They plan to have their next
istic cloud of doom.
There is nothing so certain as change bservers believe personnel has been re- meeting in July.
The town, the business man, the in duced by close to 700. Antis doubt the
Machinery may yet be the undoing
dividual, who refuses to change witl figure exceeds 350. Newspaper men,
the changing times, is found at the concerned with nothing more than fact, of Burton Burleson, farmer living
tail end of the procession, hopelessly unofficially estimate the number at near near Maquoketa. Recently he was
lost in the vanguard of those who for-! 500. The end of the fiscal year should injured as a tractor on which he was
working fell 15 feet to the ground
get that the world does move.
make accurate tabulation possible.
from the second floor of the barn, a
basement building with a grade entrance. This was the third serious
accident with machinery Mr. Burleson
has had.

STANDARD LENGTH AND STRENGTH
Made in U. S. A.
6'/2 CENTS PER POUND
•

PHONE 300

Of the 35 county jails upon which
the United States department of justice has placed its stamp of approval,
two of them are located in Lee county.
"Grandma" Delic Port, who sang
in the Bethel choir more than 64 years
| ago, was scheduled to sing some solos
I when Old South Bethel church near
Tipton celebrated its 102nd anniversary.
Long ago, John Ricklefs of near
, Ireton lost his watch. The watch,
; dropped in a field, was given up for
lost. Forty crops were taken from the
field, the field was plowed every year
and disked many times. A few days
ago the watch was found by Arthur
Eilts, hired man, who works for John
Ricklefs' son Eilt who now operates
the farm. In spite of its forty-year
exposure, the watch was in good shape
' and with a little cleaning was as good
as new.
Wayne county's general fund is
spent and the county officials may
look forward to receiving only one
or two more monthly paychecks until
January first. And after all that
campaigning last year, too!
Oscar Idso, wife and daughter,
Margaret, of Sioux City and K. R.
Jacobsen and Miss Marian Kramen of
Paullina were Fourth of July visitors
in the city at the home of Dr. C. H.
Johnson and family.
A family picnic was held Sunday
at the home of MY. and Mrs. William
Bangham southeast of the city in
honor of Mrs. William Finn and daughter, Susan, of Washington, D. C., who
are visiting at the home of their parj ents and grandparents, William F.
Kirkham and wife.

SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT OF TREASURER OF CASS COUNTY, IOWA
FROM JANUARY 1, 1939 TO MAY 31, 1939.
Balance
Jan. 1, 1939

Funds

Receipts

For

$ 60,132.40 $ 27,154.43 ?
9,518.66
4.40
5,988.01
2,236.03
42,110.63
2,930.79
4,450.89
5,401.36
6,243.20 , 20,815.16
9,382.57
6,777.53
930.41
36,764.92
10,659.49
17,437.03
60,504.67
1,042.76
5,071.48
4,552.64
2,226.78
5,306.98
10,488.93
12,748.63
4,345.09
13,329.48
4,727.50
140,212.50
38,369.49
65,524.70
14,104.05
715.00
1,392.26
366.37
370.06
213.00-'
395.47
11.96
2,102.28
1,648.50
52.08
751.97
535.30
419.26
7,364.48
28,000.26
44,909.40
152,297.73
330.91
1,178.12
2,022.05
2,282.18
83.90
137.52
2,185.33
500.47
662.26
1,282.90
,... .
1*967.65
979.07
3^72
287.17
256^2
541.26
359.57
5,053.17
40 00
46,310.15
1,50<U5
4,101.12

General State Revenue
State Institutions
Soldiers' Bonus
General County
Court Expense
Poor
Court House
County Insane
Secondary Road Construction
Maintenance
County School
Soldiers' Relief
Bovine T. B. Eradication
Bond
Emergency
Primary Road Bond Redemption
Motor Vehicle
Principal of School
Interest of School
Teachers' Institute
Tax in Advance
Domestic Animal
*
Library
City Specials
Corporation
School Funds
Township Funds
Depository Interest
Delinquents and Refunds
Long and Short
Indian Creek No. 1
Indian Creek No. 3
Cass-Pottawattamie No. 1
Nishnabotna No. 5
Nishnabotna No. 6
Nishnabotna No. 7
Highway No. 1
Old Age Pensions
Court House Bond Fund
Homestead Exemption
Use
Tax

Total to
Be Acctd.

DisburseBalance
ments May 31, 1939

3.84
87,286.83 P
6,679.49
9,523.06
8,224.04
.57
33,310.42
45,041.32
9,852.25
3,904.05
27,058.36
22,786.03
1,371.64
9,382.57
7,707.94
7,079.14
16,443.75
47,424.41
51,582.02
77,941.70
5,363.14
6,114.24
2,988.60
6,779.42
143.89
5,306.98
19,788.78
23,237.56
15,001.64
17,674.57
140,333.75
144,940.00
84,574.25
103,894.19
14,819.05
894.18
1,758.63
88.62
583.06
407.43
278.05
3,750,78
1,051.45
699:89
694.57
954.56
33,006.95
35,864.74
183,082.80
197,207.13
1,361.04
1,509.03
2,022.05
2,022.05
2,282.18
2,282.18
83.90
.01
137.52
2,185.33
500.47
662.26
1,282.90
1,761.29
2,946.72
290.89
290.89
753.14
797.78
1,211.70
5,412.74
46,350.15
46,350.15
4,842.45
5,601.87

87.282.99
2,843.57
8,223.47
11,730.90
5,948.20
4,272.33
8,010.93
628.80
30,980.66

26,359.68
751.10
3,795.82
5,163.09
3,448.78
2,672.93
4,606.25
19,319.94
14,819.05
864.45
494.44' t|

129.38
2,699.33
699.89
259.99
2,357.79
14,124.33
147.99
83.89
137.52
2,185.33
500.47
662.26
1 282.90
1,185.43
44.G4
4,201.04
759.42

$264,623.79 15700,376.71 $955,000.50 $691,321.52 $273,678.98

Indicates Overdraft

TREASURER'S RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS.
RECEIPTS.
DISBURSEMENTS.

^ TT , •,
On Hand January 1, 1939
$
From Current Taxes, 1938
From Delinquent Taxes, 1937
Penalty, Interest and Costs
'
Drainage Taxes
City Special Assessments
'.'.'.'.
Old Age Pension
Use Tax
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Motor Carrier Tax
Gasoline Tax
1'rimarv Road Funds From State! . . . .
Interest on Bank Deposits
'.'.''"'
Principal of School Fund
'.'.
Interest of School Fund
'.'.'.'."'
Teachers' Examinations and Institute
Fees
Sale of Automobile Numbers
Fines and Forfeitures From Clerk
Fines and Forfeitures From Other Officers
Care of Patients in Institutions
Care of Patients in County institutions
Sale of Produce at County Home
Sale of Bridge Material
Sale of School Books . . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
Fees From County Auditor
Fees From County Recorder
Fees From Clerk
Fees From Sheriff
'.
Miscellaneous Receipts . .
Tax in Advance
Refund of Sales Tax
I>og Tax
; .'
Homestead Exemptions
Auto Fees From County Treasurer
transfers From Funds
Total Receipts

Amount
264 623 79
361 141 42
'
7,060.07
906.62
1,227.45
419.26
541.26
4,101.12
1,963.94
"^i 101.84

2io22!o5
715.00
366.37
63.00
65,524.70
200.00
~ 644.56
2,450.78
63.76
650.72
967.89
610.64
55.85
1,653.50
719.92
209.30
222.69
11.96
105.38
1,522.00
46,310.15
2,171.50
32,840.51

',

State Treasurer's Receipts
$
County Auditor's Warrants
Drainage Bonds Redeemed
County Bonds Redeemed
Interest on County Bonds
Primary Road Bonds Redeemed..
Interest on Primary Road Bonds..
City Specials
Orders on Treasurer by Mayors..
Orders on Treasurer by Presidents
of School Districts
Township Clerks' Receipts
Secretary of State's Receipts....
Auto Fees to County
Tax in Advance
Homestead Exemptions
Transfers to Funds
Long and Short
Receipts Cancelled
Tax Refunds
Use Tax, Tax Commission's Receipts
State Comptroller Receipts

Balance on Hand Mty 31, 1939. -

Amount
76,729.19
131,720.03

1,7« 1.211

18,000.00
2,998."5
13(i!oOO.OO
10,333.75
694.57
32,994.15
183.04S.81
•> 171.5"
278.05
4!>.3r>l).l 5
3" 840.51
01
7.41
4 842.4''
14.2-lH.05

273,678.'^

965,000.50
Total Disbursements
.
I, F. W. Herbert, Treasurer of Cass
is a correct summary of th
8 d her y Cert y th at
P r
Business transacted
£sa±i IT
' aa
° ggjd
^ treasurer
* ,during
*he X
'pfinth^'fl
specified.
nisacted
by me
the° periou
F.W.Herbert,
(Signed)
County Treasurer.

On motion and vote Charles Dormhoe, member of the County Hoard of
Social Welfare, was appointed to conduct the surplus commodities program
as provided by law.
The following claims were allowed
and the Auditor authorized to w r i t e
warrants for the same:
Esther Reeves, salary
$.':o.oo11. 0. Reason, 1 llug
.75

Cail S. Becker, 1 l a m b
"• *'• r°on. ewe and lamb
< ' h r , s L. Drager, 1 i a m b
Harry Dressier, 4 lambs
Kalph Hunter, 3 pigs
Edward Keller, 2 lambs .
J. A. Nelson, 3 lambs

F. W. Wiese
5*40 W. H. Wohlenhaus
' S'QQ
Moved by Wohlenhau
'. Q.QQ Metz, to adjourn until 1
M., June 23rd.
2 9Q
4 80
Motion carried.
Hawl
[] 13|80
(Signed)

Session and Mileage Claims.
nawley Lvnoh
r
'
Mike Metz
'
..

4 5Q

R Qrt

6.70

Attest:

M. E. H u n County *
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
By ED WHEELAN
THt DAV AFTCR MVRA'S TALK WITH
MORN1M' OE
CIRCUS MAIL MAN DONEGIB ME D\S ' . _
DCLIB'Ry" LETTAH TO
YO', MISSMVRA.AN'
D£N AH PLUM&
To RSMEMBAH

MOPB HE'LL E>E AIL
MV BEST

-MVRA.DCAR.TWB
DOCTOR SAVS M0IHER
1SAJOW OUT- OP
DANGER SO I'LL.
SOON EC ABLE
-It>3CnN THE

MISSED
.TOO. HAL,

-I.

1*1 CANJTT6LL
. HOU) MUCH
VVE M\SSED >t?U. E>UT,
.. . HEAVEN, I'LL
„ SEEING K?U SOON
DEAR - AS ALVUAVS,
HAL

•WOULP/N T

MUCH :•'

Star Design DoiHes ,
Crochete£in String

Sfet3L
RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Hot New*

POOR sis. POOR sis-

GETTIN' HERSGLF HOOKED
UP WITH THAT EMPTY
DERBY, GONZALES
.
WHAT WOULD AVAMA SAYJ

THERE GOES THE
0ELL - MAYBE
ITS A TELEGRAM
GONZALES!

SIGN
DERE,
MISTER

VINCE

I'LL MAKE
A CROSSWRITIN'
MAKES ME
TIRED

AN

IMPOS— LET'S
I-/A-P-O-S-T- "

S'MATTER POP—Ever Handle Money This Way?

MESCAL IKE

By C. M. PAYNE

Br S. L. MUMTLBY

PaMera 6350.
»'•> SXKh fun to have a bit o 1
oocbet under way-somethiili
tbat'a f oirig to add beauty to yom I
horn! Get busy on these haad-l
VMM star doilies. They're perfect I
fer tanebeoB or buffet sets. Anil
so ta«y to crochet in merceiizei'J
•tftng. ' O f coarse they can IKI
usetl separately to beautify occj-j
sfooal tables as veil. Patten 63501
•oatabs i&structions for makiM'l
cteillfs; fflustratfaos of thenvujl
ol,8W^-vhotograph of
materials needed.
To obtabii' this pattern send III
ceoli. in coins to The Sewinff
Cirele, Household Arts Dept,B|
W, Mth St.. New York, N. Y. i|
Phase write your name, ill
dress and pattern number platy

Six Points

That Will Be Enough •( That

The best way for a young mal
who is without friends or inMl
ence to begin is: First to getil
position; second, to keep to I
mouth • shut; third, observe;!
fcnrth, be faithful; fifth, make hit I
employer think he would be lost
in the fog without him;
be polite.

POP— Understanding
YOU REALIZE
GCTTING MARRIED
AS SOON AS THIS
« jMOUSE IS BUILT !

By J. MILLAR WATT
YOU LCAV& IT
TO ME, SIR-

JOB

LAST A9 LON6
AS I CAN.1

As Yon Do

The enjoyment of rights .
rest on the performance of duties. ]
--Theodore Roosevelt.
.•:'&

TAKING NO CHANCES

Cheerful News

Jones—You don't talk much sine*
you got married. What's changed
you?
Smith— Well, you see my wile
thinks I'm the smartest man on
earth and I have to be careful what
I aay.

PLANE KEWRTED
, M? OtfS
LATB

SET WTE FOft
HQMECDMtNO

Paternalism Wanes
"Do you think our government
becoming paternalistic?"
"Certainly not," declared Senator
3ptgJum> "Collegiate influence has
dispensed with references to 'dear
old dad.' All you hear anything
about now is 'Alma Mater.' "
Flowers for the Departed
"I am surprised to see you here.
I thought you had passed away."
"Whatever made you think that?"
"Why, I heard some men on the
street speaking well of you."
Defined
Son (reading newspaper) — Dad,
what is a stable government?
Dad— I guess it must be one that
is run with horse sense.

WNU—N
Forced Bravery
Many would be cowards u
bad courage enough.

YOUK

THE
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IOWA SPRING PIG CROP 16
PER CENT ABOVE YEAR AGO

Binder Twine
SEE

BURKE BROS.
ACTUAL REPORTS OF SOCIAL
SERVICE INVESTIGATORS
Social service investigators, who
check up on families to see if they
need relief, sometimes turn in some
odd reports. The following remarks,
said to have actually appeared in reports of this kind, come from the
Murphysboro (111.) Independent:
Woman and house neat but bare.
Couple breaking- up home, friends
helping.
Woman has no job to be mentioned.
These people are extremely cultured.
Something should be done about their
condition.
Milk needed for the baby and father is unable to supply it.
Woman is saving up for an illness.
Since Christmas, family has been
living on a Democratic club basket.
Couple's only source of income is
four boarders all out of work. They
owe $600.
Man aggressive—has nine children.
Nice quiet home family. Dorothy
has been out since July.
Applicant took job as janitor in
home for the working girls—lasted
three weeks.
Roomer pays no board as he usually
acts as godfather.'
Man recently had operation but is
able to hold any position he assumes.
Sophie is married to a sailor and
her whereabouts are unknown.
Woman ailing at present—eyesight
poor—does housework when able to
find it.
Woman says they are a delicate
family and must have steamed apartment with eggs and oranges.
Applicant has one child, Lillian,
who is three months old and owes 12
months rent.
Saw woman. She has seven children. Husband a veteranWoman in a quarry, too old to work,
too young for a pension.
Man hit by automobile—speaks
broken English.
This family seems to be just sitting
around waiting for grandmother to
get old enough for a pension.
The daughter, Mary, is active mentally and otherwise. She has advanced herself but not at home.
Woman says husband has illness
that sounds like arithmetic. I think
ehe means arthritis.
Family's savings all used up—relatives have helped.
Applicant says he is an Eagle. He
and his wife have been living on a
brother Eagle for the past two months.
Last week wife fell and sprained a leg.
Applicant's wife is a lady and hardly knows what it is all about.
Woman taught bridge and suffered
broken leg.
Applicant worked in children's underwear. Let out recently.
Applicant and family got $15 from
neighbors for moving from former
address.
Good type of American family—appear refined, but intelligent
Woman is willing to struggle if
given an opportunity.
Woman badly bruued—furniture
man took bed spring^.
APPLE CROP PROSPECTS
CONTINUE TO BE GOOD

OFFICIAL NOTICE.
BEFORE THE IOWA STATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The 1939 spring pig crop in Iowa is
estimated at 10,648,000 pigs or 16 per
cent larger than the crop of 9,203,000
pigs in the spring of 1938. Farrowings this fall are expected to total
572,000 sows or 15 per cent more than
in the fall of 1938. These estimates
are based upon returns from the June
and December pig surveys made in
cooperation with the post office department through the rural mail carriers
and released this week by the Iowa
Crop and Livestock Reporting Service through the office of Leslie M.
CarlXfederal agricultural statistician.
The\increase of 16 per cent in number of pigs saved over a year ago
was due to an increase of 23 per cent
in number of sows farrowed which
was partially offset by a smaller number of pigs saved per litter. The average this spring at 6.05 pigs compares with 6.44 last spring. Losses
of pigs although large on some farms
were not so general as indicated by
reports earlier in the spring, the 6.05
average being exceeded only in 1937
in the 15 years for which records are
available.
The distribution of this spring's
crop shows a higher proportion farrowed before the first of April than
in 1938. Losses of pigs were larger
in the winter months when the volume
of farrowing is low.

To the Citizens of Cass County:
Notice is hereby given that a petition for a franchise to erect, use and
maintain poles, wires, guy wires,
towers, cables, conduits and other
fixtures and appliances for the purpose of conducting electricty for lighting, power and heating purposes has
been filed by the Adams County Cooperative Electric Company, Corning,
Iowa, in the office of the Iowa State
Commerce Commission; that said petition asks the right to construct, operate and maintain said electric transmission line over, along and across
the following described public lands,
highways, streams and private lands.
(7200 volts, single phase, wye conSheriff P. P. Edwards of Atlantic
nected, neutral wire multi-grounded.) j was an Anita visitor Monday afternoon.
Beginning at the northwest corner
of Section Twenty-seven (27) TownAnita spent a very quiet Fourth,
ship Seventy-four (74) North, Range with stores closing at noon for the day.
Thirty-five (35) West of the 5th P. M., There were numerous picnics.
Cass County, Iowa, thence east on the
H. L. Bell, who has been at his-sumhighway on the north line of said
Section Twenty-seven (27), Sections mer cottage at Lake Okoboji for the
Twenty-six (26) and Twenty-five (25), past month, will return to Anita Thurssaid Township and Range, two and day to spend a few days.
one-fourth (2%) miles; and beginning
(Jus Hunter and wife left the last
at the southwest corner of Section
of
the week for their home at Mission,
Thirty-six (36), said Township and
Texas,
after a few weeks' visit with
Range, thence north on the highway
on the west line of said Section Thir- relatives and friends in Anita and
ty-six (36), Sections Twenty-five (25) Atlantic.
and Twenty-four (24), said Township
Harold Ruggles, wife and two sons,
and Range, two and one-fourth (2&) Richard and Daniel, of Peoria, 111.,
miles; and beginning at the south- are enjoying a week's visit in Aniwest corner of Section 'Twenty-five ta with his mother, Mrs. Stella Rug(25), said Township and Range, thence gles, and with other relatives and
east on the highway on the south friends.
line of said Section Twenty-five (25),
one (1) mile, thence north on the
W. C. McCurdy, 76, former Mashighway on the east line of said Sec- sena mayor, postmaster and republican
tion Twenty-five (25), one (1) mile. leader, died at his home in that town
Beginning at the northwest corner Friday morning. Death was attriof Section Thirty (30) Township buted to a paralytic stroke that he
Seventy-four (74) North, Range suffered May 28. Funeral services
Thirty-four (34) West of the 5th P. M., were held at the Methodist church in
thence east on the highway on the Massena Sunday afternoon, and burial
north line of said Section Thirty (30), was made in the Massena cemetery.
Sections Twenty-nine (29) and TwenINFORMATION DESK.
ty-eight (28), said Township and
Range, three (3) miles, thence south
Mexican government employes, who
on the highway on the west line of
Section Twenty-seven (27), said Town- used to have four hours for lunch,
ship and Range, one-half (%) mile; have been cut down to three.
The diamond is not the most valuand beginning at the southwest corner
of Section Twenty (20), said Town- able jewel and never was. The ruby
ship and Range, thence north on the was for centuries, but now the emhighway on the west line of said Sec- erald is.
The dust storms of western Kansas
tion Twenty (20), one (1) mile; and
have
in recent years carried away from
beginning at the southeast corner
of the Southwest Quarter (SW&) 40 to 80 tons of top soil per acre.
At all times in all countries, thrifty
of the Southwest Quarter (SW»4)
of Section Sixteen (16), said Town- farmers have built barns that dwarfed
ship and Range, thence west on the house.
Abner Doubleday, the father of basethe highway on the south line of said
Section Sixteen (16), Sections Seven- ball, laid out the first diamond at
teen (17) and Eighteen (18), said Cooperstown, N. Y., in 1839, just 100
Township and Range, one and three- years ago.
The first television on picture retenths (1 3-10) miles.
ceivers,
for a 7Ms by 10 inch picture,
The Iowa State Commerce Commission has fixed the twenty-fifth will cost $350 to $500. For a smaller
(25th) day of July, 1939, ten o'clock picture, $150 to $200.
The common pin was invented in
A. M., in its office at Des Moines, Iowa,
as the time and place for hearing 1836 by Dr. John Howe of New York
and first manufactured in Derby, Conn.
said petition.
The only pure colors—those indeAny objections to the granting of
such franchise must be in writing pendent of all other colors and hence
and filed in triplicate with this Com- called primaries—are yellow, red and
blue.
mission at least five (5) days before
The four leading manufacturing
date of hearing. The Iowa State
states,
in order of importance, are
Commerce Commission suggests that
the objector be represented at the j New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois and
| Michigan.
hearing by someone who has full
The British empire produces 70 per
authority to act for it.
Dated at Des Moines, Iowa, June cent of the world's gold, most of it in
South Africa. India is not a producer
28, 1939.
of
gold, but has the biggest hoard
IOWA STATE COMMERCE
of
any
nonproducer. The Hindu reCOMMISSION.
gards
gold
as a bank and often keeps
Attest: Geo. L. McCaughan,
his savings in visible evidence on the
Secretary.
person of his wife.
File E 3619.
2t
It takes about 19 seconds for a
Word has been .received by relatives bomb to reach the ground after being
in Anita, that Mrs. Anna McCosh, who dropped from a plane one mile up in
the air.
is making her home w^th. a sister at
Salem, So. Dak., is in very poor health.
THINGS TO WATCH FOR.

Iowa's apple crop this year will be
61 per cept of normal, or 90 per cent
of last year's crop.
This prediction was made by S. W.
Bdgecombe, Iowa State college horticulturist, after making a survey
through the main apple section of the
state.
"The prospects for a crop this year
have been good," he explained. "The
rains which have come recently have
created ideal conditions. Very little
apple scab has been reported and damage from codling is slight."
Edgecombe reports that the foliage
of apple trees is free from insects and
disease and that trees all over the state
appear in a general state of thriftiness.
Last year's apple crop of 1,350,000
Lewis M. Martin of Council Bluffs,
bushels was 69 per cent «f normal.
former resident of Anita, "district
engineer of the state highway comEd. C. Worthing went to Walnut mission, has been reappointed by Gov.
Tuesday to spend a few days with George A. Wilson for a four-year term
D. R. Donohoe and family.
on the board of engineer examiners.

ANITA LUMBER CO.
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
MARTIN'S HOUSE PAINT, per gallon

$2.80

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Maduff s Food Market
WE DELIVER

July 8, 1909.
\V. R. Spence has had his residence
lot on Maple Street neatly graded.
Nearly 1,000 feet of new cement
sidewalks have been laid on Rose Hill
Avenue.
M. P. Conway paid Paul Sorensen
$100 per acre for his farm near Wiota
last week.
Ernest Barnholdt, a clerk at the
Hansen, Lage & Co. store, has gone
to Denver on a week's vacation.
The mother of Mrs. Fred M. Sheley
arrived from M.bntezuma Friday, and
will spend a few days at the Sheley
home.
Henry Simon, who has been in poor
health for several months, was taken
to the Atlantic hospital this week for
treatment.
The Odd Fellows enjoyed a feast of
good things last Thursday evening,
the occasion being their semi-annual
installation of officers.
W. K. and 0. D. Carey sold a portion
of the C. B. Johnson farm in Lincoln
township last week to W. G. McFarland at $82.50 per acre.
Miss Ella Wilson, who is attending
Boyle's business college in Omaha,
came home Friday and remained to
enjoy the 4th. of July festivities.
Miss Ruby Brewer will spend several
weeks of her vacation on a pleasure
trip through the Yellowstone Park
country and other points of interest in
the great and growing West.
Thos. E. Carey has sold his 160-acre
farm in Lincoln township for $120 per
acre. He takes an $8000 stock of goods
at Cumberland as a part of the purchase price, and is going to close it out.
The neighbors of Mrs. Augusta Simon drove into her corn field with cultivators one day last week, and performed a few hours' work that is not
only greatly appreciated, but of benefit and value to the growing crops.

PHONE 239

THURSDAY—FRIDAYS-SATURDAY

Cloth Ba
Sugar 1(Mb
«
N<
Butter 2 W
24C
Jar Rings Mason,TS^~
i
|
0c
Jar Lids
- D°Zen jjJ
• MM*!
••aril

Open Kettle Rendered
3 Pounds

eart ams
Steak Su
j^ f

Pork
Bacon Squares
SHERIFFS SALE NOTICE.
State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.

«*n
*5C

20c
^ «' i3c

SMUT IN OATS IS FOUND
ABUNDANT THIS'

Observations, and counts m oat ,
The Federal Land Bank of Omaha, nety
test plots at Iowa State
a corporation, Plaintiff.
show th*. the percentage of
Joseph F. Harkins, et al., Defend- oats is far abo^e normal this
s e i
ants.
In Idgold, which is a common vaZI
To Joseph F. Harkins and Harriet from 30 to 40 per cent Of Smat
observed in plots planted from i
Harkins, husband and wife.
You are hereby notified that by ed seed. lowar, Iowa 103, and m
virtue of a Special Execution to me 105 also contained from 10 to 20.
cent of smut.
directed by the Clerk of the District
According to Dr. R. H. Porter, 1
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favof The Federal Land Bank of Omaha, pf the seed laboratory at the Iowa's
a corporation and against Joseph F. college, the abnormal amount of SB
Harkins, et al., for the sum of Twelve is probably the result of dry and c
Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy- temperatures at the time the s
Six and 12-100 Dollars ($12,876.12) germinated. A high soil moisture«,
I did on the 24th day of June, A, ID., tent and high soil temperature attl
1939, levy on the property of the said time of seed germination are
Joseph F. Harkins and Harriet Hark- able for smut infection.
ins, husband and wife, the following
Smut of oats is easily controlled \
treatment of seed before seeding,
described real estate to-wit:
cording to Dr. Porter.
Southeast Quarter of the
Northeast Quarter, ' of Section
In many Iowa counties seed
Nine; West Three-Quarters of
ment centers have been establM
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f
the South Half of the North+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
and farmers are urged to maket
west Quarter of Section 10, all
servations in oat fields and makepl
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
in Township 76 North of Range
for treating their seed next yearifl
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
35 West of the 5th P. M., conChristian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
considerable amount of smut is fot
taining 100 acres, more or less,
to be present;
The ladies aid will meet all day
according to Government Survey,
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and
situated in Cass County, Iowa,
will serve a 15c dinner for the public
OLE SAYS.
and will offer the same for sale to
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
the highest bidder on the 24th day
A story of rare interest to mil
of July 1939, at the hour of 10:00 in the Woman's Home Com
o'clock A. M., at the North door of last winter. It was entitled, "All
4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
+ Thomas 8. Dixon, Pastor. + the Court House in Atlantic, County liar Treasure," by Edna Ferbs,!
of Cass and State of Iowa,
•*• + + + > + + + + + + >•
brought out a number of diplo
Church School at 10:00 a. m. • You are further notified that if traits that should be practiced byn
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, said real estate includes your home- of us, concerning the Jew
superintendent.
stead, that unless you plat and re- place in the world. I shall not I
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. cord the same within ten days af- into the story but urge you to i
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at ter the service of this notice, I will and absorb its contents for your;
the church with a 15c dinner for the cause said homestead to be market
* * *
public at noon.
out, platted and recorded as proI have always prided myself for!
The missionary society will meet vided by law and the expense therediplomacy, for my ability to
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs of shall be added to the costs in this ate with all races and creeds. There i^
W. F. Crawford. Mrs. R. W. Forshay case.
positively no excuse for slander)
will be the leader.
Dated this 24th day of June. condemnation of people who are<
A meeting of the Pilgrim Fellowship 1939.
another nationality than we and i
will be held at 7:30 o'clock Thursday
P. P. Bdwards,
believe -different than we. After!
evening at the church. Come and help
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa.
we are, to them, another race andb
us make plans for the fall program
By* M. B. Parkinson,
liever of another religion.
Deputy.
• • *
Anyone who wishes to talk a?
+
LUTHERAN MISSION AT >
the Negro, the Jew, or people of ott
+
I. 0. O. F. HALL.
-f
beliefs and oabits, can just go f'
+ Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor. -f
and stay put, so far as I'm concert
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
I boast of some of my dearest)
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Voss Manufacturing Co. most trotrtworthy friends who are"
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
"IP ITS MADE OP WOOD/
another cok* and religious belief t
Ladies aid meets at the home of
WE CAN MAZE IT."
L Raw prejudice and religion aret
Mrs.
Albert Secress on Thursday
_
602-4 E. 8rd. St
exceedingly dangerous topics to f
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
There will be no teachers' meeting
about.
HARRY B7SWAN
this week.
LAWYER
Those wishing to join the next in< East Sixth Street — Phone 214
struction class for adults should an•
------—__^^
nounce their intention to the pastor.
S. Holton, Lawyer
Fourth and Chestnut Streets.
BISMARKS
Settlement of Estates and Land
2Bc a Dozen
«•
METHODIST CHURCH
+
Title Opinions a Specialty
Anita Bakery
*
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

WANT ADS

KENT MARTIN

Church School classes at 10:00 a m
LAWYER
Harold McDermott, Superintendent. 602 Chestnut Street _
Phone 215
Church Worship at 10:45 a. m. Mrs
Frank D. Weimer's class will have
Osborne-TomUnson
Funeral Home
charge of the music and will have a
pho
special numb*. Sermon by the pas Sixth ft Oak Street.
Eat.
1866
Ambulance
Service
tor on, "A Christian Way of Looking
b
at Suffering."
Epworth League at 7:0« p m The Roland, PeacociT& Baxter
Funeral Director.
discussion will be led by Kathryn Wei
AH
calk
answered
promptly day or
mer and Marion Bartley on, "H ow the
night, regardless of distance.
Bible Came to Be." Everyone is in .
vited to attend.
Outfitting Co.
Evening Worship at 8:00 oVIock
Fwnlture. Store* a«| BUM.
with a sermon by the pastor
Crodey Electric Refritenton
Sociology experts predict U. S. urThe Loyal Circle will meet with M r s
*nd Radio*
ban population, which was 66 per cent
Bert Ramus on Tuesday afternoon'
of the total in 1930, to be 74.5 per
cent of the total in 1970 and 87 per
cent in 2000.
Program, of a patriotic nature, will bee
For next Christmas a new "Flex- m charge of Miss « ' " ible Doll" made in the likeness of
Fanny Brice's Baby' Snooks which
STOCK REMOVED
can be spanked without breaking.
Fireproof matches. The holding who were united in mwrfaKe SaUr""'
stopped in Anita Monday \v h U e^lt?!'
end is treated so that the flame is auto- "IB a honeymoon trip, i, j , v,
si
PHONE 400 ANITA
matically extinguished before it can Nora Cleaver and Mit v -\.
'
ss (
ieralllm
reach tha fingers.
WE PAY THE CHARGES
('leaver. Mrs L u j n j.^ ( ,
«
Toeless shoes have made a hit with Margaret Ferguson, a n d i , - i .
"
ANITA RENDERING
the ladies, and the next thing is goSERVICE
ing to be fingertip-less gloves so that
ment
member
of
the
Knights
,Vp°,T"
Harper
Dorsey,
nail polish will show.
yUl
»» lodS* before hi, death.
'

1

s i r/;; ;:- »«r.

DEAD
FREE

Let W do your poultry work,
as calling, lousing and ***
Rasmussen Hatchery.
See the. ^ Felco electric
controller at tke Farmers
,__ maje hog; owner ci
same by paying for his keep
ad. Joseph F. Vais.
FOR SALE:—Tally cards, i
Tribune offlce, A n i t a . ^
IX>R."RENT:-3-roo^ »Part"
suitable
for Building
office orAssociation.
I'™1*
1.0/0. P.
M. C. HUtchiaon or W.'
HESS' FLY SPRAY,
to kill. 95c per gallon. B '*
Anita, Iowa.
„ ...
. , AH (
See me for combining wji' ^,
harvester. Oliver GriH'" 1 '
,,|
Anita, or phone Adair G- i
Red Star and Knock 0
twine at the lowest """^
Farmer* Coop.
60c buys BOO sheets of >
paper, B«e 8%xll inches, at
ttne "office.
WANTED:
Ph. 184 Anita-we pay

L"

--

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

HouseholdNeuis

WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

INTERNATIONALS
Armaments

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

G. 0. P. Centers on Vandenberg
Despite Tom Dewey's Showing
In Popular Opinion Samplings
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
-

Released by Western Newspaper Union. ____————^

POLITICS:
G. 0. P. Shift

KEEP COOL WITH REFRIGERATOR MEALS
See Recipes Below.

Refrigerator Meals
It's a smart stunt to get meal
preparation out of the way in the
cool of the morning. Knowing thai
dinner's r e ady and
practically waiting to be served
helps you to look
and feel cool,
calm and collected, and it leaves
you free for "vacationing" during
the hot hours of the day.
Here's a menu that can be prepared in the morning, almost down
to the last sprig of parsley, so that
it will be ready to serve at the appointed dinner hour with only a little
additional work.
Pineapple Upside Down Loaf
Tomatoes Stuffed With Macaroni
Buttered Fresh Peas
Minted Pear Salad
Hot Biscuits
Strawberry Fluff
Biscuits.

arrange in ring mold. Place in refrigerator until set, and fill the mold
with the cooled gelatin mixture.
Chill until firm. Serve on large platter with a small bowl of salad dressing and lettuce for garnish.
Strawberry Fluff.
And for dessert, combine whipped
cream, sliced strawberries and
marshmallows cut in quarters.
Place in sherbets and chill for several hours or overnight.
Get Your Copy of This New Book.

Just imagine being able to turn to
a helpful little book for the answers
to puzzling questions about homemaking. Tips on how to save work
while ironing, how to remove old
paint and varnish from furniture,
what to do when your net curtains
tear and the budget just won't permit a new pair, the answers to these
and many other questions will be
found in Eleanor Howe's useful little
book "Household Hints." Send 10
cents in coin to Eleanor Howe, 919
N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.,
and get your copy of "Household
Hints" now.

1939's first four months was only
73 per cent of 1929, the farmer's essential purchases cost substantially
less. In the past 10 years mortgage debt has dropped 26 per cent;
interest charges, 35 per cent; hired
hands and expenditure for labor has
dropped; taxes in 1937 were 33 per
cent less than 1929. Result: Overhead and operating costs are down
and a larger portion of farm income is available for buying industry's products. But if this increased
portion goes exclusively to triall order houses and not to local merchants, observers wondered how
permanent prosperity could reach
the rural U. S.

As recently as one year ago poll
ticians feared such highly success
ful public opinion samplings as the
Gallup poll might make party nom
inating conventions needless. Ex
ample: New York's racket-busting
District Attorney Thomas E. Dewey
is No. 1 popular candidate for the
Republican presidential nomination
next year.
But popular opinion is one thing
and common sense another. Astute
Republicans know Tom Dewey has
no administrative record, know also
that he might be elected and stil
prove a failure, thus destroying the
party's chances in 1944. In Wash- WHITE HOUSE:
ington, where political schemes are Initials
hatched, the G. O. P. now seems
Hint to uninformed newspaper
bent on nominating not Tom Dewey
readers: Added this month to Washington's alphabetical agencies are
FWA, FLA and FSA — FederaT
Works, Federal Loan and Federal
Security agencies. Another change:
Though WPA retains its battlescarred initials, it must now be
called Works Projects administration, not Works Progress administration.

BELGIUM:
Isolation

What constitutes absolute "neutrality" in wartime has never made
itself quite clear. Superficial neutrality under the U. S. Jaw bans sale
of arms and munitions—"lethal
weapons"—yet under the amend*
ment of Ohio's Rep. John M. Vorys
such indispensable war-making
equipment as trucks and commercial airplanes may be sent abroad.
Early July, when the neutrality bill
l^PaS-J
was making its way through cons >
gress, found the agriculture depart-* and gayer.
s
matte,|
ment proposing government subsidized export of cotton in a program
<*»1 Daytime Frock
whose chief benefactors would .be
you looking for "'
aggressive Germany and Japan,
18 and
both of whom need cotton to stuff daytime?^
into their ammunition.
But U. S. participation in dictator
rearmament is only part of the picture. Though France has Just
banned shipment of scrap iron to
Germany, though Britain's new ministry of supply will have the right
to ban such shipments, proflt-con-

iCRAP IRON SHRAPNEL
British Heel, British deaths f

scious democracies and dictatorships have no moral compunctions you -want! A square-necWJl
about such things ; scrap iron or any
basque frock, with 5
other material of Mars is sold youthful
lar skirt, upped sleeves
abroad to the highest bidder until waistline, » will look summenl
domestic rearmament demands and refreshing even on the hotted
that it be kept at home. Samples: day, with your big hat and <
Last month Britain's liberal Lord
For this, choose s
Davies told how scrap iron and shoes.
steel exports from the United King- linen, gingham or lawn.
The Patterns.
dom to the Reich rose from 4,500
tons in July, 1938, to 17,000 tons to
1767 is designed for sizes 12 u'l
August, 21,000 tons in September 18, 18 and 20. Size 14 requires 5(1
(month of the Munich crisis) and yards of ,35 inch material
23,000 tons in December.
nap. 2% yards of braid.
Prance gave Germany 350 tons of
1778 is designed for sizes 121
pig iron last August when the Czech 18, 18, 20 and 40. Size 14requi
crisis was just rising, gave her 19,- 4% yards of 35 inch material »„
000 tons in September when the cri- short sleeves. 1% yards of trial
sis was at its peak, and 75,000 tons ming.
in November.
Send your order to The ^
Still more revealing are Ger- Circle Pattern Dept., Roora.
many's 1938 foreign trade statis- 211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago,]
tics, showing that 1,059,800 tons of Price of patterns, 15 cents |
Germany's total 1,148,027 tons of coins) each.
1938 scrap iron came from Bel(B^eU Syndicate—WNU Service.1
gium, Luxemburg, France, Great
Britain, Holland and the U. S., all
potential enemies. In March, 1939.
the same countries contributed 161,344 tons, which would make 17936,128
tons if the same import level were
maintained throughout the year
From the U. S. in 1938 came 462,782
Removing; Finger Marl
tons; in March, 1939, came 20,175
Sweet oil will remove
tons.
furniture.. 1
Other import figures for Ger- marks from varnished
* * *
'.
many:
Handy Duster.—The duster wSl
Iron Ore (tone).
a long "handle is a convenience Ml
"S 9.08^51 8.982?331 the housewife who has a b
2,779.8885.739.513

In 1914 German troops marched
to France via Belgium, meeting little resistance en route. In 1939 a
Reich war machine would be
stopped on Belgium's frontier,
thanks to a fortification system far
out of proportion to the little kingdom's size. But Belgium has not
cast her lot with France and Britain, has instead followed King Leopold's pronouncement of 1936 when
Belgium declared herself free from
all former obligations with these naH. STYLES BRIDGES
tions. Significantly, no French or
No 'H' in campaign literature.
British general can today examine
butH another Michigan product, Sen- King Leopold's defenses.
ator Arthur H. Vandenberg. ReaLast month France's General
.oning: Most conservative politi:ians favor him and most G. O. P. Chauvineau protested, declaring a
editorial support falls in his direc- French-Belgian defensive formation
was the best for all concerned. A
ion.
few
weeks later France got her anWhat such seers have not considered is that 1936 found Gallup polls, swer in Brussels' newspaper, DerFortune polls and several other mere Heure. The Belgian stand:
If Germany respects Belgium's insamplings much less fallible than
J. S. editorial opinion, which the dependence in a general war, all will
public rejected to elect a Democratic President. But since 1936 the
mblic has followed a newspapernspired trend to conservatism,
which probably makes today's editorial opinion less erring.
Biggest Vandenberg asset in win-ning both G. O. P. and Democratic
votes is his middle-of-the-road record and a reputation for working
harmoniously with both friends and
enemies. In May he led a victorious fight against the Florida canal
project in which he was supported
by 22 Republican and 23 Democratic senators. Better than anyone
else, observers think he could win
anti-Roosevelt Democratic votes
Other G. O. P. boomlets:
Bridges. In 1936 New Hampshire's
ex-governor and present senator, H.
3.593
80
Styles Bridges, missed the vice presidential nomination with Alfred M.
Most logical deduction is that the
Landon simply because strategists
War may flnd Bri
thought a Landon-Bridges combina^°rl^
«sn.
French,
Canadian, Belgian-and
tion sounded too much like "London
possibly U. S.-troops dytog of
Bridge is falling down." This
wounds inflicted by arms made of
month thousands of booklets capKING LEOPOLD
metal from their homelands.
tioned: "For President in 1940—
He prefer, to be friendle,,, foeless
Styles Bridges" are being distributCONGRESS:
ed in his behalf by a New Hampshire organization. Noticeably abGoing Up
sent from campaign literature is the
econoi
first initial H., a concession to diplofnnh,
"y-bent Fortymacy.
fourth congress appropriated «J»i
220,000. In 1909
. Martin. House Minority Leader
Joseph W. Martin Jr. was judged
"
most popular congressman last winter by newspaper correspondents
and has now become vice presiden- out of a war via the time-tested an
p
"
tial possibility. Since he would rath- peasement route.
pe much
four-billion m a a n X t
er be speaker of the house next sesMeanwhile the Belgians have good below the
sion than vice president (provided
iT K-ir *me T? Peace'ime record of
11 bilhon. By mid-July with most
the election goes Republican), Joe
Martin is busily fighting off boosters
|ike Illinois' Rep. Leo E. Allen, who
had managed to set a new recordI rf
predicts that the man who managed
about $13,110.000,000
™ °*
Alf Landon's nomination fight at the
Beyond its control were
1936 convention will find a lot of
friends awaiting him at next year's
gathering.
up from the

(Makes 12-14 Biscuits).
2 cups flour
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
4 teaspoons baking powder
% teaspoon salt
Pure Cellulose Curtains
Vt cup^ shortening
Look Like Rare Chintzes
% cup milk
Pure
cellulose curtains that look
Sift dry ingredients together and
cut in shortening. Add liquid slow- like printed linens and rare chintzes
ly. Turn dough onto lightly floured are making home-decorating history
board, pat to %-inch thickness, and for 1939. So low is their cost that
cut in rounds. Place on greased an entire house can be redraped
cookie sheet. Brush biscuits with for less than $10, and when the curmelted butter and store in refrig- tains are soiled they can be thrown
erator until 20 minutes before din- away and replaced for a cost equal
ner. Bake in hot oven (450 degrees) to or less than the cost of laundering.
for 15-20 minutes.
Looking like vellum and feeling
Pineapple Upside Down Ham Loaf.
like fine percale, these materials are
Sliced pineapple
soft, pliable, with permanent drapaWhole cloves
bility and "hand." They are avail1% pounds ham (ground)
able in a wide number of patterns
% pound veal (ground)
and designs in rich, sunfgst colors.
1 green pepper
Coming completely finished and
(minced) % cup
ready to hang, with matching tie1 cup rice (cookbacks, the drapes are sold in three
ed)
lengths.
2 tablespoons onion (minced)
Little Niceties Make
V* teaspoon pepper
Cheerful Guest Room
1 teaspoon salt
Summer guests will appreciate a
1 egg (beaten)
cheerful guest room—one that has
% cup chili sauce or catsup
its own style furniture and not just
% cup water
discarded pieces. EsDot several slices of pineapple miscellaneous
sential
as
the
bed
itself are a chest
with whole cloves. Arrange in the of drawers for odds
and ends, a
bottom of a loaf pan.
vanity for the feminine visitor
Combine meat, green pepper, smart
rice, onion and seasonings.
Add and a bedside lamp and table.
A chaise longue and some good
egg, chili sauce (or catsup) and water. Shape into loaf, and bake at books and magazines will help take
375 degrees for one hour. Turn out care of those in between moments.
onto platter. Serve hot or cold. Most important of all, for comfort's
sake, are a good mattress and a
Buttered Fresh Peas.
good spring.
Simply place the shelled peas in
a saucepan, partially filled with waLogs for the Apartment
ter. Set in refrigerator, then just
There
now fireplace logs suitbefore dinner, cook in this same ed to theareapartment
They
water. For variety, sprinkle finely are compressed underdweller.
great preschopped garden mint over peas be- sure out of sawdust and shavings
so
fore serving.
that each log is bone dry, clean,
Tomatoes Stuffed With Macaroni. uniform in size (4 by 12% inches),
Remove the centers from the de- and has no splinters. There is alsired number of tomatoes and fill most no storage problem, as each AGRICULTURE:
with cooked aad log burns for four hours, and a
seasoned macaro- month's supply can easily fit into Good or Bad?
ni, topping with the closet along with the umbrella
Until Judgment day men will
slices of cheese, and galoshes. These logs give off a probably use the year 1929 as a
•r better yet, if colored flame—blue, orange, purple basis for comparing economic condithe refrigerator or green—very much like fires made tions. This year, 10 summers after
divulges
some from driftwood.
the stock market reached its peak
freshly kept, lefta deeade's experience led Standard
over macaroni
Statistics company to probe the U.
Dining Bay Excludes Flies
and cheese, this may be used in3. farmer's status. General concluIf
you
want
to
eat
outdoors
in
stead, with a buttered crumb top- warrq, weather, but the flies make sion is that it almost parallels 1929's
ping. Chill until dinner time, then the meal a nuisance, how about add- hough conditions themselves differ
bake in a hot oven (400 degrees) ing a bay to your living or dining as night from day. Today's "prosfor about 20 minutes.
room? You can sit with windows on perity" has a different basis.
Minted Pear Salad.
practically three sides of you, but
Retail sales, always a good index
1 package mint-flavored gelatin
by screening them, banish the an- eem to be up. But biggest increases
1 cup boiling water
noying and unsanitary little insects. ire shown not by independent local
1 cup cold water
nerchants but by ma!) order houses
Vt teaspoon salt
Sealing Jellies
A'hich may indicate no return of
0 or 6 pear halves (canned)
Paraffin used for sealing jellies prosperity but simply a swing to
Lettuce
should be "smoking" hot, since it inail order buying. Less important
Salad dressing.
sterilizes as well as seals. Tilt the out significant in the mail order inDissolve gelatin in boiling water, glass in order that the melted par- rease, is decentralization of inadd cold water and salt. Let stand affin may form a seal around the iustry.
in refrigerator until cool. Dip pear side of the glass as well as a covOffsetting a possibly dull picture
halves in cold gelatin mixture and ering for the top.
is a drastic shift in farm expenditures. Though cash income for
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Stippling Linoleum.-If you]
linoleum is showing signs of grow
ing old, try painting and stippWI
it. First remove wax and grease. J
Then use a good floor enamel or I
paint, put. on two coats, and sttp-I
iple. A plain color shows foot-]
prints too easily.

With Fools
Anger may glance into
man's breast, but only a
bosom of fools doth it rest.

Duty Nearby
.,1
The path of duty is hatf r J
hand; men seek it in <" » "»
mote.—Japanese.

the

nip-

penditures,
come:
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Pie petroleum snnni
years.
supplies f o r 150

Independent
Agriculture
Interior
Treasury-post office
War (military) ..
War (wpplemental)
War (engineering
projects etc.)
Navy ...
Labor
fliat deficiency
Second deflcienc
'"r

(for

A

BUSINESS
which wants to

most for Che

305.168,014
"3.049.181
30.0W.170
122.177 »0

,

Pink Mayonnaise.—Mayonnaial
can be given a decorative pinkbjl
the addition of tomato catsup «|
cooked tomatoes.
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Binder <Twine
Coop.
Heires of Carroll is in Anita
Miss Florence Cryer left Sunday for
Lpend a few weeks with her aunt, a two weeks' visit
wit h friends at
John Schaake and husband.
Johet, III.
^w Bangham arid •wife of Des
Gail Forte has gone to Champagne,
spent Sunday in the city with 111., to spend a couple of weeks'with
mother, Mrs. Mary Piggs, an4 with his father, Arley Forte.
relatives and friends.
Mrs. P. T. Williams attended funeral
Id. Arnold and wife of Bridgewater services in Atlantic Saturday for her
Sunday afternoon visitors in' the uncle, the late George B. Prall.
"at the home of his aunt, Mrs.
Mayor C. F. Darrow and wife and
1 JoyE. C. Dorsey and wife attended the'
|Uy Rasmussen, wife and daughter, Aksarben races in Omaha Saturday.
iley, of Des Moines visited JUJfe
jew days the partfiweek •with'jSer
A new hard wood floor nas been laid
nts, J. H. TrGnJ^lipdi wife, ind in the office of the Anita Lumber Co.,
other relatives aDnar friends. '?* Which adds much to the appearance
of the room.
. Long, wife, and son, Jack,
to Des Monies Sunday morning
Workmen for the Iowa Electric Co.
[spend the day with Mr. Long's are setting poles on First Street for
er, J. W. Long, who was eelebrat- the new high potential electric linehis 91st. •birthday anniversary. through Anita. The poles are 45
g, a forme* .residentj of Anita, f«et high.
ijoying exceptionally good health
lone of his age.
The Merry Meeters bridge club of
Wiota was entertained at the home of
V.' L. (Bud) Martin and wife of Mrs. Mike Woodall in Anita Thurs, Iowa, spent .Monday with day afternoon. Mrs. Carl Claussen,
in Anita, stopping here while Mrs. Harold Simon and Miss Susie
|their way to Fontanelle to spend Ehrman were additional guests. Mts.
Fourth with relatives. Mr. and Gus Hamann held high score, 'Mrs.
Martin are former residents of Claude Graham was runner-up and
| Anita community, but for a num- also won the door prize, and M!rs. Emil
of years have lived in Eldora Retz won the traveling prize. A two
he is the owner of a Coast-to- course lunch was served by the hoststore.
ess.

D* J,

T

•

Binder Iwme
Get Our Prices Before You
Sell Your Poultry.

Phone 15

While in Omaha one day last week,
Miss Doris Mae Ekdahl left Sunday
Earl Lantz and wife spent a few hours for a visit with relatives and friends
at Boys Town.
at Boise, Idahp.
R. W. Forshay, wife and daughter
Dixie Taylor, daughter of Mr. and
were Sunday guests at the Ray Harri- Mrs. Glen Taylor, is home from a visit
son home in Des Moines.
with relatives at Fontanelle.

ANITA

Mrs. Stella Musick of Council Bluffs
Mrs. Mary Stuva of Fontanelle was
is spending the week in the city, a a visitor the past week at the home of
guest, at the home of Miss Vera B. her sisiter, Mrs. Dora Kauffman.
Hook.
Guy Baker of Springfield, III., was
Carl B. Miller went to Little Rock, a week end visitor in the city at the
Iowa, last Thursday where he visited home of his aunt, Miss Lucy Qaliher.
a few days with relatives and friends.
Miss Maxine Daughenbaugh visited
As a boy Mr. Miller lived in Little
Rock.
a few days last week with her cousin,
Mrs. Hobart Eblen and husband, at
Miss Norma Knowlton, a student Massena.
nurse at Iowa Lutheran hospital in
Mrs. William Ball returned to her
Des Mloines, visited in the city over
;he week end with her parents, Earl home near Gillett Grove, Iowa, last
Friday, after a few days' visit with
Knowlton and wife.
her parents, Clyde Smith and wife.
Lester Heckman, wife and two child60c
ren of Kansas City, Mo., came to Anita Stock Salt, 100-lb. sacks
25c
Saturday and accompanied by his par- Salad Dressing, quart jar
25c
ints, W. H. Heckman and wife, left Sandwich Spread, quart jar
.9c
Sunday for an outing in northern Opal Corn Flakes, box
SCHAAKETS
STORE
Minnesota.
Glenn McCall, wife and two daughters, Margaret and Meredith, of Bagley, Iowa, came to Anita Monday
evening to spend the Fourth with
relatives. Margaret remained here
for a few days' visit.

Merle Robison, wife and daughter,
Kay, were Des Moines visitors Friday.
The little daughter has been having
trouble with her eyes, and she is being
treated by a specialist in the capitol
city.

Mrs. A. C. James and daughter, Eva,
went to Omaha Tuesday morning to
spend a couple of weeks with Mr.
James and with other relatives. While
gone Eva will accompany her father
on a trip to Colorado.

Fred Weatherby left Friday for
Oheyenne, Wyo., called there by the j
death of his sister, Mrs. Olive M. Smith.
Funeral services for Mrs. Smith, a i
former resident of Anita, were held
in Cheyenne Sunday.

Ernest Owen and wife and Mrs.
Maude Vinall of Davenport came to
Anita the last of the week and visited
over the Fourth with the ladies' brother, E. C. Dorsey and wife, and with
other relatives and friends.

Miss Jane Gotch of Iowa City spent
the week end in the city, a guest at
the home of her aunt, Mrs. G. M.
Adair. Miss Gotch was accompanied
to Anita by Larry M'brehouse, a student at the State University.

Mrs. Thomas B. Dixon and youngest
daughter, Lois Ethel, were called to
Emerson, Neb., last Thursday when she
received word that her father had been
injured. He fell off a cart behind a
drag and was pulled across a field on
his farm.

At her home southwest of the city
last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Lester
King was hostess to the m«Smbers of
the S. O. S. club, with twelve members
and one guest, Mrs. Amelia King, present. The ladies spent the afternoon
hemming tea towels for the hostess,
and a lunch was served by Mrs. King.

R1ALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
WALTER PIDGEON and VIRGINIA BRUCE
In a Thrilling Mystery Drama

"Society Lawyer"
ALSO TERRY-TOON CARTOON

Sat.-Sun.

July 8-9

.... I turned down
1000 young doctor*
and picked a whippersnapper like you to
teach what I've given
my life to learn!"

M.G-M't romaat/c hit whli

LIONEL

DAY-TURNER. PENDLETON

HINDS • CARVER • DUNN
Irving Walker and Robert Osen left
Pferbr
Friday morning for their home at
Wrightstown, N. J., after a three!
JOntttd br HAROLD ft. MJCQUET
weeks' visit with relatives and friends j
in Anita. They were accompanied on
the trip by Frank H. Osen, wife and
Added—
daughter, Margaret, who will spend
a few weeks with relatives in and near
OUR GANG COMEDY
At her home on Chestnut Street Wrightstown.
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Alfred
LATEST NEWS EVENTS
Dement was hostess to the members
Bert C. Ramus drove to Decorah,
of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. Other Iowa, Saturday, where he visited until
guests, besides the members, were Mrs. Monday with relatives and friends.
Lester Scholl, Mrs. 'Dick Dement, Mrs. Accompanied by Mrs. Ramus, who I
Ruby Biggs, Mrs. Fred G. Boren and had been spending a couple of weeks I
Mlrs. H. U. Shannon. Mrs. Mauricewith relatives in Decorah, they went
Turner held high score.
to Luverne to visit over the Fourth
Miss Gretchen Daughenbaugh was
Miss Marilee Newton of Stuart was
with relatives, and will return to their
a
week
end visitor in Atlantic with her
a
Friday
visitor
at
the
home
of
her
home in Anita today.
grandparents, Ed. L. Newton and wife. friend, Miss Edith Bastel.
Thirty members of the Silver Thread
Mrs. Jessie :Macklin of Grinnell
Mrs. Harold Johnson and son, Howclub enjoyed a meeting last Thursday
came
to Anita Saturday and is spendard,
returned
to
their
home
at
Shenat the home of Mrs. James Hall south1
east of the city. Other guests present andoah Monday, after a pleasant visit ing the week with her sister, Mrs.
were Mrs. Mae Conley of Long Beach, at the home of their parents and grand- Ed. L. Newton and husband.
Cal., Mrs. Mary Stuva of Fontanelle parents, William Wahlert and wife.
Mrs. Nettie Woodruff of Waterloo
and M'iss Rose Tierney. A social afteris
enjoying a visit here with her sisCorwin' Wilson was in Rochester,
noon was spent by the ladies, and reMinn., during the past week, where ters, Mrs. Ella Worthing, Mrs. Mae
freshments were served by the hostess, j
Conley and Mrs. J. W. Beaver, and with
Mrs. Ray Nichols will be hostess to the he consulted doctors at the Mayo Bros, other relatives and friends.
clinic regarding his health. He was acclub at its next meeting.
companied to Rochester by his father,
Twenty members of the ladies aid
An all day meeting of the Sunshine Robert A. Wilson, and Ernest Burke. society of the church at Canby were
club was held last Wednesday at the I
entertained last Thursday afternoon
home of Mrs. Robert Butler southeast | At her home on Chestnut Street last by Mrs. Troy Comly at her home in
Friday
afternoon,
Mrs.
B.
D.
Forshay
of the city. During the noon hour a
Anita. Mrs. Comly is a former resicovered dish dinner was enjoyed by | was hostess to the members of the Fri- dent of the Canby community. A socday
bridge
club,
also
two
other
guests,
the ten members and five visitors!
ial afternoon was spent by the ladies
present. The visitors were Mrs. Net- Mrs. Neil Johnson and Miss Gretchen and a lunch was served by the hostess.
tie Woodruff of Waterloo, Mrs. Mae Budd. The afternoon was spent playConley of Long Beach, Cal., and Mrs. ing bridge, and high score was held
The W. VV. club was entertained
J. W. Beaver, Mrs. Earl Beaver and by Mrs. Fannie Young.
at the home of Mrs. Anna Possehl
Mrs. Ella Worthing of Anita. The
At her home southeast of the city southwest of Anita last Thursday afladies spent the afternoon embroiderlast
Friday afternoon, Mrs. John ternoon with a perfect attendance. A
ing tea towels for the hostess.
Pearce entertained a number of lady contest, in charge of Mrs. Harold
Smith, was enjoyed. Following the
The regular meeting of the Mutual friends in honor of Mrs. Mae Conley business meeting, a lunch was served
of
Long
Beach,
Cal.,
and
Mrs.
Nettie
Benefit club was held last Thursday
by the hostess. The next meeting
afternoon at (he home of Mrs. Charles Woodruff of Waterloo, who are visit- will be held at the home of Mrs. Roy
ing
here
with
relatives
and
friends.
Jewett northwest of the city. Present
Bornholdt on July 13, and the program
were twelve members and four visitors, A social visit was enjoyed by those will be in charge of Mrs. Frank Smith.
Mrs. Herbert Chadwick, Mrs. Wayne in attendance, and late in the afternoon
Sisler, Mrs. Peter Johnson and Miss the hostess served refreshments.
Helen Marsh. Mrs. Max Walker was
Mrs. Fred Scholl was hostess last
the winner of a contest staged by Mrs.
Thursday
afternoon at her home southAndy Pepsen. At the close of the meeting, a lunch was served by the hostess. east of the city to the members of the
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
The club will hold its next meeting Helping Hand club. Besides the twenwholesale,
delivered.
ty-five
members
present,
other
guests
With Mrs. Francis Kelly on July 13.
were Mrs. Harold McCrory of Atlantic
We will pick up your dead
A miscellaneous shower was held and Miss Amber Steinmetz. Mrs. Meanimals and give service.
Friday afternoon, at the Vern Duthie Crory, a recent bride, was presented
home east of Anita for Miss Mary a quilt by the club. The ladies spent the
Phone 257
Louise Duthie, who will be married on afternoon with needlework for the hosWAGNER
FILLING STATION
July 9 to Robert Milford of Atlantic. tess. A lunch was served by Mrs.
ANITA,
IOWA
Hostesses were Miss Lois Duthie and Scholl. On July 13 Mrs. Lester Scholl
Miss Ottelia Petersen of Anita and will entertain the club.
Miss Ida Schirm of Adair. The home
was dec-orated with wild and garden
flowers and each gutst was given a
bouquet of flowers. The twenty-three
young ladies present were girl friends
of the bride-to-be, and included two
out-of-town guests, Miss Jean Welcher
of Atlantic and Miss Mary Bovee of
Pomona, Cal. Many beautiful and
useful gifts were received by Miss
C. P. DARROW, Manager
Duthie. Late in the afternoon a lunch
was served by the hostesses.

The members of the Quilt club were
guests last Wednesday afternoon at
the Mrs. Flora V. Stone home on Maple
Street. The ladies spent the afternoon
with their own handwork and playing
Chinese checkers. A lunch was served
by the hostess.

NOTICE!

SAVE YOUR SILVERUSE MY BRONZ-Z-Z

MINERAL CATTLE BLOCKS
TO PREVENT BLOAT
THE FARMERS COOP.

OBocolprodiicts SolcTat Barnholdt Service Station

VOLUME FIFTY-SIX
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"Tie Hardys Ride High"
at Rialto Saturday-Sunday
"The Hardys Ride High," sixth of
the famous series dealing with the
Popular screen family, will be the
feature attraction at the Rialto Theatre
Saturday and Sunday evenings.
The new picture is different in every
respect from the others, but the beloved Hardys remain the same. Now
they inherit ?2,000,000 and move to
Detroit to claim it. On the plane,
their changed status first effects Aunt
Milly, played by Sara Haden, and she
falls for a business man who is a fellow passenger.
In Detroit, overcome by sudden
wealth, Mickey Rooney, in his role as
Andy Hardy, steps out to a cabaret
and falls desperately in love with a
chorus girl, Virginia Grey. Likewise,
swayed by her new position, Marian
Hardy (Cecilia Parker) orders lavish
gowns and charges them to Judge
Hardy.
Only the Judge (Lewis Stone) and
his wife (Fay Holden) maintain their
equilibrium. Back in Carvel, Ann
Rutherford, as Polly Benedict, accepts
attention from a new young man while
she awaits word from Mickey.
The family is on edge, figuratively
hanging over the precipice of newfound wealth, when the Judge discovers
evidence to prove that he is not the
legal heir. He can destroy the evidence and retain the fortune, or produce it and give up everything. There
is never a question in his mind.
The Hardys are brought back to
grim reality. They return to Carvel,
poor assever but proud of their heritage of honor and none the worse for
their interlude in the realms of luxury.
Without exception, every member of

BRIARDALE GROCERY
._ ••

. ' /. •

Nebraska Scientists Study
Vegetation Near Anita

NUMBER 39

AGED ANITA LADY

TAKENjtY DEATH

Success of virgin prairie in keeping
free of weeds'and eroded plots is owing mainly to the tremendous amount Mrs. Mary Biggs, 90, a Resident of
of underground parts that the native
Cass County For 57 Years, Dies
grasses
develop, according to Doctors
Tall Corn
Briardale
at Family Home in Anita SatJ. E. Weaver and S. B. Shively of
COFFEE^
GRAPE FRUIT—
urday; Funeral Monday.
the University Nebraska department
Fresh roasted, fresh
Whole
segments,
of botany at Lftjroliv who have comading operations on more than
ground,
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2
or
pleted another piece of research on
, miles of county trunk.roads are
Mrs. Mary Biggs, 90, a resident of
3
pounds
«J«7C
No.
2
cans
£«JC
the
roots of plants growing in the
duled to start in the near future,
Cass county for the past fifty-seven
prairie
section.
Briardale,
2-lbs
45c
an additional-six miles of work
Seaside
The two Nebraska scientists have years, died at the family home in the
i prospect under the farm-to-marArmour's
Best
LIMA BEANS—
studied the prairie vegetation of Iowa, southeast part of Anita at 7:30 o'clock
f road program, according to County
BACON
SQUARES—
Nebraska, Kansas and Colorado. They Saturday morning, death being atRich
in
protein,
neer Henry C. Laub.
Per
|j
collected 200 samples of sod from 24 tributed to infirmities of advanced
2
17
&ork which has already been apover a region extending 600 age.
pound
1*1C
pounds
i l l C stations
ved includes three and one half
miles from east to west. Investiga- Mrs. Biggs was born April 29, 1849,
of grading on county road "T"
GWC
tions were carried on in the vicinities at Wooster, Ohio, where she grew to
Briardale
Marne to the Shelby county
of Anita in southwestern Iowa, at womanhood, and where she was united
DILL PICKLES—
PUFFED WHEAT—
, and six miles of grading on road
Lincoln and Nelson in Nebraska, at in marriage on Dec. 3, 1873, to Peter
Quart
21a rge
from the junction of highways
Phillipsburg in north central Kansas Biggs. After their marriage they
jar
j and 71 at Lyman, east to county
packages
and at Burlington in eastern Colorado. made their home in Wooster'"until
"K."
More than 10 tons of soil were 1882, when they moved to Cass county,
! county also hopes to get authorGWC BLEACH
removed from the prairie at these locating on a farm southeast of Anita.
in for six miles of work on county
For dish washing, laundering, bleaching, remov- points and transported to the Univer- Ten children were born to Mr. and
"Q," from highway 148 south of
Mrs. Biggs. The husband and one son,
ing stains and disinfecting. Launders clothes clean sity laboratory at Lincoln, where the Zate,
preceded their wife and mother
ita west to county road "K," south
dirt was washed away and the amounts
without
boiling.
in
death.
The surviving children are
fwiota, under the farm-to-market
of plant material were weighed and
QUART BOTTLE 19c
George and Ralph Biggs, Mrs. Elsie
am. State and federal authormeasured.
have made the first field exam"However dense vegetation may Parker and Mrs. Myra Turner of
ORANGES—
Flake
tion of the road, and final approval
seem on the surface, a greater per- Anita; Mrs. Helena Bangham of Des
Another shipment of
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he proposed work is now awaited.
centage of plant parts is under- Moines; Lloyd Biggs of Guthrie Centhose good California
! laying of new bridges and culverts
For salads or
ground," the University scientists ter; Mrs. Lyda iMcKelvey of Creston,
xpected to be included in the propoint out. "A single strip of prairie Ohio; Royce Biggs of Marne; and
Sunkist
sandwiches,
sod 6 inches wide, 100 inches long David Biggs of Red Oak. Thirtyoranges, each..
per can
fineers for the highway comand 4 inches deep is filled with a two grandchildren and twelve great
Gypsy
ision have made a recommendation
tangled network of roots having a grandchildren also mourn her death.
I the county board of supervisors
total length of 'more than 20 miles. Mrs. Biggs united with the Anita
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The surface four inches of soil alone Church of Christ in 1896, and as long
[ a change in the location of county
can
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is anchored by 2 to 4 tons per acre as her health permitted, was a faith"Q" where it intersects tyo. 148
bars
$1.10 per dozenti
of a fibrous network of roots and ful attendant at church services, and
iLincoln Center. They are asking
rhizomes, while all the organic mat- a worker in the different societies of
It "Q" turn south at Lincoln Center
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Boyd Mason
ter
in the soil weighs between 30 and :he church. She was a kind and lov2
1 a half a mile then-west one mile
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all
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such prairie forbes as aster, golden- ler passing will be greatly missed in.
i is done the mile of road past the
of
the
Hardy
pictures,
has
again
done
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per
dozen
dozen
rod, and daisy fleabane since the the home as well as in the community.
icoln Center cemetery and the other
Funeral services were held at the
a
superb
job
of
combining
human
drouth, these plants furnish only about
mile of the present road would
ihurch of Christ at 2:00 o'clock Monunderstanding
with
the
foibles
of
famCanning
Apricots,
New
Cabbage,
Tomatoes,
10
per
cent
of
the
underground
parts
urned back into the township road
day afternoon and were conducted by
ily life familiar to everyone of every
normally supplied by the grasses.
Melons, Apples, Lettuce.
To establish the new road,
age.
The average prairie in the middle- Elev. Wayne Morris of Oakland, a
^it-of-way would have to be purThe
program
for
Saturday
and
Supwest
today is composed of at least 237 former pastor of the local church.
sed off of farms owned by Fred
kinds of plants, the result of thous- Music for the services was furnished
entitled, "Art Gallery," and
ands
of years of sorting and processes ' by Mrs. H. R. Bedburn and Mrs. G.
fit Life Insurance Co. (Highway
Q. Smither, with Mrs. Flora V. Stone
| the 'Fitzpatrick traveltalk, "Glimpses
of
adaptation
to soil and climate.
[ineers claim 'that the new route j
as accompaniest. They sang, "Old
of Australia."
Dr.
Weaver
and
Dr.
Shively
found
ild make a better road, and would
that so many plants can exis't to- Rugged Cross" and "Ivory Palaces."
Tonight—the Big Night.
less than to grade, bridge and
The
third
annual
national
tall
corn
The
wheels
are
being--set
in
motion
gether only by sharing the soil at Rev. Thos. B. Dixon sang, "In the
One of the greatest adventure stories
[face the present highway.
contest,
with
$250
in
cash
prizes
ofthis
week
to
get
AAA
parity
payment'
different levels and by obtaining Garden," as a solo. Interment was
of all time, Alexandre Dumas' "The
Three Musketeers," comes to the Rial- fered for the tallest stalks of corn checks into the hands of Iowa farm light at different heights. Their in- made in Evergreen cemetery with six
grandsons, Merle Turner, Roquel
to this (Wednesday) evening. In the grown in the United States, will be producers who are holding their corn, vestigations reveal that about 14 per
Falconer, Robert Biggs, Ray Biggs,
held
at
the
Iowa
state
fair.
acreage
within
the
allotments
under
the
cent
of
the
species
absorb
moisture
starring roles will be Don Ameche
1939
farm
program.
Any
corn
grower
in
-America
will
j in the surface two feet of soil; 21 Charles Bigfrs and Allen Miller, actingand the Ritz Brothers, with a brilliant
The
inspection
of
Iowa
farms
be
eligible
to
compete
in
the
contest,
to
i per cent have roots extending well as pallbearers.
supporting cast composed of Gloria
Out-of-town relatives here for the
^he
only
limitation
being
that
no
corn
determine just who is in compliance | below two feet but seldom beyond five;
fory Louise Duthie, daughter of Stuart, Pauline Moore, Binnie Barnes,
services were Dave Biggs and family,
s^alk
less
than
12
feet
6
inches
in
and
therefore
eligible
for
parity
payand
65
per
cent
have
roots
that
reach
non Duthie of Anita, and Robert Joseph Schildkraut, John Carradine,
height will be accepted. In order to ment has been virtually completed depths below five feet; a depth of more Will and Bert Zimmerman and Bert
Milford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Atwill, Miles Mander, Douglas
qualify, each entry accepted must bear throughout the state and nearly every- than 20 feet sometimes being attained. Madden and wife of Red Oak; Lloyd
pi K. Milford of Atlantic, were unit- Dumbrille and John King.
one or more mature ears of corn, ajid one who went into the program is re- The Nebraska botanists were par- Biggs and family of Guthrie Center;
marriage at the Methodist church The film is hailed as one of the hap- each stalk must be lashed to a pole' or ported to have qualified.
ticularly interested in establishing the Royce Biggs and family of Marne;
[Atlantic Sunday afternoon at 2:00 piest entertainment ideas since the narrow board for support. Complete "The various county AAA committees relationship between rainfall and L. C. Bangham and wife of Des
Bock. The altar was beautifully | movies began to move. Sword play
regulations governing the contest may have received the necessary application amount of plant above and below the Moines; Allen Miller and wife of Atorated with palms, gladioli and: alternates with horse play, royal rolantic; Mr. Raasch and family of
be had by writing the secretary of the blanks. Payments are being computed ground.
den flowers.. The Rev.. Claude W- mance and secret intrigue vie for in- fair board at J>es Moines.
and producers next will sign application "Conditions more1 favorable to Bridgewater; and 'Mrs. Don L. Thomas
read the double ring ceremony terest with the antics of three balmy
The state fair management has also blanks.
growth eastward are represented in of Grand Junction.
presence of a large number of buffoons, and through it all rousing
The clerical work will be done in the many ways," they state. "For exannounced plans for a special hybrid
Earl Sampson, manager of the
songs ring out.
Stives and friends.
county offices this year and the ap- ample, 82 samples of the underground
On the program this evening will be corn show at this year's exposition,
Anita Hatchery, is in Ames this week
eceding the ceremony, 'Miss Deplications
then,
will
be
sent
to
the
parts
of
upland
grasses
yielded
from
Aug. 23-Sept. 1. Classes have been,.
McConnell, accompanied at the the Crime Doesn't Pay miniature en- announced both for commercial grow-, sf$te: office.. Jar. -auditing and final 3.35 tons per acre in the east down to where he is attending a chicken cullingtitled,
"While
America
Sleeps."
Iowa
school at Iowa State college.
by Miss Dorothy Bowen, sang
2.19 tons per acre in the west."
ers of hybrid seed, and for farmer- authorization of payment.
News
Flashes
will
also
be
on
the
kscause" and"t> JrYoMse; Me." Miss
raisers of hybrid corn for the market. Although the payment has been de- Prairie grasses intercept tremenJudge Whitney Gilliland of Glenplayed Lohengrin's wedding program.
A total of $5,707.50 in premiums will layed somewhat because the printed dous amounts of rainfall. Buffalo wood was at the court house in Atch for the processional.
Max Jewett and wife and his broth- be offered in the agricultural depart- forms arrived late, it seems likely grass for example, will intercept more
3s Lois Duthie, sister of the bride, er-in-law and sister, Harold Meeker ment at the 1939 fair, including ?496 now that payments will be started than 28 tons per acre, while prairie lantic Monday, hearing arguments in
the case of Barnholdt vs. Wright.
as bridesmaid. She was attired
Des Moines for corn, ?1,565 for individual farm within the next week or two and that j composed mostly of big bluestem will The action is a .quiet title case involvnet floor length gown
h. day with Mr. exhibits, $2,210 for county agricul- a fair amount of government cash will intercept as much as 53 tons of rain- ing the Barnholdt Filling Station proppurple headdress and car- and
tural exhibits, $700 for county farm be flowing into Iowa before Aug. 1. fall per acre.
erty in Anita.
Mrs. A. A. Johnson.
The parity payment is computed on
a shower bouquet of purple delbureau project exhibits, $148.80 for
A
picnic
was
held
.Sunday
in
the
niums, smilax and baby breath. gtate workmen liave finished re- sheaf grain and $115 for grains and the basis of the number of acres in
Miss Mary Bovee of Pamona, Gal.,
the corn allotment times the estimated park at Adair in honor of Mrs. Nora who had been visiting here at the
Iwrence Williams of Atlantic acted painting the giant tower of the state
1
normal yield per acre times 6 cents Paige of Seattle, Wash., a sister of Harry C. Faulkner home, went to Des
best man, 'while Donald Milford | U c e radio station on the courthouse
a bushel—provided the producer has Archie and Arthur Van Aernam. Moines Saturday to spend a few days
a Wendell Pellait were ushers. Lit- j
The tower is
nda in Atlantic.
kept within his allotment. In the Kittenball and horseshoe pitching with her uncle and aunt, Dr. and Mrs.
| Kenneth Milford and Beverly Annpainted in contrasting orange and white
case of a rented farm the payment furnished entertainment for the after- R. A. Weston. Before returning liome,
ea, brother and cousin of the banda in order to be more visible from
will
be divided on the same basis as the noon. Relatives were present from Miss Bovee will return to Anita.
preceded the Wide as flowerthe air
Anita, Adair, Brayton, Orient, Exira
division
of the corn.
rs, scattering rota ^petals.
-.
JMBss Pearl Rich, daughter of Mr. In some instances the compliance and Creston.
Mrs. Hattie Wiese and daughter.
bride was 'given in marriage A grain judging school for Cass and Mrs. R. C. Rich, farmers living
Miss Mildred, Tom Bell and Herbert
her father.. She .was
.
attired in county 4-H and F. F. A. boys wiU be four miles southwest of Anita, and of a farm could not be determined in
Will Nelson, a son of Mr. and Mrs.
silk lace over white satin, made held at the Atlantic high school build- Marion Pearson* son of iMfrs. Clara June and another inspection will be Andrew Nelson of Anita, and who has Heyde drove to Sioux City Sundaymade
at
which
time
the
soil
consermorning where they spent the day
ss style, and in floor length and ing on Friday, July 21, with can Pearson of Anita, were united in marmade his home in Sharpsburg, Penn.,
wore a fingertip tnlte veil. She Goeken, vocational agriculture m- riage last Thursday evening at the vation payment also will be determined. for a number of years, is totally blind with Gail Wiese, a son of. Mrs. Wiese.
A later inspection will be necessary
Gail is employed as a registered phar' " a shower bouquet of white struct
or of
in parsonage of the Presbyterian church
siruvi/ui
v* the
v..- Atlantic school,iu-s.
according to word received here by his
charge. The boys are to take their in Plattsmouth, Neb., with the Rev. on most farms on which the parity parents. Will has been having trouble macist in a drug store in that city.
»arney roses and baby breath,
payment is being made to determine
reception was held at the home own grain samples for the judging,
G. McClusky officiating. The bridwith his eyes foi1 the past two years, Five Casa county boys have been acthe soil conservation payment.
bride's father east of Anita
al couple was accompanied by Mr. and
and eye specialists have been unable cepted for enrollment in the CCC
The
following the ceremony
Mrs. Bruce Pellett of Atlantic, brothto save his sight. His parents do not
At a recent meeting of the direc- know what caused the eye trouble. camp at Guthrie Center, the county
the couple received'congratu- field day, postponed from June
- er-in-law and sister of the bride.
welfare office announced Monday. The
The table wa» beautifully, cause of rain, will be held today
The bride has been employed for tors of the Anita Independent School
following boys have gone to the camp
or
District,
Joe
Vetter
was
re-elected
secated with candles and a three- nesday), according to an
Ted Terry, the Sun Valley, Idaho,
the past five years in the Joe Burnea
for a six months' enrollment: Max
retary
for
another
year
at
a
salary
of
wedding calte.
•
| made a few days ago by
cowboy,
who
is
riding
to
the
New
York
department store in Atlantic. Since
he bridal pair left immediately Hollen, Cass and Adair^ ^ __ he was graduated from the Anita $100. Mr. Vetter has been secretary world's fair on a bull, Arrived in Anita Earns of Anita, Richard Biggs and
Marshall Joyce of Marne, Carl Merritt
"'air, Neb., where the groom lias | demonstration agent.
about 11:00 o'clock Tuesday morning,
state high school a few years ago, the groom of the board for a number of years.
of
Cumberland and Lawrence Mewwtment in readiness for his will .take place at Cold b. t
remaining here over night and leaving hirter of Griswold.
apartment
has been employed at the Beaver Cafe
r. ..
_
i
.J.V. nfof T.0wis.
nisieau V
park,
south
Lewis,
Both young people are gradin Anita. After a three weeks' wed- E. F. Houston, a well known local here early this morning. Terry and
Miss
- Hollen said.
*<* of Iowa State college this spring. Pellett Gardens,
The dates for the Cass county 4-H
state extension ding trip to California, they will be at man, spent a few hours Saturday his bull are accompanied by a horse
Guy Ramsey of Ames,
counting cars passing through here named Sally—the horse carries the club Achievement Days have been set
me to their friends in Anita.
present to
p
on highway No. 6 bearing Illinois baggage—and a dog named Skipper. for Aug. 8-11, inclusive. It was an- Kralik, farmer living five miles division forecaster, will study. The
1
L. D. Buttolph, a reserve officer in license plates. From 8:00 to 11:00 Ted started on the trip last summer, nounced that definite plans are being
°f Atlantic and the owner of the take charge of the
en
te natonal guards of Minnesota, has o'clock in the morning and from 1:00 holed up for the winter, and so far made to hold a rodeo in connection
«e property at the corner of i program will begin
1
gone to Camp Riley in that state to to 3:00 o'clock in the afternoon, Mr. has covered four states, or about 1,600 with the achievement celebration. All
and Cherry Streets, has sold the in the evening the *
tire
ce
build and
attend the annual encampment. While Houston reports that 125 cars travel- miles. Traveling at the rate of 6 to 10 activities will take place on the old
rlo
(to Andrew Petersen of the Anita
Co
and he is gone from Anita, Bill Dauben- ing west and 95 cars traveling east miles a day, Terry figures on arriving Cass county fair grounds east of
•- the consideration being $700.
shown
diek is here to look after maintenance passed through here with license plates at the fair in time for Thanksgiving Atlantic. The celebration is being
Property has been the home of will
a talk on the
Mr. Ramsey will (five
work at the local telephone exchange. from that state.
dinner.
Wiese and family for a
sponsored by the farm bureau.
nber of years.
customs of the early Indians.
|hway Engineers Recommend That
sent Route of Bead Wesjt of
Lincoln Center Be Re-Located
One-Half Mile South.

Values For Friday-Saturday

,

Ic

14c

1Q/»

GOLD A PEASNO. 2

15c

lOc

21c

Announce Tall Corn Contest Expect to Receive Parity
For Iowa State Fair
Checks in Iowa Soon

la Girl and Atlantic
Boy United in Marriage

Pearl Rich and Marion
Pearson Married Thursday
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ROSETTA ANDERSON WRITES
ABOUT TRIP TO CALIFORNIA

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar.. .32c
LAUNDRY SOAP, Clover Farm, 10 bars
33c
MARSHMALLOWS, Hostess, Mb. cello pkge.. .15c
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, 8-oz. can, 2 for
15c
TOILET PAPER, Prim, 6 rolls
25c
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 large cans
19c
CORN, Standard, 3 No. 2 cans
25c
RED CUP COFFEE, per pound
15c
DUST MOPS, each
39c
Carrots, Lettuce, Celery, Cabbage
and Tomatoes.

ANNUAL FINANCIAL
STATEMENT.

PETERSlf

School District of Anita Independent, Township of Grant, County of
Cass, for the year ending June 30,
Dear Walter:
I had a very nice trip out here, as; 1939.
there were some lovely people on | We hereby certify that the folcorrect as required
the train. I met two ladies that I en- j lowing report is
joyed very much. One was from Chic-1 by law.
Filed July 1st., 1939.
ago and the other lady was from BosLAKE BEAR,
ton. We had fine meals on the train.
President.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Swafford
JOE
VETTER,
('Myrtle and husband) were at the deSecretary.
pot to meet me. When we arrived at
their home there was a fine breakfast
RECEIPTS.
waiting and I sure did justice to it.
Oakland, Cal.,
July 4, 1939.

My daughter and her husband have
taken me on some very riice trips.
On the first trip we went through
Sacramenta over highway No. 40,
through Dutch Flats where my father
mined gold in 1849,- then over the
Seirra Summit, which has an elevation of 7,136 feet. We passed beautiful Danner lake and then on to Reno,
Nev., where we spent the night. The
next morning we continued on down
to Virginia City, one of Nevada's oldest
mining towns. It is practically •/•
ghost town now. This gold field was
discovered in 1859 and was Nevada's
richest mine at the peak of its output. The town had a population of
40,000 then compared •with 400 now.
I saw an old mahogany bar that was
shipped from France in 1862. Beautifully hand carved, and in all it was
very interesting. From here we went
to Carson City where we visited the
capitol building and registered. About
half way between Carson City and Reno
there is a beautiful old mansion built
by one of the old miners in 1861. -ft
is still well preserved and has been
made into a resort. We spent a few
hours here, then on north through Reno
to Portola, Cal., where we spent the
night. Had breakfast at Quincy, then
drove down through Feather river
canyon. This was beautiful beyond
description. We were gone from home
two and one-half days and traveled
between 600 and 700 miles.
IT think I have written enough for
this time, so will close.. I am going
down to Long Beach this week end,
so please send my next paper to 3211
Wilton Street, Long Beach, as my
daughter is leaving here.
With best wishes to all my Anita
friends, I remain
Yours truly,
Rosetta Anderson.

PHONE 300

WE DELIYER

SPECIALS FOR FFODAY AND
BUTTER, fancy creamery, pound
LARD, pure kettle rendered, 3 pounds ...
$c
LIMA BEANS, Seaside, large fancy, 2 pounds"?
4c
RICE, fancy Blue Rose, 2 pounds
.........
PORK and BE AN& in tbmata sauce, 2 No. 2u, *
cans for 19c, or a|No. 10 can for . . . ~ ,,
PRUNES, Italian f ancjr, No. 10 can ...... ""6'f
SUGAR, brown or postered,; fresh stock, 2-lbs , £
SALAD DRESSING, Mayflower, full quart " '{£
POTATOES, Cobbler> 15-pounds. . ... . . ...... ;
We Have E
eshing Dinimer

General Fund.
On hand last report
? 5,616.08
Normal Training aid
568.37
15,950.56 j
General Fund tax levy
Semi-annual apportionment.
490.44
4 084 88
Tuition
' '
Other sources
408.22

OFFICIAL NOTICE.
$27,118.55 Petersen's Grocery . . . . " . . . - • • : ; . 5.9?
Tribune Publishing ComBEFORE' THE IOWA
RECEIPTS.
pany-.
.•-.-•
. COMMERCE COMMISSION
Chas. Barber'..;
School House Fund.
A.
W.
itfoore
On hand last report
$ 1,171.34
stead, that unless you plat and re4.05 To the Citizens of Cass County
School house fund tax levy. 2,845.43 Morgan: Dillan Company
cord the same within ten days af- Notice is hereby given that a
Follett Book Company
845
Published Every Thursday by the ter the service bf this notice, I will
tioft
for a franchise to erect,
A. L. Kraemer Company .... 15.16
cause said homestead to be marked
Total Receipts, School House
wires, guj
out, platted and recorded as proFund
f 4,016.77 Lyon <$'Healy Company ...;. 38.32 toweiB, cables, conduits and "o
Symplex Systems
*•$.
W. P. BUDD
Editor vided by law and the expense there* 278P fixtures and. appliances f or the
RECAPITULATION.
George' Parker
of shall be added to the costs in this
'
[>ose of conducting electricty f 0r ii
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 case.
PioneerPublishing Company.»
• Af
General Fund.
If not paid in advance
$2.00
- 'i tog, po*ertand heating purpow',.
Dated this 24th day of June,
On hand last report
$ 5,616.08 D. Appletoia Century Company
3.26 been filed by % Adams County <J
Total Receipts, current year 21,502.47
JEtatered at the post office at Anita, 1939.
Little Brown Company
1.48 operative Electrie Company, Conml
P. P. Edwards,
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa.
2.58 Iowa, in «*e office of the Iowa St^'l
Total
$27,118.55 Manual Arts Press
Commerce Commission; that saidpefr]
THURSDAY, JULY 13, 1939.
By M. B. Parkinson,
Disbursements current year 22,456.26 Golden Rule Department Store 1.81
Deputy.
A. G. Spaulding Brothers....
2.04 tion asks the'right to construct, op.I
ei-ate and maintain said electric tnu. I
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
Gasoline Alley
12.02
Balance on hand this remission line over, along and acr«]
2.00
port
$ 4,662.29 The Athens Press
QUALITY OF IRIS BLOOM
State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
the following described public imtj
Success Comp. & Print ComIMPROVED BY RESETTING
highways, streams and private ki&l
2.50
RECAPITULATION.
[ pany
The Federal Land Bank of Omaha,
0200 volts, single phase, wye con.!
German Iris, to be at their best,
School House Fund.
i John C. Winson Company ... 14.93
a corporation, Plaintiff.
nected,
neutral wire multi-groum
On hand last report
$ 1,171.34 I American Home Economics
Joseph F. Harkins, et al., Defend- should be divided and reset every 3
Beginning
at the northwest«
to 5 years depending on rate of growth,
Association
3.30
Total Receipts, current year 2,845.43
ants.
of
SectionTwenty-seven
(27) Town.|
says J. B. Wingert, extension horti1.83
University Minn. Press
ship
Seventy-four
(74)
North,
To Joseph F. Harkins and Harriet culturist at Iowa State college.
Total
....................
$ 4,018.77 | p. Blakestons Sons Company. 1:56
This practice of resetting is not only
Harkins, husband and wife.
Disbursements current year 2,267.50 J Fairer Rinehart Company.... 1.68 Thirty-five (35) West of the
You are hereby notified that by jeneficial from the standpoint of qual1.00 Cass County, Iowa, thence eaatontle
G. O. Smither
virtue of a Special Execution to me ity of bloom, but also helps in mainBalance on hand this re44.31 highway on the north line of ssil
American Book Company
directed by the Clerk of the District taining pest-free beds. When the
port
$ 1,749.27 D. C. Heath Company
57.64 Section *Twenty-seven (27), Section!
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in fav- Iris rhizomes, "roots" become crowded
Practical Drawing Company.. 22.08 Twenty-six (26) and Twenty-five (25)1
said Township and Range, two:
of The Federal Land Bank of Omaha, they are much more subject to rot
DISBURSEMiBNTS.
American Corporation
99.60
one-fourth (2%) miles; and beginni
a corporation and against Joseph F. and other iris ailments.
General Fund.
Harper Brothers
2.04
at the southwest corner of
Wingert says that iris can be reset
Harkins, et al., for the sum of Twelve
Name of Person, Firm or Corporation, M. J. Barry Company
4.90
Thirty-six
(86), said Township
Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy- anytime in July that the soil is moist
To Whom Paid.
Holley School Supply ComRange,
thence
north on the high
Six and 12-100 Dollars ($12,876.12) enough for easy transplanting. He
M. /M. Feller
$2,000.00
pany
22.51
on
the
west
line
of said Section 1
I did on the 24th day of June, A. D., cautions against being skimpy in reFred Boren
1,449.00 1 Lyons & Carnahan Company.
2.90
ty-six
(36),
Sections
Twenty-five (25)1
1939, levy on the property of the said setting and advices marking a goodWinona Kyle
1,305.00 , S. w. Publishing Company .. 35.95
Joseph F. Harkins and Harriet Hark- siz.ed division.
Hilda Hiatt
1,080.00 Manual Arts Press
2.85 and Twenty-four (24), said Towlijj|
ins, husband and wife, the following
If the roots show any softness or ANOTHER SLANT ON THE
Lilith Baker
1,080.00, Gregg Publishing Company .. 7.15 and Range, two and one-fourth I
miles; and beginning at the
described real estate to-wit:
rot they should be placed in full sunSAFETY CAMPAIGNS Ermine Brown
1,080.00', Hammond & Stephens CornSoutheast Quarter of the
light for at least 1 day before replantLucille Buchanan
1,080.00 j pany
31.80 west corner of Section Twenti
We usually think of safety cam- Florence Buthweg
ing and all unsound areas cut away
Northeast Quarter, of Section
1,080.00 Francis Smith
.-1,020.55 (25),'said Township and Range, t
paigns in terms of the human lives Gladys McKinney
destroyed.
Nine; West Three-Quarters of
810.00, Phil McLaughlin
437.50 east" on tfle ;,1higflway£on the
the South Half of the NorthThe plants should be put in shallow \ and the human suffering involved. Christina Hollen
990.00 Neff's Hardware
12.24 line of said Section Twenty-five t
west Quarter of Section 10, all
with the soil just covering the rhizomes That is natural.. enough, and right Gretchen Budd
810.00, Standard Oil Company
2.70 one (1) mile/ thence north on i
enough, for they are the first con- Doris Taylor
and the tops trimmed back.
in Township 76 North of Range
900.001 Gasoline Alley
16.07 highway on the east line of said f
sideration. But there is another side Jetta Knowlton
35 West of the 5th P. M., con810.00 . Midland Chemical Company.. 60.13 tion Twenty-five (25), one (1)
There is still a good supply of creo- to it, and one not usually so easily Dorothy Darrah
Beginning at the northwest coi
taining 100 acres, more or less,
900.00: Metropolitan Supply Comsote available for use in the fight grasped. That is the tremendous eco- Almeda Nieth
according to Government Survey,
1,170.00 j pany
26" 62 of Section 1 Thirty (30)
against chinch bugs in Caas county, jnomic loss involved. More than 100,000 Carl Litterst
situated in Cass County, Iowa,
(74) North,
495.00 ; Pratt papeV Company'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
5.87 Seventy-font
and will offer the same for sale to the county farm bureau office reported j people are killed and 375,000 crippled Ruby •McDermott
23.50 K unz Grain Company
895.08 Thir<y-fbur;(34) West of the 5th P. Ml
the highest bidder on the 24th day Tuesday. However, as soon as the j for life every year, and the annual Christina 'Hollen
17.19 : Anita Water Works
109.28 thence east on the, highway on d»l
of July 1939, at the hour of 10:00 present supply is exhausted, it will be I economic Joss is not less than three G. O. Smither
20.67 Iowa Electric Company
189.84 north line of said Section Thirty (
o'clock A. M., at the North door of necessary for farmers to order creo- j billion dollars. It is a heavy toll. Matt Parrott Sons
Sections Twenty-nine (29) and Two-1
15.59 ( West Iowa Telephone ' Coral
the Court House in Atlantic, County sote a few days in advance of their Every step taken to cut down accidents Esther Vetter
ty-eight
(28),' said Township «
15.00 i pany
54.59
needs, the office said. To save delay, not only saves lives and misery, but Tribune Publishing Comof Cass and State of Iowa.
Range,
three
(3) miles, thence soi
! H. A. Gill
13.38
You ate further notified that if farmers should order their creosote saves a loss that is a tremendouh drain
pany
on the highway on the west line*
said real e'state includes your homethe economic machinery of the Joe
76 20 ' T 'd if ° it
11.92 Section Twenty-seven (27), said Town-1
Joe Vetter
2 50
country. Multiply by thousands the j M M Feller
21 19 M *
'
ship and Range, one-half Cz)
dislocations, interruptions, and costs Klipto Loose Leaf' Company
'.88 Chas Barter
*
If* and beginning at the southwest cornff j
that come in a single plant by an Anita State Bank
6 25 w L wJav
of Section Twenty (20), said "
4.50
•accident, and the picture clears. | A. V. Robinson
100 '
ship and Range, thence north on tte 1
Progress in safety is being made.} chas. E. Miller ....'....'.'.'.'.'.
5 00
highway on the west line of said Set-j
Co-operation and watchfulness can in-j Maduff's Food Market .
580
tion Twenty (20), one (D
75
. crease that progress in 1939.
Geographical Publishing Combeginning at' the southeast corntf
'
°
! Ijawrence Hofmeister
1.00
pany
of
the Southwest Quarter (S™
4-00 Motor Sales Company
9.25
GAME WARDEN CAUGHT
Omaha School Supply
of
the Southwest Quarter (S™1
T
j.
RED OAK MEN SEINING
Deeming
62.50
of
Section
Sixteen (16), said To«M
10.35
ship and Range, thence west o_,j
94
L. F. Kiner, deputy game warden, of
JAnita
Lumber
Comapny
182.36
Essex, was successful in catching four jEtes Ml°ines Sanitary CornGlen Lindblom
121.42 the highway on the south line of i
1.45 A. A. Johnson
Red Oak men in the act of seining in I pany
175.51 Section Sixteen" (16), Sections Seven-^
Pratt Paper
teen (17) and Eighteen (18). 5S I
the Nishnabotna river last week. The ;
Company
2.98 William Brothers
l o w a State
i men were H. E. Kinser, Dowaine Kin-<
College
Township and Range, one and ti
5.65 Mer,e Robison
; ser, Pete Johnson and Emil Franzein. jUnderwood E"'0" Fisher &
"
... tenths (1 3-10) miles.
B w Robi8on
Coffl-,|
15
i They were taken before a Justice o f ! , Company
-°°
The Iowa State Commerce
13 42 c w' C]ard
the Peace at Shenandoah and given a mwreity Of Iowa
•79 Chas. Barber
17 59 mission has fixed the twenty
j fine of $50 each and also confiscated j H" E' Hahn
................
2.67 Lyon & Healy
(26th) day of July, 1939, ten o
2^49 A.
TRY f HE
M., in its office at Des Moines
i their net. Everything possible is being ; Senent Publishing Company . .
i .80
10.50 as, the time and place for h eari "
'done to put a stop to illegal seining ' Bureau Education Research.
28.99
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
6.12
and when the officers catch men a t ' P 1 0 Ix)ose Leaf Company.
5.72
said petition.
. 0
13.05
Any objections to the K™^
-CUIUTIC CONfMT
33.16 such franchise must be ' " " , , , ,
of the law. The possession of a seine I
•
. . . . . . 33.51
M M
- - Feller
25 OQ
with this (J»\
is enough evidence to convict a person, i
^ * or esman Company... 70.90
Remington Rand Company... 32.10 and filed in triplicate
,, befof,'
Houghton Mifflin Company
mission at least five (5) day?
TO ISSUE STATE
H. M. Rowe Company. ...
13'^
156.37
date of. hearing. The !«»«
PARK FOLDER SOON ,'I'he MacMUlan Company
24\)2 Singer
'Maehine
Commerce Commission suttr''*
pany
Newson & Company
7 42
54.84 the objector be represe nted «
The State Conservation Commission A. N. Palmer Company
Roe Clothing Company
16.64 hearing by someone w
5.7H i
will have available for distribution'' Smiley Music Store"
:
1B.71
authority to act for it.
within the next few weeks, an illus-: Holley School Supply
DISBURSEMENTS.
38.70 i
Dated at Des Moines, IO\V».
School House Fund.
trated folder on the Iowa park system. | W. M. Welch Manufacturing
Included in the folder will be pictures j Company
Xame of Person, Pirn, or Corporation
80.05 j
STATE
from the various parka and actual | Office E q u i p n i e n t C o m p a n v "
To Whom Paid
COMMISSION
3.80
material concerning them, including j Ginn & Company
Anita State Bank ....... .'..$2,267.50
70.02
Attest: GeofL. McCaughan,
a table showing the recreational facil- ~

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

Total, General Fund

Binder Twine
Farmers Coop.

MORE USABLE

MIXTURE

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Row Peterson Company
anv
Metropolitan Supply Company
Univ<
Publishing Com
pany
Bruce Publishing Company
McCormii-k Mathers Company
National Education Assoeiation
Chas. Young
Anita Lumber Co mpany
any
Bureau Education Meagrements . . . .
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton went to Des Vintun School
TIM Co mpany
Moines Monday to be near her sister, Winona Kyle
Mrs. Jessie Macklin of Grinnell, who P. W, Stager
submitted to a major operation at the ^. W. n ar( i y
General hospital Tuesday morning.
Jenkins Music C onipany

ities available to visitors to the areas.
The reverse side of the map will carry
a highway map of the State of Iowa,
with the locations of state parks and
lakes noted.
This guide to the recreational areas
of the state will be distributed free
of charge through the commission's
offices at 10th. and Mulberry in Des
Moines.

32.7H I
VA ^L' v
~~«.«»i lcl
,(
Nettie Woodruff
returned
to her
";home at Waterloo Saturd: ay, after a File E 3619.
: Pleasant visit with relatives and
Mies Margaret
•! ('5 , friends in Anita.
.'i.Hli i
'

'

Joh»

Baker of Des Moines VV.T" |
guests
at the home of <h'" M
General s office has
and brother-in-law, Dr. <•
that a clerk of the district court and family.

,.

,

'

•
- i i v imve been
D6ei] diW J t h i n one
""° T
V«r, provided the
•>?> divorce
i, , t , was. not «..»iiicu
granted m
in lowa.
Iowa.
- . ; Heretofore Iowa clerks could not is" SUe B ™™Ze ]"«>Se to divorcees
• Kl) ; of less than a
year, the Iowa law for.515
Iowa divorce,es to wed in the
3. Hi

r. i ,,(- i

'J.'J'J

Secretary.

granted.

In today's Tribune
statement of the condit
State Bank, published
law.
The statement i
in a flourishing condiU"" Aval'
posits totaling $406,5011'
cash amounts to $161.';'
more than $82,000.00 n
205.41 represents the 1
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Fun

fror theWhole

5SOTOG^g^

ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
MVRA V#S RtACWG- HAL'S I-ETTCR.'BOICH"
MAKING UP IN 'ClOWN

HE
Hfc DOES
u t ,BUT HE.
. TRIES Tq
SWOVM

Crocheted Edgings
For Every ~

TOO!'- I PONT,.«-^ . r-v -n i fcf
J V-'

t

\r THAT
1?EC»DED TO DO AECOT
ALTA LAST NIGHT.'FilP

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Vincent Needed a Bath Anyway

x

WHAT'LL I DO ?
WHAT'LU I DO ?
OH-OH —

BOUNCING .
BULLFROGS!

.THE TELEGRAM'
ON FIRE1

THIS
TOOTHBRUSH
FOt

BUTLERS
ONLY

DEAR VlhJCE—
QUICK,
EFFINGHAM- 60MZAL.ES AN
READ
,A IMPOSTOR-LBFT
THIS- L- ENOUGH iiRUBBER
I AIN'T U[ CHECKS HERE
GOT AAY , P TO STArtT TJRE
GLASSES'./ FACTORiV-OVVES.WE
-^Wa95 FOR CLOTHES
(SIGNED) HORACE BLOOT

Frank Jay Harkty Syndicate, be.

S'MATTER POP— On the Wild Parlor Frontier!

By C. M. PAYNE

JPlnern No. 2002.
You'll want to crochet u
edgings — they're all <iiff«
-wiOths-since they lend the,
selves to so many uses. Somei
suitable for round doilies, p
tern 2002 contains directions t,
making edgings; illustrations,
them and stitches; materials]
quired.
Send 15 cents in coins for \
pattern to The Sewing ciiu
Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth An
New York, N. Y.
Please' write your name, i
dress and pattern number i

Strange Facts]

f

Motion-picture producers,'
ing to adapt movies to dif
regional tastes,, have been I
to^make pictures with twot^esl
en'dings—a tragic one for then
and West coasts and a happy j
for the Middle West.
Among the remarkable ]
features that have been pn
in animals through sele
breeding are the ,gggr
of the "lop-eared" rabbits^
on record are six inches
twenty-eight inches long.
,In at least 90 per cent of I
American people, the left eye]
nearer to the nose than the r
eye.—Collier's.

MULEV BATES SWOULO

ALOME
HE KMOVUS \MHAT MT DOES

POP— Turn About
IP I'D KNOWN WHAT WAS
ON TW& OTME-R SIDE OF

THIS tX)OR

Regional Moods
Ears to Hear With
Who Is Perfect?

By J. MILLAR WATT

-1 WOULDN'T HAVE-

AND IP

I'D KNOWN

i WOULDN'T
WAVE RUNG
IT!

ANSWeRED^.
THEBELL1

Cowardly Surrender
He who refuses what i s .
gives,up everything to him.
ia armed.—Lucan.
rf

you*

Of

test the vOTJJ
under e

0

Cheerful News

FWE MWUT1ES
IN HOTEL RR£

D

WRONG HOUSE
Book Agent—Is your mother at
home?
Small Boy (swinging on gate)—
Yes, sir.
Book Agent (after knocking a dozen times)—1 thought you said your
mother was at home.
Small Boy—She is too, but we
don't live in this house.
And There's a Difference
Ha—What do you think of women
in politics?
She—Embarrassing. You can't be
sure whether a bashful man is going
to propose to you or merely ask you
for a vote.

fc^jaa-*^
-~*Hs£'S88*J

DOANSPIM

At the Dance
She—I simply adore that funny
step. Where did you pick it up?
He—Funny step, nothing! I'm losing my garter.
Sooa Over
She—Major, did you get that scar
during an engagement?
Major—No—the first week of my
honeymoon.—Stray Stories.

to be
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COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

July Clearance Sale

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Maduffs
WE DELIVER

Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
June 5, 1939.
The Town Council met in regular
session with the following members
__~__^_______
~"»
present: Mayor C. F. Darrow and
July 15, 1909.
DRESSES
SHOES
Councilmen Alfred Dement, R. C.
Mrs. Mary Wilson is spending the
All spring and summer shoes,
Howard and Andrew Petersen. Ab- week with friends in Omaha.
Mid-season clearance on all
not all sizes in each style, but a
sent, Councilmen Ernest Burke and
A little daughter was born June 30
Jadies' spring and summer dresscomplete range of sizes; priced
A. J. Kopp.
to Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Metheny.
es; you'll want several at these
to clear at only
The minutes of previous meetings
A new school house is to be built
prices.
'
$1
were read and approved.
in district No. 9, Lincoln township.
Treasurer's report was read
"Five Hundred" parties are jjecom47c, Sic, $1.67, $2.67
Others at
& $1.98 andTheapproved.
ing fashionable and quite numerous in
The following bills were allowed Anita.
SLIPS
and ordered paid:
TOWELING
W. H. McNeeley and his son-in-law,
Rayon bra-top styles, in junior
18-inch all linen toweling, in
Corporation Fund.
Vern Cochran, have purchased a resand regular sizes.
bleached or brown, special at
E. H. Ptelzer, County Recorder,,
taurant at Exira.
recording' Indenture
$ 2.20
89c
19c yard
Miss Emma Mclntyre left the first
C. F. Darrow, salary
10.00 of the week for a visit with relatives
• —r»-j;.~.
George L. Bills, salary and killand friends at Jefferson.
OVERALLS
ANKLETS
fng dogs
64.00
Traveling men tell us that nowhere
One lot of men's better grade
'Children's summer anklets, all
Fred Exline, salary
60.00 in the state does the corn crop look
8-ounce
blue
overalls,
close
out
colors in sizes 6% to lOVfc.
-iv w
Solon A. Karns, salary
40.00 as promising as in Cass county.
price only
8c pair
Cecil Denney, labor
11.75
Dittman
&
Bear
sold
the
old
Cormac
69c pair
Glen Porch, labor
1.50 farm east of town last week for $92.50
O.
W.
Shaffer
&
Son,
gasoline..
4.50 per acre. G. E. McDermott and W. S.
SHEETS
Iowa Electric Co., hall lights.. 1.02 Reed were the purchasers.
81x90 good quality bleached
PRINTS
Mjotor Sales Co., parts and labor 8.22
Close out of discontinued patsheets.
Henry Parchen, who was stabbed by
Matt Parrott & Sons, supplies.. 18.49Luke Winn at the baseball game in
' ' NOTICE TO CUT WEEDS.
terns
at
59c
Faulkner Insurance Agency, inFontanelle on July 3, is getting along
121/2
c
yard
By order* of Board of Super
CASES TO MATCH
surance
21.40 nicely now, and was able to be brought
as
prescribed ty Law, calling attenti
Tribune Publishing Co., print13c
to his home at Berea Sunday.
to-Section
4829-a5 as f o l l o w 3 ,
ing
40.38
TOWELS
Agent Homer Boatright, at the Rock
Sec.
*J29-a5.
The board of su J
22x44 double thread Cannon
Anita Lumber Co., supplies.... 25.49 Island depot, is giving special care
visors shall order all weeds J
WORK SHIRTS
towels, plain colors or white,
Anita Oil 'Co., gasoline
7.05 to a nice lawn directly east of the depot,
than primary noxious weeds on
Men's chambray work shirts,
Light Fund.
4 for 89c
and is cultivating a bed of fine posies.
count^ trunk and local county ros
blue or grey, sizes 14 to 17.
Iowa Electric Co., street lights. 66.30 Really, the depot grounds begin to
and between the fence Iine3 then
49c
The Clerk then read estimate for look as though somebody lived there.
HOSIERY
to be mowed to prevent seed pp
the local budget and thereafter said
Under the direction of Mayor Fred
Ladies' non-run hosiery in all
tion thereof, either upon its
estimate
was
duly
considered
by
the
7-inch dinner plates
9c
H. Sears and Street Commissioner
wanted shades; regular 49c
motion or . upon receipt of
Council. The Council being fully ad9-oonce water glasses
3c
Frank Duffy, Main Street in Anita
value for
notice
requesting such action in
vised finds that a date of hearing on
has been cleaned and all evidence of a
China Saucers, 6 for
25c
any residents of the township in whi
39c pair
said estimate should be fixed and it
crackin' 4th. of July celebration has
such roads are located, or any
does fix the 3rd. day of July, 1938, at
been loaded onto a wagon and hauled
regularly
using said roads. Said,
the hour of 7:30 P. M. as date of hear„ ENAMELWARE
ROClKFORD SOCKS
to the public dump ground.
shall
define
the roads along
ing,
said
hearing
to
be
held
at
the
White with red trim, sauce
Men's summer weight socks,
The 11-months-old baby of Mr. and
said weeds are required to be c
Town Hall in Anita, Cass county, Iowa.
pans, wash basins, dippers, etc.
sizes 10% to 12.
Mirs. Clyde Smith of the Berea comshall require said weeds to be cuti
The Town Clerk was directed to pub19c
3 pair 25c
munity has been very sick with lung
in thirty days after the public
lish the estimate and the notice of
and stomach trouble, and on Sunday
of said order in the official newspa
hearing as required by law in The
it was thought the little one could not
of said county. If the adjoining o _
Anita Tribune, a newspaper published
live, but a change has appeared in the
fails to Cut said weeds as required i
in Anita, Iowa.
child and she is still improving.
said order the county or township c.
Application of C. A. Beaver for
missioner shall have same cut and I
Class
"B"
beer
permit
being
on
file,
DEPARTMENT STORfi
cost thereof shall be paid from i
was read by the Clerk and after due
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA
general county fund, and recovi
consideration by the Counicl, it was
^•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
moved by R. C. Howard and seconded
later by an assessment against
'Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
adjoining property owners as
by Andrew Petersen, that permit be
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
granted and Clerk instructed to issue
vided in section four thousand
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
ence Hinton at Rockwell City—and permit as soon as investigation report
AROUND IOWA.
hundred twenty-nine a six (4829
The ladies aid will meet all day
burned his clothes off. Two other was made.
hereof.
When a skunk bites a man, that'^men were hurt whe^n the blast struck
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and
The vote was as follows: Ayes, AlM. E. HUBBARD,
news. James Fisher, 90 year old resi- the Farmers Grain Company elevator
will serve a 15c dinner for the public
fred ^Dement, R. C. Howard and AnIt
County Auditor, I
dent of West Branch, was attacked by there.
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
drew Petersen. Absent, Ernest Burke
a skunk that came at him "wrong «nd
and A. J. Kopp. The Mayor then deDr. A. M. Mikkelsen, wife i
to"—that is, for a skunk. His son
In some old papers, F. O. Kerhberg clared the motion duly carried.
sons, Robert and Kent, of Lob
killed the animal after it had bitten of Sheldon found an ancient election
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Application of F. W. Stager for •f Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. +
Iowa, were over "night visitors ii|
Mr. Fisher. Later the animal was handbill. 67 years ago, it was used
Class "B" beer permit being on file, + + + + + + + + + + + + +
city Sunday at the home of JIr,«|
found to have rabies. Authors hunt- to remind voters to vote for Ulysses
was read by the Clerk and after due
Mrs. Guy Steinmetz.
ing for a new metaphor for "unpleas- S. Grant for president of the United
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
consideration by the Council, it was
antness" ought to be able to find it in States.
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
moved by R. C. Howard and seconded superintendent.
this grief story of a skunk with hyby Andrew Petersen, that permit be
drophobia.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Odebolt is out of debt. When the granted and 'Clerk instructed to issue
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
town officials paid off the final $15,000 permit as soon as investigation reStorm Lake has hopes of being host of municipal indebtedness there, the
the church with a 15c dinner for the
port was made.
FOR SALE*.—Sweet corn, cuo
public at noon.
to Bob Burns and an MGM movie town was out of the red for the first
The vote was as follows: Ayes, Albers and other garden vegetal)
company in the near future. A movie time since 1884. $44,500 of the indebtfred Dement, R. C. Howard and AnJas. B. Herriman, phone 144. 2tp |
"scout" was in that city recently and edness was paid off in the last seven
drew Petersen. Absent, Ernest Burke
'•
r".
METHODIST CHURCH
reported that the location seemed to years. Odebolt, population 1388, is
FOR SALE:—Hot Point electric 5
and A. J. Kopp. The Mayor then deArthur V. Long, Pastor.
be ideal for a moving picture starring in Sac county.
burner stove, with oven, in goo
clared the motion duly carried.
the famous Van Buren hillbilly. A
tion. iMrs. Troy Comly, Anita.
Application of W. B. Inhofe for
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
lake is desired as part of the backTourists from Washington who stop- Class "C" beer permit being on file,
Let us do your poultry work,
Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
ground and Storm Lake may meet the ped in Algona recently were puzzled
was read by the Clerk and after due
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. Note
requirements.
as culling, lousing and worraft
at the signs advertising "night craw- consideration by the Council, no ac2t
Rasmussen Hatchery.
H
lers." Some thought the signs had tion was taken pending investigation the change in time for our morning
service. Special music by the choir
An automobile thief stole the car reference to a local "illicit" organi- report.
' See the new Felco electric
of Tandy Allen, Chariton council mem- zation ; others thought the night crawland a sermon by the pastor on "What
The following were appointed as
controller
at the Farmers Coop.
Being a Christian Demands."
ber. He wrecked the car and aband- ers were poor people who went creepJudges and Clerks of election to be
oned it but left a hymnal in payment. ing about looking for a place to sleep.
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. with
FOR SALE:—Beans and cuci
—————^————
held June 15, 1939: Alfred Dement,
The book was found open and the They were considerably disgusted to
the discussion centering around "How
bers.
<M. J. Peters.
Jack Long and George F. Shaffer,
song brought into view was "Pass ,Me find out that the mysterious "night
the Gospels Came to Be." All age
judges, and R. C. Howard and Solon
FOR SALE:—Tally cards, 2 forj
Not." Judging by the condition of crawler" is just a glorified angle worm. A. Karns, clerks.
groups are welcome to attend this
service.
Tribune office, Anita.
the car, no one did.
No further business appearing, a
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock,
A herd of cattle at Lineville found motion to adjourn carried.
'FOR RENT:—Blue grass
At Sheridan recently, a father who that death would accept no comprowith devotions and sermon by the
ltp
Solon A. Karns,
Phone
196.
'
pastor.
was Past Ma>ter of the Masonic lodge mise last.week. The cattle were saved
Town Clerk.
there, had the unusual honor of rais- from a flood and taken to the stockHELLO FOLKS! Our last hatchj
Today (Wednesday) there is to be
ing two of his sons to the degree of yards but someone left the gate open
off. Your last chance to get chicks t
A meeting of the trusteees and mem- a covered dish dinner and all day
Master 'Mason. Orlo H. Bond was the and they wandered out on the track, bers of Highland church, northwest of quilting in the basement of the church.
season. A few started chicks at
father, Herbert and John Bond the where a train struck the herd and Anita, was held at the church Sunday Everyone is invited.
prices. Anita Hatchery, Anita,
two candidates.
killed nineteen.
The Woman's Home Missionary SoPhone No. 7.
afternoon. It was decided to make a
•«^~~~~~
jj
ciety
will meet Thursday afternoon
survey of the community to determine
Don^t
forget
our
prices
for
^
Residents of Rockwell, Iowa, had an
The Indian appears to be making the desire of the patrons whom they with Mrs. Eric Osen at 2:30 o'clock
cleaning is two garments for the pn
unpleasant sunrise salute on July his last stand against the inroads of would like to have for a minister on Mrs. E. W. Holmes will have charge
of one. We pick up in Antf"
fourth. The city's water tank "blew civilization. Last week a six-year- Sunday evenings for the next few of the enigmas, Mrs. Jas. B. Herriman
Monday,
Wtednesday and Friday
up" with a tremendous roar. The tank old Indan boy received a broken arm months.
will lead in the program, and Mrs p
call and work at Mrs. Herbert
was located in a shallow pit in the when he was struck by an automobile
D. Weimer will be the leader of the
ley's. Adair Cleaners, Adair,
study lesson.
city hall and the pressure was kept up near the reservation at Toledo.
An attachment suit was filed TuesMrs.
Rachel
Millhollm
went
to
Des
with compressed air. The explosion
The young people of the church go
day by Evelyn Day Werner of Corning
HE8S' FIX SPRAY,
took out both ends of the city hall and
Little Donna Mae Clinite of Conrad in the Cass county district court, to Sunnyside park in Atlantic Thurs Mome, Saturday where she visited
lon
Bongersl
ldU,
v»«|c.5*r-gal damaged the water pumps.
has an even dozen grandparents. Her against A. F. Lesley. The plaintiff 1 day evening for a picnic supper and
A|tt4|Ibwa'.',
We will meet at the
four grandparents, six great grand- seeks to attach Lesley's property, west i recreation.
Sometimes, drowning stories have parents and two great great grand- of Cumberland, in satisfaction of a church so that we can leave from there
See me for combining with A« <
e
a happy ending. Arthur Pett, of parents, are all living. Yea, she's got I $2,000 judgment which she contends at 6:00 o'clock.
R. S. 'Barter, wife and daughter, harvwtier. Oliver GrirSth, R°°w\
Mary Jane, of Fontanelle, and Don I* Anita, or phone Adair G-3
Waterloo, fishing near Littleton, fell a father and a mother too!
was rendered against him March 20,
Choir practice Thursday evening at
into the Wapsipinicon recently. His
Thomas, wife and children, Carol Irene,
the
home
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Weimer
1939, in district court at Newcastle, j
Am prepared to do your gn
two companions, Dan Gorman and HarCatfish seldom get a chance to die Wyo. The judgment was ordered in
The Home Guards will meet Satur- Marvin and Kent, of Grand Junction
old Spooner, fished him out and render- of old age. One day last week a big favor of E. C. Day, who transferred day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with spent Sunday m the city at the home t your farm with portable nulled artificial respiration. After 10 min- blue catfish, 31 pounds in weight, his interest to the present plaintiff, his M,ss Gretchen Daughenbaugh
C of Chas. E. Thomas and wife. JHrs. J)uX service station at Ada.r or
utes -Pett coughed, strangled, and drifted in to shore at Clear Lake. He daughter.
Barter and^Mr. Thomas are children Jim Griffin, Adair. Will P»y
program will be in charge of CrelrV,
verse calls.
"came to," none the worse for his was not entirely dead but gave up the
and Miss Ruby Robison.
^ of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas.
brief knock at the pearly gates.
ghost in a short while. Onlookers exBISMARKS
A meeting of the Loyal Circle of
.
amined the leviathan, found no marks the Methodist church was held Tues-'
25c 8 Dozen
A bolt of lightning added insult to of violence, concluded he had died of day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
LUTHERAN MISSION AT
Anita Bakery
r
injury last week when it struck Clar- senile debility.
" O. O. F. HALL.
Bert Ramus pn East -Main Street. BeRed' Star and Knock
sides the members there was two visittwine,at the lowest nwrk" ^j
ors, Mrs. Francis Smith and Mrs. Chas. j
Sunday School at 9 :3 0 a m*
farmers Coop.
Salmon of Cambridge, Ohio. Miss
can
(Marian Bartley and Miss Kathryn
Divine Worship at 10:30 a . m .
Stray male hog; own?'- ^
1
Weimer gave a report of the training
name by paying for his k^i ^
Francis Smith, wife an , ( ,
PHONE 400 ANITA
bible school held recently at Oskaloosa.
B
id. Joseph F. Vais.
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
At the close of the meeting a lunch Virginia, are h o n e fro* ; » h
WE PAY THE CHANGES
W
was served by the hostess, assisted L-e Summit, M,
BOc bays 600 sheets d
n
ANITA RENDERING
taper, size 8^4x11 inches,
by Mrs. Maurice Turner, Mrs. Alta Wichita, Kan
and
SERVICE
,-MARTIN'S HOUSE PAINT, per gallon
$2.80
Pratt, Mrs. Robert D. Smith, Miss a few day
me office.
Harper Dorsey,
Nora Harris and 'Mrs. Otto Miller.
through Colorado.
*""*
WANTED-. —Your
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay I

ITEMS OF THIRTY VEAIIS AGO

PHONE 239

THURSDAY---FRroAY«--SATURDAY SPECIAL

Butter ^SSSF*
24C
L
ze
Corn Flakes ??.Lj! i7c
6 Box Carton

Prunes

29r
Oe

No. 10 Can
Open Kettle Rendered

Pork Steak

]7

H s

"» 20c
*"2$ei

The Golden Rule

WANT ADS]

AT YOUR

Oil Pi Alt*

Turner's Standard
Station
C. C. Heckman—Tank Wagon

• •«••

DEAD

ANITA LUMBER CO.

STOCK REMOVED

FREE

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBINE

HOUSING:
9
olitical Vogue?

Charge Pittman Embargo Bill
Constitutes Admission by U. S.
Of Japan's Belligerent Rights

FARM
Tawcs

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS
WEEK

mmer St

Periodically there arises a David
who slays the wicked giant Goliath.
Usually it seta a fashion until corfter
ruptness again catches hold. Last
women's
"t«
'ear New York's racket-busting
be delighted with
'**
States Attorney Thomas E. Dewey GROWERS TRY NEW
Princess
lines,
jecame a David, captured public
.
e
STRAINS
OF
CELERY
ancy, inspired radio programs and
vestee and narrow
)laced wicked politicians on the dea pretty, soft,
ensive. The public obviously want(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns, they
it has the Simplicity
ed
reform
and
no
more
rackets.
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
lombine High Quality and
in midsummer;
_^_________^^_ Released by Western Newspaper Union.
.
When Tom Dewey began looming
crepe,
Disease
Resistance.
as a 1940 G. O. P. presidential posgovernmental action will be neces- sibility, reformation sounded like
-.
Mode. f or
CONGRESS:
By LEMUEL F. PARTON
sary to forestall undue price de- food strategy for any aspiring poliBy R. A. EMERSON
Cool comfort and
Neutrality
pression. If marketing quotas re- ician or party. By early July, AtCelery growers are testing four
EW YORK.-News of the ap- tots is assured
First guesses after the senate for- sult, approved by two-thirds of corn- orney General Frank Murphy had ew strains of cross-bred celery this
pattern
proaching retirement of Brig^
eign relations committee tabled the belt farmers, growers would be re- behind him an excellent record of pring, combining high quality and Gen. Harley B. Ferguson is a reBloom-Hull measure held that neu- quired to store their share of the smashing corrupt political machines disease-resistance of the parent minder that it was he whp supertrality was a dead issue this session. excess supply or pay a penalty tax (like Kansas City's Tom Pender_
. vised the raisNot counted upon were Sen. Key of 10 cents a bushel.
gast) and tracking down income tax
Developed by the joint efforts of letmng General ing of the -ba*t-"
Cotton. With 14,350,000 bales of
Pittman's enthusiasm and the White
the departments of plant breeding Could Regulate tleship Maine
House's insistence. Because Presi- cotton hanging over his head, Secand vegetable crops at Cornell, the
dent Roosevelt evidently feared a retary Wallace persuaded congress
new strains are a cross of the old
European war after the harvest sea- to give him $928,000,000 for curing
Golden self-branching variety with U. S. government in 1910 and'1911.
son, he demanded that neutrality the surplus problem. Of this, a large
the high quality and disease resistIn the service for 42 years in
legislation be passed this session. part will go to cotton, distributing
ant green variety Giant Pascal. The
the engineering corps/^e prpbf-,
Nor would congressional objection it among U. S. relief families and
[rowers have selected four strains
ably has won more shirt-sleeve
avail much; filibusters are a handy offsetting losses in selling cotton to
or trial.
battles, against all the disasters
weapon for stalemating legislation, foreign buyers at cut-rate prices,
The new strains are said to be
of the Anglican Utany than any
but the President's special session i.e., government subsidy. But in
ghly resistant to the yellow funother army officer with a gift
threat made it seem more desirable New York the Cotton Exchange servgus,
a serious celery disease in New
for achieving the impossible.
r
to act now than be called back from ice moaned a few days ago that
ork state. Though not all the celHe will be 64 years old on
cotton exports this season may be
vacation.
*ry land in the East is infested with
August 14 and there is talk that
The President's program: (1) re- the smallest in more than 50 years,
lie fungus causing the disease, the
he may be npped to the rank of
tention of the munitions board; (2) not in spite of, but because of govaffected areas are extending more
major general before the beH
barring of American ships from ernment aid. The factors:
widely
every
year.
rings on his finish fight against
combat zones; (3) restriction of
"First—American cotton has been
However, if growers continue to
the elements.
~
,
American travel in such zones; (4) priced roughly at one cent a pound
aise varieties that are susceptible
He is the Hackenschmidt of flood
transfer of title of goods sold to bel- above competitive relationships with
o this disease, most of the muck jrapplers,
winning one fall after\anforeign growths that can be readily
and suitable for celery production other against
the Mississippi. He
substituted for American cotton.
will be infested before many years. has been president
of the MissisThis, in turn, being due to the fact
The cross-bed celery has better
River commission since, 1932;
that American cotton prices have
quality than most of the celery on sippi
of the board of rivers' and
been largely pegged by government
the market today, he says. The member
harbors
since
1930 and is also a
loans.
plants were bred on the basis of member of the St.
Lawrence Water"Second—For several months forength of stalk, thickness of stalk,
way
board.
eign users of American cotton have
and
firmness;
the
resulting
strains
BACKET BUSTER
DEWEY
Back in the days of "manifest
not dared to make normal forward
fqre and air-conditioned little I
brm thick stalks of celery that are
Everybody1! doing it.
net. You can really make a i
destiny," starting in 1897, the
purchases of the American staple
'less stringy."
young second lieutenant got his
because they have not known to evaders. This was the signal for
summer-full of daytime cluu
what extent the price of American scripps-Howard Columnist Raymond
first practice workouts in the
for your littje girl, using thisi
cotton abroad will be lowered by Clapper to charge!that Frank Mur- Good Breeding Birds
mud and miasma, floods saiA
easy design. It's so quick
the prospective subsidy payments on phy was trying too hard to win the
elemental and human catastroeasy to make. Gingham, U
Worth
Protecting
exports by the U. S."
phe in the Philippines and Cuba,
percale and seersucker are
vice presidential nomination.
Poultrymen who pedigree breedand with the army swampers
cottons to choose for this.
Meanwhile there was arising an- jig are confronted each year with
tidying up China and providing
POLITICS:
other administration racket-busting be problem of keeping breeding
The Patterns.
relief after the Boxer uprising
>rogram under guidance of the jus- males in good condition from one
Yes or No?
No.
1763
is designed for sizes}
around the turn of the century.
tice department's Thurman W. Ar36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Su
One good way of ruining an op- nold. Its aim: To drive trust prac- breeding season to the next.
If the "destiny" involved get36lrequires, with short .sleeves,!
Since the progeny test is the basis
ponent is to give him so much rope tices, price-fixing and collusion out
ting things shipshape in a hurry,
yards of 39j men fabric wi
he hangs himself. When Indiana's of the U. S. building industry. The of progressive poultry breeding ophe always made it a lot more
nap. \% yard of contrastforc
one-time Govi Paul V. McNutt re- day Mr. Arnold told his plans to erations, it is necessary that al
manifest than it might have
and vestee.
turned from his $18,000-a-year post he temporary national economic males tested during their first year
been otherwise. He was chief
as governor general of the Philip- committee, Chicago Daily News' be kept until their breeding worth is
No. 1765 is designed for sizes l]
engineer of the China expepine islands, he became the nation's Villiam H. Fort wrote from Wash- determined. It is discouraging to
2, 3, 4 and 5 years. Size It
dition.
, KEY PITTMAN
No. 1 outspoken seeker after 1940's ngton that this was "obviously the discover that the best male, acHe started fighting floods hi Mont- quires 1% yards of 35 inch i
Japan would suffer, also gain.
Democratic nomination. W h a t Tew Deal's most ambitious trust; cording to performance of his gomery, Ala., in 1907 and through rial, without nap, for pinafore,!
amazed onlookers was that he boldly
venture in its attempt to laughter in the laying house, has the years commanded army engi- yard for playsuit, % yard fort
ligerents before shipment; (5) con- walked into the lion's mouth, con- busting
push
young
Tom Dewey's New York seen beaten up by his mates during neering works, defensive and ag- net. 8% yards of braid or I
tinued restrictions on loans and ferring with President Roosevelt and activities into
the summer months and cannot be gressive, at Milwaukee, Cincinnati, binding.
the shade."
credits to warring nations; (6) regu- his traditional enemy, Postmaster
used
again for breeding purposes.
Send your order to The i
New Orleans, Vicksburg, Pittsburgh
Designing or hot, Thurman Arlation of fund collections in the U. S. General James A. Farley. What
F.
P.
Jeffrey, instructor in poultr; and Norfolk, Va.
Circle
Pattern Dept., Room 1
nold's
drive
bids
fair
to
accomplish
for belligerents.
amazed them still more was Paul something. With 140 lawyers and Husbandry at the New Jersey col
211
W.
^Wacker Dr., Chicago,!
In
the
World
war,
he
was
chief
Though all inclusive and appar- McNutt's appointment a few days
lege of agriculture, Rutgers univer
ently carrying more tenacles with later |as $12,000-a-year head of the an enlarged appropriation, the 'jus- sity, says that because of their ten engineer of the second army corps Price of patterns, 15 cents J
each. ,
which American isolationists fear newly created U. S. security agen- tice department expects to uncover dency to fight each other, it is un in France. He went to West Point coins)
(B«ll Syndicate—WNU Servlci
the U. S. might become involved cy. What did it mean? Was Paul plenty of reasons why a metropoli- wise to allow male birds to run from his. home town, Waynesville,
abroad, the President's program McNutt the President's choice for tan dweller runs into trouble when together in any large number un N. C. His son is a commander hi
carries far less potential dynamite 1940? Or was Mr. Roosevelt craftily he wants to build a house. Alleged less they have access to a very larg the navy. He has two daughters.
than Senator Pittman's measure. plotting the political suicide of this monopolistic devices: (1),fixingof range which also provides a certain
Under this bill, the President would ambitious Hoosier, thus insuring his prices by producers of building ma- number of hideouts where the mal [)R. PAUL POPENOE, geneticist,
*^ biologist, and student of family
be forced to declare a munitions own renomination for a third term? terials and trade associations; (2) can take refuge.
use of joint selling agencies; (3)
embargo against any nation violat- The pro and con:
"A better system," Mr. Jeffre relations, who has given much of
control
of
sales
and
limiting
of
ing the 1922 nine-power Chinese non- Buildup? "Liberalism" is a much quantities.
says, "is to allow the males to rur his interesting career to clinical
aggression treaty. The obvious tar- worn-out word denoting the New
with females. It has been observe studies of home life, discovers that
get: Japan.
women are ag- your Attitude Counts
at the experiment station that thre
Deal's objectives. The last few TRADE:
What happens doesn't matter i
gressive promales with 100 females generall, Women a Close
But what Mr. Pittman apparently months it has been succeeded by
posers and that much asTtiow you take it.
works out satisfactorily. This prac Second to the
forgot is that such declaration would "humanitarianism" as the keynote Penalties
70 out of 85 get
constitute American admission that for 1940. Not to be forgotten is the
No unschooled man is rude I
It is no coincidence that the tice, however, is not desirable from N.W.Mountlea
their man. This the learned if he has any
a state of war exists in China—a "humanitarian" scope of Paul Mc- world's topmost-aggressive powers, the standpoint of sale of marke
is
his
finding
in
his
survey
of
this
fact Japan has never admitted. Ja- Nutt's new job, where he has charge Italy, Germany and Japan, must eggs unless the eggs are given im
himself.
pan would thus gain belligerent of social security, the office of edu- force exports to maintain a balance mediate cooling and retailed a hitherto unexplored field of statisPeople who have thrift mustp
tics.
rights in China and U. S. interests cation, National Youth administra- of trade. One primary reason is, quickly as possible.
high taxes because those v
Or. Popenoe is director of the
"In case a valuable male breede
would have to flee the war zone. tion and Civilian Conservation corps, that peace-loving nations would
haven't don't pay any.
court of family relations at Los
Thus America's entire Oriental posooner trade elsewhere; another, has been detected, it is worth whil
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keep
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individua
sition would be toppled, and the emgoods for which foreign markets are
Do what you can for the cai
daily squabbles of married life,
bargo would have little effect unavailable must be kept at home to cage equal in size to one used fo
you believe in, if it is only
less Great Britain follows the unhe has been effective hi settling
guarantee self-sufficiency in case of stud mating. The extra labor re
march in the parade.
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many of them. He says it is a
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spent if he can be kept in goot
tactics.
good idea to write down all your
Knowledge breeds more
Therefore no deliberate anti-Nazi physical condition for the nex
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Most vital from a White House
than Ignorance.
gesture was involved last spring breeding season."
your own, and then burn the
viewpoint is immediate repeal of the
When a man says he is a
when the U. S. began levying counpaper. You should keep the
existing arms embargo, which the
less old bachelor," he is "
tervailing duties on goods imported
family
budget
straight,
refrain
President and Secretary of State
for Germany. Though this move Industrial Cycles Are
glad of it.
from nagging, and keep yourself
Cordell Hull believe gives encourcoincided with the Reich's absorpagement to Dictators Hitler and
Important to Farmers and everybody else around the
tion of Czecho-Slovakia, treasury
house interested and never
Mussolini, who know that in event
Some of the nation's most impor
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of war with Britain and France the
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ban on U. S. arms shipments must
ture;
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and
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time
exports through subsidy, thereby
will become a race of "superbe invoked against all belligerents.
giving its manufacturers an unfair come in cycles, according to G E
idiots," whereas we could be
Isolationists, admitting this, think it
Brandow of the department of'ag
advantage.
super-Einsteins if we could use
would be a good idea.
economics, Cornell univer
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More Trouble
pies of industries that show these pe educated at Occidental college and
covered were being subsidized.
On July 1 the U. S. looked forTopeka university. He was a newsnods of activity and inactivity.
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ward to a wheat crop of 716,655,000
"The importance of industrial cv paper reporter in Pasadena and Los
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is
investigating
com
bushels, comparatively small beside
plaints from domestic textile man cles to the farmer," he stated "i Angeles before he became a biololast year's 930,801,000 bushels and
MANAGER McHALE
ufacturers that Nipponese cotton most y their part in causing change gist and sociologist.
the 10-year (1928-37) average of 752,Coming along fine.
goods makers are being given gov in total business activity, which in
962,000 bushels. Obviously, wheat is
ernment
subsidy, boosting still fur turn, influence the demand for man DIG, ruddy John M. Carmody,
not a source of worry Jor Secretary all strong talking points a smart ther the natural
trade advan farm products. A long cycle ir " known as "Powerhouse John "
of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace this politician can use to further his own tage they gain world
building is most important; its influ takes over 2,500 PWA employees unby
low
year. But a job with more than its cause. Neither should Paul McNutt's costs. Result: Observersoperating
There for the Feast
ence can be detected in the price o der the new arrangement by which
predic
just quota of worries has produced travel opportunities be forgotten; as countervailing duties will soon be eggs and milk and in farm vprice,
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» compared there will tiie eagles oe
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chances for speeches and political Japan.
Mr. Brandow said the most imoor Belittle*
Atlat
to which/Atlas together.
Tobacco. Last year growers voted contacts are practically unlimited
tant influence on profits in famine
Hit Load would be just
to remove strict marketing control and he is expected to make the most
is the general level at which pdce .With
„
,
.
toting a tennis
provisions of the farm law, result- of them.
fluctuate or change. Industrial cy ball. Leaving the Rural Electrificaing in a big expansion of acreage
Breakdown? The security post is
cles and business activity do no tion administration, he heads the
1
this year. As of July 1 the tobacco not all roses. Keen observers know
changes in the general leve new Federal Works agency, which
How the wind is blowing . . . cause
forecast for this year was 1,654,622,- Paul McNutt is in the limelight
o prices, he said, but they do ex takes in both the PWA and the
000 pounds, compared with an av- where both Democrats and RepubLABOR — Oregon's Supreme plain many of the short-time
FWA;
also the bureau of public
court has held constitutional the and-downs in prices and the
erage crop of 1,360,400,000 pounds. licans can take pot-shots at him
roads, the building operations of the
famous "anti-picketing" law which major changes occur i 1
If estimates materialize, some ex- between now and nomination day
price treasury, the U. S. Housing authoradopted by referendum last Noperts believe prices will be de- They also know that his new job
ity and many other Herculean envember, confining picketing to
pressed 25 per cent below last year; may be a good place to build a man
deavors.
bona fide disputes between emalso that—under law—another ref- up personally, yet "humanitarian
He is a rip-snorting Irishman
ployers and a majority of emerendum must be held on tobacco ism" should have nothing to do with
Gardens Profitabl
with a booming voice, employployees, prohibiting boycotts and
quotas. If approved the quotas politics; therefore Mr. McNutt mus
outlawing minority strikes.
would not become operative until be discreet.
m*88^ boss teclu»l<Hie «n
getting things done. He was for
the 1940 crop started to market.
Meanwhile, in Indianapolis, Me
BABIES—Since both 1937 and enterprise.
""
many years an editor of the MeCorn. Forecast now is a crop of Nutt Manager Frank McHale couk
1938 found France's deaths exGraw
Hill Publications, making
around 2,570,795,000 bushels, com- figure his campaign to date had been
ceeding her births, Premier Edhis career in industrial engineerpared with the 10-year average of a success. His candidate, like young ouard Oaladier has announced
ing. In earlier years, he man2^09,674,000 bushels. Reasons: (1) Lochinvar, had come out of the wes
decrees to reward large families
aged coal companies, factories
unusually favorable weather in after 2% years in Manila, where he
and thus stimulate the birth rate. and the lady of the
and steel mills.
»*»««»
June; (2) a sharp increase in plant- could make no embarrassing en tan
BUILDING—Major U. S. engiHe
b
e
wit
h
ings of high-yielding hybrid corn. gling alliances. More important, he
,iv Jl!! l " . "» New Deal
neering construction awards for
With a surplus of about 450,000,000 had returned to get what Frank Mc1939's first half reached the greatbushels from previous seasons al- Hale termed the President's en
est volume since 1930.
ready on hand, experts predict some dorsement as a candidate for 1940
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Iritairt Flares for Gas and Bombs,
Hoping Civilization Will Win Next War
Rushed to Save
Civilians If Enemy
Planes Arrive.

By DR. JAMES W. BARTON

NE of the meanest ailments
O
with which mankind is afflicted is ozaena, or the dry

f By WILLIAM LONGREN

Week-end Sport.
|ARP" has become a fetish with
[Britishers, a hobby like golf or
dening to Americans. Over weekyou'll find them building rock
dens over awkward - looking
ntains in their backyards, beaung the steel shelters to which
may some day flee before gas
shrapnel. You'll find them fitgas masks and gas-proof unins, or studying an official book of
ulations covering civilian beha• in time of emergency. They're
ng the whole thing with good
nor, mostly because they can't
! it any other way. Britain must
repared.
hildren come first. When sirens
|eam their warning every teachnust rush her charges to railroad
|si*bway stations, or maybe she
st hide them in bomb-proof sheluntil the raid passes. This is
re the human element enters, a
ition of decision by those least
to decide; it is the weakest
t of the entire ARP system and
ht bring needless tragedy if key
onnel were to act on the impulse
cited emergency.
Infants, Cripples, Too.
vacuated with elementary school
dren would be youngsters too
ng for school, accompanied by
mothers, and the physically
dicapped. Men must stay, so
|st women whose children are old
ugh to care for themselves. Fur-
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By HAHOLD
Di
Sean of Tha Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Relaand by Weitern Nrtnpaper Union.)

Lesson for July 16

Eovm of catarrh. In addition to tested
Leuon mblecta and Scripture tezta •*and copyrighted by International
t h e catarrhal
Council of RelTgloui Education; uaed by
permianon.
symptoms, there TODAY'S
is a most offenREHOBOAM: A MAN WHO MADE
A FOOLISH CHOICE
sive odor which HEALTH
makes it almost COLUMN
LESSON TEXT—I King! 12:1-9, 12-17, 20.
GOLDEN TEXT—A man'* pride ihaD
impossible for
bring him low.—Proverbs 29:23.
these patients to mix with other
people.
"He did evil because he prepared

ased by Wertern Newspaper Union.)

LONDON. —Some day soon
3 th may rain from the Britheavens, a screaming, ex*.
bsive death whose maker
ll then turn tail and hie for.
fhidden haven On the Euroa n continent. It will be war,
unfair conflict of helpless
en against merciless planes
|d bombs. But England will
[prepared—in a measure.
fn the city which first felt
l warfare Irom 1914 to
last autumn's Munich crisis
impetus to a matter-of-fact
gnation that whatever happened,
don must be ready to take it.
:ing four days of frantic tablending in the capitals of Europe,
, folks back home made deUbpurposeful plans to evacuate
0,000 persons from London in
working days. Today, with the
1
raid precautions" program gofull tilt, even more could be
Icuated. What's more Important,
*• of the folks left behind would
afe.

Science Finds
Possible. Cure
For Catarrh

DARK DAYS AHEAD? A Londoner and his wife emerge from their
oomb-proof shelter, equipped with gas masks as they would appear
after a sudden air raid. The heap of cement balls would deflect any
direct hit.
thermore children of 14 and overout of elementary school — must
share their parents' fate.
When the evacuation starts, be it
before or after the first raid, arterial highways and express subways
will be devoted exclusively to this
one purpose, depositing a precious
human cargo in outlying districts
where bombers would not look for
victims. If they secure gasoline beforehand, private groups can drive
their automobiles to the country; it
is estimated that 800,000 to 1,000,000
Londoners have made such extraofficial arrangements.
The government is very explicit
and exacting in its emergency regulations, which would place the entire nation under virtual military
rule. For example, the following
plan is outlined for children:
"They should go to school as usual. They should be dressed in their
warmest clothing. They should be
given an overcoat or mackintosh,
hand luggage, a blanket if possible,
food for the journey and an apple or
orange, but fio drinks in bottles.
They should take their respirators."
Parents Can't Interfere.
To reassure worrying parents, the
government points out that teachers
accompanying the children in the
evacuation process "will be in constant personal touch with them" after they arrive in the country. But
parents are not allowed to intrude
in the arrangements by accompanying'their children to trains or subway stations. Instead notices will
be posted at schools informing parents where each child has been sent,
and the youngsters therriselves will

[e Adopts Grocer's Technique
To Help Folks Shop for Homes

be given a stamped postcard to mail
their parents upon reaching safety.
The government offers no guarantee of complete protection; indeed
it is very frankly admitted that the
civilian population shpuld be willing
to take its share of risks while men
in the field are giving their lives.
Although^ every unnecessary person
will be evacuated, it is hoped enough
key personnel will remain to keep
business moving as usual.
For adult refugees, a 48-hour ration of food will be supplied at railroads, where householders will be
under compulsion to provide shelter, access to water and sanitary
services. For housing both adults
and children, people in the "reception areas" will receive about $2.50
a week. Householders have already
been located and catalogued by the
government.
New Mask for Babies.
Standard equipment for every
Englishman must of necessity be
the gas mask, since it is the least
expensive means of providing nominal protection. Between 40,000,000
and 50,000,000 of them were distributed during last September's crisis
and in the following months, but not
until recently was a method found to
protect babies, who could not get
air through filters and who could
only be wrapped in blankets while
parents rushed them to the nearest
gas-proof chamber. Now the government has devised a six-pound
gasrproof cylinder which looks much
like a diver's helmet. Air is pumped
in through the filter by bellows,
which can be idle for aa long as
two minutes without inconveniencing
the child.
Thb ideal ARP plan would provide
a gas-proof, bomb-proof shelter for
every civilian, but this has very
logically been ruled out. Not only
would the expected seven-minute
warning provide inadequate time for
all people to reach their shelters,
but deep underground rooms would
require years to build. That is why
London's shelters are actually being
constructed not for civilians but for
such key personnel as doctors,
nurses, police and ARP officials.
Give Emergency Instructions.
Nevertheless home owners in the
big English cities are encouraged
to make whatever arrangements
they can. The government is con•centrating on steel "backyard" shelters, 1,400,000 of which will be distributed by the end of this year.
Strengthening and air-proofing of
basements is recommended, while
all factory owners employing more
than 50 men are required to build
underground shelters. Thousands of
homeless people could be accommodated temporarily in the famous
trenches dug under London's parks,
while subway stations would serve
a similar purpose as they did during Madrid's bombing. For emergencies the government tells people
to place strips of brown paper over
the windows as a method of combatting the effects of a bomb exploding just outside.
Paris is making similar preparations, but the more war-hardened
Frenchmen place less emphasis on
air raid shelters and more on special trains to evacuate citizens into
the country. If war comes to Paris,
no one knows where he will go, but
a train will be waiting to take him
somewhere. France could use more
of the system England has devised,
otherwise families will be hopelessly split asunder.
Even art has its place in this
scheme of things. During the hectic days of last September both London and Paris closed great cathedrals and museums, including the
Louvre, and rushed priceless treasures to bombproof cellars. Some cathedrals removed expensive stained
glass.
Which, coupled with ARP plans,
offers evidence that Europe plans
eventually to emerge from the next
war, and that civilization will still
have a place in the scheme of
things. Encouraging, if true 1

In 1937 Drs. Hector Mortimer, R.
Percy Wright and J. B. Collip in
an investigation of
this ailment reported their findings in
the Canadian Medical Association Journal. They were able
to show that this ailment was due to an
inherited
constitution just as in the
case of sufferers
with hay fever and
some other ailments.
Dr. Barton That there is a relation between the
genital or sex organs and the nose
has been known for years and by
the use of hormones (estrogen) these
research physicians were able to
help a number of these ozaena patients by putting this substance up
the nose.
As catarrh of the nose and throat
is believed to be the commonest
cause of deafness, the above named
research physicians and Dr. D. L.
Thomson now report in the Canadian Medical Association Journal the
successful treatment of a number
of cases of constitutional deafness
by the application of these sex hormone substances up the nose.
Find Constitutional Cause.
"The series investigated consists
of 153 patients, of whom 94 are females and 59 males. The average
age of the females is 37 years, the
youngest 11 years of age and the
oldest 74; in the males, average age
is 38, youngest 9 and the oldest 76."
It was found that not only may the
two conditions—ozaena and deafness
—be present in the same individual,
but in one generation of the family
ozaena may be found in certain,
members, whilst others have defective hearing.
j
The two points we get from this
research work is (a) that there
seems to be a constitutional condition present that makes these individuals likely to have ozaena or
deafness or both, and (b) this very
fact makes it possible for the same
method of treatment—estrogen— applied to the lining of the nose to
greatly help both; conditions.
Notwithstanding these findings,
these research workers state that
they do not suggest that constitutioital deafness is due to any lack of
gland substance in the individual.
* • •

Waste Poisons
Cause Biliousness

A pkysician called to visit a patient who had a "bilious" attack
left this parting warning. "Remember, now, no food for 48 hours."
The patient promptly replied,
"Don't worry about food, I don't
want to ever see food any more."
This distaste for food is just one
more of nature's little ways of
guarding us when we are sick. While
food—liquid, soft, or solid—is now
given regularly in many ailments,
in the treatment of biliousness it is
still considered wise to withhold food
for 36 to 48 hours.
"The symptoms-of a so-called bilious attack may come on more or
less acutely. There is a feeling of
mental depression, giddiness, headache, nausea or vomiting, loss of
appetite or actual repulsion of food,
spots floating before the eyes or
other disturbance of vision, and a
feeling of tiredness and no desire
for mental or physical work."
While some of these bilious attacks are due to nervousness or
emotional upsetments, most of them
ABOVE: Mr. Wilson examines
IHICAGO.—You can shop for a
are due to poisons hi the blood from
suit of clothes or a box of crack- his brainchild come true, a "shopwastes that should have been filbut as for shelter—well, that's ping place" for homes.
tered out by the liver or thrown out
lerent. it's been bothering Percy
by the bowel. Chronic infection of
(son, nationally known housing
the teeth, tonsils, gall bladder, siHis idea, developed while he was
fhonty so long, this complex and organizer and regional director for
nus, or other organs may gradually
pile up enough poisonous material or
r ract
business
of
shopping
for
a
the
Federal
Housing
administration,
j"ute. that he's done something has taken shape in just such a
wastes to bring on an attack. After
this "explosive" attack which may
P it in hope of quickening the house museum in the Merchandise
rid the system of some of the waste
|Eing pulse of America's construc- Mart at Chicago, where visitors can
or poison products, the patient may
mdustry and providing the not only examine miniature homes
feel considerably better.
MlM new homes he thinks the but see every conceivable item that
needs.
Food Not Digested.
goes to make up a home, from cellar to attic.
"Imperfectly digested food which
[With the exception of houses,
has undergone putrefaction in the
The exhibit, Mr. Wilson's personal
''-ally every requirement of brainchild, shows all modern mabowel or poisonous material allowed
is sold by well-known and terials used in building construction,
to remain too long in the bowel
eu advertising and promotional together with all home services and
(constipation) may be the cause."
• because
'you have to show 'em equipment. Huge rooms are devotThus the condition may readily
1
•" em. But the building indus- ed exclusively to lumber brick,
follow a badly digested meal.
's so big and cornpiex tnat jt stone, marble, terra cotta and other
The first thought in the treatment
P'jeles itself. Materialfirmspur-materials, with sidelights on their
of an attack is to avoid solid food
y avoid launching large-scale general values and particular uses.
for 24 to 48 hours, using sweetened
".l'uction programs since they
water or fruit juices to maintain
The village of model homes defluids in the system.
then be in competition with
by architects from all parts
' The old-fashioned remedy of a
''-'tors, to whom they sell their
country* includes all sectionutt
grain of calomel followed by a dose
,I e s As for the contractors,
of salts is still good treatment.
essentially craftsmen and
The constant thought should be to
neither expected nor equipped
try to avoid these attacks by eat«<>mes. So who's going to do
ing less rich food, or eating four
but «oor plans und
small meals instead of three large
solution: A more integrated
meals, and not eating at all or very
plan.'
English Sparrow
lightly when under nervous strain
°n believes a puzzled proThe common (English) sparrow IB or an emotional upset.
home builder should be business," says Mr. to housing the
10
(Released by Western Newscuuer Union.i
transferring
the most numerous bird in England,
a museum of miniature simply
technique used by Merchants in sell- both in town and country.
-^ point at one and «ay: "I'll
ing other needs."

Chintz-Covered Lamp
Shades You Can Make'
By RUTH WYETH SPEARS

(I QEAR

MRS. SPEARS.- i hava

*^ a pair of lamps for my!
dressing table, and I would like to
use some of my curtain material)
to cover plain shades. Can you
tell me how this is done? C. H."
Here is a method that is shown
for a living room lamp in Book 1.
It may be used for a shade of
any size. You will need the top
and bottom rings from an old
lamp shade. A cardboard foundation is cut to fit these, and the
chintz or other fabric is pasted to
the edge of this.
The AB line in the pattern diagram is as long as the diameter
of the bottom ring. The dotted

not his heart to seek the Lord"—
this is the divine epitome of the
life of Rehoboam as given in II
Chronicles 12:14.
Life is full of choices, and the
decisions we make determine our
destiny both in this life and in the
life to come. Since the great issues
of our life may hinge on the simplest of choices, it is obvious that
we need 'guidance at every point
and in every moment of life. The
counsel of men, the right impulses
which are born of good breeding,
the b'ght of knowledge—all these
may help us to make right choices. vertical line is approximately as
But since there is only One who long as the depth of the shade.
has all the knowledge, who can see The CD line is as long aa the
the end from the beginning, who has diameter of the top ring. Draw
all the power to make His decisions the diagonal lines to touch the
effective, it is obviously folly of the ends of the AB and CD lines.
highest degree to do without His Place a tack where they meet at
holy guidance, especially since God E. Place a pencil through a loop
is willing to give it without money in a string, as shown, and draw
and without price even to the hum- the bottom line of the shade making it as long as the measurement
blest believer.
around the bottom ring plus aMen and women, let us not follow half
inch. Shorten the string and
the foolishness of Rehoboam. Let us
seek first God's kingdom and His draw the top to fit the top ring
righteousness, and then we are as- allowing for a half inch lap.
NOTE: Book 1—SEWING, for
sured that everything else shall be
the Home Decorator, and No. 2,
added unto us (Matt. 6:33).
Gifts, Novelties and EmbroiderThe picture before us is astonish- ies, are now 15 cents each, or both
ingly up-to-date. People were cry- books for 25 cents. Readers who
ing for relief from tax burdens. One have not secured their copies of
group of leaders counseled modera- these two books should send in
tion; another group, said in effect, their orders at once, as no more
tax them all you can and keep on copies will be available, when the
spending. The king, who in a mon- present stock is sold. Your choice
archy had the final decree in his of the QUILT LEAFLET showing
power; replied to the plea of the 36 authentic patchwork stitches;
people with the 900 B. C. equivalent or the RAGRUG LEAFLET, will
of our modern slang expression, be included with orders for both
"Oh, yeah?" and the ten tribes books for the present, but the offer
promptly revolted.
may be. withdrawn at any time.
I. A 1 Reasonable Request (w. 1- Leaflets are 6 cents each when ordered without the books.
5).
Everyone should have copies of
Governments exist for the people, ;hese
two books containing 96 How
not the people for the government.
Sew articles by Mrs. Spears,
Political leaders seem to forget this ;o
send your order at once to Mrs.
axiom and begin to^rule as though Spears,
they need not listen to the reason- cago, 111.210 S. Desplaines St., Chiable pleas of the people. Tax burdens rise, regimentation of the life
of the nation takes place, and sooner or later the people rise to overthrow the'government. It happened
in Rome) it was back of the French
Revolution, it brought an uprising of
the serfs of Russia, it can and will
happen elsewhere if men who rule
Hem's good advice for a woman during her
do not listen to reason.
change (uaually from 88 to 52), who lean
iha'U
Ion her appeal to men, who worries
Rehoboam made at least one wise
hot Baahea, loaa ol pep, dlsxy spella,
decision—to wait three days before (boot
upoet nerve* and moody apella.
Get more fresh air, 8 arm. steep and if you
speaking and to seek counsel. He need
a good general system tonic take Lydla
needed • this, for having been E. Finkham
a Vegetable Compound, made
•tpwfeUy
for women. It helps Nature bufld
brought up in the palace of Solomon,
up physical resistance, thus helps rive more
without proper training for his place
vivacity to enjoy life and assist calming
nerves and disturbing symptoms that
as king, he was quite unable to Jittery
•ften accompany change of life. WEli
make immediate answer to their reWORTH TBYftlGl
quest. Incidentally, we note that
much of the folly of Rehoboam is
Escaped Deeds
chargeable to the neglect of his faonce gone is gone. Deeds,
ther to rear him properly. May letYouth
escape, are never to be done.—
that terrible thing never be said Robert
Browning.
about you and me regarding our
children.
n. An Unreasonable Refusal (w.
There's a Good Reason
12-15).
The picture of the two groups of
You're Constipated!
advisers is a most graphic one and
When there's something wrong
should afford the teacher an excel-'
with you, the first rule is: get at
lent opportunity to show young peothe cause. It you are constipated,
ple especially, how important it is
don't endure It first and cure It
to heed the counsel of their elders.
afterward. Find out what's giving
you the trouble.
Even so youth stands today at the
Chances are it's simple If you
fork of the road. Let us hi all kindeat the super-refined foods most
ness, love, and tact seek to help
people do: meat, white bread,
potatoes. It's likely<!you don't get
them choose the right way.
enouoVouIfc." And bulk" doesn't
HI. The Inevitable Revolt (w. 16,
mean a lot of food. It's a kind at
food
that isn't consumed in the
17, 20).
body, but leaves a soft "bulky"
The people, long submissive and
mass in the intestines and belpa
a bowel movement
apparently servile, ultimately come
If this is your trouble, you
to the point where they think, and
should eat a natural "bulk" prowhen they do, dictatorial rulers
ducing food-fluch a one as the
crunchy, toasted, ready-to-eat
tumble from
their self-made
cereal-KeUogg's All-Bran. Allthrones. Would that the people of
Bran is the ounce of prevention
the earth realized the power which
that's worth a pound: of emerthey have and that they would use it
gency relief. Eat it every day,
drink plenty of water, and "Join
for the glory of God. Rehoboam felt
the Regulars." All-Bran is made
the power of the people who reby Kellogg-s in Battle Creek.
i
volted, others have followed him,
for it is still true in the world that
the rulers "do evil" because "they
prepare not their hearts to seek the
Lord."
Rehoboam, who had awaited the
arrival of this crucial hour in anticipation of taking his place as the
king of the ten tribes, was ready,
and was at once chosen as the leader of those who withdrew from the
rule of the house of David. Rehoboam's sin brought this about, but
it was also in the counsels of God
buys something more than
(v. 15). As Alexander Maclaren expresses it, " . the historian draws
space and circulation in
back the curtain. On earth stand
the columns of this newsthe insolent king and mutinous peopaper. It buys space and
ple, each driving at their ends, and
neither free of sin and selfishness.
circulation plus the favorA stormy sea of people, without
able consideration of our
thought of God, rages below, and
leaders for this newspaper
above sits the Lord, working His
great purpose by men's sin. That
and its advertising patrons.
divine control does not in the least
aitect the freedom or the responsibility of the actors. Rehoboam's
LET US TELL YOU
disregard of the people's terms was
'a thing brought about of the Lord,'
MORE ABOUT IT
I but it was Rehoboam's sin none the
less."

How Women

in Their Ws

Can Attract Men

MERCHANTS
•Tour

Advertising
Dollar
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W. T. Slater,. Jas. 3. Herriman,
Mary Jane and Carol Porch are
Chas. H. Hartley, William Petit and home from a visit with their cousins,
George Wild attended a state meet- Ruth and Robert Gerlach, at Fletcher
ng of Townsend clubs in Des Moines Chapel.
Sunday.
A meeting of the Townsend club,
An g1^ pound boy baby was born to which the public is invited, will be
ast Thursday night to Mr. and Mrs. held Friday evening at the home of
Donald Hall at their home southeast Miss Lucy Galher.
of the city. He has been named
John Randall.
Robert Nfelson, who is working for
the state highway commission at Mt.
Miss 'Gladys Joy is home from a Ayr, spent the week end in the city
ihree weeks' visit at Owensboro, Ky., with his mother, Mrs. Alpha Nelson.
with her cousin, Mrs. 'Marie Powers and
family. She had a delightful trip and
C. R. Pedersen and wife of Chicago
while gone visited Mammoth cave and F. A. Pedersen, wife and children
and other places of interest in that of Omaha were visitors last week at
territory.
the home of the men's parents, P. C.
Pedersen and wife.
Miss Patricia Williams of Des
George Galiher, wife and three childMoines came home Saturday evening
io spend the night with her parents, ren and Dallas Galiher, all from Yuma,
Dr. P. T. Williams and wife, and on Ariz., visited in Anita the past week
Sunday all of them drove to the Y. at the home of the men's parents, John
M. C. A. camp near Boone to spend T. Galiher and wife.
the day with John.
A boy baby, who has been named
'Mrs. Ella Worthing and Mrs. Mae Larry Delbert, was born a few days
Conley went to Woodbine Sunday" to ago to Mr. and Mrs. Dell Ray of Atvisit their daughter and niece, Mrs. lantic. The mother is the former I
Roy Lantz and family. From, there Adair Walker of Anita.
Mrs. Conley will return to her home at
Long Beach, Cal., stopping at San Bed Pitted Cherries, No. 10 can.. .52c
40c
Francisco to visit the fair on her way Bartlett Pears, No. 10 can
White Soda, Root Beer, Cherry Soda,
home.
Strawberry, Lime Rickey, qt. hot. 7c
SCHAAKE'S STORE
•Glenn McCall, wife and daughter,
Meredith, of Bagley, Iowa, were SunHilmar Nelsen and wife, Rasmus
day visitors at the home of her mother,
Rasmussen
and wife, Hans Carstensen,
Mrs. O. W. Sullivan and husband.
They were accompanied home by an- wife and daughter, and the Misses!
other daughter, Margaret,N who had Golda and Sylvia Johnsen and Senie
been spending a few days with rela- Mortensen, all from Elkhorn, were;
Sunday visitors at the Chris J. Petertives in Anita.
sen home in Anita.
A covered dish dinner was enjoyed
The Square Deal 4-H club boys met
during the noon hour last Wednesday
by the members of the Union club at Friday evening at the home of Ralph
the home of 'Mrs. IW. F. Hendricks on and Delbert Stone, with twelve memEast Main Street. Present for the bers and thirteen visitors present.
dinner and a social afternoon were An interesting talk was given by |
fourteen members of the club and two Merle Denne on '-'Dairy Cattle." A |
visitors, Mrs. Chas. Salmon of Cam- lunch was served at the close of the
bridge Ohio, and Mrs. Jessie Macklin meeting.

ANITA

Smart women have learned
t electridty,
as used by Hotpofaft (Of oook, is the one way. to cook and

coot

•• • '

Electricity
.ItiiCJ

'

aofpaoatbf
Heavy oven Insulation keepe
at in the oven.

i. Galiod'iniat la conducted
Tbere'BDO)
1 a. Cdrad :taMt to •ffid*ntly ap| plied for fetter, thriftier cooking. Utwetta* cmtaiaa and
w«lb May cleaner,
3. Caltod !• .accurately con-.
trolled. Fly* different speeds'',
• from one Mitch.

.
f.to-UM-«oar
•hoMo ran*, full potomlmln •MOM*. *•
SoMcr-4-HMt Cflrod matt. Bit own.

Ca
buys and in-

$WE

stalls an electrie range in
your home.

ELECTRIC COMPANY
orge Schwenneker and wife of j Oliver Roberts was a Des Moines
k, Iowa, were visiting with friends _ business caller 'Monday afternobn.
pe city Saturday.
Margaret Ann is the name of a
sse Enfield and wife of Dalhart, 1*& pound girl baby, born last Friday
s, are enjoying a visit at the home afternoon to Mr. and Mrs. Arlo Chrisi brother, Roy Enfield and family. tensen.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
DON AMECHE and THE RFTZ BROTHERS
In The Big Show of Fnn and Thrills

"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
Also Crime Doesn't Pay and Iowa News Flashes

Sat.-Sun.

July 15-16

New riches for the family!
kua-and-run-adveatuzes for ever-lovin' Andy!
N«w heaxt-throbs for
Marion! New troubles for
Judge Hardy!

FMAMVI A for.
tuM to laugh*..
when ft* Hardy*
oo lo town!

of( Grinnell. The ladies spent part of
R. C. Rich and wife and Mr. and
the afternoon quilting.
Mrs. Marion Pearson of Anita, accompanied by Bruce L. Pellett and wife
Fifteen little boys and girls were of Atlantic, left Tuesday for a threeentertained Saturday afternoon by Mrs.
weeks' vacation trip to the west coast.
Ben Bell in honor of thejtith. birthday They will visit Mr. Rich's brother
anniversary of her daughter Barbara and sister in Los Angeles and will
|ss Virginia Bartley visited a few
Frank Muller and wife of Omaha Lee. Miss Gretchen Budd, primary also attend the fair at, San Francisco.
last week in Oakland with her spent a couple of days in Anita last teacher in the Anita schools, was also
B, Delbert and Ted Robinson, and week with her parents, Chas. Barber a guest. The children met at the Bell
At her home on Fifth Street last
home where Barbara Lee opened her Thursday evening, Mrs. Ella Worthing
\ families.
and wife.
gifts, and then Mrs. Bell took them entertained a few lady friends at a
to Keystone park, where the afternoon Chinese checker party in honor of her
was spent playing games and refresh- two sisters, Mrs. IMae Conley of Long
ments were served.
Beach, Cal., and Mrs. Nettie Woodruff of Waterloo. A lunch was served
The members of the Helping Hand by the hostess.
club and their families held their annual picnic Sunday at Sunnyside park
Sheriff P. P. Edwards went to
in Atlantic, with sixty people pres- Avoca a few days ago to take charge
CLEAN
STRONG
UNIFORM
ent. Besides the members and their of Joseph Stormer, dko had run away
families, other guests were Chas. from the county home south of AtListen, wife and son, Robert, and lantic. Stormer, who had been a
Wayne Liston and wife of Adel, and patient at the state hospital in Clarin- j
Mrs. Ada^letcher and daughter, Miss da, was recently transferred to the i
Louise of Duncan Falls, Ohio. During county home, and it was from there
the noon hour a basket dinner was serv- that he took his leave of absence.
ed and the afternoon was spent with
The members of the Highland club
games and visiting.
were guests of M*rs. Alta Pratt last'
Besides the
'Miss Joan Faulkner entertained Thursday afternoon.
eight lady friends last Thursday members there were three other'
afternoon at the home of her parents, guests, Mrs. Ella Worthing, Mrs. Mae
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner, on Conley of Long Beach, Cal., and Mrs.
West Main Street, in honor of Miss Nettie Woodruff of Waterloo. A social
Also Colored Cartoon — Miniature — Late News
Mary Bovee of Pamona, Cal., a daugh- afternoon Ws spent by the ladies, and j
Phone 15
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bovee, a lunch was served by the hostess.
former residents of Anita. The afterMiss Mary Louise Duthie, who was
noon was spent playing bridge with
Dr. R. M. Needles returned home
Mrs. Ida Johnson of Des Moines
the high score prize going to Mrs. Neil united in marriage Sunday to Robert the first of the week from a few days' visited a few days last week at the
Johnson, the guest prize to Miss Milford of Atlantic, was the guest j visit with relatives and friends at home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett B.
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF
Bovee, and a bride prize to Miss of honor at a miscellaneous shower | Detroit, Miich.
Luman in Lincoln township.
Mary Louise Duthie, A lunch was i last Friday afternoon at the home of
served by the hostess at the close of ' Mrs. Fred Arnburg east of the city.
iFred Giles, wife and daughter,
H. L. Bell, who is spending the sumI Assistant hostesses were Mrs. I. W. Emma Jane, of Waterloo were visitors mer at his cottage at Lake Okoboji,
the afternoon.
rganiied under the laws of Iowa, located at Anita, in the County of
j Arnold, Mrs. John Woods, Mrs. William last week at the home of his brother, was in Anita a few days the past week
SB at the close of business on the 30th. day of June, A. D. 1939.
A picnic was enjoyed Sunday by a I Duthie and Mrs. Arthur Martin. Bas- Harold Giles and wife.
to visit relatives and friends and to
RESOURCES.
, number of relatives and friends at ! kets of tamarix decorated the home
look after business matters.
$222 7
Supt. M. M. Feller, wife and son,
cans and Discounts
' °nnn
] the home of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Gissibl and the gifts for .Mary Louise were
aited States Bonds and Securities
40,300.00
southeast of the city, in honor of the ( presented in a pink and white basket Kay Charles, returned home last
William Butler, wife and children
curities Guaranteed by U. S. Government as to Interest
birthday anniversaries of Elmer Scholl, trimmed with wedding bells. A color Thursday evening from a four weeks'
of
Minneapolis, Minn., are spending
and-or Principal
u 70
visit
with
relatives
and
friends
at
Raymond Gissibl and Lois Gissibl. A scheme of^pink and white was carried
the
week with relatives and friends
londs and Securities (exclusive of items 2 and 3)
".j>™72
basket dinner was enjoyed during the out in the lunch which was served Elgin, Iowa.
8
in Anita and the Berea community.
verdrafts
*
noon hour, with plenty of fried chicken, to the thirty ladies present, and candy
3
anking House, Furniture and Fixtures
'°? '
Miss Virginia Leah Potter of Des "Bill" is a railway mail clerk and has
home-made ice cream, cake and all the j flower bouquets were presented as
01
i from banks and bankers, cash and cash items
_^ ' '
Moines and Ray Netwig of Ocheyedan, a run between the twin cities and
trimmings. Those present were Herb favors.
Iowa, were visitors one day last week Des Moines.
Hanting and wife of Omaha, Clifford
Total Resources
*4.M>,m.S9
At the Eoy Taylor home on Sunday, at the home of her parents, J. N.
Holiday and family of <M"assena, Mrs.
LIABILITIES.
Helen Paige and sons of Williston, No. July 2, two guests were honored on Potter and wife.
»iUl Stock-Conimon.
* 26.000.0Q
Dak., and the families of Elmer Scholl, their birthday anniversaries by the
40,000.00
Young woman wishes
"•Plus Fund
16,000.00
During the storm last Tuesday
Merle Turner, Edgar Petersen, Cecil serving of a bountiful dinner during
to
marry an old man—
^divided profits (after deducting expenses) 3,668.78
, Scholl, Melvin Gissibl, Frank Petersen, the noon hour. The two guests were night, \he barn on the farm tenanted
1J,CI>8.78
that's
her business.
*emd for contingencies
10,000.00
I Floyd Gissibl, Lyman Wahlert and M*Si Mrs. Taylor and Earl Lantz. Mrs. by Emery Oler and family was struck
dividual deposits subject to check
$215,066.00
by
lightning,
and
burned
to
the
ground.
Taylor also had the pleasure of having
Emma Burns, all of Anita.
Our business is picki«s deposits
39,314.39
her two sisters and brother-in-law, The farm is owned by the Mlutual
ing
up dead animals—
certificates of deposit
149,459.57
The Benton Sunshine 4-H club girjs Mrs. Maude Vinal^ and Mr. and Mlrs. Benefit.Life Insurance Co. In the
large
or small.
"and Certificates, Certified Checks, Cash40(1,501.10
held their regular meeting at the Ernest Owen of Davenport, present. blaze Mir. Oler lost his automobile, a
"•'s Checks and Unpaid Dividends . . . . 2,661.14
country home of Marcella RAz last .Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. E. C. calf, a quantity of oats and some small
Phone 257
Liabilities (Suspense Account)
Thursday afternoon. There were Dorsey, Mr. and 'Mrs. Frank Kramer, farm machinery. There was insurance
WAGNER
FILLING STATION
.$4tiO,l"^.3'J
' twelve members present and Mrs. Gus Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth King and two on the barn, but Mr. Oler had no inTotal Liabilities
ANITA,
IOWA
Hamann was a guest. During the children, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lantz and surance covering his property dek p f Iowa, Cass County. SB.
, . n
Asst.
stroyed.
business meeting Frances Earl gave children, M!r. and Mrs. Pete Knowlton,
L .We, H. C. Faulkner,: Vice President and A JR
' a talk on "Color." Delma Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor^and children,
R*i«r, of the bank above named, do wtemnly swear ^ c kr l iuvv i e dge
K statement is full, true and correct, to the best of our Know
Mildred Stuetelberg, who were dele- Mr. and Mrs. Devine Taylor and son,
belief
gates
to Camp Brewster, gave reports Lowell, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Taylor
H C. Faulkner, Vice President.
>nd Letha Mae Saxton, a delegate to and daughter, Norma, Mr. and Mrs.
A. R. Robinson, Asst. Cashier.
the 4-H girls convention held at Ames, Henry 'Aggen and children, all of
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence by "' °'
also gave a report. Arvis Saxton gave Anita, and Mr. and Mrs. Herve Dorsey
r and A. R. Robinson, this 6th. day of
a talk on "Table Courtesy." Pictures of Griswold. Afternoon visitors were
Notary Public in and for Cass County.
were taken for the Achievement Day Mr. and Mrs. -Will Kirkham, Jr. and
(Seal)
to be held in August. Refreshments two daughters, Mr. and Mrs. L. L.
By
were
served. The next meeting will Dorsey and daughter, Harriett, and
Jjeo.
Denne,
C. F. DARROW, Manager
H
be held on July 19 with' Letha Mae Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Anderson and
L. Bell,
j
daughter,
Nadine.
and
Arvis
Saxton.
Directors.

Irowing Mash

$1.85

See Us For Top Poultry Prices
and Poultry Culling.

oberts Produce

.NITA STATE BANK

MINERAL CATTLE BLOCKS
TO PREVENT BLOAT

THE FARMERS COOP.
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flEWS
SLEEPING SICKNESS
PRECAUTION URGED
THIS
Immunize Horses
WEEK Two Doses
For 8 Months.
P. P AJCTON
YORK.—As Andre Maurois
"becomes an "immortal," it
uld seem that there ought to be
Arable mention, or at least a
simple garland
t for Spoate
of some kind,
for Mme. Mau.. alt Might
| Be Mortal rois. H e r e a
few weeks, ago,
I explained how his .wife, also a
son of distinction, learned typing
n stenography to' keep Ms script
hug smoothly and legibly to the
Hishers. He writes 6ifly in longEd said to be qwJte M cramped
illegible as that of Horace
eley, and she alone of all mor| can translate it. Seat Not 35
-ibe French academy might still
[vacant but for Mme.: Maurois.
|Be was barn Emile Heraog, in
onen. His literary divagation
as the first shortcut to immorility in a line of ancestral wooli drapers reaching back to the
jar 900 A. D. He was a bacheIjr of arts at 15 and a doctor of
Kilosophy at 18. He began
Ijork in his father's factory, bat
ot right on the job as a philosoer and literateur, so, when he
as assigned to the British as
i interpreter in the World war, ,
could fill them ill on Byron,
elley and Keats, and did so.
ater be explained Disraeli to
English, and, around the
ubs, they bit their pipe-stems
d admitted that this French
ap knew a lot of things they
nd't even suspected. "Ariel,
he Life of Shelley" pat him in
he big literary tournament in
where he has been ever

WALTON MOORE, of the state
department, who will be 81
old next February, like Mr.
, thinks the .way ahead lies
u •<
«« through the huV. Moore, 80, manities. Mr.
the Mr. Chips
Chips showed
h
ISfafe
Dept.
.« wau9 no *os"
1
sil when
they
to bench him, and no more is
Moore—boarding the Pan
erican clipper for Europe.
I He is amenable in old-fashbehavior*-* tall, quiet,
ay, courteous Southerner—and
>y adaptable {0 all new dei of living. He la keenly .tasted in avtati«nj having
ken many airplane flights
~ng the Coast, and one on
German dirigible Hindenr
f/ The state department's
.icipatlon in international argements for landing fields
the like has been in his
congress from 1919 to 1930,
Virginia, he was a colleague of
etary Hull. President Roosevelt
e him assistant secretary of
m 1933 and later counselor for
[department. He is a bachelor,
ing 15 miles to his work from
'fax, Va. He looks as if he could
all war talk just by serving mint
'Ps all around.

Mulching Commendable
For Soil Conservation
In order to preserve its strength,
soil must be protected with some
kind of covering to prevent rains
from washing away the finer particles. In the opinion-of Russell E.
Underwood, extension soil conservationist at the New Jersey college of
agriculture, Rutgers university, the
use of mulch is* valuable in this respect, especially where specialized
crops prohibit the use of soil-conserving rotations.
"When specialized crops are
grown on sloping land and clean
cultivation is practiced to contro
weeds and check evaporation of sol
moisture^ the soil is exposed am
very vulnerable to dashing rains,'
Mr. Underwood explains.
"Mulch should be applied in strips
across the slope so as to cover from
one-half to two-thirds of the land
area. This applies to mulch grown
on available adjacent land. Frequently, however, the mulch crop
could be grown and not harvestec
but allowed to remain on the land
Cor protection against erosion.' Oats
barley and sudan grass planted ii
Late summer will make fairly good
growth before being killed by win
ter freezes. Such material offers
good protection against winter erosion and has the advantage of being
anchored to the soil so that it is no
washed or blown away."

Nature Toes the Mark
In Control Laboratory
Night or day, sunlight or dark
ness, temperature control within a
fraction of a degree, and plant-life
that can be "put to work or put to
bed at will," all are under the con
trol of scientists in a specially-designed chamber at the New York
state college of agriculture.
The exactness of control is prob
ably the greatest yet achieved in
any laboratory, and the aim is to
unravel the mystery of plant "vig
or," the quality that makes any one
stock superior to others, either in
yield, disease-resistance, or in other
ways.
In plant breeding, it is known tha
when two inbred or purebred strains
are crossed, the result (a hybrid)
may be astonishingly better than the
parent stock. This is referred to as
"hybrid vigor." Why and how this
happens are subjects of study by
plant physiologists.

Farm Topics

a general who has saved
more men than any single genOne of the beaj ways to cut the
'7 Wled. He leads ^Ktpediry forces against armies of Jim- cost of growing heifers is to provide
I it. M « $e g«rros-rDr. improved pastures.
Llf
*>Not $<,$. J.:HeisRecords kept by dairy herd im
". Forte er of ffi^RQcke- provement
associations increase the
teu r
lit General
*!,
jtounda- sales value of good grade and pure
tion. He is in
bph ln. *'* his report on food re- bred animals.
\
• • *
E™
India,1 in eewhich
i expert-st Horses pf good draft type, fine
health anH well-being quality and energetic, kindly dispositions do the most work, endure
ans.
heat weU, and seller highest prices

By CHERIE NICHOLAS

"

Jlsk Me Jtaoiher
£

"k New Irish Contingent
*k Pseudo-Scraps on Air

By Virginia Vale
'"pHERE seems to be a new
-i- cycle starting in the movies,
one involving young actresses
who hail from Ireland. If they
have red hair and green eyes so
much the better. «•

— —-

A General Quiz

T-" ~

f

The Question*
1. Why is the speaker of the
house of representatives so called?
2. What country is the Land of
Cakes?
3. How big a trunk did the Charier oak have?
4. What is the oldest parliament
in the world?
5. Is there a word descriptive of
;he feeling of annoyance one has
n a noisy place?
6. About how much of the
world's habitable land surface
does the British empire cover?

Let me refer you to Greer
Gdrson as a starter. She was
launched in this country in
"Goodby Mr. Chips," you
know, and is a red haired,
green eyed beauty. Geraldine
The Answers
Fitzgerald is another product
of the Irish theaters.
Maureen
1. The name was borrowed from
O'Hara, who arrived in this country British parliament.
with her mother recently, also with
2. Scotland is so called from its
Charles Laughton, is the latest ex- oatmeal cakes.
ample. He felt that she should play
3. Nearly seven feet in diam"Esmeralda" when he does "The iter. It was in Hartford, Conn ,
Hunchback of Notre Dame" for and blew down in 1856. Its age
RKO.
was computed to be nearly 1,000
She was born and brought up in 'ears.
Dublin, studied at the Abbey thea4. The Althing of Iceland is the
ter's school, and did a few bits in )ldest parliamentary assembly,
British pictures before she appeared having celebrated its 1,000th anfi) his "Jamaica Inn."
niversary in 1930.
As she was Just 18 everyone was
5. Dysacousia refers to the disprepared to give her all the en- :omfort caused by noise.
couragement they could, since she'd
6. About one-fourth.
be in the company of experi-

COUNT THE EXTRA
SMOKES IN

CAMELS
CO LITTLE MISSY and Miss trend at.present is more and more
° Sweet Sixteen are dated up for to wasp waist silhouettes.
The
just one party after another this flounce that flourished in Civil war
summer? Hearts set all a flutter times have returned.
as to delectable gowns that will
Sometimes just one knee-deep
make young moderns look pretty flounce gives added fullness about
as a picture? Which leads up to the hemline. Then again flounces
the why and wherefore of the .ac- are tiered one above another. The
companying illustration. This group old-fashioned way of heading the
of adorable party frocks conveys flounce with lace or embroidery
an all-important style message in beading, through which colorful
regard to summertime party frocks, beading has been run, adds to the
namely that of the supremacy of quaintness of present day styling.
fine silken sheer fabrics in the
In the lovely girlish frock to the
mode.
left the bow-knot applique done in
The weaves in the category of silk ribbon enhances the full skirt. The
sheers that are favored most in- little girl in the background has
clude silk organdies in white or pas- her silk organdy dress similarly
tels, marquisettes, mousseline de fashioned, thus carrying out the
soies, also either soft or starched popular idea of sister fashions.
silk chiffons, frothy white silk tulles, Frocks of this type are equally lovesilk nets and of course the loveliness ly fashioned of either white or pasof silk laces is not ignored. Not a tel chiffons or silk organdies.
sheer in the above mentioned list
little girls in the foreground
but that works like magic in ac- areThe
charmingly
gowned. The dimincenting the endearing young charms utive lace jacket
worn, as shown
of party-going young daughters this centered in the picture,
is enough
season.
delight any little girl's heart.
The outstanding characteristic of toVery
prettily styled is the other
the new sheer frocks is a quaint- little girl's
dress. It is made all of
ness that reminisces of Civil war lace with (lutings
self lace adornfashions. To give the ultra-feminine ing the bodice topofand
outlining the
look and the coy simplicity that pres- waistline.
ent styling implies, designers are
A styling trend very noticeable in
indulging freely in such fetching de- the smartest new gowns is that of
tails as flounces, dainty ruffles, bow- the all-over shirred waist. The new
knot or flower appliques, and the sheers yield to this treatment very
newest gesture is the revival of pleasingly. The shirring can be easgay ribbons (supposed to change ily done by the home dressmaker,
the color of your ribbons to tune to by loosening the tension of one's
your mood) run through yards and sewing machine and lengthening
yards of beading, just like in the the stitch. Then when the machine
old-fashioned days.
stitching is done pull the top thread
The majority of party frocks look and even shirring will result. Thin
very bouffant with their wide skirts, paper placed under chiffon while
and the most ultra models have stitching keeps material flat. It
nipped-in waistlin'es like heirloom tears away easily.
daguerrotypes portray, for the
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lumber-Jacket Top

Flare for Rubber
Flowers Growing
The idea of wearing the new rubber flowers as a corsage or boutonniere elsewhere than on the
beach is gaining. These lovely
flowers are too attractive to confine
within a limited realm. Then, too,
they are eminently practical, for
soap and water will keep them
fresh-looking indefinitely.
Natural ^colors, grace of design
and true * reproduction of nature
marks these corsages as outstanding. Anemones in pastel colors enliven a swim suit with true artistry.
Deep pink camelias are lovely to
wear in an evening coiffure. Roses
of realistically colored rubber and
dahlia's in colors true on sport jacketa are ever so effective and outstanding.

Strip
ies Back in
Fashion Picture

The cycle of fashions continues to
revolve and now the indicator stops
at 1915, the era of the Castle walk
and, from the sartorial standpoint,
of stripes.
The lumber-jacket influence con-,
But striped materials in the hands
M»y SI, 1889, hfe father
tinues throughout fflimmer feshioria. of the modern designer have a spicy
"» to the barn to torn
Shifts to high, Analysis fertilisers So much so many of fRe^aintiest verve wholly different from those
horse, with the Johnssheer lingerie blouses are now made recorded in the fashion books of al„°n' the"—
He floated
with belts (some worked with lace most a quarter of a century ago.
ham |||9
insertion and edging) that fasten One of their paramount virtues ia
over the skirt. Printed silk sheers that they are slimming. However,
Ke i R
Medical «olsuch as pictured proclaim the new their chief charm is that they lend
culture chemists.
Ibis J~ mes wound the world
fad in this youthful lumber-jacket themselves to such varied and exThe practice of fertilizing lam silhouette that has come in on the citing adaptions.
1914, hewas with
With Phosphorus bearing materia ciest of the widely heralded "little
,
to Sdlr than written records The airl" vogme. Note how its belt butFlowtrs and Snoods
m8 f«°eK«feM«r fountons over the skirt. The remarka0
sUk
ashiQn
A charming evening headdress, il
»
awd
out
ble
thing
ab
^
**
***
*
"
w
this drees is that it ia the new sani- you wear your hair long enough to
tized type, treated with process that uie a snood, ia the combination ot
snood and flowers.
acts as a deodorant

E o^™ . ' S *^«g*f

Star Dust
* Olivier Reaches Top

Horses treated with two doses of
«Wrf) emjn?r8 vaccine to prevent;
?,!!?tagJdckne8S are immune to the
yr a period of at least eight
it is indicated by immu- .tests being conducted by the
division of animal pathology and hygiene, college of agriculture, University of Illinois.
Further tests on immunity will be
conducted at the agricultural college to keep veterinarians and live
stock owners informed with reference to the period of immunity es-^
tablished by the vaccine,
In the meantime, it'is suggested
that all good i horses fee immunized
immediately with two doses of chick
embryo vaccine to., avoid losses
which were reported in ?5 different
counties last year. ' >
Horses tjnat had the disease and
recovered last year and horses that
were" vaccinated should be revaccinated, it is recommended by staff
members of the division of animal
pathology and hygiene.
It is hoped that tests under way
at the college of-agriculture will determine if horses are immune long
er than eight months.
Suspicious clinical cases of sleeping sickness in horses have been
reported from different sections of
the state. However, tests of materials submitted to the laboratory of
animal pathology and hygiene have
as yet failed to yield the virus of
the disease.

is slight in stature, dappe
fastidious, with his thinnirn
; hair deployed carefully left ana
jht, gesturing only cautiously with
[sensitive hands of an artist. He
an acute, skeptical mind, insted in politics only in its his: sweep. He weighs words like
(apothecary and it is as a craftsi and finished wordsmith that he
es for the academy. With
i insight, he has exported Ameron his numerous visits here,
king us through the valley of
rand. His latest appraisal found
| moving out of national adoles! into fully rational, adult stated. He hopes for the best, but is
[a fuzzy optimist. The "decline
humane ideal,*' he thinks, is
most disquieting trend of the
dern world.
" "' ' •
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Look Pretty as a Picture in
Frocks of Dainty Silk Sheer

MAUREEN O'HARA
epced players. But after the first
few days they discovered that she
didn't need it. In fact, they had to
be on their toes to keep her from
walking off with the picture.
Perhaps ambitious youngsters
who want to land in pictures would
do well to rush to Ireland, achieve
red hair, and start in with the Abbey Players, if this cycle is to continue. The only difficulty would
seem to be acquiring green eyes,
and exceptional ability to act.

By burning 25% slower than
the average of the 15 other
of the largest-selling brands,
tested*-'slower than any of
them-CAMELS give smog?
era the equivalent off

If you read that delightful novel,
"Rebecca," which until recently led
so many best-seller lists, you'll be
interested to know that Laurence
Olivier has been signed to play the
role of the hero.
, Although he is young, Olivier has
had years of experience on the stage
and in the movies, but until this
year he never reached the heights.
Now it seems as if everyone wants
him for a new production. He is
appearing on the New fork stage in
"No Time for Comedy," with Katherine Cornell, and yon can see him
giving an even better performance
in "Wuthering Heights," opposite
Merle Oberon, than he gives in the
play. He'll be perfect for the part
of "Max de Whiter" in "Rebecca."
If a brand new squabble breaks
out between two radio stars, don't
be surprised, and don't take it seriously. There isn't a really good
feud raging on the air now, and
radio stars discovered long ago that
feuds whip up interest in their programs.
The best one of all took place
years ago, between Rudy Vallee and
Will Osborne, but that one was rather serious. Walter Winchell and
Ben Bernie started theirs on purpose, and kept it going for years.
A certain press agent has been trying to start one of those serialized
battles between Sammy Kaye and
Kay Kyser, with the question of
which one originated the idea of
singing song titles as the bone of
contention, but be it said to the everlasting credit of Kyser and Kaye
that they're too proud to fight.
Pat Friday, the 17-year-old co-ed
from the University of California,
who is singing on Bing Crosby's program this summer, will probably
be a top-notcher in movies and radio in a few years. Crosby heard
her sing at an amateur night at a
Beverly Hills restaurant, and recently she made her coast-to-coast
debut on the air, under his direction. The telephone switchboard at
the Hollywood NBC studios was
promptly jammed with inquiries
about her, and the following morning two movie companies offered
her contracts. She turned them
down; wants to work only in radio
'until she finishes her college course,
two years from now.
ODDS AND ENDS-"One Mon'i Family" has again been named the beil terial
dramatic program on the air in the annual Radio Guide poll . . . But in the
tame poU the Charlie McCarthy program
won six awards . . . Errol Flynn hat
passed hit V. S. Department oj Com
inerce tests and has a private pilot'I
license . . . ttelte Davis hat had to lhave
her eyebrows and forehead to play
"Queen Elizabeth"—the studio will haue
to give her a vacation after the finishes,
to let them grow in attain.
Western Newspaper Union.)

*TpODAY'S big news in cigarettes
X means reaf smoking pleasure and
mart of it for SMOKERS! Read the
results of scientific laboratory tests oa
16 of the largest-idling brands:
were found to contain
1CAMELS
MORE TOBACCO BY WEIGHT
thad the average for the 15 other of
the largest-selling brands.
CAMELS BURNED SLOWER
2 THAN
ANY OTHER BRAND
TESTED — 25% SLOWER THAN
THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE 1$
OTHER OF THE LARGEST-SELLr
ING BRANDS 1 By burning 25%
slower, on the average, Camel] give
smokers the equivalent of 5 EXTRA
SMOKES PER PACK!
In the same tests, CAMELS HELD
3 THEIR
ASH FAR LONGER than
the average for the other brands.
Camels smoke cookrt Costlier tobmocat, delicate in taste and fragrance.
That's smoking pleasure at its best;
Camel's added bonus. America likes a
tbrev/4 6*y... America fevers Camels!

CAMELS
COSTUER TOBACCOS
PINNY FOR PINNyVOUR
BEST C.6ARBTTI

ANITA

VOLUME FIFTY-SIX

DIES LAST
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Shirley Temple at Rialto
FRIDAY in "Thejjttle Princess"

Shirley Temple, elected the No 1
star of the screen for the fourth conB. L. Scarlett, 88, * Resident of sectutive time, has her first technilthe Anita Community Since 1872,
color production in Prances Hodgson
pies at Daughter's Home Near
Burnett's great classic, "The Little
Princess," feature attraction at the
Casey; Funeral Sunday. "•
Rialto Theatre Saturday and Sunday
evenings.
| Mrs. B. L. Scarlett, 88, a, native She
Of reveals all her charm and radiiio and a resident of the Anita com- ance in what is easily her finest-film
nity since 18,72, passed away at the by far and also one of the best pic1
tures of our time.
ne of her daughter, Mrs. M . C.
bite, near Casey, last Friday morn- It was in answer to the requests of
Death came after a few days' thousands of her fans that Darryl P.
ness with infirmities due to her ad- Zanuck, production chief of 20th. Century-Fox, decided to cast the star in
nced age.
(Annie Elgin Ellis, a daughter of "The Little Princess" in technicolor,
, late James and Tibithia Ellis, was and, judging from the vociferous reMarch 25, 1851, at New Bur- ception the film is receiving everyon, Clinton county, Ohio. When where, it is quite apparent that movieyears of age she moved with goers know what they want.
As all who are familiar with the
widowed mother and two sisters
story
know, the action is set in London
Peoria, HI., wfctjjj* \afae, grew to
joung womanhood. At Brimfield, 111., during the reign of Queen Victoria.
Feb. 14, 1872, she wag .united in It tells how a child, left in school by
arriage to Blufford !>. Scarlett, and her father aa he hurries off to war,
> same spring1 she and her husband finds herself suddenly reduced from
> to Cass <Qonty> jowa, in a cov- riches to extreme poverty and forced
wagon, and located on a farm to endure the cruelty of the heartless
ar Anita. She lived near and in school-mistreas, Miss Minchin.
All the laughter, tears, drama and
nita until April 1, 1636, when she
nt to live with her daughter near tenderness of this great story are
isej-. 'Mr. Scarlett passed away in beautifully presented on the screen
and an impressive cast has been asnuary, 1935.
. ' .
[Ten children we^e born to Mr. and sembled to support the star. Headed
Scarlett, seven of whom are by Richard Greene and Anita Louise,
to mourn her death. They are as the lovers, it also features Ian HunIrs. Myrtle McMahon"of Norfolk, ter, Cesar Romero, Arthur Treacher,
|eb; Mrs. Sarah Stocking of Gallo- Mary Nash, Sybil Jason, Miles Mandy, British Columbia, Canada; Fred er and Marcia (Mae Jones. Walter
.rlett and Mrs. -Daisy Evinger of Lang directed and Gene Markey was
nita; Mrs. Addie White of Casey; associate producer.
In addition to the feature, the proScarlett of Guthrie Center; and
[n. Ruby Waited of Hinckley, Minn. gram will include "Glimpses of Ausis also survived by a sister, (Mrs. tralia," a Fitzpatrick travel talk, a
Iva Gaylord of Atlantic; a half- colored cartoon entitled, "The Art
ither, Frank Gaylord of Wilton, Gallery;" and the regular news reel.
Tonight—The Jones Family.
(Jo. Dak; thirty-two grandchildren
'There's
plenty of fun and exciteI twenty-three great grandchildren.
| The death of Mrs. Scarlett, in point ment in "Everybody's Baby," the Jones
residence here, brings to an end Family picture playing at the Rialto
The
j remarkable life, during which she this (Wednesday) evening.
[itnessed the building of an empire. story concerns the birth of a baby in
many persons /are privileged to the family, with plenty of family
the making of aa magnificent a advice on how to raise the-child.
All the Jonses are present in the
iction as this from ita crudest befilm
including Jed Prouty, Shirley
nings. She saw the trackless
airie converted into fertile farms, Deane, Spring Byington, Russell Gleashe witnessed • the development son, Ken Howell, George Ernest, June
modern highways from the trails Carlson, Florence Roberts and Billy
pioneers, like herself, traveled to Mahan. Also featured in the cast
ach this section. Her husband was are Reginald Denny, Robert Allen,
| well known man of this community Claire Dn Brey and Marvin Stephens
The program this evening will intiring his life-time and was one of
clude
a number of miniatures. They
few confederate soldiers to have
are
a
Terry-Toon cartoon, Lowell
ived here. Mrs. Scarlett, with her
Thomas
magic carpet, "City of Little
isband, saw all of the hardships and
Men" and Iowa News Flashes.
sacrifices incident to the life of
pioneer. Her life was full of
|wnts and of good works. Her genation has pased on, and now she
sses, leaving a heritage of good
orks and the record of a well spent
[fe.
All Cass county. 4-H girls will have
I Funeral services were held at the an opportunity to have a health examPethodist church in Anita at 2:00 ination on Tuesday, Aug. 1, starting
(clock Sunday afternoon, with Rev. at 8:30 a. m., according to an anthur V.,Long officiating. Music for nouncement made Monday by Miss
services was furnished by Mrs. Joe (Mary Louise Simon, home demonstraetter, Mrs. F. D. <Weimer, Rev. C. tion agent.
; Thomas and Chas.'lH. Hartley, with The Cass County Medical AssociaEric Osen as accompaniest. They tion is cooperating with the county
ff, "Gates Ajar," "Rock of Ages" 4-H clubs in sponsoring these exami"Going Down.the Valley." Inter- nations. The examinations will be
ie
"t was made in Evergreen ceme- given at the Atlantic hospital with
fv with Oscar Lindblom, D. L. Spik- Dr. R. M. Needles of Anita in charge.
s. fllettinger, Chas. Campbell, Girls scoring highest will comprise
p
- Crawford and James Morgan the group from which a county health
contestant for the entry at the state
as pallbearer
fair health contest will be selected.
I While watching a Softball game at Although the state contestant must
m last Thursday evening, Ras- be IB years old, Miss Simon urges evJorgensen, 61, died suddenly from ery 4-H girl, regardless of her age, to
wart attack. He was the father of be examined, for the basis of the enJorgensen of Carroll, and one tire health program is annual health
116
a resident of Anita.
examinations, not contests.
For a perfect score this year a sucI Miss Rose Tierney has gone to Den- cessful smallpox vaccination is nec- Colo., to visit her sisters, Mrs. essary. To enter the state contest,
^tzgerald and Mrs. Kathryn the health girl must also have had a
From there she will go to tuberculin test during the last year.
, Ore., for a short visit, and
en
Miss Mary Robson, dlu^r of Mr.
^ Seattle, Wash., whet* she will
an uncle, John (Mbnahan. Before and Mrs. John Robson, was taken to
'ng home ahe will go to San the Iowa Lutheran hospital m Des
sco to visit another sister, Mar- Moines Sunday for treatment She is
r e t > who recently went to California suffering from the effects ,.f a gun
> work.
,
shot wound in one of her lungs.

4-H Club Girls Health
Examinations August 1

I A dlUlement was reached last Thursr
"-in
"ig the hearing in the equity
uf
r
E- E. Barnholdt of Anita vs.
_- , Wv>f?ht of Council Bluffs, which
L,,,, eil|K neard by Judge Whitney
pun
'n the C*8B county district
L • ^e defendant in the action
to a discount of $1,300 on a
.nv''i'«le to Mr. Barnholdt, and also
any rigfotg to participate in
Plof
it s Of the Barnholdt Pilling
°J 'n Anita. Mr. Barnholdt had
' c 'hat he was charged usurious
est
rates on the loan.

Mr8.

cla^T^eT^ Atlantic
re-elected chains of th e t a s
county Red Cross chapter a t he an
nual meeting held in Atl,m
evening last week. Mrs. H'»''
SA»i was rejected ** »
man and Mrs. J- F. Frank o - n v ,
waa

lantic as treasurer.

BRIARDALE GROCERY
Values For Friday-Saturday
Choice Hand Picked
NAVY BEANS—
pounds
l«lC
California
ORANGES—
Sweet and juicy
each
GWC
PORK and BEANS—

Ic

Tex Sun
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE
Large
-IQ
46-ounce can.. * *>C
GWC
SALAD DRESSING—
Quart
jar ..
GWC
MATCHES—
6-box
carton

32c

19c

tall cans

Canning Apricots
We are handling only the Washington Blue Goose
Goi
brand Apricots from the Hoxie Fruit Co. Listen
the Hoxie Fruit Co. radio program every week day
morning over WHO at 7:00 o'clock.
T"'rt £\

IJ^^r* s\

U<IMI w4>

t ^ **

m*A *Ji *.

Tall Corn
PEACHES—
The better pack,
sliced or halves,
No. 10 can
Tall Corn
SALMON—
Select Pink Alaska,
2
tall cans
GWC Evergreen
CORN—

27c

3

No. 2 cans

25c

«... —. __^1* -_._

_1

•

K C
BAKING POWDER—
Big value,
25-ounce can . .
Briardale
CAKE FLOUR—
Large
package ......

19c

Shurfine
ROOT BEER—
32-oz. bottles.. Z9c
(Plus bottle charge)

Plums, Peaches, Celery, Lettuce, Cabbage,
Lemons and Bananas.

13 Standard Schools in
County Receive State Aid
State warrants amounting to $388.48 were received Tuesday by County
Superintendent Georgia Byrne for the
prorated amount of state aid due to
standard rural schools in Cass county.
Thirteen rural schools in the county
have been certified as "standard."
This is a drop of four schools from
the number certified last year and
only half as many as the all-time
county high of 26. Miss Byrne attributed the decline to a,drop in attendance figures.
There must be an average attendance of 10 pupils in each standard
school and each is rated on the condition of the building, the heating and
ventilation system", the placing of windows, the required and supplementary
books in the library and the experience
of the teacher, who must have at least
one year of teaching or college work
to her credit.
Schools in Cass county which are
currently rated as standard are Benton township No. 7, Franklin No. 3,
Grant Nos. 9, 7, 6, 4 and 3, Massena
No. 6, Noble No. 7, Pleasant Nos. 1
and 2, and Union Nos. 1 and 2.
The state aid warrants will be distributed to the schools in proportion
to their attendance. The warrants
must be deposited in the general funds
of the school districts and can be spent
only for needed improvements and apparatus, and only with the approval of
the county superintendent.
Miss Byrne plans to call officials of
the schools into conference regarding
the expenditure of the funds.
9c and 19c Sale at Young's Store,
beginning Saturday, July 22, and ending Saturday, July 29.
Up
During the night Sunday this community was visited by a rain that
measured .94 of an inch. It will prove
very beneficial to growing crops, especially corn that is tasseling.

Mrs. Raymond Dorsey was discharged Monday from the Jones hospital
in Atlantic, where she had been a
patient several weeks. She is now at
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
June sales at the liquor store total- Martin Brehmer, in Atlantic.
ed $2,370.94, according to the monthly
Mrs. Ruby Biggs and son, 'Max,
report of sales made at all liquor
stores in the state by the Liquor Con- went to Ames today to attend the comtrol Commission. This was a daily mencement exercises of Iowa State
average business of $91.19. May college tomorrow. Their daughter and
sales at the local store were $2,614.20. sister, ijliss Isabelle Biggs, graduates
June sales at the 170 stores totaled from the Home Economics department
$877,859.23, compared with May of the college.
sales amounting to $878,418.06. Store
According to the best information
No. 1 in Des Moines had sales totaling $49,698.07 during June, and the obtainable, there is not an empty
store at New Albin with sales of residence property in Anita at the
$544.67 was at the bottom of the list. present time, which speaks well for the
Sales at other liquor stores in town. The Tribune knows two parties
southwestern Iowa were as follows: who would like to rent properties and
Atlantic, $6,268.93; Creaton, $6,706.10; move here to make their home.
Carroll, $5,938.60. Red Oak, $3,246.Mr. and Mrs. Walter Root of At02; Harlan, $5,403.31; Shenandoah,
lantic
and Mir. and Mrs. Ralph Ander$4,487.26; Hamburg, $1,305.39; Manning, $3,253.14; Jefferson, $6,186.59; son of Council Bluffs returned 'home
Adel, $2,055.01; Audubon, $2,819.16; Monday from Logan, Kan., where they
Stuart, $2,183.91; 'Winterset, $2,142.- attended the funeral on Sunday of
33; Avoca, $2,975.19; Griswold, $844.- their brother-in-law, Ralph Patterson.
90; Glenwood, $1,352.22; Villisca, Mr. Patterson died of a heart attack.
$1,079.04; Corning, $2,184.44; Green- He was a former resident of the Anita
field, 1,929.54; Osceola, $1,639.09; vicinity, and his wife, before her marMalvern, $1,261.65; and Walnut, $1,- riage, was Irma Duff. Besides his
wife, there are four children, Averil,
108.42.
Gerald, Jean and Delmar, all of Logan. Burial was at Logan.

Sending Parity Applications June Sales $2,370.94 at
to State Office in Des Moines Anita State Liquor Store
Several hundred corn parity applications have been sent to the state
AAA office in Des Moines from Cass
county, according to Mrs. Lola Ballode, secretary in the county agricultural conservation office.
Indications are that farmers who
have held thdlr corn acreage within
the 1939 allotments will begin receiving their checks shortly before August 1.
Clerical work on the applications
is being done in the county offices
this year, and, after being signed
by producers, the applications are to
be sent to the state office for auditing and for final authorization of
payment.
The checks will be mailed to the
county office from Chicago and will
be sent out by the county office to the
individual producers.
The parity payment is computed
on the basis of the number of acres
in the corn allotment times the estimated normal yield per acre times
6 cents a bushel—provided the producer has kept within his allotment.
In the case of a rented farm the payment will be divided on the same
basis as the division of the corn.
A note action against Edna and A.
K. Zimmerman of Atlantic was filed
by B. M. 'Painter, also of Atlantic, in
the clerk of the Cass county district
court's office last Thursday. The
plaintiff asks judgment and interest
on a promissory note for $844.
Mr. and Mrs. Lafe Koob of ttiis
city have announced the approaching
marriage of their daughter, flallie
Mae.
Miss Koob will become the
bride of Fred McBride, Jr. of Adair,
aon of Mr. and Mrs. Fred McBride,
Sr. of Romona, So. Dak., at a home
wedding in Anita on Sunday afternoon, July 23. Mr. McBride is connected with the civil aeronautics authorities and is stationed at Adair,
where the young couple will make
their home.
The members of the O. D. O. club
were guests last Wednesday at the
lome of Mrs. Rhinehart Knop northwest of the city. Eleven members
were present, also four visitors, Miss
Delores Wohlleber, Miss Virginia
Mach, Mrs. Frank R. Petersen and
M'rs. Helen Paige .of Williston, No.
Oak.
A covered dish dinner was
served during the noon hour and the
afternoon was spent socially. Prizes
n a contest were won by Mrs. Peterien and 'Mrs. Wesley Card.

County Farm Bureau Is

The Cass county farm bureau is
preparing for its first sports festival
which will be held at Sunnyside park
in Atlantic on Tuesday, July 25. Winners in the county event will participate in the Iowa farm sports festival,
which is sponsored by the Iowa farm
bureau federation and will be held at
Iowa State college in Ames on Sept.
8 and 9. '
The committee in charge is composed of Walter Kuehl, chairman,
Mrs. R. A. Lorenzen, Mrs. Elmer
Smith, Miss Wilma Warren, Ryth
Kuesel, Carl Euken, Alvin Goettsch,
Paul Spies and Emery TVedrickson.
Mr. Kuehl announced that the morning program starting at 9:30 o'clock
will consist of softball games for 4-H
club members and men and women,
and horseshoe pitching contests.
A picnic dinner will feature th«
noon hour.
Track events, nail driving contests,
tug of war, hoop rolling, chair quoits
contest, clock golf, shuffle board, shuttle relay, and the horseshoe and softball final contests will constitute the
afternoon's program.
All farm families in Cass county
are invited to bring a picnic dinner
.and take part in this big event.

William Coester, traveling from the
New York fair to the San Francisco
fair on a bicycle, stopped in Anita for
a few hours Sunday, and while here
attended Sunday School at the Church
of Christ, and had dinner at the home
of Miss Lulu Alvord. Coester is a
Boy Scout and left the New York fair
June 29 on Boy Scout day and is attempting to reach San Francisco by
Aug. 4 when the fair there will observe Boy Scout day. Coester is 16
years old and is a member of Scout
Troop No. 244 at the Bronx in New
York. Since leaving New York he has
averaged 100 miles a day.
Occupants of two automobiles escaped serious injury Monday afternoon about 2 o'clock when cars driven
by Joe Rydl, Jr., of Anita and Rex
Maas of Massena collided at the crown
of a hill on county road "J" about
one mile north of Anita. Apparently
neither driver saw the other machine
approaching as they collided head-on,
it was reported. Mr. Rydl, who was
riding alone at the time of the accident, received a lacerated hand and
body bruises and Mt. Maas received
a broken nose, cuts and body bruises.
It was stated that the Rydl car was
traveling north at the time of the accident. The impact of the two automobiles was so great that they were
both quite badly damaged.
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EXTEND CORN LOANS
TWftVE_ MONTHS
Farmers Having Corn Stored aa Collateral For Government Loans May
Apply For Extension Whem »
Loans Fall, Due Aug. 1.
Secretary Wallace announced this
week that farmers having corn stored
as collateral for government loans may
apply foi a twelve month extension
period when the loans fall due Aug. 1.
Farmers now have 257,127,595 bushels stored under 271,315 loans, at the
rate o$»57 cents a bushel, in the corn
belt.
Wallace said the purpose of extending the loans was to keep this supply
of grain under seaJ as a reserve for
use in later years in case of a drought
and to prevent "wide price and supply
fluctuations."

"We cannot foretell droughts," he
said, "but we can be prepared. With
this reserve, both farmers and consumers can face the coming year protected by ample supplies against any
probable contingency."
i
To encourage the farmers to hold
their corn for the twelve month period
the government offers to pay them 6
cents a bushel for storage at the end
of the extended loan period provided
the market price at that time is less
than the loan rate plus storage and
carrying, charges.
Farmers needing money to provide
additional farm storage .facilities may
obtain this 6 per cent advance at the
time their loans are extended. This
advance would stand as an additional
lien against the grain.
Of the corn stored under loans,
29,735,961 bushels was produced in
1937 and the rest last year. The 1937
grain to be eligible for loan extension, must be shelled. All corn must
be No. 3 or better and contain not
more than 13.5 per cent moisture if
shelled and 15.5 per cent if ear corn.
The privilege of extending loans will
expire Oct. 1. Farmers not wishing to
extend loans may deliver the collateral grain to the government after
Sept. 1 as full payment of their obligation. In accepting the extension
farmers must agree to keep the grain
stored until Oct. 1, 1940. The renewed loans will bear 4 per cent interest.
Work is progressing rapidly on the
Anita municipal electric light plant.
Brick work is almost finished on the
building for the plant, and all the
poles have been set for the distribution system, and workmen are busy
this week stringing wire.

190,000 Iowa Farms Will
Benefit in Corn Payments
Iowa farmers co-operating in the
1939 farm program will receive a
total of approximately 18 million dollars in corn price adjustment payments, according to Del S. DeKaan,
auditor at the state AAA office in Des
Moines.
Approximately 190,000 farms will
benefit from the payment.
A total of 8,522 applications for
payments have been received to data
and 6,165 applications, representing
more than $500,000 have been forwarded to the general accounting office at Chicago, 111., and the individual
checks mailed to the county offices.
Every effort will be made to transmit
checks to the county office within two
weeks after the farmer has signed
his applications, DeHaan stated.
Parity payments in this state were
first made to wheat farmers who
planted within their acreage allotment
and 9,011 wheat producers have received payments during the past threet
months.
The state office is now prepared to
handle 4,000 applications per day, DeHaan stated. Buena Vista, with 1,649
applications submitted to date, leads
all other counties.
Miss Nora Sanny has reported to
the police that someone has been stealing chickens from her place in the
northwest part of Anita. Chas. Heck,
living just north of the Sanny place,
also reports that someone the past
week has been stealing gasoline from
a barrel at 'his home.
Mrs. George W. McCrory, 82, died
at -her home in Atlantic Saturday afternoon. She had been in failing health
for a number of years and had been
in a serious condition since a fall two
weeks ago. She is survived by her
husband and five children. One son
is William C. McCrory, a well known
Lincoln township farmer.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE
RELEASED FROM JAIL AFTER
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
PAYING $50 FINE AND COSTS

Crawford's Glover Farm Store

Court House,
Kenneth Kitelinger, residing in Cass
Atlantic, Iowa,
county northwest of Anita, was senPHONE 300
WE DELIVER
June 23, 1939.
tenced
to
30
days
in
the
Audubon
We
Deliver
Phone 29
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
county jail last Thursday by Justice
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY ANI)
county, Iowa, met in adjourned session
of the Peace Arthur Horning of Auduat
one
o'clock
P.
M.
with
all
members
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
bon, on a charge of intoxication and
BUTTER, fancy creamery, pound
present.
C
disorderly conduct.
Minutes of June 12th. were approvRED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
Kitelinger was given the alternative
GRAPE FRUIT, P & G, none better, 4 No. 2 cans 4?c
SALAD DRESSING, quart jar
28c
of paying a fine of $100 and costs. ed as read.
On motion and vote the following
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE, P. & G., 2 No. 2 cans
He
was
released
Saturday
when
$50
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 4 packages
19c
PINEAPPLE,
crushed or tid-bits, buffet can
of the fine, plus costs, were pkid, and resolution was passed.
Resolution.
GINGERALE, LIME RICKEY, WHITE SODA,
the other half of his sentence remain3
for
' 9,
WHEREAS, Richard L. Caton, May
4 battles
25c
ingK was suspended.
susuciiueu.
- « » • • „ n^t-n-n
MILK,
evaporated,
Jack
Sprat,
3
large
cans.
"12c
Carl Sunberg of Audubon filed the Caton, Wilbur Caton Marjone Caton
CREAMERY BUTTER, pound
24c
COOKIES,
fresh
stock,
2
pounds
^
information, charging that a car and Charles Wilson Wright a r n o w
LAUNDRY SOAP, Clover Farm, 7 giant bars.. .25c
NEW POTATOES, fine cookingK15 pounds.. ^
driven by Kitelinger crashed into the within Cass county and are hkely to
SLAB BACON, pound
19c
rear of his auto, and that Kitelinger become county charges and said perMinced Ham, Berlin Ham, Summer Sausage, Meat
slugged him when he alighted follow- sons should be prevented from acPEN-JELL, 2 packages
23c
quiring
a
settlement
in
Cass
county,
Loaf and Smoked Meat for your luncheons—low price
ing the accident.
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-pound jar
25c
NOW THEREFORE, being it reThe altercation took place the night
of July 4th. just outside the Audubon solved by the Board of Supervisors of
Carrots, Lettuce, Celery, Cabbage
county fair grounds. Earlier in the Cass county, Iowa, that a notice to de- 1 to 8. ,
GIVE THE COWS PLENTY
and Tomatoes.
evening, Kitelinger had been embroil-! part shall be served upon the said
Mayflower Independent—Claims
OF SHADE DURING SUMMER!
ed in an argument with special police j Richard L. Caton, May Caton, Wilbur
1 to *"
6.
..><•>•(
detailed to Willow Lake park near} Caton, Marjorie Caton and Charles
Custer Independent—ClaijhB. J to Providing cows with P'enty of shad,
Wilson Wright, and the chairman of
and feed during July and August
them they should do something about Audubon for the Audubon firemen's
6.
this Board is directed and ordered to
celebration.
it.
Pebble Hill Independent—Claims go a long way toward reducing tfe
sign such a notice on behalf of this
sharp seasonal drop ir
Published Every Thursday by the
The , middle class consists roughly
in butterfat nm. i
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl spent Monday Board and deliver the same to the 1 to 6.
duction which normally occurs duZj
of everyone whose income ranges beEdna
Grove
and Tuesday in Stuart with her Sheriff of Cass county, Iowa, for sertween $1,000 and $10,000 a year. They
these months, County Agent Dale T
1 to 6.
daughters, the Misses Freda and Jane vice.
M
W. F. BUDD
Editor are neither the very rich nor the very Scholl.
Fairview IndependenV-CJainiB 1 Bosh, declared today.
The
chairman
put
the
above
resolu"Heat and lack of feed
poor. They are bound together by no
to 3.
two of
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 common occupation or definite class intion" to vote and the votes being all in
the
most important factors wntribnt..
Grandview
Independent-claims
1
If not paid in advance
$2.00 terest. They overlap on both sides FROM BESSIE MYERS LOWELL. the affirmative, the resolution was deing to production declines durinigmid-1
to 9.
clared adopted.
Greendell Independent—Oaims 1 summer," he said.
Los Angeles, Cal.,
Entered at the post office at Anita, nto other groups. They do the great
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by to 7.
julk of the nation's eating, home ownWhere cows have no natural sh
July 6, 1939.
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
ng and consumer buying. They pay Dear Walter:
Eshelman, that the offer of $10.00 in
M a p l e Valley Independent— in the pasture, it's a good i
THURSDAY, JULY 20, 1939.
most of the taxes. They are the ecoan inexpensive sun shelter or let than
When the Los Angeles Daily Times compromise of personal taxes of Wal- Claims 1 to 5.
nomic mainstays of America's capital- put on the cross word contest of the ter F. Kunze in Cass township (Indein a barn or shed, during the
Session and Mileage Claims.
INTERESTING FIGURES.
stic system.
states and their nick names, it made pendent) for the years 1933, 1934,
the day. A shelter need consist of]
(Allowed one-half day)
Yet they form the only almost com- me think of all the people I knew^'oack 1935, 1936 and 1937 and 193? tax in Hawley Lynch
only supports and a roof and can
$2.50
It is announced that the average iletely neglected group in America's
Grove township be accepted and the Mike Metz
open
on all sides.
home"
with
a
nick
name,
and
I
thought
3.20
farm wife walks 350 miles a year in new class society. They are the forof starting a contest of my own just County Treasurer authorized to ac- G. E. Eshelman
"Heavy rains in June have left Cass |
4.20
doing her work about the home. This ;otten men of today.
io see how many could and would send cept said sum in full of such personal F. W. Wiese
3.15 county pastures in good conditi
is rather an interesting figure. The
A paternalistic government is busy
W. H. Wohlenhaus
4.30 but bluegrass and sweet clover wfli I
average masculine worker, whose oc- spending billions furthering the di- me a correct answer as I have them tax.
rightly named. Yes, of course, there, Motion carried.
Moved by Metz, seconded by Eshel- soon enter, a dormant period and
cupation is prosecuted away from
rect interests of every other class— will be a prize; what is a contest withAt
two
o'clock
P.
M.,
the
time
set
man,
to adjourn until Monday, July have to be supplemented with other
home, perhaps could not understand
all of them much smaller in numbers. out something to work for. I won a for letting the contract for earth ex- 3rd. or on call of chairman.
pasture, especially if the regular pas- 1
just how it is that the farm wife
Politicians in cities, counties, states grand prize myself a few years back. cavation on Projects T-l, E-l and E-2
ture has been carrying the limit of its |
Motion carried.
would take so many steps. But if he
and Washington fall over each other Now don't any of you get it into your four bids were opened.
capacity."
(Signed)
Hawley
Lynch,
followed her about all day perhaps he
n their rush to take care of the poor, head that I'm offering any automobile,
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
Sudan grass planted this spring soon" I
Chairman.
would understand. Incidentally, farm
;he old folks, organized labor, pension this is just a fun contest and when you Wiese, to let the contract to Frank Attest:
will be in excellent condition to carry j
wives never stage sitdown strikes, nor
advocates and the farm plight. The receive your prize, what fun' you can Eblen at a price of .0799 per cubic
M. E. Hubbard,
cattle through to early fall, when reg-l
do they have any walking delegates
rich can well take care of themselves, make of it.
County Auditor. ular pastures will again have a vigor- 1
yard,
which
was
the
lowest
responsi
interceding for them. The farm wife
high taxes regardless.
The first name that comes to my ble bid.
ous growth.
simply does her work as her part of
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
But nobody seems to give a hang mind is Pink 'Whiskers and I considMotion carried.
Cows producing more than a ]
the job and thinks nothing of it. It
EXECUTRIX.
about what happens to the middle ered him a good friend of mine. Andy
Moved by Metz, seconded by Woh
of butterfat daily should be fed t]
might be that if it were not for her
classes—especially it seems the mid- answered many trouble calls. On the lenhaus, to return the checks to the
In the District Court of the State of pound of grain for each 6 or 7
the foodstuffs of the nation would
dle class. They just sit by, take their list comes Curly, Bun and Johnnie, unsuccessful bidders.
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
not be produced according to schedule
of milk, Bush said.
punishment, pay their bills and taxes rather a quiet sort. Windy always enMotion carried.
In the Matter of the Estate of Charles
or in sufficient quantity to serve the
A good way to keep flies from both- 1
and don't seem to care to defend them- quired about Mom's health. No one
On motion and vote the following
people.
Workman, Deceased.
ering dairy cows is to darken the sled I
selves.
would ever guess how Tink got his resolution was adopted:
To Whom It May Concern:
It is sometimes interesting to conby hanging. gunny sacks over the doonj
Organizing such a huge, diversified, nick name. Couldn't forget Stub, so
BE IT RESOLVED, that the 1939 ^Notice is hereby given that the and windows.
sider these farm wives and the conpassive assortment of men and women quaint and dignified. The name Te- Homestead Tax Credit applications
tribution they make to things. Klfomundersigned has been appointed and
into a league for effective action is a cumseh might not be familiar to some for the following taxing districts of
A. J. Allen, .wife and two di
paring their service with that rendmost formidable task; even for a fellow of you, but I've heard it so many times. Cass county be granted, except those has qualified as Executrix of the ters, Gcace and Lucille, of Conn]
ered by many group workers who are
Estate
of
Charles
Workman,
late
of
like Mr. Pitkin.
Hone and Goog are old-timers too. I listed as disallowed.
perpetually dissatisfied with their jobs
Cass County, Iowa, deceased. All Bluffs spent Sunday with their da$T
If the movement should ever suc- hope the pop-eyed democrat doesn't see
Motion carried.
and seeking advantage over their empersons
in any manner indebted to ter and sister, 'Mrs. Floyd Keasey aii|
ceed, though, and the classless middle this. Gee, Skipper will be too easy. ATLANTIC—Claims 1 to 805, exployers indicates that something is
said
deceased
or his estate will make family.
class become class-conscious it will Tiny, Bus and Doc, I spoke of them, cept Nos. 380, 417, 685 and 573.
wrong with our industrial system when
payment
to
the undersigned; ane
be a sad day for the country's poli- too. Where's Unk? Jibber's Mother
Glen Newton, wife and children,!
ANTTA—Claims 1 to 192.
we can countenance some of the things
those
having
claims
against said deticians. And for all the other people and I have had some good visits and
and ..Janet, of Nevada, and HIH!
CUMBERLAND—Claims 1 to 103, ceased or his estate will present them
high-pressure union labor does and
who prey on this promising field as Buck has fine parents. • Does Mick go except No. 95.
bart E. Newton, wife and children,!
has done. There seems to be a tendin
manner
and
form
as
by
law
rewell.
to all those conventions bare-headed?
Maritee and Charles, of Stuart, were]
GRISWOLD—Claims 1 to 185.
ency to have-lost regard for the oldThe middle-classes are practically Could anyone ever forget Gloomy Gus ? LEWIS—Claims 1 to 109, except quired, for allowance and payment. Sunday visitors in the city with their
fashioned idea of service and to subDated this 18th. day of July, A. D.,
all decent, home-loving, law-abiding, What became of Kork ? This Doc that No. 59.
parents and grandparents, Ed. LI
stitute for this very worth-while phil1939.
peace-loving citizens who hate fuss I have reference to never carried a
MARNE—Claims 1 to 51.
osophy the reign of the imported colNewton and wife.
Mae A. Workman,
and trouble.
medicine case. There's one long legMASSENA—Claims 1 to 103.
lective bargainer, who has no particExecutrix of said estate.
But every worm turns sometime, ged feller back there that I always
WIOTA—Claims 1 to 41.
ular interest in the workers as such,
By E. S. Hblton,
.but .seeks
. "to
. get. for
. them,
,,
.
1
and
when
the
middle
class
does
take
i
,„„„*„,)
*„
>,;M^
no
mo
v»nf
as a m a t - ' ,
,, ,,
. .
.
wanted to nicK name out
GRANT TOWNSHIP—Claims 1 to Attorney for said estate.
' going to 1 heated
- arguments with him, I decided 49.
the warpath the country's
ter of holding his job, the highest
know about it.
to let well enough alone, so that's out
possible wages. If the farmers' wives
ANITA INDEPENDENT—Claims 1 9c and 19c Sale at Young's Store,
of the country would engage in a I Don't get it into yonr noodle that of the contest. I always received a i to 11.
tism, Arthritis. Ncu6uff«r«r» from Rheumatism,
beginning Saturday, July 22, and endpleasant greeting from Red's mother.
Bid Lumbaeol
Lumbaeol Make
Make this
this
ritii.. fetefe*, , Bid
strike of their own, the foodstuffs of
BENTON TOWNSHIP—Claims 1 ing Saturday, July 29.
Itp
no end to all the good
"TlM*. *My test. Get an inexpensive
Last but not least, there's Seeney's to 49, except No. 5.
the nation might not be adequate to in life.
!»<£«• ofMYACIN today. Take tablels
U directed. « you don't experience prompt
maw, and have we had fun in the good
feed the people. But the farmers'
WIOTA CONSOLIDATED (BEN- Mrs. Hugh Rukgaber and two childrelief, return thi balance of th« tablws, and
old
days
gone
by.
No
telling
how
many
•onr money will be refunded in M • ™
wives do not strike. They have a very
TON)—Claims
1
to
12.
It some people could spare the time
ren, Aletha and Reah, and Miss Jose- lormuU tor ICYACIN was originally• to
well-defined idea of their obligation to go crazy, it might be a relief, not nick names have popped up since I
in Europe, but it now used by thouPYMOSA TOWNSHIP—Claims 1 to phine Rukgaber, an aunt of Mr. Ruk- covered
fcndi of doctoiVand hospitals throughout
to' their home and to society. Some only to themselves, but to those about left the old place, a place that is dearer 83, except No. 83.
nut
country.
Contains no harmful habitgaber, returned to their home in Mt.
and wffl not upset storm*
than all else to me.
of the labor unions seem to have lost them.
BRIGHTON TOWNSHIP—Claims Pleasant, Iowa, Thursday after a few
ce only SOc, Large economy
lain tl.OOT Cup this id as a reminder to
There are so many strange names in I 1 to 43, except No. 21
sight of that obligation entirely. This
j days' visit in the city at the home of
buy JfYACIN today.
One American out of every, six is the Tribune of new people in and
is deplorable. Whenever the idea of
MARNE INDEPENDENT-Claims^ first lady's
BONGERS BROS.
F.
C.
Jenkins
in Great around the county that I would feel ; l and 2"
service, for the sake of that service receiving public bounty
' and wife.
Anita, Iowa.
aiid the self-satisfaction it should Britain the ratio is one in every seven like a cat in a strange garret.'when I j LINCOLN TOWNSHIP — Claims
brjng to the conscientious worker— . . . in 1881 one Britain in 32 was used to know everybody and their dog J 1 to 49.
whenever that idea is lost sight of, the ratio to one in 565 in America by name. The Anita bunch haven't! FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP—Claims
something very important has been . . . the federal government collects been together out here for some time. | 1 to 32, except No. 31
eliminated from American industrial $8,000 and spends $15,000 every min- Imojean Earl Younger called me to) WIOTA CONSOLIDATED (Frankan anti-third term resolu- entertain the P. T. A. and members of , lin)—Claims 1 to 26
life.
ute
Sitdown strikers come and go, loud- tion came before the U. S. Senate in the faculty at the Annandale school GROVE TOWNSHIP Claim 1
mouthed labor racketeers continue to 1928 aimed at President Coolidge . . . one afternoon and I got by without! 72.
TRY THE
rend the helpless atmosphere, but 180 acts of the 48th G. A. became ef- any vegetables coming my way. They
ATLANTIC
INDEPENDENT —
the farm wife keeps on walking. It's fective July 4 ... current federal wouldn't have been hard to take, as Claims 1 to 20
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
a good thing she does, for somebody debt
$40,378,175,153.87 . . . they lack the iron that the Iowa vegetotal
WASHINGTON
TOWNSHIP —
tables
have.
somewhere must uphold this higher your share $310.60.
Claims 1 to 89.
I could enjoy some of the strawconception of duty and service, if we
LEWIS CONSOLIDATED (Wash
July broug-ht a record breaking heat berries that Clyde Falconer used to intfton) — Claims 1 toe'
are to continue as the kind of a government the founding fathers pro- wave according to the records of the deliver, some buttermilk from Old Bill i MASSENA TOWNSHIP _ ri •
S
vided. Some day, perhaps, we will weather bureau. Record-breaking Steele's homestead, Mrs. Dasher's but-i l to 65.
"heat"
waves
in
regular
cycles
have
get enough sense to iron out many of
ter, Lillian Reed's fried chicken, Sun-1 MASSENA
INDEPENDENT —
the kinks in our system of dealing been appearing in state government day evening suppers with Bill and Claims 1 to 13
with labor, The farm wife needs no circles ever since the November elec- Daisy and the kids, in fact I could en-1 U N I O N TOWNSHIP
1 to
regulation. She does her job well. tion. The first surge of republican joy toast and coffee with any of my 58, except Nos. 16 and
So long as this is true there is still job-seekers descended upon the newly friends.
CUMBERLAND INDEPENDENT
Tonight when I was getting the —Claims 1 to 8.
some 'hope for sanity in our approach elected officers the morning after the
to the solution of our industrial troub- election and the heat of their support- strawberries ready for dinner, I used
BEAR
GUOVK
TOWNSHIPers has been on ever since. This pres- a little picker that had been given to Claims
les.
1 to 67, except No 47
sure surged upward again as most of me by Zate Biggs when Miles and I
CASSTOWNSHlP-Claims'ltol?
the elective officers took over on Jan. had the hotel in Anita.
Zate was
THE MIDDLE CLASS.
LEWIS CONSOLIDATED (C a s s )
2. The next surge coincided with the working for us at the time and that -'Claims
1 to 43, except No 34
Walter Pitkin, npted as an author, convening of the legislature Jan. 9 and was a long time before he started
VICTORIA
TOWNSHIP!
teacher and practical philospher, is increased the temperature with .the keeping company with the girl he 1 to 60, except Nos. 51 and B'> Claims
out to organize the middle classes inauguration of Governor George A. finally married. I hope she doesn't
MASSENA INDEPENDENT
Wilson on Jan. 12. Simmering along find this out. A lot of water has run toria)—Claims 1 to 3
against their oppressors.
His new job is a much bigger task in a lively fashion through the legis- under the bridge since those happy
NOBLE TOWNSHlP-ci aims 1 to
than to convince people that life be- lative session it took its next surge as days.
101.
Now who will be the first to send
gins at 40, as he did in his famous appointments for major bureau and
T WNS IP
°
» -""im ! ,
commission positions went to the sen- me the correct list? Work fast, the
book.
It is to convince America's largest ate for confirmation. The tide went time is short. Thanks for everything
GRIS WOI.n
and most important group of people out somwhat again during the final and I'll be hearing from you, I hope. (PLEASANT)-(-iaim '"i
8
15.
Sincerely,
that they're being played for suckers few days of the session only to come in
ELLIOTT
ONSOLIDATEDagain
in
full
volume
as
adjournment
Bessie
Myers
Lowell.
by the unscrupulous in every other
Claims 1 to 4.
ended a republican assault on free 306 Columbia Avenue,
class.
EDNA TOWNSHIPLos Angeles, Cal.
Still more difficult, is to convince ^pending and growing payrolls.
ANITA, IOWA
McDiarmid Independent-Claims

LARD, pure Silver Leaf, 3 pounds
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Pain Promptly Relieved

USABLE

MIXTURE

"own? Connor

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

ByEDWHEELAN

Everyone is interested in the fate of Aha, the elephant. Meanwhile, Jeff
Bangs, the big boss, hai a pUn.

COME ON. E.LJTCH"- MVRA SHOULD
BE PRESSED BV /NO\A» - LET'S

HELLO. MVRA-'f IT'S
FLIP*AN[>"e>uTcH"-

ARE, VA DECENT i

00 Tt> HER IE-NT AN' FIND
OUT VA/HAT HAPPENED
MIGHT.".

MEANWHILE . 3tFF EAN&S HAD SOUGHT
OUTTvtJO HUSKV -5'1

%

—^-^^s

Enchanted Cotta
Decorate This

ANVSODV

^v^t'.^!'

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —No Grass Growing Under Vincent's Feet

TELEGRAM

l

LOOK- SEE
THE
BIG
DIPPER

COUNTESS WILL
BE PLEASED
WITH THIS NEW
NIGHT LAWN
AAOWER

WHEW! MAYBE I CAN
CATCH UP WITH LALA
BEFORE ITS TOO LATE

Pattern 6384.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— It Seems Towser Understood the Word

/—

--^

Quiltaaking's always fasCm
ing—but think of the fun to bet
when,it's an Enchanted Cottai
that decorates each block. Use i
you? -gayest scraps for the sin
patch .that forms the house.
the shrubbery in a plain mat<
for effective contrast. F
with a .bit of outline stitch.
tern 6384 contains the Block (
carefully drawn pattern
color schemes; directions
making,the quilt; yardage
illustration of quilt.
To obtain this pattern send!
cents in .coins to The Sewi
Circle, Household Arts Dept. 1
W. J4th St.. New York, N. Y.
Please write your name,
dress and pattern number |

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS

a
MESCAL IKE

Bell Syndicate.—WNW Service,

^

BT s. L. HUNTLEY

What Will You Have, Gents?
<fcj^^» t l~rn^

'CAUSE
ALL OUT
XV/SS

»fc»r-»

FELLERS ORDER MAM
AM' A1GS OR
AN' AlGS ?

POP— It Might Leak Out
YOU KNOW VOUR
WATER-LILY POND

Keeping Meat Fresh.-Via
rubbed over raw meat wffll
it fresh.
* * *
Rnstproofing Tinware.—T
will never rust when put ini
if, when it is new, it is well i
with lard and thoroughly heifi
the oven.
» * «
Use Underripe Fruit.making jellies do not forget foo
fruits and berries underripe
er than overripe, for better i
sistency and flavor.
•
» » *
Changing the Bed.-Many
pie prefer to change the bed to
frequently, just changing
tonr sheet and placing
shget in its- ptaae, rather
changing both sheets at once.a
aUowing a longer interval
elapse between changings. It *
seem.to freshen up things™'
often.

By J. MILLAR WATT
DCWT
TELL ME
YOU
PELL IN

I WONT -

IF IT'LL SPOIL VOUR
L«e W life; and it to.
ness of the individuaj to K <
in life itself.—Powys.

'' "'?i(i.:'S!'!'[''^i^'i!Ii?''

BeU SyndlcaU.—WNU Service

WNU-^N
FOR PROTECTION SAKE

Cheerful News
CCWPLE MAR0EP
A WEEK ALIMONY

SCHOOL R?V
ANP
6IRL
ELOPE
ALIMONV

imu tuviciu

MAN SOMARRlE?
61RU 17

MV60COMES5/
WHAT5 THIS
\UOBW (EWIN&
Too?

HEIRESS ON
WAY TO EEAJ

Little Rastus—Grandpa, why, accordin' to dis dream book, am it
when witches fly around on broomstteks dey am always old wimmin?
Where be deh husbands?
Grandpa — Lands, chile, yo'
wouldn't expect deh husbands
around when dey am armed with
broomsticks, would yo'?
Nailing Him Down
"I know what's passing through
your mind," said the modern maid.
"I know, too, why you are calling
here night after night, appropriating
my time to yourself and keeping
other nice young men away. You
want me to marry you, don't you?"
"I—I d-do," gasped the astonished young man.
Unionized
Match Box—to the match—Do you
believe in strikes?
The Match—Yes, I'm no good unless I strike.
Match Box—But you should remember that every time you do
strike you lose your head.

Ain-»ui<--

-«?Sri
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MOTORISTS-LOOK AT THIS BARGAIN!

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

+

-f •»•

AROUND IOWA; ^ +

Chickens Shake Ihe Earth.
Experts of a seismograph crew making a geological survey of Union
county recently, reported that a Rhode
Island red rooster stomping down the
road caused wavering lines on the sensitive charts. To one member of the
crew was assigned the particular task
of keeping such heavy-footed poultry
out of the vicinity when tests were being made.

Maduffs

Market

WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

July 22, 1909.
The new Catholic church at Wiola
was dedicated yesterday.
Link Harris disposed of his surplus
We Will Deliver It to You—Just Another Madulr
M^ »
fat hogs last week at $".50 per hunfielpfttl Service.
s
dred.
Mrs.
Fred Chinn and the children
Our Meats Are the Finest—Our Prices
have gone to Plover, Iowa, to spend
a few weeks.
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY
John Connelly has sold the Smith
Like the Paper.
farm of 420 acres in Adair county
A recent survey shows 9 out of 10
CWer or White
for $102 per acre.
Iowa farmers subscribe to a weekly
H. O. Stone refused an offer of newspaper.
Giant Size P.-&/G. or Crystal
$125 per acre for one of his Lincoln j
FOR YOU
township farms this week.
Landmarks Going.
White
3 Bars
William H. Armstrong has forty
Old railroad landmarks in Iowa
JN L
T<&9 Fine Quality, Delicious
head of choice cattle in feeding that seem to be disappearing. At BrookWAYS
Blend
'/2-lb.
will soon be ready for the Chicago lyn, the Rock Island roundhouse has
market.
Pure Open Kettled Rendered
been torn down. It was formerly
Most of the farmers are busy mak- used when Brooklyn was a division
4
LOW PRICED
ing hay, and the quality is good, and point.
the yield unusually large. It is worth
2. LONG MILEAGE...PLUS HIGHER ANTI-KNOCK
from $4.00 to $6.00 per ton.
Pays to Heed.
Try this new, improved motor Sctodtrd Oil line, it offers treAbout twenty little girls were
An Ames merchant was stopped near was towing a wagon with a tractor.;
fuel—Sunolind gasoline. It's mendous value for your, gasotaken to the home of Miss Reba Trim- Forest City by a highway patrolman. The connecting chain broke. The -wagstepped up in power and anti- line dollar wherever you buy it.
mer on a hay rack Saturday after- The officer advised that one headlight on rolled forward and was caught by
knock—but
*.u\/t.ii.
<?•<• not
nvf in
tr* price.
prut. LowMI**- Tfy it—get po^cT* perform- «ti»ooVhoot
noon, to help Miss Reba celebrate bulb had burned out and requested the the lugs of the tractor, which carried
est priced gasoline ia the grew Mice, mileage—andsavt montyf .8J«»d«rdOii
(lira./ unltory
her ninth birthday.
«a*pt Mont..
driver to stop at_the next town and it up over the hind wheels and dropped * A statewide contest
The
John
Carey
homestead
of
200
get it fixed. After driving through on the driver. An hour later, a pass- "Iowa's -Queen of the Redhead?
M
acres, situated in Lincoln township, Garner, Belmond and Blairsburg, the erby helped him .wriggle free.
the 1939 Iowa state fair, with <
has been purchased by Joseph Kopp motorist was stopped by a second paHayward, glamorous redheaded
Big
Fish.
& Son at $115 per acre, the deal hav- trolman who also requested him to
Staj coming to the fair from Holly
At Spencer recently, five-year old
ing been made Monday evening.
stop at the next town and get the
to head the committee of judges
William P. Barrett, son-in-law Of bulb fixed. When the two tickets Larry Arnold caught a 22 pound catannounced this week by
'
Val. Wiegand of this city, has been were compared at the state office and ftsh.
officials.
PINCH OF SALT IN
THINGS TO WATCH FOR.
appointed station agent for the Rock the locations checked, the highway
Any Iowa girl between the
WATER IN HOT WEATHER
Not Hot Enough.
Island at Wiota, and left Monday patrol swore out a warrant for his
A new bicycle speedometer which morning to assume his new duties.
16 and 2fr will be eligible to comw
At
'Harlan,
they
claimed
the
sidearrest. He was fined $25.
in the event, which will be
In the face of the current spell of records speeds up to 50 miles an hour
Dr. C. I. Wainwright bought two
walk wa'a- hot enough last week'to fry
hot weather, officials in the Iowa state and distances up to 10,000 miles for farms this week. He paid $100 per
;grgs. Otto Sorenson tried it. No of the state fair on Aug. 28,29 ajdl
Puff, Puff!
department of health cast aside the a trip.
The six most beautiful girls (
acre for the old Robinson homestead
A youngster who stole the valve luck.
oft-repeated advice to "drink at least
More young men getting a chance midway between here and Wiota, and
the contest will receive motion"
8 glasses of water a day," and told to learn aircraft building as result $67 an acre for an 80-acre farm in cores out of the tires of some heavy
tore screen teats, and the "QUeea<
Is Where You Find It.
lowans "to drink all the water you of Lockheed Aircraft plan, dictated by Adair county. The Orson Brown county tractors and rqad equipment
the Redheads" will be given a i
"Bud"
'McElheney,
formerly
of
Madcan these days" in order to replace shortage of skilled aviation workers, farm, purchased two years ago by v H. at Independence, will be long rememtrip to Hollywood and further i
rid, is a "thirty-niner." He's running
bodily fluids lost through perspiration. to start an apprentice school. Ap- G. Ruhs at $71 per acre, was sold by bered by workmen there. The heavy
tests on the west coast with a chi
a gold mine Jn the Black Hills.
equipment
could
not
be
moved
and
it
However, the officials warned against prentices will be paid about half of 'MT. Ruhs this w^ek for $85 per acre.
at a motion picture role, fair i
took two men a full day to pump the
drinking "too much ice water" as journeyman's prevailing wage rate for
said.
An accident which might have,been
Law Suit.
cramps or other undesirable after- part-time work between classes during very serious occurred at the home of air back into the tires.
The state has been divided
Mrs.
Lear
'Davis
fell on the ice last
effects may result.
a four year period.
twenty-five
districts for purposes .<
Clyde Smith near Berea Tuesday afterwinter, is now suing Osceola for $5,000.
Old Times,
"Also, drop a pinch of salt in your
A new furniture finish said to have noon. Mrs. Dennis Pearce, Mrs. Ed.
the contest and the most beanl
Ben Auxier, 73, of near Humeston,
drinking -water as often as possible the quality of lacquer and "build" of Milnert and Miss Iva Reed had been
redhead in each district will be c
Wasn't Playing,
to prevent cramps," they said. Ner- varnish, but drying from three to five spending the afternoon at the Smith had an old-time accident there refor the finals at the state fair. \
a
nearby
town
recently,
at
a
In
cently. His team ran away, breaking
vous depression, exhaustion, and in times faster than either.
home and as they started to leave, the
party of adults, it was proposed that twenty-five girls will be guests of«
some cases, collapse, occur when exCinecolor, Cosmocolor and Dunning- lines became twisted in some way, several of his ribs and one wrist.
the entertainment consist of the games fair on Sunday, Aug. 27, and i
cessive amounts of water and salt are color, up and coming rivals of Techni- causing the horses to go around in a
which prevailed in the good old days appear in the preliminaries of tine
Discharged.
lost and not replenished."
color.
test the evening of Aug. 28.
circle. The ladies jumped from the
Perry W. Holcomb is officially out of childhood—"Postoffice," "Tin-Tin," selection of the queen will be made!)
"The officials added the advice not
A new type of ironing cord for buggy and received only minor bruises.
"London
Bridge,"
and
so
on.
Finally
to overeat and said the diet should housewives. It stretches easily to a The horses ran to Berea where they of the army now. The honorable disevening of Aug. 29, and an
consist Jargely of starchy food, fruits seven-foot length but automatically were stopped. The buggy was badly charge of the Corydon, Iowa, civil a prize was offered for the person who screen test will be conducted thee
war veteran from the Grand Army of could make the ugliest face. The
and vegetables, with little proteins snaps back to an eight-inch coil when broken.
ing of Aug. 30.
the Republic, was recorded in Wayne judges witnessed the contortion of
and fats.
not in use.
'
Iowa redheads desiring to entajf
faces
for
a
while
and
then
awardec
county recently.
With regard to heat exhaustion and
A new air-conditioning unit using
contest
should send a photogn
the prize to an old maid. "You win,'
"sunstroke," it was explained that natural or artifical gas to provide both
gcther -with a lock of their hair,to|
+
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
+
they
said,
handing
her
a
box
of
chocWaterworks.
these are different conditions and the heat in winter and to run the cooler
secretary of the state fair boai
•f
Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor, -f
Rake, Iowa, is getting a new WPA olates. "I. will thank you to know,"
temperature of the body falls below in summer.
Des Moines. •'Preliminary selw
•f + + + + -f + + + + + -f + waterworks.
she replied, "I was not playing."
normal in heat exhaustion but rises
Wipers for rear windows of automowill be made from these photof
Church
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
in cases of "sunstroke." Symptoms biles controlled from the dashboard.
Susan Hayward's coming to tfcet
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
'Carl
H.
Daubendiek
of
Jefferson,
of heat exhaustion include weak pulse
Killed.
Steam radiator, weighing 40 pounds
superintendent.
will mark the first time that i
Iowa,was
an
Anita
business
caller
and heart action, giddiness, and nausea. and 3 feet long, that can be carried
At Britt last week, Casper Wulf of
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Charles City, member of a paving last Friday.
wood star has appeared at the i
In sunstroke, however, there are head from room to room; water in it is
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
exposition in person. In addition \
pains, feeling of oppression, dizziness heated by electricity from a wall sockcrew, signaled the operator of a large
the church with a 15c dinner for the
judging
the contest, she will ap
A
colored
boy
was
taking
a
stroll
and occasional nausea and vomiting. et.
bucket crane to lower, the bucket—
public at noon.
in
\
connection
with the fair's
through
a
cemetery
and
reading
the
Unconsciousness, flushed skin, rapid
and then forgot to duck. The bucket
A combination office lamp and five
pulse and high temperature follow.
tube radio set.
struck him on the head, fractured his inscriptions on the tombstones, he show each evening from Aug.
came to one which declared: "Not through Aug. 30.
As a safeguard against these conAn aluminum tank to strap on the +
LUTHERAN MISSION AT 4 skull, caused his death.
dead
but sleeping.'; After contemditions, the person should find a back when learning to swim; welded -f
I. O. 0. F. HALL.
4
Samuel WSnebrenner, wife atidtbi
plating the phrase for a moment,
cool place at the first sign of these and water-tight, lightweight and non- •f
Sudden
Death.
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4
ten
of North Branch Iowa, were S
and
scratching
his
head
the
boy
exsymptoms, according to the doctors. corrosive, it supports the body in a
An lowan, William Barret of Hin•f-f-f-f-f^-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
day
visitors at the Andrew Nel
claimed:
"He
sure
ain't
foolin'
no
normal swimming position and does
ton, has won an $85 prize offered by
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
one
but
hisself."
home in Anita.
not interfere with normal swimming
the American Humane Society for a
OLE SAYS.
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
motions of the arms.1-.
trap which kills instantly.
Dramania Minute:
A new flat bottomed bath tub that
Observation while on playground lessens the danger of slipping when
Some Cargo.
f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
duties; group of small girls playing stepping in or out of the tub and pre- + + -f + + -f + + + 4 4 - f
Two Kansas men were arrested at
Michigan ball; from all indications the vents skidding while taking a shower.
Clarinda recently.
The carefully
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
game is heated, judging from the
9c and: l'9c Sale at Young's Stt
bolted rear deck of their Ford V-8 con- Voss Manufacturing: Co.
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
"jangling and rangling" from the
Miss Mildred Allanson of Detroit,
tained 1,200 bottles of liquor.
beginning Saturday, July 22, and <
"IP IT'S MADE OF WOOD.
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
small fry.
Mich., visited in the city a few days
WE CAN MAKE IT."
ing> Saturday, July 29.
The ladies aid will meet all day
First Small Fry: "All right, now; the past week with her father, E. G. Wednesday at the church to quilt, and
Whew!
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
FOE SALE:—Sweet corn,
let's make it a rule that anyone who Allanson, and with other friends.
When Leslie Roush of Page county
will serve a 15c dinner for the public
bers and,'other garden vegetabl
gets angry can't play for awhile."
HARRY
B.
SWAN
put
his
tractor
in
reverse
recently,
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
Jaa. B. Herriman, phone 144.
Second Small Fry: "For how long?"
LAWYER
The annual Wiota homecoming will
his small son Dean was right behind
F. S. F. : (After a moment of deep be held on Friday and Saturday, Aug.
4
East
Sixth
Street
—
Phone
«H
the machine. The wheel passed over
FOB SALE:—To settle estate of.1
thought.) "For one minute."
4 and 5. A meeting was held in the +
METHODIST CHURCH
4 the youngster's leg, cutting a bad
late Mr*. Anna Houck, would sell i
Earl S. Holton, Lawyer dence property in South Anita at!
The game resumes.
Wiota park Monday evening, at which •f
Arthur V, Long, Pastor.
4 gaah; otherwise, he was unhurt.
* » *
Fourth and Chestnut Street*.
time committees were appointed.
^-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f >
Settlement
of Estates and l*nd very reasonable price. A A
After several minutes of teaching a
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
Albino Wolf.
Menlo, Iowa, administrator of
Title Opinions & Specialty
new song, "The Pony," to the primary
Dan Eppelsheimer, a well known Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
A 125 pound timber wolf was shot
room.
resident of Griswold, has been named
See the new Felco electric ft
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with and killed recently by Ford Brouillard,
KENT MARTIN
Music Teacher: "And that ends the a junior accountant in the state audi- special music and the sermon by the Dubuque county farmer. It was nearcontroller »t the Farmers
LAWYER
song, boys and girls. Didn't you tor's office at Des Moinea. His duties pastor on, "Laying Hold of God."
ly white in color. Farmer Brouillard 602 Chestnut Street :?2fori
Phone 215 FOR SALE:—Tally
think that was a cute little song- about will be to check state institutions.
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. with expects better luck with his next lamb
Tribune office, Anita.
the pony?"
the continuance of the discussion on, crop.
Osborne-Tomlinson
Thirty little hands go up and answer
At their home on North Maple "The Gospels."
Funeral Home
$25'"<»pot'ci»sh only) Pai's „
affirmatively.
Street Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. B. W.
Sixth ft Oak Street.
p^w balance <?n piano which can be sew
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock
Took a Nap.
Small Boy: (Liking to express.his Robison entertained a number of rel- with the sermon by the pastor on,
While reading the funny papers re
Ert. 1866 ^Ambulance Service
4pija. iMtustbe sold at once.
importance.) Mr. B—, I think that atives at dinner. Those present were "Enoch Walked With God."
cently, Betty House of near Delhi
Critchett Piano Co., Des ""•"'
song is cuter than the seven year itch." Louie Robison and wife and Arley
A covered dish dinner and all day dozed off. Unfortunately, she was
Help support your local bakery,
Hiuddleson, wife and children <jf Wiota, quilting Thursday in the church base- sitting in a tree and broke her collarFuneral Director,
Useless Equipment.
and Richard Maas, wife and children ment. Everyone is invited. Bring a bone in the fall.
AU calls answered promptly fey
ANITA BAKED
Director: In this scene, my dear, of Atlantic.
nUtht. regardless of "
'
covered dish and enjoy the noon meal j
Dont forget our pnc«s
the young man rushes into your room,
with us whether you can quilt or not.
Sight
Saved.
cleaning is two garments for
grabs you, binds you with rope from
Mrs.
Edgar Stinnett and children,
Outfitting!^
When eighteen sticks of dynamite
head to foot and then smothers you Eddie, 'Carl and Don, have returned
of one. We pick UP m
»
l
,
Lee Stewart and wife of Mason City
Monday, Wednesday and Frida).
with hugs and kisses.
to their home in Kansas City after a visited in the city a few days the past failed to explode properly on a con
Crodey Electric Refrigewton
oUl and work at Mrs- Herbert
Actress: IB the young man tall, week's visit in the city with her uncle, week witih her sister, Mrs. W. L. Pea- struction job at Knoxville, employee
ud Radio*.
(Joe
Kujak
went
over
to
see
what
was
dark and handsome?
Chet Turner and family. Mrs. Stin- cock and wife.
ley's. Adair
the matter. Nothing was. His sight
Director: Yes, why?
nett became ill while here, so Mr. and
HESS' FLY SPRAY,
was saved in the blast which burned
Actress: Then he won't need the Mrs. Turner accompanied her and the
On the local grounds Sunday after- his face severely.
to
kill. 96c per gallon.
rope.
children home.
noon, the Anita town baseball team lost
Anita, Iowa.
a game to the Guthrie Center team,
Through the Bridge
WANTED:—'Man
the score being 5 to 0.
Unlike elephants, caterpillar trac
STOCK REMOVED
experience,
to sell well
tors can't tell whether or not a bridge
'The members of the Susie Q club
Fox
chemical
minerals
and five other guests, Mrs. Frank can't "take it." At Winterset last
Audubon counties. If
week, a tractor broke through the
PHONE 400 ANITA
Kramer, Mrs. Earl Sampson, Miss Chn on creek bridge. ,),,„„ ^
or phone P. S. Hubbard,
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
WE PAY THE CHARGES
Allene Christensen, Miss Maxine SisPhillips rode , t down, miraculously
50c buys 600 sheets of
ler and Miss Patsy Heires, were en- escaped
injury.
*
ANITA RENDERING
paper/ size 8#xll i"ches' "
tertained at a picnic in Keystone park
SERVICE
MARTIN'S HOUSE PAINT, per gallon
$2.80 last Thursday evening by the Misses
Vicious Wagon.
Harper
Doraey, Manager
Maxine Stager and Lucille Henderson.
WANTED: —Your
At Elk Horn last week, Arne Lange
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NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBINE

Ironside Visit, Credit Offer
Clinch British Aid to Poland
If Germany Moves on Danzig
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
_^_^_________ Released by Western Newspaper Union. _____^____^_

EUROPE:
Stifled Rumor
At midnight 40 military supply
trucks from East Prussia rumbled
into the Free City of Danzig, their
heavy gray doors locked tight. Next
day Nazi Leader Albert Forster returned from a conference with
Adolf Hitler in Berchtesgaden. On
Danzig's outskirts a Polish customs
official was shot dead by a Free City
officer. Both Warsaw and Danzig
jails held a prisoner from the enemy
camp. To top it off, the Danzig
senate was reported
planning to elect
Adolf Hitler its
president and
thereby effect
nominal
annexation to
Germany.
This background of hatred suddenly
and mysteriously gave
way to a rumor of peace
which newsSIR IRONSIDE
paper correHe reiterated.
spondents
traced from Warsaw to London and
finally back to their birthplace at
Berlin. The rumor: That Danzig's
problem is now subject to peaceful
negotiation.
Both Poland and Britain denied
it, and their explanations made
sense. The rumor began spreading
just as Maj. Gen. Sir Edmund Ironside, inspector general of British
overseas forces, arrived in Warsaw
for Polish-British staff consultations.
Germany obviously hoped the peace
rumor would split the consultants,
Poland thinking Britain had sold
out for a German-sponsored peace.
Nothing like that happened. To
the contrary, General Ironside's visit offered the most firm reiteration
to date that Britain is ready to fight
for Poland's cause. It came sharp
on the heels of Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain's guarantee to
protect Danzig as well as Poland,
plus offers of British credit to bolster Warsaw's rearmament.
But even this British stiffness has
not deadened Prime Minister Chamberlain's yen for appeasement. Sir
Nevile Henderson, ambassador to
Berlin, was cautiously reported under instructions to "contact Hitler
and find out just what his terms are
for world peace." At the same time
rumors floated through Fleet street
about a huge British loan to Germany and return of the Reich's
war-lost colonies in exchange for
peace. If this was true, Poland may
yet split with her faithless friends
in London.

RELIEF:
More Trouble
A big enough headache for one
man was WPA's wage strike, which
hit Administrator F. C. Harrington
smack between the eyes. But no
sooner was the strike settled than

Pictorialized

^SGERMANY
swrrc
f\Ltm*+

^ *

_T^^^~"r~*~

i

TYROL I

LITTLE WAR—Austrian German-speaking farmers in the Italian Tyrol refuse to be Italianized, yet refuse to be returned to
Germany. A profitable tourist
trade has been killed by Mussolini's order evicting foreigners
from the Tyrol while he and Hitler "strong-arm" the Tyrolians
into some sort of submission.
Meanwhile Italy denies rumors
that the area will be leased or
ceded to Germany.

MAN-

CHUKUO)-' JAPAN
OREA

BIGGER WAR — Soviet-Japanese disputes in Manchukuo's
Lake Bor region are minimized
by a new dispute on Sakhalin island involving Japanese leases on
Soviet coal and oil concessions.
Sakhalin is owned half by Russia and half by Japan. When Soviet officials fined Jap concessionaires $112,000 for failure to
fulfill obligations to Russian
workers, Tokyo claimed its prestige had been insulted and demanded that fines be rescinded.
Both nations stood their ground.

Colonel Harrington faced an even
bigger headache:
Under the "anti-career" provision
in this year's relief measure, WPA
must discharge 650,000 (one-third of
all employees) by September 1. Although the law specifically states
employees who have worked 18
months must take a 30-day "vacation," the holiday will probably be
much longer. Reason: WPA's $1,750,600 for 1939-40 will carry only
2,000,000 workers contrasted with
3,000,000 in 1938-39.
One good reason why congress
may lose its adjournment enthusiasm is that dismissals and new
wage scales will take effect just
about the time weary solons would
reach their home stamping grounds
—a pretty situation with an election
brewing. Since new pay schedules
provide no differential between
north and south, northern reliefers
will have their salaries cut and
southerners will be raised.

CONGRESS:
Prayer
then will be no new crisis in Europe."

Thus did White House Secretary
Stephen Early help Franklin Roosevelt swallow his most bitter pill of
the year, an agreement with congress to table neutrality legislation
until next session. This agreement
seemed premature, however, for the
next day Secretary of State Cordell
lull received two resolutions from
he senate foreign relations committee asking consideration of: (1) an
embargo on all U. S. war material
shipments to Japan; (2) renunciation of the U. S.-Jap trade treaty of
1911.
This done, only the President's
53,460,000,000 lend-spend bill barred
adjournment. While carriers them-

MICHIGAN:

Sin
Eighty-year-old Gov. Luren D.
Dickinson came to office last winter
when Republican Gov. Frank Fitzgerald died. A Godly man, Governor Dickinson amused veteran politicians, yet many a constituent found
him refreshingly different. In June
he attended the National Conference
of Governors in New York, returning home to deliver a sermon warning mothers and daughters of high
life evils: "There is more danger
than in the old saloon days."
New York's Mayor LaGuardia
called him "a senile old fool." Nebraska's Gov. R. L. Cochran thought
the convention's only dull feature
was Governor Dickinson's speech.
A week later the governor's sermon made bigger news. New York

'MISS MICHIGAN AVIATION'
New York wasn't wicked

newsmen cornered 23-year-old Willo
Sheridan who came east as "Miss
Mchigan Aviation" by the governor's own appointment. Willo made
a good story. While shutters snapped
Willo sampled Manhattan champagne and said: "I'm having a wonderful time here. I respect Governor Dickinson and think he's a very
fine man. But I don't think New
York's a very wicked city."
Back home in Lansing, Republican John B. Corliss Jr. started a recall petition against the governor
because of his "recent sounding off
about the evil he thinks he found in
high places." While Corliss' fellow
thinkers rushed to sign, the governor took them by surprise. Said
he: "I'll sign the petition myself.
I never wanted to be governor anyway."

LOUISIANA:
Both Feet
A whisper of scandal started when
Louisiana State university's President James Monroe Smith fled to
Canada after allegedly bilking three
banks out of $500,000. The whisper
grew to common gossip when Smith,
LSU's Construction Superintendent
George Caldwell, LSU's Business
Manager E. N. Jackson and Dr.
Clarence A. Lorio, president of the
state medical society, were indicted on a total of 29 counts. This
was only the beginning:
By mid-July federal probes were
underway regarding (1) Louisiana's
administration of the 1937 sugar
act; (2) violations of U. S. oil regulations; (3) misuse of WPA materials and labor; (4) an unannounced
subject under scrutiny by the U. S.
treasury's department of revenues.
Meanwhile five men made great by
the late Huey Long were arraigned
on charges of using the mails to
defraud the state of $75,000. The
five: Dr. Smith; Seymour Weiss,
political bigwig and millionaire; J
Emory Adams, nephew of Dr.
Smith's wife; Monte E. Hart, electric company official who has received many state contracts; and
Louis Lesage, "contact" man for an
oil company.
Accumulated events offered a signal for Rev. Gerald L. K. Smith,
New Deal hater, foe of Communism and close associate of Huey
Long, to charge indictees are "bone
and .tissue of the Roosevelt machine."

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS
WEEK

"I am certain that from the time of adjournment until congress meets again, the
President will pray at never before that

JESSE JONES
Railroads remained silent.

selves remained silent, Federal
Lending Administrator Jesse Jones
endorsed the scheme to let railroads
lease $500,000,000 worth of new
equipment. He also suggested they
could offer bondholders RFC cash
and preferred stock in exchange for
outstanding bonds. Meanwhile Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr., praised the lending bill
as a "realistic approach to our economic problem" which would "put
500,000 people to work without adding to the tax burden or public
debt." New York's Sen. ,James
VIead agreed to drop his bill for
oans to small business and have the
dea included in lend-spend legislation. As battle lines formed, Senite Minority Leader Charles Mcfary conceded the bill would probably pass.
Also in congress:
C. House conferees sought compromise between wage-hour amendments offered by New Jersey's
Mary Norton and North Carolina's
raham Barden. Argument: Farming interests want processors of
farm products eliminated from
wage-hour supervision.
C. The senate passed the Logan bill,
embarrassingly discovering in next
morning's Congressional Record that
it had subjected decisions of the labor board and all other quasi-judicial or quasi-legislative agencies to
review by the circuit court of appeals.
C. The -house passed the bill of New
Mexico's Rep. John J. Dempsey and
Sen. Carl Hatch, banning use of official authority to influence elections.
C. The senate approved a resolution
authorizing investigation of the labor board's administration of the
Wagner act.
C. The senate approved and gave
the house a bill extending federal
crop insurance to cotton farmers.

ENGLAND:
Wheat Armament
Even in 1931's crisis British wheat
prices hit no lower than 3 shillings,
8 pence. But in mid-July of this
year came a new low of 3 shillings
6Vfe pence (about 49% cents per
bushel). At this juncture a "preparedness" parliament considered a
step which would at once relieve
price pressure, eliminate surpluses
and bolster defense. The move, suggested by Economist John Waynard
Keynes: Appropriation of 100,000,000
pounds ($468,000,000) for accumulation of war reserves in four categories of England's vital imports
About 234,000,000 bushels of wheat
would thereby be purchased. Only
catch was that British Isles storage
facilities can accommodate only
one-fourth that amount. Observers
thought parliament would compromise and buy only 5,000,000 to 10 000,000 bushels now.

BRIEFLY...
IN NEW YORK, Gossiper Walter Wincjiell let it be known a reliable informant had told a secret: That 1940's Democratic
ticket will be Roosevelt and McNutt.
IN WASHINGTON, Treasury
figures showed the U. S. had an
average, deficit of $22,300,000 per
day during the new fiscal year's
first 15 days.
IN MID-PACIFIC, an American
ship helped rescue 209 from the
flaming Bokuyo Maru, Jap passenger and freight liner.
IN TOKYO, British-Jap talks
concerning British rights in China
reached a hopeless deadlock and
collapsed.
IN JERUSALEM, Arabs kid
naped Dr. Jacob Goldner, Cleve
land minister, and his son, Ger
ould. Later they released Dr
Goldner to dig up $5,000 ransom
for his son.

By LEMUEL F. PARTON
EW YORK.— Within the exploits
of men of achievement may—
and often does— lie the favoring element of chance, frequently recognizable. But often, too, it is hidden
in a vague background of contributory factors.
In Jascha Heifetz's agreement to
appear in a forthcoming motion picture,
Samuel
Way Smoothed
Goldwyn's powFor Success of
ers of persuaSam'.Eiploit
of his rivals and the admiration of
his friends. The eminent violinist's
personal aversion to the screen as
a medium of expression has long
endured in the face of repeated offers. Mistrust of sound track reproduction of the notes of his beloved
violin was joined with his repugnance to the elemental music he
believed he would b.e called upon to
play and, above all, was his objection to strutting the screen as an
actor. So Goldwyn's success in
overcoming the great musician's reluctance is now being proclaimed.
Yet, lying back of Heifetz's
name on the dotted line of a
Hollywood contract are various
imponderable factors. His wife,
for instance, who was Florence
Vidor of screen fame, may have
been the influence behind his
first appearance on any stage in
a histrionic capacity. This was
last spring when he took the role
of a hill-billy fiddler in the an- *
nual show of a sophisticated
midtown club, of which he is a
member. Garbed in overalls,
cotton shirt and red wig topped
by a broken down straw hat he
played "Turkey in the Straw,"
violin upon his knees, as the
time-honored jig tune has never
before been played. And for an
encore there was "Danny Boy."
So who can say that the siren
voice of Sam Goldwyn was not merely the fanning of a flame lighted
when, with gusto and amid wild acclaim, he sawed a violin lying across
his knee?
Born in Vilna in 1901, Heifetz's
American debut came in October,
1917. An American citizen now, he
lives in Redding, Conn.
Sam Goldwyn it was who lured
Maxine Elliot to the screen back
in 1917 and she was but a predecessor to such exalted artists as
Geraldine Farrar.
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DAUL
ROBESON'S magnificent
1
bass voice will have adequate opportunity for expression in his portrayal of the title role of Sam
B rd
D- L » n'f i.
y 's
forthBithop * Plight
coming producAltcred Aim of
tion of a play
Paul Robcton
adapted by the
author f r o m
Roark Bradford's John Henry stories. There will be incidental music
by Jacques Wolfe.
One often marvels at events,
apparently casual at time of occurrence, which are found significantly to have affected human lives and so shaped destinies. When Paul was a senior
at Rutgers, where he had won
high scholastic honors and
gained for himself a national
reputation as a football end, he
was looking toward the cloth as
a profession. His father was a
clergyman in a small community in New Jersey and, from boy-

hood, Robeson's idea had been
to follow in the paternal steps.
Not long before graduation, the
older Robeson died and among the
funeral arrangements was a plan
to have the presiding bishop of the
church conduct the obsequies Accordingly, the prelate came to the
scene of the funeral from his home
in a village in the southern part of
the state and after the services he
addressed the assembled mourners
substantially as follows:
"Brothers and sisters, I had to
borrow the money to come to this
scene of sorrow and unless you all
contribute to defray my journey
home. I am afraid I shall have to
walk."
Whereupon, of course, the neces
sary traveling fund was raised Aft
er a while the bereaved son' met
the late Foster Sanford who

COLD CUTS FOR DELICIOUS VARIETY
See Recipe* Below.

Cold Cuts for Variety
For a help-yourself-party (or almost any other lunch or supper) few
foods rival in popularity a platter
of "cold cuts." Designed to tempt
the appetite, and to provide interesting variety, this good-to-look-at
and good-to-eat dish is a summer
favorite.
Salami, liver sausage, thin slices
of flavorsome boiled ham, and
corned beef or
sandwich slices
make an attractive and delicious
combination. Wafer-thin slices of
cheese, small
sweet pickles and
radish roses with
sprigs of watercress complete the
platter.
These same cold meats have other
uses, too. For example, cubes of
salami add zest to a green salad,
corned beef makes a tasty casserole
meal, and slices of boiled ham
combine with cream cheese and
chives to make a tempting and
unusual dish for lunch or supper
plates.
I've chosen from my file of tested
recipes a half dozen which will add
new interest to your meals. I hope
they may inspire you to do a little
experimenting on your own.
Luncheon Slices.
(Serves 4-5)
5 slices of sandwich loaf (%-inch
thick)
1 egg (beaten)
Fine crumbs
Dip meat in beaten egg and then
In crumbs. Fry in deep fat, heated
to 380 degrees, until golden brown.
Serve with sauteed pineapple rings.
Ham and Cheese Pinwheels.
(Serves 4)

1 3-ounce package cream cheese
1% tablespoons mayonnaise
1 tablespoon
chives (minced)
4 slices boiled
ham
Combine cream
cheese, mayonnaise and chives.
Spread generously on the slices
of boiled ham. Roll each slice firmly, wrap in wax paper and chill.
when ready to serve, eut the rolls
into slices % inch thick. Arrange
Rarebit Sandwich Filling.
V* pound dried beef
1 pound American cheese
1 cup condensed tomato soup
Grind the dried beef and the
cheese in a food chopper. Add soup
and blend well. This may be S5
in the refrigerator for several

.
"
''The highest you can ever get
to be in your church is a bishop
•sn't ,t?" Sanford asked and
when Robeson said that
true, the coach fixed him
his compelling blue eyes so you are going to enter a pro
fession where, even as a
you will have to borrow

That was ail that was said But

Send for Copy of This Boot,)
This new-type cook book i
you a wealth of helpful hints on \
tertaining. Menus for parties r
ing from a simple Italian;
to a wedding reception are in<
You'll find, too, practical tested^
ipes for everything from
to dessert. Send 10 cents \ i
to Eleanor Howe, 919 North)
gart Avenue, Chicago, 111,1
your copy of "Easy Enteri$|
now.
(ReleaMd by Weitern Newspaper^

Vacuum Cleaner With

V Clean Dust Bag I
A vacuum cleaner with a (
dust bag does the best cleaning)!

studies at Purdue university af

ment station show. For best I
ice the, bag should be emptied i,

each daily use. Never waij
bag, as that destroys the f ~ ~
keeps it dustproof.

. How much dust a machine i
from a rug, the studies indica
pends partly on how fast it is [
back and forth. Most n».
clean best if they are moved aW
speed of from one to two WJ
second.
. ..•
Naturally, the machine shouUi

be allowed to pick up pins, ta*J
glass because these sharp oop
may poke holes in the bag or f
the fan blades.
. ,
It is also desirable to keepj
machine in a clean place,
from dirt and dust.

Many Electric Oudet»
Important to Kit

When electric outlets are
planned in a new house ftfj
clocks and radios, the
often neglected. It has
for plugs than any other roo»
Within reasonable limits, «•
cannot be too many appij»"
lets in the kitchen. In this
electricity is used both for i«
Ham and Cabbage Slaw.
and for motivating power.
(Serves 4-5)
Consumption of current
3 cups cabbage (finely shredded) widely with kitchen appli"*
Vt cup green pepper (cut in .div- special attention should be 8
ers)
theload the outlet is exp<*««|
1 cup bofled ham (cut in slivers) carry.
1 teaspoon onion (minced)
% teaspoon salt
Just Sterilize Contain^
V4 teaspoon white pepper
tt cup salad dressing
To Prevent Rep? r
1 egg white (beaten)
nuyuiciu? '

per Fold salad

S3
J stiu

seasonings. Add the cheese to 1
sauce and pour over all Smiii
buttered bread crumbs over Uu t
and bake in a moderate (375
gree) oven for approximately
minutes or until browned and 1 '
ed through.
Salami Salad.
(Serves 5)
1 cup salami (cut in cubes)
2 cups cabbage (shredded)
1 cup raw i
ach (s
V« cup shall
A m erici
cheese (g
% cup ..
dressing
Combine salami, cabbage,
spinach. Add cheese to Fi
dressing, and pour over the:
ingredients. Chill thoroughly. '
in large; bowl lined with lettuce.1

2

C.medI Beef de Lux..
(Serves 5)

SSd,potato" «»*-

1 12-oz. can corned beef (sliced)
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
2 cups milk
]
A teaspoon salt
Pepper and paprika to taste
1 cup cheese (grated)
% cup buttered bread crumbs

mm

a bacillus and ii u"»\- -_.,.
fit for use. All containers"
the bread was m«ed btf
stored should be sterji«d i
ing. Ropiness in bread does
velop immediately after h<
has been baked, but annou
self by a disagreeable oa

^JS3f§\
•jrsfx ss£tfj
minutes. Remove the jar ] ^
dipper and insert a » s u der »
knite at different poin' the
rubber. This will let ' . -The cover can tn en
easily.
_On Washing
When washing cu
tint in the washiag
the soap flakes,
evenly this way-

fictory Parade of A. I F. 'Corps d' Elite' in
Paris Twenty Years Ago Recalls Grand Review
Of JHe 'Boys in Blue' in Washington
in 1865
•**

"
i« die
omphe,
Place

; F' CTP<«ite Regiment Jut before passing through the Ate de
°f
, In Paris. (U. . Army Signal Corps Photograph)

The "BIO PARADE" OF 1865—Union troops marching down Pennsylvania Avenne in Washington. (From
the painting by James E. Taylor)
France at the head of the BouleInfantry consisting of 12 companies
ELMO SCOTT WATSON
vard Champs Elysees.
organized from the Third Army.
leSeased by Western Newspaper Union.)
The Composite regiment left Le
"This Regiment must consist of
[OST Americans are
Havre on July 16 and arrived at
the best officers, noncommissioned
Southampton, England, that eveofficers and men of the Third Army.
familiar, with the
ning. On the afternoon of July 17 it
It will give exhibitions in England
story of the "Grand
arrived in London.
and possibly later in other countries.
eview" of the Union army
"You will immediately organize in
Inspected by Prince of Wales.
' i took place in Washingyour Division two composite comThe next morning the regiment
i soon after the Civil war
panies of Infantry . . . selecting
formed in Hyde park and participatthe largest, most snappy and best
pded. But it is doubtful if
ed in a medal presentation cerelooking officers and men tor these
mony, afterwards being inspected
of them recall a simtwo companies ..."
and reviewed by the prints of
' "Victory Parade" which
On May 10 the composite comWales and General Pershing.
Uowed a more recent conpanies assembled at the Carnival
Again the next morning tha
ground* in Content. The Third
^ even though it occurred
picked body of American soldiery
Army
Composite
Regiment
was
forf 20 years ago thin month.
formed in Hyda park for a parade
!
mally organized on May M, 1*19.
past the saluting point at the Queem
reason, of course.* to'that
the composite companies of the, sevVictoria monument, the salute bewas staged 3,000 miles
eral Divisions being given regim«nting received there by King George
^, in the capital of a foral designations as follows:
V in the reviewing stand.
J
land. Therefore it was
Composite C». fr»m:
On July 23 the Composite regiment
entrained for Southampton, and
Co. "A"
[Hnessed by only a few
1st Brigade. 1st Div.
sailed at six p. m., for Le Havre,
Co. "B"
2nd Brigade, lit Div.
"" :ans, whereas 64 years
arriving at the French port the folCo. "C"
9th Brigade, 3rd Div.
more than 100,000 of
lowing morning. Disembarking imCo. •D"
8th Brigade, 3rd Div.
|emhad crowded the streets
mediately upon arrival at Le Havre,
Co.
4th Brigade, 2nd Div.
capital of their own
Co.
tha regiment entrained for its en3rd Brigade, 2nd Div.
Co. •G"
encampment at Joinville-le-Pont
fiuntry to cheer their vicOth Brigade, Sth Div.
Co. •a."
On July 31, the regiment was re10th Brigade, Sth Div.
prious warriors.
Co. "i"
viewed by General Pershing, the
7th Brigade, 4UTDiv.
e Big pM
v
Vw u ngton «te' pllWS, held
Co. •K"
last such review by the Commander8tb Brigade. 4th, Div.
L .1
°n-**ay 23 »fa 24,
Co. "L"
in-Chief, A. E. F., of the Composite
IBS
llth
Brigade,
8th
Div.
the
march
of
179,000
vetCo. •M"
regiment overseas.
1 f
12th
Brigade,
6tb
Div.
S the Army of the Potomac
Orders having been received for
Col. Conrad S. Babeock assumed
03,000 of the Army of the
Uit regiment to move to Brest and
e
command
of
the
Composite
Regi| «. representatives of the total
prepare to sail for the United
ment on May 19, and tha regiment
I nearlv 3,000,000 men who had
States, the command left Joinvillebegan
drilling
and
performed
the
ed into service to save
le-Pont on August 4 and detrained
usual camp duties at th« Carnival
;n«tion frpm.disunion.
at Brest two days later. Until Augrounds
until
June
IS,
when
it
engust 29 it engaged in drills and
"Big Parade1' of 1919, held
trained for JoinviUe-lc Pont on the
T
camp duties at Brest, embarking on
's on July 14—France's naoutskirts
of
Paris.
tht transport "Leviathan" on the
. a holiday or Bastille day—
Reviewed by PersWnjf.
twenty-ninth and sailing for the
' march of only S.iOO AinerOn the afternoon of June 22 the
United States the next day.
soldiers but they symoothird batallion tendered a reception
|ne armed might of more
Return to America.
00
to Gen, JJohn 1. Pershing at the
km i '^,0()
'
0
men
whom
Uncle
'
The
big
steamship docked at Homob
Perching stadium, following which
keai
>lized
serve in the
boken. N. J.. on September 8, and
r "«?st war
t^to world
the
regiment
was
reviewed
and
inhas
the Composite regiment went into
n
spected by the president or France
°wn.
And they were all
camp at Camp Mills on Long Ism
and General Pershing.
a
en, these 3,200, for it
land, N. Y. On September 10 the
On July 4. at 6:30 a. w.. &e regibs ?LComCor
P°site regiment which
regiment paraded on Fifth avement
embussed
tor P«^
*° hi'torc
*•[""
nue, New York city, as escort troops
I. E p ThePs
d'
Elite"
of
the
in
that
city,
forming
in
the
of honor to the general of the
«nt' u' nique 8toi
y °* that regita
Place de la Concorde and pa«in« '"
armies. John J. Pershing. Five
rv 'h.Hory
,
American
milireview before the president or
waB tpw te a recent
days later U left Camp Mills and
France
and
General
Pershing.
*« U. S. Army Recruitmoved by rail to Washington, D. C.,
On July H a provisionalibattsUon
"S1 as follows:
in which city it paraded with the
embussed at four a. m. tot P«w.
,:, T
21, 1919, Maj_ Gen- Jo.
"Fighting First" Division, A. E. F.,
•forming on Boulevard N e u i l y . I h e
on September 17. During the re• "icknian, then commandAmerican column moved forward
mainder of the month it was sta-."!„ rd ***** a« Coblenz,
over the parade route, pawing un
tioned at Camp Meade, Maryland,
the following in
der the famous Arc de Triomphe
and was processed, for demobiliza-t
r'i'i Coint
tion, which was completed on Sep. j * tn nan4er-ui^hief will
tember 30, 1919.
,e «land about May M from
"• » Compotite Regiment of

The "Grand Review" of May
23-24, 1865, was the idea of Edwin
M. Stanton, secretary of war in
President Lincoln's and President
Johnson's cabinet. To celebrate
the end of the war and to give
the people an opportunity to look
upon the men who had saved the
nation, he suggested that the
Army of the Potomac and the
Army of the West, then camped
near Washington, be formally reviewed in the capital before being discharged from service and
returned to their homes.
Accordingly, Gen. U. S. Grant,
commander-in-chief, issued an
order for the review.
Public and private buildings in
Washington were decorated for
the occasion. Floating flags and
draped bunting -were everywhere
and at prominent places along
the line of march were erected
triumphal arches covered with
floral embellishments. In front
of the White House four reviewing stands were built, decorated
with regimental battle flags and
flowers. The school children of
the city, the girls dressed in
white and the boys in black jackets and white trousers, were assembled on the terraces and
balconies of the Capitol to sing
patriotic songs as the soldiers
passed.
Shortly before nine o'clock on
the morning of May 23 a thrill of
expectancy ran through the
crowd as the magic word, "Here
they c6me!" passed down the
line. The blare of a trumpet, the
roll of drums—and down the avenue came a little group of horsemen. At their head rode a bearded officer, on his shoulder-straps
two silver stars. It was Maj.
Gen. George Meade, the victor
of Gettysburg, who was leading
the Army of the Potomac. Behind him clattered his mounted
escort and then in solid rank on
rank the men who had fought
with Grant at Spottsylvania, at
Cold Harbor, in the Wilderness,
and at Petersburg, and the men
ho had divided their rations
with the men in gray at Appomattox. Their uniforms were soiled
and faded, for there had been no
brushing up for this occasion.
They marched in the garb in
which they had fought.
General Meade lifted his sword
in salute as he rode past the
main reviewing stand in front of
the White House. In it sat President Johnson and members of
his cabinet. Grouped around
them, in brilliant uniform, were

GEN. U. 8. GRANT
the diplomats and envoys of foreign countries.
On the President's left sat a stubby, bearded
little man who had led this host
to victory—Lieut. Gen. Ulysses
S. Grant. Back of them stood
distinguished officers of the army
and navy—Halleck, Meigs, Hancock "the Superb" and Burnside
"the Splendid but Unfortunate."
Shortly before three o'clock
that arternoon the first day of the
parade had ended. It had taken
the veterans of the war in the
East more than six hours to pass
the reviewing stand. On the morrow their brother veterans from
the West would have their chance
for the plaudits of the crowd.
"Before daylight the fire companies of the city were out watering the streets for the splendid
military display of Genera] Sherman's army" reads a contemporary newspaper account of the
second day of the review. "At
nine o'clock General Sherman,
heading the column, marched
down Pennsylvania avenue amid
the din of huzzas and congratulations and a hailstorm of bouquets and wreaths."
But if this review represented
all the pomp and circumstance
of war, there was a reflection of
its horror and cruelty, too, in the
march of Sherman's men. For
along with them marched thousands of freed slaves, sheep,
goats, pigs, cows and horses,
which "Sherman's Bummers"
had picked up along the way.
In their ambulances and pack
trains were game cocks, poultry, calves, jewelry and a mis
celianeous collection of other articles, brought with them back
from their campaign of c'evastation through the,South. Perhaps
the cheering cspwds, looking
upon these men in\blr an the
saviors ofr the natio>i, 1 t ,ve but
little thought to the (rut mramng
of that strange Bpci t ; >. nor re
alized the agor.y of i.. ,i U, or
hunger, a:id of poverty n years
to come for the pcooie uf their
own blood which this :ivt oj
lhe Uiurrphal march > ve.sent-

COOLING DRINKS FOR SUMMER
SMI Recipes Below.

Cooling Summer Drinks
Can you think of anything more
cooling and refreshing than a frosty
glass of ice cold beverage sprigged
with mint and tinkling with ice
cubes? Neither can I! There's
something about a cold, tart-tasting
drink that seems to lower the temperature several degrees.
1 like to keep a variety of chilled
drinks in my refrigerator to meet
the demands of sultry weather; a
sparkling punch to serve during
mid-afternoon
when everyone is
wilted and weary;
old-fashfonedlemonade for thirsty
youngsters and
grown folks, too;
or cool, refreshing iced tea to
serve with meals, or whenever the
occasion warrants.
Iced tea is a summer standby, and
properly prepared it's truly delicious. Follow these simple rules for
making it, if you like to serve to
your family and your guests the
clear, sparkling, faintly fragrant tea
that's delightfully refreshing.
Iced Tea.
1. Rinse teapot with bailing water.
2. Place tea in teapot—allowing
one teaspoon of tea per cup to be
made.
3. Pour freshly boiling water over
the tea leaves.
4. Allow tea to steep—not boil—
for 3 to 5 minutes according to
strength desired.
5. Cool hot tea infusion quickly by
pouring it over a generous supply of
chipped ice.
6. Serve at once. Lemon slices
or a sprig of mint may be used as
an accompaniment if desired.
Ginger Julep.
(Serves 4-5)
Few sprigs mint
2 lemons
Vt cup superfine powdered sugar
1 quart gingerale
Cracked ice
Place the mint leaves and the
lemon rind, cut in strips, in a pitcher. With the back
of a spoon, crush
the leaves and
the rind. Add
lemon juice and
sugar, and place
in refrigerator for
about an hour to ripen. When ready
to serve, add gingerale, and pour
into tall glasses filled with crushed
ice.
Old/Fashioued Lemonade.
1 OOP nugar
2 cups water
% cup lemon rind (grated)
% cup lemon Juice
I quart cold water
Place the sugar, 2 cups water, and
the lemon rind in a saucepan. Cover and cook for 5 minutes. Add
lemon Juice and cold water. Chill
thoroughly, and garnish with a sprig
of mint or a marshmallow in each
Spiced Syrnp.
2 cups granulated sugar
1 cup water
Pinch salt
3 teaspoons; whole cloves
0 inches. Stick cinnamon
Bring sugar, water, and salt to
the boiling point and boil one minute. Remove from fire and add
spices. Cover and cool. Strain before using.
Frosted Grape Juice Ade.
(Serves 6)
4 cups grape juice
Juice of 3 oranges
Juice of 1 lemon
1 pint water
V« cup sugar
Crushed ice
Combine the fruit juices and water. Add sugar. Dip the rinu of
tall beverage glasses in lime juice,
then in confectioners' sugar to make
a frosted edge. Allow to dry. Half
fill glasses with crushed ice, and
pour in the beverage.
Iced Coffee.
Prepare hot coffee in the usual
manner making it a little stronger
to allow for dilution. Then pour

over crushed ice or tea cubes in
tall glasses, and serve at once.
Mocha Freexe.
Pour chilled coffee 'Into tall
glasses. Add a generous spoonful
of vanilla ice cream to each glasr
and top with whipped .cream.
Bowline; Green Punch.
(Serves 8-10)
3 cups orange pekoe tea infusion
Ice
1% cups spiced syrup
% cup lemon juice
% cup orange
juice
1 pint gingerale
Pour warm or
hot tea over ice.
Add lemon and
orange juice and
spiced syrup and
mix thoroughly.
Add
gingerale
just before servGet This New Book.
Old-fashioned cakes and modern
quick - to - make cakes, unusual
cookies and breads and favorite pies
—recipes for all these are included
in this easy-to-use, inexpensive cook
book. You'll find hints on baking,
too, to help you make your own special recipes "turn out still better" I
Send 10 cents in coin to Eleanor
Howe, 919 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, m., and get your copy of
"Better Baking" now.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Make Modern Laundry Out
Of Waste Space Upstair*
Waste space upstairs can easily
be fashioned into a modern laundry,
brightened up with paint and hung
with some of those attractive lowpriced curtains that are always bobbing up in such variety. If you
read floor plans of modern houses
you have discovered the growing
trend for off-the-kitchen-laundries.
Equipment designed for such rooms
includes washers that pump themselves empty.
Ironing has always been an upstairs operation, possibly because it
is easier to transfer ironed clothes
to proper storing places without danger of over-mussing. Many ironers
have table tops that serve a real
purpose in the small kitchen, and
there are washers tailored to kitchen size. too.

House Cleaning U Made
Easy by Die of Vacuum
The days are gone forever when,
to clean a rug thoroughly, it wa»
necessary to hang it on a clothesline
or lay it on the grass and beat it
with a bamboo or steel wire scoatraption.
'
Today, thanks to electricity
and the vacuum cleaner, rug beating is a thing of the past in millions of homes. Moreover, in addition to eliminating much work and
drudgery, the vacuum cleaner
raises practically no dust and thus
greatly reduces the time required
for dusting.
Household Eefrlgerator
To get the best results from the
household refrigerator, U is well to
decide in advance which foods are
to go in and which onesi to be
taken out instead of pondering the
question while the door is open.
Every time that happens the temperature goes up and the longer the
door stays open the higher up it
goes. Another wise precaution is to
make sure that cooked foods are
well cooled before putting them into
the food chest, otherwise the heat
and moisture generated will also
cause the temperature to rise.
Yellow for Light
To brighten a poorly lighted bedroom, a color scheme includes walls
painted daffodil yellow, a paler yellow ceiling and white woodwork
with thin linea of orange color.
Care of Dishcloths
To save your dishcloths use •
medium-sized cork dipped into
scouring powder when polishing
paring knives or other cutlery.
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COUNCIL PROCEBDiNOg,
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
July 3, 1939.
Tow n Council met in regular
L jon with the following members
L rt . Mayor C. P. Darrow and
Lilmen Ernest Burke, Alfred r*>L p. C. Howard and Andrew Pet,en' Absent, A. J. Kopp.
Minutes of previous meetings were
and approved.
•easuver's report was read and ap-

WWA MAN IS WINNER OF A THOUSAND FREES

Arthur M. Stone, wife and daughter, Argyle, spent Sunday with relatives at Creston.
Miss iMarjorie Kenfield of Ames
visited a few days the past week with
friends in Anita.
Aage Mikkelsen has entered the
Veterans hospital at Des Moines for
medical treatment.

e following bills were allowed
I ordered paid.

Corporation Fond.
. Darrow, salary......
$10.00
rge L. Bills, salary and killdogs
61.00
Exline, salary...
;... 60.00
A. Karns, salary.
40.00
,ner Filling Station, gaso4.34
Barnholdt, gasoline
5.17
Electric Co., hail lights.. 1.21
Iowa Telephbh^Do., rent

,id toiis
\g

....-.-.;

78.63

Light Fund.
Electric Co., street lights. 66.30
objections to "the budget being
jle, it was moved by Peteraen and
mded by Howard that bndget be
tved as published and Clerk into certify levies to County
ITS'. Burke, Dement, Howard and
sen. Absent, Kopp. Motion carhe term of Mrs. J. A. Wagner exas member of library board,
| Mayor appointed Mrs. J; A. Wiagto succceed herself. It was moved
[Howard and -seconded by Burke
Mayor's appointment be approvs: Burke, Dement, Howard and
sen. Absent, Kopp. Motion car-

IT IS RESOLVED by the Town
Council of the Town of Anita, Iowa.
Section 1. That the report of engineers, Young & Stanley, Inc., referred to in the preamble of this resolution, be and the same is received
and approved.
Section 2. That the Town Treasurer
is authorized and directed to deliver
to the Anita State Bank, Anita, Iowa,
assignee, Municipal Electric Light &
luncilman Alfred--Dement intro- Power Plant and Distribution System
and read the resolution next Revenue Bonds of the Town of Anita,
iinafter set out, and moved its dated July 1, 1939, in an aggregate
ition, seconded by Councilman R. amount of $26,000.00; said bonds to
toward, and after due considerationbe numbered And to mature as follows:
of by the Council, the Mayor put
Bonds Nos. 1 to 4, both inclusive,
question upon the'adoption of said* $4,000.00, due December 1, 1941.
ilution and i the 'roll being called,
Bonds Nos. 5 to 9, both inclusive,
following named Gouncilmen $5,000.00, due December 1, 1942.
: Ayes, Ernest Burke, Alfred DeBonds Nos. 10 to 14, both inclusive,
:, R. C. Howard and Andrew Pet- $5,000.00, due December 1, 1943.
in. Absent, A. J. Kopp. Whereupon,
Bonds Nos. 15 to 20, both inclusive,
Mayor declared said resolution $6,000.00, due December 1, 1944.
adopted as follows, to-wit:
Bonds Nos. 21 to 26, both'inclusive,
Resolution.
$6,000.00 due December 1, 1945.
'HEREAS, the Town of Anita,
Passed and approved this 3rd. day
, heretofore entered into contracts of July, 1939.
Jensen Construction Co. and G.
C. P. Darrow,
Jones Electric Co. for construction
Mayor.
municipal electric light and Attest: Solon A. Karns,
plant and distribution system
Clerk.
said Town and has incurred addiNo further business appearing, a
al 4i$e4se fjfr engineering and le- motion to adjourn carried.
services and otfyer.expenses inciSolon A. Karns,
1 to the construction of said
Clerk.
and system; and
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
HEREAS, the engineers for said
Kopp Residence, Anita, Iowa,
n, Young & Stanley, Inc., have
July 17, 1939.
.
their report showing partial fulThe Town Council met in special
ent of said construction contracts
their approval of the work done session with the following members
the material furnished and rec- present: Mayor Darrow, and Councilending .payment of amounts due .men Dement, Howard, Kopp and Pet|said contractors and for said addi- ersen. ' Absent, Burke.
Application of W. B. Inhofe for
incidental expense in the agClass
"B" beer permit being on file,
>te exceeding $26,000.00 and revie bonds to the Amount of $26,000.00 was read by the Clerk after which it
now be delivered to said con- was moved by Dement and seconded
3 or assigns, in accordance with by Petersen that permit be granted
terms of agreements between said upon recommendation of investigating committee. Ayes: Dement, Howand said contactors; and
Absent,
HEREAS, claims representing the ard, Kopp and Petersen.
aid aggregate amount now due Burke.
The Mayor declared the motion carbeen assigned to'.thi Anita State
. Anita, Iowa, and said Town ried and instructed the Clerk to issue
10Iized to deliver said bonds to permit as soon as committee reported
bank, assignee, in payment of favorable.
No further business appearing, a
claims and said bank is authormotion
to adjourn carried.
to accept said bonds in payment
Solon A. Karns,
satisfaction of eaid claims; now
Clerk.
'for
'
:
Report of investigating committee
permits was read, after which
as moved by Dement and second' Howard that reports be accepted
[ that application of "W. B. Inhofe
[ Class "C" beer permit be returned
| granted.
s: Burke, Dement, Howard and
sen. Absent, Kopp. 'Motion car-

"Everybody's Baby"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Sat.-Sun.

July 22-23

ioi

Paul Johnston, wife and two children, Shirley and Lorna, and Gladys
Lydon, "Wayne Abbott and Clara
Bunce, all from Greenfield, spent Sunday with D. E. Johnston and daughter, Ruthe.

Mrs. Ella [Worthing is a patient at
the Methodist hospital in Omaha,
where a few days ago she submitted
to an operation on her eyes. Friends
Leo V. Bongers visited a few days
in Anita will be glad to learn that she
the past week with relatives and is getting along nicely.
friends at Ottumwa.
Lake Bear, wife and son, Buddy,
9c and 19c Sale at Young's Store, drove to Belle Plaine, Iowa, Sunday
beginning Saturday, July 22, and end- to spend the day with his brother,
ing Saturday, July 29.
Itp
John Bear and wife. Returning home
they stopped in Iowa City Monday
J. Di Roe, who is farming southwest
for a visit with relatives and friends.
of Dexter, spent Sunday in the city
with his brother, Glen A. Roe and
Postmaster and Mrs. George 0.
family.
Smither were at Nevada, Iowa, last
Thursday where Mrs. Smither attendJames E. Waters of Corning, ased a miscellaneous shower for her
sistant manager of the Adams County daughter, Miss Elaine Smither, who
Co-Operative Electric Co., was a busi- will be married Thursday at Nevada
ness caller in the city Monday.
to Stanley Curtis of that city.
The W. H. M.. S. of the Methodist
church met at the home of Mrs. Eric
Osen last Thursday afternoon. There
were eight visitors present, one of
whom, Miss Nora Neuman, visited the
society several months ago, at which
time she told of her school work in
Kentucky. At the close of the meeting
a lunch was served.

*

In a Laugh and Fun Thriller

R«d Pitted Cherries, No. 10 can.. .52c
Pears, No. 10 can
40c
White Soda, Root Beer, Cherry Soda,
Strawberry, Gingerale, qt. hot.. 7c
SCHAAKE-S STORE
bons, la known throughout his state
as a seed corn judge.
Because of "his prominence in
agriculture, Mr. Hoffman was mis
year selected to.be featured as an
outstanding farm personality by
the Standard Oil Company of Indiana in its farm periodical advertis*
ing.
He was interviewed and
photographed at the suggestion of
J. E. Andresen of Ida Grove, local
a sent for the oil company.

TONIGHT-The Big Night

The 'Misses Jean 'Dement and Virginia Nichols are visiting in Iowa City
with Miss Marylou Bell.

Mrs. Maxine Serdinsky of Sioux
City was a recent visitor at the home
of her parents, W. L. Peacock and wife.

For producing seed corn and fatiening cattle and hogs, Karl Hoff.
man of Ida Grove, Iowa, has been
awarded more than a thousand
prizes at the International Livestock Show in Chicago, the Iowa
State Pair at Des Monies, and the
Iowa State College at Ames. In
addition to being a prominent cattleman, Mr. Hoffman, who is shown
above with a few of his prize rib-

RIALTO THEATRE

The Jones Family

Harold Mitchell of Emerson, Iowa,
spent Friday in the city with his parents, Frank R. Mitchell and wife.

print-

ANITA

Miss Marie Lindblom and Clifford
Johnson of Cherokee spent Sunday
with relatives in Anita.

Miss Edith Bastel of Atlantic spent
the week end in Anita with her friend,
Miss Gretchen Dnughenbaugh.

.-..•;&.;

,une Publishing jjjf.,

Mrs. Opal Moore of Omaha was a
week end visitor at the Ben Bell home
in Anita.

Max Cryer, wife and children, Janet
Mae and Judeth, of Morris, 111., came
to Anita Saturday to spend a couple
of weeks with his parents, W. R. Cryer and wife. Accompanying them to
Anita was his sister, Miss Florence
Cryer, who had been visiting with
friends at different points in Illinois
for the past two weeks.

IN

fHE [LITTLE

FRINCESS
IN TECHNICOLOR!

RICHARD GREEK?-ANITA LOUISE
lANHUNTEK • CE8AIT ROMEKO
ARTHUR TREACHER • MART NASH
SYBIL IASON • MILES MANDER
MARCIA MAE JONES
A 20th CntBqrJteB Ftatat.
Dinyl t. Zouwk to Ong. cl Pkofartte

Also Colored Cartoon — Miniature — Late News
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 26c

Pete Faye has been a patient at the
Mrs. Mabel Sutton of Henderson,
Larsen
hospital in Adair the past week, Iowa, is spending a few weeks with
A picnic was enjoyed Sunday afterHarry Hooper, wife and son, Jerry,
noon by the members of the Original left Friday morning for their home at where a minor operation was per- friends in Anita.
Sunshine club and their families in Scottsbluff, Neb., after a few days' formed on an injured leg.
iMiss Marylou Bell of Iowa City
Keystone park in South Anita. Thirty- visit with her sisters, the Masses NetAt her home on -East Main Street .visited in the city a fe\v days the past
six people were present including the tie and Amber Steinmetz. The Hooplast Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. E. week with friends.
families of Clyde Falconer, Frank ers stopped here while on their way
W. Holmes entertained the members
Petersen, Rhinehart Knop, William home from a visit with relatives in
/Mrs. Hobart Eblen of Massena was
of the Quilt club. A social afternoon
Wahlert, Roquel Falconer, Fae Peter- Michigan and a trip to the World's
was spent by the ladies, and a lunch a week end visitor in the city with
sen and Merle Turner, also Mrs. Myra Fair in New York City.
her parentts, Andrew J. Nelson and
was served by the hostess.
Turner and Alvin Petersen. During
wife.
the noon hour a basket dinner was enMr. and MTS. Wilfred Martin, livAage Haagensen, wife and daughter
joyed and the afternoon was spent soc- of Omaha and his brother, Edvert ing south of Menlo, are the parents of
I wish to thank my friends who
ially.
Haagensen of Copenhagen, Denmark, an 8% pound boy, born July 7. He remembered me with cards, letters
visited in the city last Thursday with has been named James Earl. Mrs. and flowers during my illness.
At her home northwest of the city
Mrs. William Duff.
Axel Larsen and wife. The HaagenT Martin is the former Marjorie Beaver,
last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Fransen brothers and Mr. Larsen were daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Beaver.
cis Kelly was hostess to the members
Mrs. E. E. Marsau and son, Clyde,
boys together in Denmark, and last
of the M'utual Benefit club. Besides
of Tulsa, Okla., are spending a few
Twenty
memBers
of
the
Helping
i Thursday was the first time that Axel
the nine members present, there was
had seen Advert since the local man Hand club and two guests, Miss Am- weeks in Anita with their mother and
one other guest, Mrs. Edith Mattheis,
grandmother, MVs. Nellie East, and
left Denmark thirty-eight years ago. ber Steinmetz and Mrs. Gunner
who won a contest put on by Mrs.
Hjortshoj, were ertertained
last with other relatives and friends.
Charles M. Jewett. The ladies hemA family gathering was held Sunday Thursday afternoon by Mrs. Lester
med tea towels for the hostess, who
Mrs. Merlyn Hazard entertained ten
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Scholl at her farm home four miles
served a lunch at the close of the Heckman at their farm east of the south of Anita. The ladies spent little girls at her home in the southmeeting. The next meeting of the ! city. During the noon hour dinner the afternoon hemming tea towels for east part of the city last Thursday
club will be held on July 27 at the was served by Mrs. Heckman. Those the hostess. At the close of the after- afternoon for her daughter, Verda
home of Mrs. M. H. Luman.
present were Lester Heckman, wjfe noon a lunch was served by Mrs. Mae, who was celebrating her 7th.
birthday. Games were played by the
and
two children of Kansas City, Mo; Scholl.
A meeting of the M. 'M, circle was
children, and the guest of honor reheld last Thursday afternoon at the Tom Bailey, wife and children of WiA meeting of the S. O. S. club was ceived a number of gifts. A lunch was
home of Mrs. Donald Dorsey with ota; Donald Heckman of Adel; C. C. held last Thursday afternoon at the served by Mrs. Hazard, assisted by
Heckman,
wife
and
daughter,
Confifteen members present, also one new
home of Mrs, Tom Bailey southwest 'Miss Gretchen Daughenbaugh and Miss
member, Mrs. Robert Cryer, and one suella, of Anita; and Robert, Gail and of the city. Present were nine mem- Irene Carlson.
visitor, Mrs. Edna Nichols. It was Junior, who live at home.
bers and three visitors, Mrs. Worth
decided that the next meeting of the
Chastain,
Mrs. Kermit Bailey and Mrs.
circle would be held in Keystone park . A meeting of the American Legion Guy Larett, who joined the club. The
Auxiliary
was
held
Friday
afternoon
on Aug. 10, with a picnic for the
afternoon was spent by the ladies in
members and their families. At the at the home of Mrs. William Wahlert hemming tea towels for the hostess.
jlose of a social afternoon, a lunch on Elm Street. The following newly Refreshments were served at the close
PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
was served by the hostess, assisted elected officers were installed by Mrs. of tbe afternoon.
ijerbert
Bartley,
a
past
president:
REMOVAL
OF DEAD ANIby 'Mrs. Ralph. Hawk, Mrs. Arthur
Mrs. Edgar Petersen, president; iMt-s.
Baxter and Mrs. Ross Nelsen.
MALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
Ohas. Karns, first vice president; Mrs.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTA winner and loser, party was en-^ Millie Parrott, second vice president;
LY. PHONE 257.
joyed last Thursday afternoon by the Mrs. John Mehlmann, secretary; Mrs.
members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge G. M. DeCamp, treasurer; Mrs. W. T.
WAGNER FILLING STATION
.lub at the home of Mrs. Wayne Jewett Biggs, historian; Mrs. Floyd Dement,
ANITA, IOWA
on Chestnut Street. The losers or chaplain; Mrs. Harley Miller, sergeantALL
STORES
lostesses for the afternoon were Mrs. at-arms; and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, Mrs.
Jewett, Mrs. Glen Highley, Mrs. Floyd George Smither and Mrs. Guy SteinDement, Mrs. Maurice Turner and Mrs. metz, executive board. At the business
,'arl Millard, and the winners or guests meeting a report of the party for vetwere Mrs. A. V. Robinson, Mrs. Herb- erans at the state hospital in Clarinda
_.rt Bartley, Mrs. Azel S. Ames, Mrs. was given by 'Mrs. William Linfor, in
Alfred Dement, Mrs. Guy Steinmetz which she stated that a guitar duet was
and Mrs. Elmer Scholl. An additional played by Shirley Linfor and Lola Watjuest was Mrs. Albert Secress. The kins. Mrs. Mehlmann, Mrs. Wahlert,
afternoon was spent playing bridge, Mrs. DeCamp, Mrs. Linfor and Mrs.
and each of the guests was presented Petersen volunteered to make cookies
C. F. DARROW, Manager
gift. A lunch was served by the to be sent to the Veterans hospital at
Knoxville on July 31.
hostesses.

NOTICE!

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS MAN?
AGE, 20/HEIGHT, 5'-8"; WEIGHT, 140 Ibs.
HAIR-EUCK COMPLEXION—DARK.
p This man represents himself as from the Roberts
^rodnpe, and has been known to take tmn,_sicKiy

larmers in this community! n you w«,« -- :
"», Phone 15 and ask for Norman Morgan, saltpan
"' the Roberts Produce.
i , "REWARD"—Hundreds of dollars in more prof"s from your poultry flocks and other livestock.

ROBERTS PRODUCE

Flash Ant Killer
15c

UNIVERSAL ALL-PURPOSE MINERAL
Guaranteed
THE FARMERS COOP.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

deb Vie With Prints in
Midsummer Fashion Pictim
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

Star Dust
* Film Folks on Stage
* Ann Waited and Won
* Kenny Signs Vp to Talk
'
By Virginia Vn^ -—:
OLLYWOOD is planning
for next summer, and you
ought to do the same, if you're
interested in seeing your favorite stars of the screen on the
stage. It's all because of Charles
Cbburn, who has been an actor
for the last thirty or forty years,
and for the last two has been
in Hollywood. During the last
year he has appeared in
"Idiot's Delight," "Made for
Each Other," "Alexander Graham
Btll," and the recently released
"Bachelor Mother." And.before
long you will be able to see bun with
Carole Lombard and Cary Grant
in "The Kind Men Marry."

H

'HEN it comes to the voguishness ol prints versus pastels
he present mode the matter rejres itself into pretty much of a
Nifty proposition. Which is to
' that the midsummer collections
[made up of a goodly showing of
ere is no doubt as to the imance of pastels especially for
rly tailored daytime dresses
t observe a nicety of detail which
them "class" in the eyes of
^criminating women who know
fashions. Favor for pastels
xpressed not only in silk crepes
sheer woolens but a hue and
is resounding for smart linens
• delectable muted pinks and
rose shades, cool-looking
ens and grays, light yellows, lavi and novelty shades as cyclatulip shades and such. White
and 1<npnp au natural are
i chic.
reason for the big splurge
linens are making this season
hat through the wonders of modscientific processing newer lin_carry a promise of nonand non-fihrinking.
the top of the picture to the
see the attractive spectator
1s dress of pastel blue crease~' nt imported linen. It has one
very smart umbrella-tucked
A belt braided in matching
fuchsia and yejtow silk floss
color in unmistakable terms.
boutonniere is of self-linen and
i cunning poke bonnet is of white
aw.
'dress to the right in the backof this group' is of a nubby
?*. pure linen in a delectable
Pink. Fitted .waistline and
ves cleverly appliqued with con-

iy Suits Adopt
'Little Girl' Air
of the new play suits have
Pttle-giti air. A 1939 variation of
i Popular shirt, Shorts, skirt comlation ia made of gay floral
Pped cotton, and. links a one-piece,
-sleeved play suit and a detach'"• skirt hemmed with a frill.
other, of ticking, is made up
square-necked puff sleeved
and shorts of the same ma-

But the project to give film stars
stage experience is largely due to
his experience as the guiding genius
of the Mohawk Dramatic festival,
which takes place each summer at
Union college, Schenectady. There,
experienced stars perform in wellknown plays.
After his first year in Hollywood
Charles Coburn discussed various
faults of the motion picture industry
with some of the directors and producers. He wag asked to do something to remedy those faults—to start
something like the Mohawk Drama
festival, in fact. But he saw trouble
ahead, with each big company demanding the leading roles in his
theatrical productions for its stars.
He felt that the best way out was
for him to line up plays if some
college would take over the festival.
The University of California came
forward, and now it seems to be all
set. Stars, featured players, and
even bit players and extras will
have' a chance to get theatrical experience—and the great public will
have an opportunity to look on while
trasting bands of periwinkle blue they get it.
'<
and strawberry linen are highspots
in its styling. Sunburst tucks at the
Ann Sothern deserves congratulaneckline, and impressed pleats in tions for knowing what she wanted
the skirt, are also significant de- and going after it, although sometails. Every dress with a Jacket is tunes the going was hard. It's more
fashion's decree this season which
accounts for a matching shell pink
bolero which you carry or which
you wear according to pomp and circumstances.
BefoEe leaving the linen theme,
just a word in regard to the smart
looking redingotes tailored of white
or natural linen which ladies of fashion are wearing over their lingerie
frocks this summer. They are a
modern version of the one-time honored "linen duster."
In regard to the silk prints that
are everywhere present,, and which
are in friendly rivalry to smart
linens, there is a decided flair
among women who dress in the
height of fashion for pattemings
that run to neat checks, and to
plaids and stripes with nothing less
than a stampede for dotted effects
of every description. As the midANN SOTHERN
season approaches suits of the new
check silks will come into play in than a year since she refused to
play any more of those ga-ga heroperfect fashion.
To the left in the foreground of ines and declared that she'd do
the illustration a fashionable miss nothing but character roles. She
is wearing a smart' frock for a day had a long wait—and in Hollywood
under the sun hi the country. The it's scary to wait too long between
dress is of blue silk with white pictures, because the public forgets
pin dots. The collar piece is white, you so soon.
Then cam* her chance in "Trade
likewise belt and buttons.
A gay and colorful evening gown Winds," Just what she wanted. Anis shown to the right. It is of Scotch other wait, and she was signed op
plaid trimmed with lace. The for "Mais!*." She was so good in
White organza blouse ia also that one that Metro wanted her to
trimmed vith lace. The full floor sign a contract, but she'd have none
length skirt of gay print with dainty of it unless she could be assured of
lingerie shirtwaist is e favorite eve- getting the kind of parts that she
wanted. She'd rather be off the
ning fashion formula.
screen altogether than be on it with
OUtoaMd by WMtern Newspaper Onion.)
no chance to do anything but look
beautiful.
So—Metro gave her the contract
that she wanted, and her first picture under the new deal will be
"Busman's Holiday," made in England with Robert Montgomery.

New Hobby

New York had its picture taken
from the air the other day, more
extensively than ever before. A
complete crew of cameramen and
sound technicians spent several
days shooting the harbor, the skyline, the World's fair, and everything else that they thought might
be of interest to you when you see
the forthcoming Walter Wanger production, "Eternally Yours." Mr.
Wanger is doing everything possible
for that picture; look at the names
in the cast—Loretta Young and
David Niven, Hugh Herbert, Billie
Burke, Dr. Aubrey Smith, Zasu Pitts.
If you pass this one up it won't be
his fault.

is fans are choosing more
Fss*s than. shorts for play this
F. one of NewVYqisk's, , smartest
reports. The smartest are
8
P'Que rayon or .linen, designed
brief gored te plaited skirts
ig above the knee.

For White Jersey
e

Practicality of white jersey.
smart appearance, the adapt"iyte to sculptural draping and ex' tailoring has so impressed
[th, s they arc expressing an
"'asm for it that knows no
Try out a costume of jerand see
what u does for you
N ol'jusl ordtow,
""' slenderize you, it will be to handkerohtefi IM"
lar" 2, the sort y°u "kve to
1
The white rayon jersies esL1.ley come out after a tubbing
as snow" which is exactly
woman hopes for, even
S lo
* in her white costumes.

jrt:

arrinDlamQnd Earrings
H tL B,B> oneParticularly
diamond
, «-'«r«,»l*«'n»ing inigly
important as accents for
c
lector pictured.
°stumt

Kenny Baker has a nice contract
for next year, and Jack Benny will
have to find a new singer to replace
him. One of the big oil companies
has lured Baker away, giving him a
handsome salary, and a contract
that will permit him to talk as well
as sing, which Benny's sponsors
didn't want him to do.
ODDS AND ENDS—Paramount it in
favor ol making Martha Raye a blonde (or
her next picture, and she doesn't like the
idea . . . Maybe Sully Eilers was no lady
uiltKii flie dumped her ice cream loda into
the lap ol the woman who insisted on taking the scut Sally uiai reserving for m
friend—bul ihe was doing what thousand*
oj ladies have yearned to do . . . If hen
Dorothy Lumaur went to If aufcegun for
the opening of "Man About Tuuin" the
uiat assigned to the hotel suite where she
stayed when she eloped with Heroie Kay.
iHelessed by W««tetn Newspupu Union.)

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

RiithWyefh Spears

By HAHOLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Bloody Bible Institute
(Released by Weattrn Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for July 23
Lesson subject* and Scriptiire texts nSJ*"1!! W).d _co,pyrt*hted by International
oOncU of Religious Education; used by
ASA:

A LIFE OF TRUST

LESSON TEXT—0 Chronicles 14:2-12.
GOLDEN TEXT—Help ui, O Lord our
God; for we rest on thee.—II Chronicles

"In God we trust."
These are the words which appear on many of our United States
coins. Do we believe them? The
lesson for today reveals how real
trust in God operates in the life of
a nation. The divine principles
which were in effect 900 B.C. are
just as valid in A.D. 1900. A
prayerful consideration 'Of them in
the Bible schools of our land today
and the application of them to, our
national life may mean more for
our country's welfare than the deliberation of statesmen or the operation of governmental agencies.
The story of the reign of Asa (one
of the few godly sovereigns of the
nation of Judah) reveals that trust
in God calls for an upright life, for
intelligent preparation, prayer, and
faith. If we trust God we shall
I. Make the Life Right (w. 2-5).
Asa "did that which was good and
right in the eyes of the Lord."
Only such a man or such a nation
can really trust God and count on
Him for guidance and blessing.
Asa destroyed the idols and places
of heathen worship (w. 3, 5), but he
also turned his people to the true
God (v. 4).
Many are praying that America
may have such a revival, which will
result in the putting away of sin,
which is becoming such a blatant
commonplace in our land, and a
turning to the true God in' repentant
and righteous living.
II. Prepare With Care (w. 6-10).
Asa trusted God but he also made
every possible preparation for that
which his nation might face. In
time of peace he fortified cities and
trained his army. This was intelligent faith.
We need not pray that God will
keep us warm, if we do not gather
-and conserve the fuel which He
has provided. We must plant, harvest, and store the grain if we are
to eat when winter comes. A proper
preparation for the defense of our
country should precede our prayers
for God's protection.
In and through all it is God that
works, but at the same time He expects us to do what we can as He
enables us to serve Him. The
work of the Church of Christ would
make great strides forward if His
followers would recognize that fact.
"We have no right to look for divine co-operation until we have done
our best; we are not to sit with
folded hands and expect a complete
salvation to be wrought for us, and
then to continue as idle spectators
of God's redemption of mankind. We are to tax our resources
to the utmost, gather our hundreds
of soldiers; we are to worjc out
our 'own salvation with fear and
trembling, for it is God which
worketh in us both to will and to do
of his good pleasure' " (W. H.
Bennett).
UI. Pray With Assurance (v. 11).
The Ethiopian host facing Asa's
army was so great that humanly
speaking his distinction was hopeless, but "one man with God at his
back is always a majority." Take
courage, Christian friends, trust
God. Only be certain that you are
on His side and that your life is
right, and then be assured that
He will give the victory.
The secret of Asa's victorious
prayer was that he put no trust in
himself, but did believe in God.
Says Alexander Maclaren: "My
consciousness of need is my opening the door for God to come in.
Just as you always find the lakes in
the hollows, so you will always find
the grace of God coming into men's
hearts to strengthen them and make
them victorious when there has been
the preparation of the lowered estimate' of one's self. Hollow out
your heart by self-distrust, and God
will fill it with the flashing waters
of His strength bestowed."

"QEAR MRS. SPEARS: 1 have
*-* both of your books and they
certainly have been a help to me.
I followed your directions in
Book 1 for making all of my slipcovers. Recently I started a wall
hanging of crewel work embroidery that required many stitches
that were new to me. I found
them all clearly diagramed in
Book 2, and was certainly glad I
had it to turn to.
"I am now interested in covering
seat cushions for our dinette. The
children have both breakfast and
their mid-day meal here. Can
you suggest a material that will
stand hard wear and that comes
in bright colors? G. B."
Green and orange striped awning material would give good service and would be attractive, and
this color scheme could be repeated in green curtains and orange
paint for the inside of a cupboard.
I have suggested slide fasteners
for the cushions so that they may
be removed easily for laundering.
Notice about book prices: Book
1—SEWING for the Home Decorator; and No. 2, Gifts, Novelties
and Embroideries, are now 15
cents each, or both books for 25
centSi Readers who have not secured their copies of these two
books should send in their orders
immediately, as no more copies
will be available, when the pres-

Jlsk Me Jlnoiher
%

ent supply Is exhausted. Your
choice of the QUJLT LEAFLET illustrating 36 authentic patchwprk
stitches or the RAG RUG LEAFLET, will be included with orders
for both books for the present, but
the offer may be withdrawn at any
tune. Leaflets are 6 cents each
when ordered separately.
Everyone should have copies of
these two books containing a total
of 96 How to Sew articles by Mrs.
Spears, that have not appeared in
the paper. Send your order at
once to Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.

Q

UICK
UOTES

Smin) Fomm

PUBLIC OFFICIALS
UR representative government
^'^ can only exist upon confidence
in public officials. Thst confidence
must be restored. It can only be restored by business-like conduct oi pub-.
lie affairs."—Governor John W. Bricker of Ohio.

Koof-fUd
' A T GROCERS

Complete Ignorance
To be proud of learning is tht.
greatest ignorance.

THE

. SAFEST
uOST ECONOMICS

A General Quiz

The Questions
1. What is the greatest solvent?
2. Why is an acorn so often seen
in carving on Colonial houses?
3. What is meant by "the great
American novel"?
4. Who described architecture
as frozen music?
5. What does corn mean?
6. Why do birds throw their
heads back when drinking?
7. Why does ice become white
when scraped?

The Answers
1. Water. It dissolves to a
greater or lesser extent almost all
substances which it contacts.
2. It was considered a symbol of
hospitality.
3. It is a phrase applied to a
novel not yet written but dreamed
• If your dealer cannot supply you,
of by all who are interested hi
•end 20c Wdj your dcaltr't nun*
American literature.
for a Triil Package of 48 genuine
4. Goethe described architecP8-KO Jar Aiagt; KM prepaid.
ture as frozen music.
5. To the American, maize; the
Chinese, rice; the Scotsman, oats.;
the North German, rye; the South
German, wheat.
6. In order to swallow. The
pigeon is the only bird that drinks
by suction.
7. Because the scraping leaves
a multitude of small irregular surfaces which reflect the light in all
Future Reward
Jirections, giving the white apThink of ease but work on.
pearance.
Herbert.

MEANS CAREFREE DRIVING!

IV. Act ia Faith (v. 12).

Asa went out to meet the Ethiopians, but he knew that God went
before him, and therefore he saw
God smite them.
Right living, proper preparation,
and the prayer of faith must culminate in an act of faith. If we
believe that God is tor us, let us
act as though we believed it and
step out with confidence to do His
will, come what may. God honors
that kind of faith, whether it be on
the part of a king, leading his nation into battle, or on the part of
the humblest believer, seeking to
bear testimony for Him.
Consecration

Consecration is not wrapping
one's self in a holy web in the sanctuary ; it is going into the world and
Busing every power for God's glory.
—Henry Ward Beecher.
A God of Justice

No one can exaggerate the goodness of God, save when he robs
God of His justice and might, and
paints Him as a benevolent but
weak grandfather.

Wf hen your car is mechanically in order
and Quaker State is in the crankcase... then
you are a carefree motorist. For Quaker
State Motor Oil is pure... acid-free. Each
drop is scrupulously refined to provide you
with rich, heat-resistant lubricant. Make
Acid-Free Quaker State your choice. 4
Your car will run better, last longer. Quaker
State Oil Refining Corp., Oil Gty, Penna.
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RATE "Story of Alexander Graham
CHANGES IN 1940 Bell" Coming to Rialto

It is hard to realize that one of the
indispensable articles in our modern
l Plan of 1939 AAA Program life, the telephone, came into being
Followed; Total Amounts to
only 63 years ago. The instrument
is so taken for granted that the stir\Be Received By Participants
ring romantic drama behind its inin 1940 May Not Vary.
vention is little known to the many
millions of people who use and depend
jhe general plan of the 1939 AAA upon the telephone daily.
Yet the miracle of the telephone is
;iam is to be followed in 1940 but
»changes may be made in the rates one of America's most thrilling
^participation by growers of dif- stories. It is a story that belongs to
commodities, according to the America, stirring in its simple human
of the 1940 planning work to drama of a man of genius and the
courageous woman who stood always
11 probability the increase in the at his side, o'f a love so great that it
«t acreage allotment will result inspired this man to endure ridicule,
j decreased rate of payment in the privation and hunger to achieve his
program and the expected de- dream of spanning continents with
in the corn acreage allotments the human voice. And in Darryl
ably will result in an increase in P. Zanuck's production of "The Story
[rate of payment for compliance of Alexander Graham Bell," coming
Saturday and Sunday evenings to the
940.
he total amounts to be received Rialto Theatre, another immortal
articipants in 1940 may not vary character joins the motion picture galjttly from that of 1939, however, lery of the great.
In this production, Don Ameche porpugh the rates and the acreage
trays
Bell, with Loretta Young as the
\be different. The corn belt yields
gorgeous
Mabel Hubbard, out of whose
i used in computing payments in
obability w\ll be revised upward deafness came the inspiration for the
tllow for the bumper crop yields telephone. Henry Fonda is seen as
Thomas A. Watson, Bell's invaluable
he last two or three years.
he present rate of payment on aide and most ardent admirer. Charles
to co-operators is 9 cents for Coburn, Gene Lockhart, Spring Bying[conservation 'and 6 cents for par- ton and Loretta Young's three sisters:
Sally Blane, Polly Ann Young and
la total of 15 cents, on the normal
Georgiana Young are featured in Ihe
I of each acre in the allotment.
cast.
least one Iowa county is exIn addition to the feature, the proied to request that grants-of-aid
gram will include the regular news
Authorized to facilitate purchases
reel, also the Terry-Toon cartoon,
nestone. Adair county in which
"Nutty Network."
^tensive agricultural planning proTonight—The Big Night.
i is being carried on has this matSir Arthur Conan Doyle's "The
| under consideration and other
Hound of the Baskervilles," one of
counties might follow auit.
literature's most shocking, spine-chil(pllowing are the pertinent pro- | ling mystery stories and the greatest
of the report on 1940 AAA :
of all of Sherlock Holmes' astounding
am as adopted by the AAA of- i adventures, has been transcribed to
; and state committeemen:
the screen and is the feature attraction
ril Building Allowance: That a at the Rialto this (Wednesday) even[er proportion of the total availing.
| funds be provided for soil-build-i Tall, spare, hawklike Basil Rathpayments.
bone, in the perfect-fitting role of the
at a minimum amount which may great detective, is co-featured with
brned by carrying out soil building Richard Greene and Wendy Barrie,
jtices be established, b'y providing In this great story the master of a
I the total payment which may be thousand mysteries pits his cunning
against the giant unearthly beast that
stry. That an allowance of $30 roams the fog-shrouded English moor
be established in addition to with blazing eyes and bared fangs, ter[regular soil building allowance, rorizing the countryside, striking horthis sum to be earned only by , ror into the hearts of two young lovers
iting forest trees.
' and leaving a trail so terrifying that
ne Gardens: That, where state only Sherlock Polmes dare follow.
nittees recommend, further en- 1 Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, John
agement be given the production Carradine, Barlowe Borland, Beryl
bod in home gardens by providing Mercer, Morton Lowry and Ralph ForI allowance for family gardens and bes are included in the cast.
duction of $2 per farm from pay- I On the program this evening will be
otherwise earned if the farm a cartoon entitled, "Prize Guest," also
has not raised a home garden, Iowa news flashes.
nmercial Vegetables: That as in
, commercial vegetable acreage alnts be established in counties
nated as commercial counties.
>il Building Practices: That a new
be established providing for
Seventy-nine checks totaling $1,[control of erosion of farm land a664.98
were received at the Cass county
; Active streams by rip-rap of rock
|
agricultural
conservation office Sataction.
urday
for
parity
payments on the
at a practice he established pro1
for the maintenance of protec- 1939 wheat crop.
' The checks represent the payments
[ vegetative cover on cropland. The
were sent in
practice is designed to encour- 'on applications t*iwhich
. T i n
A-n/-»fnPF

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 41

Anita Girl and Adair Man SUPERINTENDENT
United in Marriage Sunday

IS
HIRED FOR PLANT

At the home of the bride's parents,
dr. and Mrs. Lafe Koob, at 2:00 o'clock
unday afternoon, in the presence of Municipal Light Plant Trustees Hire
orty relatives and friends, occurred
Ernest Ford of Independence at
Briardale
Camay
he marriage of their daughter, Hallie
a Salary of $150 Per Month;
MILK—
TOILET SOAP—
flae, to Fred M. MiiSride, Jr., son of
Plan to Hire 3 Local Men.
flr. and Mrs. Fred 'M. McBride, Sr., of
Vitamin D added
The soap of beauti
Pomona, So. Dak. Rev. D. B. S. Prath2 large
ful women,
r of Tennant, Iowa, officiated, using
cans
per bar
Ernest Ford, chief engineer at thee single ring ceremony.
municipal electric plant at IndependThe ceremony took place before an
Briardale
G. W. C.
ence, Iowa, has been hired by the
mprovised white altar, lighted by tall
JAR RUBBERS—
trustees as superintendent of the new
MACARONI—
apers and banked with garden flowers.
municipal plant being built in Anita,
Red, 2 lip
Elbow,
receding the ceremony, Mrs. Anita
at
a salary of $150 per month. Mr.
3 dozen
2 pounds
-.ast Marsau of Tulsa, Okla., sang
Ford comes here with the best of reOh Promise Me," and after the vows
Briardale
G. W. C.
were given sang "At Dawning." Miss commendations for the position which
COFFEE—
iathleen Prather accompanied Mrs. he will hold, and has had a good many
WHOLE
last, and also played the wedding years experience in the electrical, field
Fresh roasted, fresh
PEELED APRICOTS—
as well as eight years working with
march and soft music during the cereground,
No. 21/2
piony. The bride was given in mar- Diesel engines. He assumes his posi2 pounds . . .
can
tion here the first of August and he
iage by her father.
and Mrs. Ford have rented rooms at
The bride wore a floor length gown
Tall Corn, 3-lbs. ...39c
Dozen Cans
$2.25
the
home of Mrs. Mary Wilson on West
f white lace over white satin, and a
Main Street where bhey will do light
old cross pendant worn by her mother housekeeping.
SWEET POTATOES, new crop, 4 pounds
25c
lirty-three years ago at her wedding,
HEAD LETTUCE, Calif., 2 solid crisp heads . .15c
In addition to the superintendent
hich was also worn by her sister,
ORANGES, California Sunkist, each
le
the trustees expect to hire three local
Ars. Ruth Ridenour of Adair, at her
men to work eight hour shifts at the
wedding three years ago. She car- plant, and to assist Mr. Ford with
Briardale Seedless
Briardale
ied a bouquet of pink rosebuds and line work and installations. A girl
BLACK RASPBERRY
FRUIT PECTIN—
aby breath. Mrs. Ridenour, matron may also be hired for office work.
PRESERVES—
For making jellies or
f honor, wore a floor length gown of
Workmen are busy this week inIn glass tumbler,
, preserves,
ink taffeta, and a corsage of pink stalling the Worthington engines, and
1 pound
JA
2
nap dragons. Cleo Minkner of Adair the G. W. Jones Electric Co., who are
cted as best man. Charlotte Belle, building the distribution system, are
tumbler
«if I.
packages . ,
mall sister of the bride, dressed in stringing wire in different parts of
blue organdy gown trimmed in white, town. A few days more and the buildG. W. C.
Mt. Hope
carried
the ring in a pink rose bud.
CORN STARCH—
ing housing the plant should be comFollowing the ceremony a buffet pleted. Just when the plant will be
2 1-lb.
Soft cutting,
uncheon was served to the guests, ready for operation is not known but
packages . . .
pound
......
Urs. W. T. Biggs acting as dining it will probably be not later than the
oom hostess, with Mrs. A. A. Johnson, first of October.
WHEATIES—
G. W. C.
[rs. Dora Edwards and Mrs. William
j
tockham assisting.
Breakfast of
SALAD DRESSING—
The
bride
graduated
from
the
Anita
champions,
It's whipped,
igh school With the class of 1932, and
2 packages ..
quart jar . . .
uring her school days was outstanding
n dramatics and other activities. The
Apricots — Peaches — Cantaloupes — Watermelons
During, a severe electrical storm
room following his graduation from
Plums — Pears — Carrots
igh school became connected with the between 1:00 and 2:00 o'clock Tuesivil aeronautics authorities, and at the day morning, lightning struck a large
resent time is employed at the gov- elm tree at the rear of the Glen A.
rnment station in Adair, where the Roe residence on Rose Hill Avenue,
oung couple will make their home and jumping to a service wire leading
ollowing a honeymoon trip to different to the house carried the lightning bolt
into the residence. The bolt was so
oints in South Dakota.
strong
that it burned an electrical
Out-of-town
guests
were
Mrs.
Fred
Cass
county
has
a
total
of
2,648
The first of the 1939 corn parity
payment checks, amounting to $37,- homesteads, with a valuation of $4,- . McBride of Romona, So. Dak; wire in the attic, setting fire to the
404.2S, arrived at the agricultural con- 210,275, homesteads tax exemption. rant MIcBride, wife and son, James, roof. The electric meter was damservation office in Atlantic Monday. figures compiled by the county audi- f Auburn, Iowa; Rev. and Mrs. Prath- aged, also numerous electric fixtures
r and daughter, Kathleen, of Ten- throughout the house. The telephone
The checks, 439 in number and repre- or's office disclosed.
ant; Ed. Wilson and wife of Ran- was also put out of commission. A fire
This
year's
valuation
is
approxisenting the payment on the first 357
applications, were forwarded to farm mately $30,000 higher than a year olph, Neb; Dr. W. R. Koob and wife alarm was turned in, but Mr. Roe had
operators and landlords Tuesday. This go, due perhaps to the fact that more f Brayton; Mrs. Cynthia Hansen of the fire extinguished before the fireamount is about 20 per cent of the anailies are now living in their own Ulantic; Mrs. Mae Koob and Mrs.men arrived on the scene, as the blaze
total the-county will receive under the lomes coupled with the possibility luma Christensen of Des Moines; and had not gained much headway when
AAA program as about 93 per cent of hat more are taking advantage of the onald Ridenour and wife, V. R. Riden- discovered.
During the same storm, lightning
ur and wife and Cleo Minker and
all farm land in Cass county is under omestead exemption law.
followed
a service wire into the resiAlso, the auditor's office pointed out, ife of Adair.
the triple-A program this year.
dence
of
Ernest Burke on West Main
ast
year's
figure
does
not
take
into
Cass is the first county in this section
Street,
and
burned the elements on an
of the state to receive their checks, it ccount a number of claims which
electric
range.
Insulation on the wires
were
sent
to
the
state
office
later
in
is stated. Only twelve days ago the
in the stove caught fire and were
first applications were sent to the state he year. Late applications are not
shooting flames two feet above the
offices in Des Moines, however, they ieing accepted this year.
stove, and was making a noise simiThe
amount
of
the
tax
exemption
are now being flooded with applicaMiss Muriel Elaine Smither, daugh- lar to the exhaust of a steam engine.
tions from other counties and it will which home owners in this county will T of Postmaster and Mrs. George O.
The electric storm was accompanied
probably take a little longer for the receive has not yet been calculated, Smither-of Anita, and James Stanley
by a small rain that measured .20 of
next batch of checks to arrive. Tues- ince tax levies will not be determined Curtis, son of J. E. 'Curtis of Nevada,
day, approximately 900 applications until September. As levies are ex- were united in marriage Thursday an inch, bringing the total precipitation for the past week to .66 of an
had been forwarded to the state office pected to be low in many townships, morning at 9:00 o'clock at the St.
inch.
not all of the home owners will reby the local county office.
'atrick's Rectory in Nevada. Immediceive
the
maximum
25
mills'
exempIowa farmers cooperating in the
Mrs. Vincent Kelly and children are
ately following the ceremony the
AAA program are slated to receive a ion.
spending the week with relatives and
roung
couple
left
on
a
honeymoon
trip
The greatest number of claims in
total of $18,000,000 in corn price adto Chicago after which they will be at friends at Odebolt.
justment payments this year. .This the rural district comes from Noble lome to their friends in Nevada
affects about 190,000 farms in the township, with 101 applications on a where the groom is employed, in an oil
Philip B. Pilmer of Des Moines
state. Farmers, to be eligible for the valuation of $243,161. Atlantic leads station.
and his brother, Will Pilmer of St.
6-cent per bushel adjustment on the n town claims, with 807 home owners The wedding ceremony was perform- Charles, were Tuesday visitors in
normal yield of the corn acreage al- eporting a valuation of $941,988. Anita ed in the presence of the immediate Anita.
.
be so worded as to enlotment, are required to stay within is next with 192 claims and a valua- families and close friends, including
age protection of wildlife.
of 58 f±s The** that
tion of $218,135.
Miss Mary Robson, a patient at the
i? That the grants-of^
^ both t^nts and land- their acreage allotment.
Claims in other towns follow. Gris- the bride's parents, with the R«v. Fr. Iowa Lutheran hospital in Des Moines,
The
first
checks
for
Cass
county
N.
A.
Steffens
officiating.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
[Program be continued in 1940 on a ^^ ^ 8ome CB8e8i accounts for the
averaged nearly $105 per farm, and wold, 185, $188,658; Cumberland, 103 H. E. Shaffer of Nevada attended the will submit to an operation on her
similar in most respects to that
tep of checks exceeding the numthe average over the state is also ex- $120,820; Masaena, 103, $108,420
left lung this morning. She is in a
couple.
39- Under this part of the proceeding $100, according to reports from Lewis, 109, $99,542; Marne, 51, $42,
The bride, who was attired in a very weak condition, and Saturday Was
. farmers in some areas may reDes Moines. In some cases the checks 665; Wiota, 41, $30,347.
the
white street length dress with all given a blood transfusion by her
lime, phosphate and seeds, of | Earl Sampson, manager °*
are split between tenants and landbrother, John, and on Monday another
[•building practices in lieu of pay- , Anita Hatchery, and Mrs. Sampson
John Schaake and wife and thei white accessories, is well known here
transfusion by -her brother, Milo.
lords.
pts.
niece, Patsy Heires, were Sunday where she was born and raised. She
'have gone to Missouri to spend a few
h
attended
the
Anita
public
sfchools
and
visitors in Carroll with Patsy's par
»t the distribution of materials weeks with relatives and friend*.
graduated with the class of 1933. Fol-, Mrs. Harold Champion of Menlo
ents, Paul Heires and wife.
pied in with local commercial dis1
lowing" her graduation she attended and Mrs. Joe Kopp of Adair enterH. A. Gill, local aglnU^ been, inchannels wherever practicMrs.
Edna
Nichols
and
daughter
Irish business college at Iowa City and tained a number of ladies at the latformed by Rock Island offlcmis A .t
Virginia, are leaving today for Long for the past three years has been em- ter's home last Thursday afternoon.
the new Rocket trains w.H be put »
The large barn on the Mrs. Laura Beach, Cal., to spend three or fou ployed in Nevada.
High scorer was Mrs. Fannie Young
P equity case was filed in the Cass service through Anita late this t*tt. Campbell farm at the south corporate weeks with relatives and friends.
and runner-up was Mrs. Guy Steinclerk's office Saturday by There will be one train eaoh way limits of Anita, and tenanted by Hans
metz. A two course luncheon was
:8s
437 Cass county residents were given
ja Kelly and Minnie Charles, Sly and they will take the place ° Moelck and family, was destroyed
Harry Swartz and wife and Georg< old age assistance for the month of served following the bridge games.
Nos. 7 and 8, the f«-M'«n. by fire about midnight Tuesday. It F. Shaffer and wife and the ladies
ntiffs, against Bertha Derry, et al. trains
now in service through here T h e n
is thought the blaze was caused by mother, Mrs. P. E. Lamborn, visitet June, according to the monthly reThe budget estimate for the Anita
Petition asks the court to order
trains
will
probably
have
the
sam
spontaneous combustion of hay. At Sunday with their brother and so port of the Iowa Old Age Assistance Independent School District will be
Stable division of the estate
Commission. They received $8,935, or found in today's Tribune. The di|ne late James E. Ingram of Wiota. stopping points as 7 and 8 now have. the height of the blaze, other build- who is a patient in a hospital at Kan
an average of $20.45 each. 80 of the rectors will meet on Aug. 10, at which
has
ing's including the house were threat- sas, City, Mo.
l
24 heirs according to the peassistance
checks were received in time the budget will be approved, and
ened, but a change in the wind toCharles Stoodt, wife and two child Anita.
gether with the work of Anita firecertified to the county auditor. Aced
.w.y.
few
days
«
.
ren
of
Rock
Rapids,
Whyne
Odem,
wif
men
prevented
their
destruction.
cording to the notice^ the estimated
s
r
o
t
h
Janelle Spencer of CumberinYoungstown,Ohio. He
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Thomas
and
is
of
and
two
children
of
Creston,
Lloy
The
barn,
40x48
with
two
16-foot
levy
for school purposes in the disresigned her position aa an
sheds on each side, was completely Odem, wife and two children of Bray family of Fort Wayne, Irid., visited trict next year will be 24.30 mills.
of M _
i— Jr at the Howard Beauty Shop, er Of bhe late Dr. H .£
ber destroyed together with the contents ton, Ralph Odem, wife and son, Dale here for several days last week with The levy the past year was 23.01
|re she has been employed the past Anita and Vr. ^- ^
of hay, oats, harnesss and some smal of Wiota, and Gunner Hjortshoj an Mr. and Mrs. Harold Giles, and are mills. The small increase is due
lr- t" accept the management of a lantic. Dr. Campbell muJe •
farm machinery. No livestock was in wife of Anita were Sunday guests a now taking a trip to Yellowstone Na- to the fact that $2,000 in bonds on
at
of
friend-on
different
v,M^t.^
^
h
Indianola. She left the first
the
last
time
he
was
h«e
>
^
^
the barn. The loss on both building the home of their parents and gram tional Park and California. They ex- the school building must be retired
.* week for Indianola. Her place
IthfJ l , I
i_
,
,
t_
pect to be gone six weeks and will next year, while this year $1,000 in
ut and contents were partially covered parents, Ray Odem and wife, on Eas
I '"tai shop has been taken by I years ago to attend Uu
r
vices for his brother. He
stop here on their return trip home.
by
insurance.
Main
Street.
bonds were paid off.
yn McLand of Council
165 years of age.

Values For Friday-Saturday
13c

18c

20c

19c

ISc

19c

21c

32c

$37,404.25 Corn Parity 2,648 Homesteads in Cass
Checks Arrive Monday County; 192 Are in Anita

Elaine Smither Married
at Nevada Last Thursday

Wheat Parity
Totaling $1,664.98 Arrive

Large Barn in South Anita
Destroyed By Midnight Fire

a

Lightning Strikes Two
Anita Homes Daring Storm

THE
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NOTICE FOR COAL BIDS.

AROUND IOWA.

PETERSEN'S GROCERY

Bids will be received by the Secretary of the Board of Education
Saved His Mule.
4!
of the Anita Independent School DisPHONE 300
I Orifice Boyer, colored, drove a mule
trict
of
Anita,
Iowa,
at
his
office
Phone 29
We Deliver
in the Long Building, up to and in- I in the Shuler coal mine near Des
'i/J.
;
Vloines. One morning Orifice heard
SPECIALS FOB FRIDAY AND SATURDA?
cluding Thursday, August 10, 1939,
cracking noise overhead and saw
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
for approximately 150 tons of coal
COCOANUT, fancy extra long shredded, i/»it> K
for delivery to the school building he mine props slipping. Before startCORDED BEEF, 12-oz. can
19c
ng
to
run,
he
unhooked
his
mule
from
FRENCH MUSTARD, Jack Sprat, pint glass 7
in the town of Anita, Iowa.
T6MATO SOUP, Clover Farm, 3 cans
23c
Bids to be governed by the follow- 1 he mine-car. The humane act, perCORN FLAKES, 2 large packages
^
ormed in a dim-lit mine tunnel withng specifications:
SUGAR, brown or powdered, 3 pounds
19c
CERTO,
for
making
jam
and
jellies,
2
bottles.
iut
benefit
of
crowds
or
applause,
cost
In accordance with Chapter 62-B1,
.41C°
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 tall cans
19c
him
his
life.
The
mule
escaped;
OriSALMON, 1-lb. can, special at. —
Section 1171-B2, Code of Iowa, 1935,
.lOc
SOAP, Clover Farm, 3 giant sized bars
lOc
and as amended by Senate File 151, fice was killed by falling slate.
LARD, Silver Leaf, pure, 4-lb. pail
.3fc.
47th. General Assembly, and Senate
^ptYDOL, medium sized package
19c
SHORTENING, Jewell, 4-lb. pail
Tough Lad.
File 157, 48th. General Assembly,
-49c
MATCHES, 6 box carton
18c
The young son of Mr. and Mrs. John
'By virtue of statutory authority, a
BUTTER, fancy, at usual Saturday price.. .24c
Hall
near
Griswold
wes
run
over
by
a
*EARD, 3 1-lb. packages
25c
preference will be given to products
Place Your Order Now, For Canning Peach™
and provisions grown and coal pro- ractor last -week. Following this,
^KRAUT, Clover Farm, 3 No. 2V2 cans
25c
he youngster jumped up and started
duced within the State of Iowa."
Will Quote You Right Price
BUTTER, creamery, pound
24c
The Board of Education reserves >ff on a run. Physicians could find
;he right to accept or reject any nothing wrong with him.
Carrots, Lettuce, Celery, Cabbage
and all bids. (Bids may include the
Niles Blake, wife and children, Tn'e Cass county -worr^tfTd^
and Tomatoes.
Three Yolks.
amount of, certified check, party to
Maurice and Sharol, of Marne spent will be featured on the program
A pullet belonging to Charles Bulwhom made payable, as evidence of
Sunday in the city with her mother, the Wlota homecoming on Satutc
good faith in submitting contract, ock at Bloonifield recently laid an Mrs. Anna Porch, and with her aunt,
evening, Aug. &r Miss Bessie Bell
and the time when contract shall be egg with three yolks—a new record.
Mrs. Chas. Ragan and husband.
rector, announced this week.
highways might be brought closer to
entered into, if bid is accepted, etc.)
all-weather roads without the slightBlood Bank.
Specifications can be obtained by
Published Every Thursday by the est threat to bond and interest reThe hospital at Iowa City maintains
writing the undersigned.
quirements—and with plenty of room
"blood bank," from which deposits
Joe Vetter, Secretary,
to spare. Now it would appear from
of any needed type of blood may be
2t
Anita, Iowa.
W. F. BUDD
Editor Mr. Bagley's report of gas tax colobtained quickly. 25 to 30 different
lections that efficient administration of ANITA COMMUNITY INVITED
bloods are kept in the "bank."
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 public office is also a source of new
AK-SAR-BEN SHOW JULY 31
If not paid in advance
$2.00 revenue. It is much less painful and
Comes the Revolution.
The people of Anita and community
Entered at the post office at Anita, much more sensible he points out, to
City employers aren't the only ones
conserve funds already collected than are invited to be guests of Ak-Sar-Ben
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
who have their troubles. At Villisca
it is to search out new taxation at the big Den show in Omaha on Monlast week, a team of work-horses, apTHURSADY, JULY 27, 1939.
schemes.
day evening, July 31.
parently wanting shorter hours and
Tickets for the Den show are now
more oats, got their owner Henry Car"FIGHT ONE MORE ROUND."
COLLECTIONS UP.
available free to residents of this secmichael down in their stall and tramption and may be obtained from Ak-Sarled him. He was cut and bruised badly.
"Gentlemen Jim" Corbett was probGasoline tax collections show an inBen's Ambassador who is Dr. F. D.
crease since January 1 far beyond the ably the best boxer who ever stepped Weimer.
Broken Necks.
normal increase in the number of nto the ring. He was a master of
The July 31 Den show is given over
Three broken necks, none fatal, ocautorriobiles and trucks. The increase :he art of self-defense. In his auto- especially to Anita, Shelby, Neola,
curred within a few miles of eSch other
in receipts up to July 1 amounted to >iography Corbett points out that
Minden, Harlan, Avoca, Earling, Atrecently. At Shell Rock, Adam Eichner
$624,000 over the same period of last each fighter has the same equipment—•
lantic, Missouri Valley, Dunlap, Logan,
was struck on the side of the head by
year and State Treasure^ Bagley be- :wo arms, two legs, a body and a head.
Woodbine, Onawa, Mondamin, Pisgah,
a hayloader. At Plainfield, Lewis
lieves the increase may reach $1,000,000 The blows it is possible to use are
Modale, Lewis, Oakland, Henderson,
Hill fell from a load of hay. At Laby the end. Mr. Bagley acknowledges few—not more than twenty in all.
Walnut, Denison, Portsmouth, ManPorte City, Mrs. Ralph Bunyan was
What, then, is the secret that makes
what appears to be an increased coopilla, Manning, Audubon, Casey, Whithit by a truck. Box score: Three
eration between his office and gaso- a man a champion? Corbett answers
ing, Persia, Hancock.
broken necks, no casualties.
line dealers. The state treasurer fur- it with this statement: "Fight one
This year's show, titled "Fair
ther believes that his gasoline tax more round!"
Enough," is replete with laughs anc
"When your feet are so tired you
Exaggeration.
collection staff, particularly those in
thrills. The title was coined because
At Waverly last week, a woman
the field who conduct audits anc have to shuffle back to the center of
Omaha is the almost exact halfway
phoned the newspaper to tell the pubchecks, have generated much of this the ring—fight one more round.
point between the two world's fairs
"When your arms are so tired that
lisher that reports of her death, like
voluntary cooperation by their atti
at San Francisco and New York. Trav
tude of interest and helpfulness. Since you can hardly lift your hands to
that of Mark Twain, were exaggerelers to and from these fairs are infour-ninths of gasoline tax collections come on guard—fight one more round
ated. Her husband had already revited to attend "Fair Enough" as Ak"When your nose is bleeding am
returns to the counties and five-ninths
ceived several condolences.
Sar-Ben's guests without cost.
to the state highway program, this your eyes are black and you are so
Ak-Sar-Ben and its thousands of
circumstance is of genuine significance tired that you wish your opponen
Not Kicking.
members are eagerly awaiting the opwould crack you on the jaw and put
Editor Albert Gauthier of Corning
portunity to mingle with and entertain
you to sleep—fight one more round—
received a broken leg while umpiring
OVERHEAD DOWN.
the thousands who are expected from
remembering that the man who. fights
a baseball game recently in a collithis section of the middle west.
(Well remembered is Governor Wil- one more round is never whipped."
sion
at home plate. His daughter 'Mary
Following the big show, which is desson's first conference with the high
Corbett practiced what he preached.
assures
one and all that Publisher
cribed as being the most elaborate
way commission shortly after he took In his first fight he won in the twentyGauthier "isn't kicking any."
production in its long years of hisoffice in January. With a program eighth round.
tory, the out-of-town visitors will be
of farm-to-market roads in mind he
To be champion, to win in the arena
Picks Up Snake.
guests of Ak-Sar-Ben at a buffet supdrew a reluctant admission from the of life, hang this motto on the wall
Mrs. M. W. Conwell reached for a
per and dance.
commission's engineers that engine over your desk: "FIGHT ONE MORE
Growing in popularity each year the weed in her strawberry bed and picked
ering and administrative costs couk ROUND." It will be an eternal reD«n shows have become the meeting up one end of a seven foot bull snake.
be reduced by more than a million minder of the fact that a quitter never
place of people in all walks of life The Knoxville Journal reports that
dollars per year without hampering wins and a winner never quits.
and all sections of the state. The she "dropped it immediately," which
the progress of the primary road pro
informal gatherings give to thousands was probably an understatement.
Speed seems to be the difference begram. A program of farm-to-marke
an oportunity to become acquainted
roads financed by use of funds which tween the "good old days" and those
Rubber Bones.
with people in all sections of the state
originate in gasoline taxes, brough of the present era, according to the
A coroner's jury had difficulty in
and
tbus
create
a
mutual
feeling
of
forth momentary remonstrances from editor of an exchange who says: "A
goodwill which goes a long way toward determining the cause of death of
those who feared use of the funds man used to wait a month if he missgeneral state growth and development. Michael Burns of Madrid recently.
might threaten payment of highway ed his wagon train to the coast and
His body was found at the bottom of
bonds. However, it was again dem now he crabs if he misses one section
The Benton Future Farmers 4-H a 100 foot cliff but no bones were
onstrated that Iowa farms off paved of a revolving door."
club held its regular meeting Friday broken.
evening at the Loyal Possehl home.
False Alarm.
Firemen at Alton were glaring susA meeting of the Townsend club
will be held Friday evening at the piciously at night marshal there last
home of Jas. B. Herriman on East week. He blew the fire siren, claimed
he had simply
' ' punched the wrong
Main Street.
button.
TRY THE
A surprise birthday dinner was
HERE'S the outstanding
tire value for QUALITY.™
given Sunday in honor of the' Misses
Turtle Gag.
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
ENDURANCE -MILEAGE
Gladys and Helen Turner, whose birthSomeone sent the Algona Upper
and ECONOMY. M1LKAGE
days are this week. There were Hes Moiries a turtle by parcel post reHere's a t i r e k n o w n
everywhere for Its sunerinritv
thirty-five guests present.
Out-of- cently. Staff members have no clues
in VALUE and SERVICE, *
town guests were John Ehrsom, wife but are suspecting Editor Russ Waller,
, TENS OB MILLIONS of
and children, Chris Popp and wife vacationing in California.
diese High Quality High Speed
and Miss (Mary Kirlin, all from GreenTires have been sold.
^^
field; Andy Bolz, wife and children of
Morning Glories.
The enviable reputation o f ]
Firestone was built with
Atlantic; Fred Vorrath, wife and child'•'rank Finger, 75, of Aekley,
this marvelous tire!
",
ren of Bridgewater; and Orley Vor- killed last week in a binder accide
nt.
Here'* a tire known for year*
rath, wife and children of Fontanelle. He
s untangling some morning
Other guests were Worth Chastian glories from a binder when his team
CONSTRUCTION.
and wife, J. P. Aupperle and Miss started up. 'His right leg was cut
Evangeline Dressier of Anita. The the left leg broken and the knee
disgirls received many lovely gifts.
located. Injuries and shock caused
his death.
Thirty members of the K. J. U. club
and four visitors enjoyed a picnic FriCostly K i t t y .
COME
TODAY
day in the basement at t/he Church
STOCK
When the family n i t j um , H , ( , , m t
—SALE ENDS
JULY 29th.
of Christ. The visitors were Mrs.
of the car at Brooklyn, Iowa, u t llu ,,,, K
Frank Kramer, Mrs. Robert Cryer,
Nebraska family had to stup ovi . r „,
Miss Irene Anderson and Miss Ruth
Iowa for two days. The ( - at wa.s f ( , u n d
Biggs. During the noon hour a basket
under the back porch of „ H n , o k l v n
dinner was served. The afternoon was home. It was a large p
SALE EK'-;
: ersian, valspent socially by the ladies and a short ued ut $250.
business meeting was held with the
newly elected officers in charge. The
84-Year Old "Bab>
new officers are Mrs. C. F. Darrow,
Mount Ayr friends recently p a j,|
president; Mrs. W. R. Cryer, vice prestribute to Mrs. Mary
Wible, N 4 - y e a r
ident; Mrs. Merle Robison, secretary;
old resident, or
Mrs. Almira Rickel, treasurer; Miss birthday. Mrs.the occasion of her
Wible had the honor
ANITA, IOWA
Cleo Spry, flower committee chairman; of being the
first
white girl (,„,. and Mrs. Hattie Wiese, reporter.
Ringgold county.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

WE DELIVER

THE ANITA TRIBDNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

NITY

MORE USABLE GAS MIXTURE
"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

Mobilgasl

cve/uf mop WiwL.

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

GET OUR LOW PM'

OU BUY

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son

OIL COMPANY

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
By ED WHEELAN
LOOK CHILDREN,
H0*l TAME. SHE
THERE'S'

AA CAM WHILE..

FTCR GIVING ORDERS T& THE TWO
E^XNGS WENT TOTHE

. eOyS,TV4ERE WAS

DEFINITE T>EC\DEP AEOJT ALTA

f "SILK " AFTER THE
"TONIGHT. I \WISH VOU'D
l COME T& MV CAR AND MOE'LL
SETTLE THIS (QUESTION C*=
\ A L T A ONCE -AND

LAST NifiHT BUT SUE'S TO
KEPT OOT OF THE SHO*/
STATIONED
IN FROKT OF "TOE

tO VA
THINK THATS
SAFE

Here's a hooked

scatter

made of yarn or
"
youwish. Doth
odds and ends. Pattern

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —We Can Almost Hear the Wedding Bells
LALA AND
GONZALES ARE
ELOPING WHILE

IF WE
COULD
ONLY
THINK
OF A
WAY TO
SAVE

HEft BfJOTHER,
VINCENT, CHASES
THEM.B6ARING
A TEL6GRANV
EXPOSING THE
GROOM-TO-BE AS
A RUBBER-CHECK
PASSER

PERHAPS MISTER
VINCENT HAS
SOME INFORMATION
ABOUT GONZALES
BY NOW-IN FACT,
HE MIGHT BE
TRYING TO CATCH
UP WITH US

BABETTE, WE
MUST DELAY
SOMEHOW LOOK! THAT
BRIDGE GIVES
ME AN IDEA

MADAM, PM
AFRAID WE'LL V HIVESHAVE TO STOP ft A FEW TRUNKS j
AND PICK UP A TO A WOMAN
THOSE TRUNKS | WITH MY
DOUGH

HIVES,
YOU'RE ALWAYS
SO CLEVER

By burning 25% slower ^
the average of the 15 other]
of the largest-selling brand}
tested-shmer than any«|
tliem-CAMELSgivesroot
•n the equivalent of

HURRY UP, VINCENT - LALA'S
GETTING CLOSER TO THE
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
IN STOOGEVILLE-

VINCENT IN HIS
WEIRD SPEED-WAGON

S'MATTER POP— Right Out of a Clear Sky!

MESCAL IKE

tains a transfer pattern
15 by 20'A inches;
doing hooking; color
key.
Send 15 cents in coins f or
pattern to The Sewing c
Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth
8mn A
New York, N. Y
A

By

By C. M. PAYNE

s. JL HUNTLEY

Someone Overlooked a Good Bet
O6ST

UP TUAR tuens &JL:
WtT CXJMT ADVERTISE

A

/

VfORB

1VJL
t
---"
«r«te offers all of (hem? Bcrf J*l
porttnt dgwette fects
•dentific tots on 1<5

POP— Why There Are War*

By J. MILLAR WATT
COUNTRIE-S
ITS UNTHINKSABL&
I

AM, YES!
BUT WE HAVE- SOME- OF
THE: GREATEST UMTHINK&RS
THE WORLD HAS

«»1lip» f^fu

CAMELS were found w""°
MORE TOBACCO BY WEWW
1
Ib*nlhe»v «geforthe'
e

the Uigwt-jelling brands.

EVER
SEEN

'THAN ANY
•raSTBD-25%
JN6 BRANDS! By burning
•tower, on the average,
•molten Ae equivalent
SMOKES PER PACK!

,

>^<*'*&

3 THEIR ASH FAR
••'- -JK.
w

the ««n«e for

JM"HPM"I

?S- > , '-? '•'-' »*4.V

D

AN OVERSIGHT

Cneerru News
'(2EOS" ACTIVE

IN [AW UNION

BREAKS
Af NAZI PllMIC

AUEN RADICALS'
LEAD M&ETIN6

A correspondent sent the following extract from a friend's letter:
"The natives of North Zululand
have come to the conclusion that
tbe white man is, after all, a fool.
Recently a telephone squad was in
that district, and the native's verdict was: "White man a fooJ. He
puts up a wire fence; the cows can
walk under it."

FASCISTS
ORGANIZED

CO SOMETHING
A00UT

SHIP LOAD OP
RADICAL AUENS
SENT PACK TO
EUROPE:

THE WORLD AT HS WORST

By GLUYAS WILUAMS

iointe>No.L

Being P.lit.
Little Greta came into the kitchen
while mother was talking to the
milkman.
She just stood and
stared.
Mother—Well, Greta, what do you
say to the gentleman who brings
you your nice milk every day?
Greta (shaking hands)—I am very
glad to meet you. And how is your
cow?— Koralle.
No Chance Yet

Teacher—Smith Minor, what do
you know about Cleopatra?
Smith Minor—Nothing, sir. The
film has not been to our cinema
yet.—Moustique.

BEST CWAM"*

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

THURSDAY, JULY 27, 1939.

AVERAGE FARMER RECEIVES
$297 IN AAA CHECKS
Mr. Average Farmer may receive I
without obligation from the United
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
States government $297.40 this year if
he cooperates to the fullest extent in
July 29, 1909.
the agricultural adjustment program.
Miss Hattie White is visiting with
This amount represents the payments the average farmer can earn in relatives at Vail, Iowa.
Mrs. Val. Wiegand is spending the
corn parity payments, agricultural conservation payments, general soil-de- week in 'Wiota with her daughter,
pleting allotment payments and soil- Mrs. \V. P. Barrett.
Chas. Morgan has purchased a 60building payments, providing he abides
acre tract of land almost within the
faithfully by the AAA regulations.
In addition he may get as much as j corporation limits of Atlantic, for
24 cents an acre on non-crop open which he paid $200 per acre.
pasture, but he must earn it by certain 'Miss Birdean Robison has purchased
soil-building practices such as seeding the millinery stock formerly owned by
legumes, seeding perennial grasses, Miss Maude Stilwell. Mrs. Carrie Reynolds will assist the new proprietor
liming, etc,
The $297.40 also excludes parity and in operating the shop.
N. W. Way expects to start about
conservation payments of 28 cents per
Sept.
1 for a visit of several weeks to
bushel on wheat which he could earn
his
old
home in Pennsylvania, where
if he were given a wheat allotment.
The typical Iowa farmer does not raise he has not been since leaving there
wheat as a major crop, and his wheat when only four years of age.
Roy H. Eneix is the new clerk at
is included in his general allotment
the post office, having accepted the
with other small grains.
Mr. Average Farmer has 160 acres place made vacant by the resignation of
of land, of which 120 acres is included John W. Budd, who bhis week takes
in the crop plan and is subject to AAA charge of the restaurant business reregulation. He is given a corn allot- cently purchased of H. L. Bell.
John M'. Martin, who recently purment of 40 acres and a total soil-depleating allotment of 70 acres. He will chased a residence property and moved
grow 38 bushels of corn per acre on his to Anita, last week purchased the W.
40 acres, or a total of 1,520 bushels. J. Weston farm of 200 acres, situFor staying within his general acre- ated a few miles southeast of Anita,
age allotment he will receive nine cents paying a fraction over $75 per acre.
At a meeting of the school board
a bushel conservation payment on his
Tuesday
evening, the matter of the
corn, or $136.80. The average productivity of his Iowa $arm being 135 cost of school books was taken up and
per cent of the national figure, he will thoroughly discussed, and by their
receive $44.40 general conservation action they will purchase the books
payment at $1.10 per acre for his 30- for the district and will place them
on sale to the patrons of the district
acre general allotment.
The other 60 acres included in his at cost, which we are informed will recrop plan may earn him 50 cents per sult in a great saving to the people.
acre, or $25, providing he raises certain soil-building crops. The remainder of the sum, or $91.20, is given him i- CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST +
in the form of a corn parity payment ^ • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
at six cents per bushel for staying
Communion
at 11:00 a. m.
within his corn acreage allotment.
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
The ladies aid will meet all day
CROP INSURANCE PLAN
FOR 1940 "STREAMLINED" Wednesday at the church to quilt, and
Wheat growers who want to take out will serve a 15c dinner for the public
r
insurance on wheat for harvest in 1940 rom 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
need only to file an application and
f*
,^rt.«0*^
pay the premium before they plant
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
their crop, points out Clair D. Becker,
Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. 4
chairman of the county AAA committee.
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
"The procedure for taking oat crop
Classes
for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
insurance under the 1940 plan has been
3 FINE GASOLINES . . . SOLITE WITH ETHYL (premium pric.d)
superintendent.
implified
so
that
the
grower
can
inSTANDARD RED CROWN Ingutar prk*d) STANOLIND (low priced)
Mr. Osen will be with us next Sun
ure his wheat in only one operation,"
O1939
day.
Let's have a good attendant
xplains Mr. Becker. "Under the new
plan, the county committee figures to welcome him back.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
he insurable yield and premium rate
Ladies aid will meet Thursday a
or each farmer and notifies him of
lis yield and rate," states Mr. Becker. the church with a 15c dinner for the
'Then the farmer applies for insur- public at noon.
The men of the Congregationa
ance to cover the number of acres of
wheat he intends to plant. The total church takes this means in challenging
amount of his premium is figured when the men of the -Methodist church to
,he farmer files his application, at a series of seven kittenball games
which time he also pays the premium. the losers to entertain the winners a
After the grower has applied and a picnic supper.
>aid his premium, nothing further is
required of him, except to report to
LUTHERAN MISSION AT
lis county committee the actual acre+
I. O. O. F. HALL,
age seeded and to notify his local comC. F. DARROW, Manager
4- Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
mittee in case of damage to an insured + + - f " f + 4 + + + - f - f + + -f
crop. The application, once it has
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
jeen completed, is sent to the state
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
BUDGET ESTIMATE AND RECORD OF FILING
office for checking, and then to the
jranch crop insurance office for re- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
SCHOOL DISTRICT ESTIMATE
view. If it is accepted, the corporation 4
METHODIST CHURCH
NOTICE:—The Board of Directors of Anita Independent School Dismails the grower an acceptance and the 4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
trict of Grant Township, Cass County, Iowa, will meet August 10th., 1939,
application becomes an insurance con- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
at 8:00 P. M., at the School House. Taxpayers will be heard for or against
tract. No policy will be written.
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m
the following estimate of expenditures at that time.
It is not anticipated that insurance Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
Joe Vetter,
will be written on a farm having a
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with
District Secretary.
wheat allotment for any acreage larg- the sermon by the pastor on, "Over
er than the wheat allotment Also coming Fear."
o
CO
on a farm having no wheat allotment
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. with
insurance will not be written for an a further discussion on the Gospels
O .
acreage larger than 8 or 10 acres
™o
Evening Worship at 8:00 o'clock
whichever will be permitted on non- with the sermon by the pastor on
00
a!
a
3
allotment farms.
a 8
Q
"Rejoice, Christianity's Keynote.
82
This "streamlined" procedure is
A 2Bc dinner with ice cream will be
<-*
CO
much simpler than that followed in the served Friday noon in the basemen
w Is*
B
o
C
1939 crop insurance plan, and it does of the church by Mrs. Hartley's divi
•o E
a
away with several operations which sion of the ladies aid. There will h
were necessary then for taking out quilting in the afternoon. Everyom
1
0)
crop insurance, says Mr. Becker.
is invited.
I
W
•<

FROM OUR OLD FILES

¥*~ZZ~~~

AT ALL STANDARD OIL DEALERS

Turner's Standard Station
C. G. Heckman—Tank Wagon

UNIVERSAL ALL-PURPOSE MINERAL
Guaranteed
THE FARMERS COOP.

13

M*

.1

Ii

I

A meeting of the farm bureau ladGeneral
$22100 $4662 $2000 $4600 $15500 $21503 $21581
ies of the Anita independent school
School House
3220
1749
20
——3200
2845 2315
district was held last Wednesday at
the home of Mrs. W. R. Cryer. A covTotals
$25320 $6411* $2020 $4600 $18700 $24348 $23896
ered dish dinner was served at noon.
Besides the members present, other
Estimated taxes per $1,000.00 of assessed value, $24.30.
guests were Mrs. Nick Andersen and
Estimated taxes in mills per dollar of taxable valuation, 24.30.
Mrs. RoJ£ rt Cryer of Anita and Mrs.
Taxable valuation (1938) $769,232.00.
. . .... .
Max Cryer of Morris, 111. During
Moneys and Credits (1938) $195,236.00.
the afternoon the ladies quilted for the
Number of persons of school age in the district, 281.
hostess.
A. R. Robinson and wife returned
Mrs. Dosha Y.^choll wBBfc. to Stuart
Mrs. Charles Cole, wife of a patrolhome Saturday from a two weeks' out- Tuesday to visit he*' dai^ters, th
man stationed at Adair, and her
ing at Mantrap lake in Minnesota.
Misses Freda and Jane Sch'oll.
daughter, Darnell, 6, are recovering
•Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner has gone
Mrs. Elmo Exline returned horn at their home from an auto accident
to Moline, 111., to spend a few weeks Sunday from a week's visit with he which took place about 4:30 o'clock
with her son, John Faulkner and fam- uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. B. L Saturday afternoon on county road "T"
in Audubon township. It is stated
Tyler, at Afton.
ilyshe lost control of her car after striking soft dirt at the edge of the road.
The machine jumped a 12-foot ditch,
filled with water, and landed on its top
in a corn field. Mrs. Cole and her
daughter were painfully bruised and
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
lacerated and several stitches were
required to close wounds on Mrs.
Home Is Where Memories Are Made, Keep It
Cole's arm and the daughter's mouth.
Beautiful With Martin Paint.
This is the first serious accident that
has taken place on thia road.

ANITA LUMBER CO.

Maduff s Food Market
WE DELIVER

THURSDAY-FRIDAY—SATURDAY

Pork and Beans 1;i;;;; 5c
»JL_ .|.
Corn or Gloss
9laivn
Pound Package
6c
DA<s««hAC
Halves
reacnes NO, 10can 39C
No. 10 Can
Prunes
29c
Brown or Powdered
Sugar
3 Pounds
19C
No. 1 Full Cream
Cheese
Pound
s
red 19C
Bacon Squares °M I3c
H

SUced or
'f

We Are Now Handling

HONEYMEAD
Corn Sugar Molasses

55% DEXTROSE — A GOOD CONDITIONER
AND APPETIZER FOR HOGS AND CATTLE
RECOMMENDED FOR NECRO

BURKE BROS.
Anita, Iowa
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
EXECUTRIX.

Phone 158
OLE SAYS.

There is little excu e for ....
on our well marked highways. ._
in a great while a locked wheel DPI
blow-out may cause disaster, but if
people watch their speed, these atj
haps are not often so serious.
* * *
It is a wonder that our
lists are not doubled or tripled, ft]
way motorists take advantage afw
regulations that are given them, ii]
is a signal, "Do not pass aroraWJ
curve." And yet there is some!
less daredevil whizzing by and i
all the cars on the curve. He
make it this time, but wait. Passiq
automobiles on hills is another <
mon offense. Why will people be ial
such a hurry? Another driver Wfl
come in off a by-road onto the higiJ
way. No traffic cop is in sight, nl
Mr. Man scoots onto the highway,!
patting -himself on the back forputtiajl
it over on the law. Through his oml
conceit, he fails to observe the <*
Mr. and Mrs. Art F. Taylor and Mr. coming motorist until it is too late.
and Mrs. Melvin Jewett of Des Moines, They collide and death and seriousta-1
spent Saturday night and Sunday visit- jury results. These are but a drop ill
the bucket compared to the accide«*l
ing with friends in Anita.
that happen in the United Statesto-1
ing the year, and the sad part of
whole thing is, ninety per cent of t»l
casualties are due to the carelessne»J
of the other fellow.

[n the District Court of the State of
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
In the Matter of the Estate of Charles
Workman, Deceased.
To Whom It 'May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned has been appointed and
has qualified as Executrix of the
Estate of Charles Workman, late of
Cass County, Iowa, deceased. All
persons in any manner indebted to
said deceased or his estate will make
payment to the undersigned; and
those having claims against said deceased or his estate will present them
in manner and form as by law required, for allowance and payment.
Dated this 18th. day of July, A. D.,
1939.
Mae A. Workman,
Executrix of said estate.
By E. S. Holton,
Attorney for said estate.

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
Voss Manufacturing Co.

There is nothing that
me more, while motoring than t
rul
an oncoming car, with lights so bbrujl
riett
that I must stop my car, in °
.\
to run.into him. It is no trick it w
HARRY B. SWAN
lo dim light*; there are laws
LAWYER
4 East Sixth Street — Phone 214 lights. Think of the thoos
lives that are in your hands, w . I
EarTS; Holton, Lawyer name of God, observe highly »»•
Fourth and Chestnut Street*.
and save humanity. ______ .
"IF ITS MADE OF WOOD,
WE CAN MAKE IT."
602-4 E. Sri St

Settlement of Estates/ and Land
Titk Opiniofa a

KENT MARTIN

WANT ADS

LAWYER
502 Chestnut Street —

FOB SALE:— To settle estate oft
phone 215 late Mrs. Anna Houck,wouldyi« I
Henry Haynes and wife of West De
dence property in South A B J » V ,
Osborne-Tomlinson
Moines were Sunday guesst at th
very reasonably price A. A. j
Funeral Horn*
home of Mr. and Mrs. R. "W. Porsha
' of «*•
JfejUy
in Anita. Mr. Haynes is editor of th
Ambulance Service
Underwriters Review, a publicatio
&e;the new Felco electric fe«»|
for insurance men.
Roland
eacock
controller at the
V?
Funeral
Direct™.
Axel Larsen and wife, Jesse Card AH calls answered promptly day 91
FOR SALE:— Ta"y cards> 2 1°'
ner and Vincent Lowenberg and wif
Tribune office, Anita.
_
afarht remrdlen of distance.
spent Sunday at the Roscoe Lowder
new
Come in and see our .-^.
home in Underwood. A family din
Gas Ranges and Oil Haters.
Minor Ouffittuig Co.
ner was served at noon in honor 0
rnr«lt«e. Store, and RB,a.
anteed quality at lowest pro ^
the birthday anniversary of D I
Cnwley Electric Refrifwatan
ment Implement Co. I f
Gardner.
and Radios.
meats and repairs.
The Mi«,e8 Marjorie and Eleano
Kenheld, daughters of Mr. and Mrs
B«n H. K.nfield and forme, Anita
res.dents, have returned to thei
home in Ames after spending B f e w
days visiting at the H. C. Fau , k
home in Anita.
Corwin Dorsey ia
pue
to bi
showing satisfactory recovery
at th,
General hospital in Des Moin, s
' , wheri
last week he submitted U. an ,
'Pe ration
for a ruptured appendix His ,
mother
Mrs Nelle Doraey of Uarlan
is in
Des Moines helping to care f u r
him.

DEAD
STOCK REMOVED
FREE
PHONE 400 ANITA
WE PAY THE CHARGES
ANITA RENDERING
SERVICE
Harper Doraey,

FOB SALE:_Two
with doom. One size
Other 2x2x3. Enquire at
Help support your local bakery.
ANITA BAKED
HESS' FLY SPRAV
to kill. 95c per gallon
Anita, Iowa.
60c buys 600 sheets paper, size 8%xll inches, »t
one office.
WANTED: —Your
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay I"1

,

fH£ ANltA ttUBUNE.

idd to Your List of "Red Letter Days" in July
Birthdays of Two Who Deserve Remembrance
For Their Gifts to America's "Folk Literature

FARM
TOPICS
BIRTH RATE DROP
HURTS MILK PRICE

ELMO SCOTT WATSON
jeased by Western Newspaper Union. I

' ULY has its full quota of
birthdays of American
notables so that we might
nor half a dozen distinshed personages on every
e of its 31 days without exlusting the possibilities. Inlided in such a list would
Presidents John Quincy
ams and Calvin Coolidge;
>e Presidents George M.
nton, George M. Dallas
Elbridge Gerry; Henry
box, first secretary of war,
Gideon Welles, secreof the navy in Lincoln's
Ibinet; Gen. George H.
lomas, the "Rock of Chickiauga," and Gen. Nathan
dford Forrest, the "Wizof the Confederacy";
ch naval heroes as John
l Jones and David Farraand Richmond Pearson
[ibson; John Ericsson, Elias
Lve and Samuel Colt, in|ntors; and such men of
llions as John Jacob Astor,
hn Wanamaker, John D.
ckef eller and George Eastn.
/[y theme, however, is not
the deeds nor achieveents of these statesmen,
kldiers and merchant
finces. I sing of a humbler
of folk—those who comse the songs and poems
ich become the favorite
:s" of the common peoe. And in particular, I tell
; woman and a man whose
les are but little known
their fellow-Americans
ompared to those cited
ove) but who once set pen
paper and wrote lines
hich will be repeated long
ter their authors are for-

MES. BOSE^H. THORPE
you have ever "recited "CurMust Not Bhig Tonight" at
ol, you should have given it a
ught on July 18. For on July
1850, there was born to Wilm Morris and Mary Louisa
'ght) Hartwick near Mishalaka Ind., a daughter whom they
med Rose Alnora. ' While
se Alnora was still a pig-tailed,
nbboned little girl, the family
oved to a farm near Litchfleld,
. There one da,y she was at
. supposedly studying her
sons. But her mother noticed
t she was "busily engaged in
ting something on her slate.
"What are you doing?" the
ther demanded.
by the question and
a guilty feeling that she
be busy "doing her sums"
stead of writing romantic
e
rses, Rose Alnora started to
them. But her mother
Pped her, read what she had
nten-and didn't scold her 1
^ead she sent the poem to the
etron Commercial Advertiser
nd
after it appeared in that pa
er
it was reprinted in dozens ol
friers.
J e a r s later it was included in
book of her poems called "Ring
£b Ballads" and a Boston Tran
'P' reviewer wrote: "The
"leu "f Rose Hartwick Thorpe
was married to Edmund
rsun
Thorpe, a writer of Ger
111
dialect recitations, in 1871)
familiar to every readei
r° uagh that wonderfully populai
P" a. 'Curfew Must Not Ring
It requires peculiar
•to write a genuine ballad—
— B that flows spontaneous
fir
"rn the heart and goes directly
lhe
heart. This gift Mrs.
possesses to the fullest
No poem written by an
author has been so
copiedi nor has achleved
mai a popularity as the
referred to. She has written

Seen for Increased
Use by Adults.

CURFEW MUST NOT RING TONIGHT
«£n« e'er the hilltops far .way.
MUwt rm k t a i .tm°S "i"* eloM •* OM iad «•*!
with taMstetos rtJl ,!Sel.aiB *******
ih WIUl o« » m»n and maiden fair,
He with bowedhead « J*l *?*.!?•
«
«">ny. Boattat
hair;
UlO1I|rW
u
Strut-gun?
J?e wlUl
«old
and white,
• wtotaS
Keep bae"
oack^:
tbe±mnrmnr, £J'
"Curfew
must «»
not•»
rlni
tonight!"

to tte prison
"I've a lover

»"•

dark dam
' die P "">
night to

that

coW

-

"' '""
old. I still

, girl, must ring tonight!

""""

f
And l«r »SJSh
» h ^'.™* ;

M ew B
' - asU Underwood must die."
her eyes
lar e and
••she m
n
. anamust
«rew
«
mnraored,
"Curfew
jiot ring
tonight."

s ra
ft?nMimFAeJ?.°Z(led,Iorwari1
P "S within 1the old church door,
slowly pau he d
"
"
' fro*
aiden bnt wlttl eve
' the beu iWun to
> where
er>

B

On a July day 75 years ago
there died in New York city the
author of another poem which you
may .have recited on a Friday
afternoon in the little red schoolhouse. Or have you forgotten it?
It is:^
WOODMAN, SPARE THAT
TREE
Woodman, spare that tree!
Touch not a single bough!
In youth it sheltered me,
And I'll protect it now.
,'Twas my forefather's hand
That placed it near his cot;
There, woodman, let it stand,
Thy ax shall harm it not!

n wUch feU no ra

Hn and
n« up, fc
, ,lips saying,° "Curfew shall not
y <"
.
Up
her white
ring tonight!"

She has reached the topmost ladder, o'er her hangs the great dark bell
Awful Is the gloom beneath her like the pathwaydow? to heU:
Lo, tte Ponderous tongue is swinging, -Us the hour of curfew now,
C
her bosom
sh»n
«£ let
i ? It
iJtf
5^S"
' "topped
and paled
Shall she
ring?
No, never! Flash
her her
eyesbreath,
with sudden
light,her brow,
And she springs and grasps It firmly: "Curfew shall not ring tonight!"
far
tte clty seemed a
2f*
°?t;earth
ofswung
Ught below;
She f^t^S^*'
'twlxt heaven and
suspended as »Peck
the bell
to and fro:
1
beU r
? tt.1* stul
Si? was- »P«t »W ^a «>eaf , heard not the bell,
ht
«•
;
,
ringing fair young Basil's funeral knell.
Still the maiden clung more firmly, and, with trembling lips and white
Said, to hush her heart's wild beating, "Curfew shall not ring tonight!"

It was o'er; the bell ceased swaying, and the maiden stepped once more
Firmly on the dark old ladder, where for hundred years before
Human foot had not been lOanted; bnt the brave deed she had done
Should be told long ages after: —often as the setting sun
Should illume the sky with beauty, aged sires, with heads of white
Long should tell the Uttle children, "Curfew did not ring that night."
O'er Hie distant hills came Cromwell; Bessie sees him, and her brow
Fmll of hope and full of gladness, has no anxious traces now.
At his feet she tells her story, shows her bands all bruised and torn;
And her face so sweet and pleading, yet with sorrow pale and worn,
Touched Us heart with sudden pity—lit his eye with misty light;
"Go, your lover lives!" said Cromwell: "Curfew shall not ring tonight!"
—Mrs. Rose Hartwick Thorpe

others as perfect in a literary
sense and as full of that indescribable rhythmic swing which characterizes 'Curfew* and the publisher has brought them together
in a form which should make both
author and public grateful."
Nor was the reviewer exaggerating when he said that "no poem
written by an American author
has been so widely copied, nor
has achieved so universal a popularity." For "Curfew" has "been
translated into nearly every language of the world and, in the
words of another critic, is "universally recognized as a veritable
classic." In 1883 Hillsdale college conferred upon its author
an honorary M. A. degree because, as the president of the
college wrote at the time, "You
have written a poem that will
never permit the name of its author to die while the English language is spoken."
After the success of "Curfew
Must Not Ring Tonight"- Mrs.
Thorpe became a regular contributor of short stories and
poems to leading magazines and
weeklies and from 1881 to 1904
she published no less than a dozen books of poems and stories for
young people. For the last 40
years she has lived in San Diego,
Calif., and she is living there today at the age of eighty-eight,
still keenly interested in the
world and modern conditions, although she has not written any
poems for 10 years.
Curiously enough, she does not
consider "Curfew Must Not Ring
Tonight" as her best work. ^Instead she favors her poem "Remember the Alamo" or possibly
"The Station Agent's Story." But
in the hearts of thousands of
Americans who went to the "little
red schoolhouse" and who used
to "speak pieces" on Friday
afternoons, "Curfew Must Not
Ring Tonight" holds a place that
is secure.
Two days before you put a red
circle around July 18 on your
calendar in honor of the author
of "Curfew Must Not Ring Tonight," you might have marked
July 16 in the same way. For on
July 16, 1848, was born at Johnsburg, Warren county, New York,
Eben Eugene Rexford, son ol
Jabez and Rebecca (Wilcox) Rexford, destined for future fame as
the man who wrote ^Silver
Threads Among the Gold.
When Eben was seven years
old his parents moved to Miington, Wis At .the age of fourteen
young Record's writing ability
began to assert itself when one
of his poems appeared in the New
York Weekly. Three years later
he received his first payment*"'
literary work from Publisher
Frank Leslie of New York. Then
he entered Lawrence colleg > a t
Appleton, Wis.. and paid his way
by writing for the magazines
It was whKe he was a s udent

lie's Chimney
e showed it to a musiciany
H P. Danks. who was suddenly
Inspired to set it to music. That

was hi 1878 and it immediately
became well known. The invention of the phonograph helped
make "Silver Threads Among the
Gold" one of our best known
"popular ballads" and it reached
the height of its fame around
1915 when Richard J. Jose, a
leading tenor, insisted on featuring it hi many of his programs.
After Rexford's school days
were over he settled at Shiocton,
Wis., to 'make literature his profession. He became a contributor of prose and verse to all the
leading periodicals of the time
and since he was also an authority on flowers he was for 10 years
floricultural editor of the Ladies'
Home Journal. Among his published books were "Home Floriculture," "A Work About Bulbs,"
"Flowers: How to Grow Them,"
"Grandmother's Garden," an illustrated poem; "Brother and
Lover," a poem of the Civil war;
and a collection of miscellaneous
poems.
Besides the song which made
him most widely known, Rexford
also wrote these songs which
were once very popular: "Only a
Pansy Blossom," "Sing a Song
to Me" and a Lathi version of
"Jesus Lover of My Soul." He

That old familiar tree,
Whose glory and renown
Are spread o'er land and sea,
And wonldst thou hew it down?
Woodman, forbear thy stroke!
Cut not its earthbound ties;
O, spare that aged oak,
Now towering to the skies!
When but an idle boy
I sought its graceful shade;
In all their gushing joy
Here, too, my sisters played,
My mother kissed me here;
My father pressed my handForgive my foolish tear,
But let that old oak stand!

By LELAND SPENCER
The decline in the number of
oung children is one reason for the
reduced use of milk the past few
years, according to the New York
state college of agriculture.
The declining birth rate calls for
special efforts by the milk industry
o push the general use of milk as
a drink by adults, and especially to
break down the tendency of adoescents to switch from milk to other drinks.
Efforts should also be continued
o find ways to get fluid milk at less
cost to families of low incomes. This
s the surest way to ward off the
substitution of other forms of milk
'or fresh milk.
As for dealers' "spreads" on re:ail milk in nine important markets of the United States, the
spreads were reduced during the depression, but are now larger than
ever.
The inability of milk dealers to
reduce their spread on retail milk
s the main reason for the less
riendly public attitude toward them
he past few years. Those acquainted with the situation, however, know
hat the chief obstacle to reducing
the spread is high wages and the
difficulty of using less labor, especially for retail delivery.
As to the outlook for the milk industry during the next two years,
;he Cornell milk marketing specialsts say much depends on the trend
of commodity prices.

Charming, Practical
Midsummer Patterns
TPHE afternoon dress with v* neckline, slim skirt and shirred
bodice (1779) is unusually pretty
for those of you who take women's
sizes. Make it for hot days with
short, full sleeves; repeat it later
on, with the narrow roll collar and
long, snug sleeves. Voile, chiffon,
georgette, silk print and thin wool
are pretty materials for it.
Dress With Jacket-Blouse.
A classic two-piecer that will
give you loads of wear on your
vacation travels as well as sum-

mer days in town, is 1783.
It
brings you a sleeveless tennis
frock with sunback, that becomes
a smart little summer suit when
you add the fitted jacket-blouse.
Thus you can solve two important
clothes problems with this one
easy pattern. It will be charming
in linen, gingham, pique or sharkskin.
The Patterns.
No. 1779 is designed for sizes 34.
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size
36 requires 4% yards of 39 inch
material with short sleeves and
no collar; 4% yards with collar,
and long or short sleeves.
No. 1783 is designed for sizes 12,
14, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14 requires
4% yards of "35 inch material, without nap, for frock; 1% yards for
jacket. 4 yards of trimming.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.

My heart strings round thee cling,
Close as thy bark, old friend!
Green Vegetables Needed
Here shall the wild birds sing,
And still thy branches bend,
For Weil-Balanced Diet
Old tree! the storm still brave!
Even
before the searchlight of
And, woodman, leave tbe spot;
food research was turned on leafy,
While I've a hand to save,
green vegetables their value in huThy ax shall harm it not!
man nutrition was pretty generally
The man who wrote that poem appreciated. Today they have an
was George P. Morris, who was important place on the list of "proborn in Philadelphia October 10, tective foods"—a way nutritionists
1802. Early in his youth, he moved have of designating foods 'with a
to New York and at the age of fif- very high dietetic rating. "
Leafy, green vegetables merit a
teen began contributing to the colplace on this list chiefly because
umns of the New York papers.
One of his acquaintances in they are rich in both iron and vitaNew York was a man, 17 years min A. Many of them are also
his elder, who was already noted very rich sources of calcium. These
as a poet and editor but who was three nutrients, according to a re(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)
destined for even greater fame cent nation-wide survey, are food
in later years—Samuel Wood- essentials in which American diets
worth, who wrote the song "The are often low.
Green leaves are also excellent
Old Oaken Bucket." In 1823 Morris and Woodworth established a sources of vitamin G. Thrown in
There Are Two Ways
new magazine, the New York for good measure are considerable
Mirror and Ladies Literary Ga- amounts of vitamin C and Vitamin
to Get at Constipation
zette. Later Morris associated Bl. Leafy vegetables, in addition,
with him in this venture another contribute bulk or roughage, soma
Yes, and only two ways-fte/ors
well-known poet, Nathaniel P. of which is usually desirable in th<
and after it happens! Instead of
Willis, Hiram Fuller, a journalist, diets of persons in normal health.
enduring those dull, tired, head*
and Theodore S. Fay, a novelist,
achy days and then having to
who continued the magazine until Aerial Photos Offer
take an emergency medicine—why
1842.
not KEEP regular with Kellogg's
Accurate Farm Record
Meanwhile, he was establishing
All-Bran? You can, if your conWith the advent of the Agricula reputation as an author, as well
stipation Is the kind miinnna have
as an editor, for he was a grace- tural Adjustment act, and the need
—due to the lack of "bulk" In
for
accurate
field
measurement
to
ful writer of both prose and poetmodern diets. For All-Bran goes
ry, many of the latter being set to check compliance with the soil conright to the cause of this trouble
music. One critic dubbed him servation program, aerial photogby supplying the "bulk" you need.
"The Song Writer of America" raphy came into its own as a cheap,
Eat this toasted nutritious ceand his colleague, Willis, once de- quick, indisputable method of land
real every day—with milk or cream,
clared that at any time he could mapping.
or baked into muffins—drink
Accurate field measurement is imget $50 for one of Morris' songs,
plenty of water, and see if your
unread, when no other song writ- portant under the AAA because
life isnt a whole lot brighter!
Made by Kellogg's in Battle Creek.
er could sell one to the same buy- conservation payments are made
Sold by every grocer.
er for a shilling. With Willis he at a specified rate per acre of land
also edited a volume-of "Ameri- planted. Prior to the use of air
can Melodies." Among the songs photography, a number of methods,
which he wrote that became very ranging from the old measuring
Man Changeth
popular in Nineteenth century wheel to surveying, were used.
Do not think that years leave us
Cost of checking performance
America were "Near the Lake
Where Drooped the Willow," "We from the air is about one-third less and find us the same.—Meredith.
Were Boys Together," "Land than the earlier methods of land
Air photography
Ho!", "Long Time Ago," "Where measurement.
Hudson's Wave," "My Mother's costs about four cents per acre as
Bible," "Whip-poor-Will!" (Re- compared with six cents per acre
member how teacher let you under older measuring methods.
whistle the chorus when you sang The cost is included as part of the
administrative expense deducted
that song in school?)
from
payments to farmers.
But his greatest fame rests
Hera's food cdvlee lor a woman durin* bar
upon the poem "Woodman, Spare
chania (uaually from 88 to £2), who lean
That Tree," which was later set
she'll low her appeal to men, who worrit*
about hot flashes, IOM ol pep, dioy apella,
to music and also became a popupset nerve* and moody spells.
_
ular song. The incident which
Get more Ireah air, 8 hn. sleep and If you
Mushrooms
have
been
cultivated
need
a
food
general
system
tonic
taka
Lydla
inspired this poem was the fol- commercially in the United States
E. Plnkham a Vegetable Compound, made
lowing: Morris and a friend for less than a half century.
ttptciaUv far vonun. It helps Nature bufld
up physical resistance, thus helps five more
were walking through the woods
• * *
vivacity to entoy life and assist calmini
jittery nerves and disturbing symptomsthat
in the neighborhood of BloomingThe
importance
of
live
stock
in
often
accompany change of life. WELJj
dale, N. Y., when his friend point- Ohio agriculture is shown by the
WORTH TRYU1GI
ed out an old elm tree, under
figures for farm income hi 1938.
which he had played when a boy. Sales
of all farm crops brought
Do Without Fear
While the two men were sit- $63,881,000 but the sales of live stock
Simple duty hath no place for
ting under the tree, enjoying its and live stock products totaled
fear.—Whittier.
shade, a woodchopper came up $218,685,000.
•
•
•
with his ax and was ready to
start cutting the tree down, when
Success of artificial insemination
Morris' friend offered to pay him in breeding of dairy cattle, tried for
$10 if he would spare it. The the past three months in six southwoodman accepted the money ern-tier counties, has led officials of
and signed a bond that the tree New York state college of agriculshould not be harmed during the ture to sanction the method for
lifetime of Morris' friend.
use by dairymen throughout the
The poem which Morris wrote, state.
• • •
based upon this incident, became
immediately popular when it was
Farmers now pay approximately
published and it was even more $1,500,000,000 annually for power
popular when it was set to music. and power machinery but before the
Morris" long life of literary ac- World war they sold power in the
tivity came to an end on July 6, form of work animals for several
1864, in New York city. Most of hundred million dollars annually.
• R*ad the advertisement!.
• • •
the things which he wrote are forThey are more than a selling
gotten now—all save one, "WoodOne cord of barnyard manure or aid for business. They form
man, Spare That Tree." It is still other well-rotted organic material an educational system which
remembered and quoted by thou- per 5,000 square feet of garden is la making American* the bestsands of Americans who know recommended as the first fertilizer educated buyers in tbe world.
most of its lines even though they to apply to the garden. This may The advertisements are part
may never have heard of the be supplemented with superphos- oi an economic system which
George P. Morris, the man who phate or with a balance fertilizer sir U giving Americans more
wrote it.
(or their money every day.
needed.

How Women

in Their 40's
Can Attract Men

Farm Facts

EBEN E. REXFORD
was also a composer of many
church hymns. During his lifetime he is said to have written
more than 700 poems, many of
them for children. Harry Golding, English author, in compiling a collection of what he called
the best children's verses in the
English language, selected three
of Rexford's. The only other
American poets thus honored
were Eugene Field and James
Whitcomb Riley.
Rexford died of typhoid fever
in a hospital in Green Bay, Wis.,
October 16, 1916. Several years
ago a large granite memorial
was dedicated on the lawn of the
Congregational church in Shiocton which he helped build. A
bronze tablet on the memorial
gives the outstanding events in
his career and concludes with the
words "To Everyone God Gives
a Share of Work, to Do Some
Time, Somewhere"—a quotation
from one of his poems.
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Wendell Mathes and wife of Afton 'Mrs. Petra Main of Harlan was a
were Thursday visitors at the home week end visitor in the city at the
of her mother, Mrs. R. N. Bissell, in homes of her uncles, Andrew, Arthur
Lincoln township.
and Harry Petersen.

A BARREL ROLLI... Hard

on the dare-devil air devil
;.. Safe foe bis engine because it's well-oiled upside
doom. Just think: Your
car would get better engine
lubrication if you could
always jiaik upside down!
You can we that by standing "bottoms up" your engine would stay oiled to the
topi Then h couldn't start
dry—oil-rtamd. And that
worst source of engine
wear wovkl be ended.
Get this'benefit without *
any "topsy-turvy"... Get
your engine OIL-PLATED.
That takes patented
Conoco Germ. Processed
on. Its "magnetic" power

Driving through to Denver, Colo,
Bob Stubb returned Friday to his
on a business trip, Lynn Robison an home in Harlan, after a few days'
wife of Kellogg, Iowa, stopped in th visit in the city with his aunt, Mrs.
city for a few hours Saturday to visi A. A. Johnson and family.
his brother, Chas. A. Robison and wife
Mrs. Jeannette iMIller of Laramie,
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers and daughters Wyo., is spending a couple of weeks
and Mrs. Henry Maduff, accompanied in Anita with her parents, Val. Wieby Mrs. C. H. Keeler of Des Moines gand and wife, and with her sister,
mother of Mrs. Bongers, are enjoy- Mrs. Bertha Barrett.
ing an outing this week at Lake Okoboji.
'Miss Louise Dittman, who had been
attending summer school at Greeley,
Carlita Ann is the name of a girl Colo., came to Anita last Thursday
baby, born July 18 to Mr. and Mrs to spend a few weeks with her parents,
A. Biever at their home in Ashland, Fred Dittman and wife.
Mont. Mrs. Biever is the former
Lillian Murray, and a number of
Miss Flora Brown has returned to
years ago was an instructor in the Iowa City where she has employment
Anita high school.
and also attends school at the State
University, after a few weeks' visit
A meeting of the Union club was held with relatives and friends in Anita.
last Wednesday at the home of Mrs
Frank Miller on Maple Street. Pres- Pork arid Beans, No. 2 can
lOc
ent were eleven members and two Opal Corn Flakes, package
9c
visitors, Mrs. A. A. Miller and Mrs Quaker Oatmeal, large barrel... 18c
Alta Pratt. Dinner was served by the P. and G. Gas Coffee, pound
22c
hostess during the noon hour, and the
SCHAAKE'S STORE
ladies spent the afternoon quilting.
Fred P. Joy, wife and daughter,
At the home of Mr. and MTS. B. D Leatrice, of Churdan, Iowa, came to
Forshay last Friday afternoon, Miss Anita Saturday morning and accomMinnie Forshay was hostess to the panied by his mother, .M¥s. Isabel
members of the Friday bridge club Joy, left on a motor trip to Denver,
Other guests, besides the members Colo., and other points in the west.
were Mrs. Anita Marsau of Tulsa,
Phil McCosh returned home Sunday
Okla., Mrs. Chester A. Long, Miss
Mayfred Stone and Miss Gretchen from Salem, So. Dak., where he spent
Budd. High score was held by Mrs a couple of days with his aunt, Mrs.
Anna Mc'Cosh, who is in very poor
Marsau.
health. Mrs. NcCosh is being cared for
At her home north of the city last at the home of her sister, Mrs. Jennie
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Paul Bar- Houck.
ber was hostess to the members of the
Friendly Circle. Besides the ten mem- The members of the C. R. S. club
bers, present, other guests were Mrs attended the dinner at the CongregaC. 0. Gipple, Mrs. L. L. Dorsey, (Miss tional church last Thursday noon. The
Harriet Dorsey and Miss Mary Jean afternoon was spent at the home of
Steinmetz. A social afternoon was Mrs. Chas. Campbell with each lady
spent by the ladies, and a lunch was doing her own needlework and in
visiting.
served by the hastess.

mates it to the working
parts as intimately as
chromium-plating \& mated
to the bumpers. Chromium-plating can't drain
down; O I L - P L A T I N G
can't either. AD the way
up in your engine-all the
while it stands or runsall the time you use Germ
Processed oH—you've got
durable OIL-PLATING.
Then every start is welloiled —wear-proofed— by
lasting OIL-PLATING. And
you're not adding oil every
other time you stop, once
you change to the only
Germ Processed oil... at
Your Conoco Mileage
Merchant's. Today.

CONOCO GERM
PROCESSED OIL
OIL-PLATES YOUR ENGINE

Conoco Products Sold at
Bamholdt Service Station
Flash Aflt Killer
ISc

Olin Bissell and wife spent the week
end visiting with friends near Villisca.
Merle Morgan, wife and daughter,
Wava, of Los Angeles, Cal., are spending a few weeks with relatives and
friends in the Anita community.

ALL STORES
'.f.

While at work last Thursday afternoon at the O. W. Shaffer & Son
garage, Paul Hayter received some
painful burns on his arm when a can
of gasoline with which he was cleaning some auto parts exploded. It is
thought that friction caused the gasoline to ignite. A fire alarm was turned in, but other employes at the
repair shop were able to remove the
naming gasoline from the building
before it caused any damage to the
shop.

TO THE

LADIES!
For Two Weeks Only (July 31 to August 13)
ES' Colored Print HANDKERCHIEF
"•••"TOP ' -if..

Come in our nearest office—pick out a handkerchief of your favorite coloriron it—and keep it! No obligation—we want you to see for yourselt the
pleasure and advantages of the new Automatic Light Weight Iron.
TIRED OF OLD-FASHIONED IRONING DRUDGERY?
ENJOY

for
your

OLD
IRON
ADJUST-O-MATIC

To tho^ purchasing this Iron we will give
absolutely free the famous "Pres-Kloth -the perfect cloth for steam pressing. He
sure to take advantage of these otter*.
Remember—two weeks only.

Ju& Dial Your Heat

IOWA ELECTRIC COMPANY

Dr. and Mrs. F. D Weimer entertained a number of friends at a 7:00
o'clock dinner last Friday evening at
;heir home on 'West Main Street. Those
present were Rev. Arthur V. Long,
wife and daughter, Barbara Ann, of
Anita, and Rev. Hall, wife and son,
'arroll Lee, and Mrs. Kathryn Rogers
of Massena.
Mrs. Ross Brookner ertertained 18
ittle boys and girls and Miss Jetta
Cnowlton last Wednesday afternoon
n Keystone park in honor of the 8th.
birthday anniversary of her son, Billie.
;
ames were enjoyed by the children,
and the guest of honor received many
nice gifts. Ice cream and cake were
erved by Mrs. Brookner, assisted by
Mrs. Elmer Reimers.

ANITA—
R1ALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-TheBigNighti
Richard Greene — Basil Rathbone — Wendy Barriel
;

In a Thrilling Mystery Drama

}T

"Hound of the Baskervilles"
ALSO CARTOON and IOWA NEWS FLASHES
—-

T

Sat.-Sun.

? ."

July 29-3Q

AMERICA'S MOST THRIUING STORY I
With power,'humor,
deep understanding
and human emotion,
this drama of accomplishment unfolds...
and another immortal character joins
the motion picture
.gallery of the great!

w ) nurx-M pnwtf
DAJWYL F. ZANflCK'S
prodwfatof

* THE STORY OF

ALEXANDER
'{AMRELL
DON

LORETTA

HENRY

AMECHE-YOUNG-FONDA

CharUt Caburn • 0«n« Lackhart
Spring Bylngton • Sally Blan*
felly Ann Young • Oftorglana Young
A Cosmopolitan Production
Directed by Irving Cimnlngt
• loM.ftar'

"Wouldn't it be funny if.
out of Mabel's deafness, we
invented the telephone and
made the whole world hear?"

ALSO TERRY-TOON CARTOON and LATE NEWS

Wiley Winchell and wife of Coflfey- Mrs. Wayne Roberts and children,
Chas. W. Hook of Cedar"Rapids
•ille, Kan., visited in the city for a Clark and Ardith, of Greenfield and
has
been enjoying a visit the past week
hort time last Thursday while on their j Mrs. Clyde Wilson of Panora were
vay home from a visit with his brother, ' guests one day last week at the home with his sister, Miss Vera B. Hook,
and with other friends fn Anita.
loy Winchell and family, at Daven- of Frank Masching and family.
nort. Wiley is a son of the late Sherm
Winchell, and as a boy lived in Anita,
The farm occupied by Milo GoehanWHEN ANIMALS
iis visit here last week was the first our and wife, located southeast of
ime he had been in Anita for more Anita and known as the Weston place,
DIE
han twenty years.
has been bought by Robert C. Howard.
We will pick them up
Mr. Howard paid $5,000 for the 157
promptly.
Mrs. C. T. McAfee, who has been acres.
naking her home the past year at
New steel water tight
'arker, So. Dak., with her daughter,
body at your service.
Robert Kuehn, who is in the aviation
Irs. Mary Perkins and family, is here corps of the U. S. navy and is stationed
Phone 257
o spend a few weeks with her sons, at Pensocola, Fla., has been doing
,loyd and William McAfee, and with I some solo flying in the past few weeks,
WAGNER FILLING STATION
other relatives and friends. Mrs. Mc- ] according to letters received here by
ANITA, IOWA
Afee tells us that crops in the Parker his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kuehn.
community are very poor, due to
drought, and grasshoppers.
A meeting of the Silver Thread club ,
was held last Thursday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Ray Nichols southeast of the city, with nineteen members, a number of children and five I
guests present. The guests were'
Mrs. Harold Wahlert, MTs. Mable I
Krause, Miss Lucille Simon, Miss!
Dixie Taylor and Miss Juanita
Taylor. The ladies spent the after-'
noon sewing carpet rags for the host-!
ess, and a lunch was sewed by Mrs. j
Nichols at the close of the afternoon. I
The next meeting of the club will be
held at the home of Mrs. C. F. Dar-,
row in Anita.
i
I
At her home northeast of the city
last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Melvin
Daume entertained the members of
the Helping Hand club of Lincoln
township and a number of other
friends. Mrs. Daume is not a member of the club but before her marriage
a few weeks ago to Mr. Daume the
club presented her with a quilt as her
mother, Mrs. Frank Kopp, is a member. Besides sixteen members of the
club who were present, other guests
were Mrs. W. I. Darrow, Mrs. John
Daume, Mrs. Edward Wheelock, Mrs.;
Gunner Hjortshoj, Mrs. Fved Dress-'
ler, 'Mrs. Raymond Dressier, Mrs. J.
C. Schlee, Miss Mary Jane Kopp, Mrs.'
Merritt Steele, Mrs. Cecil Taylor and
daughter, Lorraine, Mrs. Henry Aggen:
and daughter, Helen, and Mrs. Walter '
Cron and four children. Games and
contests were enjoyed during the
afternoon and a two course lunch was
served by the hostess.

AN OPEN LETTER
TO THE PUBLIC —
Never in the history of our MEAT business
has it been more necessary to own a meat storage
LOCKER BOX than right now.
As with the present prices of hogs you can
rent a locker for 3 months for $3.00—pay $1.00 to
have it slaughtered and pay Ic per pound for processing. We guarantee the cost not to exceed 9c
per pound on the pork processed.
Where in the world can you buy pork at 9c per
pound in any meat market and we will guarantee
to keep it as fresh as you can buy it in any market.
At the present time we have 184 BOXES
rented and have ordered 32 more to be here in a
few days. Think it over. Come in and visit with
us, inspect the plant and pick out the box you want.
It's not a question if you can afford a box—the
question is can you afford to be without a box.
RENT A BOX AND ECONOMIZE!

MILLER'S MARKET
& REFRIGERATED LOCKERS

Ask Any of the 184 Users We Have. We Aren't
Afraid of the Answers. We Know
They Are Satisfied.

THE ANrTA TRIBUNE.
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HaptCrocheted Dress
Good Style the Year Round

Star Dust
* Spending Money Isn't All
* Delay Brings New Lead
* Alec a Top Notcher

By CHERIE NICHOLAS
1

budget, picture has turned
out to be a lot better than
many an "A"—or picture on
which the studio shoots the
works. Every so often somebody does an intelligent bit
of work with a "B," and it
draws audiences like a magnet, and people who can take
the movies or leave them
alone—and usually leave them alone
—exclaim that, if all movies were
as good as this one, they'd go frequently.
The picture in question is "Five
Came Back," an RKO product, produced by Robert Sisk. It's probably
Mr. Sisk's fault that the picture is so
good, though due credit must be
given to John Farrow, who directed
it, and to the good script and excellent cast.
,';X<
"*>•»*;
For Mr. Sisk had ideas about
pictures. He thinks that it is more
"•' '??2i'••»•'
important to have a good story and
a group of actors who really can
act than it is to spend lots of money
&»'"*
on a picture, achieving spectacular
effects. If yon remember "The Informer" and "A Man to Remember," for which he was responsible,
you'll see what he means.
He didn't have stars for "Five
Who Came Back"—the budget
wouldn't allow it. So instead he
engaged Joseph Calleia, Lucille
Ball, Wendy Barrie, C. Aubrey
Smith and Chester Morris.
The
plot, dealing with the forced landing of an air liner in a jungle and
the effect on the passengers, wasn't
new—but it has been well handled,
the dialogue is exceptionally
ever, that once done, together wit), and
the acquiring of exactly the right good.
|H, FOB a dress that is cool to size crochet hook, not forgetting to
wear on hot sultry days, warm ask for a pamphlet of instructions
You may recall that "Northwest
"comfy" to wear on cool days, as how to make, which is always Passage" ran into difficulties last
that somehow or other pos- available where you buy yarns.
fall, just as shooting was about
es the magic of fitting into the
There's good, news for crocheters to begin. Payette Lake, Idaho, was
erne of things, whether it be go- this year in that the idea of styling
| places about town during the acis being played up for all it is
i hours of the day or doing more worth. For the first time crochet
i of a society stunt at informal has been treated like fabric. The
party or tea in the afternoon result is a collection of crocheted
he club.
dresses unmatched for smartness,
be answer? Well, here it is right wearability, fit and individuality.
your very eyes in the acMost important is the way hi
panying illustration — dresses which the newer crocheted frocks
; are hand-crocheted of mercer- fit and mold the figure. Dressmakcotton. Yes'm, a dress like er touches are also stressed. Pad|er of the models pictured will ded shoulders are emphasized, zipve a friend in need and indeed per closings are used, skirts swing
lany tune, ot the .year.. As to .gracefully, with a view to achieving
[ing the mid-season problem the young look so much exploited
ething to wear that tides over this season.
I gap between fashions old and
Typical of the new crochet fashpons new, you'll find a hand- ions is the casual, neat-as-a-pin
beted dress {gives the perfect dress as shown to the left in the picer. Such a gown Is correct ture. A decorative zipper down the
I likable to wear this very min- front, closing at the throat with two
land for the girl who will be far- pompoms, high-placed pockets and
ROBERT YOUNG
[ to school in the early autumn a wide contrasting belt give it the
dressmaker touches. Even the belt
i best way of putting to the test is crocheted. Worked hi lustrous the chosen location, and early snows
re have been saying about the mercerized crochet cotton, the en- in the mountains made it impossible
for the company to work.
*et theme is to make such a tire outfit is simple to make.
The picture finally got started •
for yourself. Just a few leiThe hand-crocheted dress to the
moments devoted here and right has the stylish look. Its lines week or so ago, but the postponee, that would otherwise be wast- are fluid and soft with the shoulders ment made changes in the cast nec|to the crocheting thereof and in slightly exaggerated to slenderize essary. So, instead of seeing Robably short time you will the silhouette, making it graceful ert Taylor in the lead, you'll see
exultant possessor of a dress for the more mature figure as well Robert Young, and Walter Brennan
will prove a treasure in your as for the slim and svelte young will replace Wallace Beery.
drobe, the whole Tear round. woman. The stitch is open and lacy
[ant to try it? Well, here's howl —delightfully cool to wear throughParamount, making a film based
to your nearest fancy work out the summer. Later on you will on the life of Victor Herbert, is so
1
or department. There you will find this type gown an ideal starter set on getting all details right in this
oodles of mercerized crochet for'the fall wardrobe.
picture version of the famous conv
(Released by Weitern Newspaper Union.)
in adorable colors. Howposer's career that Herbert's
daughter has been signed up as
technical advisor. Allan Jones and
Mary Martin, who couldn't get anywhere hi Hollywood until she went
off to New York and made a hit on
the stage, are the stars.

' i
&M • -^

Red Dots White

ioting Edith Head, top designer
[clothes
for Hollywood notables:
he
reign of the popular simple
or suit is over. Everything
cates that the fall and winter
w will be lavish in fabric and
«mely romantic and flattering.
]es will doubtless cause social
tions to increase in formality
« will be, all and all, a dressy
on."

am sure," predicted Miss
i "that there will be no ceri or definite skirt, sleeve, or coat
guis in the coming trend; Worndress strictly to their own
lality, getting *way from the
«P lads and crates wWohnwde
' look alike for the past seviars. At least feminine
°ns wUl assume something
^an 'all poured of the same
' high note of the new trend,"
the designer, "will be magnif* of material. Silks, brocades,
s, and embroidered fabrics
* abundant and tailored, all-

p Silk Fabrics
For Coats, Suits

Still the rage for polka dots goes
on.\ In the picture it is white «»
18
with red polka dots that
with an.eye to the future chiffon
fashions
captivating cve0 16
, J!, " " are buying the smart nm?Tressa most
For country club wear
Bin* c now 8howing in the mid- S3f cS roofs under starlit _ 8k.es
ffT. °Uections, made of rich
[«Dric. A costume of the handDe
ngalines
... and
g^.such wilj carfrost is on
The a
PPea! of these
suits is not to be withbest dressed fashionables.

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

Bar HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The,J*oody Bible buUtuto
Of dllOftffO
(Helea»ed by Western Newspaper Union.)

FOP9. SE¥
4^" Ruth Wy^th Spears c^Sf

By Virginia Vale

it's h a p p e n e d
WELL,
again; a "B," or low-

signer Visions
Coming Fashions

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

It looks very much as if autumn
would find a new radio star with us.
He's Alec Templeton, the blind pianist who has made frequent guesl
appearances on the air, and -now
has a regular spot on Tuesday eve
nings. He plays classical music su
perbly, and does parodies and mu
sical sketches which are among the
most amusing things in modern
broadcasting—his recent performance of "Three Little Fishes" as a
Handel oratorio, with Templeton
singing, in a vecy good voice, had
broadcasting circles predicting a big
future for him.
Conrad Nagel, ofstage and screen
fame, is master ot ceremonies on
the program, which is one more
thing to be grateful for-JUs diction
and voice are good, and he has none
of the plushy solemnity which so
many announcers seem to think is
necessary.
ODDS AND ENDS-Sammy Kaye and
hit band ore louring again; don I mitt
them if they fine a concert in your neigh.
borhood . . . Gabriel HeaUer always carries an "Emergency'" tcript in kit pocket,
in case one of hit icheduled gueiti /or
"Ife, the People" folk Mm. to if you
hear him launofl into a three-minute hit
lory of the program you'll know lha:
somebody failed to turn up ... Be turt
to see the March of Time's "The Movies
Mareh On"-—although it runt for only
twenty minutes it't one of the most inlefi-stiiiK things seen on the screen this
y«<iK . . . Ginger Rogers proves in
"llachelor Mother," that she's one of the
screen's lop-notch comediennes, silencing
for all lime the people who have contidi'rfd her ju*l a good dancing partner
for Fred Aslaire.
I Released by Western Ncwipaoer Union.)

Lesson for July 30
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts «*tooted and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education: used by
permlBuon..

JEHOSHAPHAT: A LIFE OF
OBEDIENCE
LESSON TEXT—n Chronicles 17:1-6, 9-12.
GOLDEN TEXT—But seek ye first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness.—
Matthew 8:33.

Obedience is one of the old-fashioned virtues which has been pushed
aside in our present mad rush of
self-expression. It needs to be revived if we are to have a happy,
contented, and useful people. The
lesson for today affords an excellent
opportunity to give class members
a right perspective. Many regard
obedience as something which is exacted by those who desire to have
authority over us, but as a matter
of fact it is a principle established
by God for the right and orderly
conduct of life, the observation of
which results in blessing and prosperity, and the ignoring of which
brings chaos, fighting, bitterness,
and disappointment. Obedience to
parents, to the law of man, and to
the law of God should be taught and
exemplified by us, even as it was by
Jehoshaphat. Obedience in his life
made him
I. A Good Son (vv. 1, 3, 4).
He followed Wis father Asa and his
forefather David insofar as they had
followed God. Apart from God and
the influence of the'Christian faith,
the tendency is quite the other way.
Frequently we see that a father who
came up from poverty by his own
diligence and ability will have a
wastrel son who amounts to nothing,
or even worse, one that ruins himself and others. Blessed is the son
who has a godly father and who has
sense enough to follow in his steps
in obedience to God.
II. A Capable Administrator (w.
2, 5, 12).
Jehoshaphat faced real problems.
The nation was prospering, but there
were many difficult questions of foreign relations and in domestic affairs. Especially was he concerned
about their fellowship with the sister
nation of Israel. Idolatry was still
common in the land, new territory
had to be consolidated and fortified.
The man who is obedient to God's
law and whose heart is lifted up toward Him may expect that all his
•faculties will be stimulated, and
that, furthermore, he will have the
guidance of God in the discharge of
his duties. This is true not only of
kings and national leaders, but of
each one of us. If we trust in God
and are obedient to His guidance,
He will bring about astonishing results in the lives of any one of us.
HI. A True Worshiper (w. 3, 6).
He walked in the ways of his forefathers in his obedience to God. A
man does not need to be a blind
worshiper of the good old days to
realize that America could profit by
walking in the ways of those of our
forefathers who daily walked with
God.
Note also that Jehoshaphat had a
real personal spiritual experience of
his own. "His heart was lifted up
in the ways of the Lord" (v. 6). Spiritual exaltation makes a man better
fitted to live in the daily round of
life where he must keep his feet on
the ground. There is a dearth of
new personal spiritual experiences in
our time. How long is it since you
and I have felt our souls strangely
warmed? God is ready and willing
to do this for us now, as He was in
the days of Jehoshaphat.
IV. A Wise Educator (v. 9).
Here was a real program of religious education. A wise teacher
knows that it is not enough to remove the bad, he must replace it
with the good. Jehoshaphat tore
down the places of heathen worship,
but he substituted the teaching of
the Word of God. That kind of a
program of nation-wide Christian
education would be tremendously
worth-while in this year of our Lord
1939 and within the confines of our
own beloved country.
Read verses 7 and 8 and you will
note that most of the leaders in this
teaching campaign were laymen.
The priests were evidently for the
most part not interested. This has
all too often been so, but let not
that deter the layman from going
ahead in Ged's name.
V. A Respected Ruler (vv. 5, 10,
11).
His own people gave him the recognition of love and loyalty (v. 5).
The jealous nations around him were
afraid of him, for they knew that
God was with him (v. 10). This
was what would be in our day' regarded as a rather unusual means
of national defense, but note that it
was tremendously effective. Would
that America were a nation united
in loving obedience to God's law.
Then would our enemies be afraid
because God's hand would be upon
us for good.
Wise in All

I know God is wise in all; wonderful in what we conceive, but far
more in what we comprehend not.—
Sir Thomas Browne.
Strength for Need
Our strength is proportioned to
our need, in God's service, day by
dav

Two interesting designs for cushions.
««r\EAR MRS SPEARS: I like not secured their copies of my
*-^to make interesting cushions two books, SEWING, for the Home
—in summer bright cotton cov- Decorator; and Gifts, Novelties
ered ones and silk covers in the and Embroideries; should send in
winter. The cost is nothing as 1 their orders at once, before the
find that after the waists of supply is entirely disposed of.
dresses are worn out, there are You may also have your choice of
still parts of the skirts that are the Patchwork Quilt Leaflet or the
good enough to give long wear Rag Rug Leaflet FREE with or•when made into these covers. ders for two books; enclose 25
J. B."
cents with name and address; diThanks, Mrs. J. B., for that sug- recting your order to Mrs. Spears,
gestion, and here are two covers 210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.
that you might like to try. To These two books contain 98 How to
make the contrasting edge for the Sew articles that have never apround one, stitch two-inch strips peared in the paper.
together in points as at A, trim as
at B clipping between the points
then turn right side out. Pull out
'Clothed in Gold'
smoothly and press, then gather
as at C. Stitch to one section of
A gold-plated silk fabric is dethe cover as at D, then stitch the
two sections together leaving an scribed in Industrial and Engineering Chemistry. A silk dress
opening for the cushion.
To make a pattern for a mod- is impregnated with a solution of
ernistic patchwork cover, cut a a gold salt, which is then derectangle of paper, then divide it composed chemically, leaving a
into sections as shown. Use these coating of pure gold upon the fiber»
sections as patterns to cut the at a cost of about $3 per yard.
fabric adding a seam allowance as When the dress is worn out, the
at F.
gold can be recovered and used
NOTICE: Two books for the again. The garment was recently
>
price of one. Readers who have exhibited in England.

AROUND
.he HOUSE |
Keep Oils Cool.—Store oils, such
as olive or vegetable, in the refrigerator. They are likely to become rancid when opened unless
they are kept chilled.
• • •
To Inform You.—Read the labels
on canned foods. Many tell the
number of slices contained in the
can. Others give additional useful information about the contents.
• * *
Position of Trellises Trellises
should be a foot to 18 inches away
from a wall. This gives air a
chance to circulate and gives you
a chance to spray the back of the
vine.
• * *
Use for Leftovers—Leftover
rice or macaroni mixed with
cooked meat makes a good filling
for green peppers or tomatoes.
The latter need to be cooked only
20 minutes in a moderate oven.
• • •
Care of Bread Box.—Summer
calls for diligent cleaning and airing of bread and cooky boxes, pantry and cupboard shelves and refrigerators.
Since bread molds
easily in the summer, it is best to
buy just enough for each day's
needs.

Items of Interest
the Housewife
Stains on Ash Trays.—To remove cigarette stains from brass
ash trays, rub the trays with a
paste of salt and vinegar. Then
wash them well in hot water and
soap suds.
• * •
Cleaning Suede.—Clean soiled
suede shoes and belts with sawdust slightly warmed in the oven.
Rub it over the surface with a
clean, soft rag, and to raise the
pile rub gently afterwards with a
piece of fine emery paper.

Leave to Work
Get leave to work in this world,
'tis the best you can get at all.—
E. B. Browning.

MOROLINE
HOW-WHITE PETROtEOMJfUV

THE^NrC^ TRIBUNE.

fesfor te 1939 American Legion Convention
In Chicago s Famed Coliseum Brings to Light a
New Chapter n a t i o T P r d f t n f i a l History

Ibandoned. The plan to smuggle

the

is told here for the first time.

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

HE work of preparing for the 1939 national convention
of the American Legion, which meets for the first time
in Chicago's Coliseum, scene of the nomination of three
'residents of the United States, has brought to light a new
'lapter in American presidential history. It is the story of a
..an to smuggle "Teddy" Roosevelt into the regular Repubican convention back in 1912, which, if it had succeeded,
night well have changed the course of events in this country
luring the last 25 years.
*The story was told for the
declared Phil Collins, to whom
Mr. Hall was relating the incifirst time recently by Charles
dent. "I remember what happ. Hall, veteran manager of
pened at that convention—a womhe Coliseum, while he and
an delegate mentioned RoosePhilip W. Collins, executive
velt's name and it started a demonstration which lasted for two
fice president of the Legion
hours before it could be
onvention corporation, were
stopped."
aking arrangements for the
"There's not a doubt about it,"
g gathering 5f thousands of
agreed Mr. Hall. "I've often
legionnaires from all parts
wondered why the plan was never carried through. All I know is
f the country in that historic
that George Porter and his
lonvention hall on September
friends dropped the matter. I
5. The incident has addinever asked him why and he nevponal interest because of the
er volunteered the information.
. . . But I wish they had gone
lact that a prominent figure
ahead. I was ready for my part
|t the 1939 session will be
in it."
Teddy's" son, Col. Theodore
As the 73-year-old Coliseum man.oosevelt, who hjelped organager fingered an old-fashioned
scarf-pin in his tie, he continued:
|?e the Legion just 20 years
"Maybe if they had gone ahead I
go. Bearing his credentials
wouldn't
have had this pin. You
s a delegate he will walk, unsee, it was given to me by 'Tednpered, into the very hall
dy' himself. But that was six
weeks later when the 'Bull Moosfhich his father . was kept
entering by the use of
larbed wire!
[But,'let Charles R. Hall,
Fho was one of the 1912 "plotFS," tell the story himself:
["The Democratic party at Balgnore already had nominated
Pcodrow Wilson and Thomas R.
prshall when the regular ReTjJblican convention opened in the
•pliseum on June 18. Although
M logical thing for the Repub(cans to do was to renominate
pilliam Howard Taft, who was
W completing his term as Prespem, there was an undercurrent
f dissatisfaction with the record
fluch Taft had made in the White
*>use. And there was repeated
. , 'Teddy' Roosevelt-still a
pgic name for vote-getting. So
pe sessions dragged along while
Pe delegates debated in their
Pinds whether or not to renomi-< Taft.
•—«= the convention marked
-;•-' l was approached by the
«e George W. Porter, a Chicago
lapitahst, who was a strong
Roosevelt supporter. >.
" 'Roosevelt is in Chicago,' he
'.nispered to me. 'Could you get
^ into the convention unseen?'
'My answer was: 'Of course!
.i! put him on the front of the
PKorm, right beside the chairPan of the convention.'
" 'What'ii you charge?' Porter
'anted to know.
J'Hell's Bells!' I answered,
K°u u don't think I'd charge lor
" ng those convention delegates
Winli of seeing Teddy, do

Charles B. Hall, veteran manager of the Coliseum, looks over the
official badges of some of the national nominating conventions held in
toat buMInV He is wearing a scarfpin presented to Urn by Theodore
Roosevelt after the Natlooal Progressive convention .n 1912.

ers' met in the Coliseum and
nominated Roosevelt and Sen. Hiram Johnson of California as
their candidates on the Progressive party ticket.
In addition to contributing tms
"nowrit-can-be-told"
item
to
American political history, the
L* &nt U/P U7OV*(k
"
*
Vt
rd^' Planted on S floo/o^ veteran manager of the Coliseum
is also an authority on another
irati nvention
. start a dem6nstory which links this building
ie '°Bn(and ^en rush him up
with another historic structure.
atform 6r alsle alld "" to the
That was the famous Libby prison in Richmond. Va., of Civil
didn't know that their
war days which was movec to
IT
wouldn t
have
Chicago, piece by piece, 50 year*
'PPed >T
:
'
1 Z ,
R.' if we had gone
ago, and rebuilt on the pieseni
our plan. 'I was gosite of the Coliseum.
iter An
;""""• ""n through a secret
During the Civil war Libby was
-, rush him into a tunnel
known
as the,
the "Pnlace
Palace rPrison of
> few feet away and then
the
Confederacy"
where 4U,uuu
ght 'he tunnel and up a short
Union soldiers, most of U>em^v
i S.B_ -"•*"•
iWhen
vrnen
ne
he
mt
hit
the
me
fhe ma
8, were confined
id [t
. h e woul4 have been bel
"eir barbed wire, directly
|»udLevery ^legate in the

L^1 the verv next day I found
that news of our 'plot' had
K
W out. The sergeant-at-arms
convention ordered me to
n
rolls of barbed wire along
'othghts in front of the
houpff S Platfo™. I guess they
U

If h

ive sts,6;,had done that, it would
a>npeded the delegates."

of 1893 were under way, a movement was started to purchase
Libby prison and move it to the
city on the lake as a Civil war
museum.
Prominent in this
movement was the Chicago historian and collector, C. F. Gunther.
The work of moving the prison
from Richmond to Chicago began in December, 1888. Each
board, beam, timber, and block
of stone was numbered and lettered and the task of transporting these and the 800,000 bricks
in the main structure required the
use of 132 20-ton cars by the Chesapeake & Ohio railway. The prison was rebuilt on the site of the
present Coliseum and re-opened
as a war museum on September
21, 1889 (just 50 years and four
days before the opening of this
year's Legion convention!) Appropriately enough, its first meeting was a G. A. R. reunion.
Meanwhile a massive battlement,
which was designed to provide a
flashy "front" for the museum,
was built along the Wabash avenue side of the transplanted prison from stone that was quarried
within the Chicago city limits of
that time.
Thousands of visitors, before
and during the 1893 World's fair,
were attracted to the museum
and its historical relics. However,
this old prison museum was
torn down in 1900 to make way
for the present Coliseum but the

stone wall which was its "front"
still faces on Wabash avenue.
Relics in the museum became
scattered, some of them being
given to the Chicago Historical
society where they are still preserved.
"Bricks of the prison were distributed to G. A. R. posts throughout the country and some of them
were sold for a dollar apiece,"
Mr. Hall recalls. "But even in
recent years, when we excavated
to provide a pool for the diving
horse of a circus or for other
purposes, some of those old
bricks from Libby prison came to
light. The floors and other features of the Coliseum have been
altered dozens of times to meet
the needs of special events. But
one distinctive feature remains
unchanged. Our outside walls,
with their turrets and observation posts, today are exactly as
they were when they surrounded
the transplanted historic Libby
prison."

This year the American Legion
"comes of age"—in mote respects than one. Not only is it
the organization's twenty-first annual convention, but, according to
National Commander Stephen F.
Chadwlck, the 1939 assembly of
the veterans will have a more serious tone than ever before. It
will be provided by "American
Democracy," first convention
keynote in Legion history. Moreover, convention program plans
call for large-scale participation
by the wives, sons and daughters
of the Legionnaires who will accompany them to Chicago.
The history of the American
Legion goes back to the year 1919
and to Paris, France. That story
is told by Col. Theodore Roosevelt, one of its founders, thus:
"No one man can claim to be
the founder of the American Legion. I got the idea from a
wounded sergeant in a hospital.
He said we should form an organization of veterans of the war,
adding, ''we have stuck together
in the bad times; let's stick together in the good ones.'
"After that, I talked with numbers of pwople, many of whom
had been thinking on these lines.
The problem was to get the organization under way. The Armistice had been declared. I asked
some regular army friends at G.
H. Q. if soldiers from each of
the American divisions then in
France could be ordered to Paris
to discuss the idea. They told
me they could not do that directly, but that they could order such
a group of men to meet in Paris
and discuss the morale of the
American troops.
"We held the meeting on morale. Afterwards, at a dinner,
we discussed plans for a veterans' organization. All agreed on
certain principles. The first was
that no difference should be made

Ruth Wyeth Spears

The luncheon mat and napkin
shown here offer a suggestion
for a way to use your cut-out designs for simple but effective
applique work.
The long sides of the mats are
hemmed and the ends faced with
one-inch bands of green, as at A.
The napkins are also hemmed on
t-.vo sides and faced with green
bands on the other two. The stehv
for the bright red cherry follows
a circular line embroidered in
green outline stitch. The leaf is
of the green material.
Experiment with cutting the
cherry and leaf in paper. When
you have cut a design that pleases
you, make a pattern in lightweight
cardboard. Cut the fabric a little
larger than the pattern, clip the
edge as at B; then press it over
the pattern with a warm iron as
at C to make a firm crease. Remove the pattern, and sew the
pieces in place with fine hemming
stitches.
NOTE: Readers who have not
secured their copies of my two

books should send in their orders
at once.
Your choice of the
CRAZYPATCH Q U I L T leaflet
showing 36 authentic stitches; or
the RAG RUG LEAFLET will be
included FREE with orders for
both books, for the present. Everyone should have copies of these
two books containing 96 How to
Sew articles that have not appeared in the paper. This offer
will be withdrawn soon. Send order with 25 cents immediately to
Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St.,
Chicago, 111., and both books will
be mailed postpaid.
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LEADERSHIP
"T^HE United Slates has today the
•*• leadership in the world'i cultural
and spiritual struggle for peace."—
Dr. Eduard Benes, former president of
Czechoslovakia,

AROUND
THE HOUSE

COL. THEODORE ROOSEVELT
between those who had served
overseas and those who had not
—as the desire to serve was what
counted. The second, that the
Legion was to be a democratic
organization, hi which there
should be no question of rank,
and privates would get a full
chance to tell the generals what
they thought of them. Third and
last, the organization should concern itself with policies, not with
partisan politics. Next an organization committee was appointed.
Eric Fisher Wood was narne'd
secretary, Bennett Clark, today
senator from Missouri, vice chairman, and I, chairman.
"We decided to hold two meetings, one in Paris and the other
practically simultaneously in the
United States. Bennett Clark,
Eric Wood and a number of others took the responsibility for the
Paris caucus. I had been ordered home, and agreed to arrange the caucus at home.
"The Paris meeting went off in
splendid shape. Everyone was interested and enthusiastic. All
units were represented, and privates as well as generals were
delegates. Incidentally, there was
no trouble in getting delegates to
go. Paris was a lodestone. This
group adopted the name, American Legion. The name had been
used by my. father before the
war, when he formed a group of
Americans who had experience
which qualified them to serve in
the army in case of need.
"Meanwhile, I returned to this
country, and with some other veterans, arranged for a caucus. We
rented an office in New York city
and got in touch with ex-service
men in every state, asking them
to organize the soldiers and sailors in their community, elect delegates and come to St. Louis on
May 8, 1919.
"The first order of business
was the election of a permanent
chairman. We selected Col. Henry D. Lindsley of Texas, a Southern Democrat, thereby giving the
lie to those who said it was to be
a Republican organization. Nexv,
we confirmed the actions taken
by the Paris caucus, such as the
selection of the name, American
Legion, and adopted a declaration of faith and a temporary constitution. We provided an organization to carry on until the fall,
when the first real convention
was called in Minneapolis. There
representatives of both Paris and
St. Louis meetings would be, and
the American Legion could take
final form.
"At Minneapolis on November
10 our convention assembled. We
elected as commander Franklin
K. D'Olier, of New Jersey, adopted a permanent constitution,1 and
the Legion came into beine.'

For Mosquito Bites A little
household ammonia added to the
water with which mosquito bites
are washed will remove the sting.
• * *
Cat Flowers With Razor Blade,
—Take a safety razor blade with
you when you go into the garden
to cut flowers. It is more satisfactory than scissors for cutting
delicate flower stems.
• • *
Tipless Shoestrings.—If metal
tips come off of shoe strings dip
them in mucilage. This will stiffen the ends and make it easy to
• If your dealer cannot supply fooj
put them through eyelets.
send 20c with your dealer** name)
* • •
for • Trial Package of 48 genuine)
For Salty Gravy.—Put pieces of
PE-KO Jar Rings; sent prepaid*)
toasted bread into soups or
gravies which are too salty, take
them out hi a few minutes, and it
PE-KO EDGE
will be found that the bread has
absorbed a good portion of the
'R.R R U B B E R S
salt.
* * •
Identifying Sheets.—If you use
sheets of two different sizes, one 'turn Ml. UN tmtm, In Tut, I.TJ
for single and one for double beds,
fold sheets for double beds in a
large square and those for a sinDecisive Spirit
gle bed in smaller squares. You
When a firm decisive spirit is
will then have no difficulty in recognized, it is curious to sea
finding the right sheets.
how the space clears around a
man and leaves him room and
Cook Changed His Liking freedom.—John Foster.

After a Bit of

Difficulty

His wife had been away for a
week, and he had been looking
after himself.
"How did you manage, you poor
darling?" she asked on her return.
"I lived like a fighting cock I"
boasted her husband. "Bacon and
tomatoes for breakfast. Steak or
chop in the evenings. Oh, I've
become an expert cook."
"But, dear, why bacon and tomatoes? You know you always
liked bacon and eggs."
"Well, I was beat there," he
said, looking a little sheepish.
"But tell me, dear, hpw do you
manage to make eggs stick on the
griller while you cook them?"

Koof-ftid
ATGHOCERS

Righteousness Must Live
If righteousness should perish it
would not be worth while for men
to live on the earth.—Emmanuel
Kant.
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Robert Taylor and Myrna
MIND DEAD IN BED loy Co-Starred in New Film

BRIARDALE GROCERY
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I'HV o « j ,
.
*
f 1 1 K ft W^K M'in i' 1 ' />• and turning- over on theimony of $i» *
j . u n t u ' along score. Several more games will be four weeks and will travel between I included a visit to the fair in San Pran- also visited here a few days at her
played during the coming week.
Mr. Finley was a nephew j of
4,000 and 5,000 miles.
| cisco and points in southern California. son's home.
o thee family home .n Ai^ ,the
I with the household f u n u t u
Mrs. Arthur J. Joy.

Values For Friday-Saturday
10c

25c

29c

45c

Viola Homecoming Will
Be Friday and Saturday

Mrs. Pauline Regina Henick, Supervised Recreational
78, Dies at Home of Son Program Meeting Thursday

Dreher Death Car Seen Here
By Night Marsha) Bills

ouri Man Dies in
Car Crash Near Atlantic

Cass Fanners Get $26,796
in Com Parity Checks

WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH

W. LaBINE

U. S. Rupture of Japan Treaty
Seen as Isolationist Decision
In Wake of British Surrender
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed la these column*, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
__^________ Released by W«tt«rn N«wip*pex Union.

PUZZLERS
Do you know your news? Answer
M five and your mark is 100; four, 80;
three, 60; two, 40; one, 20; none, 0!

FARM
TOPICS
FARMER IMPORTANT
IN GAME PROGRAM

South Georgia >^ Orkiwyt
.Jouth

.Snow Hill I.

••'

Aid Sportsmen With Wild
Life Restoration Plar

Star Dust
* Real or Reel Romance?
if Proof in the Pictures
* Knight Does the Lyrict
I
By Virginia Vale
'
IVIEN LEIGH, the English
girl whom you'll see in the
movie version of "Gone With
the Wind," arrived in New York
a while ago for a vacation. The
vacation had begun a week or so
before, but she had spent the first
part of it in the country near>y, resting; after,22 weeks of work,
with only five free days in that time,
she needed a rest!

V

leld to plump for Ohio's Sen. Robert A. Taft, who simultaneously
By JAY N. DARLING
notified his supporters to start digThe key figure in any program ol
The word "defeat" laid heavily on ging up Taft-pledged delegates.
wildlife restoration in the United
Neville Chamberlain's brow.
In
But Democratic politicians had
States is the farmer.
Tokyo, his British Ambassador Sir even more interesting—if more puzThe farmer controls that portion
Robert Leslie Craigie had signed zling—news about 1940. Off to Euof the outdoors sought by the great
peace terms with Japan in which rope (on the same boat with G. O. P.
majority of small-game hunters ol
Mr. Chamberlain's government Chairman John D. M. Hamilton)
In many ways she really resemthe United States. Without a mutupromised not to obstruct the Jap- sailed Postmaster General James
ally beneficial relationship between bles "Scarlett O'Hara." She has
1.
Why
is
south
polar
area
beanese army in its war with China.
A. Parley after a mystifying conferfarmer and sportsman, all conserva- the squarish jaw and pointed chin
But first guesses are sometimes ence at Hyde Park with President tween twentieth and sixty-eighth tion endeavor devoted to the in- that you're familiar with if you read
wrong. Though Berlin's VoeUeischer Roosevelt. Only after-conference meridian (shown on map) now in crease of upland game fails of its the book, and her eyes, though
Beobachter sneered "Very Dis- word to reporters was Mr. Roose- the news?
hazel, are near enough to
2. True or False: The Rev. prime object — the guarantee of they're
agreeable, Mr. Chamberlain," and velt's remark that such talks had
being
green
so that the effect is
sport
to
the
general
public.
though Secretary of State Cordell )een going on for years, and were Geronld Goldner, Ohio prisoner
almost
the
same.
It
is
true
that
the
farmer
has
kidnaped by Arabs, was released
Hull warned this meant the end of •fairly effective."
As for her Southern accent, it
after kissing; each of his captors been the victim of the hoodlum type should
U. S.-British "parallel action" in the
pass muster even with the
of hunter, and it is up to organized
But everyone knew the subject of
on
both
cheeks.
•
Orient, Britain herself felt satisfied. ,940's presidential election had been
most
critical
of Southern audiences.
sportsmen
to
combat
the
evil
of
tres3. Choice: An unprecedented
To Shanghai's British chamber of >roached, most observers thought
She'll have to abandon it when
drouth recently hit the (north- pass on cultivated lands.
Jim Farley had pressed his boss for west) (southeast) (southwest)
Excessive clearing and grazing she returns to work, for her next
in announcement regarding his
have, at times, worked to the injury assignment in Hollywood is that of
(northeast)
section
of
the
U.
S.
ibird-term candidacy, and a few
4. What nationally important of the farmer through cutting down the young wife in "Rebecca," anthought there was a definite rift be- event is scheduled to happen the supply of helpful wildlife. The other popular novel. She will play
tween the two men which will not August 15 in St. Joseph and drainage shark has promoted opposite Laurence Olivier—it's rubreak into headlines until October Marshall counties, Ind.?
schemes that have impoverished the mored that their interest in each
or later.
5. What "boner" did R. S. Hud- soil, lowered the watertable and other is more than mildly sentiReasons: Mr. Farley is a poten- son, British secretary for over- wrecked the hopes of many a settler mental, but in Hollywood that rutial candidate who cannot risk an seas trade, pull during his re- as well as destroying vast sources mor has a way of bobbing up whenannouncement until after the Presi- cent talk with Germany's Hel- of wealth in fur, fish and wild fowl. ever publicity is needed for a new
Man's ceaseless war against in- picture.
dent himself speaks. Otherwise he muth Wohltat?
If you want more data about Miss
sect pests would be lost were it not
would lose much New Deal sup(Answers at bottom of column.)
port. Even so, bad blood began
for the help given by birds. Rodent Leigh for your scrapbook—she was
simmering during the Supreme
pests are kept down by birds of born in India, received her educacourt fight, boiled during last year's CONGRESS:
prey. In certain areas the skunk, tion in Germany, Italy, France and
'purge" and boiled even harder 'Splending'
a heavy insect feeder and one of the England, and has a five-year-old
when Farley's enemy, Paul McNutt,
few enemies of burrowing grubs, is daughter.
By the time it reached the senate highly important to agriculture. Othgot a fat. administrative job. Good
Democrats are wondering if these loor, President Roosevelt's $2,490,- er mammals — at times listed as
It's a new version of "Smiling
000,000 spend-lend bill had become "vermin" may be vastly more help- Through" that will be Jeanette Macrifts will ever be healed.
a personal headache to Majority ful than harmful to the farmers.
Donald's first picture under her new
Leader Alben W. Barkley, a scornENGLAND:
The assembling of source-matericenter of scoffing Republicans (who al for education, in schools and colIrish Wit
called it "splending") and a catch- leges, in the basic principles of conCommuters at London's King's all reservoir into which were servation is the function of a comCross and Victoria stations shud- dumped such irrelevant riders as mittee established by the National
dered as bombs exploded. Forty ;hat of Montana's Democratic Sen. Wildlife federation.
were hurt, one killed. At Liverpool James E. Murray, who sought to reAMBASSADOR HORINOUCHI
the Mount Pleasant post office and store old prevailing WPA wages.
More bad newt is coming.
By cautious elimination, Leader Crop Rotation Kills
a wooden bridge were blown up.
Barkley
was removing every possiWreckage
blocked
the
LiverpoolMany Insect Pests
commerce, which protested vehemently, Mr. Chamberlain gave an Leeds canal and parliament shivWhen one sees the annual loss to
ered when someone discovered its
explanation something like this:
crops and property caused by inThe U. S. was to blame, since she historic building might be blown up
sects, he is inclined to think that
next.
Next
morning
commons
refused to raise a finger to protect
crop pests are getting more numerhastily
passed
and
sent
to
the
house
occidental influence in China against
ous and destructive from year to
Jap aggression. But by granting of lords a bill to give police special
year. It is a fortunate farmer who
Japan rights in China, Britain satis- powers. Immediately 15,000 bobbies
has not experienced a loss from
went
to
work
looking
for
the
phanfied Tokyo's grievances againstthese six-footed animals. The Hestom.
Irish
republican
army
responwestern democracies and thus "desian fly takes a yearly toll of miltached" her from the threatening sible for this mess. Reason: They
lions from American farmers. The
Rome-Berlin axis. Moreover the want Britain to evacuate soldiers
chinch bug has ravaged our corn
European tension made such a set- and officials from northern Ireland.
and wheat the past 50 years to the
tlement unavoidable, since Britain
JEANETTE MacDONALD
extent of several hundred millions
could not protect both her Asiatic MEDICINE:
of dollars. Figures in this state on Metro contract. The well known
and European interests. As a re- Victory
codling moth, sugar beet web-worm author, Alice Duer Miller, is writing
sult, full emphasis can now be
and grasshoppers would be equally the adaptation, and as usual the stuLast
summer
Trust
Buster
Thurplaced on blocking Hitler and Musstaggering.
Moreover, several hu- dio will spare no effort to make the
solini; Britain's worries in the Ori- man Arnold obtained indictments
man
diseases
are carried only by MacDonald production an excellent
against the American Medical assoent are over.
insects. All can testify that gnats one.
ciation,
three
other
lesser
medical
But were they? Critics warned
flies, mosquitoes, etc., are an an
Mr. Chamberlain that U. S. isola- groups and 21 physicians on the
noyance.
Another foreign actress, Ingrid
tion might result from this unprece- ground that they had conspired to
Where large acreages of one kind Bergman, makes her bow to Amerdented surrender. That very thing restrain trade under the Sherman
of crop are grown, one can naturally icaj(spon. The picture, "Intermezlooked possible a few days later anti-trust act. Specific case: Group
look for increased insect injury zo," is an American version of one
Health
Association,
Inc.,
a
low-cost
when Cordell Hull flatly terminated
SENATOR BARKLEY
from year to year unless preven- she made in Sweden. She is returnthe 28-year "treaty of general com- medical group formed by governHe took plenty of icorn.
tive and remedial measures are tak- ing to Sweden when it is completed.
merce and friendship" with Japan. ment employees in Washington,
en.
number of species that atcharged
that
certain
hospitals
and
ble obstacle to passage by the time- tack The
Though Jap Ambassador Kensuke
one
plant
is often large. About
And, while we're on the subject of
doctors
refused
to
accept
patients
honored method of modification. By 200 attack clover,
Horinouchi got a formal explanation
200 affect corn,
that certain provisions of the pact referred to them by the associa- this time it was a matter of face- and 400 the apple. The first year Sweden, Pan! Muni's superb acting
saving, for any sort of a bill at all the crop is grown, a person may as- aided greatly in obtaining for War"need new consideration," he knew tion's doctors.
it was but the first of several slaps.
Best guesses last summer held the would be better than utter defeat. sume that a few injurious. insects ner Brothers permission to screen
A few months from now the U. S. indictments were a weapon over A. Major modification was elimination will find their way into the field the life of Alfred Bernard Nobel.
will probably notify Ambassador M. A.'s head to force modification of the toll provision on the projected and do practically no injury. The Hal Wallis, of Warner Brothers,
Horinouchi of an arms embargo
$500,000,000 road-building program. insects will hibernate or pass the talked with his nephew and showed
Then Leader Barkley held his breath winter near by, and find conditions three Muni pictures, "Pasteur,"
against Japan. Meanwhile, Japan
"Zola" and "Juarez"—the most
while the senate downed an amendturned the tables by announcing its
favorable for develop- convincing: argument that could be
price for a new treaty would be U. S.
ment to eliminate $350,000,000 in unusually
ment
the
next
year
should
the
same
public works loans and substitute crop remain on the land. Each suc- offered.
recognition of a "new order" in
the old PWA setup. By an even ceeding year the injury can be exChina. '
No less a person than Sir Robert
closer margin, 40 to 38, the road- pected to increase.
As for Britain, there was growing
building program was sa,ved.
Vansittart, chief diplomatic adviser
opinion in Washington that Neville
On
the
other
hand,
where
crops
to the British government, has been
Mr. Barkley also took scorn from
Chamberlain is to be trusted no
changed the insects will emerge engaged by Alexander Korda to
more than Japan. Having sold BritMichigan's Sen. Arthur Vandenberg are
ish interests in China down the riv("Another tug at boot-strap lifting") from winter quarters and find no write the lyrics and dialogue for
at hand. This will necessitate Korda's forthcoming technicolor
from Virginia's Harry Byrd ("The food
er, having. violated both the ninepower and Kellogg pact, he probably
whole scheme is devised to evade a search for it and only a few of production, "The Thief of Bagdad."
winced at the next news: Japan got
the debt limit") and from Georgia's the insects that successfully pass He's doing it between diplomatic
Walter F. George ("A palpable the winter will find their way into assignments. Korda is shooting the
an inch and took a mile, announcing
all foreign shipping would be
fraud on its face"). Besides the pub- the new field. This is especially works on this new picture; it is one
banned from Canton.
lic debt issue, opposition centered true of insects that pass the winter of the most ambitious productions
around the impossibility of hiking m the larval or worm stage and ever to come from his studio.
bonded indebtedness in already are not able to travel far. Of course
POLITICS:
all insects cannot be controlled bv
hard-pressed states and cities. crop
Michael Fitzmaurice has been
rotation.
Rift
Moreover, spend-lend philosophy
typed as an unlucky suitor so freInteresting to Republican politifailed in last year's election. But
quently on the air that he's afraid
cians was the announcement that
with adjournment hanging on the
Minerals for Cow
it will affect his private life. In one
Ohio's Gov. John W. Bricker would
measure, Leader Barkley stuck to
The minerals that are used most day not lc»g ago he was jilted in
seek another term, and not run for
his guns and awaited the propi- by the dairy cow and therefore most When a Girl Marries," treated as
A. M. A.'S FISHBEIN
the G. O. P. presidential nominatious moment for a vote.
likely to be lacking in the ration just a brother in "Myrt and Marge,"
No program, no need of it.
tion. This left convention delegates
Also in congress:
are calcium, phosphorus, and com- and taken for a ride after winning
from Mr. Bricker's state a clear of its Gibraltar-like stand agains C. Passed by the senate, the general mon salt. Legume hays when
socialized medicine. A few weeks transportation bill of Montana's Sen. grown on soils not deficient in lime
later A. M. A.'s board of governors Burton K. Wheeler was shelved will usually supply sufficient cal'
actually did modify this stand an« for this session because the house cium. An adequate supply of phosAs you've probably noticed by her
observers thought the case would be made so many changes that imme- phorus can be secured from the pictures, Deanna Durbin is growing
diate
compromise
was
impossible.
IN NEW YORK: Since Britain
dropped.
ration if it contains as much up Gloria Jean, just ten yean Old,
C. Nomination of Francis B. Sayre, gram
agreed in her Anglo-American
Late July found A. M. A. scoring undersecretary
as
30
per
cent of feeds rich in this s booked to become her •uccewor
of state, as high material such
barter plan to take additional cot- a victory. At Washington's Distric
as wheat bran or cot to those roles presenting a lovely
to the Philippines was
ton for whatever subsidy was es- of Columbia federal court, Justic< commissioner
glr
Wl1 0 can sln
received
from
the
White
House.
iZ*h
lKthe
,lov.Iy Demmw's
«f- "ttlechum
MUM
tablished, the 1V4 cents per pound
James M. Proctor dismissed the C. Middle-west congressmen sought
Jean has
rate recently announced will give
proceedings on ground that the-prac discussions with Secretary of State
and naturalness, and has a beautiful
her roughly 100,000 additional
voice as well.
tice of medicine is a profession, no Cordell Hull and Secretary of Agribales, or a total of 700,000 bales.
a trade, therefore does not fall un culture Henry Wallace on a propo- free access to it in the pasture or
or
der the Sherman act.
IN WASHINGTON: The U. S.
If Ralph Graves has his way,
sal to barter lard to Germany j exercise lot.
While Wendell Berge, Mr. Ar exchange for products now on then
and Japan agreed to extend for
yoill see his last screen performnold's assistant, told reporters tha U. S. tariff free list.
one year their Philippine islands
ance m ' Eternally Yours." He has
Perfect Percheron
a government appeal "seems to m<
cotton pact, under which Jap exa foregone conclusion," A. M. A.':
Twelve leading
porters of cotton piece goods
Journal editor smiled over his vie
agree to limit the annual PhilipAnsivers to Puzzlers
tory at headquarters in Chicago
pine importation of Japanese cot1. Argentina claims sovereignty
over this lar.d, disputing U. S. and
Said he, expansively: The A. M. A.'
ton piece goods to 45,000,000
British
claims, especially those to
principles and policies neither for
square meters.
be made by Rear Adrn. Richard E
bid nor ever have contemplatee
Byrd in forthcoming U. S. Antarctic
IHck bodie,. I , » , b i ™ "8''
IN MEMPHIS: Pres. Oscar
expedition.
"any
opposition
to
a
well-considerec
straieht backs, deep ri£ £'
•
Johnston of! the National Cotton
2. True: Reverend Goldner and
expanded program of medical serv
hia captors kissed and swore "eternal
council planned a conference with
friendship "
ice, when the need can be estab
Secretary of Agriculture Henry
3. Nurtheast.
lished." Thus far, evidently, A. M
A. Wallace to improve consump4. Questions to be asked In 1840
A.
thinks
the
U.
S.
has
found
neithe
census
will be tested there.
I"*. Action a n d a l e l S e s s ^ r t
tion and price of cottonseed, 'thus
8. Made unauthorized offer of huge
a fit program nor sufficient rieec
can turn around withou, K , B
averting "threatened disaster."
loan to "buy" peace from Germany.
for it.
down » dozen hiJuTX corn
^

INTERNATIONAL:
Focus on Japan

COTTON

BEAUTY

Smart
For
tlERE'S
** tern
pretty
«

^

.

— — — ' H A V E ma

IT

lt>4* 'l

nicest kind of street sui 7.'
U(
Hghtfully simple and
easy to make, with .WIC1
a* the only trimming. „,,.
georgette, silk print,flatcr^
linen are smart materials *
fashion.
Girl's Play Suit.
There's a place in every «
life:lor the smart little pL,
and suspender skirt that butt

all down the front. Cool, con
able and easy-to-wear for i
play, it will be nice for school \
the fall too. The shorts are I
comingly Sared, and the
has a becoming sports
Gingham, pique, linen and I
cloth are nice cottons for thiso
fit, 1786.
The Patterns.
No. 1784 is designed for sizes!)
16, 18, 20;
40 and 42. Sizeliif
quires 67/8 yards of 39-inch f "
without nap for dress and id
with three-quarter sleeves; 1|
yards of trimming.
No. 1786 is designed for sizes!
10, 12 and 14 years. Size 10
quires 1% yards of 35-inch fab
for blouse; 1% yards for sho
1% yards for the skirt, witt
nap.
Send your order to The Se«
Circle Pattern Dept., Room
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago,
Price of patterns,-. 15 cents
coins) each.
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)

Large Diamonds
V

_

Found, last October, in
a ' blue-white diamond weig
726.6 metric carats. Known i
the "President Vargas," it HI
in size among the worlds
monds, the other two being
Cufflnan (3,024.75 carats) and'
Excelsior (971.75). It to 71 »
long, 56.5 wide, and 24.5 high
is valued uncut at 750,000
in Amsterdam, where it
Engineering and Mining J°

NERVOUS?

from anno

Compound.
•

Two Powers
The two powers whu.
opinion, constitute a ^^
bearing and forbearing. «tus.

Miserable

fttoutnt

ht/wMn V0'

Iw5"
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ANITA TRIBUNE,

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1939.

Merritt Boggs, hauling
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Elmer Christensen, labor
Nels P. Christensen, labor . .
C. B. & Q. Railroad, freight. .
Court House,
C. R, I. & P. Railroad, freight
Atlantic, Iowa,
! City of Atlantic, current
July 3, 1939.
Phone 29
We Deliver
1
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Cities Service Oil Company,
county, Iowa, met in regular session ! gasoline
with all members present: Havvley Central Iowa Sand & Gravel
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
Lynch, chairman, Mike Metz, G. E. ! Company, concrete
Eshelman,
W. H. Wohlenhaus and F. J, H. Chadwick, hauling . . . .
BRAN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 large pkgs... .23c
W. Wiese.
City Garage, repairs
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, package
23c
Minutes of June 23rd. approved as Roy Clure, hauling
Deep Rock Oil Corporation,
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 packages
15c
read.
Moved by Metz, seconded by Wiese,
oil
SOAP, Crystal White, 5 giant size bars
19c
to accept the resignation of F. W. Han- Dens-Oil Lubricant Company,
PINK SALMON, 2 tall cans
25c
ton, Soldiers' Relief Commissioner, efgrease
MATCHES, 6-box carton
18c
Economy Oil Company, kerofective at once.
tMotion carried.
sene
PEACHES, No. 10 can
37c
The official bonds of Chester Proc- Electric Paint & Varnish Co.,
CREAMERY BUTTER, pound
24c
tor, Morris Tietz, and John Ratzlaff
paint
TOILET PAPER, 6 rolls
25c
for permit to sell cigarettes were Farmers Co-Operative Company, material
approved.
Carrots, Lettuce, Celery, Cabbage
On motion and vote the Board grant- Farmers Elevator, gasoline..
ed cigarette licenses to Chester Proc- Federal Land Bank, R. 0. W.
and Tomatoes.
tor, Morris Tietz and John Ratzlaff. Fuchs Machinery & Supply
Motion carried.
Co., parts
The quarterly reports of P. P. Ed- 'Fullerton Lumber Company,
supplies
been found—born within the past six wards, Sheriff; E. H. Pelzer, Recordyears—without any justification for er; and M. E. Hubbard, Auditor, were Gamble Stores, brushes
Published Every Thursday by the their existence. They have been approved.
Gasoline Alley, gas and o i l . . .
On motion and vote the following Gate City Iron Works, suppromptly abolished and, pressure from
plies
the professional patronage dispensers resolution was passed:
Green Bay Lumber Company,
W. F. BUDD
Editor of both parties notwithstanding, the
Resolution.
supplies
process will go on until every worker
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 earns his salary and every salary buys
WHEREAS, Mrs. Anna Harris and Bud Goold, hauling
If not paid in advance
$2.00 a full measure service.
Pearl Yates are now within Cass Hansen & Company, supplies
county
and are likely to become coun- Henningsen Service Station,
Exact official figures of reductions
Entered at the post office at Anita,
ty
charges
and said persons should be
gasoline
between Jan. 1 and the end of the
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
prevented
from
acquiring a settle- Clyde Hill, license
fiscal year on June 30, are not yet
THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1939.
Hoegh Oil Company, gasoline
available but unofficial checks with ment in Cass county,
NOW THEREFORE being it re- Hoffman Insurance Agency,
only major offices and bureaus assure
SALARY REDUCTIONS.
insurance
a cut of more than 500 employees. solved by the Board of Supervisors of
Three of the larger state departments, Cass county, Iowa, that a notice to de- John Hoffman, freight
It is the wisecracker and the poli- tax commission, highway commission part shall be served upon the said Hutchins Printing Company,
tical clown whose statements often and liquor control commission came Mrs. Anna Harris and Pearl Yates,
supplies
draw the biggest headlines. But un- under republican control on July 1. and the Chairman of this Board is di- Marion Hansen, 'hauling . . . .
derneath all this surface froth of bad- All three had begun to cut away dead- rected and ordered to sign such notice Hawkeye Cement Company,
inage the serious business of official wood under administration pressure on behalf of this Board; and deliver
stone
business goes on in Iowa government. even before they passed into republican the same to the Sheriff of Cass coun- George Henningsen, rent . . . .
Back in 1932, the beginning of those hands and are at present developing ty, Iowa, for service.
Frank Howard, hauling
"happy days" of political sprees, additional consolidation and reorganiThe Chairman put the above resolu- Independent Oil Company,
there were not nearly enough jobs zation plans. C. Fred Porter, state tion to vote, and the votes being all in
gasoline
to satisfy the appetites of political comptroller, believes a fair view of the affirmative, the resolution was de- Interstate Machinery & Supcolts on the loose. Seemingly the republican economy accomplishments clared adopted.
ply Company, supplies . . . .
policy of a new deal in state govern- will be possibe by Aug. 1 and agrees
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Eshel- Iowa Electric Company, serment became one of collect while the that salary reductions of $300,000 man, to buy the steel for the County
vice ...'
pay window was open. Where jobs annually are likely. The ablest wise- Maintenance shed at Atlantic, Iowa, Iowa Culvert & Pipe Company,
did not exist they were promptly crackers now out of job can't laugh W. P. A. Project, from the Gate City
Pipe
manufactured. Many lilies of the field that into the headlines.
Iron works at the low price of $955.00. Iowa Sales Company, tools..
Motion carried.
grew where none had grown before.
Koch Bros., supplies
They toiled not neither did they spin.
Time and money are the only esOn motion and vote the Board or- Wm. Kohlscheen, gasoline...
Yet they drew salaries.
sentials in the enjoyment of a summer dered the Auditor to publish in the i Joyce Lumber Company, lumAs personnel and payroll records outing. 'Most everyone is crammed full official newspapers notice to cut weeds
ber
-were scanned during the past 6 months with the inclination.
according to Section 4829-A5 as D. J. Lee, checking
it became obvious the incumbent refollows: "The Board of Super- Wm. Lamberty, supplies . . . .
publican administration would have no
During the present lull in proceed- visors shall order all weeds other J. W. Luke & Son, gasoline..
trouble in redeeming its pledge of a ings, farm and town property owners than primary noxious weeds, on all Middle State Utilities, tolls..
substantial cut in the costs of state might with profit, read up the law county trunk and local county roads Miller-Hasselbalch Company,
government. A great many jobs have relative to the cutting of weeds.
and between the fence lines thereof
parts
to be mowed to prevent seed produc- J. O. Mountain, labor
tion thereof, either upon its own H. P. Malone, hauling
motion or upon receipt of written Metropolitan Life Insurance
t
notice requesting such action from
Company, R. 0. W
any residents of the township in which John Miller, hauling
such roads are located, or any person Howard McDermott, labor ..
regularly using said roads. Said order Nelson Auto Service, parts..
shall define the roads along which H. L. Nettz, gasoline and resaid weeds are required to be cut and
pairs
shall require said weeds to be cut with- N. W. Bell Telephone Co., rent
in thirty days after the publication
and tolls
of said order in the official newspapers i Opper Motor Company, repairs
of said county. If the adjoining owner • Owatonna Tool Company, tools
fails to cut said weeds as required in i Wilbur Pierce, royalty
said order the county or township com- , Railway Express Agency, exmissioner shall have same cut and the | press
cost thereof shall be paid from the C. S. Relyea, supplies
general county fund, and recovered ( Rock Island Motor Transit,
later by an assessment against the j freight
adjoining property owners as pro- B. H. Robinson, gasoline....
vided in section 4829-A6 hereof."
j Olof Remien, R. O. W
Moved by Metz, seconded by Woh- Shrauger & Johnson, parts. .
lenhaus, to approve the School Fund Sidles Company, parts
ANITA PHONE 15
Loan applications of Oscar Ryan for Snap-on Tools Corporation,
AUDUBON PHONE 7
$3,400; Mae C. Warren for $2,000; and ; tools
G. J. Warren for $2,000; subject to P. C. Sorensen, coal
the approval of the abstracts by the Southwestern Petroleum Co.,
County Attorney.
j supplies
Motion carried.
, George Sperry, gasoline
Moved by Wohlenhaus,seconded by Standard Bearing Company,
Metz, to buy one 40-foot I Beam bridge | parts
from the Gate City Iron Works of Standard Blue Print ComOmaha at a total price of $950 F. O.
pany, blue prints
TRY THE
B. Cass county.
Standard Oil Company, gasMotion carried.
oline and oil
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
On motion and vote Guy Daft of Glenn Taylor, hauling
Griswold, Iowa, was appointed Sold- U. S. Rubber Company, supplies
iers' Relief Commissioner to succeed
F. W. Hanton.
Universal Crusher Company,
Motion carried.
parts
The following claims were allowed Voss Manufactuing Company,
and the Auditor authorized to write
repairs
warrants for the same:
Wagner Filling Station, gasJ. D. Adams Co., parts
$ 203.01
oline
The Alemite Co., supplies. . . . 1.26 Wheeler Lumber, Bridge &
Atlantic Implement Company,
Supply Co., supplies
parts
5.14 Wilson Concrete Co., p i p e . . .
Atlantic Lumber & Coal ComWilbeit & Hoy Wohlenhaus
pany, material
32.66
R. O. W
Atlantic Machine & Auto Co.,
George Wyman, h a u l n g
repairs
16.14 Iowa Electric, G u t h r i e CenAtlantic Motor Freight,
ter, service
freight
10.93 Chester Proctor, g a s o l i n e . . .
A-W Company, s u p p l i e s . . . . 279.36 Fullerton Lumber Company,
Calvin Antrim, supplies
513.99
supplies
Barnsdall Refining CorporaWalter Anderson, labor
tion, gas
77.18 Tom Conroy, labor
Barton-Warner Company, supWilliam Formhals, labor
plies
1295.65 Hans Jepsen, labor
The Baum Iron Company, supJack Snyder, labor
plies
20.00 'W. H. Willoughby, labor . .'.[
W. S. Beebe, supplies
34.14 Gerald Sheets, labor
Bojens Hardware, supplies. . 9.76 Gordon Scott, labor
Boseck Oil Company, gasoline 51.66 Robert Hill, labor
Burroughs Adding Machine
Kenneth Dougherty, labor
ANITA, IOWA
Company, services
8.00 Kline Taylor, mileage
W. J. Baughman & Son, labor 552.50 Don Wilkinson, mileage

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

Make Our Booth Your
Headquarters During
the 4-H Achievement
Days Celebration!
ROBERTS PRODUCE

MORE USABLE W

MIXTURE

"CUMATIC CONTROL"

otety chop. wrtL

Mobilgasl

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son

9.00
14.00
65.00
287.64
635.62
45.75

WE DELIVER

PHONE 300

32.60 !
216.91
140.85
1.00
145.58
98.42 |
68.42 ;
I
5.37
67.00

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
BATHROOM TISSUE, 4 1000-sheet rolls
I9c
PAPER NAPKINS* erobosse4pfcg...8c 2 for
WHOLE WHEAT BISCUnS, Kellogg's, pkr,
10C
SOAP, Crystal White flaptha, 5 giant size bars
I7c
BROOMS, very best at... .29c 49c 59c' 69c $ii
JAR CAPS, Ball Mason, genuine zinc, 2 dozen il
SURE-JELL or PEN-JELL, none jbetter, 2 pW JT
LARD, pure kettle rendered, 2 pounds . .
" j ic
BACON SQUARES, Swift, , sugar cured, pound' \ic
Fancy California Peaches B^^anning--Ask Us

10.25
72.08
27.50

Henry C. Laub, mileage
Ross South, labor
12.45
Glen Comstock, labor
.'
John
Bacon,
labor
18.36 j
Zeno Lang, labor
4.39 |
Pete McDermott, labor
319.08
Howard McDermott, labor ...
Ralph
Query, labor
198.63
Harry Edwards, hauling
24.66 Wm. Polsom, labor
129.20 Andy Miller, labor
99.61 George J. Anderson, bounty..
Anita Tribune, printing
22.65 Ira Arch, court reporter
2.00 Atlantic News-Telegraph,
printing
204.25
Atlantic Wholesale Grocery,
supplies
267.70
5.57 Clair Auxier, bounty
Dr. R. C. Bailey, soldiers relief
263.73
143.55 Dr. R. L. Barnett, services. ..
W. S. Beebe, board of review.
53.96 W. T. Biggs, soldiers relief..
85.54 ' Lenna T. Boots, 0. A. P. session and mileage
129.16
Ernest Burke, board of review
12.06 Cass County Farm Bureau,

.....
107.56
tfftristensen, labor''
108.00 *V A. Ifenghenbaugh, trus
tee ..*,....

IffiM
M.2S

750.001
32.501

Alfred Dement, board of review i.
.'.....

4.001

3.001
5.00 C, A. D«mick, bounty ..'.'.'"
l.OOi
J. ?/&etn, bounty . . . . . '
3.001
115.0A Dbn Eppelaheimer, bailiff
P; P. Awards, Sheriff, trans110.00 ' . portatSon, serving:poor noi.ob tices, criminal investigation
11644 and,expense, and-'board and
40,60
lodging prisoners
99.991
G. E. Eshelman, committee
91.98 work and; mjleage
130.801
Farmers (to-Operative Com44.24
pany, repairs
43.98J
3.00 Pidlar & Chambers, supplies
3.4TI
June Hamm, mileage
29.551
850.00 P. W. Hianton, soldiers relief 150.001
10.00 D. O. Herbert, abstract
50.851
4.00 Roy Herbert, trustee meeting
4.001
300.00 Mrs. John Herstein, bounty
1.001
Chas. Hettinger, bounty
1.001
18.85 Higley Chemjcal.; Company,
;3.oo • ' supplies'—4 ...,;...
32.611
. '- ' •••
(to be continued)

.46
I

29.48 !
911.59
35.93
21.56
4.10

Look!

Skinny!

Look!

THE ELEPHANTS ARE COMING!

68.34
17.60
.61
194.62 .
.97
600.74
115.00
117.00
60.00
146.70'
18.40 !
18.55 j

91.82
i
116.02 ,
2.50
6.55
148.11 !

2.53
19.41
4.60
.86
246.00
24.99
281.14
9.18
5.62
325.00
3.42
198.28

33.18
372.29
120.16

31.33
190.74

132.98

7:i:i.(j'.i
U7.U
10(1.00 '

ti.lli
l.M)

HONEST BILL' SHOWS
mr. . Tlk

''resents Domestic and Wild

TRAINED AND EDUCATED ANIMALS
nialf'il! th^ I1,?'??0'01? ,educa
ted pony, conceded to be the smartest a"itortionists CU,
j° Acrobat8' Aerialists, Tumblers, Jesters, to"
lortionibtb, ( l o w n s and Many Other Circus Acts.

IN WILETANIMAL ANNEX
ards Z!LEri"-h'ult8' Camels> Dromedaries, Lions, Tigers, I;1"""
ards Apes,
Chimpanzees, and a Real Monkey Village, (.rau_._y^rs._ and many others too numerous to mention^
_
' W ( ^ ''^KFOKMANCES

2:00 P. M. and 8:00 P. M.

GUARANTEED~BQNbED ATTRACTIONS

Ihis show needs no introduction in this community, its last spp*aran«
being thirteen years ago.
12.00
77.00
-1.00
24.00
72.00
50.00
<>. r >.00
67.55
2U.25
19.80

W;ULAR~ADMISSION soc and sic
BIG SLASH IN PRICE
'.. Iil(>H j- CHILDREN, 15c; ADULTS, 30c.
LKT'S ALL GO TO THE BIG SHOW—COMB TO

,

Anita, Monday, Aug. \
This show too large f,»r downtown lots, will be shown in B**eball I™ '
auspices of Anita Park Commissioners.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Easy-to-DoBed8Prea<]

ole rami
Je£f

BIG TOP

By ED WHEELAN

E*"88 hai a pUn to put *" end to "SUk" Fow'er'» «cheming once and

THE AFTERNOON AND EVENING- SHOWS FlAVBD
TO GOOD AUDI6NCES AND AFTtPWARDS
HURRIED) E.ACK TD HIS CAR ^«HB?E HE FOUND THE
CAHVASA^E/S V/AITlNGr fiDR HIM -

PETE'S RISHT.
BOSS - /J
US LIKE
-THAT
HE'S TOO
HAT
TORUS "

HERE S THE v*W«XE TH1N<5. IN A
NUTSHELL DIRECTOR, WILL BE HERB SHORTLY AND

I MAV HAVE TO. CALL ON VOU
TO GIVE HIM THE NWORKS"-

O.K. EOV6. WE'LL. GET
RIGHT

ROUGH HIM OP GOOD

AAIXPLENTy .'! _r-S

ff\3

•

with two
peeds the makig
'
10 inch .squares that^en aD *
ginnery «l.ow with pS K
one, of these easy squares 3». ?
to fill odd momentsTy^fn 'e his
prised how many you'i]

.

Fruk Ji; H.rk.y 8;><I»K. Ix,

LALA PALOOZA —She's Sorry She Spoke

By RUBE GOLDBERG
YOU GO DOWN HERE A PACE TILL
YA GIT TA HI BAGGERLY'S ARTICHOKE
BEOS AN' YA SEE A SIGN ADVEBTISIN'
DOCTOR PURDYB MOOSE OIL - DERN
GOOD STUFF.TOO- CURED WWIFE'S
BACKACHE - YA TURN LEFT AN1 -

YOUNG MAN, WE'RE
ELOPING AND WE'RE IN
A HURRY TO GET TO THE
JUSTICE OF THP PEACE
IN STOOGEVILUE -QUICK,
TEU, US THE ROAD

STOP, HIVES - I
WANT TO ASK
THAT MAN
THE WAY TO
STOOGEVILLe

the square; illustration of it aft
stitches; materials needed•graph of square.
'
. T o obtain this pattern, send
cents in coins to The Sewi
Circle, Household Arts Dem
W. 14th St.. New York N "

ALL RIGHT,
ALL RIGHTLET'S GO,
HIVES

frank Joy Uatkey Syndicate. Inc.

S'MATTER POP—Oops! It Didn't Work Out Right!

By C. M. PAYNE
By burning 25% s/ower!
the average of the 15
of tbe largest-selling I
tested-slower than any i
tkan-CAMELSgive
eretheeqoivalentof

MESCAL IKE

By

s. L. HUNTLEY

How Narrow-Minded of Eb!
L TOLD MIM He U/AS
A. DURNJ IDOET AW
WE OIOULDM'T A&REE

POP—

For Peace and Quiet's Sake

YOUR NEIGHBORS
KEEP YOU
CHEERFUL, POP!

By J. MILLAR WATT
1

YES . T TOLD THEM
THAT WHEN I GET
DEPRESSED -

I PLAY THESAXOPHONE

Y

^W ^*HH> ^H^fV^ T— —

r

ter-tasdog nno'f'"g ^ **"'
by uaoiaag Ouneli. Re«f' *-"

vealed In laboratonr testa <
largen-aelling brands:

CAMELS were found t
1thanMORE
TOBACCO BY '«— «|
the average for the 15 »tb«<<l

Cheerful News
SEVERE TENSION
DISPUTED RE6ION
IS NEAR

11200 PS IN

OFFERS TO ENTtR
PARUV

ALL EUROPE

'WAR.UPTD
HI TIE E.'

THAT'*

FEAR C0SI5
15 NEAB-

EMPUWEES 0F1HE

CHAIR FAcropy wee
NCfnFIEPTO REftftZT
TOWORKAWMPAV.

COLD TRUTH

die lajgetMelUng brands.

Jinks—I love the bracing winter
temperatures of the North. Only sissies run to Florida when it gets cold
up here.
Jenks—Yeah! I'm broke, toe!

BURNED Si
2 CAMELS
THAN ANY OTHER

No Tattle-Tale
Kastus—Did brudder Brown gib
de bride away?
Sam—No sah! rje's gwine let de
groom fine dat out fur hisse'f.

ING BRANPSI Br bg[j«t

Social Lights
Betty—Aren't ants foolish little
things? They work, and work, and
work, and never play.
Joan—But there always have been
ants at every picnic I've gone to.

**THEIll;ASHFARl—
,
tha awage Sot the other bra**

Two Sleepy People
First
Camper (four a. m.)—I can't
1
find my clothes . . .
Second Ditto—I'll look for your
clothes; you go get dressed.
Too Fast
"How fast is your car?"
"Well, it keeps about six months
ahead of my income, generally."

JkJOUU A T J|*»rf»^**» *

OTHER OF THE

imnhiri the equivalent of 5
SMOKES PER PACK!

AWWK M StKliON W)ft Jiltjjoe
* SB HIM OFT FDR CAMp.

addad

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

AROUND IOWA.
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DEMONSTRATIONS OF APPLE
BUDDING P L A N N E D ON AUG. 3

f-ft-frt-f-rtr-t--*

Turner's Standard Station
C. C. Heckman—Tank Wagon
MINERALIZED YEAST
CULTURE
THE FARMERS COOP.

Methods of top working npple trees
h,y "budding" will be demonstrated
No Toe.
Fifteen year old Elmer Graham of in f ass county Thursday, Aug. 3, acnear Greene got to close to a horse cor di n g to Dale E. Bush, county agent,
with which he was working last week. J [> r L. c. Grove, assistant extension
The animal stepped on Elmer's foot, I horticulturist, will show how to bud
cut off one toe (not the big one) on his one or several varieties of apples on
left foot.
each tree.
Top working semi-hardy varieties,
Fin Gone.
such as Jonathan, Delicious and
Joseph Gary, farm hand of near ] (;rjmes, on hardy trees like Hibernal,
Leslie, was horned by a fish which he Virginia Crab, Hawkeye and Joan,
caught near Corpus Christie, Texas produces trees which are resistant
two years ago. Last week, part of the to [ow winter temperatures that might
fish's fin, which has been imbedded in j^ill ordinary trees.
his thumb, worked its way out and
Places and times when the "bud'or the first time in many months Mr. d\ng" demonstrations will be held in
Cass county are: Henry McCrory farm
;ary has no pain in his thumb.
at 8 a. m.; Charles Denne farm, 10
Parking Place.
a. m.; John Euken farm, 1 p. m.;
B. C. Wulf of Boone sees no reason j Qeorge Senholz farm, 3 p. m.
why a man should not be allowed to
jyjr B us h urges those who attend
park his car on the railroad track. H« t j ie Demonstrations to bring along
s suing the Northwestern road for | orcna ni insects, diseases and cultural
demolishing a car which Mr. Wulf left problems for discussion.
on the track two years ago when it
Miss Otellia Petersen was a week
staled on the crossing.
end visitor in Audubon with her friend,
Yippy Ki Yo!
Miss Doris Taylor.
Keith Jenkins, 14 of near Knoxville,
Mrs. Nora Cleaver and daughter,
las the makings of a good rodeo perMiss
Geraldine, left this morning on
'ormer. When a calf he was riding
;ook him through a barn door last an auto trip to different points in
week, and nearly scalped him on the Missouri. They expect to return home
upper portion of the door, Keith just Sunday.
ritted his teeth and hung on. It took
Barbara Ann, little daughter of Mr.
20 stitches to sew his scalp back where
and MTs. Weimer Pearson, returned
t belonged.
home Monday from a week's visit with
her grandparents, W. H. Wesack and
Anybody Know Orin?
Crawford county officials last week wife, near Adair.
•uried the body of a transient who had
'alien or been pushed from a passing
reight train. There were no clues
DO his identity, except a letter postmarked at Sterling:, 111., with the saluation, "Dear Orin."

Lloyd Harris, a well know farmer
living south of Anita, has bought the
north 240 acres of the place known as
the H. G. Highley farm southwest of
Anita. It is reported Mr. Harris paid
$77.50 per acre.

Dangled.
Donald Doom, small Rock Valley
ad, can be added to the list of youngsters who know about washing machines. -Donald stuck his fingers in the
wringer; the wringer went 'round and
round and when Donald came out, his
'eet were six inches off the floor. He
was not seriously hurt.

Mrs. Darlene Joy and daughter,
Ruth, and Mrs. Delois Rhoads returned
Friday to their home in Austin, Minn.,
after a pleasant visit here with their
brothers, Orville and Jack Morgan,
and with other relatives and friends.

C. F. DARROW, Manager

hogs in Bridgewater one day last
week, and then came over to Anita
and purchased a fine new carriage, a
set of harness and other articles for
sale in the best town on the map.
The implement and pump business
that has been conducted for several
years by L. R. Galiher & Co. was
purchased this week by Andrew C.
Trimmer, who is already in possession.
F. C. Chinn, Ben Swartz, W. P. Swolley and Anderson Bell will assist Mr.
Trimmer with the business.

| FROM OUR OLD FILES1!
I ITEMS OF THIKTY YEARS AGO |
•^—"

|J^

":"

'"

i jMjMTTairSZy

August 5, 1909.
B. D. Forshay was a visitor in Des
Moines Monday.
Numerous new cement crossings
have been built about town the past
week.
Nicholaus Theilen has purchased
A. L. Felt's 240-acre farm in Audubon
IOWA ROAD MISHAPS ARE UP
township at $97.50 per acre.
IN FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1939
Mrs. Clyde East and little daughter,
Anita, of Hamlin spent last week in
Motor vehicles traveling Iowa's
the city with J. H. 'Mallory and wife. highways were involved in 1,256 more
L. P. Hadley of Omaha has accepted accidents during the first six months
the position of pharmacist in the Pal- of 1939 than in the corresponding
mer drug store. He entered upon his period of 1938, the monthly accidenl
duties Monday.
report of the state motor vehicle deGeorge W. Preston shipped his partment shows. Total motor vehicle
household goods to Avoca (Monday, accidents up to July 1 were placed at
where he and his family will make 6,647.
their future home.
I The rise in number of accidents
William Wagner came near losing , was accompanied by an increase o:
one of his fingers Monday, by getting I 701 in the number of persons injurec
it caught in a lawn mower that he in such accidents and a jump of 42
was repairing at his blacksmith shop. in the number of persons killed.
More than 100 neighbors and friends
Total motor vehicle deaths for the
gave C. O. Gipple a very agreeable six months were 224 and total persona
surprise on Tuesday evening of last injuries were 4,567.
week, the occasion being his 45th.
Accidents during June totalet
birthday anniversary.
1,075, personal injuries 501 and deaths
A number of those who attended 42, as compared with 1,008 accidents
normal for the first time received 778 personal injuries and 22 deaths
second class certificates. This is a in June 1938.
remarkable thing and shows that the
Anita schools are up to standard.
Don L. Thomas, wife and children
Homer Kirkham returned last week came to Anita Saturday, called here
from Fort Dodge, where he had been by the death of Mrs. Thomas' mother
on a pleasure trip. He was accom- Mrs. George Biggs. Mr. Thomas re
panied home by his sister, Miss Dol- turned Tuesday to his work in a print
lie, who had been spending a few weeks ing office at Boone, while Mrs. Thomas
there with relatives.
and the children remained here for the
Bill Steele marketed $900 worth of week.

WIOTA HOMECOMING
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
August 4 and 5
PURCELL'S STAGE SHOW FEATURING 7
BIG ACTS
AFTERNOON AND EVENING
ENTERTAINMENT BY 7 SPIES SISTERS
TWO BIG DANCES EACH NIGffT
PETE KUHL and 7 ACES FRIDAY EVENING
HOWARD SCHWENSEN and BAND SATURDAY
OLD TIME DANCE EACH NIGHT IN HALL
80-FOOT BALLOON ASCENSION EACH DAY
FREE PICTURE SHOW FRIDAY EVENING
FREE REGISTRATION BOOTH

Maduffs
WE DELIVER

THURSDAY---FRIDAY---SATURDAY SPECIALS
Blltter
No. 1 Creamery
~.
Giant Size P. & G. or Crystal
White
3 Bars

Macaroni "^K"
f* ****** A
Brown Beauty
uonee s-ibs...
.39C—Lb.
Crackers 2 Pound Box
Bacon
Pork Steak
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
EXECUTRIX.
In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
In the Matter of the Estate of Charles
Workman, Deceased.
To Wiom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned has been appointed and
has qualified as Executrix of the
Estate of Charles Workman, late of
Cass County, Iowa, deceased. All
persons in any manner indebted to
iaid deceased or his estate will make
payment to the undersigned; and
hose having claims against said deeased or his estate will present them
n manner and form as by law required, for allowance and payment.
Dated this 18th. day of July, A. D.,
1939.
Mae A. Workman,
Executrix of said estate.
By E. S. Holton,
Attorney for said estate.
OLE SAYS.

Will Nelson, a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Water-bugs—seven of them, clad in
Andrew Nelson, is in a hospital at Nature's swim suits—darting around
Pittsburgh, Penn., where last Friday in the water below the dam. A perSeeing Snakes.
he submitted to an operation for the fect way to pass time during these
E. E. Grismore of Corydon claims removal of his appendix. Latest word sweltering days.
ie didn't drink anything
than from there states that he is getting
» * *
water. But he saw snakfl i hundreds along satisfactorily.
"And they swam—and they swam
of them, in the trees, claiimf the CoryA meeting of the Square Deal 4-B all over d' dam."
don Times-Republican. This unusual
• • •
sight was witnessed near Lineville club was held last Friday evening at
Out
at
the
old
home we've built a
near a limestone ledge. According to the home of Frank and Charles Denne
dam, which, before the silt washed
southwest
of
the
city
with
13
members
Mr. Grismore, this ledge is a hiberin, was about eight feet deep. Renating place for the reptiles and they and 16 visitors present. Followig a
freshing—plus—after a day in the
short
business
meeting,
Frederick
are so thick that they climb the trees
and rest on the branches, Anyway, Possehl gave an interesting talk. A fields. A good old mud bath in the
lunch was served at the close of the creek, followed by a finish up job in
it's his story—not ours.
the family bath tub.
meeting.
New Record.
Yvonne, 10-montih-old daughter of
Spectators at Nevada last week
Mr.
and Mrs. John Puffett of Straw+
CENTRAL
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST
+
thought that they had witnessed a
berry Point, wanted to see what was
new record for multiple-car crashes. + + + + + + + + + + + +
in the milk pail which her mother had
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Four automobiles, one with a trailer,
left
setting on the floor of the Puffett
Communion
service
at
11:00
o'clock
were involved in a collision on the West
home. Her childish curiousity proved
Indian Creek bridge. No one was Rev. Carter of Bagley will preach.
her undoing. When Mrs. Puffett came
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
killed. Leo Seigle, 17-year-old Chicago
The ladies aid will meet all day in a few minutes later, Yvonne had
youth, was arrested on a charge of
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and fallen in the pail, which contained
reckless and careless driving.
will serve a 15c dinner for the public several inches of water. Physicians
were unable to save the youngster.
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
Albino Colt.
Boyd Daniels of Adair is the proud
owner of a new albino colt. Pure
white, it is thought to be only one in + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f
existence. At Logan, Iowa, Mrs. Ella * Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor, -f
Dungan reports an albino English + + + + + + + + + + + +
Church School at 10:00 a. m
sparrow.
Voss Manufacturing: Co.
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen
"IP IT'S MADE OP WOOD,
superintendent.
Jinxed.
WE CAN MAKE IT."
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
Reg Stuelke, janitor of the Nashua
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
Union services at 8:00 o'clock in the
schools, is having some difficulty in
keeping the buildings decorated. Last j city park. Rev. Lester Hall of Massena
HARRY B. SWAN
I will preach.
LAWYER
year, while remodeling, he fell from a
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at 4 East Sixth Street — Phone 214
scaffolding and sprained one wrist and
wrenched his back. Last week, he fell the church with a 15c dinner for the
Earl S. Holton, Lawyer
in the same manner and broke his wrist. public at noon.

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
Home Is Where Memories Are Made, Keep It
Beautiful With Martin Paint.

^ «c
lOc

i4c
14c
13C
19C
19c

NOTICE FOR COAL BIDS.
Bids will be received by the
retary
'
of the Board Of Edur»«"l
of the Anita Independent School
trict of Anita, Iowa, at his Offi«
in the Long- Building, up to and
eluding Thursday, August 10, i
for approximately 150 tons of
for delivery to the school
in the town of Anita, Iowa.
Bids to be governed by the folloj
ing specifications:
In accordance with Chapter 62-B1,
Section 1171-B2, Code of Iowa,
and as amended by Senate File 151,1
47th. General Assembly, and
File 157, 48th. General Assembly]
"By virtue of statutory authority,
preference will be given to produ
and provisions grown and coal pr
duced within the State of Iowa."
The Board of Education tes«
the right to accept or reject
and all bids. (Bids may include I
amount of certified check, party
whom made payable, as evidence i
good faith in submitting contract,!
and the time when contract shall
entered into, if bid is accepted, etc.)!
Specifications can be obtained liyf
writing the undersigned.
Joe Vetter, Secretary,
2t
Anita, Iowa.
TEACHERS' EXAMINATIONS.
Examinations for uniform coi
certificates will be held at the <
superintendent's office August 2,S,n
4. Normal training examin
will be given On the same dates i
normal training seniors or f o r '
holding normal training certificate
who wish to raise grades.
It
Georgia Byrne, Supt:
You can't steal from the sheriff
Charles Dodge, a-transient, who swip
a pair of hedge clippers from the hon
of Sheriff ffltomminga at Grand'
Center, received a 15-day jail sent*

S T OP
IN AT
BEHNKEN'S ON HIGHWAY NO. 6l
WHILE YOU ARE ATTENDING THBI
WIOTA HOMECOMING. TRA0BI
YOUR CAR FOR ONE THAT YOUl
WILL PICK FROM OUR USED CAR!
LOT. DON'T FORGET-NEXT FBl-J
DAY AND SATURDAY AT

BEHNKEN MOTOR C0.|
Wiota, Iowa
2 — BIG DAYS - 2

Fourth and Chestnut Streets.
Settlement of Estates and Land
Title Opinions a Specialty

Live Wire.
LUTHERAN MISSION AT
Dwight Smith of near Lakota drove
I. O. 0. F. HALL.
his tractor over a "live" wire on a
Rer. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
KENT MARTIN
farm last week. He was unconscious
LAWYER
for several hours and was severely
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
502 Chestnut Street — Phone 215
burned. The tractor had rubber tires
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
but the shovels ware in the ground,
Teacher's meeting Thursday evenOsborne-Tomlinson
forming the ..contact which almost re- ing at 8:00 o'clock.
Funeral Home
sulted fatally.
Phon.w
There will be a meeting of the Sixth A Oak Streets
Eat
1866
Ambulance
Service
Mission Wednesday, Aug. 9, at 8-00
Was Loaded.
o'clock at the hall for the purpose of
In taking a .22 calibre rifle out of organization.
Funeral Director*
his suitcase recently 14-year-old RiohLadies aid will meet Thursday afterard Grant of Fontanelle shot himself noon at the home of M'rs. Henry Roed All calls answered promptly day or
night, regardless of distanc!
through the left breast. He is a patient
Highland church—
in the hospital at Creston and appears
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
to have a good chance of recovery.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m .
Fundtnre, Store, and
.
Crodey
Electric
Refrigeraton
Dies in Flames.
and Radio*.
Burns suffered when a kerosene can
METHODIST CHURCH
was ignited took the life of Mrs. G. A.
Arthur V. Long, Past0or
Johson, of near Alta, last week. The
kerosene reservoir on her kitchen
Church School classes at 10:00 a m
Stove burst into flames and in trying Harold McDerrnott, Superintendp \ '
, carry
__
-i outside,
_ . _ i _ u _ Mrs.
• » * • _ Johnson
T_ i
_ was
_
ir^Vmr-^.i, 1*7
i •
*iuenc.
to
it
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with
so badly burned that she died the the sermon by the pastor „„ .-The
STOCK REMOVED
following day.
Separateness of Being a Christian "
U U n Service j
" 'he Park at 8:00
p n; °
Close Third.
PHONE 400 ANITA
We see where the black mamba of
The official board will mei , t
WE
PAY THE CHARGES
South Africa is one of the three Monday evening. August 7, lt! t£
most dangerous snakes in the world,
ANITA RENDERING
churchnf basement
Mem
i u ~ i at, 8 : I B o'clock *uenu
with the hooded cobra of India second, Ko»-a
bers of the church .choo, board
SERVICE
i The third, no doubt, is the chap who invited to attend lhi s meelin as
Harper Dorsey, Manager
persists in passing on hills.
also the member, of the churc'h

Roland, Peacock & Baxter

DEAD

ANITA LUMBER CO,

Market
PHONE 239

FREE

~~~

ADS
FOR SALE:—To settle estate of ttuj
latexMrs. Anna Houck, would sell resi-I
dence property in South Anita at I
very reasonable price. A. A. Ma >|
Menlo, ItfwBjitdministrator^^
the riew:Felco electric fe«J|

controller at the Farmers
FOR SALE:—Tally cards, 2 for «•
tf
Tribune office, Anita.
Come in. and see our new o»
Gas Ranges and Oil Heaters. ^
anteed quality at lowest P™63'.^
ment Implement Co. I- H. • ' ^
ments and repairs.
___-FOR SALE.—Two wood cabmjj|
With doors. One size 3x3x4 and tB |
Other 2x2x3. Enquire at Tribune
Help support your local
ANITA BAKED I"

HESS' FLY SPRAY, =
to kill. 96c per gallon. Boni?*»»
Anita, Iowa.
—
i j
p ii.nev.
60c buys 500 sheets ot ')
paper, size 8%xll inches, at
une office.
WANTED: —Your
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phoi«

.
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NEJPS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

Hatch Bill, Lend-Spend Defeat
Doom 3rd Term Possibilities;
Congress Permanently 'Rebel'

News Quiz
Answer all these question* and your
tears a 100; four, 80; three, 60; two
or one, don't Ull anyone!

GERMANY

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)

FARM
TOPICS
MILK STILL RATES
AS PERFECT FOOD
Nutrition Studies Disclose
High Vitamin Content.

______^____^^ Released by Western Newspaper Union. -

By DR. MORRIS FISHBEIN

GLOATING, JUBILANT REPUBLICANS (SEE CONGRESS)
Michigan's Mapes, Massachusetu' Martin, Michigan's IPofcott.

CONGRESS:
Rout

went permanently obstreperous. And
even though he might win a third
term, the President knew he could
do nothing against such opposition.
This called for thought . . .
Also in congress:
C. Apparently killed for this session,
controversial amendments to the
wage-hour act, which would eliminate 2,000,000 processors of agricultural products. The White House
objects.
C. Also deadlocked, amendments to
liberalize and extend benefits of social security, pigeonholed after senate-house conferees failed to reach
a compromise.

In one day the senate ground out
229 bills. The house turned out 244
in six hours. One of these provided
$2,500 for an oil portrait of exPresident Hoover, a Republican who
fell into disrepute when Franklin
Roosevelt came to power. In a way
this was symbolic, for it was Republicanism's day to howl and
Franklin Roosevelt's hour of gloom.
Passed by the senate, his emaciated lend-spend bill had limped
from the hostile house banking committee, finally reaching the floor
where a motion was made to con- Sum/Her Sessions
sider it. Growled the rules committee's Carl R. Mapes (Rep. By custom, each pre-election
Mich.): "I can see no justification year brings its quota of congresfor this legislation." Chimed in the sional investigations. While most
banking committee's fellow Michi- weary senators and representatives
gander, Jesse Wolcott: "This bill's were heading back home, a largerpurpose . . . is to circumvent the than-usual group of seekers-afternational debt limit." While the the-truth remained in Washington
rules committee's Chairman Adolph for post-graduate work. Among
J. Sabath of Illinois pleaded des- them: (1) a house committee to
perately, Republican Minority Lead- study the national labor relations
er Joseph Martin of Massachusetts board; (2) a house committee to
smiled contentedly. The motion study proposed changes in the tax
lost, 193 to 166, and Joe Martin's structure; (3) Rep. Martin Dies farRepublican-Democratic
coalition famed committee on un-American
activities; (4) Sen. Joseph O'Mahad won.
monopoly committee; (5) a
Next day came two more defeats. honey's
merchant marine committee
Adolph Sabath reported his unman- house
Alaskan fishing condiageable rules committee could not investigating
Up for last-minute considreach an agreement on the bill to tions.
were many others, including
increase federal housing subsidies aeration
new appropriation for the LaFolby $800,000,000. (Later, when the lette
civil liberties committee, a
administration forced a house vote, committee
to investigate the status
the President was again rebuffed of aliens, another
survey the con190 to 170.) A few hours later the dition of Americanto Indians.
house slashed Mr. Roosevelt's third
and final deficiency bill from $215,891,168 to a paltry $53,190,059. Later, MEXICO:
in the senate, this bill hit a filibuster Guffey and Oil
snag when efforts were made to atSimultaneously in late July aptach a rider restoring WPA wage peared
two articles, one a newspacuts.
per story by Marquis Childs, the
Heaped atop his earlier neutrality second a Saturday Evening Post acdefeat and the house-voted labor count by Ruth Sheldon. Subject
board investigation, the President's of both: Mexico's expropriation of
lending, housing and deficiency set- British-American oil lands.
One
backs spelled but one thing to ob- heavily veiled allegation of both:
servers: Congress is permanently That Pennsylvania's oil-operating
anti-White House, and the historic Sen. Joseph Guffey, a Pittsburgh
1934-39 era of pump priming is over. politician named Walter A. Jones
Calm in defeat, Mr. Roosevelt and W. R. Davis, an American prodonned a seer's robes to tell report- moter, have had a hand in handling
ers an economic slump can be ex- the expropriated oil.
pected now that lending-spending
Unimportant in themselves, the
legislation is dead. Next two days articles had important repercusthe stock market rose.
sions. In the senate West Virginia's
(Meanwhile a survey indicated that Matthew M. Neely and New Hampeven minus pump-priming, government shire's H. Styles. Bridges both arose
agencies have some tl,600flOO,000 avail to ask an inquiry. Answered Joe
able lor loans like those outlined, com- Guffey: "I want to assure my colpared with fl.950,000,000 which the lend, leagues . . . that I have nothing
spend bill would have spread over three
years. Available: Reconstruction Finance
corporation's f 1,360,000,000; Export-Import bank's $44,000,000; Rural Electrification administration's $40.000,000; Farm
Security administration's $199,000,000.)

The President signed the Hatch bill
to remove all but top-bracket federal officials (i. e., senate-confirmed
appointees) from political work.
This, too, was a setback,' for the
President thereby slashed the throat
of his huge nationwide organization
which might help re-elect him in
1940. But sign h/( must, for obvious
reasons, and with his signature
went a message urging thoroughgoing (and thoroughly practical)
amendments next year to clarify the
measure and extend its sway to
state and looal employees.
But the week's biggest result was
this: Franklin Roosevelt's congress

1. Map points to Croatia, part
of Yugoslavia. It made news because: (a) a volcano erupted
there, (b) the province threatened to secede, (c) quintuplets
were born there.
2. Pan-American airways have
applied for a new airline from
the U. S. to: (a) New Zealand,
(b) Moscow, (c) Upper Silesia.
3. Riots occurred the other day
in Bombay because: (a) Mahatma Gandhi lost his sheet, (b) a
C. I. O. union was formed, (c)
prohibition took effect.
4. James Lawrence Fly, former TVA solicitor, was appointed: (a) member of the federal
communications commission, (b)
ambassador to Argentina, (c) one
of President Roosevelt's six "assistant presidents."
5. True or False: The U. S. is
building additional cribs to hold
surplus corn taken as collateral
for loans to farmers.
(Answers at bottom of column.)

BRITAIN:
Fancy's Flight
"If we could halt the war of words . ..
if some action could be taken which would
tend to restore the confidence of people of
peaceful intentions of aU-states of Europe
. . . if only that could be done . . . then I
still feel I know of no question that could
not and should not be solved by peaceful
discussion."

Periodically, idealistic Prime Minister Neville Charqberlain goes on
such flights of fancy. This one
came when he, like the head of another government across the Atlantic (see CONGRESS}, was anxious
to send his pestiferous lawmakers

WINSTON CHURCHILL
He smeUed appeasement again.

scooting off on their summer vacation. Commons did not want to adjourn in the first place, and Mr.
Chamberlain's plea made Laborites
the more suspicious.
It sounded to commons as if its
prime minister were going hunting
with his umbrella again, bound-for
more appeasement. Up rose fiery
Winston Churchill, whom Adolf Hitler's propaganda bureau has branded a "war monger." Said he:
"Germany is massing troops at the
Polish frontier and preparing for a
speedy advance . . . We trust the
prime minister's faith, but there
might be differences of judgment..."
Next day commons adjourned.

GERMANY:
Bond Issue

Flying High

JOE GUFFEY
"/ have nothing to conceal."

HEIGHT—U. S. air corps plane
carrying 11,023-pound bomb load,
soared 33,400 feet, compared with
Germany's former mark of 30 551
feet.
SPEED—Another U. S. air corps
plane took the bomber record from
Italy by flying 259.398 m.p.h., compared with Italy's 251.878. Previously, a "flying fortress" flew from
Burbank, Calif., to New York in 9>/4
hours, a new record.
ENDURANCE—Flying 219 hours,
43 minutes and still going on, Hunter
and Humphrey Moody set a lightplane record at Springfield, 111.
DISTANCE—Flying a 600-mile triangular circuit, Italy's Col. Angelo
Tondi went 7,763 miles for a new
distance record. Former record:
Japan's 7,239 miles.

to conceal." At the same time he
blasted Writers Childs and Sheldon.
Whatever the cause, Mexican oil
suddenly became so hot that Ambassador Francisco Castello Najera
rushed back from conferences with
his boss, President Lazaro Cardenas, with new proposals for Donald R. Richberg, counsel for oil companies. Minus official announcement, proposals were said to provide a 51-49 division of stock between Mexico and oil companies,
respectively, U. S. technicians being rehired at their previous salaries. Damages would be paid.
A fly dropped into the ointment
two days later when Mexican news
reports hinted government expropriation of the 8,750-acre El Potrero
sugar property American-owned.

Last March 7 the German government filed registration statement for
a proposed $73,000,000 issue of bonds
in this country, to meg* interest payments due American investors.
About $35,000,000 in bonds were to
be issued at once, the remainder
during the next four years. Always
mysterious, Germany's economic
status was immediately probed by
the securities and exchange commission as provided under the securities act. When the Reich refused to supplement its statement
and thus eliminate "deficiencies of
data," SEC moved for a hearing
in Washington August 15 "to determine whether grounds exist for issuance of a stop order suspending
. . . the registration statement."
Meanwhile, guessing wisely that
SEC's move might be a continuance
of the administration's anti-axis position, Germany's embassy merely
protested, gave no information.

News Quiz Answers
1. (B) is correct. Croatia threatened
Co secede unless granted borne rule.
Negotiations were started.
2. (A) U correct. Pan-American
wants to establish a four-day service
covering 8,000 miles to New Zealand.
3. (C) Is correct. Bombay's 8.500
bars and Uqnor shops were closed.
4. (A) Is correct. Fly succeeded
Frank R. McNIqch.
5. True. Bids were opened on 30,6(6
cribs lor 50,000,000 bushels.

In the last quarter century the
field of nutrition has advanced more
than in all the previous centuries of
mankind. In that advance milk has
held its place as the most nearly
perfect food. From the point of
view of protein and of fat, of mineral salts and of vitamins, it stands
supreme. True, milk is somewhat
deficient in vitamin C, in vitamin D,
and in iron, but these values are
easily supplied and no other food
gives as much as milk for the
rr.oney.
If there is any other highly important fact which our studies have
revealed, it is that ordinarily we do
not consume as much milk as we
should, being led frequently by improper advice to other foods not
nearly as efficient in human nutrition. Yet one-fifth of the food budget of the average American family
is used for milk and milk products.
So important is milk for the human being that the health section of
the League of Nations has recently
made available a study of this product by a committee with representatives from Denmark, Holland, England, and France. It may surprise
many Americans to relize that the
milk supply in most foreign countries does not approximate in its
general safety the average milk supply of the United States.
In many countries it has been customary to gloss over the unsatisfactory contents of the milk supply with the assurance that, the benefits to health resulting from increased consumption will outweigh
the danger of drinking milk that is
not hygienic. In this country we
know that the development of a
good milk supply begins back on
the farm with the cows and the
quality of feed given to the cows.

Star Da st
* A Picture Without Men
'•"*'* 'equests fn*
* Remembered for Another
ntt«tw *
ceinc
* Right Up Ro/t's Alley
again to accommodatp t Se
neglected
to
clip
ann
°
I- By Virginia Vale when they appeared bJneave t!
Women," the rhoyie The mat1is made of h - ,
version of the very suc- at the notion counter
cessful play of the same name, ^ana trimmings. TW« ^
is going to be something to see. copiedfroma iun ch ^ desi en
•
Norma Shearer, Rosalind Rus- years .agoa ~*—
at one
sell and Joan Crawford head these* Raided a
the cast, which includes those
excellent actresses, Phyllis
Povah and Florence Nash, and
one hundred others, all girls.

3

ce^r^S ^^ *
IfS.,* ?^'•S^-*!*'

Women will want to see the picture, if <mly to see the clothessuper - special frocks have been
whipped up for their benefit. One of
Joan Crawford's is black velvet,
split to the waistline, and worn over
very tight black knickers.
And men will want to see it, both
to see some of our best screen actresses trying to outshine each
other, and to see what cut-throat
with fine stitches on the w
»,
side of the mat. P
Follow the. directions in
sketch, making the circles
pairs, using No. 40 cotton thn
to sew them. Braid r
together and then sew uie or
strip around and around to
the center of the mat. Sew a ,
of the circles to the edge of
center part;- th6n add anotl
braided TOW being Caref7
"ease In" the inside edEe •
enough to keep the mat flat
tinue addtog alternate rows 01
circles an* braiding until themal
is size desired. To join the en
of the braided rows, pull one ena
through the braiding to the mj
side of the mat; then trim
ends .and sew them flat
NOTICE: Every Homema
should have copies of the
books containing 96 How to «_
articles. You may secure SEWI
ING, For the Home Decorati
and Gifts, Novelties and Embn
eries; both for 25 cents; and
choice of the Patchwork
Leaflet showing 36 authe
stitches; or the Rag Rug
FREE, while the supply „
Don't delay, as the offer of „,
books at this low price will
withdrawn soon. Send your on
at once to Mrs. Spears, 210
Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.

NORMA SHEARER

battles women can get into over
men.
If there were any other cut-throat
battles while the picturt was being
made— little things like arguments
over billing, scene-stealing, and
things like that— the great public
will never know.
Roscoe Karns has played featured

Farmers Should Study
roles in more than 100 motion picTractor Operating Cost tures, but is best remembered for
Two factors are important in tractor costs. One is the number of
hours used, the other, economical
loading. The first entails a study of
the machine's varied uses, and of
the possibility of, increasing these
uses. The latter necessitates a
study of the draft requirement of
different implements, and the ways
and means of devising tractor hook
ups.
An example will help to make
this point clear. A 14-inch moldboard plow at a certain depth will
have a draft of 600 pounds. A oneway plow 14 inches wide would require a pull of about 250 pounds,
while that width of spike-tooth harrow has a draft of only slightly
more than 50 pounds.
Such a variation is true of all
field implements and to load a tractor of a certain size economically,
the operator must know the approximate draft of each tool.
Tractor engineers and farm management experts agree that each
tractor owner should make a study
of his machine to determine what
will be an economical load, and then
eliminate as much as possible the
application of hitches with lower
draft requirements. Manufacturers
of tractors can furnish approximate
figures on draft for each machine.

Milk for Diet
Although milk is considered by
scientists as nature's "most nearly perfect food, it can supply the
nutritive requirements of a mature
body for a long period of time without other supplement. The proof of
this is well illustrated in the case
of John Flaherty, a tailor in Niles
Ohio, whose diet for the past 20
years consisted only of milk. Mr
Flaherty recently died at the ripe
years
the
° n , ,
' He
all milk diet in '1917
as a result

one he didn't play, in a series of
pictures in which he didn't appear.
For years his friends and his fans
have insisted on remembering him
as the fight manager in the "Leather Pusher" series, in which Reginald Denny starred. But it was not
Earns, but Hayden Stevenson, who
played the fight manager. The two
men don't even faintly resemble
each other.
Karns is mystified, but at last is
resigned. Just the other day, when
he arrived at the studio to work in
"Everything's on Ice," an assistant
cameraman hailed him with, "It's
been a long time, Roscoe, since we
worked in the 'Leather Pushers'" together!"

PRACTICAL PATRIOTISM]
" VOU cannot build an ideal su
* limply passing luws to rej
life's activities. Making people de[
enl upon the slate it not building!
state qr, tht individual. To make mj
(elf-giutaining, adventuresome, a boin
er reaching out to find self and M
Maker, that is practical patriotism."'1
U. S. Senator Alexander Wiley.

George Raft's performance in the
new James Cagney picture, "Each
Dawn I Die," won him a new conMajor Religions
tract and an assignment to do a remake of "The Patent Leather Kid"
According to the World Aim*
(in which Richard Barthelmess once nac,
the major religions of ""
made a come-back,) as hisfirstpic- world
and their membership
ture. He is to make three a year. as follows:
Roman Catholics 33lij
The hero of the picture is a prize- 500,000,
Orthodox Catholics
fighter, which is right up the Raft
000,000, Protestants 206,900,OT
alley—in his days as a fighter he Jews
15,315,359, Mohammed
fought 22 professional bouts.
209,020,000, Buddhists 150,180,11
230,150,000, Confucia
News of radio programs that take Hindus
350,600,000,
Shintoists 25,000,01
the air in the fall is coming in regularly. Tommy Riggs will be back Animists 135,650,000.
with "Quaker Party," Bob Becker
will resume his dog talks, and
the Screen Actors Guild show will
have its old time on Sunday nights—
with $10,000 for each broadcast going to the Motion Picture Relief
lund.

A SliJeh ii Tine
SweslliM

Paul Whiteman's band is Alma
Mater to nine men who are now
leading their qwn orchestras, Tommy and Jimmy Doreey, Henry Bnsse and Ferde Grofe amonlthem.
They were with him 10 or 11 years
a
f°- Another member of the band
u- a u stncture of the esophagus
which he contributed to an overdose at that time was Bin* Crosby,
ol serum in inoculation during the sang with the band but
war From 1917 until his death he Play; just sat holding an
ment
drank only a quart of milk a day.
» «»t he'd look „ i
longed there. Too bad they can't aU
be gathered together for one
performance,
with «,« sreat
Farm Facts
man holding the baton.
worth
woth

about
uel, comes from
throu hout
8
the
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Priestly, author of "The
Good Companions," has been com-

Unforgiving
He who cannot forgive o
breaks the bridge over wwc
must pass himself, for we all
T
to be
""'

With a radio ownership of 6g
cent farm famil ies trail
sins by 13 per cent, but
listen more, a recent
14,000 rural'
'
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Frank H. Osen, wife and daughter,
A. L. Harris is spending a couple
Margaret, are home from a few weeks' of weeks at Excelsior Springs, Mo.
visit with relatives and friends at
Wrightstowri, N. J.
.>
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers and daughters
and Mrs. Henry Maduff returned home
Mrs. Chas. E. Thomas, a well known Monday evening from a week's outing
Anita woman, is reported to be recov- at Lake Okoboji.
ering from a heart attack which she
suffered last Sturday evening.
Mrs. Rosetta Anderson has left
California where she spent a few weeks
H. L. Bell, who is spending the sum- with relatives and is now visiting with
mer at his cottage at Lake Okoboji, relatives in Kansas.
spent a few days the past week looking after business matters in Anita.
Clem W. Dippert and wife of Des
Moines were Sunday visitors in the city
The Misses Mildred, Leona and Erna at the home of her sister, Mrs. C. F.
Rasmussen of Santa Barbara, Cal., are Darrow and family.
in Anita to spend a few weeks with
their brother, Jens Rassmussen and
Miss Virginia Hartley returned home
family.
Sunday from a week's visit in Oakland
at the home of her uncle, Beryl (Ted)
Frank Kasper, wife and daughter, Robinson and family.
Arlene, and Miss Mildred Riedl of
Chicago arrived here Sunday for a
Mrs. E. W. Holmes returned home
two weeks' visit with Joe Rydl and a few days ago from a pleasant visit
wife, and with other relatives and with relatives at Des Moines, Indianfriends.
ola and Guthrie Center.

nwnt
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THANKS.
;.I wish to thank' my neighbors,
nds. and Anita firemen for their
ielp and assistance during: the fire
; my place last week.
Hans Moelck.
NOTICE.
As we have closed our business
. Anita and have dissolved partnerp, we wish to thank our friends
customers for the patronage
us while in:rthe"- implement
ss here. Anyone knowing themjeVves indebted to us, can make setnent of their account by calling
Miss Maxine Stager who has
irge of the books.
Adams & Chinn.

NOTICE!
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
wholesale, delivered.
\
We will pick up your dead
animals and give service.

Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITAiriOWA

*'»»»
"FMU-.il of Light*
20 buOi ind orchntru
Huitgpen-tlrdrcut.

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for the kindness shown us
during our recent bereavement, the
death of our wife and mother. We
also wish to thank those who assisted
with the funeral services.
George Biggs and Children.
The members of the H. H. club and
their husbands were dinner guests
last Wednesday noon at the home of
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton on East Main
Street. Besides the members, there
was one guest, Mrs. Alta Pratt. The
ladies spent the afternoon quilting.
A meeting of the Mutual Benefit
club was held last Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs. L. C.
McAfee .northwest of the city with
ten members and eight visitors present. The visitors were Mrs. Chas.
Heck, Miss Neoma Kelly, Miss Katherine Curry, Miss Janet 'McAfee, Miss
Geraldine Olsen, Miss Harriett Curry,
Miss Marie Wise and Kenneth Olsen.
A social afternoon was spent by those
present and a contest was put on
by Mrs. Francis Kelly and won by
Mrs. 'William Stockham. A lunch was
served at the close of the meeting
by the hostess. The next meeting
of the club will be held at the home
of Mrs. M. H. Luman.

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
PETER LORRE as MR. MOTO in

"DANGER ISLAND"
Sat.-Sun.
Aug. 5-6
HAS A NEW SWEETHEART!
Lucky Myrna . . .
lucky Bob . . . and
lucky you I Because
their night of dizzy

Carl Millard and wife drove to CarThe Misses Freda and Jane Scholl
bon Sunday morning where they spent and (Mary Davis of Stuart were visit,
the day with relatives. They were ors one evening last week at the home
accompanied home by her niece, Miss of Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl.
Colleen Brown, who is spending the
Max Cryer, wife and children have
week here.
returned to their home at Morris,
Miss Gretchen Budd and Corwin 111., after a pleasant visit at the home
Wilson left Tuesday for Lake Okoboji of his parents, W. R. Cryer and wife.
to spend a few days with her uncle,
Rowley Pollock, wife and children
H. L. Bell. Mrs. John E. Budd and
sons, Harry and John, of Atlantic are attended a reunion of the H. R. Pollock family Sunday at the home of Mr.
also visiting at the Bell cottage.
and Mrs. Maurice Odem near Marne.
MTs. William Halloran and Mrs.
Mrs. Chas. L. Wilson has been in AtHilda Catron of Denison spent Monlantic
the past week helping to care
day in Anita visiting at the Ben
Brodersen home. Mrs. Halloran is for her siater, Mrs. Elizabeth
the mother of Mrs. Brodersen and Schwartz, who is Buffering from rheuMrs. Catron a sister of Mr. Brodersen. matism.
Miss Mary Bovee, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Bovee and former
residents of Anita a number of years
ago, returned to her home at Pomona,
Cal., Friday after spending several
weeks visiting at the H. C. Faulkner
home in Anita.

romance — will
make your heart
leap with joy!

Quaker Oatmeal, large barrel... I8c!
P. and G. Gas Coffee, pound
22c
Victor Flour, 49-Ib. .sack
$1.20
Victor Cake Flour, box
15c
SCHAAKE'S STORE
Mrs. M. J. Peters went to Greenfield Saturday to visit her daughter,
Mrs. Lyle Jensen and family, and to j
help care for her grandson, Lary D«an, j
who received a bad cut on his leg Friday when he fell on a piece of glass.

'Mis. Ivadel Rhoads and daughters,
Margery and Ann, Miss Betty Jane
Lewis and Ray Sterner spent Sunday
with relatives in Des Moines. They
were accompanied home by Mrs.
Coryell Bell, son of Mr. ,and Mrs. |
Bertha Lewis, who had been visiting Fred H. Bell of Adair, and Cline Sei-!
there for several days with her sister, fert, also of Adair, left the last of
Mrs. Frank Colflesh and husband.
the week on a motorcycle for California, where they will visit Coryell's
A birthday party honoring Sherre
JOSEPH
HENRY
DOUGLAS
brother, Edward Bell and family, at
Ann Daughenbaugh was held Satur- Chico.
day afternoon at the home of her parScreen Flay by Vincent Lawrence and Grover
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Carmel DaughenLester Heckman and wife of Kansas
lonei • Directed bj Herman Tanxoq
baugh. The guest of honor, who was City, Mo., were week end visitors at
Prodnced by Louii O. Lighten
eight years old, received many nice the home of his parents, W. H. Heckgifts from the twelve little girls pres- man and wife. They were accompanied
ent. Games were played during the home by their children, Marjorie and
afternoon which was followed by the Richard, who had been spending a
ALSO OUR GANG COMEDY and LATE NEWS
serving of a lunch by Marjorie Daugh- few weeks visiting at the home of their
enbaugh, assisted by Betty Karns and grandparents.
Gretchen Daughenbaugh.
The house of Mr. and M/rs. Rollin
Donald Heckman, who is working
Max Karns, who is in the CCG
The Thursday Kensington club met King near Cumberalnd was burned to on a farm near Adel, spent Sunday camp ten miles northeast of Guthrie
last Thursday afternoon at the home the ground on Sunday morning of last visiting his parents, W. H. Heckman Center, was in Anita to spend the
of Mrs. Frank Roberta northwest of week. Mrs. King and daughters were' and wife.
week end with relatives and friends.
Anita, with an attendance of eight at church and Mr. King and son were
members and one guest, Mrs. Clarence fixing fence when the blaze was disMrs. Kenneth Wood and daughter,
Miss Dorothy Mclntyre, who is atMatthcis. Mrs. Robert Wood had covered. The Sunday paper man dis- Wanda Lou, are spending a couple of tending summer school at LVake Unicharge of the program, and Gertrude covered the fire and turned in the weeks at Morris, 111., with their parents versity in Des Moines, spent Sunday
Stutelberg and Ella Roberts were con- alarm. The loss was partly covered and grandparents, Russell Purkhiser with her parents, W. H. Mclntyre
test winners. The next meeting of by insurance. Mr. and Mrs. King' and wife.
and wife.
the club will be held on Aug. 17 with are former residents of the Anita
The Misses Ethelyn and Katherine
Ed. Boyer, whose grocery store at
IV.'rs. Clair Aldrich. Roll call will be community, Mr. King being a son of
answered with "a joke involving your- Mrs. S. G. Jewett. The cause of the Williamson was destroyed by fire a Vilson went to Audubon Friday for
fire was not detetrmined.
few weeks ago, has bought the Pen- i visit at the Virgil Ellsbury home.
self or your family."
quite hardware stock at Massena and Before returning home they will visit
a few days with friends at Manning.
took possession last week.

ALLEN-O'NEILL. FOWLEY

Three generations f relatives enjoyed a family dinner Sunday at the
home of Mrs. Millie Parrott, corner of
Main and Locust Streets, the occasion
honoring the birthday anniversaries
of Mrs. Parrott and her granddaughter, Mildred. Forty relatives were
present to enjoy a bountiful dinner and
spend the afternoon visiting.

Jack Aldrich, who has been attending the American Institute of Business
in Des Moines for the past several
months, has accepted a position in the
office of the Iowa Packing Co. in Des
Moines. Jack, a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clair Alilrich, is a graduate of the
Wiota high school, and while attending A. I. B. did excellent work.

At her home south of Anita last
Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Verle
Adams was hostess to the members
of the Helping Hand club and seven
visitors. The visitors were Mrs. M. N.
Taylor, Mrs. Wayne Overmeyer, Mrs.
Glen Soper, Mrs. John Pearce, Mrs.
Davit) OgJt, Mrs. Bernard Houchin
and Mrs. Jasper K r u m m . The ladies
spent the aftei-nuon visiting ami embroidering tea towels for the hostess.
At the close of the afternoon a lunch
was served by 'Mrs. Adams.

Ten members and six quests attended the meeting of the W. W.
club at the home of Mrs. J. H. Trimmer last Thursday afternoon. Guests
were the Misses Mildred Smith, Mable,
Trimmer, Mardelle Derry, Opal Smith
and Belle and Marjorie Armstrong.
Mrs. Roy Burnholdt was in charge
of the program and a social afternoon followed. The next meeting of
ihe club will be held on Thursday,
Aupr. 10, at the home of Mrs. 0rover,
Darling.

Our New Lockers
Are Here
COME IN — LOOK THEM OVER — GET YOUR
CHOICE AND START TO ECONOMIZE
ON YOUR MEAT BILLS.

MILLER'S MARKET
Conoco Products Are Sold in Anita at Barnholdt Service Station

& REFRIGERATED LOCKERS

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

IMPROVED'
A President's Attendance Caused
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

cHooLuesson

r HAHolJrTi/LinnMHJiSrniT.

Lesson for August 6
euMeett and Scripture text* M-

ELIJAR:

A LIFE OP COURAGE

King! 18-30-39
TEXT-ThTLord
1, far from
but he
*'•
»••»«» the prayer of
the Tighteoui.— Proverb! 15:29.

"Let courage rise with danger."
Such is the plea of Webb's great
hymn, "Stand Up for Jesus." Christianity in our day calls for courageous men and women.

PICNIC BASKET A PASSPORT TO FUN

(See Recipe Below)

Let's Have a Picnic!
When skies are blue and cloudless and the weather's warm, a picnic basket is the passport to fun.
It may be a spur^f-the-moment picnic with a simple lunch prepared
from supplies on hand hi pantry
and refrigerator; or it might be a
steak fry or barbecue with the food
cooked on the picnic grounds; but
it's ;nore likely to be an old-fashioned "family style" picnic for a
ialf-dozen to a hundred hungry
guests with plenty of good-tasting
food of delicious variety.
Whether your picnic is planned
for a family,
a Sunday school
class, or a lodge,
you'll find these
foods prime favorites with the
guests. Recipes
are given here
in quantities to
serve a family;
for
a
larger
number the difference is a simple process of mul.tiplieation.

**.

Cream Salad Dressing.
1 teaspoon mustard

1 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons flour
1'A teaspoons sugar r '-'•"
Dash cayenne pepP
1 teaspoon butter
1 egg yolk

% cup vinegar
% cup heavy cream
x all dry ingredients together
roughly. Add butter, egg yolk
' vinegar. Place in double boiler
cook, stirring constantly, until
thickens. Cool, fold in
(stiffly beaten) and serve
ith cabbage salad.
Baked Beans
(Seryf*<6)
1 pound navy beans
% pound pork (from the shoulder)
3 cups water- '
% cup brown sugar
6 tablespoons molasses
1 teaspoon salt
.
1 teaspoon dry mustard
Soak the navy beans over night in
ater to cover. In the morning cut
I™ meat into 2-inch pieces and
[brown well. Add the 3 cups water,
|Md cook slowly for about % hour.
.Add beans and continue cooking for
;2 hours, or until 'both meat and
beans are tender. Add remaining
"gredients. Place in a baking dish,
:"« bake in a moderately slow oven
'W25 degrees) for about 1% hours.
« necessary, add more water to the
while cooking.
Camp Coffee.
-, in the day measure the cofp
f e into a sugar bag, allowing 1 taper cup.
this in the
.. u , e Pot with a
" ; cold water
kt
it stand
al
d
Then
1 ay.
nearly time
10
serve, pour
water,
has been
, measure
a, into the pot. Boil 5 minutes,
leniove
the bag, and your coffee is
e
<>dy
to serve. « will not harm it
e
j,° a' t it stand for a while. You will
. wat
of makc offeethis
wil1unusual
ive uway
a mofit
de
ii"l,
s
y°
~
f
'"'ful,
full-flavored
beverage,
and
lhe s
'
ame time saves considerable
- J: >unng and pot-watching when
Want to fi
tn ,
b enjoying your picnic,
l', Fresh Peach Ice Cream.
( "-UPS granulated sugar
l&
ulespoon flour
1 le
uspoon salt
e
">K (slightly beaten)
tl
'Ps milk (scalded)
K
'Jspoo
n vanilla extract
e
"i>s coffee cream
- nips crushed peaches
j.;"'l> confectioners' sugar
OL !; sugar, flour and salt thorAdd the beaten egg and
'• i'('-.;.' ^d
the scalded milk and
:i
1.- , ' , fUEtard in a double boiler
t:
•^1 d mixture will coat the
vanilla extract and cool.

Add cream and the crushed peaches,
which have been mixed with confectioners' sugar. Pour into container of ice cream freezer and
freeze, using 3 parts ice to 1 part
salt.
Frankfurters de Luxe.

12 frankfurters
American cheese (cut in strips Vi
by 4 inches)
12 strips bacon
With a sharp knife make a slit
along one side of each frankfurter.
In each slit place a strip of cheese.
Press together and wrap a strip of
bacon around each frankfurter.
Fasten with toothpicks. Roast on
a charcoal grill, turning occasionally, to cook the bacon evenly. Or
place on a toasting fork (or stick),
and roast over an open fire for
about 5 minutes.
Cabbage Salad.
(Serves 6)

2 cups cabbage (shredded fine)
1 stalk celery (cut fine)
3 apples (unpeeled, diced)
2 to 3 green onions (sliced)
% teaspoon salt
Mix all ingredients in order given. Add cream salad dressing and
garnish with paprika.
Cup Cakes.

Courage should be distinguished
from such related things as bravery,
valor, or bravado. Bravado is an
affectation of a reckless bravery
which surely has no place in Christian life, and activity. Valor is
associated with daring and vigorous
action, for example, in battle. To
be brave means to meet a challenge
with confidence and resolution. To
be courageous means to steadily
meet perils of which one is deeply
conscious, doing so because of the
call of duty. Courage holds a deeper and nobler meaning than the
other words, carrying with it the
idea of moral strength and, in the
case of the Christian, faith in God
as one devoted to His cause.
Elijah was courageous, and he
stands before our Christian- youth today as an example of that godly
courage which
I. Works in the Open (v. 30).
Men whose deeds are evil love the
darkness rather than the light. God
does not work in the dark. All of
His workings are in the open sunlight. Every one is welcome to
"come near" and see what is done.
Elijah knew God and he acted like
God's man. What a tragedy it is
that not all of God's servants have
followed his example. If we had
the open and above-board dealings
of Elijah in the affairs of our
churches, we might see more of the
fire and power of his ministry.
Certain it is that the administration of church affairs which has
to be carried out in hidden corners
by whispered conversations and by
secret manipulations behind the
scenes, is not God's work at all, it
is the work of man.
II. Asks No Favors (vv. 33-35).
Elijah rebuilt the altar himself.
He asked no help of the unbelieving
-prophets of Baal or of apostate Israel. How old-fashioned he seems
in this day when so much stress is
laid on a false unity of the faiths,
and there is so much solicitation
and acceptance by the Church of
the help of unbelievers in financing
the supposed work of God.
Note also that Elijah invited his
enemies to make the answer to his
prayer more difficult by pouring
water on the sacrifice. This was
not an act of bravado, it was for the
purpose of demonstrating that there
was no fraud. He was willing that
the enemies of the truth should
make the demonstration more difficult if that would be to God's glory.
There is a delightful old-fashioned
flavor about that act, too, in these
days when men are frequently willing to compromise with unbelief and
even with sin in order that the work
of the Church may be carried on
without too much difficulty. Here
again we have an explanation of
the lack of spiritual power in our
times.

Flurry of Excitement in Church

One Sunday during the summer
of 1917 the President suggested
that we drive quietly over to Virginia and attend the service at the
Pohick church, which was the
place of worship of George Washington. When we arrived, the little edifice was well filled. Mr.
Wilson, my brother Randolph and
I were escorted to the Washington
pew, given prayer books and left
to ourselves. The service over,
we were accompanied to the door
by a member of the vestry and
permitted to depart without any of
the crowding about which usually
attends the appearance of a President in public. AlSo I was impressed by the large congregation,
for it was raining.
Afterwards Mr. Jervis, one of
the secret service men, asked:

(Makes 18 small cakes)
% cup water
IV* cups sugar
2 eggs (separated)
2 cups cake flour
2 teaspoons baking pov.^cr
¥4 teaspoon salt
% cup cold water
1 teaspoon vanilla
Cream the butter, and gradually
add about half of the sugar. Beat
the egg yolks until very light, add
remaining sugar,
and beat well.
Combine with the
first mixture. Sift
together the flour,
baking powder
and salt, and add
to the batter alternately with the
water. Beat egg whites until stiff,
but not dry, and fold into the batter. Add vanilla'. Bake in wellgreased muffin pans in a I moderate- III. Honors God, Not Man (vv.
ly hot oven (375 degrees) for about 30-32, 36-37).
25 minutes. Cool and frost with
A man. of bravery wants recogniboiled icing sprinkled generously tion for himself, while the courawith cocoanut.
geous man asks only that the cause
Tired of the same old sandwiches for lunch boxes, picnic
baskets and party meals? Then
be sure to see Eleanor Howe s
column in next week's paper and
learn how to take the "sameness" out of sandwich making.
Get ¥our Copy of This New Book.

This clever, little book by Eleanor
Howe 'will give you 350 simple, easyto-use, practical, tried and true
helps for everyday housekeeping.
"How can I substitute sour milk for
sweet milk in my favorite chocolate
cake recipe?" "How can I wash my
son's wool sweaters without shrinking them?" "What can I do to prevent small rugs from slipping? lhe
answers to these and other puzzling
questiors will be found in this new
book. Send 10 cents m com to
"Household Hints," Eleanor Howe,
919 North Michigan Avenuf;.^a'
go 111., and get your copy of HouseHOUSEHOLD HINTS
Boil a little vinegar in the• skillet
after having fried fish. It will make
th

under
trays in the refrigerator and
come out easier.

for which he fights shall be successful. Elijah had long since demonstrated that he was absolutely fearless, and sought no favor or glory
(read the entire story). Now in the
tenseness of this moment, he carefully rebuilds the altar of the true
God (v. 30), makes it a testimony
of unity to a divided Israel (v. 31),
and he does it all in the name of
the Lord (v. 32).
His prayer (vv. 36, 37) is a profoundly simple expression of a complete faith in the true God and His
power on the part of a man who
recognized himself as being only the
divine servant. He made no plea
that God would vindicate him or his
ministry, but he did plead that the
name of the Lord should be honored
in the midst of an unbelieving
people.
IV. Brings Eternal Results (vv.
38, 39).
"The fire of the Lord fell." The
lying prophets of heathendom were
routed. Many recognized Jehovah
as the true God. While Israel did
not long remember the lesson
learned here, the story has continued as a testimony that will
strengthen the people of God as long
as time continues.
In God's Treasury
Treat the weakest and the worst
with reverence, for, like yourself,
they are the temples of the living
God.
Abides Forever
The world passes away and the
lust of it, but he that doeth the will
of God abides forever.—I John 2, 17

the hor- JotU.
let it drain, b.ow it full °< «
put in the stopper. This wi
vent it from sticking

Attractive Holiness
The holiness of Christ did not awe
men away from Him, nor repel
them. It inspired them with hope.

"M" for Noon
According to the United States
NavaJ Observatory 12:00 M is almost universally used to designate 12:00 o'clock noon. M in this
connection is an abbreviatior. of
'Meridiem," the accusative of the
Latin "meridies," meaning midday.

"May I tell you a story?" This
is the story:
Knowing our plans, Mr. Jervis
had reached the chuYch at 9:30,
finding it closed and not a soul
about. At the nearest house he
inquired whether there was to be
a service. The man did not know,
but said that the preacher was
holding Sunday school at his own
home and that Jervis might inquire of him. At the minister's
house Mr. Jervis found a young
man instructing a group of barefoot girls and boys. Jervis asked
the man whether there would be
a service at the church, because
the President had intended to
come. "The President of what?"
asked the clergyman. "Of the
United States," replied Jervis.
The minister looked at his caller
sorrowfully. "Young man, are
you ill?" he asked.
Jervis showed his badge, adding
that the President and Mrs. Wilson were due in an • hour. The
minister clapped his hands. "Children, Sunday school is dismissed.
All of you run home and tell your
fathers and mothers the President
is coming to church and I want
a good congregation to welcome
him." Then he 'turned to Jervis.

S**ff5»i
?* S?.«tO»«

Wise and Otherwise
If your garden 1* fooling you, give
il * few digs in return.
Women can gite everything with a
smile and take everything bock with
a tear.
Ever; dog has his day, says the
proverb. And, judging by the row in
my back garden, every cat has her
knight.
"Parents are often a hindrance to
children in a career" says a judge.
Perhaps—but the children could
hardly start a career without them.
A seaside worker tells me he cets
$2.50 a day for picking op litter. A
tidy sum?
Did the guy who said "honesty is
the best policy" ever try telling the
boss what he really thought of him?
Hank says his wife's new diet ha*
fairly look her breadth away!

"Young rri,an, I must shave. You
run over to the church and
tell the sexton to ring the bellvigorously." At the church Jervis
found the old sexton opening the
door. He gave the minister's message. The sexton's mouth stood
open for a minute. Then he said:
"Here, you ring that bell. It's
just outside in a tree. I got to go
home and shave."—Edith Boiling
Wilson in The Saturday Evening
Post.
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SEALED CORN Screen s Dancing Favorites
IS MAJOR WORRY at Rialto This^ Week End

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 43

Mrs. Cora Armstrong Dies TWO
at Tonington, Wyoming

THRILL DAYS
AT STATE FAIR

Marking their eighth co-starring appearance in a musical film,, Fred Ag.
Funeral services were held at 2:00
,nty and State AAA Officials Real- taire and Ginger Rogers again
o'clock Sunday afternoon at the Methprove
M problem of Handling 127 Milodist church in Anita for Mrs. Cora State Fair Officials Announce August
themselves America's number one
in their late
Armstrong,
who passed away last
lion Bushels Sealed Corn Will
*t ve26 and 30 as Thrill Days as final
Armour Star
Fancy Mixed
Wednesday evening at the home of her
, "The Story of Vernon and Irene
Present Gigantic Task.
BACON—
Plans For the 1939 ExpoCOOKIES—
son, Gail Humerick, in Torrington
Castle,' feature attraction at the
Sliced
or
chunk,
sition Near Completion.
Wyo. While she had been in poor
2
Rialto Theatre Saturday and Sunday
evenings.
per
health
the
past
five
years,
her
death
be problem of what to do with
pounds
came as a shock to relatives and
Since, this tuneful cavalcade of songs
pound
where to put the 127 million
Plans to set aside two afternoons
friends in Anita.
Briardale
els of old corn sealed on Iowa and dances is based on the colorful
GWC
at
this year's Iowa state fair entirely
Mrs.
Armstrong
was
a
daughter
MACARONI
s aa security for the government Uves of the couple who enjoyed the
for "thrill" features, including all
of
the
late
Mr.
SALAD
DRESSING—
and
Mrs.
Samue
reputation
as
the
world's
foremost
loan has assumed major proor SPAGHETTI—
Howlett and was born on a farm types of automobile "crash" driving
Smooth and creamy,
dance team during the nostalgic period
3
jortions.
northwest of Anita on Aug. 31, 1879 and airplane stunting, were announced
just
prior
to
the
World
War
it
i
fitquart
O|
8
County and state AAA officials are
packages
She spent her girlhood days in this today by fair officials as final plans
ginning to realize that the handling ting that its interpretation on the
jar
OiC
vicinity
and was married to Charles for the 1939 exposition neared comTall Corn
the volume of corn almost certain screen should be by the team of toW.
Humerick
on March 15, 1899, and pletion.
Choice
Hand
Picked
j be turned over to the government day which enjoys a similar reputation.
COFFEE—
The two 'thrill days" will be Saturto
this
union
one
son, Gail, was born
NAVY BEANS—
i liquidation of loans is going to pre- The fascinating story is a tale of
3
day, Aug. 26, and Wednesday, Aug.
Later
she
was
married
to
William
the persistence, perserverance and
2V2
-I A
a gigantic task.
pounds . . ,
Armstrong, and went to Wyoming to 30. Customary races and other feaIt now seems almost impossible of ultimate reward of two people who
pounds
ivC
make their home. A few years ago tures will be dispensed with for the two
Briardale, 2-lbs
45c
ichievement in time "to make room had faith in themselves and in each
she returned here to help care for afternoons, and the entire grandstand
GWC
the bumper crop now being pro- other. Too, it i» a story of a boy and
California
her
aged mother, but after the moth programs will be devoted to daredevil
TABLE SALTa girl who made the world dancefcuced in the state.
er
passed
away, returned to Wyoming stunts of all kinds, officials said.
ORANGES—
10-pound
The most optimistic estimates of the conscious, who set the tempo for toHeadlining the Saturday program
in
the
interest
of her health.
Sweet and
sack
Amount to be turned'over to the gov- day's modern dances.
will be Jimmy Lynch, who will come
Besides
the
son,
Mrs.
Armstrong
is
juicy, each..
nnient call for handling: of 50 to 70 Such matchless melodies of yestersurvived by a sister, Mrs. Dora Ed- to Des Moines from the New York
Briardale
year
as
"By
the
Light
of
the
Silvery
zillion bushels.
Briardale
wards of Anita, and a brother, Ross world's fair with his troupe of autoPOPPED WHEAT—
If delivery is not begun until Sept. Moon," "Waiting for the Robert E.
Howlett
of Clarinda, Iowa. She is mobile crash drivers. Included in the
SHRIMP—
Wax wrapped to
it seems physically impossible to Lee," "Oh, You Beautiful Doll" and
also survived by Mirs. Alta Pratt, an program will be double flaming wall
Fancy, large
insure freshness;
the job done before the cribs are "The Castles Walk" in addition to a
aunt,
and Grant Brown, an uncle, be- crashes in which cars are driven
score of other old-time lilting songs,
No. 1 can
eded for the new crop.
2 large
sides
a
number of nieces, nephews and through flaming board walls, a head-on
collision of two stock sedans at high
One difficulty is that the resealed provide the musical background for
cousins.
packages
GWC
speed, automobile broad-jumping in
•ogram which was expected to take the film's action.
Music for the services Sunday was which a car leaps over eight parked
LIMA BEANS—
Astaire and Miss Rogers, in the
Shurfine
of the pressure off the delivery
furnished by Mrs. Joe Vetter and MTS. automobiles while the driver remains
2
BEVERAGES—
corn has not yet been started in roles of their dancing predecessors,
F. D. Weimer, with Mrs. Eric Osen at the wheel, "rolling" a car at sixty
No. 2 cans
Dite of the fact that it was announced exhibit their dancing talents in such
32-ounce size,
at the piano. They sang, "No Night miles an hour, and a dozen other
famous
numbers
as
the
Castles
Walk,
irly last month and was to be under
6 cans
.54c
3 bottlss..:...
There" and "Abide With Me." Burial daredevil stunts.
the Texas Tommy, the Castle Waltz,
ay by Aug. 1.
was made in Evergreen cemetery with
(Plus
bottle
charge)
On Wednesday, Aug. 30, the proBriardale
I The state AAA committee has not the Tango and the Maxixe—and many
Earl Rogler, Warren Jordan, Roy
her noted dances
gram will be augmented by the appearGWC
ived the necessary forms and notes 'f
Popularized by
CIDER VINEGAR—
Chaffee, Alec McGafftn, Frank White ance of Dick Granere, noted airplane
'Washington, D. £., and will not Vernon and Irene Castle during their
DILL PICKLES—
Refrigerator bottle,
and Peter Anderson acting as pallheydey.
stunt pilot featured at last year's
|ave them for another Week.
bearers.
Medium size, in
quart
National air races. Using a clipped
[Many farmers are planning to ac- In addition to the feature there will
quart jar
1S7C
bottle
wing monoplane, Granere will perform
the loan extension and will re- he a Walt Disney cartoon entitled,
"The
Ugly
Duckling;"
also
the
latest
such stunts as driving his plane
al their corn either in the ear or
through
two targets which are only
news
events
of
the
day.
California Elberta Peaches—Watermelons—Celery
belled. While qentiment for reseal;wo
feet
wider than the wings of the
Tonight—The
Big
Night.
Cantaloupes — Cabbage — Lettuce
has been growing recently, the
plane, broadjumping the plane beFive tense dramas within a drama
|mount that can be counted on to be
Carrots — Plums
Mrs. Anna McCosh, 80, died at ;ween a row of cars spotted along the
the„ distinctive
pt on the farm is relatively small ,is
.„
, „ „ _ , thrill
„ , that. i ,„ ,
1
T U
4:00 o'clock Tuesday afternoon at race track, and performing difficult
compared with the huge volume' " " f No Tales," featunngMelvyn
the home of her sister, Mrs. Jennie oops and rolls.
Dou las and Lomse Platt at the Rialto
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Mrs. Anna McCosh Dies
Tuesday at Salem, So. Dak.

Anita Child Entered in Cass County Farmers Enter
State Fair Baby Contest 1939 Corn Growing Contest

Farmers of Hessian Fly

Birth Records For Pupils
Beginning School Urged

Suits Are Placed on
File in Cass District Court

ktL i

'

Adair County Fair to Be
Held at GreenfieldNext Week

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
..................
15c
COCOA, 2-lb. can
.............................
18c
BUTTER, creamery, pound ......... . ......... 24c
JAR LIDS, Mason, dozen
.....................
18c
JAR RUBBERS, 3 boxes
.....................
lOc
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-lb. jar
..............
; . .23c
CRISCO, 3-lb. can
......................
......
48c
TOILET PAPER, 5 rolls
......................
20c
MILK, large size, 3 cans
......................
17c

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1939.

Famous Daredevils in Two
State Fair "Thrill flays'

WE DEUVER
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
BUTTER, fancy Stuart creame
MARSHMALLOWS, fresh aridl^k""*
fluffy, 2-lbs
ROAST BEEF and CORNED BEEF, Swift
^
Premium, 12-oz. can.....
SOAP, Petersen's powdered, special—drie ladies
handkerchief free with each package, 3-lh<? <m c
COOKIES, fresh, oven baked, 2 pounds
o?
CATSUP, Heinz tomato, 2 14-oa. bottles
'§cc
POTATOES, home grown,
15-lb.
peck.
S
t •-. ••
'
.OOC
Watermelons — Cantaloupes ^-Peaches — Apples

Carrots, Lettuce, Celery, Cabbage
and Tomatoes.
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sary to disguise an official car tem- furnishes about 100 free aspirin tablets Economy Shoe Store
J„
7.58
porarily.
a month to ailing: inmates and visit- D''. D- S. Egbert . . . .
2.00
0 KdH j<nT ent federal debt k'tal Pa'™ers Co-Operative Co
4.88
u,b4N,4Jl,,Uo_
share,
$!il
I.JJH.
i
Roy
Gardner
Big Farms, Little Farms.
your
4.50
Without new legislation and with
~
' Mrs. L. M. Getz
If
290.50
If some people were compelled to Dr. L. M, Getz . . . '.
sensible application of laws already
80.90
in the code, Commissioner of Insurance
Store
to
Charles R. Fischer has evolved what
and peddle Or. W. S. Greenleaf . . . .
6.75
may be a partial solution of the trouble- scandal.
I Henry Greenwalt
2.00
some farm tenancy situation. Through
Griswold Mercantile Co. ["
83.10
foreclosure insurance companies have
Let
9.25
^trfLeh'un"11*' d a n B am ' Dr ' Harry Ha" '
acquired large land holdings in Iowa.
Hansen
genuine
hilarity <WTP«
•••
8.16
fe ei ls "I"""' "^ I u' ^
These companies are forbidden by law
' ' :-- "as adHenderson's Dairv
No Ashes or Coal to
most "vr,
' -»"jr
21.00
to hold these lands beyond a specified
of
Carry
5.60
country.
time but a sympathetic viewpoint
Howell's Store
10.30
during the late lamented depression
Ivey's Market
'.'.'.'.'."
Quick and Cheap to
sincere honest smile is a
.25
suggested that forced sales be post- less thing in this world of
Dr. H. A. Johnson
Operate
ours. The
poned to a more settled time. As a
Or. C. R. Jones
smile is a beautifiei—then
271.75
result great corporate farms have
See
Our
Modern Ranges
that a
Joyce Lumber Company
3.25
developed until today it is estimated
Hella King .
' ''
and Heaters Before
30.00
that insurance companies own Iowa pout will not destroy h,r beauty ther IV W. W. Kitson'.'.'.""""
is
no
man
so
powerful
that
he
62.00
lands equal in area to eight counties. win friends w i t h a
You Buy
scowl. H owever, Lee's Drug Store
32.47
Commissioner Fischer will not arbi- what we want,
Lewis Cash Store . . '
smile that Lewis Drug Store
trarily force quick liquidation of these shines through eyes
59.32
and mind,
holdings where unusual loss might re- and not the " ~la,!15.60
K
smile of Maduff's Pood Market
sult, but will point out that it was not faise friendship or
51.25
Malone Seed Co. .
ANITA, IOWA
the purpose of the law to create huge smile which
4.25
Massena Grain Co.
The L H. C. Store
A smiU
15.64
corporate farms. However, the com- llay be your fortune'
., i .
• Mehlmann
19.25
^ ' t M n c e r e . M iller' 8 Market ..
4.00'
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"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

Cook and Heat
the
Modern Way

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son

Dement Imp-Co<
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
WELL.. VlMETHER You LIKE "SILK' FOWLER, f l
OR NOT. I'LL HAVE Tb KCCP HIM AS
DIRECTOR R3P A V/HILE ,
GO TO MJOPK OM
BUT THERE'S A LITTLE PROPOSITION To
IM !!
HE'S GOING TO AGREE

AM.

SEE VDU.-SILK
HAVE A SEAT

OR

<
Pattern 6391.
,Now yoji can make
and davenport

LALA PALOOZA —Romance Must Wait for Civic Pride
AH.GONZALES
HERE WE ARE
AT LAST

NOW WHAT". A LOT
OF POOLS BLOCKIN'
OP THE STREETS
WITH A PARADE!
THEY CANT1 DO
THIS TO ME

APPROPRIATE!

By RUBE GOLDBERG
SAY, OFFICER, I
GOTTA RNO THE
JUSTICE OF THE
PEACE QUICKI WANNA GET
MARRIED

KEEP YEK SHIRT ON, SISTER- TH'
•JUSTICE IS PLAYIN' THE TUBA IN
THE BAND AN' THE PARADE'S
ONLY STARTED

u j
^««v.ais joined with
border crocheted around the
sides. You'fl be proud * I
matched setel Pattern 6391
tains directions for makim, .
set; illustrations of it anV
stitches; materials needed
Tb obtain this pattern, sen,i
center W coins to The s»i'
Circle; Household Arts DeplH
W. 14th St., New Y o r k "
Please write your name ,
dress and, pattern number plain

He Had a Cheerful Way
Of. Announcing Intention^

S'MATTER POP— Well, Ambrose Did His Best

By C. M. PAYNE
MUST T3e SUMT+JI.J

MESCAL IKE

By

s. L. HUNTLEY

country youth had ™
courting his gh-1 for some tin
but could never manage to
up sufficient courage to pn,t
to her.- At last he took her
the pemetery during the
of one of their walks.
"That's where my uncle
aunt are buried," he said, poin
out a tombstone, "and tii,
where my father and mother i
buried," he continued, indicati
another grave.
A few yards farther on
cam,e to open ground. He stc
again, pointing once more.
"That," he said, "is whe« j
want you arid me to be
some time."

It's Your Shot, Pa

OM.AUL RIGUT_ SO
AMEAD ANT BUST 'EM
IF YUM \WAJOTA_BUrlM

A-TUOUGUr
STRUCK 'CM 1 IF I HADWT
SEEM HIT UJITW MV OWNJX « / eves L UJOOUSMT
•

VUH.VUH

wrr.'

REAU.V DO MIT

FROV
FLIE$- MOSQUITOES-^.

Literally Speaking
THAT
OFFICE- BOY
OF VOURS

By J. MILLAR WATT
, IS ALWAYS
SMOKING
CIGAR
ENDS

-ITS A LITTLE- HABIT
PJCKE-D UP
HE-RE AND

ftMmd ««t ana*. l
DWlfr k*«|W fOMdi away <n»
to comfort of outdoor iota
In tenb and
DWIN,
"DWIN",

Bell Syndlc«ls.-VVNtrsTiTic:iv'S<.v::::

OWN METHOD

Cheerful News
AOEESS
H005E IN RENO

AWACP5

HOLLVWOOD STAR
MARRIE5 AGAINHIS 4»> VENTURE

HUS0AND CHAftieS
WIFE OF CRUELTV

COURT AWARDS
WFE*500
ALIMONY

NOTHIM6 PUT

WIFE StEKSTZ?
HAVE MARRI
ANNULLED

.
.
A)f KbHPOC. AEE.
(EUBRATIN0
THEIR. 60LPEN

The first officer called a deckhand
to him and said: "Go below and
break up that poker game."
The sailor was away for the better
part of an hour. When he returned
the officer barked: "Did you break
up that game?"
"Yes, sir," said the sailor.
"What in thunder took you so
long?" demanded the officer.
"Well, sir," the sailor replied, "I
had only three pence to start
with."
Exception?
Teacher^Do not forget that we
have to start most things from the
bottom of the ladder.
Bobby (slyly)—Please, sir, how
about when you are escaping from
a fire?
Overlooked
"How did George break his leg?"
"Well, do you see those steps over
there?"
"Yes."
"George didn't."

THE WORLD AT ITS WORST

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

An Appetizer
JB the best sauce i

h YOUK
Kidney!

asss-Sri-jist'w1

"RrsfeSfs
-K ^tr^s'f-
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men, farmers, laborers, even whole IT'S NEVER SO BAD
BUT
IT
COULD
BE
WORSE
threshing
crews,
joined
in
and
made
+
AROUND IOWA. +
• * > • * • * • » • • * • » + •* + •»• + + •» short work of the cleaning up job.
For the past few years we have
Beauty Treatment.
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO J
heard
much about hard times, de«wrw.< T^W-lT V*T 1.1 Th
,
^
Iowa's oldest county courthouse is
Wants More.
WE
DELIVER
pressions,
recessions
and
what
not.
having its face lifted. The Van Buren
After 84 years on the ground, in
Sometimes we have wondered if perAugust 12, 1909.
county headquarters is being renovated which she traveled in everything from
and redecorated by a crew of WPA oxcarts to automobiles, Mrs. C. C. Fry haps that kind of talk does not tend | Mrs. A. B. Stone is spending a few
THl^DAY---FRID4Y-^ATU|U)AY SPECIALS
weeks at her old home in New York
laborers. Built in 1842, it is believed of Barnes City went modern last week to make conditions worse.
l^fc _i_
_
'
Hnlflan
1>i«.~
In our mail this week we received
Golden Ripe
to be the oldest Iowa courthouse now and went for a ride in a big tri-motsome
literature
which
included
a
fable
j
prank
Stager
has
gone
to
Carroll
in use.
ored airplane which has been barnPound
storming Iowa. Comment: "I'd like to especially applicable to present condi- to accep t a position on a stock ranch
Pints, Dozen, 40c
tions. Read it carefully.
near that place.
Glad it Broke.
do it again."
"There
was
a
man
who
lived
by
the
Barney Ehle has sold his 120-acre
Quarts—Dozen
When a practically new 3-4 inch rope
side of the road and he sold hot dogs.! fam north Of Anita to a man from
broke as they were hoisting some timContagious?
Mason—Dozen
"He was hard of hearing so he had Lorah for $joo per acre
bers for a scaffold, painters Albert
A good many years ago, Grace Deck- no radio.
The J. A. McCosh farm in Lincoln
Sime and Leland Bladwin were as- ?r, Beulah Mussetter, Fern Chittenden
Heavy TVo Lip
"He had trouble with his eyes,, so township was sold last week to L. H.
tonished but quite happy. For in an- and Rhea Myers were all close chums
' goper for $125 per acre.
other five minutes, they would have at Victor, Iowa. Recently, the girls he read no newspaper.
"But he sold good hot dogs. He put | Migs Ruby Brewer left last week
been using the same rope to suspend all now married, held a very unusual
Cider or White—Extra
the scaffold from which they planned reunion there; unusual in the fact that signs up on the side of the road and for an extended trip through the westStrong — Gallon
to work. Acid had apparently eaten each of the four chums was able to cried, 'Buy a hot dog, mister'—and ern states> tne making of which will
the people bought.
the rope in two.
require several weeks.
present a set of twins to her old friends.
6 Box Carton
"He increased his meat and bun
M. C. Hansen went to Sioux City
Four sets in all.
orders.
He
bought
a
bigger
stove
to
Sunday morning where he will attend
Tough on Pappy.
Country Style
take care of his trade. He finally got the annual meeting of the grand lodge,
Emmett Polderboar, naturalist at
Piper Needed.
his
son
home
from
college
to
help
him.
Backbone Sfiate park, reports that a
Knights of Pythias.
Judging by newspaper reports,
"But then something happened. His
B. D. Forshay has purchased a fine
male beaver is building a dam at the
Iowa's rat population is at a new high son said, 'Father, haven't you been new family horse for his wife's use;
park. He explains that when the
this year. Presence of large quantities listening to the ,radio?
There's one that will not try to climb a teleyoung beaver were born, the "old man"
BUDGET ESTIMATE AND RECORD OF FILING
of sealed corn are said to be a factor. a big depression on. The European
was kicked out by his spouse so has
phone pole at sight of an automobile.
A pied piper is needed, suggests the situation is terrible. The domestic
disconsolately gone upstream to find
Sam G. Jewett sold his 160-acre
Oskaloosa Tribune.
situation is worse, Everything's go- farm last week to William Bear for
a new place to work.
NOTICE:—The town council of Wiota of Cass County, lowa wii
ing to pot.'
ma
$87.50 per acre. Mr. Jewett purchased August 28, 1939, at 8:00 P. M., at the Town Hall
'
Nature Comedy.
"Whereupon the 'father thought, this farm about eight months ago for
Tall Popcorn.
Taxpayers will be heard for or against the following estimate of
all m\T ajtn'ci KAATI tt\ nnllnrrck VIA vao/^a '
e
A bullsnake, a pig and a toad play- Well,
my son's been to college, he reads $75 per acre.
Mr. Deeds' popcorn "goes to town"
riitnres at that time.
'*
at Grinnell, reports the Herald-Regis- ed a part in a three-way nature drama the newspaper and he listens to the
The matter of widening the road
CARL L. REED,
ter. Popcorn stalks raised by W. G. near Albia recently. The bullsnake, radio and 'he ought to know.
between the properties of Godfrey MilTown '
"So
the
father
cut
down
on
his
meat
with
a
bulge
in
its
middle,
invaded
the
Deeds of that city are now past the
ler and E. G. Allanson in the southpig-pen. The pig bit the snake in two. and bun orders, took down his ad- east part of Anita will be presented
11 foot mark.
JS
Out hopped the toad; like Jonah, it was vertising signs and no longer bothered to the board of supervisors at their
to
stand
out
on
the
highway
to
sell
none
the
worse
for
its
temporay
capThey All Worked.
next meeting.
lis hot dogs. And his hot dogs sales
Travelers were doing their best to tivity.
Ralph Bohning, 18-year-old son of
fell off almost over night.
stay clear of Mbntezuma, August 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Bohning, had a
3 a>
o
'You're right son,' the father narrow escape from drowning be1*1.
£
Leave It to the Mrs.
On that date the whole town went to
B 00
When W. H. Ward of Central City said to the boy. 'We are certainly in tween 11:00 and 12:00 o'clock last
•work to clear away the debris of the
SO)
f> ai
a
«
the
middle
of
a
great
depression.'
"
9 H
Methodist church, recently destroyed missed a valuable "heirloom" watch, he
Sunday morning at the Campbell pond
•W
•o
•3
by fire. Business and professional spent a few exciting hours and enfour miles southwest of Anita.
a
Cal F. Darrow, wife and daughter,. A. L. Patterson has sold his 160-acre
a
listed the aid of several searchers.
I
Finally, he went home, discouraged. Blanche, and Emmet Wilson were Om- farm in the vicinity of Berea to WilW
Mrs. Ward, like many a good wife, aha visitors Sunday.
liam Steele for $80 per acre. Mr. Patthen pitched in and found the missing
terson purchased this farm two years
A. J. Kopp, local truck driver and
watch—in the hip pocket of the pants
ago from E. W. Warner at $60 per General,..
$ 715 $ 320 $
250 $ 465
491
a member of the town council, is now
he was wearing.
acre,
and
has
raised
two
bumper
crops
Improvement
250
*32
250
185
able to get around the home in a wheel
Grading
200
149
61
20
chair, although it will probably be from it.
Lots of Water.
Dr. Wilton Elery has purchased the Light
130
*60
130
123
several weeks before the casts are rePaving operations of the Mt. Ayr100
*73
100
60
moved from his legs. Mr. Kopp was business lot and building opposite the City Hall
Benton highway require 60,000 galnjured in a truck accident near Jef- Farmers' Hotel and will erect a horse Fire Equipment .. 300
lons of water per day.
25
265
25
'erson, Iowa, about three months ago, hospital on the rear of the premises, Fire Maintenance.
using
the
building
on
Main
Street
for
Park
50
40
50
25
and for awhile it was feared that one
500
Joke on Him.
758
500
of his legs would have to be amputated. an office. This is the building so long Bond
500
used by Dr. E. E. Major as a drug Bond Interest
150
A Corydon groceryman was asked
25
125
76
store, and which was moved to its Road Dragging ..
90
by a customer to make out a blank PROCEEDINGS OF THE
40
60
:heck for her to sign. The grocer not
50
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS present site when the Doctor erected Road
27
50
his fine brick block twenty-two years
only filled it out but signed it and
TOTALS . . . . $ 2 5 6 0 $1434 $
Court House,
ago
775 $ 1296 $ 1480 ? )
discovered some hours later that he had
Atlantic, Iowa,
?iven away the groceries and paid
July 17, 1939.
Adjusted Taxable Valuation (1937), $74,639.
himself for them.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass 4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f Moneys and Credits (1938), $5,775.
County, Iowa met in adjourned session + + + + + + + + + + + +
(*) Overdraft.
Mechanical Hawk.
with all members present:
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
A low-flying airplane scared a flock
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
of turkeys into conniption fits near
CARD OF THANKS.
The August meeting of the Ma..
Metz, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese
The
ladies aid will meet all day
Nashua recently. In their fright, the
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
lodge was held Tuesday evening.
Wednesday
at
the
church
to
quilt,
and
birds knocked down a fence and fled,
We wish to thank our friends and
The minutes of July 3rd were ap- will serve a 15c dinner for the public
requiring many hours to get them
neighbors
for your kindness during our
W. K. Carey of Atlantic was
proved as read.
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
rounded up again. For awhile, the air
recent bereavement, the death of our business caller in the city Monday.
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
was filled with turkey feathers. To
mother and sister, Mrs. Cora ArmMetz to purchase one 17 cubic foot
strong. .,
make matters worse, just as the ownMrs. Wilma Thorpe of Des Moin.
Kelvinator refrigerator from the AtLUTHERAN MISSION AT
ers got the turkeys rounded up the
Gail
Humerick.
is
visiting here with her mother, Mn.1
lantic Implement Company at a total
I. O. O. F. HALL.
pilot flew over a second time and again
Mrs.
Dora
Edwards.
E.
W. Holmes.
'
price
of
$457.50,
tax
included
and
old
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor,
' 1 UNIFORMITY
'
the turkeys stampeded for the tall frigidaire.
Ross Hewlett.
timber.
Mrs. Kenneth Turner and daughter!
Motion carried.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
2 ECONOMY 3 POWER
Karen,
are enjoying a visit this week!
Jackie Highley, young 'son of Mr.
On motion and vote the following
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
with relatives at Cambridge, Iowa.
Tsk! Tsk!
and
Mrs.
Glen
Highey,
had
the
misresolution was adopted:
There will be a meeting of the
4 HIGHER ANTI-KNOCK
While they were "so drunk they
RESOLUTION.
Mission Wednesday, Aug. 9, at 8:00 fortune about noon Tuesday to fall
Attention of'; Wiota subscribers fol
didn't know what they were doing,"
WHEREAS, Louise Johns and Mrs. o'clock at the hall for the purpose of from a fence at the Jens Rasmussen called to the Wiota town budget pub-J
two 16 year old Chariton youths mar- Jack Nagel are now within Cass organization.
5 LIVELIER RESPONSE
home, breaking both bones in the left
lished in today's Tribune. A hearing!
ried 15 and 16 year old Corydon girls County and are likely to become
arm;
He was playing with Johnnie
Teachers meeting Friday evening at
on the budget will be held at the towij
recently. Now the young husbands, county charges and said persons 8:00 o'clock.
Rasmussen and some other boys at
hall in Wiota at 8:00 o'clock on
Richard Steffy and William Carpenter, should be prevented from acquiring
the time of the accident.
Highland church —
evening of Wednesday, Aug. 23.
are facing larceny charges for stealing a settlement in 'Cass County,
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
the automobile in which they went on
NOW THEREFORE being it reSunday School at 10:00 a. m.
The '1138868 Esther Mae and Loiil
a honey-moon trip to Missouri. The tolved by the Board of Supervisors
Mclntyre of Des Moines came to AniUI
brides hitch-hiked home. The young of Cass County, Iowa, that a no•»•-»-•». + + + + + + + + +
Friday and spent! the night with theirl
husbands claimed they were so drunk titf to depart shall be served upon
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
parents, ^IT. H. Mclntyre and wife!
they couldn't even remember which the said Louise Johns and Mrs. Jack
Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. + Voss Manufacturing Co. Saturday morning they left on a Wl
girl each had married.
Na^el, and the Chairman of this
"IP IT'S MADE OP WOOD,
weeks'- motor trip to different
Board is directed and ordered to
Church School at 10:00 a.. m..
WE CAN MAKE IT."
in Colorado which will include a
Farm Implement.
sign such notice on behalf of this Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen]
602-4 E. Srd. St.
to Estes park.
Near Forest City last week, the air- Board and deliver the same to the superintendent.
plane took its place along with the Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa, for
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Edward G. Allanson of this city ft|
HARRY B. SWAN
tractor and the plow as an implement service.
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
LAWYER
one of the authors whose poems
of agriculture. Norval Jensen of St.
The Chairman put the above reso- the church with a 15c dinner for the 4 East Sixth Street — Phone 214 included in American Voices, 1939,
Ansgar used his plane successfully to lution to vote and the votes being public at noon.
World's Fair edition, a 900-page vol-l
"dust" three potato fields belonging all in the affirmative, the resolution
Earl S. Holton, Lawyer ume just published. More than
A meeting of the missionary society
Fourth and Chestnut Streets.
to Elmer Hass of Forest City. About was declared adopted.
will be held at 2:30 o'clock Friday
poets living in the United States
three rows were taken at a time and a
The quarterly report of the Clerk afternoon at the home of Mrs. Frank Settlement of Estates and Land Canada competed for a place in
Title Opinions a Specialty
total of 3,200 pounds distributed on of the District Court was approv- Osen. Mrs. J. A. Wagner will be the
important volume, but only a
leader.
merit I
the 160 acres.
ed.
hundred" of them were found to
KENT MARTIN
The rebate of Guy Shepperd, Bear
inclusion of iheir work.
LAWYER
Grove township, for $6.06 Soldiers'
Packing Sweet Corn.
502
Chestnut
Street
_
Phone
215
METHODIST CHURCH
+
Nine Iowa factories are packing Exemption and of Ross P. Howell, j
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
+
sweet corn this season. 28 factories Cumberland, $16.26 Soldiers' ExempOsborne-Tomlinson
which usually pack the crop, are re- tion, were approved.
Funeral Home
The
following
claims
were
allowed
maining idle. Sweet corn acreage in
See the new Felco electric fe"jl
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m
Har
Iowa is estimated at 4,300, compared and the Auditor authorized to write I old McDermott, Superintendent
controller
at the Farmers Coop^
Ambulance Service
S T A N D A R D O I L DEALER with 18,000 last year.
warrants for the same:
| Church Worship at 11:00 a. m with
the
FOR S4UE:—Tally cards, 2
Esther Reeves, salary
$ 30.00
sermon by the pastor on "The Gold
Minor Outfitting Co.
Don Savery, J. P. fees
4.00 e n _ R u l e is not Enough.
Tribune office, Anita.
Furniture, store* and Ron.
Three Act Drama.
Union Service at 7:30 p. m. in ^
Henry Roba, of Lakota, had $100 W. J. Baughman & Son, exCroaley Electric Refrigerator!
FOR SALE:—Tomatoes,
park.
Rev. Lawrence W B- • }
cavation
288.00
It
and Radio*.
in his pocket one morning recently.
bushel.
M. J. Peters.
72.50 tor of the Church of Cln,st ,„ M.anT
Henry Roba, of Lakota, met some Millie Fulton, R. O. W
Session and Mileage Claims.
w. be the speaker. The men', chorus'
gypsies who stopped and talked with
FOR SALE:—Two wood cab'Dth,|
5.00 w.ll again furnish the music The
With doora. One size 3x3x4 and |
him a few minutes. Henry Roba, of Hawley Lynch
6.70 chorus will practice on Sunday after
Lakotaj doesn't have his $100 any more. G. E. Eshelman
Other 2x2x3. Enquire at
Mike Metz
5.70 noon at the Ch||rch of ^ ^ ^
Help support your local baken'.
F. W. Wiese
5.65 o'clock.
ANITA
BAKED PRODIK
W. H. Wohleitfiaus
6.80
The Women's Home Missi
STOCK REMOVED
SoMoved by Wiese, seconded by ciety will meet in the church
HESS' FLY SPRAYEshelman to adjourn until 1st of afternoon at -'-.'M. Mrs. Hennman will
to kill. 95c per gallon
be the class leader.
August, or on call of Chairman.
PHONE 400 ANITA
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
Anita, Iowa.
Motion carried.
i
'
WE
PAY THE CHARGES
James
Ball
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
50c buys 6QO sheets of
i-s. BerANITA RENDERING
Home Is Where Memories Are Made, Keep It
l
Chairman.
paper, Bfee Stfxll inches, at
'ere reAttest:
cent visitors in the city at
SERVICE
Beautiful With Martin Paint.
one office.
M. E. Hubbard,
of their sister, Mrs.
Harper Dorsey, Manager
i
and
County Auditor.
family.
WANTED:-Your (K-a

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Maduffs food Market
•^^MBM^^MM^^^M^^M^Mi^MB

Bananas
Fruit Jars
Jar Lids
Jar Rings
Sausage
.

5 Dozen

^k -.l^fc'-i-

,^. - i V

Sc
4Sc
19C
I9c
25c
17c
29c

TOWN OF WIOTA

I

H °>

!

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

Turner's Standard
Station
C C. Heckman
Tank Wagon

ANITA LUMBER CO.

DEAD
FREE

Ph. 184 Anita—we pay pl""

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

President's Political Activity
Since Congress' Adjournment
Shows Heavy Interest in 1940
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
-

Released by Western Newspaper Union

POLITICS:
Rebuttal
Home in Hyde Park, Franklin
Roosevelt probably rVviewed editorial opinion on his recent sevenmonth debate with congress. The
public thought congress had won,
for it killed his lend-spend and housing bills, defeated his neutrality program and passed the Hatch "clean
politics" bin. Not so evident were
his victorious defense and relief programs and his retention of the $2,
000,000 currency stabilization fund.
On three successive days, therefore,
he went before the people, first to
boast, next to scold, last to warn.
Signing the Ashurst bill (creating
an administrative officer to supervise federal court budgets) he announced that all goals of his 1937

UTAH'S SEN. KING
"/ don't see how . . ."
court reorganization proposal had
been realized, six of them by laws
and the seventh (change in attitude)
"through opinions of the Supreme
Court itself.
Next day observers thought he let
a cat from the bag. Discussing his
neutrality and lend-spend defeats, he
borrowed an analogy suggested by
his wife—a precipice—to which he
said congress is leading business,
and over which it may plunge "next
spring."
Placing it on a gambling basis,
the President said a G. O. P.-Democratic coalition had made "two bets
with the nation": (1) On continued
peace, and (2) business' ability to
absorb wage earners who lose WPA
and PWA jobs "next spring."
Some thought it possible the President Was gambling too, staking his
1940 candidacy on next spring's
prospects. If there is a war and/or
heavy unemployment, congress will
be wrong and Mr. Roosevelt right,
thus justifying a third term attempt.
Certain it was that no politician
without interest in 1940 would have
delivered the message President
Roosevelt sent next day to young
Democrats convening in Pittsburgh.
Smoothly laying the groundwork for
some action, perhaps a retirement
from politics, possibly a coup to
keep the Democratic party "liberal," or possibly for a new third
party, he sent this warning: "If we
nominate conservative candidates,
or lip-service candidates, on a straddlebug platform, 'I personally for
my own self-respect and because of
my long service to, and belief in
liberal democracy, will find it impossible to have an active part in
such an unfortunate suicide of the
old Democratic party."
Meanwhile, members of congress
took exception to the precipice analogy and wondered if Mr. Roosevelt
had the right man leading the right
horse to doom. Said Michigan's Rep.
Earl Michener: "The coalition . . .
has stopped the American people
just before they went over the financial precipice." Said Utah's Sen.
William H. King: "I don't see how
anyone can contend consistently that
when we appropriated nearly $13,000,000,000 for next year, congress
was not doing everything within its
power, provided spending is the answer.'^

CONGRESS:
How Much?
How much a so-called "$13,000,
000,000 congress" actually appropriated and spent became the compu-

NEWS BITS
TAXES — In Washington, the
National Association of Manufacturers brought out figures alleging that U. S. taxes have climbed
640 per cent since 1913, much
more than Britain (430 per cent),
whose exorbitant levies are often
used as a basis of comparison
with U. S. taxes.
DICTATOR—In Spain, Gen.
Francisco Franco made himself
supreme dictator, set prisoners to
work digging trenches 20 feet
from the frontiers of Britain's Gibralter.
WED, at Chicago in his iron
lung, the self-styled "boiler kid"
of infantile paralysis fame, Fred
Snite, and Miss Teresa Larkin, 25.

tation job of Budget Director Harold
D. Smith. His decision: Congress
appropriated more than $13,000,000,000 but included some funds spent
before July 1 and some to be spent
in future fiscal years. For the 193940 year he figured the total was
$10,472,354,914, or $260,937,376 more
than President Roosevelt's budget
estimate. Previous year's record:
$9,268,338,030, which exceeded treasury receipts by $3,600,514,404.
Meanwhile the matter of appropriations became a political football.
Senate Majority Leader Alben W.
Barkley said it was less than $10,000,000,000 because several re-appropriations were included. New York's
Rep. John Taber placed it at $14,061,596,619, with about $1,000,000,000
each being spent before and after
the current fiscal year. Publicly denouncing a public debt he said had
reached $53,895,100,000 (including
$13,000,000,000 government corporation debts) and pointing to an' alleged 60 per cent payroll increase
since 1933, Mr. Taber probably
helped speed President Roosevelt's
appeal next day that departments
and agencies slash their next year's
budget requests.
Also in Washington:
C. Social security stopped receiving
claims for lump-sum old age insurance benefits, and prepared to inaugurate new monthly benefit payments to workers over 65 who have
paid taxes on their incomes the past
18 months.
C. California's Rep. Frank Buck,
after conferring with the President,
predicted serious consideration of a
plan to broaden the personal income
tax base and increase the basic rate.
C. House Minority Leader Joseph
Martin announced Republicans will
have definite programs on at least
three major topics—housing, agriculture and reciprocal trade agreements—to present at the next congress as alternatives to administration measures.

EUROPE:
Tension Up
"Hostilities began at 8 p. m. The declaration of war between Eastland and
Wesdand was quickly followed by a series
of bombing raids by Eastland along the
east coast of Westland from Wash to
points north of the Thames estuary.
Eleven sudden raids were made on this
territory during the first forty minutes . . .
Two raids have been made on South London and anti-aircraft batteries have been
heavily engaged . . ."
In London early-to-bedders were
irked because Sir John Anderson,
chief of air-raid precautions, made
them stay up late to test effectiveness of their new dark shades. It
was "blackout" night, the most
comprehensive trial yet made of facilities with which England hopes to
foil an invader from the continent.
When morning came, Londoners

ALBERT FORSTER
'Pfui!'
read the above account of proceedings, also reading that nine army
air pilots had been killed. What
made the "war" news seem the
more realistic was word from the
continent that Albert Forster, the
Nazi "fuehrer" of Danzig, had flown
to Berchtesgaden for conferences
with Adolf Hitler.
German-Polish tension had previously been heightened when (1) a
German airliner was fired upon
while passing over Gydnia; (2) a
Warsaw paper had warned Poland
would bombard Danzig if political
union with the Reich were proclaimed, and (3) Danzig's semi-official newspaper Vorposten, asserted
the city was "prepared for defense
against Poland's war threats."
All Europe watched Fuehrer Forster's return from Berchtesgaden.
Interest heightened when he proclaimed a Danzig mass meeting.
That night, while his mob cried
"Pfui!" at every mention' of Poland,
shrewd Fuehrer Forster resorted to
time-tested dictator tactics. On Poland's shoulders he heaped a charge
of plotting to seize not only Danzig
but East Prussia as well. No sooner
had this untruth raised GermanDanziger resentment to a fever
pitch than Herr Forster made the
simple announcement that his brown
shirted followers have made full
preparations to reunite the ancient
free city with Germany.

AGRICULTURE:
More Stamps
In Washington, Secretary of Agriculture Wallace at last took out of
the experimentation stage his latest—and one of his most successful
—plans to get rid of food surpluses.
For three months the food stamp
plan was tested in Rochester, Dayton and Seattle, expanded to Birmingham and Des Moines, and finally to Shawnee, Okla. At all but the
latter place, relief families were fed
by sale of orange stamps (for buying regular foods) and free distribution of blue stamps (for buying surplus foods). At Shawnee, low-income families tried the plan.
Not until early August did Mr.
Wallace uncross his fingers. Then,

Star Dust
•k Disecting a Comedian
* John Hubbard Zooms
* Orson in Tough Spot
By Virginia Vale
F YOU'RE interested in taking a comedian apart and
Iseeing
what makes him funny
on the screen, consider Stan
Laurel's shoes. Of course,
shoes have always been an important part of a comedian's
wardrobe — Charlie Chaplin's,
for instance—but Laurel makes
use of them in such a way that
the audience isn't conscious of
the part they play.
The shoes he wears when making
pictures have no heels—that's all
there is to it. They give him that
strange, rolling gait, and you laugh
at the way he walks without knowing why. They also help in giving
him the woe-begone appearance that
contributes so much to his performances.
Watch him in his latest picture,
"A Chump at Oxford," and you'll
realize how much those trick shoes
do for him.

It took John Hubbard just two
years to a day, after he reached
Hollywood, to climb to the top—the
top being the leading role in "The
Housekeeper's Daughter," Joan
SECRETARY WALLACE
Bennett's new Hal Roach picture.
Uncrossed his fingers.
Hubbard was discovered by Oliver
pronouncing the stamp plan success- Hinsdell, Paramount talent coach, in
ful, he announced it will be expand- one of the Goodman theater plays in
ed on a national basis very soon. Chicago. Paramount gave him some
If it works nationally like it has at
Rochester, farmers will be happy.
In the three-month trial there, food
sales were upped 8 per cent.

Forecast
Not until August 1 can any year's
agricultural yield be accurately
gauged. Simultaneously this August
the U. S. department of agriculture
and Europeafn sources released their
predictions, the first on cotton, the
latter on grains alone. Both looked
bad:
Wheat. If big crops bode war,
Europe must have war this autumn.
Germany stored her surplus wheat
in dance halls and gymnasiums. In
the hot Danube basin, the Ukraine
andjhe Vistula's valleys peasants
brought in a crop that sold at the
lowest price since 1592. In Rome,
the International Institute of Agriculture forecast the largest wheat
crop since the World war, excepting last year. With Soviet and Canadian production up, with devaluation of far eastern silver destroying
purchasing power, the institute
gloomily predicted a glutted market through 1940 and 1941.
Meanwhile U. S. farmers considered themselves lucky. Although
Chicago .wheat prices would normally be between 35 and 40 cents, and
on the farm, 30 cents (customary
differential-under Liverpool prices),
they are actually about 10 cents
above Liverpool. Reasons: (1) U. S.
loans to farmers on stored wheat
keeps the supply down and the price
up; (2) production this year was
down 20 per cent, producing a crop
about equal to the nation's need; (3)
the U. S. pays a bounty to exporters
of wheat, amounting to $28,000,000
on 118,000,000 bushels last season.
Cotton. Biggest cotton news was
the Export-Import bank's credit sale
of 250,000 bales to Spain, taken as
a gesture to woo General Franco
away from the Rome-Berlin axis.
Meanwhile the International Cotton
federation closed its Zurich meeting
by cabling Secretary of Agriculture
Henry A. Wallace in protest against
U. S. export subsidies. In Washington the August 1 forecast was released, painting a somewhat brighter picture: Placed at 11,412,000
bales, the yield would be 531,000
bales under last year, and 2,388,000
bales less than the 10-year (1928-37)
average. But there will still be a
carryover of about 13,000,000 bales.

MEDICINE:
Mary Heart
Into a little maternity hospital in
the center of Manila's slums walked
Mrs. Manuel Quezon, wife of the
Philippine commonwealth's president. Like scores of others, she
came to see a phenomenon recorded only once before in medical history. Sound asleep after feeding
from an eye-dropper was a sevenpound baby, normal in every way
except that her heart was completely outside her body. While physicians watched fascinated through a
stemless cocktail glass placed over
the heart, they wondered whether
to operate. Having baptized her
child Mary Heart, the devout moth
er said she believed her infant's condition was caused by her worship of
a picture which showed Jesus Chrisf
with his heart exposed.

ONE-PIECE MEALS WITH MACARONI

(See Recipe Below)

One-Piece Meals

Lucky is the homemaker who has
in her recipe file a series of suggestions for "one-piece meals."
After a long, lazy afternoon at
the beach, or perhaps a busy day
with sugar 'ad spice, and the preserving kettle, the meal that can be
prepared and served all in one
course is a life-saver.
And what food can you find that
lends itself as aptly to this type of
meal as macaroni and its closest
of kin? These
foods, including
spaghetti and noodles, as well as
macaroni, a r e
high in food energy and contain
some b u i l d i n g
foods as well. Yet they're light and
appetizing—the kind of food that's
heeded to meet the requirements of
summer. Served with a green salad or a fruit dessert, any of these
JOHN HUBBARD
"one-piece" macaroni dishes make
small roles, and then he went to highly satisfactory meals.

Metro, where Mervyn LeRoy renamed him "Anthony Allen"— perhaps you remember seeing him in
"Dramatic School," with Louise
Rainer.
Hal Roach liked his work and personality so much that he persuaded
Metro to let him assume the rest of
Hubbard's contract, and once more
our hero became John Hubbard.
Keep your eye on him—he may turn
out to be one of the screen's topflight leading men.
Mickey Rooney thought it would
be an excellent plan if, when he
went to England to do "A Yank at
Eton," he went alone. Unfortunately for him, nobody else thought so—
the studio felt that everything would
work out better if several guardians,
including his mother, went along.
Orson Welles, the actor who became famous all over the country
when he unintentionally spread terror with that Mars broadcast, is in
a spot where he's going to be greatly envied, and, later, greatly panned
by many of those who envy him at
present.
For he has done what nobody else
ever has. He's never made a picture, but the contract he signed with
RKO permits him to produce and
direct his first one, and star in it
as well. The picture will be based
on Joseph Conrad's "Heart of Darkness," and if it is good Welles will
practically have the motion picture
industry in his pocket.
Don Ameche and his wife named
their first son Ronald, and their second, Donald; nicknamed "Ronnie"
and "Donnie," they seemed to have
started something in the way of
names. When the third son came he
was named Thomas Anthony— he'll
be "Tommie," of course, which
doesn t quite rhyme. But the senior
Ameches didn't care for "Connie"
or "Johnnie" and couldn't think
of any other names that would do.
Rudy Vallee felt that he'd sunK
"My Time Is Your Time" to the
f^.C SuP°nSOr Ion8 ^ough, and
hat's why he's leaving them in Seo-

hmt
"^ a 10-year rel^°nsh£
that is ending, the longest of its
kind in radio history. Vallee has
been responsible for uncovermg »
grea deal of radio talent, and in'
developing the vaudeville type of ra^
dio program that has been so widelv"
imitated. But it seems likely that
ASIA:
he one thing he'll be remembered
Hush Settlement
or is introducing Charlie McC
One month ago Russia and Japan to the radio public, and keepi
were ready to wage war over oil on the air until he was well eno
and coal resources in Russia's haL known to find a_place of his own
of Sakhalin island. Reason: Jap
OUDS AND EN US- Alll!r „
. ,
concessionaires refused to hike
'' "'
wages of Russian workers. Both na- wnce W u v l e King and h "or /
tions reinforced border garrisons
and Jap warships rushed to the
scene. At both Moscow and Tokyo,
there was no sign of surrender. Al- makers tu fill . Johnn^rr ' . ""•' "lovt
most unnoticed in the press a few concerto, "MuMc , "" IT T' f "ei° "i("'°
weeks later was the humiliating out- Pfcy«* ly Joe ,'"u 6;^"Jf "'• «»•« be
come for Japan: Concessionaires Ai, r um»; ,Ae "flt£«#?V
fc ^
formerlyUciiy ,„"„" „/ 1M'"^'
granted a 15 per cent wage increase. «"/«,
(Released b, We.i ^~^J« »OW«.
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Macaroni Creole Loaf.

ton at

? » mixture over this. Sprir
with buttered crumbs. BakeiTi
moderate oven (350 degrees)
about 45 minutes.
'
' Macaroni Supreme.
Cook V4 pound macaroni (brol
in 3-inch lengths) in boiling sa
water until tender; drain Cuti
thin slices smoked ham in two era
wise. Arrange strips of macaw
on ham. Put % teaspoon hon
radish on each portion and sp
With % cup grated cheese „,
and tie in position. Place close t
gether in shallow baking dish. Co
er with % cup milk and bake in]
slow oven (325 degrees) for 251
utes. Uncover and continue I
until ham is lightly brow
Serves 4.
Scow.
B(Serves 6)
% pound bacon (sliced)
2 onions (medium size)
1 pound round steak (ground)
1 No. 2 can tomatoes
1 8-ounce package spaghetti
1 No. 2 can whole kernel corn
% teaspoon salt
¥4 teaspoon pepper
Cut bacon into small pieces i
cook until crisp in a large i
Remove
bits, brown
sliced onioa
the hot fat,!
finally tab i
the onion
and use thei
maining fat
browning
ground
breaking it into small bits as |
cooks. Then pour in the tomalo
and allow the mixture to simmer u
til it is fairly thick. Next add I
spaghetti, which has been bn'
into 2-inch lengths and cooked i
tender in boiling salted water.'
add the can of corn, the brow
onions, and crisp bacon bits, and t
seasoning. Allow this mixture I
simmer slowly for another hal
hour, covered.
Hasty Noodlefest.
Cook half a pound of noodles 1
salted water and drain. While thr
are cooking, heat a can of cream «
mushroom soup, adding a cup"
milk to it if it is the conden"
kind. Add also a tablespoon
chopped onion, % teaspoon salt <
two hard-cooked eggs, sliced.
the drained noodles, mix weir
put in.to a buttered casserole.
er the top with buttered cr
and bake 35 minutes in a moderate
ly hot oven (375 degrees).

(Serves 4-5)
2 cups cooked macaroni
1 cup soft bread crumbs
2 eggs
% teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons green pepper
(chopped)
% cup cheese (grated)
IVt cups tomatoes
V4 cup melted butter
1% tablespoons prepared mustard
Dash celery salt, onion salt, and
white pepper
Mix all ingredients in order listed.
Pour into a greased baking casserole. Bake 35 minutes in a moderate oven (350 degrees). Unmold
carefully and serve.
Spaghetti Ring With Asparagus
and Eggs.
(Serves 6)
1 8-ounce package spaghetti
1 cup cooked ham (ground)
% clove garlic (chopped)
2 tablespoons pimiento (chopped)
% teaspoon salt
Vi teaspoon pepper
2 eggs (beaten)
% cup coffee cream
Filling.
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1% cups milk
Vz teaspoon salt
Vt teaspoon pepper
1 cup cooked asparagus (cut)
2 hard cooked eggs (sliced)
Break spaghetti and cook until
This year's crop of peaches. I
tender in 2 quarts boiling water to pears, plums, and berries is wau-i
which 1 tableing to be transformed into row I
spoon salt has
of sparkling jellies, spicy relishes
been added. Drain
and rich marmalades. In «>»
and add to it the
column next week Eleanor How
ground ham, .garwill give you some of her favorite
lic, pimiento, salt,
recipes for easy-to-make and*I
pepper, eggs and
Ucious-to-eat jams, marmalaae»|
cream. Pour into
and pickles.
b u t t e r e d ring
mold, place in
shallow pan of hot water, and bake
Easy Entertaining.
at moderate temperature (350 deIn this new cook book by Blew
grees) for about one hour.
find over 125 prarfjj
To make the filling, melt the but- Howe you'll and
recipes fo • pajl
ter in a saucepan and add flour suggestions
Blend thoroughly and then add milk of every description. Birthday P
picnics, buffet suppers.
Cook, stirring constantly, until mix- ties,
for the bride-^or aUjJ
ture thickens. Add seasonings and parties
lightly stir in the asparagus Fill and many more social occas
find unusual menus new
center
of spaghetti mold with the you'll
and practical hints for the i
cr eam d
. f asparagus and garnish pea
ess. Send 10 cents in com to
with slices of hard cooked eggs.
Entertaining," Eleanor How,
Baked Ma«aroni-Creole Style.
North Michigan Avenue ron
(Serves 4-5)
HI., and get your copy °
% package elbow macaroni
Entertaining" now-Newgpaper un« '
2 tablespoons onion (minced)
I tablespoons butter
1 green pepper (minced)
1 No. 2 can tomatoes
1 tablespoon sugar
1 teaspoon salt
% pound country style sausage
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Wet knife with cold water
cutting a meringue pie.
spar
Oil of lavender spring ^
ingly through a bookcase
tered)8"" ***** °rUmbS (but' a library from mold.
t o f y oi
Use the blower attachmen^
^
Cook macaroni in boiling, salted
water unti tender. Drain* Brown vacuum cleaner to ren
the onion in the butter; add
from your radiators.
on
A good
dow
sills floor
after wax
they rubbe
have
fec
finished will keep them
I
condition.
piced tf^t
Sirup left over from_ «P
a layer
make* an excellent basting
pork and veal roasts.

[fighty Years Ago England and United States
Were on the Verge of Another War-and It
AH Was thejejijUMheJilling of a Pig!
rELM0 SCOTT WATSON
Gfc sed by Wertern »ewjpap«t Union.)

N VIEW of, the recent
visit of the. King and
Queen of England* with

]the British-American

good
M which it is supposed to
> engendered, it is inter\g to recall that just 80
s ago the two countries,
3 had been opponents in
wars, were on the verge
] another. And it all started
inth a pig!
course, this animal,
Lhich was the property of a
hriton, was only, a minor
Ictor in the international
But its death at the
ands of an American proved
be the first incident in a
hain of events Which, for a
seemed to be leading
nevitably to hostilities. The
•isis came -about in this
nanner:
[During the 10 years which fol-'
#ed the close of the Mexican
Ear, the rapid settlement of Calikn'ia and the Oregon country by
fee Americans resulted in considirable friction between them and
English residents Of the Pa_c Northwest.
•
I"So it came about that San Juan
sland, which lies off the coast of
present state of Washington
nd over which the Hudson's Bay
npany asserted a proprietary
became a reason for dislite when some American farmand small merchants, some
i in number, settled there, firm
the belief that it belonged to
be United States. Disagreements
jver the most trifling things arose
nost immediately. It is imppsto say who was most to
ame for the bad feeling that
irang up between the arrogant
Hudson's Bay men and the trucut Americans. But affairs gradjally drifted from bad to worse.
nally one spring morning in
a certain L. E. Cutter, an
nerican, found.a pig belonging
the Hudson's Bay company
ing in his cornfield. In the
flush of his anger he shot
beast, then decided he had
cted too hastily,. So he 'went to '
be local H. B..C. agent and offered to pay him the value-of the
Jig. His offer was refused and
•hen the matter was reported to
Superintendent Dallas at Victoria
i Vancouver island, Dallas imately hastened to San Juan
and threatened to arrest
fitter and take him back to Vic>ria for trial under British law.
No Arrest for Him.
| Of course, such a threat was a
sritable red rag to the AmeriHe seized his rifle and told
lias that if he tried to make
arrest he would suffer the
Jame fate as the "—British
Dallas was sufficiently imied by Cutter's determined
• so that he hastily returned to
Victoria.
'
.
| Meanwhile the other Americans
the island sent a message to
military commander of the
lepartment of the Columbia at
i Vancouver, Wash., telling of
indignities .they had 'sufd at the hands, lof the H. B. C.
lients, including Dallas' threat to
Vrest Cutter, and demanding
hat their government give them
[rotection. The department comfander was Brig. Gen.- Wffliam
Harney, a successful Indian
nter and typical hard-boiled oficer
of the "old amy>" Also be
f a s a man accustomed to acting
iromptly, if not always wisely.
">o without waiting to consult
superiors in the "war .department, Harney ordered a company
_ infantry to San Juan island to
the inhabitants from the
epredations of the northern Inwho had been tr6^TO|ing
"to afford adequate protec«n to the American citizens in
?eir nghts as suoh. Also, to
a
'l attempts at interference
r
means of force or intimidation
we controversies of th,e abovenentioned parties by the British
land1"''165 residin8 on Vancouver
Accordingly on July 27, 1859,
.ompany D of the Ninth United
,«<* mfantry, commanded fay
]• George E. Pickett, landed
nc h" Juan island. welcomed by
he H U ^ as of *ke Americans on
J-Puted terrain. Immediateaft
crwards, Captain Pickett,
a fine disregard ..for dipm« ameni*ies, issued' a proceMh u Placin
« the island uni unsd»ction of the United
he 8etecte
<* a good
e

I'with
1 n

. Position for his camp
* vi ew to the establishment
cea of five or six compalong stay."
the news of his ac"«.carried to the British
lletor
'a immediately and it
for

"sri r°f **
crown
P'rtish
'liest
.Hmbia' Sown to the
aest
citizen declared that

Capt. Pickett's action' was not
only a violation of the treaties between the United . States and
Great Britain in regard to settlement of disputes over title to the
northwestern country, but, all in
all, it was a most unheard-of proceeding.
Sir James Douglas had at his
disposal enough troops to sweep
the insignificant little American
force into the sea and if the Yankees were foolish enough to resist, they would jolly well deserve
the treatment that they got, etc.,
etc., etc. All of,which was duly
reported to Captain Pickett who
calmly went ahead putting his
camp in order,
British Warship Appears.

On July 30 his orderly told him
that a ship was in sight and at
the same time handed him a letter. When Pickett stepped out of
his tent he saw a British warship
bearing down upon the island. It
was the Tribune, a 31-gun frigate from the naval station at Esquimalt near Victoria.
This looked as though the British really meant to make good
their threats. But Pickett was
undaunted by this show offeree.
Ordering his men to run their
only piece of artillery, a little
six-pounder, to a place where it
could sweep the island's only
wharf he instructed his force of
66 men to stand to arms, ready
for instant action.
But suddenly the sails of the
Tribune were furled and she
dropped anchbr, broadside on, a
short distance off shore. There
she lay grim and foreboding
while Pickett, seeing that no immediate trouble was likely, tore
open the envelope the orderly had
handed him. In it was a letter,
from the agent of the Hudson's
Bay company informing him that
San Juan island belonged to the

company and ordering him to
leave immediately. If he did not,
the letter said, the company
would appeal to the civil authorities at Victoria to force him to go.
The captain wrote a letter in
reply in which he denied the .right
of the Hudson's Bay company to
dictate his course of action, pointed out that he was there upqft.
orders from his government and
affirmed his intention of staying •>
until he was recalled by the same
authority. Then he wrote a report of what had happened to
Harney and ended it with a re,
quest for a supply of window
sashes and doors which he said
were needed to make his men
comfortable during the autumn
and winter!
On August 3 two more British
warships dropped anchor alongside the Tribune. They were the
Satellite, 21 guns, and the Plumper 10 guns. Pickett's only response to this bigger threat was
to bring up two mountain how,Uers place them beside hi* six
pouVder and train them on the
Hereupon Captain Hornby, the
senior British naval officer. in
vited the American captain
owned

Juan

declined the invitation but asked
the three naval captains to a conference in his camp. His invitation was accepted and the British
officers deirianded that the United States troops be withdrawn.
When Pickett declined to do
that they next proposed that
troops of both nations occupy the
island jointly. Pickett refused to
accept any such arrangement and
added that until he could communicate with his government
and receive its instructions on the
matter, he would oppose with
force any.attempt of the British
to land troops on the island.
Seeing that they could neither
bluff nor persuade the American
captain, the Britons returned to
their ships. The parting was amicable enough, with many expressions of respect and esteem on
both sides. Meanwhile the H. B.
C. had been busy and prevailed
upon the civil authorities of British Columbia to summon him to
appear before a Victoria magistrate. Pickett's reply to that
move is not recorded in the official correspondence of this whole
affair—it was probably a bit too
warm, to be entrusted to paper.
A week passed with the British oh Vancouver island in a turmoil over the situation. Pickett
calmly sat tight as though unaware of all the fuss that his British neighbors werejn^dng. It
was all rathe/Tudicrpite but it
is doubtful if Pickett's men saw
the humor of the situation. There
was no telling when the British
might launch an attack.
A Critical Situation.
Of course, if they did, the first
shot fired would be a declaration
of war and would brand them as
the aggressors. But that would
be small comfort to the 66 infantrymen if a blast from the
British cannon snuffed out their
lives. They probably thought of
that when two more British ships
joined the three already at anchor
off the island. Now there was a
force of five ships, carrying 167
guns and ^,140 men, 600 of them
marines and engineer troops, trying to intimidate them, and force
them to evacuate the island.
But the British evidently didn't
realize the caliber of this man
Pickett. He just wouldn't be
bluffed! Neither would General
Harney who, from distant Fort
Vancouver, sent dispatches by
the Shubrick, a small vessel .commanded by Captain Alden of the
United States navy, approving of
Pickett's action and taking the
responsibility if an armed clash
should result. He also engaged
in a fierce but dignified correspondence with Governor Douglas in which he steadfastly maintained his right to keep his troops
on the island.
On August 10 the tension lessened somewhat for Pickett when
reinforcements, consisting of four
companies of infantry, commanded by Lieut. Col. Silas Casey of
the Ninth infantry and a battery
of eight 32-poun'ders arrived at
San Juan. Because of a dense
fog they could not get up to the
wharf near which lay the British men-of-war. So they landed
on the beach a short distance
away and the first intimation that,
the British had of the arrival of
help for the Americans was
when they saw their tents pitched
beside those of Pickett's 66 men.
With the arrival of the lieutenantcolonel, the young lieutenant's responsibility ended, for Casey immediately assumed command of
the whole force on the island.
Four days later three more companies of infantry arrived. With
the opposing forces more nearly
equal, the danger of a conflict
was lessened.
Eventually the diplomats arranged for a joint occupation of
the island by both nations, each
keeping one company of soldiers
there. But when the final settlement was made San Juan island
became a part of Oregon territory. Today it is a part of the
state of Washington.

The San Juan Isiand pig, whose
death nearly precipitated a war
between the United States and
Great Britain, wasn't the first to
be the central figure in an "international incident." Just 100 years
ago there was a similar case
down in Texas.
At that'time Texas was a republic to which the United States,
England and France sent official
representatives.
The French
charge d' affairs was Count Duboise de Saligny who, upon his
arrival in Austin in 1839, lodged
at the leading hostelry kep't by
James Bullock. After a time the
French diplomat called for his
bill. When it was presented he
declared indignantly that it was
too high and refused to pay it.
So arbitrators were appointed
and they reduced the bill to a
sum which Bullock refused to accept because he said it was much
too low. Meanwhile De Saligny
had moved from the hotel to a
wooden structure which became
the official French embassy
building. Being a fastidious gentleman, the count furnished it
beautifully and had his servants
cultivate an attractive garden
around it.
Not only did Mr. Bullock run
the principal hotel but he also
owned a number of hogs which
he permitted to roam at large.
One morning Count de Saligny
glanced out his window and was
horrified to see some of the Bullock hogs rooting in his garden.
He hastily sent his servants to
scare them away. But no sooner had they returned to the house
than the hogs returned to the garden. Again they were chased out
and the count, thoroughly exasperated by this time, gave his
servants orders to shoot every pig
that ventured into his garden
thereafter.
A short time later Bullock
missed 'some of his hogs and,
blaming the French diplomat for
the loss, complained to the gov-

GEN. W. S. HARNEY
ernment of Texas. James S.
Mayfield, secretary of state, addressed a formal inquiry to the
count. In reply the Frenchman
wrote bitterly of his sufferings
"from the many hogs with which
this town is infested" and particularly those of Mr. Bullock. He
declared that his servants had
used no less than 140 pounds of
nails in repairing the palings of
his fence "which these animals
have thrown down for the purpose of eating the corn of my
horses and destroying my garden." But he didn't deny responsibility for the disappearance of
Bullock's hogs.
Thereupon the keeper of the
hostelry flew into a rage and
when he encountered Eugene
Pluyette, one of the count's servants, on the street he gave the
man a thrashing. The result was
a formal demand by De Saligny
upon the secretary of state for
protection due a foreign minister and his retinue. Although Bullock was indicted for the assault
it was evident that the Texas officials were sympathetic to him
and had little intention of punishing him.
Irritated by their stalling tactics, De Saligny complained to
the French government. But he
soon had an even more serious
matter to report. The choleric
Mr. Bullock proceeded next to
thrash the French emissary himself. When the officials of Texas
refused to take official cognizance
of this attack, the indignant count
rushed off another cumolami ;o
Paris, pointing out how the honor
of dignity of France itself had
been injured by this ruffian of a
hotelkeeper.
More than that he announced
to his friends in Austin that the
French government was sending
a fleet of warships to the Texas
coast to see that proper apologies were made for the humiliating assault upon the honor of
France. Next he demanded rus
passports and went to New Orleans to await developments.
It so happened that about this
tims the government of the United States, sent a squadron of its
warships to the Gulf of Mexico.
Whether this was done as a warning to France, which may or
may not have intended to make
good De Saligny's threat, is unknown. But the fact remains that
no French warships appeared off
the coast of Texas although it is
a matter of record that, because
of the indignities which her ambassador had suffered, France
declined to make a loan of $5,000,000 which Texas was trying to
float in that country at that tim».
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ELISHA: A LIFE OF
HELPFULNESS
TEXt-n Kings 6:1-10. 14.
GOLDEN TEXT— Be ye kind one to another.—Epheslans 4:32.

Showing the Latest
Button-Front Styles
K1O WONDKR button - front
' dresses are so popular for
midsummer 1 They go on without
mussing your hair or getting
mussed themselves. They look so
smart, crisp and tailored, and they
are easiest of all to press I No. 1787
is an unusually pretty version, so
easy to make that even beginners
can do it. Inside pleats make your
waistline small. Gathers give •
nice round bustline. Make this of
gingham, linen, pique or sharkskin, and trim it with lace or
braid.
A

Buttons to the Waistline.
A new and delightfully different
version of the button-front is No.
"Loving kindness and tender mer- 1790. It has buttons to the waistcies" (Ps. 103:4) are among the glorious attributes of our God, and consequently characteristic of those
who love and serve Him. The world
has all but forgotten these virtues,
for in its brutal determination to
achieve results there is only an outward veneer of courtesy and consideration which extends itself primarily to those from whom some advantage may be obtained or who are
highly regarded because of their
wealth or position. The poor and
needy, the aged and afflicted are
quickly brushed aside as unfortunate hindrances in the path of progress.
In all times God's people have
been those most considerate of others. It is they, who have given tune
and effort and means to help those
in need. The life of Elisha is well
characterized as a life of helpfulness. It is surprising to find how
many of his miracles were for the
purpose of helping others. God's
servants are called to be leaders and
to be preachers, but they are none:heless palled to carry on a life of
helpful service. Elisha's experience
with Naaman suggests how we may
exercise such a ministry. Without line only. The skirt is cut with a
seeking to designate verses in the wide lap-over, and a pretty, circutext, shall we observe that we must lar swing. For this, choose gingham, percale, linen or pique, with
I. Find the One in Need.
It is not always that the one with snowy frills to make it the more
;he deepest need makes himself cool-looking and becoming.
mown. In fact, it is commonly true
The Patterns.
that those who have the greatest
No. 1787 is designed for sizes 14,
need and are possibly the most 16, 18, 20, 40 and 42. Size 16 reworthy of help keep their sorrows quires 4% yards of 35-inch mateto themselves. Certainly it is true rial with short sleeves; 1% yards
that those afflicted with the leprosy of lace or braid.
>f sin do not often come to church.
1790 is designed for sizes 34,
We must go out and seek them and 36,No.
38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size
>ring them in.
36 requires 4% yards of 39-inch
One of the weaknesses of many material without nap; 2% yards
churches today is that they go of trimming.
through their regular services,
Send your order to The Sewing
which may include preaching the
tospel, and then they lament the Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
'.act that sinners do not come to the 211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Hi.
services to hear and be saved. Let Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
us be reminded that it is our busi- coins)(BeUeach.
Syndicate—WNH Service.)
ness to go out into the highways
and the byways to find those in need.
* aaman's experience illustrates how
the simple word of a little slave
;irl was instrumental in bringing the
eper in touch with the man of God.
lad she failed in her responsibility,
the prophet would have missed his
opportunity to minister. Even the
humblest believer has his important Hen'i good advfea for • woman darfnc.har
ehanc*(uraaar (tern 98 to M), whotan
work, seeking out the lost and uallloM
har unpaid to men, who woirle*
needy, and may thus be the means •boot hotfeibMTkMi
ol^S dba? owfe.
upset narvaa and moody apeua.
of bringing about great blessing.
Gat man frah at. 8 an. deep and If you
Locate and Diagnose the Con- %$^1*%*£&al*«°' «*? «?
dition.
tanshelp* gin mora
Naaman knew that he had leprosy,
to enjoy Ufa and cadet cslnUni
>ut he did not know that he had a
jittery naryea and dfeturUnc aymptona that
often accompany chant* ol UIo. WELL
blight of soul called pride. The
WORTH TRYINGl
prophet, acting under the guidance
and control of God, struck right at
he heart of things when he directed
For the Cause
Naaman to crush his pride and to
It is the cause and not the death,
show his faith by obeying God'i that makes the martyr.—Napocommand to wash seven times in the leon.
Fordan.
The story has many important apKILL ALL FLIES
plications. Let us be sure that in
our efforts to help people physically
or socially, we get through to their
real need, the need of Christ. Let
us also be careful not to modify or
change God's requirement. There
s one way of salvation—through
faith in Christ; there is no other
remedy for sin. A man "must be
>orn again" or "he cannot enter
A Day of Strife
he kingdom of God" (see John 3:
Better a day of strife than a
1-7). If men are too proud to go century of sleep.—A. J. Ryan.
Jiat way, they cannot be saved.
Observe also that there was no respect of persons on the part of Elisha. Naaman was a great and distinguished man, ready to bestow
rich gifts, but the man of God had
no interest in those things. He wanted only to give God's message.
III. Apply the Remedy.
One would be quick to condemn
the trained physician who, having
:ound his patient and having given
his attention to his need, made a
careful and accurate diagnosis and
then sent him away without applyng the cure which was in his possession. As the servants of Christ
the great Physician, engaged in the
cure of souls, we need to be equally
wise. It is commendable to engage
in a discussion of the problems of
• A BUSINESS
needy men and women, expressing
organization which wants
our heart interest in that need. It
to get the most for the
s desirable that we clarify our
money sets up standards
knowledge of their need and accurately understand the truth of the
by which to judge what
ospel which meets that need. Howis offered to it, just as in
ever, all of these things are quite
Washington the governmeaningless unless they result in the
sringing of the gospel to bear on the
ment maintains a Bureau
ives of the unconverted.
of Standards.

How Women
in Their 40's

Can Attract Men

BUREAU OF
STANDARDS

Solitude
An hour of solitude, passed in sin
cere and earnest prayer or conlict with, and conquest over, a single passion or subtle bosom sin,
will teach us more of thought, will
more effectually awaken the faculty and form the habit of reflection
than a year's study in the schools
without them.—Coleridge.

•You can have your own
Bureau of Standards, too.
lust consult the advertising columns of your newspaper. They safeguard
your purchasing power
every day of every year.
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Robert C. Howard, wife and daughJo Ann Robison of Des Moines is
ter, Roberta Jean, spent Sunday with visiting here this week with her grandrelatives at Lenox.
__ _
parents, Chas. A. Robison and wife.
OK* Aft £4*0
n

VV ^, ««*> ?^ry night, followed
nee.

Mrs. Clarence Fritz of Rockford, 111.,
Meldon Petersen and wife of Exira
visited here a few days the past week were Sunday visitors in the city at
at the home of W. F. Crawford and the home of his parents, C. J. Petersen
family.
and wife.
Mrs. G. G. Belsheim of Fort Dodge
Mr. and Mrs. John Neiens are the
is spending the week in the city with parents of a 9Vi pound baby girl, born
her son, Rev, H. G. Belsheim, pastor Sunday morning at the Jones hospital
of the Lutheran church.
in Atlantic.
Harley Miller, wife and two childAllie Strickland, farmer living two
ren, Arthur and Frances, visited a miles northeast of Anita, submitted
couple of days the past week with Tuesday morning to an operation for
friends in Lincoln, Neb.
the removal of his tonsils.
Mrs. Ivadel Rhoada had the misforThe Misses Grace and Lucille Allen
tune one day last week to step on a of Council Bluffs were week end visitnail in the basement of her cafe just j ors at the home of their sister, Mrs.
east of the Rialto Theatre.
Floyd Keasey and family.

HOW
« Oota Nlgfch- A.,, n fkn S*p». 1
apjrklins music, gorgeous girls, dim
" I0 ****• "Wiifleent nettinjs,
Bigjrest road show ol

Miss Dorothy Richter of Sac City
Miss Virginia Johnson, daughter
is visiting here this week -with rela- of Mr. and Mtrs. A. A. Johnson, is
tives and friends. She is a grand- home from a week's visit with reladaughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Gipple. tives and friends at Harlan.

ANITA
RJALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
MELVYN DOUGLAS and LOUISE PLATT
In The Big Show of Fun and Thrills

"TELL NO TALES"
ALSO TERRY-TOON CARTOON

Sat.-Sun.

Aug. 12-13

A FABULOUS TREASURE OF
EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT/

Dr. P. D. Weimer, wife and daughMiss Genevieve Aldrich is home from
ter,
Kathryn, were visitors last Thurs- a visit with Miss Nelda Johnson at
20-ACT CIKCUS
Twin daily
day evening in Massena with Mrs. Madrid, Iowa. The girls were roomWeimer's mother, Mrs. Kathryn mates while attending Simpson college.
Fred and Ginger's flrit DRARogers.
MATIC show I..The love story of
Mrs.
E.
F.
Reynolds,
Sr.
has
return»*M*h ». ^^>=Leland
Clifford,
wife
and
two
sons,
the
world's most famous danft wt* tuna ^^TT-,
ed to her home in Kansas City after
Loren and Tommy, left Saturday for a pleasant visit in the city at the
cers)..It will leave you limp with
their home at Detroit, Mich., after Chas. F. Karns and Azel S. Ames
, TEARS as it swirls you through
a pleasant visit in the city with her homes.
^the drama and pageantry of
father, E. G. Allanson, and with other
_warmly-near yesterday.
Paul Richter and Joe Vetter, Jr.
friends.
drove to Kokoma, Mo., last ThursRe-creating
THRIIft
Miss Ruby Peacock, who received day where they spent a few days at
— wno
such sensational
tal^M mt M Thrill-peted
par* Ihm CatUmi
a fractured bone in her left arm in an the home of Paul's aunt, Mrs. Pete
tlttlt lirtt chaac*
MlWrfvIng; plgne mM^toi^L^^^m
dances as The Tanalfaat.
other halfirfriiur HOTtSE
automobile accident about three months Schwenneker and family.
go, The Maxfxe,.
ago, submitted to an operation on her
RACES
The Castle Walk,
Butternut Coffee, pound
26c
arm
at
the
Atlantic
hospial
Monday
3 Doyt, A** 2MV.31
Texas Tommy
P. and G. Gas Coffee, pound
22c
morning.
Biggest harness meet in
and many morel
the west this
Kellogg's Corn Flakes, box
lOc
year. Purses
Bert Finch and wife from Kansas Pork and Beans, No. 2'/z can....!0c
total nearly
— ••rno.oop.oo.
were Friday visitors in the city with
SCHAAKE'S STORE
raat'lrl*nd of
glamour'* ting
Mr. and Mrs. Andew Nelson. Thirtyaa
Miss Norma Knowlton, a student
six years ago Mr. and Mrs. Finch and
Mrs. Nelson were schoolmates at the nurse at the Iowa Lutheran hospital
Turkey Valley school south of Wiota. in Des Moines, visited in the city from
Tniillt r«inbow«d
Saturday evening until Monday evenby memory '« m
Billie Ames is enjoying a visit at
T. P. Bustiy of Fonda, Iowa, is spendMrs. A. C. Holmes was pleasantly ing with her parents, Earl Knowlton
i home of his aunt, Mrs. Evan F. ing the week in Anita with his daughhaunting Kit tuhel
and wife.
iiolds and family, in Kansas City. ter, Mrs. A. R. Robinson and husband. surprised at her home southwest of
the city on Monday, July 31, when a
"Sllvtry Moon,"
Recent visitors at the home of Mr.
Harold Winder and wife of Des
Harry (Shark) Graham of Brady, number of neighbors called to help and Mrs. A. C. Holmes were Mr. and
"Tlpperary," "Mi«jines spent Sunday in the city with Neb., came to Anita Monday morning heo- celebrate her birthday. Those Mrs. Leonard Holmes and family of
touri W«ltz"
parents, Chester T. Winder and to spend a few weeks with his brother, present .were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Griswold, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Christ35 other*!
tfe.
George B. Graham and wife, and with Schlater and family, Mr. and Mrs. tensen and sons of Walnut and Robert
Bud
Lovell
and
family'
and
Mr.
and
other relatives and friends.
Mrs. M. Lambertsen and family. A Stewart of Harlan.
Urs. Alfred Dement is a patient at
social
time was followed by the servB Atlantic hospital, where last SaturFred Jaggers, wife and daughter,
Mrs. Rosetta Anderson has returned
r morning she submitted to a major Dorothy, of Fort Wayne, Ind., and ing of a lunch.
to her home in Anita from a two
ation. She is reported to be show- Glen Miller and wife of Topeka, Kan.,
months' visit with her daughter, Mrs.
Relatives from a distance who were W. S. Swafford and husband at Long
have returned to their respective
satisfactory improvement.
homes after a pleasant visit with here .Sunday to attend the funeral Beach, Cal., and with other relatives
services for the late Mrs. Cora Arm- and friends in Kansas.
M the home of Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Harold Giles and wife.
strong were Gail Humerick of Torringair Friday evening, Mas Iva Mae
non entertained twelve girl friends
Mrs. Ella Worthing, who was a
J. F. Buttolph and wife of Ames ton, Wyo; Ross Hewlett of Clarinda,
[a steak fry in honor of the Misses visited in the city last Wednesday at Iowa; Rex Hewlett and wife of Otis, patient at an Omaha hospital for seved and Leona Rasmussen of San- the home of their son, L. D. Buttolph Colo; Lawyer Moore and wife and eral weeks following an operation on
Barbara, Gal., who are visiting and family. They were accompanied Ernest Millhollin and wife of Green-! her eyes, is now at the home of her
I Anita with relatives and friends. home by their granddaughter, Dixie, field; Clarence Howle.tt and Miss Effie daughter, Mrs. Roy Lantz, in Woodwho will spend several days with Howlett of Avoca; and Charles Big- bine, where she is reported to be reelow and wife, Mrs. Kate Berg, Miss covering nicely.
Naomi Richter, Miss Faye them.
Anna Humerick, Mrs. Lulu Lloyd and
dricks, Miss- Margaret Jean SalA number of young girls were
a and Miss Prances Seim were enter- A picnic was held on Tuesday even- Howard Berg, all of Atlantic.
guests Friday afternoon of Miss
EDNA MAY OLIVER
last Wednesday (evening at a ing of last week by the members of
Mrs. Lavina Forester and two child- Gael Adair at a weiner roast at the j
r party by Miss Colleen Brown the Highland club at the home of Mrs.
WALTER BRENNAN
Carbon, who was visiting at the Alia Bowen on Third Street in Anita. ren, Gladys and Glen, left .Tuesday for home of her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
LEW FIELDS • ETIENNE
G.
M.
Adair,
on
North
Chestnut
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Millard. Besides the members present, other their home at Evans, Colo., after a
Street. The afternoon was spent playGIRARDOT.JANET
BEECHER
few
days'
visit
in
the
city
with
Mrs.
guests were Mrs. 0. A. Garnett of
ing
different
games.
Tealia
Forester
and
Fred
C.
Eakins,
Menlo and Mrs. Isabel Joy of Anita.
ALSO MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON and NEWS
the picnic supper, the even- and with other relatives and friends.
Mrs. Jessie Macklin, who submitted
Before
coming
here
Mrs.
Forester
and
Young woman wishes Following
ing was spent socially by the ladies.
Gladys had been on1 an extended trip to an operation for gall stones at the
I to marry an old man—
that
book them to many points of in- General hospital in Des Moines a few
At her home southwest of the city
that's her business.
weeks ago, came to Anita Sunday to
Marvin Warner, 6-year-old son of
John Baylor and family have moved.
last Wednesday, Mrs. P. W. Lowen- terest on the west coast including a recuperate at the home of her sister, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Warner, underwent from the E. C. Dorsey farm in the north
Our business is pick- berg entertained the members of the visit to the fair at San Francisco.
Ed. L. Newton. Mrs. Macklin's an operation last Wednesday morn- part of Anita to a property three miles
ing up dead animals— Union club. Dinner was served dur- During the school year Gladys is an Mrs.
ing for the removal of his tonsils. southeast of the city.
home
is in Grinnell.
[large or smalL
jng the noon hour to thefifteenmem-instructor in the schools at Dillon,
Mont.,
and
Glen
has
steady
employbers present, the hostess being assistDr. I. L. Fulk, wife and daughters,
Mrs. R. R. Arnett and children,
Mr. and Mrs. James Cutris of NePhone 257
ed in serving the dinner by her daugh- ment at the Colorado State Teachers Elizabeth and Margaret, and Mars. Peggy and Marian Lee, of Bysville,vada, Iowa, spent Sunday visiting at
PILLING STATION ter-in-law, Mrs. Vincent Lowenberg. college at Greeley. It has been twenty C. E. Shaffer returned to Anita Ohio, were week end guests of Chas. the home of her parents, Postmaster
The ladies spent the afternoon quilt-> years since the Forester family left Monday from a week's visit with rela- Salmon and wife at the Ed. L. New- and Mrs. George Smither, in Anita.
ANITA, IOWA
Anita to make their home in Colorado.
0
tives and friends at Hampton, Iowa. ton home.
ing
The Misses Betsy Rose Crawford
Mrs. Lawrence Burwell of Hampton
Mrs. Elva Horn returned home Fri- and Margaret Osen were at Red Oak
came to Anita with them to spend a
day from a two weeks' visit with her last week where they attended the
few days.
daughter, Mrs. Glenn Anderson andyoung people's conference of the ConMiss Betty Butler, daughter of Mr. family, at Oneida, 111. She was accom- gregational church.
and Mrs. William Butler, was able to panied on the trip by her granddaughA girl baby was born Saturday afleave the Jones hospital in Atlantic ter, Shelia Howard.
ternoon to Mr. and Mrs. John Faulka few days ago, following a hernia
Mrs. Lena Timmons has sold her ner at their home in Moline, 111. The
and appendicitis operation. She will
be able to return with her mother to general store at Canby to Albert L. little Miss is the third child in the
their home in Minneapolis this week Rosser, who formerly operated fi store family and a granddaughter of Mr.
after spending the summer in Casey j on highway No. 25 north of Greenfield, and Mrs. H. C. Faulkner of Anita.
with Mrs. Butler's parents, Ernest and for a number of weeks WHS the
A meeting of the Bethany ladies
owner of the cafe just east of the
Miller and wife.
'.:•' • • • ' • - • * •
_.
— ^ ^_ «^ . .A.
Rialto Theatre in Anita. Mr. Rosser aid society was held last Wednesday
A number of interested parties took possession of the store this week. afternoon at the home of Mrs. Fred
Simon on. Chestnut Street. Present
met last Thursday evening in the baseC. C. Heckman, wife and daughter, were thirteen members and ten visitment of the Methodist church to discuss the possibility of a WPA recre- Consuella, spent Sunday at Indianola ors. The visitors were Mrs. Augusta
ation program for Anita. Rev. Fred visiting Mrs. Heckman's parents, Gus Simon, Mrs. John Ruggles, Mrs. F. D.
Coley of Council Bluffs, a district Kuester and wife. Jack Tobin, a Weimer, Mrs. Chester A. Long, Mrs.
supervisor of the WTA recreation nephew of Mrs. Heckman, returned Carl Shultz, Mrs. Louise Hardersen,
program, was the speaker of the even- to his home there after spending the Mrs. Arthur Barnholdt and daughter,
ing. No definite action was taken for past two weeks in Anita. Darlene Phyllis, and Mrs. Adam Ernest and
Tobin, a niece, came to Anita wjth daughter, Marlyn, of Adair. At the
a local program.
them to spend the next two weeks close of the meeting, refreshments
—
and
Popular
and
Classical
Songs
visiting here.
were served.
A
meeting
of
the
ladies
aid
society
and i P
of the Lutheran mission was held last
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Henry Roed with fifteen members and ten visitors present. The
visitors were Mrs. C. E. Parker, Mrs.
George Lund, Mrs. Augusta Simon,
Mrs. A. 'Chapman, Mrs. Charles Heck,
Mrs. Chris Holland, Mrs. Walter Wise
and daughter, Marie, and Mrs. Emery Oler and daughter, Lillian. A talk
C. F. DARROW, Manager
was given by Rev. H. G. Belsheim on
"Religion in the House."

Adair County Fair
BEGINNING TUESDAY

AUSUST IS, 16, 17
Children Under 10 Years Admitted FREE Each Day
Big Livestock and 4-H Club Exhibit
Three Big Night Shows-J^Acte

Running Races
Big Midway of

v~*

Society Horse Show
and Concessions

MINERALIZED YEAST
CULTURE
THE FARMERS COOP.
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Fur fiijgenicfusly Trims
Pain in Front
Gorgeous Woolens for Fall Of Ear Often
Boil Symptom
By CHERIE NICHOLAS
tissas

That Gett the Crowd*
A steam shovel always seems
to do its work so amply.
Tfftdltlon should be treated with
respect. It is often worth following.
Real love seldom makes beautiful speeches. More often it is
dumb.

By DR. JAMES W. BARTON

A PATIENT may feel a Uttle
t-AjJein or soreness in the ear,
which later becomes so severe
that when he telephones his
physician the latter has almost TODAY'S
made up liis mind
that he will find a HEALTH
severe ear infec- COLUMN
tion and that the
very severe pain is likely due
to the formation of pus in the
mastoid—the spongy bone behind the ear.

L N INGENIOUS and putof-the-ordinary use of fur trimmings is
i prospect for fall.' As a matter of
ict, the vogue has not really been
back until the arrival of cool
for during the summer, suits
I ensembles of daintiest, sheerest
i in rapturous pastels highlight[ with touched of delicately toned
: have held high, favor with worni who pride themselves on keeping
with the mode.,
[Then, too, "coming events cast
shadows before** in advance
eason collections which include
' fascinating ensembles done in
ring wools that are enhanced
lovely, lightsome fur after the
anner of the stunning costume ilistrated. Gaston of Paris designed
handsome beige wool crepe enhle trimming it with exquisite
nior-matched for.
rom beginnings such as evinced in this fascinating ensemble
! vogue for fur trimmings is rap" developing- tottf a -tiasBion for
ue and highly decorative treati that will manifest itself in full
e as the autumn end winter style
Tam unfolds.
eparatory to the coming call for
• tens that are distinctively new
' out of the ordinary, designers
' put on their thinking caps in
to play up the idea in inus ways for it is said that emwill be placed on unique
of fur that have dramatic
For instance, such inng effects win. be worked as
ot appliques of fur, bands of
' that outline the fronts of jackets
-ling pockets in cunningly ecnc ways. The cuff-muff idea
cute trick that cuffs bishop
eevea in fur flared from a tight
"t. The cuffs form a muff when
hands are clasped together.
again the fur yoke, front or
is worked in varied ways.

Lace-Top Dress

Cloth sleeves that are patterned allover with applied huge polka dots
of fur present an attractive new
note. Then there are bindings and
borderings galore together with
swatches here and there in unexpected places that make for decorative and amusing fur fantasies.
However, not by any means does
all the glory go to the furs that
trim. They tell but half the story
of the enchanting i fashions under
way for the new season. It's the
perfect teamwork that carries on 5050 between luxurious wool weaves
plus dramatic fur trimmings.
That the forthcoming is going to
be a season of luxuriant fabric there
is no doubt and the new vintage of
woolen materials gives emphasis
to this forecast. It is said that
plaids will be more conspicuously in
the mode than ever, and when we
say plaids as now are it means as
resplendent an array as ere eye has
seen. For the girl.going away to
school the cape costume pictured in
the inset panel is enough to excite
the envy of every sorority, sister on
the campus. The cape is fashioned
of a strikingly handsome wool plaid.
It tops a two-piece navy wool suit.
The suit can be worn alone and the
cape with other costumes. The fur
that collars it adds chic and charm
to a high degree.
In regard to the grand and glorious woolens that will feature for fall
and Winter it is said that vertical
stripes in raised effects or contrasts
of yarn are scheduled among
weaves that will prove foremost in
fashion. There are many mossy
worsted crepes too that are highly
attractive in the new wool fabric
showings.
(ReleaMd by Western Newspaper Union.)

Warm Honey Beige
Smart Tan Shade
The "look pretty" edict this season extends to headgear, footgear
and makeup. Though some welltanned skins are seen (treated this
year with a new shiny finish and no
other makeup except vivid rouge),
the most talked-of tan tint is a warm
honey beige, made up with a little
rouge, mat powder and colorful lipstick.
Heads are topped with peaked
hoods attached to suits, wide hats
and fishnet turbans caught with two
big colored hairpins. Cork clogs
and raffla sandals are seen on smart
feet. Beach bags are bigger than
ever, and can be liberally equipped
with makeup to insure that pretty
look.

Fetching Gostume
In White and Blue
White and deep blue linen are
combined for a natty costume from
Bruyere, the blue making we deep
sailor on the jacket and the bodice
of the dress. On the shoulder of
the dress is a white anchor, etabroidered, and the anchor on ««
lacket sleeve is blue outlined in
red The buttons are flat, of motherof-pearl.
«e 0{
'the

moat attractive fashUf , la,cu"ent 8t»to P»8iam is
Pict, "* *«-*«P dreas. The mod^f*e "hovra
at a revue held
, Cpeator» of Chicago is
f ? u b * one °* '*« bi« suc« the season. It la liked par'y- I°r worn with a Jacket,
o fa]1car.ry °n through midseason
t wi'.v,U M *""7 Jot the corselet
t idel"Lwtl"te »' the lace top.
htile L,° w.lace top admits verT

Gray Woolens High Style
Gray wool weaves that blend to
gray furs wUl be featured h . 3 ^ s
The coming coats and suits sties;,
the gray vogue.
Hatful of Stars
fabric stars captured be
layers of maline .«
Imaginative creation of a
hat designer.

He finds the patient in great
pain,' but is relieved to find that the
pain is not behind the ear, and the
mastoid is not painful when pressed.
The pain is really In or in front of
the ear and is increased when he
moves the ear about.
What is usually the trouble when
the pain is in front of the ear, and
moving the ear increases the pain?
These are symptoms of a furuncle
or boil in the canal
going in to the outer
side of the drum of
the ear—not in the
ear proper at all.
The pressure of the
boil and the inflammation in this small
round canal causes
intense pain.
In speaking of
these boils or furuncles in the outer ear
Dr. Barton
canal, Dr. F. S.
Wrigley, Manchester, in The Practitioner, says that
the majority of cases do not call for
operation and a soothing and "waiting" or palliative treatment often
gives the better result. The canal
should be packed with half-inch ribbon gauze moistened with some
antiseptic preparation such as 2 per
cent carbolic in glycerin, and
fomentations (warm and moist medicated liquids) over the whole ear
give greater relief than dry heat in
any form.
When the boil comes to a "head"
and it can be seen to contain pus,
opening should not be delayed. As
opening a boil in this region is often
very painful, Dr. Wrigley states that
a general anaesthetic should always
be given.
Some physicians clean out the
canal with equal parts of peroxide
and warm water, dry the canal with
absorbent cotton, and then insert a
few drops of Keith's dressing (one
part carbolic to 16 parts glycerin).
If boil is small and "ready," it is
opened with a wooden toothpick
that has been dipped in carbolic.
It is important to remember that
when pain is in and in front of the
ear and is increased when ear is
moved, the trouble is likely due to
a boil in the canal.
* * *

Nerves Cause
Many 'Symptoms'
It is only natural that a patient
who is consulting his physician for
all manner of small ailments causes
the physician to feel that the patient
is just nervous and "imagines"
many of the symptoms of which he
complains. And even when there is
some slight organic condition present, such as a slight heart murmur,
the physician knows from exercise
or other tests that this condition is
really causing no symptoms. The
symptoms are due to nervousness.
Similarly with symptoms occurring in the stomach and intestines.
'The digestive tract is so exceedingly sensitive to nervousness, worry, anger, and fatigue that the
physician must learn something of
the patient's temperament, of his
sorrows and his problems of life
in home, office, and shop. Actually,
even when an organic disease is
found, such as an ulcer in the duodenum (the first part of the small
intestine into which the stomach
empties) it still may be necessary
for the physician to delve into the
patient's private life to learn such
things as financial reverses, domestic unhappiness, or bad nervous
habits which commonly give rise to
an ulcer of stomach or duodenum
and later help to keep it active."
Tell Doctor Your Troubles.
In other words, it is the home,
office, or shop life that is causing
the symptoms whether or not the
ulcer or other condition is present,
and if present, is causing the symptoms to continue day after day and
week after week. No medical or
even surgical treatment can cure
this condition as long as his nervousness and upsetments continue.
The thought then for patients' is
to tell their physician about the
things that are worrying or upsetting them. The physician may be
able to help the patient to overcome
these conditions.
Of course, it is not hard for the
physician to recognize the ordinary
neurotic or fussy individual who is
described by Dr. Walter Alvarez,
Mayo clinic, thus:
"We physicians all dread meeting
the woman with so many complaints
that she comes to the first interview
with a written list of them; we know
immediately that she hasn't much
seriously wrong with her and we
know that our treatment is not likely to be of much help to her."
i hu W«lt»rn Ncwnuotr Union.)

Then They Sober Up

SANDWICHES MAINSTAYS OF SUMMER MENUS
(See Recipe Below)

People always laugh at the fool
things you try to do until they discover that you are making money
at it.
i
It was Ed Howe who said that
"every man should be arrested'
abont two times in his life for
what he thinks."
He cannot be strict in judging,,
who does not wish others to bestrict in judging him.
i
We Average Humana
j
We sadly contemplate our br.d"
habits, and then reconcile ourselves to them.
There would be but few mysteries in this world if people looked
into everything as closely as a
woman looks into a mirror.
What would happen if a man
could be put through the processes
of a beauty shop as a woman is?

PENNV
FOR PENNX

'Make Mine a Ham on Rye' crisp. Serve with gherkin pickle

•you* BEST

fans.

Sandwiches in all their delightful
variety are the mainstays of summer menus. Grilled sandwiches
make a "one-dish meal" for lunch
or supper; substantial sandwiches
with hearty fillings make a satisfying picnic lunch;
and dainty "tea
sandwiches,"
_&•*
served with a
3rJ ^HraKtr-. frosted beverage,
are perfect for a
party.
But it keeps a
w o m a n ' s wits
working overtime
to provide sandwiches that are
new and different! And new and different they must be, if they're to
retain the appetite appeal which
makes them popular.,
Success With Sandwiches.
1. Use bread that is a day old.
2. Cream the butter—don't melt it.
3. Whatever the filling, use plenty
of it.
4. Keep sandwiches moist for several hours by wrapping them in wax
paper or in a clean cloth wrung out
of hot water.
5. Remember to use a variety in
breads, as well as fillings—whole
wheat, rye, graham, oatmeal, brown
bread, raisin bread, nut bread and
orange bread all make delicious
sandwiches.
6. Use left-over sandwiches for
next day's lunch or supper by
'french toasting" them—merely dip
the sandwiches in beaten egg, pan
fry them on both sides, and serve
hot with a garnish of watercress or
sweet pickle.
Raisin Orange Filling for
Sandwiches.
(Makes 8-10 sandwiches)
2 cups raisins
2 teaspoons grated orange rind
4 tablespoons orange juice
Grind the raisins, add orange rind
and juice and blend well. Use with
white or whole wheat bread.
Banana Butter Filling.
(Makes 1 cup filling)
1 ripe banana
ft cup peanut butter
Vi cup dates (cut fine)
1 teaspoon lemon juice
Mash banana with a fork and thoroughly blend in remaining ingredients.
Mayonnaise Sandwich Loaf.
1 loaf bread
1 head lettuce
ft cup boned chicken
ft cup mayonnaise dressing
3 slices broiled bacon
1 medium sized tomato
% package cream cheese
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
Ripe olives
Celery
Remove crusts and slice a medium sized loaf of bread lengthwise
in t h r e e l o n g
slices. Place crisp
lettuce leaves on
the slice and add
a layer of boned
chicken. Spread a
second slice of
bread with mayonnaise and place
d r e s s i n g side
down, on the chick-en. Add crisp
broiled bacon and thin sliced tomatoes as the sandwich filling on this
second layer. Spread tomatoes with
mayonnaise dressing and top with
third long slice of brejad. Mix 3 to 4
packages softened 'cream cheese
with one tablespoon prepared mustard and frost the loaf. Garnish
with ripe olives an.d parsley. Slice
as for any ordinary loaf of bread.
Serve on individual plates.
Hot Peanut Butter Sandwiches.
Toast 5 slices of bread on one
side only. Then spread untoasted
side with ft cup peanut butter, and
then with % cup chili sauce. Top
with slices of bacon and broil slowly
until bacon is slightly browned and

Sandwich Spread.
2 teaspoons dry mustard
V« cup sugar
% teaspoon salt
Yt cup milk
2 eggs (slightly
beaten)
V« cup vinegar
2 teaspoons lemon juice
6 tablespoons soft
butter
1 3-ounce package
cream cheese
Vt cup pimiento (chopped)
V4 cup olives (chopped)
2 tablespoons pickle (chopped)
1 tablespoon green pepper
(chopped)
In a double boiler place the mustard, sugar, salt and milk. Blend
in eggs and vinegar, and cook, stirring constantly, until thickened. Remove from flame, and add remaining ingredients. Store in refrigerator until using.
Savory Sandwich Filling:.
1 pound American cheese.
Vt pound dried beef
1 cup condensed tomato soup
Run cheese and beef through food
chopper, then moisten with the tomato soup. You will find that this
filling will keep indefinitely if stored
in the refrigerator.

CIGARETTE

Buy!

By burning 2S% slower than
the average of the IS otter
of the largest-tailing brands
tested—slower than any of
them-CAMELS give smokers the equivalent off

.If you're looking for suggestions for easy, inexpensive meals
be sure to read this column next
week. In it Eleanor Howe will
give you practical tested recipes
for one dish "macaroni meals"—
recipes that are suitable for family menus, for camp cookery, and
even for an informal buffet supper.
Get This New Cook Book.
Of course the man in your family
has very special recipe likes and
dislikes. So has every other heman. And, of course, they all like a
big, juicy steak, apple pie a la mode,
potatoes au gratin, etc. This new
cook book contains over 125 recipes
that men like. Send 10 cents in coin
to "Feeding Father," Eleanor Howe,
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111., and get a postage prepaid
copy now.
WORTH REMEMBERING

ES, Cwnela, widi dielr matchtrvt
JL blend of fine*, more expensive
tobftccos, my^t^ Ivucnry fluoluns 8vd
a lot mote of It In every pack. Recent
impartial laboratory comparisons of
16 of the largest-selling brands show:

Brown paper moistened in vinegar will polish tins until they shine
like silver.
Save all paraffin as you remove it
from your preserves and jelly.
CAMELS were found to contain
A man's pipe cleaner makes an
MORE TOBACCO BY WEIGHT
excellent device for cleaning the
than the average for the 15 other of
spout of the coffee or tea pot.
the largest-selling brands.
Emptying a cream whipper and
bowl is wasteful unless one takes
CAMELS BURNED SLOWER
time to scrape them carefully.
THAN ANY OTHER BRAND
To prevent sugar from forming TESTED - 2596 SLOWER THAN
in preserves or jam, add a teaspoon
THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE 15
of corn sirup to the contents ol
OTHER OF TUB LARGEST-SELLeach pint.
ING BRANDSI By burning 25%
When the faucets in your bathroom need polishing take a soft I slower, on (he avenge, Camels give
cloth wet in kerosene and it will I smokers the equivalent of 3 EXTRA
brighten them instantly without inSMOKES PER PACKJ
jury.
Instead of peeling whole apples,
In the same tests, CAMELS HELD
first cut them in half, then in quarTHEIR ASH FAR LONGER
ters, cut out the core and then peel.
than the average time for all the
This is a great time saver.
other brands.
Instead of peeling potatoes or
scraping carrots, scrub same with
Try Camels. Enjoy the cooler, milder
a chore ball, and skins will come off
smoking of long-burning Camels...
easily without waste.
America's No. I cigarette for Plea-

1

2

3

(Released by Weetern Newspaper Union.I

sure and Economy.

For a Higher Effect
Interior decorators have now decided that the use of a deep color
on ceilings raises them, instead of
lowers, as has been usually thought.
A new trick is to carry the side
wall paper up onto the ceiling about
ID inches, instead of dropping the
ceiling color down on the sides. This
creates an optical illusion of greater
height.

CAMELS
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Mom Pleasure per Riff.
More Riffe p«r Fbcfcl

VOLUME FIFTY-SIX
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Funeral Services For Mrs. SIX
Anna McCosh Held Friday
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Frank Long of Tracy, Minn., ha
,
resident
of the vicinity about ten
afternoon
was
a
soft
ball
game.
tool Commission. July sales at wiu be a Crime Doesn't Pay miniature,
>een enjoying a visit the past few
Charging desertion, L. W. Lieurance • mi,M 8OUtheast of AnitB> died Wedne8.
Jame
,
John
and
Robert
Cooper
of
3
the
state
owned
stores
amounted
to,
d"
and
a
cartoon,
"Africa
Wante
days in Anita with his brother, ChesAtlantic has filed suit for d.vorce j
17 \n 1/11 HA ——
afternoon at 2:00 o'clock at her
i*J, — ^JH.
"
Newton gave several guitar and man- er A. Long and family. Mr. Long, nf the
55,l4i.74 compared
with 1,i ft ft nal»Q ,
Cass county district court, nam- home in Massena. Mrs. Sullivan had
Sqawks."
dolin selections. A letter of. greeting until he retired on a pension a few ng his wife, Mary Lieurance, as de?&77,859.23.
ill several months, having sufMrs. Lester King has returned to waa read fro m Mrs. Charles Spaiigler months ago, was for many years endant. The petition states that the been
sales at the Anita store were
j~~"^
attack while visiting
2.043.42, while during June the sales her home southwest of the city from' of Palisade, Colo.
ard foreman for the railroad that ouple was married July 18, 1932, in' a daughter, Mrs. Roy Robinson, in
This
reunion
was
the
largest
ever
the
Iowa
Lutheran
hospital
in
Dea
« $2,370.94, The store was open
passes through Tracy.
Omaha and separated May 16, 1937. Lincoln, Nebr., last March. Following
' business 26 days daring the month Moines, where she was a med.cal held since the annual custom was inher return home, Mrs. Sullivan showed
augurated in 1936. Since a year ago,
A black Angus steer exhibited by
For an average dally business of $81.74. patient for several weeks.
improvement but for a' number of
there have been five marriages, three 17-year-old Clarence Conn of Lewis
Sales during July at other liquor
weeks she had been too ill to receivebirths and one death.
won the grand championship baby
["ores in this part of the state were
callers.
Prank
Duff
was
elected
president
>eef
trophy
at
the
fifth
annual
Cass
follows:
Atlantic, $4,732.41;
She was born in Goshen, N. J., Nov.
succeeding Calvin Duff and Mrs. county 4-H achievement show held at
n, $5,326.86; Carroll, $4,869.74;
7,
1853, the daughter of 'William and
The
Holy
Cross
Evangelical
church,
Walter
Root
succeeds
Mrs.
Ralph
he old Cass county fair grounds east
?3,112.88; Rod Oak, $3,024.60;
which Rev. H. G. Belsheim of Anita Jane Thompson Chester, and when she
Anderson
as
secretary.
of
Atlantic
last
week.
Grand
cham$4,660.11; Shenandoah, $3,Ed. Gaines of Lenox was killed and
The 1940 reunion will be held at the pion in the horse department was a s pastor, was organized by the con- was 15 years old moved to MTason
J 74 3l; Hamburg, 9997.15; Manning, his wife and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
county, 111., where she was married to
same place on the second Sunday in Belgian two-year-old colt exhibited gregation at a meeting held in the S. I. Sullivan Feb. 19, 1874. Three
iWOl.BO; Jefferson, $5,134.86; Adel,
of
Anita^
were
injured
in
an
:.
O.
0.
F.
hall
laat
Wednesday
evBeaver
by Ralph Stone, son of Mr. and MYs.
Trenton, August.
*1.638.55; Audubon, $2,787.78; Stuart, automobile
years later, Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan
accident
Earl Stone of Anita. More than 7,000 ening.
1; Winter**, f 1,681.10; Avoca,
The constitution and by-laws were came to Iowa, locating on a farm in
2
Special
services
were
held
at
St
persons
attended
the
4-H
show.
» >271.68; Griswold, *816.61; Villisca,
adopted by the people present and Massena township, later purchasing:
tire on
•Mary's Catholic church at 7:00 o'clock
* 789 CG; Corning, $1,914.04; Green- blew
r. Gaines,
uames, v« was
- dnv- Tuesday morning in observance of
84 adult communicant members form a farm northeast of Massena.
out. Mr.
Quick
thinking
last
Thursday
mornMd
trol of U, mach.ne an
, $1,612.56; and Walnut, $1,004.20.
Mr. Sullivan died in 1914. Surviving by Dean Prall of Atlantic, a state ;he new church which heretofore has
usual the retail store in the build- ing, loai COR
it ,-olled down a "The Assumption."
been a Mission. Rev. George Griesse, ing are a son, Oran Sullivan of Maslighway
commission
weed
cutter,
proboccupied by the commission had ( i t turned over
suffered a
A reunion of the Graham family ably saved the life of H. G. Scharfen- pastor of St. John's Lutheran church sena, and two daughters, Mrs. John
the
roken shoulder,
Ingest sales of the 170 state big
north of Adair and Visitor of this, jJrown, residing in Arkansas, and Mrs.
but was held Sunday in the park at Adel berg of Fort Dodge. Soharfenberg'a
with $38,038.60, and the f' ac
circuit, acted as chairman at the Roy Robinson of Lincoln. Another
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being
served
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left
the
highway
two
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west
i . u,,.-f Mr lieavci civ.-,
, with
v»<m a
daughter, Mrs. Allie Caddock, died
not seriously hurt M^ ^ ^ ^ I
g th(J noon hour. The afternoon of Wiota, plunged down a 15-foot em- meeting and Rev. Belsheim as secin October, 1930. There are five grandretary.
bankment
and
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fire.
Prall
•Irs. 5. M. DteCamp and Mrs. flarley with minor
The- injured people | was spent socially, boat riding and driving his tractor nearby, saw the
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newly
organn
McCook
I
swimming.
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present
were
ler
,
spent a few days in Burlington fered leg ' J
and one sister, Mrs. Julia White of
ized
church
are
to
build
a
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He rushed to the burning
were taken to a I
lettve George Graham and wife, Charley accident.
a
week attending the state meeting for treatment, but Champaign, 111.
wr.
"
of
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somewhere
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L
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with
an
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and
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Bettj
I, lh <- American Legion Auxiliary.
Funeral services were held at the
Anita, however, no lots have been
extinguisher
carried
on
the
tractor
Marie,
and
Max
C.
'Walker,
wife
and
atiif S Morgan, father of Mrs.
Masaena
Methodist church Friday
purchased
as
yet.
Prall
then
extricated
Scharfenberg
children, air from Anita; and Frank
|Ca
P. accompanied them to Burlingafternoon at 2:00 o'clock and burial
Following
the
meeting
the
ladies
who
was
unconscious,
from
the
back
•Graham
and
wife,
Mildred
and
Sher
n l
" visit with another daughter,
aid of the church served a lunch was in the Masaena township cemetery.
on Anderson, Levi Drake and wif seat, where he had been thrown in
is Bruce Engle and family. Dorothy
which consisted of ice cream and Rites were conducted by Mr. Calvin
fall.
The
Fort
Dodge
man
suffers
and Chuck Andrews, wife and son
W* tame to Anita with them for a
t Lindeman.
cake.
'only
a
cut
on
his
head.
Ken, from Des Moines.
°"i's visit with her grandfather
8t Otis, Colo.
aunt.

Values For Friday-Saturday
$1.19

19c

lOc

15c

COFFEE
39c
27c

45c

15c

21c
19c

Eighty Members of Duff Daughenbaugh Family Holds
Family Attend Reunion Reunion Sunday in Anita

at Anita Liquor
Store Were $81.74 a Day

Mrs. Adelia Sullivan, 85,
Dies at Home in Massena

Anita Couple Injured in
Auto Accident Sunday

%:••£' -°r- —.»

rorm
New Church Last Week

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1939.

National Circuit Auto Races
On 3 Days at lo^ya State Fair

PHONE 300
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
BANANAS, see for yourself, 3-lbs.
GRAPE FRUIT, P & G, 3 No. 2 cans.....'.""
TOILET SOAP, Fairsex, lathers in hard water
4 bars
'
PEAS, Early June, 2 No. 2 cans
'
7
TOMATO SOUP, Brimfull, 3 tall cans..
?
SHORTENING, Swift Jewell, 4-lb. pail..
*
CORN, solid pack, 3 No. 2 cans
ip
LARD, open kettle rendered, 3-lbs
'•'.'."^
Full Line of Luncheon^Meat at Lowest Prices

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
RED CUP COFFEE, 3 pounds
39c
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, package
23c
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE, 3 No. 2 cans
23c
MILK, Clover Farm, 4 tall cans
25c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 3 packages
13c
SALMON, No. 1 pink, 2 cans
29c
MATCHES, 6-box carton
18c
JOHNSON'S PASTE WAX, impound free
with 1 pound for
65c
CREAMERY BUTTER, pound
24c
Carrots, Lettuce, Celery, Cabbage
and Tomatoes.
is home from a visit
THE ANITA TRIBUNE withDixieherButtolph
grandparents, J. F. Buttolph
Published Every Thursday by the

and wife, in Ames.

Tribune Publishing Co.

Des Moines la., Special: The kings of America's dirt tracks will
congregate here the last week In August for the National Circuit auto
races—one of the greatest national race meets of 1939—which will
headline three days of the Iowa State Fair. The National Circuit
races will open Friday, Aug. 25, continuing on Sunday, Aug. 27, and
the final FrIHay, Sept. 1. Entries already Include both Gus Schrader
and Emory Collins, national champion and runner-up, as well as more
than fifty other driving aces from every part of the country. Three
other afternoons of the fair, Aug. 28, 29 and 31, will feature harness
races, and two afternoons, Aug. 26 and 30, will headline "thrill day"
programs.

Chris J. Petersen, wife and sons,
Editor Ansel and Ivy, spent Sunday with
relatives at Elkhorn.
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
Charles (Bud) Mitchell has been
If not paid in advance
$2.00
confined to his home the past week, 8,000 PERSONS HAVE TAKEN
DRIVERS TEST SINCE JULY 15
Entered at the post office at Anita, suffering from an attack of kidney
stones.
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
Approximately 8,000 persons have
'Mrs. William Schaarf was dis- taken state drivers license examinTHURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1939.
charged Sunday from the Atlantic ations since July 15, the last date when
Dr. F. D. Weimer, wife and daugh- hospital, where she had been a patient renewals of old licenses were accepted
without re-examination, drivers license
ter, Kathryn, were Omaha visitors for several days.
officials said a few days ago.
Sunday.
Glair Beattie, head of the drivers
Carol, 6-year-old daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Mary Wilson went to Omaha and Mrs. Glen Porch, submitted to an license division of the state public
Sunday to make a three weeks' visit operation for"^j>e removal of her ton- safety department, estimated that
approximately 50 per cent of those
with Mrs. Bessie Saxton and family. sils Tuesday morning.
taking the examinations were new
Rev. Arthur V. Long, wife and baby
Robert Cryer and wife returned home drivers, who never before held licenses.
are enjoying a ten days' visit with Tuesday evening from a business trip
The remainder, Beattie said, were
relatives and friends at Higginsville, to Chicago. While in Illinois they persons who failed to apply for their
Mo.
spent a day with relatives at Morris. new licenses before the July 15 deadlirffe.
Miss Jeannette Robson, a student at
Harvey Goodwin, wife and daughThe division now is using 15 drivers
a Des Moines commercial college, spent ter of St. Louis, M'o., are here for license examiners 'and 15 examiners'
the week end at the home of her par- a week's visit with his parents, O.
clerks to give the examinations at
ents, Henry Robson and wife.
Goodwin and wife, and with other 110 points in the state. Examinations
relatives and friends.
for Cass county residents are Tuesday
Chas. Dressier and wife left Saturday for Scottsbluff, Neb., where they
G. M. DeCamp, Robert Nelson and at the courthouse in Atlantic.
will spend a few weeks visiting with Virgil Petersen, employed by the state
OLE SAYS.
friends and looking after a farm they highway commission on a road project
own near that town.
near Mt. Ayr, spent the week end at
Two most fascinating books of the
their respective homes in Anita.
year are "North to the Orient" and
Mrs.
D. C. Weaver and daughter,
"Listen, the Wind," accounts of pioneer
Miss Betty, and Miss Carol Dement
Gail Burke of this city and his ocean flights, by Anne, Mbrrow Lindwere visitors the first of the week..in brother, Ray Burke and wife of Harberg, and recently awarded two litMassena with Mrs. Kenneth McKee, lan, left Friday evening for Chicago
erary medals in one of our eastern
another daughter of Mrs. Weaver. where they spent a few days on a
universities. The former is a journal
combined business and pleasure trip. of the first half of her flight, with her
Robert Ames, 12-year-old son of
famous husband, through Canada,
Mr. and Mrs. Azel S. Ames, suffered
M'iss Virginia Bartley has gone to
Alaska, Russia and finally China and
the fracture of a bone near the wrist Des iMoines where she has enrolled
Japan, beautifully and cleverly written.
in the left arm Monday evening when as a student at the Iowa School of
The second book records the final lap
he fell while walking with a pair of Beauty Culture. Virginia is a reof their flight from Spain, Africa and
stilts.
cent graduate of the Anita high school
across the Atlantic to Brazil. Both
and is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
books are well worth reading—equally
Mrs. Hazel Forshay and daughters, Herbert Bartley.
as exciting as any fiction.
Dorothy and Mary, of Des Moines,
* * *
and Mrs. Wenonah McNeil of Ottawa,
Supervisor Mike Metz is a patient
Dr. Lloyd C. Douglas' books, any of
111., and her son and daughter-in-law, at the University hospital in Iowa
Roy Forshay and wife, of Huntington City, where a few days ago he sub- them, rank first place in my good book
Park, Cal., are spending a few days mitted to an operation for prostate list. I think Mary Rdberts Rinehart's
second.
this week at the homes of B. D. and gland trouble. Latest reports from "The Doctor" is•a close
• •
R. W. Forshay, and with other rela- the hospital state that he is showing
Good books are so easily obtainable
tives in Atlantic.
satisfactory recovery.
from our libraries that it is a crime
John Turner and wife and Earl
The Happy Sewing club met last not to take advantage of them. I pity
Turner, wife and two daughters, Thursday afternoon at the home of the person who cannot find a friend
Patricia and Betty, of Hastings, Neb., the Misses Bernice and Agnes Christ- in books.
W. F. BUDD

spent the week end in the city with
their sister and aunt, Mrs. Mae Workman, and with other relatives and
friends.
The Turners left Anita
about thirty-nine years ago.

ensen, west of the city. Six members
THINGS TO WATCH FOR.
and two visitors were present. The
afternoon was spent at fancy work
A new refrigerator that is hermetfollowed by the hostesses serving a ically sealed and impervious to air,
lunch.
gas and fluids. rA new plastic made of Zein, a corn; waste which up to now has been used
! as a cattle feed, which will be used
'. for fabricating auto and aircraft accessories, and a coating for paper.
A flashlight that generates its own
electricity. Concealed in the aluminum
case is a spring motor which drives a
tiny, high powered generator. You
WITH
merely wind the spring, press a button and a beam of light issue forth.
A shoe polish that when applied
automatically gives a shine, requiring
no "elbow grease."

MORE USABLE W
TRY THE
ONUT OASOLINE

MIXTURE

"CUWflC CONTROL*

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Everett B. Luman and wife and his
i daughter, Mrs. Ted Darrow, left
day morning for Sheboygan, Wis^to
spend a few days with Mrs. Luman's
daughter, Mrs. Art Kloppenburg and
family. From Sheboygan they will
j go to Zanesville, Ohio, to visit Mr.
Luman's mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Luman, and other relatives and friends.
They expect to be gone about two
weeks.
Tom Herridg, who claims Tarkio,
Mo., as his home, stopped in the city
over night Monday, while passing
through here on his Cushman scooter.
Mr. Herridg has traveled more than
39,000 miles on the scooter and has
visited 36 states and several provinces in Canada. He is on his way to
the fair in New York City, and travels
about 150 miles a day at a rate of
20 to 25 miles an hour. He has a
small trailer attached to the scooter
I in which he sleeps and makes his
home.

bugs suddenly
up
agata. 'Eating field corn i
+
AROUND IOWA. +
+ + * • * • • * • * • * + + **. •»••*•* enough But when chinch-bugs
the -future of Iowa's famou
Who'll Set the Record?
An easy way to get an argument and sorghum,

started is to ask who has the tallest;
Crash Fatal.
corn in Iowa. At Winterset last week
When
Oscar
Anderson, of Weri(i . ,
W. W. Brown produced a stalk thirteen and one-half feet in height. This used hiB trailer last week to haul dJ 1
paper is wondering who will set the- he warned a group of youngsters not i»
"hook rides" in the vehic.e, th« dro
Iowa record this year.
away for another load. A few minute,
ASKS DISTRICT COURT TO
later, his companion, Herbert Gibson
No
Sideshows.
SET ASIDE GRISWOLD DEED
People still like good, clean fun. looked back and saw that the trailer
Anthony E. and Nora M. Morton At West Des Moines last week, 2,500 had uncoupled. Anderson drove back
of Griswold are named defendants in townspeople and farmers turned out over the route and came upon the
an equity petition filed in district for a community picnic, staged with- trailer, which had collided sharply
court in Atlantic by Paul F. Denham out benefit of ferris wheels, merry- with a stockyard's chute. Near the
of Griswold, as guardian of the pro- go-rounds, strip-tease acts or con- wreckage lay fatally injured, 12-yearperty of Solomon Corderman, 90 years cessions. Last year the festival, staged old Garland Adler, who had been a
without attractions other than such "stowaway" in the trailer box.
old.
Denham asks the court to set aside home-grown events as slipper-kicking
Conscience.
a deed under which Corderman and and hog calling contests, attracted
his wife, Emma, 85, transferred two j over 2,300 people. It's a "city" town, At the George Lonergan store in
Reinbeck, a high school student snitchlots in Griswold to the defendants, too.
ed a candy bar. Last week-fifteen i
Morton operates a beer parlor and
years later—he .walked in and gave j
eating place on the premises, accordHot Tip.
ing to the petition.
Sheriff Paul Applegate of Knox- Lonergan ten cents to pay for it.
The plaintiff claims the property ville got his hottest tip recently. A
More Albinos.
has a cash market value of at least neighbor knocked at the door about
Recently we ran a piece about an j
$5,000, but that, "by fraud, cajolery, one a. m. advised the sheriff that his
Iowa albino colt. Now comes William
and playing on the senility" of Mr. j house was on fire.
Tipling of near Adair, with two of 'em.
Corderman, the defendants prevailed
Full sisters, his colts are reported to j
upon him to sell for $3,750.
Fishing Trip.
The petition further states that the
Donald Boren wrote his parents at have not a single black hair. One has j
defendants withheld all knowledge of Adel last week that he was "going "glass" (unpigmented) eyes; the other
the transaction from the plaintiff, who fishing with the president." Oon is has natural eyes. Underneath the |
claims to have held the power of at- a member of the crew of the U. S. S. hair, the skin of the colts is pink.
torney since January, 1938, permitting I Tuskaloosa on which President RooseKilled.
him to take care of Mr. Corderman's jvelt will make a fishing trip to Nova
business affairs.
When the drive chain of a mounted]
| Scotian waters.
The real estate involved is Lots
hammer-mill snapped one day narl
12 and 13 in Block 10 in the original
Lanyon recently, operator Lloyd Cirf-J
Speed Traps Gone.
town of Griswold.
Here's good news for S. TJ. I. foot- son, 39, collapsed as if shot. Pki»t|
ball teams. Speed traps at Coralville cians found the'link-pin imbedded i^|
At her home on Chestnut Street and Ladora, near Iowa City, have been his heart.
last Friday evening, Mrs. C. H. John-! eliminated according to a statemen
son was hostess to the members of made by officers of the Highway Su
Absent Minded Doctor.
the Friday bridge club. Additional association.
Last week, press dispatches told how;|
guests were (Mrs. F. D. Weimer, Mrs.
John McDonald of New Hampton \
A. R. Kohl, Mrs. Glen A. Roe, Mrs.
his auto stolen during the birth ofjl
Sitdown Strike.
Bert Ramus and Mrs. Carl Millard.
Managers of a seed corn company his second child—and how this same'.;!
High score was held by Mrs. Leo V. at Anamosa had a sitdown strike thing .happened during the birth of his 1
1
Bongers.
on their hands recently. The office girls first child a year ago or two previous- !
ly. JThe sequel to the story came that.I
Miss Miaxine Taylor entertained a !
same evening, when MfcDonald's fam-.-J
w earlZ*
ily doctor drove home to find that his
own car was already in the garageChas. Taylor, corner of Fourth and
'went h
"me,
and that he had absent-mindedly
Elm Streets, Monday evening. Chinese
orts
?
S\ the
T "stolen" the McDonald car and had
Came back
h
,
'
checkers were played during the even-! male
T
ma
l e eel e m e n t
f
° . ^office force was driven it all day without knowing it.
ing at which prizes were won by Miss I
,
arad n
,n abbreviated trunks was not his own.
Gladys Joy and Mrs. L. D. Buttolph ! P
' g
Lunch was served late in the evening.
s '
IT*office mirrors so
- hadH arranged the
Confusion sometimes occurs because
of the nearness of the Villisca postth
the gir S C0uld better see them
Edward Bell, wife and daughter ! f '
'
office to the liquor store—and vice
3W them
The man
Joy, of Chico, Cal., are here for a few ! S6 V6S
'
a
complete victory versa. The other day, a fellow walked
weeks' visit with her parents, Jesse I a g C m e n t SC°red
into the postoffice and called for a pint
M. Deeming and wife. Mr. Bell is j
of legal liquor. He was referred next
in the insurance business in Chico and ! .
Unusual Test.
y Ung ady at Sevmour
while here will spend a short time a t ' •
°
was tak- door. Another day, a lady walked indnver>s
the home office of the company in '"*
"cense test, when the to the liquor store, put down a penny
Oinaha. Mrs. Bell also has employ-, pat™!.maJi suddenl y urged her to "Step and asked for a postcard. She got the
The driver of another car had postcard, there happening to be a stray
ment in the Montgomery-Ward store
i Just gone through a stopsign. When one there, and went over to the orde
in Chico.
j his lady pupil proved unable to catch desk. After writing diligently for sevIn honor of her 12th. birthday a n - ! l?' W ' th the lawbr eaker, Patrolman eral minutes she went back to «i
niversary, Miss Devona Woodall enter-; ' ' R ' Kelley took over the wheel and counter, looked aroiind and then aske
where the letter slot was hiding- W ne
tained fifteen girl friends last Thurs-1 a f t e r a lo"g chase at 85 miles an hour,
day afternoon at the home of h e r ' rdu*ht the culprit and gave him a informed of her mistake, she is i
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Woodall ' t l c k e t - The young lad y tl»en pro- ported to have gone through the fro
door faster than the Zephyr g<*
on Maple Street. The girls spent ceeded with her driver's test—at
through Villisca. Wonder if she addea
the afternoon with games and contests !Snail ' S pace'
P. S.tothecard?-VilIiscaKev.e«and Devona was the recipient of many
Another Entry.
lovely presents. A lunch was served
by Mrs. Woodall.
There's another candidate in the
_„
running for the "meanest man" title.
At her home on Walnut Street last Recent 'y- Mrs. Viola Kammlade, pioThursday afternoon, Mrs. Cal. K neer resi dent of Matlock community
Darrow entertained the members of the near Sheldon- Passed away and friends
Silver Thread club. Seven members collected $10 to buy flowers for her
were present, also three visitors, Mrs funeral - During the night, the money
Wayne Jewett and Mrs. Ida M u n t e n - ; W a s Stolen from the office of the
dam of Anita and Mrs. Mary Stuva ,,f Parme rs elevator there.
Btidgewater. The ladies spent
spent tht
afternoon sewing carpet rags for tin
Close Call.
hostess, and a lunch was served 1
No Ashes or Coal to
Clarence
Stone
of Harlan almost
Jy
Mrs. Darrow.
had the experience of digging his own
Carry
grave
M
Dr. C. "•
E. nHarry,
« u i y , wife
w i r e and chii.i,.
,i;t i. last
c week. He was ~digging

said okay

Cook and Heat
the
Modern Way

(

Bethhand ,„..
Max, «,f South
Pain'
"'
ab dena
ar
"
. < al.,
PrB
areP here
for a„ ..:..:.
visit ..."
with relative's
and
friends. The Harry family, f o l l l l e r
former
residents of Anita, left here five V e,,
ago to make their home in Calif,;,,,^
and where he now has a,
extensive
practice of his profession. While Dr.
and Mrs. Harry have been here's
re several
times for visits since moving u,
forma, it is the first t i m e
that Beth and Max have I >een in A n i t a
They are also e n j o y i n g
a vi.it w, l h
relatives and friend, ln Ada!"

D

W Whe
J , , caved
* °™
' huri«i
" the
suddenly
in and
and
n
in
buried him.
A
fellow workman, Jim Ross, cleared
the dirt away from his head and chest
so that Clarence could breath and then'
secured help to dig him out.
\

Sweet Touth.
Marion county chinch-bugs have won
the Iowa title for just pure meanness.
^arly thjs spring they ate up a sorghum field of lhe Slack brothers. The
"eld was re-seeded and was coming
? nicely until recently, when the

Quick and Cheap to
Operate
See Our Modern Ranges
and Heaters Before
You Buy

Dement Imp-CoThe I. H. C. Store

BIG

TOP

ByEDWHEELAN

J eff BanK5- circus owner, calls his troublesome ringmaster to his office and
applies the pressure.

GCANT GET AvwAV WITH THIS,
— I'LL HAVE THE LAW ON
YOU IP THESE THUGS SO MUCH
AS LAV A FINSER ON ME I!

THERE'S AlO NCeO TO BE ALARMED,
'"SILK" - HAVE A SEAT - THESE
GENTLEMEN WONT HUf?T VOU
\ UN LESS, OF COURSE, VOU
Oe>l\GE ME IN A N/ERV
LITTLE
MATTER .'!

CALM

to Weear „, Hj|

.

ANC> RELAV

- ALL you

HAVE TD DO IS 3TJ6T

THIS UTTLE- PAPER
ANP EVER/TWINS
e>E. FINE AMD

charming, soft

(ash t'

mom. No. 179! S J "

georget

fully fitted. This

'

dress for s l i m o u n
look especially Sweet

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Lala Meets Justice Splice of Stoogeville
'UALA,THS16»S
HIS HOUSE -.IT
SAYS "HIRAM
SPLICE-JUSTICE
. OF THE PEACE"

WELL, HE OUGHT
TO BE HOME FROM
THAT FOOL
PARADE
BY NOW

HELLO.-WE WANT
TO GET MARRIED
RIGHT AWAY - IS
THE JUSTICE
BACK VET ?

VOP, HE COME
BACK FROM
MARCMIN'
A SPELL
AGO BUT
HE'S BUSY

SAY,
IW A-TELLIN1
YA - HE CAN'T
SEE YA!

HE CAN'T, EH! ]
WAITLL HE /
FINDS OUT 'I
WHO I AM

HOWDY, MI5SIE -VKNOVW
SOME FOLKS SAYS
RUBBlN'S GOOD PER
THE FEET ~ BUT \
AliAYS 6IV6S 'EIA A
GOOD MUSTARD SOAK
AFTER A PARADE

Frank Mr Karkty

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Aw!_Mean Old Law of Gravity!

v«A y

lines, roundly puffed
softly bloused bodice and,;
flaring skirt. Little bows i"
sash add to its fluttery
Dimity, organdy, taffeta and]
ted swiss are especially i
this. Later on it will be 1
thin wool.
The Patterns.
No. 1795 is designed for s

36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and |i

B«D Oradleai*.—WKU Sarvie*.

MESCAL IKE

Full Recovery

B/ s. L. HUNTLEY

OlDJA, -MEA.R
'BOUT MUtEVBOTES
FAULINJ' OPP TW

1 RECMOW
DlOMTTELLM
UJHAT TU1

WAU,
HE MISMTMOT
EVER BE. ABLE
TO WORK A.SEM

MAW...
TUEV TOLD
HIM

HIT CHEERED
HIM UP -SO HE
SOT
O17TTA. BED AK11 \WEKTT
DOWKJ TO TH',
POOL HALL/

36 requires, with short r'-"
yards of 39-inch mati
yards with long sleeves. ~1
No.. 1793 is designed tar
10, 12, 14 and 16 years. "
requires 3% yards of 35-iix
terial; 2% yards of ribbon fnj
and 2% yards for little f
Send your order to The Sgj
Circle Pattern Dept.,
Forty-third street, New fl
N. Y. Price of patterns, IS'f
(in coins) each.
(BeU

Syndicate-WNU Sen

Common Sense
About Constipation |
A doctor would tell you ttatj
best thing to do with constipW
IB get at ttt cause. That w«l
dorit have to endure itfirsti
try to cure It afterward-you*
avoid having It.
J
Chances are you won t &MM
Jot* far for the cause if ?«•
the super-refined foods «w
people do. Most likely vaA
""!tod"

by S. L. HuDtley.li

POP— One Up for Pop

By J. MILLAR WATT

IS THERE- ANYTHING THAT
REQUIRES MOREFINESSE

YES1.
BORROWING
MONEY FROM
YOUR

H l s what y o u
crtep crunchy Kellogg s^*
ft* breakfast. It contain ]«
"teulk"
you need.every dayj
Bat All-Bran
plenty of water, and JD
gSulars." Made by KelW
Battle Creek. Soldbyevery
••••"•™*"^^~^—^^

D

Cheerful News
pickers CLOSE
MOTOR PLANT

D

Need of Encourage"
It takes a good deal
agement to counteract the
despondency of the arw
perament—Veromca.

-•
Dad—I'd like to know what would
have happened if I'd asked as many
questions as you when I was a boy.
Son—Maybe youd be able to answer some of mine now.

•{

tasssssssss
•WNU—N
THEMimnmUTSEEMSAyEAR

Quick Bargain
The decrepit old car drove up to
the toll bridge. "Fifty cents," cried
the gateman. Replied the sailor.
"Sold."
Particular
Joe Prep—Waiter, gimme a pork
chop with french-fried potatoes, and
be sure to have the chop lean.
Waiter—Yessir. Which way, sir?
Our Mistake
Him—And this, I suppose, is one
of those hideous caricatures jou call
modern art.
Her—Nope, that's just a mirror.
April Fool
Teacher—When were you born?
Johnny—April 2,1924, Miss Brown.
Teacher—Well, being late ia a
habit with you.

Twould b« mora o
(reg^
Burning, a»n» <* ,vT>ii»turj..l

that

\

-

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

FACTS AND FUN

Notice

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1939.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Maduffs Food Market

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

WE DELIVER

PHONE 239
Dear Mr. Budd:
August 19, 1909.
We saw Hazel last night and she
C. 0. Gipple has purchased the farm
THURSDAY-FRIDAY—SATURDAY
is still in bed with the foot of the recently sold by Barney Ehle.
bed elevated and weights on her legs,
ANITA INDEPENDENT,
Born, on Tuesday, Aug. 17, to Mr.
No. 1 Creamery
but seemingly very light of heart and and Mrs. Henry Karns, a boy.
Pound
BENTON, GRANT AND LINCOLN
happy to be home with her family
R. R. Bell has sold his well improved
Golden Ripe
again. They act mighty happy to j
n Franklin township for $150
TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS.
have her there too. She has that
Pound
per acre.
perennial smile which won't rub off
Mrs. B. D. Forshay is spending the
Pints,
Dozen, 40c
Your directors have made arrangements for and between you and me, I think she week in Omaha getting acquainted
Quarts—Dozen
you to secure or dispose of your second hand text enjoyed a great many things in the with her new granddaughter.
hospital which others would find
books at your local text book depository.
Homer Kirkham has purchased the
Jar LldS
Mason—Dozen
nothing but a bore.
old Gardner residence property north
Kindly bring them to us as soon as possible.
Good luck to you and your news- of the home of Mrs. W. T. Smither.
Cider or White—Extra oppaper.
The Tribune learns that Paul Becker
Strong — GaUon
...iSc
Yours
sincerely,
TABLETS, PENCILS AND ALL SCHOOL
will enroll at Drake University in Des
Lela Miller.
Moines this fall to study for the
SUPPLIES AT SPECIAL PRICES FOR OPEN- Dear Tillie:
ministry.
ING OF SCHOOL.
What's this' we have been hearing
During the three months' period
• «B.sssi«vl Pure Open Kettled Rendered •• M
about you ">. That you have been vaca- ending May 31, the three carriers on
tioning in the hospital? Don't you rural routes Nos. 1, 2 and 3 out of
A Gift With a Purchase of School Supplies.
know that such vacations cost an aw- Anita, handled 71,740 pieces of mail.
ful lot of money and that there are
Misses Lizzie and Anna Wiegand
cows to be milked, beans to be canned, went to Fremont, Neb., Monday morn- SOYBEANS NEED TO
FARM POPULATION WAS
and pickles to be picked at home?
GET RIPE FOR HAY
ing to spend a couple of weeks at the
INCREASED IN YEAR
We are glad to know that you are at
home of their brother, Henry J. Wie**^
home again, although you can't KICK
If you are one of the many Iowa
Iowa's farm population ir
gand.
much yet.
ANITA, IOWA
The United Evangelical church farmers growing soybeans for hay by 2,000 from Jan. 1, 1933 to
We have had a little vacation ourpeople, who are holding their annual this year, don't get in too big a hurry 1989, according to a recent 6al
selves
two in fact
the first
camp meeting in Keystone park, are to cut them; the pods need to be well by the bureau of agricultural
a combined business and pleasure trip
W. L. James and wife, Mrs. Fred NOTICE OF PROBATE OF WILL. to Lincoln, Neb. While there we saw also holding short services on the filled, the lower leaves yellow, but nomics working in cooperation
cut them before the leaves are shed Iowa State college.
Weeks and 'Clarence James and son,
the city from the tower of the capitol' street each evening.
E. C. Garroute has sold his 200-acre in large quantities.
The increase in 1938 probably
Robert, of Minneapolis, Minn., Paul State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
building and that was some sight. Yon
This is the suggestion of farm crops the first since 1933, according to w
farm northeast of Anita to William
Heires, wife and children, Carol and In District Court No. 4745.
can see miles and miles, and the day
Kommes of Audubon for $76.50 per men at Iowa State college. In north E. Wakely, professor of sociology,
Patsy, of Carroll, and John Johnson,
we were there it was clear and the
acre. Mr. Garroute will move to his central and southwestern Iowa, es- Iowa State college. In 1932 and l
wife and children, Roger and Ronald, To All Whom It May Concern:
view was something to Write home)
You are hereby notified, that an about for one who has always lived other farm situated southwest of pecially, there is a tendency for Arm- Iowa farm population increased „„„
of Brayton spent Sunday in the city
at the homes of John Schaake and instrument of writing purporting to n the hills. We "sat in" on several Anita and at present occupied by ors to cut soybeans for hay when they city workers were thrown out ofjolill
are too green, the crops men have and returned to farms. Then, as inj
Frank W. Stager. The first named be the Last Will and Testament of of the "studio" programs at KFAB, Albert Goss.
Ralph
Bohning,
who
barely
escaped
observed. Cutting too early results dustrlal recovery got under way muJ
lady is an aunt of Mrs. Schaake and Anna McCosh, deceased, dated May saw how the wheels go round in the
16th., 1930, having been this day filed, engineer's reom, got a little advance drowning in the Campbell pond a in a smaller yield and lower feed people returned to cities, causing, J
Mr. Stager.
decrease in farm population.
I
open and read, the 23rd. day of Aug- information on fall programs, new couple of weeks ago, is slowly recov- value.
The slight increase in 1938 wasjj
ust, 1939, is fixed for hearing proof entertainers, and schedules
all of ering from the effects of hrs~close call, The most practical way to harvest
of same at the Court House in Atlan- which was interesting. And had the but everything from the time he went soybean hay in northern Iowa seems line with a nattonal trend. The Bo-l
tic, Iowa, before the District Court of pleasure of contributing a bit to the to the pond on that Sunday morning to be with a grain binder. The bun- reau of Agricultural Economics esj
If you *uStr with the aching, plarcioj.
is a blank in his mind.
dles should not be made too Jarge and timates that the total farm popu_
said County, or the Clerk of said Homemaker's column.
•ionizing pains of Rheumatism, Arthritis,
Dr.
G.
M.
Adair,
recently
from
Des
Neuritis, Gout or Lumbago; if restful deep
should be put into small shocks, with tion increased from 31,819,000 on Jan,|
Court;
and
at
9:00
o'clock
A.
M.,
of
On the way home we stopped for
i* impossible bccaUM of the constantly recurring pains; if you feel this amictirw
the day above mentioned all persons an hour or so with your friend and Moines, has located in Anita for the bundles set up in pairs making long 1, 1938 to 82,069,000 on Jan. 1,
1
is slowly wearing your Ufa away, don *
interested are hereby notified and re- mine, Cap Malley, at KFNF. We practice of 'his profession, and may be narrow shocks.
The Iowa increase, however, was conj
fail to get MYACIN today. N. raatt«r
where you live or whether you have any
found
at
his
office
in
the
Major
block
The
old
method
of
cutting
soybeans
quired
to
appear,
and
show
cause
if
trary to the trend in the north ],_
stopped there on purpose to see Bill
faith in any preparation under the sun, com*
in for a package of pain-kilUng HYACIN
or at the residence of Mrs. S. Spence, for hay was to cut with a mower, rake tral region. Most states in the Coral
any
they
have,
why
said
instrument
Mac.
'But
he
had
hied
himself
home
tablets. If you have suffered for • Ufatime and hive tried everything you coulrl
should not be probated and allowed ;o eat a bite in his bachelor quarters, from which places calls will be an- into windrows and then cook up from Belt reported slight decreases in fam|
learn of without relief; even if yon irtr\
as and for the Last Will and Testa- prior to conducting the band at the swered promptly day and night. Dr. the windrow. The trouble with this population in 1938.
utterly discouraged, do not abandon hop*.
MYACIN is guaranteed to give amazingly
ment of said deceased.
Wakely says a smaller number of|
park in their weekly concert. Cap is Adair comes to Anita well recom- system is that it takes a lot of time
quick and safe relief or your money will bi
cheerfully refunded. Put up in easy-to-taka
Dated
at
Atlantic,
Iowa,
Aug.
12th.,
and unless one is very careful to do Iowa farm youth, left farms for I
just the same to meet in the studio mended.
tablets. No narcotics, no opiates. Liberal sisa
1939.
package only SOc. Large economy sin 1 1.
the cocking at the right time, there city in 1938 than in 1937 and fei
office as he is on the air. His voice
(Seal)
C. M. Skipton,
BONGERS BROS.
is very much the same and after I • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f may be a heavy loss of leaves when of them left the state.
Clerk of District Court.
Anita, Iowa.
Apparently the reason why mottl
quit thinking about what I had thought •f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + cocking from the windrow.
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
One should keep in mind that if Iowa young people remained in i
he would look like and accepted him
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
soybeans are removed as hay, they add state and the farm to city trend i
as he is, he is just the same Cap.
BUDGET ESTIMATE AND RECORD OF FILING
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
no fertility to the soil, but instead lessened this year is that the
You'd be surprised, I hope, at the row
The ladies aid will meet all day take off a great deal, the crops men income in Iowa was com par
COUNTY ESTIMATE
of books and pile of scrapbooks and
Wednesday
at the church to quilt, and say. A crop 2% tons soybean hay will better than in other states.
NOTICE:—The Board of Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa, will meet the drawer full of poems and clippings
will serve a 15c dinner for the public remove 30 pounds of nitrogen and 13 farm income increased in 1938, tb
in
his
file
cabinet.
Some
day
I'd
like
September 1st., 1939, at 2:00 P. M., at Court House, Atlantic, Iowa. Taxpayers
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
pounds of phosphorus per acre. On most states in this region and I
•will be heard for or against the following estimate of expenditures at that to visit him again. Bill Mac lives on
Crescent Street and it is all its name • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f the other hand, a 20-bushel crop of nation as a whole suffered a
time.
implies. We telephoned him and then + HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL + beans, if the residue is left on the in cash farm receipts.
M. E. Hubbard,
went to his htftise, for a minute. He +
County Auditor.
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT -f ground to be plowed under, will add
was busy sorting music for his Elks +
16 pounds of nitrogen and removes
Chas. Campbell and wife
I. 0. O. F. HALL.
Band . . . and his friends say that + Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
only 8 pounds of phosphorus.
Thursday for Payette, Idaho,
it is a band to be proud of. They + + + + + + + + + + + + +
About two-thirds of the soybeans they will spend five or six weeks i
broadcast a part of each concert which
grown in Iowa are cut for hay, so her brother, Frank Suplee and
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
we always enjoy.
3 O
Iowa's soybean crop generally is not
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
Crops through Nebraska looked
On Wednesday, Sept. 27, the state
Teachers meeting Friday evening a soil builder. Iowa produced more
pretty sick. In Lincoln the grass- at the parsonage.
soybean hay in 1938 than any other commerce commission will hold a hear-J
hoppers had stripped so many plants
There will be a meeting Thursday state in the nation, the United States ing at Atlantic on the application ofl
and young trees. Where there are evening at 8:00 o'clock for the pur- Department of Agriculture reports. the Rock Island railroad for discon-l
a
flowers, they were very, pretty. We pose of electing officers for the newly Iowa was third in the porduction of tinuance Of the company's station at|
<*
o
saw several large orchards loaded organized church.
soybean seed.
Wiota.
with apples, near Nebraska City, but
§•
Highland
church—
M
we saw many more which had none.
w
w
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
Fred Exline was in Council Bluffs
This past week we went to BurlingSunday School at 10:00 a. m.
a few days the past week to visit relaton
to
attend
the
department
conGeneral
$ 80,000 $ 7,388 ?
? 65,000 $ 73,531 $ 76,3
tives and friends and to see his mother,
Court Expense . 10,000 5,783 2,000
8,000 10,189
9,564 vention of the American Legion AuxSee the new Felco electric la*
Mrs. Mary Hunt, who is in poor health.
iliary
and
to
see
my
family
there.
Poor
80,000 2,548
1,000 79,000 77,970
•f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
controller at the Farmers Coop^JI
Had some very profitable sessions at + Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor.
State Insane .. 12,000 .
744
1,700
11,214
the convention and a nice Visit with
TEN 1929 to 1931 Chevrolets
Court House
4
Model A Fords. All Reconditiow»l
Fund
5,000 7,74ft 5,000
4,100
1,560 my oldest son. Don't know which
Church School at 10:00 a. ra
Will make excellent school carfcl
County School
3,000
869
3,000
10,663 was more thrilled to see each other Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
but we both enjoyed every minute superintendent.
Soldiers' Relief
6,000 2,543 2,000
4,000
5,558
Befaken Motor Co, phone 70,
of the time. Yes, he will be home in
Bovine
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Voss Manufacturing Co. Iowa.
a few weeks for a day or two. Crops
Tuberculosis
5,000 6,163 5,000
5,0
"IP IT'S MADE OP WOOD,
Ladies aid will meet Thursday al
FOB SALE:—Tally cards, 2
in Iowa didn't look so bad. I think the church with a 15c dinner for the
Bangs Disease
WE CAN MAZE IT."
Tribune
office, Anita.
we
saw
the
nicest
corn
near
Oskaloosa
Eradication
6,500
public at noon.
6,500
602-4 E. 3rd. St
1
. . . that is it looked the nicest on
County Bonds
FOB SALE:—Onions, 75c P"!
HARRY B. SWAN
and Interest
16,000 3,565
16,000 21,443 27,302 Wednesday when we went down but
bushel. M. J. Peters.
LAWYER
it looked pretty tangled up and abused
METHODIST CHURCH
Court House
FOR SALE:-Some real bargjjl
4 East Sixth Street — Phone 214
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Bonds
11,000 4,175
11,000
10,980
9,951 after that hard rain storm on Thurs4
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
in
land; all size farms and good tentday.
Apples,
pears
and
grapes
seem
Emergency
26,000 2,971
26,000 40,113 34,969
Earl S. HoltoivLawyer Come a«d see me. JFYed Dittmanjt
quite plentiful in Des Mbines county.
Church School classes at 10:00 a.
Secondary Road
Fourth and Chestnut Street*.
Construction
59,000
59,000 32,925
87,608 82,137 They are experiencing great havoc Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
FOB /SALE:—Two wood
Settlement
of Estates and Land
and
destruction
of
garden
crops,
from
There
will
be
no
worship
services
A—Optional
with
doors. One size 3x3x4 a
Title
Opinions
a
Specialty
Sunday.
the rats there this year . . . espec(V4 mill) ...
other
2*2x8. Enquire at Tribune
ially
along
the
levee.
Union service at the park at 7;3o
B—Optional
KENT
MARTIN
I brought home some rock garden o'clock Sunday evening.
( % mill) ...
-15.00 guaran teed
LAWYER
'.hours
•••_._ 'worki^ tn
plants to put among my rocks in the
The committee that has charge of
Secondary Road
Sijhday
for
5
to the
502 Chestnut Street Phone 215
back
yard
.
.
.
come
over
and
I'll
painting
the
church
has
done
a
very
Maintenance
119,900 14,611
7,400
155,081 154,500
m»n who can qualify- Late
give you a slip or two.
creditable piece of work in getting
C—Optional
car and A-l references essential
Osborne-Tomlinson
Hope this finds you on the mend and everything in readiness for painting
(1% mills) .
35,000
Mr. Daniels at Mrs. Marie <>Funeral Home
that you will soon be able to get out the building. This committtee con Sixth ft Omk Street.
D—Optional
Phone W for appointment Wednesday or
and run races with Lester and the sists of Rev. C. L. Thomas, Chas H
(3 mills) ...
64,000
Eat 1866
Ambulance Service
day.
kids! Take it easy though for awhile Hartley and Joe Vetter. Anyone wh«
Construction or
Help support your local bakery, B
and you won't be sorry
the work wants to contribute to the fund can
Maintenance
"Minor Outfrttin7(X
will wait
at least I've still to see see one of the committee. If you
ANITA BAKEDPRODU^
Furniture, Store. and Ron.
E—Optional
it start walking off!
help with the work, report at the
Croeley Electric Refrigeraton
(% mill) ..
13,500
HESS' FLY SPRAY,
'Bye,
•ad Radios.
church during the day time. A covered
to
kill. 96c per gallon. Bonge"
Totals
$439,400 $91,031 $14,000 $87,100 $338,300 $518,724 $488,929
Liz.
d l s h dinner will be served Wednesday
Anita, Iowa.
noon for those helping with the work
Estimated taxes per $1,000 of assessed value, $12.50 rural; 9.00 cities and
R. W. (Mick) Forshay returned
SOc buys 500 sheets of
The
towns.
No
home Saturday morning from Washpaper, size Sttxll inches, at
6
four
southwest of Anita
ington, D. C., where he had been atline office.
tending an insurance meeting. Mick been purchased by Cecil G.
thP
consideration
being
$8,775.
FOB SALE OR TRA —
STOCK
REMOVED
made the round trip from Chicago to
Chevrolet tudor, deluxe, Washington by plane.
A covered dish dinner was em ,
rolet tudor, master; KM'
during the noon hour last Kridav I
.deluxe; 1936 V-8 tudor d, PHONE 400 ANITA
A.
R.
Robinson
drove
to
Fonda
SunDEPENDABLE ALWAYS
eight members of the
day morning to spend the day with and one visitor, Mrs. P Sunshuu
V-8 tudor standard; !•»•'
b
WE PAY THE CHARGES
b
deluxe; 1934 V-8
relatives and to accompany his wife
Home Is Where Memories Are Made, Keep It
ANITA RENDERING
home. Mrs. Robinson had been called
lower priced cars.
northeast of the city. The l a
SERVICE
Beautiful With Martin Paint.
to Cherokee a few days before by the
phone 70,
the afternoon embroidering
Harper Doraey,
death of her uncle, W. M. Franz.
for the hostess.

Butter
Bananas
Fruit Jars

5c
4Sc
19c

u

Pork Steak°"*SgSd - 19C
Lara

2pounds

i/c

Bongers Bros.
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WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH

W. LaBlNE

6

Second Season of Ism' Probe
Has Rough-Tumble Beginning;
Hundred Witnesses to Come
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
______^^^____ Released by Western Newspaper Union. _^__^___^_____

DOMESTIC:
Vn- Americanism
Dearly beloved by congressional
investigating committees are the hot
days of a Washington summer when
the slightest ruffle of news makes
national headlines. Into this scene
last summer came a new figure,
Texas' Rep. Martin Dies with his
loud-but-not-accurate committee investigating un-Americanism.
This summer Martin Dies came
back with a new committee and a
new appropriation. At its first session the committee gave reporters
a story as newsy as last year's accusation that Shirley Temple was a
Communist:
Up to the witness stand strode
German - -American Bundmaster

ical variation than the difference in
living costs necessitated. For the
South, where labor is cheaper, this
meant a raise. For the North it
meant wage cuts. For big cities it
meant elimination of the 10 per
cent differential up or down, which
was allowed for local conditions.
Cast into three regions, south,
north and west, new wage scales
were announced by WPA Commissioner F. C. Harrington:
Region No. 1 (wage range, $39.30 to $94.90
per month)—Connecticut. Delaware, District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Maine, Maryland, Kansas, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, South Dakota, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
Region No. 2 (wage range, $44.20 to $94.90
per month)—Arizona, California, Colorado,
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico. Oregon, Utah, Washington. Wyoming.
Region No. 3 (wage range, $31.20 to $81.90
per month)—Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia.

Net result of the changes, observers figured, will be to raise the national monthly average from $53 to
$55.50. In the South rural wages
will jump from $26 to $35 in rural
areas, and from $40 to $50.70 in
big cities.

ARMY:
Before the Battle

FUEHRER KUHN
Who's a liar?

At the second battle of Manassas
in 1862, famed Stonewall Jackson
sent his men a-raiding General
Pope's headquarters.
They returned with everything but the general himself. Manassas again made
headlines this month when the regular U. S. army units duplicated
Stonewall Jackson's strategy, captured a brigadier general's outpost
and advanced toward Washington
against defending national guardsmen.
This was the first phase of spectacular military maneuvers unmatched in U. S. peacetime. The
second phase began at Plattsburg,
N. Y., where 36,000 national guardsmen and regulars began their battle,
this invader piercing from the north
to meet the invader coming up
through Manassas.
Bigger than either battle, however, was the realism of Plattsburg's
commander, Lieut. Gen. Hugh A.
Drum. Night before the war began,
stern-jawed General Drum assembled 3,000 officers on the parade
ground to present a few facts. Publicly scorned was the suggestion that
his troops fight at "paper strength,"
i. e., with imaginary armament the
army hopes some day to secure.
The general demanded a campaign
of reality, "to bring home the actualities of our state of preparedness."
Only in tanks, he said, is the army
up to strength. Other deficiencies:
manpower, 77 per cent; machine
guns, 67 per cent; trucks, 83; automatic rifles, 57.
Said he: "I do not intend to belittle the advantages of speed. But
mobility off the battlefield cannot
compensate for inefficiency in the
conduct of a fight. What we need
to learn is how to fight."

Fritz Kuhn. After hearing his life
story, Alabama's Rep. Joe Starnes
made so bold as to ask Fuehrer
Kuhn if his organization wasn't intended to establish a Nazi government in the U. S.
"That's an absolute lie—a flat
lie!" shouted Kuhn.
Flaming with anger, Joe Starnes
jumped to his feet. Shoving reporters and photographers aside he
strode toward the witness crying:
"Don't call me a liar!"
When capitol policemen had put
an end to these fighting words, the
committee got down to more serious
work. With calm deliberation, Illinois Rep. Noah Mason drew enough
information from the witness to
make German-American bundism
distasteful. When faced with the accusation that his bund is "a moneymaking racket based on the credulity of the American people," Kuhn
countered by listing these strange
objectives: (1) To unite the German-American element, (2) to fight
communism, (3) to give the German
element "political background."
The committee also learned
Fuehrer Kuhn had visited Hitler in
1936, had given him $3,000 for winter
relief and had worn a Nazi uniform
in a Berlin parade. His brother is
a Berlin supreme court justice. His
20,000 bund followers (whose records
have been destroyed) are pledged
to defend the "good name of the BUSINESS
mother country—Germany."
Most Americans, reading about Oil
Martin Dies' newest revelations,
A simple law of economics is that
agreed the committee had made a prices drop as surpluses increase.
good start. Still on the docket, how- No exception is crude oil, which in
ever, was a list of some 110 wit- one week dropped a rough 30 cents
nesses whom agents have rounded a barrel. Major reason, thought oilup since last February. Observers men, was the rapid recent exploitahoped this summer's investigation tion of new oil pools in Illinois,
wouldn't follow last year's pattern— which operate full-blast without production restrictions enforced by otha forum for unburdening grudges.
er states in the midcontinental area.
RELIEF:
Meeting in Oklahoma City, the interstate oil compact commission deWages Up
cided to let each state handle the
A key provision of this year's problem in its own way. Five states
Jl.477,000,000 relief appropriation (Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico,
was that WPA wages should be jug- Kansas and Arkansas) found a way.
gled to prevent any more geograph- Production was stopped for 15 days.

ln Paris . . .

ART—Watteau's famous "L'lndifferent," stolen from the Louvre June
11, was unexpectedly returned to
Parisian police by 25-year-old Serge
Bogouslavsky, an artist who admitted he took the $200,000 painting to
"bring back its original glory." Slapping the thief in jail, police called
experts who found young Bogouslavsky'e retouching had not only restored the picture, but "actually improved it."

In Tennessee . . .

.
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EUROPE:
War of Nerves

Last summer it was Britain's Viscount Runciman who volunteered to
mediate the scrap between Czechoslovakia and Germany. Mediation
—and Czecho-Slovakia'a hopescame to a sudden end when Viscount Runciman turned pro-Nazi.
This month there arose a new potential Viscount Runciman named
Dr. Karl J. Burckhardt, internationally respected Swiss scholar appointed by the League of Nations as
high commissioner of Danzig. Off
to Hitler's Berchtesgaden eyrie he
flew one day without notifying the
League. There, while he listened in
silence, Der Fuehrer lectured angrily and at
length a b o u t
Danzig. W h y
h a d he, as
h i g h c o mmissioner, allowed
"incidents" in Danzig? And why
should Danzig
not be returned
immediately to
the Reich?
Dr. Burckhardt had no
chance to diA
Kunaman?
vulgehissecret,
that Great Britain alone knew about
his mission and had empowered him
to bespeak .her official attitude on
Danzig. Next day, back hi Danzig,
the commissioner forwarded a highly confidential report of proceedings
to London. Significantly, neither
Poland nor France got copies.
Meanwhile,
grasping at the
chance, the controlled German
press started another war of nerves,
pouring out rumors of British-sponsored "peace plans." Veteran students of propaganda decided this
had two purposes: (1) To make Poland think the British are ready to
desert them, and (2) to find out, via
the report-and-denial method, just
how far Britain really will go
toward appeasement.
This latter point was indeed important. High German circles confidently expected Danzig would be
returned to the Reich within a few
weeks, since there was little chance
HOME-CANNED FOODS ALWAYS WELCOME
Britain would aid Poland in rescuing
(See Recipes Below)
Danzig from an internaOy inspired
tuuchluss. So great was the conoranges and the lemon, being careSugar and Spice
fidence that Der Fuehrer himself
ful to remove all of the white part
planned to cross into East Prussia
I've long believed that one reason of the skin. Peel and core the' aplate in August. Greater still, the
the
art of canning and preserving ples. Put all of these fruits through
press soon took Danzig for granted
has
been neglected is that many of the food chopper and then add the!
and began talking about German
us
have
forgotten just how good grated orange and lemon rind, and
acquisition of Pornprze (Polish Corsome
of
the
home canned foods can the pineapple.
ridor) as another aim in the
Measure this fruit and to it add
be.
We've
forgotten
the teasing tang
appeasement-to-come. For the fourth
an equal amount of sugar.
of
pickling
spices,
the
mellow
aroma
time in one year, Europe rememBring slowly to the boiling point
bered that Adolf Hitler only gets of rich fruit butters that used to and cook, stirring frequently, for %
make
the
air
fragrant
at
canning
hungrier each time he's fed.
time. Maybe we need only to be hour. Pour into sterilized jelly
reminded of all this to restore a lost glasses and top with paraffin.
AGRICULTURE:
Note: Amber Jam is delicious
art to favor!
Rail Rebellion
What pride of accomplishment when .used as a cake filling or as a
topping for ice cream.
Expiring August 1 were loans on row upon row of jewel-colored jams,
Lindbergh Relish.
jellies
and
marsome 255,000,000 bushels of farmmalades can cre2 medium heads cabbage
sealed corn. Although the Commodate! And how
8 large carrots
ity Credit corporation has offered to
simple it is to
8 green peppers (or 4 red and
extend these loans, the consensus
make them in the
4 green)
holds most farmers will turn then*
modern manner!
old grain over to the government,
12 medium sized onions
You'll find these
1 bunch celery
thereby making room for the 1939
t e s t e d recipes
crop.
1 cup grated horseradish
from my own
Last month the department of agPut all through food chopper. Add
riculture saw what was coming. kitchen as practical as they are de- % cup salt and let stand two hours.
Bids were called on 33,000 storage licious. Detailed instructions are in- Drain and mix 3 pints vinegar, 6
bins for defaulted corn. Topping cluded in each recipe; you'll find cups sugar, 1 tablespoon mustard
this problem came another—the these general suggestions helpful, seed, 1 tablespoon celery seed. Do
too.
railroads.
not cook. Pour into sterilized jars.
For Success in Canning and
First rebuff was the carriers' rePreserving.
fusal" to let the government erect its
Whether your cookie jar is an
1. Make only a small amount of
bins without cost on railway propold-fashioned earthen crock, or a
erty. Also denied was a reduced the product at one time.
brightly painted tin on the pantry
2. Follow the recipe exactly.
rate and elimination of demurrage
shelf, it needs to be kept filled
3. Be sure that jelly glasses, jars,
charges on movement of the bins
to satisfy.a hungry family. In
to their destination. The railroads and covers are sterilized.
this column, next week, Eleanor
4. When they are to be filled with
thought they had good reason for
Howe will give you some of her fabeing stubborn, because there was hot food, place the hot glasses or
jars on a clean towel wrung out of
handwriting on the wall:
vorite cookie recipes—"Grandmother's Sugar Cookies," and
This autumn will see first practi- hot water.
5. Use a small, inexpensive teapot
cal application of the "ever-normal
"Butterscotch Brownies" are just
granary" program, designed to set for melting paraffin and pouring it.
two of the delightful recipes
you'll find here.
aside excess supplies of grain in It eliminates dripping wax all over
years of large production, to be held the glasses and your work table.
for lean crop periods. As it affects
6. Store jams, jellies and preBlackberry Jam.
corn, this program will raise havoc serves in a cool, dry place.
Wash and drain berries; then pick
with the normal flow of grain from
Apple Chutney.
over and remove the hulls. Take
farm to market via railroads. By
2 pounds sour apples
4 cups of berries
buying its 33,000 bins, the U. S. will
(4 pound onions (chopped)
and 2 cups of
make storage at the farm end.
I pound tomatoes (chopped)
sugar;
let come
Later, when finally moved, corn will
Juice 1 lemon (strained)
to a boil, and boil
be hauled as government proper1 teaspoon salt
5 minutes. Add 1
ty and will thus bring additional loss
M: teaspoon garlic salt
more cup sugar
of revenue to railroads because
I'.'z tablespoons ginger
and boil 5 minland-grant statutes call for reduced
\-'-i teaspoon red pepper
utes longer. Then
(50 per cent) carrying charges.
2 pounds raisins
add
1 more cup
2 cups vinegar
sugar and boil
1 cup brown sugar
approximately 5
Pare, core and chop the apples minutes more, or until the jelly
To them add the remaining ingredi, Then Place *" ste£
ents. Simmer gently until tender
g l a s s e s and seal
M
when
then rub through a fine sieve Seal
in sterilized jars.
tumbler^3 * «"* °r 3 lar*«
Peach Conserve.
Pickled Peaches.
3 pounds of peaches (peeled)
1 peck small peaches
2 oranges (cut in small pieces)
4 tablespoons whole cloves
1 pound seedless raisins
2 quarts vinegar
3 PO. Us sugar
6 pounds brown sugar
1 pou:id chopped walnuts
4 teaspoons mace
Scald peaches, remove skins cut
1 tablespoon stick cinnamon
into small pieces; discard pits
(broken m small pieces)
Place in a saucePeel
the peaches and stud with
Pan with small
Pieces of orange whole cloves. Make a syrup of vinPulp and peel
K a c e and cinnamon.
raisins and sugl
ar. Stir until sug-

In All U.S. . . .

UTILITIES — Wendell Wilkie's
THANKSGIVING—Cartoonists and
Commonwealth & Southern power columnists had a field day because
corporation said good-by to Tennes- President Roosevelt said he would
see, where its lines had been pur- proclaim Thanksgiving November
chased by TVA. Said a full-page 23, not November 30. While calennewspaper ad: "We still believe thai dar makers moaned and college
the interests of the public are better football officials complained that
served by privately operated utili- their schedules would be upset, the
ties . . We could not stay in busi- state department finally, announced
ness and compete with virtually tax- Mr. Roosevelt's proclamation affree . . . plants." Next day TVA fects only the District of Columbia.
gave Mr. Wilkie $78,600,000.
Each state sets its own.

Doilies for the T

i, , : •• , • ,
-•=*«iaci5(
,A*J that'touch Of luxury

marks a well-kept home. Cro
large lace doily for *"
_ large and two
sized ones for buffet Set_thrtt|
sizes repeated for a luncheon *1
The large doily measure" "
inches, the medium one 12 u
and the small 6 inches. pa
1935 contains directions f or m
iflg. doilies; illustrations of tl,
and of stitches; materials
quired; photograph of doily.
Send 15 cents in coins for m
pattern to The Sewing Circle Net
dlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth Ave I
New York.
'•

'Twos High Time to Call
Hall, Thought the Lady
Former Senator Fess w a s ,
demning in Atlantic City the ...
talk that is troubling the world."
"How unreasonable war is," i
ended.' "It is more unreasonal
than the prize fight seemed to I
old lady. An old lady said on I
return from the big city:
" 'One evening my son-in-1
took me to a prize fight. I new
saw such a thing. The two:
came out on the stage and L.
hands like the best of friends, t
they began to punch each ott
all for nothing. They kept
punching till a man in the coi
yelled "Time" and nobody
swered, so 1 pulled out my wal
and shouted, "Ten o'clock"!'",

1

i AIN'T AFRAID oiy
FLIES'OR'SKEETERS

Judge Not
Forbear to judje, for we
sinners all.—Shakespeare.

BelieveltorNot
You can now
buy for $1-0°
enough genuine 100% Mineral Wells.
Palo Pinto
County, Texas,
BAKERVVtLL
dehydrated
to
miQfirSl water
»»*•--- crystals
, rnnU
make 20 gallons No 4 stn»g
mineral water. Why suiw
from aches, pains and ner

or Grocery Store or

-BMSSK*

Easy to Find Answers in

Book
of fT h°o ^ flSh Without ' P a t e n g

s jars or glasses.
Amber Jam

(Makes 8 glass;.,
"ranges
lemons
apples
2 cups
Sugar

S b

10

'"fee and one

peel the remaining 2

k
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M KC °f Eleanor Howe. »«
s. 1Chl8an Avenue- Chicago,
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TOPICS
BENEFICIAL
TO FARM CROPS
of Food Habits Often
Misjudged.

The Red Cross Looks Back Over Three-Quarters
Of a Century of Service fo Suffering Mankind,
Regardless of His Race, Nationality or Creed
By Edward Kenneth Stabler
o8ed ty W"tarn Ne*»P"P« Union.)

fa after compartment
flooded by the inrushing
•Some of the birds that save mil- sea, the submarine Squalus
ions in crops each year are still plunged to the bottom off
, ai udgcd by the farmer. The beau- Portsmouth, N. H., on May
nisju'
jul Baltimore oriole has been ac- 23. The United States navy,
t" ed of damaging grapes and garpeas. But studies show that assuming charge of rescue
oriole's food habits are largely operations, waged a success.ficial. Caterpillars are its la- ful two-day battle against
te fare, but it also eats quan- time and the elements in
tities of plant and bark lice, ants, bringing to the surface alive
asps, grasshoppers, spiders and
the 33 men who survived the
•eevils.
sinking.
Farmers who tear swallows' nests
But the tragedy of the
,m barn eaves are turning out
heir best friends. Swallows con- Squalus was not confined to
ume vast numbers of harmful fly- the sea. The many relatives
insects and young birds in the
often eat more insects than and friends of the entombed
men, who came hurriedly to
eir parents.
Woodpeckers are often suspected the New England town, were
bf damaging trees by their drillings. equally victims of catastro;ach hole drilled means that the phe. They required housing,
Jini has located,the larva of a de- attendance, information and,
ftructive wood-boring insect. WoodWkers are among the most valu- in some instances, medical
feble forest conservationists and with care, /during the long hours
eir heavy bills they get insects of waiting.
; other birds can not get.
Fruit raisers often look on robins
enemies because of the robin's
appetite for cherries, yet robins conne insects harmful to fruit crops
oughout the year, and only during
i and July do they eat cultivated
uit to any extent. One good way
keep robins out of the orchards
to plant mulberry trees near-by.
Mulberries ripen at the same tune
cherries and the birds prefer
hem 'to other fruits.

Three weeks later a tornado
writhed its way across a rural
section of Minnesota, visiting its
wrath upon the town of Anoka
and villages nearby. In its wake
10 persons lay dead and 90 injured. The toll of property damage included 35 homes destroyed,
110 damaged, and 200 barns completely or partially wrecked.
There was instant and widespread need of food and shelter
for the victims, of medical and
nursing care, and, in the long
days ahead, rehabilitation of
Bull's Pedigree, Looks,
families and homes.
Poor Guides for Buyer By press and radio the story
Dairymen who pick a bull only of such disasters spreads. We feel
his pedigree' and appearance a sharp, quick sympathy for
pick a good bull only one time out those fellow humans and we have
of three, but those who use proved an instant impulse to aid.
ire records as a basis for selecting
'The Red Cross Is There.'
,erd sires choose a good bull three
The feeling of sympathy reout of four, says Dr. J. F. mains but the human impulse
Kendrick of. the United States bu- passes almost as quickly as it
of dairy industry. These con- came. It fades in the face of
clusions are based upon numerous our realization of detachment and
records of breeding activities in of our individual inability to help.
herd-improvement associa- In another moment we are caught
tions.
up again in the current of events
An example of a dairyman who that eddy round us. That we do
[depended only on pedigree and not then carry with us an inflocks is cited by Dr. Kendrick. In escapable sense of futility is due
11925 the cowa in his herd were aver- to our confidence that the dis|aging 320 pounds of butterfat a aster victims are receiving sucA new bull was purchased. cor as prompt and competent and
(Four years later the average herd complete as man has yet been
induction had been boosted to 354 able to devise. Which is to say
Is of fat for each cow. An- that we know the Red Cross is
sire was added to the herd, there, doing all that can be done.
Icbosen by the same method as the
It may never have occurred to
•first. At the end of another four some that this assurance, which
•years the average herd production holds good at all times the world
jhad dropped to 316 pounds. A third over, is a comparatively recent
Ibull has not boosted the production and a somewhat miraculous
[average. Without proved sire rec- thing; that the organization
[ords as a guide this dairyman which we join as a member each
picked only one good bull out of year is the largest and most farI three.
reaching in existence, annihilating distance and the man-made
barriers of nationalism and prejHog Mixture
udice and creed; that in its diA well-balanced grain ration and verse and largely voluntary func(good legume pasture will bring the tioning, in war and peace, whenI pigs through in fine condition after ever and wherever there is hu[weaning. A grain mixture of 80 man suffering, it is one of the
(pounds corn, 80 pounds oats, 12 most effective and remarkable
pounds tankage, 10 pounds soybean
I oil meal, 8 pounds cottonseed meal, agencies of mankind.
This year marks the seventy.8 pounds alfalfa meal, and 4 pounds
Jot' minerals is recommended. The fifth anniversary of the founding
the International Red Cross at
I amount of oats in the mixture is of
Switzerland, August 22,
gradually reduced as the pigs get Geneva,
when the representatives of
older and replaced with corn until 1864.
12 nations signed the Geneva conall oats have been removed. The vention,
Red Cross treaty, setalfalfa meal can be left out if the ting forthorthe
humanitarian prin[P'gs have good legume pasture.
ciples of the organization.
Getting the pigs started right and
During these 75 years the Inkeeping them growing is the forternational Red Cross has exmula for success in hog raising.
panded until today there are Ken
Cross societies in 62 nations
Farm Purchases
which have a world-wide enrollLast year the federal land banks ment of more than 34,000,000
and the land bank commissioner adult and junior members.
ade more than 6,000 loans to
Although the United States was
"nance the purchase of farms. represented at Geneva and cow>ans averaged $3,000 to $4,000 each. operated in framing of the conTney are limited to $7,500 and can vention, the traditiona relucbe
as high as three-fourths of the tance of this government and its
va
'ue of the property. Borrowers people to participate in internaar
e required to have experience, tional agreements involving treaequipment and sufficient savings to ties with European powers, pre"nance at least one-fourth of the vented ratification by the United
States and establishment of Us
purchase.
own national Red Cross until
March 1. 1882.
Isolate New Animals
The secret of the constant farNew farm animfels should not be
"'lowed
to
mingle
with
the
home
blut
'k, but should be isolated for sevral
weeks, authorities of the Amerlca
n Foundation for Animal Health
once asked by an
Declare.
This will allow time for
ni
admiring
but
mys.
•'''mam diseases to manifest them( lves
'
and will prevent the spread of er "How does the H
uc
* » diseases to other stock on the To' the scene of
promptly?", replied
lartn.
Cross does not have

Manure Important

™
K <-t "'tie,

it is there."

manure should be well
for. Use plenty of straw to
, up the liquid part and protect
„ nt r o-ordination, es"rdle Pile from the weather and heavy
" »age. of the 10 pounds of ni°sen contained in a ton of average
'">lquid
manure, about one-half is in
•^SNornidi
BnVB.vi.. «
'
. and is in such chemical rect
chairman,
L
"">t>mation that it is as easily lost is ready with d , S a s r e ' d . a [ e f lkp
o* exposure to the air, with freezing ers, by means o in
flaJ
k Drying, afl foe ammonia would
n8
°
,
h
u'e
carefully
fleeting
care of manure is a
and with Uie
_
n
°n farm error.

A major obligation of the Red Cross is in work for veterans and
service men. This picture shows a Gray Lady, one of the thousands
who aid sick and disabled in oar hospitals.
mental and other agencies whose
This extensive and diversified
facilities are at hand, if needed,
peacetime activity of the Red
to supplement those of the Red
Cross, which grows steadily and
Cross.
benefits greater numbers year by
year, has gained impetus in all
In 58 years the American Red
lands since the establishment in
Cross has assisted the victims of
May, 1919, of the League of Red
more than 2,200 disasters and has
Cross societies, with headquarexpended approximately $140,ters in Paris.
000,000 in disaster relief, most
of it since the World war. DurFounded through the vision and
ing the past 15 years it has
initiative of Henry P. Davison,
served in an average of 92 dowartime chairman of the Amerimestic disasters annually, and
can Red Cross, with the support
during the year ending June 30
of the Red Cross societies of the
last, it rescued, clothed, housed,
United States, Great Britain,
fed and gave medical, nursing
France, Italy and Japan, the
and rehabilitation aid to 100,000
league has grown steadily in impersons, victims of 148 disasters
portance and strength until it now
in the United States.
includes all of the national Red
Cross societies. Its chairman is.
Record of a Year.
Mr. Davis, chairman of the
Some conception of the magniAmerican Red Cross.
tude of this continuing peacetime
The league, however, is but one
task can be had from the sumof the two agencies of the world
mary of reports covering the 12
family of Bed Cross societies.
months ending June 30 of this
The other and older is the Interyear. During that time the
national Red Cross committee,
American Red Cross has:
with headquarters in Geneva,
Through its civilian home servwhere it was established in 1864
ice, assisted 116,000 families afunder provisions of the Geneva
fected by economic and other
convention.
forms of distress;
Each of these bodies preserves
Provided service for 165,000
its individuality and its own field
war veterans or their families
of activity, corresponding roughthrough its chapter home servly to supervision of wartime acice sections and national liaison
tivity by the international comrepresentatives;
mittee and of peacetime activity
Through chapters, field direcby the league. They co-operate
tors and hospital social workers,
on a basis of constant, mutual
extended help and medical social
consultation, which is furthered
service to 40,000 men of the
by an exchange of delegates.
The services of these bodies, together with the International Red
Cross conferences, held every
four years, provide the channels
through which the 62 national
Red Cross societies function as
one gigantic and unified organization, the International Red
Cross.
Tribute to Pioneers.
Observance of the seventy-fifth
anniversary of this organization
in every civilized land is a fitting
tribute to the heroic endeavors
of the men and women of every
member nation, who labored long
and successfully in the establishment and the promotion of the
national Red Cross societies and
the International Red Cross. The
names of some of these individuals are famous, others are unknown; but the names of all of
them are legion.
One among them all, however,
has prior claim to praise and recognition in this anniversary year.
For the International Red Cross
Henri Dunant, Swiss founder of
is his living memorial—a perpetthe Bed Cross in 1864. This picual tribute to his humanitarianture was made at the time he was
ism, his vision and his industry.
the first recipient of the Nobel
His name, too little known since
Peace Prize.
his death in 1910, is Henri Dunant, and his story is the story of
army, navy, marine corps and
the origin of the Red Cross. It
coast guard;
is one of remarkable individual
Continued the campaign against
effectiveness in the field of huinjury and death in the water, on
manitarian endeavor.
the highways, in factories, by
It begins in his native city of
training 100,000 new life-savers
Geneva, where he was a successand 313,000 new
first-aiders,
ful young banker; takes him to
bringing the total of Highway
the Plains of Lombardy in northFirst Aid stations to 2,720 and of
ern Italy, where he was an eyemobile first aid units to 2,424;
witness of the Battle of Solfermo,
Through 2,126 of its chapters,
one of the bloodiest engagements
continued activities in home and
(f, the Nineteenth century; carfarm accident prevention to lessries him into the nearby village
en the annual loss of life and
of Castiligione, where he labored
number of injuries;
heroically for days at the head of
In co-operation with physicians
a
small band of volunteers in domade 1,000,000 public health
ing whatever could be done for
nursing visits to or in behalf of
the unattended thousands of
the sick, examined thousands of
wounded and dying; finds him in
school children for physical detemporary seclusion, while he
fects, and trained 50,000 women
writes letters to influential friends
and girls in the home care of the
and a small volume vividly desick:
picting the horrors he had wit9,000,001) in Junior Red Cross.
nessed, setting forth proposals for
Through the Junior Red Cross,
a permanent, neutral, volunteer
stimulated the interest of more
organization in all countries,
than 9,000,000 school children in
which could be counted upon to
health education, character buildcare for the sick and wounded of
ing, international correspondence
war and the victims of catastroano! better understanding and
phe in time of peace; and it folpeace among nations;
lows him through the capitals of
Europe where he pleaded and
Through the work of volunfought for his plan, back to the
teers, produced 330,000 garments
council tables of Geneva, where,
for disaster victims and others in
at long last, he saw his brain
need, 4,600,000 surgical dressings
child born, a healthy infant, desfor local hospitals, and 720,000
tined to grow and prosper in Uie
pages of reading matter in
service of humanity.
Braille for the blind.

Heroine of the
Jlsk Me Another
American Red Cross
% A General Quit
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
Just as the name of one man,
Henri Dunant, is inseparably
linked with the early history of
the International Red Cross, so Is
the name of ojne woman the synonym for the foundation of the
American Red Cross. She in
known to fame as Clara Barton
although that is not the name
which Capt. Stephen Barton and
his wife gave to the "Christmas
gift" which Santa Glaus left in
their farm home near North Oxford, Mass., on December 25,
1821. It was Clarissa Harlowe,
after the heroine of Samuel Richardson's Eighteenth century romance.
When Clarissa Harlowe Barton
grew up, being a practical-minded young woman, she dropped
that romantic name and became
known simply as Clara Barton. If
she had been a boy, perhaps she
might have followed in the footsteps of her father, who had
served in the Revolution under
"Mad Anthony" Wayne, and
joined the army. As it turned
out, she was destined to go to
war but she went to alleviate pain
and suffering, not to cause it.
Clara Barton was a sickly child
but by engaging in vigorous outdoor exercise she changed herself into a robust young woman,
a fact which was important to
her later career. In 1854 she established at Bordentown, one of
the first free public schools in
New Jersey.
Service in the Civil War.
After a very successful career
as a teacher Miss Barton went to
Washington and served as a clerk
in the patent office where she
was working when the Civil war
broke out. Then she determined
to devote herself to the care of
wounded soldiers on the battle-

1. What is polyandry?
2. How does a whale feed it*
young?
3. What shapes the destinies of
a people?
4. How does a patriotic American woman salute the flag?
5. What political figure wai
known as the "Plumed Knight"?
6. What is the most abundant
metal contained in the earth?
7. What is meant by referring
to a diamond as being so many
carats?
8. Which is the country of origin
of the word (A) candy, (B) muslin, (C) millinery?

The Answers
1. The possession by a woman
of more than one husband at •
time.
2. The whale, a viviparous mammal, suckles its young.
3. Their modes of thought.
4. By placing her right hand
over her heart.
5. James G. Blaine was known
as the "Plumed Knight."
6. Aluminum.
7. When we refer to a diamond
as being so many carats, v*e refer
to its weight.
8. (A) Candia, old name for
Crete, (B) Mosul (Iraq), (C) Milan; milliners being originally sellers of Milan goods.

By buralnc 25% •fewer
than the mnge of the IS
bnwte tested-sIomr
may of ton -CAMELS give
the equivalent ot

EXTRA
SMOKES

PER
PACK
Clara Barton was first president
of the American branch of the
Red Cross when it was organized
in 1882.

field and she was instrumental in
organizing the Sanitary Commission which took charge of nursing sick and wounded soldiers in
the field and in hospitals.
She served with the army of
the Potomac and in 1864 was appointed "lady in charge" of the
hospitals of the Army of the
James.
In 1865 she went to Andersonville, Ga., to identify and mark
the graves of Union prisoners
buried there and in the same
year President Lincoln placed
her in charge of the search for
missing men of the Union armies.
During the years 1866-67 she
lectured on her war experiences
and afterward went to Switzerland for her health which had
been seriously affected by her
strenuous labors during the war.
She was at Geneva when the
Franco-Prussian war broke out
and she assisted the grand duchess of Baden in the preparation
of military hospitals. Also she
became acquainted with the work
of the Red Cross and she gave
unstinted aid to that society.
At the joint request of the German authorities and the Straaburg "Comite de Secours," she
superintended the supplying of
work to the poor of that city in
1871 and in 1872 had charge of
the public distribution of supplies
to the destitute people of Paris
who had undergone the horrors of
siege and the reign of the Commune.
At the close of the war she
was decorated with the golden
cross of Baden and the iron cross
of Germany.
Founding of the Red Cross.
Upon her return to this country in 1873 Miss Barton inaugurated a movement to secure recognition of the Red Cross society
by the American government and
finally, during the administration
of President Arthur, saw her labors rewarded. Naturally she became the first president of the
American Red Cross when it was
organized in 1882.
Miss Barton's humanitarian labors did not end with the wars.
During the eighties she was busy
superintending the work of succoring the atllicled in the great
fires which swept Michigan, in
the floods on the Ohio and Mississippi rivers and at the great
Johnstown flood in Pennsylvania
She served as president of the
American Red Cross for 22 years
and to the end of her days, which
came in 1912, she was the living
exponent of the spirit which has
made the Red Cross "the great
est mother in the world."

SPOOLER, milder smoking in

V*« longer-burning Camels. Extra
smoking, too, as shown by the following results of a recent impartial
laboratory comparison of 16 of ino
largest-selling brands:

1

CAMELS were found to contain
MORE TOBACCO BY WEIGHT
than the average for the 15 odier of
the largest-selling brands.

2 THAN ANY OTHER BRAND
CAMELS BURNED SLOWER

TESTED-25% SLOWER THAN
THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE 1$

OTHER OF THE LARGEST-SELLING BRANDS 1 By burning 2596

slower, on the average, Camels give
smokers the equivalent of 5 EXTRA
SMOKES PER PACK!

the same tests, CAMELS HELD
3 InTHEIR
ASH FAR LONGER
than the average time for all tho
other brands.

Yes, Camel's fine, alow-burning, more
expensive tobaccos do make a difference. Delicate taste...fragrant aroma
...smoking pleasure at its best, and
more of itl Camel is die quality ciga-

rette every smoker can afford.

CAMELS
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
IVnny for fenny
your best cigarette buy!
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Om tt of uttoDl imtot

3 NIGHTS
AUG. 24-25-24
4 ttrW a ml,,t,
Wild and woolly
riding and roping contests,
, With top hands
from all over the
West competing
for big-purses.

each nights.'
followed

ing, under th<
stare.

every tftenwm •****+
ning. Mow than.» of
most noted dreotthrtDen
of 2 continent* to hag*
nper-Bhow.

PKPAMDNES*
SHOW
-tircr»ftcani,Unla,
mute—YouVtnt
IHU, mythlM Uki it

THRILL
DAYS
LIVESTOCK

FA*

Tkamaadt of head of purebrad livaloek, Aoerlci'i
largHt 4-H club congrm.
Women's txpodlion, farm
naeUntry ahow, hornet
show, flower ihow, etc.

MOKSE

Harold Travers and wife of Des
Mrs. Aaron Bell returned home the
Moines spent Friday in the city with last of the week from a visit with her
her brother and sister, W. T. Biggs sister, Mlrs. R. L. Bowers and family,
and Mrs. C. A. Robison, and theirat Newton.
families.
Paul Barber, wife and baby and
Mrs. Arthur Bailey and son, Robert, Kenneth Gipple, wife and baby are
of Omaha are enjoying a visit at the enjoying a two weeks' visit with
home of her parents, Jesse M. Deem- relatives and friends at Cozad, Neb.,
ing and wife, in Anita. Mr. Bailey and Albin, Wyo.
was here to spend Sunday.
Ansel Karns and wife of Galesburg,
At her home on East Main Street 111., enjoyed a few days' visit the
ast Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. 0. W. past week with his parents, Henry
Ihaffer was hostess to the members Karns and wife, and with other relaf the Quilt club. A lunch was served tives and friends.
>y the hostess following a social afernoon.
Mrs. Robert Dasher and children,
Joan, Robert and James, of Onawa,
Mrs. Katherine Newcomb and Iowa, are spending the week in the
daughters, Dorothy and Patsy, of Mil- city with their parents and grandwaukee, Wis., are spending a few parents, James Rickel and wife.
weeks at the home of their father
George Pratt and wife of Wapello,
and grandfather, J. P. Aupperle, and
Iowa, came to Anita Sunday to spend
with other relatives and friends.
a few days with their mothers, Mrs.
Mrs. G. G. Belsheim returned to! Alta Pratt and Mlrs. Fannie Young,
icr home at Fort Dodge Sunday af- and with other relatives and friends.
,er spending the week in Anita vis$1.19
ting her son, Rev. H. G. Belsheim.Victor Flour, 49-lb. sack
lev. Belsheim accompanied her home Victor Cake Flour, 2%-Ib. box ..15c
and spent a few days visiting friends Victor Pancake Flour, 3-lb. sack..!5c
Peaches, No. 10 can
41c
;here.
SCHAAKE'S STORE
Glenn McCall, wife and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Garside are the
Margaret and Meredith, of Bagley,
Iowa, were Sunday visitors at the parents of a 6 pound girl baby, born
Raymond Dressier home in Lincoln at 1:00 o'clock last Thursday afteriownship. Margaret remained here noon at the Hendricks hospital on
She has been
for a week's visit with Mr. and Mrs. East Main Street.
named Lois Arlene.
Dressier.

Am t« (MM Flaming
mu enihn, htid-on cot
Ittoni, airplane itunt fly.
ing, daunt of thrtllen by
Amerlca'i foremost dartdtvfli

'SHOW OF
A CCNTUAY*
Uagnlfleent
extravigaiua. t
Ai«. » Mr* Stji*. 1.
Gorgequ girU, radio
ttari. beautiful music.

«*» a-M-31. Puna nearly
110,0001 Fwtut trottcn and
patera la midwest, on fait half

Betty Sams,'daughter of Mir.
CARD OP THANKS.
Mrs. Anker Sams, and who has
We wish to thank our friends anc
working in Des Moines during
past few weeks, has returned to neighbors for the kindness shown us
in our recent bereavement, the death
: home in Anita.
of Mrs. Anna McCosh. We also wish
. G. Heckman, wife and child- to thank those who sent flowers anc
spent Sunday at the home of assisted with the funeral services.
parents, W. H. Heckman and
McCosh Family and
(fe, and with other relatives and
'
Other Relatives.
ends. The Heckman family lives
Mrs. Mae Burfchart of Nebraska
i a farm near New Virginia, Iowa.
City, Neb., visited in the city Satur
day night and Sunday at the Jo
Vetter home.

Mrs. W. R. Cryer was hostess last
Wednesday afternoon at her home
northeast of the city to the members
of the H. H. 'C. club. Present .were
nil but one member of the club and
two visitors, M'rs. Robert Cryer and
Mrs. Alta Pratt. During the noon
hour dinner -was served by the hostess,
and the ladies spent the afternoon
quilting.
A meeting of the Jolly Neighbors
club was held last Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Vernie Jordan northwest of the city. Present
were twelve members and one visitor,
Mrs. Josephine Knop. The ladies enjoyed a couple of contests during
the afternoon and also embroidered
tea towels for the hostess. Late in
the afternoon a lunch was served by
Mrs. Jordan.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
TONY MARTIN and GLORIA STUART
In An Uproarious Fun Upheaval

"WINNER TAKE ALL"
Also Crime Doesn't Pay Miniature and Cartoon

Sat.-Sun.

Aug. 19-20

The Sunday School of the Holy
Cross Evangelical Lutheran church
held a picnic Sunday at Sunnyside
park in Atlantic following morning
services at the church. A pot luck
dinner was served and the afternoon
was spent socially.
Miss Marcella Faye Welch of Buhl,
Idaho, was a guest at the Cecil Denney
home several days last week. She |
was accompanied to Anita by Mrs.
A. A. Irish and daughter, Inez, of Atlantic. Miss ;Weloh is a niece of Mrs.
Denney and Mrs. Irish.

Laughs, thrill* and kl
oom* iut and faxious in
th« LOT* Ch«M oi th«
C»nturyl The vtari oi
"Midnight" and "Mad*
tot Each Other". . . la •
•roadmrfaf •oreen soTMml

Mrs. Flora V. Stone left last Thursday for Wendell Depot, Mass., where
she will spend a few weeks visiting
with her friend, Mrs. W. H. Austin,
whom she has not seen for a number
of years. While gone Mrs. Stone will
visit other places of interest in the
Those from a' distance who were east including a few days at the World's
here last Friday to attend the final fair in New York City.
rites for the late Mrs. Anna McCosh
A meeting of the Mutual Benefit
were Mrs. C. L. Marsh and M'rs. Raydub was held last Thursday afternoon !
mond Marsh of Bridgewater, So. Dak; at the home of Mrs. M. H. Luman:
Mrs. Earl Veelie and Mrs. J. M. Bies
northwest of the city, with fourteen
•Wendell Scott and wife of McClel of Salem, So. Dak; Mrs. Hazel Beegle members and one visitor, Miss Janet j
Iowa, spent the week end i: and son and Mrs. Wayne Sawtelle of McAfee, present. Mrs. William Stock- 1
IPROMPT SERVICE FOR THE land,
Anita visiting his parents, Peter Scot Omaha; Elmer Jones and son, Ira,ham won a contest put on by (Mrs. L. C.;
[REMOVAL OF DEAD ANI- and wife, and other relatives an of Glidden, Iowa; William J. MeCosh, McAfee. A social afternoon was enwife and daughter of Red Oak; Mrs.joyed by the ladies and a lunch was j
MALS, LARGE OR SMALL. friends.
Viola Jones of Oakes, No. Dak; Frank served by the hostess.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTSawtelle and wife and Mrs. Leland
Gerald
Bell
and
wife
of
Des
Moine
LY. PHONE 257.
spent the week end in Anita visiting Stults of Des Moines; Mrs. John
Lawrence Burwell of Hampton,
[WAGNER FILLING STATION &t the home of his parents, Anderson Bishop and Charles and Walter Hen- Iowa, flew to Anita Friday morning ALSO OUR GANG COMEDY and LATE NEWS
Bell and wife, and with other rela sley of Exira; and John Pilmer and in his airplane, being accompanied
ANITA, IOWA
wife of Atlantic.
on the trip by Dean Amett, who had
tives and friends.
been spending a couple of weeks with
Miss Marie Tierney left a few days The Misses Yvonne and Sally
relatives and friends in Hampton.
Mr. Burwell was accompanied on the ago for a visit at the World's fair in Keasey are spending a couple of weeks
return trip to Hampton by his wife, New York City.
near Council Bluffs with their grandwho had been spending a few days
parents, A. J. Allen and wife.
Miss Rose Tierney is home from a
here with R. R. Arnett and family.
Richard Neighbors, son of Mr. and
While here Mr. Burwell gave a num- month's sight seeing trip through
ber of Anita people rides in his Colorado, Washington, Arizona and Mrs. W. H. Neighbors, farmers living
California, that included a visit to the near Anita, underwent an operation for
plane.
fair in San Francisco.
appendicitis one day last week at a
Dr. S. Earl Daughenbaugh, wife and
hospital in Atlantic.
Frank Kasper, wife and daughter,
daughter, Rose Marie, of Los Angeles,
A son weighing 7 pounds and 1 ounce
Cal., are spending the week here with Arlene, and Miss Mildred Riedl rerelatives and friends. They are en- turned Saturday to their home in Chic- was born to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
joying a month's vacation trip and ago, following a two weeks' visit with Simon at 2:00 o'clock last Wednesday
afternoon at the Atlantic hospital.
from here will go to the eastern part relatives and friends in Anita.
He has been named Gary Lee.
of the United States and will also
Lawrence Battey, wife and son,
spend a few days at Toronto, Canada.
On Tuesday afternoon of last week,
Dr. Daughenbaugh is a brother of Larry, of Fredericktown, Mo., spent
Frank, Carmel and Bert Daughen- Thursday and Friday in the city with Mrs. Dick Dement entertained ten little
baugh and Mrs. Joe Denney of this her parents, Jas. B. Herriman and girls at a party in honor of the third
Reversing the Attorney-General's opinion rendered ,
vicinity, and as a boy and young wife. Saturday they left for Green birthday anniversary of her daughter,
man lived here. For the past fifteen: Lake, Minn., for a ten days' outing, Nicky Lou. The mothers of the little
years he has been in Los Angeles ; and will then return to Anita for an- girls were also guests. A number
whero he has an extensive practice j other visit, and also for a visit with of gifts were received by Nicky Lou.
as a chiropractor. Hie is president of his parents, George Battey and wife, Late in the afternoon a lunch was
served by the hostess.
the 'California association of chiro- at Shelby.
1939, -holding that—
praetors.
A meeting of the O. D. O. club with
At her home on Cherry Street last
COUNTY RECORDERS SHOULD MAKE A CHARGE OF
!
Mrs. Fred McBride, Jr., a recent, Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. A. A. John- all but two members present was held
son entertained at a miscellaneous last Wednesday afternoon at the home
25c FOR MARGINAL RELEASE OF A
bride, was the guest of honor at
postnuptial
miscellaneous
shower
last!
shower
for Mrs. Fred McBride, Jr.,of Mrs. Carl Nieman northwest of the
CHATTEL MORTGAGE.
55 j Thursday afternoon at the home o f ' a recent bride. Guests were officers city. Other guests present were Mrs.
r BY MARGINAL SATISFACTION, and 3E Mrs. Hattie Wiese, hostesses being ! of Columbia Chapter, No. 127, O. E. S., Frank Kasper and daughter, Arlene,
Section 5177, Code of Iowa, 1935, Provides:
so released on index book the recorder 53 Mrs. Wiese and Mrs. W. T. Biggs. The and 'Mrs. W. T. Biggs of Anita, Mrs. and Miss Mildred Riedl of Chicago,
"The recorder shall charge and collect the folenter a memorandum thereof on the orig- SS {home was ' decorated with garden | Ronald Ridenour of Adair and Miss Miss Emma Rydl, Miss Dorothy Hamlowing f eeB f or every marginal assignment or
d instrument or on the record thereof, if SS flowers and a color scheme of red and j Beth Harry of Hollywood, Cal. The lin, Miss Darlene Hamlin, Miss Thelrelease (except those made by the clerk of the
gold was carried out, and the gifts afternoon was spent socially and with ma Klemish and Mrs. Elmer Jensen
recorded-"
district court) twenty-five cents."
35 for Mrs. McBride were presented in a different guessing contests. Presents and daughter, Naomi. The ladies
basket decorated by Mrs. Biggs to re- for the guest of honor were presented spent the afternoon making rugs for
Section 10031, Code of Iowa, 1835, Provides:
present a large red rose. Each of the in a large basket, decorated with the hostess, and with different conSection 10028, Code of Iowa, 1935, Provides:
„,.? fees to be collected by the county recorder 5s : thirty ladies present was given a piece Eastern Star colors. Numerous bou- tests, with 'Miss Klemish and Miss
"Any mortgage or pledge of personal property
tVthia chapter shall be as folio*.: 1. For 55' of paper on which they wrote their quets of garden flowers were house Dorothy Hamlin winners of the coni-t'ument affecting the title to or 55 name, and using each letter of their decorations. A lunch was served by tests. Mrs. J. N. Potter will enter"'ay be released of record by filing with the
n±
°nginal instrument a duly executed satisfacLbnince of personal property twenty-five 5s', name wrote advice for the guest of the hostess.
tain the club at its next meeting.
a\h * For Cording or making certified 55; hduor. They wgre put into a booklet
tion piece or release of mortgage; or by the
t,
of such instruments, fifty cents for the
mortgagee or his authorized agent endorsing
ana fttSLfiu^w! to the young bride. At
» satisfaction of said mortgage on the index
'''.''""..OU "orJs and ten cents for each one
the close of the afternoon each guest j
b
I,.,,! additional words or fraction thereof.
««k under the head of 'remarks' IN THE SAME
found her place at small decorated
MANNER AS MORTGAGES ARE NOW
tables for a lunch by means of red
heart shaped place cards. Guests from
out-of-town were Mrs. Ronald Ridenour
and Mrs. Victor Ridenour of Adair;
Mrs. Anita East Marsau of Tulsa,
Okla; Mrs. Dell Ray of Atlantic; and
RECORDER, CASS COUNTY, IOWA
C. F. DARROW, Manager
Mrs. C. E. Harry and daughter, Miss |
Beth, of South Pasadena, Cal.

NOTICE!

Recorder Must Charge
for Marginal Releases
of Chattel Mortgages

E. H. PELZER

MINERALIZED YEAST
CULTURE
__B«M^BMBB^HHM^£l^^^«B^b«*tv—

THE FARMERS COOP.
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Wool
Gold Accent
Care Needed
Is Early Pall Style Formula In Exercising
Weak Hearts
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

Alex Finds It Smooth Going!

S

HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
an of The Moody Bible Institute
(Beleased by Western Newspaper Union.)

%

By DR. JAMES W. BARTON
Lesson for August 20
NE of the points that was
taught us as medical Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
students was the use of exer- Council
of Religious Education; used by
cise in weak or failing hearts. permission.
Today the first
BEVERAGE ALCOHOL AND
thought in treatTHE COMMUNITY
ing an acute
heart ailment —
LESSON TEXT—Joel 1:5-7; Daniel 5:1-8,
17, 25-28.
a n g i n a , coroGOLDEN TEXT—Woe unto him that gtveth his neighbor drink.—Habakkuk 2:15.
n a r y thrombosis, high blood pressure — is
"None of us liveth to himself"
absolute rest in order, to (Rom.
14:7).
give the heart a chance to reWhat concerns the individual congain some of its strength or cerns the community, for the com"reserve." And because rest is the munity is made up of individuals.
proper treatment at this time, pa- The man who uses alcohol has no
tients, and sometimes physicians, right to claim that it is a personal
are likely to indulge in or prescribe matter, for alcohol is a poisonous
Barrel jumpers usually play safe with papier machf dummies.
rest when what the heart really drug which not only injures the in- But Alex Hard, Olympic record bolder and jumping star of the Sun
needs to gain new strength is exer- dividual, but makes him a danger Valley Ice Show at the New York World's Fair, shows his self conficise.
and a liability to his .community. dence by leaping over steel drums full of Quaker State motor oil.—Adv.
A popular treatment in former Before going into our lesson let us
years was what was known as the look at only -a few of the many facts
NaYiheim baths and the Schott available.
In the five years since repeal,
method /of "resistBy
ive"
exercise in it is estimated that $30,000,000,000
RUTH WYETH
which the patient has been spent for intoxicants with
SPEARS
exercises his mus- a profit to the industry of $13,250,cles against the re- 000,000. But what has it cost the
sistance of the phy- people?
is 3 inches below the upper left
"In 1937, an entire city the size
sician's or attendcorner. F is 9 inches in from the
k-C
of 'Detroit was maimed and injured,
ant's hands.
upper right corner. G is 6 inches
. In speaking of ex- and an entire city the size of Omaha
down from the upper right corner.
is one theme more than
ercise in the treat- was permanently injured, by the
Finish the top as at H.
nother about which fashion inment of chronic (not automobile. Sixty per cent of auto
The offer of the two 25-cent sewcenters this fall, that theme
recent) heart or fatalities are due to alcohol" (Chief
ing books containing 96 HOW TO
he outstanding importance of
blood vessel disease, Justice of Municipal Court, EvansSEW articles that have not ap, choice fabric. In assembling
Dr. Barton Dr. Louis Faugeres ton, 111.).
peared in the paper will be with"Rape has increased 13 per cent
"autumn wardrobe the ,thought
Bishop Jr., New
drawn soon. At present you can
York, in/ Archives of Physical Ther- and the more atrocious forms 40
ep uppermost in mind is that
get both books for the price of
apy, X-ray, Radium, states that per cent in the last eight months"
| the most part the style strucone; but don't delay; send 25 cents
(Police
Commissioner,
Boston,
with
bed
patients,
massage,
breath> for the coming months is being
with name and address to Mrs.
ing exercises, and "resistive" exer- Mass.).
around the idea of handsome
Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St., Chi"Criminals are for the return of
cises are beneficial in that they help
rial made up with a studied
cago, 111., and both books will be
;o force the used blood in the veins liquor, wet propaganda to the conlicity that achieves classic lines
sent by return mail, postpaid.
trary
notwithstanding,
and
with
the
jack
to
the
heart.
lead to well-balanced silhoucoming of repeal will come the AN IMPORTANT speaker was
Gradual Exercise Increase.
bespeaking a new dignity in
What is known as the Oertel meth- greatest era of wholesale crime this ** scheduled, and the club rooms
waist, breaks into pleats below the
Emode.
od
of exercise consists of graded country has ever known. The crim- were looking rather shabby. The
hips.
The
high
round
neck
practihe new wool weaves are adding
world is tensely expectant and
articularly exciting chapter to cally demands a necklace and a walks carried out until the patient inal
is prepared to launch immediate- decorating committee reported
{current story of fabric elegance. suitable one as here shown is of oegins to feel the effects of the exer- ly into its millennium of crime. The that formal draperies would lend
h
toying the foundation for the ear-gold links with gold knobs. The cise by very rapid breathing. Be- return of the saloon inevitably will an air of distinction. The funds
ginning
on
the
level,
the
walks
are
wide
link
gold
bracelet
looks
well
could only pay for the material.
all wardrobe the idea of handincreased gradually with regard to bring open prostitution and gam- Sewing machines hummed and
wool styled to a nicety with with the necklace and a cunning distance
bung"
(Statement
by
a
criminal
in
and
incline
or
steepness.
basis on dramatic simplicity, is gold clip climaxes this jewelry en- For less severe cases, where the prison before repeal became effec- here is a sketch of the miracle
semble. The plaid hat crowns the
that was wrought. Here also are
ng widespread appeal.
patient is up and about most of the tive).
hat to offset the amazing sim- entire with glory.
"America is on the worst gam- the dimensions that were used for
Gold jewelry as a smart accent tune, Dr. Bishop suggests that as it bung spree hi its history. A gross making patterns for the graceful
of the dress or suit of swank
is
difficult
to
know
exactly
how
>1? The answer is gold jewelry ac- to colorful tweeds has also become much exercise the patient can take population, not including all rural valance sections which were fasWhich is one of the startling a hobby with fashion. To the left safely, he should be allowed to tell districts, of 80,000,000 persons is tened over rods with snaps.
For the looped section, cut paof news in the new season's in the picture see a deep bright how his everyday manner of life dallying with $6,000,000,000 in winThere is a "gold rush" on green tweed suit with a new collar affects him.
nings and losings, of which all but per 18 inches deep and half as
wide as the window measured
shion's realm. Black with gold treatment and stitched detail down
The stair test or exercise has been about $1,000,000,000 passes through
pecially a message that is being the front of the jacket. The skirt much used. Some heart patients the hands of the underworld, where over the frame. From the upper
throughout the style centers is widely gored. Take particular live entirely on the ground floor, but much of it remains" (Courtney R. right corner to point A is half of
the window width less two inches.
notice of the gold and green tour- Dr. Bishop points out that if they Cooper).
he world.
4fa
Point B is 6 inches below the upmaline
daisy
pin
with
a
diamond
The
American
Business
Men's
ack wool jersey, a particularly center worn on the jacket. The climbed the stairs one step at a
per left corner. Draw a diagonal
foundation,
Chicago,
reports
that
it indication for early fall, is bracelets are of the new large gold time, it might become a heart
line
from A to B, and a curve
liquor
was
responsible
for
the
rejecfor the fashion-right semi- link type. Gold stitched suede de- strengthening and safe exercise.
USE THE MODERN
from B to the lower right corThe thought then is that after the tion of more than 93,000 applications ner. Place the edge marked C on
dress centered to right scribes the hat.
INSECT KILLER
heart has been rested in bed and by for insurance last year, and that
! in the illustration. Note, with
A few notes in general in regard sitting around for some time, some as a result widows and orphans will a fold of the goods. The diagonal
[bracelet-length sleeves the unHarmless 16 persons and pets—
be deprived of ovei* ends are pleated and stitched into
lly wide gold bracelet. This to the new wool weaves follow. The form of exercise, as directed by the ultimately
100% active, ready-mixed, no hiss
$200,000,000 of insurance, making a band as at D.
er of the wider bracelet is in trend to smoother versions of the physician, strengthens the heart some
or bother. You us* DWIN as 11
For the end pieces, cut paper 15
of
them
public
charges.
velvety
duvetyn
order
is
apparent.
muscle
and
prevents
patient
from
came* In the can—the tale, ecoirdance with fashion's latest de- There are also many ribboned woolThree words which are altogether inches wide and 24 inches deep. E
becoming an invalid.
nomical double-purpose spray for
ens. While black woolens are havappropriate
for
the
liquor
problem
» * *
killing Insects In house and gari further dramatize this modish ing a widespread initial call, there
will serve to summarize our lesson.
den. "As fragrant as flower* In
ne frock of black wool jersey is also a big movement going on
May." Sold by Independent merI. Devastation (Joel 1:5-7).
are gold clips that nighspot among richly colorful tweeds and
chants. eTerywhere..
Drunkards are called on to awake
I lapel. Flattering too, are the other wool weaves gorgeously toned
"DWW. Saegertown. Pa.
from
their
stupor
and
weep
and
the
earrings,
in new shades of blue green and
drinkers of wine (note that I) to wail
i the lower right in the picture, flower reds with rust tones greatly
During the flu epidemic a consult- over the loss of their drink because
irincess model of billiard green in favor for sports and travel wear. ing physician examinating the chart of the devastation wrought by the
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
nel, beautifully fitted at the
of a young medical officer, sick with locusts. This plague had come bepneumonia (following the flu) shook cause of the sins of the people, and
his head as he pointed to the num- may well serve to exemplify the
ber of white corpuscles (the disease devastation which will follow the
fighters) present in the blood. As use of alcohol as a beverage. The
the patient was very ill it was to be nations of our day need not think
expected that the number of these that they will escape if they conAll signs point to a season of white corpuscles would greatly in- tinue on their present road of reckfrom the normal number of less indulgence.
uxury especially in matter of fabric crease
to 8,000 per cubic millimeter
elegance. The tendency is toward 6to000
II. Debauchery (Dan. 5:1-4).
perhaps 20,000 or 30,000, whereas
The familiar story of Belshazzar's
dignified trends rather
than the there
1
was only about 7,000.
feast
be made to live again
much-exploited "little girl" fashions
Purity and Truth
The explanation of the consul- as weshould
;hat have been centering the stage
point out that we here "have
Purity is the feminine, truth the
tant's feeling that there was no hope vividly manifested three of the
luring past months.
masculine, of honor.—Hare.
is that while a rise to 30,000 or great characteristics of the day in
Suits of stiff faille, rich brocades 40,000
would
show
that
the
illness
which
we
live—a
coming
together
for evening wear, imposing jewelry was very serious, it would show also
of great multitudes for a riotous night
accents emphasizing wide braceRELIEVES SUNBURN
A1REUEV
the resisting ability of the body of drinking, which must of j course
lets, necklaces that have a broad that
was
very
great
in
being
able
to
collarlike spread and massive gold provide this large number of white end for many in disgusting' drunkenness; provision for acts of darkeffects in belts, and in clips all inSNOW-WHITE PETROLEUM JEUY
corpuscles.
est sensuality in the fact that all
dicate return to elegance.
Similarly,
when
there
is
rapid
but
the wives and concubines were
The play being made on fur borpulse, increased blood pres- invited to this feast
The Sufferer
. and a con- Here's your chance to own beauderings that is being lavished on strong
sure,
and
a
rise
in
temperature,
it
The
humble
suffer when the
insulting
of
temptuous,
deliberate
coat, suit and frock, the revival of is direct evidence that there is intiful linens without any trouble at
old-fashioned passementrie, the fection or other trouble in the body, the "name of God" (Dr. Wilbur M. all! Cutwork's easy to do, you powerful disagree.—Phaedrus.
elaborate hand-embroidery and but just as direct evidence that the Smith).
know—it's just buttonhole stitch
HI. Death (vv. 5, 17, 25-28).
countless such trends are reminis- body is putting up a fight against
(there's just a touch of other
Dramatically
swift
was
God's
cent of the Victorian age of pomp the infection or other trouble.
stitchery). Such a variety of floral
judgment upon Belshazzar's pre- motifs too. Get busy on a tea
and glory. The fact of sleek fit ed
How Body Fights Disease.
sumptuous sin. Magnificently bold
dresses with in many ™t*™** ™
scarf or towel. These de- Do you (eel 90 nervous you want to screamf
Thus Dr F. M. Pottenger in En- and direct was the condemnation by cloth,
long sleeve, the Quaint back-fullness
crow and Irritable! Do you scold
signs are stunning on natural linen Are you
dearest to you!
treatments that modernize bustle ef- docrinology (science of the ductless Daniel, the prophet of God. Re- or soft pastel shades with stitch- tboae
II
your
nerves are on edge snd you feel
fects, fitted basques, laced-m cor- glands—thyroid, pituitary, and oth- lentless was the immediate judg- ery in white or the matching color. you need a good general system toait, try
Lydla
E.
Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound,
ers)
states:
"It
would
seem
to
me
ment of physical death (see v. 30), Pattern 6331 contains a transfer made ujxet'oBy for worn**.
sets all portend the trend to greater
that
the
conception
or
idea
that
the
and
equally
sure
is
the
ultimate
For
over
60
years
one
voman has told andignity in fashions.
combination of symptoms-pain in- judgment when the drunken king pattern of 16 motifs ranging from • other bow to go "smiling thru" with reliable
3V4
by
3Vi
inches
to
4%
by
15
Plnkham's
Compound.
It
helps nature build
creased heart rate, increased blood stands before his Maker to answer
up more physical resistance and thus helps
inches; materials needed; color calm
quivering nerves and lessen discomforts
pressure, increased number of white for the deeds done in the flesh.
schemes.
from annoying symptoms which often acblood corpuscles, rise in body temfemale functional disorders.
fact that God does not write
To obtain this pattern, send 15 company
perature—which we call disease in The
Why not give it a chance to help YOUT
our day in flaming letters on the cents in coins to The Sewing CirOver
one
million women have written In
represents really the condition
wonderful benefit! from Pinkham's
A definite revival of ostrich is an- which the body must assume in or- saloon wall before the bleary eyes cle, Household Arts Dept, 259 W. reporting
Compound.
of the drinker does not mean that 14th St., New York, N. Y.
nounced for this fall and winter der to protect itself against the His
judgment is any less certain,
Many of the new hats show a wealth disease elements which are causing nor does
it make it less dreadful.
Evening wraps trouble in the body, is most reasonof ostrich trims. ^ " mil,, bo
s
with ostrich, little bo able With this idea—that the sympare trimmed
going to be a banner season are
Cost of Happiness
toms really show that the body is
Beaters. From the practical leros are .all or
God has ordained that happiness,
fighting the disease—we can recog- like every other good thing, should
*eerwe skirt-and-sweater idea has are bags, and
nize inflammation and other re- cost us something; He has willed
muffs to match.
Essential
to
the
joy
of
a
actions in the body to toxic or that it should be a moral achieve'r °r teen-age is the skirt that is
Like a beacon light cm the height—the advertisepoison products as really a 'pro- ment, and not an accident.—Dr
To Show Your WatcU
iil?i e°red as is tbe one worn by
mtl
ments in newspaper^ direct you to newer, better
tective' process."
e girl in the picture. There
Gasparin.
You can readily understand then
tnmg very fashion-wise about
and easier ways of providing the things needed or
why your physician is more conWalk in the Light
model, sewn seam detail altercerned
about
the
strength
of
the
desired. It shines, this beacon of newspaper adverWalk in the light and thou shalt
•«' with pressed crease to create
of a
heart and the general condition of see thy path, though thorny, bright,
merest
the
bt ui 1 ia f »
styling of this signer.
tising — and it will be to your advantage to folthe body than he is about the t«ra- for God, by grace, shall dwell in
11 „ I
ashioned of naphtha
perature
being
high
or
the
blood
low it whenever you make a purchase.
thee, and God himself ia light.—
wool gabardine. The soft an
A Cool Color
pressure increased.
Barton.
'sweater assembled with it may
IfUlcused b.y Western Newspaper Union.)
for a summer suit of 1
Contrasting shade or matching parelli
choo.es
a
color
•°l the skirt gither way you shade of orange ice.
nght i
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IUCTION SEEN IN "Rose of Washington Square"
CORN LOAN RATE at Rialto Jhis Week End

BRIARDALE GROCERY

City and County Employees
Plan to Organize Union

NUMBER 45

4-H WINNERS WILL
ATTEND STATE FAIR

It is an American tradition that
Municipal and county employees of
Broadway has no heart. Yet on that
eev Parity Price Will Affect Corn street a million voices sing the songs
Cass county are banding together in
Loan This Fall Say AAA Officials.
a labor organization which will be Cass County Will Be Represented in
that are closest to the heart of Amerassociated with the American FederLoan Price Will Probably Be
ica—the heart songs and hit songs of
Twenty Events By Boys' and
ation of Labor, it was revealed Monday.
today and yesterday that open the
Around 55c Per Bushel.
Girls' 4-H Club Members at
Temporary chairman of the Cass
MARSHMALLOWS—
gates of memory, rich with the emoPINEAPPLE—
State Fair Next Week.
county chapter of the state City and
tion of years of beloved melody. In
Fresh and fluffy,
GWC,
County
Employees
council
is
Kenneth
• The loan rate on corn this fall is 'Rose of Washington Square," they
l-lb.
matched slices,
Hays, county mechanic while Don Wilected to be a cent or two less than tell the deeply human story of Rose,
Cass county will have representapackage
No. 2y2 can...
kinson of the county engineer's office
, present price of 57 cents a bushel who loved the way only some woman
tives
in approximately 20 events in
lias been named temporary secretaryall because the experts are find- can.
the boys' and girls' 4-H contests at '
treasurer.
The romantic stars of "Alexander's
OATS—
that the parity objective of the
the forthcoming Iowa State fair, it
PORK and BEANS—
All county employees and all emRagtime Band"—Tyrone Power and
\A is now too high.
was announced this week by County
Quick
or
regular,
GWC tall cans,
ployees of the various municipal
[They are refiguring parity and so Alice Faye—are joined in this grand
Agent Dale E. Bush and Miss Mary
large
governments in the county are eli3
picture,
which
is
the
feature
attracobably instead of a parity price of
gible for membership, with the excep- Louise Simon, home demonstration
tubes
for
agent.
1 cents a bushel on corn, they may end tion at the Rialto Theatre, Saturday
tion of elective officials, Wilkinson
and Sunday evenings, by Al Jolson,
The county will be represented in
with around 78 cents.
said. About 15 men have already
six livestock divisions, while winning
f If parity should prove to be 78 cents the star who sings back the past
OXYDOI^signed up as charter members.
MATCHES—
girls' exhibits from the recent county
bushel, the loan price would be 55 everyone wants to remember. The
Charles M. Knowlton of the state
Large
screen
play
by
Nunnally
Johnson,
who
6-box
cartons,
show will be entered in
tents instead of 57 cents, according to
council, who spoke at the organization achievement
package . .
six events.
each
: present outlook as regards supply. also served as associate producer,
meeting in Atlantic Friday evening,
Boys' and girls' demonstration
I Parity price is that which the farm- a stirring human romance, keynoted
said the chief objective of the union
teams,
the boys' judging teams and
r must get to equal his same purchas- in Rose's unforgettable lines: "LisMILK—
is to secure unemployment insurance
APPLES—
en!
I
love
this
man
from
here
to
breakthe
girls'
health champion will also
power that he had in 1909-1914.
and pensions for city and county emBriardale,
Wealthies,
compete for state laurels.
i other words the parity is the price fast! Want to make something of it?
ployees and to install the merit sys3
Girls' exhibits which were selected
6
corn (or any other farm product) He's tricky? So all right, he's tricky!
tem.
to
be sent to the fair include:
He's
hurt
me?
So
what?
I
love
him!
tall
cans..
pounds . . .
i terms of what the farmer buys and
State highway commission employees
He's my man!"
An interesting center for a girl's
ays for services.
have formed a similar organization
room, including at least three articles,
The milestones of melody in the
. Congress already has tampered with
and backed a merit system bill that
SWEET
POTATOES—
JAR
RINGS—
one of which is a piece of painted
film
include:
"My
Man,"
"Toot
Toot
arity at least once it was adopted as
lacked only two votes of passage in
furniture—Mary Ellen Masteller of
New crop,
Briardale red,
objective of the farm administra- Tootsie, Goodbye," "I'm Sorry I Made
the recent legislative session.
G^rove township.
4
3
i. The addition of interest and You Cry," "JaDa," "The Vamp,"
The union hopes through concerted
An interesting center for a girl's
"The
Curse
of
an
Aching
Heart,"
pounds
xes to the parity schedule boosted
dozen
action to eliminate a large amount of
room, at least three articles, one of
"April
Showers,"
"Mammy,"
"Rose
of
he objective by several points.
politics from city and county apwhich is a piece of natural refinished
[ Now the department of agriculture Washington Square," by James Hanpointments,
raising the employees'
GRAPES—
furniture—Betty Skow of Brighton.
LAUNDRY
SOAP—
ley
and
Ballard
MacDonald,
"I'm
Aljobs
from
the
level
of
political
"plums"
atisticians and economists are findWindow curtains—Norma Goettsch
Red Malagas,
P. & G.,
to a civil service status.
that the broadening of the base ways Chasing Rainbows," "I'm Just
of Grove.
Wild
About
Harry,"
"California
Here
2
At present these employees are ex10
i which parity is 'computed will tend
Reclaimed picture frames—Frances
cluded from the benefits of the social
reduce the "purchasing power" I Come" and "Avalon." And, in the
pounds
large
bars..
Bailey of Grove and Margaret Boots
swing
of
today,
is
Gordon
and
Revel's
?
security law. They hope to "remedy" •of Brighton.
nee of farm commodities."
this condition, so that they will be
The average price of com was 64 latest hit, "I Never Knew Heaven
Book covers and portfolios—MarJAR
CAPS—
Could Speak."
WHEATIES—
eligible for unemployment and old garet Boots of Brighton and Mary
jents in the prewar period but farmers
In addition to this delightfully
age payments.
Best quality Mason
For a healthy
ave to pay more for what they buy
Ellen Masteller of Grove.
entertaining feature there will be a
The Cass county group will meet
use than they did before the war
breakfast,
Dresser scarf—Norma Goettsch of
Terry-Toon cartoon, "Barnyard Eggagain in September.
in order to get parity they would
dozen
1»/C
Pymosa
and Ardith Wollenhaupt of,
package
citement," and the regular\ issue of
ave to have 78 to 81 cents for corn,
Massena.
Frank
Daughenbaugh
and
wife,
news.
\
lepending on which version of parity
Slip covers for chairs—Marjorie
Henry Aggen, wife and children, Helen
Jane Withers Picture Tonight.
WATERMELONS ARE RUNNING FINE
rice is accepted.
Zellmer
of Washington and Viola
and George, Charles Berth, wife and
That mischievous hoyden of Hollyi The corn loan is dependent on sevson, Howard, A. N. Cron and wife Joyce of Grove.
I wood, Jane Withers goes romantic in
things which have not yet been
Decorative pillows—Regina Edgar
and Mirs. Irvin Dorsey, accompanied
her newest picture—-but it's in that
ermined but indications are now
of Massena and Marjorie Kuehl of
by
Bernard
Perry,
wife
and
children,
| madcap Withers way! "Boy Friend,"
no referendum is necessary and
Charles, Marlyn and Marion, of At- Pymosa.
[.feature, attraction at the Rialto this
a corn ToaiF is' virtually "assured.
lantic, visited Sunday at the L./A. • An interesting center for a girl's
(Wednesday) evening, i n t r o d u c e s
room, three articles, one of which is
! loan as indicated by present crop George Ernest, familiarly known as
Chaney home near Grimes, Ip,wa.
a piece of improvised furniture—Ruth
Ripply, would be 70 per cent of the
Roger in the Jones Family series, as
A farmer who does not exceed his
Three equity petitions have been
rity price.
Mrs. Ronald Ridenour, Mrs. V. R. Gladson of Grove.
Jane's first "crush." George soon filed in the clerk's office for the Sep- corn acreage allotment will be perDemonstration team—Delma Ferwhile a mythical figure, learns that you've got to be able to
tember term of the Cass county dis- mitted to feed oXsell without penalty Ridenour, Mrs. William Stockham and guson and Marjorie Kuehl of Pymosa.
[dually has practical significance be- go places and do things if you're Jane's
Mrs.
Roscoe
W.
Koob
entertained
thirty
all the corn he produces whenever
trict court.
The county health champion is
ause it is written into the formula "feller." "What a girl friend for a
corn marketing quota may be ladies last Wednesday evening at the
The Federal Land Bank of Omaha
(et by law for determining the loan boy to have!" says George. "Give is plaintiff in a suit against Andrew n effect, says dair D. Becker, chair- home of the first named lady in Adair 'Miss Eileen Kuesel of the Victoria
irice of corn and other commodities me a nice, quiet war!" Arleen Whe- and Kate Johnson, Grant Jones, Lem man of the County AAA committee.
at a 7:30 o'clock luncheon and post- township Victors.
nuptial miscellaneous shower honor- The county win be reprsented by
nder the AAA.
lan, Richard Bond, Douglas Fowley, R. and Myrtle Jones and others, askA new amendment to the corn mar- ing Mrs. Fred MtBride, a recent bride. I Emmert 'Daugard and Fletcher Nichols
The loan rate whether it be 55, 56 Warren Hymer, Robert Kellard and ing judgment of $6,480 on a promisketing quota provisions of the Agri- The bride's table was placed under a \ in demonstration work. They will
57 cents probably will not affect Minor Wlaton are included in the cast sory note and appointment of a recultural Adjustment Act of 1938 makes canopy of pink and white with a large jshow the elements of the soil.
eatly the total amount of corn to be
wil1 be
ceiver to take possession pending fore- ,his possible by providing that the
of the film.
Four
selected for the
bell directly above the bride's
aled. With market prices on corn
On the program for this evening closure of mortgaged property near :orn marketing percentage be 100% white
chair.
The
house
and
tables
were
livestock
judging
team
and four for
below the loan rate and 85 to there will be a cartoon, "Old 'Fire Anita.
of the farm acreage allotment.
beautifully
decorated
with
pink
and
per cent itf the corn eligible for a Horse," a Passing Parade miniature,
The Federal Farm Mortgage corBefore this amendment was pass- white garden flowers. The evening of ten who are now working out.
an, AAA officials expect all prev- "•Giant of Normay," and Iowa news poration is suing Eva B. and Lewis
ed, the marketing quota provisions was spent with games and contests, at
ious records for sealing to be broken.
H. Hayter, the E. M. Peet Manufac- called for farmers to hold part of their
Miss Amy Knowlton submitted to an
flashes.
Iowa now has 131 million bushels
turing company and the Anita State corn supply on the farm, even if they the close of which each guest found operation Tuesday morning for the
1937 and 1938 corn under seal, and
Bank, asking judgment of $5,241 on lad planted within their corn allot- her way to a wishing well, which was removal of her tonsils.
a clever creation of the Old Oaken
ficials are looking for an even greata promissory note and appointment ments.
bucket type and decorated by Mrs.
total of 1939 corn to be placed
of a receiver.
Guy White of Menlo was visiting
A farmer who exceeds his allot- V. R. Ridenour, where each received
nder seal.
In another suit against Kate and
with
friends and looking after business
ment will be subject to a penalty of a fortune and made a wish for the
The AAA to date has announced no
Andrew Johnson, Grant Jones, Lem
matters in the city Saturday.
15
cents
per
bushel
on
any
corn
he
bride. The guest of honor, who was
Dormant for several weeks, plans R. and Myrtle Jones, et al., the Omange in the parity figure on which
markets in excess of his quota. He the last to visit the well, found many
loan rate will be computed but it for a rural electrification program ha Federal Land Bank seeks judgment
Gail Forte is home from a seven
may avoid penalty by storing on his beautiful gifts which were raised from
rather common knowledge that are being revived in the southeastern of $2,248 on a promissory note and
weeks'
visit in Chicago with his father,
farm an amount of" corn equal to the the well and presented to her.
hanges are contemplated sometime townships of Cass county, it was learn- appointment of a receiver.
Arley Forte, and with his grandparents,
normal yield of corn on the number of
ed this week.
Within the next few months.
O. L. Forte and wife, at Champagne,
acres planted in excess of the corn alUnder the new plan, the county
111.
otment, or the actual production in
Mrs. Martha White of Alda, Neb., will not have an REA project of its
excess of the normal yield of the al-Mrs. A. F. Michaels of Schuyler,
' in Anita to spend a couple of weeks [ own but will tie onto the Adair county
lotment, whichever is smaller.
Neb., is here for a two weeks," visit
fith her daughter, Mrs. Ben Bell and project. A great deal of enthusiasm
The corn amendment also provides
jmsband, and with other relatives and over the proposed Adair extension was
Bringing the total payment in Cass with her mother, Mrs. Agness MfeCosh,
that
any referendum in which farmers county to more than $116,000, a ship- and with . her brothers, Philip and
'
manifest
at
a
meeting
Friday
night
at
At a meeting of the Holy Cross
Mrs. White is a former resiwould vote on marketing quotas may ment of 343 checks aggregating $24,- antes MlcCosh.
«nt of Anita, leaving here for Ne- Norway Center, according to H. R. Lutheran church members last ThursBaldwin,
chairman
of
the
county
day evening, officers were elected for je held one month later, at the end 906.23, was received Monday mornska about forty years ago.
Harley Miller and two sons, James
committee.
the ensuing year. There was a good of September instead of August, as ing by the Cass county agriculture
and
Arthur, returned home Tuesday
was
previously
provided.
This
change
M.
G.
Killman
of
Greenfield,
attorconservation office for distribution to
attendance. Officers elected are as
Cass county residents received
„„
'rom
a few days' visit at Maynard,
in
the
date
of
the
referendum
makes
farmers who have conformed to the
^stance from the Iowa Old Age ney for the REA in Adair county, follows:
owa, with their sister and aunt, Mrs.
Elders—Henry Roed, Herman Baier it possible to use the September crop corn parity program.
Distance Commission for the month I spoke at the gathering and expiamea
report for determining the corn marThis is the fourth shipment received Nellie Cummings and family.
July. They received ?8,967 or an; what would have to be done before and Jens Holland.
lv
keting
quota.
by
the Cass county office. The checks,
Trustees—Andrew
Petersen,
Worth
«rage Of $20.67. For the same | farmers could join the Adair county
The Baughman Construction Co. of
lon
The
corn
crop
is
often
materially
mailed
by the treasury department Iriswold is straightening the TurkeyChastain
and
J.
P.
Christensen.
th 7 blind pensions were issued | setup.
,
Bor
President—J. P. Christensen; vice reduced during August, said Mr. Beck- from Chicago, represent the payments reek channel three miles southwest
>r the county
county for
for aa total
total amount
amount of
Another meeting will be held at tn
Benton
Center
school
in
Benton
townpresident,
Jens Holland; secretary, er, and in some years a referendum on applications which were sent in by if Anita. When the dragline com1151.35 an average of $21.62.
. ship at 8:00 o'clock this (Wednesday) Orville Christensen; financial secre- might be held when the September the Cass county office July 28.
pletes its work, a new bridge will be
According to information received erected.
tary, Worth Chastain; treasurer, Ed- report would cancel it. Through this
The large engine on the west bound ' evening, Mr. Baldwin said.
' '—
height
was uvraucu
derailed vix
on n«7
the u.«~
side t j ^*^^»"
Approximately» 50 farmers have
ai- ward E. Niemand; andfinancialcom-change in dates, the announcement of here, the state AAA office was being
~*6"fc wao
.
'k near the Farmers Coop, elevator ready signed up for the "tension, as- mittee, Henry Roed, Vernie Liessener a referendum will be made at any swamped with work the past few
Paul N. Burkhart, a chemical enThe
time prior to Sept. 15, and the date weeks, receiving up to 6,000 applica- ineer in the E. I. DuPont de Nemours
and Chris Birk.
*st Wednesday afternoon, the derail- suring at least 12 miles of line.
proposedj i:__
line ,,,ill
will come
come west
west from
Board of Education—Peter Ander- for announcing the results of the ref- tions per day, while it is able to dis- aboratories at Wilmington, Del., is
being caused by a broken rail, Adair
county border to Norway Center
erendum Oct. 10, a month later in pose of only about 4,000. This ex- enjoying a two weeks' vacation, and is
engine was put back on the rails then southeast to Pine Grove, then east son, Jr. and J. P. Christensen.
each case.
plains the delay in getting the checks visiting in Atlantic with his parents,
The
officers
were
inducted
into
office
py the wrecking crew from West Des
oine
at
the
regular
services
Sunday
mornout.
M. M. Burkhart and wife, and in Anita
again
to
the
county
line.
s, assisted by local railroad
Farmers in Franklin, Lincoln, Mas- ing.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wagner are enwith his aunt, Mrs. Joe Vetter and hus"orkmen. Many people were attractErnest Burke, wife and son, Gail, aand, and with other relatives and
joying a visit this week with their
S ena, Union and Benton townsh.ps, al|
to the scene.
t rural j Henry Kuehn and wife returned five sons and their families, the first left Saturday for a week's outing tn friends.
of whom have been w i t h o uvited
to
home Friday evening from a week's time for a number of years that all Colorado.
Flora Rendleman, superinten- power service are
The annual picnic chicken supper,
ent
I
visit in Cleveland, Ohio, with their of the children having been at the
[ °f schools in Audubon ocunty, has j 0 i n in the project.
sponsored
by the ladies of the Wiota
Mike
Metz
of
Wiota,
county
superi-' sons, Kenneth and Lowell Kuehn, and parental home at the same time. The
"nounced the list of teachers for the
Catholic
church,
will be held on Wedvisor,
and
a
patient
at
the
UniverThe members of the
Ura
children
are
Roscoe
Wlagner,
wife
and
A t l a n t i c last with Mrs. Kuehn's brother, Glenn
' schools in that county. Teachers
sity hospital in Iowa City, submittec nesday evening, Aug. 30, on the parish
ladies aid drove to
daughters,
Joan
and
Carol,
of
ClinCampbell
and
family.
Lyle
Kuehn
eran
Audubon township for the coming
where they
to a second operation last Friday lawn in that town, with a platform
Wednesday afternoon
K. R. Jensen ' accompanied them to Cleveland anc ton, Iowa; Raymond Wagner of Jopte*r »ie as follows: No. 1, Ramona
morning and is reported to be dance following the supper. In case
lin,
'Mo;
Byron
Wagner
and
wife
of
j
remained
there
in
the
hopes
of
finding
"Mater; No. 2, Elizabeth Kerwin;
of rain the supper will be served in
doing splendidly.
Mrs. Metz
Cleveland,
Ohio;
Ernest
Wagner
and
0 :i
employment.
On
their
way
home
Mr
Emma Ludwig; No. 4, Neva
the parish rectory and the Frank
turned
to
her
home
in
Wiota
Sunday
wife
of
Bridgeport,
Conn;
and
Nors. Kuehn stopped at Cold Water
'> No. -6, Veraa Beck; No. 6,1 ssocially,
o cself-invited
a,
The
the
guests. ^ ^^
^ ^
evening after spending a few days Waters residence next door.
man
Wagner,
a
medical
student
at
the
I
spent
a
day
with
his
sister
Porter; No. 7, Alyce Parker;
ed
to
the
J
^
public
is
invited.
with
her
husband.
0 8
.State University in Iowa City.
I Mrs. Bert Hillborg and family.
; . Esther Hill; and No. 9, Jose- was presented
ladies.
Richter.

Values For Friday-Saturday

17c

22c

19c

25c

19c

19c

19c

19c

23c

lOc

15c

33c

lOc

Three Equity Cases Filed Rule on Corn Quota Is
in Cass County Court Changed By Amendment

Rural Electric Plans Are
Revived in Cass County

Holy Cross Lutheran Church
Members Elect New Officers

$24,906.23 Received By
Cass Fanners Monday

THE ANITA

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar.. .25c
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
13c
MILK, Clover Farm, 4 large cans
25c
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, large packages,
3 for
25c
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
14c
CLOROX, quart bottle
19c
PEACHES, No. 10 can
39c
OXYDOL, medium size package
19c
KLEENEX, 2 packages
25c
Carrots, Lettuce, Celery, Cabbage
and Tomatoes.
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Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Entered at the post office at Anita,
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
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THANKSGIVING DAY.
President Roosevelt's change in the
established date of Thankgiving day
•ends an unbroken chain of annual
celebrations begun by Abraham Lincoln, according to Dr. L. A. Warren,
director of the Lincoln museum at
Fort Wayne, Ind. It was Abraham
Lincoln who, on Oct. 3, 1863, issued
the first national annual Thanksgiving
day proclamation. Prior to Lincoln's
time there was a period of approximately fifty years when no Presidential
proclamation calling for national observance of Thanksgiving was issued.
In speaking of the history of
Thanksgiving, Dr. Warren recalled a
number of little known facts about the
holiday. George Washington issued
the first national Thanksgiving day
proclamation Oct. 3, 1789. Lincoln
issued his first Thanksgiving day pro-

clamation on the same day of the
month as had Washington, and he
also set apart to be observed the same
day of the month, Thursday, Nov. 26.
This was more than pure coincidence.
The last Thursday in November is
the Thursday before the first Sunday
in Advent, New Year's day of the
church calendar year. It is significant that the last Thursday in November is also the final feast day of the
church year.
After Thanksgiving day in 1795, the
festival was neglected for twenty
years.
In 1815, Congress induced
President Madison to declare a day of
Thanksgiving. After 1815, however,
Thanksgiving day observances fell by
the wayside, not to be revived until
Abraham Lincoln's proclamation in
1863. Again in 1864, Lincoln issued
a proclamation setting aside the last
Thursday in November as the date of
the festival. Each succeeding President has set apart this same day as
Thanksgiving day, thus maintaining
for seventy-five years this established
date for Thanksgiving day>
The busy man will not be found
sitting on his tail, giving vent to a
howl.
The crickets, katydids and nightbugs are in full enjoyment of their
summer carnival.

KOZY
Presents the greatest grain bin you
have ever seen.
Strong, durable, water-proof, Kozy is; building
the best Grain Bin they know how to make after 26
years of selling ready-made buildings.
This Grain Bin is absolutely guaranteed to be
built of a better grade of materials than any other
on the market. Before you buy a Grain Bin, inspect
the Kozy. You will be surprised at the low price.
Remember—Kozy is the world's largest builder
of ready-made buildings.

ROBERTS PRODUCE
Your Kozy Dealer

Phone 15

MORE USABLE
TRY THE
•NUT OASOLINE WITH

"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA
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•f -f -f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - * well, lunged around and finally down
the shaft. The other horse, caught in J
+
AROUND IOWA.
+ the harness, made a game fight but j
•»••»••*• + •* + • » • • * • • * * • • * - • * • • » • • » finally he to was dragged over the
New Pet.
edge into the deep pit. Mr. Havel
Here's a different kind of snake tried to save his scraper but it followstory. When Frank Boot, Pella farm- ed the horses. Both animals were
er, found a big bullsnake while threshkilled, and even Mr. Havel is not feeling last week, he caught it and took
ing very "well."
it home. Released in the Boot corncrib, the three-foot reptile will now
New Mail Box.
devote the rest of its life to keeping
Joe Crossett, of Wellman, a former
out the rats and mice. And Mrs.
rural mail carrier, has just patented
Boot, no doubt.
a new rural mail box. Among its
features are a coin-container which
Long Time No See.
will enable the postman to get the
George Strong, 87, of Davenport,
coins easily, even with his mittens on;
visited his sister, Mrs. John Ivey, 91, of
an automatic flag and a letter-hold
LeMars recently. It was their first
which makes it easier to pick up
meeting in 85 years.
letters.
Some Mortgage.
In case you're worried about lifting the mortgage on the old homestead, you may find consolation in the
sad case of the Northern Natural
Gas Co., which has just filed a mortgage for $50,000,000.00 (fifty million
to you) in a number of Iowa counties.
The mortgage, in favor of the Harris
Trust Co., of Chicago, is filed in every
county through which the company's
pipe-line passes, from Texas to Minnesota. Filing fee for the 400-page
document is $148.
Not So Dumb.
Anglers have long praised the
shrewdness of the trout. Just to
show that this confidence is not misplaced, trout in the state fish hatchery at Strawberry Point will rush
for the bank when an attendant steps
up at meal-time with a bucket of
chopped lungs-and-livers. Which reminds us, Delmar Babbit once claimed
that while the trout is a smart fish—
the sardine is "cannier."

Dedication.
A marker has been erected at Froelich, Iowa, dedicating the site where
John Froelich built the first gasoline
tractor that propelled itself "backward as well as forward," in 1892.
Later Mr. Froelich helped organize
the Waterloo Traction company which
later became the John Deere Tractor
Company.

The I. H. C. Store

DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
WHEATIES, breakfast of champions, package in
TOILET SOAP, all 5c bars at 3 bars for ........ He
COFFEE, Sun-Up, fresh roasted, regular or
drip grind, 3 pounds.;. ......
.......
„
, A real value, low in price, high in quality.
CAKE FLOUR, Jack Sprat23^1b. package •>•>
1 package Better Brice Bake Cup filled free
BACON SQUARES, sugar cured, pound ....... 10c
Peaches, Plums, Peaips and Apples For Canning.

<*?i

*
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New Colors.
Iowa's 1940 license plates, with
blue numerals on an orange background, are now being shipped out
to county treasurers.

Cook and Heat
the
Modern Way

Dement Imp. Co.

PHONE 300

Oat Yarn.
An eighteen-man threshing crew
turned out 4,626 bushels of oats in one
day in Calhoun county recently.

Who's Next?
Irvin Linquist of McGregor is the
leading candidate for Iowa tall corn
honors, reports the Iowa Press Association. He produced a 14 foot, 7
inch stalk last week. Any other
Bailed It Out.
claimants
for the title?
Leon Morrison of Creston has recovered the typewriter which a visitGood Yield.
ing check-artist "borrowed" for a
Arnold
Larson,
Postville farmer,
trial—and failed to return. First,
however, Mr. Morrison had to pay threshed 11 bushel of timothy seed off
$18.70 to "bail out" the machine from a six-acre tract.
an Omaha pawn shop. The typeMan-Bites-Dog.
writer was recovered due to a NeWhen a customer won three blankets
braska law which requires pawn shops
to report to the police every thing on consecutively, Harry Scroggins, operator of a "game of chance" concession
which they loan money.
at a Wayne county old settler's picnic,
complained that no one could win like
Honesty Pays!
"Grub Sale—This stuff ain't so hot that from his machine honestly, so
but we have it and we're getting tired he pulled up stakes and quit.
of looking at it. You probably won't
OLE SAYS.
be able to eat any of it but we sure
will express our appreciation if you
A day in the city and a visit to the
will buy some of this junk and make
five-and-ten cent store.
yourself a penny richer."—From a
grocery advertisement in the Dows,
Attractive young Miss blocks my
Iowa, Reporter.
way at the foot of the stairs.
"Would you care to have your pic
Fish Story.
ture taken, sir?"
Mrs. Anna Squires, of Clarinda, went
"No, thank you."
wading in the Pacific ocean recently
while visiting in Oregon. Afishhap- From another part of the basement
pened to swim by so she grabbed its floor, blocked in an aisle . . . same
tail and pulled it up on the beach. young Miss.
"Would you care to have your photo
Local experts identified the fish as a
taken
sir?"
barracude, fiercest fish that swims.
I
yield.
Five and a half feet long, and with
Into the dark room I pose. Same
teeth that would do credit to a jungle
young
Miss.
leopard, the fish might easily have
"There, now, smile . . . Oh, come
torn off a hand.
on, you act like you've lost your last
friend
. . . There—one more. That's
Tractor Death.
The ordinary farm tractor has proved | better . . . We have a special ento be one of Death's lethal weapons largement offer—thirty-five cents each,
this season.
Another victim was tinted, or three for ninety-eight."
Again I yield.
claimed recently when Speros Athin"Come back in about an hour, sir."
asiou, of near Rock Falls, was hurt by
I
return, after an hour.
a tractor which upset as he was cut"We have some cute little folders
ting weeds, pinioning his left shoulder.
The tractor went up in flames but that will just set this picture off. i X
| j*
Athinasiou managed to crawl away, Good, don't you think?"
Yes, I get the pictures, frame and : ;|but died a few hours later in a Mason
all. All they lack is a nice long num- X
City hospital.
ber across the front.
, "I*
||
Whoa!
Published in this issue of the Free < X
If you mention the word "well" to '
Press, on page ten, are the minutes of X
Joe Havel, of near Des Moines, get
the August meeting of the board of
ready to duck. Mr. Havel spent consupervisors of Adams county. Those >siderable time recently digging a well.
who have been following or reading $
He dug and dug and dug, struck no '
the board proceedings regularly, and '!'
water, finally gave it up as a bad job j
every taxpayer should do this, will ?
and started to fill it in. But h i s '
^«...v.tl,.,.K llcw
new „,
in [ne
the .puoiisned
.published AA
troubles were not yet over. One of find something
proceedings
this
week.
After
much t
his horses got to near the edge of the ;
discussion the board recently decided *
to list the name and amount of each X
citizen of the county receiving aid X
from the poor fund of the county. This '»'
includes food, clothing and medical ?
care. The board also publishes the X
names of the persons and firms from X
which these supplies and services are '\'
purchased. The members of the board ?
are to be commended for making the X
decision to give the taxpayers of the *
county this information. Publication :?
of the information may also have a '?
No Ashes or Coal to
tendency to reduce expenditures' from ' X
Carry
this fund. For a number of y t , ara ; $
the handling of relief has been a ma' ' ?
Quick and Cheap to
jor problem for every county. The pt.r X
Operate
centage of our population receiving aid '
been rather high, compared to
See Our Modern Ranges has
other counties
in this part of
„,,

and Heaters Before
You Buy

PETERS

. ,
e report for J u n e showthat '4.8 per cent of our popu,at,on
received relief llu
'-'"K the m o n t h , a
decrease of .8 IH'r cent over the m o n t h
ui'es in nearby counties
for June were
Montgomery, [.;>< ;
decrease of 1.5- OVt ,,. M a y .
l.'J"., increase of .>>.-. c.^
/
same as in M a y ; Page
i "" ' '
M l JI K
M ''
- r,,
,.
:
,
' '. decrease
• 5 . . — C o r n i n g I- ret p

TRIP BY

SUPER-COACH
FOR YOU
Complete freedom from traffic worW ri»» and driving strain. Luxurious comfort in a deeply-ciuhionad
individual lounge chair. CooL clean,
refreshing air. Friendly fellow-passengers. An ever-changing panorama outside your wide, clear window. Convenient schedules.
EDWARD'S CAFE
Phone 3
Anita, Iowa

FOR YOUR PURSE
ROUND
Low Fares ffcefftete ONE
WAY
TRIP

DES MOINES ....$1.40
OMAHA ........ 1.55
SIOUX--CITY . * . . 3.30
DAVENPORT . . . 4.65
CHICAGO ...... 7.40
OTTUMlWA . . . . . 3.20
CEDAR RAPIDS . 3.90

$255

2.80
5.95
8.40
13.35
5.80
7.05

UNION PACIFIC STAGES

Anita High School
Opens Sept 4
A WELCOME IS EXTENDED TO THE YOUNG
PEOPLE OF ANITA AND SURROUNDING
TERRITORY.
ANITA HAS A FULLY ACCREDITED
HIGH SCHOOL.
CREDITS ARE ACCEPTED BY ALL COLLEGES
AND UNIVERS1TIJBS.
A COMPLETE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
IS OFFERED.
COMMERCIAL.

Bookkeeping, Typewriting, Shorthand, Business English, Business Law, Business Practice, Journalism, and others are offered.

CLASSICAL or COLLEGE PREPARATORY.
Makes it possible for graduates to enter Colleges or Universities
without taking examinations.

PRACTICAL.

For those who do not intend to attend college.
the student in his every day life.

Designed to help

NORMAL TRAINING.

n. TJ"8 q ual 'fies graduates to teach in the Rural Schools without
the added expense of attending summer school. .

MANUAL TRAINING.

life.

bkill in working with the .hands and tools is essential in modern

Most

HOMEMAKING.

sooner or later will be engaged in Homemaking.
y6arS
iis are now being: offered.
. .
,
:
••
'—ANITA HIGH SCHOOL MAINTAINS A WELL
ROUNDED PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES.
-*«

K

MUSIC.

al

Orchestra, band, glrls
girls and
and bboys
glee clubs, mixed chorus, v<«a
/I n's
"^
°y8 &lee ck
on instrumente.
instruments.
No fee is charged• for tm»
workips, and linstruction
truction on
No
irrnnn

ATHLETICS and PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
athleKSi,. basketba11'

P.

baseb U

» ".

gym Classes,

volleyball, g'"

DRAMATICS.

flay production, declamatory work, assembly program",
i forms of dramatic work.

JOURNALISM.

a"d

semi'* ter

*"'* *

COMMERCIAL CONTEST WORK.

MUSIC CONTEST

,,et<JthesYOUrses and activities ar«$ven under the direction of ^ ]|
bu WiL dh eXperienced instructors and in a modern, well m"
],
building, where crowding is unnecessary.

PLAN TO ENROLL IN ANITA HIGH SCHOOLA FRIENDLY SCHOOL IN A FRIENDLY TOWNFor further
"'
•"-» information
mi urination see
see any
any of
«w the
•<

Lake Hear ])<• p r> nn •
' ^ /-• »r «j.,;,- EMr
Merletobfso3;'^- ?' D' ^imer' Dr' G" M' ^T
Supt. M. M "'unl?ctors of the Anit" Independent

«
„%********•
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
TYM>
l\Jr

By ED WHEELAN

Will the plotting ringmaster sign the confeiiion prepared by Jeff Bangt,"
of the circus?

OWner

HOV/ RIPICULOU S, TEFP !'•
YOU DON'T REALLY THINK
TV4KT
I MISTREATED THAT
v

RFAD IT OVER AGAIN ."SILK"- tX3NT )
BE TC?O HASTY ABOUT WHETHER.
V
SI6N "WAT PAPER CR NOT)
t -SHOULD HATE TD HAVE To TURM /
YOU OVER TO THOSE T\»>O
~
STALWART GENTLEMEN
VOU -'!

&ULL.", DO you ? i CAN

S1G-M A STATEMENT LIKE

els.
that logic work.
corner 'of each
w
pencil the purpose for which
to be used. Use a softlendl
your best script with the tS
ters at least two inches h l ' t l
you want to trace the wordf
paper, blacken the

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Pinto Gets a Front-Row Seat
M1SSIE,
EVERYTHING LEG/MAN' PROPER, WE
GOTTA HAVE ANOTHER
WITNESS T' TH*
WEDDIN' BESIDES MAW

I KNOW
OUST THE
ONE,
JUSTICE
SPLICE

" YOU'LL
ER

p
"

BETTER PRACTlCe TH'
WEOOIN' AAARCH, MAWPLAY IT LIKE YA DID
WHEN I HITCHED THE
MAYOR TO TH'
UNDERTAKER'S.
NIECE

BRING ON YER
WITNESS - MAWS

I'LL PUT
SOME REAL
FEELIN
INTO IT

'LL MAKE
HIM THINK HE'S
LISTENIN' TO A

HERE'S OUR
WITNESS-

PINTO

,

FALOOZA!

ROYAL ROOSHIAN
RAPSODEERIE

Franlc Jay Marluy

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— OfFer Accepted

B«U Syndicate.—WNU Scrvlc*.

MESCAL IKE

Towels
In Your Han

By s. i_ HUNTLEY

As If We Wouldn't Know

paper with your pencil, piace it
black, side down on the material!
then draw the outline.
^j
Work over the hand writing with!
heavy, bright colored 'embroiderd
thread. Chain stitch, as shorn!
here at the upper right, gives al
good strong outline and may bel
done quickly. Use a different color!
for each kind of towel. Colored!
facings of prepared bias bindinjl
used fiat as shown at the lower left!
make a practical edgefinish.H|
you use flour and sugar sacks fot|
dish towels, these suggestions foil
adding color will be especis
useful.
GOOD NEWS is here for evi
homemaker. SEWING BOOK 1
3 is now ready for mailing,
contains 32 useful homema
ideas, with all directions
illustrated. You will be delig
with it. The price of this _
book is only 10 cents postpaid,!
close coin with name and add
to Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Despli
St., Chicago, 111.

INDIGESTII

S«iudimlK«U fo« Into" ,
if ib. •4^of°?ffite«^J
bluk Ubl*t dovn't brlni JOT Uw lutotudH
l>>

PROMISED HIS
POLKS I'D POr A
TAG ON HIM-JEST
IM CASE.

l

!B| taU«t %lin Uw itomub dlint U
i th* avefln itouieb fluldi hirmleu udH

Mtttw BourliblBf foodi nu nnd. For

HOLD STILL .
OAOSUMMIT.' /

nlltf. ISe

WAS ,,TO

Friendship Improves
Friendship often ends in lo«;J
but love in friendship never.- ""
ton.

HAPPEXJ

How Women
in Their 40's
Can Attract Men
Here'i good advice for a woman dj?JJ
yifflujpt (untally bom 88 to M), * " jj
•he'lTloM bar appeal to men, ".''"^Jr

POP— The Same Reason

By J. MILLAR WATT

DO YOU KNOW WHY A
SCOTSMAN ALWAYS HITS THE
SALT SHAKER ON THE SIDE
AND AN IRISHMAN ALWAYS
WITS IT ON
THE BOTTOM P y

NO:

IM SURE I
DONT!

TO

GET THE

SALT
OUT.1

mijet

i^^^S'S10^
Honest Labor
Honor lies in honest toil.-wBP|
er Cleveland.
KILLS
LICE

WN6 HITCH-HIKER -W/0 VOOTHS OCOWN PICNIC BUSTUCN9
IS FAttUV WJUREP N^ANDONEOOOARRY OVER IO CHILPREN

WNU^-N

EMOTIONAL LUGGAGE

Cheerful News
M3UTH HFU> ON
0UB6LARV CHAR6E

Greatest Want
He that wants hope is tne i
est man alive.

"I had to pay cash before they'd
give m« the hotel room—said my
baggage was too emotional."
"It was what?"
"Emotional, see? Easily moved."
Not a Record

"Darling, how nice of you to buy
me a gramophone record."
"That's not a record,. I'm afraid
I burnt your birthday cake a little."
Got Her Man

VOUTH FALLS oar of
FROM H0M6

BOAT.WDY RECOVEEHl

PEAR ME, I5NF
THERE AW)C CHet
FOL NEVW5 IN
THE PAPEfit

LOCAL eoypncHts
A NO-HIT <SAMfc
VJINSTHEACOAIM
OF THOUSANDS

Bride—Did I look fidgety during
the ceremony?
Bridesmaid—No, darling, not after Jack said "I do."
Ask for Appointment

Servant—The doctor is here to sec
you, sir.
Absent-Minded Professor (in bed)
—Tell him I can't see him. I'm ill.

r- ^^_^' -"?
c/n

>
«rt OFF to

,M -rue

Snapper (1915)

"I can always tell the age of a
fowl by the teeth."
"Gwan—fowls ain't got no teeth."
"No.
but I have."

SOON «a
^ FREP

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

(By Tillie)

Maduff s Food Market
^_. ^^ W

• •^W^l W^

WE DELIVER

*

PHONE 239

August 26, 1909.
Yep, I've been on a vacation . . . A. A. Miller has leased his farm
two whole weeks in the city. In north of Anita to Henry Robson.
fact, I'm still vacationing and I've
H. H. Turner has been in South
been informed by several dictators Dakota the past week on business.
that I'll be required to rest several
Matt Metz sold some choice porkers
weeks yet, but the remaining holi- this week to Anita buyers at $7.50 per
days will be at home. If you haven't
hundred.
heard all about my visit to the city,
Mrs. A. B. Stone returned Friday
then you haven't seen me or talked from a pleasant visit at the old home
to me recently. I'm bubbling over
in New York state.
with the subject.
John Clarkson and John Ruggles
People are like automobiles. Eventhave opened a restaurant in one of the
ually they wear out and must be laid
rooms of the Voorhees block.
up for repairs, thus my forced vacaMerle Lattig has gone to Aberdeen,
tion. Unlike an old car, a woman is
So. Dak., to accept a position as booka difficult and tempermental subject
keeper in the Townsend & Russell
as proven by tests, and it involves a
great deal of time and legal red tape bank.
H. C. Bangham has sold 200 acres
to trade in an old model on a new
of his farm to William Tobias of Atone. Then too, the old models are
lantic for $100 per acre. There are
broken in, weathered and used to the
no improvements on the land.
hard knocks. New models can't alJ. B. Cecil, who recently sold 40
ways be depended upon to take the
STUART ORDINANCE is
acres of his farm to W. S. Reed for ANITA SCHOOLS TO START
ruts and hills when the road becomes
ON MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
REPEALED UNDER
$100 per acre, has purchased the old
skiddish.
J. E. Stocking farm of 80 acres, also
And I've heard say, a farmer who
The school bell will remind the
must count his pennies twice, invari- paying $100 an acre.
Glen Newton, young son of Mr. and youth of the community, on Monday Adel was in Guthrie Center
KfADY MOW
ably becomes attached to the old familMrs. Ed. L. Newton, suffered a broken Sept. 4, that vacation days are over to hold a hearing on
petition
iar object around the farm and usually
and school days are here again. We an injunction to restrain
AT STANDARD OHDtAUEKS
bone
in
one
of
his
arms
a
few
days
finds it pans out cheaper to repair
may be thankful that we live in a of Stuart from enforcing a'noTZI
the wreck during the slack season, ago, when he fell from a trapeze at the country which provides 12 years of
pass ordinance. However, because
farm
home
northeast
of
the
city.
rather than trade for new. Now-aschooling at public expense rather Stuart council meeting Monday jj.
Dr.
C.
I.
Waainwright
has
sold
his
days a reliable body mechanic, skilled
than in a land where youngsters are repealed the ordinance no heari Jw.1
in remodelling twisted, sagging and arm west of town to Andrew C. trained for war from about the age held.
""I
rimmer
for
$110
per
acre.
Dr.
Wainbulging frames, can line up some
of
5
or
6
years.
The
petition
was
filed
by
Leo
Bt-l
ivright purchased this farm less than
H. L. Bell returned to hi& 8_ummer snappy up-to-date chassis, that from hirty days ago for $100 per acre.
At her home on Rose Hill Avenue
During the summer the custodians ker, Carl Cooley, John Paige, LeJ
last Thursday evening, Mrs. D. L. cottage at Lake Okoboji Tuesday morn- all appearances are as satisfactory
Carl Hansen has purchased the have been busy painting and repair- Paige and Marvin Paige, all but Bj-l
Spiker entertained eight lady friends ing after spending the week end at his as the very latest new model.
saac
Houck property at the east ing the building. The floors of the ker claiming Stuart as their pa.l
If you come to visit me within the
at Chinese checkers. A lunch was home in Anita. He was accompanied
F
:orporate
limits of the city for $5,000, second story were sanded, sealed with manent residence.
to the cottage by Mrs. Cecil Budd and next few weeks, I'll not be able to
served by the hostess.
a penetrating seal, and waxed. This
The action grew out of the ami'
md
will
move
here
the
first
of
March
sons, Robert and Gerald. Mr. Budd tell you about an operation, but I can
o make his home. He has rented his will give a much more sanitary floor ? Baker June 24 for trespassing m\
The W. W. club met at the home of will spend the week end at the lakes. jore you to death telling you about
and will lighten the rooms consider- he property of city marshal P(
the Iowa Lutheran hospital . . . Miss arm south of Berea to his son,
Mrs. Grover Darling Friday afterably.
Knapp and offering to demonstnrtel
Sverett.
The S. O. S. club members and their Jensen's charming personality, witty
noon, with thirteen members present.
Some time ago the board of educa- a vacuum cleaner which the
Everett
Hansen
has
purchased
the
Other guests were Mrs. Ray Morgan, families held a -picnic supper at the Miss Johnson and Miss Swanson . . .
80-acre farm in Adair county form- tion adopted the policy of putting all iffs sell. On July 17 Mayor Nol
sister of the hostess, and the Misses home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schlater I could narrate a long speil about the
erly owned by Joe Kopp, paying $86.- new texts on the rental basis. This had fined Baker $25 and costs
Mlargery Armstrong, Arvis Saxton, Sunday evening. Those present were captivating Misses Kurtz, Petersen
>0 per acre. The Squires Putman farm has proven very satisfactory. It is violation of the city ordinance Nol
Oh,
I
could
reel
off
Mlardelle Derry, Eileen Schaaf, Eunice the families of Mr. Schlater, Joe Jen- and Murkin
of
120 acres, situated a short dis- not sound economy to maintain and .38 Which prohibits trespass and ail
Darling and Dorothy and Darlene Mor- sen, A. C. Holmes, Guy Larett, Har- a volumn about efficient and lovable
ance
east of town, has been pur- operate a good school building, hire noyance, namely going on prinh|
gan. A social afternoon was spent old Wahlert, William Morgan, M. N. M5ss Sterner, Miss Handy and Miss
chased
by Chas. Morgan at $110 per competent teachers, and then use poor property or knocking at doors
I
could
annoy
you
with
and a delicious lunch was served. The Lambertsen, C. W. Hockenberry, Tom Jetevig
acre;
and
for $90 an acre W. K. Carey or out-dated textbooks. A good text ringing door bells or phoning <
next meeting will be held on Aug. 31 Bailey, Edna Bailey, Kermit Bailey, tales about the Cardinals, motor boats
las
purchased
the Jacob Baier 160- book plays an important part in the invitation and for the purpose ot|
at the home of Mrs. 0. L. Saxton, and Merle Denne, Gus Hamann, Worth and the picturesque scene I could see
selling.
learning process.
acre
farm
in
Audubon
township.
from
my
window,
both
day
and
night.
Mrs. Anna Possehl will have charge Chastain, and Mrs. Harold Hayes,
The
Health
books
in
the
grades
In their petition for hearing <
Seven bouquets and a plant decorMarian Paulson and Bill Lambertsen.
of the program.
temporary
injunction, the pit
have
been
changed
to
the
"Health
ated my room during my two weeks'
•f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST-f Happiness, Success" series. The El- claimed the ordinance not within tk|
stay at the hospital. Since returnson Basic reader will go into the jowers of the- city, contrary to i
ing, I've lost track of the number of
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
primer and ftrst grades. In the high statutes and public policy and I
bouquets of beautiful flowers which
CLOSING OUT
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
school a new Algebra, with' the em- it. deprived them of their rightlj
have been brought to my home. To
The ladies aid will meet all day phasis on present day applications engage in a lawful business.
the many thoughtful friends, I'm deepWednesday at the church to quilt, and supersedes a 1912 edition. A new
(Note: Legal authority holds5
ly indebted. At the hospital 75 cards
and letters reached my bedside. Up will serve a 15c dinner for the public World History, "Mian's Great Adven- towns and cities may "regulate" li
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
ture," will be used. For English Lit- that they do not have the rigliU|
until now the number is 95. Only to
erature, "Literature and Life" will be prohibit.)—Guthrie Center Times.
those people whom have been away
from home and at eventide grew home- 4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + adopted. This book includes the clasAs I am going to quit farming, I will sell at public sale at the
Jacqueline Kay is the name of I
sick and lonely as I did at times, will
Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. + sics as a part of the text and will elim•Chris Brown place, 1 mile south and 2 miles east of Wiota, 2 miles
inate
the
necessity
of
purchasing
sep5
pound
6 ounce girl baby, born aWJ
ever know how deeply I appreciated the
+ + - f - f + + -f + + + + +
south and 3 miles west of Anita, commencing at 1:00 o'clock, on
arate
books.
6:00
o'clock
Monday morning at f
kindness of these thoughtful friends
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
The rented books are obtained at Atlantic hospital to Mr. and
My recent stay in the city was the Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
the school from the teacher in charge. Jack Nagel.
first time I had ever been away from superintendent.
The
other books may be obtained new
my
family
for
more
than
one
day
or
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
the following described property:
Mrs. Alfred Dement was able to »|
night at a time. Though I was apLadies aid will meet Thursday at or used from the Bongers drug store
proximately 75 miles away from the the church with a 15c dinner for the
A kindergarten or junior primary turn home Friday evening from tbel
6 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 6
home ties, I had visitors each day anc public at noon.
grade has been added this year. Ex- Atlantic hospital, where she had been!
One team of grey geldings, 3 and 4 years old, weight 2400; 1 light
during those two weeks I had ample
perience has proven that this prep- a patient for two weeks following i|
grey gelding, 4 years old, weight 1350; 1 bay gelding, 4 years old,
time
to
meditate
and
fully
realize
the
aration
enables the child to do better major operation.
weight 1400; 1 roan mare, 9 years old, weight 1700; 1 mollie mule,
value of true friendship in relationwork all through school and leaves
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
10 years old, weight 1300.
ship with this business of evdry day
him a little more nearly mature when
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
living.
I
also
gained
several
new
I.
O.
O.
F.
HALL.
he graduates. Most towns in Iowa
20 — HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE — 20
friendships
that
I
shall
treasure
in
Rev.
H.
G.
Belsheim,
Pastor.
and
many of the rural schools now opNine milch cows, all fresh or to be fresh soon—these are extra
my heart for all time.
erate Primer grades. Miss Gretchen
good milch cows; one 600-pound heifer; 9 calves, weighing up to
See the new Felc» electric fe*j|
350 pounds; 1 White Face bull, 2 years old.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Budd with the assistance of the nor- controller at the Farmers C o o p . « I
TRANSPARENT HEN WILL BE
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
mal training department and N. Y. A
EXHIBITED AT STATE FAIR
Highland church—
•STUDENTS WANT WORK f*|
will have charge of the junior pri26 — HEAD OF HOGS — 26
Anyone i
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
mary and primary grades. She has board and room or part.
Six Duroc sows, vaccinated, weight about 300; 20 Duroc sumDr. Salsbury's transparent hen, th
Sunday
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
is, interested please call
mer pigs.
had special training in this field.
most popular exhibit at the recen
Children who are five and one-hali
SALE:— Tally cards, 2 for 1*|
Seventh World's Poultry Congress f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f *
years of age or over should enter the
2 Dozen White Leghorn and White Rock Hens.
will be exhibited at the Iowa stat< +
Tribune office, Anita.
___
METHODIST CHURCH
first grade. Those under that age
3 Dozen Buff Rock Pullets.
fair, according to the announcemen +
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
ucumbers,
"i*l
FOR SALE:—-Late c
and those who will attain the age ol
just received by Oliver Roberts, man «• + + + + + •* + + + •»• +
five
by
October
should
enroll
in
the
per
bushel.
M.
J.
Peters.
ager of Roberts Produce.
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
Church School classes at 10:00 a.
Dr. Salsbury's transparent hen Harold McDermott, Superintendent. junior primary or primer grade. The
FOR SALE:-Some real tag*
One box wagon; 1 John Deere corn planter, with 80 rods of
school hours for the junior primary
,d tem*i
shown by Dr. Salsbury's laboratories
wire; one 9-foot Moline disc; one 4-aection harrow and cart; 1 John
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. Serin
land; alliize farms and goo
Deere gang plow; 3 single row cultivators; 1 bob sled; 2 sets of
Charles City, Iowa, is a large plasti mon by the pastor on "The Tempta- will be from 9 to 11 a. m. daily. For Comeapdseome. Fred
heavy harness; fly nets; 1 Sol Hot 1,000-chick size brooder; 1 nearly
additional information see Miss Bud<
reproduction of a hen, showing th tion of Plenty."
new cream separator; one 60-pound ice box; 1 nearly new day bed;
or Supt. M. M. Feller.
internal
organs
in
full
natural
color
one 3-burner oil stove, with oven; 1 table and 6 chairs; 1 work table;
Union service at 8:00 p. m. in ConThe transparent hen in health am cert Park.
some small tools; and other articles too numerous to mention.
Miss Dorothy Wright of Redfield is
disease was the theme of the exhibi
working as sales girl at the Anita
of the World's Poultry Congress, and
TERMS:—CASH. AH articles must be settled for before removing
High grade man with business bad!
Bakery.
from the premises.
the exhibit at the Iowa state fair will
feature the same theme in portraying
ground, who is now regularly en
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
Sydney Maduff has gone to Balti
the importance of poultry diseases
ed, to work evenings and
more, Md., to visit friends and to look
and their control to the success of the
forenoons for .good pay w hlle
GRISWOLD,
IOWA
after business matters.
poultry flock.
and qualifying for go°d '
I Members of Dr. Salsbury's staff
AUGUST 29, 30, 31
•
Loyal Dean, 8-year-old son of Mr position.
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
JOHN JENSEN, Auctioneer.
; will be on hand to give educational
Must have good car. prefer man
$500
Grand
Prize.
Cash
Prizes
and Mrs. Ed. Anderson, submitted man, 25 to 36 years of age h . g n ^ j
lectures explaining the methods of
Awarded Each Night.
to an operation for the removal o: or , college education, and « ^ •
control and prevention of prevalent
his tonsils (Monday.
diseases of poultry.
Entertainment of All Kinds For
two years or more in i>r el>en
Visitors at the World's Poultry ConEveryone.
This i» one of the best
The American Legion and Legion
gress declare that Dr. Salsbury's hen
in
Cass county for
ranked in popularity with the transPAVEMENT DANCE Auxiliary will hold joint a meeting working
man.
Featuring
parent man shown at the Chicago
at 8:00 o'clock Friday evening at the
Address State Field Man r.Century of Progress and the transhome of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Petersen.
ROYCE STOENNER
Payne, Pullman
parent woman exhibited at the CleveAnd
His
Sophisticated
land exposition two years ago. The
Swing Orchestra
exhibit is being shown at the Iowa
But a wood crib is much better for your corn crop. state fair by special arrangement with Free attraction, featuring Bob Mor..
HESS' FLY SPRAY
Dr. Salsbury's laboratories.
ns Troupe, talented performers with
Your 7c will buy more crib at our yard, and its your
to kill. 95c per gallon. B" 6
a vanety of good eome(J
*
Mirs. George Chase of Ingersal, wold Wonder Cir. Troupe; M o, n
Anita, Iowa.
STOCK REMOVED
loss if you don't see us before you buy a crib.
.....
Mont., is enjoying a visit at the home Sisters; Lawrence .Sist
50c buys 600 sheets
of her uncle, John Dill and family.
Water F lgh t;
paper,
size 8ttx" inches '
Bands; and Sm al,
PHONE 400 ANITA
Mrs. Paul Heires and daughter,
nne office.
WE PAY THE CHARGES
Carol, of Carroll are spending the
Wright AuiuHement Co. on the mirf
LIGHT
week in the city at the John Schaake way w.th 7 rides. 7 show, and r
ANITA LUMBER CO.
ANITA RENDERING
con
WANTED by high
,
'
and Frank W. Stager homes. Mrs. cessions. Also Hatch
SERVICE
cher 1'layers; and
gee Supt M. M. Feller.
No Charge For an Estimate of Your Needs.
Heires is a sister of Mi-s. Schaake a Baseball game each day.
Harper Dorsey, Manager
and Mr. Stager.
Ph. 184 Anita—

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY
Golden Ripe
Pound
Cider or Whiter—Extra
Strong'—'• Gallon
Mason—Dozen

5c
Vinegar
2Sc
Jar Lids
I9c
5 Dozen
Jar Rings
19C
Matches 6 Box Carton 17c
Style
Sausage Country
2 Pounds
29C
Sugar Cured
Bacon
I2c

Turner's Standard Station
C. C. Heckman — Tank Wagon

Public Sale
Thursday, August 24
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WANTED

Soldier's Reunion

HUBERT BROWN
TIN CANS ARE 0. K.
FOR SWEET CORN

DEAD

ROBERT SCOTT

FREE

. WANTED:
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AGRICULTURE:
M ilk Strike Off

FARM
TOPICS

Star Dust

New York city housewives are get* Real Star Starters
ing milk again for their children
after a nine-day "drouth" but they
* What a 'Stand-In' Is
are paying % of a cent a quart
The total nnmber
„„„
more for it. After two days of
Of
* Jon Hall May Go Native
f any colonial
nial family
negotiation brought about by NSECTS CAUSE MAN
Settl(
n
this
country betw
flayor Fiorello La
By Virginia Vale
'
ti
W
CONSTANT
WARFARE
4
luardia, the strike
p
1
i THE studios of Metro- two hundred thousand
if the upstate dairy
armers came to an
Goldwyn-Mayer there is
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns, they
nd when the C. I.
Nature's Balance Often Up- renewed interest in the film- England's
are those •( the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
ng
). - supported Dairy
,^_^^________ Released by Western Newspaper Union. ___________^_
set by Cultivated Fields.
ng of "Pocahontas"—if they and; beer up to a fewy eva rs
Farmers'
union
votIn a desperate effort to avert the holocaust of war which threatens
do, they predict that early determined the sug * C 0 n t n «ent
to ojagnlf Europe, President Roosevelt appealed directly to Chancellor ed at Utica to accept
some of th e l i ° i
By DR. LEE A. STRONG
American history will come pouring
wo^ens^landC^onl
wo
Adolf Hitler of Germany and President Ignaee Moscickl to refrain from the compromise ofered
by
the
New
Civilized
man,
with
his
cultivated
in
for
its
rightful
share
of
the
hostilities for a "reasonable and stipulated period" and attempt to settle
If their leather breeS\ gonit fork
Metropolitan
fields and domesticated live stock, spotlight. They've selected they considered the brew s Jtu,c*their difference by
distributors organitory.
satwfae.
ften upsets nature's balance and
gives some insect species a profit- that continental glamour girl,
1. Direct negotiation,
exerting his influence in behalf of zation.
La
Guardia
All
fees
o
The compromise
able inning. To offset this advan- Hedy LaMarr, to play the part are not left u,
2. Submission of these controver- the maintenance of peace.
Mreit <,,«.„,
sies to an impartial arbitration in
Five hours later Pope Pius XII, provided for a blended price to age, man must strike an artificial of the Indian girl, Pocahontas, who
'armers
of
$2.15
per
100
pounds
(47
captured the heart of Capt. John
which they can both have confi- supreme head of the Catholic
mlance.
This he may do by setting one Smith when she, "whom nd entreaty
church, went on the air with an ur- quarts). The dairymen's union origdence, or
"' V****** —•»•*• MIGUI dJLVJ
inally demanded $2.35 a hundred- insect to prey upon another, by could prevail, got his head in her
3. Agree to the solution of these gent appeal for peace.
cuting and obtaining a
weight instead of the $1.50 they had changes in farming practices, by
controversies through the procedure
a pension.
of conciliation, selecting as conciliTwelve hours before Great Brit- been getting.
developing resistant plants and aniTwo increases in price already mals, or by the use of insecticides,
ator or moderator a national of one ain's parliament met in* emergency
.?^-im!lB* °U. tank*,
the West
coast do nor
session to give Nev- lad been made since the recent res- a principal product of this chemical
of the traditionally neutral states of"come In" for loading
ille Chamberlain dic- toration of federal-state marketing age.
Europe, or a national of one of the
Cpllier»s. They get theb
tatorial and war-control Under orders set up by SecAmerican republics which are all
Insects in other lands may be
of them free from any connection
time powers, anoth- retary Henry A. Wallace.
checked by natural enemies—birds
through a buoy-marked
hose attached to a huge nm. ,1,,
er meeting was held
with or participation in European
and animals, other insects, or even
FAR
EAST:
political affairs.
in the massiveruns but: into the Pacific fW*
disease. If in this country they
point near San Luis Ob £>
'
walled Kremlin in Japan Says 'No!'
hreaten agriculture, the entomolMoscow. Its purpose
ogist
sometimes
can
check
them
by
EUROPE:
Insisting that the economic ques- ntroducing their natural enemies.
.was to put the finishat Tientsin are "purely Brit- When the citrus industry of CaliforNear the Abyss
ing touches on an act tions
ish-Japanese," the Japanese foreign nia
Through the doorway of historic
which had brought office
was threatened by the cottony
pictures of pigs,
has rejected a British sugges- cushion
10 Downing street stepped Neville
Europe to the brink tion that
scale from Australia, a little
other
powers
be
called
in
aaid
other
farm produce.-Collieri
Chamberlain, prime minister of
of the abyss of war.
ady-beetle was imported from that
Great Britain, dressed in somber Blbbentrop chief figures at this to discuss the question. This rejec- country. Cottony cushion scale is
black and more grave-faced than he meeting were Joachim von Ribben- tion was Nippon's answer to British no longer a pest in California citrus
has been for months. Not even the trop, German foreign minister, and rejection of the Japanese conten- groves. Wheat growers circumvent
cheers of the crowd which lined the Viacheslav M. Molotov, Soviet pre- tion that Chinese silver deposited hi the Hessian fly by planting after the
streets as he made his way to the mier and foreign commissar. They foreign concession banks should be flies emerge and die.
Parliament building, drove the were there to sign and seal in the turned over to Japan and that BritHowever, insecticides are the
support of Chinese national curgloom from his features.
presence of Dictator Stalin the non- ish
HEDY LA MABB
main reliance of the entomologist.
rency
be
withdrawn.
The
British
Standing in the house of commons, aggression pact between their counThe problem is not simple. The
had
advanced
the
view
that
since
arms and laid her own upon his to
called in emergency session for the tries, a secretly negotiated agreeeconomic questions concerned other 6,000 insects of this country that are save him from death," when he was
eighth time since the World war, the ment which providactually
pests
differ
so
in
physical
nations, "all parties to the ninecaptured by her father, Ppwhatan,
premier, twisting his hands and ed one of the most
power and other treaties must be characteristics and live under such and was about to have his brains
speaking in a strained voice, made sensational political
a variety of conditions, that an ingiven
an
opportunity
to
express
a speech, heard by millions of lis- developments hi Eusecticide that is death to one may beaten out.
their views."
teners all over the world. No long- rope since the World
Although the Japanese statement not affect another.
er an "appeaser," Neville Cham- war.
Under its
probably know any number
Scale insects cannot be poisoned of You
rejected
this suggestion, it was
berlain told the members of Parlia- terms, these two napeople who claim that they gave
by
placing
poison
on
their
food.
careful
not
to
close
the
door
to
furtions which have
or that motion picture star the
ther discussions of issues growing Their mouth parts are a sucking this
been bitter enemies
push
started him or her on the
out of Japan's blockade of the Tient- tube which they thrust through the road that
for years,
have
to fame and fortune. All too
sin
concession.
Meanwhile
the
killpoison
into
the
unpoisoned
plant
tisagreed not to go to
those star-starters actualing of two pro-Japanese Chinese po- sue beneath. Young mosquitoes frequently
war against each
ly
had
nothing
licemen and the wounding of six breathe through a tube in the tai] son's success. to do with the perother for at least 10
„ ..
others by a British policeman in thrust above the surface of the waMolotov
years.
are two men who can shine By boratac 2S% slower than tkt
threatened to develop into ter in which they live. Separating inThere
Not only did it free Germany from Shanghai
reflected
glory, if they want to, •voraga off tko IS other of tkt
major incident in Japanese- this tube from the air with an oil but they're so
fear of having to fight enemies on another
busy shining in their
largostrsolllag brands tested*
British
relations.
Announced
the
film
is
an
approved
control.
To
betthe eastern as well as the western
own glory that they can't be bothter
insect
control,
the
entomologist
Japanese
embassy:
"We
take
a
•tower fnaa any off tbem-CAMEU
front, as she did in the World war,
ered.
One
is
a
well-known
tailor
in
is now turning to organic insecti- Hollywood, Eddie Schmidt.
but it put an end to British and grave view of this affair." .
(fee ssMfcera the equivalent of
cides. These show great promise
French hopes of getting Russia to
Adolphe
Menjon
went
to
him
when
DOMESTIC:
join them in a tri-power alliance to
he first tackled Hollywood. He
Sour Cream Important
"stop Hitler." Instead it gave him Silver Shirts on Parade
knew the value of good clothes, but
the "go ahead" signal for his plans
In Good Butter-making he hadn't any money., He wanted
A tale of visits with German and
for the dismemberment of Poland Italian
embassy officials in WashThe sourness of the cream usec to make a bargain. If Eddie
and it meant that if England kept
of conferences with Fritz in butter making is one of the main Schmidt would make him six suits,
her pledge to defend Poland, she ington,
German-American Bund lead- factors that influence its keeping and trust him for them, he'd tell
and her ally across the English Kuhn,
pf making arrangements with a qualities. Butter made from per everybody where he got the clothes.
channel would have to do it withoul er,
of Arabs to picket a Washing- fectly sweet pasteurized cream That wardrobe was the thing that
the support of the Soviet's 2,500,000 group
ton hotel where a Jewish meeting keeps best. The first step is to se- turned the balance in Menjon's
soldiers and thousands of planes.
held was unfolded this lect fresh, sweet cream and then favor.
That is the unmistakable meaning was being
before the Dies committee in- pasteurize it by heating to between
of Article 4 of the non-aggression week
The other star-maker is Sardi,
un-American activities 145 and 150 degrees, holding it a who
pact which stated that "Neither of vestigating
owns the famous restaurant in
in
the
United
States.
It
was
told
the two contracting parties will par- by Henry D. Allen of Pasadena, that temperature for 30 minutes.
New York where screen and stage
For pasteurizing, the cream maj players eat every day in the week,
ticipate in any grouping of powers Calif., formerly active in the Silver
NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN
be put into tall cans or pails and se
which directly or indirectly is pointNot so very long ago William Gar"Imminent peril of war"
Shirts
of
America
and
one
of
the
in a large kettle partly filled with gan was stoney broke. He hadn't
ed against the other party to this
agreement." Little wonder, then, sponsors of the American White water. It should be stirred fre had a stage engagement for ten
ment that Germany was "in a con- that
Germany should hail this coup Guard, short-lived successor to the quently while being heated, and months, his wife was in the hospital.
dition of complete readiness for as the
greatest in a series of diplo- Silver Shirts in southern California. then cooled as quickly as possible But he had to be seen in Sardi's,
war," that Great^ritain found it- matic triumphs
More dramatic than the appear- to 50 degrees or lower. It shoult so that the theatrical world would
by Der Fuehrer.
self "faced with imminent peril of
ance
on the witness stand of the be held at that point for at leas know that he was still about.
Last act in this latest drama o:
war," and that a German attack on
three hours before being churned to
world
events
which
have
been
stagec
Poland would mean certain and im- in Moscow was the departure by
Sardi had noticed him, and had
insure that the butter granules wil
mediate war.
be firm. The churning temperature faith hi him. He invited the young
airplane
of
the
saddened
members
"The understanding we gave Pomay be as low as 52 or as high as actor to eat at bis expense, also to
the British and French military
land was given before any agree- of
missions
who
for
four
months
have
60 degrees. Temperature through entertain anyone who was important
ment was talked of with Russia, been trying to get wily Joseph Sta
out the tune the butter is beini to him. The investment came to
and it was not in any way depend- lin and his advisers to sign a mutual
made is important so that a ther abont $800 altogether. Leslie Howent on any such agreement being assistance treaty with their nations
ard was influential In helping Garmometer is desirable.
reached," he said. "How can we, As they returned to their respective
Ban to make a tremendous success
Before
washing
the
butter,
th
with honor, go back on an obliga- capitals and saw on every hand the
hi
the state version of "The Animal
temperature of the water should bi Kingdom,"
tion which we had so often and feverish activity of mobilization they
Hollywood dangled a
taken.
It
should
be
about
the
same
plainly repeated?"
contract—and Gargan was set.
must
have
reflected
upon
the
ironi
as
that
of
the
cream.
Use
twice
as
As he went on in a cold, firm
Menjra and Gargan paid their
fact that, when they left Mos
much water as cream churned Both
voice reviewing the treaties which cal
backers'
the first moment that
cow,
the
Soviet
press
was
hailing
After the buttermilk has drained off they had bills
"formally define our obligations but the pact with Germany as "a force
the money.
pour
one-half
the
wash
water
into
do not in any way alter, add to or ful instrument for world peace!"
the churn, give the churn a few
subtract from obligations of mutual
Isabelle Sheridan, Mary Pickrapid revolutions, draw the wate:
assistance which have already been PAN-AMERICAN:
ford's cousin, is in the movies yet
off
and
repeat
the
washing.
accepted" his listeners realized that
After the salt is added the butte not in them—and she has no desire
CAMELS were found tocootaijj
he was telling them that Britain Argentinian Trade
should
be worked just enough tc to step before a camera.
MOKB TOBACCO BY WElGin
would go through with the present
To compete with the trade of
She's
a
stand-in—which
means
distribute the salt evenly. Exces
crisis to the bitter end, even if that "certain European countries" which
HENRY D. ALLEN
sive working destroys the wax-likt that she wears a star's costumes
end jpeant war. And the men who have been "developing at our exHad Arabs Picket.
texture of the butter and also and stands patiently while lighting Ik* largest-selling brands.
heard him, "appeasers" who had pense" and to remove the greatest
is tried out on her and the camera
CAMELS BURNED
cheered his other "crisis announce- single obstacle to a united front in Californian, who testified that the injures its keeping qualities.
man figures what he wants. She's
ment" that he was flying to Munich the Western hemisphere, the United purpose of the organizations he
THAN ANY OTHER
stood in for Constance Cummins,
Apple Is Popular
to talk to Adolf Hitler, now cheered
States will soon sign represented was to "fight Jewis]
TESTBD-2596
Merle
Oberon,
Virginia
Bruce,
Sally
"Certain it is the apple has, on th, Eilers, Joan BlondeU and various THE AVERAGE
his pledge that there would be no
a reciprocal trade Communism," was the threat of th
"appeasement" now.
agreement with Ar- committee to prosecute 37-year-ol< whole, no rival among fruits. Then other actresses. At present she's OTHER OP THE
Chamberlain opened his speech
gentina. Announce- Fraser Gardner of Washington are fruits of more pronounced anc doing it for Joan Blondell in Hal
by the declaration that "new and
even of more delicious flavors Roach's "The Housekeeper's Daugh- WQ BRANOSI By
ment of this plan whom they accused of seeking
.lower, on the average,
drastic steps are required by the
was made in Wash- job as a committee investigator hi There are fruits which present i ter."
sniotes 4e equivalent
gravity of the situation" and that
ington this week by order to spy on its activities. Gard high proportion of nutriment Bu
SMOKES PER PACK!
he hoped it would be possible for
Sumner Welles, act- ner first denied that he had any m variety of color and flavor in sat
Looks as if Jon Hall would go on
the Emergency Powers Defense
ing secretary of connection with William Dudley Pel isfying qualities, in ability to hold
bill, giving his government dictatostate, who said that ley of AsheviUe, N. C., leader of th its place as a fruit staple against all
rial, wartime powers, to be signed
the negotiations Silver Shirts, but when confronts comers, no other fruit equals the the rest of his screen career "Hnr*
by the king immediately after its
would begin at once. with evidence that he was receiving apple."-National Apple Institute ricane" started him, you nurre. A* infage time for all *« «*"
call, and Edward Small's "Sooth of
approval by parliament. Before
Characterizing
this $50 a week from Skyland Press
Pago Pago" will keep np the good
that time the king had held a privy Sumner Welles as "a welcome con- Pelley's publishing house, he cried
Picking
Pullets
Fed
Oats
For cooler, milder
work.
council at which he signed an order structive step in these unhappy "As God is my judge and may
The picking pullet's desire to *>
authorizing the government to times," Diplomat Welles let it be never leave this seat, the Skylam
her sisters is easily overcome
mobilize the navy, naval reserve known that preliminary discus- Press, Pelley or any of the peopl up
n M » Sflvi?' Perfo«nance in "The
by
adding
oats to her diet sa
Old Maid" is so good that people
and the Territorials (home guard) sions, which practically guarantee connected with him know of my ap
Kxperi J^
who ve never liked her on the screen
when necessary.
the agreement going through, have plication to this committee." Un Washington
Country Home Magazine
before are now admitting that the
Meanwhile the ominous tramp, been completed. When it does go convinced, the committee asked fo the
hulls
or
oat
millf
w
.
do
girl can act. And Warner Brothers'
tramp, tramp of armed men was through Uncle Sam will have of- action by the United States attor trick. But oat hulleedash oriu oat
ash
h plans for screening "The Miracle"
sounding in other countries direct- fered his strongest inducement, the ney.
wul not cure cannibalism.
ly involved in the crisis. In Poland enlargement of mutual trade, to
have been speeded up and put into
After having uncovered plenty o
500,000 more men were mobilized, conciliate a nation which had stood evidence of Nazi and Fascist activ
production, after three years of disbringing the total force under arms at the other extreme of Latin Amer- ity in this country, the committe
^uss10" and preliminary work.
Contour
Plowing
up to 1,700,000. In France 2,000,000 ica in policy as well as geography. will next turn its attention to Com
f 3 PfJV31 have the
Thomas Jefferson pioneered
pione<
men were called to the colors.
a the role of the Nun.
Next to Canada, Argentina was munism, Chairman Dies has an
On this side of the Atlantic Presi- the most important trade outlet for nounced. First witness will prob ory of government that has had
ODDS AND END^Sol Lew
dent Roosevelt cut short his North the United States in the Western ably be Gen. W. G. Krivitsky, for- millions of followers sine
since he was
of the United Sta tes; bu
Atlantic fishing cruise and hurried hemisphere during the past year merly a high official of the Soviet President
" " ' ?"*»*»»
oft
lunch employee,
on
back to Washington to confer with with its imports from this country military intelligence division and when he urged all f a r m e r s to plow
*T
'f
«*•**••
play badminton during lAelr
Secretary of State Cordell Hull and valued at more than twice its ex- author of a series of magazine arti- on the contours instead of up and
Ume. on the court, ««£„ th*
Undersecretary Sumner Welles. His porte to its northern neighbor. No cles describing the work of Russian down slopes, he did not tget
"et
enough
°ffic"
first step was to send a personal less important than enlarging this secret and political agents. Sched- converts in over 100 years to carry a
;:
message, via Ambassador William trade outlet is the fact that this uled for deportation last month, township election. peoDl
believe
|P
Phillips, to King Vittorio Emanuel new agreement may forge another Krivitsky's departure was delayed that the soil is eternal but
they for
dog to roll over . . . Iren.
get
that
its
particles
of Italy expressing the h6pe that link in Pan-American resistance to until the committee could question
are Just as
ght you, the public, wouldn't
well
satisfied
to
spend
the king would find some way of totalitarian doctrines.
him.
eternity in hero, the hard-boiled
the sea as on the

Roosevelt Appeals to Germany
And Poland to Try for Peace;
England and France Mobilize
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[Recent
Recalls

Who

m Louisiana Chief Executives
of the Picturesque 'Governors'
inat Spanish-French-American State

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(Released by Western'Newspaper Union.)

recent resignation of Gov. Richard W. Leche of
Louisiana and the consequent installation of Lieut.-Gov.
Earl K. Long in the executive mansion at Baton Rouge,
bnce occupied by his brother, Huey P. Long, have added anhther chapter to the colorful, and frequently turbulent, history
If the chief executives of the Pelican state. It began while
Louisiana was a French colony, it continued under Spanish
jlomination and it characterized the early years, as well as the
nore recent ones, under the Ameriean flag
If the redoubtable "King- "
psh," when he was governor,
preme council, or cabildo. He
also put into practice the arbiuled Louisiana more like the
trary colonial regulations of
jtictator of a totalitarian
Spain
and decreed a new "black
jountry than the duly elected
code" which provided the severead of an American comest penalties for all kinds of
aonwealth, he was only foloffenses.
ding in the footsteps of a
For a year the people of Louisiana suffered under his autocratic
redecessor — an. Wish adrule. Then he was recalled to
fenturer who, paradoxically,
Spain and in 1775 placed in comas the "Spanish governor"
mand of an expedition against
Louisiana just 170 years
Algiers which was unsuccessful.
But he apparently did not lose the
go. His name was Alexanconfidence of his monarch for he
er O'Reilly.
j O'Reilly was born in the Emtald Isle in 1725 and at an early
ge enlisted in the army of
pain. He fought in Italy durig the War of the Austrian Sucession and later served hi the
irmies of France and Austria.
hen he returned to the Spanish
imy and was made commander
' a brigade. Next he was sent
Cuba to repair and improve
e fortifications of Havana and
• his work there he was made
fleeter-general. He returned
i Madrid in 1765, just in time to
elp thwart a.plot against King
hades III and aid in saving the
ife of that monarch who soon had
> opportunity to show his gratide to the Irishman and reward
m accordingly.
By the Treaty of Paris of 17621 between France, England and
pain, France was forced to surender to England not only CanIda, but also that part of old
Wiisiana lying east of the MissisPPPi, with the exception of the
-sland of Orleans" in which was
eluded the city of New Orleans,
He capital of the colony.
Ceded to Spain.
The "island of Orleans" and
l of Louisiana west of the Mis"Uppi was ceded to Spain, ostenV as a free gift'from France.
P reality, of course, France was
]»vmg this country to Spain to
it from falling Into the
' of the English and with the
pope, which was later realized,
" getting it back again.
Although France thus ceded the
jrincipal part of Louisiana to
gpam
in 1762-63, it was not until
ar
ch, 1766, that Don Antonio
Ulloa arrived in New Orleans
supersede Aubrey, the French
overnor. But the inhabitants of
ouisiana were not especially
appy over the transfer of their
ountry without their consent and
ne
result was a revolution
gainst
the new rulers. In Ocbe
r, 1768, the superior council
,,iNew
Orleans decreed the ex' S1°n of uiioa, who fled to
Havana.
King Charles III of Spain
earned of this, he determined to
;rush the rebels and he picked
general O'Reilly for the task.
* appointed the Irishman gover°f Louisiana, gave him an
>y of 2,600 picked men and a
f °1 24 ships.

Ue
% reached New Orleans
'"August 18, 1769, and at once
d d a
Proclamation in which
hp ?
0clared that
hainQaded
only those who
tn
H, ;
e movement against
* ^Panish would be punished.
bPin n the kadera, 12 in number,
° Ked to the nobility but that
"ut save them. One, already
mt0 cuatod
Bpai"i,-i
y. died on a
lloh
warship. The others were
and found guilty
81
*
of
them,
including La' u'e,
former King's Attorney;
lh "-' 'J m Louisiana, and Milhet,
wealthiest merchant in New
N""is, were shot.
u
n.,; °'ReiUy dissolved the old
j^-iur council of Louisiana and
uee
a it with the Spanish su-

was subsequently made commander-general of Andalusia and
governor of Cadiz. In 1794, while
he was on his way to assume
command of the army of the eastern Pyrenees, he died and it is
probable that there was no
mourning in Louisiana when news
of his death reached there.
Quite different was the attitude
of the Louisiana citizens, both
French and Spanish, toward the
man who became their governor
in 1777 and their American contemporaries had a special reason
for remembering him gratefully,
too.
For he helped them win
their war for freedom from England. Bernardo de Galvez was
his name and he was born of a
distinguished and powerful family
at Malaga, Spain, in 1756.
' As a youth Bernardo de Galvez
was ambitious to win military
glory and did so on his first expedition. Made colonel of the regi-

DON BERNARDO DE GALVEZ
ment of Louisiana, he went to the
colony in America in 1776 and
when Don Louis Unzaga, who had
succeeded O'Reilly as governor,
asked to be recalled, Galvez,
through his family's influence
was appointed to that post, although he was then barely JA
years of age.
The young governor promptly
restored to the French colonials
[he right to trade with France,
thereby winning their gratitude.
ffis predecessor had followed a
policy of "benevolent neutrality
toward the American colonies
who were then in revolt against
England. Galvez not only continued that policy but went farther.
In 1778 the continental c"n«'^bs
a Captain Willing to New Orleans to get munitions which the
Patriot army so surely "J ,
sen t

at^srjf.ss^

Willing but contributed $70,OUO to
the American cause.
The king «* Span, had cffu d
to mediate in the dispute be w «n
Kneland and her America" cui

ample of France

1779, declared war on the English. The following July Galvez
received permission from his king
to seize: the British forts hi Alabama, Mississippi and West
Florida.
Galvez called a meeting of the
French inhabitants of New Orleans in the historic Place d'
Armes and as a dramatic gesture
announced that he would renounce the governorship if the
natives would not support him in
his expedition against the English. Since France had already
joined forces with the Americans,
since there were in New Orleans
many Acadian refugees, who had
good reason to hate the English,
and since the boyish Spanish governor had endeared himself to the
French in many ways, the young
men of that city didn't hesitate
long before volunteering to accompany him.
Rejecting the suggestion that
he wait for reinforcements from
Havana, Galvez, with 670 men,
Spanish regulars, French Creoles,
Acadians and American volunteers under Oliver Pollock, seized
the British fort at Manhuac, captured Baton Rouge and received
the surrender of Natchez. The
next year Fort Charlotte at Mobile fell.
In 1781, re-enforced by a fleet
and army from Havana, Galvez
attacked Pensacola. When the
men-of-war attempted to cross
the bar, however, the San Roman
ran aground and the commander
of the fleet, Commodore Calbo de
Irazabel, declined to risk any
more of his frigates.
A Bold Exploit.

Galvez, who realized the importance of having the fleet to be
assured of arms and food on St.
Rosa island, his base, resolved
to shame the commodore into cooperating. He embarked, therefore, on the brig Galveston, commanded by Rosseau, a Creole,
and raised his pennant on the
brig. Followed by a schooner
and two gunboats, he boldly entered the port and acted with
such valor that the main squadron followed the next day and
safely crossed the bar.
After several months' siege,
Fort George and Fort Red Cliff
were taken and the way to the
main defenses of Pensacola
opened. A terrific bombardment
was continued until an explosion
made a great breach in the walls.
Then a storming party rushed in
and compelled the surrender of
General Campbell with his garrison of 800 regulars.
As a reward for Galvez's brilliant success, the king made him
lieutenant-general of Louisiana,
the Floridas, East and West, and
Cuba. He was also given the royal permission to place upon his
coat of arms a figure of the brig,
Galveston, with the motto "Yo
Solo" (I Alone). In 1785 he was
made viceroy of Mexico to succeed His father. He died there in
17B6 after having been viceroy for
only a year.
The name of Don Bernardo de
Galvez lives today in the great
city or Galveston, Texas, but
Americans have other reasons
for remembering him. Not only
did he provide the patriot army
with munitions at a time when
they were most needed, but his
conquests of the British posts in
the Southeast prevented their using them as bases of attack on
the Americans in the old Northwest in Georgia and the Carolines.
When the Revolution ended,
had England held the Mississippi
as well as the St. Lawrence the
boundaries of the new nation, as
well as its future destiny, might
have been far different from
what they became. Spain later
ceded Louisiana back to France
and Napoleon Bonaparte *old it
to the United States. England
made one more effort to gain a
foothold on the Gulf of Mexico
when, toward the end of the War
of 1812, she landed an army near
New Orleans. What happened to
it when it attacked Gen. Andrew
Jackson's army on January 8,
1815. is historv.

The first American governor of
Louisiana, like some of his predecessors and some of his successors, had his troubles. And one
of his worst troubles was an individual named Jean Lafltte.
This first governor was William
Charles Cole Claiborne, born in
Sussex county, Virginia, in 1775.
In 1601 his fellow-Virginian, President Thomas Jefferson, made him
governor of the Territory of Mississippi and two years later he
was appointed commissioner,
with Gen. James Wilkinson, to
accept the transfer of the Louisiana Purchase from the French.
He was appointed governor of the
province of Louisiana for three
years and when it was 'made a
territory in 1804 he resigned control of Mississippi Territory to
govern the new one.
In 1810 Claiborne took possession .of Baton Rouge and Mobile,
which up to that time were still
held by the Spanish, despite the
fact that the French had sold
Louisiana to the United States.
Two years later, by an act of
congress, Louisiana was made a
state and the people of the new
state elected Claiborne as their
first state governor. And then
his troubles began.
The source of these troubles
were two brothers, Pierre Lafitte, _and his younger brother,
Jean—two Frenchmen who had
come to New Orleans by way of
the West Indies. At first they
acted as agents for a colony of
smugglers • living hi the Bay of
Barataria. Then they became
their leaders and moved their
home from New Orleans to the
island, Grand Terre, in the Bay
of Barataria.
From that time on the record
is not entirely clear as to the

Star Dust
* Not Tempting Fate?
+ Bergen Takes Horse
* Doctor He Shall Be!
By Virginia Vale
'"pHERE'S a plan under way
•*• whereby dramatic radio offerings may reach the screen,
with you, the public, selecting
them.
Radio Guild Productions,
Inc., of Hollywood, is behind
it. The idea is that monthly
contests will be held, the contestants writing to headquarters and giving their reasons
for thinking that certain programs should be screened. No serials included, just plays that are
complete in one broadcast.
At the end of three months, the
winning script would be adapted for
the screen. Prizes will be awarded
contestants.
Madge Evans, of movie fame,
is sandwiching her honeymoon with
Sidney Kingsley, the playwright, in
between performances at summer
theaters. She's worked conscientiously and done well, but when she found

Jlsk Me Jlnoiher
%

A General Qua

. Here is the first line of a welltnown poem: "I could not love
nee, dear, so much." Can you
give the second line?
2. What country is known as
'The Land of the White Ele)hant"?
. What is the greatest depth in
the Atlantic?
4. An Andalusian is a native of
what country?
5. Which is smaller, an atom or
an electron?
6. What does the nautical term
dead reckoning" mean?
7. Why are Pullman porters genrally called "George"?

The Answer*
1. "Loved I not honor more."
2. Siam is known as "The Land
t the White Elephant."
3. Nearly 5% miles (28,680 feet),,
orth of Puerto Rico and Hispanola.
4. Spain.
5. An electron is smaller than
n atom.
6. A method of ascertaining the
pproximate position of a vessel
•om the course steered and the
istance
covered when the heavenr
bodies of light are obscured.
7. Probably from the name of
aeorge M. Pullman, builder of the
rst Pullman cars.

Uy burning 25% slower than
the average of the IS other
of the largest-selling brands
tested ••'slower than Any of
them-CAMELS give smokers the equivalent of

MADGE EVANS

that she was billed for "A Bill of
Divorcement" not long after the
elopement, took place she backed
out—not superstitious, it's said, but
just didn't like the idea.
William Powell is back at work
again, in "Another Thin Man," apparently completely recovered from
his serious illness. Asta, the dog,
has a prominent part in this sequel
exact nature of the Lafittes' ac- to the famous "Thin Man," and a
tivities. Jean Lafitte always in- year-old baby makes its debut.
sisted that it was privateering
Tyrone Power and his bride, Anand that they preyed only upon
ships carrying enemy flags. But nabella, had a sort of busman's holihistorians are pretty generally day in Italy, touring the Italian
agreed that it was piracy and it movie-making center, Cinecitta. The
is as "Lafitte the Pirate" that high spot of their stay in Rome
was their presentation to the Pope.
he has come down in history.
The people of New Orleans
National Broadcasting Company
were inclined to view these activities leniently—they enjoying is grooming a new singer fa? radio"
being able to buy all sorts of stardom. Her name is Dinah Snore,
goods at a lower price than that and she hails from Winchester, Tenn.
charged by more ethical vend- She's a pretty girl with a distincers of merchandise than the La- tive style of singing. At present
flttes. But Governor Claiborne she is being featured three times a
was not inclined to wink at such week over both the red and bine netgoings-on within his jurisdiction. works—you might listen in and see
So on November 24, 1813, he if yonr opinion of her talents agrees
posted his famous proclamation with the star-makers'.
offering a reward for the capMark Warnow, the Hit Parade conture of "Jean Lafltte, pirate."
Two days later Jean Lafitte, clev- ductor, is arranging with a large
erly using the same language as music school for a scholarship to be
the chief executive of the state, awarded to children who show the
posted a proclamation offering a most promise at playing a musical
reward of $1,000 for the delivery instrument.
of Governor Claiborne at Grand
Don Ameche and Dorothy Lamour
Terre! Thereupon New Orleans
shook with laughter. But not have been making life miserable for
Edgar Bergen at rehearsals of that
Governor Claiborne.
He saw to it that all of the Charlie McCarthy program, by razzBaratarians were indicted for pi- ing him because, although he freracy and when Pierre Lafitte was quently went fishing, he never
caught in New Orleans, he was caught any fish.
The only way he could stop it was
held without bail. When he came
to trial, however, two famous at- to give up fishing. Nowaday's he's
torneys whom Jean Lafitte had getting his exercise by riding horsehired for a fee of $20,000 suc- back—he can always catch the
ceeded in getting him acquitted. horse1
Soon afterwards, however, pubFred Barren is the first male memlic opinion changed and plans
were made to wipe out the nest ber of his family in six generations
of pirates in the Bay of Barata- who didn't become a doctor. He
ria. Pierre Lafitte was again ar- voted for acting instead. So he got a
rested and this time he was kept role in the radio serial, "The Life
and Love of Dr. Susan," and found
in jail.
Then came the invasion of the he'd been cast—as a doctor!
British army, Jean LafUte's ofDave ELman, while convalescing
fer of his services and those of
his men to the American cause, from an appendectomy in a Fargo,
the effort of British officers to N. D., hospital, had the unusual exenlist the services of the Bara- perience of listening to his own protarians and Jean Lafitte's clever gram, "Hobby Lobby," with the
bit of double-crossing of them. He President's wife substituting for
sent Governor Claiborne news of him.
Ken Carpenter, who also had his
the British proposition and renewed his offer to serve the appendix out, had trouble pursuadAmericans. As a result Pierre ing the doctor that he ought to listen
Lafitte was allowed to escape in on his program. The doctor was
from jail and the LafiUes ;:r.d afraid he'd laugh so hard at Bob
their Baratarians served valor- Burns that he'd break the stitches.
ousiy in Jackson's army which He finally got a script of the show
whipped Pakenham's redcoats at for Carpenter, figuring that, after
the historic Battle of New Or- he'd read the jokes, they wouldn't
leans on January 8, 1815. As a be so funny. He quite forgot Burns'
result of this patriotic service habit of making last-minute reJean Lafltte and his followers marks thai Ihe script writer didn''
were legally forgiven by the fed- think of.
eral government and reinstated
ODDS A!\l) KNI)S—Junn IHuiuluU unn
to American citizenship.
Presumably they were forgiven by Governor Claiborne, too.
At least he was troubled no more
by the Lafittes who established a
pirate colony near Galveston,
Texas, thon ruled by the Spanish. In 181B Governor Claiborne
was elected United States senator but died in New Orleans on
November 23, 1817, before he was
able to take office.

Uirfc I'uwitll i-uuld havi- hutl list' \rui\ini
roles 1/1 a iicui musical ihutv i>n liniaduia^
1/113 fall, '"il turned il down . . . S;)ciice,
V racy untl Sir C.rdnc llunln ifltti make i
tuttflti your utitlv. In go (o "Scuii/fi) uni
/.iim^Miine" l/icy're titith excel/ml . .
And dim'I miss ihf >!><•< tumlm "r'uu
Frulhtr*"
. r'rtint'liiit Tifttf in btttk n
Mrlro, iMir/fiiix on "fr'asl mid ruriiiut," u
which he co-slur* uiith Ann Sulhern .
"lliv Old Maid," 11.l/i IIfile Davit a
U i mini Hiiitktiii, it wuilh seeing.
(Ktleiseu liy We.-,,tin ,,mjy^^^T Umoa.

T MPARTIAL Ubontoty tests of 16
J. of the bigot-felling bands fhow
which 000 of then gives die most
fiOu! tmoldng P*r Pack. The Badings were:
CAMELS wet^-fibuod to contain
1 MORE
TOBACCO BY WEIGHT
than die average for die 15 other of
die largeK-selUng brands.
CAMELS BURNED SLOWER
THAN ANY OTHER BRAND
TESTED - 25% SLOWER THAN
THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE IS
OTHER OF THE LARGEST-SELLING BRANDS! By burning 25%
slower, on die average, Camels give
smokers die equivalent of 5 EXTRA
SMOKES PER PACK!
In die same tests, CAMELS HELD
THEIR ASH FAR LONGER
thqn die average time for all die
other brands.
Yes, Camel's fine, slow-burning,
more expensive tobaccos do make a
difference. Delicate taste...fragrant
aroma...smoking pleasure at its best,
and mort of it! The quality cigarette
tvtry smoker can afford.
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE; THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1939.
Ten members of the M. M. circle enChester Kline, wife and children were
ioyed a picnic last Thursday after- Sunday visitors at the Bernie Baynoon in Keystone park.
lor home near Berea.

ANITA

Harry Swartz and wife returned
Miss Flora Lassen left last Friday
icrne Saturday evening from a week's for her home in New York City, after
outing at Lake Okoboji.
a week's visit at the Chris Holland
See &• ftvttMt dbt tnek drhwn fa
America, ««P«tta» ft* the 1839
American
home.
cfaMrtptaahfri in » thrfflto*
defense, fn a hu<re disMiss 'Maurine Turner is home from
P}ay
by
U.
S,
Army
and
d«yi rtde-bowtaf »»«*A 8 noes
Navy
a visit with her aunt, Mrs. William
Miss Russia Harris is enjoying a
eadi d«y. Aa»*MM«*t. 1
Schaake and husband, at Lenox.
dirt track MM an* of M89t
visit at the home of her father, A. L.
Harris. Mfiss Harris lives in Iowa
Russell Ballentine and wife of Big City.
Springs, Neb., enjoyed a few days'
visit the past week with Clyde PolMax Williams of Omaha visited in
lock and wife.
the city a few days the past week
with his brother, Dr. P. T. Williams
The Misses Doris and Lola Mae and family.
Watkins left Tuesday for a ten days'
In a Laugh and Fan Thriller
visit with their uncle, Dee Watkins
Roy Ellis and wife of Ottumwa and
and wife, in Kansas City.
Mrs. G. Mardenson of Panora visited
in the city last Friday, guests of
Mrs. Carrie Reynolds is home from Chas. Young.
Also Cartoon — Miniature — Iowa News Flashes
a three months' visit at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Ben Kirkham and Isaac Brown, wife and daughter,
family, near Norwalk, Iowa.
Linda Lou, returned home Monday
from a few days' outing at the lakes
Miss Naomi Richter, daughter of in northern Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. William Richter, submitted to an operation for the removal
TOLD IN THE HEART SONGS AND HIT
Mrs. Edna Nichols and daughter,
of her tonsils one day last week.
Virginia, are home from a three
SONGS OF TODAY AND YESTERDAY...
weeks' visit with relatives and friends
Fred Kauer has sold the 10-acre at Long Beach, Cal.
the story of Rose, who
tract of ground that he owned for the
loved the way some
past forty years in the southwest part
Juanita Taylor, daughter of Mr.
women can, and thought
of Anita to Homer Kirkham, the con- and Mrs. M. N. Taylor, is home from
sideration being $400. Mr. Kirkham a visit with her grandparents, August
it worth the heart-break)
owns a 100-acre farm adjoining the Boos and wife, at Shelby.
Kauer land.
Miss Dorothy Enfield returned
Mrs. Floyd Gissibl and son, Ray-Saturday to her work in Des Moines,
mond, her daughter, Mrs. Lyman Wah- after a two weeks' visit at the home
ert, and Harvey Scholl are home from of her parents, Roy Enfield and wife.
a visit with Mrs. E. J. King and family
Billy Millhollin visited the past
at Halsey, Neb. While gone they
visited at several places in Colorado week in Council Bluffs with his aunt?
TYRONE '
ALICE
Mrs. Noland Musick and husband, and
including Estes park.
with his grandmother, Mrs. Wm. Bear.
Leland Peterson, wife and son,
the stars of
$1.19
Robert, of George, Iowa, .are spending Victor Flour, 49-Ib. sack
"Alexander* B Ragtime Bond"
the week with relatives and friends Victor Cake Flour, 2%-lb. box . . 15c
9c
here. Mr. Peterson, a brother of Mrs. Opal Corn Flakes, box
28c
H. H. Turner, is manager of the Farm- Folgers Coffee, pound
tinging his famous songs again
SCHAAKE'S STORE
ers elevator in George. Mrs. Peterson is a sister of William Bangham.
R. W. (Mick) Forshay, wife and
[Rev. H. G. Belsheim, local Lutheran
Arthur Barnholdt, Jr., Robert and
The large pasture on West Main daughter, Alanna, left Sunday for
nister, is in Clarinda this week Dale McCrory and Orlie Mardesen are Street lying between the homes of Rock Springs, Wyo., where Mr. Fortending the regular annual synod enjoying a month's trip through the Lake Bear and Homer 'Kirkham has shay appears on the program at the
;eeting of the Iowa West district of west that will include a visit to the been purhacsed by James Rose and annual meeting of the Wyoming Asntheran churches.
fair in San Francisco.
Hans Mloelek. It is the intention of sociation of Insurance Agents. They
the purchasers to erect a gasoline will return to Anita the last of the
*
[Fred Basham, -wife and daughter,
The members of the Susie Q club service station and cabin camp on the week.
arbara Lou, of Waterloo spent a were guests last Thursday evening site.
Kenneth Gipple, wife and baby and
ort time in the city Friday after- of Mrs. Donald Chadwick at her home
Paul Barber, wife and baby returned
with
on
Rose
Hill
Avenue.
Following
a
with relatives and friends. Mrs.
James Nelson, a student at the Friday from a visit with relatives at
sham is a niece of Mirs. C. W. social evening, a lunch was served State University in Iowa City and who
Albin, Wyo., and Cozad, Neb. Accomby the hostess.
ickenberry and 'W. F. Budd.
has1 employment in that city during panying them to Anita were Verle
the summer vacation, was home to Gipple and daughter, Doris, who are
spend the week end with his mother, spending the week at the home of their
Dlncttd by Gregory Hatott
Mrs. Alpha Nelson, and with other parents and grandparents, C. O. Gipple
AaaocUte Pradnon load Scnn
relatives and friends. He was accom- and wife.
again — .
A 20th CuilmyFoB Picture
panied here by M'iss Ruth Ganfleld,
thttugiandoldtoog*- V,
Dairy!
T.
Zanuck
la
Chug*
d
Production
also of Iowa City.
The gasoline service station and
... and in tht> iwiajt
ol today. thu latttt
five lots at the west end of Main
Miss Gladys Joy, who is leaving Street have been purchased by Robert
hit trom Gordon 6
I Never
soon for Owensboro, Ky., to make her C. Howard from H. C. Pemble of PayKnew Hoovea Could
home, was the guest of honor at a 6:30 ton, Iowa, who has owned the place
ANITA INDEPENDENT,
o'clock dinner Friday evening at the for a number of months. Hans Larsen
home of Miss Beth Knowlton, hostesses has been operating the station for
BENTON, GRANT AND LINCOLN
ALSO TERRY-TOON CARTOON and LATE NEWS
being Miss Knowlton and her sister, the past year, and it is reported will
Mrs. Max Way. Guests included continue in business there.
TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS.
employees of the local telephone exchange and Miiss Nora Sanny, a former
Mrs. Maude Suplee entertained the
Your directors have made arrangements for
Chas. Campbell and wife left last
employee. Following the dinner the members of the Union club and three
Mrs. A. Lauraa Campbell of Des
evening was spent playing bingo and other guests at a noon day luncheon Thursday for Payette, Idaho, to Moines was visiting with, frjends and
you to secure or dispose of your second hand text
Chinese checkers.
last Wednesday at the Church of pend a few weeks with her brother, looking after business matters in the
books- a* your local text book depository.
city one day last week.
Christ. Following the luncheon the ?rank Suplee and wife.
Kindly bring them to us as soon as possible.
afternoon was spent at the home of
Chester A. Long and wife visited
Thorle Robison, wife and two daughthe hostess where the ladies quilted.
one
day
last
week
in
Manson
with
her
ters
of Des Moines spent Sunday in
The guests, besides thefifteenmemTABLETS, PENCILS AND ALL SCHOOL
bers, were Mrs. M. C. Hutchison, Mrs. >rother, Carl Kaskey and family, and Anita at the home of his parents,
with other relatives and friends.
SUPPLIES AT SPECIAL PRICES FOR OPENChas. A. Robison and wife.
0. W. Shaffer and Mrs. Isabell Joy.
is impossible because of the constantly reTanks, anti-altxraft pins,
cannon, depth bombs, pi

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
JANE WITHERS

"BOY FRIEND"

Sat.-Sun.

Aug. 26-27

P O W E B - FAYE
AL JOLSON

WILLIAM FRAWLEY
JOYCE CONPTQN
HOBART CAVANADGH

ice

ARTHRITIS

ING OF SCHOOL,

A Gift With a Purchase of School Supplies.

Bongers Bros.
ANITA, IOWA

curring pains; if you feel thli aMicti<*»
is slowly wearing your life away, don >
fail to get M Y A C I N today. N« matter
where you live or whether you have any
faith in any preparation under the sun, cou«
in for a package of pai.i-kilKng MYACIN
tablets. If you have suffered for a lifetime and have tried everything you could
learn of without relief; even if you are
utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope.
MYACIN la guaranteed to give amaxingly
quick and safe relief or your money will be
cheerfully refunded. Put up in easy-to-tak«
tablets. No narcotics, no opiates. Liberal six*
package only 50c. Large economy lit* (1.

BONGERS BROS.
Anita, Iowa.

You'll Like This One

BEST OF ALL!
WiA SELECTIVE AIR CONDITIONS
nil NEW LOW PRICES!
1

SA|MA^M Mk £^^4MfetM-

L Tt.MMiHaili.Taf fratar.rMMMM* •"•«.
X. Faat fraathr aaa* ntoMiM Qriek-Tray*.
ITfcriWU.it

J. Thrift, fe pfc% to «nwtv hi **•»•

Iowa Electric Company

The Misses Darlene and Beverly
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bailey, livMarcus of Auburn, Neb., are enjoying ing southwest of the city, are the
a visit in Anita at the home of their parents of a 6Vi pound girl baby,
aunt, Mrs. Henry Maduff and family. born to them last Thursday morning.
This is the second child in the
Come in and see us about filling family, the other also being a girl.
your coal bin for winter. KING BEE
will give you more heat with less ash
Hubert Brown, who recently took
than any other coal. Kunz Grain Co., over the pump and windmill business
Anita, Iowa.
,
tf
at the Robinson hardware store in
Wiota, will hold a public sale at the
Harold Newcomb of Milwaukee, Chris Brown farm, 1 mile south and
Wis., is spending the week at the J. P. 2 miles east of Wiota, on Thursday
A meeting of the Friendly Circle Aupperle home in Lincoln township.
of this week. In the sale will be 6
was held last Thursday afternoon at His wife and children, who have been
head of horses, 20 head of cattle, 2«
the home of Mrs. Harold Cooper north visiting here, will accompany him home
head of hogs, 5 dozen chickens, and a
of the city. Present were eight mem- the last of the week.
full line of farm machinery. John
bers and five visitors, Mrs. Robert
Jensen will be the auctioneer and C. E.
Cooper, Mrs. Maggie Dement, Mrs Mrs. Cloyd Karns and children, Miar- Parker will act as clerk.
Forrest Smith, Miiss Jean Dement and jorie and Donald, and Mrs. Robert
Miss Jean Neighbors.
Mrs. Lar Pletcher anil sons, Robert and Roger,
Christensen was the winner of a con- of Tulsa, Okla., are visiting here with
test put on by 'Mrs. Cooper. A their parents and grandparents, C. 0.
WHEN ANIMALS
ipple and wife, and with other relaThursday was the 4th. birthday of
DIE
Tommy Cooper, son of the hostess tives and friends.
We
will
pick
them up
the members of the club took their
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bernie
Baylor
enterpromptly.
children to the meeting with them
A lunch was served late in the after- tained as their guests one day last
New steel water tight
week Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hoover and
noon by the hostess.
body
at your service.
ihildren, Dorothy and Harvey, a
Phone 257
A meeting was held one afternoon Bill Kearns of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs.
last week at the home of Mrs. Car Everitte Baylor and son, Robert, and
WAGNER FILLING STATION
Moore at which plans were made for Eddie Wahlert and daughter, Lois, of
ANITA, IOWA
the "open meeting" for farm women near Exira, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Schlotfeldt
of
Audubon.
of Grant, Benton, Franklin and Lin
coin townships, and which will be
held at the Church of Christ in Anita
on Tuesday, Sept. 12. Those presen
were Mrs, Carl Moore, Grant; Mrs
William Ballenseifer, Benton; 'M
Kenneth Neary, Franklin; and Mrs
Tom Bailey, Lincoln. Mrs. Ml. N
Lambertsen, assistant chairman, an<
Mrs. Howard Gissibl, publicity chair
man, were also present. The hoxtes
G. F. DARROW, Manager
served a lunch at the close of th
meeting.

Robert Butler and family, Wilford
Martin and wife, William Butler and
family and Earl and Lauren Beaver
were at Lenox last Thursday afternoon
to attend the funeral services for the
late Ed. Gaines, who was killed in an
auto accident the Monday before near
Trenton, Neb. Earl Beaver, Sr. and
wife, who were injured in the accident
that killed Mr. Gaines, were able to
return to their home here last Friday

MINERALIZED YEAST
CULTURE
THE FARMERS COOP.

THE AJfEPA TRIBUNE.

jlottons Take on Importance
In 6B£ck> to -School' Wardrobe
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

TOPICS
'ARM BOYS FOLLOW
FATHERS' BUSINESS
Survey Shows Rural Youths
Stay With Agriculture.

ILANNING a back-to-school wardIrobe for young 1939 sophisticates?
Ire's news of' smart cottons, for
us are gaining in style prestige.
ey are the more persuasive in
ensemble to snuggle under a
at they are such grand and glo- junior
warm coat when cool weather
washable successes, added to good
lich they are durable as well as sets in.
An ideal tubster is the cunning
lie aristocrats among the newer dress worn by the youngster seated
cs are the fine shantung cot- in the foreground. It is made of a
; and the highly! mercerized pop- modern safe-for-washing print, the
s', both of which actually seem to excellent shantung cotton print that
prove with repeated launderings, mothers know and approve for backthe iron brings out the native to-schoorwardrobes. Note the dainty
hand-fagotting in the collar and
er of the cottonFall prints are more subdued. The please observe that a generous shirkgrounds are darker. No wise ring gives plenty of front and back
ither chooses any print these days fullness. The pockets are clever an<
is less than perfectly washa- new.
The smiling young bicyclist on thi
completely color-fast and sapright wears a very intriguing frock
zed shrunk.
for dress-up, Jitflfi.gJrlswiU wear styled of a striped cotton prin
ning cloque piques, fine linens, that is almost as sturdy a weave a;
able spun rayons and new Could be found in any collection a
; that resemble linens but are materials, added to which is its at
tractiverless. The skirt is pleatec
ually serviceable cotton.
Bother outstanding favorite is and a gypsy sash of the materia
table gabardine for school and ties at the waist.
The teen-age who possess almps
all autumn'activities. Blouses,
skirts, culottes, in fact ev- an uncanny style sense are having
r conceivable type of garment for great fun ensembling gabardine oututhful wearers of both sexes who fits that make color their theme. A
a strenuous outdoor life are marine blue gabardine skirt, a yel
ving in cotton gabardines that low blouse, a magenta kid belt, *
\ processed so they cannot shrink yellow jacket, a bright headkerchie
square that has peasant figurines
of fit.
istined to be a schoolgirl favo- dancing around the wide border
is the cunning dress pictured goes to the color limit and yet how
[the left at the top in the group. effective it is and best of all deI much like mother's bolero jack- pendably washable.
[outfn as possible IB this modish
In choosing the new bright cottons
ick designed so cleverly for lit- we can't urge mothers too strong!;
;
daughter with! whom it is most to stop, look and be cautious before
to prove first choice to wear they buy. Look at the label whethe
st day of school." Made of fine it be an all-ready-to-wear garmen
shantung broadcloth guaran- you are selecting for Junior or little
1 pre-shrunk of course, this mod- sister or a washable fabric by the
|is most attractive. The bolero yard. Look for service guarantee
nes off and leaves a smart little of non-shrinkage and no-fade on the
ileeved frock. Worn with a fabrics.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
' fall felt, the outfit makes a chic

Leading Vogue

's a charming interpretation
es "little dinner" Buit. It con* formal floor-length skirt
a wee jacket blouse. The fabfashions this attractive dinis teola twill, a crimped
acetate rayon weave that looks
r 8U
j
edelike wool and feels
t l^yn- The modish jacket
. twttons around the waist acu
"g a deep V-neckline is in dusty
'he skirt, in an Indian wine
fide,is
styled with a front fullness
lend: its sculptural grace.

productivity of agriculture means
that fewer sons are required in agriculture. As a result, a decrease
is to be expected.
In the generation of the farming
grandfathers 50 per cent of the sons
became farmers; in the generation
of the farming fathers but 31 per
cent became farmers.

Bruised Potatoes Spoil
More Easily in Storage

In storing potatoes damage is
done by dumping the tubers through
the chute in the roof of the cellar
to the floor below, especially if the
tubers are immature. Decay follows very quickly and even if the
tubers are not destroyed, they are
permanently injured by turning
black. It will cost little more to
drive in and empty the sacks carefully, but it more than pays for the
extra cost in better keeping qualities and higher value.
Heavy losses occur from piling
the potatoes up high in the bin or
cellar without providing for a circulation of air. If the cellar is
provided with false floor and partitions are used, and if the partitions
are not more than 10 feet apart, the
piles may be six or seven feet deep.
If no partitions are used, then it is
advisable to use bin ventilators
made from ordinary woven-wire
fencing.
These ventilators are
made by bending the netting into
cylinders eight inches in diameter
and setting them six or eight feet
apart. These ventilators should rest
on the floor and extend to the top
of the potatoes. Meshes of the fencing should be small so as to preIt's going to prove a record sea vent the ventilators from filling up
son for suede. Paris cables say with potatoes.
"suede" with emphasis, citing accessory ensembles of hat, bag, belt anc
gloves done in richly colorfu
Agricultural Notes
suede. Some suede enthusiasts are
dressing in suede from head tr
foot. The new suede processing i
Of the defects which cause potaso amazing, the results are a light toes to be below No. 1 grade, bruisness and softness that yields per ing is by far the most serious. Carefectly to fabric treatments. In con ful handling pays profits.
* » *
sequence high-fashion women are
taking to wearing stunning dresse
It pays to pack eggs with the
of suede or perhaps a suede toppe. small end down, says H. H. Alp, excompletes a tweed suit. It's a com tension poultryman, College of Agplete conquest that suede has mad< ricu\ture, University of Illinois.
in the fashionable world.
Feed growing pullets so that when
they start laying in the fall they will
have enough reserve energy built up
to lay throughout the winter months.
» » *
Clean
fleeces,
well tied with paper
It's going to be a tremendous
sweater season. You can get any string, bring the best prices. Buytype of sweater in any color, keyed ers will not pay wool prices for
to any occasion from the most for dirt, burrs, chaff, and other foreign
materials.
mal to the most sportsy.
* • •
Sweaters, ever the schoolgirls
American farms are now being
dJSht resort to all sorts ol tricky
devices, such as the names of lead- electrified at the rate of 200,000 a
£ colleges scribbled in gay pr nt year, a far more rapid acceleration
Hll over Bars of music embroid- than was recorded in all the years
ered across the front of your sweat- prior to the depression. Nearly a
er is something to attract the eye. million and a half farm homes are
Latest college girl whim is to wear now using electricity.
* • •
the long cardigan sweater backThe city worker depends on agwards-instead of buttoning it up at
riculture as a market. From him,
front button it at the bac^ .
the farmer buys machinery, fertilizer, fuel, building supplies, petroFrom the Wings o f _ » *"*
leum products, household equipment, clothing and a hundred othejr
articles which are factory products.

Flare for Suede
Knows No Bounds

Sweaters in for
Big Run for Fall

re

By PROF. W. A. ANDERSON
Farm boys are more likely to
itick to farming as an occupation
than are city boys to follow the
>ccupations of their fathers. Farmng as an occupation is continued
rom father to son twice as often as
are other occupations.
When farm boys choose the professions or enter business, they are
ust as successful as their city cousins. When sons of farmers do not
tollow farming as a life work, they
enter all types of occupations, including law, medicine, business
ownership, and skilled mechanical
trades.
Although farm boys take city jobs,
:ity boys as a rule do not enter
'arming or allied occupations; theretore farming is largely self-perpetuating.
A recent study includes facts
about the occupation of the student's
paternal grandfather, or father's father, and of his sons for 803 families, and for the student's father
and his sons for 616 families. This
sample does not represent a crosssection of the general farming and
non-farming population. The agricultural students come largely from
the more successful farm families,
and the arts students from the business and professional classes.
For both farming and non-farming occupations, it was shown that
similar occupations are handeddown most often to the oldest son
in the family, which is more true
of farming than of other callings.
Brothers may influence brothers in
their life work but the influence did
not appear to be very great.
Within the same family line, the
extent to which farming is passed
on through all three generations decreases, but less so than in nonfarming enterprises.
One reason for this is that the increasing size of farms, the use of

spilled red ink.

UNDAY)
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUMDQUIST. D. O.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
_
'
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson (or August 27
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts «e£?*!, ^ JL°,P.37'8hted >V.. International
permission.

RATTERN

EPARTMENT

/^"IRLS
planning to go away to
^J college will be particularly delighted with these gay and youthful patterns—day and night, night
and day—these are the ones you
want! But everybody with an eye
fdr style and a flair for sewing

UZZIAH: A KING WHO FORGOT
GOO
LESSON TEXT—n Chronicles 28:3-5. 18GOLDEN TEXT—Every one that exalteth
himself shall be abased: and he that hummeth himself Bhall be exalted.—Luke 18-14

5V4 yards of 39-inch material with
long sleeves. With short sleeves
4% yards; 4 yards to trim.
No. 1797 is designed for sizes 12,
14, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14 requires,
with short sleeves, 3% yards of 39inch material. With long sleeves,
4% yards; % yard for collar and
cuffs, with 1% yards pleating.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.
(Bell Syndicate—WNtl Service.!

"Pride goeth before destruction
and a haughty spirit before a fall"
(Prov. 16:18).
A man's life may begin with
every promise of greatness and he
may prosper in everything for years
as he honors God, and then by presumptuous disobedience he may
bring it all to sudden destruction,
living the closing years of his life
in disgrace and going down to his
grave in sorrow. That fact is written so large on the pages of history
that one marvels that "wayfaring
men though fools" need to "err
therein" (Isa. 35:8). Pride makes
a man blind to his own weakness
and so presumptuous that he walks
right into trouble. The story of Uzziah points a moral both obvious
and needed by all of us.
I. Prosperity (w. 3-5).
"As long as he sought the Lord,
God made him prosper" (v. 5).
With a heart right toward God,
the background of a rearing by Godfearing parents (how much that
means!) and the counsel of a man
who was an "expert" in his understanding of the ways and the will
of God, Uzziah prospered greatly.
Chapters 25 to 27 of II Chronicles
reveal him as a man of affairs, a
successful warrior, a capable agriculturist, an able gvernment administrator, and a king whose fame
was known far and wide. For one
who took over the government of a
nation at the tender age of 16, following the tragic death of his father, Uzziah made a remarkable
and commendable record.
U. Presumption (v. 16).
"When he was strong, his heart
was lifted up to his destruction"

Earth Pictured Round
Photographs taken during a
stratosphere flight of the National
Geographic society-army air corps
balloon Explorer II, at an altitude
of 72,395 feet above the earth's
surface showing the lateral curvature of the earth includes a stretch
of the horizon 220 miles in length.
This represents more than three
degrees of a circle, nearly one
100th of the total circumference
of the earth.
The curve of the horizon was
easily noticeable when the picture
was projected on a screen. When
the edge of a ruler is laid along
the horizon line the curvature is
even more plainly visible.

will like them! The pajamas
(1794) are just as easy to tailor as
they are comfortable to wear and
charming to look at, with the
quaint square neckline and trian- SHOW-WHITE PETROLEUM JELLY
gular pockets. Flat crepe, silk
print, broadcloth and flannel are
Aiding the Foe
nice materials for them. .
O that men should put an enemy
Slimming Basque Bodice.
in their mouths, to steal away
A dress that will send your mo- their brains!—Shakespeare.
rale and your spirits soaring,
whether you wear it to an office,
classroom, or just on shopping
trips, is 1797. And why? Because
Hh
the basque bodice makes your
• picture
waistline look about as big as a
minute, the skirt has a delightto Hop M Hotel Rome.
fully piquant flare, and the collar
and cuffs give you a fresh, appealfox yur 'round comfort
ing, little girl look. Choose flat
foe food «nd excellent
crepe or silk print for this—or
tenricc.. .yet with ret*
thin wool.
economy prevailing. ,
The Patterns.
perity ruined a man who had made
BAROMLL
No.
1794
is
designed
for
sizes
12,
a name for himself in times of a'dCOFFEE SHOP
versity. In presumptuous pride he 14, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14 requires
LOBBIES, ALL
attempted to take the place of the
priest ordained of God, in effect deAIR-CONDITIONED
claring that the State was over the
Church, as we would put it in our
day.
"There is no greater danger at- It** nice, to \>e v poet,
kr\ov; ->o
taching to the life of Christian service than the danger of presumptunvwrsy rr\yrrse.3;
ous pride. I mean the pride which
v/r\e.Y\ tHey Fir\c
manifests itself in an independence
good one.
of the ordinary means of grace, of
prayer, and of- the Word of God. I TXey cw vse it
am convinced that that is the cause
t3 oF
of much of the failure in many lives
times'
here. It is a pride which says: 'I
can dispense with the Word of God';
which persists in living on a minimum of prayer and communion
with God, and in yet going about
Worse for the Punishment
the work of God as of old; a pride
If
punishment reaches not th«
which, like Uzziah's, seeks carnal
mind—it hardens the offender.—
prominence in spiritual things. For
Locke.
that was his sin. He sought a carnal prominence in service which
God had ordained was to be of an
entirely spiritual order" (J. Stuarl
Holden).
m. Punishment (vv. 17-21).
"The king was a leper . . . and
. . . was cut off from the house oi
the Lord" (v. 21). The priests of
God had holy boldness in rebuking
the king, a quality which one could
hope would never be missing in the
testimony of God's servants. The
king, however, resented their wise
words pf counsel, and punishment
from God, both swift and terrible,
came upon him.
If the judgment upon Uzziah
seems too drastic, let us remember
that the king was presuming to set
aside an order established by God.
It was a question of whether God
was to rule or the king. We should
also bear in mind that what looks
like a single outward bit of presumption was really the expression
of a heart that had long since gone
far from God. When men in high
position either in the State or in
the Church fall into sin, it is not
very often the result of a yielding
to a sudden temptation, but rather
the inevitable showing forth of what
has long been true in the inner life.
The leprosy of Uzziah's heart new
showed forth in his face, and he had
Use Add-Free Quaker Slate Motor Oil
to be shut off from his people and
regularly. Your car will tun farther before
from his royal position.
you need to add a quart . . . you save on
God Sees the Heart
repair bills. These results are assured beNeither is there any creature that
cause every drop of Quaker State is acidis not manifest in his sight: but all
free. You get only pure, rich, heat-resistant
things are naked and opened unto
lubricant specifically refined to give you
the eyes of him with whom we have
to do.—Hebrews 4:13.
care-free driving. Quaker State Oil Refining Corporation, Oil City, Pennsylvania.
Spiritual Contradictions
He that was called in the Lord
being a servant, is the Lord's freeman:
likewise he that is called,
being free, is Christ's servant.—J
Cor. 7:22.

v
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Patience That Endureth
It is in length of patience, endurance and forbearance that so
much of what is good in mankir.d
and woiminlcind is shown.—Arthur
Helps.
Power of God
Religion wields the greatest power
in the universe, the power of Gort.

MERCHANTS—
Your Advertising Dollar

buys something more than space and circulation in
the columns of this newspaper. It; buys space and
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
readers for this newspaper and its advertising patrons.
LET US TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

VOLUME FIFTY-SIX

[A SCHOOLS TO
OPEN _

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1939.

"Young Mr. Lincoln" at
Rialto Saturday-Sunday

BRIARDALE GROCERY

Preliminary Meeting of Rural
School Teachers Held Friday

NUMBER 46

INSURANCE FREE ON
RE-SEALING CORN

In preparation for more than a year
A preliminary meeting of the rura
JJnyl F. Zanuck's production of
opening Day Will Be Taken Up With Young Mr. Lincoln" is a story that
school teachers of Cass county was
Registration and Other Details
has never been told before.
held Friday in the assembly room of Cass County Farmers Who Re-Seal
With simplicity, wit and' power, the
the courthouse in Atlantic, with almost
That Go Along With the OpenTheir 1937 and 1938 Corn in 1939
story
carries
young
Abe
through
apall
of the teachers in attendance. Miss
ing of a School Year.
Will Be Spared the Payment
LIMA BEANS—
proximately seven years pf his youth,
Olive Pearl Ritter of Iowa City, readSYRUP—
of Additional Insurance.
the years of his courtship of his first
ing demonstrator, had charge of the
Sea-Side,
GWC
white
or
amber,
program under the supervision of
The Anita public schools will open sweetheart, Ann Rutl«dge; his choice
2 pounds
No. 5
07^ Miss
Georgia Byrne, county superin• the 1939-40 term on Monday, Sept. of law as a career (decided by a toss!)
Cass county farmers who re-seal
pail
..........
iClC
tendent.
his
meeting:
with
Mary
Todd;
his
Most of the forenoon of that day
their
1937 and 1938 corn in 1939
COFFEE—
Most of the rural schools of the
j,ill be used for registration, assign- thrilling "moonlight murder" case.
will be spared the payment of an
county
will
open
next
Monday,
alThe
dramatic
highlight
of
this
CosOATS—
Briardale,
ment of books, materials, lessons and
though a few started the fall term additional fifth of a cent per bushel
• other adjustments. The afternoon mopolitan production is this famous
1-pound
Briardale
quick
or
last
Monday. Rural teachers in this expense for another year's insurance,
[11 be used by the pupils to secure the murder trial—two boys charged with
according to word received in Atlantic
regular,
|
Q
Tall
Corn,
part of the county are as follows:
murder
and
between
them
and
the
ecessary books and supplies. Class
by the Cass county committee of the
Grant Township.
large tube ..... 1*7L
3 pounds....
gallows the attorney for the defense,
ork will start Tuesday morning.
Agricultural
Adjustment administraNo.
1,
Dorothy
Hansen,
Anita;
No.
Rural pupils are invited to enroll in young Abe Lincoln. When you see
tion.
3, Ethelyn Wilson, Anita; No. 4, Mrs
BEETS—
MALTED MILK—
local high school* and school offlc- him fight for their lives you'll know
The insurance that is now in effect
Edna Nichols, Anita; No. 6, Lois
why
his
strength
was
legend
and
his
„ state that an,effort will be made
Thompson's,
GWC
quartered,
Duthie, Anita; No. 7, Eula Garlock, will be extended until time for re-sealwit was famous.
help such pupil»*djuat themselves
Nbrwalk, Iowa; and No. 9, Marie ing of the corn, local committee memNo. 2%
airplane free,
The original story and screen play
bers said, and the insurance will then
the new surroundings as quickly
Breen, Anita.
of the film, which is scheduled for the
1-lb. can ......
cans
be absorbed by the Commodity Credit
possible. Those entering high
Benton Township.
corporation. Farmers in some cases
hool for the first time should take Rialto Theatre on Saturday and SunNo.
1,
Katherine
Wilson,
Anita;
No.
day evenings was written by Lamar
SALT—
nth them their eighth grade diploma
BACON—
2, Lucille Wieland, Brayton; No. 3, will have no additional expense whatTrotti. Henry Fonda plays the im• certificate of high, school admission;
Viola Eilts, Wiota; No. 4, Freda Be- soever, since corn will not have to be
Table salt,
n
Armour's best
portant title role, with Alice Brady,
; Courses" offered in high school ate
bensee,
Atlantic; No. 5, Maxcine Hed- recorded unless a change of location
3-pound carton «*C
Marjorie Weaver and Arleen Whelan
squares,
|o
ssical or College -Entrance, Com- co-featured.
ger, Anita; No. 6, Marcella Darling, is made.
pound
IOC
Farmers are also being encouraged
cial, Practical and Normal TrainAnita;
No. 7, Norma Odem, Anita.
Lincoln's yarns and witticism are
to re-seal corn in the ear, rather
, High sdfeitol subjects by grades
CLOTHES
PINS—
Lincoln
Township.
woven into the story which faith; be as follows:
No. 1, Hazel Van Aernam, Anita; than shelling it, committee members
SALAD DRESSING—
Hard wood,
fully and excitingly recreates Abe's
19th. — English, General Science,
No.
2, Anna Aupperle, Anita; No. 3, said, providing of course that the
GWC
is
better,
o«
romantic, thrilling and eventful youth.
2
dozen
.......
oice of Domestic Science or Manual
Opal Smith, Wiota; No. 4, Bernette corn is in good condition. Samples /
The importance of the production is
32-ounce jar.. *J*CC
lining, Algebra or Practical Math- emphasized by Zanuck's choice of diWoods, Wiota; No. 6, Lillian Oler, of the corn must be brought to comatics.
." "";•
Anita; No. 7, Bertha Mlae Johnson, mittee members, if there is any doubt
PAROWAX—
rector, John Ford, the Academy Award
110th. — English, World History, winner. The stellar cast also is a clue
Anita; No. 8, Wilma Lehman, Cumber- as to whether or not it is in good
COCOA—
For your jellies,
jioice of Homemalring II, Occupations, to the film's excellence and includes
land; and No. 9, Evelyn Huddleson, condition.
GWC
Breakfast,
'Chris Hansen, chairman of the com1-pound
1
1
Wiota.
ometry, Biology or Agriculture.
Eddie Collins, Pauline Mbore, Richmittee,
pointed out that corn sealed
2-pound
package
......
11C
Franklin
Township.
[,11th.— English,,American History ard Cromwell, Donald Meek, Dorris
on
the
'cob
would be much safer from
can
No. 2, Meda Schmidt, Massena; No.
nd choice of Geography, Typing I and Bowdon and Eddie Quillan.
spoilage,
if
the bin is totally rat3, Leona Tibken, Wiota; and No. 4,
Bookkeeping, Algebra III, GeomeMiniatures on the program include
ONIONS—
proof.
Farmers
re-sealing corn in
Arlene Wollenhaupt, Bridgewater.
Physics, Business Law, Pay- the regular news reel and the Walt
this
manner
will
also
escape the adJAR
LIDS—
Massena Township.
Yellow Danvers,
jiology, Business Arithmetic, Ameri- Disney cartoon, "Beach Picnic."
ditional expense of re-recording corn,
No.
1,'Millie
Edgar,
Massena;
No.
2,
Atlas
brand,
i
A
Government, Methods, Shorthand,
"Let Freedom Ring."
Mora Harris, Anita; No. 3, Lola Bis- which must be done if it is sealed
dozen
1UC
burnalism,- Health, Grammar and
pounds
......
Surrounding Nelson Eddy with an
sell,
Massena; No. 4, Wilma Jensen, as shelled corn.
others.
The additional seven cents benefit
all star cast comprising Virginia
ttassena; No. 5, Ruby Brawe, Massena;
112th.—English, American Govern- Bruce, Victor McLaglen, Lionel Bar'a
be given to borrowers re-sealing
Colorado
Peaches
and
Washington
Bartlett
Pears
Sfo. 6, Lois Hosfelt, Massena; No. 7,
nt (second semester) and choice of ry more, Edward Arnold, Guy Kibbee
old corn in 1939 will occasion no
llnora
McKee,
Massena;
and
No.
8,
Are at Their Peak.
same subjects as listed for the and? Charles Butterworth, the Rialto
'urther registering expense, or oth?ay Denham, Massena.
tlth. grade.
er expense, but will only be' an addibrings to its screen this (Wednesday)
j Activities in high school will in- evening "Let Freedom Ring," a ro;ional lien on the crop as previously
PAUL-MOORE.
[ide band, orchestra:, girls and boys mantic drama of pioneer days.
sealed.
,ee clubs, mixed chorus, football,
A story of the fight between farmers
Miss LaVerne Paul; daughter of
sketball, 'declamatory and" dramatic of the 1860's and an unscrupulous railAlbert Paul of northeast of Anita,
fork, school paper, annual, girls road constrution gang pressing westwas united in marriage to Clyde
. A. A., normal training club, cam- ward, the story presents Eddy as a
The last will and testament of the
Between 65 and 70 of Cass county's Moore, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
mi contest work, operetta, hobby young law school graduate, Barry- late Anna McCosh of Anita, was pro- 174 WPA workers have been laid off Moore of Atlantic, at 11:00 o'clock Satsi, pep club and others.
more as his father and leader of the bated one day last week in the Cass or will be dismissed from the WPA urday morning at the Methodist parThe sixth annual Highland reunion
| This gives the student a wide choice
farmers, Miss Bruce as Eddy's sweet- county district court. By the terms rolls this week, under the compulsory sonage in Red Oak, the ceremony being was held Sunday at Highland church
subjects and'•activities in an at- heart, Arnold as the Wall Street rail- of the will her nephew, Philip McCosh, 30-day holiday law recently enacted performed by the Rev. Morrow. The northwest of Anita, with about 150
to make the work fit the needs road banker, and McLaglen as the will be executor of the estate.
by congress. All those being laid off young couple were attended by Mr. persons in attendance. L. L. Dorsey,
the pupfl.
By the terms of the will Anna Wat- are workers who have been on WPA and Mrs. Claude Holliday of Anita. president of the association, presided
Irish foreman.
[The teachers who will greet the
Eddy, sings seven numbers, includ- son, Bell Crozier, Benjamin Mayer, rolls continuously for 18 months or The bride and groom will make their at the business session, and the address
upils at the opening of school next ing "Dusty Road," "When Irish Eyes Margaret Bishop, Chas. Limbaugh, longer. The "holiday" is designed to lome in Atlantic, where the groom is of welcome .was given by Attorney
onday morning are the same in- Are Smiling," "Home Sweet Home," Vera Hennen and Murtez Limbaugh, give them a chance to seek private mployed by the Minor Outfitting Co. Chas. E. Walker of Anita. The meetSunday evening a wedding dinner ing was opened with a prayer for world
uctors who were here last year, "Where Else But Here," "Pat, Sez nephews and nieces of her late hus- employment.
are as follows:
While the exact effect of the layoff was given at the home of the bride's peace by Attorney E. S. Holton. Miss
He," Drigo's "Love's Serenade," and band, James B. McCosh, are given
the national hymn, "My Country 'Tis $10.00 each. Alice Michaels and Eva in Cass county has not yet been deter- father by her sister, Miss Lowene Paul. Imogene Jones of Aurora, Mo., acHigh School.
|.M. M. Feller, Anita, Iowa, Super- of Thee." Miss Bruce leads the sing- Hill, nieces of the husband, and Ger- mined, it is expected to result in the uests at the 6:30 o'clock dinner, be- companied at the piano by Mrs. Dale
rtendent. Bachelor of Arts degree ing of the last number, with Eddy trude Miller, a daughter of the test- closing of a few small projects and the sides the bride and groom and the Husmann of Menlo, sang "I Know a
Bride's father, were Mr. and Mrs. |Little Garden," and Frederick McDer': Iowa State Teachers College. Mas- and a massed chorus taking up the ator's deceased sister, Mrs. George consolidation of others.
Sterling
Sorensen and son, Jerry, Mr. mott of Wiota favored with a piano
A
number
of
relief
clients
who
have
Miller,
are
given
$100
each;
and
to
Lesr of Arts degree, University of Iowa. |verse. Also heard is "I've Been WorkWinona G. Kyle, Pairfield, Iowa,; ing on the Railroad," sung by a male lie Reed, Gail Reed, Max Reed and not had work will be added to the WPA and Mrs. Claude Holliday and daugh- solo.
Officers for the coming year are as
Anna Reed, grand nephews and grand roster in the county, bringing the ter, Shirley, and Mrs. Roseanna Holpincipal. Bachelor of Arts degree chorus.
liday,
all
of
Anita.
total
number
employed
up
to
about
follows:
L. L. Dorsey, president; Chas.
nieces
of
the
late
husband,
she
beThe program this evening will inpd graduate work at Boulder, Colo.
E. Walker, vice president; Mrs. D. L.
140 or 145 by the first of next week.
Lilith Baker, Oskaloosa, Iowa, Math- clude the cartoon, "Goldilocks and the queaths the sum of $1.00 each.
Miss Bertha Daubendiek, a federal Spiker, secretary; Mrs. William StockAll the rest of her estate, which is While some of the suspended workers
natics and Latin. Bachelor of Arts Three Bears," and Iowa news flashes.
court reporter at Detroit, Mich., spent J ham, treasurer; and Mrs. E. S. Hoimay
be
rehired
at
the
termination
of
reported
to
be
close
to
$10,000.00,
is
igree and graduate work.
given share and share alike to J. H. the enforced vacation, it is possible Tuesday with friends in Anita. Miss j ton, historian. The program committee
[ Florence Buthweg, Audubon, Iowa,
Jones,
W. W. Jones, F. T. Jones, Mrs. that a great many of them will not be, Daubendiek is a former Anita girl, I for next year's reunion will be.Mr. and
fcglish. Bachelor of Arts degree.
H. J. Houck, Mrs. C. L. Mfcrsh and but will remain on the county's direct and is a graduate of the local high Mrs. Wayne" Sisler, Mr. and Mrs. Hoi[ Fred Boren, Anita, Iowa, Athletics
school.
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Stockham, 'Mrs. Joe
Mrs.
J. P. Smith, brothers and sis- relief list as unemployed.
Science. Bachelor, of Arts degree
Mrs. Harry Sherwood of Atlantic,
Morgan, Mrs. Spiker, Mrs. Floyd Deters
of
the
deceased
lady.
All
the
nd graduate work.
At 4:00 o'clock on Sunday afternoon,
ment, Mrs. L. L. Dorsey and Mr. and
supervisor of the county WPA leisure
I Lucille Buchanan, St. Charles, Iowa, Sept. 3, at the home of Dr. and Mirs. household goods and personal beMrs. Clarence Mattheis.
time project, is also being removed
longings
were
given
to
the
three
Borne Economics. Bachelor of Science G. M. Adair in Anita, will take place
Among the pioneer residents of the
from office Sept. 1 in accordance with
sisters.
jegree and graduate work.
the marriage of their niece, Miss Jane
community who were present at the
The residence property on Chest- an administrative order replacing non[Ermine Brown, Anita, Iowa, Normal Gotch, daughter of Mrs. Lulu Gotch
nut Street, the home of the deceased relief supervisors with workers cerDean Arnett, Anita high school reunion Sunday and who gave short
Gaining. Bachelor of Arts degree of Iowa City, and Lawrence E. Moorelady, was deeded before her deaath to tified for relief. Mrs. Sherwood has student and a son of Mr. and Mrs. talks were D. H. McDermott, Mrs. Nora
ad post graduate work.
house, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. her nephews, Philip and James MoCosh. been the head of the leisure time pro- R. R. Arnett, has been a patient since McDermott, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. HutchI Hilda matt, Slchland; Iowa, Com- Moorehouse of New London, Conn.
ject, located in the Legion Memorial early last Thursday morning in the ison, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. MWler, Mrs.
Wial. Bachelor of Arts degree.
As a young girl Miss Gotch made
building in Atlantic, since April, 1937. hospital at Dexter, where he has been Cynthia Blue, Mrs. Alta Pratt, Mrs.
^Almeda Nieth, Independence, Iowa, her home with Dr. and Mrs. Adair in
receiving treament for a skull frac- Rosetta Anderson, 'Mrs. John Galiher,
Bachelor of Arts degree.
Anita, and after finishing grade school
ture, a chest injury and bruises and Mrs. Ida Muttendam, Mrs. R, C. Pratt,
here went to Iowa City where she
Grades.
facial cuts. Dean was seriously in- M>rs. Mattie Shultz, George Parker,
Christina Hollen, Atlantic, Iowa, took her high school work. Followjured about 2:00 o'clock that morning Mrs. Alia Bowen and Mrs. Helen RogAudubon county's 60th. annual fair
ing her graduation from high school and exhibition will be held at the Aud"• and 8th. grades.
when the car in which he was riding er. Cortex Taylor from Saskatchetoris Taylor, Audubon, Iowa, 6th. 9he attended the State University ubon county fair grounds at Audubon
was aideswiped by a truck about one wan, Canada, came the longest distance
Three were given sentences by mile east of Menlo.
where she received a B. A degree last for five days next week beginning
o attend the reunion.
. I 6th. grades.
. Dorothy Darrah, Sidney, Iowa, 4th. June. At the University she affiliated, Monday. All stalls and pens in the Judge H. J. Mantz in Cass county
In thecar with young Amett was
GR1SWOLD--EILTS.
with Pi Beta Phi sorority and 'Delta stock departments have been sold, and district court Saturday morning when Robert Crawford, Merlin Holland and
~ ' "" • grades. • ' '
Knowlton, Anita, Iowa, 3rd. Phi Alpha, an honorary German .or. all space on the midway contracted they pleaded guilty to charges of Merritt Dill. The boys were returning
Arnold Eilts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ade.
orit y. She is also a member of the,
to Anita from Ames, where Robert lenry Eilts, and Miss Marian Grisfor and the racing stable filled with larceny of poultry.
Harry Harmsen of Atlantic was had enrolled as a first year student
I
Gladys McKinney, Colp, Iowa, 2nd. Anita P. E. O. chapter.
runners.
wold were united in marriage SaturMr Moorehouse is now a student at fast
lade.
given
eight months in the Cass county at Iowa State college and Merlin and
According to an announcement made
day at the home of the bride's parents
the
State
University
where
he
is
comGretchen Budd, Anita, Iowa, kin- pleting the work for a Ph. D. degree. by the fair officials this year's events jail after he admitted the theft of 25 Merritt had made arrangements for n Cobb, Wjs. Mr. Eilts following
and primary.
will be the biggest fair in the history chickens from the George Schlueter their second year's work at the school.
BeS entering the low. University of Audubon county. Jimmie Lynch farm, on the Elk Horn road near Wal- The car, belonging to Carl Holland, lis graduation from the Anita high
scholl took a course in animal husMr. Moorehouse received his B - S and and his "Death Dodgers," who ap- nut, on July 29.
was being driven by Arnett, while the >andry at Iowa State college, from
. E. Barnhoidt, owner of the BaraLyle Johnson of Atlantic was also other three boys were in the rear seat. which he graduated two years ago. H»
»ldt Service Station, has rented his M. S. degrees from S p n n f e : f i e ^ g e peared at the state fair in Dies Moines
sentenced
to eight months in jail when Holland and Dill escaped with minor and his bride will make their home
last
Saturday,
will
entertain
Audubon
"pwty, together with the bulk stahe
pleaded
guilty to stealing 12 chick- bruises, while young Crawford re- in Sioux City where he has employcounty
fair
patrons
Tuesday
afterand cabin x»mp, to James Rose
and Phi Epsilon Ka P l». »'ld h
ens from the John Walter farm, near ceived numerous cuts and bruises ment. Mr. and M*rs. Eilts and two
noon
and
evening.
Hans Moelck, aftd will give them ..president
of both fraternil.es.
about the face and chest. Crawford, children, Aletha and Lawrence, and
Running races will take place Wed- Atlantic, on May 31.
session Sept 1, Mr. Baralboldt
Gotch is in A n i t . n o w a n d w . i l
after receiving treatment at a doc- Donald Eden drove to Cobb to witThe
parole
of
Clyde
Woolsey
Jr.
of
nesday
and
Thursday,
and
the
big
itires from the, service station busibss af
stock parade, under flood lights, will Atlantic, 17, was revoked when he tor's office in Menlo, was able to re- ness the marriage ceremony.
t« sp«n4jtog about twapty y*a«
be on the progrm for Thursday even- admitted that he was implicated with turn on home with Holland and Dill.
' 'hat line p| work, Ifoe n«w. owners
The Holland car, a 1938 Ford V-8
Leon G. Voorhees of Oklahoma City,
ing. Jule Miller's beautiful revue is Johnson in the theft of poultry. He
e abandoned their plans on buildAdair home;
included in the night shows. The pro- will be returned to the state indus- coach, was almost completely demol- Okla., stopped in the city a couple of
a new service station on the lots at the
Budd and dau* h*r * gram includes many free acts, the trail school at Eldora to complete a ished, while the truck, belonging to days last week to look after business
f^y purchased about tob days ago, and t t « hostesses a -ho
•_
Foster Hall quartet, .and Holliday's suspended sentence imposed in dis- Kenneth Johnson of Stuart, was quite matters and visit friends while on his
ted on West Main Street between
evening MIS.. '
way for an outing at Lake Okoboji.
badly damaged.
trict court here just a year ago.
famous 25 piece uniformed band.
homes of Lake Fear and Homer
group of fra-nd.-

Values For Friday-Saturday

17c

23c
39c

Many Relatives Share in 30-Day Lay-Off Is Given to
Estate of Anna McCosh Some Cass WPA Workers

Annual Highland Reunion
Held Sunday^lSO Present

Niece of Local Couple Will
Be Married on September $

Dean Arnett Seriously Hurt
in Auto Accident Near Menlo

Audobon County Fair Is
Next Weekj Big Event Sentence Three Hen in Cass
Court on Chicken Thefts

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

AROUND IOWA.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

Religion.

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

We Deliver

Phone 29

THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1939.

Maybe the fact that it was Sunday
had something to do with it. At any
rate, Jim Harris of Dyersville returned from a church service to find
that his home had been entered —and
$10 in cash and a $50 watch, stolen
from the house several weeks previously, had been left in the middle
of the front room.

Sept. 2, 1909.

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
CORNED BEEF, per can
19c
SALAD DRESSING, quart
25c
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
.13c
LAUNDRY SOAP, Clover Farm, 3 bars.
lOc
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 packages
15c
PEANUT BUTTER, pint jar
15c
CREAMERY BUTTER, pound
26c
FLOOR WAX, Johnson, i/2-lb. free with 1-lb. at.65c
Colorado Peaches and Pears
For Canning.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

THANKS.

We wish to thank everyone for
their kindness since Dean's accident
and for the cards and letters which
Editor made his birthday happier.
The Araett Family.

Published Every Thursday by the

Tribune Publishing Co.
W. F. BUDD

Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
If not paid in advance
$2.00

Miss Margaret Osen is spending
the week in Iowa City with her
Entered at the post office at Anita, friends, Miss Flora Brown and 'Miss
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
Marylou Bell.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1939.

R. W. (Mick) Forshay and wife
left this morning for Cedar Rapids
William Frahm, wife and children, where he will attend the annual
Margaret and Phil, of Omaha spent grand lodge meeting of the Knights
Saturday night at the Eric Osen of Pythias. Mick is Grand Master
home.
of Exchequer of the grand lodge.
Miss Charlotte Rohrbacher of Iowa
City, who will be maid-of-honor at
the wedding of Miss Jane Gotch and
Lawrence E. Moorehouse next Sunday, will arrive in the city the last
of the week.
Gene Leo is the name of an 8%
pound boy, born Tuesday morning
to Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Hackwell. The
baby was born at the home of the
mother's parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. John
Wahlert, in Exira.

John Daume and wife and their sonin-law and daughter, Chas. Robson
and wife, are home from a motor trip
that included a visit at Washington,
D. C., the World's Fair in New York
City, Niagara Falls, different places
in Canada and Port Huron. They
spent a couple of days at Bruno,
Minn., with his brother, Will Daume
and family, and also visited his cousin,
Will Aupperle and family, at Minneapolis. They traveled more than
4,000 miles and had no car trouble.

YOU'LL HAVE TO HURRY to *at»
of thit big tpaciaL A dune* to f*t *
Catcad* Pan or P«nc3 «t big uvingi.

PETERSEN^
PHONE 300

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND

E. M. Crane returned Friday from a
POTTED MEAT, Swift, fine for school lunch
business trip to Nebraska.
Cliff Metheny has rented a farm in
4 cans ............... ....... ...
'
15C
Adair county and will farm for himSODA
CRACKERS,
salted,
good
enough
to
eat
self the coming year.
2 pounds' ..... ..'...•,______......:
.....
'
R. H. Lantz and wife are visiting
GRAHAM CRACKERS, Sun Ray, 2 pounds 15C
with relatives and friends in the vicinOATMEAL, Jack Sprat, quick or reg.. lg.
tuheP I9c
ity of Aberdean, So. Dak..
No Burglar.
s
19c
"Bill" Burkhart suffered the loss The burglar alarm sounded in ElSOAP, Life Buoy toilet, 3 bars ......... .
of his thumb nail one day last week gin recently on a Sunday. Vigilantes
PEACHES, Yellowstone, fancy sliced, 3 i-ib. I9c
while shoeing a fractious horse.
rushed to the scene prepared to face
cans ........ ..... *; •
......
........
Carpenters have just completed almost anything except what they
PEAS,
early
June,
select
2
No.
2
cans
... " "38c
building a large barn on the Chas. found _ a "flood." The water heater
19c
BANANAS, firm and yellow, pound .....
Borth farm in Lincoln township.
in William Miller's office above the
Henry Metcalf, 73, for many years bank had burst and the second floor
Luncheon Meat For School Baskets at Low
a resident of Anita, died at his home was nearly inundated while much
in this city yesterday morning.
water was seeping through the floor
John Schaake and wife have rented to the first floor.
Mahaska county court house recently store U modernizing.
the residence property belonging to I
and
asked to record a name for his
Chet Winder on East Main Street
Some Potato.
remodeled farm home. The county
Water.
Miss Emma Mtlntyre returned home
There's no doubt about it, that
recorder dusted off an old book and
When a p-inch plug blew out of ..I
last week from Jefferson, Iowa, where
the potato which Walter Rains of
registered the name as "Top 0* 9the water inain, Villisca lost 50000,!
she spent a few weeks with relatives.
Guthrie Center took into town
Hill" and found that this privilege 76,000 gallons f wate- on the
William and Lew Banghaam departthe other day is really a "family
hadn't
been used in that county foj
ed Monday morning for South Dakota,
size animal." It weighed two full
11
years.
It costs a dollar to record
Invading.Foreign Fields
,
in search of some of that good cheap
pounds.
a home's name.
Tho8e*potatb bugs just won't star
land.
in their own pastures. Down in Ri ver ,
Dr. H. E. Campbell this week reBlind Man Sees World.
Clothes
Line
Thief.
side
the Rev W. N. Crosier reported!
fused $150 per acre for his farm on
Floyd Cauthorn, 38, of Sedalia, Mo.,
Mrs. Mary Keyser of Hamburg won't that he found several of them med.
the west side of the road on the hill must be thankful today that police
dling with his tomato vines.
"
south of Anita.
officers of Osceola are good hearted. leave her wash on the line overnight
1
James 'Mlorgan has purchased the Cauthorn, who has been blind since any more. She did recently, tod '-• a
old Decker farm on the hill east of birth, left his home "to see the world" thief stole $15 worth of clothings.^J >T That smile on the face of L. D. Pear.
son is due to the fact that he is jtown, paying $111 per acre. John and wound up in Minnesota by the
great grandfather, a daughter ha%
Mare Nips Nose.
E. Allen sold this farm a few weeks hitch-hiking route. He got a ride
been born last Thursday to his grand.
Little Miss Roberta Underbakke,
ago for $100.
as far back as Osceola where officers
daughter, 'M!rs. Sandy McClain, at her
11,
lost
a
part
of
her
nose
when
The Anita public schools opened for put him up overnight and bought him
home in Exira.
the fall term Monday with a total a ticket home.
a mother mare nipped her at the
enrollment of 292 pupils. Of these
home of her parents near Decorah
Donald Adams, 8-year-old son of
48 are in high school and 244 in the
recently. She was taken to the
Silence Broken.
Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Adams, had the'
grades. C. M. Parker, superintendent,
Mayo clinic where plastic surgery
When he was in Luxembourg, the
misfortune
one day last week to crack.
and Miss Alta Harsh are the high small country between France and
restored the nose.
the cartilage at the-elbow of the right;
school instructors, and will be assisted Germany, during the world war, Wilarm when he jumped from a teeterpart time by Miss Zoe Hamilton, music lard Jones of Britt "adopted" a little
Crickets.
totter at the Harry A. Gill home.
and drawing instructor. Eight teach- seven-year old girl. He returned to
Down at West Liberty the other
ers are employed in the grades. This America and they corresponded sev-night, so many crickets congregated
Port Burkhart of Little Rock, Ark,
makes eleven teachers in the schools. eral years, he sending money for her that the sidewalks became slippery visited in the city a few days the pi
with them.
week with his sister, Mrs. Joe Vetter
• f - f - f - f - f - f - f . - f - f - f - f - f - f education. Eight years ago they lost
each
other's
address
but
recently
and family, and in Atlantic with hij
•f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f
Gone to Pot.
Jones
received
a
letter
from
his
daughbrother, M. M. Burkhart and family.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f^-f-f-f-f
When the Scott hardware store of Port as a boy lived in Anita but for
ter in which she told him of her happy
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Anamosa took down a coffee pot which a good many-years has been employed
marriage.
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
had
been a store emblem for many as an engineer by the 'Missouri Pacific
The ladies aid will meet all day
years, several persons dropped in to railroad.' Etis run at the present time;
Lighting.
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and
Leon's fine new Street lighting sys- inquire what had happened to it. The is from Little Rock to Eldorado, Ark.
will serve a 15c dinner for the public
tem
is now in use. It was ushered
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
in with a fall style show and enter• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - * ' tainment that drew many persons
4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH > into the community for the evening.
+

Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor,

-f
Tall Thistle.

FOUNTAIN PEN
There are (oh of reatom why tht» U the pan that everyone wanH. firrt. H ii
WITH
I
mada of ttripad Pyralin in your favorite color. Than there u a tpacial clow C O U P O N
fitting dip to you won't lota !t. Doubla action device maket it quick and eaty
to fil, and tramparent section shows amount of ink In pen. Pan point it iridium _
__
tlppad 14 Karat Sold.
^-^.K^.^^^^^^...
H U 0
NAME.
"
• -»«

59

STREET-

•-- — •CASH REDEMPTION V A L U E OF COUBON 1/10 OF \eI5?

CASCADE MECHANICAL PENCIL
WITH
COUPON
^^" ~~~

29

Hera't tht pencil to match the pen to give you • matched Mt. Sii extra teedt
.nd rad aratar. Metal parti are 14 Karat Sold Plated. Hurry now while we have
your color and the tupply lattt. Be the first one to get the complete tet. Thit
special value h part of the big School Suppliet Sale now going on at the
I Reial Drug Store.
NAME
STREET.

— — — -CASH R E D E M P T I O N V A L U E OF COUPON 1/10 OF lc-----

BONGERS BROS.
Anita, Iowa.

MORE USABLE W

MIXTURE

TRY THE
ONLY GASOLINE WITH

"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Talk about your tall corn all you
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
Classes for all ages. Frank H. Osen, wish but Hank Plath of Ogden will
superintendent.
talk about his tall thistle. Hank went
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. into the back yard the other day to
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at| clean up the weeds and he ran into
the church with a 15c dinner for the ' a giant Canadian thistle 10 feet tall.
public at noon.
j It attracted much attention.
The regular meeting of the mission- j
ary society will be held at 2:30 o'clock
Wanted To Help.
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
All Oscar Howard of Adel wantFred ML Sheley, with Mrs. Ruby Biggs ed to do was to be a "good Samarias the leader.
tan."
So when the car ahead went
+ HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
•f
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
+
I. O. O. F. HALL.
•f
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.

4+
+
-f

into the ditch he jumped out of
his car and stumbled with these
results: a black eye, a blue eye,
several small cuts on the nose.
And the people in the other car
weren't hurt.

Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Rabbit Peeling.
No services Sunday morning.
Leo "Coonie" Maddalozzo of Sey
Sunday School teacher's meeting mour is glad to be alive today and
Thursday evening at 8:00 o'clock at he also knows how a rabbit feels
the parsonage.
| when they jump when shot. He was
Children's confirmation class will chasing rats with a .22 rifle when it
meet Friday afternoon at 3:00 o'clock discharged accidentally and punctured
at the parsonage.
his chest. He is recovering.
Highland church—
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
House Name.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Lee Fansher went into Oskaloosa

HERE'S THE CREATES! £0RN CRIB
IN KOZY HISTORY!
It's a double crib with driveway between; corrugated steel roof, either round or "A" type; with
a strength and rigidity you Jwill not find in ordinary
crib construction; aluminum painted; with many
new improved features you'll like.
Get a pamphlet and price list today. All KOZY
buildings are sold on a money-back guarantee.
SEE YOUR KOZY DEALER NOW!
La

ROBERTS PRODUCE

+ + + + + + + + + • » • • » • + -f
+
METHODIST CHURCH
-f
•*•
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f

• f 4 + + - f 4 - + + -f + + + 4
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
j Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
; Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. A
: special service has been arranged for
I this hour. Recognition will be given
i to those who have been members
[ of our church for the longest time.
i We would like to have every member of the church present.
Evening Worship at 7:45 o'clock
with the sermon by the pastor on
"Jesus and His Challenge to Faith."
A fried chicken dinner will be
i served Friday, Sept. 1, during the
noon hour, by Mrs. Elva Dorn's division of the ladies aid for only 25c.
Everyone is invited to attend.
Choir practice Friday evening with
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Osen. Special
music will be practiced for Sunday
morning.
The official board will meet Monday
evening, Sept. 4, in the basement of
the church at 8:00 o'clock. This
will be the final meeting of the board
during this church year. All members
please bear this in mind.

rfyw*-W

AUDUBON COUNTY'S
ANNIVERSARY ..„
SEPTEMBER 4-5-6-7-8
JT

l I l e n t 8 ha

™ ** ««. AU space on th.
contracted for and the racing stables filled with fast runners.

This Will Be the Biggest Fair Ever Held
in Audubon County.
NIGHT

Miss Golda Watkins visited Saturday with friends in Casey.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Gipple and
children of Bridgewater were recent
visitors at the home of Mr. and Mrs
C. E. Parker.

Parade
Another Big Day and Night ^.^

*•» YEAR. See JI-*

N
°AN
™E

» THURSDAY wd the Bis
e night sho»

Admission ,t
" main gate-Adults
'

THK A N I T A TRIBUNE.

SftSLCHic*
CHICKS!
ByEDWHEELAN

Jeff Bangs has given the ringmaster 10 seconds to sign * confession
that he caused the elephant's rampages by tormenting her.

THREE .-FOUR- FIVE-.
SIX ... S^VEM . . . EIGHT
/A PEN,"SlLk,".

PRM-4TED AT THE TOP HOWARD -THEN *

«u* «cwa*

'•Wi.SU

AMP NO\W,M FRIEND.
CAN RUN AUON6
A

,NI<5HTS

THATS A SCOD

STOVE

Brighten Tea To^
Set With Bluebi,
By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Nothing Can Stop Vincent
THAT GUY'S GOT A
KIND FACE - MAYBE
HE'LL HELP ME OUT
IF I TELL HIM WHERE
I'M GOIN'

THE OLD LAWNMOWEB'S
SPUTTERIN' PRETTY BAD' HOPS I CAN MAKE
IT IN TIME

GOOD LUCK. STRANGER -

HOPE YA err THERE
IN TIME T« SAVE
YER SISTER

STOOGEV1LLE 3M

Frank Jay Uarkey Syndicate, Ine

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP-Huh! How Could a Fellah Ring Hi«

Wi-1 V 73 lt> N'T
T? I N <s

MESCAL IKE

So-o-o, T'cTP-^ AT)
TO yae i/PA LOT of

s, s. L. HUNTXEV

The Noble Experiment

TUIS DOLLAR ANJD
RUM OVER TO Tue
AKJD 6ET ME. A MICE
0. WAMT IT POP.

"Lucky you—to be en
ing us on a set of tea'
say these cross stitch
We're in simplest stitch
colorful floss—so you're i
grand result! Pattern
tains a transfer pattern ofli
averaging 5 by 7Vi inches;!!
rials required; iliustrati
stitches; color schemes.
Send 15 cents in coins ftrj
pattern to The Sewing
Needjecraft Dept., 82 Eighth*
New York, N. Y.
Please write your name,J
dress and pattern number {*

By S L Huntley.)

— Under His Own Power
THAT APPLE YOU 6AV£
M& WAD A WORM IN IT
AND I'VE SWALLOWED

By J. MILLAR WATT
HAVE A GLASS OF
WATER TO WASH
IT DOWN.1

IT!

NOi THANKS/
L&T'/M WALK

DOWN!

SMRsUng
•Oftfcelountifulneisofm'
• Of H» Year Round Sport
•ItcCUmata
•Hs Track Forming
All covered thoroughly ftl

SO THIS IS
FLORID
Over:
NOT EVEN TRYING

Cheerful News
SPOKANE.A
HUNPBED

, NINETYSEVEN

At a county fair in the Old Country five pounds was offered to the
person who could guess the weight
of a certain cow. Many people
tried their skill, and various weights
were suggested. Finally Old Garge,
not-too-bright farm hand, came forl
ward. To their amazement, he
named the exact weight ol the cow
offhand.
"How did you do it?" asked the
judge, after awarding the prize.
" 'Twarn't nothin'," replied the
man.
"I'd 'a' done better'n that if
I'd been tryin1."

PHOENIX, A
WMPBEP AMP *INf

MAN 0'MAM.
NOWWG WE
CAN DO
APCWTir

FAIR. AMP COOLER

Good Excuse
Officer (to recruit)—Don't you
know better than to point an empty
gun at me?
Recruit—But It's not empty sir
It's loaded!
No Change
Dinocan^What are your terms for
student boarders this year?
Landlady Frump—Same as last
year—bums, loafers, no-goods and
dead-beats.

beautifully bound
•
$1.00 to

Box 600,

WATCf»

t%*5^

Youoandepen
cial sales the mere
our town announce
cobuanBOiwr
nwmoiwy «•»*«>waders. It alwa^:

patronize &<> mne1ifl'
Who advertise. TW
not afraid of th^ -•
chandiseor^'P'

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1939.
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

Maduffs Food Market

FACTS AND FUN

Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
August 7, 1939.
The Town Council met in regular
p
session with the following members
(By Tillie)
WE DELIVER
HONE 239
DEPARTMENT STORE
present:
Signs on highway No. 6 between
Mayor Darrow and Councilmen
THURSDAY-FRIDAY—SATURDAY
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA Anita and Des Moines . . . For Sale, Dement, Howard and Petersen.
cherry cider . . . For Sale, alfalfa
Absent:
straw . . . low water, keep out.
Burke and Kopp.
* • *
The minutes of previous meetings
Did you know . . . that all climb- were read and approved.
ing beans are left handed—they twine
The Treasurer's report was read and
New fall dresses in prints,
around a pole from left to right . . . approved.
I
Smart new hats, all the new
wools, crepes, etc; a variety of
that hop vines are right handed . . .
The following bills were allowed
colors
in
all
head
sizes.
styles and colors.
that oranges, grape fruit, lemons and and ordered paid:
tangerines always have an even numCorporation Fund.
ber of segments or sections . . . that Bridgeman Supply Company,
Bill Steele knows a good chicken when
street paint
$ I9-38
he sees one.
Anita State Bank, recording
* * *
1.60
deeds
After this season's gorgeous display George L. Bills, salary and
of orange colored blossoms on the old
killing dogs
62.50
fashioned Hemerocallis or day lilies, no C. F. Darrow, salary
Children's shoes for
Men — The good
Latest and smart10.00
doubt the once upon a time shunned Fred Exline, salary
est ladies' footwear, dress and school wear; looks and service
60.00
and discarded plants will again creep Solon A. Karns, salary
at prices you can af- oxfords, straps and you want, at prices
40.00
back into our gardens and decorate Forshay Loan and Insurance
high shoes. >
you like to pay.
ford to pay.
a few barren spots . . . this year's
Agency, comp. audit
10.75
blooming season lasted for several Iowa Electric Company, hall
$1 to $1.98
$1.98 to $2.98
$1.98 to $3.98
weeks and the profuse blossom crop
1.02
lights
came when garden flowers were scarce Cecil Denney, labor
5.00
Ink and Paste
Tablets *
Note Books
Pencils
. . . the seed catalogues are listing Buck
Knowlton,
mowing
4c, 5c, 8c
5c, lOc, 15c
lOc
6 for 5c up
several new varieties I'm very inter14.00
weeds
ested in.
Tribune
Publishing
Company,
* • •
15.65
printing
A week ago last Sunday evening, Anita Lumber Company, supMrs. Mamie Malcom and her sisMrs. Dorothy Mattheis Ross and son, the famous radio entertainer "Cher9.64
plies
ter, Mrs. K. C. Shull of Riverton, re- Gary, of Dallas Center spent several rio" quoted a beautiful passage from
Light
Fund.
turned to Anita Tuesday evening from days the past week at the home of a book that set me to thinking. He
a visit to the state fair.
their parents and grandparents, C. D. quoted, "If you have a loaf; of bread, Iowa Electric Company, street
66.30
lights
Mattheis and wife.
sell half and buy Narcissus, bread
General
Electric
Company,
Floyd Dement and wife and Mrs.
nourishes the body but Narcissus
62.33
globes
W. T. Biggs left Tuesday morning
The outstanding, .bonded indebted- nourishes the soul" . . . how very
Application
of
Ivadel
Rhoads
for
for Cedar Rapids where the ladies ness of all schools' in Cass county true, but what's worrying me, who
cigarette permit being on file it was
COMPLETE LINE OF PHILLIPS 66 BATTERIES.
are attending the meeting of the amounted to $346,500 on June 30, 1939. will buy my half loaf of bread?
moved by Dement and seconded by
Pythian Sisters grand lodge. Mrs. A total of $1,500 in school funds is
* * •
Guaranteed Frdnt 9 Months to As Long As
Dement is Grand Senior of the Pyth- still tied up in closed banks, according
I've about worn out a couple of fall Petersen, that permit be granted and
You Own Your Car.
ian Sisters.
to the report of the county superin- bulb catalogues already . . . wishing Clerk instructed to issue same.
Ayes:
tendent.
. . a few Narcissus bulbs won't sufTen neighbor ladies called at the
Dement, Howard and Petersem
fice, I must have tulip bulbs too.
home of Mrs. Thos. B.' Dixon Satur- 'Mrs. Elizabeth Works of Elyria,
Nays:
* • •
day afternoon to help her celebrate Ohio, and the Misses Margaret and
None.
The other evening, the wee one not
her 25th. birthday anniversary. Mrs. Bernice Morgan and Jimmie Collins yet 6 years old, was out in the field
The Mayor then declared the moDixon was presented a gift by the of Chicago were over night visitors garden with the rest of the family tiojsrcarried.
•
ladies. A social afternoon was en- in the city Monday at the G. M. De- picking cucumbers. Suddenly he exCouncilman Andrew Petersen introjoyed, followed by.the serving of a Camp home. Mrs. Works and Mar- claimed, "Oh see the guineas." Just duced and read the resolution next ta, Iowa, assignee, Municipal ElecMrs. Henry Wahlert is reco
lunch.
garet Morgan are sisters of James then a large flock of pheasants sailed hereinafter set out, and moved its tric Light and Power Plant land Dis- nicely from an operation perfou
Morgan.
up and over the sweet corn patch. adoption, seconded by Councilman tribution System Revenue Bonds of a few days ago for the removal of 1
The annual reunion of the Patterson
Several times during the summer the R. ,C. Howard, and after due consider- the Town of Anita, dated July 1, tonsils.
and Brown families was held Sunday
The fiy-free date for Cass, Pot- youngsters have told me about seeing ation thereof by the Council, the 1939, in an aggregate amount of
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. V.tawattamie and Adair counties was an- a whole flock of baby guineas parad- M'ayjDr put the question upon the $26,000; said bonds to be numbered
N. W. Way and A. L. Harris, u|
Welcher in Atlantic. A picnic dinner nounced Saturday by H. D. Tate, Iowa ing up and' down the road near a adoption of said resolution and the and to mature as follows:
;
cqmpanied by Rollie Way of LeniJ
was served during the noon hour. State college entomologist, as Sept. growth of brush north of the house. roll being called, the following named
Bond No. 27, $1,000 due December were business callers the past<
Those present from the Anita com- 30, after which time it will be safe When they tried to catch them they Councilmen voted:
1, 1945.
at Marian) So. Dak.
munity were Audra Havens, wife and to plant winter wheat. Dr. Tate de- mysteriously disappeared. Likely the
Ayes:
Bonds Nos. 28 to 35 both inchisive,
children, John and Janet, Isaac Brown, clared all volunteer wheat should be flock of guineas the boys have seen
Alfred Dement, R. C. Howard $8,000 due December 1, 1946.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carlson (
Jr., wife and daughter, Linda Lou, destroyed by the middle of September at different times this summer has
and Andrew Petersen.
Bonds Nos. 36 to 43 both inclusive, the parents of an 8 pound girl 1
Mrs. Isaac Brown, Sr. and daughter, to avert infestation of Hessian flies in been young pheasants.
Absent:
$8,000 due December 1, 1947.
born to them at their home in i
Ermine, and Zort Brown, Jr., wife the wheat crop next spring. Fly-free
* * *
Ernest Burke and A. J. Kopp.
Bonds Nos., 44 to 51 both inclusive, Anita Tuesday morning.
and daughter, Karen. Among other date for Harrison, Shelby, Audubon
Nays:
Our old pheasant neighbors who
$8,000 due December 1, 1948.
guests present were H. T. (Ted) Ver- and Guthrie counties has been set as have nested for a couple of seasons
None.
Bond No. 52, $1,000 due December
non, wife and son, Douglas, of Ard- Sept. 28 and for Mills, Montgomery, in the southwest hay field near a
Whereupon, the Mayor declared said 1, 1949.
'"
more, Okla.
Adams and Union the date is Oct. 1.big ditch, seem to be still there again resolution duly adopted as follows:
Passed and approved this 7th. day
RESOLUTION.
this season, and we have reasons to
of August, 1939.
WHEREAS, the Town of Anita,
believe that perhaps the flock of
will atop HortJn* QuickC. F. Darrow,
IT ud th« hump gets
birds which flew over the sweet corn Iowa, heretofore entered into conMayor.
patch towards the big ditch belongs tracts with Jensen Construction Com- Attest:
for your »nuU lisa trial
package o( Tjbrtaot.
to that family. No doubt there are pany and G. W. Jones Electric ComSolon A. Karns,
several broods near the farm. We pany and Worthington Pump and
BONGERS BROS.
Town Clerk.
have seen a beautiful cock strutting Machinery Corporation for the conWPA project for new sidewalk and
along the fence row, east and north struction of the municipal electric street construction was discussed but
of the house, on several occasions. light and power plant and distribu- no action taken.
He seems very indifferent when a tion system for said Town; and
No further business appearing, a
WHEREAS, susbequent to the en- motion ,to adjourn carried.
car approaches. We consider it very
Those having rental batteries ftooj
odd that we never catch a glimpse gineer's reports received and approvSolon A. Karns,
the
Barnholdt Service Station are *j
ed by this Council on July 3, 1939,
of the mother hen.
Town Clerk.
quested to return' them at once. It j
* * *
the engineers for said Town, Young
Farmers in the vicinity are com- and Stanley, Incorporated, have filed
If ,you want beans or red clover.]
NOTICE OP APPOINTMENT OF
plaining about the destruction of their further reports showing addicombined, see or phoneRayDressljl
EXECUTOR.
their poultry by red foxes. These tional partial fulfillment of said conFOE SALE:—Tally cards, 2 for le|
elusive and cunning creatures have struction contracts and their approval In the District Court of the State of
become so numerous and bold, they of the additional work done and maTribune office, Anita.,
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
don't hesitate at all about coming terials furnished and recommending In the Matter of the' Estate of Anna
See us before you sell your
right up to a flock of chickens, feed- payment of additional amounts due
McCosh, Deceased.
Farmers
Coop., Anita.
ing in the yard, and grabbing the to said contractors in the aggregate To Whom It May Concern:
largest bird. Unless something is exceeding $26,000, and revenue bonds
FOR SALE:—Late cucumbers,
Notice is hereby given that the
done about these destructive animals, to the amount of $26,000 should now undersigned has been appointed and per bushel. M. J. Peters.
, jj
our pheasant families will be greatly be delivered to said contractors or, hag qualified as Executor-toV^he _ _ _ i
FOR SALE:^-Some real bargai»|
diminished.
their assigns, in accordance with the Estate of Anna McCosh, late of Cass
terms of agreements between said County, Iowa, deceased. All persons in landj.all size farms and good ternWS
Come and seeJne.J^d_Dittma^J
Mrs. Elmer Kading and son, Wayne, Town and said contractors; and
in any manner indebted to said deof Neola visited one day last week at
WHEREAS, claims representing
FOR SALE:—Ewes, ranging m l
the home of her grandfather, J. P. the aforesaid additional aggregate j ceased or her estate will make pay- from
2 to 6 years, at $4.00 per he
ment
to
the
undersigned;
and
those
Aupperle.
amout now due have been assigned having claims against said deceased atmyfarmnearVillisca.C.B.Coon*l
to the Anita State Bank, Anita, Iowa, or her estate will present them in
OLE SAYS.
(*t farm location at Tribune^
and said Town authorized to deliver manner and form as by law required,
said bonds to said bank, assignee, for allowance and payment.
of Franklin County,
Dra mania Minute.
Scene: Any small town on any open in payment of said claims and said
Dated this 28th. day of August, coal on track this week.
It
fc
Farmers
bank is authorized to accept said A. D., 1939.
night.
bonds in payment and satisfaction of
Characters: Mother and daughter.
Philip McCosh,
SEE US FOR
Setting: Parked along the street said claims; now therefore
Executor
of said estate.
IT IS RESOLVED by the Town By H. P. Ziegler,
watching the crowds go by.
Daughter: "It was luck we got such Council of the Town of Anita, Iowa:
Attorney for said estate.
Section 1. That the reports of
a good parking place. There , surely
MA&NE SEED CO.
engineers, Young and Stanley, Inis a crowd in town tonight."
Atlantic, Iowa
Miss
Nettie
Steinmetz,
Mrs.
Mamie
Mother: "Look, there's Mrs. T—. corporated, referred to in the pre- Malcom and Frank Choate spent Sat$60 is entire balance on smal
I Isn't that a loud coat she has, on. She amble of this resolution be and the urday in Shenandoah visiting with
same are received and approved.
always was a show-off."
right
Piano which can be seen in
relatives and friends.
Section 2. That the Town Treasj Daughter: "Here comes Lizzie and
Payments are only $» l'er
her flock. Gosh, how many are there urer is authorized and directed to
Miss Russia Harris has resigned her Write Critchett Piano Co., 1>
now? Seven? You'd think she'd stop deliver to the Anita State Bank Ani position as an instructor in the schools
Help support your local bakery,
pretty soon."
at Iowa City, and has accepted, a
Mother: "Look at that poor woman.
similar position in the schools at Wil- ANITA BAKED
Carrying that big egg crate up the
met 111. For the past two weeks she
HESS' FLY SPRAY,
But a wood crib is much better for your corn crop.
street. I'll bet anything her man's
has been visiting at the home of her to kill. 95c per gallon. Bonge«
beat it off to the beer parlor. I'd
father, A. L. Harris.
^
Anita, Iowa.
Your 7c will buy more crib at our yard, and its your
divorce a man of mine if he let me do
STOCK
REMOVED
all
the
lugging
for
the
family."
50c
buys
500
shwM
of
^
loss if you don't see us before you buy a crib.
C M8'
n
paper, size 8%*11 inches, at
Daughter: "That woman works too
tf
mP dled at her h
R'H^'U
T
'
°™ in
j hard. My what a bean pole. She
<JJ i
Redfield Iowa, last Thursday, follow- one office.
PHONE 400 ANITA
looks T. B. to me."
ng an Ulness of severai Week8, She
«* ^ j
We will have
nave Kentucky
«--—
ve
Mother: "Look at the shape of Mary.
WE PAY THE CHARGES
lived her whole life in Redneldf whwl
first part of September.
My land, you'd think she'd let down
she
was
born
March
1,
1871.
Besides
ANITA RENDERING
order now, BO we can n» J
ANITA LUMBER CO.
on her eating. Oh, did you hear the
the local man, she is also survived
SERVICE
„ urs Co»P'
latest about Mrs. S—?"
by four other children and one grand- the car.
No Charge For an Estimate of Your Needs.
Harper Doraey, Manager
tf
And so on and on and on into the
son. Mr. and Mrs. DeCamp and James
night. Wonder how gossip begins.
WANTED: —
MorganwereatRedneldtorttendthe
tuneral services.
Ph. 184 Anita—'

The Golden Rule
DRESSES

$1 to $5.95

Creamery
Birt*er No. 1Pound
Sweet
Apples
Prunes
Marshmallows
Minced Ham pound

Fashion—as well
as—Value

$1 to $1.98

SHOES

23d
79c

Bacon

NEW 1940 MODEL
General Ele^ftic Battery Charging and Testing Equipment
Robison Service Station
Anita, Iowa

.'

Your Painful
BUNION

WANT ADS

Turner's Standard Station
C. C. Heckman — Tank Wagon

TIN CANS ARE 0. K.
FOR SWEET CORN

DEAD
FREE

ROBERT SCOTT

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Fall IPalterns
/ire So Flattering

Recent Death of an 88-Year^Old Kansas Woman
Recalls Gen. Ouster's Dramatic Rescue of Two
Captives From Cheyenne Indians 70 Years Ago

I A TIN* basque waistline, remA ifiiscent of the 1890s, flirtalittle bows down the front
I a wide, circular skirt, put No.
0 in the forefront of fall fash5 and flatter you outrageouslyl
among the first to wear this
I enchanting frock, hi faille, flat
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
rrepe or thin wool.
|c
Designed to Slenderize,
(HeJeaaed by Western Newapaper Union.)
i Suave, sophisticated lines, shir*JE died the other day
Ling and gathers to give an upliftand her passing snapped
Jed bustline, a slim paneled skirt
a living link between the
present-day, modern America and an era in frontier
history which now seems almost as remote as the days
when Kentucky was the
"Dark and Bloody Ground"
and a "Narrative of an Indian
Captivity" was a familiar
type of American literature.
Yet it was only 71 years ago
that she was kidnaped from
her home in Kansas by a war
party of Cheyenne Indians,
suffered indescribably while
held a captive by that tribe
and was finally rescued by
Gen. George A. Custer and
his famous Seventh cavalry
in one of the most dramatic
Incidents in the whole thrilling history of the Wild West.
Her name was Mrs. Sarah
Brooks but back in 1868 she was
Sarah White, the 17-year-old
daughter of Benjamin White, who
had brought his wife and 10 children from Wisconsin the previous
year to a homestead on Granny
creek, a tributary of the Repub[and small waist, make this dress lican, river hi northern Kansas.
1(1716) as slenderizing as it is On the morning of that fateful
[smart. Make it of rayon jersey, day, August 13, 1868, Benjamin
[Bat crepe, silk sheers or thin White and his three sons had
[ wool, and wear it not only for run- one to the meadows along the
[ about but for informal afternoons Republican to cut hay, leaving
his wife, Sarah, their oldest
[ as well.
laughter, and three smaller chilThe Patterns.
No. 1800 is designed for sizes 12, dren at the cabin.
Presently a party of six Chey114, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14 requires
Indians appeared, profess• 4% yards of 39 inch material with enne
friendship and asking for
(short sleeves; 5 yards with long ing
ood.
Mrs. White prepared a
j sleeves. 2% yards ribbon for meal
for
them and as they startf bows.
to leave they seized young
No. 1716 is designed for sizes 38, ed
and dragged her out of the
[ 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, SO and 52. Sarah
louse.
of the Indians leaped
[Size 38 requires S yards of 39 inch upon hisOne
horse
and with the aid
material with short sleeves; 5%
another savage pulled her,
[ yards with long sleeves; % yards ofighting
desperately, up beside
i of trimming.
lim.
Then,
followed by the horSend your order to The Sewing ror-stricken gaze
of her mother
| Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324, who ran after her with out211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111. stretched arms, they rode away.
Price of patterns, IS cents (in
Meanwhile, another party of
coins) each/
he same band of Indians had
(Bell Syndicate—WNC Service.)
discovered her father and brothers working in the meadow near
the Republican. The boys escaped by running to the river
and hiding in the bushes along
its banks but the Indians killed
Mr. White and rode away with
nis team of horses. That night
down so
when these Indians rode into the
you feel neayy,
and. dopey,
. .
it's UmeTodffld lomethlng about
Cheyenne camp on Buffalo creek,
>it And something more **•« Just
young
Sarah White recognized
staking a phyatol You should get
her father's horses and wept bitat the coiwe of the trouble,
terly over this evidence that he
If you eat the super-refined
food most people eat, the cbances
and her brothers were dead.
are ***• difficulty Is simple—you
A Stratagem That Failed.
don't get enough "oalfc.^ And
'"bulk" downt mean heavy food.
In the camp on the Buffalo she
ylt's a WwTof food thattartconfound an old newspaper which
sumed in toe body, but leaves a
she hid in her dress. The next
Eoft"bulkjrmasslnthelntestines.
day, as she rode along, she tore
If this conunon, form of constipation 1» your trouble, eat
off bits of the paper and dropped
• Kellogfrt All-Brim for breakfast
them unobtrusively, hoping that
•i^everynSay and drink plenty ot
this might mark a trail which a
"'water. AU-Bran tent * medicine
party of rescuers could follow.
-it's a crimefty. (ported, nutrtnu cereal. An? It wuFhelp you
But it was a vain hope, for seven
r pat only to Oft regular but to keep
months were to elapse before she
Regular, day after day. Made by
was to be released from the horfeellog&ltl BatttoCreek, sold
by every grocer.
rors of her captivity.
Three months after she had
been captured, her misery was
shared by another young woman
—Mrs. Anna Brewster Morgan,
Learn From Fools
Wise men learn more from fools the 19-year-old bride of a young
farmer in the Solomon valley. He
than fools from the wise.—Cato.
had been attacked while working
in the field by Indians who shot
him with arrows, left him for
dead, and, dashing to his cabin,
seized his wife and bore her
away. This party of Cheyennes
Do you fed ao MTVOM >M vut to BOMB?
d intiablat Do you .cold
traded her for some ponies to the
band which held Sarah White
It yaw MTTM an on «df* and yon teal
need a
captive.
The Indians made slaves ol uie
.
For over 60
two
girls and subjected them to
rhowtof ««»
all sorts of indignities. The
.,_ nature build
Pinkham'a CompnooV
o
audthua "
squaws, who were jealous ol
them, were especially cruel to
which oftan t*5Ldlaorden.
them. They forced the white
women to cut wood and carry it
until their shoulders were raw
Compound.
and sore and when they sank
down with exhaustion they were
lashed with whips until the blood
Time to Have a Care
When the cup is full, carry it ""sheridan Takes the Field.
even.-Scotch proverb.
These two unfortunate women
were only two of the victims of
series of raids by Indians
Kansas that year during
, several hundred settlers
slain and members of their
s carried away as cap

To Check Constipation
Get at It* Cause!
it i
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The three Cheyenne Indians who were held as hostages by Caster
for the surrender of Mrs. Morgan and Miss White and who were later
taken to Fort Hays where two of them were killed by their guards.
There is much confusion as to the identity of these Indians. Caster
gives their names as Fat Bear, Doll Knife and Big Head and those are
the names accompanying the above illustration (a wood cut made from
a photograph taken at Fort Dodge, Kan., March 13,1869) which appears
in Mrs. Caster's hook "Following the Guidon." Grinnell, quoting different Cheyennes as his authority, names them as Younger Bear, Chief
Comes hi Sight and Island (or Lean Man) but elsewhere in his book,
"The Fighting Cheyennes," says that the two who were killed by their
guards at Fort Hays were Slim Facs and Curly Hair.
ter, with 11 troops of the Seventh
and 10 of the Nineteenth Kansas,
set out to find several bands of
the Cheyennes who were still on
the warpath.
A short time before a young
man applied for permission to accompany the expedition. At first
Custer refused but when he
learned that the boy's name was
Brewster and that he was the
brother of Mrs. Morgan who was
still held captive by the Indians
he permitted him to go along.
Young Brewster did not know
which Indians had carried his sister away but he hoped that Custer's command might find them
and that, by being with it, he
might aid in her rescue, if she
were still alive, or at least, learn
what her fate had been.
Discovers Cheyenne Camp.
Moving out from Fort Cobb
Ouster's command struck a fresh
trail and followed it to the north
fork of the Red river in what is
now Wheeler county, Texas.
There he discovered a camp of
Cheyennes under the leadership
of a chief known to the whites
as Medicine Arrow but called
Rock Forehead by his own people. A little farther down the
stream was the camp of Chief
Little Robe, a noted "friendly."
Sometime during this" march
Custer had learned that two
white women were captives in

Mrs. Sarah Brooks (from •
photograph taken in 1934 and reproduced here by courtesy of the
Kansas City Star and the Concordia (Kan.) Blade-Empire).
Medicine Arrow's camp and
henceforward their rescue became his main objective.
As the commander of the Seventh, accompanied by an orderly approached the camp, he began making the customary Plains
signal of his desire for a conference—by riding around in circles
aa he advanced. As he drew
near, he was met by Medicine
Arrow and several other chiefs
who invited him to come Into the
camp for a council. Although
Custer was fearful that they had
a treacherous intent he agreed
to their proposal and entered the
camp accompanied only by
Colonel Cook of the Seventh. The
result was that the soldiers
camped near the Indian village
and a series of councils ensued.
The testimony as to subsequent
events is very contradictory.
The version which Custer gives
in his book, "My Life on the
Plains," is sharply at variance
in many details with the Indians'
version, as given in Geotge Bird
Grinnell's "The Fighting Cheyennes." Custer tells how a large

party of Indians entered his camp
and strove to distract his attention while the remainder made
preparations to take down their
lodges and move the village qway
before the troops realized what
they had done. Thereupon, he
seized four Indians—"chiefs and
warriors of prominence," Custer
calls them—to hold as hostages
for the surrender of the two white
women.
The Indians insinuate that Custer acted treacherously in seizing
these men while they were making a friendly visit to his camp
and that they were old men of
no particular importance. However that may be, the fact remains that when Custer sent one
of his four captives to the village
bearing a message that he would
hang the other three if the captives were not delivered up to
him, the Indians, after protesting
that the women were not hi their
camp, finally sent Chief Little
Robe to Custer's camp to arrange
for the exchange of prisoners.
Rescue of the Captives.
Custer tells a dramatic story of
the arrival of the two women in
his camp the next morning—how
he sent three of his senior officers forward to escort them into
camp and how young Brewster,
unable to restrain his eagerness
to see his long-lost sister, raced
forward past the officers and
clasped Mrs. Morgan in his
arms. "The appearance of the
two girls was sufficient to excite
our deepest sympathy," writes
Custer. "Miss White, the younger of the two, though not beautiful, possessed a most interesting
face. Her companion would have
been pronounced beautiful by the
most critical judge, being of such
a type as one might imagine
Maud Muller to be. Their joy at
their deliverance, however, could
not hide the evidences of privation and suffering to which they
had been subjected by their cruel
captors. They were clothed in
dresses made from flour sacks,
the brand of the mills being plainly seen on each dress; showing
that the Indians who had held
them in captivity had obtained
their provisions from the government at some agency.
"The entire dress of the two
girls was as yearly like the Indian mode as possible; both wore
leggings and moccasins; both
wore their hair in two long
braids, and as if to propitiate us,
the Indians, before releasing them,
had added to the wardrobe of the
two girls various rude ornaments,
such as are worn by squaws.
About their wrists they wore coils
of brass wire; on their fingers
had been placed numerous rings
and about their necks strings of
variously colored beads. Almost
the first remark I heard young
Brewster make after the arrival
of the two girls was 'Sister, do
take those hateful things off.' "
The women were placed in an
ambulance and the Seventh started on its march to Fort Dodge,
taking with it the three Indian
captives whom Custer determined to hold until the Cheyennes
came hi off the warpath. Mrs.
Morgan was overjoyed to learn
that her husband was recovering from his arrow wounds in
the post hospital at Fort Hays.
Later they went back to their
home in the Solomon valley and
lived there for several years. But
the memory of her captivity
preyed upon her mind which at
last gave way and she ended her
days in a Kansas state insane
asylum.
Miss White also returned to her
home and while engaged hi teaching school met E. O. Brooks, a
veteran of the Civil war. They
were married and made their
home near the White homestead
where she had been taken captive. There she lived for more
than 70 years, reared a family of
one son and six daughters and
tried to forget what she had suffered for seven months as an Indian captive. Death came on
May 12, 1939, to end the ugly
nightmare of those

Six years after the capture or
Mrs. Morgan and Miss White by
the Cheyennes and their rescue
by Gen. George A. Custer occurred a similar incident in which
the same tribe of Indians was involved and in which another famous Indian fighter, Gen. Nelson
A. Miles, played the role of rescuer. That was the capture and
release of the German sisters
during the war with the Southern
Plains tribes in 1874-75.
On September 10, 1874, a covered wagon, drawn by an ox
team, and accompanied by two
men on horseback, halted on the
banks of a small stream hi western Kansas. The party was composed of John German, a native
of Blue Ridge, Ga., and a veteran
of the Confederate army, his
wife, Lydia, their son, Stephen
Wise German, and their six
daughters—Rebecca Jane, 20;
Katherine, 17; Joanna, 14; Sophia, 12; Julia Arminda, 7; and
Nancy Adelaide, 5, called "Addie" by her sisters. They were on
their way to Colorado where they
were going because of German's
poor health, and they expected
to reach Fort Wallace, not far
from the Colorado border, the
next day.
The next morning their camp
was attacked by a war party of
19 Cheyennes who killed and
scalped Mr. and Mrs. German,
their son and two of the girls,
Rebecca Jane and Joanna. Then
they carried the other four daughters away and held them as captives until November 8 when the
camp of Chief Gray Beard was
attacked by a detachment of
General Miles' army, led by
Lieut. Frank D. Baldwin.
When the Indians fled, taking
Sophia and Katherine with them,
they left the two little girls, Julia

Sew a Bag to Keep
Your Ball of Twine In
By RUTH WYETH SPEARS ^
\\7"HEN
you want to wrap a
* v package do you always know
where to find twine? A ball of it
in a bag like this one hung over
the kitchen table will be ready for
use.
Scraps from your piece bag may
be used in this way. The bag is
just big enough to cover the ball
loosely and is made of a straight
piece of goods with the ends

seamed together with a French
seam. The top and bottom are
aound with prepared bias binding.
A single cord is run through the
Oinding at the bottom. It is drawn
up to leave a small opening and
the ends are tied and sewn securely.
Two cords are run
through the top with a loop of
each cord left on the outside so
that the bag may be drawn up by
pulling them. The ball of twine
is placed inside with the end running through the bottom opening.
Did you see the good news hi. the
paper last week? About the new
Sewing Book No. 3, which is now
ready for mailing. It contains 32
useful ideas for home decorating;
and things to use as gifts, and to
sell at bazaars. You will be delighted with it. The price of
this new book is only 10 cents
postpaid. Send coin with name
and address to Mrs. Spears, 210 S.
Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.

Enormous Shovel
At Wilmington, 111., there is in
use an electric coal shovel which
is equipped with a 36-cubic-yard
dipper. Some idea of its size may
be gained from the facts that one
dipper load would fill the average
room, having dimensions of 9 by
12 by 9 feet; two dippers full will
fill the standard railroad coal car.
The interior of the dipper is larger
than the average one-automobile
garage, easily holding a large limousine.
GEN NELSON A. MILES
and Addle, who were found by
the soldiers in the deserted camp.
"When rescued they were the
most emaciated mortals I have
ever seen. Their little hands were
like birds' claws," writes General
Miles in his memoirs.
They were sent to Fort Leavenworth under the care of an army
physician and there the women
of the garrison nursed them back
to health. On returning to Miles'
command, the doctor brought
with him a photograph of Julia
and Addie and when Miles saw
this it gave him an idea. On the
back of it he wrote this message:
Headquarters Indian Territory Expedition In the fleW, January 20, 1875.
To the Misses German:
Your little sisters are well, and in the
hands ol blends. Do not be discouraged.
Every effort is being made for your welNELSON A. MILES,
U. S. Army
Colonel and Brevet Major General
Commanding Expedition.

.

ahonld knew
about
ft*frcnraBibead
killer-will vol

Then he gave the photograph
•con! fcodi Of EPOt
to a Delaware Indian scout and
told him to find the Indians who
BBwojenown, ma,
still held Sophia and Katherine
f* •••• mm •«* ka
and give the picture to them
M » •» «•*»•»
secretly. He was also ordered to
tell Chief Stone Calf that no
mercy would be shown his band
if the girls were not returned
alive and unharmed. The DelaThought a Seed
ware scout set out over the snowy
Thought is the seed of action.plains and after a remarkable Ralph Waldo Emerson.
journey of more than 400 miles,
found the Cheyenne camp on the
Pecos river in New Mexico and
managed to deliver his message
to the captives who had begun to
despair of ever being rescued.
By this time the Cheyennes, who
had been kept so constantly on
the move by the vigorous campaigning of Miles and Col. Ranald
S. Mackenzie, and who were nearly destitute,, were quite willing to
listen to peace overtures.
So
Stone Calf took the two girls from
their captors, placed them in a
lodge next to his and treated
them with special consideration
on the -journey back to the Cheyenne agency in Indian territory.
There they were surrendered to
Miles.
A short time later the four German sisters were reunited at Fort
Leavenworth and on the recomNearest downtown hotel
mendation of General Miles the
to HOLLYWOOD
sum of $10,000 was deducted
from the annuities given to the
\ITITH the movie capital 1ot the world
" and wc»Uiii America ! radio city
Cheyennes and $2,500\>Iaced to
within the borderi of Loi
the credit of each of the girls.
entertainment rcachc* lU Knlth. day
nltfcta, laughter and life; tunny day*
Miles became their guardian and
Oiled with thrilU and excitement. In
served thus until they/ came of
the center of everything ii rituated
the HOTEL CLARK at Fifth and
age.
HIII Street*, A hotel when you will eav
Addie, who became lArs. Frank
joy hOfpttafity to ittfuUcit extent; when
TOO will find your every wiih anticipated.
Andrews and mother/of 11 chilWhether you itay in lot Angelei for •
dren, was, at the last accounts,
few day* or a moo th. chooH Hotel Clark,
downtown In the heart of thina*.
living near Bent; Kan.; Julia,
now Mrs. Julia^Brooks, was living
065 BMBUwMi Balks jromf&AO
near Humbolit, Neb., and near
her lived hen sister, Addie; and
Katherine, n iw Mrs. Katherine
of P. a & UarriM
Swerdfefer, waa living at Atascadero, Calif
e^^M^Mfe^MM
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IN THE ANITA HIGH SCHOOL
SEPTEMBER 4th.

_THE SCHOOL WITH A COMPLETE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Clyde R. Falconer, wife and sons,
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl visited MonJoyd and Max, returned home a fe-w day in Stuart with her daughters, the
days ago from an auto trip through Misses Freda and Jane Scholl. The
he Ozark mountain region in Missouri. girls accompanied her home that evening for a short visit.
A son was born Monday afternoon
:o Mr. and Mrs. Les Miller at their
D. C. Bell of Iowa City, formerly
lome in Elizabeth, N. J. Les is a engaged in the cafe business in Anita,
'ormer Anita boy and is a son of Mrs. was visiting with friends and looking
lay Workman.
after business matters in the city last
Thursday and Friday.
Miss Mary Robson was brought
wme Sunday from the Iowa Lutheran Victor Flour, 49-lb. sack
$1.19
lospital in Des Moines, where she Victor Cake Flour, 2%-lb. box ..15c
lad been a patient for several weeks, Paxton Gas Coffee, pound
22c
tier condition seems to be improving. Kellogg's Corn Flakes, box
lOc
SCHAAKE'S STORE
Mrs. Laura Buerkin is spending the
week in Chicago with her cousin,
At her home near Menlo last ThursMrs. Irene 'MteNeil. She will also day afternoon, Mrs. Harold Champion
spend a few days with friends in entertained a number of ladies at
Peoria.
bridge. Four ladies from Anita were
We have a very complete line of 5c and lOc staamong those present. At the close of
Floyd Keasey and wife spent Sun- the afternoon'a two course lunch was
tionery, examination paper, typing paper, art paper,
day at the home of her parents, A. J. served by the hostess.
Allen and wife, near Council Bluffs.
[crayolas, colored and white chalk, scrap books, meThey were accompanied home by their
Mrs. M. Cohn of Omaha, a guest
[chanical pencils, fountain pens, pencil boxes, mucidaughters, Yvonne and Sally, who had at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
1 lage, paste, etc?
>een visiting a couple of weeks with Maduff, entertained at three tables of
their grandparents.
bridge 'Monday evening at the Maduff
home. High score was held by Mis.
Frank Brennan, an Avoca attorney, Leo V. Bongers and Mrs. Maduff was
[MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
was a business caller in the city runner-up. A lunch was served by
FOR YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
last Friday. Twenty years ago Mr. the hostess.
Brennan was engaged in the jewelry
business in Anita in the room now
At her home on Cherry Street last
occupied by Dr. F. D. Weimer and Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. S. E. Goodrich was hostess to the members of
THANKS.
Car of Franklin County, Illinois Dr. C. H. Johnson.
the Quilt club, also two other guests,
coal on track this week.
Marcia Lantz, 3-year-old daughter Mrs. D. L. Spiker and Mrs. Maude
\a I have leased my service staIt
Farmers Coop.
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lantz, was Suplee. A social "afternoon was spent
te James Rose and Hans Moelck
will give them possession FriMrs. R. M. Needles and infant son severely burned at the family home by the ladies, followed by a lunch being
, I wish to take this1 means to David Charles, were dismissed Sun- Tuesday morning when she fell back- served by the hostess.
link my friends and customers for day from the Atlantic hospital, where wards into a pail of hot water. Her
stomach, arms and back were scalded
A group of girls were entertained
patronage extended me while en- the baby was born.
quite
badly,
enough
that
the
skin
at
the home of Mr. and Mk-s. Louis
ed in business here. I appreciate
Pieper last Wednesday afternoon in
Mrs. Morgan Porch and son, Ray peeled off in several places.
treatment accorded me, and hope
honor of iMiss Thelma Pieper, who will
i will give my successors the same, of Valparaiso, Ind., came to Anita
Fred Kuehn, wife and children re- attend high school in Oskaloosa the
Tuesday to spend a few days at the
courteous trea'fcment.
turned home a few days ago from a coming year. The afternoon was spent
It
E. E. Barnholdt. James Rickel home.
two weeks' visit at Cold Water, Mich., socially and with a musical program.
supper was served at the home
George F. Shaffer, Robert Scott and with his sister, 'Mrs. Bert Hillborg A lunch was served late in the afterI Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Hamlin one Chester A. Long, trustees of the Anita and family, and at Peshtigo, Wis., noon by Mrs. Pieper.
with his brother, William Kuehn and
ning last week in honor of Miss municipal electric light plant, and Ern
family. While gone they also visited
John Fox, wife and daughter, Joan,
elma Pieper, daughter of Mr. and est Ford, plant superintendent, were
a few days with relatives at Prince- Mrs. Ed. Perry and Miss Arlene Tur-j
•s. Louis Peiper, who is leaving this business callers in Omaha Tuesday.
ton, 111., and Ft. Wayne, Ind.
ner returned to their homes in Hast-for Oskalqosa, Iowa, where she
ings, Neb., Saturday, after a pleasCat .of OLD BEN Franklin County,
attend high school the coming
Mrs. Victor Olsen entertained the ant visit in Anita with Mrs. Mae
Illinois, lump coal on track soon. members of the Mutual Benefit club
Workman, and with other relatives
Place your order now, and have your at her home northwest of the city last
and friends. Mrs. Workman and Mrs.
bin filled from the car.
Thursday afternoon. Present were Perry are sisters and the other ladies
It
Kunz Grain Co.
thirteen members and two visitors, are nieces of the two women.
Miss Mildred Pierce and Miss Pear]
Chas. Atkinson, wife and daugh- Luman. The ladies spent the afterA meeting of the Helping Hand club
ter, Thelma, of Wrightstown, N. J. noon with handwork, and a lunch was was held last Thursday afternoon at
stopped here over the week end to served by the hostess. The next the home of Mrs. Noland Stockham
visit her sister, Mrs. Frank H. Osen meeting will be held at the home of southeast of the city. Besides the
and family, while on their way home Mrs. 0. N. Pierce.
fourteen members present, other guests
from a trip through the west. Oth
were Mrs. Fred Dressier and Mrs.
er visitors at the Osen home Sunday
M'iss Gladys Joy, who leaves this Walter Cron. The ladies spent the
were Robert Graham and wife of week for Owensboro, Ky., where she afternoon hemming dish towels for
Lewis, Mrs. Bess Stalnaker of Des will attend school at a commercial the hostess. A lunch was served
No Ashes or Coal to
Moines' and Harry Osen and wife of college, was the guest of honor at by Mrs. Stockham.
Garry
Mt. Ayr.
a farewell party last Friday evening
Mrs. Raymond Lantz presented her
at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Chas.
Quick and Cheap to
Anita girls engaged as teachers in A. Robison. The house was decor- pupils in a musical recital last ThursOperate
different schools have left or will leave ated with garden flowers and the ev- day afternoon at her home on West
[See Our Modern Ranges this week for their respective places ening was spent playing Chinese •Main Street, guests being mothers
Miss Isabelle Biggs will be at Led- checkers. Prize for high score was of the pupils. Following the recital
and Heaters Before
yard, Iowa; Miss Maurine Turner at won by Mrs. Sterling Sorensen, the a lunch was served by the hostess.
Monticello; Miss Louise Dittman at low score prize went to 'MVs. Lloyd Pupils taking part in the recital were
You Buy
Cody, Wyo; Miss Dorothy Mclntyre Klever, second consolation prize to Irene Anderson, Vernadine and Madis
at Menlo; Miss Beatrice Seholl at Miss Jetta Knowlton, and the door Darrow, Betty Joan Gittens, Virginia
Wiota; Miss Mary Osen at Villisca; prize to 'Mrs. Max Way. Late in Johnson, Marlene and Yvonne Laartz,
'Miss Mary Storbeck at Atlantic; the evening a lunch was served by Ella Mae McDermott and Shirley Jean
Miss Mayfred Stone at Cedar Rapids the hostess, assisted by Mrs. W. T. Soper.
The I. H, C. Store
and Miss Anna Dittman at Tonopah, Biggs and Mrs. Irvin W. Joy. Mrs.
A family dinner was held at the
Klever was an out-of-town guest.
Nev.
home of J. P. Aupperle one day last
The regular monthly meeting of week in honor of Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
the American Legion and Auxiliary Newcomb and children, Dorothy Jean
was held Friday evening at the home and Patricia Ann, of Milwaukee, Wis.
uf Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Petersen. The Those present, besides Mt. Aupperle
Auxiliary meeting was opened by the and the honored guests, were Lyle K.
president, Mrs. Petersen, and follow- Richards and wife of Corning; Gerald
ing the reading of the minutes of Beatty, wife and daughter, Carol, of
the previous meeting and the repftrt Prescott; Oscar Aupperle, wife and
of the treasurer, Mrs. Lela Miller son, Raymond, of Massena; Chas. Aupgave a report of the convention at perle, wife and daughter, Irene, of
ANITA INDEPENDENT,
Burlington. Mrs. Ruth Williams re- Casey; Clyde Reed of Orient; and
BENTON, GRANT AND LINCOLN
ported that the Unit bought a -wed- \Vorth Chastain and wife, Byron Crozding present for Elaine Smither, the \er, wife and sons, Balph and Leonard,
TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS.
first junior member of the Unit to John Aupperle, Jr. and wife, and the
be married. It was decided to hold MSsses Edith and Ruby Aupperle of
Your directors have made arrangements for a pantry sale at Miller's Market on Anita.
you to secure or dispose of your second hand text Sept. 2. Plans were made for the Miss Gladys Joy was the guest of
annual Past Presidents luncheon with
books at your local text book depository.
Mrs. Hattie Hartley, Mfrs. Anna honor at a farewell party Tuesday at
James,
Mrs. Hazel Scholl, Mrs. Etta the home of Mr. annd Mrs'. L. D. ButKindly bring them to us as soon as possible.
Karns and Mrs. Hannah Petersen tolph, guests being the personnel of
in charge. Plans were also made the local telephone exchange, together
TABLETS, PENCILS AND ALL SCHOOL for the Gold Star mothers party in with former employees of the exSUPPLIES AT SPECIAL PRICES FOR OPENSeptember with Mrs. Lela Midler and change. Others present were W. H.
Mrs. Gertrude Hartley in charge. A Daubendiek of West Bend, Iowa, and
OF SCHOOL.
jontest was started, called the Sun- Carl H. Daubendiek, wife and childshine and Rainy Day bag contest, ren, Bertha, Ruth and Bill, of JefferA Gift With a Purchase of School Supplies.
and the Unit was divided into two son. A buffet luncheon was enjoyed
groups. The Sunshine group were during the noon hour, and following
given a gold bag and the Rainy Day the luncheon Mr, Daubendiek, Sr.
group a gray bag to put their offering showed motion pictures taken during
in and at the next meeting the winning his recent trip to Germany and other
aide will be decided. Following the European countries. On behalf of the
meeting a lunch was served by the I telephone company, (Mr. Daubendiek
ANITA, IOWA
hostess, assisted by Mrs. Roy Scholl. 1 presented Miss Joy with a gift.

For
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[Cook and Heat
the
Modern Way

I Dement Imp. Co.

Bongers Bros.

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE
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1UNiGHT-lhe Big Night
LIONEL BARRYMORE
NELSON EDDY and VIRGINIA BRUCE
IN AN AMAZING STORY

"Let Freedom Ring"
ALSO CARTOON and IOWA NEWS FLASHES

Sat.-Sun.

Sept. 2-3

THIS,TOO, WAS LINCOLN!...
A young man known
'only as a jackleg lawyer who wrestled with
the boys, spun funny
stories, was in love I
This i$ his story,.. the
story that has never
been told before! SEE IT
...AND A NEW SCREEN
THRILL IS YOURS!

Twentieth Century-rox
DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S
production of .

FONDA-BRADY-WEAVER-WHELAN
iDOK COUINS • PAUIIN! MOOR!
WOURDaOMWUl • DONALD MEB
DOUBS IOWDON • tOOtt QUIIUH
Directed by JOHN FORD,
'AMxfata rnxfaai KINNE1M MACOOWAN
Origin! >«•« H«y br IAMAX TtOTTI

A Cosmopolitan Production

ALSO MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON and NEWS
Mrs. M. C. Hansen of St. Joseph,
Barbara Jean and Gail Rhoads are
Mo., is spending the week here with home from a visit of several weeks
relatives and friends. Mr. Hansen with their father, Frank Rhoads, at
will come to Anita to spend the week Glendive, Mont.
end.
Alfred Remien, wife and daughter,
We will have Kentucky coal the Anna Ruth, Fred Skow, wife and
first part of September. Leave your daughter, Betty, and C. O. Franklin,
order now, so we can fill your bin off wife and daughter, Margaret, all from
the car.
Marne, and Henry Walter and wife
tf
Farmers Coop.
of Atlantic were Sunday guests at
Andrew Blauvelt and wife of Sad- the home of Harry A. Gill and wife
dleriver, N. J., visited in the city one in Anita. A picnic dinner was enjoyed
day last week at the home of his at noon.
uncle, B. D. Forshay and wife. Mrs.
Blauvelt is the former Lela South of
Massena, and a number of years ago
was a teacher in the Anita schools.

NOTICE!

At her .home, corner of Third and
Locust Streets, last Friday afternoon,
Mrs. Robert Scott was hostess to the
members of the Friday bridge club.
Other guests were Mrs. E. E. Marsau of Tulsa, Okla., Mrs. M. Cohn of
Omaha, and Mrs. A. V. Robinson, Mrs.
Ernest Ford and Gretchen Budd of
Anita. High score was held by Mrs.
Cohn.

Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
wholesale, delivered.
We will pick up your dead
animals and give service.

Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

MINERALIZED YEAST
CULTURE
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager
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UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD I, LUN0OUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Blbl* Jnjrtitute
_ ,
j.
ot Chicago. '
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for September 3
Lesion subjects and Scripture texts seteE,dn*"? ReaB
«ojp7l«hted
by International
MnnfulM
'ou* Education; used by

ISAIAH: A LIFE DEDICATED
TO GOD
LESSON TEXT—Iialah 8:1-13.
GOLDEN TEXT—Here «m I; send me.baiah 6:8.

(See Recipes Below)

cookies do folks like best to
eat?
tie that's rich, and spicy and
sweet?
It, thick cookie with fruity flavor,
he thin, crisp wafer the tea
drinkers savor?
olate cookie that's, moist and
rich,
tasty tidbit with nutmeats,
which
be flavored with honey, molasses or spice?
(kind of a cookie is pretty nice!
ere are as many varieties of
as there are occasions for
| v i n g them.
what satisfynorsels they
or the school
box, for
noon tea, or
(•family meal
bme. You'll
among the
cookie recipes below one for
uch occasion ranging from
tea cookies to thick, soft, moi cookies for an after-school or
ne snack. They're all grand
i for the Girl Scout cookie sale
[may be planning, or for the
[meeting of the church guild.
Soft Molasses Cookies.
fakes about 7 dozen cookies.)
up shortening
up sugar
|BggS

'

up New Orleans molasses
easpoons 'soda
up buttermilk ^~
ups flour
easpoon baking powder
easpoon cinnamon
easpoon ginger
jsam shortening, and add sugar
ually. Beat in the eggs and
ses. Dissolve" the soda in the
nilk.
Sift flour, baking pow1
spices together and add to
st mixture alternately with
uttermilk. iDrop from teaspoon
|a greased baking sheet. Dip
ottom of a tumbler in cold wapress down gently on each
Sprinkle with 'sugar. Bake
ot oven (425 degrees) for about
nutes.
pen on Sunday evenings hunfamilies demand good food.
simple enough to provide a
"' that is temptingly different
suggestions such as those
nor Howe will give you in
I column next week. Be sure
ook for her article "Sunday
nt Suppers"!
Butterscotch Brownies.
akes 2 dozen small cookies.)
ablespoona butter
pup brown sugar
fBS (slightly beaten)
I cup flour
teaspoon baking powder
[teaspoon vanilla'
I cup nut meats (cut toe)
•it the butter in a small sauce
pan. Add sugar
slowly, and cook
fpr 2 minutes
R e m o v e from
flame, .and add
remaining ingredients. /'Mix well.
Pour into shallow
greased pan and
bake in a slow
(300 degrees Fahrenheit) for
' J 8 minutes.'.. Cut, in squares
r M? ate Applesauce Cookies.
[.(Makes 3 dozen cookies.)
[cup shortening
pup
sugar
] cups flour
Jeaspoon soda
I teaspoon salt
f aspoons cinnamon
Teaspoon cloves

uls on greased cookie sheet and
>ake in a moderate oven (350 dejrees Fahrenheit) for approximately IS minutes.
Orange Ice Box Cookies.
(Makes 5 dozen cookies.)
1 cup shortening
% cup brown sugar
% cup white sugar
1 egg
2 tablespoons orange juice
1 tablespoon orange rind (grated)
2% cups general purpose flour
% teaspoon salt
Vi teaspoon soda
Vt cup pecan nut meats (broken)
Cream shortening and add sugars
slowly, while beating constantly.
Add egg (well beaten), orange juice
and orange rind. Mix and sift flour,
salt, and soda together and add to
the creamed mixture, together with
the broken nut meats. Form in
rolls in wax paper and chill overnight hi refrigerator. Slice thin,
place on greased baking sheet and
bake in moderately hot oven (373
degrees) 12-15 minutes.
Grandmother's Sugar Cookies.
(Makes 5 dozen cookies.)
% cup shortening
1 cup sugar
1 egg, and 1 egg yolk
% cup sour cream
% teaspoon vanilla extract
% teaspoon lemon extract
3 'cups flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
% teaspoon salt
II. "Woe Is Me! for I Am Un% teaspoon soda
done" (v. 5).
1 teaspoon nutmeg
To see the holiness of God is to
Cream shortening, and add sugar be immediately conscious of one's
gradually. Add the egg and bea own sin and unworthiness. The obuntil fluffy. Combine sour cream vious conclusion which one draws
with flavoring extracts, and add to from that fact is that anyone who
the creamed mixture alternately is proud, who is not concerned about
with th<< sifted dry ingredients. Chill his own sins and the sins of his peofor about % hour. Roll out and cut. ple, is living far from God and has
Place on greased cookie sheet. either never known or has forgotBrush tops of cookies with unbeaten ten about His divine holiness.
Isaiah spoke of the pollution of
egg white and sprinkle generously
with sugar. Bake in a moderately his lips, thereby confessing that his
hot oven (425 degrees) for about 8 heart was not right. Whereof the
heart is full, thereof speaketh the
minutes.
*
mouth, for we read in Matthew 12:
Pineapple Cream Tarts
34 that out of the abundance of the
PART I—Tart Cases.
heart the mouth speaketh. ReMi cup butter
member that even though Isaiah
% cup granulated sugar
was a believer he recognized the
1 egg yolk (beaten)
need of cleansing.
1 teaspoon lemon extract
III. "Then . . . He Touched My
1% cups cake flour
Cream butter thoroughly and add Mouth" (vv. 6, 7, R. V.).
sugar slowly while beating con- "Then" — what an important
wordl When Isaiah called out in
stantly. Add the
humble confession, "then" he was
beaten egg yolk
cleansed. The turning point is right
and lemon exat that place for any life. Only
tract. Then add
when we come to the place of conthe flour. Divide
fession and contrition which Isaiah
dough into 12
knew, can we expect the Lord to
even pieces. Then
send the cleansing fire and the enlay one piece at
abling power.
a time in the left
palm; press with the right hand un- None but God can give this cleanstil dough IB large enough to fit a ing. Man is unable to wash himmuffin tin. Then fit each piece into self clean. "For though thou wash
the muffin tin and prick well with a thee with nitre, and take thee much
fork. Bake approximately 20 min- soap, yet thine iniquity is marked
utes in a hot oven. Fill with Pms- before me, saith the Lord" (Jer.
aople Filling.
„.„ 2:22. See also Jer 13:23). ReformaPART II—Pineapple Cream Fill- tion, turning over a new leaf, character development, all commenda&&•
* v.
ble in their place, are not sufficient.
3 tablespoons cornstarcn
There must be divine cleansing of
3 tablespoons sugar
the life if there is to be a commisyt teaspoon salt
sion to service.
1 whole egg (well beaten)
IV. "Here Am I; Send Me" (vv.
1% cups milk (scalded)
8-13).
1 teaspoon lemon extract
had a difficult and unpopu1 No. 2 can shredded pineapple larGod
message
to be delivered but now
1 cup whipping cream (whipped)
had a man who was ready to
Mix cornstarch, sugar and salt. He
it. Isaiah had to proclaim
Add the egg (well beaten) and mix carry
to
Israel
because they had
thoroughly Pour on the milk (scald- turned fromthat
the
of God's
ed) Return to a double boiler and love, which would sunshine
have melted their
m ve
ro
cook until thick. ^ ° nrj ™ hard hearts, it had for them beflame add lemon extract, and al- come the sunshine of His wrath,
lo ™ to cool. Fill tart shells and which could only progressively hardS5 before serving place one spoon- en them and turn them from Him.
ful of
o crushed pineapple (drained) The same sunshine that melts the
on top of the cream filling..
wax hardens the mud.
The work of God in our day awaits
the man or the woman of vision—
angel load cake, the one who has been prepared by
confession and cleansing and who
make
can has then received the divine comaend°crusty delicious rolls
mission.
make all these and many more
Faith
Of all the forces at the disposal
of humanity, faith has always been
one of the most tremendous, and the
gospel rightly Attributes to it the
newer of moving mountains.
******

Paspoons cocoa
applesauce (unsweetshortening, add sugar and
Sift together the flour,
u • sfllces, and cocoa and
^nate,1y with the applesauce,
Drop .by .teaspoon-

,,

il

Finally Name Was 0. K.
Though Not «<V but '1C
A gentleman had completed his
purchases, and the clerk, in filling
out the sales slip, asked:
"What is the name, please?"
"Jepson," replied our hero. "Sixteen twenty-one West—"
"Your first initial, please."
"Oh, K."
"O. K. Jepson."
"1 said 'Oh.' "
"O. Jepson."
"No. Rub out the O."
The clerk began to look haggard.
"Your initials again, please?"
"I said 'K.' "
"Pardon, you said 'O. K.1 "
"I said 'Oh'—"
"Just now you said 'K.' "
"1 said 'Oh,1 because 1 didn't
understand what you were asking
me. I didn't mean it was my initial. My name is Kirby Jepson."
"Oh."
"No. Not O, but K. Here, give
me the pencil and I'll write it myself. There, I guess it's O. K.
now."—Annapolis Log.

Every now and then, the newspapers report a "brand new" idea
or a "brand new" discovery.
Take, for instance, the report
about "swing reading." According to recent headlines, "swing
reading" is the latest thing imaginable—the invention of two smart
eye doctors in Los Angeles.
As the papers say, the doctors
disclosed their "idea" a short time
ago at a national convention of the
American Optometric association.
Advocating a new system of printing in "swing style," the doctors
said they had something that
would help the eyes. In short,
they urged this type of thing:

along the next, and so on.
Well, we don't like to make ourselves seem scholarly, but the doctors have unwittingly dug up
something pretty old. As a matter of fact, the ancient Greeks
had a word for it, used the system
and gave it up. They called it
boustrophedon, and you can find
the word in a good dictionary even
to this day. Pronounced boo-strofee-don, with the accent on the
third syllable, it means literally
"turning like oxen in plowing."
It is a compound of two Greek
words—bous, meaning ox, and
strephein, meaning to turn.
P. S. Incidentally, the excerpt
quoted above reads normally this
Many of the convention delegate*
way: "Many of the convention
a rof inoisiei dennuh$ yadretsey
delegates yesterday shunned sesday on the golf course. The tveath.em'/ taw re
sions for a day on the golf course.
This little excerpt must be read The weather was fine."

Crisis I - We have had so many of
them that they have almost become
commonplace. There has been one
war crisis after another. There have
been world crisis and domestic crisis until the word has almost lost
its meaning.
by swinging the eyes left to right
Anybody else got a new idea?—
In the life of the individual, however, the times of crisis are very along one line, then right to left Pathfinder.
real and important. In a critical
illness one knows when the crisis
comes, and he who safely passes
that hour is on the road to recovery. More vital than a physical
crisis is a spiritual crisis, when a
man meets God face to face and his
future destiny is determined by the
response which he makes to God's
call. Isaiah had such an experience
when he came to realize God's glory, confessed his own unworthiness,
and sought cleansing of life as a
preparation for commission to service.
I. "I Saw the Lord" (vv. 1-4).
King Uzziah, who had begun well
but had forgotten God, was at the
end of his life, a leper because of
his sin, and dying in disgrace. Israel which had known unprecedented prosperity under God's blessing
now hardened its heart nationally
against God and was also about to
go into eclipse. God needed a man
to speak for Him in such an hour,
to bring to His people a message
of judgment and also of blessed invitation. To prepare that man, the
great Isaiah, God gave a remarkable manifestation of His glory and
power.
It is essential that the man who
speaks for God should first see the
Lord high and lifted up and to hear
of His holiness and glory. The negative tone of the present-day message, the lack of enthusiasm and
interest in holy things, the low
standards of personal holiness, the
failure to preach boldly the truth
regarding Go4's holy standards are
to be explained by the fact that
there has been no vision of the
eternal holiness and glory of God.
The need of the people today is the
same as it was in the time of Isaiah.
Where are the men and women who
are ready for a vision like his and
for the commission which will follow?

MANS .VARIETIES OF COOKIES

skies in the Cupboard

'Swing Style' Reading Not New;
The Greeks Had a Word for It

^
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Tirtitotit STANDARD
4.40-21
4^0-21
4.75-19
SM-19
4.50-20
5.00-20
5.25-17
UO-17
5^5-18
&SO-18
BJW-16.
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10.98
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26.93
29.03
32.03
32.93
41.70

YOU
SAVE

$8.57
8.97
9.67
10.67
10.97
13.90

6.00-17_
AlOVi PRICES INCLUDE YOUR OLD TIRI —OTHER SIZES PROPORTIONATELY LOW.

Rrtttone CONVOY
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Me*
F« Th»
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SIZE

4.75-18
5.00-19
5.25-17
5.50-17
5.25-18
5.50-18
6.00-16..
6-25.161
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TU. 50*
Dbcoiml

Me*
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* Tim
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SAVE

$10.30
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$15.45

$5.15

13.20
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19.80
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6.00

14.35
17.40
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8.70

21.53
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7.17
8.70
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$8.35
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S Tim
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SAVE

$4.18

$12.53

$4.17

8.60

4.30

12.90

4.30

11.00

5.50

16.50

5.50

10.00
11.95

5.00
5.98

15.00
17.93

5.00
5.97
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The Virginia Military Institute Looks
Back-Over Its 100 Years of Stirring
History as "West Point of the South"

A view of toe parade ground of Virginia Military Institute, the "West Point of the South," with its 700 cadets
glng their final review before the summer quarter begins. In the background, are the barracks where they
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(Released by Weitern Newspaper Union.)

TS official name is the' Virginia Military institute but
down in Dixie everyone knows what you're talking about
- when you refer to the V. M. I. For this school, which is
celebrating .its centennial this year, is the "West Point of the
nth" and back'of it Ithere is a tradition as full of glory as
honored legends which cluster around the school on the
ludson and one in which all Americans, North as well as
nth, can take pride.
*
——heroic incidents in American miliAlthough it is officially ontary annals.
100 years old this year, its
It came about in May, 1864,
story really goes back to
when Lee had just commenced
I when the general assemhis death grapple with Grant
of the state of Virginia
which was to end within a year
at Appomattox. All of his availrovided for two more arseable forces had been engaged in
3.1s for the preservation of
the Peninsula campaign and conate arms in serviceable
centrated for the defense of the
condition. The location of
Confederate capital. Valuable
two arsenals was not
supplies for. this great army were
being furnished by the rich ValDecided, however, until the
ley of Virginia, "the Granary of
nd of the War of 1812 made
the Confederacy."
hem a necessity. In 1816 it
Early in May, the Federal compas decided to place one of
mander, General Sigel, with
iiem in the city of Lexington
about 12,000 troops proceeded
a reservation of about
southward down the Valley Pike
to cut off this source of supply.
/en acres overlooking the
General Lee detailed Gen. John
Horth branch of the James
C. Breckenridge with less than
was set aside for this
3,000 men to stop this advance
nrpose.
and to protect the lines of com-

I

e about 30,000 stands of
and other munitions were
•ed and it was not long before
be citizens of Lexington began
liscussing the idea of a military
i at the arsenal.
Roosevelt to Speak.
So the assembly passed legislation establishing the Virginia
Military institute there. The
Irst corps of cadets was mustered
to service on November 11,
39, and it is on November 11 of
year that the climax of the
bentennial celebration will come
'ith President Roosevelt going to
exington to deliver the principal
ddress.
There were only 23 young cadets
t, then 31, and gradually the
nrollment increased. Although
58 men had been graduated
rom V. M. I. when the Mexican
var broke out, 25 of these went
nto service at once and distinuished .themselves in that war.
On August 13, 1851, there came
Q Lexington a man .whose name
vas destined to become a part of
M. I. tradition. -He was Breet-Major Thomas J. Jackson of
he First Regiment of United
ates artillery who had made a
ot; record in the Mexican
var. He had been appointed
''professor of natural philosophy
nd artillery tactics," obtained a
urlough for nine months to acept this position and finally in
February, 1852, resigned from the
|army to remain at V. M. I.
At the outbreak of the War Beveen the States, there were 1,902
ving former 'cadets at V. M. I.
|and although 94 per cent of these
erved in the Confederate army,
s recorded that 15 of them pu>
the Union blue, When VUia seceded from the Union in
1861, the corps of cadets
narched to Richmond to enroll in
Confederate service and they
narched there under the leaderhip of their; "professor of natural
philosophy and artillery tactics."
"" i months later this professor
"as to win immortality as "Stonewall" Jackson at the Battle of
3ull Run.
The cadets were used to in|struct and drill volunteers but
tiany of them rapidly advanced
rank in the various branches
the Confederate service. It
on became apparent that the
outh would have need for a traing school to supply skilled and
trained officers for the Gray army
JP° V. M. I. was reopened at the
|beginning of 1882.
Hereto Schoolboys,
Two years later the cadets were
'led upon tor another service
I as the result of it V. M. I. is
only school hi the world entitled to wear an active service
[Pennant on its flag. It won that
"""it in a battle which was fought
75 yeara ago last May—the
attle of New Market, where the
[repeated charges of these beardlads waa one of the most

munication from Staunton to
Richmond.
On May 10, 1864, the superintendent of V. M. I., General
Smith, received an order from
General Breckenridge to send to
him at Staunton the cadet corps
and a section of artillery. At
midnight the long roll was sound-

tion in the general column in rear
of Echols brigade.
After proceeding up the Valley
pike a distance of some six miles,
a halt was called, the troops remaining on the side of the road
two or three hours. The Federal
troops failing to advance as had
been expected, General Breckenridge proceeded to attack the
enemy at 12:30 p. m. in the general vicinity of New Market.
General Breckenridge formed
his infantry in two lines. Wharton's brigade of infantry constituted the first line, Echols brigade,
including the battalion of cadets,
the second. The cadets were next
to the last battalion in the second
line of the left flank, the second
line following at an interval of 250
paces in rear of the first. The
battle lasted from 12:30 until 6:30
p. m., by which time the Confederate forces of less than 3,000
men had completely routed the
12,000 opposing them, the Federals retreating across the river.
Three Cadet Charges.
The fighting lasted only six
hours, but it was hot and furious
and the Confederates carried everything before them by impetuous charges, the cadet corps being called upon to make three
separate advances all under most
withering fire. Out of 225 men
engaged, the corps lost 56 killed
and wounded. It is a well-known
fact that a casualty of 10 per
cent will strain the morale of seasoned troops and yet on this occasion, the cadet corps suffered a
casualty of nearly 25 per cent
without wavering.
As a battle, New Market was

of the Virginia Military Institute cadets at New Market. Va.,
. I Wa? Be&een the States, fta depicted by mural painting In
[of the institute. It was painted by Sir Moses E«kiel. who as a
youth was a member of the corps that participated in the battle.
of minor significance and had no
ed, the corps assembled in front
material bearing on the final outof barracks and an order was
come of the struggle in Virginia.
read, directing the corps .to take
For soon afterwards the raid of
up the line of march to Staunton.
the Union General Hunter swept
The next morning a battalion
through the valley, burned the
of four companies of infantry and
institute buildings and was not
a section of three-Inch guns left
checked until he was met by
Lexington for Staunton, arriving
General Early at Lynchburg.
in Staunton the evening of the
But the achievements of these
twelfth. The corps left Staunton
school boys still in their teens
at daylight on the thirteenth,
who had never before smelled the
marching 18 miles, moving at
smoke of battle or seen the cardaylight on the fourteenth for annage of warfare is not only a
other 16 miles. At midnight on
bright page in V. M. I. history
the fourteenth, the corps received
but symbolical of what we like to
orders to march immediately
believe is all that is best in Ameiwithout beat of drum and as
ican courage and American devonoiselessly as possible and at 1:30
tion to an ideal.
a. m., on the fifteenth took posi-

Inextricably woven with the
story of V. M. I. is the story of
one of the greatest military
geniuses that America ever produced—"Stonewall" Jackson. An
interesting view of this great soldier, while he was "professor of
natural philosophy and artillery
tactics" at that institution, ia given in these reminiscences of a
former student at Washington college (later Washington and Lee
university) which appeared many
years ago in the Wheeling (W.
Va.) Register. He writes:
"My first recollection of Stonewall Jackson is when I was a
college boy at Lexington, Va., in
the fall of I860. I am not able
to say whether it was the peculiar carriage of the stiff, military
looking institute professor who
daily passed the college grounds,
that was of chief interest to the
students of Washington college
or whether the stories told of daring and reckless courage hi his i
early military life, invested him
with a halo of romance and made
him an object of hero worship in
their youthful minds.
" 'Old Jack,' as he was familiarly called by the cadets and
students, was so plain in manner
and attire, there was so little effort at show, his feet were so
large and his arms and hands
fastened to his body in such an
awkward shape, that the cadets
didn't take much pride in him as
a professor. They feared Mm in
the lecture room, they paid the
strictest deference to him on
YOU take a woman's size?
parade, but in showing a stranger
Then here is a lovely dress
the sights about the institute, a
cadet was never known to point for you, (1799) youthful yet sophisticated, with 'clever bodice detailing, to create a round-bosomed
effect, and a paneled skirt that
makes your hips look narrow. It's
a perfect style for luncheons and
club affairs, yet not too dressy for
street and shopping wear, too.
Flat crepe, thin wool and rayon
jersey are smart materials for
this.
Princess Lines and Shirring.
Business and college girls will
like the slim lines and simplicity
of this very attractive dress
(1780), with princess skirt cut
high in the front, shirred shoulders, and flaring revers that

BATTERN

EPARTH ENT
rame your face becomingly. For
his, choose flat crepe, taffeta or
hin wool, with revers in white or
pastel tint.
No. 1799 is designed for sizes 32,
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, and 46. Size
34 requires 5% yards of 39 inch
material. % yard of lace for
restee.
No. 1780 is designed for sizes 12,
.4, 16, 18, 20, and 40. Size 14 requires 5 yards of 39 inch material;
yard contrasting.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, HI.
'rice of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS

Paper Cups for Frozen Desserts.—Use paper cups in preparing individual portions of frozen
loods. Salads and desserts may
then be served in the cases or unmolded.
• • •
Meatless Dish. — Cooked corn
and green beans mixed with a
white sauce and scalloped makes
a tempting meatless dish.
» * *
Longer Life to Stockings.—The
life of new silk stockings can be
prolonged by washing them in
mild, lukewarm suds before wearing.
• * •
Apple Skins for Flavor.—If skins
peeled from apples when making
pies are boiled until soft, then
strained into pie shell before putting in apples, the flavor of pie ia
improved,
• • •
Economy Note. — Chicken fat
may be substituted for butter in
cakes and cookies or for creaming or browning foods. Beef drippings may be used for seasoning
sauces, meats or fowl stuffings or
meat loaves.
• * •
Bats Aren't Batty
Batty
I
Before
Washing
New Cotton
S«f. for Next World I
Set
Goods.—Remove the dressing by
Swift Blow-Vp
soaking in cold water to which a
been added.
The only animals known to car handful of salt• has
» *
ry their lunches on journeys are
Handy Table.—Keep a tray or
certain species of bats, notably
table
near the mechanical refrigthe Pipistrellus pygmaeus. The;
rator. Doing so cuts down the
curl their tails into pouches, fill ime
for transferring
them with insects and feed while oods necessary
to and from its shelves.
in flight.
On the day before a Chinese funeral, the family of the deceased
purchase and burn a number of
paper representations of horses,
boxes of money, extra clothes and
servants, which he or she will need
in the next world. Incidentally, the
Qet well and nay
shops selling this merchandise are
•wall the RAVusually known as "hell-equipment
SOMIOAIi way
stores."
by OrlnUnt genuine Mineral
Polar bears are the champion
Well*. Palo pjnto
long-distance swimmers among
Connty. Texas,
health fflrlnr
land mammals. It is not uncommineral water mada from
BAKBBWBLL oehrtraVmon to find them at sea as far
ed mineral water erj*as 40 miles from land or on an ice
tal* or BAKBBWBU.
Irax,a 80-1 eonaentratea
floe.
mineral water. For tale
Nitroglycerin acts with such rat>7 roar local Drag. Department or Orooery
pidity that if a five-mile pipe filled
Store, or
with it were detonated at one end
Bakerwell Mineral
the entire column would explode—
Water Co.
and produce 10,000 times its own
Mlseral Wdls, T
volume of gas—in about one second.—Collier's.

Strange Facts

I

out 'Old Jack' as one of the orna- i
ments of the institution. He was
more popular with the college
students . . .
"The next spring the fires of
war threw their lurid glare over
the entire land. Then it was
Jackson took a final farewell of
Lexington, never to return until
he was brought back to be buried,
according to his dying request, 'in
the Valley of Virginia.'
"The cadets were ordered to
the field. Major Jackson was selected to command them. After
the passage of the ordinance of
secession on the seventeenth of
April, 1861, the war spirit was at
fever heat in Virginia. The
steady-going old town of Lexington had suddenly been metamorphosed into a bustling military
camp.
Volunteer companies
were being organized, and every
preparation being made for a horrible war. But no event of that
memorable period has left a
more vivid impression upon my
mind than the departure of the
At Peak of Jest
cadet battalion from the military Moral: It's an Art
When the jest is at its best 'twill
institute.
To Know When to Fight
"It was a bright Sabbath mornje well to let it rest.
ing early in May, and a vast conA loud, noisy and particularly
course of people had gathered on objectionable skunk, obsessed by
All
Institute hill to see the youthful its own prominence and the attensoldiers start for the war. The tion paid to it, challenged a lion
lowon's Hotel
baggage and camp equipage had to single combat. The challenge
ia
been put into the wagons, the was promptly declined by the lion.
DES
MOINES
horses hitched in, the drivers
"Huh!" sneered the skunk,
mounted, with whip in hand, wait- "You're afraid to fight me."
THE CHAMBERLAIN
ing for the command to pull out.
7th and Lociut
"No," answered the lion, coolly,
The cadets were in line, their "but why should I fight you? You
cheeks aglow, and their eyes would gain fame from fighting me
sparkling with the expectation of j even though I gave you the worst
military glory awaiting them. • licking of your life, as I would do
Poor boys! Little did they know How about me, though? I couldn1'
as they stood there, in their possibly gain anything by defeat
•bright uniforms and gilt guns ing you while on the other hand
shining in the morning sunlight, everyone who met me for a month
how few of them would be left to would know I had been in the
answer at the last roll call of the company of a skunk."
Army of Northern Virginia.
"As they stood thus, Major
Jackson, mounted on an ordinaryA Good Temper
looking horse, rode up. His face
Good temper, like, a sunny day
was as calm and unmoved as sheds brightness over everything
280 FIREPROOF ROOMS
ever, the thin lips tightly com- it is the sweetener of toil and th>
RATES $1.50 and Up
pressed, and looking just as he soother of disquietude.—Irving.
looked at Kernstown and Manassas. Riding up to the side of an
elderly looking gentleman in
Visit Us or Phone, Wire, Write for Quality
clerical cloth, standing in front of
the main entrance to the institute, Major Jackson wheeled his
High grade Hereford, Angui, ShortEasy-feeding;, quick-maturing bed lot
horse, and facing his battalion as
horn, Yellowhanuner iteeri, heifer*.
pig*. Correct type foundation stock.
he raised his cap, said 'Let us
BURNETTE-CARtER
Commlaalon Co.
pray.'
e MEMPHIS, TENN.
IwapUs
Stockyards,
Tritf
aud
RhraraMa
"The venerable Dr. White, pastor oi the Presbyterian church,
then stepped forward, and baring
his gray locks to the sun, poured
forth a feeling prayer. It was a
memorable scene.
Just as
the clergyman pronounced the
'Amen,' Jackson wheeled his
horse, and in a short, crisp manbuys something more than space and circulation in
ner, gave the command, 'Forthe columns of this newspaper. It buys space and
ward, march.' Waving a silent
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
adieu to the assembled crowd, he
rode off at the head of the colreaders for this newspaper and its advertising patrons.
umn. That was the last time his
gaze (ell upon the town of LexLET US TELL YOU MORE ABOUT I1
ington."
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IAW JURORS FOR Robert Young and Ann
FAIL COURT TERM Sothern Starred in 'Maisie

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 47

Pretty Home Wedding
TOWN
Takes Place Sunday

TEACHERS
TO HOLD INSTITUTE

Robert Young and Ann Sothern
Miss Jane Gotch, daughter of Mrs.
as a respective ranch manager and
jurors Will Report For Service a honky-tonk showgirl stranded in
Lulu Gotch of Iowa City, and Laurence
E. Morehouse, son of Mr. and Mrs. High School and Town Grade Teachers
Oct. 2, While the Court Will
a Wyoming carnival town, are the
Howard L. Morehouse, of New Lonof Cass, Audubon and Adair Counchief stars of "Maisie," the smartlyOpen on Sept. 26. Ten Jurors
don,
Conn., were united in marriage
ties Will Hold Meeting in
paced, clever-dialogued and wellAre Drawn From Anita.
at 4:00 o'clock Sunday afternoon at
VINEGAR—
directed picture which is the feature
CHEESE—
Atlantic on Sept. 18.
the home of the bride's uncle and
attraction at the Rialto Theatre SatBriardale white
Kraft's American or
aunt, Dr. and Mrs., G. M. Adair, on
pickling,
tit jurors (for the September term urday and Sunday evenings.
Velveeta,
North Chestnut Street in Anita. The
Both
Young
and
Miss
Sothern
show
A tri-county institute for high
khe Cass county district court, opgallon
2-lb.
b
o
x
.
.
.
.
single
ring service was performed by school and town grade teachers of
what
they
can
do
with
meaty
roles
Sept. 26, were announced a few
Rev. Arthur V. Long, pastor of the Cass, Audubon and Adair counties
ago by Cecil M. Skipton, clerk and entertainment-packed situations
CRACKERS—
POPPED WHEAT—
Methodist church, in the presence of will be held Monday, Sept. 18, at the
in
this
story
which,
although
placed
,urt.
Tall
Corn
brand,
GWC,
a
large company of relatives and Atlantic high school building. More
he petit jurors will report for ser- against eye-striking and picturesque
friends.
large
8-ounce
i
A
than 350 teachers are included in the
backgrounds
of
the
cattle
country,
at 9:00 a. m., Oct. 2.
The setting for the ceremony was group which will meet at that time.
cello
bag
1UC
is
decidedly
not
a
western
in
the
ac_ jury panel follows:
the living room of the home, which
Panel discussion leaders have been
Vnita—Gladys Chadwick, Kenneth cepted sense, but is an original and
was decorated in a color scheme of announced as follows:
PEANUT BUTTER—
SPRY—
j>ple, Elton Gregersen, W. F. Hen- highly modern story of four people
wine and silver blue, the colors of the
Tall Corn brand,
English: Miss Evelyn Foley, AuVegetable shortening,
Icks, Ida Needles, H. W. Neighbors, placed in dramatic closeness.
bride's sorority, Pi Beta Phi. Baskets dubon; world history, Miss Mary Anguart
Young
in
a
straight
dramatic
part
3-lb.
tf. Potter, Glen.Soper, Maxine Tayof gladiolas flanked the large east derson, Atlantic; science, Supt. S. T.
makes a decided departure from his
jar
can
and Gertie Turner.
window of the home in front of which Manuel, Audubon; agriculture, Earl
Atlantic—August J. Anderson, Roy more familiar rib-tickling characterthe ceremony was performed.
Gbeken, Atlantic; geometry, Wendell
CATSUP—
PEANUTS—
fczier, B,. G. ; Fisher, Mrs. Ralph izations and proves himself an actor
Chopin's Nocturne was played on Redding, Greenfield; physical and
who
knows
his
business.
As
the
woGWC,
Fresh roasted,
odwin, Harold Haake, Arlie Barter,
the piano by Miss Gretchen Budd health education, Supt. A. O. Garlock,
Keller/ Otto Knop, J. C. Lawson, man-hating ranch manager who
2
large
bottles
preceding the entrance of the bridal Kimballton; personnel and counselpound
party. As the first notes of Lohen- ing, George Westby, Greenfield.
sard Marshall, Mrs. Orris Mein- throught circumstantial evidence is
grin's wedding march was being
dt, Merritt Meredith, Muriel Mor- put on trial for the murder of his
On the staff of speakers, aside from
LUX FLAKES, large
24c
played, Rev. Long entered the room the school heads and instructors from
F. 0. Nelson, Ralph Pollock, boss, he gives a straightforward, convincing
and
sharply-engrained
perand took his place, being followed the three participating counties, will
Temple, Jack Woolsey and
LUX SOAP, 3 bars
20c
formance. It is an acting assignment
by the groom and Jack Long, acting be:
i Zuch. .,,
LIFE BUOY, 3 bars
20c
as best man. Miss Charlotte Rohrumberland—Kenneth Cornell, Gary which is at all times convincing and
Cameron Beck, personnel director
telling.
backer of Iowa City, the bridesmaid, of the New York Stock Exchange 17
len, Floyd Penfold and William
RINSO,
large
24c
Miss Sothern, likewise, shows herand dressed in a colonial style after- years and director of the Stock Exerts.
self
to be a performer of more than
noon gown of wine and blue tulle, change Institute five years.
jriswold—Emil . Martens, Henry
ordinary talent, her part of the imLUNCHEON MEAT—
COCOA—
then entered the room. Debra Dee
•tens, F. Z. Rothe, Stella Wood*
Dr. F. 'W. Maroney, author of textpertinent, independent, slightly rowdy
Pilling of Omaha, acting as ring bear- books in health and physical education,
Briardale spiced,
GWC Breakfast,
and Edgar Zimmerman.
but all times sincere honky-tonk girl
er, preceded the bride and carried and professor at Columbia University.
12-ounce
2-lb.
ewis—Esther Pierce.
keying up every scene in which she
the ring on a small white satin pilarne—Anna Scybert and Ella
Da Harris Swanson, supervisor of
can
can
appears. The girl couldn't be more
low. The bride then entered the special speech work in East Waterloo
lifelike and under Miss Sothern's
room on the arm of her uncle, Dr. schools.
TOILET TISSUE—
GELATIN—
assena—Casper Schmidt and Mrs. deft interpretation wins the sympathy
Adair, who gave her in marriage. Feme Thome, assistant principal and
GWC,
Briardale,
Stapleton.
and approval of the audience from the
She was gowned in an American teacher in Des Moines schools.
Viota—Mrs. Roy Acker, Ernest first appearance to the final fadeout.
4 rolls
3 packages..
version
of a Molyneaux model, made
Lillian Heathershaw, Darnell, form•is and Leona Sandhorst.
Also of considerable aid to "Maisie"
of
fine
egg shell bridal satin, tight erly of 'Drake University; authority
OATS—
MATCHES—
is the work of Ruth Hussey, Ian Huntfitting, having a yoke of seed pearl! in elementary acience and author of
Briardale,
GWC,
er and Cliff Edwards in the principal
embroidery andfinishedin the back the state courge of study in thig
6 box carton.
large tube —
supporting roles, and the excellent
with a high shirred tucked collar, < a]1})iec^
direction of Edwin L. Marin who has
long sleeves full to the elbow and j Alice Myers, of Lincoln high school
kept the action and dialogue moving
tight fitting to the wrist, with a point facujty.
GET
YOUR
PEACHES
AND
PEARS
THIS
WEEK
eplacing C. K. Hallock of Atlan- at a high entertainment pitch.
coming over the back of the hand, j Gene^eve Musson, who has done
Lafe Simpson of Brayton was
In addition to the feature there will
The skirt was fitted and cut with a consjderable work in unit teaching
three yard train. She wore a veil and directed study at Sac City.
pointed special administrator of the be three short subjects on the proof ivory white French illusion, four
ate of the late Percy Hallock by j gram for Saturday and Sunday evenOrvald Hansen, Ottawa, 111., outyards long, made with a Puritan standing authority in geometry.
dge H. J. Mantz of Audubon in ings. They are "Joy Scouts," an Our
style cap trimmed with fine seed
i Cass county district court Satur- Gand comedy, "Dark Magic," a Robert
Arnold Steintjes, who has done outpearls. She also wore a shell pink standing work in unit teaching at
Benchley miniature and latest news.
Judgment of $10,754.35 on a promis- Funeral services were held at the cameo necklace surrounded by gold LeMars severai years.
fercy Hallock, well-to-do Brayton
Mystery Thriller Tonight
sory note and foreclosure of a mort- Church of Christ in Anita at 2:30 filigree and hung on a tiny gold chain, palll Cambly> of the University high
downer, died in July, leaving his
gage on 120 acres of land in Massena o'clock Sunday afternoon for the late which was a gift from the groom. scnooj
ate to his niece and nephew, Mary
Iowa City.
township are asked in an equity peti- Mrs. Maary Exline Hunt, 72, who She carried a bouquet of white roses
Ralph CuAy, of Atlantic and
Harold Anderson, teacher of English
tion filed for the September term of passed away last Thursday night at from which sprays of baby breath at Chicago University.
|tita respectively. His brother, C. K.
the Cass county district court by the the Jennie Edmundson hospital in cascaded in a shower effect.
illock of Atlantic, is contesting the
A. H. Hausrath, supervisor of stuThe services were
Following the ceremony, congratu-' dent teachingi iowa state college.
in an action filed in Audubon \ dual theme of "The Saint in London," Equitable Life Assurance Society of Council Bluffs.
j feature attraction at the Rialto this the United States. Defendants in the conducted by Rev. Arthur V. Long, lations were offered the bride and
nty.
Dr. M. F.. Carpenter, chairman of
action are Eugene P. Allanson, Ed- pastor of the Methodist church, and groom by the guests. In the receiv- the committee on the state course of
K. Hallock was originally named, (Wednesday) evening
ward E. Allanson, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph interment was made in Evergreen ing line were the bride and groom, study in English,
[administrator the estaate, but the
the bride's mother, the groom's parbooks by Leslie Charteris, the' W. Denney who occupy the farm, and cemetery.
Plans for the institute were comys, through their attorneys,- R. W.
Mrs. Hunt was born Dec. 28, 1867, ents, and the bride's uncle and aunt. pleted ft fcw dayg &gQ when county
|ckshoot and J. R. Larson of Atlan- film presents George Sanders in the I Cass county, Iowa. The petition states
ae were
were ex:and L. Dee Mailonee of Audubon,! role of one who has dedicated his life ' that the note and mortgage
ex in Jackson county, 111., and was united The bride's mother was attired in an Superintendent8 and town 8chool offi.
the court to appoint a special, j to surpressing crime in all corners ecuted by Eugene P. Allanson on in marriage to the late Chas. Exline afternoon gown of grotto blue, made , da,g of the three counties met st
March 29, 1922.
on Jan. 12, 1887. To this union nine with a bustle effect; the groom's moth- , Atlantic with A. j Stefly> the state
of the world.
Ipartial administrator.
Two
suits
seeking
judgment
on
conchildren were born, three of whom er was dressed in a wine colored department of public instruction's
- order naming Mr. Simpson was' The odd emblem which he employs
roved by Judge Mantz when he' as a signature wins for him the name tracts have been filed by the Acme preceded their mother in death. Mrs.figured silk afternoon gown; and Mrs. i superviSOr for southwest Iowa.
of "The Saint." At the outset of his ; Feeds, Inc., of Forest Park, 111. Ihe Hunt made her home in Anita for a Adair was dressed in a silver lace j ,Mr gtefly tojd tne group thgt 75
bpped in Atlantic Saturday.
, inquiries, he encounters a young and ' feed company is attempting to collect long time until moving to Council afternoon gown. Each of the ladies of the 99 counties in Iowa were follow| ing the inatitute plan for the coming
—. Jennie Christian of Griswold' beautiful girl, who, dazzled by his $70.88 from Arthur Goeken of Marne Bluffs a number of years ago, where wore a corsage of tea roses.
Assisting in the reception were | year The inst{tute at Atlantic will
pending the week in the city at the, previous records, seeks to aid him in and $93 from J. P. Aupperle of Anita, she was married to Eugene Hunt, who
Both con- died two years ago. Mrs. Hunt had Mrs. Chester A. Long as parlor host- be one of the six which will include
ties of her nieces, Mfrs. George F. his latest and most dangerous exploit, plus interest and costs.
Their
highly
exciting
adventures
to-,
tracts,
according
to
the
petitions
filed, been in failing health for some time, ess; Mrs. George W. Preston of Avoca, 21 countiea in thia part of the state.
affer and Mrs. Harry Swartz.
and about four weeks ago was strick- dining room hostess; Mrs. P. R. Pilling i
gether in gathering evidence against } were for livestock feed,
en with heart trouble, which claimed of Omaha, a cousin and sorority siss. Ona Davis of Long Beach, I criminals perpetrating a currency]
ter of the bride, poured; and Mrs.
her life.
and Mrs. Amanda Gerlack of fraud and the adroit methods used
R. W. Forshay cut and served the
anhattan, Kan., visited in the city i by "The Saint" to unnravel the mys-,
She is survived by four sons, Fred wedding cake. The table was decor' first of the week with their friend, terious murder, lead to a suspenseful
Exline of Anita, and Frank, Ira and ated with silver candlesticks holding
Miss June Hamtn, Cass county welScott Exline of Council Bluffs; two
climax.
ss Nettie Steinmetz.
lighted tapers, with a centerpiece fare director, has submitted her reCrop
insurance
supervisors
in
Cass
daughters,
Mrs.
Love
Agy
of
PortSanders and Sally. Gray, lovely
r
and baby breath,
signation to the board of supervisors,
blonde British star in the top feminine county are beginning to take appli- land, Ore., and Mrs. Ruth Albert of of white roses
the reception, the it was learned this week. She plans
Shortly
after
role, are supported by a prominent i cations for insurance on the 1940 Council Bluffs; 22 grandchildren, 24
accepfc & foali{on as fie,d repreaen.
cast including David Burns, Gordon wneat cropj it was announced by the great grandchildren and one great- newlyweds left on a short honeymoon
trip, after which they will be at home ; tet;ve
board of
McLeod, Henry Oscar and Athene county AA A office this week.
great grandchild. A daughter, Mrs.
to their friends in Iowa City where j weifare
| Farmers must take out their in- Julia Biggs, died at her home in Anita the groom is now completing his
-i no.
t n Seyler.
The supervisors have not taken acIn addition to this thrilling feature, surance be f ore they seed their wheat, about five weeks ago.
work toward a Ph. D. in physiology tion on the resignation but are un£v at '
this evening there will be a car- Jand before Sept.20 at the latest. Since
at the State University.
derstood to be negotiating for a posmost of the seeding in this vicinity
Among those from out-of-town I sible successor. Miss Hamm is exof Anita, with 84 relatives and
.»
Iminortal
will probably not be done until Sept.
were Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. More- , pected to remain director until a 3UC.
visitors present. The Garside
20, that date will stand as a deadline.
house of New London, Conn; Mr. and cegsor hag
chogen> which in
is the home where Samuel Gar- Mrs. A. B. Stone entertained a
Farmers with a wheat allotment
e
Mrs. Foster Wright of Clinton, N. Y; , al, probability
and family settled in 1882, break- number of lady friends at Chinese
not ^ ^fore the
insure up to the amount of the
the wild prairie' for cultivation, checkers last Thursday evening at | a]lotment> whiie those with no allot- The Anita public schools opened Mr. and Mrs. George Preston of Avo- .next board meetinjf on Sept.
ca; Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Pilling and
The welfare worker's new position,
mowing the wild grass for hay.
home on Walnut Street. Follow-. menj. may ingure up to 10 acres, it
Monday morning for the 1939-40 term.
daughter of Omaha; Mr. and
regarded as a promotion, will give her
> the business meeting Sunday, Jos- ing the games, a lunch was served was stated.
The forenoon was spent in enrollment
Paul Preston and son of Iowa City;
Garaide was re-elected president by the hostess.
Due to the ravages of dry weather and class organization. No formal Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Herbert and supervision over the state's aid to
the blind
Id age assistance, emergwere made school was held in the afternoon, but
another year, and Mrs.' Harry
bugs
'
daughter,
Betty
Lou,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The
will
of
the
late
'Mrs.
Adelia
ency relief and aid to dependent childhley was re-elected secretary and
insurance the time was spent in making final arH. G. Dacken, Mr. and Mrs. Dell ren programs in several southwestern
fcasurer. The meeting place for Sullivan was probated a few days
earried in Cass county this rangements for classes. Regular class
Herbert
and daughter, Dellabelle, Mr. Iowa counties. Her headquarters will
the
Casa
county
district
court.
year will be selected later.
,u in
work began Tuesday morning.
n(
ago
year.
nd Mrs. M. M. Burkhart, and Mr. and bg {n Atlantic.
[Relatives present were the families By terms of the will her property is
The general school enrollment is Mrs. G. C. Noblitt, all of Atlantic; The four state pro&rains are beJoseph Garside, Edwin Garside,' bequeathed to her children, Leona
Judge H. J. Mantz has issued an 273. The grades have an enrollment
Highley, William Garside, Ed- Brown, Mary Robinson and Oren buinaming H. E. Marlowe of Mas- of 148, while in high school there are Miss Charlotte Rohrbacher of Iowa, ing co.ordinated as a resuU of re•l'<l Barrow, iRussell 'Harris and livar)( to be shared equally.
guardian
of the property of 126 pupils. The Seniors number 22, City; John Strohbeen of Wolcott,' cent iegi8iative act ion, and field resena
Ed. Blakesley of Iowa City; pre,sentatives are being appointed to
Garside of Anita; Kermit
of a 9 pound ! F. D. Kerkmann, who has been ad- Juniors 31, Sophomores 38, Freshmen Iowa;
Mr.
and
Mrs. Ray Willenberg of Car-, overaee the work in the various secConnie
Lee
is
the
name
and Arthur Garside of Wiobaby, born_ !„„»
last w^i.
Fri- ii.rfo-od
judged incompetent
incompetent because of his 33, and post graduate 1. A few ad- roll; Margaret Adair, John Baker, jtioQ8 of the• state.
* George Garside, Sam Garside, J and 2V, ounce girl tab,^ DO
, udvanced age.
ditional pupils are expected to enter Dora Jean Campbell and Patricia Wil- \
discussed Miss
aupervisors
*lt«r Cron,-Ted
Ci™ . TV* Jensen,
.T«,«»,. Wov
Gar-'riav
morning at the Atlantic
P
Roy Garday morning
Walker. The
within the next few days.
le
Hams, all of Des Moines; Mr. and ]Hamm's resignation at a meeting Fri- Carl Krauth and Virgil Bissell to Mr. and Mrs. Max Walker
Avery Ruggles, who has been in the
0
6
The American Legion is cooperat- Mrs. Claude Hansen of St. Joseph, jday afternooni but following the sesMas8ena
JBlva
morning,. a ,few hmi
"'^^
^ i vU.' S. navy
—— .f pw*
••« Garside
»*«»»I»«M» of
— Cum- same
—
ill?fit"*
w«*o
" for the past eight years,
u
ing
with the school in its drive for the Mo; and Mr. and Mrs. John Retz sion Chairman Hawley Lynch said
rtand:
F,afl,,r*a»;,4
u^t^an
TCHen
hirth
of
'Connie
Lee,
a
*
«
nd; EarUGarside,
ciafc
^jenjoyin^
two weeks' furlough
A Herman Eden birth of Connie L*e,
J
there was "nothing to announce."
in Anita with his moth- safety of the children. Appropriate of Manning.
ohn PSbher of Atlantic; J. H. born to Mr. and Mrs HO
hospi J and is visit i,
c
u
at
pounds ej r,
er, Mrs.
Mrs.Lill
Lillian Ruggles, and with oth- banners, belts and hats have been pre^anan,
"am, J. j. Chase and Dwight gerald of ^ * ",es at 77 pounds!
of
Mrs.
Florence Draman of Des
Postmaster and Mrs. George 0.
x of
sented to the school for the use of the
Sam-Buchanan of Adel; tal. She tippe d i n
named, er relatives
D«xter; S»m-Buchanan
n
Moines has been enjoying a visit the Smither spent Sunday and Monday
patrol
boys.
This
courtesy
stresses
and
U
K
ounces
and
has
^
"V
|
„
i
technician
and
is
stationed
denta
Garaide of Omaha. The
Sue. The bable!)
. Mrs | t the Naval Dental School in Wash- the importance of safety education to past week with her mother, Mrs. in Nevada, Iowa, with their daughwer* Mrs. Edna Bailey of Wi- Sharon
.. nr n ii,ar heinir a brotiui ui
•.
Everett B. Luman and husband.
|ter, Mrs. James Curtis and husband.
the school and the community.
ington, D. C.
MichaeUon of Bridgewater Mr.
Fitzgerald.
Alice Casldy of Massena.

Values For Friday-Saturday

29c

box'

New Administrator
For Percy Hallock Estate

49c

15c

27c

53c

25c

15c

27c

19c

19c

14c

19c

19c

File Several Actions For Funeral Services Held Here
September Term of Court Sunday For Mary Hunt

Cass County Welfare Head
Submits Her Resignation

Family Holds 12th.
Annual Reunion Sunday

Anita Schools Open With
Enrollment of 273 Pupils

'

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY HENRY

W. PORTER

Germany Opens War on Poland;
Acts as Warsaw Spurns Terms;
Britain Mobilizes Its Forces
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
by Western Newspaper Union. ^^________^___

BUSINESS:
Outlook Good
War conditions are accepted today
as a nominal business factor rather
than a series of temporary economic
shocks as has been the case in the
past, according to the magazine
Banking. The magazine reported a
general hopeful outlook for business
in spite of the war conditions.
"Business is beginning to see daylight and solid ground, although still
wary," it stated. "Improvement has
been fairly general, but statistically,
trade still falls short of levels
reached two years ago."
The magazine cited four factors
which, it said, are responsible "for
quite a noticeable spirit of hopefulness on all sides."
"Of these," it stated, "one is the
perfectly obvious change for the better that has come over public opinion regarding business. A second
factor is the unexpected nature of
the improvement and consistent activity of the summer months. Third
on the list of encouraging items is
the low point of most inventories,"
it said, adding that the present business reaction to war conditions as
a normal business factor constituted
the fourth.

U. S. ARMY:
Weakness
A self-explanatory map of the European continent, describing the
strength of the Berlin-Rome axis with that of Great Britain, France and
Poland. The strength in man power, planes and ships is shown by the
inserted figures on the map.

WAR!
Hitler Strikes
Adolf Hitler issued a proclamation
to the German people that war with
Poland had started. He ordered the
German army to meet force with
force. His order to the army read:
"The Polish state has rejected my
efforts to establish neighborly relations, and instead has appealed to
weapons. Germans in Poland are
victims of a bloody terror, driven
from house and home. A series of
border violations unbearable for a
great power show that the Poles
no longer are willing to respect the
German border.
"To put an end to these insane
incitattons, nothing remains but for
me to meet force with force from
now on. The German army will
conduct a fight for honor and the
right to the life of the resurrected
German people with firm determination. I expect that every soldier,
mindful of the great traditions of
the eternal German military, will
do his duty to the last.
"Remember always that yon are
representatives of the National Socialist great Germany. Long live
oar people and our reich!"
Just before he issued his order
to the German army, directing it
to meet "force with force," Fuehrer
Hitler issued a 16-point "peace program" announcing that he had
planned to submit it to Polish negotiators if Poland had sent emissaries to Berlin as Hitler had requested.
All air traffic above Germany was
forbidden except for government
military planes. Berlin heard the
noise of Nazi war planes droning
above.
All German ships were warned not
to enter the port of Danzig. All
ships, German and foreign, in the
Baltic were warned to keep out of
the Polish port of Gdynia, which
was blockaded by the German navy.
All schools in Germany were ordered closed until further notice because youths were needed for duties
in civilian anti-air raid organizations.
The German army was massed on
Polish frontiers from the Baltic sea
to the High Tatra mountains (in
Slovakia) and in East Prussia.
Germany announced that all neutral planes flying over the Polish
corridor were "in a dangerous zone.
In this zone neutral airplanes expose themselves to the danger of
being shot down."
In announcing the union of Danzig
with the reich, Forster's decree suspended the constitution of the free
city immediately.
The German government announced that the German-Russian
nonaggrgssion pact had been ratified simultaneously in Berlin and
Moscow. It was understood that a
Russian military delegation, including members of the general staff,
will arrive in Berlin to conclude a
military alliance with the reich.
GREAT BRITAIN

Great Britain, standing pat on her
pledge to fight for Poland's independence, received the news of Germany's latest moves in the European crisis with the deepest gravity.
Attention was attracted by the
speed with which Hitler's army order and the harbor blockade followed a German broadcast which
said Hitler had proposed to Poland
that Danzig be returned to the reich
and that a plebiscite be held to decide whether Pomorze (the Polish
corridor) should be Polish or German territory.
The British government took drastic steps to put the country's fighting forces completely on a mobilized
footing after the already desperate
international situation had taken an
uglier turn.
One of the greatest mass movements of population in history is under way in Great Britain. It is the
evacuation under government order
of littl^ children, invalids, women,
and old men from congested areas.
From London, Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and 23 other cities the great
exodus is going on. Three million

persons are being taken out of the
langer of enemy bombs. Nothing
ike it has ever been attempted
anywhere, yet it is going on without
mishap so far; indeed, without serious confusion.
This sudden burst of preparations
tor war came after hopes of peace
lad been revived when it became
known that an appeasement move
was under way. The peace hopes
were based on the belief that the
Poles would send a negotiator to
Berlin. The hopes for a peaceful
solution, however, were shattered
when Warsaw announced emphatically that no concessions would be
made, thus setting in motion the
new British war measures.
High British officials did not view
Fuehrer Hitler's 16-point proposal
for negotiations with Poland as an
answer to Britain's latest note in
the exchange which has been going
on between Berlin and London. Until their announcement on the German radio the 16 points had not been
communicated officially to the British government.

Recent army maneuvers at Plattsburg, N. Y., revealed such serious
deficiencies in training, equipment,
leadership and administration of the
nation's armed forces that Lieutenant General Drum declared conditions were inexcusable and deplorable. General Drum's citation of errors and mistakes made in the field
included the following:
1—Extensive additional training is
needed by the National Guard, the

FRANCE

An unexpected meeting of the cabinet suddenly was called, but out of
this meeting there appeared only an
announcement that France would
abide by her pledge to assist Poland in the war.
After the cabinet meeting, Premier Edouard Daladier conferred
with Finance Minister Paul Reynaud and with the minister of marine, Cesar Campinchi. Then Daladier had a long talk with Georges
Bonnet, foreign minister.
Following these conferences, the
rumor spread in diplomatic circles
that France and England were
standing firm on their positions and
refusing to nibble at the so-called
totalitarian peace bait, part of
which came in the form of Hitler's
16-point proposal to Poland.
ITALY

Italy speeded its preparations to
put the nation on a war footing as
Pope Pius XII issued an eleventhhour appeal to save peace.
Meanwhile reliable diplomatic
sources asserted that Britain,
France and Poland had turned
down last-minute offers made by
Fuehrer Hitler through Italy. Return of Danzig to Germany and negotiations on all other issues were
the terms of Hitler's suggestions, it
was said.
UNITED STATES

President Roosevelt directed that
all naval ships and army commands
be notified at once by radio of German-Polish hostilities.

FARMERS LOSE CASH
GRAZING WOODLANDS
Forestry Specialist Points
Out Common Fallacy.
By R. W. GRABBER

Farmers who graze cattle in
woodlands lose money both in milk
or beef and in timber and erosion
control.
Experiments have shown that
managed woodlands yield an annual return of about $4 per acre, and
that the best open pastures yield
about the same amount. However,
when grazing and forestry are combined on the same area, the yields
are much less, the total annual return for typical woodland pasture
being only $1 per acre.
Why do farmers run their cattle
in the woods? There is only one
logical reason: They think they can
pick up an extra dollar or two by
letting the cattle pick a few buds and
twigs in early spring, along with
the low-growing plants and a few
sprigs of grass or briars which
may grow where a few rays of
sunlight reach the ground.
This is a fallacy. A farmer
doesn't pick up an extra dollar or
two; the cows do not produce as
much milk or as much beef as
when they graze in open pasture;
the timber supply is reduced; grazing woodlands induces erosion and
loss of leaf litter; the fencing bill
is higher.

ir Drama for Carole
* Sings Your Choice
81QVK
k Two Blind Pianists
I
By Virginia Vale
ITH practically everybody
liking "The Wizard of Oz"
very much indeed (and those
who didn't like it getting alJBABYCHTrig
most violent on the subject,
saying that it couldn't even be
compared with "Snow White")i
the picture got off to a flying
start.

W

Judy Garland and Mickey
Rooney, who play the leading
roles, made personal appearances with it when it opened
in New York. They arrived
at the theater at 8:45 in the morning, and remained there until ajmost midnight. Meanwhile young
people of the same ages as the stars
lined up outside the theater, waiting
to get in—and because of the enthusiasm of these young fans, Judy and
Mickey had a body guard when
they did get out for a breath of fresh
air and a look at the city.
They gave five shows daily except
on Saturdays and Sundays, when ex-

LIEUT. GEN. DRUM
Criticize* army.

organized reserves, and the regular
army units in large-scale actions
where they function together.
2—The army is dangerously under
manned and the shortage of modern
arms is critical.
3—There is a serious breakdown
of supply services essential to the
maintenance of an army in the field.
4—Staff work has not been speeded up to cope with the speed and
great territorial range of mechanized forces.
General Drum found that neither
officers nor men receive enough experience in operating as parts of
a large unit. The staff work was
particularly poor as a result.

PANAMA CANAL:
Safeguarded
Extraordinary steps have been
taken to guard against espionage,
and possible sabotage at the Panama canal, the nation's lifeline of defense. Washington officials stressed
that the assignment of additional
guards at strategic locks and control houses is purely precautionary
and that there has been no indications of foreign plots against the
canal.
The safeguards coincide with
start of a huge defense program,
including construction of another airbase, extra anti-aircraft and coast
batteries, enlarged garrisons and
supplementary locks. The posting
of extra guards at vital spots along
the canal is part of the general preparedness developed by the army
and navy to meet an emergency.
Details of the new vigilance measures are being treated as military
secrets.
Similar steps to guard against
foreign spies and sabotage have
been taken during recent months in
aircraft factories, arsenals and other government or private plants engaged in manufacture of war materials.

After investigating several cases
of salt poisoning, veterinarians have
found that most farmers are unaware that salt is poisonous to hogs
if given in too large quantities.
A good example of such a case
was a farmer who had 222 head oi
pigs which had been vaccinated
with both virus and serum; seven
of the group had died seven days
after the vaccination and four more
were sick. The farmer blamed the
treatment. The sick pigs wandered
about the pen in a daze, gradually
weakening until completely paralyzed. Death soon followed. The
owner said the pigs seemed to crave
something, so he set out severa
blocks of medicated salt. A num
ber of the pigs ate considerable
amounts from the block, he contin
ued. The salt was removed from
the pens and no further losses oc
curred.
After observing several cases of
salt poisoning, Dr. Hefferd says that
inflammation of the kidneys and
bladder, together with a hardening
of the liver, are the most common
effects of too much salt in the ration.
As a rule hogs require little salt
in the ration and the practice of
mixing salt with the feed or soaking
mash feeds in salt water should be
discouraged, as a brine is likely to
form which may cause acute poisoning with death following quickly,
leaving post-morten findings somewhat indefinite.

Farming Not Easy
Successful farming is not easy. It
requires much experience in doing
the various kinds of farm work and
the ability to show others how to do
this work. It requires training in
business management and knowledge of the principles of plant
growth, the feeding and care of animals, and the maintenance of soil
fertility. Few industries require
such a wide range of training and
experience. Farming is not simply
growing a particular crop or feeding a certain kind of live stock. It
is an all-the-year-round business, involving the production of various
plants and animals and the successful organization of the varying farm
enterprises
into a smoothly working
nr\it
*
unit.

Farming Briefs

After only 100 years of extensive
cultivation, this country has destroyed, seriously damaged or
threatened with destruction an area
equal to all land from which crops
are normally harvested.
• • •
Added steps in processing food to
prepare it for the consumers' £
1
sh
^V^V
* farmer>s
*repa°d
of
the food dollar.
Wage scales
by food processors were twice as
high in 1933 as in 1910-13.
bread before it is sold and p
farm produce in small package, ar
two of the later development, m
to
processing food.
INDUSTRIES:
• • «
For more than a year farm nrod
War Program
The war resources board is mak- ucts exports from the Unite™Sta£
ing an intensive study of America's have been ris.ng and imports fa"
plan for industrial mobilization in
case of war. Edward R. Stettinus,
The good poultryman is ,never
lev
chairman of the board and top man
too
of the United States Steel corpora- busy to keep after the lice and mites
tion, is charged with the responsi- ^increase so rapidly ln the warm
bility of seeing that the nation's industrial machine can be swiftly
changed over from meeting the
'the
needs of peace to meeting the needs
of war. Helping Stettinus are several prominent industrialists.
will use efflciently.

By RUTH WYETH SPEARS
COME of us can re- ^
>•* ing our mothers
•" Papers. Dextr^
Bni
~^Tt~
PPed the edn
points or curves; sometimes
fag a cut out diamond in T
ter of each scallop. For '
there is more satisfaction in i
creation of their own hands ,
In using fancy lace '
by the roll. Today,,
same satisfaction whenwewe ch

HEMMED
ENDS AND
BRASS RINGS

Salt May Poison Hogs,
Veterinarians Reveal

POLAND

The conditions of Fuehrer Hitler's
proposals for settlement of the Polish-German dispute, such as immediate return of Danzig to Germany,
are unacceptable to Poland, a government spokesman said. The
spokesman emphasized that Poland
was determined to keep Pomorze
(the Polish corridor) and her rights
in the Free City of Danzig.
Of Hitler's proposal for a plebiscite in Pomorze, one reaction here
was "Germany can begin with
Czecho-Slovakia if'she is interested
in a plebiscite."
(Germany last March established
a protectorate over the Czech inhabited lands of Bohemia and Moravia.)
In reply to Hitler's terms as announced by the German radio, it was
stated Poland will insist upon full
restitution of her rights in Danzig.
"Hitler insists on Poland yielding
Danzig and Pomorze as a preliminary to negotiations," the spokesman said. "Poland has not given
up Danzig and Pomorze, and will
not.
"Britain, in a second reply to Hitler, has maintained her unyielding
position without change."
(Britain is bound to assist Poland
in war under the terms of a recently
concluded mutual assistance pact.)
The spokesman emphasized that
Poland always has been interested
in a peaceful settlement, but that
the conditions of the proposals could
not be accepted.

FARM
TOPICS

Star Dust

MICKEY ROONEY

tra performances were scheduled.
She sang, he did imitations, and the
fans cheered till the rafters rang.
In "In Name Only" Carole Lombard shows that she could give Bette
Davis some rather stern competition as a dramatic actress if she put
her mind on it. The girl who has
been playing ga-ga comedy roles
with such zest ever since the public
acclaimed her as a comedienne in
"My Man Godfrey" has turned in a
bit of acting that makes her a promising candidate for one of those
Academy statuettes, next time
they're awarded.
Now that Nelson Eddy is back on
that coffee program on Sunday evenings his program-makers are busy
once again. He selects his songs
chiefly by the number of requests
from listeners. His secretary tabulates the requests every two weeks
and delivers the final count to him.
If possible, he sings the songs for
which there are the greatest number
of requests. The only difficulty is
that people keep requesting the
same old favorites over and over.

oilcloth shelf edgings—thinking fa
terms of color has a fascia"
even beyond scallops with
monds in the center.
.The suggestion sketched .
for using shelf edging to dress
kitchen windows was sent in by i
"reader. The busy homemal
will appreciate the fact that I
curtains are perfectly straight!
plain and easy to remove for I
dering.
When windows
shelves match the effect is •
pecially good. Banded
may be of the same color, i
tin containers for bread,
and spices may be painted \
bright enamel, to match.
The new Sewing Book No. 3b
Mrs. Spears is packed M ofu
ful, money saving ideas,
most any homemaker may|ri|
practical use. Every idsj
clearly illustrated with
sketches. You will be fascia!
with the variety of inter!
things to make for the homei
for gifts. The price is on'
cents postpaid. Send coin '
name and address to Mrs. Spt
210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago,!
Welcome Nugget
The largest gold nugget
found was the Welcome Nu
discovered at Bakery Hill,
rat, Australia, on June 11,1«».'In the early days of placer
ing in California and Aust
nuggets of considerable size'
found with much greater frefl
cy than they are today, bu
Welcome was the greatest of
all. It weighed 2,217 oz. MI
(troy), and was sold for OT
No wonder it was caUed
come"!—Montreal Herald.

Although she is still on vacation,
Kate Smith is preparing to return
to the air in her role of commentator; she is so popular in that role
that she's added it to her duties
as singing mistress of ceremonies
on the "Kate Smith hour."
So she'll begin commenting on October 9 from 12 to 12:15 Eastern
standard time, over, the Columbia
Broadcasting system, while ber regular hour brings her back to the
Thehand
Hearthath
Know'
When thy
done a J
microphones three days earlier.
She'll discuss the news of the day act, ask thy heart whether it
and also her own personal expe- well done.—Fuller.
riences.

-

Alec Templeton, the blind pianist
whose Tuesday night program is so
popular, is not the only blind pianist
on the air. Virg Bingham, of Kansas City's station WHB, is equally
popular with those who have heard
nun. His interest lies chiefly in developing radio trios; the new one is
composed of two girls and Bingham
himself, and is the eleventh radio
trio that he has developed.

Been to Florida Sing"

HEAVEN CAN V

Ins is PARADIS

Head"SoTbi6lsFlorida>^

"Susan and God," the play in
which Gertrude Lawrence
appeared
rence app
so
so successfully «n the star win
probably require a good *e»T of
writini before it's fit to b«
For "Bonn and God" p o e i
°rf°fd mov«n>««»t. without

Qreer Carson, the English cirl
who made such a hit to "
Mr. Chip,,"

enchantme.- ^
Sde it an oas.s oH^
glorious living- W1
for a copy of
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Two experimental farms were in- Atlantic
Miotor
Freight,
in His church endows her with a wil
Senior the past'year, and is well kno«i|
Cumberland Savings Bank, in{
Delia
King
31.00
freight
55
to accomplish that to which He has cluded in a tour of inspection as
surance
in the different Pythian Sisters lodges!
41 10
- 1 Dr. W. W. Kitson
28.00
part of the training course and in A-W Company, supplies . . . . 399.08
pledged Himself. The aim of God is
Mary Curry, assisting record| Vernon Ruhr
13.75 of the state..
one field alone more than 2,000 dif- Dean L. Arnett, labor
1.25
the establishment of the Kingdom
er
30
-°0 Lee's Drug Store
8.51 W..C. Weirauch and wife and h<r;
ferent hybrids were studied and care- Atlantic Lumber & Coal ComGod.
Des
Moines
Sanitary
Supply
fully explained by Gunn and St. John.
Maduff's
Food
Market
40.55 mother, Jfflra. Anna Simon, of Detroit,
pany, material
26.19
Company, supplies
47.94' Malone Seed Company
Highly productive inbreds, the parents The Balbach Company, re16.85 MSch., stopped' in Anita last week to
Chas. A. Donahoe, 0. A. P.
| Earl E. May Seed 'Company . 15.78 visit at the home of Mrs. Augusta Sipairs
17.74
•f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + of some of the outstanding hybrids
session
12
of the day, and inbred freaks such Barton - Warner Company,
-°° | H. C. Mehlmann
18.50 mon, while on their way home from »
-+ + + + + + + + + + + +
Dan Eppelsheimer, bailiff ..
9
as
"lazy
corn"
were
all
included
in
-00
Miller's
Market
5.09 trip through Missouri, Colorado, Necable
7.14 G. E. Eshelman, committee
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
the condensed study.
Milwaukee Lubricants ComCommunion at 11:00 a. m.
Baum Iron Company, supbraska and' other states. Mr. Weirauch
work and mileage
159.30
Of particular interest was the tour
pany
13.65 is a designer for the Chrysler and
plies
13.41 P. P. Edwards, sheriff, mileThe ladles aid will meet all day
Minor Outfitting Company .. 8.65 Dodge corporation at Detroit. Mrs.
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and through a modern seed corn proces- W. S. Beebe, gas and oil ..
22.65
age, board and care of
Dr. E. C. Montgomery
26.00 Simon is a cousin of the local lady.
will serve a 15c dinner for the public sing plant where the seed from the J. A. Billingsley, repairs . 13.31
prisoners, criminal investifield is mechanically dried, graded, Merritt Boggs, hauling
Moorman Maufacturing Comfrom 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
5.50
gation and expense, serving
tested for germination, treated for
pany
Reed Osen returned home Tuesday
30.90
Bo jens Hardware, supplies. 22.75
poor notices, deputy's exdisease and sacked for distribution. Bbotjer and Bond Hardware,
Marie Mundell
morning
from Wrightstown, N. J..
7.10
4- + + + + + + + + + + •»• +
pense at peace officer's
Mr. Scholl reports that he had an
McCullough Dairy
supplies
7.32
2.40 where he spent three weeks with rel•f
METHODIST CHURCH
-f
school
217.30 Dr. R. M. Needles
opportunity to visit with both St.
Boseck Oil Company, gas . . 109.80 Fidlar & Chambers Com9.55 atives and friends. He was accom+
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f
John and Gunn, and believes he Paul Bintner, labor
C.
B.
Parkinson
&
Son
..
panied here by Elwood Taylor of
13.75
45.40
pany, supplies
52 55
learned the answers to a great many Herman Brown Company, sup- ,J. C. Penney Company ..
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
50.17 Jobestown, N. J., who will spend a
Franklin
Ribbon
&
Carbon
problems that have been arising in
i Dr. E. C. Petersen
36.50 few days at the Osen home. The boy«
plies
31.15
Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
Company, supplies
4 50 R
connection with production of hybrid
'
:
eed's
Grocery
3^45
drove from New Jersey to Anita, »
Bullock
&
Sons,
supplies
and
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with corn by farmers in this community.
1
Listen L. Hall, court reporti Petersen's Grocery
........
9.00 distance of 1,260 miles, from 3:w
rent
20.43
the sermon by the pastor on "By- Of special interest were the new ader
51.90 Wm. Riggs Grocery . . . .
2445 o'clock Monday morning until 9:w
standers or Standers By."
June Hamm, mileage
vances being made in producing hy- Central Iowa Sand and Gravel
42.30 i F. C. Saemisch
406.29 o'clock Tuesday morning.
Company,
sand
125.96
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock brids of soft, rough, deep-kerneled
Hammond & Stephens Com65.00
with the sermon by the pastor on types which are highly desirable for Nels P. Christensen, labor ..
pany, supplies
7.17
:
J. H. Chadwick, hauling . .. 210.33 F. W. Hanton, soldier's re"Jqsus and Self Sacrifice."
eeding purposes on local farms.
C. R. I. & P., freight
465.87
lief
The Loyal Circle will meet the third
82.59
C.
B.
&
Q.,
freight
157.81 • W. Holley & Sons, supt
Mrs.
C.
C.
Heckman
and
daughter,
Tuesday of this month, Sept. 19, ini
City
of
Atlantic,
current
.
.
.
.
62.41
Consuella,
are
home
from
a
visit
with
plies
stead of its regular meeting date
v
5.48
Cumberland
Telephone
Comier
parents,
Gus
Kuster
and
wife,
Hutchins Printing Company,
which falls on the second Tuesday.
!
pany, tolls
25.44
at Indianola.
supplies
There will be quilting in the church
22.44 '
Ed. Gushing Garage, repairs .
33.45 j Industrial Chemical LaboraTHY THE
*'
basement each afternoon of this week.
i
Paul Hubbard of Des Moines spent Roy Clure, hauling
215.63
tories,
supplies
All quilters are invited to attend.
2.85 '
Sunday in the city at the home of Mr. Culvert Engineering ComONUT OASOLINE WITH
Klipto Loose Leaf Company,
Our annual conference convenes next and Mrs. A. B. Stone. He was ac- pany, culverts
1244.69
supplies
!
78.20
Tuesday at Burlington, Iowa. Sunday companied home by his son, Paul, who Deep Rock Oil Corporation,
A. J. Kopp,
board of rei
closes this conference year, so all md been spending the summer with
oil
51.73 view
3.00
pledges should be in by that time.
lis grandparents.
Dougherty Service Station,
R. N. Krogh, hauling
1.50;
gas
4.34
i
Hawley Lynch,
committee
Economy Oil Company, oil . 5.83
work and mileage
l.'12.20
Federal Land Bank,
R. 0.
C. E. Malone, postmaster,
i
W
5.00 postage
1G0.74 1
Fullerton Lumber Company,
L. W. Mannasmith, court reI
material
i .63 porter
110.42i
J. A. Gates, supplies '
2.15 Matt Parrott & Sons, supBud Goold, hauling
37.26
plies
20.68
Gasoline Alley, gas ........ 318.80
Metropolitan Supply Company,
Gordinier Store, supplies . . . 2.11
supplies
20.80
Graham's, supplies
103.54
Mike Metz, committee work
Green Bay Lumber Company,
and mileage
151.90'
supplies
900.59
BE SURE YOU INSPECT THE KOZY BINS AND
Missouri - Kansas Chemical
Cregerson Drug Store, supCompany, supplies
CRIBS. THEY ARE GUARANTEED
plies
1.85
S I . 86
Ralph Miller, bounty
5.00
Griswold American, supplies
39.78
J. I). McAfee, trustee
TO BE BETTER.
Hansen & Company, supplies .
49.75
4.00
M. B. Parkinson, mileage
Marion Hansen, hauling . . .
46.58
'J.50
Perkins Bros. Company, sup'.
SEE YOUR KOZY DEALER TODAY!
Hawkeye Portland Cement
plies
Company, cement
163.00
3.57
Or. M. T. Petersen,' medical"
George Henningsen, rental . . 228.15
21.25
Esther Reeves, salary
Henningsen Motor Company,
30.00
Don Savery,
attorney fees
gas
y.4c
and J. p. fees
Lorence Inhofe, labor
2.50 Harold F
111.50
Phone 15
j: Independent Oil Company,
bulbs
gas
16.19
13.77
<->**<•**<««*•;•***•>•»«*«>«**$
Wiota Telephone' Company,

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
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MORE

MIXTURE

-CUOTt

You Get a Better Building
at a Lower Price
When You Buy a KOZY

ROBERTS PRODUCE t

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE

Make Quaint
A Toy or

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
RIfi
*•*•'* TOP
* vr

ByEDWHEELAN

Bangs, circus owner, forced his ringmaster to confess
j,j, guilt in (ormentii\g Alta, the elephant

HC DlDNTGET
WISE TO US
MASKS ON, GUVXjol?HE.MIQHT RUN

I F THE

DONT WORRV ABOUT
THAT. BOV% \
HE V/AS
TOO SCARED TO EVEN
RECO&N1Z.E WS OWN
SMADCW '•
HERE'S
FIVE B.UCKS APItCE
FOR HELPING- ME.
OUT !'

.* &LK" FOWLER SAT IN U\S
STATEROOM .TfcerA&UNG VNlTH RASE \NITH THAT SI6NED CONFESSION
IN Wl» POSSESSION THE OLD MAN
COULD QUEER Ml; <MC>\N ^WfTO AN/
_ \H THB WORLD ! HOW D\D
HE HMD OUT ABOUT ALTA

A <3OOC> CHANCE Tb
N\V REX/EN SE .'.'

Pattern 6433.

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Vincent Goes to Sleep Again
T/

SO IT'S YOU'

^

/ YOU SPONGER* YOU
FORTUNE-HUNTER

YOU FAKER! ^
I GOT THE GOODS
ON YOU RIGHT
HERE IN THIS

,TELEGRAM

«. -i.J;bOUndJ° be the belle
the. bazaar-this charming „.
fashioned doll! She does ec
well as decoration or toy and
easy to make. Pattern 6433
tains a pattern and instrt
for making doll; illustration
materials required.
1V.obtain this pattern send
cents in coins to The Se«
Circle, Household Arts Dent
W. Mth St., New York City"
Please write your name a*.
dress and pattern number plainly.

Mending Life's Garments

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Ah, They're Going to Make It More Difficult

It is strange how people will try '•
to mend their lives when the gar! ment is torn to shreds, it fe
strange, too, how life's garment,
unlike human weaving, grows
whole with the mending, it j3 33
if some invisible kindness out of !
the air had set to work with youv
here a little and there a little.-,!
Caroline Dale Snadeker.

INDIGESTION
«, tb» ftnt~3<j>» <* taU pleuint-Uittoi Mi
black tablat doom't bring jai tie futest ind ut"
complete Wllaf you ban teperlenced itnd book
back to ua and tet DOUBLEIMONBY BACE.ni '
Bell-am tablat hjjlDa the itomuh dltat txi
nukn the amn nimaeh flnldi humlen udtd >.
you aat *» nwnliblBt <oodi joa need. Fm ttnlbun, aUc headache aid upnti K> often auxtb';
arc an alomacb flaldi nuking _sou feel nor M j
alek an OT«T—TOST ONE DOSE of BeU-uu pnn j
apacdy nllef. S5e araoirtun.

Toun
LE.&5, AH' CAN &Tf?ETC+fTiuT CAN'T

Heart of a Child
The great man is he who i
not lose his child's heart.—Maj!.j
cus, a Disciple of Confucius,

How Women
MESCAL IKE

B, s. i. MUNTLEY

Piffle in Center

in Their 40's
Can Attract Men
Hert'« food advice for a woman durinjte ;:
change (usually from 88 to 52), who Ion
iha'U lose her appeal to men, who mm* ;
about hot flashes, loss of pep, dizzy updH
upset nerves and moody spells.
.
Getvpiore fresh air, 8 hre. sleep and if y«
need a good general system tonic take LyM
E. Plnfcham's Vegetable Compound, rnifl
•apaetoKy /or woman. It helps Nature bmW
up physical regiatanca. thu* helps give mon
vfvadty to enjoy life and assist calmBI
Jltt»ry nerves and disturbing fymptomstB"
often accompany change of We. WW"
WORTH TBYlNGi

Inward Rest
When a man finds not repose in
himself it is in vain for him to
seek it elsewhere.

POP— No Choice

By J. MILLAR WATT
ON VOUR WIPES
BEST TABLE CLOTH

NOW WHAT WOULD YOU DO
IF YOU UPSET A BOTTLEOF INK

JUST

/

LI STEM!

Two In Bargain
,.
You must ask your neighbor»|
KOU shall live in peace.

f
. Bell S>ndi>Tate.—WNU Service. ' *»

GAME OF CATCH

60» OUt It H>\t» OrfCH
Wl* EDPIE 5ELUR

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

EDPIES ISiROW UlH6 A
Lrf4EWm>.O»4E»IXlWN
ic BUXK »rrtR BM.I,

VftlKS BACK UrtfU.« 6W
SMS PO>*N,-foSSIl«i PCBBUS,
WrfHlN fHf)OktllK6 PISfAHff. WHILE EDDIE IS RHRIWIII6
ttKOViK If
Bflu FftoH iif StotfTOOlV

,
WnD-TrtRdWUlJeH
»MWE
B*ll •yndlciu.—WKV f*nrl«*.

MHDURMlPMUtt(KV/

Storm Maker
One rainy day Tressia, ten, and
Alice, five, were talking about
storms :
Tressia—Alice are you afraid of
storms?
Alice—No. My mother makes it
storm.
Tressia—Haw does your mother
make it storm?
Alice—When she gets mad, she
leans back in her chair and says
"Oh, Thunder."
Unanimous
Warden—Boys, I've had charge of
this prison for ten years and we
ought to celebrate the occasion.
I What kind of party would you sugi gest?
! Prisoners (in unison) — Open
house.
Her Grievance
The hostess at a picnic had been
busy, broiling, toasting, dishing up
the dipping. She finally muttered:
"I'm not sure that I care for picnics. I never have any time for
sitting or eating."

fOKUbH SPIES
WEK
THE^

5A0AT<?6e IN
PUNE FACTOR V

SUSPECTED

dollar will escape y i
J0^f^^r^dc»r
of
regularly the »dv«» . .
locftl merchants

rm
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Special on Permanent
Waves
$2.50 Oil Waves . . $2.00
$1.50 Waves . . . $1.25
End Curls . . . . $1.00
These Prices in Affect Until Saturday Night, Sept. 16

Call Red 129 For Appointment

Vanity Beauty Shop
Maxine Dorsey, Proprietor
+

AROUND IOWA.

+

. ^ • • f - f f f f f f f f T f - f t

Old Specs.

The Indians had little chance to
sneak up on the great, great grandfather of John Adams of Griswold.
Recently he exhibited there a pair of
spectacles, 200 years old, which his
ancestor had used. The specs were
quite small, with solid silver bows.

Marengo recently, he looked ahead
to see an unusual sight—a pair of
dual truck wheels spinning down
the road toward him. The wheels,
which had escaped from a semi-trailer owned by the Arromotor Freight
company, smashed in the front fender
of the Jennings car and bent the
axle so badly that it had to be
towed in.
.Nobody Hurt.

Robert Zahn entered a CCC camp
So Would You!
Recently a bolt of lightning struck in surprising fashion recently. When
the Lloyd Yankey farm home near his steering apparatus broke, his car
Vail, followed the electric light wires plunged down a bank and went halfinto the Yankey bed room and set way through one of the barracks at
fire to the Yankey mattress. Al- the camp near McGregor. Fortunthough slightly stunned and bewild- ately, the building had only three
ered, Mr. and Mrs. Yankey showedoccupants and they were uninjured,
good presence of mind. They got as was Zahn.
up.
Took The Rap.
Flaming Hogs.

When a truckload of hogs burst
into flames near Vail recently, driver
J. B. Crane quickly unloaded his
grunting porkers—but was unable to
save his brand new International
truck.
Old Plot, New Characters.

Sally Jean Don Carlos of Greenfield may be thankful that she has
an everloving father. When he looked into the street last' week and saw
that she was about to be hit by an
automobile, he rushed out and gathered her up in his arms and took
the bump himself. He was not seriously hurt.

Life goes on, using the same old
Modern Beanstalk.
plots—only the cast of characters
changes. At Nashua, the small son
Ed. Burlingham of Central City
cf Mr. and Mrs. Vance Vanek was picks his blackberries with a stepadded tvthe list of youngsters who ladder. The bushes are between 14
have learned about washing machine and 15 feet high.
wringers. He wasn't hurt badly.
Miniature Tractor.
Party War.

Miss Wilhelmina Wilkes, county recorder in Marion county, is feudin*
with her party and her board of
supervisors.
When she named a
deputy of the opposite faith, the
board of supervisors failed to approve the appointment.

Harris Porter and sons of Reinbeck
are building a miniature tractor
about seven feet in length. The scrap
heap is furnishing the material. The
engine comes from a washing machine, the steering wheel from a
sewing machine, while an old Model
T is furnishing the read end. The
tractor will have only one front wheel,
which will be the tail-wheel from an
airplane.

Rattlers.
When Charles James and Pet McCombs lifted up a flat sheet of iron
at an old coal mine near Knoxville,
He's Worried.
they found rattlesnakes hiding unRobert Billings of Waterloo has
derneath.
especial reason to hope that Florence
Gielau, injured when a car Billings
Surprise.
was driving "failed to make a turn,"
When J. A. Jennings of Chicago recovers her good health. If her in"headed west on U. S. highway 6 near iuries prove fatal, Sheriff George

Mamminga of Grundy Center indicated that manslaughter charges may
be filed.

Market
PHONE 239

WE DELIVER

Although the swimming season is
Nope, that sign on highway No.
about over, drowning claimed anoth6
near Redfield doesn't read: For
er victim at Sac City recently. RichTHURSDAY---FRIDAY---SATURDAY SPECIALS
ard Dale Claude, 11, fell from a raft Sale, cherry cider. It says, "Cherrie
BMM^MA^
Golden Ripe
••
in a swimming pool which had been cider." The Tribune editor has become
so
accustomed
to
my
spelling
officially closed—and sank to the bottom. The body was recovered in about in this column (it's scandalous) he is
Cliff A At P Atatfllfifi Large Size Yellow M
30 minutes but all efforts at resuscita- a mite dubious and can't trust me
OWvvI • UlfllV*« Jerseys
7-lbs CwC
tion failed. Fortunately, not all when I spell a word wrong on purdrowning stories have a tragic end- pose. Another word the editor alAB%B%!AC
Extra Fancy
*%«*
ing. Marie Godden, 14, of Burt, was i ways corrects is "aint." I know "aint"
Mil
UK'9
7
Pounds
«3C
• •
^^^™ ^i^ ^^v
a near-victim at a swimming pool 'aint a word but I think "aint" and
Giant Size P. & G. or Crystal
near Fairmont but was saved by a "betcha" are two goshawful cute
life-guard who revived her in a few words—don't you?
White
3 Bars
* * *
minutes.
or SPAGHETTI
Have you seen Mrs. Chas Karns' j
2-lb. Package
new
hooked
rugs?
They
are
simply
|
Another Upset.
gorgeous.
If
the
silk
materials
she
j
Jack Fisher of near Lamoni drove
6 Box Carton
his tractor too close to a ditch one selects to use, aren't the desired |
morning recently—and it upset right shades, she makes use of commercial
Brown Beauty
on top of him, with all four wheels dyes. She recently completed a
pointing straight up. Fisher wriggled handsome crocheted afghan made from
3-lbs... .i39c — JJb.
dyed knit silks and rayons. The color
out from under—unhurt.
Cider or White—Extra
combinations are extraordinary.
*
*
*
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
Grandma Scholl has made several
EXECUTOR.
new type rag rugs. They say that
In the District Court of the State of they are very clever and beautiful.
NOTICE.
RYE SOWN NOW IS BIG
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
The rugs are woven on a loom made
SUPPLEMENT SAVER
In the Matter of the Estate of Anna from a wagon tire.
Atlantic, Iowa
» * *
McCosh, Deceased.
Sept. 2, 1939.
The time is rapidly approaching
To Whom It May Concern:
Speaking of rugs reminds me that To: Northwestern Mutual Life Insurwhen rye may be sown for fall an
Notice is hereby given that the sometime ago I was reading about
ance Co., Milwaukee, Wis., Jasper
undersigned has been appointed and what to do with Rockford socks. A
Krumm arid Mrs. Jasper Krumm
. L. Quaife, extension service ani
has qualified as Executor of the rug crocheted from all blue or brown
Anita, Iowa.
mal husbandman at Iowa State colEstate of Anna 'McCosh, late of Cass socks makes a very nice rug—reNotice is given that the Board of lege.
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons sembles chenille.
Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa
Two or three acres of good rye pas* * •
in any manner indebted to said depropose to condemn for road purposes ture will furnish pasture for 20 to 25
ceased or her estate will make payA few weeks ago a Guthrie coun- the following described real estate in gilts during the fall and will
provide
ment to the undersigned; and those ty road grading crew killed 22 copper- said county:
early
pasture
for
the
sows
and
their
having claims against said deceased head snakes while working a mile
"Commencing at the Southlitters next spring.
or her estate will present them in stretch or road past the Clayton Dill
east corner of Sec. 12, T 76 N,
Quaife says that the greatest value
manner and form as by law required, farm east of Casey. Mrs. Dill slew
R 34 W, the point of beginning:
in a rye pasture comes in the spring
for allowance and payment.
one of the reptiles in her front yard.
Thence north along the east line
Such a pasture would be reasonably
Dated this 28th. day of August,
At first the grading crew thought
of Sec. 12, T 76 N, R 34 W, a
clean
ground for the sows and little
A. D., 1939.
they had plowed up Bull Snake Avedistance of 5,280 feet, more or
pigs to run upon when other pastures
Philip McCosh,
nue, but on closer observation it was
less, to the northeast corner of
might not be available, or the hog
Executor of said estate.
discovered the serpents were not a
said Sec. 12; Thence west 33 lots muddy.
By H. P. Ziegler,
common specie but were of a poisonfeet; Thence south along a line
The amount of grain saved by a
Attorney for said estate.
ous variety. Unlike the common bull
parallel to and 33 feet equidistrye pasture and its contribution to
snake, the copperheads have larger
ant from the east line of said
health and faster gains are very imOLE SAYS.
spots on their bodies, a blunt flat
Sec. 12, a distance of 2,880 feet,
portant. At the Illinois Extension
more or less; Thence west 25
I never get lonesome, nor do I be- head and blunt tail. When the crew
Station one acre of rye pasture saved
of
men
discovered
the
identity
of
the
feet; Thence south along a line
ieve in loneliness to a great extent.
approximately
100 bushels of corn and
parallel to and 58 feet equidistIt's nice to visit with anybody and poisonous creatures they were work660
pounds
of
protein
supplement. IB
ant from the east line of said
everybody, but I'd go nuts if I had to ing on the road with, they armed
this test the hogs were put on the
themselves
with
a
small
hard
wood
Sec. 12, a distance of 2,400 feet,
visit all the time, or most all of it.
pasture April 4 and had access to it for
more or less; Thence east 58 feet
A great deal of my time—to make post which was kept near at hand
a period of 36 days. The sows on the
to the point of beginning and
me happy and contented—must be a', all times. When one of the wigrye pasture actually gained in weight
gling
reptiles
was
spied,
time
was
containing 2.34 acres more or
alone. To read, write, roam and just
while suckling the pigs and the pigs
less exclusive of the present
visit with my thoughts. My/ utmost taken out, and there was one less copgained faster and ate less feed than
perhead
snake
for
the
1940
census
ambition is to become a writer; then
established highways."
the pigs suckling other sows kept in a
taker.
I want either to be located in the most
The damages caused by said con dry lot.
* • •
isolated spot on the world, or in the
. , , , , . ,
i "^.""oumi
demnation will
wm be
>jt? asacaaeu
assessed by
uy three
tnree
After a rye pasture begins to shoot
While walking m the garden last I appraisers. Notice is hereby given
most densely populated metropolis of
heads it had better be plowed and
week,
Lela
Miller
stepped
on
a
large
^
.
that
the
owner
or
ownerg
Qf
New York, Chicago, Los Angles, or
bull snake. The irate creature raised estate may, on or before, the llth put to corn or soybeans, suggests
else—.
Quaife. Seldom does it pay to let
Ole is not supposed to be a farmer—
one rye mature for grain.
The same
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Heck
have
killed
not even to know much about a farm—
of said appraisers and that in case piece of ground might be used the
but I dare say, I am conceited enough two of the creepy things on their cel- such right be not exercised, or if next fall as rye pasture.
to believe that I could take a farm lar landing . . . several weeks ago exercised and the said appointee fails
Quaife recommends sowing about
of forty or eighty acres—of the poor- the three lads killed a snake in the to appear and qualify, the said three
6
pecks to the acre, anytime from
est ground—and build up a good ;arage that was crawling around on appraisers will be otherwise appointee
now until late fall. The earlier it
top
of
the
rafters
hunting
sparrow
paying tract out of it. I might add
as provided by law.
is sown, however, the more fall feed
that no farm can be built up with the nests . . . last fall when we attend- All parties interested are further
there will be. Rye is sometimes sown
ed
the
Iowa
state
fair
we
learned
that
use of tractor manure fertilizer.
notified that said three appraisers broadcast in the corn jn late August
the
little
harmless
reptiles
we
call
Ego enough for one time . . . so
will, when duly appointed, proceed and is harrowed in by dragging brush
garter snakes are rightfully called
long.
to appraise said damages, will re- or a light harrow between the rows.
ribbon snakes.
port said appraisement to the said
Claude Holliday left last week for
Board of Supervisors and tyat sak
Louisville, Ky., where he has secured
latter board will pass thereon at the
employment.
j hearing as provided by law on SepI tember 18, 1939, at the Auditor's Office in Atlantic, Cass County, Iowa
Never before at this price. DEVOE
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO j and
you may be present if you be so Standard Barn Paint, bright red, and
minded. You are further notified that a high gloss barn paint, at only
September 9, 1909.
Miss Florence Bailey is the new at said hearing before the said Sup- $1.05 per gallon in five gallon pails.
ervisors• you
. , , . , , . , .
»»» may
"»•»» file
""= objections
uojeciions to Manufactured by America's oldest
teacher ;m„ the
first district west of the use of said land for road purpW! paint manufacturer. Bring us your
town.
A u
....
and that
mat, all
an such
nucn objections
ODjectlon' not so paint problems,
A heavy ram fell north and south of ; made wffl be
^
>
tf
Bongers Bros.
Anita last week, while Anita only
M. E. Hubbard,
got a sprinkle.
Cass County Auditor.
SEE US FOR
The corn crop in Iowa has been cut

A bumper corn crop not only calls for MORE storage space,
but cribs and granaries that conform to the Government corn
storage policy. Our Farm Building Plan Service saves you time
and money. It includes a wide variety o£ structures designed by
experts o£ leading agricultural colleges and the U. 8. Department of Agriculture.

22 FREE PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM
Coqp. cribs oi almost every size and type. GranarieSi too. Also
combination corn cribs and granaries. This wide variety of
grain storage buildings enables you4o select the structure that
best meets your needs.

PAY FOR THE BUILDING IN

MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS
ARRANGED TO SUIT YOUR
CONVENIENCE
Our A.B.C. Monthly Payment Plan makes it possible to pay for
the building1 in monthly installments arranged to suit your
convenience. It provides amounts up to $2800 for as lona as
3 years. We handle all details for you.

ROBERT SCOTT
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

(By Tillie)

One More.

HERE IS THE ANSWER TO YOUR
CORN STORAGE PROBLEM

ANITA LUMBER CO.

Maduffs

FACTS

Dal1ancl9

WANT-ADS

FROM OUR OLD FILES

I»«T

uriltkLr

*.,U , 1 „

A __ • i

5C

10c
14c
17C
I4c
25c

Coffee
Vinegar

nit.S»

Pound

,

short somewhat, but there will be
plenty to feed the world if

I

»"-*.

Prank Muller and wife of Omaha
were Sunday visitors at the home of

Alfalfa, Timothy, Bluegrass
and Brome Grass.
MALONE SEED CO.

Atlantic, Iowa
been increased from 15c to 16c per
Mrs. Frank Ceranek of Van Nuys,
See us before you sell your hogs.
hour.
tf
Cal, and Mrs. Tena Hansen of Los Farmers Coop., Anita.
W. T. Slater, wife and little
FOR SALE:—Nice, smooth tomawith relatives and friends in sen, and brother, ' a r i n u s J en, and toes, 76c per bushel. Jas. B. Herriman.
en8
eastern Iowa.
with other relatives and friends. They
FOR SALE:—Some real bargains
Frank Barber and W. E. Clark
will also visit relatives in other parts in land; all size farms and good terms.
have formed a partnership as auc- ^ ,
tioneera, and will be billed under the' of
nia Iowa before returning to Califor- Come and see me. Fred Dittman. 4t
name of Barber & Clark.
. FOR SALE:—Ewes, ranging in ag«
__
J. P. Metz, one of Benton township's
from 2 to 5 years, at $4.00 per head,
prominent farmers, has purchased a
at my farm near Villisca. C. B. Cooney.
hardware store at Wiota, and expects
Get farm location at Tribune
to take possession in a few weeks
Owner
roust u>« Falryfoot to
James Sheley and his-son-in-law
TAKEN UP:—Pig.
• top pain quickly and
Chas. W. Clardy, have purchased « reduce the hump. Get
lave same by proving property
your small olie trial
hardware store in Walnut, and expect Pkg. of Falryfool today
paying for this ad.
to^nove to that town in a few weeks. BONGERS BROS.
FOR RENT OR LEASE :-Servi*
There is considerable excitment in
Barber
station.
Enquire at Howard's
the Highland vicinity northwest of
Shop. Possession Oct. 1'
Anita over the appearance of what
is supposed to be a wild man running
Help support your local bakery,
around loose.
ANITA BAKED PRODUCTS
Sunday was a beautiful day, border
,ek* LOSTV-Boy1. black wool wf*' >
•ng_on late fall, yet with just enough
STOCK REMOVED
•t«>.«lKN,t8. Fi*fcr Pi.-"
sunshine and summer zephyrs in evi
Mn. M«rl« Turner.
dence to make it an enjoyable plea
sure day for all humanity.
PHONE 400 ANITA
We will have Kentucky
your
William Cochran has purchased a
first part of September
WE PAY THE CHARGES
.in
off
ur
40-acre tract of land adjoining the
order now, so we can nil y°
ANITA RENDERING
north corporation line of Anita for
> car.
SERVICE
$125 per acre. The land has no i

Your Painful
BUNION

DEAD
FREE

m

provements and was owned by H r
Rugh.
'

Harper Dorsey, Managw
WANTED: — Your dead chart?res.
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay

^^^M__^_M»»»-^"^^'~——

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

ASIDE FROM WAR

Special Congressional Session
Expected to Halt War Profits;
Housewife Feels Price Boost

While war and its repercussions
held V. S. interest 100 per cent, the
following newsworthy events drew little attention:
IN BALTIMORE — Twenty-sixyear-old Mrs. Harold Ickes, wife
of the 65-year-old interior secretary, presented her husband with
a baby boy.
IN CLEVELAND—Col. Roscoe
Turner, veteran aviator, sped 282
miles per hour to win the Thompson trophy the third successive
time, thus winning $16,000. Then
he announced retirement from
the air racing business.
IN NEWARK—EUsha Waterman, executive vice president of
the fountain pen company, was
beaten by C. I. O. pickets as he
tried to enter the plant.
IN NEW YORK —Willys-Overland claimed it was dropping a
"bombshell" into the automobile
field with an unprecedented new
low price car for 1940.

WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
____________ Released by Western Newspaper Union. ___________________

HouseholdNeuis

w-jj,. ^ll Use
Re^ate^yWith joy
TWO*IECE sw
x
are
very smart, this n»!
S so
and this is a part cularlv „ ^ «<
one
with wide-shouldered L
aiste
Jacket-blouse, and flarb7'u <i
give you the hour-slas* f-it ' to
Smart in faille, wool crenl Uette 6
veieep. Can be made withV
''
Ion
or short sleeves.
g
Dart-Pitted Slip.
Large women, to whom fit u „
important, will revel in the ^ "'
sUmness of this dart-- -m°oth
•with darts not only at

PAN AMERICA:
Solidarity
Hemispherically, the Americas
constitute an economic unity which
can operate independently of warcrazy Europe. But hi peacetime
he Old world's rich nations dangle
tempting trade offers before the tiny
ands of Central and South America,
DESSERTS IMPORTANT IN MENU
(Recipes Below.)
wooing them away from the more
ogical north-and-south Commercial
the creamed mixture alternately
channels. When war again engulfs
Desserts That Are
with the milk. Beat egg whites UnNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE ON RAMPAGE
Surope, the rich suitors forget their
til stiff but not dry. Fold gently into
Different
The Presidents "moral" obligation was forgotten.
;emporary New world friends, who
the batter. Pour into two wellnvariably turn once more to the
to dig in permanently. Though IT. S. for leadership.
Build up your menu to an inter- greased cake pans, 9 inches in diam.BUSINESS:
Generalissimo Smigly-Rydz called
No exception to this rule is the esting climax with a new and de- eter and 2 inches deep. Bake in a
the retreat "strategic," there was
War Babies
moderate oven (350 degrees) for
War
of 1939, which finds Argentina icious dessert!
"No American has the moral right to every indication Poland's position cut off
Desserts really play an important about 40 minutes. Note: This Cake
from
her
German-Italian
profiteer at the expense of either his fel- was desperate. Off to London seekis especially good with a fig filling
low citizens or of the men, women and ing aid went Foreign Minister Josef trade sources by a British blockade, part in the menu, and in nutrition, and maple-flavored frosting.
.00.
children who are living and dying in the Beck, knowing full well there was and finds Mexico's expropriated oil
Steamed Chocolate Pudding.
Sweets, provided
in
proper
midst of war in Europe."
no way Britain and France could program at a standstill because amounts and in the proper place in
(Serves 5)
The U. S. had two days to ponder send it.
3ermany can no longer cross the
1% cups pastry flour
;he diet, are just as necessary to
this Presidential warning before the
sea.
To a certain point Der Fuehrer's
Vt teaspoon salt
markets opened after a Labor day scheme was obvious. The Reich
Not unexpected, therefore, was jood nutrition as milk, meat, fruits,
1% teaspoons baking powder
week-end. If pondering means forthe call which went forth from tiny vegetables and cereals.
1% squares bitter chocolate
Plan the dessert to fit the menu—a
getting, the nation did it well. TickPanama republic a few days after
3 tablespoons butter
ers ran three minutes , behind as
war was declared. Would the 21 .ight sweet for the close of a hearty
% cup sugar
"war babies" zoomed 5 to 15 or
American nations attend a confer- dinner, and a richer, heavier des1 egg
more points. When it was over,
ence to preserve western hemi- sert to wind up the meal that is
% cup milk
Eairly simple. Consider the weather,
5,930,000 shares had changed hands
sphere peace?
% teaspoon vanilla extract
and the value of listings at New
Plainly visible behind scenes was too, and when it's hot and humid,
Vanilla or peppermint candy
York alone had upped some $3,000,the fast-moving hand of the U. S., serve sweets that are temptingly
ice cream
000,000.
Next day the market
which could use Pan-American sol- dainty. When the temperature drops
Sift
flour, salt and baking powder.
and
appetites
perk
up
accordingly,
straightened out.
idarity to good advantage. Europe
Grams were no exception, jumpcan no longer supply the needs of desserts may be sweeter, richer and Melt chocolate and butter in top of
double boiler and pour in bowl.
ing to their pegged limits each day.
South America, nor can America more substantial.
Cool slightly; then add sugar, unYou'll
find
in
this
collection
of
So stagnated was the futures marsupply the needs of Europe under
ket that milling business practicalneutrality restrictions. But every- tested recipes from my own kitchen beaten egg, milk and vanilla extract.
ly came to a stop when processors
one—including newly handcuffed • dessert for almost any occasion. Beat well. Add sifted dry ingredients and stir until smooth. Pour
refused to sell flour without being
Queen of Puddings.
American exporters—would be hapinto top* of a well-greased double
able to buy in their hedges against
2 cups milk
py to open up new markets in the
boiler and steam for 1% hours.
the cash wheat they needed. Final1 cup soft bread crumbs
other Americas and thus-keep U. S,
Serve with ice cream.
ly the Chicago board of trade dou1 tablespoon butter (melted)
production at normal.
Graham Cracker Ice Cream.
bled the daily price limits and
2 egg yolks (well beaten)
1 cup graham cracker crumbs
upped initial margin requirements.
3 tablespoons sugar
DOMESTIC:
% cup sugar
Meat followed the trend. Hogs
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
POLAND'S WAR
2 cups coffee cream
soared from 50 to 75 cents as the
Un-Americanism
Dash salt
Vi
1 cup milk
Heavy shaded area shows German termarket opened, jumping another $1
Currant jelly
Fully stolen by Europe's war is
ritory. Light shade shows territory Poles
1
teaspoon
vanilla
extract
the next day.
2
egg
whites
the news spotlight which WashingCombine the cracker crumbs and
The net result soon sifted down to say they are willing to surrender to estab- ton's election-bound investigation
% cup granulated sugar
lish
permanent
front
lines
along
the
VisMrs. Housewife, whose meat, but- tula and Bug rivers, in strategic areas committees hoped to enjoy this
Scald milk and pour over the soft the sugar; add cream, milk, and
ter, eggs and flour went skyrocket- shown with dots.
summer.
But early September oread crumbs. Add melted butter, vanilla. Pour the
ing despite government-held surand allow the mixture into the
brought one witness before Rep.
pluses of most commodities. Off made no offensive on the western Martin Dies' un-Americanism commixture to stand freezing containto the White House with this news front, where British-French forces mittee who broke through the bar10 minutes. Then er of a modern
went Attorney-General Frank Mur- found the lightly manned Siegfried rage from abroad to win promibeat egg yolks ice cream freezphy, gunning for the well-remem- line a stone wall. But when he has nent place in the week's press. The
and add to the er; assemble the
bered devil of World war days, mopped up in Poland, Herr Hitler witness: Earl Browder, general
mixture, together freezer, and cov"High Costa Living." He went back can decide on one of two courses, secretary of the U. S. Communist
with
3
table- er. Pack with a mixture of 3 parts
to his office with the President's war or peace. If he makes war, party and its presidential candidate
spoons sugar, the of crushed ice to 1 part of rock
blessing and an order to find ways the combined armies of Britain and in 1936.
vanilla
extract salt. Turn the crank slowly and
of outsmarting the speculators, but France will have tough sledding
and
the
salt.
Pour steadily, for about 5 minutes, or unInteresting
to
committeemen
Frank Murphy's job was not easy. against a Nazi juggernaut which
this mixture into til turning becomes difficult. Then
were
the
revelations
that
(1)
ComA search of his statutes would has no problem of back-door vula buttered baking carefully remove the cover, lift out
Browder has traveled
show the attorney-general he had nerability. From over its new com- munist
dish, place in a the dasher, and pack down the ice
few laws to mon border with Russia could come abroad the past two years on a
pan of hot water, cream with a spoon. Replace the
false
passport;
(2)
his
assertion
that
fall back on. all the economic help Germany
and bake in a slow oven (275 de- cover, draw off tho» water, and reCommunists
work
with
every
group
Hence the needs.
grees Fahrenheit) for 45-50 minutes plenish with ice and salt. Cover,
But observers saw another pos- seeking to improve U. S. economic or until custard is firm.
w i s e a cres
and allow to harden for at least an
thought Mr. sible reason for Hitler's apparent conditions; (3) his apparently conCool and spread with a layer of hour before serving.
tradictory
admission
that
if
the
M u r p h y lack of interest in the western front.
currant jelly or strawberry jam.
Good Old Pan Dowdy.
would spend Having no military objectives there present economic system worked ef- Cover with meringue made by beat1 cup light'molasses
having
failed
to
declare
war
the next few
ing egg whites and adding sugar
VA teaspoon allspice
weeks draft- against Britain and France, he
slowly. Brown meringue in a slow
VA teaspoon clove
ing legisla- might turn about and sue for imoven (300 degrees Fahrenheit) for
% teaspoon nutmeg
tion w h i c h mediate peace on the stipulation
18 minutes. Serve hot, warm or
2 teaspoons cinnamon
that
Poland
shall
be
incorporatec
cold.
the President
Apples
could o f f e r into the Reich.
Lemon Meringue Pie.
% cup sugar
a special
1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons butter
congression- Actuality
'/A cup cornstarch
Rich pastry
Aside from Poland's retreat, aside
'4 teaspoon salt
FRANK MURPHY al session. from
Combine
molasses and spices. ArGerman apathy on the western
That would
% cup cold water
range pared and sliced apples in a
. . . found no laws.
b e s m a r t front, the War of 1939 followed tra% cup boiling water
baking dish, sprinkle with sugar, and
politics, because Secretary of Agri- dition. On the propaganda front,
3 egg yolks
dot with butter. Pour molasses mixBerlin
issued
a
"white
book"
replyculture Henry A. Wallace is doing
1 tablespoon butter
ture over this, and cover with a
his best to keep farmers from specu- ing to Britain's "white paper," re'/4 cup lemon juice
rich pastry, rolled rather thick. Bake
lating with larger crops next year. counting pre-war Anglo-German re1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
in a moderate oven (350 degrees)
If the glove fits agriculture, it also lations and placing responsibility on
Combine sugar, cornstarch and for about 45 minutes. Then cut the
England.
Faced
with
continued
fits business.
salt. Add cold water; stir until baked pastry top in 2-inch squares
Though ambitious profiteers thought merchant marine warfare, both
smooth. Add boiland push them down in the molasses
France
and
Britain
established
imthe President had left a loophole in
Ing water and
and apple mixture. Let cool slightport
control
systems
to
conserve
neutrality by exempting Canada
cook, s t i r r i n g
ly. Serve with thick cream.
(which has not gone to war), Secre- foreign exchange and provide shipconstantly,
until
tary of State Cordell Hull soon ping space for war necessities.
mixture is clear
Send for This Clever Book.
Most vital, however, was the timebashed this hope in the head. The
and thick. Cook 3
Turn to Eleanor Howe's easy-totested
plan
whereby
the
United
U. S. might sell arms to Canada Kingdom hopes to starve Germany
minutes longer.
COMMUN1ST BROWDER
use homemaking guide, "Household
for transhipment to the allies, ex- into submission.
Beat egg yolks;
"/ only indorsed hii policies."
Hints," for the answers to those
Thrown around
cept for one sentence in the neu- western exits of the Baltic sea was
stir cooked mixtricky questions which pop up even
trality act: "It shall be unlawful the impregnable naval blockade fectively there would be no place ture into them. Add remaining in- in the best-run households. How to
to export . . . arms, ammunition or which only Britain could muster. for the Communist party.
gredients, return to flame and cook prevent cereals from lumping; how
implements of war . . . to any neu- Meanwhile the unique ministry of
Biggest news, however, was some- 1 minute. Pour immediately into
wash feather pillows or adjust
tral state for transhipment to, or economic warfare hoped to make thing which might—if substantiated baked pie shell. Top with meringue. to
curtain tie-backs; how to remove
for the use of, any . . . belligerent British pounds, shillings and pence —make the Republican party blush.
Meringue.
mildew from colored clothing —
nation." Next question: How can an equally potent weapon.
In 1936, said the witness, a man
3 egg whites
you 11 find the answers to these and
this ruling be enforced?
named "Davidson" had approached
6 tablespoons sugar
many other puzzling questions in
him as representing seven wealthy
Question Mark
M) teaspoon salt
s book
- "Household
Republicans
who
were
willing
to
THE WAR:
n
Beat egg whites partially; then
Most observers agree that Italy's
10 cents
in coin to
give
the
Communist
party
$250,00(
add
sugar
slowly,
beating
until
,
i
current
non-participation
resulted
n
x
Speculation
care
'"
°' Ele*"°r
not because Hitler waived his to nominate President Roosevelt as lure is stiff. Bake in slow oven
Michi
As the War of 193-) got well under- treaty, but from deliberate inten- its presidential candidate. When (300 degrees) for 18 minutes.
«*n Avenue,
way, censorship's lid clamped itself tion. Though Rome declared its "Davidson" heard that information
Maple Cake.
over everything save the vague of- neutrality, removed air raid shel- about the offer had been passed on
Ms
cup
shortening
ficial communiques from London, ters and resumed oceanic shipping, to the Democratic national commit
IVfe cups brown sugar
Paris, Berlin and Warsaw. Con- there was method in this madness tee, the offer was withdrawn and
p ll lsn l literau true
3 eggs (separated)
versely, the propaganda
mills for both Hitler and Mussolini. For "Davidson" disappeared.
e
ay to a man>8 heart fa
2 teaspoons maple flavour,^
ground faster than ever. By add- Hitler, Italy was not only a threat
If this embarrassed Republicans,
2
cups
cake
flour
through
has
stomach but good,
ing to communiques and subtract- against democracies, but also a po- their Democratic opponents were
wholesome
f ood
3 teaspoons baking powder
ing from propaganda, observers tent .source of supplies should all also reddened. Communist Brow
'A
teaspoon
salt
could ascertain a few things. The other paths be cut off. For Musso- der denied he had endorsed Presi
% cup milk
healthy
gist: France, Britain and Poland lini, it was smart to watch devel- dent Roosevelt in 1936. Then he
Cream
thorcufihlv aclri
were in a tough spot.
opments: Seeing in Der Fuehrer a explained why: "I carefully re sugar in shortening
small amounts, cream.™
The key to this problem lay some- potential threat to his Mediterran- trained because I knew the Re
where in Poland. Defending troops ean domination, II Duce is willing publicans wanted me to do it. J after each addition. Add egg yolks
rushed back to the Vistula -and Bug to join whichever side he thinks will only indorsed his (Roosevelt's; one at a time, continuing to beai
well. Blend ir, the flavoring S?f
rivers (See Map) where they hoped win.
policies."
dry ingredients together, and add to

copy

S£
£, lh h

y

line, but also under the arms, to
ensure correct ease over the bust.
Make it either with built-up shoulders or ribbon straps. It is per- I
fectly flat over the diaphragm.
And so easy to make! Only four
steps in the detailed sew chart
that comes with your pattern,
1821.
. The Patterns.
No. 1768 is designed for sizes 14,
16, 18, 20, 40 and 42. Size 16 requires 3% yards of 39-inch material without .nap, with short sleeves;
4% yards with long sleeves; %
yard trimming.
No. 1821 is designed for sizes
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52.
Size 38 requires 3 yards of 39-inch
material with built-up shoulders;
2% yards with straps; 1 yard ribbon.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price .of patterns, 15 cents (in |
coins) each.
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.!

To Correct Constipation
Don't Get It!
Why let yourself in for an the
discomfort of constipation-and
then have to take an emergency
medicine—if you can avoid both
by getting at the cause of the
trouble?
If your difficulty, like that of
minions, is due to lack of "bulk"
In the diet, the "better way" Is to
eat Kellogg. All-Bran. TWa
crunchy toniltetl cereal—a naturalfood. not a medicine-has Just
the "btuV* you need. If you eat It
•very day.itwin help you not only
to ffc regular but to keep reguiMvmontn after month, by the
ntoanmtest means you ever knew!
B-tAH-Brandftdy-drlnkplenty
of water.and-Jolnthe Regulars,
Made by KeUbgg'8 In Battle
Creak. Sold by every grocer.

Silence an Art
Silence is one great art of cow
versation. He is not a fool who
knows when to hold his tongue.William Hazlitt.

Acts of the Intellect
' The proper acts of the i
are inteUection, deliberation an*
determination or decision.-"'1
Hale.

*
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WE WANT

Robert Saxton submitted to an apAlbert Secress and wife spent Sunpendix operation Saturday afternoon day in Des Moines with his sister,
at the Atlantic hospital.
Mrs. W. L. Albaugh and husband.
George Schwenneker of Osage, Iowa,
Albert Lees, wife and small daughs here this week to look after a couple ter of West Des Moines spent Monof farms near Anita that he owns.
day in the city with his father, Frank
Lees and wife.
Miss Allene Christensen had the
misfortune Monday morning to fall
Miss Berndette Storbeck has gone
on a step at the school she teaches to Des Moines where she has enrolled
ive miles east of Anita, dislocating as a student at the American Insti»er right elbow.
tute of Business.

Miss Maude Bissell and Miss Roma
Ed. L. Newton and wife returned
Hatneld have returned to their homes home Saturday from a two days' visit
in Bedford after spending a few days in Nevada, Iowa, with their son,
with Mrs. R. N. Bissell at her home Glenn R. Newton and family.
in Lincoln township.
Frank 'R. Mitchell and wife drove
Chester Peerman, wife and daugh- to Council Bluffs Monday morning
ter, Shelby, left Saturday morning for where they attended a meeting of
their home at West Monroe, La., af- rural mail carriers of the seventh
ter a few days' visit in the city with congressional district.
his mother, Mrs. Mayme Peerman.
V. R. (Jim) Morgan, wife and two
We will have Kentucky coal the children, Marlene and Dorrell, of Ausfirst part of September. Le«ve your tin, Minn., are spending the week here
order now.'.so we can fill your bin off with his brothers, O. N. and Jack
the car.
Morgan, and their families.
tf
Farmers Coop.
Miss Mayfred Stone, after spendMrs. William Hobson and son, Jer- ing the summer in Anita with her
ry, of Parkersburg, Iowa, and Miss parents, A. B. Stone and wife, has
Lillian Anderson of Cedar Rapids returned to Cedar Rapids where she
have returned to their respective is social science instructor in the
homes, after a pleasant visit at the Franklin junior high school.
home of the ladies' sister, Mrs. Frank
Miss Irene Kaskey left Tuesday afRoberts and husband.
ternoon for her home in St. Louis, 'Mb.,
Miss Gladys Joy left Saturday, for after spending a few days in the city
Owensboro, Ky., where she will at- with her sister, Mrs. Chester A. Long
tend school at a commercial col- and family. Harry Kaskey, a brothlege. Miss Joy is a daughter of Mr. er, was also a week end visitor at the
and .Mrs. I. W. Joy and for a number Long home.
of years has been employed in the
Dr. James C. Carey, wife and two
local telephone exchange.
children, John and Margaret, of West
Miss Joan Faulkner, daughter of Liberty, Iowa, visited here most of
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Faulkner of the past week with relatives and
Anita, and who has been spending friends. 'Dr. Carey is a son of Mrs.
the summer vacation at the home Amy Carey and his wife is a daughter
of her parents, has returned to Chi- of Mrs. Emma Burns.
cago, 111., where she is a student at
After a few days' visit here with
the Frederic Mizen Art Academy.
relatives and friends, Harry Thomas,
Frank Colflesh and wife and 0. L. wife and children, Walter, Billie and
Spry and wife of Des Moines and Martha, left the last of the week for
R. E. Sterner, wife and son, Ray, of their home in Ft. Waynne, Ind. They
Walter Paul, wife and children anc Papillion, Neb., were Sunday visitors stopped here while enroute home from
Albert Paul and Ted Rork are home in the city at the home of Mrs. Ber- a motor trip through the west.
from an auto trip to different places tha Lewis and family. Mrs. Lewis
Chas. Salmon, wife and two childis a sister of Mrs. Colflesh and Mr.
in Missouri and Illinois.
ren, Margaret and Tommy, left FriSpry.
day for their home in Cambridge,
Car of King Bee Kentucky lump
Chester A. Smith, a resident of Ohio, after spending the summer in
coal and a car of King Bee egg coal on
track soon. Leave your order now so Anita many years ago, died a few Anita with her parents, Ed. L. Newdays ago at his home in Rockyford, ton and wife. Mr. Salmon is an inwe can fill your bin from the car.
Alberta, Canada, according to word structor in the Cambridge schools.
It
Kunz Grain Co.
received by relatives in Anita. He
Mrs. Isabell Joy "entertained the
Dee E. Watkins and wife of Kan- was a son-in-law of Mfrs. Nettie Mclnsas City, Mo., spent Sunday and Mon- tyre and a brother-in-law of W. H. members of the Birthday club last
day in the city, guests of his brother Mclntyre, 'Mrs. R. U. Cooper and Mrs. Thursday. She took her guests to
the noon day dinner at the CongreFrank Watkins and family. They L. J. Hofmeister.
gational church, and then returned to
were accompanied to Anita by the
the Joy home where the ladies spent
Dean
Arnett,
injured
in
an
auto
Misses Doris and Lela Mae Watkins
who had been enjoying a visit at the accident near Menlo a couple of weeks the afternoon playing Chinese checkago, and who had been a patient at ers.
Watkins home in Kansas City.
the Dexter hospital, was brought to
Lawrence Battey, wife and son,
At their home northwest of the the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Larry, left Tuesday for their home
R.
R.
Arnett,
in
Anita
Monday.
He
city, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wise enat Fredericktown, Mo., after a pleastertained a number of relatives at is recovering nicely from his injuries, ant visit in the city with her pardinner Sunday. Those present were but will probably not be able to at- ents, Jas. B. Herriman and wife. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Wise and daugh- tend high school until the second Battey is a forest ranger and is in the
ter, Genevieve, and Chas. Jamison semester.
employment of the federal governof Atlantic, Mrs. Cora Meade o
Mrs. Arnold Eilts, a recent bride, ment.
Des Moines, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Robinson and Mrs. Nellie Richards was the guest of honor at a miscelThe Anita Federated Literary club
laneous shower last Friday after- will meet at 7:30 o'clock Thursday
of Anita.
noon at the home of Mrs. Henry evening at the home of Mrs. P. T.
A meeting of the members of the Eilts, hostesses being Mrs. Eilts, Mrs. Williams on West Main Street. Mrs.
Susie Q club was held last Thursday John Ortgies, Miss Esther Eilts, Miss Katherine Main will have a paper on
evening at the home of Mrs. Rober Leitha Eilts and Miss Mildred Maas. "The Golden Gate International ExCryer on South Chestnut Street. The Thirty ladies weres present to spend position." A full attendance of club
"evening was spent playing pinochle a social afternoon, and the guest of members is desired.
with high score being held by Mrs honor was the recipient of many
"At the Edge of the Woods," a poem
Donald Chadwiek. Miss Maxine Stag presents. The house was decorated
er was runner-up, and low score was in pink and white. At the close of written by the late Clyde V. East of
held by Miss Lucille Henderson. A the afternoon a lunch was served by Anita, appears in the World's Fair
edition of "American Voices," a nathe hostesses.
lunch was served by the hostess.
tional poem book. The poem was
submitted to officials of "American
Voices," by Mrs. Nellie East. The
same book also contains a poem by
Edward G. Allanson of Anita.

And we are paying the top
market price for all POULTRY.

HEiE IS THE

ANITA
R1ALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
GEORGE SANDERS and SALLY GRAY
In a Thrilling Mystery Drams

"The Saint in London"
Also Cartoon — Miniature — Iowa News Flashes

Sat.-Sun.

We have eliminated the so-called "middle
man" and are passing this "in between"
profit onto you farmers and poultry
raisers So when you have poultry to
sell, be sure that you see or call us.

Sept. 9-10

And the WAT SHE

KNOWS MEI n the
WAY to CATCH THEM

Jewett Produce
Phone 227
Ida Bornholdt left Tuesday
Des Mbines, where she has seed employment.
the annual meeting of the
nights of Pythias grand lodge held
«t week at Cedar Rapids, R. W.
iick) Forshay of Anita was re-electGrand Master of Exchequer for
Bother year. The local man is well
own in Iowa Pythian circles.

i7

,

Cook and Heat
the
Modem Way
No Ashes or Coal to
Carry
Quick and Cheap to
Operate
See Oar Modern Ranges
and Heaters Before
You Buy

Dement Imp. Co.
The I. H. C. Store

Anita, Iowa

ANNOUNCEMENT
H TO ANNOUNCE TO THE PEOPLE OF ANITA AND VITO HAVE LEASED THE BARNHOLDT SERVICE STAARE NOW IN POSSESSION.
CONTINUE TO HANDLE THE WELL KNOWN CONOCO
LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES.

A PART OF YOUR BUSINESS.

JAMES ROSE
HANS MOELCK

It !• on. of UM thing* thai happoata Hollywood...th* "one*la
• bio. noon' atznm at happf
• good •lory. • clew
and th« mamwmr to

Also Our Gang Comedy — Miniature — Late News

Wilson Hopkins of Guthrie Center
Miss Elva Van Aernam submitted
visited at the Mrs. R. N. Bissell home to a tonsilectomy a few days ago at
a few days the past week.
the Larsen hospital in Adair.

Herbert Heyde and Miss Mildred
Harry Dorsey of Kansas City, Mo.,
iW.iese spent Saturday night and Sun- is spending the week in Anita with
day with relatives of Mr. Heyde at his brother, E. C. Dorsey and wife,
Persia, Iowa.
and with other relatives and friends.
He will be accompanied home by his
Miss Violet Johnson of Minneapolis. wife, who has been visiting here for
Minn., stopped in the city for a couple the past four weeks.
of days this week to visit her brother, A. A. Johnson and family, while
Peter Voorhees and wife of Des
returning home from a vacation trip Moines spent Saturday and Sunday
to the west coast.
in the city at the home of her sister, Mrs. Isabell Dougherty. They
Edward Bell, wife and daughter, were accompanied back to Des Moines
Joy, have returned to their home in by Mrs. Dougherty and Mrs. Effie
Chico, Cal., after a pleasant visit in Steinmetz, who will spend a few weeks
Anita with her parents, Jesse M. at the Voorhees home.
Deeming and wife, and in Adair with
Mr. Bell's parents, Fred H. Bell and
M. C. Hansen of St. Joseph, Mo.,
wife.
\'"sited in the city the first of the
v/cek with his mother, Mrs. 0. C.
Olin Bissell and wife, who have Hansen, and with his sister, Mrs.
been spending the summer at the home Hansine Johnson, and with other relaof h;
s Bother, Mrs. R. N. Bissell in tives and friends. He was accomLincoln township, have returned to panied home by his wife, who had
Fernald, Iowa, where Olin will be been visiting here the past week.
music instructor in the schools again
this year.
The members of the C. R. S. club
were guests last Wednesday noon
The W. W. club held its regular of Mlrs. Carrie Reynolds at the dinmeeting
at the home of Mrs. O. L. ner served by the ladies aid society
A meeting of the ladies aid society
of the Massena township Baptist', Saxton last Thursday afternoon, of the Church of Christ in the church
was twelve members present dining room. The ladies spent the
church was held last Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Max and Miss Kathryn Smith of Ames afternoon at the home of the hostess
Petersen. Present were nine mem- was a guest. A social afternoon was where Chinese checkers occupied their
bers and three visitors, Mrs. Edward spent following the business meet- time.
Wheelock and Mrs. Everett B. Lu-1 i"K and a lunch was served by the
man of Anita, and Mrs. Luman's | hostessdaughter, Mrs. Florence Draman of
Harley McCord, wife and children,
Young woman wishes
Des Moines. The ladies spent the
Hazel, Harley, Calvin and Vernon,
afternoon socially, and a lunch was
to
marry an old man—
left Sunday for their home at Brookserved by the hostess. The next
that's
her business.
ings, So. Dak., after a week's visit
meeting of the aid will be held at
in the city with Mrs. McCord's brothOur business is pickthe home of Mrs. John Mtehlmann.
er, Guy Steinmetz and wife, and with
ing up dead animals—
The members of the Pinochle club \ other relatives and friends. The Mclarge or small.
held a winner and loser party last' Cord family are former residents of
Phone 257
Thursday evening at the home of Anita, leaving here twenty-five years
Miss Lulu Alvord on Cherry Street. ago for South Dakota. For the past
WAGNER PILLING STATION
The losers, hostesses for the evening, nine years Mr. McCord has been emANITA, IOWA
were 'Miss Alvord, Mta. Maurice Tur-| ployed by the municipal electric plant
ner, Mrs. Solon A. Karns, Mrs. Azel in Brookings.
S. Ames and Mrs. W. F. Crawford.
The winners, guests for the evening,
were Mrs. Chas. F. Karns, Mrs. Hansine Johnson, Mrs. Hattie Wiese, Mrs.
Tom Burns, Mrs. Albert Karns and
Mrs. Carrie Reynolds. Other guests
were Mrs. D. L. Spiker, Mrs. Dick
Dement, Mrs. S. E. Goodrich, Mrs.
Ruby Biggs and Miss Vera B. Hook.
The evening was spent playing
C. F. DARROW, Manager
pinochle, with a lunch being served j
by the hostesses.

MINERALIZED YEAST
CULTURE
THE FARMERS COOP.

[jss Colfege Girl Is Engaging
Attentidn of Fashion Designers
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

HousehoIdNeuis

Bjr HAHOLD L; tUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible institute
at Chloaio.
(Releaatd by Western Newspaper Union.)

HEZEKIAH: A KING WHO
REMEMBERED GOD
LESSON TEXT—n Chronicles 30:13-22. '
GOLDEN TEXT—Turn ua again, O God,
and cause thy (ace to shine; and we shall
be saved.—Psalm 80:3.

a gay campus career. Its cunning
tunic bustleback and its full circular-cut skirt gives it swank and distinction such as collegiate fashionables demand. Its red suede belt
supplies a fetching dash of color.
Approval for the new bustle-back
dresses is assured for being interpreted in simple words, bustle-back
is merely a way of saying "back
fullness" achieved in ingenious
ways that are conservative anc
wearable without being overdone.
The suit to the right is very style
revealing, stressing as it does the
continued triumph in the mode o
richly colorful striped woolens. The
stripes, the plaids and the mar
velous artistry with which designer
combine them with monotones in re
lated tone simply hold one spell
bound. The gorgeous striped woo
that fashions the costume suit keys
to the smartest fall colors, harmonizing vibrant greens with luscious
blackberry tones. The skirt is all
around pleated. The boxy jacke
tops an emerald green velvet blouse
closing with novel key-and-keyhole
ornaments. An oversize quill tops
the moss green sailor hat.
You may expect to see gay little
velvet jackets dotted all over the
college campus. The girl centered
in the picture wears a snug black
velveteen jacket quite military look
ing as so many of the newer fash
ions are, with a plaid pleated skir
that introduces an artful blend o
grape, pink and yellow tones, cli
maxed with a sweater hi warm yel
low hues. Juniors, likewise college
sophisticates, simply dote on the
new plaids and stripes. A Scotch
cap of black velvet with satin ribbon streamer, together with the
plaid carries the message that fash
clever little date frock of ions for young folks have gone very
pherd check velveteen shown to Scotch this season.
i left in the group is sure to enjoy
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

High Color Tweed

Offers Solution
For One Problem
For many women, the most try
ing coat length of recent inspira
tion is the rather popular just-below-the-waist length that nips in a
the midriff and hugs the hips.
It is a good style for a slender
woman with a streamlined figure
and is being shown in any number
of varieties, of which one of the
most popular is a monotone woo
jacket worn over a gay print dress
But the problem is not so simple
for those who border on plumpness
One suggestion is that the slightly
swallow-tail version deals more
kindly with the heavy woman.

Two-Skirt Outfit
Real Money-Saver
A money-saver for the bride con
sists of a two-skirt suit of very sheer
wool or crepe, designed with a sjuavi
fitted jacket. The street-length skir
can be worn with the jacket anc
printed crepe or organdy blouses to
make a smart runabout costume by
day.

is a smart version of the
e suit that combines plain
olen with gay tweed. The fitted
bket is of yellow and black tweed
f a diagonal weave. Yellow and
tones are held in high favor
cording to what is showing in ad«ce Park collections. The cosincludes a jacket, swagger
and skirt. Thia idea of both
et and topcoat done in matching
|fcw scheme to very practical. The
brim hat is of black felt.

A floor-length slqrt of the sam«
material, combined with the jacke
and a sheer chiffon blouse make t
chic dinner costume for boat am
hotel wear in the evening.

Commonest Faults
New Coat Silhouettes
Some of the commonest faults of
Coats are no longer a simple mat- thought and work are those which
ter of straight boxy lines or fitted come from thinking too poorly of
and flared effects, for Parisian de- our own lives and of that which
signers are showing intricate details must rightly be demanded of us.—
of cut and design in their most re- Bishoo Paaet.
cent collections.

A General Quiz
The Question*

Lesson subject! and Scripture texts seected and copyrighted by International
Council ot Religious Education; used by
Permission.

"S no secret as to who has been
|chosen to play the part of leadlady on the stage of fashion
ng the early fall days—College
rl is her name. To, this imporpt personage all fashiondom is
jring homage at the present mont. On every side you are reded that the idea is motivat; to cater to the whims and wardneeds of the girl who is going
ay to school.
he style program arranged for
College Girl and her younger
olgirl sister fairly teems with
gitement. For instance, there is
V new bustle dress. The idea has
en the collegiate set by storm,
quaint bustle dresses that
ndmothers galavanted in as girls
the '80s are actually proving
piration for frocks that the modi girl will wear this fall.
lie highpoints of these oldtime
ettes are being revived such
waistlines of vanishing inches,
corseted midriffs and wide
jck-swirling ' skirts interpreted in
el bustle treatments but modiI so cleverly they are made thorhly practical and wearable for
day and age: Then there is the
' vogue thai calls for a velvet or
Pyeteen jacket worn with a gay
tided wool skirt or a contrasting or
Bitched solid color as fancy dices. The decided military air that
new fashions take on is also a
factor in' the new mode and
outstanding of all is the imtance attached to fine materials.
and other significant style
ids were revealed at their glambest in an advance fall fashi revue staged by the Style Creaof Chicago. The three models
red were especially applauded
the audience of visiting meras fashions that are repretative of what the up-to-date
hion-alert girl will be selecting
her going-away-to-school ward-

£

1. In what battle of the World
war did taxicabs play a big part?
2. An ex-slave is buried at Arlington National cemetery. Who
is he?
3. What is an epithalamium?
4. What land of a tailor's instrument is called a goose?
5. What is an iman?
6. In cavqs, which icicle-like
projections are called stalactites
and which are called stalagmites?
7. Is it possible for a whale to
drown?
8. Here is the first line of a wellknown poem: "Much have I traveled in the realm of gold." Can
you give the second line?

Lesson for September 10

The way out—that seems to be the
chief object of the search of men.
The world is hi what seems like
wpeless confusion with the imminent danger of a devastating explosion which may in the judgment of
some destroy civilization. Politics,
economics, education, yes, even religion, have tried their hands at
solving the problem and we seem to
be worse off than ever. Conditions
are much as they were when Hezekiah came to the throne after the
death of his wicked father Ahab,
who had brought Judah into moral,
spiritual, and national declension
and disgrace.
The young king brought the nation back within a few years to
peace and prosperity. How did he
do it? He did not do it. God did it,
and He did it because Hezekiah remembered Him and led His people
in a return to God, in a recognition
of His Word, and to restored worship. God therefore prospered them.
It is significant that while our lesson is about King Hezekiah, his person quickly recedes into the background of our thinking and God is
given our attention and our praise.
Truly great men do not magnify
themselves or their own names, but
point by their very greatness to the
eternal God to whom they give the
glory. Let us consider how God
worked through Hezekiah.
I. A Cleansed Temple.
Our lesson calls for attention to
the context. Read chapter 29 and
learn how the priests and Levites
first were directed by the king to
cleanse the temple which had suffered degradation and disgrace under King Ahab. Sixteen days were
devoted to a thorough clean-up.
That's a good place to start.
America, how about cleaning up our
churches? Some' of them need attention to their physical property,
cleaning and rehabilitation. Others
are beautifully kept up as far as
the building is concerned, but the
rubbish is in the teaching and in the
manner of worship. Let's clean that
up too.
II. A Prepared Priesthood.
Hezekiah gathered the scattered
priests and Levites, but he did not
permit them to serve in the temple
until they had been sanctified and
prepared for their work. The men
who stand in the sanctuary to direct
the worship of God must not only be
men of God's own choosing, but they
must be cleansed by the blood. As
the sacrifices were offered in Hezekiah's day, so for us has One been
given in holy sacrifice, and unless
those who profess to be His ministers have been cleansed by His
blood they have no proper place in
His service or in the sanctuary.
ID. A Purified People.
The people of the nation were not
ready for God's blessing. Some of
those in the northern kingdom, to
whom the royal invitation had graciously been extended to come to
the Passover, scorned the invitation
(30:10). There was nothing that
could be done for them. But others
humbled themselves and came (v.
11), and those in Judah came out in
a great assembly (vv. 12, 13).
Observe carefully that this was
more than a great homecoming or
jubilee event. The people were here
to worship God and they needed to
be prepared by being "healed" of
their sins (w. 18, 20). They too
needed the cleansing blood. It is the
only way even now, for "without the
shedding of blood there is no remission of sin" (Heb. 0:22). Sin is
what we must be cleansed from and
healed of if God is to bless our land.
IV. A Feast of Joy and Blessing.
The nation and its leaders kept the
feast not only for seven days, for
they were not satisfied with this, but
they kept it for seven more days.
Think of many of us who can hardly
sit through an hour of service on
Sunday morning, and if we also go
to Sunday school we are quite worn
out. It is just "impossible" for us
to get to the Sunday evening service or to the midweek prayer meeting. Evidently we do not have the
spirit of the people of Hezekiah's
day or the joy that they found in
their hearts as they worshiped God.
If we did. we would seek His house
and give ourselves gladly to His
worship. The result would be that
we would receive some of the great
blessings which came to the people
of Judah.
The reading of II Chronicles 31
and 32 will reveal how God responded to the cry of His people and how
He blessed and prospered them.
He is the same God today and He
can and will do wondrous things for
those who trust and honor Him.

Jlsk Me Another

The Answers

TASTY SUNDAY NIGHT SUFFERS

1. In the first battle of the
Marne, in the movement of troops.
2. "Uncle Jim" Parks, last of
the Arlington home folks.
3. A nuptial song in honor of the
bride and bridegroom.
4. A smoothing iron.
5. A Mohammedan teacher.
6. Projections hanging down are
stalactites, and the inverted ones
are stalagmites.
7. Yes. The whale is a true airbreathing, warm-blooded mammal.
8. "And many goodly states and
kingdoms seen."

(See Recipes Below)

Sunday Night Suppers
Even though you expect everyone
to have had a noon meal with staying power on Sundays, people do
like to eat when Sunday evening
rolls 'round! To be sure, they like
food that's somewhat lighter, and
food that's out of the ordinary. So
it's a grand time to leave the beaten
path and serve something a little
different.
If you serve left-overs, be sure to
serve them in a new way or with
an unusual accompaniment like
the jellied chili
sauce I've suggested in menu
No. III. If you
plan a meal especially for Sunday
night, plan one
which can be
served " h e l p yourself"
style
and arrange foods, dishes and silver
on the table so that guests may
serve themselves. Appetites will be
quickened by the eye-appealing arrangement of the table, and the air
of informality makes Sunday night
supper a sociable affair.
These menus are suited, too, to
serving larger numbers — lodge
groups, church organizations or
clubs. Recipes for the main dish
and salad in every menu are easily
increased. Unless you have special
recipes and equipment, cakes and
pastries are likely to be better if the
single recipe is used.
Sunday Night Supper Menus
Clam Chowder
Wafers
Assorted Relishes
Lettuce and Tomatoes with Roquefort Cheese Dressing
Pineapple Cream Tarts
Beverage
Tuna Casserole
Orange-Cherry Salad
Hot Rolls
Beverage
Thin Slices of Cold Roast Beef
Jellied Chili Sauce
Mixed Vegetable Salad
Toasted Loaf
Cocoa Marshmallow Cake
Coffee
Lettuce and Tomatoes With
Roquefort Cheese Dressing.
(Serves 6)
1 head lettuce
2 tomatoes
Yt pound Roquefort cheese (crumbled)
French dressing
Remove coarse outer leaves from
head of lettuce.
Cut into wedges.
Peel
tomatoes,
remove stem end,
and cut i n t o
eighths. Place in
salad bowl with
the lettuce. Add
crumbled Roquefort cheese and
French dressing, Toss lightly until
well mixed.
Cocoa Marshmallow Cake.
2 tablespoons cocoa
\4 cup sweet milk
2 cups brown sugar
3 eggs (separated)
% cup butter
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2 cups cake flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
Vi teaspoon soda
V« teaspoon salt
Vi cup sour milk
Place cocoa, sweet milk, 1 cup
brown sugar, and 1 egg yolk (beaten) in top of double boiler. Cook
over hot water, until mixture is well
blended. Cool. Cream butter, and
add remaining cup of brown sugar
while beating constantly. Add the
two remaining egg yolks, together
with the vanilla extract and mix
thoroughly. Then mix and sift all
dry ingredients and add alternately
with the sour milk. Beat egg whites
stiff but not dry, and fold into the
cake mixture.
Place in 2 well greased layer cake
pans and bake in a moderately hot

oven (375 degrees) approximatelj
30 minutes. Ice with boiled icing
to which 8 marshmallows (cut ir
quarters) have been added.
Jellied Chili Sauce.
1 tablespoon gelatin
2 tablespoons cold water
1 cup chili sauce (or catsup)
Soak gelatin hi cold water for f
minutes. Add to chili sauce, whicl
has been heated to the boiling point,
and stir until dissolved. Pour intc
tiny paper cups, individual molds, 01
small pan from which the chili sauce
may be sliced or cut in attractive
shapes when firm. Chill thoroughlj
before serving.
Tuna Casserole.
1 7-ounce can tuna
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 cup cooked peas
1 can button mushrooms
2 cups cooked noodles (medium
width)
Salt, pepper and butter
1 cup milk
Butter individual baking dishes.
Sprinkle tuna with lemon juice.
(This brings out the tuna flavor).
Arrange alternate layers of tuna,
peas, mushrooms and noodles, put
ting noodles on top. Season each
layer with salt and pepper. ' Dot top
generously with butter. Pour milk
into dish and top with butterec
bread crumbs. Bake in moderate
oven (350 degrees) 30 minutes
(Serves 4-6.)
Toasted Loaf.
Trim top and side crusts from &
loaf of unsliced white bread. Cut
through the center of the loaf,
lengthwise, cutting just to the
lower crust, but
not through it.
Then cut crosswise, spacing the
cuts about 2 inches apart. Brush top
and sides generously with melted
butter. Toast in a moderately hot
oven (400 degrees) until the loaf ia
golden brown. Serve hot.
There are so many points to
be considered in planning meals.
One which is all too likely to be
overlooked is this—that the dessert is more than something to
satisfy the family's "sweet
tooth"; it really plays an important part in the menu.
Next week in this column Eleanor Howe will tell you why—and
will give you, too—some of her
favorite recipes for "Desserts
That Are Different."
Clam Chowder.

(Serves 6.)
Mi cup carrot (chopped)
2 tablespoons onion (chopped)
l'/4 cups potato (chopped)
% cup celery (chopped fine)
1 pint clams
2 cups water and clam liquor
Salt and pepper to taste
1 pint milk
3 tablespoons flour
3 tablespoons butter
IVi tablespoons parsley
% teaspoon paprika
Chop the vegetables in small
pieces and place in large kettle.
Chop the clams and add together
with the clam liquor, water, salt,
and pepper. Cover and cook about
Vz hour, or until vegetables are ten
der. Scald milk. Make a smooth
paste of the flour and water. Add
half of this flour paste to the clam
mixture and half to the scaldec
milk. Cook each, stirring constantly, until the mixture thickens. Combine and add butter, parsley anc
paprika. Serve very hot.

By barillas 25% •tower than

the average of the 15 other of
the largest n«hi« brads test•d— slower thM aoy «f them—
CAMELS ghr* • MMktag plus

equal to

EXTRA

SMOKES
PER
PACK

'Which cigarette gives die most
actual «molcing for your money?
Here are die facts recently confirmed through impartial labo-

ratory tests of 16 of the largestselling brands:
CAMELS were found to con1WEIGHT
tain MORE TOBACCO BY
dun the average for
the IS other of the largest-selling brands.
BURNED SLOW2 CAMELS
ER THAN ANY OTHER
BRAND TESTED - 2 5 %

SLOWER THAN THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE 1S OTHER
OF THE LARGEST-SELLING
BRANDS! By burning 25%
slower, on the average, Camels
give smokers the equivalent of 5
EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

In the same tests, CAMELS
3LONGER
HELD THEIR ASH FAR
than the average time
for all the other brands.
Buy shrewdly. Get extra unoklna and
•bo enjoy the cooler, milder, tastier
•molting of Camel'* long-burning
costlier tobacco*. Cuod is the quality
cigarette tvtrj smoker can afford.

Send for Copy of 'Easy
Entertaining.'

Serving "Sunday Night Supper" is
a simple and charming way of en
tertaining; but there are lots of oth
ers—tea parties, bridge parties, hoi
iday parties, and parties for a bride
Why not let Eleanor Howe's cook
book, "Easy Entertaining," hel]
solve your party problems? Send I
cents in coin to "Easy Entertain
ing," care of Eleanor Howe, 91'
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Illinois, for your copy.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Camels
LONG-BURNING
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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FILE ACTIONS FOR Warner Baxter at Rialto
FALL COURT TERM in "Return jf Cisco Kid"
judge Earl Peters Will Preside at
the Term of Court Which Opens
at Court House in Atlantic
on Tuesday, Sept. 26.

GRAND CHIEF

BRIARDALE GROCERY

The gayest, most gallant gun-fighter of them all is back! Warner
Baxter again dons the sombrero and
silver-mounted guns of his most famous character in "The Return of the
Cisco Kid," feature attraction at the
Rialto Theatre Saturday and Sunday
evenings.
Baxter, who inspired the greatest
legends of the colorful west, meets
his most thrilling adventures—and his
most beautiful senoritas—as he rides
back over the border in his most exciting and most romantic film.
But while a hundred posses hunt
the bullet-proof bandit whom no jail
can hold, and a thousand senoritas
sigh for him, Cisco yearns for the
one girl he can't have.
Lovely Lynn Bari has her most important role to date as the beauty
for whose love the romantic bandit
robbed banks, burned down jails—and
generally risked his neck.
Dashing Cesar Romero presents a
picture that is a far cry from his
usual suave characterizations, as Lopez, the Cisco Kid's faithful but bloodthirsty henchman, while Henry Hull,
who lately scored as the irascible newspaper editor in "Jesse James," is seen
as Miss Ban's sly but lovable old
grandad. Kane Richmond is also featured as Cisco's successful rival for
Miss Bari's heart, while others prominently cast are C. Henry Gordon and
Robert Barrat.
For the program Saturday and Sunday, the Rialto has booked the latest
of Time film, "Soldiers 'With
„
„
realistically presents
*'
, .
,
tne first complete ana auuicuuu. mu-

PHONE 43

ANITA, IOWA

Numerous actions have been filed in
the clerk's office at the court house
in Atlantic for the "September term
of the Cass county district court, which
ill open Sept. 26,^with Judge Earl
Peters of Clarinda presiding.
Charging cruel and inhuman treatment, Lois South of Atlantic has filed
suit for divorce against Ross South
in the Cass county district;court. The
petition states that the couple was
married in Atlantic April 29,1921, and
eeparated Sept. 2, 1939.
The plaintiff asks custody of two
minor children, temporary alimony of
$100 and permanent alimony of (35
a month. The defendant's household
goods and furniture have been attached, and Judge H. J. Mantz has
issued a temporary injunction restraining him from molesting his wife and
children.
In a damage action filed for the
September term of district court, Albert Sager, living southwest of Anita,
is seeking judgment of $315.10 from
the Bos "Truck/Lines, Inc. The suit
is the outgrowth of a car-truck crash
the night of March 30,1939,1% miles
west of Wiota.
According to the plaintiff's petition, Sager's car crashed into the
rear of a truck driven by a Bos line
.
. . . .
, -,i ....
employee while going up a hill The
Air
petition alleges that the truck da-'
now bein7rapidly built up at
played no rear or side lights
Ia cost of 200 million dollars. This
C. P. Shearer of Cumberland, trustee
.
,, -, ', ,
for the property of Matilda Clark, is; J^ ^^ J* "^ °of
g.

No. 2 cans
* lC
PEANUT BUTTER^
Tall Corn,
quart jar
VANILLA—
Tall Corn,
Im.
8-ounce bottle.

15c

POPPED WHEAT—

GWC,

large 8-ounce
cello bag

|A_
iUC

LUNCHEON MEAT—
Briardale spiced,
i 12-ounce
97r
can
£ IC
RINSO—
• Soaks clothes whiter,
large
package . . . .

LIMA BEANS—
GWC,
3 No. 2 cans..
CHOCOLATE—
Hershey's baking,
V2-pound
cake
MACARONI or
SPAGHETTI—
Briardale,
2 packages

14c
He

STARCH—
GWC,
gloss or corn,
large package.

8c

SHREDDED WHEAT
National,
large package.

10c

COFFEE—
Briardale,
pound
Tall Corn,
pound

23c
15c

GIANT

.59c

~ LARGE

.21c

G*H clothesup to i<j% whiter

OXYDOL

MEDIUM

. 9c

49.5 BUSHEL ACRE
YIELD IS FORECAST
Government Forecast Based on Sept.
1 Condition Places Iowa Corn
Crop at 3l/} Bushels Greater
Than Any Previous Crop.

Values For Friday-Saturday
PUMPKIN—
GWC solid pack,

NUMBER 48

Iowa's corn yield for 1939 is estimated by the government at 49.5
bushels to the acre or 3V4 bushels
greater than any previous crop ever
harvested in the state.
The forecast, based on Sept. 1
condition, of 91 per cent of normal
indicates a crop in Iowa of 484,654,000 bushels of corn this year, according to the report issued Monday.
Mrs. Floyd Dement of Anita, well
This is an increase of 19.5 million
cnown throughout Pythian Sister cir- bushels or two bushels to the acre
cles in Iowa, was elected Grand Chief
of the order at the recent grand lodge
Iowa was just one of the corn
meeting in Cedar Rapids. She served belt states to show substantial inthe grand lodge as Grand Senior dur- creases in the forecast for 1939 prong the past year. During the thir- duction as compared with the estity-five years that Anita has had a mate of a month ago.
Pythian Sisters lodge, this is the first
As a result, the production in
;ime that one of its members has been the United States was forecast on
lonored by being elected to the high- the basis of Sept. 1 condition at
est office in the grand lodge.
2,523,092,000 bushels.
This was an increase of 64 million

bushels above the forecast of a month
County Agents Will Attend ago
but the indicated production was
not believed to be high enough to
District Outlook Meeting necessitate
the calling of a referenIn preparation for the 1940 farm dum on AAA marketing quotas.
outlook meetings in Cass county,
A loan by the government on the
County Agent Dale E. Bush and Home 1939 corn crop will be assured if no
Demonstration Agent Mary Louise referendum is necessary, as now
Simon will atteiTd a district outlook seems to be indicated.
conference at Red Oak, Friday, SepLeslie M. Carl, federal statistician
tember 22.
for Iowa, in reporting the forecast
They will discuss with Iowa State in this state for Sept. 1, said that
college extension agricultural econ- "probable effects of the unusual temomists and home management spec-. peratures and some hot winds since
alists the probable production, con-1 Sept. 1 were not considered in this
sumption and price trends of all major report.
Iowa farm commodities for 1940 as! "Observers report probability of
well as the "outlook" for prices of some chaffy corn in areas having rehings the Iowa farm family must planted or late corn, in chinch bug
>uy. •
damaged sections and in some of the
Immediate and long time economic border counties of the west, where
effects of the European war will also moisture _ deficiency was a factor."
>e discussed.
j Carl attributed the bumper prosAs soon as the county agents re- pects in Iowa in part to the use of
,urn from the outlook training school, hybrid seed corn in planting 77 per
they will make plans for presenting cent of the acreage of this crop in
;he outlook to Cass county famers and the state this year. He said that
91 per cent of the Iowa corn crop
lomemakers.
' should be safe from frost by the
FOOTBALL GAME FRIDAY.
i end of this month.
The Sept. 1 forecast of corn proLewis H. S. vs. Anita H. S.
duction for Iowa is the fourth largest
See the Boys ,n Action on the An.ta
^
Q{ ^
jn
F,eld, Friday, Sept. 15, at 3:30 P. M.
Admission: IQc. 15c, Z5c
of

^f-i^^^f^lt^jAir Corps officers and men,
how America's air-minded youths are
HOME GROWN WATERMELONS ARE FINE
Cordes. Judgment of $100 is sought today being .selectively recruited and
on a promissory note.
trained as "Solders With Wings."
Another note action finds the First
Tonight the Big Night.
Joint Stock Land bank of Chicago
Striking a new note in screen enplaintiff in a suit against Mabel Collins and 'Wright Hedges of Atlantic, tertainment with its authentic depicThe hank asks judgment of $7,290.13 [ tion of the training and the unique
on a promissory note executed by the' abilities of a modern police dog woven
Enrollment in Cass county's 130 pubA women's home project program,
I into a fast-moving story of action designated by the Iowa State college lic schools during the 1938-39 term todefendants March 25,1924.
Ralph Biggs of Anita is plaintiff and adventure, "The Rookie Cop," extension division and the Cass county taled 4,030, with the girls outnumberin a not» action against F. W. and comes to the Rialto this (Wednesday) farm bureau to benefit all farm women ing the boys 2,056 to 1,074, according
Ida Raasch, asking judgment total- ! evening with Tim Holt, Virginia Weid- in the county, got under way in the to the annual report of Miss Georgia
ing $7DO on .$wo promissory notes Ller and Janet Shaw in the human cast, county this week, with the first of Byrne, county superintendent.
and with Ace, the Winder Dog, Hoi- four organization meetings being held There were 2,877 kindergarten, grade
executed in 1931.
'ML M. M«liedlth of Atlantic, as ad- lywood's new canine star, in the im- Tuesday afternoon at the Church of and high school students in the eight
ministrator .of the estate of the late portant role of a trained shepherd Christ in Anita. The meeting here town schools and 1,153 pupils in the
C. P. Meredith, is plaintiff in a suit dog who proves his worth. The story was attended by farm women living rural schools. The elementary school
against Joseph Sunderman of Gris-. revolves around the efforts of Holt, in Grant, Lincoln, Franklin and Ben- enrollment in the town schools was
Miss Dora McElfresh, owner of the 1! to the acre is 14 bushels above the
wold for $90 judgment' on a promis- a new policeman, to convince a hard- ton.
1,671, with an average daily attend- residence
property in South Anita oc- "-year average of 35.5 bushels in
sory note executed Sept 1, 1929.
boiled police commissioner that the
Brighton, Grove, Pymosa and Wash- ance of 1,488.7, while the high school
the state
Owen ,F.,and M. M. Meredith, on department should use dogs in its ington township women will meet to- enrollment was 1,206 with an average cupied by Mrs. Ben Wilson, has so!d (
the
place
to
Clyde
R.
Falconer.
attendance
of
1,156.2.
behalf of the C. P. Meredith estate, I work.
day (Wednesday) in the town hall at
Atlantic had the largest high school
are suing Albert Nelson for judg-j Besides the feature, the program Marne; Massena, Victoria, Edna and
The Neighborhood pinochle club
ment of'$1,070.28 in a note and ae- this evening will include four short Union township women will meet in the county, with an enrollment oi met Saturday evening at the home of
count action. Nelson, according to subjects. "Rural Hungary," is the Thursday at the home of Mrs. George 505 and an average attendance of Mr. and Mrs. Ben F. Brodersen. Bethe petition, now resides in Calif or- ; Fitzpatrick travel talk; a passing par- Scaae in 'Massena township; and on 487.8. The total enrollment in the sides the members, other guests were
The annual reunion of the Jensen
•
ade entitled, "The Story That Couldn't Friday a meeting will be held at the Atlantic schools was 1,372, including
Mr. and JVHrs. Henry Kuehn, Miss Jetta |family WBS held Sunday at the park
John Morton, Jr., is defendant in| Be Printed;" the sports review, "Youth . NoMe towna hj p Center church for the 645 boys and 727 girls.
Knowlton and Ted Knowlton. High jn AuduDOn with seventy members
Enrollment in other town schools
a suit brought by the Griswold State in the Saddle;" and Iowa News women of Pleasant, Bear Grove, Cass
score at pinochle was held by Robert
. Mrs. Marie Madincluded: Anita, 296; Cumberland A. Wilson and low score by Robert D. of the clan preaent
bank, asking judgment of $707 on Flashes,
and Noble townships.
sen,
75,
of
Audubon
was the oldest
The home project topic this year 202; Griswold, 354; Lewis, 265; Marne, Smith.
promissory notes and foreclosure of
person present, while the youngest
Mrs.
Clyde
Jones,
36,
of
Villisca,
54;
Massena,
136;
and
Wiota,
198.
will be the second in a series on
a chattel mortgage on a tractor.
—
' "—'•
i was Margaret Ann, 2-months-old
Grant township had the largest
was fatally injured one night last; child deveiopment and family relationThe regular meeting of the Square daughter of Mr and Mrs. Arlo ChrisRetail stores at Adair, starting this week when the car in which she was j8hipai entitled "Building Habits and rural school enrollment during the Deal 4-11 club was held Friday even- . tengen of Anita. A basket dinner was
week, are closing for business at 6:30 riding overturned on highway 71, two character.» it will be divided into year with 105. Bear Grove was next ing at the home of Robert Heck- he]d during the noon hour, and at a
o'clock each evening
except Saturday, miles south of Atlantic, after a tire gych phases as -Building Useful Hab- with 99.
man, with thirteen members and eight' short businea3 me eting Peter Jensen
'
blowout. Mrs. Jones died of her in- ; . „ "constructive Discipline," "Childvisitors present. Following a short < Qf Audubon was elected president. It
We have on track now a car of Juries a few hours after the accident, jfen,g Use oflMlone y" and "Family Good
business meeting, a social evening Jwag decided to hold the 1940 reunion
West Kentucky egg coal ant a car She was rushing her 3-week-old baby,
was enjoyed by the boys. A lunch i gt the park in Audubon on the fourth
Miss Mary Louise Simon, Cass and
of Franklin county, Illinois, lump j daughter to Atlantic for medical treatwas served by Robert's mother, Mrs. g unda y m August.
Those present
coal, Phone 49 and we will fill your ment when the accident occurred. Hter Adair county home demonstration
Wilbur Heckman.
were Marinus Jensen, Elmer Jensen,
husband, -who was driving, and the agenti is in charge of the four open
bin.
Lawrence Christensen, Chas. Heck,
Past presidents of the American
baby both escaped injury. A son, meetingg. She is presenting a dem- Legion Auxiliary held their annual
Farmers Coop.
Soren P. Nasser and son, John, of j Orville Christensen, J. P. Christensen,
It
8, also survives.
onstration on "Thirty Attractively De- meeting at the home of Mrs. Harold Ruthven, Iowa, visited here a few |Arlo ch.rigtengen and Tom Miller and
signed Self-Help Children's Garments." Donohoe on Chestnut Street last Fri- days this week with relatives and jtheir fami i ies of Anita; Peter Jensen,
While Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kopp and
The Cass county WPA recreation
is Miss Simon's first year of home day afternoon. The meeting opened friends. The Nasser family are form-, Ernest Mikklesen, Alfred Haals, Alson, Leo, were in Lewis one day last
week visiting Mrs. Kopp's father, project, which has been in operation project work in iCass county, as she with a 1:00 o'clock luncheon served «r residents of the Anita community, j berfc Ra3musseni Leslie Eddy, Edwin
C.S. Camp, prowlers entered the large; in the American Legion building in was appointed
- demonstration
- —._.:-- agent
--.-» by the members of the Auxiliary, leaving here about a year ago for Cal- jJen9en j j. Haals, Emmert Jenwatermelon patch on their farm east! Atlantic for more than three years only two months ago, succeeding Miss with Mrs. John Mehlmann presid- ifornia. The family returned to Iowa ( sen and th(jir f am iij es and Leonard
of Adair and nearly destroyed it.; will remain closed indefinmtely, it Evelyn Hollen.
ing and the regular impressive ser- several weeks ago, and at the present Madsen and Mrs. Marie Madseri
At the meeting in Anita Tuesday af- vices being carried out. Mrs. William time are making their home in Ruth- of AuduDO n; Arnold Bluckley and
Nearly all melons left had been either . was announced a few days ago by
family and Mrs. Agnes Ottesen
cut from the vines or. split open on the Elaton R. Wagner, state WPA recrea- ternoon, music was furnished by the Linfor, the new past president, was ] ven.
tion director. Mrs. Harry Sherwood
county women's chorus.
of Coon Rapids; L. P. Nelsen, C. C.
vines.
inducted into the order, after which
of Atlantic, supervisor of the proThe farm bureau women of Lincoln Nelsen and Sophus Jensen and their
a
short
business
meeting
was
held.
Harold Baker of St. Louis, Mo.,
The completion of the Anita muni- ject since April, 1937, was removed first aid and life saving field repre- Jast presidents present were Mrs. township held a home project meet- families of Exira; Martin Christen*
from
office
Aug.
31
as
the
result
of
id. L. Newton, Mrs. A. B. Stone, ing last Friday afternoon at the home sen and wife of Atlantic; Peter Madcipal electric plant is now only a matter of daya. Mtore than half of the a WPA order dismissing supervisors sentative for the Red Cross, was in Mrs. W. T. Biggs, Mrs. Guy Stein- of Mrs. Tom Bailey. Most of the sen and wife of Bayard; Mrs. Frank
Cass county this week making arafternoon was spent in selecting the Ceranek of Van Nuys, Cal; and Mrs.
business and residential places have who were not certified for relief,
rangements for a school of instruction metz, Mrs. John Mehlmann, Mrs. Her- following officers'. Mrs. Bailey, chairTena Hansen of Los Angeles, Cal.
bert
Bartley,
Mhrs.
George
Smither,
bad service wires run to their reMrs. Neva Myers Jones and daugh- for those interested in teaching first Urs. G. M. DeCamp, Mrs. Floyd De- man; Mrs. Merlin Mayberry, vice
spective places, and work on the
aid. The school, sponsored by the Cass
Otis Kirkpatrick and wife drove to
plant building is almost completed. ter, Misa Margaret, of Los Angeles, county Red Cross, will start in Atlantic ment and Mrs. William Linfor. Three chairman; Mrs. Edward Wheelock,
Cal,
stopped
in
the
city
over
night
past presidents, Mrs. Harley Miller music chairman; Mrs. Mtelvin Giasibl, Iowa City Saturday where they visitTrial runs are being made this week
last Friday to visit at the B. D. For- on Sept. 26.
and Mrs. Mary Reed of Anita und publicity chairman; Mrs. Howard Gis- ed over Sunday with his brother, Arwith the two Diesel engines.
shay home. Mrs. Jones and her daughthur Kirkpatrick, a patient at the OakA meeting of the executive board Mrs Russell Smith of Council Bluffs, sible, assistant publicity chairman;
ter
returned
to
the
United
States
the
dale sanatorium.
were
unable
to
attend.
and
the
following
leaders
and
coopCass county farmers and landlords
of the Anita P- T. A. was held one
Monday
before
on
the
Queen
Mary
erators:
No.
1,
Mrs.
Howard
Gissibl,
have received their sixth shipment of
_.«ning last week at the home of
Jack Roe, Donald Mclntyre, Marion
Phil and James McCosh, owners leader, and Mrs. William Bangham
corn parity .checks from the AAA, from a trip to England, France, Ire- Mrs. Eric Osen, president of the asM'iller and Irvin Maduff leave this week
land,
Norway
and
Sweden,
where
they
cooperator;
No.
3,
Mrs.
Worth
Chasbringing to more than $148,000 the
sociation, at which time plans for of the residence property on Chestfor Iowa City to enroll us freshmen at
total amount already distributed in had been since the first of June. They the coming year were discussed. The nut Street formerly owned by the tain, leader, and Mrs. Melvin Gissibl the State University. Norman Wagner
were
met
in
New
York
City
by
Misa
cooperator;
and
No.
4,
Mrs.
'Carl
Liv
the county for compliance with the
first-meeting of the association for late Mrs. Anna MfcCosh, have rented
will also return to the State Universgovernment crop program. The lat- Evelyn Atchjson, a friend from Los the school year will be held on Friday the place to Ernest Ford, superin- ingaton, leader, and MVs. Lloyd Wood ity in a few days for his senior year
Angeles,
who
drove
thare
in
her
auto
tendent of the Anita municipal util- cooperator. At the close of the meet
*at payment amounted to $17,806.85
to accompany them home. Mrs. Jones evening, Sept. 22, the meeting being ities. Mr. and Mrs. Ford will take ing a delicious lunch was served b in the medical department of the
and Included 264 checks. The payment
in the form of a reception for the
I University.
possession of the property Friday. the hostess.
was on 172 applications which were is a daughter of the late William R. teachers in the local schools.
Myers,
at
one
time
an
Anita
banker.
sent to the state office on Aug. 3.

First of Four County Home More Girls Than Boys
Project Meetings in Anita Enrolled in Rural Schools

Anita People Attend Annual

Auxiliary Past Presidents
Hold Annual Meeting
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 large pkges.. .17c
CREAMERY BUTTER, pound
26c
GRAPE FRUIT, No. 2 can
lOc
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
SAUER KRAUT, 2 No. 2y2 cans
19c
CLEANSER, Clover Farm, 3 cans
13c
OATS, Clover Farm, large package
15c
SYRUP, amber, No. 10 pail
55c
LIGHT BULBS, better light, each
17c

THE ANITA TRIBDNE

PEDDLERS BEING STOPPED
IN MADISON COUNTY

AROUND IOWA; ^ +

The extent to which the public is
Who Was He?
being swindled by traveling pedWhen a youth was burned to death
dling crews is indicated from inves- in a bus crash near Dyersville retigations made this month by Sheriff cently, two identifications have since
A. E. Null, says the Winterset Mad- jaused confusion.
The Rasmussen
isonian.
family of Obert, Neb., believes the
Starting on Aug. 12, the sheriff's victim to be their son, Norman, while
office investigated and stopped six Mlrs. Marie Ready of Dubuque has
peddling outfits, within 10 days in expressed the belief that the body
Mfedison county.
was that of her son, Robert, missing
On the first day of the drive, Null COC enrollee.
Until one of the
pirked up -a man and wife who were youths turns up alive, the mystery
attempting to sell rugs. They were remains unsolved.
representing their wares to be "genuine oriental rugs," worth $50 to
Long Time.
$75. Null found an invoice in their
J. Kirk Latta recently started his
car showing that they had bought fifty-third year as publisher of the
the rugs from a New York mail order Morning Sun, Iowa, News-Herald.
house at a cost of from $10 to $12.50.
Another peddler had the effrontNot Safe Anywhere.
ery to walk into the sheriff's office and
John Fredericks of Livermore sat
attempt to sell the sheriff a vacuum near the race track at the Humboldt
cleaner, stating he was quitting busi- county fair recently and watched the
ness, had one machine left, which he drivers risking their necks on the
would sell for $40. Searching his car dirt tracks. A car diven by Smoky
the sheriff found six machines and an Harris swerved, struck the fence,
invoice showing the cost of these bounced over and broke both of Mr.
cleaners was $7.50 each.
Fredericks' legs. The driver was not
Another man and woman, operat- injured.
ing in Peru, were offering women's
fur coats for sale at $25. They said
Private War.
the coats were $185 values and left All the war news in LeMars last
the impression that the only reason week did not originate in Europe.
they were being sold for such a low Lon Lilly and .David Tripp, both oldprice was that they were "hot goods." age pensioners, put up their dukes
But an invoice found in their car to settle an argument and wound
showed that the coats were costing up in a justice court. Pensioner Lilly
them $10.50 to $12.50 from a New York concluded to keep his pension money,
mail order house.
accepting a 30-day jail sentence in
Another man and woman were lieu of a fine.
stopped from selling the same brand
of fur coats and they also were stockFirst Day.
ed with rugs.
Dorothy Jean Lee, 5, of near ManOne crew of men and woman work- chester, attended her first day of
ed Winterset selling photographs for school on Labor day. Her father
a 50c deposit. Twenty-four Winter- planned to stop by the school house
set people parted with 50c each to at noon to bring her home. However,
these salesmen.
since it was the first day of school,
Null asks that peddlers of this kind the class was dismissed an hour
be reported to the sheriff's office as early. Dorothy Jean went home on
soon as they start work in Madison foot, was hit by an automobile near
county.
the driveway of her own home and

PETERSEtf
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
TOILET PAPER, Silk tissue, 100% soft, 4 rolls 13C
JELL, Butternut, a gelatin dessert, 4 packages 17,,
PANCAKE FLOUR, Fidelity, 3y2-lb. package 2lc
BEANS, Michigan.hand picked navy, 4 pounds 19.
VELVET TOBACCO, 2-ounce can
'1Qc
ONIONS, Yellow Spanish, 7 pounds
' 19c
ORANGES, Sunkist, 2 dozen
23c
RINSO, 1 large and 1 small package, both for... ~29 C
BANANAS, Hoxie's firm and yellow, pound.
sc
Lettuce, Celery, Peppers, Cabbage and; Onions
kinton, fractured his skull; He manMiss Geraldine Cleaver visited from
aged to drive the team to the Clyde Friday until Sunday with friends at
Thompson farm before losing con- Rolfe, Iowa.
sciousness.
Carl H. Daubendiek, wife and child
Wrong Way Tourists.
ren, Gene and Ruth, of Jefferson, lowa
Two tourists drove into Lisbon re- were Sunday visitors with friends in
cently. At a service station, they the city.
wondered "how come" they were 1,200 miles from New York, when
William Crozier of Whitewood, So
the last time they had inquired they Dak., visited here a few days the first
were only 850 miles. Much disgusted, of the week with his mother, Mrs
they learned they were in Iowa and Laura B. Crozier, and with other relawere heading the "wrong direction." tives and friends. "Bill" had been to
Yes, they were women-drivers!
Omaha with a load of sheep and bein^
so near Anita took the opportunity
Million Miles.
of coming here for a short visit.
Genevieve Sutton, former Harlan,
Iowa, girl, is nearing the million-mile
The marriage of Miss Guinevere
mark in her travels as a stewardness Redburn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
on United Airlines planes. She ex- H. R. Redburn of Anita, to William
pects to pass the mark sometime be- Madsen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
tween Thanksgiving and Christmas, Madsen of Atlantic, took place on
after five years of service.
Wednesday, Aug. 30, at the Audubon
Methodist parsonage, with the Rev.
Saved Barn.
E. M. Buehler officiating. AttendFarmers near Lenox did an "im- ants were Mrs. Buehler and Isabello
possible" job of fire fighting recent- Humerick.
ly. When fire broke out in a hay
barn on the Nels Johnson farm, neighbors came to the rescue, worked all
night, saved the barn. Spontaneous
combustion caused the fire and the
pile of hay was so hot that when
tenant Clark pushed an iron rod into
ON TRACK SOON
the mass, the rod sizzled when re• Actually more heat per dollar
moved even though no flames were
than anything else you can buy.
yet visible.

der these short affairs.)
Just picture a modern young lady
Published Every Thursday by the wearing one of the latest creations,
without the least excuse start out
on a trot as she is in the habit of
W. F, BUDD
Editor doing . . . if I don't miss my guess,
that excess amount of rear appendaSubscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 ture, plopping on her hips will be an
If not paid in advance
$2.00 unusual and worthy spectacle for
Entered at the post office at Anita, those looking aft.
'When great grandmother was a girl
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
and the bustle was in style, times were
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1939. different . . . Grandmother never hurried, she took tiny little steps, was
never known to hop, skip or jump,
and never, no never, scudded. Oh,
my yes, scudding was very unbecoming to a bustle wearer.
Women of today don't have time
(By Tillie)
to take time . . . now just suppose
Mrs. Merle Denne has a border of the modern lady in her haste forgot
•white asters that's nothing short of to adjust her bustle, would the omis' spectacular . . . there are hundreds sion of the artificial bulg make her
of the giant feathery white blooms dress duck tail in the rear? (Oh, my
swaying in the breeze
the com- goodness, anything but a droopy hem
bination background of rose colored line) . . . and again, just suppose the
zinnias and a bed of French mari- stuffed apparatus should slither sidegolds make a picture worth seeing ways, or worse yet, drop off.
fatally injured.
CAN APPLY PAINT WELL
. . . Mrs. Nora Cleaver has a bed
Looking back through the fashion
DURING FALL MONTHS
of brown eyed Susans that resembles plates of yesteryears, . if feminine
It "Took."
a heap of gold
Mrs. George Mil- characteristics run true to form, the
James Thurber of Bedford took
Farm owners and others who conler's collection of dahlias now bloom- style of artificial rear padding in wo- template painting some of their his son to the office of a physician
ing are strikingly beautiful
Mlrs. men's dresses, just below the waist buildings can accomplish satisfactory recently for a tonsilectomy. As the
Harley Miller's blooming gladiolus this line, will be of a short duration. Wo- results by painting this fall if care child was being given ether, papa
year were very special—the size and men just won't endure a style of dress is taken to avoid painting over damp Thurber also took a deep breath.
color of the blossoms were sensation- that emphasizes an excess amount of wood, says C. H. Van Vlack, exten- Dizzy, he rushed for the front door
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
al.
fullness, fore or aft. They just won't sion agricultural engineer at Iowa and collapsed on the street, taking
* * »
EXECUTOR.
tolerate an illusory appearance.
Bert C. Ramus, Manager
State college, in a new bulletin now out a section of plate glass winIt may be an amusing sight to the
The latest pattern creations are available, "Selecting and Applying dow.
A physician gave him treat- In the District Court of the State of
folks who come to my home and see pictured on the young and slender Paints."
ment—without ether.
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
the large bouquets of bright yellow . . . just how becoming this style will
Outside painting should be done
In
the Matter of the Estate of Anna
flowers of the common old roadside be on the more matured and slightly during fair weather, Van Vlack says.
Quite a Tree.
McCosh, Deceased.
rosin weeds that now adorn my living ancient figures who insist on keeping During periods of high humidity
Ted Ranshau of near Rock Valley
room . . . I think them magnificent in style is yet to be seen . . . old painting should , be avoided. The claims to be the owner of Iowa's To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the
. . . most every day in the early fal Mother Nature has been more than weather and the surface should both largest cottonwood. The trunk measundersigned
has been appointed and
you will find a vase of golden roc generous to a few of us.
be dry and the temperature should ures 18 feet in circumference and
or some other roadside "weed" decorIf stylists say we must wear a be above 40 degrees 'F. Paint is thin- the distance from branch tip to j has qualified as Executor of the
Estate of Anna McCosh, late of Cass
ating my home
I console my un- bustle to be in style, then wear a ner when warm, and this permits bet- branch tip is 90 feet.
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
appreciative family by reminding bustle it will have to be. Getting ter working into the wood. If the
in any manner indebted to said dethem that down in Guinea, S. A., or- use to the sight of a bouncing bustle weather is too hot, paint may "crawl."
Race With Nature.
ceased
or her estate will make paychids are common weeds
if I on the hips of the hurrying, scurry- An attempt should be made to avoic
The Raglan Apple Growers' assoshould move my "weeds" to some far ing feminine population of today won't painting when insects are numerous ciation in Harrison county has been jment to the undersigned; and those
No Ashes or Coal to
away place in the world where such. be any more shocking than viewing or when dust may be blown badly.
having a race with nature to get a I having claims against said deceased
or
her
estate
will
present
them
in
"weeds" fail to thrive, possibly the { men's shirt tails flopping in the
Garry
Before buying paint it is advisable new apple-packing plant built by the manner and form as by law required,
natives *ttnld consider them beauti- breeze.
j to know of what the paint is made time the fruit is ready to process. Na- ; for allowance and payment.
Quick and Cheap to
ful the same as I do.
P. S. By the way, do bustles hook, Van Vlack suggests.
Most reliable ture won, so the association simply
• * •
Dated
this
28th.
day
of
August,
button, tie pin, zipper or lace on ?
Operate
paint manufacturers are printing, as roofed over the basement of the 60x76 A. D., 1939.
The masters of literary styles have
part of their label on the paint can foot structure to make sure of being
See Our Modern Ranges
announced to the world that the old
Philip McCosh,
OLE SAYS.
the name and amount, on a percentage ready. By next season they hope to
fashioned bustle which was popular
Executor
of
said
estate.
and Heaters Before
basis, of each kind of pigment and have the building completed.
See America First: Scenic Facts.
By H. P. Ziegler,
•when great grandmother was a girl,
liquid
used
in
making
paint.
If
the
You Buy
Mardi Gras: The Mardi Gras, gay
has come back for another fling.
Attorney for said estate.
"Mowed H«r Down."
formula is not attached, there may be
Imagine if you will, such a style festival Americans connect with New
Theodore Egge of near Inwood made
doubt about the quality of the paint.
of dress in this modern day of ultra Orleans and the beginning of Lent,
Bertram Suplee, wife and small son
use of Charley McCarthy's favorite
To
be
really
durable,
house
paints
smart streamlining and air condition- really had its origin in 'Mobile, Ala., should contain not less than 60 per cent expression last week, literally "mowed visited here the past week with his
ing . . . feature the sweet young las- not New Orleans—and its purpose nor more than 40 per cent liquid by i down" Mrs. Egge with a mowing ma- mother, Mrs. Fauna Suplee, and with
sie who has become accustomed to the was to celebrate New Year's Day, not weight.
is
The I. H. C. Store
The formulas should not! c n i n e - Mrs. Egge was helping a other
. , relatives
, and friends. Bert "*
TT _
freedom and briefyn?ss of halters, paexcessive amounts of high per- i mowing operation among some young ™
"
jamas and shorts
now with her tion occurred in 1831 and the hotel, Icentage low-grade and transparent itrees by locating the trees and bendinnards squeezed to a wasp waist where the event took place, is still liquids and pigments.
ing them out of the way of
m
. . . wearing a long dress equipped standing.
|
In
identifying
cheap
liquids
some
of
i
ower. The sickle caught her left
* * *
with a bustle. (Gosh! I suppose
eg> cut
•
.,
j
the
common
names
that
may
be
found
|'
>t to the bone. She is reMt. Lassen: Mt. Lassen, in uuuor- ._ ^ f
it will be a long dress, surely sty,
,
,
^
,
.
,
,
covering
at
a Sioux Falls hospital.
u
in the formula label are fish, oriental
lists wouldn't dare put bustles un- nia, is the only active volcano remain- oil, "paint oil," "boiled oil" (other
ing in continental United States.
Horse on Him.
When America was very young, doz- I than linseed), mineral spirits, volaDennis Dodd, Collins horse dealer,
! tile oil and water.
ens of these "hell's gateways" illumSome inferior paints contain as ' re(-'ently bought a horse for a client,
TRY THE
inated the skies and shook the earth,
The
ric
a
much
as
35
per
cent
water,
indicated
.
P
e
P
>d,
$300,
seemed
rather
spitting up fires and clouds of smoke
ONLY OASOLINE WITH
in the formula as just water or one n'(?^ but the horse responded to the
and molten lava.
of
the
following:
"Emulsified
solu;
flattery
by
winning
$145
in
state
fair
* * *
tion," "colloidal solution," "solution" P>'"zes a few days later,
Reversible River: "Speakine: of my
or "aqueous body agent."
operation"—Chicago, America's secWhether you're taking a
Van Vlack says that not more than
Wounded Officer.
short week-end trio or going
ond city, can boast of a freak of naOhariton barely missed a murder
a trace of water should be found in
across the continent, the
ture—a river that runs backwards.
case last
week. Officer 3. W. Scales
cares of travel are greatly
Originally the Chicago River flowed formulas of exterior paint. Two-thirds s
reduced, and the journey
of a paint job on a building is the lab- ' recovering from a bullet wound
into Lake Michigan; today it flows
seems so much less tiresome,
or cost, and it is time and money wast-, 'n his thigh bone, received when he
when you travel by rail.
from the lake toward the Gulf of MexRock Island main line trains
ico. This major operation on Nature ed to use a low grade, short-lived disarmed and arrested Willard ( B u d )
paint.
i Passno of that city after the latter
are completely air-condiwas performed in the interest of purer
tioned, and are so roomy and
Copies of the new bulletin, "Select-' ha(i been on a rampage,
drinking
water
for
that
"Wonder
pleasant that you'll wonder
ing and Applying Paints," are availCity."
why you have ever gone any
able from the Extension Service pf
Ancient Shingler.
* * *
other way.
Iowa State college, Ames.
Most people, at the age of "three
This is World's Fair Year and
Midsummer Skiing Without Snow:
it is not too late for you to
i score and ten," are willing to relax
Near Muskegon, Mich., a unique sport
an(1
visit either or both of these
Ed.
Bell
and
wife
of
Des
Moines
I
take it easy. Not so for Duncan
is offered—one that not even the
stupendous spectacles.
enjoyed
a
visit
Sunday
with
relatives
j
M'cKercher of Manly, now 77, w ho
Olympic
games
can
boast.
MidsumCOLDEN GATE INTERNATIONAL
and friends in Anita. Ed. is cashier; P u t 21,000 shingles on his barn n>of
EXPOSITION on San Francisco Bay. mer skiing, without a flake of snow; of one of the Bolton and Hay cafes this summer. Carried them up himthe slide scorching hot—not ice cold—
NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR— the
self, too.
may sound goofy to you, but this ski in the capitol city.
world of tomorrow.
run is a sand dune. If you don't think
The members of the Mutual BeneLow round trip fares and allFell From Haymow.
sand is slippery, try once to keep on
fit club enjoyed a meeting last Thursexpense tours are available
your feet.
Heath struck in an old-fashioned
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. O. way at Moorhead recently. Everett
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
W.
I.
Darrow
and
wife,
accompanied
N. Pierce northwest of the city. Nine Meadows, 21, fell from a haymow,
721 Locust Street
by Frank Burlingham and wife of members were present, also three vis- died two weeks later.
Pes Moines, Iowa
Anamosa, left last Thursday morning itors, Mrs. Clarence Mattheis and Miss
on a motor trip through the west that Neoma Kelly of Anita and Mrs. FlorSkull Fractured.
Island will include a visit to the fair in ence Taylor of Atlantic. The after- While lifting rucks onto a wai-,,n
San Francisco.
noon was spent socially by the ladies. Raymond Thompson, 17, of near Ho
ANITA, IOWA

Tribune Publishing Co.

FAQS AND FUN

KING BEE Eastern
Kentucky Lump Coal

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

Cook and Heat
the
Modern Way

Dement Imp. Co.

Distances are
shortened when you

GO BY TRAIN

PORE USABLE

CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

SHIP and
TRAVEL

ROCK

0. W. Shaffer &Son

BABY CHIT*s

ByEDWHEELAN

"Silk" Fowler makes up to Myra. But
can,the leopard change hli spots?

MMIIMMB

T H AT DAV 'SILK" MET MVRA AS SHE WAS
NTHE

0 o 00 MORNING, MVRA , - VOU'RE AT

House'
EARUV, I see :

VJEU..T HAMS GOODAIEVWS FOR

VOU - JEFF AND I HAt> A GOOD
TALK LAST NIGHT ABOUT ALTA -

NWE'VE OEC1PCD ID KEEP THE
" B.ULU" VJHH THE SHO\U, AND I'LL
STAY OUT OF HER WAV OMTli-

GETS OVER HER STRANGE

RESENTMENT ASAINST ME

SURE SHE
OH * SILK . I'M SO WAPPVVJILL.MVRA,
VWAS REALLV -SPLENDID
OP Vt>U,
\WILL &E FINE
-WAT \N A FEW DAVS
AND DAHDy.'
^ \ ALTA NNILL EC UKE
HER OLD SELF AGAIN

I
\

POUKS. rtOW THAT
9BT,

euess we MN GO

\WIU_ BE FINE

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Pinto Gums Up the Wedding
f

LATER -

eerXN AMBULANCE,
COUNTESS UALA
PAUOOZA, 00

QUtCKl PINTO'S 8ICKHCB HOSC tB HOT!

HONOR,
AND -

AHEAD WITH THE

THE _
WEODIN*?

An Amateur Decora tor
Uses a Curved Needle
By RUTH WYETH SPEARS
••£)EAH MRS. SPEARS: Some
*^. tune ago in an article you
suggested using a curved needle
such as upholsterers use, f or sew'
ing heavy cortJ trimming in place
I found that these needles are als«
used -in making candle wickino
bedspreads and are on sale i>
most notion and fancy work departments. Mine has been very
useful to me; especially when r^
upholstering an old chair. This
a just' one of the many useful

Frank Jm Unfciur Syndicate. Inc.

S'MATTER POP

By C. M. PAYNE

This Fellah Checks All Statements

^-~'

MESCAL IKE

>*

Just by Way of Suggestion

B, s. L. HUNTLEY

POP— If It's a Matter of Age
VOU -TEW YEARS OLD?

hints I have found in your articles
and books. Thank you so much
for all of them;—G. H."
Here is the picture of the curved
needle used to sew bright contrasting cord to an upholstered
couch. It is a useful tool when
you are sewing to fabric that is
stretched tightly. Everyone who
finds pleasure in making a home
attractive needs to know these little tricks that give work a professional touch.
Original ideas with complete &
rections for slipcovers; draperiei
and other furnishings are in tt*
new Sewing Book No. 3. Every
homemaker should have a copy;
as well as everyone who likes to
make gifts, and items for bazaars.
The pripe is only 10 cents post
paid. Send coin with name and
address to Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, HI.

By J. MILLAR WATT
YOURE- NOT AS

S^dfcSedfi*^
!LSativ?SennaMPuB

TALL

-BUT
MOW OLD
IS VtXJR
UMBRELLA

AS MY UMBRELLA!

t
e etb *£
tflsy nervaiand
WBkttuptflsy
nervaian muscles
musce iw™j

dnwhttadayl

FOLKS KEXT DOOR

BiebM and Strew*
Men«*m neither to
their rkbea, nor f-j
of tib« f&rtner they belie

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS
Teacher called for sentences
using the word "beans/'
"My father grows beans," said
the bright boy of the class.
"My mother cooks beans," came
from another pupil.
Then a third piped up: "We are
all human beans."
Ivory Up
Miss Elderle (displaying an even
row of pearls)—Beautiful teeth are
one of woman's charms. I take
care of mine.
Mrs. Plaintork—You ought to, my
dear, these dentists are charging
twice as much as they used to for
a good set.

fRV)N6 fo DECIDE AT5.-39 WHEtHER 1b CATCH
fHE 5:40, AS ORDERED ON ACCOUNT OF GOESfS
COM)H& TOR D)HNER, OR -fO dtOPAHD 00V A
, ALSO A5 ORDERED

Logical
At an ice cream parlor, one man
in the group was explaining his system of ordering.
"I always order strawberry sundae without strawberries," said he,
, "because I don't like strawberries.1'

Cheerful News
Mb DEMOLISHED
STORE WNPOW

SIX INJURED,
CAB HITS 1RUCK

KNOBES*
U6HT- EWE 00
TO HOSPftAL

All
lowon's Hotel
THE CHAMBE LAIN
'

PEDESTRIAN
RUN DOWN AT
CCOiSINO

LABOR DAY AUTO
CASUALTIES PEEAK.
All RECORDS

SOM'THIN6
T00EPGWE
ABOUT rr

6ET5 TICKET
FOR
OH \HROHf,
STREET
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SEE THAT SHELL
Only Wolverine Shell Horaehide Work
Shoes have both soles and uppers of this
amazing three-ply Shell leather—tanned
soft and pliable by the exclusive Wolverine tanning process. Come In, Try
cm a pair. No obligation.

FROM OUR OLD FILES ANITA SCHOOL NEWS
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Establish .New Daily Schedule.
The schedule has been somewhat
changed this year in high school.
There were formerly eight periods
each day for classes, each containing
forty minutes, but this year, there
are only six periods, five of them
being one hour long and a forty-five
minute activity period at the close
of the day. During the one-hour
periods, the students have recitation
about the first forty minutes and study
the remainder of the period in the
class room under the supervision of
the instructor.

Maduffs Food Market
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

September 16, 1909.
John Pearce is building a large barn
THURSDAY---FRIDAY---SATURDAY SPECIALS
on his farm southeast of Anita.
The Atlantic chautauqua this year
went in the hole about $1,000.
•. •
'
^^ ^^
A daughter was born a few day ago
A
•*
•*
I
**
«»
All
Kinds
"p
*%
_. ,
to Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Allanson.
The millinery stores have been the
^^ ^^
llD
cinqi. HOBSBfflDE WWUC SHOES
busiest places in Anita the past week.
Pints, Dozen, 40c >• ••
A fine new book case, purchased
Quarts—Dozen
T"OC
with money raised by the pupils,
Regular
18c
Jb.
was placed in the Berea school this
2 Pounds
week.
Clarence Robinson this week sucQuick or Regular
ceeds Glen Kiehl as local manager of Seniors to Sponsor
Large Box
the Alamito Sanitary Dairy Co. cream Freshman Fun Day.
station.
Friday has been set aside for FreshN. W. Way left last week for Penn- man fun day in Anita high school.
sylvania, where he will spend about The seniors will take charge of this
f*»*9f*lrAI*C
Fresh.and-Crisp
<• M
six weeks among relatives and friends project. This is intended to make
VlClCllCrs
2-lb. Box
A DC
Bt his old home.
an introduction of our freshmen to
Henry Baier and Homer Millhollin the rest of the high school and to
returned Thursday from Bridgewater, create a more friendly atmosphere
So. Dak., where they have been work- between them and the upper class- the supervision of their teacher, Miss law in the official newspapers of sairl
ing the past month.
Budd. These are the Elson-Gray Bas- county, publication to be f or O n e in
men.
ic Readers with Olive Pearl Hitter's sertion and to be at least ten da™
Prank Miller, who has been in Colorado the past year, is spending a Select Hi-Lites Staff.
corresponding workbooks.
prior to the date set for the hearfew days with his parents, A. A. MilThe staff of the Anita Hi-Lites was
The kindergarten and first grade ing.
ler and wife, in Anita.
selected by the two sponsors, Miss children are busy decorating their
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
Wind, hail and rain formed a very Hiatt and Miss Buthweg. It is as room with pictures illustrating the dif- Wiese, to accept and publish said
destructive combination which result- follows:
ferent Mother Goose rhymes with budget as read.
ed in a great damage to the Anita Editor-in-Chief
Marian Hartley which they are familiar.
'Motion carried.
community last Sunday evening.
Asst. Editor
Barbara Rhoada
The second grade has an enrollment
The claim of $30.00 of Esther Reeves
Samuel Dean of Benton township Business Manager
Frank Budd of 23 pupils this year, including two for salary was approved.
has purchased his father's farm lo- Asst. Bus. Mgr—Virginia Offenstine new members, Barbara Ann HollenSession and Mileage Claims.
cated eight miles north of Walnut, Staff Artist
'Merrill Lett beck and Darlene Grill. The children Hawley Lynch
Kftft
for which he paid $155 per acre.
Sports Editor
Virginia Nichols in Miss McKinney's room are enjoy- P. W. Wiese
665
The September term of the Cass Activity Editors
Margaret Porch ing the newly painted chairs and W. H. Wohlenhaus
6 8Q
county district court convened in AtEvangeline Lindblom table and also the newly refinished G. E, Eshelman
1
670
lantic Tuesday morning, with Judge Humor Editors
Virginia Schlater floor.
Moved
by
Wohlenhaus,
seconded
by
W. R. Green of Audubon presiding.
Leo Bongers
Miss Knowlton's third grade has Eshelman, to adjourn until Sept. i,
Homer Boatright and Ed. Blakesley Stencils
Marilynn Kohl 21 members. One new member was or on call of Chairman.
left last week for Denver, Salt Lake
Marjorie Hendricks welcomed from Exira; he is Lloyd
Motion carried.
City and other western points. They Reporters:
Akers. The third grade room also
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
expect to be gone from Anita several
Departments
Cathryn Curry has newly painted chairs and table,
.
.
.
.
Chairman.
•weeks.
Doris Watkins and a refinished floor.
Attest:
The
regular
meeting
of
the
C.
O.
Selling for CASH and Selling for LESS.
Senior
Betty Sams
M. E. Hubbard,
With Miss Darrah as the instructor,
Z. club was held one afternoon this
Junior
Adabelle Simon the fourth grade has 22 pupils and
,. County Auditor.
week at the home of (Mrs. Andrew
Sophomore
Beulah Neiens the fifth grade has 18. The two new
Wiegand, and the elegant lunch preBert Reynolds, wife and son, Virgi,
Freshman
John Bear members of the fourth grade are
week in Burlington.
pared and served by the hostess was
were
Omaha ^risitors one day last
Wayne Biggs and Richard Hollenbeck.
•f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f
The Women's Home Missionary So- a most pleasing and satisfying feature School to Close For Institute.
week.
*
This
room
is
very
proud
of
the
nice
•f Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. + ciety will meet Thursday afternoon of the afternoon session.
The Anita public schools will be
floors and the new decorations. They
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. E. W.
The Mfisses Ruth Parker and Mardismissed Monday, Sept. 18. A Triare enjoying their new text in health garet Fulks are home from a few days'
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Holmes.
NOTICE.
County Teachers Institute will be held
which is called, "Health By Doing," visit in Chicago.
Classes for all ages. Prank H. Osen, The Loyal Circle will meet Tuesin Atlantic. Teachers from Adair,
superintendent.
Atlantic, Iowa, Cass and Audubon counties will at- for the fourth grade; and "Building
day afternoon, Sept. 19, with Mrs.
For Health" in the fifth grade.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Howard Gissibl. Mrs. Herbert BartRuben Goddard of Clinton, Iowa, is
Sept. 2, 1939. tend.
Miss Taylor has 14 in her sixth visiting in Anita this week with his
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
ley has charge of the program that To: Northwestern Mutual Life Insurgrade. The boys are taking their uncle, Chas. Barber and wife.
Our church loyalty, "Back to the has as its theme, "My Hobby."
ance Co., Milwaukee, Wis., Jasper Date Set For All-School Carnival.
work of our church." We are orKrumm and Mrs. Jasper Krumm,
Friday evening, Oct. 6, is the date physical training with the Junior high
ganizing our forces for the work of
Anita, Iowa.
set for the all-school carnival, Be- boys this year.
Aage Mikkelsen, a well known farmThe enrollment in Miss Hollen's er north of Anita, has been taken to
the fall and winter months. We ought 4- HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL -f
Notice is given that the Board of gin planning to attend.
room this year is 30, 11 seventh the Veterans hospital in Des Moines
to be ready to pick up the loosened +
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
-f Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa,
graders and 19 eighth graders. The for medical treatment.
threads of our church's efforts with +
I. O. O. F. HALL.
4 propose to condemn for road purposes Rental System Expands.
promptness and return to our full + Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor, -f the following described real estate in
In high school, the books are grad- subjects Health and Science are inually being put on the rental basis. cluded this year as a new ccurse.
time endeavor with just as little
said county :•«
R. W. Bedwell and wife of Indiandelay as possible. "As for me and
Those added this year to the list are
We are sorry to hear that Alice ola are spending the week at the home
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
"Commencing at the Southmy bouse, we will serve the Lord."
American Literature, World History, Ring and Kathryn Comly have of her aunt, Mrs. Chas. Perrin and
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
east corner of Sec. 12, T 76 N,
We will observe young people night
Bookkeeping and Algebra.
New moved to Earlham where they are husband, southeast of the city.
Sunday School teacher's meeting
R 34 W, the point of beginning:
at the church on Thursday, Sept. 14, Thursday evening at 8:00 o'clock at
Health text books are being used now attending school.
Also Ruth
Thence north along the east line
any time after school hours. Come the parsonage.
throughout the grades.
Biggs has recently moved to Bridgeof Sec. 12, T 76 N, R 34 W, a
John Weimer is the name of an 8
and bring a covered dish. Rev. Ralph
water.
Children's confirmation class will
distance of 5,280 feet, more or
pound boy baby born last Thursday
Journalism Class
B. Noyce, director of the young peo- meet Friday afternoon at 3:00 o'clock
less, to the northeast corner of
evening to iM!r. and Mrs. Weimer
Receives Good Response.
PROCEEDINGS OP THE
ple's work in the state conference, at the parsonage.
said Sec. 12; Thence west 33
Pearson at their home on Elm Street.
One new subject has been added to
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS He is the third child in the family,
will be with us.
Highland churchfeet; Thence south along a line
the high school schedule this semesThis (Wednesday) evening there
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
parallel to and 33 feet equidistthe other children being girls.
Court House,
ter. It is Journalism and is under
will be a meeting of the church atSunday School at 10:00 a. m.
ant from the east line of said
Atlantic,
Iowa,
the instruction of Miss Buthweg. This
tendance committee in the dining room
Sec. 12, a distance of 2,880 feet,
At a meeting of the county board of
August 14, 1939.
course gives much practical experof the church. Mrs. J. A. Wagner
Mrs. Mary Wilson returned home
more or less; Thence west 25
supervisors Monday, Miss Margaret
The
Board
of
Supervisors
of
Cass
ience in writing news articles and a
is chairman.
a few days ago from a month's visit
feet; Thence south along a line
Stouffer off Vinton, Iowa, was formally
good review of English. The class County, Iowa, met in adjourned sesLadies aid will meet Thursday at with friends in Omaha.
parallel to and 58 feet equidisthired as county welfare director, resion
with
the
following
members
preswill have charge of editing the "Anithe church with a 15c dinner for the
ant from the east line of said
ent:
placing Miss June Hamm, who resignta Hi-Lites."
public at noon.
Sec. 12, a distance of 2,400 feet,
When your head begins to thump
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, W. H. ed to accept a position with the state
There will be Sunday evening ser-and your lung valves refuse to work;
more or less; Thence east 58 feet
Wohlenhaus, F. W. Wiese and G. E. board of social welfare.
Commercial Department.
vices next Sunday at 7:30 o'clock.
to the point of beginning and
and scalding tears fill your eyes and
Eshelman.
The
advanced
typing
class
is
studycontaining 2.34 acres more or
Mr. and.. .Mrs. -Fred Scarlett, St.,
run down your ugly mug into your
The minutes of August 1st were
ing the use of the ditto and mimeoless exclusive of the present
shirt bosom, and the steam of sap
living
southwest of Anita, are the parapproved
as
read.
graph. Among the regular duties of
4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f from your nose is hot enough to
established highways."
ents of a 9 pound and 15 ounce boy
The
bond'
of
W.
Fay
Robinson,
advanced
work
the
students
will
print
4 + + + + + + + + + + + + burn a hole in your handkerchief, it
The damages caused by said conbaby, bom to them last Wednesday
the school paper and take care of Soldiers' Relief Commissioner, was
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
afternoon
at the Atlantic hospital.
is safe to bet that you have at least demnation will be assessed by three
approved.
any other stenographic duties which
Communion at 11:00 a. m.
slight symptoms of hay fever; and appraisers. Notice is hereby given come to the department.
|te
is
the
second
child in the family and
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Esh#i
The ladies aid will meet all day from all the information we have been that the owner or owners of said real
has
been
named
.Harold James.
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and able to gather from all parts of the estate may, on or before, the llth. The bookkeeping students are en- elman, to grant Vernon J. Sien, Lon$f
Iowa,
a
Class
C
Beer
permit.
*
will serve a 15c dinner for the public earth, the only man who was ever day of September, 1939, appoint one joying new text books this year. They
Mrs. 'Maude Snplee was pleasantly
Motion carried.
are using, "Bookkeeping for Personal
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
cured, had soft, slow music, and beau- of said appraisers and that in case and Business Use."
surprised
at her home last Friday
On motion and vote the offer of
A meeting of the K. J. U. club tiful flowers in honor of the event; such right be not exercised, or if
evening when a number of>elat!^
$50
in
compromise
of
personal
taxes
will be held Friday afternoon at the and there was long black vails, and exercised and the said appointee fails
Normal Training Department.
of Carl Kraack for 1937 and all prior and friends called to spend the evenhome of Mrs. John Witte.
white gloves and aprons in evidence to appear and qualify, the said three
Miss Brown reports that she has years, and the offer of $50.00 of ing, the occasion being in honor
appraisers will be otherwise appointed three
a'plenty.
Senior normal training stu- Gc-orge R. Query to cover personal her birthday anniversary. The ev• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f -f
as provided by law.
dents and ten Junior students this taxes for 1987 and all prior years be ening was spent socislly~and playing
+
METHODIST CHURCH
-f
All parties interested are further
i year. The normal training club will accepted and the Treasurer is hereby Chinese checkers, with a lunch being
•f
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f
notified that said three appraisers ' soon be organized.
authorized to accept said aums in full served at a late hour.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f 4
will, when duly appointed, proceed
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
to appraise said damages, will re- Music Department.
ii reduced In sUe. The
Harold "McDermott, Superintendent.
On motion and vote the Board
pain ha« left simply by
port said appraisement to the said
Miss Nieth reports that twenty
' V^HV flWjtfl^H^^I ^^ • V ^^
FAIRYFOOT.
There will be no worship services applying
Get a a mall cite trial
Board of Supervisors and that said boys are out for glee club work. An granted the application for an Emerge
S^'tfP^SP^^fHT^P, ^
Sunday on account of the annual Dkg. of Fatryfoot tod*y.
latter board will pass thereon at the estimated forty-seven girls are out for pZ LeVy °f 1 mi" Bnd an additional
conference which is meeting this BONGERS BROS.
Never before at 'this price. DfiVOj
hearing as provided by law on Sep- girls' glee club work. Both these
tember 18, 1939, at the Auditor's Of- groups will start on contest work troUer aPPr°Val °f ^e'stat'e^omp- Standard Barn Paint, bright red, v
fice in Atlantic, Cass County, Iowa, soon. Miss Nieth is the band ina high gloss barn paint, at OBJ
Be it remembered that on this, the $1.06 per gallon in five gallon ?»«•
and you may be present if you be so structor for the coming year, and
j minded. You are further notified that plans have been made for a march- '4th day of August, 1939, the Board Manufactured by America's o"^
i at said hearing before the said Sup- >g band. There will also be two "f Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa, paint manufacturer. Bring us y"
j ervisors you may file objections to girls who wiil serve as baton twu-1- met > n session for the purpose of filing paint problems.
(
tf
'
BongersBro^_____
j the use of said land for road purposes ers. The orchestra will start re- and considering the estiraate f or the
m.
and that all such objections not so hearsals next week with about twenty local budget of said ™,,.,*
BUY ANITA BBBAD.^_
made will be deemed waived.
COAL AT TODAY'S PRICES WILL SAVE YOU
^
law.
Thereafter
and on 8aid d
M. E. Hubbard,
See us before you sell your W
mus.cal groups to be organized wi n there
Cass County Auditor.
PLENTY OF MONEY. WE CAN SERVE YOU
be a mixed chorus, brass quartette
Farmers Coop., Anita.^^^__^_,
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Work Shoe
Specials

Wolverine Shell Horse Hide,

B^M4iM2ic&

Golden Ripe

Dal1anci9

Pound

•*

5r
d

Apples
Bushel
73c T
Fruit Jars
Cookies
Oatmeal
17c
Shredded Wheat *T&**°* 19c

1000-Mile Work Shoes

.95

Glove Leather Horse Hide
Work Shoes

;.95

These Specials Will Continue
Through September

Roe Clothing Co,

My Painful—
BUNION

It's Just
a Suggestion-

WITH QUALITY PRODUCTS AND YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
CARS ROLLING NOW — PHONE 20 — BE SAFE

a quorum aa

bv "lar'
S
'*«**«*
waa filed the fore
It

^<* -S

The P. T. A. of Grant No. 9 held woodwind quartette, brass sextette'
Thereafter said estimate was duly
their first meeting of the school year , woodwind sextette, instrumental su[o consulered by the Board. The Board
j
work,
and
vocal
solo
work.
The
band
Friday evening.
At the business
advised finds that
session Mrs. Earl Stone was elected i is planning to make its first appear
d
anee
at
the
Anita-Lewis
football
game
(president for the coming year; Mrs.
here
Friday.
The
orchestra
plans
Carl Moore, vice president; and Miss
furnish music for plays and simMarie Breen, teacher of the school, to
ilar activities.
secretary. Games and stunts furnished the entertainment of the evening, Grude News.
and a lunch was served by Mrs. Moore
The primary grades have a new
and Mrs. Richter.
basic reading series this

oTnU^

•^

T^"^^*?&

s^ts?i.xS

60c buys BOO sheets ot '^"^i,.
paper, size 8%xll inches, at tne ^
one office.
—•
We have on track now a West Kentucky egg coal ami ^
of Franklin county, I11"1"1"',, y i U r
coal. Phone 49 and we «$ «»
h

^t

Fanners^o^

WANTED: -Your desd ^
Ph. 184 Anita-we pay Pho'R

WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

Conservative Trend Apparent
In FDR's Crisis Appointments;
'Permanent' Congress Likely
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of (he news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
^_^_________ Released by Western Newspaper Union. —,^_^^—•____
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A WEEK OF WAR IN MODERN EUROPE
The neutrals were also busy.

CONGRESS:
Emergency?

non-emergency legislation. California's Rep. Jerry Voorhis said congress must "correct the injustices
of the last so-called relief act." New
Jersey's Sen. Warren Barbour predicted passage of his anti-espionage
bill.
Everything considered, it
looked like congress would sit for
quite a spell.

Simple Scrap Quiu
Is Colorful and Gay

THE WAR:

Behind Scenes
"B^fcol kind of a war u ihii? Tht nation it puzzled, fl expected war to mean
an immediate clash of arms . . . Instead,
there it little newt . . . Nineteen out of
twenty persons ask therefore this question: Are toe making ai decisive an attack . . . <u our strength allows?"

Day after printing this editorial,
Lord Beaverbrook's Evening Standard had more news, not from the
front but of carryings-on behind
scenes. Secretly, Prime Minister
Chamberlain and Lord Chatfleld
(minister of
defense coordination)
tew the English channel
and met
Premier
E doua rd
Daladierand
French Gen.
Maurice Gamelin someBEAVERBROOK
a supreme
allied defense council. Thus was
avoided one of the mistakes those
nations made in their last war
against Germany.
Next day Mr. Chamberlain, safely
back home, told parliament he left
the French meeting "fortified and
encouraged." Not only would the allies trounce Germany, but they
would rescue Poland and liberate
the Czechs.
Significantly silent following Field
Marshal Hermann Goering's blast
at Britain a few days earlier, Germany was apparently busy pursuing
war on two fronts. Food rationing
was extended, all auto tires were
confiscated and a contraband-of-war
list was decreed as a "defense
measure" against British blockade.
In Paris, smart Premier Daladier
Formed a 21-man war cabinet which
included all parties except Socialist, whose Leon Blum refused to
participate.

Open for inspection this month is
a choice collection of political anomalies. Whether Franklin Roosevelt
made third term capital out of EuWestern War
rope's woes was only a guess, but
England learned for the first time
the emergency of war caused
that her troops and planes were
strange things to happen.
fighting in France. With activities
"Junked," in Secretary Steve Ear- INTERNATIONAL:
still centered in the Saar basin, violy's words," was the "imaginary The Neutrals
lent fighting brought conflicting rebrain trust." Solidly whacked unBiggest repercussion of war in the ports. Berlin, claimed French adder presidential orders were Com- western hemisphere was the conmunists and Fascists. Brought into vening of 21 American republics at vances to Saarbruecken were driven back. French admitted Germany
$l-a-year emergency posts were Panama City to safeguard neutral- had
seized French territory in its
more anti-New Dealers than Wash- ity, protect hemispherical peace and
ington has seen since Herbert Hoo- further economic co-operation. Bigver left town.
gest repercussions in the Far East
Big business, the President's No. were (1) shakeup of Japanese army
1 foe, not only supported his "cash- leadership in China and Manchukuo
and-carry" neutrality proposal, but to hasten an end to the Chinese
one of its representatives, Industri- war, and (2) German-inspired efalist Herbert Bayard Swope, said forts for a non-aggression pact with
enthusiastically that "Mr. Roosevelt Russia, thus checking the growing
is going to Japanese sentiment in Britain's fakeep us out vor. Though the government did
of this war." not take these efforts seriously,
Meanwhile there were expressed desires for a
the tradi- settlement of Russo-Jap border
tional big questions.
business
But the biggest neutral news came
p a r t y , R e- from Europe, pleasant and otherp u b l i c a n - wise. Moscow's allegiance to Berism, was con- lin was more marked than ever.
vinced the German engineers arrived to aid
New Deal's Russian industry, thus indicating
hidden aim the Sqviet will be Adolf Hitler's
SENATOR NYE
is to send storehouse. While Paris radio re". . . better talk now . .
A m e r i c a n ported all Soviet merchant ships en
troops to settle Europe's quarrel.
route to England had been ordered
Such Republicans as Ohio's Sen. home, thus indicating a coming
Robert Taft and Vermont's Sen. breach, the Soviet joined hostilities
SMIGLI-RYDZ AND WIFE
Warren Austin plumped for cash- by shooting Polish craft which vioThe bald pate got wet.
and-carry, as did many a lesser in- lated the frontier. Should enough
surgent Democrat who last summer such incidents occur, Russia might counter offensive, but said the
hated all that Franklin Roosevelt take revenge by joining Der Fuehrer ground was recaptured and poilus
represents.
in a new Polish partition. Com- were primed for an attack on the
If this looked like harmony, ob- pletely mobilized, the Soviet was famed German West wall.
servers had another guess coming. capable of almost anything.
Most intense activity came in the Eastern War
They had not reckoned with North
region.
Andre
Dakota's Sen. Gerald P. ("Neutral- Mediterranean
After waiting two weeks, Poland's
ity") Nye, with Idaho's lionish Sen.
Marshal Edward Smigly-Rydz finalWilliam E. Borah, or with Missouri's
ly got his bald pate wet. The faDemocratic Sen. Bennett Champ
mous autumn rains started and GerClark. As the call went out for
man advance was slackened while
special congressional session, voices
the efficient Polish artillery went
like these were raised in protest and
into action. Warsaw was variously
warning. Isolationism again reached
reported falling and standing. Probthe fore.
ably it still stood, but it was evident the Poles were taking losses
Far from stubborn, Senator Borah
elsewhere on the frontier to keep
merely wanted assurance of adetheir major city intact. On the
quate debate on neutrality. He had
propaganda front, Poles (and even
no desire to "kill time," but was
U. S. Ambassador Anthony Drexel
sure cash-and-carry "will inevitably
Biddle) reported Germans were
bring us into war."
bombing everything in sight.
More alarming was Senator Nye,
author of the present neutrality
AGRICULTURE:
law:
"Americans had better talk
now before the gags of a declared
Corn Woes
emergency are placed. I expect
From 1928 to 1937 the 10-year
that from here on the administration
corn
production average was 2,310,will be contending that every voice
000,000 bushels. Last year it was
raised in opposition . . . is at once
2,542,000,000 bushels. With 255,000,a pro-Hitler voice. Be that as it
000 bushels already sealed on farms
may . . . there will be ... a comunder government loans, the departplete demonstration to the Ameriment of agriculture last month estican people of what the President's
ANDRE FRANCOIS-PONCET
mated this year's production at
wishes will lead America into."
Things happened in Rome.
2,450,000,000 bushels.
But this
What gags he had in mind, Mr.
month Secretary Henry A. Wallace
Nye did not say. But there was Francois-Poncet, French ambassa- had to confess: Later figures boostevery indication cash-and-carry neu- dor to. Rome, allegedly notified his ed the estimate to 2,523,000,000
trality, without gags, had a chance foreign office that Italian neutrality bushels, smaller than last year, to
of getting through congress. Under is certain, that Mussolini is angry be sure, but presenting a greater
proposed amendments any goods over Germany's warlike settlement problem thanks to the big carrycould be sold to a belligerent who of the Danzig issue, and that all this over.
With a carryover of some
bought it, paid for it and carted it may eventually work out to the al- 450,000,000 bushels, the U. S. will
away in his own ships. American lies' benefit.
3,000,000,000 bushels of corn on
Not only was Signer Mussolini have
ships would be prohibited from enhand for the coming season.
making
every
effort
to
bolster
his
tering combat areas.
Under AAA regulations, Mr. Wal(Incorporated in /Veto York wot an world trading position and thus wax lace had to decide whether the indiagency through which French and British rich, but he looked especially at the cated supply is more than 10 per
((merriments could buy war materials and frightened Balkan states. There he cent above normal domestic needs
other goodi from their $7,OI)0,000,()OU war saw puzzled tradesmen seeking any plus export requirements. If so, he
chest net aside for that purpose, /'fanned port in a storm, striving to stay had to propose marketing quotas
last spring, the agency replaces ]. P. neutral while Germany pressed for
Morgan & Company, whn acted in this delivery of goods contracted before for next year and submit them to
corn belt farmers for approval or
capacity during the last war.l
the war. This much was certain: rejection.
If approved by twoOne other question facing the Italy had more interest in her own thirds, quotas would require farmPresident was how to get rid of future than in Germany's, and ers exceeding their allotments to
congress once it had changed neu- might even consider Herr Hitler a store excess grain or pay a pentrality. Quite a case for contin- goodly menace should he win con- alty tax of 15 cents a bushel.
uous wartime session could be built trol over the Balkans. But if MussoBiggest factor working against
trom a Gallup poll which showed lini could control Balkan trade, if quotas was last spring's abnormally
most Americans feel safer with con- he could meanwhile develop a prof- large pig crop, which Mr. Wallace
gress in session. Moreover, spe- itable'MSi commerce with France said would justify raising the quota
cial interests began clamoring for and -Britain, so mud the better. level.
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MAYBE FATHER WILL LIKE THESE?
(Recipes Below.)

Pattern 8216

4

HousehoMNeuis
Foods Men Like to Eat
What are the foods that Father
likes best—the fine, old-fashioned
dishes—tasty, full of flavor, and perfectly cooked! He likes a meal to
be composed of only a few foods;
he wants to know what he is eating,
and he does not want foods swathed
in a blanket of whipped cream. In
a word, fancy cooking is apt to be
wasted on Father but he'll appreciate good cooking to the limit.
Left to his own devices, many a
man would choose a diet of meat,
potatoes, and pie. They're not particularly fond of vegetables—these
men of ours—and when it comes to
salads, it's a sheer waste of energy
to serve them anything fancy. So
a little judicious
planning is necessary 'oh our part
in order to give
Father his favorite foods and provide a wholesome, well-balanced meal in the bargain.
Each of these recipes, tested in
my own kitchen, I've found to be
prime favorites with men. Well prepared and attractively _ served,
they'll go a long way toward establishing your reputation as a good
^ook.
Vegetable Soup.
(Serves 6)
2 pounds soup bone
2 tablespoons fat
2 quarts cold water
1 tablespoon salt
Vt teaspoon pepper
2 tablespoons barley
1 cup canned tomatoes
1 onion
V4 cup carrots (cut in cubes)
% cup celery (cut in small pieces)
% cup potatoes (cut in cubes)
% cup peas
Remove a portion of meat from
cracked soup bone and cut into
pieces. Brown in hot fat. Place
browned meat, soup bone, seasonings, and barley in kettle and add
cold water. Cover and cook until
boiling point is reached. Then simmer about 2% hours or until meat is
tender. Cool and skim off excess
fat. Add vegetables and continue
cooking until vegetables are tender.
Devil's Food Cake.
(Makes one two-layer cake)
1% cups granulated sugar
2 ounces chocolate
1% cups milk
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
% cup butter
2 eggs
2 cups cake flour
Vz teaspoon salt
3 teaspoons baking powder
Place Vi cup sugar, chocolate and
1 cup milk in saucepan and cook,
stirring constantly, until thick.
Add vanilla extract and cool.
Cream butter and
add
remaining
sugar. Separate
eggs, beat egg
yolks and add
, . u
slowly. Then add
the cooled chocolate mixture Mix
and sift all dry ingredients and add
alternately with the remaining milk
Bake in 2 well-greased layer-cake
pans in a moderate oven (375 de
grees) for approximately 25-30 min"
utes. Ice with boiled icing.
Apple Pie.
(Makes 1 pie)
Cheese pastry
6 cooking apples
Flour
Va teaspoon salt
% cup granulated siig,,,
Cinnamon
Nutmeg
1 teaspoon lemon juice
Line a pie tin with pie crust P ee i
the apples and -•••• •'-- •
kle the bottom
flour, salt and

the

together and score

the top to allow the steam to escape.
Bake in a hot oven (425 degrees)
for about 40 minutes.
Pigs-in-Taters.
(Serves 6)
6 large baking potatoes
6 tablespoons margarine
4 to 5 teaspoons milk
IVi teaspoons salt
Paprika
% pound small sausages (cooked)
Wash and dry potatoes. Place on
rack in hot oven (500 degrees), and
bake for about 45 minutes, or until
the potatoes are done. Cut a slice
from one side of each and scoop out
the inside. Mash thoroughly, add
margarine, salt and paprika. Refill
the potato shells. Make a depression in the center of each, and arrange in it 2 or 3 sausages. Bake in
a moderate oven (350 degrees) for
about 10 minutes, or until brown.
Harvest Moon Doughnuts.
(Makes 24 doughnuts)
Vt cup butter
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
4 cups flour
4 teaspopns baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon nutmeg
% teaspoon cinnamon
1 cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
Fat for deep fat frying
Cream butter and sugar. Beat' in
eggs. Sift together dry ingredients
and add alternately with milk.
Add vanilla. Roll
dough V4 - inch
thick and cut with
doughnut cutter.
Fry in deep fat at
385 degrees until
doughnuts are
golden brown on
.... .
both sides. Drain
on absorbent paper. Sugar lightly,
if desired.
Hot Water Cheese Pastry.
(Makes 1 2-crust pie)
% cup shortening
6 tablespoons boiling water
2 cups general purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
Vi teaspoon baking powder
1 cup American cheese (grated)
Place shortening in warm bowl,
pour boiling water over it, and
cream thoroughly with a fork. Place
flour, salt and baking powder in
flour sieve and sift gradually into
the creamed mixture. Add cheese.
Mix thoroughly. Make up into
doughball, then chill in refrigerator.
When ready to bake remove from
refrigerator, divide dough and roll
out. Line pastry tin with one portion of the pastry and proceed with
desired pie recipe.
Need Help Feeding Father?
If you would plan and serve meals
to please the man of the house, send
for a copy of Eleanor Howe's book,
'Feeding Father"; in it she tells
what men like to eat and gives you
recipes for father's favorite foodsluscious apple pie, pot roast, oyster
stew, and a man's rich chocolate
cake, and 125 other delicious dishes.
Send 10 cents in coin to "Feeding
e f Eleanor Ho
M ^erC-°?
° Avenue, Chicago,
*e. »"
North
Michigan
Illinois and get your copy of this
clever book now.
Next week Elsanor Howe will
give you in this column some of
her own favorite recipes collected from good cooks the country
over, tested in her own kitchen,
and used successfully over a long
period of years. Be sure to watch
£, My Favorite Recipes" by
Eleanor Howe.

Out of your scrap bae lii«
magic, come all these colorfd Z
P at h
to cut
, f™
u° SUnple
ply!
Make
a gay quilt, P«nd
mow|J0,
scarf or all three to add charm
to your room. Pattern 2216 con
tains accurate pattern pieces- dia
gram of block; instructions for
cutting, sewing and finishingyardage chart; diagram of quilt
Send 15 cents in coins for this
pattern to The Sewing Circle Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth 'AVB
New York.
''

Without Modes
Architecture aims at eternity
and therefore is the only thing isl
capable of modes and fashions in
its principles. — Sir Christopher
Wren.
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Whereabouts of Happiness
Happiness is where we find it,
but very seldom where we seek it
—J. Petit-Senn.

How Women
in Their 40's

Can Attract Men
Here's good advice tor a woman durinite
change (usually from 88 to 62), who hu
•hell low her appeal to men, who worn*
about hot flashes. Ion of pep, dizzy »p*
upaet nerves ana moody spells.
G«t more fresh air, 8 his. sleep andttjqi
need a good general system tonic take Lydn
B. PinkhamY Vegetable Compound, mid;,
fsftoiaUw for women. It helps Nature bull
up physical resistance, thus helps give mon
vivacity to enjoy life and assist almat
littery nerves and disturbing symptooitut
often accompany change al life. WEU/
WORTH TBYIKGI

Evil Treachery
Treachery, though at first very
cautious,, in the end betrays itself.—Livy.

Learn to Unlearn
Child of Nature, learn to unlearn.—Disraeli.
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staff !f>rd.[°"^utter and then
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!wo or more n
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Reuniort 1 Spruce Production Division
Recalls a Little-Known Chapter in the
History of America's World War Effort
By

ELMO SCOTT WATSON

pleased by Western Newspaper Union.)

IONG thtjjwmy reunions to be held during
the 1939 convention of
the American Legion in Chicago September 25 to 28
there's one that's • unique.
For the first time in Legion
history, former members of
the Loyal Legion of Loggers
and Lumbermen will get together to reminisce over the
days when they were doing
their part to"help win the
tvar" even though it was up
in the great 'forests of the
Pacific Northwest thousands
of miles from- the battle
front.
You never, heard of the
Loyal Legion of Loggers and
Lumbermen, or the "4L," as
it is sometimes called? Then
perhaps you know about its
wartime nucleus under the
longer and more official
name of Spruce Production
Division of the Aviation Section of the Signal Corps of
the United States Army.

A

However, if you don't know
about it even tinder that name,
you're not much different from
thousands of other Americana.
For it was one of the least publicized of all the units which
Uncle Sam mobilized for service
in the greatest war in which he
was, ever engaged. But if s high
time that you should learn about
it, for the achievement of this
Loyal Legion was one of the most
brilliant in the history of America's war effort and, as is so often
the case, it was due primarily to
the genius of one man.
That man is Brig. Gen. Brice
P. Disque, U. S. A. (Ret.-) and
many of the veterans of the
Spruce Production Division who
are coming to Chicago for the
reunion are coming for no other
reason than to see and salute
again their commander of 22
years ago. Also they're coming
to form a permanent organization of Loyal Legion "alumni"
and to see what can be done
about- obtaining recognition for
the Spruce Production Division
from the war department in the
form of an assignment as a divisional number and insignia, even
though they are proud to be
lihown simply as "Disque's Own."
Tribute to Disque.
That fact is eloquent testimony
to the caliber of the man who
commanded them in 1017-18 and
who so commands their respect
today. He entered the regular
artpny in 1899 as .an enlisted man
and was advanced from sergeant
to first lieutenant whfle serving
in the Philippines. In 1913 he
was a cavalry captain on the
Mexican border and later was assigned to construction work
which took him to the Philippines
again. Resigning from the army
to accept the position of warden
at the Michigan state penitentiary, at that tune one of the few
self-sustaining prisons in the
country, he gave that institution
a notably successful administration.
But it was a brief one for, when
the United States entered the
World war in 1917, he applied for
his old commission as a cavalry
•aptain. Instead he was made a
lieutenant-colonel in the Signal
corps and was on his way to
France when his sailing orders
were suddenly canceled. The
reason was this:
In the (summer of 1917 the
Allies were "fighting with their
backs against the wall" and
French and English high officers
were warning the United States
that if the war was to be won it
must be won in the air. Their
great need was airplanes and
more airplanes. Spruce wood
was vitally needed for airplane
construction.
Since the best
spruce available was in Oregon,
Washington and Idaho, Uncle
Sam could best help his Allies by
hurrying vast quantities of it from
<he Pacific Northwest to the battlefront.
That was why Colonel Disque's
sailing orders were canceled—
*• was the man selected for the
Wst of commander of the new
Spruce Production Division of the
Aviation Section of the Signal
c
°rps and he was ordered to
Portland,
Ore., to take charge of
ln
e job of speeding up spruce
Production, speeding up shipment
of
>t from, half a million to thirty
million feet par month and cutting down the time of its ship*Vent from the forests in the
Northwest to the Atlantic coast
'rum 50 days to 10 days. In less
than a week after Disque had received his orders he was on the
J°b in Portland.
'You'll have one hell of a job
Betting spruce out of northwestef
n timber, because of govern"™ent red tape and other abbacies." the. mayor of Portland

Members of the Spruce Production Division loading loirs In an
Oregon camp.
told Disque bluntly. The "other
obstacles," it developed, were
numerous enough and difficult
enough to have daunted anyone
except an army officer who was
accustomed to obeying his orders
to "get the job done."
For several years the spruce industry of the Northwest had been
almost paralyzed. The low wages,
long working hours and disgraceful living conditions / of the logging camps had made them fertile ground for the I. W. W. to
sow its seeds of discontent. The
result was a succession of strikes
and a campaign of sabotage carried on by the "wobblies." As
though this were not enough trouble, the operators added to it by
their, practice of stealing men
from each other.
This, in brief, was the situation
which confronted Colonel Disque
when he arrived on the scene,
charged with the responsibility of
getting out great quantities of
spruce and getting it out in a
hurry. His first step was tb call
a conference of operators and
workmen, who heretofore had
been hopelessly deadlocked over
the question of reducing the 10hour day to an eight-hour day.
Installs 8-Hour Day.
To this conference the colonel
announced that eight, instead of
10 hours would be the basic
working day and that there would
be no cut in wages because of
it; that living conditions in the
camps would be raised to the
standards of the United States
army; that employers must stop
stealing men; and, finally, that
under his administration there
would be a square deal for both
operators and workmen. To
bring that about he submitted to
them, for their voluntary adoption, a constitution and by-laws
of an organization which he
called the Loyal Legion of Loggers and Lumbermen.
Without going into detail into
the way in which this organization operatea, it may be noted

BBIO. GEN. BBICE P. DISQUE
that, perhaps for the first time
in American history, capital and
labor recognized the mutuality of
their interests, co-operated thoroughly and reduced disputes to
a minimum.
The nucleus of the force which
carried on these vast operations
was soldiers from the National
army and volunteers who had
been transferred for this special
work from other arms of the
service. Many- of them came
from the timber districts of
Michigan, Wisconsin and Pennsylvfcniai Eventually the total
strenifli:# tfi&Spruee Production
Division was 30,000 men and 1,200
officers.
Added to that force
were more than 75,000 civilians
engaged in the task of getting
out the vitally needed spruce so
that the total membership of the
Loyal Legion was nearly 110,000.
Their first problem was finding
the spruce. The heaviest stands
of this kind of timber were discovered on a strip of territory
about 50 miles wide on the western slope of the Coast range in
Oregon and Washington which
was then the wildest and most
inaccessible section of the West.
Since fir timber, heretofore the
chief source of lumber supply.
grew on the eastern slope of this
range of mountains, no railroads,
roads or any other highways for
transportation of timber had ever
been built on the western slope.
So the first step was to construct
them.

Thirteen separate railroads
were decided upon and construction of 167 miles of main line
track and 149 miles of branch
line was begun. This railroad
building would take time, of
course, and in the meantime
spruce was urgently needed for
new Allied airplanes. So Colonel
Disque made contracts with the
operators for the delivery of all
the "clear" spruce they could get.
Besides that he sent his own
crews of soldier-lumberjacks into
the forests to augment their efforts.
Over the protests of the operators he inaugurated a system of
"selective" logging, that is, cutting down only those trees which
had been picked by expert timber cruisers as best fitted for airplane stock. Where the stand of
timber was too sparse to justify
building roads over which to
bring out these logs, or where
the country was too rough to get
the huge logs out "in the round,"
they were "rived" where they
fell, that is, the logs were split,
the knotty heartwood was removed and the remaining lumber was split into "flitches" of
convenient size.
But selective logging was not
the only innovation which Disque
introduced. He maintained that
logs could be sawed to get a
much higher percentage of clear,
straight lumber than was obtainable by methods heretofore used.
Some of the lumbermen said it
couldn't be done. He produced
his own expert who designed a
huge government sawmill to be
built at Vancouver, Wash., across
the river from Portland. The
lumbermen said that such a mill
couldn't be built in less than a
year and then it might not be a
success. As a matter of fact it
was built in 45 days and instead
of the 25 per cent of airplane
stock produced by ordinary methods from clear "flitches" it began turning out 65 per cent.
2,700% Production Increase.
It would require a book to tell
the full story of the achievement
of Colonel Disque and his Spruce
Production Division—how they increased the output 2,700 per cent
over that which had been possible before the organization of
the Loyal League, how they met
the Allies' demand for a million
feet of selected spruce daily, and
how it was rushed across the continent by fast express for shipment across the Atlantic.
Included in that story, too, is how
the attempts of the "wobblies"
to create dissatisfaction and
sabotage the spruce production
was thwarted, how the effort of
labor union organizers to "muscle in" was defeated, and how the
Loyal League survived after the
war to the benefit of capital and
labor relations in the industry.
It would tell also how Colonel
Disque, by this time a brigadiergeneral, resigned his "benevolent dictatorship" at the close of
the war, liquidated the $10,000,000
United States Spruce corporation
of which he was president; returned more than 96 per cent of
the government's $10,000,000 investment, said good-by to the
thousands of men who were under his command and retired to
private life.
These are some of the things
which the members of the Spruce
Production Division will talk over
when they hold their reunion in
Chicago this month, There will
be fales, too, of their buddies who
were killed "in line of duty"—
impaled by flying splinters in the
woods and mowed down by a
blast of steel fragments when the
huge circular saw bit into the
spike imbedded in a log by a
sabotaging "wobbly"—stories of
feverish activity in building roads
through the wilderness and constructing high pole bridges over
streams and across canyons, of
never-ending vigilance a|)binst
the fire hazard around the sawmills with their huge piles of
precious spruce timber.
All
these and a thousand other incidents of those hectic days when
they were doing their bit to help
win the war will be the theme
of the men of "Disque's Own" at
this, their first, reunion of the
Spruce Production Division of the
Aviation Section of the Signal
of the United States ir*ny

Although the achievements of
the men of the Spruce Division
(or, to use the more appropriate
title, the Loyal Legion of Loggers
and Lumbermen) is now almost
forgotten—if indeed it was ever
generally known to their fellowAmericans—the magnitude of
that achievement has not gone
entirely unrecognized.
In the
December 5, 1918, issue of the
Engineering News-Record, one of
the leading journals devoted to
civil engineering and contracting,
appeared an editorial, headed
"The Spruce Victory," which
said:
"A great purpose and a great
leader backed up by organized
talent, team work and enthusiasm
—that was the Spruce Production
Division of the army . . . Radically different methods of logging, and entirely new methods
in the sawmill, were worked out
by leaders unafraid to disregard
precedent. Out of their fresh and
broader view came enormous increases in total production of
spruce and—what is still more
important—an almost unbelievable improvement in the quality
of the product. The thick spruce
stands of the inaccessible regions
have been tapped by railroads—
thirteen of them—located, built
and operating in less than a year,
and a new goal of practically
doubling the present output was
recently announced Popular attention during the year has been
elsewhere, and the men in the
Spruce Production Division have
been too busy to tell of their
work, if they would. Therefore,
little is generally known of problems and successes that under
other conditions would have had
world-wide publicity. This would
have been particularly true in en-
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MICAH: A MESSENGER OF

SOCIAL JUSTICE
LESSON TEXT—Micah 3:1-12; 6:6-8.
GOLDEN TEXT—What doth the Lori require of thee, but to do justly, and to love
mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?
—Mieah 6:8.

We demand human rights, social
ustice, and economic security. Corrupt Judges and bribe-taking officials must be put out of office. Landords must not squeeze every penny
out of their tenants; loan sharks
must be put out of business; the
rich must not oppress the poor. The
Church must have ministers with a
real message and must share in the
solution of the problems of hum antyNo, we did not copy that paragraph out of today's newspaper. It
s the message that the prophet Micah preached more than 2,500 years
ago. And what's more, he not only
presented theories, but he knew how
o accomplish his purpose of real
social justice. It is time some of
those who talk about this subject
got back to the Bible and really
earned how it can be done.
I. Social Injustice (3:1-10).
The inhumanity of man toward
man is not something that just happened. There are fundamental reasons for such conditions, and they
are the same in • our time as in Micah's day. The responsibility rests
squarely on the failure of our na.ional and spiritual leaders to per'orm their God-given tasks.
1. Rulers without Judgment (3:1-4,
9-10).
The obligation of anyone who is
given or who seeks public office is
to know judgment. This does not
mean only that he is to have a general knowledge of the law and its
technicalities; he is to know justice
in his very heart, to love it, and to
see that it is always rightly administered.
The leaders of Israel had woefully
failed, in fact had deliberately departed from the standards of God,
.and Micah exposed them in plain,
dramatic, well-spoken words. While
verses 2 and 3 are not to be taken
literally, they do in striking figurative speech describe just what unTwo soldier-lumberjacks of the scrupulous politicians do to an unSpruce Production Division ready suspecting people.
2. Prophets with a False Message
to start work on a big tree.

The palm, since ancient times,
has inspired artists. It is no wonder, then, that this lovely square
in such simple crochet uses It as
a motif. A stunning cloth or
spread of mercerized string—
smaller articles In finer cotton—
will give you handiwork you'll
treasure. Pattern 6373 contains
instructions and chart for making
the square; illustrations of it and
of stitches; materials needed.
To obtain this pattern send 15
cents in coins to The Sewing Circle, Household Arts Dept., 259 W.'
i4th St., New York.

Strange Facts
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Air to Float Wood
Knitter Lily
I.ilv Is Out
Easter
Out
Real Wash Out

I
I

Like water, the pressure of air
increases with depth. For instance, if a mine shaft were 35
miles deep, the air at the bottom
would be about 1,000 times as
dense as that at the earth's surface, or heavy enough to float several kinds of wood and even water.
In northern Ireland it is a serious offense, punishable by a fine,
to wear or carry an Easter lily
on Easter Sunday, as this flower
is a symbolic reminder of the unsuccessful Easter rebellion in
Dublin in 1916.
In several towns along the Italian Riviera, a balcony is considered to be such an essential decorative feature of a house that
those without one usually have, a
painted substitute, some being
made more realistic by the inclusion of the family wash, which is
generally hung to dry on such railings.—Collier's.

In such a day might one not exgineering circles, because of the
engineering pioneering involved. pect God's messengers to have a
The policy of putting engineering word of condemnation for the leadproblems in the hands of engi- ers and of comfort for the people?
neers has been followed by Gen- Not only did they keep quiet about
eral Disque from the outset, and the sin and corruption which they
too much praise can not be given saw about them, but they actually
him for his methods of manage- encouraged their prominent and
ment. Now, that the work is clos- wealthy "church members" in their
Do jrou IM so nervous yon mat to senam?
ing down it is a pleasure to record sin by saying, "All is well." Such
An you cross and irritants? Do you scold
those
dearest to yon}
the achievement and to give to religious leaders have not altogether
11 your nerves an oa edge and you (eel
General Disque and his col- perished from the earth.
you need a mod general system tonic, try
Lydla E. Hnkbufa Vegetable Compel
ompouna.
Let ministers of God be like Mileagues the credit they so richly
stpwiofly for vamm.
cah, who is described in verse 8 as made
deserve."
For over 60 yean one woman has told another how to go "smiling thru" with reliable
Six years later the social sig- a man of judgment and justice, bePinkham'a Compound. It helps nature build
up more physical resistance and thus helps
nificance of General Disque's pol- cause he was "full of power by the
calm
qid venae nerves and lessen discomforts
Spirit
of
the
Lord."
icies were recognized in an artifrom annoying symptoms which often acII. Social Security (3:11, 12; 6:
company female functional disorders.
cle which appeared in the Forum
Why not live It a chance to help TOUT
and Century magazine. Written 6-8).
Over one million women have written In
No, that idea was not discovered
reporting wonderful benefits from Finkham'l
by Earl Chapin May under the
Compound.
title of "A Model for the New by the politicians of the 1930's. It
Deal," this article, which ap- has been in the plan of God from
peared in the March, 1934, issue the beginning; in fact only in Him
Greatest Loss
is there any real national, personal,
of that magazine, said in part:
He who loses wealth loses much,
or
social
security.
Mieah
skillfully
"If, as and when the Supreme
false security and re- he who loses a friend loses more,
Court of the United States de- unmasked
but he that loses his courage loses
cides that the National Industrial vealed the way of true security.
all.
1.
False
Security
and
Divine
JudgRecovery act belongs in the disment
(3:11,
12).
card it will not be necessary for
When the heads of a nation "judge
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
f\D | |k| If these 10 herbs in
and his Administration to rele- for reward" and its religious leaders laf K.IIMIV. your doily eupof
"teach
for
hire"
and
its
prophets
gate the celebrated and promis"divine for money" (v. 11), there is
ing New Deal to history.
no use to talk piously about God
"To all important intents and being with us.
Add the Met o( GARF1ELD TEA'S 10 bubs
purposes the Roosevelt New Dea
loom harmful undlitttcd. rti»«taf warns.
The prophecy of verse 12 was ful- to
has successfully functioned for 1! filled three times—by the Chaldeans Make* row cop of hot water taxc belter tat
work
own THOROUGHLY 10 clean ml
years in the lumber regions ol in 586 B. C., by Titus in A. D. 70, micsrinal
want* sod help yon look, fed and
Oregon, Washington and Idaho and under Hadrian in A. D. 136. work better.
At fnttftit-lOt 6 ZJr.
For fifteen years capital and God always keeps His promises,
labor have dwelt in harmony; even If the promise be a promise
OaHWd Tee C*. lat.
.wages and profits have been con- of judgment.
SAMPLE* Dept43L IweUr*. N. ».
trolled; production has kept ap2. True Security and Divine Blessproximate pace with consumer ing (6:6-8).
demand; peace has reigned
God is not to be propitiated by
where industrial war once flour the offerings of material things as •
ished; and a large part of one sacrifice or by any outward profesof our major industries has been j sion of piety. He looks at the heart.
Education bnt Beginning
run on an even keel, by selfVerse 8 is a remarkable and beauEducation begins the gentlegovernment.
tiful epitome of God's requirement man; but reading, good company,
"Officially this co-operative is of man, namely, justice, kindness, and reflection must finish him.—
known as the Loyal Legion of and humility; but note that this is Locke.
Loggers and Lumbermen. Pop- the requirement of the law, and
ularly, it is known as the "4L." one which no man can possibly fulIt began under a military dicta- fill apart from Christ. It is evitorship as a patriotic movement dent folly for men to quote this verse
to meet a wartime emergency. as did the agnostic Thomas HuxIt has survived without any ma- ley and others, to justify themselves
terial change in organization ma- for not responding to the claims of
chinery since 1921 and without a the gospel of Christ. Only Christ
dictatorship, except that \es.t-d can make any man capable of true
in mutually agreeing employers justice, constant kindness, and genand employees.
uine humility Only thus can we
37—39
"If anything goes wrong wiih meet the demands of the law of God WNU—N
Real social justice and security
the machinery set up by the National Industrial Recovery Acl— will come only as there is a recogif the Supreme court or any other nition of Jesus Christ as Saviour and
court or influence throws a mon- Lord by the leaders, by the prophets
• Read the advertisements.
key-wrench into the federal gov- and by the people.
They fire more than a. selling
ernment's industrial recovery
aid ior business. They form
Self Abnegation
program—President
Rouse; elt
After you have been kind, after B.Q educational system which
and his "brain trust" can t u r n
gracefully to the 4L and ride lo love has stolen forth into the world is making Americans the beatrecovery on its bandwagon. The and done its beautiful work, go back educated buyen in the world.
The «dvertj»!rienta are part
National Industrial Recovery Act into the shade again and say noth
might become permanent by ing about it. Love hides even from ci an economic system which
adopting some of the method? itself. Love waives even sell-satis is giving Americans more
ior their money every day.
faction.—HenrV Drummond.
»f the Pacific Nortl-wesi <L "
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1939.
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Town Hall, Anita Iowa,
September 6, 1939.
Town .Council met in regular
session with the following members
Mayor Darrow and Councilmen Ernest Burke, H. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp,
Andrew Petersen, •
Absent:
Alfred Dement.
The minutes of previous meetings
vere read and approved.
The Treasurer's report was read
and approved.
,
The following bills were allowed
and ordered paid:
Corporation Fund.
Solon A. Earns, salary
$ 40.10
George L. Bills, salary and 1
dog
60.50
Fred Exline, salary
60.00
C. F. Darrow, salary ...'...
10.00
Anita State Bank, recording
fee
85
Chas. E. Walker, salary
12.50
L. W. Holley & Sons,^ printing
•:•*.*....
12.09
Iowa Electric- Company, hall
lights
1.36
Tribune Publishing Company,
printing
8.90
C. W. Clardy, supplies
1.09
Chas. E. Walker, legal services
175.00
0. W. Shaffer & Son, gas
and oil .
, 5.02
Anker Sams, plank
25.80
Light Fund.
Electric Supply
Company,
bulbs
15.36
C. W. Clardy, bulba
21.42
Iowa Electric Company, street
lights
66.30
Jake Lindblom, labor
8.00
Councilman R. C. Howard introduced and read the resolution next
hereinafter set out, and moved its
adoption, seconded by Councilman
Andrew Petersen, and after due consideration thereof by the council, the
Mayor put the question upon the adoption of said resolution and the roll being called, the following, named councilmen voted:
Aye's:
Ernest Burke, R. C. Howard and
Andrew Petersen.
Nays:
A. J. Kopp.
Whereupon, the Mayor declared said
Resolution duly adopted as follows,
to-wit:
RESOLUTION.
WHEREAS, the Town of Anita,
Iowa,, heretofore entered into contracts with Jensen Construction Company, and G i W i Jones Electric Company, for the construction of the muS iricipal electric light and power plant
! and distribution system for said Town;
: and
WHEREAS", subsequent to the engineer's reports, received and approved
by this council on August 7, 1939,
the engineers for said Town, Stanley
Engineering
Company,
formerly
Young & Stanley, Inc., have filed
their further reports showing additional partial fulfillment of said construction contracts and their approval of thevpdditional work done and
material furnished and recommending
payment of additional amounts due
to said contractors in the aggregate
of $8,768.59, and there remains a

balance of $658.04 due said contractors Engineering Company, a co-partneron Engineer's former reports for work ship composed of C. Maxwell Stanley
and materials heretofore approved and and Arthur E. Stanley, (said partauthorized to be paid, being a total ners being also the owners of all of
aggregate amount due and unpaid ex- the capital stock of said Young &
ceeding $9,000; and revenue bonds Stanley, Inc.), and has requested the
to the amount of $9,000 should now consent of this Town Council to the
be delivered to said contractors or assignment and transfer of said contheir assigns, in accordance with the tract to said Stanley Engineering Comterms of agreements between said pany; and whereas, it appears that
Town and said contractors; and
the rights and interests of the Town
WHEREAS, claims representing the of Anita, Iowa, under said contract
aforesaid additional aggregate amount will be in no way affected or jeopardnow due have been assigned to the ized by such assignment; now, thereAnita State Bank, Anita, Iowa, and fore
said Town authorized to deliver said
Be it resolved, by the Town Counbonds to said bank, assignee, in pay- cil of Anita, Iowa, that it does herement of said claims and said bank by consent and agree to the assignis authorized to accept said bonds in ment and transfer of the aforesaid
payment and satisfaction of said contract by Young & Stanley, Inc., to
claims; now therefore
Stanley Engineering Company, and
IT IS RESOLVED by the Town agrees to accept the performance of
Council of the Town of Anita, Iowa:
said contract by said assignee in lieu
Section 1. That the reports of and stead of the performance thereof
Engineers, Stanley Engineering Com- by the said Young & Stanley, Inc.,
pany, formerly Young & Stanley, Inc., as provided in said contract; and the
referred to in the preamble of this Clerk of this Town of Anita is hereby
resolution, be and the same are re- authorized and directed to execute and
ceived and approved.
deliver to said Young & Stanley, Inc.,
Section 2. That the Town Treas- a certified copy of this resolution as
urer is authorized and directed to de- evidence of such consent.
liver to the Anita State Bank, Anita,
Passed and approved this 6th. day
Iowa, assignee, Municipal Electric of September, 1939.
Light and Power Plant and DistribuC. F. Darrow,
tion System Revenue Bonds of the
Mayor.
Town of Anita, dated July 1, 1939, in Attest:
an aggregate amount of $9,000; said
Solon A. Karns,
bonds to be numbered and to mature
Town Clerk.
as follows:
Moved by R. C. Howard and secBonds Nos. 53 to 59, both inclusive, onded by Ernest Burke that change
$7,000 due December 1, 1949.
Order No. 1, as submitted by Stanley
Bonds Nbs. 60 and 61, $2,000 due Engineering Company be approved.
December 1, 1950.
Ayes:
Passed and approved this 6th. day
Ernest Burke, R. C. Howard and
of September, 1939.
Andfew Petersen.
C. F. Darrow,
Nays:
Mayor.
A. J. Kopp.
Attest:
The Mayor then declared the motion carried and change order No.
Solon A. Karns,
Town Clerk.
1 approved.
(SEAL)
Mbtion by Burke and seconded by
Councilman A. J. Kopp introduced Petersen to adjourn, carried.
Solon A. Karns,
and read the resolution next hereinTown Clerk.
after set out and moved its adoption,
seconded by Councilman Ernest Burke,
H. G. Armentrout and wife arc home
and after due consideration thereof
by the council, the Mayor put the from a week's visit with their son,
question upon the adoption of said Hugh Armentrout and family, near
resolution and the roll being called, Independence, Iowa.
the following1 named Councilmen votWilliam Schaake and wife of Lenox
ed:
spent Sunday in the city, guests at
Ayes:
Ernest Burke, R. C. Howard, An- the home of her sister, Mrs. H. H.
Turner and husband.
drew Petersen, A. J. Kopp.
Nays:
Fred F. Joy and wife of Churdan,
None.
"Whereupon the Mayor declared said Iowa, were visiting with relatives and
friends and looking after business
Resolution duly adopted as follows:
matters in the city last Friday.
RESOLUTION.
Resolution of Consent to AssignBeryl V. Horswell, wife and baby
ment of Contract for Engineering and his mother, all from Armstrong,
Services.
Iowa, were visitors in the city SunWhereas, on the 18th. day of No- day. Mr. Horswell at one time was
vember, 1938, a contract was en- principal of the Anita high school and
tered into by the Town of Anita, also athletic director. His wife was
Iowa, with Young & Stanley, Inc., the former Gladys Pray.
an engineering corporation of MuaeaAt her home on Chestnut Street last
tine, Iowa, wherein and whereby said
Young & Stanley, Inc. agreed to fur- Friday afternoon, Mrs. Albert Secress
nish certain engineering services as was hostess to the members of the
therein provided in connection with a Friday bridge club. High score at
Municipal Electric Light and Power bridge' was held by 'Mrs. Fred M.
Sheley, and guests, besides the memPlant.
And, whereas, said Young & Stanley, bers, were Mrs. Herbert Bartley, Mrs.
Inc. has sold and transferred all of Guy Steinmetz, 'Mrs. Ernest Ford,
its assets and business, including the Mrs. Wayne Jewett and Mrs. Bert
above mentioned contract, to Stanley Ramus.

TAXES
are NOW DUE
The last half of taxes payable this year is now due
and should be paid promptly in order to avoid having to pay a penalty on taxes which will become

Delinquent Oct. 1st
A penalty of % of one per cent attaches to all taxes
unpaid on that date. Pay this month and avoid the
penalty.

F. W. HERBERT
COUNTY TREASURER
1

Harry Wooley and Marguerite Briscoe of Griswold were recent visitors
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Reynolds.
Fred Dean and wife of Seattle,
Wash., visited in the city a couple of
days last week at the home of Mrs.
Dosha V. Scholl.
The latest dramatic March of Time
film, "Soldiers With Wings," which
tells the complete and authentic motion picture story of the U. S. Army
Air Corps, will be shown at the Rialto
Theatre on Saturday and Sunday evenings.
At her home on North Chestnut
Street last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs.
J. A. Wagner was hostess to the members of the Quilt club. The ladies
spent the afternoon playing Chinese
checkers, and late in the afternoon
a lunch was served by the hostess.
Mrs. Ella Worthing is home from
a visit of several weeks with her
daughter, MJrs. Roy Lantz and family,
at Woodbine, Iowa. While gone from
Anita Mrs. Worthing was in a hospital in Omaha for a couple of weeks
where she submitted to an operation
on her eyes.
Joe Vetter, Jr., left last Thursday
for Omaha for his junior year at
Creighton University. He had been
spending the summer in Anita with
his parents, Joe Vetter, Sr. and wife.
While school work will not start at
the University until next week, Joe
had to report now for football practice as he is a member of the Creighton
squad.
The regular meeting of the Holy
Evangelical Lutheran ladies aid was
held last Thursday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Herman Baier south of
Anita with seven members and nine
isitors present. Two new members
were added to the club roster. Rev.
I. G. Belsheim had charge of the disussion which dealt with plans for the
iew church in Anita.
At her home on North Chestnut
>treet last Thursday afternoon, Mrs.
Iric Osen. entertained in honor of
er niece, Miss Evangeline Dressier,
who left the last of the week for
)es Moines where she will attend
chool at Drake University. Guests
were six young: girl friends of Miss
Jressler. At the clode of the afteroon a lunch was served by the hostss.
John O'Dea, wife and daughter,
Harybelle, of San Pedro, Cal., are
visiting here with her father, John
Srookner, and with her brother, Ross
Brookner and family. While in Iowa
he O'Deas will also visit relatives in
Atlantic and Waterloo, and will spend
a month here before returning to Calfornia. Before moving to California
fifteen years ago, the O'Dea family
ived in Anita and Atlantic.

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT- The Big Night
TIM HOLT — VIRGINIA WEIDLER — JANET
SHAW — ACE, the Wonder Dog
In a Laugh and Fan Thriller

"The Rookie Cop"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Sat.-Sun.

Sept. 16-17

|.g.nd. «f
o
.
original Cl«o KW »n
th. rote that brought
him fam«l

WARNER

BAXTER

•as
not kill anyone*

Plus This Special Attraction
Latest Edition MARCH OF TIME Entitled
"SOLDIERS WITH WINGS"
Will America's Air Force Be Ready? . . . See
the United States Air Corps In Action!
LATEST NEWS EVENTS OF THE WORLD

Fourteen members of the Silver
rhread club were guests last Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
\. W. Beaver southeast of the city.
)ther guests were Miss Mbrgaret
Mrs. Mamie Malcom and Frank
Ross Brookner, wife and sons, Billie
Anderson and seven pupils from her
school. A feature of the afternoon nd Robert, were recent visitors at Choate spent Sunday in Boone at the
was a talk by Miss Marie Tierney tie Douglas Baumgardner home in lome of her son, Cecil Malcom and
'amily.
on her recent trip to the World's Winterset.
^
Fair at New York City. A lunch
Theodore B. Nichols of Long Beach,
Am leaving Sept. 25 for Winona,
was served by the hostess.
Snn., to visit the home office and Cal., visited with friends in Anita last
A meeting of the Friendly Circle actory of the Watkins Co. Anyone Friday. A number of years ago Mr.
was held at the home of Mrs. Wilbur wishing to go along, should get in Slichols was manager of the local yard
Oorsey north of the city last Wed- ouch with me now. Earl Garrett, of the Fullerton Lumber Co., when
Up that company had a place of business
nesday afternoon. All the members 0<i West 7th. Street, Atlantic.
iere.
were present, also two visitors, Mrs.
Fourteen members of the Union
Frank Barber and M'rs. Maggie DeMrs. William Madsen, a recent bride,
ment. Mrs. Lars Christensen won lub and two visitors, Mrs. Greta
a contest put on by Mrs. Paul Barber. iourick and Mrs. Drtxel Chadwiek, was the guest of honor at a miscellanThe ladies spent most of the after- were 12:30 o'clock dinner guests at eous shower last Friday afternoon
noon piecing quilt blocks for the host- he home of Mrs. Chas. Hettinger at the home of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
J. M. Kedburn. A social afternoon
ess. A lunch was served at the close outhwest of the city last Wedneswas spent by those in attendance, and
day.
The
ladies
spent
the
afternoon
of the meeting by the hostess.
the guest of honor was the recipient
quilting.
of many beautiful and useful presents.
Grant township teachers held their
The members of the Highland club Assistant hostesses were Mrs. Azel S.
Srst meeting of the school year at
the school in district No. 1 last Thurs- were guests one afternoon last week Ames, Mrs. Fred Scarlett, Jr. and Mrs,
day evening with Miss Dorothy Han- if Mrs. Martha Shultz at the home L/yle Redburn. Out-of-town guests
sen as hostess. Election of officers if her daughter, Mrs. Floyd Dement, on were Mrs. Johanna Mfadsen and Mrs.
was held with Miss Hansen beinjr ,ocust Street. Present were ten mem- Homer Madsen of Atlantic and Mrs.
elected president; Miss Eula Clarlock, bers of the club and two visitors, Mrs. Carrie Rasmussen of Des Moines.
vice president; Miss Lois Duthie, sec- )ement and Mrs. Gussie Lowenthal.
retary; and Miss Marie Breen, report- A social afternoon was followed by the
er. Part of the evening was spent icrving of a lunch by the hostess.
in discussing individual problems of
The regular meeting of the Bethany
the teachers. The next meeting will
PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
be held Oct. 13 with Miss Breen at ,utheran ladies aid society was held
ast Wednesday afternoon at the home
No. 9.
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIof Mrs. Ed. Jorgensen north of the
MALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
Ten members were present
At her home northwest of the city ity.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTlast Thursday afternoon, Mrs. J. N also four visitors, Mrs. C. (). Gipple
LY. PHONE 257.
Potter was hostess to the members and Mrs. Sena Jorgensen of Anita
and
Mrs.
Jorgen
Jeppsen
and
Mrs.
P
of the O. D. 0. club. 'With the excep
WAGNER PILLING STATION
tion of two members, all other mem N. Nissen of Exira. The study lesson
ANITA, IOWA
bers were present, also two guests was in charge of Hev. K. H. Jensen
of
Atlantic.
Mrs. Lloyd McAfee and Miss Delores
Wohlleber. Dinner was served dur
ing the noon hour by the hostess am
the afternoon was spent working on
a quilt for the hostess.
Contes
winners were Mrs. Rhinehart Knop
Mrs. Carl Nieman and MVs. Mary
Rydl, Sr. The same evening the clu
members with their families staged
surprise party on .Mrs. Ralph Schwab
the occasion being her birthday an
C. F. DARROW, Manager
niversary. An enjoyable evening wa
spent by the large crowd present.

NOTICE!

MINERALIZED YEAST
CULTURE
THE FARMERS COOP.

VOLUME FIFTY-SIX
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MANY CASES FILED "Career," an Iowa Story,
IN CLERK'S OFFICE at Rialto Saturday-Sunday

BRIARDALE GROCERY

Milk Drive in State of
Iowa SetJFor Next Week

NUMBER 49

LITTLE CHANGE IN
NEW AM PROGRAM

A significant drama of small town
"To enable your family to drink
life in an average American village,
Several Auto Damage .Actions, a Num- "Career," cornea to the Rialto Theaenough milk, you must order enough."
ber of Divorce Cages and Other
That is the keynote of a special ad- Iowa Farmers Will Be Offered a Farm
tre next Saturday and Sunday evenvertising campaign about to be launchings with a notable featured cast
Petitions Rled For September
Program in 1940 Very Similar to
GRAPES—
ed by the Iowa Dairy Industry Comincluding Anne Shirley, Edward Ellis,
Term of the Cass Court.
the One This Year According
mission, as one major division of its
New crop Tokays,
and the "Gateway to Hollywood" finalto Present Indications.
program to stimulate increased use of
ists, Alice Eden and John Archer.
Iowa
dairy
products.
"Career," adapted from a novel of
The filing of more than 20 legal
pounds
IDC
pounds
Announcement of the campaign was
actions in the clerk's office at the the same name by Phil Stong, an Iowa
GELATIN—
made
by Burr 'Willits, executive sec- Iowa farmers will be offered a farm
author,
deals
with
the
complex
afcourt house in Atlantic late Friday
retary
of the Commission, naming program in 1940 very similar to that
Briardale,
CATSUP—
and Saturday for consideration dur- fairs of a small Iowa town in 1931.
Sept. 25 as the opening date. The in effect by the AAA on 1939 crops,
all flavors,
ing the September term of the Cass Ellis a kindly old store-keeper and
GWC 14-oz. bottles,
Tribune is one of the publications according to present indications.
county district court, barely got under leading merchant of the community,
3 packages...
The "docket" for 1940 already has
2
named to carry advertising of the
the wire as Saturday was the final is concerned about the state of the nabeen written up and placed in the
for
dairy
commission
during
the
camPANCAKE FLOUR—
day to file for this term which will tion and the condition of the town
hands of the state committee but on
paign.
New pack,
bank.
open on Sept. 26 with Judge Earl
two
very important points no decision
"Mtost people realize that milk is
The banker's daughter and Ellis'
BACON—
Briardale, 20c; 1 P^
Peters of Clarinda presiding.
has been reached.
good
to
drink,
and
is
good
for
them,"
,, Tall Corn
lijC
These points are the acreage goal
Three damage cases, resulting from son and the banker's weakling son
Armour's
said Mr. Willits in making the anfor
1940 corn crop and the .rate of
automobile accidents, top the list of and another girl form the romantic
best squares,
nouncement. "But surveys show that
Utility
elements. However, the banker's wife
payment farmers may expect to renew cases filed. There were also
families
frequently
have
no
clear
unper pound
Glass Bowl
is the girl Ellis himself was in love!
three new divorce cases filed.
derstanding of the specific amounts of ceive if they comply with the acrewith when he was a young man, alFREE
In a suit naming Fred Laartz of
milk which have been shown, by scien- age allotments.
though he married another girl later.
The intention of the AAA has been—
BREAKFAST
WHEAT
with
Atlantic as defendant, Carrie Hupp
tific research, to be important to the
The interweaving of these three
and
probably still is—to call for an
2
maintenance
of
health
in
adults,
and
Milford is attempting to collect $5,High grade Farina,
romances; the collapse of the local
acreage reduction of at least 10 per
growth
in
children.
000 damages for injuries said to have bank; EJllis' stand against the mob
packages
per
|r
"Hence the purpose of this forth- cent on the 1940 corn crop. If this
been suffered in an auto accident on
at
package
IvC coming
that holds him responsible for its
milk campaign is two-fold: is done, the rate of payment for comthe Pellett road, northeast of that
25c
failure; his adjustment of domestic
1. To familiarize all Iowa families pliance probably will be raised over
city, a year ago.
relations with his own wife while
ROLLED
OATS—
PORK
and
BEANS—
with
the fact that it is desirable for the total 15 cents per bushel on the
Mrs. Milford states that the de- smoothing his son's tangled affairs;
each youngster to have at least a normal yield in the acreage allotG.WC No. 1 tall cans,
Briardale quick or
fendant, driving on the wrong side and his efforts to re-establish the
quart of milk per day; and for each ment being paid in 1939.
6
of the road, crashed into her car bank as a going concern—all make
regular,
The war might upset this plan for
adult, at least a pint per day. 2. To
at the crest of a hill. The petition for an absorbing, realistic, human
for
large tube
a
cut in acreage, especially if any
urge that family milk orders be inasserts that .she suffered permanent photo drama.
sharp increase in export demand should
creased
when
necessary,
to
the
point
injuries and has been handicapped
Ellis is said to match his commandPEAS—GWC garden run, 6 No. 2 cans
78c
where the recommended amount of develop for grain or livestock and
with her work as a physical educa- ing role in "A Man to Remember,"
livestock products produced from feed
milk is available for daily use."
APRICOTS—GWC whole peeled, 6 No. 2% cans $1.28
tion teacher as a result of the acci- with his performance in "Career."
grains.
In
addition
to
newspaper
advertisPEACHES, GWC sliced - halves, 6 No. 2y> cans $1.11
dent.
Because of the present uncertainty
Anne Shirley, as his prospective
ing, which is a vital factor in the camAnother damage action, asking $2,- daughter-in-law, shares the principal
paign, special cooperation has been as to the wartime situation and the
COFFEE—
SALT—
192, was filed by Fred Turner in the romantic honors with John Archer,
arranged on the part of milk distrib- probable demand for corn, it is unlikeBriardale,
name of his -son, 'Donald, with Alex while Samuel S. Hinds as the unscru3-pound package or
uting organizations, including dair- ly that any decision will be reached
as to the 1940 acreage until sometime
McGaffln and Belva McGaffm as de- pulous banker, Janet Beecher as Ellis'
2 pounds
1-pound
ies, groceries and restaurants.
fendants. The petition charges that wife, Alice Eden in a romantic lead
During the week beginning Sept. later this year or early in 1940.
Tall Corn,
package soda..
In the meantime opinion isn't unDonald was seriously injured about and Leon Enrol as the town's ine- i 3 pounds..
25, milk bottles delivered by Iowa
j
animous
on the outlook for next year
GWC CLEANER—
the head last July 19 when his motor- "briate, complete the principal cast.
dairies will carry a special bottle colin
the
corn
belt.
cycle crashed into McGaffin's car, driv- Raymond Hatton, John Archer and
lar, outlining further details of the
SOAP—
For closet bowls,
The AAA officials, including Aden by his daughter, Belva.
(MSss Harrison Greene are seen in support.
drive
and
providing
a
convenient
means
Gypsy toilet, 11Ac
large
tn
The setting and atmosphere of a
McGaffin, it is charged, drove through
each""famiTy"can"make"sure"! ministrator R' Ml (S P ike) Evans' feel
can
1
•Ft whereby"
3
bars
*
a stop sign on highway No. 92 at little Iowa village have been faiththat its milk is adequate. Housewives ' t h a t *he ***** "W1* of corn on handare urged to be on the lookout for '"eluding a carryover of 470 million
Lewis and possessed no driver's li- j fully reproduced in "Career," conof old com on top of the bum
tributing
to
the
vividness
of
the
story
these
bottle collars and to take advan- !erbuahels
Pcense.
cr
of n w
tage of the convenient form attached . i
°P
f =«n coming on, will
Kenneth Johnston of Earlham is the development.
The program will include the regFor grocery stores, posters have P™vlde amPle supphes for the tlme
plajjati$ ifl the third auto accident
been prepared featuring information ;bem8ca'sev naming Carl Holland of Anita ular news reel, also the Walt Disney
on the amount of milk required for And then there ls the ™™*ed VlM
jaa defendant. The plaintiff's petition cartoon, featuring Donald 'Duck, eneach
family, and emphasizing the im- being_, Pr°duced from each acre of
titled,
"Sea
Scouts."
American
Legion
officers
will
teach
According to the monthly report of
that the defendant's car was
corn due to the better methods bein
Jones Family in Hollywood."
*
the code of the American flag to the Iowa Liquor Control Commission, portance of ordering sufficient milk
negligently driven into Johnston's
,
used—including the use of hybrid
"The Jones Family in Hollywood," seventh and eighth grade public liquor sales at the Anita store dur- every day.
truck three-quarters of a mile east
seed corn—which causes some arguTo restaurants, special signs feat-, ments
of Menlo several weeks ago. The and what a time they have, is the school children throughout the state ng the month of August totaled $2,for
uring
the
importance
of
milk
will
be
,
decreased acreage
petition states that Dean Arnett of principal attraction at the Rialto this next February, according to an an- 98.55, a daily average of $84.39 for
But
the extension economists at
made
available.
Restaurants
are
also
Anita was drivingf the defendant's car j (Wednesday) evening.
Dad, Ma,' nouncement made this week by the ach of the 27 days the store was open
and was on the wrong side of the' Granny and all the kids are in this | st;ate department of public instruc- or business during the month. August cooperating in the drive by noting, on l™***^?^^
an increase in corn acreage for
ales were higher than the $2,043.42 their menus, the importance of milk { 1940 might be needed to take care
road. Judgment of $1,070.13 is asked'grand slice of cinema fun, excepting tion.
An arrangement has been made, ales in July. Total sales for August in the daily diet.
for damages to the truck.
I Bonnie and Herbert, who had to stay
Another special event planned by ' of increased war demand.
Hobart Eblen of Massena is plain- home to take care of their new Miss Jessie Parker, superintendent, t the 170 state owned stores were
the
Commission for release shortly, is j This suggestion was promptly
said, whereby the department and 873,463.50, compared with July sales
tiff in a divorce suit against Jennie j baby.
educational campaign to stimulate , s(luelched y the AAA and the softEblen, charging cruel and inhuman ! Jack gets tangled up with romance, Iowa American Legion posts will co- mounting to $755,141.74.
put on any advice for
the
wider use of butter as a means of P"1"1
August sales at other liquor stores
treatment. The couple was married Roger tries to lick, the whole movie ioperate in planning for the citizenlast June 8 and separated on Aug. 10, 'colony, Lucy takes a screen test, and a^p training of public school pu- n this part of the state were as giving better flavor to foods, and in-,-opening up the corn acreage Incithe h«ds of the farm bureau
ollows: Atlantic, $5,611.60; Creston, creasing the health-value of m e m i a 'dentally,
accordiflg to the petition.
i Dad takes an aspirin. Jed Prouty, pjis.
and the Gran e hav been
Further
details
on
this
butter
cam-!
*
f
<=»mpa,gnViola S. South is seeking a divorce Spring Byington, Ken Howell, George I The department of public instruc- 6,057.75; Carroll, $5,630.73; Red Oak,
paign, which will equal the milk cam- in* for restraint in planting operat.ons
3,480.92;
Harlan,
$4,618.58;
Manning,
from Everett H. South on similar Ernest, June Carlson and Billy Mahan , tion> (jjisa Parker continued, will
in 1940.
grounds and also, seeks custody of are better than ever in this newest |Tnake the code presentation a part 2,575.72; Adel, $2,094.39; Audubon, paign in importance, will be announcSecretary of Agriculture Henry Athree minor children, Lorene Marjorie,! Jones film, which also features Wil- ( Of its recommended instruction pro- 2,817.67; Stuart, $1,859.90; Winter- ed soon, according to the Commission. j Wallace in announcing the fact that
et, $2,120.11; Avoca, $2,389.80; GrisHerbe P. and Helen Louise. The Ham Tracy, June Gale and Marvin cedure.
John Lehmann, wife and daughter.'"° referendum would be necessary
Questions on the code will be in- wold, $1,084.18; Villisca, $1,127.27;
Souths were married Aug. 17, 1919,' Stephens.
Loretta, of Bradford, Iowa, spent the , this yea/, hinted at the need for reCorning,
$2,475.08;
Greenfield,
$2,at Creston.
'
j On the program this evening will ciuded in the state examinations for
week end in the city, guests of Rev., ductioirfif corn acreage next year on
43.73; and Walnut, $942.31.
J. M. Miller is the plaintiff in a be a Passing. Parade, "Unseen Guar- ejghth grade pupils, she said,
H G Belsheim
the basis of the general trend toward
promissory note and landlord's at-'dians;" a Robert Benchley miniature,
The code of the American flag is
higher yields in the corn belt.
tachment action. He names John Dev-1 "Home Earlyj" a Fashion forecast; a manual of instruction on the hisArt Petersen and wife of this city - "In view of these increased yields,
ereux, George 'Devereux and Ora Buck- and Iowa news
flashes.
tory, use and significance of the
and Lyle Richards and wife of Corn- ! it is apparent that farmers can proner as defendants. Besides asking for j
flag.
ing returned to Anita Saturday ev-, vide abundant corn supplies from fewa writ of attachment, Miller seeks
ening from a week's outing at Leach «r a"«s'. unless conditions change durA
Gold
Star
mothers'
party
will
be
i ing the coming months, 1940 acreage
judgment of $125 on a promissory
James Rose and Hans Moelck, who
held in conjunction with a Legion Aux- •ecently formed a partnership under Lake in Minnesota.
allotments will necessarily reflect this
note said to have been executed by
iliary meeting next Friday afternoon ,he firm name of the Rose & Moelck
Ed. Pearson is & patient at the At- situation," he said.
John Devereux.
at the home of Mtrs. Arthur C. James Oil Co., and took a long time lease lantic hospital, where Monday mornBut the Iowa State college econoActing on behalf of his son, Robert,
The Anita high school football team
on Elm Street
ing
he
submitted
to
an
operation
for
|
mists
insisted "in view of the increased
Julian T. Lewis has filed suit in an won
i
game
of
the
season
on
the
Barnholdt
service
station
propopen ng
dem
d lar
erty,
will
hold
a
formal
opening
of
Attempt to collect $2,500 damages by
a
ruptured
ulcer
in
the
stomach.
He
.
**
^ <*er co™ acrea&es may be
the team from the Lewis
the annual
conference of the
i
justified
next year."
he
station
on
Saturday
of
this
week.
the Travelers Indemnity "- high school on the local gridiron TUBS- ;Mfithodist cnurch, held at Burlington
is reported to be getting along very
The
question
probably will be deOn
this
day
every
motorist
purchasas the aftermath of an auto accident day afternoon by a score of 32 to 12. '
v.
Long
nicely.
week Rev Arthur
:
bated
further
at
a series of AAA
ng $1.00 or more of any of their
m which Robert was injured July Lewis ma<je two touchdowns, both in
returned to the local charge for
meetings
scheduled
to be held early
merchandise
will
be
given
absolute20, 1988.
the first quarter, one a field goal and another year Rev. Long also has
The Misses Freda and Jane Scholl
y free, their choice of a grease job of Stuart spent Sunday in Anita with naxt month and outlook meetings for
The petition states that the boy, th(j Qthe^ R pB88 Aniu kicked to; charge of the wiota church.
or a 1-pound box of chocolate cherry their mother, Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl. farmers to be sponsored by the college.
a minor, was struck and injured Lewis to open the first quarter, and
_
__
candy. Children will be given ice Mrs. Scholl returned to Stuart with First of a series of district meetings
by a truck owned by Wayland A. g Lewjg ^y ran the ban to the goal Cass coun t y has a quota of seven
on the farm outlook for next year
Hopley and driven by Hopley's son, fof R touchdown. The quarter ended for the COG enrollment on Oct. 1 cream cones. The company will handle them to spend a few days the first'
!
was
held for county agents at Ames
the
well
known
line
of
Conoco
proWayland, Jr. A district court jury 12 ^ ? jn favor of Lewis.
lit was announced this week by Miss
of the week.
Monduy.
last April 13, after debating for near-, Lewis retained the lead until the MaTgaret Stouffer, county welfare ducts.
]
y 24 hours, awarded the Lewises midd]e ot tne second quarter when worker. Enrollment will be made on
Frances Kay is the nmae of a GV4
A meeting of the P. T. A. study club
Herman Aldag, former Cass county pound girl baby, born Saturday even52,500 damages.
| Anita made their second touchdown,, Ia competitive basis f rom^ among all
will
be held from 8:00 to 4:00 o'clock
I the half ended 13 to 12 in favor of boys between the ages of 17 and 23 old age pension investigator, has been ing to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Suplee. The
According to the petition, the exSept. 26, in
named
to
fill
a
similar
position
in
home team. Anita made two more Jwho wjsn to apply,
ecution issued against the Hopleys
child was born at the home of Mrs. the normal training room of the high
Boone county. Mr. Aldag, his wife Suplee'a parents, Elmer Stonebreaker
has been returned wholly unsatisfied.!
in the third quarter and j
school. There will be a round table
TndTf t^fourth quarter
Township agricultural conservation and their baby son will move from
Lewis is now attempting to collect
and wife.
discussion.
Greenfield
to
Bbone
about
Oct.
1.
strain The local team made committeemen of
°n a liability insurance policy which
rv '
the courthouse basement in
he says was held by 'Hopley.
I five touchdowns.
Mrs. Louise Hardersen has sold her
^. ^ Thursday morning to hear a dis The Cass county chapter of the Red
Sparks falling from a chimney flue
In another action filed for the Sep- , Anita plays their next game on
•esidence
property
on
North
Walnut
:
in
the basement of the room occupied
Cross,
who
are
sponsoring
a
school
of
the lat- cussion of the present farm situation
tember term of court, Grace Stringevenjng with Griswold on "
instruction for those interested in be- ! Street to Weimer Pearson, and will by Wilson's Cafe, set fire to som»
by
John
J.
McLaughlin
of
Madison
fellow ig auing Mary and George ^,^ field
county. After reviewing what hap coming a first aid instructor, an- ;ive him possession Oct. 1. Mr. Pear- sacks about 5:45 o'clock Monday afSchuler for $1,029 on a promissory
son and his family will occupy the ternoon. The fire was discovered in
wv, ™»r, Rfi a retired farmer pened to farm prices during the flrsi nounces that the school will start Monnote said to have been executed Sept.
place for their home.
time to ke«p it from causing any
day
evening,
Sept.
25,
at
7:30
o'clock
n* tune
tlPreside"
MtLaughlin
, 1987..
ong
me resident
res to?
and'/"I
01 ^Cass coun-' world war, Mr.
«„„„„..
™ n fnrmrecom
wit!
nnd
aa long
damage.
with
in the assembly room of the courtJuanita Curry of Lewis is plaintiff^, *onday nijfht at his home intended that farmers cordorm
At
her
home
on
Rose
Hill
Avenue
the
house
in
Atlantic.
The
school
will
'
dun.
being cri ti ca ,,y ill since government a U. ment
a divorce and attachment action ^^
A meeting of the Past Matrons club
continue every evening for two weeks, last Friday evening, Mrs. Herbert
against Ralph Curry. Stating that I ^*~d~y evening. Death resulted present crisis and resist the tempta and the only cost for a person wish- Chadwick entertained the members of of the Eastern Star chapter was held
8
he and ner husband were married from complications incident to old age tion to overplant. It was announcec ing to take the instruction will be the D. D. pinochle club. Besides Monday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
June 18, 1985, at St. Joseph, Mo-, He had been in failing health for some that meetings will be held in eacl 60c for the text book. If any per- the members, there was one other E. W. Holmes, hostesses being Mrs.
e Funeral services will be held township the first week in October son in this vicinity is interested, they guest, Mrs. Chas. Jewett. High score Holmes and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton. Foland separated Aug. 29, 1989, Mrs.
time.
c
The farm outlook will be reviewe
urry seeks the decree on grounds „„
on Thursday morning at 9:00 o'clock and committeemen for the comin should get in touch with W. T. Biggs was held by Mrs. D. L. Spiker and lowing a social afternoon, a lunch was
°f cruel and inhuman treatment. They at St Joseph's Catholic church in WiI served by the hostesses.
low score by Mrs. Joe Rydl.
•not later than Thursday evening.
year will be elected.
ota, with FT. O'Connor officiating.
(Continued on page 8)

Values For Friday-Saturday
APPLESNO. 1Jonathans,
6

25c

14c

2Sc

15c

49c

19c

45c
39c

Code of Flag Will Be August Sales $2,298.55
Taught ID Iowa Schools at Anita Liquor Store

32 to
12 in First Game of Season

lose & Moelck Oil Co.
to Hold Opening Saturday

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
COCOA, 2-pound can

13c
19c

SEEDLESS RAISINS, 2 pounds
PRUNES, medium size, 2 pounds
OATS, Clover Farm, large size package
MILK, large cans, 4 for

16c
15c
.15c
23c

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1939.

for the purpose of a hearing upon
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS the budget estimate as hereinafter
set forth.
There was present a
Court House,
quorum
as
required
by law. ThereAtlantic, Iowa,
upon
the
Board
investigated
and
September 1, 1939.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass found that the notice of the time and
County, Iowa, met in regular session place of hearing has, according to
with the following members pres- law and as directed by the Board,
been published on the 16th. day of
ent:
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, W. H. August, 1939, in the Atlantic NewsWohlenhaus, F. W. Wiese and G. E. Telegraph, Griswold American and
the Anita Tribune, official newspapers
Eshelman.
Minutes of August 14th approved published in Cass County, and that
the affidavit of publication thereof
as read.
HEARING OF BUDGET ESTIMATE. was on file with the County Auditor.
BE IT REMEMBERED, that on Thereafter and on said day the estithis, the 1st day of September, 1939, mate was taken up and considered and
the County Board of Supervisors of taxpayers heard for and against said
Cass County, Iowa, met in session estimate. There were on objections.

COUNTY ESTIMATE

SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar.. .29c
NAPTHA SOAP, Clover Farm, 3 bars
lOc
TOILET PAPER, Clover Farm, 4 rolls
25c

PETERSEN'S GROCERY
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FLOOR WAX, why not try a can of Wilbert's
floor wax, saves work and last longer
money-back guarantee, 1 pound
'
39c
WHEAT KRISPIES, Kellogg's, 2 packages. ] 19c
CAKE FLOUR, Sno Sheen, with mixing spoon 24c
SYRUP, blue and red Karo, 10-lbs. net weight. 59
C
H. and H., for cleaning rugs, etq., 25c value for 9c
SOAP, Blue Barrel, 3 1-pound bars
SWEET POTATOES, fancy red yams, 4 pounds
GRAPES, California Blue Goose Tokays, pound
Order $1 Groceries, 10-lb. cloth bag sugar...

NOTICE:—The Board of Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa, will meet
September 1st., 1939, at 2:00 P. M., at Court House, Atlantic, Iowa. Taxpayers
will be heard for or against the following estimate of expenditures at that
time.
repairs
5.00
18.17 Matt Parrott & Sons, supplies
M. E. Hubbard,
King Electric Co., repairs ...
3.21
12.55 Metropolitan Supply Co., supCounty Auditor.
Koch Bros., supplies
193.56
plies
J. W. Luke & Son, fuel
o
11.15
thought of for rural communication
CO
Mtassena Independent TeleMike Metz, committee work
systems.
10.71
and mileage
V
phone Co., tolls
(3
50.15
Pnblished Every Thursday by the
In an ever changing America to3
Middle
States
Utilities
Co.,
Donald
Nelson, mileage
a
•o
10.00
ward modernizing our rural districts
a
« .3
2.86
tolls
Mrs. James Nichols, Board of
CQ
and developing farm resources, rural
Education
Miller-Hasselbalch Co., parts 1045.47
P
00
n t4.00
W. P. BUDD
Editor districts are becoming electric coneo
§.•«
3.75 Omaha School Supply Co., supMelvin Mailander, labor
2
8
o»
Sff
scious. It is now the ambition of
VI
5If
plies
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Subscription, if paid in advance.. $1.50 farmers to share conveniences of
c
22.44
•o
o
c
7.70 Dr. M. T. Petersen, medical
Co.,
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If not paid in advance
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Entered at the post office at Anita, er and modern telephone systems. The
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
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been
n
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£
W
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Keep your faults to yourself.
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"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son

!
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
GEE.MISTAH
WOULD &
L\K£TOi«>EE VO'5UH
HEI?DRESSIN'
,_V-THANKS
ROOM IF >O AINT

YES, ANPTHAT VOU AND
HE HAD DECIDED To
KEEP ALTA SMITH
: OH,VN\ so
.". THERE'S
MORE TO ,
WORRV ABOUT NOW 1

* SVUi" TOLD ME ABOUT
THE TALK VbU E>OTH
HftD LAST NIGHT
h

«ejjpgggjS3&

sy^sisij
i «_,„
I HIM*!

MORE ID \OOKK.V ABOUT,
? MOEUL, WAIT TILL VfU SEE.
' -TELEGRAM T iJOST GOT
FROM NVV " 24 HOUR MAN

5
foSto*
^
_""""'*
or BOBn

INSTRUCTIONS

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Be Bra**, Lala, Be Brave
HELLO, HELLO, COUNTY
HOSPITAL? SEND AN
AMBULANCE PER A SICK
DOS - INTERRUPTED A
WEDOIN' - SOUNDS WILD NEVER MIND - WOMAN
INSISTS ON
AMBULANCE

,
PINTO

f CALM
1 YOURSELF,

QUICK, DOCTOR
WHAT IS IT ?

LOOKS BADWE*LL HAVE TO
TAKE HER .
TONSILS OU

Frank Jay Markey •Syndicate. Inc

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Pop Knows All the Recipes for Quiet

The Stowaway
Little romance or advent™
await* tbe average stowaway
Generally he is clapped in the stop
bng as soon as discovered, se«
only^what passes outside its tiny
porthole. Never is he allowed'
ashore in a foreign country He
gets food, water, no luxuries' m.,
ally is regarded a nuisance br
officers and crew.
Stowing Away is risky, too AOTone hiding in the hold of a ship
on a long voyage may be shut up I
for weeks, may even starve In
case of fire or shipwreck, heyould
be trapped and probably lose his
life.—Washington Post.

Constipation Relief
That Also

Pepsin-izes Stomach

MESCAL IKE

BT s. L. HUNTLEY

Game Called
HE SUD IMTO

VJHATS TK MATTER.-

OVER,

OR A

PA?

DOLLAR

When constipation brings on acid indK
" .bloating, dizzy spells, gas, Mated
aour taste, and bad breath, your
ti is probably loaded up with certain undigested foodandyourboweladon't
move. So you need both PepiS to help
break up fast that rich undigested foodfin
your stomach, and Laxative Senna to pal
the trigger on those lazy bowels. So be
sure your laxative also contains Pepsin.
Take Dr. Caldwell's Laxative, bccanseitt
Syrup Pepsin helps you gain that wtsderful stomach-relief, while the Laialm
Senna moves your bowels. Tests proreth
power of Pepsin to dissolve those lumps«
undigested protein food which tnaj&ft
in your stomach, to cause belching, gone
acidity and nausea. This is how peps»
izing your stomach helps relieve it otsa
distress. At the
same time this mediant
wakes up lazy1 nerves and muscles in you
bowels to relieve your constipation, Sow
how much better you feel by tatalg the
laxative that also puts Pepsin to work op
that stomach discomfort, too. Even finicky chimrea love to taste this pleasant
family laxative. Buy Dr. CaldweU's Laative—Senna with Syrup Pepsin at your
druggist today!
Tomorrow's Precedent
The acts of today become thi
precedents of tomorrow.—F. Her
schell.

BelieveEtorNot
You can now
buy for $1.00
enough genu-

ine 100% Min-

POP—The Trailer
I

By J. MILLAR WATT

ONCE- TOO* THIS CAT

AND

TEN M(LtS OVER
MOUWTAINS TO TRV TO

AND IP I HADNF
FOLLOWED MIM I

HER& ME-

is!

WOULDN'T B&
MVSELF!

eral W e l l s ,
Palo P i n t o
County, raas,
BAKERWELL
dehydrated
mineral water crystals to
make 20 gallons No. 4 strong
mineral water. Why suffer
from aches, pams.and w»
ousnicBB caused by acidit
your local Drug, Department
or Grocery ^tore or

M«w Paths Than One
There is more than one way «• ,
of tiie woods.

NOT SO DUMB

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

Peewitt—Why do you have such
misspelled words and bad grammar
on the signs in your windows?
Storekeeper Quiggle — So people
will think I'm a fool and come in
expecting to get the best of me.
Thanks to those signs, business is
the best I've had in years.

WtWUHCES HE'i -tiRED OF
01WIH6 fllfS,
KltoiX SOME Olrf HOW

WORM mttaw cast fl« BID*
ftll HIS ETTOtMi OH
WRE&-CIN6 BDf fBOM -fn£ O1MER

WP fKWfcFER fHtw (rftrfrlcri
fb EACH OfoaT5 PER60N

Right to Know
Teacher, to class—I will use my
hat to represent the planet Mars.
Now are there any questions before

WltR TEti

W«9tiiN6, wturtfe WAcri NOT
-(HtV SftRf OfT «W1 M HUM ,
LEMMGlHE BHT.

NKTZI SOLDIER*

Ready for Service
Mrs. Stubblefield—If my husband
should bring some friends home to
dinner tonight, are you prepared?
Cook—Yes, ma'am. My bag is already packed.
Stick Around
Podsnap—Is that
clock?
Lola (bored)—Why don't you stay
a little longer and find out?

PtrtM DROP BKf SlMUlfMIHWSW

SOVIET RUSSIA
THCtATtNS 6ROUP DETAINS A 6COUP AMERICAN WOMAN
Of- AMERICAN *I6HT-

1 go on?

Tommy—Yes. Is Mars inhabited?

AT 6ERMAN BORDER

WHVAMKICAN4
00NTSTAVAT
HOME ANP SEE

IRtP VISITED 16
TJrfES
FAILS'

BAR OUU. C0«
IOBBIEJ,
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ANITA SCHOOL NEWS

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT
"THE BEST FOR LESS"

STORE
ANITA, IOWA

COATS

DRESSES

Ladies winter coats in wool
or fur fabric, dressy or sport
styles, a variety of styles from
which to choose.

Our racks are filled_with new
fall and winter dresses, in the
newest colors and styles for
your selection.

$10.95 to $12.95

$1.98 to $6.98

SHOES
Women's

novelty

shoes, a large selection of styles.

$1.98 to $2.98
PURSES

Children's shoes for
dress or play; come in
and see our sele«tion
at these low prices.

Men—the style and
quality you like, at
prices you can afford to pay.

$1.00 to $1.98

$1.98 to $3.98

GLOVES

HOSIERY

New fall shades
in
Rollins and
colors in suede match your fall
AdmiratioVi, chifcostume.
and leather.
fon or service.
The newest

$1

New gloves to

59c to $1

FACTS AND FUN
(By Tillie)

79c and $1

HATS

Ladies' fall
and winter felt
hats in newest
shades
and
styles.

$1 to $2.98

Without the aid of sun, moon or
compass, intuition told him he was
in strange country . . . definitely not
on home grounds . . . he gazed about,
unable to discern any familiar landmarks. Just about the time he decided to hit the hay again and wait
for better visibility, a car cautiously
descended the hill
he hailed the
driver of the car who happened to
be his neighbor and enquired about
his location.
He was informed that his team had
come within sight of home and had
turned off on a by-road, and was heading for the California World's Fair
and all points west. At the present
time, Earl's faith in faithful old nags
registers nil.

First P. T. A. Meeting
Next Friday.
The first P. T. A. meeting of the
year will be held Friday, Sept. 22, at
8:00 o'clock. An interesting program
has been planned as follows: a short
business meeting; welcome address by
the president, Mrs. Eric Osen; response by Supt. M. M. Feller; a vocal
solo by Miss Almeda Nieth; and an
address by Rev. Thos. B. Dixon on
the subject, "What Is Your Name?"
Luncheon will be served after the
vited.
Work Begins For Annual
Carnival on Oct. 6.
Plans for the annual carnival are
being carried out, and various groups
are holding practices. This carnival,
which will be better than ever, will
be held Oct. 6.

COAL AT TODAY'S PRICES WILL SAVE YOU
PLENTY OF MONEY. WE CAN SERVE YOU
WITH QUALITY PRODUCTS AND YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
CARS ROLLING NOW — PHONE 20 — BE SAFE

Isn't Mad.
It is said that hydrophobia victims
must be lashed to their beds, that
they foam at the mouth, bite and tear
at the bedclothes while they die a
violent and far-from-pretty death.
Frank Peterson of Harcourt bitten
by the family cat, recalled that the
animal had recently fought with a
skunk. Since many skunks have gone
mad this summer, Mr. Peterson talked"
the matter over with the family doctor and decided to play safe by taking
the anti-rabies treatment. Examination of the cat at Iowa City revealed
the presence of rabies, so Mir. Peterson's hunch proved to be a good one.
After 14 days of treatment, he feels
no desire to bite his friends or tear
the bedclothes—and is congratulating
himself on escaping a horrible fate.

Ho Hum!
Although women" can fix anything
with a hairpin, Mrs. Bert Adams of
Belle Plaine did not fare so well with
School Closed Monday.
The schools were closed Monday her attempts to get rid of wasps in
that the teachers could attend the her garage, A de-wasping operation
was attempted with some burning
tri-county institute in Atlantic.
rags which were stuffed in the sideThirty-Two New Pupils
wall where the wasps made their
in High School.
home. Almost any husband can probThirty-two freshmen have entered ably predict what happened next. Yes,
the Anita high school for the year she called the fire department, which
of 1939-40. This class includes 21 managed to save the building.
pupils from the rural districts and
Just In Case.
1 from the town district. Those who Just to make sure that no one got
are in our school for thj first time any wrong ideas, the J. H. Neil creamare Norman Barnholdt, Keith Bissell, ery at Tama recently painted over an
3ale Cron, John Curry, Esther Jen- ornamental sign which had been on
sen, Genaveve McAfee, Ruby Miller, the building since 1920 but which
Betty IMtoore, Paul Holland, Oscar Mik- i resembled the German "swastika."
celsen, Gail Reeves, Rex Rourick, Dean
loon, Marian Duff, Dorothy Hamlin,
Chewed Up.
Elsie Oler, Naomi Richter, Fern
Will Reding of near Livermore was
7
Schlater, Hilda Scholl, Lorraine" Tay- painfully injured recently when four
or and Bernice Wheatley.
Pupils hogs ganged up on him as he was
from the town district are John Bear, starting to feed them, knocking him
Victor Claussen, Robert Hagen, Allan down and lacerating him badly. It's
Kelly, Marcella Breen, Gretchen the ingratitude that gets him.
Oaughenbaugh, Faye Hendricks, Eva
James, Glada Parker, Mary Jean
One of Its Kind.
Steinmetz and George 'Millhollin.
At Waupeton, Mrs. Peter Pape is
the postmistress. At Waupeton, Mr.
Freshmen Fun Day.
The freshmen were welcomed into Peter Pape is the rural carrier. Said
the Anita high school last Friday by to be the only husband-and-wife comba Fun Day. Each was dressed in an ination of this kind in Uncle Sam's
amusing costume which caused much mail system. Appointments were efhilarious laughter. The event was in fective before the passage of "Section
charge of a senior committee. At the 408, paragraph five" of the postal
end of the day, the band preceded the laws which prevents such employment
freshies in a parade through the busi- in any postoffice.

The wee one just six years old a
few days ago, came home from school
the first day and announced very important like: "I have to have another
reader, I can't read a word out of
my new book."
* « *
Alice Howard buys hair pins for
the beauty shop in 10 pound packages . . . frequently in 25 pound lots
. . . lots of hair pins.
* • •
Thanks Madelene for the poem about
the weeds and a bowl . . . I truly enjoyed it and I'm saving it for my IOWANS LIKE TO TALK
ABOUT THE WEATHER
scrap book.
* * *
The weather is always a common
A friend called and informed me topic of conversation among lowans.
that the old-fashioned bustles of wherever you go _ whomeve r you meet,
Grandma's day tied on with a string talk ig , ikely to begin with & queg _
around the waist . . . she predicts the tjon or comment about the sunshine>
new styled affairs will be streamlined storms Qr temperature. A comment
and zippered on.
on Iowa weather conditions is made
by Dr. John Ely Briggs in a recent
Young Joe Trimmer likes water- issue of "The Palmisest," the monthmelon . . . hot, cold, boiled or fried ]y publication of the State Historica!
. . . and it's Joe Jr. who keeps this [ Society of Iowa.
neighborhood crew of .silo fillers well j Directly or indirectly the weather
entertained . . . he indulges in such J affects everyone.
Rain and shine
antics as nailing straw hats to the make crops grow, but floods and
wash house . . . wiring up harness drought destroy them and then peo. unwiring cars . . . and tossing j pie go hungry. Since one-fourth of
over ripe muskmelons into the silo, the Grade A land in the United
scoring direct hits on the inmates, States is in Iowa it is quite natetc . . . Joe just bubbles over with ural that everybody should be intricks that keep the crew in complete terested in the weather. The wine
wonderment as to whom will be the carries away smoke and brings relief
next victim.
from sultry days, but blowing hare
* * *
and laden with snow or dust it causes
Now-a-days horses don't have horse suffering and often death. Perhaps
sense. Horses aren't as smart as they a single word, like blizzard, hail, or
were years ago and Earl Stone has cloudburst, describes the source of a
had the experience to prove the theory. tragedy. The loss of a whole year's
B. C. (before cars) when a man had work might be out in the statement
to depend solely upon the horse and "Wind and rain; small grain down.'
cart for conveyance, and when away To the early settlers the weather
from home and unavoidably delayed was more important than neighbor'
until after dark, he could depend up- hood gossip or personal opinions.
on his horse or his team to follow
Iowa has had temperatures rang
the road home. He wrapped the ing from 47 degrees below at Washlines around the whip socket or ta in 1912 to 118 degrees above zero
around the dash board, curled up on at Keokuk in 1934; the average an
the upholstery and caught up on a nual temperature is about 48 demuch needed 40 winks while the faith- grees above zero. In the summer the
ful nags, without a jolt or spill, de- thermometer readings average ap
posited him safely beside the barn proximately 72 degrees and in the
door.
winter 22 degrees. May 3 is the
Recently darkness, awful darkness, average date of the last killing fros
descended on Earl . . . miles from in the spring, while the first in th<
home . . . lonely by-roads . . . a slow fall is most likely to come on Oct
homeward bound team . . . and Earl 5. The wind blows from the north
afflicted with a serious case of shut west most of the year at about eigh
eyes. Tired and weary he completely miles an hour, but in the summer i
gave himself up to the care of a couple shifts to the south and brings thi
of nags as did his forefathers in days rain clouds. About 32 inches of watof yore. Bedded down on a pile of er falls annually in the form of rain
new mown hay in the bottom of the and snow. On three-fifths of the
wagon, he soon drifted oft* into far- days in a normal year the sun shines
away slumber land, there to sleep early.
the sleep of the weary. The horses
plodded onward . . . time passed on.
Rev. Thos. B. Dixon was an Omaha
Earl awakened.
visitor Monday afternoon.

It's Just
a Suggestion-

AROUND IOWA.

Maduffs Food Market
WE DELIVER

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS

Butter No-y£STry 27C
Bananas Fta^dRipe sc
Sweet Potatoes K™™- g3c
Brown Beauty cStfaSEft.14c
Matches «*« canon J7C
Bacon Squares •BTS£I- 13C
dered
Lard *•* ^
2$c

for $800 and claims that the hone
is a good "mortgage-lifter." Sticking to horses for power enabled him
to pay off a $6,500 mortgage on the
farm he bought in 1929, he says. When
he bought the farm he had four marea
worth about $42S. From them he
has sold about $1,725 worth of colts
and has about $500 worth of horses
and colts on hand.
Missed Wife.
Lee Wordin of Iowa Falls is inclined to regret the fact that Don,
Adams of St. Paul is so fond of Mrs.
Don Adams of St. Paul. When Adams
filed suit against Wordin in Hardin
county courts recently, as the result
of claims growing out of an automobile accident, his petition included
$1,500 for being deprived of the
society of his wife. Total of the
claims filed by Mr. and Mrs. Adams
is $13,108.65.

Convinced Him.
When a neighbor dropped in last
week to complain about a wandering
bull owned by Tom Kissock of Grinnell, Mr. Kissock explained that he
had confined the animal with a high
fence and that it would not trouble
the neighborhood any further. When
the (two men walked down to inspect
the fence, the bull embarrassed Mr.
Kissock by jumping over it and starting out on further travels. .Convinced,
ness section of the city.
Silo Fell.
Mr. Kissock has sold the high-jumpHenry Hittler of Fayette is short ing bovine.
MANY ACTIONS FILED
IN CASS COUNTY COURT a silo. The structure had just been
filled with silage when it began to + + + + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 ('Continued from page 1)
bulge about the center and finally + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
"split its seams" and collapsed in all + Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. +
have no children.
+ + + + + + +• + + + • 4 4 4 T. W. Prall of Atlantic has filed directions.
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
an account action against Adam AbClasses for all ages. Frank H. Osen,
Costly flood Deed.
hau, charging that the defendant vioWhen two ducks waddled across the superintendent.
lated terms of an oral contract and
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
highway,
the girl driver of the A. J.
refused to compensate Prall for labor
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
on Abhau's farms near Casey and Hathaway automobile turned out to
The first of our church loyalty camBridgewater. Under the agreement, avoid them. In so doing, she upset
paign
services have been well attended,
Prall was to assist Abhau in cleaning and smashed the $1,700 iHathaway
out an abandoned coal mine and in trailer, near Bedford. The ducks, but there are many who have not as
yet attended any of the services. Make
drilling for oil and gas on land south- undisturbed, waddled serenely on.
your plans now to attend the services
east of Casey. He seeks judgment of
next Sunday, both morning and even$289.
Flowing Well.
Other account cases include AtlanWhen Ed. Buenzow of near Sum- ing. "If any man would come after
tic Lumber Co. vs. Dell Buehler and ner had a well drilled recently, he me, let him deny himself and take
Kenneth Erwin; E. C. DeWitt & Co. got more water than he anticipated. up his cross and follow me."
On Sunday evening we are having
vs. Mrs. B. C. !Conrad of Conrad's The well is flowing with sufficient
pharmacy, asking judgment of $65.60; pressure to send a stream of water a forum, during which we discuss the
Omar Mills, Inc., vs. Frederick Brown 22 feet high from an inch-and-a-half doctrines of the church. This Sunday
and E. J. McDermott; Rudolph and iron pipe, reduced down from a five- evening we will discuss the AtoneRudolph vs. Glenn Kennedy, $50;inch casing. The water has been ment.
Andrew Henke vs. Charley Dolch, piped into the house and farm buildLadies aid will meet Thursday at
$318.
ings, and a local plumber claims the the church with a 15c dinner for the
The Wayland Hopley Farms, Inc., pressure is as great as in the city public at noon.
are suing the Railway Express Agency, Imains in Sumner. And are the mains
+ +4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Inc., for $250 damages, charging that embarrassed!
+ HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
a black Angus calf being transported
+
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
to Red Deer, Minn., by the express
"Tough Fighters.
+
I. O. 0. P. HALL.
agency was so badly crippled in
Ben Hartman, Guttenberg business- + Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
transit that it had to be killed.
J . G . Whitney o f Atlantic, a s execut- man
, - ,who
. .is . a , native of Warsaw, + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
not womed
or of the estate of the late C. M. Bax- £
^ the outcome of Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
S War Wlth
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
ter, has filed retainer actions against
^"""ny- "The
Harley and 'Mildred Baxter, Eunice Poles are great fighters," he says;
Rev. E. M. Kirschenmann of St.
Lorine IO»nroy and T. J. Conroy, and "it took three countries to whip them Louis, Mo., will deliver the sermon.
in 1797 and they're
yet."
George F. and Agnes Baxter, asking
Sunday School teacher's meeting
that property bequeathed to them be
Friday evening at 8:00 o'clock at
30th Birthday.
the parsonage.
retained for payment of obligations to
A
Ford
car
owned by. Jack Elliott
the estate.
Children's confirmation class will be
Promissory note actions filed i n - j o f Ames rec ently passed its 30th. held at 10:00 o'clock Saturday mornelude: Anna Dettmers Martens vs. j DI_r^hd*y • Tbe car came out in 1909,, ing at the parsonage.
with engine nu
mber 5153, and is still
W. C. Nymand, asking $75 judgment;
Highland church—
8ervice
ab1e, being used in about every
Thomas Jorgensen vs.. Earl R.. AnderMorning worship 9:00 a.m.
I son, $227; M. M. Meredith, adminis- Parade '« Ames. The venerable veSunday School at 10:00 a. m.
trator of the estate of the late C. P. ihlcle differ s in many respects from
Meredith, vs. J. C. Woodring, $124; | today ' 8 automobiles. Among other * + 4 + + + + + + 444
4
METHODIST CHURCH
+
Mrs. Ralph Baker vs. Mrs. Claude : thmgs' the motor must be removed >
m order to tighten the connecting +
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4
Odem and Arnold Odem, $180.
rods. The wheels are fastened on by
pins which are held on by the hub caps
THINGS TO WATCH FOR.
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
A new type of corn syrup for use
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with
Held His Own.
by confectionery manufacturers, said
A skunk, pursued by dogs took the sermon by the pastor on, "A Christo be twice as sweet as ordinary corn refuge in a coat-closet in the Social tian View of Militarism."
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m All
syrup.
| Plains schoolhouse near Indiano'la'
A new heating unit that will be a i L'ke the Poles of Westplatte h
of our young people are asked to be
combination fireplace, stove and air fended his position against all'co
present so that we can make our
conditioner and will burn wood, oil, caused an early adjournment f th*' plans for next year.
coal or gas.
school session. When the dogs of
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock
A new bottled beverage containing war had been called off the
The choir will meet Thursday evenan extract of mate, a leaf used in departed unmolested and with
mg with Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Weimer
the
honors.
brewing a South American tea.
'—
tor practice.
A new cake shortening said to proA 25c dinner will be served Friday
duce cakes that will not shrink when
Likes Horses
n
o
o n i n the basement of the church
taken from the oven, and also to give
L1 dB
by Mrs^ Karns' division of the ladies
7
^
s
o
f
C
o
o
n
Rapid
8 recently
a finer texture.
*** '*!, Belgian
uc~it IH n draft
/it-iit't ihorses •»«>•
Ine menu includes swiss steak
sold four rf
young
ses
and pumpkin Pie. Election of. officers
1

1

PHONE 239

for the coming year will be held in the
ne
afternoon.
The young people will have a wein.r
roast at the city park on Friday ev
ening at 6:80 o'clock. Everyone s"
to bring his own victuals.
-f +"TVTTT7 + + +
•f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRISTT*
if 4- + + > 4 4 4 4 I"; l
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Communion at 11:00 a. m
The ladies aid -will meet all day
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and
will serve a 15c dinner for the public
from 11:80 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
Prom 1:00 to 5:00 o'clock Friday
afternoon the K. J. U. club will display quilts, fancy and handwork in
the basement of the church. They
•will also serve a 10c~lunch, and will
hold a bake sale.
OLE SAYS.
See America First: Scenic Facts.
Sunrise and Sunset—Same Ocean:
During the winter months you can
see a strange sight on the coast near
Santa Barbara, Cal., because of the
unusual contours of the coast line.
You wouldn't expect to, see the sun
both rise and set in the Pacific Ocean
—but it does.
* • »
Lost River: The shortest, deepest
river in the world is Lost River, near
Bowling Green, Ky. If you launched
the "Queen Mary" on it, nearly onethird of the ship .would be on try
land. Only TOO feet long, this strange
river is more than half as deep as it
is long.
* * *
Underground Railway: In the basement of an old hotel in Cairo, 111.,
sixteen dreary cells can still be seen.
These, according to rumor, were once
a busy "station" on the "underground
railway," which was neither underground nor a railway, but a means
of escape for slaves trying to reach
the North and freedom. Not many
years ago there was such a place in
a huge old house in Indianoia. Today that site is a filling station.
* • •
Peace^Pipe Land: From a quarry
near Pipestone, Minn., the Indians
dug the soft red stone to make their
peace-pipes. The pit is still operated
by Indians. Legends state that this
reddish material is the flesh of Indians drowned in the Great Flood.

Your Painful

BUNION

will »topfcwttar quickly and tlw hump >•*•
•miller U_you «pply
FA1RYFOOT. Com* In
for your (null «|M trW
of Falryfoot

BONGERS BROS.

WANTADS
FARMERS:-If you have
to sell, call .Atlantic Canning t ,
Phone S 8 2 . _ ^
, ~7kev"S'
FOUN1>:—Key
ring and two
n for
i
p
*
.:_« Tor
Owner can have same by
It
this ad.
Teachers and College Students.^
subscription to the Tribune to. ^
school year, only $l-°°-

•

—

Never before at this price. ~Standard Barn Paint, bright red.
a high gloss barn parnt, »»
$1.06 per gallon in five gallon P
Manufactured by Americas
paint manufacturer. Bring
paint problems.
BroS
H

^""""^

BUY ANrTAjfeE^^
See us before you sell your h»P
Farmers Coop.,
60c buys 600 sheets
paper, size 8%xll Inches, at
une office.
WANTED:-Your dead
Ph. 184 Anita-we pay ph» ut
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THE WAR:
Words

WHO'S
NEWS
THIS
WEEK

Congress, Like Entire Nation
Not Certain of 'Best' Course
To Preserve U. S. Neutrality

FARM
TOPICS

Smart
Won

Guns still boomed at a nearby
Polish outpost when Adolf Hitler
[DIAGRAM
dress
rode triumphantly into Danzig.
"We greet you ... The city is
comfortable
decked for you," shouted Albert
be—with
BUSINESS RECOVERY
Forster, who is Der Fuehrer's latest
armholes,
Konrad Henlein.
absolute aosence of
VITAL
TO
FARMERS
"I am happy to greet you, my
princess lines make
faithful gauleiter," answered the
Slim. As you see
man whose armies were even then
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
gram, you can
Employment
Revival
Would
wiping up the spilled blood of Poare those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
tern
land. Then he launched into a
__^_«_^_^__^___ Released by Western Newspaper Union. _^_^_____«_^___^
Aid Agriculture.
speech which the British ministry
When
the
President
left
the
floor,
of information shortly called "full
CONGRESS:
By OR. O. B. JESNES8
so did 17 isolationists of the Borah- of the crass misstatements which
By LEMUEL F. PARTON
Solution of a considerable part of
Admonition
LaFollette-Nye-Clark school. Ring- usually fall from his (Hitler's) lips."
EW YORK.—Mahatma Ghandi the farm problem must be looked
"1 have come frock lo Washington with ing in'then? ears was one presiden- Typical "misstatements":
has indicated that, in his opin- for in industry rather than on the
an open mind. Whether I vole for re- tial admonition: "Let no . . . group C. "The Duce (Mussolini) made propeal of embargoes or retention oj them, . . . assume exclusive protectorate posals which Germany and France ion, a world war against Adolf Hit- farm. Colorado State college IB givler would be justifiable and possibly ing serious consideration to the inmy vole . . . will be lor the means which over the future well-being of Amer- accepted but Britain refused."
necessary. The terlocking of these two major AmerI believe best calculated to keep the Unit- ica . . . Let no group assume the C. "Poland chose war because the
ed Stales out of war. Thai we must do." exclusive label of the peace bloc. western powers stated that the Ger- Understudy of
British,
with ican enterprises.
their imperaIllinois' Sen. Scott Lucas, a mid- We all belong to it."
Industrial and employment recovman army was worthless, that the Gandhi Calm*
tive job of keep- ery concern the farmer because
dle-of-the-road Democrat, was bold
After the 17 met, California'sGerman people were low in morale Toward British
ing their great increased purchasing power among
enough to admit publicly what most crusty Hiram Johnson made an an- and that there was a breach beof the nation's 531 legislators ad- nouncement: "We are ready to tween the German people and its Indian empire in hand, probably consumers means improved demand
mitted only to themselves: That no fight from hell to breakfast."
aren't worrying about Gandhi. More for farm products. Such recovery
leadership."
man could stamp his foot and say
C. "Britain should be happy that important is the attitude and activ- also will aid agricultural adjustment
there was only one way to keep the ASIA:
Germany and Russia reached an ity of his vigorous and popular un- n that more opportunities for work
U. S. out of Europe's war. But a
agreement. They are now relieved derstudy, the 44-year-old Pandit will be provided for the excess farm
few who took their seats in Franklin Mystery
Jawahharial Nehru. The latter has population.
of ... uncertainty."
Roosevelt's third special session
Amazingly brief was Japan's reUnsatisfactory prices and income
Next day, as the New York stock been boldly resistant to British rule,
(and the nation's twenty-fifth since action when the U. S. abrogated its market boomed in hopes of a long spent six years in jail, and has ac- for farmers have led to programs
1797) were highly opinionated, 100 1911 trade treaty last summer. war, Britain's Prime Minister quired popularity and leadership as seeking to raise prices by holding
per cent positive that only the arms One reason was the immediate up- Neville Chamberlain answered him : Gandhi reaches his seventy-second production or supplies offered on the
surge of interest in Europe's dog- "Among the many misstatements year.
market in check. There is not an
fight. But one.,thing led to another, . . . I wish t o refer . . . t o t h e
adequate market to absorb at satisMeager news reports from InJapan made peace with Russia, and statement that the French governdia indicate that Nehru has
factory prices all of the products
British-French interests in the Ori- ment agreed to Italian mediation
been calming down in his agiEarmers produce.
ent were left to fall under Japanese while His Majesty's government retation against British imperialAgriculture is carried on by such
influence. These problems settled, fused."
ism, and that, a few weeks ago,
a vast number of individuals that
pugnacious Nippon dusted off the
"Our purpose . . . is to redeem
he was vehemently denouncing
adjustment of production to a deU. S. treaty abrogation, mixed it Europe from perpetual and recurfascism and the new German
pressed market does not come
with America's decision to reinforce ring fear of German aggression. No
aggression.
London is rereadily. It presents a decided conher Pacific garrisons, and concoct- threats will deter us or our French
assured, but watchful, as Asia
trast to manufacturing in this reed from these ingredients a puz- allies from this purpose."
may become a balance of power
spect. The fact that agriculture
zling diplomatic issue.
On the third day French Premier
in the clash of world dominions
cannot readily adjust production has hop jacket and extravagantly I
Something was in the air. On Edoua'rd Daladier had his inning,
and Nehru has been an active
paved the way for government ad- swirling skirt. It includes a bethree successive days Tokyo news- tracing step-by-step every broken
propagandist of pan-Asiatic docwitching little hood, too. If you're
justment programs.
papers carried what were obvious- promise that litters Adolf Hitler's
trine, summoning; browns and
To the extent the troubles of agri- young and lively and love the
ly government-inspired editorials trail from the reaffirmation of Loblacks to resist what he believes
culture are the results of surplus great outdoors, then you'll want
carno to the rape of Poland. Then:
which said things like this:
to be the aggression of the
output, the remedy must be either 1673, even if you never wear a (
"Germany already has prepared
C. "Should the U. S. strengthen her
whites.
market recovery and expansion, or skate—whether roller or ice!
present policy it can be supposed the dismemberment of France. Maps
The Patterns.
Born of a noble caste, Nehru was actual curtailment of the industry.
that Japan would be compelled to showing France amputated have educated at Harrow and Cambridge, Markets have been curtailed by
No. 1798 is designed for sizes 14
been printed . '. . But France has :aking honors in the classics. His the depression.
assert her right to existence."
16, 18, 20, 40, 42 and 44. Size 16 re! I
C. "Following the decreasing Anglo- arisen . . . We will end the war only father, the Pandit Motilal Nehru,
For the future, land prices need quires 4% yards of 35-inch mateFrench influence in the Far East when we can ensure the security of was a lawyer and the richest man to be kept in line with prospects for rial without nap; 2 yards of braij |
ILLINOIS' LUCAS
. . . the U. S. is threatening to France."
in Allahabad. He gave away his long-time returns.
No. 1673 is designed for sizes 11,
Like many, he didn't know.
come forward and . . . protect its
There are problems of soil con- 13, 15 and 17. Size 13 requires Hi-I
mansion and moved into a shabby
rights and interests in China, thus In the East
little house when he became a con- servation and land use calling for yards of 54-inch material for long-l
embargo they pushed through con- giving rise to a greater likelihood
Completed was Russia's valiant vert to Indian nationalism.
public attention. However, soil con- sleeved jacket and 1% yards of 39. f
gress three years ago could keep of Japanese-American friction."
"rescue" of 11,000,000 white Russervation needs to be treated as a inch material to line; % yard of
America neutral. Among these few C. "Neither Japan nor the United sians
His
son,
reared
in
splendor,
Ukrainians (plus several
problem of itself rather than to be 54-inch material for hood and
were Idaho's Borah, North Dakota's States seeks war . . . We desire millionand
had
no
such
ideas
when
he
came
Poles) who were "left to
used as the vehicle for benefit pay- yard of 39-inch material to line; I
Nye, Michigan's Vandenberg and to judge the situation coolly . . ." their fate"
home
from
England.
He
was
a
when the Polish state colments to increase the agricultural 2% yards of 54-inch material (oil
Missouri's Clark.
strong
supporter
of
the
British
Trying to figure out this uncalledincome. In the future, greater rec- skirt.
But national leaders, being mere- for war talk, the Chicago Daily
regime until the Amritsar masognition probably will be given to
Send your order to The Sewing]
ly men, were confronted with the News' A. T. Steele radioed from
sacre of 1919. Then he burned
the fact that the individual operator Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
same confusion as the nation: The Tokyo that he thought the Japs were
his
50
British
suits,
donned
naGERMAN TROOPS
has responsibilities in the matter of 211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, III.
more they thought about arms em- being prepared for "any future
tive dress, and became an agiCENTERING HERE
caring for the soil and other re- Price of patterns, 15 cents (in |
bargo vs. "cash and carry," the drastic American move." To othtator for the Nationalist cause.
sources.
coins) each.
more they argued about straight in- ers, it sounded like Tokyo was makHowever, he was no devotee of
(Bell Syndicate— WNU Service.)
In a democracy, public policy is
ternational law vs. specific neutral- ing a propaganda buildup to justify
loin-cloth asceticism. He was
shaped
by
public
opinion.
This
reity legislation, the less positive they anti-American moves in China.
all for fighting and it was as the
quires that the average citizens
were about everything save one
most belligerent of all the Inmust think seriously about our probfact, that the U. S. must keep out
dian
leaders
that
he
came
to
LABOR:
lems and arrive at sound judgments.
of war.
the presidency of the all-Indian
That thinking must recognize
congress in 1935.
Day before congress opened, poli- Peace in Wartime
broader considerations of general
tics found itself "adjourned" for 85
Taking his eyes a moment from
Nehru was at times sharply op- welfare rather than to spring only
minutes. To the White House went Europe's bloody picture show,
posed to the non-resisting Gandhi, from narrow self-interest.
Republicanism's 1936 standard bear- Franklin Roosevelt glanced at dobut apparently their differences
ers, Alf Landon and Col. Frank mestic affairs and suddenly realized
have been resolved. He is handKnox, to talk with Franklin Roose- that October is U. S. labor's big
some and engaging, a vigorous as- Music Fan Radioizes
KEEP CLEAN INSIDE!
velt, John Nance Garner and con- month. At Cincinnati the American
sailant of the ancient caste system
Entire Vermont Farm
• MM yoi belt,;
gressional leaders of both stripes. Federation of Labor was ready to
of India.
i
Music while he works. That's the
Even the President was apparently convene. John Lewis' Congress for
pet hobby of H. O. Van Vliet, a
confused, for there were rumors he Industrial Organization planned to
IT WAS not until a year ago that farmer of East Charlotte, Vt., on
had decided to supplement straight meet in San Francisco October 10.
*• Remain Holland returned to whose large farm one may hear
"cash and carry" (whereby bellig- But there was no sign of peace beBELGIUM'S WORRY
France, after more than 20 years' philharmonic orchestras and con- of <MMdTMM<J<MMd HndKbtPw*"*
erents could buy, pay for and haul tween these two warring factions,
history be repeated?
exile in Switzerland. He had op- cert ensembles from early morning GARFELD TEA CO.. OtpL 40, ftooUyi,N.r.
away arms in their own ships) with and internal warfare is bad busilapsed under Germany's invasion.
posed war. Sev- until late at night.
old-fashioned international law. His ness in a time of world war.
Nazi and Soviet chiefs conferred in 'Lamplighter'
eral years be
The magazine Radio News tells
thesis: One principle of internationLacking Virtue
Soon, however, there were indi- Moscow on Poland's new partition,
al law never disputed is that bel- cations
Sect Hope Only fore he finished the story as follows:
I love virtue very much,
the
White
House
would
presumably
deciding
to
leave
a
"Van Vliet has installed radio sensible people knoV that those
ligerents have the right to purchase move for peace, as it has done the
ChrisIn 'Inner Light' "Jean
anything they need in neutral coun- past two years. The President con- small, hamstrung buffer state.
tophe," Tolstoi speakers in practically every build- who talk about it too much never]
Lithuania and Slovakia were each had called him "The Conscience of ing on the farm, all of which are
tries.
have enough.—Voltaire.
Only concrete results of the con- ferred with A. F. of L.'s Daniel given a small slice of the Polish Europe." He is a pallid old man controlled from a master speaker
pie.
now, with thinning hair and sad, set hi his house.
ference were the platitudes everyBut as war ebbed in Poland, other deep-set eyes, but still "above the
one expected, announced by White
CHAFED SKIN
"It all started because Van Vliet,
eastern nations grew fearful. Ru- battle" and still trying to arouse the a busy and industrious farmer, is
House Secretary Steve Early:
mania's neutrality was threatened conscience of mankind.
ardently fond of classical music.
(1) "The conference with unanioutside and inside: (1) on the north
But because he had cows to milk, SJIOW-WHITt PETROLEUM JELLY
mous thought discussed the primary
He
dispatched
to
the
New
York
by Russian-German proximity; (2)
objective of keeping the U. S. neuinternational congress of the Amer- fields to plow, wood to chop and
on
the
east
by
an
expected
Turkbarn labors to perform, he
tral and at peace.
Fruit of Labor
ish-Russian pact which might close ican Musicological society a mes- other
missed
many of his favorite pro(2) "There was complete accord
sage
of
good
will.
It
is
quoted
here
The bee from his «*
her
Black
sea
outlet;
(3)
internally
that . . . the whole subject . . .
the summer eats honey au
by violence, illustrated in the assas- in accord with this department's grams.
be dealt with in a wholly non"So he set about remedying that winter.
sination, presumably by pro-Ger- wartime alertness to such men and
partisan spirit."
situation. He bought several old
mans, of anti-Nazi Prime Minister messages. He says:
Next day, at 2 p. m., the assemspeakers for a couple of dollars
Armand Calinescu.
"In
the
field
of
art,
there
is
bled houses of congress heard Mr.
each. Using extension cord, he set
Meanwhile Der Fuehrer's fastnot—there should not be—any
Roosevelt's recommendations:
up a speaker in the woodshed, angrowing
eastern
empire
suffered
rivalry
among
nations.
The
"Let those who seek to retain the
other in the cow barn, one in the
growing pains.
While millions oJ
only combat worthy of us is that
present embargo position be wholly
chicken house and still another in
sullen
Poles
presented
a
constanl
which
is
waged
in
every
counconsistent and seek new legislation
the large horse barn. To these he
threat of rebellion, London and
try
and
at
every
hour,
between
to cut off cloth and copper and meat
added three in his house; one in
Paris heard insistent reports of up- culture and ignorance, between
.pv,
4&,land wheat and a thousand other arthe bedroom, a large cabinet speakrisings among Czechs and Austrians
light
and
chaos.
Let
us
save
all
ticles from all the nations at war.
er in the living-room and another
the light that can be saved.
"I seek a greater consistency
in his kitchen. The entire layout
In the West
There is none more refulgent
Source of Pleasure
A
through repeal of the embargo prodidn't cost over $12.
than
music.
It
is
the
sun
of
the
MADAME
PERKINS
For
the
moment,
fighting
died
A
babe
in
a
house
is^»
|
visions and a return to international
"He
still
has
one
problem
uninner universe."
What can you do?
down along the Saar front while
law . . . I give you my deep and
solved: he can't find a station broad- spring of pleasure. -iiv ^^^
both
sides
took
time
out
to
move
It was this sun that illumined casting classical music at five a. m.,
unalterable conviction that by the Tobin, a leading advocate of labor up fresh troops. But France was
Jean Christophe," one of the great- the hour when he hitches his susrepeal . . . the United States will unity. At his press conference he fearful on two counts: (1) abou
more probably remain at peace than assured reporters he would address 70 Nazi divisions were being movec est books of all times, published here penders and starts out for the bam
if the law remains as it stands to- a message to the A. F. of L. con- from Poland to the western front just before the World war, profound- to milk the cows. The radio mindday . . .
vention, and that "it would be a (2) Aachen,, the town from which ly moving to multitudes of Ameri- ed farmer complains that he has to
.. «rant tO KT**5l
cans as an avocation of the creative
"May you, by your deeds show the good guess" to say the message Germany
Jumped into Belgium in and aspiring spirit of man Many 'spend an hour or two in the barn
world that we of the United States probably would mention peace.
the first thing in the morning and
1914, was evacuated of civilians ant
are one people, of one mind, one
Secretary of Labor Frances Per- became a concentration point for times in recent years, Romain Rol- all I can get on that consarn radio
and
has
written
that
the
world
had
spirit, one clear resolution, walking kins also did a little campaigning. Herr Hitler's troops. Was history
little hope of escaping another and is jazz music from Boston.'
before God in the light of the living." She told how both factions have about to be repeated?
"Asked if music helps the chickpossibly last devastating war But
asked representation on the new
ens to lay more eggs and his cows
described
as
"an
old
man,
broken
war resources board. Her quandry: At Sea
and despairing," on his return to to give more milk, Van Vliet replied
If you appoint a representative of
As the British airplane carrie France last year, he has contin- 'I know definitely that animals like
e
1
both factions, will they carry their Courageous went down, its 578 deai
(ram
«nnoyta«
f!' vflO
^^^g^,^
(omuo^"•jSJSj
fiincuuM"" di«"^
jjgip
i«.
music. When I turn on some soft,
ued his plea for peace, decrvine
uc
fight
into
the
board?
Or
can
you
r,i oa ^;«« for
f_._ understand' . "-'ying pleasing music out in the farm
boosted Britain's sea toll to 761 hatred, pleading
In the news
appoint only one representative and Prime Minister Chamberlain report ing.
buildings, the hens and cows reDUKE UF WINDSOR was
say that he truly represents all la- ed 31 allied or neutral ships had
Compound.
—
spond to it immediately.
His
has
been
named major general of British
bor without bringing protests from been sunk by U-boats, also tha
a lone voice,
never identified
expeditionary forces and planned
the other groups?
the allies have sunk seven or eigh
"moveProper Sire Care
to go back to France.
ments," or pollUeai"iroupto«"
"
German subs.
Comparison: In
right
or
left.
He
opposed
Henri
It is important to success in dairyCHARLES M. SCHWAB, native
MISCELLANY:
April, 1917, peak month of the Worl
Barbusse and his Clarte group
ing to secure an outstanding bull of
of Loretto, Pa., who rose to conwar's sea fighting, average British
Thanksgiving
and the various "united fronts »
trol billions of dollars in the steel
tonnage loss per week was 127, OOC
the desired breed-one which is capBecause President Roosevelt pro- or 39 ships For the week endin
as he did the leaders of violent
industry, was buried at New
able of improving the herd— and
reaction
on
the
right.
claimed Thanksgiving on November September 19 in the present war
— so
York.
f 'vf .hlm car* and management
23, and because Gov. George A. Wil- Britain lost 45,000 tons, or 13 ships
He was educated ln musi , al lhe that his services may be utilized to
KERMIT ROOSEVELT, son of
6St advanta
son designated November 30, the Biggest U. S. concern in the set Kcole Normale, beet
the late President Theodore
ge, points out N. P
devotee R , ,
Clayton county, Iowa, board of su- war: Several American cargoes hai of Wagner and then aine^a
of Tolstoi and
and Ralston of the Missouri college of
Roosevelt, reportedly renounced
pervisors proclaimed a third date, been confiscated by Britain; at leas Shakespeare. He is lhe evange? of agriculture. Oftentimes the true
his U. S. citizenship and became
November 16, "so as not to conflict one American steamer, the Wascos the humane spirit in day when ° value of many bulls is not deteran Englishman to join the British
ll
a
with the dates set by the President ta, had been stopped and searchec is hard pressed
mined because they are sold before
ministry of shipping.
by a German sub.
and the governor."
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KING BEE Eastern
Kentucky Lump Coal
ON TRA<fc SOON
, Actually more heat per dollar
than anything «tee yon can bay.

KUNZ GRAIN CO.
Bert C. Ramw, Manager

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
(Continued from page 4)
Sam Sunderman
1.96
University Hospital
....
1.00
Mrs. Grayce Ury
12.50
Elmer Watson
1B.OO
Dr. A. Weater
19.90
Dr. M. B. Weir
23.26
Dr. R. B.. Weir
5.50
L. 0. WhSatley
48.33
Dr. Agnes Wilder
i 90.40
Session and Mileage Claims.
Hawley Lynch ...
5.00
G. E. Eshelman .
6.70
F. W. Wiese .....
5.65
W. H. Wohlenhaus
6.80
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
Wiese, to adjourn until 1:00 P. Mi,
September 2nd.
.Motion carried.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
Chairman.
Attest:
M. E. Hubbard,
County Auditor.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
September 23, 1909.
W. T. Slater is home from a business and pleasure trip to Kansas.
W. H. Armstrong has gone to South
Dakota to buy some of that good
cheap land.
A. R. Brown of Berea sold a team
of horses last week to Perry Hale of
Stuart for $440.
<Mra. Fred C. Chinn fell down stairs
at her home last Wednesday and sustained severe injuries.
A large crowd of Anita people had
the privilege of seeing President Taf t
when his special train passed through
here Monday afternoon.
There will be a farmers' picnic at

baseball game
between Berea and Massena and a
number of races will be the main features of the day.
The town council should lose no
time in extending the corporation limits in all directions. The fact is,
Anita has outgrown her capacity, and
is in great need of more room.
The Lincoln township farm of 240
acres, owned by J. B. and B. F. McCosh, was sold this week to a man
from Kansas at $115 per acre. The
deal was made by T. T. Saunders.
At the home of the bride's mother,
Mrs. J. M. White, in this city, yesterday afternoon, occurred the marriage of Miss Ruby I. White and
Rueben Scholl, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Scholl.
Ben Wagner, who some time ago
purchased the E. C. Fitch residence
property on East Main Street, has
had the building torn down, and is
erecting a new and modern dwelling,
which he has rented to Dr. L. R.
Eller.
At the annual Methodist conference at Ames last week, Rev. W. E.
Shugg, a new minister in the conference, was assigned to the Anita
church for the coming year. Rev.
A. F. Conrey, pastor of the local
church the past year, has been sent
to Adel.
Jas. B. Herriman has sold his 40acre farm in Lincoln township to
W. T. Croxton at $100 per acre. Mr.
and Mrs. Herriman will move to Anita to make their home, having purchased the residence property at the
north end of White's Avenue, at present occupied by the Clarence Campbell family.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1939.

James Jensen, well known Audubon
Chas. E. Thomas and wife visited
township farmer, has been elected a a few days last week with their son,
director of the Audubon County Fair Bert Thomas and wife, at Sedalia,
Association for the coming year.
Missouri.
A number of relatives enjoyed a
family dinner Sunday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William Woodall on
West Main Street, the occasion beipg
n honor of the 62nd. wedding anniversary of Mr. and MTS. Woodall, who
were married Sept. 20, 1867, at Nevada, Mo. Since 1918 the family
has lived in or near Anita.
Fourteen members of the S. O. S.
club and two guests, Mrs. C. B. Lovell
and Mrs. George Pearson, were entertained last Thursday 'afternoon by
Mrs. A. C. Holmes at her home southwest of the city. The ladies spent
the afternoon embroidering tea towels
for the hostess, who served refreshments at the close of the meeting.
At her home on Chestnut Street
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Guy
Steinmetz was hostess to the members
of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. Additional guests were Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, Mlrs. Fred M. Sheley, Mrs.
Ethel Budd, Mrs. Dick Dement and
Mrs. Ruby Biggs. High score at
bridge was held by Mrs. Sheley.

RIAJLTO THEATRE

Sydney Maduff is home from a
month's visit with friends at Baltimore, Md., and at other places in
the eastern part of the United States.

TONIGHT-The Big Night

Mrs. Harold Boham and daughter,
Darlene, of Carbon, Iowa, spent a few
days in Anita the past week with
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Carl Millard
and husband.

The IONES FAMILY

IN HOLLYWOOD
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Mrs. Jesse M. Deeming visited a
few days last week at Camdenton,
Mo., with her sister, Mlrs. L. H. Hall
and family. It was the first time
in fourteen years that Mrs. Deeming
had seen her sister, who will be remembered by Anita friends as Gladys
Glines.

Sat.-Sun.

YOUR FIRSTCHANCE TO SEE

The M. M. cirlce met at the home
of Mrs. Fred Denison last Thursday
afternoon with eighteen members
and two visitors, Mrs. Pete Anderson
and Miss Rose Dryer, present. The
afternoon was spent in embroidering
tea towels for the hostess. At the
close of the afternoon refreshments
were served by Mrs. Denison, assisted by Mrs. Ted Grinstead, Mrs. Anderson Bell and Miss Mary Hender-

of

lose & Moelck Oil Go's.

NOCO

SERVICE STATION
IN ANITA
SATURDAY, SEPT. 23
To every motorist purchasing $1.00 or more of any of
our merchandise will be given absolutely FREE their choice
of a Grease Job or a 1-Pound Box of Chocolate Cherry Candy.
Free ice cream cones for the children.

ROSE OOELOTOIL CO.
ANITA, IOWA

SHIRLEY
EDWARD ELLIS
and

SAMUELS. HINDS
JANET BEECHER
LEONJRROL
A L I C E EDEN
JOHN ARCHER
Discoveries of Jesse L. Lasky's "Gateway to
Hollywood" program.
RKO
RADIO
Kchira
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At Benton township school No. 1,
the first P. T. A. meeting of the
school year was held last Wednesday evening, with Harlan Gittens in
charge of the business meeting. Following the appointment of different
committees, a reading was given by
Joan Gittens. 'Miss Katherine Wilson, teacher of the school, conducted
a "yes" and "no" contest, which was
won by Mrs. Lamar Gardner. At the
close of the meeting, a lunch was
served by Mrs. Gardner and Mrs.
Gittens. Regular meetings of the P.
T. A. will be held on the second Tuesday evening of each month.

, great 'down-horn*' heart drama, mad* from
a popular b«*t t*ll*r... A itory of pulling
(if* along 'Main Street' told with d**p
drama, young1 romance and glowing thrills.

ALSO MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON and NEWS
Miss 'Mlary Conrad of Lewis is
Robert Stuhr of Des Moines spent
the week end in the city with his spending a few days in Anita this
father, J. R. Stuhr, and with other week, a guest at the Cecil G. Budd
home.
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Maggie Scholl is home from
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Krause of
the Massena community are the par- a visit of several weeks with her
ents of a boy baby, born last Friday son, George Scholl and family, at
Long Island, Kan.
night at the Atlantic hospital.
Miss M'arjorie Armstrong, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dean Armstrong,
has gone to Des Moines where she has
enrolled as a student at Thompson's
beauty school.

A meeting of the Anita Literary
Club will be held at 2:30 o'clock
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Miss Goldie Watkins on West Main
Street.

At the meeting of the Sunday School
Walter F. Budd, wife and son,
of the Congregational church Sunday
Frank,
Mrs. Isabel! Joy, Chas. W.
morning, officers for the ensuing year
«J» ' were elected as follows: William Craw- Hockenberryand wife and H. L. Bell
«» ! ford, Jr., superintendent; Reed Osen, were Sunday guests at the home of
^assistant superintendent; Mrs. R. W. •MY. and Mrs. Glenn McCall >in BagFred F. Joy, wife and daughJ^; Forshay, superintendent of young ley.
ter,
Leatrico,
of Churdan, Iowa, were
i people's department; Miss Gretchen
Budd, superintendent of intermediates;! also Sunday guests at the McCall
Miss Mattie Butler, superintendent home,
of juniors; Mrs. Jasper Krumm, supMiss Mary Henderson was hosterintendent of primary department;
ess
last Thursday evening to the
Mrs. Thos. B. Dixon, superintendent
of beginners; Mrs. Alpha Nelson, sup- members of the Susie Q club, also
erintendent of cradle roll; Miss Jean one other guest, Miss Doris Mae
Dement, secretary; Miss Betsy Rose Ekdahl. The evening was spent playCrawford, treasurer; Mrs. Frank Osen, ing Chinese checkers, with Miss Ekmissionary superintendent; Mlrs. Dosha dahl holding high score and MSss
V. Scholl, librarian; and Miss Budd Maxine Stager runner-up. A lunch
and Miss Marilynn Kohl, pianists. was served by the hostess.
These officers will be installed at the
morning worship service ripxt SunWHEN ANIMALS
I day.
i.

Chester A. Long, wife and son,
Jack, were Sunday visitors at the
home of his niece, 'Mrs. C. E. Jorgensen and family, twelve miles north of
Des Moines.
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Every motorist in Anita and this vicinity is |
cordially invited to the grand opening of this
super station all day Saturday, Sept. 23.

FREE

With

t
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I
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Sept. 23-24

the boy and girl selected from thousands through Jesse L Lasky's

In honor of the 7th. birthday anniversary of Jerry Sheumaker, son of
Gerald Sheumaker, the pupils of the
third grade in the Anita school and
their teacher, Miss Jetta Knowlton,
held a surprise party at the close of
school last Thursday afternoon for
him at the Sheumaker home on Maple
A meeting of the ladies aid society
Street. A number of presents was re- of the Massena township Baptist
ceived by the guest of honor. Follow- church was held at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Thos. B. Dixon submitted to ing the playing of different games John Mehlmann last Wednesday, afan operation Tuesday morning for for an hour, a lunch was enjoyed. ternoon. Seven members were presthe removal of her tonsils.
ent, also four visitors, Mrs. Everett
The W. H. M. S. of the Methodist B. Luman, Mrs. Lester Scholl, Mrs.
H. L. Bell has returned to his home church met with Mrs. E. W. Holmes Edward Wheelock and Miss Amber
in Anita, after spending the summer last Thursday afternoon. The devo- Steinmetz. The ladies spent the aftions were led by Mrs. George Denne, ternoon with their own fancy work,
at his cottage at Lake Okoboji.
Mrs. Arthur V. Long had charge of and a lunch was served by the host- I
Miss Peggy Ginsberg of Baltimore, the enigmas, and Mrs. Wesley John- ess. The next meeting of the aid will.
Md., is spending a few weeks in Anita, son gave the lesson. Mrs. Holmes re- be held at the home of Mlrs. Oren j
signed her position as president of Sullivan.
a guest at the Henry Maduff home.
the society, and Mrs. Wesley JohnMrs. Irvin Johnston of Sanborn, son was elected to fill the vacancy.
The W. W. club held its regular
Iowa, is visiting here with her moth- Mrs. L. K. Nichols was elected vice meeting at the home of Mrs. Harold i
er, Mrs. C. T. McAfee, and with other president, the office formerly held by Smith in Wiota last Thursday afterrelatives and friends. Mrs. McAfee Mrs. Johnson. Mrs. F. D. Weimer noon, with twelve members and two
will accompany her to Sanborn Thurs- resigned her position as leader of the guests, Miss Mildred Smith and Miss
day and after a few days' visit there Home Guards and Mrs. Howard Gis- Letha Mae Saxton, present.
The
will go to Parker, So. Dak., to spend sibl was elected to fill that place. At j business meeting was conducted by
the fall and winter months with an- the close of the meeting, a lunch was the president, Mrs. 'William Richter,
other daughter, Mrs. Mary Perkins seved by Mrs. Holmes, assisted by Mrs. and the program was in charge of
Eric Osen.
and family.
Mrs. Nora McDermott.
A contest
was held with Mrs. Eln\er Smith as
prize winner. A lunch was served
by the hostess at the close of the
meeting. The next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Nora McDermott on Sept. 28.

Opening
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ANITA

Postmaster and Mrs. George 0.
Smither are spending the week at
Red Cloud, Neb., with his sister, 'Mrs.
Effie Blakesley.
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Patrons of the school in Grant
township, district No. 1, held their i
first P. T. A. meeting of the year,
! at the school last Friday evening, j
A short business meeting was held, j
The following officers were elected j
for the ensuing year: Mrs. Melvin j
Daume, president; Mrs. Fred Uhlman,
vice president; and Miss'Dorothy Hansen, teacher of the school, secretary
and treasurer. A penny collection is
to be taken up at each meeting to
cover the expense of coffee. At tht
close of the meeting a lunch was
served by Mrs. Uhlman, Mrs. Daume
and Mrs. Harry Wark. Meetings will
be held on the third Thursday of each
month, and for the October meeting
Mrs. Ed. Carlton and Mrs. Frank
Neighbors will have charge of the
program, and the lunch committee is
I Mrs. Leonard Rork and Mrs. Ed,
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DIE
We will pick them up
promptly.
New steel water tight
body at your service.
Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA
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For Our
Sake
AND OUR CHILDREN'S SAKE
LET'S BE NEUTRAL AND
KEEP OUR COUNTRY OUT
OF WAR.

Come in
AND SEE OUR WAGON BOXES, SHOVEL BOARDS, NEW
FARMALLS, OIL HEATERS,
CORN BUSKERS, ETC.

Dement Imp. Co.
The I. H. C. Store

MINERALIZED YEAST
CULTURE
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

|x>0k fe Givto to Autumn
Dust
Styles by Bustle Silhouette Star
"K Screen Cinderella
* Athlete Gets Lead

By CHERIE NICHOLAS

* To Have—Not to Hold

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

sCHOOL Lesson
UNDAYI

Ruth Wyeth Spears

BV HAROLD L LUNDQUIST. D. O
Dean o! The Moody Bible Institute
_ .
o! Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

* By Virginia Vale -1

W It

ANT a Cinderella story?

concerns Kathryn
Adams, who didn't win a "Gateway to Hollywood" contest. She
did get first place in the eliminations for her part of the coun;ry (Minnesota), however, and
got to Hollywood.
But she lost out there, and was
ill set to go home. The story goes
ihat Gregory La Cava, the ace producer-director, saw her walking
across the RKO-Radio lot, and asked
ler to take a screen test. She did,
so sure that nothing would come of
it that she even told him that she
iidn't like the script provided for
tier, and he let her write her own.
And—she was given the second
lead in "Fifth Avenue Girl," the
latest Ginger Rogers release, and
may go farther than the girl who
won out in that contest in which she
was an also-ran.

Lesson for September 24
Lesson subjects and Scripture texti ••leetcd and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education: used by
permission.

ISAIAH: FORETELLING THE
BIRTH OF THE MESSIANIC KINO
LESSON TEXT—Isaiah 7:14; 8:1-7; 11:1-8.
GOLDEN TEXT—His name shall be called
Wonderful. Counsellor, The mighty God Tha
everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace.—
laalah B-.6-.

GREEN
BINDING
LOOP

Christ is coming I Christ has comet
Christ is coming again! All three ol
these great truths are declared by
Holy Scripture. In our lesson for
today we study the prophecy of His
birth which was given by Isaiah
about 750 years before the event
took place, and with it we find many
beautiful details concerning His
blessed character and accomplishments. It is entirely appropriate that
the lesson for today should be taken
from the Old Testament and relate
to the prophecy of the coming of the
Messianic King, thus binding toPatchwork pot holders hanging; in a row.
Major Bowes and his staff looked gether the Old and the New Testaforward to a let-up in the number ments. Isaiah's prophecy prepares A GREEN and white kitchen is angles. A layer of sheet wadding
of amateurs they'd be auditioning us to study His life in the Gospel of ** as fresh and crisp as a lettuce s used for padding. The backing
leaf. I stepped into one the other for the holder is white. The three
during the summer months, but in- Matthew, beginning next week.
stead of diminishing the number of
I. The Coming of the King (7:14; day with white walls, green floor layers are quilted together by sewand green organdy curtains. Ev- ing just inside the white triangles
9:1-6).
To us it is entirely understandable erything was green and white, and of the pieced top.
that the Son of God was to be- over the stove hung a set of patch- Have you sent for your copy of
come flesh arid dwell among us and work pot holders like a row of the new Sewing Book No. 3? Evthat all the grace and power of God bright green and white tiles. All ery homemaker will want a copy
should be upon Him, for we know of us love old quilt patterns. For !or it contains useful ideas for
that He did come in perfect fulfill- those who do not have time to home decorating; as well as origiment of the Scriptures. But let us make quilts, here is a modern use nal ideas for things to use as gifts,
and to sell at bazaars. You will
not fail to note the marvel of this for your favorite designs.
Perhaps you were put to bed as be delighted with this new book.
revelation made centuries in ada
child
under
this
eight-pointed
The price is only 10 cents postvance through God's prophet.
star? The sketch gives the dimen- paid. Send coin with name and
1. Born of a Virgin (7:14; 9:6).
sions for the patterns for the two address to Mrs. Spears, 210 S.
\\7
HATS in a name? Well, plenHe was to be born. Christ did triangles used in making it for the Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.
vv
ty, judging from the consternot come as a fully matured divine pot holder. Piece eight small
nation atid furore the mention of
being after the fashion of the so- squares of two triangles; then
I "bustle" in connection with the new
called gods of mythology, but He eight oblong blocks of three triAll
j fashions -for fall and winter has
entered our needy world as the Babe
[caused. .Immediately, at the mere spectator sports dress centered in
of
Bethlehem's
manger.
What
inlowan's Hotel
suggestion of bustles being revived the group, of lightweight woolen,
The Success Family
finite condescension!
in
[in modern styling, came visions of modifies its peplum fullness to a
He
was
to
be
born
of
a
virgin,
conservative
degree.
DES
MOINES
the amusing monstrosities we of this
and so He was. There are those
The father of Success is—
The sheer black afternoon dress
I day have come to associate with the
who would minimize the importance
Work.
THE CHAMBERLAIN
to
the
right
has
a
wide
sash
tech'"has been".fashions of the long ago.
of this, or try to explain it away by
The
mother
of
Success
is—
As a matter of fact the bustle nique which arrives at back-fullness
interpreting the word "virgin" to Ambition.
ijnotif that has succeeded in giving in most pleasing fashion. The hat,
mean a young married woman. The
The oldest son is—Common
to contemporary fashions such a de- designed to complement the bustle
late Robert Dick Wilson, an outMajor Bowes
Sense.
silhouette
of
the
dress,
has
its
own
|cidedly new look, is far and away
standing authority, says, "The great
Some of the other boys are—
prom the antiquated bustle of our bustle, which goes to show that applicants increased. They lay it and only difficulty lies in disbelief
Perseverance, Honesty, Thormilliners
are
also
subscribing
to
the
to
the
New
York
World's
fair—it
ahcestresses. A more accurate
in predictive prophecy and in the aloughness, Foresight, Enthusiseemed as if most of the people who mighty power of God, or in the deray of expressing the bustle theme bustle theme.
asm, Co-operation.
went
to
New
York
for
the
fair
didn't
sire to throw discredit on the divine
is today, is to speak of it as
In the inset a pretty evening forThe oldest daughter is—CharK-fullness, to achieve which de- mal again illustrates the prevailing care so much about seeing it as they Sonship."
acter.
did
about
trying
to
land
on
the
are most ingeniously intro- idea of bustle effects. The bustle is
2. God with Us (7:14).
Some of the sisters areclever drapes, bows, and detachable, to be worn at will. Stiff "Original Amateur Hour."
Cheerfulness, Loyalty, Courte"Immanuel"
means
"God
with
The arrival of cooler weather us." Isaiah had a foregleam of the
i effects done in a conserva- crisp silk taffeta yields beautifully.
sy, Care, Economy, Sincerity.
maonar.
.
This matter of back-fullness is no hasn't lessened the number of ap- incarnation which brought the eterGet acquainted with the faplicants—and
auditions
continue,
at
| The emphasis given to back-fullther and you will be able to
confined to dress design. The new
nal Son of God into that God-man
the
rate
of
600
per
week.
in current styling has opened coats have had to be tuned to the
280 FIREPROOF ROOMS
relationship which was absolutely in- get along pretty well with the
nues of thought to designers, in bustle-like fullness of the gowns
RATES $140 and Up
dispensable if there was to be re- rest of the family.
sequence of which the dresses over which they must be worn. Ii
Clayton Moore who's to have demption. Sin had made a barrier
coats and jackets shown in the consequence many of the smartes theIt'slead
"South of Pago Pago," between God and man which man
ion's collections have taken on coats of the season are styled with after all. inHe's
newcomer to the could not pass, and only as the Godentirely different and refreshing that thought in mind. Some take on screen, but has athe
back- man, Christ Jesus, came through
i of interest. With the new back- fullness at the waistline; others are ground which seems toathletic
be the main that barrier to be "God with us"
the simple black dress that made with lines that flare from
CAMELS ARE
(or the role. Moore could there be any hope of our salvaEjjs heralded as a perfect autumn neckline to hem at the back. Un- requirement
hails from Chicago, jvhere he was tion.
LONG-BURNINGt''flrst". becomes a model of high- furred dressmaker coats of this type inter-city swimmer, pole vaulter,
3. A Great Light (9:2).
|*tyle distinction.
made of fine broadcloth or velvety basketball player, boxer, and pracANP THERE'S
The Messiah was to break through
The various treatments of the surfaced woolens, rank at the height tically everything but a ping pong the dense darkness of sin and sorMORE
PLEASURE
[back-fullness theme as demonstrat- of fashion. With them a separate champion, apparently.
row to bring light and joy. How
|ed in the illustration conveys the fur piece is inevitable which is me
gloriously that prophecy has been
IN EVER/ PUFF
Imessage that there are back- in the revival of long fur boas an<
fulfilled!
ffullnesses and back-fullnesses being stoles that recall quaint fashions
Paul Laval, the orchestra leader,
H. The Character of the King (9:
linterpxeted throughout the mode, such as our revered grandmothers collects batons used by celebrated 6, 7; 11:1-5).
Iwith not necessarily any two being wore.
conductors. He has 71, formerly
The prophet foretold not only the
'
Reaction to the new bustle vogue the property of such famous leaders meaningful names of the coming
See the afternoon dress of voguish is seen in the revival of stiff, hand as Toscanini, Bruno Walter and Messiah, but pictured in glowing
elveteen shown to the left in the some silks as they so successfully Mascagni. But they're to have, not beauty the mighty things which He
to hold—when he's conducting an was to accomplish.
It shews clever rnanip- yield to bouffant drapes and bows.
By burning 25% slower than the average off the IB
(Releued by Western Newspaper Union.)
orchestra he doesn't bother with a
twlationvia,the peplum method. The
1. Revealed by His Names (9:6).
other off the largest-selling brand* tested - slower than
baton, just uses his hands.
"Wonderful"—that word has been
any off them-CAMELS give n smoking pfus equal to
so misused that it means comparalittle to us. It really fulfills
There seems to be something tively
its true meaning in Christ. He is
about being on the radio that makes unique,
yes, truly wona man want to drive the oldest car derful. remarkable,
"Counsellor"—in every dehe can get his hands on.
tail of life, great or small, an inHere are die facts from a recent series
NJOY cooler, milder smoking...
For a neat practical dress of acJerry Mason, who is "Sr. Blodgthe fragrance and delicate taste of impartial scientific laboratory
credited style, a dress that will ett" in "The Life and Love of Dr. fallible guide. "Mighty God"—not
of finer, more expensive tobaccos— tests of 16 of the largest-selling
serve admirably for immediate Susan," has one that first saw the just like God, or representing God;
and at die same time get more smok- brands:
wear, and that will start the season light of day in 1930. He arrived at Christ is God. "Everlasting Faiag per pack ia long-born ing Camels.
off in the right direction, choose one rehearsal the other day all out of ther"—the tender and loving, unCAMELS were found to contain
of the very smart daytime jacket breath—his car had broken down failing One to whom time does not
MOR£ TOBACCO BY WEIGHT
bring
any
change,
for
He
is
the
dresses, preferably of black, either and had to be towed to a garage,
than the average for the IS other of
"Father
of
eternity."
"Prince
of
silk crepe or lightweight wool. the first time that had happened,
die largest-selling brands.
These are shown with either the sep- and he'd driven it 85,000 miles. "I Peace"—He is not yet the ruler of
CAMELS BURNED SLOWER
arate black satin blouse or the satin knew it wouldn't last," he remarked the nations of the world, hence we
hear not only of wars but of rumors
THAN ANY OTHER BRAND
is worked into the dress itself in a sadly.
of wars. Mark it well that there
TESTED - 25% SLOWER THAN
blouse top. With this comes a cunAnd James Melton drives around
THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE 15
ning bolero of the identical material Connecticut, where he lives in sum- will be no enduring peace until He
OTHER OF THE LARGEST-SELLthat fashions the dress. Sometimes mer, in a red, four-cylinder car dat- comes to reign whose right it is to
ING BRANDS! By burning 25%
there is an applique of the satin on ed 1910. He wears a cap, goggles reign, the divine Prince of Peace.
slower, on the average. Camels give
Revealed by His Deeds (9:7;
the bolero. The advantage of the and a duster.
ftmAvr* the equivalent of 5 EXTRA
11:1-5).
separate satin blouse and skirt is
SMOKES
PER PACK!
Eternal
justice
and
righteousness,
that it gives opportunity lor interGary Cooper has been enjoying peace, wisdom, understanding, counIn die same tests, CAMELS HELD
changeable blouses.
V.
THEIR ASH PAR LONGER than
The combining of satin with other himself at Southampton, Long Is- sel and might, the spirit of knowldw avenge time tor all die other
materials -is significant fashion land, among the debutantes and the edge and the fear of God, unfailing
news. Topcoats as well as dresses sand dunes, visiting his wife's fam- equity—all these glorious accombrands.
ily, and resting up from the exer- plishments nre to characterize the
are trimmed with satin this year.
Get more and better smoking in
tions of "The Real Glory"—which, Messiah according to Isaiah's prophCamels. Penny for penny, Camel* are
incidentally, has the conquest of the ecy.
your shrewdest cigarette buyl
Philippines for its background. DaHas the prophecy been fulfilled?
vid Niven worked in that picture We know that all of these qualities
were in Christ when He came to
too.
Featured colors this season InPANIC. C
LONG-BURNING
earth the first time, but the comclude a series that ranges from
plete
fulfillment
of
this
prophecy
lightest beige and cinnamon tones
Bengaline and faille are fall faUrtlYlLLO COSTLIER TOBACCOS
ODDS AND KNDS—Joan Craw/ord it
to vibrant copper tones, with spe- vorites for neckwear. There is a mid lo be considering u return lo the awaits that day toward which the
cial emphasis on browns from light little satin and there are taffeta rut stage as a itigkl dub dancer in a play child of God looks with joy and
to dark. Paris plays up these colors fled collars and full three-quarter called "Gods o) the Night"—it all de- hope when Christ shall come again
Despair Final
Not an Act of Fortune
both in fabrics and in furs, and then Bishop sleeves with wrist frills that pends on uhflhf.r the can gel a vacation As we study this portion of our les
Despair is the only genuine atheFortune
can
take
away
riches
from
picture-making
.
.
.
John
Trent,
forson,
our
hearts
should
cry
out
with
to carry out tl?e color scheme in are to put on over a sleeve or with
ism.—Jean Paul.
perfect harmony adds amber jewel- short sleeves to give a new mer transport pilot, iwi'l allowed lo fly John, "Even so, come. Lord Je but not courage.—Seneca.
while hf's at work an one o/ ha "Taidpin sus" (Rev 22:20).
ry. The revival of amber will prove juvenile look to a plain dress.
Tommy" pictures . . . Richard Uarthelmess
welcome news to women who dress
There are deep cuffs with double
Visit Us or Phone, Wire, Write for Quality
play }»ltn (.ur/icWi brother in "Unwith distinction. Note the attrac- rows of box-plaited ruffling, deep will
To Gain Truth
derground" . . . Uurlhelmea uiui one ol
tive bracelet, necklace and clip of Dutch collars with the same finish. pint National's leading alurt—now Finl
Truth is never learned in any de
amber as worn by the fashion-wise Bibs are still shown and sweater National hut been merged lor years with partment of industry by arguing
auick-maturing fend lot \ High grade Hereford, Angus Shortyoung woman pictured.
,.,..To"rr;ct^Sati«itock. j horn, Sellowhammer steers, heifers.
collars are imperative both for the Warner lirolhert, and Burlhelmess husn I but by working and observing; and,
school girl and the older woman. been on the lot for live yean . . . Barbara when you have got hold of one truth
BURNETTE-CARTER Cemml«lon Co.
For Slim Lines
This fashion give, a clean fresh, Stuniuyclt may find kartell back on the for certain. 10 others will grow out
JU.ua. M.mohl. Stockyard*. Trig! a«d RI*.r»Me • MEMPHIS, TEMM.
To give slim lines to your dressy laundered look to our woolly outer Huge this lull and in a musical show ol of it. The assertion of truth is to be
fur coat, long-haired and bulky furs Si that make them seem feminine
always gentle.—Ruskin.
(Released b> Western Newspaper Union.)
are being combined with bands of and less casual.
all typea of, material

Amber in Fashion

Satin-Top Jacket
Dress for Autumn

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK
E

1

2

3

Sweater Collars
In Great Variety

ZR&* Cattle
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CORN SHOW HERE 'Tarzan Finds a Son" at
ON OCTOBER 21 Rialto This_Week End

BRIARDALE GROCERY

SUPERINTENDENT

NUMBER 50

CORN LOAN MAY
BE PLACED AT 60c

Edgar Rice Burrough's famous characters come again to the talking screen
Corn Show & Anita During Afternoon with the reunion of Johnny WeissmulNew Rate to Be Announced In Novemand Evening Following. County ler and Maureen O'Sullivan in "Tarzan
ber Will Probably Be at Least 60c
Finds a Son," drama of the African
Corn Hualdng Contest at J. H.
CRANBERRIES—
GRAPES—
wilds,
and
playing
at
the
Rialto
Theaa Bushel According- to Present
Trimmer Farm in Morning.
tre Saturday and Sunday evenings.
New crop Cape Cod,
Fancy California
Indications of the AAA.
The new story introduces an added
per
11Tokays,
i
r
The Greater Anita Club announces character. There is now a junior
pound
IDC
2 pounds
1«H.
A loan on the 1939 corn crop is
sponsorship of the annual Cass coun- Tarzan, played by five-year-old John
assured to AAA cooperatora in Iowa
SWEET POTATOES—
PEANUT BUTTER—
ty corn husking contest and Cass Sheffeld, America's most amazing boy
and present indications point to a loan
county Corn «how to be held Satur- athlete, who swings on vines, swims
Red Star Virginia
Tall Corn,
under water and othewise duplicates
rate of around 60 cents or 3 cents
day, Oct. 21.
Jerseys,
or
quart jar
above the 57-cent rate on the 1938
The husking contest will be held all the feats of the elder Tarzan.
9 pounds
4«Jt,
crop.
The boy, found in a plane wreck
at the J. H. Trimmer farm, located
SALMON—
and
reared
by
Tarzan
and
his
mate
in
The new rate will be announced in
two and one-half miles southwest of
CRACKERS—
Fancy
Red
Alaska,
the
jungles,
is
the
center
of
a
legacy
November
and consequently cannot
Anita on Highway No. 6, starting at
16-ounce
or
be
determined
definitely at this time
Tall
Corn,
fresh
from
plot
which
develops
when
an
expedi10:00 o'clock in the morning.
but it is almost certain to be above
can
aCDC
oven,
In
Contestants will husk for eighty tion tracing the crash arrives. Tarzan
the current loan level.
2-lb. caddy.... 1BC CAKE FLOUR—
minutes and the winner and runner- refuses to surrender the child. Jane
Ernest
Ford,
who
came
to
Anita
The reason for the increase lies
tricks
him
that
the
child
may
have
his
up in the contest will be eligible to
'rom
Independence,
Iowa,
to
become
primarily
in the fact that the formula
birthright.
The
party
is
captured
by
For better cakes use
TOMMY TUCKER—
compete In the. district corn husking
uperintendent
of
the
new
municipal
for
this
year
now calls for a rate
a
native
torture
cult.
Tarzan
rides
to
Briardale,
meet at a later date. Various comSliced wheat cereal,
electric plant, informs the Tribune of 76 per cent of parity instead of
the
rescue
with
his
chimpanzee
cavalmittees of the club have been planning
package
cello
OA_
hat service connections are being the 70 per cent provided a year ago.
entertainment in connection with the ry, mounted on elephants. A clever
made and it is expected that all elec- A year ago 75 per cent of parity
bag
*UC
dramatic
twist
solves
the
problem.
COCOA—
display of corn in Anita that afterric users will have service from the would have been 60 cents a bushel
noon at which time not only substan- 'Richard Thorpe directed with the
GWC Breakfast,
municipal plant by the end of the but parity is a variable figure and 75
GREEN
BEANS—
deft
skill
that
marked
hia
"Tarzan
Estial prizes will be awarded to partic2-lb.
per cent of parity on next Nov. 15
week.
GWC extra standard,
ipants in the husking contest, but like- capes." Lions, elephants, hyenas, crocmight be any place bet-ween 58 and
can
odiles,
rhinos
and
other
wild
beasts
wise many prizes will be awarded
Miss Betty Klever, daughter of Mr. 62 cents.
add
to
the
thrills.
Romance
and
huto exhibitors of corn. Instructions
No. 2 cans....
PEASand Mrs. Raymond Klever, submitted The last issue of "The Demand and
for the displays will be released in man interest are in the tree house seo an operation a few days ago for Price Situation," a publication of the
Briardale Normus
ample time by the committee in quences, and comedy is furnished by
CHILI
CON
CARNE—
:he removal of her tonsils.
federal bureau of agricultural economCheeta, the chimpanzee actor, and
Telephone,
17
charge.
Briardale,
1Q
ics, states that "the present situation
No. 2 can
ilC
(Monday was a rather cold day in indicates a loan rate on 1939 corn of
To highlight the day's program Baby Bee, tiny baby elephant.
2 cans
l«fC
Players
include
Ian
Hunter,
Henry
this vicinity and early Tuesday morn- 75 per cent of parity."
along. with the county corn husking
ROASTED PEANUTS
ng the thermometer hovered near the The formula provided in the farm
contest, several interesting events Stephenson, Freida Inescort, Henry
CHOCOLATE—
Wilcoxon,
Laraine
Day
and
Morton
reezing
mark. A trace of rain fell act for setting the loan rate on com
And
they
are
good,
have been planned.
Briardale, '
lere Monday night.
per
A corn show will be held in which Downey. Hundreds of "natives" apsays that a rate of 75 per cent of
i^-lb. cake....
everyone is invited to participate and pear in wild chants, ceremonies, chases
pound
parity shall be in effect "if November
FOOTBALL GAME FRIDAY.
and
the
torture
chamber
episode.
compete for prizes. There will be
crop
estimate does not exceed a norCasey H. S. vs. Anita H. S.
KRAUT—
a special division for 4-H boys en- In addition to the feature there will
ONIONS—
mal
year's
domestic consumption and
See
the
Boys
in
Action
on
the
Anita
rolled in the corn project and winners be an Our Gang comedy entitled, "Dog
exports
and
the farm price of corn
Red
or
Yeljow,
Best
pack
GWC,
Field, Friday, Sept. 29, at 3:30 P. M.
,wili be eligible to compete in the Daze," and the regular news reel,
ia
below
75
per
cent of parity price
2
Admission: lOc, 15c, 25c
which brings to the screen the latest
on Nov. 15."
4
i open classes.
No.
2
cans
basket
Announcements will be made on the war news and pictures from Europe.
The estimate of the normal conWilliam
H.
Armstrong,
a
well
Bobby Breen Picture Tonight.
same day giving the results of the
cnown and long time resident of sumption and exports for the year
Romantic
Louisiana, regarded by
SEE OUR HUSKING GLOVES AND
corn yield work which has been carnortheastern
Cass county, suffered a 1940 was fixed by Secretary Wallace
MITTENS.
ETied on in Cass county during the many as the most naturally beautiful
icart
attack
last
Friday while at the in the findings for the marketing'
in the union, is the local of Bobipast year. This will give an unbiased state
lome of his son, Dean Armstrong, quota decision at 2,575,000,000 bushels.
by Breen's new starring picture, "<W!ay
[opinion on the performance of differ- Down South," the feature attraction
southwest of the city. His condition The Sept. 1 crop report forecast 2,523,000,000 bushels.
jj.ent varieties of corn on different soil
s reported as improved.
(Wednesday) evenChances are that the unfavorable
|types. • '
Edgar D. Vernon, a son of Mrs. September weather will result in a
B. P. Sylvester, Weed Specialist ing.The story, laid in the year 1860
Sarah Vernon and a former Anita boy, lower estimate rather than a higher
Iowa State college, will be prestells of the great plantations which
was recently elected County Com- one in November which would make
iit to display about 100 different existed there at that period, and deFuneral services for Fred Ehrman, mander of the American Legion for certain that the 75 per cent would
iFuneral
services
were
held
at
the
da of weeds. Those having weeds
long time resident of Cass county,
picts New Orleans in the days when it
nd wishing them identified should was just beginning to be recognized First Presbyterian church in Adair last were held at 9:00 o'clock last Thurs- Jones county. "Pete," as he is known be in effect.
Friday
afternoon
at
2:30
o'clock
for
n Anita, is a member of the Montibring them to Anita and Mr. Sylvester as the haven of luxury. Although the
day morning at the Wiota Catholic ello post and is foreman of the The 1938 crop was in excess Of
Platt
S.
Kelloway,
56,
stock
buyer
and
the normal year's consumption and exill identify them, outline their i names are not the same, one of New
member of the Adair town council, who church, with Rev. M. J. O'Connor of- Journal printing office in Anamosa. ports and the loan rate was 70 per
owth habits, and give *""
his 1recom1
^ '""'"! Orleans' finest and most famous res- was instantly killed when he was ficiating. Burial was made in the
cent of parity. This year the crop
Ehnendations on th<
met
taurants
in the film as a crushed under a freight train in the Wdota 'Catholic cemetery.
Patrons in Lincoln township school will be less than a normal supply as
' ... .™- will be
v very inter*
a u r a s is depicted
*radicatH«
This
Alan MQ
Music for the service^ was by the district No. 1 met at the school Friday |
railroad yard in Adair last Wednesday
COTnputed by the secretary of agricultesting and beneficial to farmers in
Naturally there are no slaves left afternoon.' Kelloway was killed when church choir, with a 'Solo, "Heaven evening and organized a P. T. A. for ture and so the loan rate is indicated
| Cass county.
on the broad acres of Louisiana's the freight started to move as he Is the Prize," by Frederick McDermott
Corn, pickers wishing to compete farms, but the sugar cane crops which crawled between the cars while en and a duet, "Face to Face," by Helen the year by electing Dave Ogle, presi- as 75 per cent of parity.
No one can tell just what parity
ll-in the county corn husking contest ' had their beginnings previous to the route from his office on the south side Bruner and Helen Neiens. Frederick dent; Jasper Krumm, vice president;
Miss
Hazel
Van
Aernam,
teacher
of
will
be. The agricultural economists
•'should leave their names with Chester,
_,
of the tracks to the business district 'McDermott and Marjorie Ballensiefer the school, secretary and treasurer; are said to be refiguring parity so
K Long or George F. Shaffer in | Civil War are
crQps
were the organ accompanists. Pall- and Mlrs. Bernard Houchin, reporter.
1
on the north side of the yards.
that the basis would be lower than at
Anita or at the farm bureau office in! ever °eiore.
bearers
were Clyde Pratt, Harry anc A weiner roast was enjoyed preceding present but to date no new basis has
The
accident
happened
shortly
after
^
Atlantic by Saturday, Oct. 14. There , harvested nd fa
2:00 o'clock as the cars making up Fred Whitmore, Tom Richter, William the meeting. Regular meetings will been announced.
will be no
displayed in "Way Down a westbound freight were being pulled Richter, Sr. and William Richter, Jr be held every six weeks.
On the other hand there is a strong
all necessary
Mr. Ehrman was born Nov. 4, 1853
from the siding. As the locomotive
I South."
indication
that the price of things
nished for the contestants.
in
song hitB was so far down the tracks, it is in Peru, 111., the son of Nick and Sus
Roy Parker and family, residents farmers buy is going up and this
armers w
s i n g to ener
J
^
.g suported
Farmers
wishing
enter corn in
presumed that Kelloway did not know anna Ehrman, and was married to of Massena for a number of months would mean a somewhat higher parthe corn snow
show snouiu
should tuiiuatu
contact *.**.<
.L.
Ralph
tne
_»i_. KV Qtoffi
Ral
it had coupled onto the cars on the Anna Richter on Nov. 5, 1878. Mrs where he has been in charge of Burke ity price, other things being equal.
Possehl of Anita, who is **^\%^j£**£?
Bros, office, are returning to Anita to
siding. Fifteen to 20 cars are believed Ehrman died March 18, 1933.
Morgan and Sally Blane.
of the corn show committee, or leave :Miniaturea on tonight's program in- to have passed over the stockman's Surviving are two sons, Theodore make their home. Mr. Parker will j Parity is that price for farm protheir, entry at the farm bureau office clude a two-reel musical, "Cupid Rides
of Atlantic and Fred, Jr. of Anita work in the local office of Burke Bros. ducts required to equal pre-war purbody.
chasing power.
in Atlantic.
Harry 'Hudgell of Des Moines, con- five daughters, Mrs. Will Mailande James Rickel has entered the emthe Range;" a cartoon, "Barnyard
The average price of corn in 1909
and
Misses
Elizabeth
and
Susan
Ehr
Chas. Russell of Aberdean, So. Dak., Baseball;" and Iowa news flashes. ductor on the freight, first discovered man of Wiota; Mrs. Henry Mailande ploy of the company and will have to 1914 was 64.2 cents but the last
charge of the Massena office, and will
the accident when he noticed the body
and yean ago a lumber dealer in
of Holyoke, Colo; and Mrs. Ray Me probably move his family to that computation of parity showed that to
lying
down
the
track
some
distance.
buy as much as it did before the war,
Anita, is reported to be in a serious
At about the same time, other by- Connell of Haxtun, Colo; twelve grand town in the near future. :
corn would have to sell for around
condition at a hospital in Iowa City.
standers noticed the body and rushed children; four great grandchildren; on
cents.
, He ia Buffering from a cancerous conbrother, Nick Ehrman of Anita; an
R. W. (Mick) Forshay and wife left 81The
to the scene.
economists might juggle parity
dition in the abdomen.
four sisters, Mrs. IMary Whitmore of Sunday morning for Boston, Mass.,
they might not. It does seem
The September term of the Cass Mr. Kelloway was born in Adair MoColl, Neb; Mrs. Emma Metz of
where they will attend the annual
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Aernam county district court opened at the Oct. 14, 1882, the son of Sylvester
Wiota; and Mrs. Margaret Pratt and meeting of the National Association fairly certain, however, that prices
of the FonUnelle community are the court house in Atlantic Tuesday with and Mary Kelloway, and had been
of things farmers buy are advancing
of Insurance Agents. Mr. Forahay, so that parity is not expected to be
the livestock business for several Mrs. Bertha Renshaw of Anita.
parents of a hoy baby, born to them Judge Earl Peters of Clarinda presida past president of the Iowa Associa- much lower than at present and it
on Tuesday, Sept. 19. Mrs. J. C. ing. The grand jury was impaneled years He is survived by his widow,
tion, is an active member of the Na- might be somewhat higher.
Daunw TaW"been at the Van Aernam but having no matters to consider, ad- who was the former Miss Pearl Shantional Association and is chairman of
home the part week to help care for journed. Petit jurors, listed below, are non of Sidney; a daughter, Miss- Betty,
the agricultural committee. Accom- The effect of the corn loan is ex_
student
at
the
University
of
Iowa;
• her daughter and grandson.
to report for service next Monday
panying them on the trip were their pected to be felt in the market price
a son, William, senior in the Adair
of corn during the coming season
morning.
Most of the county bridges in Cass daughter, Alanna, and Miss Minnie because a very large percentage of
Richard Button of Atlantic was sen- Anita—Gladys Chadwick, Kenneth high school; three sisters, Mrs. Wiltenced to five years in the state peni- ipple, Elton Gregersen, W. F. Hen- liam Baxter, Mrs. Jessie Rowley and county will get a new coat of paint Forshay, who will visit relatives at the Iowa corn crop is eligible for sealI tentiary at Fort Madison when he dricks, Ida Needles, H. W. Neighbors, Miss Cora Kelloway, all of Atlantic, under an NYA project which will be Saddle River, N. J., while Mr. and ing and the same iaf true to varying
Pleaded guilty in the Cass county J. N. Potter, Glen Soper, Maxine Tay- and three brothers, A. S. and Roy launched Oct. 1, it was announced this 'Mrs. Forshay are at Boston.
degrees throughout the entire corn
Kelloway of Atlantic and Warren, of week by Don Nelson, county NYA
district court a few days ago to a or and Gertie Turner.
belt. Iowa farmers probably will not
The
American
Legion
Auxiliary
ensupervisor.
charge of larceny. Button confessed
Atlantic—August J. Anderson, Roy Des Moines, founder of the Walnut The bridge-painting project will em- tertained their two Gold Star mothers, seal anything like the 90 per cent of
the theft of three tires from parked Frazier, R. G. Fisher, Mrs. Ralph Grove products company.
Mrs. Chas. H. Hartley and Mrs. N. A. the corn said to be eligible for sealing
automobiles, two of the tires being Goodwin, Harold Haake, Arlie Barter, The rites were conducted by the ploy from 10 to 15 young men for at Neff, at the home of Mrs. Arthur because a large percentage of the com
stolen at Wiota during the recent Carl Keller, Otto Knop, J. C. Lawson, Rev. 'Charles Rumbaugh, pastor of least four months, Nelson said. Twen- C. James on Elm Street last Friday will be needed for feeding livestock.
Homecoming. Sentence was passed Howard Marshall, Mrs. Orris Mein- the Presbyterian church, and burial ty-six boys and 16 girls are now on afternoon. Mrs. W. T. Biggs gave a It does seem however that either
the NYA payroll in the county.
\ by Judge John A. Murray of Logan. hardt, Merritt Meredith, Muriel Mor- was in the Adair cemetery.
through feeding or sealing, most Iowa
Some of the boys are engaged in a splendid chalk talk on "Our Flag and farmers are going to set 60 cents a
iDutton was taken to the penal instiF. 0. Nelson, Ralph Pollock,
Mrs. Everett B. Luman went to Des project to renovate county-owned prop- Our Country." The afternoon was
tution by Sheriff P. P. Edwards.
Jack Temple, Jack Woolsey and Mtoines Monday where she spent a cou- erty. Buildings arc being repainted then spent with guessing games. The bushel as their 'goal with a prettygood chance of getting it.
Zuch.
and repaired on the Ploghoft place winners were Mrs. Harley 'Miller, Mrs.
Clarence L. Chapin of Washington, James
Cumberland—Kenneth Cornell, Cary ple of days with her daughter, Mrs. south of Atlantic and the Harmsen Biggs, Mrs. Ralph Richter and Mrs.
D
- C., visited in the city a couple of
Cullen, Floyd Penfold and William Florence Draman. Mr. Luman accom- property at 'Wiota. Other workers are Neff, and each was given a prize. Jack Long left Sunday for St. Louis,
days last week. He is a son of the
panied her to D«s Moines, returning
completing a fence and bridge-building After the guessing games, Mrs. G. M. Mo., where he will attend school the
late Lee Chapin, the family having Roberts.
Griswold—Emil Martens, Henry home the same evening.
project on the Atlantic high school DeCamp gave a beautiful presentation coming year at the College of Mortulived on a farm north of Anita more Martens, F- Z. Rothe, Stella Woodspeech and presented the Gold Star ary Science. His parents, Mr. and
than half a century ago. Fifty-one
433 residents of Cass county re- grounds.
Mrs. Chester A. Long, took him to
ward and Edgar Zimmerman.
years ago when Clarence was a boy 10
ceived old age assistance checks for Three of the girls are employed in mothers with lovely gifts, and also Ottumwa Sunday where he was met
Lewis—Esther Pierce.
presented
the
new
Gold
Star
sister,
year,8 old, the family moved to Miss- Marne—Anna Scybert and Ella the month of August. The total the Atlantic high school cafeteria while
Mrs. Ralph Richter, with a gold star by his brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
ouri following the sale of their farm to
amount received was $8,905, an aver- the other 12 are doing clerical work in
pin.
At the close of the afternoon, and Mrs. Louis Martin, and he ac,
,.„,
the various county, school and federal
the late A. C. Gochanour, and the visit Wiese.
Massena-Casper Schmidt and Mrs age of $20.57 for each pensioner. 7
a
delicious
lunch was served by the companied them to their home in
here last week waa the first time Clarblind pensioners in the county for the offices.
Stapleton.
The county's NYA quota is slated hostess, assisted by Mrs. Chas. Karns Ashland, 111., where he visited a couple
ence had been in Anita since that time James
[of days before going to St. Louis.
Wiota—Mrs. Roy Acker, Ernest same month received $151.35, or an o be raised in the near future.
and Mrs. John Mehlmann.
Mr. Chapin is a cousin of Mrs. Ger- Harris and Leona Sandhorst
average of $21.62.
trude Chapin Gilford of Des Moines.

Values For Friday-Saturday

19c

15c

19c

Funeral Held Friday For Long Time Cass Resident
Adair Man Killed By Train Dies at Home in Wiota
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September Term of Court
Opened Tnesday in Atlantic

NYA Workers to Repaint
Bridges in Cass County

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

ANITA TRIBUNE,

ANITA SCHOOL NEWS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1939.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

PETERSEN'S GROCERY

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
Phone 29
We Deliver
September 2, 1939.
School Carnival Plans Continue.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
Oct. 6 is the date set for the allschool carnival sponsored by the stu- County, Iowa, met pursuant to adTHURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
dents of Anita high school. If weath- journment at 1:00 P. M. with the
19
er permits, it will be held both in- following members present:
OATS, Clover Farm, large package
15c
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, G. E.
side and out. All shows will be inCLOROX, quart size
19c
side and consist of "The High Lights Eshelman, F. W. Wiese and W. H.
of Fashion," a style shdw, minstrel, Wohlenhaus.
TOMATO SOUP, 2 cans for
15c
1?
The following petition and recompuppet show, one act play, amateur
mendation was presented to the Board
contest and athletic show.
49c
BRAN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 large pkgs... .23c
There will also be a number of con- by the Engineer:
49
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
cessions including bingo, the cake walk, ENGINEER'S PETITION AND RE12
COMMENDATION TO CONdifferent throwing games, novelty
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 large pkgs... .17c
stands, nail driving, fortune telling
DEMN LAND FOR ROAD
$159
PURPOSES.
and refreshment stands.
GRAPE FRUIT, fancy, No. 2 can
lOc
9c
Atlantic, Iowa,
A long list of door prizes will be
September
2,
1939.
given to the holders of the lucky
APPLES, Jonathan, basket
85c
numbers. A list of these prizes will Board of Supervisors
PEACHES, No, 10 (gallon) can
39c
>e found in an ad in today's paper.
Cass County
Plan now to reserve Friday evening, Atlantic, Iowa
WHEREAS, the engineer petitions tor shall cause notice to be
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Oct. 6, for the all school carnival.
Gentlemen:
served on
the construction of and recommends that the necessary the owner, occupants and mortgagee
WHEREAS,
s
1
Anita Triumphs Second Time.
Project 315 in Section 12, Lincoln action be taken to acquire by con- of said land, of the date and plade of
The Anita high school football team Township, proposes the elimination demnation the following described final hearing, and
Mrs. Barbara Guthrie of Osceola, won a second victory by defeating
Be it further resolved, that John
of serious drainage difficulties along and,
111., and Mrs. iMary E. Turnbull of (riswold, 12 to 6, last Friday evening
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED Pearce be appointed appraiser i
the present road and which construcin the
Established 1883.
Elmira, 111., are the welcome guests on the Griswold field. In the first
tion necessitates the acquiring of ad- by the Board of Supervisors of Cass condemnation proceedings f o r
this week at the home their sister and quarter of the game, Anita, after
ditidhal right of way for the channel lounty, Iowa, acting under Chapter county.
Published Every Thursday and Entered aunt, Mrs. M. C. Hutchison.
running
the
ball
back
to
Griswold's
Moved by WWblenhaus, seconded by
change and for the construction of the 237 of the 1935 Code of Iowa, that
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Having disposed of his mail and IB-yard line by successive plays, lost
the necessary steps be, and are here- Wiese, that the above resolution be
Second Class Mail Matter.
road,
and
hack line between Anita and Massena, he ball. Griswold, taking the ball,
WHEREAS, you have been unable >y authorized to be taken to acquire adopted.
W. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher Anderson Bell has gone to Greenfield ran through the Anita defensive for to acquire the aforesaid right of way >y condemnation the following deMotion carried.
where he will be employed during the
touchdown.
Session Claims Vi Day.
scribed
land
for
right
of
way:
by
agreement
with
the
owner
thereSubscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year 'all and winter in a restaurant.
Early in the second quarter Anita of,
"Commencing at the Southeast cor- Hawley Lynch
? 2.50
William Petit and wife have re- ;ook the ball over the line for a
Official Town and County Newspaper
THEREFORE, your engineer peti- ner of Sec. 12, T76N, R34W, the point G. E. Eshelman
2.50
.urned to Kirksville, Mo., where they ;ouchdown. This tied the score 6-6.
1
tions and recommends that you take of beginning: Thence north along the P. W . Wiese
2.50
Member of National Editorial
will spend another few weeks in specNothing spectacular happened in the
east line of Sec. 12, T76N, R34W W. H. Wohlenhaus . .
2 50
Association, and
al treatment for Mrs. Petit, which third quarter, but the fourth quarter the action necessary to acquire by
a distance of 5,280 feet more or less
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
has proven very beneficial to her jroved a different situation. With five condemnation the following:
'Commencing at the Southeast cor- to the northeast corner of said Sec. Eshelman, to adjourn until September
health.
minutes left to play, Anita took the ner of Sec. 12, T76N, R34W, the point 12; Thence west 33 feet; Thence south 11, or on call of Chairman.
At the home of Senator and Mrs. jail, and with a pass to Lett, set the
Motion carried.
fames E. Bruce in Atlantic last Satur- stage for a touchdown. Inhofe and of beginning: Thence north along the along a line parallel to and 33 feet
east
line
of
Sec.
12,
T76N,
R34W
equidistant
from
the
east
line
of
said
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
day afternoon, occurred the marriage Krause on successive line bucks made
Chairman.
a
distance
of
5,280
feet
more
or
less
Sec.
12,
a
distance
of
2,880
feet
more
of Miss Edna Voorhees, sister of Mrs. ,he touchdown.
Attest:
to the northeast corner of said Sec or less; Thence west 25 feet; Thence
Bruce, to Leroy Twining of Des
M.
E.
Hubbard,
In the closing minutes Krause in- 12; Thence west 33 feet; Thence south south along a line parallel to and 68
County Auditor.
Moines.
;ercepted a pass made by Griswold along a line parallel to and 33 feel feet equidistant from the east line
Miss Ella B. Butler, who for a num- and the game ended with Anita on
equidistant from the east line of saic of said Sec. 12, a distance of ,2,400 IOWA FARMERS HAVE TILL
ser of years has made her home with the 7-yard line.
NOV. 1 TO GET CORN SEALED
Sec. 12, a distance of 2,880 feet more feet more or less; Thence east 58
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
tier uncle, A. Lighter, in the capacity
or less; Thence west 25 feet; Thence feet to the point of beginning and
of housekeeper, has purchased from Organize Girl's Pep Club.
Iowa farmers who were wondering
September 30,1909.
W. S. Mountain the 20-,acre tract of
The Anita high school students have south along a line parallel to and 58 containing 2.34 acres more or less ex- how they would be able to get their
W. W. Niswender and family have land a short distance north of Anita, organized a Girl's PQP club. The pur- feet equidistant from the east line clusive of present established high- corn re-sealed under the 1940 program
moved to Fort Collins, Colo., where for which she paid $130 per acre. There pose of the club is to strengthen and of said Sec. 12, a distance of 2,400 ways."
deadline now have until Nov. 1 to get
Be it further resolved, that the their corn under seal and become eligthey will make their future home.
are no buildings on the land.
increase school spirit, enthusiasm and feet more or less; Thence east 5i
When crossing the bridge north of pep. The members will work with the feet to the point of beginning an< Auditor be and is hereby directed to ible for storage payments, Chairman '
The first frost of the season, of any
noticeable extent, occurred in this ter- the Berea school a few days ago, Joe band to plan pep meetings and to pro- containing 2.34 acres more or less ex cause notice to be served on the own- O. D. Klein of the state agricultural
elusive of present established high er as recorded of said land, with ocBeaver's team became frightened at mote school spirit at the games.
ritory Wednesday night, Sept. 22.
All of such said proposed im cupants and mortgagees of record as adjustment committee said a few days
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl starts this some steel pipes lying at the side of
Members consist of twelve girls,
provements,
changes and construction provided in Chapter 237 of the Code ago in a note to county committees.
week for Denver, Colo., to spend a few the road, and backed off the end of the three elected from each class. Cheer
At least three reasons arose to cause
weeks with her sister, Mrs. William bridge. The buggy fell about ten feet leaders will be chosen from this group. are shown on plans on file at th< of 1935, and that September 11, 1939 approval of the change in the deadline
office of your engineer."
Duthie.
and the horses having got loose from The girls elected are as follows:
be and is hereby set as a final time in date, which had been previously set
Respectively yours,
A. B. Stone sold to Johnson Bros the buggy, ran up the hill, dragging
Seniors—Virginia Schlater, Virginia
which said owner may appoint their for Oct. 1. The reasons given were:
(Signed)
Henry C. Laub,
last Monday thirty head of hogs Mr. Beaver. The two little girls who Offenstine and Virginia Nichols.
appraisers,
1. The instruments and forms neCounty Engineer.
weighing 9,740 pounds, for which h were with him were not injured, bu
Juniors-«-Betty Weaver, Carol DeBe it further resolved, that this cessary for re-sealing did pet arroe
the buggy was completely demolished ment and Barbara Rhoads.
received $7.75 per hundred.
RESOLUTION TO PROCEED WITH Board will meet at their office in the at the state office from Washington
Sophompres—Jean Sams, Mildred
CONDEMNATION OF LAND
Auditor's office at the court house until it was too late to begin tha
Breen and lona Morgan.
FOR RIGHT OF WAY IN
Atlantic, Cass county, Iowa, Septem- re-sealing program before Sept. 1 as
Freshmen—Marcella Breen, GretchSECTION 12, TOWNber 11, 1939, at which time they wil originally planned.
en Daughenbaugh and Naomi Richter.
SHIP 76 N, RANGE
appoint a third appraiser as providec
2. Increased demand for steel bins
34 W.
in Section 4610 of the Code of 1935 and lumber for wood cribs caused a
Elect Class Officers.
WHEREAS, the construction . in case the two appraisers selectee rush on steel bin manufacurers, lumSeniors—Marilynn Kohl, president;
Project 315 in Section 12, Lincoln fail to select a third apraiser, or hav- ber yards and carpenters which could
at the
Charles Denne, vice president; and '•
Township, proposes the eliminatio ing selected one, he fails to appear not be met by Oct. 1.
Virginia Schlater, treasurer.
j
of serious drainage difficulties along and qualify as said appraiser, and
3. Unsettled conditions abroad
• Juniors—Harvey Scholl, president; j
the present road and which construe
Be
it
further
resolved,
that
Sepcaused
uncertainty about future corn
Mlarie Burns, vice president; and Kathtion necessitates the acquiring of ad tember 18, 1939, be set for the time prices and the possibility of a rise,
ryn Weimer, treasurer.
ditional right of way for the channe of final hearing of objections to such and increased re-sealing on the part
Sophomores—Richard Richter, president; Grace Dinkey, vice president; change and for the construction of th at the office of the Board of Super- of farmers.
road, and
visors in the court house, Atlantic,
and John Peacock, treasurer.
WHEREAS,
we
have
been
unabl
The following business and professional establishments are offerCass county, Iowa, at which time the
Harold Winder and wife of Des
Freshmen—Marcella Breen, presi: ing prizes as listed below. Practically all of these 50 or more prizes
to acquire the aforesaid right of wa; Board may discuss the procedure or Moines enjoyed a Sunday visit in the
dent;
Gail
Rhoads,
vice
president;
and
totaling at least $50.00 will be given away as door prizes. Tickets
by agreement with the owner there may overrule said objections and es- city with his parents, C. T. Winder
are lOc each or 3 for 25c. You need not be present to win.
Victor Clausen, treasurer.
of, and
tablish said relocation, and the Audi- and wife.
AWARDS
Grade News.
RADIO—-Cash donations were used to provide this fine mantle radio
The kindergarten class has been
with dynamic speaker and built in antenna.
working on a play house, and they
Wilson's Cafe
:
Free Meal
have the interior nearly finished. In
Crawford's Grocery
Basket of Groceries
Art class they are making the decoraGolden Rule Department Store
Lace Tablecloth
Jake Lindblom Radio Shop
1 B-Battery
tions for the play house. An excursion
Roberts Produce
49-lb. Sack Gooch's Best Flour
over the building was taken a few
Farmers Co-Op Elevator Co
1,000-lbs. Illinois Coal
days ago to enable the new students
Burke Bros
2 Blocks Salt
Pearson's Cafe
1-lb. Coffee
to become acquainted with the school.
Anita Oil Co
5 Quarts D-X Oil
The class visited the furnace, gym
Smither Produce Co
2-lbs. Coffee
and Home Economics rooms, besides
Rbse & Moelck Oil Co
5 Quarts Motorine Oil
the class rooms. The senior Normal
Shaffer's Garage
2 Cans Bug-a-Boo and 5 Quarts Mobiloil
Anita Lumber Co
Merchandise
Training class recently visited a "readA. R. Kohl Grocery
Groceries
ing-readiness" class. Both classes have
Young's 5c to $1 Store
Rug
completed booklets in art on "Our
Anita Ice Co
100-lbs. Ice
Jewett Produce
2 5-lb. Spring Chickens
Family."
Vanity Beauty Shop
Shampoo and Finger Wave
The second grade is enjoying health
—
.i
Wagner Filling Station
2 Quarts Texaco Oil
poems
in
language.
Each
child
is
Robison Service Station
4 Quarts Phillips 66 Oil
* F
taking turns being a health inspector.
Ben Bell
2 Quarts Ice Cream
Rasmussen Hatchery
100 Roto Caps
This is to stress cleanliness on the
The last half of taxes payable this year«is now due
Ivadel's Ce.fe
2 Bricks Ice Cream
minds of the students. In Citizenship,
Rialto Theatre
2 Tickets to "Goodbye Mr. Chips"
a safety first health program has been
and should be paid promptly in order to avoid havA. E. Secress
Shave and Haircut
carried out. Two of the members,
Bongers Bros
Box Candy, Box Stationary, 2 Bingo Items
Neff's Hardware
'Dishes
ing to pay a penalty on taxes which will become
Dean Karns and Bobbie Sisler, have
Miller's Meat Mr.rket
1-lb. Coffee
been absent because of illness.
F. W. Stager
1-lb. Candy
The third grade is enjoying study- Sj
Chas. S. Wood
2 Pair Rubber Heels for Ladies Shoes
ing the new Health books selected for j~
Anita Bakery
50c In Trade
Howard's Beauty Shop
Shampoo and Finger Wave
this grade. Jerry Sheumaker celeHoward's Barber Shop
Haircut
brated his birthday last week.
Larsen Barber Shop
Shave and Haircut
Roe Clothing Co
Tie
Long Funiture Store
Smoker
John Schaake and wife spent SunHenderson Shoe Shop
Shoe Dressing
day with friends in Shenandoah.
Maduff's Food Market
Pancake Flour
Anita Telephone Co
2 Telegrams and Month's Rent
A penalty of % of one per cent attaches to all taxes
The regular meeting of the Friendly
White Front Coffee Shop
Box of Candy
Dement Implement Co
5 Quarts of Oil
Circle was held last Wednesday afunpaid on that date. Pay this month and avoid the
Clardy's Hardware
50c
ternoon at the home of Mrs. Kenneth
penalty.
Dr. R. M. Needles
50c
Gipple northwest of the city. PresKunz Grain Company
50c
ent were ten members. Other guests
Millard Blacksmith Shop
50c
Bear's Garage
50c
were Mrs. Hilda Grant and Mrs.
Lowenberg Implement Co
50c
Georgia Schirm of Adair and Mrs.
Dr. C. H. Johnson
50c
Frank Barber, Mrs. Ed. Jorgensen
Joe Vetter Insurance Agency
50c
Dr. P. T. Williams
50c
and Mrs. Louie Steele of Anita. Mrs.
Christensen Blacksmith Shop
50c
Jorgensen became a member of the
Anita State Bank
$3.00
club at this meeting. Mrs. Lars ChrisForshay Loan and Insurance Agency
$1.00
tensen was the winner of a contest
Dr. F. D. Weimer, Veterinarian
$1.00
put on by Mrs. Wilbur Dorsey. The
PATRONIZE THESE BUSINESS HOUSES. PURCHASE YOUR
rest
of the afternoon was spent by
CARNIVAL TICKETS NOW.
the ladies with quilting for the hostCOUNTY TREASURER
WE'LL SEE YOU ON OCTOBER^ 6th.
ess, who served a lunch at the close |
of the meeting.

PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY^
HOMINY, Jack Sprat, 4 No. 1 cans
PEPPER, Yellowstone pure, 8-oz. package..! "11°
PEAS, Early June, 6 No. 2 cans
!'. "55°
MATCHES, 6-box carton.
BROOMS, 5-tie, 59c value, special at
\"
SYRUP, dark or light, gallon pail
'
BACON SQUARES, sugar cured, Ib
APPLES, basket full pack, U. S. No. 1
'
ONIONS, Red Globe, &lb. bag.
' -J
Full Line of Vegetables and Fruit at Lowest Prices.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Win Valuable Prizes
Anita All School Carnival
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6

TAXES
are NOW DUE
Delinquent Oct. 1st

Hill

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

JED

ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
&AMGS
HE HAD PECENED FRCtt T&M D*V HIS
2.4 HOUR

ALL LOTS HERE IN BAD
SHAPE DUE TO RECENT
FLOODS
—
1MPO&SI&LE
"TO OR AIM —
ADMlSE
STAV1N6 EXTRA DAY
\WHERE VOU ARE —
PHONC ME TWO P.M.

READ THAT IF you TWIN*.
A1OTV4ING MORE
TO VWORRV ABOUT

VMEU..VnS'Ll.3U&T
STAY MERC ANOTHER
ANO THEN JUMP
TOMORROW
I MUST FIND

, AHD IT'S A
LIVE MONEV TCAVN
THAT'S
SA/OPST OF
\T

.™AC'S A

SHAME * UNCLE
- VJE
TO SHOW THERE

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —The Best Is None Too Good for Pinto
YES.

WHEN PINTO
SUFFERS A SUDDEN
ATTACK IN THE
, MIDST OP' THE
, WEODINS CEREMONY.
LALA REALIZES SHE
CARES MORE FOR HER
i PET SHRIMP-HOUND
THAN SHE DOES
FOR GONZALES-

GET THE GREATEST
TONSIL SPECIALIST
IN THE WORLD -

NtADAM,
TONSILS
HAVE
TO BE
RE/WOVED

HURRY.

HURRY!

r

Patches for
This Applique Quilt

\|
PHONE TO ST LOUIS
LADY, THE
U
AND TELL HIM TO
GREATEST TONSIL VI
CATCH THE NEXT
SPECIALIST IS
PLANE FOR NEW
DOCTOR T. SATCHEL
YORK - SPARE1
MCCARVER AND HE .
NO EXPENSE
LIVES IN ST LOUIS J
BUT, MY DEAR

LONGDISTANCE
TELEPHONE
WIRES
BETWEEN
NEW YORK
AND

SOUNDS LIKE AN OPERA
SINGER - RESERVE ME
A SEAT ON THE NEXT
PLANE OUT

ST. LOUIS
FAIRLY
BURN UP
WITH
URGENT
CALLS
FOR
DOCTOR
MCCARVER

SH£ AIRS: eoNZAuES
FOR THE TVAe
BEING AND WE
NOW PLUNGE INTO
OUR NEXT EPISODE
ENTITLED

A leaf, a flower, a center nat^,
-that's all there is to MayC
fPPbque. Start your blocks nowthe patches are easy to apply!
You can; use the same maS
throughout for the flower patches
or do each one in a different

DOCTOR, NEW YORK MAS SEEN
CALLING PRANTlCALLY FOR THE
LAST TWO HOURS - TH£ NAME
IS PINTO PALOOZA - AN
EMERGENCY TONSIL CASE

THE

•PLUCKING
TONSILS*
Frank Jay Marker Syndicate, Inc.

S'MATTER POP— Must Have Been an Uppercut

By C. M. PAYNE

Pattern 6416

MESCAL IKE

BX s. u HUNTLEY

scrap. Use this easy and effective block for pillow or scarf as
well. Pattern 6416 contains the
Block Chart; carefully drawn pattern pieces; color schemes; directions for making the quilt; jfcii
age chart; illustration of quik
To obtain this pattern sera 15
cents in coins'to.The Sewing Circle Household Arts Dept., 259 W,
14th St., New York.

One of Those Things
•^•••HBI

(SET ZEB8OSSS
AM1 MULEV BATHS AKJ
A, Ll'L BRIDGE.

VUMATS ME
GOT AG\NJ

MULJEY
VWOKJT PLAV
MOTMlNJ' BUT
5TUO
POKER

ORATES HITIS A
GAME WHERE TMEV
IM A. LOT OP
SO AS TD TAKE A
CARD PLAYER'S

Lolly

Surfbird's Nest
For nearly 150 years, since the
surfbird was first given its scientific name, its nest and eggs remained unknown. On May 28,
1926, the first and only nest of
this rare bird was discovered and
recorded by Joseph Dixon and
George Wright. The nest was located on a barren rocky ridge,
1,000 feet above the timber line
above Savage River Canyon,
Alaska.

Me OUSMT 1O DC
WE ACCU3ICMEO
. WBR. TO

POP— Literally Speaking

Pidl the Trigger on
Lazy Bowels, and Also

J. MILLAR WATT

WHAT CHE9R,
POP!

s IM GOING TO
hEEP ON WALKING

GOING FAR?

-TIL

I HEAR SOMEONE
SAY —

m*--*f'-,

"WHO'S THAT CHAP"

GOOD REASON

Cheerful News
INTOXICATED DKIVER RECKLESS DRIVER
EMTCNCEP
SENT TO JAIL
IN PRISON

PEDEiTRIAN RUN
OOOIN AT
CORNER.

Playfoot (after an awkward silence)—Why the awful pause?
Onalene (indignantly) — If you
spent as much time as I do washing
the family's clothes, you would have
them, too.
Better Still
Emogene—I'll bet we have something at our house you don't have.
We have a new baby.
Hughberta—Aw, gee; we have
more than that at our house. We
have a new Daddy.

this i^ 6trrwfa
\IEP/ se
SOM'flfWO

AIRPLANE
HI6HWAVSTD
OAN6ER.OOS

lour Next

Meeker—Tell me, Jimmie, do you
ever peep through the keyhole'when
your sister and I are sitting here
on the davenport alone?
Jimmie—Sometimes, when mother or sister Jane aren't looking.
Pat and Mike
Mike—Sorry to hear you were in
a free-for-all fight. Pat.
Pat—Free-for-all, did you say? It
cost me $10 and costs in court.

DIFFICULT DECISIONS

0
druggirttod»yT

All
lowon's Hotel
DESMOINES
THE

THE ANITA

TRIBUNE,

•f + + -t- -t- -f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

SEE THAT SHELL
Only Wolveripe Shell Horsehide Work
Shoes have both soles and uppers of this
amazing three-ply Shell leather—tanned
soft and pliable by the exclusive Wolverine tanning process. Come In. Try
on a pair. No obligation.

WOLVERINE
SHELL HOBSEHIDB WOBK SHOES

Work Shoe
Specials
Wolverine Shell Horse Hide,
1000-Mile Work Shoes

.95

•»•

"Unreality" will be the subject of
the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Oct. 1.
The Golden Text is from Proverbs
13:7, "There is that maketh himself
rich, yet hath nothing: there is that
maketh himself poor, yet hath great
riches."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"Set your affection on things above,
not on things on the earth" (Col. 3:2).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook is the following:
"Hold thought steadfastly to the enduring, the good, and the true, and you
will bring these into your experience
proportionably to their occupancy of
your thoughts" (p. 261).
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. +
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AROUND IOWA.
And Sometimes Two.
A Louisa county farmer lost $5,200
last week to a woman fortune teller
who had arranged to bless the money
for him. The victim, Ed. Schlopkohl,
met the woman at a carnival in Lone
Tree in June. Since then she had
written him a number of times and
visited his farm five times. Appear__. at the farm last week, she told
Schlopkohl to draw $5,200 from a bank
and she would bless it for him the following day. He did so and she returned, "blessed" the money and returned it to him wrapped in a handkerchief. Soon after she left, Schlopkohl decided that all was not well, unwrapped the package, found only wadded paper. As Barnum said, "One is
born every minute."

Maduffs Food Market
WE DELIVER

P30NE 239

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS

Sugar
Starch
Syrup

10-lb. Bag

59c
6c
53c

Corn or Gloss
Pound Package
White or Dark
i/2-Gallon 29c — Gallon
Brown Beauty — Anita's <fl j|
Favorite — 3-lbs. 40c.— Lb. 1*IC
Rayon
39c Value
andtaitts
Dozen
Sunkist $1.49
Pennant $1.39 — Royal

Ladies' Hose
Husking Gloves

Blackout.
A sparrow caused a "blackout" in
Sioux county recently, when it flew
into a set of sectionalizing fuses at
the REA substation near Orange City,
causing a short circuit which burned one of the Leghorns. The bird was
out a transformer. It was about sev- dentifled as a buzzard, had a wingen hours before the damage could be spread of six feet.
remedied sufficiently to supply elecCasualty.
tric current.
Andrew Arent of Harlan claims to
be Iowa's first air-raid casualty since
Locked In.
What this country needs is not a hostilities began in Europe. Mr. Arent,
good five-cent cigar but a special bath- bank cashier, was helping experiment
room door lock that can be opened with a toy airplane when it suddenly
from the Outside in emergencies. When went into a dive, struck Arent on the
the two children of D. S. A. Carnazzo head with considerable force.
of LeMars, Louis, 4, and Mary, 3,
locked themselves in last week, police
Lucky.
had to rescue them with an extension
When a car driving without lights
ladder after cutting their way through comes upon a car parked also withthe window screen.
out lights, the result is—well, about
whlafyon would expect. No one was
Is Flyer.
seriously damaged, however, when the
When Frank Irish, Jr. of Hopkinton unilluminated Myron Rosman car
found that he could not get shipment crashed into the unilluminated Charles
of the new 1940 radios for which he Yates car. one night recently in Shelby
is a local dealer, he hopped into his county.
airplane, flew down to Davenport to
the company's offices, loaded up eight
Victim.
radios and was back home in time for
When doctors of the Mayo clinic
dinner. Perhaps in a few years this pronounced a death sentence last week
will be commonplace; but right now, upon John Larson, 46, Sanborn- farmit's news.
er, due to an incurable lip cancer, Mr.

19c

$1.49

PROCEEDING OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
September 11, 1939
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
county, Iowa, met in regular session
with the following members Present:
Hawley Lynch, chairman, G.
man, P.1 W> Wiese and W. H. Wohlendaus.
Minutes of September 1 and 2 were
approved as read.
On motion and vote the Board accepted the resignation of Miss J une
Hamm, 'County Relief Director, effective September 11, 1939.
On motion and vote Margaret Stouf.
f er was hired as Director of Relief at
+ HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL -f
$165.00 per month beginning Sep.
4LUTHERAN CHURCH AT +
tember 18, 1939.
+
I. O. O. F. HALL.
+
The matter of condemnation of
•f
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor. +
land for channel change in Sec. 12,
Selling for CASH and Selling for LESS.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Twp. 76 N, Range 34 W, coming on
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
for further consideration before the
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
Board, the Board found that the inChurch council meeting Wednesday
terested parties and parties upon
Mrs. Laura Buerkin returned home
Raymond Lantz and Edward Ruggles
evening at 8:00 o'clock at the parwhom notice of said proceedings
Tuesday from a few weeks' visit with were in Des Moines Monday attending
sonage.
were served have failed to appoint an
relatives and friends at Peoria, 111.
a meeting of Briardale grocery clerks.
Sunday School teacher's meeting
Larson decided not to wait, shot him- appraiser as provided by law under
Who's Unlucky?
self fatally with a .410 shotgun.
A weiner roast was enjoyed in the
Miss Berndette Storbeck, a student Friday evening at 8:00 o'clock at
Chapter 267 of the 1935 Code of Iowa.
The figure 13 has no terrors for
the
parsonage.
park last Friday evening by the young at A. I. B. in Des Moines, was home
Thereupon said parties having failed
John
Jones
and
Charles
Van
Doren
of
Children's confirmation class will be
people of the Methodist church. Fol- for a week end visit with her parents,
Six Man Teams.
to appoint an appraiser the Board
held at 10:00 o'clock Saturday morn- Grinnell. Both born on Sept. 13, they
lowing the weiner roast, the rest of J. A. Storbeck and wife.
Six-man football, widely publicized appointed Harry Bornholdt of Wiota,
have
lived
"a
total
of
198
years.
Mr
ing at the parsonage.
the evening was spent playing games.
last year, will make its appearaance in Cass county, Iowa, to act in that caQuarterly business, meeting of the Jones is 104, while Mr. Van Doren is
At her home west of Anita last
an increasing number of small Iowa pacity.
a mere youth of 94.
A meeting of the Eastern Star Friday, Mfs. Nora MtDermott enter- voters at the hall Monday evening,
high schools this fall. New Sharon is
The' bonds of Miss Georgia Byrne,
chapter was held at the Masonic tained the members of the Birthday Oct. 2, at 8:00 o'clock.
among the towns which will place a Superintendent of Schools, and Ross
Horror Yarn.
Highland
church—
Temple Monday evening, with a large club at a 1:00 o'clock dinner. Other
C. Bailey, Soldiers' Relief CommisThis week's horror-story award goei team in the field for the first time.
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
attendance and one visiting sister, guests besides the members were Mrs.
sioner, were approved.
to
P.
0.
Peel
of
Keosauqua.
Hearing
Mrs. George Schwenneker, of Osage, James B. McDermott, Mrs. Lloyd Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
JUDGES SET DATES FOR 1940
The rebate of Sarah E. Vernon, Ansomething
fall
in
his
room
one
night
Iowa. At the close of the chapter Smith and Mrs. Carrie Reynolds. The
AND 1941 TERMS OF COURT ita, for $24.01, Soldiers' exemption,
Mr.
Peel
got
up
and
found
a
30-inch
a lunch was served that included ladies spent the afternoon socially and
and the claim of W. J. Baughman &.
f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f spreading viper rolled up under the
playing Chinese checkers.
home-made ice cream.
Dates for the 1940 and 1941 terms Son for $471.60 for earth excavation,
+ + + + + + + + + + + + window. How it got into the roorr
of district court, as fixed by ,the judges were allowed.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
remains a mystery as the house is
Session and Mileage Claims.
Rev. Chas. Lockhart of Pleasant- tight and all doors and windows fit of the fifteenth judicial district, were
announced at the county clerk's office Hawley Lynch
5.00
ville, Iowa, will preach here Sunday tightly.
in Atlantic a few days ago. They G. E. Eshelman ..
6.70
morning at 11:00 o'clock and in the
were as follows:
5.65
F. W. Wiese
evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Gave Him Up.
Audubon
county—1940:
Feb.
13,
6.80
W.
H.
Wohlenhaus
The ladies aid will meet all day
After being a fugitive from the
23, June 4, Oct. 22, Dec. 10;
Moved
by
Wohlenhaus,
seconded
by
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and Ringgold county jail for about three April TO
U
-I n
3, Oct. Wiese, to adjourn until September 18,
TRY THE
12>
will serve a IBc dinner for the public months, Delmar Gibson of Lee's Sumor on call of chairmen.
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
mit, Mo., gave himself up last week.
, PNLY GASOLINE WITH
Cass county— 1940: Jan. 23, April Motion carried.
He was wanted for the shooting of
2, June 6, Sept. 24, Nov. 12; 1941—
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
(Signed)
Hawley_Lynch
an aged transient on a Great Western
Chairman.
Jan.
22,
April
1,
June
5,
Sept.
23,
f
METHODIST CHURCH
freight train. His mother and three
Attest:
Nov. 12.
*•
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
sisters took him to jail when he reM. E. Hubbard,
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Pottawattamie county (Avoca) _
turned home after two and a half
County Auditor.
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m. months of wandering.
1940: Jan. 30, April 9, June 6, Oct.
Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
1, Dec. 10; 1941—Jan. 2, Mtorch 11,
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with
June
3, Sept. 2, Oct.' 28.
Protest Fair.
special music and sermon by the
Montgomery county—1940: Jan. 2,
Some 230 taxpayers of Monona
pastor on, "A Searching Question."
WANTED:—Light house work. Mrs.
have filed a petition asking fail' 2?' ^13°' JUIM5 6> °Ct 22;
Epworth League at 6:30 p. m. with county
Jan 2> Feb 19 A ril
L.
M. Hadden, Anita. Reference, Conthat the proposed $3.000
" > P 29. J«ne
$3,000 lew
levy fnr
for «,„
the _ 3~ '
a timely discussion for young people.
5, Oct. 21.
gressman
Ben Jensen, brother-in-law.
Onawa fair be stricken from the counEvening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
Shelby county—1940: Jan. 2, March
ty tax levy. Date for the hearing is
FOB SALE:—T$y cards, 2 for• to
Choir practice Thursday evening at
to be fixed. The fair's operating state- 12, June 6, Sept. 3, Oct. 22; 1941—
tf
Tribune
office, Anita.
the church at 8:00 o'clock.
ment for the current year shows a loss Jan. 2, March 11, June 5, Sept. 2,
The annual 'Cradle Roll party will of $1,600.
Oct. 21.
Never before »t this price. DEVOE
be held in the church basement on
Standard Bum !>Jnt, bright red, and
Saturday, Sept. 30, at 2:00 p. m.
OLE SAYS.
Tale of a Turtle.
a high glow b>u» paint, at only
Everyone is invited to enjoy a
Most people raise vegetables in their
$1.06 per gallon in five gallon
What
Price
War!
basket dinner in the church basement
gardens, says the Sumner Gazette, but
Manufactured
by America's
The following is
Sunday noon, Oct. 1.
a poster is- paint manufacturer. Bring us your
Fred Rosenow of that city raised not sueTby WoTd
an or- paint problems,
mud
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE WILL
ganization
devoted
to
promoting
Bongers Bros.
tf
REGISTER FARM WORKERS this season. He discovered last week peace:
that 20 turtles had hatched in a nest
BUY ANITA BREAD.
"17,000,000 dead-17,000,000 soldiers
The Iowa state employment office in his garden.
and sailors killed in the last war!
hogs,
at Atlantic has announced that is is
See UB before you sell your
"Who
are
they?
Statesmen?
Politf
Lost
Weight.
making special preparation this harBig navy advocates? Muni- Farmers Coop., Anita.
vest season to register a sufficient numComplaining that his wife's nagging
manufacturers ? Business leadrul spinet Piano, exactly WJ
caused him to lose weight,
ber of qualified farm workers to take
ers whose
aced'tiba. Might store with
hummed
during
care
of
the
anticipated
heavy
demand
i
Blades
filed
suit
for
divorce
at
LeANITA, IOWA
war times? Editors whose papers party buying soon or will sell on smai
by farm employers this fall. In view Mars recently.
love to stir up international bad feel- monthly payments. For price and a
of the outlook of heavy crops and a
ing because it helps circulation?
tailB write Mr. Goodwin, c-o Tribun,
Charlie Ross?
large harvest, it is expected that more
"No—not one!
farm hands and farm workers will be
All the older folks will remember
Anita, Iowa.
____—
"Just average citizens. Young men
needed this fall than during the bar- the famous "Charlie Ross" kidnapping
WANTED:—Representative
to
THE ABILITY
vest season in the past several years.! case °* years ago. Kidnapped while a with their lives before them.
subscription interTO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS
after our magazine
W8S glory> and
However, present indications are that, sma'l boy, Ross was never heard from
'*
in Anita and vicinity
u ,t,.
rt
DURABILITY
there will be a sufficient number of , a8a'n until a western man came for- look what they got.
a good pa °'
ward
enables
you
to
secure
of
us
got!
Back-breaking
taxes.
Ecothis
skilled
farm
workers
registered
to
'
with
claims
and
was
upheld
by
OF OUR PRODUCTS
the hundreds of dollars spent
meet the demand. Farm employers 1L
'
™
the~ courts.
The Jackson Sentinel re u
•d'8°rders that have not yet
tor
STABILITY
can assure themselves of best selec- ports that Ross and his wife spent a I .H, n(f!ted- A bitter-- defeat
— »-••«««» b for
xuj.- one vicinity each fall and winter
U . S . Guar:
8l(
a
b
n
s.de, a bitter victory for the other.
azines. Oldest agency 11 nPV jodiw' 3 '
OF OUR COMPANY
- in Maquoketa recently. He
tions of farm workers by making early -'ght
Yet the world is in another waf anteed lowest rates on all pei.
arrangements at the Iowa state em-! now writing a sketch of his life, which
EQUALS
ployment office located at the court will be published by a San Diego firm. ngh now-the United States is drift- domestic and foreign. Instruct'^ an d
ng toward it. And tho8e
equipment free. Start a grow
DEPENDABILITY
house in Atlantic.
profit_
war
will
encourage
permanent business in whole
FOR YOU, OUR CUSTOMERS.
Captured Buzzard.
'or shun"3time.
Especially adaptaWe f '
Inc.,
Robert Aukes, Davis county, got a
we who suffer by war fight them!" Address
MOORE-COTTRELL N. V.
• • •
surprise last week while at the M. K
And to think that we must becon
con- Naples Road, North Cohocton,
Martin farm south of Savannah. Aukes ann
t d by th(
had put six Leghorn hens in a coop
60c buys BOO sheets of
must use Fairy foot to
ANITA LUMBER CO.
•top pain quickly and
back of his car and went to get three one or two men! God
paper, sice 8%xll inches, at
reduce the hump. Get
unto
us.
Make
those
more. When he came back he noticed
your email a fee trial
YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.
one office.
pk»- of Fairy foot today.
that a big black bird had wedged its
th
ye
to
r:»
V
''
~~^^5
BONGERS BROS.
WANTE!D:-Yo^rd«»d
way into the coop, apparently after
• K e e p us, Master, from the
chart 6
°' these raving maniacs. Amen. Ph. 184 Anita—we pay

Glove Leather Horse Hide
Work Shoes

•95
j \j

These Specials Will Continue
Through September

Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes
for all ages. William Crawford, Jr.,
Superintendent.
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock.
This Sunday is promotion Sunday
in the Sunday School and during the
morning worship service, the awards
for regular attendance will be given.
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
During the evening service we will
discuss, "The Working of the Holy
Spirit."
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
the church with a 15c dinner for the
public at noon.

Roe Clothing Co,

MORE USABLE GAS" MIXTURE
"CLIMATIC CONTROL

WANTADS

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
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Edmund Ruffin, Known as Man Who Fired
First Shot at Fort Sumter, Should Be
Famous as "Father of Soil Chemistry

tr

George Washington overseeing farming operations at Mount Vernon.
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.;

A

KEEN-EYED youftg man worked in an improvised laboratory over samples of soil he had taken from his upland farm. As he tested the reactions from the chemi;cals he applied to the earth, he jotted down notes in a little
book and 'a look of satisfaction lighted his thin face.
The time .was the spring of
Disillusioned, but still eager to
[1818. The place was Cogfind a way out of his troubles,
jgin's Point in the tidewater
Ruffin came on a copy of Sir
larea of Virginia. The young
Humphrey Davy's book, "Agricul|man was Edmund Ruffin,
tural Chemistry." He studied it
America's first scientific
closely and although he had no
knowledge of chemistry, he soon
armer, who was to be known
grasped the fundamentals. His
0 later generations as the
attention was drawn particularly
[''father of soil chemistry in
to Davy's statement that a sterile
he United States."
First man in this country' to
nafce a chemical test of the soil
d to point the way toward mod.-i.'soil science, Edmund Ruffin
was also to be known to history
the man who fired the first
n at Fort Sumter in 1861 and
irecipitated the Civil war.
More than a century after his
evolutionary experiments, the
Ertributlons of Edmund Ruffin
present day soil knowledge
-d conservation were recalled
jr Profv Emil Truog, professor
in ihe University of Wisin his presidential address
ntly before the American SoB_^r of Agronomy.
I'TSdmund Ruffin, born in 1784,"
Professor Truog, "was in
i, frail of health and rest. of spirit. He read much of
,atever came to hand and grew
r in almost complete Ignorance
E the practical agricultural tasks
ing him." .
- student at William and Mary
oflege at'the age of 16, a brideroom a year or two later, and
private in the War of 1812,
uffln assumed control of the
.pggi&'s Point plantation in 1813.
lis father had died three years
before.
Worn-Oat Land.
, A dreary prospect faced the
young planter. The Ruffin land,
"" > that of neighboring farmers,
.,™« : poor,1 worn out by two cenIturies of bad agricultural methlods. Tobacco was king in that
(•pioneer farm economy, imposing
fa single crop type of agriculture
I:i» which, says Avery Craven's
i-book, "Edmund Ruffin, Southemer," the sole object was immeI'dlate great yields regardless of
"ature consequences. Such a
ysterA under frontier scarcity of
..capital 4md labor threw the burRdens of abnormal production
Isqaarely upon the land in a region where soil formation was
f poor, rainfall heavy and concen" tiated and harmful micro-organisms unusually active.
1 American farmers had reaped
a profitable living from furnishing food to Europe torn by the
[ Napoleonic wars of the previous
decade. But this lucrative mar_ ket was closed by the Treaty of
I Ghent. Worn out farms were being, abandoned by the thousands.
The tide of settlement was turning west to virgin areas where
land was cheap.
Although crop rotation was followed by a few pf Ruffln's neighbors, such practices met with difficulties, for clover and legumes
failed to grow on poor lands and
this cut the supply of live stock
and manure. The corn crop on
Ruffin's farm averaged only 10
bushels to the acre. Wheat yielded no better than six.
For the next five years young
Ruffin experimented, seeking a
solution to hu problem. He
drained his swamp land and had
good crops for three years. Then
Production so dwindled that he
**t planting this acreage. He
tned manure and got practically
Q
o beneficial results. He could
not make clover grow. His crude
f»w made shallow furrows on
the hilly land which became
I swatercourses washing away the
! «a in rainy weather.

soil "containing the salt of iron,
or any acid matter may be ameliorated by the application of
quick-lime."
The young planter found directions in Davy's book for testing
soils for soluble iron, calcium
and lime-bearing earth and also
for Jesting limestone and marl
for their carbonate content.
The Testa Begin.
He set to work immediately,
gathered the necessary equipment and chemicals and began
his tests. While he was not able
to reveal the presence of free
acids in his soil, he was able to
prove the absence at lime. Then
observing that sorrel and pine

EDMUND BUFFIN
were abundant on the poor soil,
he came to the conclusion that
"vegetable acids" were the cause
of sterility in his land.
"Ruffin was probably the first
man in the whole world," said
Professor Truog, "to conclude
that upland mineral soils are
often acid due to the presence
of free acids, made possibly by
the absence of calcareous (limebearing) earths. He also held
that all fertile soils are either
calcareous or hold lime in combination with acids in such form
that it is easily extracted with
hydrochloric acid."
With the aid of the test for
carbonates, Ruffln located deposits of marl on his farm and at
other places in the neighborhood.
He decided to put his theory to
a practical test by supplying lime
to his sterile soil.
Ruffln's epochal experiment in
putting soil science to work for
the first time attracted practically no attention in the neighborhood at the time. Yet it was to
revolutionize the agriculture ol
his home state for the next generation and exert a profound influence on soil conservation as it
is practiced today.
"On a February morning in
1818 " says Craven, whom Professor Truog quotes extensively
in his address, "Ruffin's carts began to haul marl that puzzled
ftegro hands, dug from pits
hastily opened on his lower lands.
They spread 200 bushels over a
few acres of newly cleared, but
pwr ridge land and in the spring
Ruffin planted this entire field to
corn as a testing croo.

' "Eagerly he waited. As the
season advanced he found reason
for joy. From the very start,
the plants on marled ground
showed marked superiority and
at harvest time, they yielded an
advantage of fully 40 per cent.
The carts went back to the pits.
Fields took on fresh life. A new
era in the agricultural history of
the region dawned.
"In October of that year, he
presented to the agricultural society of his own county the first
of what was to be a long line of
valuable papers offered to the
cause of agriculture. Stating his
theories as to the 'nature of soils
and the action of calcareous
manures,' on them, he adduced
the slender sum of his experiences to support what was in fact
a revolutionary approach to the
whole problem that vexed the
farmers of the New World."
An Important Book.
Ruffin made further tests and,
expanded his knowledge, adding
new facts and proofs to support
his theory. In 1821 his paper,
now. enlarged and revised, was
published in the American Farmer, a new agricultural journal
published in Baltimore. Eleven
years later, grown into a book of
242 pages, it was published under
the title, "An Essay on Calcareous
Manures." It ran through five
editions and was described in the
Year Book of the department of
agriculture at the end of the
Nineteenth century as "the most
thorough piece of work on a
special agricultural subject ever
published in the English language." (The book by Sir Humphrey Davy which so influenced
Ruffln had not yet been published
at the time of his death in 1799.)
President John Tyler, himself a
Virginia planter, declared that
Ruffln's essay "in its valuable
consequences would be worth
more to the country than all the
state papers that have been the
most celebrated of our time."
An example of what Ruffin accomplished a century ago by the
practical application of his soil
tests and by preaching the philosophy of soil improvement may be
found in the fact that from 1838
to 1850 the land values of tidewater Virginia increased by over
$17,000,000. One estimate, according to Avery Craven, placed
the total increase from the application of marl after 1820 at
over $30,000,000.
Ruffln had a number of noted
predecessors in the study of soil
management. Leading among
these was George Washington,
says Professor Truog, who was
thoroughly familiar with the agricultural writings of the foremost
English authorities of his time.
Yet the Father of His Country.
was unable to increase production materially or even maintain
the level of soil fertility at Mount
Vernon.
"Washington practiced soil erosion control to a certain extent,"
Professor Truog points out, "took
pains to conserve animal manure, went to great labor in fertilizing with mud obtained from
creeks and marshes and spent
much money in the purchase of
special seeds.
Political and economic questions occupied most of Ruffln's
time in the last 20 years of his
life. He was an uncompromising
advocate of slavery and became
an ardent secessionist. He fired
the first shot at Fort Sumter on
April 12, 1881, and took an active
part in several battles of the
Civil war.
"After Lee's surrender," says
Professor Truog, "Rufftn, at the
age of 71, feeling that now he
was a man without a country and
too old and weary to be other
than a burden of his children,
with stern logic caused a shot
to ring out that he might join his
comrades who died in battle for
a lost cause."

Although a century has passed
since Ruffln's achievement and
50 years have elapsed since
Wheeler's demonstrations, we
are still today applying only a
fraction of lime to soil we should,
Professor Truog points out.
"Moreover, today we have
tests of considerable refinement
for determining the lime needs of
soils; lime or marl has been located in nearly every section of
the country; highly efficient machinery has been developed for
grinding limestone and digging
marl; facilities for transporting
the lime to the farm where needed have been developed beyond
the fondest hopes of 25 years
ago; we have data almost without end showing that the use of
lime is fundamental in the humid
regions to the growth of legumes,
to nitrogen fixation, to a favorable availability of soil phosphates, and finally to soil conservation itself.
"We ride about the country and
pass through sections where the
eye meets out crops of limestone
in every direction, but alas due
principally to an acid condition of
the soil, there are no fields of
alfalfa, sweet clover or other '.
high-grade legumes which are so j
necessary for the creation of a \
land of 'milk and honey." "
I
Edmund Ruffin, he says, had
the answer to farmers and even
agronomists who sometimes say
that liming is too expensive:
"We never calculate the cost
of any old practice," Ruffin once
wrote. "We are content to clear
woodland that afterwards will
not pay for the expense of tillage.
—But let any new practice be
proposed and then everyone be-

Householdlfeus

DON'T THESE LOOK AWFUL GOOD?
(Reclpei Below.)

boil, add corn syrup and sugar, and
cook over low flame for 5 minutes.
Cool slightly, add vanilla and salt,
Lucky, indeed, is the homemaker
Gingerbread Waffles.
tvho has among her treasured reci(Serves 6)
pes Aunt Martha's "receipt" for soft
1 cup molasses
molasses cookies, Mother's rule for
Mi cup butter
old-fashioned apple pan dowdy, or
1 teaspoon soda
grandmother's instructions for mak% cup sour milk
ing home-baked beans. Those old,
1 egg (beaten)
favorite recipes are the mainstay
2 cups cake flour
of many a tempting meal.
2 teaspoons ginger
Each one of us has our own prized
Vfe teaspoon salt
collection of just such recipes—some
Heat molasses and butter to boilold, some new, but all of them tried
and approved by a critical family. ing point. ReThe recipes I'm giving you today move from fire
are some of my own favorites—fam- and beat in the
ily "heirlooms" and contributions soda. Add sour
from friends and neighbors who are milk, beaten egg,
and the flour
excellent cooks.
When you're a "seasoned" or ex- which has been
perienced cook you may take lib- sifted with the ginger and salt. Mix
erties with a recipe or with direc- well. Bake in hot waffle iron. Serve
tions, but if you're a beginner, or with whipped cream and a dash of
if you're trying a new dish for the nutmeg.
Honey Spice Cake.
first time, it's better to stick to a
proven recipe and the accurate
% cup shortening
measurements it calls for.
% cup granulated sugar
Accuracy in cooking means level
% cup strained honey
teaspoons and tablespoons and cups
2 eggs
in the amounts the recipe specifies;
3 cups cake flour
it means sifting flour once before
2 teaspoons baking powder
measuring; combining ingredients
% teaspoon soda
by the method given, and cooking or
Vi teaspoon salt
baking according to time and tem1% teaspoons cinnamon
PROF. EMIL TRUOG
perature recommended.
% teaspoon cloves
% teaspoon nutmeg
Oven Fried Chicken.
gins to count the cost—and on
% cup nut meats (broken)
(Serves 4)
such erroneous premises that if
1 cup buttermilk
1 2 to 3 pound chicken (cut for
applied to every kind of farm
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
frying)
labor, the estimate would prove
Cream shortening. Add sugar and
I cup flour
that the most fertile land known
beat thoroughly. Add honey. Sep1 teaspoon salt
could scarcely defray the exarate eggs, beat yolks and add to
V\ teaspoon pepper
pense of its cultivation."
mixture. Mix and sift all dry inPointing out that agronomists
2 eggs
gredients. Add Vi cup of dry inVt cup water
in particular, in addition to progredients to nuts and add to cake
1 cup fine cracker crumbs
moting the use of lime, should
mixture. Add remaining dry ingreencourage also the use of fertilizFat for frying
dients alternately with buttermilk
1 onion (chopped fine)
ers generally, the furthering of
and vanilla, beating between each
1 cup cream
soil conservation and the adopDip pieces of chicken in flour to addition. Beat egg whites until stiff.
tion of proper land use programs,
which salt and pepper has been add- Fold into mixture. Place in wellProfessor Truog said:
greased loaf pan. Bake in moderate
"Soil and lime testing, crude as ed; then dip in
oven (350 degrees) for 45-50 minutes,
it may have been, was what beaten egg to
Clam Chowder.
made possible Ruffin's monu- which water has
mental world in the field of soil been added and
% cup carrot (chopped)
acidity, liming and soil manage- finally roll in
2 tablespoons onions (chopped)
ment. And if soil testing was cracker crumbs.
IVi cups potato (chopped)
Brown
in
hot
fat
practicable in Ruffin's day, it
% cup celery (chopped fine)
should be even more practicable (1 inch in depth).
1 pint clams
today when so much more is Place in baking
2 cups water and clam liquor
known relative to the many fac- pan, sprinkle with onion, and top
Salt and pepper to taste
with cream. Cover and bake in a
1 pint milk
tors involved.
moderate
oven
(350
degrees),
until
"After 25 years of continuous ex3 tablespoons flour
perience with soil tests, I am con- tender, approximately 1% hours.
3 tablespoons butter
Surprise Muffins.
vinced that with further study
IVi tablespoons parsley
[Makes 2 dozen small muffins)
and improvement, they will in
% teaspoon paprika
1
egg
(well
beaten)
time be generally used by all
Chop the vegetables in smau
1 cup milk
agronomists in diagnosing the
pieces and place in large kettle.
2 tablespoons butter (melted)
lime and fertilizer needs of soils
Chop the clams and add together
2
cups
cake
flour
devoted to agriculture. I enviswith the clam liquor, water, salt,
3 tablespoons sugar
age a time in the near future
and pepper. Cover and cook about
3
teaspoons
baking
powder
when conditions and the supply
Vz hour, or until vegetables are ten% teaspoon salt
of plant nutrients devoted to inder. Scald milk. Make a smooth
4
tablespoons
cherry
preserves
tensive culture will be controlled
of the flour and water. Add
Beat egg and add milk and melted paste
by means of tests much like simhalf of this flour paste to the clam
butter.
Mix
and
sift
the
flour,
sugilar matters are controlled in a
and half to the scalded
ar, baking pow- mixture
chemical factory. Then and only
milk.
Cook
each, stirring constantder and salt. y, until the mixtures
then, can we say that we are
thicken. ComPour
liquid
ingreputting chemical soil science
ine and add butter, parsley, and
dients
into
the
fully to work in a practical way.
dry ingredients. laprika. Serve very hot.
"Some agronomists become
Whipped Cream Fluff.
Pour into wellgreatly disturbed when fertilizer
(Serves 5)
greased
muffin
applied on the basis of soil tests
tins and place Vfe
1 cup rice (cooked)
does not give sufficient crop inteaspoon of preVfe cup shredded pineapple
crease the first year to pay for
serves
on
top
of
each
muffin. The
% cup canned red cherries
the fertilizer. They seem to for- preserves should be partially
cov1 dozen marshmallows (cut in
get the all-important long-time
with muffin batter. Bake in a
pieces)
benefit, namely that of mainte- ered
oven (400 degrees) for approxiV» cup sugar
nance of soil fertility which is hot
Vt cup whipping cream
the backbone of soil conserva- mately 12 minutes.
Vanilla Ice Cream.
Chill rice thoroughly. Then add
tion, for fertile soils soon pro- (Automatic
Refrigerator Method)
Iruit and marshmallows, and sprinduce a protective cover of vege% cup sweetened condensed milk i\e lightly with sugar. Just before
tation which for the most part is
serving, fold in whipped cream.
Vi cup water
the best preventive of soil eroServe in sherbet glasses.
ll/2 teaspoons vanilla
sion.
1 cup whipping cream
"Can farmers be sold on the
Blend sweetened condensed milk,
Send for 'Better Baking.'
philosophy of returning as much
water,
and vanilla thoroughly. Chill.
Feathery cakes, tender, delicious
to the soil as is removed? This
cream to custard-like consist- pastry, and biscuits that melt in
philosophy is so simple and so Whip
sound that farmers can be in- ency and fold into chilled mixture. your mouth—Eleanor Howe gives
duced to accept it more easily Pour into freezing pan. Place in you tested recipes for all of these
unit. After mixture is about in her cookbook, "Better Baking."
than some of the make-shift or freezing
half frozen remove from refrigera- To get your copy now, send 10 cents
stop-gap philosophies.
"Will the cycle of soil depletion tor. Scrape mixture from sides and in coin to "Better Baking," care of
and agricultural desolation be re- bottom of pan. Beat until smooth Eleanor Howe, 919 North Michigan
not until melted. Smooth out Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
peated over and over, indefinite* but
replace in freezing unit until
ly? If the answer is to be no and
for serving. Serves 6.
then it will be necessary for the frozen
A Chocolate Sauce for Ice Cream.
Is Making Good Pie a Problem?
agronomist not only to take soi
2
squares
unsweetened
chocolate
In this column next week Eleascience from the sequesterec
nor Howe will give you her se2 tablespoons butter
cloister of the laboratory aw
crets for making tender, flaky
% cup boiling water
hitch it to the plow, but also to
5 tablespoons white corn syrup
pastry that literally melts in your
go forth preaching a positive and
mouth.
You'll find recipes for
2
cups
sugar
realistic program of soil managepies, too—double crust pies, fluffy
1 teaspoon vanilla
ment and conservation as Ed
chiffon pies, and dainty tarts.
Vfe teaspoon salt
mund Ruffln did over 100 years
Melt chocolate and butter and adt
«it«rn Newipnpw Union.)
ago.
,ot water gradually. Bring to

My Favorite Recipes
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milk does
family need?

FACTS AND FUN

George Schwenneker and wife returned to their home in Osage Tuesday.

ANITA

Miss Mary Kramer of Altus, Ark.,
is enjoying a visit in Anita with her
Has anybody seen that salesman brother, Frank Kramer and wife.
who sold tickets for the Square Deal
Miss Maxine Stager was hostess
4-H club ice cream social and "forMonday evening to the members of
got" to hand in the money ?
the Susie Q club. The girls spent
* * *
There is a rumored report afloat the evening playing pinochle, at which
that an Anita couple is anticipating high score was held by Mrs. Robert
the arrival of a baby at their home Cryer.
soon . . . from Davenport, Iowa.
M. J. Kauffman, wife and children,
Ed. and Florence, of Omaha, Miss
And real soon old Dr. Stork is to
Loraine Orr of Grantsville, Utah, and
leave a precious bundle at the hospi- George Kearns and wife of Adair
In a Show With a Heartf ul of Music
tal for another well known local famwere
Sunday
guests
at
the
home
of
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lindblom.
* * *
Why haven't we heard about a conLeslie Kelley, Red Oak C. C. C.
Also Cartoon — Miniature — Iowa News Flashes
test for tall soy beans? "Shorty" camp foreman, wife and daughter,
Richter's tall bean stalk measured Doris, and Mrs. E. W. Pierre of Mor6 feet and 4 inches.
rison, Colo., visited in the city Sat* * •
urday with Mr. Kelley's aunt, Mrs.
John Harmsen, southwest of Anita, Arthur M. Stone and family.
must have a watermelon patch . . .
The members of the Neighborhood
he hauled a level wagon box full of 'em
to the house.
pinochle club were entertained Satur* * *
day evening by Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Last Saturday at 4:50 p. m. or Kearns at their home northeast of
thereabouts, was the beginning of the city. Other guests were Mr. and
autumn . . . and the first day of fall Mrs. Max Way. High score at pinochle
was cloudy and cool . . . can anybody was held by Robert A. Wilson.
remember how many days or weeks we
Lynn B. Robison, manager of a large
were in perpetual sunshine or how
manufacturing
concern in Kellogg,
long since we have had a rain?
Iowa, stopped in the city over night
The letter that arrived for Joe Vet- 1 Sunday to visit his brother, Chas. A.
ter, Jr. from the War Department the j Robison and wife, and other relatives
other day had his mother and dad all and friends, while en route to Omaha
a flutter for awhile . . . trepidation on a business mission. The company
and p/prehension were turned to sud- with which Lynn is connected is now
den joy when the contents of the legal j the manufacturers of the One Minute
document revealed that their son, who washing machine.
An airplane
has completed the two years' course
On Tuesday afternoon of last week,
crash I Death
of military training requirement of Mrs. Dora Edwards was the guest
in the jungles I
the college, had passed the necessary of honor at a birthday party, when
But a hoy survives...
examinations, making him eligible for ten neighbor ladies called to spend
to share the primitive
the advance military course which he j the afternoon. Following a pleaslove . . . the thousand
was wishing to carry on.
ant afternoon, Mrs. Edwards served
thrills . . . oi Tarzan
Fine work Joe . . . we'll come to a lunch, sharing with her guests a j
and his mate! "THE
see you graduate from West Point.
BEST EVER!" says
beautifully decorated birthday cake, \
* * *
Edgar Hice Burroughs,
which was a present from her daughauthor of Tarzan!
It would be well if the parents of ter, Mrs. Lulu Lloyd of Atlantic.
youngsters owning bicycles would enJames R. Rhodes, publisher of the
quire into the grave situation of their
young hopefuls riding to the scene of Newton Daily News, Alex Fitzhugh,!
fires ahead of the fire truck or taking j secretary of the Greater Des Moines
the middle of the road ahead of cars, j committee, E. W. Zeug of the Maytag
It would indeed be a sad and regret- j hotel in Newton and S. F. McGinn of,
table affair if some excited and j Des Moines were in the city for a short.
thoughtless child should be involved in i time last Thursday. The men were \
or be the cause of a serious accident. on their way to Atlantic to make pre-!
Children should be taught that the fire liminary arrangements for a highway,
truck has the right of way and that j No. 6 meeting to be held in that city:
j
highways and street" must be cleared : some time during October.
when it is speeding to its destination, j
If the parents too, happen to be j At her home south of Anita last
never-miss-a-fire-attenders, it might j Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Leo Scholl
not come amiss if they watched their j was hostess to the members of the,
behavior a mite closer. It would be |Helping Hand club. Other guests,
IOHN SHEFFIELD
HENRY
just too bad for a lot of thriJI seekers I besides the members, were Miss Amber
Steinmetz
and
Miss
Marie
Jensen
of
HUNTER
•
STEPHENSON
if a patrolman should happen to saun- [
FRIEDA
HENRY
ter through the town sometime and j Anita and Mrs. B. C. Moore and
INESCORT • WILCOXON
granddaughter,
Elizabeth
Westergard,.
witness a scene such as happened a
UUUUNC DAY
few weeks ago when the firemen were of Adair. The ladies spent the afSued
SCHM Pl«7 by Cyril Hi
ternoon
quilting
and
doing
fancy
work
upon
won in*
Ui* Caane
uunctui Cmt*d
trying to reach the site of an emerby
Idgu
Rio*
Bunoagha
for the hostess. At the close of the '
gency call.
Directed by Riohud Thorp*
afternoon a lunch was served by Mrs. :
Produced far Sum Zimbtlirt
i
Don L. Thomas and family have Scholl.
moved to Newton from Grand JuncA meeting of the Mlutual Benefit
tion where they have been living for club was held at the home of Mrs.
ALSO OUR GANG COMEDY and LATE NEWS
the past two years. Don is a linotype Cleo Reeves northwest of the city \
operator and has secured employment ast Thursday afternoon, with twelve
(
in an office at Newton.
members and two visitors, !Mrs. Clyde
Miss Ruth Ruggles has enrolled for
Mrs. Fannie Young is home from
Smith and Miss Pearl Luman, presSeventeen members of the Union et. A contest put on by Mrs. Victor a three weeks' visit with her sister-in- the coming year as a student at the
:
club and one guest, Mrs. Robert D. Msen was won by Mrs. Reeves, and law, Mrs. Harry Percy and family, at college in Tabor, Iowa.
Smith, were dinner guests during the two contests given by Mrs. O. N. Mason City.
Lee Bills, who has been employed
noon hour last Wednesday at the Pearce were won by Mrs. Glen Taylor
home of Mrs. Ed. L. Newton on East and Mrs. Forrest Smith. The rest of j Fred F. Joy, wife anil daughter, for a number of months by Ben KirkMain Street. The afternoon was spent the afternoon was spent by the ladies j Leatrice, of Churdan, Iowa, were Sun- bam on his farm near Norwalk, visitby the ladies with quilting. Mrs. Cleo with quilting for the hostess, who day guests at the home of Mr. and ed in the city a few days the past
week with relatives and friends.
Reeves will be hostess to the club served a lunch at the close of the , Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner.
members at the next meeting.
meeting.
Miss Evangeline Dressier, a student at Drake University in Des
The regular meeting of the Anita Moines, was home to spend the week
.iterary Club was held lust Thurs- end with her father, Harry Dressier.
lay afternoon at the home of Miss
^oldie Watkins on West Main Street.
After a two weeks' visit in Anita
Mrs. M. M. Feller gave an interesting with his mother, Mrs. Lillian Ruggles,
.alk about the World's Fair in San and with other relatives and friends,
Francisco and Miss Mattie Butler Avery Ruggles has returned to Washread an editorial by Bob Burrys en- ington, D. C., where he is a dental
titled, "Don't Outgrow Yourself." The technician at the U. S. Naval Dental
AND OUR CHILDREN'S SAKE
next meeting of the club will be held School. Avery has been in the navy
LETS BE NEUTRAL AND
on Thursday evening, Oct. 5, at the for the past eight years.
KEEP OUR COUNTRY OUT
ionic of Mrs. H. J. Chadwick, and the
OF WAR.
program will be on Indian customs
and roll call will be answered with an
Indian name and its meaning.
AND SEE OUR WAGON BOXA meeting of the P. T. A. in Grant
ES, SHOVEL BOARDS, NEW
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
township school district No. 3 was held
FARMALLS, OIL HEATERS,
wholesale, delivered.
at the school last Wednesday evening,
CORN HUSKERS, ETC.
with about twenty-five people present.
We will pick up your dead
A short musical program was presentanimals and give service.
ed by the pupils and their teacher,
Miss Ethelyn Wilson, and consisted
Phone 257
of several songs by the pupils, a piano
WAGNER FILLING STATION
The I. H. C. Store
solo by Virgil Wolfe and two vocal
ANITA, IOWA
duets by the Masses Katherine and
Evelyn Wilson. At the close of the
meeting a lunch was served by Mr.
and Mrs. William Stockham and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold 'Wheatley. Meetings
of the P. T. A. will be held on the
third Tuesday evening of each month
during the school year. For the October meeting Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Jorgensen and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wohlleber will have charge of the program
and Mr. and Mrs. Mont Luman and
C. F. DARROW, Manager
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Reeves will be the
lunch committee.
(By Tillie)

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
BOBBY BREEN

"WAY

SAT.-SUN.

In one of n»twe'« best and mart ecoaomical foQfJf. It a vital and efficient
health protection^ too. To get full benefit from
milk you mutt order enough— every day.
Healm •uthotitiei agree that the SAFE minimum u • quart per child per day, • pint per
adult per/ day.* Check your daily milk order
to bb ture that you are ordering enough milk
every day. The more milk you we, the better
are your fattilyt chance* for good health. You
win notice a wring in your food budget, too.
. JB. 7. MoCoJfem, /ofaw HoaUm Unmnitr.
Tab
p«bKii«f by ft*

IOWA DAIRY INDUSTRY COMMISSION
in parf of a program fa taprowi «•
Mrs. Clifford Bickett of Oakland
was a week end visitor at the home
of her sisterrin-law, M'rs. Rhinehart
Knop and husband.
Irvin Maduff, who recently enrolled
aa a freshman at the University of
Iowa in Iowa City, was home to spend
the week end with his parents, Henry
Maduff and wife.
At a meeting of the ladies aid society of the Methodist church last
Friday afternoon, the following of• fleers were elected for the ensuing
' year: Mrs. EUva Dorn, president;
'. Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, vice president;
! Mrs. Joe Vetter, secretary; and Mrs.
[Carl Millard, treasurer.

Distances are
shortened when you

cwrf prosperity of all Iowa

THE BABY NEEDS
Nourishment Milk Gives
Falconer's Milk contains what
the Baby needs in his business
of growing up. He gets nourishment, vitamins, minerals and
salts . . . all necessary elements
that build strong bones and
sound bodies. Give him Falconer's Milk each feeding.
DELIVERIES TWICE
DAILY

FALCONER DAIRY
Phone 87

"COLONIAL DAZE,"

"Colonial D^ze," school program,
iO BY TRAIN Friday,
Sept. 29 at 8:00 p. m., east
Whether you're taking a
short week-end trip or going
across the continent, the
cares of travel are greatly
reduced, and the journey
seems so much less tiresome,
when you travel by rail.
Bock Island main line trains
are completely air-conditioned, and are so roomy and
pleasant that you'll wonder
why you have ever gone any
other way.
This is World's Fair Year and
it is not too late for you to
visit either or both of these
stupendous spectacles.

railroad school, Grant No. 6. Lunch
to be served and a Fiesta set given
away. All children between 1 and 80
years invited.
It
Lois C. Duthie, Teacher.
Julan is the name of a 7 pound and
3 ounce baby born Sept. 14 to Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Nylund at their home
in Kansas City, Mo. Mrs. Nylund is
the former Marilda Trimmer, and a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Trimmer.

[GOLDEN GATE INTERNATIONAL
^EXPOSITION on San Francisco Bay.
[NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR—the
:, world of tomorrow.
Low; round trip fares and allexpense tours are. available
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
721 Locust Street
Des Moines, Iowa

SHIP and
TRAVEL

RocK
Island

DOWN SOUTH"

KING BEE Eastern
Kentucky Lump Coal
ON TRACK SOON
. Actually more heat per dollar
than anything else you can buy.

KUNZ GRAIN CO.
Bert C. Ramus, Manager

Sept. 30-Oct. 1

For Our
Sake

NOTICE!

MILES IN YOUR TANK
(instead of in the newspaper)

Come in

Dement Imp. Co.

SPECIAL PRICE ON FENCE
AND FENCE MATERIAL
THE FARMERS COOP.

ROSE & MOELCK OIL COMPANY

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

e Classics in Sports,
Oassroom, Dress-Up Clothes Star Dust
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

* Making Best of Illness
* I/. S. Speeds Releases
+ Chateau to Orphans
By Virginia Valo

1

OLLYWOOD does not
H
know yet what the European wv is going to do to its

Then there are the foreign-born
stars to consider. Samuel Goldwyn
decided not to go ahead with "Raffles" because David Niven might be
called back to England.
Victor McLaglen, Ray Milland
and George Brent have all become
American citizens; McLaglen got
his final papers years ago.

Herbert Wilcox and Anna Neagle
•departed for England, Mr. Wilcox
•announcing that, because of the war,
he would postpone making his proposed picture about Bonnie Prince
Charlie. Robert Montgomery had
to cancel making plans for working
in "Busman's Holiday" in England
and started for home. Maureen
O'Sullivan also had to turn right
••around and start back to America
again, instead of making the picture for which she'd gone abroad.

IT 16, intensely interesting to note
*. .the .comradeship, 'the .spirit of
mutual endeavor .-and co-operation
•that'exists these -days between merchantman, .designer .and the college
.girl ,a*"to'the'planning of a program
of 'Clothes 'that must 'be 'practical
u3rs.t of. all, at ithe -same time .they
must date smartly ifor the varied
•types 'ttf activities 'that crowd the
life of Miss Modern.
It was A happy inspiration that
moved merchandiser .and style .creator to «all into consultation groups,
Of typical ^college igirte, to take these
.jmung people into partnership, -BO to
•peak, in their «fforte to .assemble
wardrobes of smart apparel that
would meet the demand* of every;
occasion in a thoroughly practical
sense as well as a highly fashioncorrect way.
In the illustration we are showing
three apparel choices of a typical
college girl who considers these
<3gthes classics as indispensable for
fear alma mater. To be sure they
{*lmply represent the initial numbers
-that lay the foundation of a well
organized wardrobe.
Centered in the picture Miss Collegiate is properly attired in a twin
sweater set topping a circular plaid
ckirt plus the inevitable commonsense oxfords. And here's something about plaids to keep in mind,
you can't wear 'em too bright this
season, the more red in their color
scheme tiie better.
To the right in the picture this
fair co-ed is wearing a skirt and
sweater combination topped by a

Jeweled Buttons

Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council ol Religious Education: used by
permission.

Glacier White Is
Latest Lace Tint

Elegance Is. Word
For New Handbags
Handsome is the word for the new
handbags. Even the bags carried
with practical daytime costumes
will sound a note of elegance in
their general finish and fine mountings. Emphasis is on suede bags in
interesting shapes and expert workmanship.
The more formal types announce
revival of ornate frames, and many
trimming touches in way of braiding and embroidery.
Evening bags are all aglitter with •
seauin handcraft, bead embroidery]
and other "whimsies" that tune to
a song of elegance that will be heard '
throughout the winter social season. ,

New Colors
I
Mesh Evening Scarf
Artichoke green is new on the fall
You can feel yourself a dashing color
Blackberry tones as
senorita this summer if you wear shown card.
ihis
season
really beauone of the new white mesh scarfs tiful as are also are
the
rich dahlia
Capped Spanish- style about you
shades.
with your cotton evening dresses.

REMOVE
PROJECTIONS
ACROSS TOP

R

brings a glow of expectation. SomeBACK BE
thing of that spirit should pervade
MAKING
the Bible schools of our land as
they begin a/six-months study in the
SLIP
Gospel of Matthew.
COVER
Consideration of our Lord's life
properly starts with the story of His
birth, but we reserve that for our
Christmas lesson. Today we stress
the manner in which the Child JeSAW OFF
sus was received into the world.
Men then as now, were either for
ROCKERS
Him or against Him. God had only
one attitude, that of loving protecNew life for an old rocker
tion and preparation of His Son for
"1PHERE were rocking chairs from an old bolster which were
His ministry.
•*• hanging from the ceiling of a used to stuff a seat cushion tightly
I. Christ in the World of Men.
second-hand furniture so that it would raise the seat
The world of today is far differ- certain
ent from that of the first century, store. "Nobody wants them any which had been lowered by rebut the difference is all on the out- more," mourned the dealer. "I'd moving the rockers. Cotton basted
side. Almost breath taking have sell any one you see for 50 cents." to muslin could have been used
been the developments of modern The little bride with me promptly for the back padding and a cotton
civilization, but these have not chose one. Perhaps she would substitute for the cushion filling.
The new sewing book by Mrs.
changed the heart of man. He still paint it for the porch.
What she actually did is shown Spears contains 32 other useful
fears and hates a#d fights and sins.
His attitude toward Christ is un- here in the sketch. The result was homemaking ideas, with all dichanged. There are still only two the small but comfortable, mod- rections clearly illustrated. You
classes of people in the world—those ern looking chair at the upper left. will be delighted with it. The
who have received Christ and are The bride raided mother's attic price is only 10 cents postpaid."
saved, and those who have rejected for two things that went into the Enclose coin, with name and admaking of this chair. One was an dress, to Mrs. Spears, 210 S. DesHim and are lost.
old quilt that she used to pad the plaines St., Chicago, 111., and book
1. Against Christ.
How do men show their rejection back. The other was feathers will come to you by return mail.
of God's Son? Just as they did at
His birth, by: a. Fear. Herod was
afraid lest the coming of this one
should result in the loss of his illA Quiz With Answers
gotten gains. His anger and fear
Offering Information
made all Jerusalem afraid, b. Indifference. When the Wise Men
on Various Subjects
asked where Christ was to be born,
the priests and scribes knew exactly
where to find the facts in the Holy
The Questions
6. Minnesota and Louisiana. j
Scriptures, but having done so, they
7. Three: solid, liquid, and gas1. What is the country of the
relapsed into utter indifference. Lamas? Of the llamas?
eous.
They had no interest in the fulfill8. From the boulevards or bul2. With what controversial quesment of the prophecy, c. Hatred. tion did the Missouri compromise warks, the old walls of the city of
Herod poured out the violence of his deal?
Paris, which, when demolished,
x
heart by killing the first-born. He
3. What famous street in New were replaced with streets.
was the first of many who have raged York begins at a cemetery and
9. Although the crypt of St. Peagainst the Christ in futile anger, ends at a river?
ter's in Rome is supposed to be
d. Sorrow. The tears of the mothers 4. What is meant by "absolute reserved for the tombs of the
of Jerusalem but foreshadowed the zero"?
popes and princes of the Roman
weeping and wailing which charac5. With what state did Ohio Catholic church, it contains two
terizes Christ-rejection both in time come near war over a boundary women—Countess Matilda of Tusand eternity.
cany, who died in 1115, and Queen
question?
2. For Christ.
6. The Mississippi separates Christina of Sweden, who died in
Thanks be to God, there were many states, but flows through 1689.
those in that day who were for Christ only two. Which are they?
and, like those who follow Him to- 7. In how many states can matPeaceful War
day, they showed: a. Spirituality. ter exist?
Ever
hear
of a peaceful war?
Men have marveled that the Magi
8. What is the origin of the term
There's one in West Virginia now.
knew of the birth of Christ. They boulevard for a broad avenue?
must have studied the prophecies of
9. Does the crypt of St. Peter's For "War" is the name of a comthe Word and been responsive to the in Rome contain only the bodies of munity of 1,500 people in the stale.
Until quite recently War also had
teaching and moving of the Holy men?
the distinction of being the largSpirit. Can we say as much for
The Answers
est town in the country without
ourselves? b. Interest. Not content
1. Tibet. Peru.
telephone service. But that disto know and to marvel, they shamed
tinction exists no more. Now you
the priests of Israel by their per- 2. Slavery.
can "go to War" by telephone
sistent interest in this great thing 3. Wall street.
which had come to pass. c. Love. 4. That point of temperature from any of the other 70,000 communities in the United States
They brought themselves in worship when a body has no heat.
which have phones.
5. Michigan.
and they brought rich gifts from
their treasures. You can give without loving, but you cannot love without giving, d. Action. They came.
They persisted until they found the
Whatever price you pay per pack, if s important to
Christ. Then they listened to God
remember this fact: By burning 25% slower than the
and protected His Son by not reaverage of the IS other of theforgest-selllngbrawls tested turning to Herod.

ASK ME
ANOTHER f

CAROLE LOMBARD

Hollywood4* few church weddings
—and afforded Miss Lombard an
opportunity to study nurses and hospital procedure at first hand. Of
course, in "Vigil of the Night" she
plays an English nurse, but the
experience was a help anyway.
The government requested that
release dates on two pictures be
advanced.
They are "Thunder
Afloat," a tale based on the defense
of the American coast against submarines during: the last war, with
Wallace Beery and Chester Morris,
and "Twenty Thousand Men," an
aviation picture full of thrills which
it cost a small fortune to stage.

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Glacier white, which has a pale
bluish cast, was one of Patou's
favorite colors for evening gowns in
the moat recent Paris showings,
while Molyneux showed a vivid
bright shade of blue. Molyneux
not only did the new pencil-slim
silhouette in lace, but made quite
a sensation with his double-swing
skirts for dance frocks, which were
often ankle length. One of these
in black lace had three flounces at
the hem, with a deep square decolletage at the back edged with three
ruffles. Another gown in the fullskirted group was in black net with
a lace top.
In a gown by Patou with long,
slim lines, fullness in the back was
achieved by means of godets, and
the effect was quite sophisticated in
la.ee over a silver princess slip.

Elegance is the keynote to fashions this fall and winter. Feminine
wlums and fancies add infinite
charm to! the mode. Seeing that
we have gone back to the gay nineties for much, of our inspiration it
was inevitable that the vogue for
big glittering jeweled buttons should
be revived. And here they are
|U>rifying the bolero suit of chartreuse wool crepe as here pictured.
The jewejed buttons of amethyst
«nd gold are matched with a lapel
ornament. •'•

If Carole Lombard had to have
appendicitis she certainly picked a
convenient time for it. Of course,
production on "Vigil in the Night"
was held up. But it gave Brian
Aherne time to marry Joan Fontaine—incidentally, they had one of

RAISE SEAT WITH
A 4" CUSHION

Lesson for October 1

major industry. The very
THE INFANCY OF JESUS
profitable foreign market for
pictures is out now, of course LESSON TEXT—Matthew 2:13-23.
GOLDEN TEXT—And they shall call his
(it's said that Metro might name
Emmanuel, which being interpreted
Is,
God with us.—Matthew 1:23.
have made two million dollars on "Gone With the Wind" Looking forward to an experience
alone). So the picture-makers are in life which promises to be both ingoing to economize.
teresting and profitable always

classic water-proofed clan plaid
with gabardine fining. Her sports
hat of felt is 'a perfect college-girl
type. She wears the (typical saddle
oxfords and wool anKte «oz. Save
your sox initialed is fashion'* latest
message.. You can fcnow that the
coat here pictured win attend football games this fall, which was in
the mind of the designer who styled
it with an idea for warmth .and comfort as well as good "looks." TSvis
coat is likewise the type that will
go to town often, will stand the test
of motoring and prove a friend indeed throughout wind, rain, sunshine and the vagaries *4 weather
that mark autumn and winter days.
Miss College Girl's choice to .wear
on a date with her best beau is a
trim, very* smart, very practical
outfit in black as illustrated to the
left in the group. Her crepe fxtock
has'the pinched-in waistline such as
fashion demands this season; also
ithe new back fullness. In her trunk
she has tucked away one of the new
detachable bustle bows which she
wears now and then to add an extrac
note of chic to her frock. Her felt
beret (small, it won't slip out of
pose in dancing) has the new forward tilt and she brightens the
whole with a flamboyant necklace
and matching bracelet set in eyethrilling colored stones.
Not that choice must be restricted
to a black dress with massive gold
and colorful stone-set jewelry for
keeping dress-up dates. To be sure
the big idea is black for your
autumn "first," but the gorgeous
colors on the way are simply breathtaking. The new wool dresses and
the very chic and fetching velveteen
dresses make striking color their
theme.

Ruth Wyeth Spears

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. O.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Phil Baker had miniature reproductions of his accordion made for
the charm bracelets of some of his
friends. A manufacturer is responsible for launching on a defenseless
public one of the most unattractive
dolls that it has ever been our fate
to see; it's a "Baby Snooks" doll,
but we'd say that Fannie Brice had
II. Christ in God's World.
material for a libel suit, if it's supMen had brought sin and ruin into
posed to look like her.
the world. They had rejected His
Son, but God still ruled and we see
Benay Venuta, the radio singer, Him protecting, preparing, and fulstill corresponds with Myrna Loy, filling prophecy through His Son.
though it's years since they met.
1. Protecting. Men may hate and
At that time they danced side by seek to destroy God's Son. Satan
side in the chorus at Grauman's may inspire them with ingenuity and
Chinese theater, we're told.
cunning, but see how the Eternal
One speaks to Joseph in dreams,
Two dramatic serials will take how He prepares a place of refuge
over the Thursday evening hour that in Egypt and ultimately in Nazahasy belonged to Rudy Vallee for so reth, where the boy Jesus may inlong. The first half hour will fea- crease in wisdom and stature and
ture "One Man's Family," that ace favor with God and man.
among radio serials; the second
2. Preparing. God knows of the
will be taken by "Those We Love." days of public ministry which are
ahead and above all, of that day
Madeleine Carroll, who returned when on Golgotha's hill Christ was,
recently from Europe, has turned in His own body, to prepare salvaover her 200-year-old chateau near tion for you and for me. God is not
Paris to the Sisters of the Poor, tor taken by surprise. He moves forthe shelter of orphans evacuated ward to the completion of His plan
with the stately tread of eternity.
from the city.
3. Fulfilling. God also sees to it
that
prophecy is fulfilled. We read
Brenda Joyce comes into her own
verses 15 and 23, "that it might
in "The Rains Came," and is likely in
to become the movies' next glamor be fulfilled" and in verse 17, "then
fulfilled." God's Word is always
girl without the usual buildup given was
sure,
for He makes it so. His inby the publicity department. She's
finite and eternal faithfulness guarblonde and beautiful, and what's antees
the fulfillment of every prophmore, she can act.
ecy, yes, and of every promise of
His Holy Word.
ODDS AND ENDS—News commentators, warned to be neutral when they disciui the war, walk a verbal tight rope
every time they lace the microphone . . .
"The Women." promises U> be one of the
biggest hil.i of the current movie season
And "The Old Maid" is another . .
'irene Dunne finally convinced everybody
that she wouldn't play the heroine of the
re-made "Front r'age," and Jean Arthur
Heps into tha role . . . "Arizona" won't
be made at present despite the large sum
spent on preparation . . . Norma Shearer,
arriving from Europe, said shi thought
Charles Buyer had been mobilised; she
ilefi on an army c«»«. because the boat
the returned on was to cnnvded.
(Released by Weatorn Newspaper Union.)

Progress of Mankind
In my youth, leaking at this man
and that, I marvelled that humanity
had made so little progress. Now,
looking at man in the multitude, I
marvel that they have advanced so
far.—George Gissing.
No Love Without Service
It is as impossible for love to
thrive without service as for a
plant to grow without soil. Love
feeds on what we give, not on what
we get.

slower than may of them -CAMELS give a smoking plan equal to

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK
XT'ES, there's not only extra pleaX sure in Cornel's costlier tobaccos, but extra smoking, too, because
Camels are long-burning. Recent
impartial laboratory tests of 16 of
the largest-selling brands confirm
the superior burning quality of
America's favorite cigarette. Here
is a summary of the scientific test
findings:
CAMELS were found to contain
MORE TOBACCO BY
WEIGHT than the average for the
15 other of the largest-selling
brands.
CAMELS BURNED SLOWER
THAN ANY OTHER BRAND
TESTED-25% SLOWER THAN
THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE
15 OTHER OF THE LARGESTSELLING BRANDS I By burning
25 % slower, on the average, Camels
give smokers the equivalent of 5
EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!
In the same tests, CAMELS
HELD THEIR ASH FAR
LONGER than the average time
for all the other brands.

1

2

3

Camel's long-burning, costlier tobaccos
•bo «iv» you cooler, milder smoking...
topped off with m mperb •roma and delicate tute that bare no equal. Get smoking pleasure at its bete and more of it
per pack in Camel*, the quaUtr dgarecn
tvtry smoker can affotd. Penny for pennr>
Camel* are four best dgarene boy1

LONG-BURNING
COSTLIER TOBACCOS

STHE ANITA TRIBUNE.

... Harvard History Professor,
A Party of 'Scholarly Navigators' Is
Retracing the Voyages of Columbus
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
i Released by WeiUrn Newspaper Union.)

OW good a navigator
Was C h r i s t o p h e r
Columbus, whom a
large part of the world honors on October 12 as the "discoverer of America"?
So far, most of the men
who have attempted to answer that question have been
scholars Who had no knowledge of seamanship or navigation. Writing in their
cloistered retreats or in libraries, they have indulged
in fruitless speculation and
inaccurate guesses as they
dealt with the really vital
part of the career of the
great Italian explorer.
Recently one of these scholars, who: for many years has
combined historical scholarship with practical seamanship, decided to try to answer
the question hi a really practical way. He would make a
definite estimate of Columbus
as a seaman and discoverer
by sailing the seas he sailed
and visiting the places he
visited.

H

This scholar is Professor Samuel Eliot Morison of Harvard university,, official historian for that
famous institution of higher learning and author of the prize-winning history of Harvard for its
tercentenary celebration three
years 'ago. But, more important
than that to his newest piece of
"research," 'is the fact that in
1937-3$ he sailed among the Lesser Antilles in a yawl and checked
up on the route of Columbus'
vpyagei, In January of this year,
he followed the route of the ex. plorer'.s first voyage along the
north coast of Haiti and identified
the approximate site of Navidad,
the first European settlement in
the New world.
To '"."follow up on that experiment ,in "retracing the voyages
of Columbus," Professor Morison
set out two months ago on a more
ambitious project. One morning
in August a 100-foot three-masted
steel: ketch put to sea from Oyster Bay, L. I. She was the
: Gaflitana-—named for the flagship
of Columbus' third voyage. She
Was captained by Paul Hammond, famous racing skipper and
ocean cruiser who served in the

These ladies ate on the 'back-tracking-on-Columbus' voyage. They
are (left to right) Mrs. Samuel E. Morison (wife of the Harvard history professor who is leading the expedition), who is a stewardess on
the Capitana daring part of the trip; her daughter, Miss Elizabeth Morison, who is also serving as a stewardess; and Mrs. Paul Hammond,
wife of the commander of the ketch Mary Otis, who is chief stewardess.
set forth on his first voyage. The
next objective will be San Lucar
de Barrameda, where Columbus'
third voyage started. The Mary
Otis will sail up the Guadalquivir
river, the route of the Spanish
treasure galleons to Seville. The
historians in the party will study
Columbus' marginal comments in
his books on the Columbian library at Seville, look up certain
points in the Archives of the Indies, and visit Cordova, where
Columbus first met Ferdinand
and Isabella, and where his son
Ferdinand was born.
The next objective will be Porto
Santo, the island near Madeira
where Columbus married the
daughter of a Portuguese gentleman, and lived for some time.
After a call at Fuchal, the expedition will proceed to the Canaries, the jumping-off place for
three out of four of Columbus'
voyages.
From San Sebastian, Gomera,
Canary islands, the two vessels
will follow approximately the

The departure of Columbus.
(From an Illustration in De Bry's 'Voyages,' 1590.)
route of Columbus' third voyage
World war, but the most imto Trinidad, and identify the
portant figure on her deck was
landfall of the three hills which
Professor Morison, leader of the
gave him the idea of naming the
"Harvard Columbus expedition."
island after the Holy Trinity.
Rendezvous in the Azores.
After calls at Port of Spain,
Several days previously the
Curacoa and Cartagena, they will
ketch Mary Otis had set out from
pick up the route of his fourth
Portland, Maine, under the comvoyage and follow it along the
mand bf Capt. William D. SteCentral American coast, as far as
vens, who served as ensign in
Honduras. This was the second
the United States navy during
most important of Columbus' voythe World war. Headed for Flores
ages, for he discovered a large
in the Azores where she would
section of the mainland, began
join the "flagship" of the "modthe first European settlement on
ern Columbus." This smaller vesterra flrma (Santa Maria de Besel, like Columbus' Nina, is exlem), and paved the way for the
pected to be most useful for pokdiscovery of the Pacific. Yet it
ing into harbors and up rivers
is the least known; and a numthat the Capitana with her 15ber of the places such as his reffoot draft cannot enter.
uge harbor in or near the Gulf of
On the first leg of their voyage
San Bias, the Rio de Veragua,
the Capitana and the Mary Otis
and the site of Belem itself, have
never been certainly identified.
picked up the course of Columbus' return passage of 1493 near
The vessels will probably spend
Christmas at Puerto Limon, Costhe Azores, called at Santa Maria, where the' Nina put in after
ta Rica.
a bad storm, and visited the little
Voyage Ends in 1940.
chapel, where Columbus' men
From Central America the exheard mass. The expedition then
pedition will stretch across the
made for Lisbon, concluding the
Caribbean to the northern coast
route of the first voyage of the
of Jamaica, where Columbus
Italian navigator, and spent some
spent over a year; and if'time
time there identifying and photopermits will clear up some doubtgraphing places associated with
ful points about his course around
Columbus. After that, the plans
Hispaniola. The voyage will end
°* the expedition, as announced
in Haiti about February 1, 1940.
before it set out, were as folThis
is not intended to visit the
lowii •
Bahamas because Columbus
Prom Lisbon the party was to
landfall at San Salvador has been
sail to Huelva, opposite the Conidentified and his course through
vent of La Rabida and the seathe Bahamas accurately traced
of Palos whence Columbus

by the late Admiral Murdock, Rudolf Cronau, Glenn Stewart, and
George B. Massey.
As the expedition includes at
least eight experienced navigators there will be constant analysis of Columbus' work as a seaman and navigator in connection
with the existing accounts of his
voyages. Some historians have
hailed Columbus as the greatest
navigator of all time, while others claim that he was a mere
landlubber with a big idea; yet
none of these authorities ever
took the trouble to follow his
courses themselves, and few
knew anything about navigation.
This revaluation of Columbus as
a seaman and navigator will be
the most important part of the
expedition's work. A second part
of the work will be to identify
the American places touched at
in his four voyages; and a third
will be to obtain photographs of
the coasts that he followed.
The party does not expect to
find anything new or startling
about Columbus. It will supplement the excellent research on
portions of his life by scholars
such as Von Humboldt, De Lollis,
Charcot, Harrisse, Vignaud, Magnaghi, and Windsor by investigations in the ocean field. A select library of about 300 volumes
of Columbiana will be aboard to
aid the navigators in their work.
The expedition does hope to
achieve a better understanding of
the most momentous voyages of
modern times, and accurately to
rewrite the opening chapters of
American history. It will attempt
to do for Columbus what Francis
Parkman did for the history of
France in the New World.
The Capitana, Commodore
Morison's "flagship" has had an
interesting history. She began
life 10 years ago as a threemasted, gaff - headed British
schooner yacht. Her mizzen was
subsequently shortened and she
became a ketch. In preparation
for this voyage, Captain Hammond completely rerigged her
with sails and gear from other
large yachts. The foremast has
a staysail rig and two or three
of the Aloha's old yards will be
crossed for the tradewinds. By
that time she can probably be
called a barkentine.
Unlike Columbus' Capitana
which, of course, had to depend
entirely upon the winds to propel her across the Atlantic, Morison's Capitana has a 250-horsepower Diesel engine to keep her
going should she become becalmed. The ketch, Mary Otis,
built in South Bristol, Maine, in
1936, is only 45 feet long but she
has already made two ocean
crossings under Captain Stevens.
Both vessels are manned by a
distinguished crew of scholars
and practical seamen, all of
whom will take part in the work
of operating their respective
ships and all of whom, except
those in the steward's department, will take turns "standing
watch."
The expedition has been largely
financed by those who are accompanying Professor Morison
on the voyage, with the aid of
grants from the Mellon Educational foundation of Pittsburgh,
the Carnegie corporation of New
York, the Milton fund of Harvard and several other companies and individuals who contributed such supplies as sails and
gear, a direction finder, a twoway radio set, a surgical kit,
heraldic designs and flags.

Most Americans are familiar
with the story of Christopher Columbus but how many of us have
a clear picture of what took place
on that historic October day 447
years ago in a little island in
the West Indies? Modern scholarship has found but little to correct in the record as it is set
down by Washington Irving hi his
"Life and Voyages of Columbus."
He wrote, in part, as follows:
"It was on Friday morning the
twelfth of October, that Columbus
first beheld the New world. As
the day dawned he saw before
him a level island, several
leagues hi extent, and covered
with trees like a continual orchard. Though apparently uncultivated, it was populous, for
the inhabitants were seen issuing
from all parts of the woods and
running to the shore. They were
perfectly naked, and, as they
stood gazing at the ships, appeared by their attitudes and gestures to be lost in astonishment.
Columbus made signal for the
ships to cast anchor, and the .
boats to be manned and armed. '
He entered his own boat, richly '
attired in scarlet, and hiding the
royal standard; while Martin Alonzo Pinzon, and Vicente Yanez,
his brother, put off in company ,
in their boats.
j
"As he approached the shore,
Columbus, who was disposed for
all kinds of agreeable impressions, was delighted with the purity and suavity of the atmosphere, the crystal transparency
of the sea, and the beauty of the
vegetation. On landing he threw
himself on his knees, kissed
the earth, and returned thanks
to God with tears of joy. His example was followed by the rest,
whose hearts indeed overflowed
with the same feelings of gratitude. Columbus, then rising, drew
his sword, displayed the royal
standard, and assembling round
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ARTHENT
line slimmed in by side sash belts,
can be made either with the youthful collar and cuffs, or with •
slain round neckline. You'll lov«
t both ways. For this, choose
taffeta, wool crepe, flat crepe or
The Patterns.
No. 1822 is designed for sizes
34, 38, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48.
size 38 requires 4% yards of 35inch material. Two yards of trimming.
No 1827 is designed for sizes
2, 14, 18, 18 and 20. Size 14 requires 4% yards of 39-inch material with short sleeves; 4% yards
with long sleeves ; % yard for conrasting collar and cuffs; 2 yards
of braid. Size 14 requires 1%
yards of 39-inch material for peticoat, with 2% yards of pleating.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, HI.
'rice of patterns, 15 cents (in
coins) each.
I Bell Syndicate— WNU Service.)

A Question Only Smith

C^VEN house dresses must flat*-• ter your figure this fall—like 'ios the Right to Ask
No. 1822, cleverly dart-fitted at
Jones was strolling down the
the waistline. It's really pretty
street
when he saw ahead of him
enough to make up in street materials as well as in household what he thought was the familiar
cottons like gingham, calico and igure of a friend. He quickened
percale. Deep armholes and belt- lis steps, and, catching him up,
less waistline make it supremely lit' him a hearty thump on the
comfortable to work in. As you >ack.
see from the diagram, it's so easy The other turned round, and, to
to make that you can finish it in Jones' horror, presented the face
of a complete stranger. "I beg
a day.
four pardon!" he exclaimed. "I
So Feminine and Charming.
;hought you were a friend of mine,
Here's a grand double value, in Smith by name."
No. 1827, that gives you a dress,
The stranger recovered his
with two-way neckline, in the se- Dreath, and answered with conductive new silhouette, and, be-siderable heat: "And suppose I
sides, a flaring, frill-edged petti- was Smith, do you have to hit me
coat!
The flare-skirted dress, so hard?"
with broad shoulders and a waistBut Jones was ready for this.
And what business of yours is
it," he cried, "how hard I hit
Smith?"

Rich Crocheted Cloth
Can Be Made in Jiffy

The earliest engraved likeness
of Columbus (from Paulas Jovias
'Elogia Virorum niustram,' 1595.)
him the two captains, with Rodrigo de Escobedo, notary of the
armament, Rodrigo Sanchez, and
the rest who had landed, he took
possession in the name of the
Castilian sovereigns, giving the
island the name of San Salvador.
"The feelings of the crew now
burst forth in the most extravagant transports. They had recently considered themselves devoted men, hurrying forward to
destruction; they now looked
upon themselves as favorites of
fortune, and gave themselves up
to the most unbounded joy. They
thronged around the admiral with
overflowing zeal, some embracing him, others kissing his hands.
Those who had been most mutinous and turbulent during the
voyage were now most devoted
and enthusiastic. Some begged
favors of him, as if he already
had wealth and honors in his
gift.
"The natives of the island,
when, at the dawn of day, they
had beheld the ships hovering on
their coast,' had supposed them
monsters which had issued frorrn
the deep during the night. They
had crowded to the beach and
watched their movements with
anxiety. When they beheld their
boats approach the shore, and a
number of strange beings clad
in glittering steel, landing upon
the beach, they fled in affright to
the woods. Finding, however, that
there was no attempt to pursue or
molest them, they gradually recovered from their terror, and
approached the Spaniards with
great awe. During the ceremonies
of taking possession, they remained gazing in timid admiration at the complexion, the
beards, the shining armor
and splendid dress of the Span
iards. The admiral particularly attracted their attention
from his commanding height, his
air of authority, his dress of scar
let, and the deference which was
paid him by his companions; al
which pointed him out to be the
commander. When they had stil
further recovered from their
fears, they approached the Span
iards, touched their beards, anc
examined their hands and faces,
admiring their whiteness. Columbus was pleased with their gentleness and confiding simplicity,
and suffered their scrutiny with
perfect acquiescence, winning
them by his benignity.
"As Columbus supposed himself to have landed on an island
and at the extremity of India,
he called the natives by the general appellation of Indians, which
was universally adopted before
the true nature of his discovery
was known, and has since been
extended to all the aboriginals of
the New world,"
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Pattern 2040.
Two strands of string form this
lovely 60-inch cloth of easy crochet. Make a 32-inch doily of the
Beauty Is Truth
center part only. Pattern 2040
After
all,
the most natural beaucontains instructions for making ty in the world
and
cloth in varied sizes; illustrations moral truth; for isallhonesty
beauty is
of it and of stitches; materials truth.—Shaftesbury.
required; photograph of cloth.
Send 15 cents in coins for this
pattern to The Sewing Circle
Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth Ave.
New York.
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dress and pattern number plainly
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Keep your body free of accumulate*
waste, take Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. 60 Pellets 30 cents.—Adv.
Shining Character
Character must be bright as
well as clean.—Chesterfield.
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pendaUe relief from itck headaches bUJotu •DeBa,
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WOMEN!

read howthousands have been able to

GET NEW ENERGY
IHPOITANT IMIcal Tuts Bntil WHY FINOS L|«l E. PUAn's ViotaM CMpa.* His tara H*Hi Wnk. •"*•* *"•« *«« Ftf Ow HiH A CHbqt
If you feel tired out. limp, listless, some food which your body use*
moody, depressed—if your nerves directly for energy—to help build
are constantly on edge and you're up more physical resistance and thus
losing your boy friends to more at- help calm jittery nerves, lessen fetractive, peppy women—SNAP OUT male functional distress and give you
OF IT I No man likes a dull, tired, joyful bubbling energy that is reflected turnout your whole being.
cranky woman.
Over 1,000,000 women have reAll you may need is a good reliable
tonic. If so try famous Lydia E. ported marvelous benefits from
Pinkbam'a Vegetable Compound. Pinkham's Compound. Results
Let it stimulate gastric juices to help should rfaJ/'jhf you I Telephone your
digest and assimilate more whole- druggist right now for a bottle.

Pleased Persons
On Receiving End
They who are pleased themThat man may last, but never
lives, who much receives, but selves must always please.—
nothing gives.—Thomas Gibbons. Thomson.

Visit Us or Phone. Wire, Write for Quality
Easy-{ceding, quick-maturing feed lot
pigs. Correct type foundation flock.

STOCKCR
and FEEDER
High grade Hereford, Angua, Shorthorn. Yellowhammer iteen, MttKE.

BURNETTE-CARTER CommiMion Co.
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'loVily Exile11 Thrilled-and
Scandalized—U, S. |QQ Years Ago
Claimed to Be a Descendant of the Man for Whom America Was Named, She Set
{Statesmen's

Hearts

A-flutter

and

She Almost

Succeeded

in

Obtaining

American

[Citizenship and a Grant of Land Before Gossips' Tongues Began to Wag, Then . . . I
x

« Western Newspaper Union.

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

|N THE city of Ogdensburg, N. Y., stands a stately old threestoried brick house embowered in a gxove of the trees
which give Ogdensburg the name of the "Maple City."
y call it the "Parrish Mansion" and from its wide verandas
look out over the blue waters of the St. Lawrence river
surprise awaits you as
enter the house. The
In saying that her arrival in
ills of its rooms are covWashington caused a "decided
Jd with paintings—-stirring,
sensation," BentPerley was
guilty of understatement. Social
lorful scenes of the Old
life under the previous adminisIndians chasing buffatration of "Old Hickory" Jackjjr attacking stage-coaches
son had been inexpressibly crude.
wagon trains; fur tradIt was becoming more refined under the administration of the
cordelling their boats up
"Duke of Kinderhook," Martin
Missouri;. galloping cavVan Buren. The coming of a
men charging across the
foreigner—and one so beautiful—
as or through an Indian
who had been the toast of princes
,in Paris would lend it glamor. So
cowboys roping longSociety in Washington welcomed
steers, "busting" bronAmerica with open arms.
r "shooting tip" a'oneEx-President John Quincy Adfrontier cow town.
ams became a special friend of
and there stand bronze
i of men and horses vibrant
action. In cases along the

i VanBuren

••.••' .

Indian scalp shirts,
war-bonnets, bows, arfrontiersmen's
shirts and leguniforms, carbines,
abers. It's an amazWild West transpeaceful little city
few York, but you un" ' when they tell you
Frederic Reming1 museum.
however, is not
est of all painters
life. It will tell the
woman, one of the
____atic characters in
' history, who once lived
and the memory of
[ lingers there in an upFor if -you enter
, you will see her portadesk, exquisite with
inlay work, some of
toilet articles which
and miniatures of her
man whose name is
jted in the "Parrish ManGossipy Chronicler.
Jed sensation was creWashington during the
administration by the
ranee there of a handsome
,,_
Italian lady,
alled herself America Ves' and claimed descent from
jwigator who gave his name
i continent." So writes Ben:
Poore, a gossipy journalwhose two-volume work
'Perley's Reminiscence
„.„ Years .in the National
opolis" was published half a
ry ago. In calling it "a desensation," this historian
<writing somewhat less than
rately* as he was when he
her^a "lady."
,, .. he omitted certain details
earning her,'in deference
to the
1-Victorian morality of tne Pe"
which he wrote. Later
orians, however, have not
hampered by such inhibiarid from, the evidence
they have collected, the
y of the lovely America (or
iga) Vespucci can be told
fc.'lows:
logins with a "boy-rneetsincident in the Italian city
Florence some time in the early
The boy was Ferdinand,
|c d'Orleans, son of King Louis
Ijlippe of France. The girl was
ienca Vespucci. They immeately fell in love and, of course,
nerica said "yes" when Ferdiproposed- But the king of
ce had other plans for his
and forbade the marriage,
•But their Jove was not to be
|nied and when Ferdinand reto Paris, America accomhim and" lived with him
t benefit of clergy. Within
\ short time, however, the love
Due d Orleans waned and
too proud to return to
disapproving family in Flore. set out tor the country
inich bore the name of her ilexplorer-ancestor.

the beautiful Italian and even the
"god-like" Daniel Webster was
not immune to her charms. President Van Buren was so attentive
to her that the gossips speculated upon the possibility of the widower-President making her the
First Lady of the Land.
It soon became apparent that
America wanted something else
besides social position, She needed an income. So she drew up a
petition to congress asking, first,
to be admitted to the rights of
citizenship; and second, to be
given "a corner of land" put of
the public domain, on which to
/live. Senator Benton presented
the petition to the senate and it
was immediately referred to the
committee on public lands.
The committee's reply eulogized the petitioner as "a young,
dignified, and graceful lady, with
a mind of the highest intellectual
culture, and a heart beating with
all of our own enthusiasm in the
cause of America and human liberty." Then it went on to give
the reasons why the petition could
not be granted and commended
the lovely Italienne to the generosity of the American people—
"The name of America—our
country's name—should be honored, respected, and cherished in
the person of the interesting exile
from whose ancestor we derive
the great and glorious title."
All of which was very flattering, indeed, but it didn't pay
America's bills. She needed money and she resorted to tears to
get it. Thereupon, so Ben:Perley tells us, "a subscription was
immediately opened by Mr.
Haight, the sergeant-at-arms of
the senate, and judges, congressmen, and citizens vied with one
another in their contributions."
America Retains.
America accepted the subscription gratefully and departed with
it for Paris where she went to
live with her sister, the Vicpmtesse Solen. Washington society
heard nothing more of her for two
years. It was busy with its own
affairs under changing administrations. But some of her friends
did not neglect to write to her
that under a new administration
her petition might now have a
better chance of being granted.
So she immediately sailed again
for the Land of Promise.
When she arrived in Boston,
she found that city preparing to
give a magnificent ball in celebration of the visit of Prince de
JoinviUe, a younger brother of
her lover, the Due d'Orleans. Accounts differ as to what followed.

John Quincy Adams
Ben-Perlcy, with his characteristic delicacy, says that 'it was
whispered that Madame Vespucci
STborne an unenviable^epu^ation at Florence and Paris ana
had been induced by a pecuniary
consideration to break off an in-

,
re used* to recognize
vh-tually f eluded her
from reputable society.
historians, however, tell
story /or instance.
Carl Car... or. in his boo.<. Lib
f

America Vespucci
ten for a Lonesome Drum," says:
"Ameriga Vespucci entered the
ball-itoom at Faneuil hall on the
arm of the prince himself. Boston saw and worshiped, and all
might have gone well with her
and her plans had not a guest
recognized her as the former mistress of the prince's brother."
At any rate, it meant the end
of her social ambitions. All of
her snobbish American friends
deserted her—all except one.
That was John Van Buren, the
son of Ex-President Van Buren,
• a hard-drinking, gambling spendthrift, who was known as "Prince
John." Evidently America decided that an American "prince"
was better than nothing. So she
went to live with him—again without benefit of clergy.
She Comes to Ogdensburg.
It was through her association
with John Van Buren that she
came at last to Ogdensburg. According . to local tradition Van
Buren and America met George
Parrish, a rich merchant of Og- ^
densburg, at a hotel in Evans
Mills. Van Buren challenged
Parish to a poker game. When
he lost all his money, he put
up as a final stake his last possession—and lost her, too. So
when George Parrish returned to
Ogdensburg, America Vespucci
accompanied him.
One account says that Parrish
was a Belgian; another that he
was an Austrian. Whichever he
•was, he had carried to this country regal ideas. The house to
which he brought America was a
veritable castle, compared to the
humbler Ogdensburg homes.
Of course, "there was talk"
among the Puritanical residents
of1 Ogdensburg. They called her
a "fancy lady" or the "Floren-

tine Fancy." But she didn't care.
All her social ambitions were in
the past now. George Parrish
gave her every luxury she desired and she was happier than
she had ever been before. So for
20 years the "interesting exile"
enjoyed an idyllic life in her
American castle with her merchant prince.
But, as Carmer records, "itv
ended with merciful suddenness.
. . . One day George Parrish told
her he must return to his lands in
Europe. He was giving up his
holdings in America—and her.
She met his decision bravely,
thanked him for his settlement of
$3,000 a year, told him she would
go again to live with her sister,
the vicomtesse."
So back to Paris again went
America Vespucci and there she
remained until her death a few
years later. She has become
something of a legend in Ogdensburg, albeit one of the most interesting in that interesting little
city. The relics of this exotic foreigner strike a strange note in an
art museum which perpetuates
the memory of an artist so thoroughly and distinctly American
as Frederic Remington was.
However, as Carl Carmer says,
"If in some ghostly state she has
found a way to return across the
ocean to her American home, I
know she must be puzzled by all
the rearing bronze bronchos,
and the paintings of cowboys galloping over the endless yellow
desert. But I am quite sure she
is not. afraid."

The paradox of the Ogdensburg
museum housing relics of two
such widely different characters
as the American painter and the
Italian adventuress is no stranger, however, than the paradox
which gave the name of her ancestor to a continent which he
did not discover. For while history gives credit to Christopher
Columbus for discovering the two
continents in the New world, neither of them bears the appropriate name of "Columbia." Instead, both are named for an Italian explorer who never set foot
on the soil of North America and
did not visit South America until
several years after Columbus
had. He was Amerigo, or Americus, Vespucci, born in Florence,
Italy, in March, 1452, who grew
up to become a merchant engaged in trade for the Florentine
house of the Medici.
When Columbus in 1498 made
his third voyage across the Atlantic and reached the mainland
of South America, he sent back
to Spain five ships laden with
pearls and with them a chart of
the new discoveries of this mainland and its rich pearl fisheries.
Bishop Fonseca, who was in
charge of all matters relating to
the new discoveries, showed Columbus' chart to a certain Alonso
de Hojeda and gave him a license to go to South America to
exploit its riches. With Hojeda
sailed the merchant, Vespucci,
who, incidentally, had supplied
provisions for Columbus' two previous voyages.
The Hojeda-Vespucci expedition left Cadiz, Spain, in May,
1499, and landed on the coast of
South America 200 leagues south
of the Gulf of Paria, the center
of the pearl fishing industry.
Towards the close of 1500 Vespucci was induced to transfer his

Amerigo Vespucci

Add Note of Color to
Your Dainty Linens

PASSING
JUDGMENT

These bluebirds have a charm
all their own. Cross stitch them
in soft colors (shades of one color
or varied colors) on scarf, towels,
pillow cases, or cloths and enjoy
the pride of possession! Pattern
6032 contains a transfer pattern of

... on others can often get
us into "hot water" when we
do not know aH the circumstances.
—By WINIFRED WILLARD—J

\/f AN, orange and bunch of boys
on the lower East Side of New
York. The man tossed the orange
to see the boys scramble for it.
One chap, about 10, fought like a
young tiger, tooth and nail, eyes
flashing, face grim, fists hitting furiously—all for an orange. The
man who had tossed it told his wife
at home: "I saw the meanest boy'
in the world this morning. Didn't
care for anybody or anything except
to hog an orange himself."
Business took that man later the
same day to a pitifully poor room.
On a cot in the corner a little girl's
cheeks flamed with fever and her
body was wasted with suffering. The
door flew open. In bolted that little
chap, the "meanest boy in the
world." Breathless with running, he
tiptoed up to his sister's bed and
whispered excitedly, "Here's an orange I brung ye. Sis; fought for it
'cause I thought ye'd like it." How
her eyes sparkled!. Tiny hands
reached eagerly for it. Parched
little lips craved the refreshment it
offered.
The. man went home, sat long
slumped in his chair. Then he called
his wife and with shame and regret
struggling in his voice blurted out:
"You've married the meanest man
that ever lived. That little shaver
I told you about, the one I said was
the meanest boy in the world, fought
for my orange to take to his sick
sister and I'm lookin' for somebody
to kick me round the block I" He
didn't know the whole story before
he sat in judgment; that's all.
ivi

Flimsy Evidence
A big bishop spoke rather caustically and disparagingly about a
woman in public life who traveled
the nation and who had an exceptional salary. "Why doesn't she
wear better clothes?" he asked,
"same old things season in and
out; that hat certainly's been on the
road winter and summer two solid
years." It had. She knew it better
than the bishop. But he just didn't
know that her money was spent instead for nurses and comforts for
her sick father whom she adored.
What did a new hat matter if father
needed what the cost of a hat could
provide? Just Judging on flimsy
evidence!
For months two people dodged
each other. Each knew the other
was haughty, unapproachable, cold
and undesirable. Finally they met.
Didn't want to; tried to avoid it and
couldn't. Almost at once barriers
began to fall. From the dislike of
misunderstanding,' they got proper
appraisals of each other; to their
surprised satisfaction, each began
to enjoy, 'then to admire the other.
For the first time they saw behind
the scenes and found only what was
good. Nearly always so!

Pattern 6832
12 motifs ranging from 4% by 15
inches to 1% by 1% Inches; illustrations of stitches; materials required; color schemes.
To obtain this pattern, send 15
cents in stamps or corns (coin*
preferred) to The Sewing Circle,
Household Arts Dept., 259 W.
14th Street, New York, N. Y.
Please write your name, address and pattern number plainly.

New Farm Program
Radio promotion of Goodyear
products for farm use began September 26 'over a huge Blue network of 48 broadcasting stations
of the National Broadcasting company. Fifteen-minute daily sectional programs will be broadcast
each Monday to Friday, inclusive,
from 1:15 to 1:30 p. m. eastern
standard time, 12:15 to 12:30 p. m.
central standard time and 11:15 to.
11:30 a. m. mountain standard
time to farmers living betweem
the Atlantic ocean and the Roeky
mountains, and from Texas to
Canada.
The new Goodyear broadcasts
will supplement the National
Farm and Home Hour, which for
ten years has given American
farmers up-to-the-minute news
and expert counsel on rural problems. The new broadcast immediately follows the Farm and
Home Hour program.
Information of vital local importance, including weather forecasts, shipping advice, commodity
prices, sectional crop conditions
and other such items will be featured in these regional broadcasts. Complete regional offices,
competently staffed, and equipped
to gather and make available the
necessary regional news and information, will be set up and maintained. These will be in charge of
farm experts who also will direct
the program and see that they are
keyed to local needs.—Adv.

services to the king of Portugal,
who, in 1501 sent him to explore
farther this new southern continent. Vespucci's three ships,
crossing from Cape Verde,
reached Cape St. Roque August
17 and proceeding southward, arrived at Bahia on November 1
and at Rio de Janeiro January 1,
1502. They appear to have advanced as far south as latitude
32 degrees, although Vespucci
maintains that they actually proceeded a good deal farther.
Two accounts of these voyages
were shortly afterwards issued Case of the Railroad Man
by Vespucci. In the first he gave
It seemed strange that the man
an account to his fellow-country- who
lived in Washington breakfastman, Lorenzo Pietro de Medici, ed
ungodly early, walked four long
of these new regions he had vis- blocks,
took a street car across city,
ited which "we may rightly call a then rode
tiresome train every
new world." His second account, day to histheBaltimore
We
sent to the same person, he en- could all have told him office.
how much
titled "Mundus Novus." In it he shorter, simpler and more
describes how in these southern for him to step into the bus sensible
front
parts they had "found a conti- of his house and out at hisinoffice;
nent more densely peopled than most anybody would know enough
Europe, Asia or Africa. We knew to do it this easier, quicker way
that land to be a continent and
not an island both because of its Then we learned that he is of the
long extension of coast and be- railroad staff and it is his professional responsibility to take the
cause of its many inhabitants."
Buses weren't his line.
In 1504 Amerigo published a train.
Trains
were!
We sat in judgment
second account in the form of an
Italian plaquette addressed to Fi- without knowing what we were talkeri Soderini, gonfalonier of Flor- ing about.
So easy to turn our imaginations
ence, who had been a schoolfellow of his, wherein his two voy- loose on any pretext or person; so
ages are expanded into four. It easy to see what isn't there; to
has not been difficult, however, misunderstand and misinterpret; to
to note the many discrepancies see the little lad fighting for an orin this account and to bring the ange for his sick sister as "meanest
details back to the two voyages. boy in the world"; so easy to be
These booklets had a tremen- critical instead of kind; to tangle
dous vogue, and when compared human threads that need straightwith the labored attempt of Co- ening, not snarling, and thus to spoil
lumbus to describe the site of the many a lovely pattern of life.
A world of saving wisdom abides
"Garden of Eden" and the
"Earthly Paradise," showed a in the old philosophy that reveals
much greater sense of what the "there's so much good in the worst
public understood. It is not at of us and so much bad in the best
all surprising, therefore, to un- of us that it scarcely behooves any
derstand what took place in 1507. of us to say things against the rest
It so happened that at St. Die of us." Just another way of sugin the Vosges mountains of gesting that it's better all around to
France there was a little colle- "judge not." It keeps things from
giate institution which was both a boomeranging on us!
Copvrleht.-WNU Service.
center of geographical learning
and the owner of a new printing
press, which was then something
Palms in Coat of Arms
of a novelty in France. Two of
The palm is in the coat of arms
its faculty members, Mathias ol South Carolina Legends have
Ringman and Martin Walclseemul- it that the Virgin Mary commanded
ler, were busy with a new edition the palm to bend its leaves over
of Ptolemy's "Geographia." Be- Christ during the trip into Egypt
fore publishing it, however, they Palms were known to have supplied
printed an essay called "Cosmog- tribes not only with food, but also
raphiae Introducto" or an "Intro- oil, fuel and shelter. One ot the
ductory Geography," to which superstitions pertaining to palms
they added Vespucci's letter. In notes a writer in the Rural New
this essay, published in May, Yorker, is that if one would make
1507, Waldseemuller wrote: "And a cross of leaves he would be free
the fourth part of the world hav- from injury during a heavy storm
ing been discovered by Ameri- People in some sections of the coun
cus, it may be called Amcrige, try believe that it will drive mice
that is, the land of Americus, or away from granaries: that if leaves
America." The name came into are eaten it will cure fever, or that
general use. being applied tkst to if u palm leaf is put behind the
the southern continent, and la;«r
it-lure ot Virgin Mary on Rastei
to both continents.
:norni:iij i' w'll drive away all ani
:nn!s w " '' hones.

Our Presidents

_A

Jefferson, Madison, Monroe,
John Quincy Adams, Van Buren and Buchanan served as
secretary of state.
Grant and Taft served as secretary of war, and Hoover as
secretary of commerce.
Nine Presidents of the United
States were born to very poor
families. The others were born
in varied circumstances, mostly middle class folks. Washington became one of the great
landowners of his day. Abraham Lincoln entered the White
House almost penniless, but
since the Civil war most of our
Presidents have been men of
moderate means.

UOROLINE

•VI SNOW-WHI1E PETROLEUM JEILYL

After Death
That man scorches with his
brightness and overpowers inferior capacities, yet he shall be
revered when dead.—Horace.

Watch YOUK
Kidneys/
HdpThem Cleans* the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Tour kidney* an coniUnUy Uterine
«aat» nutter from the blood etream. But
kidney* sometime* lag- la their work-do
not act u Nature intended—Call to nnow Impurltlee that. If retained, may
polaon the ayitem and upeet the whole
body machinery.
, • . « . ! .
Symptoma may b» nagging backache,
penUtent headache, attack* ol dlamlneaa.
nttlni up nlghta. awelilng, pufflneaa
under the eyei-a feeling of nerwu.
anxiety and loaa of pep and *trenith.
Other aline ol kidney or bladder dieorder may be burning, (canty or too
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"Goodbye Mr. Chips" Is
One of Year s Best Films

GROCERY

Clara Mae Lowenberg and
Joe Metz Married Monday

NUMBER 51

WOMEN OPEN NEW
COURSE OF STUDY

One of the most popular actors
At an 8:00 o'clock nuptial mass Monof the screen an<r one of the racist
day morning at St. 'Mary's Catholic
Former Well Known Anita Business popular novels ifl recent literatUri
church in Anita, Clara Mae Lowen- "Habits and Character" Will Be PreMan Passes Away Following Sevare combined'in "Goodbye, Mr. Chips,"
berg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip sented by Miss Mary Louise Simon,
James Hilton's haunting .story in
eral Months Illness; Body
OATS—
BROOMS—
Lowenberg of Anita, became the bride
Home Demonstration Agent,
which Robert Donat, fresh from his
Brought Here For Burial.
of Joseph Metz of Wiota, son of Mr.
1
Brjardale,
quick
or
GWC
5-seam,
at the Training Schools.
triumph in "The Citadel," returns to
and Mrs. Mike Metz of Wiota. The
regular,
each
the screen. It is the feature attracRev. M. J. O'Connor, pastor of the
large tube..
Funeral services were held at 1:00 tion at the Rialto Theatre Saturday
church, performed the ceremony.
WAX
ROLLS—
How to develop habits of self-reThey were attended by Mrs. Troy liance and cooperation as well as good
o'clock Saturday afternoon at the and Sunday evenings.
GELATIN—
:
Briardale,
"Goodbye,
Mir.
Chips"
tells
a
story
Rhody, sister of the groom, and Vin- habits in relation to money, work and
Long funeral home in Anita for Chas.
Briardale,
125 feet,
cent Lowenberg, brother of the bride. leisure and what to do for children's
• A. Russell, 70, who passed away last of ideals, romance, tragedy and deep
Donat plays Mr.
all flavors,
The bride was dressed in white lace, tantrums, are among problems which
package
. Thursday at the University hospital understanding.
Chips,
who
starts
as a young man,
with a coronet of aea pearls, and car- will be studied by rural home makers
in Iowa City following an operation
package . . .
PINEAPPLE JUICE—
ried red roses. She also wore a gold of Cass county this year, Mrs. Elmer
for an abdominal cancer. The ser-teaching in a great English school
for
boys,
and
passes
his
life
at
the
BREAKFAST
WHEAT
Dole's No. 1 tall cans, locket which contained a pearl rosary. Smith, county home project chairman,
vices' were conducted by Rev. Thos.
The matron of honor, /Mrs. Rhody, announced recently.
B. Dixon, pastor of the Congrega- work. He becomes the inspiration
Briardale,
6
wore peach, carrying a bouquet of
tional church. Music was furnished of boys who grow to manhood and in
The course, "Habits and Character,"
28-oz. package
for
Talisman roses.
by Mrs. 6. M. Adair, Miss " Marie turn send their sons to him. He
will be presented by Miss Mary Louise
The church was decorated with Simon, Home Demonstration Agent, in
PEANUT BUTTER—
MATCHES—
Wise, Chas. H. .Hartley and A. B. shapes the destinies of great men of
the
future.
He
meets
and
marries
a
palms,
yellow and pink rdses and chry- a series of eight training schools held
Stone, with Miss Winona Kyle at the
Tall Corn,
GWC,
santhemums. Ushers were Mike Metz, in cooperation with the farm bureau.
piano. Interment was made in Ever- beautiful girl. She dies, and from
2-lb. jar
6-box carton.
Jr., and John McGovern. Frederick
green cemetery with Henry Kuehn, the tragedy a deep human underThe first lesson, "Building Useful
standing
is
born
in
his
heart.
Thrills
McDermott of Wiota played the organ Habits," will be given at training
E. S. Holton, W. T. Bigga, Floyd Defor the processional and recessional, schools to be held this week. Grant
ment, Robert! Scott and Walter F. of the World War ensue. The teachand playing his own accompaniment and Lincoln township women met
er,
now
grown
old,
becomes
the
very
Budd acting as pallbearers.
sang "Oh Promise Me," during the Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Thos.
Charles Arthur Russell was born spirit of popular education.
ceremony, "Ave Marie," during mass, Bailey; Brighton and Washington
"Goodbye,
Mr.
Chips"
brings
to
the
Nov. 12, 1869, on the farm of his
and "I Love You Truly," during the township women will meet today
screen
Greer
Garson,
beautiful
EngALL
THIS
WEEK.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John W. 'Rusrecessional.
lish
actress,
who
plays
the
romance
(Wednesday) at the town hall in
sell, in Jasper county, Iowa. He
Visit our store and take advantage of the many
Bill Metz was master of ceremonies, Marne; Pymosa and Grove townships
sequences
with
Donat
with
compelling
grew to manhood in that community,
bargains in canned foods. Make up your list from
assisting Father O'Connor at the mass, on Friday at the home of Mrs. Herbert
moving to Anita when a young man. charm. Donat plays ages ranging
while Paul Bintner of Wiota and Leo Smith; Benton and Franklin townships
the
circular.
from youth to nearly ninety so conOn .June 1Q, 1895, he was united in
Bongers, Jr. of Anita served the on Tuesday, Oct. 10, at the home of
vincingly that each fairly lives. Little
marriage to Harriett E. Townsend.
mass.
Terry Kilburn, appealing child actor
Mrs. Maurice Coomes; Massena and
PORK and BEANS—
CATSUP—
Five children were born to this union,
who scored in "Lord Jeff," plays sucFollowing the ceremony, the wed- Victoria townships on Wednesday, Oct.
three, of whom, .together with the wife
GWC or V. C.,
Briardale,
cessive generations of boys, each
ding party held a breakfast at the 11, place to be annonunced later; Unand mother, having preceded him in
none better,
6 cans
Pullman hotel in Atlantic, celebrating, ion and Edna townships on Thursgrowing up and sending his son to
death. The surviving children are
large
bottle.
in addition to the wedding, the birth- day, Oct. 12, at the home of Mrs.
I his wise teacher. The youngster is
CHILI-ETS—
Mrs. Emily Orr of Brooklyn, Iowa, and
day of Mike Metz, the 24th. annivers- Herbert Rhinehart; Bear Grove and
forcefully convincing.
Miss Margaret Russell of Washington,
Without meat,
BEETS—
ary of Father O'Connor's entry into Cass townships on Thursday, Nov. 2,
'Dramatic highlights include the
.D.'€..;\'.i^,,. .
6 cans
GWC quartered,
the priesthood, and the wedding of place to be announced later; and Pleasrescue of the heroine in the Tyrolean
fti^ "number of years he was en- Alps, a great ball in Vienna, a senMr, and Mrs. Victor Thibodeau, of j ant and Noble townships on Friday,
6
COFFEE—
i gaged in.the lumber business in AniCampbell,
Neb., aunt and uncle of the, Nov. 10, at the home of Mrs. George
sational air raid during the World
No. 21/2 cans..
^/ta with his father-in-law, the late War, football and cricket at famous
Fresh from roaster,
bride.
Fuchs. Home-made child's furniture,
Charles E. Townsend.
Selling the old English schools, intermingled with
Briardale,
FLOUR—
Those present at the breakfast in- j promoting the formation of habits of
lousiness, the Townsend and Russell gripping human interest sequences.
2 pounds...
eluded Mr. and Mrs. Philip Lowen- good posture and responsibility for perThrifty,
I families moved to Aberdeen, So. Dak., In addition to the feature, the proberg, Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Lowen-1 sonal belongings, charts and other deTall
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villainous proprietor of the Palace
At 4:00 o'clock last Wednesday af- ested in this course in practical child
of Pleasure dance hall.
See Judy Garland's Ponies From "Wizard of Oz'
ternoon, in an informal wedding ser-1 development may obtain further infor"Frontier Marshal" is thrilling enin the People's church in Cedar mation from local home project leadfinest
of
box
stalls
is
home
for
Wizard
Hollywood with its far-famed glittertainment for all—don't miss it.
Rapids, Miss Bernice Marie Kubovec, ers, the home demonstration agent,
and
Oz
on
this
tour.
Both
are
coal
ter
and
glamour
always
seems
to
the
Miniatures on tonight's program indaughter of iMr. and Mrs. Vincent or the farm bureau office.
, elude the Passing Parade entitled, average person a distant land where black, a rarity in ponies. Wizard is Kubovec, became the bride of Gail
four
years
old
and
Oz
a
year
older.
The Iowa Electric company has filed ' "One Against the World," the Pete only a chosen few can meet the cele- They should have a long and success- Albert Wiese, son of Mrs. Hattie
Corwin Wilson, who has been in
|,a protest with the state tax commis- Smith specialty, "Poetry of Nature," brated stars.
poor
health for a number of months,
Wiese
of
Anita,
in
a
double
ring
ful
career
ahead
of
them
as
ponies
But soon every resident of the
ision opposing and objecting to the re- and Iowa news flashes.
suffering
from a rare blood disease,
ceremony
performed
by
the
Rev.
M.
L.
normally
live
to
be
eighteen
years
Anita community will have the chance
f cent increase in tax valuations which
is not quite as well this week. He is
Welke.
old
while
some
have
lived
to
thirty.
Mrs. William Wahlert went to to meet two unusual Hollywood stars
(['•would boost the assessment of the
The altar was decorated with two confined to his bed at the home of
Both weigh a little over three hundin person. These stars both weigh
Shenandoah
Tuesday to spend a_ few
I wujjtfctftijr
company **v»«
from T$1,861,460
to $2,220,402,
-.|«M-I
T—'
,,
red pounds and stand thirty-seven groups of candelabra with lighted his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert A.
r
three
hundred
pounds
and
yet
or in .other words, an increase o f ; days with her daughter, Mrs. Betty over
inches at the shoulder. Their routine tapers and large bouquets of white Wilson, northeast of the city.
Johnson and family.
are considered svelte and fashionable.
chrysanthemums, pompoms and palms.
|1$368,942.
They are only a little over three feet is as specialized and demanding as
I Officials of Iowa Electric company
Drexel Mollison, organist, played the
Rex Miller has resigned his posiThe Rose & Moelck Oil Co. are tall and yet are regarded as stal- that of any famous human star.
lasserted that the company felt it was I
uptial music and preceding the cere- tion at the Hoxie Fruit Co. in Des
They
sleep
in
the
stable
lying
on
wart figures. They can neither talk
mony Donald Krell sang "At Dawn- Moines where he has been employed
nor sing and yet they are highly neir sides, are awakened at 7:00 a. m.
ng" and "I Love Thee."
for several months, and has returned
o
receive
their
first
meal
of
the
prized performers, rated as being
The bride, who was given in mar- to Anita to assist with the work at
ay,
which
consists
of
a
special
vartops in their profession.
^crease ordered by the state board. The and grease cars,
iage by her father, wore a moss green
The names of these unique stars ety of grains and oats. Hay is at wool frock with an Alaskan lamb the meat market and locker plant
p utility industry, the officials stated, is
operated by his father. Carl H. MUller.
John C. Rose and son, William, of are Wizard and Oz and they're two heir disposal at all times.
hubby jacket and brown accessories. Mr. Miller is installing a locker plant
already burdened with a multiplicity West Branch, Iowa, came to Anita
At
about
11:00
o'clock
they
are
gleaming black thoroughbred ShetKof taxes wWflh have been rapidly in- Tuesday to spend a few days with
in the lavish aken down a special ramp to lead She also wore a locket, the gift of in Cumberland, and will have it in opwho
land
he gala Wizard of Oz parade. That he bridegroom, and she carried an eration in a few weeks.
north
of
fcke seventeen cents out of every
wffl be shown
of the
.one, they are taken out of harness, arm bouquet of American Beauty
Wizard
of white pompoms and white tapers
^dollar of income.
Anita, leaving here thirty-one years at the Rialto Theatre soon. They assisted back into the truck and per- oses.
in crystal holders.
Rose
Ann
Kubovec
served
her
sisOne of the most important of the
have also appeared in numerous oth- haps fed an apple or sugar lump, er as bridesmaid. Her dress was
Mt. and Mrs. Wiese left on a short
^written objections filed with the com-j
heir favorite delicacies.
leading motion pictures.
motor
trip in the north and will be
jlack
velvet
trimmed
with
Venetian
mission bx the company attacks tne Streamlined passenger tram servu~,« «™ »-;give tour where
Approximately at 4:00 p. m. they
at home Nov. 1 at the Sidney Apts.
point
lace.
She
carried
an
arm
boulegality of the recent valuation boost wil, be inaugurated on this division of j Now o
are ready to lead another parade.
thousands of fans>
in Sioux City. Mrs. Wiese's going
i the state constitution provides that,
^
front After this, their day's work is done. quet of Talisman roses.
Rock island on Nov. 1, according j hey^ are'J
be fa
away costume was black wool crepe
James
Nelson
of
Anita,
a
student
-rporations shall be subject to taxa-; to ftn announcement made a few day the^ume »1 ^^
At 6:00 p. m. they are given another
with dubonnet accessories.
friend
from
the
University
of
Iowa,
ion in the same manner as other prop-! ago from the company s head otnce of the Rialto Theatre at 3:0'
feeding. If grazing around is availSaturday afternoon, Oct. 7.
Mrs. Wiese graduated from the Unierved
as
best
man,
and
the
ushers
ty owners, and that all laws of a .n Chicago. One of the streamliners
They will draw an elaborately able they are taken out to have a were Willard Christopherson of Cedar versity school of nursing in June, 1938.
>neral nature shall apply equally to wiU be eastbound, the other westbound.
carved phaeton carriage, the same one eisurely feed. There is always a
Since her graduation, she has served
They will link Chicago and Omaha in which Judy Garland rides in "The >ucket of water placed near theii Rapids and George W. Paul of Iowa
on
the nursing staff of the orthopedic
the
westbound
cutting the time on
Wizard of Oz." Five local youngsters stalls and strangely Wizard and Oz lity.
department of the University hospital.
The
bride's
mother
wore
a
CopenArthur JJartin, local agent for | ^"""from 11 hours and 43 minutes
selected to lead the grand drink as much water in stifling hot
blue crepe grown with black Mr. Wiese is connected with the Toller
ink's hybrid seed corn, w»s in Wat^ fat nine houra The westbound,
costumes designed weather as they do in the dead of lagen
accessories
and a shoulder corsage Drujr Co. in Sioux City, and was grad'loo, Neb., last week where he at-1 ^.^ ^ gQ through Anita at about,
fashion ex- winter.
uated from the University college of
in the evening, while the j by
nded a meeting of Funk's salesmen.
Both ponies were bred at the Culver of yellow tea roses. Mrs. Wiese, the pharmacy. He was a member of Rho
groom's
mother,
wore
a
sheer
teal
Iccompanyin* Mr, Martin to thfe meetCity studios of Metro-Goldwyn-Maye
Chi, an honorary pharmacy fraterg were a number of farmers living iround
and are capable of walking a wire blue dress with black accessories and
nity.
shoulder corsage of red roses.
going to sleep in a bed, counting
the Anita vicinity.
The wes'
Out-of-town guests at the wedding
At
6:30
p.
m.
the
wedding
dinner
numbers by pawing with their fee
lantic, but the eas'
were
Mrs. Hattie Wiese and son, Clark,
Carmel Daughenbaugh and family.
was served at Mrs. Worcester's tea
and numerous other tricks.
of
Anita,
and Mrs. Augusta Wiese,
room,
at
one
long
table,
to
twenty-one
Bsidents of Anita for many years,
They are being managed on thi
Mlias Holding Wiese, Miss Sarah Jane
relatives
and
intimate
friends.
The
oved their household furniture to
tour by Captain Volney Phifer, cele
Miller, Miss Marabelle Carter, Miss
Atlantic Monday where fliey will make
brated animal trainer, who has traine center of the table was graced with Mtarie Lament, Mrs. George Paul and
f
large
wedding
cake,
topped
with
a
eir future home. The property in
Des
* T
/^**
every variety of animal in all parl & laifcC «*<x»\Ai«»e ———» •- *
their use
tiny bride and groom, with large bowls [ James Nelson of Iowa City.
"southeast Anita where they have been m Omaha was only reteni y
of
the
world.
•
and
equipped with th
decorated and
living wiU be occupied by Harold
^
pleted.
Barber and family.
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Equine Celebrities Will Be Here
Saturday Afternoon; Everyone
Invited to Come and See Them

Gail A. Wiese Married

jlovra Electric Company
a Tax Boost Protest
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NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBINE

How to Pay for New Conflict
Is Europe's Biggest Problem;
British Taxes Set New Record
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
Released by Western Newspaper Union. ___^________

they were in disastrous April, 1917.
Moreover, losses were still going
down (see chart). What he did not
Great Britain entered the World point out is that Britain has fewer
war in 1914 with a 649,000,000-pound boats at sea now than on Septemdebt, raised her tax rate to six shill- ber 1.
ings in the pound (or 30 per cent)
and probably spent 11,076,000,000 Eastern Front
After a 20-day siege, during which
pounds (about $55,000,000,000) to lick
the Kaiser. In 1939 Britain's record it was "bombed and burned into
peacetime budget was 1,322,444,000 an unspeakable inferno," during
pounds, of which 380,000,000 pounds which thousands of civilians died
was to be borrowed. Most of this from bombs, bullets, pestilence or
was for defense, but what bothered horsemeat diet, Warsaw surrenBritishers most on September 1, dered and the war in Poland was
when they declared war on Adolf over.
Hitler, was their current public debt
of 8,200,000,000 pounds, 13 times Western Front
greater than 1914's.
After a month of see-saw fighting
To Sir John Simon, chancellor of during which French-British troops
the exchequer, fell the financing job. apparently had the upper hand
Up to the house of commons Sir (thanks to Germany's pre-occupaJohn carried his first war budget, tion with Poland) the battle of Siegfried vs. Maginot apparently got under way. French pressure was
heaviest near Zweibruecken in the
Saar region, and at least one report
said that heavy French cannonading smashed a hole in the main Siegfried line between Merzig and Saarbruecken. Certain it was that heavy
artillery assumed new importance,
for the French war office admitted
enemy shells were falling in small
towns behind the Maginot line. For
the moment, Premier Edouard Daladier could tell his council of ministers that the situation was "most
satisfactory."

THE WAR:
Finance

NAMES
that made news
GROVER CLEVELAND BERGDOLL, World war draft dodger
who fled to Germany, revealed in
his New York trial that he had
returned to the U. S. twice (1929
and 1935) under false passport.
PIERCE BUTLER, U. S. Supreme court justice, was seriously ill with a bladder ailment.
FRANCIS J. GAVIN, old-time
northwest railroader, was made
president of the Great Northern
line, i Rumors said that Robert
E. Woodruff might be the Erie
road's next chief.
KING CHRISTIAN X, 69-yearold Danish monarch, was abed
with a heart attack. Also ill, at
Washington, was Virginia's aged
Sen. Carter Glass.

SIR JOHN AND BUDGET
17. S. taxpayers can be thankful.

neatly packaged in the ancient case
(see photo) which exchequers have
used for years. Preliminarily, commons knew the war of 1939 would
cost more than the last conflict,
would possibly last longer, and
would positively bleed the British
taxpayer to death. Sir John therefore surprised no one with his
budget:
To raise 70,000,000 extra pounds
this year, and 146,000,000 extra the
next fiscal year, Sir John assessed
incomes at seven shillings in the
pound, or 35 per cent, until next
March 31; for the full 1940-41 fiscal
year the rate is seven shillings sixpence, or 37 per cent. American
taxpayers should have enjoyed the
comparison:
Income of $2,000 per year:
American British
Family with two children . . . None $ 70.08
Married couple, no children.. None
246.26
Bachelor
S 40 350.40
Income of $4,000 a year:
Family with two children . . .
28 721.26
Couple, no children
60
871.26
Bachelor
120 876.26
Income of $20,000 a year:
Family with two children . . . 1.164 8.047.26
Couple, no children
1,260 8,202.06
Bachelor
1.450 8,326.26

Meanwhile fireside economists debated how Adolf Hitler was faring in
wartime. Disregarding his pre-war
debt and his funny financing, it was
a good guess that even should these
obstacles be overcome the allies'
blockade would strangle him. Onefourth his 1938 imports of $2,000,000,000 would be cut off, including
90 per cent of his high-test gasoline;
67 per cent of his grain and all his
cotton, rubber, wool and tin. Even
Russia's new friendship could not be
expected to offset this loss, for the
press of war will keep Gerrnjan factories busy, thus barring exchange
of manufactured items for Soviet
raw products. And Josef Stalin is
not altruistic.

At Sea
One bright autumn day North sea
villagers in both Norway and Denmark heard cannonading at sea, occasionally spotting aircraft over
the horizon. The booming stopped
at night but started with new fury
next day. Both Britain and Berlin

BRITAIN'S SHIPPING LOSSES
Submarines went down, too.

at first denied a battle, then each
admitted it and claimed victory. The
press could choose between the
Reich's report that one British airplane carrier had been destroyed
and a battleship badly damaged, or
the report of London's first lord of
the admiralty, Winston Churchill,
that a German attack had been repulsed with no losses.
Day before, popular Mr. Churchill told the hovuse of commons that
"a third" of Germany's submarines
had been destroyed and that shipping losses were about a third what

SSL12SLPKS

RUSSIA:
Dance Master
Down from the western skies at
Moscow dropped a passenger plane
bearing German Foreign Minister
Joachim von Ribbentrop. Significantly, perhaps, he gave no Nazi
salute nor did his hosts offer a Communistic clenched fist. Otherwise
the setting was familiar, for when
von Ribbentrop reached the Kremlin he found it overrun with Balkan
and Baltic statesmen of the type
Adolf Hitler used to summon from
Austria, Czecho-Slovakia and Poland. This must have worried von
Ribbentrop; Russia, having split Poland's loot with Herr Hitler, was
emerging as a dominant eastern Eu-

DOMESTIC:
Repercussions
Dramatic volumes might have
been written last month about how
Europe's war whipped the slow
stream of U. S. life into a raging
river filled with whirlpools, quicksand beds and bottomless pits. At
Los Angeles Mrs. Josephine Mair
filed a notarized document forbidding her two sons from "participating in any activity called war." The
U. S. fleet began secret battle games
in the Pacific, a vast naval training
program was planned at Hawaii's
Pearl harbor, and President Roosevelt urged a cessation of foreign
purchases of war materials that the
U. S. might create its own reserves.
While Texas' Rep. Martin Dies
waved the flag to forecast all Communists and Fascists in government
jobs would soon be ousted, while
the American Legion in convention
cut its foreign tie with the Federal
Interallies des Ancien combattants,
while two-thirds of the people (in a
Gallup poll) said they don't believe
German news reports, congress
wrestled with neutrality and appeared to be making progress on a
proposal to lift the arms embargo
and substitute cash-and-carry.
Franklin Roosevelt's administration was winning, thanks to smart
handling of the issue by Sen. Key
Pittman and colleagues. To placate
anti-repealists and anti-New Dealers, congress
was given
power which
the President alone
enjoys under
the present
act, to decide when a
foreign war
exists. In
every other
provision
there was
CORDELL HULL
similar rigNo comment.
idity, so that isolationists were left
with little to fight except the fastdying issue of embargo vs. cashand-carry. Having started the ball
rolling, the White House left neutrality severely alone. Secretary
of State Cordell Hull, asked for his
opinions, answered Sen. Arthur Vandenberg that he had "complete confidence" in the legislative branch
and that he had no "particular comment" to make.
Next day the senate foreign relations committee okayed cash-andcarry, sending it to the floor for
"hell-to-breakfast" debate.
This was war's effect on government. On business, the effect was a
fearsome upsurge that may some
day boomerang. Items:
C. On the farm, the department of
agriculture found all larders full to
bursting (July 1 wheat supplies were
275,000,000 bushels over a year ago).
The year's agricultural income, once
expected to slump far below 1938's
$8,000,000,000 mark, may now be
only 100,000,000 shy. Flour output
reached a 12-year high.
C. Railroads everywhere placed
new equipment orders. Typical was
the Burlington's bid for 14 locomotives. A 22.4 per cent rise in carloadings was forecast for 1939's last
quarter (compared with last year).
CL Steel mills, America's No. 1
heavy industry, operated at 83.3 per
cent of capacity, dangerously near
the 85 per cent mark which steel
men consider a practical level.
C_ Oil production was up. A typical late September week brought
3,681,000 barrels, a gain of 258,000
barrels over the preceding seven
days.
C. Electricity production rose, contra-seasonally, about 13.7 per cent
in a week.

HousehoMNs

VIACHESLAV MOLOTOV
He out-Hitlerized Herr Hitler.

FLAGS OF

Tempting tarts are grand for party refreshments or a family meal.
See Reclp* Below.

Perfection in Pies
rerrecnon
n«>
There's something about a piece
of really good pie, with its flaky,
golden-brown crust and a filling
simply oozing flavor and goodness,
that makes it the
crowning glory of
a meal. Just a
whiff of the fragrance of a juicy
apple pie, or the
sight of a quivery
custard in a crust
that crumbles at
the first touch whets the appetite;
and one glance at a slice of dainty
chiffon pie, with its feather-light filling, is enough to make even a
strong-willed calorie-counter forget
his diet!
Making pies that achieve perfection isn't as difficult as it sounds.
Standardized equipment (such as
measuring cups and spoons) and
oven thermometers and heat control
have taken the uncertainty out of
measuring and baking. With a
proven recipe, good ingredients,
standard equipment and some easily
acquired technique, any woman can
make good pie and make it every
tune!
Pointers on Making Pastry.

Add ice

water
gradually, mixing
^ ^^ ^ dough
^ ^_

BABY CHICKS

ered up into a ball. Chill at least Mi
hour. Roll out on a piece of canvas
cloth which has been stretched taut
over dampened table-top or bread ATLAS CO, 2fSl Chort^st LO.IMU.
board. Slip child's white stocking
(without foot) over rolling pin, flour Not From a Dream
canvas and rolling pin, and roll out
Those who awake to find them
dough to Vs-inch thickness. Fit lower crust in pie tin. If baking a one- selves famous usually have done
crust pie, prick with fork, and bake a lot of hard work beforehand
The good don't all die yonnr
in hot oven (450 degrees) 12 to '15
Some of them live long enongh to
minutes.
become the first husbands ol
Pumpkin Chiffon Pie.
twice-married women.
(Makes one 10-inch pie)
They say our educational meth2 tablespoons gelatin
ods are faulty. Any boy or girl
V4 cup cold water
with brains can go ahead after
3 eggs
_
learning how to read.
1 cup sugar
l
l /2 cups pumpkin (strained)
% cup milk
% teaspoon salt
% teaspoon ginger
Vi teaspoon cinnamon
Vi teaspoon nutmeg
Vt teaspoon clove
Soak gelatin in cold water for 5
minutes. Separate yolks and whites
of eggs. Beat yolks until light, and
combine with half of the sugar, the
strained pumpkin, milk, salt, and
spices. Cook over hot water until
the mixture thickens, stirring constantly. Remove from fire, add gelatin, and stir until dissolved. Cool.
When the mixture thickens, beat the
egg whites until stiff but not dry,
and gradually beat in the remaining sugar. Fol& into the pumpkin.
Pour into baked pie shell and chill
thoroughly before serving. May be
served with whipped cream generously sprinkled with ginger-snap
crumbs.
Magic Mocha Nut Tarts.
2 squares unsweetened chocolate
When constipation brings on add indjl'/i cups (1 can) sweetened condensed milk
% cup strong coffee
stomach toptobably loaded up with certain undigested fbodand your bowels dont
1 cup walnut meats (cut fine)
moveTSo you need, both Pepsin toWP
Baked tart shells
break up fait that rich undtestedfoodra
Melt chocolate in top of double yourstoniach,andLaxativeSennatopuU
trigger on those lazy bowels. So pe
boiler. Add sweetened condensed the
sure your laxative also contains Peps£
milk, and stir
TakeDr. Caldwell's Laxative, bg»«?
over boiling waSyrup Pepsin Mfie.you.rain that wonerul stomac-ree, w
ter for 5 minutes
Senna moves yourbowels. Tests prove toe
or until mixture
thickens.
Add
coffee, stir until
thoroughly blended. Add chopped
walnut meats. Pour into baked tart
shells.
Garnish with remaining
chopped nuts. Chill before serving.
that •tontoch discoinfort. too. Even on
Custard Pie.
(Makes 1 pie)
fUuuy
MV*** •
ative-Senna with
2 cups milk (scalded)
druggist
tod&y'
3 eggs
5 tablespoons sugar
% teaspoon salt
Observations
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
When observations are drawn
Dash nutmeg
from so many particularsi as; »
1 pastry shell (baked)
become certain and undutatab*
Scald milk. Beat eggs slightly these are jewels of knowledge.and to them add the sugar, salt, Dr. Watts.
milk, and vanilla extract. Mix thoroughly and pour custard mixture
into a well oiled pie plate. Bake in
a slow oven (300 degrees) until custard is set-about 40 minutes. In a
second pie plate, exactly the same
size as that used for the custard
Pie bake a one-crust pastry shell.
Cool. Then when the fcustard is
thoroughly cooled and just before
serving, gently slip the custard right
into the pastry shell. Serve at once.

ropean power that must be watched.
1. Unless you are making hot waGreat Britain and France were
pastry, have the ingredients for
confident that if left alone, Russia ter
would give Germany more trouble making pie crust cold.
2. Cut shortening into the flour,
than co-operation despite their kiss using
a pastry blender or fork; or,
over Poland's prostrate form. First
there was talk in Moscow diplomatic if you're an experienced cook, and
circles of a "sphere of influence" work quickly, blending in the shortdivision in which Russia would con- ening with fingers is permissible.
3. Add water sparingly, using only
trol the Baltic, and Germany the
Balkans. But later it looked like enough to hold the ingredients together. Handle dough as little and
Russia was taking everything:
as lightly as possible after adding
Esthonia's nervous Foreign Min- water.
ister Karl Selter scurried to Mos4. Roll out the dough on a lightly
cow with explanations of why an floured board or on a heavy canvas.
interned Polish submarine had been Cover the rolling pin with a child's
allowed to escape, later sinking a white cotton stocking (with the foot
Russian freighter. His explanation cut off) and flouring it lightly simpliwas "unacceptable" and soon So- fies handling the dough.
viet troops, warships and planes en5. Place the dough loosely in the
circled Esthonia. Under this pres- pan to help prevent shrinking.
sure, and while Moscow radio atGrandmother's Sour Cream Pie.
tacked the Esthonian government,
1 cup raisins (coarsely cut)
the little nation soon found it wise
% cup water
to sign a "mutual assistance" pact
% cup sugar
which grants Russia the right to
1 cup sour cream
maintain naval and military bases
2 eggs (beaten)
on islands off the Esthonian west
1 teaspoon vanilla
coast. Latvia and Lithuania, her
% teaspoon salt
neighbors, wondered which would
Pastry
be next.
Combine raisins, water, and sugTurkey's Foreign Minister Sukru
Saracoglu was there, too, and soon ar, and simmer for 5 minutes. Mix
there were sound reports of a Russ- the sour cream and the eggs, add
Rumanian-Bulgar ian-Turkish' 'Black the stewed raisins, vanilla and salt.
sea bloc" which would smash Adolf Bake in a double crust at 400 deHitler's hope of Balkan expansion. grees for the first 10 minutes, reRumania, between two fires, was ducing the temperature to 350 deleaning Moscow-wise and away from grees for 40 minutes longer.
Berlin. Bulgaria's special envoy to
Lemon Meringue Pie.
the Kremlin established a Moscow1 cup sugar
Sofia airline to be followed by a
Vt cup cornstarch
trade pact. Jugo-Slavia had a repVt teaspoon salt
resentative there, too, on a secret
% cup cold water
mission.
% cup boiling water
The only fly in this ointment was
3 egg yolks
Herr von Ribbentrop and the 35 "ex1 tablespoon butter
perts" who came with him from
¥4 cup lemon juice
Berlin. While Dictator Josef Stalin
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
stayed in the background like any
Combine sugar, cornstarch and
well-behaved master mind should, salt.
Add cold water and stir until
Premier Viacheslav M. Molotov smooth. Then add
called the tune that made big Ger- boiling water and
many dance as violently as the lit- c o o k , stirring
tle Balkan and Baltic states. The constantly, until
mere fact that Hitler's men had mixture is clear
gone to Moscow, and not Stalin's and thick. Cook 3
Pulse ol Xonth
If there's any one thing in the
men to Berlin, offered good evidence minutes longer.
The heart that has on«^<
that Russia has grown in one month Beat egg yolks
world that people like in the way
bathed in love's P^e fountam
from a silent, sulking and overgrown and stir cooked
of good things to eat, it's nothing tains the pulse of youth forev«
boy into a dominant European figure mixture into them. Add all
more or less than hot breads. Hot
Landor.
which der Fuehrer must fear.
mg ingredients, return to
time?8 gCt a man>S V°te every
Only strengthening this suspicion
was the official German news agen- cook 1 minute. Pour immediately
Ginger Cheese Muffins, Hot
cy's report that Russia has agreed r"n°ue
^ ^^ T°P wi«> m?Butterscotch Rolls, Old-Fashto co-operate in an attempt to bring
and Raisin Br ad
Meringue.
« peace between the Reich and the
recipes
3
egg
whites
,
for these and
allies. Obviously Herr Hitler was
6 tablespoons sugar
How«,10US breads
* Eleanor
frantically sparing no effort to end
Howe s column
next week.
^ teaspoon salt
the war. The previous weekend had
Beat egg whites partially then -'
---.
brought a peace feeler from Benito
f rC
Mussolini, but the result had been add sugar slowly, beating urlt 1
°
°Py
<*
1-hls
Cook
Book.
negative. Therefore Germany had ure is stiff. Bake in siow
5 S lots of fun
star
'
. ..
T||
lol
coaxed" and begged Russia into (300 degrees) for 18 minutes
Flaky Pie Crust.
the peace effort, even though the
""
<*
(Makes 2 pie shells)
price for this co-operation was a loss
I'/fe cups flour
to German prestige in eastern
% teaspoon salt
Europe. International observers,
% cup shortening
guessing that Adolf Hitler had found
himself playing with fire, decided
3 to 4 tablespoons ice water
Copy of
cook beoolk/OUr
"* ctever
that Der Fuehrer may yet be conow
U
3 S3lt lnto mix
cm
.
t
o
°?.
"
send 10 cents in
boll
A°d
d
r
,
»'g
Dowl.
Add
shortening.
Chin
2n
t
sumed by the fire of Josef Stalin's
Communism.
30 minutes, then cut in the shorten
ing until it is about the Si2e ^en-

Pull the Trigger on
Constipation, and

Pepsin-ize Acid Stomach Too

B«USSH»3£

ssen

backache

DOANS PIU2

«"•

'

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

ANITA TRIBUNE,

FACTS AND FUN
(By Tillie)

Help! Help! Information wanted
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
at once! I'm sunk up to my ears
into the depths of an argument and
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
14c
I'll completely sink unless somebody
comes to the rescue immediately. I
BABO SCOURING ^OWDER, can
lOc
never give up if I think I'm right, but
BOWL CLEANER, Clover Farm, with brush.. .23c
this time most everybody is against
me and they recite many incidents
MILK, Clover Farm, 4 tall cans
25c
they claim as proof. I'm slowly sinkSYRUP, Clover Farm Golden, 5-lb. pail
27c
ing but I'm a fighting Irishman and
I must have proof before I quit. I
RAISJNS, Clover Farm, 2 pounds
15c
can't find the answer which I seek in
my meager supply of books of knowSALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar.. .25c
ledge, so must rely upon somebody
CREAMERY BUTTER, pound
29c
else's store of information.
Will
somebody who really knows the corPANCAKE FLOUR, Clover Farm regular,
rect answer, please settle this arguper package
17c
ment for once and for all? The argument up for discussion is about
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
"Citizenship."
My friend, an American born citizen, married a Danish immigrant,
who was not naturalized. Therefore
BY THE WAY.
she claims by this marriage she lost
Established 1883.
Fall has finally fallen . . . the her American citizenship and had to
take legal action to restore her rights
Published Every Thursday and Entered lawns look bare . . . tomato patches
and privileges as a citizen of the
are
black
.
.
.
it's
time
for
Mom
to
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
United States. She has the legal
dig
out
long
socks
and
red
flannels
Second Class Mail Matter.
. . time for corn bread . . . hominy papers to prove it. Another friend,
\V. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher . . . apple pie ... mush and milk American born, married a subject of
Russia and she claims the same thing.
. yum-yum-yum!
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year
* * *
Until her husband became a citizen
Last Friday one of the English of this country by naturalization, she
Official Town and County Newspaper
teachers asked one of the boys, "Do was considered the same as an alien
Member of National Editorial
Roman noses run in your family?" and her husband had to become a citiAssociation, and
And he says, "Well they will from zen of the United States before she
could take legal action to restore her
now on till spring!"
* * *
rights and become a citizen of her own
Sunday officially ended the 100th, country.
I stood my ground by claiming you
year of baseball . . . some say that
baseball was played in Windsor Hall remain an American citizen of the
as early as the 1750's . . . but base- good old U. S. A. unless you become
FIRE PREVENTION WEEK.
ball as we play it could never be a hitched to a member of the Oriental
race, the Japanese, Chinese, or perparlor game!
Designated as "Fire Prevention
* * *
haps I might say, any inhabitant of
Week," the period Oct. 8 to 14, inthe Asiatic race. In such cases an
Neither
could
football!
Congratula-"
clusive has a two-fold purpose, nametions, kids, on your recent victories! American loses his or her citizenship
ly, to impress upon the public conby an act of congress passed somesciousness the enormous cost involved Wasn't that game Saturday between time about the year 1885 or thereNebraska
and
Indiana
a
thriller
.
.
.
in the first waste year after year, and,
abouts, if I remember right.
secondly, to enlist the co-operation of or did you hear it ... the cook at
Twenty-two years out of school is
all elements in a community in effect- our house was peeling apples when a long time to forget and I never
Nebraska
made
that
touchdown
.
.
.
ing an actual reduction of the fire
and, well, Grandma and the old Aunts could keep my dates straight. I bewaste, not only during Fire Prevenlieve there are one or two more laws
tion Week, but throughout the fifty- couldn't throw apple parings farther passed by congress that strips an
than
the
cook
did
then!
two weeks of the year.
* * *
American of his rights and privileges
Official records indicate that Fire
but not pertaining to this angle of
Did
you
know
that
nutmeg
and
Prevention Week pays big dividends
this particular discussion.
in reduced fire loss. A survey, cover- brown sugar do that certain someIf my friend lot her citizenship by
thing
to
apple
pies
that
makes
them
ing a five-year period, shows, for
marrying a Danish alien as she claims,
irresistable.
the cities reporting, a reduction of
* * *
would she be a woman without a coun43.3 per cent in fire losses during Fire
After dinner speakers should be try? If she isn't an American citiPrevention Week and the week' prezen, she certainly isn't a subject of
made to speak and then eat.
ceding and the week following that
* * *
her alien husband's homeland. What
occasion. During these three weeks
News briefs: He tells her that she about the men ? Do they forfeit their
the cities covered by the report avis getting better looking every day political rights and privileges too,
eraged 184 fireless weeks in the United
. . . yet ... he always sings as he when they marry a foreign born unStates and 122 in Canada.
passes her gate, "She must have been naturalized immigrant? I've never
Fire Prevention Week should be
a beautiful baby, but gosh look at her heard of such a case. It has always
the occasion for as complete an in- now!"
been the woman who got beat in the
ventory as possible of the community's
* * *
deal.
exposure to the hazard of fire, as also
Now for another angle on the subWanted: One brown derby.
the steps the citizens should take to
* * *
ject. Just suppose my friend is right
reduce the hazard. The observance
Don't forget the next study club and she did lose her political rights
of > Fire Prevention Week will take
meeting
. . . a good attendance at the and privileges by marrying a Danish
on added effectiveness, however, if
immigrant and neither one bothered
last one was reported.
the, fire waste is revealed in its three* * *
about taking legal steps to become
fofd aspect; as it affects the individual
citizens of this country. What about
And
finally,
here's
a
birthday
greetin bis home, his business, and, finally,
the happy events that come to bless
ing
.
.
.
almost
two
weeks
late
.
.
.
in tis community.
the home? Are the offsprings subto
our
genial
Chester
A.
Long
from
Inspection by men experienced in
jects of Denmark or of the U. S. A?
. . . yours truly.
the work is an extremely valuable
I've had folks try to convince me that
part of fire prevention work and should
the youngsters were aliens but I can't
OLE
SAYS.
plqy an important role in Fire Presee it that way. I insist that childvention Week activities.
Effective
I believe, with all my heart, that ren born in this country are American
inspection programs require careful if everyone in America would pray citizens if their parents become citiplanning, however, and depend largely earnestly every day, there would be zens through naturalization or not,
on the degree of co-operation which no war with the United States en- so long as the parents intend to make
can be secured from the citizens as volved.
the United States their home.
a whole, who must either make their
« * *
And while on this subject of citiown inspections or submit to inspecThe person who criticizes others zenship, I've discussed another angle
tion of their premises by representa- is usually one who is envious of which I'm not satisfied with the anstives of the local fire department or others.
I wers I've received.
the State Fire Prevention Associa. , . My friend and her husband are
tion.
The idle person usually gives the j natural born citizens, married in the
Good organization and planning are impression that he has more to do ] state of Iowa, but soon after maressential for the success of Fire Pre- than ayone else. The worker does | riage moved to Canada where they
vention Week. Plans should be made not try to impress others, yet he farmed for several years but never
and organiaztion details worked out can always have a job.
became subjects of the Dominion. A
well in advance of Fire Prevention
* * •
child was born to them in that counWeek, in order that maximum efficWhenever you feel like crabbing, try. When the child was two years
iency may be obtained during the just stop and think. Remember you ! old, the family returned to their naperiod of the intensive campaign. The are not nearly as bad off as countless tive state of Iowa. Is the child a
larger the number of organizations others about you.
Canadian or a citizen of the United
that can be enlisted in the activity,
• * »
States? I claim the child is an Amerthe better; the more widespread the
Life is too short to be tied down ican citizen but the parents claim he
activity, the more effr.'ient the cam- by unpleasantness.
is a Canadian. Who is right?
paign becomes. The campaign should
Will somebody who keeps up on
point out definite personal responsiMiss Peggy Ginsberg has returned these rapidly changing laws and who
bilities to be assumed by every citizen to her studies at the State University
know their civics better than I do,
and encourage each and everyone to in Iowa City, after a pleasant visit in please write in and settle this dispute.
exercise these responsibilities during the city at the Henry Maduff home.
The correct answers will appear in
Fire Prevention Week and throughout
this column but I promise not to
the year.
Harry C. Faulkner and wife drove reveal any names if the writer so
The various phases of Fire Preven- to Rock Island, 111., last Thursday wishes.
tion Week should emphasize the im- where they spent the week end with
If I've been asleep these many
portance of the objectives of the cam- their son, John Faulkner and family. years and I'm wrong, I'll admit depaign. Fire Prevention Week should Mr. Faulkner returned to Anita Sunfeat and I'll holler "Uncle" big and
be something more than a show of day evening, while Mrs. Faulkner went loud three times.
merely passing interest to the public. to Chicago to spend a few days with
The actual objective of the campaign her daughter. Miss Joan Faulkner.
William Schlee and wife, August
must be constantly kept in mind, if
Cron and wife, Raynor Sorensen, Bert
the public spirited effort that goes
George W. Darling of Marshalltown Daughenbaugh and .Lewis Hayter
into the work is to be rendered truly stopped in the city for a short time spent a couple of days last week at
effective.
Monday afternoon, while passing Winona, Minn., where they visited the
through here on his way to Omaha. Watkins plant \and experiment farm.
Olin O. Bissell and wife of Fer- Mr. Darling, who has been mayor of They made theVtrip_Jx> Winona with
nald, Iowa, were week end visitors Miirshalltown for the past ten years, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Garrett of Atlanat the home of hia mother, 'Mrs. R. N. said Anita was the first place he tic, Watkins dealers in Cass county.
Bissell, southwest of the city. Olin stopped at when coming to Iowa from Several other people from Atlantic,
is music supervisor in the Pernald the east in 1890. While here he Marne, Mlassena, Brayton and Harlan
worked as a farm hand.
school?.
were in the party.
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AmSCHOOLNEWs]
Carnival Big Event of Week.
Don't forget the annual school carnival which is being held Friday. Some
of the main attractions are the Minstrel show, Amateur contest, Style
show and Cake Walk. Everyone is
busy doing his part to make this
event a success. Plan to be with us
Friday night.
The high lights of fashion will feature 40 to 50 of the latest styles.
These styles will range from children's
school clothes to the latest in dinner
frocks.
"And the Lamp Went Out," a oneact farce, is full of side-splitting
laughter.
The athletic show will feature Paul
Steele and Paul Richter and others
in big matches.
The minstrel program is sure to
give you smart, snappy and fast
moving entertainment. The setting
is a Georgia plantation farmyard. It
symbolizes a party of white people
visiting the negro shack. The negroes
sing and dance for the group who
form the chorus. Together with the
brilliant costumes and excellent singing this minstrel should merit your
attendance.
Many interesting stage pictures are
presented as the puppets walk and
talk together as Sally and Bobby
play on the teeter-totter; as Blinky
dances, later masquerades as Bobby,
gains entrance to the party and runs
off with Sally's big birthday cake.
Pep Club Sponsors Meeting.
The junior and senior members of
the Pep club led the first pep meeting for Anita High this year. The
six cheerleaders were dressed in white
and purple and did very well in their
cheer leading. A pep stunt, "Dr.
Pep," was presented by ten of the
students. It was the main feature
of the meeting. The band was present and played two numbers. The
meeting was held in the gymnasium.

PETERSEN'S GROCERY
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SYRUP, dark or light, gallon
49c
SODA CRACKERS, Sun-Ray or M. B. C., 2-lbs.
15c
COFFEE, Sun-Up, 3 pounds
39c
COFFEE, Chocolate Cream, reg. or drip, 2-lbs.
55c
MACKEREL, fancy California, 3 1-lb. cans
32c
CAKE FLOUR, Soft-As-Silk, 23^-lb. package'' 25c
MARSHMALLOWS, fresh, per pound
12c
SUGAR, 25-pound bag
,
1.39
TOKAY GRAPES, California, fresh, pound..'.'. 5c

5,000 MILES MORE FOR 24-YEAR-OLD CAR

Chester Wagner, a well known and
long time resident of Anita, is giving his 24-year-old automobile a final
checkup before starting the last of the
week on a 5,000-mile trip. Across the
back seat of the car Wagner has installed a folding bed. At night he

can rest one end of the bed on the
steering* wheel and have comfortable
sleeping quarters. Wagner plans to
spend the winter months in California.
The Tribune is indebted to the Des
M'oines Tribune for the use of the
above picture.

period in history, and they are beFirst Feature Program.
ginning the colonization period". Gerald
The first feature program of the i Tibken, the new chairman, and Lola
year was held Monday afternoon. Chadwick, the secretary, took charge
Grant Kimmer gave a program of of the citizenship clab meeting Wedmagic.
nesday. "The American Flag" was
the topic of discussion. Jaak Highley,
Correction.
| Gerald Tibken, Elaine Biggs and Gene
We would like to correct an error, Petersen have had charge of current
made in the list of door prizes f o r ' events the last two weeks. "Civilizthe carnival. Petersen's Grocery is ing Cricket" by Forrestine Hooker is
giving away a 24%-lb. sack of Silk; being read in opening exercises. A
Finish flour and Dr. G. M. Adair con- j gold fish aquarium is a new intertributed $1.00 in cash. Remember to 1 est in the sixth grade room.
present the winning tickets for the! Grades 7 and 8.
door prizes at the carnival to the
Viola Claussen visited the Cattle
dealer giving away the prize.
Congress in Waterloo last week. Max
Biggs and Charles Smith are on patrol
Faculty Have Steak Fry.
duty this week. The pupils of these
The Anita school faculty enjoyed a two grades staged an apple roll for
steak fry last Thursday evening on their teacher Monday.
the R. W. Forshay lawn.
Mrs. Arthur C. James entertained
Anita Defeats Casey.
twelve girls at her home on Elm Street
Anita defeated Casey in its second last Wednesday evening in honor of
home game. There was no score the the 13th. birthday anniversary of her
first three quarters for either side. daughter, Eva Merlin. The girls spent
Casey put up a good defense, but wilt- the evening playing games, and a
ed in the last quarter. During this lunch was served by Mrs. James.
quarter Anita made three touch downs Mr. James of Omaha was home to
and converted two extra points for a spend the night.
score of 20 to 0.
The Anita football team will play
Macedonia at Macedonia this Thursday. This did not appear on the regular schedule, but has been scheduled
since then.

H. L. Bell left the last of the week
for Southbridge, Mass., to spend a
few days with his nephew, Charles E.
Dorrell and family. While in the east
he expects to visit a number of places
including a few days at the World's
Fair in New York City.

Observe Fire Prevention Week.
Next week is Fire Prevention week.
It will be observed in the grades by
study on the subject. The local fire
department will cooperate in presenting a program to the high school.

The annual 'Metzger family reunion
was held Sunday at the beautiful country home of Mr. and Mrs. John Metiger north of Bridgewater. Everyone
attending took well filled baskets and
at noon a bountiful dinner was served
to the 41 relatives present. The afternoon was spent socially. The oldest
member present was Mrs. Rosa Mehlmann and the youngest was Shirley
Stapleton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Stapleton of Massena. Other
relatives present were John Metzger
and family, Roy Metzger and family,
Earl Metzger and wife and Leslie
Bower and family of Bridgewater;
William IMaas andiamily, Marion Mass
and family, Austin Harris and family, Oscar Aupperle and family and
Otto Mehlmann and wife of Massena;
John Mehlmann and wife of Anita;
and George Metzger and wife of Palmer, Iowa.

Are Feed Prices too High?

GRADE NEWS.
Grade 4.
We had a very interesting lesson
using the table of contents, on Friday.
We find it a great time saver.
We are trying to improve our word
habits. This week we took tests and
found the most common errors and
now will do follow up work. Alanna
Forshay is enjoying a trip to the eastern part of the United States.
Grade 5.
The fourth and fifth grades surpnsed Miss Darrah with a fruit shower Friday morning. We have found
the use of an overseer very helpful
m our practice and drill periods in
penmanship.
Grades 5 and 6.
The fifth and sixth grades took a
trip to the library Tuesday afternoon
during reading class. Mrs. Stoodt
explained where the children's books
were, how they were to be checked
out, and aroused interest in a number
of the books by telling bits of the
story. It is hoped that every 8 t u d e i l t
will use the library f o r reference work
and recreational reading after this
excursion. Some work was done this
week in choral reading in both grades
Letter writing was reviewed this week
m preparation of National l e t t e r
Writing Week, Oct. 1.7, when the
language classes plan to write tu oth
er grades in neighboring schools Fifth
graders have finished the exploration

Sargent Minral Meat Meal costs the feeder 50c a
bag more than last month. (An increase of Vac per
pound.) 20 pounds of Minral Meat Meal will produce 100 pounds of pork. (See our bulletins and literature.) It will cost only lOc more; to produce that
100 pounds of gain so far as Minral &eat Meal is concerned. Hogs are worth $1.50 more per hundred.
Minral Meat Meal is worth more because tankage is
high; tankage is high because tankage is scarce;
tankage is scarce because hogs are higher. The
one condition creates the other. Which would you
rather have, $6.00 hogs and a lOc lower cost on Minral Meat Meal, or pay the dime and make $1.50?
NOR IS THAT ALL!
Corn is worth 14c more per bushel today than four
weeks ago. You balance your rations because you
have learned that it saves corn to do so. 20 pounds or
Minral Meat Meal will cost lOc more. It will save six
bushels of this higher priced corn. This means an ad?ii!ona savmg of ^c nw against four weeks ago.
What then does this one thin dm** do?
It gets you this much more for your 100 pounds
of pork
........
It makes this additional saving on 6 bus', of
One thin dime, lOc, saves and makes

ROBERTS PRODUCE
Phone 15
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Curtains That W
Color

OF

SUNN

JBy RUTH WYETH

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP
CAVING- MVRA

MAX FOX WCNT TO AJ?RAH&£ TOR THE
_. UCENSe AMD We VJATER , 3BFF 1W-D HIS
PIN&MASTER "WE &AD-NEWS -

"1 HE first curtains of
* ever saw were
,
long pieces of
°f th«
left
at each side c. ,
the
center part had „,
These were dipped i
a soft cream color
tion part of the Cui-iam.
Stripes ol gingham S W'de
ones of prepared bias
were then stitched in
make stripes. The M

JUST A MINUTE .

you GO - I've GOT
1 VMANT TO SAV "TO VOU B

- ^vy
SOT*-YOU'LL
WAVE
—
* ^ *— *— f^r-%
- *•— »x<^
__
MAKE AN ANNOUNCE M&NT
r p

VKE'LL HAVE
ANOTHER

DURING EACH SHOW

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —A Doctor'* Privilege
DOCTOR M«CARVERj NOTED
ST. IjOUIS TONSIL. SPECIALIST.
IS ORA06ED OUT OF1 BED
IN THE MIDDLE OP THE NIOHT
THIS PINTO
PALOOZA /v\UST BS
AN IMPORTANT
PERSON,
JENKINS

YOU'LL
JUST
/WAKE IT,
DOCTOR

HERE'S YOUR
INSTRUMENT CASE,
DOCTOR - VOU CAN
PUT ON YOUR
TROUSERS AFTER
THE PLANE STARTS GOOD-BYE,
SIR

evER HEAR
OF ANYBODY
NAMED
/ NO,
PINTO
\ SIR
PALOOZA,
HOSTESS ?

ALL
ABOARD

DEARIE, I'M
GOING TO
NEW YORK TO
ADDRESS THE
SOCIETY FOR THE
ENCOURAGEMENT
OF MODESTY
IN DRESS

Frank Jay Uatkcy Syndicate, lac

MESCAL IKE

A Matter of Policy

B, s. u HUNTLEY

/VX*i\ VUMWT HAS

O\O
MR.HUKTT CX3
ABOUT »T?

CftCTOS CIBrtESlBU«

I MP

V NEWSPAPER.

A Late Hour,
Uncle Lige bought a clock, so
tall that'll was almost impossible
to get it into the house. The old
man was extremely proud of it,
and found it very good comgany.
He would lie awake nights to hear
it tick.
One night the clock got out of
order and began to strike. Thg
old man awoke and counted one
hundred and two. He promptly
sat up in bed, and calling to his
wile said: "Cynthy, get up, gel
up. It's later than I've ever known
it to be."

BRVCK. TWROUSU

V

the colors that were used ami
gives the widths and spacing",
8 Ol
the stripes.
Of course, you will have son,e
ideas of your own about th!
stripes and colors. Perhaps von
can copy the color scheme of the
rug in the room or the wall Racer
Or colors in a picture may offer a
suggestion for colors for the whole
room.
In case you should want to use
short lengths of goods for the four,.
dation part ol the curtains, stitch
these together with the seam on
the right side; then place a stripe
over the joining.
There are 32 other homemaking
ideas in the booklet which Mrs
Spears has just prepared for our
readers. All directions are cteatJy illustrated. You will be delighted to own one of these new Booklets. Enclose 10 cents in coin with
name and address, to Mrs. Spfears,
210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, HI.,
and booklet will be postpaid by
return mail.

TV*'

LUKE...

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Aw, Pop, You've Heard That Name Before!

YOUNG WOMANHOOD
vS^f^wiA^mwllfll

C«pito)Ave..M7>- "r
• sir! ol eighteen I «•
wok nervoiu and unteweifffat. Dr. Pierces fttorUc Prescription increased mi »ppet>to mo
helped to itreogtben m»
•O veil. I pitied weight,
trxta'C nearly eo nertoui,
•ad h»d very little discomfort." Alk your dmggitt today lot Dr.
Pieree'i Favorite Prescription in liquid or
tablets. New iUe, tablets SO cents.

Liberty Grows Fast
Liberty, when it begins to taJse
root, is a plant of rapid growth.Washington.

RlGHvTHl$y£RY MINUTE

Bell Syndlcau—WNU Servtc*.

POP— For Peace and Quiet's Sake

By J. MILLAR WATT

SAYS WE WAS TO
TWELVEHOURS
A .
DAV/

HowDoYouFeel!
Ttrwif IrrrUbW Wo«mbfflon?
look «t your w«fc*-<Krt» «*•

ANYONE- WHO TAHES
TWELV& HOURS TO DO
A DAY'S WORK
OUGHT TO GET
TH& SACK.'
tore

Misnamed Fate
We make our fortunes, and w
caU them £ate.—BeaoonsfleW-

FOLKS NEXT DOOR

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

SISTERLY LOVE

Mrs. Berzan—There's a hat in that
shop I'd give anything for.
Miss Petzing—Would you, really?
Mrs. Berzan—Yes, really; and
won't you be a sport, my dear, and
let me catch my husband kissing
you?
Secret?
Little Jackie—Oh, mother!
look at that man I He hasn't a
on his head.
Mother—Hush, dear, he will
you.
Jackie—Oh, doesn't he know

W105PH6RE Wfl4 PRETlV 6RIM WIOONO <HE

Vv»E PAMIhV CiJPSOARO, AKP eOHE OFT, FOR6EfHH6 ALL ABOlIT THEM

LJ

w

,

A Slitoti i> Tin<

Just
hair
hear
•
it?

First Offense
Business Man—Hello operator, I
want to speak to my wife.
Operator—Number, please.
Business Man—Number? I ain't
got but one.

WHEN -THE CWERIR MAI»«WNEP HE wa> DELIVERED-THE trtmes
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We entejf the world alone.
leave it *d<»e.-Froude.

Proper Tool

Diner—What sort of bird is this?
Waiter—It's a wood pigeon, sir.
Diner—I thought so. Get me a
saw.—Tid-BUs Magazine,
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ANITA TRIBUNE,

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1939.

AROUND IOWA.
Tiresome.
<
Fifteen years ago, a barn on the
Fred Barrett farm near Nevada was :
destroyed by fire. A new barn was]
built. Nine years ago, the second barn.
was destroyed by a cyclone. Another!
new barn was built out of the lumber j
from the old one. Last week, the third
barn was destroyed by fire when 40
tons of bean hay committed spontaneous combustion. Mr. Barrett says
this sort of thing is getting monotonous.

Maduff's Food Market
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

October 7, 1909.
A boy baby was born Friday to Mr.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
and Mrs. Van Underwood.
Mrs. Ida Muntendam has accepted a position as clerk in Jim Lewis'
or
store.
Homer Millhollin is the new helper
at the depot, taking the place of
Frank Watkins.
J. M. Cramlet's public sale last
Thursday was well attended, and the
proceeds footed up much more than
It Gets Cold.
he had figured on or even expected.
Stanton Marquardt, whale-shooting
or
William Bangham sold five car lowan of Des Moines, reports that it
loads of choice cattle from his farm really gets cold at Churchill, Canada,
this week to a man from Omaha, 2,000 miles north of Des Moines.
Pure
en
The price received was $7.00 per Churchill is just at the edge of the
hundred.
real "arctic country." A four-inch
Wiese Bros., who have been operat- water pipe there is packed with moss
ing the City Bakery since the first to keep the water from freezing. Diamof the year, sold the place this week eter of pipe: without moss, 4 inches;
to S. T. Perry of Oakland, who takes, with moss, 18 feet. One night during
possession next Monday morning.
Marquardt's stay in Churchill, a polar
Johnson Bros, are harvesting their bear came swimming in from across stand saw the fatal crash. Mrs. Hicks
Mrs. Elisabeth Hutchison and
cane crop on their farm this week. the bay and was killed by the natives was among the watchers. Too bad.
children of Denver,, Colo.,
It is reported that the farmers of who make up most of Churchill's 250
<**«*•'
this vicinity have raised more than population.
Mad Squirrels.
and Mrs. M. . 'Hutchison.
1,000 acres of cane this season.
Iowa appears to have an epidemic
William Bear has purchased the
of "mad" animals this season, with • Miss Jenevieve Mashing and
Lost His Tractor.
Turner residence property on East
Joe McCord of Coin, Page county skunks and squirrels being numerous Christensen are home from aa week's
Main Steet, the price paid being $3,- highway workman, lost his tractor, offenders. Last week a squirrel bit visit with relatives and friends
in the
000. It is reported that the Turner and almost his life, when his grader Buddy Johnson, small son of Mr, and northern part of the state.
ANITA, IOWA
family will move to South Dakota.
hit a natural gas pipe line, breaking Mrs. Felix Johnson of Mystic. ExamP. B. Pihner of Dtes MohTes and
At the Christian church in Anita the line and setting fire to the gas. ination revealed the presence of rabies
n hiss
on Wednesday, Oct. 6, Miss Alydia The explosion blew Mr. McCord from so Buddy is now taking serum injec- brother, Will Pilmer of St. Charle
-f -f V •f "'earl Wagner was united in marhis seat. Helplessly, he watched while tions. So far, no one appears to know Iowa, spent Tuesday with relatives'
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH •*•
METHODIST CHURCH
•f riage to Dr. Fred Garfield Salisbury
the tractor was consumed in the huge what the skunks and squirrels are and friends in Anita.. They we™
+ Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. -f
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
•f >f Griswold.
They will make their natural "blow torch" formed by the "mad" about.
welcome callers at the Tribune office.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + • + + + + + - f - f + -f + + 4 lome in 'Griswold, where Dr. Salisbrokerv-gaTlnaln.
After
shutting
off
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes
Church School classes at 10::00 a. m. >ury enjoys a lucrative practice.
All business houses in Anita have
the valves, workmen welded in a new
Killed Horses.
for all ages. William Crawford, Jr., Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
been connected for service from the
Jesse W. Macklin of this city is section of pipe.
When
two
young
runaway
colts
boltSuperintendent.
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with me of the graduates of the Still
ed through an apiary and upset sev- municipal electric plant, and the con
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock. special music and the sermon by the :ollege of Osteopathy at Des Mloines.
Lost Some Weight.
eral colonies of bees on a farm near nection of all residences will be com.
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at pastor.
The young man has been blind for
Three
weeks
ago
Chris
Hansen
of
Hiumboldt, the bees swarmed upon the pleted shortly. The municipal plant is
the church with a 15c dinner for the
Epworth League at 6:00 p. m. with a number of years, but has been able
Harlan turned some steers into a pas- horses, which had fallen, and stung now in full operation.
public at noon.
a covered dish supper and discussion o make his own way in the world
ture. A few days ago he visited the them both to death.
Missionary society meets Friday at afterwards on "Choosing My Friends." with profit and honor to himself.
An all day meeting of the Original
pasture and heard one of the steers
the home of Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister Barbara Jean Rhoads will lead the
Sunshine club was held last Thursday
At the Christian parsonage in At- bawling. It had fallen into an abanCasualty.
with Mrs. Glenn Porch as leader. Mrs. discussion.
at the home of Mrs. Roquel Falconer.
antic on Monday, Oct. 4, occurreddoned cistern, which is enough to
Esther
Price
of Marengo knows, During the noon hour a covered dish
Wm. Mclntyre is chairman of the
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock. he marriage of Miss Maude Dorsey
make anyone bawl. Thin and emac- like many soldiers of Europe, how it
refreshments committee.
Thursday evening the choir will
dinner was enjoyed by the fourteen
Anita and Ray Vinall of Daven- iated when removed, the steer alone
feels to be hit by a bullet. Last week members and five visitors present. The
Men's brotherhood meets Sunday ev- practice at the church at 7:30 o'clock. port. They will make their home
knows just how long it was impris- she was struck in the leg by a .22 calening at 7:30 o'clock at the home of
The Loyal Circle will give a 15c n Davenport, where the groom is
visitors were Mrs. Floyd Gissibl, Mrs.
oned.
ibre -bullet, accidentally discharged by Melvin Gisfeibl, Mrs. 'Howard Gissibl,
Albert Wagner.
breakfast in the church basement on ngaged in the carpenter and buildher brother while hunting rats. She'll Mrs. Chas. Beecher and Miss
Friday morning, Oct. 6, at 9:00 o'clock ng business.
Rubber Man.
recover.
for the ladies. Reservations should
ence Dreager.
The afternoon
When a scaffolding broke as he was
+ HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL be made note later than Wednesday ECOND PLANNING MEETING
spent socially by the ladies.
Need License.
•f
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
-f with Mrs. Carl Millard or Mrs. Joe
WILL BE HELD OCTOBER 16 working on a new grain elevator sat
next meeting will be held at th'
Cylinder, Iowa, 'Harold Fries, 22, fell
The lowly frog has been placed with- home of Mrs. Clyde Moore on Oct.
+
I. O. O. F. HALL.
-f Vetter.
Members of the Cass county agricul- through the air with the greatest of in the protectorate of the Iowa con- 12, and on Oct. 13 a hard time party
•f
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
-f
The Catechism class for junior boys
If you hunt
ural
planning committee will meet at ease, bruised himself severely but' servation commission.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
will be held Saturday at 3:00 p. m. at
will be held at the home of Mrs.
the city hall in Atlantic on Monday, broke no bones.
frogs this fall—you'll have to have a Merle Turner.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
the parsonage.
fishing license.
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
The official board will meet in its Oct. 16, to study the 1940 Iowa farm
Hard Luck.
Church council meeting Wednesday regular monthly session in the church outlook and discuss common objecAbout seventy-five people were prestives with representatives of federal
Mr. and Mrs. Don Hunsecker, Cen- FIVE NEW BUILDINGS AT
evening at 8:00 o'clock at the par- basement Monday evening, Oct. 9.
ent at the program given by the puBOYS TOWN UNDERWA pils at the railroad school northeast
sonage.
The Loyal Circle will meet on Tues- agricultural programs in the county. tral City, rushed to the rescue of their
Vincent Anderson, district planning turkey flock one night last week when
Sunday School teacher's meeting day afternoon, Oct. 10, with Mrs. A.
Quite '
a "T"
number
off people from of Anita last Friday evening. The
6
They [ ^
' °
Friday evening at 8:00 o'clock at R. Kohl. Roll call will be answered assistant from Red Oak, will be pres- killer dogs invaded the pen.
program was under the direction of
the parsonage.
^ ^ ^visited Boy the teacher, Miss Lois Duthie. The
with the name of a favorite composer. ent to explain the possible supply, de- saved most of theflockbut lost forty | ^
located th
mand and price situation for farm fine birds—and with two Thanksgiv-' OWn>
Children's confirmation class will be
Father
Flanagan
home
for
homeles program included the play, "Colonial
products
next
year.
,
Particular
attenings just around the corner, too.
held at 10:00 o'clock Saturday mornboys.
It
was
noted
that
at
the
pres Tea Party," by ten pupils; a dialog,
ing at the parsonage.
f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f tion will be given to the effects which
ent time five buildings, four apart "Dust in the Attic," by Ella Mae and
can be .expected from the European
Highland church—
Found Him.
ment houses and a central dining hal Mark McDermott; a skit by Beulah
war.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
and Ruth Garrison and Shirley Scott;
Representatives of farm organizaSunday School at 10:00 a. m.
The ladies aid will meet all day
a playlet, "The Capable Servant,"
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and tions, federal agencies, cooperatives tion, was not held on Sept. 2 as plan- be ample room for an increase in
by
Bernard Scott and Mark and
will serve a 15c dinner for the public and business organizations will par- ned, due to the absence of the defend- rollment. At present 200 boys ar George McDermott; a Japanese dance
enrolled
in
the
home
but
when
th
ticipate in the meeting, according to am,,
+
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
inree weexs
later JMr
Karris'
i -i,.
— by the pupils; a short play, "Domestic
ant. Three
weeks later,
Mr. Farris
Carl ,Goeken, county planning chairPerati n 50<
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
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ran
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homeless boys can be cared for. Th Trouble," by J^aurine and Ella Mae
man. Among the groups scheduled
"Are Sin, Disease, and Death Real?" FIRST ISSUE OF WIOTA HIGH
a secluded wooded area. Officials
McDermott and Betty Garrison; a
of
will be the subject of the Lesson-SerSCHOOL PAPER IS PRINTED to be present are the County Agricul„ hearing .
pickaninny
song by Maurine McDer$635,000. This is a huge sum to go
tural Conservation Association; Soil Farris into committing suicide.
mon in all Churches of Christ, Scienmott
and
Beulah
Garrison; and sevThe first issue of the Owl, Wiota Conservation Service of Red Oak;
into debt for but Father Flanagan
tist, on Sunday, October 8.
eral
recitations
by
the pupils. Mrs.
high
school
publication,
made
its
apis
a
firm
believer
that
funds
wil
Farm Security Administration personThe Golden Text is from Psalms
Handled His Horse.
be available from the friends of th,. C. H. Johnson of Anita was the win103: 2, 3, "Bless the Lord, O my pearance last Friday. The staff in- nel; National Farm Loan Association
Age proves no handicap to 79-year- home. There are boys from 39 states ner of the fiesta set given away. At
soul, and forget not all his benefits: cludes Helen Neiens, editor; Janice directors; Production Credit Associaold
M. Mclnerny of Ottumwa, harness in the home at present.
the close of the program a lunch was
Jordan,
business
manager;
Nadine
tion directors; Smith-Hughs teachers;
who forgiveth all thine iniquities; who
racing
driver.
When a wheel colserved by Mrs. Felix Scott and Mrs.
Wood, circulation manager; Patty Farm Bureau representatives includhealeth all thy diseases."
lapsed
during
a
race,
Mr.
Mclnerny
Josephine
Garrison. The school will
Andrew
Jensen
and
wife
of
Audubon
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- Denison, advertising manager; and ing a member of the County Home
maintained his precarious
perch
on the
hold
their
first P. T. A. meeting of
*
r--"-« v" me visited
~— one
«4iv- day
V4«jr
last
mai> week
WCCK with
WlLll ftCl
her
Arnold
Christ,
sports
editor.
Project
committee;
county
board
of
tations from the Bible and from the
The Warblettes, an organization di- supervisors; Agricultural committee of sliding cart and brought his big trot-1 brother, C. W. Hockenberry and wife the year on Thursday, Oct. 12.
Christian Science textbook, "Science
ter to a halt, some 250 yards from the
and Health with Key to the Scrip- rected by Mass Maragaret Mattox, the Atlantic Chamber of Commerce; scene of the accident.
A meeting of the Congregationa
music
intsructor,
has
been
formed,
newspaper
editors;
and
superintentures" by Mary Bfcker Eddy.
cradle roll was held in the church
One of the Bible citations reads: with Helen Neiens as president; Mar- dents of all high schools in Cass
Right Idea.
parlors Saturday Afternoon, with about
"The law of the Lord is perfect, con- jorie Freese, vice president; Janice county.
Speaking of the future of the small 'wenty mothers and their babies in
Oct. 16th's. meeting is the second
verting the soul: the testimony of the Jordan, secretary; Ruth Reed, treasLord is sure, making wise the simple. urer; Patty Denison, reporter; and of a series which the county planning town, the Hampton Chronicle says: attendance. The party was given by
committee will hold this fall and win- "It has been said that towns do not Mrs H. A. Gill, who is retiring as
The statutes of the Lord are right, re- Nadine Wood, librarian.
tobyOther members are Mildred Stuet- ter during its study of agricultural die. They commit suicide. And it is cradle roll superintendent. At the BONGER8 BROS.
joicing the heart: the commandment
meeting a picture 01
of tne
the
true.
If
— everybody
-.-*j^vuj> who
wiiu makes
manes his
nis close of the —~~***&
of the Lord is pure, enlightening the elberg, Helen Judd, Delma Smith, problems, Mr. Goeken said.
8r up was taken and lui
Betty
Lou
Aldrich,
Florence
Neiens,
money
in
this
community
would
spend
°
»ch
was
served
This
year
the
county
planning
comeyes" (Ps. 19:7, 8).
y MrSl Gil1
' assisted by Mrs. Thos,
Among the selections from the lona Sager, Ann Mueller, Regina mittee will center its attention on his money in this community the home B Dixon
town
would
double
in
population
in
a
"
»"d MVs. Dosha V. Scholl
Christian Science textbook is the fol- Bruner, Beulah Wilson, Elsie Dinkla, "Soil and Water Conservation" and
FOR SALES-Jonathan and Grimes
Leta Claussen, Dixie Taylor, Marilyn give some time to studying the Fed- few years and everybody in it and
lowing:
"The belief in sin and death is de- Coomes, Marcella Retz, Mkxine Arm- erl Agricultural limestone law, road around it would be prosperous."
Golden apples. Smither
coordination, weed laws and weed constroyed by the law of God, which is strong and Marjorie Woods.
FOR SALB:^iE»lly card8- 2 {or^'
trol. All of these topics should be of
Blood Test.
the law of Life instead of death, of
Tribune
fbfflce/Anita.
harmony instead of discord, of Spirit
Mrs. Ivadel Rhoads spent Sunday interest to all those engaged in agriManslaughter charges have been
culture.
instead of the flesh" (p. 253).
filed against Edward Weihe, 2'J Of
with friends in Nebraska City, Neb.
Never before at this price. DEVOj
The afternoon's program will be de- Tripoli, in connection with the death
Standard Barn Paint, bright red, an
WE
CAN
MAKE
IT."
voted to an agricultural hearing.
of a 77-year-old woman in that city
hitft gloss barn paint, at
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
At the conclusion of the Agricultur- after being struck by Weihe's car
$1.06 per gallon in five gallon P^
al committee's investigation, a sum- Science will be used to establish the
THE ABILITY
Manufactured by America's ow ur
HARRY
mary will be prepared and recommen- fact that Weihe was under the influ
TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS
paint manufacturer. Bring us y"
LAWYER
dations submitted to the Agricultural ence of alcohol. Blood tests showed 4 East Six
«» Street _
taint problems,
DURABILITY
Extension Service at Ames.
an alcoholic content of 230 milligram,
Bongers Bros.
tf
OF OUR PRODUCTS
of alcohol per 100 cc of blood 150
Earl
S.
Holton,
•Miss Jeannette Robson, who is at- milligrams is the figure regarded -,s
BUY ANITA BREAD.
Fourth and Chestnut
STABILITY
tending school at a Des Moines com- establishing legal intoxication.
Settlement of Estates a n d i U a d
See us before you sell your ho*OF OUR COMPANY
mercial college, was home for a week
Opinions a Specialty
'armers
Coop., Anita.
^
end visit with her parents, Henry
EQUALS
~
One More Lap
Robson and wife.
exactly I*1
When James Hicks of Montezu.
Beautiful spinet piaa°
jth
DEPENDABILITY
driving the leading eai
car in „ "r
IK™ ™
LAWYER
new,
reduced
$100.
Might
FOB YOU, OUR CUSTOMERS.
*>
"» a tm cm, 502 Chestnut Street _
Last Friday evening the patrons
derby" at West Liberty, .tarte'd
arty buying soon or will sell
of Lincoln township school No. 3 held
^
the last lap of the 16-mile tevent
monthly
payments. For P"their first P. T. A. meeting of the
was well in the lead but tried ,,
tails write Mr. Goodwin, <M>
,t
"lap"
school year. Mrs. L. W. Kauffman
one of the other cars for good
Anita,*
Iowa.
^^____
—
was elected president for the yearmeasure. In attempting to pas8, he m
.
-—
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Thomas Bailey, vice president; and
60c buys 500 sheets ot
^
too short and was .truck, u , )sutu , "
Miss Opal Smith, teacher of the school
aper, «tee Sttxll inches, at tw tf
his
automobile.
Hicks
died
of
j
,,
"*
YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.
secretory and treasurer. A l unch was' nal
Tinl injuries
i n i n *•!£>« ^
«« * . ! _ _
"Hctone office.
r^ store, «?
.
served at the close of the meeting.
tal at Iowa City.
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"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication
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p< & Package 15c
Soap
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Marshmallows
Wheat Hearts — Very
Good Breakfast Food— 3-lbs
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WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

Expanding Soviet Domination
Presents Threat to Germany;
Afghanistan Drive Predicted
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
^^^^_^^_^_^^_^^ Released by Western Newspaper Union. ^^^^__^^____
Path Russia would
follow with Scandin
avian boats delivering timber to Britain.

Finland expects
mutual attiffance

Estonia completely
under Russian
Ulhinnla. Latvia
summoned to Moscow; expected to
become Soviet
protector Alee.

GERMANY
RUSSIAN ACTIVITY IN THE BALTIC
Why, if not to stalemate German ambitions?

RUSSIA:
Kiss of Death?
A welter of confused comment
came sharp on the heels of RussoGerman partition of Poland, trade
agreement and promise to co-operate for European peace. Even
Japan, long friendly to Germany,
attacked the Reich in its press. Sum
total of comment was that Russia's
Dictator Josef Stalin is interested
only in himself, and that Germany
must eventually discover it has
kissed death.
Baltic. Heavy was the activity
here (See map). The Russian bear's
big red paw reached into Estonia
and made it a virtual protectorate
harboring
Soviet naval and air
bases. Next
it reached into Latvia for
the same
purpose, so
unexpectedly that Foreign Minister Vilhelms
Munter s
scooted off V1XHELMS MUNTEHS
to Moscow
and signed a treaty. Next it sideswiped Lithuania, nominally within
Germany's sphere of influence, appropriating transit privileges from
the Baltic seacoast to inner Russia.
No commentator needed to stretch
his imagination to see the reason:
Russia, not trusting her Nazi accomplice, is merely strengthening
her Baltic position.
Two Balkan question marks were
left. First, Finland wondered whether she would be called to Moscow,
like her Baltic neighbors. Second,
the Soviet made arrangements to
rent Finnish, Danish, Norwegian and
Swedish boats to haul timber from
the White sea to Britain in defiance
of the Nazi blockade.
Balkans. Having intended to stay
in Moscow only three days, the
Turkish delegation headed by Foreign Minister Sukru Saracoglu remained two weeks, apparently representing all Balkan states. Anybody could guess what was in the
air, but many observers believed
Russia sought to neutralize the
Black sea, control the strategic Dardanelles and thus assure herself a
free hand to move against Afghanistan and thence to India, both within Britain's sphere of influence.

the reichstag speech. Word got
around that Hitler would end the
war on terms including: (1) removal
of international trade restrictions;
(2) creation of some form of Polish
state under German supervision,
and readjustment of the Czechs'
status; (3) general disarmament;
But the speech itself was far less
specific. There was a plea for armistice and a conference: "Since this
problem must be solved it would be
reasonable to start . . . before millions . . . have sacrificed their
lives."
There was no capitulation over
Poland. In substance: Poland's future will be determined by Germany
and Soviet Russia alone. A Polish
state may be created, also a separate regime for Jews.
In toto, the 90-minute harrangue
offered nothing new. On the western front, French soldiers merely
tightened their belts and sighed.
There would be no peace.

At Sea
Never has Germany accepted responsibility for sinking the Athenia,
British vessel sunk mysteriously off
Ireland's coast the day Britain declared war on Germany. The German charge: That Britain herself
sank the boat, hoping to drown its
American passengers, pin the blame
on Germany and thus draw the U. S.
into Europe's war.
A month later Germany's Grand
Admiral Raeder did a strange thing.
Through the U. S. naval attache at
Berlin he sent word that the Iroquois,
Caribbean vessel chartered to bring
refugees home from Britain, would
be sunk with her 584 American passengers in the same manner as the
Athenia.

PAN AMERICA:
Insulation?
This month, for the first time in
its century-old existence, the Monroe doctrine grows water wings. Biggest accomplishment of Panama
City's recent conference of 21 American nations was the 300-mile "safety belt" around both northern and
southern continents, inside which
Europe's belligerents are denied activity on land, sea or in the air
(See Map).
Immediate reaction of wizened
seamen and diplomats was to brand
the "safety belt" impractical. First,

THE WAR:
No Peace
Consigned to the inside pages of
U. S. newspapers were reports of
actual knife-to-knife combat in Europe's war. Germany laughed over
a British claim that bombers had
"raided" Berlin with propaganda
leaflets. German troops were beaten back a bit in the Saar, one engagement featuring point-blank
shelling between tanks. The longmissing pocket cruiser Admiral
Scheer popped up off Brazil to sink
a British freighter; a German sub
sank a Finnish boat; a British mine
outpointed a Norwegian steamer off
Singapore.
But this was merely one side of
war. As customary in the war of
1939, most news came from state
council chambers or from the speakers' rostrum.
Armed with his "kiss of death"
pact with Russia (see above), Adolf
Hitler proposed to force peace upon
the allies, proposed further that the
mediation should come through his
erstwhile friend to the south, Benito
Mussolini.
To Berlin went Italy's Foreign
Minister Count Galeazzo Ciano for
what was reputed to be a stormy
conference in which the Reich was
charged with introducing the Soviet
threat into Europe and thereby causing Italy to lose faith in the axis.
Meanwhile, Der Fuehrer got the
answer to his speech in advance.
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
told the house of commons the war
must go on until Hitlerism is
crushed.
No one expected anything new in

North
\. Atlantic

South
Pacific

CONGRESS:
Oratory
Minus the strength of his convictions is the man who can be swayed
by oratory. This purpose, however,
stood as a ghost beside every man
who shouted in the U. S. senate
chamber, which, in the first days of
October's bright blue weather, was
over-run with oratory. The issue:
Neutrality; whether to keep the
arms embargo now enforced against
Europe's belligerents, or to substitute "cash-and-carry," in which belligerents could buy what they
pleased, taking it away in their own
ships.
One by one the flower of the senate's far-famed oratory club rose
and pleaded that the one sure way of
getting the U. S. into war is to (1)
repeal the arms embargo, (2) retain the arms embargo. Idaho's
Borah, Nevada's Pittman, Michigan's Vandenberg, Texas' Connally,
Washington's Schwellenbach, North
Dakota's Nye and Louisiana's Overton led the parade.
Sample repeal talk (by Connally):
"Unless the act is changed the United States will be brought to the
brink of war, perhaps plunged into
its dark and cruel depths."
Sample anti-repeal talk (by Vandenberg) : "I do not say that repeal
precipitates us into the war . . . in
the long view, I do not believe we
can become an arsenal for one belligerent without becoming a target
for another."
After a week of this sort of thing
some trends, amazingly, were apparent.
Majority Leader Alben
Barkley claimed repealists had
picked up "one or two votes."
More important, however, the
once vague issue was sifting down
and its rough spots were becoming
apparent. Among them: Should 90
days' credit be allowed? Shouldn't

Insulation is expensive

stuff.

each American nation may decide
for itself whether to refuel belligerent submarines. (Argentina will,
thus inviting violation.) Second,
most of the patrol responsibility fell
on generous Uncle Sam, who thereby found himself minus ships to
safeguard his own waters. Third,
shippers decided the safety zone
would permit German ships now havened in American ports to continue
their inter-American trade.
Meanwhile, the U. S. planned to
make hay in South America. For
more than a month business men
have waxed enthusiastic over new
trade possibilities below the equator now that European factories are
busy making cannon. To his press
conference, President Roosevelt indicated he will ask congress to increase the Export-Import bank's
credit authorization from $100,000,000 to $500,000,000 next January.

U S. FARMERS JOIN
FEW ORGANIZATIONS
Church Ranks First Among
Rural Groups.
By PROF. W. A. ANDERSON
The belief that most farmers belong to a large nfimber of organizations is discounted by studies of
the department of rural social organization at Cornel] university.
In a study of nearly 3,000 farmers
in a typical United States rural
neighborhood, it was found that they
belong to only one or two organizations, on the average, but are loyal
to them. Twenty per cent of the
farmers belong to no organizations,
and 30 per cent belong to only one.
Membership in three organizations
appears to be the upper limit for
most farm operators.
Organizations in which memberships are held in order of their numerical importance, he says, are:
the church, grange, dairymen's
league, farm bureau, lodge, other
co-operatives, and a social-civic
group. Membership in the church
leads among farmers who belong to
only one or two organizations.
The "joiners," those who belong
to several organizations, appear to
have these characteristics:
they
own rather than rent their farm;
they operate a large farm rather
than a small one; their farms have
a higher assessment value than others; they are more stable as to residence and do not shift frequently;
and they have had, in general, better schooling.
Another point is that "organization-mindedness" is more noted in
men past 30 years of age than in
those younger. Fewer of the younger group belonged to organizations.
Two causes explain this. First, the
younger men are just getting established and need tune to enter organizations; and second, they are
somewhat overlooked by the older
men in organizations. More might
join if they were invited.

U. S. Farm Women Use
Healthful Family Diets
TEXAS' CONNALLY
"...' into its dark and cruel depths."

credit restrictions be applied against
residents of belligerent nations as
well as the nations themselves?
How were "belligerent waters" to
be defined; would they include ports
of Canada, Australia, Hongkong and
other Franco-British possessions?
The credit issue evoked most debate. Thoroughly disgusted with extending any credit after the way
European nations have failed to repay war debts, Missouri's Sen. Bennett Champ Clark and Minnesota's
Sen. Ernest Lundeen dragged out a
weather-beaten suggestion: That
France and Britain surrender their
western Atlantic insular possessions
(Bahamas, Jamaica, Newfoundland,
Trinidad, etc.) to the U. S.

WHITE HOUSE:
Statecraft
In Paris, U. S. Ambassador to Poland Anthony Drexel Biddle paid his
first official call on the new president of Poland-on-wheels, Wladislaw
Rackiewicz. In Washington, Secretary of State Cordell Hull issued a
statement that the U. S. will continue to recognize Count Jerzy Potocki as Polish ambassador, and refusing to recognize that nation's seizure by Germany and Russia: "Poland is the victim of force used as
an instrument of territory . . .
Mere seizure of territory, however,
does not extinguish the legal existence of a government."
By the same token, the U. S. said
nothing about Poland's $179,000,000
war debt, which Germany and Russia wouldn't pay anyway. When
Austria was seized by the Reich,
the U. S. promptly blundered by
handing Austria's war debt bill to
Herr Hitler, not realizing this constituted tacit U. S. recognition of
the seizure. When Czecho-Slovakia
was captured, the U. S. said nothing. Poland, likewise.

Trend
'NO TRESPASSING' ZONE

FARM
TOPICS

How the wind is blowing . . .
RADIO—Banned, all broadcasts
by spokesmen of controversial issues except in the public forum
manner, by action of the National
Association of Broadcasters. Reason: Too many religious attacks
and counter attacks. Hurt by
order: Detroit's outspoken Rev.
Father Charles E. Coughlin, New
York's Judge Joseph J. Rutherford and Toledo's Rev. Walter
Cole.
LABOR—At Washington, the U.
S. circuit court of appeals held
the department of labor had "illegally and arbitrarily" exceeded
authority in determining minimum wages for the iron and steel
industry.
RELIEF—Of $250,000 appropriated for European war relief by
the American Red Cross, $50,000
has been sent direct to Germany,
and $25,000 to Switzerland, to
care for Polish refugees.

Better living for the family
through better health continued to
be a principal aim of thousands of
homemakers on American farms
last year, according to reports from
extension workers in home economics in all parts of the country.
Better health through more adequate diets was an important part
of the home demonstration program
in more than 37,000 communities.
Demonstrations conducted by extension agents representing the United
States department of agriculture
and the state agricultural college
helped homemakers learn what constitutes a generously adequate diet.
How to provide that diet the year
around
with
available
homeproduced and purchased foods was
the subject of other meetings.
As a part of this program farm
women and 4-H club girls reported
that they canned 70,000,000 quarts of
fruits, vegetables, and meats. A
total of 407,000 families served better-balanced meals as a result of
recommendations of home demonstration agents, while 169,000 families followed food-buying recommendations discussed in extension
meetings.
Boys and girls hi 16,138 schools
had better lunches because home
demonstration groups and similar
organizations provided hot dishes to
supplement the noon lunch brought
from home.
Home demonstration agents in
some states, assisted by public
health agencies and local physicians, held child-health clinics in
hundreds of communities.

Telephone Service
There is only one service given to
farmers by the smaller telephone
companies in the United States
which farmers in other countries
probably do not receive. This is
the handling Qf fire alarms reported over the telephone. Most telephone companies in this country
spread fire alarms to fire departments and to neighboring farmers
free of charge without, of course
assuming any liability. This service has contributed much to rural
fire protection and reduction in
losses. Telephone companies include in their directories instructions to both employees and subscribers for the handling of fire
alarms. Telephone operators have
an enviable reputation for the service they render hi such emereeu
cies, and all of it is done without"
any added income to the telephone
companies. Such service makes the
telephone a real aid in the protec
toon of life and property on the
isrm.

Animal Hair Valuabl
Everything that comes from
farm, lt seems, has a definite uusethe
adding to the well being of hu
ity-even the hair from far™
mals. Although theTa, r oof the
ha lr from one animal may an
amount
to only a fraction of a cent
-nt, the
total worth of the hair proce
Processed
and sold in the United States
''ates last
year was more than $2,000'.000,
0
according to the men who cud
make ,t ready f o r use. Main it
, and
for c u s hinnin e furniture seats use is

Crusty, piping hot bran muffins are family favorites.
See Recipe Below.

For a Special Treat
Serve Hot Breads
Was there ever a family that
didn't adore hot breads? Biscuits
that melt in your mouth, muffins
that are feather-light and crusty and
full of flavor, or a golden corn bread
with the tantalizing taste of bacon
to make it even more delicious— all
these are special treats for a hungry
family.
Serve hot muffins or flaky biscuits
at the next church supper or the
first fall dinner
meeting of the
¥/
7
guild, and watch
them disappear
like
snowflakes
on a warm spring
day.
It's easy to
achieve success with hot breads if
you'll follow just a few basic rules.
A tested recipe, good ingredients,
accurate measurements, deft handling, and the proper temperature
for baking are the factors of success.
If you've had difficulty with quick
breads that are coarse textured and
full of the long holes called "tunnels" in all probability you've been
over-conscientious in mixing. Unless
otherwise specified, mix lightly and
only enough to blend the ingredients.
When you're making baking powder biscuits, remember that a little
kneading goes a long way toward
making biscuits flaky and light.
A simple recipe for baking powder biscuit is the starting point for
a variety of tempting breads. Make
"Pinwheels" by rolling out biscuit
dough to Vi-inch thickness, brushing
with melted butter, and spreading
generously with grated cheese, devilled ham, or thick jam. Roll up
the dough as for jelly-roll, cut in
slices, and bake in a hot even (425
degrees).
Quick Butterscotch Rolls are
made in the same fashion.
Ginger Cheese Muffins.
2 cups cake flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
Vi teaspoon soda
% teaspoon ginger
% teaspoon salt
% cup cheese (grated)
1 egg (beaten)
% cup milk
% cup molasses
% cup butter (melted)
Mix and sift all dry/ ingredients.
Add grated cheese. Blend egg, milk,
molasses, and melted butter. Pour
this mixture slowly into the dry ingredients and mix lightly. Pill well
greased muffin tins approximately %
full and bake in a hot oven (425 de-,
grees) for 12 to 15 minutes.
Old-fashioned Nut and Raisin Bread.
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons granulated sugar
2 cups bread flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
% teaspoon salt
% cup milk
¥4 cup seedless raisins
V4 cup nutmeats (broken)
Cream butter and add sugar. Mix
edi

-* — add
the milk. Mix
lightly and fold
in the raisins and
nuts. Place batter in a wellgreased loaf pan,
let stand 20 minutes, and then bake in a moderate
oven (350 degrees) for approximateiy one hour.
Quick German Coffee Cake.
(Makes 1 coffee cake)
V4 cup shortening
]
/2 cup sugar
2 eggs (well beaten)
1% cups and 1 tablespoon flour
vt teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons baking powder
Ms cup milk
M: cup brown sugar
% cup nut meats (chopped)
l teaspoon cinnamon
1 tablespoon butter
Cream shortening; add sugar
slowly while beating constantly Add
"g?,s ««d blend. Mix and sift together 1V4 cups flour, salt and bat
mg powder and add alternately with

milk. Mix lightly with a fork Flap.
half of dough in well-greased layer
cake pan. .Mix together brown iZ
ar, chopped nuts, remaining l \L
blespoon flour, cinnamon and butter
Sprinkle % of this mixture over
dough. Top with remaining dough;
sprinkle with remaining brown sag.
ar mixture. Bake in moderately hot
oven (375 degrees) for approxj.
mately 30 minutes. Serve whil»
warm.
Refrigerator Parkerhouse Rolls.
(Makes 3 dozen Parkerhouse rolls)
2 cups boiling water
% cup and 1 teaspoon sugar
1 tablespoon salt
3 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons lard
2 cakes compressed yeast
V4 cup lukewarm water
2 eggs
8 cups flour
Mix together boiling water, % cup
sugar, salt, butter and lard. Cook
slightly. Dissolve yeast and 1 tea-J
spoon sugar in the lukewarm water!
and add. Add eggs and one-half of
the flour; beat thoroughly. Then
add remaining flour. Mix well. Place
in refrigerator. When ready to use
roll dough about .%-inch thick and
cut in circles. Then cut each cfc.'
cle almost in two. Turn circled/ 1
dough so that cut side is on the I
outside. Spread inside with melted
butter and fold. Let rise until doubled in bulk. Then bake in a hot
oven (400 degrees) approximately
20 minutes.
Skillet Corn Bread.
(Makes one 9-inch bread)
1% cups 'general purpose flour
1% tablespoons sugar
- 1 teaspoon salt
1% tablespoons baking powder
1% cups yellow corn meal
3 eggs (beaten)
1% cups milk
Bacon
Sift together the flour, sugar, salt
and baking powder. Stir in the corn:
meal. Combine
the
eggs and;
milk, and blend
with the dry in-,
gredients. PoutJ
into a greased, I
inch skillet. Arrange b a c o i
slices,
latticefashion, over the
top. Bake in •
moderately hot oven (375 degrees!
for 60 to 60 minutes. If necessary,
the bread may be placed to the
broiler for a few minutes to brown
the bacon.
Molasses All-Bran Muffins.
(Makes 1 dozen muffins)
2 cups bran
% cup molasses
IMt cups milk
1 egg (beaten)
1 cup flour
% teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon soda
Add bran to molasses and milk ^
allow to soak for 15 minutes. «•
egg and add to first mixture. »»
flour, salt and soda together a»,
combine with bran mixture.
greased muffin pane two-thirds i
and bake in moderately hot ov
(400 degrees) about 20 minutes.
Is it hard to get children

you overcome that
TWs Practical
- twr
In her new cook book,
Baking." Eleanor Howe g>
hot
her secrets for making: deh* pie,
breads, cakes, cookies
^
You'll find here over 1^ / ,, funn y
gestions, toe—recipes io „ ,,Lem.
" "Jell T u c k - A W a y n t l e s S
Cake;
on Sunny Silver Pie, an
others just as interlink
usual.
cafe10'

Illinois, and get
grand book now.
(Released by Western
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Miss Phyllis Pollen'of Oakland has
The first killing frost of the season
.
Worth Chastain has entered the
the position of night girl at hit this community on Saturday
Veterans' hospital in Des Moines for
Ivadel'a Cafe.
ing, Sept. 30.
medical treatment.
Fred Knowlton and family, after
John Roberts of Foster, Ore., is enGlen Millard and wife of Casey
spending about tea yean in Atlan- joying a visit at the home of his were Sunday visitors at the home of
tic, have returned to Anita to make brother, Frank Roberts and family, Miss Lena Schaake in Anita.
this city their home again. They are and with other relatives at Cumliving in the Earf Knowtlon property berland.
Mrs. Bertha Keasey of Atlantic is
spending the week at the home of her
in South Anita.
Nine members of the W. P. G. club son, Floyd Keasey and family.
Peter A. Gerard of Nevada, Mo., and two other guests, Mrs. Roberta
a resident of Lincoln township about Calkins of Bondurant, Iowa, and MSss
Miss Mary Agnes Bongers, who is
thirty-five years ago, haa^ been in Vera B. Hook were 12:30 o'clock din- attending school at St. Joseph's Acadthis vicinity the past week renew- ner guests at the home of Mrs. Emma emy in Des 'M'oines, spent Saturday
ing acquaintances and enjoying a Burns on Tuesday of last week. The and Sunday in Anita with her parents,
visit with old-time friends.
Leo V. Bongers and wife.
ladies spent the afternoon socially.
accepted

Miss Margaret Breen, former night
girl at Ivadel's Cafe, is now sales girl
at the Anita Bakery.
MTS. Kathrine Main and her brother, Dennis O'Leary, visited with
friends in Omaha over the week end.

ANITA

Frank Mitchell, wife and son, Donnie,
and Ben F. Brodersen, wife and children, Jean and Bernard, spent Sunday
visiting with relatives and friends in
Denison.

At the national meeting of the
American Legion in Chicago last
week, Rev. Patrick N. McDermott,
Mrs. Ruby Biggs, a guest, held high
The members of the H. H. club
The members of the C. R. S. club well known Atlantic priest, was electscore at a meeting of the Pinochle and their husbands were dinner with one guest, Mias Lulu Alvord, en- ed national chaplain.
club last Thursday evening at the uesta of Mrs. Rosetta Anderson at oyed a dinner at the Congregational
Mrs. Roberta Calkins of Bondurhome of Miss Lulu .Alvord on Cherry her home on Chestnut Street during hurch during the noon hour last
Street. Other guests were Miss Vera he noon hour last Wednesday. Eleven Thursday. The ladies spent the af- ant, Iowa, visited in the city a few
B. Hook, Mrs. W. P. Barrett, [Mrs.members were present, nine of whose «rnoom playing Chinese checkers at days the past week with her sisterL. J. Hofmeister, Mrs. A. J. Kopp, husbands were living and were pres- he home of Mrs. Nellie Richards. in-law, Mrs. J. A. Wagner, and with
other relatives and friends.
Mrs. Dick Dement and Miss Almeda ent for the dinner. The ladies spent
Nieth.
the afternoon with their quilting.
The regular meeting of the Friday
Chas. Campbell and wife are home
iridge club was held last Friday af- from a six weeks' visit at Payette,
emoon at the home of Mrs. Fred M. Idaho, with his brother, Frank Suplee
Sheley on East Main Street. Besides and family. While gone from Anita
he members, other guests were Mrs. they also visited other places in the
Ed. F. Carlton, Mrs. Mylo Robson west.
and Mrs. Guy Steinmetz. High score
at bridge was held by Mrs. Henry
At her home on West Main Street
TRACK SOON
Maduff.
last
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Harry
/ Actually more heat per dollar
A.
G111
was hostess to the members of
than anything else you can buy.
Gerald Lowe, wife and son, David, the Knot-a-Kare bridge club, and one
of Marne, and Cecil Lowe, wife and additional guest, Mrs. P. T. Williams,
daughters, Roberta and Gloria, Lloyd | High score at bridge wag he]d by Mrs
r
lohnson, wife and daughters, Jean and
Bert C. Ramos, Manager
ieverly, and Owen Johnson, wife and
daughter, Ruby, all from Atlantic,
Mrs. H. U. Shannon, a well known
spent Sunday in the city at the home resident of Anita, is a patient at
of Ed. and Anna Johnson. The men [the Methodist hospital in Des Moinare nephews of the local people.
es, where a few clays ago she submitted to a major operation. She is
The W. W. club was entertained at reported to be showing1 satisfactory
;he home of Mrs. Nora McDermott improvement.
ast Thursday afternoon, with four:een members and Miss Lela Mae
Mrs. Frank Schxvenke was brought
Whether you're taking a
Saxton, a guest, present.
Roll call home Sunday from the Mayo Bros,
short week-end trip or going .,
was answered by naming the president ] d l n i e at R ocheste r, Minn., where she
across the continent, the
n office at the time of each member's had been for several days last week.
cares of travel are greatly
reduced, and the journey
birth. Mrs. Roy Derry acted as pro- Mrs. Schwenke was accompanied to
seems so much less tiresome,
gram chairman, The next regular Rochester by her husband, her sister,
when you travel by rail.
meeting will be held Oct. 12 with Mrs. O. S. Plummer, and Mrs. Chas.
Rock Island main line trains
Mrs. Roy Derry; and Mrs. 0. L. Sax- Dressier.
are completely air-conditon will have charge of the program.
tioned, and are so roomy and
',
pleasant that you'll wonder
The members of the Original bridge
why you have ever gone any
At her home on North Walnut club and four other guests, Mrs. Albert
other way.
Street on Tuesday afternoon of last Secress, Mrs. Ernest Ford, Mrs. C. H.
This is World's Fair Year and
week, Mrs. Augusta Simon entertain- Johnson and Mrs. Ed. F. Cartlon, were
it is not too late for you to
ed a number of ladies complimentary entertained last Wednesday afternoon
visit either or both of these
stupendous spectacles.
to Mrs. Louise Hardersen, a neighbor by Mrs. G. M. Adair at her home on
There is a big difference ia
for
many years and who recently sold North Chestnut Street. High score
GOLDEN GATE INTERNATIONAL
yields but even greater differher
property and the first of the was held by Mrs. Harold MteDermott.
EXPOSITION on San Francisco Bay.
ence in the quality and adaptamonth moved to an apartment in the
bility of corn. DeKalb has prof.OTBW YORK WORLD'S FAIR—the
A. M. Stone home. Ladies present
Lincoln township school No. 6 held
duced balanced corn specially
i world of tomorrow.
for the social afternoon were Mrs. their first P. T. A. meeting of the
fitted to our local conditions.
Low round trip fares and allB. D. Forshay, Mrs. 'M. Kohl, Mrs.year at the school last Friday evenSee many of these varieties
expense tours are available
Fred Simon, Mrs. George Denne, Mrs. ing. At the election of officers, Mrs.
growing at the DeKalb local
C. C. GARDINER, A. G. P. A.
proving ground.
Sric Osen, Mrs. Andrew Wiegand, Jesse Taylor was named president;
721 Locust Street
Mrs. Guy Smith and Mrs. Almira Mrs. Raymond Klever, vice president;
Des Moines, Iowa
Rickel of Anita and Mrs. Adamand Miss Lillian Oler, teacher of the
Ernest of Adair. At the close of chool, secretary and treasurer. MeetAnita, Iowa.
the afternoon a lunch was served by ngs of the P. T. A. will be held on
Island^
the hostess.
lie fourth Friday evening of each
month. The program Friday evenng consisted of contests with Mrs.
'rank Kopp and Dale Cron the winers. A lunch was served.

_^jBEE Eastern
Kentucky Lamp Coal

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
RANDOLPH SCOTT and NANCY KELLY
In a Thrilling Western Drama

"FRONTIER MARSHAL"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

SAT.-SUN.

OCT. 7-8

THE GREATEST HEART-THRILL
OF YOUR WHOLE LIFETIME!
This entertainment takes ib
place among the immortal
works oi the screen. ROBERT
DONArS unforgettable "Mr!
Chips"... GREER GARSON'S
heart-warming "Kathie"
. . . reach dazzling new
heights oi emotional thrill I

GRAIN CO.

Distances are
shortened when you

GO BY TRAIN

SHIP and

LESTER SCHOLL

ITRAVEL

For Our
Sake

Can you figure on your car's Daily Winter
Starting Schedule being briefer than this?...

Could that get you through the day?
Will your icy engine turn lukewarm in
5 minutes? Even so, through ail these bad
months, that comes to 90 hours!
A whole 90 tough hours when oiling that
cornea from "fast flow" alone lags far behind
the mire lubrication that comes from changing today to OIL-PLATING.

Mrs. Ben Wilson was pleasantly
urprised at her home in South Anita
ast Wednesday, when twenty-four
eighbor ladies called to spend the
vening. It was a farewell party for
flrs. Wilson and her daughter, Ruby,
vho are expecting to move from the
ALSO DONALD DUCK CARTOON and NEWS
eighborhood in a few weeks. The
vening was spent socially and playng different games. Late in the evning a lunch was served by Mrs.
Gale Smith und wife of Omaha spent
Junior Hofmeister has accepted u
Howard Lett, Miss Florence Drier,
Saturday night and Sunday at the
position
as
clerk
in
the
Mongers
Bj-os.
>lrs. Pearl Dorsey and Mrs. Ross
home of his parents, Clyde Smith and
irookner, who sponsored the party. drug store.
wife, southeast of the city.
Mrs. Jennie Winchell and daughter,
The members of the S. O. S. club Miss Addie, of Coffeyville, Kan., are
vere guests last Thursday afternoon visiting in Anita and Atlantic with
t the home of Mrs. R. C. Rich south- relatives and friends. They are formwest of the city. Present were four- er residents of the Anita community.
n members of the club together
with six visitors, Mrs. Henry Maduff
At her home on East Main Street
Mrs. Clara Pearson, Mrs. Ralph
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. E. W.
Nichols, Miss Jeannette McAfee, Mrs Holmes entertained the members of
Otis Kirkpatrick and Mrs. Ray he Quilt club. Besides the members,
Nichols. A miscellaneous shower was here was one other guest, MVs. RoberAND OUR CHILDREN'S SAKE
,eld during the afternoon for Mrs.
Calkins of Bondurant, Iowa. FolLET'S BE NEUTRAL AND
Rich's daughter, Mrs. Pearl Rich owing a social afternoon, a lunch
KEEP OUR COUNTRY OUT
'earson, a recent bride. The ladies •as served by the hostess.
OF WAR.
pent most of the afternoon hemming
ea towels for the hostess, who served
i lunch at the close of the afternoon.

OIL-PLATING is ready to lubricate sooner
than any oil ever can flow — sooner than
"instantly I"— because patented Conoco
Germ Processed oil forces OIL-PLATING into a
durable bond with the engine parts, OILPLATING becomes part of the parts? They
can't drain dry of oiL-PLATnra. They're
"bathed in slippiness" all day, aH night, in all
weather, even at a standstill.
That's why OIL-PLATING lets your engine
elide into swift, safe, dregless action, instead
of letting it suffer Winter's worst 90 hours
— along with your battery. Slash starting
time; stretch your time between quarts to
the limit, by changing to Your Mileage
Merchant's Conoco station today for Germ
Processed oil. That's your way to Winter
OIL-PLATING. Continental Oil Company

CONOCO GERM PROCESSED OIL
from Your Mileage Merchant

OIL COMPANY

Young woman wishes

Come in

iMrs. Arthur Daniels was hostess to
AND SEE OUR WAGON BOXto marry an old man—
ES, SHOVEL BOARDS, NEW
wenty-five ladies from Eureka and
that's her business.
Summerset townships, Adair county,
FARMALLS, OIL HEATERS,
Our business is pickCORN BUSKERS, ETC.
who met last Thursday afternoon for
the purpose of selecting their respecing up dead animals—
ive officers for the coming year. Miss
large or small.
Simon, Cass and Adair county inPhone 257
structor, had charge of the meeting,
and Mrs. Raash of Bridgewater was
WAGNER FILLING STATION
The I. H. C. Store
present and gave a brief talk. A
ANITA, IOWA
delicious lunch was served by the
Eurekti ladies. The following officers
were elected by the two townships:
Eureka—Mrs. Clyde Smith, chairman;
M>rs. P. T. Ryan, vice chairman; Mrs
Glen Tharp, publicity chairman; Mtrs
Arthur Daniels, music chairman; anc
Mrs. W. P. Waters, health chairman
Summerset—Mrs. Ben Tommerdahl
chairman; Mrs. Lloyd Carney, vice
chairman; Mrs. Donald Hall, publicity
chairman; Mrs. Leslie Schwenke
C. F. DARROW, Manager
j music chairman; and 'Mrs. A. V. Han
ley, health chairman.

Dement Imp. Co.

SPECIAL PRICE ON FENCE
AND FENCE MATERIAL
THE FARMERS COOP.

tHE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Ornate
Lavish Use of Fur
Registers on Style Program
By CHEREE NICHOLAS

Star Dust

—IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

ASK ME
UNDAY I
SCHOOL Lesson ANOTHER f

"if Cooper Plays Soldier
*k Joan Fontaine Has Way
By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Blbl* Institute
of Chicago..
* Try Musical Picture
(Released by Western New
New«pap«r Union.)
By Virginia Vale —
Lesson for October 8
\I7AR pictures of all varie*" ties are on their way to Lesson subject* and Scripture texts «er
lected and copyrighted by International
our neighborhood theater or Council
of Religious Education: used by
one near it. Some are new, permission.
:ome are old. Those of us who THE FORERUNNER OP THE
were going to movies during
KING
;he last war will recognize in LESSON TEXT—Matthew 3:1-17.
some everything but the actors GOLDEN TEXT—Prepare ye the way of
the Lord, make bis paths straight —Matas products of the past. How- thew
3:3.
ever, with sound, and new people going through the motions, When an earthly king visits his
no doubf they'll seem new dominions or makes a journey to
another land, great preparations are
snough.

The Questions
1. What is a sampan?
2. What is the greatest depth of
the Pacific ocean?
3. What state always elects two
Indians to the lower house of its
legislature?
4. What fish is commonly used
for filet of sole? For filet mignon?
5. What state has most cities of
100,000 population or more?
6. What federal body has the
sole power to try impeachments?
7. Here is the first line of a wellknown poem: "Oh, why should
the spirit of mortal be proud?"
Can you give the second line?
8. What is the abomination of
desolation mentioned in the Book
of Daniel, in the Bible?
9. What would you call a large
group of cows, wolves, bees, monkeys?
10. How deep and where is the
world's deepest mine?

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information
on Various Subjects

4. Flounder. Filet mignon is •
piece of steak.
5. Massachusetts.
6. The senate.
7. "Like a swift-floating meteor,
a fast-flying cloud."
8. It is supposed by Bible students to refer to the desecration
of the Temple in Jerusalem by the
soldiers of Antiochus Epiphanes.
9. Herd, pack, swarm, troop.
10. The world's deepest mine is
over a mile deep and is in BraziL
Gold is mined there.

INDIGESTION
ScoMitoiul Relief from ImfigettMO
One I

Prove* It

If th« OnTdOM of thfi'tdtumnMuUni Uttl*
made for his coming. Everything
black tablet doera't brlot yon tlw fiitnt and mart
complete rrtlal TOO turn optrlmwd wnd bottU
"The Road Back" is to be re- is done to expedite his journey and
tack to ni and nt DOUBLE MONET BACK. This
ssued by Universal, with the to assure him of safety and comBall-ana tablet helm uw itomnh dignt food,
make? Ui0 ezceu itomach flnldi bannleu and Irta
scenes that were deleted when the fort. The United States and Cantan eit the noortihlni foods Too need. For hartbom, ilek hudtche and uniti «o often cauied by
picture was made in 1937 because ada have recently had that interest«neu atomach flnldi mulnjyou feel tour and
rink an oim—TTJST ONB DOSE of Bell-tu prom
of an official request that they be ing experience. The King of kings
Hnedx relief. 25o mojirtun.
>mitted, in a desire not to annoy and Lord of Lords who in loving
Germany.
kindness and gracious condescension
Helpful Opposition
It looks as if Gary Cooper might had come to earth to be our ReThe Answers
A certain amount of opposition
as well reconcile himself to wear- deemer had now grown to manhood
is a great help to a man. Kites
ng a uniform whenever he steps in and was prepared to enter on His
1. An Oriental boat.
rise against,•> not with, the wind.
Iront of a camera. His current pic- public ministry. God sent John to
2. The greatest depth of the Even a head-wind is better than
;ure, "The Real Glory," presents be His forerunner to prepare the
Pacific ocean is 35,400 feet, just nothing. No man ever worked his
lim as an American lieutenant in way and to herald His coming.
north of Mindanao of the Philip- voyage in a dead calm. The best
:he medical corps, way back in 1906.
I. A Herald Prophetically Fore- pine isles:
wind for everything in the long
He'll begin work shortly in "Black- told
(w. 1. 3, 4).
3. Maine.
run is a side wind.—John Neal.
out Over Europe," which deals
The coming of John (usually
with air raids in the present war.
with gray kidskin or squircalled the Baptist) was of such virel or with chinchilla, also
tal concern to God that He had reAndrea
Leeds
has
announced
her
sheared beaver. The re- jngagement, and not to an actor. vealed it to His prophets hundreds
vival of chinchilla as a It's to be hoped that marriage won't of years before (see Isa. 40:3).
DID YOU HEAR
fashionable fur is a not- mean her giving up her career; she
We should study and believe the
able outstanding event this
ABOUT THOSE LABORATORY
s come so fast in so short a time. message of the prophets. The same
season. The enthusiasm
prophecies that pointed to John the
EXPERTS'PROVING IN TESTS
for red which is so apparBaptist and Christ's first coming
ent throughout style cenalso point to the second coming
ters this fall leads to coats
(Mai. 3:1-6; 4:1-6). We know the
and costumes of this gay
former took place, why should we
hue that are trimmed with
doubt the fulfillment of the latter?
contrasting fur. Striking
We do well to take heed to the
are the new ripped-in-atword of prophecy (II Pet. 1:19).
your new dress, jacket, or the-waist coats recently shown.
Let us also prepare the way of
•••coat with fur and you can't go
A newcomer to the fur fashion picthe Lord, not as John did, for his
I'VE KNOWN THE
wrong; Everything from bedjack- ture is burgundy-dyed silver fox,
was a special ministry, but by makets, shoes, gloves and handbags to processed by bleaching the skins and
ing ways for the gospel to reach
ANSWER FOR YEARS—,
coats, dresses, suits, jackets and dipping them to a beguiling reddish
the hearts of men. We can remove
ensembles is being trimmed with red tone. See it in unique and lavish
AND I'M ROLLING
hindrances and obstructions, preparfur this season. You can have as treatment on the jacket suit pictured
ing
their
hearts
to
receive
Him
as
little an amount of fur or as lavish to the left. A velvet pill box in matchTHATTASIY,
Saviour and Lord.
a trimming of fur as you wish just ing burgundy is worn with coque
II.
An
Unusual
Man
with
a
BurnBo your costume be furred in some feather trim in like color.
COOL-S/WOKJNC BRAND
ing Message (w. 2, 6-12).
stylish way.
Slate blue and soft gray was seANDREA LEEDS
What an arresting appearance
RIGHT NOW!
It adds greatly to the zest of the
, mode, in that designers are display- lected for the eye-arresting ensem- Rising to fame with a scream in John must have made as he
ble
shown
to
the
right
in
the
group.
f ing Such exciting imagination and Gray caracul is deftly manipulated "Stage Door," she's gone right emerged to the edge of the wilderfc*£r?!?Ts
>
ness to present his startling mesI originality in the new fur treataldng;
in
"The
Real
Glory"
she
to
fashion
the
close-fitting
collar,
full
sage!
God
had
kept
him
(like
Moses
i.:ments. Whether the garment has a
sleeves and combination muff gives an excellent performance.
and others) in the quiet of the des|dab of fur here and there or a whole length
handbag. The coat zips from the
ert where He could talk with him,
| lot -of rich fur there is intrigue in
neck
to
its
belted
waist
where
the
The March of Time is stepping away from the distractions of so|tts method, New uses of fur include skirt hangs' in impressed pleats.
"MAKIN'S" SMOKERS! Laboratory,
| Stunning shoulder trims in epaulet The turban is in slate blue to match into the full-length feature field with called civilization. This simple liv"The Ramparts We Watch," based ing had made John a striking perects which on form-fitting cloth
tests
on 31 of the largest-selling tobaccos give
ate make one look wide at the the smartly detailed coat. The on the book by Major George Field- sonality, quite unusual and uncondress
is
gray.
ing Eliot. According to the an- ventional. The man who strives
a fair comparison off how hot or cool they smokeop, accenting the now-so-fashionIdeal for early autumn is the cos- nouncement, it "brings to the screen for such an appearance to attract ate tiny waistline. Vestees of fur,
Here's one that
ably beaver or Persian lamb or tume centered in the group. This a new production idea in feature tention is but a fool, but on the other
pictures
with
a
realistic
plot
that
hand unconventionality will not deJddskin, plastered on the front dressy ensemble includes a crepe
Cloth coats are chic as can be. frock with a bolero that has, fox carries a terrific impact in view of stroy one's usefulness if he has a
of fur on pockets thatching fur sleeves. The color is beige, to the events in Europe today." Work message from God.
fur collars subscribe to the match with a wrapped turban of started about the middle of SeptemThe preaching of John was a burnot fur" edict. Pur that the crepe is added plus suede bag ber in New London, Conn., and the ing message of repentance. There
picture will have no connection with had been no prophetic message
edges give "tone" to many a and gloves.
_
The arrangement of fur as por- the regular March of Time issues.
since the time of Malachi, .and in
One of the most important uses of trayed in the inset reflects unerring
the intervening 400 years the reliMany a girl would like to know gious life of the Jews had settled
|fu» is the new border treatments. chic. Here black crepe and silver
i show early Victorian influence fox combine to achieve a stunning Joan Fontaine's formula for getting down into a barren legalistic formal|i0' that -quaint borderings and band- costume. The dress is simply made what she wants. She does it every ity. John came with a simple, pracr (sometimes row above row) ap- with a circular skirt. The place- time. She married Brian Ahearne, tical, and plain-spoken indictment of
j^pear on many of the smartest ment of fur on the brief jacket is causing several young actresses in sin, which led to repentance and
(5 dresses and coats.
intricate and artful. A draped tur- New York and points west to gnaw which made religion vital and real
. Gray for fall is the talk p' town ban with black aigrettes posed at the woodwork in rage. Now she's again.
I and showing in the coat sections are the front tunes to the ' call for slated for the lead in "Rebecca,"
We know that the gospel of the
for which many tests were made grace
f many smartly
styled models in gray "stylish black."
of God in Christ goes far be1
and
many
wires
were
pulled.
Olivia
(Released
by
Weitern
Nawipaper
Union.)
Iwool that are attractively trimmed
the preaching of John. But we
de Haviland's younger sister seems yond
know that the Church needs to
to be doing all right for herself, also
get
back
to the proclamation of a
while Olivia goes right along, look- vital heart-searching
message, and
ing: perfectly beautiful in costume some genuine old-fashioned
pictures and confining romance to ance. Then we like John willrepentbring
the screen.
THAN THE AVERAGE FOR THE
men to Christ for salvation, for sanctification,
for
service.
Maybe those spectacular musical
REST. . . COOLEST OF ALLI
Strikingly handsome and gay pltu<
III. A Humble but Privileged
woolens are enlivening the preseu pictures will return to the screen,
mode in more ways than one if you show that you like them. "On Servant of Christ (w. 13-17).
Whether Prince Albert is
CIENTISTS at a leading
The crowning event in the minYoung girls are wearing plaid woo your toes," with Zorina, will act as
skirts topped with cunning snug vel- a thermometer; if audience approv- istry of John was the recognition
enjoyed in a pipe or "makin's"
independent
laboratory
anvet jackets crowning the costume al shows that the temperature is of Jesus as He came to be baptized.
nounce the most interesting to- papers, millions of smokers
with a jaunty Scotch plaid little hat right, there'll be more like it.
He was deeply conscious of his own
bacco newainyears! la. impartial know PA. is the COOL-SMOKPlaid is also fashionable for jacket
Grace Moore may do one called unworthiness for this great work and
suits and the topcoats of plaid show- "Say It With Music," incorporating pointed to the coming Saviour as the
tests, made in "smoking bowls" ING brand. Thanks to ripe,
ing this season are gorgeous to be- incidents from her own life and a One in whom they should put their
with automatic recording, long-aged tobaccos and the fahold. Some are made in soft dress- lot of Irving Berlin's music. Inci- trust (vv. 11 and 14. See also John
PRINCE ALBERT SMOKED mous "crimp cur" and "no-bite"
maker style; others are strictly tai- dentally, Miss Moore once again 1:29). John was not jealous of his
lored. The monotone coat lined proved herself the darling of the own position, nor seeking his own
86 DEGREES COOLER than process, PA. smokes rich, tasty,
with plaid is also a style winner.
ship news reporters, when she re- advancement (see v. 3 and John
the
average of the 30 other of yet MILD, because, as "smokOne of the newest notes soundec turned from Europe recently; she 3:30).
the
largest-selling
brands tested ing bowl" tests show, PA. is free
is the use of plaid in an accessor: always makes a statement that
To this faithful and humble servfrom mouth-parching, "bite,"
way. Milliners are making hat anc makes the headlines, whether she's ant came the inestimable privilege
— coolest of all/
bag sets of bright wool plaids tha sailing away or sailing home. This of baptizing the Saviour. The bapcaused by excess heat! PA's
set off the new black coats and time she was going to rush back to tism of Jesus presents a mystery
"crimp cut" is a real friend to
dresses to perfection.
When the France and join an ambulance corps
we cannot fully solve. It is
"makin's"
smokers. Rolls easier,
plaids trim monotone forest green; —after she finished engagements to which
certain that He did not come to be
or browns or the new wine colorec sing in concert and opera, etc.
faster, neater. Drawsright.Betbaptized
for
the
remission
of
sin,
wools they carry the costume color
for He knew no sin. The best ex
ter try Prince Albert today!
in their own weaves highlighted with
Johnny Green, who used to wave planation seems to be that in His
multi-colored plaided patternings
the baton for Colombia pictures, obedience to His Father He was willand does now for the Johnny Pre- ing to subject Himself to every ordisents programs on the air, has nance of God—a spirit which is not
proved that he is a serious com- too common, by the way, among
, There is definite style emphasis
poser. He has finished a concerto, His professed followers. He was not
[placed on belts to the new fall show"Music for Elizabeth," which Jose a sinner, but He took the sinner's
Is ings. One of the reactions to the
Iturbi (that veteran of the Bing Cros- place, and thus He both entered
fine roll-your-own cig[ enthusiasm lor leather trimmings
by hour) will introduce at Carnegie upon 'His ministry and pointed forDespite the fact that the big news Hall this season. "Elizabeth" bap- ward to that day when God made
and details that now holds forth in
arette* in every handy
[ the fashion realm is the belt fash- of the Paris season is the straigh pens to be Mrs. Johnny Green as Him "who knew no sin" to be "made
honed'of bright colored suede. With skirt, and practically every design well as Betty Furness, of the films. sin for us" so that "we might be
tin off Prince Albert
shows it in one version or an
[complete assurance of being smart- er
made the righteousness of God in
other,
there
is
plenty
of
evidence
ly dressed, the young girl here picODDS AtfD ENVS—Kaye Kayser re- him" (II Cor. 5:21).
the popular flared skirt is fa fused
recently to play "Over There," feels
I tured wears a wool crepe dress that
from
finished.
Sponsored
by
such
[with the important below-elbow imoortant names as Lelong, Moly that all marches and military music should
Gracious Amid Gloom
•Jeeves. She gives the outfit an ex- neux and Mainbocher, it has » firm be barred in this country at present . . .
I'uige is collecting voice recordYet for all my Lord's gloom, I find
1 tra dash of swank by encircling her nlace in the mode and is being Raymond
ings of dignitaries and statesmen involved Him sweet, gracious, loving, kindI waist with « most exciting bright shown with a new sophistication.
in the current crisis . . . Grtcie Allen's
| suede belt designed by Ciiterion. The flare doesn't start at the beit been indulging in a shopping splurge, buy and I want both pen and words tc
forth the fairness, beauty anc
in Bchoolgirl fullness but is con- ing frocks to wear before the microp/iom set
but Beatrice Kay, of "Columbia's Co> sweetness of Christ's love, and the
lolled
and
fitted
to
well
over
the
...
Four Bows
Individuality and newness are Nineties Revue," just digs into her great honor of this cross of Christ, which
victor Stiebel recently designed a hip.
achieved by Lelong not only through aunts' trunks; she came up with a pair oj is glorious to me, though the work
""*— •-"' he named "little bow & lower and ««« tatr«ate flaw red cotton Hackings with lace inserts the thinketh shame thereof. — Samue
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
jse of a quartet of but by blouse and belt details a» other afternoon.
Rutherford.
iReleaied by Western Newspaper Union.)
bows that outline the
well.

WHICH TOBACCO
SMOKES THE
COOLEST?

K-

^uXuU^lKlu^&VA'A^V.WX

SMOKES
86 DEGREES

iy Suede Belt
!!*f,:: Vv/Jil^'Jili'i'.. ..

'•: '

Mode Brightened
By Plaid Woolens

S

Flared Skirt Is
Still a Favorite
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ELECT MEMBERS TO "lady of the Tropics" at
CASS FARM BOARD Rialto Saturday and Sunday

Packed with drama and romance
under tropic skies, "Lady of the
Meetings field During Past Week in Tropics" comes to the Rialto TheaAll Townships of the County to
tre Saturday and Sunday evenings,
providing screen entertainment of the
Elect Committeemen to Look
must-see kind. With two stars of
!
After 1939 Farm Program.
the calibre of Robert Taylor and
the much talked-about Hedy Lamarr
The present county committee was in the leads, this picture soars to
re-elected for the coming year at the new heights, of film artistry.
tomuai cooveation of the Caas County The new production is distinguished
AgricultaEsl .Conservation association in every -way—cast, settings, locale
Saturday morning at the courthouse and story. The latter concerns a
young American, Robert Taylor, who
jn Atlantic.
Members of the committee are Clair falls madly in love with the beautiful
D. Becker, chairman; C. G. Hansen, Manon, Hedy Lamarr, while visiting
vice chairman; and George Christen- in Saigon, Indo-China. They are marBen, third member.
The alternate ried in this "Paris of the East," but
members are Wm. F. Sandhorst of then the boy is unable to obtain a
Wiota and Janus' Winston of Atlan- passport out of the country for his
wife. For Pierre Delaroch, a halftic.
During the past week the township caste, played brilliantly by Academy..
elections were held throughout the Award winner Joseph Schildkraut, is
county with the following committees also in love with MSss Lamarr and
elected to administer the 1940 farm exerta" all his powerful influence to
program in their respective town- keep her in the country. To reveal
the ending of the picture would be to
ships:
Bear Grove— Fred A. Lindeman, detract from its pleasure in the seeing,
chairman; Harold Hyndman and but it is a conclusion that comes as
a fitting climax to a wholly absorbWayne R. Brown.
Benton— Leo B, Prall, chairman; ing story.
Both Taylor and Miss Lamarr are
Robert L. Wood and Harlan Gittins.
Brighton—G e o r g e Christensen, superb in their roles. Indeed, a new
chairman; Claude 0. McFadden, Louie romantic team has taken its place
and Niles Blake, alter- among the famous ones of the past,
w.
for this combination has both ronate.
Caaa—Lee C: Johnson, chairman; mance and glamour.
Excellent support is given by Gloria
James 0. Moon and Harry C. RobinFranklin,
who makes her film debut
son.
in
the
role
of Nina; Mary Taylor, as
Edna—James C. McLaren, chairman; Lyle L. Neary and R. D. Fin. Robert Taylor's American finance*;
Ernest Cossart, as the kindly Father
nell.
Franklin—William F. Sandhorst, Antoine; Charles Trowbridge, Frederic Worlock, Paul Porcasi and others.
^ chairman; E. Ml. Bell and Raymond,
Especially noteworthy for pictorial
i Morgan.
J
beauty
are the scenes of the CamGrant—H. J. Kuehn, chairman; Carbodian wedding procession and the
i.aten Henneherg and R. A. Wilson.
\- . Crove—Rosa T. Pollock, chairman; night scenes on the waterfront.
The program for Saturday and Sunf Prank M. Bailey and Chas. L. Mcday will include the regular news
reel; also the latest edition of March
Lincoln—Harold Wahlert, chairof Time, showing the battle fleets of
|jpan; Clyde R. Pollock and Chas. England. This comes to the screen
fDressler.
complete, exclusive and uncensored,
Massena—John W. Mattheis, chairand shows the English fighting navy
H.' R. Perry and Robert E. in action.„
oves.
Shirley Temple Picture Tonight.
j. Noble—John H. Mueller, chairman;
Thrilling adventure, stirring conflict
in J. Lehmkuhl and Fred W. I and breathless emotion crowd each
chiller.
I other for plenty of excitement in
Pleasant—Roy H. Crum, chairman; i Shirley Temple's latest picture, "Susf. S. Kipp and Ernest A. Smith.
I annah of the 'Mounties." The famous
story of the old Northwest is the feaEd. McNierney and Walter J. ture attraction at the Rialto this
tuehl.
(Wednesday) evening. In the featurUnion—C. G. Hansen, chairman;
Scott and
fCarf H. Euken, Gilbert Lacey and Margaret Lockwood.
[ Barley M. Weber, alternate.
j Hailed as an entirely original and
Victoria—William A. Holste, chairShirley Temple
4$S»r S> Bel1 and D- F-rC-asey-, vehicle, the picture includes another
Was^tagton-James A. Winston, innovation in the
of Shirley>a
chairman; E. N. Thomson and C. E. firgt .^
„ Martin Good

BR1ARDALE GROCERY
Values For Friday-Saturday
PINEAPPLE—
GWC,
No. 21/2 cans..
ENGLISH WALNUTS
No. 1 Shurfine,
pound
DATES—
New bulk Hallowii,
per
pound
GELATINE—
Briardale,
all flavors,
3 packages..
SORGHUM—
GWC,
No. 5 pail..
COFFEE—
Fresh roasted, fresh
ground,
9Q««
Briardale . . . . «£OC
Tall Corn,
iC
pound
ItJC
CORN—
GWC extra standard
pack,
A

15c
14c

41c

•'*»
No. 2 can
ROLLED WHEAT—
Large cello

each
i IC
WHEAT MEALFor these chilly
mornings,
17
cello bag
lit

PHEASANT SEASON

WILL BE NOV. 12-14

OATS—
Briardale quick or

regular,
large tube ____
SYRUP—
GWC golden
color, No. 5 pail
BROWN SUGAR—
Medium,
3 pounds ......
MARSHMALLOWS—
Briardale,
in
1-lb. package . . 1 1 C
PANCAKE FLOUR—
Bnarda,e,

ISc
FLOUR—
Briardale,
49-lb. bag
GWC,
49-lb. bag
PEAS—
GWC garden run,
No. 2 cans
SOAP—
Energy white
laundry,
3 bars

$1.69
$1.50

lOc

RINSO—
Makes clothes whiter,
large
package

Supervisor Says Youth
Training Is NYA Goal

NUMBER 52

No Clue Yet As to Who
Broke Into School Safe
Yeggs who opened the safe in the
office of Supt. M. M. Feller in the
Anita high school building during the
night last Wednesday received about
$85 in cash, mostly in small coins,
for their efforts. Gloves must have
been worn by the thieves as no fingerprints were left on the safe or tools
they uae.d.
It is thought by school authorities
that entrance to the building was
made through a transom on the fire
escape leading to the third floor of
the building. The locks on several
doors in the building were broken
and the lock on the outer door to
the superintendent's office was jimmied, while the door to the inner office, where the safe was located, was
apparently opened with a skeleton
key. The combination dial on the safe
was broken off with a hammer and
chisel and the lever operating the
lock was then released. Papers in the
safe were ransacked and scattered
about on the floor by the robbers.
The robbery was checked early
Thursday morning by Sheriff P. P.
Edwards, but owing to the fact that
the robbers left no fingerprints or
other clues, officials have been handicapped somewhat in their investigation. Three negroes who were sought
as suspects were apprehended by Council Bluffs police early Friday morning
but were later released because of
lack of evidence. Only a few pennies
were found on the men when they were
picked up, and denied complicity in
the robbery.
BROWN-MORGAN.
Miss Luella Brown, daughter of
Mrs. Lou Livingston of Bayard, Iowa,
and Norman Morgan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. N. O. Morgan of Anita, were
united in marriage at 1:00 o'clock
last Wednesday afternoon at the parsonage of the Methodist church in
Bethany, Mo. The ceremony was performed by Rev. W. Bloomfield, pastor of the Bethany church, and was
witnessed by the groom's parents and
sister, Miss lona Morgan.
The bride and groom are well
known in this vicinity and both are
graduates of the Wiota consolidated
high school. For the past year Norman has been employed by the Roberts Produce in Anita. Until next
spring they will make their home
with the groom's parents southwest
of Anita.

FILE ACTIONS FOR
NOVEMBER COURT
Several Suita Filed During the Past
Week in the Office of the Clerk
of the District Court For November Term of Cass Court.
Several suits have been filed in
the office of Clerk of Court Cecil
M. Skipton for the November term
of Cass county district court.
Heading the list is a damage attachment action growing out of an
automobile acicdent which occurred
in Atlantic on Sept. 29.
Lee S. Magi]], Atlantic dairyman,
is suing Homer Sargent and Frank
H. Sargent, both of Omaha, for ?!,150 damages as the result of a collision between Magill's car and a car
driven by Homer Sargent, at the corner of Tenth and Walnut streets in
Atlantic.
The plaintiff alleges that the Omaha youth was driving in a negligent
manner. According to the petition
the plantiff's wife, Mrs. Iva Magill,
was thrown out of her car by the
impact and was injured to such an
extent it was necessary to take her
to the hospital.
The defendants' car has been attached pending settlement of the case.
The Whitney Loan & Trust Co. of
Atlantic is plaintiff in an action
against Harry Graham, seeking $482
judgment on a promissory note, said
to have been executed Dec. 8, 1933.
Ida and Fred Wollenhaupt and a
number of others are plaintiffs in a
partition suit against R. H. Otto,
Amelia Kirchoff and a number of
other defendants.
F. L. Smith, as executor of the estate of the late Albert B. Smith, has
filed a note and attachment action
against H. A. 'Dunlap and wife, nonresidents of Iowa. Smith seeks attachment of the defendants' property
in Washington county, Iowa, and asks
judgment of $1,849 on a promissory
note dated April 19, 1928.
Smith is also plaintiff in a $500
note action against Nettie Dunlap.
This note, the petition states, was executed Aug. 17, 1925.
A lease and landlord's attachment
action has been filed by S. Howard
Rudolph, Jr. and R. D. Rudolph of
Atlantic against H. C. McGregor,
B. D. Jackson and M. H. Cruise.

Pheasants may be hunted this fall
from November 12 to 14, according
The goal of the national youth adto the Iowa hunting laws. Three male ministration was defined as "the fitbirds may be taken daily as in prev- ting of young men and women for
ious years.
work in their own community" by
Following are the counties in which J E T Crane of Des MoineSi state
pheasants may be hunted:
NYA supervisor, when he stopped in
Lyon, Osceola, Hardin, Dickinson, the county this week to discuss the
Emmet, Winnebago, O'Brien, Sioux, youth-work program with county
The regular meeting of the Anita
Clay, Palo Alto, Kossuth, Hancock, authorities.
Chas.
Minerman
and
wife
of
Exira
Literary
Club, on account of the disWorth, Mitchell, Floyd, Winneshiek,
Mr. Crane said an effort was being are now residents of Anita, having trict convention in Atlantic, will be
Cerro Gordo, Butler, Black Hawk, made to integrate NYA projects in
moved into the property at the cor- postponed until Thursday afternoon,
Buchanan, Franklin, Wright, Hum- each county in order to eliminate needner of Fourth and Elm Streets which Oct. 26, at which time the meeting
bolt, Pocahontas, Buena Vista, Chero- less supervisory work.
they recently purchased a few days will be held at the home of Mts.
kee, Plymouth, Woodbury, Sac, Ida,
He went over the Cass county pro- ago. Mr. Minerman is a brother of Ethel Goodrich. The roll call will
Calhoun, Howard, Chickasaw, Bremer, gram with Don Nelson, county superbe "A good book and your reason
Mrs. William Wahlert.
Fayette, and all those portions of Mo- visor, and found that a total of 27
for considering it a good book." Mrs.
Tharman.
F. W. Stager, local beer parlor and Goodrich will give a review on the
Rider.
Martin is the 13-year-old nona, Harrison and Pottawattamie boys and 22 girls are employed in the
Blackfeet brave, born on a Montana counties lying west of highway No. county. Ten boys are doing landscape cafe operator, raised 800 bushels of book, "The Yearling."
NOTICE TO ELECTRIC
reservation. He teaches Shirley a real 75, and all of those portions of Fre- work on the Atlantic public school potatoes on three acres of ground in
USERS.
R. W. (Mick) Forshay, wife and
Indian dance and the "treaty" between mont, Pottawattamie and Mills coun- grounds, eight are renovating and South Anita during the past growing
. . , the pair is a highlight of the film. ties lying west of highway No. 275. repairing county-owned property and season. The crop was harvested for daughter, Alanna, and Miss Minnie
„,
„
,„
...
The office of the Anita mu nicipal. T1e
All areas not named are closed un- eight more are repainting bridges.
Mhr. Stager by Earl Johnston, who Forshay returned home Tuesday from
e program
r r a m thi8
thi8 evenins
evenins wm i inTerry_ less later opened by administration
electnc plant is open every day, and
One youth is employed as a clerical dug all the spuds with an ordinary a two weeks' trip to the eastern part
all electoc users are requested to call
order of the conservation commis- assistant in the county welfare office, potato fork.
Golden Wegt „
of the United States. While gone
and make their deposits as security
*
sion.
while two girls are employed in the
Mr. Forshay attended the annual
Hungarian partridges may be hunt- NYA office, one in the county enginefor payment of bills rendered f or
meeting of the National Association
ed in the following counties:
electric service. The amount of the
er's office and eight in the Atlantic
of Insurance Agents which was held
O'Brien, Sioux, Lyon, Osceola, Dick- high school. Three girls are employdeposit will be refunded u.pon the disin Boston, Mass. A short visit was
inson, Emmet, Kossuth, Winnebago, ed as clerical aids in the Anita school,
continuance of electric service, promade by all of them with relatives
Worth, Palo Alto and Clay. All coun- five at Cumberland, one at Massena
vided all hills rendered for electric
t Saddle River, N. J.
W.
T.
Biggs,
a
life-long
resident
of
Cass county 4-H boys will have 14 ties not named are closed.
service have been paid in full.
and two at Wiota.
Anita
and
northeastern
Cass
county,
calves on exhibit at the Ak-Sar-Ben
Ernest Ford,
The state supervisor explained that has been named manager of the Anita
Thirty-five ladies were present at
show in Omaha the week starting
Eleven galvanized government cribs the chief objective of the NYA was liquor store by the Iowa Liquor Con- he breakfast last Friday morning
It ~
Superintendent.
Oct. 22, County Agent Dale E. Bush have been erected in Anita by the two not to "beautify school grounds or
was given by the Loyal Circle
trol Commission. Mr. Biggs, a reA special election will be held in announced a few days ago.
, locBl eievators. Each crib has a ca- paint bridges" hut to train young publican, replaces Thos. W. Burns, n the dining room of the Methodist
Wiota on Nov. 1, when the voters i The following boys will enter calves: pacity of 1,350 bushels of shelled men and women, just out of high democrat, who has been manager of hurch. The tables were beautifully
qf that; town will pass upon a pro- Herschel Zimmerman, W. H. Lawton,
school, along lines which might help the local store since its establishment ecorated with large wooden bowls
posal to construct a waterworks ays- Donald and Wayne Webster, Everett
lied with sumac and small pumpkins
them to find permanent occupations.
a number of years ago.
Friends in Anita have received antem. Bonds not to exceed |4,000 will Daugard, Wayland Hopley, Jr., ClarHe cited Des Moines as an example Glen HighJey, a democrat, who has nd green squash, and at each place
be issue* if the proposition is ap-'.ence and Harold Conn and Robert nouncement of the marriage of Miss of one community where the employ- been clerk at the store for the past was a small horn of plenty with
Lulu Margaret Haltom, daughter of ment given young people is suppleShellberg.
year and a half, is being replaced by andy corn flowing from it. The
proved by the voters.
The judging of livestock will be- Mr. and Mrs. Russell H. Haltom of mented with a training program in Everett B. Luman, a well known Lin- ommittee in charge of the three
Hollywood, Cal., to Willard Kenneth which the schools cooperate. Girls
coln township farmer and republican ourse breakfast was MVs. Carl Milard, Mrs. Joe Vetter, Mrs. Arthur
who are employed as stenographers, •worker.
6 at for instance, are given typing and
Long, Mrs. L. K. Nichols, Mrs.
Mr.
Biggs
and
Mr.
Luman
take
Mrs. Haltom,
Haltom, the
the spelling lessons to prepare them for
and two the country will be held in the arena Yuma> Arizona. Mrs.
3tis
Kirkpatrick, Mrs. Fred Scarlett,
and Mrs E
ver the store next Tuesday.
W^esdav evening,
evening. The sale of 4-H | mother of the bride, is the former possible outside employment.
r., Mra. Bert Ramus and Miss Lucy
children of Shanghai, China, ,nmcom-, Wednesday
MVs. Mary Worthing is spending the ialiher.
The men are own-'livestock, concluding the show, will Mildred Fish, a daughter of the late
posed the
Dr. W. E. Fish, for many years a
-« of the Vee Tsoong Tobacco Co. take place Friday, Oct. 27
Mrs. R. F. Ashbaugh of Sigourney, week in Des Moines with her daughter,
Miss Marion Edwards of the state
of Shanghai. Following a trip to
Other features of the Ak-S.r-Ben dentist in Anita.
Iowa, visited in the city from Friday Mrs. Carrie Rasmussen, and with othA
xtension
staff at Iowa State college
Sweden, they came to the United will include a horse *°">™ ^_
Rainfall here during the night Sun- until Monday, a guest of Mrs. Maude er relatives.
will meet with the Home Project
States to visit the World's Fair in championship band and arum
Suplee.
The
ladies
are
cousins.
day totaled 1.50 inches, the heaviest
About twenty-five members of the eaders of Cass county on Friday
New York" City and to call on factories contests and a flower an
to fall here since Aug. 10. Last
stock
East
Main Neighborhood Circle met o discuss goals for this year's Home
i that furnish them tobacco. They are
The car-lot show of
At her home southeast of the city
| Wednesday night, .71 of an inch of
i on their way now to Vancouver, Can- feeders will b. held at the Un.on rain was recorded by the rain guage last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Robert Monday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Project work and plan for the annuul
Luella Harris. Assistant hostesses Achievement Day to be held in the
ads, to return to Shanghai. The wife stockyards Thursday, Oct. 20.
at the office of the West Iowa Tele- E. Butler was hostess to the members were Mrs. E. W. Holmes, Mrs. Ar- spring, M,iss Mary Louise Simon,
of the Silver Thread club. Present
of J. England and the son and daughA. JJ. Kopp
and wife visited a few phone Co. The rain was hailed as a were eighteen members and three vis- thur C. James and Miss Anna John- Home Demonstration Agent, announcter of E. Englund were born in China.
A.
K-opp ana
a farmers in this section.
The men left Sweden and located in days the past
weeic George
m
^ Pratt
' and Not only will it give the winter wheat itors, Mrs. Paul Fitzgerald and Mrs. son. At the business session of- ed today. The meeting which will
brother
D
Katherine Hayes of Denver, Colo., and ficers were elected for the ensuing be held in the court house in AtChina twenty-two years ago. They said with her
'
cr op a boost, but it will also put
year as follows: Mrs. H. H. Turner lantic will begin at 10:30 a. m. and
that flowers are beautiful in Shanghai wifethe soil in condition for fall plowing, Miss Margaret Anderson of Anita. president; Mrs. Chas. Campbell, vice last through the afternoon. The 1940
*>ut have no odor, and only by sight
P TT
which which has been materially delayed by The ladies spent the afternoon em- president; Mrs. James T. Brown, sec music plans and the 1940 chorus
The county P.
dry weather. The two rains broke broidering tea towels for the hostess
«« Sou tell what vegetables you
retary; and M'ra. Kenneth Turner tournament plans will be discussed as
heduUd to b, h« d ,
w,.
. b.• eating, as
as there is
» no
no dif«'-1 "'^T^; been 1>0 . tp0 ned until a drought of more than a month's and lunch was served at the close treasurer. A social time was follow well as farm family living problems
in the taste of onions, ^'^^^ M r, C,a,,noe Vet- standing, as the rainfall here during of the meeting. Others present for ud by the serving of a lunch by th and factors affecting living conditions
the lunch were the pupils from Eureka
ets, tomatoes' OP cabbage, due to the an
ty president, announced the the month of September was less than
in the country.
hostesses.
township
school No. 3.
fact that three and four crops a ter, coun
one-half inch.
are raised on the same ground, first of the week.

Show to Have
Calves From Cass County
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W. T. Biggs Named Manager
of the Anita Liquor Store
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Dizzy Spell.
A brief dizzy spell ended the long
+
AROUND IOWA. +
of Joe King, 72, of near Well• f - * - - t - t - t ' t - - t - + - t - f - t - ' t - < t - - » life
man, recently. He was standing on
Can't Do That.
Lester Orcutt, government aeronau- top of a silo and lost his life in the
tics inspector, has served an ultima- fall which followed.
tum on the city of Spencer. Either
Stealing Slot Machines.
the city must quit growing corn on
Reports
from several Iowa comthe city airport, or Mr. Orcutt will
munities
indicate
that a considerable
blacklist it. The frugal city fathers
amount
of
high-jacking
of slot main the past have permitted corn to be
chines
was
going
on
last
week. In
planted along the runways, creating
several
communities,
men
with
bogus
a "blind" intersection. Mr. Orcutt,
who as a world war army flier has badges entered places of business and
been in, and out of, all kinds of air- took away slot machines filled with
ports, says the Spencer field is the some money. Sort of a case of oneonly one he knows of doing duty armed bandits being taken in by twoarmed bandits.
both as an airport and corn field.
^•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS
KRAUT, Clover Farm, No. 2y2 can, 2 for
19c
COFFEE, Green Cup, with tumbler, pound
23c
PORK and BEANS, Clover Farm, 1-lb. size, 3 for 19c
HOMINY, Clover Farm, No. 2V2 can, 2 for
19c
PEAS, Glendale, extra good, 2 cans
25c
TOMATO SOUP, Clover Farm, 2 cans
13c
MILK, Clover Farm, 4 large cans
25c
CREAMERY BUTTER, pound
29c
LARD, pound carton
12c
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Established 1883.
Published Every Thursday and Entered
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Second Class Mail Matter.
W. F. Budd

Editor and Publisher

Subscription Rate

$1.50 Per Year

Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and

INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS.
A bulletin on economics published
by the American Petroleum Industries
committee tells, in its current issue,
about a group of English newspaper
men who sought to hire a bus for an
American tour.
A bus operator was all ready to
sign a contract, but upon investigating the fees and special taxes that he
would have to pay in the states touched by the itinerary, he decided the
costs were prohibitive.
This was simply to illustrate, of
course, the obstructions to free intercourse between the states that have
been raised by punitive and discriminatory taxes against interstate motor
transportation.
Until recently, the legislatures of
most states appeared to be wholly unaware of the damage to their own
interests that excessive and nonuniform motor vehicle levies were doing.
The basis of American prosperity
and advancement has been, obviously,
the freedom of exchange among 48
states—instead of the obstacle of artificial barriers every few hundred
miles, the "Balkanization" of this
area as it is sometimes called.
The really severe injuries with re• spect to highway transportation actually got under way as recently as
1933. Reprisals followed almost immediately, and within three years
a virtual chaos had been created
among the states.
But the evidence that the effects
of this had not been foreseen, lies
in the fact that in less than five
years a reversal of the trend set
in.
Since 193G, no new ports-of-entry
have been set up, and within the last
yeiar two states—Oklahoma and New
Mexico—have removed the severe obstructions they had previously raised.
Furthermore, a series of reciprocal
agreements, providing some measure
of uniformity among the states, is now
being put into effect by regions.
Presumably everyone recognizes
that the separate states are privileged
—indeed, are obligated—to supervise
their highway transportation and impose the proper regulatory fees.
We have had a taste of the extremes, and their results.
The turn to modernation and great«r uniformity now offers promise that
'this problem, too, will be solved on the
basis of mutual interest that has dictated the solution of so many others.
THE IRONY OF IT!
"The zoos of London, Paris and
Hamburg have been depleted because of the prospect of the animals becoming loose in an air
raid."—News item.
Cobra—What's up?
Python—I'm not sure, but I can
tell by the way those fellows are
acting that there's trouble ahead.
Rattlesnake—I overheard them talking. We're going to be put out of the
way.
Python—What for? We haven't
done anything!
Rattlesnake—It's too deep for me.
Just because there's a war, they're
going to liquidate us.
Cobra—It's a shame; they're punishing the wrong snakes.

Tarantula—They're doing away
with all poisonous insects, too!

Black Widow Spider—If they're on
the level, they won't start with the
zoos!
Laughing Hyena—Well, so long,
panther, old top. I'm getting the
works. The curator just told me there
was a war on, and if I got loose
I might cause trouble! Ain't that a
good one?
Panther—I heard it, only a different
way.
They told me that they were
wiping me out because, in case of an
air raid, I might do considerable damage!
Laughing Hyena (looking over a
keeper's shoulder)—Look at those
headlines . . . "Passenger ship torpedoed" . . . "Air fleets in major battle" . . . "Open towns bombarded"
. . . "Poles crushed by tanks and
bombing planes."
Animals and Insects in Chorus—
And they pick on us!
LOTS OF -.QUESTIONS IN
THE NEXT CENSUS BLANKS
It won't be long before the United
States census takers will be calling
at local homes. Banks and other businesses already have received samples
of forms which farmers must fill out.
Farmers will have to burn midnight
oil and establish some detailed bookkeeping methods if they expect to be
able to tell the government how many
chickens they ate last year, how many
cans of meat they preserved and how
many dollars worth of home grown
vegetables and fruit went on the family table.
We are curious as to who puts the
final approval on the questions. Apparently every government department
is represented with a barrage of questions. What master mind is going to
assimilate the facts once they are collected ? On basis of the census and
with the correct selection of statistics
it would be possible to map a program
for making America over according
to the wishes of almost any group.
At any rate, republicans, democrats,
socialists and communists will all be
using the figures for the next decade.—Ames Tribune.

Interesting Hobby.
Fred Singer, 80-year-old Sheldon
resident, has an interesting hobby—
the making of baskets. Born in Bavaria, he learned the art as a small
boy in the little village of Burgersdorf, where basket-weaving was one
of the principal arts. "In Germany,"
says Mr. Singer, "my basket-work
kept me from starving. Now I make
baskets for fun, not for commercial
purposes. He spends from an hour
and a half to fourteen hours on each
basket, depending on its size and intricacy of design.
Crawls.
Usually, Mrs. Hattie Bailey can
walk from the barnyard of her home
to the house in just a minute. One
morning last week, it took her over
an hour to negotiate the distance. In
stepping on a cob in the barnyard,
she fell and broke her leg, is now
recovering.

Name For Hall.
W. Earl Hall, editor of the Mason
City Globe-Gazette, is an Indian chief
now. Sac and Fox Indians inducted
him into their tribes in a colorful
ceremony at Tama recently. Mr. Hall's
militant efforts as a member of the
Iowa safety council has not been lost
on the Indians, who have a name for
it. They call him "Chief Careful
Rein."
Locked In.

Joan Davidson, 4-year-old of Ruthven, thought it would be fun to climb
into the electric refrigerator, from
which all of the eatables had been
removed during a defrosting operation. She climbed in and shut the
door. When a visitor came in and
noticed the groceries on the kitchen
table, she opened the refrigerator
door and found Joan, huddled up and
silently crying. She was not hurt
in any way but could not have lasted
very long.

Pimple.
Ever squeeze a pimple? Gladys
Peters, 19, of Lake View, did just
that recently. The pimple spread
into a carbuncle and then into a cavernous sinus thrombosis, causing her
death.

Sad Ending.
Back home from a Minneosta fishing trip, "Toby" Peterson of Gladbrook stopped his car at the Marvin
Richmond home to let out Mr.
Richmond who had accompanied him.
As he stepped to the paving, Mr.
Peterson was struck by a passing
Fatal Kick.
A horse indirectly cost the life car and was killed instantly. Friends
of Milford Brown, 47, of near Slater, unpacked his fishing tackle for him.
recently. Despondent over injuries
To Davy Jones.
received when he was kicked a few
months ago, Brown ended his life
Iowa postoffices have received notice
by hanging.
that 64 sacks of United States mail

PETERSEN'S GROCERY
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY^
PEANUT BUTTER, Jane Goody fancy, 2-lbs 21
COFFEE, Day & Night, a fine blended coffee at a
low price, not packed in costly container ih is
KIDNEY BEANS, dark red, 3 No. 2 cans. ' "
RICE, fancy Jarge Blue Rose, 3-lbs.....
""
SWEET POTATOES, 10 pounds.
CORN MEAL, Jack Sprat, fresh packed, 6-ibs.
FLOUR, Gold Medal, finest flour known, 49-lbs
BACON SQUARES, sugar cured, pound
'

Why Pay More MTien You Can Buy For Less
were lost in the Belgian motor vessel
OLE SAYS.
Alex Van Opstal, in the war zone
Whenever I go to the
of European waters. Many letters,
carefully written by lowans to friends
Diving
abroad, will be read only by Davy
e
K v l
^ the .
Jones.
most. Yet, I never pass through on*
without the. fear of catching my fee
or fingers in them.
Lots of Spuds.
* * »
Harry Nevin, Taylor county farmer,
points with pride to his potato crop,
I am lookinsr^orward to the open
which yielded 200 bushels per acre ing of the new electric stairs at
on a six acre tract.
Younker Brothers, in Des Moines, late
this autumn.
• • *
Long Time.
Seeing "My Lady" off on a mid.
After 49 years of employment at
the Chicago and Northwestern round- night train, recently, gave me the
house in Belle Plaine, Cy Ridenour excuse I often crave—to see the city
has retired. In March, 1890, Mr. after midnight. Too late to arouse
Ridenour asked the boss at the round- friends— for the night— I adopt the
house for a job and was taken on as streets, observing the people on arcallboy. He remained on the payroll riving and departing trains, window
steadily from that time forward, re- shopping, and occasionally a visit to
tiring with the rank of shop foreman. some little chili joint.
Third?
Persons who believe accidents come
in threes are wondering if Devil's
Backbone state park will claim another victim soon. Recently, David
Pulton, 18-year-old CCC youth, fell
from a 100-foot precipice on the .fam->us "backbone," receiving two broken
legs and severe internal injuries. A
•nonth ago, a <?irl was killed in a fall
from the backbone.

Chas. Er Biidd of Grinnell visited
here from Saturday until 'Monday with
his sister and brother, Mrs. C. W.
Hockenberry and W. P. Budd, and
with other relatives and friends.
Jessica Dragonette, America's beloved soprano, will be at the city auditorium in Omaha on the evening of
Friday, Oct. 27. A group of Anita
women are planning to attend her concert.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
September 18, 1939.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
County, Iowa, met in adjourned session with the following members present:
Mike Metz, F. W. Wiese, G. E.
Eshelman and >W. H. Wohlenhaus.
The minutes of September llth were
approved as read.
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
Wiese, that Mike Metz act as temporary Chairman in the absence of
Mr. Lynch.
Motion carried.
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
Wiese, that since jurisdiction of condemnation proceeding on Project 316
in Section 12, Lincoln township, has
been questioned, the present proceedings be dismissed.
Motion carried.
On motion and vote the County
Auditor is hereby authorized to assign
to H. C. Faulkner Tax Certificate 109
of 1939 for full amount of tax.
The following claims were allowed
and the Auditor authorized to write
warrants for the same:
Esther Reeves, salary
$ 30.00
A. F. Anderson, royalty ... 12.24
J. H. Chadwick, hauling
17.00
Roy Clure, hauling
34.00
H. Jensen, labor
20.00
Arnold Larsen, labor
38.00
Ernest Larsen, labor
76.00
Session and Mileage Claims.
Mike Metz
5.70
F. W. Wiese
6.66
G. E. Eshelman
6.70
W. H. Wohlenhaus
6.80
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
Wiese, to adjourn until October 2nd.,
or on call of Chairman.
'Motion carried.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
Chairman.
Attest:
M. E. Hubbard,
County Auditor.

Look at the greatly Increased size
and luxury of this car with new
longer wheelbase and stunning new
"Royal Clipper" styling.... And then
you will know it's the streamlined
beauty leader of the low-price field
and the biggest value money can buy!

Tune into gear with Chevrolet's New
Exclusive Vacuum-Power Shift.
Test its matchless combination of
power, acceleration, smoothness and
economy.... And then you will know
it's the best-driving; best-riding
and best-performing low-priced car!

Only Chevrolet gives such
high quality at Mich low cost.
• • . Low Prices .. • Low Operating Costs . . . Low Upkeep.

No other motor car can
match its all-round value
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Gay Aprons From
Unbleached MM,,;,,

ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
VIE1.L.SUX.
WHAT'S ON
MIND

I'M AFRAID-CHAT tT
("VXY BE HARPPOR
TO B«UEVE
IT, JEFF. BUT...

THOROUGHLV
OF TUE WAV I'VE ACTED AND
I INTEND TO TORN OVER? A
LEAF - PLEASE R>P&ETj
ALLNV SILLV THREATS AND ,
LET'S EC FRENDS,

food sacks but even
th*L^tt| it
feS
stufcft material £
ndtoy other things.
« .you have friends
your enthusiasm for
aprons, plan and cut

by
,
a
nd
,

share

WELL, WELL THIS IS A
SURPRISE, "StLK"- IF
VOU REALLY MEAN |TSHAKE: :: >'M NOT ONE
.TO E>EAR A

ark*? Sy

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —An Unexpected Reception
3

WONDER WHAT
ALL THOSE MOTDBCVCLE COPS ARE
DOING DOWN THERE
AT NEWARK
AIRPORT

I SHALL
REPORT THIS

MAN THE

INSTANT
WE LAND

/THIS is OUTRAGEOUS!

OFFICER, THAT WAN GOT
ON THE PLANE CARRYING
HIS TROUSERS AND
POT THEM ON RIGHT
BEFORE OUR VERY

COME
ONMAKE IT

SNAPPY!

eves

I'M DOCTOR
T. SATCHEL fVCARVER
I WAS CALLED OUT
OF BED AND I DIDN'T
HAVE TIME TO DRESS
BEFORE
CATCHING
THE
PLANE

we AIN'T ARR6STIN' YA, OOC WE'RE A MOTORCYCLE ESCORT
TO TAKE YA TO THE
HOSPITAL TO OPERATE
ON PINTO PALOOZA

lay Matkey Eradicate, Inc.

MESCAL IKE

By

s. L. HUNTLEY

Just Like Lightning

The diagram, shown here g
you cut^jg dimensions for
sfcfrt part; of a plain little
and shows how to shape the
^ne: Beltsjor the bibless
are rather/wide now-two or h£
and a half inches finished -S
are generally 4-inches wide and
as long as you like. Now, do be
daring when you come to pockets
or adding a bib. Try an E of
your own.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The new
Sewing
Booklet which Mrs Spears
has1 prepared for our readers, contains thirty-two new and original
ideas .for homemakers. To get
one of these useful booklets, .simply address Mrs. Spears, 210 S
Desplaines St., Chicago, 111., with
name arid address, and 10 cents
in coin; booklet will be postpaid
by return mail.

It's All Wrong
A lunatic was trying to knock a
nail into a wall. But he had the
head of the nail against the wood
and was hammering the point.
At length he threw down the
nail in disgust and said: "Bah!
Idiots! They gave me a nail .with
the head at the wrong end."
Another inmate of the asylum
who had been watching, began to
laugh.
"It's you that's the idiot," he
said. '
"Why?"
The other jerked his thumb at
the opposite wall. "Nail was ffiade
for the other side of the room,"
he said.

S'MATTER POP— High Speed Avoiding

By C. M. PAYNE

GOOD
MM of

«trilfce,J«t
t«Me l

Inviiontoic. .Do*

_
• «c box d NK f
MdBtJiet«
IKK to v. W» ;wffl

Sore Prescription
To face cheerfully and ea^rly
the accustomed and ordmarr
tasks ia the simple but sure prescription for enjoyment of Itfe.John Timothy Stone.
^^1
BtU 8yndlc«l«.—WNP Service.

POP— Why There Are Wars

By J. MILLAR WATT

WHAT IS
-j. THE- LEAGUE OF NATIONS?

iSi

is T

S

M0VIG
7>

Ste

'

A

Wisdom and Fear
There is a courageous wisdom,
then* 4» also a false reptile wudence, ;the result; not of caution
but of Ieap,r-Burke.

MO, .

SILLV!

K$fii*jtii&;xm%fff'

WMK.
Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

HEAD WORK

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

»«i( S>*dlt»l*.—WNU Se.vic..

KSES MO-flME IH ACQUIRING if. WWRTRS
-
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AFTER SE</em -miMA AKP ERRORS

HANDY PRESCRIPTION
The report that the judges were
unable to read the signature of
the successful architect for the new
Dundee art college recalls the classic story relating to a medical man's
prescription:
After receiving the medicine, the
patient used the prescription for
years as a railway pass, twice as
an invitation to a dance, once as an
invitation to a society wedding, and
later as a letter from his employer
instructing the cashier to raise his
salary. And in the evenings his
daughter played it over on the
piano!—Edinburgh Dispatch.
'Will That Be All?'
Jaysom—You know that pretty
girl who works in the bargain basement?
Duff—Yes—she's a beauty.
Jawsom—Well, I took her home
from a party last night and I stole
a kiss.
Duff— What did she say?
Jawsom—She said: "Will that be
all?"

SINK RVE SHIPS

LOWN COMPLETES
EVACUATION OP
SCHOOL CHILW?EN

iTaKtft-*-'

ORPERED CIPJED

iiaur

peifer
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BY THE WAY.

MORE USABLE

MIXTURE

TRY THE
ONLY GASOLINE WITH

"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffe^ & Son
ANITA, IOWA

•f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Rev. Chas. Lockhard of Pleasantville, who was with us two weeks
ago, will be here again this coming
Sunday and will deliver sermons at
the 11:00 o'clock morning service and
at the evening services at 7:30
o'clock.
A board meeting, to which church
members are invited, will be held at
2:00 o'clock Sunday afternoon.
The ladies aid will meet all day
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and
will serve a 15c dinner for the public
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.

-*• + + + + + + + -f " + + + +
•*• HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL -f
+
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT +
+
I. O. O. F. HALL.
-f
•*• Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
Church council meeting Wednesday
evening at 8:00 o'clock at the parsonage.
Sunday School teacher's meeting
Friday evening at 8:00 o'clock at
the parsonage.
Children's confirmation class will be
held at 10:00 o'clock Saturday morning at the parsonage.
Highland church—
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.

One of the Bible -citations reads:
"In this was manifested the love of
God toward us, because that God
sent his only begotten Son into the
world, that we might live through
him.
And we have sent and do
testify that the Father sent the Son
to be the Saviour of the world" (I
John 4:9, 14).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science texebook is the following:
"Jesus aided in reconciling man to
God by giving man a truer sense of
Love, the divine Principle of Jesus'
teachings, and this truer sense of
Love redeems man from the law of
matter, sin, and death by the law of
Spirit—the law of divine Love" (p 19).
+• + + + + + + •»• + + •»••«• -f
4METHODIST CHURCH
-f
+
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f
*• + + + + + + + + + + + 4

Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with
the sermon by the pastor on, "At
the Fringes of Christianity."
Young people's hour at 6:00 p. m.
with a covered dish supper and discussion period.
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
The Woman's Home Missionary Society will meet Thursday afternoon at
2:00 o'clock with Mrs. Wesley Johnson. Those who do not have a w
to go, call at the parsonage and a way
will be provided.
The choir will practice Thursday
• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f * evening at the parsonage at 7:30
o'clock.
•f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
The boys' catechism class will meet
+ Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. +
at the parsonage on Saturday after4-4- + + + + + + + + + +
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes noon at 2:00 o'clock.
for all ages. William Crawford, Jr.,
John C. Kommes, Anna Peterson
Superintendent.
and
William Schlee will represent
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Audubon township as petit jurors at
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at the fall term of court which opens
the church with a 15c dinner for the in Audubon on Oct. 24.
public at noon.
Mrs.
Katherine Hayes and two
The officers of the church are en- children and Mrs. Paul Fitzgerald of
tertaining the men of the church at Denver, Colo., are enjoying a visit
an oyster supper in the church din- at the home of their father, MSke
ing room at 6:30 o'clock Friday ev- Tierney, east of the city.
ening.
Mrs. E. P. Epperson, 71, who died
at her home in Fontanelle follow+
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+ ing an illness of several months, was
• f - f - f - f - f - t - f - f - f - f - f - f - f buried in Evergreen cemetery in Anita
"Doctrine of Atonement" will be last Thursday afternoon.
Her first
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in husband was Tom -Wilbourn, and after
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on his death was married to Mr. EpperSunday, October 15.
son, who survives her.
The Golden Text is from I John 2:
1, "If any man sin, we have an advoDale Ulfers and wife, residents of
cate with the Father, Jesus 'Christ Anita the past year, are planning to
move to Des Moines the first of Nothe righteous."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- vember to make their future home.
tations from the Bible and from the Mr. Ulfers is a carpenter by trade,
Christian Science textbook, "Science and most of his work here has been
and Health with Key to the Scrip- for a loan company that owns contures" by iMary Baker Eddy.
siderable land in this vicinity.

THE ABILITY
TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS

DURABILITY
OF OUR PRODUCTS

STABILITY
OF OUR COMPANY
EQUALS

DEPENDABILITY
FOR YOU, OUR CUSTOMERS.

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WJTH US.

Have you taken a drive or a walk
into the country and seen the gorgeous reds and greens of the sumac
and the greens arid yellows of the
bittersweet? Bittersweet berries seem
scarce but the foliage is beautiful
right now.
+ * *
Have you a hobby? Scrapbooks
make an interesting hobby . . . when
you are all at sea about something
too hard to think out over the dishpan, try diving into the sayings of
others for fifteen minutes and you'll
find your knots untangle themselves,
almost.
* * *
Have you seen those new little salt
and pepper shakers . . . little fellows
in frosted glass with red tops! They're
cute!
* * *
Anita chalked up another score on
the winning side of the ledger last
week. 'Good work kids, may you keep
on winning.
* * *
Radio fans: How many kiddies hear
Happy Hank, and how many mammas keep tuned in for the show which
follows? The new tenor on the Butternut program is quite an addition.
* * *
Did you know that a teaspoonful of
borax added to the water in which
ribbons are to be rinsed, give them
that desired new and dressy look and
feel?
* * *
Thursday marks the 447th. anniversary of the discovery of America.
What would Christopher think, should
he be permitted to return and visit
this great land of today? . . . probably that he had discovered another
country.
* * *
Statistics show that losses by fire,
on farms alone, for the year 193839 totaled ninety-five million dollars
. . and that thirty-five thousand
farm people lost their lives in fires
during that time. A check-up on flues,
fire-traps, and just plain carelessness
wouldn't come amiss.
* * *
An insurance man approached, one
of Anita's most recent bridegrooms
and asked him if he didn't want to
take out a life insurance policy, but
the B. G. smiled and his black eyes
twinkled as he said, "Naw, she ain't
that dangerous."
Congratulations,
you two, you'll make swell neighbors.

IOWA FARMERS SHOULD TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF LIME ACT
With 75 per cent of the state's soil
in an "acid condition," more Iowa
farmers should take advantage of
the Iowa County Limestone law, which
makes possible purchases of lime
through county boards of supervisors,
believes Pau] Bursbn, Iowa State college extension agronomist.
"It has been shown," he says, "that
a dollar spent in applying lime will
return 2 or 3 dollars profit to the
farmer."
Under provisions of the lime act,
county boards are empowered to act
as "bargaining agencies" and financing agencies for farmers needing quantities of limestone for soil improvement, Burson explains. Farmers may
deposit cash for consignments or pay
for them in five yearly installments.
If they buy on credit, they can virtually make the lime "pay for itself"
out of increased yields it will bring.
Any group of farmer owners needing a total of 5,000 tons of lime, or
50 farmers who need any amount, may
petition their county board to sell
lime to them under the Iowa County
Limestone law, Burson says.
If the board acts favorably and
passes a resolution to start a liming
program, it may do one of two things:
Act as a bargaining agent and contract for lime from a commercial quarry for resale to farmers; or operate its
own lime quarry, selling to farmers
at cost of production.
Where farmers buy lime on the
"installment plan," unpaid installments bear 6 per cent interest and
constitute a prior lien on the property. Payments are made along with
the regular property taxes.
Where the county must finance the
liming program, it may issue anticipatory warrants with which to purchase limestone, liquidating its obligations as rapidly as farmers pay
their installments.
Counties operating their own quarries may use WPA labor, accordingto an opinion sent to Burson by Attorney General Fred 'D. Everett.
In counties where a lime program
has been established, it has made possible uniform transportation charges,
lower delivered cost of limestone, more
efficient distribution and guaranteed
high quality, Burson says.
In addition, quarry operators who
are awarded county contracts are paid
cash by the county board for all
limestone sold, thus eliminating their
problems of collections.
Rev. C. L. Thomas and wife are
home from a ten days' visit with
friends at Ruthven, Iowa.
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
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ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO |i
October 14, 1909.
A concrete bridge has been built
across Bull Creek, west of the Church
of Christ.
Let is be recorded that on Monday,
Oct. 11, 1909, it snowed in Anita, Cass
county, Iowa.
Babies were born this week to Mr.
and Mrs. George Stoffs and Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. J. Goodpasture.
Fire at the Gertrude Meinhardt millinery- store Monday afternoon did
damage amouting to $150.
The proceeds from the J. P. Metz
public sale last week amounted to
$5,000, and our Dutch friend is well
pleased with the results.
On the 9th. day of November, the
voters of Anita will go to the polls
to vote on the question of extending
the corporation limits of the town.
James B. Lewis, Bert Wiese, Albert
Worthing and Bill Schaake left Monday morning for South Dakota where
they expect to take up homesteads.
Gus Hunter, whose blacksmith building was destroyed by fire, has purchased the brick building just west
of the Andrew Wiegand harness shop,
at present occupied by the Wagner
& Winder blacksmith shop. Consideration was $1,600.
Anita was visited by a bad fire at
8:30 o'clock Monday evening, when
flames destroyed the livery barn owned by Mrs. Mary Wilson on West
Main Street and operated by W. E.
Clark. Another barn just west of the
Wilson property and owned by H. P.
Brown was also consumed by the blaze
as was the blacksmith shop of Gus
Hunter adjoining the Wilson barn on
the east. Heroic work of the firemen saved the E. W'. Holmes lumber
yard and the Anita flouring mill. The
loss is estimated at $6,500.
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Maduffs Food Market
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

THURSDAY-^FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS

Golden Ripe
Pound
Pound Package
Fresh and Tasty,
2-Pound Box
WeU Bleached,
Large Bunch
Light or Dark,
Gallon 53c — »/2 Gallon
Fresh — Pound
Pure Open Kettled Rendered
• .. •.
2

Bananas
Tapioca

Crackers
Celery

Syrup
Side Meat

5c
lOc
I5c
9c
29c

23c

Grade News.
Kindergarten & First Grade.
a, 880, A. F. & A
The primary children have started heid;at the'Masonic Temple
work on attractive Hallowe'en decor- evening.
ations for their room. They are obThe, regular meeting of the Anita
serving Fire Prevention week by correlating this subject with their unit P. T. A. will be h*W in the high school
on "The Home." They are discussing auditorium on Thursday evening, Qct
how the city protects the lives ,and 19. A feature, of the meeting WjU'
property of the family. Many inter- be a talk illustrated with pictures.
esting pictures of the fire truck and
STATEMENT
firemen have been painted on the
of
the
ownership,
management, cireasel. The first grade pupils have
culation,
etc.,
required
by the acts of
started reading in their first Pre-Primer. This is the first book of the new Congress *f August 24, 1912, and
series of Elson-Gray Basis readers March 3, 1933, of the Tribune, pubthat were purchased new this year by. lished weekly, at Anita, Iowa, f or
the school. The Normal Training October 1, 1939.
class visited the primary room one day State of lows, Cass County, ss.
Before me, a notary public in and
last week to watch the children compose an experience chart. A number for the State and county aforesaid,
of Dental Health books, entitled "Jim- personally appeared W. F. Budd, who,
my Chew^ were given by Dr. Johnson. having been duly sworn according to
These are designed to help the child- law, deposes and-says that he is the
ren take better care of their teeth, and editor of the Tribune, and that the
one based on the "Toothland Puppet following is, to the best of his knowlShow," a World's Fair attraction pre- edge and belief , a true statement of
the ownership, management (and if i
sented at the official dentistry exdaily paper, the circulation), etc., of
hibit.
the aforesaid publication for the date
Second Grade.
Carnival Spirit.
shown in the above caption, required
The second grade have been talking by the Act of August 24, 1912, as
The all-school carnival staged last
Friday evening was very well attend- about the "Signs of Fall." They made amended by the Act of March 3,1933,
ed. All of the shows and concessions a chart containing all the different embodied in section 537, Postal Laws
did a good business. The most satis- signs. The pupils are working on and Regulations', printed on the refactory and encouraging result was their "Health and Progress Maga- verse of this form, ,to-wit:
the fine spirit of co-operation dis- zine." This is arousing quite a lot
1. That the names and addresses
played by pupils, patrons, teachers, of enthusiasm. Barbara Ann Pear- of the publisher, editor, managing
business men and the public. The son brought a peanut vine on which editor, and business managers are:
proceeds will net about $250.00 af- were some peanuts. The children enPublisher, W. F. Budd, Anita, lows.
ter all expenses are paid. This money joyed this very much. During the
Editor, W. F. Budd, Anita, Iowa.
will be used to help finance the var- language period the boys and girls
Managing Editor, W. F. Budd,
ious activities of the school and to wrote letters to Dean Karns, who Anita, Iowa.
purchase some needed books and i hasn't been able to be in school for
Business Manager, W. F. Budd,
equipment. The school is grateful some time. They have been having Anita, Iowa.
to all who helped to make this pro- some very interesting conversations
That the owners are:
ject a success. Thank you.
in Citizenship on the "Prevention of
W. F. BtfdbV Aitfta, Iowa, and C. G.
At this writing the radio and some Fire." During the story hour they Budd, Anita, Iowa.
of the other door prizes have not ! have been reading stories from "Our
That the known bondholders, mortbeen claimed. If no one calls for Road to Safety" book about what they gages, and other security holders ownthese articles by Friday, other num- can do to help prevent fire.
ing or holding 1 per cent or more of
bers will be drawn so keep your Third Grade.
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
The third grade is very proud of its other securities are:
numbers until all prizes are awarded.
record for perfect attendance since
None. " • . - . : '
Anita Adds Another Victory.
W.F: Budd, Editor.
the school year started. We are sorry
The Anita high school football team to lose' Sherre Daughenbaugh who has
Sworn to and subscribed before me
won their fourth consecutive game of just moved to Atlantic.
this 6th. day of October, 1939.
the season last Thursday afternoon
Joe Vetter.
by defeating the Macedonia team on
(My
commission
expires
July 4,1942.)
Fred F. Joy, wife and daughter,
the letter's gridiron by a score of Leatrice, of Churdan, Iowa, and Glenn
12 to 0.
McCall, wife and daughters, Margaret
Macedonia kicked off to Anita to and Meredith, of Bagley, Iowa, were
open the first quarter. Anita then j Sunday guests at the W. F. Budd
took the ball to Macedonia's twelve home.
yard line where Anita fumbled and
the ball was recovered by a player on
the opponent's team. Anita held them '
for your small •!»• trill
of
in their end of the field where most
BONGERS BROS.
of the playing during the- first half
took place. Anita made two touchdowns in the second quarter. Inhofe
carried the ball over for the first one,
ON TRACK SOON
then >ie passed to Lett who made the
i Actually more heat per dollar
Special price on Mineral Blocks.
second one. Both attempts for extra
than anything else you can bay.
Farmers Coop., Anita, Iowa.
points failed and the score at the half
was 12 to 0 in favor of Anita.
Sunday dinners served at Triangle
tf
In the second half 'Macedonia kickCamp. Phone
Bert C. Ramas, Manager
ed to Anita, but Anita was unable
to make any gain from the line of
FQR
'2
scrimmage. During the third quartTribune offle*, Anita.
er Macedonia staged their greatest
N,ever before at this price.
threat to score, but Anita was able
to prevent them from scoring. The
playing during the last quarter was
mainly in the middle of the field
, Manufacturing Co.
Neither team scored in the last half'
IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD
paint^^ inwpfticturer. Bring us
so the game ended with the score'
WE CAN HAKE IT."
paint problems.
Anita 12, Macedonia 0.
602-4 E. 8rd. St.
tf
; Bongers
No football game is scheduled for
this week, but next week the boys
FOR,: .RBNT.^Lighi"housekee ping
HARRY B/SWAN
go to Elliott.
LAWYER
rooms at Triangle Camp.
4 East Sixth Street - Phon« 214
Attend Reading Clinic.
Bring your poultry
the Anita Hatchery, the
Tuesday the teachers of the first
Dr. Salsbnry Service Stationjin
Fourth and Chestnut Streets.
Settlement of Estates and Land ta, Also complete line
*""
Title Opinions a Specialty
BUY ANITA BREAD
Six Weeks Tests This Week
KENT
MARTIN
The first six weeks examinations
Get your slat corn cribbing at
LAWYER
are be.ng gwen this week. There is
Coop., Anita,
Farmers
502 Chestnut Street Phone 216
no set schedule this year.
°
—'
~
FOB
Osborne-Tomtinson
for |60.
Funeral Hone
the I. H. C. Store,
Declamatory Work Begins
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KING BEE Eastern
Kentucky Lump Coal
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KUNZ GRAIN CO.
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by an Obscure Newspaper Artist
1 Thomas Buchanan Read to Write
American Classic-'Sheridan's Ride'

SHERIDAN'S RIDE

Star Dust

Up from the South at break of
day,
Bringing to Winchester fresh dismay,
•£ Fame a Handicap
The affrighted air with a shudder bore,
~k Come-Back at Seven
Like a herald in haste, to the
STOVE & FURNACE REPAIRS
* Gang 0. ICs Marlene
chieftain's door,
For Yow STOVE
The terrible grumble, and rumBy Virginia Vale
FORIUCE or MHUR
ble, and roar,
SUpmmt to fit Any and All Mmlu»
Telling the battle was on once TF THE public likes Lon Prompt
H»T» Tow Deader Order from Da
more,
DBS MOINKS STOVE REPAIR COMPANY
And Sheridan twenty miles away. A Chaney Jr. in "Of Mice and

REPAIRS

And wider still those billows of
war
Thundered along the horizon's
bar;
And louder yet into Winchester
rolled
The roar of that red sea uncontrolled,
Making the blood of the listener
cold,
As he thought of the stake in
that fiery fray,
And Sheridan twenty miles away.
But there is a road from Winchester town,
A good broad highway leading
down;
And there, through the flush oi
the morning light,
A steed as black as the steeds
of night.
Was seen to pass, as with eagle

Men" he's going to be one of
BABY CHICKS
the happiest young men in HolOf Aaottedhearies.blood-C'tllA
lywood. For he's severely A|||A|f
tested. No cripplea—
*H
vmvnv.. No
handicapped in trying to carve UnlliHd'
mat m ^stpaid «*
Bond Money Older (or Prompt Sh
a career for himself. As the
Lift fltUwrv Ouaimuid
son of a famous father he is ex- ATLAS CO, MSI Choirtuii, St. Loot* Ma.
pected to be better than averINSTRUCTIONS
age; what would be success for
somebody else is just a passing
grade for him.
SHORT METHOD ARITHMETIC
He tried out for the lead in "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," and
didn't realize how lucky he was not
to get it until he saw a revival of
the film recently. "It made me realize more sharply than ever how
good my father was," he remarked.
"And what a tough time anybody
will have trying to live up to the
part. Anything I might have done
would have been a pale carbon
copy." Yet he had the courage to

FARMERS-BUSINESSMEN—STUDENTS

Lorn iboit rnlu of aompntlni addition,
RnW.run.taa. manipulation, oirtrion. etc.
oaloklr from complete book on arithntetia
Inalndei Intemt and mnamireniBnt teblM
of all kinds. Cloth binding. Cl.OO DoMnalO.
itonn Botk Ouormlet. Fr»d M. Burster,

LEARN WELDING
W.r CrmmUaf OrwtMt BMnd ever for tralnad
all-poiilUm Wtldera. For (nil Information »boot
onr are and JM welding oonnei, thla Include*
AIRPLANE and PIPS LINR welding, write
STANDARD WILDING. INCTTTUTC. Han cife.U.

flight,

As if he knew the terrible need;
He. stretched away with his utmost speed;
Hills rose and fell; but his heart
was gay,
With Sheridan fifteen miles away.

SHERIDAN'S BIDE TO THE FRONT—From a drawing by Sol Eytinge Jr., which appeared first in Harper's
Weekly in 1864 and was reprinted in 1867 with a statement by Thomas Buchanan Read saying that it inspired
him to write his famous poem "Sheridan's Ride."
Seer, Sheridan and his mount
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
were dust-covered and grimy.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
Most of the time during his ride
»EVENTY-FIVE years ago this month occurred an event
he was carrying his cap in his
which is familiar to every American—"Sheridan's
hand because he always had difRide." For it was on the morning of October 19, 1864,
ficulty in keeping a hat on his
"round, bullet-like head"! In anll'that Gen. Phil Sheridan, famous cavalry leader in the
other respect Eytinge's picture is
Union army, was aroused from sleep in a house in Winundoubtedly more accurate hisI Chester, Va., by a staff officer who reported heavy artillery
torically than Read's. It shows
[.firing from the direction of Cedar Creek, where his army
Sheridan with a full beard, instead of a moustache, and photoiras stationed.
®
graphs taken during the Civil war
Thereupon "Fighting Phil"
it for the poem. And it is quite
confirm
Eytinge's accuracy in
luhted his cpa'l-black
likely that he portrayed that histhis detail, as well as the detail
toric scene more accurately than
[larger, Rienzi, and "rode
of his wearing a cap instead of a
did Read, who was an artist as
poward the sound of the
hat for his headgear.
well as a poet. You will notice
fgons" to find that his army
If Read was inaccurate as a
in Read's painting of "Sheridan's
painter, he was equally careless
,
being routed. by a surRide," which is reproduced with

; prise attack by Gen. Jubal
A. Early of the Confederate
cavalry. How he checked the
.flight of his disorganized
troops, gathered up the
stragglers, formed a new
' line of battle and transformed
what seemed to be a disastrous defeat into a Union victory is too f amiliar a story to
need'retelling here.
It was one of the most dramatic incidents of the War Between the States but it is not improbable that the memory of
Sheridan's exploit might have becprhjE* dtpimed through the passing of tHe years had it not been
for a.poet. For, just as Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow helped
immortalize Paul Revere by writing a poem about his famous ride
at the opening of the Revolution,
so did Thomas Buchanan Read
perform a similar service for
Phil Sheridan.
But there is another man who
should be mentioned along with
Read iti connection with this famous poem. You probably have
never heard of him, for he was a
"special artist" for an illustrated weekly newspaper and, although he helped make a pictorial record of the greatest civil
war the world had ever known,
his name to ill but forgotten now.
But if you will leaf through the
files of Harper's Weekly until you
come to the September 14, 1807,
issue, you will tod reproduced
there the picture shown above
and with it this statement:
"We reproduce on this page the
interesting engraving of "Sheridan's Ride to the Front," published three years ago; and in
connection with it we give the
spirited verses of T. Buchanan
Read, now well known and admired throughout the country. It
will be seen by the following note
horn the distinguished author
toat the poem was inspired by
tiie picture of Mr. Eytinge:
New York, Aug. 28. 1867.
*•*. Harper'* Weekly:
Dear Sir: In reply to your question,
" Klvea meifle«*iu«to acknowledge that
toe.spirited picture which you published
?.' Sheridan'* Rifle" iniplred roe with
i flnal impulse to write the poem.

Very ™P«»$-RBAD.
this it is evident that
Eytinge, Jr., who was one
°1 Harper's Weekly's "special
artists" during the Civil war
oeriod deserves some ol the cred801

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS

Still sprung from those swifl
hoofs, thundering South,
The dust, like smoke from a cannon's mouth;
Or the trail of a comet, sweeping
faster and faster,
Foreboding to traitors the doom
of disaster.
The heart of the steed, and the
heart of the master
Were beating like prisoners assaulting their walls,
Impatient to be where the battleLON CHANEY JR.
field calls;
Every nerve of the charger was
try to get that role, which many
strained to full play.
With Sheridan only ten mile? people consider one of the greatest
screen performances his father ever
away.
gave. Lon Jr. is hoping that, as
"Lennie" in "Ol Mice and Men,"
he can take a long stride forward
on the path that leads to success as
great as his father's.
Hollywood was all interest when
Lillian Gish began making tests for
"Triumph Over Pain"—the prospect
of her being co-starred in it with
Ronald Colman made the town's
older inhabitants look way back to
the days when Lillian went to Italy
to screen "The White Sister," with
a young English actor who'd appeared only on the stage booked to
be her leading man.
That engagement put Ronald Colman into the movies to stay, but
Lillian abandoned the screen for
the stage a few years later, and
now a whole new generation of
movie goers will have to get acquainted with her if she returns to
it.

Under his spuming feet the road
Like an arrowy Alpine river
flowed,

And the landscape sped away be
hind
-Like an ocean flying before the
wind,
And the steed, like a bark fed
with furnace ire,
Swept on, with his wild eye full
of fire.
But lo! he is nearing his heart's
desire;
He is snuffing the smoke of the
roaring fray,
With Sheridan only five miles
away.
The first that the General saw
were the groups
Of stragglers, and then the re
treating troops,
What was done? what to do?
glance told him both,
Then striking his spurs, with
terrible oath,
He dashed down the line, 'mid
storm of huzzas,
And the wave of retreat checked
its course there, because
The sight of the master compelled it to pause.
With foam and with dust the
black charger was gray;
By the flash of his eye, and the
red nostril's play,
He seemed to the whole great
army to say,
"I have brought you Sheridan all
the way
From Winchester, down to save
the day I"
SHERIDAN'S RIDE—From the painting by Thomas Buchanan
Read, author ol the famous poem by that name.
of facts as a writer—unless, of
this article, that he shows "Little
course, "poetic license" is suffiPhil" impeccably dressed in his
cient justification for error. In
general's uniform, with his blacK
the first place, Sheridan wasn't
hat set firmly on his head as
"twenty miles away" as the
he waves his sword in his right
poem has it. It was only 13 or
hand while his charger, Rienzi,
14 miles from Winchester to Ceseems to be suspended m middar Creek and Sheridan had his
air, with all four feet off the
first view of his disorganized
army at Mill Creek, less than a
gI
Awording to the testimony of
mile from Winchester. From
he
men
who
saw
Sheridan
as
men
there to the actual "front"—if
on
Sashed toward Cedar Creek
there was such a thing on that
day of near-panic and near-disaster—it wasn't much more than
nine or ten miles.

Hurrah! hurrah for Sheridan!
Hurrah t hurrah for horse and
man!
And when their statues are
placed on high,
Under the dome of the Union sky,
The American soldiers' Temple
of Fame;
There with the glorious General's
name,
Be it said, in letters both bold
and bright,
"Here is the steed that saved the
day,
By carrying Sheridan into the
fight,
From Winchester, twenty miles
away!"
—Thomas Buchanan Read.

Shiny Windows. — A lump of
starch dissolved in the water with
which windows are to be washed
will make the glass shine.
• * •
Retaining Color of Spinach.—
The color of spinach will be preserved if a pinch of soda is added
to the water in which it is boiled.
• • *
Tight Curtain Springs.—To tighten springs in curtain rollers, hold
the rollers firmly and with pincers
tighten the end springs.
• * *
Cleaning Felt Hat.—To clean a
light felt hat brush well to remove all dust, then cover with
french chalk. Let stand for several hours before brushing off.
• • •
Preserving Rugs. — Constant
turning preserves rugs.
They
should be turned around every six
months.
• • •
Metallic Scarfs.—Silver and gold
embroidered scarfs will not tarnish when packed away if
wrapped in black paper.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription Is a
tonic which has been helping women
of all ages for nearly 70 years. Adv.
Self Faith
Doubt whom you will but never
yourself.—Bovee.

Baby LeRoy, at the ripe old age of
seven, is staging a comeback. (He
used to be the infant who nearly
drove W. C. Fields mad, remember?) He's Lonnie LeRoy now, and
will make his return in "The Biscuit Eater," a story about a bird
dog and two small boys. Part of
the picture will be made at the
bird dog trials in Georgia.
Charlie Chaplin's long-awaited
satire on dictators doesn't sound so
awfully subtle, if it's really true
that in the picture two of them are
known as "Adenoid Hinkly" and
"Gasolini." But, subtle or not, it's
sure to be funny.
It looks as if Marlene Dietrich
has decided to be herself; she stays
around when she's not in front of
the cameras, In "Destry Rides
Again," instead of retiring to her
dressing room, and the rest of the
cast has decided that she's really
regular.

Constipation Relief
That Also

Pepsin-izes Stomach
When constipation brings on acid indigestion, bloating, dizzy spells, gas, coated
tongue, sour taste, and bad breath, your
stomach is probably loaded up with certain undigested food and your bowels don't
move. So you need both Pepsin to help
break up fast that rich undigested food in
your stomach, and Laxative Senna to poU
the trigger on those lazy bowels. So be >
sure your laxative also contains Pepsin.
Take Dr. Caldwell's Laxative, because its
Syrup Pepsin helps you gain that wonderful stomach-relief, while the Laxative
Senna moves yotu- bowels. Tests prove the
power of Pepsin to dissolve those lumps of
undigested protein food which may linger
in your stomach, to cause belching, gastric
acidity and nausea. This is how pepsinizing your stomach helps relieve it of such
distress. At the same time this medicine
wakes up lazy nerves and muscles in your
bowels to relieve your constipation. So see
how much better you feel by taking the
laxative that also puts Pepsin to work on
that stomach discomfort, too. Even finicky children love to taste this pleasant
family laxative. Buy Dr. CaldweU's Laxative^Senna with Syrup Pepsin at your
druggist today I

Worst Shame
The worst kind of shame is beIn the course of the picture she ing ashamed of frugality or povhas a battle with one of the other erty.—Li vy.
girls, which makes one wonder if
that fight between Paulette Goddard
and Rosalind Russell in "The Wom- )EV£RYDAY USES -EVE*Y\
en" has started a cycle. Remember what happened when Jimmy
PETROLEUM JELLY
Cagney squashed a grapefruit in a
girl's face!
Companions

The popular program for Alec
Beauty and sadness always go
Templeton, the blind pianist, is together.—MacDonald.
heard on Monday nights over NBC.
After running for years as a play
and then being made into a picture,
"Abie's Irish Rose" may land on
the air as a serial, where it will
probably run on forever and ever.
In some of those serials practically
nothing happens, because so much
of the time is taken up by the announcer, trying to whip up interest
in what may take place the next
day. At that rate, "Abie's Irish
Rose" could run forever.
ODDS AND ENDS — Norma Shrarer
qives one oj the betl performances oj her
career in The Women —u picture (hot
everybody should enjoy . . . ioe. fenner
has u really tunny picture in "The Day
the Bookies Wepf . . . Ann Shcridim ij
making a personal appearance lour . ,
Monogram, nut lo be outdone by Metro's
all-lamale cast in "The Women," employs
uii aU-male casl m "Mutiny in the Big
House" the story <>t a prison rim
(Beleaicd by Wcsltrii Newspaper Union.'

Stomach Gas?
Sioux Citr, Iowa—Dave
Louis Huatits. 1417 H»mBttm Si., uyi: "After w«}nC I weuld helcb gas and
often would have acid mdigcttion. I had r" I>cp
or enerir. Dr. Pierces
Golden Medical Bucvjvery
relieved me ol Ike nai «ud
I Me O.K. in every reBpect alter wing it." Buy
It la liquid or UbUu from your druggi"
now. See how vigursus you'll «oon led.
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NEW IDEAS
A
r- vnur guide
ft, to modern living. Ihey bring you

KM.y'i NEWS about the food you eat and
the clothe* you wear. And the pine to
flail out about cheie new things u right
in this uewipaper.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

SltD <OIH HAY LOOK A LIKE-

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1939.
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl went to Stuart Tuesday to spend a couple of
days with her daughters, the Misses
Freda and Jane Scholl.

/WtHWFSAHEAP
OF DIFFERENCE

(By Tillie)
Dean Karns, small son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bessie Turner, a iormer resi- Mrs. Solon A. Kama, has been real
dent of this community, now living sick the past week, suffering from
at Pueblo, Colo., is the composer of a gland abscess an the neck.
the poem, "Siren," which appears in
Albert Herrick and wife of El Monte,
the World's Fair edition of "American Voices." Mrs. Turner will be re- Cal., are enjoying a short visit here
membered by many of her Anita with relatives and friends. Mrs. Herfriends and acquaintances as Bessie rick is a sister of Mrs. A. V. Robinson,

Suref most seed corn looks
alike... butyou can't Me the
hundreds of tiny "chuacterdeter.aining" genes in the
heart of the seed, they're the
things respotuible foe the difference between ordinary
bjbrfdiandDeKalb Perfected
Coitikk3ee,thef e and other outstaknqtnjt "**nenes growing in
yOtt nearby DeKalb proving
ground.

Forester, a niece of Mrs. Tela Forester

M

™ - Elmer

Scho11 and Geor

Bc

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Rev. Thos. B. Dixon and Raymond
I Barber were at Corning Monday and
10
Tuesday attendin
In a Thrilling Story of Adventure
Adaughter
, I.* of
*™
the annual meetMrs. *
Turner, ,has"!, of th<? Cound]* B]uffa
Aasociation
a P™ng future of becking a d i s - o f Congregational and Chriatian
tmguished author and writer at a very ' churches
early age. The little Miss has alALSO CARTOON and IOWA NEWS FLASHES
ready written a story which was acAt her home on Walnut Street last
cepted for publication by the "Child Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Herbert
Life" magazine.
Bartley was hostess to the members
*
*
j of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. Other
The gents who frequent the town's j guests besides the members
were
down stairs pool room, certainly have i Mrs. Dick Dement and Mrs. George
a ringside seat at the fashion show F. Shaffer of Anita and Mrs. Albert
every Tuesday and Saturday night Herrick of El Monte, Cal. High score
when living models parade up and at bridge was held by Mrs. Wayne
tlu nnfc...lhB
down the streets of Anita, wearing Jewett.
«citinq...in
IOT< with
the
very
latest
and
briefest
styles
ANITA, IOWA
The members of the Friendly CirWishing Robert Tiqlor!
from the various ladies' ready-to-wear
cle were guests last 'Wednesday afHOT ia the GREAT 1m
departments.
• • *
ternoon at the home of Mrs. Elmer
(tor; ennj itadio
C. F. Darrow and wife drove to Robert Crawford, B student at Iowa Beans! Beans! Beans in buckets, Jensen north of the city. All memdq to nuke!
Des (Mbines Sunday morning to spend State college in Ames, was home to boxes and tubs, and more beans to ] ber8 were in attendance, also two
the day with her sister, Mrs. C. W. spend the week end with his parents, pick . . . the world's full of beans j visitors, Mrs. Carl Nieman and Mrs.
. . . I can see 'em in my dreams. I'veL- L- D°rsey. Mrs. Roy Robinson
W. F. Crawford and wife.
Dippert and family.
tried for years to grow them, the \ won a contest put on by Mrs. Kenneth
Raymond Lantz, wife and daughter, navy kind, the limns and the corn i GiPpl«- Th« ladies spent most of the
A Mothers Jewel group was organized Saturday afternoon by the ladies Marcia, left Monday morning for field varieties, but they've always 1 afternoon 1uilti"g for the hostess,
of the Methodist church. The group Galien, Mich., where they are spend- turned out the same, beanless bushes who served a lunch at the close of the
will be composed of mothers who ing the week with her parents, Rev. and vines or just a few scattered, meeting.
have children too old for the cradle R. 0. Moon and wife.
pods that produced just enough seed
The first P. T. A. meeting of the
roll and too young for the Home
for another season, but never enough
school
year -was held at Grant No. 4 ]
A
covered
dish
dinner
was
enjoyed
Guards. At the meeting Saturday
to pay for the labor it required to
the following officers were elected: at noon last Thursday by the mem- plant and hoe. This year it's a dif- one night last week, with a good attendance of patrons in the district.
Mrs. Gerald Redburn, superintendent; bers of the Jolly Dozen club and their ferent story
. we got beans.
Following the business meeting, there
husbands
at
the
home
of
'Mr.
and
M"rs.
Mrs. Herbert Chadwick, first assistLast spring I planted a pound of
was
community singing and music by
ant superintendent; Mrs. Lyman Wah- Myloe Rob son southeast of the city. Burpee's stringlesa green pod for cani the Crawford family orchestra. A
This
was
the
first
meeting
of
the
K lert, second assistant superintendent;
ning and we canned and we ate from
, reading was given by Mrs. Walter
f- 'Mrs. Harley Miller, supply secretary; club since last spring. Twelve mem- the patch all suummer, and still the I Wise. A hat trimming contest was
Mrs. Maurice Turner, recording secre- bers were present, also three visitors, beans multiplied. This fall the bushes won hy Reed Osen. At the close of
tary; and Mrs. Leonard Rork, treas- Mrs. Fred M. Sheley and Miss Evan- we're full of dry pods . . we picked I the meeting, s lunch was served. Mrs.
gel ine Carlton of Anita and Mrs. Al- 'em and we piled 'em . . w
urer.
omp- g j j^ichols is teacher of the school.
bert Herrick of El Monte, Cal. The ed, pounded and hulled , . . so far { na
At her home northwest of the city afternoon was spent socially by the we have a 14-quart milk pail full of A 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner
last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Forrest ladies.
cleaned, red beans and still more wag enj-0yed last Thursday evening
.Smith, was hostess to the members
pods to give the works.
Iby the members of the LANS dinner
of the Mutual Benefit club. Present Twelve members attended the reg- Beans and more beans and this: and Bridge club at the home of Mr.
•were fourteen members andfivevis-ular- meeting of the Anita Literary family don't eat any kind of beans and Mrs. Chester A. Long. Other
itors, Mrs. Francis Smith, Mrs. Henry Club last Thursday evening at the , with much gusto. If red beans aren't ; RuestSi besides the members, were
Paulson, Mrs. Maggie Dement, Mrs. home of Mrs. J. H. Chadwick on Rose j K0od to eat when cooked like the white . j ar)d j^rs. Ernest Ford. FollowClyde Smith and Mrs. Elsie Smith. Hill Avenue. The program on "In- | varieties, what -will I do with a couple ing
i
fte dinner the evening was spent
IB, JSmith won a contest put dians" was in charge of Miss Jetta j Of pails of them? Seems too waste- ' playinK bridge, at which high scores
Mrs.
~'J'"
Reeves. The club Knowlton. and roll ca/1 was answered f n l to give them to the boys for their -were held by Mrs. M. M. Burkbart
I on by
^decided to. hold a Hallowe'en party on with "An Indian name and its mean- , bean shooters, when the nations of : and r)r. f\. iM Adair, and traveling
Isabell Shaffer,
a guest ' Europe will soon be needing them. | ,, r jzes were won by Mrs. Burkhart and
|pct. 28 at't$e home of Mrs. Glen ing."" Miss......
""
FASCINATING!
If I was a bridge player, I could Walter F. Budd.
ITaylor. ; The next regular meeting of of the club, read the poem, "Hiaf the club 'will be held at the home of watha," and Miss Knowlton gave an do them up in 2 or 3 pound packHir tgii . . . Yiilid with
|Mrs. William Stockham on Oct. 19. interesting talk on Indians. At the ages for bridge prizes, but I don't j Grant township teachers held their
tin limuor D! Iropicil
[At the close of the meeting a lunch close of the meeting, refreshments play bridge, so that's out. Would little October meeting at Grant No. 9
nights. HIT lip* . . . mmd
with till Itmptifem of huvwere served.
sacks of red beans, done up in fancy . last Friday afternoon with Miss Marie
II was served by the hostess.
nil piwiii. Hi i!« af
paper and tied with green ribbon, j Breen as hostess. The time was spent
make good Christmas presents 1 I f . in preparing a report on "Better
SPECIAL ATTRACTION
"(hi gil'i
they would, my Christmas shopping Advanced Reading," a professional
SPECIALS
worries are solved. Oh, well, if I can't study book. Plans were discussed
Latest Edition MARCH OF TIME Entitled
Fitting Glasses Successfully
use them for cooking or give them. for a four township teachers' party
For Years
away, I can let the weevil eat 'em up, j with the Grant teachers as hostesses,
"THE BATTLE FLEETS OF ENGLAND"
High grade toric lenses in oclike they did the batch of lima beans Present at the meeting were Mrs.
tagonal design with white gold
See England's Fighting Navy In Action!
I Bought a few weeks ago. No use Edna Nichols, Miss Rula Garlnck, Miss
filled mountings. Price includes
starving the poor little things to Dorothy Hansen, Miss EUielyn Wilson
Complete . . . Exclusive . . . Uncensored
frames, lenses and
death, when there are so many nice and Miss Bveen.
case
beans in the world.
LATEST NEWS EVENTS OF THE WORLD
* * *
A meeting of the Holy Cross EvanA SALE OF BETTER EYESIGHT
Last Tuesday evening about 9:00 ' gdica] Lutheran ladies aid was held
o'clolk, this family group were spec- last Thursday afternoon at the home
DR. L. B. PETERSEN, Optometrist
Atlantic, Iowa
I tators to the most spectacular scenes of Mrs. J. P^ Chri.stensen, hostesses
A mission opened Sunday morning
The aurora ^ing Mrs. Orville Christens ami! Boyd Harris and Mrs. Clan, Cross
1 have ever witnessed.
at
St. Joseph's Catholic church in
Worth Chastain. Besides the' and son, Maynai-d, were ShiMiandouh
borealis was making one nf its rare Mr,.
Wiota, w i t h Kev. M o r i a r i t y , C. S. S. R.,
Saturday.
appearances in colors, Great shafts fifteen members present, other guest,
in eharge. The services will continue
! or streamers of light, assuming many were Mrs. Chris Thompson, Mrs. Fred | George l'\ Shaffer was in luwn City all week, closing Sunday.
'snaVes~and[varieties' of colors, from 'Scarlett. Jr., Mrs. Vrrnie I.eisener, last Saturday, i>ml while there utterulSTATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF
pale pink, yellow and shades of blue Mrs. Chris Jensen, Mrs-. I awi-ence til the Iowa-Indiana football game.
The reguliir meeting of the Union
and green, ascended toward the zenith. Christensen. 'Mrs. Frank Si-Water and .
eluli was held last Wednesday at the
' W e were all awe stricken with the Miss Ruby Aupperle. Mrs. Jensen | Ko.st-de Ulue of Conine, Sask., Cun- home of Mrs. Cleu Reeves northwest
Organized under the laws of Iowa, located at Anita, in the County of
intense beauty of the phenomenon.
i J°i"«l thu «''' at tht' m l ' etin K- n «' v "-! u .la, is in Anita to spend a few weeks «f the c i t y . D u r i n g tlie noon hour
Cam at the close of business on the 2nd. day of October, A. D. 1939.
_
I tionals were in charge of Kev. H. G. w i t [ l n j s ml ,ih t . ri Mrs. Cynthia Ulue. dinner was served by the hostess, and
the ladies spent the afternoon limitTen ladies were present at the home Belsheim.
RESOURCES.
Mi-s. Jennie. Curry at Oes Moines ingof
Mrs.
Lawrence
Christensen
TuesLoana'and Discounts
^42,001.20
, At her home on West Main Street
day afternoon to attend the home o n
, . .
. . .s betn enjoying
. a visit. Ihe pa
Vaitoil States Bonds and Security
40,300.00
I
.
, r
* »„.«, v , i n '
Tuesday afternoon of last w e e J t , i , k , n Anita w , t j, >,t,j. Kis tej-s,
J. A. Wagner and Clen A. Roe
project meeting for Grant township,^ A j K o p p was hf)stess ^ the | RoseUa Anderaon and Mrs. Martha drove to Iowa City Saturday mornSecurities Guaranteed by U. S. Government as to Interest
i school district
and-or Principal
' ='AO
members of the Highland club, also Snu i tz .
ing to attend the Iowa-Indiana footBond* and Securities (exclusive of items 2 and 3)
'lno,a
( program and business meeting, re- : two guests, Mrs. Floyd Dement of
ball game that afternoon, and for a
.'**• ~ • **
i.ouy.io
freshments were served.
Overdrafts
„ nnn nft
Don A. Smith and sons, Dwight week end visit with their sons, NorAnita and Mrs. Jennie Curry of Des
Banking Hlfese, Furniture and Fixtures
« ,»» «
of the Helping Moines. At a business meeting Mrs. Bnd Kenneth, of LeGrande, Ore., vis- man Wagner and Jack Roe, students
Due from banks and bankers, cash and cash items
161.lZH.Ja
ed dish din- A. A. Miller was elected president of ; jted in the city a couple of days .==.. at the University of Iowa.
Hand
e o
. $471,224.18
last Thurs- the club for the ensuing year, and Week with their sister and aunt, Mrs.
'
Total Resources
n u e r Mrs. M. C. Hutchisoon, secretary, j Glen Porch and family. They stopped
.
day at
INABILITIES.
Most of the afternoon was spent by here while on their way home from

"Susannah of the Mounties"

SAT.-SUN. OCT. 14-15

DEHRtB
HVBRIDS
LESTER SCHOLL

LOVERS OF THE DEEP PURPLE NIGHT... in drama from
East oi Suez!

ANITA STATE BANK

Capital Stock—Common

'

Surplus Fund

16,000.00
4,208.77

40,000.00

Undivided profits (after deducting expenses)
Reserved for contingencies
Indhfejgal dcpoaita subject to check
^
39,611.63
Saving^ deposits
149,629.10

14.20B.77

1,191.71

417,008.29
7.12

Time certificated deposit
••
Demand Certificrtes, Certified Checks, Cashier's Checks and Unpaid Dividends . . . .
Other Liabilities (Suspense Account)
Total Liabilities

.$471,2SM.1B

YV ctj U. v». r Mui&itc&, » «••<•
, .
Cashier, of the bank above named, do
going statement is full, true and correct, to the
and belief.
H c Faulkner> Vice President.
A. R. Robinson, Asst. Cashier.
Sworn to before me ami •»h«^ed in ™ £»•'«%& H"
Faulkner and A. R. Robinson, this 5th. day ga^lo|".rtli
Notary Public in and for Ca*9 County.

Attested By:

Leon G. Voorhees,
Geo. Denne,
Directors.

'

C.

NOTICE!

the ladies playing bingo, with prizes a visit to the World's Fair in New
and hand work for the hostess. The" \ being won by Mrs. A. A. MiMer Mrr , York City^
next meeting of the club will be held j D. I, Spiker, Mrs Al a Pra t und ( ^
___-^^ ^ ^
PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
at the home of Mrs. William Steele. ) Mrs. Floyd Dement' ^j^;'^1-^ ' son _ Waltel. white and wife, all from
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANI.
| tne meeting
'Woodward, Okla., are spending the
MALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
Benton township teachers held their hostess.
week with relatives and friends in
October group meeting last Thursday)
-—WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTAnita. The White family are formevening v/ith Mliss Lucille Wieland,
The Bethany Lutheran ladies aid
LY. PHONE 257.
er residents of Anita, leaving here
teacher in district No. Z. During the met lust Wednesday afternoon at the
1900
for
Oklahoma.
Mr.
White
WAGNER FILLING STATION
meeting plans were made for a party home of Mrs. C. J. Petersen with . in
brother of Mrs. H. G. Stuart,
nine
members
and
eight
visitors
pres[
is
for the teachers in Lincoln,
L,mcom, uranc,
memuera
«.m
,
...=.,.-.,.
,
,
,
„
ANITA, IOWA
Grant,
C K
Franklin and Benton townships, with en, Rev. K. R. Jensen led the de Mr. Chas Ba.be, and M,, Ed. M.
McLaughlin.
the Benton teachers as hostesses, the , votiuna. Officers of the aid for the
party to be held some time during the j ensuing year were elected as follows:
latter part of October. Miss Marcella Mrs. C. J. Petersen, president; Mrs.
Darling is chairman of the lunch com- Chas. Heck, vice president; Mrs. Edmittee for the party and Miss Kttth- g-ar Petersen, treasurer; and Mrs.
erine Wilson and Miss Maxine Hedger Tom Miller, sei-retury. Mrs. Marinus
will be the entertainment commit- Jensen and Mrs. Chris Rattenborgh
tee. A report on a professional book became members of the aid at the
for certificate renewal was given by meeting. On Nov. 15, Rev. Jensen
Miss Norma Odem. The next meet- will hold services at 2:00 o'clock at
C. F. DARROW, Manager
ing of the teachers will be held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
school No. 3 on Nov. 3, with Miss Petersen, and all who are interested
are invited to attend.
Viola Eilts as hostess.

SPECIAL PRICE ON FENCE
AND FENCE MATERIAL
THE FARMERS COOP.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Mote (^

Stripes

This Season Than Ever
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

IMPROVED'
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

Strange Facts

S

f

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D D.
D*«n of The Moodjl Bible Institute
-_ ,
<rf Chicago.
(HeleaMfl by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for October 15
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts seiScted,,an? c °Pyishted by International
Council of Religious Education: used by
Dermisskm.

THE TEMPTATION OF JESUS
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 4:1-11.
GOLDEN TKXT—For we have not an high
priest which cannot be touched with the
feeling of our Infirmities; but was in all
points tempted like as we are. yet without
Bin.—Hebrews 4:15.

Adam's Day
Slow in Anger
Spotted Aristocrats

f IATTERN

The world's 250,000,000 Moslems
observe Friday as their Sabbath
because, according to Mohammed,
this was the day Adam was created, the day he entered and was
also expelled from Paradise, the
day of his repentance, the day of
his death and the day he Will be
resurrected.
Chameleons are "slow-motion"
fighters. When two enemies start
a battle, many minutes, even
hours, pass between each thrust
and parry. Sometimes the only
way that one can tell a fight is in
progress is by the color of their
skins, which have turned black
with rage.
Increasing age diminishes attendance at the movies to an astonishing degree. Surveys indicate that the number who no longer attend increases from 50 per
cent at the age of forty to 75 per
cent at sixty to 98 per cent at
eighty.
Although about nine thousand
members of Britain's aristocracy
and sporting world are admitted
to the Royal Enclosure at Ascot,
England, at each meeting, thousands are excluded because they
are in bankruptcy, involved in a
divorce, owe too much money
to a bookmaker or have not been
presented at a royal court.—Collier's.

D4'ARTM ENT

JF YOU take a large size and
want to have your afternoon
dress fit with the perfection the
smart silhouette demands, send
for 1830. It's very easy to work
with, and is carefully detailed to
give you the uplifted bustline and
narrow hips that are essentially
important to a slenderizing effect.
It will be lovely made up in thin
wool, flat crepe or sheer velvet,
with a gleaming brooch or clip
at the plain v neckline.
Three Styles in Aprons.
This practical pattern, 1829, really gives you three apron styles,
because the pinafore part is perforated so that you can make it
two ways, and both ways are thoroughly protective and useful, with
buttoned straps, crossed in the
back, that won't slip off. Both
pinafores and the little tie-around
have a pretty flare. Make these
of linen, gingham, lawn or batiste, and tuck two or three sets
away for gifts, too.
The Patterns.
No. 1830 is designed for sizes 36,
38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52. 35 inch material and 8 yards bias
Size 38 requires 5% yards of 39 fold; for No. 2, 1% yards of 35
inch material with long sleeves; inch material and 2 yards of pleat4% yards with short.
ing; for No. 3, 1% yards of 35
No. 1829 is designed for sizes 34, inch material.
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size 38
New Fall Pattern Book.
requires, for No. 1, 1% yards of
Special extra! Send today for
your new Fall Pattern Book with
a stunning selection of a hundred
perfect patterns for all shapes and
sizes. Save money and know the
keen satisfaction of personallyplanned, perfectly-fitted garments
by making your own frocks with
1% inch alphabet; illustration of these smart, carefully cut designs.
stitches.
You can't go wrong—every patSend 15 cents in coins for this tern includes a step-by-step sew
pattern to The Sewing Circle, chart to guide beginners. Price
Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth Ave., of Pattern Book, 15c.
New York, N. Y.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, HI.
Name Changes
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in
each.
Siam is the latest country to coins)
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)
change its name. It is now to
be known as Muang-Thai, the land
of the free.
Treaty Language
Towns sometimes change their
names, too. Comparing the latest
French is still the language
U. S. Postal Guide with former used in treaties concluded between
issues, a newspaper finds that more than two powers. French
"Frugality has disappeared from is employed also in the third copy
Pennsylvania, Graft from Colo- of treaties drawn between two
rado, Coin from Kentucky, and countries in their own languages,
Truth from Arkansas." Worst of the French translation to be deall, Love, Arkansas, has become cisive in case. of a difference of
Ash Flat.
opinion as to the precise meaning
Love let down. And burned out. of the other texts.—Collier's.

Temptation is the common lot of
all mankind (I Cor. 10:13). The
strongest and most noble of men
are subject to it; angels were
tempted, and our scripture reveals
that even Jesus was tempted. We
recognize that Jesus was tempted
as the Messiah (vv. 3, 6) and as one
without sin (Heb. 4:15), but it is
also true that He was tempted in
all points as we are, apart from sin,
and that we may learn from His
temptation how we may meet and
be the victors over temptation.
I. What Is Temptation?
"Temptation is seduction to evil,
solicitation to wrong. It stands distinguished from trial thus: trial
tests, seeks to discover the man's
moral qualities or character; but
temptation persuades to evil, deludes, that it may ruin. God tries;
Satan tempts" (A. M. Fairbairn).
Temptation is not sin, but yielding
to temptation is sin. Luther said,
"We cannot keep the birds from
flying over our heads, but we can
keep them from building nests in
our hair." Temptation comes from
within, that is, from our own lusts
(James 1:13, 14). Satan also tempts
us (Eph. 6:11). God may permit
temptation as a means of proving
our faith (James 1:2, 3).
II. How Temptation Works.
It is significant that the temptaALL the enthusiams taking spicuously enhance at the waistline. tions of Jesus were along the three' the world of fashion by storm Which reminds us that designers fold line of the temptations of Adam
this season, there is none that ex- are very enthusiastic in regard to and Eve (Gen. 3:6) and the general
ceeijs the mad rush that is now on ornamental buttons, either large threefold temptation of all men,
tor'gorgeously gay plaids and and colorful like these, or veritable namely, the lust of the flesh, the
jewel pieces in their settings of col- pride of life, and the lust of the
THe ?howings in plaids and stripes ored stones.
eyes (I John 2:16). These three
includes types for every occasion,
If there is a school-faring maiden temptations really exhaust Satan's
informal or formal. When you want who has not turned plaid-minded bag of tricks, but he can dress up
informality the biggest daytime hit this season during this epidemic of these three fundamental temptapf the season is the richly colorful plaids now sweeping through fash- tions with almost endless variety.
wool clan plaids and if you are a ion realms be it known that she is He works
connoisseur on plaids you can get certainly an exception to the rule.
1. By appealing to the flesh (vv.
clan patternings and colorings that When you see such eye-compelling 2, 3). He observes the normal apare authentic. Robin Hood reds, for- outfits as that shown above to the petites and desires of a man's body,
est greens, golden yellows, radiant right in the illustration one readily excites them to a high degree, and
browns and 'heather tones mingle in understands the reason why such a then suggests an improper method
pne grand splurge of gay color that fuss and furor is being made over of satisfying them. Hunger is normakes merry throughput the whole handsome wool plaids this fall. This mal and a sign of good health.
program pf fashion this season and most attractive daytime frock fash- Jesus had fasted forty days and
A Quiz With Answers
•we mean Just that for everything ioned of fine Scottish clan wool plaid Satan took advantage of that fact to
Offering Information
'from hata to bags, gloves to wear was selected for illustration from suggest the use of His divine power
with cloth coats and suits and en- among a flock of gorgeous plaids to satisfy His hunger. This would
on Various Subjects
toe costume ensembles is being displayed at a prevue showing of involve a denial of His entire mismaJde £f plaid (or stripes if you autumn and whiter fashions present- sion on earth, namely, the redempptoase) 'this season.
ed by the Style Creators of Chicago. tion of man by a divine person who
The Questions
The Answers
\ Aa tit formal' evening occasion, It is typical of schoolgirl choices had become a real man.
1.
What
are
the
following:
(a)
1.
(a)
Various
species of yucca
These decorative initials are
2. By appealing to pride (vv. 5,
haye)ypu seen the gorgeous metal- this season.
Adam's needle; (b) Adam's peak; plants; (b) Mountain peak in Ceyequally
effective
in
satin,
button6).
Satan
misapplied
Scripture
to
threaded silk and wool stripes that
Had you thought of a Roman
(c) Adam's profession?
lon; (c) Gardening.
top b£mg made into jackets, blouses striped wool jacket to wear with tempt Jesus to presumption on the hole, seed stitch or cutwork. Pat2. Because such wells were first
tern
2274
contains
a
transfer
2. Why is an artesian well so- sunk
for dine and dance wear? different skirts, of dark monotone assumption that He was exercising
7
in Artois (anc. Arte-sium),
Joy of anticipation is wool? The biggest argument we faith. God had promised to keep pattern of two ! /a inch and one caDed?
France.
The newest dinner dresses can make in favor of such a selec- Him "in all his ways" (Ps. 91:11).
3. What do the racing clothes
3. A jockey's outfit seldom weighs
contrast fabrics and colors after tion is the stunning style pictured To cast himself down from the temincluding
boots
of
a
jockey
weigh?
more
than 30 ounces.
,
Flowered
Hat
Came
the manner shown to the right in above to the left in the group. Here ple was not one of the ways in
4.
Monaco,
the
smallest
state,
is
4.
Which
are
the
two
smallest
thei picture. In this instance the is an example of the effective way which Christ was called to walk. To Do Double Duty
B square miles, and San Marino,
states in Europe?
iis of yellow Jersey, topped with in which designers are working out Satan comes to us with the same
the next smallest state, is 38 square
kind
of
temptation.
If
He
cannot
5. A gnomon is a person of no miles.
color alliances. Under this Roman
A
young
matron
found
herself
htflffcontally striped in exotic greens striped wool jacket this lady of high get us to forsake faith, he tempts somewhat hustled by the number importance, a dwarf, Scottish
5. A geometrical figure.
and Orange, and stripes of glittering fashion wears a chartreuse blouse us to become fanatic and to proudly and variety of her engagements. chieftain or a geometrical figure?
6. A small river.
substitute
presumption
for
faith.
gold. Weave.
of silk crepe draped from a demure
7. An ampere, named after AnOne day in particular she found
6.
To
what
does
the
song,
3.
By
appealing
to
the
eyes
(w.
- beautiful dinner goym neckline and rendered uneven at
dre Ampere, French scientist who
troublesome, for she had to go
^elpwlf<* the left. ™* the waistline by a black serpentine 8, 9). By showing Christ the king- first to a funeral service and "Comin' Through the Rye" refer? established the relationship be7. The unit of current or flow tween electricity and magnetism.
top Is ol lustrous black belt. The plain skirt is of black doms of the world and offering them then to a garden party.
to Him by the short-cut of a brief
of electricity is called—an amlong flansd skirt of wool.
8. Dr. Rossiter Johnson, in "AlShe
solved
the
dress
problem
by
(BetoiMd fcy Weitern N«w«pa»er Union.) , act of worship rather than by the wearing smart but sober clothes pere, a volt or a watt?
$3$d In brmiant
phabet of Rhetoric," says—" 'If
way of the cross, Satan tempted and taking in a hat box a flowcold, green, cyclamen and
Which is the correct idiomat- worse comes to worst' is often
Him again. Here the devil showed ered hat which, during the service, ic 8.expression—"If
Two Targe buttons conworst comes to rendered meaningless by being
his true desire that man should wor- she placed in the vestry.
worst" or "if worse comes to changed to 'If worst comes to
ship him rather than God.
worst.' The original and correct
Her sense of quiet pleasure at worst"?
III. How to Meet Temptation (vv. this successful solution of the
is evident on a moment's
9. What American city was first form
With pottery and china jewelry 4, 7, 10).
thought.
It is essentially a conproblem was somewhat marred, known
as New Amsterdam?
1. By the right use of Scripture. however, when the coffin was
scoring such success, it has been
tinuation of from 'bad to worse—
only a short step to the use of por- If Jesus needed that weapon, how brought into church. For repos- 10. What kind of foundations are from worse to worst.' "
celain for their chains. Thin plastic can we do without it? How can we ing in the center of the wreaths under the buildings in Venice,
9. New York.
links rather than metal for neck- use Scripture if we do not study it on the coffin was her flowered hat. Italy?
10. Mostly piles.
laces and bracelets are sometimes and hide it in our hearts?
2. By dependence on God. Every
opaque and sometimes transparent
and will not tarnish as some metals Scripture used by Jesus honored
do. They are, of course, much light- God. We cannot fight Satan in our
er than metal, and add the fin- own strength. To attempt to do so
ishing touch to the whole scheme is to fail utterly. The real victory
for the Christian is to bring Satan
of lightweight jewelry.
By burning 25% slower than the average of the 15 other of the largestback to the cross where Christ won
a decisive victory over him.
selling brands tested—slower than any of them-CAMELS give
3. By denouncing Satan. Jesus
a smoking plus equal to
sent him on his way. We may do
the same in Jesus' name. It is alSomething startlingly different in ways a serious error to try to argue
fur coats" for next season is the with Satan or to engage in any disthree-in-one design. It is made an cussion with him. Let us meet him
a jacket, skirt and sash. When tha with Scripture and with a "Get thee
jacket and skirt are worn together, hence."
IV. The Result.
they make a full length coat, with
Sa'.an left and angels came to
the sash for a belt. The jacket
can be worn separately, as can the minister to Christ. The overcomBkirt, which, combined with the ing of temptation results in peace,
Bash, forms a cape that will do for victory, and blessing. This is ever
so in the life of the believer. Tempevening wear.
tation overcome makes us stronger
Winter Blues
to meet the next temptation, and
Last fall, and many preceding also enables us to help our weaker
falls saw you tucking away until brethren.
spring alT oi[your blue clothes. This
fear that wiU not be necessary for
Framing Our Lives
Again jtnetal cloth for the cocktail navv blue is to be worn while the
Religion does not consist in the
°r dinner gown becomes first page S falls; and winter blue, a new performance of certain ceremonial
news. The picture shows a flatter- shade will be worn as an acces- acts at specified times, outside
ing mod* carried out in gold lame. sory color with black^
which acts and times it has no
The naivete of the smocking on
place: but consists in framing our
the sleeve.S IB offset by the luxuriThree Golden Feathers
whole life, and all our acts, upon a
ous clips-of topaz and diamonds at
On. of the most beautiful pieces distinct view of our position as cre036
seen at the Paris open- ated beings, charged by the fact of
t°P <8f the midriff girdle. Not
or
>ly does fashion spotlight gowns
our creation, with duties both to our
roade entirely of metal cloth as in
PENNY FOR PENNY YOUR
b> fellow creatures and to our Creator.
this instance but equally in favor
—Edward Denison.
BEST CIGARETTE BUY
are jacket* blouses worn with velvet
diamond-studded bowknot.
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By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
fall marks the 25th
anniversary pf a revolutionary change in> the
business bl gfesfe^naking, an
Industry which traces its beginnings i>ack more than
5,000 years and which was
the first to be established on
the North American continent. For it was just 25 years
ago that the flat glass industry, with its modern ramifications into window glass,
automotive safety plate glass,
opaque colored structural
glass of many kinds and plate
glass with all Its uses for
mirrors and wall pahels,
"cattife, xrf a-ge?'. w»tfi' tiiW deyeiopment of the £oibUrn
process for drawing a continuousislje;et.r

;So the yeaii 18i4 might be heralded as the true beginning of the
"Age of Glass" and this fall it
is celebrating its silver jubilee.
This milestone in the development of America's oldest industry is, however, only one of many
in its Ichg and varied history.
Glass-making crossed the Atlantic to' America with the. first
colonists, and the first glass manufacture in the 'New World was
established at Jamestown; Virginia, in 1608. Capt. John Smith
mentioned, that he engaged in a
rough and tumble fight with an
Indian chief "one evening while
returning to his house from the
glass furnace."
America's first factory made
glass beads to be traded to the
Indians for furs, food and land.
The artisans were Poles and
Italians. They made the Vmoney"
which purchased the land of Virginia. The Indians are said to
have obtained some revenge for
the sharp trading by destroying
the glass plant in the Jamestown
massacre of 1622.
Other glass-making projects
were organized hi colonial America in endless succession. Most
glamorous of the glass entrepreneurs was Baron Heinrich Wilhelm von Stiegel, who wasnt really a baron at all but who nevertheless lived hi splendor like a
feudal lord.
'The Baron' Arrives.
The baron arrived in Philadelphia from Germany in 1750 at the
age of 21 and went to Lancaster
county, where a year later he
married Elizabeth Huber, daughter 'of ah iron manufacturer.
Stiegel learned the iron-making
business and then began experimenting with glass. He returned
to Germany .to learn more 'about
glass and brought artisans with
him when he returned to Amer-
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The Stiegel glass business was
a huge success.. ~ He built the
town of Manheim, Pa., near Philadelphia. His mansion there was
the talk of the colony. He built a
log castle on a hill called Thurm
Berg. Whenever the baron arrived at one of his estates, three
cannon boomed to. announce to
r endure those dun headachy
his friends that a celebration was
' s to constipation, plw the
to be held.
le trips to the medidine
Baron Stiegel loved the spec„,,'your can avoid boifc by
ingatthecottseof the trouble?
tacular, liked to be the best
dressed man anywhere around,
liked to make generous gifts. He
was a religious man, Jtoo. When
-jTcninchy touted breakfast
he gave his fellow Lutherans land
—Fl* the ounce of prevention
for a church in 1772, he demand4*8 worth a pound of emered one red rose'each June hi
y teltefc It helps yoonot only
r bo*TOKeep regular,
payment. The Stiegel family still
^,jy fl.|Hfl yni^n'^ffii ftftftr
receives this tribute every year
r the plesoantest means
at the Festival of the Red Rose
in Manheim. It is easy to under4 AH-Bran every
Qty of water, and
stand why town folks spoke of
,
at forget all about
Him as "the baron."
atlon. Made by Kellogg'a
When hard times came, other
"" Creek. Sold by every
manufacturers ^pulled hi their
horns but. Baron Stiegel tried to
expand his business instead. He
Ipst all his -property, served a
sentence in debtor's prison and
, 4 All in Time..
died in poverty. A piece of genI tack so bard but that a little uine Stiegel glass is a treasure
| may beat admission inforacollectors nqw.
Sand" years.—Tennyson.
Glass has hundreds of uses hi
the modern world but its application for windows hi buildings and
transportation
vehicles
transcends all the others.
The oldest known window glass
was found hi the ruins of Pompeii
where panes half an inch thick
were used to admit light to the
famous baths.' This was the kind
of glass through which objects
were "seen darkly." There was
constant striving then to improve
the transparency. The fall of
Rome caused a thousand-year delay in the perfection of windows.
When Edward I of England
Wisdom to Qe«niaf brought Eleanor back from Spain
demise money on gome oc- as his bride, King Henry III
was so delighted with the teenage girl that he gave the youthful couple a house which had
real glass windows as a wedding present. Pope Pius II expressed surprise in 1448 at finding Vienna church windows fitted
with glass. In 1467, frames to
• be fitted with paper were ordered
for the duke of Burgundy's palace.' And in the reign of Queen

Why Let Yourself
Get Constipated?

1EL MISERABLE?

Three generations in the same art—Ornamental glass blowing has
been carried on in the Scott family since 1820. Andrew Walter Scott 2nd,
of Los Angeles, learned the art from his father In 1873 and has taught
his daughter, Mrs. Rfable Manley. Her son, Dick, is a veteran of four
years' experience at the age of 10. (Wide World Photo)
Elizabeth, the duke of Northumberland was warned by his steward that he had better have the
windows taken down and stored
when he left his estate. Even
Charles II, the luxury-loving
monarch who reigned from 1060
to 1685, had no glazed windows hi
his palace. These facts show
how rare glass for windows was
when America was colonized.
The demand for window glass
rose during the Eighteenth century, but progress was slow in
Europe and America. An unsuccessful attempt to manufacture
window glass was made at Allowaystown, N. J., hi 1738; and
in 1790 a wealthy young man
named Robert Hewes built a factory near Concord, N. H. This
unsuccessful effort cost him his
fortune.
The Boston Crown Glass company began operations hi 1792 and
became a financial success.! Records show that it produced
$82,000 worth of window glass hi
1798. Glass made in. the Boston
factory was said to be superior
to the imported product and was
known as "Boston crown window
glass." Specimens still can be
seen hi old colonial houses of
New England.
"Crown glass" was made by
gathering a large globule of molten glass on the end of a blowpipe,
the glass then being blown into
hollow spherical shapes. Then
an iron rod, or punty, tipped
with molten glass was applied to
the opposite side of the. sphere
and the blowpipe was detached,
leaving a hole. The globe attached' to the punty was reheated and the punty given a sudden
whirling motion that caused the
globe to open and flatten to the
form of a disc. The disc was
removed, annealed in an oven,
and then cut into small, sheets.
The panes containing the
"bull's eye" or "crown" where
the punty had been attached were
used for decorative effects and
were employed largely for transoms and side lights of doorways.
This method of making window

Glass-blower Dick Hanley demonstrates how those pretty red
ornaments are made for your
Christmas tree. (Wide World
Photo)
glass was expensive and wasteful, and only small lights could
be produced.
Inventors began a long effort
to improve window glass and reduce the cost of manufacture.
The hand process of blowing
glass into cylinders—instead of
globules—which could be flattened was a slight advance over
the old crown glass method, and
continued to be the accepted
process until 1903. Glass was
blown to form an elongated cylinder, the ends cut away, the cylinder split open and flattened.
The next step was the machine
cylinder process, which made
possible larger sheets of glass
and elimination of much arduous
toil. Compressed air replaced
human lung power and machinery did the heavy lifting.
Window glass made by the
hand or machine cylinder methods never became precisely fiat.
The sheets had to be packed all

the same way hi boxes for shipping to allow for the bow in, the '
glass. So Irving W. Colburn, a
Pennsylvania inventor, began attempts to make flatter flat glass
hi 1898 in a small experimental
plant at Blackford, near Philadelphia. ' He made little progress until 1905 when he saw a papermaking machine hi operation and
determined that sheet glass could
be manufactured by a similar
method. It had been his idea'
from the start .that flat glass
should be produced in sheet form
instead of having to be flattened
after it was made.
Spent a Million.
From 1905 to 1912, Colburn
built machine after machine and
spent more than $1,000,000 of his
own and his friends' money. Success always seemed at hand but
not quite within reach. The Colburn domestic
and foreign
patents were sold at auction in
1912 after the Colburn Machine
Glass company was declared
bankrupt.
Colburn's backers finally had
lost confidence in his process,'but
Michael J. Owens, the master inventive mind of the glass industry and creator of the Owens.,:
b,ottle-mak£ng .machine, believed
that Colburn's/ basic idea was
sound and that only refinements
were needed. Owens induced
Edward D. Libbey, his associate
for many years, and the Toledo
Glass company, of which Libbey
was president, to purchase the
Colburn patents from the trustee
in bankruptcy,
Libbey, Owens and their associates redesigned the flat-drawing
machine and after many months
of effort and the expenditure of
another million dollars the first
wide ribbon of really flat glass
was drawn hi a continuous process.
When the Libbey-Owens Sheet
Glass company, forerunner of the
present Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass
company, was formed in May,
1916, and purchased patent rights
of the Toledo Glass company,
Colburn was rewarded for his
years of effort by receiving a
liberal stock interest in the new
company. This enabled him to
discharge the many obligations'
assumed during the earlier years
of his work and to provide for
his family.
In the Colburn flat drawn process, the ingredients of glass—
sand, ground limestone, soda ash,
salt cake- and cullet (broken
glass)—are fed into the furnace
and melted at a temperature of
about 2,800 degrees Fahrenheit.
The molten "metal" passes
through a refining chamber and
enters a shallow drawing pot.
By means of heat applied under and around the edges of the
pot, the temperature is maintained
at the proper degree for drawing.
To start the drawing, the
machine is placed in reverse motion, which allows a "bait"—a
flat iron bar attached to strips of
flexible metal—to pass over the
bending roll, down into the molten glass. The glass immediately adheres to the bar, and the
machine is started in forward
motion.
Wide Ribbon of Glass.
Out comes a wide ribbon of
glass, pulled by the bait—like
pulling hot taffy out of a pan
with a spatula—onto the horizontal flattening table and then to
the long annealing oven, or lehr.
When the bait reaches the end of
the flattening table it is cracked
off and removed, allowing the flat
glass to continue through the 200foot lehr.
The ribbon of flat glass is prevented from "pulling to a point"
—as taffy or sealing wax does
when an, implement is lifted from
the pot—by revolving knurled
knobs . and water-cooling along
the edges, of the sheet which
maintains a constant width. After
it is annealed, the glass is cut
to desired sizes, washed, graded
and boxed for shipping.

The Colburn flat drawn process
has made possible1 higher quality
window glass at lower cost, and
raised the standard of natural illumination for all-interiors. It
has made double glazing of residences economical and practical
as a winter fuel-saving method
where previously even single
windows were virtually luxuries
afforded only by the well-to-do.
Equally interesting is.another
phase of the glass industry—the
history of the newest type automobile windows, dating from •
spring evening in Paris hi 1903
when Edouard Benedictus, •
French chemist, dropped a bottle.
When it struck the tile floor, the
bottle bounced instead of scattering.
Picking it up, Benedictus
found the bottle star-cracked but
held together by a celluloid-like
enamel which had formed when
its contents evaporated.
Benedictus later saw a taxicab
collision in which a young woman was cut severely by broken
glass. Then he thought of the
bottle which did not shatter. He
rushed to his laboratory and
worked all 'night preparing the
"cheese" for the first "safety
sandwich." Two pieces of glass
with.a plastic filler between were
squeezed in an old copy press.
He used .gelatin on the inner surfaces of the glass to hold the
"sandwich" together.
Benedictus' laminated safety
glass was used for airplane air
screens, automobile Windshields,
goggle and gas mask lenses during the World war. Crude hi performance and high hi cost, it nevertheless proved the soundness of
the laminating principle. After
the war ended, there was no demand for safety glass until closed
cars began, to replace touring
cars and roadsters, in the early
twenties. Then Benedictus' discovery came to the attention
of automobile and flat glass manufacturers. Scientists were set
to work to perfect laminated
safety glass, because more than
half of the injuries in collisions
resulted from contact with jagged
pieces of glass.
Laminated safety glass made
its first commercial appearance
in the United States hi 1924. It
cost $10 to $12 a square foot then
and was far from being a satisfactory product. The filler was
nitro-cellulose,
which turned
brown and cloudy when exposed
to sunlight. The filler also loosened with aging and weathering.
The demand was so great, however, that even this imperfect
product had become standard
equipment for windshields of
some makes of automobiles by
1928.
Research men still faced the
dual task of improving the plastic filler and developing thin precision plate glass which would
allow drivers and passengers an
undistorted view from a car. The
successor to nitro-cellulose as the
safety sandwich "insides" was
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Sober Joy
True joy is a serene and sober
emotion; and they are miserably
put that take laughter for rejoicing; the seat of it is within, and
there is no cheerfulness like the
resolutions of a brave mind, that
has fortune under its feet.—
Seneca.

THOSE
PRINCE ALBERT TESTS TELL
ME HOW TO GET WHAT I
WANT IN
ttAiCINV5MOKEfw}
*ICH-TA5TING, FULLBODIED SMOKES THAT
ARE COOL, EASX ON THE
MOUTH!

Roll-Your-Owners! ^
Get in on this
Tobacco News—

P.A.

Smokes
86

Lung power was used for centuries to produce all types of
glass. This photograph shows the
big cheek development acquired
by a glassblower after 30 years
following his calling. (From Ewing Galloway, N. ¥.)
cellulose acetate, which did not
discolor, but required sealing
around the edges qf the glass to
prevent weather loosening. Cellulose acetate safety glass was
so satisfactory to the public that
the presence of the plastic filler
was almost forgotten.
But scientists foresaw a filler
which would be even stronger
and more elastic at all temperatures. In a six-year, six-million
dollar research program, chemists and glass engineers developed a high-test filler called
"polyvinyl acetal resin" and precision plate glass less than oneeighth inch thick. This new product, safer at all temperatures and
providing clear vision, will be
standard equipment for windshields and windows of many 1940
automobile models.
The new
plastic clings to glass so well that
no adhesive is required in assembling the sandwich, and no edge
sealing is needed because weathering does not make polyvinyl
deteriorate.
Thus Twentieth
century motorists get the benefits of a climatic phase of research efforts which actually
have been going on for 5,000
years.
Scientists and historians have
predicted that in the fixture our
time will be known as the Age-of
Glass. Because of its versatility,
new forms and uses of glass constantly are being developed. And
the end is not in sight.

than the average
of the 3O other
of the largestselling tobaccos
compared hi laboratory "smoking bowl"
tests—coolest of all!
e Roli-your-owners who know
the beating their mouths take
from over-hot smokes will cheer
for this news. Laboratory experts determined the COOLEST-SMOKING tobacco
among 31 of the largest sellers.
Printed records show that
PRINCE ALBERT SMOKED
86 DEGREES COOLER, as
above. That's a tip to roll-yourowners, PA's choice tobaccos,
"crimp cuf and "no-bite'' treated, smoke COOL, mellow—roll
easier, faster, neater, tool
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sow WILL
MAN PILES
Corn Husking Con- ANITA
SUIT FOR DIVORCE
fin Be Held in the
Clyde J. Pratt of Anita is plaintiff
at 10:00 A. M.
aturday will be a big day
northeastern Cass couhs annual county corn huskvill be held during the
the J. H. Trimmer farm
west of Anita on highway
a corn show will be held
|during the afternoon and evhusking contest, at which
imen will participate, will
10:00 .o'clock. Contestants,
for, eighty minutes and the
runner-up in the contest'
•ibfe to compete in the dishusking meet. Men who
ay their skill as corn huskay are Leo and Glair Kelly
ild Wheatley of Anita; Leaf, Bill Sager, Alfred Eilts,
s, Ray Hyndman and
strong of Wiota; Joe Rold
Maas of Atlantic; Gene
ssena; Alfred W. Tietz of
and Bill Fudge of Marne.
committees of the Greater
•re-' making last: minute
jr, for entertainment in conith the display of corn in
the afternoon at which
• only substantial prizes will
hied' to participants in the
; contest, but likewise many
ill be awarded to exhibitors.
./There will be a special
^for 4-H boys enrolled in the
: and winners will be eligbmpete in the open classes.
S. Dyas, extension assistssor of Agronomy at Iowa
i who will judge the corn,
1
will give a very interesting
the afternoon on "Corn

in a divore action filed Monday in the
office of the Clerk of the district court
of Cass county against his wife, Myrtle L, Pratt. He charges desertion.
According to the petition, the couple
was married at Colby, Kan., on March
4, 1909; and separated on Sept. 15,
1937.

Week end guests in the Dr. P. T.
Williams /home were G. H. Bell, an
uncle, and Clarence Bell, a cousin of
Mrs. Williams, of Glenwood Springs,
Colo., Peggy and Franklin\Faulkner
and Patricia Williams of Des Moines,
Miss Harriet Sherling of Minneapolis, Minn., and Jimmy Hill of Memphis, Tenn.

:er

Rol« b TrftkAyeDtie Girl"

Said to be even funnier than heir
other pictures, Ginger Rogers' starring jvehicle, "Fifth Avenue Girl,"
comes to the Rialto screen Saturday
and Sunday evenings with the famous
comedienne in the role of an unemployed girl who takes the job of
bringing a rich and careless family
to its collective senses.
The job is forced on her -.by the
nominal >. head of the family, a millionaire 'manufacturer who is getting,
fed up with the selfishness and indifference of his wife and children. He
brings the sidewalk Cinderella to stay
as a guest in his palatial but morguelike Fifth Avenuei mansjon, letting
his horrified relatives believe he intends to marry the girl as soon as his
wife has secured .the divorce she.is
secretly planning.
The mother does her best to drive
the intruder away; the "deb" daughthe program Saturday af- ter is in love with the social-conscious
Jn» announcement will be made family,,chauffeur,.seeks the girl's aid
s
"lie result of the corn yield and advice; the son, believing her to
jirhich has been carried on in be an outright gold-digger, endeavors
nty during the past year, to break up the fancied affair between
give an unbiased opinion her and his father. And the father,
.performance of different va-> delighted with the outcome of his
corn on different soil types.; scheme,'- finds he is once more being
Sylvester, weed specialist looked upon as a man instead of as a
State college, will be pres- bank account.
psplay about 100 different kinds How the plan works out, with its
Those having weeds and expected and unexpected results
them identified should bring makes for the gay ending to the pic-r
Anita and Mr. Sylvester will ture. Miss Rogers, of course, plays
them, outline their growth the role v of the fixer-upper, and
|and give his recommendations Walter Connolly that of the harassed
'best methods of eradication. millionaire. Tim Holt and Kathryn
fcfefcfltery interesting and bene-Adams are seen as the son and
' farmers in Cass county.
daughter, respectively, of the family,
|ers wishing to enter corn in James Ellison as the chauffeur and
show should contact Freder- Verree Teasdale as the wife, while
asehl of Anita, who is chata- FrankluL Psngborn, Ferike Boros,
;the corn show committee, or Theodore Von Eltz and Louis Calentry at the farm bureau hern have important supporting roles.
Atlantic.
Gregory/La Cava, who directed the
the afternoon and evening star- in "Stage Door," both produced
will be held at the new and directed this offering. The screen
electric light and power play was written by Alan Scott and
[ding,, and the public is inthe film, which is Miss Rogers' first
the plant
"solo" vehicle in four years, also
' your plans now to spend
presents a new candidate for screen
in Anita. There will be
honors in Miss Adams, a Minnesota
entertainment and you will school girl, discovered in the "Gatethe different displays of way to Hollywood" talent quest.
In addition to the feature the program will include the regular news
reel, also the Donald Duck cartoon
entitled, "Donald's Cousin Gus."
Joe Penner Picture Tonight.
Hilariously depicting the 'expergross sales of liquor at the iences of a group of New York taxistore for the month of drivers who «volve a unique scheme
totaled $2,398.28, for a to beat the racetrack book-makers,
of $95.93 for each of "The Day the Bookies Wept," fea•days the store was open for ture attraction at the Rialto this
August Sales at the local (Wednesday) evening, presents comedian Joe Penner in the. stellar role.
nounted to $2,2^8.55.
s sales for the month at the Forming a pool, the cabmen purowned stores were $948,- chase a race horse, electing Penner,
• compared with August sales also a hackman, to buy the steed at
a Kentucky auction. But Penner'un8,463.60.
nber sales at other stores in wittingly buys a nag which is addictof the state were as fol- ed to alcoholics. The hectic advenItlantic, ^6,033.64; Carroll, $6,- tures the cabbies have with their
Red Oak, $3,623.27; Harlan, eccentric pony, and the manner in
); Manning, $2,904.63; Adel, which they eventually realize their
8; ATidnbon, $4,020.49; Stu-ambition to make "the bookies weep,"
55.67; Winterset, $2,262.48; are said to afford excruciatingly fun$2,797.90; Griswold, $946,67; ny moments.
$L381.06; Corning, $2,627.99;
Betty Grable plays the romantic
ltd; $2,200.07; and Walnut, $!,- lead opposite the noted radio and
screen comic. The supporting cast
includes Richard Lane, Tom Kennedy,
i regular meeting of the Past Thurston Haiti, Carole Hughes and
club of the Anita Eastern Bernardene Hayes.
was held Monday afterOn the program this evening will
home of Mrs. Walter F. be the Crime Doesn't Pay miniature
; Main Street, The after- entitled, "Think First," with princint Bodally by the Udieo. pal parts being played by Laraine
„„.
wl by the hostesses, Day and Ann Morriss. Iowa news
land Mrs. William T. Biggs. flashes complete the program.

Liquor Sales in
Total $238.28
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Mrs. Frank Schwenke, 52,
Dies at Family Home

NUMBER 1

YOUNG MAN DIES AT
HOME NEAR ANITA

Mrs. Frank Schwenke, 52, a well
known resident of Lincoln township,
died at the family home eight miles Corwin Wilson, 25, Passes Away Folsouth of Anita about 10:00 o'clock
lowing Several Months' Illness
Monday morning. She had been in
SALAD DRESSING—
MILK—
From Rare Blood Disease;
poor health for a number of months
It's whipped,
Briardale,
Funeral Held Sunday.
and was recently taken to the Mayo
3 tall cans..
Bros, clinic at Rochester, Minn., for
quart ........ «I£C
observation. She was suffering from
RICE—
a bone ailment and her condition wa^i Corwin Wfilson, 25, passed awa
PEANUT BUTTER—
Briardale Blue Rose, such that medical science was unable last Thursday afternoon at the ho:
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rol
Tall Corn,
to do anything for her.
Wilson, one mile northeast of
quart jar .....
Mrs.
Schwenke,
whose
maiden
name
pounds
l&C
city,
death being caused from
was Minnie Mae Wilson, was born
blood
disease from which he
GRAPEFRUIT—
BACON—
July 7, 1887, at Henderson, 111. She
suffering
since the early part Of last
grew
to
young
womanhood
there
and
TeXas seedless,
Armour's Star,
summer.
Everything known to medion Feb. 24, 1914, at Galesburg, 111.,
per
cal
science
was done for the yonitgv
Uc was united in marriage to Mr. man, but specialists
dozen
........
poundA
4ii*»
at the University
Schwenke. Her whole married life
hospital
in
Iowa
City
and the Mayo
was spent with her husband south
CHILI-ETS—
OAT&of Anita. Two children were born to Bros, clinic were unable to check''the'"
Simply add meat,
Quick or regular,
Mir. and Mrs. Schwenke, one child, disease. He was given a number of
2
Briardale,
-i A
David, passing away at the tender blood transfusions in an effort to save.
cans____. ____ *•'*•
large tube
l^C age of three years. She is survived his life, and while these helped for
by the husband and the other child, awhile, they gave no permanent reCRANBERRIES—
ONIONS—
Mrs. Esther Mae Karas of Massena. lief.
Corwin Wilson, known to his friends
Mrs. Schwenke was from a family
Deep JRed Eatmor,
Red Globe or Yellow
by the nickname of "Cork," was born
of
seven
girls,
and
she
was
the
first
Danvers,
of the sisters to pass away. The near Anita on April 15, 1914. He atpound ..... ...
6 pounds
surviving sisters are Mrs. Lorinda tended the Anita schools and gradSoper of Anita, Mrs. Sarah Folger uated with the Class of 1933. After
MARSHMALLOWSBREAKFAST WHEAT
and Mrs. 'Carrie Haines of Greenfield, finishing school he worked as a farm
Fresh and fluffy,
Briardale,
Mrs. Plina Folger of Gilson, 111., Mrs. hand for a couple of years, and three
Briardale,
f nr_
28-oz.
Nora Harwood of Williamsfleld, HI., years ago entered the employ of Er1-lb. package . . * • V
package
and Mrs. Ethel Plummer of Adair. nest Burke as a hog buyer. The first
She is also survived by a granddaugh- of the past year he was put in charge
SWEET POTATOES—
SOAP—
of the Burke office at Casey.
ter, little Leila Karas.
Besides the parents the young man
Virginia Red Stars,
Mrs. Schwenke was active in the
Energy White
religious and social life of the com- is survived by a sister, Mrs. Inez Mc8
' i nc
Laundry,
munity in which she lived. As a girl Afee, and a brother, Forrest Wilson;
pounds ....... £«JC
3 bars
she became a member of the United also a niece and a nephew, besides
Brethern church in Henderson, later several aunts, uncles and cousins.
COTTAGE CHEESE— PUMPKIN—
Corwin was baptized and united
transferring
her membership to the
Received twice a
GWC solid pack,
Massena township Baptist church. She with the Methodist church last Febweek,
was a member of the Helping Hand ruary and since has been faithful in
carton
.......
No. 2 cans.
club, the Pine Grove club and the its work and regular in attendance.
The many friends of the family, alBaptist ladies aid.
Her passing will not only be mourn- though aware of the seriousness of
Fancy Carrots — Peppers — Celery — Lettuce
ed by the immediate family and other Corwin's affliction, were saddened and
Cauliflower
near relatives, but by a host of friends. shocked when they heard that he had
who had learned to love and respect succumbed. Death always is tragic,
her for the fine woman which she was. i but it is unusually so when jt strikes
Funeral services will be held at'. down a youth with the Great AdBOARD APPROVES
CASS ROAD PROJECT 2:00 o'clock this (Wednesday) after-! venture of life before him. The old
noon at the Massena .township Baptist adage says, "the old must die and the
The 'Cass county board of super- church, with Rev. Herleg of Cumber- young may die." When death takes
The last session of the Iowa Gen- visors, at their meeting Monday, land officiating, and burial will be the aged, whose life has been lived,
eral Assembly passed a law which, adopted a resolution approving plans made in the Massena Center cemetery, and who have grown weary on the
journey, it is like lying down to
road project on
at this time, probably should be called for a farm-to-market
v
Roberts
Produce,
in
observance
of
pleasant
dreams; but when the Grim
county
road
"Q."
,
to the attention of farm -landlords
The road will be widened and grad- their second anniversary in business Reaper cuts down one in the fullness
and tenants in Cass county. ; The new
in Anita, is giving away a number
law provides that in tH&case of farnl >ed from a point 2% miles south of of valuable prizes Saturday. They of youth with the great horizons of
'Wiota
to
a
point
6
miles
south
of
life still unexplained, it leaves us
tenants occupying and cultivating a
are also giving 5 gallons of gaso- stunned and awestruck. There are- so
farm of 40 acres of more, the ten- Anita at Lincoln- Center, County Enline to everyone purchasing $15 worth many things we can not underatand( so
ancy (or lease) shall continue for gineer Henry Laub said. New bridges
of merchandise or paying that amount much we wm never know The sym.
and
culverts
will
be
'erected.
the following crop year upon the same
on
account. Read their ad in today's pathy of all in this community goes
terms- and conditions as the original Work will begin as soon as the Tribune.
county
has
acquired
all
of
the
right
out to the bereaved family of this
lease, unless written notice for termination is given by either party to of way, probably within the next few
Tom Main, former agent for the young man.
Funeral services were held at tire
the other not later than Nov. 1, weeks. Plans must be submitted to Singer Sewing Machine Co. in Atlanwhereupon the tenancy shall termin- the federal government for approval, tic, was sentenced by Judge Earl Methodist church at 2:00 o'clock Sunate (March 1 following. The law and the county must do the necessary Peters to five months in the county day afternoon, with Rev. Arthur V.
further provides that the tenancy clearing, grubbing and fence, moving jail when he pleaded guilty in the Long officiating, assisted by Rev. Thos.
the services _*
twas
shall not continue because of absence before the actual construction work Cass county district court one day B.
, Dixon.
.shed
. , . Music
„ for
„„
of notice in case there be default in begins.
last week to embezzlement of Singer! J™
*?*«,*• »-Weimer, Mrs
The costs of grading and bridging company funds. He was charg^, j George Smither, Chas. H. Bartley and
the performance of the existing rental
operations will be borne by the state with embezzling some $300 paid to IRev' C' L< T"01"48' *** Mra- Eric
agreement.
Osen as
Under the above provisions, farm and federal governments.
him on accounts.
accompanist. They sang, "No
Night There" and "Some Time We'll
landlords and tenants should get toA family gathering was held Sun- Understand." "Home Is at the End of
gether on their next crop year lease,
day at the J. F. Gissibl home south- I t h e Way" was sung as a solo by A. B.
some time during this month, or either
east of the city in honor of Mr. Gis- j Stone. Interment was made in Everone may find that he is stuck with a
sibl, who was 84 years old last Friday.! green cemetery with Ray and Gail
lease which may not be entirely satisfactory. The new law applies to the
Anita Temple, No. 214, Pythian Sis- Sixty-tw"o relatives were present to , Burke, Eric Osen, Roy Parker, Claude
tenant as well as the landlord. If the ters, are honoring Mrs. Floyd Dement, help him celebrate the event and at Smither and Norman Wagner acting:
as
landlord wants to change tenants next one of their members, at a reception noon a basket dinner was enjoyed,j pallbearers,
year or change the terms of the lease, at the K. P. hair on Friday evening. which included a huge birthday cake
The members of the D. D. pinochle
notice should be given, or a new con- The husbands and wives of the local with 84 lighted candles on it as a table
club
were entertained last Friday
centerpiece.
Mr.
Gissibl,
who
has
tract made and the same also holds Pythian Sisters and Knights of Pythspent 58 years on the same farm, is j afternoon by Mrs. Donald Chadwick
true with the tenant. If he wants to ias are to be guests.
at the home of her
sister-in-law, Mrs.
move off the farm or if he wants to
The event is in honor of the recent enjoying exceptionally good health for j
Herbert Chadwick, on Rose Hill Avechange the terms of- his contract, he election of Mrs. Dement as Grand one of his years.
nue. Besides the members, there was
should give notice or make a new con- Chief of the Pythian Sistera of Iowa,
A new 3-cent stamp, commemor- one other guest, Miss Mary Kramer
tract not later than Nov. 1. Natural- and invitations have been issued to all
ly, the law does not apply in cases Pythian Sister temples in districts ating the fiftieth anniversaries of the of Altus, Ark. Mrs. D. L. Spiker held
where the landlord and tenant by Nos. 10 and 11. This includes temples statehood of North Dakota, South high score, Mrs. Frank Kramer was
mutual agreement wish to make up a in the towns of Adair, Audubon, Coun- Dakota, Montana and Washington, runner-up, and low score was held by
new lease or change the provisions cil Bluffs, Denison, Exira, Glenwood, has been announce^ by the postoffice Mrs. E. C. Dorsey.
of a lease at any time.
Oakland, Sidney, Thurman and Yale. department. The new stamp, showW. T. Biggs was checked in as manThe bill in the legislature covering Mars. Dement served these temples' nine- ing the honored states on an outline map of the United States, will ager of the Anita liquor store Tuesthe above law came through the rec- years as district deputy.
ommendations of the Iowa State Farm
Invitations have also been issued go on sale at Bismark, N. D., and day, replacing Tom Burns, who has
Tenancy committee and the theory of to all Past Grand Chiefs and several Pierre, S. D., Nov. 2; Helena, Mont., been manager of the store since its
the law is to promote longer leases prominent officers of the Knights of Nov. 8, and Olympia, Wash., Nov. establishment several years ago. Evand to bring about the renting of Pythias lodge. Plans are being made 11. Copies will be available at the erett B. Luman became clerk in the
store the same day, replacing Glen
farms earlier for the following crop to accommodate 100 members, includ- local postoffice Nov. 13.
Highley. Biggs and Luman, repubyear. A survey submitted to the leg- ing Hubert Fosher and wife of WinSunday was a pleasant day at the licans, were named to their respective
islature by this committee showed terset, R. O. Garber and wife of Des
home
of Wr. and Mrs. D. C. Reed when positions a couple of weeks ago by the
that out of the 215,000 farm units, Moines, R. R. Hibbs and wife of Maa
number
of relatives called to spend Iowa Liquor Control Commission.
110,000 are operated by tenants and rengo, and Mrs. Feme Martin of
the
day.
During
the noon hour din105,000 by owners.
Thurman. Mrs. Fosher is Grand Sen- ner was enjoyed. Those present were
The regular meeting of the Cass
ior of the Pythian Sisters.
_ JJalph Croft andjjvife and Mrs. Fannie County American Legion and AuxilEverett B. Luman, recently appointBilderback and daughter, Pauline, of iary was held last Thursday evening
ed clerk in the Anita liquor store,
Miss Lena Rogge fell on a sidewalk Des Moines; Ferd Bilderback of Earl- at the Legion hall in Cumberland with
has rented the Robert A. Wilson resi- near her home in Dexter one evening ham; Oscar Schwaderer and wife of
a good attendance. Those attending
dence property on Maple Street, at last week and broke her shoulder. Guthrie Center; Oonald Bell of Winfrom Anita were Edgar Petersen and
present occupied by the Fred C. Chinn She lives alone and was unable to get terset; Dale Reed of Mitchell, So. Dak;
wife, John Mehlmann and wife, Mrs.
family. Mr. and Mrs. Luman will help and it was not until the fol- Keith Hadley, wife and daughter of
Dosha V. Scholl, Mrs. Myra Turner
take possession of the property as lowing morning that she was discov- Corning; Kenneth Bunting and wife
and Ralph Biggs. As each town 'that
soon as the Chinn family moves to ered by a neighbor. She was taken and D. E. Hadley, wife and daughter,
had representatives present was to
the U. S. Walker property on West to a Des Moines hospital for treat- Lavonne, of Mt. Etna; and Harry
furnish a number on the program,
Main Street, tenanted the past year by ment. Miss Rogge is a former resi- Reed, wife and son, David C., and
lira.
Scholl contributed Anita's part
RiiuHpll Arlnmn and familv.
slant f\f A n i t a anrl T.inn/\1n f«\nm»1«««.
Raymond Reed and, wife of Anita. by playing the piano and singing.

Values For Friday-- Saturday
GWC,

32

23c

19c

15c
lOc

19c

New Law on Rental Farms
Effects Owners and Tenants

Pythian Sisters Will Honor
Grand Chief Friday Evening

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

Soviet Presses New Conquests
As World Looks Elsewhere;
Nazi 4AHy' Is Sole War Victor

NEWS QUIZ
Knote your netcif Ont hundred It
a perfect «cor«. Deduct 20 for each
question you mis«. Anything about 60
a good.

FARM
TOPICS
SANITATION RETAINS
GOOD MILK FLAVOR

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these column!, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newapaper.)
Released by Western Newspaper Union.

Careless Handling May Result in Contamination.

Star Dust
if New Swedish Find
if U. S. Film to Russia
if Third Choice Takes It
By Virginia Vale
NGRID BERGMAN is the
heroine of the latest publicity build-up in Hollywood
—perhaps the name isn't familiar to you now, but if it
isn't soon the fault will lie
with David Selznick's publicity staff. For Miss Bergman
is the new Swedish discovery
who makes her bow to film fans in
"Intermezzo," with Leslie Howard.

I

mate: 189,000,000 bushels. Including winter wheat there will be an
By PROF. H. A. HERMAN
aggregate of 740,000,000 bushels, plus
The application of modern knowl254,000,000
carryover.
Total:
994,Six weeks after it started, the war
1. The above fellow, once govedge and sanitary methods enable
of 1939 had apparently been won by 000,000, of which about 700,000,000
ernor of Kentucky, is shown takthe dairy producer and distributor
Russia, a noncombatant. The soviet will be needed domestically.
ing an oath in Washington. What's
to protect the fine flavors of milk
held two-fifths of Poland and conUs name? What oath is be takwhich
meet the favor of the conTHE
WAR:
trolled the little nations of Lithuing?
sumer according to research at the
ania, Latvia and Estonia whose Ger- From Rostrum:
She is pretty, charming and has •
Z, A] Capone, former Chicago
Missouri college of agriculture.
man populations were repatriated
lovely
smile. Stockholm is her home
gang
czar,
is
in
the
news
now
beBacteria
may
cause
changes
in
Said France's Premier Daladier:
by the Fatherland in what was Nazitown. Whether she is as talented
cause: (a) he is taking piano
the
flavor
of
milk.
Contamination
"If
Hitler
really
wants
a
durable
dom's most ignominious defeat. In
lessons at Terminal Island prisof the milk by bacteria may come as her Swedish compatriot, Greta
all these countries Russia won im- peace it must be based on the seon,
California;
(b)
he
has
become
from
careless handling of the milk Garbo, remains to be seen.
portant naval bases (see map) which curity of nations, guaranteed recipa fruit grower at Us Florida
or milk utensils, at any or all stages "Intermezzo" is a romantic drama
gave her control of the Baltic sea rocally, without the danger of sur- home; (c) he will be released
from the cow to the consumer. dealing with a world-famous musiand constituted a direct threat prises."
from prison next month.
Strict cleanliness, proper cleansing cian who has to decide between
Chimed in Britain's Prime Minisagainst Scandinavia. Lithuania, the
3. His initials are Robert G. As
and sterilization of utensils, and
last to capitulate, even accepted a ter Chamberlain: "It is for Gerholding milk at low temperature will
part-Communist social order.
many to make her choice . . . Eith- official executioner for five eastern states, he electrocuted Sacco
eliminate most bad flavors due to
Finland was next, her delegation er the Germans must give convincand Vanzetti and Bruno Richard
bacterial contamination.
opening consultations in Moscow ing proof of the sincerity of their
Hauptmann, kidnaper of the LindThe exposure of milk to rays of
while the folks back home evacuat- desire for peace . . . or we must
bergh baby. What's Us last
the sun seriously affects its flavor.
ed cities, strengthened the army and preserve our duty . . ."
name? What happened to him?
The presence of iron or copper salts
Said Adolf Hitler: "The decision
with the action of sunlight causes
4. Richard Gallogly is under life
of peace or war lies with others.
Bases Acquired by Russia
a speedier action than would othersentence in Georgia, convicted of
We simply have a grave determinawise take place. The type of offa "thrill" murder in 1928. How
tion to fight."
Finish Bases Coveted
flavor developing in this instance is
did be make news recently?
by Russia
From such a hopeless deadlock
usually described as "tallowy,"
5. Charles A. Byrne is New Orthere seemed no alternative except
"cardboard," "metallic," or "aseans district attorney. He rea fierce war. But the still, small
tringent." The use of poorly tinned
cently: (a) set a new record for
voices of peace began rising everymilk cans, buckets, coolers, or vats
prosecutions, for which the govwhere. In Germany it was the mysis responsible for many off-flavors,
ernor honored him; (b) was
terious mobile radio station urging
and in addition add copper and iron
charged with blocking a grand
that Hitlerism be discarded. In
salts to the milk, which aids in
ury's investigation of alleged
France it was a few "defeatists"
developing the flavors associated
graft and corruption; (c) started
who were promptly slapped into jail.
with exposure to sunlight.
a racket-basting campaign siraiBut in London it was Little David
Washing compounds or chemical
loyd George, World war prime
ar to that of New York District
disinfectants, if carelessly used,
Attorney Thomas E. Dewey.
minister who only a week before had
INGRID BERGMAN
may be responsible for the addition
startled commons by demanding
(Answers at bottom of column.)
of foreign flavors. It is recom- home life with his family and the
hat Britain give careful consideramended that only readily soluble, thrills of his life as an artist. Edna
ion to Hitler's peace offers. Argutree-rinsing cleaners free from Best and John Halliday have supthat a collective pact among all CONGRESS:
odors, be used for milk utensils. porting roles.
European nations need not be "deChemical disinfectants such as
pendent on the word of Herr Hit- Talk Fest
Washington's important news was chlorine solutions used according to While Mr. Selznick was discoverer," Lloyd George was rumored
eading a campaign against advo- not that the senate had refused 65 directions cause little trouble.
After the milk is drawn, unless ag a Swedish actress, Russian mocates of "war at any price."
to 26 the resolution by New Hampthe
strictest care and cleanliness are ion picture men were discovering
shire's
Sen.
CharJes
W.
Tobey
to
Taking a cue from the earlier
an American one. Intorgkino, laterspeech in which Lloyd George had split the arms embargo repeal exercised, various off-flavors may be national film trading company to*
RUSSIA IN THE BALTIC
acquired.
issue
away
from
the
rest
of
the
counseled U. S. leadership in a
Why fight to win a war?
the Soviet Union, has bought Deanworld peace move, Herr Hitler first pending neutrality bilL ' This was not
na
Durbin's "One Hundred Men an4
prepared to fight demands for Soviet had his thru tiled press give lhe Brit- big news because the administra- Pasture Development
i a Girl"
for distribution (bete. It is
bases on Hogland island and the ish statesman a build-up, then re- tion bill seemed a cinch to pass
be first American picture bought
Pays
Good
Dividends
whenever
the
final
vote
came.
Aalands.
leased a plea that America might
Good pastures are good business or that market since 1936, when
Much bigger news was the fact
(There were signs o/ joint V. S.-Scon- help prevent Europe's frightful
Charlie Chaplin's "Modem limes"
dinavian action to bloc Russian conquest "bath of blood." But the U. S, was that the issue of war vs. peace vs. for the farmer. In seven different
of Finland. In Moscow, II. S. Ambassador choosy; the White House and state
listricts of the country where the and "City Lights" were purchased.
Laurence A. Steinhardl 1005 reported to department would think carefully
Jnited States department of agriculhave expressed his government's "earnest before volunteering.
William Powell may appear in
ture studied feed requirements for
hope" that nothing may occur to affect in'Susan
and God" opposite Greer
market
milk
production,
pasture
At the same time, other Britons
juriouily peaceful relations between Rusfurnished nearly one-third of all Larson, who became famous oyertia and Finland).
looked askance at the allies' apparfeed, but was only one-seventh ol night as a result of her appearGermany's retreat from the Baltic ent plan to wage war only on the
the feed cost. On 478 corn belt ance in Goodby, Mr. Chips." But
western
front.
Could
anybody
win
was not Herr Hitler's only setback.
farms,
pasture furnished more than Jie doctors have the last say in
While Russia offered him assistance from such stalemated positions?
one-half the feed for beef cattle, but regard to Powel's taking on this
with one hand, her ships sailed from
was only one-third of the total feed new assignment; two weeks of rethe White sea bearing timber for On Land
takes for "The Thin Man Returns"
bill.
England in exchange for rubber and
There was every indication GerBecause good pastures are a good necessitated a rest, as his health
tin, thus consummating a new trade many planned to open a fierce
investment, the AAA is helping still isn't what it might be.
agreement with Hitler's most bitter thrust on the western front, thus remany
farmers in the northeastern,
enemy.
'
taliating against spurned peace of"Drums Along the Mohawk," aceast central and a number of southIf the British gloated over this ap- fers. Paris heard that Hitler had
ern states to improve pastures with cording to an announcement from
parent victory, they soon changed summoned his generals, ordered
lime and superphosphate. In these Twentieth Century-Fox, will be 14
their minds. Red army units in the them to clear the French off Nazi
regions, farmers may pay for lime reels long when it is released. Not
Caucasus mountains facing Persia territory and to drive swiftly through
and Turkey were reinforced. The Belgium and Switzerland in a great
and superphosphate with the con- the longest picture ever offered to
servation payments they earn for the public/ but the longest in TechSoviet looked hungrily at Afghanis- offensive. The first part of this ortan, British-dominated, and the gate- der was evidently borne out when
carrying out soil-building and soa- nicolor. In case you didn't read the
way to British India. Capitulating "suicide squads" of grenadiers were
conserving practices. The farmers book, it's a swell story.
to this southerly threat, Turkey thrust wave after wave against
obtain the soil-building materials
It's three times and out for "My
rushed to initial a pact with Russia, French outposts. Scouting planes apwith the understanding that they use
Girl Friday," the new screen verplanning to sign agreements with peared over the lines taking photothem to improve their pastures.
France and Britain the next day. graphs. Strangely, many a Nazi
Farmers with depleted permanent sion of "Front Page." Irene Dunne
MISSOURI'S CLARK
Net effect would be to neutralize the raid appeared to have a solitary
pastures
have found lime and super- was offered the lead, and refused it
"Idiotic, moronic, unpatriotic . . ."
eastern Mediterranean and the aim—to capture prisoners and thus
phosphate of particular value, for Jean Arthur was offered the lead'
Black sea, freeing Russia to do as get information.
neutrality had stirred an unprece- they aid desirable grasses and and also refused it, which resulted in
she pleases in the Baltic.
dented free-for-all in congress and legumes in driving out and replac- her suspension without pay for 12
weeks. (However, her contract will
Observers agreed that if Germany At Sea
elsewhere at a time when national ing weeds and poorer grassts.
be extended for that same period.)
wants to destroy western democraThere
Fireside generals have long fought unity was the watchword.
i.nc picture flnjiUy cot staTtp*! _.•»•<
cies, Herr Hitler's pact with Russia the battle of warship vs. bomber was angry speech-making, too much
Bin
Capacity
has been a good start. But like the Before October is out, the victor of it, fraught with a bitterness that
Rosalind Russell in the role that .the
One bushe*>%f grain contains 1 25 Misses Dunne and Arthur wouldn't
wily cat who strikes while the mice may be known. Authoritative Ger- might have made the U. S. look
fight among themselves, shrewd Dicslightly silly and indecisive in time cubic feet. One cubic foot contains touch with a 10-foot pole. Aa arule,
.8 of a bushel. One bushel ear corn
of crisis.
tator Josef Stalin may destroy a
<hln* hW ta
contains 2% cubic feet. The floor L^S^S?*Studi0
lot of other things unless Europe's
Missouri's Isolationist Bennett area in square feet multiplied by 8
' a* actress
war is stopped immediately.
actor) who steps in and saves
Champ Clark took the senate floor and this product divided by 10 gives
to maintain that the Tobey vote was the number of bushels in one foot the day makes Buch
that
AGRICULTURE:
no test. He stayed to make a speech height of bin.
on how the President's "limitec
Report Card
A circular bin is measured as folemergency" proclamation has been lows:
radius (one-half of the
If U. S. corn supplies reach 110
broadci
used for dictatorial, warlike moves distanceThe
»st has to have
across)
by the
per cent of normal, AAA legislation
Qase in point: Placing the Panama radius, multipliedmultiplied
by
22,
and
this
requires a referendum among proy
canal under military control, an ac- figure divided by 7 will gi
the contro1
ducers on establishing marketing
ve you J»ul »i.
anto
tion Senator Clark said was valid the cubic feet in one foot height
guide
the
progress
of the«x»n
show
quotas. For the past month corn
only when the U. S. is engaged in One cubic foot equals 7Vi gallons split-second accuracy of schedule
estimates have bobbed up and down,
war, or when war is imminent.
and one bushel equals 8% or 837' Since radio began it's beenT
mostly down on the strength of
A speech the night before by As- gallons.
ob But CBS's "Grand Cenla
drouth reports. But by early Octosistant Secretary of War Louis Johnber enough returns were in to place
•
son next attracted the senator. Mr
Tucson, Arfa.
the estimate at 2,532,000,000 bushels.
Johnson had said the U. S. army is
You
girls
who'd
like
to
take
on a
Last year's record carryover was
Farming Briefs
as vulnerable to German mechasv
546,000,000 bushels. Total- 3078ized legions as was the Polish army
000,000 bushels, which is about 48^f her career. After beinc
Commented Mr. Clark: "In my
Terraces not only save soil but graduated from the UnS£sit? of
000,000 above the marketing quota
judgment no more idiotic, moronic are much less objectionable to cross
level. Still there would be no refs Aruwaa she worked wito the HMunpatriotic remark ever has been than gullies.
erendum, for on September 13 (the
vard Film Service, editSg ^ndcutmade . . To compare the situa
specified date for determination) intmg educational films Then X
M
the
combine
or
binder
is
tion
in
the
U.
S.
with
the
situation
dicated supplies were conveniently
went to work tor Irving Rete who
greased
and
put
away
in
in Poland . . . is an attempt to
below the level. But there was evwas ducting the CBS Wofkshop «.
alarm our people . . . which to my it will be "ready for busines
ery sign the department of agriculnes. She looked after hto£S
next
year's
crop
comes
on.
mind is beneath contempt."
ture will ask big corn acreage redid some casting, read scripts wd
* • •
ductions next year, probably from
Next came Nebraska's Repealis
One of the easiest sports to es- helped re-write them. First thS
DAVID LLOYD GEORGE
this season's 94,000,000 acres to
Edward R. Burke in a speech de- tablish almost anywhere is quoits anybody knew she was in Cstudio
This
little
man
wanted
peace.
about 90,000,000, provided warring
nouncing Hitlerism, predicting a or horseshoe pitching. Perhan
helping with production.
P
Kurope doesn't buy too n l a i l v hogs
revolution
for
Germany
and
urging
twilight
"barnyard
golf"
J
b
man circles said Nazi planes had
—' '—
*
eague
m ;™v,» u
Other crop news:
might be popular among both old
dropped 10 bombs in a smgle
,r U L S- to cast its lot wi-th the
«1 Cotton: 1,, [he Carolina* it was on British vessels blockading the allies by providing every assistance. and young folks ir^a neighborhood
short o! supplying men and
good, helped by h e a v y A u g u s t ruins North sea. Since the allies wanted
»|«* « dry September.
Louisiana no peace, the raids would continue money.
Farm workers in Germany can't
quit their jobs because ol a r
aiS
a
yUUd Cr
bul
IVx s
Commented the official German
?ni
i
i'"
,
"»'
'"
'
"
and Oklahoma dry heat had stopped news agency: "The time of unqua"
order issued by Hitler. Farm o<
development. caused
p r e m a t u r e 'lied British control of the seas JB
ers cannot work elsewhere than o,
opening and a t t r a c t e d [he weevil fe'one forever."
their own farms without official Der
scourge. R e s u l t : The d e p a r t m e n t
tenor who hails from
mission. Farmers and
-

RUSSIA:
CM and Mice

News Quiz Answer

of

a g r i c u l t u r e cut ,l.s September 1
crop estimate by 452,000 bales New
estimate: 11,928,000 bales
«L Wheat: Spring w h e a t e s t i m a t e
was increased 4,000,000 b us | lels over
September 1 forecast.
New esii

<Ai Aimterduni, Netherlands, „ Uutch
swimon ,,„„« horn,- to announce liK l,u(l
sailed /,„,„ /Vcm York on ,he long.miu.
,'g. *'<-'r"i«« luxury liner, Krrnien, had

svui M-nife s/ic /|eu) ,he .s/ju'rt aa/i ,in(f
helped dock her safely a, Kmsia' 4 "
ocean pan, Murmansk.)
' '

3. Robert G. Elliott

He died

Where contour farming i« Dr»r>
ticed this leaves short rows
sometimes small areas
that are not cultivated
are now using electric fence*
ture these odd-shaned area*.

: you'll thor,-i_- A ^T.-^i-—r»r—J^h squarej

crocheted wt^ a large hook to
make a colorful idli^an. Patt
195S c<tatain*^diii!$taiMs f or ai.
ghan; illustrations.of it and of
stitches; materials Wquired; color
schemes; photograph, of square.
Send 15 centa in coins f or thii
pattern to The Sewing Circle Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth Ave
New York, N, Y.
Please write your name, address and pattern number plainly.

MORAL CONCEPTS
*f T IS time that we learned thai «c.
rarity and happi'tien in the world,
at vrejl.a* in-the home and in the muon, depend upon the refiraints thai are
torn of moral and spiritual concepts."Ffand$ B. Sayrv. High Commissioner
of Philippine*.

on

Also

ch!

When constipation 1—
on acid indtgas, coated
- " jiblpatinftdizzyt
breath,
youi
L vote taste, and.I
ia probably loaded up with cereat^fcxyf
on't
move. So you need both Pepsin to help
break up fast that rich undigested food in
your atonucb. and LasativeSeniurto'pull
the trigger on. those lax? bowels. So be
aure your, laxative also contains Pepsin.
Take J>r.Ca]dweIl's Laxative, because its
Syrup Pepsin helps you gain that wonderful etomach-relief, while the Laxative
power of Pejnalfi todjasolve those lumps oi
undigested protein food which may linger
in your •tomach, to cause belching, gastric
adaity and nausea. This ia how pepsin' ' iwur stomach helpe relieve it of such
**M**ffV1M ^XffffiiH'" J4W1JP4PHV**' * "• "T
• • .
Y.
**•—
i:_:«_
distress. At *hf same
nine this
medicine
wakes up teynervea and muscles in your
bowels to relieve your constipation. So see
how much better you feel by taking the
laxative that also puts Pepain to work on
that stomach • discomfort.too. Even finicky children tove to taste this pleasant
family laxative. Bay Dr. Caldweli's Uuative—Senna with,Syrup Pepsin at your
druggist todayf
J

• Dangerous Rumor
Many a happy family has been
spoiled by at idle' nohor.-Koval.

now
$1.00
genuMinells,
l'Pinto
" Texas,

mineral ^ie?; Crystals to
make 20 gaffiaVNo* 4 strong
mineral water, Why suffer
from aches, pains and nerv
ousness causM by^cidit
and conettotkS; BEWARE
OF SUBTITUTES. Call
your local
or

THE ANITA

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
OATS, Clover Farm, large package
17c
19c
CLOROX, quart bottle.
CRISCO, 3-pound can
48c
TOILET TISSUE, Clover Farm, 4 rolls
25c
TOMATO SOUP, Clover Farm, condensed, 3 cans 20c
CRANBERRY SAUCE, Clover Farm, jar
15c
RAISINS, Clover Farm seedless, 2 pounds
15c
COFFEE, Green Cup, with glass, pound
23c
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 large cans
20c
FRUITS AND

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Established 1883.
Published Every Thursday and Entered
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Second Class Mail Matter.
\V. F. Budd

Editor and Publisher

Subscription Rate

$1.50 Per Year

Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of .National Editorial
Association, and

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for the many act.s of .sympathy and kindness extended us during the sickness and after the death
of our son and brother, Convin. We
also wish to thank those who sent
flowers and assisted with the funeral services. We especially wish to
thank those who kindly submitted to
blood transfusions in the hope that
Corwin might live. Your kindness
will always be a cherished memory.
Mr. and Mrs. R, A. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle McAfee.
Mrs. P. T. Williams attended the
funeral services in Atlantic Friday
for the late Dr. U. S. Mullins.
Mrs. Bert Ramus, a guest, held
high score at a meeting of the Knota-Kare bridge club last Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ross
Kohl on Walnut Street. Other guests
were Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner, Mrs.
Earl S. Holton, Mrs. Chester A. Long
and Mrs. Neil Johnson.
Funeral services for Dr. Ulysses S
Mullins, 69, retired Atlantic physician
and surgeon, who died at his home in
that city last Wednesday morning fol
lowing aljrtroke, were held Friday af
ternoon at the Presbyterian church in
Atlantic and interment was made in
the Atlantic cemetery. Dr. Mullins
as a boy lived in the Highland vicinity
northwest of Anita, and his whole pro
fessional career was spent in Atlan
tie. He was well known in the
county.

___

-
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ANITA SCHOOL NEWS]
Declamatory Work Begins.
The humorous division of declama
tory started its practice Friday unde
the direction of Mrs. Ella Bigg
Due to the large number in this d
vision, an elimination contest will b
necessary on Oct. 18. The first horn
contest will be held on Tuesday ev
ening, Oct. 24, in the H. S. auditoriun
P. T. A. Meets Thursday.
The monthly P. T. A. meeting
will be held Thursday evening at 8:0
o'clock in the high school gymnasium
The program will include an illus
trated lecture on tuberculosis. Th
girls glee club will sing several selec
tions.

Speaks on Fire Prevention.
Vincent Pyle gave an interesting
VEGETABLES
talk on "Fire Prevention" Thursdaj
afternoon in the high school assemb
ly. He gave many illustrations as
'Mrs. Neal Denham, 66, mother of to why fire prevention week is car
Paul Denham of Griswold and a form- ried out. Robert Scott, of the loca
er resident of Anita, died at her home fire department, introduced Mr. Pyle
in Massena last Thursday evening 1
Take Class Pictures.
following a heart attack.
Each class had its picture taken
A hard times party was enjoyed last 'Monday. Also some of the inlast Friday evening by the members dividual group pictures were taken
of the Original Sunshine club and including music, glee clubs, orchestheir families at the home of Mr. and tra, hand, journalism class, G. A. A.
Mrs. Merle Turner southeast of the members, and the Anita Hi-Utes
city. The evening was spent in danc staff. These pictures will be used for
ing in the new chicken house recently the high school annual.
built by Mr. Turner, and co.stimii
prizes were won by Mrs. Frank Pet Students Sec Navy Movie.
A navy movie was presented at
ersen and Rowley Pollock.
Anita high school last Monday. The
movie was educational and it dealt
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

Town Hall, A n i t a , Iowa
October L>, I'J.'ii).
The Town Council met in regular
session with the following members
present:
Mayor Darrow and Councilmen
Krnest Burke, Alfred Dement, R. C.
Howard and Andrew Peterson.
Absent:
A. J. Kopp.
The minutes of (he previous meet'ng were read and approved.
The Treasurer's report was read
and approved.
The following bills were allowed
and ordered paid,
Corporation Fund.
F. Darrow, salary
$ 10.00
Fred Exline, salary
GO.OO
George L. Bills, salary and
killing dogs
61.00
Solon A. Karns, salary ... 40.00
Cecil D«nney, labor
14.50
E. E. Barnholdt, gas and
kerosene
2.76
C. W. Clardy, supplies
1.2
Merle Robison, gas
3.37
Wagner Filling Station, supplies
2.12
West Iowa Telephone Company, rent and toll ....... 12.50
Tribune Publishing Company,
printing
12.7'
Anita Oil Company, gas and
oil
7.0,
Light Fund.
Iowa Electric Company, street
'ights
6(5.3'
Municipal Light Plant, adv.
street lights
198.91
Moved by Petersen and seeonde<
by Dement, to adjourn to the cal
of the Mayor.
Solon A. Karns,
Town Clerk.

ff

Grade News.
Grades 4 and 5.
Our Citizenship lesson this wee
was about safety in our play. Var
ious members took part in the follow
ing discussion.
Things I don't play with; place
where I do not play; things I do no
do in order to keep safe; things I d<
not put in my mouth; things I keep
away from; things I do not touch
Several safety jingles were memor
ized and spoken before the class. Jstory, "A Free Ride" was told b;
Jane Porch. Ouur safety memory
verse for this week is:
"In the road I will never play;
I have no leg to give away,
I have no arm to spare,
To keep them all I must take care"
We say this verse before dismissal
every day and in so doing hope it
ceeps us from harm,
rades 5 and 6.
The fifth grade is studying the colonization period in history. Norma
Jean Sisler has had perfect papers all
ix weeks in spelling. Study topics in
anguage this week have been "Table
f Contents" and "Index." A corection box for both grades has been
f interest the last two weeks. Each
tudent corrects the mistake someone
Isc has heard him make. Miniature
lariots and triumphal arches were
iade by the sixth grade in connection

ANITA, IOWA

with their history study of the Bomans. Lessons in reading and Cit.zenship club are centered around
fire prevention.
Grades 7 and 8.
The seventh and eighth grades are
using workbooks' in their History and
nglish classes. Billie Parker and
Robert Ames are the two boys on pawl duty this week.

Raymond Dortey and wife and A
P. Choate spent Saturday in Shenandoatu Mnu Uuni« M&lcom, -wVio had
been visiting relatives and friends
there, accompanied them back to
Anita.

Joe Vetter and wife left Saturday
norning for Alamo and Mission,
'exas, where they are spending the
,veek with the families of John and
;dwin Burkhart and Gus HutiterV

5S5M^|Sa2a»^

'hey expect to return to Anita ne*t
>unday. Accompanying them to Texas'
were their sister-in-law, Mrs. Mae
Jurkhart of Nebraska City, Neb., and
'ort Burkhart of Little Rock, Ark.

BONGERS BROS.

«~ Vi

CORN HUSKING CONTEST

SATURDAY, OCT
$200.00 IN CASH

J;

T>^

Corn Husking Contest at J. H. Trimmer Farm, 2\ Miles West of
Anita on Highway 6, Starting at 10:00 A. M.
14 MEN WILL VIE FOR HONORS
First Prize, $15.00; Second Prise, $10.00; Third Prize, 1 Bashel Pioneer 307 Seed Corn
___

4-HClubWillHave Lunch Stand on Grounds''^'

w

SPONSORED B¥C O R N
O.V.SION

OF YIELD

CONTEST^.

prize,

3,d.

4-H CORN SHOW

With Each $15 Purchase or $15 Paid on
Account — 5 Gallons Gasoline

ROBERTSPRODUCE

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SOAP POWDER, Petersen's own powder for
clothes and dishes, 3-lb. bag and one ladies'
handkerchief, value 49c, only.
3gc
f. t
LIMA BEANS, Jack Sprat, 3 No. 2 cans
29C
BUTTER BEANS, 3 No. 2 cans
,32c
PRUNES, in syrup, fancy Oregon, 2 N». 2% cans 29c
PEACHES, Jack Sprat* sliced, 2 No. Zy2 cans. .39C
PINEAPPLE, crush, 2 am. 17c; 2 med. 35c; £ Ig. 45c
FLOUR, Mother's Best, $1.59; Silk Finish, fl.29:
Leader, $1.19; all 49-lb. bags,
POTATOES, Cobbler, northern grown, peqk.. .21C
Try Our Dixiana Pancake Flour—Ask Us For Price

In Conjunction With Annual Cass County

Saturday, Oct. 21

WE GIVE FREE DELIVERY
SERVICE.
ALWAYS PAYING HIGHEST CASH Pmrw
§
FOR POULTRY, EGGS AND CREAM

PHONE 300

ANITA

_ In appreciation of the business extended us dur
ing our two years in Anita, we are offering
ONE DAY ONLY

Several free valuable prizes will be given All
you have to do is register at our store on this day

PETERSEN'S GRDl
WE DELIVER

Anita Mays Oakland Here Oct. 27.
Anita will play Oakland here Oc
27. This is the first home gam
in several weeks and promises
be a good game, Anita goes to El
liott this Friday.

>T

^^^^™^™"™"i^™™1

Roberts Prodm
2nd. Anniversary

with the different phases of navy
and work.

-- -

Prof. E. S. Dyas of Iowa State College Extent™

0

and WiU GiveT'ln&"veT !k
E. P. Sy.vester, Weed Special from tow. State ColWe
nR .
Different Kind" of W™s '

Cor. Judge,
With His

«

ft^teaayftjs*-^
•^

Plan Now to Spend Saturday, Oct. 21 in
F ^*——

~

"• ^^^^^^^^^^*^^"If •••^•••••^••MHM ^^^^^—

of 100
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Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young

»»«.c

BIG TOP
^IHILE ^EFF WAS TALKINGTC?"SILK•

FOOLIM.'- i MET MM

'AM/- He

COMIN' OUT OF THE COO\^. _
HE S A\D - " HELLO," e>UTCH;
;
OiP bOV. VOU'RE DOIM'
Gf?EAT WO^K THESE
DAYS'.

'sEzyou.'.',

\M TgLUN'SA,

"FUR" THAT-SILK:"

WAS 3U6T
BEISi'
SARCASfiC

HOUSE- TH\S MORNINA' AN'

UTTLE DISCUSSION OF THEIR' O'

IS A CHANGED M>
HE'S P-ECOMIN'
REG 7.AR •'.'

, /NO 'BUTCH"IS
RIGHT,"FLIP" -1 5ANM
•S«1X- AROUND THE BACK
VARO 5M\UNG AND
PATHNQ

i ON THE |

iLl^ETHAJj;,

.O
/>

^

Much of the success of the i o n j
flower show had been due to
Smith, who'd organized it and
being an ardent horticuHurisi ^
won quite a few prizes.
Later on, he was reading the re
port in the local paper when he
jumped to his feet, with an a n RB ryy
bellow.

<0

k.-e*>\»ftf^

r,..k J... M"..k.jSr'J» •!••'••

OFFICER, OFFICER -

i THINK I'VE LOST SOMETHING!

PINTO PALOOZA is BUT rr MUST ee
SOMEBODY

MY HEAD FEELS
COLD

IMPORT/WT
AU. RIGHT

.»"WSy'.^hft>8 wron«?" a.sked
Mrs. Smith, dropping her knitting
"Listen to ttiis!" he roared ' i t
says here: 'As Mr. Smith opened
the show, all eyes werefixfedon
the large red nose he disused
Only years of careful cultWation
could have produced an exhibit Of
such brilliance.' "

"5? RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —The Ride Makes Dr. McCarver Light-Headed
NO, DOC - WE DONH
KNOW WHO DtS

Now Everybody Nose
To What Success h Due

/A*TPONTBE.

I'M SO GLAD
YOU DON'T
WEAR A,
HAT
DARLING 1 UKE
EVERYBODY
TO SEE
YOUR
BEAUTIFUL
BLACK
SHINY
HAIR

Awe-Inspiring
Three things fill a man with awe
and reverence for his wife—a ba
by, a charming garden in what
was once 9 barren yard, and a
dinner greatly to his liking.

Relief At Last
Frank Jar IbitoyfijnuUcaU,be

S'MATTER POP— Oops! He Spilled the Likeness!

By C. M. PAYNE

money back.

SIGN
Bipnchitii
Ever One's Best
If a man do, day by day, evei
the best he can by the light he
das, he has no need to fear, no
need to regret, no need to worry.
—Jordan..

MESCAL IKE

By S. I_ HUNTLEY

And a Ball Park
NOvN ALL \WE K)ESO
)S SEVEM MORE
PELLERS ASJ1 A
Ulloiu epeUa,
cowtipatlon.
b«lo« NR bom vova
Mete the tot-tben
Wto •» W« will

Favor of Children
Better to- be driven out ^rom
among men than to be disliked
by children.

POP— Wise Cracking

By J. MILLAR WATT

I COULD DO WITH

A NICE BIT OF
PORK!

WELL,GO AMD
CUT A PIECE OFF ,
YOURSELF!

Ignorant Belief
Men are most apt to believe
what they least understand.—Montaigne. '

How Women
in Their 40's
Can Attract Men
A REAL DIPLOMA

Cheerful News
AH!

tOi»ll.PREN DIE

IKAIN
HOSPfTAL WUatlEP SEVEN AIBEAI
AECIAL RAID IN AIR RAID. 17
ON WARSAW IN
KILLEP

(AN YOU IMA6INE
J

A 816 HBEWOKklS
TONI6HT
CtNTEp..
tK v

Palmeto—May I ask what piece of
paper that is which you are gazing
at in such a melancholy way?
Wimpus—You may. It's a diploma from the great school of experience.
Palmeto—I don't understand.
Wimpus—It's a canceled note I
have just had to pay for another
man who came in hurriedly one day
and asked me to endorse it.
He'd Heard It Before
Atkins—I remember the time
when our regiment was stationed
near Babylon. Why, it was so hot
we used to toast our bread in the
sun, and . . .
Jawsom—Yes, I know; and they
supplied you with corkscrews to
draw your breath.
Among the Eligibles
AJ—What did she say when you
.told her you were knee-deep in love
with her?
Cal—Oh, she said she'd put me on
her wading list.

E.

SLOW PICK-UP

By GLUY AS WILLIAMS

]M
often

42—39

WU-N

The uneducated tow to a caricature Th^aSL^elEel.

»,' ••"

ROOM IN » WOOOU&

sUrir,vu>»i£Hi6Jiw

miif WbHDERMft

PKI6 UP TOES5 ft*>

THE AXTTA

L S

S ' Coats 75c
Expertly Cleaned and Pressed

ANT FIR TRIMMED

Winter
Coat

TMBCXK

TttUtSDAT, OCTOBBB 1* W».

MILLER CLEANING SERVICE Hats 50c 3 Men's
Piece
Pick-Lp and Delivery Service Tuesday and Friday
Cleaned »nd Blocked
FACTORY FINISH

LEAVE WTTH OR CALL

Expertly Cleaned and-pressed

HOWARD'S BARBER SHOP

FACTS AND FUN
(By Tillie)

FROM OUR OLD FILES I Maduffs

ttt
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What about i: kids? Are you goig to i^-t ir.e sink? I wa3 banking, A 680-acre farm in Adair county,
-~,
n you school kids to help me out near Berea, sold this week for $110
'. the- r-jt. Come on, be good sports per acre
J. F. GissibI has gone to Hastings,
an-d -reveal your findings in the old
Neb.,
to spend a week or ten days
'
;vicj
!yx>'-:-S.
and
especially
that
law
BRILLIANT NEW E V E N T S
which -i- passed in 1922. Yes, I've with relatives.
Barber & Clark, local auctioneers,
heard something about a law passed
Mr, ttef Stew—&?=•*•= Ca-isf Sfcr» 9*
in A p n l of that year which had some- have fourteen public gales dated befat
thirig to do with "Citizenship," bu tween now and Dec. 12.
Tom Carey has purchased 240 acres
nobody yet has been able to tell mi
of the G. W. Kakefield farm in Edna
exactly what it was all about.
* * *
township at $85 per acre.
500 soldiers from Fort Des Moines
That Lincoln township school teach
er who recently called her pupils' at passed through Anita Saturday morntentiou to the still atmospheric con ing on their way to Omaha.
Dr. F. T. DeWitt is planning to
dition and how clearly sound carried
got more than she bargained for move from Berea to Anita, and will
She hadn't anticipated to tune in on engage in the practice of medicine.
WITH THE OLD RELIABLE
the '"static" from a nearby farm yard
Mrs. J. D. London, owner of the
which at that moment fairly renter furniture and fixtures in the Reynolds
and AMBER MIST
and sizzled the peaceful afternoon Hotel, will sell the same at public
Gtumit**d Simple* Fre«
stillness.
auction on Saturday, Oct. 30.
W h e n you buy poultry^
Miss Anna Steffens, a lady well Christian Science textbook, "Science
'• I medicine buy rt from your
Phil Lowenberg can tell the best known to many Anita people and a and Health with Key to the ScripDrugget. H* know* hi»
drug* best.
A Cm rf
story I've heard for a long time. The niece of Mrs. Nattie McVay, has tures" by Mary Baker Eddy
.use uy AiAttAj ^*»«~i ui*i«.r.
_
*A u-vwu-uurci
hitch-hiker IB
is «
a social
social parasite 1
story, a true one, is about two New gone to South Dakota to live on a
One of the Bible citations rr<eaus: but having practiced considerable of
Yorkers who drove their big ritzy homestead.
'O Israel, thou hast destroyed th£ that mode of travel, I think it's abOne of the best and most conven- self; but in me is thine help. I will solutely okay,
had stolen a B u k k in Pennsylvania automobile as far as the Lowenberg
* * •
and driven it to Iowa City. At Iowa vard gat* and couldn't find a "door" ient improvements made by the city ransom them from the power of the
drive through. It's worth theduring the summer is the cement
City, they stoie another Boick and
grave; I will redeem them
from
Remarks overheard:
drove it to Belle F'laine. At Btlle jrice of a hot dog sandwich to hear walk recently laid across the street death: 0 death, I will be thy plagues;
_ we
— .
..w uback
«.vn. lu
Bad Luck.
"If
lived
in tne
the norge
horse
-*hil tell the story with a brogue and from the depot, between the two
Vernon Sunken of Villisca was do- Piame, t h e y stole another Buick and
O grave, I will be thy destruction." and'bgggy days, we'd visit our neighwith gestures.
lumber yards.
(Hos. 13:9, 14).
H/VM
ing some sledging last week and had drove it Vi M a r h h a l i t o w n j - A t Marshallbore «»»/K>
once :~
in a- —tji_
while."»
* • *
H. W. Bovee and wife drove their
t
o
w
n
,
they
stoie
an
Oldsmobile
and
the ill fortune to send a tiny splinttr
Among the selections from the
"Let's
just
sit
here in the car and i
A large hickory tree just west of auto to Redfield Sunday where they
of steel into his left eye. He was a p p a r e n t l y were satisfied with it, as
Christian Science textbook is the fol- watch the people go by." (And gossip,
Joy Bornholdt's house has been a met relatives from Des Moines and
rushed to Iowa City and three pre- it has not been heard from. Nothing
lowing:
no doubt).
Beautiful sight for several days . . . the group enjoyed a picnic. Harry
'.n
the
above
is
to
be
construed
as
an
liminary operations performed on the
"Life is deathless. Life is the
"It's funny you teachers don't save]
a golden yellow from top to bottom. is quite elated over the fact that he
eye, followed by a major operation, advertisement for the Oldsmobile comorigin and ultimate of man, never more money. 'Wages are so high."
"Jur apricot trees out in the fence was able to drive from Anita to Redas surgeons battled to save his sight. pany.
attainable through death, but gained (If only these people would stop to
ow north of the house have been es- field in two hours and a half.
by walking in the path way of Truth, think—then shut up). "Why I taught!
oecially attractive for nearly a week
J. H. Hill was the victim of an
Came By Clipper.
Pale Pig.
both before and after that which is in a country school for one year, forl
. . about half of the leaves turned accident last Saturday morning that
Father G. A. Barry, pastor at VarA. H. Weber of near Alburnett is
called death" (p. 487).
fifty dollars a month, and saved over |
beautiful
shade
of
yellow,
while
the
will keep him out of general circulathe owner of a Duroc Jersey pig ina, Pocahontas county, found it diffive hundred dollars." (Let me look
emaining
half
stayed
a
glossy
green.
ion
for
at
least
a
few
weeks.
The
that has recently turned white. It ficult to secure passage to the United
the other way, please).
horse he was riding, slipped and fell,
was not a natural albino, being form-" States from Ireland recently. After
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL + "If only he'd listened to me, we'd]
Robert McCrory, the speaker at the •esulting in severe injnuries to one
erly as red as any normal Duroc Jer- his passage had been twice postponed,
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT + now be sitting comfortably." (The
sey. At one time, the pig had a he became i m p a t i e n t and secured pas- iquare Deal 4-H club meeting last if his limbs and foot. Dr. G. M.
I. O. O. F. HALL.
-f truth is: He did listen to her, con"blood wart" on its neck which was sage on the Yankee Clipper. H« ate Friday evening, related some very Adair was called, and after a
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
+ stantly—that's why he's where he is
treated by a veterinarian. When the breakfast in Ireland, and his evening nteresting facts about his recent trip .horough examination, failed to find
today).
|
o the west coast. And until I heard any bones broken, but the foot and
acid solution was applied U> the wart, meal in the United .States.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
(A
little
far-fetched,
but
appro-j
he
speaker,
I
never
knew
.
that ankle are badly sprained.
the pig went into a contortion—but
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
priate). "How do you pump the!
:he San Francisco bridge is 9 miles
Too Bad.
finally it calmed down and eventually
Church council meeting Wednesday milk oat of the cows? Do you set!
Ed. Mawdsley of Irvir.gton won two ong; is a double deck affair and each
began to turn white. The doctor thinks
evening at 8:00 o'clock at the parthe backet under the cow and turn
rnaybe the pain caused the reaction; prizes with seed corn at the Clay- deck is constructed to carry six lanes 4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f sonage.
on
the faucets, or do you pump with!
of
traffic.
(2
deck
bridge!
Well!
Well!
Thomas
B.
Diion,
Pastor,
-f
at least, he has no other explanation. county fair. In other respects, his
Sunday School teacher's meeting
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
that long handle behind?" (Wte'll let
The scar is still there and they know entries were not so fortunate. One of Ought to give somebody in Anita an
Friday evening at 8:00 o'clock at that pass. She's a city girl from!
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes
it is the same pig.
his prize Percheron horses broke a idea.) . . . that the Alcatraz prison
the parsonage.
out on the big rock pile where the for all ages. William Crawford, Jr.,
the east and doesn't know the farm]
hip at the exposition.
Children's confirmation class will be like we mid-westerners do).
bad
boys
are
kept
in
confinement
is
Superintendent.
Dead.
held at 10:00 o'clock Saturday mornnot out in the ocean as I supposed,
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock.
This Couldn't Happen!
Henry Iburg, 58, of Williamsburg
ing at the parsonage.
At the regular meeting of the S. I
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
was walking down the railroad track , Mrs. Ed. Myers of Brompton at but in San Francisco bay and nearly
Highland church—
0.
S. club last Friday afternoon at I
completely
surrounded
by
land
.
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
near his home one day. Nearby, Wil- j tended the corn festival at Blakes
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
the home of Mrs. Edna Bailey souththat
the
famous
Utah
salt
bed
race
the
church
with
a
15c
dinner
for
the
burg
last
week
and
lost
her
purse
bert Walters, 17, and two other youths, i
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
west of the city, a pint and pound
were shooting at targets with a .22 ! containing $45. A f t e r a night of wor- tracks are not on the banks of the public at noon.
shower was held for Mrs. Donald
Great
Salt
Lake,
but
in
the
desert,
The officers of the church are enrifle. Wilbert Walters missed his tar-' ry, she drove back to Blakesburg
Rhoads of Lewis, a recent bride, and |
that tertaining the men of the church at
get, shot Henry Iburg fatally. Sheriff parked her car in the same place anc near the Nevada state line
•f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 a former resident of this community.
Milo Engelbert classified the mishap almost stepped on her purse as she in Nevada there still exists fragments an oyster supper in the church din•»• + + + + •*• + + • » • • » • • » • + The afternoon was spent in guessing
of the old western frontier, and in that ng room at 6:30 o'clock Friday evengot out of the car.
as entirely accidental.
Sunday
School at 10:00 a. m.
games, and offering congratulations
state there continues to remain in ng. This was originally scheduled
The ladies aid will meet all day to the guest of honor*. A lunch was
existence
a
few
human
creatures
who
Some Are Unlucky.
Lots of Money.
Tor a week ago but was postponed unWednesday at the church to quilt, and served at the close of the meeting by |
Mrs. William Wiegert of Lamotte
Fred J. • Edgar, retiring treasurer we thought only lived on the movie :il this week.
will serve a 15c dinner for the public the hostess. Other guests present
screen.
entered a hospital at Dubuque re- of the Methodist church of Eldora,
The ladies will have a pantry sale
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
besides the members, were Mrs.!
cently, suffering with peritonitis. A has handled $125,000 worth of funds
Saturday, Oct. 21, at Crawford's Store.
George Sperry. and Mrs. Forrest
few m i n u t e a f t e r she left home in for that church—but not all at one
Please leave your donations there by
A 7% pound girl baby was born Sperry of Lewis, and Mrs. Dora High
care of a registered nurse, Mr. Wiegert j time. Mr. Edgar was elected treas10:00 o'clock. Thank you.
last 'Friday evening to Mr. and Mrs. ley, Mrs. Glen BBghley, Mrs. N. 0
Signs of the season . . . cars won't
was burned badly while trying to ad- ' urer of the church in 1894 and has
start . . . birds preparing for their
William
Behnken at their home south Morgan, Mra. L. H. Laartz, Miss Athe
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-tjust the carburetter of a tractor and served continuously since that time.
of Anita.
annual
trip
south
.
.
.
the
alarm
goes
METHODIST
CHURCH
lea Lambertsen, Miss Jeannette Me-1
was also rushed to the hospital.
In 1894 the pastor's salary was $850
off hours before daylight.
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Afee and Mias Isabelle Rhoads o f j
and in 1928 reached its "high point"
* * *
J. M. Garside, a well known farmof ?2,oOO.
Kxpress.
Anita.
living south of Anita, has been conAt the party at Mrs. Mc's., Katie
.
Auto thieve:, w i t h a pony-express
past
says
rather
dreamily
to
two
boys,
Harold McDermott, Superintendent
f
complex -.vent t h r o u g h Iowa last week.
Wedding.
from
kldne
"Oh,
what
a
swell
day
for
the
race,"
Church
Worship
at
11:00
a.
m.
with
*
^_
y
ailment
In t r a c i n g v a r i o u s reports of stolen
You've heard the old gag about
cars, officers learned that the thieves Mohammed and the mountain. Well, and they perk up and say, "Yeah, the sermon by the pastor.
James Morgan and daughter, .Mrs.
what race," and she answers, "Why
Epworth League at 6:00 p. m. with
•-••hen V. L. Older, West Union barb-'
G.
M. DeCamp, visited from Friday
muit UM
the human race, you dopes!"
,nd
di,h
•top vain qoteklr
i <••', was unable to leave his barber
* » *
reduce tht hump. Q«t
your- *m«ll «Ue trial
snot, v, act as witness at a wedding
For that certain something in to- people are invited.
pk*. of FaJryfoot to4wr.
ceremony, the bride and groom just
and family.
mato juice cocktail try adding one
BONGERS BROS.
Church Worship at 7:30 p. m.
moved th«r r«-r(-rnony to the barber
finely
chopped onion for every three
The Home Guards
shop. L. \v. Halleck of Oundy Cen------ will
........ meet
*"•* on
"ii
The members of the Friday bridge
ter and M i l d r e d Brown of Webster cups tomato juice. Chill and strain. Saturday, Oct. 28, instead of the third , dub were guests last Friday after
f i l y were the h a p p y couple and Crider Then add one cupful of sugar and Saturday this month. The meeting i «<>on of Mrs. Fannie Young at her
was the only person in \Ve-t Union four tablespoons of lemon juice. Sea- will be in the church basement at 2:00 , h°me on East Main Street Other
son with salt and pepper.
Special price on Mineral Blocks.
available to them a.s a witness
>
tf
< * *
- ,
v,
. . . , r s . E d .
A
f
f
A ca etena lunch w.ll be served Carlton, Mrs. Azel S. Ames and Mrs. Farmers Coop., Anita, Iowa.
Special dates for the week: Oct. 20,
Weed.
this Saturday noon m the building M. M. Feller. High score at bridge
Sunday dinners served at E G j
When a large wee,) ,he was pulling Anita Hi against Elliott, there; 21st, just east of Rasmussen's Hatchery by was held by Mrs. Fred Boren
Lossee/s Trtaiigle Camp. Phone 299. |
suddenly gave way, Mi.ss May Smith •ounty corn husking contest and corn Mrs.
Hartley's division of the ladies
—
___
The W
FOR
of Northwood fell to the ground and show at Anita; 24th., district corn aid. The menu will include vegetable
- H.
-=
,
--• M.
«». S.
.j. of
ui the
meinoaist
— SALE^r-Franklin
-«-^.»-^-J
tne Methodist
husking contest.
church met
broke her hip.
soup, chicken sandwiches and pie.
with 'Mrs. Wesley Johnson 8tove' He|lta 6 to T
* * *
Everyone is invited.
| last Thursday afternoon. The
~
devo- " FOR SAI4S^ISto)|( good heatirt
What cciuld have been in that little
.
.
.
Local [Joy Makes Good.
ee
The boys catechism class will meet tions were led by 'Mrs.
It
W.
Robi8t0ve.
A former Winnebago county boy keg which Doc was handling &o gen- at the parsonage on Saturday after- ison' and M™. Ollie_„ Yeater
*. i-ui/ci, had
iiau di&rKc
nrts\n at- O.:w
AA « l _ l _ _ i _
I rtf *V.n
:
.
•»__
_ __
noon
at *
2:00
o'clock.
w the author of two stories in the tly Monday night?
the enigmas. Mrs. H. H. Turner
"""" Bt
O-CIOCK.
i- »«J
Will sell tiny apartment pian° '»
* * *
gave a
November "Red Book" maga,ine. An
Choir practice will be held on FriPortion of the lesson from the Anita for just what We have against
To the f a m i l y and friends of CorWe often hear: "I never
S. U. I. graduate of lO.'U, the author
day evening with Mr. and Mrs. Eric stud y book- Rev.. Arthur
was A » ?69.00
payments. Write
......VAIUJ. V.
T. I^ong
*-fjiig.was
«pw**»vv Easy
jEMivy.pttymoiivOt
» » * • * or
realized how much I'd overi a welcome criioaf
At. it- - i _ _
. n L__. /i_»i._«-^. '«i.-i - ~ «^-_s M
u.iines.
Wallace Stenger, ha.s also had a novel win Wilson, our most sincere sym- Osen.
welcome
guest.
At
the
close
of
Phone
Critch^«*noJfJp;,
D«
° ineS
pathy. It's hard to understand why
published.
looked in convenience to be
the
meeting,
a
lunch
was
served
by
'
,.
-f
that gate at the end of the road swings
had from coal until I started
+ - » - - » - - « - t - - f - f + . f 4 . the hostess.
using Great Heart."
back
to
admit
those
so
young
and
so
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+
Safe.
rooms at E, 0. Losl^^Tiiangle f ami' j
When 3-year-old Jame.s Larson turn- f u l l of ambition, but may you find
Prove to yourself what it
FOB SALE:—On* yearling
"Probation after Death" will be the
ed up missing at an Indian "pow- comfort in the knowledge that a loving
means to get outstanding
Ul>
God
knows
best
and
that
when
the
face
back. V. J. Duthfc.
subject of the Lesson-Sermon in all
wow" and celebration at Rice I.ake
fuel performance and less
than a bushel qf ash per ton •In* parents were quite alarmed. A Heavenly plan is finibhed, it will be Churches of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday,
October 22.
••".•aivhing party found James curled beautiful.
at an ORDINARY cost per
up in the f a m i l y car asleep.
•eason. Try Great Heart!
The Golden Text is from James
L. H. Arensmeier and wife and their 1:12, "Blessed is the man that enON TRACK SOON
Farmers Coop,,
son, Kerby Arensmeier, wife and lit1
dureth temptation: for when he is
Some Potatoes.
Actually more heat per dollar
tle daughter, Betty Joyce, returned
FOR SALE:—A/
tried, he shall receive the crown of
The "Future Farmers" class of Sibthan anything else you can buy.
Monday to their home in Higginsfor $60. Dement
1-y high school recently dug and Bold
life, which the Lord hath promised
ville, Mo., after a week end visit ir to them that love him."
the I. H. C. Store,
Iowa, It
J I M bushels of potatoes from their
the
city
w
i
t
h
their
daughter
and
sishigh school plot.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo^f typewrifl
buya 600 ^j^^.,
ter, Mrs. Arthur V. Long and family
Bert C. Ramus, Manager
tations from the Bible and from the
Paper, size 8V4xli tachem, at the

KEN MAYNARD

THURSDA Y~FRIDAY~SATURDAY SPECIALS

10-lb. Bag
Sugar
59C
Golden Ripe
Bananas
Pound
Sc
Quick orRegnlar
Oatmeal
Large Box .
17c
Pancake Flour
12c
Brown Beauty
3-ife, ..... 39c — Lb.
14c
Side Meat
Pound
13c
Pore Country
Pork
Style—^Pounds

SUIDAY
Oct. 22

NUZONE

OLE SAYS.

by

BO.VGERS BROS.

* AROUND IOWA. +
•* + * • * • » • » • » * • » • » • * » • * *
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"v<*-vli-%.UL«I\,liai,

BY THE WAY.

Your

A i

"

Wftl^ADS

--NDDTHtR
COAL WILL DO!

KING BEE Eastern
Kentucky Lump Coal

ANITA LUMBER CO.
Phone 2-0 For Coal You
Know.

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

une office.

j^mUBBM^i^FB^I^^^E^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^ft^id^M^fadrtMi

WEEKLY

NEWS

ANALYSIS BY JOSEPH

W.

Allies Counter Nazi Air Might
With Turkish Diplomatic Coup;
Italy Seeks Balkan Supremacy

HouseholdNeuis

NEWS QUIZ
Know you ntuat On» hundred fa
pcr/MM icort. Deduct 20 /or each OMOTlion you mitt. Gradtt: 100, •xctUtnl;
80, good; 60, avtragt; 40, poor;

waistline and

so

ing that you can reeiv e ** lo
Ur
per guests in
too
lor shopping
home wear, make
„« .
or . percale
por ' £ ?'«gha
Choose thin wod or C
cre
and omit the pockets
Weati Are Smart
I
tt you spend most of your uhour
to an office or at coUea! tu |

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns, they
ire those of tha news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
Released by Western Newspaper Union. ^^^_^_—.
ICnATID NAZI IOMIINOI
AT M(l NAVAL BAH. VOYAL
OAT SUNK 1Y WV IONOON
CIITICIZIS DIFENSE LAXITY

GERMAN AGBtMAN

NORWEGIAN FISHEIMfN
IEPOIT NAVAL IATTLE
IAOINO NIAI SITI Of
JUTLAND (1914)

ENGUSH
MINES

A ENGUSH
V BLOCKADE

NAZI flANH ATTACK
IIITIiH NAVAl IASI;
1ITUI DAMAGE

DUTCH CEUEVE ItlTISH
IOMI IMDENi WIlHilMJHWCNIOMKDIASTMONTH
ON LAND. WILL NAZI
INVADE FIANCI VIA
1914 ROUTE?

THE WAR AT SEA
Nazi air might outpoint Britain's balllnvaguns?

THE WAR:
Diptomacy
In early 1938 Germany's conserv
ative Field Marshal Werner von
Blomberg married blonde Erika
Gruhn, a carpenter's daughter whom
other Nazi officers termed "socially
impossible." This month Erika
Gruhn felt the news spotlight again
in a British "white paper" by Sir
Nevile Henderson, pre-war ambassador to Germany. Wrote he to Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax:
"I drew your lordship's attention
(in 1938) to the far-reaching and unfortunate results of the Blomberg
marriage. I
am more
than ever
convinced of
the m a j o r
disaster
which that—
in itself—
minor incid en t i n volved, owing to the
consequent
elimination
f r o m Herr
Hitler's entourage of the more moderate of his advisers, such as von
Blomberg ..."
Recalled by diplomats was the
general army shakeup that followed,
in which Baron Konstantin von Neurath lost control of German foreign
policy, and pro-war advisors fastened themselves to Hitler. It made
a pretty news story: Is a woman the
cause of Europe's war?

Belgian-Netherlands frontier were
not there to enjoy the scenery. The
burning question: Will 1914's route
of invasion be used again?

THE NEUTRALS:
Search for Security

From Scandinavia down through
the Balkans to Turkey, diplomats
scurried madly after an elusive
quantity called security. The reason was Russia, whose grisly head
had been shoved into eastern Europe the moment Adolf Hitler
opened the door. Although Moscow
shipped 17% tons of gold to Berlin
(presumably Polish gold), and although German engineers were busy
supervising the Soviet's new fiveyear plan, the happy wedding of
Communism and Naziism seemed to
lave cost both principals a lot of
Wends:
Balkans. Russian-Turkish talks in
Moscow broke down and Foreign
Minister Sukru Saracoglu left for
Istanbul, presumably refusing (1) to
close the strategic Dardanelles to
all but Russian warships and thus
mperil the allies' -chances to aid
iumania; (2) to permit Russo-German domination of a Balkan neutral
bloc; (3) to recognize the Polish
partition, and (4) to permit expansion of Bulgaria and Russia at Rumania's expense. Next day Turkish
friendship with the allies was cemented by mutual assistance pacts
whereby France, Britain and Turkey
agreed to protect the eastern Medierranean.
Meanwhile
Turkish
roops rushed to northern frontiers.
Commented irked Germany, which
promptly
snuggled closer to RusAt Sea
sia: "It can be taken for certain
In 1919 the proud but beaten Ger- hat other states of the Balkan enman navy scuttled 72 warships hi tente will see in Turkey's attitude a
Scapa Flow (see map) rather than
lose them to the allies. In the war
of 1939, Germany remembered
Scapa Flow. Day after Nazi raiders
had bombed the Firth of Forth naval yard at Edinburgh, long-range
airships again set out (probably
from Wilhelmshaven) and unleashed
the full fury of Herr Hitler's air
might against Scapa Flow. Five
times in four hours they struck
damaging the old Iron Duke and
giving Britishers a bad case of jitters. Next day press and parliament rallied at Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain for sloppy defense
work. The cries grew stronger when
Chamberlain revealed the Royal Oak
had also been sunk at Scapa Flow
by a daring U-boat.
But Britain was not idle in this
battle of airship vs. warship- she
was merely less communicative
than the Nazis, who boasted of their
conquests. Next day Hollanders reSUKRU SARACOGLU
ported the Emden naval base had
Italy also watched his work.
been bombed, and possibly Wilhelmshaven. Both Danish and Nor- renunciation of the preservation of
wegian fishermen scurried for cov- neutrality which is one of the most
er when the foes clashed somewhere
°f the Balkan
west of Skagerrak. But the sum
total of war at sea, which far overBut Berlin could not be sure
shadows the western front, is that There was every indication that ItNazi air might is humbling the sup- aly, which fears a Russian-inspired
posedly invincible British navy.
pan-Slavic movement in the Balk
(U
- ^hsHi.P' *ot Angled in the war ans would start collaborating with
Turkey to preserve the Balkan stataE
quo Moreover the Italians knew
">«>< ™.d hod to seek help from home their valued Dodecanese islands off
">e.'nr*tfhte'Independence Hall picked Turkey's coast would be gone the in
A/* d la"",
° vutimi from the City of
"tant
II the
Duce
teamed up wto Sitter
against
allies.

lifted; r;m;'r:i Slr/^
Western Front

Whether by choice or convenience
French-British troops began
flgE
a defensive war whose principal fea
ure was "strategic retreat.'o n the
100-mile northern flank of the west
ern front, Nazidom's fighting Ten
opened a vicious offensive which
drove allied troops back to S
main line. Pans reported one part
of this drive, on the Moselle and
before Saarbrueken, had cost the
Germans 5,000 casualties °n two
days. The French were apparently
content to dig in, letting Germany
pay the cost of offensive warfare
But they were also waiting tot '
clearer definition of Russia's inten
lions r«N THE NEUTRALS). Me
e ^at
at the
th 20
^_?P2*'!e«irt«>
German division, massed on the

More than ever, little Turkey held
H.HI Feann
*6 °f Eur
°Pea" Power.
» u'
e that Finland might
meet the fate of Latvia, Lithuania
and Estonia, all victims of Ruga's
westward drive, the four Scand ina
vian powers (Finland, Denmark
Norway and Sweden) met at Stock^
holm to declare their solidarity
President Roosevelt sent his best
wishes, having received the day before an answer to his note to Soviet
President Michael Kalinin. Said the
answer: "The sole aim (of Finnish
Russian negotiations) is the consolidation of reciprocal relations be
we en
, , ih« Soviet Union ana Fin"land. There was still no official
nouncement of R ussian "
Uc i

™*

an*:in Want}

1. Above photo shows New
York's AI Smith with his son.
Why is the son, Al Jr., hi the
news?
2. What proposed U. S. trade
pact are western senators fighting? Why?
3. What Latin-American nation,
having been given the nse of $3,000,000 in U. S. gold, has ordered $5,870,000 worth of railroad
equipment here?
4. True or false: Under an unprecedented ruling, President
Roosevelt opened U. S. harbors
to all belligerent submarines.
5. What American automobile
manufacturer has excluded Russian engineers who have been
studying in his plant?
(Answers

PUMPKIN PIES FOB HALLOWEEN

at bottom of column.)

CONGRESS:
Budding Friendship

See Recipes Below.

When Witches and
Goblins Roam

Three weeks of neutrality debate
What night is better suited to inhad passed before the word "filli- formal entertaining than all Halbuster" was mentioned on the sen- low's Eve? Candlelight, leering
ate floor. Yet isolationists were Jack-o-lanterns, and crepe paper
making a filibuster in everything decorations in orange and black, crebut name. West Virginia's Rush D. ate an eerie atmosphere for an eveHolt began vying with North Da- ning of hilarious fun.
kota's Gerald Nye as No. 1 speechNo one "dresses"—or, if they do,
maker. Idaho's D. Worth Clark of- they dress in grotesque costumes
fered the best oratory: "If Germany which only add to the festivity.
is destroyed, her people will be drivEntertainment is simple, and easy
en into the arms of Stalin . . . to provide. Old fortune telling
This holier-than-thou attitude of
games and bobEngland is a pretext . . . It illbing for apples
behooves England and France,- with
are
always
their records
fun, and a trip
of persecuthrough a "chamtion within
ber of horrors" is
their own
as much a part
borders, to
of Halloween as
refuse to at
are good things
least treat
to eat.
•for peace.
For variety, and a lull in the exThe trail of citement of wilder entertainment,
the British you might try a "paper and pencil
empire is game"— a prize to be given to the
built on two guest wfio can list the greatest
• ---;—. .. - ,
V U 1 U ff S ••" number oi superstitions, or answer
McADOO
blood and the greatest number of questions hi
A good lobbyist.
treachery." a "Cat Questionnaire" (for examBut behind scenes there was com- ple), "What cat is an ancient burypromise on the two most debatable ing place?" (catacomb) and "What
points. Repeal of the arms em- cat is a plant of the mint family?"
bargo was certain, but isolationists (catnip).
demanded "cash-on-the-barrelhead"
Food for a Halloween gathering
instead of 90-da'y credits to bellig- is simple and substantial—baked
erents. Shippers and seaboard states, beans with brown bread, cabbage
demanded that proposed restrictions slaw, and coffee; doughnuts with
on U. S. shipping be relaxed. One mulled cider, or pumpkin pies a
of the latter lobbyists whose word la mode. You'll find among the folcarried weight was former Sen. Wil- lowing suggestions some that are
liam Gibbs McAdoo, now a west old and some that are new.
coast shipping executive, whose call
Caramel Pecan Tarts.
at the White House was followed
(Makes « tarts)
quickly by modification proposals.
1 can sweetened condensed milk
Key Pittman, administration lead2 tablespoons hot water
er, called his foreign affairs hench6 small tart shells
men into council and observers were
% cup nut meats (cut fine)
pretty sure they'd win most isolaPlace the unopened can of sweettionists with these concessions:
ened condensed milk in a kettle
1. Designating areas where U. S. ships of boiling water, and keep at boilcould carry all materials except armament, /. ».. lands like Australia and New ing point for three hours. (Be sure
Zealand.
to keep can covered with water.)
.2\.? * P- s" ves«el 1* destroyed with loss
ol life, the President would automatically Remove the caramelized milk from
stop trade In that vicinity.
the can and blend with two table3. The U. S. would not support a shipper's spoons hot water, beating until
g a
t
toreign
overnment
So**!? de s tr?y ed.
*
« » car- smooth. Cool. Pour into baked tart
masters would be
shells, and sprinkle with chopped
rti" Y!SS?J
required to
U S a
§"6 the ' ' statement of their cargo.
nuts. Cut pattern of cat from stiff
of-call"8 conslgnees and scheduled ports- white paper. With a sharp knife,
5. The entire western hemisphere would carefully cut cats from pastry, using
be opened to commercial aircraft
6. "Cash-on-the-barrelhead" would be im- the paper pattern as a guide. Place
posed not only against foreign governments on cookie sheet and bake in hot
but upon residents of those countries
oven (450 degrees). Cool and place
From such compromise, Demo- one on each tart before serving.
cratic wheelhorses saw hope for
Chocolate Indians.
1940. If the President disowns thirdVi
cup
butter
term ambitions before congress
1
cup
granulated
sugar
opens next January, and if he avoids
2 eggs
any new reform or spending pro2 ozs. chocolate (melted)
gram, observers were pretty cer% cup bread flour
tain the once-disheveled Democratic
Dash
salt
party would hang together untU
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
election time.
% cup nuts (broken)
Cream
the butter and add sugar
MISCELLANY:
a
}™*y. Add the eggs and beat well.
Jews
Add the melted
Meeting at Washington, the inter- chocolate, flour,
national executive committee on ref- salt, vanilla exugees received an appeal from U. S tract and nuts,
Jews to consider the plight of 5,000 1 blending lightly.
000 Jews in eastern and central Bake in a shalEurope, including those made home- low layer in a
less by the Polish partition. Mean- well greased pan
while, President Roosevelt was in a moderate
handed a petition bearing 238,000 oven (350 denames, urging steps to make Pales- grees) for 30 to 35 minutes. Retine a Jewish haven. Next day
the committee recessed for two
weeks to query member governHarvest Moon Doughnuts
ments.
(Makes 24 doughnuts)
V4 cup butter
1 cup sugar

pan and

News Quiz Answers

man m N e w h York' 8 r U S D l n g f ° r a l d «2. Pact with Argentina. Because U
S manufactured products would be e»
changed for Argentine farm products
0
'""1" * hardshlp
3. Brazil.
4. False-deBnltelyl The rullnif w»«
unprecedented, however

STSKSl
tiX$
an emergency du« to natural
God cause*.
5. Henry Ford.

2 eggs

4 cups flour
4 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon nutmeg
^4 teaspoon cinnamon
1 cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
Fat for deep fat frying
Cream butter and sugar. Beat in
8
U t0gether
anH
'H,?
H
*** Ingredienta
and add
alternately
with
milk. Add
vanilla. Roll dough ./4-inch thick

and cut with doughnut cutter. > Fry
in deep fat at 385 degrees until
doughnuts are brown.
Sausage Roll-Em-Ups.
4 small pork sausages
4 long slices bread
Prepared mustard
Melted butter
Cook pork sausages until lightly
browned. Spread bread with prepared mustard. Wrap the sausages
in the bread and fasten with a toothpick. Brush with melted buttercovering outside entirely. Bake in
a hot oven (400 degrees) until brown.
Garnish with crisp bacon and parsley.
Taffy Apples.
2l cups granulated sugar
ft cup light corn syrup
% cup water
Red liquid coloring (few drops)
12 red apples
12 skewers
Few drops oil of peppermint, cinnamon or cloves
Wash apples thoroughly and dry
them. Insert skewtr in blossom
end. Put sugar,
corn syrup and
water into a
saucepan a n d
cook, stirring until tiie sugar is
dissolved. Continue cooking
without stirring
until the temperature 300 degrees P.
is reached—crack stage.
Wash crystals away from side of
saucepan as mixture cooks. Cook
slowly during latter part of period
so that syrup will not darken. Remove from flame and set saucepan
into boiling water. Note: A doubleboiler may be used for this. Add
coloring and flavoring and stir just
enough to mix weiL
Holding apple by skewer, plunge
it into hot syrup. Draw it out quickly and twirl it until the syrup runs
down - to the stick and spreads
smoothly over the apple. Stand
skewer in a small glass or cake
rack so that apple will not touch
anything while cooling.
Apples should be made the day
they are to be used because moisture from apple will soften candy
and make it sticky. Dipping must
be done rapidly or syrup will become too stiff for coating.
The football season is in full
swing! One of these chilly Saturdays it would be a grand treat
to let the youngsters bring "the
gang home from the game for
a football supper.

sity. It's blithe, tailored, becoj
ing and youthful, with box-pleatail
skirt and button-front bodice, fi
ished with a crisp little collar i»
keep it always fresh and new-look I
ing. Make it up in plaid wool ot|
in bright-colored, jersey—or u|
both. t It's too good a design
make up/only once! „
Ihe Patterns.
No. 1835 is designed for sizes 3tl
38, 40, 42,44, 46, 48, 50 and 52. Sial
38 requires 4% yards of 39-inchl
material; 1% yard of contrast;
yards bias fold or braid.
No. 1814 is designed for si
12, 14, 16, 18 and 20. Size 14
quires 3% yards of 54-inch ma
terial; % yard contrast.
New Fall Pattern Book.
Send, today for your new Fall!
Pattern Book with a stunning se-l
lection of a hundred perfect pat-1
terns for all shapes and sizes.!
Save money and know the keenl
satisfac^nlat personally planned,
prefectly fitted garments by mak4
ing jour own frodcs with thesel
smart, carefully cut designs You!
can't go wrong—every pattern in-l
eludes a step-by-step sew chart tol
guide beginners. Price of Pattern!
Book, 15 cents.
I
Send your .order to The Sewing!
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324, f
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of patterns, 15 cents (in I
coins) each.
Dr. Pierce's Fleaiant Pellets made of I
May Apple are effective in removing I
accumulated body waste.—Adv.
Cause of Misery
Much of the misery in this lift
is caused by being unkind to those
whd love us.—G. F. Hoffman.

Tnf Lew* Juice Recipe
To r«ll«y» rheumatic pain, to to asr
leading drufgiit and.fecure a package
.
' add th» lutee "W
dlrtoto* «5
lemon*. Tfcte will make a *iU..ouart 4 1
th* best TiwUflT"' .for rheumatic a«
neurltt* p«ln» you have ever trjA
Cwt» only: a tow cent* a day. This d»
tor-a piMcriptton. nwranteed and a
•ale by' leadtiiK dnutgiita. Homlx Co..
8t loul*. lET^
' :

Performing in Silence
It's a gobdV^fr-that cuts thel
iron without making a noise.

Get Copy of 'Better Baking.'
. Th.isK Practical and clever cookbook by Eleanor Howe, the radio
Home Economist, contains a collection of choice recipes. Luscious, unusual cakes cookies, pies that are
perfect, and hot breads that melt
in your mouth—you'll find tested
w a11 of the e to <<Bettor
Bak
p22**.?
« copy of this
«8. n,
To get your
cookbook now, send ten cents in
coin to "Better Baking," care of
Eleanor Howe, 919 North Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
(Heleawd by Wcitern Nwqwper Union.)

Desired Extra Bathroom
Need Take Little Space
Few houses are being built today without two bathroona, or at
east a bathroom and< extra lavai7u fa ** modernization of an
old house, consideration should be
given to this feature.
Plumbing authorities have found
that the essential fixtures of a bathroom can be installed hi a floor
space which measures five feet one
way and six feet the other. Space
at the unused end of the hallway
often may be converted into an extra bathroom, and hi some cases
an oversized bedroom may be converted into a guest suite by partitioning it and including a bathroom

Codt
JESff

cococoti

•tad fl*
Tlwy«
•id for ImriMM. H**|am

of an •ooaomio ir
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LIGHT P t A f BUILDING

Mrs. H. U. Shannon was brought
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
home a few days ago from the MethoTown Hall, Anita, Iowa,
dits hospital in Des Moines, where
October 6, 1939.
she had been a patient following a
The Town Council of the Town of
major operation. She is showing satAnita, Iowa, met pursuant to the
isfactory recovery.
rules of said Council, in adjourned
Eby Smith and Eugene Daniels, session, on call of the Mayor, at the
farmers near Berea, have been drawn time and place designated in the folas petit jurors for the fall term of lowing call, a copy of which, signed
the Adair county district court which by the Mayor had been personally
opens in Greenfield on Oct. 31, with served on each member of the Council
Judge E. W. Dingwell presiding.
a sufficient time before said meeting,
and service of which had been duly
The members of the Birthday club accepted by each member.
were guests Monday afternoon of Mrs.
JOE PENNER and BETTY GRABLE
Anita, Iowa,
Isola Bangham at her home on WalOctober 6, 1939.
In An Uproarious Fun Upheaval
nut Street. A social afternoon was To Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement,
spent by the ladies, and a lunch was
R. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and
served by the hostess.
Andrew Petersen, Councilmen, Anita, Iowa.
At her home on North Maple Street
Dear
Sir:
Also Crime Doesn't Pay and Iowa News Flashes
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Flora
You
are
hereby
notified
that
a
V. Stone entertained the members of
the Quilt club. Most of the afternoon meeting of the Council of the Town
was spent by the ladies™ playing of Anita, Iowa, will be held on the
Chinese checkers. A lunch was served 6th. day of October, 1939, at the
Town Hall, within said Town, at
by the hostess.
7:00 o'clock P. M. for the purpose
Arlee G. W. Blank, wife and son, of considering a report of the EnArlen, of Independence, Iowa, were gineer for the Town in connection
— See what
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ern- with the construction of a complete
happenedwhen
municipal
electric
light
and
power
est B. Ford, Mr. Blank, who is clerk
this jobless
plant
and
distribution
system
for
said
of the district court of Buchanan
beauty
listen *
county, is Mrs. Ford's brother and Town; and for the transaction of
to
ton
tuiAcrpj
such other business as may come
Mrs. Blank is a sister of Mr. Ford.
millionaire!
before said meeting.
Respectively,
A meeting of the Original Sun(Signed)
C. F. Darrow,
shine club was held last Thursday at
Mayor.
the home of Mrs. Clyde IMoore southThe meeting was called to order
east of the city, with a covered dish
dinner being served during the noon by the 'Mayor, and the roll being
hour to the members, their husbands, called, there were present:
and three other guests, Mrs. J. H. C. F. Darrow, Mayor, in the chair,
Woodall, Mrs. Norman Raper and and the following named Councifmen:
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, R. C.
Mrs. Wayne Sisler. The ladies spent
the afternoon hemming tea towels for Howard, Andrew Petersen.
Absent:
the hostess.
A. J. Kopp.
At her home on East Main Street
The Mayor read the foregoing call
last Thursday evening, Mrs. Chas. F. and reported that service thereof, as
Karns was hostess to the members above stated, had been duly made
of the Pinochle club. Other guests and accepted.
were Mrs. Nellie Richards, Mrs. The Councilman Alfred Dement inHarold Donohoe and Mrs. H. R. Red- troduced and read the resolution next
burn. Mrs. Andy Miller has rejoined hereinafter set out, and moved its
the club, after a year's absence as adoption, seconded by Councilman
a member. High score at the even- Andrew Petersen, and after due coning's pinochle session was held by sideration thereof by the Council, the
Mrs. Richards.
Mayor put the question upon the adoption of said resolution and the roll
The regular meeting of the Susie being called, the following named
Q club was held last Thursday even- Councilmen voted:
ing at the home of Mrs. Donald ChadAyes:
wick on Rose Hill Avenue. Others
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement,
present besides the members were
R. C. Howard, Andrew Petersen.
Mrs. Frank Kramer, Mrs. Earl SampNays:
son and Miss Doris Mae Ekdahl of
None.
Anita and 'Miss Mary Kramer of
Absent:
Altus, Ark. The evening was spent
A. J. Kopp..
playing pinochle, at which high score
Whereupon, the Mayor declared said
was held by Mrs. Robert Cryer, with Resolution duly adopted as follows, toMiss Kramer as runnerup. Low wit:
score was held by Mrs. Kramer.
RESOLUTION.
WHEREAS, the Town of Anita,
At her home northwest of the city
Iowa, heretofore entered into a conlast Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Nelse
tract with Electric Motors Company
Nelsen was hostess to the members in the construction of the municipal
of the Jolly Neighbors club. Present
electric light and power plant and
were thirteen members and one visit- distribution system for said Town;
or, Mrs. George Nelsen. Officers for and
the ensuing year were elected as folWHEREAS, subsequent to the enlows: Mrs. Glen Taylor, president;
Mrs. Leland Jordan, vice president; gineer's reports received and approvMrs. Lela Swanson, secretary; and ed by this Council on September 6,
Mrs. Maude Swanson, treasurer. Mrs. 1939, the engineers for said Town,
Leland Jordan was the winner of ,a Stanley Engineering Company, formcontest put on by 'Mrs. Thomas Mur- erly Young & Stanley, Inc., "have
phy. At the close of the meeting filed their further report showing
ALSO DONALD DUCK CARTOON and NEWS
a lunch was served by the hostess. partial fulfillment of said construction
contract and their approval of the
Among those from out-of-town who work done and the material furnished
were here Sunday to attend the fun- and recommending payment of an
eral services for the late Corwin Wil- amount due to said contractor in the $4,000 due December 1, 1950.
Passed and approved this 6th. day
son were: Glen Anderson and wife aggregate of $5,510, and payment of
of
Oct., 1939.
miscellaneous
expenses
of
$279.01
inof Oneida, 111; Norman Wagner of
C. F. Darrow,
Iowa City; Marjorie Knop of Omaha; curred by said Town in connection
Mayor.
Ray Burke and wife and James Mc- with said improvement, and there
Attest:
remains
a
balance
of
$426.43
due
conConnell of Harlan; Duane Zastrow
Solon A. Karns,
and Donald Hagen of Avoca; Esther tractors on Engineer's former reports
Town Clerk.
Whether you're taking a
Mae and Lois Mclntyre of Des for work and materials heretofore
short week-end trip or going
(Seal)
approved
and
authorized
to
be
paid,
Moines; John E. Budd and wife, E. F.
across the continent, the
\
Motion by Ernest Burke and secondJones and wife, Joe Karwal and wife, being a total aggregate amount due
cares of travel are greatly
and
unpaid
exceeding
$4,000;
and
reved
by
R.
C.
Howard
to
adjourn,
carB. W. Roberts and wife, Miss Anna
reduced, and the journey
seems so much less tiresome,
McGrath, Miss Delores McConnell, enue bonds to the amount of $4,000 ried.
when you travel by rail.
Solon A. Karns,
Bert Neilson and Ray Schupp of At- should now be delivered to said conRock Island main line trains
Town Clerk.
lantic; Meldon Petersen and wife of tractors or their assigns, in accordare completely air-condiance
with
the
terms
of
agreements
Exira'; Harold Karwal and wife of
tioned, and are so roomy and
Mrs. Hat-ley Miller and daughter,
pleasant that you'll wonder
Brayton; Harry Bassett and wife, Col- between said Town and said conwhy you have ever gone any
Frances, enjoyed a visit the past week
lis Smith and wife, Roy Parker and tractors; and
:
other way.
WHEREAS, claims representing with relatives and friends in Muscawife, Glen Millard and wife, 'Mrs.
This is World's Fair Year and
Maude Smith, Luella and Wilma the aforesaid additional aggregate tine.
it is not too late for yo'u to
amount
now
due
have
been
assigned
Smith, Ted Hitchcock, Verle Williams
visit either or both of these
stupendous spectacles.
and Alvin Rater of Casey; and Lloyd to the Anita State Bank, Anita, Iowa,
and said Town authorized to deliver
Miller of Marne.
GOLDEN GATE INTERNATIONAL
WHEN ANIMALS
said bonds to said bank, assignee, in
EXPOSITION on San Francisco Bay.
DIE
Mrs. Norman Morgan, a recent payment of said claims and said bank
NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR—the
bride, was - the guest of honor at a j is authorized to accept said bonds
We will pick them up workLof tomorrow.
miscellaneous shower last Thursday, in payment and satisfaction of said
promptly.
Low round trip fares and allafternoon at the home of her mother- claims; now therefore
New
steel
water
tight
expense
tours are available
in-law, Mrs. N. O. Morgan, southwest
IT IS RESOLVED by the Town
body
at
your
service.
C.
C.
GARDNER,
A. G. P. A.
of the city, hostesses being Mrs. Mor- Council of the Town of Anita, Iowa:
721
Locust
Street
gan, Mrs. Harry Kauffman and Mrs. Section 1. That the reports of enPhone 257
Des Moines, Iowa
Carl Livingston. The home was decor- gineers, Stanley Engineering ComWAGNER FILLING STATION
ated in pink and white, and the thir- pany, formerly Young & Stanley, Inc.,
Rock
ANITA, IOWA
ty-five ladies present spent the af- referred to in the preamble of this
Island
ternoon with different games and con- resolution be and the same are retests. Little Max Kauffman and Pat- ceived and approved.
sy Livingston presented the numerSection 2. That the Town Treasous gifts to the guest of honor in a urer is authorized and directed to
large basket decorated in pink and deliver to the Anita'State Bank, Aniwhite, which they took into the room ta, Iowa, assignee, Municipal Electric
in a pink and white decorated wagon. Light and Power Plant and DistribuThe same color scheme was carried tion System Revenue Bonds of the
out in the lunch served by the host- Town of Anita, dated July 1, f939,
esses at the close of the afternoon. in an aggregate amount of $4,000;
An out-of-town guest was the bride's said bonds to be numbered and to
mother, Mrs. Lou Livingston of mature as follows:
C. F. DARROW, Manager
Bayard, Iowa.
Bonds Nos. 62 to 65, both inclusive,

ANITA
R1ALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night

is & picture of the new $104,- er employees will be glad to show you
:ipal light and power plant through the plant. On the same day,
which will be open for pub- the Cass county corn husking contest
will be held at the J. Hv Trimmer
i during the afternoon and farm southwest of the city,..with
a
*next Saturday, at which time corn show in Anita during the aftertttendent Ernest Ford and oth- noon and evening.
D. L. Spiker is home from
Frank Watkins and wife spent the
t with "her daughter, Mrs! M. €. week end in Kansas City, Mo., guests
*fld family, at.Pefiin/IU.
of bis brother, Dee Watkins and wife.
Steele and wife and Mrs.
Cryer were called to Morris,
it-Fjaday by the death of John
a brother of Mr. Steele, .and
away at his home in that
night before.

John Roberts has returned to his
home in Foster, Ore., after a pleasant visit at the home of his nephew,
Frank Roberts and family, and with
other relatives at Cumberland.

Tom Bailey ^received a bad
her right leg; Friday afternoon
she slipped while climbing over
wire fence at her home southof the city. The leg was cut
the knee to the ankle and it reseveral stitches to close the

The W. W, club met at the home
of Mrs. Roy Derry south of Wiota last
Thursday afternoon.
'Present were
seven members and one visitor, MSss
Lethja Mae Saxton. " A social afternoon r was enjoyed and refreshments
were served by the ^hostess. The next
meeting will be held at the home of
Mrs. Frederick Possehl on Oct. 26.

SPECIALS
Fitting Glasses Successfully
For Years
High grade toric lenses in octagonal design with white gold
filled mountings. Price includes
frames, lenses and
case .
..............

A SALE OF BETTER EYESIGHT
PR. L. B. PETERSEN, Optometrist
Atlantic, Iowa ;

-

SEED CORN MAY IOOK AUKC-

£«£ THERE'S A HEAP
OF DIFFERENCE

Sure, most seed corn looks
alike... but you can't see the
hundreds of tiny "character*
determining" genes in the
heu$«of the seed. They're the
tbidgs responsible for the difference Between ordinary
'hybrlasand DeKalb Perfected
Corn. See these and other outyonr neacby DeKalb proving
ground.

HVBRIDS

LESTER SCHOLL
ANITA, IOW4

"The Day the Bookies Wept"

SAT.-SUN. OCT. 21-22

Girls!..Bewife of Men

Distances are
shortened when you

GO BY TRAIN

USABLE
TRY THE
[•NUT OASOLINE WITH

CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

,Shaffer&Son
ANITA, IOWA

\) ' •

SHIP and
TRAVEL.

SPECIAL PRICE ON
AND FENCE MATERIAL
THE FARMERS COOP.

SEW

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD I, -LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible InstltuU
of Chicago
(Released nfr Western Newspaper Union.)

• an octopus have eight
IjOjF-Aight legst v
-year follows 1 B. C.t
r- Hqf far apart are the "bases
bawball diamond?
it naine is given to a na>ari«? Venice? Naples?
7,much dirt in a hole 3
and 3 feet deep?
and where was the
If rebellion?
is heavier, an ounce of
I or an ounce of feathers?

•,,_

s^/l^TY
Ruth Wyelh Spears

Lesson for October 22

UPHOLSTERY FABRIC

Lesson subject* end Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education: used by
permission.

THE CITIZENS OF THE KINGDOM
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 8:1.16.
GOLDEN TEXT—Let your light so shine
before men, that they may see your good
works, and glorify your Father which b In
heaven.—Matthew 5:16.

The Answers

|£Eight tentacles. Generally
to as arms, though the
i conies from a Greek
; eight legs.
~"3|« bases fornv a 90 foot
,,-•«•'
' "
f£, Parisian. Venetian. Neopol| The dirt has been removed.
|An anti-foreign demonstration
Thina in 1900 led by the Chi|«ociety known as the Boxers.
*As gold is usually computed
" weight, and feathers in
joisj an ounce of gold
'be about 10 per cent
Coffee and waffiM are star performers for Sunday breakfast.
.

.

Sea Recipe Below.

At the Sound of the
Breakfast Bell

Place one pineapple slice on each
piece of toast and top with two slices
of bacon. Garnish with parsley, and
serve very hot.
Five mornings a week there's a
Waffles.
last-minute scramble to get to
2
cups
pastry
flour ,,
school on time, and; a mad dash to
2 teaspoons baking powder
beat the boss to the office—and too
% teaspoon salt
frequently the all-important^ busi2 eggs
ness of eating breakfast is neglect1 cup milk
ed. Maybe the
% cup butter (melted)
breakfast menu
Sliced bacon
needs revising,
Mix and sift all dry ingredients.
or needs a "beauty treatment" to Beat egg yolks; thoroughly and add
increase its ap- milk. Then pour this milk mixture
petite appeal.
into the dry ingredients and1 blend
If all homemak- lightly. Add melted butter and fold
Clearing the Mind
ers would join' in the well beaten egg whites. Cut
•dear friend, clear your mind forces to raise the standard of bacon into 1-inch pieces; place 1
a't. You may talk as other American breakfasts, it would be a piece on each waffle iron section
do . . . but don't think long step in the direction of happi- and then pour waffle batter on hot
7.—Samuel-Johnson.
ness rand well being
for the family. waffle iron.
Breakfast needn't1 be elaborate to be
Buckwheat Cakes.
good, but it should consist of foods 1 yeast cake
well chosen and well prepared to
tempt the appetites of members of 1 cup lukewarm water
the family who aren't ordinarily in- 3 tablespoons dark molasses
terested, in this first meal of the day. 1 tablespoon salt
Serving something new, occasion- 1% cups flour
ally, is a more effective means of 1% cups buckwheat flour
cup lukewarm water (approxigetting the laggards out of bed than 1 mately)
the loudest alarm clock I
1 teaspoon soda dissolved hi Vt cup
Blaeberry Muffing.
water
(Makes 10-12 muffins)
Soak yeast cake in 1 cup of lukeVt cup butter
warm
water. Add molasses, salt,
% cup sugar
and flour, and
1 egg
enough addition2% cups flour
al lukewarm wa- 3 teaspoons baking powder
ter to make a
% teaspoon salt
batter a little
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
thicker than that1 cup milk'
used for ordinary
1 cup blueberries (well drained)
griddle cakes.
Cream the butter and add sugar Put batter in a
gradually. Add the egg, well beat- covered bean jar, and let stand over
en, and mix. Sift all dry ingredi- night. In the morning add soda disents, reserving Vi cup flour to be solved in water. Bake on a hot
mixed with the blueberries. Add greased griddle.
milk, mixed with vanilla extract,
Birmingham Eggs.
and dry ingredients alternately. Add
Slice bread 1 inch thick, trim off
the floured blueberries. Bake in
greased muffin tins in a moderate crusts and cut a 1%-inch hole in
oven (375 degrees) approximately the center. Place in heavy frying
pan containing generous amount of
20 minutes.
butter. Break an egg in the center
Bacon With Apple Rings.
of
each slice. Fry'bread slices un7 slices bacon
to
golden brown, then turn and
1 egg (slightly beaten with 1 table- brown
other side. Salt and pepper,
spoon cold water)
Quick, Butterscotch Rolls.
White corn meal 3 apples (peeled and cut hi Mi-inch
2 cups flour
round slices) ,
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon powdered sugar
% teaspoon salt
% teaspoon cinnamon
V4 cup shortening
Juice of 1 lemon
"% cup milk
Melted butter
Melt sufficient bacon fat to cover
1 cup light brown sugar
the bottom of a skillet. Cut bacon
Yt cup butter
•trips in halves, dip in beaten egg,
I you want'to be sure of quick
% cup pecan nut meats
then
dip
in
corn
meal.
Saute
gentry
starring, perfect lubriin the bacon fat until each strip is a
Sift flour, baking powder and salt.
, and carefree driving this
golden brown. Place apple slices in Cut in shortening and add milk. Roll
a mixture of the lemon juice, sugar, out and brush with melted butter.
ater ... if you want to be
and cinnamon for a few minutes. Sprinkle with % cup brown sugar.
i of worry about the winter
Drain the apple slices, without dry- Roll firmly like a jelly roll. Cream
ing, and saute in the remaining fat. together the remaining % cup of
of sludge, carbon and
Place bacon strips hi the center, of a sugar and V* cup butter. Spread
on ... then head right warmed platter and arrange around this mixture, together with the peit the browned apple rings.
can nutmeats, over bottom of bak"for your nearest Quaker
ing pan. Slice biscuit roll hi %-inch
Hominy
Grits
With
Balked
Eggs.
; dealer and
slices and place cut side up hi the
(Serves 4-6)
butter-sugar-nut mixture. Bake 20
3 cups freshly cooked grits
minutes in moderate oven (350 de5 to 6 eggs
Change now to
grees)
and turn out of pan at once
Salt, pepper and paprika
Serve upside down.
% cup cheese (graUd)
Quaker State
Fill a shallow baking pan with
the cooked grits. With a spoon make
Winter OiJ
"Hurry-Up-Meals"—those probhollows or wells
lems of the present-day busy
in the grits. Drop
homemaker, will be the subject of
a fresh egg into
Eleanor Howe's column next
each hollow.
week. Miss Howe will give you
Sprinkle with
menu plans and recipes for meals
salt, pepper, pathat can be whipped together alprika and grated
most in leas time than it takes
chtese. Bake in a
to tell about it.
moderately hot oven (375 degrees)
for 20 to 25 minutes.
Send for 'Household Hints.
French Toast With Pineapple
Here
is a. homemaker's reference
and Bacon.
book
which
gives you" tips on tvery(Serves 4)
thing from mendirig net curtains to
8 slices bacon
arranging cut flowers. How to wash
2 eggs (slightly beaten)
feather pillows, a quick method of
y» pup milk
beking potatoes, and how to test
V4 teaspoon salt
the fabrics that you.buy—you'll find
4 slices bread
these and many other suggestions
4 slices pineapple (canned)
in "Household Hints" by Eleanor
Pan- fry bacon until nicely Howe.
browned and crisp; drain and keep
MAIBCJWS
To get your copy of this clever
hot. Combine slightly beaten eggs/ look
send 10 cents in coin to
milk, and salt, and mix well. Dip
"Household
Hints," care of Eleanor
J"*«*tltt;H» jnfeta* and taut, in Howe, 919 North
ttw not bacon fat-until golden brown. Chicago, Illinois. Michigan Avtnue
Thtn taut* the pineapple

iter catch you
unprepared

(R*te*i»d by Wotara Newspaper Unloa >

Great and historic discourses are
preserved with care and are read
by succeeding generations with
profit and interest even though they
are recognized to be the utterances
of weak and fallible men. The lesson before us presents what is "undoubtedly the greatest single discourse ever uttered by any teacher
or statesman or philosopher in the
whole history of the human race
(Smith). Take up your Bible and
read the words of the text.
These verses are addressed to believers, to" those who have actually
taken Christ as king of their lives.
These beatitudes are not 'a substitute for the gospel. They are not
laws that the unbeliever can keep
and thus be saved, ^for this would
be utterly impossible for anyone to
do, except the one who has been
born again. Only he who knows
and has called upon the power and
grace of God hi Christ can qualify
to walk as a citizen of His kingdom.
I. The Christian's King (w. 1, 2).
The words which fell from the
blessed lips of the Lord Jesus on
that day as He sat on the mountainside were not the powerless declarations of an earthly philosopher or
statesman, but of the Son of God
who had humbled Himself and becoine the Son of Man who was still
the King of kings and the Lord of
lords. If you have not given glad
and free allegiance to Hun, d6 it
now and you will then be ready to
go on and learn ,of the Christian's
character and influence which may
be your possession in Christ.
II. The Christian's Character (w.
3-12).
The eight characteristics of the
Christian here presented are worthy
of extended individual attention,
but we can offer only brief suggestions.
"Blessed- are the poor hi spirit"
speaks of humility as a commendable quality. How contradictory the
present-day philosophy which calls
for self-assertion and self-reliance.
But Jesus is not mistaken. The way
into the kingdom of heaven is not
that of assertive self-sufficiency.
"Blessed are they that mourn."
The world 'does not believe that
statement. It shuns the house of
mourning. It tries without avail to
philosophize away the fact of sorrow. The Christian, on the other
hand, feels with his fellow man and
thus receives a blessing.
"I walked a mile with Pleasure
She chattered all the way;
But left me none the wiser
For all she had to say.
"1 walked a mile with Sorrow.
And ne'er a word said sheBl
oh Uie tWngs 1 le
Jk.
When 'J
Sorrow walked»med
with from
me." her

"Blessed are the meek." Ah, yes,
poverty of spirit comes when a man
rightly sees himself, and has a sympathetic touch with sorrow. Then he
"inherits the earth," because he truly comes to enjoy it as a place of
service and Christian growth, and
not because he has a deed to a
single foot of its soil.
"Note that it is the hunger and
thirst for righteousness, and not the
possession of it, that is blessed"
(Plummer). Self-satisfied people
know -nothing of the glory of having
such a hunger and thirst filled bv
God.
Time fails us to speak of the
Christian's spirit of mercy which invites divine mercy; that purity of
heart and absolute cleanness of
mind and sincerity of purpose which
enable a man really to see God
even in this impure world; that
Christlike spirit which makes him a
peacemaker in a fighting worldyes, that spirit which makes him
Like the Master 'in sweetly bearing
unjustified persecution. These indeed are the marks of the man who
follows Christ as King.
III. The Christian's Influence (vv
13-16).

"Salt" and "light"! What pungent
and powerful folk are the real followers of Christ!
Salt fights against rottenness,
keeps things sweet and fresh. Dr.
J. H. Jowett says, Christians "are
to confront rottenness in politics; they are to meet it in 'the
realm of business; they are to make
for it in the field of sport; they are
to be its enemies in the crowded
streets of common intercourse; they
are to defeat it in the quiet and sequestered ways of art and literature; everywhere they are to provide the antidote to corruption, and
they are to overcome and destroy
Light has one function, namely, to
illuminate. Wickedness and sin always love darkness, because their
deeds are evil (read John 3:19-21).
If Christ really dwells in us we cannot help but shed light about us
wherever we go—a divine light
which drives out the darkness of sin
of ignorance, of superstition, and r*>
places it with the sunlight of God.

TURN EDGE
AND STITCH
BRAID OVER IT

TURN
ENDS
AND
TACK

STAIN AND
THEN WAX

New uses for a camp stool.
LIAVE
you
ever
wished
for a practical suggestions for beautifyx
-* small, low table that would ing the home; with step-by-step
appear from nowhere and dis- directions clearly illustrated. To
appear again when you were get one of these useful booklets,
through with it? Have you ever just send name and address, with
thought it would be nice if Fa- 10 cents in coin to Mrs. Spears,
ther's ottoman could be folded up 210 S. Desplaines St., Chicago, 111.
and put out of the way when not
in use? Or perhaps you have unpacked a suit case in a guest
Kece
room and wished for something
other than the bed; a chair or
the floor to put it on during the
th
process?
A camp stool plus a tray to fit
the top makes a very satisfactory
Cranberry Maple Syrup Pie.
small table to place beside a
1 tablespoon
flour
,
game table or to set up for your
1 cup maple syrup
;
books or mending basket by your
2 cups fresh cranberries
Pie pastry
favorite chair._N But be sure to
dress it up so that it will look its
Line an 8-inch plate with pastry.
best either when in use or when Sprinkle flour over' bottom crust
folded up and placed in some and add maple syrup. Top with
out of the way corner. A rem- whole raw cranberries. Cover with
nant of material and some up- pastry, press edges together and
holstery braid will do the trick. brush top of crust with milk. Baka
Stain and wax are suggested for in hot oven, 400° Fahrenheit—about
the base as paint might be marred 40 minutes,
fl
in folding the stool.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mrs. Spears
has prepared for our readers a
booklet containing 32 useful and

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS
Sandwich Filling.—Flaked salmon and chopped cucumber pickles moistened with mayonnaise
make a tasty sandwich filling.
I. A GREAT VARIETY SHOW
« * *
30 MINUTO . . . MOM HOUnVDODI
Boiled Vegetables.—Vegetables,
Kenny IAKIR • ProncM LANO'ORO
if allowed to stand in water after
David
they are boiled, become soggy.
Jlmmto WAUINOTON
Drain off water they are boiled in
and use for soup stock.
* * *
Light-Weight
Blankets. — Wool 2. A GREAT DRAMATIC SHOW
. . . HtOM NtW yoMO
blankets1 and light-weight comfortWfiMk-<H|r MAYS . . .
ers give warmth without excess
writtwa by Hi* world**
weight and pressure, and insure
the sleeper a restful feeling on
arising.
* * *
Decorations on Cookies.—When
decorations are added to cookie
dough—such as dates or nuts—
press them well down into the
dough. Otherwise they may come
off during the baking.
To Own
* • *
The magic of property turn*
Tools for Carving.—For easy sand into gold.—Young.
carving, proper tools are essential. No one can do satisfactory
carving without a sharp knife; so
sharpen the knife as often as necessary. A steel for this purpose
Takes Coco Cod Evtry Day
usually is included with the carving set, and may be used just
and Licks tho Spoon
before serving, preferably in the Of courtage get* cod liver oil—but like all lucky
kids, it to Coco Cod—with the delicious ebocokitchen.

GAINS 20 LBS.
IN 6 MONTHS

Uty flayorevery youngster loves. Mrs. A.
nicnsnw writes:

Hindering Joy
There is in all of us an impediment to perfect happiness, namely, weariness of what we possess,
and a desire for what we have not.
—Madame Rieux.

ml tuu • fair ojckukt
IfcM IM* Hi* Jonathan
afplu."
Other cod liver oils have
only Vitamins A «nd D.
but Coco Cod ta aho
rich in Vitamin B— the
appetite and growth
motin'i vitamin.

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are an
e f f e c t i v e laxative. Sugar coated.
Children like them. Buy now!—Adv.
Others Are Mortals
All men think all men mortals
but themselves.—Young.

COCO GOB

Visit Us or Phone, Wire. Write for Quality

^SSW Cattle

EMy-fa^gqul«jk.m«tttrinfl feed lot I High
Pifl.. Correct type, foundation .took.

BURNETTE-C

MERCHANTS
Your Advertising Dollar
buys something more than space and circulation in
the columns of this newspaper. It buys space and
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
readers for this newspaper and its advertising patrons.

LET US TEUi YOU MORE ABOUT IT

FIFTY-SEVEN

WINS

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1939.
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Second Training Schools OPERATION FATAL
to Start on November 7 TO ANNAAUPPERLE
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Sonja Henieis'full of surprises these
days, thanks to her co-starring role
$ Steffens .Finishes First in .with^ T^ywjBe !Ppwer in Irving Berlin's
j^Corn Husking Contest Held "S^ottd'-Fmdle.'' This 20th Century^
• At Trimmer Farm;\!. • Fox picture at the Rialto Theatre
'v*-;. • • . .,Saturday and Sunday evenings offers
larold Wheatley Second.
one of. the greatest combinations of
talent evet; gathered f or a single show,
featuring
fcddy Vallee and Edna May
Steffens, young farmer livOliver,
.including
new-star Mary
of Wiota, won the county
Healy, Lyle j Tilfeot and Alan foinecontest held Saturday.
hart, and introducing six • new/ Berlin
(t the J. H, Trimmer farm' song hita.
.
of Anita when he husked
In the fflm Sonja performs on the
ounds of corn in 8Q minutes.
P$j?heatley, living: north of Ani- ice with her first screen skating partsecond with 1,719 pounds, ner, , presents spectacular tropical
dances—the rhumba and tango—on
Eilts of Wiota placed
the ice, and inttgjiuces, with Rudy
ith 1,716 pounds,
Vallee, the new ballroom dance sensavd estimated at 2,000 wite1 Contest and later attended tion, the "Back to Back."
She also romances with Tyrone
show in Anita. Besides the
Power—a couple fans the public has
place winners in the corn
"contest, twelve other pickers demanded to see again ever aince their
triumph in "Thin Ice!"
irt in the contest. The conIn , addition Sonja hangs up her
i finished in the following ordskating
shoes and dons a streamElben of 'Massena, 1,521
lined swim suit for a sequence in
Leo Kelly of Anita, 1,496
Alfred Tietz of Griswold, 1,- the film, proving herself as much at
is; Lesile Dorsey of Wiota, home gracing the border of a pool,
or disporting in the water, as she is
ounds; William Sager of Wio- on
ice.
pounds; Ray Hyndman of
;J
The
ice queen has a real dramatic
i:,'1,406 pounds; Melvin Lentz
role,
allowing
her to demonstrate a
1,332 pounds; Rich Maas
genuine
acting
talent that production
ntic, 1,322 pounds; William
chief Darryl F. Zanuck has accorded
Mferne, 1,308 pounds; Dean
some careful grooming. The screen
lugend, -based on a
Bradshaw, is a realltold of Atlantic, 999 ounds

NUMBER 2

VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
GRAPEFRUIT—
DATES-^
Texas Marsh seedless,
New Hallowii,
bulk,
for
«55JC
2 pounds
OATS—
MILK—
Briardale quick or
Briardale evaporated,
regular,
f Q_
large tube..,. *«*V.
tall cans
"*£
MARSHMALLOWS—
CATSUP—
Fresh arid fluffy,
GWip, from red ripe
Briardale,
tomatoes,
2 bottles
tARD—
POPCORN—
Japanese Hulless,
Armour's Star,
1-lb. carton. .-•-,
5
pounds
KRAFT DINNER—
, Macaroni and cheese,
MILK CHOCOLATES
Homestead Blocks,
cooks in 9 minutes,
2
13-ounce
bar
packages ...
BRIARDALE FLOUR
49-lb. bag $1.69
GWC FLOUR
49-lb. bag $1.50
TALL CORN FLOUR... 49-lb. bag $1.35
THRIFTY FLOUR . . . 4£-HK >ag $1.19
SOAP—
PEANUT BRITTLE—
First of the season,
Energy White
Laundry,
Per
pound . . . . . . .
6 large bars...
CAKE FLOUROXYDOL—
For better cakes use
The granulated houseBriardale,
hold
soap,
93L»
package
large package. «OC

29c

Discussions on the advisability of
using rewards and punishments will be
discussed by Cass county homemakers
during training schools ,* to be given
by Miss Mary Loujse' Sinion, ^home
demonstration agent, starting Nov. 7,
oh phase 2, "Constructive 'Discipline,"
of the "Child Development Course
on Habits and Character."
The schedule' for the training
Schools is as follows:
Grant and Lincoln townships at the
home of M*s, Carl Moore on Tuesday,
Nov. 7; Brighton and Washington
townships at the Marne town hall on
Wednesday, N^y, 8;';>Grove and Pymosa townships at; the home of Mrs.
Clarence Hitchcock on Thursday, Nov.
9; Benton and Franklin townships
at the home off Mrs. Wm. Ballenseifer
on Thursday, Nov. 16; and for Union
and Edna townships at the home of
Mrs. Chas. Cornell on Friday, Nov. 17.
The Massena-Victoria, Pleasant-Noble
and Bear Grove-Cass training schools
will be scheduled at a later date.

Lincoln Township School Teacher Dies
Following Major Operation; Fun. era! Held Sunday Afternoon
at. Church of Christ.

Miss Anna M. Aupperle, 35, teacher
at Maple fcrrove school in Lincoln
township, and, a daughter of J. P.
Aupperle, passed away at the Atlantic hospital at :2;30 o'clock last Friday afternoon, following a major operation to which she submitted about
10:00 o'clock the night 'tefore. Miss
Aupperle was stricken during the evening last Tuesday and early Wednesday, morning was taken to tfte hospital.
An 'emergency operation 'frbni which
she failed Ho rally was 'performed
invan effort to save her life.
;
Miss Aupperle was born Nov. 14,
1903, near Exira, and when a small
girl moved to the Anita vicinity .with
her parents. She attended the Anita
RFniTrF rwITOPWCT
schools and graduated with the.class
KfcUUt^ 1JUEKEST
of 1922. She attended the Des Moines
ON CORN LOANS, University in 1923 and has taught
school in the Anita vicinity for the
The Commodity Credit Corporation past fourteen years.
recently announced a reduction of
She was baptized in 1907 and conCommodity Credit Corporation loans firmed into the Lutheran church in
from 4 to 3 per cent according to 1921, and remained a faithful memGlair D. Becker, member of the Coun- ber until her death. She was well
ty AAA committee in charge of corn known throughout this part of the
loans.
county, and by her' pleasing disposiThe reduced interest rate becomes tion made many friends. She had the
effective Nov. 1, 1939, Mr. Becker
reputation of being a very capable
said, and all loans after that date
instructor
in the rural schools, and
search to £
will bear the new interest rate.
was well liked by those she taught.
of
a
great
Banks and lending agencies now
different classifications. The,
She leaves to mourn her passing her
novel.
.
making Commodity Credit Corpora-'
judged by Prof. E. S. Dyas, j
d fath
8ix brotherg
six
program
will
include
the
lion > assistant professor of
tion loans are guaranteed an interest si(jters Hermother and one brother
lar
news
reel
and
the
Terry-toon
caromy at Iowa State college in
rateof 2% per centfor their services, preceded her in'death. The survivin technicolor, 'Two Headed
CIDER—
and the Commodity Credit Corporation . ^^^ an4 8ister9 are o^
who also gave an interesting toon
Giant."
PEANUT BUTTERSweet drinking apple
receives 1% per cent of.^thetotalj A
^ of ^ ^^
|ori "Corn (Production."
Tonight the Big Night.
4., per cent charged .producers.
Under
„
•,
,.
•„,,
,- . xNeb..
^ u TLouis
•• •»Aupliam Steele, well known farmcider,
TalLGorn,
|^
, ,.
. perle of Welfleet,
Sally Eilers, popular young .screen
thei new
arrangement
lending
agencies
•
,
,
T>
,.
_.
V,
,
the Berea community, won first
n
gallon
pint
jar
ll.C
• i
£i. ^ j. ** -.~cT« •„ perle of Burlington, Colo., Oscar ,Aupactress, plays the romantic lead opmaking
loans
after
, of
»-«.
J TJohn
L
in the best ten ears class. Ten
f ™
,
.
,
_ Oct. 31,' 1939,' will
, perle
Massena, Arthur
and
posite Victor McLaglen in the gripbe guaranteed 2 per cent, and the *
• , . A .. '-, „ ..
...
were offered in this division, ping drama, "Full Confession," fea„
... _, ... i,
.
.,,
Aupperle of Anita; Mrs. Kathryn NewCommodity Credit Corporation will re£ , „.,
,
„,.
* _ '
winners finishing as follows:
.
,
,
,
comb
of Milwaukee, Wis., Mrs. Dora
ture attraction at the Rialto this
n
n
ANITA MAN LOSER
ceive 1.per •cent. On
loans
made
under
-a
u.
*
-a
u.
T
\*
^
•, . „ . .
Beatty of Prescott, Iowa, Mrs. r,
Esther
(Wednesday) evening.
IN
DAMAGE
CASE
current programs before Nov. 1, how- «• i. j
* /-, •
, •*,
npson, third; Paul Steele, fourth; j
haired star is cast as
ever, banks ™d lending agencies will Rlchards °f O""»» and.Mrs" ^a
who
After
more
than
six
hours
of
dereceive 2% per cent interest.
, ^P^ Mary,Ch.as am and Miss
(ixth; Glen Babbit, seventh; Dean
1,
renegade
liberation,
a
jury
in
the
Cass
county
Selection
of
the
petit
jury
for
the
The .reduction follows the policy ofalso
^ ^f'6 °f Anlta' ^ 1S
Wrong, eighth; Carl A. Zellmer,
to prison. Mc- November term of the Cass county district court late last Wednesday ev- n,
j-t r>
j-4. r.
*.•
*
and, ..
four
I; and Kenneth Woods, tenth,
the r>
Commodity
Credit
Corporation
of
, survived
_
.by six nieces
..
, .
„ . ,
. .
,
nephews, and many other relatives
Laglen 'plays the roughneck, while district court was announced a few ening returned a verdict awarding reducing
all interest rates and carry*,
., . . . . . .
.the best single ear division Paul
250
,
. ., . .
,
.., and a wide circle of friends,
damages to Kenneth Johnson of mg charges
won first prize; Henry Lees, Joseph Calleia is seen as a priest who days ago by Cecil M!. Skipton, clerk ?
to their lowest poss.ble, ^
^
Earlham, plaintiff, in a suit against evels. This policy gives the farmer Church of
court.
|jd; A. C. Holmes, third; Carl A.
«Carl Holland, farmer living northwest the opportunity to retain the largest o>M
jurora ^ rt ftt 9:00 .. m.
aer, fourth; Edgar N. Thompson, confess to a murder in order to save
afte
an innocent man's life..O t h err supof Anita.
sup.
J.
Mantz
of
AuduNoy<
2Q
Judge
H
J. Bt Thompson, sixth; Wilpossible equity m commodities under on.
„
' ,
portmg TO*, are played by Elizabeth
Theo. Hoemann, pastor of Immanuel
Johnson had asked $1,070 judg- joan
preside oyer
November
jr- Steele, seventh; Lester Scholl, Risdon, Adele Pearce and Malcolm
i
Lutheran
church
at
Adair,
officiating.
ment for damages sustained by his
term of court.
i; Clyde,Moore, ninth; and Ken- MIcTaggart. ,
Thorle Robison, wife and children ^ceding thwe services, a short serThose summoned for jury service truck in a collision with Holland's car
ftWoods; tenth.
The program this evening will in- are:
several weeks ago on Highway No. 6 of Des Moines spent Sunday in the V1CeT was, held at *he AW** *°™
j'the 4-H yield contest, first prize
clude several miniatures. Mary HowLmc n
von by Everett Daugard; second ard will be seen in "Love on Tap;" Anita—Leslie Crandall, Fred Ehr- near Menlo. He charged that the city with his parents, C. A. Robison m
°l *°T, P > 0 ^
'T^
' comP°sed °* Helen Siedelman, Irene
j by Emmet Daugard; third, Rich- "Sheep in the Meadow" is- the title man, John Hjortshoj, Mrs. Lloyd Har- Anita man's car Was negligently and wife
'
Hoemann, Doris MKller, Batta Huff,
|$t)^aithers; and fourth, Lawrence of a cartoon; and Iowa news flashes, ris, Mrs. Solon A. Kama, James Rickel, driven on the wrong side of the road
Mi er
when
the
accident
occurred.
M.
0.
Woodall,
Charles
A.
Young
and
William
Richter
has
rented
a
farm
'
J^
" ' **™ Pett and Grace
< In the 4-H corn breeding con- through courtesy of Miller's Mlarket.
Mlller a11 of Adair a
Two
occupants
of
the
Holland
car,
near Kahoka, Mo., and in a few weeks
'
' <*»mpanied at
there was but one contestant,
Raymond Nelson. /
plaDO by Rev
m
'
K°*!.»*«*»
*™> «_,]
sang,-*.
Atlantic—Mrs. L. 6. Allender, Mrs. Dean Arnett and Robert Crawford, he and his family will leave here for the
tt Northrup of Lewis,
"T.«4TWrt. n^" nl
4-l.«
variety contest for 4-H boys
Blanche Bibby, R. A. Berry, !>• E. were injured in the crash, which oc- their new home. He will have a pub- Let Me Go" at the home, and at
church the same chorus, with
curred at 2:30 a. m. last Aug. 25,
i by Earl Zellmer; with second
We wish to announce to the people Crabtree, Carl Davis, Paul Enarson, while the youths were returning to lic sale of personal property at his Mrs Au uat
northwest
of
Anita
before
mov'
*
Tieperman of Adair as
going to Merfon Northrup; of Anita that starting Wednesday, Troy C. Fisher, Frank Gaylord, Mrs.
accompanist, sang "Rock of Ages,"
Warren Shepherd;, and fourth, Nov. J, we are opening a dairy and Julius Herman, Norman Holmes, Mrs. Anita from Ames, where Robert had ing.
''Asleep in Jesus" and "I'm But a
nee Fox. In the single ear con- would be gladt to serve your wants Dave Jones, James iHoworth, George enrolled as a freshman at Iowa State
Stran
college.
Holland's
son,
Merlin,
and
Mrs.
Floyd
Dement,
Grand
Chief
of
Ker Here."
the 4-H boys, first place in milk and cream. Two deliveries, lebsen, Charles Jobes, Anna Lassen,
Interment was made in the LuthiWarren Shepherd; second, morning and evening, will be ma^e'Mllrs- °- w- PaKel> Floyd H. Peterson, Merritt 'Dill, other occupants of the Iowa Pythian Sisters, was in Waterloo eran
cemeter
at
Adair with Gerald
illmer; third, Emmet Daugard; daily throughout the city. It will' Roy Preston, Mrs. Charles Priest, Mrs. Holland car, escaped with minor' in- Monday where she attended a dis-1 Beatty of y
Pre^ott, Lyle Richards of
Earl Zellmer; fifth, Richard be our a|m at all times to furnish | Mary Rothe, Gregory Rains, Mrs. C. V.juries, and the truck driver was also trict convention of Pythian Sisters! 0 1
and Knights of Pythias. Mrs. De- j C " ™*. Elmer Kading of Neola, and
and sixth, Everett Dau- you the highest quality of milk and ' Welcher, John Wheatley, Jr. and Carl unhurt.
The case occupied the attention of ment and E. J. Maniece of Esther- jCeci1 Scho11' ^roW Wtohlert and John
In the senior yield contest, the cream. If you would like to have us Wiuff.
Mehlmann of Anlta actin
|'< prizes went to W. A. Rpld, serve you, see us or phone 16 R 13.
S a» Pa"Cumberland—Reka Lewis, Adolph Judge Earl Peters two days and was ville, Grand Chancellor of the Knights ' bearers Th
-e services at the church
Struthers and Emmett and
It
Gregersen Bros. Pettinger, Mrs. Henry Schrader and heard by a jury composed of Mrs. of Pythias, were the principal speak-'were attended
by a large number of
Ralph Goodwin, James Zuch, August ers at the convention.
tt Daugard.
Lester Tupker.
relatives
and
friends,
many friends
J.
Anderson,
R.
G.
Fisher,
Mrs.
Orris
|i{ S. Holton of this city acted as
Griswold—May Gittins and Gilbert
FOOTBALL GAME FRIDAY.
being unable
a
IMeinhardt
and
Ralph
Pollock
of
Atto 8 ™ admission due
of ceremonies for the afterW. C. Carter and wife of Hartford,
Oakland H. S. vs. Anita H. S.
Kennedy.
to the nun
>ber present.
program, introducing the differ- See the Boys in Action on the Anita
Massena—Dennis F. Casey and An- lantic, Elton 'Gregersen of Anita, Es- So. Dak., Royer, Daughenbaugh, wife
ther Pierce of Lewis, Anna Scybert and son, Ralph, of Exeter, N. iH., and
and announcing the win- Field, Friday,' Oct. 27, at 3:30 P. M. na Jensen.
the different contests. Music
Admission:
ISc, 25c
Marne—Andrew 'Christensen and of Marne, and 'Mrs. Roy Acker, Er- Charlie G. Daughenbaugh of Trego, Joe Vetter and wife returned home
nest Harris and Leona Sandhorst of Wis., have been spending the past Monday- night from a week's visit
|the afternoon was furnished by
William Shahan.
igh school band.
Few weeks with their brother, George with relatives at Alamo and Mission,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts enter- Wiota— Mrs. Bertha Claussen and Wiota.
Kent Martin of Atlantic represented Daughenbaugh, in Wnita, and with Texas.
different kind of weeds dis- tained the members of the Highland Lena Kurtenbach.
the plaintiff in the case, and Harry B. their niece, Mrs. Joe Denney, and the
by E* P. Sylvester, weed spec- bridge club at their home northwest
Closing of the Rock Island station
from Iowa State college, at- of the city Saturday evening. High MTS. W. G. Wilson of Reseda, Cal., Swan was attorney for the defendant. Daughenbaugh brothers, Prank, Roy,
at Wiota was authorized last week
a lot of attention during the scores at bridge were held by Mrs. a resident of Anita many years ago,
Carmel, Eugene and Herbert.
A girl baby weighing 6% pounds
by the Iowa state commerce commisnoon.
Minnie Jepson and -Ralph Curry. The was the guest of honor at a party
Ernest Brisbane and Lynn Plow- sion. Custodian; service has been subSteffens.'District Winner,
home was decorated in keeping with last Friday afternoon at the home wtis born Saturday night at the hos5
prge. Steffens, Cass county corn the Hallowe'en season as was the of her siater-in-law, Mrs. Mary Wil- pital in Creston to Mr. and Mrs. Wen- man were painfully cut and bruised | stituted with '-the closing of the stang champion, won the south- lunch which was served'by the host son. Twenty ladies were present and dell Mathes of Afton. Mts. Mathes Saturday evening about 6:00 o'clock 1 tion.
Iowa district contest Tues- and hostess.
they spent the afternoon socially and is the former Mable Bissell, a daugh- when the former lost control of the
car he was driving as it skidded in
George Daughenbaugh and daughat the Wayland Hopley farm
playing Chinese checkers. Late in ter of Mrs. R. N. Bissell.
loose gravel and overturned. They ter, Miss Cora;, of Wiota, Clarence
Bthwest of Atlantic. He captured The members of the Friday bridge' the afternoon a lunch was served by
•place in the district with a net club enjoyed a winner and loser party ' the hostess, assisted by Mrs. H. R. Mrs. C. H. Johnson, a guest, held were taken to Adair for medical treat- larter and wife of Hartford, So.
high score at the meeting of the ment by Hal Noland, for whom they Dak., and, Royer 'Daughenbaugh, wife
"of 1,969.05 pounds."^ He will rep- last Friday. A 1:00 o'clock luncheon Redburn and Mrs. Lafe Koob.
Knot-a-Kare bridge club last Wednes- had been picking corn. The accident and Bon,JS»lph, from New Hampshire
ent the district at the state contest was enjoyed at the Triangle cafe
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
;'Fairfleld on Tuesday, Oct. 31.
and the afternoon was spent playing
Found guilty of reckless driving, Dale Ulfers on East Main Street. happened 2 Ms miles north of Adair. were Friday dinner and supper guests
bridge at the home of Mrs. Robert. Nolan Harmon of Des iMoines was Besides the members, other guests The Brisbane car was completely de- of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Nelson.
molished.
!& special election will be held in Scott. A prize for 80 honors at bridge , sentenced to 16 days in the county
were Mrs. Robert Scott of Anita and
H. L. Bell returned to Anita last
" "on Nov. 10 to vote on the was won by Mrs. Fred Boren and a! jail or a fine of $50 and costs in the
Mrs. Harve Ulfers of Persia, Iowa.
Ray Johnson and family, residents Friday from a three weeks' motor
;ion of trustee management prize for taking the most tricks with | court of an Atlantic justice- of peace
municipal utilities, which will in- a two-spot was won by Mrs. Henry!last Wednesday afternoon. Highway Rev. Chas. Lockhart has accepted of Anita for the past seven years, trip through the eastern part of the
thft.dty light plant and water .Maduff. The hostesses or losers for; patrolmen said Harmon upset in the a call to fill the pulpit of the Church leave next Tuesday for Le Mars, Iowa, country. While gone he spent a few
where they will make their future
jrttem.
the party were Mrs. Scott, Mrs. Albert ditch near the Rock Island right-of- of Christ in Anita, and will assume home. Mr. Johnson and his son, Glen days in Southbridge, Mass., with his
nephew, Chhs. E. Dorrell and family,
Secress, Mrs. Fred M. Sheley, Mrs. way on West Main Street in Anita his duties next Sunday. He comes
I Clarence Shingledecker of Audubon Ethel Budd, Mrs. Fannie Young and late last Tuesday afternoon after run- here from Pleasantville, Iowa, where Johnson of Atlantic, have taken a and also visited the fair in New York
Nimrod of Red Oak, state Miss Minnie Forshay, while the win-. ning into the back of a car belonging he has been minister of a church. Rev. lease on a Standard Oil Co. service City. He spent a few days near
county town. Cambridge, Ohio, where he renewed
8, are at the court house in At- ners and guests were Mrs. Bofen, to N. O. Morgan. The Des Mtoines Lockhart is not married and he and station in the Plymouth
1
to ranke the annual checkup Mts. Maduff, Mrs. Leo V. Bongers, man was slightly injured about the his mother make their home together. On Saturday of this week Mr. John- acquaintance with a couple of cousins
son is selling his household furniture whom he had not seen since coming
i county offices. Hie work
Mrs. C, H. Johnson, Mrs. B. D. For- head in the mishap. In lieu of the They will move from Pleasantville to
at public auction at his home on Rose to Iowa with his parents 59 years
i from five to six weeks.
' shay and Mrs. R. W. Forshay.
1 fine, he is serving the jail sentence. Anita this week.
Hill Avenue.
ago.

lOc

17c

Jury Selected For Next
Term of Cass Court
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE,
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1-26 mills
Sewer Outlet
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
mi
Band
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'•'•'.'• -247 mm
Court House,
j Road Drag
-25 mill
Atlantic, Iowa,
Emergency
• i-w"
October 2, 1939.
j Total Corporation . . . .13.962 mills j
WE DELIVER
Phone 29
We Deliver
The Board of Supervisors of Cass j
Cumberland.
milia
County, Iowa, met in regular session Consolidated Fund
6.£0
with all members present: Hawley j Cemetery
*£(
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
Lynch, chairman, W. H. Wohlenhaus, ; Fire Equipment
3><o
F W Wiese G. E. Eshelman and Fire Maintenance
75 mill
LARD, Swift open kettle rendered, 2-lbs....... i9c
Metz.
Water Works
1.25 mills
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart. . . . . .27c I Mike
Minutes of Sept. 18th. were ap- Band
&"
SYRUP, light or dark, 10-lb. pail
49c
as read.
i Park
514 mill
CAKE FLOUR, Swans Down, package
23c I proved
COFFEE, Sun Up, fresh roasted and ground,
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by Road Drag
25 mill
Wiese, to approve the application of Emergency
1-00 mill
pound 14c, 3 pounds...
39
50 mill
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
15c I Joe Johnson, Edna township, for cig- ; Snow Removal
MACARONI
or
SPAGHETTI,
cello
pack,
3-lbs.
19C
11.646
mills
Total Corporation
aret permit.
Lewis.
Motion carried.
PORK and BEANS, Clover Farm, Mb. size can.. 6c
SANI-FLUSH,
can.
\
i9c
The quarterly report of P. P. Ed- Consolidated Fund ....... 6.25 mills
PANCAKE
FLOUR,
Dixiana,
3-lbs.
13c,
5-lbs.
ig
wards, Sheriff, .was approved.
Fire Equipment .......... 375 mill
c
CORNED BEEF, 12-ounce can
19c
The' refund of C. P. Shearer, Cum-' Fire Maintenance
68 mill
RAISIN
BRAN,
toasted,
good
for
children,
2
pkg.
ig
c
berland, of $38.68, reduction in valua- i Water Works
988 mill
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 6 packages
25c
PEPPER, black, pound.
tion and the rebate of Don Savery, j Bonds
5:678 mills
19c
Atlantic, of $25.33, Soldiers' Exemp- ! Road Drag
26 mill
ORANGES, Sunkist Hoxies, 2 dozen.
igc
PRUNES, Clover Farm, 50-60 size, 2 pounds. .19c
14.221 mills
tion, were allowed.
Total Corporation
Moved by Wiese, seconded by WohMassena.
Husking Gloves and Mitts at Cost to Clean Out
SYRUP, Golden, No. 10 pail.. 49c No. 5 p a i l . . 29c
llenhaus, to rescind the approval of , Consolidated Fund ........ 6.25 mills
school loans of $2,000 each to Mae : Cemetery
................
426 mill
Warren and G. J. Warren, and to ap- 1 City Hall
...............
1-25 mills
PURE APPLE JELLY, 2-pound jar
25c
prove a joint school loan of Mae War- Fire Equipment
375 mill
ren and G. J. Warren for $4,000,
Fire Maintenance
75 mill
Railway Express Agency.
Mayflower Independent. 3.25
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Motion carried.
Garbage 'Disposal
213 mill
(C, R. I. & P. Railway)
Pebble Hill Independent 4.75 no
162
On motion and vote the following Park
625 mill Grant township
32 Edna Grove Independent 6.25
4.24 $
212
resolution was adopted:
Bonds
4.267 mills Benton township
11 Fairview Independent . l.so
1.49
51
Resolution,
Bond Interest
2.773 mills Pymosa township 8.84
63 Grandview Independent. 2.50
85
WHEREAS, Wilma Meyers is now Road Drap
25 mill Brighton township 5.22
39 Greendell Independent. 4 75
your copy of the United States Code
162
within
Cass
county
and
is
likely
to
Total
Corporation
17.179
mills
32
Maple
Valley
Washington township .. 4.22
and so you have been consulting; the become a county charge and said perMarne.
28
Independent
2.50 ,,
Grove township
3.79
stars.
Established 1883.
son should be prevented from acquir- General Fund
2.50 mills Cass township
17 Briscoe Grant Mutual Telephone Co85
2.32
A Danish Friend.
ing a settlement in Cass county,
Grading
75 mill Atlantic
20
2.67
Greendell Independent . 25 s B8
Published Every Thursday and Entered
• • *
NOW THEREFORE, being it re- Improvement
978 mill Atlantic Independent .. 2.32
17 Maple-Valley
*
solved by the Board of Supervisors of Water
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as Dear Danish Friend:
1.26 mills Anita
11
Independent
2.50 -o
1-51
Cass
County,
Iowa,
that
a
notice
to
326 mill Anita Independent 1.01
8 Noble township \ . i.oo
Second Class Mail Matter.
S
Nope, my friends would never be- depart shall be served upon the said Cemetery
City Hall
1.25 millsGriswold
1
09
Cumberland Telephone Co
lieve
me
if
I
told
them
I
consulted
Wilma
Meyers,
and
the
chairman
of
Fire Maintenance
75 mill Griswold Independent . . .41
W. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher
3 Union township
2.50 $ i sgg
. Bonds
11.247 mills Lewis
the stars—they know me too well. this Board is directed and ordered
4 Cumberland
7.00 5939
57
of
this
I
.
25
mill
to
sign
such
notice
on
behalf
Road Drag
Subscription Rate. .'. .$1.50 Per Year They know my expressions and ar34 Cass Center Mutual Telephone Co "
Lewis Consolidated 4.67
Board and deliver the same to the
Total
Corporation
19.301
mills
10
Union township ...5.50 ? 105
'Marne
1-37
Wiota.
Official Town and County Newspaper guments come too fast and furious Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa for ser4 Bear Grove township . . 2.25
Marne Independent
52
49
for star gazing- My ideas just tumble vice.
General Fund
2.50 mills Wiota
5
61
Cemetery Ridge Telephone Line.
Member of National Editorial
75 mill Wiota Consolidated 4.21
out of a natural born American bean ; The chairman put the above resolu- Grading
32 Washington township .. 1.75 $ 46
tion to vote and the votes being all in
1.25 mills
Association, and
filled with grey matter. I'll confess the affirmative, the resolution was de- Improvement
Railway Express Agency
Bear Grove township . . .50
13
Light
1.75 mills
(C. B. & q. Railway Co.)
Lewis Consolidated . . , 3.50
sometimes the ideas are pretty weak clared adopted.
31
City Hall
1.25 mills Massena township .... 4.00 $
30
Cross
Roads
Telephone
Co
Moved by 'Metz, seconded by Woh- Fire Maintenance
and wobbly, but that's when a friend
37 mill Union township
17 Union township
2.212
6.25 S175
625 mill Pleasant township .... 2.13
comes in handy. This argument has lenhaus, to purchase concrete mixer Park
16 McDiarmid Independent 1.00
I and equipment of George Henning- Bond Interest
1.85 mills j Cumberland
been very amusing for me. Friends ; sen at a price of $875.00.
6 Cumberland
:
25
76
Road
25 ""-11 Cumberland Independent .55
4 Cumberland Independent .50
^4. Drag
Vr2g • ' • • ; •
in'ror:
come to me and say I was right
H
'Motion carried.
Total
Corporation
10.595
mills
Griswold
424
3
Guster Short Line.
about the whole thing; others insist ! On motion and vote the appoint7 Union township
Griswold Independent.. 1.003
1.50 5
8CHOOL LEVIES.
I was all wrong because some relative ' ment of Ruthe Fisher as director and
6 Noble township
Massena
769
1.75
44
i investigator of Social Welfare was
Grant Township.
said so, but few have gone to the approved.
13 >layflower.Independent . 2.50
63
General
7.19 mills Massena Independent .. 1.814
Northern Natural Gas Co.
Custer Independent 3.50
.
trouble to furnish proof. As far as ,; Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
87/»
Benton Township.
:
9.128 $76,915 Cumberland Independent .25
6.02 mills Pymosa township
I can ascertain, I just have to whisper Metz, that the dog tax for 1940 be set General
Brighton township
3.355 36,925
"" """
Cumberland Northwestern.
!
at
$1.00
for
male
or
spade
female
and
Pymosa
Township.
"Uncle" three times. My friends were ;$3.00 for female.
(By Tillie)
8.00 $ 248
General
5.87 mills Washington township .. 4.287 47,157 Union township
married before the passage of the act | Motion carried.
| Atlantic
545
968
Elliott Mutual Telephone Co.
Brighton Township.
Scottsbluff, Neb., of Sept. 22, 1922; therefore they lost I
699 Pleasant township .
11.00 $1,001
Levies Established For 1939.
General
3.99 mills' Atlantic Independent .. .466
Iowa Electric Co.
Elliott Consolidated .'.. 2.60
228
October 5, 1939.
Lincoln Township.
their citizenship. American citizens j The making and establishing of the
East Lyman Mutual Telephone Co.
7.30 $ 4,584
levies for 1939 as provided by the General
4.84 mills ; Grant township
Dear Tillie:
marrying aliens since that date re- Ij Code
Benton township
1.40
879 Bear Grove township .. .50 $ 16
of Iowa, coming up for considFranklin Township.
I have often thought of writing tain their citizenship.
1,476 Noble township
• 7.50
232
I eration at this time, the Board of General
4.62 mills Franklin township .... 2.35
you, and telling you how much I en220
Edna Union Telephone Line.
Lincoln township
.36
All the material I have on hand Supervisors computed and established
Grove Township.
1,727 Union township . . . . . . .20 $
6
5.42 mills Massena township .... 2.75
joy reading your column, and on read- for reference is a little, old dirty book the County Levies; accepted and ap- General
Union township
6.50
4,083 McDiarmid Independent .50
15
,,,„.
.,
, .,
.._
| proved the State Levies as certified
Washington
Township.
ing it this morning, thought I would that
says on the outside cover, "Gen-! £y the state Board of Assessment and
2,512 Mayflower Independent. 2.75
83
5.88 mills Bear Grove township .. 4.00
tell you a few things about our citizen- era] Civics for Iowa Schools—Copy- j Review; accepted and approved the General Massena Township.
j Pleasant township 4.00
2,512 Custer Independent
2.25 67
ship problems. We have about 85 to righted 1925." Among- its dog eared , valuations on Corporations as set by General
6,029
Farmers Mutual Telephone Co.
9.60
4.16 mills Noble township
Victoria township
1.00
the State Board of Assessment and
628 Massena township
6.50 $ 1,417
100 admitted in our district each year. pa^es I have found these words:
Union Township.
.Review; and, having found upon in- General
.65
4081 Victoria township
1.00 218
5,24 mills Anita Independent
These examinations take place every
"A woman who is an American j vestigation that the certificates of
| Cumberland
80
502
Fairview & Lewis Telephone Co.
six months. Some of the applicants citizen and who marries a man who i levies as certified by the various tax- General Bear •Grove Township.
1,257 Bear Grove township . 3.125 $ !)'
6.59 mills! Massena Independent .. 2.00
try several times before passing the is an alien, does not lose her citizen- ing districts of the county were in
Iowa Electric Co.
Cass township ....
3.75
109
Cass Township.
that posting or publication of General
(Personal and Lots)
6.24 mills
Lewis Consolidated •«•'. '.••:• 2.375
<JS
exams.
ship unless her husband is ineligible form,
notices had been complied with and
Anita
$14,0041
Fletcher Telephone Line.
Victoria Township.
An adult school is held over a to become a citizen of the United hearings
held as provided by law, on General
7,009, Bear Grove township . 8.00 % 344
4.19 mills Cumberland
period of ten months each year, meet- States." For example if she should \i motion and vote the Auditor was
, Massena
5,883 Grant Mutual Telephone Association.
Noble Township.
ing three nights a week. Each teach- marry a Chinese, she would lose her ! authorized and instructed to extend General
6.25 mills j Wiota
2,325' Noble township
14.00 $ 980
Atlantic
Pleasant Township.
44,330
Gallon Telephone Co.
er has about 75 pupils. When these ] citizenship because a Chinese is not
Iowa-Nebraska Light & Power Co.
7.29 mills
Union
township
58 $ 21
Americanization ceremonies take place eligible to become a citizen of the \ the county for the year 1939, and "cer- General
8,151 Bear Grove township .. 8.00
School House
51 mill Brighton township 9.50
29fi
at the high school, about 1,700 to 1,800 United States. A woman who lost tify the same to the County Treasurer
Washington township.. 6.50
5,577 Cumberland Independent .17
7
Edna Township.
interested people attend.
Cass township
4.50
3,861
Great Northeast Telephone Line.
McDiarmid Independent:
her citizenship rights before the pas-| for C°lleCts°TATE LEVIES
General
8.29 mills Pleasant township 13.75 11,797 Massena township
2.00 $ 88
The law was amended in 1922 sage of the act of Sept. 22, 1922, by • Soldiers' Bonus Bonds and '
i Griswold Independent.. 2.25
Griswold Northeastern No. 5.
Independent:
1,931
whereby you do not lose your citizen- , marrying an alien, can regain her i Interest
32 mill ' Mayflower
General
4.01 mills Lewis Consolidated 8.10
6,950 Cass
township
6.50 $ 188
2
ship by marrying an alien. A woman citizenship if her husband is eligible i state Fund
-°° mills Custer Independent:
i Marne Independent
1.10
943 j Pleasant township
1.00 29
Monevs
nd
I know well here, married a Dane in to become a citizen by filing a petition'
« Credits
5.00 mills General
3.69 mills Elliott Consolidated.... 3.90
3,347 Griswold Independent . . .50
15
Iowa-Nebraska Light & Power Co.
Fairview Independent:
Independent Short Line.
1918.
He became an American citi- showing one year's continuous resi- Bonus Bond Retirement
levy (on Moneys and
General
3.21
mills'
(Personal and Lots)
Union township
4.25 $ U9
zen in 1928. Last year they were dence.
Credits)
1.00 mill Edna Grove Independent:
i Griswold
$22,871
Independent Telephone Line.
going to .visit his old home in DenTotal State Levies
2.32 mills
General
7.72 mills ; Lewis
7,341 Bear Grove township .. 2.25 $ 83
mark and when they applied for passMarne
2,025 Cass township
75
I'll bet a cookie there was more Total Moneys and Credits.6.00 mills Pebble Hill Independent:
157
COUNTY LEVIES.
General
5,85 mills
ports, she found out she was a citizen than one old civics book dusted off
Atlantic Light & Power Co.
| Lewis Consolidated . . . 4.25
General
Fund
1.50
mills
Grandview
Independent:
Brighton
township
5.00
$
1,510
Independent
Telephone.Co,
of
Audubon
of Denmark and he an American, during the past few weeks. Several Court Fund
31 mill
General
9.18 mills Washington township ..12.70
3,8351
& Cass Counties.
and she had never been out of Ne- school ma'ams have revealed their Poor Fund
3.00 mills Greendell Independent:
I Union township
4.25 1,284 Grant township i
1.00 ? 43
braska. After a ereat deal of writing , fin(1ing:s and it appears they too, have State Insane Fund
. . .40
mill
General
6.88 mills I Bear Grove township.., 8.75
2,642 ( Benton
township
.25
H
| Court House Bond Fund . . .429 mill Maple Valley Independent:
Atlantic Independent... 2.00
604
Indian Creek Telephone Line.
back and forth to the Danish consul learned new facts about . .
citizenship i Emergency Fund
1.00 mill
General
9.95 mills 1
Wayland Hopley Farms, Inc.
I Washington township .. .50 $ 15
in Denver, she obtained her passport, they never knew before.
i Soldiers' Relief Fund
156 mill
Atlantic
School
District.
i Washington township . . 2.00 $ 656 Lewis Consolidated
so she could make the trip and her
County Bond Fund
625 mill General
1801
32.27 mills' American Telephone & Telegraph Co. | (Cass)
6.00
first act on returning to Scottsbluff
Disease Fund
25 mill
Anita Independent.
Grant township
12.01 $25,822 Lewis Consolidated
Anybody else have some good clean Bang's
General
20.04 mills Benton township 11.42 24,553
was to take out naturalization papers. arguments to settle? Send them in Secondary Road Mainten(Washington)
6.60
ance (on all taxable propSchool House
4.13 mills Pymosa township 6.54 14,061
Lewis & Northern Telephone Co.
Since we have this old age pension and I'll see what my friends and
erty)
1.777 mills
Cumberland Independent.
i Brighton township
B.94 12,771 Washington township .. 2.00 $
business in the offing, the older Rus- can do about muddling them up.
Secondary Road MaintenGeneral
23.06 mills! Washington township . .03
64 • Lewis Consolidated . . . 2.60
ance
(on
all
taxable
propsians are all trying to bo admitted
School House
4.61 mills Grove township
10.20 21,930
Lewis & Southern Telephone Co.
erty outside of towns)..3.00 mills
as fast as possible. But as they have
Griswold Independent.
| Lewis Consolidated 6.82 14,663 Cass township
2.00 $
THIS CHARMING WORLD.
Total Cities and Towns..9.447 mills General
30.86 mills i Wiota Consolidated
1.87
to learn to read and write in English,
.
4,021 . Lewis Consolidated
Outside Cities and Towns. 12.447 mills School House
9.84
mills!
C. B. & a R. R. Telegraph.
(Cass)
. . . , ; . . . 5.00
!'
it is pretty hard for them and they
What a charming world we live
TOWNSHIP LEVIES.
Lewis Consolidated.
I Massena township
4.00 $ 9601
Lewis & Western Telephone to.
certainly learn a lot about civil gov- in!
Grant Township Cemetery, .25 mill General
13.27 mills Union township
2.212
531 Lewis Consolidated
Benton
Township
Cemetery
.047
mill
ernment and various national affairs
Massena
Independent.
Here is a list of things this world Brighton Township Ceme| Pleasant township .... 2.13
5 1 1 ? (CasP>;.-?*... •-. ..'..*." 8.75 $ 263
General
21.29 mills' Cumberland
in their schooling.
75
180
Lone Tree Telephone Co.
presents to us so we can worry.
tery
069 mill School House
2.71 mills Cumberland Independent .55
132 Bear Grove township ...12.50 % 225
It has been such a long time since
The European war.
Lincoln Township CemeMarne Independent.
| Griswold . . . . r
424
1021
Lyman < Independent Line. 30
tery
074 mill General
1 left Anita that I feel like a com- The contest between democratic
22.92 mills Griswold Independent . 1.003
2411 Pleasant township
1.00 $ 223
i
Lincoln
Township
Hall..
.
.093
mill
plete stranger when I meet my rela- doctrine and dictatorships.
Wiota Consolidated.
i Massena
759
185 Noble township
7.76
|
Franklin
Township
Ceme(general
1Q.78 mills Massena Independent . L814
tives that have all grown up since
4351
Lyman Mutual Telephone Co.
Depressions.
tery
10 mill School House
7.42 mills
I left.
I Bear Grove township . . . 1.00 $ S3
Postal Telegraph Co.
Recessions.
Grove Township Cemetery .138 mill
33
Elliott Consolidated!
, Grant township
6.20 $ 744I Pleasant township . . . . . 1.00
Massena Township CemeSincerely,
National debt.
33D
General
16.664 mills Benton township
1.80
216 Noble township
10.00
tery
072
mill
Library
073 mill Pymosa township
Mrs . H. W. Hooper.
Taxes.
2.00
240
Lyman Northwestern No. 27.
Victoria Township Ceme720 Bear Grove township .. 2.00 $
Drought and hot winds.
tery
162 mill Valuations Set by State Board of As300' Pleasant township
.76
Unemployment.
Noble Township Cemetery .222 mill
Thanks Grace, for your very insessment and Review on Utilities
56
go Noble
township
1.75
Pleasant Township CemeNeutrality.
t<resting letter ; n»l your interest in
Corporations
For
Assent
Pur-1
Atlantic
Independent'"
2.60
3001
Marne
&
Elk
Horn
Telephone
'
tery
25 mill
the column.
Laws hampering business
1
120 Benton township . . . . . . 1.75 $ 73G
CORPORATION LEVIES.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
i ^"'ta - ' '
-°°
120 Pymosa township
6.75
I Anita Independent
1.00
Heath on the highways.
Atlantic.
Railway Co.
Wiota
Consolidated
.
4.74
669
Brighton
township
.32.60
Consolidated Fund
5.75 mills
Communism.
218
Miles Valua-'
W«st»m Union
rr.,:.,- Telegraph
n^i
'* Co.
Atlantic, Iow«,
Maine
2.00
Fire Equipment
368 mill !
Fascism.
C».
tion Grant township
4.24 $ 1,611' Massena Independent Telephone 352
Fire 'Maintenance
818 mill Grant township
4 24 $22,798
October l(i, 1939
Rheumatism.
566 Lincoln township
4.75 1,590
$
Dear Tillie:
Garbage Disposal
368 mill I Benton township ....'.. 1.49
The youth problem.
3,169 Massena township
21.60
Library
1.25 mills Pymosa township . . . .
8 34
44 844 Bn
nym?Sa townsh iP
8.34
I shall expect to hear you wail
3,1$
48.00
£hton township .... 5.22 1,984 Victoria township
Rand
409 mill ' Brighton township . . . . 5 22 9«ftRa Washim
The adult problem.
148
"Uncle" three times in accents both
1,604 McDiarmid Independent 2.00
Park
625 mill i Washington township . . 4.'22 OO'«Q? Grove ?ton township . 4.22
Ilry wells.
74
loud and strong because the woman
1,440 Mayflower Independent 1.00
Park Bonds
746 mill i Grove township
3 79 90970
township
3.79
93
Cass tow
Political
machines.
882
Fairview
.Independent.
1.26
Road Drag
04 mill i Cass township
" ' 2 32 \lJil
nship
2.32
who married the Danish alien was
lU
Craft.
, '
I Atlantic
2.618
957 Grandvieiw Independent 1.60
Total Corporation ....10.374 mills At'ajitic
" o'f,?
right. To satisfy y o ur miml see
},'™? Atlantic Independent'!'. 2^37
9011 Massena Independent
Anita.
Conflicting labor unions.
(Atlantic Independent
2.32
Section 3402 of the Federal Code
i<5.4/b| Anita
1.51
574 (Massena)
,.11.00
Consolidated Fund
6.804 mills Anita
The government in business.
Anita
which reads, "An American woman
Cemetery
194 m iu Anita Independent
?•
.\9 i
Independent
1.01
3841 Massena Independent
L01
148
b
Regimentation.
'1^l Griswold
09
34
(Victoria)
2.00
Fire Maintenance
486 mill I Griswold
who marries a foreigner shall take
.09
G'Mortgages.
Library
<) ] 6 m j)] Griswold Independent
9 9/jr ' i.swold Independent . .41
156'
Middle States Utilities O> 93
.41
the nationality of her husband.
£ , Lewis
57
Water Bonds
1.944 mills T
21? Cass
township
70 5 359
The Hund.
Lr
ark
Under Section 3742A of the Federal
" j Lewis Consolidated ... 4.57
1,736 Pleasant township 2.70
{' OI,
625 rrfill I/ewis Consolidated
The
railroad
problem.
4.57
24,1
(i-lll
Code Supplement of 1923 a woman
'Marne
1.37
521 Griswold
4.817
! T, •
2.916 mills Marne
233
Submarines.
Bond
Interest
777
jn
Marne
Independent
.
.
.
.52
m
198
Griswold
Independent..
1-76
who marries an alien may be n a t u r Msrne Independent
Co.
Road Drai;
194 m j]] Wiota
i
Wiota
61
2321
Noble
Center
Mutual
Telephone
alized provided and if her husband
3,279 j Wiota Consolidated . .. 4.21
Total Corporation ....14.856 mills Wiota Consolidated
1,598 , N°ble township
8.00 ?
4 21
is eligible for naturalization. ChildThe members of the Hide-a-Wee
(iriswold.
!
Asbury Mutual Telephone Co.
_ .
I North Anita Corn Belt Teleph«'ie
Chicago,
Burlington
&
Quincy
Rail2.50 mills
ren born in the United States and not l i r i . l i r t club were guests at the home General Fund
Pleasant
township
1.00 $
28 i Grant township
4.00
road Co.
"75 mill
Bear Grove Mutual Telephon- Co. '
Oak Ridge Telephone
hone Cosubject to any foreign power are de- o f M r •. Glen Hiifbley last Wednesday Grading
Massena township .---. . . 4.00
.
$74
719
Improvement
.1.25 mills fnion township ....... Z.Z\Z 41816 Union township
4.00 $ 120 Grant
township
1.00 *
clared to be citizens of the United
Sewer
.
.
.
.
'""•
A d d i t i o n a l nuest* W t're
.1.25 mills ) leasant township ..... 213 39*784 Bear Grove township .. 2.75
831 Northwestern Bell Telephony
Light
States—Federal Revised Statutes, Mrs. R u b y
39,784
Cumberland
1.00
.1.75 mills <'umberland
301 Grant township . . •,.... 8.16
%Ks, Mrs. Carl Shult"..
•75 14 008 Cumberland Independent .75
Paragraph 1992, Act April y, I860. Mrs. f ' a r r i , Reynolds and Mrs. Dirk Ceriielerv .
. .415 mill Cumberland Indendent.
22 Benton township 16.63
City Hall . .
•55
10.273
.1.18 mills Griswold
Botna Valley Telephone Co.
I Pymosa township 49.81
You had better tell this Danish Dement. Hi^h
•424 7,919 Lewis
score at bridge was
Consolidated
2.50 ID yy
. .375 mill Griswold Independent.
^
.-____,,
.. .. .. U'W
Brighton township . . : .18.77
90
woman, TiJlie, that you have lost
Fire Maintenance
1.003
18,734 Bnscoe & Cumberland Telephone Co.
t>y Mrs. Herbert Cartley.
m i l l M "ssena
Washington township. 29.61 :J.•»•'!?
mill
Grove township 50.61
«??
It'3631 U n i " n tOWHBhiD
1.50"
Massena Independent . 11-814
33,883 McDiarmid Independent 1.50
(Continued onipage 5)
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store

PETERSEN'S
PHONE 300

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
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FACTS AND FUN

u

THE ANfTA TRIBUNE.

Fun for the Whole

REMEDY

LEARN WELDIKQ
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
tfcf HILE TWE CLOWES WERE WSCUSSINGr
^^

^ __

. . .^*_

v-b.. . _ » I

*i liTT I

SO LON5,CHIEF
^7 Vi-L DO

t It O

.

YOO LATtR !

HERE AHD /
PHONE THE - S

' 2.4 HOOR MAN
AT RWERS\TE «

PUT ANOTHER "AD IN 1HE PAPERS
_ DON , AND TRV TO <rHT THEM TD
US A 'LITTLE SPREAD ON THEFtfONT PASES .'

^^™S£^

THAT'S ALLR16HT,
I'VE.

HELL O.TOM - TWIS
EFP - VEM ' TOO BAD

ABOUT THe FLOODS AT
R\VERSfTE - \«HAT ? -YES,
WE'RE SHOWING- HERE AH
EXTRA CAY AND
3UMP1NG DCT .TO

DAIRY FARM
DAIftT. W A. faighl, ft
iTT.^V^^&l'i

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Lala Impresses the Doctor With His Mistake
THAT MUST
BE THE

PATIENT,
PINTO WVLOOZA

OM, I'M SORRY, DOCTOR.

NOW-T/NKB IT EASY,

ewt i H/».TP_OO rr-

urrnJE LADY-PLU

«3UICK. SNAP OUT OP IT *PINTb'S ROOM
^
IS IN THCRE

AS GENTLE
AS I CAN

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— And If He Can Do It, He's Got Somethin'!

T3i<i ITie.^^«
I'M 1J6HTIM'
-A MATc-fl-

MESCAL IKE

** a. L. HUNTLEY

If the Apples Only Hold Out
/ M 6 S S LOCXHOfFER.
/ ANOTHER 6RE3EK1

( APPUE LIKE m* o
\He ear vesrioov

POP— "Watt'*" in a Name?
WATT'S AN ELECTRICIAN

By J. MILLAR WATT
I HOPE YOU PUT .
HIM IN A DRY CELL!

-AND HES CHARGED WITH
BATTERY!

Mending Pillow SUps. ~ Hem.
stitched pillow slips that are too
badly torn'to mend neatjy can
have the hem cut away and a nicot edge crocheted on.
* • *
Blsentt Pans.—A shallow pa nl
about one inch deep is the best to
use in baking biscuits; otherwise
the biscuits will not brown evenly
on all sides.
* • •
Save the floors.—Wax the hot-1
torn of glass or wooden cups
placed under furniture. Furniture
may then be moved more easily I
and in moving it will not scratch I
the floors.
* * •
Care of Crockery.—To double 1
the life ol your crockery put ev-1
cry piece, &8 you buy it, in a pan
of cold water and bring slowly to
the boil. Leave until the water I
cools. It will not be nearly so liable to crack and will withstand]
far more rough usage.
* * •
Laying Linoleum—Never try to I
lay linoleum when it is cold. It I
should be left for at least 24 hours I
in a warm room, so that the heatl
may penetrate to the center of the!
roll, otherwise it will crack and)
peel off when unrolled.
* « •
Canape Hint—Spread thin slices I
ol bologna with cream cheese!
mixed with chopped pickles, oliv
and onions. Boll the slices up andl
stick a wooden pick through eacb,|
Quickly dip the rolls into sa
dressing mixed with catsup
broil them four minutes on toa
squares. Serve them.
* » *
Gum on €atp«t.. -Ho
chewing gum from carpets, rub|
with an ice cube until the
becomes brittle and cracks o«
Carbon tetrachloride removes i
residue.
' '
* *. *
Electric Bulbs.—Clean electritj
bulbs, by covering with a pasU
made from cold water and ca'
nate of soda. Leave oil for a time,
then sponge with soapy waterj
rinse, and dry carefully.

FAITH
**'1PHE pretent .wotid eiiottion
* showing a* dwt men e""101
God ant of •ecoont and retno
faith in the'dignity of btmiwn V
ity tnd the MCM&WM of linm«» md human Me."-Bi*hop PtOu*
Manning.

H*1

»<«»>.

)• N I G H T ]

WNU— S
RING THE BELL
An Italian who was working on a
railway in Florida had been told to
beware of rattlesnakes, but was assured that they would always give
the warning rattle before striking.
One day he was sitting on a pine
log eating his dinner when he saw
a big snake ceiled a few feet in front
of him. Keeping an eye on the reptile, he began to raise his feet from
the ground, and as he did so the
snake's fangs hit the bark beneath
him, no warning having been given.
"Son of a gun!" yelled the Italian.
"Why you no ringa da bell?"
CITV TO \NAU61IWT£

HfwSra£Tue«ri

SVSTEM TON16HT

MUSEUM MILEAGE

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

The sun win ah&M after
storm; there is a Solution i<
ery problem, and the' soul's I
est duty i» to b«at good cheer-

That's the Question
Father—Isn't it wonderful, Dollie,
how the little chickens get out of the
eggs?
Dollie—Yes, father, but tell me,
how do they get in?
N«w Territory
Young Mosquito — Soft pickings
these days, aren't they?
Old Mwtuitov-Yes, «nd to think,
when I w«s y*u> age I c*uld bite
girts only »n the face art fcan*i

DOAMSPllt

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

36-inch Outing
Both light and dark
patterns.
10 yards $1

Outing Gowns
Quality ladies' outing
s; sizes 16-17.
2 for $1
DOUBLE

Cannon Towels Cotton Blankets
22x44 double thread.
5 for $1
LADIES' RAYON

Wool Hose
Sizes 9 to 10V,.
4 pairs $1

__

70x80.
$1

Pillow Tubing
42-inch linen finished.
5 yards $1

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1939.

DOLLAR DAYS
CONTINUE UNTIL SATURDAY NIGHT
READY-TO-WEAR

SHOES

Our complete stock of winter
coats and silk dresses.

Ladies' novelty, arch support,
children's, and men's work and
dress shoes,

10% DISCOUNT

10% DISCOUNT

Dress Shirts
Sanforized, collar guaranteed life of shirt.

$1

Men's broadcloth or
Jersey shorts.
5 pair $1

Prints

Union Suits

Fast color, 36-inch print;
good pattern assortment.
10 yards $1

Men's 16-lb. grey ramdon.

The Golden Rule Panties & Vests
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

".:*'

Tuckstitch; 12y2% wool.

4 for $1

f

$1

Work
Men's heavy grade ...
bray; blue or greyy

2 for $1

AT TOP IN U. S.
Among the selections from the (IOWA IN HATCHERY CAPACITY
Christian Science textbook is the fol-,
lowing:
Iowa ranks first in the United
"It is error to suffer for aught but States in the capacity of its commeryour own sins. Christ, or Truth, cial hatcheries, reports A. D. Oder- Anita. Defeats Elliott
WE DELIVER
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
239
will destroy all other supposed suf- kirk, Iowa State college extension n Thrilling Battle.
fering, and real suffering for ycur poultry marketing specialist. HatchElliott became the fifth victim of
Cktober 28, 1909.
owns
sins
will
cease
in
proportion
as
the
Anita high school football team
tHUBSDAY-FRroAlT-SATURDAY SPECIALS
eries in this state have room for 36,The walk to Evergreen cemetery
jy
a
score
of
13
to
0
in
a
hard
fought
the
sin
ceases"
(p.
391).
is being put in good repair from one
282,000 eggs "at one time."
Full of Juice
A survey of states to determine •ame on the former's gridiron last
end to the other.
•f 4
4 4
Dozen
'riday afternoon.
W. K. Carey sold the E. M. Kohl
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL -f changes in the number and size of
The Anita players passed their way
farm west of town last Tuesday for
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT 4 hatcheries has been conducted by the to another victory over Elliott who in
10-lb. Bag
department
of
agriculture,
Oderkirk
$137.50 per acre,
4
I. O. 0. F. HALL.
;he
past
six
years
has
proved
to
be
Val. Wiegand attended the annual
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor. 4 explains.
Fresh and Crisp
meeting of the grand lodge of Odd
While Iowa displaced Ohio as the me of Anita's strongest opponents.
4 + + + 4 . 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
2-lb. Box
Soon
after
the
first
quarter
had
startFellows at Davenport last week.
No. 1 state in hatching capacity, Ohio
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
ed,
Inhofe
passed
to
Lett
who
went
Miss Leila Hutton went to Avoca
Brown
Beauty
still has the largest number o£; indiDivine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
over for the first touchdown. Near
Tuesday afternoon to spend a few
vidual
hatcheries—756.
Iowa
is
sec3-lbs
39c —Lb.
Children's confirmation class will be
he end of the quarter, Inhofe again
days with her sister, Mrs. G. W. held at 10:00 o'clock Saturday morn- ond with 712.
Extra
Preston.
"Since 1934, when the previous sur- sassed to Lett who ran it over the goal
Large—Quart
ing at the parsonage.
ine for Anita's second touchdown.
F. 0. Worthing has sold his resvey
was
made,
the
average
size
of
Highland church—
taurant at Dallas Center" to Hayes
hatcheries in the United States has Only one of the attempts to convert
Sugar Cured
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
Redburn, who will take possession in
jumped from 25,000 to 35,000 eggs," was successful making the quarter end
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Pound
a few days.
Oderkirk says. "It is estimated that with Anita out in front by a score of
Pure Country
Mrs. Fannie Young went to Sioux 4 . 4 + + 4 4 4 . » . 4 4 4 4 4 the combined hatcheries of the nation 3 to 0 which was unchanged throughCity as the representative of Colum- 4
METHODIST CHURCH
4 are capable of putting out 100 million mt the remainder of the game.
bia Chapter, Order Eastern Stars, to 4
The last three quarters of the game
Arthur V, Long, Pastor.
4 baby chicks a week."
attend the annual meeting of the 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
were well played by both teams with
grand chapter,
neither of them making any score,
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m. GUTHRIE MEN STEAL CAR OF
Sophomores—Max Pakoner, Duane I
Oliver H. Wagner died at the home Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
OWNER ATTENDING THEATRE tfost of the playing took place in the
Karris,
James Miller, Eldred Peterson,
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben- Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with
mid-section of fhe field with Elliott
Harry Wille and Ossie Weber of going down to Anita's ten-yard-line, Mildred Breen, Virginia Barrow, Gerjamin Wagner, last Thursday evening the sermon by the pastor on, "UnGuthrie Center, are under arrest for >ut they were unable to pick up the aldine Fowble, Ruth Holladay, Gladys
following an illness of two weeks conscious Influence."
with appendicitis. He was aged 23 Epworth League at (5:00 p. m. with the theft of a motor vehicle Sunday needed yardage to provide them with Holland, Yvonne Keasey, Mary Lou
years, 7 months and 1 day.
a covered dish supper and at 7:00 at Guthrie Center. It is reported by any score. Anita made many costly Kuehn, lona Morgan, Beulah Neiens,
WilHam and Lew Bangham left o'clock a discussion period in charge Deputy Sheriff Art Butler that El- 'umbles that aided their opponents Alice Peters and Jean Sams.
bert Ansberry, while attending the o get possession of the pigskin, but
Juniors—Boyd Falconer, Clarence
Saturday morning for an extended of John Peacock.
trip through Nebraska, Kansas and
theatre
in
Guthrie
Center
Sunday
Holland,
Merrill Lett, Merle Moore,
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
lid not prove to be costly to the
Colorado. This is a combination trip Choir practice this Thursday even- afternoon, left his Pontiac car parked Anita eleven. Early in the fourth Mable ffighley, Elaine Peterson and
of business and pleasure, and the boys ing at the parsonage.
on the street. Following the show period an Elliott back received a punt Betty Weaver.
As I am leaving Ahita, I will sell I
expect to improve every moment of
Seniors—Frank Budd, Leonard Croz- at public auction at-my residence on
Friday there will be a covered dish he returned to his automobile to learn rom Anita and ran through the entime.
dinner and all day quilting in the that it had been stolen.
tire Anita team, but it failed to count ier, Charles 'Denne, Francis Holland, Rose Hill Avenue, the place known as |
The
sheriff's
office
was
notified
and
basement of the church. Everyone is
because one of his teammates was Charles Krause, Marian Bartley, Oath- the Rogers property, in the north4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 invited. At 2:30 in the afternoon no trace of the machine could be offside and the ball was called back to ryn Curry, Mary Jean Reeves and west part of Anita, at 1:30 o'clock, on
4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 there will be a business meeting of found. Tuesday at about noon, Pa- the original place of play. The game Virginia Schlater.
4 _4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 , the ladies aid.
trolman King of Adair, found the ended with Anita in possession of the
Post Graduates—Doris Watkins.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
The Home Guards will meet in the missing automobile in Adair. He re- ball about mid-way on the field.
Morning worship at 11:00 a. m. Rev. church basement Saturday afternoon turned the machine to Guthrie CenGrade News.
The Anita starting lineup was the
the following described property.
Chas. Lockhart, the new minister, will at 2:00 o'clock. Following the pro- ter, -where charges were placed against same as in previous games, excepting Kindergarten and First Grade.
occupy the pulpit.
,
Shirley Reimera celebrated her 6th.
1 dresser; 1 commode; 2 beds, j
gram there will be a Hallowe'en. Harry Willie and Ossie Weber o: Russell Rhoads, who is having schoEvening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
Guthrie
Center.
birthday
one
day
last
week.
Her
springs
and mattresses; Z rockets;
party. Each one attending is to bring
lastic difficulties.
The ladies aid will meet all day sandwiches for refreshments.
Willie has lived in Guthrie Center
mother visited our room and brought 2 stands; 4 kitchen chairs; 1 'Morris.]
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and The boys' catechism class will meet for some time and has been arrested Complete Organization of
treats for Shirley's classmates. The chair; 1 cupboard; 1 kitchen cabinet; I
will serve a 15c dinner for the public Saturday afternoon at the parsonage before on various charges it is re- Student Council.
kindergarten and first grade children 1 combination table and cupboard;
from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
ported. Weber, age about 45, is marat 2:00 o'clock.
The Student Council, which is an went on a nature study excursion one circulating heater, in excellent con-1
The Loyal Circle is sponsoring a ried and has five dependent children. organization to* encourage student ac- day last week. Together with their dition; 1 Majestic range,, with new
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - Hallowe'en masquerade party to be —Panora Vedette.
tivity in the general control of the teacher, 'Miss Budd, they hiked to Key- water front; 1 all leather couch; one
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 held in the church basement next
stone Park where "Signs of Autumn" 9x12 Axminister rug; one 6x9 Wp-l
4 Thomas B. Diion, Pastor. 4 Monday evening, Oct. 30, at 7:30 Mrs. Clyde White of Columbus, Neb., activities of the school, is composed were observed and many leaves and estry Brussels rug; one 9x12 Congo-J
of
five
members.
The
members
chosen
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 o'clock. All young people and adults has been visiting here this week with
seeds were gathered. This collection leum rug; one 20-gallon stone jar;
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes of the church are invited. There will her sister-in-law, Mrs. W. R. Cryer by each class and activities groups is on display in the primary room.
6 loads of sawed dry wood; some i
are:
senior,
Charles
Denne;
junior,
for all ages. William Crawford, Jr., he a door fee of lOc each to take and husband.
Thursday morning Mrs. Russell Adams and kindling; some potatoes ;
Merle
Moore;
sophomore,
Robert
HeckSuperintendent.
care of the refreshments. The most
sent treats for the primary children, dozen Buff Orphington hens; 1 dozen j
The American Legion and Auxiliary man; freshman, Gail Rhoads; activMorning Worship at 11:00 o'clock.
original, funniest and prettiest costhe occasion being Susie's Bth birth- Buff Orphington pullets; 1 dozen
ities,
Marilynn
Kohl.
will hold their regular monthly meetEvening services at 7:30 o'clock. tumes will be chosen.
The officers are: president, Charles day. It was also a farewell party Hampshire red pulletsj 5 geese;
ing at the William Linfor home on
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
Denne; vice president, Marilynn Kohl; for Susie as she is moving from Anita number of Canna, Dahlia and
the church with a 15c dinner for the
Friday evening at 8:00 o'clock.
CARD OF THANKS.
bulbs; 1 Savory roaster; 1 ga'1(ml
secretary and treasurer, Gail Rhoads. Nov. 1,
public at noon.
C^rade
Second
glass churn; 1 clothes rack; 1 wire)
The first few duties of the council
We wish to thank our friends and
BY THE WAY.
The second grade have been en- strecher; some woven wire and posts;
will
be
small,
but
definite
enough
to
4 4 4 -f- 4 4 4 - f - f - f - f
(By
L.
F.
M.)
neighbors for your kindness during
be seen and appreciated by the stu- joying Hallowe'en stories and have 1 Model T chassis; some small toola;J
4
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
our recent bereavement, the illness
4 4. 4. 4. + 4. +
been busy decorating their room for and other articles too numerous™
dent body.
It's
Monday
morning
break
of
and death of our wife and mother.
Hallowe'en.
They have started a mention.
"Everlasting Punishment will
We also wish to thank those who day, and it's a rather spooky looking
spelling chart during the second six
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in sent flowers, and those who assisted sunrise to be the makin's of an extra Commercial Law Class
Terms:—Cash.
Visits Court.
weeks. This is quite an incentive for
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on with the funeral services.
good wash-day.
* * *
better
work.
All
are
working
for
a
The
Commercial
law
class
and
Mr.
Sunday, October 29.
Prank Schwenke.
The Golden Text is from Kzekiel
Beauty spots: The view to the Feller visited court in Atlantic last red star each day which means one
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Karas.
18:31, "Cast away from you all your
northwest as seen from the living Wednesday morning. The case heard hundred per cent. The children ate
transgressions, whereby ye have transEdward Niemand, wife and child- room window . . . the trees in Mr. was a damage suit. The class heard striving to leam their phonetic keys
gressed; and make you a new heart ren are spending the week with rela- Slater's yard ,
that big gold-leaf- testimony, cross examination and sum- from our chart and black board, so
Frank -Barber, Auctioneer.
and a new spirit: for why will ye tives and friends in Nebraska. While ed elm on the farm to the south.
mation for the plaintiff. The class they will be able to unlock their words
C. E. Parker, Clerk.
die, O house of Israeli"
has been studying case problems and in reading. We have new work books
they are gone Leland Rhoads is takThe Lesson-Sermon comprises quo ing care of the cafe.
The school boys rush in and say, they found this practical demonstra- which are to be used in our Language
M. C.-Hanson and wife of
tations from the Bible and from the
work.
"It's sure swell to see Tony Kopp tion very helpful.
Joseph,
Mo., spent the week end
Christian Science textbook, "Scienc
Third Grade.
around town again!"
the city with his mother, Mrs. O.CI
* * *
Announce Date P. T. A. Benefit.
and Health with Key to the ScripMiss Knowlton has given her pupils
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Jan. 30 has been announced as the achievement tests. She has given Hansen, and with other relatives
To little girls who ride little ponies
One of the Bible citations reads:
after dark along West Main Street: date for the P. T. A. benefit program. one in spelling, arithmetic and read- friends.
reduced In sire. The
"He that covcreth his sins shall not 1»
pain has left simply by
Carry some kind of reflector to enable There will be some home talent plays ing. The main advantage of th«
FAIRYFOOT.
prosper: but whoso confesseth and applying
drivers of cars to see you more easily. presented at this time.
reading test is that it helps in vocabGet a small aiie trial
forsaketh them shall have mercy" pkK. of F&lryioot today.
It is pretty hard for a passing mo- First Honor Roll.
ulary and comprehension. The third
(Prov. 28:13).
BONGBRS BROS.
torist to see horses or pedestrians in
grade pupils have been studying traf(90% or above)
Special price on Mineral
that block between Raymond Lantz's
fic lights and signals. This is to make
tf
Freshmen—John 'Curry, Dean Coon,
and the west end oil station, until
children more cautious and more care- Farmers Coop., Anltai Iowa.
Faye Hendricks, Esther Jensen, Naomi
they are almost upon them.
ful when they cross the street.
at £• "I
Sunday dinners
Richter and Fern Schlater.
SUGGESTION
Phone
Loasee'8 Triangle Camp
Sophomores—Richard Richter and
And now someone comes along and Sue
Ray Burke, wife and daughter, Jo
Hagen.
WINTER REPAIRS WHICH WILL ADD
tells us that the "plum" in the pie
If you have. TO old hftrae you
»*"
Juniors—Richard Duthie, Harvey Ann, of Harlan and Joe Beener and
w
TO YOUR HEALTH AND COMFORT.
which Jack Horner sampled, was in
wife of Atlantic spent Sunday after- to Bell, see •Chas, L. '^Wilson, ^ Jt
Scholl,
Marie
Burns,
Carol
DeMent,
reality the deed to "castles, kingdom
' v ' •.'".<•
noon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Iowa.
Storm sash (a combination door $5.00) • attic inand a bride." Jack was the errand Mary Jane Kopp, Barbara Rhoads and Ernest Burke in Anita.
Kathryn
Weimer.
SALE-.—Tally cards, 2
boy carrying the pie from ruler to
n^/^rf W,!ndow «'Ws; re P utt .V old sash
'fh nuglaw
with
Seniors—Marjorie Hendricks, MariTribune office, Anita.
ith
(,t will stay o n ) ; repoint foundationruler . . . but Jack kept the deed . .
Kohl, Virginia Nichols and Viriril
repair
pair leaky roofs; renail loose siding boards; pain
claimed the bride . . , and they lived lynn
K
FOR RENT:-—Light
Wolf.
happily ever after . . . we hope.
window frames-check heating plant Snd flue; phone
rooms
at E. G. Lawe*?««W«wrle CatnPj
* * *
2-0 for coal you know, and let old man winter Mow
Second Honor Boll.
BUY ANITA. BBEA1>
We pause to honor with happy
(85% or above)
memories and great respect, four
Freshmen-^Iohn Bear, Victor ClausGet your slat cor^Sbbing-flt
ON TRACK SOON
whose birthdates are this week: Oct. sen, Robert Hagen, George Millhollin,
Farmers Coop., Aniite, Iowa.
23, Edna Worthing Scarlett . . . Oct. Gail Reeves, Gail Rhoads, Rex Rour* Actually more heat per dollar
25,
my
Mother
.
.
.
Oct.
27,
my
Dad
thap anything else you can buy.
50c buys 500
ANITA LUMBER CO.
ick, Marcella Breen, Marian Duff, Dorand Teddy Roosevelt.
, at the
paper, sizg
othy
Bamlin,
Eva
James,
Gen'aveve
* * *
No Charge For an Estimate of Your Needs
une office.'
McAfee, Ruby Miller, Betty Moore,
The Statute of Liberty was dedicat- Elsie Oler, Glada Parker, Hilda Scholl
Bert C.. Ramus, Manager
dead
ed on Oct. 28, 1886.
and Mary Jean Steinmetz.
Ph. 184 Anita—we nay phone cbarg

ANITA SCHOOL NEWSJJ

FROM OUR OLD FILES

MadiuTss Food Market

10c
Onions
19c
Crackers
15c
Coffee
14c
49c
Bacon Squares
12c
style—2 Pounds 29c
Household

at Auction

Saturday, Oct. 28

nsonl

My Painful—
BUNION

KING BEE Eastern
Kentucky Lump Coal

ROBERT SCOTT

KUNZ GRAIN CO.
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VAT'THE EDGE OF THE WOOD." FRIENDS HUSK AND CRIB
Mrs. Bert fiamus is spending the
FRANK
SCHWENKE'S CORN week with relatives and friends in
»
At the request of friends of the
Decorah, Iowa.
icontinued from page 4)
late Clyde V. East, the Tribune is
Tuesday morning a large number
641 reproducing the poem, "At the Edge of neighbors and friends of Frank
township ..... 55
Alfred James and wife of Osceola,
^ township ---- 3.49
4,066 of the Wood," written by him a short Schwenke went to hia home and huskIowa, spent Saturday in the city at
7,421
pownship ...... 6.37
ve township.. 20.04 23,847 time before his death, and which ap- ed and cribbed 27 acres of corn for the A. C. James home. Mr. James
3,239 pears in the World's Fair edition of him. Men assisting with the work was a resident of Lincoln township
whip
....... 2.78
2,947 American Voices. The poem follows: were Clyde Pollock, Fred Scholl, Hen- about forty years ago and is a son
township -. . .. 2.53
.15.85 18,465
'•Independent.. . 7.09
8,260 At the edge of the wood grow the ry Aggen, Henry Bissell, Elmer Pont, of the late Daniel B. James.
Louis Schmidt, Vestal C. Pickrell, El. .93
1,083
hardy oak trees,
699
. .60
Roy Petersen and wife and Willis
mer L. Martin, James D. Edgar, Aus850 With strong arms held aloft, they tin T. Harris, Arthur Garside, Frank Welch, wife and children, all from
. .73
Independent. . 1.57
1,829
contend with the breeze;
. 1.00
1,165 And above their tall forms there is A. Daughenbaugh, Raymond Laartz, Casey, were visitors at the Cecil Denoidated
Carl Brown, I. W. Joy, Otto Karas, ney home Sunday. Mirs. Welch and
naught to behold,
.13.58 15,821
Etro Moore, Donald Fetersen, Fred J. Mrs. Denney are sisters and Mrs.
1,678 But the bonny blue sky touched with
. 1.44
Victor McLaglen — Sally Eilers — Joseph Calleia
Groves, Harry Stapleton, O. W. Sul- Petersen is a niece of the ladies.
'Independent
crimson and gold.
livan, Charles B^ese, Frank Karas,
1,771
IN AN AMAZING STORY
. 1.52
A 7:00 o'clock covered dish din1,037 Up the hills they ascend, grenadiers, Marion Maas, Fred Toepfer, Charles
. .89
plumed and gay,
1,165
ner was enjoyed last Thursday evendependent . . 1.00
. .52
606 To encounter a foe, formed in battle Dressier, Lesley Penney, Otto Borth, ing by the members of the Evening
Robert Shaver, Sam Garside, John
nsolidated
array;
Jin)
7.82
9,110
Maas, Elba Huddleson, Fred Wollen- Dinner and Bridge club at the home
Also Cartoon — Miniature
— Iowa News Flashes
Thru' the gullies, they turn, to meet
Bnsolidated
i
haupt,
Lloyd E. Harris, Clarence of Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner
every advance,
3,693
3.17
on
West
Main
Street.
Other
guests
oiidated
2.01
2,342 And ne'er heed the blunt thrust of Schrier, Russell Harris, Clyde Green- were Mr. and Mrs. George F. Shaffer.
wait, Daniel E. Bower, Robert Karas,
• Hill Telephone Co.
the enemy's lance.
ownship ....... 1.50 $
41
Ezra Porter, Dan Murray, Earl Har- The evening was spent playing bridge.
luhip ------ . . 3.50
95 As the years swing around the wide ris, Fred Dressier and Wm. Maeder.
The members of the H. O. pinochle
Independent 2.00
64
The women furnished a basket din- club were guests Saturday evening
cycle of time,
^Independent . i.. . 2.00
54
1 Hill Independent 1.00
27 And the season's advance in a 'se- ner which was served by the follow- of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin GissibI at
folley
ing: Ethel Plummer, Carrie Dressier, their home southwest of the city.
quence of rhyme,
dent
........
1.50
41
.........
50
12 Ne'er a tree in the ranks that shrunk Esthermay Karas, Leona Garside, High scores at pinochle were held by
Freda, Edgar, 'Mildred Moore, Melva Mr. and Mrs. Mike Wahlert, and low
duty is found,
Grove Telephone Co.
township ---- 11.75 $ 400 Though they fall to the earth yet they Harris, Lola Harris, Barbara Harris, score by Marvin Scholl. Late in
nahip ....... 2.25
76
M(yrtle Laartz, Edna Karas, Helen the evening a lunch was served by
.never abscond;
nd
...........
60
17
Dressier,
Mable Denney and Leah the host and hostess.
With
strong
hearts
stanch
and
true
i. Independent . . 1.25
43
Bower.
'
mt Center Telephone Line.
no intrigue dare molest,
it township ----- 16.50 $ 528 This integrity grand in the depths
Several other men assisted with the
A meeting of the Friendly Circle
pownship r ...... 1.75
56
corn picking but did not remain for was held last Wednesday afternoon at
of each breast;
'd Independent . . 1.00
32
"Tis a brotherhood rare with a char- dinner.
the home of Mrs, Elwood Jensen north
isant Dell Telephone Co.
pownship ....... 6.50 $ 189
acter divine,
of the city, with twelve members and
inland
...........
2.50
72 And a lesson of love to enlighten manMrs. R. M. Stuart of Des Moines two visitors present. The visitors were
nt Township Mutual 'No. 13.
enjoyed a few days' visit in the city Mrs. Chris Jensen and Mrs. Harry
kind.
township ---- 3.25 ? 133
last week at the home of her daugh- Kauffman. Mrs. Kenneth Gipple won
ant Township Mutual No. 8.
tilt township ---- 3.75 $ 146 At the edge of the wood the trees ter, 'Mrs. Dale Ulfers and husband.
a contest put on by Mrs. Elmer
grow far apart,
ttownship ....... 2.00
78
Jensen.
At the close of the meeting
rmosa Township Mutual.
Azel S. Ames and wife were in
But more closely commune in the fora
lunch
was
served by the hostess.
L township ..... 7.75 $ 240
Des Moines Friday where they attend' est's deep heart;
Franklin Telephone Line.
ed
the
state
convention
of
amateur
They
form
thickets
that
hide
a
bright
township .... 4.50 $ 194
At her home on North Chestnut
|township ...... : .50
21
radio operators. Mr. Ames is an Street last Thursday afternoon, Mrs.
dell or a glen,
Springdale Telephone Line.
Seem endowed with the knowledge amateur operator and has a station Leo V. Bongers was hostess to the
Itownship ....... 6.25 $ 219
at his home in this city.
and instinct of men;
|v Star Telephone Co.
members of the Original bridge club.
f- township . , ..... 2.30 $ 104 There are many rare trees through
Ray Smith, wife and son, Raymond, Additional guests were Mrs. Floyd
jrsjde Telephone Association.
the labyrinth spread,
ownship ...... . 4.00 $ 136 In regalia bright, some a crown on have returned to their home in Den- Dement, Mrs. Ethel Budd, Mrs. B. D.
[•Telephone Line No. 28. .
ver, Colo., after a pleasant visit with Forshay, Miss 'Minnie Forshay, Mrs.
the head;
township ---- 1.50 $ 90
L. J. Hofineister, Mrs. G. M. DeCamp
RUDY
EDNAMAY Irving Berlin's six new
r Valley Telephone Co.
But no service they wrought, through his parents, Lloyd Smith and wife, j and Mrs. Fred Boren. High score
song hits..."theb&t
liship. ....... 7.75 $ 248
and
with
her
parents,
Mike
Metz
and
the years has withstood,
he's ever written!"
at
bridge
was
held
by
Mrs.
Fannie
township . ------ 3.75
120
wife, and with other relatives and
Young.
township ..... 6.50
208 To compare with the oaks at the edge friends.
"I'm Sorry For Myself
| Consolidated ... 2.00 64 of the wood.
"An Old Fashioned Tune
Union Central Telephone Co.
The regular meeting of the Union
Always U New"
Old age assistance checks paid in
.township , ..... 5.75 ? 213 As we follow the trails through the
club
was
held
last
Wednesday
at
the
"Song
of the Metronome"
rland
...........
25
9
Cass county during September amountforest of life,
home
of
Mrs.
D.
L.
Spiker
on
Rose
rland
"When
Winter Comes"
And encounter it's foes, it's reverses,, ed to $8,987, according to the state
ndent
........
.50
19
Hill Avenue. Besides the members
"I Poured My Heart
and
strife;
social
welfare
board.
This
was
disUnion Short Line.
Into A Song"
present, there was one other guest,
.township ....... 8.50 $ 196 Let us bravely advance and ne'er tributed among 436 pensioners. The
"Back To Bock"
Mrs.
A.
A.
Miller,
mother
of
the
rland
state
total
for
the
month
was
$1,076,sound a retreat,
' the new bdilfoom donee crav
.
at ........ 1.00
23 Though we fall to earth and meet 207. Aid to the blind in the county hostess. During the noon hour dinner
Victor Telephone Line.
Directed by Sidney lonflrid
last month was $15}, while the state was served by Mrs. Spiker, and the
utter defeat;
'a. township ..... 4.00.. $ 132
AiMcM* Producer GmMarlwy
afternoon waa spent by the ladies with
township: ...... 8.50
281 Let's be strong, and endure, not for total was $33,819.
Serein Ploy by Harry T*a*nd
quilting
for
the
hostdss.
The
next
erland '. ......... 1.00
33
Sated an ilory by C«ft Bradtow
riches or fame,
stern Light & Telephone Co.
AMMiCMrtvryw
The farm bureau ladies of Lincoln meeting will be held at the home of
Nor
the
glory
that
gilds
the
immor. . . . . . . . ........ 3.014 $ 509
Dorryl P. Zanucfc
Mrs. W. H. Wagner.
No.
I
held
an
all
day
meeting
last
I. OMH« •>
talized
name;
Consolidated . . . 4.40
744
Thursday
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Wil[West Iowa Telephone Co.
But for manhood, and right, and for
A meeting of the Mutual Benefit
township ....... 43.00 $ 8,643
liam Bang-ham, with eight members
all that is good,
ALSO TERRY-TOON CARTOON and LATE NEWS
club
was held last Thursday aftern .township ...... 10.00
2,010
and one visitor, 'Mrs. Maurice Turner,
bin township ...... 42.50
8,543 Then q. blessing we'll win at tne'edge present. At noon
noon
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
William
the ladies preof the wood.
sena township ---- 3.00
603
pared the menu, "Sunday Night Stockham northwest of the city. All
..
.............
4.30
864
members of the club were present,
Second St. Telephone Line.
Mrs. Niles Blake and children of Luncheon." In the afternoon they
Mrs. W. F. Crawford is home from
The members of the C. R. S. club
also three visitors, Mrs. Lafe Koob,
ihington township .. 4.00 $ 144
had
the
lesson
on
child
development,
Marne spent Sunday in the city.
Wiota Telephone Co.
a visit with relatives and friends at enjoyed dinner together last ThursMrs.
Roscoe
Koob
and
Mrs.
Cynthia
with Mrs. Howard GissibI as leader
on township ..... 2.75 $ 215
day at the Congregational church, and
Blue. The afternoon was spent so- Galesburg and Abingdon, 111.
Jdin township ---- 11.60
897
Frank Miller and wife, accompan- and Mrs. Bangham cooperator.
spent the afternoon at the home of
cially
and
a
contest
put
on
by
Mrs.
oln township ...... 3.25
253 ied by Roscoe Blue, left Monday for
Irvin Maduff, a student at the State Mrs. Carrie Reynolds, where they
.
................
50
39
Forrest Smith was won by Mrs.
An
all
day
meeting
of
the
Jolly
southern Texas, where they expect
Consolidated
Dozen club was held last Thursday Charles Jewett. At the close of the University in Iowa City, spent the played Chinese checkers -and did fancy
inklin) '.'. ....... 20.50
1,699 to spend the winter.
at the home of Mts. Harold Giles meeting* a lunch was served by the week end in the city with his par- work for themselves.
Consolidated
ents, Henry Maduff and wife.
nton)
...........
11.60
897
Raymond Lantz, wife and daughter, northeast of the city. During the hostess.
A gathering of relatives was held
ipple 'Mutual Telephone Co.
noon
hour
a
covered
dish
dinner
was
township ..... ... 1.00 $ 20 Mlarcia, are home from a visit with enjoyed by the ten members present i The members of the LANB dinner
A meeting of the K. J. U. club one day last week at the home of
relatives and friends at Galien, Mich.
(to be continued)
and bridge club were • 7:00 o'clock was held last Friday afternoon at the Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Stuart in honor
They were accompanied home by her and three guests, Mrs. David Duthie,
covered dish dinner guests last Thurs- home of Miss Lucille Henderson, host- of 'Mr. and Mrs. W. W. White and
Hmmm I
Miss
Evangeline
Carlton
and
Miss
sister, Miss Grace Moon, who will
Hers have long ' been urged to visit here for awhile.
Beatrice Scholl. A social afternoon day evening of Dr. and Mrs. G. M. esses being Miss Henderson, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Walter White and small
|tbeir machinery in a shed and
was spent by the ladies, and roll call Adair at their home on North Chest- Frank Lees, Mrs. Walter B. Inhofe son of Woodward, Okla. A picnic
jive it setting around exposed
Mrs. Jake Neiens, while doing the was answered by ''my most embaras- nut Street. Other • guests, besides and 'Mrs. Almira Rickel. Eighteen dinner was served at noon and a socthe members, were Mr. and Mrs. Er- members were present and they spent ial afternoon was spent at the Chas.
Ted Freerksen of Kana- family washing at her home Saturday sing moment."
nest Ford. The evening was spent the afternoon socially and embroid- Barber home, with a number of picthp> keeps his machinery in- morning, had the misfortune to get
At her home east of the city last playing bridge at which high scores ering tea towels. A lunch was served tures being taken. The Whites have
most of it when the shed her right hand caught in the wringer
returned to their home in Woodward.
the ground last week, with of the electric machine. The hand Friday, Mrs. Kenneth King enter- were held by Mrs. M. M. Burkhart, by the hostesses.
tained the members of the Sunshine and Mr. Ford, and traveling prizes
nOf $2,000.
was badly cut and bruised.
The first meeting of the year for
club. Present were eight members ! were won by Mrs. Chester A. Long and
the P. T. A. at Grant No. 7 was held
and one visitor, Mrs. Roy Duff. A j Lester Scholl.
on Tuesday evening of last week. Afcovered dish dinner was served during
The October meeting of the P. T. ter the business session, a program
the noon hour and the ladies spent
j'the afternoon doing hand work, which A" in Grant No- 1 was held at the was given by Miss Lois Duthie anjd
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
'
*
. .' .
..
_
«..
Qf^riAni TimiRO ]nof
TKnvafJoir Avmnivirv
was furnished by the hostess. The school house last Thursday evening. her pupils from Grant No. 6. Other
wholesale, delivered.
next meeting of the club will be A discussion was held on the vaccina- ] numbers on the program were music
We will pick up your dead
held
Nov. 10 at the home of Mrs. tion for smallpox. It was decided | by the pupils of No. 7, tap dancing
TRY THE
animals
and give service.
to
serve
hot
lunches
to
the
children
j
by
Betty
Karns
and
Virginia
DarJasper Krumm.
at the school during the winter | row> and several musical numbers
.NLY OASOLINE WITH
Phone 257
A meeting of the P. T. A. for j months, and a charge of one cent will. by Miss Allene Christensen. At the
Grant school No. 6 was held Friday be made on each item in the lunch a t ' close of the meeting, a lunch was
WAGNER FILLING STATION
evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. the next P. T. A. meeting to pay for served by Mrs. Rowley Pollock and
ANITA, IOWA
Harold MtDermott. The program, in a large dish pan to be used for heatRoy Scholl.
charge of Miss Lois Dnthie, teacher ing the food for the school lunches.
of the school, consisted of three mo- Entertainment for the meeting was j '
tUL.
tion pictures, one "The Parade of furnished by Mrs. Ed. Carlton, Miss
the Comic Balloon," and the others Evangeline Carlton, Miss Carol CarlSPECIALS
were of the world's fair. At the close . ton, Miss .Margaret Alice Joy and Sid
Fitting Glasses Successfully
of the meeting a lunch was served Larsen, and at the close of the meetFor Years
by Mrs. MdDermott, Mrs. Felix Scott i ing a lunch was served by Mrs. Rork
High grade toric lenses in ocand Mrs. Knapp. For the November
and Mrs. Fred Kuehn.
tagonal design with white gold
meeting, Melvin Daume and Miss
filled mountings. Price includes
Among the relatives from a distance Evangeline Carlton will have charge
frames, lenses and
who were here Sunday to attend the of the program, and Mrs. Frank
case .'
funeral services for the late Anna Neighbors and Mrs. Faye Holiday are
A SALE OF BETTER EYESIGHT
Aupperle were Lew Aupperle of Bur- the lunch committee.
lington, Colo; Herman Aupperle and
DR. L. B. PETERSEN, Optometrist
wife of Welfleet, Neb; Mrs. Kathryn
Atlantic, Iowa
Newcomb of Milwaukee, Wis; Lyle QUICK RELIEF FROM
Richards and wife of 'Corning; Gerald SynptMM of DtetroM ArUlag from
Beatty and wife of Prescott; Fred STOMACH ULCERS
Aupperle and wife, Clarence Aupperle
UK™ EXCESS ACID
and wife "and Ernest Reipe of Daven- FrooBookToIlsof HonoTrootaonttiiot
port; William Aupperle of Marion; Must Holp or KWiM Coat You Nothing
Henry Aupperle of Cedar Rapids;
.inUUon bottle* or the WILLARD
have been Mid for relief of
George Ebert and wife and Mrs. John
Ebert of Audubon; Lou 'Heckman and
Uk*n due to bc
—
wife, Charles 'McMurphy and wife, rMr.McNUon.SMir or UpMt «onuch,
Mrs. Emil Heckman and 'Miss Louise A«k for "WlHard's MMMI*" which fully
ANITA, IOWA
Heckman of Adair; and Mrs. Mary uplalni this treatment—tnt—at
C. F. DARROW, Manager
Heckman of Guthrie Center.
BONGERS BROS.
. .

BOARD OP SUPERVISORS

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night

$

"FULL CONFESSION"

SAT-SUN. OCT. 28-29

VALLEE • OLIVER

MARY HEALY
ILYLE TALBOT
ALAN DINEHART

USABLE fiflS" MIXTURE

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

W. Shaffer & Son

NOTICE!

$8.85

SPECIAL PRICE ON FENCE
AND FENCE MATERIAL
THE FARMERS COOP.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
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Dust

Vtdimce

[WnETHBFEABS
* Too Many Good Own
MRS. SPEARS: A
* 'Gang BtuttTt' Do
>4 .gave me • a copy of
t« Md I can't tell you
it Artie Shaw Goes O. B.
p transformation is taking
ftV home because of it. L-i— By VlrftlnUi Vale -1
j tiine I have wanted livcurtains with smoothly
. argument . between
ilaaces stiffened with A Bette Davis and Warner
Could you give me step.: directions for making Brothers should set a record ol

Lace by Day and Lace by Night
Continues Its Magic Dominion
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

•'
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•
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d valance shelf;; buck- tests
, . i
.
: <re\7 • .•*?".,'i ^ .r» '"^ . -T-nj, .y r ^ - T — r - - ~
imbtacka ere the only better stones or mote money.
^needed, 1: Cutthebuck- Miss Davis didn't want either.
; size of the finished
She gete the best stories that tht
> seatn allowances. The studio
can find; in fact the executives can't hear of a good one without trying to buy it for her. The
latest purchase is "No Time lor
Comedy," the play that Katharine
Cornell has been doing so successfully t tor so long on the New York
Stage. It's said that George ^Brent
will play opposite Mias.Davis,
to the
role done
in New Yorkvby Laurence
:
OHvier.: '.- '•>,.-. • , . , . : • ; . ; . , • , ' '
Miss Davis' complaint Is that they
buy too many of these good stories
for her-^in other .words, she 'works
too hard. Since'Mast January she
haa made "Juarez," "Dark Vic,,.
valance and the fac- tory," "The Old Maid," and^Elizaial are cut larger as in- beth and Essex," which makes an
Outline the scallops impressive record.
_ around the buckram,
the chintz and facing
Loretta Young, in "Eternally
bit
sides together. Steps Yours," has a chance to wear chin3
6: Trim the scallops; chilla and orchids and look beautiful
them; then turn against a luxurious background. The
7: Insert the buck- picture is light and amusing, and
it smoothly into the some of your favorite people are in
Turn in and stitch the
inch to extend
buckram. 8: Tack this
to the shelf.
If you have had Mrs.
books 1 and 2, you will
3. It is full of new ideas
lakers, and step by step
for. making important
furniture. Also newest
methods of making slip
curtains. Original derag rugs; gifts and ba. Send 10 cents in coin
and address to Mrs.
S. Desplaines St., Chi5

t

1-Laden Pigeons
the fouxvmonths siege of
1870-1871, 66,000 official
and a million private
brought into the city
The 'messages had
; in type, photographed in
lip size and printed on
of collodion, so that a
, "carry as many as 40,000
at one time. ^ a cargo, at the pigeon-post
w,ord, .would
It $56,000 in postage.—Col-

.

Coudtt
-common coTdT
Hang On

Naturally.
you, ever noticed/ that
icessful men are bald?"
-they come out on top."

Charity
'
no rich man who is offl1 to a poor man.—Plau-

YOUR STOMACH?
rDi* MO!M», Iowa.—

„ _ would feel
•fin iatiag 'and

'"

otne

' ~ i themw"^"nifg of
i announce fa the)
EthUt>apex.They

fte
I. They are
oi their »er-

LORETTA YOUNG

the cast (at least, they deserve to
be among your favorites). Hugh
Herbert, Zasu Pitts, C. Aubrey
Smith, Ralph Graves and David
Niven have combined to give you
something to laugh at in this one.
Jimmie Cagney's sister, Jean,
who's twenty, 'has landed a movie
contract for herself; starts her new
career with a salary of $250 weekly
—not bad for a beginner, though in,
Hollywood language that's barely!
pin money.
Andrea Leeds begged off from
playing opposite Gary Cooper In
"The Outlaw" so that she could get
married; sbe wants a real wedding
and a real honeymoon, instead of
one of those honied ceremonies that
motion .picture .actresses .usually
participate to. She may decide to
give np her sneen career altogether, In favor of matrimony.
"Gang Busters" starts its fourth
year hi a enuade against crime en
an enlarged network,that includes
61 CBS outlets. Since its debut it
haa presented more than 180 dramas
of actual cases; through does presented near.tbe end of each broadeast, It baa been credited with the
ultimate arrest of more than 130 suspects. Its producers work with law
enforcement authorities, and each
ease that Is dramatised 1* based on
facts supplied by official agencies.
During each program Col- H. Norman Schwsurtzkopf, former head of
the New Jersey State police, interviews officers connected with the
case just dramatized. It adds a
thrill to Saturday evenings.
Artie Shaw, whose clarinet playing practically makes history, has
been startling people—especially his
sponsors—by saying what he thinks
about the jitterbugs. Band leaders
have wanted to say what he has, jn
tunes past, but haven't dared, because the yelling, shouting mobs
who stormed the theaters where
they appeared were "the public."
They didn't dare pause to consider
the rest of the public, who went to
hear thepi play.
So Shaw has come out into the
open, rebelling against being goaded into writing autographs when
he's due on the stage, resenting being
Jeered at whoa he doesn't do as he's
asked. His radio sponsors feared
that H might affect his popularity.
Far from it—he attracts more people than ever.
ODDS AND ENPS—Lanny ROM liket
"Over the Rainbow" the best erf the popular twit . . . A print of "fnlermeuo"
AM been tent to the King oj Sweden, rewetted by the president of the United
Swediih tocietiet... Merle Oberon want*
to ttart Hollywood't feminine contingent
knitting Jor the toldiert of the Allietwatch for a flood of publicity pkturet ol
Ae girlt with their needUt ...And look
out for a "food of toy pieturet, with "Et
piontge^ at a temple, thougk Brenda,
VauXatt it above the. average heroine
you can etaett to «M.
<B«l*«Mdby WtitBrn N

WARS SELDOM
HELP FARMER
Expert Advises Adherence to
Planned Crop
Schedule.
••••-rvj

some kind. Usually a star pro• •. -

FARM
TOPICS

By Dr. V. R. WERTZ

FASHION is growing
* creasingly lace-inspired.
As the style picture for the
winter social season unfolds the importance of
lace is emphasized throughout every phase of the
mode, v,
Time was when lace was
considered a special-occasion item but as regarded today,
lace becomes a positive fashion
"must" in every well-planned wardrobe. It's as good style to wear lace
in the daily routine of affairs as it is
to array in lace for those dramatic
highspot moments when every woman seeks to look her loveliest and
most alluring.
To be sure in the interest of good
taste discrimination must be exercis.ed .in, choosing the right lace for
the right place;
With suits as popular as they are
this winter the call for a collection
of blouses becqmes imperative. Of
course there should be at least one
lace blouse included in the list and
several of varied-type lace will
prove none too many. The lace
blouse pictured to the right in the
foreground of'the illustration herewith is styled to a nicety, with a
softly draped front, wide full sleeves
and a peplum which has a 'slight
bustle treatment in back. Wear it
with a velvet skirt and a cunning
velvet toque for any afternoon occasion which calls for a dress-up
costume.
,
' .
The new metallic embroidered
laces make up beautifully into fitted
jacket-blouse types such as you see
centered in the group, and if you
are going to,dinner dances this'winter or banqueting with socialites,
a ' formal jacket and skirt dress
becomes a necessary luxury these
times.
Perhaps 'the charming
model here shown will help you in
making, a selection when it comes
to "looking up" a correctly styled
evening, dress. A truly beautiful
lace is this in. creamy beige embel-

Evening Glamor

lished with metal threadwork
achieving that air of elegance so
characteristic of this season's fashions. The classic simplicity of the
handsome flared skirt of monotone
net sets off the glory of the superbly
beautiful metallic embroidered lace
basque to perfection. The resplendent bib necklace and wide bracelets are just such as fashion decrees shall be worn on gala occasions with one's handsomest gown.
When a very voluminous skirt is
of black lace with a deep flounce of
matching lace about the very wide
hemline, when the bodice blouse
worn with it is of cerise red satin
with a mantilla-like lace fichu enveloping the shoulders as pictured
to the left in the group, you sense,
and rightly so, that the costume reflects Spanish influence. You know
also that the ensemble interprets
the "last word" in high fashion.
Also the message of exquisite black
lace for evening wear is conveyed
to you in unmistakable terms. The
separate little shoulder cape or
fichu is a decided feature of evening dresses this season.
The flair for lace is, however, not
confined to formal dress. On the
daytime program lace is assigned
a leading role. One of the cleverest
uses of lace is to trim sheer black
wool or crepe afternoon frocks with
black lace edging in exactly the
same manner as val lace edging is
used on lingerie dresses and blouses.
You will find these lace-trimmed
blacks very flattering and youthful
in aspect as they are styled with
naive simplicity.

Eyeleted Pique Is
Important Style

Hooped Peplum
Designed to fit over the newest
wide-hipped evening frocks is the
white ermine wrap shown by
Bruyerf. The coat is about fingertip, length and has a peplum fringed
with white silk and held out with •
wide hoop.

I

Sold! To Low Bidder
Dog Trouble Shooter
Many-Part Thespian

f

American courts have held that
an auctioneer is not compelled to
accept the highest bid. In a Minnesota case, a house was sold to
the first bidder for $675 after the
second and only other bidder had
offered $680. The auctioneer reFused to consider such a trifling
increase. So the second bidder
sued but lost his case on the
ground that no contract exists until the offer to purchase is accepted by the auctioneer.
• • *
Recently, after 16 miles of coaxial cable had been installed
;hree feet underground between
two radio stations in England, it
was discovered that the outer tube
was losing the nitrogen pumped
through it to insulate the inner
:onductor. So amyl mercaptan,
a gas having an odor similar to
that of cats, was introduced and
EI dog taken over the route. He
lug in 14 spots and found the
leaks.
• • *
At one time in his early stock:ompany engagements, Sir Henry
[rving (1838-1905), the English ac:or, rehearsed and played 429 parts
in 782 consecutive days, or an avirage of one every 44 hours for
more than two years.—Collier's.

By burning 25% slower than
the average of the 15 other
off the largest-selling brands

tested-stower than any of
then-CAMELS gfvo a smokIng plus equal to

Local Seeds Best

Seeds from^ trees in the backyard
or along a neighbor's fence are likely to produce better trees than those
from distant places, says R. W.
Graeber, forester of the North Carolina State college extension service.
The reason for this, Graeber explained, is that trees must be thoroughly adapted to the climate of the
planting site. Seed of even'the same
species gathered at great distances
from the planting location cannot
compete with the home-grown product.
Sooner or later, the State, college
(ReleaMd by Weatern Newspaper Union.)
forester said, a variation, occurs in
the size of the seedling trees and
in* their survival, usually hi favor
of\the home-area seedlings. Local
seed are considered to be those obtained within a hundred miles of
The new eyelet embroidered piques the planting site and with a differnow showing are creating a sensa- ence in elevation of not more than
tion. The simpler eyeleted pattern- 1,000 feet.
ings are ideal for the smart tailored
shirtwaist to wear with your suit.
The' eyelet embroidered edgings
make up beautifully in collar and Soil-Erosion Is Now
cuff sets. Boleros to wear over dark
Nation-Wide Problem
crepe frocks or linen tailleurs are
Although "man-made" soil eroever so chic in eyelet embroidered sion increased year by year in
pique. Milliners are also doing this country as settlers moved
clever things with the new piques. west, it was not until 1933 that
Taking it all in all it promises to the problem was attacked on a
be very much of a pique season nationwide scale. In that year
this summer.
the soil erosion service, qow the
soil conservation service, was organized.
During the past six years, 175
demonstration areas have been
established in 45 states and PuerCollar and cuff sets of gold braid to Rico, the service says in a
are being displayed in the neckwear current statement. Erosion consections; You can also buy gold trol work is going forward under
braid military looking frogs and technical supervision of the servepaulets for shoulder decoration on ice near more than 350 CCC
your new black dress.
camps. Hundreds of individual
Effective new neckwear shows in- farms are being replanned for
triguing collars styled of gold kid, soil conservation in co-operation
to wear with your afternoon black with state extension services.
Over the countrylas a whole the
sheer wool or velvet afternoon
dre:is.
soil conservation service demonstration program Includes co-operative agreements with nearly
70,000 land-holders and covers
more than 18 million acres of
privately owned land.
Many of the incoming frocks are
styled with wide inset belt* that accent high bustline and small waist
Deer Problem
line. The trend to jeweled girdles
In a number of eastern states,
is also noted. Belts of gold or silver kid give a dramatic touch to the excess high population of whiteblack velvet gowns that stress ut- tail deer is proving to be a serious
problem to the farmer. Pennsylmost simplicity in their styling.
vania has erected many miles ol
deer-proof fences. Michigan is now
A Bow for a Belt
experimenting with electric fences
Trading a, belt for a bow or a to keep deer from damaging crops
tassel, Bruyere features in his new the National Wildlife federation recollection dim beltless frocks which ports. One Michigan farmer, given
have a .how or a tassel posed at the permission to kill trespassing deef,
waistline where. a belt would ordi- shot 14 in one field, then quit in disnarily be.
gust with the deer still coming.

Gold Braid Favored
For Accessories
There is- no limit to the 'wealth
of jewelry
fashion urges ladies
who are1 style-ambitious to wear
this season, especially when it
comes to attending night-tune functions. In the picture hand-fashioned gold plated beads strung on
heavy, knotted silk cord, designed
by Simonne Gerli, as new as the
world of tomorrow, contrast dramatically with the old world elegance of an evening bag of ancient
Egyptian silk brocade which is reembroidered in gold thread. The
dynamic young designer medallions
the
hundred-year-old
Egyptian
frame with butterfly motifs in Italian mosaic. The story of handbags
for this season promises to be a
thrilling one.

Regardless, of whether or not the
armies of the world decide on stepping up the pace of war, many
American farmers are willing to **?
a gamble which appears to be a
losing; proposition unless economic
laws are repealed by mass hysteria
of the world's inhabitants. This
would seem apparent from facts
available to the rural economics department of Ohio State university.
It may be possible that mathematics'are blown out the window when
wars/occur but it is a matter of
historical record that numerals
have their old values when wars
end. The' farmers who*re betting
their judgment against statistics are
the farmers who are abandoning
their planned crop schedules to plant
an unusual amount of wheat this
fall and coming spring.
These farmers give two reasons
for believing that extra acres of
wheat will be profitable; first, rapid
increases in grain prices occurred
immediately after this war began;
and second, wheat prices started upward in 1916 and continued to rise
until pegged at a bonanza figure.
Such increases as may occur in
grain prices are no more than the
farmer deserves, but it is doubtful if
the planting of a markedly increased acreage of wheat is the
proper method to add dollars to
the 1940 farm income. Several
reasons present themselves for
doubting that unusually large wheat
harvest next year will be profitable
for its producers.
The chief reason is that the granaries of the world already are bursting with the largest stocks of wheat
that have been known since records
were kept. The world, price of
wheat in Liverpool last Juty was
the lowest on. record since Queen
Elizabeth ruled England.
A second reason for doubting the
advisability of increasing wheat
acreages in the United States is
that consumption of wheat does not
increase hi time of war although
prices may rise if supplies fall to
normal or below. Any unwarranted rise in wheat and flour prices in
the United States is certain to be
met by resistance from consumers.

Strange Facts

S

MOKBfhr
And enjoy an extra metttttre of
cigarette goodnew. la recent
tens of 16 of the
n
brands, a leading research laboratory
found these resota: '

CAMELS were found to contain
1
MQRB TOBACCO BY WEIGHT
than the mretagv for the 15 other of the
lafgest-aeQlng brand*.
CAMELS BURKED S LOITER
JTHAfc ANY OTHER BRAND
TBSTBD-25% SLOWER THAN THE
AVERAGE TIME OF THE 15 OTHER
OP THE LARGEST-SELLING
BRANDS! By burning 25% dower, oo
die average. Camels give imokers the
equivalent of 5 EXTRA SMOKES PER
PACK!
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In die tame ten*, CAMELS HELD
3
THEIR ASH FAR LONGER than
the average time for all the other brand*.
You, too, will agree that long-burning Guneb ate America's No. 1 cigarette for pleasure, economy!

Wide Inset Belts
Appear on Frocks

LQNG-BURNING
COSTUER TOBACCOS
KftUY FOR PENNY YOUR
K8T CIGARETTE BUY!
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Practical Blouse
One Week-End

TTO^AMTA^lUBUKEr

Razing of an Old Chicago Building
of Dwight L. Moody,
Famous Evangelist of 50 Years Ago
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
r

tfftWS

at college girl's, wardcan knit this blouse
eek-end—it's done on
ties With that popular
' at's heavier than canhe trimming—easy emtwo colors. Pattern
directions for Blouse
skirt -in sizes 42-14
.illustration of ft and
laterials needed,
ain this pattern send 15
Dins to The Sewing.Circle
if Arts Dept., 259 W.
tj St., New York, N. Y.
Nwrite your name, adiT,pattern number plainly.

lange Facts
Bath Trains
Wound Cash
Mouth Prints

\

I '^HEY have torn down an
I oldtime building on Chi•*• cage's famous "Near
Northside" which was a landmark, rich in the religious
lore of America. It was the
old Moody church building
on the northwest corner of
La Salle street and Chicago
avenue, where a modern
business district links a part
of the famed "Gold Coast"
with a typical city slum.
Erected in 1873 by the
world-famous evangelist,
Dwight L. Moody, this building was known as the Chicago Avenue church until the
death of its founder in 1899.
Renamed the Moody church,
it finally was outgrown and
purchased in the last days of
the World war by the Moody
Bible institute of Chicago.
But even though the disappearance of this picturesque
building removes one of the
tangible evidences of the influence which Dwight L.
Moody once exerted upon
American society, it makes
room for what appears to be
an even greater monument
to the great evangelist.

; of the private houses in
f of Transylvania have no
Rumanian government
"bath trains" through
Equipped with tubs,
soap and towels, they
f bathing facilities.

For with the passing of this historic building has come the
launching of a building program
by the Bible school founded on
adjoining property by Moody
more than half a century ago.
Already a 12-story administration
building—complete with studios
army awards a of a 5,000-watt radio station,
instead of. stripes, to WMBI, located in the tower(• when they are injured, casts its shadow over the buildetting $10, officers $40 ing site soon to become a grass
" i $100 for every wound. plot on Moody Bible institute's
downtown campus. Meanwhile,
rks, pay-roll carriers basement of the proposed Torreypwatchmen may now call Gray auditorium—named hi honCuring a holdup, without or of Dr. R. A. Torrey, first sutheir lives by an perintendent, and Dr. James M.
| move, through a new raGray, late president of the instilitter that they wear tute has been finished.
sir shirts. Taking a deep
Origin of the Moody church is
ES the electric circuit
traceable to the' street
es the set silently flash directly
urchin
Sunday
school class orlals to a central receivIdentification of horses
I practicable through
i or gutta-percha molds
i of their mouths, which
stinctive -and individual
fingerprints.—Collier's.

hte Came Easy
list—With
^"•——••^•••^^ Cash
[tation to dinner had been
new doctor. In reply
- received an absolutelie letter.
know if he accepts or
she declared.
you," suggested her
"I should take it to the
They can always read
letters."
ggist looked at the sheet
Which she had handI without waiting for
atibn went into his disreturned a- few
with a bottle which
yer the counter.
(
you are, madam," he
at will be $1.50, please."

(ore-Not After!
9 of prevention Is worth a
f emergency relief. Why Jet
t suffer those dull lifeless
ause of constipation, why
v the need /or emergency
", when there may be a
'way? That way Is to
-ular by getting at the
, [ the trouble.
i common constipation, due
*, of "bulk" in the diet, a
, nutritious, ready-to-eat
All-Bran-eoes
milk or cream, or
Kioto muffins-drink plenty
•"pvandaeelfyoudontforI about constipation. Made
"-igg-s in Battle
Creek. Sold
'grocer. x

t will save you many a
lljar will escape you if
I foil to read carefully and
-Urly <he advertising of
merchants » » »

Dwight L. Moody, one of the
most colorful of American evangelists, in a characteristic pulpit
pose.
ganized in Chicago in 1858 by 21year-old Dwight L. Moody. Moody
was born in Northfleld, Mass.,
February 5, 1837. He was brought
up on a farm until he was 16
years of age when he left home
and went to Boston where he was
employed in a store for several
years.
Clerk ia a Shoe Store.
In Boston he became a professor of religion under the preaching of a Dr. Kirk and shortly afterwards emigrated to Chicago
where he found employment as a
clerk in a large wholesale shoe
store. Perhaps it was indicative
of his later powers as an evangelist that he soon became one
of the most successful salesmen
in the place.
While thus engaged he began
to spend his evenings doing missionary work among the lowly
and destitute of the city. One
day he applied for a teaching
position in a mission Sunday
school but was told that already
there were too many teachers.
But if he would bring his own
class, they told him, he could
teach.
Accordingly, the next Sunday
the young shoe salesman turned
up with a dozen street toughs in
tow. Once started, nothing could
stop the growth of this unique
class. There were fights. One
day a careless scholar entered
with his cap on. A loyal member spotted him, sent him sprawling with a blow between the eyes
and the comment, "I'll teach you
not to enter Moody's Sunday
school with your hat on." But in
spite of such disruptions enroll-

The Chicago Avenue or "Moody's Church" as it appeared soon
after completion in 1876. It has recently been torn down to make room
for the new buildings of the Moody Bible institute which Moody founded
in 1886.
ment soared with mushroom
with you and turn it over in your
growth and Moody scoured the
minds"during the week. And next
city for teachers.
Sabbath we will . . . decide what
When attendance hit 1,500
to do with -Jesus of Nazareth."
Moody's Sunday school was
That was the night Mrs.
known throughout Chicago. And
O'Leary's cow kicked over the
when, one day in 1860 President
lantern that started the great ChiLincoln visited the school, its
cago fire. About midnight Illinois
fame spread throughout the MidStreet church was laid low by the
dle West. And no wonder. For
flames and Moody never saw
in addition to his ability to athis congregation again.
tract noted persons to his- school,
Aided by Wanamaker.
Moody's methods of operation
But
almost before the fire in
were shockingly unconventional.
Chicago was extinguished Moody
His plan for disposing of unfit
was in the East soliciting funds
teachers had little to ask in effifor relief work. Soon with money
ciency. Scholars were allowed
provided largely by John Wanato transfer from one class to anmaker of Philadelphia, he reother. Inevitable results were
turned, built a temporary taberthat teachers who failed to innacle where for months destitute
terest their scholars were quickfamilies were housed and servly left without classes'.
ices were held. Then as his work
His devices for publicizing his
became wider known contribuschool were as novel as they
tions were received from all parts
were successful. He issued stock
of the country. These, together
certificates of the "North Market
with pennies with which Sunday
Sabbath School association: capschool children purchased bricks,
ital, $10,000; 4,000 shares at 25
built the basement and first story
cents each." These certified the
of the church at the corner of
purchase of shares "for the erecLaSalle and Chicago avenue. This
tion of a new building." . . .
was housed over and first occu"For dividends, apply at the
pied in 1873.
school each Sabbath at 3 p. m."
Meanwhile Moody found himself faced with a real difficulty.
Moody's 'Bodyguard.'
The fire had left Chicago in ashes.
At another time 13 street arabs
There were no homes anywhere
were promised new suits at
near his church where he could
Christmas for regular attendance
find people to invite to the servevery Sunday until that time.
ices. Not even saloons. So he
Their names: Red Eye, Smikes,
decided on a trip to England.
Madden the Butcher, Indian,
And while there he was so imJackey Candles, Giberich, Billy
pressed with the need of people
Blucannon, Darby the Cobbler,
for Christianity that in 1873 he
Butcher Kilroy, Greenhorn, Black
returned with his song leader, Ira
Stovepipe, Old Man, Ragbreeches
D. Sankey, for a three-year evanCadet. All but one fulfilled the
gelistic campaign of the British
conditions and the newly uniIsles.
formed squad became known as
Moody and Sanjcey Return.
"Moody's bodyguard."
Upon the return of Moody and
Capitalizing on the incident.
Sankey to this country, they apMoody made "before and after"
peared often in the new Chicago
photographs. These he hung unbuilding. At the same time, as
der the captions "Does It Pay?"
ever, Moody attracted to his puland "It Does Pay!" Proof that
pit some of the most famous men
it did became apparent in many
of his time. There probably is
cases.
no single church in the Middle
One day years later a former
West in which so many great perteacher in the old Sunday school
sonages appeared. Roll call of
stopped before a railway ticket
speakers at old Moody church inoffice. "You don't seem to know
cludes Henry Ward Beecher, Wilme," said the agent.
liam Jennings Bryan, "Gen."
"No, I don't believe so," replied
William Booth, Andrew Murray,
the traveler.
George Muller, P. P. Bliss, J.
"You
know 'Moody's bodyHudson Taylor, Henry Drumguard'?"
mond, John Hay, Thomas Spur"Yes, I have a picture of them
geon, Gen. O. O. Howard and a
at home."
score of others.
"Well," the agent answered,
Meanwhile, the reputation of D.
"when you get home, take a good
L. Moody spread. He conducted
look at the toughest of the lot,
evangelistic meetings in virtually
and you'll see the chap you're
all of the large cities in the East.
looking at now—and a church
He launched two schools in Masmember."
sachusetts—a girls' school at
A Union Army General.
Northfield and a boys' school
Others went into the North
across the Connecticut river at
Market Sunday school as youthful
Mt. Hernnon, both of which are in
hoodlums and came out respectexistence today. Then in 1886 he
able citizens. One became postfounded a Bible school in Chicago
master of Chicago, another a genlater to be renamed Moody Bible
eral in the Union army. Thus it
Institute.
was inevitable that out of this exIn November, 1899, Moody bepanding group should come a pergan his last evangelistic mission
manent organization. Young men
—a week of meetings in Kansas
and women who had grown up in
City, Mo. Fifteen thousand peothe school were reluctant to
ple jammed the auditorium the
leave. So in 1864 the Illinois
first night to hear him. A thouStreet church was erected—then
sand more were turned away.
a strange organization made up
Each night it was the same. But
of persons from every church deThursday, the sixteenth. Moody
nomination and persons outside
suffered a chill, found it difficult
all denominations.
to walk and was ordered to bed
But the years of Moody's first
by a physician. He was taken to
church building were numbered.
his home in Northfield, Mass., and
On the Sunday night of October
died there on December 22.
8, 1871, while he was preaching
Today, 66 years since its founon the text, "What then shall I do
dations were laid, Old Moody
with Jesus which is called
church—first institution inspired
Christ?" the fire bells sounded.
by a one-time shoe salesman—
Soon Moody had difficulty in makhas been leveled. But the meming his voice heard above their
ory of D. L. Moody, one of the
clamor. At length he gave up
most colorful of American evansaying, ".
Take this text home
gelists, lives on.

Influence of the Moody-Sankeyi
revival in Britain is a matter of
history. Even today In England
and Scotland there are hamlets
where whole church congregations live in the memory of the,
American evangelists. In the
larger cities audiences of 10 to 15
and even 20 thousand turned outi
nighf after night to hear Moody
preach and Sankey sing.
Even Englishmen will admit
that Sankey's singing revolutionized church music in Great Britain. Heretofore church organs
were few—the idea being that musical instruments were'an abomination to the Lord. And the only
songs used were Psalms which
were chanted rather than sung.
Sankey changed all this. With
Moody's support he brought in a
portable organ, placed it on the
pulpit and sang spirited songs.
These proved irresistible even to
the stolid British. Tp meet the
demand for this type of singing
Moody and Sankey got together
a collection of their songs and
had them printed.
Success of the new song book
was instantaneous. First edition
was sold in a day. Bookstores
were emptied of the second. Then
they appeared in drygoods and
grocery stores, in meat markets
—even the newsboys hawked
them until 13,000,000 copies were
sold.
Although Moody and Sankey refused to copyright their book, the
publishers did and soon royalties
had mounted to a considerable
figure. Still the evangelists would
have none of it. In desperation
a committee was formed to decide on the dispensation of the
funds. One member knew of the
unfinished church in Chicago, and
as a result $30,000 was sent to
add the upper floor and tower of
the building in 1876.
Moody's Democratic Ways.
But above all else it undoubtedly was Moody's naive and democratic spirit that won Britain.
One night in London he was, as
. was his habit, directing the seating
of the audience. As he anxiously
watched two bewildered old ladies
who were vainly looking for front
seats a friend brought upon the
platform a distinguished English
earl.
"Glad to see you, lord," said
Moody. "Won't you please take
a couple of chairs to those two
old ladies down there?"
*
He did.
On another occasion It was
whispered to him with consider-

Jlsk Me Jlnother
0

-A General Qua

The Questions

1. Where is Independence
square? Red square? Union
square? Trafalgar square?
2. What is the difference between parole and probation?
3. Can you name a country or
continent that starts with "A*' but
does not end with an "a"?
4. Is it correct to say "Anybody can do as they please"?
5. Was a President's child ever
born in the White House?
6. What city in the United States
is directly south of the North pole?
7. What is the estimated education of our population?
8. Where would you look for a
fly lea* in a book?
9. How wide and high is the Victoria falls?
10. "All my possessions for a
moment of time I" were the wferds
spoken on the deathbed of what
famous person?

The Answer*

1. Philadelphia, Moscow, New
York and London, respectively.
2. Parole is a conditional release of a prisoner from jail; probation is a suspended sentence of
one convicted but not sent to jail.
3. Afghanistan.
4. No. "Anybody can do as he
pleases" is correct.
5. Grover Cleveland's daughter,
.Esther, whose birthday was September 9, 1893, was the only President's child born in White House.
6. All of them.
7. The median education of the
country as a whole is completion
of elementary .school. Of the nation's adults, 3.32 per cent are College graduates; 15.1 per cent are
high school graduates.
8. Immediately inside the cover.
9. Victoria falls on the Zambezi
river near Livingstone in Southern
Rhodesia, is a mile wide and 350
feet high. On a clear day, its
great clouds of spray are visib'le
for 20 miles.
10. Queen Elizabeth of England.

Eels Drive Motors

Electric light has been obtained
from the queerest sources, even
lemons. At a meeting of the New
York Zoological society, Mr.
Christopher Coates, an official of
the aquarium, recently demonstrated that an entire battery of
neon lamps could be run by fixing
the terminals to a large live eel
from South American waters
which is known to give off a tremendous discharge. He clamped
two flexible metal bands round its
body, connected these to the neon
lamps, and tickled the eel into activity. At each discharge the bulbs
flashed brilliantly.
When a small electric motor
was attached to the bands and
the eel again tickled into action,
the audience saw the flywheel
spinning violently. Finally the eel
was induced to generate more
electricity, which worked a radio
i loudspeaker.

Constipation Relief
That Also

Pepsin-izes Stomach
An unknown shoe salesman at
24 with hardly a year's schooling,
in less than two decades Dwight
L. Moody founded two secondary
schools and a Bible institute, organized a church and made his
name a household word on two
continents.
,
able consternation that an exalted personage had just entered the
hall.
"I hope she may be much
blessed," Moody whispered back.

When constipation brings on acid indigestion, bloating, dizzy spells, gas, coated
tongue, spur taste, and bad breath, your
stomach is probably loaded up with certain undigested food and your bowels don't
move. So you need both Pepsin to help
break up fast that rich undigested food in
your stomach, and Laxative Senna to pull
the trigger on {hose lazy bowels. So be
sure your laxative also contains Pepsin.
Take Dr. Caldwell's Laxative, because its
Syrup Pepsin helps you gain that wonderful stomach-relief, while the Laxative
Senna moves your bowels. Tests prove the
1
power of Pepsin to dissolve those lumps of
undigested protein food which may linger
in your stomach, to cause belching, gastric
! acidity and nausea. This is how pepsin; izing your stomach helps relieve it of-such
During the World's fair of 1893 distress. At the same time this medicine
the Chicago Avenue church, bet- wakes up lazy nerves and muscles in your
bowels to relieve your constipation. So see
ter known as "Moody's church," how
much better you feel by taking the
became headquarters for a city- laxative
that also puts Pepsin to work on
wide evangelistic campaign.
that stomach discomfort, too. Even finicky
children
to taste this pleasant
When fair officials announced family laxative.love
Buy Dr. Caldwell's Laxopen day Sunday, churchmen ative—Senna with Syrup Pepsin at your
threw up their hands in holy hor- druggist today 1

ror. "Let's outlaw it!" said
some. "Boycott the fair!" cried
Difficulty Grows
others.
What
is
left undone because it i*
"No," replied Moody good naturedly. "We'll just run them out difficult today will be doubly difficult tomorrow.—Ellis.
of Sunday business."
Thus the city was divided up
into districts and a church named
for each section. Meetings were Lemon Juice Helps
held nightly, and every means
"Relieve Rheumatism Pain
possible employed to attract peoMany doctors recommend lemona and
Is a good, reliable way to relieve
ple. Moody himself plunged into here
pain, no matter how acute or
the thick of the fight. He rented rheumatic
chronic. Simply add the Juice of tour
lempna
to
a
of the BHV PREForepaugh circus' largest tent SCRIPTION. package
which can easily be mixed
and pitched it on the fair's front in your home. This economical home
treatment has helped hundreds of eotdoorstep. At first he could get it ferers
In Chicago to banish rheumatic.
neuritis and muscular pain. Thin mixonly for Sunday morning services. ture
makes
a full quart of sniendid m*<HTen thousand persons attended
i»
and the circus plugged its after- for sale d, recommended by leading
noon and evening shows with the druggists,
announcement:
Ha! Ha! Ha!
Three Big Shows!
Moody in the Morning;!
Forepaugh in the Afternoon and
Evening!

Bureau of Standards

But the idea proved a boomerang. Instead of attending afternoon and evening circus performances people crowded into a nearby church which Moody had secured. As a result circus officials
abandoned their performances.
Then they asked Moody to supply
an evangelist to hold meetings
Sundays in their tent hi other
cities at their expense.

standards by which to judge
what is offered to it, just as in
Washington the govern meat
maintains « Bureau of Standards.
• Yon can have your own Bureau
of Standards, too. Just consuk
the advertising columns of your
newspaper. They safeguard
your purchasing power every
day of every year.

BUSINESS organization
A
which wants to get the
most for the money sets up
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TAXES WILL "Andy Hardy Gets Spring
IIGHIER IN 1940 Fever" Here Three Nights
Ite, County, Town and School
I Will Be 50.793 Mills ComWith 49.829 Mills This
r. Town Levy Smaller.

ayers will pay taxes in
f total millage of 50.793 mills
. a millage levy the past
There will be a credit
vever, on taxes for moneys
similar to the credit alls year.
for town taxes will be
year than they were this
the state and county levy
sfschool taxes will be a little
-town levy for next year
166 mills compared with
p 15.604 mills the past year.
Kes for 1939, payable in
|/be figured at the millage
7, while the levy the past
||een 23.01 mills. The levy
Hand county expenses has
from 11.215 mills to
I given the millage levy and
I of government for which
Sent is made.
Anita.
Fund
6.804 mills
194 mill
enance
486 mill
. .916 mill
.1.944 mills
IS,,
.626 mill
|v..
2.916 mills
st
777 mill
.......
...19^ mill
oration
14.856 mills
ita Independent
.20.04 mills
use ......;-.... 4.13 mills
State Levies.
aus.Bonds and
. .32 mill
.2.00 mills
Credits
5.00 mills
Retirement
Moneys and
1.00 mill
mills
eys and Credits.6.00 mills
Levies.
1.50 mills
...
31 mill
..3.00 mills
Fund
.40 mill
Bond Fund .. .429 mill
Fund
1.00 mill
lief Fund .... .156 mill
Fund
625 mill
Fund
25 mill
Road Mainteni all taxable prop:...•.......
1.777 mills
Road Maintent taxable propide of towns). .3.00 mills
Jittes and Towns..9.447 mills
I'Cities and Towns. 12.447 mills

Given Ten
at State Reformatory
, Rourick, 17, Anita farm
sentenced to ten years in
reformatory at Anamosa
I pleaded guilty to forgery
noon in the Cass county
purt.
was charged with passing
$30 worth of forged checks
merchants. He signed
"G. N. Nelson," according
P. P. Edwards.
Rourick was arrested at
ere he attempted to pass
orthless checks, according to
He was taken to Atprhere he plead guilty and was
ltto the reformatory by Judge
Qtz.
a son of Mrs. William Rourow woman living two miles
st of Anita.

A. WILL MEET
ANITA THURSDAY
jty meeting of the P. T. A.
held in the high school audiin Anita Thursday, afternoon,
opens at 2:00 o'clock
|;the following program: Address
ome, Mrs. Eric Osen of Anita;
B, Mrs. Owens of Atlantic; busineeting in charge of Mrs. GlarITetter of Atlantic, county presi£ musical number, county women's
and vocal solo, Mrs. Azel S.
of Anita. A tea will be served
.close of the meeting.
B. J. A. Wagner was hostess to
abers of the Birthday club at
jt home on North Chestnut Street
ay afternoon. A social afternoon
! spent by the ladies and a lunch
'served by the hostess.

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 3

Test For Driver's License EXPECT
Will Be More Stringent

AAA TO
CUT CORNACREAGE

The Hardy Family takes a fling
If you're contemplating taking the
at life, both romantic and dramatic,
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
state examination f6r an automobile
in the seventh of the popular series,
driver's license, you'd better study up A Reduction of 10 Per Cent From the
GRAPE FRUITENGLISH WALNUTS
"Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever,"
on
Iowa motor vehicle laws because
1939 Acre&ge Probably Will Be
Texas seedless,
Soft she.ll No. 1's,
feature attraction at the Rialto Theathe
state department of public safety
Asked of Corn Farmers Due to
per
96 size,
tre for three days this week end, Frihas devised a new examination which
Large Supply on Hand.
day,, Saturday .and Sunday. All the
dozen
........
pound
4«JL. is tough.
familiar faces, are back. However,
The type of examination recently
SYRUP—
OATS—
Lewis Stone as the judge, Mickey
abandoned was pretty easy; pretty Farmers in Iowa and other midwest
GWC Golden,
Rooney as Andy and Cecilia ParkBriardale quick or
much a matter of common sense, and states have become so proficient in
No, 5 pail .....
er as Marian fall victims to a spirit
regular,
|Q
few people failed.
raising corn and have such a large
of caprice and it is up to Fay Holden
But the new exam tests detailed supply of the grain on hand that the
large tube.... l«Jv
BUCKWHEAT—
('Mother Hardy) and Sara Haden
knowledge of the bulky motor vehicle AAA is expected to seek a further
Pure old fashioned
(Aunt MSlly) to remain the stabilizing
MARSHMALLOWS—
laws, and applicants are flunking acreage reduction next year.
buckwheat flour,
members. Newcomers to the cast are
Fresh and fluffy,
it right and left.
A reduction of 10 per cent from
Helen Gilbert, a new discovery who
5-lb.
Do you know, for instance, with- the 1939 acreage probably will be
1-lb.
17
plays Andy's latest love, and Terry
sack
........
cello bag
i f C in what actual distance your brakes asked of Iowa farmers.
Kilburn, who recently scored an outshould be able to stop a car on dry This would mean a reduction of
PINEAPPLE—
standing success in "Goodbye, Mr.
pavement? That's one of the new about a million acres in Iowa below
PUMPKIN—
GWC No. 21/2
Chips."
questions.
the acreage this year, which is about
GWC solid pack,
The adventurous spirit strikes the
matched slices
Or do you know the four things the lowest in 20 years.
Hardys like a cyclone. In this picthe law forbids you to have on your
SWEET POTATOES—
The increased yields are due to the
ture, the Judge loses his usual conNo. 2 cans.
car?
use
of hybrid seed, building up of ferVirginia
Red
Stars,
servativeness and almost loses everyIn the old examinations, a set of tility through crop rotations and soil
FLOUR—
7
thing he owns in a crooked promo,facts or circumstances were listed and conservation—plus three years of good
Tall Corn,
tion stunt. In the end, however, his
pounds
.......
all you had to do was to spot the cor- corn weather.
good sense prevails and he turns a
all purpose,
rect ones. Under the new system you
LUX—
A reduction of a million acres under
"gold brick" into pay dirt. Then
«pl«<J«9
have to have the right answer in your the 1939 Iowa corn acreage would
49-lb.
sack.
With each package,
Andy quarrels with his sweetheart,
mind. There are no hints.
bring the area planted to corn to the
SPAGHETTI—
you will receive one
Polly Benedict, played by Ann.RuthThere are four sets of tests, each lowest total since before the world
erford, and falls crazily in love with
Cannon dish
|^
GWC,
with 15 questions. There's no way of war.
a beautiful school teacher. To win
telling which of the four you'll get.
towel for ..... 1C
2
tall
cans
Reduction of AAA allotments by
her esteem;* he turns playwright-actor,
But here, picked at random, are 10 per cent would not necessarily reand, despite his father's advice, even
some of the "tougher" questions- in sult in that much reduction of all
Our Coffees are roasted the day they are shipped. We
proposes to the older girl. Marian
the new tests:
receive
two
shipments
a
week.
acreage in the state, but it would
decides to forsake social life for a
How far from a fire station drive- mean that farmers would have to hold
Briardale
Pound.. 23c 2-pounds.. 45c
career and in return gets mixed up
way must you park?
their planting next year within the reTall Corn
Pound. 15c 2-pounds.. 39c
with the swindling promoters.
Which car has the right of way duced acreage allotments in order to
In the end, however, the Judge
at an intersection where there are qualify for loans on the 1940 corn
BUTTERMILK—
PECANS—
has emerged victorious; Andy gets
no signs ?
crop and for AAA soil conservation
a rude awakening and realizes that
Tuesdays and
Fancy paper shells,
When is loud signaling prohibited? and parity pavmentg>
his old love, Polly, is still the best,
Fridays,
|A
How close may you follow behind
per
it might be that the rate of beneand Marian decides she is not a
^
a fire apparatus'?
quart
*
V*.
pound
fit payments would be increased in
career-girl. In brief, the Hardy FamIf you damage an unattended car, event of a reduction in acreage allotily returns to normal.
CHEESE—
JOHNSON'S CAR-NU
what are you required to do before > mentg
In addition to the feature the proGold-N-Rich,
Cleans and polishes leaving the scene of the accident?
No official announcement has been
gram will include the news reel and
How many persons are permitted made as to the AAA 1940 acreage alsomething different,
your car in one
the Walt Disney cartoon, "The Pointto ride in the front seat of a car? lotments nor can any definite inforper
application,
er."
What is the penalty for permitting mation be expected for several weeks,
pound
pint can
"Hotel For Women."
j
an ,.unauthorized
minor, or other un- : but it was learned from an authorita. .
Elsa Maxwell, the world famous
authonzed person, to operate
.,. week, that
., , present
r
Jyour 4.| tive source this
?
party thrower, has never given a
,„' . . . .
,. , . ... ^ i plans are to seek throughout the corn
ATTACHMENT SUIT
party that was half so much fun
'What is the, penalty
«u states
* 4.
j. cut
4. under
j
: . for, failing to ubelt
a in
10 per cent
as this first movie of hers, Elsa
FILED IN COURT
1
U
n S the 1939
ffiTkTLJ;
"! ^
IAl™!
, I,
acreage.
MaxweHV "Hotel For Women," featicket for violation
of the
Iowa law?
The war situation could change alt
.
,,
. .
,
.
A writ of attachment was served „,,
ture attraction at the Rdalto this
What are the minimum speed regu, but at present little hope is en(Wednesday) evening.
Plans are being made for the An- a few days ago on E. Edelman, Oma- lations governing your car on the
.
.
.
„
ained
that the corn surplus is likely
ha
trucker,
and
a
$500
damage
suit
The production describes in gay nual Cass county 4-H banquet which
highway?
' to be moved by any additional deand thrilling terms a side of life will be held at the American Legion was filed against him as the after- open
What ,s the maximum amount a mand either abroad or at home,
you've never seen—dozens of smart, hall in Atlantic Saturday evening, Nov. math of a car-truck crash in which minor can befinedupon conviction,
Jn Iowa> IHinois and ^.^ the
ilarry Culver and his daughter, Mrs. of a misdemeanor under the motor
beautiful young things, girls who'll 18, at 6:30 p. m.
government forecast is for yields per
go to your head, girls who'll go to I The following committees are busy Jack Bradley, of Panora, Iowa, were vehicle laws?
„
.
.
,
.
.
.
,
.
.
acre of 49 to 50 bushels this year.
njured
on
Monday
evening
of
last
your heart; office girls in love with making plans:
What is the maximum pnson sen- In Iow& ^ ay
Qf ^ ^ three
week.
their bosses; girls on the make for
Decoration committee—Jean Kuehl
tence you can receive for a misde- years ig eight bu8helg pw ftcre above
fame; girls who want a good address and Emmert Daugard, chairmen; Ev- The damage suit, filed by M. T. m
wu°r' are you permitted
-^ j to
x drive
j • the avera«re of the preceding 10 years.
—and a liberal education; girls look-jerett Northrup, Emmert Euken, Earl Bradley, charges that the defendant's When
ing for life in a penthouse—and girls Peter Kirk, Morris Mewhirter, Barrel truck was driven "carelessly, reck- through a safety zone?
Rev. Clinton Reed and wife of Denlonging for love in a cottage.
Newlin, Mary Ellen Masteller, 'Mary essly and without regard to life or
What is reckless driving?
| ver, Colo., visited here a few days the
property"
across
the
highway
in
front
A fine cast is co-featured with Shepperd, Bernice Crum, Marjorie
What persons are permitted to opt week at the Frank H. Osen home,
of Bradley's car in which Culver and erate a car without first obtaining |pas
Elsa, including Ann Sothern, Linda Jahnke and Mary Alice Becker.
They are on their way to South AmerDarnell, James Ellison, Jean Rogers, Program 'committee—Regina Ed- Mrs. Bradley were riding. The ac- a license ?
j jca> -where they expect to spend sevLynn Ban, June Gale, Joyce Compton, gar and Gerald Wollenhaupt, chair- cident; occurred at the junction of
If you can answer all these ques- jeral months. Rev. Reed occupied the
John Halliday, .Katharine Aldridge, men; Louise Jensen, Marjorie Cole, lighways 92 and 71, west of Cumber- tions correctly, you really know the
pulpit of the Congregational church
Alan Dinehart and Sidney Blackmar. Lawrence Fox, Clarence Conn and Bill and, between 6 and 7 o'clock Monday Iowa motor vehicle laws.
for the morning services last Sunday.
evening.
"Whistle a Little Old Melody," the Lawton.
song played and sung by Miss Max- Invitation committee—Ruth Kuesel, The truck, according to authorTed and Jetta Knowlton entertainwell at the cocktail party she throws chairman; Betty Skow and Eileen ties, was driven "by Edelman's emed the members of the Neighborhood
ploye, D. A. Adams, who is now servin the film, was also composed by Kuesel.
pinochle club, which they recently
her.
Program 'Making committee—Vera ing time in the Cass county jail for
j joined, at their home Saturday evenThe program will include the Terry- Anderson and Harold Conn, chairmen; reckless driving. The plaintiff asks
Short funeral services were held , ing. Besides the members, other guests
Toon cartoon entitled, "The Watch Esther Scarf, Paul Frazeur and Delma $500 for damages sustained by his
Monday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. i were Mr. and Mrs. Pete Knowlton.
:ar.
Dog," and Iowa news flashes.
Smith.
Henry Paulsen, northwest of Anita, High score at pinochle was held by
The dinner will be followed by a
for
their infant daughter, Judith Ann, Mrs. Ben F. Brodersen and low score
CREIGHTON--BARNHOLDT.
SWANSON--RODGERS.
program and the making of awards.
who was born last Friday and died at by Mrs, Pete Knowlton.
H
ro ect record book
1 6
, E. E. Barnholdt, former operator in4'the
P
'
«
f"
j
"
iMelvin Rodgers, son of Mr. and Mrs. 4:00 o'clock Monday morning at the
count
Roy Parker, wife and daughter,
and owner of the Barnholdt Service.
y office by Wednesday, Charles E. Rodgers, and Miss Eliza- family home.
! Nov
Judith, of Casey, Joe W. Darr and
Station in Anita, and Miss Flossie
" 8, to be judged for awards to beth Swanson of Altona, 111., and a
The services were held at 2:00 p. m.
Creighton of Adair have announced be Pven at the 4JI banquet, County daughter of William C. Swanson of with the Rev. H. G. Belsheim of the wife of Ankeny, Miss Ruth Parker
of Atlantic and C. E. Parker and wife
their marriage, which took place last Agent Dale E. Bush announced.
North Carlsbad, Gal., were united in Anita Lutheran church officiating. of Anita went to the home of Mr. and
The books will be judged, by the
July 14 at Warsaw, Mo. The ceremarriage at 4:00 o'clock last Saturday Burial was in the Lewis cemetery.
Mrs. R. D. Rendleman at Parker's
mony was performed at the Methodist county 4"H coramittee for awards of afternoon at the home of the bride's
Surviving are the parents; the ma- Store north Of Anita Sunday with
trips
to
the
boys'
4-H
short
course
and
parsonage in that city with the Rev.
ponvention in Ames, given by the At- uncle and aunt, Mr. and 'Mrs. Pete ternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R. well filled baskets to help Mrs. RendleF. L. Dillon officiating.
Swansqn, in Altona. The double ring S. Andersen of Wiota; the paternal
Mr. and Mrs. Barnholdt left Anita lantic State bank and the Whitney ceremony was read by Rev. G. Chris- grandmother, Mrs. Hannah Paulsen of man celebrate her birthday.
last Thursday morning for New Or- Loan and Trust company of Atlantic. tie Swain, pastor of the Immanuel Kansas City, Mo; two half-brothers,
A good crowd of about 75 attended
leans, La., where they will spend a, One trip will be given in each of the Methodist church of G&lesburg, 111.
STorman and Lloyd Paulsen; and two
week or two and after visiting other following projects for outstanding iFollowing a short wedding tripi Mr. half-sisters, Mfcrian and Marlyn Paul- the Hallowe'en party held in the Methodist church basement 'Monday evenplaces will spend the winter at work done: Baby BBBf club: Dairy and 'Mrs. Rodgers will be at home- to sen.
ng. Mrs. Bert Ramus won the prize
club Colt club Shee club and Swine
Brownsville, Texas. They will return, :
:
P
:
their friends at 1546 Williams Street
or having the prettiest costume. She
c u
to Anita next spring and will make * °in Galesburg, where the groom has
Rev. H. G. Belsheim, local Lutheran was dressed as a bride. Mrs. Kenneth
their permanent home here.
been employed as a salesman for the minister, has rented light housekeep- Turner, dressed as a witch, won for
DBS MOINES MAN
Jewel Tea Co. for the past few years. ing rooms at the E. G. Lossee home.
.he funniest costume and John PeaMiss Mary Osen, an instructor in
BUYS ANITA STORE
cock, dressed as the Tin Man from the
the Villisca schools, enjoyed a week
Miss Maxine Taylor and David
James Morgan left this morning for •Wizard of Oz," took first place with
end visit at the home of her parents, John Schaake, who has been engag- Busby visited relatives and friends of Lawrence, Kan., where on Friday he ;he most original costume.
Frank H. Osen and wife.
ed in the grocery business in Anita for Mt. Busby at Fonda, Iowa, Sunday. will attend the national corn husking
the past twelve years, has sold his
contest. From there he will go to
A Hallowe'en party was enjoyed
To comply with the federal wage store to Russell J. Smith of Des
In a letter to the Tribune, Mts. Ella Brownsville, Texas, to spend the at the home of Mrs. Howard Lett Monand hour law, banks in several towns, Moines, and will give him possession Worthing states that she is recovering winter.
day evening by the members of the M.
in this section of the state are chang- j Nov. 12. IDuring the next two weeks very nicely from a recent eye operaWL circle and several visitors. The
ing their closing hour from 4:00 to Mr. Schaake will dispose of most of tion. Mrs. Worthing is staying with
In the Cass county district court home was decorated in Hallowe'en col3:00 o'clock.
the merchandise he has in the store, as her daughter, Mrs. Roy Lantz, in Monday morning, Hobart Eblen of
ors and Jack-o-Lanterns. Mrs. Lett
Mr. Smith will open a Jack Sprat store. Woodbine, Iowa.
Massena was granted a divorce from was dressed as a witch and Mrs. Pearl
Frank H. Osen, wife and children,
Jennie Nelson Eblen. The divorce was Dorsey as a ghost. The evening was
Reed and Margaret, accompanied by
The Rock Island will inaugurate
Those from Anita who were in Oma- granted on the grounds of cruel and spent with different games and conRobert Graham and wife of Lewis, streamlined passenger train service on ha last Friday evening to attend the
inhuman treatment.
tests, a mock wedding and masquerwent to Des Moines Friday where this division starting Sunday, Nov. 12 Jessica Dragonette concert were Miss
ade contest in which Mrs. Pearl Dorthey were present at the wedding according to H. A. Gill, local Rock Is- Geraldine Cleaver, Mrs. Chester A.
On Sunday, Nov. 5, Attorney and sey won first prize and Mrs. Arthur
of Mrs. Bess Stalnaker and John land agent. No. 7, westbound, will Long, Mrs. Leo V. Bongers, Mrs. Hen- Mrs. Earl S. Holton will observe their
Alexander, the ceremony being per- pass through here about 9:30 o'clock ry Maduff, and the Misses Lucille 25th. wedding anniversary with open Lett second prize. Late in the evenformed at the Plymouth Congrega- in the evening, and No. 8, eastbound Buchanan, Irmine Brown, Winona Kyle house at their home on Mars Avenue ing a lunch of pumpkin pie and coffee
tional church. The bride is a sister will pass through here around 2:0( Lilith Baker, Florence Buthweg and from 3:00 to 5:00 and 7:00 to 10:00 was served. The next meeting of the
circle will be held at the home of Mrs.
of Mrs. Osen and Mrs. Graham.
o'clock in the morning.
Mary Agnes Bongers.
Friends are invited to call.
Frank Watkins on Nov. 9.

39c

*

2fa

19c

$1 Vi

15c
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Annual Cass 4-H Banquet
Will B^Held Nov. 18

Funeral Services Monday
For Infant Born Friday
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NEIFS ANALYSIS

Belligerents Fight for Favor
Of European Neutral States;
'Flint' Incident Still Simmers
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)

_^^^________ Released by Western Newspaper Union.

THE WAR IN BRIEF
Unorthodox warfare continued on
the western front, original positions
being assumed after Nazis forced
the French
to relinquish
early gains.
T h o u g h 1,500,000 German troops
weremassed
at the Siegf r i e d line,
any offensive
must come
immediately
or not until
RIBBENTROP
next spring.
Scornful.
Three solid
days of rainfall left trenches halfRiled with water and stranded the
highly touted mechanized artillery.
Then came snow and sleet.
Diplomatic activity continued at
top speed, far overshadowing the
actual war. Turkey's new pact with
Britain to guarantee the eastern
Mediterranean was the source of all
efforts, which resolved into a frantic scurrying among belligerents
to line up neutrals. At Danzig, German Foreign Minister Joachim von
Ribbentrop furnished divertisement
by lashing at British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain for "breaking promises." He also tried to drive
a wedge between the allies by wooing France. Two days later Chamberlain replied just as scornfully.
In the Balkans, Britain encour-

MARINE:
'Flint' Saga
German seizure of the 5,000-ton
U. S. S. City of Flint bid fair to affect world commerce far more than
all the 100-odd vessels which bombs
and torpedoes have sent to the
bottom since November 1. Carrying
contraband to Britain, the Flint was
seized by Germany in mid-Atlantic,
taken first to Norway and then to
Murmansk, Russia, where her
American crew was reported safe.
But the Soviet indicated Germany
would get the ship, thereby relieving Joseph Stalin of bickering with
the U. S. Most observers agreed
the Reich was justified in seizing

aged Turkish formation of a neutral
bloc, using what some observers
called poor strategy by apparently
neglecting to consult Italy.
While the Reich wooed Rumania,
Turkey and Hungary by threats,
Britain was more subtle. Under
consideration at London were trade
pacts to assure the neutrality of
Sweden, Netherlands", Finland, Latvia, Turkey and Russia. To soothe
the latter nation, Chamberlain
agreed that Dictator Josef Stalin's
invasion of Poland had been necessary for protection against German aggression.
Russia continued negotiations with
Finland, but their nature remained
mysterious. Finnish Foreign Minister Eljas Erkko called "just as
unfounded as all others" the latest
report that Russia had demanded
concessions in the Gulf of Finland,
a friendship policy between the
Kremlin and
Finland, and
destruction
of all fortifications in
the strategic
Aaland islands. Some
observers
believed
Russian dem a n d s on
Finland
CHAMBERLAIN
were inSo was he.
creased to
offset the Soviet's diplomatic defeat
in Turkey. But it remained unlikely
that Russia would invade Finland.
suit: A "gentleman's agreement" to
speed inspection.
Obviously the Flint incident put
Russia on a spot. By releasing her
to the American crew, Russia would
snub an erstwhile ally, Germany.
As it was, the Soviet incurred U. S.
skepticism. If Russia again offers
haven to a neutral vessel seized
by Germany, the Kremlin might
well be asked to tell how she stands
in 1939's war.
There was a strong hint of her
position in another Flint aftermath.
At Moscow, British Ambassador Sir
William Seeds was given a note
rejecting Soviet recognition of Britain's war contraband list because it
violates international law and impairs neutral rights. Incredulous at
such effrontery, a London spokesman blurted: "Fantastic!"

CONGRESS:
Victory, Then What?

THE REICH BREAKS LOOSE
Nasi raiders have broken lirilain's
\orlh sea blockade to raid Atlantic s/iipmng, and Britain cannot hunt them doivn
without weakening her home defenses.
1,'ridencffs o) raiding: British liner Stonefate picked up torpedo victims at 11), uas
then torpedoed herself (21, probably by
the Deulschland. which proceeded north
to capture the V. S. S. City of Flint (3) and
tail her to Tromsoe, A'oruav, (41 where
Slonpfluic passengers icere dumped. City
of Hint ivas then Uiken to Murmansk,
Russia (5). In the heuvily protected l\ortli
tea (6) a convoyed Greek slt'umcr uas
sun/.-, while three British uesseij went
down 110 miles off Gibraltar ( ? / . A freiir/i
tub reported driiinK five ,\<ui raider) to
an African port (HI.

the Flint, but few expected his next
bold move. Berlin ordered a prize
court hearing to determine whether
the boat, crew or cargo should be
freed.
Britain began crowing prematurely about her "speedy" inspection of
neutral vessels by contrast with
German blundering. U. S. skippers
thereupon complained to Washington that Britain's contraband control was actually pretty bad, often
taking 18 days to clear a boat. Re-

COMING UP
NOVEMBER 15: Italy to inaugurate Rome-Rio de Janeiro-Buenos Aires airline, f i n Washington,
the ('. S. bid for Latin-American business by combining u score of agencies.
fan-American airlines asked f o r , an
airline between Lo, Angeles and Mexico Lily. American fc,,)ori <„,,,., asfce,J
to start a New VmlMo-fVu/.ce line )
NOVEMBER 27: Communist
tarl Browdor, indicted on charge
of obtaining a false passport to
go on trial. His ror.um'i'.r. ".'
Even the r e a c t i o n a r y Huover regime . . . decided there were
no grounds for prosecution ( i n
the case). Now it is u armed
over . . "
DECEMBEK 4 : Unless member nations protest, the Lea»ue
of Nations, foimed t 0 kee;j Versailles' peace, w i l l meet at Geneva while cannon are b l a s t i n g .

Patterns l*raeticaj
Wettas Smar[|

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE
Knou your newt? Deduct 20 points
lor each of the following question, you
miss. One hundred it perfect; anything below 40 shouldn't be bragged
about • . .

1. At Muncie, Ind., a young
man said: "We wouldn't do it
again for a million dollars. Oar
legs became too stiff to operate
the plane properly." To what was
he referring?
2. Choice: New head of the
wage-hour administration is (a)
Elmer Andrews, (b) Fiorella LaGnardia, (c) Clark Gable, <d)
Col. Philip Fleming.
3. For what purpose is the U.
S. building 41,000 huge steel bins
to the midwest hog-raising states?
4. What European nation (the
only one to pay its war debt) is
trying to arrange a loan or credits from the Reconstruction
Finance corporation to acqnire
agricultural commodities in the
U. S.?
5. Why was President Roosevelt reprimanded for going to
church?
(Answers at bottom of column.)

e(
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basque-waisted frock
skirt (1839). is ideal to

HouseholdNetus

BUSINESS:
Big Stick
At South Bend, Ind., the U. S.
anti-trust suit against General Motors (for allegedly forcing dealers
to use G. M. A. C. financing) went
to the jury. In Washington three
other prominent anti-trust actions
were in the mill: (1) against the
American Medical association, being appealed once more; (2) against
Chicago area milk dealers, being
weighed in the Supreme court; (3)
against building trades, which may
mushroom into a nation-wide probe.
A fourth potential case centered
against 68 life insurance companies
producing 90 per cent of all ordinary
life contracts, a situation frowned
on by the securities exchange com-

A. A. R.'S PELLEY
What is public interest?

mission and the senate's temporary
national economic committee. A
fifth case, against certain motion
picture interests, was blossoming in
the West.
Against this background Trust
Buster Thurman Arnold popped a
new issue: In District of Columbia
federal court the justice department
filed complaints charging the Association of American Railroads and
236 individual roads with violating
the Sherman act. The charge: That
member roads refused to co-operate
with motor carriers in hauling
freight and passengers.
Cause for action was an A. A. R.
resolution of June 25, 1937, which
declared public interest would be
served "if railroads refrained from
establishing with motor carriers
through routes or joint rates or
fares which invade territory not
served by such railroad and which
is already served by one or more
other railroads."
In Washington, A. R. R.'s President J. J. Pelley "welcomed the
action in order that there may be
once and for all . . , determined
to what extent the railroads are permitted . . . to declare sound policies consistent with the public interest."

If an isolationist fillibuster was
really delaying action on the neutrality bill, the City of Flint incident
(See MARINE) was enough to end it.
Next day the senate agreed to allow each speaker 45 minutes for the
bill and an extra 45 minutes lor
each amendment. Lashed by acidtongued John Nance Garner, who
rebuked the senate for being a
"horse-and-buggy outfit," battling
solons called a truce to approve
amendments (1) banning 90-day
credits to either belligerent nations
or their residents and (2) lifting
shipping restrictions against American boats in the Pacific (except
armament), Bermuda, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Tasmanian sea
and Capetown. Rejected was an
amendment to make President
Roosevelt sole judge of the necessity for invoking neutrality. There
was good chance another amendment would pass: To forbid any belligerent ship from flying the U. S.
flag as defense against a foe.
As early as two days before the
senate's final vote, Isolationists Borah and Nye conceded administration
forces a two-thirds victory. But
they were more hopeful about the
house, where neutrality would run
against pretty strong opposition. An
attempt to invoke parliamentary WHITE HOUSE:
rules (preventing amendments to Boys Stay Home
the senate bill) was conceded little
Addressing the New York Heraldchance by argumentative represent- Tribune
forum on current events
atives.
President Roosevelt added his
thoughts on America's responsibility
PEOPLE.
in Europe's war. He excoriated "orDies Coup
ators, commentators and others
At Washington, Texas' Keel-bait- beating their breasts and proclaiming Rep. Martin Dies achieved pub- ing against sending the boys of
licity with his list of 563 U S em American mothers to flght."
ployees who are on a "membership
Commented he: "Such statements
c
and mailing —•«—.-—•
constitute one of the worst fakes in
list" of the
current history. It is a deliberate
pinkish
setting up of an imaginary bogeyAmeric an
man. The simple truth is that no
L e a g u e for
person in any responsible place
Peace and
has ever suggested . . . the reDemocracy.
motest possibility of sending the
In the house
Doys of American mothers to fight
an argument
on the battlefields of Europe."
brewed over
the suggestion by WasKNews
ington'sRep.
John Coffee
TEXAS' DIES
til at Dies'
He looked for reds.
un-Americanism committee be disowned for insinuating that all 56;
f e d e r a l employees were Coniniu
mats.
C. At Phoenix, Ariz., the state insane hospital announced Winnie
Ruth Judd, notorious trunk .slayer o
1U31, had escaped leaving a note
"I'm only going to see my f u .
ther and my husband

lon^Hne dress'aeX? is
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SATURDAY NIGHT MEAT PIE
See Recipe* Below.

Hurry-Up Meals
What a feeling of satisfaction it
creates to be able to confront the
family with an attractive and substantial meal, even after a long afternoon of shopping or of bridge. It
takes a bit of planning to accomplish that!
A selection of "Hurry-Up-Menus,"
planned to economize on time, without sacrificing quality, is the answer to that problem. Choose foods
which can be prepared for cooking several hours in advance. A
casserole dish requiring little
cooking is a wise selection for the
main dish of your meal; or, if you
}ike, plan a broiler dinner or "grill"
which can be cooked in little more
time than it takes to set the table.
Appetite teasing meals, and meals
that can be put together in only a
few minutes' time, can be built
around these popular and satisfying
main dishes. In most instances
all that's required to complete them
is bread, a beverage, and a simple fresh fruit dessert.
Hasty Oven Baked Beans.
(Serves 6)
1 large can baked beans
V* pound bacon
Vt cup light brown sugar
2 tablespoons tomato catsup
Pour % can of baked beans in
greased baking casserole. Dice %
slices bacon and
sprinkle over the
beans. Add catsup, and then
cover with remainder of baked
beans. Sprinkle
with brown sugar,
and top with bacon strips. Bake in
hot oven (400 degrees) for 30 minutes. Serve at once.
Hasty Noodles.
(Serves 6)
1 package noodles
8 slices bacon
2 eggs (well beaten)
% teaspoon salt
% teaspoon pepper
Cook the noodles hi boiling, salted
water until tender. Drain, and
place in a slow oven to keep warm.
Pan fry the bacon until crisp, and
remove from drippings, and cut into
small pieces. Drain off all but twa
tablespoons of the bacon fat, then
place the bacon and noodles in the
frying pan. Add well-beaten eggs
and seasoning, and cook, folding
gently, over a low fire for about five
minutes, or until the eggs are set.
Serve very hot. A crisp salad
makes an excellent accompaniment
for this meal.
Corn and Mushroom Omelet.
(Serves 6)
1 No. 2 can corn
,
3 eggs
% teaspoon salt
% teaspoon baking pdfoder
2 tablespoons diced green pepper
1 can button . mushrooms
1 tablespoon flour
2 tablespoons butter
Drain the com. Separate eggs.
Add salt to egg yolks and beat until
very thick. Add
baking
powder
to egg whites
and beat until
stifl. Fold egg
whites into the
egg yolk mixture.
Add corn and
green pepper and mix lightly. Pour
into a hot buttered frying pan
and cook slowly until omelet is
browned and thoroughly cooked
through. Dry lightly in warm oven
(300 degrees). Drain mushrooms
and dredge with flour. Saute in
melted butter. Pour mushrooms
over the omelet, fold, and place on
hot platter. Serve immediately.
Mixed Grill.
(Serves 5)
'/4 pound sliced bacon
1 pound pork sausages
5 fresh tomatoes
1 No. 2 can French lima beans
l No. 2 can pineapple rings
Broil bacon and sausages. Hollow
out tomatoes and fill with French
hma beans
Top with buttered
bread crumbs and bake until tomato

shells are tender but will still hold
their shape. Fry pineapple rings in
butter. Serve as mixed grill and
garnish with sprigs of parsley.
All-in-one Dinner.
(Serves 6)
3 link sausages
1 large onion (chopped fine)
2 tablespoons green pepper (minced)
% pound ground beef
% pound ground pork
1 No. 2 can tomatoes
1 No. 2 can kidney beans
cup uncooked rice
cup hot water
1% teaspoons salt
teaspoon pepper
Brown the sausages in a heavy
frying pan. Remove, and drain off
all but Vt cup of
the fat. Saute the
onion and the
green pepper in
the fat. Then add
the ground meat
and cook until
brown. Add remaining ingredients, cover, and
cook until the
rice is tender (about 35 minutes).
During the last 15 minutes, reheat
the sausages on top of the mixture.
Serve with a green salad.
Grilled Ham Sandwiches.
Toast slices of bread and place
thin slices of ham on un toasted side
of (bread. Coyer with cheese slices
arid spread with prepared mustard.
Top with slices of fresh tomato and
grill under broiler until cheese
melts. Serve with watercress and
stuffed olives.
Saturday Night Meat Pie.
4 tablespoons onion (minced)
1 pound ground beef
1 can condensed tomato soup
>& teaspoon salt
% teaspoon pepper
Pastry for 2-crust pie
Butter (melted)
Cook the onions in a little butter
until soft. Add the ground beef and
cook unta barely brown. Blend in
the soup. Sprinkle with salt and
pepper, and mix. Line pie pan with
rich pastry, rolled to %-lnch thickness. Moisten the edges of the crust
with cold water. Fin the pie shell
with the meat mixture. Cover with
the top crust, prick top, brush with
melted butter, and bake in a 375
degree oven for one hour, or bake
in a hot oven (450 degrees) for 15
minutes, then decrease heat to 350
degrees and bake 15 minutes longer
What is the first thought that
comes to your mind when you
think of "entertaining"? Hard
work? Expense? Formality? It
should mean none of thestl
Rather, that word "entertaining" stands for friendliness, and
warmth, and sociability. Eleanor
Howe will tell you next week how
to make entertaining easy. Be
sure to look for the article "Let's
All Have Tea."
Send for Copy of This Cook Book.
Spareribs with Apple Stuffing,
Barbecued Steak, dam Chowder,
and the old-fashioned Apple Dumpings that men lov*-ypu'll find
recipes for these and many other
family favorites in Eleanor Howe's
cookbook, "Feeding Father." To
get yonr copy of this popular cookbook now send ten cents in coin
to "Feeding Father," care of Eleanor Howe, 919 North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
(Releaced bjr Wcitern N*w«paper Union.)

Corner Shields Are Big
Help in Cleaning Rooms
Hard-to-clean corners can be conquered for the housewife through installation of supple metal shields
which, when pushed into the angle
will eliminate the business of keeping corners free of dirt and dust.
Especially suitable for the corners of shelves, the shields can
be painted over to escape notice. No
nails or screws are necessary for
installation, as the shields contain
metal teeth which clamp to the surface and secure it firmly

school and to business. The littleboy collar enables you to keep it 1
always fresh and new-looking, and!
it's such an easy style to make.l
This tailors beautifully in wool!
plaid, challis, velveteen or woolf
crepe.
The Patterns.
No. 1840 is designed lor sizes 1
36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and
52. Size 38 requires 4% yards of!
39-inch material with long sleeves;!
4% yards with short; % yard forf
vestee.
No. 1839 is designed for sizes 11J
13, 15, 17 and 19. Size 13 re-j
quires 2% yards of 54-inch mate-1
rial with long sleeves; 2% yards I
with short; % yard for collar in j
contrast. /
Fall Pattern Book.
Special extra I Send today for!
your new Fall Pattern Book with I
a stunning selection of a hundred!
perfect patterns for all shapes!
and sizes. Save money and know j
the keen satisfaction of personally |
planned, perfectlyfittedgarments |
by making your own frocks with!
these smart, carefully cut designs. I
You can't go wrong—every pat-1
tern includes a step-by-step sen-1
chart to guide beginners. Price)
of Pattern Book, 15 cents.
Send your order to The Sewing I
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,1
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, III I
Price of patterns, 15 cents (i«|
coins) each.
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)

Matt Outdoes Nature
In the arts of life man invent! |
nothing; but in. the arts of death!
he outdoes Nature herself, and|
produces by chemistry and machinery all the slaughter 61 plagu«. .
pestilence and famine.—Bernard j
Shaw.
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Idle a Pastinw
| To maintain oneself on this earl
is not a hardship but a pastime,'
•only one will live simply and wtf
ly.—Thoreau.
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

PETERSEN'S

By L. F. M.

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
Well, how many of you had to go
October 2, 1939.
WE DELIVER
out t h i s morning and replace the barn
PHONE 300
Phone 29
We Deliver
(Continued From Last Week)
doors or set the smoke house right
.,,c fixing
.,~...6 up
-r. The following claims were allowed
side up? And wasn't the
and the Auditor authorized to write
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
just as much fun as the kids had!I warrants
for the same:
messing around? Hope they went John Bacon, labor
$ 105.75
MATCHES, 6 box carton
:
15c
it always Robert Hill, labor
61.25
slow on the soaping
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 tall cans
CORN FLAKES, 2 large packages
isc
105.75
seems that soaping causes more grief Zeno Lang, labor
South, labor
99.90
GLOSS
STARCH,
large
3
pound
package
igc
SOAP, Clover Farm, naptha, 6 bars
than it could possibly furnish enjoy- Ross
Gerald Sheets, labor
75.00
WHEAT
PUFFS,
a
fine
breakfast
cereal,
2
8-oz.
ment.
Gordon Scott, labor
62.50
CORNED BEEF, 12-ounce can
* * *
Kenneth Dougherty, labor .. 61.25
packages
—
isc
Russell Ross, labor
2.75
A
friend
in
Florida
writes
that
the
CAKE FLOUR, Clover Farm, package
19c
SYRUP,
Karo,
blue
or
red>
No.
10.
.59c
No.
5.
.29r
Don Wilkinson, mileage
19.70
sunshine and fruit in that state are Kline Taylor, mileage
48-70
FLOUR, Silk Finish, 49-lb. bag.
.$i.25
delicious, but fried chicken is a lux- Henry C. Laub, mileage
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 4 packages
19c
70.75
COFFEE,
Paxton
Gas
Roasted,
24b&
-45c
1-lb.
23C
Martin
Laursen,
labor
14.00
ury, served only on state occasions.
68.00
PORK and BEANS, 2 No. 2':, cans
19c
What would be the use of ideal weath- Ralph Query, labor
JELL, Butternut, it whips, asst flavors,'* pkgs... 17C
60.00
Henry Kuhl, labor
er anywhere, •without fried chick- Roy Devore, labor
8.00
10% Discount on AH Gallon Fruits
BEANS, Great Northern, 3 pounds
19c
Howard McDermott, labor.. 116.25
en?
Fruits and Vegetables in Season
17c
3.60
Ed. Kunze, labor
RICE, bulk, 3 pounds
90.00
Harry Edwards, hauling ...
Did
any
of
you
hear
the
broadcast
Atlantic Auto
Exchange,
PUMPKIN, Clover Farm, 2 No. 21/, cans
25c
from the Louisiana state fair Satur- parts
2.04
day? Wonder if it is as hard for Atlantic Building Supply,
Mrs. Marie Mnndell . . . . . .
10.20 P. P. Edwards, sheriff, crimibrick
10.00
Southerners to understand the Iowa
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Mrs. James McConnell
nal investigation and exImplement
Com9.60 I
McCullough
Dairy
brogue as it is for Iowa to trans- Atlantic
pense,
board
and
lodging
72.88
pany, parts
4.80
173.55
Dr.
R.
M.
Needles
prisoners,
transportation..
late their talk?
Atlantic Lumber & Coal, sup36.85
G. E. Eshehnan, committee
C. B. Parkinson & Son ...
+ * *
74.32
43.00
plies
work and mileage
14(>.30 J. C. Penney Co
Julius, fought in the Polish cam42.42
An oil company in Mexico main- Atlantic Motor Freight,
1.65 Frank Perdue
'
VJlcLlll'
Jl»1JV| books
tjwne*
Grant
Falk,
4.93
paign and was now home on furlough.
freight
3.00
Grocery
"
249.58 Follett Publishing Co., books 21.32 Petersen's
18.00
Apparently indicating that "life goes tains a fleet of service cars which are A-W~ Company, parts
Established 1883.
Dr.
B.
C.
Petersen
Ginn
&
Co.,
books
24.47
74.75
on" as usual in Hamburg, she re- equipped with gas, oil, and spare The Balbach Company, sup13.70 Dr. M. T. Petersen
22.10 June Hamm, mileage
12.75
Published Every Thursday and Entered ported that her husband, Marx, was parts, and the drivers will service plies
H.
P.
Porter
Holley
School
Supply,
books
134.36
6.10
E. E. Barnholdt, gas
6.90
F. W. Herbert, Treasurer,
Reed's Grocery
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as undergoing; dental treatment and was cars in distress on the road or ad- Barnsdall Refining Company,
23.00
18.20
minister
first
aid
in
case
of
accident.
Wm.
Riggs'
Grocery
.
witness
fees
46.49
Second Class Mail Matter.
gas
24.44
spending much of his spare time in
4.68 Roland, Peacock & Baxter
Houghton Mifflin Co., books
Well, now that would be swell to have Wilson Concrete Company,
15.00
bowling.
Slocum Co
M.
E.
Hubbard,
Auditor,
exW. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher
pipe
598.79
7,70
such an outfit roll into sight, should
..
!-10 Ed. Snyder
Bornholdt, appraiser. 7.50 pense
!>.6&
one be caught out in a drenching rain Harry
Martin J. Sorensen
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year
W. J. Baughman, excavation 895.38 Hutchias Printing Co., supLots of Water.
W.VT
Steinke
&
Butler
with
a
stove
shaker
between
tube
and
plies
59.46
W. S. Beebe, gas
24.40
5.00
Water at the rate of 1,000,000 galStier's Grocery
Official Town and County Newspaper
5.15 Iowa Pupils Reading Circle,
J. A. Billingaly, repairs.
245.52
lons per day is being pumped from casing!
99-64
Subdivision
of
Aid
to
Blind.'.
books
..................
* * *
Herman Brown Company,
37.84
VJrs. Grace Ury
Member of .National Editorial
Keg Creek into new Glenwood I^ake,
.31 Iroquoia Publishing Company,
parts
10.00
Heard
in
the
library—"I
want
a
33.92
books
...................
Walnut
Grove
Products
Co..'.
19 If)
6.21
Association, and
which will be filled by December 1.
Milt Bruner, gas
Roscoe
S.
Jones,
commission
Slmer
Watson
Western
oh, well, this will do. Lou Camblin, repairs
16.71
71.90
Dr.
A.
Weaver
on
fines
and
mileage
......
7.70
These m ste
Elmar Christensen, labor
Last Veteran.
y ''y st°ries keeP
'. J^
65.00 Junior Literary "Guild, books 215.27 Dr. M. B. Weir
Nels P. Christensen, labor
ood form for the
nior
3r. R. B. Weir
...
5 o0
Hardin county lost its last Civil *
i»
City of Atlantic, current ...
44.43 Klipto Loose Leaf Co., sup"Mom
wants
one
of
Douglas'
books.
Dr. A. R. Wilder
,
G'5 > 5
Gushing Garage, parts
45.23 plies
War veteran recenty, when James E.
R. N. Krogh, hauling rubSession and Mileage Claims.
Manning, 93, passed away at the Iowa She don't care which one. Yeah, she Deep Rock Oil Company,
bish
....................
2.00 3. E. Eshelman
g 70
50.04
oil
has
read
ALL
of
'em
once."
Soldier's home at Marshalltown. He
Laidlaw Bros., books ....... 19.72 Hawley Lynch
5 on I
Dens-Oil Lubricant Company,
* * *
•»• + + • * • • » • • » • • » • • « • • » • • « • • » • + •»••* served with the Army of the Poto_____ Laurel Book Co., books ..... 16.50 Mike Metz
.... .
5™
grease
80.32
And again the Anita boys did it. Elmer Edwards, R. O. W.
100.00 ! Hawley Lynch, committee
F. W. Wiese
5
«• AROUND IOWA. + mac.
39 00 I work and mileage . . ...... 160.05 W. H. Wohlenhaus
May their good work continue.
680
John
R.
Eilts,
R.
O.
W.
+ •»• + • » • • » • • * " » • * • » • » • • » • • » • • » • • »
iMacMillan Co., books ...... 14.15 'Moved by Metz, seconded by Wiw
* * *
Farmers
Co-Operative,
maSmashed Window.
113.70 to adjourn until October 16Fought the Bull.
terial
42.34\ Malone Seed Co., seed
or on]
Did you ever see Frank Barber
Speaking of women drivers, at Pella
call of chairman.
Federal Land Bank, R. 0. W.. / 2.50 C. E. 'Malone, Postmaster,
One hears a good deal about the
sell
things
to
people
at
a
sale?
Hbn44.49
Mbtion .carried.
Gasoline Alley, Atlantic, gas. 375.42' postage
loyalty of dogs to their masters. Just they claim you haven't seen anything estly, he is irresistable.
L. W. Mannasmith, court re(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
Gasoline Alley, Griswold,
to show that the dog's traditional until you've seen one driving a car
15.50
* * *
porter
gas
181.16
Chairman.
72.00 Attest:
place as a hero is no mistake, a dog in reverse. As she backed her car
Gate City Iron Works, parts . 5.52 F. W. Maroney, services . . . .
Sixty
years
ago
on
Nov.
4,
Will
15.00 Mike Metz, committee work
« E., Hnbbard,
belonging to F. E. Schaefer of near away .from the curb there recently, Rogers was born near Claremore, Clarence Gillett, labor
and mileage
118.45
Great Western Laboratories,
County Auditor.
Nevinville came to the rescue one day Miss Lena Sents apparently "froze
8.00
scan
13-20 Ralph D. Milford, trustee ..
Okla. For many years he captivated
last week when a mad bull was at- to the controls." The car, chugging
N.
C.
Milliron
Co.,
check8.07
INSECTS IN GRAIN
both old and young with his wit, his Grahams, material
50.50
tacking Mr. Schaefer, bit the bull on in reverse, completed a half-circle ear
writer
Henningsen Motor Company,
BINS ARE PROBLEM
in
the
city's
streets
and
came
back
l'
thinking,
and
his
kind
heart.
8.27 Monroe Calculating Co., sergas and oil
the nose and held on until his master
Then came the crash in 1935 whichHoegh Oil Company, gas ..
9.00
vices
11.09
to
the
curb,
bounced
up
over
the
had reached a place of safety.
Iowa farmers, who have bea
John R. Nelson Insurarne
sidewalk and smashed through a win- removed him from this to another Interstate Machinery & SupAgency, premium
300.00 shelling, binning and in many case7.02
ply Company, bolts
world,
and
we
thought
with
our
friend,
dow
of
the
Vos
&
Veenman
store.
M. B. Parkinson, transportaLost Fingers.
"The Old Philosopher," who conclud- Iowa Electric Company, ser6.50 resealing old corn to make way for!
27.341 tion
You can add the name of Dale Damage amounted to several hundred
the new crop have another problem j
ed
his
tribute
to
Will,
with
the
fol1.71
Mrs.
H.
M.
Patterson,
supJohn
Hoffman,
freight
Barney of Franklin county to the list dollars.
plies
,
.
9.00 besides storage space to worry about
Iowa Sales Company, suplowing:
of persons who has learned about
42.15 ; Peacock & Baxter, supplies..
2.00, this fall. It's possible damage from ]
plies
"We'd like to see you as you laugh Itasco-Alloy
Good YieM.
H. A. Phillips School Service,
Company, supcorn-pickers. More fortunate than
and jest
supplies
38.29 weevils and other grain-boring inplies
164.87
Al Eister of near Oxford, Iowa, remany, he lost only one finger. At
sects, reports George Decker, lows
10.00
Quarrie
Corp.,
books
46.50
With
Lincoln,
old
Mark
Twain
and
Hartwig Jensen, labor
Lime Springs, Will Gansen also learn- ports an average yield of 154 bushels
30.00 State college extension entomologist.!
Koch
Bros.,
supplies
108.72
'
Esther
Reeves,
salary
all
the
rest
ed about pickers, lost two fingers. At of corn to the acre on a 2.6 acre tract.
106.84
Larsen, labor
42.50 C. S. Relyea Co., supplies
Scores of farmers have written to I
Up there . . and meantime, till again Arnold
Ernest Larsen, labor
85.00 Olive Pearl Ritter, services.. 10B.3B
Osage, Earl Ahrens learned his lesentomologists at Ames inquiring about!
we've
met,
Joe Lindeman, appraiser ...
Is Wondering.
6.95 Rock Island Motor Transit,
son, at the cost of three fingers.
freight
So long, Old Timer—we will not Lindsey Machine Shop, re2.42 insect damage and submitting samples)
Former state senator Mike Fisch of
6.88 of infested grain.
pairs
7.30 Row, Peterson & Co., books..
forget."
Le
Mars
thinks
he
is
divorced
but
he
Slight Delay.
1.17 George N. Scase, labor
30.00
Lloyd & Meredith, parts
Three types of damage result from I
J. W. Luke & Son, gas
276.17 Scott, Foresman & Co.. books
4.64
When a truckload of furniture be- isn't sure. Mrs. Leona Fisch, now livinsect
infestation of stored corn or I
TAKE
STEPS
NOW
Middle
States
Utilities,
rent
Charles
Scribner's
Sons,
books
9.25
ing
in
Little
Rock,
Ark.,
has
written
longing to the Rev. Everad F. Broand tolls
2.50 Harold F. Shrauger, supplies 19.83 small grain: (1) actual destruction!
TO
CONTROL
friends
in
Le
Mars
that
she
has
obRATS
berg arrived at his new parsonage in
Silver Burdett Co., books....
Miller-Hasselbalch Company,
77.28 and consumption of the grain itself,!
Swea City, there was a slight delay tained a divorce but Senator Fisch
supplies
783.75 Burt Stone, advertising . . . .
5.00
With
a
huge
crop
of
new
corn
has
heard
nothing—officially.
The
Harry P. Malone, transportaMargaret Stouffer, mileage..
12.38 grain which sometimes results from I
as the house was on fire. Undaunted
tion
120.00 W. H. Tate, expense
2.24 the activity of the insects and rt-j
by his warm welcome, Rev. Broberg couple agreed to separate and he sign- going into storage anpl a large amount
Insurance Com0. G. Waffle Book Co., books
11.51 duction in market grade.
proceeded with his moving, thanked ed a waiver making it unnecessary to °f ltold n corn being held over—much Metropolitan
pany, R. 0. W
3.20 R. N. .Watson, bailiff
3.00
In practically all of the cases oil
' makeshift corncribs—it will I Earl
the fire department for its prompt give him legal notice in the event of j °?
Namanny, gas
2.60
2.60 I Elsie Wendling, expense
5.00
efforts in extinguishing the flames. a divorce trial. Apparently unper- pay to take steps now to reduce rat Nelson Auto Service, parts . 58.71 West Publishing Co., books..
10.00 grain damage reported the'-grain be-jj
71.02 Western 'Chemical Co., supturbed Senator Fisch hopes to learn numbers, suggests George Decker, en- H. L. Nettz, gas.
came infested after it was put
New King Electric Company,
plies
46.02 storage.
his
marital
status
eventually.
tomologist
at
Iowa
State
college.
Mortgage Lifter.
supplies
1.83 Wilcox & Follett, books
8.16
Although a state-wide rat-killing Northwestern Bell, rent and
Decker listed the main sources of|
F. W. Wiese, committee work
A Poland China hog which never
Knee
Fractured.
campaign
was
conducted
in
Iowa
last
tolls
153.8S5
and mileage
131.05 infestation as unclean storage
went to market, or to any hog shows,
When the right rear wheel of her spring, rats are still a problem in the Opper Motor Company, reJohn C. Winston Agency,
cilities, adding new crop grain to old I
but stayed at home and ate his spin1
8
books
6.10
"
9.44> crop grain, and storing grain near I
ach, brought $600 in a sale at Man- automobile came off recently, the auto- j state. With the approach of cold Edwin Pardee' ' repairs
.50 , Carl Wiuff, supplies
2.04 i>ins or sacks of ground feed, meal,|
ips Petroleum Company
ning recently. The porker belonged mobile driven by Mrs. Herlie Pro vow , weather they congregate around farm j Phillips
W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
gas
of
near
Red
Oak
erased
into
a
bridge,'
buildings
and
take
up
winter
quartI
6.71
work and mileage
151.50 cracked grain in which these insecl
to F. H. Hassler and the price is a
Wilber N. Pierce Hardware
ers.
World Book Co., books
35.24 often thrive.
big one for a hog with no show record. wrecked the car, fractured her knee.
,
Company, supplies
1.81 Don_Savery, witness fees .. 4.75 (Decker urged cleaning a granrj
"Rats
only
move
in
where
there
Company,
gas
...
A representative of L, E. Phillips,
Purity
i
j
* «**i'j Oil
v/»i \_-uiuua.Jijf, K**i
146.24 Dr. R. L. Barnett, fees
9.00
Page Mr. Wimpy!
is abundant food and adequate shelt-1 John Pearce, appraiser
president of Phillips Petroleum com8.50 • Tom C. Smith, fees
e
9.00 thoroughly before binningtiewgo* |
Mervyn
Stevens
of
near
Hanlontown
j
'V
Decker
said.
"Before
the
new
'
Railway
Express
Company,
| R. E. McFarland, witness fees
panyt was in Iowa "looking for the
2.10 He also advised spraying with keroj
4.92 i Earl Harris, witness fees
turned out a herd of cattle to graze corn crop comes in, it is highly desir- R•6^,?re,iSS ' ' V3.60 sene crevices which contain infest? "
best" and selected the Hassier boar.
ery,
one morning
morninir recently.
recentlv After
AftPr breakhrcal/- able that cribs be
h P inspected
i-**™^^ and
„„,* re™ Kight Away Tire & Batte
M>rs. Earl Harris, witness
grain that canot be removed. T*
tires
135.82 fees
3.60 spray is applied & time to dry beforej
fast on sweet clover which had been j conditioned to make them as ratW. Shaffer „
& Son,, gas . . 12.06
New Well.
Snr
Warrants Issued on Poor Fund
"Rockwell's new well is 462 feet in heavily frosted the night before, the ' proof as possible. Also, this is the I a"&er & Johnson,* supthe bin is used.
For Provisions, Clothing
nine
head
became
sick
and
died.
11.40
time
to
conduct
a
clean-up
campaign
'
sj^,.'
R
depth.
Ground feeds of all kinds sho«14|
enning
and Medical Aid.
to remove piles of trash, boards and | oil
. .
or qr
if possible, be kept in, other
Dr.
L.
C.
Allender
30.00
Live Wire.
other debris from around the farm , Standard
Bearing Company,
Double Egg.
Dr. George A. Alliband
11.76 ings to prevent contamination of graiig
su
e
Iies
Prompt
. .V.IIKIL action
acuon of
oi fellow
leilow workmen
workmen ' site,
sice, which
wnicn might
might afford
atford protection
protection!! « su
PP"
s -.
PP
.' 21.42 Anita Lumber Co
6.56 which must be stored over a
A hen belonging to E. R. Sellstrom
St
rd
Company> supIi Atlantic
Dairy
13 68
probably
saved
the
Me
f
Morris
I
for
rats
and
encourage
them
to
move
i
*i)es
°^
o
A 4.i««ii« TT
;j i
. . _:: _:: period of time, Decker said.
of Rockwell City laid two eggs simul- 'Marshall,
197.75; Atlantic
Hospital
. .
'165'oQ
power
plant
employee
at
,
in
and
establish
winter
quarters."
Henry
M.
Sothman
R"6"w"
Where stored grain is already i»|
taneously last week; vis, one was in24.50 , Atlantic Shoe Store .'.
2.02
Davenport. When he slipped and fell i Broken-down machinery, p jl es of Standard Blue Print Conifested' with weevils pr other insects!
side the other. Each was a perfect against
Atlantic
Wholesale
Grocery..
.76
pany
D
ln
live wire, another workman ' cans, boxes, etc., should be removed T
' T r ts
22.81 Dr. R. L. Barnett
33',3.00 the only solution is fumigation. BU|
complete with shell, yolk, white, agamut a l.ve
lra tol Llte
climbed
the
pole
and
pushed
him
away
from
the
building
site,
and
supplies
£
''Manufacturing
Dr.
H.
G.
Beatty
...'.'
]
3'!.30 since fumigation is effective only
t-etc.
178
5
B h
178.50
1.44
from the hot wire and summoned aM of posts and lumber should be take: Vo^ManufSfc'
'
°,
M
^
,
'
".1»Manufacturing ' ^'
ComW. Bender
7.60 the temperature is above 60
to lower him to the ground. Marshall's :>ff the ground and piled on supports
pany,
trlass
Long Time No Move.
2.11 Bojens' Hardware . ....'..'.', \
9.80 and since the insects are not ver;
l«ft arm was burned to the bone from at least 12-18 inches above the Wagner Filling Station,'gas'. 195.57
,
Breckenmaker's
Grocery
7.70 active at colder temperatures,
Will Hixon, Sac county farmer, has elbow to shoulder.
Wheeler Lumber Bridge &
ground.
j Brown's Grocery
\\,
nteii and lived on the same farm
gation usually is not r
5,529.66
Wherever
-. possible, the entomolo- j
or 48 years.
Butler's
166.99 until warm days of spring.
Almost Done.
K;Kt said that all forms of trash!. . f - - ,
Ralph Carr
1.40
Farmers whose stored grain is
LaPorte City's new sewage disposal and debris should be raked from un ! r Lumber Company, supDr. R. B. Chisholm'
17.90 ready seriously infested should co»|
Freak Accident.
40.00
Grocery
15,36
When a steel fragment came whiz- plant will be completed by Nov. 1.1 derneath both permanent and tempor- \ Frank" Eblen excavation
F. Crew
7.00 tact their county agent or the Io«*|
high water level delayed the pro-1 ary ,orr,cnl,s and the ground smooth-' ««>r K e Kenning*sen, equip• ' • • 5,030.89
zing towards him last week, Frank A
&
Keating
50.00 State college extension service i"!
ject two months beyond the contract
to offer the least possible
291.66 1 H. J. Oimig
24.04 •mediately regarding specific reco"!
South, West Des Moines cement plant time.
mar
Company,
encouragement to exploring rats.
Economy Oil Co.
5.47
employee, forgot to duck. The tiny
shou
57.63 Economys Shoe Store
15.63 mendations, Decker said.
W
be
filled
and
enparticle went into his right eye, glancAmerican
Book
'
Company'
Members and friends of the Luth- trance hok,s
„„ , T,
- Egbert
39.70
books
ed against the bone of the eye sock- i-ran church enjoyed a Hall owe'en
, ()Vtred Decker ^
27.44 I Family Shoe Store
12.47
Joe Vetter and wife were Oma'"f
Tribune, printing
et and whizzed right on around the party at the hall Monday evening. "Where this is not possible, such Anita
83.20 Farmers Co-Operative
3.25
Atlantic Laundry, washing
visitors
Saturday.
means
of
entry
will
be
less
inviting
I Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
8.80
eyeball, lodging at the back of the There was a good attendance and u
mops ,
2.75
Dr.
Harry
Hall
19.50
to
rats
if
holes
are
painted
with
socket. The fragment is now harm- •ery pleasant evening was spent by
Atlantic News - Telegraph
1 Dr. C. L. Hammer
3.50
'
creosote, tar, or some other similar printing
lessly imbedded and except for shock those present. A lunch was served.
50.111V. S. Hansen
29.83
Dr
R.
r.
Bailey,
soldiers'
rematerial."
Mr. South appears to be unharmed.
I Paul Henderson ..
3.59
lief
Where it is necessary to use old f Hmevon Beck, .s-rvices'.'.'.' 750.00, Howell's Store ...
20.60
A b o u t forty neighbors arid friends
Mm I Dr. C. H. Johnson .
3.00
All Lies.
"f William Watson, a well known and cribs with board floors close to the W. T. Biggs, soldiers' relief 400.00 j Hans Jepsen
.
3.10
Bi-'-roujrhs
Adding
Machine
ground
where
rats
may
come
in
and
II. C. Peterson of Spencer received long time resident of Lincoln town) Dr. H. A. Johnson
39.00
Co.,
supplies
1.28 I Dr. C. R. Jones ...
a letter this week from his sister, ship, called at his farm home one gnaw through the flooring, a generous Georgia Byrne, mileage
423.35
28.60 Mrs. Delln King ...
30.00
Mrs. Hannah Foerst of Hamburg, afternoon last week to help him husk sprinkling of sulfur over the floor be- Cass County Farm Bureau
Dr. W. W. Kitson .
28.00
appropriation
' 760.00 Lee's
Germany, whom he had not seen in and crib his corn crop. While able fore filling will serve as a repellant
Drug Store .
33.61
44 years. She wrote: "I suppose Eng- to >f up and around, Mr. Watson has and tend to discourage rats from enLewis Cash Store .
34.75
tering
through
floors.
19.00 Lloyd & Meredith
land is sending all kinds of lies again, i not 1been in very BOO( ] health since
13.52
Mary Curry, labor
6.25 Maduff's Food Market
6696
if you could only learn the real truth suffering a stroke a n u m b e r of months
l>es Moines Sanitary Supply
H. C. Mehlmann
Miss I'hyllis Pullen visited with
Co., supplies
of it all." She reports that a son.
33.15 Miller's Market
Ohus. A. Donahoe, O. A. P
'• in Oakland Sunday,
Missouri-Kansas Chemical Co. 53.9(
sessions
15.00 Dr. E. C. Montgomery
io.6f
BONGERS BROS.
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QUICK RELIEF FROM

ST^STULCERS
•H«T« EXCESSACID

/

THK ANPTA TRHUJNR.

HOUSEHOLD

THE
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Fitting CandIe«.-A candle
be made to fit any candlestick f
dipped for a moment into very
hot water. This will soften the
wax and it can then be easily
poshed in.

—

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP

JEFP GOT e^CK Tt> THE LOT HE FDUNO %" B.BNMV THE
\WAITlN6-To SCB

AW, LETS AJOT \VORRy/B.C'UT

BO6S,T HEARD iND\fcECTl-V ~-,«• •-.,«.
-WE "STINGER BROS. SHOW IS
To CHANGE. THE1* RO^t
^ HEAD mTO OUR TERRITORY IF IT'S Tf?uE.-THEy WAV TRVTO
MAKE SOME OF OUR
TtiUlM S A DAy /AHEAD
^, US AND CAUSE
US PLENHY OP
GRIEF !•

"SlfnL SE.. LEARN SOM&THING

DEFIMCTfe - I'LL,
CARE Or THEM IF
V SET TOO CLOSE

SAILOR
SEIT2MltMEV

?'/,

WE GO^

iiiis

TOU1

NNID VOUS&
FREAKS IS

MMC.I

"1

F,..l J.I N«k'I !*•«••'

iw NOT THE

LET
STRAIGHTEN
MYSELF
UP
BIT,
LADY /

PATIENT, DOCTOR

By RUBE GOLDBERG

IT'S

piNTO'

NOT MINE '

( WON06R IF THIS
PINTO PAUOOZA
IS AS BEAUTIFUL
AS THAT OTHER
OPERA SINGER I
OPERATED ON IN
9AN FRANCISCO

QUICK, DOCTOR HERE'S POOR
PINTO»S ROOM

.*•,*•»

When Baking Apple
.
prevent the Juice- in apple Pies
from boiling over during baking
mix the apples and sugar and let
them stand covered forfiveminutes, then drain off the juice from
the apple slices.

* * *

lt>s

LALA PALOOZA —Dr. McCarver Meets the Patient

Caw of Limp Shades.—Siik and
parchment lamp shades should be
dusted frequently with a soft brush
or the vacuum. cleaner.

SHE NEED
HAVE NO
FEAR,
LADY - I
UNDERSTAND
HUMAN NATURE

Improving Veal /Boast. — Veal
roasts are unproved by rubbing
them with powdered ginger, black
pepper and onion salt before cook
tag.
* * *
Cleaning the Coffee Pot__TO
keep a coffee pot sweet and clean
put a tablespoon of bicarbonate
of soda into it, flU it nearly f u n Of
water and let it boil for a little
while. Then rinse very thoroughly with warm water several
times. This should be done once
a week.
* * *
When Baking Apples.—Cut the
skin around apples and they will
not shrivel up when baking.

What* in a Name?

Frank lay If atkey Syndicate, inc.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— A Certain Word, and He's at Your Service

IN CHINA, the more distin1
guished a man is, the shorter is his title. One might wonder how Mr. Burioiiagonatotorecagageazcoecha (it's his real
surname, believe it or not)
would' rate in that far-off land.
But then Mr. Burionagonatotore—etc., etc., is not a Chinaman, but a Spaniard of Madrid.
Wonder what he was called for
short at school.
Mr. Konstantinow Georgin
Kallochrictianakis, a Greek immigrant of Spokane, Wash.,
found the burden unbearable, so
he recently obtained" permission
to change his name to Gus Elf.
Well, that lightens the load considerably.

How To Relieve
Bronchitis
BroDchttls,
acute or obronlc, ia an
-^—- - - ""- t_Df the rqn-

—

MESCAL IKE

By

s. u HUNTLEY

What Else Could One Do?
OlDJA
TT?V PUTTINJ'
SOME VUKTER

3 HULLO: f /5

, 1 DUMMO AS HIT
VNOUUD CXi AJOV ©OOD
US TO COME OVER
ALL WE KMOVU TO y?1^ •=.
DO ABOur HIT/

tubes. Oreomulslon goes sight to the
Beat of the trouble to loosen germ
laden phlegm, Incrcaaeaecretlonaod
aid natunTto' soothe and heal raw,
tender, Inflamed btonchial mucona
(0 gdu
you abottieof
u n d e n d i n Bt o a t
C8* 70U OX9 to AftVO

CREOMULSION

forCoutfu, Chart Colds, Bronchitis
Both Strengthened
He that aids another, strengthens more than one.—Lucy Larcom. ,

POP— Almost a Gentleman
SO

By J. MILLAR WATT
U wt ddiih^d. ntara

THE-

»M

BUT HE SENT
MIS

BRIDEGROOM
DIDN'T TURN
UP !

rice. Th«« f*lr.

,
Tell a man ttotJje jij brave an4|
you help him to become
lyle.

Keep U.S.Out of War

SELLING TALK

A. W. Franklin, secretary of the
United Commercial Travelers of
America, said at a dinn«r in Columbus:
"All commercial travelers should
have the gift of persuasion, but few
can ever hope to eo^aal young Beddoes.
"A junior partner, as he came
into the office, nodded toward the
retreating figure of young Beddoes
and said to his senior:
" 'I see you've taken on a new
salesman. Is he good?'
" 'Good?' the senior partner said.
'In the half hour he's been with us
he almost talked me into taking
him into the firm as senior partner.
Nothing but your opportune arrival
saved me.' "

JSSS-3>^

No Prooi
Boogy—That old friend I was telling you about claims to be a relative of yours.
Woogy—That man's a fool.
Boogy—That doesn't prove anything. It may be just a coincidence.

SPEC
BARGAINS
HAP

WKED -fo

NtR WERE
6 CL

,WO
UeHfN|H6 CHWfeE, If DftV1 CLOWES

TATHBN you see the »ecla1i <J
" • our merchant* aano
in the column* of this
you can depend on them.
mean hnrgafat for you.
•They are offered by merchants I
who are not afraid to announce
their prices or the <jual>tyj
of the merchandwe they off«r -\
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Christian Scioncr textbook, "Science
and Health w i t h Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"ThP Spirit itself beareth witness w i t h
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
our spirit, that we are the children
of
God: and if children, then heirs;
November 4, 1909.
heirs
of God, and joint-heirs with
N. W. Way is home from a trip to
Christ;
if so he that we suffer with
Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Benton Bell is visiting- her him, that we may be also glorified together" (Rom. 8:1(5, 17).
parents in Alda, Neb.
Among the selections from the
For the first time in a number of
Christian
Science textbook i s the folyears, there are three empty dwell\o\ving-.
ing houses in Anita.
"When speaking of Gods children,
W. C. Dougherty, aged 71 years,
died last evening at the home of his not the children of men, Jesus said,
daughter, Mrs. Wm. Stoffs, a short The Kingdom of God is within you;'
that is, Truth and Love reign in the
distance west of Anita.
real
m a n , showing that man in God's
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl returned Sunday evening from Denver, Colo., where image is unfallen and eternal" (p.
she had been visiting for several weeks 476).
with her sister, Mtrs. William Duthie.
-t- •»• -f
-f 4 -f -f •»•
Glenn Campbell closed a very suc- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
cessful term of school in the Tierney
Chas. Lockhart, Pastor.
>
district last Friday. He has been en- . + + + + + + 4. + + ^ + +
gaged to teach the winter term in the
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
same district.
Morning worship at 11:00 a. m.
The city scales in Anita are now a
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
thing of the past, the recentfirehavEvening services at 7:30 o'clock.
ing destroyed the scales, which were
The ladies aid will meet all day
located on the north side of the FulWednesday at the church to quilt, and
Jerton Lumber 'Co. office.
will serve a 15c dinner for the public
Wagner & Winder have purchased
a strip of ground north of H. L. from 11-SO a. m. until 1:00 p. m.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

FACTS AND FUN
(By Tillie)

ANITA SCHOOL NEWS]
Select Junior Play Cast.
"Mystery at Midnight," by Mabel
Conklin Allyn, is to be the junior
play for this year. The junior play
cast was announced last Thursday and
play practice, under the direction of
tfiss Buthweg, began this week. The
play will be presented Nov. 24.

Maduffs Food
WE DELIVER

tet
PHONE 239

Too much food, song and merriment
was
THURSDAY—FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
rain, mud and water
the cause of the unpremeditated and
unrehearsed midnight parade and fash10-Ib. Cloth Bag
ion exhibit two weeks ago Sunday
night, just three miles west of Anita.
Golden Ripe
* * *
Pound
Iva Mae Simon's popularity as an Vo School Friday.
The Anita public schools will be
Full of Juice
interior decorator is a well known
2 Dozen
fact about the town, and recently when ilosed Friday for the State Teacher's
a Hallowe'en party was being planned :onvention in Des Moines.
or SPAGHETTI
by the 8th. grade students, Iva Mae
2-lb. Package
Virginia Darrow Humorous Winner.
was immediately assigned to the decVirginia Darrow, sophomore, placed
Giant
Size
P.
& G. or Crystal
orating committee.
first with "At the Declamatory Con* * *
White
3 Bars
Anybody want a good dog? She ,est" in the humorous division of the
Pure Open Kettled Rendered
a handsome, refined young lady and declamatory contest held last Tuesay
evening
in
the
school
auditorium.
2 Pounds
answers to the name of Susie Q, and
lichard
Duthie
won
second
with
"Lipit's to be understood that Susie Q
isn't a common canine but a very ing Off Teacher," and Evangeline
adorable creature. It has been broad- ,indblom took third place giving,
ly hinted that Susie Q being very Amateur Hour."
Mrs. Grace Busse of Atlantic was
particular about her surroundings,
he
critic judge.
or the ejctra point. Aflita then kicked rue Hallowe'en fashion with a cam;.
might prefer to live in batchelor
The
oratorical
and
dramatic
divift* to Oakland who ran the ball back fire, cornstalks and pumpkins. A pap« I
quarters.
oar 40-yard line wfcere their attack bag lunch was served on the porch |
Being a refined and intelligent lady, i ions of the home contest will be
ogged down. Anita took the pigskin, and hot chocolate was served by
she doesn't drink coffee at night to ov. 7.
nd with Lett doing most of the ball witch. The group enjoyed many!
<eep her awake , . . eats no sweets
uniors Have Hallowe'en Party.
doesn't
snore,
swear
nor
scold,
otting,
ran across the goal on another* games, including bingo and some Hal-j
Moore's wagon shop, 25x60 feet, on
The Juniors laid their cares aside
nd
run
to chalk up another touch- owe'en games. In mathematics, thef
and
always
retires
at
an
early
hour
which will be erected a blacksmith
and attended a Hallowe'en party held
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
own. Krause again scored the extra eighth grade has been working with!
. on the bed.
shop building. The building is to be
n the normal training room Saturday.
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
the bar, broken line, and apportion-1
Now a clever dog like Susie Q would
oint.
of cement blocks.
The first event of the evening was a
I. 0. O. F. HALL.
be a valuable asset to any household;
At the start of the second half Anita ment graphs. The seventh gtaie
Ed. L. Richardson was over from
cavenger hunt. The two groups who
Rer. H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
at break of day she opens her eyes,
hose 'to receive. The boys took the ready to study percentage in arithme-f
Cumberland today, looking after busireturned
first received prizes. A very
perks
up
both
ears,
stretches,
yawns
all up to Oakland's 30 where Anita's tic.
ness matters. He has sold his interivierd portion of the party occurred
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
and trots to the head of the bed where
ttack was stopped. The visitors then
est in the restaurant to his father,
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
she very gently awakens the sleeper when the students were taken on a ook the ball, and with effort tried to CATTLE FEEDERS TO HEAR
and is making arrangements to engage
Ladies aid at the home of Mrs.
TALK BY REX BERESFORDJ!
with a loving caress and says, "Good fhost walk to view the remains of a egain lost ground.
Anita's line
in the newspaper business.
Tom Rathman at 2:30 Thursday af>ad man which the gobblins had tormorning."
harging and hard tackling were their
While assisting in tearing to pieces ternoon.
Hex Beresford, extension an i ma'I
Oh boy, who wouldn't prefer to be ured.
an old bridge one day last week, Ed.
nain
weapons of defense.
A teachers' meeting will be held
husbandman
from Iowa State coll
Cleverly
decorated
Hallowe'en
reawakened these cold mornings with a
L. Ne-wton succeeded in breaking one Friday evening at the parsonage.
At the beginning of the fourth
lege,
-will
be
in
Cass county to con j
'reshments
were
served
in
another
fond caress instead of the loud clang
of his fingers close to the middle
period Oakland showed signs of tirChildren's confirmation class will be
which
was
lighted
by
duct
a
cattle
feeders'
meeting
class
room
bang of a noisy alarm clock.
joint. He has been having plenty of j
ng somewhat under the terrific onheld at 10:00 o'clock Saturday mornTuesday
evening,
Nov.
7,
starting at|
candles.
If you can support Susie Q in the
company, both night and day, ever
slaught of the local eleven. With
ing at the parsonage.
Miss Brown and Miss Buthweg spon8:00
o'clock.
manner
in
which
she
is
accustomed
since.
about 5 minutes to play Anita was
A religious school for children SatMaterial will be presented on prict|
or if you need a new alarm clock, I can sored the party.
About midnight last Friday, the
again on a scoring drive and a pass
urday afternoon at 1:30 at the hall.
trendrf,
supply and demand, and
lumber yard owned by the Fullerton
tell you where you can get a good dog Journalism Class Visits Tribune.
from Inhofe to Lett was good for
Highland cVwreh—
feeding problems.
Lumber Co. in this city was discoverfor
nothing.
Miss Buthweg's journalism class i a touchdown. Krause again scorec
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
All Cass county cattle feeders are!
* ,* *
ed to be on fire. The fire, starting in
point. The grid battle
very grateful to 'Mr. Budd for the op theI extra
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
ToV;
T
1
A
-,
T
.
•
.I
mvited
attend
the southwest corner, soon spread
This year's crop of spuds has a portunity to visit his newspaper office ended 21 to 0 with Anita claiming the ... , to
...
. ..this meeting,
, ?' which
throughout the whole structure, and +- + 4- + + + + + + 4 + -1last been harvested and binned. The All phases of printing a newspape heavy end of the score. Two stars will be held in the assembly room*!
of the court house in Atlantic.
by the time it was brought under con- f
disagreeable job was done in relays
METHODIST CHURCH
were explained by Frank, Cecil an were absent from the Oakland team.
trol, the blaze had completely con- f
just a few rows at a time and th Mr. Budd. Cecil made a name prin
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
The Benton Future Farmers 4-1
sumed both buildling and contents. f + 4 4 4 + + + 4 * + +
slow tedious and tiresome work was for each student.
Will Anita Derail Adair?
club
will hold a meeting Friday e
The loss is estimated at $20,000. The
There promises to be an over abundChurch School classes at 10:00 a. m. accomplished week ends when the boys
Members of the class learned man
ening at the home of Merle Derryfj
ground on which the building stood Harold MeDermott, Superintendent.
were home from school.
ance of big-time excitement packed
things on the printing side of
south of Wiota.
belongs to R. D. Vernon.
Last spring at potato planting time,
into the annual grudge gridiron batChurch Worship at 11:00 a. m. with
newspaper.
tle between the Irish from Adair and
special music and the sermon by the the boss and I debated the kinds of
Miss Ruby Aupperle was
seed to buy. He selected two sacks American Education Week Will
the Anita boys here Armistice day.
pastor.
home Tuesday from the Iowa Luthwan j
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
The Scarlett Rockets have made hospital in Des Moines where she had j
Epwortb League at 6:00 p. m. with of grade No. 1 Cobblers while I made Be Observed November 5 to 11.
4 Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. 4
a selection of the same variety but
a
covered
dish
supper
and
at
7,
a
disour
victories out of six attempts, been a patient for several days.
American
Education
week,
Nov.
5
to
4444444444444
certified seed. We planned to watch 11, "is one of the most significant na- "heir opponents have scored a total
sussion led by James Miller.
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes
the growth and development of the tional observances. Conditions abroad f 70 points to 87 for Adair.
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
Jack Roe and Donald MclntyreJ
for all ages. William Crawford, Jr.,
two grades and compare the results and at home forcefully emphasized
The
first
of
the
Cottage
Prayer
The
scrappy
Anita
gridders
have
students
at the University of Iowa in|
Superintendent.
at digging time.
meetings
will
be
held
at
the
parsonage
ounted
101
points
over
18
markers
Iowa
City,
visited in the city o
the
vital
need
for
far
reaching
eduMorning Worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Part of the certified seed was the cation of American youth.
Wednesday evening at 7:30.
or the rivals.
the week end with relatives
No evening services Sunday.
The choir will practice at the par- first to come up. A few days after
The teams are so evenly matched friends,
The program for 1939 is built around
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
Wanting, an old sow and her seven the topic, "The Purposes of Education lis year that much rivalry has desonage
Thursday evening.
the church with a 15c dinner for the
At a meeting of the Des Moinel
The boys catechism class will meet pigs got into the patch and "raised in American Democracy."
eloped. This is not only between
public at noon.
up" the whole east end. This sumt
the
parsonage
Saturday
afternoon
Diocese
of the National Council «1
ie
two
teams,
but
also
between
the
The
people
are
urged
to
become
betThe missionary society will meet at
mer an army of moles established ter acquainted with the needs and ac- tudents and schools.
Catholic Women, held in Council
the church at 2:00 o'clock Friday af- t 2:00 o'clock. The same evening at
headquarters in the west end and built complishments of the school during
The Anita high school band will do Bluffs Sunday, Miss Marie Tier«l|
ternoon. A quilt and antique ex- :30, John Rasmussen has invited the
their mess halls under several rows this period. Visitors will be very ts part at this' great event. It if was elected treasurer for the
members
of
the
class
to
his
home.
hibit will be held in connection •with
On Monday, Nov. 6, there is to be a of the grade No. ones. Adverse weatVi- welcome in our school during this xpected that this will be the largest ing year.
the meeting, to which the public is
aymen's
meeting at the Methodisi er conditions helped keep the patch week.
attended game on the Anita field.
invited to view.
hurch
in
Atlantic.
The meeting runs free of weeds—potato bugs swooped
On Sunday afternoon, a men's forum
down on the patch and feasted several Student Council Begins Operation.
Grade News.
will be held at the Congregational rom 10:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. with a
days on numerous occasions. The
•overed
dish
luncheon
at
noon.
The student council, under the spon4 and 5.
church in Red Oak. Anyone wishing
Jars of fruit or vegetables for the horses broke down a gate one rainy sorship of Mr. Feller, began operation
The fourt grade took the Kuhlmannto aUend, should get in touch with the
Barrel
to be sent to the Queen Esthe day and trotted up and down the patch last week by performing a second and Anderson mental tests Tuesday. We
pastor.
at once in this community to
nail in Des Moines may be left at th and left hoof prints in the soft, wet third drawing for the door prizes that have also completed a thorough rewith District Manager. Must
ground, large enough to bury a dead were to be given at the carnival.
parsonage or at Harvey Turner's.
view of the four processes in Arith- farming and hav« car; Age from
cat, but in spite of all the calamities,
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE,
The council is planning an adver- metic and have taken speed tests over to 57. Permanent work. Good "
Miss Marie Breen spent the week end a portion of the plants thrived.
tising campaign for the Armistice day •ach one. We found it interesting Prefer man who has lived on fartj
At harvest time this fall, 25 bushels football game here between the locals
"Adam and Fallen Man" will b with relatives and friends in Creston.
o see how we ranked individually Wriie to Box 15, c-o this P*Per
of large, clean, smooth spuds were and Adair.
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
according to the standard scores in
put in the ce\\ar and a couple bushels
FOR SALE:—Vox Terrier pus
all CYi\ixc.Vkfcs t,i Cm-ist, Scientist, o
They are also considering a point he text. We are spending much time
of
small
ones
were
sorted
out
for
the
Sunday, November 5.
system for activities. When a certain tudying our dictionaries. We build Mrs. A. A. Johnson. Phone 12.
chickens. We were so delighted with number of points are gained, some kind
The Golden Text is from Ephesian
bosl
.ur vocabularies a little each day.
"our" share of the crop that the po- of award in the form of an emblem
5:14, "Awake thou that sleepest, and
will «top hurting quick2t I
liis
week's
citizenship
lesson
dealt
ly and the bump get*
Mike Metz,
tatoes were dug, sorted and binned or letter will be given. It is to enarise from the dead, and Christ shall
rmaller It you apply
with
safe
methods
to
handle
lamps,
FAIRYFOOT. Come In
before we thought about comparing
give thee light."
Sunday dinnpr^Berved at
for your small else trial
courage the students to participate in ights and gasoline. Many good ideas
pacltaffe of Falryfaot.
the two grades. In the bin they all more activities and to give them someThe Lesson-Sermon comprises quoLfosetfa Triangle
were
given
by
the
students.
look alike—just great large "taters" thing for which to work.
BONGEKS BROS.
tations from the Bible and from the
trades 5 and 6.
that will be boiled, baked, fried and
Custom grinding »t your f »rm
Both
grades
are
enjoying
the
units
portable
mitt, tiall Jim Griffin at
scalloped this winter. I don't mind Anita Upsets Oakland 21-0.
n their new language drill books service station in Adair, W!» V*1'
cooking potatoes when the peeled proThe Anita football team chalked up
duct looks like what peeled potatoes its sixth victory of the season fay The fifth grade studied William Penn reverse calls.
SUGGESTIONS-^should, but what irks me is when I've crushing the Oakland gridders on the 'The Great Quaker," in reading class
If you have an old horse y°u
WINTER REPAIRS WHICH WILL ADD
wasted an hour or &o •whittling away local field Friday by claiming th Tuesday and Wednesday. The meet
to
sell, see Chas. L. Wilson, *
ing of the sixth grade citizenship clul
at a dishpan full of runts and the heavy end of a 21 to 0 score.
TO YOUR HEALTH AND COMFORT.
Iowa.
included
a
program
of
Hallowe'en
reciresults resemble little white agates
Oakland kicked off deep into Anita' tations, traditions and stories. Plans
Storm sash (a combination door $5.00); attic infloating around in a kettle of water.
FOR SALE:—Tally cards, 2
territory. Krause ran the ball back tc were made for a picnic on Hallowe'en.
sulation; replace window glass; reputty old sash
Anita's 30 yard line. Anita, after sev Both grades surprised their teacher, Tribune office. Anita.
Mrs. Edna Nichols ami daughter, eral line bucks failed to make firs
with nuglass (it will stay on); repoint foundation;
Miss Taylor, with a handkerchief and
TAKEN UP:—Several
Virginia,
enjoyed a week end visit with
ten, kicked to Oakland where i miscellaneous birthday shower Wedrepair leaky roofs; renail loose siding boards; paint
strayed,to
my farm, and
relatives at Mt. Ayr.
went out of bounds on their 35-yan nesday.
window frames; check heating plant and flue; phone
have
same
by
proving
line. The first quarter ended in
ad.
2-0 for coal you know, and let old man winter blow.
Grades 7 and 8.
ing for their keep
The members of the H. H. club and sc-oreless tie.
The eighth grade chose its class Nieman. Phone 61
their husbands were 12:30 o'clock dinIn the early part of the secon
ner guests at the home of Mrs. D. L. quarter Anita, after holding Oakland officers last week: president, Isabel
BUY ANTCA-ffREAP
Spiker last Wednesday. All members took the ball on their own 36-yar Shaffer; secretary, Elizabeth Arnett;
A Halof the club but one were present and \ine and with Lett, Krause and Moor treasurer, Viola Claussen.
buys 600
ANITA LUMBER CO.
other guests were Mrs. Alta Pratt lugging the pigskin, ran it up to th lowe'en party was held by the eighth paper, otee 8%xU inches, at the
and L. H. Laartz of Anita and H. E. opponent's 20-yard stripe where Le grade students at the home of Gael une office.
No Charge For an Estimate of Your Needs
Newton of Stuart. The ladies spent on a wide end run struck pay dii Adair. The prizes for the best cosWANTED: ~ Your dead »"""]
the afternoon quilting for the hostess. for a touchdown. Krause plunge tumes went to Albert Karns and Doris
Smith. The house was decorated in Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone &

Your Painful

BUNION

ROBERT SCOTT

Sugar
Bananas
Oranges
Macaroni

57c
5c
19c
15c
lie

Side Pork

13c

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

Soviet-U. S. Relations Strained
By Molotov's Attack on FDR;
Italy Protects Her Neutrality

By BOTH WYETH SPEAR*
"HE bride came home
'

Know your newi? One hundred
points if you can orutMr all these. Deduct 20 for each complete question yoi
miu. You can't boait about a score o
40 or under.

to weep on Mother's si
"There are too many ba
our house,"'she said; "ana ,
to rummage in your attic "
are welcome to," replied
A golden* oak, dresserbowl; an old portier- a ' (
in a wide gold frame; and an
piano stool; were carted a wav '
Varnish remover and I
drawer pulls transformed
dresser into a good-looking c

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
liy Western Newspaper Union..

EUROPE:
Double Feature
All Hallow's eve found every Eu
ropean ear cocked to Moscow
awaiting history-making utterance;
from Premier Viacheslav Molotov
Adolf Hitler had 1,500,000 men
poised at the front; so did the allies
But war hung in abeyance. For as
Russia swung so would the war, because every other European state
had declared its status, neutral with
leanings either toward Germany
(like Italy and Hungary) or toward
the allies.

Stolen Thunder
A few short hours before Molotov's
speech, II Duce Benito Mussolini
pulled a coup that must have stunned
his erstwhile colleague in Germany.
Ousted was Propaganda Minister
Dino Alfleri, close friend of Nazidom's
Propagandist Paul Joseph Goebbels.
Ousted were Fascist Secretary
Achille Starace, close friend of Deputy Fuehrer Rudolf Hess and the
man who gave a signal for the Italian chamber's demonstration against

IL DUCE'S STARACE
His demotion . . .

France last winter; Gen. Alberto
Pariani, friend of Hitler's Col. Gen.
Walther von Brauchitsch and author
of the Italian "blitzekrieg" plan for
a German - Italian - Spanish drive
against France; Gen. Giuseppe
Valle, friend of Field Marshal Hermann Goering. Replacing them
were middle-of-the-roaders like Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, chief of staff.
Retained were other favorites like
Foreign Minister Count Galeazzo Ciano (Mussolini's son-in-law) and
Count Dino Grandi, minister of justice.
In Paris there was a feeling the
Rome-Berlin axis had broken down
completely. London was also happy, for a few hours earlier Italy's
Ambassador Giuseppe Bastianini
had made a strong anti-Communist
speech. In the Balkans it was
thought Mussolini disapproved Russia's expansionist policy, especially
since II Duce did not even wait until
Molotov spoke. But in Italy it was
a simple indication that Mussolini
had his ear to the ground; Italians
wanted no pact with the allies, they
merely wanted strict neutrality.

Ominous Talk
First allied reaction to Premier
Molotov's speech was relief over
his failure to declare a military alliance with the Reich, even though
he did charge Britain and France

RUSSIAN DEMANDS
The Soviet would give r'inland part of
Karelta (I) ,„ exchange, for moving back
rtnmsh frontier novh.cest of Leningrad
( 2 ) ; Russia wants 131 islands „/ Seiska
. l.aiunsnuri alu
and
would lease land 141 at mou,h „/ ;„„,•,/,
gulf for nai-al bates; „,/,, ,oor ;.-„„„,,,
;.o] Kybm-hi pr/iimufu 15).

were warring nut to preserve dp
niocracy or restore. Pular.d but in
safeguard their wurld empires Bu
sober reflection marie the allies wor
l y about:
Finland. Molotov revealed mucl
to the Finns' chagrin, the stalemat
ed proposals which h a v e occupiei
these two countries for the pas
month. Besides a m u t u a l assistant
pact, Russia wanted t e r r i t o r i a l ex
changes dee m,,pi which FinHni
declared would "rob us of the chanci
of defending the '"independence
of our land."

Germany. He said Nazi-Russian
friendship was getting thicker. Next
day it was revealed trade discussions were going forward successfully. One report from Stockholm
said Russian submarines would be
given the Nazis in exchange for
German merchant ships, providing a
subtle way of staying "neutral."
1. Aviation News : (a) Who are
Poland. He said there can be no Clyde Schlieper and Wes Carroll,
question of restoring Poland and shown above, and why are they
that it was absurd to continue the so tired?; (b) What was the inwar for that cause. Two days eartended destination of a nonstop
lier, Britain's Prime Minister ChamBight that left New York, and did
berlain had acknowledged Russia's it succeed?
right of invasion to "protect" her
2. What happened to Mrs.
Polish blood brothers from Ger- Homer Stout, Oklahoma farm
many.
wife who tried the "freezing"
Balkans. He gave no hint of ex- treatment for cancer?
pansion there, but shook a nasty
3. True or false: The Mexican
finger at Turkey for signing mutual
revolutionary party has asked for
assistance pacts with the allies after
return of oil lands expropriated
shunning a treaty with the Soviet.
'rom
American-owned
comUnited States. He precipitated a
panies.
heated argument which observers
4. Choice: Sen. James Mead of
thought might end with severance
York introduced a bill proof Soviet-U. S. diplomatic relations. posing that $139,000,000 be set
Commenting on President Roose- aside by the treasury for small
velt's earlier note expressing hope
oans to: (a) business firms; (b)
for continued amicable Finnish-Rus- distraught farmers; (c) municilally owned power plants; (d)
'little theater" groups.
5. True or false: No food rationng will be needed in Britain during the winter.

AID

ONE-TWO-THREE-FOUR CAKES
See Recipe* Below.

Let's All Have Tea

There's something so social about
erving tea! Friends and neighbors
rop in for a bit of rest and reaxation, conversation flourishes,
(Answers at bottom of column.)
nd the whole house is aglow with
icspitality.
POLITICS:
Serving tea is one of the simplest
and
most gracious ways of enterCandidate-of-the-Week
taining — whethRooseveltian
third-term
talk,
er you invite one
which took a back seat in early days
guest or fifty. It
of the war crisis, loomed again in
may be a cozy,
San Francisco when Secretary of
informal
with onl a affair
few
Agriculture Henry Wallace boomed
y
the President for re-election. Next
"handpicked"
day Secretary Steve Early made it
friends
invited,
clear that Franklin Roosevelt wantand simple bread
ed no boom, and Iowa's Sen. Guy .nd butter sandwiches, with a cup
Gillette left a White House confer- f perfectly brewed tea for refreshence where the President had re- ments. Or, you may plan a much
portedly asked that Iowa's delega- arger, more elaborate tea as a
tion to next year's convention go means of entertaining the Parentunpledged. The deduction: That Teacher association, the Garden
Mr. Roosevelt will not seek re-elec- lub, or perhaps the Women's auxtion, and certainly wants the mat- iliary of your husband's lodge.
ter hushed for the present.
STALIN'S MOLOTOV
Formal or informal, large or
But Henry Wallace had started the mall, you'll find that beforehand
. . . stole his thunder.
political pot boiling again. Into the preparations and carefully laid
sian relations, Molotov said: "One Republican picture jumped Oregon's >lans help to make this kind of enfinds it hard to reconcile that with Sen. Charles McNary, who tenta- ertaining easy. Admit the limitathe American policy of neutrality tively consented to run. Into the ions of your budget, your equip. . . One might think that matters Democratic picture jumped a brand ment, your time and strength, and
are in better shape between the new name, Montana's Sen. Burton don't plan more than you can carry
United States and . . . the Philip- K. Wheeler, who tried to win the out comfortably and sensibly. Repines . . . than between the Soviet vice presidency with the elder La- member that a cup -of tea and a
Union and Finland, which has long FoUette in 1924.
slice of bread and butter can make
ago obtained both freedom and poWriting California's Gov. Cuth- a party if the tea is perfectly made,
litical independence . . ."
bert Olson to protest a meeting of the bread enticingly thin, and the
Next day, while Massachusetts' "progressive leaders" scheduled service dainty and attractive.
Rep. John McCormack demanded
Keep sandwiches, muffins, cakes
from the house floor that Ambasand cookies small and dainty. .If
sador Laurence Steinhardt be reyour invitation list-numbers a large
called from Moscow, the President
lumber of guests, bake your favordug from his files an exchange of
ite cakes in jelly roll pans, frost,
notes with Soviet President Michael
and cut into small, diagonal pieces.
Kalinin last April, when Kalinin
Ginger Cream Cakes.
cabled an unsolicited "expression of
To make these clever little cakes,
profound sympathy" with the Presiuse the thin gingersnap or cookie
dent's efforts to safeguard peace.
ordinarily sold on the market. AlThis cable had come one day after
low from three to five to a servMr. Roosevelt sent peace pleas to
ing.
Put together with sweetened
Dictators Hitler and Mussolini. Thus
whipped
cream in the same manthe U. S. put Kalinin on record as
ner as in frosting a miniature layer
supporting the President's peace efcake. Cover the top and sides genforts in contrast to Molotov's declaerously with the cream, and chill
ration. Suggested White House Secthoroughly. Ground candied ginger
etary Steve Early: "It would seem
may be sprinkled sparingly over the
hat he (Molotov) had the embargo SENATOR WHEELER AND WIFE
tops. One cup of whipping cream
Plenty of friends.
n mind rather than what he termed
will make six cakes.
he President's moral support of next month in Salt Lake City, C. I.
Orange Ice Cream.
"inland."
O.'s John Lewis gave, among other
1
tablespoon
granulated gelatin
(Unspotlighled, the neutrality bill reasons: "The slight to Senator
wormed its way through the house which Wheeler and other great liberals of % cup cold water
1% cups sugar
oted 237 to 177 for sending it to con- the west, who have not been con
1% cups boiling water
erence with the senate, conferees to have suited . . ."
cups orange juice
definite instructions. One instruction: To
Lewis apparently considered the 1V4
repeal the arms embargo, by a vote of 243
% cup lemon juice
meeting
(some
of
whose
participants
to 181. Thus congress expected to get out
2 tablespoons orange rind (grated)
of loivn immediately. Britain hailed the may be violating the Hatch "no 2 cups coffee cream
politics"
act)
as
a
third-term
boom
repeal; Nazidom was enraged. One sudV4 teaspoon salt
denly discovered danger of cash-and-carry Certainly it was made clear that Sen
is that the allies will indeed buy more ator Wheeler should be consulted in 2 eggs (beaten separately)
Soak the gelatin in the cold water
arms but will cut other imports from the any future "liberal" discussions
,,' ^ One Britisher thought imports of
about 1940. Washington observers for five minutes. Dissolve sugar
U. S. industrial products and
foodstuffs realizing that Lewis support maj
in boiling water
may fall off 1150,000,000 a year.)
be a kiss of death to any politica and add to the
aspirations the senator may enter gelatin, stirring
Western Front
dissolved.
nevertheless admitted he has, until
Abandoning purely defensive posi- tain,
Add the orange
A.
F.
of
L.
backing,
a
big
railroac
tions, German "shock troops" following and plenty of friends in juice, o r a n g e
stormed the French frontier at scat- the senate.
rind, lemon juice,
tered points as murky weather gave
coffee cream,
way to sunshine. Fears grew that
salt, and beaten egg yolks. Fold
COMMUNICATIONS:
Belgium and the Netherlands might
in egg whites and pour mixture into
be invaded. The Dutch proclaimed Twisted Wires
freezing container of ice cream
a state of siege in eight provinces
Following an ultimatum from Chi freezer. Assemble and cover Then
flooding frontier positions to check cage's District Attorney Thomas J pack mixture of crushed ice and
any Nazi advance.
Courtney and U. S. District Attor rock salt (use three parts ice to one
ney William J. Campbell, the Amer part salt, by volume) around the
At Sea
ican Telephone and Telegraph com freezing container.
Turn crank
While the embattled U. S. S. City pariy barred Moses Annenberg's race slowly but steadily. When mixture
of Flint steamed carefully down the betting information service from us becomes too stiff to turn, remove
Norwegian coast to Germany under ing its facilities. The Illinois Bel cover carefully, take out dasher
a Nazi prize crew, the U. S. asked Telephone company followed suit and pack down evenly with a spoon'
both the Reich and Britain to proCover ice cream with wax paper
tect her interned American crew.
and replace cover. Repack. Cover
Washington also reported 27 U S
and allow to harden at least one
ships have been detained by bellighour before serving.
erents since the war began. The
1. (a) Schlieper and Carroll are enOne-Two-Three-Four Cakes
war at sea came too close to Amer
durance fliers who stayed up six hours
(Makes four dozen small cup cakes)
more than 30 days over Long Beach
lean shores when the British freight
1 cup margarine
Calif. That's why they're tired (b) The
tr (.oulmore was reportedly lorne
destination was Lima. Peru, but flight
2 cups sugar
8m
ended In Ecuador.
deed 450 miles off New England
4 eggs (separated)
Na,i planes and U-boats confirmed
2 She died when "thawed out " but
3 cups flour
physicians said cause of death was runsuccessful raiding of alhed shippi n p
ure of a bile duct, and that cancer
2 teaspoons baking powder
but Britain retaliated by naminJ
treatment had probably been successful
Vfe teaspoon salt
Lord Numeld (her "Henry "Cd •)
3 False. Party has demanded that
1 cup milk
to a key post , n the a l r „,„ " >
lauds be seized permanently.
4. (a) Is correct.
2 teaspoons flavoring
His instructions: To intensify the
5. False. .Ration cards will be dlstrih
Cream
the margarine thoroughly
navy's North sea blockade against
uled starting Uecembur 1. with emDha'
mpnaGermany.
"6ums>i
Add sugar gradually and cream
sis on butter, ham and bJcon
together until light and fluffy Add

egg yolks, and beat well. Sift flour
once, measure, add baking powder
and salt, and sift together three
times. Add flour, alternately with
nilk, a small amount at a time.
Beat after each addition until
smooth. Add flavoring. Fold in
stiffly beaten egg whites. Bake in
small, well greased muffin pans in
i moderately hot oven (375 degrees)
for about 20 minutes. Frost as desired.
Brown Bread Peanut Sandwiches
Slice Boston Brown bread very
thin, spread with creamed butter,
sprinkle generously with finely
chopped salted peanuts.
Parsley Sandwiches.
Slice day-old bread V-i-inch thick.
Cut into rounds with a doughnut
cutter, toast one side, and spread
with parsley butter.
To make
parsley butter, cream butter, add
emon juice to taste, and finely
minced parsley.
Banana Nut Bread.
V* cup butter
% cup sugar
2 eggs
2 cups general purpose flour
V« teaspoon soda
% teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons baking powder
% cup chopped nut meats
% cup wheat bran
1% cups mashed bananas
2 tablespoons sour milk
Cream butter and add sugar slowly, beating constantly. Add eggs—
one at a time—
beating thoroughly. Mix and sift
the flour, soda,
salt, and baking
powder. Add nut
meats and wheat
bran to this mixture. Combine bananas and sour
cream. Add flour mixture alternately with banana mixture—beating
thoroughly after each addition. Bake
hi well-greased loaf pah in a moderate oven (350 degrees) about IV*
hours.
Note: This bread is really better
if sliced the second day. Delicious
for sandwiches with butter or with
unflavored cream cheese for filling.
Reception Cakes.
(Makes 90 two-inch cakes)
2 cups shortening (part butter for

of drawers. A-glazier put a mt|
ror in the oval gold frame Th
are dusky pink branches in ,
fish-bowl—lovely against the ro
red brocade hanging. The
gram shows how the hanging „
made from a part of the portie
The edges were finished with i
*old colored braid and fringe
it hung with matching cord,
sels and an ordinary curtain r
What became of the stool and
mirror will be told next week
NOTE: Readers who are nu
using Sewing Books No. 1, 2 and
will be happy to learn that No,
is ready for mailing; as well 8
he 10 cent editions of No. 1,2 d
3. Mrs. Spears has just mai
quilt block patterns for three d
signs selected from her favor;
Sarly American quilts. You m
have these patterns FREE \\iti
your order for four books. Pricf
of books—10 cents each postpaid?
Set of three quilt block pattern^
without books—10 cents. Send 01
ders to Mrs. Spears, Drawer i(
Bedford Hills, New York.
Dr. Plerce's Favorite Prescription ii(l
tonic which has been helping womejij
of all ages for nearly 70 years.
Revealing Death
Men may live fools, but fa
they cannot die.—Young.

Relief At Last
Oreomulstaa relieves promptlyt»i
cause It goes right to the seat of tte|
trouble to looaen germ laden phlegml
Increase secretion and aid nature toB
soothejuulheal taw, tender, InflamJ
CCl DKOQGfluUUl ' J&UOOUB fllGQlbr&llG&I

No matter how tofinV medicines yoi
have tried, ten TOOT druggist to sail
you a botUe of OT^M'^i'1""" with tin|
M ^flfliTrtflnfltnff Mjpftt
you euro to li^s
the *^y ft ,TWFflMT' fflyyff the cotig«l
or you am to have- your money bactg

CRIEOMULSIOH

for Coughs, Chart CoWi, Bronchitil
Useful Delusions

I was never much displeas
with those harmless delusions thai
end to make us more happy.'
Goldsmith.
KILLS
LICE

A D ONi

flavor)

ROOS15/

4 cups sugar
16 egg yolks
^arnnr and Thought ™
9 cups cake flour
Learning without thought is M
8 teaspoons baking powder
bor lost; thought without learnm|
1 teaspoon salt
is perilous.—Confucius.
2 cups milk
1% tablespoons orange or lemon
extract
THAT FIGHT
1. Cream the shortening: add
2. Beat the egg yolks until very
thick, and add gradually to the
creamed mixture.
3 s
- *t d]ry ingredients together,
and add alternately with the milk
and extract.

4. Pour the batter into large ielly
roll pans, which hav.Uen. greased
and Uned with wax. pap«:
5. Bake in a moderate oven (380
degrees) for 30 minutes. Cool, and
cut into diamonds.

GtrEeld Tea i* not a "cure-all,"
yoawsntpnuBMrellfflrointempo
CONSTIPATION witbwt <
drug*, try • cup tonight of this "J
grant, IQ-herb tea. Acts thorough
and mildly. Pleattnt to the <»"]

Send for Y9m Copy of 'Easy
Elches TrioUe Away
Entertaining/
Beware of little expenses;
In her cookbook, "Easy Enter- small leak will sink a great ship
taining," Eleanor Howe gives you Franklin.
suggestions for a Halloween menu,
as well as countless other holiday
meals, children's parties, "teenage" parties, picnics, and a wedding
reception—you'll find ideas for all
these and other social occasions.
Send ten cents in coin to "Easy
Entertaining," care of Eleanor
Howe, 919 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111., and get your copy of this
book now.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Burglar-Proof
Ordinary window latches can be
burglar-proofed by boring a hole in
the turning part of the catch. A
small padlock locked in the hole
will not allow the catch to be
opened.

out

new
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DIVORCE DECREES SOUGHT
Mrs. Pearl Hartman of Delano, Cal.,
BY TWO ANITA PEOPLE has been a guest the past week at
the home of her friend, Mrs. Flora V.
Two divorce actions were filed in Stone.
the clerk of court's office at Atlantic
Tuesday for hearing during the NoA 6-year-old boy, who has been
vember
term
of
Cass
county
district
named
Fred, has been adopted by Mr.
100 NEW SUPIR.COACHES
court.
and Mrs. John Witte from the childLucille Jeffery of Anita is the plain- ren's home at Davenport.
tiff in one, suing her husband, Ewing
Miss Jeannette Robson, a student
Jeffery, for divorce on grounds of
at
A. I. B. in Des Moines, was home
cruel and inhuman treatment.
SUPER.COACHES
According to the petition, the couple for a week end visit with her parents,
was married Oct. 8, 1938, and sep- Henry Robson and wife.
arated ten days later. The plaintiff
Sylvester Kirkham returned to his
asks restoration of her maiden name,
Ann Sothern — Linda Darnell — James Ellison
home in Eagle Grove, Iowa,- Monday,
Lucille Shafer.
after a few days' visit in the city with
Jean Rogers — LynnBari — Joyce Compton
Adultery is given as grounds for the
WORLD'S LARGEST FLEET
his brother, Homer Kirkham.
second action, brought by Harry KaufElsa Maxwell — John Halliday — June Gale
mann, Anita farmer, against Imogean
Miss Viola Lewis of Massena is the
In The Big Show of Fun and Thrilla
Kaufmann. The Kaufmanns were mar- new teacher at the Maple Grove disried at Shenandoah May 24,1933. They tric in Lincoln township.
Before
EVERT DAY!
have two children, Karol Kay, 6 years her death, Miss Anna Aupperle had
brtween
old, and Max Harry, 4.
been the teacher of the school for
cr
ALSO CARTOON and IOWA NEWS FLASHES
NEW YORK and CALIFORNIA
the past three years.
Miss
Lois
Mclntyre,
who
is
employVIA CHICAGO, OMAHA, AND ttlT IAKI CITT
ed by the Northwestern Bell Telefow. tran«con»n«ntal M&tdul* now
Miss Lois Needles has returned to
phone Co. in Des Moines, visited in her work in the Deaconess hospital at
i YO» 'we Ibrongh trip* •TOTY dor
^_ coat to coasU Mot* coimntent
the city from Friday evening until Marshalltown, after a few days' visit
Mrvic* OB abort trip*, tool
Sunday with her parents,'W. H. Mc- in the city with her brother, Dr. R. M.
EDWARD'S CAFE
lntyre and wife.
Needles and family, and in Atlantic
Phone 3
Anita, Iowa
with her parents, C. W. Needles and
William G. Butler of Minneapolis,
wife.
Minn., is enjoying a week's visit with
relatives and friends in the Berea
At her home on Rose Hill Avenue
community. "Bill," a railway mail Friday afternoon, Mrs. Joe Rydl was
clerk, is enjoying a two weeks' vaca- hostess to the members of the D. D.
tion from his work.
LRD OF THANKS.
pinochle club. A guest was Miss
OLE SAYS.
Mary Kramer of Altus, Texas. High
John S. Bartley and wife visited score was held by Mrs. Herbert Chadto thank our friends and
In the days of the silent films,
or their sympathy in our acting, not voice, was the dominant in the city a couple of days • last wick and runnerup was Mrs. E. C.
ereavement, also the minis- factor considered—along with beauty. week with his nephew, Chas. H. Bart- Dorsey.
kind words, the singers for With the advance of sound films, many ley and wife. They stopped here
tie, the neighbors and friends a former actor found himself minus while on their way home to WaterThe regular meeting of the Anita
autiful floral offerings, and a job.- Today, although glamour is loo, from a trip to Texas.
Literary Club has been postponed un6 who helped to lighten our specialized, not nearly all stars possess
til Thursday afternoon, Nov. 16, j
Fred F. Joy, wife and daughter, when an afternoon meeting at 2:30
beauty, nor are all film people, es- Leatrice, of Churdan, Iowa, and Glenn
J. P. Aupperle.
pecially singers, good actors. Two MteCall, wife and daughters, Mar- o'clock will be held in the high school
Sisters, Brothers and
'Mrs. Edna Dutton will
especially pronounced exceptions are garet and Meredith, of Bagley, Iowa, Iauditorium.
£ ^
akfir and hef subject
Families.
Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDon- were Sunday guests at the Chas. Dres- |
«Idealism in Great Art;
sler home in Lincoln township.
finia Hartley, who is tak- ald.
* * *
in beauty culture at a
At her home, > corner of Third and
Some years ago I saw lovely Mary
Mrs.. Mary
Wilson
was _ pleasantly
Ifpes Moines, visited in the
,
.
,
.
T x ,, . , Locust Streets, Mrs. Tom Burns enay and Sunday with her Garden in a grand opera. Although surprised at her home on West Mam tertained the members of the Pinochle
ISTVOOT KdTTlfrtniT TOrna-n txiralir** mamliKn*. j
Mrbert E. Hartley and wife. her singing beauty is excelled by Street Saturday when twelve neighbor (club last Thursday evening. Other;
many, she really does have the power ladies called to spend the afternoon,
i guests, besides the members, were
the occasion being in honor of her I Mrs. Elmr Scholl, Mrs. R. R. Arnett
|; .of the .Pfister hybrid seed of superb acting.
*
*
*
77th. birthday anniversary. A social and Miss Vera B. Hook. High score
! away at the recent corn
Photoplay scenes that stand out in afternoon was enjoyed.
nita were Miss Jane Porch
was held by Mrs. Hansine Johnson.
|William Thompson of Mas- my memory: The healing of the
Ray
Johnson,
wife
and
daughter,
I Mrs. Maggie Dement of lepers in "Ben Hur," starring Ramon
The second P. T. A. meeting of the
N'avarro; the invasion of the village Gayle, left Tuesday for their new school year was held Friday evening
and the castle, in "The Four Horse- | home in Le Mars, Iowa, where Mr. at the school house in Lincoln townmen of the Apacolipse," starring Johnson and his son, Glen, have rent- ship district No. 6, of which 'Miss
NOTICE.
Rudolph Valentino; the totom pole | ed a Standard Oil Co. service station. Lillian Oler is the teacher. There
|: turned over my book ac- dance in "Rose Marie," starring Jean- ' The Johnson family have been resi- was a large attendance. The program
ji-Arthur Barnholdt, Jr., for ette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy; the dents of Anita for the past seven consisting of songs and contests was
' a n d I will appreciate it finding of Snow White in "Snow years.
in charge of Mrs. Cecil Taylor and
if you -will make settle- White and the Seven Dwarfs."
Mrs
Miss
Mary
Agnes
Bongers,
who
is
" Geor£e Jensen. At the close,
•him when he calls on you.
o£ the meetm
a lunch was
served!
Corn, peas, beans, gr. beans, 3 for.25c attending school at St. Joseph's Acad- bv M s C1 &.
E. E. Barnholdt.
de Pollock and Mrs Fred
Opal Corn Flakes, 2 packages... .15c 1 emy in Des Moines, enjoyed a week IScholL? -Theynext
will be held
Victor Cake Flour, box
15c end visit at the home of her parents, on the Iast Fridameeting
y evenine in No- ,
Opal Pumpkin, No. 2</2 can
14c Leo V. Bongers and wife. She was ac- jvember
companied home by two schoolmates,
SCHAAKE-S STORE
the Misses Margaret Ann Stanfel and
A meeting of the Original Sunshine
A motorist had just crashed into a Ann Marshino.
club, with fifteen members and five
telegraph pole. Wire, pole and everyE>N TRACK SOON
The Cass county agricultural con- visitors present, was held last Thursthing came down around his ears.
lly more heat per dollar
' servation office has submitted 2,196 ap. day at the home of 'Mrs. Frank PeterThey found him unconscious in the
else you can buy.
sen north of the city. The visitors
wreckage, but as they reached him, . plications for regular conservation were Mrs. Floyd Gissibl, Mrs. Melvin
payments
to
the
state
AAA
office,
but
he feebly reached out, fingered the
ALSO MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON and NEWS
the first checks are not expected to ar- Gissibl, (Mrs. Glen Steinmetz and Miss
tangled wires, and murmured: "Thank
Fern
Anderson
of
Anita
and
Mrs.
rive here for more than a month.
i(C. Ramus, Manager
heaven I lived clean; they've given me
About 150 more applications have not Thomas Toft of Brayton. A covered
a harp."
COMING NEXT WEEK
"THE WIZARD OF OZ"
dish dinner was ejoyed during the
yet been completed.
noon hour, and the ladies spent the
At her home on Locust Street last afternoon hemming tea towels for
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. G. M. De- the hostess. The next meeting of
THANKS.
At her home on North Chestnut
Camp was hostess to the members the club will be held at the home of
WITH THE OLD .RELIABLE
Street last Thursday afternoon, Mrs.
of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club. Ad- Mrs. Edgar Petersen.
I wish to thank my friends and Leo V. Bongers was hostess to the
ditional guests were 'Mrs. Chester A.
and AMBER MIST
neighbors
for their kindness in husk- members of the Friday bridge club.
Long, Mlrs. Ethel Budd and Mrs. Fan- The W. W. club members were enGuaranteed Sampte* FXM
ing
my
corn,
also for the basket Other guests were Mrs. M. M. Feller,
nie Young. High score at bridge was tertained last Thursday at the home
Whan you buy poultry!
held by iMrs. Frank D. Weimer.
°f Mrs. William Richter.
Fifteen dinner which they furnished. This who held high score at bridge, and
medicine buy ft from your
Druggist. Ho know* hia>
Mrs. Ernest Ford.
members attended and guests were kindness will never be forgotten.
drug* boat.
ltp
A CM* <4 Roof
Frank Schwenke.
The regular meeting of the West Mildred Smith, Mrs. Lester King, Miss
BONGERS BROS.
Main Street neighborhood circle was j Jeannette McAfee and Mrs. Ralph |
THANKS.
held last Thursday afternoon at the Richter of Anita, Mrs. Mary DalYoung woman wishes
zell
of
Casey
and
Mrs.
Max
Schwenhome of Mrs. E. G. Lessee, hostesses
To my neighbors and friends who
', being Mrs. Lessee and Mrs. L. D. neker of Kahoka, Mo. A gift was husked and cribbed my corn crop, I
to marry an old man—
Buttolph. Ten members were pres- presented Mrs. Richter, who is moving wish to extend my utmost thanks. I
that's her business.
ent and following a social afternoon, to .Missouri in a few weeks, the pre- appreciate your kindness more than
Our business is picksentation being made by Mrs. Fred- words can tell,
a lunch was served by the hostesses.
erick Possehl. A dinner dance is to ltp Mr. and Mrs. William Watson.
ing up dead animals—
TRY THI
Monroe D. McNelly, wife and two be given at the Wiota I. O. O. F.
large or small.
sons,
George and Sterling, of Cedar hall on Nov. 11, honoring the RichMrs. A. V. Robinson, Worthy MaILYGASOLINE WITH
Phone 257
Rapids were week end visitors at the ter family. The next meeting of the tron of Columbia Chapter, No. 127,
W. H. Heckman home. They were club will be held on Nov. 9 at theO. E. S., was in Des Moines several
WAGNER FILLING STATION
honored guests at a dinner Suday at j home of Mrs. Lloyd Smith.
ANITA, IOWA
days last week attending the annual
the M. H. Funk home in Atlantic, othmeeting of the Iowa grand chapter.
The regular monthly joint meeting
|er guests being Mt. and Mrs. Heckman and Tom Bailey, wife and child- of the American Legion and Auxilren.
iary was held last Friday evening
at the home ,of Mr. and Mrs. WilSPECIALS
The members of the Quilt club liam Linfor. The meeting was openFitting Glasses Successfully
were entertained by Mrs. W. H. Wag- ed by the president, Mrs. Edgar PeterFor Years
ner at her home last Wednesday af- sen. Reports were given of the counHigh grade toric lenses in octernoon. Besides the members pres- ty meeting at Cumberland and the
tagonal design with white gold
ent, there was one other guest, Mrs. district meeting at Council Bluffs, and
filled mountings. Price includes
Pearl Hartman of Delano, Cal. The Mrs. W. T. Biggs reported that a
frames, lenses and
afternoon was spent by the ladies goodly number of Legion and Auxilcase
playing Chinese checkers, and a lunch iary members were in attendance at
A SALE OF BETTER EYESIGHT
was served by the hostess.
the celebration in Atlantic on Oct. 16
for Fr. P. N. McDermott, national
DR. L. B. PETERSEN, Optometrist
A.nita Pythian Sisters attending the chaplain. Mrs. Guy Steinmetz reportAtlantic, Iowa
district convention of the order in ed that $22 was cleared on the rug,
Council Bluffs last Friday were Mrs. and the secretary reported that ten
Floyd Dement, Grand Chief of Iowa, pounds of sewed carpet rags had been
Mrs. Fred Boren, Mrs.^Azel S. Ames, sent to the Knoxville hospital, also
Mrs. Herbert Bartley, Mrs. Elmer fifteen noise makers for their HalScholl, Mrs. Merle Robison, Mrs. A. J. lowe'en party. 25 nut cups made from
Kopp, Mrs. Wayne Jewett, Mrs. Henry red, white and blue paper were sent
Maduff and Miss Betsy Rose Crawford. to the Veterans hospital in Des
Those from here attending the K. P. Moines, and plans were made for the
convention, held in connection with the local Armistice day supper and proPythian Sisters meeting, were R. W. gram. At the close of the meeting
ANITA, IOWA
Forshay, H. G. Highley, Floyd Dement a lunch was served to the twenty-five
C. F. DARROW, Manager
and Kenneth Gipple.
members present.

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

FIRST

TONIGHT-The Big Night

BUSES

"HOTEL FOR WOMEN"

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. NOV. 3-4-5

THE LUCKY 7* HARDY FAMILY HIT!

BEE Eastern
icky Lump Coal

GRAIN CO.

"JL

NUZONE

USABLE

MIXTURE

We Specialize in
pobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

!.. W. Shaffer & Son

$8.85

SPECIAL PRICE ON FENCE
AND FENCE MATERIAL
THE FARMERS COOP.

Wool:
ats, Bags, Evening Clothes Star Dust
By CHEREE NICHOLAS

* Way Back in Movies
* W.ar Cramps Hughes
"ie Thomas in Screen Debut
L-— By Virginia Vale
F THE current crop of young
Americans doesn't know all
about American history it won't
Be the fault of the movies. Producers are fairly falling over
each other in the scramble to
stake a claim to a slice of it;
hardly a day passes that another historical .picture isn't announced.

I

Though it hardly seems possible,
"Hollywood Cavalcade" is history
too, the history of the movies, released for the industry's fiftieth anniversary. The heroine, played by
Alice Paye, is a combination of all
those golden-curled girls who used to
act before the cameras (and as a
rule most of them over-acted), and
Don Ameche plays the hero, who is
a number of those historic leading
men rolled into one.
But the hit of the picture, so far
as, a lot of people are concerned, is
the lads who show us how slapstick
comedy used to be played. Buster
Keaton, Chester Conklin, Ben Turpin, Hank Mann, Eddie Collins, Jimmy Finlayson—there they are again,
throwing custard pies with vim and
vigor, staging a comedy treat for

SEW

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
O«MV of The Moody BiWe Institute
oz Chlc&BO.
(Heleased by Western Newspaper Union.)

4- Ruth Wyeth Spears

Lesson for November 5
Lesson subject* and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
permission.

RIGHTEOUSNESS IN
THE KINGDOM
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 8:17-20. 38-45;
0:1-4.
GOLDEN TEXT—Be ye therefore perfect,
even .as your Father which U In heaven
is perfect.—Matthew 6:48.

£'WIDE. TURN AND PRESS EKES;
THEN STITCH A» SHOWN

spread of any 36-inch material for
a bed of any width. The amount
of material needed will be three
times the full width of the finished spread, plus two inches. Two
seams covered by bands run
straight across the width of the
spread. The two lengthwise bands
may be close together or far apart
according to the width of the bed.
The corners at the foot are cut out
as shown. The edges are then
pressed to the right side and bands
stitched over them.
NOTE: Readers who are now
using Sewing Books No. 1, 2 and 3
will be happy to learn that No. 4
is ready for mailing; as well as
the 10 cent editions of No. 1, 2 and
3. Mrs. Spears has just made
quilt block patterns for three designs selected from her favorite
Early American quilts. You may
have these patterns FREE with
your order for four books. Price
of books—10 cents each postpaid.
Set of three quilt block patterns
without books—10 cents. Send orders to Mrs. Spears, Drawer 10,
Bedford Hills, New York.

"Righteousness in the kingdom," "CTURDY and(masculine." Althe title of our lesson, properly re- ^ so, "Red trimmings, please."
lates its teaching to the kingdom of That was the order for the bedthe Messiah which is to come on spread in the combination workthe earth, and to the condition and-play room of a 10-year-old lad.
! which shall then prevail. At the Blue and tan predominated in the
, same time we agree with Dr. James room. The clever mother made
M. Gray that "it would be wrong to curtains for the rather large
press this too far and to say that square window; using lunch cloths
the Sermon on the Mount has no in these colors—one cloth making
i application whatever to the Chris- a pair of curtains.
tian church or the time in which Blue denim with red gingham
we live, for God is the same bands is suggested for the spread.
through all dispensations and the The diagram may be" used as a
underlying principles of His govern- guide for cutting and making a
ment never change."
Past Lives On
Certainly it is true that if all of
The true past departs not. Noththe men and all of the nations of
ing that was worthy in the past
the earth were on this Armistice
Sunday true followers of Christ and
departs — no truth of goodness
ready to carry out the teachings of
realized by man ever dies, or can
die.—Carlyle.
this lesson, there would no longer
be any possibility of war. This
means that the best peace propaKeep your body free of accumulated
ganda is the sending of missionaries
waste, take Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pel! suits, dresses and
and teachers to all the earth to win
That's Plain
lets. 60 Pellets 30 cents.—Adv.
lade of handsome
men to Christ.
Kindergarten Teacher (exare taken for
Our lesson should be studied and plaining difference between stateLiberty's Gift
it hats, handbags,
taught with great care lest we con- ly rose and modest violet)—You
'Tis liberty alone that gives the
Ijeyen footwear f ashfuse morality with Christianity and see, children, a beautiful, well- flower of fleeting life its lustre and
iguing wool matemake it appear that men are justi- dressed woman walks along the perfume; and we are weeds withnews. Shoes with
fied before God by their good'works street, but she is proud and does out it.—Cowper.
I spat tops is the
rather than by their faith in Christ. not greet anybody—that is the rose.
' [ pride this season.
I. Christ Fulfills the Law (5:17-20). But behind her comes a small
is this matter of eve- liners designed the dinner hat shown
The
law of God is eternal, never creature with bowed head . . .
the swank idea is to in the inset below to the right of
to
be
abrogated, never set aside. Jackie (interrupting) — Yes,
evening coat of band- sheer wool. It is sprinkled with
I know; that's her husChrist
Himself, although we might ma'am,
| Young girls adore the
sequins and boasts of a snood (most
band.
properly
say
that
He
was
in
reality
ats tailored of bright hats have either snoods or bustle
the Law-giver and thus had power
for duvetyn, quite un- backs) made of soft feathers.
and authority over the law, indicat- It doesn't cost much to have
with jewel or
The stunning dress which you see
ed
His purpose in coming to be that your car overhauled.—Garage adbuttons. Coats and centered in the picture is styled of
of giving the law its full meaning, vertisement. That depends on
IB tweed in rich a sheer wool in the now-so-fashionnot of destroying it. One could wish whether it's a traffic policeman
ptones make appeal to able grape color. It has' the very
that those who profess to be His who does it.
^mature.
new and important bustle effect.
ALICE
FATE
servants
might have the same
Our Will
Igown
of a luxurious wool Rows of shirring make the detail
Li
of regard for God's law.
Then He'll Know
It is our will that determines,
tops." See the stun- at the neckline. A huge velvet rib- the old-timers who used to laugh at measure
they did, they obviously would
Willie—Say, Dad, why do they not our intellect.—Edmund Waller.
costume to the left in bon bow animates her tiny felt pill- them and the new generation who Jf
not
be so ready to ignore it, so call English the "mother tongue"?
box
chapeau>
It is fashioned of red
never
saw
them
before.
All
hail
the
quick to change it or explain it
Dad—Just observe who uses it
New textures, many of which are Keystone cops!
the vogue for red is
away, and far more ready to accept the most around this house.
f this season. The dress sheer and dainty as chiffon, make
And be it said for Alice Faye that with their Master every "jot and
nously full skirt with wool an all-year-round fabric that
she
can take a custard pie in the tittle," that is, even the minutest
tunes
to
occasion
perfectly.
Then,
slit pockets and a
The only things some women
detail of His 'Word.
too, the fascinating color range pro- face and come right up for more.
can get straight are the seams of
Recognizing
Christ
as
the
fulfilltheir stockings.
buttons of dusters of vided in modern woolens has a lot
Semtfanal extra help tat colds
beads with chain at- to do with wool's popularity. New
Howard Hughes is returning to the ment of the law should prepare
-with Luden'sl These fiunous
|>;A two-strand gold bead "old" fabrics like melton, duvetyn, picture business, since the war has one to manifest obedience to every
Barbaric
cough
drops not only help
earrings and brace- broadcloth, flannel, serge, wool ben- cramped his style where round-the- moral precept through His grace
soothe throat, but nlease •
Explorer—I
have
made
a
reand
by
His
strength.
Certainly
it
galine and ottoman vie with really world flights are concerned. And
jewel accessories.
I markable discovery: a tribe of hu- menthol vapor-whlch, with
ated young woman to new weaves in sheer woolens. Even he wants a new boy and girl team. should not lead anyone to lawless- man beings that possess no weap- every breath, helps penetrate
pthe group is obviously tweeds are much lighter in weight He has shown that he's a genius ness or carelessness regarding de- on of warfare.
nscious in that her than they used to be.
when it comes to discovering and tails of the daily walk. Fellowship
Listener—Is that so? Didn't
Among new finds in the wool fab- developing talent; he launched Jean with the Saviour should be revealed think
. blouse and skirt, her
there was any part of the
. handbag are made of ric realm, one of the most appeal- Harlow in "Hell's Angels," you'll in consistent living (v. 20).
world that uncivilized.
Moathol Cough Drops
>g
types
is
that
of
printed
wools,
H. Christ Explains the Law (5:
1 weaves. Her stylish
remember, and made Paul Muni a
„ wool jersey. It has some of them done in hand-blocked motion picture star overnight in 38-45).
The Soft Answer
r full draped snood. The gorgeous florals, others in conven- "Scarface."
Look at verses 21 to 37. The
Heard the story of the British
I has a strap and trim- tional sports motifs. Metal-touched
Quiet Times
He's shown, too, that he knows spirit of murder is anger (w. 21, militiaman who was asked his age
felt appliqued with wools answer the call for fabric how
Our quietest times are our
22). A lustful look is adultery (vv. by the sergeant major? "Twenty,"
to
make
pictures.
During
the
red wool discs. Nov- elegance also. These are effective
stretch when "Hell's Angels" 27-30), and it is better to be blind he replied. And—isn't it shock- growing times.—Anon.
1 such as ensembled in for handsome evening jackets. long
was
considered
a rich man's than to be guilty of it. Divorce is ing?—he didn't say "Sir."
made of gay wool- Jackets of pastel wool, either sequin folly, people whojust
The S.M. pointed wrathfully .to
had
served their linked very plainly with adultery
embroidered
or
needle-worked
with
vhere present in the
(w. 31, 32). Swearing is forbidden his rank badge and barked:
time
at
picture-making
.predicted
yarn or .chenille, are worn with flarthat he'd never get back one-tenth (w. 33-37). Thus Christ strips out- "What do you think I am?"
skirts of crepe or velvet.
America's foremost mil- ing
"Forty," said the militiaman.
of'the money that he was pouring ward conformity to the law of its
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
SMOHHWITE WTROUUM JEUY
into it. It's still being shown and apparent virtue and reveals that
•
.—M
with God it is the spirit that gives
styi making money.
meaning to the act.
?own Coat
He goes on to make plain that
PENNY FOR PENNY YOUR BEST CIGARETTE BUY
John Charles Thomas is going into God alone is wise enough to take
the movies. Remember the little vengeance, that we ought never to
Again a revival of fringe is fore- difference of opinion he had con- retaliate with evil for evil. Note
seen. Very new evening dresses are cerning his radio appearances, be- that verse 39 probably refers to an
By burning 25% slower than the average of the 15
enhanced with row* of fringe .de- cause he wouldn't sing if he couldn't insult rather than to physical vioother of the largest-selling brands tested-slower than
tailing sleeves and neckline. Also conclude with "Good night, Moth- lence; that in verse 40 it is a quessmart shops are showing both er"? He will sing in the picture in tion of a difference of opinion in
may
of them-CAMELS give a smoking pfus equal to
blouses and jackets that make which he makes his screen debut, which the other man feels that he
"Kingdom Come," whose story has a legal right to your coat; and
fringe their theme.
with American folk music. It that here, as in verses 41 and 42,
Long fringed tassel ends finish off deals
will
be
by Producers Corpora- it is not a matter of letting a wicked
the streamer ends of tie girdles. tion of made
America, a new motion-pic- or scheming person defraud you of
With evening fringe-covered jackets ture company.
your rights or property, but rather
uny muffs also fringe-covered will
of doing what is required of you in
be carried.
It's going to seem strange to have an ungrudging spirit and of being
Nelson Eddy permanently off that generous with others who are in
Sunday night radio program; a lot need. In Christ we are to be like
of his admirers will never be recon- our heavenly Father and love our
ciled to his departure. But he feels enemies (w. 43-45).
ID. Christ Illustrates the Law (6:
what with concerts, recordings
Now that designer* of shoes have that,
1-4).
and
work
in
the
movies,
he
hasn't
turned their thoughts in the direcPossibly it would be more approtion of simplicity in fltyiing and are tune for regular radio work.
priate for us to say that Christ here
working out the idea of lower heels,
illustrates the right and the wrong
there is prospect of wearied womEdward G. Robinson is all in fa- way of fulfilling the law. How very
,en enjoying style plus .comfort in vor of realism on the radio and in clear He makes it that the one who,
the new footwear. The outlook is his pictures, but it was almost too while ostensibly doing the will of
also for some very intriguing shoe mnen for him at one of Us broad- God, actually is seeking the recogfashions that .make the. approach to easts not long ago. The script called nition and glory of men has received
low heels in strikingly-clever -Ways. far the sound effect of a man being iis full reward, for men have aphit over the head with a chair. The plauded his act of generosity. The
sound effects man was to smash transaction is complete and God has
Fairy Tale Colors
the chair against the waU (try it nothing to do with it at all. On the
Colors with fairy tale names are sometime and see if it sounds like
hand, the one who gives in
the latest whimsey of Mainbocher. the real thing). The chair slipped, jther
the spirit of Christ, not wanting men
In his new collection he shows a hit an actor over the head, and 10 know of his faithful stewardship
Bluebeard blue, a Cinderella pink, put him in the Hollywood emergen- (v. 4), and in fact making no reckMORE
cy hospital.
and an Aladdin gold.
oning of it himself (v. 3), may be
PLEASURE
certain that he has a heavenly Fatown coat, if trimmed
iher
who
takes
careful
account
of
ODDS
AND
ENDS-Ajier
having
it
on
Black
Colors
PER PUFF
fur, will credit you as
and off the schedule since 1936, Metro has the loving deeds of His children and
Not content with the predomi- finally
best dressed. The type
put "Not Too Narrow, Not Too who will reward him, both in this
-MORE
a detachable fur plas- nance of black in its own right as Deep" into production, with Joan Crawworld and in the world to come.
PUFFS
PER
softly Baring revers of the popular color for fall costumes, lord and Clark Gable . . . Paramount is
offering
the
public
a
new
romantic
team
i fur. It goes without say- Molyneux adds black tones to many
Memories of Happy Days
in "Moon Over Burma"—they're Patricia
Why is it that the memory of
i this smart black-with- of his other colors.
Morrison and Robert Preston . . . "Vera
some days in the past, unmarked
Ihere must be a plenVague," of the Charlie McCarthy program,
by any striking event, always come
aing of gold jewelry,
is
played
by
Barbara
Jo
Allen,
whom
you
Shades of Mauve
to us like the breath of spring? It
hear at "Beth holly" on "One Man'i Fam
ce milady responds to
Named for three famous Spanish
may be that on those days, in re. . . watch for more and belter (w^
wearing effective two- artists are Bruyere's three new Uy"
hope) comedies on the screen from now ward for some forgotten act, God
|hopp earrings and pin to- shades, each with a mauve cast. on; motion picture producers are on the
drew us close to Him, and that we
ft a striking wide gold link They are Velasquez Infanta Pink, hunt {or stories that will help the public
absorbed something of His eternal
to forget the war.
I Bat and bag are suede.
peace and happiness.
Greco Mauve, and Goya Gray.
{Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
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Flair for Fringe
Is Style Message

Simple Styles in
Shoes Is Favored
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IURT OPENS "The Wizard of Oz" Opens
NOV. 14 Friday For Three Day Run

. Engineering and photographic problems never before encountered in a
of Court For the Year motion picture went into the filming
of "the Wizard of Oz," hailed as
Be in Charge of Judge
Hollywood's most ambitious musical
Mantz; Saturday Was
spectacle since "The Great Ziegfeld."
; Day to File Actions.
The picture, one hundred per cent musical ; and filmed in Technicolor opens
at
the Rialto Theatre Friday for an
was the last day for filIfjat the clerk of the district engagement of three days."
New inventions in sound recording,
~pe at the courthouse in Atcolor
photography, make-ups which
i&the November term of the
• district court which opens eliminate use of masks', music and
ay, with Judge H. J. Mantz lyric writing, costuming and special
(>n presiding. The usual de- effects which are reported to be best minute petitions were yond Solution were required to bring
L. Frank Baum's famed story to the
and Saturday,
screen under the direction ^of Victor
rley is the plaintiff in a Fleming, remembered for his direce, asking the.marital bonds
tion of "Captains Courageous" and
| her to Ard Carley be"Test
sep- Pilot."
ounds of desertion. Her
Heading the cast are Judy Garland
ates, .they were married as Dorothy, Frank- Morgan as the
80, and separated Oct. 17, Wizard, Ray Bolger as the Scarecrow, Jack Haley as the Tin Woodman,
ffeill is asking the court Bert Lahr as the ^Cowardly Lion, Billie
dgment against William Burke as Glinda the Good Witch, Mar'Wiota on a check on which garett Hamilton as the Wicked Witch,
1 been stopped. The check Charley Grapewin as Uncle Henry, Pat
a down payment on the Walshe as Nikko and Clara Blandick
I the Hi^Way Cafe at Gris- as Aunt Em.
tition recites.
In addition there is a remarkable
pt action for $107 has been trained dog, Toto, seen throughout
ey John R. DeWitt of the story; scores of midgets playainst Stewart E. Forsyth ing iMunchkins; 10,000 inhabitants of
the Emerald City; amazing trees
Atlantic is plaintiff in which move and a total of sixty-five
j| case against Walter H. fantastic settings.
Although set to music with catchy
eeking to recover a truck
at $46. O'Donnell, ac- tunes and memorable lyrics, the story
I'fhe petition, claims the is the same as Baum wrote it which
aned" to him by a f orm- makes it ideal for .children and adults
alike. It tells of how iDorothy, a Kan, the city council.
of Fontanelle is suing sas farm girl, goes to the Land of
rison for $88 in a note Oz. There she meets a Scarecrow
i A. J. Cruise, referee, and who wants brains, a Tin Woodman
Earnhardt are plaintiffs who wants a heart and a Lion who
i title case against Albert wants courage. Dorothy, who has
been running away from home to
it and wife.
keep a mean school teacher from
nment for the benefit of taking her pet dog, is carried to Oz
is also on record in the by a cyclone. Once in Oz, she wants
e, in which Merrill Berg to get home. All set off to ask the
interest in the Thrift-Way Wizard for favors. After many exat Lewis to Fred Okell. citing adventures, all three get what
eunt case, Dr. E. C. Mont- they wanted, by finding it was withAtlantic asks judgment of in their power all the time.
. Cambridge and wife for
The program will include a news
t services' rendered.
reel and the miniature, "Talent AucLutheran Home for the tion."
drid, Iowa, is plaintiff
Jane Withers Picture Tonight.
suit, naming George C.
The "Chicken Wagon Family," those
! wife as defendants, seekgay, friendly, famous folks who stir
Bct $305 for rent on a house
the wanderlust in us all, roll into
ts at Griswold.
Anita this (Wednesday) evening with

BRIARDALE GROCERY

NUMBER 4

Old Cass County Court RUSSIA
Files Get New Resting Place

HARRIS DIES
AFTER BRIEF ILLNESS

A WPA project which has kept six
workers busy in the Cass county courthouse for nearly a year will come to Stricken Friday Evening in Chicago
a close this week. The workers have
Where She was a Teacher in the
transferred all available records in disSchools; Funeral Held at
trict court cases, more than 16,000
Berea Tuesday Afternoon.
cases in all, from a box filing system
to flat files.
An index to land and mortgages on
No inquest was held in the death of
the land, and a plat book have also
fiiss Russia G. Harris, 36, who died
been compiled for the county recorduddenly in Chicago last Friday night.
er's office. The clerk's and recorder's
Miss Harris, a teacher in the Chicago
offices were sponsors of the project.
chools, was stricken at 7:30 that evThirteen thousand files from district
ening
and died several hours later, but
ceurt cases, dating back to the days
he coroner's office announced the death
when the court was known as the
Cass county circuit court, have been vas due to natural causes, pronounced
as asthma and a heart attack. The
transferred to the new filing system
coroner's office had at first requested
in the courthouse basement. Three
Miss Harris' family that a post-morthousand probate cases have also been
,em be conducted.
put in new metal filing cabinets.
Miss Harris had taught in Cass and
Earliest court case on record is an
Adair counties and at Iowa City for
account and attachment action filed
.he last ten years, going to Chicago
in circuit court at Lewis, then the
this fall to teach in the schools there.
county seat, on Jan. 29, 1869.. SouthShe was born Aug. 28, 1903, on a
worth Slauson & Co. of New York was
'arm
southeast of Anita in Adair
the plaintiff in the case, suing John
county, the daughter of A. L. and
T. 'Chapman for $62 on a grocery
Rowena Harris. She was graduated
account contracted in Brooklyn in
BRIARDALE FLOUR... .49-lb. bag $1.69
1859.
Chapman was the owner of rom the Anita high school with the
GWC FLOUR
49-lb. bag $1.50
:lass of 1921 and later attended school
property in Cass county.
t Iowa State Teachers college in
TALL CORN FLOUR .. .49-lb. bag $1.35
The original notice in the action,
Cedar Falls.
published in the Cass County MesTHRIFTY FLOUR
49-lb.'bag $1.19
Her mother died July 4, 1936, and a
senger at Lewis Jan. 30, 1869, is inister, 'Dotte, also preceded her in
cluded with the paper. The name of
ORANGES—
DATES—
death in 1901. Surviving are the fathJ. K. Powers appears on the yellowed
er; seven brothers, Claude E., of MorCalifornia's best qualBulk Hallowii,
papers as clerk of court, and Temple
ris, 111; Carrie L., of Campbell, Cal;
ity, 344 size,
1
2
and Phelps are listed as attorneys
Merritt W., of Mount City, Mo; Fay
each
**•
pounds
for the plaintiff. The plaintiff was
, of Orient; Clifford, Van N. and
awarded judgment.
Boyd, all of the Berea community;
PEANUTS—
According to Cecil M. Skipton, presnd one sister, Mrs. India Spry of
No. 1 fresh roasted,
ent clerk, the first court in this sec- Wiota.
tion was known as a county court.
Mrs. Spry and her husband, Claude,
per
It was displaced by the circuit court
peck
j&lC
pound
lui.
1 ^ about
nd Clifford Harris left Saturday
1869 and by the present district
norning for Chicago to accompany the
ONIONS—
GRAPE FRUIT—
court in 1881.
ody to the family home.
Yellow Danvers,
Many of the earliest suits were damTexas seedless,
Funeral services were held at the
age actions against the Rock Island
5
I A_
fine quality,
Gospel Hall in Berea at 2:00 o'clock
railroad, which had just extended its
pounds
IvC
10 for
Tuesday afternoon, with Brother Cal
track through Cass county. The raillinderman officiating. Interment was
road evidently had not yet had time
made in the Eureka Center cemetery.
to erect fences along the right-of-way
STATE MEN RAID
and consequently became subject to a
FOOTBALL GAME SATURDAY
ATLANTIC PLACES number* of suits filed by farmers who
sought to collect for livestock killed
Adair H. S. vs. Anita H. S.
County officers launched a beer, by trains.
Game of the Season—Be Sure
Officials of the AAA will announce liquor and gambling drive Sunday
nd See This Great Game With Adair
within the next two weeks just how night with the arrest of three AtlanAnnouncing local representative of
Admission: lOc, 15c, 25c
much of a reduction in corn acreage tic cafe owners and a hotel bell hop. Real Silk hosiery. Mrs. Herbert
County Attorney Roscoe Jones an- Bartley, Anita, phone 200.
Worth Chastain, who had been a
they will ask from corn belt farmers
2t
jatient at the Veterans' hospital in
in 1940, according to reports from nounced that Earl Hawes, operator of
the Red Mill cafe; Manning Barringer,
W. P. Barrett has returned to his )es Moines for several weeks, was
Washington, D. C.
Indications are that instead of the proprietor of the Railroad restaurant; home in Anita, after spending several ble to return to his home near Anita
goal of 41,239,659 acres set by AAA and Bert Wert, owner of the Bunga- months in Milwaukee, Wis., where he Monday. While feeling some better,
allotments in the commercial corn low cafe, waived preliminary hearing did some special work for a large ic is still in a very weak condition.
Jane Withers and Leo Carrillo in the growing area this year, an acreage on a charge of selling beer on Sun- railroad company.
driver's seat. They'll stop at the of but 35 to 38 million acres will be day.
Miss Norma Knowlton, a student
Rialto theatre.
James L. Hudson, bell boy at the
the objective of the 1940 AAA pro"Chicken Wagon Family," based gram.
Whitney hotel, was chagged with nurse at the Iowa Lutheran hospital
on the lovable Barry Benefield novel,
This will mean a 7 to 15 per cent Bootlegging and also waived hear- in Des Moines, enjoyed a week end
offers
Jane
another
of
her
merry,
reduction from this year's acreage-al- ing when arraigned in justice court. visit at the home of her parents,
and twenty-three relaOn the request of the plaintiff, the
mischievous
roles
as
the
adventurous
though
unofficial reports have indicat- All four were released on bond and Earl Knowlton and wife.
friends attended the open
:ontest of the will of the bate I. P.
bound
over
to
the
grand
jury.
|ervance of the golden wed- young daughter of a family that ed a cut of about 10 per cent. InThe annual Armistice supper of the lallock, wealthy Brayton farmer, filed
Jones said the arrests came about
dversary of Mr. and Mrs. travels through the country, trading dividual state, county and farm allotAmerican
Legion will be held at' the by a brother, C. K. Hallock, of Atlandge, well known residents any and everything for chickens, which ments might vary somewhat from the as the result of a two-month investi- I. O. O. F. hall on Friday evening, ,ic, was continued Monday until the
gation
by
two
special
agents,
Fred
township, at their home they market when they get to town. corn belt rate of reduction sought,
Menz and John St. Alcup, both of Nov. 10, with a covered dish supper, next term of the Audubon county disMarjorie Weaver, Spring Byington however.
of Berea in Adair counat 6:30 o'clock. All veterans and their rict court. The case was scheduled
All of Iowa is included in the com- Toledo, Iowa. City and county of- families are invited.
Many flowers, gifts, let- and Kane Richmond are featured with
'or hearing Monday in the Audubon
ficers
made
the
arrests
and
also
pickCarrillo
in
Jane's
supporting
cast.
mercial corn growing area along with
is were also received by
court,
but continuance was granted beMiniatures on this evening's pro- most of Illinois, much of Indiana, Ohio, ed up two slot machines. "Our inj|r8. Sivadge congratulating
cause of illness of the plaintiff.
Peter
Scott,
Jr.
of
Cumberland
was
gram will be Iowa news flashes, the Nebraska, Missouri and parts of Min- vestigation^ show that slot machines
S> event.
In granting the continuance, the
visiting with friends and looking afdinner was enjoyed at adventures of a news cameraman en- nesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Kansas, are being use4 here for gambling ter business matters in the city Mon- court stipulated that the case must
purposes, so we are going to have to
|*y-one relatives, the table titled, "Filming the Fleet" and Lew South Dakota and Kentucky.
day afternoon. Pete, a former Anita either be heard at the next term of
ated in gold and white, Lehr and his dribble puss parade in
The reduction would apply to corn get rid of them," the county attorney boy, is manager of the Cumberland court or dismissed.
tapers at each end of the "Monkeys Is the Cwaziest People."
grown in the commercial area and said.
Hallock filed a contest action aldivision of the Iowa Electric Co.
I a three tiered cake formed
the benefits and full loan rates would
eging the will was not the true will
Attorney
and
Mrs.
Earl
S.
Holton
Dean
Earns,
small
son
of
Mr.
and
piece. The home was also
apply only in this area.
Mrs. Lafe Koob, who suffered a of his brother, but one induced by
| in gold and white, with bou- Mrs. Solon A. Karns, submitted to
The benefit payments are expected celebrated their 25th. wedding anni- heart attack at the home of her daugh- :raud or undue influence. He later
versary
Sunday
by
holding
open
house
pld and white flowers. Dur- an operation Friday morning for the to be stepped up for next year in
ter, Mrs. Ronald Ridenour, in Adair filed as special administrator and this
fternoon and evening re- removal of his tonsils.
proportion to the additional reduction to friends during the afternoon and about ten days ago, was able to be action was protested by Miss Maryevening
at
their
home
on
Mars
Avewere served to the friends
asked of farmers.
arougt to her home in Anita Sunday Curry of Atlantic and Ralph Curry
Wiota voters, by a margin of 97
This year farmers who held corn nue. Mr. and Mrs. Holton were mar- Her condition shows quite an improve- of Anita, sole heirs to the $80,000 esone of the guests being
to 9, last Wednesday indorsed issuance
borne of West Des Moines, of $4,000 bonds to finance a municipal acreage with the AAA allotments are ried in Anita twenty-five years ago ment.
tate under terms of the will, after
^present at the wedding of 1 waterworks system. Federal aid will receiving payments,based on 15 cents and have spent their entire married
which Hallock resigned and L. E.
life
here.
Many
friends
called
Suna bushel on the normal yield on the
Irs. Sivadge fifty years ago. augment the bonds.
A meeting of the Silver Thread Simpson was named administrator by
allotted acreage and will be eligible day to offer congratulations and best :lub was held last Thursday after- ;he court.
|vadge was born Emma Merwishes.
noon at the home of Mrs. Henry Kaufib. 18, 1870, in Shelby counTobe Brown of Atlantic has been for loans at the rate of 57 cents to
nd came to Iowa with her selected as a guard at the men's state 61 cents a bushel.
Mrs. Raymond Reed has been a medEric Osen has purchased the Robert mann, with eighteen members and one
The loan rate has not been set and A. Wilson residence property on Maple visitor, Mrs. Wayne Jewett, present ical patient at the Atlantic hospital the
Ken 16 years of age. Mr. reformatory in Anamosa. The apvas born Sept. 9, 1865, in pointment was made by Warden FOBS cannot be established until later this Street, recently vacated by Fred Chinn A social afternoon was spent by the past week.
month but present indications are that and family, who have moved to the U. ladies and a lunch was served by the
ounty, Ind., and came with Davis a few days ago.
Mrs. Amanda Cassill, "who recently
farmers who cooperated in the 1939 S. .Walker property on West Main tiostess.
i to 'Dexter, Iowa, when two
returned from the Jennie Edmundson
Mrs. Roberta Calkins of Bondurant, AAA program can get loans of around Street, where Russell Adams and famOn Nov. 3,1889, the couple
At their home northwest of the
led at the home of the Iowa, visited here a few days the past 61 cents a bushel.
ily have been living the past year. The city Saturday evening, Mr. and Mrs lospital in 'Council Bluffs, where she
was under medical treatment, has gone
its, one-half mile east week with her sister-in-law, Mrs. J. A.
Adams family have moved to Griswold.
ent Sivadge home. Follow- Wagner and husband. While here she
The farm just east of Anita known Mr. Osen paid $1,600 for the property, Andy Jepsen were host and hostess ;o the home of her son, Marion Cas^ marriage they started farm- purchased the Chas. Campbell resi- as the Bill Story place and occupied by and he and his family will occupy the to the members of the Highland bridge sill and family, near Walnut, for an
club. High scores at bridge were ndefinite stay. Her condition is much
eka township, and forty- dence property on East Main Street, Ed. Anderson and family for a number place as their home.
held
by Mrs. Lamar Gardner and Max improved.
ago moved onto the farm at present occupied by Bert Ramus of years has been bought by Robert C.
Walker. Late in the evening a lunch
now reside.
and wife. As has been her custom Howard. It is reported Mr. Howard
Fire of unknown origin destroyed was served.
Sydney Maduff has opened a poultry
Jdren ware bom to Mr. and for a number of years, she will spend paid $7,000 for the 206 acre farm.
a barn on the farm occupied by L. L.
and
egg company in Anita which will
dge, and five of them were the winter in California and upon her
Dorsey and family northwest of Anita
W. C. Richter is holding a closing be known as the Midwest Egg Co.
help celebrate the golden return to Iowa next spring will make
Mrs. C. W. Fancher, 90, passed away about 7:00 o'clock Monday morning.
anniversary. The children her home in Anita. She paid Mr. Camp- a few days ago at her home in San Two calves, a hog and two pigs, and out public sale at his farm three miles His place of business will be in the
livadge of Los Angeles, Cal., bell $1,200 for the property. As a girl j Jose, Cal., death being due to infirm- a quantity of hay were destroyed by west of Anita on Wednesday, Nov. 16 room formerly occupied by the Adams
unable to be present; Mrs. Mrs. Calkins lived here, and before her ities of advanced age. Years ago Mrs. the blaze. A number of farm im- In the sale will be 6 head of horses & Chinn implement company, at the
rood of Des Moines; Mrs. marriage to the late Harry Calkins Fancher was a resident of the Anita plements outside the barn were also and mules, 10 head of cattle, 61 hea< rear of Maduff's Food Market. He
of Bridgewater; Earl was a teacher in the rural schools community, but for more than thirty destroyed by the fire. Mr. Dorsey was of hogs, 1,400 bushels of corn, 200 expects to buy poultry and egps from
Stuart; Mrs. Pern McCart- of Cass county. The Tribune editor, years has been a resident of Califor- in the field picking corn when the bushels of oats, some hay, and a ful farmers and dealers and will truck
ontanelle; and Claude Sivadge like Roberta's other old-time friends, nia. She was the step-mother of Mrs. fire was discovered. The barn was line of farm machinery. Frank Barb the produce to the Chicago market,
er will be the auctioneer and C. E having already had several loads on
nelle. Mr. and Mrs. Sivadge is glad to have her return here to Evelyn Faulkner, who was at her bedon a farm belonging to Homer Kirk- Parker the clerk. Mr. Richter and hi that market. Robert Cryer, formerly
seventeen grandchildren and live after an absence of thirty-six side when death came. Funeral and
ham, and his loss is partially covered family are moving to Kahoka, Mo., t with the Jewett Produce Co., is now
grandchild.
years.
burial \yere held at San Jose.
by insurance.
make their future home.
with the Midwest Egg Co.

Celebrates
.Wedding Anniversary

VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
BISQUICK—
OATS—
Covered butter dish
Briardale quick or
and twin serving set
regular,
iA
FREE. You will want
large package. 1*'*this special.
RAISINS—
MARSHMALLOW
Thompson seedless,
CREME—
2-lb.
10.
A wonderful spread
package
IOC
for graham crackers;
STARCH—
?int
1
Sr
GWC gloss,
jar
Itlt.
3-lb.
package.
MATCHES—
GWC,
POPCORN—
6-box carton..
Jap Hulless or
Yellow Pearl,
COFFEE—
3
pounds
Briardale, 23c,
2 pounds
BROOMS—
Tall Corn, 15c, OA
GWC carpet,
3 pounds...... O«f C
each

23c

45c

17c

69c

29c

POTATOESNO. 1 Irish Cobblers,

Cut in Corn Acreage to
Be Known in Short Time

lallock Contest Action
Continued in Audubon Court

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

OLE SAYS.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THURSDAY-FRIDAY--SATURDAY SPECIALS
COFFEE, Green Cup, with tumbler, pound.
RAISINS, Clover Farm seedless, 2 pounds
BABO SCOURING POWDER, can
PRUNES, 50-60 size, 2 pounds
BEANS, Great Northern, 3 pounds
RICE, 3 pounds
SYRUP, dark, 5-pound pail
GLOSS STARCH, 3 1-pound packages
OATS, regular or quick, large package
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

21c
15c
10c
19c
17c
19c
27c
23c
lie

As General Sherman said, "War Is
Hell!" All that man has built up,
taking centuries of hard labor, here
today—devastated tomorrow, by instruments of warfare; likewise the
cream of humanity, boys in their
prime of life, sacrificed for the greed
of a few high officials . . . Are these
necessary to bring about peace on
earth? There have always been, and
always will be, two dominant factions in the world, namely: The Prince
of Peace and Satan. Too bad for us
that the devil is yielded to stronger
than God. Maybe it's because the
devil's method is the path of least
resistance.
Strange that so many religious fanatics spend their entire lives preparing—through torture—for the afterworld for the glories of Heaven
when they may be living in Heaven
right here on earth.
* * »
The trouble with the average person
is that we talk before we think. Talking too much creates antagonism and
jealousy. Jealousy is the root of all
evil. This world would be wiser if
we all did a little thinking for ourselves before we spoke-—then not
speak. The person who is quiet should
never be criticized. The old adage,
"Still waters run deepest," is a pretty good motto to fdTlow.

Oxnam, Bishop from Boston, Mass.,
Ruth Bryan Owen, former Minister
Established 1883.
to Denmark, and Ella Enslow, author
of "The Little Schoolhouse in the
Published Every Thursday and Entered Foothills."
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Second Class Mail Matter.
P. T. A. Meets Nov. 16.
Next P. T. A. meeting is scheduled
W. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher
for Thursday, Nov. 16. A demonstraSubscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year tion from the lower grades and kindergarten department and a guest speakOfficial Town and County Newspaper
er on "Character Training Through CAN CHECK WEEDS IN IOWA
BY USING TESTED SEEDS
Member of .National Editorial
Great Art" will be the high-lights of
Association, and
this meeting. All .'parents are urged
Weeds are increasing in Iowa,
to attend.
;
I chiefly as the result of using impure
The study group \v
]
, . _
._
j seed, according to botanists at Iowa
lowing Tuesdav, Nov. 21, in the \or- 0 . .
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State college. Purity tests of clover,
ma! Training room at 3:00
alfalfa, grass and grain seed made
during the last 30 years by the seed
Ability Tests Given.
laboratory show that most of Iowa's
Students of the Anita high school
that didn't go to school here last year bad weeds have been introduced and
were given general ability tests Wed- distributed by agricultural seed.
If all agricultural seed were tested
nesday. These tests are used for
before it was sown, it would do much
guidance.
The
first
grade
to
the
sixth
County P. T. A. Holds Meeting.
to check the spread of weeds.
The county meeting of the P. T. A. have also been given their tests.
R. H. Porter and E. P. Sylvester,
was held in Anita Thursday. The sesIowa State plant pathologists, state
Let's Confine It to Football.
sion opened with an address of welWhen Adair invades Anita for the in a recent bulletin that the area of
come by Mrs. Eric Osen. The response
annual Armistice day football game, distribution of many perennial weeds
was given by Mrs. Owens of Atlantic.
let us remember that the teanr- and has been rapidly increasing because
The business meeting was in charge
the fans of Adair are our guests of of laxity in enforcing Iowa's weed
of Mrs. Clarence Vetter, county presaw; a cropping system employed on
ident. Mrs. Azel S. Ames sang a the day and should be treated with bout 80 per cent of the state's tillthe courtesy and respect due to a
solo. A report on the state convenble land which has aided the spread
worthy rival.
tion was given by the district presif perennial weeds, and soil erosion
We
will
do
everything
within
the
dent, Mrs. Wylma Mumford of Council
.rhich on many farms has depleted
Bluffs. A tea was served at the close realms of good sportsmanship to de- oil fertility and given v/eeda the
feat
Adair
but
it
would
be
a
disgrace
of the afternoon.
to the school and to the team to allow dvantage over hay and pasture crops.
The botanists say that Canada thisa fine sport such as football to deAnita Defeats Walnut 18 to 0.
le is present in every county of
generate
into
a
fistic
battle
or
mob
The Anita high school football team
owa, in some cases covering areaa
defeated an old rival, Walnut, last violence.
Whether we win or lose, let's dis- anging from 40 to 140 acres. Field
Thursday afternoon an the letter's
play
good sportsmanship and self-con- lindweed is known to be in 70 covrnfield by a score of 18 to 0.
,ies and probably occurs in all counAll of Anita's 18 points were made trol.
;ies. It is most widely distributed
in the first quarter, the first marker
Stores To Close.
n the northwestern counties where
being made when Lett intercepted a
fields
or farms of 20 to 160 acres are
The
business
houses
of
Anita
will
pass and ran 35 yards for a touchnfested.
Horse nettle has been mov>e
closed
between
the
hours
of
2:00
down. After a series of successful
line plays Krause crossed the oppo- nd 3:30 o'clock Saturday afternoon ing north in Iowa until it is known
nent's goal line making the score during the football game between Ani- to occur in 78 counties.
ta and Adair.
This weed is a more persistent
12. to 0. With three minutes left in
perennial than either Canada thistle
the quarter Karns, Anita's quarterof quack grass.
back, broke through the entire Wal- Observe National Book Week.
National Book Week is to be ob
Quack grass is known to occur in
nut eleven and ran 50 yards before
erved
throughout
the
country
during
80
counties. It is most injurious in
he^ was brought down. The ball then
he
week
of
Nov.
12-18.
Book
weel
the
north central and northeastern
rested on the 8-yard line and Inhofe
carried it over for the last marker. offers the starting point for stimulat sections where drainage is inadequate
All of Anita's attempts for extra ng interest in good literature am Along roadsides and railway embank
points failed and the score remained wide reading. The office of educatio ments it is an effective soil binder anc
18. to 0 throughout the remainder of urges cooperation of librarians an in rough pasture land furnishes gooc
the game. Most, of th«> playing took teachers in this year's observance o forage.
look week.
Russian knapweed, perennial sov
place in the mid-section of the field
Book Week will be observed in ou thistle, perennial peppergrass an
during the remaining quarters of the
game. Only once did either team show schools in connection with Englis leafy spurge are four of the newe
any chance of scoring, and that was work by discussion of books, maga perennial weeds of the state and ar
when Anita had the bull on Walnut's zines, use of the library and makin known to occur in from a dozen t
of posters.
twenty counties.
2-yard line but were unable to push
the pigskin over onto paying dirt.
Grade .News.
THANKS.
This was the first time in three
Kindergarten
and
First
Grade.
ars that Anita has played the WalWe wish to thank our neighbor
We have two new pupils in the
nut team, but every contest between
and friends who husked and cribbe
kindergarten.
Freddie
W
i
t
t
e
and
th'e two schools in the past has been
Mary Marcella Redburn both enrolled our corn for us. We appreciate th
Ian exciting and close battle.
during the past week. The I'intner- kindness more than words can ex
Cunningham primary mental tests press.
and To Play.
Mr. and Mrs. Worth Chastain.
The A., H. S. band is to perform ir were given to both the kindergarten
oarching at the Anita-Adah- footbal and first grade last week. These tests
Mrs. Harold J. Donohoe lias gon
e Saturday.
This is the firs are designed to measure the mental
to Chicago to spend a month with
ability
of
young
children
just
beginnarching band Anita has ever had
nd friends.
It is under the direction of M;ss Nieth ning their school career. The first
grade has completed their first preSheriff Earl Gibson is thinking some
Lnita or
priinei- and have started the sup- of placing a "card of thanks" in the
As Anita's football season rolls plementary pre-primer published by Free Press, expressing appreciation
sum! to its glorious <wt hope) close the Sfott-Koresman (\>. e n t i t l e d "M
lor the fine cooperation law-breakers
hat old grudge game becomes a re- Dick and Jane Stoi
The primary have shown in saving him trouble in
ality.
room held their Hallowe'en party las t picking up wrongdoers. Saturday evThe thought of this game worries Tuesday morning so the kindergarten
ening the sheriff had his car parked
every loyal supporter of both teams children could be prese.pt.
in front of tfie Rexall Drug store and
Second
Grade.
from one Armistice day to the next
when he went to the ear he found
It will not only be a game to deterMiss McKinney and the second grade
mine which is the better team it wil took advantage of October's bright an accommodating "imbiber" had
also settle an ol and deep grudge for blue weather one day last week and crawled into the back seat, all ready
and w a i t i n g for the sheriff to take
another year.
hiked to Keystone park where they
Be sure to see this great contest enjoyed a weiner and marshmallow him to jail. And the sheriff, just to
show that he was willing to cooperate,
on the Anita field, Nov. 11.
i-<>!ist. Miss Brown and the Normal
headed his car toward the county hoosTi-ainini> class visited us for reading
Senior Pictures.
last week. We are beginning gow and soon had the patient safely
tucked away to sober up. Apparently
The A. H. S. .seniors had t h e i r pic- to enjoy our story problem:tures taken Monday. The picture. ('1"' '<•*(, "Fun With Numbers."fro A the victim of the unusual circumstances
were taken by the Woltz Studio o *!i irt I line was spent Tuesday after- owned a car similar'to the one owned
(
by the sheriff and when he went
Dee Moines.
»<><"' at ;, Hallowe'en party. The class
to get in his own car, picked the
enjoyed games and f u n with Jack-.iTeachers -Go To Convention.
wrong jitney. Monday the victim apl-anterns as well as refreshment*. The
The instructors of the Anita schools '•bildren in t h i s grade took the I'intrier- peared before Justice Joe, plead guilty,
attended the Iowa state teachers' con- f ' u n n i n g h a m mental tests last week.
drew a fine but did not claim a "revention at Des Moines last Friday anc Third Grade.
bate" on the fine for his part in assisting the sheriff in making the arSaturday. Mr. Feller attended both
Miss Jetta K n u w l t o n , third grade
Thursday and Friday.
teacher has been i l l . Mrs. C a r l M i l - rest. Always something different go'ng on in Corning. -Adams County
Prominent speakers included Dr. G. lard acted as substitute.
Press.
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PETERSEN'S

Brawley, California,
November 1, 1939.
To Whom It May Concern:
PHONE 300
By your leave or without it, take
it or leave it, suit yourself, about
the personal diary of a 24-year-old
Dodge can, out on a 5,000-mile bender.
Now what is a bender? To those
whose curiosity gets the best of them,
ask Jim Morgan in a crowd, Will Wagner privately in the northeast corner
of his trailer house, or Frank Miller
very privately in a toilet house; and
if not satisfied, ask Peter Scott, Sr.,
2 pounds
and you can bet he will give you the
correct information.
To proceed with the proceedingsSaid car and the driver started west
on or about Oct. 4. The first thing
unusual was a big Greyhound bus that
went tearing by and promptly got
stuck on the first hill. This car and
the driver went around said bus on
iigh, and the same process was re- nice, fat deer standing within thirty
peated time after time. The big bus yards of the highway. In southern
evidently got tired of being passed Utah the wild vegetation changes to
>y the traffic and quit. When we ar- the Joshua palm tree and numerous
rived at the Omaha toll bridge, two of kinds of cacti, with range after range
he gate keepers at once asked how of mountains. But that poor carburetId is that car. About forty miles ter on my old 24*year-old can wonders
west of Omaha we ran into a hard where all the mountains came from
rain and hail storm, but from there and what are they here for. Perhaps
we had nice weather until we reached some of the new cars could answer
it.
entral Wyoming.
I took time to look at big Boulder
Here we encountered an eight inch
now storm. The next day was cold dam on the Colorado river. The dam
nd foggy, with snow everywhere and is big enough measured in any diraffic staying in the middle of the rection, but the surrounding gorge
ighway, turning out slowly in just and mountains are so much bigger,
ufficient time to pass oncoming traffic. that the great work of man does look
The fall coloring of the vegetation, small in comparison. A short distance
rees and flowers, wild and cultivated, north of Boulder dam, my left front
as been magnificent and a lot of it wheel missed the legs of a running
eyond description. 'W'e soon got into antelope by less than ten feet.
May have more to write about later.
he real mountains, a thrill to a man
Yours truly,
rom Iowa, climbing up and over mounC. H. Wagner.
ain range after mountain range, no
P.
S.
If
anyone
reads this twice
wo winding roads alike. While the
oing up was plenty hard, the going t will be their own fault. Am still
own was entirely different—just let going strong on said bender in my
ny wheels roll, gravity doing the puli- 24-year-old Dodge car.
ng.
Coming into Idaho the down grade PROCEEDINGS OP THE
BOARD OP SUPERVISORS
ppeared to be about 100 miles long,
ome pleasure in that sort of travelCourt House,
ng. Went north to Blackfoot, Idaho,
Atlantic, Iowa,
rtiere my car went into the garage for
October 16, 1939.
week's rest. The town of Blackfoot
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
s situated in a very broad and fertile County, Iowa, met in regular session
alley, famous for potatoes, sugar with the following members present:
eets, alfalfa and other farm produce.
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike
My brother took me on a 300 mile Metz, F. W. Wiese and W. H. Wohrip north to the edge of Yellowstone lenhaus.
park, much of the way being through
Minutes of October 2nd were apa big and beautiful forest, and along proved as read.
;he banks of the swift flowing Snake
Moved by Metz, seconded by Wohriver. The view of the high mountains lenhaus, that the plans for F. A. S.
was very grand. The Idaho butts or Project No. 236, Sec. A grading and
>aby mountains are scattered over the bridging be approved, the county with
«vel plains, and are said to be ex- their own forces securing the right
tinct volcanoes.
of way and doing the necessary clearComing south through the Great Salt ing, grubbing and fence moving ahead
Lake valley, the road was lined with of the regular construction work.
:ruit orchards—apple, peach, pear
Motion carried.
plum and grape. In Wyoming I saw
The bond of Joe Johnson, Cumber-

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
LARD, Swift Silver Leaf, 4-lb. pail
...42 C
TOMMY TUCKER, sliced wheat cereal, Ig. pkg..i9c
PUMPKIN, fancy pack, 2 No. 2 cans
CHEESE, Kraft American, 2-lb. box ...
RAISINS, fancy Thompson Seedless, 1939 crop,
15C

PRUNES, 1939 crop Santa Clara, 40-50*8,2-lbs... 19C
SOAP, Crystal White or P. & G., 10 large bars. .33C
ONIONS^ yellow Spanish, 10-lb. bag
21C
FRUITS and VEGETABLES IN SEASON
land, for sale of digarettea, was ap.
proved.
The quarterly reports of C.
Skipton, Clerk, E. H. Pelzer, Record" I
er, and M. E. Hubbard, Auditor, Were |
appoved.
The following claims were allowed I
and the Auditor authorized to write)
warrants for the same:
Esther Reeves, salary ..
30.00
Chas. Croissant, lamb
120
A. N. Cron, 8 lambs
10.20
Willis A. Miller, 1 ewe
3.?5i
Hal Woodward, pig
Session and Mileage Claims.
Hawley Lynch
5.00 j
Mike Metz
5.70
F. W. Wiese
5.651
W. H. Wohlenhaus
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by!
Wiese, to adjourn until November
or on call of Chairman.
'Motion carried.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
Chairman.
Attest:
M. E. Hubbard.
County Auditor.

YOU'RE IXMJKING FOR
'EM—WE'VE <3OT 'EM
The Best Used Cars In Iowa j
'37
'36
'36
'36
'36
'35

Oiev. Town Sedan—radio, heater
Chev. Stand. Sedan—good, trunk
Chev. Stand. Sedan—black, trunk
Ford Tour. Tudor—-radio, heater)
Ford Standard Touring Tudor
Ford Tudor—priced to sell— (Two) \
3 Ford Coupes—'36—'34—'32
~A1I RecondftibheJ
3 Ford Model A's—'Sl's
Good Bargains

You WH1 Save Money By Seeing U s j

BEHNKEN MOTOR CO.
WIOTA, IOWA
Bernard Legg

Clans Behnken

WINTER
90-hour threat
ended by OIL-PLATING

your engine today

hese are certainly conservative figures
— It or 5 months of nasty weather right ahead
of you now
— 8 or 10 daily] cold starts for your car
~6 to 8 minutes per start, lill your engine's
near-warm
"
And yet even that can run up your engine
cold-weather "starting-stretch" to
around 90 hours! . .The foulest 90
that Gangster Winter could fire at
don
to
to hak bun w.th motor oils whose «*
biggest
brag » "fast flow." That's not enoughand it 8 not your money's worth consider
mg that "fart flow" is nighty slow
lubncahon compared to OIL-PLATING

OIL-PLATING in your
engine will lubricate before any oilcan circulate.
That's because the minute you start up with
patented Conoco Germ
Processed oil it makes
OIL-PLATING "magnetize" to all inner engine
surfaces, so that it cannot drain down again.
It cannot retire to the crankcase as you
park the car. Like any other good plating,
OIL-PLATING stays right where it's plated
by Germ Process action—all over the working parts. They've "got on" their OILPLATINO all the while you're indoors. They
never "take off" their OIL-PLATING. When
you come out to start then, your OILPLATING can't be delayed even 00 seconds
—or one-ninth of a second! And away you
go. The battery hardly knows it was working. And it's a good long while before the
gauge-stick calls for an added quart of
Germ Processed oil. Your Mileage Merchant has your right Winter grade. Change
today—to that Conoco station of his. Continental Oil Company

CONOCO GERM PROCESSED OIL
from Your Mileage Merchant

ROSE & MOELCK OIL COMPANY

y?y.-;'.'. • >[-. • • -^rt^Slfs^pIt^
THE ANITA TWBONE.

REMEDY

Tot Will Enjoy
Three-Piece Knit S

By ED WHEELAN
GUV. CHIEF; AH'
GONNA

\NCLL .BCNNy.VJHATS ^
NJHV DO yOU SAV THAT
THE FREAKS ARE
DRNIMG- VOU

IT" -

. . ' SET
E.U

FREAKS IS ALLUS MAKIN

FUN OF DE WAY i TALKS
AN' i A\NT GONNA

VOU MEAN THAT THEV
CRITICISE VOUR USE

LAHGUASE. AND
DICTION ?"

, SUMP1N' UKE DAT
&OSS - T>EV'R&
ALLUS RAZZIN'ME
A&OUT DE \A/AV I
SPIELS ?TR. VEN\ DEV'RE JU5T Pi AIM
DUME>, PAT'S AIL !!

TAKE A LITTLE WALK
AND I'LL GO IN AND
ATTEND TO

STAHD FER IT , I

AIN'T u

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

—An Expensive Work of Art
WHAT

PINTO IS
TAKEN TO
THE X-RAY
LABORATORY FOR
SOME PICTURES

DO THE

PICTURES
SHOW?

THE

DOCTORS
WILL HAVE
TO

DETERMINE
THAT,

THE

TONSILS
LOOK
VERV
EXPENSIVE
TO
ME

I DIAGNOSE
THEM AS
THE FIVEHUNDRED
DOLLAR
VARIETY

I THINK WE
SHOULD
ADD TEN

PER CENT
ON ACCOUNT
OP

THE

ADENOIDS
SHOULD
DOUBUE
THE BILL

CHRISTMAS
Pattern 6312
Mother or big sister! Knit
three-piecer. It's mainly in
inette stitch and the skirt is^
ted to give the effect of pfeal
It's a suit that gives smart
year-'round wear. Pattern
contains instructions for ma
suit in 6, 8 and 10-year
illustrations of it and of stit
materials needed.
To obtain this pattern send
ents in coins to The Sewing C
le, Household Arts Dept., 259'
4th St., New York, N. Y.
Please write your name, ,
dress and. pattern numEer \ilair

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Okay, Resume the War!

Foibles Tax Us
We are taxed twice as much t
ur idleness, three times as :
iy our pride, and four times:
much by our folly.—Benjarc
'anklin.

Pidl the Trigger on
Lazy Bowels, and
Pepsin-ize
When constipation brings on add In
MESCAL IKE

sour taste, and tad breath, yi
1 is probably loaded up withe..
tain undigested food and your bowdsdon'j
move. So you need both Pepsin to htf
break up fast that rich undigested food a
your stomach, and Laxative Senna to pc
the trigger on those lazy bowels. Sob
sure your laxative also contains Pepa
Take Dr. Caldwell's Laxative, because!*
Syrup Pepsin helps you gain that wo
derful stomach-relief, while the Laxati
Senna moves your bowels. Tests prove!
power of Pepsin to dissolve those lumps i
undigested protein food which may Imgr
in your stomach, to cause belching, p-*
acidity and nausea. This is how F., .
Izing your stomach helps relieve 11 ol suoi
distress. At the same tune this medicmn
wakes up lazy nerves and muscles in yov
bowels to relieve your constipation. So s
how much better you feel by taking u
laxative that also puts Pepsin to work«
that stomach discpmfort, too. Even F
icky children love to taste this plea?
family laxative. Buy Dr. Caldwell s 1
ative—Senna with Syrup Pepsin at:
druggist today 1

To Them That Hath

BT s. L. HUNTLEY

vuu

A<MT MO OSH.
A-GITTINI* ROCKSHUS
COMiNf teODKJD WERE
NOWJ, CLEM -AFTER.
ASK1N1' PER VQ(R BASEBALL- y- SUM
SOT SEVEKI
BALV. DURKJ K1I&H
KVOS AN)'
ILLED OME
scrr BUT owe
BASEBALL.'

Too Much Effort

Art of Health
Among all the toe arts, one|
the finest is that of painting
cheeks with health.—Buskin.

By J. MILLAR WATT

WHY DONT YOU LIKE- IT

WELL/ FANCY HAVING TO
CLIMB OVER

WHEN YOU WANT
TO SIT
DOWN

Rheumatic Pain Curbed
by Home Lemon Re
— the Juice of. four »n™»-- -- ost «
tore raakea • full auart of the
roon(
nomlc and aflendw '"•Si??1? ,lv c
ua* for your pato. Co«taronly a 1ew
a day. ^wndredi acclaim "• " •
teed, for ini^'ffff** recosninenae
WNU—N

Cheerful News

Ml SOUP COMFORT

THOUSAND OF «£WEN WtfME NOW TAKING INWA2SAW A
AHPCHtu?a«HGMEOf RUINS AND
LEtt IN POLAND
K>lM>
PEiOLMION

Little Johnny s..ould have been
hard at his homework. As it was,
his father found him listening to the
wireless and sucking his pencil
"Well," asked father, "why don't
you get on with your work?"
"I can't, Dad," came Johnny's reply, "until I've heard the latest news
bulletin. You see, I've got te draw
a map of Europe."

By CLUYAS WILLIAMS

| f]

Evil Suspicion
To suspect a friend
than to be deceived by
Rocbefoucaold.

nenphydelini, too, improve ^f^,.J
of adrertUln, yon reaaTlh? °W«?.'}

NMIS.ANP R£PS
WIDE ft)LANP

RAINS MO COLD
ADD TO
OF

COMMUNITY CHEST
60W6"WEf? THE
TOP*

Ham And Eggs
When the well-known actor and
producer retired, the son carried on
with some of his father's honors.
One evening in front of the father's
theater an old friend of the family
affectionatejy patted the son on the
back and remarked: "A chip off
the old block, eh?"
To which the critic groaned: "You
mean a slice of the old ham!"
He's in a Harry
Mrs. Crabshaw—You're becoming
absolutely unbearable. It will soon
be impossible to live with you.
Crabshaw (hopefully)—How soon?

*«W OMfl HAS «OH£ OOf

—

««*BDWH WUMfONItlMOMS CEfft* WftH Wf

of rnotf, KM MO CMS mow snom« t> nwm,

•wee people were aware of I
'<ya mtut conttantlr remove
-~J cannot itay in the Uood »'«
Jury to health, there would be bd

TCTtelSMft.^-'
Uon would be more often «oploHBurolnf. acaoty or too frequcnc <•
«on aothettaes warn of dUturbe<i
function. You m»yjuffer nag$>">

claim than cm
known. 44* y«*
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METHODIST CHURCH
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.

MadufPs Food

tet

10Jb Ba

19c

Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
PHONE 239
WE DELIVER
Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m- This
is annual thank offering day for the
THURSDAY— FRIDAY— SATURDAY SPECIALS
Woman's Home Missionary Society,
with the sermon by the pastor on "The
Case For Missions."
Epworth League at 6:00 p. m- with
a covered dish supper and at 7:00 the
Gallon 49c - '/
29c
discussion in charge of Esther RugCloudette Colbert BRAVES
Brown
Beauty
—
Anita's
gles.
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
A THOUSAND PERftS IN "DRUMS
Favorite — 3-lbs. 40c — Lb.
The sermon topic will be, "Fooling
ALONG THE MOHAWK"
•^r n..r^t Ctnrflnnl
With Christianity."
Twentieth Ccnmry.Fojc h«s sptnt more
J2 000,000 to make a bet-selling novel mto
The cottage prayer meeting will be
one of the screen s most thrilling performances.
held Wednesday evening at the home
FREE -while they last no autographed pnnt
of Claudccte Colbert, sw of many
of Mr. and Mrs. Jas. B. Herriman. We
Gallon 79 C ~
mg pictures. Ask youl Souidud OU Data
will begin our study on the book of
lomans.
The Woman's Home Missionary Soiety will meet with Mrs. B. W. Robion Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
banned fruit and vegetables for the
larrel to be sent to Esther Hall should
se brought to this meeting.
Choir practice at the William Steele
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
Tour mon»y'» worth!
* * *
lome
Thursday
evening.
A lint gaiollnt In «rtfy
Sealed bids will be received at t
Friday noon there will be a covered
prk« clan:
SolitlCDremium quality)
office
of the Auditor of Cass Coin
lish
dinner
in
the
basement
of
the
R«d Crown (regular)
Stanolind (low-pricad)
ty, Atlantic, Iowa, until 2 p.
hurch. The ladies will meet to make
(By Tillie)
November 13, 1939, for furnish^
Enjoya
Creaif
nince meat. All contributions in ma* Nafiona)
*
*
Card! Apply to any
Standard Oil Dealsr.
erial and labor will be appreciated.
The fall house cleaning has been ,he following: for the County Home;
20 tons 34-inch Stoker Coal de-|
The boys catechism class will meet completed and the last room that
Hvered to the County Home,'
t the parsonage Saturday morning wound up the semi-annual cleaning
or Illinois Coal.
t 10:00 o'clock.
affair was the kitchen. Fresh cur20 Tons 'Lump Coal delivered!
Those who have made pledges to tains were hunk at the windows, clean
to the County Home, Iowa oils
he "God's Acre" are asked to have walls and woodwork fairly glistened
Illinois Coal.
heir pledges in by Nov. 15. Cash after the summer accumulation of
Bids will be opened at th«
ledges can be turned over to Dr. F. dust and grim were washed away . . .
). Weimer, A. R. Kohl or Bert Ramus; the floors were waxed and polished office promptly after the time for F
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
he corn should be brought to the Kunz and everything: about the house was ceiving same has closed.
The Board reserves the right •
5rain Co; the hogs delivered to Eric in apple pie order, when all of a sudwaive
technicalities and to reject;
)sen;
and
all
other
pledges
left
in
den the kitchen range flared up and
November 11, 1909.
or
all
bids.
e church basement.
started smoking.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
The official board will meet Monday
BOARD OF SUPERVISOR
We know from past experience when
WE ARE BUYING POULTRY AND EGGS Trimmer on Nov. 4.
OF CASS COUNT
vening, Nov. 13, at the parsonage at our kitchen stove smokes, that there
The Five Hundred club met with
FROM FARMERS AND DEALERS. CALL US
By
'IS. E. Hubbart),
:30 o'clock.
is only one reason . . . somewhere
H. E. Boatright and wife Friday night.
It
,
County Audito
WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL.
along
that
complicated
arranged
string
John C. Jenkins is home from a
of
elbows
and
pipes
there
is
an
ac-'
TOP PRICES AND BEST POSSIBLE SER- pleasure und business trip to Oregon. + HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL + cumulation of soot which has to be
The town council at their last meetVICE WILL BE GIVEN AT ALL TIMES.
ing purchased 600 feet of new hose + LUTHERAN CHURCH AT + emptied out immediately if we exI. O. O. F. HALL.
+ pect to do any cooking or baking.
for the fire department.
Only seven pieces of Anita real es- 4- Rev. H, G. Belsheim, Pastor. > It's such a dirty and messy job and
has to be done about ever so often,
tate appear in the delinquent tax
but fortunately not frequent.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
list for Cass county this year.
OF
This particular pipe is a long
Communion service at 10:30 a. m.
It is reported that the night of the
Sydney Maduff, Proprietor.
goes
up
Fullerton Lumber Co. fire, a certain Lev. Theo. Hoemann will officiate. An- stretched out affair
Phone 233
Anita, Iowa
man in Anita was so excited that .ouncement for communion Saturday through the ceiling and connects with
he worked a half an hour trying to fternoon and evening at the parson- the flue in an upstairs bedroom. Yep,
Located in Building Formerly Occupied By John
it's nice that way, keeps that room
a;et his union suit on over his night age.
Deere Co., at Rear of MadufFs Food Market.
A teachers' meeting will be held warm in the winter time, but it's not 1939 Ford Deluxe Tudoil
shirt.
so convenient when the stove pipe 1938 Ford Deluxe Tudor]
Farmers inform us that corn is not Friday evening at the parsonage.
Children's confirmation class will be needs cleaning out.
in the best condition to be cribbed
1937 Ford Deluxe Tudor|
Well, the time had arrived when
at the present time, on account of leld at 10:00 o'clock Saturday mornMerle Gill of Yakima, Wash., is en-: Earl Garrett of Atlantic was an
the thing needed attention and there 1936 Ford Tudor
ipeent rains and warm weather, which ng at the parsonage.
joying a visit in Anita with his par- Anita business caller Tuesday.
A religious school for children Sat- wrfs only one thing to do. The boss 1936 Ford Fordor
•J has not given the corn a chance to
ents, Harry A. Gill and wife, and with
climbed up on top of the range where 1936 Plymouth Coach
urday afternoon at 1:30 at the hall.
dry
out
thoroughly,
other relatives and friends.
he had good footing and plenty of 1935 Ford Tudor
Highland
church—
Your Painful
There has not been many idle men
freedom for the manipulation and, 1935 Ford Fordor
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
in Anita during the past week. Al
maneuvering necessary to complete
Sunday
School
at
10:00
a,
m.
Bert Hine and wife left Friday for
who wished to work, found plenty o:
1935 Chevrolet Coupe
use Fairyfoot to
(
the task at hand.
their home in Gregory, So. Dak., aftez- must
it and at good wages, down at th
atop puin Quickly and
the hump. Get
a visit here with her mother, Mrs. reduce
I hied myself up the stairs to hold 1935 Ford Deluxe Sedan J
Fullerton Lumber Co., where new
your small size trial
Almira Rickle, and with other rela- Dkg. of Fairy/oor today.
the pipe in place there. Downstairs, 1933 Chevrolet Coupe
buildings and sheds are being erected »•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+
BONGEKS BROS.
tives and friends.
The furniture and undertaking busi + + + + + + + + + + + + + he tugged, twisted, groaned and mum- 1932 Chevrolet Coupe
ness of Shrauger & Johnson was sol
"Mortals and Immortals" will be the bled . . . upstairs I hugged, clutched, 1931 Ford Tudor
yesterday to J. W. Long of Winterset subject of the Lesson-Sermon in all moaned and muttered. Suddenly and 1931 Pontiac Tudor
who is already in possession. A so Churches of Christ, Scientist, on Sun- without the least warning, there was 1930 Ford Tudor
a slithering thud that pierced the stillof Mr. Long will move his famil day, November 12.
1930 Ford Sedan
to Anita, and will have charge of th
The Golden Text is from II Corin- ness. Utter silence for a time and
25 Cars from $25 to
msiness.
thians 5:16, "Henceforth know we then a masculine voice floated up
through
the
register,
"I've
got
it,
you
Cass county has refused to allow no man after the flesh."
We Trade on Liberal Terms
can come down now."
bounty on rattlesnakes. The super
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoVery slowly I descended the stairs,
We Want Year Business
isors have gone on record with
tations from the Bible and from the
tatement that if citizens of this coun- Christian Science textbook, "Science cautiously I opened the door and
y do not think enough of their lives and Health with Key to the Scrip- there in the middle of the kitchen
floor, lay a section of stove pipe, two
o kill a rattlesnake without being tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
paid for it, they can take the chances
One of the Bible citations reads: elbows and heaps and heaps of ashes
of a bite.
"Now this I say, brethren, that ,flesh and soot. The bottom half of the
During the storm Sunday morning, and blood cannot inherit the king- voile kitchen curtains resembled maFORD DEALERS
lightning struck a barn on the farm j dom of God; neither doth corruption terial of black dotted Swiss . . . a nice
Atlantic, Iowa
Open
of William Kirkham, a few miles I inherit incorruption. For this" cor- \r°UI!d heap of black 8oot was sedately
northeast of Anita, and the building j ruptible must put on incorruption, restin^ on the cushion in the rocker
the baseboards looked as though
and contents were completely destroy- jan d this mortal must put on immorthey were painted with cream and
ed by the blaze that followed. A corn j tality" (I Cor. 15:50, B3).
crib and other buildings near the
Among the selections from the black colored crac-a-lac paint . . . the
barn were also damaged. The building Christian Science textbook is the fol- atmosphere of the room resembled an
was insured for $800. On account of lowing:
old-fashioned Kansas dust storm . . .
the large amount of work' to be done
"Mortal mind must part with er- the air was filled with particles of
For high quality milk and ««
this fall, and the scarcity of carpen- ror, must put off itself with its deeds, ijoot that was slowly gloating down- from a T. B. and Bang tested
ters, the barn will not be rebuilt until and immortal manhood, the Christ ward.
delivered to your home either mor«next spring.
It was no use to carry out the or evening, call Pregersen
ideal, will appear. Faith should enlarge its borders and strengthen its pipes to empty them—they were as phone 16 R 13, Anita.
VIRUS CAUSES CHOLERA,
base by resting upon Spirit instead clean as a whistle. All there was
FOB SALEr—Fox Terrier
to do was pick them up and replace
CORN NOT RESPONSIBLE of matter" (p. 430).
Mrs. A. A. Johnwrn.Phone 12.
them in position.
The big job was the cleaning up.
FOR SALE:—Purebred Duroc t
Feeding new corn to unvaccinated
swine does not cause hog cholera as * CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + Sweeping stirred up the ashes and Mike Metz,
many hogs owners seem to believe, +
Chas. Lockhart, Pastor.
-f soot and every movement in the room
FOR »ENT:--8 unfurnished
sent the particles to swirling . . .
4+
4.
+
4
+
+
+
,
4
+
.
says Dr. K. W. Stouder, extension
f
>
f
Enquire
at Tribune office.
when the broom glided over the floor,
veterinarian at Iowa State college.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
long
black
streaks
were
left
on'
the
Hog cholera is caused by a virus
Morning worship at 11:00 a. m.
Custom grinding at your fan"
surface.
and this virus is not present in new
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
portable mill. Call Jim Griffin at
Gallons and gallons of water were
corn although cholera outbreaks may
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
service station in Mate. VW v»!' «;
coincide with the feeding of new
The ladies aid will meet all day required to scrub up the mess and reverse calls.
corn to ho'gs.
Wednesday at the church to quilt, and a fresh application of wax was needed
' Si"
FOR
"The fact that the two frequently will serve a 15c dinner for the public on the floor. It will be another -week
or
two
before
the
curtains
get
a
R
c
boars. Cecil Murphy. 4
together is partially due to the from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
SS?m 9P^^ °AL WAS SELECTED TO go
fresh laundering and I presume it Wiota on County K, % east
fact that there are more hogs in the
DECREE BELOW
will be several days before I see the
fall and feeding new corn may cause
FOR SALEr—TWlr cards. 2
last of the soot. I haven't dusted
digestive disturbances. However, it
+
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
4
Tribune
office, Anita.
above the doors or windows and I
does not set up the infection which
YOU TOO, MAY ENJOY THIS WONDER
*
Thomas
B.
Dixon,
Pastor.
-t
know
there
is
a
nice
black
layer
of
know as hog cholera," Stouder
Continue the payments
COAL - ITS GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU. we
it wherever the dust cloth missed.
said.
piano
which can be B«en in
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes
ASK US!
,r p i «
Although healthy swine can ward for all ages. William Crawford, Jr., To my notion it isn't a better 5c $68 left tg pay. Wri
cigar this country needs, but it's a chett Piano Co., De» fdijnes
off natural infection with hog chol- Superintendent.
good and better stove pipe that won't
era virus to a great extent, they may
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock. stick when it has to be taken down.
BUY ANITA BREAD
be weakened from some cause such
Men's brotherhood meets Sunday
as overloading with new corn or with evening at the home of Raymond
of
60c boys 600
ANITA LUMBER CO.
The Misses Freda and Jane Scholl paper, aize
other infections like swine influenza. Lantz.
fnches, at
of Stuart were Sunday guests of their
The hog cholera virus is then better
PHONE 2-0 FOR COAL YOU KNOW.
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at mother, Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl. Mrs.one office.
able to make heavy inroads in a
the church with a 15c dinner for the Scholl returned to Stuart with them
dead
WANTED: —
herd.
public at noon.
to spend a few days.
Ph. 184 Anita— we pay phone

Onions

• *

Side Pork *TfcJ£* 13c
Sausage
29c
FACTS AND FUN

Turner's Standard Station

C. C. Heckman-Tank Wagon

Open for Business
Midwest Egg Co.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Best Buys!

The Yead

BUNION

Opper-Nygaard Mo
Company

NEW U. S. EXPEDITION STARTS
FOR ANTARCTIC

ROBERT SCOTT

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.
WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBlNE

AGRICULTURE:
Cotton and Wheat

Three items made news for cot
ton and wheat farmers as Novem
ber got underway:
(1) With 10,100,000 bales of sur
plus cotton stored under govern
ment loan, and with an 11,845,000
bale crop (slightly less than 1938)
forecast for this year, the agricul
ture department announced loan;
based at 8.3 cents a pound on seven
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns, they
eighths inch middlings would be
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
available to 1939 growers who plant. Released by We-stern Newspaper Union.
ed within their acreage allotments.
A week earlier the loan program
seemed stymied by increased cot
ton consumption thanks to the war,
(2) The bureau of agricultural
economics forecast the same wheat
acreage for 1940 as for 1939, i. e.,
64,600,000 acres, which would produce about 760,000,000 bushels of
spring and winter wheat. But next
year's yield will be under par unless unusually favorable weather
comes along. Reason: Drouth has
already damaged much seeded winter wheat beyond recovery.
(3) Closing its first year, the federal crop insurance corporation was
sad. Having taken 6,769,120 bushSTEEL MILLS BLOSSOM AT GARY, IND.
els of wheat as premiums from 165,Some industries expand; neutrality stifles others.
551 farmers, the corporation had
claims from one-fourth its custoFinance corporation.
mers.
Indemnities paid, totaling
The government restricted foreign
TRADE & INDUSTRY
commerce in some quarters and ex- 9,461,730 bushels, brought a loss of
panded it in others. Approved was about $1,885,000.
Repeal of the U. S. arms embargo a new reciprocal trade pact with
which keeps American ships out o Venezuela, "freezing" tariff sched- RUSSIA:
combat zones and allows belligerents ules on exports of wheat flour, oat- Unhappy Birthday
"cash and carry" rights, not only meal, lard and lumber. In return,
Twenty-two years ago a bloody
set off a partial business boom at the U. S. will reduce import taxes
home but also brought major reper- 50 per cent on Venezuelan crude revolution gave birth to the U. S.
S. R. Only a month ago Soviet
cussions in world dipiomatic, trade petroleum.
Premier Viacheslav Molotov showed
and maritime circles. A survey by
Meanwhile, an inter-administrathe Northwestern National Life In- tion squabble flared over the U. S. Russia's strapping maturity by desurance company showed luxury maritime commission's transfer of nouncing President Roosevelt's inand semi-luxury goods began mov- more than 40 ships to foreign regis- tervention in the Finnish-Russian
ing swiftly in September, but Fed- try as a means of avoiding the ban scrap. When Moscow began its
eral Works Administrator John Car- on American shipping in belligerent three-day anniversary celebration,
mody spiked any boom hopes: Only zones. Secretary of State Cordell Premier Molotov again slapped the
500,000 of the 9,000,000 unemployed Hull objected, not because the step
can expect new jobs.
was illegal, but because it would
There was cautious expansion in
the integrity and spirit of
U. S. industry, where building violate
the neutrality law. Commented
awards for October totaled $49,910,- Maritime Commissioner Max O'Rell
000 against $12,814,000 a year ago. Truitt. "I don't see any element of
Many firms announced stock divi- a dodge at all; I think it's a comdends payable in December. Rail- pletely
sound, bona fide situation all
roads, which coupled their expan- around."
Roosevelt finalsion with a plea that they might be ly decidedPresident
against
the transfer,
permitted to operate without govern- promising to change his
mind later
ment interference in times of emer- if tension eased. Meanwhile,
C. I.
gency, were offered a new recovery
O.'s maritime union estimated 10,program by
300 U. S. seamen were thrown out
Jesse Jones,
sf work by the neutrality provision
federal loan
banning nationals from combat
administraHANS THOMSEN AND WIFE
zones. (At Washington the President
tor. T h i s
Most radiant of all.
consulted A. F. of L.'s William Green and
plan, used
'. 1. O.'i John Lewis on this problem, also U. S.: ". . . in the case of certain
first by the
discussing the chances for labor peace.)
Boston and
countries neutrality only serves as
Maine line,
Trade with belligerents zoomed. a mask to conceal their activicalls for
Cven Switzerland, minus a navy, ties . . ."
postponing
chartered two ships. The state deOn that same day in Washington,
d e b t paypartment warned shippers to de- Jie Soviet embassy decorated Lenments and
nand cash from their foreign cus- in's statue with red roses, assemreducing anMAX TETJITT
omers, and the cash was apparent- bled Scotch whisky and Russian
nual interest
"Completely sound."
y forthcoming because Britain's soda, green sherbet in crushed raspcharges through a refunding process parliament rushed through a billion berries, and cakes smothered in
to be financed by Reconstruction dollar fund to carry on the war. rum sauce. Awaited were the guests
to help Charge d'Affaires Dmitri
Chuvakhin celebrate. But he was
hall before a mysterious blast in the embarrassingly disappointed.
EUROPE:
empty attic upstairs sent its heavy
Absent were all Supreme court
Cause Celebre?
ceiling crashing on the hangers-on justices, cabinet members, senators
"This," said Prime Minister who had stayed behind. Next day, and high ranking state department
Chamberlain, "is not a state of war while the Nazi press railed at Jews officials. Only China, Turkey and
but a state of siege." He was not and the British secret service as Ecuador sent their diplomats. Only
far wrong. The French claimed "instigators" of the plot, the Wil- prominent New Dealers: NLRB's
nine of their U. S.-made planes had helmstrasse offered a $200,000 re- Edwin Smith, SEC's Leon Henderdowned one-third of a 27-plane Ger- ward for capture of the perpetra- son, and Mrs. Thurman Arnold,
man force over the western front. tors. While seers wondered if the wife of the assistant attorney genThere was also a mysterious battle Munich explosion might not prove eral. Most beaming visitors: Hans
in the North sea from which the another cause celebre like Sarajevo or Thomsen, German charge d'affaires,
the Peiping bridge incident, pro-Hit- and his pretty wife, accompanied
ler sentiment began crystalizing by four staff members. Next day
in Germany. Dead as a dodo was observers noticed Franklin Roosethe Belgian-Dutch peace plea; in velt had sent the U. S. S. R. no mesfact, the Dutch opened their dykes sage of congratulations.
in self defense following border
clashes that smelled suspiciously
like those before the Polish invasion. POLITICS:

Dutch-Belgian Arbitration Bid
Lost in Beer Hall Excitement;
Fear of Nazi Invasion Mounts

CONGRESS:
Committee Time

WILHELMINA AND LEOPOLD
Their peace

exploded.

Home to the stamping grounds
went most senators and congressmen when the special neutrality session adjourned. But between sessions is a fine time for committee
hearings. Still in session is Martin
Dies' un-Americanism group, ballyhooing for another appropriation.
Two other groups, working out legislative suggestions for next January's term, are:
House Tax Subcommittee. Openits hearings under Tennessee'
.,,-_,
- cooper, the committee
talked about broadening income tax
bases. But there was a disinclination to offer concrete proposals It
was announced final determination
of a program will await the opening
of congress. Two official reasons:
U) Ihe treasury is studying taxes
soliciting suggestions from business
and industry; (2) National defense
needs for the next fiscal year are
not yet known. Besides, the committee'is wondering about taxes on
excess war profits, not knowing
where to turn. Equally important
how would tax revision be receivec
in an election year like 1940?

Ark Koyal reportedly limped home
with a captured vessel. But, as
usual, the biggest war news was
made far from the front.
Some 20 Nazi divisions stationed
on their frontiers worried Belgium's
King Leopold and The Netherlands'
Queen Wilhelmimi, Moreover they
heard rumors that Adolf Hitler
would invade on November 15
claiming as an excuse that the allies
would do hkow.Ke ,f G( rnu.ny didn't
invade first.
Though steadfastly denying a,,y
(At Washington, Secretary o/ the , reut
German " u l t i m a t u m " for a state- ury A/orKem/iuu told reporters any m, (lu
ment of their pos.t.ons, the ',-.„.,, u n d tn•« /or raisinn the V. S. debt Hi
queen held a l l - u ;.|lt r,msullaliuns $45.(IOO,OOU,W)<> must <•<„„„ from ConKresi
with t h e i r lure',,,, min;.sl- T .s Re- not from hinnell or the While House
sult: A peace a p p e a l w;.s d ' s ' u i U -|,ed I resent debt: About f4l .0(M,000,HOOJ
NLKB Investigating Committee
to all combatants n!lVnn<i H > ' < > n n Dutch mediation .services' llnVmi Deferring hearings until its Chairrejected it politely.
man Howard Smith (Dern V-i )
Fuehrer H , t l e i v,;,s k-s ,<,!,[,- I'.ets well, the house labor commitNot w a i t i n g to ie;,ly , I n e r t l y ht, lee iound new kindling for its camhastened to the beer l Hl al M u ,Hch l""g" "gainst the labor board in a
where his
,, 1( t M -h t , H)k IH-W strike technique, the "slowiiown.
Delined Ohio's Rep. Harry
place in 1D23. The,c,
Kout/ohn: "The slowdown , J
sixteenth b i r t h d a y ,
scorni-d most the same as the sitdown "s Us
peace: "There can
wl\y ont ,
origin, he said, could be traced to
victor— (hat is we."
Hardly had Hi (It/ l e f t the beer the northwest lumber camps thence
lo the recent Chrysler stnke

No Ham, No Eggs

The tumultuous 1930s have brought
an unprecedented thirst for security taking form in unorthodox pension schemes. Most schemes were
born in California, like Townsendism
and EPIC. In November's elections
two more panaceas went down to defeat, but there were signs many a
politician might follow them.
Ohio's Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow
promised to "continue the fight" for
his badly snowed-under plan to give
all persons
o v e r 60 a
pension of
$50 a month
via state income tax and
a l e v y on
real estate.
In California died
"ham-andeggs," the
scheme to
give $30 evGOV. OLSON
ery ThursSoothing words.
day to everyone over 50. It even
trailed in Los Angeles county
its birthplace. One reason: Gov
Culbert Olson had fought ham-and
eggs by promising "useful and productive employment" to all who
wanted it, as a reward for defeating
the plan. As pension leaders began
a recall move against Mr. Olson
the governor soothed them- "This
defeat doesn't mean that California
is against the further development
of sound social security
Other results: In New York voters
ignored Mayor Fiorellu LaGuardia's
protest by legalizing pari-mutuel
race betting. Tammany won most
local elections, while Republicans
won a single upstate congressional
race. In Kentucky, New Dealer
Keen Johnson succeeded Sen. A B
Chandler to the governor's chair
Pennsylvania, Boies Penrose II
Republican, lost a congressional
contest.

HousehoMNeujs

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS
New Hot-Water
ieaspoanfulof glycerin* to
water when flfllng a new ruh
hot-water bottle for the first iL
This keeps the rubber sou
good condition.
When Glass Breaks.—A h
of moistened absorbent cotton"!
pick up bits of broken glass
out endangering the "
Care of Electric Cord.-c
twist, bend or tie the s'o-caliJ
cord attached to your electr
It is not a cord, but two
of wires.

Removing Odors.—Odors caiu
removed from bottles by ni
with cold water to which a
dry mustard is added.
* • *
Using Celery Tops—Celery ti
dried in the oven and then rub
through the fingers to a
make an excellent flavoring
soups and stews. They will k
for months if stored hi an air-ti
jar or tin.
• * •
Topping for Pork Roast.—FO
tasty topping for that pork
roast: when the roast is Ma
MEMORIES OF THANKSGIVING PRICELESS HEIRLOOMS
cooHed, spread generously
(Recipes Below.)
applesauce mixed wjth brown s.
ar and a little cinnamon and dot
pieces), heat well, and serve then brown until a slight crust 1
Cooking the Thanksgiving small
hot.
formed.
Dinner
Oranged Sweet Potatoes.
(Serves 6-8)
Parboil 6 medium sweet potatoes,
Incredible as it may seem the cal;ndar is bringing Thanksgiving time peel and slice lengthwise. (Prepare
again and with it comes to every to this point on Wednesday and store
homemaker thoughts for the Thanks- overnight in refrigerator.) Arrange
giving menu—plans for its prepara- slices in baking dish and sprinkle
tion and anticipation of the family's with % cup brown sugar, dot with 2
tablespoons butter and add 1 tablereturn.
Today, however, I want to re- spoon grated orange rind. Pour over
verse this whole situation. I want this % cup orange Juice and scatter
2 tablespoons brown sugar and a
:o suggest to you
little paprika over top. Bake covthat enjoyment of
your family on
ered for 30 minutes in moderately
Thanksgiving day
hot oven (375 degrees). Uncover
should be the keyand bake approximately 15 minutes
longer.
note of every one
of the plans that
Creamed Onions With
you make for the
Cream Cheese.
day. Now that
(Serves 6)
does not mean for
2 pounds small white onions
one minute that I
3 tablespoons butter
am
suggesting
Sliding Drawers.—Wax or so: v
3 tablespoons flour
hat the Thanksgiving dinner be
2 cups milk
rubbed along the sliding edg
slighted. I couldn't do that, for who
dresser drawers will make
% teaspoon salt
of us for one minute would sacrimove in and out easily.
1 block cream cheese
ice those precious memories of
Boil onions until tender in salted
Thanksgiving dinners at grandmoth- water. (This can be done on the Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are i
3rs that are really priceless heir- day before Thanksgiving and in this effective laxative. Sugar coatiil
ooms. No, I say—we won't sacrifice way the onions will be all ready for Children like them. Buy now!-A(
the dinner—but we will plan it so their final baking on Thursday.)
that you will be as free as possible Melt butter, add flour and stir thorExperience and Memory
on Thanksgiving day so that you too oughly. Add milk and salt and stir
Experience is the father of Wii]
can enjoy the family and let the until thick. Then add 1 block of dom, and Memory the mother.
family enjoy you. A miracle you cream cheese broken in small
say? No—not really—just wise plan- pieces. When blended, pour over
ning—plenty of work the day before onions in a baking'casserole. Sprinperhaps—but time—no worry—and kle with buttered cracker crumbs
an easy dinner on Thanksgiving— and bake in a moderate oven (350
and that's worth while isn't it?
degrees)
until
crackers
are
How to do it? Well here are my browned. Serve at once.
suggestions. First, it is entirely possible to clean, prepare and even Cabbage-Pineapple Gelatin Salad.
1 tablespoon unflavored Gelatin
stuff the turkey the day before
% cup pineapple juice (canned)
Thanksgiving
rather than on
•^rSr*: •Temper*.
1 cup water (boiling)
Thanksgiving morning. Then put it
IVt teaspoon salt
on a rack in an open roasting pan
1% tablespoons vinegar
Spontaneous Humor
and store it in your refrigerator
2 cups cabbage (shredded)
Humor is a thing one ought;
over night. If you have a mechani1
cup
pineapple
(diced)
to be conscious of—it ought to I
cal refrigerator it will be running of
Soak gelatin in the cold pineapple just there, ready to brim overcourse. If you have an ice refrigerator, be sure to get an ample sup- juice. Add to hot water and stir oughtn't to be cultivated.
ply of ice so that your refrigerator until dissolved. Add salt and vinecan really work for you over this gar. Chill. Add remaining ingredients and pour into mold. Chill unholiday.
til set.
Vegetables—salads—relishes, inMir*
Pumpkin Pie.
cluding celery, radish roses, etc.,
(Makes 2 pies)
even desserts, one
3 cups pumpkin
and all can be
4 eggs
gotten ready on
Rewud tor Efforts
1% cups brown sugar
Wednesday and
It
never
wtfll rate yoses; wh
%
teaspoon
salt
as I say, then all
we want ty,tixve wore roses i
% teaspoon grated nutmeg
that remains for
must plant more
% teaspoon ginger
Thanksgiving day
Eliot.
.
%
teaspoon
cloves
is just the cook% teaspoon allspice
ing, the table set% teaspoon cinnamon
ting and later the
4% cups milk (scalded)
serving of the viands.
To cold canned or cooked pumpBelow I am including a number
of Thanksgiving recipes which are kin add the eggs (slightly beaten).
all planned for just such ThanksBlend salt and
giving ease. And—a happy Thanksspices with the
giving to each one of you.
brown sugar. Mix
Roast Turkey.
pumpkin mixture
Allow % to 1 pound of turkey per
with the brown
person served. Dress, clean, stuff
sugar mixture,
and truss turkey. Brush well with
and to this add
unsalted fat and place on rack in n
.
^e scalded milk.
large open roasting pan. (Store over Pour into pie plate lined with pastry
dough. Bake 10 minutes hi a hot
night in refrigerator if desired).
Roast in moderate oven (325 de- oven (450 degrees), or until crust
grees) allowing approximately 20 is set. Then reduce heat to a modminutes per pound roasting time erate oven (350 degrees), and bake
for a 12-pound turkey, 17 minutes until filling is firm—about 45 minper pound for an 18-pound turkey utes. (These too can be baked on the
and 15 minutes per pound for a 22- day proceeding Thanksgiving.)
pound turkey.
Brush with melted butter just be- Don't Miss These Household Hints.
fore serving.
'•Household Hints" by Eleanor
Dressing for Turkey
Howe
contains as helpful a group of
10 cups soft bread crumbs
time-saving
suggestions on every
1 cup butter (melted)
phase of housekeeping as one can
1 tablespoon salt
ever expect to find. To secure a
*A BUSINESS
1 cup chopped parsley
copy—to be able to put these ideas
2 tablespoons poultry seasoning
organiiation
which want*
to work in your own home—send 10
Mix all ingredients thoroughly and cents in coin to "Household Hints,"
to
get
th*>
most
fat the
use for stuffing the turkey. Note- care of Eleanor Howe, 919 North
money
set*
up
standards
This amount of dressing is sufflcien i Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
or a 10-pound turkey. If a ] ar ger
by which to Judg« «hat
S l
be Stuffed
e
is ottered to it, juat as u>
K ^/ °
* recipe
should be increased proportionately
Homemade Bread for Young
Washington the govern
Giblet Gravy
And for Old.
Pour off liquid in pan .
ment
Tfi»u^y>v« a
All the world loves homemade
turkey has been roasted. From in
of Standard*.,
bread and what is more homemd skim off 6 tablespoons faf ™
like than 'the old-fashioned hot
tur
•You can have your
" ,fat to Casting p an and brown
butterscotch rolls, homemade
with b tablespoons Hour. Add 3 Z"
Bureau of Standards, tc°
bread,
parker
house
rolls,
etc.,
stock ln which giblets, neck, and
Just consult the advertisthat mother used to make? It's
ftp of wings huve been cooked; or
just
those
kind
of
recipes,
(simpliing columns of your newsif preferred, 3 cups milk may be
fied though) that you will find in
paper.
They safeguard
ock
this column next week. Be sure
Cook
r inSteUdconstantly,
°f the s"unt
'
Cook,
stirring
ii
to look for them.
your purchasing powel
thick; then season to taste wuh sa
day of every
and pepper. Add giblets (cut in
(Relea»ed by We.tern

ran

Union.)

Armistice Day America Turns to
Its Symbol of Hope That All Is Not
Lost in a World Gone Mad With War

Unknown Soldier Was
Inspiration for Two
Pulitzer Prize-Winners
The return of the Unknown Soldier to his native land and his
entombment in Arlington in 1021
1825. It'« an excellent style for
was the inspiration for some of
the classroom, too. Has a very
the finest prose and poetry that
full skirt, a nipped-in jacket
has been written in America in
blouse, and It's finished with cuffs'
many years. Two of the 1921
and becoming little collar. VelPulitzer prizes were given to
veteen, wool plaid, corduroy and
newspaper men whose theme was
blanket wool are good fabrics for
this significant event.
this.
Kirke L. Simpson of the WashNo. 1848 is designed for sizes 12,
ington staff of the Associated
14, 16, 18, 20 and 40. Size 14
Press was awarded the prize for
requires 4% yards of 36 or 39-inch
the "best example of a reportfabric, with long sleeves. With
er's work during the year" for
his series of stories oil the return
short sleeves, 4% yards; % yard
of the Unknown Soldier and the
contrasting for collar.
prize for the "best editorial artiNo. 1825 is designed for sizes 8,
cle written during the year, the
10, 12, 14 and 16 years. Sfze 10
test of excellence being clearrequires 1 yard of 54-inch mateness of style, moral purpose,
rial for jacket-blouse with long
sound reasoning and the power to
sleeves; 1% yards for skirt; %
influence public opinion in the
yard for contrasting collar and
right direction" was awarded to
cuffs; 1% yards 39-inch material
Frank M. O'Brien of the New
to line jacket-blouse; 2 yards to
York Herald for this editorial,
line skirt.
which appeared in the Herald on
Send your order to The Sewing
November 11, 1921:
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
"That which takes place today
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, ID.
at the National cemetery in ArPrice of patterns, 15 cents (iy
lington is a symbol, a mystery
coins) each.
and a tribute. It is an entomb(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)
ment only in the physical sense.
It is rather the enthronement of A N EXTREMELY new and very
Duty and Honor. This man who ^* becoming dress fashion is
died for his country is the symbol yours in pattern No. 1848. It has
of these qualities; a far more the smart double swing skirt, is
••rate
perfect symbol than any man cut on a true prince'ss line that
Itetto
could, be whose name and deeds whittles down your waist, and ofUyootlankaniantlTCi
act alike. Jost try thta
we knew. He represents more, fers a choice of two necklines—
IsSatr*
really, than the unidentified dead, one with a tailored collar, the
_ ____B*. afmhlK. imtan
prnrtsMs reUef.ft
„
.
for we can not separate them other high and collar less. Also, tiled
fedlng when associated with consttpstlosu
spiritually from the war heroes you can make it with long or short MfiHimif
Dick •BtaZSolwKofNK&OBkjoia
KISK dranlst. Mate the test—tbea
Whose names are written on their sleeves. The row of buttons down UnnDOUT
not «V-U«hted. tetata the box to ns. We wfli
gravestones. He — this spirit the front is very Victorian—there- refund the parchua
That's fair.
whom we honor—stands for the fore much in fashion. Velveteen, price.
Get NR Tablets today.
unselfishness of all.
flat crepe, wool broadcloth and
"This, of all monuments to the faille are smart materials for this.
dead; is lasting and immutable.
Sports Two-Piecer for Girls.
Service to Others
So long as men revere the finer
If there's a b'vely school-girl in
"You're good for something in
things of life the tomb of the your family, who loves to roller
nameless hero will remain a skate, ice skate and generally this world—for service of soma
shrine. Nor, with the shifts of frolic around outdoors, you can kind to your fellow men—or ypu're
tune and mind, can there be a make her feel very happy and good for nothing."—Dr. Reisner.
changing of values. No historian look very cute, by means of No.
shall rise to modify the virtues
or the faults of the Soldier. He
has an immunity for which kings
Cedar Rapids, Iowa —
might pray. -The years may bring
Mrs. Margaret Adams,
1118—5th
St,N.W.,ssy.:
erosion to the granite but not to
{ "When I was a girl Iwas
TIME
the memory of the Unknown.
4mite thirl ana hadn't
much strength. I .never
"It is a common weakness of
cared to eat. Hothernv*
humanity to ask the questions
me Dr.. Plerce's Golden
Medical Discovery and it
that can never be answered in
helped ma wonderfully. I
this life. Probably none to whom TPHERE is no confection so widegained w e i g h t and
strength, and {ett\ jtut
the drama of the Unknown Sol- *• ly used and universally liked as
Boy Golden Medical Discovery in
dier has appealed has not won- pop corn. It is a perennial ice- fine."
liquid or tablets from your druggist today.
dered who, hi the sunshine of breaker at almost any social funcearth, was the protagonist of to- tion. Here is a recipe that is sure
As We Think
day's ceremony. A logger from to be enjoyed:
There's nothing either good o»
the Penobscot? An orchardist
Honey Pop Corn Balls
bad, but thinking makes it so,
from the Pacific coast? A well- 1 cup honey
of tartar
driller from Texas? A machinist 1 cup sugar
1 tablespoon butter
4 quarts pop corn
from Connecticut? A lad who left \<i cup water
his hoe to rust among the Mis- 14 teaspoonful cream
souri corn? A longshoreman from
Boil honey, sugar, and water
Hell's Kitchen? Perhaps some with cream of tartar until it turns
youth from the tobacco fields, brittle when tested in cold water.
resting again in his own Virginia. Add butter. Mix with warm pop
All that the army tells us of him corn and shape into balls. Green
lour Reputation
is that he died in battle. All that or red vegetable coloring can be
No man was ever written out of
the heart tells is that some wom- added to the syrup.
reputation but by himself.
an loved him. More than that
no man shall learn. In this mystery, as in the riddle of the universe, the wise w;ond.er; but they
would not know.
"What were his dreams, his
ambitions?
Likely he shared
those common to the millions; a
life of peace and honest struggle,
with such small success as comes
to most who try; and at the end
the place on the hillside among
(CAJtOffNI)
his fathers. Today to do honor
at his last resting-place come the
greatest soldiers of the age, famous statesmen from other continents, the President, the high
judges and the legislators of his
(BLACK OH MENTHOL-S*)
MARK
own country, and many men who,
like himself, fought for the flag.
Seek Virtues
Another's Secret
At his bier will gather the most
It Is a much shallower and more
I may give to one I love, but
remarkable group that America ignoble
thing to detect faults than the secret of my friend is not mine
has seen. And the tomb which to discern
virtues.—Carlyle.
to give.—Philip Sidney.
Fate reserved for him is, instead
of the narrow cell on the village :
hillside, one as lasting as that of
Barneses and as inspiring as Napoleon's.
"It is a great religious ceremony, this burial today. The exaltation of the nameless bones
would not be possible except for
Belief. Where were Duty and
Honor, the well-springs of Victory, if mankind feared that death
drew a black curtain behind
which lay nothing but the dark?
So all in whom the spark of hope '
has not died can well believe that
we, to whom the Soldier is a mys- '
tery, are not a mystery to him. :
They can believe that the watchers at Arlington today are not
merely a few thousands of the living but the countless battalions of
the departed. "Tho he were dead,
yet shall he live'—there is the
promise to which men hold when
everything of this earth has slipt
away.
!
"All the impressive ritual of
today would be ? mockery if we
"•>•;:«••*••«•».. « '
(jj «f
^*n^
did not believe that, out in an infinity which astronomers can not
chart or mathematicians bound,
Don't let winter catch you unprepared
the Unknown Soldier and all the
glorious dead whom we honor in
If yon want a winter oil that win flow freely at
his dust are looking down upon
low temperature, yet be sturdy enough to stand
this little spinning ball, conscious
up under hard driving . . . if you want an oil of
of our reverence. And when noon
exceptional
purity, to give your car the safest
strikes, signal for the moment of
possible protection against sludge, carbon and
silent prayer, few of those who
corrosion . . . then drive your car around to your
stand with bared head will lack
nearest Quaker State dealer and
conviction that' the rites at Arlington are viewed by other than j
mortal eyes. Only in that spirit '
... change now to Acid-Free
may we honor the Unknown Sol- >
dier and those who, like him, died
Quaker State Motor Oil!
for this Republic.
"Unknown, but not un' >\wQuaker Staff Oil Refitting Carpv Oil City, Pa.
ingi"

LOSTYDURPEP?

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

tragic situation in which the world finds itself
: with the destructive forces of war once again unJd, it is appropriate for the people of the United
I reflect upon that hour of November 11, lS>18, when
~'i of war were silenced, 'and to look forward even
time when a just and enduring peace shall be
'.among all the peoples of the earth.

,|jre the words used *~~—'
—
|dent Franklin D.
lets men face more intimately
the great God over all; their souls
tin his annual procare aflame and consciousness exsetting aside Nopands
and hearts are searched.
Ill as a holiday in
With the din of battle, the glow
ce of "our gratiof conflict and the supreme trial
, eace and our desire
of courage come involuntarily the
hurried appraisal of life and the
ontinuance of friendcontemplation of death's great
ions with all other
mystery. On the threshold of
and calling upon
eternity many a soldier, I can
.
well believe, wondered how his
ebbing blood would color the
observe the day in
stream of human life flowing on
ad churches or other
after his sacrifice. His patriotism
aces with approwas none less if he craved more
remonies."
than triumph of country; rather,
it was greater if he hoped for a
a, despitfe the fact
victory for all human kind. Inlany Americans, the
deed, I revere that citizen whose
(ir becoming involved
confidence in the righteousness of
c:ond great European
his country inspired belief that its
triumph is the victory of humanl^cast a shadow upon
,ity:
pervance of the day,
"This American soldier went
nation as a whole
forth to battle with no hatred for
ice day this year will
any people in the world, but hatdeeper meaning than
ing war and bating the purpose
| had for the last two of every war for conquest. He
cherished our national rights and
That is because we
abhorred the threat of armed
only nation celebratdomination, and hi the maelstrom
listice day during
of destruction and suffering and
i years, that is now at
death he fired his' shot for libera|pr. that seems least
tion of the captive conscience of
the world. In advancing toward
be drawn into the
his objective was somewhere a
rn of "death and dethought of a world awakened, and
now raging across
we are here to testify undying
antic.
gratitude-and reverence for that

he past, on this Armithe thoughts of most
' will turn to what has
|e; national shrine that
tJizes the spirit of Armir. -the tomb of the Un|ldier in Arlington cemeWashington. Because
t shrine and a symbol,
be some reassurance
iricans to read again the
another American Presered there.
.ember 11, 1921, the body
(Jnknown Soldier was enArlington and on that
Isident Warren G. Hardking for the nation, said:
met today to pay the
I tribute. The name of
Be body lies before us
,,it1 with his imperishable
jf know not whence he
only that his death
, i with t h e everlasting
;• an American dying for
jitry.
i not know the eminence
h, but we do know the
is death. He died for
ry, and greater devotion
an than this. He died
ing, uncomplaining,
in his heart and hope
, p, that his country should
f and its civilization surB a typjcal soldier of this
Dative democracy he
'ind died, believing in the
able justice of his counause. Conscious of the
•upheaval, appraising the
e of a war the like of
pad never horrified humantore, perhaps he believed
be a service destined to
L the tide of human affairs.
i death gloom of gas, the
[ of shells and rain of bul-

thought of a wider freedom.
"Sleeping in these hallowed
grounds are thousands of Americans who have given their blood
for ihe baptism of freedom and
its maintenance, armed exponents of the nation's conscience.
It is better and nobler for their
deeds. Burial here is rather more
than a sign of the government's
favor, it is a suggestion of a
tomb in the heart of the nation,
sorrowing for its noble dead.
"Today's ceremonies proclaim
that the hero unknown is not unhonored. We gather him to the
nation's breast, within the shadow of the Capitol, of the towering
shaft that honors Washington, the
great father, and of the exquisite
monument to Lincoln, the martyred savior. Here the inspirations of yesterday and the conscience of today forever, unite to
make the Republic worthy of his
death for flag/iand country.
"Ours are lofty resolutions today, as with tribute-to the-dead
we consecrate ourselves to a bettor order for the living. With all
my heart I wish we might say
to the defenders who survive, to
mothers who sorrow, to widows
and?children who mourn, that no
such sacrifice shall be asked
again.
"It was my fortune recently to
see a demonstration of modern
warfare.. It is no longer a conflict in chivalry, no more a test
of militant manhood. It is only
cruel, deliberate, scientific destruction. There was no contending enemy, only the theoretical
defense of a hypothetic objective.
But the attack was made with
all the relentless methods of modern destruction. There was the
rain of ruin from the aircraft.

the thunder of artillery, followed
by the unspeakable devastation
wrought by bursting shells; there
were mortars belching their
bombs of desolation; machine
guns concentrating their leaden
storms; there was the infantry,
advancing, firing, and fallinglike men with souls sacrificing
for the decision. Theflyingmissiles were revealed by illuminating tracers, so that we could note
their flight and appraise their
deadliness. The air was streaked
with tiny flames marking the flight
of massed destruction; while the
effectiveness of the theoretical defense was impressed by the simulation of dead and wounded
among those going forward, undaunted and unheeding.
"As this panorama of unutterable destruction visualized the
horrors of modern conflict there
grew on me the sense of the
failure of a civilization which can
leave its problems to such cruel
arbitrament. Surely no one hi authority, with human attributes
and a full .appraisal of the patriotic loyalty of his countrymen,
could ask the manhood of kingdom, empire or republic to make
such sacrifice until all reason
had failed, until appeal to justice through understanding had
been denied, until every effort of
love and consideration for fellow
men had been exhausted, until
freedom itself and inviolate honor
had been brutally threatened.
"I speak not as a pacifist fearing war, but as one who loves
justice and hates war. I speak
as one who believes the highest
function of government is to give
its citizens the security of peace,
the opportunity to achieve, and
the pursuit of happiness.
"The loftiest tribute we can bestow today—the heroically earned
tribute—fashioned in deliberate
conviction, out of unclouded
thought, neither shadowed by remorse nor made vain by fancies,
is the commitment of this Republic to an advancement never
made before. If American
achievement is a cherished pride
at home, if our unselfishness
among nations is all we wish it
to be, and ours is a helpful example in the world, then let us
give of our influence and strength
yea, of our aspirations and convictions, to put mankind on a little higher plane, exulting and exalting, with war's distressing and
depressing tragedies barred from
the stage of righteous civilization.
"There have been a thousand
defenses justly and patriotically
made; a thousand offenses which
reason and righteousness ought
to have stayed. Let us beseech
all men to join us in seeking the
rule under which reason and
righteousness shall prevail.
"Standing today on hallowed
ground, conscious that all America has halted to share hi the
tribute of heart and mind and
soul to this fellow American, and
knowing that the world is noting
this expression of the Republic's
mlndfulness, it is fitting to say
that his sacrifice, and that of
the millions dead, shall not be in
vain. There must be, there shall
be, the commanding voice of a
conscious ciyilization against
armed warfare.
"As we return this poor clay to
its mother soil, garlanded by love
and covered with the decorations
that only nations can bestow, I
can sense the prayers of our people, of all peoples, that this Armistice day shall mark the beginning of a new and lasting era of
peace on earth, good will among
men."

ARE YOU THIN; PALE?

SMITH BROS.
COUGH DROPS
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F.M.

CLOSING OUT

Attorney and Mrs. Earl S. Holton
left Monday morning for Newcastle,
Wyo.,
on a business mission.

ANITA

Congratulations, Mr. and Mrs. HolV. C: 'McCoy and wife of Glenwood
ton. May the next twenty-five years
be 'full of peace and happiness for came to Anita Saturday evening and
visited here over Sunday, guests at
you.
the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. H.
* » *
Did any of you see the squirrels' Johnson.
-am leaving the state, I will flell at public sale at my farm, 3
bridal party in a store window in AtSuper Suds, box
19c
st of Anita, H4 miles north of the voorhees Estate, 5 miles
lantic a couple of weeks ago? Nbw,
Opal Corn Flakes, 2 packages
15c
t of Wiota, commencing at 12:30 o'clock,/on
only the lonely "best man" remains
Opal Tea, yt pound
25c
in the window and the boys report Folgers Coffee,
pound
28c
that the honeymoon is over and the
SCHAAKE'S STORE
happy couple has an apartment on
. the following described property:
the top shelf of the store between
Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner was hostess
the shoe boxes.
to
the members of the Original bridge
* * *
— HEAD HORSES & MULES — 6
In a Laugh and Fun Thriller
club at her home on West Main Street
r horse, smooth mouth, weight 1400; 1 bay horse, smooth
My oh my, and did that misspelled last Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Fansight 1400; 1 bay horse, coming 4 years old, well broke,
word get by all you readers? . . . or nie Young held high score at bridge,
'7; 1 black horse, 10 years old, weight 1650; 1 team of black
is the 10th. grader right when he said, and guests were Mrs. Ross Kohl, Mrs.
oth mouth, weight 2800.
consolingly, "Aw, don't worry about Robert Scot't and Mrs. M. M. Feller.
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment
one word spelled wrong, Mom, I don't
IffEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE — 10
suppose many people read that stuff
Olin G. Shepherd of Glendale, Cal.,
•milch cows, one giving milk and others fresh soon; 3 yearanyway."
was
a visitor in the city Friday, stop,
", Horn steers; 1 yearling Short Horn heifer; 2 small calves.
* * *
ping here for a short time while on
One day last week the cook turned his way to Greenfield to visit his fathHEAD OF HOGS
61
out the first batch of spice cookies er, who is seriously ill. Mr. Shepad of feeder shoats, 140-pound average weight. 1 yearling
and nut candy of this season. When herd is the husband of Helen Trumbull,
lite male hog. All are vaccinated.
Pa saw the candy and was looking and a son-in-law of Mrs. Marguerite
rather wishfully at it, she explained Trumbull, former Anita woman.
Bushels of Corn in Crib. About 200 Bushels of Oats.
to him that the recipe says that this
10 Tons of Oats Straw.
90 Shocks of Corn Fodder,
A meeting of the Bethany Luthparticular kind of candy is best if left
of Atlas Sargo. 4 Tons of Soy Bean Hay. 60 Acres
to "ripen" for several days . . . and eran ladies aid was held last WednesStalks.
he, between bites, remarked that the day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
cookies might be better if left till Arlo Christensen, with thirteen memThanksgiving
too ... Oh, no, bless bers and two visitors present. The afFARM MACHINERY, ETC.
ternoon was spent with the business
your heart, they are all gone now.
t Deering grain'binder; Milwaukee corn binder; 2 John Deere
of the aid and in a social visit. A
Remarked
by
an
alumnus
of
Anita
"mg plows; 2 John Deere sulky plows; Hayes corn planter,
is of wire; John Deere corn planter; McCormick-Deering
High: "The football boyli/'i^ya done lunch was served at the close of the
'y rake; 2 McCormick-Deering stock rakes; two 4-section
well . . . if they only beat Adair . . . meeting.
harrow carts; broadcast seeder; John Deere 8-foot disc;
but I know they will." We echo his
fe-Deering 10-foot disc; 3 Overland cultivators; New CenMrs. Fred Boren,-a guest, held high
frator; 2 mowers; Robinson manure spreader; 2 wagons and
wish and confidence in the team.
score at a meeting of the Bide-a-Wee
* * *
.i.' '
" sons and boxes; Waterloo Boy tractor; 10-inch Internationider; Keystone hay loader; hay derrick; about 100 feet of
Saturday — Armistice Tfoy — what bridge club last Wednesday afterfanning mill; 16-inch walking plow; 3 sets of harness; sadmemories it recalls. 1918, a brother in noon at the home of Mrs. Maurice
fr'collars; 10x12 brooder house, in good condition; 7x10 hog
Sreral rolls of wire cribbing; hand corn sheller; some oak
the front line in France . . . a sweet- Turner on Maple Street. Other guests,
Jfeet 6-inch belt; tank heater; some stove wood; cobs; some
heart in camp on this side . . . news of besides the members, were Mrs. Dick
jt coal; some household furniture including kitchen cabinet,
an armistice came about 2:00 in the Dement, Mrs. Carrie Reynolds, Mrs.
[.vsink, heater, wardrobe, sofa, ice box, oil stove, 20-gallon
morning , . . goodnight Morpheus, George Shaffer, 'Mrs. G. M. DeCamp
* other articles too numerous to mention.
hello parades . . . 1919, a community and Mrs. Kenneth Turner.
1
get-to-gether honoring the returned
PAGON ON GROUNDS BY METHODIST LADIES AID
The members of the Union club
soldiers and their wives . . . 1920, the were 1:00 o'clock dinner guests last
sweetheart, now the husband was Wednesday at the home of Mrs. W. H.
CASH. AH articles must be settled for before removing
rushed 22 miles to a hospital . . . Wagner. Besides the members prespremises.
emergency operation . . . 1921, '22, ent, other guests were Mrs. Tom
'23, and on down through the years, Burns, Mrs. Solon A. Karns and Miss
some sad and some gay . . . this year Vera B. Hook of Anita and Mrs. Max
let us keep the Armistice day, rejoic- Srieberg of North Platte, Neb. The
Auctioneer.
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
ing that we have peace, and pray that ladies spent the afternoon quilting.
our sons may never experience the
horrors of war, as did their Dads beRev. and Mrs. Arthur V. Long, Mr.
fore
them.
and
Mrs. Jas. B. Herriman, Mrs. Elva
. Everett B. Luman and wife have
UELIEF FROM rented
Dorn,
Mrs. L. K. Nichols, Miss
the T. T. Saunders residence
Mrs. Max Srieberg of North Platte,
Dtetrm. Arising from
property on East Main Street, form- Neb., has been enjoying a visit the Lucy Galiher, W. T. Slater and C. H.
attended a conference at the
iCH ULCERS erly occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Dale past week with her sister, Mrs. Charles Hartley
Methodist church in Atlantic one day
Ulfers.
They*
will
take
possession
Hettinger and husband.
CCESSACID
last week which was conducted by
••fHemltaMtamrttlut some time this week.
WIH CostYott Nottbg
Mrs. Jens Rasmussen entertained Dr. W. H. Meredith of Council Bluffs,
Among the rural teachers of this the boys of the Methodist catechism superintendent of the Council Bluffs
otttoi of the WILLABD
»ve been Bold for reHef of
vicinity attending the state teachers' class Saturday evening. Those pres- district.
i arising from Stomach
convention in Des Moines last Fri- ent besides John, Eugene and Ellen
_,„-» due to been Acid
.lour or UpMt Stomach,
The Interstate Transit Lines have
day and Saturday were the Misses Rasmussen, were Charles Smith, Billy
•*•—Mfntf MMplmitm-"' *tji'
added two new buses to its schedule
>. SpUTon 18 days'triail
Marie
and
Beatrice
Breen,
Hazel
Van
King, George McDermott, Maynard through Anita. This brings the total
i MMMS*» which fuOr
Witt
Aernam and Eula Garlock.
Miller, Mrs. Otto Miller and Mrs. number of Interstate buses serving
7GERS' \ BROS.
Lester King. Mrs. Anker Sams and
Last Thursday afternoon, fifteen ihildren, Mary and Bobby, were also Anita to five in each direction every
day. One of the new trips is eastneighbors with six teams and wagons,
Robison is home from called at the A. B. Harris farm home guests. The evening was spent with bound, while the other is westbound.
es Moines with her son, near Berea and husked and shelled contests and games. A lunch was The new westbound bus arrives here
on and family, and with twelve acres of corn for him. Mr. served after the games.
at 8:47 a. m. and the eastbound bus
and friends.
Harris has been in poor health for a
The regular meeting of the Mutual at 5:47 p. m.
number of months.
Benefit club, with all members presAt their home, corner of Main Street
AVltWl
Bllll*
Mirgiret
Charley
ent but one, was held last Thursday and Mars Avenue, last Thursday evSanta PUy by No«l LuiglvT, Florence
At her home northwest of the city afternoon at the home of Mrs. Glen
BURKE HAMILTON. 6IAPEWIN
BywioD ud Idgv Allan Wool)
Dtr»ot»db7
Prodnowjbr
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Adam Taylor northwest of the city. During ening, Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Budd
Krause was hostess to the members the afternoon names were drawn for entertained the members of the LANB
of the Jolly Neighbors club, ten mem- an exchange of Christmas gifts, an>l dinner and bridge club at a 7:00 o'clock
bers being present. Mrs. Thomas the ladies also embroidered tea towels covered dish dinner. Other guests
TRACK SOON
Murphy won a contest put on by Mrs. for the hostess. A contest put on were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ford. The
r more heat per dollar
Earl Knowlton and wife are home
Nels "Nielsen. At the home of Mr. by Mrs. William Stockham was won evening was spent playing bridge, at
Mrs. W. R. Crozier of Whitewood,
king else you can buy.
and Mrs. Murphy on Saturday even- by Mrs. Lamar Gardner. At the close which high scores -were held by Mrs. from a trip through the south.
So. Dak., is visiting here at the home
ing, Nov. 11, the members and their of the meeting a lunch was served Chester A. Long and Mr. Ford, while
of her sister, Mrs. William Watson and
traveling prizes were won by Mr. and
C. W. Zastrow, wife and son, Lynn, husband.
families will enjoy an oyster supper. by the hostess.
•»
Mrs. Lester Scholl.
amua, Manager
of Parlin, Iowa, spent Sunday with
At the close of the meeting, Mrs.
friends in Anita.
The Square Deal 4-H club met
Krause served refreshments.
An all day meeting was held last
at the home of Ella Mae and George Thursday by the members of the Jolly
A 7 Mi pound boy baby was born
McDermott Friday evening with four- Dozen club at the home of Mrs. Faye
teen members and nine visitors pres- Holliday northeast of the city. Be- Sunday morning to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
ent. After a short business meet- sides the fourteen members present, Rydl, Jr. The child was born in
ing, officers were elected for the en- there was two other guests, Mrs. Mary Anita at the home of Mr. Rydl's par- PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
suing term as follows: Charles Denne, Reed and Mrs. Leonard Rourick. Dur- ents, Joe Rydl, Sr. and wife.
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIpresident; Eldred Petersen, vice presi- ing the noon hour a covered dish dinMALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
Dr. G. M. Adair, wife and daughter,
dent; Ella Mae McDermott. secretary ner was served and the ladies spent
TRY THE
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPT3nd treasurer; and Junior Pollock, re- the afternoon tying a comforter for Gael, and Chester A. Long and wife
LY. PHONE 257.
OASOLINE WITH
porter. Robert McCrory is leader of the hostess. Mrs. Harry Huff will be drove to Iowa City Sunday morning
where they spent the day with Mrs.
the club with Donald Petersen assisthostess to the club at the next meet- Adair's niece, Mrs. Laurence E. More- WAGNER FILLING STATION
ant. After the election a motion ing.
ANITA, IOWA
house and husband, and witn other
picture was enjoyed, and a lunch was
relatives and friends.
served by Mrs. Harold McDermott.
Benton township teachers entertained the teachers of the neighboring
townships of Grant, Lincoln and
Franklin last Thursday evening at the
home of Miss Marcella Darling. Fifteen teachers were present and they
. .
at the
spent the evening playing "Cootie," at
which high score prize was won by
Miss Viola Eilts. &. lunch was served
Noyd Bros., Odebolt, Iowa, Angus
late in the evening. The next meeting
John Joens, Manning, Iowa, Herefords
Emil Bubke, Ida Grove, Iowa, Shorthorns
of this kind will be held in December
Will-A-Dell Farm, Oakland, Iowa, Hogs
when the Grant township teachers
We are proud of the fact that our shippers are winners
will be hostesses.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night

r

ednesday, November 15 ,

IANE WITHERS

'CHICKEN WAGON FAMILY'

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. NOV. 10-11-12

. C. RICHTER

JUDY GARLAND OF
FRANK MORGAN
RAY BOLGER
BERT L A H R
JACK HALEY

BEE Eastern
(cky Lump Coal

GRAIN CO.

NOTICE!

USABLE

CONTROL"

4 LOADS AND 4 WINNERS

We Specialize in
lobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

W. Shaffer & Son

AK-SAR-BEN CARLO! SHOW

COMFORT
in aH your
mho** tor only

.r

AIRFLOW ARCH-EZBRS

Hf RJkM * WtaW-Way In MV rim
.....
to
Hna fc» M*
bimiu ta* P*i"»
i. nuultnU tra-

Ww 30 daytt H not utlafactory yon

•aonty rcfiiadtd. No Questions Asked.
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Mrs. William Steele, at her home
southeast of the city, entertained the
members of the Helping Hand club last
Thursday at an all day meeting. Seventeen members were present, also eight
visitors, 'Mrs. W. I. Darrow, Mrs. A? A.
Hayter, Mrs. Merritt Steele, Mrs. Edward Wheelock, Mrs. Edward Darrow
Mrs. Noland Stockham, Mrs. Lewis
Steele and Mrs. Clyde Smith. A covered dish dinner was enjoyed at noon
ind the afternoon was spent by the
'adies embroidering tea towels and
sewing carpet rags for the hostess.

DEWEY ANDERSON COMMISSION CO.
Omaha, Nebraska

SPECIAL PRICE ON FENCE
AND FENCE MATERIAL
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. P. DARROW, Manager

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

With Simple
Foundation Dress Is 'Style' Star Dust
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

James Stewart may find himseli
receiving one of those statues for
giving the best performance of the
year,; as a result of "Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington." It's a grand

Piping keep reover to your*
"simple foundaer wool, flatterear to add the
ch." Follow this
you can't go
p of smart apparel

the illustration, take note that the
ends are pulled through a gold ring
set with catseye.
Jewelry! It's too stupendous a
theme to unfold in words. So we
are simply inviting you to take a
look at the fetching necklace , cenJAMES STEWART
tered above in the group. This decorative costume jewelry piece is of picture on every count, and adds
i'way, current lash- gold with gold and a pearl pendant another laurel wreath to the coli-lady^ood and it set in blue cloisonne.
lection already amassed by Frank
plight the day that
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
Capra, who directed it. Whatever
I to ladylike dress
you do, don't miss this one!
feminine neck.
|le. So, apropos of Gorgeous Handbags
The world premiere of "Mutiny
trends', the parain the Big House" was held at the
together with the
For Autumn Season Berks County Jail, Pa., one of the
ation, will carry
can't "get by" with an ordi- largest penitentiaries in the' state.
bat's showing these nary handbag
season. Even the It was the first time in two years
of delectable col- bag you carrythis
with your daytime that a commercial feature had been
|; sports scarfs and taffleurs will have
to shown at the penitentiary.
' nth the new dress some sort of fancy subscribed
After the screening the warden
stitching,
or
prool.
shirring and will show a novelty said, "The boys liked the picture a
|sthat a cunning col- touch in its mounting.
lot and I believe they learned sometrous gold kidskin
thing from it that will hold them
As
to
bags
with
dressy
afternoon
st neckwear notes? costumes you will want one of the all." Hold them in jail?
the "darling" one dressmaker
types of moire silk, not
i the left in the flIf you value your life, don't ever
tailored but with a fussy little
8 little two-bow gold plain
mention model planes to anybody
pleating
or
a
jewel
mounted
frame.
lias it is with a sheer or something to give it the feminine connected with the screening of the
dress, is the sort
Newest thing is the hand- "Tailspin Tommy" comic strip. The
i in the twinkling of touch.
some
black
velvet bag carried with other day they were using 10 of the
n't the little Sally the velvet hat
to match. Mayhap toy planes during the filming of the
eart toque with its it will have a rhinestone
for picture, called "Danger Flight"
hearts winsome? We glittering rhinestone accentclasp,
Danger was the right word.
is
latest
way, speaking of
fashion.
Evening
bags
are
gorgeous
They were shooting an important
can buy little bows
sequins, brocades, os- scene, in which a midget plane is
- your hair or clip —glittering
feathers, rich embroideries and used to warn "Tailspin Tommy" of
et, or anywhere it trich
all
that
sort.
impending danger. Every time the
ji the best advantage.
plane was turned loose it headed for
^ ravers, snow white
the top of the stage and became
crispness and with
entangled in the rafters and lights.
Velveteen Vogue
ig, as illustrated to
Then the crew had to stop work and
i top, give the perfect
disentangle it. Half a day's shooting
at to wear with your
was tost in all.
ol frock. A diaa suede bustle
Those 10 small planes were worse
accessory ensemthan the battalion of transport
planes used in the film. They flew
and cuff set of
into houses, broke windows, got
i lace, finished with
lost in trees, hit the wrong people
pictured below to
or disappeared completely.
your neatly styled
"Danger Flight" is the story of a
abel you as "a lady"
boy who saved many lives because
old clip and the mashe had learned about flying from
, the visor shaped
'model airplanes. John Trent, who
ornament are also
plays the lead, is a real pilot and
knows all about big planes.
.1 is the Venise lace
"set with its embroidAll the members of Jack Benny's
ers as shown below
radio show troupe, with the e^cepIt will give added
tion of Mary Livingstone, are facing
wool dress. Wear
the cameras at Paramount for
felt toque with vel"Buck Benny Rides Again." Andy
• pictured.,
I Devine will be in character, but Don
lant plaid scarf
' Wilson plays a straight role. The
wool, centered in
two men who turn out Benny's radio
scripts got a break—they wrote" the
script for the picture, and get screen
les Novel
credit for it.
•
already killed the
I crinoline and all the
"? dress that marched
revived later when
ning from the front
omen shall be 100 per
but for the moment
id of dress is to be
ubdued colors, outfits
with khaki uniforms,
nd long sleeves (even
fcocks)
have replaced
1
.flounces of the last
of the raid has been
fair raid siren suit"—
r workman's overall
BCks and tunic. Step
up and you can hop
id remain in cold and
Ejpoking smart.
w made in warm wdolnd ar« becoming.

UNDAY!
CHOOLLesson

S

irPeak Performance
By HAROLD 1. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
* Wanting to Stay?
Daano* The Moody BUto Institute
(Released
by Weitern newspaper Union.)
"A" Dangerous Subject
—-By Virginia Vole
Lesson for November 12
npHERE'S one. thing that
L«uon subjects and Scripture texts seA must be admitted about lected
and Copyrighted by International
Council
of Religious Education: used by
Bette Davis; she's not afraid to permission.
stick her chin out. She'll ask
for-anything that she thinks she
PUTTING GOD'S KINGDOM
FIRST
deserves. If she gets it, fine; if
she doesn't, she proves that
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 6:19-3*.
she's a good loser.
GOLDEN TEXT—But «eek ye' first the
She wants to do a play that she
saw last summer jn Provincetown—
at least, at the moment of writing
she wants to do it. She persuaded
Warner Brothers to buy it. They're
willing to let her do the movie version, after it had been produced on
the New York stage with names
that mean something in the legitimate theater.
With characteristic confidence in
her own ability, she can't see why
they won't let her have a try at it
in New York. It's said that they're
afraid of what might happen to her
draw at the box office of motion
picture houses if Broadway didn't
feel that her performance on the
stage came up to the mark.

j» in Britain

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

At first it was announced that Nelson Eddy was leaving that radio
program because he hadn't time for
it. Now it develops that his sponsors feel that his salary is just a
bit too high, and that other members of the cast heartily agree with
them. Six thousand five hundred
dollars a week does seem a mite
Velveteen is regarded as one of high for the pnce-a-week efforts of
the smartest fabrics in use this sea- the,blond baritone.
son. Everything that can be made
ODDS AND ENDS — They've given
of velveteen is being made of vel- Dinah
a new spot on the air, Sunday
veteen. It is so satisfactorily work- nights, Shore
opposite Jack Benny; If some
able and comes in such fascinating body has to 'buck' Benny, it might as well
colors and now that designers have be /," quoth she ... A friend in India
taken up the idea of velveteen they wrote Bennay Venula, asking if she'd like
are playing it up for all it ia worth. u muckna—she was on the verge of acThe two-piece afternoon dress cepting, when she found out that a muckna
shown is of royal blue velveteen, the is a male elephant without tusks . . .
top stitched in Chinese red and Mervyn Leroy went to the rodeo in New
York, and taw and signed a sixteen-year*
closed with silver buttons. The old
Texas girl, Sydna Yoakluy—he anheart-shaped felt chapeau is also in nounces
that she will be put into an early
Chinese red. This jacket can be production;
worn with different skirts.
Western Newspaper Union.)

kingdom of God. and bla righteousness.—
Matthew 6:33.
Said the Robin to the Sparrow:
"I should really like to know
Why these anxious human beings
Rush about and worry so."
Said the Sparrow to the Robin:
"friend. I think that it must be
That they have no Heavenly Father
Such as cares for you and me."
—Elizabeth Cheney

ASK ME
The Questions
1. What is the difference between
a contest and a tournament?
2. Why did George Eliot, the
English novelist and poet, not live
to be an old man?
3. How many time changes from
Chicago to San Francisco?
4. What is a trade dollar?
5. For what do the following
abbreviations stand: Ad lib.; e.g.;
i.e.; viz.?
6. Would you call a person living in Rome a Roman or an Italian?
7. Was the "Star Spangled Banner" originally entitled so?
8. How many Indians are there
in Alaska?
9. What does extemporaneous
mean?

The Answers

r

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information
on Various Subjects

empli gratia, for example; id est,
that is; videlicet, namely.
6. "Roman" generally implies
the early Roman empire. "Italian"
is used.
7. The "Star-Spangled Banner,"
which became the national anthem
of the United States in 1931, or
117 years after its composition by
Francis Scott Key, was originally
entitled "Defense of Fort McHenry."
8. There are about 11,000 Indians and 19,000 Eskimos and Aleuts
in Alaska. The total population
of the territory is about 60,000.
9. Unpremeditated.

CLOTHESPIN
NOSE

Most men are rushing about madSensational extra help for
colds-with Luden'il Tfaew
1. A contest is any battle for
ly. Worry presses them down.
famous cough drops not '
They wonder whether life is worth- supremacy; a tournament usually
only help soothe throat, but
refers
to
some
test
of
athletics
or
while, whether somewhere there is
release a. menthol vapor—
•which, with every breath,
not relief from this nervous tension card skill.
penetrate clogged na2. 'George Eliot was a woman. helps
that is destroying mind and body.
tal passages, helps relieve
3. Two—one to mountain time,
Well, there is relief and it consists
"clothespin nowl"
of but one ingredient. Give God His and one to Pacific time.
4. A U. S. coin not minted since LUDEN'S 50
proper place, the first place in your
life, and "all these things" (Matt. 1885, made for trade in the Orient.
Menthol Cough Drop*
5. Ad libitum, at pleasure; ex6:33) will take their rightful places.
Seeking first the kingdom of God
will settle every problem about
money, about food and clothing, and
about the future.
I. Money (w. 19-24).
THE
The word in our text is "treasures," and we know that it has a
TOBACCO THAT
broader meaning than money, but
since in our day men seem to transEXPERTS FOUND
late all values into dollars, we feel
free to use that word "money" to
COOLEST IN TESTS
express our thoughts.
The treasure is something that
IS THE ONE I'VE
one has placed somewhere in order
to keep it for himself. It is not a
ALWAYS ROLLED
thing gathered for the purpose of
using it to serve others or to serve
God, but something put away on the
shelf to be kept for one's own en'MAKIN'S'
joyment.
There are two places in which a
man can lay up treasure, on earth
or in heaven; but it is only as he
hoards treasure on earth that he
becomes selfish. That which he
sends on to heaven by his devotion
of ilife and in service to Christ, by
his sacrificial giving to the cause of
Christ, by his encouragement of
those who are witnessing for Christ,
all this is done for the glory of God
and without hope of reward. How
great will be the surprise of some
when they come to heaven and find
what they have thus laid up for
eternity.
Laying up treasures on this earth,
on the other hand, leads to covetousness, to enslavement to one's
possessions (be they great or
small), and to the evils that follow
like a train in the wake of a love
of money.
n. Food and Clothing (w. 25-32).
Some who have no great desire to
amass riches are nevertheless in
constant anxiety about food and
raiment for the morrow; in fact, it
is true of some who have great
riches that they live in fear lest
In recent laboratory "smoking
next month or next year or ten
years from now they may be in
bowl" tests. Prince Albert burned
need.
What is the answer of the Lord
Jesus? Consider the birds. They
are not able to work nor are they
able to pray, but God feeds them.
Consider the glory of the flowers of
the fields, for not even a king can
dress himself in such beauty. "Are
ye not much better than they?" (v.
26).
"As far as known, no bird ever
tried to build more nests than' its
neighbors; no fox ever fretted because it had only one hole in which
to hide; no squirrel ever died of
anxiety lest he should not lay up
ffcan the average of th» 3O other of thm IM*«C*.
enough nuts for two winters instead
of one; and no dog ever lost any
•offIn* brands tested—cootort of all I
sleep over the fact that he did not
have enough bones laid aside for
his declining years" (Public Health
ES, SIR-EE-«makin'sw
Service).
Thousands ol "matin's" fans
smokers—there's a big tip have always praised EA. as the
Proper forethought is good and
right for we are intelligent beings,
for you here! Experts in a na- cooler-smoking brand. EA,'s
but anxiety about our daily needs
tionally known independent choice tobacco* smoke fullis always dishonoring to God.
laboratory recently made bodied-richer-tasting, YET
in. The Future (w. 33, 34).
"smoking bowl" comparisons to EASIER ON THE TONGUE.
Why will we fret ourselves about
find the COOLEST-SMOKING Prince Albert is "no-bite"
the future? It is to God's hands,
and even if it were in our hands,
TOBACCO! Automatic smok- treated! The famous E A.acrimp
what could we do about it? Even
ing and heat-registering ma- cut" smokes cooler, draws easier.
tomorrow, with its needs and its
chines registered and printed Besides, it rolls up faster, neater
blessings, with Us joy and Us sorthe findings every step of the —without bunching or spilling—
rows, is not yet here, and when it
does come, there wil] be God's graway. Results—Prince Albert because it Jays right. There's no
cious provision for each passing
burned 86 degrees COOLER other tobacco like Prince Albert!
hour.
than the average of the 30 other GetPrinceAlbertfor your papers
Unsaved friend, will you not take
of the largest-selling brands today. (So cool in pipes, too!)
the Lord Jesus Christ just now as
tested...coolest of alll
your personal Saviour and let Him
solve the problems of your life as
you put the kingdom of God first?
Christian friend, if you too have
been bearing burdens which are not
honoring to God, will you not tell
Him just now, and put them down
at the feet of the Lord Jesus?
"Casting all your care upon himfor he careth for you" (I Pet. 5-7)'
which might properly be translated!
"Casting all your worries (or distractions) on Him, for He worrieth
about you."

SMOKES!

86 DEGREES

Y

Be Still Then and Know
Only in the sacredness of inward
silence does the soul truly meet the
secret, hiding God. The strength of
resolve, which afterwards shapes
life and mixes itself with action, is
the fruit of those sacred, solitary
moments when we meet God alone
—F. W. Robertson.

•rvtte* to mry handy
tta of Prtac* WkMt

FIFTY-SEVEN

Doable Romance
[OMAN DIES Dangerous
IAY EVENING Is Theme of Unusoal Film
jrer Johnson, 47, Dies
Illness of Several
neral Held Sunday
rational Church*.
Myer Johnson, 47, a
i community since 1916,
ae in Benton township
last Friday evening,
ness of several weeks.
|was such that medical
ble to help her, and
before her death
;ient for several weeks
lc hospital.
i was born Jan. 1, 1892,
i, being a, daughter of
John Gunderman. She
days at Lenox and
was united in marIyer. They made their
in Benton township
;of Mr. Myer on June
Following his death
•Anita and lived here
' years, later returning
|0n Nov. 25, 1925, she
G. U. Johnson.
by two children,
and Wayne Johnson,
are her parents; four
J. Gunderman of InL. E. Gunderman of
iL F. C. Gunderman of
a., and H. R. Gunder; and two sisters, Mrs.
Lisbon, Iowa, and
;• Of Wilmington, Cal.
ed her in death,
[was well liked in the
she lived, and al1 by being a cripple,
ke part in the affairs
She enjoyed her
Sren, and was always
Fa helping hand to those
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BRIARDALE GROCERY

A double romance flourishing under
the shadow of imminent death in a
remote tropic jungle forms the theme
of "Five Came Back," unusual screen
offering marked by an exceptional
cast, and the feature attraction at the
Rialto Theatre Saturday and Sunday
evenings.
The story action takes place chiefly
in a jungle clearing where a big
transport plane is forced down during
a storm, far off its course. The eleven
persons marooned during the weeks
it takes to repair the motor create
a little world of their own and their
loves and jealousies, their rivalry and
cowardice and heroism, all are woven
into a vivid dramatic fabric.
The drama is enhanced by the fact
that the little party is surrounded by
head-hunting Jivaro Indians, who
manage to slay two of the men before the plane is ready to take off,
and who are preparing a mass attack on the intruders. And the final
dramatic punch occurs when at the
last minute it is found that the crudely repaired craft cannot carry them
all—that only five members of the
group can go, and that the others
are doomed to a death that will come
long before any help could be sent
back to them.
Such noted players as Chester Morris, Lucille Ball, Wendy Barrie, John
Carradine, Allen Jenkins, Joseph Calleia, C. Aubrey Smith, Kent Taylor,
Patric Knowles and Elisabeth Risdon
are included in the featured cast of
this unique picture.
On the program for Saturday and
Sunday will be the latest issue of the
March of Time entitled, "Uncle Sam
—The Farmer." The film presents a
dramatic pictorial story of the life,
work, hopes and problems of the 32
million Americans who comprise this
country's farm population.

VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
COCOA—
CRACKERS—
GWC Breakfast,
Burch's Saltines,
2 lb
2-lb.
OA
caddy
fcSH,
can
*»vC
GELATINE—
PANCAKE FLOUR—
Briardale,
Tall Corn,
all flavors,
3-lb. bag
3 packages..
CURRANTS—
Briardale brand,
RAISINS—
'Thompson" seedless,
$-ounce
3 >
package
pounds
CRANBERRY SAUCE
. ShUrfine brand,
PRUNES—
Santa Claras,
17-ounce
40-50 size,
can ..."
2 pounds
ORANGES—
GRAPE FRUIT—
California
Texas Marsh seedless,
344 size,
each
BEANS—
SWEET POTATOES—
Best hand picked
Virginia Red Stars,
Michigan navies,
7
3
pounds
pounds
CHILI-ETS,can . :
lOc
CORN MEAL MUSH, can
lOc
CORN BEEF HASH, can
19c
DINTY MOORE BEEF STEW, can... .19c
CHOCOLATE DROPS
OATS-^
Vanilla filled,
Briardale quick or
2
regular,
. -I A
pounds
4i*Jv
large tube
*•'*COCO-WHEATS—
BOYSENBERRIES—
Cocoa coated
The most delicious of
farina,
all berries,
package
No. 2 cans....

'

20c

14c

23c

19c

for

15c

lc

25c

17c

^

25c

Irges Boys and Girls to START
Enroll in J-H Club Work
All Cass county farm girls and boys
who want to participate in 4-H club
activities during the 1938-39 club year
should enroll immediately, regardless
of what projects they plan to participate in, Dale Bush, county agent, announced this week.
"We are. attempting to complete
all 4-H enrollments, for both girls
and boys, during the month of Novetn)er, so that the enrollments will have
an opportunity to participate in a full
year of club activities."
Other counties in the state are likewise attempting to complete all enrollments in the fall.
Last year there were 158 4-H club
boys and 145 club girls in Cass county, belonging to boys and girls 4-H
clubs respectively, Mr. Bush said.
Most of these who have not reached
the 21-year age limit will enroll again
this fall.
"We're inviting all farm girls between 12 and 21 and all farm boys
between 10 and 21 to become members
if they aren't already participating."
Cirls should enroll immediately so
they will be able to attend the first
meetmg 6f their clubs on the home
furnishing project, which is the major
home economics study for girls the
next year. Miss Mary Louis Simon
of the Iowa State college extension
staff will meet with leaders of clubs
for the first training school Jan. 11,
1940.
Additional activities for girls will
include music and conservation study
in wild life.
Boys who enroll will have an opportunity to participate in 12 types
of club work. They include baby beef,
purebred baby beef, dairy heifer, market lamb, purebred ewe and lamb, western lamb feeding project, purebred
sow and litter, market litter, market
pig, colt, poultry and .corn.
"Participation in club work not only
enables girls and boys to learn by
doing, but develops personality, selfassurance and acquaintanceships which
are equally valuable," Mr. Bush emphasized.

DRIVE ON
DRIVERS LICENSES

Statewide Campaign Against Motor
Vehicle Operators Who Do Not
Have New 1939-41 Drivers Licenses Started This Week.
Karl Fischer, state commissioner,
of public safety, announced Monday
that a statewide campaign against
motor vehicle operators who do not
yet have their 1939-41 Iowa drivers
licenses would start immediately.
Fischer issued orders to state highway patrolmen to begin stopping cars
and checking drivers licenses.
"Those who do not have their new
1939-41 licenses will be issued summonses and sent to court," Fischer
said.
Iowa law makes failure to have a
drivers license a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of $10 to $100 or
30 days in jail.
The public- safety department has
issued approximately one million new
licenses. Fischer said the department
has a list of 2,700 licenses returned
by postal authorities because of insufficient or improper address.
Such lists are available at each
county sheriff's office, Fischer said.
The safety commissioner also announced that applications for renewal of chauffeurs licenses will be received beginning Nov. 15.
J. P. Christensen and wife returned
home Sunday evening from a three
days' visit w&h William Masching
and family at Vesta, Minn.
Andrew Wiegand, a well known and
long time resident of Anita, has been
confined to his home the past week,
suffering from an abscess on the neck.

At her home on Chestnut Street
Friday afternoon, Mrs. Fred Boren
was hostess to the members of the
Friday bridge club. Besides the memADAIR WILL VOTE
bers present, there was one other
guest, Mrs. Floyd 'Dement. Mrs.
ON NEW FRANCHISE
R. W. Forshay held high score at
A special election will be held in
Announcing local representative of bridge.
Adair on Thursday, Dec. 21, to vote on Real Silk hosiery. Mrs. Herbert
the question of granting the Iowa Bartley, Anita, phone 200.
2t
The local drive for members and
Electric Co. a 20-year franchise for
for donations for the Red Cross will
On Friday of this week, Mr. and
furnishing electric current for that
be made this week, according to an
Mrs.
Fred Dittman will quietly ob»wn. The electric company agrees,
announcement made Tuesday by Mrs.
f the franchise is granted, to install serve their 58th. wedding anniversary. Floyd Dement, local chairman. If
lectroliers on Main Street, replace
C. S. Ford of Guthrie Center, divi- anyone is missed during the solicitahe eight street lights on U. S. highsion
manager of the Iowa Electric tion, and would like to make a donaway No. 6 with nineteen new type
tion, they can do so by making their
ighway lights, with each lamp four Co., had his car completely demolished contribution to Mrs. Guy Steinmetz at
one
night
last
week
when
it
left
the
imes brighter than the present lamp,
Miller's Market.
•line additional lights will be installed grade on a turn as he was returning
n the residence district and in Mel- to his home from a business trip to
in Memorial park. The company Des Moines. The accident happened
two miles east of Grimes on highway
Iso agrees to build a high tension
No. 64. Mr. Ford, who was alone,
ine to the athletic field and furnish
states he doesn't know exactly how the
ransformers and poles for a lighted
accident
happened, but believes as he
The November term of the Cass
ootball field. They will also furnish
was rounding a corner, his wheels hit county district court opened at the
he labor for installation of reflectors
and other equipment necessary for the shoulder along the pavement, caus- court house in Atlantic Tuesday
night illumination.
The concrete ing him to lose control. The car hit j morning, with Judge H. J. Mantz of
bridge over the Rock Island railroad the end of a guard rail, and rolled I Audubon presiding,
s to be rewired by the utility com- over twice as it went down the em-j The grand jury, which ordinarily
pany, and numerous highway type bankment. Luckily, Mr. Ford escaped assembles on the first day of the term,
did not meet since there were no matights are to be installed on side with minor bruises.
ters for its consideration. Petit jurstreets of the business section.
P. T. A. PROGRAMS
ors, who are to report for service
next Monday morning, are as folARE
ANNOUNCED
If you want the best tank heater
lie the smallest busi-j
DISTRICT COURT .dairy and poultry sales. The impor- on the market, see our line before
lows:
Bte store during'the
'
tance of the poultry industry in the
Mrs. R. W. Forshay, Miss Winona
Anita—Leslie Crandall, Fred Ehryou buy. Farmers Coop., Anita
New Albin with sales
Five persons, arrested in Atlantic a . state is shown by the fact that sales of 'owa.
Kyle
and Mrs. M. M. Feller, the pro- man, John Hjortshoj, Mrs. Lloyd Hartf
week ago in a drive against violations ' poultry and eggs are the source of apgram committee for the Anita Parent- ris, Mrs. Solon A. Karns, James Rickel,
eipts at other state i of the state liquor and beer laws, proximately 12 per cent of the farmPostmaster and Mrs. Gteorge O. Teachers Association, Tuesday issued M. O. Woodall, Charles A. Young and
f part of the state were as j pleaded guilty to county attorney's ers' income.
imither1'visited from Saturday until a detailed program for the different Raymond Nelson.
ntic, $6,669.28; Carroll, informations Monday morning in the
Income from the sale of milk and Monday at Nevada, Iowa, with their meetings for the year 1989-40. With
Atlantic—Mrs. L. C. Allender, Mrs.
>n, $7,277.76; Red Oak, Cass county district court in Atlantic butterfat accounts for about 15 per daughter, Mrs. Stan Curtis and hus- the exception of the December meet- Blanche Bibby, R. A. Berry, D. E.
, $5,311.56; Adel, $2,- and were assessed fines totaling $1,200. cent of the total.
ng, a short business session will be Crabtree, Carl Davis, Paul Enarson,
>and.,
•
9n, $3,802.96; Stuart,
Judge H. J. Mantz of Audubon was
Carl explained the items omitted
leld at each meeting. Following are Troy C. Fisher, Frank Gaylord, Mrs.
et, $2,775.66; Avoca, presiding as the five stood before the | in the 1940 report probably would be
On Tuesday, Nov. 21, Kenneth Gip- :he programs for the different meet- Julius Herman, Norman Holmes, Mrs.
iswold, $1,291.00; Villis-J bar of justice to enter pleas of guilty i inserted once every three years to ple is holding a public sale of stock ngs:
Dave Jones, Jame* Howorth, George
Corning, $3,157.33; Wai-, to charges filed by County Attorney _ check the trends.
Sept. 21. Teachers reception; vo- lebsen, Charles Jobes, Anna Lessen,
and machinery at the C. O. Gipple
and Greenfield, $2,-, Roscoe S. Jones. All five had origin-'arm 21& miles north of Anita. He cal solo, Miss Almeda Nieth; address, Mrs. O. W. Pagel, Floyd H. Peterson.
ally waived to the grand jury, but the
Miss Mary Agnes Bongers, a stu- will sell 8 head of horses, 27 head of 'What's in a Name," Rev. Thos. B. Roy Preston, Mrs. Charles Priest, Mrs.
filing of county attorney's informations dent at St. Joseph's Academy in Des cattle, 4 sows and 31 pigs, some hay, Dixon.
Mary Rothe,- Gregory Rains, Mrs. C. V.
wife and daughter, obviated the necessity of obtaining Moines, was home to spend Armistice and a full line of farm machinery.
Oct. 19. Address, "County Organi- Welcher, John Wheatley, Jr. and Carl
Churdan, Iowa, spent grand jury indictments,
day and Sunday with her parents, Leo Frank Barber will be the auctioneer zation in Tuberculosis," with health Wiuff.
/relatives and friends in j James L. Hudson, hotel bellboy, was V. Bongers and wife,
and C. E. Parker the clerk. Mr. and slides, by Mrs. Rendelman of Des
Cumberland—Reka Lewis, Adolph
were also visitors in assessed a $300 fine for bootlegging
Mrs. C. O. Gipple are moving to Anita Moines; music by girls glee club.
Pettinger, Mrs. Henry Schrader and
Mrs. Joy's sister, Mrs. and was sentenced to 90 days in the
Mike Metz, son of Supervisor and to make their home and will live in
Nov. 16. Demonstration of school Lester Tupker.
family.
county jail, but Judge Mantz suspend- Mrs. Mike Metz of Wiota, was one of the property on Walnut Street now work by the grades under Miss GretchGriswold—May Gittins and Gilbert
ed the jail term on Hudson's good be- [ 250 Iowa State college mechanical en- occupied by Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bart- en Budd and Miss Gladys McKinney; Kennedy.
i was taken from the safe havior.
gineering students and faculty men ley.
address, "Character Building Through
Massena—Dennis F. Casey and Anof the Standard Oil Co.' Pleading guilty to a charge of sell-' who toured Chicago and Milwaukee
the Use of Art," Mrs. Walter Hutton na Jensen.
ated by Kenneth Turner, ing beer on Sunday, Earl Hawes, op- last week on their annual inspection
A surprise bridge party and hand- of Des Moines.
Marne—Andrew Christensen and
ly jmorning. Mr. Tur- erator of the Red Mill cafe, and Man- trip. They visited factories, mills and kerchief shower was given by Miss
December (date not set.) Christ- William Shahan.
be theft took place some nie Barringer of the Railroad restaur- power plants in the industrial centers Doris Taylor last Thursday evening mas program by school.
Wiota—Mrs. Bertha Claussen and
7:30 and 10:30 o'clock, ant, were each fined $300, with the al-' of the two cities,
at the J. A. Wagner home as a fareJan. 18. Hobby night, supervised by Lena Kurtenbach.
time Mr. Turner and his tentative of spending 90 days in jail, j
well to Miss Otellia Petersen. 'Miss Miss Doris Taylor; play by junior high
Mitchell, were outside A similar fine was divided between ] By a vote of 231 to 169, Greenfield Petersen leaves Dec. 2 to attend Iowa grades.
The W. H. M. S. of the Methodist
moat of the time and a Bert and Clara Wert, operators of voters Friday approved the proposi- State Teachers college at Cedar Falls.
Feb. 15. Patriotic program in church met at the home of Mrs. B. W.
persons were in and out The Bungalow, on a charge of Sunday tion to place their municipal light and Besides the guest of honor, and host- charge of Anita American Legion
Robison last Thursday afternoon. Mtrs.
including two strangers beer sale.
I water works system under a board of ess, the following were present: the Auxiliary.
Nellie Holmes had the devotions, Mrs.
aving their cars serviced.
The arrests, involving all Atlantic trustees to be appointed by Mayor Misses Mildred and Clara Wiese, Lois
March 21.
Election of officers;
safe was locked without people, were made a week ago last C. C. Haddock. The Greenfield coun Duthie, Gretchen Budd, Beth Knowl- choral reading demonstration, super- Eric Osen had charge of the enigmas,
[being checked, and from Sunday night by city and county auth- cil previously has controlled the sys ton, Lola Ludwig, Mrs. Neil Johnson vised by Miss Irmine Brown, guest and the lesson frtm the study book
was given by Mrs. Arthur V. Long.
T,noon, when the theft was orities, following a two months in- terns. Expansion of the electri and Mrs. Meldon Petersen of Exira speaker.
Mrs. Louise Hardersen and Rev. Long
" either Turner or Mitchell vestigation by two special state plant, at a cost of $72,000, is unde Prizes were won by Lois Duthie ant
April 18. Installation of officers: were visitors. At the close of the
office.
agents.
j way.
Clara Wiese.
school exhibit.
meeting a lunch was served.

BUTTERMILK AND
"On Borrowed Time."
At the Rialto this (Wednesday) evices were held Sunday eninK. v*11 be presented one of the
i;00 o'clock at the Con- most daring and unusual stories ever
ch, with Rev. Thos. filmed entitled, "On Borrowed Time."
Slating. Interment was ! It is a thought provoking and inspiring story, full of heart warming
en cemetery.
Se services was furnish- humor and affection.' Very briefly,
For the first time, the numbers of
;M. Adair, Miss Marie. jt is the storv of an <>W grandfather mechanical corn pickers and grain
who is
me and C. H. Bartley, I
^raid to die lest the grandcombines on Iowa farms will be enumthe piano by Mrs. i s o n whom he adores falls into the
erated
the
era
e 1940 assessors' reports,
They sane "No Night hands of a scheming and unscrupulous
fa min ™
«™ ««»»»™ "^"^
v
ineysang JNO ««'« a nl .
Leslie M. Carl, federal-state agriculto Face" and "Rock " tural statistician, said this week.
__bearers were William i Lionel Barrymore, as the grandTo further augment the agricultural
er Darling, James Wil- father, gives what will probably be
statistics
collected, the assessors also
a
« «» finest contribution he w
Richter, Frank Smith
motion ' *^ Bather the dairy cow population,
pictures. The grandson is? enacted itotel number °* chifkens and number
by the most talked of youngster o f , of laying hens for the first time
said the
e five items had been
the year, Bobs Watson. In other roles added tosal
a
uueu w the assessors' books to meet
*9 709 90, re Sir Cedric Hardwicke, master, *
"'" »•»«•»«'»- "" •""
W55.55 craftsman of stage and screen, Beulah !the "strong pressure of requests' for
i-^
,. •,,
, , -LT
„.
i accurate information on the subjects.
Bondi,
Una -.,
Merkel,
Nat. r*
Pendleton,
the monthly «port H
Tabulation of radios on farms and
TraverSi Grftnt Mitdldl Ian !
a
dquor Control Commis- Wo]f Ei, Mftl
and James Burke .;f rm automobiles wil be omitted m
" Anita store for the, ^ int tetion of Death and the the 194° reP°rt9' Carl e^P^ed, beber amounted to $2,- „
of ^ hereafter afforded b j cause the percentage change has not
' """-'"•
picture are the highlights of its varied much in recent years
gyy
Studies made by the WPA have mi at the local store were imagery.
dicated th4 use
The program will include the Terry-the
^ corn pickers .and
itate owned stores, sales Toon cartoo «Orphan Duck," and
K^eral mechanization of agriculOctober totaled $1,- | Iowa news flashes.
ture have displaced a sizeable number
with $948,539.97
of farm laborers in Iowa.
•Store No. 1 in Des
Iowa farmers derive more than a
sales of $51,024.45 FIVE PAY FINES IN
fourth of their total farm income from

Mechanical Corn Pickers
- to Be Listed By Assessors

les at Anita
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COTTAGE CHEESE

November Term of Cass
Court Opened Tuesday
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SOYBEANS ARE VALUABLE
LN A DAIRY RATION

COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS

PETERSEN'S

Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
October 27, 1939.
Up to a certain point, whole soyThe
Town
Council of the Town of
PHONE 300
beans have a distinct advantage over
Phone 29
We Deliver
soybean oilmeal as a concentrate for Anita, Iowa, met pursuant to the
dairy cattle, according to Dwight Espe, rules of said Council in special sesIowa State college dairy husbandry- sion, on call of the Mayor, at the
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
c
time and place designanted in the
man.
following
call,
a
copy
of
which
sign15c
The advantage of whole soybeans
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
C
is particularly marked where each ed by the Mayor, has been personally
9c
animal gets up to 4 pounds of soy- served on each member of the Council
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 tall cans
19c
beans daily. Where cattle are fed, a sufficient time before said meeting,
C
CRANBERRY SAUCE, Clover Farm, can
15c
more than that there is little difference and service of which had been duly
in the value of soybeans and soybean accepted by each member.
9c
SEEDLESS RAISINS, bulk, 2 pounds
15c
Anita, Iowa,
PANCAKE
&
WAFFLE
FLOUR,
Dixiana,
pkg.
.23c
points out that a bushel of |
October 26, 1939.
BROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
19c
c
soybeans contains at least 60 pounds j To Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, R.
of soybean oil. The same amount of
O. Howard, A. J. Kopp and Andrew
SOAP, Clover Farm naptha, 5 bars
17c
C
Petersen, -Councilmen.
solvent-extracted soybean oilmeal conPUFFED WHEAT, cello package, 2 for
18c
Dear
Sir:
tains only about a pound of oil.
You are hereby notified that a meetA pound of oil produces about twice
SWEET POTATOES, 10 pounds
29c
as' much energy "as a pound of car-! ing of the Council of the Town of
bohydrates or proteins. The big value Anita, Iowa, will be held on the 27th
GRAPE FRUIT, 96 size, per dozen
29c
of the oil in the cow's ration, how- day of Oct. 1939, at the Town Wall, aforesaid additional aggregate amount
Absent, Andrew Petersen.
•r, is the use which the cow makes, within said Town, at 7:30 o'clock P.
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
The minutes of previous meetin e j
now due have been assigned to the
of the oil in milk secretion.
j M., for the purpose of considering a
Anita State Bank, Anita, Iowa, and were read and approved.
Espe explains that the cow man- j report of the Engineer for the Town
The Treasurer's report was read ai
said Town authorized to deliver said
ufactures butterfat in part from body j in connection with the construction of
approved.
bonds
to
said
bank,
assignee,
on
paybest "slogan" soaped on their windows, j fat b y t she a]so uges ,jj rec t]y a bout j a complete municipal electric light and
The following bills were
ment of said claims and said bank
Don Brady won the prize with h i s ,
of the fa( . in j,er rat j on fo r power plant and distribution system
and
ordered paid:
is
authorized
to
accept
said
bonds
in
Established 1883.
offering, "Runs as easy as soap °" the procjuction of buttevfat. Therefore, for said Tffwn; and for the transCorporation Fund.
payment
and
satisfaction
of
said
windows on Hallowe'en." There was jshg needs from g to 4 per cert of it jact j on of sucn o(,her business as may
Published Every Thursday and Entered plenty of competition. Quick to get | ^
3. P. Darrow> salary . *
$
claims;
now
therefore
]
milk
i
come
before
said
meeting.
her p r a j n r a t f o n to proc uce
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, «s into the spirit of the thing, youngFred Exline, salary
IT
IS
RESOLVED
by
the
Town
Respectfully,
most economically. In other words,
Second Class Mail Matter.
Council of the Town of Anita, Iowa, George" L. Bills, salary and
sters struck a new note in Hallowe'en- up to -1 pounds of soybeans in the
(Signed)
C. F. Darrow,
killing dog
Section 1. That the reports of ening
when
they
soaped
on
a
neighborW. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher
Mayor.
ration seems to have a distinct adSolon
A. Karns, salary
gineers,
Stanley
Engineering
Coming window: "Use Blank's soap—we vantage over soybean oilmeal f&r
The meeting was called to order by
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year did."
Anita Municipal Utilities, hall
pany,
referred
to
in
the
preamble
of
dairy cattle.
the Mayor, and the roll being called,
lights
Since soybean oil is liquid at or- there were present, C. F. Darrow, this resolution, be and the same are
Official Town and County Newspaper
Iowa
Electric Company, hall
Found the Birds.
[ d i n a r y temperatures, too much of this Mayor, in the chair, and the following received and approved.
Member of .National Editorial
lights for September
Game wardens at Eagle Grove knew oj]
Section 2. That the Town Treasurer
ration m|ght ,ower thfi me]t.
named Councilmen:
Association, and
that some duck hunters had been ing point of the butter, which should ; Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, R. C. is authorized and directed to deliver Dement Implement Company,
shooting pheasants but searched the
gas
-.
be avoided, especially in summer. | Howard, A. J. Kopp and Andrew Pet- to the Anita State Bank, Anita, Iowa,
car thoroughly w i t h o u t result Per-1 SoybeanS| Espe says> are one of the ersen
assignee, Municipal Electric Light and Tribune Publishing Company,
printing
plexed, they thought of one more pas- best home _ grown protein feeds availPower Plant and Distribution System
Absent:
pible hiding place. "Take off your able to Iowa dairymen. When crackRose
& Moelck Oil Company,
Revenue Bonds of the Town of Anita,
None.
hoots," they requested, and found the
gas . .
i.;,;S
cQrn and oats>
fgd
dated
July
1,
1939,
in
an
aggregate
Councilman Alfred Dement introErnest Burke, 11 meetings .. HJ|
pheasants tucked into the rubber wad- j ;- "jy- the" needed protein and fat in
amount
of
$17,000.00;
said
bonds
to
be
duced and read the resolution next
• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f f - f ing boots of the suspects. $25 per bird jth<j ratjon _ ^^ thfi oj , .g extracted
Alfred Dement, 16 meetings . .
its numbered and to mature as follows:
R. C. Howard, 16 meetings . .
«•
AROUND IOWA. + was the prevailing rate for pro-season they will provide a satisfactory source
Bonds
Nos.
66
and
67,
$2,000
due
A.
• f ^ - f - t - - t - - f - f - t - - f - t - t - - » - - f - * pheasantry.
A. J. Kopp, 8 meetings ...
December
1,
1950.
of protein.
| J. Kopp, and after due consideration
Bonds Nos. '78 to 83, both inclusive, Andrew Petersen, IB meetings
"But if you have raised soybeans thereof by the Council, the Mayor put
Fell Into Kettle.
Future Iron Man.
Road Fund.
$6,000 due December 1, 1952,
this year or can buy them from your
Will Loudon of Clarinda is no misIx?onard Wells, 4-year-old son of neighbors, remember that the oil in the question upon the adoption of said
Anita Lumber Company, supBonds
Nos.
87
to
95,
both
inclusive,
sionary, but he knows how it would
resolution and the roll being called,
plies ...... ........... ...... 43.1iil
feel to run afoul of a cannibal tribe. Mr. and Mrs. William Wells of Mil- the beans makes them especially val- [ the f 0 ]] owing name d Councilmen vot- $9,000 due December 1, 1963.
ford,
was
hanging
on
a
chain
at
the
Light Fund.
uable as a dairy cattle feed. In other j e( j.
While doing some repair work in the
Passed and approved this 27th day
Anita
Municipal
Utilities, adslaughter house at his home, he slipped side of a truck near his home last words, whole soybeans are to rows
of
October,
1939.
Ayes:
vance
payment
. . . . .......
when the scaffolding gave way and week. His hold slipped and he fell what 'pie a la mode' is to us," Espe
C.
F.
Darrow,
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement,
Fire Fund.
fell onto—not quite into—a kettle of beneath the rear wheel, which passed says.
Mayor.
R.
C.
Howard,
A.
J.
Kopp
and
Anita Lumber Company, ladscalding water, dipping one arm into over his pelvic region. The child was
Attest:
Andrew Petersen.
rushed to a physician's office and later PROTECTIVE DIETS REDUCE
der and pike pole
.........
it. He is getting along all right.
Solon
A.
Karns,
Nays:
to a hospital for observation. Next
Sinking Fond.
CASH LOSS FROM COLDS
Town Clerk.
None.
morning, puzzled physicians let him
Quite a Quitter.
No further business appearing, a Anita State Bank, bonds and
Whereupon the Mayor declared the
Some day
An estimated loss of three billion
"Maw said I couldn't do it but I return home— unhurt.
interest
..................
motion
to adjourn carried.
said resolution duly adopted as foltold her, there ain't a doggone thing he'll play on the S. U. I. football team, dollars annually in time and money lows> to wit:
No further business appearing, i|
Solon A. Karns,
from colds and related diseases could
you can do that I can't." That's how no doubt.
motion by Burke and seconded by|
Town Cerk.
RESOLUTION.
be drastically curtailed by good nutriO. A. Bishop, 75 year old Greene counKopp, to adjourn carried.
WHEREAS, the Tovm of Anita,
Many a Slip,
tion, according to Mrs. Ethel Martin,
ty resident, launched himself on a
Solon A, Karns,
COUNCIL
PROCEEDINGS.
"There's many a slip twixt the cup Director of Nutrition of the National Iowa, heretofore entered into contracts
career as a quilter. He made his
Town Clerk.
with Jensen Construction Co. and G.
first quilt for his own use in a trailer and the lip," goes the old saying. Dairy Council.
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa
"Diet doesn't cure a cold, but it W. Jones Electric Co. and Worthington
house on a "dare" with Mrs. Bishop Joe Novak, 55, Mitchell county farmNovember 6, 1939.
and has since promised to make a er, was in Northwood one day last can contribute to the prevention of Pump and Machinery Corporation for
The
Town
Council met in regular
quilt for each of his twelve children. week figuring on a new corn sheller. • a cold. While all food constituents are the construction of the municipal elec- session with the following members
Then he went home to clean his shot- necessary to good nutrition," says Mrs. tric light and power plant and distriThree have been completed.
present:
la reduced in *ii*. The
gun. He did not return to cose the Martin, "certain ones have specific bution system for said Town; and
hw fctt limply b»
Mayor C. P. Darrow; Councilmen p»in
•PPlyin* FA1RYFOOT.
WHEREAS,
subsequent
to
the
endeal
for
the
corn
sheller,
as
the
gun
value in preventing inroads of infecNobody Hurt.
Get
*
«Mll «!«e trUl
gineers reports received and approved Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, R. C. pk*. of Fair/foot today.
All's well that ends well and a accidentally discharged, shooting him tion, particularly vitamin A, of which bv
this
Council on October 6, 1939, Howard, A. J. Kopp.
BONGER8 BROS.
young man at Waverly has nothing n the heart and causing instant death. dairy products are a most important
the
engineers
for said Town, Stanley
source.
heavier on his conscious this week
May Own Sanitarium.
"Experiments with' vitamin A on Engineering Company formerly Young
than the necessity of paying for a
Jasper county may own the old Vic- deficient albino rats have demonstrated & Stanley Inc., have filed their furthfew automobile windows. When he
er
fired at gej-abbit, scampering up the oria sanitarium at Colfax in the near their increased liability to infection,! reports showing additional partial
'uture.
The
sanitarium,
harking
back
especially of the respiratory tract, the; fulfillment of said construction- conGreat Wewtern railroad cut near Wav1 tracts and their approval of addi«rly, the extra-heavy load was high o the days when Colfax mineral wat- urinary tract and the eyes.
;
'A well-balanced diet which includes tional amounts due work done and maand crashed into an automobile oc- >r made that city an outstanding
cupied by M'r. and Mrs. Paul Fasset lealth resort, has recently been op- the 'protective' foods, milk, butter, i terial furnished and recommending
When your pigs are healthy and eat well, it's only natural that
and three year old daughter. The six- erated by an Excelsior Springs sani- cheese, ice cream, eggs, fruits and payment of additional amounts due
they grow faster if they get all of the good from the feed. Watkins
t o said
.arium
but
recently
went
to
the
counMineralized Hog Tonic stimulates the appetite and helps digestion so
vegetables, has a definite effect o n ;
contractors in the aggregate
foot pattern of heavy buckshot broke
that hogs eat more and get the most good from their feed. It is not
out the windows, dented the car body .y with $3,000 back taxes assessed reduction of the annual loss from colds \ °^ $16,863.25, and there remains a
a medicine but does supply the minerals that are needed for strong,
in 30 places, showered the occupants against it. Owners have three months by building body resistance against,' balance of $215.44 due for payment
sturdy bones that will carry a lot of pork.
n
which
to
redeem
it.
this infection."
of miscellaneous expenses incurred by
with broken glass, but hurt no one.
My customers tell me that their hogs get to market sooner at a
said Town heretofore approved by the
lower cost when they feed Watkins Mineralized <Hog Tonic. Give mf
Doing Nicely.
BETHANY LAMES AID HOLDS
Husking Bee.
I Town Council in connection with said
a chance to prove how it will make money for you. I'll tell you more
Carol Ann Wilburn of Corning, who
W I N N E R AND LOSER PARTY . improvement, and revenue bonds to
Friends staged a husking bee on
about it when I call to show you my bargains in the famous Watkins
Products.
a large scale for Mrs. Myrtle Dow of entered this vale of tears last week
,~;
' tne amount of $17,000.00 should now
A wnner and loser party was held j be delivered t, said contractorg of ^
Kildow recently, picking 2,700 bushels weighing only three pounds, is reported doing very nicely.
on Tuesday evenmg of last week by \ assignS) in accordance with ^ ^
of corn for her in one day.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOB FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
CLEANSER, cleans, scrubs and scours, 3 cans. .n
COFFEE, Paxton gas roasted. 1-lb. jar 25c, 2-lbs.. 49c
TOILET SOAP, Camay or Palmolive, 4 bars
23
SUGAR, with $1.00 grocery order, 10-lbs
4
GRAHAM CRACKERS, fine for pie crust, 2-lbs... 19
FLOUR, Silk Finish, money back guar. 24i/2-lbs... 69c
PUMPKIN, fancy No. 2 cans, 2 for
i
CELERY, fancy stock
io
LETTUCE, No. 5 California, head
IQ
Bethany Lutheran Ladies Aid Bake Sale at This
Store Saturday Afternoon.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

My Painful—
BUNION

GET MORE CASH
FROM YOUR HOGS

EARL GARRETT

Bald Eagle.
A young hald eagle, with a wing
spread of over six feet, was turnec
to the state conservation commission
last week by Joe Casey and Wil
Whitmore of Dysart. The two men
saw the bird on the ground, drove it
into a fence corner and captured it
It appeared to be exhausted, flying
only for short distances before its capture. At Knoxville, a bald eagle was
not so fortunate, being shot down by
a curious hunter who was reprimand
<•(! by (Same Warden Don Nichols.
New Hazard.
Wendell Cloyd, Monroe county rura
teacher, is another advocate of home
cooked meals. While dining out in a
restaurant in Moravia, he was wound
ed 28 times when a .shotgun which
had been leaning against the kitcher
wall slipped and fell U> the n n o r , dis
charging as it struck.
Brought $24,000.
A quarts [--section in Tama county
was sold by the Equitable of N«w
York last week for $24,000- $150 per
acre. Henry Hostman, who purchased
the farm, came to America from
Germany sixteen years ago, broke and
with $200 in debts.
Something New.
Frazer and 'Cooler, operators of
an automobile agency in Anamosa,
capitalized on the Hallowe'en spirit
recently by offering a prize for the

Two Months To Go.
On Nov. 1, 11 of Iowa's 99 counties Miller on Maple Street. The losers or i
had reported no auto f a t a l i t y in 193!). hostesses for the evening were Mrs.'
Miller, Mrs. Chas. Heck, Mrs. J o h n '
Hjortshoj, Mrs. Raymond Gregersen,
Farm Jinxed.
When Richard Rolfs, 40, was found Mrs. Ed. Jorgensen, Mrs. Fred Simon
dead under a tractor and plow at the and Rev. K. R. Jensen, and the guests
Nelson farm in Winneshiek county! 0 1 ' winners were Mrs. C. J Petersen,
last week, it was the second time
Edgar Petersen, Mrs. Frank
four years that a fatality of this sort I Mardesen, Mrs. Lawrence Christen-'
had occurred on the same farm. Four sen, Mrs. Arlo Christensen, Mrs. Her-'
years ago, Peter Surly met (loath in luf Jeppsen and Mrs. Raymond Nel-'
a tractor accident there.
•sen. Additional guests were Miss i
(He-Ilia Petersen, Miss Jeanette Me-!
Esal f ' a r r , w i f e ami daughter, Wil- Afee, Dolorous Gregersen and Mrs. ;
ladean, A. K. Choate and Mrs. Mamie Jorgensen. The evening was spent
Malcom spent Sunday in Fairfax, Mo., with different contests and games and
with Mr. ami Mrs. Mac Flanagan and playing Chinese checkers. Prize w i n - '
family.
ners in a penny contest were Mrs. Chas.:
Heck, Mrs. Arlo Christensen, Mrs.
B. Brodi'fsi'ii, wife and daughters,
H e r l u f Jeppsen, Mrs. Ed. Jorgensen,'
Hi'dwig and Mrs. Hilda Cation, and
Mrs. Tom Miller and Delorous GrejrMiss Minnie Pahl, all from Denison,
ersen, and Delorous Gregersen was the
ere Sunday visitors at the Ben Brodwinner of the apple contest. At the '
'.-ieri holne.
close of the meeting a lunch was
Duane Mattheis, who is employed served by the hostesses. Table decor'•" the Orrie Olson farm northwest of ations were fruit surrounded by m i n i - ,
KuUivfii, has been making a high ature turkeys and lighted candles in ]
record this fall husking corn. Last corn ear holders.
week he was husking more than iriO
Inland Brown, who is working jn
bushels a day. Last Wednesday he
Des
Moines, visited in the city over
husked 'M\ bushels in f o u r loads f r o m
•U' to 57 Imshels a U><ul, a,u\ ^le a)so Sunday with his parents, James T.
Brown and wife.
unloaded the f o u r loads himself w i t h
the use of a;i elevator. Duane is a
Mrs. Glen Johnson arid Miss Marie
sou «f Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M a t t h e i s Lindblom of LeMars, Iowa, are spendof Anita and graduated f r o m the ing the week in Anita with their parAnita high school with the class of ents, Oscar Lindblom and wife, and
with other relatives and friends.

RURAL WATKINS DEALER
Phone 342 J.
WHEREAS, claims representing the

306 West 7tfc. Street, Atlantic, Io»»

llllllllll

Notice To Taxpayers
-1*

¥

The first publication of the delinquent Real Estate
taxes for Cass County will be made on Saturday,
November 25th. The regular annual tax sale will
be held on December 4th., 1939.
You can pay your taxes up until closing time November 24th. and your property will not be advertised.

F. W. HERBERT
TREASURER OF CASS COUNTY

IIIIIIHIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIItillllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllll

OF LIFE

REAL ESTATE

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young

Child Would Love
These Dutch Doll]

By ED WHEELAN
EUROPCAH GIANTQ1RL- ALMA.-WEALEMNO- PROF.
MAN-MME
E.IEDS.RL. ALL CAME

-me EXASPERATED
ENTERED TUg $<SX

you - x VMRNT AJO MORB
AI'LL

- 00 VOO
UNDERSTAND "MAT ?"•

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Vincent Can't Resist a Bed
WELL, SIS, I'M
BACK-I KNBW
YOU'D NEED ME,
WITH YOUR
DISAPPOINTMENT
IN LOVE AN'
YOUR SICK DOG
AN» EVERYTHING

THANKS, VINCENT
YOU CAN GO IN
AND SEE PINTO
FOR A MINUTE IT MAY BE FOR
THE LAST TIME
8OO HOO!

THE FIRST OWE

HIM

ALL RI6HT
\/ERy&C?l
DOWM !'.'

THe POOR DARLING'S WAITING
TO BE OPERATED ONDON'T LET HER KNOW
HOW SERIOUS ,
IT IS ___^-'CZ--—f I'LL GO
EASY,

I DIONT K
VINCENT WOULD
TAKE (T SO HARD
I CAN' HEAR HIM
SIGHING - POOR
FELLOW'S
ALL
BROKEN
UP

I
Pattern 6475
Dolls are always fun to
When they work up <as quickly i
ihese (they're twd pieces \
band to round the head) yo_.
want to keep on making then
Pattern 8475 contains a patten]
and directions for making t
dolls and their clothes; materis
needed.
To obtain this pattern send
cents in coins to The Sewing all
cle, Household Arts Dept., 249 '"'"*
14th St., New York, N. Y.
Please write your name, ad-'l
dress* and'pattern number p\au4yf

mak Jay Variety

By C. M. PAYNE

It's Hard for a Fellah to Figure Out

S'MATTER POP

PEACE
!

«'TVHE greatest guarantee of peactJ
•*• a public opinion that desi<*
peace. Without a knowledge of
tacts we cannot have such a po!
opinion. Give light and the people i
find their own way."—D. S. "
Henry C. Lodge Jr.

MESCAL IKE

By

s. L. HUNTLEV

Pulf the Trigger on
Constipation, and

Miss Sally's Off to a Good Start

When constipation brine on acid indi-1
tion. bloating, way spells, gas, coated I
'— sour taste, and bad breath, your S

1 is probably loaded up with <#• |

POP— Someone's Unlucky
1

COULD MURDER THAT

MAN OF MINE- -

tain undigested food and your bowels ado t t
move. So you need both Pepsin to hejH
break up feat that rich undigested fooonl
your stomach, and Laxative Senna to pui I
the trigger on those lacy bowels. Sojtl
sure your laxative also contains Pew I
Take Dr. CaWwell'a Laxative, becauseffl|
Syrup Pepsin helps you gain that wo*)]
derful stomach-relief while the LaiQW1!
Senna moves your bowels. Tests prove M
power of Pepsin to disaolve those lunpig
undigested protein food which may u
toyour stomach, to cause belching, 6
acidity and nausea. This is how p.. _
inng your stomach helpftreUeve it otsMj
distress. At the Mme ume this medir
wakes up litey nerves and muscles in y
bowels to relieve your constipsltion.soj
how much better you fed by tak
laxative that aba puts Pepsin to v
that stomach discomfort, too. Even J
icky children Une to taste, this p^
faroUy laxative. Buy Dt. CaWnelh
ative—Senna with Syrup Bepsin t
druggist today I
^~ '

By J. MILLAR WATT
-LEAVING THE- NbN-HOUS&
DOOR OPEN!

WONT THEY COME
BACKS HOME
TO ROOST

MO.' ,
THE-YLL GO BACH HOME
TO ROOST/

Life'R Xhirrt
Life's thirst quenches itse«
With draughts which double
—Ano»|

front commoaj

That Hang

OMflnrnU«n rdUmttH UOtD
The Bell Syndicate. Inc.—WNU Service

"Did you post my letter. Mary?"
asked her mistress.
"Yis, mum, indeed I did."
"But why have you brought the
pennies I gave you for the stamps?"
"Sure, I didn't have to use one
mum," replied Mary. "I shlipped
th' letter in the box when nobody
was lukin'."
6lft1»i£D«tioilttK(!i)llltS8«S
10 QJMB UP bENPE FMklEft.

RR6UE5 THE IHMJER 60E5KT
iKM <t> HIM (ft UtttllflOV K

Brto SHRIEKS 16 6FfW>VK
p«S So IK SIMPLEST WW

What's in a Name!
Here is a list of towns with odd
names, which, with the state included, make interesting combinations: Ash, Kan.; Carpet Tex •
Ogoo, Ga.; Odear, Me.; Skeleton,
Fla ; Ka
™ y ' ; Sht°'
y- —
0-: Wall
Houdy,
Miss.;
Fiven, ' Tenn.
St
Journal.
Comparison
Spectator—I simply can't understand why anyone should miss a
putt as short as that.
Golfer—Let me remind you that
the hole is only four and a quarter
inches across and there is the whole
world outside it.

0

Cheerful News

y
the

CREOM'UTS.O

forCoufht,CkwtColdi,Bron

SF
fK^Sf
KARWMOUSHEO
CAUSE Of- FATAL
AT
CRASH

*

\WlATS6VtlZVft?PY IM^UCH

A

BARGAIN!
'UTHEN you wt the n>ec»
* ' our tneichmts
in the column of this
you can depend on themmean haygi^nff for you.
•They are offered by
who are not afraid to
their price* or the i
of the merchandise they

THE ANITA

TRIBUNE,

BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

WITH THE OLD RELIABLE

NUZONE
and AMBER MIST
Guaranteed Samples Free

Football games are supposed to result in a headache for someone, but
dog-gone-it anyway, I don't see why
it had to be me ... bet Kansas, Notre
Dame and Adair had worse ones than

TBUIWDAY, NOVEMB^» 16,1939.
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FROM OUR OLD FILES

We Buy Poultry

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS ACO

This Week's Prices, Delivered ta Our Store

Cash Trade
November 18, 1909.
Barber & Clark have eight public
medicine buy it from your
sales dated between now and Jan. 1.
Druggist. He know* his
mine, though.
1
Miss Nettie Rogers has purchased
A CM* of
drugs t»e«t.
* * *
the
Gertrude Meinhardt millinery
BONGERS BROS.
Happy birthday to you, Hannah.
Sold by
store.
* * »
Frank Barber and Harry Graham
Heard at the declam contest: "I
realized the s i t u a t i o n , they lost the
sold
80 head of choice cattle last week
ball on downs. W i t h t h e line opening realized that I had never appreciatto
parties
from Walnut.
up, Lally, e l u d i n g all opposing tack- ed how good my girl was till I went
The
contract
for the building of
"Wish
lers, ran for a touchdown. Hobson home from club that day"
county
bridges
during the ensuing
carried t h e hail over for the extra they had even one real good bannister
year has been let to the G. S. Hunter
Junior Class Play Nov. 24.
to
slide
down
here
at
school."
point making the score 7 to 6 in
Iron Works of Atlantic.
The Anita high school juniors will Adair's favor.
• • »
Free pickup on all loads of 300 pounds or
The unusual fall of rain between
present their annual class play, "MysTwo ladies were cleaning up after
Tension was high as the fourth
tery at Midnight," Friday evening, q u a r t e r began. The Anita boys swung the mince meat jamboree, when one Friday and Sunday, amounting to 3»4
more within 6 miles of Anita.
Nov. 24.
into gear and looked like an altogeth- was heard to remark.- "This dish water inches, caused Turkey creek to rise
The cast is m a k i n g progress in their er different team. With Lett, Krause, is getting too rich to throw out," and higher than it has been for several
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS I
practice. The play is full of thrills, Karns and Moore all packing the the other said, "Aw, go on and finish years.
shivers, and mystery. Something dif- leather, and with Inhofe slashing and up. It's a mighty poor dishwiper
Ed. L. Richardson, foreman of thp
Golden Ripe
ferent is in store for you. Remember driving off-tackle, the Anita team that can't help the dish washer."
Tribune office, has purchased the CumPound
Nov. 24. Don't miss the junior play, made it possible for Inhofe to pass
berland Enterprise, and is now in poS;
» * »
"Mystery at Midnight."
session
and
will
issue
his
first
paper
Congratulations,
Mrs.
Biggs,
to
you
j
to Lett for the winning goal. The
10-Ib. Cloth Bag
extra point was also missed following and your declamatory class. It was this week.
Declamatory Winners.
Chester
A.
Long,
who
with
his
fathThe home declamatory contest was this touchdown, There was no more good training for all and next year's er, J. W. Long, purchased the ShraugSweet and Juicy
held Tuesday evening, Nov. 6. The scoring and the game ended \'2 to 7 j presentations won't be quite so hard er & Johnson furniture and undertakMedium
Size—2 Dozen
j for those having this year's exper•winners in the oratorical division for Anita.
ng
business
last
week,
has
rented
the
All factors worked toe-ether to make ience . . . To the two Virginias, MariFresh and Crisp
were: first, Marilynn Kohl, "See You
property formerly occupied by Dr. L.
2-lb. Box
in the Next War;" second, Margaret the game a f i t t i n g climax to a suc- lynn and Peggy, good luck to you in R. Eller on Chestnut Street.
Porch, "The Wandering Jew;" anc cessful football season. The weather your next encounter, and may you
On Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 10,
6 Box Carton
third, James Miller, "The Man Who was ideal and a large crowd of fans bring home the bacon.
at the United Evangelical parsonage
r
* *
from
both
towns
were
here
to
cheer
Walks Alone."
Radio fans: For those who enjoy n Anita, occurred the marriage of
In the dramatic division the re- their teams. Between halves the band
Flavors — 4 Boxes
marched
on
the
field,
led
by
the
baton
the hymn programs, CBS presents a Walter F. Wise and Miss Lurindft
sults were: first, Virginia Nichols,
Johnson, the ceremony uniting these
twirlers
and
Miss
Neith.
and
gave
a
very
fine
one,
at
2:45
every
week
"Sky Fodder;" second, Virginia OffenBeauty — Anita's 4 >• J
They day afternoon, over KMOX . . . CBS worthy young people being performed
stine, "The Lost Symphony;" and :ommendable demonstration.
by
the
pastor,
Rev.
J.
M,
Bamford.
Favorite
— 3-lbs. 40c — Lb. * 1C I
with
the
cheer
formed
a
large
A
also presents an inspirational program
third, Mary Jane Kopp, "Eyes."
On Wednesday, Nov. 17, at the
"On
rooters
in
leading
the
leaders
every
week
day
morning
at
8:15
over
Light or Dark
The judge was Mr. Smith, speech
lome of the officiating minister, Rev.
l
instructor in the Atlantic high school. Anita." The sidelines then enjoyed j KFAB. Tune to them some time.
/
Gallon
29c — Gallon
2
W. J. Beck, in Atlantic, occurred the
The first place winners will take part a field stunt which was a race "for
in a four school contest of the state the bacon" between Adair and Anita.
Roll call is taking place right now marriage of Fred B. Parkinson 'of
series, and those w i n n i n g second Adair was represented by a large for the Red Cross . . . a national or- tfassena, and Miss Bessie Weston,
place, will represent the school in a horse, ridden by Allen Kelly, and anization which is most worthy of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Wes,on of Anita. They will make their
county contest. The contestants were A n i t a , a pony ridden by Sally Keasey. the support of everyone
and durAppropriately,
Anita
won
the
race
and
coached by Mrs. Ella Biggs.
ng times of disaster, Red Cross bene- lome in Massena where the groom is
WE DELIVER
PHONE 239
lelivered the prize to the proper au- its are supplied to those in need, re- ingaged in the mercantile business.
P. T. A. Meets Thursday.
thorities. The pep squad kept up gardless of race or creed. In normal
"Character Building Through the 'he "rooters" enthusiasm and the spir- times Red Cross helps, wherever help f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
Use of Art," is the topic for the Novem- it was in keeping with the day. The s needed, sometimes with money, 4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + than in their loss. Lost they cannot
Home Wednesday evening ai l y
4
ber meeting of the Anita P. T. A. *tunt and pep squad were under the sometimes only sympathetic advice is *• Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor.
be, while Mind remains. The appre- Everyone is welcome.
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
•which will be held Thursday evening. direction of Miss Baker. For those needed.
hension of this gave sight to the blind
The choir will practice Fridaj e
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes
A special speaker will be here for who were in need of food, the G. A. A.
* # *
and hearing to the deaf centuries ago, ening at the home of Dr. and Mthe occasion. The kindergarten and ?irls had a good supply of "hot dogs,"
'or all ages. William Crawford, Jr.,
Half of the money subscribed by
and it will repeat the wonder." (p. 487.) C. H. Johnson.
primary department will provide an pop, candy and apples.
•ou people right here in this commun- superintendent.
The boys catechism class wU »
entertaining demonstration.
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock.
ty
will
be
kept
right
here
to
take
Saturday
afternoon at the par
Parent's study group will meet on 1th an:! !Uh Grades.
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4
•are of ... maybe you, yourself, will
at
2.
4
METHODIST
CHURCH
4
Miss
Brown
and
the
Normal
TrainTuesday, Nov. 21, at 3:00 p. m. in
the church with a 15c dinner for the
The Borne Guards will meet on $J
ng class observed a work type read- ret caught in the whirl of things and public at noon.
4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4
the Normal Training room.
ng class in the fourth grade Tuesday. need assistance, maybe it will be a
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 urday, Nov. 25, instead of Not
Now
that
we
are
in
the
ThanksAnita Defeats Adair 12-7.
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m. with Mrs. Wayne Sisler. Coutrf,|
The reading class has been learning riend of yours, or maybe it will be giving season let us show our appretions of jam or jelly for the Ho-|
One of the best football games of the use of the dictionary and building someone in the other part of town or ciation to the Lord of the Harvest by Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
the season took place on the Anita ip a vocabulary list each week. The out in the country, of whom you may setting aside a portion of our harvest
Church Worship at 11:00 a. m. with Guard box should be left with )tf
gridiron Armistice day. This was the fifth grade health class has been or may not have heard . . . but that to carry on the work of His church.
the sermon by the pastor on, "TheAlbert Karns.
annual game with Adair—a game studying foods and well balanced half of the money kept here will be
The official board will meet at
Case For Missions/'
which always brings much enthusiasm meals. They are learning to prepare spent here . . . the other half will be
Epworth League at 6:00 p. m. with parsonage on Monday evening, .%
between the two schools.
suitable menus for children of ele- sent to the regional office at St. Louis f CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST 4 a covered dish dinner and at 7 the 20, at 7:30.
for the promotion of the national proIn keeping with the spirit of Ar- mentary school age.
4
Chas. Lockhart, Pastor.
-f discussion led by Barbara Rhoads.
gram . . . so let everyone give as
Tom Burns and wife have
mistice day, the first event of the 5th and 6th Grades.
Evening Worship at 7:30. Rev. W.
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
spending the past few days in
afternoon was the raising of the flag
Normal Trainers visited a demon- much as he can this year when the
H.
Warrior,
new
pastor
of
the
MethoSunday
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
Liberty, Iowa, with his sister, Mt\
ceremony. The game started immedi- stration reading class in the fifth committee calls.
dist church, will preach for us.
Morning worship at 11:00 a, m.
ately afterwards.
grade Thursday.
Pintner genera'
The pledges for the "God's Acre" James C. Carey and family.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Adair won the toss and chose to ability tests were given Friday to
OLE SAYS.
are coming in in fine style. We hope
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
John Lawrence is the name of i
receive. Lett kicked to Hobson who the fifth grade. The sixth grade had
The K. J. U. club will meet at the that all of the pledges will be in by
10-pound
baby, born last Thursda|
Innocence
of
the
young
hopefuls
ran it back for 7 yards before he was their Hallowe'en party in the form of
home of Mrs. Oscar Lindblom on ! Wednesday. The corn goes to the
morning .to Mr. and Mrs. Vinci
stopped. Anita held Adair for downs, a weiner roast at Keystone park often are intensely amusing. One of Friday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock.
Kunz Grain Co., the hogs to Eric
Lowenberg. The hoy was born at c
then took the ball, and on a sustained They are reading a dental health book my lower grade laddies insists on deThe
ladies
aid
will
meet
all
day
Osen,
cash pledges to Dr. F. D. Weimdrive, drove over the goal line. Inhofe "Jimmy Chew," with their study o veloping new words for his vocabu- Wednesday at the church to quilt, and er, A. R. Kohl, or Bert Ramus, and home of Mrs. Grace Butler, n
His latest concerns his dog
made the talley.
of Mlrs. Lowenberg, in Villisca.
the teeth in health. Both grades lary.
will serve a 15c dinner for the public all other pledges to the church baseIn the second quarter Anita put up listened to "Robin Hood" on the Col Ladybug, who according to him, was from 11:30 a. m. until 1:00 p. m.
ment. Friday afternoon at 2, there
A meeting of the Baptist la
a good bulwark of defense. Inhofe umbia's American school of the air chasing a rabbit and ran so "speedwill be an auction in the basement of
aid was held last Wednesday a!
booted a high spiral which went 60 Thursday. They also saw some slides iously" she couldn't stop soon enough
the church of such supplies as quilts,
yards from the line of scrimmage, on "Daniel Boone," and a movie on and ran into a fence.
4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 canned fruits and vegetables, chickens, noon at the home of Mrs, W. I
*
'*
»
and landed out of bounds on Adair's "Historical Places of Boston."
row southeast of the city. P«
4
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT 4 geese, potatoes, etc.
• - It amuses me to the utmost to see
25 yard line. Hobson and Lally drove 7th and 8th Grades.
were
fourteen members and threes
4
I. O. O. F. HALL.
4'
A fried chicken dinner will be served
down the field, but Anita took the ball
itors, Mrs. Wal^r Johnson, Mrs.
Virginia Johnson and Billy Boren Icartoons, or hear gags about milking 4
H.
G.
Belsheim,
Pastor.
4
Friday noon in the basement of the
<m downs. Neither team threatened have been absent due to illness The i* °°W on the left side' If vou want a
44 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 church for 25c by Mrs. W. A. Linfor's Dressier and Mrs. Ross Warren.
g
d healthy kick try mi
the goal line during this quarter.
ladies spent the afternoon quiltingb
seventh grade is studying forest work °°
'
'king the avSunday School at 9:30 a. m.
division. Everyone is invited to come
The second half began with Anita in geography. The eighth grade have erage cow on the left side. The right
the hostess, who served a lunch at ' '
Divine
Worship
at
10:30
a.
m.
for the dinner and to stay for the
still in a 0 point lead. Adair with been studying the Revolutionary war
not the left, is the right side to
close
of the meeting.
A teachers' meeting will be held auction.
their touch down twins, drove into period in history and they have en- milk a cow.
Friday
evening
at
the
parsonage.
The Cottage Prayer meeting and
Anita's territory.
Although Anita joyed a movie reel on "Daniel Boone."
Children's confirmation class will be bible study will be at the W. T. Slater
MOST IOWA FARMS
ARE UNDER 160 ACRES held at 10:00 o'clock Saturday morning.
Expect a car of Eastern Kent»' ;
Large landholders are still in the
A religious school for children Satcoal
this week. Leave your »r'
minority in Iowa. Although less than urday afternoon at 1:30 at the hall.
now, and get a load right off the <•
Highland church—
3 per cent of the state's landholders
via
Farmers Coop. Phone 49.
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
own 12 per cent of the total farm
land, the typical Iowa landholder is
Sunday Sohool at 10:00 a. m.
Ijeave at -•---, ,
If you have an old horse you
convenient times.
still an individual with a family-size
to
sell, see Chas. L. Wilson, A
T5astbound
farm.
4-41 am 3:02 pm
Iowa.
'
In a recent study of individual land *•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
*
10':03 am 5:47 pm
10:32 pm
holdings in 92 Iowa counties, the works + + + + + + + + 4 + + + +
FOR SALE:--CobB. Joe Trim®
Westbound
progress administration found that
"Soul and Body" will be the subject
Jr. Phone 52 R 23.
5-09 am 1:51 P™
more than three-fourths of Iowa's of the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches
.8:47 am 9:02 pm
FOR SALE:—Wood and coal
to the
land holders own less than a quarter of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, No1:32 atn
er, in good condition. Oscar
vember 19.
section of land.
INTERNATIONAL
The larger land holders are more
The Golden Text is from I CorinWe have a complete stock of ?
UNION PACIFIC STAGES
| important than their number indicates, thians 6:19, "What? know ye not
LIVE STOCK SHOW
age. FarmersCogp., Anita, Io»»
INTERSTATE TRANSIT LINES
I for they own 54 per cent of the that your body is the temple of the
at
FOR SALE:—Radiola Estat* 4
, state's total farm land, while the Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye
heater, good as new; Round Oak n
I three-fourths who own a quarter sec- have of God, and ye are not your
CHICAGO
new grates; and used 8-inch oil bo|
' lion or less own only 46 per cent own?"
of the total acreage.
er. Gerald Akers, Anita.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo
December 2nd to 9th
Almost one-fifth of the land is held tations from the Bible and from the
WANTED:—More hatchery fl«*J
by landholders who have between 160 Christian Science textbook, "Science ROUND TRIP f ares every day for
buy eggs from. Rasmussen Ha
and 240 acres. Of the remainder, 23 and Health with Key to the Scriptures" coach, parlor car or sleeping car
per cent is held by owners who have by Mary Baker Eddy.
service^tickets limited to 60 days.
Custom grinding at your farm
between 240 and 480 acres. This
portable mill. Call Jim Griffin »t
One of the Bible citations reads- (Berth or Seat extra).
leaves only 12 per cent of the farm "And they bring unto him one that
service station in Adair. Will
land of the state for the really big was deaf, and had an impediment in SPECIAL round trip coach fares on reverse calls.
land holders—those owning over 480 his speech; and they beseech him to sale December 4 and 5 with return
YOU TOO, MAY ENJOY THIS WONDFR
acres.
Pickup and delivery service M
put his hand upon him. And looking limit of 5 days from date of sale.
COAL - IT'S GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU
and
Thursday evening*. Ada" '
up to heaven, he sighed, and saith unto j (Good on all scheduled trains except
Thes« Modern Women.
ers,
Mrs.
Herbert Hartley, local
ASK US!
Rockets).
him, Ephphatha, that is, be opened
Jones: I have an electrical wife. And straightway his ears were open
FQR SALE
Smith: What do you mean?
ed. and the string of his tongue was A bigger and better show every year Tribune office, Anita.
Jones: Everything she has on is
Don't miss the 1939 exhibit.
charged.
BUT ANITA
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Ask
Rock
Island
Agent
Among
the
selections
from
the
Helen: "I don't see why he dates
60c buys 600 sheet* of
for details or address
Christian Science textbook is the folher, she's a terrible dancer."
PHONE 2-0 FOR COAL YOU KNOW.
paper,
size 8%xll inches, at the
lowing:
Mary: "No, she can't dance, but she
one office.
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
"There is more Science in the per
sure can intermission."
721 Locust Street
petual exercise of the Mind faculties
WANTED:— Yon* dead
Moines, Iowa
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone
When you buy poultry!
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Native Springs pound 11 c 1 ac
Native Hens pound lie 12c
Leghorn Hens and
Springs,
pound
8c 9c

Bananas
Sugar

Crackers
Matches

^ftj?"

5c

55c
23c
14c
17c
17c

Maduff's Food Market
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/BETTER BUS SERVICE
' NEARBY CITIES'

GOBYTRAIN
Rock
Island

NEW U. S. EXPEDITION STARTS
FOR ANTARCTIC

ROBERT SCOTT

' . M*** » •/

WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH

Jlik Me Jin

W. LaBINE

U. S. Ships May Be Registered
Under European Neutral Flags
In Effort to Circumvent Law

Vv •*•

Know your newt? Each of At following questions counts 20. Score:
JOO, excellent; 80, good; 60, average;
40, poor; 20 or 0, tik! tsk!

1. What is the name Of ,L
Southern Lights?
'*
2. Who was said to be tho n~
ter of all the arts?
3. What is ambrosia?

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed in these columns,
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)

.4* Wnftt sire Ihft seven rica
sins?
'

. Released by Western Newspaper Union.

5. What is the difference
tween a vote ami the ballot'
The Annoers
1. Aurora Australia.
2. Emerson gives the title "•
four crowns of architecture 'so
ture, painting and &a%vry"
Michelangelo Buonarroti.
3. The food of gods, which ,
serves their immortality.
'
4. Pride, wrath, envy, iust e
tony, avarice and sloth. '

MARITIME:
Neutrality
Having fought for and having won
"cash and carry" neutrality, the
United States promptly sought ways
to circumvent it. While American
vessels and seamen loafed along the
waterfronts, crafty minds were
thinking up at least two ways of
maintaining maritime traffic despite
neutrality: (1) chartering foreign
ships, a perfectly legal method used

Germany." In 72 hours 11 ships
were sunk, one a British destroyer.
Britain, for her part, sank two Nazi
merchantmen and a U-boat.
The week's most thought-provoking news dispatch came from John
T. Whitaker of the Chicago Daily
News, who cabled from Rome that
Der Fuehrer's position looked desperate. Said Whitaker: Hitler had
indecisively retreated after massing
troops on the Belgian-Dutch frontier; he can pierce the Maginot line
only by wasting a million men; he
can't break the British blockade;
Scandinavia opposes him, and a
strike at the Balkans will bring
down the wrath of Russia and Italy,
each of which "has his measure."
Conclusion: "He finds, for the first
time . . . that the cards are not
stacked against his immediate foe.
And as he delays, confusion and defeatism are inevitable at home ..."

Finlandia

MINISTER BRENNAN
The President sympathized

by Black Diamond Lines, Inc.; (2)
registering U. S. ships with other
nations, also legal but carrying a
few potentially unpleasant implications.
With its next meeting still a week
away, the maritime commission was
almost certain to refuse requests for
transfer of some 90 TJ. S. vessels
to Central or South American registry. When the idea was first
broached, President Roosevelt supported it. Later, after getting a lecture from Secretary of State Cordell Hull, he told reporters that the
more he thought about it, the more
convinced he became that it wasn't
right. Reason: It would place sister
American republics in a neutrality
position different from our own.
Loud as the complaints of American ship owners were those of lesser
European neutrals whose thriving
U. S. commerce was stopped by the
neutrality law. Two loudest objectors were Eire and Belgium. The
former sent its minister, Robert
Brennan, to tell the state department that Eire should be excluded
from the "combat zone" because she is neutral and will remain so; because Eire needs U. S.
products; because Eire doesn't believe U. S. ships would be endangered visiting her ports. Belgium
sent her Ambassador Count Robert
Van Der Straten-Ponthoz to inquire
about transferring U. S. ships to Belgian registry.
Certainly, commented the President, objections to Latin-American
transfers wouldn't prevail in the
case of European neutrals like Ireland. It was a pretty safe guess,
therefore, that U. S. ships may soon
sail under European flags.

Leaving Moscow without customary diplomatic formalities,
Finnish conferees returned to Helsingfors where awaiting officials already knew they had refused to
grant Russian demands. Immediately the Soviet press began a withering anti-Finnish campaign which
could only be a prelude to armed
action. First, Moscow's Pravda
claimed Finland was on the brink
of economic ruin, but Helsingfors
quietly replied the Finns could get
along. Next, the Soviet news
agency, Tass, accused Finnish
ruling circles of fostering anti-Russian policy. Helsingfors answered
by announcing there would be no
resumption of conversations.

CRIME:
O'Hare-Capone
Who killed Cock Robin was never
a greater mystery than who killed
Edward J. O'Hare, Chicago racetrack owner whose assassination in
early November set off the biggest
gangland witchhunt since Alphonse
Capone went to prison in 1932. Reasons: The murder came just before
Capone was released, and O'Hare
was known to have associations with
Capone. Two theories to date:
(1) That O'Hare, as interim manager of the Capone gambling syndicate, was "rubbed out" because he
refused to turn back the reins when
"Scarface Al" was to be released.
(2) That O'Hare was slain by dissenting Capone mobsters who feared
he would return the reins to Scarface Al.
The deeper federal and city investigators probed the mystery, the
more complex it became. The more
embarrassing, too, especially for
one Judge Eugene J. Holland of Chicago municipal court, who was associated with O'Hare in a real estate
enterprise. Officials wondered it
there could be any connection between this and the fact that only 28
of the 12,624 Chicago gambling cases

EUROPE:
The War
Gone like sudden sunshine on a
cloudy day was the Belgian-Dutch
effort to make peace between Hitler
and the allies. And after the sun
came threats of rain, for it ended
the last hope of armistice. There
was still much saber rattling, such
as Winston Churchill's speech calling Der Fuehrer a "cornered
maniac," but the foes were ready
to start slaughtering.
Sea and air warfare went ahead
precipitously. One day Berlin announced (by inference) that henceforth all British-French merchantJUDGE HOLLAND
men would be torpedoed. Reason:
Embarrassed.
They're all armed. Next day, after
a successful but pointless air attack handled by Judge Holland in the
on the Shetland islands. Berlin past 15 months had resulted in conwarned it would "show the British victions.
what it means to be at war with
Two days before Capone's myste
rious release in Philadelphia, a 21year-old named Russell Stoddard
was held by Los Angeles police after
a mysterious stabbing. Not only did
he claim to be a former O'Hare
bodyguard, but officials found in his
possessions a letter indicating tha
James Monroe Smith, ousted Stoddard knew who killed O'Hare.
president of Louisiana State university, was given 8 to 24 years COURTS:
in prison for forgery, obtaining
5 to 4
money under false pretenses and
misuse of funds.
Only two years have passed sine
Al Smith Jr. was sworn in as
New York city councilman following the f a m i l y ' s political footsteps.
Murry Guggenheim, 81, capitalistic member of the famous copper-mining f a m i l y , died at New
York.
Ex-Kaiser Wilhelm u was Ie .
ported building a bomb-proof cellar at Doom, Netherlands.
Moses Annenberg, Philadelphia
publisher and erstwlute operator
of a horse-race belting tip service, announced after a U. S
crackdown that he had "forever
quit the business."

Franklin Roosevelt sent the senat
his first nominee to the Suprem
court—Alabama's Sen. Hugo L
Black. Since then, one by one, hav.
come Liberal Stanley Reed, Libera
Felix Frankfurter and Liberal Bii
Douglas. With only four Roosevel
appointees, the nine-man court wa
still theoretically anti-New Deal.
This month died Justice Pierce
Butler, 73-year-old conservative, a
Catholic from Minnesota. When'his
successor is named, the .New Deal
will have an undisputed liberal ma
jority which will last at least an
other generation. Among possible
successors observers listed another
midwest Catholic, Michigan's Frank
Murphy.

1. Arrow on above map points
to LaguniUas, Venezuela. It
was In the news because: (A) the
new U. S.-Venezuela trad* pact
was signed there; (B) 500 were
killed in a fire; (C) a two-headed
baby was born there.
2. The Neva river, running
through Leningrad, Russia, overflowed its banks although no
dams ot dykes •wete broken, and
no rain fell. Russia blamed Finland. Why?
3. Thousands of trees uprooted
in the 193« New England hurricane have just been disposed of.
How?
4. What former senator from
California recently boomed President Roosevelt for a third term?
5. Prince Frederick Wilhelm,
youngest son of the former German crown prince, was reportedly: (A) beheaded as an anti-Nazi
plotter; (B) hinted as Adolf Hitler's successor; (C) killed at the
western front.
(Answers at bottom oj column.)

ONGRESS:
Annuities

IfousehoMNeuis

5. A vote is an expression
preference; a ballot is the mea
of expressing the vote.
Dr. Pjerce's Pleasant Pe»ets .,,„
May Apple are effective in retm
accumulated body -waste Adv.
Mao Proposes
Man proposes, but God disposal
—Thomas a'Kempis.
*

'TEEN-AGE GIRLS ENJOY MAKING HOMEMADE BREADS

(Recipes Below.)

Place in refrigerator. When ready
to bake, make into rolls and allow to
rise in a warm place about 1 hour
or until doubled in size. Bake in
oven (400 degrees) approximateYes, even girls in the 'teen age or hot
ly
20
minutes.
younger enjoy making homemade

Homemade Breads—
Hot and Cold

breads of various
types and who in
Exempted from social security all the werld does
are some 10,000,000 self-employed not enjoy eating
persons, agricultural workers and them? Bread aftlomestics, who thus receive no re- er all is still very
tirement income at age 65. Also much the staff of
exempted are minor groups like sea- life and fortumen. At the next congressional ses- nately our modern up-to-date experision, announced New York's Sen. mental food kitchens are constantly
Elobert "Wagner, he will introduce a developing for all of us a large number of brand new—good-to-eat, hot or
cold, bread recipes of the broadest
possible variety.
The making of yeast breads the
modern simplified way is certainly
a far cry from some of the difficulties that our grandmothers or even
our mothers may have experienced
when they made it regularly—years
ago.
In the first place, yeast is now
readily obtainable both in moist or
dry form. Furthermore we now
know that we can help to regulate
the rapidity with which the whole
bread-making process can proceed
by adding more or less yeast—more
if we want to hurry the rising—less
if there is no particular reason for
speed.
Then too, we have learned to
watch the temperature of the dough
SENATOR WAGNER
a little more careHow much saved?
fully
and we
government-sponsored voluntary anknow that if kept
mity plan whereby anyone making
at the just right
the necessary payments can buy an
temperature,
neiannuity paying $1,200 a year at age
ther too hot nor
60 or 65, ». e., $100 a month. The
too
cold,
the
chief Wagner argument: That such
bread
can
be
annuities can be handled by the
trusted to rise as
Q. S. at a substantially lower cost
it should and to
than private insurance companies.
develop,
while risA high insurance executive, he said, ing, the best possible homemade
dad raised no objection to the plan. bread flavor.
Nevertheless, critics got to work
we have learned some modimmediately. Though admitting ernThen
recipe adaptations of those nevprivate firms now make a substantial profit, it was asserted the U. S. er-to-be-forgotten butterscotch rolls,
house rolls and coffee kuchmust use the same mortality tables parker
that our mothers used to make.
and can therefore save no more ens
than an approximate 2.1 per cent All of which brings me to sharing
agent's commission on its annuities. with you now some of my favorite
yeast and baking powder, hot and
cold bread recipes. Here they are:
Tax Fight
Tax revision may be No. 1 on the
least Bread.
congressional agenda January 3. A
(Makes 3 medium loaves)
hint that not even the administra2 cups milk
*
tion knows what to do about it, ap1% teaspoons salt
peared when Acting Secretary of the
1% tablespoons sugar
Treasury John W. Hanes criticized
2 tablespoons shortening
the proposal of Marriner S. Eccles,
2
cakes compressed yeast
federal reserve chairman, to adopt
% cup lukewarm water
higher taxes and thus pay for next
% cup bread flour
year's fiscal deficit. Commented Mr.
Scald
milk and to it add the salt,
Hanes: ". . . I don't think he spoke
for the administration . . . I doubt sugar, and shortening. Cool until
lukewarm. Soften yeast in warm
if he spoke for congress . . . "
water and add to the scalded milk
mixture. Add just enough flour to
INDUSTRY:
make a stiff batter and beat well.
Man With Stick
Then add enough more flour to make
When the justice department's a firm but soft dough. Mix well
Trust Buster Thurman Arnold shows turn out on a floured board, and
his face, any well-trained industrial- knead until the dough is smooth and
ist rushes to get his books in or- elastic and until small blisters form
der. Thus far Mr. Arnold's big stick on the dough itself. Piace in a
has struck at the railroads, movies, well-greased bowl and brush with
building industry, aluminum, medi- melted fat. Cover and place in a
cine and many a lesser trade or warm (not hot) place to rise. When
profession. This month he struck dough has a little more than doubled
again:
m bulk, knead it down lightly and
At Los Angeles a federal grand let ,t rise again. When light again,
jury indicted 41 major and second- shape into loaves and place in wenary oil companies and two associa- greased bread tins. Grease top of
tions on charges of conspiring to loaves with melted fat. Let rise unraise artificially and maintain gaso- til bread has again doubled in volline prices on the Pacific coast (Ore- ume. Bake 40-45 minutes in a hot
gon, Washington, California, Arizona oven (425 degrees).
and Nevada). In this region, says
Miracle Rolls.
the indictment, the defendants con2 cups boiling water
l
trol 95 per cent of gasoline sales
h cup and 1 teaspoon sugar
1 tablespoon salt
Vfe cup fat
2 cakes yeast
Vt cup lukewarm water
2 eggs
1. <B) la correct. One of LagunUIas'
8 cups bread flour
major oil terminals exploded.
2. "Because of winds from Finland"
Mix together boiling Water % cy
was the Soviet explanation whlih
sugar, salt, and fat and stir until
charged Finland with fallurV to Worm
Russia of meteorological conditions
dissolved. Cool until mixture s luke3. Sold for »14.400.000 to a lumber
warm. Dissolve yeast and remainwholesalers' co-operative.
*u™»er
ing 1 teaspoon sugar in the luke4. William Glbbs McAdoo
warm water and add to first mixThe reporl Waa
denied*' '* ^"^
««ter
ture. Add eggs and one-half of the
flour; beat thoroughly. Then add
remaining 4 cups of flour Mix well

HowToRelievi

Bishop's Bread.
(Makes 1 loaf)
% cup shortening
1 cup brown sugar
2% cups bread flour
Jare to lib!
% teaspoon salt
thecoogtf
oryoaAntohATttnormoneyb
1 teaspoon cinnamon
rbwtg
^ teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon baking powder
forCw»ghs,ClnrtCoM»,
1 egg
% cup sour milk
Quick to Speak
Cream shortening and slowly add
The rushing Sow of speech artf
the sugar, flour, and salt, mixing
very thoroughly. Reserve % cup of their own eloquence is fatal
this mixture for top crumbs to be many.—Juvenal.
used on bread while baking. To
the remainder, add the soda, baking
powder, egg and sour milk and beat
until batter is smooth. Pour into
well-greased loaf pan, sprinkle sugar
and flour mixture on top and bake
25 minutes in a hot oven (400 degrees). Raisins and nuts may be
added if desired.
Hot Cinnamon Rolls.
(Makes 18 rolls)
1 cup milk (scalded)
2 tablespoons sugar
% teaspoon salt
Vt cup fat
1 yeast cake
Vt cup warm water
3 to 4 cups general purpose flour
V
Melted butter
Granulated sugar
Cinnamon
Scald milk and add to it the sugar,
salt, and fat. Cool until luke-warm
and add yeast
which has been
softened in the
warm water. Add
a sufficient
amount of flour
to enable handling as a dough.
Knead thoroughly, and allow
dough to rise unIf you trade in your car
til it doubles in volume. Knead
lightly, and allow the dough to dounow, or run it through its
ble in bulk a second time. Then
knead lightly and roll dough into a
full mechanical life,
sheet—%-inch thick. Spread with
it's
all loss and no gain
melted butter and sprinkle with cinnamon and granulated sugar. Roll
if your car grows old .*...,
like a jelly roll and cut in slices one
before its time. So guard it
inch thick. Place on a well-greased
baking sheet and allow to rise until
against the dangers
light. Bake in a hot oven (400 deof haphazard
grees) approximately 20 minutes
This basic recipe may be used to
lubrication...
make any kind of coffee cake or
sweet roll.
drain your crankcase
Pecan Muffins.
regularly... use only
(Makes 12 medium-sized muffins)
Acid-Free
Quaker
% cup light brown sugar
1 cup graham flour
State Motor Oil
1 cup general purpose flour
and Superfine
% teaspoon salt
4 teaspoons baking powder
Lubricants.

CREpMULSIC

LONGER
LIFE-UNE 1

I

1 cup milk
2 eggs

% cup shortening (melted)
% cup pecan nut meats (chopped)
Place brown sugar and graham
flour in a mixing bowl and mix
thoroughly. Mix and sift general
purpose flour, salt, and baking powder and add to the brown sugar mixture. Beat milk and eggs together
and to them add the melted shortening. Pour this liquid mixture into
the dry ingredients and mix as genUy as possible with a fork. Do not
stir or beat. Add-nut meats. Place
in well-greased muffin tins and bake
m a very hot oven (476 degrees) for
approximately 16 minute*.
Better Baking.
This cook book contains an excellent collection of good-to-eat
new and different, yet easy to
make, inexpensive recipes.
Available, postage prepaid, at
only 10 cents per copy, no one
should miss this opportunity to
secure it. Send 10 cents in coin
to "Better Baking," care of Eleanor Howe, 019 North Michigan
Avenue, Chicago,
ttd by

MAWSCAIS
tVHIEint
...USMbNOEt

[I
'*!','

Proclamation Started a More Bitter
Dispute Than Change in 1939 Date
F SCOTT WATSON
i Newspaper Union.)

going to cele!> Thanksgiving day
November 30, the
"last Thursday"
jjith, or on Novemnew date anPresident Roosered and fifty years
fjcans didn't have
lioice, for George
named Thurs(iber 26, as the
iem to celebrate.
ji the first Presisgiving proclaissued, which
|entally, the first
of any kind to
•the hands of a
fitive of the United
I.':'
| the discussion that
when President
aged the date of
.Play this year, It is
If, recall the; cohtro' around the first
_ day." The
historic event
ffwhich we can take
by more than we
illy proud of the
ration that resulted,
ayed a part hi it
^because of the jealralry of two great
^Thomas Jefferson
Hamilton.
Started It.
['Thanksgiving day
"'—ritly originated
broached the
ting of WashingNew York city,
a capital, in Au/
t prime mover in
ption of the Conilton had but reded in getting his
|New York to ratify
the fact that two
ot yet ratified, this
acceptances of the
rto assure the perfthe new government,
evidently felt that
as well as he, per1... cause for thanksi. likely that the secre; treasury, instead of
matter in the cabi-

?AS«UNGTON

^would be opposed
fefferson, the secre|i and Hamilton's poengineered it so
lent for a national
day would come
. At any rate, on
1789, Elias Boudiriber of congress from
offered a resolution
the President to issgiving day procla_ that the resolution
, Boudinot said that he
think of letting the
i over without offering
pity to all the citizens
ted States, of Joining,
jjce, in returning to Altheir sincere thanks
ny blessings He had
[ upon them."
*s resolution was not
and Jefferson's supcongress, principally
Irs, immediately opjMdea. Rep. Aedamus
|South Carolina declared
" 1 not like this mimickopean customs, where
5 a mere mockery of
ng." He pointed out
parties at war freIsang Te Deum for the
fent, though for one it was
I and to the other a detiomas Tudor Tucker of
arolina "thought the
»d no business to interj a matter which did not
them." He suggested
people might not "be
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The example set by George
Washington of setting aside • day
of national thanksgiving was followed by his successor, John
Adams, who proclaimed two
Thanksgiving ,days during his
administration—one on Wednesday, May 9, 1798, and the other
on Thursday, April 25, 1799. This
custom, however, was allowed to
lapse during the two terms of
Thomas Jefferson, but it was revived by James Madison who issued four such proclamations
during his administration.
The first three were more for a
day of "public humiliation and
prayer" because of the nation's
tribulations in the form of the
second war with England, but
the fourth was a day of real
thanksgiving that peace had
come at last. All of these proclamations were issued in response to a joint resolution from
the senate and house of repre- TPHE illustration shows what besentatives. The first set aside •••.came of the mirror and piano
the third Thursday in August of stool which the bride had left over
1812, the second named the sec- last week. To the mirror and
ond Thursday in September, 1813, stool were added two wooden
as the day; the third designated boxes -from the grocery. These
Thursday, January 12, 1814, and were placed on end about 18
the fourth, issued soon after the inches apart and a shelf of %treaty of peace with England was inch pine screwed to the top. A
proclaimed, called upon the frame was then screwed to the
American people to set aside the back of the boxes as shown here.
second Thursday in April, 1815, A curtain rod was placed across
as a day for praising "the Great the top and the mirror hung
Disposer of Events and of the lengthwise under it. An arm was
Destiny of Nations" for their then hinged to the front of each
many obligations "and more box. White paint was used next.
especially for the blessing of the The flowered chintz in tones of
restoration of peace."
rose and blue-green with narrow
The Month Varied
frills of the plain blue-green tone
Thus it will be seen that al- matched the window curtains.
The dressing table skirt was
though Thanksgiving days by
Presidential proclamation hi the made with a one-inch heading
main picked upon Thursday as the at the top and tacked along the
day of the week for such an observance, the month varjed
greatly and there was no connection between these Thanksgiving
days and the annual observance
established by the Pilgrims. No
0 A General Quiz
other Presidents after Madison
seemed to have had occasion for
proclaiming a Thanksgiving day
The Questions
and it remained for Abraham
Lincoln to resume the custom and
1. When a state is added to the
to link up the proclaimed Thanksgiving day with the Pilgrim cus- Union, when is the star added to
tom by establishing the last the flag?
2. What animal has the largest
Thursday hi November as a nabrain in proportion to ife size?
tional day for giving thanks.
3. What is the difference between
The first Lincoln proclamation
appointing a day for divine sup- a cornet, a trumpet and a bugle?
4. How many tons of water flow
plication was dated August 12,
1861. It designated the last Thurs- over Niagara falls per minute?
5. What is the difference beday in September as "a'day ol
humiliation, prayer and fasting." tween permanent and perpetual?
6. Are there more red or white
The regular Thanksgiving hi
November, 1861, was a rathei stripes hi the American flag?
'7. How many times does high
subdued occasion. There had
been no presidential proclama- tide occur during a week?
8. What is meant by the heurtion. In 1862 there was no procistic method?
lamation, either.
The momentous year of 1862
The Answer*
brought, however, three proclamations. The first was dated
1. On the July Fourth following
March 3 and designated April 3(
as a day of fasting and prayer, the admission.
2. The ant.
July 15 another was issued, set3. A bugle has no valves, the
ting August 6 as a day to givi
thanks at the prospect of peace. cornet and trumpet are similar,
The third came October 3, when but the cornet has more winding,
President Lincoln issued a proc- curved pipes and is shorter.
4. The flow of water over Niaglamation that said "And so . . .
the last Thursday in Novembei ara falls is 67,000 tons per minute.
5. Permanent—constant, without
is hereby set apart as a day oJ
thanksgiving and praise." As i cessation. Perpetual—repeating at
intervals.
6. Seven red and six white.
7. Usually twice a day.
8. Heuristic is derived from the
Greek heuretikos, meaning ingenious. Heuristic method is one
which incites the pupil to find out
things for himself and use his own
initiative.

Ruth Wyeth Spears

Jlsk Me Another

The First presidential Thanksgiving Proclamation.
inclined to return thanks for a
Constitution until they have experienced that it promotes their
safety and happiness." He said
further that if a Thanksgiving
day must be held the states could
institute it. He said that "it is
a religious matter, and, as such*is proscribed to us."
Jefferson's Spokesmen.
Through the words of these
spokesmen we can hear the voice
of Jefferson, protesting against
a monarchial trend in the new
government, against encroachment upon the boundary line
which had been fixed between
church and state and against any
invasion of "states' rights." In
answer to these protests Boudinot "quoted further precedents
from the practice of the late congress" and Rep. Roger Sherman
of Connecticut rallied to his support, declaring that the practice
of thanksgiving was "warranted
by a number of precedents in
Holy Writ: for instance, the solemn thanksgivings and rejoicings
which took place in the time of
Solomon, after the building of
the temple, was a case hi point."
The resolution was carried and
Representatives Boudinot, Sherman and Peter Silvester of New
York were appointed by the house
committee to wait upon the President. The senate, on the following day, adopted the resolution,
appointing Senators William
Samuel Johnson of Connecticut
and Ralph Izard of South Carolina to be the senate members of
the committee.
Accordingly this committee
waited on the President and on
October 3 Washington issued the
proclamation hi which he recommended that Thursday, November 26, be observed by the
people of the United States as a
day of thanksgiving.
Hamilton had won the first
skirmish but there were still
stormy days ahead. For now
arose the question of how the celebration should be carried out
and, of course, the two statesmen
were at odds on that. Hamilton
proposed, a- monster parade of
military officials and governmental dignitaries, headed by
President Washington. Jefferson,
opposed as he was to all displays of pomp and circumstance,
protested against such a celebration. He apparently won his point,
for it was determined that the
day was a domestic holiday and
should be observed in the privacy of the home after the New
England tradition.
Martha Plans a Levee.
Accordingly Mrs. Washington
began making plans for a levee
in the true colonial style at the
Executive Mansion in Franklin
square to which everyone of consequence in New York was invited. It promised to be a great
social occasion so it was eagerly
looked forward to by the beaua
and belles of the city.
But even though Jefferson had
outmaneuvered him hi this respect, Hamilton was not yet ready
to admit defeat. He began organizing all kinds of public festivities to upset the plans of those
who wished to celebrate quietly.
The festivities opened with a parade hi the morning as Hamilton had planned and the secre-

tary of the treasury reviewed it
from in front of Fraunces tavern. After the parade Hamilton
was host at a great feast hi the
tavern and it is this first official
Thanksgiving dinner to which we
can look back, but not with any
great pride, for it degenerated
into a disgraceful brawL
Hamilton could not be present
for the entire affair. He was to
have remained long enough to
respond to a toast and then leave
for the President's mansion.
But Hamilton was late hi arriving at his own party and his
guests, impatient to be at their
feasting, sat down without him
and began to eat. Almost immediately a disagreement arose
among the diners. A certain
Lieutenant St. Clair, who had
toasted the festive day not wisely
but too well, felt called upon to
assert, upon his honor as a gentleman, that he was "perfec'ly
sober." Whereupon Alderman
Tisdal of the city council, who
had probably also been toasting
the festive day extensively, disputed the statement and called
upon St. Clair to prove that he
was sober. The result was a
fight from which the lieutenant
emerged with a broken nose.
Order was finally restored, so
Hamilton made his speech and
left. Unfortunately for him, however, news of the disorder at the
tavern had preceded him.
An Angry President
When Hamilton arrived the
President questioned him about
what had taken place. When he
learned that a young soldier of
the United States army had been
injured hi a disgraceful brawl,
especially at a gathering presumably for the purpose of giving
thanks to God for the blessings
of "good government, peace and
concord," his anger was aroused
and he demonstrated again that
he knew how to use strong language when the occasion called
for it.
"It is disgraceful, by
, sir!"
spoke George Washington, and
there was nothing left for Alexander Hamilton to do but meekly
agree and discreetly withdraw
from the presence of his chief
without further comment.
Thus did the political rivalry
of two of his cabinet members
have a part in detracting from
the solemn character which our
first President had wished the
first Thanksgiving day to have.
Although this may have had
nothing directly to do with it, the
fact is that not for five years
thereafter did Washington again
proclaim another official Thanksgiving. That was during his second administration and it is interesting to note that this Thanksgiving day was celebrated, not
in November at all but in February!
On January 1, 1795, in Philadelphia, which was then the nation's capital, Washington called
upon his fellow Americansto"set
apart and observe, Thursday, the
nineteenth day of February next,
as a day of public thanksgiving
and prayer, and on that day to
meet together 'and render their
sincere and hearty thanks to the
Great Ruler of the Nations for" a
long list of blessings which the
country waa then enjoying.

SEW

ends of the table and the hinged
arms with thumbtacks through a
double strip of the plain material.
NOTE: Readers who are now
using Sewing Books No. 1, 2 and 3
will be happy to learn that No. 4 is
ready for mailing; as well as the
10-cent editions of No. 1, 2 and 3.
Mrs. Spears has just made quilt
block patterns for three designs
selected from her favorite Early
American quilts. You may have
these patterns FREE with your
order for four books. Price of
books—10 cents each postpaid. Set
of three quilt block patterns without books—10 cents. Send orders
to Mrs. Spears, Drawer 10, Bed*
ford Hills, New York.

Bag Was Positively
Golfer's Last Chance
The fat man decided to try golf.
Armed with six golf clubs, a ball,
and a caddie, he marched oH to
the links.
The caddie placed the ball on
the tee. Then, with a terrific
swing, the fat man whirled his
club through the air. But the little white ball remained on its tee,
while the club, meeting mother
earth, broke into splinters.
The second, third, fourth, and
then the remaining clubs snared
the fate of the first.
"What would you do now?"
asked the golfer of the caddie.
Holding out the empty bag, the
youngster replied, "Don't give in!
Hit it with this!"

Golden Friendship
FRIENDSHIP u a cfcam of gold,
Shaped in God's all-perfect

mould,

Each link a smile, a laugh, a tear,
A grip of the hand, a word of cheer.
As steadfast as the ages roll.
Binding closer soul to soul.

No matter how far or heavy the load,
Sweet is the journey on friendship'*
road.

CLOTHESPIN
NOSE
Got a cold? O«t fwo-wty relief
with Luden't! A Xiuden'c on
your tongue help* •oothe throat
—thai, ** It melti, releases cool
menthol vapor. Your breath,
carries this to clogged nasal
passagei, helps open

LUDEN'S 50
MMfhol Cough Drop*

MERCHANDISE
Must Be GOOD

to fee
ConsistentlyAJvertised
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS

'

CAMELS
BURN SO MUCH
LONGER_GiVE

Resolution by Elias Bondinot
result the first of the presidentially-proclaimed, last-Thursdayin-November Thanksgiving days
was observed that year.
On July 7, 1864, by direction of
congress, President Lincoln designated the first Thursday of August as "a day of national humiliation and prayer." October 20
of the same year saw the issuance of his second proclamation
designating the last Thursday hi
November as Thanksgiving day.
Before that day arrived it was
known that he had been re-elected by an overwhelming majority
—a result which had been extremely doubtful during the campaign. Moreover, by November,
1864, it seemed certain that the
Confederacy could not hold out
much longer. So with the assurance that the Union was saved
and with the great vote of confidence in his administration given
him by the people, Abraham Lincoln had good reason to lead the
nation in a Thanksgiving celebration.
For the last 75 years succeeding Presidents have not deviated
from the custom of proclaiming
the last Thursday in November
as Thanksgiving day^until this
year when President Roosevelt
lived up tq his reputation of being
a "tradition-defter" and established the next-to-the-last instead
of the last Thursday in the month
for this national hnlidnv.

EXTRA SMOKING.
TO6/RE THE BEST
CIGARETTE BUV/
L Whatever priee yon per per p«ok,
/Ira important to remember thte
iuti By burning 2S£ ilowtr than
the average of the 15 other of the
Urgeit-aellinf brand* tested—
•lower than «wjr of them—CAM6LS
|hre • amokinf pint equal to
WILBUR SHAW-AatomoMe
raring champion-, winner of Indian,
aoolls 300-mile race 1937. 1899

MORE PLEASURE
PER PUFF-MORE
PUFFS PER PACK

Penny for Pa)My

Your Best Cigarette Buy

SMOKES
PER
PACK
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FACTS AND FUN
(By Tillie)

..' father, C. O. Gipple, is moving to town, I am going to rejfstock and machinery and will sell at public sale, at the
ttm, 2% miles north of Anita and 3 miles east and % mile
|Highland church, commencing at 11:00 o'clock sharp, on

Tuesday, November 21
the following described property:

Ir- HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 8
Irrel horse. 9 years old, weight 1700; 1 black team of geld|8 years old, weight 3300; 1 bay mare, in foal, 6 years old,.
ft; 1 roan mare, 2 years old, weight 1400; 1 yearling roan
jjht 1050; 1 black mare, smooth mouth; 1 sucking colt, 5

[BAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE — 27
pnilch cows, two just fresh and others giving milk; 5 yeary 2 yearling heifers; 11 spring and summer calves; 1 pureford bull, 2 years old.

HEAD Of*'SOWS 'AND 31 PIGS.
'GOOD BEAN HAY. ' SOME BALED OATS STRAW.
jtlANTITY OF BALED SHREDDED FODDER.

FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
[eere manure spreader; Easy Way hay loader; Sterling
|; Deering grain binder; Blizzard silo filler; Deering corn
Tie corn planter, with drill and bean attachment and 160
_,; McCormick-Deering horse cultivator; McCormick-Deeriiron wheel wagon and box; low wood wheel 3-inch tire
r;man cylinder corn sheller with stacker and elevator;
' mill with bagger; Holden Duplex lime spreader; John
!i walking plow; John Deere potato plow; Hoosier one
Epdrill; John Deere tractor disc; John 'Deere horse disc;
|2-section harrow; 5-section Burkhart harrow; pulverizer;
I endgate seeder; McCormick mower; McCormick dump
•"Jmks-Mbrse 6-horse engine; Model T power unit; John
jh stag gang plow; John Deere oil bath pump jack; Re|j 50-gallon iron kettle; 5-shpvel one horse garden plow;
.icles too numerous to mention.
fCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
j?ASH. All articles must be settled fdr before removing
" - premises.

ENNETH GIPPLE
Auctioneer.

C. E. PARKER, Clerk.

> Bear of Des Moines
Everett B. Luman and wife spent
lid visit at the home Saturday and Sunday in Des Moines
ke Bear and wife. with her daughter, Mrs. Florence
Draman and husband.
i wife returned MonAndrew Petersen and wife returni in Waterloo, after a
with Mr. and Mrs. ed home Monday from Morehead,
Minn., where they were called by the
death of her father, Chris Jacobsen.
|Scholl, a stenographer
Rev. Thos. B. Dixon and Raymond
'the CoryellOil Co. in
Barber
went to Grinnell Monday to
spent the week end at
attend
,.the
mid-winter conference of
parents, Lester
the Congregational and Christian
churches.
i)orsey was hostess to
the D. 'D. pinochle
lie on Rose Hill Avenue
ernoon. Miss Mary
Ark., was a guest.
|was spent by the ladies
jle with high score being
anfc Kramer and low
Jonald Chadwick. The
er-up.

Eastern
Lump Coal
LCK SOON
ore heat per dollar
else you can bay.

;RAIN co.
us, Manager

William Watson and wife, John
Mehlman ,and wife, Richard Watson,
wife and daughter and Charlie Bliese
were Sunday dinner guests at the
John Bishop home in Exira. The dinner was a farewell for Mrs. W. I.
Crozier of Whitewood, So. Dak., sister of Mrs. William Watson and Mrs.
Bishop, who has been visiting here
the past two weeks with relatives and
friends.
A good number attended the covered dish supper and farewell reception at the Anita Methodist church
Monday evening for the William
C. Richter family and Mrs. Alice
Chapman. After the social hour following the supper there was a short
program consisting of the singing of
old hymns, a humorous reading by
Betty Moore, words of farewell by the
pastor, a response by Mrs. Richter,
and jokes by Rev. C. L. Thomas.

USABLE

MIXTURE

TRY THE

[OA80LINE WITH

CONTROL"

We Specialize in
)bil Winter Conditioning
and
/
Mobil Lubrication

There is still adequate time to buj
.flowering bulbs and pot them up foi
winter bloom. If paper white nar
cissus are planted now, they wil
bloom in about eight or ten weeks.
If tulpis or hyacinths are potte<
for forcing and if the bulbs are properly ripened off and rested after the
flowering season, the bulbs can be
transplanted to the outdoor garden
and will continue to bloom each spring
for years.
The average gardener will find the
paper white narcissus the easiest oj
all bulbs to force and most certain
of bloom. About three or four bulbs
started in small dishes or vases make
ideal Christmas gifts.
* * *
Only five more weeks until Christmas. It isn't too early to do your
shopping.
* * *
' Did you ever notice that extra special twinkle in Charles W. Crandall's
eyes when he lets go one of his famous
smiles . . . oh boy, wonder if our
telephone number is registered in one
of those volumns of telephone direc
tories in the Pot o' Gold programs
heard each Tuesday evening over the
NBC chain ? . . . were you up in time
to witness that gorgeous sunrise one
day last week? In fact there,.were
several mornings when the sk^ was
partly clouded that the eastern horizon was a magnificent sight . . . on
the Edwin Miller farm .just three
miles west of town, a drillecl. well was
put down recently and water was
struck at the 140-foot level—and they
say that water is scarce in Cass
county.
* * *
Things I'd like to show manufacturers how to do . . . knit heels in
boys' socks . . . make buttonholes in
knit underwear . . . reinforce knees
and seats in overalls . . . sew buttons on shirts.
* • •
This neighborhood is going to greatly miss the William Richter family
when they move away. After these
many years of their presence in ant
about this community, it's difficult to
comprehend that very soon they are
to take up their abode in a distant
location. When they have moved to
their new home, who will fiddle for th
square dances around these parts?
Who will be that other couple at the
pinochle or bridge table? Who wil
raise an enormous garden and share
it with the neighbors? Who will be
the first on hand when help is neede<
in the neighborhood? Just who can
take their places when they are gone ?

ANITA, IOWA

A 7% pound boy baby was born
last Thursday morning to Mr. and
Mrs. Roscoe Smith. The child was
born at the home of 'Mrs. Smith's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carsten Henneberg. This is the second child in
the family, the other being a girl.

ANITA

Mrs. Rosetta Anderson entertained
the members of the Highlanders club
at her home on Chestnut Street one
afternoon last week. There were
eleven members present, also one visitor, Mrs. Bertha Renshaw. A social
afternoon was followed by the serving
of a lunch by the hostess.
At her home on West Main ^Street
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Geo.
O. Smither was hostess to the members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club.
Other guests were Mrs. J. C. Jenkins
of Anita and Mrs. Arlene Johnston
of Silver Star, Mont. High score was
held by Mrs. Raymond Lantz.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Lionel Barrymore — Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Una Merkel — Bobs Watson — Nat Pendleton
IN AN AMAZING STORY

"On Borrowed Time"
Sat.-Sun. Nov. 18-19
u- .

' , ' : • - - • , 1, . * • , . . . . ( . ! . ' :

•.'•?.'-Jl: •

I'

A meeting of the M. M. circle was
held last Thursday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Frank Watkins, hostesses being Mrs. Watkins and Mrs.
Roscoe Nelsen. Present were eighteen
members and one visitor, Mrs. Ruben
Scott, who joined the circle that af
ternoon. At the close of a social afternoon, refreshments were served by
the hostesses.
The members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dinner and bridge club enjoyed a 7:00
o'clock covered dish dinner last Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Lantz on West Main
Street. All members were present
and following the dinner the evening
was spent playing bridge. High scores
were held by Mrs. Lantz and Fred G.
Boren.
The Iowa state commerce commission has allocated $727 to Cass county
as its share of $33,764.62 in ton mile
taxes collected from motor carriers
during October. Allocation of the
taxes was proportionate to the miles
traveled by the carriers in the various
counties. Potta'wattamie received the
largest share of any county in the
state, getting $2,005.

CHESTER MORRIS
LUCILLE BALL
WENDY BARRIE
JOHN CARRADINE
ALLEN JENKINS
JOSEPH CALLEIA
C. AUBREY SMITH
KENT TAYLOR
PATRIC KNOWLES
ELISABETH RISDON

Thirteen members of the Sunshine
club and three visitors enjoyed a
meeting last Friday at the home of
Mrs. Jasper Krumm southeast of the
city. The visitors were Mrs. Earl
Beaver, Mrs. Howard Gissibl and Mrs
Verl Adams. A covered dish dinner
was enjoyed at noon and the ladies
spent the afternoon piecing quilt
blocks for the hostess. The next meeting of the club will be held at the home
Mrs. Frank Petersen has gone to of Mrs. William Bangham.
Williston, No. Dak., called there by
the illness of her mother, Mrs. Frank An all day meeting of the Original
Long.
Sunshine club was held last Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Edgar Petersen
J. E. Larson and wife of West southeast of the city. Present were
Branch, Iowa, visited here Sunday eight members and four visitors, Mrs.
and Monday with friends. Mrs. Lar- Floyd Gissibl, Mrs. Melvin Gissibl,
son is the former 'Clara Rose, a daugh Mrs. Howard Gissibl and Mrs. Rayter of Mir. and Mrs. John'C. Rose, and mond Nelsen. During the noon hour
as a girl lived with her parents on a a covered dish dinner was enjoyed,
farm north of Anita.
and the ladies spent the afternoon
sewing carpet rags and embroidering
Tuesday evening a number of tea towels for the hostess.
Plus the Extra Special Attraction
friends called at the home of Mr. and
Latest
Edition MARCH OF TIME Entitled
Mrs. Ernest Ford, the occasion being
Mrs. Carl Millard's Sunday School
a surprise on Mr. Ford who was cele.- class of the Methodist church held a
"UNCLE SAM — THE FARMER"
brating his birthday anniversary. The farewell party at the Millard home on
The Story of 32 Million Americans . . . Their Life,
evening was spent playing bridge, fol West Main Street last Thursday evenWork, Hopes . . . New Problems Created By War
lowed by the serving of a lunch.
ing for Miss Naomi Richter, who
A Picture Every American Should See!
leaves in a few days with her parents
A meeting of the P. T. A. in Lin- for their new home near Kahoka, Mo.
coln township school district No. 1 A. gold locket and chain with the
was held Friday evening at the school Lord's prayer printed inside the locket
D. C. Bell of Iowa City was visitMrs. Fannie Frazier of Council
house. About fifty people were pres was given the guest of honor. The
ing
with friends and looking after Bluffs visited here a few days the past
ent. The program consisted of a evening was spent playing games,
business matters in the city the first week, a guest of Mrs. E. W. Holmes.
vocal duet by Frances and Mary Jane after which a lunch was served.
of
the week.
The two ladies were girlhood schoolKopp, a solo by Billie Steele and sev
mates.
eral recitations and songs by the pu
Fourteen members were present at
Elmer Wagner and wife of Ruthven,
pils of the school. Following the the regular meeting of the W. W. club
program a lunch was served by Mr. held at the home of Mirs. Lloyd Smith Iowa, have been visiting here the past
Ed. Anderson has bought the 80and M!rs. Jasper Krumm and Mr. and southwest of the city last Thursday week with his brother, W. H. Wagner acre farm southwest of the city limMrs. John Pearce. The next meeting afternoon. The afternoon was spent and wife> and with other relatives its, at present occupied by Harry
will feature a Christmas program and socially and plans were completed and friends. From here they will go Kauffman. Mr. Anderson bought the
will be presented by the teacher, Miss for a farewell dance to be given for to southern Texas to spend the winter place from the Mutual Benefit Life
months.
Hazel Van Aernam and the, pupils.
Insurance Co., paying $80 per acre.
Mr. and Mrs. William Richter and
family, who are leaving for Kahoka,
Mo., to make their future home. The
dance was held Saturday evening at QUICK RELIEF FROM
WHEN ANIMALS
th& Grove township community hall. Symptoms of Dtetnss ArUtag froM
ST
DIE
The next meeting of the club will be
°MACH ULCERS
held Nov. 23 at the home of Mrs. DUETO EXCESS ACID
We will pick them up
Elmer Smith.

. in altyoar
tho** for only

CALL 244

W. Shaffer & Son

Mr. and Mrs. Dean Armtsrong, living southwest of Anita, are the parents of a 7% pound son, born Friday,
The boy has been named Joseph
Ronald.

,W«ar 30 <byst.il not satisfactory yon
•MMy NfcMtal. No Qutstiona Atlud.
SEND TODAY

&
H. 8TEMMONS MFOL CO.
MMkMMM.
17 E

The annual Armistice supper of the
American Legion and Auxiliary was
held at the I. O. O. F. hall at 6:30
o'clock last Friday evening. Each
family took a well filled basket of
oodies to eat, which made a large
table groan as well as each one who
partook of the food. Following the
supper an amateur program was
given with Mrs. Harley Miller acting
as mistress of ceremonies.
The
udges were Mrs. Chas. Bartley, Mrs.
ffloyd Dement and Ernest Harris.
First prize went to Mildred Parrott,
second to Edwin Petersen and third
to a trio composed of Mrs. Guy
Steinmetz, Mrs. G. M. DeCamp and
Mrs. John Mehlman. About sixty
people were present.

Stomach,

due to L

££"£ feir5£&£t=3£-i;t
BONGERS BROS.

promptly.
New steel water tight
body at your service.
Phone 257

WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

SPECIAL PRICE ON FENCE
AND FENCE MATERIAL
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager
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Practical,*
id Youthful
a bright new every
lat's tailored and
efficiently youthful
you'll never tire
er constant wear,
1850. It buttons
coat style, is dartwaistline, Land
itrast. If this is
iipt at home dressnple pattern that
and easily. It's
in plaid wool,
illis.
Youthful.
aen, No. 1849 has
ag lines, and
tied to give the

New Elegance in Curfent Mode
Star Dnst
Calls for Quality-Kind Silk?
if Trick of the Peacock
*IY*Micky With Judy
* First Up Gets It!
By Virginia Vale

By CHERDE NICHOLAS

m

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUI6T, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
: of Chicago.
(Released by Wastarn Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for November 19

W

HEN an actress who is famous for wearing beautiful clothes beautifully wants to
get a bit of extra publicity, it's
usually a good trick for her to :
announce that she'd just loye tof
have a role in which she wore
rags. Usually, too, she hasn't the
faintest desire to wear rags, or anything faintly approaching them;
she'd scream
:
and gnaw the
, woodwork if any, one suggested it.
But women who.
can't dress ,as
1649
she does on the
stage or in pictures are supposed to like her
better for saying
that she's tired
of b e i n g a
clothes horse.
Joan
Joan Crawford
Crawford
is proving that
she really wants to be something
more than a modiste's mannequin.
In "Not Too Narrow, Not
Too Deep,"
her new picture in j which Clark
Gable plays opposite her, she has
just one dress. There may have to
be replacements, it's true, for she
has to do quite a bit of dashing
about hi a South American jungle,
but technically it will be the same
frock. That is, according to the present announcements it will be.
As for Gable, he's to be a really
tough egg; escapes from a prison
Jlender-hipped ef- colony and all that sort of thing.
|:figureslook best
in. A good
With some of these ladies of the
;ies and lunch- screen it's a calamity if the public
1 the detailing is doesn't see through that ostrich;
f|The neckline is with-its-head-in-the-sand disguise of
firing. This dress
was-good enough for our
in velvet, faille dark glasses. Not long ago year
correspondent lunched with one, in
great - great - grandmamas
New York. We just went hi, sat should be equally as good for us.
!ned for sizes down and ordered luncheon. Dis- Some such thought must have moti40. Size 14 mayed, the lady glanced around. vated the minds of our modern fab;; of 39-inch ma- "Isn't anybody looking at me?" she ricists when they announced for fall
and winter 1939-1940 a revival of the
es; 4% yards asked, in anguished tones.
quality-kind old-fashioned silks such
[contrast.
as were the pride and the joy of our
tied for sizes
Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland ancestresses. Call them heirloom
8, 48, 50 and 52.
$1% yards of 39- are going to go with on—and on, silks if you will, for some of the
|fh long sleeves; and on—as a team, because the pub- silk weaves so chic and so fabricthree-quarter lic likes them. "Babes in Arms" fine that are considered high-style
has decided
today but tell the story over again
•: ribbon.
that; it pairs
of sterling-worth bengalines, failles;
em Book.
musically
likewise traditional ottoman silks
[I Send today for them
as well as roand grosgrains, also stand-alone
attern Book with mantically,
finmokes and taffetas that make music
of -a hundred ishing the work
with their rustle of real honest-ioall shapes and begun
in "Love
. goodness silk.
ney and know the Finds Andy
HarWhen you come to analyze the
of personally dy" and "Thorpresent situation, the re-incarnation
refitted garments oughbreds Don't
in current fashion of the elegant
ijown frocks with Cry." Incidenf'lovely lady" fashions so charac•cut designs, tally, people who
teristic of the early Victorian and
g—every pat- meet him like
Edwardian periods, we of this genp? step-by-step sew the Rooney lad
, * n..!...* eration just naturally have to think
Ibeginners. Price a lot better than
«•*•«*•«•»* in terms of fabric elegance.
15 cents,
did for a while, when he was
to The Sewing they
idea that prevails this season
of having a swelled head is The
fabric
for dresses
ept., Room 1324, accused
and all the things that go with it. styled with elegance
utmost simplicity, dej|Dr., Chicago, HI. He's
grown
into
a
likable
chap,
mod9, 15 cents (in est rather than bumptious, and he pending on accessories for dash and
High value is put on skillful
and the pretty Judy make such a allure.
-WNU Service.)
fabric
treatment
in drapes, shirrnice pair that the people who pay ings, pleating and self-fabric
details.
to see them op the screen seem to
It is a very silk-conscious group
want them to stick together.
we present in the illustration hereA great favorite with French
There's a tradition in radio that with.
designers is pure silk jersey which
the first actor to try oat for a part they say, and they prove it in the
I yon tUafc an laxative* is sure not to get it. Dorothy Knoz lovely creations they turn out, has
i alike, Jut toy tils
has proved that it isn't so. She no peer when it comes to sculptural
Deiiiell*. competed with 27 other actresses for draping and intriguing shirring.
with coostlpatlMi. the role of "Frieda" in "The Life
The attractive dress to the left hi
s box o( NR bom. jrour
i Hake tbe fast-then and Loves of Dr. Susan"—was the the picture is of smooth, dark silk
> bo^to tu. We wfll first to enter the audition room jersey. Although it has been elaband the last to leave it—and she got orately draped and shirred, the slenr o• N i c H'
der silhouette has been in no respect
the part.
sacrificed. If you haven't a silk
(preferably black) daytime
Major Bowes is rapidly becoming jersey
idom
dress in your collection you are losa
public
benefactor.
Not
long
ago
e'art knows as
ing out on a lot of pleasure and cometiquette can he presented St. Patrick's cathedral fort. Choose dark or black jersey
in New York with 11 Schwedleri
practical
afternoon wear and for
1
maples and four English elms—a for
loveliest formal let it be of
gift which cannot be appreciated by your
white silk jersey sculpturally draped,
anyone who does not know how bar- adding
accents to make it su(TdarMOTHERS
ren New York is of trees, or how premelygold
beautiful.
Ripido, Iowa —
some
of
its
inhabitants
long
to
see
Adolph Speas, 310
A draped and shirred green silk
one. The trees are magnificent a
live,., Vv., says: "Becrepe luncheon dress, designed for
s (Wo of my babies
living
tribute
to
the
Major's
thoughtle I was very weak,
the new corseted lady, is shown to
fulness.
ut I used Or. Picrcc's
the right. It speaks eloquently hi
rite Prescription and
Now he has given his estate, favor
*;was a wonderful help to
of fabric treatment. Note the
Laurel Hill, at Ossining, N. Y., to
- It stimulated my ap' i and helped to rethe
Lutheran
church
for
a
retreat
mo of that tired,
for the clergy and laity of New
MS feeling." A«k
for Dr. Pierce'* FaYork and nearby states. The 10- Whimsical Velvet
> liquid or tablets. See
i feel after using It.
acre estate is a show place, filled
Turbans in Colors
with memories for Major Bowes; he
and
the
late
Mrs.
Bowes,
who
was
Milliners
axe designing adorable
; Teaching
Margaret
Illingtpn,
the
famous
aclittle
velvet
turbans,
bright with col> to learn is too old tress, bought it in 1927, and through
or, to wear with fur coats this winter
the years they landscaped it, in- or to crown smart dinner gowns with
stalled a swimming pool, and did glory. These little fantasies of velvet
everything they could to make it are often allover shirred or are
beautiful.
formed of myriads of little corded
Major Bowes not only gave the loops. Some houses are showing
estate to the church, but added a them in that old-time favorite, old
substantial gift to help equip it. gold. Others exploit them in teal
blue to ensemble with silver jewelry
ODDS AND ENDS—Charles Bayer is set in blue stones, and as for eyeto come to this country on a propaganda dazzling red, there's nothing smartmission for the French government . , , er than a red hat with a black dress.
In fact these cunning velvet turGreta Garbo is not only 'going to 'be a
comedienne in her new picture, "Ninolch- bans have gone on a gay and festive
ka"—she's going to do a scene in whiclt color spree. The fireman-red velvet
she drinks just a bit loo much champagne types make you "stop, look and lis. . . Andrea Leeds was married recently in ten" but you'll love these startling
Del teoriut, Calif., to Robert S. Howard, reds just the same. With dark furs
. save you many a
whose father owns a famous racing stable they are simply perfect.
111 escape you if
... The British government wouldn't grant
Most of these flattering little hats
> read carefully and
ne advertising of • Edward Small permission to film some of have a snood to cover the coiffure
the scenes of "My Son, My Sorr/" against at the back, and it's "mighty like a
the actual backgrounds in Manchester, rose" that some of them look being
London, and other citiet, so the entire often a huge pouf of velvet in flowwill be made in Hollywood.
er color, posed jauntily low over
IS PftPBB film(Released
by Western Newspaper Union.)
the brow.
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WARNINGS AND PROMISES
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 7:1-14.
GOLDEN TEXT—And as ye would that
men should do to you. do ye also to them
likewise.—Luke 6:31.

Strange Facts

I

Jobs vs. Positions
New 'Antiques'
Taps for Evil Spirits

The captain of one New Yorker's private yacht draws a larger
salary than the master of the
Queen Mary, the colored manager
of a Harlem dance hall is paid
more than the governor of Pennsylvania, and a Midwesterner received more money as the president of a local musicians' union
in 1938 than Mr. Roosevelt received as President of the United
States.

For a number of years, at least
three-quarters of all "antiques"
"How to Win Friends and Influ- imported into this country have
ence People" may be worthwhile to been fakes.
study, unless it is done from a pureMore Europeans are employed
ly selfish
desire to be popular so
tha| one may make more money hi a certain-large industrial plant
and get on in the world. Everyone hi Detroit than there were Amerishould desire to make more friends cans employed in all the indusand better friends, and the Chris- trial plants in Europe before the
tian, hi making friends should make outbreak of the present European
them for his Lord as well as for war.
himself. Actually the best of the
The three volleys fired into the
rules and suggestions offered on this
subject are already an integral part air at military funerals were origiof Christian conduct as revealed in nally intended to frighten away
evil spirits and, therefore, prevent
the Word of God.
them from entering the mourners'
I. Avoid Judgment (w. 1-5).
hearts, which stood ajar at the
By not judging others censoriously burial of a comrade.—Collier's.
we escape such judgment of ourselves both by God and by our fellow man. The admonition, "Judge
not," obviously does not mean that
we are not to exercise our Godgiven ability to discern between
good and evil, nor does it mean that
we are to stand silent in the presence of wrongdoing. Verse 6 in
this very chapter calls for the use
of judgment (see also I Thess. 5:21).
In all such judgment we are to
avoid an unkind spirit and the hypocrisy described in verses 3 to 5.
FROM PAIN9 OF
We are to be certain that our own
lives are above reproach regarding
RHEUMATISM. NEURITIS
that which we condemn (v. 5). The
HEADACHE
none too common exercise of corA TABLET
recting our own faults will serve a
NOW BUYS
salutary twofold purpose of improvGENUINE
ing ourselves and of making us too
BAYER ASPIRIN
busy to find fault with others,

FAST RELIEF

self fabric pleated ruffle on the bodice the wide corselet belt and
other fetching styling details.
Centered hi the trio is a striking
evening ensemble developed of
handsome silk white faille, for faille,
such as our grandmothers treasured,
is again a favorite silk. Note the
brief peplum that flares from the
new lowered waistline of the basque
jacket. The novel square buttons
are of outstanding style importance.
It's fortunate you'll be if you have
stored away among heirlooms some
of the gorgeous jeweled buttons that
once were fashionable and are so
again. Glorify your evening coat
with these buttons or your blouse or
your "bestest" afternoon dress.
In conclusion just a word about
the stunning jacket tailored suits
that are made of black bengaline
silk or faille. These silk classics
register among the topnotch fashions of the day.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Suits Are Favored
In Newest Modes
Suits are important hi the new
mode and include both dress and
jacket and skirt and jacket combinations. Short, fitted, peplum jackets and long fitted jackets are both
in the picture. Many are furred
and worn with fur muffs, hats and
umbrellas whose handles are covered with the same pelts.
Smartest coats, both cloth and
furs, are fitted and flared. Many
cloth ones are so liberally trimmed
with pelts that they seem about half
fur. Persian lamb, beaver, seal,
leopard, fox, marten and mink are
all used.

Air-Travel Suit

II. Be Reverent (v. 6).

While we are not to judge others, we are not to go to the opposite
extreme of being so lenient in our
attitude that we permit ungodly men
to profane and trample down sacred
things. This does not mean, as some
would have us believe, that we are
not to present the gospel to the lowest of shiners; for example, to a
drunkard. Only thus can such an
individual be saved. But i't does
mean that in dealing with holy
things we are not only to be reverent ourselves, but we are to be
careful that we do not permit wicked men to misuse and to profane
the holy things of God.
HI. Pray in Faith (vv. 7-11).

In 2 seconds by atop watch, a famine Bayer
Aspirin Tablet starts to dMatecrato ami to
ready to go to work. See for yourself Ihla way,
why Bayer Aspirin seta so quickly.

Millions now enjoy modern
speed method and save
money they once spent for
high-pricedremedies. Tryit.
You may be surprised at the speed
•with which Bayer Aspirin brings relief from headache and pains of
rheumatism, neuritis, neuralgia.
Among the fastest, most effective
ways known, Bayer Aspirin not
only brings relief from such pains
very f a s t . . . but this quick way is
very inexpensive. It may save the
dollars once spent oh high priced
remedies.
Once you try i t . . . actually feel
its quick relief, you'll know why
thousands make sure they get no
substitutes for Bayer
Aspirin by always
asking for it by its full
name... never by the
name "aspirin" alone.

Here is a straightforward promise from the lips of our Lord Himself, assuring us that prayer will be
answered. It seems that He must
have foreknown that some would
feel that the promise was too good
to be true, so He stated it in threefold form and repeated it twice. Why
not believe it, act on it, and receive the answer?
Observe that there is to be importunity hi prayer, we are to seek
if we would find. "Our Lord does
not guarantee to us anything at first
asking. God does not open His treasury to a passing bugle-call or the
tap of a careless hand which just Demand BAYER ASPIRIN
touches the door and then passes
on. Prayer is not a momentary wish
of Ink
or a transitory whim. It is the ut- A drop Power
of
ink
makes millions
terance of a confirmed and persist- think.—Byron.
ent and unwearying longing. If you
want a prayer answered, you must
go on praying" (J. G. Greenhough).
We have included the so-called
Golden Rule under this section beIsn't This Why
cause the word "therefore" links it
Ton Are Constipated?
with that which goes before. Dr.
G. Campbell Morgan aptly says, "If
What do you eat for breakfast?
we omit the 'therefore/ we cannot
Coffee, toast, maybe some eggs?
obey the verse. If we retain the
What do you eat for lunch and
'therefore,' and are driven to ask,
dinner? White bread, xroat, potato seek, to knock, and to know that
stipateO.. You probably Oont eat
the Listener to the asking, to the
enough
"bulk." And "tntlk"
seeking, to the knocking, is our Fa'
..
«»»owrt you
ther, then the rule is golden with
eat. It's a kind of food that forms
heaven's own light, but in no other
a soft "bulky" mass In the Intestines and helm a movement. H
way."
this Is your trouble, may we sugThe Golden Rule is really the fulgest a crunchy toasted oerealfillment of the law and the prophKellogg'tAU-Bran-tat breakfast
ets, but in the light of Christ's gloAll-Bran Is a natural food, not a
medicine — but it's particularly
ry it is also a -great principle ol
rich in "bulk." Being so, It can
Christian love and consideration.
help you not only to pet regular
IV. Walk in the Narrow Way (vv.
but to keep regular, You wont
have to endure constipation Jrou
cap avoid u. Bat AU-Bran daily,
of
SS?£
'•*«'•
will be"SSS
brighter for
yon I **»»»&»
Made by

Now that it's "ship ahoy" in the
air, as well as by sea, designers are
making a feature of air-travel fashions. Victor Stiebel, noted London
designer, is among the first to turn
attention toward creating airship
wardrobes. For daytime needs in
his clipper wardrobe he designs this
handsome and practical suit.
In
this instance rabbit's hair crepe of
napthalated wool is intricately tailored into a slim straight model with
rows of self-colored stitching.
A
mist green hat tops the suit to perfection.

The road to heaven is a narrow
way because it is built to carry us
BWlogg's In Battte Creek,
through the quicksands of this world
to a glorious consummation. It is
not a dismal road, for it is lighted
by God's glory; and it is not a lone- WNU—N
46-M
some road (even though few go that
way), because Jesus walks with us.
There Ate Bounds
He that sips often at last drinks
The road to destruction is broad.
The entrance is easy; there is much it up.
company, but one soon finds that the
company is distasteful—just fellow
sinners. Jesus is not going that way.
The best people, God's people, are
going the other way. The road leads
into all kinds of by-ways where pitfalls ab6und. The earthly pleasW/HEN kidneys function badly and'
ures one thought to enjoy have, as
VVyoil Mitftra nagging backache,
Maclaren puts it, "a strange knack
with dizunm, owning, scanty or too
of losing their charm and at the
frequent urination and getting up at
same time increasing their hold."
night; when you fe«l tired, nervous,

Miserable
h backache?

Full of Grace
I will neither be content with what
measure of grace I have, nor Impatient of God's delay; but every
day I will endeavor to have one drop
added to the rest; so my last day
shall fill up my vessel to the brim —
Joseph Hall.

allupjet... us« Dom's Pills.
Pom's are especially for poorly
working kidneys. Millions of boxes
•re used every year. They arc recommended the country over. Ask your
neighbor!

DOANS PILLS
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'OMAN DIES Spencer Tracy Starred in
!G STROKE "Stanley and Livingstone"

BRIARDALE GROCERY

Greater Use of Butter in
Cooking Features Drive

NUMBER 6

2,716 IOWANS LOSE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES

"Dr. Livingstone, I presume?"
"The best cooks use the most butDrama knows no more thrilling moter." With this slogan as its rallying
! Simon, _ 75, Dies Sunday ment than when Stanley speaks'these
cry, the Iowa Dairy Industry Commis- During the First Ten Months of This
words to Dr. Livingstone in the heart
|ytic Stroke Suffered
sion is launching another major diviYear Driving Privileges Have Been
of Africa, the climax of the adventure
SWANSDOWN—
COCOA—
sion of its program to stimulate the
fi Funeral Today at
Taken Away From That Numthat thrilled the world. And now the
The old standby for
Hershey's Breakfast, increased use of Iowa dairy products.
liodist Church.
ber For Various Reasons.
most heroic exploit known to man may
This announcement released by
fine,
cakes,
1-lb.
be seen in one of the most spectacular
Burr Willits, executive secretary of
package
can
:
the commission, coincided with the
Simon, 75, a resident motion pictures ever undertaken, DarThe drivers license division of the
release of the first advertisement
•community since 1883ryl F. Zanuck's production of "Stanley
GRAPE
FRUIT—
LARD—
state department of public safety reand
Livingstone."
stressing the use of more butter in
't': the past twenty-eight
Texas seedless,
Armour's Star,
ported Monday that 2,716 lowans lost
Featuring one of the finest acting
cooking. This advertisement appears
nday afternoon at the
their driving privileges during the
dozen
2
in the Tribune this week and is a
Iclaughter, ,Mrs. Arthur casts ever assembled, the film will be
first 10 months of this year.
pounds
timely reminder prior to ThanksgivBtheast of Anita. Mrs. shown at the Rialto Theatre Satur•Department figures compiled by
RAISINS—
day
and
Sunday
evenings.
Spencer
ing.
Be to the home of her
Clarence
Shirer, drivers license chief,
Thompson
seedless,
MACARONI or
Creamery and dairy interests have
uesday of last week Tracy, twice winner of the Academy
showed
the
2,716 drivers licenses eith2-lb.
|0
SPAGHETTI—
long recognized that among Amer- er were suspended, revoked, denied
going to spend a few Award, portrays ihe daring Stanley,
crack
newspaper
man
of
the
New
package . . . . . . IOC
ican people, butter has almost uni- or suspended and denied.
Briardale,
'stricken the next day
versal acceptance as a spread for
|,, The stroke was very York Herald. Starred with him are
3
packages
Of the total cases handled, 1,077
MILK—
bread. Hence the current emphasis were suspended and 823 revoked. The
pier in a very serious Nancy Kelly and Richard Greene,
heading
an
imposing
cast
including
on butter for various culinary pur- remainder were either suspended and
Briardale evaporated,
PRUNES—
r which she never reWalter Brennan, also an Academy
poses obviously offers great possib- denied or simply denied.
iiousness.
3
Santa
Claras,
ilities for increasing the use of butter
} Tismer, a daughter Award winner; Charles Coburn, Sir
tall cans.
40-50 size,
Driving while intoxicated resulted
in Iowa homes.
ick and Marie Tis- Cedric Hardwicke, as Livingstone;
in
the most suspensions and revoca2
pounds
"There are dozens of ways that the tions. That charge alone brought 789
|in Glozow, Germany, Btenry Hull and Henry Travers.
ORANGES—
Into
the
perilous
wilderness
of
unuse of butter can make good foods of the revocations and 307 6f the susWith her brother,
California
SUGAR—
taste better," Mr. Willits stated. "The pensions.
she came to known Africa one white man ventured
to
seek
another,
an
impossible
HerValencias,
Cash
only,
most
careful homemakers never lose
in May 1883, locatWhen a license is revoked, it autoeach
sight of this at any time. However, matically is cancelled for a year and
10 pounds
where she remained culean labor marked by innumerable,
nameless terrors—but nothing could
many others will welcome the know- a complete drivers license examination
"life.
ledge that by the use of more but- is required for a new license at the
I? 1884,' she was united stop him! Such is the theme of the
BRIARDALE FLOUR... .49-lb. bag $1.69
ter in cooking, better flavor results end of the period.
|i David Simon, and to screen play by Philip Dunne and Julien
GWC FLOUR
49-lb. bag $1.50
in foods of all kinds and at no extra
children were born, Josephson, reaching a new high in
A suspended license is returned to
cost.
Also, since butter abounds in its owner automatically at the end
ome on a farm near script writing. Under the direction
TALL CORN FLOUR... .49-lb. bag $1.35
of
Henry
King,
noted
for
such
outVitamin A, there is an important of the suspension period, which may
mty-eight years ago,
THRIFTY FLOUR
49-lb. bag $1.19
health advantage also. Eating plenty be anywhere from 30 days to one
ed property here standing productions as "In Old Chiof butter is an easy way to get year.
^family to town. The cago," "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
COFFEE—
plenty of Vitamin A."
COTTAGE CHEESE
ather was killed by and "Jesse James," the film assumes
Revocation of a license is mandaNewspaper advertising will, of tory upon the department in all cases
1902, and a son, a top position among the year's most
Tall Corn,
& Buttermilk,
notable
screen
achievements.
course, play an important part in the of court conviction on charges of
[..his mother in death
3 pounds
each
But there's more than thrilling adcampaign stressing the use of more driving while intoxicated.
butter in cooking. In many communBACON—
1 by three sons and venture to be seen in "Stanley and ; POP CORN—
Careless and reckless driving (of
ities,
local creameries have already various types) resulted in 495 suspenThey are Henry, Livingstone." The great reporter
Fancy
Jap
Hulless,
Armour's
Star,
slab
indicated their desire to cooperate sions, of which careless and reckless
Simon of Anita; found Livingstone unwilling to be
5
or sliced,
with the campaign in various ways. driving by speeding comprised 310
|ttf Fontanelle; Mrs. "rescued," and learned from the mispounds
per pound
Attractive posters stressing many cases. Other brands were habitual
s. Mary Smith and sionary-explorer a new, heroic meaning
in
life
that
sent
him
back
to
carry
uses for butter in every day food careless and negligent operation of a
nholdt of Anita; Mrs.
items, are being prepared for use in motor vehicle, 92; and careless and
|Headow Grove, Neb; on the great work. "Stanley and
Tomatoes, Radishes, Turnips, Celery, Lettuce
grocery
stores and will be distributed reckless driving resulting in an acatley of Menlo; and Livingstone" is a picture not to be
and Carrots
soon. Other tie-in material for res- cident, 93.
of Adair. Other missed!
In addition to the feature, the protaurants as well as food stores will
|f thirty-seven grandLeaving the scene of an accident
gram
will include the regular news
form part of the campaign. Coincid- or failure to report an accident brought
p-three great grandreel
and
the
Our
Gang
comedy
enHARVEST SUNDAY TO ing with other activities, will be edu- 40 suspensions.
ee sisters, the latter
titled, "Auto Antics."
jy.
BE OBSERVED NOV. 26 cational material for various import- Aside from specific driving or trafant groups of Iowa people;
a half century Mrs.
, Tonight—The Big Night.
fic violations, failure to pass the
Iowa ministers of all churches have
ell respected resident
The program stressing the increas- drivers license vision test brought the
Hilarious fun and an unusual qualbeen
asked
to
cooperate
with
county
Two divorce decrees were granted
nunity. The death ity of beauty are distinguishing feated use of butter in cooking follows largest number of suspensions, 163.
Sfhen the children were ures of "Everything's On Ice," feat- in default cases a few days ago by farm bureaus of the state in planning a milk campaign sponsored by the
The 725 suspensions and denials conher a task that she ure attraction at the Rialto this (Wed- Judge H. J. Mantz of Audubon, presid- special observances of Harvest "town Iowa Dairy Industry Commission. stituted cases in which persons holdto
country"
Sunday
on
Nov.
26,
Further emphasis will be given to
credit to herself nesday) evening. The film has tiny, ing over the November term of the
The Iowa Farm Bureau Federation milk during ensuing months. Other ing licenses had them suspended and
o
lie always took a great 6-year-old Irene Dare, princess of the Cass county district court.
then had "denial" cards placed against
Clyde J. Pratt of Anita was granted tias mailed out a special message and dairy products such as ice cream will future applications for a new license.
if;' home, and it was a ice skating world, in its leading role.
letter
to
more
than
1,000
associate
also receive proportionate promotion
to care for the child-j Against the colorful background of a divorce from Myrtle L. Pratt. The
Most of these were cases of phychildren. She was a! a swank Palm Beach night club the court upheld the charge of desertion. clergy members of the organization, as further plans of the commission sical incompetence or cases in which
asking
their
cooperation
in
the
event.
are developed.
tier and neighbor, and, graceful little actress glides through The plaintiff agreed to pay $1,500
their owners had been committed to
In addition to this, county farm
ill be mourned by a the intricate maneuvers of several ice to the defendant as permanent alia state hospital -for insanity or inbureaus have appointed special "HarTHANKS,
friends and acquaint- ballets at the head of brilliantly cos- mony.
ebriacy.
vest
Sunday"
committees
to
assist
in
On grounds of cruel and inhuman
I turned groups of expert skaters, to
We wish to thank our customers
treatment, Mrs. Lucille Jeffery ofworking out programs for the day.
ices will be held this ( present a "floor show" of charm.
William C. Richter, wife and childIn past years, city and town peo- for the patronage extended us while
afternoon at 2:00 | The supporting cast includes such Anita was granted a divorce from
ren, Paul, Opal and Naomi, left Fritnita Methodist church,' screen favorites as Roscoe Karns, Ed- Ewing Jeffery of Hampton, Iowa. The ple have joined with farmers in ob- we were engaged in the grocery busi- day for their new home near Kahoka,
ur V. Long officiating.; gar Kennedy, Lynne Roberts, Eric court also gave her the right to re- serving the day in rural churches, and ness in Anita, assuring you that we Mo. Before leaving here they were
take place in Ever- Linden, Mary Hart and George Meek- I sume her maiden name, Lucille Shaf er. the same plan will be followed this will never forget the fine treatment entertained at a number of farewell
In another default case, the Fed- year, according to state farm bureau accorded us. We hope you will ex- parties. They go to their new home
er.
eral
Farm Mortgage corporation was leaders. Rural churches will invite tend the same fine spirit and patron- with the best wishes of many friends.
A high light of tonight's show will
Class Play
awarded
judgment of $5,241 against town and city people to attend services age to our successors, Mr. and Mrs.
be a 10-minute reel of the recent
and special programs.
Russell J. Smith.
AT MIDNIGHT"
Mr. and M!rs. Floyd Dement have
Iowa and Notre Dame football game, Mrs. Eva B. Hayter, et al., on a note.
Auditorium
In towns and cities serving large
Mr. and Mrs. John Schaake.
Foreclosure
of
a
mortgage
on
a
farm
been married twenty-five years on Sata play-by-play action thriller of the
24, 8:00 p. m.
rural populations, churches will also
urday of this week, and on Sunday will
year's biggest football upset, filmed north of Anita was ordered to sat15c and 25c
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Baetz and their observe the event by holding open
observe
the day. In some cases, town
and shown at the local theatre through ' isfy the judgment.
The petit jury scheduled to meet and city-wide union services will feat- son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. house to friends. Friends are invitsold his residence the courtesy of the Phillips Petroleum
Cloyd Kimball, have rented house- ed to call between the hours of 2:30
ure the event.
brry Street td Hans ' Corporation and Robison's Service Sta* last Monday has been excused inkeeping rooms on the second floor of and 5:00 in the afternoon and from
Town
and
city
people
are
urged
to
tion local Pn
definitely. The jurors will not convene
him possession
'
Ulips dealer.
drive into the country and renew their the building occupied by the Long fur- 7:00 to 9:00 in the evening.
unless
summoned
by
the
sheriff.
sideration was $1,acquaintance with their neighbor farm- niture store.
and his family will
Postmaster George O. Smither aners on this day.
Leo V. Bongers and son, Junior, of
nounces that
Boyd
Cambridge,
deputy
in
the
office
._,_.ty as their home.'
effective Sunday, Nov.
Pythian Sister Thanksgiving card Anita, Rev. M. J. O'Connor of Wiota,
"We expect record breaking observ26> the windo
of
Cecil
M.
Skipton,
Cass
county
clerk
Biggs intend to make
^ at the local post ofof court, has resigned to accept a po- ances this year," Francis Johnson, party benefit, Tuesday, Nov. 28. Door, Paul Mlailander of Atlantic and James
nth her mother, Mrs.flee wilhbe open for general delivery
purposes from 7:30 until 8:00 o'clock sition as secretary to Harry B. Swan, president of the Iowa Farm Bureau high and low prizes given, including McMahon of Massena left Friday
in the morning:. Those" with lock Atlantic attorney, who is chairman of Federation said. "Each year the event dressed poultry, fruit and Artgel cakes, morning for South Bend, Ind., whereTom Bailey enter- boxes will have access to their boxes the republican state central committee. has shown growth, and with farmers vases, tobacco and others. Lunch and j on Saturday they attended the Notre
It
Dame and Northwestern footbair
nber of relatives at din- ' a»y time during the day. This will be j Mr. Cambridge has been employed in harvesting a good crop this year, we program. Public invited.
expect a greater Harvest 'town to
game. Rev. T. J. Coston of Dowling
their home southwest tne policy of the post office on Sun- the clerk's office since July, 1932.
Judge
Charles
Roe
and
his
wife,
da
country'
Sunday
than
ever."
college in Des Moines had charge of
Those present werel ys hereafter.
who have been residents of Carson the services Sunday morning at the
State
checkers
Carl
Nimrod
of
Red
andj family, Louie |
Edward Niemand, owner of Ed- Oak and Clarence Shingledecker of
At her home on Mars Avenue last for a good many years, are moving Anita and Wiota Catholic churches.
Richard Maas and
rd 8
haa
Audubon
have
completed
the
annual
Wednesday
afternoon, Mrs. Earl S. to Council Bluffs so the judge will
ard Bailey and family, ™ ' <*'•.
P»«J"«i the Ray
A surprise miscellaneous shower
Burke
the
check
of
the
Cass
county
offices
at
Holton
was
hostess to the members be near the court house. .Heretofore
and family, Mrs. Edna
J^"* °"
. «»thwert
was
held Sunday afternoon at the
he
has
been
driving
back
and
forth
corner
of
Main
and
Chestnut
Streets,
the courthouse in Atlantic. They have of the Original bridge club. Other
onald Fetersen.
and at present occupied by Beaver's been at the courthouse the past four guests were Mrs. M. M. Feller, Mrs. from Carson to Council Bluffs every. home of Mtrs. H. W. Eilts for her
daughter, Mrs. Mildred Maas Thoma' the Past Matrons club C^6- Mr- Niemand gets possession weeks, checking reports for the year P. T. Williams, Mrs. Robert Scott, day.
of
son, a recent bride. Hostesses were
onday afternoon at the
the building the first part of next 1938. From here the checkers have Mrs. George F. Shaffer, Mrs. A. J.
Leon G. Voorhees and wife of Okla- Hazel Hall, Leona Sandhorst, Laverne
Fred M. Sheley, host- January at which time he will mor6 gone to Denison to check offices in Kopp, Mrs. G. M. DeCamp and Mrs.
are 8pendin
Eilts, Florence Maas and Gladys Boos.
W. L. Peacock. High score was held hon
Mrs. Sheley and Mrs. his ca^3 from its present location in the Crawford county courthouse.
*
week
here
with
her
parents,
J.
H.
A large number were present and
by Mrs. Chester A. Long.
lister. Twenty-one, mem- the 'D. C. Bell building. Mr. Burke
Trimmer and wife, and with other many gifts were received which will
Thanksgiving, in most instances,
f present and one visitor, received $2,750 for the property.
relatives and friends. Mr. Voorhees, j be sent to Mrs, Thomason, who is in
j will be observed in Anita on Thursday,
.Minerman, who became a
Mr. and Mrs. Russell .. _
„
[;the club. At the close of
Unable to pay a fine of $800, Man- Nov. 30, the date proclaimed by Gov.
a lunch was served by nie Barringer, proprietor of the Rail- George A. Wilson. George O. Smith- grocery, took possession Monday Oklahoma capitol, is also president the hostesses,
road restaurant in Atlantic, went to er, postmaster, states the local post morning following an inventory which of the Anita State Bank.
The auction for the God's Acre was
jail Friday to begin serving a 90- office will observe Thanksgiving on was made Sunday. The Smiths are
Mr. and Mrs. Max Walker enter- held in the basement of the Methodist
3. Holton and Mrs. Isola day term for selling beer on Sun- Thursday, Nov. 23, and that there will former residents of Des Moines. Numtained the members of the Highland church Friday afternoon before a good
ntertained the members of day. Barringer pleaded guilty in the be no rural mail delivery that day. erous changes will be made in the
bridge club at their home northwest crowd. Numerous articles were sold
Q. club and four other J Cass county district court the first The Anita liquor store, like all liquor store, and as soon as they are comof the city Saturday evening. Besides including canned fruits and vegetables,
Iji- 12:30 o'clock dinner last: part of last week and was sentenced by , stores in the state, will be closed both pleted a formal opening will be held
the members, other guests were Mr. three quilts and 22 bushels of pota^ernoon at their home on Judge H. J. Mantz to pay a $300 . the 23rd. and 30th. Business houses when the store will be known as a
et. The guests were Mrs. fine or serve three months in the | in the city will be opened as usual Jack Sprat grocery. Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Milo Petersen of Harlan and toes, etc. Frank Barber and W. E.
gherty, MSss Mattle But- county jail. He was given three on the 23rd. but most of them will Smith, newlyweds, are making their Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Possehl. At Clark g»v» their services free as
BB Vera B. Hook of Xnita days to raise the money for the fine. close at 11:00 o'clock on the morning home in the Mrs. Mary B. Holton the bridge session, high scores were auctioneers, and C. E. Parker doheld by Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jep- nated his services as clerk. EveryArlene Johnston of Silver Four other persons convicted on beer of the 30th. The Anita schools will
property on Walnut Street, as Mrs. sen and low scores by Mrs. Ralph
thing sold for a good price. Those
The afternoon was spent and liquor charges at the same time have their Thanksgiving vacation on
Holton expects to leave in a short Curry and Lamar Gardner. Late in
in charge of the plan hope to have
ties socially and playing have paid their fines according to Thursday and Friday, Nov, 30 and
time for California to spend the the evening a lunch was served by
kers.
a final item in the paper next week
Sheriff P. P. Edwards.
Dec. 1.
.winter.
the host and hostess.
in regard to the outcome.

Values For Friday-Saturday

15c

19c

17c

23c

19c

k

52c

39c

lOc

Divorce Decrees Granted
Anita Man and Woman
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

FACTS AND FUN

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

PETERSEN'S

To my way of thinking, the best
offer
on radio today, is that made by
PHONE 300
WE DELIVER
We Deliver
(By Tillie)
Phone 29
the Butternut coffee people. For
It would have been a cheap quart every twenty-five tin strips or jar
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
of oysters the Worth Chastain family labels, they give a toy to some chil<
bought the other day if they had in an Orphans' home. Send the labels
PUMPKIN, Clover Farm, 3 No. 2 cans
25c
found those six pearls when they were and designate the home of your choic
raw . . . yep! 6 pearls well cooked,!, . . if you use Butternut coffee an<
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
27c
but the largest and finest gem was . don't care to send in the labels your
SATURDAY AFTERNOON ANb EVENING
discovered just before it was dumped self, won't you save them for me
JELL, Clover Farm, 3 packages
13c
please? . . . I'll see that they are
into a kettle of hot milk.
featuring
* » *
collected and sent to the Butternu
POWDERED SUGAR, bulk, 2 pounds
17c
Susie Q, that intelligent pup which people.
DIXIANNA PANCAKE FLOUR and P. & G
* i
CHOCOLATE CANDY, pound
10c
was mentioned in this column recentand BUTTERNUT COFFEE
ly and was just about to be placed
Have you seen the little indoor
TOILET PAPER, Glendale, 6 rolls
25c
into a new home, read all about the gardens of cacti? One observed re.
THIS WILL BE YOUR P. & G. STORE
affair in the paper and rather than cently had twenty-three different var
SODA CRACKERS, 2 pounds
15c
risk being- pampered by a couple : jeties of plants . . . also a camel, a
Bring Us Your Card For Can of Free Baking Powder
of old maids, just packed up and left snake, and a whole family of nomads
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
15c
for an unannounced destination.
in miniature.
GRAPE FRUIT, dozen
23c
* * *
Essie Anderson has a large col-} Little rabbits, camels and elephants
land, which trill be a part of the cei, J
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
lection of carnations which are pay- made of china would make very actery,
was purchased from Jesse M c £
ing for their board and room with a ceptable gifts for the indoor gardener
fresh at $200 per acre.
» * »
variety of highly scented blossoms.
* » »
To Hazel, Edna, Laura, Ella, anc
started this week in its fifth pre-primITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO |
CARD OP THANKS.
One
of
the
largest
crowds
to
atthe
rest who like scrapbooks: have
er. The reader used is a supplementWe wish to thank our friends a >
Established 1883.
ary book published by Ginn & Co. tend a public sale in recent years, you found that brand new program
November 25, 1909.
neighbors
for the kindness extend^
The children display much enthusiasm assembled at the W. C. Richter farm over KFAB at 9:50 every week day
Anderson Bell has purchased a resPublished Every Thursday and Entered over each new book. A number of southwest of town last week. Cars morning . . . It's good—and leaves
us
during,our
recent bereavement tt
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, »s seasonal poems have been memorized were parked up and down the road you with much to ponder and chuckle taurant in Greenfield.
death of our mother. We also \w\, ^
Ed.
L.
Newton
had
two.
car
loads
Second Class Mail Matter.
by the kindergarten group and sev- for nearly a half mile. The hillside jover
of sheep on the Omaha market last thank those who sent flowers, a«j
those who assisted with the fun fa |
W. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher ral Thanksgiving stories have been and pasture near the farm buildings
Organ music always does something week.
services.
dramatized by the children. A com- resembled the parking spaces of a
Mrs.
Nellie
Eneix
spent
Monday
and
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year parison has been made of the life led county fair.
to a fellow . . . morning tasks move
Jeanette Myer.
• • *
along
much more smoothly to the Tuesday with friends in Omaha and
Ly
the
pilgrim
children,
to
the
life
Wayne
Johtw
Official Town and County Newspaper
It was only a frightened itty bitty tunes of Milan Lambert or Dick Lie- Council Bluffs.
!ed by the children of today. Both
Three
inches
of
snow
Sunday
night
Member of .National Editorial
The American Legion Auxiliarj
the kindergarten and first graders mouse trying to find a hiding place bert.
came as a big surprise to the people meet Friday afternoon at 2 -.00 o'ri
• * *
Association, and
lave been making many attractive out in the middle of a great big corn
at the home of Mrs. Otis Kirk patrJ
A swell pepper-upper—just to stand of this community.
Thanksgiving decorations for their field and the only place that appeared
J. M. Broadfoot has purchased an- on East Main Street.
loom during handwork period. The a likelv hideout was Louie Steele's at the foot of the stairs and watch
hildren are watching with much in- pant leg. With a hop, skip and two ; the Kav> happ y crowd of voungsters other farm east of Berea at $60 per
Mrs. S. A. Stubb returned Sin
terest, the growth of our Paper 'White jumps, the little mouse landed on j emerge from class-rooms to corridor acre from William Malone.
Jas. B. Herriman and wife moved to to her home in Harlan, after a
Narcissus bulbs ami sultana plant. the toe of his shoe (Louie's) and! and descend the stairs on the home;own last week, and are occupying days' visit in the city with her M
Both plants are ready to bloom and started climbing upward. It was just jward tre jj t j t > s f u n ;
the
grandest
hiding
place—lots
of
*
*
*
their
home on White's Avenue, North. Mrs. A. A. Johnson and family
the sultana ha? several smaller buds.
At the special election Tuesday,
A group of sixth grade students vis- room to play hide and go seek. All Nut meats packed in small cello.
At her home southeast of >
ited the primary room Friday morn- was serene and peaceful until Louie iphane bagg make de ]ig h tful little re- the proposition submitted to the voters
ing and displayed some of their hob- j ( t h e cruel creature) started spanking| membrances for the city friend . . . ay the town council to extend the last Thursday, Mrs. John Peaw
hies. The purpose of the visit was ' himself. This frightened the little jso does an assortment of nOme-made corporation limits of Anita carried by tertained a number of lady mtn
Junior Play Friday Night.
at a pheasant dinner. The Mi
Mystery! Thrills! Shivers! These to arouse the interest of the smaller mousy wousy so dreadfully that it ] candies and sprcy cakes . . . yes sir a vote of 161 to 52. .
ran
around
and
around
and
the
faster
spent
the afternoon with their
Lew
and
Billy
Bangham
returned
children
in
hobbies
and
get
them
startthat time is almost upon us.
will be the feature of the evening
the mouse ran, the harder Louie
* * *
last week from their trip through the handwork and playing Chinese ik
when "Mystery at Midnight," the jun- ed in a collection of their own.
spanked. The tiny harmless creaior class play, is presented in the high Second Grade.
The committee in charge of the Red western country, where they saw many ; ers.
ture
was
only
trying
to
shield
itself
We
celebrated
our
first
birthday
of
school auditorium, Nov. 24.
Cross roll call reports a^very grat- places which were entirely satisfactory
As if led by fate, first Barbara and the school year last week. Wayne when it dived under a shirt tail for ifying response. To date $87.50 has to them; but as yet the question of
then others seek shelter from the Johnson and Barbara Ann Hollenbeck further protection. Higher, higher, been collected, a few donations are ocation has not been decided.
Senator James E. Bruce has sold his
storm in the weird Wentworth house both remembered the class with treats climbed the mouse until it stopped still to be collected and the committee
—a house full of ghostly faces, wail- to celebrate. 'We are having a very to rest for a moment between a I hopes that by the time the roll call :ontrolling interest in the First Naing sounds, glittering knives and a interesting project of the Indians dur- couple of shoulder blades.
I closes on Nov. 30, that they vrill ional Bank of Exira to a company
Astaire,
alias
Louie
Steele,!r,
_ ,,„. the
.-. ' ,hundred
, , dollar
,„
0
of business men and farmers of that
horrible looking idol. Why mystery ing November. The children have en- . Fred
. . ..
,'
,
' i have
exceeded
ON TRACK SOON
right
then
and
there
gave
a
dance
joyed
making
canoes,
Indians
and
surrounds Barbara, why her life is
point
contributions may be left town and vicinity. Senator Bruce
<
Actually
more heat per dollar |
menaced, why the loss of a locket wigwams for the sandtable scene. We recital without benefit of music
at Miller's Market if the committee still owns banks in Anita, Massena
than
anything'
else you can bur.
audience.
While
he
was
engaged
in
is such a shock to Mr. Parker, and are reading "Little Indians" and "The
failed to reach you when they called. and Marne.
tromping
out
a
few
didos
of
a
SpanIndians
Weaver"
during
story
period.
The trustees of Evergreen cemewhy Mrs. Wentworth is kept a prisoner are just a few of the things that The second grade gave a demonstra- ish fantango, the mouse spied a streak
Try painting your patent or kid- tery association closed a deal today
down a long tunnel of !„ „, „ , , ,
... ,
..
tion of school work which consisted of, daylight
will be solved.
Bert C. Ramus, Manager
„
,
,
covered heels with clear nail polish for the 6% acre tract of land lying
of
sleeve.
Down
he
scampered
and
gave
,..
v»o,
^..o.acucis;
dramatization,
citizenship,
health
Thec cast Ui
of characters:
directly west of the cemetery. The
they
won't
scuff
on
steps
so
easRathburne Wentworth, owner of the and rea ding work for the P. T. A. a long leap at the jumping off place. ,-, ,
Iy
'T'
house on the hill, Richard Duthie; Mrs. IWe have been en J°y>ng Thanksgiving Without so much as a backward
fabnc,
°f
' be
Wentworth, his aunt, Barbara Rhoads;' stories and poems and have our room glance, the little mouse ran pell mell j * "' ' 'UI
down
a
corn
row.
Louie
heaved
a
^
/° and.*"**
Barbara Cory, an unexpected visitor,' decorated for Thanksgiving.
of suede
patent. *
sigh of relief as he watched the little
Kathryn Weimer; Alma Cory, her' T h i r d Gradeaunt, Betty Weaver; Cloyd Parker, I Jerr y Grinstead celebrated his birth- creature depart. After the ordeal I
Mrs. Marcella Benning, of the White
her fiance, Richard Young; Dick Law-' day by brin ging treats to school for never heard which was most relieved Front Coffee Shop, is the proud posb s teacner
rence, a young lawyer, Merle Moore; '
and each pupil in his class. —mouse or man.
sessor of a life membership in the
* * *
Energine Washington, the house- The followin 8 third grade pupils have
And I know another man, but I American Red Cross. Her certificate
keeper of the house, Marie Burns; had perfect attendance the first two
was given in recognition of service
Rasmus Washington, "her smaller months of school: Joan Highley, Loyal dasn't mention his name, that when a rendered during the World War and
mouse
ran
up
his
trouser
leg
while
he
half," Harvey Scholl; Letty-Flanders, Anderson, Marilyn Anderson, Lloyd
is signed by Woodrow Wilson . . . any
a small town flirt, Carol Dement; Akers, Dixie Buttolph, Janice Kelly, was husking corn, just jumped out of m re
mem
^ ^these P«^
Oscar Jansen, the strongest man, Gail Forte, Bobby Pratt, Eugene Ras- his pants quicker than scat and gave ° ™*
them
to
the
mouse.
The
mouse
was
mussen,
Mary
Sams,
Junior
Fowble,
Lauren Beaver.
How many saw "The King of
The committees announced by Miss Patricia Gill, James D-enney, Jerry so delighted with the gift that when
when it showed in
he
went
to
fetch
some
of
his
relaGrinstead, Roberta Mclntyre and RobButhweg are as follows:
marvelous and impressive productives
to
help
him
take
home
the
ert
Lett.
The'
third
grade
were
given
Advertising—Doris Scholl, Helen
' P™*™**1 in a manner simple
Aggen, Adabelle Simon, Claire Har- the Kuhlman-Anderson intelligence garment, the farmer taking advant- \ 6n Ugh
age of the situation, grabbed up his °
!°r 6Ven the least ones to enris, Mabel Highley, Marilyn Hayter; tests.
J
and the older ones to
pants and put them on again.
i .T'
Set the
ushers—Elaine Petersen, Berneice
full message.
Neiens, Mary Jane Kopp, Mabel High- NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
EXECUTOR.
OLE SAYS.
_ f.
ley, Billy Millhollin, Walter Hagen;
Greetings to all you kids away at
stage managers—Boyd Falconer, ClarSee America First: Scenic Facts—, scn°o1 • • • and to you vacationers in
ence Holland; properties and prompt- In the District Court of the State of
* * *
(the Southland.
Iowa,
In
and
For
Cass
County.
ing—Harriet Dorsey.
Old
West
Thrives:
At
Medora,
No.
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
Dora
Remember Nov. 24, the junior class
Mrs. A - Laura Campbell of Des
Oak., the last of the oldtime_ cowMyer Johnson, Deceased.
__
play. Don't miss it.
To Whom It May Concern:
punching towns, the old west is still , Molnes visited with friends in the
Notice is hereby given that the I more than a movie scenario in this jc^y 'ast: Friday.
C6nference Meeting in Anita.
town whel e
' Theodore Roosevelt did
The Nishna Valley Athletic Con- undersigned has been appointed and < his
roughriding—where Tom Mix
ference will hold a 6:30 dinner and has qualified as Kxecutor of the Es-1
learne(1
to "ride 'em straight up."
business meeting at Anita high school tale of Dora Myer Johnson, late of i
Here the vanishing past can be seen;
Cass
County,
Iowa,
deceased.
All
perthis (Wednesday) evening.
This will include the coaches and sons in any manner indebted to said the "!ast round-up" is a long ways
superintendents from Massena, Cum- deceased or her estate will make pay- off.
berland, Wiota, Adair, Casey, Anita ment to the undersigned; and those
having claims against said deceased
and possibly Menlo.
House of Add-a-Room Plan: Near!£5
The 0:30 dinner will be prepared or Her estate w i l l present them in San Jose, Cal., is a house that is JS
and served by the Anita Home Kco- manner and form a.s by law required, unusual. A wealthy woman believed S
sheM live as long as she kept adding S
nomics department under the direc- for allowance and p a y m e n t .
Dated t h i s i^ml. day of November to her house, so she kept carpenters •=
tion of Miss Buchanan.
A
«r
busy for thirty-eight years construct- 5=
The purpose of the business meet- A. I)., 193U.
Harry C. Faulkner,
mg the wierdest house in America, —
ing is to discuss future game schedThe first publication of the delinquent Real Estate
Executor of said estate.
ules, game officials and to present
with 144 rooms, miles of corridors, S
By K. S. llolton,
awards.
L'old and silver fixtures, stairways 155
taxes for Cass County will be made on Saturday,
Attorney for said estate.
leading nowhere, trapdoors and blank !==
Thanksgiving Vacation.
walls. But all in vain—she died! I
November 25th. The regular annual tax sale will
Anita high school pupils will have a
think Kathleen Norris had this house
be held on December 4th., 1939.
four-day Thanksgiving vacation this
in mind when she wrote "Mystery
year which will start Nov. 30. School
House."
will reopen on Dec. 4.

Pancake and Coffee
Demonstration

FROM OUR OLD FILESJ

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

ANITA SCHOOL NEWS

KING

East era
Kentucky Lump Coal

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

Russell J. Smith

Announces he has purchased Schaake'sl
grocery store, and after alterations are)
completed, will open a

-. . ,_..,

„,.,

n-^tfj

iiiin

^«I\C

I1V1I1C

I/1 It

j •

r

Completely Modern
Food Store

We would be glad to have you call and j
get acquainted.
Anita, Iowa

Notice To Taxpayers

Haskttball Practice.
Practice began Monday. There are
approximately 20 boys out for practice this year. The first game will
be Dec. 5, when Anita will play Adair
on the local floor.
Twelve Weeks Period Ends.
Twelve weeks of school will be completed this week. Report cards will
be issued next week.
Kindergarten and First Grade.
The first grade reading class has

Notice!

We will be closed on
Tuesday nights until
next spring.
Roberts Produce.
Smither Produce.
Jewett Produce.

Hey! What Screwy Transportation:
Streets that wind in circles; street
cars that run below the streets, not
on them—that's Boston, Mass. Strangest of all is one station where you
go downstairs to board the elevated
trains and upstairs to get on the subway.
However, you will find buses
where they ought to he.
» * *
"My Old Kentucky Home": Today,
in the spot just east of Bardstown'
I Ky., where Stephen Foster wrote his'
immortal song, "My Old Kentucky
Home," there's a golf course
S
ill

You can pay your taxes up until closing time November 24th. and your property will not be advertised.

F. W. HERBERT
TREASURER OF CASS COUNTY

IIHIHIIillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIllJ!

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Pepsin-be*
Wbeno««0patioii
fOar tatte, «nd
taJn._,^pn>taWjr loaded
SSk»J2lfif«S«>«> Pepsin

ByEDWHEELAN
A, pew MiNurms

AND IN THE THIR.D PLACE .

.., -me FIRST RLAC£,I WANT sou AUTO STOP

AUTH0 ne pcesKT KNOW IT,

BENNV &ECAUSC He CAMT TAKE )T- IN THE
PLAd.e>H13 FATHER USED To WORK TOR' "" "
DAYS AND I PROMISED HIM I'D G-WCJ

HEADER BENW ONE OF..._ MOST VAL.UA&LE AND
UNUSUAL CURlOSVTiES /
HAVE NWnH "THE 5HOVA/ -'

D&NSV A E>F?E-AX /— —
-^SOME DAV-.-. [

lajativ* that «ho
that 8tom3h
fckjr dtHdm,

I (

Counsel
For arms are of little
abroed, unless there is good
sel at borne.—Cicero.

LALA PALOOZA

WHILE PINTO IS UNDER THE
KNIFE, LALA'S NERVES REACH
THE BREAKING POINT AND
SHE SENDS FOR PROFESSOR
ZEERO TO FIND OUT IF HER PET
SHRIMP-HOUND WILL RECOVER

f

By RUBE GOLDBERG

—Those Turbans Look Funny but They're Useful
BOOHOOLEETLE LADY,
VOU MOOST NOT SPOIL
THANKS,
ZB COMPLEXION WIZ
PROFESSORZE FOOLISH TEAPSBOO HOOI SAVC "BAZOOLA
I'LL
BAZOOLA* AND ALl_
BEHAVE
WILL BE HUNKY-DUNKY

THOSE IABORATORV
COOL-SMOKING

T6SIS OP6NED My

OH. WHY DO
THEY HAVE
TO KEEP
RUNNING IN
AND OUT OF
THE OPERATING
ROOM!
_—-

fRVVlAWN's'
SMOKES,
SURE

, PROFESSOR,
LL ME - WILL „
•JTO GET WELL ?
E GOT .TO

KNOW!

rimnfc for Kutaar Syndicate, toe.

S'MATTER POP— Oops! Exception!

By C. M. PAYNE

fm Fact Spealc
for Itself!

"PROTECT You

I K-DI AN s, o UTL AWS

In
recant laboratory
M
sipoWn«bw»r tests,
Prime Albert burned

MESCAL IKE

By s. i_ HUNTLEY

Anything Up to Half a Ton
OH, wrr
MATTER A
HEAP-

OP BOOK TO
OP MlQMTS

of the 30 otter
of thebrgwtsetting broads
tested...
coolest of aM
POP—No Substitutes

By J. MILLAR WATT

WHAT DOES

THAT MEANS-IF YOU
DOW'T 60 YOURSELF
THEY WON?T LET
VOU ON THE-

TRANSF6RASLG*
MEAN ON TM&
TICKET;
POP

ingl Loboratbty "tracking
testa draw Prine»Alb«tfa
tiwt yon know tfw fete, why
TrfaWnV
Ibat P. A.'.

7

oTcfaotc*
tfMtod. Rolls
faster. Tben% no other

The B«ll SynatcaU. Inc.—WMU Service

HE AUDIENCE

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

The actress was appearing in a
breakfast scene where, eggs were
being served, and a child sitting in
a box made manifest his interest
in the food. Stepping down to the
footlights the actress tendered the
youngster an egg; but his mother
drew back her child with a sign of
annoyance.
"You should let the young man
take it," said the actress quietly.
"It is quite extraordinary for eggs
to be passed from this side of the
footlights."

nni

WWlMJlHS WrfH

WKiowMiwaFsrfd^

'Strike' Defined
Fisherman—When a fish takes the
hook we call it a strike.
Tourist—Why?
Fisherman—Well, the man with
the rod begins to have a lot of labor
trouble.
«s*« wows -f«a« BUT
MlJtH Ml M f idlSH/NC-

Ahem!
"Where is the man who doesn't
like
to see smiling, cheerful faces
ar
ound him when things go wrong?"
"You'll find him on any aolf
course."

0

0X0 SNA

NANV (AW FOK
HELP

CHILD STRICKEN
M SCHOOL

COMHKWITV (H£ST

f(M>

OVER r«e TOP

THE NATIONAL JOY «»

MSWID

THE ANITA

TRIBUNE,

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23,1939-

Maduffs Food Market
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
I

Sugar

52C

Grape Fruit
Celery

23c
9c
15c
15c
49C
19c

10-lb. Cloth Bag
Medium Size
Dozen
Large Stalks
Well Bleached
Solid Large Heads
2 For
Large Ripe
Pound
Extra Large
Quart
/*!***nc» Center Cuts

Lettuce

Cranberries
Oysters
unops

Bring Us Your Poultry and Eggs—Cash or Trade
Rhoads.
CENTRAL
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST
4
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock |
Charles Laughton
Chas. Lockard, Pastor.
4
Cottage prayer meeting and
adds new glory to an old
+ + + 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 - 4 4 4 study will be at the Rev. r p
classic—"The Hunchback
Thomas home Wednesday evening rl
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Morning worship at 11. The spec- 7:30. The bible study will begin %*
of Notre Dame"—The screens
greatest duwcter actor in Victor Hugo's
al Thanksgiving offering will be the 6th. chapter of Romans. E\ f i
great masterpiece produced by R. K- O.
Your
money's
worth!
resented at the dedicatory service. one is invited.
Radio Pictures—• treat that you wffl long
• • •
remember. Free jof the asking: An
The ehojr will practice
The sermon topic will be, "Grumbling
A
ftiw
•olor
oil
la
«wv
price
autographed portrait print of Owles Ljughdout
evening.
treet
or
Thanksgiving
Street."
Where
ton, suitable fot framing (while they las').
bo-Vh. .... in com 30c a qf .*
Ask any Standard Oil Dealer.
In bulk 2Sc oat.*
o you live ?
The ladies aid meets all day
QmfcwStaU Incani35caal.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m. for the purpose of making
PokdM ..... In bulk 20c a «.*
StaiolkKl... .in bulk 15c o at *
'he topic under discussion will be, meat. All contributions of mates
t dealer prices)
tei
Using Our Principles." Our En- and help will be appreciated. At i
En|oY a rMtanal Owttf Can»
deavor
group is being reorganized and there will be a covered dish din
Apply I* any Skndanl OU
AT S T A N D A R D OIL DEAUKS NOW
are enthusiastic about their opportun- and at 2:00 p. m. the regular
ty to share in the church worship meeting.
program.
The boys catechism class meeu;
Evening ^worship at 7:30 o'clock.
its Anal session Saturday
The ladies aid will meet Wednes- the parsonage at 10.
Miss Doris Taylor was a house guest
4 I of the material for the new signal friend, Roy Hines of near Lone Rock,
day at the church and will serve a
The Home Guards meet Sati
reached Waverly last week. But the feels that the horses which kicked him of Miss Otellia PeEersen during the 15c dinner to the public from 11:30
AROUND IOWA.
afternoon at the Wayne Sislerl
new signal, of the latest type; ar- in the head last week and fractured week end.
a. m. to 1:00 p. m.
at 2:00. Those having contrikwj
rived too late to help Mrs. Walter his skull in two places, could do with
The senior choir will practice at
Mrs.
Dean
Armstrong
was
taken
Health Hint.
to make in jams or jellies (<<• \v|
Eickelberg, of near Bremer, who died a little more history. Hines is resting
to the Atlantic hospital Sunday for the church Wednesday evening at 7:00 Home Guard box kindly send to j
Quick thinking, plus pure Iowa
beneath the wheels of a Great West- comfortably.
o'clock.
medical treatment.
cream, prevented serious injury from
meeting or to Mrs. Albert Karns HJ
ern locomotive there, in a crossing
The week of Nov. 26, our men will
sulphuric acid to two Iowa persons accident. Her five children, passengScalped.
We hope to be able to close K
The members of the Sophomore jegin to repair and redecorate the inlast week. At Grand River, Mrs.
Nick Rogers of Oelwein had a taste
.
,. ,
.
ers in the car with her, miraculously
God's'"Acre
books .this week. W (t v
j Jor of the church. The work is unj
j_ ,_^
,r I class of the Anita high school enRussell Morrison got some of the acid
escaped death although seriously in- of pioneer days one day last week joyed a class party at the high schoo der the supervision of Oscar Lind- your cooperation if your pledp,<!
in her eye while testing cream. Her
when his car tipped over and the shatjured.
blorh. Anyone wishing to contribute not in. Thank you.
last Thursday evening.
husband threw cream in the injured
tered glass literally scalped him.
their services, please notify Mr. Lindorb and prevented undue burning
Doctors at the West Union hospital
Pretty Dry.
Lee Taylor and wife of Avoca am blora or the pastor. The phone numwhile getting her to a doctor. At
It's pretty dry. Lon Puderbaiigh saved his life, and his scalp.
4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICU|
Herbert Johnson and -wife of Marne bev is 211.
Spencer, Leonard DeWall also escaped
j of Liberty Center, Warren county,
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
were Sunday visitors at the home o:
Friday, Dtec. 1, at 7:00 p. m. will 4
serious injury when a friend poured
No Parcel Post.
j thought so last week when a prairie
4
I. 0. O. F. HALL.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
R.
Cryer.
Mrs
be the first of a series of monthly
an entire container of acid down his
fire swept across his place, burning
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
Taylor and Mrs. Cryer are cousins.
church fellowship suppers. All fam- 4back, thinking it was water. His
100 acres of timothy anil grain stubble, Germany this Christmas. Because of
ilies of the congregation are invitet
shirt., was burned off
,
,
, ,
^,.
„,
,-. •
,., post, office
a- departj
f
.,.,
. , immediately,
, J •i and, three
haystacks.
Edison
Poison
i war conditions,
the
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
The P. T. A. at Grant No. 7 hel to attend and bring their friends as
While the horror-stricken prankster ji reported, that a number
,
.
,
,
.
.
•
*
•
*
,
i
of rabbits ' ment is refusing to accept parcel
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
its regular meeting Friday evenin; guests. Each family will bring sandstared helplessly, Mr. DeWall upset a
were flushed out by the fire and that a j post addressed to Germany, Slovakia
A teachers' meeting will be fe
at the school house. After the bus: wiches and one covered dish. After
can of cream, rolled over and over in
number of them ran through tongues and Danzig,
ness session, the following program supper, there will be a period for Friday evening at the parsonage. |
it, neutralizing the acid. His burns
of flame to reach the highway, where
Children's confirmation class
was given: music by the school an games and musical entertainment.
are painful and serious, but his spine
Don't Stop 'Em.
they licked their burned feet and
held at 10:00 o'clock Saturday
was not injured.
several recitations; songs by Charle
The blockade didn't stop Swea City's
combed out their singed whiskers.
ing.
and Dollie Mae Baylor; humorou
annual lutefisk supper in the Lutherreadings by Hilda Scholl and Bett *• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH *
A religious school for
Costly Well.
No Corn Picking.
an church there. The lutefisk, caught
4 urday afternoon at 1:30 at
Well-digging, which has been quite John MacDonald, Sac City, missed along the coasts of Norway and Swed- Moore; and music by Sylvia Nelson 4- Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor.
and "Poss" Moore. The next meet- f - f - f . - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
Highland church—
fashionable in Iowa this dry fall, h i s firpt season of corn picking this I en, are cleaned byfishermen,suning
will
be
in
January,
as
Miss
Eula
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes
reached both a new high and a new ( yea,. a f t e r 50 consecu tive years in dried, and shipped to this country. The
Garlock, teacher of the school, and for all ages. William Crawford, Jr.,
low at the Henry Vogt
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m
neari l l h i c h ne has been actjve in harvest- dried
fish,
corded
up
in
warerooms
'
Marengo recently. While the well inK Doctor's orders kept him o u t ' o f like stove wood, must be soaked for her pupils will have a Christmas pro- Superintendent.
was descending, in depth, some Gil the field this season.
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock.
four weeks before being sent out to gram, which will take the place of the
feet including 250 feet of solid rock,
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
the consumers. Swea City was wor- December meeting. Following the prothe cost soared to between $1,500
You .Never Know.
ried for a while that the European gram Friday evening, a lunch was the church with a 15c dinner for the
and $2,000. Apparently deep wells
The most dangerous place in the war would interfere with the lutefisk served by Mrs. Ruth Petersen and public at noon.
Will sell small piano in Am",
are the rule in that vicinity, for on world, statistics show, is Home, Sweet
We will have a Thanksgiving party $59 balance if taken at once. Easy?.
Sinner but the fish got through— Mrs. Leola Nelson.
the neighboring G. H. Purler home Home. Robert Kirchner, 51, promiat the church Thursday evening at ments. Write or phone Critehett?
though not under their own power.
a G21 foot well was drilled last sum- nent Lee county farmer, proved no
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
7:30 o'clock. We are anxious that Co., Des Moinea.
mer.
exception to the rule. After living
Don L. Thomas of Newton was an State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
all members and friends of the church
If you have an old horse
all his life in the same house, he Anita visitor last Friday.
attend and enjoy an evening of felCan Husk Anything.
stumbled on the basement steps last
Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, lowship with us. Our thank offering to sell, see Chas. L. Wilson,
James Powell of near Sutherland week, fell, received injuries which
Albert Secress and wife spent SunIowa.
will be completed at this time.
a corporation, Plaintiff.
had a narrow escape from his corn resulted in his death.
day with friends at Schleswig, Iowa. Eva B. Hayter, et al., Defendants.
FOR SALE:—Cobs. Joe Tr*
pi-.-ker, which tore off practically all
Jr.
Phone 52 R 23.
of his clothes. It was during a cold
Louis Woods, wife and daughter, To Eva B. Hayter, et al.
Damage Suit.
4
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4
wave and Mr. Powell was wearing
Helen
Lou.
living
near
Eureka
Center,
Remember when there used to be
You are hereby notified that by
FOR SALE:—Laundry s
three full suits. When the corn pick- a lot of friction between horse owners spent Sunday at the Leo Scholl home. virtue of a Special Execution to me 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 most" new. MM. Albert Evin
"Ancient
and
Modern
Necromancy,
er got done with him he was trimmed j and automobile drivers? Just to show
directed by the Clerk of the District Alias Mesmerism and Hypnotism, DeIf you want the best tanl >»
down to his jacket and the top of his i that time marches on, W. E. O'ConDr. E. C. Weir and wife of Council Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor nounced" will be the subject of the
svveat .shirt. These modern pickers m,r O f n e a r Dunlap, has filed a suit Bluffs were Sunday visitors in the of Federal Farm Mortgage Corporaon the market, see our lim
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
can husk anything.
you buy. Farmers Coop
city with his uncle, Fred M. Sheley tion, a corporation, and against Eva
f o r $215 in damages to his team of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Novemhorses which he claimed were fright- and wife.
Iowa.
B. Hayter, et al., for the sum of ber 26.
Too Late.
ened by an airplane flown by Or.
Five Thousand Four Hundred ThirtyThe Golden Text is from Isaiah
We have a beautiful Bald*"1
Several months ago a contract was C. \V. Byrnes of Dunlap. The team
Lyle Jensen, wife and son, Larry Eight and 39-100 Dollars ($5,438.39)
let for an automatic flasher signal was tied to a post in the field when Dean, of Greenfield visited in the city I did on the 17th. day of November, 8:19, "When they shall say unto you, piano, latest model, highest
Seek unto them that have familiar which can be seen in Anita.
at a cross-roads near Waverly. Part the physician flew over at "less than Sunday with her parents, M. J. Peters
A. D. 1939, levy on the property of; spirits, and unto wizards that peep,
y^v
party may continue payme:•nts ««S
500 feet," according to the petition, and wife.
the said Eva B. Hayter and Lewis | and that mutter: should not a people if taken at once. Write or ph<"»
frightening the horses which broke
chett Piano Co., Des Moines
T. P. Busby of Fonda has been H. Hayter, her husband; E. M. Peet seek unto their God?"
lose and dashed madly around the
Manufacturing Company; and Anita
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quofield, finally running into a barbed enjoying a visit the past week at the
WANTED:—More hatchery (to*
a nk; the
Uowin
g described tations from the Bible and from the
home of his daughter, Mrs. A. R. l!i ® t t ./°
wire
fence.
real
estate,
to-wit:
«8W8 from. Rasmussen
will stop hurting quick'
'
'Christian Science textbook, "Science
Robinson and husband.
ly acid th« hump gets
, ,
.,
South Half of the Southwest
s mailer if you apply
and
Health
with
Key
to
the
ScripFOR SALUtr—Two men s ^
FAIRYFOOT. Come in
Fractured
Skull.
Quarter
(SViSW'A);
and
the
for your small size trial
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lett are the
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
fen Oxford 'grtfr size 37 si'"1
package of Fairy foot,
Although the horse has a historic- parents of a son, born Saturday evenSouthwest Quarter of the SouthOne
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
been worn, and the other *
place next to the dog as man's best iiiK at the Atlantic hospital. The
BONGERS BROS.
east Quarter (SW<4SEV 4 ) all of
"Be not overcome of evil, but over- slim, medium grey, in good <
Section 7, in Township 77 North
laii weighed 7 pounds, 9V 2 ounces and
come evil with good" (Romans 12:21). Charles Locked, pn°ne 2
of Range 34, West of the 5th.
has been named Arthur Lowell.
Among the selections from the of the Church of Christ.
Principal Meridian Cass County,
Christian Science textbook is the folIowa,
Frank 11. Osen, wife and daughter,
If you are ia need of lumi"r
lowing;
t0
That
evil
or
and Frank Linn and wife
"
neither the time to cut ffiur logs f
of Menlo left Tuesday morning for the highest bidder on the 18th. day intelligence ..„. ,„„„, „
will soon be the lowest of
wie
uoc[rlne
nor
power
is
the
doctrine
Northville Mich., to spend a week or pf December 1989 .t the hour of of , »lute Christian Science, and this Our years of experience
b
OUR RODELL COAL WAS SELECTED TO
ten days with John Osen and family. 10.1, o clock A M., at the North is the great truth which strips all you satisfaction. Our saw ""
COMBAT THE 80 DEGREE BELOW ZERO
door of the Court House in Atlantic, disguise from error" (p. 454)
be located for two weeks y1
A meeting of the P. T. A. at Grant County of Cass and State of Iowa, j
WEATHER THERE.
Arthur Goeken fjurm, 1% "'J,'
j No. 1 was held at the school house
You are further notified that if said l****.*.**.*.^^^ . of Marne. Sawing
YOU TOO, MAY ENJOY THIS WONDER
last Thursday evening, with the pro- real estate includes your homestead,
thousand. Phone 36 F V
METHODIST CHURCH
COAL - IT'S GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU. gram in charge of Miss Evangeline that unless you plat and record the
Art Berry.
Arthur V.
j Carlton and Melvin Daume. The pro- same withia ten days after the ser:, Pastor.
ASK US!
4 4 4 4
4
dram included a whistling solo by vice of this notice, I will cause said !
FOR SALE:—<T*%?»,rds, •
Church School classes at
Mrs. A. J. Kopp, a reading by Miss
a 10:00
: a m Tribune office,
Mary Jane Kopp, and different con- homestead U> be marked out, platted Harold MteDermott, Superintendent
a m. A
BUY AKTTA
tests and games. Plans were made and recorded as provided by law and: Church Worship at ll^S a.
he
expense
thereof
added
,
Thanksgiving
service
with
the
sha!1
te
...
,
—
—
o
—
o
«~...^,-fc.
.T.bii
i
for a benefit program to be held in to the costs in this case.
W e sermon
u.. iL
____...
„ . ~_
BOc buy» 600 sheets of
ANITA LUMBER CO.
mis case.
j (,
y the pastor on, "A Thankful
February or March. At the close of
Date this
paper, size 8%xll foches, »t I
November,
the meeting a lunch was served by 1939.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COAL YOU KNOW.
Bpworth League at 6:00 p. m. Re- une office.
p
Mrs. Faye Holliday and Mrs. Frank
creation
fr
EWards>
'.Neighbors.
m 6:
°™
6-00 toto6:45
6:45,
then««
the * WANTED:— Your
Sheriff
of Cass
r
r T' iIowa, Creat
'0n fr°
' then
e
She,iff of
County,
discussion
led °°by Barbara
JeanlPh.
184 Anita—we pay ph° " "
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cuts driving costs

Turner's Standard Station

C. C. Heckman—Tank Wagon

WANT AD!

Your Painful
BUNION

NEW U. S. EXPEDITION STARTS
FOR ANTARCTIC

ROBERT SCOTT

Ji

THE ANTTA TRIBUNE^

WEEKLY

NEWS

ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH

W.

HouseholdNeuis

LaBlNE

Battle to Raise National Debt
Makes New Taxes Impossible;
Touchy Topic in Election Year

Mlt Me
•

Know your newt? One hundred u
perfeeVscore; deduct 20 for each gutslion you miis. Scort of 60 or more u
good.

1. What is the origin m*,,.
term'-furlough1'? g o f S
2. How often has th ,
gates sent soldiers £ 3
3. What is meant by
y a
lem pony?
4. What tree sometimes
es
aV foot a day?
5. In Europe what is m.,e
a pension?
<
6. What is a bull session*
7. What is .the largest s i
estate mortgage in AaeruSi
*-A victim of autoph
afraid of which: speed
or automobiles?

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions arc expressed in these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.?
. Released by Western Newspaper Union.

HARRISON
". . . fine."

EARLY
His boa hopes . . .

KING
" . . . great interest . . ."

lately as a "spokesman." While
Budget Director Harold D. Smith
nodded his assent, Steve Early
pointed out that the President is
Next spring the national debt will considering sharp economies next
reach its $45,000,000,000 legal limit. year. Other leaders hoped to trim
To circumvent the issue or force an the deficit to between $2,000,000,000
increase through a hostile congress and $2,500,000,000.
(Last fiscal
during an election year will provide year's deficit: $3,500,000,000.)
such a test of political etiquette that
Aside from all-important political
the New Deal will have little stomach for a tax-boosting campaign. If considerations, prevailing whether
anything, it will be smart politics the President sought a third term or
tried to name his successor, there
to slash expenditures.
There were signs in late Novem- were some honestly promising facber that such attempts might be tors in the picture. WPA rolls stood
made. One by one, administration at 1,930,463 against 3,360,000 a year
ago; business was better; tax inspokesmen purred for the press:
Said Mississippi's Pat Harrison, come, if the present rate of increase
chairman of the senatefinancecom-is maintained, would be $1,000,000,mittee: "Receipts are showing up 000 higher next year.
But there was a less pleasant side
fine. The way they are coming
in gladdens our hearts. If
... to the picture. National defense,
we can cut down expenses some- which last year cost $1,500,000,000,
what, we may get along without a may easily reach $3,000,000,000 this
year and would thus wipe out the
tax bill."
Said Utah's Sen. William King, boost in tax receipts. Relief costs
fresh from a White House confer- are predicted at $1,000,000,000
ence: "The President evinced great against $1,400,000,000 this year, a
interest in a policy that would pre- comparatively small cut. Summed
up, the budget will probably hit a
vent large deficits."
Next came White House Secretary rough $9,000,000,000, which still fails
Steve Early, who has been reborn to reverse the spending trend.

WHITE HOUSE:
Budget

1. The round object shown
above has been the principal
weapon in Europe's war. What
is it?
2. Choice: Toledo's school children made news because they:
(a) refused to attend classes; (b)
were dismissed from classes until January 1; (c) were deprived
of books because the mayor
charged their texts contained unAmerican propaganda.
3. Hermit Roosevelt is the son
of the late President Theodore
Roosevelt. Why has he renounced
his American citizenship? •
4. Sammy Boy, a 16-year-old
California dog, is listed in a telephone directory and has been
used for movies and advertising
illustrations. How did he make
news?
5. Owen D. Young and qerald
Swope, board chairman and president of General Electric company, made whajt important announcement?

A Genera/ (

1.

The Answers
Furlough" comes f

2. More than a hundred
4. A bamboo tree.
5. A boarding house.

fl. An informal group dis
of miscellaneous topics
7. One covering a loan
300,000 made by the Metr
SPAGHETTI WITH CHIPPED BEEF
Life Insurance Co. to Rock*
(Recipes Below.)
Center in New York city
the beans. Add catsup, and then
8. Solitude.
Old Fashioned
cover with remainder of baked

Hospitality

beans. Sprinkle with brown sugar,
and top with bacon strips. Bake in
hot oven, (400 degrees) for 30 minutes. Serve at once.
Escalloped Potatoes and Ham.
Guests or no guests this escalloped
potatoes and ham dish is deliciously
simple and simply delicious.
Slice potatoes very thin and place
layer by layer in a buttered baking
casserole. Dot each layer with butter and sprinkle with salt and pepper. Add milk, sufficient in quantity to just cover the potatoes. Top
with a one-inch slice of ham. Bake
in a slow oven, (325 degrees) until
both the ham and the potatoes are
baked to a stage of perfect doneness, approximately 1 hour and 15
minutes.
My Best Chocolate Cake.
All the world loves a chocolate
cake and I suppose there are almost as many recipes for chocolate
cake as there are women who make
them. This recipe, however, remains my favorite.
2 ounces bitter chocolate
% cup butter
1% cups sugar

With Thanksgiving back of us and
winter ahead perhaps this is an excellent time to ask ourselves some
searching questions—to be answered
just by ourselves.
(Answers at bottom of column.)
Do we aa homemakers really enjoy neighbors and friends? As they
pass our house on our street do they
ASIA:
think of us with a friendly warmth?
Mr. Welles Complains
Or have we, perhaps unknowingly,
Biggest actual news of Japan's allowed ourselves to be so busy, so
war in China came from a suddenly concerned about the tasks of the
developed front in southern Kwang- day that we have forgotten that aftsi province dee map), where 40,000 er all the biggest joy in living comes
Nipponese staged a blitzkrieg to because it is the privilege of each
sever China's rail connections with one to "live hi my house by the side
French Indo-China. Thus Tokyo of the road and be a friend to man."
hoped to starve the Chungking govLet's entertain then, but let's enernment into submission, expecting tertain simply, informally, inexpenno protests either from Britain or sively. And thinking that you might
France. Both these nations had their like to do just this, I have collected
hands full at home. Nanning, where for you this week a number of my
the supply route was to be cut, held favorite recipes for just such easy
out valiantly and hopelessly against entertaining. Please note the little
The allies were more successful the invader.
hints that are attached to each of
EUROPE:
in other branches of warfare. No
Meanwhile Japan gloated over re- the recipes.
one knew how many French-British ports that her puppet Chinese govMad War
Spaghetti With Chipped Beef.
Spies, parachutes and trade con- planes had been lost, but 20 Nazi ernment, soon to be established un(Serves 4)
versations made bigger news than airships were allegedly shot down der former Chinese Premier Wang
This recipe is particularly nice
actual warfare as Europe ended the in two days' warfare over the West- Ching-wei, will be recognized by It3 eggs
third month of its strange war. And ern front. At sea the French defor a one-dish meal when guests
2% cups cake flour
stroyer
Siroco
sank
two
German
if any deduction could be drawn
arrive unexpectedly.
% teaspoon salt
from this mad sequence of illogical submarines within three days.
1 large (24-ounce) can cooked
2 teaspoons baking powder
While Berlin was genuinely woractivity on a hundred fronts, it was
spaghetti in tomato sauce
1 cup milk
that Europe is already pretty sick of ried by disorders in the Czech prov1 5-ounce jar chipped beef
1
teaspoon vanilla extract
war, more and more convinced that ince, where eight students had been
1 cup fat
Melt
chocolate carefully over
purged, the Nazis were making the
nobody wins.
Heat spaghetti. Frizzle the chipped warm water. Cream butter thormost
of
another
disorder.
Heinrich
The new "weapon" Adolf Hitler
beef in the fat until crisp and brown. oughly and add
threatened during his speech at Dan- Himmler, chief of the feared GesThen
place the chipped beef hi a sugar slowly. Sepzig took form in a new sea mine tapo, announced simultaneously that
border around the platter and pour arate eggs, beat
a German named Georg Elser and
the spaghetti in the center. Garnish egg yolks, and
two British intelligence officers, Mr.
with parsley or watercress.
add to butter and
Best and Captain Stevens, had been
sugar
mixture.
arrested in connection with the MuOven Fried Chicken.
Add the melted
nich beer hall explosion which al(Serves 4)
most cost Hitler's life. Elser is
Oven fried chicken is one of the chocolate.
charged with the crime, while the
Mix and sift together the flour,
dishes that is particularly simple
Britishers were said to have
salt, and baking powder and add al;o prepare. After
SOUTHERN
CAMPAIGN
financed it. Direct leadership, say
ternately with the milk and vanilla
ihe preliminary
The V. S. uas harder to win.
the Nazis, came from exiled Otto
extract. Beat egg whites until stiff
arowning, all that
Strasser, pioneer Hitlerite who soon aly and Germany. Even Britain, remains to he
and fold into the cake mixture.
became his bitter foe. Britain kept trying to make friends in the Far done is simply to
Place in 2 well-greased, 8-inch layits tongue in cheek throughout the East, was rumored about to capitu- put the chicken
er cake pans. Bake in a moderate
affair, for Germany was obviously late. But Jap Premier Nobuyuki Abe in the oven where
(350 degrees) for approximatemaking the most of this detective realized Chinese resistance was not it takes care of itself and cooks oven
ly
30
to
35 minutes.
thriller. Biggest mystery. Why easily broken. Threatened he: "Ja- beautifully until you are ready to
should the British instigate a plot pan will keep troops there until Chi- serve it.
Chocolate Cream Pie.
at would martyrize Hitler?
And speaking of chocolate—this
na is entirely free from the Com1 2 or 3 pound chicken, cut for
German activity also had reper- munist menace."
chocolate cream pie has that just
frying
ussions in the Balkans. When Ruright combination of ingredients that
Another menace was the U. S. At
1 cup flour
•nania's cabinet rejected Nazi de- Washington, Undersecretary of State
makes it neither too thick nor too
1 teaspoon salt
mands for a virtual monopoly on told his press conference that Amerthin; too sweet nor not sweet
Vi teaspoon pepper
Rumanian oil and raw materials, icans in Cliina—especially at the
enough. Furthermore, it is just as
2
eggs
'remier Constantin Argetoianu re- Tientsin British concession—are begreat a favorite with men as with
V* cup water
igned. His successor, whose ap- ing molested by the Japs. He also
GEORG ELSER
women; with boys as with girls.
1 cup fine cracker crumbs
pointment was hailed as an allied emphasized that the U. S. still inA detective thriller.
2 1-ounce squares unsweetened
Fat for frying
victory, is George Tatarescue, for- sists its citizens have every right
chocolate
1 onion, chopped fine
parachuted from airplanes. Presum- mer premier and a strong Franco- to pursue their commercial enter2 cups milk
ably scores of these were dropped in phile.
1
cup
cream
prises in China, regardless of Ja% cup granulated sugar
the English channel, the parachutes
Dip pieces of chicken in flour to
pan's highly touted "new order."
¥4 cup cornstarch
dissolving. In one week they took a AGRICULTURE:
which salt and pepper have been addThis
looked
bad
for
U.
S.-Jap
% teaspoon salt
toll of 25 allied and neutral vesed;
then
dip
in
beaten
egg
to
which
trade relations, which Tokyo hopes
2
egg yolks
sels, Britain retaliating by strength- Farm Vote
be smoothed over before the water has been added and finally
ening its blockade against the Reich.
In at least one man's opinion, can
1
teaspoon
vanilla extract
present treaty is abrogated January roll in cracker crumbs. Brown in
This was not too smart, for London 1940's presidential campaign will be 26.
1 baked pastry shell
hot fat (1 inch in depth). Place in
Although
Premier
Abe
hoped
soon had the wrath of Netherlands, won or lost in the farm vote. Ad- these relations "could be adjusted" baking pan, sprinkle with onion, and
Shave the chocolate and place it
Belgium and Italy on her shoul- dressing the National Grange contogether
with 1^ cups milk hi too
top
with
cream.
Cover
and
bake
in
before
the
deadline,
it
hardly
looked
ders.
vention in Peoria, Oregon's Repub- like Washington was in a mood to a moderate oven (350 degrees) un- of double boiler; heat until chocolican Sen. Charles L. McNary (him- talk business.
til tender, approximately 1% hours. late is melted. Mix the sugar, cornself a potential candidate) outlined a
starch, and salt with the remaining
three - point
Baked Stuffed Pork Chops.
% cup milk, and to it add the melted
MISCELLANY:
program on
These baked stuffed pork chops chocolate mixture. Return to douwhich he
Eighth Wonder
are a favorite with any man. Try ble boiler and cook, stirring consaid the G.
them.
At
Gillespie,
111.,
labor's
rival
C
stantly, until mixture thickens. Then
O. P. could
Purchase thick pork chops and cut
I. O. and A. F. of L. staged an eighth
yolks.slightly and slowwin:
wonder of the world by co-operating a slit in them from the fat side of the ly pour the chocolate mixture „»«
Senator Carter Glass of Vir(1) Equalchop through to them Return to double boiler over.
in a coal mine dispute. Said A. F
ginia told reporters: "I know of
and
ize AAA benthe bone. Spread cook 2 minutes longer. Add vanilla
of
L.'s
David
Reed,
without
prece
no man better qualified for the
ef i t p ayinside surface of extract and
dent: "The time has ended when
presidency than John N. Garner
baked
ments. One
chop with precompanies can play one labor oror Harry Byrd (his colleague
weakness in
ganization against the other
pared
mustard
from Virginia)."
the present
and fill with any
Wilhelm Hohenzollern, ex-Kai- p l a n , h e
Corn
desired
bread
ser of Germany, narrowly missed
maintained, SENATOR McNARV C. Also at Washington, Secretary of
dressing. Brown
injury when a sudden windstorm
Easy Entertaining.
is its disAgriculture Henry Wallace an lightly in hot fat in a frying pan
He had points.
b ok is 8impl flUed w
uprooted a tree one minute after
crimination
Remove
to
greased
baking
pan!
nounced
corn
loans
at
57
cents
a
he had passed the spot.
delightfully easy-to-follow suggesfavoring a few commodities (wheat, bushel (70 per cent of estimated 82- Bake slowly in a moderate oven
Tom Pendergast, ex-Kansas
tions for easy entertaining, mencotton, corn, tobacco, and rice). cent parity price ). Forecast: Tha< (350 degrees) for approximately 2
City boss now in Leavenworth
us, recipes, party suggestionsFour other products ranking ahead more than last year's 235,000,000 hours, or until meat is tender.
for evading income taxes, was
one and all are included. To get
of
these
in
production
are
dairy,
live
bushels
will
be
placed
under
sea
Hasty
Oven
Baked
Beans.
denied parole.
your copy now, send 10 cents in
through the new program.
stock, poultry and eggs and hog's.
(Serves 6)
coin to "EJasy Entertaining "
Mohandas Gandhi, Indian lead(2) Repeal the reciprocal trade
er, demanded freedom for his folAnd as for baked beans—try this
care of Eleanor Howe, 019 North
pact. Said Senator McNary: "While
lowers before India will aid Brit30-minute method and if you don't
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111
some industries may have profited
ain in the war.
confess, I defy the guests to guess
by these agreements, it has been
that they are not home baked beans
Louis Taber was re-elected
at the expense of products of the
1. A mine.
1 large can baked beans
soil."
master of the National Grange as
It s Time to Make Fruit C»ke.
2. <B) is correct. They were dl*
¥4 pound bacon
missed until the ftrnt of the year be
its convention closed at Peoi'ia.
(3) Liberalize the public land polVes,
it IB time to make fruit cake
cause the schools ran out ot money
V4 cup light brown sugar
Chief resolution. To force suspenicy to give the U land states a
and in this column next week will be
3. To become a Britisher. Roosevelt
sion of the U. S. reciprocal trade
2 tablespoons tomato catsup
greater share of revenues from sale
included not only a splendid selec4fl He died "" Br"iSl' arm "
program.
of forests and grazing on the pubannounced
Pour % can of baked beans into tion of rare old fruit cak« recinea
'heir
reUrement
lic domain.
ceased baking casserole. Dice 2
» making
'" J shces bacon and sprinkle over
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cettttomoch oddity this r
able Phillips' Way,
No need now to be afraid ton,.
the food you like. If you exped|
indigestion after meals, follow |
simple routine.
Take two teaspoonfuls of P
lips* Milk of Magnesia a halfk
-after -ym leave the table. Ot|
you're not at home take two!1
ftps' Tablets, which have ibs
neutralizing effect.
This gives you a '
litation" jast at the
stomach acids, are dew
does the job in a few
nausea or embarrassing;
of that uncomfortable '
stinging "heartburn". '
prised at bow wonderful y»w
The Phillips' Method i
revelation and solve your p
once and for all.
When.yoo.buy, ask foranW
rore you get the real W''¥L.
of Magnesia. Note the words M
uine Phillips'" on both I-'""™
Tablets box.
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Moderation
Moderation is the
running through the pear
all virtues,—Fuller.
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THR ANTTA TRIBUNE.

osed Memorial to Annie Oakley
Fails but She Remains Enshrined in
Hearts of Thousands of Americans

[EDY
ThlitonlobM aided
many thousand* to
. ,
better health in the
brdraggistfora bottle today.

m Fashions
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
and to Give . (Released
by Western Newspaper Union.)
lake this convenient
rative closet set of
B, gingham or pertit the heart of a
|nd! It includes a
:ta covered hanger,
and a 12-pocket
it's very easy to
H'your pattern today.
* atterns, it includes
sew chart that
helpful.
Iffasp Waist.
lere's a perfectly
•in the new in-big .as a minute
Bt, with yards and
-that's doubly use-
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make both
frocks with
be especially
ag in velveteen,
Soire, for parties,
"flannel and tafts-

itterns.

_ tied in one size.
jra>ds~tir 35-inch
lent bag, and 1%
I'yard for hanger
ruffling; 1%
cover and i%
3 yards for shoe
ng.
in sizes 12,
„ Size 14 requires
1 39-inch material
and 2% yards
rds in housecoat
|:yard contrasting,
to The Sewing
ppt., Room 1324,
PJDr., Chicago, HI.
— 15 cents (in
-WNTJ Service.)
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Ability
iertake considerate a regular way.
us ground to pre-Burke.

: Ourselves

„ is to revenge the
ers upon ourselves.

Born on August 13, 1866, in Patterson township, Darke county,
Ohio, a short distance from the
village once known as Woodland
but now called Willowdell, she
was christened Phoebe Anne
Oakley Mozee but she was destined to make the shortened form
of her name, "Annie Oakley,"
known throughout the world. For
she became "Little Miss Sure
Shot," undoubtedly the greatest
markswoman in history.
A Modern Cinderella.
But there was more to her
fame than her skill with a rifle
to give her the place in the hearts
of Young America which she
once held. Her life story was a
combination Cinderella fairy
story, frontier melodrama—but a
clean melodrama—arid a sort of
femple Horatio Alger-rise-to-fame
yarn. The Cinderella part of it
began in that little log cabin in
Darke county where lived Jake
Mozee and his wife, whom, as a
12-year-old child he had rescued
from a brutal stepfather in Pennsylvania. He had given her a
home with his sister and, after
marrying her when she was 15,
set out with her to make a new
home in the Ohio country. In this
new home Mozee and his wife
fought a constant battle with privation and poverty. Then Mozee,
returning from the mill, was
frozen to death in a blizzard and
upon the mother fell the whole
task of providing for her seven
children.
At the age of six Annie began
helping fill the family larder by
trapping quail and a few years
later she had made the first start
on the rifle career that was to
make her famous. One of the
tew possessions which Jake
Mozee had brought with him from
Pennsylvania was a 40-inch cap
and ball Kentucky rule, which
hung over the fireplace, but
which had never been used because Mofcee was a Quaker with
the Quaker prejudice against firearms. The tomboy Annie, however, did not share that prejudice.
She saw in the weapon an instrument for getting more food for
her "brothers and sisters, and
finally gained her mother's reluctant consent.
But the beginning of her career
as a markswoman was soon interrupted. She went to the county
infirmary to get the chance to attend school, and while there a
stranger appeared and offered to
take one of the girls at the infirmary to work for her "board
and keep." Annie was the girl
•elected and in the home of this
man began her Cinderella existence. The man was a brute and
his wife a virago. Annie was
held as a virtual slave subjected
to all sorts of cruel treatment.
Once when she fell asleep over
a basket of mending the woman
threw her out into a snowstorm
half-naked. After two years of
this existence she finally escaped
and returned home.
There she continued her former role ol provider for .the family with the rifle and thus laid
the foundation for the marvelous
skill which was to make her
world famous. News of her skill
spread throughout Darke county
and even to Cincinnati where hotel keepers had been buying the
game which she killed.
When
Annie was IS there came to Cincinnati the "far-famed team of
Butler and company, performing
deeds of daring .and dexterity
with, firearms, seldom exhibited
before the eyes of an audience."
.As a publicity stunt, Frank E.
Butter was accustomed to issue
a challenge to all comers to a
shooting match. The challenge
was taken up by one of Annie's
hotelkeeping patrons who pre-
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RESS dispatches recently carried the news of
an unsuccessful effort by
the Greenville (Ohio) Historical society to convert the
early home of Annie Oakley
into a shrine in her memory.
The place, a 10-acre farm
near Greenville, was lost
through lack of funds and has
now become private property. But even though the plan
to make a public shrine of
this home failed, it will make
no difference so far as the
preservation of the memory
of Annie Oakley is concerned.
For long ago she was enshrined in the hearts of innumerable Americans and
her place there is secure.
Long before the movies made
Mary Pickford "America's
Sweetheart," that title had
been won by Annie Oakley
and in the minds of many she
never surrendered it to any
successor.

Reference has already been
made in this article to Annie Oakley's famous shooting match with
the Grand Duke Michael of, Russia, one of the outstanding 'events
in her career. The match was
arranged by the prince of Wales
(later Edward VII) during Queen
A LAW OF LIFE
Victoria's jubilee in 1887. The «i
IT IS a law of life tfiat evil days bestory of that match, which, as it
gin for any people when more deturned out, had political results
of considerable importance, is pendence is placed upon legislative
than
upon
old-faehtoiied
told hi considerable detail by her novelties
virtues."—Justice George W. Maxey,
biographer, Courtney Ryley Coop- Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania.
er, whose book, "Annie Oakley—
Woman at Arms," published by
Duffield and Company of New
York the year after her death, was
the first accurate account of her
career, minus the embroidery of
legends fostered by imaginative
press agents. Cooper's version of
the shooting match follows:
"The request of the Prince of
Wales brought consternation—
and much argument to the camp
of the Buffalo Bill Wild West.
buys famtitis BAYER
" 'Go on!' said Nate Salsbury,
ASPIRIN'S Fast
you can beat him!'
" 'Hold on there!' Buffalo Bill
relief from muscular
broke in, 'there's just this hitch.
pains
She shouldn't beat the Grand
Duke. That'd be terrible.'
"Thus the argument went on;
Cody, the showman, believing
Take
that one should do the proper
2 Bayer Aspirin
Tablet* with a
Qla*» of water.

Annle Oakley in action as sharpshooter.
vailed upon her to shoot against
again. He sent an interpreter to
the professional.
Sitting Bull with the word that
"Watanya Cicilia" was with his
The girl not only won the
show and wanted Sitting Bull to
match, but also won the heart of
join also. There was no further
Frank Butler and a year or so
later they were married. She beargument. Sitting Bull came
forthwith I And the crowds which
gan taking part in her husband's
turned out to see the reputed
act and for some tune they were
leader of the.Indians at the Cusbilled as "Butler and Oakley."
ter battle, the great buffalo huntThen Butler, who was a skillful
showman, began giving his wife
er and the great markswoman increased at every city in which
more and more of the limelight
the show appeared.
and pushing himself more and
more into the background. WithAfter a successful season of
in a short time she was a noted
1886 on Staten island and in Madfigure in the eastern theaters.
ison Square garden, New York,
At one time while they were
Buffalo Bill began looking around
playing in St. Paul a delegation
for new worlds to conquer. He
of Sioux Indians, who were on
found it first in England where
their way to Washington for a
he took his show on the occasion
conference with the "Great White
of Queen Victoria's jubilee in LonFather," attended the theater
don. It was during this engagewhere Butler and Oakley were
ment that Annie won her famous
presenting their act. One of the
shooting match with the Grand
delegation was the famous Sitting
Duke Michael of Russia, a match
Bull, who gave evidence of his
which had been arranged by the
approval of the girl's marksmanprince of Wales (later Edward
VII).
ship with many a "Waste!"
(Good). Finally as she perTwo years later Buffalo Bill's
formed her most difficult feat,
Wild West show was showing in
that of shooting the end from a
Paris. Cody had met with financigarette held between the teeth
cial reverses and he hoped to reof her husband, Sitting Bull arose
coup his losses in the French capiin great excitement shouting
tal. But on the grand opening
"Watanya Cicilia!" (Little Sure
day, with the president of France
Shot). Little Sure Shot was the
and other high officials present,
name of one of his daughters who
it soon became apparent that the
had died, and so greatly was he
show was doomed to be a "flop."
impressed with Annie Oakley's
The French simply couldn't "get"
prowess that he sent an interpretthe meaning of it all—the bucker to her after the show and
ing horses, the mimic warfare between the cowboys and the Indians, whom, incidentally, they
thought were fakes.
But when Annie Oakley gave
her exhibition of marksmanship
—then it was different. Here was
something they could understand,
and she was given an ovation that
a queen might be thrilled over.
For the French had never seen
such shooting as, this. Here are
a few of the stunts that she performed: In shooting clay pigeons,
she stood 20 feet back of the
traps, started with the pulling of
the trap, ran the 20 feet, picked
up her gun and broke the pigeon
while it was still in the air. Using three double-barreled shotguns she broke six glass balls
thrown into the air at once. She
shot a dime from between her
husband's thumb and forefinger
at 30 paces. Perhaps the most
famous of her stunts was that of
shooting the ashes from a cigarSitting Boll, chief of the Shnrf,
ette in the mouth of Kaiser Wilwho named Annie Oakley "Little
helm, then the crown prince of
Sure Shot" and adopted her as
Germany. Had her aim been a
his daughter.
little less true, the World war
asked permission to adopt her as
might never have been fought!
his daughter. She consented and
Tragedy Comes Again.
the .ceremony took- place at the
Annie
Oakley ended her career
hotel. After that managers were
with trie Btiffalo Bill show in 1801.
more eager than ever to book the
Then tragedy came into her life
act of Sitting Bull's adopted
again. On the last journey of the
daughter.
season the show train was
In the meantime Col. W. F.
wracked in North Carolina. Annie
Cody, "Buffalo Bill," had organOakley was desperately injured.
ized his Wild West show, but the
But the same courage that had
first year had been almost a
always carried her through every
failure. While it was playing in
emergency carried her through
New Orleans, Prank Butler and
five operations and years of
Annie Oakley, who were then
agony. Although the doctors had
traveling with a circus, visited
said she could never handle a gun
the show and decided that they
again, she staged a "comewould prefer being a part of this
back," and at Pinehurst, N. C.,
outfit than of the'circus. Cody
in April, 1922, she broke 100 clay
could not afford to pay the salary
targets straight, shooting from 16
that Butler asked so nothing came
yards.
of it at the time. But the next
Annie Oakley had many other
year their trails crossed again .at
interests besides her shooting.
Louisville, Ky., and Iftte SalsShe was probably the first advobury, Buffalo Bill's partner, who
cate of the one-piece bathing suit
happened to be passing by while
for women, coming out for it as
Annie and her husband were reearly as 1894. Although at one
hearsing their act, was so imtime she was making $1,000 a
pressed by it and its possibilities
week—a large salary in those
as a part of his show that he
days—her estate at the time of
hired them on the spot. So in
her death was comparatively
the year 1885 Annie Oakley joined
small. Perhaps the fact that she
the Buffalo Bill Wild West show
supported and educated an adoptand there began that series of
ed family of 18 children, as well
amazing triumphs which this foras giving generously to many
mer Ohio waif was to share with
charities, had something to do
one of the greatest figures the
with the smallness of her estate!
show world has ever known.
She died in the home of friends
It was. (through her influence
in Greenville on November 3,
that another feature was" added
1W«. Her husband, Frank Butto the show which greatly enler, was seriously ill in a hospital
hanced its popularity. For some
in Detroit at the time and he
time Buffalo Bill had been trying
died 20 days later. They are both
to induce Sitting Bull to join his
buried in a cemetery near Brock,
company. But the old Sioux leadOnto, where stands a simple moner steadfastly refused.
After
ument with this inscription:
Annte joined the show Cody tried
"Annie Oakley—1926— At Rest."

The quick modern way ftp
ease headache, and neuritte
and rheumatic pain.

Annie Oakley at the height of
her career, wearing some of the
medals she won in shooting
matches.
thing at all times—especially
when a Grand Duke of Russia
believed himself a good shot.
But Annie Oakley and her husband had a different idea.
" 'If what we hear of him is
true,' said Miss Oakley, 'I
wouldn't have to let him beat me.
I'll have to do my best shooting
to even tie him.'
" 'Shoot him off his feet!" said
Nate Salsbury, while the be-whiskered Maj. Burke, press agent
extraordinary, all but wept. To
be so unkind to royalty!
"The conference at -last was
over, and Frank Butler and his
wife went into the arena where
the contest was to be held. There
they made use of a little private
information. The Grand Duke
bore the reputation of being one
of the best shots in Russia. But
from what Annie Oakley and her
husband had heard of him, he got
his best results on clay birds,
which flew about 40 yards from
the trap, a slower flight than
Annie Oakley prepared for him
on that day of their private
match.
" 'We'll just make it a good
test,' she said, and ordered the
traps to be screwed down to 65
yards. "That'll be something to
shoot at.'
"Promptly at 10:30 o'clock, according to Annie Oakley's recital,
four carriages rolled' into the
Wild West grounds. They contained Edward, the Prince of
Wales, Alexandra, the Princess of
Wales, the Duke of Clarence,
George, now king of England, the
grand Duke Michael of Russia
and his suite, the Princess Louise,
the Princess Maude and one very
important personage hi the eyes
of the Grand Duke Michael, the
Princess Victoria. The English
papers had not been at all hesitant about stating that Michael
was in England upon a special
mission, that of uniting the two
countries by proposing a marriage in which the Princess Victoria and himself were to be the
principals. Some opposed the
marriage; others were in favor
of it.
"The contest began . . . while
the royal party assembled in the
boxes to watch the battle . .
And when the end of the match
arrived, it brought a result by
which Annie Oakley had missed
only three targets out of fifty,
while the Grand Duke of Russia
had failed on fourteen.
"Then began a perfect torrent
of lampooning in those papers unfavorable to the Grand Duke's alleged mission.
" 'It was the most amazing and
unexpected publicity I ever experienced,' said Annie Oakley in
later years as she jotted down
notes of her memories.
'The
papers that were against his
courting expedition were pink
with sarcastic accounts of this
dashing cavalier who was outdone at his own game by a little
girl from America, of this Lochinvar who was no match for short
dresses and whose warlike career
faded .before the onset of the
American kindergarten. Whether
this had anything to do with what
followed, I of course can only
guess. But about that time the
engagement was broken off .. .' "

We feature the fact that Bayer A»
pirin costs only Ic a tablet, to drhe
home the point that there's ab
reason even for the most budg '
minded person to accept anj
less than genuine fast-acting.
Aspirin.
For at the most, it costs but a
few pennies to get hours of relidt
from the pains of neuritis, rheumatism or headache... and get it wilt
the speedy action for which Bayet
Aspirin is world famous.
Try this way once and youtl
know almost instantly why peoi"
everywhere praise it. It has rapid
replaced expensive "pain remedie
in thousands of cases.
Ask for genuine
"Bayer Aspirin" by
its full name when you
buy... never ask for
"aspirin" alone.
Demand BAYER ASPIRIN
Stern Lights
Human experience, like UM
stern lights of a ship at sea, filumines only the path which we
have passed over.—Coleridge.

FEEL OUT-OF-SORTS?!
Sioux City, Iowa—Eraat Hour, 305 W. 6th St_
•ay*: 'Tl felt weak *na
tired all the while — had
no pep. I used Dr. Pierce'*
Golden Medical Discovery
and it straightened me up
in good shape. It improved my appetite, (
gained strength and felt
fine in every way." Boy
Dr. Fierce'* Golden Medical Discovery in
liquid or tablets from your druggist today.
Sec how vigorous you feel after osing it.

Best Friend
"Your best friend," said Emerson, "is the one who can make you
do what you know you ought to
do."

OUTOFSORTS?
C*wdRtonO*wt*)l
If you think aBUxatht*,
try <as*
'
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refund the purchase
price. That's fair.
Get NR Tablets today.

All for Fame
The desire for fame is the last
desire that is laid aside even by
the wise.—Tacitus.

Respect Tour Host
Never speak ill o' them whoa*
bread ye eat.—Proverb.
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Watch YouK
Kidneys/
of Harmful Body Waste
Tow kidney* are constantly filtering
waste matter from the Mood stream. EkS
kidney* sometime* lag la their work—d*>
not act a* Nature Intended—fall to remove impurities) that, if wtahud. may
poison the system and upset the wnefa
body machinery.
^
Symptom* may be nagging backache,
persistent headache, attack* of dlalneea.
gutting np night*, •welling, puffins**)
under the eye*—a feeling of nervonn
anxiety and lot* of p*p and strength.
Other sign* Vf kljmVy or bladder dieorder are somstlme* burning, acantr or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment I* wia*r than neglect. Dee
Doan'l Pill*. Doan'i have been winning
new friend* tor more than forty yean.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
' 'by grateful people the
lyoir •siatCarf
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THE ANITA

you fake ft
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lag. dollar-coving (cms, no traffic
Wonriw of driilag strata! On short
trips 'you can 90 end return tne
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EDWARD'S CAFE
Phone' 3
Anita, Iowa
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ay at the 'Frank H.
aid Chadwick are
pound girl baby,
norning at the Lar»ir. She has been
the Neighborhood
held Saturday evne *of Mr. and Mrs.
u, with all members
Dire at pinochle was
Wilson and low
, Heckman.

Paul Heii-3 and wife of Carroll
spent Sunday in the city with her
sister and brother, Mrs. John Schaake
and Frank W. Stager, and with other
relatives and friends.
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O make food superb in flavor, use
butter generously, for frying and
roasting, for shortening, in desserts
and candies—innumerable ways. A'
rich source of Vitamin Ay butter helps
safeguard^ health. It supplies energy
pfof growth and sparkling vitality.
Best Cooks Use the Most Butter."
Thii Utitapt Pvblittud by On

)AIRY INDUSTRY

COMMISSION

tin aialtkond Prosperity of ALL IOWA

USABLE IflS" MIXTURE
FRY THE
IOLINE WITH

CONTROL
:..^ff.

We Specialize in
wl Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

IW. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA
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Miss Gladys McKinney was at her
Mrs. J. S. Bell of Rock Island, 111.,
home in Colo, Iowa, over the week visited here one day last week with
end, being called there by the illness her brother-in-law, H. L. Bell.
of her mother.
Roy Parker and wife are now resiP, F. Smith and wife of Montezuma, dents of Guthrie Center, where Mr.
o'wa, visited in the city a few days Parker will manage the newly opened
he past week with his sister, Mrs. office of Burke Bros, of Anita.
Fred M. Sheley and husband.
Mrs. C. Jacobsen of Moorhead,
Miss Evangeline Dressier, ,a stu- Minn., is spending a few weeks in
dent At 'Drake University in Des Anita at the home of her daughter,
Moines, spent the week end in the Mrs. Andrew Petersen and family.
ity with her father, Harry Dressier.
Mrs. Arlene Johnston, who had been
Frank iW. Stager, who has been spending a few weeks in the city with
uffering the past two weeks from a her parents, J. C. Jenkins and wife,
heart ailment, was! in Carroll the first left Saturday morning for her home
jf the week to consult a specialist at Silver Star, Mont.
about his condition.
Frank Budd and Lorence Inhofe
Neil Johnson and wife, Mrs. Han- went to Iowa City Friday where they
ine Johnson, Mrs. O. C. Hansen and spent the week end with Jack Ro'e,
I. L. Bell drove to St. Joseph, Mo., a freshman at the State University.
Saturday evening to spend Sunday at Saturday they attended the Iowa-Minhe home of Mr. and Mrs. M. C. nesota football game.
iansen.
Chas. Karns was pleasantly surMrs. Walter Button of Des Moines, prised at his home on East Main
who was the principal speaker at the Street last Wednesday evening when
T. A. meeting in Anita last Thurs- a number of relatives called to eat
day evening, was a guest at the home dinner with him and to spend the evof Mr. and Mrs. Carl Millard while ening. The occasion was in honor
n the city.
of his 72nd. birthday anniversary.

Merle Robison, accompanied by a
number of other Phillipps 66 gasoine service station operators from
Atlantic, went to Iowa City Saturday
•''Kenneth Kuehn of Cleveland, Ohio,
morning to attend the Iowa-Minnesota
was a recent visitor here with his
'ootball game.
parents, Henry Kuehn and wife, stopping while on his way to California
Dr. G. M. Adair, wife and daughter,
for a visit.
lael, drove to Des Moines Sunday to
visit Miss Margaret Adair and John
Irvin Maduff was home the first of
Baker. Mrs. Adair remained-in:-Des
the week from his school work at
Moines to help care for Mr. Baker,
the University of Iowa in Iowa City
who is suffering from pneumonia.
to spend a few days wi).h relatives
and friends.
.Miss Lulu Alvord entertained the

.V *
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TRIBUNE,

ANITA

Four couples enjoyed a covered
dish dinner at 7:00 o'clock last Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Swartz on Elm Street.
The evening was spent playing bridge,
with high scores being held by Mrs.
Maurice Turner and Robert C. Howard.

Fred C. Chinn and wife went to
Bradgate Saturday to visit their
daughter, Mrs. Ted Woodruff and. family. Mr. Chinn returned home Monday but Mrs. Chinn remained there
to help care for her daughter, who
members of "her birthday club and recently submitted to a major operathree other guests at dinner last tion.
Wednesday noon at the Church of
At her home on Chestnut Street
Christ. The ladies spent the afternoon at the home of the hostess play- last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Alfred
ing Chinese checkers. The three Dement was hostess to the members
guests were Mrs. Katheririe Main, of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. Other
Mrs. Laura Buerkin and Mrs. Carrie guests were Mrs. Ruby Biggs, Mrs.
Mlerle Robison, Mrs. Dick Dement and
Reynolds.
Mrs. Fred Boren. High score at bridge
A meeting of the Friendly Circle was held by Mrs. Elmer Scholl.
was held last Wednesday afternoon
A 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner
at the home of Mrs. Frank Neighbors north of the city. Present were was enjoyed last Wednesday evening
eight members and one visitor, Mrs. by the members of the Evening dinHarley Warren, who joined the club ner and bridge club at the home of
at this meeting. The ladies spent the Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Johnson on Chestafternoon tying a comforter and quilt- nut Street. Besides the members,
ing for the hostess, who served a other guests were Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Long. Following the dinner
lunch at the close of the meeting.
the evening was spent playing bridge.
Laveda Christensen,
12-year-old
Ray Guernsey and wife of Indedaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hans Christensen, escaped with minor injuries pendence, Iowa, visited in the city
last Friday afternoon when run over a couple of days last week, guests
by an ice truck driven by Albert of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ford. .Mr.
Karns. The girl ran in front of the Guernsey is superintendent of the
truck as Mr. Karns turned south on municipal electric plant at IndependChestnut Street from Main Street, and ence, where Mr. Ford was employed
while the front wheels of the machine before moving to Anita to become suppassed over one of the girl's legs, erintendent of the local municipal
Mr. Karns stopped before the rear plant.
wheels struck the girl.
Miss Marjorie Armstrong, who is
An all day meeting of the Jolly attending beauty school in Des Moines,
Dpzen club was held last Thursday visited here a few days the past week
at the home of Mrs. Charles Huff with her parents, Dean Armstrong
northeast of the city. During the and wife. Miss Armstrong, who was
noon a covered dish dinner was a star for several years on the Wiota
served, at which the husbands of the high school girls basketball team, is
members were special guests. Other a member of the beauty school team
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur and will leave soon to play games
Heckman and Mrs. iD. Duthie. Roll at Little Rock, Ark., and Galveston,
call was answered during the after- Tex.
noon program with a bible verse, and
Twenty members of the Wiota
a group picture was taken.
Methodist ladies aid were the guests
of Rev. and Mrs. Arthur V. Long
The regular meeting of the Mutual
last Wednesday afternoon, for their
Benefit club was held at the home
regular meeting. It was an occasion
of Mrs. Max Walker northwest of the
for a surprise on the pastor's family,
city last Thursday afternoon, with
each guest bringing something good
fourteen members and one guest, Mrs.
for the table. Rev.. C. L. Thomas,
Frederick Possehl, present. Mrs. Walkformer pastor of the church in Wiota,
er won a contest put on by Mrs. Glen
was a guest. Mrs. Le.e Nichols asTaylor. Mrs. Ralph Curry will be
sisted the hostess.
hostess to the club at the next meeting on Nov. 23, and starting with
The members of the LANB dinner
the first meeting in December, the and bridge club were 7:00 o'clock covclub will meet all day with a covered ered dish dinner guests last Thursdish dinner during the noon hour. At day evening at the home of Mr. and
the close of the meeting last Thurs- Mrs. M. M. Burkhart, corner of Eighth
day, a Junch was served by the host- and Hazel Streets in Atlantic. Other
ess.
guests were • Mr. and Mrs. Frank G.
Mlallette of Atlantic. Following the
dinner the evening was spent playing
bridge, at which high scores were held
by Mrs. Burkhart and Lester Scholl.
Traveling prizes were won by Mr. and
Mrs. Mallette.
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The Benton and Franklin township
farm bureau women met at the home
of Mrs. William Ballenseifer, northeast of Wiota, Thursday, with Mary
Louise Simon, county home demonstration agent, and Mrs. Alma H.
Jones of Ames, extension specialist
at Iowa State college, present. There
were seventeen members attending
and guests included Mrs. O. W. Talbott of Kansas City, Mo., Mrs. Lena
Earl and Margaret Mary Earl of
Wiota. During the forenoon, there
was a discussion of Christmas ideas
and decorations and a luncheon was
served at noon, followed by the lesson on "Discipline in the home." The
next gathering will be an all day
meeting Jan. 10 at the home of Mrs
Kenneth Neary.

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Irene Dare — Roscoe Karns — Edgar Kennedy
Lynne Roberts — Eric Linden
In The Big Show of Fan and Thrills

"EVERYTHING'S ON ICE"
Also On This Same Program
IOWA vs. NOTRE DAME Football Game
Play-By-Play Action Thriller of the Year's Biggest
Football Upset — See This Athletic Spectacle

Sat.-Sun.

Nov. 25-26

I-HE GREATEST ADVENTURE KNOWN TO MAN!
Filmed in the authentic
African locale! Three
years in the making!

"Dr. Livingstone, I presume?"
An unforgettable moment...
when Stanley speak* those
famous words!
Twentieth Century-Fox presents

DairyI F. Zanuck's Production of

STANLEY
stoning

SPENCER TRACY
with

NANCY KELLY • RICHARD GREENE
and

WAITER BRENNAN • CHARLES COBURN
SIR CEDRIC HARDWKKE • HENRY HULL
HENRY TRAVERS
The finest acfing cast ever assembled I

Directed by Henry King
mRpDMmandJuBmJoMfikan • Hhtorical RtManh
and Story OutHiw by Hal Lang and Sam tollman

°J

tmyAwml...
girtt tmetAtr
> Jormatct!

ALSO OUR GANG COMEDY and LATE NEWS
W. T. Biggs and wife visited with
Chas. E. Thomas and wife drove to
relatives and friends in Des Moines Sedalia, Mo., Friday to spend a few
ast Thursday.
days with their son, Bert Thomas
and wife.
Relatives in Anita have received announcement of the birth of a boy baby
Mrs. Ruby Houseman of Muscatine,
on Nov. 8 to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mrs. Ira Hamilton of Stuart and Mrs.
Dement at their home in 29 Palms, Cora Starr of Dexter were visitors
ial. He has been named Don.
one day last week at the M. J. Peters
home.
Mrs. N«il Johnson, a guest, held
ligh score at a meeting of the Pinochle
R. R. Arnett and wife are spendclub at the home of Mrs. Hansine ing the week in Detroit, Mich., with,
Johnson on Rose Hill Avenue last his sister, Mrs. R. E. Detomsai and
Thursday evening. Mrs. Chas. Gipple family. They left here last Saturday
Became a member of the club at this and stopped in Iowa City over Satmeeting. Another guest for the even- urday to attend 'the Iowa-Minnesota
ing was Miss^Vera B. Hook.
football game.

QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms off Distress Arising frost

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID
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have been sold for relief of
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NOTICE!
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
wholesale, delivered.
We will pick up your dead
animals and give service.

Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

BONGERS BROS.

SPECIAL PRICE ON FENCE
AND FENCE MATERIAL
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. P. DARROW, Manager

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

fshion Trend to Elegance
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

evening gown to the left in the picture will, no doubt, prove one of
the loveliest that goes to parties during the winter social season. It
subscribes to the embroidery vogue
of elegancies in that the cunning little gray 5da
ch as bespeak cloth jacket that is worn with it= isr
One of the embroidered with sequins and gold
luxury note is cord.
i lavish use deIt's a gay and very formal sweatIrich embroid- er that you see portrayed in the
i surface dec- oval inset. The sweater is of sheericate applique knit fuchsia wool, tuned to evening
" ork and re; formality with embroidery worked
ibellishment, with sparkling gold sequins in a leaf
the news) pattern.
ions declare
A foremost topic in fashion cirne old-fash- cles
the floor-length evening coats
ned, passe- madeis of
handsome wool material.
See centered in the group a goryears a bit of geous affair styled of red broadrie that adorned cloth enhanced with massive gold
gown, or applique done in gold kid with emr ay-go-to-meet- broidered accents.
ne big moment
And now comes the climax of bur
t is just a single story—the allover embroidered day!, it near your time coat! When Jane Alden, Chiest blouse or cago stylist, flew back from Paris
ve as effective- following a week-end to week-end
If it's two flight she arrived just as you see
a, one her pictured~to the right in the ilbring infinite lustration. Hpr hurried trip was
best gown;
made to work out special styles with
tig its magic Madame Bruyere of the Maison
, lancing with Bruyere, for use in her talks beeves afternoon fore the Four-H clubs throughout
sheer wool or the United States. She stepped out
lie formal eve- of the plane wearing a dark green
ilendent glitter- kid hat, in a snail design, with
to sports matching kid gaiters, a black dress
•worked posies, of the new one-side fringed apron
tuous trend in type and an allover-embroidered
eaters (now so gray coat by Bruyere. You sense
of dazzling the exquisite detail of the coat at
first glance, and you are at once
lie accessory impressed with its quiet elegance.
embroidery The embroidery reflects consum"your handbag mate art in its refined handling and
and your although it is done in an allover
et-like girdle patterning the effect is smartly conwill not be servative and practical because of
temic of em- the soft gray coloring of the embroidery that blends into the backin perfect symphony.
tissue lame ground
(Released by Weitorn Newspaper Union.)

^Jacket

Jewelry Vogue Is
For Diamonds Now
Diamonds have entered a new era
of popularity, both as jewelry and
as personal possessions of marketable value. In severaj style shows
recently staged many of the manikins wore this sparkling type of Jewelry in preference to the spectacular
gold effects.
New ear-rings from a noted Paris
house are called "opposites," in that
one earring is a diamond flower set
with sapphires, the other a sapphiresurrounded by diamonds. Which do
you wear in which ear? Well, that
makes no difference, but to have a
touch of sapphire blue repeated in
your dress somewhere scores high
in allure.
Diamonds can be worn for day or
evening. One fine piece such as a
brooch or a dip can be used on
the coat lapel, at the neckline of a
dress, at the center of the velvet
neckband or even in the coiffure.

Leather Important
In Style Picture

is thinking bi
i presents for her
take note of
It has come to the point that suede
ast jacket. You
time, for it is is regarded as important a medium
effective drop for wearing apparel and fetching
accessories as any fabric might be.
The loveliest suede items imaginable are being turned out—hats, bags,
dresses, coats, bolero jackets, tailored classic jackets, and so oh.
Seeing that suede brings into the
fashion picture a wealth of color unwe wiH be en- surpassed, small wonder is it that it
for the latest i» has come to be considered "tops"
Rads and sequlna, in fashion. Leather trappings on
snooda, gloves, wool sports togs include smart
buttons, stitched applique of
ver spangled ef- leather
leather, leather bindings, belts and
prints with star an endless list of the uses of leather
shown.
too numerous to mention.

jion Now
Star Gazing

Star Dust

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

* Picturing Thomas Edison
if Great Picture to See ,
By HAROLD L LUNDQU18T. D. D.
D««n of The Moody Blbto Institute
•fc O'Brien, Rates Contract
of Chlcafo.
>«t»ro jfonpapcr Tlnkm.)
By Virginia Vale
1
Lesson for November 26
'IP HERE are two new books
A that should greatly interest Leuon mibjecta and Scripture texts »etectod and copyrighted by International
you, one if you like the movies, Council
of Belialioiu "••••-•-"—
•
Education; used• by
permiMtfon.
the other if you are interested
in radio serials in general and THE WORKS OF THE MESSIAH
two in particular, "Pepper LESSON TEXT—Matthew 8:14-27.
Young's Family" and "When a GOLDEN
TEXT—Jesus of Nazareth . . .
went about doing good.—Acts 10:38.
Girl Marries."

Gay Scottie Pattern
For Pillow or Toy

VoatPutoff

By RUTH WYETH SPEARS
D Y FAR the most admired toy
•*-* in a gay and modern nursery
was a red and black striped Scottie with a gleam in his button eye.
This pattern was used for an applique for Sonny's pillow which
met with enthusiastic approval.
By this time it seemed obvious
that a Scottie might solve the
Christmas gift problem for any
number of people. So here he is.
You can make a pattern for him
yourself by following the diagram.

when you haw these
signs off

Acid Indigestion

JOIN 4IDES WITH.A a" STRIP
TWCEN

The book for movie fans is by an
"Does it work?" Modern man is
ex-motion picture actress, Patsy not impressed by a thing simply
Ruth Miller; its title is "That Flan- because great claims are made for
agan Girl." Patsy Ruth made a it or it is intricately organized.
name for herself on the screen in After all, the important thing is,
the days of silent movies, although does it really work? Such a test
she's very young to be a veteran of can be carried to an extreme and
that era. Some of you old-timers the finest and richest things of life
Check these symptoms — and
may remember her as the girl in be thrown aside because they have
if you suspect excess stomach
the Lon Chaney version of "The no utilitarian value. But in genRULE PAPER
acids, take PhuUps' Milk of MagIN SQUARES:
Hunchback of Notre Dame."
eral, the question is a good one, and
nesia. If trouble persists. See
THENDR*/
Your Doctor.
She gave up the movies for the especially is that true as it is ap6COTTIE
Aft SHOWN
stage,, after, a while—she's one of plied to religious systems and
Today it's so easy to "alkalize"
these girls who want to take a shot philosophies of. life. These claim
excess acids anywhere you are. Now
at everything. Simultaneously, and to have power to 'deliver man from By ruling the paper in either larg- when distress conies at home, all
er
or
smaller
squares,
you
may
his
sin
and
give
him
peace
and
rest.
very successfully, she tried her hand
you do is take 2 tablespoonfuls of
at writing short stories. Then she What we want to know is, do they make a dog any size desired. A liquid Phillips' Milk of Magnesia.
tiny
applique
is
amusing
for
a
When you are out with others,
went back to Hollywood and wrote actually do it, not only in the day
pocket.
simply slip 2 Phillips' Milk of Magscripts for the movies, also success- of health and prosperity, but in the bathrobe or jacket
*
•
*
nesia Tablets in your mouth like
fully.
hour of death and devastation? The
would candy mints. That's all
NOTE: Readers who are now you
"That Flanagan Girl" is that rare answer is that every one of them
you
do to feel wonderful.
thing, a novel about Hollywood has failed and does fail, with the using Sewing Books No. 1, 2 and 3
Either form of Phillips' works
which doesn't try to get even with exception of Christianity, which will be happy to learn that No. 4 the same way—very quickly. You
the place and its people by slam- comes "not in word but in power" is ready for mailing; as well as can't beat it for welcome fast relief
ming it.
(I Cor. 4:20). In Christianity is the 10-cent editions of No. 1, 2 and from after-eating distress. Almost
found
the only real dynamic for 3. Mrs. Spears has just made of nnri» vnit foal "ctaa" nonaoa 41* n+
As for the other book, it's Elaine
daily
living.
quilt block patterns for three deSterne Carrington's "All Things
I. Personal Needs Satisfied (w. signs selected from her favorite "acid breath" are corrected right
Considered," a collection of short
Early American quilts. You may at the source.
stories that have appeared in some 14-17).
It's a wonderful way to free yourof our best magazines. Mrs. Car- This entire section of the Gospel have these patterns FREE with
rington made her name as a story of Matthew is concerned with your order for four books. Price self from distress and embarrasswriter and a playwright before she miracles. It is interesting to note of books—10 cents each postpaid. ment. Try it. But be sure when you
how many of these events concern Set of three quilt block patterns buy to ask for "Phillips' " to inever thought of writing for radio.
personal needs. There is scant without books—10 cents. Send or- sure getting the genuine fast-acting comfort to the needy one to speak ders to Mrs. Spears, Drawer 10, Phillips' article.
The life of Thomas Edison is now to
in generalities about a great Bedford Hills,, New York.
being turned into motion picture his- Godhimwho
is ready to help people.
tory. Two pictures based on it are
I am in need I want to know
being made—"Young Tom Edison," When
whether there is any help for me.
with Mickey Rooney, and "Edison Jesus
healed Peter's mother in the
home, and then He went out and
healed multitudes in the throng, but
in each case it was a personal interest which He took and a perWhich are the
sona] healing that was received.
Observe also that He met the need
only cough drops
of all whether they were sick in
body, mind or spirit. Someone may
containing
say, "That is all very well, but that
took place when He was here on
Vitamin A?
earth." Well, He is here now, work(CAROTENE)
ing in and through the power of the
Holy Spirit and in and through His
children. The Lord Jesus Christ
Conquering Fate
No Happiness
daily satisfies every need of His
To bear is to conquer our fate.
Heaven takes care that no man
disciples, and often does so in
-Thomas Campbell.
secures happiness by crime.
ways which are miraculous in their
sight.
II. Sacrificial Service Exemplified (vv. 18-22).
Following Jesus in discipleship is
more than speaking sweet words of
devotion or of taking part in the
SPENCER TRACY
carrying out of some public worthe Man" with Spencer Tracy. ship ministry. To really follow Him
Tracy took a trip East to familiarize is to "follow one whose vocation is
himself with the famous inventor's such that there are incessant debackground—he visited the Edison mands compelling the renunciation
laboratory at Menlo Park, N. J., of home and the comforts of a setand then went to Washington to talk tled life. Only the call of God can
with Charles Edison, son of Thomas. make one equal to the demands of
such a hazardous life" (Edward E.
At last we have "Drums Along Anderson).
Observe that even the demands
the Mohawk," and a swell picture
it is, too. Plenty of thrills, plenty which love may present on behalf
of Indians, lots of romance and hu- of an aged father must not be permor. Maybe yon read the book—if mitted to stand between the disciple
yon did yon won't be disappointed and his Lord. There is no thought
in the film version, which was ably of unkindness or lack of consideradirected by John Ford. It d,eals tion here, for as our Lord points
with an aspect of the Revolutionary out, those who are spiritually dead,
war that is unfamiliar to many of although still physically alive, may
us, showing settlers In the back- well be called on to care for the
woods region of New York fighting physical needs of an aged parent,
a war without really knowing what even in the hour of death, if the
Lord Jesus has work for His disciple
they were fighting for.
to do elsewhere.
The cast couldn't be better—
There is no thought of neglect of
Claudette Colbert, Henry Fonda,
Edna May Oliver, Ward Bond, John the duties of life, but rather of a
placing of the Lord first, whatever
Carradine.
else may take the second place.
The blight upon many a Christian
After five years Freddie Bartholo- experience is that almost anything
mew is off the Metro payroll. Re- else which is of interest is allowed
member when he came to these to take first place and the Lord
shores to play "David Copperfleld" must take second place if He is
as a young boy? His last picture given any place at all.
on the home lot was "Listen DarIII. Divine Power Demonstrated
ling," and at present he's working <vv.
23-27).
• When winter dumps snow and ice on roads and highways, the
for RKO in "Swiss Family RobinThere
are those in the world who
son."
crash
rate goes up. Lives are lost. People are injured. Cars and
are unable to see the workings of
trucks require expensive repairs. Accident costs are tremendous.
God's power in the spiritual realm
When you see the new "Hunch- because they themselves have not
Even the most careful drivers are in danger. A quick, safe stop
back of Notre Dame" pay some at- been spiritually born again (I Cor.
may be necessary any second. Play safe. Don't gamble. Keep tire
tention to Edmund O'Brien, if you 2:14). For these the Lord here prewant to see the kind of performance sented the working of His mighty
chains in your car and truck and be ready for stormy weather.
that picks up a contract for an power in the realm of nature.
actor. RKO Just gave O'Brien one,
Satan, who is "the prince of thia
which permits him to switch from world" (John (14:30) had evidently
screen to the stage and back again. whipped the waves of the sea into
a mighty storm, possibly thus hopAmerican Bar-Reinforced
When the "Pretty Kitty Kelly" ing to drown Jesus and get rid of
cast assembled recently they found his divine adversary, but the Lord
a large sign on the studio wall. Himself speaks in the majesty of
"This is NOT the Floyd Bennett Air His eternal power and we read that
Port!" it sternly announced. Seems "there was a great calm" (v. 26).
With WEEX» AMERICANS you can
that the boys and girls had been Even His disciples were strangely
amusing themselves at rehearsals astonished that the very "winds and
start easier, drive safer, stop quicker.
ay making paper airplanes, flying the sea obey Him." Yes, the
And you get more than twice the milethem all over the place and then forces of nature respond to His
age. Ask for the chains with red end
leaving them—also all over the slightest word. The winds and the
hooks. American Chain & Cable Complace.
sea obey Him. But what is even
pany, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., also
more wonderful is that the turmoil
ODDS Al\n ENDS-Bob Hope ano of a man's soul becomes a great
makers of tractor chains and chains
Bing Crosby livened up the luncheon houi and blessed calm when thia holy
for all farm uses.
on the Paramount lot the other day by Lord Jesus speaks the word of
riding around on bicycles, in black-face, peace.
and wearing turbans and baggy pantaloons
Confused and troubled man or
. . . Mark War now. conductor on the Hit woman who reads these words, will
Parade, used to play the violin in a street
corner bund , . . And by the way, hit pet you not now by faith submit yourbaton uius whittled from a bat used by self to the One who can speak to
Babe Kuth in the 1932 world series , . . you, who can meet and satisfy ev.Irene Dunne and Cory Grant will appear ery one of your needs, and who can
together again, fata time in "Passport to give you the blessed privilege of
Li/a."
sacrificial service on His behalf in
(Released by Weitern Newspaper Union.)
• needy world?
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TIRE CHAINS

4 GREAT FEATURES

FIFTY-SEVEN

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1939.

IOUR Rialto Will Start Saturday
SUICIDE Matinees This Week

BRIARDALE GROCERY

Local Couple Observes
Silver Wedding Anniversary

NUMBER 7

BUSH RESIGNS AS
CASS FARM AGENT

Starting this week the Rialto TheaMr. and Mrs. Floyd Dement obtre will hold a matinee at 2:00 o'clock
served their silver wedding anniversVALUES
FOR
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
rmer Shoots Him- on Saturday afternoon, which will be
ary Sunday at their home on Locust Present Agent Accepts Position As
the policy of the theatre during the
ard Home in
Street by holding open house to friends
Manager of Hopley Farms Near
DATES—
POWDERED SUGAR
winter months. The matinee is in adNote Saying
during
the
afternoon
and
evening.
Atlantic; Lester F. Soukup of
New
bulk
Hallowii,
No lumps,
dition to the regular Saturday and
More than 126 friends called to exWay Out."
pitted 18c,
Woodbine Is New Agent.
Sunday evening showings of the same
3 pounds
tend congratulations and best wishes.
feature. The feature for this week
not pitted .....
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dement
were.married
COFFEE—
Nov. 25, 1914, at the home- of her
37, a well known end will be "In Name Only," the eterSPRY—
Dale E. Bush, Cass county farm
Briardale 23c,
grandparents, the late Mr. and Mrs.bureau agent for the past year, subLincoln township nal triangle which is analyzed, refurbished
and
re-assembled
in
a
sparkVegetable
shortening,
Tall Corn
Orson Brown, in Atlantic. Follow- mitted his ' resignation to the farm
», died last Thurs3-lb.
col
ing their marriage they made their
the home of his ling, stimulating guise.
bureau board of directors last Friday
SALT—
can
..........
t)«JC
home on a farm north of Anita for afternoon and Lester F. Soukup, 25,
Mr. and Mrs. "In Name Only" is particularly
notable
for
its
stellar
cast,
which
in1 package Carey's free seven years, moving to Anita in 1921, of Woodbine, Iowa, was hired as his
sey, several hours
GRAPE FRUIT—
running salt and one since which time Mr. Dement has been successor.
Qself in the head cludes Carole Lombard, Gary Grant
engaged in business here. Mr. and
Those
good
Texas
9e. The case was and Kay Francis, an unmatched agparing
knife,
Bush announced that he has acceptMrs. Dement are active in the social ed a position as manager of the
by Harold Hills, gregation of talent this season. Their
seedless,
both
roles
in
this
stirring
dramatic
enter-,
life of the community and state, Mr. Harry Hopley farms near Atlantic.
jer. A note found
dozen
........
Dement being a member of the local His resignation will go into effect
in which he was tainment are a startling departure
SOAPpost of the American Legion and Jan. 1.
he shot himself from their recent characterizations,
SALAD
DRESSING—
LUX
or
Life
Buoy,
but reminiscent of their early, fameKnights of Pythias. Mrs. Dement has
ffonly way out."
C
The new county agent has served
3
been real active in the Legion Auxil- as 4-H club agent for the Iowa State
that afternoon, winning portrayals. Miss Francis and
"
pint
..........
AIL
Grant
are
cast
as
an
unhappily
wedded
bars
iary and Pythian Sisters, and at the college extension service in Page counour drove from
;>
present time is Grand 'Chief of Iowa ty for the last three years, assisting
Casey to make a pair, she a money-hungry socialite
Pythian Sisters.
Jillard home. Soon who married Grant only for the luxTHANKSGIVING
SPECIALS.
County Agent Don Griswold of ClarThey have two daughters, Helen, inda.
lie Millard home, urious life his wealth could afford her.
When
Carole
comes
into
Grant's
life,
Celery
Tangerines
Sweet Potatoes
who is a student nurse at St. Joseph's
down town and
Soukup was graduated from Iowa
Lettuce
hospital in Omaha, and Jane, who is State college in March, 1937, receivi- with which he he falls completely in love with her.
Cranberries
Candied
Fruit
A
charming
and
lovely
young
widow,
employed as a stenographer in Des ing an animal husbandry degree. He
r returning to the
Radishes
Marshmallows Currants
Moines. Both daughters were home has had charge of 334 4-H club boys
his visit down with a five-year-old daughter whom
Tomatoes
Mince Meat
Baking Potatoes
Sunday to help their parents cele- and 182 club girls in Page county, becar for awhile, she supports working as a fashion
Carrots
Pumpkin
English Walnuts brate
the wedding anniversary.
|the note. A short artist, 'Carole reciprocates but tries
sides supervising the farm women's
Oranges
Oysters
Olives, Pickles
land Mrs. Millard to sacrifice her newly found love when
work and the activities of rural young
she
learns
that
Grant
is
married.
BASKETBALL.
claimed his life.
people.
However, Grant, loveless through
Adair vs. Anita — 2 Games
^ they found him
GELATIN—
OATS—
Soukup was a 4-H boy himself for
H. S. Gym, Tuesday, Dec. 5
ough his head, the years, now comes to a showdown
Briardale,
Briardale
quick
or
seven years and an F. F. A. member
with
Kay;
he
wants
his
freedom.
She
First Game at 7:30 P. M.
he forehead and
for three years, winning the coveted
all flavors,
regular,
iA
Admission—lOc, 15c, 25c
ear. It ia agrees 'to go to Paris with his parIowa farm degree in 1932. He is a
3
packages..
large tube.... * •**.
jrworry because ents while he and Carole eagerly
member of the Kiwanis club and the
plan
their
future.
Soon,
though,
Kay
The
members
of
the
Evening
Din|io rent a farm
CATSUP—
PEANUT BUTTER—
returns—without a decree; and with
ner and Bridge dub were 7:00 o'clock Junior Chamber of Commerce at Clarhis act.
GWC
brand,
Tall
Corn,
covered dish dinner guests at the home inda, is married and has no children.
'born July 18, usual cunning informs the distraught
Other candidates for the Cass counpair
that
she
will
never
release
Grant,
2
large
of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Kohl on Wal2-lb.
91at his entire
ty
were John Dooley of DeWitt
bottles
quart jar
4-JC nut Street Monday evening. Other andjobHerbert
ty. He is sur- whom she married solely to enslave.
Goertz of Burlington.
The
impass
comes
as
a
shock
to
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Walter F.
|?who was formLee Nutty of Ames, district extension
COD
FISH—
ORANGES—
Carole
and
Grant.
When
she
sends
Budd.
The
evening
was
spent
playphis parents, Mr.
ing bridge, at which high scores were ' suPe™sor, was in Atlantic for the
Absolutely boneless,
New California
ar of Atlantic; him away Grant goes on a spree
held by Mrs. C. H. Johnson and Glen board meetinS- The board voted to
navels,
arie Deapon of which lands him into the hospital
A. Roe.
I rehire Miss Eleanor Paulson as secMildred John- with a critical case of pneumonia.
box
dozen
_
| retary in the local farm bureau office.
Here
a
fateful
turn
of
events
mounts
cher, Mrs. Aleta
The regular monthly meeting of Busn has been county agent here
the
story
to
a
pulsating
climax.
Johnson, Mrs. Althe American Legion Auxiliary was slnce Dec- 1. 1938, coming here from,
Carole Lombard as the "other woMertha Gochwhere he was connected with
VETERANS CAN STILL held Friday afternoon at the home Omaha,
four brothers, man," Gary Grant as the harassed
e
of
Mrs.
Otis
Kirkpatrick.
The
busi*^
Producers
commission.
and
bewildered
husband,
Kay
FranAPPLY FOR BONUS ness meeting was in charge of the His home townLivestock
Gochanour
is Lincoln, Neb.
cis
in
an
especially
difficult
"heavy"
and Edward
Jan. 2, 1940, is the final date for president, Mrs. Petersen, and follow- f
-role—all are at their best for "In
naha.
POR SALE;
— Used oil heater an*
filing adjusted compensation (bonus) ing the reading of the minutes and the ''
Name
Only."
In
the
supporting
cast
A
school
testing
program
which
held at 2:00
Estate Heatrola
treasurer's
report,
Mrs.
Lela
Miller
<=oal heater. Gerald
applications,
according
to
the
local
i at the Church are the distinguished players Charles is expected to occupy the entire acAkers Anita Iowa
Red Cross chapter. This date refers told of the Armistice supper held
'
'
'
«P
^Charles Lockard Coburn, Helen Vinson, Katharine ademic year got under way in Cass
only to living veterans who have by the Legion and Auxiliary on Nov. I
Alexander,
Jonathan
Hale
and
Maurcounty
last
week
under
the
superas furnished by
Mhrs. Mae Hansen Tower of Des
vision of Kenyon Runner of the Uni- never applied for the certificates is- 10 at the I. O. O. F. hall. Mrs. ' Moines visited in the city the last of
£•, Mrs. H. R. Red- ice Moscovich.
In addition to the feature there versity of Iowa child welfare research sued under the original law, and to Kathryn DeCamp reported that $23 the week, a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
and Charles H.
heirs of deceased veterans who have worth of books had been presented
:
will
be the regular news reel and station.
Ed. L. Newton.
| Eric Osen as acnot asked for the benefits. It does to the Anita library, Mrs. Floyd De- '
_
_
the
Walt
Disney
cartoon,
"Autograph
Seventeen
WPA
workers
have
been
ang, "Under His
not refer to men or heirs holding men reported a mighty fine response j Frank H. Osen, wife and daughter,
Hound."
assigned
to
check
the
results
of
the
Care" and "Calladjusted service bonds.
Tonight and Tomorrow.
program.
to the Red Cross drive, and several Margaret, returned home Tuesday
nt was made in
Men who served fewer than sixty members reported doing welfare work from a week's visit with their son and
Due
to
Thanksgiving
this
week,
the
Tests
will
be
given
in
every
town
with six brothdays were not entitled to certificates, for ^ veterans' families and non-veter- brother, John Osen and family, at
| pallbearers. They Rialto will depart from its usual cus- in the county to determine what sub.and those whose adjusted service ans" families. A number was planned Northville Mich.
|r, 'Gerald Folsom, tom on its midweek show, and instead jects students have mastered and
credit was less than $50 were paid for the county meeting at Griswold i
_
IDeapon, George of running Wednesday night only, will what they are "short" on. The rein U. S. Treasury checks in lieu on Dec. 12. At the close of the I Ross Kohl, wife and daughter, Marihave
a
show
both
Wednesday
and
sults
will
be
compiled
in
a
survey
Johnson.
Thursday evenings. The feature at- being made by the university and the of certificates. Heirs within the re- meeting a lunch was served by Mrs. ; lynn, Mrs. R. C. Pratt and Clyde Pratt
traction will be "The Adventures of Iowa department of public instruction stricted class who claimed the bene- Kirkpatrick and Mrs. Clara Robison. leave this afternoon for Holyoke, Colo.,
to spend Thanksgiving and the week
Sherlock Holmes," with Basil Rath- and will also be available for the fit after the veteran died, and where
he had made no application, were
end with Mr. and Mrs. George Morgan.
bone and Nigel Bruce co-featured use of local teachers.
with Ida Lupino and Alan Marshal
The tests will cover a broad range, paid in quarterly installments. In
Joy Ann is the name of a 7% pound
in
the
romantic
roles.
including
oral reading, speech, para- those cases where the veteran had
r— •
girl
baby, born Sunday night to Mr.
made
an
application
and
then
died,
On
the
program
will
be
a
Donald
graph
and
sentence
structure,
and
Vnita are holding
., ~
. . , . . i and Mrs. Marlow Jessen. The child
T
service at 9:45 Duck cartoon entitled, "Donald's Pen- questions takehxfrom the Iowa "every benefits were paid in lump sum to
Lovers. of
„,„ Kborn at4.4.1.1.
* .Mrs.
»»
r
. . band music
. . in the- Anita 'i• was
the home of
Jessen
a
designated beneficiaries.
pupil" examinations.
norning at the guin," and Iowa news flashes.
community
have
a
real
treat
in
store
„„
4.
«
j
»,
™.
. ,,
r, ,
„.
,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. o.
StoneThe Red Cross staff will gladly dis- for
> following proCass county is one of five which
them Sunday afternoon, when the braker
PAIRINGS DRAWN FOR will be included in the statewide sur- cuss details with persons who be- 168th. Infantry band from Council j
'
themselves entitled to benefits;
fore worship.
1940 COUNTY TOURNEY vey. Similar tests will are being lieve
Bluffs will stop here for an hour's j Earl Garrett of Atlantic, Watkins
given to students in Polk, Scott, Wood- each person should present all cor- concert which will be given at the high i dealer in this territory, leaves Sunday
respondence ever conducted with the
The basketball season is scarcely bury and Dubuque counties.
'Thankful People
school auditorium between the hours , for a visit at the plant of the comunder way in this part of the state,
veterans administration on this subof 4:00 and 5:00 o'clock. This band pany in Winona, Minn. Anyone wishjPCt.
ibfd's Prayer, Rev. but officials are already making plans
Harry Davis, years ago an underis reputed to be one of the best mus- ing to make the trip with Mr. Garrett,
for the county tournament, which taker in Anita, died a few days ago
ical organizations in southwestern should get in touch with him at once.
will be held in the Atlantic high at his home in Dallas, Texas, accord| Betpy Rose CrawIowa, and the concert which will be
school gymnasium next Jan. 31, Feb. ing to word received here by friends.
given here is free to the public. EarlMrs. Milo Gochanour is holding a
Our places of business will ier in the afternoon the band will closing out public sale at her farm
nnksgiving, in Uni- 1, 2 and 3..
He was about 75 years of age, and
Atlantic will meet Lewis in the first when he lived in Anita was employed be dosed all day Thanksgive a concert at Lewis and the same home five miles southeast of Anita
round of the tournament. Other pair- by the old Farmers ^upply Co.
giving.
evening will present a concert at the! on Tuesday, Dec. 5. The sale will inon, Rev. Thos. B.' ings are Wiota vs. Anita, Massena
Roberts Produce. high school auditorium in Walnut. elude 2 head of horses, 15 head of
vs. Cumberland and Griswold vs. bye.
A meeting of the Jolly Neighbors
for the concerts Sun- cattle, 40 fall sfioats, 1,200 bushels
Smither Produce. Arrangements
prayer, Rev. C. L. I Girls' pairings are Griswold vs. club was held last Wednesday afterday are in charge of P. P. Edwards, of corn, 300 bushels of oats, 10 tons
Massena, Wiota vs. bye, Lewis vs.
Jewett Produce. Captain of the Atlantic National of clover hay and a full line of farm
noon at the home of Mrs. Homer
bye
and
Cumberland
vs.
bye.
The
L silence followed by
Reason northwest of the city, with
machinery. Frank Barber will be the
Chas. F. Karns, a well known Anita Guards.
Griswold-Massena winner meets Wiota
ten
members
present.
Mrs.
Glen
Tayauctioneer
and C. E. Parker the clerk.
man, was seriously ill the last of the
MVs. Maude Suplee left Thursday
Thank We All Our in the second round and Lewis will lor won a contest put on by Mrs.
week
with
heart
trouble,
and
his
childtake on Cumberland.
Miss Otellia Petersen entertained
Adam Krause. A lunch was served ren were summoned to his bedside. morning for Long Beach, Cal., where
she will spend the winter months.
Corbett Polk, pastor
welve young girl friends at bridge
Miss Jane Scholl of Stuart was an by the hostess.
His condition is somewhat improved
ch at Pleasantville,
ast Thursday evening at the home,
Anita visitor Monday. 'Her mother,
now.
Mrs. Ethel Budd entertained the of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
Glen
A.
Roe
has
sold
his
residence
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl, returned home
members of the Friday bridge club ?etersen. The party was given by
All Thy Mercies, 0
property on Maple Street, at present
with her for a short visit.
Columbia Chapter, No. 127, Order
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Nich- of Eastern Star, observed their an- and two other guests, Mh-s. M. M. Hiss Petersen as a farewell to her
Feller and Mrs. Guy Steinmetz, at Iriends as she expects to leave in
|Bev. Arthur V. Long.
Chas. E. Budd, wife and son, Leroy, ols, to Edward Niemand, proprietor nual Past Matron and Past Patron
her
home on Locust Street Friday a few days for Cedar Falls to attend
and Miss Beulah Slater, all from of Edward's Cafe. Mr. Niemand paid
1 of the Congregational Grinnell, and Harold Slater, wife and $1,800 for the property and gets pos- night Monday with a 6:30 o'clock afternoon. Mrs. Robert Scott held school at Iowa State Teachers coltheir annual bazaar daughter, Beverly, of Reasner, Iowa, session Jan. 1, at which time he and dinner. Following the dinner the ev- high score.
lege. Mdss Clara Wiese won the
ening was spent with a chapter meet£the church Saturday.
prize for high score, and a lunch
spent Sunday at the home of Mr. his family will occupy the property ing, a program and socially.
The regular meeting of the Baptist
was served by the hostess.
as
a
home.
Budd's sister, 'Mrs. C. W. Hockenladies aid . was held last Wednesday
and Clarence Just are berry and husband.
Mass^Maxine Highley of Atlantic afternoon at the home of Mrs. H. G.
nership and on MonA 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinLewis Woods and Mrs. L. Dressier has been appointed deputy clerk of Armentrout south of the city. Present
rill hold a public sale
ner was enjoyed last 'Friday evenAt her home on Rose HYll Avenue* are dissolving partnership and on Fri- the court by Cecil M. Skipton, clerk,
were fifteen members and two visitors, ing by the members of the 2-1-2-1-2
farm northwest of Friday afternoon, Mrs. D. L. Spiker day, Dec. 1, will hold a closing out
|e sale will be 2 head was hostess to the members of the public sale at the Woods home, 9V& succeeding Boyd M. Cambridge, who Mrs. Richard Watson and Mrs. Marian dinner and bridge club at the home
resigned to accept a position as sec- Lund. The ladies spent the afternoon
f head of cattle, 59 head D. D. pinochle club. Other guests miles southeast of Anita. In the sale
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold McDermott
bushels of corn, 300 were Mrs.- S. E. Goodrich and Miss will be 21 head of cattle, 8 feeding retary to Harry B. Swan, republican with their own handwork, and at the northeast of the city. Other guests
a quantity of rye M!ary Kramer. High score was held shoats, 250 bushels of corn, 150 bushels state chairman. Miss Highley has close of the meeting a lunch was were Mr. and Mrs. Lester Scholl.
and straw. Frank by Mrs. E. C. Dorsey, Mrs. Frank of oats and 15 tons of bean hay. Baier been employed in the clerk's office served by the hostess. The next meet- Following the dinner the evening was
the auctioneer and Kramer was runner-up, and low score and Fessler will be the auctioneers for several years. Paul Israel of At- ing of the aid will be held at the spent playing bridge, at which high"
lantic has been named as a new as home of the Misses Mary and Clara
fthe clerk.
scores were held by Mrs. Raymond
went to Mrs. H. J. Chadwick.
and John Barr the clerk.
'sistant in the clerk's office.
Borth.
Lantz and Dr. R. M. Needles.

15c

< ^ '

21c

14c

25c

25c

Cass County Selected For
Extensive School Tests

ig Service
HE. Church

168th. Infantry Band to
Give Concert Here Sunday

NOTICE.

THE ANITA

TRIBUNE,

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30,1939.
••^^^^^^^•^•B"

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Butler Service Station, sup]ics

.56

PETERSEN'S GROCM

W. L. Carlisle, dirt
50.00
C. R. I. & P- Railroad, freight 893.93
O»urt House,
Central Iowa Sand & Gravel
Atlantic, Iowa,
PHONE 300
Company, concrete 28.41
November 1, 1939.
Phone 29
__
We Deliver _
62.60
The Board of Supervisors of Pass Nels P. Christensen, labor....
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Cities
Service
Oil
Company,
County, Iowa, met in regular session
WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
58.38
gas
with all members present:
BUTTER, Stuart fancy creamery, pound . . . •29
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike City of Atlantic, current and
C
CAKE FLOUR, Clover Farm, package ........ 20c
116 82
CAKE FLOUR, Sno Sheen, 2%-lb. package •24t
water rent
Metz, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese
18.67
Gushing Garage, repairs
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
CAKE FLOUR, Omega, 4-pound package ..
SEEDLESS RAISINS, bulk, 2 pounds ........ -15c
68.87
D. A- Lubricant Co., grease..
The
minutes
of
October
16th
were
15c
COFFEE,
Butternut, reg. or drip, Ib. 28c, 2-Jbs.. '^
Deep Rock Oil Corporation,
CRANBERRY SAUCE, per can
approved as rend.
33.80
BAKING POWDER, Gold Label, guaranteed to
oil
On motion and vote the offer of
CHOCOLATE CANDY, pound
25.00
satisfy or money back, 2-pound can
^
$21.59 from the Stoner-McCray Co. Donald Dorsey, labor
in compromise of personal taxes in | Daryl Daugherty, oil and reCRANBERRIES, fresh, 2 pounds
SALAD DRESSING, quart jar.
2?c
5.12
Anita for the years 1931 and 1932,
pairs
NUTS,
Brazil,
Pecan
or
large
English
Walnuts,
Frank
Eblen,
excavation
work
5971.97
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 3 packages ..... 13c
totaling $36.35, was accepted and the
pound
.'ty
Treasurer authorized to accept said Electric Paint & Varnish Co.,
PRUNES, medium size, 2 pounds
..............
19c
148.75
paint
sum in full of such tax.
Fruits & Vegetables For Your Thanksgiving Dinner
67.00
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by Roy B. Felt, R. O. W
MIXED NUTS, pound
........................
23c
Farmers
Elevator,
gas
61.68
Metz, to pass a resolution to make
a permanent transfer of $10,000.00 Gasoline Alley, gas
204.90
GRAPE FRUIT, dozen
.......................
22c
from the Emergency Fund to the Gate City Iron Works, supIroquois Publishing Company,
County Fund.
I plies
2368.31
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
4.65
books
Vote resulted as follows:
j Green Bay Lumber Company,
Klipto Loose Leaf Company,
supplies
276.34
Ayes:
45.04
72.71 supplies
Lynch, Metz, Eshelman, Wiese Grahams, supplies
3.89
Laidlaw Broa., books
in the big rocker and read all afterHansen & Company, supplies 130.97
and Wohlenhaus.
9.66
LaureJ
Book
Company,
books.
noon . . . then I shall have a great
. Actually more heat Per
Hawkeye Portland Cement Co.,
Nays:
Charles
R.
Linn,
court
reportdeal
to
be
thankful
for
and
I
shall
than anything else you
Established 1883.
supplies
54.45
None.
10.00
have a happy Thanksgiving day.
er
George
Henningsen,
rent....
421.70
Motion
carried.
• • •
Published Every Thursday and Entered
C. J. Litterst, bailiff
36.00
On motion and vote the following Hoegh Oil Company, gas and
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Hawley
Lynch,
committee
John Harmesen, living southwest of
10.95
oil
resolution was adopted:
'
Anita, Iowa
Second Class Mail Matter.
work and mileage
135.95
town, has a cock pheasant which
C. G. Hansen, dirt
81.70
RESOLUTION.
Bert
C.
Banns, Manager
comes
up
to
the
barn
yard
and
eats
MacMillan
Company,
books
.
3.24
Editor and Publisher
9.46
WHEREAS, Ivan and Katherine John Hoffman, freight
feed with the chickens. The bird
L.
W.
Mannasmith,
court
re2.49
Subscription R a t e . . . . $ 1 . 5 0 Per Year has become so tame it can be picked Heath are now within Cass County H. L. Holste, gas
porter
135.15
Company,
and are likely to become county Independent Oil
up at times.
85.24
Massena
Echo,
ad
5
.
25 J. C. Penney Company . . . .
Official Town and County Newspaper
charges and said persons should be j gas
* * *
Matt Parrott & Sons, supFrank Perdue
............
pi-evented from acquiring a settlement | Towa Electric Company, gas
Do your shopping today . . . toMember of .National Editorial
plies
16-44 Dr. E. C. Petersen
........
in Cass County,
I service
103.95
Association, and
morrow may be Christinas.
Mike Metz, committee work
Dr. M. T. Petersen
.......
NOW' THEREFORE being it re- \ Iowa Culvert & Pipe Cornand mileage
143.25 Petersen's Grocery
.........
solved by the Board of Supervisors of | pany, pipe
410.42
BY THE WAY.
Missouri - Kansas Chemical
L, L. Reed
.................
Cass County, Iowa, that a notice to j Interstate Machinery & Supply
By L. F. M.
Company, supplies
78.76 Wlm. Riggs Grocery
Company,
wire
and
steel..
29.34
......
depart shall be served upon the said
46.70 Office Equipment Company,
Slocum Grocery
...........
Should the married woman work or Ivan and Katherine Heath, and the Iowa Sales Company, saws..
.28
supplies
30.00
Smiley's Store
.............
should she not work ? A question old Chairman of this Board is directed Harry C. Jacobsen, l a b o r . . . .
Omaha
School
Supply
Com18.00
Steinbeck Grocery
........
as time . . . even way back in Grand- and ordered to sign such notice on be- Jens Jensen, labor
1.58 Sub-Division of Aid to Blind
pany, supplies
ma's time she couldn't see any way half of this Board and deliver the Jobes Tire & Battery Service,
8.50
repairs
66.46 M. B. Parkinson, mileage
Thriftway Food Miarket .
out of it ... even after she pot to same to the Sheriff of Cass County,
Peacock
&
Baxter,
supplies..
3.00
Koch Bros., supplies
90.52
Grayce Ury
...............
Heaven . . . listen to the conclusion owa, for service.
" 8.88 Joe Vetter
90.55 Perkins Bros., supplies
The Chairman put the above resolu- Bertha Krambeck, dirt
................
of her prayer as related by Eugene
(By Tillie)
28.00 Pink Supply Company, supion to vote and the votes being: all Arnold Larsen, labor
Elmer Watson
.............
Field:
plies
30.25 Mrs. Elmer Watson
20.50
n the affirmative, the resolution was Ernest Larsen, labor
.........
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holton arc tend"I pray, that, risen from the dead
J. W. Luke & Son, gas
250.85 Pioneer Publishing Company,
declared adopted.
Dr. A. Weaver ".
............
:
erly caring for and apparently are
I may in glory stand—
books
15.88 Dr. M. B. Weir
27.00
On motion and vote the Chairman Joe Lindburg, R. O. W
successfully acclimating some tiny
.............
:
Donald P. Reel, attorney fees. 10.00 Dr. R.B. Weir
)f the Board is directed and ordered C. E. M'alone, Postmaster,
evergreen trees which they have A crown, perhaps, upon my head,
..............
A
needle
in
my
hand.
Esther Reeves, labor
30.00 L. O. Wheatley
o
sign
notice
of
Termination
of
Tenpostage
356.68
brought home from distant states,
.............
:
.77 C. S. Relyea Company, supancy on G. C. Ploghoft and John C. Middle States Utilities, tolls..
and have planted in their picturesque I've never learned to sing or play,
Dr. Agnes R. Wilder ...... ,
plies
52.13 Dr. P. T. Williams ....... :
md Mathilda D. Harmsen and deliver Miller-Hasselbalch Company,
yard.
So let no harp be mine;
he same to the Sheriff of Cass Counsupplies
31.12 W. Fay Robinson, soldiers reMrs. Holton has succeeded in bring- From birth unto my dying day
Session and Mileage Claims.
lief
500.00 Havrley Lynch
y, Iowa, for service.
H. P. Malone, hauling110.00
ing into bloom, in her flower garden,
Plain sewing's been my line.
............
'
Rock Island Motor Transit,
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Eshel- Marne-Elk Horn Telephone
some very interesting plants which
Mike Metz
................
freight
*
.55 F. W. Wiese
she gathered on the western plateaux. Therefore, accustomed to the end
man to permanently transfer $12,Company, rent and tolls...
54.00
............
To plying useful stitches,
65.00
Considering the difference in the
640.93 from the Construction Fund Henry H. Martens, dirt
47.50 George N. Scase, labor . . .
W. H. Wohlenhaus
.........
Margaret Stouffer, mileage . .
24.45 G. E. Eshelman
latitude, the soil and atmospheric con- I'll be content if asked to mend
to the Maintenance Fund as reim- Mlutual Benefit Life Insurance
..........
'
The little angel's britches!"
50.00
ditions, its a miracle the plants and
bursement for Maintenance costs.
Company, R. 0. W
125.00 Harry B. Swan, services . . . .
Moved
by
Wohlekhaus,
sec™!*
* * *
R. N. Watson, bailiff
9.00 Metz, to adjourn until November! >|
trees have thrived. Earl and Veva
Motion carried.
N. W. Bell Telephone CornHeard at the Junior class play
must use some magic word or apply
Moved by Metz, seconded by Eshel- | Pany, rent and tolls
165.08 J. H. Welch Printing Comor on call of Chairman.
Rasmus was "skeered" . . . ir man, to set November 13, 1939, at! ?. A. Ostereich, repairs
some mystical action when they plant
pany, supplies
198.04
9.00
Motion carried.
fact
he
was
so
"skeered"
in
that
nightthe little strangers in this Iowa soil.
2 P. M., as the date and time for Purity Oil Company, g a s . . . . 3.50 F. W. Wiese, committee work
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
The last few seasons we've failed to gown scene that his legs were white letting of contract for 20 tons of Irvin Pelzer, dirt
and mileage
147.30
53.70
grow healthy well established weeds. . . . is Letty a natural actor or was '/4-inch Stoker Coal and 20 tons of George Preston and John KasWiota Telephone Company,
Attest:
she acting natural . . . Oscar got our
M. E. Hubbard,;
ner, dirt
125.55
tolls
1.12
L u m p Coal, delivered to the County
County M
The cold frosty mornings last week number one vote, glad Letty finally Home, alternate bids to be accepted Railway Express Agency, exW. H. Wohlenhaus,
comreminded one of early October instead took him.
press
mittee
work
"and
mileage
.
.
144.00
for Iowa or Illinois Coal.
2.65
Mrs. Alta Pratt has gone to
It was a good performance al
of the last of November . . . hunters
Reed's Store, supplies
Motion carried.
2.45 Verna B. Woods, session and
>ell, Cal., -where she -wUl ?p^a
crossing our farm are welcome to all around, and it was nice to notice tha
51.78
mileage
25.00
The following rebates were allow- Roy Rothe, R. O. W
weeks with her daughter, fc
the rabbits, skunks, moose, elk and there was a full house to enjoy i ed:
Shrauger & Johnson, bolts...
54.45 WARRANTS ISSUED ON THE POOR
Vheeler and husband.
.
.
.
the
music
between
act-;
was
ver
polar bears they shoot and carry away,
Town of Marne, $48.68, Property Sidles Company, parts 18.56
FIKND FOR CLOTHING, SUPbut the pheasants and quails are not jen J°y able . too.
exempt; P. C. Clemmensen, $89.68, Sinclair Refining Company, oil 8.04
Frank R. Mitchell, wife and s .
PLIES AND MEDICAL AID.
to be molested . . . will local huntsProperty used for Church purposes; Snap-On Tools Corporation,
Copied f r o m the
Dr.
G.
M.
Adair
16.00
Donny,
spent Sunday a
men read" the above sentence again I
scrapbook Of Cy- Gnswold Independent School District,
supplies
3.11 Or. George A. Alliband
iowa,
with
their son and
52.26
renus
Cole:
"An
unoccupied
mind
is
please ?
$19.66, Property used for School pur- Standard Bearing Company,
Atlantic Dairy
v..-s.'?.lJ2 Harold Mitchell and family
like an unoccupied house into which
poses; I. 0. 0. P. Lodge, Massena,
supplies
16.05
Atlantic Hospital, Inc
278.50
After hearing about the Worth the bats fly throu e h °'.'pn windows. $27.06, Property used for Lodge pur- Standard Oil Company, gas
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE j
Atlantic Shoe Hospital
.86
Chastain family discovering a whole Atlf hobb y is better lnan none -"
poses.
and oil
226.22
Atlantic Square Deal Oil Comeven doing a
nest of pearls in the oyster soup, it ain't it the truth
The refund of Irwin Pelzer, Noble Standard Blue Print Company,
pany
2.64 State of Iowa, Cass Counts,
was me that searched for the irides- olumn like this, which takes no brains, (Township, of $10.26 on Soldiers Exprints
Dr. R. L. Barnett
70 75 'ederal Farm Mortgage Corpo«|
cent rocks in a quart the family feast- s better than nothing.
emption was allowed.
145.80, Ear , Beech
* * *
13615
ed on the other evening . . . I didn't
a corporation, Plaintiff.
The following suspensions of tax|Wilkin Machine Shop,
reOh, to be able to exit the way
I Mrs. J. R. Book
ig.OO Eva B. Hayter, et al., Defends*-1
have any success but the boss didn't
were allowed:
j pairs
4
• " i Breckenmaker's Grocery 7.70
have much luck masticating three of tVentworth could.
Frank Jensen, Lot 1, Block 90, At-: Wiota Telephone Company,
Burnea Grocery
216.94 To Eva B. Hayter, et al.
the well cooked precious gems which
lantic, and Mlyrtle I. Frank, Lots 8,
tolls
bz
There's a tricky little booklet on
,
Bongers
Bros
51.27
You aw? hereby notified th»..«j|
he located in a dish of broth.
9 and NV 2 of 10, Block 26, Atlantic.
Mary A. Wilson, R. O. W. .. 194.00 Dr. R. B. Chisholm
the market titled, ''Who's Who To
* * *
13.70 virtue of a Special Execution ( ,'.']«
The following claims were allowed Wilson Concrete Company
It has space for names and
Christensen's Grocery
198.61 directed by the Clerk of the W; /;f
Jessie Morgan likes onions with her Me."
pipe
addresses
and
542.97 Cooks Rexall Store
2950 iourt of Cass CoUnty, Io wa '^.',^
birthdays . . . ju st j ^ranls Mft°ne ^^ *" ™"
apple pie and Winifred 'Wahlert enFred Yocom, supplies
about
everything
about
your
friends
236.13
j
DT.
Wm.
F.
Crew
i7'oo of Federal Farm Mortgage
joys a pickle along with a slice of
0rdon Scott
. . scorns friends who rate greetings
i'°
- labor
? 65.00:
Don— Savery,
J. P. fees
....
28.50 Edna Dewey .
cake.
"*
**
f" ,-.,.„ I .1 O\_ ,. _. i
1 1
_ _ I T^.
.
.__
tion, a corporation, and air»
Sheets, labor
78
on anniversaries should be remember- Gerald
'°° i R L A PP le man, J. P. fees .
20.001 Henry Dimig . .
n
w.,, .
223.30 B. Hayter, et al., for the
Don Wilkinson, mileage . . . .
42.25 j Atlantic News - Telegraph,
Economy Shoe Store "
bookkeeping.
If it rains all day
if 1 can ed without so much
Five Thousand Four Hum!re
* * #
Khne Taylor, m.leage
20.45
printing
36.83' Dr D' S Egbert
sleep late . . . if I can stay at home
22.45 ight and 39-100 Dollars
Henry
C.
Laub,
mileage
Congratulations, Floyd and Gene56.70 Atlantic Wholesale Grocery,
{Family Shoe Store
and rest . . . if I can cook the usual
I did on the 17th. day of
Robert Hill, labor
noon day meal . . . if I can curl up vieve.
SU PUe S
29 55 Farmm Mutual
A. D. 1939, levy on the i
Kenneth Dougherty, labor
2'°on'
W T R
••'' '
»»»' In»nr5 00 W
- Uussell
„
„ Koss
„
, e . . ..
' i ' T" Blggs
' com m>ssioner,
| ance Company
QO,» the said Eva B. Hayter and
milea
Ross,
mileage
Gaylord Noblitt had a letter from ""***"
'
^
^AO
soldiers relief
250.00 Golden Rule Store
1.50 H. Hayter, her husband; E
his Missus, out in California, and she J ohn facon labor
i Gordinier's Drug Store
104 .40. Lenna T. Boots, session and
no Lan
labor
Manufacturing Company; ana •
wrote, »«s 1 sit here. I write a little, ^
*'
104.40
mileage
Greelev iLTT
28 25 ' M
Symptoms of Distress Arising from
A"
8.00 State Bank; the following
iook
'
' ok out at the roses and poin-1 $oss South - labor
^-^ B"»ock & Sons, supplies . .
51 31 i Dr W T rJ! i T
STOMACH ULCERS Deltas
14.40
real estate, to-witr
,
blooming" ... and h, wrote j j o w a r d McDerniott. labor .. 131.50 , Georgia Byrne, mileage ..
27.30 i GHswold ' M!,,",>*,*
Gnswold
Mercantile ComSouth Half of the So.'"""]
labor
DUE TO EXCESS ACID back, "you have
nothing„ on us, as. j'• George
5.00;
.
"~ Albers,
"' •"""•
o . u u .Hillas
m u a a F.
r. Cole,
v,oie, labor . . . . 2500
pany
50.18
Quarter (S%SW^4):
rreeBookTellsof HomeTreatmentthat
I sit here and write, I stop to ad- Ralph Quei 'y> labor
100.00 j Mary Curry, labor
7
50 Dr. Harry Hall
13'BO
arry K(!w;lrds
Must Help or it Will Cost You Nothing
Southwest
Quarter of tne mire the spirea blooming just out- !!
. labor
90.00, Des Moines Sanitar
Supply
' Henderson Dairy
67 50
33.60
east Quarter <SW*SEVI '
,
side the window, and the clumps of i H e n r y K u h 1 ' labor
' ! Company, supplies . . .
have
beeusolU for relietof
60 18 '«.«•»"«"
ortshoj
•ymptoma of distress arising from Stomach
1.08
Section 7, in Township "»
damk'lions on down the street."
! J ' l> ; Allams c °mpany, reI P. K Edwards, sheriff, trans' ! H»n T
due
I
Hans
Jepsen
3 Q(
of Range 34, West of "yi
179.36
Sour or Upset Stomach
portation, criminal expense
Drji)H. A. Johnson
85.7.
'
Principal Meridian Cass i 1
Lt>t us each lay down his five grains American Auto Service, reand investigation, board and
Mirs
»
j
•
i
Henry
Kaufmann
Pairs
3.82
d
f corn, and thank the Giver of all
l i tbla treatment—
*••«««•"
fully
Iowa,
axplaliu
frw—which
at
good things for the blessings which | (*r* A\ *"«***»", I™., parts
31.00 and -v\\\ offer the same for
21.16 !c. E. Eshelman,1 "committee 246'25 < Della Kin ^
| Dr. W. W. Kitson
BONGERS BROS.
Richard Anderson, wood
83.45 the highest bidder on the
an- ours, this Thanksgiving day.
2.801 work and mileage
Anita Lumber Company, sup33.09 of December, 1939, at th<
plies
Mrs. II. U. Shannon entertained the
Produce Company
61.12 Griswold American,
2.50 10:16 o'clock A. M., ^ l
s
print; Maduff's Food Market ..
75 3' door of the Court House m
of the Union club at dinner Calvin A n t r i m , supplies
204.76
ing
(
Young woman wishes last Thursday at the Congregational Atlantic Motor Freight,
158.69 Mauk's Transfer
6.92 County of Cass and State •
F. W. Herbert,
treasurer,
to marry an old man— " t m r r h . The afternoon was spent at freight
H.
C.
M«hlmann
.
.
.
.
'2.37
You are further notified u>
juror fees
the home of the hostess.
"\
A-W Company, parts
that's her business.
75.54 Higley Chemical Company, 208.50 : Florence Mills
30.59 real estate includes you' hl
The Baum Iron Company,
I Minor Outfitting Company
supplies
22.9E that unless you plat ami \
Our business is pickA im-i-ting of the M u t u a l Benefit
Idfj.H'? | Hans Moelck
supplies
12.71 Hoffman Transfer, freight
4.8J same within ten days » f ' 1 '
ing up dead animals— club was held last Thursday after- W. S. Bcebe, gas and oil
*-22 j Dr. E. C. Montgomery . . . . '
23.20 L. W. Holley & Sons Company,
2.0i vice of this, notice, I w'" l ' y l ,
noon at the home of Mrs. Ralph Curry Hojens Hardware, hardware
large or small.
I Mrs. Marie MundeU
38.37
supplies
homestead.to be marked " ll
northwest of the city with sixteen Bootjer & Bond, harwaru. . . .
1711
20.43
James
MtConnell
"
'
'
'g'g
2 and recorded as provided ''X
Phone 257
members present. The ladies spent Boseck Oil Company, gas. . . . 70.61 M. K. Hubbard, auditor, reMcCullough Dairy
3'6
pairs
the expense tt»ereof
afternoon playing bingo at which M i l t Rruner, gas
7.39 Dr. R. M. Needles
WAGNER FILLING STATION
1243
...
46.6
Huntington
Laboratories,
supto the costs in this cjse.
the w i n n e r was Mrs. Andy Jepsen Villa F. Benson, R. 0. W
77.00
Oakland Rendering Works
ANITA, IOWA
plies
24.0i
Date this 17th.
Late in the afternoon a lunch was M a r l o n - W a r n e r Company, sup52.00 Olsen's Grocery
HuU-hins Printing Company,
-.erved by the hostess.
Osborne-Tomlinson
561.75
supplies
'
17.5
' P. P.
C. B. Parkinson & Son
20.0'
^heiiff ol

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

WE DELIVER

KING BEE East
Kentucky Lum
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
By ED WHEELAN
JEFF VtALKED AwAV FROM &5NNV.
LET OUT A SHOUT <?F SURPRISE

2TEFPNOVJ TOOK HIS OlD-JOE*' INTO aog» AU^
Jjt-rr'T-' »

I WA% D\SCMAR^ED
WO&PrrPsL YESTERDAY. 3EFP
) SO 1 HOPPED A

.
MC5TAMOUOH

v

x '

-

•-•*.-! Misv-l&e

DAD" STE&LIHCf -BLESS
YOUR HEAftT, MAN, WEN

LIMESTONE
Thy bMt mad* and lowert priced
FalTcriikr MIM, Box M»Bi. sT

AGENTS

Distributor Want
to handle products of well-rated
company felling p*6t-maklng eo,
and «uppUe« to-retaU itores. Exc
opportunity for life-time connect on 1.3
and coming Induitry. Exclusive tcmiJ
contracts near your home, n you
hart worker and own a car this i s .
portunlty tot a steady, bigger
Installment paper financed and o
counts carried by company. Musi
to finance self at etart. Earnincs
exceed $3000 first year. Write w,u.
experience. Address
SALES MANAGER
Boom toot, SO North Wacker Ortnl
.
CMcato. nilnols.

Strange Facts!
Buddha Statues Lead
Printer's Passion
Bullet's Penetration
LALA PALOOZA —Professor Zeero Doesn't Mi»s a Trick
TBAZOOLA BAZOOLA!
TONSIL CASE OKAYHO HUMf ALL is WELL- ze
PINTO PALOOZA WILL
SO MANY
BE OUT OF THE
OPERATING ROOfA AT
FIVE-TWELVE , •

BEOS IN
THIS
HOSPITAL
AM* NOT A
PLACE
FOR ME
TO LAY
DOWN

CRYSTAL BAUU SHE
SAY PINTO WILL GET
I OUT OF ZE OPERATING .
\ ROOM AT FIVE-TWELVE!

By RUBE GOLDBERG
YOU'RE WONDERFUL!

EXACTLY

HERE'S

FIVE-TWELVE!
MAYBE THE
PROFESSOR'S
GOT SOMETHING

$100 AND
IT'S NOT
HALF

AT THAT!

MORE PHONUS
BAUONUS!

AVY

OKAYAWWL, ME
A CHECK FOR
OTHER
HALF

.

DARLING!

Frttik J«y.Matk«y Syndicate, Inc

S'MATTER POP

By C. M. PAYNE

Ever Do the Economy Step?

Throughout the world, statues!
Buddha far outnumber those J
Christ. In China and Japan, j
ticularly, millions of them,'._
ing greatly in size and shape!
temples, courtyards, caverna'i
public and private gardens,
not unusual to find 10,000
Buddhas carved iri the walls 4
remote and abandoned cave.*;
Found unconscious in the;
a young Hungarian printer i
that, jUted by his girl, he hail
her full name and address in 1
type and swallowed the lot.
A clock which, it is claimed, i
go forever, has been produces
a Swiss firm. It depends on I
mospheric variations to wind]
main-springs. A change of;
degrees in temperature keeps |
going for two or three days.
The penetrating power of ab
let sometimes depends motel
its type and target than OBJ
velocity. During tests in
pointed bullets .were fired
moist sand, the .penetration ra|
inches at 50 feet, 14 inches;
feet and 16 inches at 1,500 fa
Collier's.

Cost in Refie\
MESCAL IKE

B, s. L. HUNTIEY
GENUK
MYEROTA

.— Where Appearances

By J. MILLAR WATT

po YOU

YOU WERE SO UGLY

I DJDNT GET THE
TH&

ST ^

THEY COUtDNT FIND A
FRENCH GENERAL "
WMO'D KISS
YOU!

WAR?

CT«e this famous quick
today without
prlcet
Yon may be utterly au
speed with which I , .
brings relief from neuralgia. '
aches and yh'f of
neuritif. Among Urn fastest,
effective ways Known, Bayer (
pirin not only brings relief tn
such pains voy
fast ... but «
qwck way isk wy in
n«y save the ddUrs

Once von try, ft... actually'
its quick relief, you'll kn°*
thousands make woe they &
wbrtitutw for Bayer /
always afking fat ft
by iU fuQ vuta nben
they buy... nerarby1
the name at "aapirin '
JUST FISH1N

Cheerful News
III AMP Pf STiroTE
TO COLD

A6£P COUPLE
flaw HOUSE:

UP l^ THE:
PUHO?

ROO/ZSTEP
(S ItaS VEAR'S 5L06AN

Robinson, on holiday, approached
the disconsolate-looking angler.
"Do you fish much here?" he
asked.
"Yes," was the reply.
"What for?"
"Bass mostly."
"What size?"
"Anything up to five pounds."
"What do they look like?"
"I have no idea."
Doll Care
Child—Mother, can I have
water to christen my dolly?
Mother—No, dear, I don't like you
playing with water.
Child—Well, can 1 have some wax
to waxinate her? I'm sure it's time
she had something done.
Drop the 'H'
An Englishman was startled when
he heard a weird scream in the
night. "What was that?" he asked.
"An owl," was the reply.
"Yes, I know, but what was 'owling?"

CLOTHES ON CHAIR
Hard

ibstinate inSft|
- - w e rnan-^'1'1

HMD W WlfOHOVM Mtt HH OJtot <UftE6

n* (MC nfnoMV Piotj «««• w> Miftioof

VMS ir nfl>» eaii A«n I»IP itesa rf, sit
WNU—N

GOOD MEICHAHI
£«^^*«i^r^M*«

M

Z^»**&*>*»M>

mnr
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Public Sale
we are K oin K to dissolve' P^crship wo/^^ ,'^ed
sale at the Nic Ehrman farm. 2', mi PS north ,M t
. ^^
on highway No. (i west of Amta 3 nulrs cast and .
of Wiota, commencing at 1:00 o clock, on
AS

Monday, December 4
the following described property:

2 - HEAD OF GOOD HORSES - 2
One team of hay horses, 9 years old, well matched and broke,
weight 3200.

"23-HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE - 23
8 stock cows; 1 heifer with
Erght milch cows. • Diving milk;
1 sucking calf; 1 Short Horn bull,
calf at side; 3 yearling
li years old.

59 — HEAD OF GOOD HOGS — 59
Twenty stock hogs; 3 old sows; 35 fall pigs; 1 male hog.

4 4 4 4
CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
+
Chas. Lorkard, Pastor.
+
+ + + + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Our Hold Conference Meeting.
A meeting of the Nishna Valley,
n f t o n d a n c e is steadily increasing, an
indication that someone has been Conference members was held last I
working. Are you one of the work- Wednesday evening at the Anita high
or?? Hid you invite your friends? school A t the meeting it was deMorning worship at 11:00. Topic, cided that Adair was not a member
of the conference for the sport of
"JesuR Calls Us."
Christian Endeavor at fi.'SO p. m. football because they failed to play
Topic under discussion will be, "Into | R i l i o t t j arlo ther member. Anita was
All the World," with the emphasis jdec)ared lhe winner of the conference
on missions and how faithful we have \ fo). footba]L Tne secretary was or' been in obeying our lord's "Great | de(.e<J to purc h ase a trophy for Anita
After the business meeting the
Commission found in Matthews 28:
coaches
played the superintendents in
18-20.
Evening worship at 7:30.
a game of basketball, the coaches
Ladies aid moots Wednesday at the feeing victorious.
church and will have a 15c d i n n e r , A d irmer Was served by Miss Buchfor the public from 11:30 a. m. to janan ant ) the Home Economics girls.
1:00 p. m.
| Another conference meeting will be
Friday evening at 0:40 the official hp]d j n A n i t a on February 26.
board meets for a short session. At j
.
7, we will have the first of a series students See Marionettes.
of monthly church fellowship s u p - j The Corrington Marionettes put on
! pers. All families of the congrega-; a snow in the assembly last Monday
i tion are invited to attend and bring j mo rning. The pupils especially en| their friends as guests. Each family ; joyed the dances
i provides sandwiches and one covered
i dish. Coffee served by the committee. Issue Report Cards.
The report cards for the second
• Mrs. H. R. Redburn will direct the
j period of games and musical enter- six weeks period was issued today
• tainment. At 8:30 the same evening, (Wednesday).
the senior choir will hold their weekThanksgiving Vacation.
ly practice.
The Anita school will be dismissed
The congregation of the Church
November 30 to December 4 in obof Christ extends its sincere symservance of Thanksgiving.
pathy to Mrs. Goldie 'Gochanour in the
loss of her husband, Milo Gochanour. Basketball Schedule.

ANITA SCHOOL NEWS

Maduff's Food Market
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS

Sweet Potatoes TtK*sr;i9e
Jell AU Flavors — 4 Boxcs 17c
Large Stalks
ei
Well
Bleached
Celery Solid Large Heads f 9C
C*
2 For
*OC
LettuceBrown Beauty
— Anita's f ^

Favorite — 3-lbs. 40c — Lb. **tC
Extra Large—Direct ^Q*
From Coast—Quart "f^C
Df>I"If •*—-"-**-* Choke Cuts

ISc

and if any of my old time frieiujJ
a great help in learning to study.
want to go places and will come thJ
Grades 5 and 6.
700 Bushels of Corn, in Crib. 300 Bushels of
Leveda Christensen has been absent way, I sure would like to have thea|
Medium Oats. Quantity of Rye. About 20
this week due to'an accident one day stop and see me. I am always look.
last week. The sixth grade saw two ing for an Iowa car on the
Tons of Hay and Straw.
films on Europe last week given by but they are scarce.
I sure miss the K. P. lodge
Mir. Daubendiek. The same grade is
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
finding the study of Knighthood very ings 1 used to enjoy, and sure woi
interesting in history.
They have ike to drop in on the Knights
TERMS:—CASH. AH articles must be settled for before removing
tarted a Health Crusade in health night and take part in the work, i
from the premises.
lass to correlate with knighthood and I think I could put it on just as
Ivanhoe" and "King Arthur" are be- as I used to, even if old Father Tin
ng read in reading class. Lola Chad- has added a lot of markers on
Dec. 5, Adair* here.
vick, Dorothy Millhollin, Gerald Tib- route I have travelled. So many«
Dec.
8, Menlo there.
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
en, Robert Petersen, William Hagen, my old friends have taken up
Dec. 15, Stuart there.
FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer
Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. 4
Leveda 'Christensen, Jack Highley and residence in the "city on the
Dec. 19, Orient there.
Elaine Biggs showed their hobbies to east of Anita that I am somew
Jan. 1, Massena* here.
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes
ach grade room last week to encour- afraid there are not many left
Jan. 5, Exira there.
XOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF having claims against said deceased I foT a]I ages William Crawford, Jr.,
age
others to start collection to show will be interested in their "old
Jan. It, Fontanelle* there.
or her estate will present them in I Superintendent.
EXECUTOR.
,t
the
"Hobby Display" in January, photographer," but I hope there i
Jan. 16, Casey* here.
manner and form as by law required,
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock.
lohnny
Rasmussen, Gene Petersen and a few left.
Jan. 19, Wiota* here.
In the District Court of the State of for allowance and payment.
The annual chicken dinner and baI intended to go on a deer hm
Dorothy
Millhollin from the sixth
Jan. 23, Orient here.
Dated this 22nd. day of November, zaar will be held in the church dinIowa, In and For Caas County.
today but it commenced to rain 1
•rade
and
Jane
Porch,
Azel"
Ahies
.Jan. 26, Cumberland* here.
In the Matter of the Estate of Dora A. D., 1939.
ing room Saturday, Dec. 2. Rememnight and kept it up all forenoon I
Jan. 31, Feb. 1, 2 and 3, County and Ann Rhoads from the fifth were
Harry C. Faulkner,
Myer Johnson, Deceased.
I ber to leave your bazaar and bake
day, so we have postponed our
used
by
the
Normal
Training
class
Executor of said estate.
To Whom It May Concern:
sale offerings at the church or at Tournament in Atlantic.
until it dries up. The game wan
this
week
for
demonstration
reading
Feb. 9, Open.
Notice is hereby given that the By E. S. Holton,
Crawford's Store by Saturday mornin
this county estimates that
essons.
Feb. 16, Exira here.
undersigned has been appointed and
Attorney for said estate.
ing.
Price for dinner, adults 25c,
are over 1,500, bucks over one
Grades
7
and
8.
Feb. 20, Wiota* there.
has qualified as Executor of the Eschildren 15c.
Both seventh and eighth grades are old and 4,500 does and fawns, bat«
Mrs. Walter Root, living near AtFeb. 23, Griswold here.
tate of Dora Myer Johnson, late of
March 1, 2 and 3, Sectional Tour- preparing for spelling contest elim- course they are protected by law i
Cass County, Iowa, deceased. All per- lantic but well known in Anita, subnation. The eighth grade is begin- only the bucks can be killed.
METHODIST CHURCH
sons in any manner indebted to said mitted to a major operation Satur-1 .
nament.
ning
the study of the Revolutionary hunting season opened here on
day
morning
at
the
Mercy
hospital
j
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
deceased or her estate will make pay*—Conference Games,
war. The seventh grade is studying 16 and there have been over a doi
444444444444
merit to the undersigned; and those in Council Bluffs.
forests, products and uses of forests. brought in by hunters from this to*
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m. First Basketball Game Next Week.
Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
The first basketball game of the We have had perfect attendance this I loaned a 38 calibre Winchester!
a man the' night before the
Church worship at 11:00 a. m. The season will be held next Tuesday week.
opened and the first shot he
CLOSING OUT
1 Observance of Holy Communion. The j December 5, on the Anita floor. Anita
brought down a seven point budj
Communion Meditation by the. pastor will meet the Irish from Adair.
FROM "BILL" DINSMORE.
He was so elated by his good Itii
The marching band is working on
I on, "The Mystery of Godliness."
Weimer,
Texas
and
the good shooting qualities of I
several
new
floor
patterns,
some
o
j Evening worship at 7:30 with Rev.
Nov. 18, 1939 gun, that he bought -it the same
which will be demonstrated at the
i Thomas bringing the message.
I have a stock of guns on hand, vb
| Sunday afternoon beginning at 2 I Adair game. A number of the pat Friend Walter:
Several people have asked me to 25 of them, as I buy and trade,
I there is to be a group rally for the j terns that they are working on wer
i young people at Griswold. Those who | used as formations in the recen write you a letter but have put it as well as repair them.
As I am going to quit farming, I will sell at public sale at my
off from time to time. Have wonderI wonder what price you have
want to go, kindly get in touch with marching band contest held at
residence, 5 miles southeast of Anita, on the place known as the
Oak. The formations will include ed quite a bit whether anyone would pay for your Thanksgiving turkey i
Weston farm, commencing at 12-.30 o'clock, on
the pastor by Friday.
The cottage prayer meeting a n d ' that Plain March with a new drum be interested in hearing about this Anita. They are 12c to 14c a pom
bibe study will be at the C. H. Bart-1 pattern followed by the "Wheel" and part of the U. S. A., but if more did here and there are from 8 to
I~,. U ~
X f ^ . I . ™ , , ^ ,•!„., n,,n-~* i » s v **i- r? ,Q{\ '. "T^Virk
a **4-£\**
T*it
»»r»
PiTr'iif_/:orif'£)»v3/i
know about it they would not spend loads of dressed turkeys shipped f«
Turn
Pivot-Centered
ley home„ TWednesday
evening at 7:30. j "The /"tn
Quarter
the following described property:
their winters in Iowa, shovelling this place every fall. Texas is i
The bible study is still on the Book of Whirl."
snow when they could just as well be wonderful place to raise all kindsd
Romans. Rev. C. L. Thomas will be
Junior Play a Success.
where there isn't any, except about, poultry and produces over half oi t
the leader.
2 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 2
On Friday evening a large, appre- once in ten years. This
There will be no choir practice this
One sorrel horse, smooth mouth, weight 1400; 1 bay mare, smooth
mouth, weight 1350.
i ciative audience enjoyed the presen- the "Garden of Edeji/'louF its- quite
week.
Take a vacation and come dowtu
Next Monday, Dec. 4, there will be : tation of the play "Mystery at Mid- a good substitute/lor it, if one >doVt see this country—it sure will sun
the regular monthly meeting of the j night" given by the Junior class. Each expect
you. With best wishes to an?
15 — HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE — 15
j ministers and laymen of this group, j member of the cast portrayed his
This M a cotton country but lately friends who might be interested,
Eight milch cows, five giving milk now and others to freshen
! It is hoped that a good number of t part in a pleasing manner, and helped it ha/gone in for a more diversified remain
soon; seven 2-year-old heifers, to freshen soon.
laymen will be able to attend from to unravel a very interesting plot. Be- farming and a good many have taken
Your Old Friend,
here. The meeting is at Hancock and sides the members of the cast, much' j U p the early tomato industry and also
JW. H. Dinsraoft]
40 HEAD OF FALL SHOATS, VACCINATED.
begins at 10:00 a. m. and adjourns at credit for the success of the pj&"y j s ! producing cucumbers for the local
due Miss Buthweg and her assistants, i pickle factory, that pays out about
3:00 p. m.
Mark Dec. 9 as bazaar dav. and help Boyd Falconer added to th/e^'Mystery" $75,000 a year to the raisers in this
1,200 Bushels of Yellow Corn, in Crib. 300 Bushels
it.
by his efficient control. of lights and vicinity. These two crops bring in
of Medium Oats. 10 Tons of Clover Hay. 2 advertise
THRIFT SHOP:—Hand wor
The young people will have a party j management of staige properties. Har- ready cash before the regular cotton
kinds.
Used clothing. Soiled
Straw Stacks.
i'
j
n the basement of the church Friday i riet Dorsey JMped to recover the j crop is grown. Several farmers have
not
accepted.
% block west o f '
evening at 7:30. Plan to come and , "forgotten^ngs." The other Junior made over $250 per acre from their
nave
a
good
time.
j members J&ssisted with the music, pro- tomato crop alone, but the ordinary
WANTED:—Man for establis
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
i grams aj ushering.
return runs from $75 up. This also business in local territory. Bes"
Farmall F-14 tractor, new last spring; McCormick-Deering trac4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 j
/
tor plow; McCormick-Deering tractor cultivator; MeCormick-Deering
is a dairy country and the wise farm- portunity for ambitious man.
4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 p ••* inary Dec lam Soon.
tractor disc; hay rake; wagon with a new box; Litchfield manure
er has from 10 to 60 good cows and signers required. Car needed.
spreader; Deering binder; 5-foot mower; new John Deere 3-secLUTHERAN CHURCH AT
,)frhe preliminary declamatory con- sell the milk to the Carnation Co., Baker & Co., Keokuk, Iowa.
tion lever harrow; Hayes corn planter; hay rack; McCormickI. O. O. F. HALL.
:est which is scheduled to be within who have a plant in a town nine miles
Deering cream separator; 2 sets of work harness; wire cribbing;
H. G. B«lsheim, Pastor.
FOE SALE:—Hard coal st
quantity of old scrap iron; some household furniture; a lot of
the next two weeks, is to be held at west of us. One farmer I know gets
small tools; and other articles too numerous to mention.
Wiota with Lewis, Wiota, and Anita a milk check each month that runs complete with mattress and
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
radio table; square table; dining i
competing.
from $150 to $200.
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
The way of judging the readings
Some of the boys in Anita may table with six chairs, W.
A teachers' meeting will baf held
this year has been changed. Each remember that I always liked to Anita, Iowa, phone 265.
Friday evening at the Orvillg ChrisTERMS J—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
reading will be rated in divisions shoot with a rifle and now I can do
from the premises.
Small Bungalow piano,
tensen home.
!
of superior, excellent and good. It all the shooting I want to for I have condition, balance .$68. Can be s««|
Children's confirmation
W
' e j will be possible for more than one ( been repairing guns for the past five Anita. Write, Wardell
held Friday afternoon at
c ntesUnt
Place first or second or ; years and I haven't found one yet Sioux City,
A religious school fon children Sat-; °
the that
urday afternoon at 1:3fJ at y,e hall.
"*
"Ot b<J a"y firsts
«
* COUldn>t put in first class ahaPeFRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
If you want the best tank
Th Se
had to quit the
en
Ugh
Thanksgiving day /service at 9:30
°
*
Phot«graph busi""^receive division
°
'
who
on
the market, see our line
™«ng
advance
ness
on
account
of
my
eyes
failing,
o'clock Thursday m^ rn i ng m the hall.
to
another
contest.
you
buy. Farmers Coop.
so
took
up
the
repair
work
after
the
Highland churcrnL
Anita will be represented by Vir- death of my sister's husband, who had Iowa.
Morning worship 9..00 a.m.
ginia Darrow in the humorous divi-' been a gunsmith and a general repair
Sunday Soho/0"[ at 10:00 a m
PORK PRICES—whether
sion; Virginia Nichols, dramatic; and man for the past twenty years. I took
high
or low, it -will pay yo" w '
Shirl
I over his shop and have found no
Miss KhirUey
R^smussen of Des Marilvlm Konl > oratorical.
Watkins Mineralized Hog Tonic J
Moines visiyT.,) here a few
trouble in doing any repair job that
customers market their hog5
Grades 4 and 5
past week v v i t h re i a tives and""frierid7.
, comes in, whether
... . „ guns,
_ . _ . sewing
„ maand save on feed. It is ^
Wte have been
OUR RODELL COAL WAS SELECTED TO
;»
studying November ' chines or clocks. You know the old
ing! Let me tell you more abo",
Mrs 1J
COMBAT THE 80 DEGREE BELOW ZERO
- Mlie Hill and son, Hurley, o f , poems. We have made a booklet i n ' saying that "you can't teach old dogs
when I call soon. Earl Garrett,
Gregory t So. Dak ^ BIul M r s A i ice which to put them. This work was cor- new tricks," but I think it all «deWEATHER THERE.
Michae ls of Schuyler, Neb., are spend-, related with art, penmanship and pends on the dog, anyway this old Watkins Dealer, 306 West 7th.
YOU TOO, MAY ENJOY THIS WONDER
ing t»1e week at the home of theh ., language work. The fifth grade is dog has learned a lot of new tricks Atlantic. Phone 342 J.
COAL — IT'S GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU.
motbjf r a f l j grandmother, Mrs. Agnes ' studying the Southern states in geo-' in the past ten years.
FOR SALE:—8 Duroc b<>6
Mc osh
bull«
9 g'-aphy and are devoting their time j I still have to go out and make a ated; also Scotch S
ASK US!
I
this week to the cotton belt and forest } few snapshots once in a while and do Ernest McDermott,
me &3
7ffhe members of the Helping Hand region. The fifth graders are very , my own finishing, and also have made
c
'hb and their husbands were 12:30 much interested in long division, which \ an enlarging machine so that I
TAKEN UP:—Hog.
can
°, olock dinner guests at the home is a new phase of work. The fourth
have
same by paying for
enlarge any kodak negative to 8x10
if Mrs. Chris J. Petersen last Wed- grade reading class has been inter- size or even to 16x20.
ad. Jens Holland.
'ejisday. Other guests were Mr. and esting this week as we have met a
Weimer is half way between HousBUT ANITA BREAD
Mrs. John Hjortshoj. The ladies spent new hero in the "Tales of Robin Hood." ton and San Antonio, on the "Old
i the afternoon sewing quilt blocks for We also have spent considerable time Spanish Trail," that runs from JackWANTED:—Your dead
the hostess.
in learning to outline lessons. It is sonville, Fla., to Los Angeles,'cal., Ph. 184 Anita—we pay pboi'e cpl

Public Sale
Tuesday, December 5

WANT AD!

MRS. MILO GOCHANOUR

NEW U. S. EXPEDITION STARTS
FOR ANTARCTIC

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COAL YOU KNOW.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

l Love
itddle Toys

-ARMAMENT

Gay Pinafore Apron
Shields Your Dress

The Newest Force at Work in the World
Is Based on the Oldest Rule of Living
By Frank Parker Stockbridge
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

C

E an army with banners
marching to war, a company of men and women
from every part of the nation
and of the world has lately
been moving across the length
and breadth of the United
States. Their banner bears a
strange device, four straight
lines tapering upward forward infinity, crossed with
the letters "MRA." That
striking symbol stands for
"Moral Re-Armament."

I first encountered the new banner last spring in Washington,
and later at a great meeting in
Constitution hall. Senators, representatives and high officials of
the federal government sat on
the platform and in the audience
and listened while Americans,
Englishmen, Irish, Scots, Finns,
Danes, Swedes, Norwegians,
Netherlanders, French, Australithe best of an
of cuddle ' > Canadian, Japanese, Chinese,
st two pieces tian
Burmese,
Swiss, Indian, Egypand
' " Pattern
South African men and
frm of 4 toys; , women told what MRA meant to
ag; materials *hem personally and to their
countries.
jp:oins for this
I met this army in action in
«ng Circle Madison Square Garden in New
! Eighth Ave., York under the same banner. I
saw the flags of every nation paraded by the youth of those nations, young men and women
dressed in their national costumes, singing their stirring call
to human brotherhood, "Bridge
Two special trains had
lyelerwith Builders."
Canadians to New York
seated brought
[put on his to take part.
After the Canadians had
S'the pretty
marched out of the hall and the
he said. audience had begun to disperse I
to get up to the platform,
"And so tried
name is seeking more information about
A thousand others, it
if, and have MRA.
seemed,
had
the same idea at the
I've been
time. All around me men
lime, and it's same
were asking eager
"I'm not too and women
of the hundred or more
., orking here, questions
had taken a leading part in
.cook in this who
the
evening's
ceremonies.
a prof esWhat Is MBA?
is your
Irroast lamb,
"You've got something that I
haven't got," I heard on every
*' on?"
side. "What is it? I want to
know more about it. Where can
I get more information about
MRA?"
All they had heard from the
platform had been a very simple
message indeed. Only that if
iOnatidindl- everybody lived honestly, decent' ; gas, coated ly, unselfishly and lovingly there
i breath, your would be an end to the world's
I up with cer- troubles. Most of them had heard
irbowelsdon't
i to help that simple program of living
Hood in from their youth up. It had been
i to pull preached at them from pulpits,
So be
lins Pepsin, taught them in Sunday school and
^because its at home. But here they had
,_i that won- heard it in a way that made it
e ,the Laxative sound not only true but possible.
~ 3 provethe
ie lumps of They had not been preached at,
l may linger but had heard a score and more
jj-Jiing, gastric of men and women, upstanding,
ria how pepsinclear - eyed folk, some young,
dieveitofauch
i this medicine some with graying hair, tell simnuacles in your ply, briefly and convincingly how
iipation.Sosee
t by taking the they, each individual, had learned
"'i to work on to live by the ancient, accepted
o. Even fin- code hi which everybody believes
6 this pleasant for the other fellow but an appallwell 8 Lax" i at your ing few adhere to for themselves.
But here were people of every
land, intelligent people, many of
them leaders in their respective
glass- spheres, giving tangible evidence
man the of the fact that their lives had
Swn face.— been changed by acceptance of
the principles of MRA. There
was nothing sanctimonious in
their manner, no cant, no ranting; just straightforward recitals
of personal relationships readjusted, of quarrels and distrust between employers and
workers changed to mutual confidence and respect, of racial intolerances and hatreds laid to
rest, of class antipathies vanishing, when the speakers "had
learned to be absolutely honest
in all their human relations, to
discover and admit their own
failings before blaming their
troubles on someone else, to accept all other human beings as
brothers under the All-Father,
and to strive as far as was humanly possible to lead personal
lives under the direction of God.
And they were happy. It was
that note of happiness, unmistakable and sincere, which impressed
everybody who heard them, more
than what they said. While the
rest of us were vainly striving
in the pursuit of happiness, these
folk had found it. I wanted to
know more about MRA. How did
—•—•—
they do it? How did these people
9 the •pedals of
learn this new way of life? Could
nta announced
anybody do it? Did you have to
of this paper
join anything? How much did it
ton them. They
cost? It occurred to me, as I
[for you.
approached the platform, that
I by merchant!
nobody had "passed the hat." I
d to MintitTfliflft
thought of a thousand questions,
the sort of questions which natthe quality
urally occur to a newspaper man,
they offer.
trained by temperament and ex-

on

Also
ich!

IA L
JAINS

A Call to the Nations for Moral Re-Armament, Hollywood Bowl, Calif., July 19,1939. The four beams of light
behind the platform signify the four standards of MRA—Honesty, Unselfishness, Parity, Love.
perience to be suspicious of anything new, which he does not understand, especially hi a racketminded age, to look for the' concealed motives behind all human
actions.
Bnchman the Dynamo.
When I finally caught the eye
of the alert, vigorous-appearing
man who had acted as master of
ceremonies, though he let others
do most of the talking, he greet*
ed me as an old acquaintance. He
was Dr. Frank N. D. Buchman,
founder of the Oxford Group, the
dynamo of Moral Re-Armament.
"I want to learn 'more about
MRA and try to write the 'inside story' of it," I told him.
"Our next jump is to the Pacific coast," he replied. "Come
out and join us there."
So, as soon as I could arrange
it, I hopped a 'plane at New
York one evening and landed in
San Francisco the next morning.
I traveled up and down the Pacific coast for a month with the
MRA International Team of
workers, sat hi their inner councils, learned their inmost secrets,
which turned out to be no secrets
at all, and mingled with the thousands of Westerners who flocked
to the dozens of public meetings,
large and small, and came
around afterwards to seek more
light, to find guidance to enable
them to live the happy, unworried lives which those who flew
the MRA banner enjoyed.
The Hollywood Bowl holds 30,000 people. Forty thousand clamored for admission at the first
MRA meeting in California. The
San Francisco World's fair on
Treasure Island set apart two
days hi August for special MRA
gatherings. Monterey, Pasadena,

DR. FRANK N. D. BUCHMAN

a dozen smaller cities in the Golden State turned out thousands to
hear the message. MRA was
front-page news in the daily papers all up and down the coast
from Seattle to southern California. Newspaper reporters who
came to scoff returned to their offices to write sincerely enthusiastic articles about the movement
and its people. The'movie colony
in Hollywood developed an amazing interest. The radio carried
the story of MRA literally to the
four corners of the earth; on one
day from the World's fair grounds
there was continuous broadcasting by short waves, with men
speaking in their own languages
to their compatriots across the
seven seas.
Change Your Own Life.
The public meetings of MRA,
with their crowds and their pageantry, are all for the purpose
of stimulating individual inquiries. The answer every inquirer
' receives i is, in effect, • precisely
the answer which Peter and the
other Apostles gave. Each one <
must first change his own life, by
the grace of God; and there is a

trained, willing worker ready to
teach him or her how to seek and
obtain the Divine guidance to
bring about the change. There is
nothing new about this. It is
merely a return to the fundamental principles of Christianity and
the ways of the first apostles.
And that, I learned, is the foundation of MRA.
It is not a new creed or a new
religion. No one "joins" anything. It is not an organization
but a fellowship of like-minded
people. It is not an effort to
take people away from their
church relations, but. rather • to
put more people into the churches
and to help those now hi the
churches to live in their daily
lives the teachings of the church.
I met Catholics, Protestants of
every denomination, JeWs, even
some Buddhists and Mohammedans as well as many with no
church affiliation, among the
hundreds of active workers and
the thousands associated hi the
fellowship.
"How many people are there
who have accepted the MRA way
of life?" I asked Dr. Buchman.
"We have no record," he replied, "but the number is in the
millions. We work in 60 nations,
and in each country they know
that the number is growing."
"Are there many backsliders?
Do they all stick?"
One of the other workers answered. "There were twelve disciples and one went wrong. That's
8% per cent. We have not heard
of a higher percentage than
that."
No Racial Distinctions.
I flew from San Francisco to
Hollywood with Takasumi Mitsui,
brother of the head of Japan's
leading industrial family. He told
me that not only himself but
many other influential Japanese
were living the new life of MRA.
I met a considerable number of
Chinese, men and women, who
are giving their whole time to
the promulgation of the teachings of MRA among their people. Titled men and women from
a dozen European nations were
working side by side in the International Team, on level terms
with dockyard laborers, slum
dwellers from East London, manual workers from Scandinavia,
school teachers from' Burma, and
people from all walks of life in
America. In MRA there are no
racial, class, social or national
distinctions. Its foundation stone
is belief in the Brotherhood of
Man under the Fatherhood of
God.
I rode back from Hollywood to
San Francisco with Bill Rowell
and Tod Sloan, some of the wor,kingmen who had been sent over
by the sacrificial giving of their
labor friends. Bill told me how
the Hon. Miles Phillimore, young
son of a British peer, had come
to his house, because Bill was
the most notorious revolutionary
trouble-maker in the crowded
slums of East London, and lived
with him for three weeks, sleeping on chairs because there were
not enough beds, until BilJ had
discovered the basic principle' of
MRA, that the troubles of the
world begin with ourselves. When
one changes his own life he begins to change the world. Bill
changed, his neighbors were
changed, and now the London police do not have to double their
night patrol in West Ham. The
city council found a new spirit,
hundreds of families found a new
unity, and the power to change
others.
In Hollywood I met and got to
know well such devoted workers
for Moral Re-Armament as
George Eastman, former president of the ,Los Angeles Chamber
of Commelrcfe,' one'of those whose
staff of employees are demonstrating the vital relation of MRA
to the world of industry; John

Jukes, president of the Vancouver Stock exchange; Gen. C. R.
P. Winser of Great Britain, whose
record hi the Boer and World
wars is well known; Ruth St.
Denis, the celebrated dancer;
Mildred Powell, city councillor of
Seattle; Rev. Samuel M. Shoemaker, rector of Calvary church,
New York; Wilber B. Huston,
whom many will remember as
having won the first Edison prize
scholarship; H. W. ("Bunny")
Austin, well-known British Davis
cup player; and Marion Clayton, motion picture actress.
How It Began.
It has all come about because
Frank Buchman, a Pennsylvanian, met some men in Oxford university in 1921, and was able to
show them the way to put their
lives under God's guidance. Some
of them went but from Oxford to
carry the message of this new
way of life to young men in
South Africa. They, in turn, sent
some of their number to other
countries. The movement snowballed. Leaders of many nations
saw in it the solution of national
problems, joined and encouraged
it. I have seen thousands of letters, telegrams and cables from
national leaders and heads of
governments acclaiming MRA as
the greatest force for good their
nations had ever known.
President Roosevelt, Herbert
Hoover, almost every governor,
scores of senators, hundreds of
representatives in congress, thousands of other Americans in public life have joined in endorsement of the efforts of MRA to
bring back into American life
the spiritual values and outlook
upon which our nation was
founded. On Frank Buchman's
sixtieth birthday 45 members of
the British parliament gave him
a testimonial dinner, in appreciation of what MRA under his
leadership had done for the nation.
Frank Buchman is still the acknowledged leader of the movement which he started, though
he has dozens of able lieutenants
ready to take over. He has no
title. He draws no salary, nor
does anybody else working with
him; a bachelor, he has not had
a home, an office or even a desk
of his own for 15 years. He lives
in suitcases, mobilized like hundreds of others in the MRA
"teams," ready to jump to the
ends of the earth at a moment's
notice.
Source of Income.
Where does the money come
from? Many have asked if there
is not an "angel" somewhere in
the background, putting up funds.
I was convinced before I came
back from California that there
is no such angel, no pool of funds
to be dipped into at will. When
the call to service comes, those
who have share with those who
have not. Nobody active in the
work of MRA is allowed to suffer for lack of immediate material necessities, but there is far
more giving than receiving. Most
of the International Team crossed
the oceans in thinj-class and
tourist and traveled across the
continent in tourist trains or
busses. Others, as occasion demanded, used airplanes and
stopped at hotels according to
their means.
I have been a newspaper man
for 50 years, and have "covered"
all the great social and revolutionary movements of my time.
Take it from a veteran reporter
who knows his way about, there
has not been a movement which
hejd so much hope for the future
of the world and its peoples as
MRA does, not since the Great
Teacher laid down its fundamental precepts 3,000 years ago. It
is leading more people than ever
before to apply those precepts in
their daily lives and to find happiness in their practice.

No. 8557. Your favorite kind of
apron I Make it up time and
again, so that you'll always have
one ready to slip on! It thoroughly protects both the skirt and the
top of your dresses from splashes
and spots, and it simply can't su'i
off the shoulders. Grand idea for
gifts, too, and church sales. Sizes
34 to 48. Size 36, 3 yds. 35-inch
material. Six yds. braid or binding.
Send your order with 15 cents
(in coins) to The Sewing Circle
Pattern Dept., Room 1324, 211 W.
Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)

The Better Way to
Correct Constipation
One way to treat constipation is
to endure it first and cure it
afterward. The other way is to
avoid having it by getting at Its
cause. Bo why not save yourself
those dull headachy days, plus
the inevitable trips to the medicine chest, if ypu can do it by a
simple common-sense "ounce of
prevention"?
If your trouble, like that of
millions, is due to lack of "bulk"
in the diet, "the better way" is to
eat Kellogg's All-Bran; This
cruncby, toasted, ready-to-eat
cereal has Just the "bulk" you
need. If you eat it every day-and
drink plenty of water—you can
not only get regular but keep
regular, day after day and month
after month! All-Bran Is made
by Kellogg's in Battle Creek, Sold
by every grocer.

Continual Growth
Growth is better than permanence, and permanent growth is
better than all.—Garfield.

Backache
May Want of DIaorder«d
Kidney Action
Modern life with Ita hurry and worry.
Irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—Ita risk of expoaun andlnfeetlon—throw* heavy (train on the work
of the Iddneya. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fall to filter exeeu add
and other impuritlei from the Ufe-girinc
blood.
Yon may suffer nagging backache,
headache, dizziness, getting up nights,
leg pains, swelling—leal constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are somotlmes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try DOHA'S Pills. DOOM'S help the
kidneys to pass off harmful excess body
waste. They have' had more than bait a
century of public approval. Are recoaamendea by grateful
rateful iusers everywhere.
Ask tour nnsh

DOAN SPILLS
MERCHANTS
•Your
Advertising
Dollar
buys something more than
space and circulation in
the columns of this newspaper. It buys space and
calculation plus the favorable consideration of our
leaders for this newspaper
and its advertising patrons.

LET US TELL YOU
MORE ABOUT IT
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SECURITY
ISSUE

Stockholders in the West Iowa Telephone Co. have interestthemselves in the Jefferson Telephone Co., located in Jefferson,
wa, county seat of Greene county. This town has been harassed
ith two telephone exchanges for the past 32 years, admittedly
<real nuisance.
These exchanges are now under one ownership and will be
bnsolidated by Christmas; all newly rebuilt with a complete un||rground cable system and equipment.
WE ARE OFFERING A NEW ISSUE OF 5% PREYED SIPCK IN AMOUNTS OF $100; ALSO 4«/2%
)S IN AMOUNTS OF $1,000 PER CERTIFICATE.
These securities are high grade and a good investment.
Call at the telephone office or write if you would like to have
r money earnTa fair per cent of interest.

A. J. Kopp and wife are home from
a few days' visit with her brother,
George Pratt and wife, at Wapello,
Iowa.
Mrs. Mary B. Holton and Mrs. Isola
Bangham have gone to Menlo Park,
Cal., where they will spend the winter with their sister, Mrs. Claudia
Brown.

Mrs. Nellie Cummings and Miss
Mildred Miller of Maynard, Iowa, and
Mrs. Clyde Dickson of Perry visited
here one day last week with their
brother, Harley Miller and family.

ANITA
R1ALTO THEATRE

Wed.-Thurs.-2 Big Nites
Basil Rathbone — Nigel Bruce — Ida Lupino
Alan Marshal — Henry Stephenson
In a Thrilling Mystery Drama

"Adventures of Sherlock Holmes"
ALSO CARTOON and IOWA NEWS FLASHES

Sat-Sun. Matinee Sat

Fr. and Mrs. Devere Shelmandine of
Harlan were recent visitors at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Johnson. Fr. Shelmandine is pastor of
the Episcopalian church in Harlan.

Anita, Iowa

Frank Kramer, Sr. visited in the
CARD OF THANKS.
city a few days the past week with his
We wish to thank our friends and
son, Frank Kramer, Jr. and wife. He
stopped here while on his way home neighbors for the sympathy and
to Altus, Ark., from a business trip kindness extended us during our recent bereavement, the death of our
to Detroit, Mich.
mother and grandmother, Augusta
A covered dish dinner was enjoyed Simon. We also wish to thank those
by the members of the S. O. S. club who sent flowers and those who furat the home of Mrs. Joe Jensen last nished the music and assisted with
Thursday noon. Present were twelve the funeral services.
members and two visitors, Miss JeanChildren and Grandchildren.
ette McAfee and Miss Ruby Aupperle.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4
The P. T. A. at Lincoln No. 3 met
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
Friday evening, and an interesting
"God the Only Cause and Creator"
program was given under the direc- will be the subject of the Lessontion of Mrs. Thomas Bailey and Mrs. Sermon in all Churches of Christ,
Lewis Kauffman. The next meeting Scientist, on Sunday, December 3.
he
will be on Dec. 23 and will feature
The Golden Text is from Psalms
a Christmas program.
ITIONAL
33:8, 9, "Let all the earth fear the
Lord: let all the inhabitants of the
K SHOW
world stand in awe of him. For he
spake and it was done; he commanded, and it stood fast."
1
LGO
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations
from the Bible and from the
id to 9th
Christian
Science textbook, "Science
if;
and Health with Key to the Scrip| every day for
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
sleeping car
One of the Bible citations reads:
to 60 days.
"Praise ye the Lord. Praise ye the
YMOH Lord from the heavens: praise him
in the heights. Praise ye him, all
coach fares on
CUSHION his angels: praise ye him, all • his
5 with return
COMFORT hosts. Praise him, ye heavens of
date of sale.
in off your ft 4 heavens, and ye waters that be above
trains except
ihot* for onfy *r II
the heavens. Let them praise the
'AIRFLOW
ARCH-EZURS
r
ftr MM • Wopp-WMrln ny *N name of the Lord: for he commanded, and they were created" (Ps. 148:
to find Jor nd
| show every year,
bmnlBc foot pMo*
Bttwd by wwk sntliM nllouiiM* nvtetUMl wwfr*
1, 2, 4, 6).
bibit.
M*. tnd «Utn loot allnuou.
Among the selections from the
,W«ar 30 dayit If not utbfactory your
Christian
Science textbook is the folAgent
nomy nfaadcd. No Quottiou Askod.
lowing:
yt address
SEND TODAY H
"God is individual, incorporeal. He
is divine Principle, Love, the universal
, A. G. P. A.
C. H.STEMMOHS MFO, CO. cause, the only creator, and there is
Street
no other self-existence" (p. 331).
Iowa
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P. B. Pilmer and J. A. Vinsel of
Des Moines were Anita visitors Tuesday.

James Erskine and wife of Kokomo,
Ind., visited a few days in Anita
last week with her mother, Mrs.
Amelia King, and with other relatives
and friends.

t Iowa Telephone Co.
Us met at the
Saturday afterbers present. The
'feature a Christgrab bag and will
Karns home.

Albert Secress and wife spent Sunday with friends in Dea Moines.

fb't h«r»l.. .In th*
r's most modern romantic
drama...Thre* on a lov« match
that flames with heart-deep
thrill* and excitement I

Mrs. Fannie Young is home from a
two weeks' visit in Brooklyn, Iowa,
with Mrs. Emily Russell Orr and
family. While gone she also spent a
few days with friends in Des Moines.
Mrs. W. A. Boren of St. Charles,
Iowa, is spending a couple of weeks
in the city with her son, Fred G. Boren
and family. Also spending the week
at the Boren home are Richard Jones,
a nephew of Mr. Boren, and Franklin
Smith, a nephew of Mrs. Boren. Both
boys live in St. Charles.

uyi to Kay: "You don't love Guy,
or anybody except yourself. You'd
rather tee him dead than with DM,
wouldn't you?"

«ay» to- Kay: "You can do anything
you like, bat nothing you c*n do can
keep me from; loving Caroler'

At her home on Rose Hill Avenue
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs.
George F. Shaffer was hostess to the
members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge
club. Other guests besides the members were Mrs. R. W. Forshay, Mrs.
Carl Millard and Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner. High score was held by Mtrs.
G. M. DeCamp.

lays to Carole: "Tve got him—and
for keep*! , . I don't care how I did
it! I lied before—and I can lie again
-'
him!"

The W. W. club was entertained
by Mrs. Elmer Smith at her home
southwest of the city last Thursday
afternoon.
Eleven members were
present. Mrs. O. L. Saxton was in
charge of the farm bureau lesson on
"Discipline in the Home." Refreshments were served by the hostess and
names were exchanged for the Christmas meeting, which will be held at
the home of Mrs. Loyal Possehl on
Dec. 14.
Final rites for the late Mrs. Augusta Simon, 75, who passed away following a paralytic stroke, were held
at 2:00 o'clock last Wednesday afternoon at the Methodist church, with
Rev. Arthur V. Long officiating. Music for the services was furnished by
Mrs. Raymond Lantz, Mrs. H. R. Redburn, Chas. H. Bartley and A. B.
Stone, with Mrs. Eric Osen at the piano. They sang, "At the End of a Perfect Day," "Nearer My God to Thee"
and "Going Down the Valley." Burial
was made in Evergreen cemetery with
six grandsons acting as pallbearers.
They were Harold Wheatley, Harold
Simon, Leland Kohl, Max Smith,
Warren Kohl and Arthur Barnholdt,
Jr.

***

ALSO DONALD DUCK CARTOON and NEWS

CLOSING OUT

\

Public Sale
As we
sale at the
Anita, 8 Ms
mile north

are going to dissolve partnership, we will sell at public
Mrs. L. Dressier farm, 4 miles south and 5 miles east of
miles south and 1 mile west of Adair, 1 mile east and Ms
of Berea, on

Friday, December 1
the following described property:

21 Head of High-Grade Cattle

5 to 8 minutes "isn't much"
unless your, cold engine is
straining to start up without
prompt lubrication. And less
than a dozen cold starts a
day can threaten an hour's
lubrication delay. In the course
of the Winter that could exceed 90 hours!
Let's not just hope that 90
hours or even half that won't
hurt. Avoid the worst chance
of this harm... change today
to OIL-PLATING. Your engine

becomes OIL-PLATED as you
drive from Your Mileage
Merchant's Conoco station
with a fill of his Conoco Germ
Processed oil—patented. The
rare man-made substance in
this Germ Processed oil effects a close bond between
oil and engine parts. OILPLATING can't all drain down
every timathe car stands, and
therefore OIL-PLATING isn't
waiting to be restored "from
SCTatch" every time you start
upv In advance of any oilflow, OIL-PLATING is there!
— Lets the starter turn easy,
the engine turn fast, and you're
safely away. The only wait is
a good long one before you
add another quart of Germ
Processed oil. OIL-PLATE today. Continental Oil Co.

CONOCO GERM PROCESSED OIL
from Your Mileage Merchant

ROSE & MOELCK OIL COMPANY

Eight milch cows, some giving milk now, and all fresh in early
spring; 1 stock cow; two coming 2-year-old heifers to be fresh in
early spring; 9 spring calves, 4 steers and 5 heifers; one 2-year-old
purebred 'Hereford bull.

8[Head of Feeding Shoats
250 BUSHELS YELLOW CORN, IN CRIB
150 BUSHELS OF OATS
15 TONS EXTRA GOOD BEAN HAY, In Bundles
GOOD 2-ROW DEMPSTER CORN CULTIVATOR
TERMS:—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
from the premises.
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS

LEWIS WOODS and
MRS. L. DRESSIER

Baier & Fessler, Auctioneers.

—

John Barr, Clerk.

,—.
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Mineral Blocks
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DAfUlOW, Huuger

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

ute and Lovely,
tat Gives *0dmph9 to the Suit
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

Star Dust
* That Awkward Gap
"if Greta Garbo Charms
Connie on Her Feet!
By Virginia Vale bugaboo that haunts
-»• all c h i l d a c t o r s has
swooped down on Bobby
Breen — he has reached thatin-between age when there's
nothing to do but retire from
the screen for a few years,
until the awkward age is over.
Young Breen' s voice is changing, and Sol Lesser, who has
dim under contract, doesn't want to
risk its being injured and has decreed a rest.
So "Escape to Paradise," made
for Principal Productions, may be
his last picture for a while. He'll go
to military school and study drama
until he is ready to face the cameras again.
Sometimes the screen's young
people bridge the gap from kid pictures to grown-up ones without taking time off. Deanna Durbin did.
"First Love" will show you how
charming she is as a young—very

i! And now for the upi way of one
flattering
another to wear with
choice. For as we
the blouse that gives '
suit.

many of the likable
the blouse js that it so
Its into the scheme of
st so to speak, into the
earer, being formal or
or dressy to suit
One good-looka wardrobe of versayour clothes probfor via a proper
meet almost any
dress.
of fashion has gone
ious this season.
i exciting spot in shopthese days is where
hold forth,
of sterling quality
_ __
ajks a
in the present
the smart white silk
^pictured below to the
ration. Note that
long and full, gathnug-fitting band at the
: in, the new blouses
directions: short,
or long, as here
silver necklace and
I with this blouse add a
elegance.
|white satin a favorite
3, for satin blouses
are being shown in
latest inodeltT have*
" with a gatheredeffect below. With
i graceful long sleeves
|button»down the front
~ styling is achieved.

iPlaid Coat

For dinner or daytime "dates" a
pale pink silk chiffon over-blouse
(the very new and smart type finished with band that fastens over
the skirt belt line) is shown above
to the right. A solid tucking back,
and front, together with gold embellished glass buttons, bespeak
style for this dainty blouse. A rooster head, in ; gay colors with coq
feathers trim the pill-box hat, which
is significant in that wing, feather
and bird trimmings, milliners tell
us, are quite the smart idea this
season.
Regarding the blouse shown below
to the right, the spontaneous impression one gets at first glance is the
formal elegance of this model, and
lightly se, for it is just that, elegant and formal. It glorifies a black
velvet daytime suit. In the evening wear it with a copper-colored
metal cloth skirt and you will be
dressed to the queen's taste. It is
made of sumptuous white satin, patterned with a delicate tracery done
in copper. The perky bow .ties, the
long fitted sleeves and the deft use
of shirred fullness are distinctive
style touches.
In the panel to the left behold a
costume of the present suit and
blouse trend. The jacket and skirt
are of black wool with nubby selfstripe. The blouse is of fine faillle
siilt in the new blue that remirids. oi
'foya^^ixjlgs^a clever group-shirring down each "side of the front
stressing the current trend to
achieve soft fullness through artful
shirring.
(Released by Western Newspaper Unlon.J>

New Jewelry Ideas
Are Cropping Out
Gold jewelry accents on black are
still the outstanding fashion. However, new jewelry trends are developing. One, of which }s the increasing favor expressed for silver necklaces, bracelets, clips, buttons, belt
buckles and other gadgets. Huge
silver-wrought lockets suspended
from silver chains are especially
good style.
There is also a tendency to wear
white jewelry, moonstone settings
being in high favor. Many stylealert women are wearing exquisite
diamond or rhinestone pieces especially with black or the new rich
wines and greens. As for pearls,
they have held good right along and
still remain first choice with women
who dress quietly and with unfailing good taste.

Gulliver Travel
Prints Are Latest
Fabric prints inspired by the characters and mood of Jonathan Swift's
immortal classic are on the way.
The promise is that we will be seeing ere long children's dresses, negligees, nighties, and so on made of
these new picture prints. Ladies'
housecoats, dresses and blouses will
be styled of these tested rayon prints
that promise perfect fabric construction, color fastness and washability.
They will show all the leading charlittle daughter must acters in miniature, also castles in
coat of gay plaid the sky and othet* pictorial motifs.
simply adores
The new wool
Initials on a Bow
handsomest ever and
landscape, wherever
Your own initials cut out of silver
pte, la ablaze and set into* the center of a flat
, scotch cap of silver bow make a personalized pin
of matching plaid which may be worn at the throat of
ng touch to this styl- a frock or as the clasp for a plain
dark belt.

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDOU1ST, D. D..
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Rele«eed by WasaaEB H«-»»paper .Union.)

young—lady. In private life she's
all set to marry Vaughn Paul as
soon as she's legally of age. And
Jane Withers and Edith Fellows kept
right on acting, very successfully.
For those who don't do it, the awkward age is a tragedy. They have
years of drawing down huge salaries, then suddenly the money stops,
and all that they can do is to wait—
and face the prospect of not being
able to score a second success, when
they are ready to work again.
Edward Small plans to bring to
the screen a number of the world's
greatest stories, but so far he seems
to have found a gold mine in the
works of Alexandra Dumas, and the
other great writers will have to war
until he gets around to them. Smal
rang the bell with "The Count of
Monte Cristo" and "The Man in
the Iron Mask," and now he announces that he's going to screen
"The Corsican Brothers," the principal characters of which are a pair
of Siamese twins.
It seems safe to predict that even
people who haven't liked Greta Garbo in her other pictures will be delighted with her in "Ninotchka." It's
a delightful comedy, perfectly directed by Ernst Lubitsch, presenting
a Garbo who is an enchanting comedienne. Melvyn Douglas and Ina
Claire give excellent performances,
the rest of the cast is good.

Arlene Harris, the "Human Chatterbox" of the air, had' a handicap
to overcome, too, but she was too
young at the time to realize it. For
the first three years of her life she
didn't talk; when her parents consulted physicians they learned ttyat
she was deaf as well.
A trip to Vienna and an operation
cured the deafness, and from then
on she could talk. "I've been making up for lost time ever since," she
says—and the way she chatters on
the Ai Pearce programs every Wednesday night proves it.
ODDS AND E/VOSr-Cal Tinney. producer of "Youth vs. Age," toys thai man
of the application* to appear on his program come from elderly people . . .
Feli* Knight i November concerts took
him to Virginia, Maine, Florida and Connecticut, tvith hir Thunday night broadcoil* from Nao York forcing him to
hurry borne ibetai^en time*.
d by W«t >rn Newspaper Union.)

Ruth Wyeth Spears

SCREW DRAPERY

FIXJURES TO

Lesson subjects and Scripture texts greeted and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
'emission.

SPREADING THE GOOD NEWS
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 10:24-39.
GOLDEN TEXT—Let him that hearetn
ay. Come.—Revelation 22:17.

"Bewilderment."
That is the
word which the president of a great
American university recently said
accurately described the present
condition of the minds of men. Litle wonder that the men of the world
are bewildered, for they are like
mariners who sail an unknown sea
after having thrown away map and
dompass. Without Christ and without God's Word men cannot be anything but bewildered.
That which gives us even greater
concern is that many who are Christians, who really know the Guide
and who have the Guidebook, are
also declaring themselves to be utterly bewildered. What is the reason? Obviously that they have not
read the Book and have not talked
with their Lord.
Our lesson for the coming Lord's
Day touches on one of the problems
which causes many Christians to
question God's love and care. They
tad that their efforts to testify for
Him by word or life meet with a
violent reaction from a bitter
world, and they discover that such
a life involves personal sacrifice and
frequently results in even the members of their own families turning
against them. Can this be God's
way of dealing with His people?
The answer is found in His Word.
The Christian is to be
Note carefully that he is not to
be silent (w. 32, 33). We deny our
Lord when we fail to speak for Him
when we ought to do so. Christianity is not something to be hidden
in one's own bosom, a fire to warm
one's own soul. It is good news
which is to be proclaimed even from
the housetops.
But, someone will say, when I
do speak there is opposition; they
call me names, they threaten to kill
me. Yes, and what of it? "The
disciple is not above his master,
nor the servant above his Lord" (v.
24). They called Jesus a devil.
They even crucified Him. Should
we then expect to be borne to glory
on flowery beds of ease? God
knows • all about this, yes, even
about the hidden and whispered
plottings of evil men (v. 26). He
will deal with them and judge them
in due season.
We need not fear men. The most
they can do is to kill the body.
Let us consider the eternal God,
who not only may take the life out
of the body, but is also able to cast
both soul and body into hell (v. 28).
God is not as a theory, a bit of
pious imagination. He is real, He
is all-powerful. Why then should
we be fearful if we serve Him in
faithful devotion?

II. Fearless in Personal Life (vv.
29-31).
It is one thing to be bold in the
midst of battle. It is quite another thing to be fearless in the
quiet of one's own room, or of one's
own heart. Satan is expert at that
point. He comes to us with his
grand news that Connie Bos- humiliating accusations of our un'
once more. The gal- worthiness, yes, of our worthlessof an
*adi° and movies ness. Sadly enough our own knowlaccident when edge of ourselves confirms his dis# '»'jea" she mal judgment.
But wait! If we are Christians
went everywHere^ • wheel chair
we are not our own. We are bought
People wanted to ataM W ">* <*«
when she arrived at» fKR^all game with a price, the precious blood of
or a theater—it put new hearte car
into Christ. We belong to Him. He is
our advocate with the Father. Let
them, to see how gallantly &?
Him meet our accuser. What does
ried on in spite of what, to mot?'°
us, would be an unconqueraD'e He say? He tells us that He has
numbered the very hairs of our
handicap.
head (v. 30), that even a dying
With her sisters, Martha and Vet
concerns Him, and that we
she made a name for herself Oh the sparrow
at"e worth more than many sparstage and on the air. Since her sisr ro^s (v. 31). We are His and He
ters married, a few years ago, she s oJ-11 Saviour, Friend and Brother.
has continued by herself, and has, .jket
^s look up and be without fear.
made a new record for a woman
0} ' Fearless in the Family Circle
singer in'the number of her record-

ings that have been sold.
She can walk now—only a few
steps, it's true, but a few steps
mean a lot when you haven't been
walking at all. She can swim, and
ride a horse. First thing you know,
she'll be dancing.

°SEW

Lesson for December 3

I. Fearless in a Hostile World (vv.
24-28. 32, 33).
DEANNA DUBBIN

T

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
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HOOKS OR
RINGS

New dining room curtains.

\X7ITH
the holidays almost at
vv
hand everyone seems to be
giving curtains a thought. An enthusiastic reader of Sewing Book
No. 3 writes, "I have a bay window in my dining room that has
always been a problem to curtain.
Right now I would like to make
pinch pleated drapes of figured
damask to hang from cranes to
the floor. I would also like a
valance." With this letter all the
window dimensions were given.
The sketch at the lower right
reveals the difficulty. The space
between the top of the windows
and the top of the bay made it
impossible to hang the draperies
as desired. A 1 by 2-inch strip
of wood nailed next to the ceiling
of the bay and extending 6 inches
over the walls at the sides as illustrated will solve the problem.
The cranes for the side drapes
may be screwed to this strip,
and the rods for the pinch pleated

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS

'NDI9JESTION
blsck taUat
eamDlete n
back to u ud, frt
nskas the auan stomach flnidi humlMi rat Me
tick in owr—TOST ONK 1
epHdr wllef. 25e ersqrwaem,

I feel sour ina
I Bell-ins Droree

No Growth

I don't think much of the man
Lime water will sweeten jars who is not wiser today than
and jugs which soap and water he was yesterday. — Abraham,
fail to cleanse. It is admirable Lincoln.
for cleaning milk and nursinf
bottles.
* * *
When Washing Gloves.—If a few

drops of olive oil are,added to the
water when washing chamois
leather gloves, they will not become hard or stiff.
* * *
Removing Paper From Raisins

—If the paper sticks to the package of raisins, place them in the
oven for a few minutes and the
wrapping may be removed easily
It will also cause the raisins to
separate and fall apart.
* • *

CLOTHESPIN
NOSE

Sensational extra help tor cold*
-with Luden'st These famous
cough drops not only help
soothe throat, but release •
menthol vapor—which, with
every breath, helpe penetrate
clogged nasal passages, helpl
relieve "clothespin nofel"

LUDEN'S 50.
Moothol Cough Drops

A teaspoonful of lemon juice

added to the water in which eggs
Helpful Friends
are poached will make them
Trouble and sorrow are friends
firmer.
in disguise.—Martin Tupper.

CAMELS
BURN SLOWER
AND GIVE ME EXTRA
SMOKING
MILDER.

WITH A BETTER
TASTE!

.

is the acid test of

diacipleah
Christ dft^ not
come in order to
stir up ne;"dless
strife between
e
members of (^ sions
family, but He wefl
knew that divt e
would come as
the result of tni discipleship. Men
and
who are ordinaryalinkind
c"1'
s with
tured in their dte b g4 who their
friends and famili<3£ «
do not
know Christ, can Become like vert a
itable demons agaiK*| the
"V cal
°"e in
that circle who heal
' of
Christ and follows H:
No human tie, no matfew h°w intimate or precious, is to Yj* permitted to stand between the ^dividual
and his devotion to Christ^ W il
does, Christ is evidently no! longer
first. He is no longer Lord o& a"
'n
d of
the life, and if He is not Loff
all, He is not Lord at all.
*j
While it seems almost parado^lc^'
to say it, Scripture teaches andlP x '
perience demonstrates that if
keep your life for yourself and
own interests, it will die in youlf
very hands and you will lose it\
If you give your life in glad a b a n don to God, on the* other hand, you
will receive it hack from Him trans
formed, enriched, and glorified by
His grace and blessinv.

valance fastened to it. The rods
br the glass curtains may then
>e attached in the usual way to
the tops of the window frames.
NOTE: Readers who are now
using Sewing Books No. 1, 2 and 3
will be happy to learn that No. 4
s ready for mailing; as well as
.he 10 cent editions of No. 1, 2 and
3. Mrs. Spears has just made
quilt block patterns for three designs selected from her favorite
Early American quilts. You may
have .these patterns FREE with
your order for four books. Price
of books—10 cents each postpaid.
Set of three quilt block patterns
without books—10 cents. Send orders to Mrs. Spears, Drawer 10,
Bedford Hills, New York.

RALPH OULDAHL1937 end 1938 winner of the U.B,
ONCQ Kolfchemnt

MORE PLEASURE
PER PUFF-MORE
PUFFS PER PACK

i*?? r •

pooh

PETH SPEARS
Ireaders have asked
ol ideas after seeSons for spool shelves,
ok No. 3, that I know
ve making these

Score Years Have Passed Since
Brown Died on the Scaffold
But His Renown "Goes Marching On"

'spools for the doll's
strung together with
t'.with these, then bend
over the center of >
tan both ends of the By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(H«li*a«ed by Western Newspftper'nnlon.)

four score years the
body of. John Brown has
airi "moldering in its
grave" but his fame "goes
marching on." The fires of
the Civil war have long since
TIFF
died down but the song which
-DM*
once fanned its flames is Btill
(YES <
. WITH
being sung by a generation
of Americans to whom the
story of this "martyr" (or
> TAIL CORD
"fanatid") is but a dimly-rethe two body spools,
e wires and run them membered legend.
They can, however, obtain
he spools for the legs,
plat loops for the feet, a little clearer- picture of
around the bonnet what manner of man he was
I'fasten to body tightly so
tips up at the back.! and why he was instrumental
: out of a fashion maga- \ in setting millions of Ameriaw one and paste it on cans at each other's throats
the bonnet spool. The if they read a book published
two straight pieces; {
sash and bonnet rib- recently by the Kansas Magazine Publishing company of
Ms cut off the spool for Manhattan, Kan. Last year
head. Bend the wire Kirke Mechem, secretary of
whiskers, then run both the Kansas State Historical
i the head and-neck society wrote a play about
one end through the
..ols, then both through John Brown. It won the 1938
and one through the Maxwell Anderson Award of
|1. Twist together around Stanford university. It was
published as a book on OctoReaders who are now ber 16 of this year—the anniag Books No. 1, 2 and 3 versary of John Brown's fapy to learn that No. 4 is
^mailing; as well as the mous raid on Harper's Ferry.
litions of No. 1, 2 and 3.
As December 2, 1939, apars has just made quilt proaches, it is appropriate to
ems for three designs
om her favorite Early turn to the last two pages of
quilts. You may have this book and read there

as FREE with your
ACT THREE
four books. Price of
Scene HI
('cents each postpaid. Set
SCENE: A hill overlooking a vol.
lit block patterns with-10 oents. Send orders ley. December 2, J859. At first dark,
Drawer 10, Bed- it tlowly become* lighter until the
figures of Kagi and Oliver are visible,
New York.
although indefinite.

(Note: John Henry Kagi, Brown's
chief lieutenant, and his youngest son.
Oliver, were killed during the Bghtlng at
Harper's Ferry.)

IESPIN
I ThacH
> not only h«lp
but mlsaas' • '
por-whlob, with S\
, helps p«Mm^:
, Mpsi

iShare Fortune
use we can make of
is to share it with
s.—Julian Hawthorne.
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i today.

»abits to Cultivate

|te only the (habits that
Willing should master you.
.Hubbard.
many rears of woridi wide nie, sorely mint
Ibe accepted as evidence
lot tetitfactory
use.
I And favorable public
'opinion rapports that
of the able physicians
who test the T»lae of
Dean's, tinder exacting
laboratory conditions,
cians, too, approve every word
ng you read, the objective of
n'y to recommend Dotn't PUii
•~ diuretic treatment for disorder
J
ney function; and for relief of
no worry it causes.
People were aware of how the
ut constantly remove waste
stay in the blood without inJth, there would be better unr of why the whole body suffers
-i lag, and diuretic-nidkai mote often employed,
scanty or too frequent nrtaawarn of disturbed kidney
•?•* •u*6w nWsW ibacktent headache, attacklTof dfcing up nights, swelling, puffi.
the eyes—feel weak, nervous,
n'tPlllr. It Is better to rdy on
:. that has won world-wide aeon something less favorably
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Oliver—Kagi! I see the scaffold.
Kagi—Yes, Oliver.
Oliver—But we are deadl
Kagi—Yes.
Oliver—But why are we so dim?
Kagi—Because our spirits were
dim.
Oliver—Spirits? Ghosts, Kagi?
Kagi—Not heavenly ghosts or
spirits, Oliver.
But now we live within the
minds of men.
You are the Oliver the world
remembers.
And I am Kagi, living as a
spirit
In men's remembrance.
Oliver—Then as the world remembers us we live!
Kagi—Not by our earthly bodies,
Oliver.
No, for most strangely, in the
same degree
That men renounce their bodies do their spirits
Seem to have earthly life.
Oliver—As we- renounced ours,
then we live?
Kagi—Yes; somewhat dimly. Our
renunciation
Was a little under protest.
Oliver—All the great spirits have
renounced themselves.
Kagi—If not renounced, transcended, Oliyer.
Oliver—Kagi! They're on the gallows!
Kagi—Yes, so they are.
Oliver—Kagi, Kagi!
They're
hanging him I
Kagi—Yes, Oliver, they think
they're hanging him.
They have a scaffold and they
have his body.
Yes, now -r- They hang him!
Now, John Brown is dead!
That fierce and passionate
body, there it hangs!
They.'ve strung him up between
the earth and Heaven!
John Brown is dead! Now cut
his body down.
Now, bury him. You cannot
bury him!
He stands colossal on the bloodstained sod!
He springs a hundred-fold—
Oliver—Kagi! Look! Rising from
the scaffold!
All white and shining!
Kagi—That is his spirit, Oliver!
Oliver—What's that?
(There is a sound oj a distant cannon, then another.)

Kagi—A cannon in the distance.
"aye voa many a
Oliver—He's moving! Someone is
will escape you 'if ,
with him. Soldiers!
to read carefully and ; Kagi—They're coming. Millions.
y the advertising of < ;
Millions. Following him.
"

(At the lights fade from Kagi and
Oliver, John Brown in a white light
moves across the background, the
heads and shoulder* •>/ .T'*•*•» and

THE EXECUTION OF JOHN BROWN NEAR CHARLESTQWN, VA.
(From an illustration in Leslie's Weekly, Dec. 17, 1859.)
Confederate soldiers crossing and recrossing, and (he music of "John
Brown's Body" accompanying them.
Brown's voice, pronouncing the names
of the battles when the soldiers appear, slowly lades at the music increases in volume.)

Brown-r-Manassas. Shiloh. Gettysburg. Vicksburg. Chickamauga. Lookout Mountain. Wilderness—
CURTAIN

Thus the poet-dramatist's
version of the historic event
which took place on that December day 80 years ago.
For the version of an eyewitness, turn now to the July,
1921, issue' of the Ohio Archaeological and Historical
Quarterly and in it read
"John Brown at Harper's
Ferry and Charlestown — A
Lecture by S. K. Donovan."
In 1859 Donovan, who later
became editor of the Columbus (Ohio) Times and a contributor to the Cincinnati Enquirer, was a reporter for the
Baltimore (Md.) Daily Exchange. He was the first
newspaper corresp'ondent on
the ground after John Brown's
raid on Harper's Ferry began. He interviewed Brown

John Brown at the time
of his death.

after his capture, accompanied the "angry man of
God" and his fellow raiders
when they were moved to
Charlestown and was present
when Brown was placed on
trial for his life. Here is Donovan's account of the execution of John Brown:
The air on the second day of
December was crisp and sharp,
such as we have in this latitude
in early December when the
weather is fine. . Early in the
morning there were fleecy clouds
shrouding the sun, but by 10
o'clock these had dissipated and
the sun shown brightly.
John Brown dressed for the execution when he rose from bed.
About nine o'clock, bedizened
with laces and cords and spangles, General Taliaferro, commandant of the 3,000 Virginia uniformed militia, called at John
Brown's cell. The old hero was
engaged in writing. As he looked
up and recognized the general he
said:
"What is the hour of execution?"
"Eleven o'clock," replied the
general.
"I will have finished my correspondence before that hour," he
replied as he resumed his pen.
Taliaferro stood for a moment
and then turned on his heels and
left the jail. He did not awe the
old raider by his imposing presence and attitude.
At 11 o'clock a furniture wagon,
with two horses attached, was
drawn up in front of the jail. John
Brown with Sheriff Campbell on

one side and Jailer Avis on the
other stepped from the jail. Unaided Captain Brown got into the
wagon and took a seat on a box
which contained his coffin. Jailer'
Avis sat at his side. On the driver's seat sat George W. Sadler,
Massachusetts man, resident of
Charlestown, who thpught it necessary that he should drive John
Brown to his death, that he might
attest his loyalty to southern institutions. The Charlestown cadets, under command of Capt. W.
W. Gallagher, formed around the
wagon, and preceded by military
and followed by military the line
of march was taken up to the
field of execution just beyond the
town limits and to the south of it.
As Captain Brown filled his
lungs with the Crisp air he said
to Mr. Sadler, "What a delicious
atmosphere. It is very invigorating."
"Yes," replied Mr. Sadler.
They reached a little knoll from
which the open country could be
seen.
"Why, Mr. Sadler, you have a
lovely country surrounding you.
I had no idea it was so lovely."
"Yes," replied Mr. Sadler.
Then the old man's eye caught
the Blue Ridge mountains.
"Is the Blue Ridge always as
beautiful as it is this morning?"
he asked.
"Yes," replied Mr. Sadler, "always so on bright days. Captain
Brown, you are more cheerful
than I."
"Oh! yes, I should be."
And thus he proceeded to his
death.
Reaching the field, he got from
the wagon .unaided and started
for the steps of the scaffold. Of
all the scenes in a life which has
not been uneventful, that scene
at the scaffold is most indelibly
impressed upon my mind. Tonight, as on that cool December
morning nearly a generation ago,
it stands distinctly before me. I
see him as he places his foot on
the first step. No bravado, but
a calm mien and exquisite poise,
step after step he takes, as
though he were ascending the
stairs hi a gentleman friend's
home to a chamber in which he
was to rest. Reaching the top,
he steps forward on the trap,
glances at the thousands of soldiers by whom he is surrounded
and turns to Jailer Avis with,
"Where are your citizens?"
"Citizens are not allowed to be
present," the jailer replies.
"That is a great mistake—a
grave mistake. Your citizens
should have witnessed this
scene."
He throws his head back and
looks at the rope which dangles
above him. Then his eyes catch
the Blue Ridge and he turns almost around grasping its beautiful sweep up the valley. A touch
on his shoulder calls his attention, and, as he faces, the sheriff
whispers to him. The old man
reaches up and removes his old
black felt hat, laying it at his
feet; then runs his fingers
through his hair, and then his
arms are pinioned, his limbs are
bound, the rope is adjusted and
the white cap is drawn over his
face.
Then an order is given to the
military and it commences to
maneuver. Charging and retreating, flying off at the flank and
falling back on the center; 10
minutes are occupied in this barbarian behavior, and all the while
the old man stands on the death
trap without a tremor. Jailer
Avis becomes impatient and says
to Captain Brown,
"Aren't you getting tired, Captain?"
"No, but I do not see the necessity for keeping me waiting so
long."
The military settle. The sheriff approaches the old man and
touches his hand with a handkerchief with the remark:
"Drop this when you are
ready."
"Oh, no! I do not need that 1
am always ready."
In a few seconds the trap it
sprung and in IS minutes John
Brown's sou! is with his God

Equally interesting is another eye-witness account.
This is contained in a letter
written on the day of the execution by an officer, on duty
with the Virginia Military Institute cadets, to his wife in
Lexington, Va. It was printed
many years later—in the January 31, 1934, issue of the
Lexington Gazette. It says in
part:
By 10 o'clock all was arrayed.
The general effect was most imposing, and at the same time picturesque. The cadets were immediately in the rear of the gallows, with a howitzer on the
right and on the left, a little behind so as to sweep the field. The
whole enclosure was lined by
cavalry troops, posted as sentinels, with their officers continually dashing around the enclosure. Outside this enclosure were
other companies acting as rangers and scouts.
1
Shortly after 11 o'clock the
prisoner was taken from the jail
and the funeral cortege was put
hi motion. First came three companies—then the criminal's wagon, drawn by two large white
horses. John Brown was seated
on his coffin, accompanied by
the sheriff and two other persons. The wagon drove to the
foot of the gallows, and Brown
descended with alacrity, and
without assistance, and ascended
the steep steps to the platform.
His demeanor was intrepid, without being braggart. He made
no speech, whether he desired to
make one or not, I do not know.
His manner was free from trepidation, but his countenance was
not without concern, and it
seemed to me to have a little
cast of wildness. He stood upon
the scaffold but a short time,
giving brief adieus to those about
him, when he was properly pinioned, and the white cap drawn
over his face, the noose adjusted

John Brown In 1855.
and attached to the hook above,
and he was moved .blindfold a
few steps forward. It was curious to note how the instincts of
nature operated to make him
careful in putting out his feet, as
if he were afraid he would walk
off the platform. The man
who stood unblenched on the
brink of eternity was afraid of
falling a few feet to the ground!
He was now all ready. The
sheriff asked him if he should
give him a private signal, before
the fatal moment. He replied in
a voice which seemed to be unnaturally natural—so composed
was its tone and so distinct its
articulation—that "it did not
matter to him, if only they would
not keep him too long waiting."
He was kept waiting, however.
The troops that had formed his
escort had to be put into their
proper positions, and while this
was going on he stood for 10 or
15 minutes blindfolded, the rope
around his neck, and his feet on
the treacherous platform, expecting instantly the fatal act. But
he stood for this comparatively
long time upright as a soldier in
position, and motionless. I was
close to him, and watched him
narrowly, to see if I could see
any sign of shrinking or trembling in his person. Once I
thought I saw his knees tremble, but it was only the wind
blowing his loose trousers. His
firmness was subjected to still
further trial by hearing Colonel
Smith announce to the sheriff,
"We are all ready, Mr. Campbell." The sheriff did not hear,
or did not comprehend, and in a
louder tone the announcement
was made. But the culprit still
stood steady, till the sheriff, descending the flight of steps, with
a well-directed blow of a sharp
hatchet, severed the rope that
held up the trap-door, which instantly sank sheer beneath him,
and he fell about three feet. And
the man of strong and bloody
hand, of fierce passions, of iron
will, of wonderful vicissitudes—
the terrible partisan of Kansas—
the capturer of the United States
arsenal at Harper's Ferry—the
would-be Cataline of the South—
the demi-god of the Abolitionists
—the man execrated and lauded
—damned and prayed for—the
man who in his motives, his
means, his plans, and his successes must ever be a wonder, a
puzzle, and a mystery—John
Brown was hanging between
hoav»in and earth.

Cap, Scarf, Mittens
To Keep Tot Warm

Pattern 6504.
Any little girl will be overjoyed
to find this woolly set in her Christmas stocking. It's done in simple
Crochet. Pattern 6504 contains directions for making cap, scarf and
mittens in a 4, 6 and 8 year size;
materials needed; illustrations oil
them and stitches; color schemes.
To obtain this- pattern send 15
cents in coins to The Sewing
Circle, Household Arts Dept, 259
W. 14th St., New York. N. Y.
Please write your name, address and pattern number plainly.

ONLY.'
A TAB LET TO
EASE PAIN OF
NEURITISM
With Genuine Bayer Aspirin

Get this Famous Quick Retttf
today without thought of prtta
We feature the fact that Bayer Aspirin costs only Ic a tablet, to drive
home the point that there's Bo
reason even for the most budgetminded person to accept anything'
less than genuine fast-acting Bayer
Aspirin.
For at the most, it costs but a
few pennies to get hours of relief
from the pains of neuritis, rheumatism or headache... and get it with
all the speedy action for which
Bayer Aspirin is world-famous.
Try this way once and yotfH
know almost instantly why peo *
everywhere praise it.. It
It has rapid
replaced expensive "pain remedies •
in thousands of cases. Always ask
for genuine "Bayer
Aspirin" by Us full
name when you buy
. . . never ask for
"aspirin" alone.
• •••*- "
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Demand BAYER ASPIRIN
By Understanding
Justice between men or between
nations can only be achieved
through understanding and good
will.—Jane Addams.

THEOTEUUP THAT FIGHTS

CONSTIPATION
Garfield Tea is not a "cure-all," bar if
you want prompt relief from temporary
CONSTIPATION without drasflc
drugs, try a cup tonight of this fta.
grant, 10-herb tea. Acts thoroughly
a*d mildly. Pleasant to the tarte.
23c-10c at JrugOorti.
'Writ. f*r otNtRous ran UMHI

t« ««HteM ¥•• C*., Q«pt. »-*.
»r*iMym, M. Y.

GARFIELD TEA

WATCH
can dapend on th*
special «aU» th«
merchant* of our town
announce in th« column*
of this papar. They xnmux
money saving to our
nad*n. It always pays to
patronize the merchants
who adverbs*. They are
not afraid of their merchandise or their prictrs.

THE SPECIALS

FIFTY-SEVEN

ITS DOWN; "Meet Doctor Christian"
EXPENSES UP at Rialto Saturday-Sunday
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BRIARDALE GROCERY
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NUMBER 8
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conducted in other corn belt states tin* head wind for his failure. He
Anita Hfgh School Auditorium
fwmnty AAA office Friday who gets possession Jan. 1, at which p Joseph's Academy in Des Moines to
where the bugs are a serious prob- was placed under a physician's care.
Thursday, Dec. 7 — 7:45 P. M.
and were distributed to ' time he and Mrs. Nichols will occupy ' spend the Thanksgiving vacation with
lem. The United States Department
Schools Competing:
of Agriculture is treating the situaer the week end. Most the place as a home. The Mardesen her Parents, Leo V. Bongers and
William Watson will hold a closing
Wiota, Lewis and Anita.
tion as a national problem and a na- >ut public sale at his farm home 7%
were multiple forms, family will make their home in the wife.
tional conference on chinch bug and
, Glair Becker said, but Diesing property at the north end of
Mrs. Elmer Scholl, a guest, held grasshopper control will be held at miles south of Anita on' Tuesday, Dec.
Glen Heckman, Floyd Immel, Ar12. The sale will include 3 head of
single units. The pay- Rose Hill Avenue.
high score at a meeting of the Orig- Omaha sometime in December.
nold Wahlert and C. A. Swinehart,
lorses, 9 head of cattle, 30 head of
of 854 checks.
,
,
inal
bridge
club
one
afternoon
last
Charging cruel and inhuman treat- Audubon township farmers, have been
;
Dr. Harold O. Gunderson and I>r. logs, 350 bushels of corn, 175 bushels
of the Helping Hand ment, Mrs. Marjorie Rimby of Atlan- drawn as petit jurors for the Decem- week at the home of Mrs. Harold Mc- George C. Decker, extension entomolo- of oats, some chickens, and a fyll lina
|held one afternoon last tic has filed suit in the Cass county her term of the Audubon county dis- Dermott northeast of the city. Other gists at Iowa State college, are in of farm machinery. Frank Barber
fhome of Mrs. Edwin Fred- district court for a divorce from her trict court which convenes in Audubon guests were Mrs. Ross Kohl, Mrs. charge of the survey work in Iowa. will be the auctioneer and C. E. ParkErnest Ford and Mrs. R. W. Forshay.
fltheast of the city, with husband, Alfred W. Rimby. Mrs. on Dec. 12.
er the clerk. Mr. Watson, who with
embers and two visitors t Rimby asks custody of a daughter, j
Miss Nora Sanny and her mother, Mrs. Watson, will move to Anita to
The members of the H. O. pinochle Mrs. Marie Sanny, left Sunday 'for make their home, has probably the
~
visitors were 'Miss Linda Lou, 2 years old; $60 temporary ! John Nichols and wife spent Satnmetz and MM. Melvin' alimony and permanent alimony of urday in Anita with his brother, club were guests Saturday evening Kansas City, Mo., where Miss Sanny record in Cass county for having rent.daughter, Janice Ann, of $25 a month for support of the child. Lloyd Nichols and family, and with at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rowley has accepted a position with the Na- ed and lived on the same farm for
nring the noon hour din- She is also petitioning the court for his uncle, L. K. Nichols and wife, Pollock east of the city. Other guests, tional Producing Co. to direct home the longest term of years, having
ved by Mrs. Frederickson a restraining order to prevent the and with other relatives and friends. besides the members, were Mr. and talent plays throughout the south. been on the place where he will hold
lies spent the afternoon defendant from molesting either her- John is a former Anita boy and at Mrs. Faye Petersen.
High scores Miss Sanny will take a two weeks' his sale next Tuesday for the past
embroidering for the , self or her daughter. According to one time was employed in the old were held by Mrs. Rhinehart Knop course in Kansas City before enter- thirty-eight years. They will make
next meeting of the, the petition, the couple was married * Citizens Savings Bank. He is now and Frank Petersen, while low scores ing upon her work. The Sanny farm
their home in Anita in the property
( held on Dec. 14 at the June 5, 1937, and separated Nov. 1, one "of the vice presidents of a large were held by Mrs. Faye Petersen and in the northwest part of Anita has
on Locust Street known as the Lowd0. Howard Gissibl.
' 1939.
' banking institution in Chicago.
Melvin Gissibl.
been rented to Phil Fay of Atlantic.
en place.

49c

45c
39c

19c
lOc

19c

32c

25c

25c

Appoint Four Sealers to
Handle Cass Com Loans

Heavy Chinch Bug Damage
Predicted For Next Year
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ANALYSIS

Hitler Discredited, Friendless
As Result of Finland Invasion;
Reds Gird for Blow at Reich
are those

i opinions are expressed in these columns, they
"the" news "analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
Released by Western Newspaper Union

Arctic Ocean
HOW RUSSIAN EXPANSION
COULD PAVE WAY FOR
CONQUEST OF EUROPE
HIISSU WANT! PflSAMO DISTSICT
TO NIP FINLAND'S AUCTIC SIA OUTUT AND OHN rRONTIIII WfTH NO»WAY,
MltfACINO SCANDINAVIAN
DKIVt.
MANGO It WITHIN KMCM Of
COVITED ALAND ISLANDS,
WHIRI SWIDUH I»ON SHIPMtMTS TO GWMANY COUID II
STOPPID. RUSS WOULD CONttOl 6UL» Of IOTNNIA.

RUSSIANS WANT K»T
AT HANGO TO CONTROL
CUIF, PLACING All
SOUTNUN FINLAND AT

tovin MIBCY.

EUROPE:
Finnish Finish
Moscow civilians knew only that
their Premier Viacheslav Molotov
had first denounced Russia's nonaggression pact with Finland, and
next had broken off diplomatic relations with that little republic. But
a few minutes after the second step
Russian troops invaded the Karelian isthmus; Russian planes bombed
Helsingfors, Viborg, Imatra and
Tammelsuu; Russia^ warships began tossing shells all along the Gulf
of Finland's northern shore. The
Finnish government, which only a
few hours earlier had withdrawn
frontier guards and pleaded for a
peaceful settlement, resigned immediately and President Kyoesti Kallio
declared war. But everyone knew
the Russian juggernaut would swallow his nation in a few days.
All the world watched this outrage painfully, but only the U. S.
took concrete action. The charge
d'affaires in Moscow was instructed to offer mediation, but nothing
came of it. England and France,
busy at home, had no chance to
help little Finland.
Most pained of all was none other
than Adolf Hitler, who must have
realized all too suddenly that Finland's death at Russia's hand made
him Europe's most discredited
ruler. Having staved off war on
two fronts in September by making
friends with Russia, Der Fuehrer
had seen Joe Stalin come first into
Poland, next into Latvia, Estonia
and Lithuania, and now into Finland, always for "defensive" purposes. Against what nation but Germany would Russia need defenses?
And how easily could defenses be
turned into offensive positions, (see
map).
The Reich had no alternative but
to "sympathize" with Russia, but
nobody was fooled. By not sympathizing, Germany would automatically fall in beside the allies against
Russia, thereby dis<*rediting Adolf
Hitler. There no longer remained
doubt about the position of Italy,
erstwhile axis partner of Germany.
Marshal Italo Balbo's Corriere I'adano was outspoken in its admiration for Finland's opposition to "brutal pressure of the colossus with
feet of clay."

Oak October 14, came back to destroy a 10,000-ton cruiser (according
to Berlin). Two days earlier the
Nazi raider, Deutschland, sank the
man-of-war Rawalpindi with a loss
of 260 lives.
Magnetic mines, scattered helterskelter from airplanes, were obviously a violation of the international
law which demands that nations announce the location of their mine
fields. But Britain's revenge was
also a violation of international law:
King George signed an order blockading all German exports on neutral
ships, and within 24 hours the wrath
of the world was on London. Japan,
refusing to recognize the blockade,
threatened to seize British ships.
The Netherlands and Belgium protested. Greece, one-half of whose
imports come from Germany via
sea, faced an economic crisis. Hearing that Britain threatened to close
the Suez canal, the straits of Gibraltar and the Dardanelles, Rome's
Giornale d'Italia departed from Italy's noncommital attitude to offer food for thought: "The blockade
is most dangerous. It may induce
other people who are not yet participating in the war to ...
think
that such a state of affairs cannot
endure."

COMMERCE:
Rough Sledding
Only through broad international
trade, said British Premier Neville
Chamberlain a few weeks ago, can
peace be assured. In Washington
Secretary of State Cordell Hull echoed his words because he needed
that argument to defend his reciprocal trade program. Since Europe
went to war the U. S. has rushed to
make treaties with South American nations whose Old world trade
outlets have been cut off. The joker has been that South America s
export "surpluses, which she would
exchange for U. S. manufactured
products,
c a n n o t be
imported
here without
dam aging
domestic
m a r k e t s of
Amer ic a n
farmers.
One principle of the
reciprocal
t r a d e program is that
JOHNSON
a low tariff
Didn't like it.
concession
granted any nation is immediately
accorded all other lands which hold
treaties. Hence, if the program
keeps expanding, critics fear all U.
S. tariff walls will be broken down,
our self-sufficiency will be destroyed
and the U. S. will become dependent
on foreign sources.
Opened in Washington were hearings on a pact with Chile which
would reduce tariffs on copper and
beans, among other things. Since
the reciprocal treaty act comes up
for renewal before congress next
session, it was noteworthy that three
good Democratic senators (Colorado's Johnson, Arizona's Hayden
and Idaho's Clark) protested. Said
Johnson: "The trade program persecutes and undermines domestic
enterprise . . . permits greater infiltration of foreign goods . . . trades
off American jobs . . . replaces
American taxpayers with foreign
producers who pay no taxes here."
Even making allowance for any
sectional interest these senators
might have, it was pretty certain
the trade act will have rough sledding in congress.

LABOR:
Anti-Strike Weapon?
Having at last settled the 54-dayold Chrysler dispute, organized labor turned its guns on the justice
department for a much more important campaign. The target: Assistant Attorney General Thurman
Arnold, who recently advised that
unions are punishable under the
anti-trust
laws if they
(1) prevent
use of cheaper materials; (2) compel hiring of
useless labor; (3) en"force systems of graft
or extortion;

POLITICS:
Short & Snappy
If Franklin Roosevelt still hoped
for a third term, he could take heart
from the latest Fortune magazine
poll, which claimed that 47.4 per
cent of the voters want him to stay
in the White House. Percentage before the war: 34.9 per cent.
Far bigger political news was the
attempt of both Republicans and
Democrats to jockey into position
for the 1940 campaign. Each wanted to hold its convention after the
other, so badly that G. O. P. Chairman John D.. M. Hamilton announced the convention call would
not be issued as usual, in December.
Successful at changing Thanksgiving, the President had his "spokes-

REMEDY
UOSTCITER'S

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS

COOKIES MAKE CHARMING CHRISTMAS GIFTS

(See Recipes Below)

Holiday Fruit Cake*
And Cookies

Magnetic mines and a valiant Uboat commander named Guenther
Prien were worrying Great Britain
almost to death. Commander Prien,
whose submarine sank the Royal

JOHN D. M. HAMILTON
// was nice of the President . . .
Fritz Kuhn, German-American
men" observe that it might be a
Bundsfuehrer convicted in New
good idea to postpone both convenYork of grand larceny and fortions from June to July—or even Augery, stood liable for u prison
gust. Reasons: (1) During an interterm of up to 'M years.
national crisis, a long campaign
Mrs. Franklin I), Koosevelt,
would bore the public and get small
hearing the Dies u n - A m e n c a i u s i u
results; (2) economy.
committee was seeking reils in
Commented C h a i r m a n Hamilton
the American Y o u t h Confess,
the next day, nut a l i t t l e sarcastic:
offered to testify to the c o n t r a r y
! "Mr. Roosevelt's deep solicitude
but was not asked.
; about economy m political camHarold L. Ickes, s e c r e t u r j of
paigns is very a m u s i n g in view of
the interior, who w a n t s u> take an , Ins rtM'urd
. H seems to me the
armored tank down a " I n n k i n I'i-fsideiit is a r r o g a t i n g <<j himself
fested highway b u m p i n g these , a ijreat deal of a u t h o r i t y . "
pests from the load," v.as i e - i The jockeying continued. Missis
quested to resign by the I n d i a n a
sippi's Democratic Sen. Pat H a r r i Motor Traffic association.
son wauled to defer conventioneer
Edouard Daladicr, French \m
ing until September; Republicans
mier, asked extenUon of his pow j like Michigan's Vandenberg and Orer to rule by decree.
egon's McNary again hoped to hold
their session after the Democrats.

steam for 6 hours. Serve with hard
sauce.

Half the thrill of Christmas is in
the pre-holiday preparations. Making cakes that are crammed with
fruit and nuts, baking an endless
variety of cookies to be frosted and
"trimmed" in true holiday fashion,
and packing gift boxes of Christmas
confections, is as much fun as the
great day itself!
Fruit cakes are a Christmas holiday tradition. The dark cakes do
improve with age
and should be
made as early as
possible. They
won't mold or dry
out if t h e y ' re
properly stored.
Wrap the cooled
cakes well in wax
paper, then store
in tightly covered
cans. If you like, brandy or wine
may be spooned over the cakes at
two-week intervals during storage.
White fruit cakes make a pretty contrast with the dark, but they dry
out rather soon and should be eaten
within a few weeks after baking.
Don't forget that fruit cakes, cookies, and small plum puddings make
charming Christmas gifts, especially for the friends and relatives
who'Jl be away from home on the
holiday.

(4) enforce
ARNOLD
illegally
Labors afraid.
^d pnces;
(5) destroy
an established system of collective
bargaining.
A few days later A. F. of L.'s
President William Green fired a protest at Attorney General Frank Murphy (whose appointment last winter
was protested because he was "too
friendly" to labor). Said the protest: "We do insist that the antitrust laws cannot be invoked against
labor organizations because these
laws . . . do not permit prosecution.".Labor's reasoning: That the
Clayton act expressly exempts unions.
It took no Philadelphia lawyer to
read the fear in labor's eyes. If the
justice department is upheld in its
present campaign against material
dealers, contractors and union leaders in the building trades conspiracy
case, the unions can be prosecuted
in restraint of trade for all strikes.

CONGRESS:
Build-Up

Blockade

BlTT

U ;«£.&& • " "

By cutting expenditures in the
face of increased revenues, the government hopes next year to put itself in shape for electioneering.
Ever, so, the President admitted at
Warm Springs that his planned economies are striking no impressive
total. Actually, since Europe's war
will necessitate a $500,000,000 boost
in defense outlays, other items must
be pared tremendously to hold down
the total appropriation.
Recently the President announced
that any decision on new revenues
must be made by congress. That
body could choose between raising
the $45,000,000,000 debt limit (to be
reached this year) or levying new
taxes. So fearful was Mr. Roosevelt that his big defense program
might be misinterpreted, that he
told reporters it would be handled
in a double budget: Congress will
get the regular defense program
first, followed by an entirely separate request for about $500,000,000
necessitated by wars in Europe and
Asia.
Wiseacres in Washington thought
they had the key to next January's weather v a n e : If big economies are in sight, new income taxes
will probably be levied on middle
and lower-bracket wage earners,
producing a piddling $300,000 000 to
$500,000,000. But if another big deficit is apparent, tax adjustments will
go overboard and the debt limit will
be boosted.

Christmas Fruit Cake.
(Makes 10 pounds)
1% pounds currants
3 pounds seedless raisins
1 pound citron
1 pound mixed candied fruit
1 pound candied pineapple
1 pound candied cherries
1 cup butter
1 cup brown sugar
6 eggs
4 cups pastry flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 tablespoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon allspice
1 teaspoon nutmeg
% teaspoon cloves
~Vz teaspoon salt
1 cup fruit juice or wine
Cut fruits. Cream butter and add
sugar. Add well-beaten egg yolks.
Mix and sift dry ingredients and add
alternately with fruit juice or wine
to the butter mixture. Add fruit.
Fold in beaten egg whites. Place in
baking pans lined with wax paper.
Cover pans with cheesecloth and
steam 5 hours. Then bake one hour
in a slow oven (275 degrees).
Glace Finish for Fruit Cakes.
l'/i> cups water
% cup granulated sugar
% ounce Gum Arabic (4Vi; teaspoons)
Place sugar and water in a saucepan and boil to the thread stage (230
d e g r e e s ) . Add
Gum Arabic and
heat again just to
the boiling point.
After fruit cake
has been baked,
remove from the
oven and garnish with nuts and
fruits as desired. Then pour the
Gum Arabic mixture over the fruit
calre in a thin stream, and manipulate as little as possible in order to
avoid crystallization of the glace.
Plum Pudding.
(Serves 6)
Mi cup milk
3Vi cups soft bread crumbs
l
/4 pound suet (ground)
Vfe cup sugar
2 eggs (separated)
% cup seedless raisins
% cup currants
'A pound figs ( c u t fine)
'/j cup citron (sliced t h i n )
¥i teaspoon nutmeg
J
/4 teaspoon cinnamon
'/4 teaspoon cloves
V» teaspoon mace
% teaspoon salt
'/4 cup apple cider
Scald milk and pour over bread
crumbs. Cool. Cream ground suet
in warm bowl. Add sugar, cream
together thoroughly, and add welloeaten egg yolks. Combine these
two mixtures. Add cut fruits together with spices and salt. Add
cider. Lastly, fold in stiffly beaten
>Ki5 whites. Pour into well-greased
udding mold. Cover tightly and

White Fruit Cake.

(Makes 5%-pound fruit cake)
% cup butter
2 cups sugar
7 eggs (separated)
2% cups flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
Vi teaspoon salt
1 cup sweet milk
1 teaspoon lemon extract
1 pound white raisins
% pound figs
Ms pound blanched almonds
V4 pound citron
% pound candied cherries
Vt pound candied pineapple
Cream butter and add sugar. Separate eggs, beat egg yolks and add.
Mix and sift together dry ingredients and add alternately with the
milk. Add lemon extract. Cut fruits
and add. Blend well and fold in
well-beaten egg whites. Place in
pans lined with wax paper and bake
1 hour in a very slow oven (275 degrees); then increase heat slightly
(300 degrees) and bake 2 hours
more.

Sandwich Fillet.—pt
mixed with .a. little cream I „
f i l l i n gf o rwfttte o r graham c <
sandwiches for children
• * *
White Silks.—To keep
stockings, blouses, etc., fr'<T
ing yellow in laundering
little alcohol in the rinse
» • *
To Hasten Cooking.-When I
ing a double boiler the food,
cook more quickly if the ,
hi the outer vessel is salted i.
proportion of a fourth of a ci
salt to one quart ot water
• • •
Mixing Flour and Lardrub lard into flour with yo u r y
when making pastry. Use a s
fork, whiefn divides and mixes •
quickly. This is easier than t
ping lard in and saves usi
chopping tray.
• • *
Cleaning Photographs.-p;
graphs that have become
may be made to look
by washing them with a pi«
white cotton wadding
cold water. Do not use
cotton wadding and ncv
soap, soap powder or amn™
just cold water.
• • *
White, Tender Chicken
If a chicken is well rubbed ft
and out with a cut lemon I
being cooked it will make then
white, juicy and tender.
• * *
Squeaky Floors.—Floors $
from various reasons. 1,
sizes too small or span too j
2. The omission of subflooriiK
subflooring not laid diago
joints. 3. Finished floor nai
more than 16 inches apart.
of the squeaking is done b
floor boards working on then
If the underlying construct
sound, squeaking can be i
ed by face nailing. This
be done by a competent carpi
who will not mar the floor suit

Old Spice Wonder Fruit Cake.
M! cup butter
1 cup light brown sugar
2 eggs
2 cups cake flour
Vz teaspoon soda
J
/4 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon cinnamon
% teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon allspice
% cup sour milk
% cup citron (cut)
1 cup raisins
1 cup nut meats (broken)
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Cream butter, add sugar, and beat
thoroughly. Add, eggs (well beaten).
Mix and sift together all dry ingredients, reserving V» cup of
flour. Add flour
mixture and sour
milk alternately
—beginning with
the flour mixture.
Flour citron, raisins, and nuts with
the Vi cup of flour which was reserved and add to the cake mixture.
Add vanilla extract. Place in wellgreased, small tube pan. Bake 40
to 45 minutes in a moderate oven
(350 degrees).
Rolled Orange Cookies.
(Makes about 8 dozen)
Vz cup fat
1 cup sugar
IVi teaspoon orange peel (grated)
1 egg (beaten)
% cup orange juice
3 to 3% cups flour (all purpose)
3 teaspoons baking powder
¥4 teaspoon salt
Cream the fat. Gradually cream
in the sugar. Add the grated orange peel and beaten egg, and gradually add the orange juice. Add the
3 cups flour, baking powder, and
salt which have been sifted together
Mix in well, adding more flour if
necessary to make dough just stiff
enough to roll. Chill thoroughly
Place on lightly floured board and'
roll V8 inch thick. Cut, and place
on greased baking sheet, and bake
in a moderately hot oven (375 degrees) for 10 to 12 minutes.
Lemon Icing.
2 cups powdered sugar
J
/4 cup melted butter
3 tablespoons water
l'/a tablespoons lemon juice
\'z teaspoon lemon peel (grated)
Mix aU together, stirring until
creamy. Spread at once.
It's fun to have your own collection of reliable and unusual holiday
recipes. You'll want to add to yours
the Christmas favorites I've assembled in a specially prepared leaflet
of "Holiday Recipes." This mimeographed booklet is available to you
for 10 cents in coin. Address youi
requests for "Holiday Recipes" te
Eleanor Howe, 919 North Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, and be sure tc
enclose the coin!
(Released by Western Newspaper Onion.)

Cheerful Nursery
Cheerful as sunshine is the at
mosphere of a nursery with walli
and woodwork painted a warre
cream color and the floor azure blue't

DON'T GIVE]
YOUR CHILI
Don't Knew All

Ask your Doctor before i
your chad doubtful
remedies. No> ftunlly nee
this chance today.
Wait. Think first..Areyou a ea
tare you should give a suiR'
that drug to your child? >
It was Bold, you recall, as
thing just a* good", !<*»'
pennies less.
A very dear purchase it com
Fpr your own peace of r1"
give no home remedy .
quite certain about without t
your own doctor's o
never go against it.
Even in the case of the coi
children's remedy,, milk of m
sia, ask your doctor what wj
proves. And when he says f
Milk of Magnesia" see that:
exactly that by asking exp"
"Phafips"' when you buy
ask for just "milk of mag"
If your child prefers "Ml
the newer form—tiny p
flavored tablets, give it tn
But whetheryou get liquid PjJ
or PaUliM' Tablets get the/

PHILLIPS' .
Enthusiasm

Enthusiasm is grave,
self-controlled; mere ex
outward.—Sterling.
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PETERSEN'S

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
PHONE 300
WE DELIVER
November 13, 1939.
(By Tillie)
Phone 29
We Deliver _
The Board of Supervisors of Cas8
Higher education may be a pood County, Iowa, met in regular session
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
thing, but the education some fellows with all members present:
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATUKDAY SPECIALS
fret seems to he so high it makes
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike
PUMPKIN, Yellowstone, 2 No. 2 cans
17 1
them dizzy.
Metz, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
29c
OATMEAL,
Quaker
Oats,
large
tube
1(jl
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
The
Albert
Karns
family
didn't
RICE,
fancy
head
rice,
3
pounds
Minutes of Nov. 1st approved as
19
OVALTINE, 50c size
have any worries about their Thanks- read.
15c
GRAHAM
CRACKERS,
2
pounds
19I
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
giving day table decorations this year. The following resolution was read
COCOA,
pure,
2
pounds
19
They picked their own garden flow- by Metz, who moved its adoption,
CORN FLAKES, KelloggX with orange d i s h . . .20c
CANDY, Xmas mix, 100% filled, plus Santa
OOp
ers from their own outdoor garden seconded by Wiese:
Glaus and Reindeer, pound
BAB,0, 2 cans
^
29C|
for the c-enterpiece. The day before
RESOLUTION.
CRACKERS, M. B. C. sodas, 2-lb. carton
the festive day a Japanese Japonic
17c|
GRAPE FRUIT, per dozen
.23c
WHEREAS, a certain school fund
on the south side of their house burst- mortgage has been foreclosed by Cass
PRESERVES, grape or peach, pure, 16-oz. jar. .17c
Lettuce — Carrots — Chinese Cabbage — Cabba
ed out into bloom and its waxy red County, Iowa, and there are unpaid
blossoms were indeed a rare treat.
SODA CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
15c
taxes upon the land covered therein
Fresh Fruits at Lowest Price
* • «
which are unpaid by the title holder,
OATS, Clover Farm, regular or quick, large
Mrs. Max Petersen, living south of and
17c
town, has several Begonias in full
package
WHEREAS, such taxes have now
bloom that are the most attractive become junior and inferior to the title and the Auditor authorized to write Hawley Lynch
Mike Mete
'
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
plants of their kind that I've seen for of the State of Iowa acquired for the warrants for the same:
G. EL Eshelman
some time, and she is the only perJ.
C.
Jensen,
labor
$
38.38
benefit of the School fund, and said
son I know who has had complete
20.00 P. W. Wiese
taxes should be cancelled from the Robert Hill, labor
W. H. Wohlenhaua
'_
success
growing
that
tiny
but
very
Roscoe
S.
Jones,
criminal
inMiss Isabelle Biggs, an instructor
tax records of Cass County and deMoved
by
Metz,
seconded
b
y'
charming
little
plant
known
as
Baby
vestigation
198.00
in the schools at Ledyard, Iowa, and
clared unavailable,
to adjourn until Dec. 1st or 0
Tears.
Robert
Hill,
labor
20.00
Miss
Margaret
Biggs,
who
is
employEstablished 1883.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RE- Esther Reeves, labor
30.00 of Chairman.
ed in Kansas 'City, Mo., spent ThanksSOLVED
by the Board of Supervisors
Motion carried.
For several years past, I've plantPublished Every Thursday and Entered giving and the week end in the city
Domestic Animal Claims.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as with their mother and brother, Mrs. ed gourd seeds —the big kind, the of Cass County, Iowa, that the fol- Otto Brown, calf
22.50
lowing listed taxes on the following
small
ones
and
a
variety
of
novelties,
12.60
Second Class Mail Matter.
Chairmsn|
Harry Dressier, 3 lambs
Ruby Biggs and Max.
but I never succeeded in getting any property, to-wit:
4.05 Attest:
Bernhard
Eilts,
ewe
\V. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher
M. E. Hubbard,'
North Half of Southwest QuartJohn Faulkner, wife and children of the plants to mature until this
4.60
Max Knop, shoat
County AudftoJ
er of Section Twenty-Six, Town4.20
Subscription R a t e . . . .$1.50 Per Year of Moline, 111., spent Thanksgiving year.
M. N. Lambertsen, lamb
ship
75-North,
Range
36-West
and the week end in the city with
With a great deal of curiosity and
Andrew Wiegand and wife, LJ
J. A. Nelson, 3 lambs
13.50
Official Town and County Newspaper his parents, H. C. Faulkner and wife. attention, I watched the vines grow,
as follows: 1936, 1937, 1938
0. N. Pierce, ewe
4.50 Nichols and wife and Glen A. |
taxes,
Miss Joan Faulkner, who is attend- bloom and fruit, and I was so elated
Member of .National Editorial
Jesse Taylor, ewe and hog
12.20 and wife were Thanksgiving
ing an art school in Chicago, was also with my success I could hardly wait be and they are hereby declared unAssociation, and
the W. R. Spence home in Atlantitl
Session and Mileage Claims.
at the parental home for a week end ' tjH harvesting time. I picked about available and the County Auditor shall
visit.
I a ciozen of the freakiest curios and credit said taxes to the Treasurer and
NOTICE TO AMEND COUNTY BUDGET ESTIMATE.
i piled them on a green glass plate and he shall apportion such tax among
The Board of Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa, will meet Decet
At her home on Chestnut Street used them as a decoration. At first, the funds to which it belongs and
1
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Wayne I thought they were very clever and shall report the portion of such tax 18, 1939, at 2:00 o'clock, P. M ., at the Court House, Atlantic, Iowa, to i
Jewett was hostess to the members something different than the usual belonging to the State to the comp- an amendment to the estimate to amend and correct the county budget i
Fred Weatherby enjoyed a week of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. Addi- run of ornaments but the boss dif- troller as unavailable and secure effects the Road Construction Fund. The amendment is to correct pr
end visit in Omaha with his nephew tional guests were Mrs. Robert Scott, fered from the very beginning. He credit from said comptroller for the expenditures to permit the use of any surplus funds and receipts from <
other than taxation not taken into consideration in the original estimate,!
and niece, Walter Smith and Mrs. Mrs. Dick Dement, Mrs. G. M. De- considered them the goofiest, craziest amount so reported.
follows:
George Cornwall, and their families. Camp and Mrs. Merle Robison. High and lousiest mess he ever saw. Now
Vote resulted as follows:
score at bridge was held by Mrs. Her- I've lost my enthusiasm for the things
Ayes:
ra
o
a
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hamilton of bert Bartley.
CO
Metz, Eshelman, Wiese, Wohlenand I'm just about to agree with
Stuart are the parents of a girl
<u
him. I'm so sure that I'll eventually
haus and Lynch.
1
m
A group of neighbors and friends agree, that I don't believe I'll save
baby, born Monday. The mother is
3
I
Nays:
I
•3
the former Velma Peters, daughter gathered at the Frisbie home Friday any seed for next year, which proves
None.
c
on
<o
evening in honor of Roy Frisbie's it ain't what you possess that makes
of Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Peters.
At two p. m., the time set for
C. O
Q
8.8
a>
8
birthday. Those present were Avery you happy
f\ 55
it's anticipation
rviX -V
oi
opening bids on coal for the CounJ-S
"
•-(
5 2
Mrs. Ona Todhunter Reed and Stephenson and family, Charles S. the upward climb and the struggle ty Farm, four bids were opened.
G <H
daughter, Madeline, and Max Reed Beecher and family, Mrs. Essie An- for possessions that make life intero
*> *o
01
•n B
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
a
S
s
and wife of Mitchell, So. Dak., and derson and son, Thomas, and Esther, esting.
3
Wiese
to
buy
20
tons
of
%-inch
IlliLeslie Reed of Pipestone, Minn., Jesse and Roy Frisbie. A lunch was!
* * *
s
nois Special Stoker coal at $6.50 per
spent a few days in Anita the past served at a late hour and a good time
I'm tremendously proud of my new ton, delivered to the County Farm, of
cq
W
week, guests at the D, C. Reed home. was enjoyed by all.
round rug I finished recently. It is Lloyd & Meredith, Atlantic and 20
Second.
Rd.
one of the kind woven on a wagon tire tons of Illinois Lump coal of the
Const
$ 79,000 $32,925 ?20,000 $59,000
$ 87,G08 J 8.'J
loom and which are rapidly becoming Farmers Elevator at Marne at $7.70
popular with all rag rug enthusiasts. p er ton delivered to the County A. Optional
(% mill)
None
When the rug was finished it seemed Farm,
B.
Optional
too nice to plop down on the floor and
Motion carried.
(% mill)
walk on, so I threw it over the foot of
None
The rebate of taxes against the
the bed until I could decide the proper County Farm amounting to $10.84 was
There will be no increase in the tax levy.
place to display it. No spot or posi- allowed, and the bond of Goldie Odem,
Taxpayers will be heard for or against said amendment to the I
tion on the living room or bed room
Deputy Superintendent of Schools, estimate at said time.
fioor appeared to me as the appro- was approved.
M. E. Hubbard,
priate place *o spread out the newly
The following claims were allowed
.County Auditor!
woven object, so the last couple of

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
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You Can Designate This Agency
to Write Your

Corn Loan Certificate

We Will Issue Them While You Wait, or Promptly
File the Insurance With Your County
Conservation Committee.

FORSHAY'S
(Since 1894)

PHONE 137

Standard
refection

AMTA, IOWA

weeks it has been draped over the
back of the davenport and takes the
l.Iace of the crocheted afghan. If I
only had a large blank or bare space
on my wall, I'd tack it up and exhibit it as an "exclusive" piece of
"domestic" tapistry. Somehow I can
only visualize that new round rug
spread out before a fireplace. Yep,
that would be the appropriate place
alright, but as I haven't one in my
home, I suppose IM better wrap up
the tiling in tissue paper and hand
it out for a Christmas present.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
EXECUTOR.

CUT RATE PRICES
From this date on, until further notice the following cut rate prices will be our regular retail
price. That means that you as a consumer are getting the following items at EXACTLY THE SAME
PRICE that you would pay a large town cut rate
store or mail order concern. This store is giving
you all advantages of price on our entire stock We
an« meeting competition of large town stores; therelore \ye ask for your patronage that you may always have a store of convenience.
ALKASELTZER, GOc size
£ A ¥ Y EK-ASPIRIN, bottle of 100
SAL HEPATIC A We size
PETROLAGAK, $1^ ;,CARTER'S PILLS '^
BROMO SELTZER "<;o
LYSOL, 30c xi/e ' "
PINEX, 65c size
BROMO QUININF
VICE'S VAPO nun ;-,,
PEPSODENT TOOTH I'
LIFEBOUY SHAVE ( H
IPANA TOOTH PASTF
KOTEX, package of l'> '

BONGERSllRos.

49c

«•-

19c
49c
23c
54c
27c
27c
19c
23c
39c
20c

In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
In the Matter of the Estate of Dora
Myer Johnson, Deceased.
To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned lias been appointed and
has qualified as Executor of the Estate of Dora Myer Johnson, late of
Ca.s.s County, Iowa, deceased. All persons in any manner indebted to said
deceased or her estate will make payment to the undersigned; and those
having claims against said deceased
or her estate will present them in
] manner and form as by law required,
for allowance and payment.
Dated this 22nd. day of November,
A. I)., 1939.
Harry C. Faulkner,
Kxecutor of said estate.
By E. S. Holton,
Attorney for said estate.
Ernest Ford and wife enjoyed
visit Thanksgiving day with relatives
and friends at Independence.

NOTICE!

holds the record for
using more different
words than any other
writer ever known.
Great stuff, Will. But
a billion fancy words
about easy Whiter
starting could scarcely
mean as much as this
one fact...

Special Winter Blend

CONOCO
BRONZ-Z-Z
is the high-mileage gasoline
that gives any car in average
condition the full Whiter
starting ease built hi
at the factory.

DRIVE IN TODAY

PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIMALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTLY. PHONE 257.
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

ROSE & MOELCK OIL COMPANY

ANITA TRIBUNE.

GTART
0

the day cheerily ,
comfortable, crisp Pi &""
tog fr«*t 1860, with C^;tl
and several scallops -

ByEDWHEELAN
'DAD' &TtRLIN$,THE OLD CLCWN WHO HAD BEEN IN THE
WELCOMED BACK VI.TH OPENED ARMS
&V THE RtST OF THE' TOEVS

I GUESS A FEW tWS AROUND
OLD COO* MOUSE
3\RE Or THAT, FLIP •
,, <>y ,HU WAV, aeFF.IBLLS MfcT^
HAL THOMPSON IS 3OIN1N& THE
3M0AA/ MEKT NWTrEH •
SAV. I'LL &&T

LOST A LITTLE
HAVEN'T MISSED
VOU FELLOWS.TOO
T HAD A

; BUT

VOU LOOK MIGWTV
GOODT&

CL06E CALL.BOVS
&UT THE DOC 5AYS

VJELL.VOU OLD RASCAL
A SIGHT FOR.

SORE- eves

I'M

O.K.

vary its personality by m,,, ^
up both ways in different^ ""
—sometimes with the taiio
lar and sometimes with tl•»
square neckline. Choose
ham, percale, Unen and caii
this.
Bnqae Frock, Slip Incim^ I
Here's a godsend for busy?1
ers-a practical pattern
that includes both a basque i

THAT MAV(PS MVRA

AJOVJ !'

PRETTY KAPPy_.
IS THE
CHILD

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Vincent Always Travels by Air
O, MISTER, PLEASE
HELP ME - FATHERS
IN ONE OP HIS
TANTRUMS
AGAIN _

WHO, ME

NO LADY
EVER HAODA
ASK ME

PER HELP
TWICE

STOP CRYIN',
AMSS - I'LL QUIET
YOUR OLD MAN
IF I GOTTA
BOP 'IM ONE

POOR FATHER! EVER
SINCE HE MET WITH
FINANCIAL REVERSES
HE'S BEEN UNDER
THE DOCTOR'S CARE

OH, MISTER,
YOU'RE SO
KIND

DONT LCT THIS BOTHER
YOU, MISS - IT
HAPPBNS TO WE
AH. THE TIME

8568
A LADY IN DISTRESS APPEALS
TO VINCENT

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Und Da. hs How It Happened!

MESCAL IKE

Try and Tell a Woman Anything

SAU.Y,
VLM BRIW&
TW ROD BACK
1
FAST AM TMZW FORWARD TvWCe
AS PAST_AM' DONTT
reRsirio
KEEP iu' BEEV. HAiorxE. UP
vuuiisr

CM NO'. MOT

THET 1 VUUO. SCARS
EVERY PISH IN
TU' POMO.'

for school, and a pretty slip.
can really solve most of
small daughter's school probS
by using this two-way
time and again. It's very i
and quick to do. Make the {
of challis, wool crepe, git
percale—and to velveteen
be sweet for parties, too.
The Patterns.
No. 1860 is designed for siajl
16, 18, 20; 40, 42. Size 16 ra
5 yards of 35 inch material;]
yard contrast for collar, 2 ;
bias binding for collar less:
No. 8568 is designed for:'
8, 10, 12 and 14 years. Size !|
quires 1% yards of 38 inch)
terial for the "frock, % yardt
trast and 1% yards trimming.]
yards of 36 inch material for;
1% yards ruffling; 2 yards I
ming.

Send your order to The I
Circle Pattern Dept., Room I
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago,!
Price of patterns, 15 cents r
soins) each.

•

(Ben Syndicate—WNtJ Senictl

0
HUMANITY'S HOPE

POP—Not Too Big, Please

By J. MILLAR WATT

"Our nation b made up »f '
of people of all creeds, all relit
races. «I1 tongues. Our form of I
raent is the last hope of humaoiir '
democracy ntost wirvive. « •*
vived. It doe* not have •"
"

•tor H. Styb»BrUfr».

I THINK I'LL BUY YOU
A GOLF CLUB, POP/

NOT MOR& THAN
TWO UuMDRED ACRES,

PLEASE !

Beware Co

The Bell Syndicate. Inc.—WNU Scrvlc*

CHOICE IN BOOKS

ft HBP JUrtlo» ft*'. F<I«W

M IBi 1IIHH k KIWrt

I:'HO Wto-Ts ft RthD p«rn,
HE 60 ir«o 51UN

Ai* 6t<«woe

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

K'HIS 1L nil HiM WHICH

wHiD ei > toot WOK

n 50RW i) BMHfR HJM
t CHUT RtKH tHJ

QM

TRY ANYTHING ONCE
A butcher in Ohio received from
a friend in Florida several small alligators, which he proudly displayed
I in a small tank at his store, so as
to arouse public interest. One of
his best customers came into the
shop that afternoon. He noticed the
alligators and looked at them quite
a long time.
Then he said to the butcher: "1
i1 suppose a person might as well be
dead as to be out of style. I've
1
never eaten them before, but you
| can give me a couple of pounds of
, alligator. What's the best way to
cook 'em?"
No Use Trying
"Won't you take the sleeping powder the doctor prescribed, Maria?"
asked Mr. Meek.
"Yes—but you won't get the front
door key," replied his wife.

(W» REACHMfe BOCKS fWM

Round Robfaen
Clarence—Have you heard Frank's
story of how he fought off three
robbers single-handed?
Jim—Yes, I told H to him.

WEATHER.
BLIZZARD RA&ING IN
REPORTED IN CANADA THE. NORTHWEST

BLANKETS
TWE MOUNTAIN5

. Nattoaml i
Every war is a national
Ity whether victorious <r
Gen. Von Moltke.

Give a Though
MAIN
WINTRV PlAST

HEAPEP THIS

WINTEK STOPS
ACTWITV IN EUROPE

w xrur, in wf wfwtv • • • like our* clear mcrow UK t
. . . there's • «e«dy ro'
wl
•oiogoo-Chaogciiod'0 .ul
•adfood price*. •(>"
hu crown... the f»" <" ;,:>|I|
two prices—these aw"'1 > ,,,»i|
is ably coveredlnaJ»«r" """
• Smart people wholp|'^ /
up-to-the-minute io
f»
current CTeots, follow •' u > ,,.,
meots as closely as '" ' '
• Ther know what's J->^
America . . . and th-y •' '
where aumef buy* "

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,
+ 4 + -f
f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST t
( h a s , Lockard, Pastor.
+

Gift Selections
PAJAMAS and GOWNS

STEP-INS

Rayon and satin striped, in
plain or lace trimmed.

r a r i t i e s or brief t y p < <. i" »
v a r i e t y t'f styles.

$1 to $5.95

25c (o -SI

HOSIERY

SHIRTS

The ideal pift for her; a larjrc
selection in Rollins and Admiration.

^,.,,'s sanforized dress shirts,
fusc<l collars, plain or fancy,
sizrs !-)'-• t o 17.

79c to $1

$1

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1939.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Sumby School at, 10:00 a. m.
M o r n i n g worship at 11:00. The
December 9, 1909.
message of the morning, "Jesus am!
Local junk buyers are paying ?6
; Womanhood," will he dedicated to the
a ton for okl scrap iron.
' f a i t h f u l women of the conRrcjiation.
A new barn is to be erected on the
C h r i s t i a n Endeavor at 0:30 p. m. Anita Methodist church parsonage
- T o p i c f« r discussion, "Teaching:,
A
C
Piwhiiw , "«»^;ink ;^ut r 'To''™.** of Pythias lodge has
of officers, GHUT
purchased new and elegant costumes at
Madson and Charles Miller were chos-

r, r:,r;" *:::;:;=;.• ::;' r^'S *. p»r/rr,

'
•
treasurer.
Kveninjr worship at 7:30. Sermon
topic, "Moses 1 Choice." Senior choir
will present special mucic.
l a d i e s aid meets Wednesday at the
church and will serve a 15c dinner
to the public from 11:30 a. m. to
1 p. m.
j Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Sorensen de'sire the names of young married
'< couples who wish to form a Sunday
i • School class. Members of the congregation are requested to furnish names
of couples who might be interested.
Repairing and redecorating work at
the church continues. Oscar Lindblom and his aides are to be commended for their fine work. The auditorium will be finished and the work
in the Endeavor room well under way
by the close of this week.
The first monthly fellowship supper was a success. Fifty-two were
present. Velma Parker, Roy Atwood
and Donald Pollock were honored at
the birthday table.

dence property just south of the town
hall for which he paid $1,000.
Allen Hayter, who is attending
Simpson college, spent a few days
in the city last week with his mother

Madiiffs Food Market!
THURSD A Y-FRID AY-SATURDAY SPECIALS

Gol n i[

5C

All Flavors — 4 Boxes

17()

Bananas

£ J*

8
Sweet Potatoes Yt?»;!Sr
19c
6 Pounds
Crackers Fresh2-lb. andBoxCrisp I4c
2-lb. Package
23c
Dates
Large—Direct
Oysters Extra
From Coast—Quart 49c
CentoClIto
Chops
19c

and brothers
O. 0. Conley and Ed. M. Blakesley
BLANKETS
TIES
have traded residence properties. Mr.
Part
The all purpose gift,
Men's hand-made wool lined
Conley received a cash payment of
wool
blankets
priced
from
$1,200 in addition.
tic s; a gift always appreciated.
Arthur C. James, who has been
$1.98 to $3.49
49c
in Canada for the past three years,
is spending a few weeks in Anita with
PILLOWS
DISHES
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor + -f -f + «• +» -f -f t
with his parents and other friends.
Satin or crushed velvet, kapok
A large assortment of fancy
There was a happy family reun- of The Federal Land Bank of Omaha, 4-' HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL I
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
filling.
glass dishes, priced at
ion Thursday at the home of Mr. and a corporation, and in rem. against 4I/O.. 0. P. HALL.
Mrs. B. D. Forshay, the principal at- Andrew Johnson, et al., and the here59c and $1
lOc up
H.
6. Bebheim, Pastor
inafter
described
real
estate
for
the
traction being a very much enjoyed
+ 4 4 - 4 - 4 - .4- 44 + + ^
sum of Six Thousand Seven Hundred
Thanksgiving dinner.
TOYS
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
WASH DRESSES
Samuel H. White, 83, a resident of Eighty and 86-100 Dollars ($6,780.86)
A large assortment of games,
Divine
Worship at 10:30 a. m.
I
did
on
the
23rd.
day
of
Novemher,
Cass county since 1875, died at his
A large variety of styles, in cars, dolls, trains, dishes, etc.,
Divine worship theme, "What!
home in this city on Nov. 29. He is A. D. 1939, levy on the property of
the new gay colors.
ranging in price from
survived by four children, one son the said Andrew Johnson and Kate Attitude Host Be Toward the
5c
to
$1.98
Johnson, his wife; Grant Jones, of the Last Times."
Frank S. White, still living at home.
$1 to $2.98
Ladies aid meets with Mrs. Ju
Dr. G. M. Adair went to Des Moines single; Lem R. Jones and Myrtle
Thursday to eat Thanksgiving dinner Jones, his wjfe; Roy W. Jones and Thursday afternoon.
HANDKERCHIEFS
Adult instruction class meets'
at Mother's table, and also to witness Ruth Jones, his wife; Jennie Ogle,
For men, women and children. A complete assortment of holiday
f + + + + + + + + > + + + "the great football game, in which his single; Lillie Rupert, single; Estella day evening at the parsonage.
4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH * "frats" were the winners over Ames Burkey and Orie Burkey, her hushandkerchiefs in linens, laces, sport and regular sizes.
Children's confirmation class •
f
Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. 4The marriage of Charles Guy Hay band; Ruth McKee and James McKee, held Friday afternoon at 4:00 c
5c to 59c
4 - 4 - f + + + + + + + + + + ter to Miss Itol Vivia Harrison was her husband; Minnie Burkey and
A religious school for children I
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes quietly solemnized at the Methodist Charles Burkey, her husband; Esther urday afternoon at 1:30 at the I
for all ages. William Crawford, Jr., parsonage in this city on the evening Knox and Britton Knox, her husband;
No teachers meeting this week.
BOXED HANDKERCHIEFS, lOc to 59c
Superintendent.
of Wednesday, Nov. 24, by the Rev. David Ogle and Mrs. David Ogle, the
Practice for Christmas prograuj
Morning Worship at 11:00 o'clock. W. E. Shugg. The bride was charm- following described real estate, to- 2:30 Sunday afternoon in the hal
Complete Line of Christmas Cards, Tree
No dinners will be served by the ingly attired for the event, and the wit:
Highland churchTrimmings and Gift Wrappings.
ladies aid during the month of De- bridegroom was at his best. The
The East Half of the SouthMorning •worship 9:00 a.m.
cember.
good wishes of a host of friends are
west Quarter (E%SW4) of SecSunday School at 10:00 a. m.
theirs, and may their life be one of
tion 1, Township 76, North of
long, happy years.
The Townsend club meets
Range 34 West of the 5th. PrinCHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
evening at the George Wild howl
cipal Meridian, Cass County,
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
Iowa,
DEPARTMENT STORE
"God the Preserver of Man" will be
At their home northwest of
and will offer the same for sale to
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA
Saturday
evening, Mr. and Mrs. I
the highest bidder on the 26th. day
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
mar
Gardner
entertained the
of
December,
1939,
at
the
hour
of
The Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Sunday, December 10.
bers
of
the
Highland
bridge
10:15 o'clock A. M., at the North door
Company, Plaintiff.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
High
scores
were
held
by
Mr.
andS
Charles O. Gippley et al., Defendants. of the Court House in Atlantic, CounMiss Maurine Turner, a teacher in 121:8, "The Lord shall preserve thy
CARD OF THANKS.
Ralph Curry.
ty of Cass and State of Iowa.
the schools at Macedonia, spent the going out and thy coming in from To Charles 0. Gipple, et al.
You are further notified that i:
We wish to thank our friends for Thanksgiving vacation in Anita with this time forth, and even for everMiss Nancy Mardesen of
You are hereby notified that by said real estate includes your home
the sympathy extended us during our her parents, H. H. Turner and wife.
Moines
was a Thanksgiving guest |
more."
virtue of a Special Execution to me ; stead, that unless you plat and record
recent bereavement, the death of our
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- directed, by the Clerk of the District
the
home
of Mr. and Mrs.
the same within ten days after the
husband, son and brother. We also
Robert Dasher, wife
three tations from the Bible and from the Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor
Shultz. MSss Adabelle Simon accu
service of this notice, I will cause
wish to thank those who assisted with children of Onawa, Iowa, spent Christian Science textbook, "Science
panied her aunt home to spend i
the funeral services; and the men who Thanksgiving at the home of her and Health with Key to the Scrip- of The Mutual Benefit Life Insur- said homestead to be marked out,i week end with relatives and friei
ance
Company
and
against
Charles
platted and recorded as provided by
picked the balance of the corn.
parents, James Rickel and wife.
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
i O. Gipple, et al., and the hereinafter, ]
aw an <j the expense thereof shall
Mrs. Milo Gochanour.
One of the Bible citations reads: described real estate for the sum o f , be added to the costs in this case.
Mr. and Mfs. Ed. Gochanour.
The Neighborhood pinochle club met "And
Moses said unto the people,
Brothers and Sisters.
Saturday evening at the home of Mr. Fear ye not, stand still, and see the Ten Thousand Four Hundred Seventy- | Dated this 23rd. day of November,
Five and 23-100 Dollars ($10,475.23) \ 1939.
and Mrs. Clifford Kearns with all salvation of the Lord, which he will
I did on the 23rd. day of November,
P. P. Edwards,
C. E. Parker and wife spent Thanks- members present. High score was shew to you to day: for the EgypA. D. 1939, levy on the property of
Sheriff
of Cass County, Iowa.
giving day in Casey with their son, held by Mrs. Ben F. Brodersen and tians -whom ye have seen to day, ye
the said Charles 0. Gipple and Ila
i Actually more beat per d<
Roy Parker and family.
low score by Mrs. Wilbur Heckman. shall see them again no more for
L. Gipple, his wife; Land Bank Com- j
SHERIFFS SALE NOTICE.
than anything else you can tajl
I ever. And the children of Israel missioner; Federal Land Bank of j
went into the midst of the sea upon Omaha,. Omaha, Nebraska; Federal jState of Iowa' ICass County, ss.
the dry ground: and the waters were Farm Mortgage Corporation; and Cass'„,, _ . . _
~
Anita, Iowa
a wall unto them on their right hand, County, Iowa, the following described lThe Federal Land Bank of Omftha'
and on their left" (Ex. 14:13, 22).
a
corporation,
Plaintiff.
Bert
C.
Ramps, Manager
real estate, to-wit:
Among the selections from the
Kate
Johnson,
et
al.,
Defendants.
The Northeast Quarter of the
Christian Science textbook is the folNortheast Quarter (NE\4NE\4)
To Kate Johnson, et al.
lowing:
and the Southwest Quarter of
You are hereby notified that by
"When we wait patiently on God
the Northeast Quarter (SW%virtue of a Special Execution to me
and seek Truth righteously, He diNE^4) and commencing in cendirected by the Clerk of the District
rects our path" (p. 254).
WANTED;~B»nd work an<T
ter of the Northeast Quarter
Do Your Christmas Shopping in Anita.
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor clean clothes for resale. Thrift i1
( N E V 4 ) of Section 8, thence
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f4
of The Federal Land Bank of Omaha, % block west of library.
South Twenty-Two and FiveSaturday, December 9
$25 Cash
+
METHODIST CHURCH
-f
a corporation, and in rem. against
Eights ( 2 2 % ) feet, thence NorthFOR SAIJE;—tally cards, 2»]
f
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-tKate Johnson, et al., and the hereSaturday, December 16
$25 Cash
east to a point on the South line
*- + 444
+ 444-»- + 4 4
inafter described real estate for the Tribune office, Anita.
of the Northeast Quarter of the
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m.
sum of Three Thousand Four Hundred
Tuesday, December 19
Duck Day, Ducks Free
Monument* aa£ Memorials, any»
Northeast Quarter (NE\4NE14)
Harold MeDermott, Superintendent.
Thirty and 43-100 Dollars ($3,430.43) any price. C,MHartley,
Twenty-Two and
Five-Eights
Church worship at 11:00 a. m. The
Thursday, December 21, Christmas Pageant, High
I did on the 23rd. day of November,
(22%) feet East of center of
observance
of
Universal
Bible
Sunday
50c buys 600 sheets of type*
School Auditorium, 8:00 P. M. No Admission.
A. D. 1939, levy on the property of
said Quarter section, thence West
with the sermon by the pastor on,
the said Kate Johnson and Andrew paper, size 8%xU Inches, at the
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

WEEKLY

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY JOSEPH W. LaBINE

U. S. Scorns Neutrality Policy
In Sympathizing With Finland;
Russia Moves Against Rumania
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
2e Se ofTe new, analyst and not necessari.y of this newspaper.)
T<c.1i»ased by Western Newspaper Union
~

INTERNATIONAL:
Tears for Finland
This month the Communist party's magazine in Moscow, Afiiator't
Companion, pointed out that "President Roosevelt is more and more
siding with the incendiaries of war."
that "American imperialists are
dreaming of world mastery," and
that American business is "sparing
no effort . . . to save European
capitalism."
This didn't jibe with the Republican party's ideas or wttfe"fch«se of
America's President, though e^ch
was fighting the other over an international red herring, namely, the

eign ministers for a defense talk,
heard that Nazi Germany was demanding his resignation. This gave
credence to reports that the Reich
and Russia planned to conquer both
Finland and Sweden and divide
them as shown on a map being circulated around eastern Europe. /Set
map.}
If this was far fetched, there was
nothing unlikely about a Russian
drive into the Balkans. A knowing
world (which remembers how Soviet "mutual defense" treaties have
made Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
subservient to the Kremlin, and how
Finland found herself at war for
refusing such a treaty) was not surprised when Moscow's Communist
International suggested a similar
treaty be consummated with Rumania .'

AGRICULTURE:
Self-Sufficiency

Mad.
or Late Gift'

BUSINESS:
Pledge

By fciJTH
ERE is a boy and a
that you can make
Th* body is two tubes 0 {,
made of fabric stitched t
to simulate socks and Shn
then Btitcfced, turned and
as indicated at the left
sketch. The head is a V
ball of cloth covered fi™!
cotton and then with '

After two days of denouncing the
New Deal in convention speeches,
the National Association of Manufacturers adopted a "platform of
American industry" which was notable first because it was a consensus
of U. S. industrial leadership, and
second, because it was only mildly
critical of the New Deal. Points:
(1) to labor, the association pledged
the highest income possible, a i
healthful environment, security, sickness and accident protection; (2) on i
collective bargaining, a defense of ,
the worker's right to choose his own
union, smattered with mild criticism .
of the national labor act; (3) to con- (
sumers, a pledge to seek greater .
value of products; (4) to investors,
clear reports of stockholders and j
maintenance of a sufficiently strong
capital structure.
|

POLITICS:
Deicey Sendoff
Overnight America learned it had
a potential presidential candidate to
oppose Franklin Roosevelt, should
he seek a third term next year. At
Princeton, N. J., a Gallup poll was
released showing New York's District Attorney Tom Dewey trailing
46 per cent to 54 per cent in a
mythical race with the President.
Significantly, most Rooseveltian support came from low income and relief classes, but it was equally significant that the President had more
strength than in a similar "trial
heat" last May. Carefully avoiding
premature commitments, the Gallup
summary warned that anything can
happen between now and election.
Not too enthusiastic was the national reception to Tom Dewey's
opening campaign speech at Minneapolis. Hinging his entire argument
on a forgotten and unimportant
Rooseveltian comment that "our industrial plant is built," Candidate
Dewey challenged: "Shall it be said
that new America is matured and
completed and overbuilt and incapable of further expansion and new
achievements? . . . I say no, with
resentment and anger."
Wisely, he left unsaid any opinions on how he would solve problems of agriculture, labor, business,
finance and unemployment. But observers hoped he would not be silent too long.
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FOR THE NEW TEAK'S PARTY
(See Recipes Below)

\
j
|

HouseholdNetus

stretched cloth sewed in th»t
as in steps 1 and 2. The <
made as in step 3.
The diagram shows howl
tubes and the head are sem
gether. Sew across the top 0[|
legs to make the doll jointed 1
the arms down and the tips j(|
feet up as indicated,
through the head when ...
bead eyes about half way I
the top and bottom. This •
the cheeks. A tew stitches i
make the mouth. The
skirt is cut straight. T!._,
sers are slightly shaped V
crotch. The sweaters are i
from the striped tops of chili
socks.
• • *
NOTE: The 10 cent editi»|
Sewing Book No. 4 is nowi
for mailing, as well as
editions of No. 1, 2 and 3. ,
Spears has just made quilt t
patterns for three designs s
from her favorite Early.
quilts. You may have
terns FREE -with your
four books. Price of
cents each postpaid. Sc
quilt block patterns without i
—10 cents. Send orders to)
Spears, Drawer 10, Bedford!
New York.

An Italian "Help- Yourself ' party
is a grand idea for informal entertaining—especially when you plan
For your New Year's eve party, to have a crowd. Cover tables with
why not plan one that is foreign in brown wrapping paper in place oi
flavor? Whether
linen, or'use coarse cotton tableyou like to sway
cloths in red and white checks.
to the rhythm of
In the center of each table placi
the rhumba, or
a
basket or a wooden bowl of fruit,
prefer s w i n g ,
to be served, later, as dessert.
you'llfindarhumMenu
(ba party with a
Italian Spaghetti
'menu of • Cuban
Vegetable Salad Bowl Garlic Bread
delicacies, full of
Fresh Fruit
charm for your
THE SPLTTUP?
Coffee
guests.
Map circulating in Europe shows this
Italian Spaghetti.
all
I
1
There
are
to be the division of Baltic and Scandi(Serves 8)
sorts of amusing
ing.
U
navian nations planned by Russia and
1 can imported Italian tomatoes
inexpensive fa- w
Germany, giving the Reich half of Sweden.
(large)
vors to give an authentic note to
correct U. S. attitude concerning
1 can tomato paste
your rhumba party decorations—litRussia's invasion of Finland. The
% cup water
tle pottery figures and tiny dolls
G. O. P. was obviously making a
dressed in Cuban costumes; and for
Vi teaspoon soda
political issue of Mr. Roosevelt's renoisemakers, a pair of maracas,
Salt and cayenne pepper to taste
fusal to recall Laurence Steinhardt,
those gourd-like rattles filled with
Mt cup olive oil
ambassador to Moscow. White
seeds that rhumba orchestras shake
1 clove garlic (grated)
House spokesmen argued plausibly
to emphasize the beat of the music,
1% large onions (sliced)
ASIA:
that this wouldn't be neutral, but it
and tiny wooden castanets that the
% cup parsley (chopped)
made little difference: Everybody
dancers manipulate with their hands
1% pounds ground meat (beef,
Blunder
and
Pressure
from the President down was alpork and veal)
Busily scattering diplomatic on- as an accompaniment to their steps.
ready unneutral, siding with little
Refreshments, too, can be dis1 package spaghetti (approxislaughts
in
every
direction
the
JapFinland so boldly that what few isomately 8 ounces.)
anese government found its "new tinctly Cuban. A dish that has
lationists remained were alarmed.
gained fame among visitors to Cuba
1 cup grated Italian cheese
order"
program
tor
the
Orient
obThe President publicly condemned
(bulk preferable)
structed by two Chinamen: (1) Wang is rice with chicken—"Arroz con polRussia's aggression, but indicated
io." With rolled sandwiches and
Ching-Wei,
popular
candidate
for
Strain
tomatoes, add tomato
nothing would be gained by severpuppet Chinese ruler, who blunder- plenty of coffee, you have a deli- paste, water, soda, salt and pepper.
ing relations. He next talked about
ingly blasted peace talks with the cious, satisfying supper.
Place olive oil in
a joint Pan-American declaration
The Cuban idea of coffee is small frying pan and
U. S. by printing four anti-Amerirebuffing the Soviet, which was
cups
and
plenty
of
them,
filled
with
can articles in his newspaper; (2)
add garlic, onions
merely a political move to offset
strong, black cof- and parsley. Fry
old Marshal Wu Pei-fu, "China's
Republican criticism. Finally, he
fee. If you like, in the oil until
only honest war lord" and probably
decided Finland's December 15 war
use decaffeinated lightly brown.
the
Japanese
government's
real
candebt payment of $234,693 ought to be
coffee, so that your Add meat and
didate for puppet. Marshal Wu upturned over to RFC and expended
guests can drink continue to fry
set Tokyo's plan the most: He died.
through the American Red Cross to
many cups in the until it is cooked
Evidently
deciding
to
make
the
purchase U. S. surplus commodities
Cuban manner, through. Combine the above two
FEDERATION'S
O'NEAL
most
of
Wang's
blunder,
Tokyo
forfor Finland.
without fear of mixtures and sunmer about two
Not to certain . . .
feited the American friendship she
sleepless
hours hours. Stir frequently.
Unabashed
had
made
by
agreeing
to
pay
U.
S.
facturers' sales tax, which he claims for property damage in
later. Remember
Meanwhile, cook spaghetti until
Soviet Russia was undoubtedly termed "simply the farmer's tariff."
that decaffeinat- tender in large quantity boiling waEurope's most generally disliked Groups like the Millers' National fed- China. Using pressure tactics, the
ed coffee needs a
power, but it mattered little to the eration promptly called it a "con- foreign office indicated displeasure little extra brewing to bring out the ter (salted). Serve tomato sauce
over spaghetti and top with grated
Bolsheviks. Having refused to at- sumers' sales tax on an essential over increased American naval rich Savor.
tend a League of Nations meeting food," but that didn't solve the prob- strength in the Pacific, indicating After-Dinner Coffee or Demi-Tasse. cheese. Serve very hot.
that Japan may wax friendly with
called by Finland in protest over lem, either.
(Extra Strength)
her invasion, the Soviet apparently
At least one major agricultural Russia unless the U. S. changes it?
Use 1% heaping tablespoons cofComing, Next Week.'
could choose between quitting the figure, the Farm Bureau's Presi- tune.
fee, regular grind, for each cup (%
league or being thrown out. Swe- dent Edward O'Neal, agreed with RELIEF:
All
this
talk about entertaining
pint) of water. Make by any methden m o b i - Mr. "Wallace in principal. Said he:
this way and that, and not a word
od
desired.
If
using
decaffeinated
lized against The farm program must be made Hunger in Ohio
so far about planning parties for
coffee, drip grind, measure wellthe menace. self-supporting "because national
the younger members of the fanaToledo's schools were closed and rounded tablespoon instead of heapI n D e n - prosperity is directly dependent on 20,000
ilyl
Something must be done
reliefers lived on limited ra- ing tablespoon.
mark's par- the welfare of the farmers."
about that right away—and next
tions.
Dayton
and
Akron
also
felt
Arroz Con Polio.
liament, all
week Eleanor Howe will do it—
Farmer O'Neal was less certain the pinch. In Cleveland, where 16,(Chicken with rice)
m e m b e r s of his constituents' support on an- 000 were.even deprived of the white
with an entire column devoted
Cut a chicken Into small pieces
walked out other point, the reciprocal trade pro- flour and apples formerly given
to young people's parties.
when a lone gram which comes up for congres- them, somebody noticed that gar- and wipe dry. Melt % cup butter or
Communist sional renewal next term. Though bage collections were smaller. Part other fat in a saucepan and fry the
chicken and a cup of diced sliced
g o t u p t o he called it "the best approach yet
You'll find lots of recipes for holiham, uncooked, until golden brown. day entertaining in the specially prespeak, and a made" to solve the foreign trade
Add a cup of canned tomatoes or pared leaflet "Holiday Recipes," by
few minutes problem, thereby agreeing with Sectomato paste, half a dozen small Eleanor Howe. You'll find old falater a prom- retary of State Cordell Hull, Mr.
SANDLER
olives, a teaspoon of chopped pars- vorites, and brand new recipes, too,
inent N a z i O'Neal thereby got many a dirty
A fign?
ley and salt to taste. Then add Vfe for Christmas cakes and cookies,
m e m b e r look from farmers who believe the
cup of rice. Brown the rice lightly, plum puddings, and confections. To
suggested that diplomatic relations program is undermining America's
stirring constantly. Then add 1 cup receive your copy of this leaflet,
with the Soviet be broken. Italian agricultural independence.
of boiling water and cook slowly, in send 10 cents in coin to "Holiday
planes were rushed to the Finns
a casserole in the oven, keeping Recipes," care of Eleanor Howe,
while Fascist crowds hooted the reds. THE WAR:
tightly covered, until chicken is ten- ! 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chi.
But 200,000 troops in the seventh
der and rice is done.
cago, Illinois.
Russian army continued to fight un- Squeeze Play
I Released by Western New.paper Union.)
abashed, puzzled, as was all the
Vegetable Salad Bowl.
So dull was western front warworld, at how little Finland could fare that both Britain and Germany
1 head lettuce (cut in wedges)
stage such a terrific defense.
Raw spinach leaves (coarsely
were reported shipping planes to aid
Frequent Cleaning It
chopped)
Meanwhile the diplomatic fore- the beleaguered Finns (see InternaProtection for Woodwork
1 cucumber (peeled and sliced)
casters were busy. Sweden's For- tional). Meanwhile Britain, France
1 green pepper (cut in rings)
Interior woodwork finish will last
eign Minister R. J. Sandier, who and other anti-Russian members of
1 bunch radishes (sliced)
called the other Scandinavian for- the League of Nations sought that
longer and look better if subjected
Onion (cut in very thin slices)
nation's expulsion when the League
to frequent and thorough cleaning.
Prepare vegetables and dry thormet to hear why Finland doesn't
MAYOR BURTON
It may be kept clean by periodic
oughly in clean towel. Chill. Place removal of surface dust and by prelike to be invaded.
Ohio's unhappiesl man.
For a time it seemed that Neville of this problem was dumped in the all the vegetables in a salad bowl venting the formation of grease film
Chamberlain's battle against Hitler- lap of Gov. John W. Bricker, who and toss together with well-seasoned Woodwork should be washed or
ism was being held in abeyance promptly dumped it right back. french dressing. Serve at once.
cleaned when dusting js inadequate
Garlic Bread.
pending outcome of Finnish hostili- When New York's Mayor Fiorella
For cleaning varnished or painted
Slice French, Italian, or white surfaces, solvents that will attack
ties, a possibility that became more LaGuardia asked him to take care
Joseph P. Kennedy, U. S. amplausible when older classes of both of the "starving people," the gov- bread in thick slices to, but not the covering must be avoided as
bassador to Great Britain, arFrench and German troops were de- ernor suggested that he clean up his through, the bottom crust. Crush well as abrasive preparations.
rived via transatlantic clipper for
mobilized. But this was only part own back yard. In Washington, one clove of garlic. Add to % cup
conferences which may help deA good quality of soap will usually
of the plan-. The allies were fighting WPA Administrator F. C. Harring- of butter and heat over a low flame do) a satisfactory job. When the
termine parts of the U. S. foran economic war, and their most ton denied the governor's accusa- for about 5 minutes. Strain out the paint is flecked, marred, or discoleign policy.
potent weapon was only then being tion that Cleveland's acute problem garlic. Brush slices and top of the ored,
it is necessary to resurface
AJ Capone, former Chicago
sharpened.
"is due at least in part to political bread with the garlic butter. Heat the woodwork.
gang lord recently released from
in a moderately hot oven (375 deThe weapon had two edges. manipulation of WPA."
Alcatraz, was placed under the
for about 15 minutes. Serve
French-British fleets were ordered
The most unhappy man in Ohio grees)
care of Dr. Manfred S. GuUma L -hRefrigerator Tips
to seize all German exports wher- was Cleveland's Mayor Harold H. at once.
er, prominent psychiatrist.
Perishable
food always should be
Rolled Sandwiches.
i-ver they might be found, thus cut- Burton, who got a blunt refusal
Fritz Kubn, German-Anioncan
placed in the refrigerator as soon
Cut
fresh
bread
in
thin,
even
ting
off
the
Reich's
supply
of
forwhen he asked the governor to call
"bundsfuehrer" convicted uf
possible. Raw fruits and vegeeign exchange. The other edge: A a special legislative session to deal slices. Trim off crusts. Spread with as
stealing his organization's funds,
tables
best washed first under
plan for allied purchase of all ex- with the relief problem. The ftnal soft butter or with any desired fill- runningarewater
was given 2V^ to 5 years at Sing
and the outside ol
ing.
Roll
and
fasten
with
toothpicks
portable
surpluses
of
Germany's
blow came when his city council deSing prison.
bottles wiped with a dame
neighbors, at prices the Reich was manded that he restore "full re- Place sandwiches in a deep pan milk
Irene Castle McLauglilia, once
unable to pay. After a few days of lief" immediately to single persons and cover with a cloth wrung out of cloth. Lett-overs should be cooled
necessary, and placed in spotless'
an international dancing star,
tins, German economists were not and childless couples, who were cut hot water (this must not touch the iftightly-covered
containers to keec
dropped her suit to divorce her
sandwiches). Let stand for 15 minashamed to admit the blockade was off "so that children might eat."
odors from escaping and uncon
sportsman husband, Maj. Fredbeginning to pinch. Only Rumania
utes.
Just
before
serving,
tuck
a
Moaned the mayor: "If anyone
eric McLaughlin.
under sudden pressure from Russia' can tell me where to get the money. sprig of watercress into one end genial flavors from mixing. Food!
refused to cut her sales to the Reich' I'd like to know."
of each sandwich, for garnish, and with strong odors, such as cheese'
if put into the refrigerator, should
remove the toothpicks.
be kept on a top shelf.
This winter, to cut the federal deficit and still provide $500,000,000
more for defense, congress must
save elsewhere. Early to see handwriting on the wall is the department of agriculture, which promptly
announced a 50 per cent slash in
cotton export subsidies. But Secretary Henry A. Wallace will not stand
idle and watch congress wreck his
expensive farm program. Meeting
at Chicago, the Farm Bureau federation heard Mr. Wallace drop a
few hints of what he has in mind.
The general plan: To make the
farm program self-supporting to assure its permanency. Possible
means include re-enactment of processing taxes (voided by the Supreme court in 1936), the domestic
allotment certificate plan, and earmarking all custom receipts (instead of only 30 per cent) for payment of farm benefits. Most broadly hinted plan is a general manu-

Foreign Parties Are Fun

'COLDS

Both acfut end raw
Itetwf tMt cMMmfenf wayhourtofdbcotnlort
At the first sign of sore throat6
a cold followthe directionsaj
pictures above—the simp
among the most effective i
known- to modern science
fast relief.
„
The Bayer gargle will »
you—easing throat rawness'
hurry. And the Bayer Aspin""
internally quickly relieves IK"
painful cold symptoms.
Try this way. You wll
unequalled. But when you'
sure you get the fast- •
acting Bayer product
you want Ask for Bayer
rjte lull name.

6SHUIMS
Great Unknown
The world knows nothing
greatest men.—Sir Henry
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

CLOSING OUT

ANITA SCHOOL NEWS

Have you done your Christmas
hinting yet?
Normal Training Club Meets.
* « *
The November meeting of the NorHeard around town . . . what are mal Training club was held Tuesyon getting Pete for Christmas this day in the Normal Training room.
year? . . . Oh, I think I'll get him The theme of the program was "Verse
boot-socks, his old ones are about Speaking." The program was as fol1 intend to quit farming, I will sell at public sale, at my residone for ... and I hate to patch lows:
7% miles south of Anita, 6% miles north of Massena, on
No. 148, Commencing at 12:00 o'clock, on
them . . . and maybe some handker- November in Our Rural Schools,
chiefs.
Marie Burns; Review of a Thanks* * *
giving Picture, Richard Duthie; InRemember how much snow we had troduction to Choral Verse Speaking,
the following described property:
five years ago this week? . . . bet the Virgil Wolf; and Explanation of
teachers will never forget it ... Records, Miss Brown.
neither will this family.
3 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 3
A social hour of games suitable for
* * *
urn team of bay mares, smooth mouth, weight 2600; 1 grey
rural
school* followed the program.
j, smooth mouth, weight 1600.
Snow or rain would be a welcome
A lunch completed the meeting.
;hing after this long dry spell.
* * *
HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE — 9
A. H. S. To Play Menlo.
ur milch Cows, all giving milk; 2 yearling heifer calves; 2
Signs of the times: Mom, know The Anita basketball team will go
[calves; 1 Short Horn bull, 2 years old.
what I wish Santy would bring me? to Menlo Friday evening, where they
. an air rifle . . . or an airplane will play two games with the Menlo
30 HEAD QF GOOD STOCK HOGS.
. Pa says that it is getting 'most boys.
butchering time . . . the porker is
in Crib. 175 Bushels of Medready as soon as the weather is ... Preliminary Declath Contest Here.
and the cook says fresh meat would
The three declamatory contestants
im a
6"*ons of Oats Hay. 12 Acres of
3orn Stalks. 7 Dozen Buff Orphington Chickens. taste swell . . . good old country will meet contestants from Lewis and
sausage and pancakes with sop.
Wiota here in the high school audi* * *
torium on Thursday evening at 8:00
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
o'clock.
Smell
of'
cookies,
ginger
crisps,
ton wagon, with a triple box, good as new; Davenport iron
anise cakes, fruity rocks and herThose participating from Anita are
agon and box; low wheel wagon; hay rack and wagon; 8-foot
mits—ummm-ummmm . . . and some Richard Duthie, humorous; Marilynn
disc; two 4-section harrows; 14-inch Deere stag gang plow;
Good Enough sulky plow; 14-inch Deere walking plow; Towone says you're supposed to dunk Kohl, oratorical; and Virginia Nichols,
lace
cultivator; two 6-shovel cultivators; 6-shovel walking
l
them
. . . everybody knows that half dramatic.
or; Deere manure spreader; Deere hay loader; McCormick
the fun of eating Christmas cakes
Please note that the contest was
ke; 5-foot McCormick mower; Emerson side delivery rake;
John Deere corn elevator; 8-foot John Deere grain binder;
is in seeing who can crunch the previously scheduled to be held at
^jere corn planter, with 160 rods of wire; hand corn sheller;
loudest . . . cook says she still thinks Wiota, but has been changed to Anita.
aper; grindstone; harrow cart; 6 rolls of wire cribbing; 28it's a good, idea to warn the recipient
ension ladder; 12-foot ladder; a quantity of lumber; 3 sets
of her brand of sweets to "brew Where Teachers Spent Vacation.
1%-inch harness; 12 hog troughs; 70-gallon hog fountain;
Miss Taylor and Miss Buthweg, at
! of good shop tools; several shovels and spades; 6 dining
the coffee, the cookies are hard."
bhairs; book case; commode; chest of drawers; chiffonier; din* * *
their homes in Audubon; Miss Budd,
" i table; kitchen cabinet; 6 lamps; 3 lanterns; pressure cookTo you who have sent or promised at her home in Anita and in Atlantic
al. crock; glass churn; egg case; cream can; 8 flat gal. crocks;
Butternut labels—thanks, a million. over the week end; Miss Knowlton,
grinder; 6 jugs; ice box; Beatrice cream separator; wash
nd other articles too numerous to mention.
You may- be sure that every one is ap- at her home in Anita and in Des
preciated . . . anyone else who has Moines over the week end; Miss
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
any to be sent in and would like to McKinney, at her home in Colo; Miss
have them picked up, just ring 16 Darrah, at the home of her brother
|SJ—CASH, All articles must be settled for before removing
at Tabor; Miss Hollen, at her home in
R 26 ... yep, phone is in again.
*0m the premises.
* * *
Atlantic; -Mr. Feller, at Elgin; Miss
How true it is that a thoughtless Kyle, at her home in Fairfield; Miss
little word can cause so much heart- Brown, at her home and in Perry; Miss
ache, while a thoughtful deed or word Hiatt, at her home in Richland; Miss
BARBER, Auctioneer.
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
Neith, at her home in Independence!;
can give so much happiness.
Miss Buchanan, at her home in St.
Harry Kaskey, a traveling sales- Charles; Miss Baker, at her home in
Thorle Robison, wife and children man for a St. Louis shoe company, Oikaloosa; and .Mr. Boren, at his
RELIEF FROM of Des Moines were Thanksgiving day was a week end visitor in the city home in Anita.
i off DUtrau Arising from guests at the home of his parents with his sister, Mrs. Chester A. Long
Seniors Receive Rings.
and husband.
IACH ULCERS C. A. Robison and wife.
The seniors have received their class
ICESS ACID Joe Vetter, a student at Creighton Miss Ruth Ruggles, a student at rings. Those getting rings were
Mis of HomeTreatmMtttut
Tabor college, spent the Thanksgiv- Marilynn Kohl, Evangeline Lindblom,
University in Omaha, was home to ing vacation in Anita with her moth- Cathryn Curry, Frank Budd, Charles
i or It Will Cost You Nothing
i bottle* of the WILLAKD
spend the Thanksgiving vacation with er, Mrs. Lillian Ruggles, and with Krause and Leland Lantz.
have been sold for relief of
his parents, Joe Vetter, Sr. and wife other relatives and friends.
f dtetren arising from Stomach
IHc*r*daeto EXC Add—
Ivan Beecher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
' or Upset
Omer Plummer and wife, Mrs. E. E
Charles S. Beecher, left Sunday mornNorman
iHofmeister,
Merlin
Holland,
i AclsVSoldon
Soper, Mrs. Clara Haines and Frank Merritt Dill and Robert Crawford, ing for Minneapolis, Minn., where he
ftfflj
i treatment—tree—at
Schwenke have returned from a short students at. Iowa State college in will complete his training at the
visit with relatives near Knoxville and Ames, spent the Thanksgiving vaca- Northwestern Radio and Television
5NGERS BROS.
Galesburg, I1L
tion at their respective homes in Anita. Institute.

ANITA

Tuesday, December 12

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Jean Rogers — William Frawley — Robert Kellard
Eddie Collins — Minna Gombell
In a Laugh and Fun Thriller

"Stop Look and Love"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Sat-Sun. Matinee Sat

WILLIAM WATSON

' ^.--— •

Miss Thelma Pieper returned Sunday to Oskaloosa, where she is a
student at the Lacey high school, after spending the Thanksgiving vacation with her parents, Louis Pieper
and wife.

UIHHF IFDTURE*
:;

ll^ri%K

1 IffliH^l ^Imfeu

-^ HJJ gj.jflj EMM |OT| jZSS&v

The Anita Literary Club will meet.
at 7:30 o'clock Thursday evening a t ;
the home of Mrs. Albert Secress. Following the roll call, Mrs. Carl Mil- :
lard will read a paper on "International Relations."

USS BBB K3 9HI B H!B\ BH sJB^

f Ell Elm JTEHIUImEw

Don't MfssTftfs
tint of a
Great New
Ser/esf
RKO RADIO Picture

Wak
DOROTHY LOVETT
as Nttne "Judy"

ROBERT BALDWIN
as Lovesick Ray Davis

E N I D BENNETT • PAUL H A B V B T
\ MABCIA MAE JONES • JACKU MOBAN

Plus the Extra Special Attraction
Latest Edition MARCH OF TIME Entitled
"NEWS FRONT OF WAR—1940"
A Concise and Comprehensive Summary of Important National and International Events . . . See Communists and Nazis Bow to Each Other Over Bubbling
Champagne and Caviar . . . Don't Miss It.

Walter Wise, wife and daughter, |
Marie, Mrs. Nellie Richards and Roy
Robinson, wife and daughter, Peggy
George Largey was home from
Bill Tobin and wife, Dale KusLou, were Thanksgiving dinner guest's
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Ruthven, Iowa, to spend Thanksgiv- ter and Miss Dorothy Ehr, all from
ing with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Indianola, were Thanksgiving guests
Wise in Atlantic.
Peter N. Peterson, and with other at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
D. L. Murrow and wife and Tom relatives and friends.
Heckman.
Murrow, wife and children, Wilma
Mae and Betty, of Des Moines were
Thanksgiving visitors at the home of
their daughter and sister, Mrs. R. W.
WITH THE OLD RELIABLE
Forshay and family.

The Special Da luxe Sport Sedan, 1801*

' STYUNO

I MAKES

rrom front of grllltto raor of body (iailndi«)Ch»vVACUUM-POWER SHIFT roUl for 1940 b «• tongtitof oil towut-priccd conl

SUrEt-SIUNTVAlVIIH'HEAD BWINI

HEW FUU-VBrON
•ODIB It HMOI

r Everybody knows,
it takesfinefeatures to make fine cars!...
And Chevrolet for '40 is the
only car in the low-price
field that has all the fine
car features pictured at the
left! . . . Small wonder,
then, that it is also outselling all other new cars
for '40. ... Eye it, try it,
buy It, and you'll be thoroughly convinced that
' 'Chevrolet's FIRST Again!''
85-H.P. VALVE-IN-HEAD SIX

It T/ujIt Biujlt!
am Shipped to DMbn — NOT DRIVEN OVEMANDI

AND UP, *ot Flinl, Michigan. Traniporfulton
bated on ratf ratei, itote and (oca) lo«« (H any),
optional •qglpMnf and acoirorhi—«lra.
rVlcw mbfKl to chana* without nolin. Sump*
guardi—extra on Ma«t*r Si Strfo.

O.
W.
SHAFFER
&
SON
PHONE 244
ANITA, IOWA

William Schaake and wife of Lenox
and Donald McLennan, wife and children, Roderick and Peggy, of Des
Moines spent Thanskgiving in the city
at the H. H. Turner home. Mrs.
Schaake and Mrs. McLennan are sisters of Mli-s. Turner.
The Square Deal 4-H club met
at the home of Eldred Petersen last
Wednesday evening with thirteen
members and fifteen visitors present.
Eldred Petersen and Ralph Stone were
elected delegates to attend a state
meeting at Ames this month. During the evening a Christmas grab
bag was enjoyed At the close of
1he evening a lunch was served by
i the host's mother, Mrs. Max Petersen.
A meeting of the Friendly Circle
i was held last Wednesday afternoon
i at the home of Mrs. Roy Robinson
north of the city. Present were ten
members and four visitors, Mrs. Walter Wise, Miss Marie Wise, Mrs. M.
Hamlin and Mrs. Louis Pieper. During the business session officers of the
circle for the ensuing year were elected as follows: Mrs. Frank Neighbors, president; Mrs. Wilbur Dorsey,
vice president; Mrs. Harold Cooper,
secretary; Mrs. Harry Johnson, treasurer; and Mts. Paul Barber, reporter.
At the close of the meeting a lunch
was seved by the hostess.

NUZONE

and AMBER MIST
Guaranteed Samples Free
When you buy poultry

medicine buy it from your
Druggist. He k n o w * h i *
drugs best.
BONGERS BROS.

No need to "hole in" for the holiday

season when you can go places and do
things this easy, modern wayl Warm,
smooth-riding buses can make all your
holiday trips convenient and inexpensive.

EDWARD'S CAFE
Phone 3
Anita, Iowa
UNION PACIFIC

STAGES

INTERSTATE TRANSIT LINFS

Mineral Blocks
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager
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RESIGNS AS
ANITA LODGES ELECT
ACREAGE Ginger Rogers HasLeading LAUB
COUNTY ENGINEER Chicken Thieves Routed
OFFICERS FOR 1940 RALPH HAWK DIES
Role in "Bachelor Mother"
at
Lester
Scholl
Home
I PER CENT
IN ANW SATURDAY
Resignation of Henry C. Laub as
Cass county engineer was revealed
Monday by County Auditor 'M. E.
Hubbard. The resignation, to be effective Dec. 31, was approved by the
board of supervisors at its regular
session.
Laub, who is commander of the
Atlantic American Legion post, said
be has not decided upon definite plans
for the future.
Members of the board are now considering applications for the position.
Action may be taken at the next
board meeting on Dec. 18.
It was also revealed that Otto S.
Hayes 'of Bedford, Iowa, has been
hired as county old age pension investigator. The position has been
vacant for some time.

During the past week a number
of Anita lodges have elected officers
for the year 1940. The newly elected
1940 Will Be 93,635
officials for the different lodges are as Cancer of the Throat Proves Fatal
follows:
1105,061 Acres For
to Well Known Anita Man; Fun, Soft DepletKnights of Pythias.
eral Held Monday Afternoon
Cut 6.2%.
At a meeting of Logan Lodge, No.
at Local Church of Christ.
190, Knights of Pythias, last Wednesday evening, officers for^the ensur's corn allotment for
ing year were elected as follows:
Ralph E. Hawk, 68, died at his
cent lower than the
Solon A. Karns, Chancellor Command- home in Anita about 5:30 o'clock Satig to word receiver; C. H. Johnson, Vice Chancellor; urday afternoon, following an illness
Agricultural ConserCarl Shultz, Prelate; A. R. Robin- of more than a year from cancer of
Aon from the state
son, Master of Exchequer; R. W. the throat. During his illness he had
Des Moines.
Forshay, Master of Finance and Keep- submitted to several operations at
btment is a reduction of
er of Records and Seal; EC. G. Highley, the University hospital in Iowa City,
H giving the county an
Master of Work; Kenneth Gipple, but his condition was such that medP3B which-may be plantMaster at Arms; Charles 'Walker, In- ical science could not restore his
£1940, as against 105,061
ner Guard; Fred Boren, Outer Guard; health.
soil depleting quota
and Harry Swartz, Trustee.
Ralph Edwin Hawk, a son of the
has also been slashed
NOTICE.
late
Charlie and Hannah Hawk, was
Eastern Stars.
being set at 157,576
born near Exira in Audubon county
At
the
regular
meeting
of
Columbia
to 167,956 in 1939.
Maduff's Food Market will be closed
Chapter, No. 127, O. E. S., held Mon- on Aug. 9, 1871, and at the time of
cut for corn is only
on Sundays from Dec. 24 to April 1.
day evening at the Masonic Temple, his death Saturday was aged 68 years
than the soil deofficers for the ensuing year were and 4 months. He was a grandson
Miss Margaret Holloran *>f Denison
cials pointed out, leavelected as follows: Mrs. A. A. John- of the late Nattie Hamlin, one of the
spent
Sunday
at
the
home
of
her
about constant in this
son, Worthy Matron; Raymond Laartz, pioneer settlers of Audubon county.
sister, Mrs. Ben Brodersen and famoil depleting figure inHe grew to young manhood in the
ily.
Worthy Patron; Mrs. Glen Soper, Asbps which may be harExira community where he was marsociate
Matron;
Lloyd
Harris,
Asso[:
ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW
ciate Patron; Mrs. L: J. Hofmeister, ried on Sept. 19, 1894, to Miss Estella
Inpayments to Cass counFollowing their marriage,
at
Secretary; Mrs. Rosetta Anderson, Lewis.
feill be somewhat higher
they
spent
four years in South DakoTreasurer; Mrs. Hattie Wiese, ConZURFLUH GREENHOUSES
program. The govta,
returning
then to Iowa to make
Atlantic,
Sunday,
Dec.
17
ductress; and Mrs. Raymond Laartz,
ay more (10 cents per
their residence in Audubon and Cass
Associate
Conductress.
Public
Invited
to
Attend
npared to 9 cents for
counties. Mr. Hawk worked as a
ting less corn. For the
Masons.
farmer until 1929 when he retired,
Sidney
Larsen,
who
has
been
in
ole the corn allotment
At the regular communication of and with Mrs. Hawk moved to Anita
charge.of
the
North
Side
barber
shop
bced 12 per cent.
Obedience Lodge, No. 380, Ancient where they made their home until
for the past two years, leaves here
| assert that this
Free and Accepted Masons, held Tues- his death.
Dec. 23 for Council Bluffs where he
ely logical. The carryday evening at the Masonic Temple,
Mr. and Mrs. Hawk were the parhas secured employment in the barber
. the ever-normal granthe
following
officers
were
elected
for
ents
of six children, two of whom,
shop at the Chieftain .Hotel.
ant. Yields are on the
the ensuine year: Cecil G. Budd, Olive and Ralph, Jr., having preresult of the use of
Worshipful Master; Solon A. Karns, ceded their father in death. SurvivJohn C. Jenkins, pioneer Anita resiJ&etter machinery and the
Senior Warden; Lloyd Harris, Junior ing, besides the widow and mother,
dent and local justice of the peace,
|poorer land to soil-conWarden; Ed. L. Newton, Treasurer; are three daughters, Mrs. Lulu Kneeis a patient at the Iowa Lutheran
Raymond
Laartz, Secretary; and Fred land of Truman, Minn., Mrs. Arlene
hospital in Des Moines, where SaturB, past three years have
Scholl, Trustee.
Gipple of Exira, and Mrs. Glendale
day afternoon he submitted to an
Bushels per acre more
Robjson of Anita, and one son, Veroperation for strangulated hernia. His
Royal Neighbors.
|<the previous ten years.
non
Hawk of Truman, Minn. Other
condition was quite serious when
SCHOOL BAND BENEFIT
A meeting of the Royal Neighbors
bis production increase,
I
survivors
are eleven grandchildren,
taken to the hospital as gangrene
Dec. 18th.—H. S. Gym
was held at the I. O. O. F. hall FriBtings should supply all
i
five
great
grandchildren, five sisters
had set in. Latest word from the
Movie—"Daughters Courageous"
day afternoon with thirty members
I
and
one
brother.
The sisters and
hospital states that he is getting
Comedy and Vaudeville Acts
present. A social time was enjoyed
f?s rate of normal yield
I
brother
are
Mrs.
Will
Lewis of Pierce,
along as well as could be expected
Radio Given as Door Prize
including a Christmas grab bag. Ofrbeen increased to 37.8
|.Neb.,
Mrs.
Elmer
Heath
of Exira,
Mr. Jenkins is 77 years old.
Admission 15c & 25c
ficers for the ensuing year were electt.--36 - bushels
I
Mrs.
Lida
Donahue,
Mrs.
Cal
Maas
ed as.follojvs: Mrs. D. L..Spiker, past
suit of the greater proA 10-ear exhibit which took sweepMrs. Beulah Craig of Atlantic is oracle; Miss Mary Henderson, oracle; ' and Mrs. Sam 'Piersbn, all of Van
cre occuring this year.
stakes honors at the corn show in seeking a divorce from William Craig Mrs. Donald Chadwick, vice oracle; 1 Nuys, Cal., and Elmer Hawk of Fort
Anita last fall was rated the best on .grounds of cruel and inhuman Mrs. George Smither, recorder; Mrs. Laramie, Wyo.
In the death of Mr. Hawk, the comin the junior division for 4-H clubs treatment in an action filed in the Frankie Morrical, chancellor; Mrs.
at the grain show held in conjunction Cass county district court a few days John Dill, receiver; Miss Lena munity loses one of its highly respectwith the International Livestock show ago. Mrs. Craig asks $10 a week Schaake, marshal; Mrs. Mary Weim- I ed residents. His extended and painThe P. T. A. at Grant No. 4 is in Chicago last week. The exhibit temporary support money and per- er, inner sentinel; Mrs. Almira Rick- I ful illness was borne with a forti,will go into the holding a school program, and bene- was entered by Paul Steele, 17-year- manent alimony of $500 and one-half el, outer sentinel; Mrs. Ray Work- tude and patience that signified a
Dying season with the fit Thursday evening, with admis- old son of Mr. and Mrs. William of the household goods. Her petition man, manager; and Miss Jetta Knowl- rugged strength of will and character.
purchasing power in sion being canned vegetables or fruit, Steele, who walked off with the blue states that the couple was married ton, special auditor. The newly elect- I A devoted father and husband, his
greater than £hat of which will be distributed to needy ribbon honors in a record breaking May 23, 1936, at Grant City, Mo., ed officers will be installed at the | passing will be mourned by a large
number of friends, neighbors and ac|»m year," Iowa State families of the community.
display of corn from the farm belt.
and separated Dec. 2, 1939.
January meeting.
quaintances.
iltural economists reFuneral services were held at 2:00
o'clock Monday afternoon at the
ospective Iowa farm
Church of Christ with the pastor,
0,000,000 is'much less ]
1
Rev.
Chas. Lockard, officiating. Music
1734,000,000 Iowa farm
was furnished by Mrs. George SmithLate Howes
9t hut in terms of what!
Texas Seedless
er and Mrs. H. R. Redburn, with Mrs.
Phone 43
^stacks up higher on the.
Free Delivery
Anita, Iowa
Eric Osen as accompaniest. They
ounter.
sang, "Lead Me Gently Home, Father,"
power in Iowa this
"Beautiful Isle of Somewhere" and
ound 5 per cent higher j
"Sometime We'll Understand." Bur,
suming that the total |
ial was made in the Bowen cemetery
-reach $600,000,000 and
northwest of Anita with Ross Lewis,
index of things the
BriarTEXAS JUICE
32-oz.
bottles
Shurfine
Charles Spry, Frank Lewis, Clarence
|r buys will be about the
dale
ORANGES
Citron, Cherries, Lemon and Spry, Vernon Hall and Frank Hall
year as for the first
Fine Qfuality
Orange Peel, Mixed Fruits. acting as pallbearers.
10
pounds
..........
47c
CORN
PEAS
| several reasons why Iowa
Sargent coupons must be redeemed
be good customers durLarge, tenwhole
; before Jan. 1. Bring them in today.
DATES
ay buying season:
CHEESE
der, sweet
kernel
It
Rtoberts Produce.
are selling huge num-.
2
cans
2
cans
Hallowii
Kraft
pigs, chickens, turk- >
Briardale
Tall Corn Briardale
. tie and fed lambs, and |
Cass county has received an alloca2 Ibs.
2-lb. box
I be able to obtain loans
tion of $670 in ton-mile taxes from
25c
19c
by Christmas.
;he state commerce commission. Dishis is the fourth consec;ribution of the motor carrier taxes
i which farm income has •
s made in proportion to the number
POST TOASTIES—
PINEAPPLE
0,000,000. Last year and
of miles traveled in each county. The
2
Half Rings,
fore, farmers used their
state total was $37,181.
Pitted
packages
.
.
.
.
2
large No. 2i/2
omes to pay off back
2 No. 2 cans
cans
f, many of them are in a
A large crowd was in Anita Satnoose how they will spend|
Pecans, English Walurday afternoon to attend the cash
drawing at Concert Park. Again thia.
POTATOES—
nuts, Black Walnut
[European War has made
coming Saturday another $25 in cash
Miller's Banquets,
Meat, all fresh,
optimistic about proswill be given away, and on Tuesday,
COFFEE
APPLES
pound
prices in 1940 and will
Dec. 19, free ducks will be awarded.
bags
«5DC
effected in their ChristBe sure to visit Anita on these two
Fancy Delic.
Tall Corn
days.
Dozen
3 Ibs.
er, the general level of
Cooks
in
9
minutes.
MIXED
SOAP
rices declined 6 points,
Milo E. Hubbard of Atlantic, Cass
NUTS
of lower hog, cattle
5
bars
county
auditor, was elected secretary
l-lb. box Mint Patties
25c
es. Corn, oats, wheat,
Fancy
of the southwestern Iowa district of
P.
&G.
^advanced in price, while
1-lb. box Chocolate Dipped
Supervisors, Auditors and Engineers
I"; butter remained unCherries
25c
Lb. 19c
17c
Celery
lOc, 13c, 15c association at a meeting in Red Oak
1-lb. box Fancy Assorted
one day last week. Approximately
Chocolates . . .j
69c
Briardale — Pound Box
ONIONS—
Carrots, bunch
7c 100 officials from 18 southwestern
Bibl, well known Lincoln
2'/ 2 -lb. box Hershey's Kisses.69c
Iowa counties were present to hear
Red or Yellow,
er, had the misfortune
talks by state officials on matters perChristmas
Candies,
bulk,
lb...
15c
Radishes,
bunch
5c
to chop oft* the. end
5 pounds ......
taining to taxation, unemployment,
Black Walnut Chips, lb
25c
n the left hand and
relief, roads and social welfare. Those
Lettuce,
2
large
heads...
19c
| gash in thefirstfinger
Cocoanut Krisp, lb
20c
SWEET
DIPPING
White
present from Cass county were Hawand while cutting some
CHOCOLATE
Special Prices to Churches
Green Peppers, lb
20c ley Lynch, Mike Metz, G. E. Eshelhrt a fire. Following
and Schools.
man, F. W. IWiese and W. H. WohJr. Gissibl was quite
Baker'sDot
25c
Tomatoes,
lb
20c
lenhaus of the board of supervisors;
||he loss of blood beBitter Sweet
15c
Henry Laub, county engineer; Miss
lle to get medical atHomestead Milk
17c CHRISTMAS TREES
35c, 49c, 79c, 98c Cauliflower, head
20c Margaret Stouffer, welfare director;
and Mr. Rubbard.

Purchasing
test Since 1929

The frantic but futile efforts Ajf a
behind-the-counter girl to deny the
parenthood of a foundling accidentally
wished on her form the basis of the
Ginger Rogers and David Niven ^comedy hit, "Bachelor Mother," feature
attraction at the Rialto Theatre Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Discovering the infant on the steps
of an orphanage, Ginger is unable to
convince the authorities,. as well as
her own employers, that the baby
isn't hers. Her handsome boss, in
fact, threatens to dismiss her unless
she assumes the responsibility of rearing the child properly.
Ludicrous complications develop
when her employer's father, owner of
the department store, grows convinced that the child is his grandson,
and tries to persuade his son to
marry the girl. This hectic situation
produces a gay entertainment as the
various characters try to untie the
entanglements of the whole affair.
Miss Rogers, who* forsakes her
dancing shoes for this comedienne
role, is co-starred with David Niven,
who recently scored in "Wuthering
Heights."
Charles Coburn, Frank
Albertson and E. E. Clive complete
the featured cast of "Bachelor Mother," an R&O Radio Picture, under
Garson Kanin's direction.
The program will include the regular news reel and the (Walt Disney
cartoon, "Officer Duck."
pro- Jones Family Picture Tonight.
The Jones Family's latest film is
'"Quick Millions," feature attraction
at the Rialto this (Wednesday) evening, and every Jones is good for a
million laughs. The film takes the
family to the Grand Canyon to claim
a gold mine they have inherited, but
it costs them ten for every dollar they
get out of the mine. Jed Prouty,
Spring Byington, Ken Howell, George
Ernest, June Carlson, Florence Roberts and Billy Mahan are featured
in the cast.
A number of miniatures will be on
this evening's program. A Fitzpatrick
travel, talk brings the "Natural Wonders of 'Washington State;"" Robert
Warwick will be seen in "Ash Can
Fleet;" "Clocking the Jockies" is a
sports review by Ed. Thorgensen, and
Iowa news flashes through courtesy
of the local sponsor, Miller's Market.

Cranberries

Caught in the act while looting a
chicken 'house on the Lester Scholl
farm four and a half miles south of
Anita, three thieves have been the
object of a man hunt by county authorities for the past few days.
Shortly after midnight last Thursdpy, after guests who had attended
a party at the Scholl home had departed, Mr. Scholl noticed a car a,
short distance south of the house
flashing on and off its lights. Feeling that something was wrong he
turned on the electric light in the
yard, and when he did so, noticed that
a door to the chicken house was
standing open. Starting toward the
chicken house he could see the form
of a man inside, and as he reached
the building the man stepped out.
Mr. Scholl, who had a flash light in
his hand, hit the man a hard blow
with it, and while they were scuffling
a second /nan cam^ out of the chicken
house, and the two of them were able
to make their escape in the. grove
north of the house. The men doubledback to the car which was on highway
No. 148 and fled toward Anita with
Mr. Scholl in pursuit in his car. As
he followed them to Anita he was
able to get a good description of the
car they were driving and also noticed that there were three men in
the machine. License plates on the
car used by the thieves were found
to have been stolen.
The thieves when caught by Mr.
Scholl had seven chickens in one
sack which was tied, and in a second
sack had three or four birds. It it
thought perhaps that they had made
several trips to the chicken house
and probably had several sacks of
chickens in the car, as approximately
fifty chickens were missing from the
flock when counted Friday morning.

BRIARDALE GROCERY

Grape Fruit

2 Ibs. 35c
8 for 19c
Values For Friday-Saturday
White Soda
Candied Fruits
Butter
31c
25c
Roasted Peanuts
. 15c
Sugar
Sic
25c
53c
Red Cherries
19c
Colored Sugars
25c
5c
Kraft Dinner
29c
39c
Cod Fish
29c

Candies

Package^ 14c

Raisins 2-11*. 25c

THE ANITA

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
PEACHES, Clover Farm, No. 2U can
WzC
CAKE FLOUR, Swans Down, package
23c
CRANBERRY SAUCE, No. 1 can, 17-oz
15c
20c
DREFT, 7-ounce package
COFFEE, Clover Farm, vacuum packed, 2-lbs.. .49c
PEACHES, No. 10 can
NAPTHA SOAP, Clover Farm, 6 bars

39c

23c

TRIBUNE,
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
December 16, J909.
W. P. Barrett is quite ill at his
home in Wiota.
L. R. Galiher & Co. have purchased the Bovee Bros, hardware store.
R. H. Lantz marketed a fine bunch
of hogs with local buyers yesterday.
F. O. Naylor and R. C. Pratt have
formed a partnership and will engage
in buying and shipping livestock.
H. L. Moore has sold his wagon,
carriage and repair shop to William
F. Bannick, who comes to Anita from
Fremont, Neb.
Eby Smith entertained the little
folks of Berea at a candy pull last
Saturday evening, All report a very
enjoyable time.
With hay selling at $14 per ton
and ordinary straw stacks bringing
$50, it begins to look as though the
feed proposition was one worthy of
serious consideration.
The receipts at the first declamatory contest of the Anita high school,
held last Friday evening, were $44.10,
which was very good when one considers the weather condition.
The trustees of Evergreen cemetery
have sold a strip of ground off the
west end of the tract of land recently purchased from Jesse McElfresh to R. D. Vernon for $150 per
acre.
Fred Hansen has been appointed
deputy fish and game warden for this
part of western Iowa, and has filed
his bond with the state game warden,
and is now qualified for the duties of
his position.
Anita has profited by the putting
on of another westbound train which
reaches here at 8:45 p. m. It is a
flyer and makes only four stops between Des Moines and Council Bluffs,
and Anita is one of the stopping
places between the two cities.

PETERSEN'S

FACTS AND FUN

PHONE 300

(By Tillie)
I hope Santa Claus looks over my
supply of writing equipment this year
and decides to drop in my sock, one
of those mechanical pencils . . . one
that really works . . . one that's
always loaded . . . one that never
gets lost.
The Frank Schlater's dog Toby eats
apples but he's very dainty and choky
about his morsels. The apple must
be cut into very small pieces and
he flatly refuses to eat the core.

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SODA CRACKERS, 2-lb. carton.
MARSHMALLOWS, fresh-fluffy, £ 1-lb. pkgs.. 1*1
RAISINS, Thompson fancy seedless, 2 Ibs
KIDNEY BEANS, Yellowstone, 3 No. 2 cans •2it
PINEAPPLE, crushed or tid bits, 3 9-oz. cans •2*
DATES, bulk, new crop, 2 Ibs
•23t
GRAPES, P. & G; spiced, 16-oz. can, 2 for
JELL POWDER, Butternut, asst. flavors, 6 pkg!
Christmas Trees, Candy and Nuts of All Kinds For!
Holiday Season. Special Price to Schools-Church^!

Mrs.
Emma Wahe Foss, living
northeast
of Adair, is a flower and
23c
GRAPE FRUIT, dozen
plant lover and she has the knack
of handling and succeeding with
SODA CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
15c
plants such as one is accustomed
SHERIFFS SALE NOTICE.
. platted and recorded as
to seeing in green houses. In a fernFRUITS AND VEGETABLES
aw and the expense thereof"
ery at a north window of her living State of Iowa, Cass County, BB.
be added to the costs in this CJ!J
room are three large ferns that reDated this 23rd. day of Nflve,
semble a picture. A large luxurious The Federal Land Bank of Omaha, 939i
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
a corporation, Plaintiff.
fern on a pedestal fills a corner of
P. P. Edwards,
Andrew Johnson, et al., Defendants.
another
room.
A
variety
of
blooming
Sheriff of Cass County, i
State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
Established 1883.
and especially beautiful plants decorate her attractive home. She is also To Andrew Johnson, et al.
SHERIFFS SALEl<JOTia |
Published Every Thursday and Entered Ralston Purina Company, Plaintiff.
You are hereby notified that by
starting a collection of miniature
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as H. C. Meinhold, Defendant.
cacti and succulent plants for the virtue of a Special Execution to me State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
Second Class Mail Matter.
To H. C. Meinhold:
large south windows in her kitchen. directed by the Clerk of the District
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor The Mutual Benefit Life lnsu,
* * *
W. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher
You are hereby notified that by
Company, Plaintiff.
virtue of a General Execution to me
Speaking of pedestals, I saw one the of The Federal Land Bank of Omaha,
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year
a
corporation,
and
in
rem.
against
Charles
O. Gipple, et al., D(
irected by the Clerk of the District
other day that took my eye. Mrs.
Official Town and County Newspaper 'ourt of Cass County, Iowa, in favor
M. H. Luman has a stump of the old Andrew Johnson, et al., and the hereTo Charles O. Gipple, et al.
f Ralston Purina Company and
pine tree, a piece about 3 feet high inafter described real estate for the
Member of National Editorial
You are hereby notified thatl
g-ainst H. C. Meinhold for the sum
and about 10 inches in diameter, sum of Six Thousand Seven Hundred
Association, and
virtue
of a Special Execution i
Eighty
and
86-100
Dollars
($6,780.86)
f One Thousand Five Hundred Nintystanding in front of a south window.
directed
by the Clerk of the Bis
fhree and 31-100 Dollars ($1,503.31)
On the top of the log sets a pot of j I did on the 23rd. day of November,
did on the 22nd. day of November,
the most gorgeous Wandering Jew! A. D. 1939, levy on the property of lourt of Cass County, Iowa, in i
of The Mutual Benefit Life
. I). 1939, levy on the property of
you ever saw. The plant trails near- the said Andrew Johnson and Kate
ance Company and against Chi
he said H. C. Meinhold the following
Johnson,
his
wife;
Grant
Jones,
ly to the floor.
escribed real estate, to-wit:
single; Lem R. Jones and Myrtle O. Gipple, et al., and the herein
Ail the right title and interest
Have you any 100-pound sacks of j Jones, his wife; Roy W. Jones and described real estate for the SB
SHOP AT HOME FIRST.
of H. ('. Meinhold in and to the
salt to load or unload? If you do,! Ruth Jones, his wife; Jennie Ogle, Ten Thousand Four Hundred Sei
Five and 23-100 Dollars ($10,«j
following
described
real
estate,
The Christmas buying season is at
he's in good single; Lillie Rupert, single; Estella
call on Bill Morgan
I did on the 23rd. day of Novet
to-wit:—
hand and gift lists are being studied.
practice and will glady help with the Burkey and Orie Burkey, her husA. D. 1939, levy on the pvopettjj
North
Half
(N''/
)
and
the
2
band;
Ruth
McKee
and
James
McKee,
Home merchants have stocked their
job.
Southwest Quarter of the North» * »
her husband; Minnie Burkey and the said Charles O. Gipple
shelves with suitable gifts in anticipaL. Gipple, his wife; Land Bank(
east Quarter ( S W ^ N E t t ) and
Clarence Osen, wife and two childtion of a good buying season.
Who is the city lassie and the coun- Charles Burkey, her husband; Esther
missioner; Federal Land Bant]
the
East
Half
(Ey
)
of
the
2
ren
of
Wrightstown,
N.
J.,
came
to
Now that roads and weather are
try laddie that are planning a holi- Knox and Britton Knox, her husband;
Northwest Quarter (NW 1 ^), SecOmaha, Omaha, Nebraska; Fed
Anita Tuesday to visit relatives.
David
Ogle
and
Mrs.
David
Ogle,
the
good there will be a tendency for
day wedding?
tion Thirteen, Township Seventyfollowing described real estate, to- Farm Mortgage Corporation; i
shoppers to go to the big towns to
* * *
Twenty friends and schoolmates of
Six, Range Thirty-Four, Cass
County, Iowa, the following dest
make their purchases. There is a
It's rumored that two more couples wit:
County, Iowa,
Jean Dolores Btodersen helped her
real
estate, to-wit:
glamour about the cities and the big
The
East
Half
of
the
Southin Anita are anticipating the arrival
ind will offer the same for sale to celebrate her 9th. birthday last SatThe Northeast Quarter of I
stores that is hard to resist.
west
Quarter
(E^SWVi)
of
Secf babies soon from Davenport, Iowa.
the highest bidder on the 26th. day urday afternoon. Jean received many
Northeast Quarter (NE',,m|
But don't forget the home mi
tion 1, Township 76, North of
*. * *
of
December,
1939,
at
the
hour
of
pretty
gifts,
and
favors
were
given
and the Southwest Quarter i
chant. Give his stock the once over
Range
34
West
of
^he
5th.
PrinIf the owner who lost the Ford
the Northeast Quarter (S\V>v
before you hie off to the big town 10:00 o'clock A. M., at the North to each child.
cipal
Meridian,
Cass
County,
V-8 hub cap out this way last week
NE%) and commencing in ctt
The chances are you can fill most ol door of the Court House in Atlantic,
Iowa,
and Ted Knowlton entertain- will call and claim the article, the
your Christmas needs here at home County of Cass and State of Iowa. 1 ed Jetta
ter of the: Northeast Quart
and
will
offer
tne
same
for
sale
to
the
You are further notified that if said
members of the Neighborhood middle-between lad will likely part
at the same and in most cases at a
(NEVi) of Section 8, thei
the
highest
bidder
on
the
26th.
day
real estate includes your homestead, pinochle club Saturday evening at the with his found toy reluctantly, but his of December, 1939, at the hour o:!
cheaper price than in the big stores.
South Twenty-Two and Fm
Mother
would
be
delighted
to
have
At least give the home merchant a that unless you plat and record the home of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. the thing removed from the premises. 10:15 o'clock A. M., at the North door
Bights; (22 % '^"fcfit, thence Nort
chance. If he can't supply your need same within ten days after the ser- Earl Knowlton. The evening was
east to a point on the South iisj
of
the
Court
House
in
Atlantic,
Coun
The hub cap has been washed and
you can go away with a clear con vice of this notice, I will cause said spent playing pinochle at which high
of the Northeast Quarter of t
ty
of
Cass
and
State
of
Iowa.
polished
daily
with
my
kitchen
towels.
science. The home merchant is help homestead to be marked out, platted score was held by Mrs. Robert A.
Northeast Quarter
You are further notified that If
At times the ungraceful contrivance
ing to build the community in whic and recorded as provided by law and Wilson,
said
Twenty-Two and
Five-Eigtel
decorates
the
kitchen
table,
the
daven-1
real
estate
includes
your
home
you live. He should be given consid the expense thereof shall be added
(22%) feet East of center off
port,
library
table
and
chairs.
It's
j
stead,
that
unless
you
plat
and
record
Relatives
in
Wiota
have
receiver
eration in this Christmas buying sea to the costs in this case.
tne san
said Quarter section, thence'
>e within ten days after the'
Dated this 22nd. day of November, word that Pete Metz, a son of J. P always wise to look before setting j
son.
Twenty-Two and Five-Eigtol
service
of
this
notice,
I
will
cause
Metz,
was
recently
elected
reeve
oj
into a favorite rocker or wefindourAs a rule he is fair minded. H 1939.
(22%) feet to beginning, of Sec I
said
homestead
to
be
marked
out,
municipality
of
the
district
of
Regina
selves
wiggling
out
of
a
cupped
up
P. P. Edwards,
is willing to meet fair competition.
tion
8, and the West Half of tlu|
Sask
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa.!
"' Canada. The post is similar piece of black and chromium steel. platted and recorded as provided by
Look over the home merchandis
Northwest
Quarter (WifWK
law
and
the
expense
thereof
shall
to
that
of
a
county
supervisors
in
It makes no difference how many
first. Then if you can't find what yo
of
Section
9,
all in Township'
Iowa.
He
was
elected
with
be
added
to
the
costs
in
this
case.
11
times
a
day
the
thing
is
tossed
out
CARD OF THANKS.
•want, go elsewhere. But at least giv
North, Range 34, West of t
vote majority.
Dated
this
23rd.
day
of
November,
the
door,
it
always
finds
it
way
back
your home merchant a chance to serv
5th. P. M., Cass County, I°«|
To our many friends and neighbors
into the house.. Yep! I'll be a very 1939.
you.
While pouring kerosene from a can happy Mother if the owner will claim
nd will offer the same for sak
who were so kind to us during the
P. P. Edwards,
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa. he highest bidder on the 26th
that hub cap.
of the most uncomfortable be sickness and after the death of our hus- into the kitchen stove to start
fire
Sunday
morning,
Harry
Reec
band
and
father,
we
wish
to
extend
f December, 1989, at the
irig-s on earth is a woman trying t
Mrs. Rachel Derry was discharged
0:45 o'clock A, M., at the North*
our utmost thanks. Your kindness had a narrow escape from being
hold onto a secret.
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
f the Court House In Atlantic,""
and sympathy will always be a cher- burned when the oil in the can caugh from the Atlantic hospital last Frifire and exploded. The fire depart day. She had been a medical pa- State of Iowa, CassTcounty, ss.
A Missouri editor refuses to pub ished memory.
y of Cass and State of lo**
lish obituary notices of people wh
Mrs. Ralph Hawk and Children. ment was summoned to the Ree< tient at the hospital for several days. I
You are further notified tl»l|
home to help extinguish a blaze tha
while living failed to subscribe to th
The Federal Land Bank of Omaha, aid real estate includes your'
The members of the LANB dinner
home paper, and gives this pointet
Mrs. DosKa V. Scholl visited the was started by the explosion.
a corporation, Plaintiff.
tead, that unless you plat and'
and bridge club were 7:00 o'clock cov- Kate Johnson, et al., Defendants.
reason: "People who do not take th first of the week in Stuart with her
he same within ten days
ered dish dinner guests at the home
home paper are already dead, an daughters, the Misses Freda and Jane
service of this notice, I will
of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Scholl south To Kate Johnson, et al.
their passing away has no news value. Scholl.
aid homestead to be marked
of the city last Thursday evening.
You are hereby notified that by platted and recorded as proviA
FOR SALE:—Geese, dressed for ov Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. Glen virtue of a Special Execution to me aw and the expense thereof
ten or alive. Victor Olsen.
2tp
A. Roe. The evening was spent play- j directed by the Clerk of the District be added to the costs in this <
ing bridge with high scores being j Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor
Dated this 23rd, day of Move
FOR SALE:—Yellow pop corn
of T
guaranteed to pop 95'/,. Bryan Parker held by Mrs. Seholl and Maurice M. a "e Federal Land Bank of Omaha, 939.
Burkhart. Traveling prizes were won' corporation, and in rem. against
P. P.
Tally cards, 2 for lc; fancy tallie by Mrs. Chester A. Long and Mr. ' Kate Johnson, et al., and the hereSheriff of CBBS County,
with tassles and place cards for lc Burkhart.
inafter described real estate forj,he
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
sum of Three Thousand Four Hundred
The members of the
Thirty and 43-100 Dollars ($3,430.43) :Iub and their families
Monuments and Memorials, any size
Reduced Fares
I did on the 23rd. day of November, party Friday evening at the toff.
any price. C. H. Hartley, Anita. 2t
A. D. 1939, levy on the property of n Adair. The evening «as
for
FOR SALE:- -Electric range, cheap.
the said Kate Johnson and Andrew playing cards and other garnes,
Anna Porch.
Johnson, her husband; Grant Jones, unch being served at a late
Up
single; Lem R. Jones and Myrtle
Sargent coupons must be redeemed
Jones, his wife; Roy W, Jones and QUICK RELIEF FR
before Jan. 1. Bring them in today.
and RETURN
Ruth Jones, his wife; Jennie Ogle, Spurt**,
lnM Arisin
It
Roberts Produce.
Enjoy the advantages of
single; Lillie Rupert, single; fcstella
Burkey and Orie Burkey, her husWANTKO:—Man for established
TRAIN TRAVEL
band;
Ruth McKee and James McKee,
business in local territory. Heal opSAFETY and SPEED
her
husband;
Minnie Burkey ant
portunity for ambitious man. No
in
Charles Burkey, her husband; Esther
signers required. Car needed. S. F.
Air-Conditioned Comfort Knox and Britton Knox, her husband,
Baker & Co., Keokuk, Iowa.
3tp
Savings effective December
David Ogle and Mrs. David Ogle, the
FOR SALE:—Small Bungalow piano
15th on round-trip fares in
following described real estate, tocomfortable
coaches
and
/
which can be seen in Anita. Only $68
wit:
chair cars between all ,
left to pay. Also have practically new
|
^ The Northwest Quarter of the
points. Fares slightly highspinet piano with only $195 balance.
er in sleeping or parlor cars.
•Southwest Quarter (N"W%SW\4)
Continue the. payments on either of
BONDERS BROS.
Leave any day — liberal
of Section 1 in Township 76
return limits.
these. Write or phone Critchett Piano
North of Range 34, West of the
A delightful holiday trip for
Co., Dea Moines.
U
5th. Principal Meridian, Cass
those you wish to make
County, Iowa,
happy is an ideal gift. You
TAKEN UP:—Hog. Owner pay for
WHEli
pay for the ticket—we deand \\-ill offer the same for sale to
feed and ad. Phone 25 R 1&.
u
liver it.
the highest bidder on the 26th.
FOR SALE:—Spotted
yearling M A K E RESERVATIONS E A R L Y of December, 1939, at the hour"of
boar. F. A. Daughenbaugh.
tf
Ask Rock Island Agent for complete 10-.30 o'clock A. M., at the North doo
travel information or address
of the Court House in Atlantic, Coun
If you want the best tank heater
New steel water
C.
C.
GARDNER,
A.
G.
P.
A.
ty of Cass and State of Iowa.
on the market, see our line before
body
at your service
721
Locust
Street
You are further notified that
you buy. Farmers Coop., Anita,
Des
Moines,
Jowa
said
real
estate
includes
your
home
Iowa.
stead, that unless you plat and recor
COUNTY AUDITOR
Have Your
WAGNER FILLING 8TA*1
W A N T E D : - Y o u r dead animals.
1 the same within ten days after th
Island I service of this notice, I will caus
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges Ticket Routed
ANITA, IOWA
said homestead to be marked ou

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WANT ADS

Dog Owners
Attention!
Time To Pay
Dog Tax
for 1940

HOLIDAY
TRIPS HOME

Dog license may be purchased
anytime between now and
March 1st. To avoid penalty,
mail or call at the office of the
county auditor.

We wffl pick them
promptly.

M. E. HUBBARD

ROCK fi

Phone 257

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young

FARMS, RANCH?
and
30.

OWNER.

PHQTQGRAPH\
ByEDWHEELAN
VLL SAY HELLO To

SHE'S ON NOW,
' DAC- - !-ET<s
^TOTHE'&ACK

" WRA
HER SENSATIONAL
XJlllRg AND -TPAPEZE

DCOR." AND
SURPRISE WER

HEART ,
FAILURE

; STAMP
PHDTOS

MORE THAN VOL)

OtSON STUDIO
«fcte <**n) •

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS
LALA PALOOZA -Pinto Says 'Good-By' to Doctor McCarver
DOCTOR MCCARVER,
THANKS FOR SAVING MY
LIFE - WHEN
WILL SHE HAVE
HER OLD PEP
BACK AGAIN ?

SHE NEEDS
PLENTY
OF REST

A few bandfuls of salt
into an overheated stove ,
check it almost immediately
• * *
''
Icings will not ran off cakj
the cakes are first sprinkled ]
ly with cornstarch.

GOOD-BYE, LITTLE ONE
I MUST HURRY BACK
TO ST. LOUIS - YOU'VE
BEEN A WONDERFUL
PATIENT

Relief From Burns. — Ba
soda gives instant relief to \
or a scald. Applied either \v(
• dry to the burned part it
immediate relief.

Jay tttrkoir ByndlctU, Ine.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Young William Tell Hits the Apple

Never stir a salad. TossitlMJ
ly together blending the dt«
thoroughly with each piece.
• » *
Bich browp pumpkin pies \
ly acquire that tint by addi y ,
tablespoon of molasses to fell
ing.
• * *
To clean rollers on the
wringer .wipe off with a
dampened with kerosene andj
rinse well with hot water and!
dry with a soft cloth.

There's a Good Reajdl
You're Constipated^
MVhea there1* something
with yon, the first rule is: seta
*A« caw*, tt you are constipated!
dont enannto first and cure HI
afterwwd. Jtad out what's glytejl
CiBces««6i»p
eat the «nper-reflned foods mat I
people <to: meat, white bcesi I

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L HUNTLEY

The After Effect
AKJ TWEKJ VUM 6O AW
A. BfiKX.
-WUEV BATES - IS TMEf.

tood tbAt Imt consumed to&
body,
buttheteavee
a softand
']
maaa In
Intestines
a bowel movement.
If tt»<n la 'your trouble,!*!
should eat « natural "builc" pn> I
duclng food-BUch a one as3 »1
cruncby. toasted, ready-' ''"
'
Bran Is the ounce of
that's worth » pound gency reltot Xat it ev«
drink plenty of water, and
the RMUlara." AU-Bran tona
. by Keltogg-aln Battle Greet
Virtues Lost
Virtues lose themselves u
interest, as streams lose
selves in the sea.—La
cauld.

POP—Low of Time

By J. MILLAR WATT

SMITH SAYS W& CANT 6&T
-> TO THE OFFICE
TODAY,
SIR ~

ON ACCOUhTT
THE

H& SAYS HE HASN'T

FOG!

LUDEN'S 5*
Wordless Poem
A picture is a poem
words.—Corniflcua.

Cheerful News
GOK

SABOTAGE
(NAJRPtANE

A S1T?KT Woo BATONS

At school the first time, the small
boy started to sob bitterly.
"What's the matter, Willie?"
asked the teacher.
"Aw—I don't like school. And
Mother says I've got to stay here
till I'm 14."
"Don't let that worry you," said
the teacher. "I've got to stay till
I'm 65!"
A Long Dog

FRANCE (?CIV£N OFF

« KAKP
TO FWO IN THE PAPERS"

There was a dachshund once so long,
You haven't any notion
How long it took him to notify
His tail of his emotion!
And so it happened when his eyes
Were wet with woe and sadness,
His tail would still be wagging on
Because of previous gladness!
New Angle
Mrs. Jones—We need a new roof,
Jones—What's the matter with the
old one? It doesn't leak.
Mrs. Jones—No, but I don't want
to be ashamed every time an airplane flies over toe house.

DOANSPIt
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Glover Shirts
at
$1.50

GIFTS MEN APPRECIATE

Holeproof Hose
for Ladies
_ 79c and $1.00

at
$3.50 to $7.50

Hats
at
$1.95 to $3.50

Dress Shirt
Special
$1.15

House Robes

_

Glover Pajamas
at
$1.50 to $2.95

Plaid Jackets
(Zipper)
$2.95 to $5.95

Suede Leather
Jackets
$5.95 to $9.00

Suspenders
at
50c

Handkerchiefs
Box
50c

Belts
at
50c

SOMETHING NEW IN TRIPLE
NECKWEAR AT 75c.

Silk or Wool
Mufflers
75c to $1.50

MEN'S SILK PAJAMAS
$4.95
LADIES' OVER NITE
CASES
(Airplane Type)

H.25

i
J
*

Spats
at
95c

• ~
Corduroy Caps \ Sport Pants
! Zipper— Pleats
at (
69c ^"[ $3.45 to $4.50

Roe Clothing Co.

STITCHED

MEN'S DRESS OXFORDS
$3.00
$3.95

Selling for CASH and Selling for LESS.

Tie & flandkerchief Sets
$1.00

LATEST STYLES
$5.00

come and bring someone with you.

OUR STOCK IS COMPLETE

LET US HELP

YOU WITH YOUR

GIFT LISTS
FOR HIM

FOR HER

SHIRTS

GIFT HOSIERY
Rollins or Admiration.

79c to $1
PAJAMAS and GOWNS

Sanforized, in assortment of
patterns, sizes 14 to 17.

$1

TIES

A variety of styles.

Hand made, wool lined, and a.
big assortment of styles.

$1 to $2.98
HOUSE SLIPPERS

49c

Many from which to choose.

GLOVES

59c up
HANDKERCHIEFS

Black leather; lined.

5c to 59c

Wool, in plain and fancy colors.

$1 pair
SCARFS

Plain and fancy; a large variety.

The Cottage Prayer meeting and
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f
Chas. Lockard, Pastor.
+ Bible Study Wednesday evening at
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Morning worship at 11:00 a. m.
Christian Endeavor at, 6:30 p. m.
eon Anderson will direct the disussion of the topic, "Our Part in
he Missionary Enterprise."
Evening worship at 7:30. The senor choir will present special music.
Ladies aid meets Wednesday at
he church and will serve a 16c dinner
;o the public.
Senior choir practice Thursday evening at the church.
The Christmas party of the K. J. U.
club will be held at the home of Miss
Lulu Alvord Friday afternoon at 2:00
o'clock, with Mrs. Mable Sutton as
hostess.
Rehearsals for the Christmas pageant, "A King Is Born," have begun
with a fine response and enthusiasm.

59c to $1

HOUSE COATS

SOCKS

Full length zipper or wraparound style.

A complete assortment, priced

$1 to $5.95
DRESSES

lOc up
HANDKERCHIEFS

Prints and silks.

Boxed in plain and fancy colors.

$1 to $5.95
PURSES

29c to 59c
PAJAMAS

All colors and styles.

Outing or broadcloth; 2 piece
styles.

$1.19 to $1.79
HOUSE SLIPPERS
79c to $229

GLOVES

Fabric and kid.

59c to $1.98

TOYS
A complete assortment of games, dolls, cars, dishes, trains,
blackboards, etc., priced from

5c up

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA
OLE SAYS.
See America First: Scenic Facts:Oldest, Largest Living Thing: Alpost as old as the pyramids of Egypt,
nd still alive in Sequoia National
ark, Cal., stands the monarch of all
prests, the General Sherman tree. It
36V<j feet in diameter, the oldest,
rgest living thing in the world toy, and for five thousand years has
Bed wind, lightning, fire and old
It rightfully deserves to be

The Moon: The weird formation,
ing so much like pock marks on
moon, is really solid lava, full of
jagged pits—sixty-three extinct
Volcanic craters. This, however, is not
lithe silver planet that orbits around
Ikthe world, but a region known as

"Crater's of the "Moon" in Idaho.
Shortest Suspension Bridge: The
world's shortest suspension bridge is
located in the public gardens at Boston, Mass. Only a footbridge built
across a lagoon, its piers and cables
are sturdy enough to carry heavy
loads. It looks something like Brooklyn bridge—but "liners" that cruise
beneath are only little swan-boats.
* * *
Layer Cake—Ummm: A giant piece
of layer cake, strata laid down by the
centuries, was cut by a knife, which
was the swiftly flowing Ausable River
The cake-like walls—layers uf vari
colored sandstone which have been
piled upon the other in perfect align
ment—may be seen in AusabJe Chasm
New York.
TRY A TRIBUNE WANT AD.

BUILDING $$$ and
COMMON SENSE
Building a home is the safest way to save—under
the F. H. A. plan the maximum interest is now 4VV ; <.
Rent checks will now actually pay for a new house or
modernize your old home. We offer you F. H. A.
and plans to fit your purse.
NO OBLIGATION FOR A CONSULTATION.

ANITA LUMBER CO.
ROBERT SCOTT, H. D. (House Doctor)

7:30 »t the L. K. Nichols home. Our
bible study will cover the 9th. to
llth. chapters of Romans.
The Women's Home Missionary Society will meet with Mrs. Harvey
Turner Thursday afternoon at 2:00.
The choir will meet for practice
Thursday evening at the Harvey Turner home. The music committee will
meet at 7:30.
The Home Guards will have their
Christmas par tyvand-grab bag at the
Albert Karns home Friday afternoon
at 4:00 o'clock.
The children of the Church School
will meet at the church Saturday afternoon promptly at 1:30 to practice
for the Christmas program.
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
«•
I. O. O. F. HALL.
•f
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.

4
4
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f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
*• Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. -f
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Children's confirmation class will be
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Classes
for all ages. William Crawford, Jr. held Friday afternoon at 4:00 o'clock.
« A religious school for chftdren SatSuperintendent.
Due to the fact that the pastor urday afternoon at 1:30 at the hall.
Highland church—
will be supplying the pulpit of the
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
church at Riceville, Iowa, the mornSunday School at 10:00 a. m.
ing worship services will be in charge
of Rev. Mills of Adair.
Miss Nettie Steinmetz spent TuesThe Pilgrim Fellowship will be held
day
with friends at Elliott.
at the church Thursday afternoon at
5:30 o'clock. Come and bring a dish
s we will have a pot luck supper' Sargent coupons must be redeemed
efore Jan. 1. Bring them in today.
ogether.
it
Roberts Produce.
At 1:30 Saturday afternoon, the
sunday School will meet to practice,
The American Legion and Auxiliary
his hour has been moved up from,
will hold their regular monthly meet:00 to give time for us to take part
ng at the home of Mr. and Mrs
n activities down town. It is importJteorge Shaffer on Friday evening al
nt that all members of the Sunday -.00 o'clock.
school be present.
At 2.-00 o'clock Sunday afternoon,
Zurfluh Greenhouses in Atlantic are
he union choir will rheet to practice lolding their annual flower show Sunor the early morning Christmas ser- day, to which the- public is invited
ices.
n the display of flowers will be
'ound hundreds of native and foreign
lowers.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+
^ > + + 4 + > + +•+ + «.+
"Is the Universe, Including Man,
Svolved by Atomic Force?" will be
he subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Sunday, December 17.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
145:10, 11, "All thy works shall praise
thee. They shall speak of the glory
of thy kingdom, and talk of thy
lower."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"For thus saith the Lord that created the heavens; G»d himself that
formed the earth and made it; he
hath established it, he created it not
in vain, he formed it to be inhabited
I am the Lord; and there is non<
else" (Isa. 45:18).
Among the selections from th<
Christian Science textbook is the fol
lowing:
"All things are created spiritually
Mind, not matter, is the creator. Love
the divine Principle, is the Fathe
and Mother of the universe, including
man" (p. 256).

+
METHODIST CHURCH
•*•
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
«- + - f - f « . - f 4 - f + 4 4 . - f
Church School classes at 10:00 a. m
Harold McDermott, Superintendent.
Church worship at 11:00 a. m. with
the sermon by the pastor. Following
the worship hour then- will he a baske
dinner in the basement of the church
Everyone is invited. Kindly brin t
your own service. After the dinne
the mortgage will be burned.
Epworth league at 6:45 p. m. with
Sue Hagen in charge of the discussiui
on, "Will the Right Triumph."
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock
Stereopticon pictures of the Christ
mas scene will be shown. Plan to

From Now Until Christmas
Bananas
5cl
— Boxes
Jell
17c
Marshmallows
12c
Pineapple C7tt!r<2ri 15c
Peanut Brittle
10c|
Hard Candies
12cl
Centers
Chocolates SoftPound
10c|
4

Nuts

No. 1 Mixed—No Peanuts
Pound
All Sizes
Dozen From

Oranges
Xmas Trees

18c
12c|

Sizes From 29C|

Peanuts

Salted or Roasted
2 Pounds
Brown Beauty
3-lbs
40c — Pound
Large Select
Quart
Special Price on Candy For Churches and Schools

25c
14c|
49cl

Coffee
Oysters

Maduffs Food Market]

W. L. Morgan has gone to Austin,
George B. Graham and wife i
Minn., to spend a few weeks with rela- Sunday in Ames vith their
Adair residents last Thursday voted tives and friends.
ter, MM. Chas. Peyton and famflfl
20-year renewal of a power and
Harold L. McElfish of Massena is
ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW j
electric franchise to the Iowa Electric
serving a 90 day sentence in the Cass
at
:
lo. The vote was 299 yes and 86
ZURPLUH GREENHOUSES j
no. The utility company, as a resul county jail on the charge of operating
Atlantic, Sunday, Dec. \1
of the franchise renewal, is to instal a motor vehicle while intoxicated.
Public Invited to Attend
electroliers in the business distric
Mrs. Roberta Calkins, who recently
and a new lighting system along bought the residence property on East
Mrs. Will Blank and grandson,.
highway No. 6 in the city limits. Ad Main Street occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
ditional lights are to be added to thi Bert Ramus, has gone to Arcadia, ior McCairdte and Mrs. A. G
street lighting system and certain Cal., to spend the winter, and upon Blank and BOH, Arlen, all from 1
equipment is to be furnished by the her return to Iowa next spring will pendence, Iowa, were week end
itora in the city with Mr. and >
utility for a lighted athletic field.
make her home in Anita.
Erneat Ford.

SPENCER TRACY lead,MI
eomrode.-Robwt Young and
Waller Brennan-to new glory
"NORTHWEST PASSAGE"
You'tf gatp with
Metro-GoUwyn-Maycr spent more thtn
two yew in continuous work to complete
of thi. famous

Turner's Standard Station

RED&CROWN

C. C, Heckman-Tank

*•_ • -vagjangg*---^'.---.-

CHRISTMAS RUSH

.

TT^^Jlo

Holiday Mail Problem Easier to Handle
Since Public Started Helping Postmen
By HUGH THOMASON

Star Dust
* A Western Well Done!
if Ascending Stars
if Irresistible Invitation
By Virginia Vale
HE people who insisted that
all Marlene Dietrich needed
T
to restore her to favor was one

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

ASHINGTON. - By this
time your Christmas
card to the folks who used to
live next door has been delivered in a distant community,
and Aunt Matilda's gift package for the youngsters has
arrived as usual — right on
schedule.
Forty thousand postmasters
are beginning to sec daylight
over a mound of letters, parcels, greeting cards and whatnot that showers down on the post
office department each Holiday season. Pretty soon it will be over
for another year, and the weary
mailmen will start preparing for

W

good picture have been proved
i right. "Destry Rides Again"
I has done it. Paramount, after
letting her go, has engaged her
again, this time to appear in
Cecil B. DeMille's "North West
Mounted Police."

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

F0ir 'Lunch

SCHOOL Lesson
'

nTHE
new uses f or „
r
stitches in Sewing a
aroused so much interest
set us to thinking Of *
(R«teMt4 by W%t«rnC&wn»«l>«r Onto.)
ways to use Pi/cc/
designs. This border ,
Lesson for December 24
small patterned cotton ' .J
»'
._ Scripture Uurta ae- all kinds and colors
Leaaon
jtod by iBtarnawonal with red and blue
leetad and
Council of Bel !(mi Education: uatd by result.
It is very s. •
permiaslon.
decorative for lunch eta?!
.THE CHILD AND THE KINGDOM here which, by the way
of unbleached muslin ba?
LESSON TEXT—Matthew l:I8-«; 18:W: seams where the haes
'
GOLDEN TEXT—A little ebttd ah»Il lead to make the cloth the
them.—Usiah U:6.

The children's holiday 1
Yes, Christmas is the children's
day of days, and it is also the day
She will have a role for which for those who have been "converted
Dorothy Lamour was slated before and become as little children"
"Destry" —
(Matt. 18:3). It is quite proper that
and Marlene
it should be so, for Christmas really
STITCH ,f
—rode again;
M PLACE
means nothing very significant exthe fact that
cept as we gather at Bethlehem's
the characmanger and there we find a child,
ter is named
the
Christ-child. Those who come
"Loupette"
on
the
morrow to do homage to Him
suggests that
1940.
in the spirit of childlike faith will
provision has
This is a job that requires 3,770,truly keep Christmas. In that spirit
been made
000000 postage stamps, an eye on
the writer of these notes wishes for
for the forthe weather, machine-like co-ordiyou who read these lines Just that are covered with straight i
eign accent.
nation of railroad and postal facilikind of a holy day of joy and glad- bands of the red and bl ue ;
As for the
ties, oodles of patience with the wellrial as shown at the right
ness.
meaning but ]ax public, and around
picture,
The diagram at the
Let
us
then
go
first
of
all
to
Beth$10,000,000 for extra clerk hire.
"Destry
shows you how to make z\
lehem,
and
there
having
seen
the
Rides Again"
Beware of Fads!
One who "became flesh and dwelt for the blue, red and print i
you might
It means watching out for popuamong us" as a little child, we shall Cut a triangle of stiff _
call it a superMarlene Dietrich
lation trends, economic conditions
be ready to go on and learn from inches high and 7 inches'
Western and
and those unpredictable mailing
the base. Mark the blue i
not be far wrong. There's nothing Him what a blessed example, re- inch wide along the left
fads that grip the public fancy each
sponsibility,
and
opportunity
there
super about the plot; it's one of the
Holiday season. One year they'll
shown and then the red s
good old standbys. But Producer Joe is to the childhood which we see all ing it on the right edge. Noi
pour oceans of Christmas cards on
a little village of 150 called BethlePasternak, who is largely responsi- around us.
I. The Child—Jesus Oar Saviour away the top and lower rjgi
hem, Md., the next year on Santa
ble for Deanna Durbin's success,
ners as shown. Cut the t
Claus, Ind., next on Christmas, Fla.,
DELUGE!—A flood of Christmas mail descends on one o/ Americas defied precedent when it came to (Matt. 1:18-25).
print sections apart
and probably the following year at metropolitan post offices, bound for cities and hamlets hundreds of casting, and gave the leading roles
The virgin mother Mary "brought and
them for patterns in cutt
forth
her
firstborn
son"
and
"called
to
two
people
to
whom
they
wouldn't
Noel, Va.
pieces adding %-inch)
Why? Just to have their cards miles away.
his name Jesus"—the one who fabric
seem to belong.
at
all
edges.
•
They
don't
guess
at
it;
instead
they
cancelled with a Christmas-y post- can decipher handwriting as illegiJames Stewart, fresh from the should "save his people from their
NOTE: Readers who artj
mark which most of the recipients ble as an Egyptian cryptograph, but turn to reliable local sources like laurels won as the Mr. Smith who sins" (w. 21, 25). In order that
won't even notice. But it's fine old Christmas is just when the mail the chamber of commerce, board of went to Washington, and Miss Diet- He might be the Saviour, He had to using Sewing Books No. 1,2
American tradition and the post of- clerks don't have time to do it. Such trade and other commercial groups rich, who was over-given to posing, be both God and man. This could will be happy to learn
is ready for mailing; as
fice department must co-operate.
detective jobs must then fall partly which can make a pretty good guess
turned in beautiful perform- only be true as God sent His own the 10-cent editions of No.||
Holiday postal rushes aren't what on the shoulders of inexperienced about local business conditions five have
only-begotten Son into the workLby and 3. Mrs. Spears has just!
ances.
they used to be, but that doesn't substitute postmen, which only em- or six months hence.
And don't forget that a very able giving to Him a hun^an mother in quilt block patterns for thra|
About the same time the bureau
mean the volume of mail is decreas- phasizes the need for legible adHe as the eternal Son of God signs selected from her
of engraving and printing begins man named George Marshall direct- whom
ing. On the contrary, it's on the up- dresses.
was
"conceived
by the Holy Ghost"
ed
it;
no
matter
how
good
the
acgrade. But the public has memoTo outfox the dead letter office, turning out extra stocks of stamps tors were, a less capable director (as we express it in the creed) and Early American quilts. Y
rized those oft-repeated "shop early, many post offices have a "hospital" for Christmas. This office doesn't
have these patterns FREEi
became the Son of Man.
mail early" slogans and they're tak- to doctor decrepit packages. In larg- wait for the postmasters to make could have made a mess of things.
your order for four books.
For anyone who believes that God of books—10 cents each
ing more pity on the hapless mail- er cities a half dozen men are as- their check; stamps must be printman.
An inside picture of the New York has all power and all wisdom to do Set of three quilt block
signed to this job during the Holi- ed immediately to avoid a log-jam
There's still a disheartening del- days, armed with patches, glue and later in the season.
Stock exchange is to be presented what He wills and as He wills, and without books—10 cents.
uge of mail each season to that cord. But sometimes the job is beTransportation equipment is the over Columbia's network Saturday, who further believes that Christ was ders to Mrs. Spears, Draw
graveyard of good intentions, the yond them, spelling grief for both next problem. When the post office December 30. The on-the-scene pre-existent as the Son of God be- Bedford Hills, New York.
dead letter office, where go all let- giver and intended recipient.
department knows how much busi- broadcast, corning dramatically at fore His incarnation, there is no
ters and parcels suffering from ilness is expected, railroads are no- the end of the year's trading, was difficulty in believing in the virgin
Mail Volume Anticipated.
legible, incorrect addresses and
tified to have the proper number of said by stock exchange officials to birth. In fact, no other manner of Pamekfs Enthusiasm
hopelessly poor wrappings from
Christmas preparations in the post mail service cars hi readiness when be the first radio program to origi- incarnation would have been possi- Was Wasted on John
which the address has become lost office department begin in mid-sum- the rush starts. At local post offices nate on the floor of the world's ble. It necessarily follows that the
altogether.
mer, when individual postmasters special vehicles must be requisi- greatest organized stock market for one who denies the virgin birth of
John felt that he could i
An old hand hi the postal service send in their requisitions for stamps. tioned for parcel delivery.
securities. The broadcast will trace Christ thereby declares that He does ask Pamela to be his wife.
not
believe
in
the
God
of
the
Scripthe steps from the tune a customer
True, he loved her as !
puts in his order to the time he tures and in Jesus Christ His Son never
loved anyone else
our Lord.
receives his receipt.
but then she was an a
n. The Child—Oar Example (18: he had many-little weakne,
Allan Jones is sitting pretty; his 1-4).
which no angel would ever ap
The disciples had been having a
contract with Paramount has been
Pamela, on the other
renewed for discussion about who was to be the spent her time thinking that iff
three more greatest in the kingdom of heaven. high tune John popped the;
p i c t u r e s . This was not because they desired tion!
"The Great their brothers' advancement, for
PASADENA.—Final fareOne night he came to the?
Victor Her- each one wanted to be the greatest
"Pamela, Pamela," her
A wells to sunny California
bert" gave (Luke 9:46).
"will
you marry me?"
will be offered next month by
him the right
Jesus frankly told them that they
"You bet," she replied I
'opportunity needed a real change of heart, a
25 "pioneers" leaving to start
"I know, darling," he an
to show what conversion. True greatness is not ashamed.
a colony on uninhabited East
"But if you'll o
he
could
do,
a
matter
of
worldly
position
or
amCaicos island at the eastern
'Yes,'
I'll
promise
never
and also add- bition, but of a childlike humility.
end of the Bahamas group, 750 miles
another horse J"
ed
a
rung
to
Such
an
idea
was
absolutely
revofrom Miami.
those t h a t lutionary in the day of Jesus, and
Led by R. C. Irvine, Pasadena
Mary Martin in fact sounds unbelievable to the
salesman, the party will live on the
has success- worldly man today. But it is noneisland belonging to Mrs. Grace
fully climbed theless true that the great man or
Lake, who inherited it from her
s i n c e s h e woman ife the one who knows and
"salt king" grandfather, John Ney
Mary
Martin
s
a n g "My recognizes himself to be utterly deReynolds. Part of the island is
H e a r t Beon God in every moment,
owned under a deed from the Brit- longs to Daddy" in a theatrical pro- pendent
every
circumstance,
every trial, and
ish crown, and the rest is leased for duction and made a hit overnight. in every opportunity of
life. We need
99 years.
Hollywood didn't want her at first;
tlnd tnll^ wbta Miodawd •"*
East Caicos' colonists will retain couldn't see that she had any pos- to learn of our children.
......
. -^ . •JigJJcboiolNi'
in. The Child—Our Responsibili- IUHBJiC BSK dnwcitt. M«ketl*t>
their American citizenship, return- sibilities. Now she's being pushed
If not ddUb
•ing to the mainland each two years along as fast as she can go. Her ty (18:5. 6).
nfaad tin
These
awful,
solemn
words
should
prlc*.
Thit'r
to
have
their
passports
renewed.
next
picture
will
be
"Miami";
after
NO PEACE HERE—British motorized troops patrol the streets oj
GetNRT»N«.t
Resources of the island, says Ir- that she'll star in "Kiss the Boys be considered with great care. What
Bethlehem, to prevent disorders.
a
terrible
judgment
awaits
those
vine, are sufficient to keep the group Goodby."
"O little loivn of Bethlehem,
who cause little ones to stumble by
Nearly 1,000 years ago one of the busy. It is surrounded by shark-inIneligible to Judge
lluw still we see thee lie . . ."
turning points of the Crusades oc- fested waters, the fish being valuaToss bouquets at Greta Garbo, not reason of their false teaching, their
It Is not permitted to
curred at an old church just out- ble for the skin and liver oil. Thou- merely for her performance in failure to bring God's Word to bear
HILE America sings of side Bethlehem, where Richard the sands of wild jackasses, propagat- "Ninotchka," but for being so quiet upon their lives, improper discipline equitable of men to be a
C h r i s t ' s b i r t h p l a c e t h i s Lion Hearted gave way before Sa- ed by those left behind by a sisal about bringing her family to this in the home, or the influence of a his own cause.—Blaise Pa
Yuletide, the little Palestine ladin.
development company many years country; they flew from New York bad example. There are probably
Cafes Encircle Church.
ago, must be killed.
to California, and she's bought a preachers, teachers in the Sunday
city of Bethlehem is smoulderIn
time
of
peace,
modern
BethleSchool, grandparents, uncles, aunts
Part
of
3,000
acres
of
sisal
now
home out in the country for them.
ing under such a deep factional hem with its 10,000 people is a prosmothers, fathers, yes, even friends
growing wild will be cleared for
discontent that the event for perous town with a flourishing tour- papayas,
of little children who need to reread
valuable for medicinal purIt
doesn't
seem
possible,
but
Jane
which it is famous is being ob- ist trade. Around the Church of the poses. The rest of the sisal land Withers has started her sixth year these verses and then cry out to God
served with cautious restraint Nativity are cafes, noisy with radio will be cultivated, the product be- on the Twentieth CenturyrFox lot. in repentance before it is too late
music, soft drink establishments and ing sold for manufacture of rope, She's being co-starred with
this year.
Gene
cuno shops selling postcards of saBethlehem's 1939 Christmas cred scenes, crosses, rosaries, twine, mattresses and upholstering. Autrey in "Shootin' High."
Except for foundations left by forJesus knew the real value of a
w i l l b e h a p p i e r t h a n last carved wooden cameJs and other
mer colonists and three huge tanks
A piece of wedding cake reached child and His loving heart reached WNU—N
year's, however. At that time a souvenirs.
for catching rain water, the island
the children to come
shooting melee occurred in a cafe
The present strife centers around now has no facilities for accommo- this desk the other day, in A little out to invitelove,
in obedience and
Irreparable Poverty
just across the square from the Arab opposition to making Palestine dating the group. But Irvine's pi- box bearing the name of one of unto 8Him inenthe
cam
New
York's
smartest
caterers.
The
Lack
ol wealth is <f ?
y
*. He never
Church of the Nativity. British a haven for Jews, in accordance oneers expect to build homes, gen- enclosed card read "Mr. and Mrs IMS
failed *;
to ^
bless them.
paired; but poverty of the.
troops invaded the place, which with Great Britain's plan. Bethle- erate electricity from windmills and Harry Davis," and in one corner'
The glorious thing is that we irreparable.~Mbntaigne.
was said to be a hideout fur Arab hem and Jerusalem, which are con- construct boats for communication "At Home, CBS 12:15 P. M., EST" a f e Pnvileged to thus bring little
nected
with
a
modern
highway
m
rebels.
with Turks island, 35 miles away.
"When a Girl Marries." Who could children to Him. Someone may say
contrast with the Biblical simplicity
Long associated with the religion of
It is also hoped to attract tourists resist a radio program that has so Jesus is no longer on earth, 1 canthe
surrounding
country,
remain
of brotherly love and the gentle strongholds of Arab leaders.
to the five-mile strand of white coral attractive an announcement?
not take my child to him." Jesus
art of the shepherd, Bethlehem has
beach, said to be excellent for duck
is not here in the flesh, but He is
Bethlehem
has
no
factories,
big
frequently, m its 30 centuries, been stores or swanky hotels, but its citi- hunting.
here ever present with His children
The
polls
show
that
from
10
to
the scene of strife and bloodshed. zens keep busy in the fields and
the"
12 million people in the United Ypu can bring your child to Him'
Rachel Die* There.
States tune in on the Ford Sunday tor the coming which He has hi
vineyards, with their flocks, or at 10-Year-Ohl Seattle Girl
Its first mention in the Bible is such modest local trades as tinEvening Hour each week; others in mind m these verses is not in any
associated with death—that of Ra- smiths, stone masons, carpenters
Canada are tuned to American sta- Physical sense but rather spiritual
Hailed
as
Violin
Prodigy
chel, nearly 2,000 years before and shoemakers. Whole families
SEATTLE—The 10-year-old daugh- tions to catch it, and recently seven The parents who teach their little
n.a»
tawttitoJ^li^Vfl
Christ. Tending his i,)iee|i uiound make
their living carving beads
stations in Mexico were linked to
»°°ut the birth of Christ on
Bethlehem was the boy named Da- and other religious articles out of ter of a cobbler may be America's the broadcast network.
this
Christmas
day
have
brought
next violin "prodigy." She is Anita
vid, who later slew his ten ihouand olive wood for Lipp, who first gained recognition
them to Him. Every word of insands to the mere thousands of Saul (iHittier-of-peart
sale to tourists.
ODDS AND E/VDS-W/ie,, Dorothy struction, every encouragement to
this year when Mischa Elman, interIn Bethlehem, says the Bible, ocESFiffjSZ.&toJ,
in this old. country nationally famous violinist, heard /.amour sings over the air she hiu a vio. pray, every example of devotion to
•nxlaty M« V? of r" ""
curred Herod's massacie of ihe in- theKverywhere
Otlitt Sena o( kid"
new
jostles
the
old
for
right-oflinist
playing
so
near
la
her
that
dii
bou
Christ
which
the
child
may
follow
her play and urged that she be givfants in the time of Christ.
ardor an aomatfanai 1
w
a
y
,
Newsboys
call
special
editions
graze) her ear ... ttoiia Massey, who co- is the true bringing of that child to
en
an
opportunity
to
extend
her
edDuring the World war new battle
Bethlehem's mayor drives his ucation. Small for her age, Anita starred with Nelson Kddy in "Uulaluika." Him.
lines were drawn around Bethle- and
automobile
municipal build- uses a three-quarters-size violin and 13 following his example and going on a
Will you do it this Christmas-in
hem, when, in November, 1917, Bnt- ing, where tohistheoffice
for
is equipped has remarkable stage presence. concert tour; she starU the first of the the home, in the Sunday School, in
ish and Turkish-German forces w i t h telephones and other modern
hwra
year
.
.
.
"The
Housekeeper's
Dau
hter"
the
church,
anywhere?
It
you
do
K
Conductors
marveled
when
she
fought for Jerusalem, 5'i miles to devices. An electric star even hangs
played through difficult concerto* tor isn't hal] to bad as Joan Bennetl'i firoutu ability
the north.
above Man.ger square.
would make it appear.
contain it and you will
four hours without faltering.
have
(Beleaied by W«sieru Newapaper Union.)
A Blessed Christmas!

Christ's Village Fears Uprising
Modern Colonists
As World Celebrates Nativity Plan New Home on

Island in Bahamas
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Barracks and officers' quarters at Fort Laramle. "Bedlam," where the Christmas ball on December 25,
its in coins for this 1866, was dramatically interrupted by the arrival of John ("Porfagee") Phillips with his message of "disaster at
The Sewing Circle Fort Phil Kearney," is the two-story frame structure at the extreme left in the picture.
., 82 Eighth Ave.,
By some miracle of good luck
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
he pursued his journey in safety
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
your name, adduring the night. When morning
Ittern number plainly. /^>HRISTMAS night, 1866, at historic Fort Laramie on the
came he rode into a thicket and
I
old Oregon Trail.
lay there all day for he-dared not
risk traveling while it was light
^—^
A Christmas ball was in progress in the two-story
and being discovered by some
frame building where all the social activities of the post were
keen-eyed
Indian scout. That
held—"Bedlam," they called it, because it was where the
night he reached Fort Reno, comunmarried officers were quartered. In sharp contrast to the
manded by Lieut. Col. H. W. Wescheery scene inside — the warmth, the music and the soft
sels of the Eighteenth infantry,
who had recently taken charge
light of candles and keresone lamps—was the darkness outof that post.
side, made more desolate by
After a hasty meal and a brief
the whistling wind and the bita bride of little more than a year
rest
at Reno, Phillips set out on
and already a widow, whom Mrs.
ing cold.
the longest part of the journey
Carrington
had
taken
into
her
While the festivities were at
but presumably least dangerous
home when the news was brought
—so far as Indian attack was contheir height, across the snowback to the fort that the lieutenant
cerned. But before he reached
blanketed parade ground a
was among the slain of FetterHorseshoe Creek telegraph staman's command. Several years
horse staggered. Its rider
tion he was pursued by a band of
later, after the death of Mrs. Carreeled in his saddle as he
Indians mounted on ponies.
rington, Mrs. Grummond became
Thanks to the speed of Colonel
urged tiie weary %east forthe second wife of Colonel CarCarrington's thoroughbred, howward. When at last he drew
rington, and in her book, "Army
ever, Phillips was able to outdisLife on the. Plains," she tells of
rein before the lighted buildtance them and gain a high hill
that
interview
as
follows:'
'
ing and painfully dismountwhere he prepared to make a last
"A knock at my door brought me
stand.
ed, the horse dropped in its
to
my
feet.
An
orderly,
brave
tracks.
But the savages had no stomand faithful Semple, announced
ach for charging up the hill and
A moment later a huge
that a man was waiting in the
did not attack. All through the
adjoining room wishing especialfigure, clad in a heavy buffalo
night the courier stood at -bay
ly
tbssee
Mrs.
Grummond.
There
overcoat, leggings, moccasins
there, keeping a constant look-out
I was met by an entire stranger,
and fur cap, lunged through
against attack and ready to
John Phillips by name, a miner
mount and ride for his life if necthe door of "Bedlam" and
and frontiersman, in the employ
essary. At the first streak of
tottered out to ^the middle of
of the quartermaster, clad in the
dawn, he "made a run for it" and
dress of a scout, who had somethe dance floor. The music
reached Horseshoe Creek station
thing
to
communicate.
So
imstopped, with a crash, and seva short time before it was atpressed was he by the gravity of
tacked and burned by the Indians.
eral of the women screamed
the situation of the garrison that
There he gave the telegraph opat the sight of the strange fighe extended his hand to me, with
erator dispatches—one to the
tears in his eyes, and in brief
ure which stood there swaycommander at Fort Laramie and
but
pathetic
language
said,
'I
am
ing from side to side like a
one to the department commandgoing to Laramie for help, with
er at Omaha—which Wessels had
great brown bear.
despatches, as special messenger,
entrusted to him at Reno.
As several officers rushed forif it costs me my life. I am goBut, according to Mrs. Carringward, the man in the buffalo coat
ing for your sake I Here is my
ton's book, "the operator at
lifted his hand wearily, pulled off
Horseshoe Creek station was unhis cap and gasped: "Fetterman
willing to risk so long a dispatch
and 80 men have been wiped out
as that of Colonel Carrington so
by the Sioux at Phil Kearney!
Phillips pressed on with his disCarrington must have help at
patch, reaching Fort Laramie at
once!" Then he dropped hi a
11 o'clock with icicles hanging
dead faint at their feet.
from his clothing and both beard
This messenger of disaster was
and hair matted with snow and
"Portugee" Phillips, and his 236ice. He delivered the dispatch
mile ride from Fort Phil Kearney
and relieved of that responsibilto Fort Laramie, in the dead of
ity he fell, exhausted and unconwinter and through a country
scious."
swarming with hostile Indians,
r
When he was revived he learned
was one of the most remarkable
that the message from the teleexploits in the annals of America.
graph station at Horseshoe Creek
Compared to it, the historic rides
had reached Laramie at two
of Paul Revere and Phil Sheridan
o'clock that afternoon and prepsink into significance.
arations were already under way
The reason for his heroic ride
to send reinforcements to Phil
was the now-famous "Fetterman
Kearney.
Massacre" in which the Sioux
and Cheyennes on the morning of
It was a sad Christmas day at
December 21, 1866, killed a force
that post for it was devoted to the
•PORTUGEE" PHILLIPS
lURNINa-createe
of 76 soldiers and two civilians
burial of the victims of the disI tevto in w*t^%ff TT T
led by Capt. W. J. Fetterman,
wolf robe. I brought it for you
aster on December 21 and in the
UQflM*«
to keep and remember me by if
Capt. F. H. Brown and Lieut. G.
days that followed there was the
you never see me again.'
W. 'Grummond.
ever-present fear that the Indians
"There was no price put upon
That afternoon another detachmight attack and. that CarringBUmUNQ-pro.
John
Phillips'
services.
He
asked
ment
went
out
from
the
fort
and
ton's decimated garrison might
cu natural qualities
recovered their mutilated bodies.
no reward. The only condition
not be able to repulse the savage
: produce mildaotf,
he. imposed was that he be alSoon afterwards the weather
assault. Would the attack come
raere, frmchanged,
the
thermometer
lowed to choose his own horse.
before reinforcements from Larai...«cooIeraiDoke.
dropped to 25 degrees below zero
That choice, promptly conceded
mie arrived—that is, if indeed
by its owner, was a fine thoroughand a blizzard came howling
reinforcements were on the way?
down upon the grief-stricken garbred belonging to the colonel."
For there was no way of knowing
At midnight Carrington himself
rison, who fully expected the Inwhether or not "Portugee" Phildians to follow up their victory
unbarred a little side gate in the
lips had reached his goal. That
over Fetterman with an attack
stockade and Phillips led his
he might not have was a specter
on the fort.
horse through it. He carried only
which haunted the minds of every
The blizzard piled snow against
a few crackers for himself and a
man, woman and child in Phil
the stockade so rapidly that
hatful of feed for his mount, for
Kearney during the next week.
forces of men, working in shifts
in his race with death every
New Year's day came and
of only 15 minutes because of the
ounce of weight would count. As
passed. And still no word from
bitter cold, were kept busy shovhe swung into the saddle, CarLaramie. Then, chronicles Franeling it away lest the drifts should
rington reached out his hand and
ces C. Carrington:
become so high that the Indians
murmured "God bless you and
"One day there was a sudden,
could use them to climb over the
keep you on this,journey!" Then
almost a tumultuous, hurrying
palisaded walls. In this crisis
as horse and rider faced the howlout of quarters, with excitement
>«fttwlS
Carrington decided that the only
ing blizzard the colonel relocked
and bustle as intense as if we
tt-gjBfcg In
hope of saving the remainder of
the gate and, with heavy heart,
were called to arms against an
••towtr ttato any off
his command was to secure rereturned to his all-night vigil in
advancing foe. First, the Pilot
inforcements from Fort Laramie,
his quarters.
Hill picket, and then the sentry
236 miles away, the reinforceThe most dangerous part of
before headquarters, and the lookments- for which he had been
Phillips' journey was the stretch
out on the headquarters tower,
vainly asking for several weeks.
of country from Phil Kearney to
announced the unmistakable apBut there was no telegraph line
Fort R^no, for it was likely that
pearance of troops, five miles disnearer than the station at Horsethe Indians would be watching
tant.
shoe Creek, 40 miles from Larafor a courier from the belea"The bugle call and the 'long
mie, and the only hope of getting a
guered fort and would try to cut
roll1 were never more gladly
message through was by courier.
him off. But if there were Philechoed in hearts. Our spontaneSo the commander called for vollips outwitted them for he
ous cry was, 'Open wide the
unteers. But none of the, soldiers
"steered clear of the trail" ridgates and admit our deliverers.'
« ere willing to take the risk.
ing parallel to it but at some disWe hardlyhad patience to don pk-cThen John Phillips, a civilian,
tance away. By doing this he
tective outer-garments because of
stepped forward.
"Portugee"
lessened the chances of discovthe glow of our quickened blood,
Phillips they called him because
ery but he increased the peril of
and our common outbreak of joy
of his Portuguese parentage. He
losing his way or dropping into
was simply, 'At last! At last!
would go, he said.
some deep ravine partly filled
We are saved! We are saved!
Before leaving, Phillips asked
with drifting snow which covered
Phillips was saved, saved, for
H he might see Mrs. Grummond,
the ground from three to five feet.
us!' "
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The story of the subsequent career of "Portugee" Phillip* is an
all-too-familiar story of the proverbial ingratitude of , republics
toward men who have served
them well. In the years that followed his heroic ride he was employed hi various capacities
around the frontier posts in
Wyoming. But he was continually hunted and harassed by the
Sioux who looked upon him as
the man who had prevented their
following up then? victory over
Fetterman by destroying the
whole garrison at Fort Phil Kear«
ney. They drove off or killed his
cattle and when he tried to get
compensation • from the government for his losses the Court of
Claims gave him a judgment for
the sum of $2,210.
Then it was discovered that
Phillips, born of Portuguese parents on the Pacific coast, wasn't1
a naturalized citizen of the United
States at the time of the Indian
depredations on his property. So
the claim was not allowed! Later he became a naturalized citizen but still the claim was not
paid.
Broken hi health by the exposure and strain of his perilous
ride and his treatment at the
hands of the revengeful Indians,
Phillips died in Cheyenne November 18, 1883, at the age of 51,
leaving a widow and a child in
straightened circumstances.
It was not until 33 years later
that the government took official
recognition of his heroic ride.
In 1899 Senator F. E. Warren and
Congressman. F. W. Mondell of
Wyoming, aided by affidavits provided by Carrington (now a brigadier-general) and Mrs. Carrington (his second wife) succeeded
hi obtaining the sum of $5,000 for
Mrs. Phillips hi partial recognition of her husband's services in
1866 and his losses at the* hands
of the Indians.
'
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WELL ENOUGH I
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AlkaUse quick with these mintlike tablet! the instant you feet
acid indigestion distress.
The old days of embarrassment are
gone! Now at the first sign of "acid
indigestion" distress—quick, take
2 Phillips' Milk of Magnesia Tablets that you carry right in your
pocket or purse.
It's wonderful that each of these
tiny peppermint flavored taqtets
contains all the good alkaUfing
benefits of a full teaspoonful of
liquid Phillips' Milk of Magnesia,
known the world over for its fast
actionin relieving "gas", nausea and
stomach upsets from excess adds.
Don't risk embarrassing yourself
and others. Just be sure to get a box
of genuine Phillips' Milk of Magnesia Tablets today and carry tnem
with you always.

PHILLIPS'
Our Greed
The great error of our nature
is, not to know where to stop, not
to be satisfied with any reasonable
acquirement; not to compound
with our condition; but to lose all
we have gained by an insatiable
pursuit after more.—Burke.

Monument to "Portagee" Phillips
near the site of Fort Phil Kearney.
Among the tributes that have
been paid to "Portugee" Phillips
is this poem, written by Griff
Crawford and printed hi the Kansas City Times on March 3, 1929.
I'M BIDDT FOB LARAMIB
I'm goin' to Laramie—down the divide;
A headln' for Laramie—goin' to ride
The trail as I find It and gaugln' the
breath
That blows from the Big Horn, a-singln*
with death,
I'm hopln' for luck when I'm makln'
It through
The brakes that are hldin' the clan of
the Sioux.
They're walttn' out there ta the coulees,
I know.
But it's death if I stay—and a chance
if I go.
So, here's a goody-bye to the pards at
my side—
Tm tryin' for Laramie—down the divide.
I'm tryin' for Laramie. No one can tell
The cunnin' that lurks in the minions
of hell
That wait just beyond where the spent
bullets fall.
Nor measure the storm that is king
over all.
With its cold, bltta' sting and the drifts
layin' deep.
And the wild, drlvin' wind that comes
down with a sweep.
I'm knowin' the trail will be long at
the best—
I'm knowin' the risk and I'm takln' the
test—
And hopln' and prayin' that somethln'll
guide
Me straight Into Laramie—down the divide.
I'm

tryin' for Laramie—crawlin* It
through
The scalp-raisin' ring—and Tm foolin'
the Sioux;
I'm freezin' a bit—but I'm warmer inside—
And soon I'll be out where I'll chance It
and ride.
The wind has a sting and the goin' Is
rough.
But I'm out—and away—and my broncho
Is tough.
The trail may be long but it's worth it
to know
I am Hghtin' the miles and I'm buckln'
the snow
For help—and I'm grlnnin' for makin'
it through
That circle of death—and I'm foolin' the
Sioux.
I'm rtdin' for Laramie I Somehow the
creep
Of cold In my veins wants to put me
to sleep
And "the hours—and the days—and the
weeks—and the years
And the drummln' that sounds like a
knell In my ears—
And the eyelids that's froze to my cheeks
aorta seem
Like a phantom of night or tht bell of
a dream.
I'm freezin' I know, but I'm ridln' it
out—
From Kearney to Laramie—swayln'
about—
I'd grin. If I could, for I'm makln' It
through
From Kearney to Laramie—foolin' the

Don't let
winter catch you

unprepared
Last call! If your car won't
start. If you wear out your battery in a hopeless tussle with
congealed summer oil. If you
burn out bearings because coldstiffened ofl couldn't get to
them. If you are troubled aQ
winter with sludge, carbon and
corrosion due to impurities in
the ofl ... don't say we didn't
warn you to

Change now to
Acid-Free Quaker State
Winter Oil

Sioux.

L'ENVOI.
We're here, little boss, and our Journey
la done;
The bugles are rlngln'. we've made It
and won.
The sting that Is bltln' my flesh doesn't
count;
I'm watchln' the soldiers ride out as
they mount
A headln' for Kearney. I'd cry if I
QOttld.
They're headln' for Kearney—I knew that
they would I
rd like to be rldln1 the Ice-pelted trackBe ridUV tor Kearney a-leadln' them
And watchin' t\t Bght as they're beatin'
it through
That halr-lUUn' circle and whlppln' the
Sioux.
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by a 24 to 12 score.
Following is the box score of the
Anita-Menlo first team game:
ANITA 26.
Name
FG FT ,PF
-Next Monday.
5
1
1
Befit show will be given Inhofe
Karns
0
0
3
hool auditorium Monday,
Lett
6
2
3
I proceeds will be used for
Bongers
0
1
2
|,;of band uniforms.
Budd
0
0
1
MSllhollin
0
0
0
ageant Dec. 21.
program will be held
Totals
11
4 10
hool auditorium ThursMiENLO 17.
fiDec. 21. A mixed chorus
Name
FG FT PF
will sing selections
2
2
0
siah. The music will be Kelly
0
0
0
id a pageant which the Mingus
Eggers
1
0
1
will present. There
Nevitt
3
0
3
lission charge.
Wallace
1
1
0
hi Rates First.
Cline
0
0
0
f.Kohl won first division Howard
0
0
0
0
0
0
ratorical in the three Marsh
natory contest last ThursTotals
erpretation was of "See
. 7 3 4
"Text War." Second hon£ "Den of Youth," given First Grade and Kindergarten.
The primary children have been
|:Wood of Wiota. Third
h placed on "Ye Stoned busy making Christmas decorations
given by Everett for their room. Attractive posters
and window decorations are on display.
first division honors The children enjoyed decorating their
|b "Daddy's Gone Away," room and building an artificial firelorna Lehnhardt. "Joey's place. The kindergarten pupils are
by Leta Claussen, was making free hand illustrations of
^division rating and "Sky things they want Santa to bring
by Virginia Nichols, them, and the first graders are composing letters, both of which are to
third division,
^readings, "Tipping Off be mailed to Santa Claus soon. The
' by Richard Duthie; first grade children thoroughly enrium," by Lyle Esbeck; joyed a dramatization presented to
||the Big Top," by Jean them by the kindergarten group of
I received second divi- the story of, "A Joke on Mrs. Santa."

SCHOOL NEWS

were judged by Miss
homas Jefferson high
il Bluffs. Miss Hatch
new system in judgthe Iowa Declamatory
year.
"""^~T"™"

Second Grade.
Howard Gregersen celebrated his
seventh birthday this week and remembered his class with treats. The
children have enjoyed working on the
Christmas sandtable scene and other
decorations in keeping with the Christmas season. They have also enjoyed
writing letters to Santa Claus during
language period. -Since drawing names
for Christmas the children are anxiously waiting for the Christmas party.

James Scanlon of Mason City came
to Anita Sunday to spend a few weeks
with friends.

USABLE

CONTROL"

We Specialize in
>bil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication
5
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By L. F. M.

That old renegade, Si Nuss, moved
Mrs. J. T. Stockham of Stuart was
in with us a couple of weeks ago, and
visiting with friends in the city Sattry as we would to rout him, he
urday afternoon:
seemed to thrive on his diet of asMrs. Milo Gochanour left Friday perin and sassafras tea . . . believe
evening for Long Beach, Cal., where he's decided that it's time to leave
she expecta to make her future home. though, now.
* * *
Glad to hear that Mr. Charles
Fred Dorsey of Rollins, Wyo., has
been enjoying a visit the past week Karns is on the mend.
» * *
with his. brother, E. C. Dorsey and
The Methodist church will celebrate
wife, and with other relatives and
friends.
its second Thanksgiving next Sunday
when they burn the old mortgage . . .
Earl Garrett, local Watkins sales- surely the man who conceived the
man, visited the home plant of the "God's Acre" idea should be happy as
company at iWinona, Minn., last week. he views the good which has resulted
Accompanying him on the trip was to all denominations from his plan.
Irvin Dorsey of Anita, Oliver Pelzer
* * *
of Marne and J. E. Zellmer of AtlanShhhh! Have you found out yet
tic.
where he hid it? Did you look on the
stringers in the garage? Arlene says
At her home last Thursday even- that is an "out-of-the-way" place, at
ing, Mrs. Carrie Reynolds was hostess least.
to the members of the Pinochle club
* * *
and one other guest, Mrs. Glen HighCharlie and Carl could put their
ley. The evening was spent playing
surprises on the kitchen cabinet and
pinochle, at which high score was
their spouses wouldn't as much as
held by Mrs. Azel S. Ames.
peek . . . Pa couldn't . . . could you ?
» * *
At her home on Elm Street last
Excerpt
from
a card received from
Wednesday, Mrs. William Wahlert
a
friend
last
week:
"Promise yourentertained the members of the Union
self
to
be
too
large
for worry; too
club at a 12:30 o'clock dinner. Mrs.
Faye Petersen, a daughter, assisted noble for anger; too strong for fear;
in serving the dinner. A social af- and too happy to permit the presence
ternoon was spent by the sixteen of trouble."
* * *
meirtbers present.
Swell advice . . . but darned hard
Russell Smith, > proprietor of the to follow when one is ten minutes
grocery store formerly owned by John late for church and the only seats
Schaake, went to Chariton Friday tcV left are front ones . . . and there are
fly his plane to Anita. He was ac- five in the party.
* * *
companied on the trip by Richard
Anyone have a perfectly fool-proof
Young. For the present Mr. Smith
The cook
will keep his plane in the Glen A. recipe for gingerbread?
Roe pasture in the northwest part would appreciate having one as her
star boarder h,as been requesting . . .
of Anita.
and is now demanding . . . gingerA meeting of the Sunshine club bread.
* « •
was held Friday at the home of Mrs.
William Bangham south of the city
Apologies to Webster if all the
with all members present and two "ie's" and "ei's" aren't in the proper
visitors, Mrs. Maurice Turner and pews this morning . . . I need a new
Mrs. H. H. Turner. During the noon dictionary and a new eraser.
hour a covered dish dinner was served
J. F. Buttolph and wife of Ames
and the ladies spent the afternoon
spent Friday in the city with their
quilting for the hostess.
son, L. D. Buttolph and family.
The W. W. club was entertained
The members of the Mutual Benefit
at the home of Mrs. Loyal Possehl
last Thursday afternoon with all mem- club were 1:00 o'clock dinner guests
bers present. A social afternoon was at the home of Mrs. L. L. Dorsey
enjoyed and a lunch was served by northwest of the city last Thursday
the hostess. The next meeting will afternoon. All but one of the membe"1 held with Mirs, Frederick Possehl bers were present. Three visitors,
and a Christmas grab bag will be Mrs. Elmer Jensen, Mrs. Paul Barbei
and Miss Letha Mae Saxton, were also
a feature of the meeting.
present. Mrs. William Stockham won
Mrs. Albert Secress was hostess a contest put on by Mrs. Ralph Curto the members of the Anita Literary ry. At a business meeting officers for
Club., at her home on Chestnut Street the ensuing year were elected as follast Thursday evening. Roll call was lows: Mrs. Chas. Jewett, president;
answered by the twelve members Mrs. Francis Kelly, vice president;
present with "Current Events" and Mrs. deo Reeves, secretary; Mrs. LaMrs. Carl Millard read a paper on mar Gardner, assistant secretary; and
"Present Day International Rela- Mrs. Glen Taylor, treasurer. At the
tions." A lunch was served by the next meeting of the club at the home
hostess.
of Mrs. Lamar Gardner a Christmas
grab bag will be a feature.
A meeting of the Highlander club
was held one afternoon last week at
CLOSING OUT
the home of Mrs. Alia Bowen on Third
Street, with ten members present.
During the afternoon an exchange of
Christmas gifts was made, and at the
As I am quitting the farm, and plan
close of a social afternoon a lunch was
to go to Ames to study a veterinarian
served by the hostess. The next meet- course, I will sell at public sale, at
ing of the club will be held Jan. 2 my residence, 2 miles east and 2 miles
south of Massena, Iowa, on
at the home of Mrs. Cynthia Blue.

_Adair and Menlo.
thigh school basketball
season last Tuesday
anie out on the long
19 score over Adair.
was also victorious
r. seconds by a 19 to 7 Third Grade.
For language work the third grade
oys went to Menlo Fri- are copying and memorizing the fol|and won their second lowing Christmas greeting:
For you I wish
to 17 count. They
A happy Christmas day
fhout the first half but
And from its very start
p the third quarter with
At the home of her mother, Mrs.
That the New Year will bring you E. C. Dorsey, on Rose Hill Avenue
coring spree, which adOnly things that will gladden your last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Frank
do could not overcome.
Ipeconds lost their game
heart.
Kramer entertained the members of
the D. D. pinochle club. Besides the
members, there was one guest, Miss
Mary Kramer. High score was held
by the hostess, runner-up was Mrs.
Joe Rydl and low score was held by
Mrs. H. J. Chadwick. At the close
of the meeting a lunch was served.

TRY TUB
QASOLINE WITH

BY THE WAY.

The regular meeting of the West
Main Street neighborhood circle was
held last Thursday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Ernest Burke, with Mrs.
Harry C. Faulkner, Mrs. Cecil G.
Budd and Mrs. Joe Vetter as assistant hostesses. Roll call was answered with "Remembrances of the First
Christmas Gift." Seventeen members
were present and during the afternoon a grab bag was enjoyed. At the
close of the meeting a lunch was
served by the hostesses.
The members of the Knot-a-Kare
bridge club enjoyed a winner and
loser party last Wednesday afternoon. Following a 1:00 o'clock luncheon at the Church of Christ, the afternoon was spent at the home of
Mrs. Walter F. Budd playing bridge,
at which high score was held by Mrs.
George F. Shaffer. A feature of the
afternoon was a Christmas grab bag.
The losers or hostesses were Mrs.
Budd, Mrs. Harry A. Gill, Mrs. William T. Biggs, Mrs. George O. Smither, Mrs. Shaffer and 'Mrs. Dale Ulfers,
while the winners or guests were
Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, Mrs. R. M. Needles, Mrs. Ross Kohl, Mrs. Raymond
Lantz, Mrs. M. M. Feller and Mrs.
F. D. Weimer.

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
The IONES FAMILY In

"QUICK MILLIONS"
Also 30 Minutes of Additional Entertainment

Sat-Sun. Dec. 16-17
H

"AND A LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM

—Into/Hi* met! dellcloutly funny complication* yeu've teen en
Hi* screen ... In Hilt hllariou* romance Of a glamorous shopgirl
who adopted a doorstep baby, and of the boss' son, who didn't
believe herl

CHARLES COBURN • FRANK
ALBERTSON • E. E. CLIVE
ALSO DONALD DUCK CARTOON and NEWS

Mrs. R. W. Forshay entertained) Rasmussen's Hatchery of this city
the members of the Friday bridge has installed an electric incubator,
club at her home on Chestnut Street, with a capacity of 28,000 eggs at one
last Friday afternoon. Besides the setting.
members present, other guests were
Mrs. Zula Lewis of Duluth, Minn.,
Mrs. Carl Millard and Mrs. George F.
Shaffer. High score at bridge was was a recent visitor at the home of
her brother, J. N. Potter and wife,
held by Mrs. Henry Maduff.
northwest of the city.
The members of the Mutual Benefit
club and their husbands enjoyed an
At their home, corner of Fifth and
oyster supper last Wednesday even- Maple Streets, last Thursday evening,
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur R. Robinson
Ralph Curry, the occasion being in entertained the members of the
honor of the birthday anniversary of 2-1-2-1-2 dinner and bridge club at
Mrs. Curry. A social evening was a 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner.
spent by those in attendance and Mrs. Following the dinner the evening was
Curry was presented with a handker- spent playing bridge, at which high
scores were held by Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday, Dec. 19 — 10 a. m. chief shower.
Raymond Lantz.
the following described property:
A meeting of the Bethany Lutheran
ladies aid was held last Wednesday
181 — Head Livestock —181 afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Law60 — Head Cattle — 60 rence Christensen on Chestnut Street
13 head of fine Holsteins and 1 I with twelve members and six visitors
Shorthorn cow, some milking heavy— present. The visitors were Mrs.
others fresh soon; 9 Hereford cows, j Anders Jorgensen and Mrs. P. C.
• Actually more heat per dollar
some with calves at side; 5 Hereford
heifers bred; 2 Holstein heifers bred; Petersei$ef Anita, Mrs. C. C. Nelsen,
than anything else you can buy.
1 Shorthorn heifer bred; 1 Shorthorn Mrs. L. P. Nelsen and Mrs. Sophus
cow; 1 Jersey heifer bred;\3 Here- Jensen of Exira and Mrs. Martin
ford heifers open; 17 woss-bred calves; Christensen of Atlantic. Rev. K^ R.
1 Hopley purebred Angus bull.
Anita, Iowa
Jensen led the devotions. A feature
of
the
afternoon
was
a
Christmas
Bert
C.
Ramus, Manager
117 — Head Hogs — 117
grab
bag.
17 Hampshire brood sows; 100 feeder pigs—all vaccinated.

Public Sale

KING BEE Eastern
Kentucky Lump Coal

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

4 — Good Work Horses — 4
Machinery and Tools
Farmall tractor and cultivator; 10inch John Deere tractor gang plow;
Grand Detour 14-inch tractor gang
plow; tractor lister; 2-row go-devil;
walking plow; buzz saw; Sandwjph 2hole corn sheller; corn planter; cream
separator; 2 sets harness; box wagon;
wagon and rack; Universal tandem
disc; McCormick 9-ft. disc; John Deere
2-row cultivator; 1 gang plow; 6-section harrow, 75-ft. endless belt; water
tank; Massey Harris rake; Massy Harris hay loader; tools and miscellaneous items. This machinery is in
good condition—-some of it just one
year old.

Hay and Feed
1 stack alfalfa; 1 stack oats hay;
2 stacks sweet clover; 2 stacks soy
bean hay; 233 bushel soy beans.
Ladies Aid With Lunch
TERMS:—CASH.

E. H. STOCK

Tenant
H. J. McMurray & A. J. Cruise, Aucts.
Council Bluffs Savings Bank, Clerk.

No need to "bole in" for the holiday

Mason when you can go place* and do
Into?* tfcis easy, modem woyl Warm,
smooth-riding buses can make all your
holiday trips convenient and inexpensive,

EDWARD'S CAFE
Phone 3
Anita, Iowa
UNION

PACIFIC

S

INTERSTATE TRANS',

Mineral Blocks
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. bARROW, Manager

TflE ANITA TRIBUNE.'

a Gorgeous Showing
tlow Other
ialiy Hat and Muff Sets
Lands Mark
Christmas
By CHERIE NICHOLAS
A melting pot o/ the world, America
hat created iu.Christnua traditions from
pountlets custom* brought across the teat
from foreign land*. In these far-away
placet the Yulelide symbols of bygone
age* itill endure. Here are a few of them:

ENGLAND:

Christmas to rural Englishmen
means not only the observance ol
Christ's birth, but also a parting of
the ways between the old year and
the new. Preparations are started
for the next year's farm work, which
begins right after Christmas.
Throughout the island such trappings as the holly and mistletoe remain undying traditions, nor is any
Christmas complete without the
Yule log burning. On clear frosty
nights the carol stagers raise their
voices over the countryside. To
many Englishmen's despair, such
American customs as the turkey dinner are gaining a foothold.

GERMANY:

Two years ago storm troopers in
Berlin lit bonfires in the public
squares as a revival of the pagan
custom of celebrating the winter
solstice. But this distraction will
not stop the Christmas-loving Germans from decorating their trees in
every town and village, and joining
in the /famed Christmas hymn,
"Stille Nacht, Heilige Nacht."

ITALY:

fursl
isumptuplease,
able ex3, and
at fash|to stage
jo matter how much
have to practice
of dress, when it
you cannot afford to
move and have
; a shining light in the
illumines the winter
that this season's
j the luxury note in
. clear, but the fact
i^ents are so excitingin the no-two-alike
is arousing an
furs that knows no
that can be
being made of fur.
ded move in favor
rate' fur pieces.
. baying -a smart
et for formal afteri equally smart toplit in mind of gloriits with fur neckhats throughout
i

Wages the idea of the
; by offering an end>ries from which
_ own sweet will
ge showy fur stole
(once on the oldvery new and
you prefer one of
collars of fur
; thing out in the
If your fancy
is of fur or to neat
' collar effects you
to win smiles of
powers that be
Ffur go up and down

Most Italian families celebrate
Christmas eve and spend the following day quietly in their homes. Here
it is a feast more for' grown-ups
than for children, whose merrymaking day comes 12 days later, on
January 6. On Christmas eve families gather around the "ceppo" or
Christmas log blazes. At nine p. m.

the front opening of your coat, or go
round • and found at the hemline 01
go criss-cross. You may have your,
cloth coat fantastically pocketed
•with fur or widely cuffed with fui
or both. Sleeves, all of fur, in the
cloth coat are likewise in the style
picture, if you wish: to adorn youi
coat .with a breast-plate of fur or a
gilet or vestee, it's a sure sign you
are correctly fashion-inspired. A
short jacket all of fur or a cape
long or short or a handsome fulllength coat of luxury fur, each and
all testify .to the marked luxury
trend that prevails this season.
As to the muff and the hat made
of fur, they are absolutely fashion
"musts."
.-. The eye-thrilling fur fashions picturea are typical trends. Note
above to the left in the picture the
huge collar and muff of silver fox.
It is worn with a stunning coat dress
of blue-gray self-striped •wool styled
with the now-so-voguish peg top effect.
The fur that trims the costume below to the left makes a gorgeous
showing. Handsome silver fox
forms a deep sailor collar at the
back, the fur continuing a wide border effect down each side of the
front. Of course, there is a corresponding trim of, fur on the hat.
A superb muff and coat ensemble
is pictured at the top, to the right.
The hat with a veil is trimmed in
wide brown ribbon. It la just such
twosomes of fur hat and elaborate
matching neckpiece, as shown below to the.right, that leads in today's fur fashion parade.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

IN ITALY—Children of the Italian Alps at Christmas Time, praying before a wayside shrine.
begins the "cenone," or big supper,
at which no meat may be served.
Gifts for children, which come on
Epiphany, are brought not by Santa
Glaus but by an ugly witch whose
name is "Befana."

FRANCE:

Exchange of gifts comes not on
Christmas but mostly on New Year's
day, which in France is the big
family day for reunions of cousins,
aunts and uncles. Santa Claus is
"Pere Noel," who leaves his gifts
in wooden shoes. Christmas eve is
not spent at home but in revelry
and feasting.

BELGIUM:

$e Revival

Neither Santa Claus nor Pere Noel
visit children here—but St. Nicholas
makes the rounds, surprisingly, on
December 6! A quaint Belgian custom is the putting up the chimney
Luxurious white fox and deep of a few carrots for the little donkey
jewel-toned velvet are combined to on which St. Nicholas makes his
make a new group of magnificent visits.
evening wraps. These fitted and RUSSIA:
flared coats with their modified back
This anti-Christian nation forbids
fullness are particularly effective in celebration
of the Yuletide but no
black, carnelian red and purple. longer compels
foreign residents to
Some of them boast full-length tux- import their own
Christmas trees.
edo bands of fox, left open at the Making an about-face,
the Soviet
waist to permit the hands to be in- government uses this emblem
of
serted muff-fashion, and others have
yokes of white fox or back plas- childhood for its New Year's celetrons of fur curving from shoulder brations when Dadja Moroz, or Uncle Frost, appears with gifts for
to waist.

Fox Trimmed Wraps
Smack of Luxury

good children.

Charming Costume
For Casual Sports

POLAND:

This Christmas celebration lasts
until February 2 and is preceded
by fasting which is not broken until
A gay and casual sports costume the first star apears on Christmas
is one which combines a beige eve. In all homes the tablecloth is
camel's hair jacket cut in swagger placed over a layer 4f fragrant hay
style and a heavy wool plaid skirt. in commemoratioli pf the manger.

The coat has a removable parka
hood lined with navy and cherry red
plaid to match the skirt. Illustrating the corseleted influence, the
skirt has an extra wide waistband
at least four inches
abric elegance 1m- measuring
across. Navy blue shoes and gloves
i and more this sea- .and a cherry red brushed woo)
t-outcomes' of the call sweater are the accessories.
'"'- is the revival of
,. brocades. Ice
• a tulip motif fashV formal evening
a tight bodice, el1 sleeves and bustle
The evening sweater is being pro-id gold pendant pin
everywhere for young girls.
heart-shaped neck- moted
It finds itself with a low heartshaped decolletage front and baok,
slightly off - the - shoulder puffed
ilyet Bonnet
sleeves, a nipped-in waistband. New
! demure little purl- cellophane iridescent sequins, gold
wingA on either nailheads,, crystal buttons, gold
braid trimming* and. myriads of othv
with* tiny «ur decorative, gestures embellish
fits only trim.
tfa«M festive sweaters.

Young Girls Favor
Evening Sweater

HUNGARY:
St. Nicholas leaves boxes of candy
for children early in December, after which the youngsters must be on
their good behavior. They write letters to the angels, who, they believe, bring the presents. If they
find bits pf tinsel on the floor, they
claim this Is angel's hair and proof
that the angels are everywhere, observing which boys and girls are
good.

HOLY LAND:

Where it all began nearly 20 centuries ago, worshipers reverently
hail each Christmas at the church
of Nativity which is built over
Christ's traditional birthplace. It has
remained unchanged more than
1,600 years. There pilgrims gather
from all over the world to intone
"Glory to the New-Born Kina."

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LDN
'1ST. D. O.
Dean of The Moody
Hutttute
(Re)l«a««J by Weanarn jNew«p«per Union.)

Lesson for December 17
Lesson subject* and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Reugloui Education; used by
permlHlon.
r^j

PARABLES OF THE KINGDOM
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 13:3-8. 31-33.
44-48.
GOLDEN TEXT—Incline your ear. and
come unto me: hear, and your soul shall
live.—Isaiah 55:3.

Teaching by parable, a method
so often used by our Lord Jesus
Christ, has many advantages. A
parable (which is a story relating events in common life to teach
or illustrate spiritual truth) is useful in stimulating interest and attention, in making the truth clear,
in fixing it in the hearer's memory, and in attracting for further
instruction those who are interested even as it eliminates those who
make no response. Jesus was the
master of this art of teaching. Others have learned from Him.
The interpretation of the parables
of Jesus has brought forth much
difference of opinion. The important point to bear hi mind is that
the interpretation must be one consistent with other scripture, as well
as with our Lord's own revelation
of its meaning when given. We
have His own interpretation of the
parable of the Sower (Matt. 13:1823), but He did not interpret the
other parables of our lesson, leaving it for us to carefully seek their
meaning and gladly receive their
instruction.
I. Take Heed How ton Hear (vv.
3-8).
This parable is rightly called the
parable of the Sower for our Lord
so named it (v. 18), but as we read
it we see that the lesson it teaches
relates primarily to the four kinds
of hearers of the Word of God.
There are some who hear and
their hearts and minds have so long
been the common road over which
every worldly influence has passed,
that it has become so hard the Word
of God finds no lodgment, but is
quickly carried away by the birds,
which are the."vultures of worldliness" and wickedness (see v. 19).
Reader, if your heart is like that,
ask God to break it up. Let us
all shun those hardening influences
which destroy our susceptibility to
God's Word.
Others there are who hear and
the seed takes root, but the soil is
no shallow that it has only a quick
growth which soon withers. These
are those whose life is largely emotional, thrilling to a new experience, but not ready to face trials
and the responsibilities of life (v.
21). As long as the Christian lifa
looks attractive such shallow folk
want to be counted in, but when
they learn that it involves sacrifice, they are gone. Shallow souls,
pray God to give your life depth
and real meaning and worth.
Others hear and receive the truth,
but soon permit the cares of life
to choke and destroy it (see v. 22).
This pictures modern life so aptly
that one could dwell with profit on
the vital lessons here taught.
Thank God, some of the seed
brings forth a rich harvest! There
is encouragement for every teacher
and preacher of the Word of God.
Notice (w. 8, 23) that if we should
bring forth a hundred-fold it would
be tragic to bear only thirty or sixty.
II. Beware of the Power of Evil
(w. 31-33).
Just as the mustard plant was
never intended to grow into a tree
in which the birds would dwell, so
Christianity was never intended to
be a nominally Christianized world
empire in which ungodly men, the
dark birds of the evil one (v. 19),
should find comfortable lodgment.
Unfortunately, that is what much of
professing Christianity has become. Let those of us who love the
Lord beware that we are not misled by it.
The parable of the leaven teaches
the same lesson. Always in the
New Testament leaven stands for
evil (see such passages as Matt.
22:16-21, 23, 29; 23:14, 16; I Cor.
5:6-8; Gal. 5:9). It is any influence that weakens testimony, encourages hypocrisy, formalism or
worldliness. Who can deny that
this leaven has spread throughout
the Church? The Evil One is powerful. Let us beware of his power
and of his leaven.
III. Value Redemption Aright (vv.
44-46).
In interpreting this parable we observe that obviously the sinner had
nothing to sell with which to buy
salvation, even if it were to be
bought, which we know it is not
(Eph. 2:8). We do give up some
things to follow Christ, but are they
not the worthless and degrading
things?
On the other hand. He
gave us His all, even to the shameful death of the cross. This He
did for His own people, Israel, and
what we are even more interested
in, for the Church.
Let us value our redemption
highly. We have been purchased
with the unspeakable price, the
blood of our Lord Jesus Christ. Let
us then heed the admonition of the
apostle Paul, "Ye are bought with
a price, therefore glorify God hi
your body and in your spirit, which
are God's" (I Cor. 6:20).

IATTERN

>
^
EPARTHENT
ribbon instead of braid for trimming.
Pattern No. 8587 is designed for
sizes 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 years. Size
3 requires 1% yards of 35-inch
fabric for the dress; %-yard for
panties. To trim with two rows of
braid or bias fold requires 8%
yards.
Send your order with 15 cents
(in coins) to The Sewing Circle
Pattern Dept., Room 1324, 211 W.
Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
(Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.)

Declined High Office
Since 1789 the office of the chief
justice of the Supreme court of the
United States has been accepted
11 times and declined six times.
Alexander
Hamilton,
Patrick
Henry and William Gushing refused it from George Washington;
John Hay refused it from John
Adams; Roscoe Conkling refused
it from Ulysses Grant, and John
Schofield refused it from Grover
Cleveland.—Collier's.

INDIGESTION
Sensational R«CeFfrom Indigeitaoo
and One Dite font* It

If the flnt doee of thif pleaaaat-Uiunf little1
black tablet doesn't brlnf yon the faiteet and moit
complete relief you jure experienced tend bottle
back to Ul and let DOUBIiB MONEY BAOK. ThU
Bell-tin tablet belpi tbe itoaub dlmt food,
makes Uw exeeee itomaeh fluldi harmleu and leu
you eat the nourlihlng foods TOO need. For heartbum, alek beadaebe and upieta fo often caused by
atomach fluldi mating Tog feel eonr and
Blck an orer—JTJ8T ONE DOSE of Boll-ana orom
epeedr relief. 25o eterywhere.

Weak Consciences
It is not because men's desires
are strong that they act ill; it is
because their consciences are
weak.—J. S. Mill.

BILIOUS?

'T'HIS
frock (8587) is so devasr
tatingly becoming to fashionwise moppets that you needn't be
Hw« to Hauatsy BUM of
surprised if your own small
HyontUnkallUxaavea
daughter develops a slight superiact alike, jot try tola
ority complex when she puts it
ble laxativ
on! From a high waistline, the
full skirt ripples about her dim- tired tccUnc wfaea aaaodated
pled knees. The sleeves puff out Wrthort Risk
like little balloons. There's ador. „—
the purehaae
able quaintness in the cut of the refund
price. That1* fair.
Get
NRTaMate
today.
top. Pattern includes panties, and
it's quick and easy to make.
Gingham, linen, batiste or chalEvil Habits
lis are pretty everyday materials
for this frock. A party version
Where evil habits are once setwill be sweet in organdy or taf- tled, they are more easily broken
feta, dimity or dotted Swiss, with than mended.—Quintilian. ,

• Don't get stuck in drifted snow, nor in mud when it thaws.
Don't skid and crash when the going is slippery. These hazards
cost vast amounts—cause thousands of injuries—take too many
lives. Snow and ice are treacherous. You should be ready for emergencies—protected with the gripping traction of tire chains that
will not fail in that split second of danger to lives and property.

Use WEED
American Bar-Reinforced

TIRE CHAINS
Equip your car and truck with Weed
Chains. You'll feel safer. You'll be
safer. And you'll get more than double
mileage. Ask for the chains with red
end hooks. American Chain & Cable
Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.,
also makers of tractor chains and chains
for all farm uses.

4 GREAT FEATURES
IBar-reinforcementt on OMade of Weedallo*—•
•crow llnka more than 'atronger, tougher metal,
double the mileage.
-«_ _ . . . .
it Side chalnt hardened to
«
Patented Lever-lock End **real*t curb and rut wear
w
Hooka—eaay to UM and —4ncreaaea croaa chain
-—*"— «--»—'—
mileage.

-ft >/"'
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FIFTY-SEVEN

BURN "Thunder Afloat"
iGE SUNDAY Wallace Beery

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1939.

Brings
to Rialto

BRIARDALE GROCERY

Anita Couple Harried in
Atlantic Sunday Afternoon

NUMBER 10

TAX CREDIT IN
SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Adding another prize portrait to his
In a simple single ring ceremony
gallery of memorable characterizaVALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
performed in the presence of the imnie Ceremonies, Local tions, Wallace Beery climbs still anmediate members of the families, Miss Owners of Farm Land I of More Than
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Ten Acres in Independent School
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ty Following
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I God's Acres Plan.
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ed in "Thunder Afloat," feature atTax Credit Under New Law.
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WORKS FOR CHARITY
ked, "Well, I have always
NOVEMBER LIQUOR
sion March 1, at which time he and
(tould be paid up;" and it traveltalk, "A Day on Treasure IsSALES TOTAL $3,655.02 his wife will move here to make The Union club is perhaps the only
. to wink away-the tears land."
their home. The Banghams are group in Anita with charity as its
Charlie
Chan
Film
Tonight.
without openly rubbing
According to the monthly report former residents of Anita, and at one major objective. Members do quiltYou'll never know how exciting a
The state soil conservation commit- of the Iowa Liquor Control Commis- time Mr. Bangham was engaged in ing to earn money and, in addition,
kham told how they went movie can be until you attend ~ the
a collection is taken up at each meettee
this week began sending out pe- sion, the sales at the Anita store the grocery business here.
when she was a youngster, Rialto this (Wednesday) evening and
for the month of November totaled
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| tribute which every father
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provides
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the
setting
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today, should be proud for the role of the beloved Earl Derr
of voluntary soil conservation dis- sales at the store were $2,738.33.
Saturday as a Jack Sprat grocery. ATI rural club to raise m|Dney to establish
Bid them, when their sons Biggers detective.
At the 171 state owned stores, sales 89-piece set of Blue Willow dinner- a Sunday School southwest of the
tricts
within
which
various
methods
falters "take up the torch This time Chan goes to the San
for November amounted to $1,145,- ware will be given, away, and on Sat- city. The club then had ten members.
Francisco World's Fair to solve the of soil conservation may be carried
ton."
856.59, compared with October sales urday Chocolate Cream, coffee and In a few years, most of the members
out.
«
most amazing crime riddle of his
of $1,029,014.24.
The
committee,
of
which
Earl
Elijah
Burch cookies will be served free to had moved to Anita. Today the club
career and to track down a master
ICK DROPS
November sales at other state stores everyone visiting the store. An ad in has 24 members, with Mrs. Ruby Biggs
of
Clarence
is
chairman,
notified
all
JHT OVER WILL of the occult who deals death in- county agents it is ready to assist were as follows: Atlantic, $7,171.87; today's Tribune invites the public to as president. Mrs. Charles Campbell
sidiously and mysteriously through
is the only charter miember who still
in putting the soil conservation law Creston, $7,855.94; Carroll, $7,983.74; call and get acquainted.
on filed last July by C. K. a psychic arrow.
Red Oak, $4,775.18; Harlan, $6,263.74;
belongs. The club meets twice-a month
into
operation
and
is
willing
to
coOthers prominently featured in the
Atlantic, contesting the
Adel, $2,865.96; Audubon, $4,323.21;
for a covered dish dinner and a quiltMiss
Marjorie
Armstrong
is
spend|
operate
with
farm
bureaus,
planning
Jis brother, the late Isaac cast are Cesar Romero, Pauline Moore,
Stuart, $2,916.83; Winterset, $3,113.07;
ing bee. Until recently, it had been
Hock of Brayton, was dis- Sen Yung, Douglas Fowley, June I boards and soil improvement associa- Avoca, $3,520.18; Griswold, $1,372.45; ing a couple of weeks at the home six years since the club members Jiad
of
her
parents,
Dean
Armstrong
and
riday in district court at Gale, Douglas Dumbrille, Billie Sew- tions in developing approved soil con- Villisca, $1,967.77; Corning, $3,561.04;
wife. Marjorie is taking a course had a real party. They decided they
|on motion of the plaintiff's ard, Wally Vernon and Donald Mac- servation districts.
Greenfield, $2,838.05; and Walnut, $1,- in beauty culture at the Thompson had worked so hard that they were
Elijah
said
the
committee
has
re§ Harry B. Swan,
Bride.
841.65.
school in Des Moines and is a mem- entitled to a little celebration. So
The program this evening will also ceived an opinion from Atty. Gen.
ill, leaving an estate of apher of the school's basketball team, members and their families, a total of
Fred
Everett
stating
the
act
does
ely $50,000 to Hallock's neph- present the Terry-Toon cartoon, "The
In a game at Muscatine last Friday 48 guests, attended an oyster supper
KAUFMANuN-MORGAN.
j
not
apply
to
lands
within
cities
and
i Curry of northwest of Anita, Hitch-Hiker," the Pete Smith specevening, she received a head injury at the Congregational church.
liece, Miss Mary Curry of At- ialty, "Let's Talk Turkey," and Iowa i towns or villages.
Leland Morgan, son of Mr. and when knocked $o this floor by a girl
Following
conferences
with
the
atnow been admitted to pro- news flashes.
Dr. C. W. Twinam, wife and two
torney general, the committee has Mrs. Orville Morgan, and Mrs. Imo- on the opposing team, but is recovording to R. W. Cockshoot,
gean
Kaufmann
were
united
in
marchildren
of Pittsfield, Mass., are visitering
nicely
from
the
wound.
adopted several regulations for adfor the Currys.
riage at 11:00 o'clock on Saturday
ing here with her parents, H. U. Shanministration
of
the
new
act.
Chief
|Hallock's contest alleged that
morning, Dec. 9, at the parsonage
non and wife, and with other relatives.
among them are:
was not a true will but was
of
the
Methodist
church
in
Bethany,
1—"Land owner" includes any perIby "fraud or undue influence
Friends in Anita will be glad to
son, firm or corporation who holds Mo. The ceremony wa,s performed by
The action was dismissed
Rev.
W.
Bloomfield,
pastor
of
the
learn
that John C. Jenkins, a patient
James E. Larson, 58, prominent in title to any lands lying within an
a compromise and without West Branch, Iowa, business circle
at the Iowa Lutheran hospital in Des
area proposed to be organized as a Bethany church, and was witnessed
An early morning union Christmas
planation. -by the groom's parents and sister,
Moines, is showing satisfactory refor the past 35 years as a real estate j soil conservation district.
service
will be held at the CongreMiss
lona
Morgan.
They
are
making
covery from his recent operation for
2—-In the elections or referendums
ora Campbell of Los Angeles, and insurance man, died last Thurstheir home for the present with the gational church on Christmas morning strangulated hernia. Mrs. Jenkins,
day
in
an
Iowa
City
hospital,
where
governing
the
establishment
of
a
disne to Anita Saturday even-at 7:00 o'clock. It will be presented
groom's parents.
who has been in Des Moines most of
nd a few weeks with her he was taken during the night for trict, any person, firm or corporation
by a union choir, made up of more the time since her husband was taken
Mrs. Cecil O. Budd and an emergency operation. The son of holding the fee title to one or more
than 25 voices. The music will be to the hospital ten days ago, returned
NOTICE.
•Mads and Sarah Larson, he was born parcels of land within the proposed
under the direction of Mrs. Raymond to her home in Anita Tuesday.
at West Branch and spent his life district may cast, as a unit, one vote,
Lantz, with Mrs. Flora V. Stone at
Our places of business will the
services were held in At- there. During 1918 he served asregardless of the number of parcels
piano. The program will be as
The 10-acre tract of land at the
be closed all day Christmas. follows:
st Thursday afternoon for Cedar county's republican represen- the person or corporation owns.
.southwest corporation line of Anita
tative
in
the
state
legislature
and
has
3—In
determining
the
question
of
Roberts Produce.
Hans Christian Blunk, 73Piano Prelude, Mrs. Flora V. Stone. and tenanted by L L Chandler
|;-xetired fanner, who died at since held public office in many capac- whether a district shall be established,
Processional, "Silent Night," choir. family,
- - - has
- -been sold by A. F. Choate,
Smither
Produce.
in the county seat town ities for his party. He was secretary the proposal must carry by a favorScripture
Reading,
Rev.
Arthur
V.
Jewett Produce.
the owner, to C. F. Munch of Adair,
The services were conduct- of the Springdale Mutual Insurance able vote of 65 per cent of all votes
Long.
who
gets possession March 1, at which
lev. Arthur V. Long, pastor Association, an official of the West cast.
Duet,
Miss Jane Dement of Des Moines
of Light. Miss| time he and Mrs Munch ^jj move
Branch
First
State
Bank,
member
of
4—In
order
to
be
considered,
peI Anita Methodist church. A
spent the week end in the city with Beatrice Scholl and Mrs. Raymond here to make their
j| of years ago Mr. Slunk was a the school board, and belonged to titions asking the establishment of her parents, Floyd Dement and wife. Lwitz.
has also bought the West End serthe Methodist church and Masonic a soil conservation district must be
j of the Anita community.
Scripture Reading, Rev. Long.
vice
station from Robert C. Howard,
lodge. Surviving are his wife, the signed by not less than 20 per cent
Frederick Possehl, farmer living
Chorus, "Come Unto Me," choir.
1
who has owned the property for a>
meeting of the Pythian Sis- former Clara Rose, one daughter and of the owners of the land lying with- west of Anita and one of the county
Scripture Reading, Rev. Long.
number of mton^hs.
ay evening, officers for tfre two sons. Mr. and Mrs. Larson were in the district proposed to be or- corn sealers, escaped with minor
Chorus, "Come, Let Us Adore Him,"
in
Anita
about
six
weeks
ago
and
ganized.
The
committee's
regulations
40 were elected as follows:
bruises about 5:30 o'clock last Thurs- choir.
Saturday will be a big day in Anita
iymond Lantz, (Most Excellent spent a couple of days visiting with also require that a minimum of 25 day afternoon when the car he was
Christmas Message, Rev. Chas. when pancakes and coffee will be
v
|Mrs. Wayne Jewett, Excel- friends. He was a son-in-law of John land owners sign the petition.
driving was struck by a machine Lockard.
served free to everyone The flapjacks
or; Mrs. Mterle Robison, Ex- Rose, a former well known farmer
driven by Samuel Huckenberg, Des
Recessional, "Joy to the World," will be served in Wagner's Garage
nior; Miss Betsy Rose Crew- of the Anita community.
G. M. 'DteCamp left Monday for Moines salesman. The accident hap- choir.
from 11:00 o'clock in the morningager; Mrs. F*ed Boren, MiaJolley, Iowa, where he will spend a pened at the Ben Auen farm a quarter
Benediction, Rev. Thos. B. Dixon.
until 5:00 o'clock in the afternoon.
|Records and Correspondence;
Miss Christina Hollen has sold her couple of weeks helping to install a of a mile west of Wiota on highway
Santa Claua will also be here during
jarles Gipple, Mistress of Fi- residence property on East Mlain Street locker plant.
No. 6. 'Possehl was said to have been
A. 1C. Holmes left this morning for the afternoon and will bring with him
4rs. Kenneth Gipple, Protec- to Robert A. Wilson, a well known
driving into the Auen farm yard when Iowa City where he will probably subCarl Shultz, Guard; Mrs. farmer living east of Anita. Mr. WilEd. L. Newton and wife have gone the Huckenberg car struck his ma- mit to an operation at the University candy and treats for the children.
Bartley, Past Chief; Mrs. son bought the property as an in- to Cambridge, Ohio, to spend a few chine from the rear. The Des Moines hospital. iMrs. Holmes accompanied On Thursday evening a Christmas
|Forshay, trustee; and Mira. vestment. The place is the home of weeks with their daughter, Mrs. Chas. salesman also escaped injury, although him but will return to Anita in a pageant will be presented in the high
school auditorium and on Friday afnent, Installing Officer.
W. F. Hendricks and family.
Salmon and family.
both cars were quite badly damaged. few days.
ternoon ducks will be given away.

15c

State Committee Issues
Soil Conservation Rules

Husband of Former Anita
Girl Dies After Short Illness

Candlelight Service Will
Be Held Christmas Morning

J."!.li,.KL-'
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store

ANITA SCHOOL NEWS

PETERSEN'S GROCER}]

FACTS AND FUN

(By Tillie)
PHONE 300
WE DELJV*t,
School Recesses For Ten Days.
Phone 29
Supt. Feller announed that the AniI think . . . Virginia Johnson looks
SPECIALS FOR CHRISTMAS
ta public schools will close Friday, very nice in her white fur jacket and
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
Dec. 22, for a holiday vacation that white hat ... Elizabeth
Nichola'
BANANAS, firm arid yellow, 3 pounds
,,
will extend until Tuesday, Jan. 2,black dress is very becoming . ,
:
13c
JELL, Clover Farm, 3 packages
when classes will again resume.
ORANGES,
Sunkist
or
Blue
Goose,
doz.
.
.is
Christmas time is the busiest and
c ^
happiest
time
of
all
the
year.
CRANBERRIES,
fancy
Cape
Cod,
pound
.
,.
23c
Christmas Pageant Thursday.
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-lb. jar
* • *
'APPLES, Royal Purple Jonathan, dozen . .
,J
A Christmas pageant, under the di15c
Do fish have hearts? I've been told
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
APPLES, Royal Purple Delicious, dozen .. "g
rection of Miss Almeda Nieth, will they have no such organ. If they
be presented in the school auditorium do have a heart, what does it look
17c
XMAS CANDY, large selection, pound ... loc to' 2
MATCHES, Glendale, 6 boxes
Thursday evening at 8:00 o'clock.
CHERRIES, fancy chocolate covered, pound box
like ? Where is it located ?
15c
A chorus consisting of 85 voices will
SEEDLESS RAISINS, 2 pounds
*
*
*
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, 2%-lb. box . . . 2l(j
%
sing1 selections from Handel's "MesAnd
then
there
was
the
absent
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 large size cans
19c
siah," and a total of 209 students of
Celery _ Lettuce —Radishes — Cabbage minded lady who completely forgot on
the school will participate. There is
MARSHMALLOWS, pound package
15c
which side of her head she parted her
no admission charge.
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ONE AND ALL
hair. When the beauty operator had
OATS, Clover Farm, large package
15c
completed
the
shampoo
and
was
ready
Massena Plays Here Jan. 1.
- I^;-The Massena cagers will invade to commence the finger wave, the forFruits — Vegetables — Nuts — Christmas Candies
Anita on Monday evening, Jan. 1. getful lady guessed wrong . . . the she gave you wasn't it?" . . . and the to Santa Clans time, too!
A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYONE
And finally, Season's Greet;
The band, under the direction of Miss operator set a wave and had to comb cook says, "That who gave me?" . . .
Nieth, will entertain between the it out and do it all over again . . . and he says, "Why Mother Nature." everyone at your house from ev
halves of the games. A large crowd you bet, Alice is a very obliging per- . . . now was that nice . . . so close at our house.
Miss Vinah Marilyn Nelson of Post- is expected to attend this second home son.
» * »
ville, Iowa, is visiting here with her game of the season. Since this is a
The
weather
may resemble the good
holiday game, free hats, whistles, etc.,
aunt, Mrs. M. M. Feller and family.
Established 1883.
old
summer
time,
but the windows in
will be given those who attend.
Anita homes, the business section of
Published Every Thursday and Entered
Miss Thelma Pieper, who'it attendtown, and the places of business, all
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as ing school at Oskaloosa, Iowa, is Marilynn Kohl Places Excellent.
Marilynn Kohl, Anita representa- dressed up in holiday array, makes
Second Class Mail Matter.
spending the mid-winter vacation at
the home "of her parents, Louis Pieper tive in oratory, rated excellent in us conscious that Christmas is only
W. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher
and wife. She was accompanied here the sub-district declamatory meet at a few days away.
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year by Vernon Newport of Oskaloosa, who Red Oak high school Saturday eventhe wee
Overheard at school
spent the week end at the Pieper ing. Her selection was "See You
Official Town and County Newspaper home.
In the Next War." The superior rat- one just six years old was carrying j
ings went to Red Oak and Stennctt.
on a very serious conversation with a
Member of .National Editorial
The members of the Jolly Dozen
5-year-old beginner.
Association, and
club met last Thursday at the home Skin Disorder Under Control.
Said the 6-year-old: "Naw, there
Several cases of a skin disorder, isn't any real Santa Claus, he's just
of Mrs. Henry Kuehn northeast of the
city. A covered dish dinner was Scabes, were discovered last week. somebody dressed up. If you look real
served during the noon hour, at which This is very contageous and every pre- close, you can see the mask on his
husbands of the members were guests. caution is being taken to prevent its face. Last y«ar I seen the mask on
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. Wil- spreading. Pupils with any breaking Frank Schlater's face and I knew
Ernest Stone, wife and son, Jimmie, buy Heckman, Mr. and Mrs. Chris | out on their skin are excluded from his tie, too."
of North Platte, Neb., visited here Petersen and Mrs. Mary Reed. Dur- j school until their skin clears up or
Said the skeptical 5-year-old: "Well,
Tuesday with his parents, A. B. Stone ing the afternoon a Christmas treas- until a doctor indicates that there is Mama said, 'you have to be a good
! no danger of infecting others.
and wife, stopping here while on their ure hunt was enjoyed.
boy or Santa won't bring any ChristI Danger of spreading is increased
way to Chicago.
A covered dish dinner was enjoyed oy carelessness in such matters as mas presents.' "
"Ah, that's what you think," reat
noon last Wednesday by the mem- exchanging articles of clothing, sevThe members of the Quilt club enplied
the 6-year-old, "your mother and
joyed a Christmas party last Wed- bers of the Jolly Neighbors club and eral using one towel, or keeping old dad will get you some presents even
nesday at the home of Mrs. J. A. Wag- their husbands at the home of Mr. and dirty articles in the lockers. The if you are a naughty boy sometimes."
ner. During the noon hour a covered and Mrs. Nyle Swanson northwest of athletic equipment was sterilized and
* * •
dish dinner was served and the ladies the city. Fifteen members and their ul. the lockers were cleaned out and
Corn Atom Is Not Enough
The other evening the same wee one
spent the afternoon with their own husbands were present, also two vis- disinfected over the week end, as were was looking through a mjagazine. SeeCurtain:
Long
time cultivation of your &U» hu
PROTEINS VEQET
handwork, playing Chiense checkers itors, Miss Helen Krause and Miss the shower rooms and toilets. This, ing a picture of Santa upon a houserobbed Home grown forage crops of much
OH
MML Whul
and an exchange of Christmas gifts. Evelyn Wieland. Mrs. Thomas Mur- with the cooperation of the pupils,
of their natural mineral and protein conMMIfeM. P* >utOn
,
,
,
.
,
,
,.
,
top
K about to step down into the chimWkaaT
Sarrn
M«l, ,G>p»
phy
won
a
contest
during
the
aftertent.
Corn,
fed
alone,
produce*
moctly
fat
teachers, and parents in detecting and
,
,
Mrs. Henrietta Rapson of Eli, Minn.,
MM!. CBtteMMd Met), U«.
—and constipation ai well. Com mutt be
noon put on by Mrs. Homer Reason. isolating any new cases shou'd bring ney, he remarked, "Mama see here,
M*TOU Mwl and Alhlfi
was an out-of-town guest.
balanced with adequate minenli and proLM( Mad.
why don't the old fool open a door
An exchange of gifts was enjoyed by results.
ANIMAL PROTEINS -Tuttein* if you are feeding for profit. GREEN
and walk in."
at* Fltfe Meal, Powderd
A meeting of the Past Matrons club the ladies and the men had a grab bag.
TOP MINERALIZED TANKAGE it •
Battertollk. Cod Uv«r M«l
* * *
completely balanced ration for hog*, brood
of the local Eastern Star chapter was
Anita Cagers Trounce Stuart.
MtNERALS-Caleluin C.rboa«tt.
So4a Blcarbomtt. Stew
taw* and growing pigs, Feed GREEN
Nativity.
A meeting of the American Legion
held Monday afternoon at the home
The Anita basketball team won its
.BoM Maal. Muyiut* SolTOP
MINERALIZED
TANKAGE
awl
^fe f^OridO^ Ooj.
of Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, hostesses be- and Auxiliary was held Friday even- third game of the season last Friday Sweet young mother of a king,
aave mixing time and trouble, feeding
MT Sulphate awl Pounlai
Hushed and humbled,
ing Mrs. DeCamp and Mrs. C. A. Rob- ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. evening by defeating the Stuart team
cojt*—and market top priced hop quicker.
ison. A social afternoon was enjoyed George Shaffer. The Auxiliary meet- on their floor, 29 to 11. Most of the Listened to the angels sing.
by the ladies, and a tea towel show- ing was opened by the president, Mrs. scoring was done in the second and Joseph dutiful and mild.
Order Grttn Top MiMralted Tmkagt From
er was held for Columbia Chapter. At Edgar Petersen. A report of thej t h i r d quarters. Inhofe and Lett led
Anxious, loving-,
the close of the meeting a lunch was county meeting at Griswold on Dec. tne victors wit h 14 and 12 points reGuarding mother and child.
12
was
given
by
Mrs.
K.
A.
Coon,
served by the hostesses.
spectively. The Anita seconds were
who stated that the number on the j jef eated 18 to 6.
Shepherds hastening from the hill,
'Mrs. Glen Steinmetz was hostess program furnished by Anita was a
The box score:
Fearful, breathless,
last Wednesday afternoon at her home duet by Dean and Carmen Coon. ReANITA 29.
Tell of Angel's song, "Good Will."
north of the city to the members of ports by different members showed
Name
FG FT PP
the Friendly Circle, also three other that a pen and pencil set had been Inhofe
5
4
1 Wise men guided by the star,
gUests, Mrs. Frank Barber, Mrs. Don- sent to the Veterans hospital at Des Bongers
0
1
1 Find the manger,
ald Dorsey and Mrs. Maggie Dement. Moines, a box of handkerchiefs for Lett
5
2
0 There the king and mother are.
4l» exchange of Christmas gifts was a boy and a fancy apron for his moth- Karns
0
0
0 Might of mystery, night of love,
held and a grab bag was enjoyed er, and a cash gift for the veteran's Budd ...
0
Birth of Jesus,
by the children. The ladies spent part orphan boy. At the close of the Millhollin
0
Perfect
gift from, God above.
1
or. the afternoon embroidering tea meeting a lunch was served by Mr.
towels for the hostess, who served a and Mrs. Shaffer and Mr. and Mrs. Totals
-Bessie Forester Turner.
11
7
5
lunch at the close of the afternoon.
Harley Miller.
STUART 11.
Name
FG FT PF
BY THE WAY.
Estrada
1
0
2
By L. F. M.
Fuller
1
0
3
Manner
3
1
0
Thirty-six years ago on Dec. 17,
Paige
0
0
1 Orville and "Wilbur Wright made the
Shaw
0
0
3 first successful flight in a contraption
Richmond
0
0
0 which the whole world almost knew
Bosier
o
0
2 wouldn't work . . . but it did
and today Anita has one of the things
Totals
5
1 11 in her own back yard . . . a much jmproved machine over the one the
The 4th. and 5th. grades have dec- Wright Brothers flew, to be sure, but
orated their room to fit the Christmas an outgrowth of their per&erverance
season, and are quite proud of a and persistence.
"Madonna and Child" picture done in
» * *
packed a high-powered
crayon. The 4th. grade health class
Two lucky little tykes are having
is particularly interested in food hab- birthdays this month . . . Jean and
mouthful into 6 little words...
its, and have a large chart on which Don,
happy birthday . . . and the
"I came... I saw... I conquered.'*
they check off daily food habits they same to Isabel, who celebrates today.
are trying to form.
* * *
No wordy trimmings... and
The following 6th. graders have
Heard in a bakery the other day:
neither do you want any with your
neither been absent nor tardy since Do you have any baking powder bisschool began: Dean Beecher, Blaine 'cuits? . . . the lady inquiring was a
Winter gasoline, when the
Biggs, Byron Christensen, Jack High- little old lady who said she lived alone
ley, Gene Petersen, Robert Petersen and got so hungry for biscuits . . .
truth is brief and plain as this...
and John Rasmussen. 5th. graders and here was the cook at our house
SEE OUR CIRCULAR FOR THE MANY
on the honor roll are Betty Jane Lewis, rather grumbling because she had to
Billie Shaffer, Norma Jean Sisler, Rex i bake biscuits fov supper.
SPECIAL WINTER BLEND
OPENING BARGAINS.
Turner and Jane Porch.
* * *
The 7th. graders are bringing milk
Christmas greetings to all you
On Saturday, we will serve FREE to everyone,
to school, and drink it during their lowans out in California . . . all of
health period. The 7th. grade isyou who would like to be cooling your
Chocolate Cream Coffee and Burch Cookies.
studying about farming conditions in heels and scuffing your toes in some
starts 1-2-3 and often exceeds
the agricultural regions of the world. good old Iowa snow . . . and who of
89-PIECE K L I J K WILLOW DINNER SET
The 8th. grade has just finished the us wouldn't . . . no sir, California
1, 2, or 3 extra miles per
WILL UK (JIVEN AWAY.
Revolutionary War period in history. has nothing on us this year.
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ROBERTS PRODUCE
ANITA, IOWA,

Grand Opening
of Anita's New

Jack Sprat Store
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
December 21-22-23

CONOCO

HEAR THE CHRISTMAS MUSIC!
COME IN AND (; K T ACQUAINTED.

Russell J. Smith
Phone 303

Anita, Iowa.

KING BEE Eastern
Kentucky Lump Coal
' Actually more heat per dollar
than anything else you can buy.

KUNZ Anita,
GRAIN
CO.
Iowa
Bert C. Ramus, Manager

Greeting cards are beginning lu
come . . . friends whu never write any
other time usually send a card with
a name inscribed somewhere . . . no
other message . . . j us t a wul.(1 so we
know they are alive . . . wish they'd
take time to say that "everyone is well
and crops were good—or bad"
but it's swell to be remembered at
all.
* • *
The tenth grader says to the cook,
"Mom, that sure was an awful look

gallon in any car that approaches
reasonable condition.
DRIVE IN TODAY

ROSE & MO.ELGK
OIL COMPANY

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

Funf or tfieWhole
By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP
<WopDGJUICKLV SPREAD AMONG- THE CIRCUS PEOPLE THAT -DAD*
.HELLO, DAD VoU
1 OLD SWCETHEA5?T'

" CAME f?UNNlNS- To GREET

VJELL OLD FRIENDS, I TUSTCAN'T
TELl_Voi> HOVJ HAPPV I AM To

£,TERLtN<5 ,THE BCLOVED OLD CLOWM , V/AS BACK ON TWB LOT (WELL, TlKJI, D6A!? - MOW'S ,
MV LITTLE ACROBAT

1 THOUSHT OF EACH ONE OF
V/3U MANVUMFS SMILE I
NWAS W "WE HOSPITAL AND_
I'M "5J3RB >C>bF? GOOD '
HELPED ME

Cutwork for Line
Mark of Good T]
JUST a touch of this
adds distinction
these motifs in a cl , "s
the linen or in varied n a ° '
°FS- ^^ *« Just the
cloths, scarfs, towels
j
cases. So replenish
closet with these t
J

! PAL-, I SEE VOU'VE &EEN
MADE A CHIEF SWCE 1

A LOT TO

GET NfJELL / ,y.

k I.. M.,V.,-i..H,..l, I., j

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA -Folks Get Your Dictionaries
IPi YOUR OLD
MAN'S SICK NOW
I'D HATE
TA MEET MM
WHEN HE'S
WELL

OH, I'M SORRY
I GOT YOU >
INTO THIS S

POOR FATHER LOST]
FAITH IN THE
WORLD WHEN HE
COULDN'T FIND
ANYBODY TO
BACK HIS NEW
HYDROCAR - NOW
PEOPLE THINK
HE'S
ECCENTRIC

NOW, LISTEN, MY. FRIEND- IT LOOK, MY
CAN'T WE GET
FRIEND TOGETHER ?
IT'S A
TELL ME
SIMPLE
WHAT'S
PROBLEM
EATIN
IN
YA
MATHEMATICS

THE GYROSCOPIC \
MOMENTUM IS
BOUND TO
L
CORRESPOND TO \
THE CENTRIFUGAL /
PARABOLA
--^

THAT'S
WHAT I
ALWAYS
SAY, TOO.

POP

\
\
I

/
J/

Y

Frank i»y Mtrktr Syn<Uc»U. Ine.

^MATTER POP—

Anyhow, It's the Way the Seam Seems

By C. M. PAYNE

^-^—x

Pattern 6300.
proud to show it. Fatten!
contains a transfer patters (
motifs ranging from 2V4 bj
inches to 2% by 8 inches; L
rials needed; color schemes.]
To obtain this pattern, SB
cents in coins to The SewingG
Household Arts Dept., 259
14th St., New York, N. Y.
Please write your nann|
dress and pattern number p

Costly Murder Tri

IKE

The costliest murder
modern times was that i
and Vanzetti in Boston,'
started in May, 1921, and!
with their execution in ,
1927. Not only did their i
committee spend $325,000,1
lions of dollars were
throughout the world in i
space, mass meetings
tipns to urge clemency .-

B, S.L.HUNTLEY

This Should Take Care of Things

8 slmpto steps begin
ralivfinaiiffy
LTonllM|

POP—The Sign Says So
By J. MILLAR WATT

VDU MUST BE- A
ONE-EYED
SCHOOLMASTER
I
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I HAVE A

VACANCY

T*

FOR
ONEPUPIL-

JFiut b» tan you get gen

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

At the first rign of a cold,
directions in the pictures
the simplcet and em
effectiveVetbodsof
to modem idence.
So uickl does

AN APPLE A BARREL
"How much cider did you make
m<
Inoth
3"'red one farmer of

^

c»i»r AISLE SEB-T «r
IP AM0

SsVMWHIlSto
W3HWO).

»~. often starts - - - - . , ,
It's amaong hpw fast 11'
Try this ^y. Yo -"

"Fifteen bar'U," was the answer.
ihe first man took another aip
I reckon, Si." he drawled, "ef
you d had another apple
you might
ha made another bar1! "
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On His Guard
I see you always wear a smiling
8
countenance."
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum, a little wearily "j have to
There is no telling what moment the
candid camera might turn up."
Children
Children, says a paychologbt
shouldn't perform on the radio So
many, it seems, grow up and become adults who shouldn't either.
Won't Power Best
Singleton-I suppose your wife has
a lot of will powerT
Wedderly-Yes, but it's nothing to
her won't power.

ypu^jjSt tii« fast-acting
Bayer product you wani-

Aak for Bayer Aspirin by
the full name wfien you
biiy.
QIMUIMI

gMYt*

A SPEC/AL*0(glSn*WS
KEAPIN6

THtL6PlES/\IP IS
0ffEKM» A TORKfX
PINNER AND AllTHt

BUSINESS t>rg»»
which wants to ^
A
most for the »
on

•taodud* by w
what 1» offered «>
Washiogtoo the J
""ft'tttipf a Burc#u oi
•Yoacaohare y0111
of Standard*, too
the adyertUing
newspaper
yout po«ia«o»
day of erery ye»r
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MALVERN COUNCIL ADDS
WATER SOFTENERS RECENTLY

Wishing You
The Season's Greatest Joy
The Golden Rule
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS DINNER
WE HAVE FRESH
Strawberries — Sliced Peaches — Peas — Lima
Beans — Broccali — Lots Good Standard Oysters

The c i t y council of Malvcrn has
adopted n plan of furnishing all water
usrrs a device that softens the city
water. The plan involves the leas1
iti(j of a device which can be attachrd to the water line and will cost
| ; the user $1.00 per month. These wat1
er softeners are so arranged that
' ! when applied they will soften the
I water and remove impurities. After
' a month's use in an ordinary home
! the water department brings another
I freshly regenerated softener and takes
the first one out. They will last a long
time and can be cleaned and put back
in use in a very short time. It is
said that the softener will pay for
its use in the savings of soap and
clothes that are washed as no great
effort has to be mlade to remove the
1 1 dirt from clothes when soft water
used.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

MILLER'S MARKET
Our Shop Will Be Closed on Sundays Hereafter

Miss Marie Wise spent the week
Miss Virginia Hartley, a student at
a Des Moines beauty school, was a end in Atlantic, a guest of her cousin,
•week end visitor at the home of her Miss Genevieve Wise.
parents, Herbert Hartley and wife.
Sydney Maduff left Monday evenA recent meeting of the Neighbor- ing for Baltimore, Md., where next
hood circle was held at the home of Wednesday he will be united in marMrs. Paul Hayter. Besides the mem- riage to 'Miss Peggy Ginsberg. His
bers there was one visitor, Mrs. Ar- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maduff,
thur Lett. A social afternoon with and his brother, Irvin, will leave here
a Christmas grab bag was enjoyed. Sunday to attend the wedding.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

ChristmasSal

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

December 23, 1909.
^^^^^l^MH^Hi^Mi^^iHBiMBMMMMABBBMMBBMMMMM
There is only one empty residence
property in Anita at present.
Ed. L. Newton went to Lincoln,
Neb., last week on business.
Mrs. Chas. E. Thomas of Marne
was visiting among friends in the city
Saturday.
Frank Bontrager has purchased the
J. P. Randle residence property on
West Main Street.
A. D. Dean has purchased the pasture in east Anita formerly owned by
James B. Turner. He paid $1,200 for
the land.
Miss Ella Wilson arrived in the city
last week from Omaha where she recently completed a business course at
Boyle's college.
Barber & Clark have dated sales
NOTICE.
for Fred Kline on Jan. 6; Wm. Petit,
Feb. 7; Harvey Turner, Feb. 10; Chas.
Complaint has been made to my
Crowley, Feb. 14; and Frank Bontragoffice about damage to church windows
evening at 7:30 with Miss Lucy GaliArt Beaver, a well know,,
er, Feb. 23.
and other property by boys with air
Special meetings are in progress her. Our study will be the Christmas business man, is getting along,,
rifles and other guns. The town ordiat the Lincoln Center Methodist story.
aa could be expected from an
nance prohibits the shooting of fire
church and will continue for at least
The final practice for the Church received a few days ago, when
arms inside the town, so if you have
two weeks, conducted by the pastor, School Christmas program will be held down and dislocated his left
been guilty of 'such offense and do
Rev. W. E. Shugg, who is being as- Saturday afternoon at the church at
not want to be prosecuted, you must
Supt. and Mrs. M. M. Fel\w,
sisted in his work by Miss Bowden, 1:30.
cease such practice at once.
tained the faculty of the Anita.
a
sister
of
Mrs.
Shugg.
The
Christmas
program,
will
be
held
C. F. Darrow,
Saturday evening at 7:30 in the at their home Sunday evening
It
Mayor.
Christmas party. Other guest,
church. Everyone is invited.
*•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+
The young people are going caroling (Mrs. Fred Boren and son, BiffiJ
Donald Mclntyre is home from his
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f after our Christmas program. We evening was spent with
studies at the University of Iowa in
"Christian Science" will be the sub- will meet in the church basement and games, singing Christmas carol!
Iowa City to spend the Christmas
ject of 'the Lesson-Sermon in all leave from there.
enjoying a Christmas tree.
vacation with his parents, W. H. McChurches of Christ, Scientist, on Suncourse lunch was served by tie
lntyre and wife.
day, December 24.
and hostess.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
The Golden Text is from Isaiah •f HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL -f
ORIGINAL NOTICE.
52:9, "Break forth into joy, sing to- •f
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT +
CLOSING OUT
In the District 'Court of the State of gether, ye waste places of Jerusalem: +
I. 0. O. F. HALL.
+
. Iowa, In and For Cass County.
for the Lord hath confronted his +
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4
Victoria Roth, Plaintiff,
people, he hath redeemed Jerusalem." + + + + + + + + + + + + + 4
vs.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoSunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Bernard Roth, Defendant.
tations from the Bible and from the
As I have decided to go inti|
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
No.
Equity.
Christian Science textbook, "Science
implement business, I will oft
Children's confirmation class will be public
auction at my farm, 7i
January Term A. D., 1940.
and Health with Key to the Scrip- held Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
northwest of Massena, 8 miles»
To: Bernard Roth, the Defendant tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Adult instruction class meets Thurs- east of Cumberland, and 9 miles *
Above Named,
One of the Bible citations reads: day evening at 7:30 at the parsonage. west of Anita, on
You are hereby notified that there "Now when he came nigh to the
Practice for the Children's Christis now on file in the office of the gate of the city, behold, there wasmag
&m wil, be ^ Saturd
Clerk of the District Court in and for a dead man earned out, the only j &ftmloon ^
-n
commencing at 12:50 o'clodI
Cass County, Iowa, the petition of son of his mother, and she was a
Children's Christmas program will
Victoria Roth, the plaintiff named in widow: and much people of the city
130 — Head Livestock -|
I be held Sunday evening at 7:30.
the above entitled matter, claiming of was with her. And he came and!
9 — Head of Horsesyou a decree of absolute divorce • on touched the bier: and they that bare | Services Christmas Day will be held
at 10:30 a. m,
Team of black geldings, 5 1
the grounds of cruel and inhuman him stood still. And he said, Young
Highland church—
years old, weight 3200; black 1
treatment and habitual drunkenness. man, I say unto thee, Arise. And he
Children's Christmas program on 12 years old, weight 1(300; tei
You are further notified that said that was dead sat up, and began to
sorrels, 5 and 6 years old,
petition asks that the plaintiff be re- speak. And he delivered him to his Saturday evening at 7:30.
2800;
colt, 2 years old; b«
There will be no services on Christ- ing, 4black
years old, weight 1500; |
stored to the rights of an unmarried mother" (Luke.7:12, 14, 15).
mas
Day.
of good work mares.
person and for general equitable reAmong the selections from the
ief.
Christian Science textbook is the folThe Independent farm, bureau wo- 10 —Head of Cattle-1
For further particulars you are re- lowing:
men
met with Mrs. Ben Brodersen 10 head of cattle, including j
ferred to said petition now on file
"Jesus walked on the waves, fed
jxcellent mijtk cows and calves. J
last
Wednesday.
A covered diah din- an
as aforesaid.
outstanding yearling ShorthonJ
the multitude, healed the sick, and
Now unless you appear thereto and raised the dead in direct opposition ner was served at noon. Games were
defend on or before noon of the second to material laws. His acts were the! pl*yed/"d * Christmas *rab ba* was> 30 Head of Native Bn
Ewes
day of the next term of this Court, demonstrations of Science, overcom- enjoyed during the afternoon. Mrs.
the same being the January A. D., ing the false claims of material sense! Frank Mltche11 was a guest'
80 r— Head of Hogs -»
1940 Term thereof, which will com- or law" (p. 273).
.
~~~
65 head of feeding hogs,
About
200
people
attended
the
benmence at the Courthouse in Atlantic,
ent
about
125 pounds, and 15 hi
*
f
f
+
f
f
+
f
t
+
.
f
.
f
.
f
|
program
sponsored
by
the
P.
T.
A.
Cass County, Iowa, on the 23rd. day
pigs.
at Grant No> 4
northwest of Anita
of January A. D., 1940; default, judg- 4-CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST-f ! last
Machinery
Chas. Lockard, Pastor.
+
Thursday evening. Mrs. Edna
ment and decree will be rendered +
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
+
j
Nichols
is
teacher
of
the
school
and
John
Deere
power binder
against you as provided by law and
the program was in charge of the and finance can be had on tin]
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
prayed for in said petition.
chine; side delivery; hayloader; w
P. T. A. president, .iMiss Marie Wise, tandem disc; John Deere 4-sectio«l
Morning worship at 11. The
Hobart E. Newton,
assisted b
Mrs
ister will speak on the question, "What
V
- Edith Mattheis. The row; 2 wagons with racks comply
Attorney for Plaintiff.
does the Holy Spirit mean to you ?" i program consisted of music, readings high box wagons; John Deerel
hammer mill; J°hn 3\
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
The Christian Ejideavor program ' and the play' "A 'Welcome Sentence." planter;
endgate seeder; Fairbanks-Mo'
|
n
ne
fl
cas
was
will be postponed for one week.
I * * P' y *Prank Osen, h. p. gasoline engine; p uffl P
Walter Wi e J
State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
At 7:30 p. mH the regular evening :
s . ens Holland, Reed Osen, brooder house; drum type
church hour, the Christmas pageant Goldie Wilson, Edith Mattheis, George stove. The above machinery '
Ralston Purina Company, Plaintiff.
tically new,. • Ateo/Dempsey I"'
will be presented with Mrs. Mary Lund> Henry R°ed and Harley Wise.erer;
water tank; McCormick-u
H. C. Meinho.ld, Defendant.
Redburn directing.
separator; harness; collars; °
eral pieces of horse-drawn *"
Ladies aid meets Wednesday at the
To H. C. Meinhold:
not listed; and many small
church
and
will
serve
a
15c
dinner
You are hereby notified that by
to
the
public.
1,000 Bushels Good YeUow Corn.]
virtue of a General Execution to me
Bushels Oats. 20 Tons of P
The pastor wishes to express his
directed by the Clerk of the District
Cut with Binder. 500 6appreclation to Merle Denne
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor!
. Oscar
Oat Straw.
The Board of Supervisors of
Lmdblom
of Ralston Purina Company and j
- Anderson Bell, Rowley Pol12 DOZEN WHITE ROCK
Cass county, Iowa, will meet
against H. C. Meinhold for the sum I0**/ Ralph Bi|rgs' Kin£ Fulton and
Dec. 29 to allow bills. All bills
Now I wish to invite all'
of One Thousand Five Hundred Ninty- Arthur Lett for their contribution
and neighbors and those desvr
for
purchases
in
1939
must
be
purchase some very good maf
Three and 31-100 Dollars ($1,593.31) of labor and money to repair and
filed not later than Dec. 26 for
attend this, my closing out
I did on the 22nd. day of November, decorate the church building.
allowance at this meeting.
TERMS:—CASH.
A. D. 1939, levy on the property of
the said H. C. Meinhold the following
M. E. Hubbard,
LUNCH ON GROUNDS
•f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
described real estate, to-wit:
County
Auditor.
+ Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. 4All the right title and interest
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
of H. C. iMeinhold in and to the
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
A. J. CRUISE, Auction**^
following described real estate,
Morning worship at 11 o'clock.
to-wit:—
FARMERS
SAVINGS B
Sunday School Christmas program QUICK RELIEF FROM
North Half (N'M-) and the
at 8 p. m.
^•WUu rf OMnu triHu 1^1
Southwest Quarter of the NorthAnnual candle light service at 7 STOMACH ULCERS
east Quarter (SW^NE'4) and
a. m. Christmas morning.
the East Half (EVi) of the
OUETO EXCESS ACID Tally cards,'2 Jtor lc;
May the richest blessings of God I
Northwest Quarter ( N W % ) , Secwith tassles and place cards
who gave His only Son be upon you at i
tion Thirteen, Township SeventyTribune office, Anita
this season and enable you to achieve I
Six, Range Thirty-Four, Cass
all
your_
worthy
ambitions
during
the
I
FOR SALE:—Geese, dres
County, Iowa,
coining year is the wish of the pastor.
and will offer the same for sale to
en or alive. Victor Qften,
the highest bidder on the 26th. day
«• -f + 4~T7~7TT7 + + +
FOR SALE:-^C«»k st°ve
of December, 1939, at the hour of
fully
+
METHODIST CHURCH
-f
wardrobe. William .Petit.
10:00 o'clock A. M., at the North'
+
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f
BONGERS BROS.
door of the Court House in Atlantic,'
FOR SALE:—Spotted
County
of
Cass
and
State
of
Iowa.
Oscar
Lindblonv, Anita.
xr
»
i
" ~~~- - • • --•^••ivjvj*
en, 10
j_y jj
r»i.
Church
School at
a. m
Harold
You are further notified that if said McDermott, Superintendent
FOR SALE:—5 head of
real estate includes your homestead,
Church worshin «t 1 1
'
marea. Dement Implement
with the

Continues Until

Saturday Night

Merry Christmas Everybody!

Maduffs
Food
Mark
WE DELIVER

PUBLIC SA1
Wednesday, Dec,

MERRY CHRISTMAS
The spirit of the season brings to us renewed
appreciation of your good will and friendship.
May your Christmas be happy and success attend all your efforts in the New Year.

ROBERTS PRODUCE
Norman Morgan

Oliver Roberts

. ».ut-u

U.1W

UI*>»VA

uw...u—uvl.**ViU...j

MORE USABLE W MIXTURE
TRY THE
ONLY GASOLINE WITH

"CLIMATIC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

As the year 1939 "silently steals away" in a world
of unrest and uncertainty, it seems especially appropriate that we pledge a stable adherence to the ideals
and traditions under which we have gained so many
y
good friends and customers.
It is a welcome opportunity as well, to express our
grateful appreciation for the patronage and cordial
relationships we have enjoyed.
"»uwi
With all of the warm spirit of the season we wish

a

ANITAUMBER CO.
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
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NOTICE.

J. BURL R001

NOTICE!

' -

Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
wholesale, delivered.

lo Ih. co.U i, Ihto c.».

'»

We will pick up your dead
animals and give service.

Phone 257
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P
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Program the same evening

WAGNER PILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

Expect three aura flf Fra"' „
ty, 111., coal on ttack this W<J ^
your order now for a load "'
Farmers Coop.
If you want the best
on the market, see our > ine
you buy. Farmer*
Iowa.

—Youj
Ph. 184 Ahit»-we *y

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

JTEE1M-Y NEFS ^/V/JLYSfS BY JOSEPH W. LaBlM

DEFENSE:
Navy Day

As Europe's war came nearer
home (Set PAN-AMERICA),
two
items of domestic news drew more
attention than usual:
C. At Washington the navy department awarded a $20,016,699 contract
for airplanes to the Consolidated
Aircraft corporation at San Diego.
C. At Quincy, Mass., the nayy tested its newest airplane carrier, the
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When ^pinions »re expressed In these columns, they
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
$21,000,000 Wasp, which steamed on
Released by Western Newspaper Union.
—
a trial run along the New England
with its secret deck equiphours, the customary time of de- coast
ment
shrouded
by tarpaulins.
PAN AMERICA:
parture. But on one such morning
Helgoland saw the biggest air battle
Violations
in history. When it was over the AGRICULTURE:
Determined to "share the fate of Nazi high command announced 36
his ship," Capt. Hans Langsdorf of of 52 British planes were shot down, Woe
In today's unhappy agricultural
the scuttled German battleship Graf meanwhile
admitting the loss of two plight,
one of the sorrows of imSpee blew out his brains in a Buenos ships. London
scoffed,
placing
BritAires hotel. At Port Everglades, ish losses at seven and German at proved production methods is that
Fla., rested the Nazi freighter /franincreased acreage yields only glut
co, driven to refuge when a British 12.Apparently the "security patrol" the nation's already overfilled granwarship fired across her bow a,.few bogged down shortly thereafter, for aries. Thus, at year's end, the U. S.
miles from shore. At Ellis Island,
Germans, no longer laying department of agriculture sadly anN. Y., were landed the 400 survivors the
acreage
mines, began dropping aerial torpe- nounced that — despite
of Germany's luxury liner Colum- does
slashes in 1939—total farm producon
British
merchant
craft.
bus, scuttled off the Virginia capes Lost by this and other means were tion was in many cases above last
rather than face inevitable capture 23 allied vessels in three days.
year's.
by a British destroyer. Crewmen
Best example was corn, which
Other war news:
C. French Navy Minister Cesar Cam- yielded 29.5 bushels per acre compinchi figured the British had sunk pared with last year's 27.8 bushels
30 to 35 Nazi U-boats, and that and the 10-year average (1928-37) of
France had scored 10 times. His 23 bushels. Reason for this boost
conclusion: The Reich has lost be- was the new hybrid variety which
tween 42 and 47 of the 60 subma- Secretary of Agriculture Henry Walrines she had when the war started. lace has promoted among the tall
C. Raring to fight, cheering, singing corn growers of his native Iowa. Aland shouting, "Where the hell is though corn acreage harvested was
GERMAN FffilfiHTHI
Hitler?"
the vanguard of Canada's the smallest since 1898, production
DRIVEN ASHORE Bf
expeditionary
force (in which ob- was 2,619,137,000 bushels, the largBRITISH CRUISER
servers noticed a few Americans) est with one exception (1937) since
1932.
docked in Britain.
Among wheat, corn, oats, rye and
barley, the only other increased
In the jVortfi
grain crop was barley. Total grain
Lumbering down Finland's arctic production was 4,626,000,000 against
highway came a huge motorized So- 4,868,000,000 in 1938. Winter wheat
6MF SKEWS
viet army while plucky guerilla (but not spring) was up 13,000,000
SCUTTLED HERE
fighters pecked away at the roadAFTER SEA FIGHT
side. Russian casualties: About
30,000 men and 200 tanks. But it
was victory of a sort, and that was
what Moscow demanded. A CopenNEUTRALITY VIOLATIONS
hagen newspaper reported that
There will be teeth, now.
Josef Stalin was raging mad over
were interned for 60 days, but must his army's failure in Finland, havthen leave the U. S.
ing ordered a purge of military lead(Before he killed himself, Graf Spec's ership and an investigation at the
captain told how the ship had fooled front.
her raiding victims by camouflaging,
Day after this Russian advance,
once by changing her superstructure to the resourceful Finns made themresemble the British cruiser Renown. Lon- selves warm while a blizzard drove
don heard hoia its cruiser Exeter had the mercury to 25 below zero, parastaged o valiant fight against Graf Spee lyzing the ill-clad Reds.
In the
until help arrived. Said the report: One
teaman, who had both legs shot off, com- south only an ineffectual air raid
mented that he teas "not doing too badly on Helsinki, Abo and Hango disunder somewhat adverse circumstances." turbed Finnish calm, and that night
they celebrated prematurely the
He died a few hours later.)
The Spee, Columbus and Arauca sinking of Russia's warship October
incidents brought Europe's war to Revolution. (It was badly damaged,
Pan-American shores for the first but managed to limp home.)
HYBRID CORN
To a League of Nations committime, and there was every indica(Exhibited by C. E. Troyer of LaFontion that Western hemisphere gov- tee the Finns sent word that they taine, JfiuL, who used it to win the "corn
ernments would tolerate no more of could hold out all winter if they got king" title at Chicago's international livethese carryings-on. Guided by the planes and guns. League Secretary- stock shouij
U. S., nations which established a General Joseph Avenol got to work
fanciful "neutrality zone" at Pana- immediately, sending Helsinki as- bushels over the preliminary estima City last October began laying surances that Britain and France mate on a harvested area 12,000,000
would provide supplies, but not acres less than in 1936. Soy beans
their plans.
registered 87,409,000 bushels comIt was revealed that the U. S. had men.
pared with the estimate of 63,000,agreed to join Brazil and Argentina
000 bushels. The cotton yield, unin helping Uruguay force Graf Spee LABOR:
usually high, averaged 236 pounds
out of Montevideo harbor, had the Probe
per acre from the smallest acreage
pocket vessel refused to move.
More unsavory each day became in 40 years. Tobacco also set a new
Stirred to even greater action by
the Columbus and Arauca incidents, the testimony in a house commit- yield record of 911 pounds per acre,
Pan America planned to put teeth tee's investigation of the National total production also reaching a new
in its neutrality declaration. The Labor Relations board. Starting high of 1,769,639,000 pqunds.
Other farm news:
teeth: Any belligerent warship that with the allegation of minority
violates the principle of the neutral- Boardsman William Leiserson that C. Signed in Washington was a supity zone will be accorded no assist- his fellow members (Warren Mad- plementary trade agreement beance in American ports. If a ship den and Edwin L. Smith) were "par- tween the U. S. and Cuba, restoring
guilty of such violation seeks tial," the testimony went on to al- tariff reductions on sugar and tobacco imports which were terminatrefuge or repairs in an American lege:
port, it and its crew will be interned C. That Boardsman Smith had taken ed by presidential proclamation
for the war's duration.
"extra-legal" action in attempting when Europe went to war. Cuban
Nobody expected Britain and Ger- to settle a knitting mill strike; more- tariff reductions were granted on
peanut butter, salmon and mohair
many to pay much attention; inproducts, that nation also agreeing
deed, a London paper pointedly reto maintain improved treatment for
marked that American nations had
U. S. rice.
no right of sovereignty over extraC. President Roosevelt told reporters
territorial waters. But Washington
he intended to ask congress to raise
at least hoped the restrictions would
the $550,000,000 "owed to the treasprevent fighting in American territorial waters.
ury" as a result of farm parity payments and other agricultural exAlready interned by Argentina are
penditures which were approved by
the 1,039 crewmen of Graf Spee who
the legislators, but not provided for.
found themselves scattered hastily
to provinces far from the ocean.

How New Year Speeds Around^ the o

Pan America Faces Hard Job
Maintaining Neutrality Zone;
Agree on More Restrictions

THE WARS:
In the West
Not all of Europe's mid-December
warfare took place in American waters (see above). The western front
was quiet as usual, but Britain's
new "security', patrol" over the
NATHAN WITT
North sea ran into a pack of MesA conspiracy?
serschmidt trouble.
over
that
he
had attempted to sponPurpose of the patrol is to keep
sor
a
boycott
of the mill's products
mine-laying German planes at their
bases during the early morning by a Boston department store
C. That Philip G. Phillips, regional
NLRB director at Cincinnati, had
written his superiors that the city
editor of the Cincinnati Enquirer
was a "swell guy and a dear friend
of mine," and had kept out of print
a series of articles critical to NLRB
When the city editor and his boss
C. From New York, ex-President
denied this, Director Phillips said
Herbert Hoover sent Finland's
that his "language was ill-chosen."
Premier Rssto Ilyti the $100,000
Earlier it was brought out that
his relief organization collected
C. I. O. had refused to drop a comin its first week.
plaint against a Cincinnati firm because the employer refused to rein«. Arriving in M a n h a t t a n was
state a worker discharged for comJames F. Montgomery, U. S minmunistic activities.
ister to Hungary. Reports said
<LThat Nathan Witt, NLRB secrehe would resign unless the state
department allowed his wife to
tary whom Boardsman Leiserson
return to Europe w i t h him.
would have fired, "plotted" with
C. I. O.'s Steel Workers Organizing
«L To Heno came Mrs. Orson
company to force Inland Steel into
Welles, wife of the 25-year-old raa written agreement providing for
dio and stage dramatist, awaitexclusive bargaining. Commented
ing a divorce.
Cummitteeman Harry Routzohn
C. Friends in Washington hinted
(Hep., Ohio): "I think this constiWisconsin's John D. Wickhem,
tutes a conspiracy."
state supreme court justice ("a
After several days of this, comDemocrat, Catholic, rnidwesternmittee
members were reported
er and liberal") would be named
ready to ask congress fur major
to the U. S. Supreme court to
amendments in the Wagner act So
succeed
another
midwestern
did several other groups, including
Catholic, the late Pierce Butler.
, L and the Nal101^! Association
of Manufacturers.

POLITICS:

v '

When 1940 reaches New York City in a blare of noise at 12:91 a. m. Monday, tt win already be earl,!
„„„„
evening just east of Australia in the Chatham islands. Meanwhile, at Honolulu the eloefc will registers?
Sunday. The new year is bora on the lonelyiChatbam Islands, 414 miles soofreast of Mew Zealand and »«
ward at 1,000 miles an hour. About 200 shepherds and fishermen in the Chatham group celebrate the N»!
by ringing the church bell on Hanson island. The international date line, near these isles, was set by fa
admiralty and runs near the 180th meridian of longitude.

Warning for Bach
AfouZs Propose in_
Run for cover, you bache!
leap year!
Twenty-nine days hath F
in 1940, which gives the
free rein to blurt out those nu
proposals they've been savbl
s

1936.

Leap year is so-called b
'leaps forward" a day as c
with an ordinary year, it
pens that the leap years *
with years divisible byfourJ
remainder.
"

'Self-Serve' Party |
Enjoyed by
On New Years]
ENTERTAINING guests i

*-• Year's eve? It's being dot.
than ever before this year aij
ica turns to stay-at-home i
ment.
If SO, you'll want an __.
fair with a buffet style EU
in the evening, patterned
Swedish "smorgasbord." 1
is generally placed in the i
the room and covered with;
of linen suitable tor the
Plates are placed in a \
side of the food to be ser
find guests enjoy serving I
selvesl
Your menu can be veryp
very fancy, as you prefer.!.
are a few samples fromi*l|
can choose:

>JfcW

What Do You Know About 1939?

]

»_ NO. i
Chicken Mousse on Lettuce, I
Sandwiches
Sliced Meats, Assorted
Crackers
Olivet

Hadiiti I

Hot tend Cold Bev««a
. atom No. ii.
,
Spaghetti and Chicken LWj

AssortedSanitwlches
"
Pickle*. OUrac. Stuffed
Frozen Dessert
SmalH
•' Beverages
Mean NO. m
_
Lettuce Sandwiches
Toasted Cbeese and Bacon Sa--.
Ham or Chicken a la King in P«'11
^_
• Mixed Sweet Pickles
Orange Layer Cake
Mem NO. iv. d
Assorted Canapes and Be**
Crabmeat or Shrimp SaW
Welsh Rarebit
Hot Biscuit
k .*«
Chocolate Cup Cakes, witti
Cream Filling
Beverages

Who Is this handsome
youngster and who di-

SSST——

Plan 'Clock' PC
Over New Year
Do It This

Farm Vote
For several months many political
forecasters have believed 1940's
presidential election will be won or
lost in the midwestern farm belt.
As the preseason campaign drew to
a close (it will start again after
congress adjourns) it became apparent that Republicans concentrate
most of their ammunition on the"
progressive-minded farm belt.
First Democrat to see the light
was Montana's Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler, himself a potential candidate, who warned that westerners
would vote the Republican ticket
unless the Democrats nominate a
"liberal." Explanation: " . . . their
natural tendency has been with the
Republican party and they could
see no reason to change if a conservative Democrat is nominated."
Meanwhile the rumor spread that
smart Republicans may try to
swing to their cause two of the
West's foremost liberals—Minnesota's Sen. Henrik Shipstead, a
Farmer-Laborite, and Wiscons'in'<s
Sen. Robert M. LaFollette, whose
doughty father once dominated the
O. O. P. Key man in this campaign is Minnesota's youthful Gov
Harold Stassen, a Republican whose
masterful fence-straddling has welded a strong party consisting of progressive Republicans and disgruntled
right-wing Farmer-Laborites
Already committed to supporting
Shipstead in the Republican pri
mary. Governor Stassen could easily extend his idea into neighboring
larm states, where discontent with
the administration's reciprocal trade
program may prove a No. 1 talking
point for Republicans in 1940

l

4, This horse won a bit race i- ntt
last May and Us name "
Isn't Man O' War, Lawrin
El Chlco, or War Admiral.
Who is he? What race?

What's It's name an! who
owns It now?

ronj

Plan a "clock party" to t-.
your guests New Year's e»|
this you'll need all the alag
"striking" clocks you can i
them at different hours i
them in all sorts of unusual
so that chimes and gongs «J»!
from everywhere in the w*
expected way — under o»t
cushions, in the dining room
and behind the radio.
'
Use black-and-white "-- j
with clock faces drawn ojl
cardboard peering from e**£
black^pd-white paper «M
Wack^nd-wbite checkered
cloth for XOUT table, a"0
and-white glass or chins.
You can have a clever
and-answer clock game, w
your questions typed on su
per with space for answ"
them around, set a time u^
answering,! and make y° ,
trip, and be won't something to do with timebe home until iat» h, mo. dar, diary, kitchen- 1 "' lt6ltf
er. Here are some''

Pr°orvkiaf0SnSWere 'trtklng

«-:
.
» Admiral Richard
6

President

Hoosevelt

„ ,take

8a|d

U.

WPA

clock? Answer—Numbers
2. What part of a
"satast new wag. most to an Oriental? AnM
3. What has a bed '" ,
with a clock? A n s w e r ^ 1
4. What part of a clock
we»Mo interest a lawyer? Ans
8. What do you have
has? Answer—Hands

THE ANITA

Jarols We Sing at Christmas
Perpetuate a Custom Which Began
Centuries Before Birth of Christ
h(uson Chalkley
l Newspaper Union.)

nturies passed, how' "Carol." became
nore inclusive until,
" e ages down to the
it has ceased to
part of a religious
the term applied to
and poems, conl alike.
Christinas Carol.
(the beginning of the
pis, one must imvlit plain where in
Dm are huddled the
.their flocks. Sudbjeeomes brilliant;
as bright as day.
have come to anbirth of Christ. From
|comes the sound of
singing the first
Ql:
God in the highest
peace, good will tohas always had a
the worship of all
vas only natural that
ristians should cornThat the writing of
had absorbed
i of Latin-churchmen
Christian era, we
"Decretall Episus. In the seche wrote:
ght of the Nativity of
saviour, they do celechurch services and to
dp tine the Apgells
i also OB that samenight
j unto the Shepherd* by
| the truth itself doth Wit

i century the sing^ hymns had be' established custom
| Christianity existed,
of our Lord, hownot entirely given
ligious ceremonies, tt
casion for so much
and good cheer that
|azianzen, who died in
""*
_ tfte Wast 6t
cautioned against
excess, dancing,
he doors with wreaths
ir-making in general.
fein in England.
* introduced ChrisEngland, and that
aps. marks the .origin
ristmas songs and posve today. Anglo-Saxtheir conversion,
(great fondness for resic at the same time
i their love for their old
Dearest to them of
pms were their dances,
vere composed, and
hymns celebrated the
reatest of aP feasts,
f, they were sung to
lies and danced about
were set up in the
tduring the Tenth cen•• carols ceased to deal
Nativity, the Holy
nd sacred subjects.
' to include festive and
longs. At this time, al|came a curious interthe sacred and proongs that were, one
ppose, meant to be
Cred in their praises.
Influence,
the Conqueror in
f came a new influence
pglish cartl. For cenrance it had been the
songs in honor of
nas season. These
"Noels," and after
invasion, the JJjfd

Come, bring with noise.
My merrle. merrie boyes.
The Christmas log to the firing;
While my good dame, she
Bids ye all be free.
And drink to your heart s desiring.
With last yeeres brand
Light the new block, And
For good success in his spending,
On your psaltrles play
That sweet luck may
Come while the log is a teendlng.
Drink now the strong beere.
Cut the white loaf here,
The while the meat la a shredding;
For the rare mince-pie.
And the plums stand by.
To flu the paste that's • kneading.

HousehoIdNeujs

Algernon Charles Swinburne,
an English poet of the Nineteenth
century, wrote one of the loveliest of all Christmas poems and
called it

aging in Ameriristmas is the
nee of a cusad its beginning
ries before the
rist when the
rated the festival
aor of the return
|t the winter sollich clung to the
Christmas feast
ed the ancient
after the con|$he Anglo-Saxons
lity.
he ages when the
tiered about the
mistletoe and
||he gods, the an3 would join hands
in circles about
3, singing praises
: as they danced,
came to be
ols" which means
ongs."
itianity came and
feast superseded
{least of Gule, these
"r., along with other
s, were brought into
l church. Here, fused
hymns, they bential part of the
and customs surcelebration of the

Robert Herrick, the famous
poet of the Seventeenth century,
wrote about 1650 one of the bestknown of all Christmas carols:

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
Three damsels in the queen's chamber,
The queen's mouth was most fair;
She spake a word of God's mother
As the combs went in her hair.
Mary that Is of might.
Bring us to thy Son's sight.
They held the gold combs out from her,
A span's length off her head;
She sang this song of God's Mother
And of her bearing-bed.
Mary most full of grace.
Bring us to thy Son's face.
When she sat at Joseph's hand,
She looked against her side.
And either way from the short silk band
Her girdle was all wrled.
Mary that all good may.
Bring us to thy Son's way.
Mary had three women for her bed,
The twain were maidens clean;
The first of them had whit* and red.
The third had riven gr.een.
Mary that is so sweet.
Bring us to thy Son's feet.
She had three Vomen lor her hair.
Two were gloved and shod;
The third had feet and fingers bare.
She was the Ukest God.
Mary that wleldeth land.
Bring us to thy Son's hand.
She had three women for her ease,
Th* twain were good women;
The first two were the two Maries,
The third was Magdalen.
Mary that perfect is.
Bring u* to thy Son's kiss.

"Noel," "Noweil," or "Novel"
was used again and again in
Christmas, songs.
By the Twelfth and Thirteenth
centuries Christmas carols were
flourishing in all parts of England. They were usually set to
simple, rhythmic melodies with
"catchy" tunes characteristic of
popular music. One of the early
• writers mentions this carol which
was sung to the tune of "King
Solomon":
Even Christ. I meane. that Virgin's
ehilde.
In Bethlem born;
That tambe of God, that prophet mild.
Crowned with thorae.

Two Toletide Customs.
Mystery and -miracle plays,
pageants and masques had
reached the 'height of their development by the Fifteenth century. Into these performances,
which sometimes lasted for several days, carols and drinking
songs were frequently introduced. It is to the Fifteenth century, also, that several fine carols celebrating two of the oldest
English yuletide customs, the
bringing in of the boar's head to
the Christmas feast and the
drinking from the Wassail bowl,
are attributed.
Singing a toast to the boar's
head as it was being carried into
the Christmas feast is a tradition that is probably almost as
old as the celebration of Christmas on English soil. We know
that by 1340 the custom had been
established at Queen's college,
Oxford, and that it has continued
ever, since. As trumpeters announced the arrival of the boar's
head, the guests at the feast
would rise and sing an appropriate song.
The legend of the wassail bowl
dates back to the time when Rowena, daughter of the Saxon king,
Hengist, presented a bowl of liquor to the British king, Vortigarn. with these words: "Louerd
king—Was-neil." To which the
king replied: "Drinc heile."
From that tune on "Was-heiling" became an expression of
hospitality and good fellowship.
During the Christmas season
when conviviality was at its
height, groups of gay merrymakers went from house to
house, and the streets of the
towns echoed with:
Wassail I Wassail I All over the town.
Our bread it la white, our ale tt ia brown.
Our bow} la made o( a maplin tree.
To here, my good fellow: I'll drink to
thee.
The wassailing bowl, with a toast within,
Come all it up unto the brim;
Come fill it up so that we may all see;
With the wassailing bowl. I'll drink to
thee.

Carols had their greatest vogue
during the Sixteenth century. SO
popular had they become by 1521
that Wynkyn de Worde, one of
the earliest printers in England,
was induced to print a collection
in that year. This undertaking
had such a marked success that
between the years 1546 and 1552,
Rychard Kele got out an edition
of Christmas songs which contained three volumes. Directly
after these followed a series of
collections. Ralph Newberry's
appeared in 1559; John Tysdale,
150Z; Thorn Becon, 1563; Christopher Payne, 1589; Moses Powell, 1587.
Abolished by Puritans.
Carol singing bad reached its
height when the reformation attempted to sweep England clean
of such a sacrilege as the festive

celebration of Christmas. In the
general onslaught of the Puritans
carol singing was abolished and
holly and ivy were made seditious badges.
Neither wholesale decrees nor
fines and imprisonments could
stamp out a custom so popular
as the singing of Christmas
songs. Men and women met secretly to observe the Yuletide
and to keep alive its glorious traditions. So, when the restoration came, there was a general
revival of carol singing throughout England.
Boys and troops of children
would go through the streets on
Christmas eve, singing the old
carols and making their songs
pretexts for collecting money.
They went from house to house,
receiving welcomes and cakits
wherever they stopped.
Wandering minstrels also bitlong to this period. Up and down
the land these songsters went.
At the great Christmas gatherings of the squires, and tenants,
their carols were an important
part of the entertainment. In 1661
appeared a new collection, .of
songs called, "The New Carols
for the Merry Time of Christmas,
to Sundry Pleasant Tunes."
The custom of carol singing
continued unabated until the end
of the Eighteenth century when
other interests and practices
gradually absorbed it. During
this century, however, two of the
finest carols that we have today
were written.
Hark! the herald angels sing
Glory to the new-born king;
Peace on earth, and mercy mud.
God and tinner* reconciled I Etc.
And:
While shepherds watched their flocks by
night.
All seated on the ground.
The angel of the Lord came down.
And glory shone around.
„

An artificial revival of carols
brought 'many new and beautiful ones in the Nineteenth century. Swinburne,,Chambers, Morris and many other poets celebrated the Christmas festival in
verse derived and patterned, often, after the old Latin songs.
Brought to America.
Naturally the carols of England were brought to America
along with other customs and
ceremonies. They never became
so popular here as in the Mother
Country. However, since the beginning of the Twentieth century,
there have been endeavors to
make the singing of carols an
American Christmas custom.
In the public schools, children
were taught hymns and carols.
La the churches, it is often the
custom to have a song service.
Sometimes the choirs go about
the streets of the towns on Christmas eve or morning, singing carols as they go. Many schools
and colleges make it traditional
for one class to go about the
campus and through the college
buildings during the last day before the Christmas recess, caroling the other classes.
Whether or not carol singing
will ever again have the vogue
that it did during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries, is entirely a matter of
conjecture, but it is. safe to say
that as long as there is an English language, there will be men
and women who will cherish the
old Christmas carols even though
they may express their own festive spirits hi new ones.

Joseph had' three workers In his stall.
To serve him well upon;
The first of them were Peter and Paul,
The third of them was John.
Mary, God's handmaiden.
Bring us to thy Son's ken.
"If your child be none other • man's.
But 11 It be very mine.
The bedstead shall be gold two spans,
The bedfoot silver fine."
Mary that made God mirth,
Bring us to thy Son's birth.
"If the child be some other man's.
And if U be none of mine.
The manager shall be straw two spans,
Betwixen kine and tine."
Mary that made sin cease.
Bring us to thy Son's peace.
Christ was born upon this wise.
It fell on such a night.
Neither with sounds of psalteries.
Nor with fire for light.
Mary that ia God's spouse,
Bring us to thy Son's house.
The star came out upon the east
With a great sound and sweet;
Kings gave gold to make him feast
And myrrh for him to eat.
Mary, of thy sweet mood.
Bring us to thy Son's good.
He had two handmaids at his head.
One handmaid at his feet;
The twain of them were fair and red,
The third one was right sweet.
Mary that was most wise.
Bring us to thy Son's eye*.

•

Eleanor Farjeon, an American,
has written this delightful carol
called "Six Green Stagers," that
is brimming with the old medieval spirit:
The frost of the moon fen over my floor
And six green singers stood at my door.
"What do ye here that music make?"
"Let us come in for Christ's sweet Sake."
"Long have y* Journeyed la coining
here?"
"Our pilgrimage was the length of the
year."
"Where do ye make for?" I asked of
them.
"Our shrine 1s a stable in Bethlehem."
"What will ye do as ye go along?"
"Slog to the world in evergreen song."
"What will ye sing for the listening
earth?"
"One will sing of a brave-souled Mirth.
"One of the Holiest Mystery,
The Glory of glories shall one song be,
"One of the Memory of things.
One af the Child's imaginings.
"One of our songs la the fadeless Faith,
And all are the Life more mighty than
death."
"Ere ye be gone that music make,
Give me an alms for Christ's sweet
Sake."
"Six green branches we leave with you;
See they be scattered your house-place
through.
"The staunch, blithe Holly your board
shall grace.
Mistletoe bless your chimney-place.
"Laurel to crown your lighted hall,
Over your bed let the Yew-bough fall.
"Cloae by the cradle the Christmas Fir,
For elfin dreams In its branches stir,
"Last and loveliest, high and low,
From cell to floor let the Ivy go."
from each glad guest 1 received my
gift
And then the latch of my door did lift—
"Green singers. God prosper the song
ye make
As ye sing to the world (or Christ's
sweet Sake I"

Here is another by an American poet, Lizette Woodwortb
Reese:
Mary the Mother
Sang to her Son.
(n a Bethlehem shed
When the light was done
"Jesus, Jesus.
Little Son. sleep;
The tall kings are gon*.
The lads with the sheep.
"Jesus, Jesus,
My bosom Is warm;
And Joseph and I
Will keep you from harm."
Mary the Mother
Sang to her Son,
In Bethlehem town
When th* light was don*.

FESTIVE TRIUMPH FOB CHILDREN'S PARTY
(See Recipes Below)

Children Need Parties Too
With all the holiday festivities for
grown folks and for older sisters
and brothers, it's not strange that
the youngest members of the family
beg for a party, tool
Children's parties must be colorful, the entertainment simple, and
the refreshments
very light. If the
party is to be •
success (and why
give one if it
isn't?) the activities of the youngsters must be
wisely directed
from the moment
they arrive, until they leave.
Choose, to direct the entertainment,
the wisest, jolliest, child-loving adult
you know. Plan games that are
simple, and make sure that all the
children are included. Remember,
too, that children weary quickly of
any one activity, so plan a variety of
games and get the new one under
way before interest in the old one
vanishes.
Party refreshments, of course,
must be geared to the age of the
guests. If they are very young, it's
a good idea to serve the feast at
the end of the party, so that it takes
the place of the regular evening
meal.
Decor ate .the'table with snapping
crackers, colored balloons, and peppermint canes to give a really festive setting for the occasion.
When Five and Six-Year Olds Get
Together
Special Peanut Butter Sandwiches
Raw Carrot Strips
Peppermint Stick Tapioca Cream
Cocoa
Peppermint Stick Tapioca Cream.
(Serves 8)
2 egg yolks
4 cups milk
% cup quick-cooking tapioca •
% red cinnamon candies,
crushed peppermint sticks, or
crushed clear fruit-flavored
candies
V« teaspoon salt
2 egg whites
Mix egg yolk with small amoum
of milk in top of double boiler.
Add quick-cooking tapioca, candies, salt and remaining
milk.
Place over rapidly boiling water
and cook 10 to It
minutes after water boils again,
stirring frequently. Remove from
fire. (Tapioca will
be well distributed throughout, but mixture will be
thin. Do not overcook.) Beat egg
white until just stiff enough to hold
shape. Fold hot tapioca mixture
gradually into egg white. Coolmixture thickens as it cools. Chill.
Serve in sherbet glasses. Garnish
with whipped cream and colored
candies.
Special Peanut Butter Sandwiches.
(Makes 1 cup filling)
1 ripe banana
1 cup peanut butter
V< cup dates (cut fine)
1 teaspoon lemon juice
Mash banana with a fork and thoroughly blend in remaining ingredients. Use between slices of whole
wheat bread.
Orange Ice.
1 cup granulated sugar
2 cups water
1 teaspoon gelatin
1 tablespoon cold water
2 cups orange juice
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 teaspoon lemon extract
1 teaspoon orange extract
Make a syrup of the sugar and
water and boil for five minutes. Remove from fire and add gelatin,
which has been softened in cold water. Stir until the gelatin ia entirely dissolved and then add fruit
juices and flavoring extracts, and
pour into freezing tray of mechanical refrigerator. Turn cold control
to lowest temperature for rapid
freezing. Stir three times at halfhour intervals after the ice has begun to freeze. When almost frozen,

place the mixture in a chilled bowl
and beat with a rotary egg beater;
then return to tray and complete the
freezing.
Little Silver Cakes.
% cup shortening
1% cups granulated sugar
2% cups cake flour
3 teaspoons baking powder
% teaspoon salt
1 cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
4 egg whites
Cream the shortening, add th*j
sugar, and beat well. Sift the flour,
baking powder, and salt; add alternately with the milk and vanilla.
Beat the egg whites until stiff and
fold into the cake. Bake in greased
muffin this in a moderate oven (350
degrees) for approximately 15 to 20
minutes.
Grilled Bacon Sandwiches.
Remove crusts from slices of
bread and toast bread on one side
only. Spread untoasted side with
peanut butter and top with slices of
bacon. Preheat broiler to 350 degrees. Place sandwiches on broiler
rack, 8V4 inches from flame. Broil
until bacon is crisp and brown, approximately 7 minutes. Serve very
hot.
Sugared Doughnuts.
4 eggs
1 cup sugar
4 tablespoons shortening (melted)
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2% to 3 cups cake flour
% teaspoon salt
3 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon cinnamo*
Beat the eggs until light. Add
sugar slowly and continue besfing
until foamy. Add
melted shortening and vanilla
extract. Mix a»d
sift two cups at
flour and all the
other dry ingredients and fold into
the egg mixture.
Add just enough more flour to make
a soft dough which caa be haadted.
Place on lightly floured board and
roll dough out to %-iach thickness.
:ut, and fry iii deep fat (171 decrees) and drain OR uaglaze* paper.
Hot Spiced Cider.
2 quarts eider
1 cup brown sugar
1 six-inch stick cinnamra
6 whole cloves
1 teaspoon allspice
Add spices and sugar to cider,
place in kettle and let simmer over
heat (not boil) for IS minutes.
Strain and serve hot in small
glasses. Add a little grated nutmeg.
'V Stands for Vegetables.
To be sure, we all know that vegetables in one form or another are)
an important part of the diet. But
when you're confronted with the
problem of getting Junior to eat his
carrots, just how will you get around
that? Next week I'll give you my
suggestions for solving that particular problem. Be sure and watch for
them in this column next week.
Have you sent for your leaflet
of "Holiday Recipes," by Eleanor Howe? Plum puddings, cakes
rich with fruit and nuts, cookies
for all kinds of parties, and confections, too—you'll find recipes
for all of these, in this specially
compiled leaflet. Send 10 cents
in coin to "Holiday Recipes,"
care of Eleanor Howe, 919 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, and get your copy, now.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Electric Outlets Needed
For Kitchen Efficiency
When electric outlets are being
planned hi a new house for lamps,
clocks, and radios, the kitchen is
often neglected. In reality, it has
more uses for plugs than any other
room.
Within reasonable limits, there
cannot be too many appliance outlets in the kitchen. In this room
electricity is used both for lighting
and for motivating power. Consumption of current varies widely with
kitchen appliances, and special attention should be given to the load
the outlet ia expected to carry.
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Andy Miller and wife have rented,
the Sarah Vernon property on Elm
Street, and took possession this week.
Mrs. H. C. Faulkner is spending
the week in Moline, 111., with her son,
John Faulkner and family. Mr. Faulkner expects to join her the last of
the week to spend Christmas at his
son's home.
Jack Long, a student at the College of Mortuary Science in St. Louis,
Mo., came to Anita Saturday evening
and will visit here until after New
Year's with his parents, Chester A.
Long and wife.
Jack Roe is enjoying a visit in
Anita at the home of his parents,
Glen A. Roe and wife, during the
Christmas 'and New Year's vacation
from his school work at the University of Iowa in Iowa City.

Our Friends and Patrons
ith Whom We Have Had
Many Pleasant Dealings
iy the Joys of This Yuletide Season
Be the Greatest You Have
Ever Known
The Spirit of the Season prompts us to take this opportunity to extend YULETIDE Greetings and convey this message of Good Will to all. We desire in
this greeting to express to you, in a measure, the appreciation that we feel toward you for the co-operation so generously given us during the past year.
We are not unmindful of the confidence reposed in
us, but entirely apart from consideration of business at this season, we severally wish to express our
interest in the welfare and happiness of each and
everyone of those whom we are honored to have as
patrons and clients.
We extend to each and everyone the wish that this
Yuletide will find you in possession of the important
things of life; the trust and affections of your loved
ones, true friendships, and the pride of achievement
of the things nearest your heart.
We trust the Holidays will bring to you and yours
the added contentment of an ever increasing abundance of health and prosperity.

[G. M. AD AIR

CHESTER A. LONG

I R. M. NEEDLES

LINDBLOM RADIO SHOP

F. D.WEIMER

LOWENBURG IMPLEMENT CO.

C. H. JOHNSON

MILLARD'S BLACKSMITH SHOP

P. T. WILLIAMS

MOTOR INN CAFE

ITA LUMBER CO.

MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC PLANT

TA OIL CO.

W. H. McINTYRE

INGERSBROS.

NEFF'S HARDWARE

tKE BROS.

RIALTO THEATRE

». CHRISTENSEN

RASMUSSEN'S HATCHERY

tMERS COOP.

ROBISON PUMP CO.
DAIRY

IRSHAY LOAN & INSURANCE
GENCY (Since 1894)
2GERSEN DAIRY
3. HECKMAN—Standard Service

ROSE & MOELCK OIL CO.
O. W. SHAFFER & SON
STAGER'S CAFE
SECRESS BARBER SHOP

fcNDERSON SHOE SHOP

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

[WARD BARBER & BEAUTY
IHOP
LDEL'S CAFE
JSON PLUMBING & HEAT-

JOE VETTER INSURANCE
AGENCY
WAGNER FILLING STATION

JG SHOP

WEST IOWA TELEPHONE CO.

JERT KARNS

WHITE FRONT COFFEE SHOP

ANITA
RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-The Big Night
Sidney Toler — Cesar Romero — Pauline Moore
In a Thrilling Mystery Drama

"Charlie Chan at Treasure Island"
SAT.-SUN. MON.

DEC. 23-24-25

Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, a guest, held
high score at a meeting of the Original bridge club last Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Chester
A- Long. Other guests, besides the
members, were Mrs. Raymjond Lantz,
Mrs. C. H. Johnson, Mrs. Ernest Ford
and Mrs. Robert Scott.
A meeting of the Anita Literary
Club will be held at 2:30 o'clock
Thursday .afternoon at the home of
Mrs. A. J. Kopp on .West Main Street.
Mrs. W. R. Cryer will be in charge
of the program and roll call will be
answered with "Christmas Customs."
A grab bag will be a feature of the
afternoon.
Irvin Maduff, a student at the State
University in Iowa City, is spending
the holidays in the city with his parents, Henry 'Maduff and wife. Irvin
may leave the school at the end of
the first semester to return to Anita
to help with the work at the Mid-West
Egg Co., owned by his brother, Sydney Maduff.
Gail Wiese and wife visited in the
city a couple of days last week with
his mother, Mrs. Hattie Wiese, and
with other relatives and friends. Mr.
and Mrs. Wiese went from here to
Burlington, Iowa, where he has accepted a position in a large drug
store, having resigned his position
in the drug store at Sioux City where
he had been employed.
At her home on West Main Street
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Carl
Millard was hostess to the members
of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club and
two other guests, Mrs. George F.
Shaffer and 'Mrs. Walter F. Budd.
At the bridge session high score
was held by Mrs. Herbert Bartley.
A feature of the afternoon was a
'Christmas grab bag.
A 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner
was enjoyed last Thursday evening
by the members of the Evening Dinner and Bridge club at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Glen A. Roe on Rose
Hill Avenue. Other guests, besides
the members, were iMrs. Hansine Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Walter F.
Budd. The evening was spent playing bridge, at which high scores were
held by Mrs. Ross Kohl and Mr.
Roe.

CHESTER

VI MINI A

MORRIS • GREY

ALSO FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALK and NEWS
Miss Norma Knowlton, a student
nurse at the Iowa Lutheran hospital
in Des iMtoines, visited in the city
over Sunday with her parents, Earl
Knowlton and wife.

Miss Evangeline Dressier, who is
attending school at Drake University
in Des Moines, is spending the holidays in Anita with her father, Harry
Dressier.

Mrs. Robert Cryer was hostess last
Thursday evening to the members of
the Susie Q club, also one other guest,
iMrs. Jack Morgan. The girls spent
the evening playing Chinese checkAnnouncement has been made of ers. Before lunch was served by the
the marriage of Miss Evelyn Ander- hostess, a Christmas grab bag was
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John enjoyed.
E. Anderson of southeast of Wiota,
to Walter Meyer, son of 'Mr. and Mrs.
Chris Meyer. The wedding took place
at Oregon, Mo., Aug. IB, 1939. Mr.
and Mrs. Chris iMeyer attended the
couple. Mr. and Mrs. Meyer are now
at home to their friends on a farm
east of Wiota, where he has been
farming for the past two years.

Eighteen members of the Original
Sunshine club enjoyed a Christmas
party a few days ago at the home of
Mlrs. Lyman Wahlert east of the city.
The afternoon was spent socially by
the ladies and an exchange of Christmas gifts was held. Late in the afternoon a lunch was served.

A covered dish dinner was served
during the noon hour last Thursday
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Hamann southwest of the city by the
members of the S. 0. S. club, at which
sixteen families and one visitor, Miss
Athelea Lambertsen, were present.
During the afternoon a grab bag was
enjoyed and officers for the coming
year were elected as follows: Mrs.
Guy Larett, president; Mrs. C. W.
Hoekenberry, vice president; and Mrs.
Kermit Bailey, secretary and treasurer.
At her home southeast of the city
last Thursday, Mrs. Howard Gissibl
was hostess to the members of the
Helping Hand club at an all day meeting. Twenty members were present,
also nine visitors, Mrs. Dave Ogle,
Mrs. Harold Weaver, Mrs. Merritt
Steele, Mrs. Louis Steele, Mrs. Jasper
Krumm, Mrs. Arthur Barnholdt, Mrs.
John Pearce, Mrs. Bernard Houchin
and Miss Reba Barnholdt. At noon
a pot luck dinner was enjoyed and
during the afternoon the ladies hemmed tea towels for the hostess and
held an exchange of Christmas gifts.
Two dozen cookies were taken to the
meeting by each member and these
were packed and mailed to the Christian Orphans home in Council Bluffs.
$25 was made by the club at its recent benefit program at Lincoln Center and part of it was also sent to
the home.

Free Pancakes in
Anita
Saturday, Dec. 23

Thursday, December 21, Christmas Pageant, High
School Auditorium, 8:00 P. M. No Admission.
Friday, December 22

Duck Day, Ducks Free

Saturday, December 23, PANCAKE DAY. Free
flapjacks and coffee for everyone—ALL YOU
CAN EAT. Serving from 11:00 A. M. to 5:00
P. M. in Wagner's Garage. Santa Glaus will be
in Anita with candy and treats for all children.
DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
IN ANITA.

Mineral Blocks
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

^
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V i. N (TWOW'S'H
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

the elegance of fablatter the color glory
no matter the per, no matter whether
j or less if your dress
p>r your suit be not
then all is lost inso; smart appearance is
fes, indeed, we are
these days about
wasp waistlines
silhouettes,
^-flattering standfctwo types that stand
the mode this seabolero costume and
> dresses and coats
princess. The difthe two is that the
i a bolero possesses
pake figures that are
er cent perfect look
: to wear a princess
really must have
s is no safer, saner
TO ensemble. To
_ theme is a big
presses itself in inf _ ng from tailored
'utilitarian wools to
J5 Starred with sequins
"*.embroidered even
affairs that are all
jeweled embroidery,
" ny lace that tones
jj wear,
al is the tailored
liit made of a sheer
of
a silk-and-rayon
1
now-so-smart faille
„ uch a dress-with-bond bolero will prove
|,of a wardrobe withIcan wear different

•Trimmed

blouses and change the entire appearance of your costume from day
to day. The suit may be simply
tailored or the bolero can be handsomely all-over braided.
At the smartest places you see
bolero costumes similar to the
model pictured to the left in the
group. Sheer wool or silk crepe in
a chosen pastel tone, a skirt rippling to a wide swirling hemline, a
blouse that looks like a froth of tinted lace, a bolero that bespeaks youth
in its every line thus the story of
this charming costume is told. The
lace blouse worn with this bolero
twosome reminds us that the foreword coming, from fashion headquarters is that the dainty lacetrimmed or all-of-lace blouse is
scheduled to reach a new high in
fashion next spring.
Princess coats and dresses are all
the style this winter. In coats the
classic double-breasted form-fitting
princess type of wool coating or
richly colorful tweed is an acknowledged favorite. As to the princess
dress, style-alert debutantes and
girls of high school age'have fallen
in love with the simple classic such
as is centered in the illustration.
Describing this model, it is a black
bengaline coat dress, suitable to
wear from morn to night. The formfitting princess lines are cut with
purpose to achieve the chic skirt
fullness that develops a wide flaring hemline. The dress is further
styled with sailor collar and a row
of gold buttons at the front closing.
If you are young, slim, svelte and
alertly fashion-conscious, tie a ribbon in your hair and wear a formfitting princess dress like the one
pictured to the right in the group.
Buttons down the front make this
model do the most for the typical
junior figure. The gored, hemmed
skirt flares gaily. And the four little embroidered and edged in valtype cotton lace pockets!
(Releaaed by Western New*paper Union.)

Call for, Glitter
Brings Up Metals
In harmony with the call for glitter in fashions this winter is the return to favor of metal weaves for
dinner gowns for cocktail frocks,
and especially smart is the blouse
of rich lame to be worn with the velvet afternoon suit or with the long
formal skirt at evening functions.
Milliners report a big demand for
exotic looking turbans of metal cloth
draped in oriental fashion, these to
match the gowns or blouses or jackets with which they are worn. These
flattering turbans look stunning with
winter furs and .women who Uke to
dress for occasion are playing up
the idea of the metal-draped turban for all it is worth.
Metal jackets that button with jeweled buttons are definitely good style
for evening worn with the black velvet or crepe formal skirt.

Bright Red Leads
The Color Parade

A LL day long they had been go•* * ing by the inn, camels and donkeys stirring up dust, weary men
and women resting by the stream
outside the inn yard. The little country maid had never seen so much
travel.
Just outside the city of Jerusalem,
near by the village of Bethlehem,
there were plenty of people who
stopped for refreshment. And Jeremiah kept a good inn. He was a
good man too. But
he was hard, sparing neither man nor
beast. And his niece
Rebecca was hard
put to do the tasks
that were set before
her.
"Why are there so
many travelers today?" she asked the
little slave girl who
helped her prepare
the evening meal.
"The tribesmen," replied Fatima,
"are going to Jerusalem to be numbered, so that they may pay their
taxes. And this will continue for
days. These are not times of rejoicing and feasting for us!"
Rebecca looked up as a bearded
man, leading an ass on which a
young woman rode, entered the
courtyard.
"Is the inn keeper
here?" he asked gently. "My wife
and I seek shelter."
"There are no rooms left," Fatima told hun, going on with her
work. But Rebecca looked up at the
woman, whose face was weary and
touched with pain.
"I will see what provision can be
made," the little maid exclaimed.
Her eyes never left the young woman's sweet face. The woman smiled
at Rebecca, and her husband smiled
too. Rebecca's face lightened eagerly and even Fatima found herself softening.
Rebecca had some difficulty finding her uncle, busy as he was with
many things. Then it was hard to
make him listen.
"There must be some place, uncle. That new stable, with the clean
straw, would be warm and comfortable; She cannot go farther, I
know."
"So be it," he answered. Then,
as they neared the group, he too
was impressed by the young woman's beauty and the lovely warmth
of her smile. "There is naught but
the.stable," he told them, "but Re-

Don't Marry the Girl
Day After Christmas
If you believe the early monks,
don't select the day after Christmas to get married, start a new
Job or pot on that new suit. It's
Gbildermass day, commemorating the slaughter of the Holy Innocents by Herod, and to the early days was considered an occasion of the greatest ill-omen.
Children, according to legend,
were soundly whipped Cbildermass day to impress on their
minds the story of the baby martyrs.
So intense was the fear of this
unfortunate festival that the coronation of England's King Edward
IV was postponed hi order to
avoid the fatal date.

White House Maintains
Traditions 139 Years Old

WASHINGTON. — Santa Claus
makes his 139th visit to the White
House this Christmas, carrying on a
tradition started December 25, 1800,
when Kris Kringle called on little
Suzannah, granddaughter of President John Adams from Massachusetts.
The White House in those days
was in an unfinished state and the
great barnlike rooms were only
scantily furnished, providing a great
contrast to the beautifully appointed
mansion of today. Yet the same
joyous spirit prevailed on that
Christmas morning, more than a
century and a quarter ago, as that
found in the White House this Yuletide.
From early years of our country,
Presidents have set aside the heavy
burden of state and made merry
Christmas day with their-families.

becca will seek to make you comfortable there."
Even after she had done everything she could, and had crept into
her own dark corner for the night,
Rebecca found she could not forget
the couple in the stable. Mary, the
man had called his wife. There was
such a radiance about her. "I wonder what makes her so different,"
Rebecca thought. And she opened
her eyes.
In amazement she saw light in
the courtyard, so much that it
seemed the dawn must have come.
But the light came from a star that
shone just about the stable. Out into
the yard the girl crept, and suddenly she heard a child's cry, a cooing,
happy sound.
Rebecca looked about. No one
was stirring. Far off, on the hiHside she saw what looked like a
group of men, shadowy, indistinct,
seemingly moving toward Bethlehem. It must be her imagination.
Possibly it was Ephraim's vineyard
she saw. Soon she stood in the stable
doorway.
There, lighted by a lantern, was
Joseph, bending over the young
woman and holding in his arms a
tiny baby—her firstborn. At Rebecca's exclamation he turned, and into her outstretched arms he handed
the little figure and showed her the
snowy lengths of swaddling cloth.
Tenderly the maid clothed the infant and laid it beside the mother.
"Thank you," Mary whispered.
"For the child's sake and in His
name, I thank you for what you
have done. We thank
h e r , d o n ' t we,
Jesus?"
The baby opened
his eyes and smiled.
"He s m i l e d at
me," Rebecca exclaimed. "I shall
never forget, a new
born babe smiled into my face to say
thank you."
Mary drew the
child into the shelter
of her arms. Her eyes closed, Joseph
walked to the doorway and watched
Rebecca as she returned to her
room. He, too, saw the clump of
trees or vines, or was it a group of
men on the hillside? Then he returned to the manger and settled
down beside Mary and the sleeping
Jesus.

material; 2 yards bias binding to
trim.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1324,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of pattern, 15 cents (in
coins).

CIGARETTES ARE SO
EASY ON THE TONGUESOMfLP/VET RICH
flNPTASIYTOO.
OF

COURSE BA. SMOKES
COOLER!

In recent laboratory
"smoking bowl" tests,
PRINCE ALBERT burned
*"PHIS pinafore apron (1876) will
•*• be-a great favorite with everybody in the sewing circle—it's the
most useful kind you can have!
It goes on in a jiffy—not even a
sash to tie! It covers both the
top and the skirt of your dress
thoroughly. It won't slip off the
shoulders. It has two capacious
patch pockets that you will find
mighty handy.
Buttons and bright piping give
it a gay touch; it's prettily small
at the waist and flared at the
skirt. Best of all, it's so easy to
make that you can. turn it out in
a few hours. Send for the pattern today, and make half a dozen
aprons like this, so that you'll always have one ready to put on,
fresh and clean. It's nice for gifts
and club or church sales, too.
Make it of gingham, percale,
chintz or linen, in cheerful prints
or plain colors.
No. 1876 is designed for sizes
32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, and 44. Size
34 requires 2% yards of 35-inch

Sun's 'Virginia'
Still Has Faith
Sitrance Facts
In Santa Claus
8-Yeor Salvage Job
"Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus.
He exists as certainly as love and generosity and devotion exist, and you know
that they abound and give to life its highest beauty and joy."

!•

\

Nurses Out of Sky
Pontiffs Train Shy •
The greatest salvage job in history, to which the British navy
devoted eight years, making more
than 5,000 dives, was the recovery
of $24,800,000 worth of gold from
the wreck of the White Star liner
Laurentic, which struck a mine
and sank in 120 feet of water off
the north Irish coast in 1917.
France now has a volunteer
corps of approximately 200 "flying
nurses," women skilled in parachute-jumping as well as nursing
who are ready at a moment's notice to be flown and dropped, with
their medical kits, at points where
their services are urgently needed.
Keratin is one of the oddest substances produced in human and
animal bodies. Not only is it the
chemical basis and an essential
ingredient in such soft appendages
as wool, fur, hair and feathers,
but also in such hard ones as horn
hoofs, nails, claws and shells.
The only Pontiff of the Roman
Catholic church who ever rode on
a railroad train while pope was
Pius IX, who reigned from 1846 to
1878.—Collier's.

COOLER
than the average of the 30
Other of the Urgest-Mllhig
brands tested ... coolest
ofafff

s THERE a difference,
ICOOLER-SMOKING
"makin's" fans, in the
TOBACCO - Prince
Albert? Try it for rich
taste, without parching excess smoking heat! P-A.'s
choice, fully ripened
tobaccos are "no-bite"
treated — smoke fullbodied, yet easier on the
tonguel Prince Albert
pours right, rolls faster,
draws better. That famous
PA. "crimp cut" is right to
home in "makin's" papers.
Get Prince Albert today.
(So mild in pipes tool).

Forty-two years ago an editorial
writer for the New York Sun penned
these now-famous lines in answer to
Copyrliht. 1m, B. J. Rarnold*
Xobucca Co.. Wlutoa-Sdui. N. O.
a scrawled letter from a little girl
named Virginia, whose faith in Santa had been shaken.
Today Virginia is grown up, married, and serves as assistant principal in an east side New York
school. Her name is Dr. Laura Virginia Douglas and this Christmas
she's playing Santa Claus not only
to her pupils but her own daughter.
Pink-cheeked, vivacious, yet shy
and hesitant in speaking of personal
matters, Dr. Douglas is not in favor
of breaking the news baldly to a
child that there is no Santa Claus.
He will learn naturally, she says, as
he turns from the free, imaginative
stage of early childhood to an interest in the world around him.
When she first became old enough
to realize the full meaning of the
Sun's editorial, she felt badly because poor children were not able
to have Christmas gifts as tangible
evidence of Santa's existence. Lat- Unforgivable Hypocrisy
er, she says, she grew to realize that
The only vice that cannot be
material gifts were not so imporComposition of History
tant as the faith which even the very forgiven is hypocrisy. The repentHistory is the essence of innupoor child could have in something ance of a hypocrite is itself hypocrisy.—Hazlitt.
merable biographies.—Carlyle.
spiritual.

Bright red triumphs in the color
realm. Bright red for your hat,
Yule Flower Named
your scarf, and a spectacular turn
After U. S. Diplomat
of affairs is bright red gloves worn Christmas Tree Useful
Thank an early American diplowith,your dark furs.
During Rest of Winter mat
for the poinsettia plant you
Bright red jackets top dark skirts
AMHERST, MASS.—In northern
receive
(or don't receive) Christday and evening, the more formal states where Christmas heralds tne
mas morning. The flaming: flower
ones scintillating with glittering em- coming of cold winter weather/ tn^
broidery. Young girls love the new tree that warms the living roain De-, whose vermillion-red leaves are
mistaken at a distance for the
long red capes or coats if you pre- cember 29 is beiplTput to work the
petals of its flower, was brought
fer, that are so swank for evening balance of the winter outdoors. Ac.to the United States about 1820
wear.
Sometimes
brass
buttons
add
cording to Arnold M. Davis, exten- toy Joel Roberts Poinsett, minisl at you from the most to their glory.
sion horticulturist at Massachusetts tlr to Mexico, who discovered it
Bees this season, the
state college, fir trees can make exng to trim the black
glowing there. Poinsett, who had
Corduroy and Wool
cellent "feeding stations" for birds
in glittering bands
studied both law and medicine
Bright
corduroy
and
printed
wool
and gold sequins as
and offer them cozy shelter on frosty
abroad and served many years in
jred. The gown has are combined in a comfortable winter nights. Suet is often tied to the
diplomatic service, ended his
[Sleeves, a high neck ankle-length dinner dress for infor- the branches. The tree is also used
career in the American bouse of
fc that buttons only at mal dining at home.
to protect climbing plants, or the
representatives from 1821 to 1825.
"paistline. These new
branches can be ripped off and laid
But were U not for the plant he
Mantlet
lions are the smartas a mulch over low-growing plants
brought back from Mexico, his
Ison. Note that the
Mantlet is the newest name for or bulbs. Northern beekeepers find
name would now be unknown.
ght to the front in the waist length evening jackets ot the trees handy as windbreaks.
fur with attached hooda.

Get relief from coughs due to cold* without
swallowing bad-tasting medicine. Smith Bros.
Cough Drops taste delicious. Cost only St.

Smith Bros. Cough Drops are the
only drops containing VITAMIN A
Vitamin A (Carotene) raises the resistance of
mucous membranes of nose and throat to
cold infections, when lack of resistance is due to Vitamin A deficiency.
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Has Cast
FOR "Theof Women"
CENSUS 135 Women; No Men

Heralded as one of the most unusual
films ever to^ome out of Hollywood,
Named As One "The Woirteii," with an all-star cast
of 135 actresses headed by Norma
to Take BusiShearer, Joan Crawford and Rosalind
ial Census;
Russell, comes to the Rialto Theatre
I In Atlantic.
Saturday and Sunday evenings.
The story, based upon Clare Boothe's
Broadway
stage success of the same
ately three hundred
napie,
weaves
the everyday experoris have been se, the training schools iences of women into an exciting com> taking the business edy-drama into which laughs and tears
nsus, Roger F. Warin, are skillfully blended. Ultra-modern
.•the Seventh congres- settings, smart clothes and a fashion
said the first of the parade add eye-filh'ng beauty as a
background to the razor-sharp dialogue.
be held at Atlantic
• and Friday; at Coun- 'Miss Shearer appears as Mary
ay. Classes will be- Raines, her first modern society role
'm. Before the chosen since "Riptide." Joan Crawford is
qualified they must pass seen as the siren Crystal Allen, and
£ Each enumerator then Rosalind Russell as the inveterate
an identification card gossip, Sylvia Fowler.
Others in a powerful supporting
holograph.
cast
include Mary Boland, 'Paulette
^professional men will
Goddard,
Phyllis Povah, Joan Fonand reports from
taine,
Virginia
WeioUer, Lucile Watto be disclosed under
son,
Florence
Nash,
Muriel Hutchihto any person exsus bureau' employe, son, Esther Dale, Ann Morriss, Ruth
al and population cen- Hussey, Dennie Moore, Mary Cecil,
begin until April 2. Mary Beth Hughes, Virginia Grey,
nsus will begin Jan. 2. Marjorie Main, Cora Witherspoon and
Hedda Hopper.
, to which two or
The story centers about Norma
be added, are John
Shearer
as a woman whose happiness
Bter; W. F. McGregand
home
are temporarily wrecked by
rles O. Hunt, Exira;
gossip,
and
her fight to regain the
Audubon; Roger F:
life
that
had
been snatched from her.
f and Paul Hilger, HamThe
picture
was
directed by George
Schwertfey, Missouri
Cukor
and
brought
to the screen by
|es Nipp, 'Mineola; Bird
Hunt
Stromberg.
Oak; A. P. Salgren,
The program will include an Our
I. Woodle, Shenandoah;
Gang 'comedy entitled,
"iCaptain
and John A. WoolSpanky's Showboat," and the regular
JBluffs; Albert Hansen,
news reel.
Streebin, Blockton;
Tonight the Big Night.
Orient; and Thomas
A sparkling comedy mystery, laid
amidst a glittering beauty pageant,
will be seen in "Fast and 'Furious,"
feature attraction at the Rialto this
(Wednesday) evening.
In the starring roles will be Franchot Tone and Ann Sothern, with fine
|S01 boys and girls were support being given by Ruth Hussey,
-H clubs in Cass county Lee Bowman, Allyn Joslyn, John Mil»E. Bush, County Agent, jan, Bernard Nedell and Mary Beth
Hughes.
.
rid girls were engaged
Laid against the pageantry of a
Ock projects of which 142 seaside beauty parade, it tells of
completed projects, Tone arid Sothern. getting mixed in
iibers exhibited at fairs a murder' mystery when Tone's best
at shows winning $1,- friend is falsely held for the killing.
um money, not including Comedy and thrills are interspersed
lies and other special with gorgeous bathing beauties as
Tone and Miss Sothern start untang>• livestock enrollment was ling the conflicting threads of eviIbeef club with 75 mem- dence at the risk of their own lives.
II'popular livestock clubs The eventual solution is as unusual
market pig, 34 mem- and arresting as is the rest of the
24 members; dairy calf, picture.
| colts, 18 members; and
The program, will include a Fashion
' heifer, 7 members,
Forecast miniature, the Father Hubrls engaged in girls' pro- bard Alaskan adventure, "Birthplace
Jidied home furnishing this of Icebergs," and Iowa news flashes.

)ys and Girls
in 4-H Clubs

BRIARDALE GROCERY

Phone 43

Free Delivery

Anita, Iowa

VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
GRAPE FRUIT—
OATSTexas seedless,
Briardale quick or
dozen
regular,
tQ
large
tube....
* •*»»
NAVY BEAN?—
Fancy Michigan hand
RAISINS—
picked,
| J
Thompson seedless,
2y2 pounds
•'•Tfl'
2-lb.
17
package
i IC
BUCKWHEAT—
Briardale self rising
CAKE FLOUR—
pancake flour, 11^
Briardale,
iA
3i/2-lb.sack.... fil€
package
1«IC
OLEO—
SPRY—
GWC nut margarine,
Pure vegetable
Per
shortening,
pound
3-lb. can

53c

LUX SOAP, 3 bars
LIFE BUOYSOAP, 3 bars
LUX FLAKES, large size
RINSO, large package.
COFFEE—
Briardale,
2 pounds....
Tall Corn, „
3 pounds
PRUNES—
Fancy Santa Claras,
2
1Qpounds
* «HFLOUR—
Town Crier—bring
in your coupons.
TOILET PAPER^GWC tissue,
3 rolls

45c
39c

20c
20c
24c
23c

CORN—
Briardale whole kernel, white or yellow,
cans
<fcDC
CHEESE—
Golden Rich,
Ar
' pound
fWC
BAKING POWDER—
K. C.,
1o
16-oz. can
1 «JC
LETTUCE—
Fancy crisp heads,
for

15C
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4-H Boys and Leaders to WALLACE HAS PLAN
Attend Meeting at Ames
Eighteen 4-H boys and leaders from
Cass county will attend the annual
4-H short course and convention at
Iowa State college at Ames, Dec. 27
to 29, according to Dale E. Bush,
County Agent.
The delegation will leave 'Cass county today and will return Friday afternoon.
Those who are going include: Emmert Daugard, Everett Daugard, Richard Kirk, Keith Warne, Richard
Struthers and Earl Becker of the
Fletcher Chapel Cubs 4-H club; Merle
Derry and Leo Herchenbach of 'the
Benton Future Farmers 4-H club;
Eldred Peterson and Ralph Stone of
the Square Deal 4-H club of Grant
and Lincoln; Eugene Peterson of the
Ski-Hi 4-H club of Pymosa; Walter
Chamberlain and Richard Dreager of
the H. O. T. 4-H club of Grove and
Franklin; Everett Northrup and "Wayland Hopley, Jr. of the F. B. A. 4-H
club of Cass; Earl Zellmer and Jack
Jones of the Washington G. E. M.
4-H club; and Lawrence Fox of the
Union Victors 4-H club.
Three full days of activity have
been arranged for the more than 1,000 club members and leaders who
are expected to attend the short
course.
In addition to the education and recreation which the boys receive, one
of the greatest; benefits of the short
course is the opportunity to develop
friendships with boys from other
parts of the state, Mr. Bush said.
(Folks at home will have a chance
to keep in touch with convention activities by listening to the daily
broadcasts over WOI from 2:15 to
3:00 o'clock each afternoon during
the short course.

Marie Lindblom and Clifford
Johnson United in Marriage

FOR SAVING SOIL

Secretary Says Farm Land Is Wearing
Out Faster Than It Is Being Restored ; Announces Changes
in Agriculture Programs.
American farm land is wearing oufaster than it is being restored, Secretary Wallace said Monday.
At the same time, he announced
changes in agriculture department
programs designed to increase their
effectiveness in conserving soil and
forestry resources.
Immediately affected are programs
of the agricultural adjustment administration, the farm- security administration, the soil conservation service, the forest service, the bureau
of agricultural economics and the extension service.
Through programs operated by these
units, farmers will be asked—and
in some cases required—to place
greater emphasis upon conservation.
"We are, making substantial progress toward conservation, yet we
realize that* all we have done is only
a start in the right direction," Wallace said.
One important change in. the program of the farm security administration—which extends farm purchase
and rehabilitation loans to tenants
and sharecropers—provides that no
loans will be approved when the
would-be buyers farm plan provides
for growing only one cash crop.
This policy, Wallace said, is expected to "popularize" the practice of
crop-rotation and diversification in
single-crop areas, particularly in the
cotton south.
Recognizing that insecurity of tenure leads to misuse of land, because
tenant farmers can. afford to conserve
soil resources only when they have an
interest in the land extending over
several years, the secretary directed
the FSA to intensify efforts to help
its borrowers obtain longer-term and
better written farm leases.
This agency also was instructed to
make grants, whenever ^feasible, to
low-income farmers for cmservation
work.
Under changes in the AAA crop control programs, greater subsidies will
be.paid cooperating farmers who employ desirable conservation practices
which are normally not carried out on
a large number of farms. Payments
for common conservation practices
were decreased.
The secretary also instructed local
AAA committees to "require farmers to meet stricter soil conservation
performance requirements before
granting credit for soil-building practices"—the basis on which conservation payments are made.

Miss Marie Lindblom, daughter of
Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Lindblom of
REPORT FINAL 1939
Anita, and Clifford Johnson, son of
CORN YIELD FIGURES Mr. and 'Mrs. Ray Johnson of Le Mars,
The Iowa corn yield for 1939 was Iowa, were united in marriage at
the Methodist church in Anita at
The Cass county planning committee revised upward to a record high of 12:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon. The
52
bushels
an
acre
in
the
government's
has selected subcommittees to make
Rev. Arthur V. Long performed the
recommendations for a planning pro- final crop report for the year, issued ceremony in the presence of the imthis week.
gram for 1940.
The acreage estimate was revised mediate families of the bride and
The county committee, headed by
ownward,
however, by nearly 100,- groom.
Carl Goeken of the Atlantic high
Glenn Johnson of Le Mars, brother
school teaching staff, with Wayland 00 acres, so that the final production of the groom, served as best man,
stimate
for
the
season
was
set
at
Hopley as vice chairman, County
and OVtrs. Johnson, sister of the bride,
Agent Dale E. Bush as secretary and 03,776,000 bushels.
This is 460,000 below the estimate was maid of honor. Miss Evangeline
L. R. Hall and Floyd Blankenship as
Lindblorn sang, "I Love You Truly,"
or
other members, has outlined a four- ; Nov. 1 and is on a basis of 9,- accompanied at the piano by Mrs.
88,000
acres
for
Iowa.
Last
year's
point basic program for the year.
Arthur V. Long, who also played
The points which will be studied are: .ere yield was 46 bushels and a month Mendelssohn's wedding march as the
,go
the
yield
was
estimated
at
51.5
(1) soil and water conservation; (2)
bridal party entered the church, and
fertilization laws; (3) weed laws; and iiishels.
The national corn crop was estimat- during the ceremony played Liebe(4) road coordination. The follow:d
at 2,619,137,000 bushels, as compar- straum.
ing subcommittees will work out a
The bride was attired in a rust
ed with a production in 1938 of 2,plan of attack:
colored dress and carried a bouquet
i62,197,000
bushels
and
an
estimate
a
Soil and water conservation—Carl
of yellow souvenir roses. The maid • Several inches of snow fell in this
Goeken, chairman; L. R. Hill, Loyal month ago of 2,591,000,000 bushels.
club members were in
SPECIAL AWARD.
Soybean estimates for 1939 were re- of honor was attired in a rose col- vicinity Tuesday, which brought some
Possehl, Floyd Blankenship, Clair
were out of school durvised
upward in Iowa this month, with ored dress and carried a bouquet ery needed moisture to the ground. A
To the customer giving us the larg- 'Becker and E. E. Wohlenhaupt.
Br. The average age of
a
production
of 10,227,000 bushels, an of pink Talisman roses. The groom race of snow also fell here Saturday.
Fertilization—Henry M c C r o r y,
ers was 16 years and they est cash order on Saturday, Dec. 30,
increase of nearly a million bushels was attired in a forest green suit.
1227 different farm homes 1939, or Tuesday, Jan. 2, 1940, we will chairman; Claude Lawler and Phil above the November figure.
Following the ceremony the wedding
give $5.00 in trade. To the two cus- Frazer.
f.
party returned to the bride's home REVIEW OF NEED
Final
production
estimates
for
the
Weeds—J. D. Amdor, chairman; WilCUTS WPA ROLLS
ership was divided among tomers giving us the next largest cash
where
the wedding dinner was served.
year included 6,490,000 bushels of
local clubs which had orders, we will give $1.00 each in liam Stamp and Arch Prall.
The bride and groom are both gradwheat and 154,818,000 bushels of oats.
Completion of the first semi-annual
Road coordination—Paul S p i e s ,
fa during the year with trade.
uates of the Anita high school, the
WPA
"review of need" last week rechairman;
Wayland
Hopley
and
Joe
We wish all our friends and cusendance of 8,349. FortyAlbert Secress and wife were Sun- I ride with the class of 1936 and the sulted in the dismissal of 733 WPA
rs supervised the activ- tomers a Happy and Prosperous New Lawton.
day and Monday guests of his sister, groom with the class of 1934. The workers, George J. Keller, state adThe subcommittees will report at
Year.
clubs.
Mrs. Ward Albaugh and family, in oride is well known in the com- ministrator, announced Monday.
the next meeting of the planning Des IMoines.
ROBERTS PRODUCE.
munity, where she was born, and afOrdered by the latest regular sesNorman Morgan group in February.
Klu Gotch returned to her Oliver Roberts
ler finishing school taught in the
sion
of congress, this "review of
va City Tuesday, after
Ralph Evinger of La Crosse, Wis., niral schools of Cass and Guthrie
need"
is designed, Keller explained,
Under
the
direction
of
^rnest
Ford,
New
Year's
Basketball
Game
visit in the city with
came to'Anita Saturday to spend a ounties for awhile and also worked
superintendent of the local utilities, few days with his parents, Albert in the local bakery. The couple will to eliminate from projects all persons
Jan. 1, 1940—H. 8. Gym
Mrs. G. M. Adair and
a new water main has been laid on the Eyinger and wife, and with other nake their home in Cherokee, Iowa, not actually in need of employment.
Massena vs. Anita
The first review, Keller said, starteast side of Walnut Street between relatives and friends.
iFree Favors For Everyone
where the groom is employed as a
ed
Oct. 27, 1939, with the state board
Fourth and Seventh Streets.
Usual Admission
V. Bongers left Monday
lerk in the Gamble store.
of
social welfare and local welfare
Miss Otellia Petersen, who enrolled
Baltimore, Md., to attend
Miss
Gladys
Joy,
daughter
of
Mr.
Lester
Heckman,
wife
and
children
officials
cooperating with the WiPA
as
a
student
at
Iowa
State
Teachers
today of Sydney Maduff
Miss Clara Dorale, daughter of Mr.
eggy Ginsberg. She went and Mrs. Irvin W. Joy of Anita, has Miarjorie and Dick, returned to their college in Cedar Falls a few weeks and iMrs. W. H. Dorale, is a patient division of employment.
A report—listing number of deL Chicago to Baltimore, been pledged to the Phi Rho Zeta home in Kansas City, Mo:, Monday ago, is home to spend the holidays at the Atlantic hospital, where MonInternational Sorority, an honor com- evening, after a few days' visit with with her parents, Chris J. Petersen day morning she submitted to an op- pendents, assets, budget requirements
and other pertinent facts on each of
illation of the newly elect- mercial sorority, by the Beta Phi chap- his parents, W. H, Heckman and wife and wife.
eration for appendicitis.
ointive officers of the Ma- ter of the Owensboro business col- and with other relatives and friends.
the 15,289 workers employed on proA girl baby, weighing 8 pounds,
ern Star lodges will be lege at Owensboro, Ky., where Miss
At her home on Maple Street last jects Sept. 20—was prepared and
was born at 6:15 o'clock last Satur- Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Maurice studied by welfare officials and th^
Masonic Temple on Tues- Joy is taking a commercial course.
NOTICE.
day afternoon to Mr. and Mrs. Claude Turner entertained ten neighbor division of employment.
Jan. 9. A 8:30 o'clockRev. Thos. B. Dixon, pastor of
^ be served preceding the inOur places of business will Smither at their home on West Main children and their mothers in honor It was found, Keller said, that
the Anita Congregational church for
Street. She is the second child in of the 4th. birthday of her son, Don. 599 workers apparently no longer
emonies.
be closed all day New Year's. the
a number of years, has resigned to
the other child being a Numerous gifts were received by the were in need of employment
Roberts Produce. boy. family,
She has been named Cheryl Jean. boy and the children spent the afbers of the LANS dinner accept the pastorate of the CongregaThe other 134 workers were disSmither Produce.
ifelub were 7:00 o'clock cov- tional church at Riceville, Iowa. He
ternoon playing games. A lunch was missed, Keller continued, for various
Christmas day in this vicinity was served by Mrs. Turner.
Jewett Produce.
nner guests at the home and his family will move to Riceville
reasons, as private employment withn beautiful day, with weather and
Mrs. Chester A. Long within a few days.
in the family or physical disability
The building occupied by Edward's roads ideal for the many family gathJohn C. Jenkins, 77, pioneer Anita of the worker.
evening. Other guests
Henry Maduff, wife and son, Irvin, Cafe has been rented by D. C. Bell of erings. The business houses of the man, who a couple of weeks ago subMrs. C. W. Twinam of
A second "review of need" will start
ss., Mr. and Mrs. Louis left Sunday morning for Baltimore, Iowa City, the owner, to Mr. and Mrs city were closed most of the day. mitted to an operation for strangulat- Jan. 1 and will be completed by June
TAshland, 111., and Harry My., to attend the wedding today of Art Taylor, who get possession Jan Most of the retail stores report a very ed hernia at the Iowa Lutheran hospi- 30.
yb the "bridge session fol- their son and brother, Sydney, and 10, and they will open a cafe in the good holiday trade. The town was tal in Des Moines, suffered a heart
Keller praised the cooperation of
dinner, high scores were Miss Peggy Ginsberg. The newlyweds room. IMr. and Mrs. Taylor for th' fuH of shoppers every day last week, attack a few days ago which ha the state welfare board and local
M. M. Burkhart and and Irvin will leave immediately af- past few weeks have been operating and Saturday pancakes were served aggravated his condition. He was welfare officials in aiding the WPA
3udd, and traveling prizes ter the ceremony for Anita, expecting the West End service station. At one free to the public by the business men. showing very satisfactory recovery to carry out the first review "with[by Mr. and 'Mrs. JLester to arrive here Friday, but Mr. and time they were the owners of tb Santa Claus was here during the af- and relatives had expected to brini out adding new personnel to the adfeature of the evening Mrs. Maduff will remain in the east White Front Coffee Shop, now oper ternoon Saturday and passed out treats him home last Saturday. He sufferec ministrative staff in the division of
ated by Mr. and Mrs. Ted Benning. .to the children.
for a week's visit with friends.
stmas grab bag.
the heart attack late Friday.
employment."

Gass Planning Committee
Hakes Plans For 1940
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
JELL, Clover Farm, 3 packages
CLOROX, quart
OATS, Clover Farm, large package
SYRUP, Golden, No. 10 pail
PEAS, Glendale, No. 2 can, 2 for
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
PUMPKIN, Clover Farm, No. 2 can, 3 for
PINEAPPLE MORSELS, No. 2'/2 can
LETTUCE, large head
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYONE!

19c
15c
45c
27c
15c
25c
23c
7c

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1939.

AROUND IOWA; ^ +

Trouble Ahead.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Art Wirtjes, Grundy
Center, have been arrested on charges
of obtaining money under false pretenses, following a fire in their home.
Charges were filed when articles for
which they were paid by the insurWasn't that music as it floated out ance company turned up in other loover the frosty air just beautiful . . . cations.
one lady said she was tempted to
Escaped.
stand out and listen to the organ
In a cafe at Hampton last week,
music . . . the music by the choir was
lovely . . . and this family felt well head chef Clarence Fox leaned over
repaid for the early morning trip to to relight the gas burner in a steam
table. There was an explosion which
town,
* * *
blew out five windows. Mr. Fox was
Each year as Christmas approaches singed, but not badly hurt.
we think that we shall attend the
early service, but something has alDied In Saw.
ways prevented . . . we are glad to
When his clothes caught in the
have been able to go this year.
mechanism of a circular power saw,
* * *
Adolph Weber, Wadena, was killed
Have you been in and met the instantly one day last week.
Smiths at the new store? Very interesting people we think. Mrs. Smith
Theft Charge.
was an instructor in the Smousfi InTo Iowa's "big house" at Fort
stitute for crippled children in Des Madison last week went Clay Hiner,
Mbines for several years, and can talk Bloomfield, for a term of five years.
very interesting about the school anc He had previously been convicted of
the good it does.
a felony and had served a penitentiary
* * *
term. His new sentence was at the
If Mr. Smith ever drops that plan rate of 15 months for each chicken
of his down in our back yard, he pays stolen, which is pretty expensive poula fine . . . and that fine will consis try.
of a ride all over 'Cass county for
the cook at our house.
Slept Soundly.
* * *
Willard Adcock of Chariton is a
Isn't it nice to see the boys and girls very sound sleeper. When his house
home from school, work, or their own caught fire, a neighbor, Joe Oliver,
homes in distant towns, taking their who rushed over to give the alarm,
old places in their father's and moth- was unable to awaken him,, so finally
or maybe broke down the door and got Adcock
er's pews at church
those so talented, taking their places out of bed. The house and all the
in the choir.
furniture was completely destroyed.

It's another Monday morning . • .
Christmas morning . . . Santa came
last night, so the family had a double
incentive to arise . . . to see the results of Santa's visit and to attend the
candlelight service.
» » *

PETERSEN'S GROCER]
PHONE 300

WE DEl.Tv»*

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
CORN, creamed standard, No. 2 can
TOMATOES, fancy pack, No. 2 can
LARD, Swift, pure leaf, 4-lb. pail
..
SALAD DRESSING, Royal, guaranteed product
quart jar
'
BAKING POWDER, Gold Label, 2 12-oz. cans
UPTON TEA, green, ^-lb. package
MACKEREL, California, 1-lb. cans, 2 for.

COFFEE, Sun-Up,
1-lb... 15c 3-lbs. oj
Happy New Year Greeting to All Is Our Sincere Wis
the fire was extinguished. Thanks to
her, the Schultzes enjoyed a merrier
Christmas.

OLE SAYS.
See America First: Scenic
* * *

Volcano Lake: Crater
up the spiritual education of her
Shot.
pupils. At the approach of the ChristWhen Audley Johnson, 13-year-old has more than one un usu j['
mas season they preach and teach
Established 1883.
farm youth of near Dayton, dropped about it. The lake is six'miles j
to
the children the story about the
his shotgun last week, the weapon and four miles wide, i y j n
Published Every Thursday and Entered
birth
of
the
Christ
child,
and
give
discharged,
blew a hole through Ms crater of a volcano that
at the Postofflce, AniU, Iowa, »s
reasons for the holiday season. A
It is more than"]
left thigh.
His condition is ser- centuries ago.
Second Class Mail Matter.
beautiful Christmas program in memfeet ab'ove sea level, ye t it
ious.
W. F. Budd
Editor and Publisher ory of the event is worked up by a
freezes. It has no known
committee appointed for the task and
outlet.
Radish.
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year
• * *
all goes off very well. At the end
At La Porte City, William Lesh
Official Town and County Newspaper of the program in God's house, a
Where's the Fire?
dug up a white radish last week,
make-believe character walks through
more than one fdbt in length and over smoke, there's fire." This old,
Member of National Editorial
the door all dressed in red and white
does not hold true in the Great 3
eight inches thick.
Association, and
raiment, parades up and down the
Mountains in western North
aisles and before the excited wee
Miss Ruth Ruggles, who is attend- and eastern Tennessee. The
ones, in most instances, tells them
ing school at Tabor college, is en- from which the mountains are r.
how he has come all the way from
joying the mid-winter vacation of looks like wood smoke, but is
the north pole; has his reindeer tied
the school with relatives and friends blue haze caused by
outdoors and if all the little boys
in Anita.
pheric conditions. So dense L>[
and girls have been good, he
smoke that you can't take dear]
A man
in ,*,..«..^.~
Atlantic told
last week
leave them some presents.
: ..
...—.. ...
v^.v. us
~« .«^^
..-^..
Killed.
Miss Norma Knowlton, a student tographs.
Yes!
A «^r» .
Such
O U C l l barbaric
U t t l U d l l V : customs,
V,US lAMIlo, hangI lei II K ~ j that
t-nc*i/ his
iitct daughter's
^ictufi, i v^-- i o birthday
u n v . n v i t i j ' is
10 ChristV ^ I H I O L—
• * * *
Fred Friedly, 81, of near Edgewood, nurse at the Iowa Lutheran hospital
overs from the mediaeval ages when j mas day, his own is the day before has had poor eyesight and has been
in Des Moines, came to Anita SatLighted by Itself: Niagara '
civilization was in its infancy, takes j Christmas, and five others in his fam- driving his automobile under a limit(By Tillie)
urday to spend a few days with her night—a centuries old wonder sj
place inside of God's house in this | ily have birthdays in December.
ed license between his farm home and parents, Earl Knowlton and wife.
ture—gets a Twentieth Century i
Once again, another kindly person day and age of the world. The few
the Edgewood business district. Last
ty treatment. Green, red, yellod
A man
Anita o<*iu
said irecently
muiiitiiLo of
ui scejjjjt;
•*»
umu in
tn -r>ii<t<i
t i - c i i u i j that
nidi*
seeing Ortiica
Santa olaus,
Claus, Lfic
the
has reminded me about the firm stand moments
Miss Margaret Biggs of Kansas pie and violet lights blend rfl|
week, Mr. Friedly drove his car in
I take on this "Santa Claus" busi- little falsehoods told to the group i the community in which he was raised front of a train inside the city limits City, Mo., visited here from Friday
breath-taking cascade of one
ness and I here and now confess that of
"* innocent
.....^»,^..^ and
**.iu trusting
^ l u ^ ^ i u g children,
L M H U I C J I , who
\\nu still
—>. observes
~~.j*.. *~~ the
~,,~ old
~.u country
^vuvij cus*-*..*- and was instantly killed.
until Monday evening with her moth- and twenty million gallons of
I'm a fanatic on the subject.
' haven't been enlightened by parents, t°m of visting each other all through
er, Mrs. Ruby Biggs. Another daugh- per minute to create America's
A few days ago a letter came and can antl docs olast to fragments the j the Christmas week . . . we lived in
Not a Contented Cow.
ter, Miss Isabell Biggs, a teacher in stupendous spectacle. A billion |
ve
iclosed was a clipping
T foundation of the true Christmas i such a settlement for five years, and
enclosed
clipping—aa copy of
A cow went "loco" on the Lewis the schools at Ledyard, Iowa, is spend- a half candlepower—generated |
that famous editorial written many spirit the Sunday School teachers have honestly, Christmas week was just a Wall farm near Central City last week I ing the week with her mother and
Niagara itself—are used in
years ago by the editor of the New been trying to plant into the hearts week of Sundays, and someone was and chased several members of the i brother, Max.
searchlights.
dropping in all the time.
York Sun to a little girl by the name and minds of their pupils.
j family up a tree and made it neces* * »
Oh well, I'm just an old fogey; I'm
of Virginia O'Hanlon.
Miss Helen Dement visited in the
sary for one of the Wall youngsters
Fingerprints of the Great
Hurry, hurry, hurry . . . only four
Yep! I almost know that editorial too set in my ways of thinking to
to head the animal off on. horseback in city the first of the week at the home In New York are the imprin
by heart; I have it recited to me each try and change them now. I shall more sparking days till leap year!
order to protect a lad who was on foot. of her parents, Floyd Dement and
cording to Indian legend—left ijj
year, but for some reason it has go right on telling my children and
Miss Dement is taking a
A shotgun finally ended the bovine wife.
Great Spirit • These indentation
all
the
little
children
entrusted
entrusted
to
Did
you
see
the
little
verse
in
the
.
failed to dent my hard headed ways
nurse's training course at St. Joseph's
the countryside quickly Ailed wi
my Sunday School class, the j current issue of "Successful Farming"
of thinking. I still fail to see reasons
hospital in Omaha. Miss Jane Deer, forming the beautiful Fwgt
for teaching little innocent children real truth about Christmas and if I • • • by our own Veva Holton . . .
ment of Des Moines was also home to
Broken Neck.
which are in the district mar,
who believe everything a parent tells puncture the fantastic bubble that and did you see that gorgeous display
spend
the
week
end
and
Christmas.
While driving through Battle Creek,
the Indians as part of the
them, a down right out and out false- parents have handed to their child- of Christmas lights in the Holton
Fred Tillotson of Pierson, struck a
var
hood. It has proven much easier for ren, I shall do all in my power to I d ?
At their home northeast of the city Hunting Ground.
pavement dip with such force that he
me to teach my three sons the real plant a fresh seed of the satisfying |
last
Wednesday, 'Mr. and Mrs. William
was thrown forward in his car, reI. W. Joy and wife and Ms<
Next Sunday will be the last Suntruth and the real motive for the ex- and lasting truth as most easiest for
F. Kirkham celebrated thsir 40th. Cron of Atlantic were dinner
ceiving
three
broken
vertebrae
in
his
day for Rev. Thos. B. Dixon to fill
changing of gifts. Telling them the me to tell.
neck. He will be forced to wear a wedding anniversary by entertaining
Monday of A. J. Joy.
the pulpit at the local Congregationbeautiful and truthful story about the
a number of relatives at dinner. Those
cast
for several weeks.
A. C. James, an Omaha insurance al church . . . we are sorry to lose
birth of Jesus as it is written in the
present were J. A. Wagner and wife
Meldort Peterson and wife
second chapter of St. Luke has a firm, executive, spent the week end and j him from the community, although
and William Bangham and wife of spent Sunday and Monday in
Aids
Finns.
solid foundation. It will never have Christmas with his family in Anita. ! we have not attended many services at
When the call came for financial Anita and William HoYtz and wile with his parents, Chris J
to be torn down and rebuilt as the
.—
j his church, he never failed to leave
aid
to the people of Finland, John from Pennsylvania. Mr. and Mrs and wife.
A. R. Robinson and wife drove to! one without a peaceful, inspired feelchild grows older. The story as it is
Anderson,
retired farmer, brought a jKirltham have spent their entire marin iihe bible never fails to fascinate the Fonda Monday morning to spend the j ing ... to Rev. Dixon and his famto the office of the At-1ried ltfe in tWs community, having
Lloyd Klever, wife and son,
day with her brother, Chas. Busby and ily . . . we wish you well in your crisp $100 bill
young as'Well as the old.
'--"- News-Telegraph.
"- - m
lantic
Mr. Ander- been married on Dec. 20, 1899 at the of Exira spent Christmas in
famllv
;
W^ien the true Christmas story is
new parish . . . may God bless you
borne of Mrs. Kirkham's parents, the with her mother, Mrs.
rooted deeply into the mind of a young
and your work on down through the son's parents came from Denmark and
late Mr. and Mray Benjamin Wagner. and family.
Mrs.
Ivadel
Rhoads
and
children,
he
has
a
kindred
feeling
toward
the
child, there is no room for the weavyears.
gallant Finns.
_
ing of a pagan story; the worship of Mrs. Bertha Lewis and Ray Sterner
pagan idoltry doesn't satisfy the intel- drove to Des Moines Monday morning j Joe Vetter, a junior at Creighton
they spent the day with rela- j University in Omaha, is visiting here
Prompt Service.
lectuality of an enlighted child and Twhere
11,oc
.
lives.
When Guy Hogan of 'Monticello disthey are not satisfied with the flimsy
until after New Year's with his parDISSOLUTION
stories of a fantastic figure.
covered a fire in an implement store
ents, Joe Vetter and wife.
Joe Darr and wife of Ankeny, Ray-'.
there at 3:45 a. m., his cry of "fire"
Another thing I've never been able
mond Rendleman and wife of Kenfield,
to understand is the practice used in
William McCosh and wife of Tabor got prompt service from the local
Roy Parker and wife of Casev and
vounteers. The firemen, fuHy dressed,
many of our protestant churches of Miss Rnth P»,i,0
f AH t- "
t i visited here 'Monday with his mother,
today. Conscientious Sunday School Snl*"L^?^*?.^** Agne.. McCosh, and with his were only two doors away in the fire
teachers each Sunday srtive to build
I brothers, Phil and James.
station making plans for their annual
their parents, C. E. Parker and wife.
banquet and made a record trip to the
to dis8olve
partnership, 'wwtt\ sell »t
Miss
Mary A8
Agnes
Bongers
home i blaze.
Carl Millard and wife spent Christ-' M
'SS Mary
"es Bon
Kers isishome
"««««» °n the pl£e known as the
Tracev
fr m her 8tudieS at St Jo e
mas in Carbon with her parents Ralph i °
" * Ph's Acadin ^
Des M
Moines
and is spending
Entangled.
Boham and wife. They were accom- i etny
T* '"
° ineS *"'
friends. I While preparing to grind some feed
panied home by Colleen Brown and the WCek W i t h relatives
in a power grinder last week, Amos j
Darlene Boham, nieces of Mrs. 'MilRobert
Stuhr visited here over the Swartzendruber of Wellman 'caught
lard, who an- spending the week in
,
the following described property:
d with his father, J. R. his clothing in the pulley shaft was
the city.
' weeK
The faster you get your hogs
to market and th« less feed it
btuhr. "Bob" is attending school at stripped to his waist, bruised about'
takes to eet them there, the
John Dougherty, wife and son, the University of Iowa in Iowa City.! his head and face, died a few hours I
2 — HEAD OP GOOD HORSES — 2
more money you make. You can
Denny, and Lawrence Crossland, wife
later without regaining consciousness.
do this and also get premium
?, 4 years old, well broke, weight 1600; l >orrf
C.
M.
Stengel
and
his
niece,
Miss
j
and children, Loraine and Ronald, all
prices for fine finish. It's worth
well broke, weight 1600.
a lot. Many of my customers
from Des Moines, were in Anita Sun- Betty Brillhart, of Glendale, Cal., is
Thank You.
visiting
here
with
his
sister-in-law,
feed Watkins Mineralized HOK
day and Christmas to visit their.mothWhen Chester Rasmussen of JackTonic for that kind of results.
19 - HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE
and grandmother, 'Mrs. Isabell Mrs. W. F. Hendricks and family, and sonville found a $1,000 bill among
Don't take my word for it. Let
Cows> six fresh now
with
other
relatives
in
Atlantic.
Dougherty.
!.
™* *e other two
first nart
2
me shotv you what regular users
some currency which had been paid
lT?T
, yearlings, a heifer and steer; 1 y""
say about it. I'll be seeing you
1
n d haW
t half heifers a
B. Brodersen, wife and daughters, him by the teller of a bank in a
soon and will prove what I say
Thirty relatives gathered at the
neighboi
Wait for my call to buy your
of Mr. and Mrs. William Maas
household needs, such as Exbill he had requested)
of
42 - HEAD OP HOGS — 42
last Friday eveninig to help them and
tracts, Spices, Toilet Articles
^ *«*»
bill back to the bank, received a
- - . . _ _™ 6 other tried sows all due ti f
and Medicines. I have some real
f
S n and
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Harris celebrate
° ^ °
"thank you."
hogs are vaccinated. Also 80 fall ahoats.
bargains in the famous Watkins
and family.
Lheir 30th. wedding anniversaries.
rrodwrts and it will pay you to
The evening was spent playing Chinwait.
The Lincoln No. 6 P^rTT was held
Sweet Job.
81 - HEAD OF SHEEP — 81
KARL GAKKKTT
e checkers and pinochle, after which \ Fnday evening and a Christmas pro
When
siding
was removed from the
k
icious
ntwli
u/.j^
o,.,,,,^
i
^'insLmati
proU
yea
W Ewes to
Hural Watkins Dealer
;i d i l i c i o u s lunch was served and everyWill
be
sow
?n
/-°suit
. purchaser.
'
l«nb ***
first *>** ot *
f
gram was Kiven by the pupils under Christian church in Lohrville recently
t>e sold m flots
to
l buck.
306 West 7th. Street, Atlantic
<iic departed w i s h i n g Mr. and Mrs.
the direction of their teacher, Miss workmen found about 25 gallons of
I'hone 342 J
Maa.s and Mr. and Airs. Harris many
Lillian Oler. At the close of the golden honey hanging in long sheets.
80 Bushels Medium Seed Oats. 600 Bales of
•nore happy wedding anniversaries.
program, ice cream anil cake were
Clover Hay, Second Cutting.
served to thu large crowd in attendHeroine.
ance.
When the clothing of three year
T 'nk,, Heate
»"
'vor.
old
Mary Francis Schultz, of Sac City
'-2 New Hog Troughs
WITH THE OLD HELIABLE
1'ratt and wife of Wapello,
caught fire from a Christmas candle
Iowa, spent Christmas with relatives
THE GROUNDS
last week, her nine year old sister
in Atiita. Mrs. Kannie Young, mothand AMBER MIST
Elizabeth, carried the child into the
Guaianteed Samples Fte
er of Mrs. Pratt, and who had been
bathroom and held her under the
When you buy poultryl
visiting in Wapello, returned to Anita
medicine buy it from your
faucets in the bathtub. The younger
w i t h them. Percy Young of Chicago,
Druggist. He k n o w * hi»
child received a 25 per cent body
Nuzon*
drug* best.
who was also visiting in Wapello,'
A C««« 01 EOUJI
burn but is expected to recover. Eliz
came
to
Anita
with
them
to
spend
a
Sold by
BOXGKUS BROS.
abeth's hand and arm were badly
couple uf days with friends.
PKANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
burned but she stuck to the job until
C.B.
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FACTS AND FUN

Public Sal

QUICK PORK
FOR BIGGER
PROFIT!

Thursday, December 28

NUZONE

TED and CAL DARROW

Tfffi ANITA TWBPML

IE SUNNY SIDE OF L
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
FIRE NUMBER? \A/nH
*/AS A HONEV
IT

AN OLD

f you FEEL UKE.
TOMORROW,
'DAD". LET'S DO ,
OUR OLD &OXIN
(SAG,MOW VOU AS

IN THE CCOK HOUSE tW VWJ>
SMAKE HWDS ^4<W ALL WE WWfefcS

/COME ON ,&OV.S I I FTS PUT ON -WE OLD NOSE
\\^F- GCT TO GET &ACK SOME
V' ^
-WAT V1E1&HT I LOST
—^^—^ \N THE. HOSPITAL

\r suias \wo\ws
eM EVERV
TIME !!

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA -A Woman'* Touch

VINCENT! YOU'VE
GOT YOUR SHOES ON!
ARE YOU-ARE YOU
x IN LOVE?

WELL, PINTO, DEAR, YOU'RE
ALL WELL NOW - WE'LL
SOON BE HOME TELLIN'
VINCENT TO TAKE
H\S FEET OFF
THEP.ANO

GEE,

OH, THANKS
FATHER'S
REALLV
A GREAT
WECHANlCAVGENIUS

SH - YOUR OLD /"lAN'S
QUIET NOW - HE
USED A LOT OP BIS
SCIENTIFIC WORDS
AND I SAID,
-YES"

NO LADV
EVER LOOKED
AT ME UKE

THAT BEFORE-

I A1NT

SAVIN', SIS GEE WHlZFORSOT TO
ASK *ER HER

NAME.'

Frank Jay Kirkcy SyodlcaU Inc.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— And That'* How Come We've Got Mountain*

Pattern 1959
Lovely is as lovely
goodness knows this
medallion does things u]
room, even though it s
A B C of crochet. Try it
Pattern 1959 contains
, for making medallion
J tions of it and of stitches i
• rials required; photo
dallion.
Send 15 cents in coins i»
pattern to The Sewing Circfe
;1 dlecraft Dept., 82 Eight!,]
New York, N. Y.
'
Please write your na,,,
, dress and pattern number p

A Word In Season
It happened in England. I
recruit had been appointed J
cook. He did his best,l
wasn't very good. Getting
ready in a hurry, he mai
soup in the same boiler he'i|
for the breakfast tea.
Going into the mess-n
it, he announced:
"Hi, lads! If you find i
leaves in the soup, you'll k
mint."
PLENTY OUT OF Hi

MESCAL IKE

B,S.UHUNTLEY

/WERE 1 BEEK1 HUKTHM*
I AU. OAV LOWS AKI'
1 AINT SEEM WOE NOR.

A-Hunting We Shall Go
/5A/! cu. GIVE.
(vow

Lolly (ga^

\TUET RABBIT

The Boss—I don't think II
tire was much good Most]
much have we gotten <
\ Mose—Well, so far b<*1
ten three honks of glasi,toi|
and foteen carpet tackj.

OF

As He Saw
"How does my dress 1
"It looks to me like to
wages."
They tell me an editor 1
ten a book of poems.
surprised. They often
poets.
And Finally That
Politicians-Note, ladies
men, I just want to tax your*
Audience— Good heav<*>'
coma to that?

POP— Just a I

' 7r of Diet

SClEMTtSTS WAVE DISCOVERED

By J. MILLAR WATT
HOW TO MAKE HORSEHAIR

T DOMT KNOW
HOW THEY
TMtNK OP
THESETHINGS

OUT OP GRASS!

Same Method
"I caught my husband.1
"That's- how I got n«*|

Now and

"Is this village lighted"
tricity?"
, t
"Only when theres*'
storm.1"..

• • t > .-ft

The Bell Syndicate! Inc.—WKU Service
REASON ENOUGH

Cheerful News
BELGIUM MOeiUZES
It's

WNU—N

fWLANP M001UZES
ITS

Skjold — I wonder why my girl always closes her eyes when I kiss
her?
Bjones— If you look in your mirror you can see for yourself.
'Tappy Ochre'
Grocer—You want a pound of
ochre? Is it the red ochre for painting bricks?
Small Boy—No, it's tappy ochre
wot Maw makes paddin' with.

HOMAN NEEPS

Might Compromise <M Nickel
Sister—Bobby won't eat his spin
ach.
Mother—Spinach has lots of iron
Sister—He's holding out for silver

WHAT'S THAT NUMBER?"

• AD
reprwento the 1

CAUS wMRfs THE
NUMBERHE'46M10 'PHONE

-[MR OR RKEWER M
MM 225V
WWK6, rf'S OTS2.

a nation. Itp°
We iperely folio
new heights of
cxmvenieace, oi
As time goes'
ing is used more

and as it is

Like
"Have a garde* this spring?"
"Yes, one of those Peter Pan gar
dens—never grev
Now It Cam Be ToM
Willie (reading Monitor article on
India)—What'a a* Untouchable?
Dad—It's a guest towel.

By GLUYAS WILLIAMS

all profit mote
of bringing "
NOOMtHEWSH)H,6ur
eowwnW
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Christ Jesus" will be the subject of
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches
of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, DeDecember 30, 1909.
cember 31.
John Clarkson has purchased a half
Thr Golden Text is from John 8:
interest in a barber shop at Winterset.
12, "I am the light of the world:
Since Sun Hing went to China, Harhe that followeth me shall not walk
ry Cate is the only Chinese laundryin darkness, but shall have the light
man in Anita.
of life."
Chester A. Long and wife went to
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoManson
last week to spend Christmas
tations from the Bible and from the
with
the
parents of Mrs. Long.
Christian Science textbook, "Science
Local dealers paid $8.15 for hogs
and Health with Key to the Scripthis week, the highest price ever
one though in n few weeks if he stays tures" by Mary Baker Bddy.
FROM "BILL" W A G N E H .
with us. John thought that fish was One of the Bible citations reads: known in the history of the town.
10 feet long and as heavy as a Here- "And Jesus went about all Galilee, Mrs. Mary Duffy, 74, mother of
Friend Walter:
ford
bull. We are getting fed up on teaching in their synagogues, and Frank Duffy, died early yesterday
WP]], I thought I had better write
fish,
so will leave here after Christ- preaching the gospel of the kingdom, morning at her home in this city.
a few lines, ?o the folks up there
Mrs. Fannie Young has been electwont forget, us too soon. We had a mas for the Rio Grande valley where and healing all manner of sickness and
we
will
find
Frank
Miller's
and
my
among
the
peoed
Worthy Matron of the local Eastern
very good trip coming down here. We
of
Star chapter for thg ensuing year.
came through Topeka, Kan. I went wife's brother, J. M. Rowland and pie" (Matt. 4:23).
to see Alf Landon. They said he had wife, of Independence, Iowa.
Among the selections from the _ At the home of the bride's parents,
They
are
needing
rain
here
just
as
Christian Science textbook is the fol-; Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Gochanour m this
gone to prayer meeting to devise ways
WE DELIVER
1HONE239
city on Wednesday evening, Dec. 29,
and means to keep F. D. R. from bad as we do up in Iowa. The deer lowing:
}
under . occurred the marriage of Miss Eva
winning again. You know Alf is a season is open here, and have seen
several
nice
bucks
that
have
been
great church worker and he thinks
standing enabled him to demonstrate Gochanour and Lewis Hayter, son of
ORIGINAL NOTICE.
that will do more good than talk shot.
the facts of being—to prove irrefut- Mrs. Lillian F. Hayter. The ceremony PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD
OF
SUPERVISORS
This
leaves
us
well.
If
you
can
was
performed
by
Rev.
W.
E.
Shugg
about balancing the budget.
ably how spiritual Truth destroys maIn the District Court of the
After we got into Oklahoma, we read this and care to, print it. Please terial error, heals sickness, and over- in the presence of relatives of the
Court
House,
Iowa, In and For Cass Counfe]
bride and groom.
drove two days in a steady downpour mail our paper to McAllen, Texas, un- comes death" (p. 315).
Atlantic,
Iowa,
Victoria
Roth, Plaintiff,
A
til
you
hear
from
us
again.
Announcement cards have been reof rain, which was not very nice. We
November
18,
1939.
vs.
Yours truly,
ceived by friends in Anita and vicinstopped at an old cafe and had an
The
Board
of
Supervisors
of
Cass
Bernard
Roth,
Defendant.
W.
H.
Wagner.
4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 ity as follows: "Olaf Claude Hansen,
old fashioned Thanksgiving turkey
No.
County,
Iowa,
met
in
called
session
Equity.
4
Chas.
Lockard,
Pastor.
4
at home with 'Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
dinner, with all the southern trimHarry Dressier is spending the f 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - Hansen, Tuesday, Dec. 21; weight 8 at 1:00 P. M., with all members pres- January Term A. D., 1940.
mings.
To: Bernard Roth, the Defa
We landed in Corpus Christie on week with friends in Plainview, Texas. Sunday School at 10 a. m.
pounds." The proud parents have been ent.
Minutes
of
November
13th
approvAbove Named.
The
Saturday. This is one of the greatest
Church worship at 11 a. m.
receiving hearty congratulations from
William Schaake and wife of Lenox
You are hereby notified that!
oil producing centers in the world. spent Sunday and Monday in the city, sermon topic will be, "Just Plain friends, both at home and abroad; and ed as read.
The following resolution was read is now on file in the office of|
Hundreds of producing wells in every guests at the home of her sister, Mrs. Folk."
while Claude places a million dollar
direction. We see ships here from all H. H. Turner and family.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m. value on this, the first born, he wouldn't by Metz, who moved its adoption, and Clerk of ike District Court in
Cass County, Iowa, the petiljj
parts of the world loading oil. The
•Charles Miller will direct discussion i g.;ve fifteen cents for another one— seconded by Wiese:
RESOLUTION.
Victoria Roth, the plaintiff
British and French ships are armed, James Nelson was home from his on the topic, "How Have We Used; jus(; at this time.
Be it resolved by the Board of the above entitled matter, d
and they take from eight to ten school work at the University of Iowa the Year?"
'Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa, you a decree of absolute div
million gallons of oil a day. An oil in Iowa City to spend Sunday and
Evening worship at 7:30.
that the deposit claims against the the grounds oi cruel and
tanker will carry from two to four Christmas with his mother, Mrs. AlLadies aid meets Wednesday at
million gallons. There are thousands pha Nelson.
Atlantic State Bank, Atlantic, Iowa; treatment and 'habitual drun
the church. Mrs. Hattie Wiese's diof tons of lead and scrap iron shipped
The Whitney Loan and Trust Com- You are farther notified thti]
vision will serve a 15c dinner to the
An all clay meeting of the 'Mutual public from 11:30 to 1:00.
from here also. It is interesting to
pany, Atlantic, Iowa; arid the Cum- petition asks that the plaintiff I
Benefit club was held last Thursday Wednesday evening at 7:15, the of- Orient Defeats Anita.
watch the ships load.
berland Savings Bank, Cumberland, stored to the rights of an unio
We have eight government destroy- at the home of Mrs. Lamar Gardner ficial board will hold their monthly
The Anita high school basketball Iowa, be assigned to the Treasurer person and for general
ers stationed here. They patrol the northwest of the city. During the business meeting in the Endeavor team suffered their first defeat of of State for the use and benefit of the lief.
gulf all the time. It is not hard to noon hour a covered dish dinner was room of the church. Trustees and all the season last Tuesday evening by a State Sinking Fund for public deposits For further particulars you i
see that something unusual is going served, at which husbands of the committees are requested to bring re- fast Orient high school team on the as provided in Chapter 173 of the Acts ferred to said petition now oi|
members were guests. 'Mrs. Maggie ports of their work.
on in the world.
Orient court. The local boys trailed of the 41st General Assembly as as aforesaid.
I want to try to tell about the big Dement was also a guest. During the The December fellowship supper practically all the game, however, at amended, and that the County Treas- Now unless you appear
fish I caught. It was only 9% feet afternoon an exchange of Christmas will be held at the church Thursday one time in the last quarter held a urer be and he is hereby authorized defend on or before noon of then|
long and weighed about 600 pounds. gifts was enjoyed.
evening at 7:00 o'clock. Each fam- two-point advantage. The final score and directed to execute and deliver the day of the next term of this I
I shot it with a harpoon gun and
ily is to bring one covered dish and was Anita 23, Orient 28.
assignment of said claims as pro- the same being the January.
The W. W. club held its regular sandwiches. Coffee will be served. No second team game was played.
then it took us for a boat ride, and it
1940 Term thereof, which willj
vided herein.
took us so fast that the friction of meeting at the home of Mrs. Frederick There will be musical entertainment
The box score:
The
vote
resulted
as
follows:
mence
at the Courthouse in
the water scorched the sides of the Possehl last Thursday afternoon. and a period for quiet games. Come
ANITA 23.
Ayes:
Cass
County,
Iowa, on the 23ii|
boat. I finally shot it with a high Fourteen members were present and and bring your friends.
Name
FG FT pp
Metz, Wiese, Eshelman, Wohlen- of January A. D., 1940; default, \
Mrs.
William
Nimm
was
a
guest.
pressured rifle and towed it to shore.
Rev. Ray Swartz, former pastor, Inhofe
3
3
1
haus and Lynch.
ment and decree will be
I will send the pictures of this fish The ladies sang Christmas carols and sends a cheery Christmas and 'New Millhollin
1
0
2
Nays:
against you as provided by lav]
as soon as they are finished. I know Rita Ann Smith and Eva I-ou Pos-' Year greeting to the congregation Lett
2
2
2
None.
prayed for in said petition.
I will have to prove a story like this, .sehl gave Christmas readings. A and its present pastor.
Bongers
0
5
3 On motion and vote the following
t
Hobart E.
so will send the pictures. John Daume Trab bag; was enjoyed, which was
Budd
0
1
0
resolution
was
adopted:
Attorney
for Plain!
of Adair was with me when I got followed by the hostess serving a 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - Karns
0
0
'• RESOLUTION.
the fish. John is a good sport but lunch. An all day meeting of the 4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
Miss Flora Brown, who is >
WHEREAS, Mrs. Mary Waters and
he is a little inclined to stretch the club will be held Jan. 11 at the home 4 Thomas B. Dixon, Pastor. 4 Totals
6 11 11 M'rs. Erma Patterson are now within ng school at/the University d\
truth sometimes. I think he will get of Mrs. James B. McDermott,
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ORIENT 28.
Cass County and\ are likely to be- n Iowa City, is spending
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Name
FG FT PF come county charges and said persons n Anita with her aunts, Mr
Morning worship at 11 o'clock.
Peters
7
0
4 i should be prevented from acquiring ahaffer and •5fes. Harry
This will be the last Sunday that Weed
2
0
with other relatives and friemM
2 j a settlement in Cass County,
Rev. Dixon will be with the church. Kitt
2
2
4
NOW
THEREFORE
being
it
reCommunion will be held in conjunction Husted
0
0
1 j solved by the Board of Supervisors Mr. and Mrs. William
with the morning worship service.
Robbins
0
2
3. of Cass County, Iowa, that a notice tertained Mr. andfflftsB,John Me
2
Woosley
0
0
, to depart shall be served upon the nd son, Mr. and-Mrs. Richard I
4
4
4
+
4
4
4
4
4
+
+
-*
TRY THE
0
McKinney
1
0
j said Mrs. Mary Waters and Mrs. on children, Mrs. Grace Eblei]
4
METHODIST CHURCH
4
Chadwick
0
0
ONLY GASOLINE WITH
Erma Patterson, and the Chairman hildren of Cumberland and Mr.
4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4j
of this Board is directed and ordered Mrs. John Bishop of Exira at a
4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4
17
Totals
12
"CLIMATIC CONTROL"
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
ito sign such notice on behalf of this mas dinner Sunday at their
Board and deliver the same to the outh of Anita.
McDermott,
Superintendent.
u
iLeadj ~
^ r Roll.
. ,,
_,,
,
'. . ,.,
. , , i i?
Freshmen
Honor
Church worship at 11 a. m. with the
The freshmen lead the second six Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa, for
sermon by the pastor on, "Open
service.
week Honor Roll with 70% representDoors."
The Chairman put the above resoAll Church Watch Night party in ed. The requirements for first honor lution to vote and the votes being- all
., church
, , ,basement Sunday
„ . evening!
. j roll is an average
of„, 90%
above
the
, or «u«ve,
Speed Queen and Dexter
A
A . Qf.*,
> i i Come
r.
i /us begin
^ .6 ,and
85%.
Students
are as in the affirmative, the resolution was
=fi 9Qn „'„!„„!,
and j let
„ conduct
,
_
_,
at
o'clock.
T
declared adopted.
Your repair work wanted on all I
0ll WS:
hn
CUrrV
Dea
tn^fV,,,. wwith
JL
°
5 fl,
the New Yearr together,
good' *rT'"Tu
uJ°"'",'•
T> ' TT
,"- C°°n.
The following claims were allowed Herbert Hartley
rOt y Haml n Fa
fun and devotionally.
°° *
' ' f Hendncks, Esthe Auditor authorized to
t h e r JenS6n Betty M
re and Hilda
Tally cards, 2 for Ic; fancrj
The pastor's family wishes to ex-'Scholl.
'
°°
• warrants for the same:
with
tassles and place ca
press its heartfelt gratitude for the
I Ernest Larsen, labor
$ 45.00
ranked third
Tribune office, Anita.
many expressions of good will at this
i
Arnold
Larsen,
labor
22.00
appearing on the
Holy Season.
May God's richest
group.
They
are: iMlax Falcon- Session and Mileage Claims—'/i Day. Be sure to attend the farm:
blessings be yours during the years
2.50 28 on the Bffl
er, Duane Karns, Richard Richter and Hawley Lynch
ahead.
Mike Metz
3.20 miles northwest of Anita on
Yvonne Keasey.
4.20 road T. New' John Deere
The junior class placed fourth with G. E. Eshelman ...
IF. W. Wiese
3.15 new No. 6 John JJteere tractor
4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 41%. They are as follows: Richard W. H. Wohlenhaus
4.30 new windrower; new No. 6 Jolul
+
|
Duthie,
-Harvey
Scholl,
Marie
Burns,
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
Moved
by
Wiese,
seconded
by
Wohcombine -with auxiliary ta°
Carol Demtent, Mable ffighley, Mary
I. O. O. F. HALL.
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
JaneKopp, Barbara Rhoads and Kath-il enhaUS ' to adjourn until D*cember clover and bean attachment;c
1st., or on call of Chairman.
other machinery, all in A-l °'
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 ryn Weimer.
Motion carried.
Also about 1,200 bushels A
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
The senior class ranked second with
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
some choice alfalfa hay; "b
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
59%. Those included on the first
Chairman. bushels of oats; a few eb'd
Highland church—
honor roll are: Charles Denne, Virgil Attest:
good black taaai; 6 head
Morning worship 9:00 a.m.
Wolf, Marjorie Hendricks, Marilynn
M. E. Hubbard,
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Kohl and Virginia Nichols.
gilts
to ,f*sryrf. around
County Auditor.
ANITA, IOWA
Those who are eligible for the secMfcrion Blanchard.
Harley Miller, wife and children ond honor roll must have an average
At her home on Locust Street last
drove to Polk City Monday morning
MUST GET A
of
85%
to
90%,
and
conduct,
85%.
i
Wednesday
afternoon, Mrs. G. M. De at Ionce
in this community »
and spent the day with his niece,
r>
h 8te88 to
Mrs. 1). L. Kooker and family.
with
Distjpct
Manager, Must |
°
George MillholUn, Gail Rhoads, Mar- the Knot-a-Kare
brTdg chTb O"her
farming and have car.
As the year 1939 "silently steals away" in a world
Mrs.
Florence Draman of !Des cella Breen .Marion Buff, Eva James, guest, were Mrs. Earl S. HoKon. Mrs 28 to 57. Permanent
of unrest and uncertainty, it seems especially approMoines was here Sunday and Christ- Genavev. McAfee, Ruby Miller, Elsie Fred M. Sheley, Mrs. Ethel Budd C pay. Prefer man who has
priate that we pledge a stable adherence to the ideals
mas for a visit with her mother, Mrs. Oler, Glada Parker, Fem Schlater, A. R. Robinson and Mw. Guy Stein farm. Write to Box O, c-»
Mary Jean Stemmet* and Bernice ! metz. High score was held by Mrs
Everett B. Luman and husband.
and traditions under which we have gained so many
Anita, Iowa.
Wheatley; sophomores: Eldred Peter- Holton.
good friends and customers.
Sen
1Mlildre
Mrs. Fred F. Joy of Chimlan, Iowa,
'
d Breen, Grace Dinkey,
WANTED:—Man for - .«
It is a welcome opportunity as well, to express our
has sold her brick building at the < Geraldine Powble' Sue Hagen, Ruth
business
in local territory
corner of Main and Walnut Streets Hollida y. Gladys Holland, Mary Lou
grateful appreciation for the patronage and cordial
portunity for ambitious man
in Anita to C. U. Budd, who gets pos- Kuehn, lona Morgan, Beulah Neiens,
relationships we have enjoyed.
Young woman wishes era required. Car needed. S.
session Jan. 1.
Alice Peters and Jean Sams; juniors: '• to marry an old man—& Co., Keokuk, Iowa.
With all of the warm spirit of the season, we wish
Boyd Falconer, Clarence Holland,! that's her business.
At the meeting of the Union dub Elaine Petersen and Betty WeaverBoc buy* 500 ahefft of
you a very Merry Christmas and a New Year filled
{w
last Wednesday afternoon at the home seniors: Frank Budd, Leonard CrozWith good cheer and prosperity.
Our business is pick- paper, size 8^x11 inches, » I
of Mrs. George Denne on Rose Hill ier, Charles KYause, Leland Lantz,
ing up dead animals- one office.
Avenue, officers for the coming year Ralph Stone, Marian Bartley, Marn*1
large
or
small.
If
you
want
the
best
ta
were elected as follows: Mrs. Tom garet Porch and Mary Jean Reeves.
on ti>e market, BO» our w
Burns, president; ,Mrs. James Brown,
Phone 257
you \ buy. Farmers Coop
vice president; Mrs. W. F. Hendricks! Mrs. Nellie Holmes left Sunday to
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
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Iowa.
secretary; and Mrs. Ruby Biggs, treas- spend a few weeks with her daughter,
ANITA, IOWA
urer.
WANTED:— Your
Mrs. Wilma Thorpe, in Des Moines.
b De

Wishing You
The Season's Greatest Joy
The Golden Rule
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iffl Prepares to Count His
iildren—and How His Family Has
Grown Since First Census in 1790!
'WATSON
paper Union.)

ig of a new
i a big job for
For 1^40 is
r and it means
he is faced
of counting all
is family has
took the first
i ^members 150 ,
len there were
|4 of them. This
lated that there
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than 132,000,000.
taken in 1700,
population. The
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i of the inauguration
Washington,, arid the
the first congress
States. The enuthe name of the
bh family, together
number of persons
classified as free
tie count began on
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| gave nine months
etion of the work,
time elapsed, howl-all the returns were
cation then was
Certain." The Amerjt day, particularly in
ricts, regarded the
aerators with some
there were those
these agents of the
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formation on which
ncrease of taxes.
; of the first census is
|jan octavo volume of
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^i* The census bureau
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should some time
'
"At 'that time
tiecy seemed little
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lous.
London, where he
to the Court of St.
aid, "It has ever been
se to see rising in
empire of liberty,
act qf 200,000,000 or
E freemen without one
|ng among them."
Tyler, tenth Presi.Jnited States, blessed
ar vision, who made
|6phecy, though not so
t>as Adams' but at the
poubtful of fulfillment,
his guess by only a
a relatively small
lillions of population.
Pressed to Col. Samer of Shelter island,
married
Tyler's
dated from the excountry seat, Sherst, Va., November 26,
fcr said, "In a little
half a century, a peoere regarded as little
a host of murderers
tiers among savage
ve attained position
first civilized powers,
spirit of adventure
unequaled by anything
occurred on the map
prld, there is united a
tiding sagacity which
he* most daring entersuccess. Such a peohad they attained that
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absorbing attention,
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and before that same
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POPCLATIOH 0V THE UNITED STATES
FIRST CENSUS, 1790

tion suggested, for Uncle Sam's
children then numbered 78,129,408, and it was not until 20 years
later that it reached the mark of
105,710,620.
Even though the
"doubling" process which he
prophesied did not continue consistently, there did take place the
amazing growth in the nation of
50,000,000 people in half a century,
or an increase in population of 200
per cent.
So Tyler's prophecy was not so
extravagant as it must have
seemed at the time. And when
there is taken into consideration
the steady increase during the 153
years since John Adams made

MJJM MHldred Keaton has one
of tbe.iaugh«st assignments in
taking the census. She "covers"
the Aroue coast from Point Barrow east to the Alaskan-Canadian
line, the route over which she
"mushes" to treat ailing natives
as a field nurae for the Office of
Indian Affairs.
known his vision, even his estimate does not now seem so fantastic.
The 1930 census gave a total of •
122,779,046 people under the Stars
and Stripes. On June 27, 1930,
the population was estimated at
128,403,000, an increase of 5,627,954 in six years or nearly 938,000
a year. The census bureau's last
preliminary estimate of the nation's population, as of July 1,
1938, was 130,215,000, an increase
of 1,812,000 in the two years since
the estimate of 1936. That meant
approximately 906,000 each year.
200,000,000 in 2000 A. D.?

Were They?
Even though the increase
jftt Uncle Sam is preparseems to be growing smaller,
to count his children,
there is still a large enough gain
resting to check up on
each year to justify the predictions of these two Prestion that John Adams' estimate
see just how neatly
of 200,000,000 may eventually be
were. Although Tyreached. On the basis of the inecy was a bit too opcrease since 1930, it will take
, was not far wrong,
nearly 70 years and we will probbe his letter was writably reach the year 2000 A. D.
before we reach a population of
ulation of the country
38. He predicted that
200,000,000 in the U. S. A.!
Jpuble in the next 23
Officials of the census bureau
| although there are no
regard the 1940 census as probpliable for 1875, by 1880
ably the most important and far-'
bed 60,262.882.
reaching since that first one 150
years ago. For this one will be
; reached the 100,000,much more than a mere counting
iby 1900. as his predic-

of noses. As in past years, the
census will cover population, occupations, irrigation, drainage,
manufactures, business, mines
and quarries, vital statistics, cotton production and consumption,
and financial statistics of states
and cities. In addition, the census
takers will also assemble data
never sought before and these
data will bear upon the new social and economic situations
which have arisen hi the last few
years, bringing with them problems that are yet unsolved.
For this census will also be concerned with such questions as unemployment, migrations from
one state to another and additional vital statistics bearing on public health and facilities .for treatment of disease. Much of the
health data may prove to have a
decided bearing upon the vital
problem of national defense. For
instance, the census authorities
hope to learn how many men
would be incapacitated for military service by disease,
Problem of Migration.
The problem of migration is
one to which President Roosevelt
submitted a report to congress,
setting forth that population shifts
from state to state were not of
concern only to the-one state into
which the great influx had taken
place (California being the outstanding example) but that they
affected the whole nation. Migration from state to state is a
new social movement in the United States directly traceable to
unemployment.
In addition to asking his children the usual questions about
age, sex, color, marital status,
homes and education. Uncle Sam
will also want to know about their
present economic condition, their
profession or occupation and
whether they are employed or unemployed. Each person will also
be asked where he lived 10 years
ago so that some measure of migration may be obtained.
The most significant data, however, in the opinion of the census
authorities, wiH be the figures
indicating the trend of population
growth, which has been steadily
declining, and the distribution,
according to age groups. A continuing decline in population will
have a decided bearing on the
future economic and social life
of the nation.
A smaller population foreshadows a reduction in future markets
at home and abroad. Fewer pupils in the public schools will indicate a lesser need for schoolhouses and other plant equipment
and a greater surplus of teachers. An increase in the higher
age groups will have important
economic effects, in the form of a
more persistent demand by the
higher age groups for a redistribution of the profits of industry,
such as the various old age pension schemes that have caused
so much disturbance in the last
few years. That, combined with
a decrease in the lower age
groups will mean lower incomes
for the younger Americans.
The job of securing' all this information will require the services of approximately 150.000 persons, of whom 8,000 will be employed in Washington compiling
the data gathered by the 142,000
enumerators in the field. The cost
of this task is estimated at $20,000,000.

History tells us that the first
census ever made was taken by
Moses.
"Take ye the sum of all the
congregation of the children of
Israel, after their families, by
the house of their fathers, with
the number of their names every
male by their polls; from twenty
years, old and upward, all that
are able to go forth to war in
Israel."
Thus spoke the Lord to Moses,
and Moses, with Aaron's assistance, collected the figures for the
first census report, which may be
found in practically every home
and hotel room. It is appropriately entitled "Numbers," the
fourth book of the Bible.
By its breadth of scope the census William of Normandy ordered
for his new kingdom of England,
resembles modern surveys. He
commanded his people in 1085 A.
D. to record every lord and peasant, every acre, every ox, every
mill, every manor, every weir
and every plow the value thereof and—this is forward looking—*
the natural resources, woods,
fields and streams capable of development and revenue. The report to William the Conqueror became the Domesday Book, unreadable today except by scholars, yet protected in the public
record office at London as one of
the most precious possessions of
England.
Uncle Sam was one of the pioneers in this business of counting
his children scientifically. Sweden took the lead before our first
census in 1790, but England,
France, and Prussia did not see
the necessity of regular counting
of noses uhtil 10 or 20 years later.
Russia took no census until 1897.
The first American census, taken in 1790, was very limited in
scope and was directed by the
United States marshals. They
were allowed 13 months for tha
job, and when the totals were
added up our population was less
than 4,000,000.
That census related solely to
population. The name of the head
of the family was taken, together
with the number of persons in
each family, classified as free or
slave. The whites, who were
free, were classified as "free
whites," as male or female, and
the free whites males as over or
under 16 years of age. That was
about all there was to it. The
marshals who supervised the 1790
count numbered only 17 and the
enumerators 650. The cost was
$44,000:
The deeply religious settlers of
America nearly upset our first
census when they harked back to
another less fortunate Bible cen-

Taking information from a
census schedule by means of a
card puncher. Facts are translated into figures on this machine.
sus. "Satan stood up against Israel," they pointed out to the marshals, "and provoked David to
number Israel from Be'ersheba
even to Dan." What happened?
"God was displeased; therefore
he smote Israel. The Lord sent
pestilence upon Israel; and there
fell of Israel 70,000 men."
Fears that our first census
would bring similar destruction
upon the nation did not materialize, so the marshals delivered
their reports to President Washington within nine months for all
the original states, except Vermont, Rhode Island and South
Carolina. Vermont and Rhode Island entered the Union later. The
marshal of South Carolina found
workers scarce at $1 per 150
heads counted.
With the exception of a comparatively few, when the vast total
is considered, the original records
of every family enumerated in
the 1790 and subsequent census
are on file in the census bureau.
The missing records have been
lost or destroyed by accident.
However, the file on John Hancock has been preserved and his
family was reported as bemg
made up of "two white males
over sixteen years of age, three
white females and seven other
frea persons, not white."
In the taking of the 1880 census, each person was for the first
time asked to give tfce value of
his or her real and personal property. The records for Illinois
show that Abraham Lincoln's
family comprised Mr. Lincoln, his
wife, his three sons and a boy,
fourteen years old, named Philip
Dinkell. Mr. Lincoln said he was
worth $17,000 of which $5,000 was
the value of his real estate, the
remainder being personal property. In the same census James
Buchanan listed his household as
consisting of himself, his niece,
Miss Harriet Lane, and 11 employees and servants, all of the
latter being of foreign birth.
The system of individual enumeration was adopted at the census of 1850, and at the same time
a number of new classifications
were added—illiteracy, school attendance, occupation, place o'
birth, age, etc.

Ruth Wyeth Spears

RED AND
BLUE

*«.,
.PRINT
3> PAINT^AN
DEEP BLUE\BLU

A gay winged ehair for the youngster
A GOOD deal has been said cushions and skirt are also given
** about children having to live in the sketch.
in a giant's world where all the
NOTE: If you enjoy making
furniture is made for grown-ups. what you want from next to nothFurniture stores are now selling ing, don't miss Mrs. Spears' newchairs; tables; beds and dressers est Sewing Book (No. 4). M is
made for children. Here are all full of information for making
the dimensions needed for making useful things. Books No. 1, 2
a child's chair at home. It is of and 3 contain a fascinating array
1-inch material and the sketch of things to make for the .home.
shows clearly how it is screwed Mrs. Spears has made three pattogether after the pieces have terns for Early American qnilt
been sawed according to the blocks which she will send FREE
your order for four books 'at
measurements given. The chair with
10 cents each. Quilt block patis painted deep blue; the back, terns only—10 cents for set of
seat cushions and full skirt are of three. Send order to Mrs. Spears,
red and blue cotton print with blue Drawer 10, Bedford Hills, New
bindings. All dimensions for the York.

AROUND
ti» HOUSE
Chocolate and orange flavors
blend well. Add orange extract to
chocolate frosting or candy. Try
covering a chocolate cake with
orange frosting.
• • •
Cane-bottomed chairs that have
sagged can be tightened by being well scrubbed with a soapy
mixture containing a handful of
salt. Allow to dry, then paint with
. a strong solution of salt and water
I and dry again, if possible out of
doors.
• • •
Stored Potatoes—Potatoes stored
in too cold a place change some of
their starch to sugar, and when a
potato has accumulated considerable sugar it won't fry well.
» • •
When washing a white silk
blouse or jumper to which you
want to give a little stiffness, add
a few lumps of sugar to the rinsing
water, roll tightly in a clean towel,
and iron while still damp.
• • •
Plan meals in advance, with concern for the use of leftovers, which
will aid in saving energy in preparation.

Means of Utterance
Utterance is not confined to
words. Our souls speak as significantly by looks, tones or gestures
—the subtle vehicles of our more
delicate emotions, as they do by
set words and phrases. Indeed,
the soul has a thousand ways of
communicating itself.—TurnbulL

Items of Interest
to the Housewife
For Dried Fruits.—Try soaking
and cooking a thin slice or two of
lemon with your dried apricots,
peaches or prunes.
«. • «
Fat Side Up.—Put the roast in
the pan with the fat side up so
it will baste itself.
• • •
When baiting the mousetrap, remember that foods mice prefer to
cheese include chocolate, peanuts
and pork chops.
* • •
Washing Shirts.-To loosen the
dirt on cuff and rnllar bands of
men's and boys' shirts, scrub them
with a soft brush frequently
dipped in warm soapy water before putting them in the laundry
tub.

Prosecutor Had Grounds
For Objection, h Appears
Counsel for the defense was
cross-examining the witness, a
lovely blonde with big blue eyes.
"Where were you," he thundered, "on Monday night!"
The blonde smiled sweetly.
"Out for a run in a car."
"And where were you," bellowed counsel, "on Tuesday night? "
"Out for a run in a car."
Counsel leaned closer.
"And what," he said, "are you
doing tomorrow night?"
Prosecuting counsel leaped to
his feet.
"Your Honor," he protested, "I
object to that question."
"And why do you object?"
"B<* ttuse I asked her first!"

THE MARINES

and see the world

The Marines want upstanding young nun between
the ages of 18 and 30 whose eyes are looking for
adventure, travel and education. Southern California and summer skies will welcome newir
enlisted Marines who Join the corps in DM Moinee.
All recruits who enlist there are sent to San
Diego, California. Immediate enlistment Hi desirable applicants. ACT NOW.
Coll or write
MARINE CORPS RECRUITING OFFICE
10$ Old Federal Building
De* Mobe*, low*

BEACONS OF SAFETY
Like a beacon light on the height—the advertisements in newspapers direct you to newer, better
and easier ways of providing the things needed or
desired. It shines, this beacon of newspaper advertising — and it wffl be to your advantage to follow ft whenever yon make • purchase.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1939.
Gail Forte is spending the week in
Chicago with his father, Arley .Forte.
Eugene Wahling, who is working
n a farm near Mt. Pleasant, Iowa,
was a week end visitor with relatives
nd friends in Anita.
Miss Mary Osen is
week at the home of
frank Osen and wife.
tructor in the Villisca

ANITA

spending the
her parents,
She is an inschools.

Leonard Bailey, wife and children
nd his mother, Mrs. Edna Bailey,
eft Sunday evening for Oconto, Neb.,
to spend Christmas with relatives.
Russell Mclntyre, wife and son,
loss, of Denver, Colo., were here to
pend the week end and Christmas
with his parents, W. H. Mclntyre
ind wife.
Norman iWa^ner, a senior medical
itudent at the University of Iowa in
!owa City, is home to spend the hoidays with his parents, J. A. Wagner
and wife.

Our Friends and Patrons
ith Whom>f We Have Had
Many Pleasant Dealings
•

the Joys of This Yuletide Season
Be the Greatest You Have
Ever Known
The Spirit of the Season prompts us to take this opportunity to extend YULETIDE Greetings and convey this message of Good Will to all. We desire in
this greeting to express to you, in a measure, the appreciation that we feel toward you for the co-operation so generously
given us during the past year.
i
We are not unmindful of the confidence reposed in
us, but entirely apart from consideration of business at this season, we severally wish to express our
interest in the welfare and happiness of each and
everyone of those whom we are honored to have as
patrons and clients.
We extend to each and everyone the wish that this
Yuletide will find you in possession of the important
^hings of life; the trust and affections of your loved
ones, true friendships, and the pride of achievement
of the things nearest your heart.
We trust the Holidays will bring to you and yours
the added contentment of an ever increasing abundance of health and prosperity.
M. ADAIR
M. NEEDLES

CHESTER A. LONG
LINDBLOM RADIO SHOP
\

f. D. WEIMER

LOWENBURG IMPLEMENT CO.

|L H. JOHNSON
>. T. WILLIAMS
PA LUMBER CO.
IAOILCO.
JERS BROS.

MILLARD'S BLACKSMITH SHOP

[E BROS.
[CHRISTENSEN
3RSCOOP.
AlkX)NER jfc SON DAIRY
SHAY LOAN & INSURANCE
2NCY (Since 1894)

MOTOR INN CAFE
MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC PLANT
W. H. McINTYRE
NEFF'S HARDWARE
RIALTO THEATRE
i

RASMUSSEN'S HATCHERY
ROBISON PUMP CO.
ROSE & MOELCK OIL CO.
O. W. SHAFFER & SON
STAGER'S CAFE

1ERSEN DAIRY
[ECKMAN—Standard Service
)ERSON SHOE SHOP
LRD BARBER & BEAUTY
>P
5L'S CAFE
ISON PLUMBING & HEATSHOP
ITKARNS

SECRESS BARBER SHOP
THE ANITA TRIBUNE
JOE VETTER INSURANCE
AGENCY
WAGNER FILLING STATION
WEST IOWA TELEPHONE CO.
WHITE FRONT COFFEE SHOP
3l&ft$it3fc3R$^^

RIALTO THEATRE

TONIGHT-TheBig Night
FRANCHOT TONE and ANN SOTHERN
In a Laugh and Fan Thriller •

"FAST andFURIOUS"
_

/ .

_^^____

SAT.-SUN. DEC. 30-31
THE BROADWAY STAGE SCANDAL
fcmittiB Hat mob a •flfioiWWMB lank
at tlMmhii... aai a Briffioi mm gu§ k
tat whattkey nevti sooM Ww»!

Louis Martin, wife and two sons,
Jerry and Jack, of Ashland, 111., are
spending the holidays in Anita at the
lome of her parents, Chester A. Long
and wife.
Glenn Mc'Call, wife and daughters,
Margaret and Meredith, spent Saturday at the home of her mother, iMrs.
Oren Sullivan and husband, southeast
of the city.
M. .C. Hansen and wife of St.
Joseph, Mo., and their son, Olaf Hansen and wife of Kansas City, spent
Sunday and Monday with relatives and
friends in Anita.
Robert Fletcher, wife and sons, of
Tulsa, Okla., visited here a few days
the past week with her parents, C. O.
Gipple and wife, and with other relatives and frjends.
Miss iMayfred Stone, an instructor
in the schools at Cedar- Rapids, is
spending the .Christmas and New
Year's vacation with her parents, A. B.
Stone and wife, in Anita.
Mike Woodall, who has been suffering from rheumatism for a number
of weeks, has gone to Excelsior
Springs, Mo., to take treatment at
a sanitarium in that city.
Miss Adabelle Simon, accompanied
by her cousin, Miss Marilynn Ernst
of Adair, are spending the week at
Meadow Grove, Neb., with their aunt,
Mrs. Emory Kohl and family.
Miss Joan * Faulkner, a student at
an art school in Chicago, is enjoying
a week's vacation from her work and
is visiting in the city with her parents, H. C. Faulkner and wife.

ALSO OUR GANG COMEDY and LATE NEWS'

Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl spent ChristJohn Mehlmann, wife and son, DonRobert Crawford, Merlin Holland
mas in Stuart with her daughter, Miss
Jane Scholl.
Her other daughter, ald, spent Christmas at the Otto Mehl- and iMerritt Dill, Iowa State college
students, are home from Ames to
Miss Freda, is spending the holidays mann home west of Massena.
spend the mid-winter vacation with
with relatives in Denver, Colo.
Miss Maurine Turner, an instructor relatives and friends.
Miss Janis Scholl, who is employ- in the schools at Macedonia, is enjoyed in the home office of the Coryell ing a week's visit in the city with
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Millard enterOil Co. in Lincoln, Neb., was home her parents, H. H. Turner and wife.
tained a number of relatives of Mr.
to spend the week end and ChristMillard at their home a few days ago.
Robert Nelson, an employe of the
mas with her parents, Lester Scholl
Those present were Roy Millard, wife
state highway commission, is enjoyand wife.
and daughter, Joy Kay, and Mrs.
ing a few weeks' vacation from his Ada 'Maggard of Creston, Bess and
Leslie Harrison, wife and son, Gail, work, and is visiting in Anita with his Gene Millard of Carbon, and Al
of Natrona, Wyo., have been visiting mother, Mrs. Alpha Nelson, and with Phelps and wife of Atlantic.
here the past week with his father, other relatives and friends.
S. H. Harrison, and with his sister,
Ted and Cal Darrow, who h,ave been
Mrs. Guy Hayter and husband. The
farming
in partnership the past year,
Harrison family are former residents
are holding a dissolution public sale
of Anita, leaving here sixteen years
ago for Wyoming, where they have on Thursday of this week at the
Ted Darrow residence 13 miles southsince made their home.
east of Anita. Frank Barber will
> Actually more heat per dollar
be
the auctioneer and C. E. Parker
A meeting of the Pinochle club was
than anything else you can buy.
held last Wednesday evening at the the clerk. The sale will include 2
home of Mrs. Solon A. Karns. Other head of horses, 19 head of cattle,
guests, besides the members, were 42 head of hogs, 81 head of sheep,
Anita, Iowa
Mrs. R. R. Arnett, Mrs. George Shaf- 80 bushels of medium seed oats, 600
Bert
C.
Ramus, Manager
bales
of
clover
hay
and
an
8-inch
fer and Miss Vera B. Hook. High
$core was held by Mrs. Hansine John- Letz feed grinder.
Son. A feature of the evening was
an exchange of Christmas gifts.

RING BEE Eastern
Kentucky Lump Coal

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

Grant school No. 1 held their December P. T. A. meeting last Thursday evening. A Christmas program
'was presented by the pupils and teacher, Miss Dorothy Hansen, after which
Santa Claus made a visit with treats.
Gifts were exchanged and a five cent
fctab bag was enjoyed by the grown,aps. At the close of the meeting
a lunch of pop corn and candy was
served by the committee with Miss
Hansen as chairman.
The regular meeting of the ladies
aid society of the Massena township
Baptist church was held last Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Charles Dressier. Besides the members present, other guests were iMrs.
Isabel! Joy, Mrs. Dale Dressier, Mrs.
Charles Borth and Miss Caroline
Cron. The women spent the afternoon sewing carpet rags for the hostess. Mrs. William Watson, who is
moving to Anita to make her home,
was presented with a gift. A Christmas grab bag was enjoyed, and a
lunch was served by the hostess. The |
next meeting will be held at the/1
home of Mrs. Edward Darrow.

MILLER'S MARKET

Mineral Blocks
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

3MOTOT9

Star Dust
* A Bright Star
* In Religious Field
* Those DeZurik Sisters
By Virginia Vale

young players atSEVERAL
tained fame on the screen
during the year of 1939, none of
them more rapidly or deservingly than Louis Hayward.

A little more than a year
ago his name was practically
unknown to movie fans, although he had. appeared on
the stage both in England
and New York, and had given excellent performances in supporting
roles/ in several films. He was about
ready to chuck Hollywood and go
back to the'stage when Edward
Small gave him a starring role in
'The Duke of West Point." Next

VEGETABLE SALAD BOWL
(See Recipes Below)

for Vegetables
s not apt to be prime
jSmen; practically every man has a
little black list of
his own—vegetables he just will
not accept graciously. Father is
apt to be as chary
of spinach and
other vegetables
|ight-year-old, and to
Ids as mere woman's
n't strange, if Junhis Dad, begins to
|likes and dislikes in
Perms. Like father,
: father to keep his,
to himself—at meal

We're Sorry
In a recent article on homemade bread which appeared in
this column, the recipe for Yeast
Bread should be corrected to
read "seven to eight cups bread
flour."

soning and stir into the first mixture.
Cook for about 2 minutes over a
very low flame, stirring constantly.
Combine hot sauce, cooked bacon
and chopped raw spinach. Serve
warm, garnished with slices of hard
cooked egg.
Lima Beans en Casserole.
1 pound lima beans, dry
% cup brown sugar
Vn teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons onion (minced)
salads and vegeta1 tablespoon prepared mustard
1
really enjoys. You'll
1 tablespoon vinegar
in my booklet,
2 cups water
er," for preparing
1 pound pork sausage
tlpes, too, for his faCook beans in boiling water ap4.' ies and desserts.
proximately 1 hour—or until nearly
|?back to vegetables,
tender. Pour in
wondered why the
baking casserole.
love to nibble on a
Meantime, place
from the garden,
sugar, salt, oni need to be coaxed
ion, prepared
they-re. cooked?
mustard, vinegar
| solutiontothe proband w a t e r in
.Dad and Junior to
s a u c e p a n and
»ts, right there. Why
bring to boiling
crisp-, raw carrot point. Pour this heated mixture over
egetable? Or make a the beans. Make sausage up into
salad by combining small cakes and place on the beans.
^carrots and shredded Bake approximately 45 minutes in
the tender young a moderate oven (350 degrees).
: spinach? Mix lightly
French Fried Asparagus Tips.
9m salad dressing or
Cooked
asparagus tips (short
and serve from a
and thick variety)
that the boys may
1 egg
es. •
1 tablespoon water
changing the meth% cup soft bread crumbs (very
Bg and serving them is
fine)
do to arouse family
% teaspoon salt
Bgetables. Here are
Fat for deep fat frying
hat are just a bit outDrain asparagus. Beat egg and
^—recipes I think your
add water to it. Dip the drained
joy.
asparagus in beaten egg. Roll as1 in Tomatoes.
paragus tips in bread crumbs—patires 4 or 5)
ting them on so as to cover asparacanned tomatoes
gus tips thoroughly. Place careeaf
fully in a deep fat frying basket and
on salt
fry in fat heated to 370 degrees.
Fry until tips are golden brown;
on pepper
drajn on unglazed paper. Serve very
butter
hot.
„ on flour
Busy Day Salad.
|; (small)
(Serves 5)
natoes and seasonings
1 cup cooked, beets (diced)
r 10 'minutes. Then re1 cup cooked carrots (diced)
leaf
% cup green peas (cooked)
iMelt
1 cup cauliflower flowerets
(cooked or raw)
3 tablespoons sweet pickle
(minced)
1 teaspoon onion (minced)
Vt teaspoon salt,
% teaspoon pepper
,onMayonnaise
dressing.
a casserole and add
Drain the vegetables thoroughly
Cover and bake and
mix lightly. ' Add pickles, onion
ely hot oven (370 de- and seasoning. Serve from lettuce
ffhour.
lined bowl with mayonnaise dress-! Potatoes.
ing.
es arid cut into cubes.
r carrots, using about Send for Copy of 'Feeding Father-.
' of potatoes and carFor just 10 cents in coin you can
i boiling, salted wa- add
to your kitchen library, this
r set over a low flamevery practical
and clever book.
putes to dry out. Force You'll find in it recipes
for quivery
toto ricer or mash thor- custard pie, for spare ribs
ap'?hot milk and beat un- ple stuffing, for oyster stew, with
and reces are light tad fluffy,
"oon or two of butter ipes for all the other good "homestyle" dishes that men like:
taste.
To get your copy of this cook book
Dutch Spinach.
now, send 10 cents in coin to "Feederves 4-5)
ing Father," care of Eleanor Howe,
con (diced)
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicaflour
go, Illinois.
ater
isugar
About this time of year the
vinegar
family supply of jams and jel(beaten)
lies runs very low and we begin
dry mustard
to hoard the few remaining jars.
salt
Next week Eleanor Howe will
pepper
give you some of her favorite
^spinach (chopped)
recipes for mid-winter jams and
ked eggs
marmalades, which can be preuntil crisp. Remove
pared right now, to supplement
Add flour to bacon
ntil smooth. Mix wa- your stock. She'll give you, too,
" Vinegar and add to a recipe or two for delicious hot
breads to serve with them.
cook until thick,
egg yolk and sea-
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LOUIS HAYWARD
he was co-starred in "The Man in
the Iron Mask" with Joan Bennetthe played twins* in that one—and
now he is playing "Oliver Essex"
in "My Son, My Son" and looking
ahead to "Monte Cristo."
In "My Son, My Son" he has to
go through four dinner scenes. Being a canny lad, he took up 'the
matter of food with Director Charles
Vidor, who agre'ed to order Hayward's favorite dish for the four
meals—fried chicken.
I wonder if the manager of your
local movie theater was as clever
as mh^ was. The other day he
seht me a little card, in a little
envelope—as I opened it I wondered which of my friends had had
a baby. The card read "Mr. and
Mrs. Thin Man proudly announce
the birth of a baby boy. Come and
see the whole family at the Stamford theater starting Thursday."
Across the bottom of the card
was a brief advertisement for a
shop that sells baby clothes.
We're about to have a new cycle
in pictures—a cycle of religious pictures. Cecil B. DeMille will make
"Queen of Queens" for Paramount,
Twentieth Century - Fox recently
bought "The Great Commandment,"
which was made by Cathedral
Films, and will make it over. RKO
may give us a film version of "Father Malachy's Miracle," and Twentieth Century-Fox may do "The
First Legion." If the first of these
to be released is a success, the
smaller companies will lose no time
in scheduling religious pictures of
their own.
Why doesn't somebody re-do
"Earthbound"?
"Mexican Spitfire" made such a
good pre-view impression that its
stars, Lupe Velez and Leon Errol,
have been signed to make three
more pictures together.
Caroline and Mary DeZurik, the
two sisters, whom you often hear on
the National Barn Dance program,
just happened into becoming singers. They lived on a farm in Royalton, Minn. One day they were singing as they did the housework, and
Mary Jane picked up a guitar that
her brother had recently bought and
began plunking on it as an accompaniment.
They found that they sang well
together, and stuck to it. A short
time later they won an amateur
contest in Royalton, and were sent
to St. Cloud, Minn., to enter another contest. It was there that
radio talent scouts heard them and
started them on their way. Caroline
was just 15 then, and Mary Jane
was two years older. Now they are
both expert guitar players, though
it's Mary Jane who plays when
they sing on the air.
When Charles Laughton was a
guest recently on the "Screen Guild
Theater" he upset radio tradition
and startled Producer Joe Hill b>
memorizing his script. Hill wouldn't
believe that he had done it, which
seems odd, in view of the fact that
Laughton has been on the stage
and in the movies for years. Just
to humor the producer, Laughton
brought the script to the broadcast
With him and referred to it once
ODDS AND ENDS—"Grand Hotel" r*
turni to the air in January . . . Juan Blon
delt and Dick Powell (Mr. and Mrs., you
know) will probably make a picture to
gether in the spring . . . Bub Trout, CHb
reporter, contributed hii services to the
Boy Scouts for their first movie—did a
running commentary for it.
(Rclaaaed bj Weitern Newspaper Union.)
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By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

ure look slim and youthful, small
and supple at the waist. Materials like faille, moire, flat crepe
and velveteen are
excellent
choices for this.
If you've done scarcely any sewing, this design is heartily recommended as a good one to begin on,
because it's so easy. A step-bystep sew chart is included to help
you.
Pattern No. 8576 is designed for
sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and 40. Size
14 requires 4% yards of 39-inch
material without nap; % yard contrasting for each collar and cuffs.
% yard ribbon.
For a pattern of this attractive
model send 15 cents in coins; your
name, address, style, number and
size to .The Sewing Circle Pattern
Dept., Room 1324, 211 W. Wacker
Dr., Chicago, 111.

Lesson for December 31
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
permission.

FRIENDS AND FOES OF THE
KINGDOM
LESSON TEXT —Matthew 13:54—14:4;
15:29-31.
GOLDEN TEXT—Ye are my friends. U
ye do whatsoever I command you.—John
15:14.

Inventory time has come, and it
seems that our lesson for today, although it does come in the middle
of our study of the Gospel of Matthew, comes too to sort of a pause
to consider what has been the result of that which Jesus had said
and done thus far in our study.
The answer we find is that He had
both friends and foes, both love and
hatred. His foes apparently outnumbered His friends, and the hatred was evidently fierce and the
love none too warm. So Jesus was
defeated? No, far from it. As we
know, He won the victory over His
enemies.
•
The situation is not^ different today. Those who follow Jesus and
love Him truly are quite evidently
in the minority and all too often it
seems that hatred for the cause of
Christ has the upper hand. Are we
defeated? No, Jesus will ultimately
win the victory again. We are on
the winning side.
I. Dishonored Because of Jealousy
(13:54-58).
One would have supposed that the
people of the little, almost unknown
town of Nazareth would have been
thrilled at the return of its native
son whose fame had also spread its
name abroad and whose name was
on the lips of thousands because He
went about doing good.
They were astonished, but they
were not ready to accept Him. They
could not deny the fact either of His
person or His power, but they could
and did permit their personal pride
and jealousy to lead them to deny
Him. "This story teaches us the unutterable folly of refusing to accept
fact because it is astonishing, yet
there are thousands of people standing in that position today concerning
Jesus Christ. It is utterly unscientific, not to say irreligious. Here is
an astonishing thing. They say
we cannot understand how this man
hath this wisdom. Has He the wisdom? Why, yes, we cannot escape
it. Then in the name of God and
common honesty obey the injunction and postpone the investigation"
(G. Campbell Morgan).
II. Hated Because of Sin (14:1-4).
The pride of heart which causes
many to hold themselves too good
to follow the lowly Nazarene is sin.
There is also that which even the
world recognizes as sin which separates men from Christ. D. L.
Moody is said to have written on
the fly leaf of his Bible, "This book
will keep you from sin, or sin will
keep you from this book." That is
true, and it is also true that sin
will keep a man from Christ.
Herod, living in sin, had been rebuked by John and had silenced his
accuser by the simple expedient of
imprisonment and ultimately by beheading him. But one does not thus
put away sin, and when this man
heard of Jesus, he at,once assumed
that John had risen .from the dead
to plague him still. So Herod also
took his place with the enemies of
our Lord.
If a man shows his opposition to
Christ, whether it be by indifference, or by jealousy, or in outright
hatred, be sure there is sin in that
man's life. Those who love righteousness love the righteous Lord.
III. Accepted Because of Service (15:29-31).
"The Son of man came not to be
ministered unto but to minister,"
even to the giving of "his life a
ransom for many" (Matt. 20:28).
We have so overemphasized and
misused the word service that one
almost hesitates to speak it in connection with the name of the Lord
Jesus. Yet it does summarize His
earthly life and ministry. He served
the needy with His teaching and
preaching, with His provision for
their daily needs, with His healing
touch, and we read that they wondered and glorified God (v. 31).
We said above that the majority
of men appear to reject Christ, but
that does not mean that He has no
friends. "The communion of saints"
is made up of a great and almost
numberless host, including in its
ranks the finest and most distinguished men and women of all ages
who gladly stand side by side with
the humblest of believers to be
counted for the Lord Jesus.
As a means of encouraging men
and women everywhere to follow
Christ as they find Him in His Word,
the writer of these notes will send
without charge a folder, "The Why
and How of Bible Reading," including a Bible-reading calendar for
the entire year. Use the name and
address at the head of this column
and if possible enclose a stamped
addressed envelope or a three-cent
stamp.
There He Learns
When the devil wants to learn
something about the difficulties of
the Christian life,' he makes a visit
to some hypocrite.

Strange Facts
'Black-Out' Lights
Street Car Diners
Immortal Trees

IV/IAKE yourself this pretty prin- cess (8576) for town wear,
business and general runabout, in
a dark shade or your favorite
bright color. The double collar
and cuffs give you a chance to
work out daring and delightful
contrasts, in a season when adventurous color combinations are
so extremely smart. And you can
trust this dress to make your figiv 1

ASK ME
ANOTHER
The Questions
1. Can you write 600 in Roman
numerals?
2. Is the income of the President taxable?
3. Who cut the Gordian Knot?
4. Which of our wars was known
as Mr. Madison's war?
5. Which is the middle verse of
the Bible?
6. Which woman has had more
statues erected to her memory
than any other woman?
7. Which race is increasing its
population the fastest?
3. Do plants grow more at night
than during the day?
9. Which is the correct quotation: "Far from the maddening
crowd," or "Far from the madding crowd"?
10. What per cent of the world's
population is still governed by
monarchs?

The Answers
1. DC.
2. His salary as President is not.
Any other income he may have,
is.
3. Alexander the Great.
4. The War of 1812.
5. The eighth verse of the 118th
Psalm.
6. Joan of Arc.

These Names Don't Tell
Names are not always fitting
descriptions. For instance, "Dutch
news" signifies bad- writing,
"Dutch nightingales" are frogs,
and everyone knows what "Dutch
courage" means. It is impossible to say how some labels originated. A Bombay duck is not a
bird, but a species of dried fish,
usually eaten with curry and rice!
Brussels sprouts do not come from
Belgium, nor Jerusalem artichokes from the Holy Land.
Jordan almonds are not grown
on the banks of the Jordan; the
word is a corruption of the French
"jardin," garden, and the name
Jaffa, which describes a certain
kind of orange, indicates the port
whence they are shipped. Swiss
rolls, Genoa and Madeira cake,
and Hamburger steak, have no
connection with their place-names.

For "black-outs" during air
raids, England has perfected highway and traffic lights, headlights
and police uniforms that can be
seen only by those on the ground.
Geneva, Switzerland, has streetcars whose entire space is given
over to restaurants in which the
passengers eat and drink as they
travel through the city.
A study of marital tendencies
reveals that a much larger number of widowed and divorced men
marry spinsters than widowed and
divorced women marry bachelors.
Many navies now use a torpedo
that appears to be aimed at a point
far ahead or far behind its target
but, after going some distance,
suddenly makes a right or left
swing and strikes before its objective can turn away.
;
The giant redwood trees in California and Oregon have never
been known to die a natural death.
—Collier's.

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information
on Various Subjects
7. The white races of the world
are doubling their populations every 80 years, the yellow and brown
races every 60 years and the black
races every 40 years.
8. Although trees and other
green plants require light to develop, virtually all of their growth
takes place at night. Those in
dark or shaded places grow faster
than those exposed to brighter
light.
9. "Far from the madding
crowd," from Gray's Elegy.
10. Despite the widespread change
in the governments since the
World war, eight hundred million
persons, or 40 per cent of the entire population of the globe, still
are governed by kings, queens,
emperors and* other monarchs.

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

Bronchitis, acute or chronic, to an
condition of the mu-cous membranes lining the bronchial
tubes. Oreomulslon goes right to the
feat of the, trouble to loosen germ
laden phlegm, increase secretion and
aid nature to soothe and heal raw,
tender, inflamed bronchial mucous
membranes. Tell your druggist to sell
you a bottle of Creomulalon with the
understanding that you are to like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.

CREOMULSION

forCoughs, Chest Col(b,Bronchitis
In Tenderness
We can help make people bright
by our keenness, but we can never accomplish anything toward
making people good except by our
tenderness.—Parkhurst.

LOSTYOURPEP?
KM* It AMzfa? Itettaf •!
O»ato ftlinglili Bowwto

If yen think an laxatives
act alike, )uit try thin
_
all maatabU laiatlv*.
_ . refreahlni. Invlaontlnf. Dependable relief from tick headache*, bilioua apelb.
tired feeling when anoclated with conaUpation.
UriMuuil D]>l> «et a 25c box of NR from your
niUmUl RISK drugglrt. Make the teat-then
If not delighted, return the box to ua. Wo will
refund the purchaae
price. That1* lair.
i TO-NIGHT
Get NR Tableta today.

MERCHANTS
Youi Advertising Dollar
buys something more than space and circulation in
the columns of this newspaper. It buys space and
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
readers for this newspaper and its advertising patrons!

LET US TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

One Hundred Years Ago 'Old Hickory'
Revisited the Scene of His Triumph
Over the 'Red Coats' at New Orleans
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

W

HEN members of the
Democratic party all
over the United States
gather together at their annual Jackson day dinners this
year, they may well point to
a celebration which took
place just, 100 years ago as
the precedent for their makr
ing the anniversary of a great
American military victory
the occasion for a political
rally. For January 8, 1840,
marked the climax of a 10day celebration of the 25th
anniversary of the Battle
of New Orleans and the honor guest there was the hero
of that battle—Ex-President
Andrew Jackson.
It came about in this manner:
During his second administration
attern 2321
"Old Hickory" had decided that
Martin Van Buren, his vice presiheted set of hood with dent, should be his successor in
muff delights every the White House and, despite a
rlt's in loop stitch, ex- revolt within the party, forced
" which is mainly in the nomination of the New YorkPattern 2321 con- er and aided in his election. But
i for making the set Van Buren's term as President
jrear sizes; illustrations was not a happy one for either
[[stitches; materials re- him or for his friend and counselor, the ex-President.
|cents in coins for this
Within a year after he took ofChe Sewing Circle, Nee- fice, the speculative craze which
ept-i 82 Eighth Ave., had swept the country brought
N. Y.
the inevitable result—the panic
of 1837. Jackson's financial policies were blamed (and wrongly,
so the later historians assure us)
for the disaster but since he was
no longer in the White House the
Delicate Brute
anger of men who had seen their
riant Donkey
fortunes go crashing down in
c Captives' Mail
ruins was turned against his
"hand-picked successor," Martin
1-pound gorilla Van Buren.
fenum & Bailey circus, By 1839 business conditions had
enclosed, air-con- improved somewhat but not
ge, kept constantly at enough to reassure Van Buren
|by watchful engineers, that he could again defeat Wilthat if this tempera- liam Henry Harrison, the Whig
es as little as one de- candidate, and serve a second
|. hour, the ape, whose term. When congress convened,
'rength is more than a it quickly passed an independent
18 men, will develop treasury bill, taking the fiscal affairs out of the hands of the banks
and completing the work which
kte of Morelos, Mexico, Jackson had commence^ back in
prs are sold from door 1829. By now the country had
donkey cart, the ped- begun to realize that "Old Hickj>; applying for his annual Dry's" financial policies were
I-required to furnish six sound and his popularity,, which
i for purposes of identi- had waned during the panic years
Chey include three front Df 1837-38, began to revive and
iide views of the donkey. give renewed confidence to Van
Buren and his colleagues in the
sent by or to prisoners Democratic administration.
feept parcel post and C. 'Come to the Aid of the Party.'
'" ages, is exempt from
Down in New Orleans the Lou|charges,
not only in the isianians
1
began planning a fororigin and destination
observance of the twentyFin intermediate neutral mal
fifth anniversary of the Battle of
Collier's.
New Orleans and President Van
Buren, believing that the pressnce of Genera] Jackson at that
celebration would aid the cause
of Democracy, wrote to him asking him to go. Much as* Jackson
would enjoy revisiting the scene
of his triumph, there were sevigs on acid indi- eral reasons, however, which
_, dizzy spells, gas, coated might prevent his going. He was
• taste, and bad breath, your
fprobably loaded up with cer- a tired, old man now. "Old Hickd food and your bowels don't ory" they still called him, but age
i need both Pepsin to help had weakened the tough fiber
t that rich undigested food in which that name suggested. Such
, a, and Laxative Senna to pull a journey and the excitement of
on those lazy bowels. So be
alive also contains Pepsin, the celebration would drain him
dwell's Laxative, because its
of much of the strength he still
i helps you gain that won- had left.
• "
h-refief. white the Laxative
Then there was another reason.
DUT bowels. Tests prove the
i to dissolve thoselumps of The* General had lost one of his
otein food which may linger best friends, one upon whom he
ch, to cause belching, gastric
> nausea. This is how pepsin- had come to depend greatly. That
tomach helps relieve it of such was Ralph E. W. Earle, the wan• the same time this medidne
dering portrait painter, who had
r nerves and muscles in your
,- sve your constipation. So see come to the Hermitage 17 years
[better you feel by taking the before and found there the only
at also puts Pepsin to work oa home he had ever known. Earle
'i discomfort, too. Even fin- died in September, 1838, and the
i love to taste this pleasant
tive. Buy Dr. Caldwell's Lax- gray head of the general bowed a
. with Syrup Pepsin at your little lower after that date. "He
Yl
was my constant companion when
I traveled. Had I a wish to travel
I have now no one to go with
fealth in wisdom
me," he said mournfully.
tlth of mankind is the
But the most, important reason
ey leave.—John Boyle why such a trip was doubtful is
suggested in a letter he wrote to
a friend at about this time—
"Again.I am out of funds, and 1
cannot bear to borrow or travel
as a pauper." When Andrew
Jackson went to Washington to
become President, he carried $5,000 with him. When, at the end
"WamofDiMiderad
of eight years, he returned to
Kidney Action
his home in Tennessee there was
ilUa
with Iti hurry
and worry.j
l%Bkt*a. !____
T __-• only $90 left of it.
i rtak ot expoann »a3l__
i heavy •train on the w*rk
An Expensive Son.
Mya. They are apt to become
Then came the panic years and
and fail to flUer axoiaa aotd
"Old Hickory" was hard put to
it to remain solvent. His difficulties were increased by the unbusinesslike practices of his
adopted son, Andrew Jackson Jr.
or too frequent
He prevailed upon his foster fa'•
ther to allow him to buy a
1.100-acre plantation in Mississipmoral.
pi for which he agreed to pay
$23,700 in four yearly installments. On his way home from
making this deal, young Jackijon stopped at Nashville and, un-

ANDBEW JACKSON IN 1840
This portrait was painted by Jacques J. Amans daring "Old Hickory's" visit to New Orleans to join in the 25th anniversary celebration of
his victory over the British there on January 8,1815. The original hangs
to the Brown University library, Providence, E. I. (From an illustration
in Marquis James' "Andrew Jackson, Portrait of a President," published by the Bobbs-Merrill Company, by whose courtesy it is reproduced here.)
known to his father, bought an
expensive piano, also on the installment plan.
Nor was this his only extravagance, for while Jackson was
making plans for the journey to
New Orleans he received a letter from his old friend, Maj. William B. Lewis, asking that a
' note for $550, signed by young
Jackson and already two years
overdue, be paid. This money
had been used to buy a carriage
and Andrew Jr. had assured his
father that the money had already been repaid.
"I have exerted all my means
to clear my son from his foolish
as well as useless debts. They
are all exhausted, I can do no
more," the General wrote to Lewis. By this time he had about
given up his plans for going to
New Orleans. Then came a
crushing blow.
It was the financial collapse of
Albert Ward, a son of one of
Jackson's old friends and one of
the richest men in Middle Tennessee. When his creditors be-

Trigger on
tion, and

i Acid Stomach Too
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ANDREW JACKSON JR.
A portrait of Jackson's adopted
son by Ralph E. W. Earle, owned
by the Ladies' Hermitage Association, Nashville, Tenn., and reproduced in Marquis James' "Andrew Jackson, Portrait of a President."
gan securing writs of attachment
against those who had gone security for Ward it was learned
that Andrew Jackson Jr. was one
of his principal sureties. Moreover, as the panicky creditors
began to press their claims, other debts which young Jackson
had contracted, unknown to his
father, came to light.
"Old Hickory," tired and ill as
he was, rose superbly to the occasion. First he made certain arrangements with the Ward creditors in order to gain time. Then
he decided definitely to go to New
Orleans.
"If the trip should help the
prospects of the Democrats, well
and' g o o d ; " writes Marquis
James in his "Andrew Jackson—
Portrait of a President," "The
real object was to relieve his
son.
"The time was short. On December 23 the General drove to
Nashville and drew in advance
on his cotton. After paying two
notes for young Andrew and a
few other bills only enough remained for traveling expenses to
New Orleans. So he borrowed
$3,000 which was placed to the
credit of his son.
"On .the day before Christmas
Andrew Jr. had not returned from
Mississippi. Jackson could delay
his departure no longer. Scratch-

At Andrew Jackson, returataf
to New Orleans in 1840 experienced the "endless receptions,
speeches, pageantry, fireworks"
etc., one wonders if, perhaps, he
remembered the reception that
had been given him by that city
immediately after his victory 25
years before—and, remembering,
smiled inwardly at the recollection of what followed so soon afterwards! That reception is described in the first of Marquis
James* two-volume biography,
"Andrew Jackson, the Border
Captain" as follows:
" . . . The city gave him a Latin welcome. Pierre Favrot, seated by a window overlooking the
Place d'Armes, undertook to describe it to his wife Never my
dear have I seen such a crowd
. . . All the troops arriving to
the strains of military music &
of the cannons . . . more than
12,000 people of whom 8,000 were
armed . . . Tomorrow they . . .
will crown the General; twelve
young girls will strew his path
with flowers . . .' "
This they did on the morrow,
and much more. "At the door of
the church he was received by
the Abbe DuBourg in his robes
of office and attended by a college of priests . . . The choir
began to chant the majestic lines
of the Te Deum. The people in
the church took up the hymn.
It spread to the lips of the throng
that filled the square as all New
Orleans poured forth its gratitude for deliverance."
Short-Lived Gratitude.
But that gratitude was shortlived, and the hero of yesterday
was, in their minds, a tyrant the
next day, when "New Orleans
awakened somewhat amazed to
find itself, to all intents, once
more in a state of siege. The
tight restrictions of martial law
were reimposed. Militia companies which had looked forward
to prompt disbandment were
marched into camps and set to
drilling. Reserve companies not
under arms before because there
were no arms to give them were
called out, the dilatory cargo of

Lovely Basic Dress
Will Slenderize One
IT'S safe to predict that you've
* never worn a more truly becoming dress than this lovely, basic fashion (1878-B). It is beautifully designed to make your figure look slender and softly rounded. The front panels of the bodice are cut in one with the skirt,
accenting height. Gathers at the
side of the bodice take care of
becoming bust fullness.
The only trimming is a row of
buttons down the front. The v-

ing directions to the boy to pay
the Lewis note and other debts to
the extent of $3,000, Old Hickory
was off for Louisiana to make
his first public appearance in
nearly three years."
A Near-Tragic Journey.

Concerning that near-tragic
journey and its results, James
also writes:
"New Year's day of 1840 was
spent aboard an Ohio river packet menaced by drifting ice. At
Memphis Jackson obtained from
Albert Ward pledges which he
hoped would balance Andrew
Jr.'s obligations to the Ward
creditors . . .
"On January 4, the steamer
Vicksburg, chartered by the state
of Mississippi and loaded with
notables, took the
General
aboard. What followed was a
nightmare. Stricken with a hemorrhage which made every breath
torture, the veteran drummed out
the last reserves of his will-power
'determined to go through (with
the journey) or fall in the struggle.'
" 'I have found that complaining never eased pain,' he said.
The endless receptions, the
speeches, the pageantry, the fireworks, the shouting, were somehow endured for 10 days and
nights. Leaning on his cane, the
chieftain slowly mounted the
mouldering ridge that had been
the rampart beside the Rodriquez
canal. Dim old eyes looked on a
level field of cane stubble . . .
which memory may have peopled with pulsing platoons in red
tunics latticed by white crossbelts . . . hedges of bayonets receding into infinity . . . "
m Thus did the "Hero of New Orleans" look upon the scene of his
triumph a quarter of a century
earlier where he had won that
amazing victory with which, in
the words of another biographer
(Gerald S W. Johnson in his "Andrew Jackson—An Epic in Homespun"), he had "saved the selfrespect of the country." Because
of it that country was "literally
crazed with joy and in its delirium flung the name of Andrew
Jackson against the stars."
A Hero Goes Home.
After the 10-day celebration
was over Jackson started for his
home in Tennessee. "Alone in the
cabin of a homeward bound
steamer, the pain passed and a
feeling of peace filled the heart
of the soldier," writes James,
-"He hoped he had done something to save Mr. Van Buren. In
any event he believed he had
saved Andrew."
As it turned out, both hopes
were vain. For in the tumultuous
"log cabin and hard cider" campaign that year the "singing
Whigs" with their shouts of "Tippecanoe and Tyler, Too!" and
"Van, Van is a used-up man!"
swept the "Little Magician" out
of the White House and installed
"Old Tippecanoe" Harrison there
in his place.
As for Andrew, it is true that
his foster father "saved" him—
but only temporarily. For the
young man seems to have had a
perfect genius for bad business
practices and before the weary
old General had laid down his
burdens on June 8, 1845—.five
years and six months, to a day,
after his triumphant return to
New Orleans—those burdens had
been added to, by his foster son
to the extent of $24.000

GEN. ANDREW JACKSON, 1815
A miniature on ivory made in
New Orleans by Jean Francois
Vallee, a Frenchman who painted
in the "Napoleonic tradition."

War department rifles having arrived. Andrew Jackson expected
his victory to have bearing on
the tedious negotiations he assumed to be in progress at Ghent,
but he took no chances."
As rumors that a treaty of
peace had indeed been signed began to drift into the city, the dissatisfaction with Jackson's restrictions on the citizens of New
Orleans and the resentment of
the volunteers and the militia
against being kept under arms increased. There were frequent
desertions and finally open mutiny. To deal with both, Jackson
used the same iron hand with
which he had ruled his soldiers
during the campaign against the
Creek Indians. This brought him
into a collision with the civil authorities.
Clash With Civil Authority.
Federal Judge Dominick A.
Hall was determined to establish
the fact that a writ of habeas
corpus issued in his court should
not be superseded by the rules
of martial law. Jackson had not
only dared to disregard such a
writ but had arrested Hall for
"aiding, abetting and exciting
mutiny within my camp" and
locking him up. Freed when
martial law was revoked at the
receipt of the news of the peace
treaty, Hall had mounted the
bench again, issuing a summons
directing Jackson to show cause
why he should not be held in contempt of court for his refusal to
recognize the writ of habeas
corpus.
So it came to pass that late in
March, 1815, the "Hero of New
Orleans" stood before the bar of
civil justice and heard Judge Hall
impose upon him a fine of $1,000
and costs but re/rain from including imprisonment in the sentence
because it "was impossible to
forget the important services of
the defendant to the country."
After that "JacksoA walked out
of the court-room the idol of the
cheering crowd. They unhitched
the horses and dragged his carriage to the Exchange Coffee
House."
The idol of New Orleans he remained until his departure in
May for his home in Tennessee.
That departure "was taken in
triumph—public farewells, private
leave-takings, exchanges of costly gifts. A purse was raised to
discharge the fine imposed by
Dominick Hall, but Andrew Jackson waved it aside, requesting
that the money be distributed
among the families of soldier*
who had fallen in battle."

neckline is a perfect background
for your pet jewelry. Those sash
ends in the back may be tied in a
flat bow, or to simulate a bustle.
Velvet, wool broadcloth and flat
crepe are materials in which this
design makes up particularly well.
You'll wear it with pride on important afternoon occasions. A
step-by-step sew chart accompanies your pattern.
Barbara Bell Pattern No. 1878-B
is designed for sizes 34, 36, 38, 40^
42, 44, 46 and 48. Size 36 requires 4% yards of 39-inch material for three-quarter sleeves; 4%
yards for long sleeves; 4% yards
for short.
Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Room 1&24,
211 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, 111.
Price of pattern, 15 cents (in
coins).

With Tolerance

It is good to be often reminded
of the inconsistency of human nature, and to learn to look without
wonder or disgust on the weaknesses which are found in the
strongest minds.—Macaulay.

.WANTED!
WOMEN.
88 to 62 yrs. old, who are restless,

r

moody, nervous, fear hot flashes,
dizzy spells, to take LydiaE. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Famous in helping women go imlliig
thru "trying times" due to functional "irregularities." Try iff

Word of Praise

Don't withhold the word of
praise, it may spur someone on—
just at the moment when they
think everything has gone from
them.

CLOTHESPIN
NOSE
Got • cold? CM two-way relief
with Luden'i! A Luden'i on,
your tongue help* tooth* thnwt I
—than, u It melte,raUnaacoolf
menthol vapor. Your bfMthfi
carrie* thU to clogged nai
paiiagei, helpl open yo
"clotheapta now)-

LUDEN'S 5*
Manthol Covflh Dn

WATCH
You can depend on the special sales the merchants oi
our town announce in the
columns of this paper.They
mean money saving to our
readers. It always pays to
patronize the merchants
who advertise. They are
not afraid of their merchandise ox their prices.

